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YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My
Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3
years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters
remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032)
Purplepinkchic1215 55 seconds ago Never tought people would still watched what
happend that day Purplepinkchic1215 55 seconds ago jamezbond78 34 minutes ago 9/11
was an inside job, the buildings were brought down by explosions. This is a great video!
You can see bright flashes going on throughout this video. There is a round of flashing
going down the left side of the building beginning around 7:45. jamezbond78 34 minutes
ago JehanneDeLys 2 hours ago 3 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Tips: how to tell this is 100% fake! Filmed "live" from the same "apartment" windows
facing South-West? Just watch the SIM people's SHADOWS (like sundials): horizontal > 17:30, then move 90 deg at 22:10 then 45 deg: 23:25 - 23:47 (w/ ghost people 24:46 !) opposite again at 25:10. Only CGI movie makers can defy the laws of physics *and*
move the sun all over place! The pause button/slide is the most effective tool for seeing
fakery [For FAQ & answers re 911 visit septemberclues DOT info ] JehanneDeLys 2
hours ago 3 KKKSuperFan 2 hours ago show hide 9-11 was a wake up call to The
shithole that the United States really is... I hope this country gets nuked and destroyed
by civil war... KKKSuperFan 2 hours ago bissut 3 hours ago I'm not from USA but it's
still horreble to me to to watch. bissut 3 hours ago bissut 3 hours ago Holy shit thats
horrible, all those people who died there :( bissut 3 hours ago Lefarfadet7 3 hours ago
When i will forget 9/11 i will be dead Lefarfadet7 3 hours ago Nickiboyjok 3 hours ago
Der Himmel hat keine Wolken jetzt schon Nickiboyjok 3 hours ago emoboi311 3 hours
ago thats funny emoboi311 3 hours ago Nickiboyjok 3 hours ago @emoboi311 What is
her Funny was ist hier witzig Nickiboyjok 3 hours ago gemriderz 4 hours ago For all of
you idiots who believe Bush and Cheney, ignore science, proof, facts, physics, AND
ACTUALLY BELIEVE BUILDINGS COULD COLLAPSE THIS FAST (I mean, just
how do you get through a day being this stupid and gullible???), watch this series, then
get back to us and tell us how it wasn't faked. 911 Clues, Fake Media Mind Control pt
1/9 argstopresisting, aubertin, nasafakedtits.... you REALLY need to wake up to reality.
What happened that day is IMPOSSIBLE, as officially stated. gemriderz 4 hours ago
TheShareeve7 4 hours ago muslem people not do this...this is zionis job..!!!
TheShareeve7 4 hours ago FLS96 4 hours ago al-qaida 1 - usa 0 FLS96 4 hours ago
AarrghStopResisting 4 hours ago god damnit people, quit posting your long boring
conspiracies on here. Too bad this camera woman didn't get killed. she is very annoying
AarrghStopResisting 4 hours ago AgnoYouth 5 hours ago "The world breaks everyone
and afterward many are strong at the broken places." AgnoYouth 5 hours ago
xxgi98b3astxx 6 hours ago It was all bushes fault usama. Didn't do crap xxgi98b3astxx 6
hours ago nancycakes5 6 hours ago FUCK bush! sad to see so many innocent peoples
lifes were lost and know bush is just kicking back doing nothing his hiding. coward
nancycakes5 6 hours ago kansasinnovember 7 hours ago 3 OH!LOOK....YOU CAN
JUST ABOUT SEE LARRY SILVERSTEIN IN THE BACKGROUND COUNTING
OUT HIS $7 BILLION INSURANCE PAYOUT,WONDER WHY HE FELT THE
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NEED TO UP THE INSURANCE AGAINST TERRORIST ATTACK,MUST BE
COINSIDENCE kansasinnovember 7 hours ago 3 ElectrosFreshistMix 7 hours ago bin
laden didn't blow up the project it was bush ElectrosFreshistMix 7 hours ago
kansasinnovember 8 hours ago Comment removed Tangax337 8 hours ago lol i remember
when this happened i was only 9 or 10 and I was pissed off because it was on every
channel overwriting my favorite cartoons Tangax337 8 hours ago Jackson7toes 6 hours
ago @Tangax337 Wow was that all u could think about? People DIED, and all u cared
about was your Cartoons. Jackson7toes 6 hours ago Joelius007beesknees 10 hours ago do
u actually think it was a hoak trinity reload? Joelius007beesknees 10 hours ago
aubertin7654 11 hours ago @325221638 I'll express mail a smart bomb to your house
sand monkey! Excuse us for trying to take out those terrorists for you. If we didn't have
to come train your pussy ass cops this war would have been over in 2002!!! What are we
doing that's so "bad" anyway, killing kids and women? Well quit strapping them with C4
and sending them to our convoys to ask for help! As far as I care fuck you guys.
aubertin7654 11 hours ago 325221638 12 hours ago you know why that fken happened?
cause of american army. they just wanted to have wars with taliban. soo fken gay.
WARR. why can we stop and just be one not million just one and have fun?> its all
because of british and american who wants to be first in everything. ALL AMERICANS
ARE RACIst/ theyre terrorist. YOU GUYS DONT KNOW WAT THEY HAVE BEEN
DOING IN PAKISTAN...?? DO YOU?? no! and guess who made facebook. pakistan
did.! and they still pay money for it even its not theirs now.fuck americans 325221638
12 hours ago TrinityReload 10 hours ago 5 @325221638 Americans are not bad or racist
people, any more than any other normal people, they've just been fooled by the bad
people controlling their govt & media propaganda. Hopefully more will wake up to it and
take their country back from corrupt politicians and the global bankers & media moguls
who control them. TrinityReload 10 hours ago 5 josejloayza 15 hours ago You should
read in Google un-mal-diseño-ingenieril it is very very important for the life of the
firemen and of people that work in very high buildings. josejloayza 15 hours ago
nasafakedtits 15 hours ago conspiricy theorist= cock suckers conspiricy theorist=
demented fucking morons bet they all think aliens are visiting us and that man never went
to the moon hahahahahahaahahahhahahahahaha-hahaha cunts nasafakedtits 15 hours ago
RondizdaMayor 16 hours ago Dumb motherfuckers!!!! hey i got a idea lets run into a
burning tall ass building that takes forever to get the top ... im sure we will be safe!!
WRONG ..... COLLAPSE BITCH HAHAHA!!! thats really rude i know ... im just
happy cause my roommate got a job cause there was a massive firefighter hiring ,,,,
thanks for the rent bitches! RondizdaMayor 16 hours ago hamcheesesalami 17 hours ago
at around 4:00 you can hear the barney theme song hamcheesesalami 17 hours ago
devon3000oo 17 hours ago trinityreload you really need to shut the hell up. who would
really waste their time making up bullshit when it's all right in front of your face, that
tells that you don't have a life. i personally was there when this happened. my dads in the
military and was in Afghanistan when all of this occurred . so don't pull that "movie, and
actors" crap devon3000oo 17 hours ago TrinityReload 16 hours ago 21 @devon3000oo
Fascinating! You were "personally there", where? Your "dads in the military AND was in
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Afghanistan WHEN all this occured"? Wow! What security clearance did he have to be
deployed in Afghanistan *beforehand*? I think you just painted yourself into a corner
there, pal. lol Oh, but yes "it's all right in front of your face" in CGI modified, totally fake
footage. Just go to tv archives.org & compare the original "live" tv broadcasts for
yourself. TrinityReload 16 hours ago 21 ProtectAus 18 hours ago 9/11 was based on TV
Fakery . DON'T believe every conspiracy theory on YouTube. I have spent my life
studying every crackpot conspiracy going. NOW i have unleashed my series of videos for
the truth seeking world. 9/11, JFK, Moon Hoax, Global Warming and The Port Arthur
Massacre. I present the facts in an entertaining and unique fashion. Some conspiracies are
TRUE and SHOCKING and will shake you to your very core. Click on ProtectAus for
the key to a universe YOU never knew existed. ProtectAus 18 hours ago ZajacMan125
19 hours ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @LieselFreud you are
a disgrace to America you unpatriotic fuck. How the fuck do you say that you think it's
fun watching the towers collapse? What is your problem? You need to realize what it is
to be an American you fucking asswipe. ZajacMan125 19 hours ago burntclown 20 hours
ago ~~> I have made about 12 video,s all pretty good from what i get from viewer's... one
video i created was on 9/11/10 to a tribute please check my videos out thank you<~~
burntclown 20 hours ago LieselFrued 21 hours ago For some reason, I really enjoy seeing
the tower collapse. It fun to watch I guess. LieselFrued 21 hours ago seethestarsflyy 19
hours ago @LieselFrued SHUT THE FUCK UP. seethestarsflyy 19 hours ago
CrimsonScrewsYaMum 19 hours ago @LieselFrued: WTF...... obviously none of your
family or friends died! Fucking arsehole. CrimsonScrewsYaMum 19 hours ago
Thetan1974 21 hours ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
IMPORTANT NOTE: THE GRIP IS TIGHTENING: demandprogress. org/ blacklist
Thetan1974 21 hours ago lebinz93 21 hours ago 11 september 2001 A magnificent day
wallah lebinz93 21 hours ago 0MrHPereira0 22 hours ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Can someone explain how a plain crash on top and the building is
totally on fire (i supose) when smoke appears on the bottom at 14:05? Weird...
0MrHPereira0 22 hours ago 0MrHPereira0 22 hours ago Can someone explain how a
plain crash on top ant the build is totally on fire (i supose) when smoke appears on the
bottom at 14:05? Weird... 0MrHPereira0 22 hours ago InfiniteOptionz 23 hours ago LOL
DEM TOWERS WENT DOWN LYKE THE TITANIC InfiniteOptionz 23 hours ago
killerwabbit95 22 hours ago @InfiniteOptionz asshole killerwabbit95 22 hours ago
Quirin64 23 hours ago Thank you for sharing your hearts with us. No matter the
arguments, there is a wound to the psyche of the world here, and your sharing your
moments of humanity with us reminds us that it is about SO much more than mere
politics. It is so much about the ravaged state of Mankind's SOUL and the desperate need
for healing. Quirin64 23 hours ago kingmaster800 23 hours ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam trinityreload shut the crap up it was all true if it wasn't how
did my friend's father's partner who was a pilot get high jacked by the terrorists and fly
the plane into the twin towers!!!!!!! and yes this is true so shut up Mr.idiot or i will
personally come over and beat the f*cking sh*t out of you! kingmaster800 23 hours ago
kingmaster800 23 hours ago trinityreload shut the crap up it was all true if it wasn't how
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did my friend's father's partner who was a pilot get high jacked by the terrorists and fly
the plane into the twin towers!!!!!!! and yes this is true so shut up Mr.idiot or i will
personally come over and beat the f*cking sh*t out of you! kingmaster800 23 hours ago
magicalhearingman 18 hours ago @kingmaster800 It's not that it's fake, it's that our own
government orchestrated the entire "attack". Immediately everyone became very patriotic
after the "attack". That is exactly what our government wants, control over loyal citizens.
It wasn't "fake" and it was a tragedy, but for yourself and myself, you need to wake up.
magicalhearingman 18 hours ago TrinityReload 3 hours ago @magicalhearingman Try to
think before claiming the govt would actually kill that many citizens if they could get the
same results more easily without doing anything so vile or risky. Just check all the
research that's proven all "live" TV broadcasts + "amateur" films were faked. Then ask
yourself, if the govt's official story were true in any way, why would they need to fake
any film of it? TrinityReload 3 hours ago TrinityReload 16 hours ago @kingmaster800
That tired old BS again? "My friend's father's partner" eh, funny how the story is always
"a relative of a friend" or "uncle" etc. etc. ad nauseam. When you tell whoppers like that
you just serve the perpetrators' propaganda purpose as another "useful idiot" to maintain
the govt myth of "terrorists," "planes," & "victims." Shame on you! TrinityReload 16
hours ago javierpopable 23 hours ago @uksniper4 shut the fuck ip you've been insulting
people here since saptember 11 it's October shut the fuck up you apparently have no life
javierpopable 23 hours ago javierpopable 23 hours ago @sharpnova2 your death would
be good rite lol kind of like a hostel movie death where your guts were tooken out rite
haha lol omg call me if it ever happnes o you javierpopable 23 hours ago sharpnova2 1
day ago Lol. 9/11 was awesome. All the deaths aside (the deaths were funny imho) the
whole idea of crashing planes into a skyscraper was pretty cool right? Like.. if we saw it
in a die hard movie.. wouldn't it have been cool? sharpnova2 1 day ago lowaces 1 day ago
comment censored by youtube lowaces 1 day ago stepheng1483 1 day ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was an inside job, by Israel, it was to get the
West to hate Muslims so we'd fight Israel's wars for them. stepheng1483 1 day ago
Espot12345 1 day ago What an amazing camera. You were able to see such detail of the
hole in the building. What a terrible tragedy. Espot12345 1 day ago AliceG14 1 day ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Get fucked all of you americans
who actually believe it was the arabs who pulled off 9/11! 9/11 was an inside job, its
fucken obvious! u fucken liars think that the rest of the world is stupid, watch
documentaries on the event and u will know that 9/11 had a lot more to it than 4 fucken
planes crashing into buildings. Get fucked all of u! 9/11 was pulled off by the
americans+jews(israel). They just used osama bin ladan and his so called "Al-qaeda" to
cover up their dirty work! AliceG14 1 day ago gemriderz 1 day ago Yes - poorly edited
vid'. Someone didn't want us to see what really happened - oh no - because then you
MORONS who believe "Islamic Terrorists" would finally getting it through your thick
skulls that the ONLY 'conspiracy theory' is that of the US Government. Webster
Tarpley summed up 9/11 quite nicely; "To believe 9/11, one must believe that even
though Bush & Cheney lied about EVERYTHING - on 9/11, they suddenly told the truth
- and then went right back to lying again." A new 9/11 is coming gemriderz 1 day ago
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sesshy34 1 day ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The New York
Bomber, Shahzad left the U.S. in 2009 for the explicit purpose of learning to build a bomb
and attack the targets in the United States. While there, he made a video which was
released by the Taliban in July of this year. On it, Shahzad says, "I have been trying to
join my brothers in jihad since 9/11 happened. I am planning to wage an attack inside
America." sesshy34 1 day ago cursedboy96 1 day ago my cousin was in the hotel
between the two towers that day but he got out ok R.I.P cursedboy96 1 day ago
spielverderber9 1 day ago what have you lost U.S. killer in Afghanistan? bombed and
your terorisiert the country are now 9 years. Have you Ever see a proof that the Taliban
or the Afghan people has something to do with the bombing of the WTC towers? Please
wake up, what you are doing in Afghanistan is a genocide. If you Americans want to
avenge 9 / 11, spielverderber9 1 day ago democratsaresmart 1 day ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam AMERICAN PEOPLE OUR PRESIDENT
BUSH WAS HIDING WITH CHILDREN IN A SCHOOL DURING 9/11, WHILE
AMERICA WAS UNDER ATTACK . WE NEED REPUBLICAN PARTY IN
POWER? I WONDER WHAT ARE THE NEXT BUILDINGS THAT ARE GOING
TO COLAPSE? DEMOCRATS LETS REMOVE GOP, WE DONT WANT
ANYMORE BUILDINGS COLAPSING, I DONT WANT AMERICAN PEOPLE
JUMPING OFF BURNING HIGHRISE BUILDINGS! WAKE UP USA! TOGETHER
WE ARE STRONGER! REPUBLICANS WANT TO TURN USA INTO REPUBLICS
LIKE USSR. FIRST IS ARIZONA ,DOESNT OBEY WASHINGTON!
democratsaresmart 1 day ago jamaicadude82 1 day ago To all the people who lost thier
lives on this horrible day, may you all Rest In Peace jamaicadude82 1 day ago
SweetLeftFoot1971 1 day ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Do
you agree that the Mosque at ground zero in New York should be built?. I say we
SHOULD allow it.. Then open a strip club next door, called 'You Mecca me horny' a gay
bar on the other side called 'Turban Cowboy' and across the street a Pork diner called 'Iraq
o' ribs' and a brothel called 'Allah women u want' then lets see if tolerance works BOTH
ways...... SweetLeftFoot1971 1 day ago LIAYFskii 1 day ago think there is something
weird about all this.. the video is even cliped where it collapse and when the second plane
crashes in, maybe to hide an explosion made of explosives? LIAYFskii 1 day ago khanji30
1 day ago why did you cutted it on 11:45 ????? khanji30 1 day ago iys15 1 day ago
@khanji30 yes this is a nice question cause thats wars the american ex president geogre w
bush ! iys15 1 day ago bunta13600 1 day ago Where was God when we needed him!? It
was a complete disaster!! Don't you agree?! bunta13600 1 day ago ABOOD506 1 day
ago fuck you amreca ABOOD506 1 day ago Dzsanesz45 1 day ago america---> terror
Dzsanesz45 1 day ago Atamv 1 day ago Whats the point of cutting the video or totaly
removing the parts when one of the plains crash and both collapses? Atamv 1 day ago
pwesleber 1 day ago TrinityReload, you are a worthless insect. I suppose you think that
the Viet Nam war was just a Hollywood stunt. People like you are the reason there is so
much hatred in the world. Instead of living in oblivious denial, try reaching down into
your lifeless scum of a soul and have compassion for the thousands who lost their lives in
this sense act of cowardice and violence. pwesleber 1 day ago TheRealAusshie 1 day ago
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9/11 was the funniest day ever!! got a problem go on my page. WHO ELSE LAUGHED
AT 9/11 COMMENT MY PAGE TheRealAusshie 1 day ago markobro22 1 day ago
@TheRealAusshie are you for real?! im not american im in ausralia, and i still think that
day was just horrible! markobro22 1 day ago renek181 1 day ago germany officialy said
sorry for the holocaust, america officialy said sorry for keeping slaves. but did the islam
ever said sorry for 9.11.? renek181 1 day ago TrinityReload 1 day ago 24 @renek181
"Say sorry" for what, being a scapegoat? There were no "terrorists", 9-11 was a massive
military & corporate media hoax. No "planes", no proven "victims", just TV fakery &
actors to demolish empty asbestos-contaminated buildings for profit & an excuse for war
to control the Middle East. So, who should apologize? To learn what, how & why, visit:
septemberclues.info TrinityReload 1 day ago 24 sharpnova2 1 day ago @TrinityReload it
truly must suck having a brain small enough to believe that bullshit. sharpnova2 1 day ago
kingmaster800 23 hours ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@TrinityReload trinityreload shut the crap up it was all true if it wasn't how did my
friend's father's partner who was a pilot get high jacked by the terrorists and fly the plane
into the twin towers!!!!!!! and yes this is true so shut up Mr.idiot or i will personally
come over and beat the f*cking sh*t out of you! kingmaster800 23 hours ago mikey401k
18 hours ago @TrinityReload Oh really so those people jumping out of the building are
just stuntmen? I hope you fall down a stairs and become a quadriplegic you fucking
asshole. mikey401k 18 hours ago TrinityReload 16 hours ago @mikey401k The
"jumpers" are ALL cgi fakes, proven in photo analysis. There is NO real film of the 9-11
events, period! TrinityReload 16 hours ago nasafakedtits 15 hours ago @TrinityReload
you obviously are just saying that to get a reaction because no one thinks that
nasafakedtits 15 hours ago TrinityReload 14 hours ago 4 @nasafakedtits Re "no one
thinks that" ? Really! More & more are waking up to it, which is why the perpetrators
have gone to so much trouble to counter it with funded disinfo agents & groups-- like
creating this little psyop movie w/ "motherly" voice-over actress 5 years after! Funny w/
all that time to perfect it they still couldn't get SIM figures' shadows to all go the right
way, or cityscape buildings, or colors or smoke or make cgi "planes" -- just relied on the
narrative to compensate. TrinityReload 14 hours ago 4 TheRealAusshie 14 hours ago
@TrinityReload i made a vid and uploaded just then to show you american pussies just
how funny 9/11 is why don't you go watch it and cry about it americunts
TheRealAusshie 14 hours ago PoetryHound 14 hours ago @TrinityReload "more & more
are waking up to it" Nope, no evidence of that. Hits on truther web sites have plummeted
since their highs of 2006. Attendance at truther events has likewise plummeted. Last
year's widely advertised Sept 11 rally in Manhattan barely attracted 100 people. This
year they didn't even try. 9/11 conspiracy theory is doomed to its rightful place of minor
importance as a sociological oddity alongside moon landing denial, holocaust denial, and
belief in alien abduction. PoetryHound 14 hours ago JehanneDeLys 13 hours ago
@PoetryHound LOL, that's because the most prominent "truther" groups were funded
disinfo with agents, actors, gatekeepers & infiltrators to 'cyber herd' genuine truth seekers
into dead ends (e.g. A Jones, D Avery et al). All to keep us away from & protect the
News Media's complicity in the hoax from exposure: TV fakery broadcast as "real" &
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"live!" + all the "amateur" video proven faked. Might want to catch up on the corporate
controlled media & govt shills you trust so much. ;) JehanneDeLys 13 hours ago
PoetryHound 12 hours ago @JehanneDeLys So which parts of the 9/11conspiracy did A
Jones and D Avery get wrong? PoetryHound 12 hours ago JehanneDeLys 12 hours ago
@PoetryHound Jones & Avery, among many others, are fixated on the "demolitions"
(like the 'how' even matters w/ all physical evidence gone &/or compromised) & rabidly
opposed to any evidence showing that all the footage ("live" TV footage & "amateur"
film) is faked. Any suggestion that there were no "planes" or "victims" is shut down fast
-- to protect their corporate masters (top Media brass) & funding source. By misdirecting
the 'what' they effectively protect the 'who'. JehanneDeLys 12 hours ago noozilander 12
hours ago @PoetryHound You poor sad little queen, there are millions worldwide, who
are now aware that 9/11 is a fraud and no amount of impotent whining by half-witted
little keyboard joickeys like you, can turn back the tide. It only takes a small of digging to
realise once and for all, that 9/11 has been covered up. You cried and tried but you lost
LOSER. Time to eat lead, coward! LOL! noozilander 12 hours ago TrinityReload 12
hours ago @noozilander You're right! The rest of the world is catching on to it too. Just
look up the google vid: "9/11 Japanese main opposition party questions 9/11 in
parliament" A Japanese politition gives his government hell for believing the 9-11
"terrorism" BS just because the US govt told them it was so. It's hilarious lol
TrinityReload 12 hours ago noozilander 12 hours ago @TrinityReload PoetPuppy is just
a snivelling little coward who was born male by mistake, who runs around trying to bring
people around to his form of narrow-minded cowardice. I just like to make sure he doesn't
get away with the considerable number of lies that he tells! The dumb shit accepts freefall
existed in the demise of WTC 7, for instance, but still says it was 40% slower than
freefall! He's exceptionally thick, the poor monkey! LOL! noozilander 12 hours ago
TrinityReload 11 hours ago @noozilander Well, it really is silly to think they can
possibly analyze or determine any physical reality from a cgi cartoon of building
demolitions - or ghost planes! LOL That's all we we've ever been shown, but at least
more are catching onto it now (despite the Jones & Avery types trying deperately to
deflect it from being exposed -- so much for their bull about finding the "truth" eh ;))
TrinityReload 11 hours ago PoetryHound 11 hours ago @noozilander "millions
worldwide" No, you're just the village idiot making up shit because you have no evidence
to point to. No one pays attention to you clowns except other clowns and those of us
who enjoy kicking you while you're down. LOL! PoetryHound 11 hours ago noozilander
10 hours ago @PoetryHound You just cannot stop your simperinging cowardice can you
dickhead! Poor little confused queen you are. noozilander 10 hours ago PoetryHound 9
hours ago @noozilander See what I mean? This proves you're just a lonely, confused,
paranoid village idiot! You deserve a pie in the face! Hahahaha! PoetryHound 9 hours ago
nasafakedtits 13 hours ago @TrinityReload you musnt have any shame if you can post
stuff like that.makes you look a complete idiot.you would argue its snowing sat on a
beach in miami. you have nothing to back up your theory no one believes it anymore you
just have an anti government agenda grow up nasafakedtits 13 hours ago F33bs 14 hours
ago @TrinityReload I bet you wish you stayed in school, don't you? Put a little spark in
9
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that dim noggin of yours. Oh well, I guess you'll have to spend your days as a fat loser
that's ignored on the web as well as real life! Fighting the revolution, one Cheeto at a time!
F33bs 14 hours ago JehanneDeLys 13 hours ago @F33bs We can see how well the
government indoctrination centers (aka "schools") have worked on you, can't we. Rather a
disincentive I'd say LOL But as anyone who has ever endured the "education system"
knows, you learn nothing of worthwhile or practical use in real life until you leave. That
explains your problem right there now, doesn't it ;) JehanneDeLys 13 hours ago F33bs 11
hours ago @JehanneDeLys You take out of education what you put into it. It's no
wonder, then, that 9/11 '"truthers" are among the most stultified that this nation can
possibly produce. True dregs of inadequacy and boringly insufferable on top of it. It's
good that nobody worth anything listens to truthers. Otherwise we'd all be in troub-wait, who am I kidding?! You lot can't even get off your ass to collect your welfare check,
much less fight the power like real men! Have another Hot Pocket, loser! F33bs 11 hours
ago JehanneDeLys 11 hours ago @F33bs Evidently reading comprehension is not one of
those areas of "education" you've put much "into" then. So, what you've learned is, 'when
you have no real arguments or verifiable evidence except belief, mindlessly ridicule and
vilify'? Oh yeah, that'll get you into politics, but not much else. LOL Just ask yourself,
who has worked the hardest to make the terms "truther" & "consipiracy theorist"
epithets? JehanneDeLys 11 hours ago nasafakedtits 13 hours ago @TrinityReload you
make my dog look inteligent,and she has just licked her arse and eaten cat shit
nasafakedtits 13 hours ago xbxownage 13 hours ago @TrinityReload lmfao!!!!!
xbxownage 13 hours ago JinsterBeady 8 hours ago @TrinityReload Areyou f*cking
serious? JinsterBeady 8 hours ago The911watch 1 day ago @renek181 thats because
Islam has nothing to do with 9-11. What an idiotic comment. If you'd knew anything,
you'd know the CIA trained and armed Al Qaeda. Anyways, 9-11 was an inside job. we
all know that now. Do some research, instead of posting idiotic comments like that.
The911watch 1 day ago Atamv 1 day ago @renek181 Lol, are you expecting a whole
religion to say sorry? First of, who is the leader of islam? None, there are many leaders
but no supreme one. Second there are all kinds of muslims, radical, moderate, secular,
conservative etcetcetc. I doubt all those groups have the same view on the attacks.
Besides the US has been doing some sick shit thats never truly been apologised for.
Atamv 1 day ago PhatDinosauur 1 day ago whoever thought this was hilarious, is utterly
disgusting and you would in no way say that to the faces of families who lost there loved
ones. PhatDinosauur 1 day ago B11video 1 day ago Terrorism breeds paranoia and terror.
This day Terrorized us all, but by pointing the finger and spreading conspiricy theorys
we are just fanning the flames of terrorism. Those of you that are blaming the church or
government or whoever is next this week, look in the mirror. Terrorism works because
you turn your enemy against themselves. This is how two dozen dudes with box cutters
and flying lessions collapsed western society. B11video 1 day ago JehanneDeLys 1 day
ago 21 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @B11video The "terrorists"
of 9-11 are an elaborate govt hoax. NO "planes", NO verifiable "victims", just tv fakery &
actors. You trust everything your govt & corporate-controlled media tells you is true?
Like the "conspiricy theorys" [sic] that 19 youths w/ box-cutters outfoxed all US defense
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systems, FAA, NORAD etc. to hijack 4 ghost planes, fly them w/ expert precision into
buildings & defy the laws of physics! If ya buy that one, I've got a bridge to sell ya lol
FAQ & A: septemberclues.info JehanneDeLys 1 day ago 21 NittanyLion95 1 day ago In
a word wow! i am 17 years old and only remember very little of this but This is the main
reason i am going in USAF this coming summer NittanyLion95 1 day ago drob2112 1 day
ago Everyone watch out the government is out to get u watch your backs!!!!!LMAO
DUMBASSES!!!! drob2112 1 day ago gemriderz 1 day ago Obama is already preparing
you for another fake 'terrorist attack' Today, LA's head of 'counter terrorism' said that
they have "millions in new equipment, but the next attack will be a 'Mumbai-style' that
he believes is coming soon. The signs are there; You just need to listen, realizing you're
being lied to, AND being prepared for the next sacrifice. I suggest a Get Together with
everyone who believes the gov' version of 9/11. Then, attack those morons, since they're
so willing to be sheep. gemriderz 1 day ago mannyknne 1 day ago ffking terrorists
mannyknne 1 day ago g00d5tealth1111 1 day ago this is one of the hardest things for all
of us to watch but being a new yorker and watching this just hurts even more my uncle
went to that call and we live on long island he told me that half his company died that day
along with all of those americans and firefighters those who lost loved ones i give my
condolences and they are in the heaven that they beleive in with their god/gods
g00d5tealth1111 1 day ago Matt9873 1 day ago Rebuild the towers Matt9873 1 day ago
g00d5tealth1111 1 day ago @Matt9873 maybe u can rebuild the towers but can u rebuild
all of those lives that were lost no u cant but for u to watch this and only pull that out of
it is wat really dissapoints me g00d5tealth1111 1 day ago notitbros 1 day ago
@g00d5tealth1111 dont be weary goodstealth. you can always make more fake people
using v-people software. they are called 'sims' and that's who really died on 9/11 rather
than real people. check out the Vicsim Report notitbros 1 day ago Matt9873 22 hours
ago @g00d5tealth1111 - I understand how you could have the impression of
disappointment with such a seemingly heartless, detached statement as 'Rebuild the
towers'. Watching this video brought back the overwhelming flood of emotion I
experienced that day. Mostly rage but also the complete agony of knowing that people
were watching their family members last moments over and over. Personally, had 9/11
been my time, I would hope the destruction of the perpetrators be repudiated and the
towers rebuilt Matt9873 22 hours ago pacoshome 1 day ago how sad i feel bad 4 them
people pacoshome 1 day ago XxBioElementxX 1 day ago do you guys believe everything
people tell you. XxBioElementxX 1 day ago HeroScaper95 1 day ago This is horrible,
Then people yell at us Americans when we kill 1 person in a Firefight, But when they
Kill 3000 in 1 day that's fine? F*** THE GENEVA CONVENTION! WAR! I say we
put a napalm bomb down all of the terrorists Throats. PAY BACK! HeroScaper95 1 day
ago FatalOne559 1 day ago of course this was an inside job....look at the second building
fall i mean explode cus im pretty sure a building doesnt fall down like that unless they use
bombs FatalOne559 1 day ago mwcdx 1 day ago 2 @11:45 the video is edited. This is
what happens when your video falls into the wrong hands. We should of clearly saw the
second plane hit. Also how does 2 1/2 inch thick steal turn to dust? This is why I dont
trust the govnerment or their story on what happend on that day. 9-11 was an inside job.
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Most likely done by Massod and the scum of the Earth Freemasons. mwcdx 1 day ago 2
HeroScaper95 1 day ago @mwcdx MORON the Plane Hit at Just below the speed of
Sound, PLUS thats # tons Of steel and Jet fuel. Most things will turn to Dust.
HeroScaper95 1 day ago corfazz88 1 day ago y r u so calm!?!? corfazz88 1 day ago
Supersynapsis 1 day ago Comment removed iluvugo 2 days ago @JehanneDeLys I mean
why should I go to the website you are promoting if all you did was take their word for
it? I mean that is what you are asking me to do. Right? Just believe in what they are
saying and believe in their credentials. Did you do any extra research to prove them
wrong or right or prove that they actually have the qualifications to administer such
conclusions? iluvugo 2 days ago JehanneDeLys 57 minutes ago 25 @iluvugo Ok, how tell
this one is 100% fake too: Filmed "live" from the same "apartment" windows facing
South-West? Watch the SIM people's SHADOWS (like sundials): horizontal -> 17:30,
then right angles at 22:10 then 45 deg: 23:25 & 23:47 (w/ ghost people: 24:46!) - opposite
again at 25:10. Only CGI movie makers can defy the laws of physics and make the sun
change position! The pause button is the best tool to see video fakery! [For FAQ &
answers re 911 visit septemberclues DOT info ] JehanneDeLys 57 minutes ago 25
iluvugo 2 days ago @JehanneDeLys How did they fake it? If you understand all of this
you should be able to explain it. Right? iluvugo 2 days ago Joemamma69000 2 days ago
Man: Hey wanna trade your Pikachu for my Char- BOOM* Both Jump Out Of
Building* Man: *Cough* Mander? Other Man: *Cough* Sure Joemamma69000 2 days
ago MichaelLilBoi 2 days ago @Joemamma69000 that's not funny :S MichaelLilBoi 2
days ago Joemamma69000 2 days ago @MichaelLilBoi it was the World Trade Center
there is one in the Pokemon games (the old 90s ones) i just wanted to cheer some people
up Joemamma69000 2 days ago iluvugo 2 days ago @vindiesel3304 NO JehanneDeLys is
just saying go and do the same research he/she did and then you will come to the same
conclusion he/she did and then you won't have to use your mind you can use someone
else's mind and then you'll be a robot like he/she is. It's sad I see so many people saying
all the videos are fake and then tell me to go watch their video because it's real. Seems like
a vicious circle to me. Kind of like the snake eating it's own tail. iluvugo 2 days ago
iluvugo 2 days ago @702NotH1ngN3sS I found this book in my church library and after
returning it to the library, I went to check it out again and it was missing. The person who
checked it out did not follow proper procedure they just stole it, I guess. It hasn't been
there since. iluvugo 2 days ago iluvugo 2 days ago @702NotH1ngN3sS What country are
you from? I have known since the 1st inauguration of Bill Clinton that my vote doesn't
count. I read it in a book that there were around the time the book was written(don't
know the exact date just know it was pre-1980s) at least 6 people at that time picked our
presidents and ran the world. It also said that other countries received news prior to us
before events actually happened and the censored news we got other countries were
privy to. iluvugo 2 days ago iluvugo 2 days ago @Horsewhip81 The consideration should
be that there are videos out there not known to anyone, not the public and not the
government. I'd like to see that raw footage. iluvugo 2 days ago iluvugo 2 days ago
@Horsewhip81 I don't know in 1993 Yousef declared, "Next time I will take both of
them down." It's possible that just about anyone with incendiary knowledge, coupled
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with knowledge of all sorts of things(since this operations has many differing aspects of
attacks) could have done this. My mind is open to all sorts of ideas right now, but I do
believe this video is real. iluvugo 2 days ago Horsewhip81 1 day ago Too many
unanswered and avoided questions Horsewhip81 1 day ago iluvugo 21 hours ago
@Horsewhip81 Well, some things have been answered. I think if there are too many
questions, sometimes that means that some things are the way they are, while other
things maybe a mystery, but I always look for the bottom line in things. I think it makes
solving the equation a lot simpler. iluvugo 21 hours ago 911insidejob81 2 days ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam please support 9/11 victim`s family
members, in a call for new investigation in to 9/11 and visit w w w.nyccan. o r g senior
counsel to the 9/11 Commission says commission agreed to lie please search in google
"9/11 Commission Counsel: Government Agreed to Lie About 9/11" _--_--_--__-RIP__2992__people--__--_--_--_ 911insidejob81 2 days ago lsu20101 2 days ago fuck the
fucking afghanistans lsu20101 2 days ago BeOrNotToBe1 2 days ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Binladen threatened America, but USA didn't
listen to that threats, and now Iran led by Ahmadi Nejad is threatening to use nuclear
weapons. what are you waiting for Americans? Are you waiting for another 11sep?
America's policy is strange, and you can say: "it's stupid policy". The invasion of Iraq
was under the pretext of chemical weapons, and when they found nothing, they handed
Iraq over to Iran, and Iran is now planning to occupy the Arabian Petroleum Countries in
the near future.. BeOrNotToBe1 2 days ago Unifius 2 days ago I must say, I'd care a lot
more about 9/11 (well, 11/9) if it happened anywhere but america. Seems to be to be a
large helping of karma. Unifius 2 days ago cavspats1223 2 days ago @Unifius if your
gonna say shit like that plz get the fuck off this video cavspats1223 2 days ago Unifius 1
day ago @cavspats1223: I'll make a deal with you: larn tew spel phurst. Unifius 1 day
ago n1nib 2 days ago shit man am sitting here and chacking n1nib 2 days ago Tigarius4 2
days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam America has killed more
people than any terrorist organisation. Tigarius4 2 days ago AliceG14 2 days ago Get
fucked all of you americans who actually believe it was the arabs who pulled off 9/11!
9/11 was an inside job, its fucken obvious! u fucken liars think that the rest of the world
is stupid, watch documentaries on the event and u will know that 9/11 had a lot more to it
than 4 fucken planes crashing into buildings. Get fucked all of u! 9/11 was pulled off by
the americans+jews(israel). They just used osama bin ladan and his so called "Al-qaeda"
to cover up their dirty work! AliceG14 2 days ago amit096 2 days ago @AliceG14 !!!!Ya
jerk, they admitted that amit096 2 days ago PS3deathwheel 2 days ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @AliceG14 People like you make me laugh at
how stupid you are. PS3deathwheel 2 days ago wellifthemediasaysit 2 days ago
@AliceG14 yep, cia and mossad, like mi6 and mossad did 7/7, if anyone does the
research this all had nothig to do with arabs!! dont take ur word for it!!! do the research.
You wont find anything on mainstream media, so use the web and your brains, it is the
most blatant inside job ever!!! wellifthemediasaysit 2 days ago EmoTranse123 2 days ago
why didnt they filmed that "military plane" EmoTranse123 2 days ago Anthraxdude 2
days ago Haha i just dont get how can this video Be fake? Anthraxdude 2 days ago
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911debunkedable 2 days ago 2 Don't mind me. I'm just another retard debunker! Gawd
we're stupid! 911debunkedable 2 days ago 2 joseskates1 2 days ago more people have
died in iraq war than in 911 joseskates1 2 days ago dgo54video 2 days ago guys listen to
what she says @ 12:06 it's amazing!!! dgo54video 2 days ago FranciscoSRO2 2 days ago
Die taliban bitches! I still want a revenge ! FranciscoSRO2 2 days ago ultradeth7 2 days
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Did you know that... Steel
melts at 1,370 °C 2,500 °F Jet fuel burns at 287.5 °C 549.5 °F in open air Steel loses half
of it's strength at 600° C 1,100° F and that no steel building has ever collapsed from fire
until 3 of them did on 9/11. For a building to collapse in this fashion the core columns
need to be severed at the bottom, hence the explosions and thermite found in the
basement levels. Iron oxide thermite reaction: 2500 °C 4500 °F will do the job easily.
ultradeth7 2 days ago Eydin92 2 days ago THE TRUTH ABOUT 9 11 HURRY GO TO
THIS SITE septemberclues.info/ Eydin92 2 days ago ultradeth7 2 days ago Steel melts at
1,370 °C (2,500 °F) Jet fuel burns at 287.5 °C (549.5 °F) in open air Steel loses half of
it's strength at 600° C (1,100° F) No steel building has ever collapsed due to fire until 3 of
them did on 9/11. The media wants you to believe that fire caused the collapse. Are you
surprised? The core columns have to be severed to trigger this kind of collapse, hence the
explosions and thermite heard and found in the basement levels. Iron Oxide thermite
reaction up to 2500 °C (4500 °F) ultradeth7 2 days ago wot2wot2 2 days ago i look
forward everyear for 9/11 celebrations . although i feel sorry for the people who died in it.
it is the most fantastic looking thing i have ever seen, better than any hollywood film ever
made. its like a fantasy.. you can imaging king kong and godzilla turning up next, trying to
blow out the fire and save the day, but it didnt happen. i bet 90% of americans were
waiting for superman too, to turn up, cuz they're so dumb. ask any canadian. wot2wot2 2
days ago somnus53 2 days ago well im not tryin to be fucked up or anything but..if there
were nothing but koreans in there no one would of cared..but since there was americans,
we care. we are all human, no matter wat race or religion...we should care for every human
being, not just our selves. think about it somnus53 2 days ago PS3deathwheel 2 days ago
@somnus53 u said "we should care for every human being" and in the same sentence u
said "if there were nothing but koreans in there no one would have cared." you truly are
stupid PS3deathwheel 2 days ago somnus53 2 days ago @PS3deathwheel u just didnt get
it somnus53 2 days ago FuckingTerribleCunt 2 days ago 9 11 was funny
FuckingTerribleCunt 2 days ago 1lukce1 2 days ago 03:10 look at the down you see a
ruelly small UFO and i was thinking maby there not terrorist's? maby there was ufo mas
toing the signal and the palne was crash to the signal i was looking for more information
and i found i hellicopter was woman doing foto and there was ufo too realy realy fast !
1lukce1 2 days ago Bi3berArmy 2 days ago this is so devestating... but thank god for all
those people to be safe, and run away.. but for those that have died, we wish them the
best.. Bi3berArmy 2 days ago 2012stargirl 2 days ago Muslims are innocent..! Vatican
were behind 911 and ALL wars upon the face of this Earth...! Pope Urban ll slaughtered
the Muslims in the first crusades in 1099..- to reclaim the holy land.. Vatican have plans
of rebuilding Solomons temple in the Middle East . Solomon building also came down on
911.. all these towers in NYC were near CHURCH street!..Vatican city is shapped like a
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huge key.. look into the history of it. Vatican layout is " SOLOMONS KEY.."
2012stargirl 2 days ago PS3deathwheel 2 days ago @2012stargirl I love reading stupid ass
comments like this. you are seriously fucking stupid. and like you said, "pope urban II
slaughtered the muslims in the first crusade in 1099 to reclaim the holy land." i dont think
the world trade center was holy land and that the vatican did that to reclaim holy land.
PS3deathwheel 2 days ago 2012stargirl 1 day ago @PS3deathwheel Vatican set up 911..
to put the blame on Muslims- ..-The perfect excuse for them to invade the Middle East..
Hilter burnt down his own parliment house to usher in WW2. Its how these "master
Minds" (Vatican) work!.. Vatican funded hitler in WW2. google Jordan Maxwells
"Godfather of secret societies" website. u will see the Vatican - Nazi connection.. photo's
and all! I didnt say NYC is the "holy land"- The Vatican see the holy land in Middle East.
They want to destory Muslims 2012stargirl 1 day ago aaronwhiteman 2 days ago because
sound travels slower than light you idiot....go back to schoool fuck wit... aaronwhiteman
2 days ago JehanneDeLys 2 days ago 5 @aaronwhiteman The speed of sound is 343
m/second (1,125 ft/s), it takes 4.69 seconds for sound to travel 1 mile = 1760 yards. The
intro claims this "apartment" was 500 yards from the North tower (about ¼ mile), so the
sound should have taken little more than a second to reach them. Funny thing is, at 11:46
where the frames are missing, there is actually no "explosion" sound any time on the
audio (just the "Oh my god", & other dubbed noises). The whole thing is faked like all the
rest anyway. JehanneDeLys 2 days ago 5 leofo15 2 days ago bush genocida acesino esto
no se va kedar inpune ¬¬ leofo15 2 days ago notitbros 2 days ago 17 nice CGI i wonder
what software they used for the newer "videos" notitbros 2 days ago 17 TrinityReload 2
days ago 13 @notitbros Yeah, would be interesting to know what cgi progs they used to
make this one. Seems they still can't get human figures & shadows realistic enough for
close scrutiny (kept tiny, distant but still wrong). The main thing I noticed that's an
instant CGI give-away in all of them (even if they get a good simulated explosion) a
burning fire or flame cannot be made to look real by paint, so is always a total digital
failure. TrinityReload 2 days ago 13 UKsniper4 2 days ago @notitbros yeah i would like
to know how they made the noise of the explosion come 5 seconds after the impact.
UKsniper4 2 days ago notitbros 1 day ago @UKsniper4 the noise of the explosion
coming later was an attempt to create a "realistic" sound wave timed with the visual.
however, not all the videos made this attempt and some used outright canned digital
sounds like "GlassBreaking3" and stuff like that. they are all artificial constructs.
notitbros 1 day ago blacklabel416 1 day ago @notitbros Dude lay off the cocaine for a
minute, ever watch a video of an explosion? If so then you would realize that light (what
you're seeing), travels faster than sound (what you're hearing). blacklabel416 1 day ago
JehanneDeLys 1 day ago @blacklabel416 The speed of sound is 343 m/second (1,125
ft/s), it takes 4.69 seconds for sound to travel 1 mile = 1760 yards. The intro claims this
"apartment" was 500 yards from the North tower (about ¼ mile), so the sound should
have taken little more than a second to reach them. Funny thing is, at 11:46 where footage
is missing, there is actually no "explosion" sound anywhere on the audio (just the "Oh
my god", & other dubbed noises). The whole thing is faked like ALL the rest anyway.
JehanneDeLys 1 day ago blacklabel416 1 day ago @JehanneDeLys Cocaine is a helluva
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drug. blacklabel416 1 day ago JehanneDeLys 1 day ago 2 @blacklabel416 I wouldn't
know, but you obviously do! lol JehanneDeLys 1 day ago 2 JumpDiffusion 21 hours ago
@JehanneDeLys LMFAO. what a dork :) JumpDiffusion 21 hours ago PsuedoNam 2
days ago I know how f***ing horrible it all was, but 7:35 is... I just cant watch it without
almost throwing up. PsuedoNam 2 days ago BKsMadPlanet 2 days ago thank you for
deciding to upload this video, im sure this was hard for you, but you have my gratitude
for choosing to preserve history BKsMadPlanet 2 days ago leofo15 2 days ago ps ke hps
ese bush como fue capas de matar tanta gente :S leofo15 2 days ago Tehguy205 2 days
ago i just heard a loud boom XD Tehguy205 2 days ago sweetheartfromstart 2 days ago
wow 9/11 is obviously real and this video is pretty obviously not fake so who cares
about ur dumbass sight thta says 9/11 is not real cuz its pretty fuggin obvious . ik ppl
whos parents lost thier lives and my grandma saw the plane hit so whatever
sweetheartfromstart 2 days ago TrinityReload 2 days ago 5 @sweetheartfromstart You
know when you tell despicable lies like that (or repeat the lies of others) for childish ego
games, you just become another "useful idiot" for the perpetrators of this huge hoax,
helping to continue their propaganda lies for unnecessary wars. This video IS fake &
there is NO real film of any 9-11 event, period! You don't know anyone who "died" there
nor do your "friends". Now get real, grow up & educate yourself in how to tell real life
film from video games & sims. TrinityReload 2 days ago 5 sweetheartfromstart 1 day ago
@TrinityReload too bad i do know people who died. your just sick so go bother someone
else or put up with it to ur mommy cuz i dont care u think wut u think but 9/11 is not
frigggggrin fake sweetheartfromstart 1 day ago TrinityReload 1 day ago 2
@sweetheartfromstart Wow, you really are a pathological liar, aren't you! Telling
whoppers like that really isn't cool, you just make an ass of yourself and prove you can't
tell cgi from reality. Funny, since adults who can see it really expected kids familiar with
video games would be able to recognize it more easily. But not the ones who want to play
BS games on the internet for kicks, eh? ;) TrinityReload 1 day ago 2 sweetheartfromstart
2 hours ago @TrinityReload Look, i believe that some videos of 9/11 can be "fake" but
some poeple DO have real footgage and 9/11 IS real. besides what would ik right? im just
a teenager but im just saying my grandmother lives up in new york and she does have real
footage and one of my friends lost a father. and its not bs because theres no reason to lie
about something that sad. and if u dont believe none really died how do u explain the
missing buildings and the missing people? hmmm sweetheartfromstart 2 hours ago
TrinityReload 2 hours ago @sweetheartfromstart Who has "real footage", where? No one
has found or seen any in the last 9 years, nor any legally verifiable proof of any real
"victims", only media created memorial lists of fake names & simulated photos. The only
reality we can see is that the towers were demolished, they're gone, but no one except the
perpetrators know 'how' . Watch: 911 honor the VICSIMS 911 ACTORS September
Clues TrinityReload 2 hours ago Airplane299 2 days ago tht was very sad. Airplane299 2
days ago SmallWeenies 2 days ago HIJOS DE PUTA SmallWeenies 2 days ago
SmallWeenies 2 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam THEY
DESERVED TO DIE FOR BEING AMERICANS. FUCK USA!!! SmallWeenies 2 days
ago SmallWeenies 2 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam THEY
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DESERVED TO DIE FOR BEING AMERICANS. FUCK USA!!! SmallWeenies 2 days
ago SmallWeenies 2 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam THEY
DESERVED TO DIE FOR BEING AMERICANS. FUCK USA!!! SmallWeenies 2 days
ago SmallWeenies 2 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam THEY
DESERVED TO DIE FOR BEING AMERICANS. FUCK USA!!! SmallWeenies 2 days
ago SmallWeenies 2 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam THEY
DESERVED TO DIE FOR BEING AMERICANS. FUCK USA!!! SmallWeenies 2 days
ago Airplane299 2 days ago @SmallWeenies: ....wow Airplane299 2 days ago
SmallWeenies 2 days ago @Airplane299 FUCK YOU WHITEBOY SmallWeenies 2 days
ago SmallWeenies 2 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam THEY
DESERVED TO DIE FOR BEING AMERICANS. FUCK USA!!! SmallWeenies 2 days
ago SmallWeenies 2 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam THEY
DESERVED TO DIE FOR BEING AMERICANS. FUCK USA!!! SmallWeenies 2 days
ago SmallWeenies 2 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam THEY
DESERVED TO DIE FOR BEING AMERICANS. FUCK USA!!! SmallWeenies 2 days
ago SmallWeenies 2 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam THEY
DESERVED TO DIE FOR BEING AMERICANS. FUCK USA!!! SmallWeenies 2 days
ago SmallWeenies 2 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam THEY
DESERVED TO DIE FOR BEING AMERICANS. FUCK USA!!! SmallWeenies 2 days
ago SmallWeenies 2 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam THEY
DESERVED TO DIE FOR BEING AMERICANS. FUCK USA!!! SmallWeenies 2 days
ago SmallWeenies 2 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam THEY
DESERVED TO DIE FOR BEING AMERICANS. FUCK USA!!! SmallWeenies 2 days
ago SmallWeenies 2 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam THEY
DESERVED TO DIE FOR BEING AMERICANS. FUCK USA!!! SmallWeenies 2 days
ago SmallWeenies 2 days ago THEY DESERVED TO DIE FOR BEING AMERICANS.
FUCK USA!!! SmallWeenies 2 days ago PhatDinosauur 1 day ago @SmallWeenies your
just saying that, because you feel the urge to be an outsider to others comments. but
really. you are just as hurt. lets hope there isn't one of theese accidents ever again, to save
a life like yours. PhatDinosauur 1 day ago Keyon200 3 days ago Hmm I live in Nyc that
was such a hectic day. I remember my mom rushing home because she worked in the
world financial center (across the west side highway) she was walking in the bridge when
the plane hit she was shaking and had nightmares for weeks because of this event
Keyon200 3 days ago justicepartyuk 3 days ago Twin towers were brought by
explosives. click justice party UK. for great news. justicepartyuk 3 days ago klrdotorg 3
days ago @justicepartyuk You're an idiot. klrdotorg 3 days ago Dotkill3r 3 days ago
@UKsniper4 and @PS3deathwheel You are both right, America just sucks, everyone is
just fat and eat hamburgers all day and most of them are too stupid to know! Plus, you
can't even smoke weed! WTF you get arrested for it! LOL Dotkill3r 3 days ago
PS3deathwheel 3 days ago @Dotkill3r HaHa Hell Yeah PS3deathwheel 3 days ago
MrBornbadd 2 days ago @Dotkill3r Dumbass we get a ticket then roll a joint with it
...and then Eat delicious Double cheese burgers you fucktard ~! MrBornbadd 2 days ago
UKsniper4 3 days ago lol i love the sound effects of when you can hear the explosion like
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5 seconds after the impact hahahaha UKsniper4 3 days ago SteveGeisel 1 day ago
@UKsniper4 i love the sound of ur mom when i fuck her :) SteveGeisel 1 day ago
PS3deathwheel 3 days ago HELL YEAH PS3deathwheel 3 days ago theim4lucky 3 days
ago My Uncel sayed too me that the World Trade Center was the symbol of united states
of america. R.I.P Too all people ho died :( theim4lucky 3 days ago PS3deathwheel 3 days
ago @theim4lucky well your uncle is retarded because the WTC was not the symbol of
america. he obvously hasnt been to DC PS3deathwheel 3 days ago PS3deathwheel 3 days
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam DOWN WITH AMERICA Osama PS3deathwheel 3 days ago PS3deathwheel 3 days ago DOWN WITH AMERICA
PS3deathwheel 3 days ago lilz0r12 3 days ago @PS3deathwheel die :) lilz0r12 3 days ago
PS3deathwheel 3 days ago @lilz0r12 PRAISE ALLA bitch PS3deathwheel 3 days ago
SteveGeisel 1 day ago show hide @PS3deathwheel PRAISE GOD U FILTHY
MOUTHER FUCKER SteveGeisel 1 day ago PS3deathwheel 1 day ago @SteveGeisel
HAPPY B-DAY :D PS3deathwheel 1 day ago TheRockoftheMarne 3 days ago 3
UKsniper4-Fuck you, and fuck the U.K. bitch. Bunch of snaggle-toothed retards. Plus,
you are not a sniper from the U.K. If you are then I feel terribly sorry for your country.
Oh wait! If the U.K. if ever gets attacked in the way we did, then we would be fighting
your war for you. So just shut the fuck up and keep your stupid ass comments to
yourself. TheRockoftheMarne 3 days ago 3 UKsniper4 3 days ago
@TheRockoftheMarne freedom of speach friend UKsniper4 3 days ago
TheRockoftheMarne 3 days ago 2 @UKsniper4 It is Freedom of Speech. Not speach,
you idiot. If you are not able to spell correctly, then how are you able to even
comprehend what it means. You can go ahead and say whatever you would like about
America. When it comes down to it, we are better, stronger, smarter, and a more advanced
civilization than any other race in human history. You can't disagree with that. That is a
fact bitch. TheRockoftheMarne 3 days ago 2 UKsniper4 3 days ago
@TheRockoftheMarne wow i love the way you make a spelling mistake into a big thing.
UKsniper4 3 days ago TheRockoftheMarne 3 days ago @UKsniper4 It's only a big thing
if you think it is, but illiteracy is no laughing matter. TheRockoftheMarne 3 days ago
UKsniper4 3 days ago @TheRockoftheMarne lol ur talking about facts now. heres a
FACT you have the fattest nation FACT! your country fucks things up FACT! the
world would be better off without your country FACT!. death to america. UKsniper4 3
days ago SteveGeisel 1 day ago show hide @UKsniper4 HERES ANOTHER FACT UR
MOM SUCKS IN BED SteveGeisel 1 day ago UKsniper4 1 day ago @SteveGeisel wow
i never heard that one before go on hit me again with your amazing facts. lol seriously
man thats like the oldest insult ever. nice try but your a little fucktard who can't even
think of a good enough insult. plz mate go shoot yourself. UKsniper4 1 day ago
SteveGeisel 1 day ago show hide Respond to this video... heres a fact ur mom sucks in
bed SteveGeisel 1 day ago PS3deathwheel 3 days ago @TheRockoftheMarne actually
Japan is smarter and more advanced PS3deathwheel 3 days ago TheRockoftheMarne 3
days ago @PS3deathwheel Actually dumbass, no they're not. Why do you think they all
come here to go to college and then go back there? They come here to learn the shit they
know. TheRockoftheMarne 3 days ago PS3deathwheel 3 days ago
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@TheRockoftheMarne Actually dumbass, yes they are. Almost everything people in
america use comes from the technology that Japan made. Japan is way more
technologically advanced PS3deathwheel 3 days ago UKsniper4 3 days ago
@PS3deathwheel yeah you tell that asshole i bet he is just a little 12 year old thinking he
is big. UKsniper4 3 days ago PS3deathwheel 3 days ago @UKsniper4 probably
PS3deathwheel 3 days ago UKsniper4 3 days ago @TheRockoftheMarne actually
DUMBASS they go to the US to study english thats why they go to college and then go
back again. seriously you need to get your facts straight. UKsniper4 3 days ago
UKsniper4 3 days ago @PS3deathwheel yeah i know he is such a dumbass maybes he
should have studied harder at school and then he wouldn't have be a fucktard. UKsniper4
3 days ago UKsniper4 3 days ago @TheRockoftheMarne bye bye america UKsniper4 3
days ago 43wa713 3 days ago How very sad & horrible even to have seen this, let alone
be a victim in that way. It's unthinkable ... Very Very Very sad, Utterly terrifying...
43wa713 3 days ago UKsniper4 3 days ago lol die you motherfuckers die. fuck america
UKsniper4 3 days ago UKsniper4 3 days ago burn motherfuckers UKsniper4 3 days ago
PS3deathwheel 3 days ago @UKsniper4 DEATH 2 AMERICA PS3deathwheel 3 days
ago UKsniper4 3 days ago @PS3deathwheel damm right man death 2 america. UKsniper4
3 days ago devanshisnation 3 days ago Oh man it was so said:((((wel i am not an
american!i shifted to New York in the year 2008.I was seriously very said
devanshisnation 3 days ago thepakibye 3 days ago if you think muslims did this then u
are wrong. This act is haram in Islam which means it is forbidden and sinful if committed.
this was done by heartless people with no faith in life. I mean how can u take another
persons life? nobody has the right to take another persons life.American leaders are just
plain pathetic for using this excuse to invade Iraq. and off course the obvious excuse of
"nuclear weapon". where the fuck was the nuclear weapons bush?? fucking moron.
thepakibye 3 days ago thepakibye 3 days ago Comment removed thepakibye 3 days ago
ok i understand the planes hit the towers. but y did it fall down to the ground? the most
that shud have happened was the plane smashes into the tower and explodes destroying
the top 25 floors. there is no way the building falls to the ground. this was an inside job.
they strapped bombs on every floor! I love American citizens cuz they are people like
everyone else but I just hate your political leaders. they are hypocrites and work for
satan! how can somebody do this? thepakibye 3 days ago PS3deathwheel 3 days ago
@thepakibye you are seriously a dumbass PS3deathwheel 3 days ago Divirix1 3 days ago
is it thrue 90 percent were jwes in these buildings? Divirix1 3 days ago kansasinnovember
3 days ago @Divirix1 NO THAT'S A MYTH TO DIVERT BLAME AWAY FROM
MOSSAD kansasinnovember 3 days ago Renesmee131 3 days ago I can't believe this...it's
seems impossible...just kill people and yourself, just like that...it's unreal. And the worst
part is that people think muslim did this. No, people who think that they are muslims did
this. This is forbidden by islam. R.I.P. all the lost souls. Renesmee131 3 days ago yurf9 3
days ago Do you say the towers never have fallen DeLays ? yurf9 3 days ago
JehanneDeLys 3 days ago @yurf9 No, that's the only reality we can see from that day:
the towers were demolished, they're gone. But HOW they were destroyed no one but
those involved would know. No real film of the events has ever been shown, only fakes,
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so we cannot analyze fake images to find out. See? JehanneDeLys 3 days ago
billygoatsampson 3 days ago @OrbitalSioux go to hell. billygoatsampson 3 days ago
brokglas 3 days ago JehanneDeLys........whatever you're taking, I'll take two. brokglas 3
days ago sweetheartfromstart 3 days ago awwh omg i was only 3 on this day 4 days
before my 4th birthday :( this is just awful! now why the HELL would anyone think this
is fake? that is jus tplain retatarted. but god bless those people who lost their lives :(
sweetheartfromstart 3 days ago JehanneDeLys 3 days ago @sweetheartfromstart No it's
not real, Amanda. Look closely, you'll see it is all cgi (just like cityscapes in video games)
but cleverly done so the sim figures are tiny & don't show for more than a few seconds
each time. The voice-overs are actors to make you believe it's true. It's not just this one,
ALL the videos of 9-11 are proven fake as well (tv "live" archives & "amateur"). No one
has been able to prove anyone died, no real planes either, all a tv movie hoax. Watch
september clues JehanneDeLys 3 days ago robomaniac8 3 days ago Then do you mind
explaining why my friends Dad died on September 11th, 2001, in the world trade center?
robomaniac8 3 days ago JehanneDeLys 3 days ago @robomaniac8 Interesting it's always
a "relative of a friend" etc. What was his name & what memorial site is he listed on? I
should tell you that those lists have been proven scams as well. Watch 911 honor the
VICSIMS 9-11 ACTORS JehanneDeLys 3 days ago robomaniac8 3 days ago His name
was Mark, you skeptical douchebag.I would absolutely love for you to go and talk to my
friend about your bullshit to his face.Now would you still be as kind enough to tell me
HOW Mark died in the world trade center, in 2001? robomaniac8 3 days ago
JehanneDeLys 3 days ago @robomaniac8 So, you don't know his full name, or what
memorial list he's on? Hmm JehanneDeLys 3 days ago robomaniac8 3 days ago Yes i
know his full name, and no i don't know what list he's on, it's not nice to talk about shit
like that.How would you fell if i said "How the fuck did your dad die? When did he die?
Who fucked his ass?Who made him suck their dick?Who shot him in the nuts?" and all
that crap?Now i'm pretty damn convince you don't know bat shit about 9/11.
robomaniac8 3 days ago JehanneDeLys 3 days ago @robomaniac8 Very simple question:
IF your "friend's dad" was listed as a victim at the WTC then he would be listed on a
memorial website like all the others on the official lists. Asking his name to verify your
claim is perfectly reasonable. Especially since so many have lied about it. JehanneDeLys
3 days ago robomaniac8 3 days ago I think it's more of a stalking question.I just told you
his name, that is all i'm going to tell you because i don't know you.You still haven't
answered my question though, how did he die? robomaniac8 3 days ago JehanneDeLys 3
days ago @robomaniac8 No one has proven anyone died in the 9-11 media hoax event.
You can't even provide a name to verify your alleged "friend's dad" is listed anywhere. So
if you don't know how he "died", how would anyone else. (I suggest you drop this game,
you know I know it's bull ;) ) JehanneDeLys 3 days ago WESTAZTEC 3 days ago Its a
pleasure to watch the planes hitting the towers, hope the white house is next.
WESTAZTEC 3 days ago machiminao 3 days ago Dumbass niggers! Iraq actually helped
the U.S! So all of you shut up about. "Sad video" It's not! This helped them! machiminao
3 days ago billygoatsampson 3 days ago @machiminao 9/11 was ABSOLUTELY NOT
planned!!! why would our own government kill us! im pretty sure this is what started the
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war of terrorism! so u can all shut up till you know what youre talking about
billygoatsampson 3 days ago WESTAZTEC 3 days ago Go to Awareoftruth. com
WESTAZTEC 3 days ago MegaNerdProductions 3 days ago 2 this is so sad the world is
decaying right before our eyes MegaNerdProductions 3 days ago 2 FallenG0d 4 days ago
I feel like the discussion on this page should be moved elsewhere, otherwise this video is
going to appear on most discussed or something like that.. And as this video is fake, the
last thing we want is this to appear in a search more often than it should. FallenG0d 4
days ago ingalls20 4 days ago @FallenG0d Then stop being retarded idiots and
supporting impossible absurd claims. ingalls20 4 days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days ago
@FallenG0d Actually, the more that see the comments regarding its being fake the better.
JehanneDeLys 4 days ago ingalls20 4 days ago @FallenG0d Although I really should be
calling myself an idiot in a way. As the claims I've been reading are just too absurd to
even be considered worthy of discussion. ingalls20 4 days ago billygoatsampson 3 days
ago @FallenG0d its not fake billygoatsampson 3 days ago FallenG0d 3 days ago 4
@billygoatsampson Yeh good one. OPEN YOUR EYES MONKEY. FallenG0d 3 days
ago 4 JehanneDeLys 3 days ago @FallenG0d Isn't it funny how trolls & shills scamper
off to grab their sock puppets when they can't score a point ;) Well, it's obviously true
then: we get the most flak when we're right over the target -- but all they have are
monkeys slinging their own dung LOL JehanneDeLys 3 days ago WESTAZTEC 4 days
ago The USA got rocked. Go to Awareoftruth. com WESTAZTEC 4 days ago
WESTAZTEC 4 days ago Go to Awareoftruth. com WESTAZTEC 4 days ago
samirbluewin 4 days ago don't build any center anymore samirbluewin 4 days ago
ingalls20 4 days ago @samirbluewin I strongly disagree. That would be giving in to the
terrorists' insane hatred for us. I say build them back, bigger, taller, and stronger than
before. ingalls20 4 days ago ingalls20 4 days ago People claiming this video is fake are
either lying to get attention(very likely) or just completely lost from reality. Nobody can
even make computer animated videos that are indistinguishable from real life. ingalls20 4
days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days ago @ingalls20 Guess what, kiddo, you're looking at this
propaganda fake right here & think it's real! JehanneDeLys 4 days ago ingalls20 4 days
ago @JehanneDeLys I guess the baseball games I watch are also computer animated
fakes. The Inauguration of Obama was a propaganda fake. Pearl Harbor Videos were
fakes as well right? A car just drove by my house, oh wait, it must of been a computer
animated fake! ingalls20 4 days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days ago @ingalls20 Funny you
should mention a sports event, since the technology to alter live video footage has been
used for sports broadcasts since 1998 (i.e. the Virtual Yellow 1st & Ten line:
Sportsvision's patented overlay technology) watch?v=TRldnBxXUcY JehanneDeLys 4
days ago ingalls20 4 days ago @JehanneDeLys Dude, that is absolutely ridiculous. There
are HUNDREDS of videos of these events. You're telling me that the US government
modified each and every one of them and nobody who actually filmed them said anything
about it? You have got to be kidding me... ingalls20 4 days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days ago
@ingalls20 There are NOT "hundreds" of these videos, there are about 44 -- all proven to
be fake and 'attributed' to people connected to or employed in the media & film industry.
Surprise, surprise eh? JehanneDeLys 4 days ago ingalls20 4 days ago @JehanneDeLys
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Proven to be fake by whom? 40 year olds living in their parents' basement? ingalls20 4
days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days ago @ingalls20 Unless you're paid to be a shill, why
don't you stop trolling & review the evidence from genuinely independent researchers
before ridiculing those who have. Ok? JehanneDeLys 4 days ago ingalls20 4 days ago
@JehanneDeLys lmao Ok, I am not the kind of person to trust the government, at all.
But what you are claiming is just utter insanity, not even remotely possible. I'd like a link
to some of this "evidence" if you don't mind. ingalls20 4 days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days
ago @ingalls20 Already gave you the septemberclues.info site AND some of the vids to
watch on YT. Read through the comments. JehanneDeLys 4 days ago ingalls20 4 days
ago @JehanneDeLys I already watched the YT video, and it proves nothing, other than
that an image of a plane can be superimposed onto live video to look real. I'm checking
out the other link now, but as far as proving your ridiculous claims go, it doesn't look
good for you. ingalls20 4 days ago billygoatsampson 3 days ago @JehanneDeLys your
gay and nobody is laughing. he is correct and has a good point. go study your sports
televising trivia somewhere else billygoatsampson 3 days ago billygoatsampson 3 days
ago @ingalls20 thank you for understanding! billygoatsampson 3 days ago ahmedelmoon
4 days ago i guess its fake i mean who knows this attack is gonna happen and got a
camera 2 picture it out !! ahmedelmoon 4 days ago ingalls20 4 days ago @ahmedelmoon
It isn't fake, don't listen to the retarded kids. Lower Manhattan is one of the richest if not
the richest area in the world. Of course lots of people will start filming when a plane has
struck the most noticeable landmark there. ingalls20 4 days ago nonhocapito1 3 days ago
@ingalls20 and yet there isn't much video around, is there. Only short clips of dubious
nature. I wonder why. nonhocapito1 3 days ago harunkeineahung 4 days ago 2 9 11 sucks
harunkeineahung 4 days ago 2 ohboynikhil 4 days ago maadarchod muslims sabse
badnaam hain saari duniya mein randiyon ke beej saale sabse ghatiya jaanwar hote hain ye
suwar khaane waale dallahofuckbur waale katue saale kutiyaaon ke pille!! hahahaha...
ohboynikhil 4 days ago Debbielh0226 4 days ago 2 This not a fake!!!! Debbielh0226 4
days ago 2 UKsniper4 4 days ago who said white men can't jump hahahahhahah.
UKsniper4 4 days ago Jakouskie 4 days ago why would anyone like this video?
Jakouskie 4 days ago stepheng1483 4 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam All the evidence points to 9/11 being an inside job, by Israel. It was to get the
West to hate Muslims so we'd fight Israel's wars for them. stepheng1483 4 days ago
billygoatsampson 3 days ago @stepheng1483 ohhh really? oh ya definitely... yep... why
dont u comment once u know what ur talking about. so now its israel huh? ya ok that
makes sense because we already have proven guilty those who plotted 9/11!!!!!
billygoatsampson 3 days ago Anthraxdude 4 days ago Dude's you guys r fucking stupid
haha U can EASILY tell this isnt fake u fucking dumb ass's Gawd get a life u fucking
noobs Anthraxdude 4 days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days ago @Anthraxdude "It ain't what
you don't know that gets you into trouble. It's what you know for sure that just ain't so."
– Mark Twain JehanneDeLys 4 days ago FallenG0d 4 days ago @OrbitalSioux Good
luck at trying to cause commotion you fool. FallenG0d 4 days ago drob2112 4 days ago
@OrbitalSioux Hey why don't you move to china? drob2112 4 days ago drob2112 4 days
ago Anyone who is a conspiracy theorist about the 9 11 events is obviously poorly
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educated and complete morons! drob2112 4 days ago FallenG0d 4 days ago Comment
removed FallenG0d 4 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@drob2112 *and ARE completely morons. Learn to use grammar correctly. FallenG0d 4
days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days ago 11 @drob2112 Really! Who has worked the hardest
to make that term an epithet? (Think about it!) So, you trust everything your govt
corporate-controlled media tells you is true? Like the "conspiracy theory" that 19 youths
w/ box-cutters outfoxed all US defense systems, FAA, NORAD etc. to hijack 4 ghost
planes, fly them w/ expert precision into buildings & defy the laws of physics! If ya buy
that one, I've got a bridge to sell ya lol Best to check the evidence before calling those who
have "morons" JehanneDeLys 4 days ago 11 pandadust1 4 days ago ? :) pandadust1 4
days ago ProtectAus 4 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
DON'T believe every conspiracy theory on YouTube. I have spent my life studying
every crackpot conspiracy going. NOW i have unleashed my series of videos for the truth
seeking world. 9/11, JFK, Moon Hoax, Global Warming and The Port Arthur Massacre. I
present the facts in an entertaining and unique fashion. Some conspiracies are TRUE and
SHOCKING and will shake you to your very core. Click on ProtectAus for the key to a
universe YOU never knew existed. ProtectAus 4 days ago largonoobstick 4 days ago
awesome largonoobstick 4 days ago violet0205amethyst 4 days ago just imagine if u were
in that building, how would u react? screaming, frightening, shaking or jump off the
building? gosh....if i were in there, i would just hope it was a dream...i really can't believe
this things happened...those people and children... violet0205amethyst 4 days ago
nonhocapito1 4 days ago 2 @violet0205amethyst if you were there you would be in
virtual reality, so laugh! It's a cartoon. You can't get hurt. nonhocapito1 4 days ago 2
billygoatsampson 3 days ago @nonhocapito1 are you kidding?!?! that might be the
STUPIDEST thing i've ever heard!!!! geeezzz CARTOON?!?1 holy crap how dumb can
u be? billygoatsampson 3 days ago nonhocapito1 3 days ago @billygoatsampson ==>
septembercluesDOTinfo nonhocapito1 3 days ago MrAlexh22 4 days ago WTF .this is
the most terrible day in america and u guys are gonna say its fake,its
AMAZING?whoever said that should just leave the usa right now MrAlexh22 4 days
ago nonhocapito1 4 days ago 4 @MrAlexh22 not everyone is from the USA. But
everyone can learn a new concept, a new idea, acknowledge something unheard before.
The 9/11 event is a SCAM. The ongoing research on this matter have proved it
exhaustively. Just read the official victims memorial... Everything is fake. And the
videos... well, this is not an age when you can trust videos as if they are incontrovertible
documents. They are not, they can be manipulated. So what tells you, ultimately that
what happened on 9/11 is real? nonhocapito1 4 days ago 4 billygoatsampson 3 days ago
@nonhocapito1 funny thing: 0n september 10nth, twin towers... on september 11th, no
twin towers.... hmmmm..... wonder how that works billygoatsampson 3 days ago
nonhocapito1 3 days ago 9 @billygoatsampson I wonder it too. But that's pretty much
the only reality we got on 9/11, the towers were taken down. As to the matter of how
and why, and who died (if any) there is controversy. I for one am convinced that not only
the live footage but all the videos of 9/11 are fake. Not only that. The victims are fake
too, as a brief look at the memorials, such as those of Cantor Fitzgerald or other
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companies, will prove to you. That is, if you can recognize a photoshop job when you
see one. nonhocapito1 3 days ago 9 sleepsleep5 3 days ago @nonhocapito1 your so
fucking disrespectful. Really im all for free speech but you are just degrading, your
comment hurts the real people that were there and all the people's loved ones that were
killed and their surviving family. Are they actors as well in this plot that everything was
faked? ..i mean maybe all the victims of pearl harbor were fake too. No respect.
sleepsleep5 3 days ago nonhocapito1 3 days ago @sleepsleep5 sure sure... but what if
there were no "real people" there, and there are no "families of victims"? Then what
should we do? Shut up-- for respect towards a simulation? nonhocapito1 3 days ago
kansasinnovember 3 days ago @nonhocapito1 DO YOU BELIEVE ANYTHING,DO
YOU THINK THE TWIN TOWERS ARE STILL THERE,JUST HIDDEN BY HARRY
POTTERS CLOAK OF INVISIBILTY kansasinnovember 3 days ago sebastian62994 2
days ago @nonhocapito1 shut up,,fake my ass its real it happened deal with it man...
sebastian62994 2 days ago Pwintzess 4 days ago Gosh this video is amazing. What a
tragedy! Pwintzess 4 days ago jackiemoon04 5 days ago i cant believe those buildings got
in the way of those poor airplanes...they should be more careful where they build those
things..sheeesssh jackiemoon04 5 days ago ljroth89 5 days ago FAKE ljroth89 5 days ago
billygoatsampson 3 days ago @ljroth89 maybe your just extremely stupid
billygoatsampson 3 days ago Beier99 5 days ago you cut the best parts ¬¬' Beier99 5
days ago TheRockoftheMarne 5 days ago The only truth in this whole deal is that
Americans still aren't scared of terrorists. So, there "attacks" don't work and they never
will. We always come back stronger. If they did it again then we would come back over
there and start stomping them in the ground just like we have been for the past 10 years.
TheRockoftheMarne 5 days ago billygoatsampson 3 days ago @TheRockoftheMarne
AMEN!!!!!!!!! billygoatsampson 3 days ago TheRockoftheMarne 5 days ago
LMCDARTZ-Why don't you shut the fuck up. I hope your whole entire family dies a
slow painful death you camel fucker. You are a pussy. That is why you talk shit on the
internet, cuz you ain't got the nuts to say that to the face a New Yorker. You would be
shot in the street and swept away like today's garbage. TheRockoftheMarne 5 days ago
Shallyoulaugh 5 days ago You guys sound so calm.. Shallyoulaugh 5 days ago
JehanneDeLys 5 days ago @Shallyoulaugh They "sound so calm" because they're actors.
This computer animated movie is a fraud (as ALL the alleged film of the event has proven
to be) to perpetuate the 9-11 propaganda myth of "terrorists", "planes" & "victims". For
more answers, visit septemberclues dot info JehanneDeLys 5 days ago iluvugo 2 days ago
@JehanneDeLys 7:28 you can see the window washers on the building in front of the
WTC's. There are other videos that give a close up these window washers. 9:27 you can
see something white hanging out of a window, disappears in frames :28&:29 then
reappears in frame :30 to :31 just before the cut away. Then in frame 10:42 you can see it
again. People shooting video: Northish, window washers Eastish, WTCs Southish, & NJ
and Waterway Westish. All shadows are consistent with this scenario. iluvugo 2 days ago
LithuanianGuitar 5 days ago 2 Interesting that the 2nd hit is cut out and the audio
continues... LithuanianGuitar 5 days ago 2 mandarin102 5 days ago mandarin102 ROCKS
!!! VODKA VODKA BORIS YELTSIN mandarin102 5 days ago mandarin102 5 days
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ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam people! Tomorrow I will be 20
years old! arrives in Moscow) VODKA VODKA BORIS YELTSIN mandarin102 5 days
ago TheSlickroger322 5 days ago Please be more respecting for some of us who lost our
friends on this terrible day. TheSlickroger322 5 days ago JehanneDeLys 5 days ago
@TheSlickroger322 No one has proven anyone was "lost" in the 9-11 movie hoax! By
endorsing this fraud you're helping to poison more minds with the propaganda myth of
"terrorists", "planes" & "victims"! JehanneDeLys 5 days ago m4ownage7 5 days ago
@JehanneDeLys Are you kidding me?!?!?! your saying nobody died during the
attack?!?!?!? myth of terrorists?!?! You must be some idiot. You think that we planned
this attack on ourselves? People like you just drive me insane. you have nothing better to
do with you life the to disrespect others and the nation we live in? Why do you go to
these videos that are ment to show what america has been through and overcome and
some no lifed asshole like you has to talk about things that dont make sence! m4ownage7
5 days ago JehanneDeLys 5 days ago 2 @m4ownage7 Nothing makes sense until you
choose to learn what it's about. Much smarter to check the research & evidence before
calling those who have "idiots", don't you think? ALL alleged film of the 9-11 events have
proven to be faked (both TV "live" archives & "amateur"). Take the challenge, dare to
look & see for yourself. Check out the vids on tv fakery, 911 actors, 911 vicsims &
september clues by simonshack . JehanneDeLys 5 days ago 2 nonhocapito1 4 days ago
13 @m4ownage7 there is a lot of research on this matter. Many have dedicated a lot of
their time studying the videos and the memorials. Why not allowing yourself to deal with
this information? What if, after all, we have all been duped into believing into this whole
thing, so that others would become powerful and rich at our expenses?
septemberclues.info, and the official memorials such as legacy.com are good starting
points. Read, watch the videos: without prejudices. nonhocapito1 4 days ago 13
TuesMorninginSept911 5 days ago Comment removed mandarin102 5 days ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam people! Tomorrow I will be 20 years old!
arrives in Moscow) VODKA VODKA BORIS YELTSIN mandarin102 5 days ago
smp1717 5 days ago is that barney in the background in the beginning. CREEPY.
smp1717 5 days ago iluvugo 2 days ago @smp1717 Sounds like a children's tape with the
song of "This Old Man." iluvugo 2 days ago LMCDARTZ 5 days ago show hide
americans are a stupid nation and got what they deserved OSAMA FOR PRESIDENT
LMCDARTZ 5 days ago LMCDARTZ 5 days ago show hide america got what it
deserved so they can go suck iraqs and al quadas dick LMCDARTZ 5 days ago uvwxjz 5
days ago show hide @ video google > >> /videoplay?docid=-159067531410-5139271#
uvwxjz 5 days ago gus5985 5 days ago why is the building falling and the plane hitting
cut out? gus5985 5 days ago MovieMakingDeN 5 days ago how can you rate down? ...
these poor peoples who died there.. MovieMakingDeN 5 days ago ingalls20 5 days ago
@MovieMakingDeN It seems like quite a lot of these nutjobs are gravitating towards this
particular video. ingalls20 5 days ago notitbros 5 days ago 8 @ingalls20 yup, 7,673,603
nutjobs and counting i wonder how many of them realize this video is propaganda
though? notitbros 5 days ago 8 ingalls20 5 days ago @notitbros Huh? Who's propaganda?
ingalls20 5 days ago smoketweed09 5 days ago 6 FAKE smoketweed09 5 days ago 6
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JehanneDeLys 5 days ago 31 Some tips on how to tell this is 100% FAKE! Filmed "live"
from the same "apartment" windows? Just watch the SIM people's SHADOWS (like
sundials) at 13:18 are High NOON ^, then move 90 deg to horizontal -> 17:30, move 90
deg again at 22:10 then 45 deg: 23:20 & 23:47 (w/ GHOST people!) - opposite again at
25:10. Only CGI movie makers can defy the laws of physics AND make the sun go
crazy! Remember: the pause button/slide is your friend! [For FAQ & answers re 911
visit septemberclues DOT info ] JehanneDeLys 5 days ago 31 TheDeadWait 5 days ago
@JehanneDeLys hey dude its called moving in your apt. TheDeadWait 5 days ago
JehanneDeLys 5 days ago @TheDeadWait No "dude", it's called a CGI balls up. Did the
WTC area move to the OTHER side of the "apartment building"? How can the sun be
directly overhead at 8-9 am then cast long shadows in numerous directions shortly after?
Don't get out in the sun much, eh ;) JehanneDeLys 5 days ago bogdancv9 5 days ago
briliant! bogdancv9 5 days ago bogdancv9 5 days ago brilliant! bogdancv9 5 days ago
GKilliansIrishRed 4 days ago @JehanneDeLys -The change on the shadows is simply
because of the cardinal angle of the camera (Due South - Due West, etc) plus the
difference in angle (People close or far) The shadows at 13:18 for instance are not "noon",
they are simply 'behind' the filmed people. The changing angle of shadows depends
merely on the direction of a camera --> Remember what you do when the sun bothers
you and you want to take a photo: You simply move the person or yourself- to change
the angle and shadowing GKilliansIrishRed 4 days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days ago
@GKilliansIrishRed And the shadow directly under the "chopper" right after? The sun
rises in the East & the "windows" aspect is supposedly South-West & all along one side
view. It's a CGI continuity balls up. Did the WTC area move to the OTHER side of the
"apartment building"? How can the sun be virtually overhead at 8-9 am then cast long
shadows in numerous directions shortly after and in close proximity (e.g. "dust" covered
areas)? I'd suggest watching, pausing & comparing more closely. JehanneDeLys 4 days
ago GKilliansIrishRed 4 days ago @JehanneDeLys Hahaha ok look. I'm not trying to
convince anyone here. All I'm saying is, one: Based on my own experience on edition, this
video seems simply a real amateur sloppy/nervous footage (Nothing great about it) And
two: I find hard to believe that someone would go under all the work of setting up such a
complex animation just to be "popular" on youtube. That would be pretty loosery, not to
mention disrespectful with the victims. Just my opinion. GKilliansIrishRed 4 days ago
JehanneDeLys 4 days ago 3 @GKilliansIrishRed Oh no, this has a much more insidious
purpose than "popularity" on YT or Google. To maintain & perpetuate the govt
propaganda myth of 911 "terrorists", "planes" & "victims" is the prime motivation for
this lil movie! What maddens me most about this fraud is how it's continuing to poison
young minds with a suggestive "motherly" voice-over. Despite familiarity with cgi in
video games, they still don't recognize what it is. The perpe*traitors* know exactly how
the brain works! JehanneDeLys 4 days ago 3 harunkeineahung 5 days ago Hitler burned
the Reichstag and Bush destroyed the WTC really smart guys HAHA inside fags
harunkeineahung 5 days ago TheFuckingCanada 5 days ago @harunkeineahung you are
wronge, not bush but some mother fuckers in ´stan did that next time use your fucking
brain. TheFuckingCanada 5 days ago JehanneDeLys 5 days ago @TheFuckingCanada "It
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ain't what you don't know that gets you into trouble. It's what you know for sure that
just ain't so." -- Mark Twain JehanneDeLys 5 days ago octavioa78 5 days ago Funny
how when the 2nd plane hit there's a glitch or they turned away from the scene in that
instance. Then say it was a military plane. Possibly someone censored this for us to
watch. octavioa78 5 days ago JehanneDeLys 5 days ago @octavioa78 More likely they
simply couldn't make a cgi "plane" look convincing enough (even the obligatory aimless
"helicopter" flyby materializes from nowhere) so they relied on the scripted audio to
compensate -- After taking 5 years to perfect it, they still couldn't get the SIM people's
shadows to all go the right way lol JehanneDeLys 5 days ago samydavvis 5 days ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam USA= Useless Sorry Assholes
samydavvis 5 days ago octavioa78 5 days ago Well they clearly have a very good &
expensive camera and to live in that area of Manhattan so close to the WTC they
obviously have money. octavioa78 5 days ago devarreval 5 days ago  ﺕﻉﺍﻝﻯ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﻱﻕﻭﻝ. .
 ﻝَﻙُﻡْ ﺥَﻱْﺭٌ ﻭَﻩُﻭَ ﺵَﻱْﺉًﺍ ﺕَﻙْﺭَﻩُﻭﺍ ﺃَﻥْ ﻭَﻉَﺱَﻯ..  ﺍﻝﻕﺩﺱﻱ ﺍﻝﺡﺩﻱﺙ ﻑﻯ ﻭ: (( ﺕﺭﻱﺩ ﺃﻥﺕ ﻉﺏﺩﻱ
ﺃﺭﻱﺩ ﺏﻡﺍ ﺕﺱﻝﻡ ﻝﻡ ﻭﺍﻥ ﺕﺭﻱﺩ ﻡﺍ ﻙﻑﻱﺕﻙ ﺏﻡﺍﺃﺭﻱﺩ ﺱﻝﻡﺕ ﻑﺃﻥ ﺃﺭﻱﺩ ﻡﺍ ﺇﻝﺍ ﻱﻙﻭﻥ ﻝﺍ ﻭ ﺃﺭﻱﺩ ﻭﺃﻥﺍ
 )) ﺃﺭﻱﺩ ﻡﺍ ﺇﻝﺍ ﻱﻙﻭﻥ ﻝﺍ ﺙﻡ ﺕﺭﻱﺩ ﻑﻱﻡﺍ ﺃﺕﻉﺏﺕﻙdevarreval 5 days ago dickswinger86 5 days
ago I love the smell off americans fried in the morning. dickswinger86 5 days ago
WearechangeN 5 days ago 19 this video looks really computer animated.... WearechangeN
5 days ago 19 Alija16 5 days ago thats what u call a perfect demolition !!!! Good Job
Bush ! Alija16 5 days ago peckstubemine 5 days ago @OrbitalSioux just an attention
seeker with nothing intelligent to say peckstubemine 5 days ago CJR33D 5 days ago
@sockbucket i mean before the 1st plane hits CJR33D 5 days ago CJR33D 5 days ago
@sockbucket if i could go back in time to that day i'd ring the fire bell CJR33D 5 days
ago CJR33D 5 days ago @Po0chiee i'm so sorry for u and ur boyfriend :'( CJR33D 5
days ago MissSammehSunshine 5 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam @OrbitalSioux You are a sick, twisted fuck. I hope you burn in hell because
that is what you deserve. MissSammehSunshine 5 days ago ingalls20 5 days ago
@JehanneDeLys Shut the fuck up, retard. I suppose you believe all those men, women
and children who died there were also "fake". Right? ingalls20 5 days ago JehanneDeLys
5 days ago 2 @ingalls20 That's right, ALL purported photos & film (TV archives &
"amateur") of alleged "victims", "planes" & "collapsing towers" are proven fakes.
Corporate media complicity in the massive psyops hoax has been exposed by dedicated
independent researchers & video experts. Watch: 911 honor the VICSIMS 911 ACTORS
For all answers & FAQ visit septemberclues (dot) info JehanneDeLys 5 days ago 2
MissSammehSunshine 5 days ago @JehanneDeLys No offence, but I think you're over
processing it. MissSammehSunshine 5 days ago JehanneDeLys 5 days ago
@MissSammehSunshine How am I "over processing" it? Examine this (& ALL the other
evidence of video fakery that's been exposed) for yourself and see. I know it takes a while
for the brain to de-program what it's been taught & conditioned to perceive, but ignore the
voice-over narrative & just study the images. Ask yourself, if the story was real why
would they need to fake ANY of it? JehanneDeLys 5 days ago MissSammehSunshine 5
days ago @JehanneDeLys I think that you're over processing it because you are trying to
find every little detail in this video that seems slightly off to you. I'm going to look at
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what you stated now but when I first saw this video I thought it was real and I still do,
sorry. MissSammehSunshine 5 days ago JehanneDeLys 5 days ago
@MissSammehSunshine I understand completely how convincing it can *sound* until
the clues in the imagery are pointed out & perceived for what they really are. It's a very
cunning & deliberate psyop attempt to fool more people & maintain the myth of
"planes" & "victims". Funny after 5 years to perfect it, they still couldn't get the
shadows, cgi cityscape, building's colors, or perspectives right -- & not even a "plane"!
Relied on the actress' voice to divert perception away from visual clues JehanneDeLys 5
days ago MissSammehSunshine 5 days ago @JehanneDeLys What do you mean the
myth of planes? My parents were watching the whole thing unravel on tv and watched
the 2nd plane crash into the building and my uncle was on a fairy going past the WTC at
the time and he said he saw the first plane crash into the building. I do not understand
what you mean by "victims", are you trying to say that no one died? Because that's just
foolish, you could see people jumping from the buildings, dying. Question: Are you a
conspiracy theorist? MissSammehSunshine 5 days ago peckstubemine 5 days ago
@MissSammehSunshine you don't need theories regarding 9/11 there is plenty of fact to
back up the involvement of the government itself. peckstubemine 5 days ago
JehanneDeLys 5 days ago 3 @MissSammehSunshine Your parents watched it "on TV",
exactly! But your "uncle" must have been on a "fairy" [sic] indeed to have "said he saw
the first plane crash into the building" LOL Does he (or you) tell whoppers like that a
lot? Watch: 911 honors the VICSIMS 911 ACTORS SEPTEMBER CLUES
JehanneDeLys 5 days ago 3 peckstubemine 5 days ago @JehanneDeLys You are crazy.. I
believe there were many holes in the media coverage, pentagon, the way the buildingd
came down, the plane in pennsylvania, but you have to be off your rockers to think it
never happened, have another spliff peckstubemine 5 days ago JehanneDeLys 5 days ago
@peckstubemine Come on, mate, don't you think it's smarter to check the evidence &
research 1st before ridiculing those who have? For comprehensive independent research &
answers on the what, why & how, visit septemberclues (dot) info JehanneDeLys 5 days
ago peckstubemine 5 days ago @JehanneDeLys There are many facts to support foreign
entity on the plane, seperate explosions in the building and before impact. I know some
of the planes had mainly government people on it, but not all. So all these people have
been shot instead of in the plane you suggest?? Also a telling sign was building 7. It was
still standing when ABC reprted it was going down then they lost signal when they
realised, oh shit! It is 5 mins away! But to suggest all the witnesses seen nothing? stupid
peckstubemine 5 days ago JehanneDeLys 5 days ago @peckstubemine There were NO
planes, NO proven victims & NO real film of the event at all! Why don't you check out
the research on septemberclues.info that I cited before calling it "stupid" (or the dozens of
vids exposing all the tv fakery). ALL the proof of the media involvement and how the
complex operation was carried out are provided, explained and answered there. Ok?
JehanneDeLys 5 days ago peckstubemine 5 days ago @JehanneDeLys Okay, I had a
look, it was rubbish. I have seen private photos and vids, so thats BS. The only true thing
they say is it was probably demolished! Watch Loose Change, they actually back stuff
up with facts not rant about absolute rubbish. peckstubemine 5 days ago JehanneDeLys
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5 days ago @peckstubemine If you "had a look" at anything you would have seen the
september clues film is in 2 parts & the site has a list of links to article pages on every
relevant subject. (takes more than a few minutes to "look" at). "Loose Change" is funded
disinfo (do you not know who Avery is related to? lol) JehanneDeLys 5 days ago
peckstubemine 5 days ago @JehanneDeLys I can't watch anymore, taking one amateurs
video, and diseccting it, great he found maybe one person telling fibs.. what about the
other 45? Like I said before, Loose Change is backed up by facts, not just theories like the
site you are trying to sell to people. There were victims, maybe they weren't planes, sure
you could debate that. You can't however debate the fact many people lost there loved
ones, and is extremely disrespectful. Not to mention half of NY city, seen it :S
peckstubemine 5 days ago JehanneDeLys 5 days ago @peckstubemine "There were
victims": NO irrefutable evidence to verify any alleged victim's death has been found in
the last 9 years! 911 honor the VICSIMS 911 ACTORS "Half of NY city" saw what,
military obscurants? Why have all the "witnesses" of the official story been found to be
employed by or related to those in the media or film industry? JehanneDeLys 5 days ago
peckstubemine 5 days ago @JehanneDeLys Lmao, yeah one person in that vid on your
site. Once again, you have no evidence. Is in fact embarrasing you would press your case
with such little evidence. Hell we even had national funerals for those that died from NZ
over there. I guess they weren't really dead, just probed by aliens and sent to Earth 2. its
theorist like you and your site that make it so hard for us to convince the 20percent of
the world who don't believe it was an inside job. Do us all a favor...shhhh peckstubemine
5 days ago JehanneDeLys 5 days ago @peckstubemine It's not 'my' site, I simply
recommend it as the best genuinely independent research & evidence of the massive 911
hoax on the world. You're really not interested in learning the whole truth, are you?
Happy to be a shill or "useful idiot" for disinfo agents helping protect the real
perpetrators from exposure? Shame! JehanneDeLys 5 days ago peckstubemine 5 days
ago @JehanneDeLys It isn't informative at all, Need fuckin facts you twat! How are my
views helping the perpetrators?? Are you fuckin dellusional or what? You send people to
a site and answers all the questions, what lies you spit. Even you don't believe it cause
you can't explain anything for yoursef. Done wasting my time to crack heads.
peckstubemine 5 days ago JehanneDeLys 5 days ago @peckstubemine No one can teach
you to see, that's your choice of course. Perhaps comprehension is not your strong suit
either, since I've explained many key points despite the character limits of a TY
comment. But, as they say, 'You can lead a fool to knowledge but you can't make him
think' ;) Buh bye JehanneDeLys 5 days ago peckstubemine 5 days ago @JehanneDeLys
Mr and Mrs Avery :S peckstubemine 5 days ago MissSammehSunshine 5 days ago
@JehanneDeLys That was uncalled for, I was stating evidence backing up my theory and
calling my uncle and I liars isn't necessary.I noticed that you didn't answer my question
about being a conspiracy theorist, are you? Or aren't you?I just noticed that I spelt that
that wrong I meant ferry. And no, I will not fill my head with your nonsense about the
deaths being fakes and the victims being actors if they are then you are stating that every
single person in NY is an actor. MissSammehSunshine 5 days ago JehanneDeLys 5 days
ago 2 @MissSammehSunshine You were "stating evidence backing up" your "theory" ?
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So you're admitting it's 'your' "theory"! Hearsay is NOT evidence but the fact that all
alleged film of the event has been proven fake IS evidence that nothing shown on any TV
"news" or "amateur" vid was ever real. The area was obviously cleared & everything
obscured from any real witnesses eyes. Ergo, no one but those involved ever saw
anything that really happened to the towers except on faked film. Crystal?
JehanneDeLys 5 days ago 2 MissSammehSunshine 5 days ago @JehanneDeLys So
you're saying that, the 2,752 people who died did not exist. 343 firefighters and 60 police
officers who died also, did not exist. 184 people killed in the attacks on the Pentagon did
not exist (because that event was linked to the WTC, if you recall it wasn't the towers
that were attacked.) You're also telling me that thousands of families, probably over 3 or
4,000 in 70 different countries around the world are pretending to mourn their loss of a
loved ones. I don't believe it. MissSammehSunshine 5 days ago JehanneDeLys 5 days ago
@MissSammehSunshine If you're not interested in checking the years of independent
research & evidence uncovered by dedicated experts, fine, but arguing for the govt
propaganda without showing any verifiable proof to confirm it is not smart. Remember,
when you have at least 2.3 Trillion "unaccounted for" funds and the corporate media at
your service, what is so hard to believe about it? JehanneDeLys 5 days ago
MissSammehSunshine 5 days ago @JehanneDeLys it is suspicious that 2.3 Trillion was
unaccounted for on September 10th then the attacks happened a day later but don't you
think if it was planned then wouldn't the government hide the fact that they lost that
money? Or say they lost it long enough after the attacks for it not to be suspicious? It
could be three things, your theory, what I believe or a whole lot of bad coincidences.
MissSammehSunshine 5 days ago MissSammehSunshine 5 days ago @JehanneDeLys
You can believe whatever you want to believe, but I believe that the towers existed and
that the Al Qaeda terrorists were behind it (a representative of the terrorist group even
said that conspiracy theories much like the ones your spurting out are an insult to alQaeda), and I believe that thousands of people died, that there are thousands more
mourning the deaths of their children, partners, parents, friends in fact, I imagine that all
of NY would be mourning, they still are. MissSammehSunshine 5 days ago dickswinger86
5 days ago @MissSammehSunshine bush did it bitch!!! dickswinger86 5 days ago
MissSammehSunshine 5 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@dickswinger86 Hey! Fuck off, you are not in this debate. MissSammehSunshine 5 days
ago MissSammehSunshine 5 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @JehanneDeLys ... and I find that very hard to believe. MissSammehSunshine 5
days ago peckstubemine 5 days ago @JehanneDeLys omg what are you talking about
peckstubemine 5 days ago javierpopable 5 days ago I likehow people with names like
dickswinger and ballsucker are saying that America sucks that's like trying to take the
governor sirious with duck underwear on javierpopable 5 days ago gemriderz 5 days ago 2
Like Bush, Obama's rating are in the toilet - he's lost control of the country. Bush went
from Zero to Hero, overnight. The facts: Every major intelligence service has said Iran is
NOT close to a bomb.. Yet our Admin' keeps saying so. WE WANT TO INVADE. A
MAJOR conflict will save the dollar Obama JUST stated we can "absorb" a "new attack"
The 'new 9/11' will have 'signs pointing towards Iranian involvement' Anti-Muslim hatred
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is being whipped to a frenzy, so the US will support an invasion. gemriderz 5 days ago 2
xxC00KI3M0N5T3Rxx1 5 days ago @luislacruda are you stupid Hispanics/mexicans
don't hate the united states stfu you stupid little kid you don't know shit about life if we
wanted to destroy the U.S.A then how come they/we come here for opportunities so that
we can send money to our families over there and if you are a Mexican/Hispanic why are
you here just leave or anything but don't say dome stupid lie not proven for
mexicans/Hispanics hate America (I am bot racist o am Hispanic my self born here)
xxC00KI3M0N5T3Rxx1 5 days ago sargent459 5 days ago What do you mean a new
9/11 event is comming sargent459 5 days ago javierpopable 5 days ago @200applesauce
don't be mad cause your women are fat haha jk javierpopable 5 days ago Stopterryj 5
days ago "IT WAS A MILLITARY PLANE(LADY SEEING!!!9 11 ATTACK) "OMG
A BOMB JUST EXPLODED OUT OF NO WHERE" Stopterryj 5 days ago gemriderz
5 days ago Be prepared. A new 9/11-event is coming gemriderz 5 days ago iluvugo 2 days
ago @gemriderz Why do you think we need another event? Didn't this one accomplish
it's goal? iluvugo 2 days ago FallenG0d 5 days ago @JehanneDeLys OMG Your site is a
joke FallenG0d 5 days ago JehanneDeLys 5 days ago 3 @FallenG0d
septemberclues(DOT)info is not 'my' site, I simply recommend it as the best, most
comprehensive and accurate research and analyses exposing ALL facts about the grand
hoax of Operation 911 (i.e. by genuinely independent researchers, NOT disinfo by paid
agents). You obviously didn't bother to watch or review the evidence there, if you had
you'd know it's NOT a "joke". Or are you a shill for the official govt propaganda?
JehanneDeLys 5 days ago 3 FallenG0d 4 days ago @JehanneDeLys No I am certainly
not a shill for the official Government propaganda. I think the whole concept of
government is a joke, ESPECIALLY the US Government. But I watched one video on
that site and it tried to convince me that the planes that hit the tower were "missiles"
(aided by an amateur CGI representation), and that this fact was hidden by the ALL of
the media coverage. Disregarding all the footage taken by handheld footage from civilians
on the streets. FallenG0d 4 days ago nonhocapito1 4 days ago 2 @FallenG0d You haven't
watched carefully or long enough. The point of September Clues is that the footage of
9/11, either live or not live, is *impossible*, and too contradictory. Here you have a
sloppy CGI job, there you have different trajectories of the planes etc etc. Unfortunately
there is NO other explanation for the whole thing but FAKERY. Please give the benefit of
the doubt to this. Watch more videos, without prejudices. The whole thing is a scam and
we need everyone on board on this. nonhocapito1 4 days ago 2 FallenG0d 4 days ago
@nonhocapito1 Fair enough.. FallenG0d 4 days ago FallenG0d 4 days ago
@JehanneDeLys ..so at the least the site needs to try a bit better. I probably believe
every other insightful and enlightened individual does about the 'grand hoax of Operation
911', so much so, that I may be defending it more than you by denying to promote that
particular site that actually makes any suspicion look ridiculous. Be careful. FallenG0d 4
days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days ago @FallenG0d What nonhocapito1 said is true, if you
watch & read further without preconceptions you'll realize septemberclues is not trying
to "convince" anyone of any particular alternative, except to show how "planes" were
NOT possible by ALL the alleged film conclusively exposed as FAKE. i.e. no one knows
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what exactly "hit" (if anything), tv anchors fumbled words, to further confuse? There IS a
deliberate effort by funded gatekeepers (A Jones, Avery etc.) to protect the real culprits.
Beware JehanneDeLys 4 days ago FallenG0d 4 days ago @JehanneDeLys Ok well I have
faith in you again now lol. Spread the word. Are there any more sites you might suggest?
FallenG0d 4 days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days ago @FallenG0d Cool! :D Simon Shack's
website is the best IMO, another I could suggest is Killtown (which led me to
septemberclues) YT: WellcomeToKilltown has excellent vids on the tv & "amateur"
fakery too e.g. Air vs Skyscraper etc. JehanneDeLys 4 days ago luislacruda 5 days ago
We must tell the truth ... this date is very happy for the Latin Americans. We hate the
Americans. The United States must die luislacruda 5 days ago 200applesauce 5 days ago
@luislacruda DONT BE MAD CUZ YOU CANT AFORD MCDONALDS
200applesauce 5 days ago humanity6fl9 5 days ago @Horsewhip81 -america has a short
attention span, as you can see it's business as usual. humanity6fl9 5 days ago
Damion8880 5 days ago Once upon a time JehannaDeLys was born....a waist of
American flesh. The End. Damion8880 5 days ago humanity6fl9 5 days ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @dufydf -eat shit, you dirty filthy son of a
cocksmoker. god is great humanity6fl9 5 days ago SuperLoquendo98 5 days ago rayos, da
tristesa la gente que no pudo salir a tiempo y los que se arojaron para no morir quemados.
un minuto de silencio. SuperLoquendo98 5 days ago Andy20799 5 days ago Dang look at
7:34 isnt that someone falling there? Andy20799 5 days ago iluvugo 2 days ago
@Andy20799 Nope, that is one thing I have realized about this video, no person is seen,
at all except on the ground or in the apartment where the video was shot. No one jumps
and you hear the woman when she hears that people have jumped, ask the question as if
it is a surprise to her, "People are jumping?" iluvugo 2 days ago Gryfu1 5 days ago
@JehanneDeLys WHAT FUCKING SIM SHADOWS?!?!? WHAT FUCKING
GHOST PEOPLE?!?!?! IT'S CALLED DUST. Seriously, your sick for devoting your
entire life to telling people something that obviously did happen didn't happen. If this
didn't happen, where the fuck did the twin towers go? Go on. Answer the question.
Where did they go if this didn't happen. And if your a mother, why are you spending so
much time on here telling people this didn't happen instead of paying attention to your
kids? Gryfu1 5 days ago JehanneDeLys 5 days ago 5 @Gryfu1 The towers were
demolished, for profit & to ratify even more profitable war, but NO real film of HOW
they did it exists. NONE, only cgi fakes. All remaining physical evidence was shipped
out. Got it? I was fooled just like so many others for almost 9 years too, until I started to
LOOK for proof of the govt story & only found lies & fakery. Why don't you do your
own research before ridiculing those who have? (FYI one is still a mother when kids grow
up). JehanneDeLys 5 days ago 5 iluvugo 2 days ago @JehanneDeLys Its funny you
assume that everyone isn't doing their own research. Maybe they have and they just
haven't come to the same conclusions you have. Maybe we are intelligent people who
don't believe everything thrown at us. But to say no one died is a lie. There are plenty of
people here in Oklahoma who have lost people in NY that day. I believe someone needs a
reality check. I don't believe everything is a conspiracy but I do believe that some things
that are true. iluvugo 2 days ago iluvugo 2 days ago @JehanneDeLys Haven't you ever
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heard of a truth wrapped in a lie? When someone tells a lie they don't just make up
everything. They have to throw in some element of truth to support the part that is the
lie. Otherwise we'd all know its a lie. iluvugo 2 days ago Willwec828 5 days ago thankyou for bringing us this devastating footage. this day is not to be forgotten - for all who
lost friends family or their own lives on September 11th 2001, I give you all my greatest
sorrow. Willwec828 5 days ago melaniemajors 6 days ago You are very brave to have
recorded this. What happened to you guys when the towers fell being that close.
melaniemajors 6 days ago spiderlegs1987 6 days ago OMG!! all that smoke, its like a
monster spiderlegs1987 6 days ago TheBrushbat 6 days ago @dickswinger86 no u
TheBrushbat 6 days ago JehanneDeLys 6 days ago @qwertypoiu4321 There is NO real
film of the 'event' , ALL proven fraudulent, so no one except the perps knows how they
were demolished. Got it? Go watch the analyses of the original tv archive footage: ALL
fake. JehanneDeLys 6 days ago qwertypoiu4321 6 days ago @JehanneDeLys Jet fuel
caused the collapse. Building 6 and 7 were hit by WTC 1 after it collapsed, which caused
the eventual collapse of building 7. qwertypoiu4321 6 days ago JehanneDeLys 5 days
ago @qwertypoiu4321 How can analyzing fake footage determine anything real? lol
You're only repeating what you've been told by those who created the faked films. Get it?
JehanneDeLys 5 days ago qwertypoiu4321 4 days ago @JehanneDeLys Jet fuel caused
the collapse. Building 6 and 7 were hit by WTC 1 after it collapsed, which caused the
eventual collapse of building 7. That is a fact. qwertypoiu4321 4 days ago JehanneDeLys
4 days ago @qwertypoiu4321 "That is a fact" according to whom, the official govt
"findings"? lol ALL alleged videos of 9-11 (tv "live" archives & "amateur") have been
conclusively exposed as cgi fakery. No real "planes" ergo no "jet fuel". No one saw HOW
the buildings were really demolished except the perpe*traitors* Got it, mon petite shill?
JehanneDeLys 4 days ago qwertypoiu4321 4 days ago @JehanneDeLys Are you saying
planes did not hit WTC 1 and 2? qwertypoiu4321 4 days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days ago
@qwertypoiu4321 No real planes hit anything on 9-11. Go to septemberclues.info (the
site I gave you 2 days ago) & the dozens of YT videos on 911 tv fakery, 911 Actors, 911
vicsims etc. to understand how the grand hoax of 9-11 was pulled off. JehanneDeLys 4
days ago qwertypoiu4321 4 days ago @JehanneDeLys "No real planes hit anything on 911." Youtube: news coverage on 911 - Part 1 That website--and your overall claim--may
be one of the most debunkable things I have ever read. qwertypoiu4321 4 days ago
JehanneDeLys 4 days ago @qwertypoiu4321 No one has been able to in 9 years, because
ALL the film has been proven fake. Ask yourself, if the official govt story was real, why
would they need to fake ANY film of it? As I said, it's never too late to educate yourself.
Dare to look at the evidence, from genuinely independent experts, then decide if you want
to trust the govt & corporate-controlled media to tell you the truth. No one can teach you
to see, that's your choice. Just don't prejudge what you don't understand ok
JehanneDeLys 4 days ago qwertypoiu4321 4 days ago @JehanneDeLys "ALL the film
has been proven fake." Go to Youtube: news coverage on 911 - Part 1 There is no faking
that. There is not even a motive to use explosives. If they knew about the hijackers, and
wanted the attack to happen, all they would have had to do is let it happen. The US State
may have knew, that is possible, but they did not blow up the building. qwertypoiu4321
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4 days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days ago @qwertypoiu4321 Please review the research
evidence that shows you, step by step, how it was all faked before arguing from
ignorance. Watch: September Clues Killtown: Why Use Real Planes? Killtown: The
2urists JehanneDeLys 4 days ago qwertypoiu4321 4 days ago @JehanneDeLys The
video "Why Use Real Planes?" has a guy(civilian) that seen the planes IN IT!
qwertypoiu4321 4 days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days ago @qwertypoiu4321 LOL! No
that's a scripted ACTOR! The most obvious & most busted of them all. You really need
to catch up ;) JehanneDeLys 4 days ago qwertypoiu4321 4 days ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @JehanneDeLys You have ZERO evidence of
that. qwertypoiu4321 4 days ago qwertypoiu4321 4 days ago @JehanneDeLys You have
exactly ZERO evidence of that. qwertypoiu4321 4 days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days ago
@qwertypoiu4321 Minutes after the towers collapse a guy "on the street" specifically
spells out (implants the suggestion) word for word that becomes the 'official' explanation
thereafter...amazing prescience &/or coincidence that, huh. Yeah, no 'evidence' at all,
except an ability to use logic & think critically ;) JehanneDeLys 4 days ago ingalls20 4
days ago Wow, lol, some people really have too much time on their hands. All that site
brings forward as "evidence" are hazy stills of the second plane hitting the tower, and
supposed impossible movement of the plane as proof of fakery. No real evidence at all,
just speculation. Though I'll say that even if you are right and there was no plane(xD).
This video doesn't even show the plane. So how is this video fake? ingalls20 4 days ago
JehanneDeLys 4 days ago @ingalls20 What site are you talking about? The intro video on
the septemberclues.info website is in 2 parts & links to all the relevant articles when you
enter the main site. You can also watch all the parts of September Clues on YT as well.
JehanneDeLys 4 days ago ingalls20 4 days ago @JehanneDeLys I don't have time for it.
It's boring and it's going nowhere. There is an overwhelming amount of evidence that the
"official story" as you'd like to call it, is more or less the truth. I find it extremely hard to
believe that the thousands of individuals who watched these events are liars. I find it
extremely hard to believe the thousands of people who died didn't really exist. And no
amount of speculation or studying of video stills is going to change it. Have a nice day.
ingalls20 4 days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days ago @ingalls20 ..And no one has yet provided
any verifiable evidence that anyone died in the 9-11 media hoax event. "They must find it
difficult. Those who have taken authority as the truth, rather than truth as the authority."
– Gerald Massey JehanneDeLys 4 days ago ingalls20 4 days ago @JehanneDeLys
Though I'll say that even if you are right and there was no plane. This video doesn't even
show the plane. So how is this video fake? ingalls20 4 days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @ingalls20 How to tell this is 100%
FAKE! Filmed "live" from the same "apartment" windows? Just watch the SIM people's
SHADOWS (like sundials) horizontal at-> 17:30, move 90 deg at 22:15 then 45 deg:
23:20 & 23:47 (w/ GHOST people!) - opposite again at 25:10. Only CGI movie makers
can defy the laws of physics AND make the sun go crazy! The pause button/slide is
your friend! [For FAQ & answers re 911 visit septemberclues DOT info ] JehanneDeLys
4 days ago ingalls20 4 days ago @JehanneDeLys Perhaps you should take the direction
the camera is facing and what it is looking at before claiming the shadows are fake. I'll say
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again, as I did before. The technology to create a computer animated video
indistinguishable to real life does not exist. I would BET that you will never find a
computer animated video that is. ingalls20 4 days ago ingalls20 4 days ago @ingalls20
And to claim this is the only one, is utter insanity. ingalls20 4 days ago JehanneDeLys 4
days ago @ingalls20 You've been watching & believing them for 9 years now! lol ALL the
videos of the 9-11 'event' are faked. Funny you "don't have time" to review any videos or
research, but plenty of time to argue from willful ignorance. Amazing. JehanneDeLys 4
days ago ingalls20 4 days ago @JehanneDeLys I already saw enough of your site, the
supposed evidence is nothing but speculation. ingalls20 4 days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days
ago @ingalls20 It's not 'my' site, just the best & most comprehensive research by video
experts I recommend to understand how the 9-11 hoax was pulled off. The evidence IS
the faked film presented as "real" by tv networks. If the official story were true, why
would they need to fake ANY of it? JehanneDeLys 4 days ago ingalls20 4 days ago
@JehanneDeLys They didn't fake it. There is no evidence to prove otherwise. Your site
is a joke, and it proves nothing. ingalls20 4 days ago ingalls20 4 days ago
@JehanneDeLys I'd pay to see you go up to one of the families that lost loved ones and
tell them that their loved ones never existed, that they are liars. I mean, most of the
conspiracy theorists are at least intelligent enough to know it happened, they just differ
on who committed it. What you are claiming is just hilariously absurd. ingalls20 4 days
ago JehanneDeLys 4 days ago @ingalls20 Watch: 911 ACTORS 911 honor the VICSIMS
JehanneDeLys 4 days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days ago 27 @ingalls20 Per your request:
How to tell this is 100% FAKE! Filmed "live" from the same "apartment" windows? Just
watch the SIM people's SHADOWS (like sundials) are horizontal -> 17:30, then move 90
deg at 22:10 then 45 deg: 23:25 & 23:47 (w/ GHOST people!) - opposite again at 25:10.
Only CGI movie makers can defy the laws of physics AND make the sun go crazy! The
pause button/slide is your friend! [For FAQ & answers re 911 visit septemberclues DOT
info ] JehanneDeLys 4 days ago 27 robomaniac8 3 days ago at 17:30 the shadow is
horizontal becuase it's early in the morning.It was about 9:00 in the morning when this
was filmed, and the sun rises in the east and sets in the west.at 22:10 the people look like
they're walking that way because the road they're walknig from is turning to the left.23:25
and 23:47 wtf are you talking about?it's smoke you dumbass.And again, wtf are you
talking about at 25:10? robomaniac8 3 days ago JehanneDeLys 3 days ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @robomaniac8 Yes, the sun rises in the East & the
"windows" aspect is supposedly South-West: along one side view. It's a CGI continuity
screw up. Did the WTC area move to the OTHER side of the "apartment building"? How
can the sun cast long shadows in opposite directions in only minutes and in close
proximity (e.g. "dust" covered areas)? I'd suggest watching, pausing & comparing more
closely. JehanneDeLys 3 days ago robomaniac8 3 days ago And you heard this from
where? how do you know that the part where this was filmed was?Besides, if it's
southwest it would still show up like that. It all depends on where this film was taken
place. robomaniac8 3 days ago JehanneDeLys 3 days ago @robomaniac8 If you had
watched this video, you would see what direction the towers are from the windows view
(South-West). So, did the WTC area move to the OTHER side of the "apartment
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building"? How can shadows change direction by 90 degrees in opposite directions within
minutes & in close proximity ("dust" covered areas). Try watching, pausing & comparing
more carefully. JehanneDeLys 3 days ago JehanneDeLys 3 days ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @robomaniac8 Yes, the sun rises in the East & the
"windows" aspect is supposedly South-West: along one side view. It's a CGI continuity
screw up. Did the WTC area move to the OTHER side of the "apartment building"? How
can the sun cast long shadows in opposite directions within minutes and in close
proximity (e.g. "dust" covered areas)? I'd suggest watching, pausing & comparing more
closely. JehanneDeLys 3 days ago ingalls20 4 days ago @JehanneDeLys Btw I was
talking about the septemberclues.info website. ingalls20 4 days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days
ago @ingalls20 So, you didn't bother to watch or read any of the research there. Then
why argue from ignorance? To see how this video is faked, follow the the tips I've given
to make it easy. No one can teach you to see, that's your choice. Just don't ridicule what
you have no clue about nor interest in learning. JehanneDeLys 4 days ago ingalls20 4
days ago @JehanneDeLys I was looking through the site for about a half an hour. I will
say again what I just said 15 minutes ago. "All that site brings forward as "evidence" are
hazy stills of the second plane hitting the tower, and supposed impossible movement of
the plane as proof of fakery. No real evidence at all, just speculation. Though I'll say that
even if you are right and there was no plane(xD). This video doesn't even show the plane.
So how is this video fake?" ingalls20 4 days ago JehanneDeLys 4 days ago @ingalls20 As
I said, you didn't watch the video -- actual video, not stills, showing what the media
broadcast as "live" were faked -- all of them. JehanneDeLys 4 days ago Predator777NSG
6 days ago lol stupid muslims cant drive a plane for shit Predator777NSG 6 days ago
hussnain009 6 days ago @Predator777NSG stupid americans cant drive plane for shit
hussnain009 6 days ago musklegymrat 6 days ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam @hussnain009 Fuck you, you dirty Muslim piece of shit. Go suck
Allah's dick! musklegymrat 6 days ago musklegymrat 6 days ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam @hussnain009 Burn in Hell, you dirty Muslim
musklegymrat 6 days ago AndyMcArren1356 6 days ago terrorists acted like they think
it is sooo cool to go fly a plane directly into the buildings how about they get a taste of
their own medicine when one of their leaders Abu Musab al-Zarqawi perished in an
airstrike, and maybe OSama also perishes when USA bombs his location or hideout
AndyMcArren1356 6 days ago yallsuckmydick 6 days ago @dickswinger86 Fuck You
too and america HAHAHAHA yallsuckmydick 6 days ago 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Next Reply
Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright
Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location:
Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as
a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different
playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to:
Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My
Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September
11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond
to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all
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All Comments (47,032) deadnursewalking 6 days ago how anyone could say 9/11 was
fake is beyond me. are you idiots insane? thank you to the recorder of this video and
thank you for posting it so that we can all remember and never forget what extremist
radicals did to us that day. deadnursewalking 6 days ago dickswinger86 6 days ago
@deadnursewalking bullshit,who was in possesion off that recorder u dumb fuck,thats
right usa goverment u slimy turd dickswinger86 6 days ago deadnursewalking 6 days ago
@dickswinger86 this was recorded by a woman that lived near ground zero and posted it.
why is that so hard to believe? For you to gloat about thousands of innocent people
dying is disgusting. you have to resort to foul language because you are ignorant. and spell
check might be of help to you, you twit. deadnursewalking 6 days ago dickswinger86 6
days ago show hide I jumped for joy hearing off the planes chrashing into WTC. The
sound off impact was awesome. I love watching the people in the buildings desperately
waving out the window for help. Their cries for help were music to my ears. One by one
they jumped out the window,fell to their deaths. SPLAT!!! Love the sound of the bodies
hitting the ground. When the towers gave way,people in the buildings and on the ground
probably got chrushed like pancakes. Wish i was there to capture that kodak moment.:-)
dickswinger86 6 days ago Horsewhip81 6 days ago @dickswinger86 You are a fool
Horsewhip81 6 days ago TheBrushbat 6 days ago @dickswinger86 you suck at trolling
TheBrushbat 6 days ago dickswinger86 6 days ago @TheBrushbat you suck hairy
dogcocks dickswinger86 6 days ago deadnursewalking 6 days ago @dickswinger86 you
are disgusting..... no one deserved to die in such a horrible way. deadnursewalking 6 days
ago Horsewhip81 6 days ago Of course it was an inside job, no way could a group of
people pull something like this off. So, we're meant to believe a bunch of disgruntled
muslims went away and took some flying lessons in a small single engine aircraft, and a
fucking simulator, then managed to pull something like this off? The width of those
towers are a little bit bigger than the wingspan of the plane that hit them. And these guys
hit them in their first go? Fuck off. What a pile of horse-cock Horsewhip81 6 days ago
deepspace188 6 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11
WAS AN INSIDE JOB deepspace188 6 days ago deepspace188 6 days ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 WAS AN INSIDE JOB deepspace188 6
days ago deepspace188 6 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
9/11 WAS AN INSIDE JOB deepspace188 6 days ago dickswinger86 6 days ago This
has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam FUCK FUCK FUCK
AMERICA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! dickswinger86 6 days ago dufydf 6 days ago We muslims,
have successfully avenged our fallen muslim bothers! we muslims own dufydf 6 days ago
qwertypoiu4321 6 days ago Osama Bin Laden, 2001-10: "America won't get out of this
crisis until it gets out of the Arabian Peninsula and until it stops its support of Israel."
qwertypoiu4321 6 days ago JehanneDeLys 6 days ago @qwertypoiu4321 Osama was a
CIA asset & patsy (not even the FBI connect or want him for 9-11 lol) JehanneDeLys 6
days ago qwertypoiu4321 6 days ago @JehanneDeLys 911 was NOT an inside job!
People who say that are just trying to distract away from the policies of the US Military.
qwertypoiu4321 6 days ago JehanneDeLys 6 days ago @qwertypoiu4321 No, it was a
massive psyops military + tv media hoax.Try reading & watching all the evidence first
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before arguing, ok? JehanneDeLys 6 days ago qwertypoiu4321 6 days ago
@JehanneDeLys "it was a massive psyops military + tv media hoax." I have never heard
ANYONE say that 911 did not happen, which is alot different than saying it was an
'inside job'. No missle ever went into the pentagon, planes and jet fuel caused the towers
to collapse, and building 7 collapsed because of it being effected by building 1 collapsing.
Get educated. qwertypoiu4321 6 days ago JehanneDeLys 6 days ago @qwertypoiu4321
I didn't say the buildings' demolition didn't happen! Where have you been? The research
by video experts is all over YT: channels like wellcometokilltown & simonshack have
analyzed the evidence for years. Never too late to educate yourself, you know ;) Since
you're on this one, think it's real? Take the challenge & dare to look at the evidence I've
made easy for you to find: just click see. JehanneDeLys 6 days ago qwertypoiu4321 6
days ago @JehanneDeLys The bowing of the buildings before their collapse showed that
they were going to collapse, irrelated to any form of explosive. The jet fuel was a major
cause of this. Building 7 was severely damaged when WTC building 1 collapsed and hit
WTC 6 and 7, which is why it fell. qwertypoiu4321 6 days ago KANE15151H 6 days
ago NWO KANE15151H 6 days ago 702NotH1ngN3sS 6 days ago Woo-hoo! Death to
America! \m/ 702NotH1ngN3sS 6 days ago 702NotH1ngN3sS 6 days ago 9-11 was an
inside job! Just like the events leading up to Vietnam. The twin towers were targeted
probably as far back as the 80's. Only stupid goddamn warmongering white republicans
believe the shit their white devil government tells them. You people have no morals, death
be with you. Hail China! Hail Russia! Hail the middle east! You will lose the next World
War! That is a fact 702NotH1ngN3sS 6 days ago vindiesel3304 6 days ago The question
is not to find if it was fake or not , the fact is that a lot of innocent people died on this
sad day . vindiesel3304 6 days ago JehanneDeLys 6 days ago @vindiesel3304 No one
died! Go watch 9-11 Honors the VICSIMS & SEPTEMBER CLUES JehanneDeLys 6
days ago vindiesel3304 6 days ago @JehanneDeLys Hello , i read your comment and i
don't know how can you say that no one died !!!! Have you already forgotten those wtc
jumpers ? I'm not agree with you :) Take care , god bless you. vindiesel3304 6 days ago
JehanneDeLys 6 days ago @vindiesel3304 ALL imagery created of the 9-11 "event" are
proven fakes. Read & watch the research first before arguing. Ok? JehanneDeLys 6 days
ago vindiesel3304 6 days ago @JehanneDeLys So you are telling me that all those people
who jumped from the buildings were fake ? Come on , be serious for a minute please:))
vindiesel3304 6 days ago JehanneDeLys 6 days ago @vindiesel3304 That's right, video
experts have proven them ALL cgi fakes. Go read & watch all the evidence yourself at
septemberclues.info JehanneDeLys 6 days ago vindiesel3304 6 days ago
@JehanneDeLys I've seen a lot of " 9/11 conspiracy videos " and i have to admit that
some of them are very disturbing . I don't know what was this third plane near the wtc ?
Do you have an answer ? vindiesel3304 6 days ago JehanneDeLys 6 days ago
@vindiesel3304 If you go to the site I gave you, you'll find the answers to ALL those
FAQ via links on the side. JehanneDeLys 6 days ago vindiesel3304 6 days ago
@JehanneDeLys Ok , i'll take a look , but sub me , it will be easier for me to find you and
to have an interesting discussion about this documentary , ok ? vindiesel3304 6 days ago
JehanneDeLys 6 days ago @vindiesel3304 Sure, no problem. :) JehanneDeLys 6 days ago
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vindiesel3304 6 days ago @JehanneDeLys I'm subbing you right now cuze i love to have
those kind of interesting discussions with persons like you :)) vindiesel3304 6 days ago
vintason 6 days ago inside job inside job inside job inside job inside job inside job inside
job inside job inside job inside job inside job inside job inside job inside job inside job
inside job inside job inside job inside job inside job inside job inside job inside job inside
job inside job inside job inside job inside job inside job inside job inside job inside job
inside job inside job inside job inside job inside job inside job inside job inside job inside
job inside job inside job inside job inside job vintason 6 days ago JehanneDeLys 6 days
ago @vintason If you have nothing helpful to contribute, please don't spam parroted
slogans. It's far more complex than that & you're just helping the disinfo agents &
gatekeepers to protect the real perpetrators from exposure by turning people off the real
work of genuinely independent researchers. Like Simon Shack of septemberclues.info
JehanneDeLys 6 days ago vintason 6 days ago @JehanneDeLys sorry it is not spam... it
is only true vintason 6 days ago idereenispoep 6 days ago FAKE AND GAY
idereenispoep 6 days ago 702NotH1ngN3sS 6 days ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Lol, 9-11 was funny XD 702NotH1ngN3sS 6 days ago
Horsewhip81 6 days ago The US gets a little taste of its own medicine Horsewhip81 6
days ago Jesuspube 6 days ago @Horsewhip81 thats unbelievably offensive and shows
complete disregard for all the lives lost that day and to the families of those people.
Jesuspube 6 days ago JehanneDeLys 6 days ago @Jesuspube What if no lives were lost
at all, but in fact only a massive media+military hoax to make the world believe there
were? Even after 9 years, no one has been able to verify any deaths or find any legally
irrefutable evidence of any real victims. watch?v=PoZEuj1VPv0 septemberclues.info
JehanneDeLys 6 days ago Horsewhip81 6 days ago Tell it to the 400,000 innocent Japs
wiped out in a blink of an eye, or the almost 1,000,000, killed in Iraq and Afghanistan, or
the countless millions of other innocent lives lost due to America's wanting to play God
to the world. Horsewhip81 6 days ago laddie644 6 days ago Comment removed
andrew43731 6 days ago show hide BOB AND BRI i just wanted to say thank you for
putting this video up i was younger when this happened and never really experienced the
tragedy of what happened that day it is truly an eye opening experience of just how
horrible this was to so many people and i thank you for giving me the oportunity to be
able to view all this without the media "outtakes". and to all those who think this is fake
or a conspiracy or hilarious ........ grow up and act like a person and not a idiot
andrew43731 6 days ago rebelformetal 6 days ago its not fun 2 kill ppl.....WTF
rebelformetal 6 days ago tyle44 6 days ago 4 fake tyle44 6 days ago 4
MissSammehSunshine 6 days ago @tyle44 How the hell is this video fake?!
MissSammehSunshine 6 days ago LebnesRambo 6 days ago @MissSammehSunshine
Because the smoke is moving too slow and isnt in sync with the noises in the background.
LebnesRambo 6 days ago JehanneDeLys 6 days ago 33 @MissSammehSunshin Here's
how to tell it's 100% FAKE! Filmed "live" from the same "apartment" windows? Just
watch the SIM people's SHADOWS (like sundials) at 13:18 are High NOON ^, then
move 90 deg to horizontal -> 17:30, move 90 deg again at 22:10 then 45 deg: 23:20 &
23:47 (w/ GHOST people!) - opposite again at 25:10. Only CGI movie makers can defy
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the laws of physics AND make the sun go crazy! Remember: the pause button/slide is
your friend! [All FAQ & answers at septemberclues.info ] JehanneDeLys 6 days ago 33
Mariotett 6 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 8===D |¯||¯|
Mariotett 6 days ago FRANKMANNACO700 6 days ago show hide WISH I COULD
HAVE BEEN THERE LICKING THAT WOMAN'S FEET WHILE SHE RECORDED
FRANKMANNACO700 6 days ago OMFGYOURDRIVINGMEINS 6 days ago listen
closeyly in the beginning u can hear happy music im not lioling at the videos or 9/11 thew
music so please dont bitch at me OMFGYOURDRIVINGMEINS 6 days ago guit4r52 6
days ago either way, its still god damn fucked up if its true or not. guit4r52 6 days ago
billygoatsampson 6 days ago @garmool they still died and you should too. it does not
matter what nation youre from, its still horrible billygoatsampson 6 days ago
billygoatsampson 6 days ago @dickswinger86 hey why dont u shut up! nobody wants to
hear ur crap. ur goin to hell billygoatsampson 6 days ago dickswinger86 6 days ago
@billygoatsampson i fuck u in the eyeball dickswinger86 6 days ago youareweirdify 6
days ago the day we learned governments can kill thousands of their own people and get
away with it...... youareweirdify 6 days ago davidoballes 6 days ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam This is a second pearl harbour , this was an inside-job .
Everybody knows that israel control the world , and everybody is afraid of this " country
" , but they control media and so they control your mind , so it is easy for them to blame
their legendary enemies : MUSLIMS . Ben laden is dead in 1998 , he was murdered by
cheikh omar , and if you don't trust me , check out ben hazir butto interview on CNN .
One week after this interview she was murdered . ISRAEL : " TRUTH HURTS BUT
LIES KILLS " davidoballes 6 days ago twilightstar302 6 days ago OMG U UPLOAED
THIS ON MY B DAY!!!!!!!!!! GAGAGAGAAAAAA twilightstar302 6 days ago
MissSammehSunshine 6 days ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@twilightstar302 ... I don't think that's really necessary sorry. Not trying to be mean, it's
just I wouldn't say "OMG U UPLOAED THIS ON MY B DAY!!!!!!!!!!
GAGAGAGAAAAAA" on this type of video. MissSammehSunshine 6 days ago
twilightstar302 6 days ago omg this sceard me even tho it was years agooo UWERE
RIGHT THERERE twilightstar302 6 days ago kealohalopez26 6 days ago i could not
belive my eyes nor my ears. i woke up to a phone call from my mother telling me the
twin towers fall.. its my sons birthday.my son turned 5 that same day.. what were we
going to do, i called my friend, her sister worked in tower 2, called another friend her
daughter was stationed at the pentagon, we lost 2 great ppl that day. we were sadden but
what bush can put our country throu... kealohalopez26 6 days ago JehanneDeLys 6 days
ago 16 @kealohalopez26 So are you a paid shill to propagate the mind-control myth of 911 "planes" & "victims" or a troll? If not then telling lies like that (or repeating the lies of
others) only makes you another "useful idiot" helping to protect the real perpetrators of
the Grand Military-Media psyops hoax of 9-11. This video is a proven fake, as are ALL
alleged films (tv fakery & "amateur") of the 9-11 demolitions, ergo so are you! >>
septemberclues.info JehanneDeLys 6 days ago 16 machiminao 6 days ago rofl, most epic
thing i've seen. machiminao 6 days ago OMFGYOURDRIVINGMEINS 6 days ago
@machiminao do you even know what epic means look it up in a dicitonary it means
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herioc you sick fuck! OMFGYOURDRIVINGMEINS 6 days ago machiminao 6 days
ago @OMFGYOURDRIVINGMEINS Well, I guess this was a heroic part Iraq did.
machiminao 6 days ago mhaze210 6 days ago @machiminao ok, we get it, your not cool,
your not important, your thoughts dont matter, your a waste of oxygen, your a waste of
space...the only question now is...why do you even exist? its sad when even mosquitos
and ticks are more important than you. Your at the bottom of the barrel, a barrel with a
hole in it meaning your even lower. go to another video that you find "epic" and find
"hilarious" (which im guessing is more death and human misery). your sad.i just wasted
all this typing on u mhaze210 6 days ago machiminao 6 days ago show hide @mhaze210
8==========D~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(.Y-.) 69 9/11 was good. I am more important than a
mosquitos! YOUR A SPAMMER! SPAM SPAM SPAM SPAM SPAM SPAM SPAM
SPAM SPAM SPAM SPAM SPAM SPAM! machiminao 6 days ago Zofumor 6 days
ago You are killing innocent people, acting like terrorists and religious fanatics who invent
to justify your actions. You pomote hate... But this I do not care, 10 million poor and
innocents are nothing but 2000 rich if they are important... Zofumor 6 days ago
mhaze210 6 days ago @Zofumor Ya know...we get your point, but MOST of us...find
that thos 10 million people lost, and those 2000 people lost ALL MATTER, not 1 group
MORE important than the other. Just because our government is fucked up, doesnt mean
every person walking the streets are. how about YOU open your eyes. u act like if a
group of people were in a bank, and ONE decides to rob the bank...that EVERYONE is
responsible..and EVERYONE is ignorant...think before you speak...or just keep your
mouth shut. mhaze210 6 days ago Zofumor 6 days ago Open your eyes, american
people. Your own internal Mafias do this kind of evil that after makeup, using 4
analphabets who become fanatics and terrorists invented a story that reported by the
press... Anyone who believes all this plan invented by the CIA? only Americans, raised
in ignorance by moneyed interests and government. Your government as puppets
manipulated you.. Zofumor 6 days ago hister67 1 week ago Corporate bst"ds hister67 1
week ago hister67 1 week ago WTF street sound goes up a bit after 5
min,,,,,,,,,,,,,shrillllllllll-lllllll's hister67 1 week ago KingofWeed11 1 week ago that guy
who flou the plane knows how too make an enternes KingofWeed11 1 week ago
WawsestilL 1 week ago A strange day of strange events and numerous "coincidences".
Active Thermitic Material Discovered in 9/11 Dust watch?v=WqVXTBAvBj0 Shot from
street level of South Tower collapsing thermite or nano-thermite evidence
watch?v=x4sRi5stG10&feature=re-lated (replace the watch in the browser to access the
page) WawsestilL 1 week ago Dodi9914 1 week ago qoɾ ǝpısuı uɐ sɐʍ 11 ɹǝqɯǝʇdǝs
Dodi9914 1 week ago tchoupac1 1 week ago I WANT TO SAY : BIG RESPECT TO
THOSE HIGHJACKERS BECAUSE IT WAS NOT EASY TO HIT THE TWIN
TOWERS LIKE THEY DID SO PLEASE SHOW SOME RESPECT TO THOSE
TALENTED HIGHJACKERS ? MAY THEIRS SOULS REST IN PEACE . tchoupac1
1 week ago mhaze210 6 days ago @tchoupac1 one day...your soul will rest in misery
forever. mhaze210 6 days ago 24chancer 1 week ago FUK THE PEOPLE WHO DID
THIS TO US!!!! 24chancer 1 week ago blonde715 1 week ago @ zhelnerovich i second
tht ths guys a fuckin asshole and hes gonna burn in hell blonde715 1 week ago
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2006scottw 1 week ago why didnt bush face trial over this? 2006scottw 1 week ago
Dino90able1 1 week ago NICE JOB TERRORIST!! :))) Thank you verry much IRAQ...
hahahahahahaha fuckin american peoples... fuckin U.S.A ... !! :)) Dino90able1 1 week ago
Zhelnerovich 1 week ago @Dino90able1 Die Zhelnerovich 1 week ago mhaze210 6 days
ago @Zhelnerovich we should team up and end his life...its hard enough for me to kill an
insect without having sympathy...but when its something without a soul like
Dino90able1...well, hes basically meant to be killed. he should be target practice at a gun
range...those paper targets are more usefull than him. mhaze210 6 days ago 24chancer 1
week ago @Dino90able1 FUK U! U TERRIST! 24chancer 1 week ago
OMFGYOURDRIVINGMEINS 6 days ago show hide @Dino90able1 you son of a bitch
EVEYRONE WHO SEES THIS COMMENT TRACK THIS DOUCHES I P ADRESS
GO TO WHERE THIS COCKSUCKER LIVES AND SKIN HIM FUCKIN ALIVE
YOU OSN OF A BITCHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH ILL CUT YOUR DICK OFF
WITH A FUCKIN SPOON OMFGYOURDRIVINGMEINS 6 days ago mhaze210 6
days ago @Dino90able1 you are truly one sad, worthless individual. you are the ONLY
sperm that should not have made it to the womb to begin with...you were worse than a
mistake...you should never have happened. its depressing enough knowing people such as
yourself actually exist amongst what we call HUMAN BEINGS. how do you even
function when you have no heart? mhaze210 6 days ago dondivadedrea95 1 week ago
This is sad dondivadedrea95 1 week ago boomer757 1 week ago may those who lost their
life on that day rest in peace. boomer757 1 week ago yakafick88 1 week ago ich warr das.
meine eltern haben gesagt ich soll die weg sprengen, ich mag amerikaner und außerirrdische
menschen auf der erde yakafick88 1 week ago mikeeexDD 1 week ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ✈ |¯||¯| mikeeexDD 1 week ago boldhero44 1 week
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Staff They Dont Want You To
Know: stdwytk dot blogspot dot com and also google: the2012deception boldhero44 1
week ago MASergeant13 1 week ago Why didn't they hit the empire state building? It
would have had a more disasterous effect, you only need one plane too. The shaking
might have also collapsed some more buildings around it. MASergeant13 1 week ago
JehanneDeLys 1 week ago @MASergeant13 Because they didn't need to demolish the
Empire State building, mate -- Not the profit or maximum dramatic imagery effect in
doing one, when they could get rid of the whole redundant WTC complex (9 buildings) in
one go ;) JehanneDeLys 1 week ago mossface78562 1 week ago @MASergeant13 Nice
sudjestion :l really? c'mon might be impossable but they might see it. true tho...Thank
God thy didn't Right? it would have been more tragic and more death. But they left a
deep enough scar we dont need a deeper one. mossface78562 1 week ago youareweirdify
6 days ago @MASergeant13 they did it because they got a bigger payout from the
insurance company for the towers youareweirdify 6 days ago JehanneDeLys 1 week ago
14 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Part1: 9-11 SIM SUNDIALS or
how to tell this is 100% FAKE! All filmed "live" from the same "apartment" windows?
Really! Just watch the sim people at 13:18 shadows are vertical ^, then move 90 deg to
horizontal -> 17:30, move 90 deg again at 22:10 then 45 deg: 23:19 & 23:47 (w/ GHOST
people!) - opposite again at 25:10. Only CGI movie makers can defy the laws of physics
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AND make the sun go crazy! Remember: the pause button & slide are your friend! [More
FAQ & answers at septemberclues.info ] JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 14 mr18plusser 1
week ago @JehanneDeLys come on dude it's 9/11 don't start saying it's fake it shows you
have a lack of respect mr18plusser 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week ago @mr18plusser
"Respect" for what, a govt military-media hoax? You're kidding, right? Go to
septemberclues DOT info if you want know what really happened. JehanneDeLys 1
week ago mr18plusser 6 days ago @JehanneDeLys Respect for the ones who died it
wasn't their fault i don't care if it was osama or some military stuff I'm talking about
respect for the people who died in that accident ! mr18plusser 6 days ago JehanneDeLys
6 days ago @mr18plusser No one, died! It was a massive govt military-media HOAX -already gave you the site to go see the research analysis for yourself. There were NO
"hijackers", NO planes & NO proven deaths, just a TV movie illusion created to hide
demolition of EMPTY asbestos-filled buildings for profit & an excuse for war to control
the Middle East. They maintain the myth of "planes" & "victims" w/ paid actors & faked
film 'reminders.' To understand the what, how & why, visit septemberclues.info
JehanneDeLys 6 days ago Sarticus35 1 week ago @JehanneDeLys are u fucking retarded?
ur saying this is fake? ur legit a fucking retard. Sarticus35 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 6
days ago 10 @Sarticus35 Not very smart to name call before bothering to review the
evidence is it? Take the challenge, dare to look at the scenes in this one carefully,
especially the little scenes of cgi sim people (the pause button is your friend). Even if
you can't recognize how the cityscape buildings, colors etc. are all computer generated,
everyone can understand that shadows can't move 90 degrees in minutes when viewed
from one location. To find more answers visit septemberclues.info JehanneDeLys 6 days
ago 10 jesuslovesme420 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
this was punishment from God for turning into a nation of sodomites...you should
THANK our muslim brothers for giving their lives to open your eye's to the power of
God...PRAISE JESUS jesuslovesme420 1 week ago dickswinger86 1 week ago DAMN U
BUSH!!!DAMN U!!!!!!!! dickswinger86 1 week ago 911insidejob81 1 week ago This has
been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam please support 9/11 victim`s family
members, in a call for new investigation in to 9/11 and visit w w w.nyccan. o r g senior
counsel to the 9/11 Commission says commission agreed to lie please search in google
"9/11 Commission Counsel: Government Agreed to Lie About 9/11" _--_--_--__-RIP__2992__people--__--_--_--_ 911insidejob81 1 week ago iheartkurt8 1 week ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Where else do you ppl have to go to be
hateful and name call, like a playground or something? respect. iheartkurt8 1 week ago
iheartkurt8 1 week ago Comment removed MrChams101 1 week ago the stupid ass girl in
this video should just shut the fuck up she is the one that should be dead in the building
she is such an ass hole MrChams101 1 week ago Joshuaguss 1 week ago Next year on
9/11 I hope they attack the Statule of Libaray in New York city. Joshuaguss 1 week ago
2ndSamuel710 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Now
1,320 professional architects, engineers & 9,826 supporters pound the table for
investigations of 9/11 Towers collapse. They know & can prove government's story is
impossibility- a lie. Is Rush Limbaugh, Sean Hannity, Laura Ingram, Sarah Palin, Glenn
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Beck, gona call them all un-American air head loons- or just ignore them? Film "911
Missing Links." com gets to who & why of 9/11. Republic Broadcasting. org is only radio
with courage to name the criminal Kabbal. Richard Gage AE 911 Truth. Org
2ndSamuel710 1 week ago theartguy100 1 week ago @YeaChicago10 Look at YOU!!
What do YOU believe in, huh? What do YOU believe in?! I believe whatever doesn't kill
you simply makes you... ...stranger. Take a knife to your mouth and put a smile on your
face!! Hahahahahaha -The Joker theartguy100 1 week ago renangel17 1 week ago i think
its heart breaking renangel17 1 week ago jesuslovesme420 1 week ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam this was punishment from God for turning into a
nation of sodomites...you should THANK our muslim brothers for giving their lives to
open your eye's to the power of God...PRAISE JESUS jesuslovesme420 1 week ago
Gryfu1 1 week ago 2 @jesuslovesme420 This is why people shouldn't be over religious.
Gryfu1 1 week ago 2 acesigma06 1 week ago 3 yeah right sorry, oh plane just hit and we
oh so calm, tower falls, cure fake crying, oh 2 minutes later,all ok, second building
collapses and oh no tears, oh they running away what they gonna do, so BLOODY
FAKE acesigma06 1 week ago 3 nykola1234 1 week ago stupid is and stupid does.
nykola1234 1 week ago slobodanvujin 1 week ago 3 Too sad that some country can do
that do their people,...USA Attack them self,...Very sad,...Rip for all people who died,...
slobodanvujin 1 week ago 3 dvs6996 1 week ago @ 7:28 that was someone that jumped
right? dvs6996 1 week ago burntclown 1 week ago ~>"hello everyone i made a 9/11
tribute on 9/11/10 please check it out thank you"<~ burntclown 1 week ago george2648 1
week ago 2 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9-11 was a false flag
attack how is it possible that they never found black boxes but they found one of the
hijackers passports in the rubble LOL wow r country r all sheep atleast 90% and 10%
real awake true AMERICANS dont get caught up in da mix cause the media is full of
dirty tricks george2648 1 week ago 2 yuvz92 1 week ago god bless the boys who done
this, greatist day of my life, seeing you dirty whores jump like pussy's instead of
accepting you fate on allahs most wonderfall day (wonder-FALL) get it? damn i crack
allah up yuvz92 1 week ago GraemeISDrunk 1 week ago @yuvz92 it was a great day my
brother when allah took hes revenge and justice on the Amercian Pigs GraemeISDrunk 1
week ago KKKSuperFan 1 week ago @GraemeISDrunk The Great Day Of Justice Is
When We Nuke You Into Dust... KKKSuperFan 1 week ago nykola1234 1 week ago
@KKKSuperFan or perhaps the day when we all nuke ourselves and thinks ooooooops.
nykola1234 1 week ago KKKSuperFan 1 week ago @nykola1234 These fuckers overseas
are not gonna stop attacking us until we do something about it... KKKSuperFan 1 week
ago nykola1234 1 week ago Comment removed nykola1234 1 week ago Comment
removed KKKSuperFan 1 week ago @nykola1234 The United States is being abused by
Expensive Government high taxes and careless immigration policies.... These need to be
fixed by cutting spending and sealing our borders airtight... KKKSuperFan 1 week ago
reeknee33 1 week ago @yuvz92 you're an asshole. reeknee33 1 week ago
suzukidude1000 1 week ago Are we meant to feel sorry for them or somr thing!it
happens all over the world,get used to it. suzukidude1000 1 week ago foufoutos09 1
week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Fuck you mother fucker
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foufoutos09 1 week ago foufoutos09 1 week ago Fuck you moynopano foufoutos09 1
week ago 2ndSamuel710 1 week ago As if USA & Israelie did not imagine enough reason
to bomb Iran before this- Ahmadinejad, like former US Army war college director Dr.
Alan Sabrosky & BBC reporter Alan Hart said it right in UN hearings the other day that
USA & Israelie had done 9/11 WTC buildings, not Muslims! Tell us something we didn't
already know! Then there is the UN finding Israelie guilty of violating International law in
their attack of boats taking supplies to Gaza. Just 1 more UN resolution for Israelie to
violate. 2ndSamuel710 1 week ago zad35 1 week ago Watch The Tillman Story and you'll
definitely get a different perspective on the US Government, and the fact that 9-11 was
an inside job, is not that far fetched. zad35 1 week ago eonek13 1 week ago This is a
froud of rockefeller. They wanted to take new country where can get oil 'couse they had
idea with the current situation in the Gulf of Mexico. Damn, people wake up. This is not
a democratic world.This is ilussion built on lies. eonek13 1 week ago sme1121 1 week ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam This is just the beginning sme1121
1 week ago metalmachiene 1 week ago @spursfan201 Ok they were really going to shoot
the plain down with all thoses people in it. Realisticly an idea like that would have been
dissmissed immediatly. I mean cmon if ur gonna be a wannabe conspirancy nut, back it
up with facts thyat are actually reliable and make since. metalmachiene 1 week ago
shaynaokane 1 week ago so is this video real or not? shaynaokane 1 week ago
Medievaltotalwargod 1 week ago @shaynaokane what the fuck do you think
Medievaltotalwargod 1 week ago shaynaokane 6 days ago @Medievaltotalwargod well i
have no idea, thats why i asked, duhh shaynaokane 6 days ago SingFunDance 1 week ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam thats so bad if i saw it i cried !
SingFunDance 1 week ago rmecrowe 1 week ago where their ever any black boxes found?
rmecrowe 1 week ago zaneverovati 1 week ago @rmecrowe I've been wondering the same
thing ever since. zaneverovati 1 week ago MirreMirreMirre 1 week ago @zaneverovati
mhm, me too. MirreMirreMirre 1 week ago shaynaokane 1 week ago @rmecrowe what
is a black box lol.. sorry? shaynaokane 1 week ago TauRusDiVaViXen 1 week ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam It really felt as if I was there, some of
you people, who will remain nameless are idiots, why don't you go ask the familes of the
people who died how staged it is! you live in a fantasy world, this is not something that
happend centuries ago, this happend in our generation, so shut the hell up and deal with
reality that this happen! talking about sim people and ghost...wth?? TauRusDiVaViXen 1
week ago TauRusDiVaViXen 1 week ago Comment removed amarnathcaptain 1 week ago
it does not matter what happen how they died and stuff what really matters is these
people died amarnathcaptain 1 week ago amarnathcaptain 1 week ago i may be an indian
but still what do these people get? what do they get by killing people? amarnathcaptain 1
week ago SirSmokeify 1 week ago 2 It still seems like this just happened yesterday and
yet it nearly happened a decade ago. SirSmokeify 1 week ago 2 lovelyflowers11 1 week
ago look what they have done. i hate them lovelyflowers11 1 week ago Iluvitachi2much 1
week ago Plus, I don't care how fucked up our government is, why the hell would they
fly a plane into the pentagon, you know the place where a lot of our government officials
were at the time? Only the Taliban like to blow themselves up in the name of conspiracy.
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Plus the WTC was a very crucial part of our financial system, it cost a lot of money to
make, and it brought in a lot of money. Why would they take money out of their own
pockets? Iluvitachi2much 1 week ago Iluvitachi2much 1 week ago I think it's kind of
sickening how on these videos there's all this hate and propaganda written in the
comments. Regardless of who, what, when, where and why, nearly 3,000 people died
that day. There should be things like "RIP to those who died. " We all have our theories,
but let's show some respect to the people who died, and cut all the hate and theories out
of this. They deserve that much. Plus, truth is, there is no truth. No one outside of the
white house will ever know. Iluvitachi2much 1 week ago Rassnir 1 week ago
@Iluvitachi2much One word: "Cynicism" Rassnir 1 week ago spursfan201 1 week ago
Why did chaning take controll of the us aircraft 3 months before 9/11? He planned this
and he said they were in training oh he'll no that happened weeks before 9/11. The
millitary had permission to shoot down the airplane before it hit the tower, but guess
what Channing took controll of it 3 months before that so they could do anything, bush
and channing planned 9/11! spursfan201 1 week ago dickswinger86 1 week ago show hide
FUCK USA!!!AND FUCK MCDONALDS!!!!! dickswinger86 1 week ago
VanHalenWorshiper 1 week ago show hide wow the emotion your a great person to put
this footage up :) we will never forget!!! VanHalenWorshiper 1 week ago dickswinger86 1
week ago Comment removed dickswinger86 1 week ago AWESOME!!!!!!! dickswinger86
1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 10 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Part 1: 9-11 for dummies, or how to tell this is 100% FAKE! All filmed "live" from
the same "apartment" windows? Really! Just watch the 'Sim Sundials' at 13:18 shadows
are vertical ^, then move 90 deg to horizontal -> 17:30, move 90 deg again at 22:00 then
45 deg: 23:19 & 23:47 (w/ ghost people!) - opposite again at 25:10. Only CGI movie
makers can defy the laws of physics AND make the sun go crazy! Remember: the pause
button & slide are your friend! [More FAQ & answers at septemberclues.info ]
JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 10 blackfootnavajo 1 week ago @JehanneDeLys yeah people
will proably go there after you call them dummies, wise guy... blackfootnavajo 1 week
ago JehanneDeLys 1 week ago @blackfootnavajo Hey, I did NOT call anyone
"dummies", you've never heard of the popular "For Dummies" series of books on all
kinds of subjects, from science to computers? Geez! It took me a long time before I even
watched any of the supposed videos of 9-11 & then longer before I knew WHAT exactly
was wrong with them, I could only tell they just didn't look right. Look up all the tv
fakery vids here analyzing the TV & "amateur" footage. NONE is real! JehanneDeLys 1
week ago wetwingnut 1 week ago @JehanneDeLys Well one thing we can tell is that
you're no fake. You're 100% an idiot. wetwingnut 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week ago
3 @wetwingnut So, have you watched this one, think it's real just because a more 'natural'
sounding actress TELLS you it is? Not cool to call people "idiots" before you check the
evidence for yourself. Take the challenge, watch the 'sim people' sections I cited &
PAUSE it to see. It's amazing they took 5 years to perfect it but still couldn't get the
sims' shadows to all go in the same direction, or the cityscape buildings or colors right.
Watch all the vids on 9-11 tv fakery by video experts. JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 3
nykola1234 1 week ago @JehanneDeLys Don't belive the hype, yea really. Me thinks ba
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ha, follow the sheep on this one (are you educated)? cos if you are you are and you really
believe this shit then you need help! hey step away from the crowd and think alone.
nykola1234 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 4 @nykola1234 If you were
"educated" you'd realize that "sheep" analogy refers to a majority (e.g. the Bell Curve),
not a minority of enlightened heretics who refuse to believe the govt & Corporate
controlled media propaganda or herded with the rest of the brainwashed sheeple! Enjoy
your safety in numbers illusion ;) I love irony! JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 4 Gryfu1 1
week ago @JehanneDeLys Are you fucking serious?!?!?!? Do you have a heart at all? Do
you have any idea how many innocent people lost their lives in this incident, and your
saying it was all CGI? As if America would spend thousands of dollars to fool people
into thinking this happened? This did happen! Go on. Go to new york. You won't see the
twin towers anywhere. You are heartless to think it didn't. I suppose you think the
Holocaust didn't happen. Gryfu1 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 6 This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @Gryfu1 That's funny, since the govt perps can't
decide on a final number of 9-11 vicSims even after 9 years! NO "innocent people" were
anywhere near the towers that day. NO "Muslim hijackers", NO planes & NO verifiable
deaths, just a TV movie illusion created to hide demolition of EMPTY asbestos-filled
buildings for profit & an excuse for war to control the Middle East. To understand the
what, how & why, visit septemberclues(dot)info JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 6 Gryfu1 1
week ago show hide @JehanneDeLys I'm serious when I say this. One of my friends had
a relative who died at 9-11. Saying it didn't happen is like saying their relative never
existed. Lots of people have friends and family who died there. Oh, but if was CGI, I
guess they never existed either. Seriously, and answer the question this time. Do you
think the Holocaust was a hoax too? I'd be surprised if you didn't. Your kids must get in
trouble at school very often. It's your fault if they get expelled. Gryfu1 1 week ago
JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 4 @Gryfu1 "One of my friends had a relative who died at 911" Wow, doesn't that sound familiar! Funny how it's always a "relative of a friend" or
"friend of a friend." Hearsay is NOT evidence, just part of the propaganda myth. Don't
fall for or play that game, you just become another "useful idiot" for & helping to protect
the perpetrators of this massive psyops hoax. Do the research & wake up to reality.
JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 4 Gryfu1 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam @JehanneDeLys Waking up to reality is what YOU need to do. Gryfu1 1
week ago cathaterfromhell666 1 week ago 3 @Gryfu1 if in a discussion you mess with
others family, it means your arguments are poor, be fair and dont argue like a child.
cathaterfromhell666 1 week ago 3 bestplugins 1 week ago @cathaterfromhell666 i agree,
use arguments, not insults. bestplugins 1 week ago Gryfu1 1 week ago show hide
@cathaterfromhell666 What your basically saying is that my friend's relative didn't die in
9-11. Wow. Gryfu1 1 week ago haucky9 1 week ago @JehanneDeLys dude who cares if
its fake or not people fucking died in that building and your trying to figure out if its real
or fake?...your morals are seriously messed up. haucky9 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1
week ago @haucky9 I'm not a "dude", I'm a mother & know this actress is a liar & the
whole film is CGI fake! Don't you think it's smarter to do the research 1st before
insulting those who have? I've even made it easier for everyone to see it in this one. No
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one died in those empty asbestos-filled buildings: no planes, no victims just tv fakery to
hide the demolition & a scapegoat for profitable war to control the ME. See all the 9-11
videos analyzed by experts: ALL are proven fake. Think about that! JehanneDeLys 1
week ago bestplugins 1 week ago 2 @haucky9 if this video is fake, is good to know it,
since we will not take it as real and will not make wrong conclussions. bestplugins 1 week
ago 2 erzan 1 week ago @JehanneDeLys were you dropped on the head as a child or did
you mum hit you as a child? how dare you disrespect 3,000 innocent people and their
families. 9/11, on that day we were all Americans. Love from a fellow Londoner. erzan 1
week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week ago @erzan Unless you have ADD or a problem with
comprehension, how does it make sense to ridicule what you have no clue about if too
lazy to do the research 1st? I even made it easy for everyone to see in this one. No one
died in the massive tv fakery psyops hoax of 9-11. Watch this & tell me how the sun can
change position 5 times in minutes. Then ask yourself why they'd make fake films if the
'official' story was real? FYI there is NO video that hasn't been proven fake! I'm not a
Londoner JehanneDeLys 1 week ago koroush7 1 week ago @erzan They are not innocent
victims, they were Americans=Devil, understood. Crying just for 3000 dummies, what
about the millions killed by American political techniques and atrocities all over the
world? koroush7 1 week ago Aaminah84 1 week ago @erzan :) Aaminah84 1 week ago
bestplugins 1 week ago 3 @JehanneDeLys i dont know if its fake, but at 13:18 shadows
are not vertical, and they dont change direction, its just the camera pointing to a different
spot, so the angle changes. The sunlight is where it should be at everytime. bestplugins 1
week ago 3 JehanneDeLys 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @bestplugins I suggest you look again (pause button on-off till it's right on it), &
explain how the sun can move that much that many times on the SAME area in FRONT
of the "apartment" windows -- did the WTC area move to the other side of their
"apartment" building? JehanneDeLys 1 week ago bestplugins 1 week ago
@JehanneDeLys i did, and the sun is always where it should be, notice they switch
windows several times to record people in the side of the buiding. Come on, i think 9/11
is an inside job, but this video is real to me. Why did you think they faked this video? do
you see something that points its what the 9/11 report says? this video shows explosions
when collapsing, steel beams flying away from the building (impossibe for a regular
gravity collapse) bestplugins 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 2 @bestplugins You
really should get out in the sun more! And you believe the govt report is real? Geez, even
George Carlin knew not to trust any "investigation", "They don't investigate themselves,
the people in charge always do what they want." Please go to septemberclues.info to
learn why you can't determine anything from any alleged videos of 9-11 because NONE
are real: all proven forgeries. JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 2 DarkRobert9500 6 days ago i
just don't why? this is real man real lots of people died <;( DarkRobert9500 6 days ago
bestplugins 1 week ago 3 @JehanneDeLys you know there are several windows in a
building, they moved to other window sometimes, the sun is always where it should be.
And if its cgi... why did they changed the light source angle??? bestplugins 1 week ago 3
cbtfan666 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam SO SAD, that
people cry for only 3000 deaths INSIDE USA, while the US (and its puppy tools,
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NATO and UN Security counsel) does this amount in only 2 months abroad... SO
STRANGE... we should CARE about americunts lives...but not for others... (selfishness
of amerishitcanned? GUESS SO) Its just sad it didn't made MILLIONS of deaths in USA,
the world would have been a better place xD :D :P cbtfan666 1 week ago jackie3902 1
week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Znzcx no fuck you. You
have no reason to say that. jackie3902 1 week ago znzcx 1 week ago Comment removed
Zofumor 1 week ago USA the most powerful country in the world ... His government is
responsible for keeping their people in ignorance. Most can not even draw their own
country on a map. The culture of the burger and macdonalds. And always playing the
fool, boasting patriots. Zofumor 1 week ago Zofumor 1 week ago USA propaganda
controls the world and almost everyone believes the lies and creating montages. Her
yellow press stories invented to make war. But believe their lies only in their country of
origin: Satanic USA Zofumor 1 week ago Zofumor 1 week ago The most criminal terrorist
act in history the USA starred, atomic bombs of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Yankee felt no
pity fot the innocent lives of Japanese. Since then, the U.S. secret agencies have created
and armed terrorist groups around the world, many have turned against them. Fuck the
fucking U.s. secret intelligence, the embodiment of Satan on earth. Zofumor 1 week ago
TheeTurbanator 1 week ago show hide Fuck Islam. TheeTurbanator 1 week ago
YeaChicago10 1 week ago show hide ANYONE WHO THINKS THAT OUR FUCKIN
GOVERNMENT DID THIS IS FUCKIN RETARDED. GOD DAMMIT IT PISSES
ME OFF SO MUCH. THE TWIN TOWERS WERE THE TALLEST BUILDINGS IN
THE WORLD AND COSTS A SHITLOAD OF MONEY. TO THINK OUR
GOVERNMENT WOULD DO IT AND ANYBODY WHO BELIEVES IN THE
CONSPIRACY SHIT SHOULD GO AND PRAISE ALLAH IN IRAN OR SOME
OTHER MUSLIM FUCKIN COUNTRY. NOT BE A STUPID BITCH AND BLAME
OUR GOVERNMENT. IF U BELIEVE IN ALIENS AND CONSPIRACY SHIT JUST
SHUT UR FUCKIN MOUTH. YeaChicago10 1 week ago hettyllama 1 week ago show
hide @YeaChicago10 YES YOU READ MY MIND hettyllama 1 week ago lolalotgrl 1
week ago wow this makes me wanna cry for all the sad deaths and people who hav 2 live
without the people they miss lolalotgrl 1 week ago 9BillionNig 1 week ago fucken
retarded people 9/11 was not a hoax. Oohh there using 21st century technology to fake
yeah ok retards keep sayen crap like that. Yeah gon on with that conspiracy shit, only
proves how stupid and ignorant all of you are. 9BillionNig 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1
week ago 2 @9BillionNig So you must be a genius to believe everything the govt &
corporate controlled media tells you is true without question -- or you're a shill. Like the
"conspiracy shit" of 19 youths with box cutters outfoxed the US Defense systems &
NORAD to fly ghost jets into buildings & defy the laws of physics? Wow! So why has
EVERY video of the alleged event been exposed as cgi created fraud? JehanneDeLys 1
week ago 2 hettyllama 1 week ago show hide @9BillionNig I AGREE COMPLETELY.
hettyllama 1 week ago pilot429 1 week ago Americans , am sorry for your lose .. but we
live this everyday , under the umbrella of ur government's politics . pilot429 1 week ago
grotskul 1 week ago celle qui chiale derriere enerve quand même....:/ grotskul 1 week ago
foufoutos09 1 week ago Φρικτο εβραιικο δηµιουργηµα foufoutos09 1 week ago
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CrayonzzIsPro 1 week ago @foufoutos09 Fuck You CrayonzzIsPro 1 week ago
dickswinger86 6 days ago @foufoutos09 fuck u stinking jew dickswinger86 6 days ago
911insidejob81 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam please
support 9/11 victim`s family members, in a quest for new investigation in to 9/11 please
visit w w w.nyccan. o r g senior counsel to the 9/11 Commission says commission agreed
to lie please search in google "9/11 Commission Counsel: Government Agreed to Lie
About 9/11" _--_--_--__-RIP-__2992__people--__--_--_--_ 911insidejob81 1 week ago
colorfulemokid 1 week ago suck it up and stop that annoying crying!!! colorfulemokid 1
week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week ago @colorfulemokid Yeah, they really over-acted that
bit eh, "all those (CGI simulated) people!" lol You'd think that taking 5 years to perfect
it, they'd at least get the Sim peoples shadows to all go in the same direction :p The sun
went crazy 'that day' too, huh? LOL JehanneDeLys 1 week ago colorfulemokid 1 week
ago suck it up colorfulemokid 1 week ago Ottomiller123 1 week ago OMG
Ottomiller123 1 week ago RICHQ68 1 week ago Amazing footage. Cant imagine what it
was like being so close. RICHQ68 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 9 @RICHQ68
"Amazing" is right, 21st century computer technology used as a Weapon of Mass
Distraction propaganda tool is insidiously effective. Combined with psychologically
targeted scripts & natural-sounding actors = the ultimate myth-perpetuating psyop of
this little movie. Think it's real? Watch the last 9 mins examine how SIM people's
shadows move 45 deg 3 times in minutes. Did the sun go crazy too? (remember the pause
button is your friend) Then visit septemberclues.info re the 9-11 hoax JehanneDeLys 1
week ago 9 nykola1234 1 week ago Comment removed nykola1234 1 week ago Comment
removed daviddigi10 6 days ago @RICHQ68 i know i wouldve been in absolute awe
especially at 19:41 daviddigi10 6 days ago VSEPUTEM1 1 week ago а еще хотят там
мечеть строить,как можно?? VSEPUTEM1 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week ago
@VSEPUTEM1 Там нет мечети является лишь инструментом террористических
мистификация пропаганды разделяй и властвуй людей. Это видео является
поддельной изображение компьютера с актерами. Смотреть фальшивых людей, в
последние 10 минут (используйте кнопку "пауза"), чтобы увидеть изменения в тени
направлении в 3 раза. ВС также с ума? LOL >> septemberclues.info JehanneDeLys 1
week ago dickswinger86 6 days ago @JehanneDeLys fuck u fucking jew!! dickswinger86
6 days ago butestus 1 week ago Beautiful, makes me cry... pure art... God bless Osama!
The new Pablo Picasso. butestus 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 2 @butestus
Come on, the FBI don't even share the credit for that with Osama (aka CIA asset &
patsy)! lol All credit for this grand hoax of tv fakery is due to Microsoft (NBC), Disney
(ABC), Time Warner (CNN), Fox (News Corp) & General Electric (CBS): the CIA
military-media Industrial Complex. 21st century CGI technology & TV Weapons of
Mass Distraction, propaganda mind control, are awesome, ain't they? JehanneDeLys 1
week ago 2 nikko97144 1 week ago 22548 pissed off muslims missed the "dislike" button
nikko97144 1 week ago Juriskov 1 week ago hope all arabic and
islamizzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz piss die some day Juriskov 1 week ago kuwaity204 1 week ago
Did you know that 5000 Jews did not come in the day of the blast in the same building
kuwaity204 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week ago @kuwaity204 Don't fall for that
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canard! There were NO real people in those buildings on 9-11. CGI imagery technology is
the greatest asset in the propaganda arsenals of 21st century govts. 9-11 was a covert
military+TV network psyop hoax: NO "hijackers", NO planes & NO proven deaths, just
TV fakery to hide demolition of old asbestos-filled buildings for profit & excuse for war
to control the Middle East. Visit the septemberclues.info site to learn what & how.
JehanneDeLys 1 week ago enkibumbu 1 week ago @JehanneDeLys LOL. enkibumbu 1
week ago CherryYen2810 1 week ago When I first heard about this I was only 8. I didn't
realize how formidable this attack was even when my parents sat gaping at the attacking
scene and mourning over the victims. Now I really feel it. We're not American, but this
made us feel terribly sad. RIP, victims. CherryYen2810 1 week ago devarreval 1 week ago
Islam on the right, but distinguished between good and evil???, Islam is coming if you like,
or you insist on devarreval 1 week ago TrutherD1 1 week ago There's a global shadow
govt. wake up. US = a corporation. Learn your natural, commercial and common law
rights. TrutherD1 1 week ago TheRevolucion1944 1 week ago Damned yankees You
sustain his standard of life, On the bones and the blood, Of too many peoples and
nations, And they wonder because they hate them? The one that to iron kills, To iron he
dies¡¡¡¡¡¡ I dream the day in which they are Exterminated of the land forever And this
way it is¡¡¡¡¡ LO QUE SIEMBRES ESO COSECHARAS, AMEN¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡
TheRevolucion1944 1 week ago naser443 1 week ago ﺹﺩﻱﻕ ﻩﺫﺍ ﺕﻥﻅﻱﻡ ﻕﺍﻉﺩﻩ ﻑﻱ ﺱﻭﻱ
ﺍﻥﺕ ﻑﻱ ﺥﻭﻑ ﻙﺙﻱﺭ ﺍﻥﺕ ﺝﺏﺍﻥ ﺹﺩﻱﻕ ﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩ ﻱﺍﻭﻱﺱﻱ ﻉﻝﻱ ﺍﻝﻝﻱ ﻡﺵﻙﻝ ﻙﺙﻱﺭ ﺍﻥﺕ
naser443 1 week ago allenwalkerfan1994 1 week ago I thank you for creating this ﺕﺡﻙﻱ
video. I was too young to remember what happened that dreadful day. But thanks to you
I now know percisely what happened. Thank you very much. and just for the record... I
have never cried before like i did just now because of all of the casualties. I will forever
remember those poor men and women. May they rest in peace allenwalkerfan1994 1
week ago MissLaurenB18 1 week ago @allenwalkerfan1994 I think I was in the fifth
grade when this happened. I never understood then. Now I do and I never realized how
devastating this was. MissLaurenB18 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 5
@allenwalkerfan1994 No need to cry over CGI simulated people, darlin'. They have
enough paid 911 ACTORS to do that for their Grand TV fakery Hoax on the world.
There were NO "Muslim hijackers", NO planes & NO verifiable deaths, just a TV movie
illusion created to hide demolition of old asbestos-filled buildings for profit & an excuse
for war to control the Middle East. To understand the what, how & why, visit
septemberclues(dot)info JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 5 scdon123 1 week ago
@JehanneDeLys No verifiable deaths?? You are obviously insane.. and anothing thing,
what about all the people who recorded the videos themselves? i suppose the government
created those hundreds of videos too. scdon123 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week ago
@scdon123 That's right, no one has found any legally irrefutable evidence (not hearsay)
that would be accepted in court. If you want to know more, watch: 911 Honor the
Vicsims: watch?v=KNwAxJ92vlE 911 Actors: watch?v=6aPvJSQtmoE Then visit
septemberclues.info website to answer all your questions. JehanneDeLys 1 week ago
scdon123 1 week ago @JehanneDeLys Haha... no thanks scdon123 1 week ago
JehanneDeLys 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
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@scdon123 Well then, how does it make sense to name call or ridicule what you have no
clue about & don't even want to see the evidence for? Since you're on this one, are you
convinced this is real because the actress sounds convincing? If so, just watch the last 9
minutes of it & then tell me how shadows can change direction by 45 degrees 3 times in a
few minutes (don't forget the pause button is your friend) ;) JehanneDeLys 1 week ago
TheRevolucion1944 1 week ago It was of be waiting, A seizure to cuba; what happen
with ONU? And the resolution of removing the seizure¡¡¡¡¡¡ They ask to respect the law
And institutions But you do not do it¡¡¡¡ They have a damned history, Or they do not
remember??? when Harry Truman the terrorist, I kill thousands of peoples with his
atomic bombs, Still they have much that to pay TheRevolucion1944 1 week ago
zackglazberghrocks 1 week ago I am glad i wasen't in there. But i wish i was at the same
time. If i could have a time machiene i would get EVERYBODY out in time. May god let
those who died that day ( except the terriost) R.I.P zackglazberghrocks 1 week ago
TheJulieofSuburbia 1 week ago Oh I forgot there was a helicopter flying around, ha im a
bit slow.... TheJulieofSuburbia 1 week ago AnonymouseLad 1 week ago Thanks muslims
or government or jesus or karma for killing those american. I will sleep with a smile on my
face tonight. I hope you buy a suitcase bomb next time, you know, just place it under the
bench in NYC and that will be that. BTW you can google most of the info on the next.
AnonymouseLad 1 week ago MrTsquared88 1 week ago i've heard about this, and i knew
all about it. but im ashamed to say that this is the first time i've ever watched a video of
it. this is probably the most awful thing i've ever seen. god bless all the people who died
that day. MrTsquared88 1 week ago nykola1234 1 week ago Reflection or a shiny thing.
nykola1234 1 week ago TheJulieofSuburbia 1 week ago at 11:51 whats that shiny thing
on the right side of the screen after the plane hit? TheJulieofSuburbia 1 week ago
JehanneDeLys 1 week ago @TheJulieofSuburbia Think it's called a failed cgi of the
obligatory aimless helicopter flyby lol JehanneDeLys 1 week ago jewbalo1234 1 week
ago @TheJulieofSuburbia Its a new helicopter jewbalo1234 1 week ago byZacTV 1 week
ago i feel so sad many lives were lost :( i feel so sad for all the people i am praying to god
for this not to ever happen again its so terrible! :O :,( byZacTV 1 week ago nykola1234 1
week ago Those without sin cast the first stone. nykola1234 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1
week ago 18 TILT! Gotta love a camera that can make the world tip over HA! To see
proof that this is ALL cgi faked imagery & audio w/ lying actors' voice-overs, watch the
SHADOWS cast by aimless sim people (& ghosts) starting 17:30 change direction by 45
deg in a few mins, then the opposite way in seconds! Everyone can understand that's
impossible in the real world (even if you can't recognize the cityscape, colors & smoking
towers are faked). When ready to exit the Matrix, visit: septemberclues.info
JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 18 nykola1234 1 week ago @JehanneDeLys you watch too
much tv. nykola1234 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 2 @nykola1234 No darlin',
Tell-a-Vision IS the Weapon of Mass Distraction that broadcast the 9-11 psyop hoax,
you won't see anything real there! Visit septemberclues.info to find out how it was done
& why. JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 2 nykola1234 1 week ago @JehanneDeLys ~Seriously
get off that path, yea wa hey i think i saw elvis the other day! Nope the biggist thing you
could believe is that another faith might take over yours if you have one, anytime soon.
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nykola1234 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week ago @nykola1234 Why don't you watch
the last 9 minutes of this & then tell me how shadows can change direction by 45 degrees
3 times in a few minutes (don't forget the pause button is your friend) ;) JehanneDeLys 1
week ago nykola1234 1 week ago Comment removed nykola1234 1 week ago
@JehanneDeLys I think maybe the world you live in is faked imagery! hmmmmm
nykola1234 1 week ago youbeat2008 1 week ago @JehanneDeLys You are so stupid!
How can this be fake, you mean there was no 9/11? youbeat2008 1 week ago
JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 3 @youbeat2008 If you'd researched the evidence 1st, you
wouldn't call those who have "stupid". 9-11 was a co-op military+TV network psyop
hoax: NO "Muslim hijackers", NO planes & NO proven deaths, just TV fakery created to
hide demolition of old asbestos-filled buildings for profit & excuse for war to control the
Middle East. You think this is real? Watch the last 9 mins & tell me how SIM people's
shadows can move 45 deg 3 times in minutes (remember the pause button is your friend)
JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 3 Damion8880 1 week ago @JehanneDeLys So let me
guess...the day this happened...AALLL those people in the cars and on the sidewalks and
in the surrounding buildings just so happened to....i dont know...not see it happen? Oh, i
know, i know...they were all paid a butt load of money to keep their mouths shut about
the fake 9/11. Damion8880 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 3 @Damion8880 All
what people? Oh, the SIM people in cgi scenery? Nah, the real ones were cleared out of
the immediate area. Ever heard of military obscurants like, you know, SMOKE? Heard of
HERF jamming technology either, OR the $2.3 TRILLION Rummy declared
"unaccounted for" on 9-10-2001? Hmm, wonder where that went...conveniently "forgot"
it after 9-11 did they. ;) Smarter to do your own research before telling those who have to
"shut up" don't ya think?>> septemberclues.info JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 3
JonBethany 1 week ago @JehanneDeLys Are you being serious or are you just being a
dumb fuck? JonBethany 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 2 @JonBethany Are you
asking a serious question or really suffer from ADD & illiteracy? If you can read, maybe
you need to work on comprehension ;) JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 2 TauRusDiVaViXen 1
week ago Comment removed JehanneDeLys 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @TauRusDiVaViXen Oh, that's a cogent argument? lol Have you
watched this? Think it's real filmed "live" from a window? Just watch the 'Sim Sundials'
at 13:18 shadows are vertical ^, then move 90 deg to horizontal -> 17:30, move 90 deg
again at 22:00 then 45 deg: 23:19 & 23:47 (w/ ghost people!) - opposite again at 25:10.
Only CGI movie makers can defy the laws of physics AND make the sun go crazy!
Remember: the pause button & slide are your friend! [More FAQ & answers at
septemberclues.info ] JehanneDeLys 1 week ago GOBBL3Z 1 week ago Fucking terrorist
faggots, I bet there fucking watching this laughing poor men, I am fully respectful to all
the brave men who risked their life to save the innocent people FUCK ! GOBBL3Z 1
week ago asapxrated 1 week ago ='( asapxrated 1 week ago MrzZzH0T5H0TzZz 1 week
ago Makes me wanna join the army just to kill that dick head MrzZzH0T5H0TzZz 1
week ago AliceG14 1 week ago I Tell ya! 9/11 Inside JOB!!! Ha ha! Good job american
government. AliceG14 1 week ago maddog733 1 week ago wow imagine that falling on
your legs wow maddog733 1 week ago Mrwalfflesx96 1 week ago reveng 9/11/10 nuke
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the fucks Mrwalfflesx96 1 week ago javierpopable 1 week ago @ anthotis why don't you
say that to Americans in a bar instead of online are you afraid well yes you are
javierpopable 1 week ago Anthotis 1 week ago Who voted death and indignity on each
other and those abroad got exactly what they deserved on this day. Thank you Al Qaeda,
for giving these sick cowards what they have been asking for and wishing on others for a
long time. Anthotis 1 week ago lesdoyle2000 1 week ago Why did US take military and
intelligence resources away from tracking down those who did attack the United Statesand who may again attack the United States- and spend $1,084,000,000,000.00 using
them to invade countries that have not attacked US? lesdoyle2000 1 week ago garmool 1
week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Fuck everyone who died
in 9/11. Arabs rule now and. Obama wont stop bowing at our feet and taking our oil. Our
rich countries in the middle east have changed since the gulf war and yours is in the worst
recession ever. once again i we enjoyed everyone who was killed on sept 11. garmool 1
week ago TimmahUK 1 week ago The quality of this video is amazing, better than most
of the news coverage. Off topic I know but felt i had to say it. TimmahUK 1 week ago
jerbyju 1 week ago thank you for putting up this video jerbyju 1 week ago garmool 1
week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Fuck everyone who died
in 9/11. Arabs rule now and. Obama wont stop bowing at our feet and taking our oil. Our
rich countries in the middle east have changed since the gulf war and yours is in the worst
recession ever. once again i we enjoyed everyone who was killed on sept 11. garmool 1
week ago xx9MMxx 1 week ago i just heard a hard bom wat a cute voice u have ther its
allmost new year happy new years im wachting everyday this video xx9MMxx 1 week
ago passingastarfighter 1 week ago @xx9MMxx Jesus Christ loves you, and Allah isnt
real. passingastarfighter 1 week ago albertone15 1 week ago It's incrdible...great
video...terrible day... albertone15 1 week ago twilight0952 1 week ago CAUSE THEY
KILLED MORE THEN 50,000 FUCKIN PEOPLE FROM AMERICA!!!!!
twilight0952 1 week ago Rassnir 1 week ago Why the hell is the second impact not there?
why i mean 3 minutes complete without changes and than *swing swang* "Oh my
God"... and than he collaps again *wing swing* Oh God... Rassnir 1 week ago
JehanneDeLys 1 week ago @Rassnir Probably couldn't make the cgi plane look
convincing enough (even having 5 years to perfect it, they couldn't even get the sim
people's shadows to all go in the same direction lol). To find out what, how & why, visit
septemberclues.info JehanneDeLys 1 week ago dragonorf 1 week ago Shit son i bet thats
some crack there smoking in that pot!!! dragonorf 1 week ago iarodify 1 week ago "OH
MY GOD! OH MY GOD!" WHERE THE HELL IS GOD?! WHERE? iarodify 1 week
ago nykola1234 1 week ago @iarodify there is'nt one, he's in us. nykola1234 1 week ago
HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 1 week ago pig americans deserved it
HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
1
week
ago
CodArk2
1
week ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR just like you pig brits deserved 7/7 and the blitz
CodArk2 1 week ago dragonorf 1 week ago Comment removed nykola1234 1 week ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR Is that Dr huuuurrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr-, faaaaaaaaaaa,
hurrrrrrrr, huuuurrrrrrrrrrrr. from the man with two brains? nykola1234 1 week ago
dickswinger86 1 week ago BUSH DID IT!!!!! dickswinger86 1 week ago RidnOnNeons 1
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week ago Terrible, terrible day! RidnOnNeons 1 week ago WawsestilL 1 week ago IF
YOU BUY AN IDEA READY YOU'D be WRONG YOURSELF. IF YOU WANT TO
KNOW THE TRUTH: RESEARCH AND SEARCH FOR KNOWING THE
SUBJECT, REJOIN MATERIAL ON THE SUBJECT AND MAKE YOUR
EVALUATION...AND COMMITMENT TO TRUTH EVER... WawsestilL 1 week ago
matangaash 1 week ago LOL! "OMG OMG OMG I TOLD YOU"! HAHA matangaash
1 week ago dickswinger86 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam I jumped for joy hearing of the planes chrashing into WTC. The sound of impact
was awesome. I love watching the people in the buildings desperately waving out the
windows for help. Their cries for help were music to my ears. One by one they jumped
out the window,fell to their deaths.SPLAT!!! Love the sound of the bodies hitting the
ground. When the towers gave way,people in the buildings and on the ground probably
got crushed like pancakes. Wish i was there to capture this kodak moment dickswinger86
1 week ago inayan100 1 week ago @dickswinger86 are you muslim? inayan100 1 week
ago 911duhbunker 1 week ago 12 i'm tarded and i say it wasn't 911duhbunker 1 week ago
12 qwuezalothus 1 week ago Just to be far: the U.S.A. had a lot of opportunity to expose
the plan of the Al-Kaida. But they didn't have enough fantasy to imagine that this can
happen in there home, the all-mighty and invinsable United States! It's much the fault of
there leaders! qwuezalothus 1 week ago 8figaro4 1 week ago Lockerbie, Beslan,
September 11, July 7, Madrid, Bali, Moscow, and shall I keep going? How many dead are
there? Many, many dead. Dead. The anti Islamists only have Timothy McVeigh. 8figaro4
1 week ago AskElmo 1 week ago You seem so calm... especially with that soothing
background music. AskElmo 1 week ago dirtykeskin 1 week ago Comment removed
dickswinger86 1 week ago DIE AMERICAN PIGS DIE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! dickswinger86 1
week ago 13026A 1 week ago @KrzysiekNB420 FUCK YOU! 13026A 1 week ago
Storm7289 1 week ago clear as crystal to me, and to everyone who says it was fake. you
could see molten steel falling from the gaping hole from the burning jet fuel, and you still
persist. Storm7289 1 week ago KrzysiekNB420 1 week ago fcuk bush :D
KrzysiekNB420 1 week ago CodArk2 1 week ago @KrzysiekNB420 you mean fcuk al
qaeda CodArk2 1 week ago dirtykeskin 1 week ago @CodArk2 Bush was controlling
these planes with a Xbox Joystick dirtykeskin 1 week ago dickswinger86 1 week ago
@CodArk2 no he means fuck u,fuck bush and fuck america dickswinger86 1 week ago
CodArk2 1 week ago @dickswinger86 shut up fucktard, your daddy needs his cock
sucked. bush has been out of office 2 years and america is still the best country on earth.
so fuck you (not u, u is a letter of the alphabet) CodArk2 1 week ago GetGoodRambo 1
week ago I was 7 when this happened and seeing when im 15 is really scary, i finally
know why we when to war against those ass fucks. GetGoodRambo 1 week ago
carllundwall 1 week ago NEVER FORGET!!!!!!!!! carllundwall 1 week ago Stopterryj 1
week
ago
Gsegchjgyfzgkbbjddjjhdtjvffjbg-ggtjkvdfgssghbdrhffyhdfjhffssk-vsynctjvrtgcfrhgfdrgvdth
gggggy-hhvfdfdssefhbbdwwykbdeyhbgfrrh-hbfddeggghbggggggggggggggdddff-sssssdjbbcfg
tgtgikmmssrh
mma
hcdfgknvfsrjnvfrggfffggffffdsg-crgjchcffgffffffffffffffdddddd-ddddqqqqqqqqqqqooooioooo
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Stopterryj 1 week ago liltina106 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam thewakeupproject.blogspot.com/-2010/09/9-11-case-reopened-new--evidenceand.html liltina106 1 week ago liltina106 1 week ago Damn Illuminati liltina106 1 week
ago liltina106 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@liltina106
thewakeupproject.blogspot.com/-2010/09/9-11-case-reopened-new-evidence-and.html liltina106 1 week ago liltina106 1 week ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam thewakeupproject.blogspot.com/-2010/09/9-11-casereopened-new--evidence-and.html liltina106 1 week ago liltina106 1 week ago This has
been
flagged as
spam
show
hide
Not
Spam
9/11 Truth
thewakeupproject.blogspot.com/-2010/09/9-11-case-reopened-new--evidence-and.html
liltina106 1 week ago saudet12 1 week ago codeine1908 dude im from the north of you,,
im canadian the 3rd best country to live in the world..... and btw I did not understand a
thing you have said.. so I feel sorry for you to see you rought all this shit for no reason.
saudet12 1 week ago ScaredMoon 1 week ago 9 Ya'll telling each other to die, Is the
reason this shit happened in the first place? How the Fuck do you expect the world to get
better if you're telling each other to die? And spreading more hate?! Get a fucking Clue!
It's gotta stop somewhere! ScaredMoon 1 week ago 9 JayNinJa069 1 week ago
@ScaredMoon im sorry bro, but the hates never gonna end JayNinJa069 1 week ago
ScaredMoon 1 week ago @JayNinJa069 haha first of all, I'm female, and second of all, I
know it won't... but that won't stop me from trying to change people''s minds... gotta
start somewhere right? :( :( ScaredMoon 1 week ago Zofumor 1 week ago All the
arguments presented by the U.S. government makes no sense. Everything that happened
that day was planned at the same U.S., with many Americans involved, what Al-Qaeda is
the brainchild of the CIA. You are a bunch of ignorant that you believe all the stories that
makes up the government and the press. Zofumor 1 week ago Zofumor 1 week ago Herd
of you fools who believe all the nonsense that you have on TV. This attack is the work of
the CIA, were the Americans who did all that, suckers. Your ignorance has no solution.
Zofumor 1 week ago NielsShoe 1 week ago The twin towers never existed they are
computer graphics. those planes were inflatable fakes. NielsShoe 1 week ago
headhunterke 1 week ago @NielsShoe You have actually been outside of your house
already? If you haven't, too bad dude, coz there's a whole lot of stuff to see out there. Is
that little tower with a watch in your capital London also a fake then? :o You know what:
This whole world is a fake one. We're only dreaming this and in a couple of minutes, we'll
wake up at our heavenly paradise waaay outer space... headhunterke 1 week ago
aldoaldo16 1 week ago DIE AMERICANS DIE aldoaldo16 1 week ago gAMEwiZz1 1
week ago @aldoaldo16 DIE WETBACK DIE!.... CUNT gAMEwiZz1 1 week ago
TheBlueDragon15 1 week ago @aldoaldo16 u first TheBlueDragon15 1 week ago
aberdeendeltaforce 1 week ago @AwesomeSioux Yeh me too, like I said I think
sometimes people just lie, I think most people like to watch this sort of stuff, there just
too weak to admit to it? aberdeendeltaforce 1 week ago nephilim310 1 week ago 2 that
lady crying is fucking annoying nephilim310 1 week ago 2 connorbecool 1 week ago
@nephilim310 you wanna no whats more annoying? that i accidently thumbs upped
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your fucking selfish comment when i was gonna click reply. that woman was crying for
the people, and what was happening. she had a reason to cry. i dont find it in any way
annoying. i feel sympathy for her because she was there to witness a tragic event. and out
of everything you can say about 9/11, or this video, you have to put "the lady crying is
fucking annoying". all your heart is, is another organ in your body. connorbecool 1 week
ago mexiarab 1 week ago thats pretty insane. crazy way to see it happening mexiarab 1
week ago drpepper5001 1 week ago the911isfunnyashell report this channel
drpepper5001 1 week ago MayandAshforever204 1 week ago O.O my brother was born
on 9/11 this is after he was born cuz he was born in 1991 MayandAshforever204 1 week
ago aberdeendeltaforce 1 week ago america fuck yeh, amazing video, I think I may be a
sociopath because I feel nothing, absolutley nothing? other than a feeling of awe at the
spectacular coolness of those planes smashing into those buildings? I just dont get why
people are getting so emotional about it! I feel the same at funerals of apparently close
relatives....nothing and I just cannot understand why people let this bother them, not like
it's them that was on that plane or in that building, its just weird to me!
aberdeendeltaforce 1 week ago nykola1234 1 week ago Comment removed headhunterke 1
week ago Yay!11:45 and 14:15 gave me the heebygeebies Can I know why the vid is
edited at some parts? Ain't one of those movies 'edited' by the government, ain't it? Don't
know what to believe, but I have seen some docu's about it today, and some of the
aspects they bring forward are simply not rejectable. I think government indeed knew
about it, but terrorists did this. So, I certainly don't believe military jets crashed into it,
but there's more going on then what we're told. We'll never know the truth headhunterke 1
week ago xILiGh7zOuTIx 1 week ago WITH ALL DUE RESPECT BUT "LOL!!!!OH
MY GOD ITS ALL ABOUT THE WORLD TRADE CENTER....WHERE'S
BOB!!!???" xILiGh7zOuTIx 1 week ago brickwall380 1 week ago This shit is comedy
gold. IRAQ FTW! brickwall380 1 week ago puddica1 1 week ago america is so so
GULLABLE.......PIG WORSHIPPING TRASH!!!!!!BELIEVE ANYFING U
WATCH!!!!HA HA HA HA HA puddica1 1 week ago wwwtotalitaerde 1 week ago No
one would do this with Germany. Deutschland is still the same Nazi country. My
brother Markus Bott had been tortured during five and a half years by the BND which is
the renamed GESTAPO. Because of our homepage linked on my channel. I recorded more
than 450 hours of evidence on video. This videos ended up in the legal system. The BND
continued to torture my brother for 1.5 years under the cover of the "legal system".
Markus Bott was murdered by the BND on 11.7.09. wwwtotalitaerde 1 week ago
Neve110 1 week ago Ok i know i Will sound like a redneck idiot but still I feel
Sooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo-oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo-oooooooooo
oooooooooooooooooooo-oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo-oooooo Sorry for people
who lost their family really do! but there has been a attack where 600-000-000-000-000
People died this is the most second worst attack done:( Neve110 1 week ago MrJghf 1
week ago @dickswinger-you are a weirdo and judging by your comments probably a
dangerous sex offender.you should get therapy. MrJghf 1 week ago dickswinger86 1 week
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I jumped for joy hearing off the
planes crashing into WTC. The sound of impact was awesome. I love watching the
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people in the buildings desperately waving out the window for help. Their cries for help
were music to my ears. One by one they jumped out the window,fell to their
deaths.SPLAT!!! Love the sound of the bodies hitting the ground. When the towers gave
way,people in the buildings and on the ground probably got crushed like pancakes. Wish i
was there to capture that kodak moment.:-) dickswinger86 1 week ago ImWorth72m 1
week ago @dickswinger86 you're a fucking phsyco, get therapy ImWorth72m 1 week ago
MBrespect 1 week ago This is all the fault of america ! the freemasons have done this to
america ! and they blamed bin laden or saddam? BIG BULLSHIT ! MBrespect 1 week
ago aeroth0 1 week ago Who really wants to know what happened in the 9/11/2001
should watch "Zeitgeist" on Google Video. 9/11 was only an inside job, a myth, and it's a
small part of a whole work that enslaves the humanity since the foundation of the money.
The real terrorists sit in the white house. And their motives are not only money, its also
force! aeroth0 1 week ago dickswinger86 1 week ago show hide FUCK USA!!!!!
dickswinger86 1 week ago crashfan3000 1 week ago wait, what hapend to people in first
floor? they got time to escape! crashfan3000 1 week ago dickswinger86 1 week ago
@crashfan3000 who gives a shit,hope they all burn in hell dickswinger86 1 week ago
aeroth0 1 week ago Who really wants to know what happened in the 9/11/2001, should
watch "Zeitgeist" on Google Video. 9/11 was only an inside job, a myth, and it's a small
part of a whole work that enslaves the humanity since the foundation of the money. The
real terrorists sit in the white house. And her motives are not only money, its also force!
aeroth0 1 week ago Hoktail 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @MyDoominateR September 11th 2001? Hoktail 1 week ago Lassannn 1 week ago
@AwesomeSioux Me too! Good for you, man! Fuck these cunts, I'm so goddamn glad
they died!hahaha! lol Lassannn 1 week ago DawnforTheDead 1 week ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I lost my sister and father that day =( My father
was almost out of the building when it came down upon him, my sister worked almost at
the top and saw no other way then to jump out of the building, i don't care wheter it
where terrorist or the government , al i want is that it never happends again and then i
consider that my father and sister diden't die for nothing stop fighting , life's too short ,
Peace! DawnforTheDead 1 week ago Laureng1996 1 week ago R.I.P to all the people that
died, WHATEVER the real case was whether it's bloody terrorists or if it's conspiracy.
8(( Laureng1996 1 week ago Bigbob329 1 week ago @AwesomeSioux you'll answer for
that in hell Bigbob329 1 week ago DawnforTheDead 1 week ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam I lost my sister and father that day =( My father was almost
out of the building when it came down upon him, my sister worked almost at the top and
saw no other way then to jump out of the building, i don't care wheter it where terrorist
or the government , al i want is that it never happends again and then i consider that my
father and sister diden't die for nothing stop fighting , life's too short , Peace!
DawnforTheDead 1 week ago DawnforTheDead 1 week ago @AwesomeSioux U're really
sick DawnforTheDead 1 week ago DawnforTheDead 1 week ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam I lost my sister and father that day =( My father was almost
out of the building when it came down upon him, my sister worked almost at the top and
saw no other way then to jump out of the building, i don't care wheter it where terrorist
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or the government , al i want is that it never happends again and then i consider that my
father and sister diden't die for nothing stop fighting , life's too short , Peace!
DawnforTheDead 1 week ago AllesOderNixSupport 1 week ago GEORGE BUSH
MAKE THIS OKAY !!! AllesOderNixSupport 1 week ago Altair00011 1 week ago its
hard to hear your comments! these people could nothing 4 it... at its poor that some think
in another way. fuck of all religions!!! ALL religions... because in the past every religion
did something that was very wrong and terrible!! Altair00011 1 week ago 2ndSamuel710
1 week ago 1,311 Architects & Engineers now for 911 Truth- recent new groups are:
Military Officers for 911 Truth. Scientists for 911 Truth. Actors & Artists for 911
Truth. On the other side is Cass Sunstein. Let me guess- he is Islamic/Muslim? LOL!..
David Ray Griffin Ph.D. is a fantastic author on the subject of 911 & the Christian faith.
His latest book "Cognitive Infiltration" maps out the criminal government's strategy to
infiltrate, throw us into chaos, disorder & confusion. Need to be steadfast. 2ndSamuel710
1 week ago DawnforTheDead 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam I lost my sister and father that day =( My father was almost out of the building
when it came down upon him, my sister worked almost at the top and saw no other way
then to jump out of the building, i don't care wheter it where terrorist or the government ,
al i want is that it never happends again and then i consider that my father and sister
diden't die for nothing stop fighting , life's too short , Peace! DawnforTheDead 1 week
ago Tyrieofsporeggar 1 week ago @AwesomeSioux I wish you was in one of the towers
instead of somebody. Tyrieofsporeggar 1 week ago igorpokemon100 1 week ago oh my
god.. i'm from brasil.. igorpokemon100 1 week ago Stellargh 1 week ago :( makes me real
sad Stellargh 1 week ago diegoioli 1 week ago 16 USA attacking USA. This is the truth.
diegoioli 1 week ago 16 DJKELLY145 1 week ago all about religion.. DJKELLY145 1
week ago PsyLiq 1 week ago @DJKELLY145 religion=money PsyLiq 1 week ago
DJKELLY145 1 week ago @PsyLiq same shit !! DJKELLY145 1 week ago Lassannn 1
week ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @DJKELLY145
GODDAMN RIGHT IT IS, FUCKHEAD SHITDORK CUNT, AND YOU FUCKIN
BURN IN HELL YOU JUST FUCKIN KISS MY FUCKIN ASS AND BURN THE
FUCK IN HELL YEAH!! FUCK YOU YEAH!!!!!! Lassannn 1 week ago knoa123 1
week ago i hear that there are some transformers coming to the building, did you hear it?
knoa123 1 week ago dickswinger86 1 week ago @knoa123 yes,i said it before it was
NOT terrorists but optimus prime dickswinger86 1 week ago Triumply 1 week ago If
you think this is funny your going to HELL.. Triumply 1 week ago TheGunsandroses9 1
week ago ALL AMERICANS THERE IS A CHANNAL NAMED SYUNUICHEN
AND HIS PICTURE SAYS 9/11 WAS FUNNY AND HE IS GOD WE MUST REPRT
HIM FLAG HIM DO ALL WE CAN TO BANN HIM TheGunsandroses9 1 week ago
Lassannn 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I'M GLAD
THESE MOTHERFUCKIN CUNTS DIED IN A FIERY HORRIBLE INFERNO
CAUSE THEY WENT RIGHT TO HELL AND BURNED SOME MORE
HAHAHAHA!!!!!!!!!!!!! FUCK EM FUCK EM FUCK EM!!!!!!! GODDAMN
AMERICA
GODDAMN
AMERICA
GODDAMN
AMERICA!!!!!!!!!!!
HAHAHAHAHA ISAHU AKBAR!! ISAHU AKBAR!! ISAHU IBN WAHID
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ALLAH!!!!!!
ANTA
GHAUBI
ARABI
BIRAZ!!!!!!!!!!!
HAHAHAHA!!!!!!!!!!!!AAAAAAAAAH-AHAHAHAHA!!!!!!!!!!!! Lassannn 1 week
ago MrS5099 1 week ago @Lassannn shut the fuck up sick fuck MrS5099 1 week ago
Lassannn 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @MrS5099
FUCKFUCKFUCKFUCKFUCKFUCKFUCKFU-CKYOUYUOYUOYUOYUOYUO
YYOUYOUYOU-YOUYOUYOUYOUYOUYOU!!!!!!!!!! HAHAHAHA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
FUCK THESE GODDAMN SHITNIGGER DICKBITCH CUNTSTAINS I'M GLAD
AMERICA GOT ITS ASS HANDED TO IT HOW'S IT FUCKIN FEEL FUCKOS
HOW'S IT FUCKIN FEEL YEAH GOTO HELL GO TO HELL! Lassannn 1 week ago
liambrawley 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @Lassannn
You are scum ... liambrawley 1 week ago Lassannn 1 week ago @liambrawley You're
gonna be cum smeared when I finish with ya. cunt. lol fuckin dickshit pussy nigger
Lassannn 1 week ago dickswinger86 1 week ago 2down,a few million more to go
dickswinger86 1 week ago dickswinger86 1 week ago I love the way how this people
jump out of buildings,i love the sad look on their piggie face when they c their tower
smashed into the ground dickswinger86 1 week ago aberdeendeltaforce 1 week ago
@dickswinger86 lol aberdeendeltaforce 1 week ago aberdeendeltaforce 1 week ago
Respond to this video...lol aberdeendeltaforce 1 week ago GritsnGravy114 1 week ago
@aberdeendeltaforce your prob just a fuckin lil bitch sittin behind your computer screen
talking shit like you dont care, well we dont get a fuck about your opinion and never will,
so get off all these WTC videos and go sit on a dick. i hate people like you, you'd never
say it to anyones faces cause you know you'd get your shit rocked you fuckin pussy.
grow a set asshole GritsnGravy114 1 week ago aberdeendeltaforce 1 week ago
@GritsnGravy114 take it your american? aberdeendeltaforce 1 week ago GritsnGravy114
1 week ago @aberdeendeltaforce yeah GritsnGravy114 1 week ago aberdeendeltaforce 1
week ago @GritsnGravy114 Thought so, only an american illiterate cunt would create a
comment like yours.....Oh and a nigger, are you a nigger american.......boy
aberdeendeltaforce 1 week ago NostalgicMemory01 1 week ago @aberdeendeltaforce
wow you racist son of a bitch... NostalgicMemory01 1 week ago aberdeendeltaforce 1
week ago @NostalgicMemory01 And your point is? aberdeendeltaforce 1 week ago
GritsnGravy114 1 week ago @aberdeendeltaforce your such a pussy kid where ever piss
poor country your from is just barely getting by because of america, and guarenfuckintee
you ever would stop talking shit behind a computer and say it to a americans face, youll
get fucked up, pussy GritsnGravy114 1 week ago aberdeendeltaforce 1 week ago
@GritsnGravy114 Sorry, No colours aloud.......end of communication aberdeendeltaforce
1 week ago rossane112 1 week ago @GritsnGravy114 I'd say fuck America infront of
you if you dident smell like a raped pig rossane112 1 week ago headhunterke 1 week ago
@rossane112 leer eerst Engels straatslet! headhunterke 1 week ago rossane112 1 week
ago @GritsnGravy114 Lol you are teling them to sit on a dick? and you are behind a
computer yourself to you poor fucking nerd rossane112 1 week ago dickswinger86 1
week ago fucking awsome!!!! dickswinger86 1 week ago kinoxit1 1 week ago 9 I am from
Russia, But on September 11 when I got back from school and see it on television, I was
terrified! I thought all of this hoax, But the grandmother said to America was attacked by
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terrorists. The rain was falling, The heavens were weeping. (Sorry that my English is
bad). kinoxit1 1 week ago 9 tchoupac1 1 week ago @kinoxit1 Not just your english but
your brain is too , retarded . We don't give a fuck about what you eat or how many times
you went to the toilet this day , and stop your poetry stuff , you made me laugh .
Fucking communist . GOD BLESS AMERICA. tchoupac1 1 week ago kinoxit1 1 week
ago Comment removed kinoxit1 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam @tchoupac1 Fuck off man!!!!! And fuck your american ass kinoxit1 1 week
ago tchoupac1 1 week ago @tchoupac1 ah ah ah ah ah ah GOD BLESS USA :))) das
vidanya :) tchoupac1 1 week ago brief555 1 week ago uhhh i just lovvve seeing infidels
die and get burnt even more in hell, You like that you fucking American sluts?? boohjah!!
bitches Thats what you diserve American shitballs. I love Obama but the one i Really
love is Osama brief555 1 week ago AlmightyJesus 1 week ago @brief555 troll elsewhere
AlmightyJesus 1 week ago faisal4039 1 week ago hahahahaa hhahahhahaha fuck u america
hahahah thanks for taliban i also working with taliban my home in baghlaan there all
taliban with me wow next time take care in the flight fuck u of obama faisal4039 1 week
ago headhunterke 1 week ago @faisal4039 Can I have your address? I wanna meet that
gayclub Taliban. I'll even send them my regards in a little brown package with a tiny
bomb wired. If I ever run into you in the streets (live in Belgium too asshole) you won't
make it out there alive! You should be thrown out on the streets and live like a rat, in the
sewer with shit all over your ugly, what seems to be a, face! Oh, and know this: Belgium
is an ally of the US. You're in the wrong country motherfucker (or is it allahfucker?)
headhunterke 1 week ago mickquintana 1 week ago Now, they want a mosque exactly
where debris from this shit fell.. mickquintana 1 week ago olliefoo 1 week ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 WAS THE FUNNiEST GOD DAMN
THiNG THAT EVER HAPPENED. EVERY SiNGLE ONE OF THOSE DIPSHiTS
DESERVED TO DIE. WE'RE OVERPOPULATED ANYWAY LOL. I CAN iMAGiNE
THEiR SCREAMING FACES WHILE THEY BURN IN THAT BUILDING. SATAN
SURE HAD FUN THAT DAY, ALL OF THOSE IDIOTS WENT STRAIGHT TO
HELL. GOOD JOB MUSLIMS FOR HELPING AMERICA WITH IT'S IDIOT
PROBLEM. YOU DESERVE A PAT ON THE BACK. SURE THEY WASTED A
COUPLE PLANES, BUT HEY THEY GOT RID OF A FEW THOUSAND IDIOTS. I
WILL NEVER FORGET THAT GREAT, GREAT DAY! olliefoo 1 week ago paki688 1
week ago This was not terrorist that attacker or muslims,it was iLLUMINATI paki688 1
week ago paki688 1 week ago This was not terrorist that attacker or muslims,it was
iLLUMINATI paki688 1 week ago mrpasha1376 1 week ago why??? mrpasha1376 1
week ago Shinyapplz 1 week ago was anyone hurt? Shinyapplz 1 week ago
kintosoldado10 1 week ago @Shinyapplz no just minor bruises. no shit ass hole!
kintosoldado10 1 week ago Waterdimension 1 week ago Blame it on religion
Waterdimension 1 week ago baggedyman 1 week ago Why oh why is there religion in this
world? Religion is one of the most detrimental things out there. So much death. God is
not all-powerful. God doesn't care about 6.8 billion specks in the universe. God doesn't
exist. Why would God tell someone to blow up buildings? Why would God tell people to
start Crusades? If he wanted the death of so many people, why didn't he do it himself?
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He could do it MUCH MUCH MUCH easier than any man can. All he would have to do
is point his finger and go "ZAP" lol baggedyman 1 week ago VI3taero 1 week ago
@AwesomeSioux something is surrouisly fucked up about u like come on that was
messed up and ur happy to see that VI3taero 1 week ago Junky931 1 week ago fuk or
your comments american pieces of shit i took a shit last night and it looked like obama
Junky931 1 week ago GustavoTSSA 1 week ago That was the biggest tragedy I've ever
seen. =/ GustavoTSSA 1 week ago saudet12 1 week ago funny how all americans think
that they are the best country to live huh? I mean look at this shit... YEAH I HOPE I
COULD BE A AMERICAN!! FUck this man... if you guys would stop showing off
with all the nuke you have.. and all the stupid war that you guys have started and win
you guys would probebly still have your fucking towers... but even if its a really sad
story im glad this happens to you guys... its not just the terorist who did this to does
poor people... you are responsable too! saudet12 1 week ago codeine1908 1 week ago
@saudet12 Where are you from ? America has used the Nukes only twice in the history
of mankind and they were the first to get them. America, or at least NYC has more than
100 mosques built, how many does Saudi Arabia have or any other nation ? America is
the reason that 6.5 billion people do not eat each other, because that is what will happen
the minute this country collapses. It's extremely hard to balance this world unfortunately,
but you people from the east make it an impossible task. codeine1908 1 week ago
dickswinger86 1 week ago @codeine1908 ameica is shit,the biggest stupid ball licking
country in the world,whole the world hates ur country cocksucking faggot dickswinger86
1 week ago headhunterke 1 week ago @dickswinger86 ...Says the little piggy from the
bombed desert called iraq. you know what? fuck iraq! And learn how to spell. Or don't
those terrorists learn you that? Sorry, gotta go back to read my Koran now. Or now, I
know something better: I'ma burn it! headhunterke 1 week ago codeine1908 1 week ago
@saudet12 What did USA do to deserve this act of incivility ? Did it fuel the revolution
in China, which it's economy is based 10000% on USA technological advancements ? Did
it perhaps increase longevity with breakthrough in Medical Field ? Why doesn't
Ahmadinejad open a school somewhere instead of pursuing Nuclear Technology ? Why
did the French always interfere, removing the Shah from Iran ? Why was Benazir Bhutto
MURDERED ? Answer these things and in there lies the cause of instability.
codeine1908 1 week ago codeine1908 1 week ago @saudet12 I've had enough of these
muslims who complain. After September 11, not one muslim was touched, in fact a bunch
of morons attacked some Indian Sikhs by mistake, that's how much Americans really
knew about Islam and cared at all, even the most moronic in this country, and in fact
ended up attacking a diametrically opposed religion. Now all of a sudden Islam feels
threatened. Why don't the Chinese, Irish, Italians, Indians, 99% of Africa, Russians etc
blow themselves up?Why it's only you? codeine1908 1 week ago codeine1908 1 week
ago @saudet12 Don't the Chinese have issues with the British? With diplomacy they got
Hong Kong back, no one blew themselves up there and the root for discontent is much
bigger I might add between China and Britian but things got resolved. Why , why , why ,
why you people have to force your religion and your way of life in a free country ? Why
you people don't WORK HONESTLY if it's what you came here for, for an opportunity.
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Unbelievable comments and hate, unbelievable. codeine1908 1 week ago PsyLiq 1 week
ago BTW this guys sure passed the test with and A+. also check this>>>>
youtube.com/watch?v=7Ng5qwtR59-A PsyLiq 1 week ago PsyLiq 1 week ago
@GoldenFlither15 wow. i thought i was the only one telling people that u cant talk to
god and later telling them that u are not an atheist that only i have other ways and that i
am a christian PsyLiq 1 week ago GoldenFlither15 1 week ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @PsyLiq ... Sorry, I'm trying to make sense of your
wording. Are you saying you agree with what I said, or something else? GoldenFlither15
1 week ago PsyLiq 1 week ago @GoldenFlither15 i agree xD PsyLiq 1 week ago
GoldenFlither15 1 week ago @PsyLiq *laughs* Okay, good. Heh, that was my first
guess. Sorry about that. But that's great; I'm glad there are still people like you out there.
It's a crazy world full of crazy people. GoldenFlither15 1 week ago Stopterryj 1 week
ago Look at me I'm Muslim. I can join all these ppl saying" America lol America suxs"
even thou u hate me . I'm NOT trying to earn ur respect. I'm making a point that this was
horrible and fk Osama and al queda. Stopterryj 1 week ago ThomasRobertLea 1 week ago
I just don't see how that hole in the top made the entire thing turn to dust.
ThomasRobertLea 1 week ago Stopterryj 1 week ago I'm Muslim and I say...****
Osama. America I'm sooooooooooooooooooooooooo sorry. Not all Muslim like that, not
even 5% like it. It's sad bro. Screw you Osama. Run like the coward ***** you are...
Stopterryj 1 week ago framk20SH 1 week ago stewie: hey, hey brian Brian: what? Stewie:
(snorts) um... what were... what were the... oh i can't do this, what were the last pizzas
delivered to the world trade towers? Brian: what? Stewie:(giggles) two large plains
framk20SH 1 week ago Arzell17 1 week ago you people like this this is sad yall stupied
Arzell17 1 week ago rowankill5 1 week ago I lol at this. Hahahahahahahahahahahahaha
I'm not a fucking arab either. rowankill5 1 week ago ClanHalo001 1 week ago The woman
in this video is like uhh duhh uhhmmm I think the um like building thing over there is like
um falling down I think maybe uhh oh my god haha I'm so stupid RIP firfighters, police,
workers of the WTC ClanHalo001 1 week ago mariopainthero11 1 week ago I sure do
miss these kind of times were stuff like this was on the news today the news is very
boring nothing much going on. this tragic time happen when i was 5 i heard people on the
radio crying and scared out of their mind saying the bulding has collapsed to the ground it
was scary then we watch the news seeing it happen mariopainthero11 1 week ago
bathroomiphonehelp 1 week ago poor men and women bathroomiphonehelp 1 week ago
WawsestilL 1 week ago WTC: THE TOMB OF THE NY FIREFIGHTERS. DID NOT
THEY had IDEA ABOUT WHAT WERE DOING? DID NOT THEY had CONCEPT
ABOUT WHAT WERE DOING? DID NOT THEY had KNOWLEDGE ABOUT
WHAT WERE DOING? JUST GO UP CLEAR THE FIRE RESCUE THE VICTIMS
AND THEY WENT... ...THEY DID NOT KNOW ABOUT: "EFFECT
PANCAKES...COLLAPSE...EFFECT
PANCAKES...COLLAPSE...EFFECT
PANCAKES...COLLAPSE". WawsestilL 1 week ago xirlux 1 week ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Understand the video. Bush kept sending troops
to go to iraq, because iraq has one of the most valuable refinery of all: Oil. I mean, why
kill all those innocent people? It has to be for a reason. This is crime. And people keep
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thinking he's saving us all. When did they do anything to america? What happened in 9/11
was the american gov that set c4 in the buildings, just so they could have a reason to be
attacking iraq and blame it on alkida. Pathetic. xirlux 1 week ago xirlux 1 week ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Understand the video. Bush kept sending
troops to go to iraq, because iraq has one of the most valuable refinery of all: Oil. I mean,
why kill all those innocent people? It has to be for a reason. This is crime. And people
keep thinking he's saving us all. When did they do anything to america? What happened
in 9/11 was the american gov that set c4 in the buildings, just so they could have a reason
to be attacking iraq and blame it on alkida. Pathetic. xirlux 1 week ago DjCelestron 1 week
ago How surrealistic is that, all happenning in your living room window... DjCelestron 1
week ago sweet16786 1 week ago Comment removed sweet16786 1 week ago Comment
removed sweet16786 1 week ago Comment removed WawsestilL 1 week ago This has
been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam WTC: THE TOMB OF NY
FIREFIGHTERS. DID NOT THEY had IDEA ABOUT WHAT WERE DOING? DID
NOT THEY had CONCEPT ABOUT WHAT WERE DOING? DID NOT THEY had
KNOWLEDGE ABOUT WHAT WERE DOING? JUST GO UP CLEAR THE FIRE
RESCUE THE VICTIMS AND THEY WENT... WawsestilL 1 week ago
yes1233456789 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam fake
and gay. 9-11 never happend yes1233456789 1 week ago tammie411 1 week ago
@yes1233456789 how did it never happen tammie411 1 week ago WawsestilL 1 week
ago Comment removed YoungSpliff72 1 week ago @CynthiaSwallows now thts just
fucked up u fuckin cunt YoungSpliff72 1 week ago dadezy09 1 week ago Dreadnought,
YOU ARE SICK !!!!!!!!!!!! dadezy09 1 week ago galaxy366 1 week ago man when the
last tower collapses it's pretty scary to be under it, seeing the building coming at you,
RIP for all the men that died that day. galaxy366 1 week ago Angelsvalley 1 week ago @
11:02 m there's someone falling.. Angelsvalley 1 week ago DreadNoughtSioux 1 week ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i jumped for joy hearing of the
planes crashing into WTC. the sound of the impact was awesome. i love watching the
people in the buildings desperately waving out the window for help. their cries for help
were music to my ear. one by one, they jumped out the window,fell to their deaths.
SPLAT! love the sound of the bodies hitting the ground. when the towers gave way,
people in the buildings and on ground probably got crushed like pancakes. wish i were
there to capture this kodak moment. DreadNoughtSioux 1 week ago galaxy366 1 week ago
@DreadNoughtSioux you are the worst person ever, you love seeing people die there? i
live in Holland, but still, putting such a comment is...... O_o galaxy366 1 week ago
YoungSpliff72 1 week ago @DreadNoughtSioux thts fuckin sick man, tht just aint right
YoungSpliff72 1 week ago martiallink 1 week ago @DreadNoughtSioux this comment is
sad...really sad...it doesn't matter if what you were joking or meaning it...that's just not
right man martiallink 1 week ago ricericebabyx 1 week ago @DreadNoughtSioux WHAT'S
WRONG WITH YOU?! WAS THAT A JOKE?! >O ricericebabyx 1 week ago
wwwtotalitaerde 1 week ago @DreadNoughtSioux No one would do this with Germany.
Deutschland is still the same Nazi country. My brother Markus Bott had been tortured
during five and a half years by the BND which is the renamed GESTAPO. Because of our
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homepage linked on my channel. I recorded more than 450 hours of evidence on video.
This videos ended up in the legal system. The BND continued to torture my brother for
1.5 years under the cover of the "legal system". Markus Bott was murdered by the BND
on 11.7.09. wwwtotalitaerde 1 week ago insomniakillx 1 week ago Never Forget. This
video seriously brought tears to my eyes. So upsetting. insomniakillx 1 week ago
2ndSamuel710 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Now
1.308 professional architects, engineers & 9,761 supporters pound the table for
investigations into 9/11 Towers collapse. They know & can prove government's story is
impossible lie. Is Rush Limbaugh, Sean Hannity, Laura Ingram, Sarah Palin, Glenn Beck,
gona call them all un-American air head loons- or just ignore them? Film "911 Missing
Links." com gets to who & why of 9/11. Republic Broadcasting. org is only radio with
courage to name the criminal Kabbal. Richard Gage AE 911 Truth. Org 2ndSamuel710 1
week ago hgilmore1982 1 week ago @RevengeOfRedBaron Every country has it's flaws
that they wanna sweep under the rug, including yours...We as a country have numerous
issues...our gov't is extremely flawed & ppl are afraid to overturn them so nothing is ever
done about it unless it's protesting & even then it has to be bloody & violent to get our
gov't to listen...but we definitely do not think americans lives are more important than
any other life...On a good note, we are one of the ONLY countries that help in a crisis...
hgilmore1982 1 week ago BGStefano 1 week ago i was in NYC last week, and we went to
Ground zero, it was strange to be their because i wachted this video before going to NYC,
when i heared a siren i instant thought about 9/11 even i wasnt there at the moment of
disaster.. i cant imagine how hard it would be if i was there in that appartment at that
moment of cruelty god bless all the people and families BGStefano 1 week ago rjjibtfmj 1
week ago @sansez thats what were doin in afghanistan mate, were catching the criminals
responible for this. to catch them u must go to war rjjibtfmj 1 week ago motosporttv 1
week ago O dia em que o Homem percebeu que estava preparado para quase tudo, menos
para os efeitos da maldade do Homem. motosporttv 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week
ago @motosporttv Verdadeiro! JehanneDeLys 1 week ago nixpeiler92 1 week ago ihr seid
doch selbst schuld dran nixpeiler92 1 week ago majamr7 1 week ago THE NATURAL
FATE OF OPPRESSION, ARROGANCE, AND RACISM. majamr7 1 week ago r8448
1 week ago @majamr7 Same can be said about Afghanistan and Iraq? r8448 1 week ago
rjjibtfmj 1 week ago @majamr7 u wouldnt b sayin that if it were your family in the trade
centre u fuckin prick rjjibtfmj 1 week ago UnitedFan16 1 week ago I wonder why the
plane hitting the building and the first tower collapsing was cut out.. UnitedFan16 1 week
ago WawsestilL 1 week ago TRUE NORTH AMERICANS DESERVE RESPECT...
UNFORTUNATELY ARE REDUCED THE SAME CONDITION OF THE OTHER
SUBJUGATED SOCIETY... THEY ARE UNDER THE YOKE OF THE GLOBAL
ELITE: LIONS AND HYENAS...ANOTHER PORTION OF NORTH AMERICAN
POPULATION... ALL THE COMMAND STATIONS ARE OCCUPIED BY
MEMBERS THIS SECRET SOCIETY... WawsestilL 1 week ago WawsestilL 1 week ago
Comment removed nykola1234 1 week ago Comment removed dickswinger86 1 week ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam !!!!!!DIE AMERICAN PIGS
DIE!!!!!!!!!!! dickswinger86 1 week ago feidhlimmcsweeney 1 week ago @dickswinger86
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Fuck off asshole. GOD BLESS AMERICA. feidhlimmcsweeney 1 week ago
dickswinger86 1 week ago @feidhlimmcsweeney god hates america dickswinger86 1 week
ago alex180195 1 week ago at 07:34 some guy jumped out alex180195 1 week ago
ChrisArcen 1 week ago @alex180195 A lot of people jumped from the towers that day.
They had the choose of jumping or burning to death and some chose to jump. ChrisArcen
1 week ago yuzMetal 1 week ago this is my most beloved vdo in my life.. i was sad when
seeing this vdo..i will never forget this memories.. yuzMetal 1 week ago 80gyuszi 1 week
ago sajnálok mindenkit!ez nagy tragédia volt 80gyuszi 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week
ago 6 Very slick production with fairly convincing audio, which it should be having 5
years to perfect it -- but still fake. So, why have critical frames of the 2nd "hit" explosion
been cut from the footage at around 11:38 ? Fascinating that a clip from "Bri's" voice-over
here was used in the recent natgeotv movie of 'Giuliani's 9-11' (guess they liked the more
natural acting & thought no one would connect it ;) Anyone ready to exit the Matrix can
take the 'red pill' by visiting: septemberclues.info JehanneDeLys 1 week ago 6
LithuanianGuitar 1 week ago @JehanneDeLys Thumbing you up, mate. This research is
one from series "MUST SEE". LithuanianGuitar 1 week ago PsyLiq 1 week ago
@JehanneDeLys the dinosaurs took the pill.... so also we have to take it...but sooner, if
we take it later, our little blue earthy will take it much much sooner.... so it doesnt make
any difference for us... ...if u get my meaning :) PsyLiq 1 week ago JehanneDeLys 1 week
ago @PsyLiq "Have you discovered, then, the beginning, that you look for the end? For
where the beginning is, there will the end be. Blessed is he who will take his place in the
beginning; he will know the end and will not experience death." ;) JehanneDeLys 1 week
ago freakyfool2 1 week ago
LOL freakyfool2 1 week ago mjp102 1 week ago I don't
believe we should have invaded Afghanistan & Iraq, instead I think we should have carpet
bombed 2 of their major population centres (one for each tower). Then maybe they
would think twice about sheltering terrorists? mjp102 1 week ago r8448 1 week ago
@mjp102 Indeed, the war costs billions of dollars the states could used for there own
citizens. The reaction of Bush on 9/11 was far more damaging than the attack itself...
Therefor decisiontakers are very important for a country its welfare. Know for who you
vote... r8448 1 week ago DebrasOpinion 1 week ago letsdothisthang i never said one word
disrespectful about 9/11 it was a horrible heartbreaking event you are just a trouble maker
with nothin better to do than run your immature mouth. DebrasOpinion 1 week ago
DreadNoughtSioux 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i
jumped for joy hearing of the planes crashing into WTC. the sound of the impact was
awesome. i love watching the people in the buildings desperately waving out the window
for help. their cries for help were music to my ear. one by one, they jumped out the
window,fell to their deaths. SPLAT! love the sound of the bodies hitting the ground.
when the towers gave way, people in the buildings and on ground probably got crushed
like pancakes. wish i were there to capture this kodak moment. DreadNoughtSioux 1
week ago RyRyLove202 1 week ago burning buildings dont collapse like that....that was a
demolition, a planned demolition. you can literally see the triggered bombs go off on the
floors below the collapse.. please, everyone, go watch Loose Change, it will tell you the
truth behind this "terrorist attack" RyRyLove202 1 week ago DreadNoughtSioux 1 week
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ago @RyRyLove202 i jumped for joy hearing of the planes crashing into WTC. the
sound of the impact was awesome. i love watching the people in the buildings
desperately waving out the window for help. their cries for help were music to my ear. 1
by 1, they jumped out the window,fell to their deaths. SPLAT! love the sound of the
bodies hitting the ground. when the towers gave way, people in the buildings and on
ground probably got crushed like pancakes. wish i were there to capture this kodak
moment. DreadNoughtSioux 1 week ago Jilliegoat33 1 week ago @RyRyLove202 Okay,
I've seen Loose Change. I think it is absolutely ludicrous. I don't have enough characters
to even go into how wrong you are. Do you people honestly think that the government
(under the Bush administration no less) would really be competent enough to pull off
something so huge and so public without any credible source catching on, yet all the
evidence needed to 'see what really happened' can be found in footage released by the
mainstream media? I mean, think it through, man. Jilliegoat33 1 week ago anonarob 1
week ago this reall does sicken me... sick right to the core of my heart about
this...shocking..... "an eye for an eye"... except america should have sent two planes full
of fucking bombs to those bastards... i agree its not the "whole" muslims religion which
some people seem to think... its just the extremists that need to wiped from our world....
R.I.P ALL LOST! anonarob 1 week ago ick101ice 1 week ago That's terrible I couldn't
imagine what it was like in new york ick101ice 1 week ago codeine1908 1 week ago Was
the other bombing of the WTC stages ? Why the hell did these savages from the east
target that center ? Of course you people who never read a page in history wouldn't know
what to say. The Twin Towers existed in ancient Troy, they were the symbol of
economic power 2000 years ago. Don't you see that America can't even rebuild the twin
towers anymore, and the Malasians and the Eastern nations started prospering after Sep
11 ? And the morons still say that America did it to itself ?Unbeliavable codeine1908 1
week ago Gina1757 1 week ago Comment removed codeine1908 1 week ago
@HighlightsOfSoccer And who is, Barack Hussein Obama ? I wonder if there is any
American left in America at this point. Don't you see what happened ? Bush had to show
the muscle to these savages from the east. They have been savages since the times of
Troy, Leonidas, Alexander the Great, Phyrrus, Scanderbeg etc. These people will not
stop until they destroy all of western civilization. They came close with the Persians a
few times, Mongols and then the Ottomans. Now it's the same old story. codeine1908 1
week ago Prev 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help
About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising
Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon
Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your
Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next
Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists...
YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My
Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3
years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters
remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032)
okusachink 1 week ago Staged Hollywood event. Hand over your blood and gold
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American sheeple! okusachink 1 week ago LAtoOC 1 week ago Yeah but an airplane is
incapable of collapsing an airplane proof steel rod hundreds of feet long lodged
underground. The fuel burned at 1500 degrees for ten minutes 90% outside the building,
architect said the steel was tested to withstand 3,000 degrees and even then would take
hours to melt. LAtoOC 1 week ago RevengeOfRedBaron 1 week ago @LAtoOC The
fireproofing was tested to stand up to 3k. It was blown off of the steel because a fucking
plane hit it. Have you ever held a piece of plastic over a heat source? If you have you'll
notice how it droops and bends and acts like putty. The steel in the building didn't have
to melt like if it were in a blast furnace to cause catastrophic failure. The plane took out a
number of the support beams and the heat made sure the rest of them failed.
RevengeOfRedBaron 1 week ago codeine1908 1 week ago @LAtoOC That's the problem,
since when do Architects know engineering now ? In US compared to Europe, the
architect who is essentially a designer has the power in the project implementation, while
in Europe it is the engineer who is in charge. Sure buildings might not be as pretty but
they are damn safe. Plus the people that speak about conspiracies and point to such facts
as 3,000 degrees etc don't know how Testwell lab for example was caught for cheating
with it's samples. codeine1908 1 week ago codeine1908 1 week ago @LAtoOC The
marks for concrete were significantly lower then Testwell had published. For profit
people will manipulate the true data, and since NY doesn't have to worry about
earthquakes it is even more possible to manipulate the true specs to save a couple of
millions here and there. codeine1908 1 week ago BraneeRae 1 week ago cant! im only a 16
year old girl from a small town.. haha i may not know alot but some of these comments
on here are just so stupid and rude. people need to really think about what they say and
how it affects others.. BraneeRae 1 week ago BraneeRae 1 week ago right thing all the
time but i have no control over that, i live a good life and wish others have what i have..
but theres only so much i can wish for and do. Nobady is perfect and there is so many
things in this world i wish i could change.. people need to stop being so arrogant to
others! i wish everyone could care as much as i do about others and want to make a
change in the world because i BraneeRae 1 week ago BraneeRae 1 week ago i was in first
grade when this happened, all i remember is people crying and watching this on the news.
i didnt understand why :( to this day it still seem so unreal to me, ive seen so many
vidoes and it just breaks my heart for all the people who had family members in and
around that building who are now gone.. :( we are so blessed as a country to have our
freedom, and many people come here to live lives they coundnt in other countries. the us
may be not do the BraneeRae 1 week ago Gina1757 1 week ago So sad...if i was there, i
would hav run into that building and save as many people as i can! thats just sad! <:(
Gina1757 1 week ago HighlightsOfSoccer 1 week ago @Gina1757 if the fire men couldnt
save no one, you wouldnt either HighlightsOfSoccer 1 week ago fordphoenix345 1 week
ago the people who filmed this must've been pretty damn rich to have an apartment on a
high floor in downtown Manhattan with a view of the north tower fordphoenix345 1
week ago liquidvmusic 1 week ago @fordphoenix345 how does that even matter???? ffs
there is always someone who posts something completely irrelevant to the actual video,
show some respect! liquidvmusic 1 week ago R0cKxStaRx0 1 week ago 1: Who care's
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what the usa did to all you britain and european people, we really dont care about your
opion (if you havent noticed) 2: This was a really bad time for us so to all people bitchen
shut your trapt plz 3: FUCK YOU! to the people that took control of those planes :'(
R0cKxStaRx0 1 week ago Gina1757 1 week ago Comment removed GoldenFlither15 1
week ago I'm not an American, and I'm not usually one to curse, but I'll say this from
honestly: Fuck the terrorists. How could anybody even want to be a Muslim? This is
their belief. They say that these are the acts of extremists and that there are Islamic
people who would never do something so drastic, but this is what the Koran says to do.
It's what Mohammed did. Islam is a religion of hate, force and domination. And it's
terrifying that there are so gosh-darn many of them! I hate Toronto now. GoldenFlither15
1 week ago aj174 1 week ago @GoldenFlither15 What?? you are 100% wrong! these acts
are not islamic at all! the quran does NOT condone of this, seriously that's just racism.
terrorism has NO religion! that was just the most ignorant and rude comment i have ever
seen aj174 1 week ago GoldenFlither15 1 week ago @aj174 Have you even READ the
Koran? GoldenFlither15 1 week ago GoldenFlither15 1 week ago I hate the fact that they
okay-d the mosque right next to ground zero. How much more disrespectful can they be?
GoldenFlither15 1 week ago freeman978 1 week ago World Trade Center :10,000 points
XD freeman978 1 week ago dickswinger86 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam soon america will be an islamic state dickswinger86 1 week ago
xxixeatxcrayonzxx 1 week ago omg there was a daycare in there?? do you know if the
children made it out? xxixeatxcrayonzxx 1 week ago SuperDerekfisher 1 week ago they
were nice SuperDerekfisher 1 week ago rayallen40 1 week ago Comment removed
SuperDerekfisher 1 week ago they are gone SuperDerekfisher 1 week ago rayallen40 1
week ago Comment removed rayallen40 1 week ago Comment removed rayallen40 1 week
ago Comment removed SuperDerekfisher 1 week ago Comment removed
SuperDerekfisher 1 week ago Comment removed breannaburks7025 1 week ago i scrd
breannaburks7025 1 week ago pecker101010 1 week ago @animemefreak74 uh hell yea
they want us to hate the muslims fanatics! u stupid bastard pecker101010 1 week ago
linkinpark11214 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ON
9/11 WE ATTACK IRAQ IF U HAVE RELATIVES THAT DIED COPY AND
PASTE AND THUMBS UP. POST THIS EVERYWHERE ON YOUTUBE,
FACEBOOK, TWITTER, EVERYWHERE TELL YOUR FRIENDS ON FACEBOOK
YOUTUBE, TWITTER TELL ALL YOUR FRIENDS ON 9/11 SAY IRAQ SUCKS
SUPPORT AMERICAN SOLIDERS linkinpark11214 1 week ago gaugh545 1 week ago
look this movie watch?v=wurRO1PGE8Y have 2 bombs inside the plane,in this movie
with perfect quality sound in the crash of the first plane u can see this so what u think
about? gaugh545 1 week ago KeaneBeatz 1 week ago @RevengeOfRedBaron Thats great!
why dont you blow your imbred mummy? KeaneBeatz 1 week ago isrj01 1 week ago the
worst part was when those buildings fell down, terrible isrj01 1 week ago nykola1234 1
week ago Comment removed RevengeOfRedBaron 1 week ago I honestly didn't give a shit
that this happened. It was fun to watch though. RevengeOfRedBaron 1 week ago
nykola1234 1 week ago Comment removed nykola1234 1 week ago Comment removed
XxVayuPWRxX 1 week ago @RevengeOfRedBaron Why dont you just fuck off? There
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are people who lost loved ones in this crash.I hope the ghosts of everyone who died
haunt your fucking ass while you are sleeping. XxVayuPWRxX 1 week ago
RevengeOfRedBaron 1 week ago @XxVayuPWRxX Ghosts don't exist. I'm surprised
that Americans didn't love 911. It was just like one of their big budget Hollywood
movies! RevengeOfRedBaron 1 week ago XxVayuPWRxX 1 week ago
@RevengeOfRedBaron And yet,it was NOT a movie,you blind fuck.Do you know the
difference between reality and fanatsy? I guess not.You know why the didn't love it?
They lost loved ones,something you never had. XxVayuPWRxX 1 week ago
RevengeOfRedBaron 1 week ago @XxVayuPWRxX The US has killed MILLIONS of
people abroad. The whole world hates the US because it pretends that US lives are more
important than those of non US citizens. RevengeOfRedBaron 1 week ago
XxVayuPWRxX 1 week ago @RevengeOfRedBaron And where did you get the feeling
that the US thinks that?You don't even live in the US,so how would you know?They
KILL to protect.If people want peace without violence,then they are just
dreaming.PEACE REQUIRES VOILENCE.And Every country has killed before.Don't
say the US is the only country that killed before. XxVayuPWRxX 1 week ago
RevengeOfRedBaron 1 week ago @XxVayuPWRxX Americans need to stop believing
that we're perfect. We're not. We've done the most fucked up shit the world has ever seen
and we're paying the costs now. RevengeOfRedBaron 1 week ago GoldenFlither15 1
week ago @RevengeOfRedBaron I'm not American, but I wouldn't go that far. The only
major thing I have against America is their failure to truly acknowledge what they did in
Nagasaki and Hiroshima. (Those were innocent civilians, after all). But other than that,
they're a Christian country with decent values. That's more than anybody can say for
many countries, particularly ones in the Middle East. GoldenFlither15 1 week ago
HighlightsOfSoccer 1 week ago @GoldenFlither15 ppl who were sleeping in there boats
were innocent too, HighlightsOfSoccer 1 week ago GoldenFlither15 1 week ago
@HighlightsOfSoccer No argument; the soldiers were definitely innocent as well. But
America is technically still a Christian country, right? Ever heard of 'Turn the other
cheek'? That act of revenge is something the Jews and Muslims are taught; Christ taught
forgiveness. GoldenFlither15 1 week ago HighlightsOfSoccer 1 week ago
@GoldenFlither15 America is a christian country but Bush isnt, HighlightsOfSoccer 1
week ago GoldenFlither15 1 week ago 7 @HighlightsOfSoccer Well, I think when people
say, "I'm a Christian," very few actually truly mean it. There's more to it than just
believing that Jesus died on the cross for our sins. Not many people really understand the
Word of God. Also, I'm not religious. Religion is the devil's work. Christianity is not a
religion; it's a faith. GoldenFlither15 1 week ago 7 Gina1757 1 week ago Comment
removed Gina1757 1 week ago Comment removed XxVayuPWRxX 1 week ago
@RevengeOfRedBaron Nothing is perfect.Everyone and every country has flaw.But
what those terrorists did is NOT peace.And how the hell are you paying the costs?
Fucking BP killed my friend's dad.America never belived they were perfect.We are trying
to make our country as comfortable as possible.We never tried to be perfect.
XxVayuPWRxX 1 week ago RevengeOfRedBaron 1 week ago @XxVayuPWRxX We're
reaping what we've sown. Learn some history. RevengeOfRedBaron 1 week ago
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XxVayuPWRxX 1 week ago @RevengeOfRedBaron Already learned it.Think before you
type.And don't even ask me a question about history in your next comment.You'd be
wasting BOTH of our times. XxVayuPWRxX 1 week ago RevengeOfRedBaron 1 week
ago @XxVayuPWRxX Tell me about the firebombing of Dresden, without looking it up
on google or wiki. You can't. You don't even know where Dresden is.
RevengeOfRedBaron
1
week
ago
RevengeOfRedBaron
1
week
ago
@RevengeOfRedBaron You're some little faggot who likes to play with his Pokemon
cards and has nothing to do with the real world or history. RevengeOfRedBaron 1 week
ago XxVayuPWRxX 1 week ago @RevengeOfRedBaron You are just talking about your
self.And that just shows how ignorant you are.I just said not not to ask me that,and what
did you just do?You just wasted 2 minutes of our lives.And I do have to do something
with the real world.My dad is a policeman.So don't type before thinking.And thank you
for visiting my channel! I really appreciate it! =D XxVayuPWRxX 1 week ago
RevengeOfRedBaron 1 week ago @XxVayuPWRxX You're a fucking joke. You have no
idea what this country has done so you can trade your little pokemon cards and talk shit
on the internet. Every little shit on the internet claims their father is a cop and then does
the, "this is officer xxxxx speaking" routine. Go to bed. RevengeOfRedBaron 1 week ago
Gina1757 1 week ago Comment removed XxVayuPWRxX 1 week ago @Gina1757 ?
XxVayuPWRxX 1 week ago Gina1757 1 week ago @XxVayuPWRxX what??? Gina1757
1 week ago XxVayuPWRxX 1 week ago @Gina1757 you just said "wow". ?
XxVayuPWRxX 1 week ago XxVayuPWRxX 1 week ago @RevengeOfRedBaron Oh,like
you have something to do with the real world and history? Stop acting like you actually
have balls,and shouldn't you be asleep right now?Isn't night time where you are
at?Seriously,stop bieng a fucking troll and show some fucking respect why don't you?
XxVayuPWRxX 1 week ago nykola1234 1 week ago Comment removed nykola1234 1
week ago Comment removed EntertainmentTrends 1 week ago That kid music in the
background is creeping me out. EntertainmentTrends 1 week ago dylanpieguy001 1 week
ago thats not what i pictured it like dylanpieguy001 1 week ago fernando01t 1 week ago
sou do Brasil e queria pergunta se este vídeo foi postado só agora? e porque você só
postou ele agora? é porque eu li que é um novo vídeo do 11 de setembro. fernando01t 1
week ago twilight0952 1 week ago Ok Maybe Tats True But I hate the terroisist
twilight0952 1 week ago Undebunkable 1 week ago high-tech explosives found in dust
samples = evidence Undebunkable 1 week ago 88bluebirds 1 week ago @Undebunkable
where did u read that? 88bluebirds 1 week ago aztec462 1 week ago what is that littel
black thing in the air at 5:36 aztec462 1 week ago mryomommasdawg 1 week ago
@aztec462 either a helicopter or a ufo sence it seems kinda small to be a helly its an
unknown flying objct mryomommasdawg 1 week ago parentaladvisory121 1 week ago
@aztec462 A Plane parentaladvisory121 1 week ago twilight0952 1 week ago
sailorminimarz Is right! how would you feel if you were in that!! you dont care about
ANYONE EXCEPT YURSELF.. have some respect asshole. Since yu said that Yu will
AND I CANT WAIT for you to burn in hell i hope you die! fuck you and fuck Iraq!!!
twilight0952 1 week ago Ianis927 1 week ago @twilight0952 lol its not all Iraq you idiot,
even so, its not like everyone in Iraq is a terrorist. Ianis927 1 week ago NorthCitySider 1
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week ago @twilight0952 why do you hate iraq you dumb fucking twilight fag?
NorthCitySider 1 week ago ramboM9 1 week ago i wish I'd have been old enogh to
remmember this day.... so sad. :-( ramboM9 1 week ago momoon07 1 week ago it was
very bad ,,,, yeah I'm a Muslim, Arabian, Saudi Arabian ,,,, but never like such a bad
attack ,,, it's just bad and disliked ,,, ,,, momoon07 1 week ago machine392 1 week ago
that was a really sad day for america. america was underattacked... machine392 1 week
ago linox743 1 week ago when this happend on sep 11 2001, i was only 11 year old child
i was so shocked by all this i was crying at that time when i saw a passenger plane
crashed at world trade center, i was just thinking about those people who stuck in the
building it is really a very saddest movement of my life. god bless to all those who lost
their life in this attack. JESUS BLESS ALL CHRISTIAN'S AROUND THE WORLD.
from THOMAS. IND. linox743 1 week ago rjjibtfmj 1 week ago everytime someone
questons the war in afghanistan u should show them these clips rjjibtfmj 1 week ago
sansez 1 week ago @rjjibtfmj 9/11 was a crime, and criminals are caught and put on trial.
You dont wage war. It will only create more hate and wish for revenge sansez 1 week ago
nykola1234 1 week ago @sansez Well done! could'nt agree more. nykola1234 1 week ago
Peace9821 1 week ago Thanks Bob & Brit. what happened to in between clips of the first
tower and the second tower hit ? Was it stopped and restarted a second after it hit? At
any rate I was able from this film conclude it was indeed a melt down where the jets hit.
Thus the towers fell/collapsed from where they were hit, and an time from the melt down
from all the properties burning within. Its something a terrorist would do ! The second
tower hit closer to the frame work and went down quicker also a melt down! Peace9821 1
week ago OmfgUrMyNarb 1 week ago GOOD FIGHT BITCHES THANK YOU
COME AGAIN!-IRAQ. OmfgUrMyNarb 1 week ago NorthCitySider 1 week ago
@OmfgUrMyNarb ???I dont understand your comment NorthCitySider 1 week ago
wowlover16 1 week ago then all I can say is: People, get your head out of your ass and
just let the families of the victims grieve in peace. People of many religions, including
Muslim, lost their loved ones in this tregedy. wowlover16 1 week ago wowlover16 1
week ago Why the hell are people putting this on Muslims? It was Al' Quada. If people
of any faith want to put a place where they can practice their religion in the U.S., then go
ahead. Denying them that right is against our Constitution for it clearly states Freedom of
Religion is a the birth right of humans. Saying that putting a mosque 4 blocks away from
ground zero is an act of victory, wowlover16 1 week ago nykola1234 1 week ago
Comment removed szepazelet7 1 week ago :((((((((((((((.... szepazelet7 1 week ago
xsharkmasterx 1 week ago and rip the firewatchers in the twin towers that comes to help
and go die xsharkmasterx 1 week ago xsharkmasterx 1 week ago may the lord bless there
familys rip for al the people who die there xsharkmasterx 1 week ago vAMBIANCE 1
week ago God bless america vAMBIANCE 1 week ago wowlover16 1 week ago This
music gives the disaster such an eerie. Ugh, what an uncomprehensibly terrible day.
wowlover16 1 week ago philipp1943 1 week ago moechte nur Weinen!!!!!!!!!!!
philipp1943 1 week ago newsense87 1 week ago Much love to the U.S.A from England
and Ireland. Great f***ing country, brave and militant. newsense87 1 week ago
shinesmovingcompany 1 week ago THEY WERE BOARDED BY THE TERRORIST
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AND THAT IS THE REAL TRUTH. shinesmovingcompany 1 week ago
shinesmovingcompany 1 week ago Comment removed konbu28 1 week ago operator noob. konbu28 1 week ago spidermanroot 1 week ago Atheists time to stand up. Do
nothing and religion will kill us all. Join your local atheists group. Fast growing numbers
around the world. Become a political force like them. Stop the insanity. Do it for
humanity. Do it now. spidermanroot 1 week ago MrRoyalX 1 week ago @spidermanroot
atheist breed just as much hate as religious extreamists MrRoyalX 1 week ago
spidermanroot 1 week ago @MrRoyalX Hmmm. I don't think there are many that breed
as much hate as extremists. And you think atheists do? That is interesting. Can you give
examples? This is news to me. spidermanroot 1 week ago dickswinger86 1 week ago DIE
AMERICAN PIGS DIE!!!!!!!!!!!!! dickswinger86 1 week ago ssgduke56 1 week ago
@dickswinger86 Another Mama's boy with no life! Propably still living at home and
sponging off of his poor parents....What a pathetic loser you are! ssgduke56 1 week ago
stevanzy 1 week ago @dickswinger86 burn in eternal hell. stevanzy 1 week ago
dickswinger86 1 week ago @stevanzy soon u will suck eternaly my dick dickswinger86 1
week ago joelclish 1 week ago my favourite part was 9:11. joelclish 1 week ago
TheDizzyklutchman 1 week ago nice music on the back ground? TheDizzyklutchman 1
week ago minipugzz 1 week ago This made me so sad... shit.. is that a person falling at
7:20? minipugzz 1 week ago Gewok666 1 week ago This is heartbreaking. Gewok666 1
week ago kaleighcali 1 week ago @dickswinger is that really necessary? You never had to
feel the pain of knowing someone who died during this. You should burn. kaleighcali 1
week ago dickswinger86 1 week ago @kaleighcali FUCK YOU!!!!YOU AINT SHIT!!!!!!
u litle faget go suck youre mothers cock dickswinger86 1 week ago MrMoRahman 1 week
ago Boom!!!!! MrMoRahman 1 week ago dickswinger86 1 week ago This has been
flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam HAHAHAHAHAAHAHA BURN BABY
BURN!!!!!!!!! dickswinger86 1 week ago sailorminimarz 1 week ago 2 @dickswinger86
YOU BURN!!! IF A FAMILLY MEMBER WAS IN THAT HOW WOULD YOU
FEEL??!! sailorminimarz 1 week ago 2 dickswinger86 1 week ago BURN AMERICAN
PIGGIES!!!!!!!! dickswinger86 1 week ago kungfoolai 1 week ago That is crazy, i still
cant believe this happened, i was too young too remember though! Does a building really
fall from an aeroplane crashing into it, happened to both buildings, strange!.. kungfoolai 1
week ago Cagedand3nRaged 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam I'm really bugged by the amount of conspiracy theories going around about this. It's
not productive at all, what so ever, to turn against your government in a situation like
this. That is exactly what a terrorist would WANT. They'd want the people to be in
disarray, they want to cause chaos, and they want to cause distrust... Why theorize about
conspiracy? Do you doubt these things happen? Why not help your fellow man to
prevent this from ever happening again? Blargh, there's my rant. Cagedand3nRaged 1
week ago Wolfieboy2010 1 week ago its weird how when this was happening they were
like 30,000 people could be dead, and only 2,950 died sumthing like that, i wud of
thought alot more people were in the towers Wolfieboy2010 1 week ago gajahabu 1 week
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam we are brothers listen this songs
please ALQURAN TAKEN CARE OF THE PURENESS Thanks , matur suwun
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gajahabu 1 week ago gajahabu 1 week ago we are brothers listen this songs please
ALQURAN TAKEN CARE OF THE PURENESS Thanks , matur suwun gajahabu 1
week ago FootBallVideosForYou 1 week ago This is like a movie, but it's real! OMG, it's
like really scary! FootBallVideosForYou 1 week ago Muffyadz1999 1 week ago now i
now how bad it was Muffyadz1999 1 week ago Jackth3R1pper 1 week ago haha at the
barney music in the background Jackth3R1pper 1 week ago mandarin102 1 week ago
JUSTIN BIEBER SUCK ! mandarin102 1 week ago MacGyver920 1 week ago
@mandarin102 this isnt the place for that!! forget bieber! this is a dragedy, not a bieber
video MacGyver920 1 week ago sailorminimarz 1 week ago @mandarin102 umm i do
agree but why say this when this has nothing to do with justin bieber?? sailorminimarz 1
week ago PurpelAngel1001 1 week ago I was too young when this all happened in 2001
to know what was going on. But I kinda had the general idea from what I'd been told. so I
deacided to watch some videos and see how it all really went down. I was horrified, I had
no idea how sad this all really was, it brought tears to my eyes. And it scared me to think
about what it would of been like if all 4 of the planes had hit their target...
PurpelAngel1001 1 week ago Stopterryj 1 week ago Eminem" fuck bush, yo gay daddys
proud, we got ur own problems on our soil to take." Stopterryj 1 week ago volopok 1
week ago that smoke was creepy and filled with asbestos volopok 1 week ago volopok 1
week ago Comment removed TwitterBug26 1 week ago This lady is so sweet. To hear her
cry was very sad to me. Then when the second building came down, and she felt so
helpless, calling to the people on the ground, "You need to run away!" I do like this clip
because as someone said, it shows a different vantage point. To see up close the people
who would become trapped under the rubble. Just adds to a very lengthy list, on that
day, of every unimaginable horror we all never would have thought was ever possible.
TwitterBug26 1 week ago unoitaliano 1 week ago 911 was an inside job PERIOD!! wake
up!! this is no pangea..or a utopia..turn your brainwashing machines off and quit listening
to the messengers of those evil people who really orchestarted those attacks on their own
people!! it's not about money ppl..it's about control..enslavement and power!! Be your
own free and independent self..forget about following losers that would do such
horrnedous attacks on humanity..heads should have rolled along time ago for this
incompetent unconciousable attack unoitaliano 1 week ago viktoruschka 1 week ago And
to be sincere, I really don't like this, but you have done everything, American pals, to
deserve this... I hope that Obama isn't such a REAL BASTARD as George W. Bush!
Спасибо и пока! viktoruschka 1 week ago TwitterBug26 1 week ago @viktoruschka
That's not being sincere it's just being ignorant. To say that is to say that to the people
who died that day. Don't be an idiot. TwitterBug26 1 week ago viktoruschka 1 week ago
@TwitterBug26 Hehehe, quite a republican, my friend! Do you really agree with all the
things that USA, under the Bush government, has done to the whole world? I'm not
against decent Americans, but please accept that your past governments have been the
reason of this kind of terrorism... I'm not an idiot, and I won't ever insult you, but, Jesus,
just be reallstic, mate! Mein Gott! viktoruschka 1 week ago TwitterBug26 1 week ago
@viktoruschka I'm actually not a Republican. I just don't think it's fair to generalize
Americans *because* of how much I loathe that administration and everything it did to
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the world. *They* deserve punishment, not us. I apologize for calling you an idiot. :) I
thought you were coming from a different angle. Like I said, most of America I assure you
fervently seperates itself from George Bush and his troop of crooks and mass murderers.
TwitterBug26 1 week ago TwitterBug26 1 week ago @viktoruschka I agree with you,
though, that George Bush is a bastard. TwitterBug26 1 week ago Mermaidmagic010 1
week ago what happened in the basement? Mermaidmagic010 1 week ago
Mermaidmagic010 1 week ago oh poor ppl Mermaidmagic010 1 week ago Stranger1700 1
week ago Such a tragedy. Too much pride, hate, and blood spilled for trivial reasons.
Stranger1700 1 week ago viktoruschka 1 week ago @Stranger1700 My dear friend! These
were NOT 'tivial reasons'... I don't even believe in Allah or YHWH! And it's a real pity
that people kill each other for such stupid things as religion! But please understand that
religion, which is te most idiotic thing that humans did, is no 'trivial thing' for such
bastards... Besides that, please remeber that American policies were the cause of this
massacre. If I happened to be asked, I'd say: "They deserved it!" viktoruschka 1 week ago
tebownater 1 week ago Do I hate Muslims for what a few of their people did? No, I hate
the people who killed all of these innocent people who were in those buildings. I also
think it's crazy of people to think Americans (Or more specifically Christians) deserve
this because of the Crusades. Which was in the 11th century, 10 centuries ago! I do not
get how WE, 21st century Americans, who did not have even a remote influence on the
Crusades, deserved to be given this kind of "punishment."...My two cents. tebownater 1
week ago 3434arc1 1 week ago @tebownater The Crusades were not unprovoked
gratuitous attacks, on the contrary, they were RESPONSES to centuries of unprovoked
brutal aggression. Our schools used to teach this historic fact but in recent years history
has been "revised" in many of our wonderful progressive controlled schools. 3434arc1 1
week ago twilight0952 1 week ago IT DOESNT MATTER!! O MY FUCKIN GOD!
WE KILL PIGS.. THERE ANIMALS THAT KEEP US FROM STARVING!! BUT
WEE DONT EAT PEOPLE SO GO FUCK YUR SELF! twilight0952 1 week ago
staceyfitz 1 week ago she clearly sed she saw a military plane.......... how come nutin gets
done about stuff like dis... bush shud be skinned alive staceyfitz 1 week ago alojz300 1
week ago what is wrong with you people liking this video? :D alojz300 1 week ago
cornskid 1 week ago @alojz300 I wouldn't say "like" is correct in describing this video.
But it is in many ways the most compelling of all 911 videos. Imagine sitting in your
home and having a view of Armegeddon out your living room window. The video
brilliantly and quite unintentionally contrast that which was normal with that which will
never be normal again. As the dust cloud approaches and envelopes her she is
transformed from witness to participant.....that's why. cornskid 1 week ago rradfrey 1
week ago 7 thank you for uploading this. most of us only saw what was captured and put
on television. this shows that day from a local perspective and a totally different vantage
point. i have to say that was the most disgusting day this generation has had to bear
witness to. we can only hope that this history never repeats itself. rradfrey 1 week ago 7
chungman212 1 week ago @rradfrey I thought you fuckers totally deserved, America as a
whole deserved it. The people who died didnt deserve it but it is about time you guys got
hit back for what you do to other countries. chungman212 1 week ago yiygohlkjbhv 1
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week ago @chungman212 What does America do to other countries, and where is your
proof? I'm guessing all you know about America is what you've read in one of MediaMonopolist and Media-Imperialist Rupert Murdoch's gutter rags. Free your mind you
tool! yiygohlkjbhv 1 week ago freestylerstyler 1 week ago @rradfrey I agree. I live far
away from what happend but I'd rather not imagine what it would be like if I was just a
few blocks away. I think I would have been struck with fear. When I saw the footage on
tv I didn't really know if I was awake or sleeping. I feel sorry for everyone who had to
bear witness to this event. But I wouldn't say this is not going to repeat itself as history
will prove us wrong in the future. freestylerstyler 1 week ago Shinyapplz 1 week ago the
result of a chemical reaction is a product Shinyapplz 1 week ago 1katanac 1 week ago I
hate America, I hate everything American... greetings from Balkan!!! 1katanac 1 week ago
bullios21 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @1katanac So
you hate me? bullios21 1 week ago yiygohlkjbhv 1 week ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @1katanac "I hate America, I hate everything American..." I
hate people who hate! yiygohlkjbhv 1 week ago HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 1
week ago Pig americans deserved it, praise allah HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 1
week ago tbone9873 1 week ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR you FUCKING SICK DOUCHBAG, PEOPLE
DIED THERE I HOPE YOU BURN IN HELL YOU FUCKING ASSHOLE tbone9873
1 week ago tbone9873 1 week ago @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR YOUR A
FUCKING SICK DOUCHBAG YOU DESERVE A PAINFUL DEATH JUST LIKE
ALL THOES PEOPLE WENT THRU BURN IN HELL! tbone9873 1 week ago alojz300
1 week ago @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR right on alojz300 1 week ago
MAD2LAD 1 week ago lol MAD2LAD 1 week ago Zombielandkiller 1 week ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam At 5:30 you can see the second plane
comming Zombielandkiller 1 week ago Zombielandkiller 1 week ago At 5:13 you can see
the second plane comming Zombielandkiller 1 week ago karlsruher1000 1 week ago 2
Fuck the Terrorists !!! karlsruher1000 1 week ago 2 hraw100 1 week ago Well the people
who the government thinks are the ones who drove the airplanes to crash in the building
don't even know how to drive such a big planes like these and for your information they
are still alive people this whole thing was staged by someone and America knew it was
going to happen. hraw100 1 week ago 2ndSamuel710 1 week ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Now 1.305 professional architects, engineers & 9,734
supporters pound the table 4 investigations into 9/11 Towers collapse. They know & can
prove government's story is impossible lie. Is Rush Limbaugh, Sean Hannity, Laura
Ingram, Sarah Palin, Glenn Beck, gona call them all un-American air head loons- or just
ignore them? Film "911 Missing Links." com gets to who & why of 9/11. Republic
Broadcasting. org is only radio with courage to name the criminal Kabbal. Richard Gage
AE 911 Truth. Org 2ndSamuel710 1 week ago TheExtreme4193 2 weeks ago FUCK THE
TERRORISTS AND FUCK THE PEOPLE WHO BELIEVE THAT 9/11 WAS AN
INSIDE JOB BY THEN PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH RIP TO ALL THOSE
PEOPLE WHO DIED ON THAT TRAGIC DAY TheExtreme4193 2 weeks ago
bagelragel 2 weeks ago imagine if somebody was in the buliding (anyone) when it was
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collapsing AND SURVIVED! bagelragel 2 weeks ago cornskid 1 week ago @bagelragel
One guy did ride the building down from the 65th floor and several firemen and 1 woman
civillian survived in an uncollapsed section of stairway between the 3rd and 5th floors
cornskid 1 week ago CLOVERCITYY15 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam sounds like this al qaeda wants to own credit for 9/11....if all u
dumb mother fuckers keep think oh it was the government then there gunna strike again
just to prove there point....bush fucked up somewhere along the lines with lies but for
what reason ? that i have yet to figure out but with all the cell phones ( non made up) the
cockpit recordings of the attackers, airport videos of the attackers, and the bin laden tape
even claiming he was responsable....thats good enough for me to belive...
CLOVERCITYY15 2 weeks ago MIKEYK11284 2 weeks ago @beatlesfan whats funny
about people falling to there death to avoid being burned alive you fuckin sick fuck???
maybe you should have been in there and suffered with that fuckin attitude. fuckin dick
sack!!! MIKEYK11284 2 weeks ago worgster231 2 weeks ago my cousing who lost his
sister (my cousin) went to ground zero to pay tribute on 9/11, he said it was the hrdest
thing ever to do. i could imagine. R.I.P to everyoe who died and full respect to people
who lost friends/family on that day. Also what i love about americans, even though some
of them were nowhere near it, and some didnt know anyone who died they werestill
upset. some of the britist people (i am british) would of cared. (i said some!) worgster231
2 weeks ago MrAbraham548 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam poor wtc i loved it if i saw it MrAbraham548 2 weeks ago annekehielkema13 2
weeks ago @crashoveryu - what 'I' did? I say you are ignorant because you condemn
everyone rather than just a minority of hateful people for what has been done to you and
your people, as well as what happened to those in America. I haven't personally done
anything to you, I didn't start wars, I have never wished death or harm to any one person
or group of people in your country or any other country for that matter. The more you
segregate and hate, the more you promote this kind of behavior. annekehielkema13 2
weeks ago OrganikTruth 2 weeks ago 3 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam I think its funny how dumb ass people think 9/11 was real. OrganikTruth 2 weeks
ago 3 queww1 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@OrganikTruth you are a dumb ass ok this is no joke you fukin terrorist you are a
disgrace to this country queww1 2 weeks ago queww1 2 weeks ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam @OrganikTruth you are a dumb ass ok this is no joke you
fukin terrorist you are a disgrace to this country queww1 2 weeks ago flasbang73 1 week
ago @OrganikTruth Ok so you think the whole thing was staged? How the fuck do they
fake that? So you were there laughing when this happened? I hope you aren't American
because if you are you should feel like shit for thinking it's "funny" how thousands of
people died that day. And what would be the point of faking it anyways, many people
lost friends and family that day. I hope you have a nice life in hell. flasbang73 1 week ago
mester90 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam "We've never
made the case, or argued the case, that somehow Osama Bin Laden was directly involved
in 9/11'," Dick Cheney 9/11 was a well orcestrated stepping stone need to invade Muslim
lands, Afghanistan for access to Gas pipelines(which happens to border iran) and Iraq for
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oil(which happens to border iran) mester90 2 weeks ago mester90 2 weeks ago 13 Bin
laden isnt even wanted for 9/11 by the FBI so the question arises who declared him
Guilty? the mass media doing what it does best and people just passively accept
whatever they are told by the box in the corner, Humanity especially in the west has lost
the ability for critical thinking, they accept what they are told to accept, and i know
about 10% dont but the vast majority are totally ignorant about whats going on in the
world and that is EXACTLY how the elite like it; deaf dumb and blind mester90 2 weeks
ago 13 LadyLunaris 1 week ago @mester90 YEah, bvut Deaf Dumb and blind kids are
amazing at Pinball! LadyLunaris 1 week ago LadyLunaris 1 week ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @mester90 Yeah, but Deaf Dumb and blind kids
are amazing at Pinball! LadyLunaris 1 week ago cheebwhacker 1 week ago @mester90
Conspiracy theorists ftw! cheebwhacker 1 week ago blockercs 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam  ﻱﻡﺍﺭﺱ ﺍﻝﺝﻥﺱ ﻡﻉ ﺃﻡﺭﻱﻙﺍFUCK AMERICA
blockercs 2 weeks ago MsSuperlady101Ow 2 weeks ago I can't believe someone would
do this. I HATE TERRORISTS. just because they don't like where they're from they try
to destroy another country. Really sad :( MsSuperlady101Ow 2 weeks ago
Br0kenisWIN 2 weeks ago @MsSuperlady101Ow Like America did to Serbia. Dumb ass
do some research. OUT BOMBING WAS WORSE. Br0kenisWIN 2 weeks ago
stepheng1483 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Israel
did 9/11, it was part of their plans to get the West to hate Muslims so we'd fight their
wars for them. stepheng1483 2 weeks ago xxpurecokexx 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam check out my 9/11 vidio!!!! xxpurecokexx 2 weeks
ago JCxTTG 2 weeks ago I hat you stupid terrorists burn in hell JCxTTG 2 weeks ago
Burningfirenova 2 weeks ago 1:28 i hope there was nobody at work.. yea as if look at the
size of the place Burningfirenova 2 weeks ago StarHaley323232 2 weeks ago this makes
me think of the crazy people thinking that God would praise them if they did this :'( so
sad for all the lives that were lost, God bless StarHaley323232 2 weeks ago
beatlesfan07480 2 weeks ago hahaha i love this video so funny it fell down and people are
jumping if i were in that building i would jump. beatlesfan07480 2 weeks ago
RockersofUltraviolet 2 weeks ago This is heartbreaking RockersofUltraviolet 2 weeks ago
fatih2506 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam must see :
turkish agent killing jewish iluminati watch?v=8u0BSeIs6ok fatih2506 2 weeks ago
fatih2506 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam must see :
turkish agent killing jewish iluminati watch?v=8u0BSeIs6ok fatih2506 2 weeks ago
fatih2506 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam must see :
turkish agent killing jewish iluminati watch?v=8u0BSeIs6ok fatih2506 2 weeks ago
Meganrihanne1992x 2 weeks ago 9/11 was a terrible attack on america. I deeply
sympathise with the people who lost their lives that day! but fucking ell what a victory
for the arab world!. finally getting their own back on america. Meganrihanne1992x 2
weeks ago 777singer777 2 weeks ago @chrisig717 i was in first grade also when this
happened .... I remember coming home from school and i watched this happening on the
news on Tv :( its so sad ... i couldn't believe that it was happening .... 777singer777 2
weeks ago TheHelper231 2 weeks ago Sometimes I wonder if the terrorists knew the
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tower was gonna collapse. TheHelper231 2 weeks ago fatih2506 2 weeks ago Comment
removed JDHoffa 2 weeks ago My 2nd wife died on the first plane to hit the WTC at
8:46am EST a plane I should have been on and to watch that tower fall had me on the
edge of my seat and the women crying in the video shows us how gripping it was
JDHoffa 2 weeks ago 777singer777 2 weeks ago God Bless America on this day that was
the most tragic day in history!!!! 777singer777 2 weeks ago 777singer777 2 weeks ago
@juicychica1 that stinks:( my birthday is 9/9 777singer777 2 weeks ago cracker1208 2
weeks ago oh my god ...what is happening....its called karma idiot May the human race
burn in hell as one. cracker1208 2 weeks ago sunshinexL0VE 2 weeks ago you dislike it
because its not a good thing to like it.. sunshinexL0VE 2 weeks ago Stopterryj 2 weeks
ago Chippyriver. kill more innocents?!?!?!?. How much better does that make us. Ima tell
ya, Obama will never nuke a civilian area. Maybe if you didn't kill innocent Muslims they
wouldn't hate you. Maybe if gaza was free like in 1900 they wouldn't be mad. Yes this
was dreadful. How would you respect the Muslims that died too.or the ones that serve in
the USA army for ur ***. mmmm nuke their ppl? Stopterryj 2 weeks ago Stopterryj 2
weeks ago Ssgduke, I'M MUSLIM and I say **** you. Not all Muslims want this. Too
bad Americans still won't understand. Stopterryj 2 weeks ago ssgduke56 1 week ago
@Stopterryj My my what a pottie mouth! Did you learn those big cuss words all by
yourself or did you have your Mommy help you? Another wanna be Jihadist that has
little or no life to call his own. What a pathetic loser you are! ssgduke56 1 week ago
joejonasgirl24 2 weeks ago thats so sad! joejonasgirl24 2 weeks ago ssgduke56 2 weeks
ago Ahhhh! I see the wanna be Jihads, 9-11 Truthers, and stupid American haters are
trying to get 5 minutes of corrupt fame on this video clip. Most of you are just idiots
who have little or no life to call your own. Hell! I can even generalize that most of you in
here a bunch of Mama's boys (or girls) who still live at home and are sponging of your
poor parents. Hey you people that have no life you need to loosen those tin foil hats you
are wearing for it is cutting the blood flow to your brain! ssgduke56 2 weeks ago
KeaneBeatz 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 listen if i ever see your face i will cut it fucking
off. KeaneBeatz 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 1 week ago @KeaneBeatz ohoe u so scary
dickswinger86 1 week ago bedbug1234 2 weeks ago "it was a military plane" see. the
whole 9/11 was terrorists thing is such bullshit. bedbug1234 2 weeks ago SaudiLord 2
weeks ago how much did you said " oh my god " if anyone told me i will give him a
chocklate SaudiLord 2 weeks ago burntclown 2 weeks ago hello everyone i made a 9/11
tribute on 9/11/10 please check it out thank you burntclown 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 1
week ago @burntclown DIE!!!!!!!!!!!! dickswinger86 1 week ago CUSSERKID 2 weeks
ago DIE AMERICAN PIGGIES AAHAHHAHHH!!! OINK OINK U DONT EAT
YOUR MCDONALDS ANYMORE :) CUSSERKID 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2
weeks ago DIE PIGS DIE!!!!!!!!!! dickswinger86 2 weeks ago GBNKP 2 weeks ago
@dickswinger86 id cut your fucking knees off and watch you struggle you fucking
disgusting little cunt....maybe it should have been your friends / family die there or even
better you. i hope you die a fucking horrible death GBNKP 2 weeks ago worgster231 2
weeks ago @GBNKP id do exactly the same and im sure everyone else is. hes a sick fuck
worgster231 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 1 week ago @GBNKP well haudy im american
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and im fucking dumb dickswinger86 1 week ago worgster231 2 weeks ago
@dickswinger86 ur a fucking prick worgster231 2 weeks ago something1495 1 week ago
@dickswinger86 - hmmm. you're from Iraq, no wonder your comment. i don't like
Americans either . i think they over react. plus at school all the white people are mean to
me.that's why i hate them. anyways to all the users, don't reply to me i ain't talking to
you. SHit. something1495 1 week ago dickswinger86 1 week ago @something1495 fuck u
dickswinger86 1 week ago chippyraver34 2 weeks ago lets nuke the middle east and kill
the muslim dogs chippyraver34 2 weeks ago WawsestilL 2 weeks ago THE US NAZIS
already dominate the U.S. AND ARE PLAYING WITH THE AMERICANS .. US
NAZIS CATS AND AMERICANS MOUSES... WawsestilL 2 weeks ago atheniang 2
weeks ago the smaller brain is the racist's brain.. and you are all pathetic! atheniang 2
weeks ago WawsestilL 2 weeks ago SCARY TO THINK THAT: ALL THESE LIES,
THE MEDIAS CHEATING TO ALL ... ALL THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN TO IRAQ ..
FULL OF HATE, CONVINCED by LIES ... AND ACTING MOVED by LIES... AND
HOW IT IS ? WHEN KNOW THAT THE story IS OTHER ?? WawsestilL 2 weeks ago
Cathyvoid 2 weeks ago @WawsestilL HUH? stfu Cathyvoid 2 weeks ago kizugrey 2
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam the sounds you hear
when she opens the window are chilling. kizugrey 2 weeks ago kizugrey 2 weeks ago
Comment removed jhonsebastiantv 2 weeks ago In New York, Concrete jungle where
dreams are made of, There’s nothing you can’t do, Now you’re in New York, these
streets will make you feel brand new, the lights will inspire you, lets here it for New
York, New York, New York jhonsebastiantv 2 weeks ago jhonsebastiantv 2 weeks ago
can't imagine that this event will be like, the hiroshima nuclear bombing. jhonsebastiantv 2
weeks ago HAIPEHAOPE2000 2 weeks ago bo te jebane kurwy rozjezdzal bym walcem
HAIPEHAOPE2000 2 weeks ago stepheng1483 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam All the evidence points to 9/11 being an inside job, by Israel.
It may have started out by Muslims, but would've been quickly infiltrated by mossad. It
was part of their plans to get the West to hate Muslims so that we'd fight Israel's wars
for them. stepheng1483 2 weeks ago mandarin102 2 weeks ago 13 much better than
Shakira - WAKA WAKA mandarin102 2 weeks ago 13 Highestdood 2 weeks ago Thats
alot of debri Highestdood 2 weeks ago yendytok 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam To be GOVERNED is to be watched, inspected, spied
upon, directed, law-driven, numbered, regulated, enrolled, indoctrinated, preached at,
controlled, checked, estimated, valued, censured, commanded, by creatures who have
neither the right nor the wisdom nor the virtue to do so. - PLEASE Watch these videos Lyndon LaRouche explains start of WW III . or - The Obama Deception. here on
youtube. Google - Abolish Federal Reserve Petition. and sign it . infowars.com . peace
yendytok 2 weeks ago flyersluver4eva 2 weeks ago she said it was a military plane?
flyersluver4eva 2 weeks ago karacortadapr 2 weeks ago fuck al qaeda fuck bin laden fuck
them all............. karacortadapr 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago @karacortadapr
fuck ur mommy dickswinger86 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago If american
people dnt like terrorist,they should all go kill theirselves dickswinger86 2 weeks ago
MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago hahahaha AMERICA DESERVES THAT cuz they killed
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people from iraq too so those american fuckers deserve to die in that building Good Job
Al Qaida MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago FinnishMetalPolice 2 weeks ago
@MJfanNumber11 Agreed, we shouldn't also forget Hiroshima, Vietnam, and those.
FinnishMetalPolice 2 weeks ago MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago @FinnishMetalPolice
america stole alot of oil in the middle east and they killed innocent people in iraq and
afghanistan and they fighted with vietnam and those people here in the comments think
this is sad? hell no let those americans burn in hell MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago
FinnishMetalPolice 2 weeks ago @MJfanNumber11 I know all that and I laugh at these
9/11 videos and at these stupid Americans who cry at something overrated yet they don't
even know about anything of what they've done to other countries. And their government
sucks, CIA gets their money from selling drugs and shit and USA hides the fact they were
stealing oil from middle east, but they told they're ''finding Osama'' and all these idiots
believe that shit or don't know of it. USA deserved 9/11 and people should realize why.
FinnishMetalPolice 2 weeks ago MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago @FinnishMetalPolice
yeah the same i also laugh at these videos and i think those terrorist guys did a great job
MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago Fireblazer5 2 weeks ago @MJfanNumber11 guess wat
those terrorist guys tht ur praising THERE ASSES ARE BURNIN IN HELL N SO
WILL URS Fireblazer5 2 weeks ago Cathyvoid 2 weeks ago @MJfanNumber11 Well i
hope god does a great job putting you through hell. people may not care now but yur soul
will always be alive its just yur skin thats dead. so basically yur still alive in a way. so
when that fire hits yur soul i hope you FEEL it. i hope u really feel it. Karma is a real
BItch, bitch Cathyvoid 2 weeks ago MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago @Cathyvoid good
joke i know a better one u wanna hear it Bitch? i hope in 5 years the terrorist from the
middle east will terrorise america and come in ur house and rape ur mom HAHAHA thats
a good one hahah u also deserve to die in that building just like those other american dead
fuckers MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago Fireblazer5 2 weeks ago @FinnishMetalPolice
dude shut up how about u go in tht place n get blown up outta nowhere Fireblazer5 2
weeks ago Fireblazer5 2 weeks ago @MJfanNumber11 shut up dude wat are u in the
fricken middle east bitch u can burn in hell Fireblazer5 2 weeks ago Highestdood 2 weeks
ago @MJfanNumber11 Thats kinda racist Highestdood 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks
ago why the hell did they skip the best part. i was hoping to see the 2nd plane from a
different angle. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago cavitali 2 weeks ago guckt mal dieses video an
*Scheiße ne 6* Look pls this video *Scheiße ne 6* cavitali 2 weeks ago vetapcx 2 weeks
ago Americans....selfish poor people...that odd ocasion of yours its a consequence of how
u treat the rest of the world. A crazy group fits an aircraft on WTC and the rest of world
laught on ur backs, sending letters of regards...rednecks vetapcx 2 weeks ago
superchairbed 2 weeks ago if thay want a mosque so close to ground zero then thay have
to forfit the right of keeping us out of it if not then fuck off you got one close anuff
already so shove off and work with what you have superchairbed 2 weeks ago
TheFishingman24 2 weeks ago time to get payback at the terriost TheFishingman24 2
weeks ago GothicPower666 2 weeks ago (CLAPS) that was a really good video Mate
GothicPower666 2 weeks ago Naathann 2 weeks ago fck this u skipped thru the good
part and left the whiney shit this video is gay Naathann 2 weeks ago StMichaelFan513 2
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weeks ago fags StMichaelFan513 2 weeks ago GothicPower666 2 weeks ago my heart
gos out to all those poor couples that died GothicPower666 2 weeks ago
HECTICxHECTOR916 2 weeks ago 9/11 HAPPENED BEACAUSE OF THE DEATH
OF GREAT MUSIC FUCKIN FUCKS HECTICxHECTOR916 2 weeks ago
MrSimonGirty 2 weeks ago "Look at all the ashes, it looks like its snowing!", That was
pulverized people. They where impacted so bad they where turned into dehydrated
people flakes. Some people where atomized into the air. Lets Not forget what happened
and don't be tricked into allowing a "victory mosque"!!! MrSimonGirty 2 weeks ago
StMichaelFan513 2 weeks ago George Booch saved us. StMichaelFan513 2 weeks ago
MrSimonGirty 2 weeks ago Hey it made room.. For a MOSQUE!! MrSimonGirty 2
weeks ago StMichaelFan513 2 weeks ago You stupid people. Just search Bill Cooper
911. StMichaelFan513 2 weeks ago Homemadecable 2 weeks ago Very good
Homemadecable 2 weeks ago HannerzRockz 2 weeks ago I say that we blow up the
bastards who did this! HannerzRockz 2 weeks ago fuckterriosts 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam subscribe my page if u hate muslims
fuckterriosts 2 weeks ago jakclutch 2 weeks ago I just saw another video of how Bush
made a comment about the first plant crashing into the world trade center. He didnt know
anything until the second plane hit and thats when the notified him. Makes me
think....................this guy new something and doesnt have the gonads to admit. jakclutch
2 weeks ago 1970CamaroZ 2 weeks ago @jakclutch Well remember that Bush was at a
School reading to children when the 1st Plane hit and it doesn't mean that the whole thing
was a conspiracy theory. 1970CamaroZ 2 weeks ago Zoonjse 2 weeks ago Thanks for
sharing this viedeo. I understand that it must had been hard to share it. It is very
emotional and I think this is what people has to see and know of. Thanks! Zoonjse 2
weeks ago wejewsdid911HAHAHA89 2 weeks ago FUCK YOU GENTILE TRASH
JESUS MOTHER WAS A WHORE HAHAHAHAHAHA wejewsdid911HAHAHA89
2 weeks ago wejewsdid911HAHAHA89 2 weeks ago hehehehhehehehehehhee
wejewsdid911HAHAHA89 2 weeks ago Zoonjse 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Check out my 9,11 tribute video, under my videos on my
profile. Zoonjse 2 weeks ago CallOfDutyKid109 2 weeks ago wtf? why would people do
this? it's so stupid, "oh hey buddy, lets get on a plane, kill the driver and then strike the
world trade centers!! we would be famous!!" it's so stupid... why would someone do
this.. do they like to kill people? i mean, it's just the wtc... they should burn in hell for
this. CallOfDutyKid109 2 weeks ago BizWiz2000 2 weeks ago 17 1,800 conspiracy
theorists disliked this video BizWiz2000 2 weeks ago 17 murradyl 2 weeks ago
@BizWiz2000 no 1800 people probibly lost family to this event......u wuld dislike it if it
was ur family murradyl 2 weeks ago TheVdogamez 2 weeks ago @BizWiz2000 The
conspiracy theorists are right. TheVdogamez 2 weeks ago nodamnusernames1 2 weeks
ago y the fuck would you edit out the part where te 2nd plane crashes into the other twin
tower? i wanted 2 see wat would happen nodamnusernames1 2 weeks ago lifeseeker1 2
weeks ago Wow, that brought that horrible day back on a human level. Still brings tears to
my eyes. lifeseeker1 2 weeks ago ZdravkovicJolex 2 weeks ago american people have to
underastand... this everyday situation thet they do to other countries... they deserve
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this... inocent people don't .... but generaly amerca totaly YES! you guys don't mind
about things like this, but when you feel it on your skin it is not that cool right???
ZdravkovicJolex 2 weeks ago javierpopable 2 weeks ago @ZdravkovicJolex so your
saying america is a place filled with assholes? no it's not these people killed cause of their
religion and we kill because people do this stuff I mean who have killed for no reason we
only fight back. we the only wrong thing is the border javierpopable 2 weeks ago
itsjennaleigh 2 weeks ago I was only 5 when this happened and i never truely understood
what had happened untill I watched this thank you for posting it . itsjennaleigh 2 weeks
ago MERC3NARYPRODUCTIONS 2 weeks ago Thank you for posting this, because
now people can realize, there are no controlled detonations. At 19:38, you can see how
the building falls apart and collapses outward. Similar but not to an explosion. A
controlled demolition is an implosion, and collapses floor by floor neatly. This fell apart
due to the weak structures. MERC3NARYPRODUCTIONS 2 weeks ago
nodamnusernames1 2 weeks ago @MERC3NARYPRODUCTIONS y do u think we care
nodamnusernames1 2 weeks ago MERC3NARYPRODUCTIONS 2 weeks ago Holy
shit, was it really a military plane. I heard this conspiracy. What did it look like. Gray,
had a long underpart attached to the belly of the plane. For all those watching look at
12:15 MERC3NARYPRODUCTIONS 2 weeks ago burntclown 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam hello can you guys check out my 9/11
tribute...ps it's really good please and thnk you all burntclown 2 weeks ago nonhater09 2
weeks ago this is so sad i wanted to cry when i heard firetruck sirens nonhater09 2 weeks
ago twilight0952 2 weeks ago okojok11 .. YOUR ARE SICK!! YOU CAN JUST SIT
THERE AN WATCH PEOPLE DIE?? AND NOT CARE?!??!?! YOU DESREVE TO
BURN SLOWELY IN HELL AND NEVER RETURN! twilight0952 2 weeks ago
narusaku7771 2 weeks ago Comment removed dickswinger86 2 weeks ago @twilight0952
what the fuck r u talking? Youre country kills more people than all other countryskill
together.And for what? not democracy but for oil and money,okojok is wright ur country
killsmillions of^people and act like its nothing,so why should we care of a few thousand
american pigs get killed,u only get what u deserved,what about themillions of inoucent
people youre country is still killing today for no reason.This is what u deserve,and i hope
it happens thousands times more so itsequal dickswinger86 2 weeks ago NikeForce100 2
weeks ago 2 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Gebt hier in Youtube
oben ein: Ma-G - Ein Tag in New York - Der 11. September 2001 (Video) Andere
Version zu diesem Lied ! Hört euch das an, inklusive VIDEO ! ;) NikeForce100 2 weeks
ago 2 okojok11 2 weeks ago IM REALLY HAPPY THAT THIS HAPPENED SO THE
USA CAN KNOW THEIR LIMITS! THEY KILLED 20 MILLION IN IRAQ AND
IRAN SO IT OK TO KILL A FEW THOUSAND FROM THEIRS!!! FUCK THE USA
AND IM GLAD THAT THIS HAPPENED AND IM GLAD THAT THE PEOPLE
ARE DEAD!!! okojok11 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago Comment removed
xoNickJisaCutieox 2 weeks ago @okojok11 omfg please go fuck urself xoNickJisaCutieox
2 weeks ago nonhater09 2 weeks ago @okojok11 u know wat i hope u die sstupid ass
yeah i'm talkin 2 u okojok11 now go f ur self burn or get shot in ur ***** now u
ungrateful son of a bitch will die and go 2 hell burn slowly thumbs up if u agree with me
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ppl nonhater09 2 weeks ago javierpopable 2 weeks ago @okojok11 oh so you took the
time to llok up the tribute and comment to virtually tell people that well it seems as if
your a tough guy eh then go into a bar in America or to the memorial in NYC and scream
that out since you really mean what you say i mean come on do it I dare you
javierpopable 2 weeks ago narusaku7771 2 weeks ago @okojok11 YEA..YOU ARE
DAMN RITE!!! THE FUCKING AMERICANS ARE SHITASS ....I'M REALLY
HAPPY THT THIS THING HAPPEN!!! THE BEST DAY EVER!!! narusaku7771 2
weeks ago lcspies 2 weeks ago @okojok11 We killed 20 million people in Iraq and Iran?
Really thats funny, I did not even know we were fighting in Iran. ;) No we have not killed
20 million people in Iraq and Afghanistan...not even close. lcspies 2 weeks ago
hellboy6713 2 weeks ago check out youtube . com / watch?v=IlI0RfKlni0 (no spaces) for
a good september 11th tribute!!! hellboy6713 2 weeks ago ADMINxY0UTUBE 2 weeks
ago check out youtube . com / watch?v=IlI0RfKlni0 (no spaces) for a good september
11th tribute!!! ADMINxY0UTUBE 2 weeks ago sabine09000 2 weeks ago check out
youtube . com / watch?v=IlI0RfKlni0 (no spaces) for a good september 11th tribute!!!
sabine09000 2 weeks ago coeliacman1523 2 weeks ago 6 strange world we live in R.I.P.
coeliacman1523 2 weeks ago 6 MyDoominateR 2 weeks ago when the fuck did this
hapen MyDoominateR 2 weeks ago theLnOshow 2 weeks ago so sad that day remember
the song about superman came out nere than" i not a bird more then a plane...."
theLnOshow 2 weeks ago garmool 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam Q: What's the biggest difference between 9/11 and the Oklahoma City
Bombing?A: Foreigners once again prove they can do it better and more efficiently. Q:
How many Americans died in 9/11?A: Who gives a fuck? Common American cunts have
a sense of humor these people died a long time ago! garmool 2 weeks ago Xdskil 2 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam How'd you like to suck mt cock
fucking americans (K) Xdskil 2 weeks ago Babegirlcass 2 weeks ago I've always
wondered, what is that whistling sound? Please, can someone tell me? Babegirlcass 2
weeks ago justaukman 2 weeks ago still sad to watch this even after all this time , all
thoes inoccent people . justaukman 2 weeks ago CynthiaSwallows 2 weeks ago Thank
god for 9/11 CynthiaSwallows 2 weeks ago javierpopable 2 weeks ago
@CynthiaSwallows do u mean allah because thats who you seem to worship
javierpopable 2 weeks ago CynthiaSwallows 1 week ago @javierpopable I'm not even
Muslim, you stupid fuck. CynthiaSwallows 1 week ago TheMorpheas 2 weeks ago am
anfang des videos kann man ja sehen dass zuerst der eine turm brennt ..* ich frag wieso
dann der andere brennt?? und wo das flugzeit ist?? Das ganze wird glaub ich ein rätsel
bleiben TheMorpheas 2 weeks ago stepheng1483 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam All the evidence points to 9/11 being an inside job, by Israel.
It was part of their plans to get the West to hate Muslims so we'd fight their wars for
them. stepheng1483 2 weeks ago jurn77 2 weeks ago I hate when people blame the entire
Muslim Community and all of Islam for these extremists... it just isn't fair.... jurn77 2
weeks ago faxanidu 2 weeks ago okay if that wasn't done by a fuckin bomb I'd like to
know why there's a mushroom cloud faxanidu 2 weeks ago XxMaKeMeLaUgHxX 2
weeks ago is that her heart beating???? XxMaKeMeLaUgHxX 2 weeks ago JFMatador 2
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weeks ago 12:20 It was a military plane. What now???! JFMatador 2 weeks ago
toddi1971 2 weeks ago @JFMatador she is an expert on planes, isn't she? toddi1971 2
weeks ago surfing17 2 weeks ago watching this makes me want to go and strangle some
fucking ragheads. I hate them fucking camel jockies after this. surfing17 2 weeks ago
dickswinger86 2 weeks ago @surfing17 hahahah u aint shit i will behead all of u american
piggies dickswinger86 2 weeks ago viktoruschka 2 weeks ago Still, I just can't stop
watching this video :) Continue supporting Israel, and this scene will be a commonplace
in the next years, hehehe До свидания! viktoruschka 2 weeks ago MJfanNumber11 2
weeks ago hahahah good job Al Quaida Allah O Akbar HAHAHA THATS WHAT
AMERICA DESERVES MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago
@MJfanNumber11 I hope your familes dies right infront of you today. fuck you fuck
your religion fuck your family and your children you motherfucker come to america and
say that shit bitch we'll fucking murder you chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2
weeks ago @chrisshitchens from suckmydickistan dickswinger86 2 weeks ago
MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago @chrisshitchens hahahah good joke i like it how americans
get angry cuz they are very sad u should have been dead just like those other assholes
who died at ground zero LOL HAHAHAHA MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago
DannyAdamTV 2 weeks ago @MJfanNumber11 you're the most pathetic pity excuses
for a human being in existence, do you hear how psychotic you sound? how can you
possibly think that something like this is ok? you are all crazy. you're a piece of shit and
an all together terrible human being. there is no way at all you can possibly justify this. in
short, you're a dumbass. DannyAdamTV 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago
@DannyAdamTV actualyheisatwat. nykola1234 2 weeks ago MJfanNumber11 2 weeks
ago @nykola1234 actualy ur a bitch MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago MJfanNumber11 2
weeks ago @DannyAdamTV hahahahah great joke my friend it is very great to see those
american shit heads die at ground zero maybe you should be in that building?
MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago SHANNY135 2 weeks ago @MJfanNumber11 it aint
funny tou retard SHANNY135 2 weeks ago MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago
@SHANNY135 oh yes for me it is MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago Tmacbryant 1 week
ago 7 @chrisshitchens Dont worry, he is just a troll. You got these crazy using the name
of religion to commit crimes against humanity. Muslims are not the enemy, its the people
who use Christianity, Judaism, or Islam to kill humans. If any religion told you to kill
another person, than there would be no reason to follow that religion. God gave us free
will to choose any religion we want, by killing a human you are taking free will away
from him. Tmacbryant 1 week ago 7 toumai1470 2 weeks ago @MJfanNumber11
deserve? for what?? toumai1470 2 weeks ago MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago
@toumai1470 hahaha u watch the news kid? do u know what those americans did they
murder 5000 million people in afghanistan and iraq thats why those american fuckers
deserve to die MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago Comment removed
JFMatador 2 weeks ago @MJfanNumber11 one day you're going to feel bad about
writting this comment, when you get a bit older and not an immature little fuck. This is
SAD!!!!!! JFMatador 2 weeks ago MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago @JFMatador hahah
why should i feel sorry for those american fuckers who died LOL HAHAHA
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MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago ddddddd543 2 weeks ago @MJfanNumber11 dont joke
around about this, 3000 died and u think ur bein funny, idiot ddddddd543 2 weeks ago
MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago @ddddddd543 fuckin american soldiers killed 50 million
people in iraq and u think its sad what they did in the usa ?? hell no fuck all of u american
shitheads give some respect to other people first MJfanNumber11 2 weeks ago
gabby0987ifo 2 weeks ago 7:35 the little dot you see falling down :( gabby0987ifo 2
weeks ago gabby0987ifo 2 weeks ago : '( i'm going to cry ,.,., i'm so angry and so sad at
the same time gabby0987ifo 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago @gabby0987ifo so
kill youreself dickswinger86 2 weeks ago gabby0987ifo 1 week ago 2 @dickswinger86
haha lolzzz..... seriously your not funny like what you say is so dumb i mean why do
you tell people to kill themselves seriously i've seen some of your comments and i think
you need to calm yourself down dude... or see a doctor gabby0987ifo 1 week ago 2
chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The
world would be more peaceful if religion didnt' exist. If you stupid jews christians and
towel heads stopped arguing over who's imaginary friend is better none of this shit would
happen, period. chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago also, I'd like to
add that what I said is not even debatable no matter how ignorant you are with believing
in god due to your fear of the death or lack of intelligence or whichever pathetic crutch,
you must admit this stuff would never happen if religion didn't exist. chrisshitchens 2
weeks ago chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago @Tmacbryant The actions done by those people
were in the name of religion. I understand that not all muslims are terrorists but most
terrorists are muslims. The fact of the matter is, you don't need religion to be good ..a
good man is a good man but if you want a good man to do bad things, you need religion.
Religion is the worst invention of human history. chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago Tmacbryant
2 weeks ago @chrisshitchens "most terrorists are muslims".... I disagree completely.
There are tons of crazy people out there killing people with guns and bombs, we call
some of them heroes, the others are called terrorists. Relgion is the worst invention?
Where do you get your morals from? Morals cannot be made by man, or else they would
be bias. Without religion the world would be 100 times more chaotic then it is today.
Tmacbryant 2 weeks ago zNEKOMARUz 2 weeks ago @Tmacbryant i completely
agree. there are plenty of people out there far worse than terrorists, adn they live in the
same country as us. and as for ur heroes and terrorist coment; i always said; "If one man
kills another man in times of war he's concidered a hero, if the same man kills another man
in times of peace he's concidered a murderer". idk where i heard that from but that is the
only true sentence i have ever heard in my life. zNEKOMARUz 2 weeks ago
Tmacbryant 1 week ago @zNEKOMARUz That is a good quote, but we have to agree
that there are oppressive wars out there. Vietnam, Afghanistan, Iraq. These are not
defensive wars, we are killing innocents ( and no, not just human casualties) more than we
are helping these people. Tmacbryant 1 week ago chrisshitchens 1 week ago
@Tmacbryant I appreciate your view about people killing with guns and bombs and
being called heroes and others terrorists, I admit that is an intelligent way of seeing a
complicated situation. But I 100% disagree that morals coming from religion, common
sense tells you don't do what you don't want to be done to yourself. The golden rule and
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so on... in 500 years when we're all dead and religion is laughed at like the sun god is now
and people have morals, what then? it's common sense my man. chrisshitchens 1 week
ago smifff666 2 weeks ago All the people that hate america are jest jealous because we
can say what we want we can own a gun and not worrie about having our goverment
come and take them we can worship whatever we want and we have one of the best
millitarys in the world and so what if we dont have the best leaders in the world or the
best economy it just comes down to people hate us cant they cant be us smifff666 2
weeks ago blutfrosch 2 weeks ago @smifff666 people like you are the reason america gets
attacked in the first place. blutfrosch 2 weeks ago CHIPSTERO7 2 weeks ago @smiff66
The US isn't as brilliant or democratic. The US like every country is controlled by big
corporations that only care about profit at the expense of the populace and pretty control
everything, from fluoridating your water supply to increase the revenues of
pharmaceuticals to putting aspartame in your din-din. 9/11 was probably the most
profound illustration of this: killing people in order to create "a wave of indignation" as
PNAC says and go to war to increase the profits of the bankers. CHIPSTERO7 2 weeks
ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago @smifff666 u r so dumb? Yealous cause im not american?
fuck ur stupid country american redneck pigs,3/4 of the world hates ur country imbecil,u
people feel like creators of the universe,but actually u r bunch of litle bitches
dickswinger86 2 weeks ago smifff666 1 week ago @dickswinger86 your a little bitch how
much did the permit cost to make that comment why dont you take your little alien dick
and shove it up your ass.... o and learn how to spell jealous is not (YEALOUS) sounds
like a noise your dog makes after your done giving it the happy ending and i live in upper
pennsylvania thats no were near the south so learn some geography before you speak
smifff666 1 week ago dubZZish 2 weeks ago People need to think for themselves and
make changes when they need to. I am a 20 year old america and I remember 9/11 vividly.
The entire focus was WAR, TERROR and then oh, innocent people. If this was set up
then all you people are pretty stupid for letting this get so far out of hand. It is you
people burning korans and suicide bombing. Stop being pussies about life and stand up
for your rights. It is our parent and grand parents and so forth that have raised and allowd
such evil to arise. dubZZish 2 weeks ago WawsestilL 2 weeks ago WTC: AN EXAMPLE
THAN, THE CRIMINAL ORGANIZATION ( REAL NORTH-AMERICAN
SOCIETY ) HAS ABILITY TO DO TO ACHIEVE ITS OBJECTIVES... - CALL THE
SUPERMAN!!!! WawsestilL 2 weeks ago gengistruth 2 weeks ago I pray for
Palestinian,Dagestanian,Chachn-iyan,Iraqi,Afghanistanian,Soma-lian and all other muslim
fighters and people who are only deffending their land.I certanly disagree with sucidial
attacks(except in Palestine) but Americans have to think a little,objectivly and say-Is
defending your home from invaders terrorism and who are the real terrorists?Every day
100 people die in Bagdhad alone and the muslims are still the the terrorists!!!Every graet
empire has fallen eventualy so shall USA gengistruth 2 weeks ago Semkyc 2 weeks ago
this was the work of bin ex president bush and not invite osama .... if you watch the
video carefully observe ... how wtc under fire explodiert.man provides individual
eyplosionen on the walls !!!.... .. where is that plane in pentagon? you can not find the
plane right?? why are so many americans died ????? I can say please? how building 7
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could be as simple einstürzen.wenn so far from wtc gone? BY is checking was blowing ..
OF BUSH. Semkyc 2 weeks ago BakuganNewVestroia16 2 weeks ago
@HailTheBackwardsMan oh -.-' (he is still an idiot XD) BakuganNewVestroia16 2
weeks ago HailTheBackwardsMan 2 weeks ago @BakuganNewVestroia16 true dat XD
HailTheBackwardsMan 2 weeks ago BakuganNewVestroia16 1 week ago
@HailTheBackwardsMan :D BakuganNewVestroia16 1 week ago Tmacbryant 2 weeks
ago @andyjb49 You cannot blame the Qur'an for what people do,people either misread
the Qur'an and act this way, or they are just crazy murderers. The problem is that the
American Govt is pointing fingers at countries like Iran who do have democratic elections,
but we dont point fingers are our Saudi friends. Saudi follows one of the most extreme
types of Islam, they are wahabbis. They dont have any democratic elections, their people
live under these strict laws, many of which do not come from islam. Tmacbryant 2 weeks
ago chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago @Tmacbryant Back up for a second there because Iran is
not a regular country like you state (unless I misunderstood you)...you can can find
videos here on youtube of that country's "president" saying America is the devil and
many other disgusting things. He also went to the university of columbia in nyc not long
ago and claimed that there are no gay people in his country, he as just as dumb ignorant
and psycho as bin laden and saddam. chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago texas224 2 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ✈ ▌▌ = ✡ texas224 2 weeks ago
xxVxLCxMxx 2 weeks ago i was like 2 when that happened so i dont remember. =(
xxVxLCxMxx 2 weeks ago gagsterde 2 weeks ago worst day of my life gagsterde 2 weeks
ago claireee1992 2 weeks ago not all muslims are terroists, but all terriosts are muslims.
fuck the muslim community. fuck religion! rip 9/11 claireee1992 2 weeks ago
jaballahmatar 2 weeks ago @claireee1992 there is no thought on this comment not all
terrorists are muslims what about all the other terrorists attacks by different people and
religions, american media only shows arab extremists making us look bad, EGYPT a
muslim country bombed and attacked over 5 times people its not muslim or the religion
islam its people. AMERICANS are terrorists for starting all this, attacking iraq rapeing
killing innocent women and children for no reason, the reason behind it jaballahmatar 2
weeks ago lazernation 2 weeks ago It was a military plane? lazernation 2 weeks ago
claireee1992 2 weeks ago @lazernation what the actual fuck? a military plane? there were
people in the fucking plane. dont listen to any conspiracy shit. claireee1992 2 weeks ago
lazernation 2 weeks ago @claireee1992 haaha. just commenting on the filmers comment
sweetie. I take it you didn't watch the vid. I also take it you are only 18. Hence the
immature, response. lazernation 2 weeks ago largosmom010 2 weeks ago very sad
largosmom010 2 weeks ago saifnassar 2 weeks ago TO EVERY ONE WHO THOUGHT
THAT ARAB TERRORISTS DID THAD WE all know who did it...ISRAEL!!! .... 200
JEWISH ISRAELIAN work at that world trade center.. no one of them were there that
day ..... how can this happen in one of a million at a normal day.. THEY KNEW ITS
HAPPENING... they want u to think that arab did it... want u to hate us to think that
were all terrorists.... were PEACEFULL people we did nthn to u while ur army killing
our children women ending our life in iraq palestine lebanon why ? saifnassar 2 weeks ago
POLARBEARISTHESHIT 2 weeks ago @saifnassar ur defending ur people when u have
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millions of terrorists who takes their life for killing children in israel? u low fuck id like to
cut ur throath for comment that, ''peaceful people'' fuck yourself
POLARBEARISTHESHIT
2
weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago
@POLARBEARISTHESHIT again an blind asshiole,first u look what the jews do in gaza
and than say something dickswinger86 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago
@TheOriginalStifler fucking faget i will burn you alive and hang you on a bridge on oure
highway,you like oue oil? I will drown u in it fucking english cunt dickswinger86 2 weeks
ago TheOriginalStifler 2 weeks ago @dickswinger86 LOL come on then waiting for you
where are you from? fucking inbred TheOriginalStifler 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2
weeks ago WAVE YOURE FLAGS NOW AMERICAN PIGS!!!!!!!! dickswinger86 2
weeks ago Frasier016 2 weeks ago @dickswinger86 hope u die soon fuckin idiot
Frasier016 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago @Frasier016 u will be dieng soon litle
bitch dickswinger86 2 weeks ago chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago @dickswinger86 fuck you
scum bag I hope your family dies on your birthday you stupid piece of shit.
chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago @chrisshitchens i will massacre u
dickswinger86 2 weeks ago chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago @dickswinger86 You and what
army? suck my dick and fuck your family and fuck your religion you piece of shit scum
bag motherfucker I'll skull fuck you bitch chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2
weeks ago @chrisshitchens no army,just my dick and some vaseline american pig
dickswinger86 2 weeks ago chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago @dickswinger86 I'm curious
..where are you from dickface? chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago stepheng1483 2 weeks ago All
the evidence points to 9/11 being an inside job, by Israel. It was part of their plans to get
the West to hate Muslims so that we'd fight Israel's wars for them. stepheng1483 2
weeks ago nabo785 2 weeks ago The job has done from the inside. American gonverment
did the crime which was powered by Jews. There is no doubt. Only the idiots cannot
understand that this awful crime was just Bush' fake occasion to start the war. R.I.P. for
all these harmless people that were in the planes and for all the harmless dead people of
the war. I hope God will punish all the guilties one day. nabo785 2 weeks ago
chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago @stepheng1483 I'm not commenting to argue with you, but
believe me you're wrong. I used to believe the same thing then I got my facts straight, feel
free to ask questions I've read a lot about this I'm sure I can answer almost anything.
chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago ChoirWalker 2 weeks ago Ok why is all the important stuff
CUT OUT! ChoirWalker 2 weeks ago ChoirWalker 2 weeks ago When does the second
plane hit? is that cut out? ChoirWalker 2 weeks ago MrAnthonytoad 2 weeks ago im a pc
and 9/11 was my idea :) MrAnthonytoad 2 weeks ago Pennylaneeeeee 2 weeks ago "is
this dangerous" come on. Pennylaneeeeee 2 weeks ago jayvin100 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i hate muslims look what they did! jayvin100
2 weeks ago H8coreTerror18 2 weeks ago is doch geil :D H8coreTerror18 2 weeks ago
lcspies 2 weeks ago @LAtoOC Because the steel DID NOT MELT!!, it was weakened
by the fires, that combined with the structural damage and no fire proofing caused the
remaining columns which are now stress way beyond their load capabilities gave way and
collapsed. 1000 degrees plus is more than enough to weaken the steel. lcspies 2 weeks ago
EscapeNewJersey 2 weeks ago Chapter 11 - Verse 36 "And it came to pass that I saw
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and bear record, that the great and spacious building was the pride of the world; and it
fell, and the fall thereof was exceedingly great. And the angel of the Lord spake unto me
again, saying: Thus shall be the destruction of all nations, kindreds, tongues, and people,
that shall fight against the twelve apostles of the Lamb." EscapeNewJersey 2 weeks ago
Stopterryj 2 weeks ago America gets attacked by terrorists. America goes crazy and
blames the whole Islamic world. Stopterryj 2 weeks ago chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago
@Stopterryj Not all muslims are terrorists but most terrorists are muslims. A good man
is a good man but if you want a good man to do bad things you need religion.
chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago viktoruschka 2 weeks ago If you want to destroy Irak,
Afghanistan, the whole world (besides Israel) you can be sure that the Arab world will
just HATE YOU FUCK ISRAEL! The world would be a more peaceful things if jews
didn't exist viktoruschka 2 weeks ago r3dz0diac 2 weeks ago @viktoruschka ya man fuck
alll israel fuck ISRAEL r3dz0diac 2 weeks ago chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago @viktoruschka
The world would be more peaceful if religion didnt' exist. If you stupid jews and towel
heads stopped arguing over who's imaginary friend is better none of this shit would
happen, period. chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago viktoruschka 2 weeks ago @chrisshitchens
Well, mate, you really said some REAL STUFF, religion is the most fucking and pathetic
disease that ever hit the world... I'm not a jew, and therefore, I don't know why you call
me a jew or muslim... I hate all that religious shit, whihc, indeed, is destroying the fucking
world! I just agree with you... So, don't get mad, mate! :) You have a very valid point!
viktoruschka 2 weeks ago chrisshitchens 1 week ago @viktoruschka I'm sorry for the
misunderstanding it just seemed like you were a muslim bias type of guy and again I'm
sorry for the misunderstanding chrisshitchens 1 week ago viktoruschka 2 weeks ago This
is not Star Wars, you deserved it, mates... viktoruschka 2 weeks ago JKalama25799752 2
weeks ago @viktoruschka how did they deserve? keep in mind you can't use anything
past 2001. JKalama25799752 2 weeks ago MrCarcity1 2 weeks ago Hasent anyone
noticed that 9/11 = nine one one (if you havent figured it out: POLICE NUMBER IN
AMREICA). MrCarcity1 2 weeks ago MrCelticbhoy96 2 weeks ago @MrCarcity1 geee
thnx for thnx for that oblivious discovery sherlock!!! dumbassss MrCelticbhoy96 2
weeks ago nodamnusernames1 2 weeks ago @MrCarcity1 ya, we knew that 9 FUCKIN
YEARS AGO nodamnusernames1 2 weeks ago yocrazyfool 2 weeks ago @fangbk i'm
just waiting for the little shit to reply to our comments, i'd love to see his face when i ruin
his life..... yocrazyfool 2 weeks ago yocrazyfool 2 weeks ago wtf are you talking about
jrrkiing?? she's in shock just like you would be if that was happening outside your
window. yocrazyfool 2 weeks ago Jrrkiing 2 weeks ago Fuck this stupid bitch in this
video she makes me sick Jrrkiing 2 weeks ago fangbk 2 weeks ago @Jrrkiing stfu..... you
dumb shit dont know any thing if you call this person a bitch... where you there where
you in it wtf do you know? fangbk 2 weeks ago owlknite 2 weeks ago @Jrrkiing you
make me sick sir. owlknite 2 weeks ago vinicm 2 weeks ago @Jrrkiing u stupid asshole u
say that because at that day u wasnt there at 500yards of a huge building collapsing in
front of u. Im sure if u were in her shoes u would have shit in ur pants n cried like a baby.
Im not even american, actually im brazilian, so dont come saying "duhh stupid american"
but ur comment really pissed me off cuz u've never been in a situation like that and now
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here is u talking nonsense. sorry if my english is not that correct and God bless all those
who died in that day vinicm 2 weeks ago XDSebas1 2 weeks ago oh shit 19:40 - 20:00
XDSebas1 2 weeks ago MrCooper125 2 weeks ago The attack was paid for and
orchestrated by Osama bin Laden, he chose four men to go to flight school. That small
group was lead by Muhammad Atta (flight 11 hijacker) This attack was in now way a
gov. conspiracy @kkeshom. This was a eight year plan thought up by the '93 world trade
center attacker Ramzi Yousef and his uncle. Ramzi is currently in Guantanamo and has
confessed to this. Yeah bad shit has happened to other cultures (jews etc) but this is still
a terrible tragety so be respectfull MrCooper125 2 weeks ago goodcoockin 2 weeks ago
@kyle7412 & @kkeshom u guys are a fkn disgrace 1st they all ready proved the moon
landing was real that was an important piece of American history and u guys want to take
that away and 2nd u guys shud die for wut u said about te goverment doing this that is
the most rediculous theory of them all u guys shud be hung hav ur balls ripped off have
them taped to ur foreheads and hav ur tongues ripped off put them on ur ass fuk u guys
ur a disgrace do us all a favor and shut ur fkn face goodcoockin 2 weeks ago kkeshom 2
weeks ago All orchestrated by our dear sweet government......Isnt that nice!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
If you dont think so check out Verbal Militia!!!!!!!!!!! kkeshom 2 weeks ago kyle7412 2
weeks ago @kkeshom yep, and the moon landing!!! so fake. made up by the government.
we never landed on the moon. kyle7412 2 weeks ago meinteil1ichtudirweh 2 weeks ago
Though many people died, how many more died in hiroshima. Another thing, you can't
call them cowards,, purely because you attack when you think you'll win. So it's like a
sport so you guys need to shut the fuck up "oh the worst tragity of all time" my ass,
what happened to jews was 20 times worse and it happened twice (egypt for some of
you- less intelligent) meinteil1ichtudirweh 2 weeks ago DaMagican 2 weeks ago
@meinteil1ichtudirweh yes i agree just think what native americans had to go through
from ppl invading killing an entire people... americans never look at what they have done
to other countries only what is done to them DaMagican 2 weeks ago whalefan5150 2
weeks ago @meinteil1ichtudirweh what???????!!!!!!!!!! whalefan5150 2 weeks ago
meinteil1ichtudirweh 2 weeks ago Though many people died, how many more died in
hiroshima. Another thing, you can't call them cowards,, purely because you attack when
you think you'll win. So it's like a sport so you guys need to shut the fuck up "oh the
worst tragity of all time" my ass, what happened to jews was 20 times worse and it
happened twice (egypt for some of you- less intelligent) meinteil1ichtudirweh 2 weeks
ago Tmacbryant 2 weeks ago @andyjb49 Jihad itself means struggle. The great Jihad
means to struggle within yourself to become a better person. The minor Jihad is fighting,
and it is always a defensive war. Look in the Qur'an, all the battles fought by the prophet
were for a reason, none of them were to attack and pillage innocent people. These people
are making up their own Islam, they dont follow the Islam of the prophet. Treatment of
women? what do you mean? Why dont you study Islam instead of looking at the
followers Tmacbryant 2 weeks ago andyjb49 2 weeks ago @Tmacbryant The Qu'ran may
paint a prefect picture of Jihad, but how it is being carried out now is what's relevant.
From what I know of the Bible, there are a tonne of quotes and lines that one person can
use to justify their actions/beliefs. Another person can justify a completely contrasting
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action/belief with another quote or line. They are just poetic quotes, they mean little in
the real world. I'm sure the Qu'ran shares the same difficulties andyjb49 2 weeks ago
Tmacbryant 2 weeks ago @andyjb49 There are a few verses you could call "violent". But
then again, if you are playing that game of picking and choosing verses you could say any
book is violent. For instance the Qur'an says to kill the unbelievers ( this is talking about
a specific battle btw), but if you look at the lines before and after that, the Qur'an says to
fight the oppression and do not past the limits, if they stop then you stop. The Qur'an
also says if you kill one human it is like killing all of mankind. Tmacbryant 2 weeks ago
andyjb49 2 weeks ago @Tmacbryant I don't know if it's just the distribution/channelling
of media and news, but when you hear about the crazy Christians, often in Southern
USA, killing doctor's who perform abortions or beating up homosexuals, the Christian
community openly speak out and condemn the acts quickly and loudly. When 9/11
happened, even from BBC World, Al Jazeera and even YouTube, I found very little of
the Muslim people wanting to condemn these villians and prove to us about their 'true'
essence of Islam. andyjb49 2 weeks ago TheMafe23 2 weeks ago omg... i had never seen
this video.. i didnt know what to do.. so i just hit like. horrible. i will never forget 9/11
TheMafe23 2 weeks ago MrArcade1 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam Fucking Terrorist's MrArcade1 2 weeks ago MrArcade1 2 weeks ago
Fucking Terrorist MrArcade1 2 weeks ago JahzlMndz 2 weeks ago I don't get how it
collapsed being crashed on TOP. I mean, was it weak? Was it not built properly? WTF
JahzlMndz 2 weeks ago TheMafe23 2 weeks ago @JahzlMndz It was not weak its just
that as it crashed on top, the floors kept coming down on top of each other so.. yeah that
basically TheMafe23 2 weeks ago rawiswar1995 2 weeks ago When this happend I was
only six so I didn't really know what was happening. Now I know what happend, and it
makes me want to kill the towelheads who did this in the most brutal painful fashiion.
rawiswar1995 2 weeks ago xainarocks 2 weeks ago this is tooo sad :( xainarocks 2 weeks
ago tioscha0 2 weeks ago was this before or after the second plne crashed? tioscha0 2
weeks ago metalmachiene 2 weeks ago @Superbat90 Wow! How stupid are you? Obama
was not even thought of when this happened. You racist. Dont even deny it. People who
dont like Obama dont give a shit what promises hes gonna make and stuff he does for the
country, no, its because hes not a stuck up, 1950s thinking redneck, who belives white
reigns supreme for no particular reason. I will seriously pray for you if u think this is cuz
of Obama. metalmachiene 2 weeks ago tioscha0 2 weeks ago even if u hate a country this
is just fucking horrible tioscha0 2 weeks ago MoonNightification 2 weeks ago My dad
used to work at the highest floor of the towers, supposedly where the restaurant area
was. That morning he returned home at 4 am, and woke up to my family crying as they
were watching the painful news. We lost many loved ones that day. Since then I believe
that the United States economy changed, and people began to be frightened, America was
never the same again. MoonNightification 2 weeks ago burntclown 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam hello can people please check out my 9/11
tribute thank you burntclown 2 weeks ago burntclown 2 weeks ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam hello can people please check out my 9/11 tribute thank
you burntclown 2 weeks ago XxKingJSxX 2 weeks ago @mike135ful max pain?
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XxKingJSxX 2 weeks ago billygoatsampson 2 weeks ago @XxKingJSxX hey shut up fag!
mike135ful has alot to deal with and he doesnt need ur smart comments! so shut the crap
up billygoatsampson 2 weeks ago XxKingJSxX 2 weeks ago @billygoatsampson it's not
spelt 'alot' it's 'a lot' XxKingJSxX 2 weeks ago Deanjelous 2 weeks ago @XxKingJSxX it's
not "spelt", it's "spelled". Just thought you should know. Deanjelous 2 weeks ago
XxKingJSxX 2 weeks ago @Deanjelous lol ur a retard it can be SPELT both ways
XxKingJSxX 2 weeks ago whiteskull2112 2 weeks ago You all need to listen, it happend
talking will not bring back thoes who died, who ever you may blame responsible will
probibly never turn them selvs in because they are cowards, if they do something like this
to a country and hide, then they have no honour but if you " Americans" (i am italian)
rebuild and never forget but move on and get stonger, you have won. whiteskull2112 2
weeks ago Stopterryj 2 weeks ago Metaldetriot. Saudi Arabia is Americas friend. That
won't solve shit... Well maybe terrorists will blow up Rome but that's all of u do that.
That's not right. Milions of innocents??? Nuke Iraqi goverment smarty Stopterryj 2
weeks ago AgEnT22OrAnGe 2 weeks ago ARCHITETS & ENGINNERS for 9/11
TRUTH AgEnT22OrAnGe 2 weeks ago Superbat90 2 weeks ago Howdy im from
TEXAS and i belive that this all Obamas fault he is working with the terroist and he must
have came up with this plan to try and ruin our great nation AMERICA Superbat90 2
weeks ago maxmax643 2 weeks ago I saw that happen from my preschool window
maxmax643 2 weeks ago HilaryHaylieRocks08 1 week ago @maxmax643 oh my gosh i
can only image how you were... HilaryHaylieRocks08 1 week ago burntclown 2 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam hello can you guys check out
my 9/11 tribute please and thnak you! burntclown 2 weeks ago ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago
I lived to see these towers fall and see the worst attack in our history. And I will also live
to see the day the Freedom Towers are finished and our symbol of freedom will be clear
once again. Not everyone can say they witnessed both events, and I'm glad I could,
because seeing the new towers rise and the old towers fall, I know why this event is so
significant in our history and I will never forget the fall or rise of these towers, and all the
lives lost ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago WawsestilL 2 weeks ago ARCHITETS &
ENGINNERS for 9/11 TRUTH AE911.ORG 0/11 wtc...a internal job ?? (replace the
watch in the browser to access the page) watch?v=hSApOavkHg8 WawsestilL 2 weeks
ago SanAntonioDuncan 2 weeks ago @austinjefferies how dumb a do you have to be to
believe in 2012? Even the Mayans said they didn't predict the end of the world. NASA
also confirmed no big disastrous event would occur. Ppl believe whatever they hear
because they like to live a life of fear. And my heart goes out to all of the men and women
who lost their lives on that sad day. Finally I believe terrorists did 9/11 not Bush. All of
you conspiracy theorists can suck it. SanAntonioDuncan 2 weeks ago philporter3232 2
weeks ago @SanAntonioDuncan yeah philporter3232 2 weeks ago philporter3232 2
weeks ago @SanAntonioDuncan yeah detroit baby philporter3232 2 weeks ago
SanAntonioDuncan 2 weeks ago @philporter3232 What does anything I said have to do
with Detroit? SanAntonioDuncan 2 weeks ago monkeynuts76 2 weeks ago MY FART
CAUSED THE TOWERS TO COLLAPSE monkeynuts76 2 weeks ago WawsestilL 2
weeks ago LIFES, WORK, SACRIFICE, DEDICATION, RESOURCES, MATERIALS
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DESTROYED EVERYTHING ... IN THE NAME OF WHAT? WawsestilL 2 weeks ago
MetalDetroit 2 weeks ago @miguelmandy1 Was it Bush's fault when the Trade Center
was bombed in 1993. While Bush was still Gov. of Texas ?! MetalDetroit 2 weeks ago
mhd86 2 weeks ago @MetalDetroit are you serious ? mhd86 2 weeks ago MetalDetroit 2
weeks ago I have a DEFINITE way to end muslim terrorisism - If we had a REAL leader
as President..... He would stand up and tell the world - the next time there is an islamic
attack on the united states - whether successful or not - the United States willl NUKE
MECCA if there is another attack..... MetalDetroit 2 weeks ago mangasiineh7 2 weeks
ago @MetalDetroit are you sirious .. ? wtf is wrog with u ppl ? not all muslims r guilty 4
this .. think a little bit .. why make more problems & damage ? why make a second war ?
not all americans r guilty & not all muslims r guilty .. it's not our 2 deciede what's 2 do ..
we r not killers of inosent ppl man .. we should catch the bad guys .. bad guys who make
all this problems & wars .. peac man :) mangasiineh7 2 weeks ago jeffrey42088 2 weeks
ago @mangasiineh7 lulz jeffrey42088 2 weeks ago MetalDetroit 2 weeks ago
@mangasiineh7 Hell yes I am serious - doesn't matter to me about innocent people.
innocent people died on 9/11- would it stop another attack if we threatened to nuke
mecca?! yes I think muslims would think twice about attacking us if it would result in
mecca being bombed. if you are peaceful, then peace to you as well. MetalDetroit 2
weeks ago ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago @MetalDetroit dont blame muslims moron. Blame
the people who did this. The fact that they were Muslims means nothing. Every religion
has someone who twists words, forms cults, and uses their religion to justify killing
people. The Muslim religion isn't what you should blame. Blame the people who did this,
as every Muslim isn't an insane terrorist plotting the fall of America, most are just
Muslim because the religion is what they believe, and no where in the religion it saysdeath to america! ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago shortyrockzx3 2 weeks ago @mangasiineh7 I
agree shortyrockzx3 2 weeks ago LilDreadlox 2 weeks ago @MetalDetroit Barrack
wouldent say that because tthink about the children there gonna get nuked too thats not
rght what if somebody nuked all of america LilDreadlox 2 weeks ago mentielee 2 weeks
ago Incredible and moving video, but I suggest you disable comments. mentielee 2 weeks
ago Ypipable 2 weeks ago @mentielee what a dumb-ass idea. Ypipable 2 weeks ago
shadowofthetiger 2 weeks ago @musicizgood Uh, no. shadowofthetiger 2 weeks ago
bennie461 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i jumped for
joy hearing of the planes crashing into WTC. the sound of the impact was awesome. i
love watching the people in the buildings desperately waving out the window for help.
their cries for help were music to my ear. one by one, they jumped out the window,fell to
their deaths. SPLAT! love the sound of the bodies hitting the ground. when the towers
gave way, people in the buildings and on ground probably got crushed like pancakes.
wish i were there to capture this kodak moment. bennie461 2 weeks ago shadowofthetiger
2 weeks ago @bennie461 I swear to God, you say one more word like that I WILL FIND
YOU. Shut the fuck up, you moronic sack of shit, before I come over and kick your ass
so hard, you'll be choking on my AMERICAN MADE BOOT. shadowofthetiger 2
weeks ago musicizgood 2 weeks ago @shadowofthetiger what comment were you
replying to? musicizgood 2 weeks ago Ypipable 2 weeks ago @bennie461 I never
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watched it a time. My cat was having kittens. Ypipable 2 weeks ago MrStILLnothing 2
weeks ago that's so scary.....because it's real.....that really happened..... MrStILLnothing 2
weeks ago bennie461 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@DreadNoughtSioux I jumped for joy hearing of the planes crashing into WTC. the
sound of the impact was awesome. i love watching the people in the buildings
desperately... THESE PEOPLE DESERVEDDDDDDDDDDD TO DIE.... bennie461 2
weeks ago FatNinjaMachinima 2 weeks ago 2 @DreadNoughtSioux ur a fucking retard. I
REALLY WISH u were in that building. those people didnt deserve to die. U DO.
FatNinjaMachinima 2 weeks ago 2 jake588646 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux thats
cold jake588646 2 weeks ago animemefreak74 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux you
don't even deserve to live. congratulations, you're a waste of sperm and egg
animemefreak74 2 weeks ago wahgwaan87 2 weeks ago @animemefreak74 FUCK YOU,
YOUR DAD WOULD HAVE BEEN BETTER OFF PUTTING YOU IN A TISSUE!!!
wahgwaan87 2 weeks ago animemefreak74 2 weeks ago @wahgwaan87 wtf did I do? are
you mental or something? or are you just another hater of america? animemefreak74 2
weeks ago Stopterryj 2 weeks ago Koran : respect anyone with a book that believes in
god(Allah). You shall not spread terror on innocent lives. Look on YOUR hand. 81 and
18 in Arabic. Subtract you get 63 the age Mohammed( peace be upon him) died. Bless 9
11 victims Stopterryj 2 weeks ago Ypipable 2 weeks ago @Stopterryj *It is important
that we strive to counter this malevolent force by employing all the means of intellectual
discourse and co-operation with our neighbours who are of like law and mind. Ypipable 2
weeks ago goodygoody23 2 weeks ago 2 @DreadNoughtSioux hey ive got a suggestion
for you. Go into your garage, turn your car on, and let the gas run until it kills you,
because that's all you're good for. Go say your comment to an American's face I gurantee
that'll be the last thing you ever say. I hope you die a slow painful death, and I hope you
realize that no one on this Earth cares about you, not even your own mother. Lemme
guess, she's dead cuz she killed herself when she realized her spawn was such a disgrace
to humanity? goodygoody23 2 weeks ago 2 Stopterryj 2 weeks ago Thesciencetist, these
terrorists do not represent Islam. When it says fight fir Allah and die for him it means
that in WAR you die for your land and Allah(god) I don't say" Christ believes in stoning
kids" or christ" is hate" right after 9 11 ppl started all this bullshit that Islam is bad.
Christ is yours. Islam is mine. Stopterryj 2 weeks ago graytravis38 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i m just pissed how can someone say that
and look whos talking telling ppl to comit suicide graytravis38 2 weeks ago graytravis38
2 weeks ago i m just pissed how can someone say that and look whos talking telling ppl
to comit suicide graytravis38 2 weeks ago Siouxeety 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux I
am Sioux & people like you fucking disgust me plus you give our people a bad
name!You're a fucking walking waste of oxygen!You're an enemy to this nation!You have
no shame & no pride for our people!As far as I'm concerned you're an enemy to the
state!You deserve nothing more but death it self!Go fuck yourself you fucking coward!
Siouxeety 2 weeks ago Shirls1987 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam @DreadNoughtSioux sounds like you should go kill yourself. Have fun...
Shirls1987 2 weeks ago snuffelena 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
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Not Spam @graytravis38 stop I'm european to, i 'm german . and i think hes stupid and
wrong! too. snuffelena 2 weeks ago snuffelena 2 weeks ago @graytravis38 stop I'm
european to, i 'm german . and i think hes stupid and wrong! snuffelena 2 weeks ago
nonewmccarthyism 2 weeks ago 12 @graytravis38 Anyone that comes on to this site and
displays disrespect and/or gets into vitriolic and profane arguments with other people
should go commit suicide themselves. No one wants to read about it. No one. Find
somewhere else to go. Nobody wants you. nonewmccarthyism 2 weeks ago 12 Prev 1 2
3 4 5 6 7 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy
Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language:
English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more
Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue
Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon
close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032) graytravis38 2 weeks ago So u r obviously
a stupid ass european are a fucking ugly ass low IQ jap or a worthless shitbag i chhose all
three graytravis38 2 weeks ago DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago i jumped for joy hearing
of the planes crashing into WTC. the sound of the impact was awesome. i love watching
the people in the buildings desperately waving out the window for help. their cries for
help were music to my ear. one by one, they jumped out the window,fell to their deaths.
SPLAT! love the sound of the bodies hitting the ground. when the towers gave way,
people in the buildings and on ground probably got crushed like pancakes. wish i were
there to capture this kodak moment. DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago mariahchick1995 2
weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux Well you're obviously not an american you fucking cunt.
mariahchick1995 2 weeks ago snuffelena 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux fuck you !
your an disgustin guy ! snuffelena 2 weeks ago Jamesscalise 2 weeks ago Of course this
becomes a religious debate... Jamesscalise 2 weeks ago burntclown 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Hello i made a video 9/11 tribute...can you
guys please go check it out and comment..please and thank you burntclown 2 weeks ago
burntclown 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Hello i
made a video about a 9/11 tribute...can you guys please go check it out and
comment..please and thank you burntclown 2 weeks ago burntclown 2 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Hello i made a video about a 9/11
tribute...can you guys please go check it out and comment..please and thank you!!
burntclown 2 weeks ago 1985Binie 2 weeks ago Sehr gutes Video, leider ist der 2.
Einschlag nicht zu sehen. Aber sicherlich eines der realistischten Videos im Netz.
1985Binie 2 weeks ago animemefreak74 2 weeks ago there are time's where I wish religion
didn't exist, and you have to admit that religion is often a source of conflict. are we better
off without it? well, the conflicts that happen today wouldn't happen as much, but there
would have to be something to replace those conflicts... animemefreak74 2 weeks ago
freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @animemefreak74 From America's point of view, it is
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religious. But from my point of view, it's (i'm repeating myself) about money. A large
part of the population are part atheist and blame it on religion (like myself). But like I
already said before; who IS behind this. Think of . If you say "Allah is not Akbar", how
many muslims will be upset? I think many. Imagine what you have to say to a
fundamentalist to get them convinced to fly into two large towers... the answer is:
obvious freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago jonthebest334 2 weeks ago @freestylerstyler i think
its religous. because terrorists may want money. but they are mostly extremists. these
attacks were probably done by religous extremists. who are trying to prove a point/or
something else to do with religion. jonthebest334 2 weeks ago HollieCullen17 2 weeks
ago i knew no one in this and i was only 4 but when i think of this .. i could cry x rip
everyone who died x HollieCullen17 2 weeks ago FREAKiiGiiRL97 2 weeks ago GUT
GEEEEMAAACHT BIN ICH STOLZ DRAAAUF !! GESCHIEHT DENEN
ZURECHT ! FREAKiiGiiRL97 2 weeks ago SyNaZz 2 weeks ago @FREAKiiGiiRL97
Wieso? SyNaZz 2 weeks ago musicizgood 2 weeks ago type in google, alex jones warning
prior to 9/11 musicizgood 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @musicizgood Just
as I expected. The information seems valid, but I don't trust wikileaks either. It's based on
human information. Everyone can put valid looking information on it, but manipulate it to
push a propaganda. In reality, Osama's either alive or dead. But when you want to prove
that he's alive on wikileaks, many people will believe it and the war against terror will still
go on with a full invasion. Just what enables some individuals to make money. after war =
army of businessmen freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago musicizgood 2 weeks ago and i'm sick
of all you losers saying .. "bush did it" .. yeah he orchestrated the whole thing by
himself.. no one is giving him a free pass because in all likely hood.. he was involved.. but
to put on your blindfolds and prance around saying bush did it bush did it.. makes me
wanna strangle you musicizgood 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @musicizgood
Bush couldn't have "done" it because he's still alive :D freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago
DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago i jumped for joy hearing of the planes crashing into
WTC. the sound of the impact was awesome. i love watching the people in the buildings
desperately waving out the window for help. their cries for help were music to my ear.
one by one, they jumped out the window,fell to their deaths. SPLAT! love the sound of
the bodies hitting the ground. when the towers gave way, people in the buildings and on
ground probably got crushed like pancakes. wish i were there to capture this kodak
moment. DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux
LOL UKsniper4 2 weeks ago 4rjuhfu 2 weeks ago
4rjuhfu 2 weeks ago musicizgood 2 weeks ago yup, and then at
14:10 it collapses.. what a coincidence... *eyeroll* of course the footage was cut.. i know
that. it was still what.. like an hour and change for the first one to collapse.. and then not
even an hour for the second one? yeah, not set up at all. musicizgood 2 weeks ago
musicizgood 2 weeks ago starting at 7:35 after something falls out of the top musicizgood
2 weeks ago musicizgood 2 weeks ago hi, anyone else count like 9 flashes inside the
building? musicizgood 2 weeks ago micprn 2 weeks ago Insert benny hill, get raged on by
Americans. micprn 2 weeks ago mike135ful 2 weeks ago 6 so sad i was 100 m from the
towers.......people cry run for there lives HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR fuck
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youuuuuuuu..... THERE WERE CHILDREN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! INSIDE THEY WERE TO
YOUNG TO DIE!!!!!!!!! I LOST MY FAMILI THERE YOU FUKER!!!! I HPW U
DIE WITH PAIN BITCH!!!! mike135ful 2 weeks ago 6 uncledevo 2 weeks ago
watch?v=ZMlMqGwGwGc&feature=pl-ayer_embedded uncledevo 2 weeks ago
chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago 4 FUCK religion and fuck all you motherfuckers laughing at
what happened. You think you're some tough guy making fun of the situation sitting at
your computer at mommies house but if you were there and saw it live you would have
some sympathy you piece of shits. whoever was dumb enough to make fun of this I hope
all your families die infront of u chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago 4 Krys519 2 weeks ago
@chrisshitchens and no one is fucking laughing from this what happened! That fuckin
terrorist for me is piece of shit! Krys519 2 weeks ago chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago
@Krys519 Yeah, that other guy I replied to which you commented on was laughing. I
was there when this happened I saw it live from manhattan and I don't think it's funny at
all so I'm gonna say whatever I wanna say to these assholes about it chrisshitchens 2
weeks ago Krys519 2 weeks ago @chrisshitchens okay! You're right - that kind of guys
are assholes! It's not fucking funny, cause everyone can be there - inside when it was
happened, and everyone can die there. Peace!! Krys519 2 weeks ago Tmacbryant 2
weeks ago @chrisshitchens Do not blame the actions of people on a religion itself. There
are bad people and good people wherever you go. Good atheists, bad atheists. Good
Christians and bad Christians. You cannot blame Islam for the acts of a few terrorists.
Tmacbryant 2 weeks ago andyjb49 2 weeks ago @Tmacbryant It's what the religion
teaches that Iand many others are concerned about. I know it was a minority that
executed this attack, but they did it in the name of Allah and Jihad. Jihad teaches muslim
supremacy and to oppose 'infidels' (non-muslims) and there have been COUNTLESS
examples of Jihad attacks, both minor and major. An element like this (even along with
others, like treatment of women) surely debates how people claim Islam promotes
"peace". Does it really? andyjb49 2 weeks ago Krys519 2 weeks ago Fucking Terrorists...
Krys519 2 weeks ago HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 2 weeks ago Lol pig americans
deserve it HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 2 weeks ago chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR fuck you you fucking scum bag I hope your family
dies on christmas in front of your own two eyes you piece of shit. What useless piece of
shit country are you from? stupid fuck lets hope our governments get into it so our
military can mop the floor with your bitch ass country just like we do to everybody else
that fucks with us FUCK YOU AND YOUR FAMILY AND YOUR RELIGION IF
YOU HAVE ONE chrisshitchens 2 weeks ago Krys519 2 weeks ago @chrisshitchens u're
fuckin talkin too much! stop talking like this cause US and Americans aren't fucking kings
of
world
and
anyone
can
talk
what
he/she
want.
Okay!
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR is fuckin talkin shit 'bout americans but you
shouldnt be so angry. Krys519 2 weeks ago osgoodrios 2 weeks ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR You can go fuck yourself you non america piece of
shit, if got shot in the head the next day I wouldnt car i hope you have a bunch of children
all of them had their own throat slit and had the guts taken out of your body how do you
like that? I hope you rot in hell, just you dont have the freedom because you truly suck
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ass!!!! osgoodrios 2 weeks ago Angarxrx 2 weeks ago it was a military plane Angarxrx 2
weeks ago mythstam 2 weeks ago @ clip 5:30 there is another plane in sight. so poor
thing and a terrible thing to happen. mythstam 2 weeks ago exp105 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Too many conspiracy theories are placed by
covert activist to cause more confusion and scare people to vote in unique directions
based upon distrust of Govt. Now we are divided and conquered by an enemy unseen as
that extremist -mosque is called Cordoba --- a conquered city in Spain by the early
jihadist Muslims in 7/11 AD.. THINK!!! 9/11= 7/11 as Muslim Terrorist attacks on 7/7
2005 in England.... They use dates like remembering Holidays!! exp105 2 weeks ago
exp105 2 weeks ago Too many conspiracy theories are placed by covert activist to cause
more confusion and scare people to vote in unique directions based upon distrust of
Govt. Now we are divided and conquered by an enemy unseen as that mosque is called
Cordoba --- a conquered city in Spain by the Muslims in 7/11 AD.. THINK!!! 9/11=
7/11 as Muslim Terrorist attacks on 7/7 2005 in England.... They use dates like
remembering Holidays!! exp105 2 weeks ago SuperGoodboy23 2 weeks ago no evidence
muslim did this SuperGoodboy23 2 weeks ago SuperGoodboy23 2 weeks ago no
evidence muslim did this.... SuperGoodboy23 2 weeks ago mrpw18 2 weeks ago 2 19:41
is terrible, just think, people was inside. mrpw18 2 weeks ago 2 slovakia2010 2 weeks
ago 2 at that time i thought that it is end of the world slovakia2010 2 weeks ago 2
maayaa77 2 weeks ago Upload the original unedited video this has been cut i saw this
same video years ago and it had much more. For good of history the only 22 min video on
youtube you have the privilage. A govenment filled with mirrors. Consider americas child
like attention seeking ways to change the world as fast as possible. I do wish the people
all my heart who lost there lives in this time of destructive change. maayaa77 2 weeks ago
UnitetNick1 2 weeks ago this video shows the real way and reaction of the extent of the
attacks UnitetNick1 2 weeks ago andyjb49 2 weeks ago Is it jealousy? Really? I cannot
see what the US did to provoke this attack. They are the world superpower. They are a
fucking brilliant country. They have overcome past struggles and emerged as one of the
most economically strong, military efficient and influential countries in the world.
Sometimes, they HAVE to intervene around the world to maintain peace and order.
Honestly, if you left this stuff to China or any Arab country, we would be fucked. The
USA need their props, not attacks on them andyjb49 2 weeks ago Tmacbryant 2 weeks
ago @andyjb49 You know that Muslims died during WTC too right? There actually two
mini mosques in WTC, Muslims prayed in those buildings. Al Qaida and the Taliban
have killed more Muslims than Americans, How can this be a holy war against America
when it is the Muslims being killed? Tmacbryant 2 weeks ago andyjb49 2 weeks ago
@Tmacbryant There are Muslims getting killed in the conflict in the Middle East yes, but
al-Qaeda's main objective is to force Western influence out of their Muslim states, ie the
Power of America. It's very ironic that America was attacked by Islam extremists, and
due to the influx of Muslim immigration to our developed Western lands, AmericanMuslims were killed in 9/11 too. That is the reason why Muslims are getting killed over
here, it doesn't negate the fact they wage war on the US at all andyjb49 2 weeks ago
andyjb49 2 weeks ago This is 2010. We are the most advanced in terms of science,
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knowledge and understanding of our world. How can we still have religious organisations
STILL preaching this old age bullshit. The world would be a much smarter, wiser and
PEACEFUL place without religion. 9/11 was done in the name of an imaginary being
"Allah". It makes me fucking sick. Over 2,000 people's lives taken due to fucking religious
nuts. WHAT IS WRONG WITH ISLAM? Extremist AFTER extremist AFTER
extremist. Something is wrong andyjb49 2 weeks ago DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago i
jumped for joy hearing of the planes crashing into WTC. the sound of the impact was
awesome. i love watching the people in the buildings desperately waving out the window
for help. their cries for help were music to my ear. 1 by 1, they jumped out the
window,fell to their deaths. SPLAT! love sound of bodies hitting the ground. when the
towers gave way, people in the buildings and on ground probably got crushed like
pancakes. wish i were there to capture this kodak moment. DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks
ago andyjb49 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux quit trolling andyjb49 2 weeks ago
stepheng1483 2 weeks ago Mossad did 9/11, it was part of their plans to get the West to
hate Muslims in so we'd fight their wars for them. stepheng1483 2 weeks ago
FROMROSE1234 2 weeks ago Kings of Saudi Wahhabism and Israeli Zionists are the
spread of terror and murder and destruction in the world FROMROSE1234 2 weeks ago
andyjb49 2 weeks ago I'm not American, I'm English.I find it devastating what happened.
I was only 9yo when it happened, but learning about it as I'm older, it really does go
beyond words. I find it disgusting how people (even other English people) mock this
event. It's even worse when I read about Muslim extremists boast about what happened.
I cannot comprehend how ANY PERSON can justify an act like this in the name of an
imaginary being "Allah". It's fucking retarded. We're better off without religion. Period
andyjb49 2 weeks ago davd628 2 weeks ago this video is funny as hell lol AMERICA =
PWNED!!!!! davd628 2 weeks ago mody380 2 weeks ago @kat49242 Umm yeah i was
shocked when i knew about the mosque at ground zero ! i guess the owner should
consider a different location , like i guess they didn't build a church in iraq lol mody380 2
weeks ago spermhahaha 2 weeks ago Below Fuck you racist terrorist cunt! spermhahaha
2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago EXECUTE AMERICANS!!!!! dickswinger86 2
weeks ago LAtoOC 2 weeks ago By 4 minutes in you can see the jet fuel was already
burned off leaving a normal type of small scale fire that does not have huge flames as none
are even visible, just the smoke from the initial impact and it would take several days
worth of burning to melt the steel even though that is impossible since the company who
manufactured them said they were tested to withstand up to 3000 degrees and jet fuel
burns at around 1400-1800 so how did the entire buildings steel beams collapse within an
hour? LAtoOC 2 weeks ago andyjb49 2 weeks ago @LAtoOC The point of impact at
WTC1 was between floors 93-99. Impact of a plane would cause significant structural
damage, + burning jet fuel + flammable surroundings (ie content in the actual building) =
pretty much fucked the floors. When the floors 93-99 collapsed and deteriorated, there
were still 20+ more floors above that requiring a base. When this foundation crumbled,
the mass weight above came crashing down, leading to a progressive 'pancake' fall.
Conspiracies=propaganda. andyjb49 2 weeks ago pemazizi33 2 weeks ago well people if
u think about it a little bit not all muslims r like that and america got many muslims in
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there and i dont live in a desert and i dont wear arabian clothes i dont have boms under
my bed i am a good guy simple who likes playng football (soccer) and i am a muslim :D
pemazizi33 2 weeks ago My Merlin1 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam Hey americans: im a black man and I am coming to the US. ..im bringing
all my family and cousins and we are coming to take your jobs, and benefits. i cant wait
My Merlin1 2 weeks ago oisinwillis 2 weeks ago This OLD MAN CAME ROLLING
HOME.....This OLD MAN CAME ROLLING HOME.....This OLD MAN CAME
ROLLING HOME.....This OLD MAN CAME ROLLING HOME.....This OLD MAN
CAME ROLLING HOME.....This OLD MAN CAME ROLLING HOME.....This OLD
MAN CAME ROLLING HOME.....This OLD MAN CAME ROLLING
HOME.....This OLD MAN CAME ROLLING HOME.....This OLD MAN CAME
ROLLING HOME.....This OLD MAN CAME ROLLING HOME.....This OLD MAN
CAME ROLLING HOME.....This OLD MAN CAME ROLLING HOME.....This OLD
MAN CAME ROLLING HOME..... oisinwillis 2 weeks ago crazychris1123 2 weeks ago
2 what people don't realize is Americans are terrorists also.....what were we creating from
2001-2010 terror.....when we bombed Hiroshima we created terror.... its a simple fact that
everyone needs to understand.....the definition of "terrorist" is not someone who blows
themselves up...they are just agents who create terror amongst a whole group of people
to show that they have power! which is what the U.S was trying to do... crazychris1123
2 weeks ago 2 HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 2 weeks ago praise allah for his glorious
work. HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 2 weeks ago dufydf 2 weeks ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR u mean satan ^^ dufydf 2 weeks ago Tmacbryant 2
weeks ago @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR Shut up, your as bad as the terrorists if
you believe God wanted this to happen. People like you make Christians, Jews, and
Muslims look bad. Tmacbryant 2 weeks ago mcdevilkiller 2 weeks ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR k i'm from england and i was no way near
america.......obviously but thats harsh what you said you need to get a fucking heart and
think what the whole of america were feeling at the time of the crash so fuck you and if
you think that this was good work by allah then you should go die to be honest because
that is the most selfish thing to say mcdevilkiller 2 weeks ago staystrong200 2 weeks ago
hello im 12 almost 13 in oct 14 and wathcing this im tearing up i was only 3 and almost 4
its so sad (9/16/10 todays date) also my dad worked at like the pentgon where planes hit
there also but thankfuly not the same year i feel so sorry for the people who were in the
planes and died staystrong200 2 weeks ago staystrong200 2 weeks ago hello im 12 almost
13 in oct 14 and wathcing this im tearing up i was only 3 and almost 4 its so sad (9/16/10
todays date) staystrong200 2 weeks ago TwitterBug26 2 weeks ago If I were to show
someone any clip I've seen of 9/11 it would be this one. I had a previous comment, but
deleted it due to the nature of my question. I'm not sure why, but the footage of one fire
truck urgently arriving on-scene to what was about to be known, in America, as the
biggest crime scene in history...is just. I don't know. No words for it. Even in *that*
instance, the innocence we as Americans still maintained...that scene takes you to that
last moment of feeling protected. TwitterBug26 2 weeks ago Stopterryj 2 weeks ago 47
I'm muslim. Bush made us look bad. I donated money for 9 11. I hope you understand.
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Not all muslims are bad. Ty Stopterryj 2 weeks ago 47 miguelmandy1 2 weeks ago
@Stopterryj bush is the enemy of the whole world, this was a plan allready made.
miguelmandy1 2 weeks ago ThescientistYS 2 weeks ago @Stopterryj Muslim didn't talk
like that.This is called Jihad not terror War on Iraq that's called terror Allah said in Holy
Quran: {Against them make ready your strength to the utmost of your power, including
steeds of war, to strike terror into (the hearts of) the enemies, of Allah and your enemies,
and others besides, whom ye may not know, but whom Allah doth know. Whatever ye
shall spend in the Cause of Allah, shall be repaid unto you, and ye shall not be treated
unjustly.} Sura:AL-Anfal ThescientistYS 2 weeks ago themonk471 2 weeks ago
@Stopterryj no i don't understand. Ty themonk471 2 weeks ago TwitterBug26 2 weeks
ago Comment removed 3218556 2 weeks ago 2 WE WILL NEVER FORGET!!! :(
3218556 2 weeks ago 2 GothEvaMetal 2 weeks ago Esto fue algo totalmente tragico, ojala
y Dios tenga en su gloria a todos los muertos de esta tragedia! GothEvaMetal 2 weeks ago
elguaimo 2 weeks ago it is imposible for me to not cry when i watch this, i´m from
colombia and i watched this happen live on tv in my high school, it was like the girl of the
video said, awful, so fuckin awful and sad. God bless their souls, and their families too.
R.I.P. elguaimo 2 weeks ago MrQuintonPorter 2 weeks ago This is a really good footage,
but very sad.. I cry everytime i watch anything like this. MrQuintonPorter 2 weeks ago
Mahdiwisdom 2 weeks ago if u want to know the real story type on google web page 11
september lie if u get a wikipedia page click on it and read the full discription u will know
full and real story Mahdiwisdom 2 weeks ago superchunk1234 2 weeks ago If not
terrorists, then who? superchunk1234 2 weeks ago Mahdiwisdom 2 weeks ago
@superchunk1234 if u really want to know just search in the internet Mahdiwisdom 2
weeks ago Tiduspeco 2 weeks ago Nope, not terrorists. Tiduspeco 2 weeks ago
OMFGYOURDRIVINGMEINS 2 weeks ago wait how the hell was she aping already
aside from that explosions in movies awesome reality look awesome but suck horrribly
fuck terriost OMFGYOURDRIVINGMEINS 2 weeks ago DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i jumped for joy hearing of the
planes crashing into WTC. the sound of the impact was awesome. i love watching the
people in the buildings desperately waving out the window for help. their cries for help
were music to my ear. 1 by 1, they jumped out the window,fell to their deaths. SPLAT!
love sound of bodies hitting the ground. when the towers gave way, people in the
buildings and on ground probably got crushed like pancakes. wish i were there to capture
this kodak moment. DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago monkeytaco026 2 weeks ago
@DreadNoughtSioux dude if your not joking you have something wrong with
monkeytaco026 2 weeks ago BioReincarnation 2 weeks ago @monkeytaco026 Even if he
is joking, he is still an ass for that. BioReincarnation 2 weeks ago Mahdiwisdom 2 weeks
ago 2 @DreadNoughtSioux and we also like to see u and ur skin burning in the hereaffter
crying for any help but u will not get any help in the hell and i hope everyone here agree
me Mahdiwisdom 2 weeks ago 2 jeffrey42088 2 weeks ago this shouldn't have
happened....they should've hit congress jeffrey42088 2 weeks ago TheBjerkeland 2 weeks
ago down with all-quaida ! down with osama bin laden!! TheBjerkeland 2 weeks ago
jeffrey42088 2 weeks ago @TheBjerkeland Osama Bin Laden is not real, he is made up.
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Bush did it. jeffrey42088 2 weeks ago Luke5119 2 weeks ago RIP all the victims from
that horrible day. And a few words to all you conspiracy theorists out there, get a life.
Terrorist's were responsible, end of story. Luke5119 2 weeks ago musicizgood 2 weeks
ago @Luke5119 lol sorry we're enlightened unlike yourself.. the majority aren't saying
that terrorists DIDN'T do this.. of course they did.. what we are SAYING.. is that they
had the help and the ok from OUR OWN GOVERNMENT to do it.. the "help" being all
the explosives that were planted in the building.. and the "ok" being that they were
funded by the CIA and trained to fly the jets that smashed into WTC. instead of telling
US to get a life, why don't you get a CLUE.. and maybe do your own research
musicizgood 2 weeks ago Luke5119 2 weeks ago @musicizgood - whatever helps you
sleep at night. explosives, privately trained pilots by the CIA, really? Conspiracy
theories are a waste of time. What do you honestly expect to gain from it. It doesn't
change anything whether your theory is correct or not. Luke5119 2 weeks ago
skatelikeswaq 2 weeks ago fuck the arabs skatelikeswaq 2 weeks ago XxITzZiRaQxX 2
weeks ago well man at least we dont eat animals that eat their own shit PIGS, u Peace A
Shit. XxITzZiRaQxX 2 weeks ago smoothdude1993 2 weeks ago @XxITzZiRaQxX dude
wtf is ur problem isnt it bad enough that over 3000 people have lost their lives because of
the al queda u heartless fucking piece of shit i hope u live a terrible live and then get
burned alive u sick fuck smoothdude1993 2 weeks ago blb290506 2 weeks ago
@XxITzZiRaQxX okay, first of all, you spelled piece incorrectly. second of all pigs don't
eat their own shit. blb290506 2 weeks ago r4di0tune1 2 weeks ago 10 I think we should
disable all 9/11 videos.. what people are saying is as cruel as what happened this day.. its
just unnecessary r4di0tune1 2 weeks ago 10 jmzmrk 2 weeks ago @r4di0tune1 Bastards
like you trying to Hide the Truth is Cruel REMEMBER 09-11-2001 & MAY IT
FOREVER BE BURNED INTO YOUR MIND jmzmrk 2 weeks ago r4di0tune1 2 weeks
ago 2 @jmzmrk fuck you r4di0tune1 2 weeks ago 2 XxITzZiRaQxX 2 weeks ago FUCK
THESE PIGS. AMERICANS XxITzZiRaQxX 2 weeks ago HARDYPARTYX2 2 weeks
ago so sad this is terrible HARDYPARTYX2 2 weeks ago XxITzZiRaQxX 2 weeks ago I
WISH JUSTIN BEIBER DIED THERE =D FUCK U AMERICANS. FUCK FUCK
FUCK YOU XxITzZiRaQxX 2 weeks ago AP5252 2 weeks ago @XxITzZiRaQxX hey
rag head sand nigger shut ur shit skin ass. AP5252 2 weeks ago XxITzZiRaQxX 2 weeks
ago @AP5252 SUCK A COCK HOE XxITzZiRaQxX 2 weeks ago AP5252 2 weeks ago
@XxITzZiRaQxX yeah cuz ur country is so much better then ours. eat a dick and ride ur
camel, fucking dumbass. AP5252 2 weeks ago OMFGYOURDRIVINGMEINS 2 weeks
ago @XxITzZiRaQxX im normally not racist like this but go suck a cock you nigga
bitych i dont think we shouldve saved your black nigga asses in ww2 we shouldve let u
died OMFGYOURDRIVINGMEINS 2 weeks ago olivierspot 2 weeks ago
@XxITzZiRaQxX we'ld all be glad of that fched head olivierspot 2 weeks ago olivierspot
2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @XxITzZiRaQxX we
would be glad of that fcked head olivierspot 2 weeks ago krauser979 2 weeks ago When I
first saw this I thought it was a movie cause I never thought as a kid these things could
happen in real-life krauser979 2 weeks ago DangerMusicTube 2 weeks ago LIERS, A
PART OF THIS IS CUT OUT, WHERE THE APPARANT "PLANE" WENT INTO
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IT. ARGH. DangerMusicTube 2 weeks ago AvrilTamtamMarques 2 weeks ago
@DangerMusicTube who gives? they didnt know it happened! until they saw it, then
they filmed it!1 AvrilTamtamMarques 2 weeks ago idauqsknab2 2 weeks ago I was in 3rd
grade when all of this happened and back then I guess I really didn't grasp what was going
on. Thank you for putting this video up much respect to you and my heart goes out to
the people who lost their lives in these attacks. idauqsknab2 2 weeks ago Tmacbryant 2
weeks ago @idauqsknab2 I think i was in third grade as well. I am a muslim and I
remember the way I was treated before the attacks and after. People would ask about my
religion out of curiosity before 9/11, now people give dirty looks because they are scared.
People are fearful of what they do not know. Islam is a religion of over 1.5 billion people,
it would be outrageous to think that all of them are terrorists. Tmacbryant 2 weeks ago
andyjb49 2 weeks ago @Tmacbryant It's not about thinking EVERY muslim is a terrorist.
I'm more suspicious of what the religion teaches. You cannot deny there is sexism,
discrimination and strict right wing elements within Islam. On that basis, I have reason to
be sceptical. When I hear about terrorist AFTER terrorist AFTER terrorist (all radical
muslims), all justifying horrendous acts in the name of "Allah", what the hell am I
supposed to think!? I'm an Atheist, and watching this religious war happen is just insane
andyjb49 2 weeks ago Tmacbryant 2 weeks ago @andyjb49 If you are curious on what
Islam teaches, read the Qur'an. All muslims believe the Qur'an is perfect. Can you tell me
what you deem as sexism or discrimination? There are Jewish and Christian terrorists but
we never hear of them , or if we do they are called "cult" leaders, not Christian radicals.
These people are not really Christian, Jewish, or Muslim; they just take the name of the
religion and kill people. You cannot blame the actions of a couple thousand on a whole
religion. Tmacbryant 2 weeks ago starwarsraul13 2 weeks ago dont cry they are all now
in heaven starwarsraul13 2 weeks ago giritina65 2 weeks ago SRSLY I WAS IN NEW
YORK ON 9/11 ITS STILL SAD THOUGH :( giritina65 2 weeks ago starwarsraul13 2
weeks ago i saw it live on nbc starwarsraul13 2 weeks ago xxTonyzPlacexx 2 weeks ago
one thing that always gets me is the weather. Just perfect for such an atrocity. RIP 9/11
victims and families. xxTonyzPlacexx 2 weeks ago MyLe23S 2 weeks ago Man I Was A
Allie Back Then I'M Just Now Getting My Wings And Still Want Payback MyLe23S 2
weeks ago alexisoliver1 2 weeks ago and for all u ppl who thinks its Gorge Bushes fault it
might be everyones fault alexisoliver1 2 weeks ago dark57king1 2 weeks ago how could
you rate this video ? there should be no rate! dark57king1 2 weeks ago alexisoliver1 2
weeks ago well am just 12 and me and my class watch this at school alexisoliver1 2 weeks
ago steliber 2 weeks ago yeah another successful american conspiracy well done Bush i
hope u made your money and burn in hell. steliber 2 weeks ago alexisoliver1 2 weeks ago
@steliber shut uo its not Bush's fault maybe its ur fault can't blame others now can ya
alexisoliver1 2 weeks ago austinjefferies 2 weeks ago this is really the first actual footage
beside pictures and other things, 9/11 was the horrific day of the century, 2012 her we
come austinjefferies 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago beleve in yourself.Yes they
were attackiing america. HELLO nykola1234 2 weeks ago chrisrocks96 2 weeks ago the
people in 9/11 will never be forgotten. God bless each and every one of them.
chrisrocks96 2 weeks ago gaylerathbun 2 weeks ago their are so many people that live in
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the us and only 7455877 watched this wow gaylerathbun 2 weeks ago Katastropheee1 2
weeks ago 5:32 is that another plane in the background? Katastropheee1 2 weeks ago
europeandrifter 2 weeks ago First they came for the communists, and I did not speak out- because I was not a communist; Then they came for the socialists, and I did not speak
out-- because I was not a socialist; Then they came for the trade unionists, and I did not
speak out-- because I was not a trade unionist; Then they came for the Jews, and I did
not speak out-- because I was not a Jew; Then they came for me-- and there was no one
left to speak out for me europeandrifter 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago Comment
removed nykola1234 2 weeks ago @europeandrifter yes we speak out for you.
nykola1234 2 weeks ago BenSeninleBirSarki 2 weeks ago Ne yaptıysa kendi miLLetiniz
yaptı : )))))))))) BenSeninleBirSarki 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago Comment
removed animemefreak74 2 weeks ago part of me wishes I was in new york. part of me
wants to know the feeling and adrenaline. I want to know to get a new found respect. part
of me wants to see a flaming building instead of remains and something trying to be built.
I want to know what it was like... I want to see if it has an effect on me...
animemefreak74 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago Comment removed nykola1234 2
weeks ago @animemefreak74 do you know what theres no adrenaline in watching people
burn if it is your thing then go online 9/11. This was fucking, fucking well u answer the
rest. ~Who really CARES if it has an EFFECT on YOU, i think the people in the towers
might have felt it a tad more!!!!!!!!!!!!??????????????-????????? nykola1234 2 weeks ago
animemefreak74 2 weeks ago @nykola1234 well what ever they were feeling, I want nto
know what it was and what it felt like. it doesn't make me a bad person animemefreak74 2
weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago @animemefreak74 well maybe u should put yourself
in their position & IMAGINE. nykola1234 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago
Comment removed musicizgood 2 weeks ago @animemefreak74 agree in a way.. that's a
natural feeling that all of us have.. now whether people admit to it is another thing..
musicizgood 2 weeks ago europeandrifter 2 weeks ago @animemefreak74 .. part of me
thinks you need a shrink europeandrifter 2 weeks ago animemefreak74 2 weeks ago
@europeandrifter lol animemefreak74 2 weeks ago rokussi 2 weeks ago Comment
removed rokussi 2 weeks ago 19:37 :( rokussi 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago
Comment removed 777singer777 2 weeks ago at 7:35 - 7:42 ... it looks like someone
jumped off the building:( 777singer777 2 weeks ago 777singer777 2 weeks ago this is so
sad:( I feel bad for the people that were in that mess (being in the World Trade Center)
and the people that had to see that happen ... 777singer777 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2
weeks ago @777singer777 yes i agree i wanted dive through the tv images and save some
people because thats who i am. nykola1234 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago Look
like it or not USA is powerful, i live in a country that you could spit at and it would sink.
They are powerful for a reason and that reason cannot be overlooked. nykola1234 2
weeks ago pecker101010 2 weeks ago FUCKING MUSLIMS pecker101010 2 weeks ago
animemefreak74 2 weeks ago @pecker101010 for all those people who died in 9/11,
chances are, they wouldn't want us to be prejeduce towards muslims. don't run from it,
you know it's true animemefreak74 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago
@animemefreak74 well said! nykola1234 2 weeks ago milospetrovickoja 2 weeks ago
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fucking americans deserve it! milospetrovickoja 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago
@milospetrovickoja Why because they are a big country and a superpower one thinks.
nykola1234 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @nykola1234 that states why
some Amaricans deserve it :) but a loss is a loss, wether it is an American loss, or a
muslim loss. freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago tninbredretard 2 weeks ago I still think the
Mongolian government was behind the attacks. tninbredretard 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2
weeks ago @tninbredretard think u need to get with the times matey. nykola1234 2
weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @nykola1234 Nah, everything is possible :)
freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @tninbredretard Haha, now
there's a theory :) freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago Really not a
sensible idea to build a mosque in NY so near to towers not only for the bleedin obvious
but the whole bloody world knows it there, im thinking crackpots, fanatics, grieving
relatives get the picture. Not a good idea. nykola1234 2 weeks ago blb290506 2 weeks
ago @nykola1234 So you are implying that ALL Muslims were involved in the 9/11
attacks? Why would it be a non sensible idea to build a mosque a few blocks away from
ground zero? There are mosques already near that site and there used to be an Islamic
center in the World Trade Center. You obviously don't know the difference between
Islam and Radical Islam. blb290506 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago 3 Wot can i say
other then when this happened i was shocked to the core. I am amazed at all these vile
comments on here the people in these towers i think were from around the world. I think
we need some divine intervention from whoever to collectively bang all our heads together
to make us see what we are doing to each other- I know the world evolves around money
and resources. Maybe we should all read more history it has tendency to repeat itself
allegedly. Do we learn from it do we fuck. nykola1234 2 weeks ago 3 freestylerstyler 2
weeks ago @nykola1234 You just hit the jackpot... History is nothing more than the big
picture repeating itself. Money, money, money... How? Resources, resources, resources!
freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago I WANT TO LICK
THAT WOMAN'S FEET FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks
ago @FRANKMANNACO700 Well lick away and they will come. nykola1234 2 weeks
ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @FRANKMANNACO700 I hope she'll let you eat
your teath :) freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago 104stefan 2 weeks ago WE SHOULD BUILD
ANOTHER BIGGER AND BETTER 104stefan 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago
@104stefan they are, but do you think that mosque and sitting duck go hand in hand.
nykola1234 2 weeks ago 104stefan 2 weeks ago @nykola1234 i think soo 104stefan 2
weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago Comment removed hgwhgpd 2 weeks ago why
doesn't this video show the plane? why did it cut off? looks fishy hgwhgpd 2 weeks ago
freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @hgwhgpd It's filmed from the north, and the planes came
from the south... :) thats why freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago pewse 2 weeks ago Best vid of
the attacks pewse 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @bcoy1para Alright... I feel
stupid right now. Did you make a point or didn't you know anything to answer that
meant something? freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago
@dickswinger86 get of this board Instead, read this page if your old enough to read a
more intelligent text than you find here: kevinhogan . com freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago
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nykola1234 2 weeks ago Jesus oops wrong word, there is a lot of generalising on here. A
lot of hate, hey im from no country have no religion and am impartial. I see what you are
all saying and to the people who keep using expletives......clever. Its more powerful if
you just speak and make sense. Why all the personal insults, you all comment and not
one person can offe anything remotingly (excuse me) anything of any fucking use. People
died here end of. nykola1234 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @nykola1234
Heh, you are generalizing what i've been trying to say for a long time :) Too bad i've let
myself get into the discussion :o freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago 98misse 2 weeks ago Sadest
moment of my life, lost a little brother in there, will never forget it. 98misse 2 weeks ago
freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @tomekmojsiejuk America will F*** EVERYTHING up if
it was led by people like you. By the way. Come back if you can say something usefull
and valid. Not just attacking individuals who you don't like. There was "A" conspiracy,
no matther what national geographic says. Try to answer this: why would people get
killed if they found an other source than oil? One that is easier, more efficient and less
poluting? Say... I AM saying there is a conspiracy about global warming too!!! bite me!
freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago musicizgood 2 weeks ago @freestylerstyler agreed.. have
you seen the video of alex jones in july 2001 basically warning us that the attack was
about to happen? musicizgood 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @musicizgood
To be honest, I haven't. But I want people to open their eyes. Your government does
have the good for the people in mind, but when somebody with an influance and a desire
for money wants something to happen in their benifit, it is bound to happen without us
ever knowing. That's also the case with 9/11. For example. The government has to release
all classified documents after 100 years. But before 2039, most classified documents
protecting identities will be destroyed. same with 9/11 freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago
freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @CJR33D Yes, thanks for the heads up :) Actually, I meant
Osama... but in the mean time i generalized, that's good isn't it? :D freestylerstyler 2
weeks ago TheSakine666 2 weeks ago Call 911 mdr 9/11 i love this day TheSakine666 2
weeks ago Katymarsh1234 2 weeks ago I think you can see someone falling or jumping in
this video.... and is it just me or can you see a person in the building at 10:20??
Katymarsh1234 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago hahahahiah the best day death to
america UKsniper4 2 weeks ago boardingizfun 2 weeks ago Oh my god it's so sad when
ever I have a game on 9-11 we bring a flag out and have a moment o silence boardingizfun
2 weeks ago CJR33D 2 weeks ago @boardingizfun wot i do is just turn off all lights in
my room and hold a candle but hav a few hours silence CJR33D 2 weeks ago
MarioDeejay1 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
sometimes im wondering is threre any human that dont care about human life ,but only
for money Bush or whatever is his name must be the same .devil (and the less im sayi
MarioDeejay1 2 weeks ago MarioDeejay1 2 weeks ago sometime im wondering is threre
any human that dont care about human life ,but only for money Bush or whatever is his
name must be the same .devil (and the less MarioDeejay1 2 weeks ago nichtschweigen 2
weeks ago 9/11 insidejob. WTC is demolition with bombs and missile hit the pentagon
and the wtc towers, please watch the collapse videos from the towers and wtc 7
nichtschweigen 2 weeks ago tezeu21 2 weeks ago shit happends tezeu21 2 weeks ago
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fede018 2 weeks ago @dickswinger86 LMAO fede018 2 weeks ago mrprotox1 2 weeks
ago i hate america and also all french shoul be hates too! when i was in belgrade 1999 and
USA/NATO bombing 78 DAYS killing 7000 civilians! Yugoslavia happened 78 times
11/9 and you crying when once 11/9 happened. PEOPLE YOU MUST SEE
DOCUMENTARY "LOOSE CHANGE" THERE YOU GET KNOW THAT THIS 11/9
ARENT MADE BY TERRORIST SINCE US!! THAT DOCUMENTARY ARE FULL
OF FACTS I CAN SAY. IF YOU DONT BELIEVE JUST GO AND WATCH ThAT.
ITS JUST AMAZING DOCUMENTARY!! mrprotox1 2 weeks ago animemefreak74 2
weeks ago @mrprotox1 here's why most french don't hate america as well as people who
have been tortured by another ethnicity. because they know they have flaws, and america
has flaws, and they accept it, and instead of staying stuck in their horrible past they be
happy that they live on. animemefreak74 2 weeks ago 2ndSamuel710 2 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Near 1,300 professional architects &
engineers & 10,000 supporters now pounding the table for investigations into 9/11
towers collapse. They know & can prove the government's story is impossibility & lie. Is
Rush Limbaugh, Sean Hannity, Laura Ingram, Sarah Palin, Glenn Beck, going to call them
all un-American air head loons- or just ignore them? Film "911 Missing Links." com gets
to who & why of 9/11. Republic Broadcasting. org is about only radio with courage to
confront the criminal Kabbal. 2ndSamuel710 2 weeks ago Subtalvik2 2 weeks ago Um, the
background music is disturbingly unfitting. Subtalvik2 2 weeks ago TheHeels4life 2
weeks ago I'll always wonder what were the people in tower 2 doing after the 1st plane
hit! I know as soon as i heard and saw that other tower...2 words I'm GONE!
TheHeels4life 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago I'M LAUGHING AT THAT
RIGHT NOW SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago Ashyboy1992 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies
You sick person Ashyboy1992 2 weeks ago Sylviaizzle 2 weeks ago
@ARABROCKSTAR, yea it's a free country, but it is ridiculous that they feel the need
to build a mosque not even a mile away from ground zero, of which was a result of their
bible, which advertises violence. Sylviaizzle 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam GREAT JOB!!!! WELL DONE
TERRORISTS =) FUCK AMERICA LET THE MOTHERFUCKERS BURN!!!!!!!!
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago arturoimario 2 weeks ago Jebać Terorystów!!! Fuck Terorist
!!! Polska Płakała w Ten Dzień Caly dzien sluchalismy o tym w radiach i TV
arturoimario 2 weeks ago DanzModzxD 2 weeks ago 4 okay rite i dont like america very
much that will sound predujiced i have visted it once and enjoyed it even though i am not
keen any other enlish people that that take the piss out off this your sad it was a horrific
day for american history and lots of inocent people died DanzModzxD 2 weeks ago 4
Sylviaizzle 2 weeks ago And just imagine, soon their will be a Muslim Mosque only a
few blocks away from this tragedy. But wait, theirs nothing wrong with that is there? (
sarcasm ) 9/11 always brings me to tears. Sylviaizzle 2 weeks ago ARABROCKSTAR 2
weeks ago @Sylviaizzle so wat if there is its a free country..its ok for americans to buld
wat ever they want but wen it comes to muslims ya make a big ass deal...n watch wat
really happened honey u will fin out the truth n everyone noes it 2!! ARABROCKSTAR
2 weeks ago vencagek 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
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Clear controlled demolition, that Americans have shed themselves to have a pretext for
invading Afghanistan and Iraq vencagek 2 weeks ago vencagek 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Clear controlled demolition, that Americans have
shed themselves to have a pretext for invading Afghanistan and Iraq vencagek 2 weeks ago
Iceheart721 2 weeks ago 10 9/11 was the worst day in American history.... Iceheart721 2
weeks ago 10 LaerkeBornholm 2 weeks ago 2 @Iceheart721 No... it was the day Bush
became president LaerkeBornholm 2 weeks ago 2 CJR33D 2 weeks ago
@LaerkeBornholm lol CJR33D 2 weeks ago Na7ion 2 weeks ago @Iceheart721 Probably
wasn't our WORST day, but it was our generation's Pearl Harbor. Which is bad. Na7ion 2
weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @Iceheart721 Yes, it was the one thing they
didn't see coming. An attack on their own soil. The USA has done nothing more than
meddle in the affaires of other throughout history. But they can't seem to keep people
from dying (and i'm not only talking about 9/11) freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago
dominicancheif117 2 weeks ago @Iceheart721 was it really? dominicancheif117 2 weeks
ago Myles0Harcourt 2 weeks ago @Iceheart721 Except perhaps Pearl harbour.
Myles0Harcourt 2 weeks ago moonwalk010 2 weeks ago towers* was worth .. Millions
of dollars moonwalk010 2 weeks ago moonwalk010 2 weeks ago Wow sad terrorist
replying down here.. U know how much this the twin torrews moonwalk010 2 weeks ago
013motherfuckers 2 weeks ago stupid AMERICANS YOURE OWN GOVERMENT IS
FOOLING ALL OF YOU STUPID DONKEYS WAKE UP WAKE UP IT WAS A
INSIDE JOB :S BUSH DID IT SO HE COULD START A ILLEGAL WAR AND
MAKED BILLIONS OF WAPEN INDUSTRIE STUPID PEOPLE OF AMERICA
HAHAHAH THEY USING NORMAL PEOPLE TO DIE BUT NEVER THE NEW
WORLD ORDER ? HOOOOO THEYE ARE TE HIGHEST STUPID AMERICANS
YOURE ALLLLLLLLL BUCH OF STUPID PIGGS GO CRY WITH OBAMA HE
FUCKES
YOU
ALL
HE
STEALING
YOURE
TAX
MONEY
HHHAHAHAHHAHAHAHHAHAH FUCK AMERICA FUCK AMERICA FUCK
ISRAEL 013motherfuckers 2 weeks ago AcidLysergia 2 weeks ago @013motherfuckers
Agree! AcidLysergia 2 weeks ago animemefreak74 2 weeks ago @013motherfuckers I
know that's a possibility, but I'd rather choose to believe that it was a terrorist attack
because I live in america, and I don't feel like dealing with that. you may spend your time
thinking of it as a conspiracy, but what the fuck is going to happen in the end? you can't
uncover the truth, and it will stay as an terrorist attack. animemefreak74 2 weeks ago
taddybear4 2 weeks ago fucking niggers taddybear4 2 weeks ago 013motherfuckers 2
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @taddybear4 niggers ?
MUSLIMS ARE THE BEST MUSLIMS ALLAHUAKBAR TO ALL MUSLIMS
AND DIE TO ALL OTHERS MAY MANY OFFERS COME AFTHER THIS
013motherfuckers 2 weeks ago TESTandASET 2 weeks ago @taddybear4 racist cunt
TESTandASET 2 weeks ago animemefreak74 2 weeks ago @taddybear4 you suck at
trolling animemefreak74 2 weeks ago TheRickmurray 2 weeks ago Why are these 3 steel
enforced buildings the only 3 in the entire history of mankind that have fallen into
complete dust from fire. Why were all of the remains so quickly removed and taken to be
recycled? If ever there was a inside job and a false flag, this one was it. You really don't
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have to know much about structual engineering to judge for yourself that building 7 was
pulled as the lease holder said. It comes straight down, a act only seen with controlled
demolition. What a coverup. TheRickmurray 2 weeks ago ZingMingWingBing 2 weeks
ago When America nuked the two Japanese cities they killed 140,000+ innocent people.
Another 2 million died in the next 5 years. They have bombed civilians of Chile in 1973,
and killed 50,000 Vietnam war and killed millions N. Korea and killed millions Libya in
1987 and killed 15,000 Iraq and have killed over a million Afghanistan and have killed
300,000 They disregard human life for victory. Yet their acts are not terrorism?
ZingMingWingBing 2 weeks ago TheRickmurray 2 weeks ago @ZingMingWingBing The
acts are not terrorism. The term Terrorism is only used when a smaller power, by any
means possible, goes up against a system or group of people that out number or out gun
them. America has never perticipated in this. We have however, like Hitler did in
Germany, caused false flags like the one at the gulf of tanken in Vietnam that they have
now admitted and the one shown in the video above to get the public behind a strick. the
911 victims should be called casualties of war TheRickmurray 2 weeks ago
smoothdude1993 2 weeks ago @ZingMingWingBing well at least americans handle with
reason im german so u cant even say anything dude america bombed japan because of the
kamikazee attacks at pearl harbor and because the japanise kept fighting without reason
killing over 2 million american soldiers; vietnam war was conducted because of the
communist issues (which btw were a big part of why WWII started) afghanistan is self
explanitory to get the al queda (the reason for 9/11) thats why their acts are defence not
terrorism smoothdude1993 2 weeks ago jeffrey42088 2 weeks ago @smoothdude1993
ever heard of the spanish inquisition? jeffrey42088 2 weeks ago DreadNoughtSioux 2
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @jeffrey42088 i jumped
for joy hearing of the planes crashing into WTC. the sound of the impact was awesome. i
love watching the people in the buildings desperately waving out the window for help.
their cries for help were music to my ear. 1 by 1, they jumped out the window,fell to
their deaths. SPLAT! love sound of bodies hitting the ground. when the towers gave way,
people in the buildings and on ground probably got crushed like pancakes. wish i were
there to capture this kodak moment. DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago AcidLysergia 2
weeks ago U.S.A. =
AcidLysergia 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago hang all
americans they stink cut there balls of and put them in their mouth,america is the
terorist,trhey bwill all burn in hell dickswinger86 2 weeks ago AcidLysergia 2 weeks ago
2 Fuck U.S.A. as a nation! Fuck his leader.. not innocent dead people no matter the
reason. U.S.A. Leader made U.S.A. to deserve it. "My fellow americans.." he say but he
shits on his people, fool people also.. generaly. AcidLysergia 2 weeks ago 2 jtwazhere1 2
weeks ago @AcidLysergia fuck u bitch go suk a cock and fuk ur pussy ass fagit country.
jtwazhere1 2 weeks ago AcidLysergia 2 weeks ago @jtwazhere1Touché! ("Fool people
also.. generaly") Ha! AcidLysergia 2 weeks ago TheRyder89 2 weeks ago And USA's
response? Killing hundreds of thousands of people in Afganistan and Iraq. 110 000+ of
them civilian casualties. Which one is actually worse? The terrorists or USA?
TheRyder89 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago what about the millions of
innoucent people that died in iraq by usa? Never u hear about that. thats y fuck usa hope
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they all burn in hell dickswinger86 2 weeks ago TheOriginalStifler 2 weeks ago
@dickswinger86 well if iraq never did shit like this they wouldnt be doing what they are
doing, thats like you punching someone and they not punching back so what america are
doing now is right their defending their country which is what any country will do
TheOriginalStifler 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago @TheOriginalStifler another
retard,what did iraq had to do with 9/11???nothing at all,no nukes found nothing. u
people are the terrorists and im sure u will pay for it. I hope shit like 911 will happen
everyday there so u know how it will feel u stupid fuck dickswinger86 2 weeks ago
TheOriginalStifler 2 weeks ago @dickswinger86 well sadam hussain wasnt wanted for
nothing so we searched for him and fount him well not we cuz im english but we have
troops out there if you want it to happen everyday why don't you strap yourself up n
board a plane n try n do this or you to pussy???? yeah thought so you little faggit cuz
you wouldnt say this to an americans face go fuck a goat TheOriginalStifler 2 weeks ago
akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago @dickswinger86 Fuck them, they're sand niggers. Barely
human. akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago TheOriginalStifler 2 weeks ago are people proud
of this happening? saying shit like they deserved it no they didnt they was innocent
people who work for a living and are normal human beings who don't wana kill innocent
people are you proud of terrorists? saying that they go to allah when they die and they
go to a better place do u fuck thats bullshit their just doing it cuz their brainwashed little
faggits I'm from the UK but still this shouldnt happen so to people who wana do this u
don't go to allah cuz theres no such thing TheOriginalStifler 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2
weeks ago @akabigdaddydawg u aint shit redneck!!! i dnt live there oterwise i killed u
already litle faget,go fuck a chimp dickswinger86 2 weeks ago akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks
ago @dickswinger86 I don't want to fuck you. I fuck humans. LOL Keep smiling
terrorist! akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago i dnt negociate with
american terrorists dickswinger86 2 weeks ago GulaabR 2 weeks ago Osama Bin Laden is
our hero and we are rulers of this world........... GulaabR 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2
weeks ago american pigs deserved it dickswinger86 2 weeks ago 09gismo08 2 weeks ago 2
@dickswinger86 stfu u fucking shit, hope u die. 09gismo08 2 weeks ago 2 music2spicy0
2 weeks ago @dickswinger86 Hey. I am a muslim and yet I think that those who died
should not have. What the hell are you trying to say. music2spicy0 2 weeks ago
dickswinger86 2 weeks ago @music2spicy0 fuck u pussy,gna slith ure troath
dickswinger86 2 weeks ago GulaabR 2 weeks ago Long live Pakistan Long live Osama Bin
Laden Islam zindabad sham on all american.. hahahaha.............. GulaabR 2 weeks ago
EleCtronicHouse25 2 weeks ago @GulaabR ass EleCtronicHouse25 2 weeks ago
GulaabR 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@EleCtronicHouse25 fuck u fuck u fuck u GulaabR 2 weeks ago SkitzoSTLRS 2 weeks
ago @nykola1234 & @howdyfolksitsme Basicly when you stop looking at the sidewalk
and watch your feet you know where your standing better, it will give you a more
interesting perspective on things. So when 9/11 happened people didnt dig around as
much as they pointed the fingers. You want to know why? Its simple, its because much
like our native bear, when the towers feel its was like someone slapping our cubs, and
bears dont take too kindly to that. SkitzoSTLRS 2 weeks ago howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks
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ago @SkitzoSTLRS Of course it was painfull to see and that is what was used against the
world in the cover up, I believe Bush ordered that the attacks no longer be shown on
television because it might upset people.... on news footage broadcast here in UK. This
was to stop people looking closer at the footage, slowing it down and pausing it rewind it
slow mo, because he knew what was on ALL the footage. And that was not a terrorist
attck. howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago KpsrL2speed 2 weeks ago 5:30 UFO at sky on the
left? Oo KpsrL2speed 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago @KpsrL2speed oooooo
goody! nykola1234 2 weeks ago SkitzoSTLRS 2 weeks ago @noykola1234 No mama, I
dont know anything that others know, in fact its due to the fact that you and me both
know so little on the situation that makes it like grabbing a catfish, your grip maybe
strong but its just to slimy. But I can tell you one thing I didnt see much of in from all the
photos of the crash site was plane debri. SkitzoSTLRS 2 weeks ago sharpnova2 2 weeks
ago HAPPY 9/11 PPL LOL!!! EVENTS OF 9/11 RING AS FUNNY TODAY AS THEY
DID WHEN I SLEPT THROUGH THEM AS THEY HAPPENED!!! sharpnova2 2
weeks ago howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago @sharpnova2 sad sad sad...... howdyfolksitsme
2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago No, really there are seriously weird people on here
unable to have a sensible conversation. nykola1234 2 weeks ago SkitzoSTLRS 2 weeks
ago @howdyfolksitsme Theres no need in attempting to convince nykola1234 shes
simply one of the people that allows media broadcasting to feed her knowledge of the
world rather then walking outside and knowing that roses stink she simply sees the
beauty they provoke threw a tv screen. SkitzoSTLRS 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks
ago @SkitzoSTLRS Do you know something that noone else knows. I have my opinion
if you can change it go ahead. nykola1234 2 weeks ago howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago
@nykola1234 He sounds more aware of what you are I am afraid, please dont take
offence. There is a multi-tude of evidence that would change your opinion if you looked
at it. howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago @howdyfolksitsme At the
end of the day do we really know any of this shit. No, its all hearsay, no definable proof
even if we did have proof, could what do you do with that!. I think about the poor
people that all, none of us can change anything by this, like i have said before the
politicians hold the power and us minions are well just frankly small. nykola1234 2
weeks ago howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago @nykola1234 We do have proof, video proof,
witness testimony the list goes on. All proof to that the events that happened on that
day are NOT what was reported in the Bush Administrations version of Mein Kampf the
911 Commission report.. Remember Nykola the Government works for us, they are
OUR SERVANTS not the other way around.. We can change this and we achieve this
with the first step of acknowledging that the official version of accounts are a scripted lie
from inception to conclusion. howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks
ago @SkitzoSTLRS There is though obviously buddy.... Just plant that seed of doubt
and people will question.. howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago
@SkitzoSTLRS that almost poetic. Each to their own. nykola1234 2 weeks ago
howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago @nykola1234 Watch a movie called Loose Change
Nykola, it will compell you my friend. howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago SkitzoSTLRS 2
weeks ago @nykola1234 Mickey Mouse D: ehh, bastard had it coming, with all those
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"who Who!" I knew he was up to something SkitzoSTLRS 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2
weeks ago Look call me stupid but i think as a woman i know that a plane is full of highly
flamable liquid, akin to a flying bomb. ~Everytime we fly we are strapped to a flying
bomb which is why safety procedures frankly are about as much use as a chocolate
fireguard. Surely with it hitting the building and the lift shafts being in the middle then the
flames would effectly ignite most floors, with floors consiisting of flamable material its
not rocket science. This inside job nonscence is rubbish. nykola1234 2 weeks ago
howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago @nykola1234 Yes you are correct, but jet fuel is basically
kerosene. which in turn is a hydrocarbon that does not burn at a high enough tempreture
to melt low grade stell let alone high grade building steel. 2, Jet fuel would have
vapourised upon first ignition. And lift shafts... and the inner core of building were
Hermetically sealed... Need I say more howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago EsauIsTheDEVIL 2
weeks ago that stupid bitch in the background crying was probably some hardcore
feminist that believed that women are equal. well why is this bitch wailing just because
some assholes she doesn't know got decimated like the peons they are, ok. i thought
women were as strong as men? thats what feminism says. thats what society says. fuck
those faggots in the towers. fuck america. and fuck that bitch for missing all the good
parts of the attack. EsauIsTheDEVIL 2 weeks ago howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago
@EsauIsTheDEVIL A bit harsh to say the least... howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago
musicizgood 2 weeks ago @EsauIsTheDEVIL well you got the fuck america part right..
musicizgood 2 weeks ago supergiirL14 2 weeks ago echt toll die musik im intergrund...
des passt ma ma gar net! supergiirL14 2 weeks ago SkitzoSTLRS 2 weeks ago
@nykola1234 I can see what you mean, and the might not have taught it at terriorist
flight school but at the right altitude and down fall you could easily take out the first 2016 levels of the building. Much like a hatchet at the base of a tree. SkitzoSTLRS 2 weeks
ago SkitzoSTLRS 2 weeks ago @howdyfolksitsme The old sand in the eyes trick, basicly
meaning, when someone throws sand in your eyes and then turns back and before you
can wipe it out takes out your feet. Watch one hand and snatch with the other.
SkitzoSTLRS 2 weeks ago howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago @SkitzoSTLRS exactly fella,
like when our pops used to produce a penny from behind our ear. They created an
illusion.. howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago SkitzoSTLRS 2 weeks ago @howdyfolksitsme
Course government cover ups arent that difficult anymore, its just the person with the
most money makes the most stories, much like the bible, just because someone of that
time could afford paper and pen, doesnt mean its the truth haha. Not meaning to bring
religion in it, but it was just a good example. SkitzoSTLRS 2 weeks ago SkitzoSTLRS 2
weeks ago @howdyfolksitsme Of course people cant use the bathroom now adays
without someone chasing them down and saying "thats youtube matterial". With the
government acess to the blue prints of the world trade centers finding the "aceles tendon"
shouldnt be too difficult. Granted, they hit the building at the perfect angel, rahter then
getting foolish and hitting lower parts, the mathmaticly programed it out to hit high, and
take down. Its sadly and discustingly impressive. SkitzoSTLRS 2 weeks ago nykola1234
2 weeks ago @SkitzoSTLRS Surely they had to hit high as they would have hit other
buildings. The first was high, not the first to fall, the second tower lower, fell first.
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nykola1234 2 weeks ago howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago @nykola1234 The WTC's never
fell.... They were brought down in a controlled demolition... howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks
ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago @howdyfolksitsme and do you know what i think i saw
Micky Mouse waving as well in the controlled domolition. nykola1234 2 weeks ago
howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago @nykola1234 Now that is just sheer disregard and lack of
sympathy for all the people that perished that day.... tut tut howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks
ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago @howdyfolksitsme No i did not mean it like that at, i meant
that i dont believe it was an inside job. I dont think the usa needed to invent this to make
any delcaration of war. Read my other posts and you will see that i am deeply moved and
think this is truely and awful thing that happened. nykola1234 2 weeks ago
howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago @nykola1234 So you admit it was a controlld
demolition..... Therefore Conspiracy to commit murder as no-one stopped it or told those
poor people... howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago
@SkitzoSTLRS You mention the buildings achiles tendon which being a steel and
concrete structure is the base of the core and foundations those are the only weakspots
on the WTC's. They had been designed to withstand 707 airline impacts, one Architect
was recorded and said they could stand "multiple simultaneous impacts. The planes were
an elaborate way to try and disguise the blatant planned demolition of the building...
Enforced upon the American public as a pre text for war. howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago
howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago @howdyfolksitsme ......Enforced upon the American
public as a terrorist act used for pre text for war. howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago
SkitzoSTLRS 2 weeks ago @howdyfolksitsme Its not that hard to believe, as soon as the
legalize pot a lot of people will believe in a lot of things lol. But on a more serious note
we all know: "The government is not suited to agree or disagree with it" haha. It would
make since to watch from the skys as the buildings fall, but our tech is so advanced they
could just statlite it. That or hack survalance cameras. SkitzoSTLRS 2 weeks ago
howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago @SkitzoSTLRS Here here mate. Maybe emigrate to
California lol. I dont think that they were monitoring, rather more I think coordinating. As
for the surveilance cameras, they just confiscate them lol. Back to serious though, they
foolishly underestimate the public whipping out their camcorders to document such a
historic importance. howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago
@SkitzoSTLRS And not giving their footage to the likes of CNN who mysteriously
misplace any questionable footage from that day... Try the CNN website nothing
matey... Or all the others for that matter.. howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago GelirGecer 2
weeks ago go to hell america GelirGecer 2 weeks ago howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago
@GelirGecer NO NO NO, that is exactly what they want you to think, and the poor
Muslims, it is their overall desire to divide and conquer they fill the media with reports to
condition you to think a certain way, hence the word Terror/ Terrorists/ Terrorism to fear
an un-exsistent enemy, America is not the Bush Administration. howdyfolksitsme 2
weeks ago SkitzoSTLRS 2 weeks ago @howdyfolksitsme Understandable, but at the
same time extremely questionable, why would they need something like that in the sky
during that? I can understand test flying something like that, but that'd be done
somewhere more secluded. Im not all that big on conspiracys but air space should only be
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used for certain things at certain times, and that wasnt the right time for it. SkitzoSTLRS
2 weeks ago howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago @SkitzoSTLRS That reason my friend is this
was a Military planned and executed operation, I know its hard to believe, but it's
evident. The secound plane that hit the South Tower was certainly of Military Spec,
video evidence proves this, so would it be so hard to comprehend that other Military
aircraft were in the airspace... After all we know of at least 4 Military exercise's being
carried out on that day. All in 911 Comission report. howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago
stepheng1483 2 weeks ago All the evidence points to 9/11 being an inside job, by Israel.
It's part of their new world order plans to get the West to hate Muslims in preparation
for their planned wars in that region. stepheng1483 2 weeks ago howdyfolksitsme 2
weeks ago @stepheng1483 I agree to an extent. Most of the people aren't aware of that
connection which is plain to see, but it does draw us away from the fact that there has
been and still a HUGE cover up by the upper echelons of the Bush Administration and
other real estate property developer. These people need to be brought to justice for the
Cospiracy to commit murder not only to the American Victims but all the other
nationalities that perished in this despicable attrocity. howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago
SkitzoSTLRS 2 weeks ago Pause Video at 05:30 and look at the bottom left hand corner,
then press play, you'll see something flying around in the back ground. Planes have back
fins, and helicopters arent that big from far away. Can anyone figure out what it is?
SkitzoSTLRS 2 weeks ago howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago @SkitzoSTLRS From far away
you said it buddy. That is an military spec boeing used in surveilance and electronic
warfare..... Pointers much..... all this evidence is out there people you just have to look
for it... howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago I have a copy of this
video un-edited to an extent that the 2 girls say the second plane is a military plane.....
Ask!!!! Investigate..... 911 truth howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago RichardLewiss 2 weeks
ago B B BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB-BBBBBBB RichardLewiss 2
weeks ago howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago Pause video at 7:40 go slo mo until 7:54 you
will clearly see flashes and hear pops going off.... make your own mind up people, and
when you do you will wake up and realise this is a staged event..... howdyfolksitsme 2
weeks ago Ypipable 2 weeks ago @howdyfolksitsme You've been held in circumspect by
such a comment. See you in court. Ypipable 2 weeks ago howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago
@Ypipable Woop woop, maybe get some more public exposure on this Bush Adminfalse
flag operation. howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago
@howdyfolksitsme Haha, i'm amazed your comment hasn't been flagged as spam yet... It
WAS a staged event, but don't try to screw with some people's mind who take this the
wrong way. Before we know it, the WTC was destroyed by UFO's :p freestylerstyler 2
weeks ago Ypipable 2 weeks ago Shitheads. Where did they come from? Why did they do
it? And why during a Bush administration? Ypipable 2 weeks ago howdyfolksitsme 2
weeks ago @Ypipable WHY was it carried out by the Bush Administration is the
question you should be asking buddy. howdyfolksitsme 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2
weeks ago ahahahahahahahahahahhaahhahhah- dickswinger86 2 weeks ago tubble6 2
weeks ago SOTHATS WHY ALL AMERICN HATE MUSLIMS tubble6 2 weeks ago
DrChitta 2 weeks ago 2 @tubble6 coz they hav been brain washed by their corrupt
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government into thinking some uneducated cave men could do this DrChitta 2 weeks ago
2 joekelmen 2 weeks ago @DrChitta lol a uneducated cave men bin laden is a smart
person dude don't underestimated him joekelmen 2 weeks ago AfghanVEVO 2 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 2000 amerikans killed 9/11,2000000
irakies and more then 150000 Afghans killed during the war.use your brains people,
AfghanVEVO 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @AfghanVEVO Why the F*** is
you comment flagged as spam??? Man I hate ignorant (Amarican individuals) that think
this isn't important enough!!! So unimportant even that it's just spam to them... Wake
up!!! freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago mealvarado1004 2 weeks ago nightmares! my heart still
bleeding... mealvarado1004 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago If i had the chance to
save somebody i would, i would risk my life because that is what i believe in, i dont have
to have a god to tell me right from wrong. I believe in myself and what i can do. We have
big enough brains (half of which we dont know what it does) why the fuck dont we all
use them. nykola1234 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago This is the way i see it, all of
us around the people world sit on a giant chess board and we are played by our
governments. Once these people are in power they pretty much do what they want. Did
any of us want this war, did we have a choice, can we change whats going on in the
middle east, nope. The only people that could/can do this we cannot control.
Unfortunately the net result is innocent people dying around the world, not just
Americans everyone, people not labled people, people. nykola1234 2 weeks ago
dickswinger86 2 weeks ago if americans dnt like terrorists,they should all kill thereselves
dickswinger86 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago bush did it dickswinger86 2 weeks
ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
haudy,im american and im so fucking dumb dickswinger86 2 weeks ago nounie93 2 weeks
ago plus...see what happens to palestinians !! and it's all because of israel and america! so
u dont want muslims to get mad? and do such a stuff to u?! look at u ppl ! u r crying on
the ppl who died in this accident ..what about us? what can we do bout our brothers,
families,children who are dying every second there in palestin!!!! ha? nounie93 2 weeks
ago nounie93 2 weeks ago OMG ppl !!! i just cant get it! i am a muslim and an arab u all
are insulting islam about what happened! and islam dont have any blame to put on! they
are terrorist! yes the terrorist did this! ALLAH said in his book 'THE HOLY QURAAN'
that we should not hurt our brothers who are not muslims ..and if the terrorists hurt you
we should put them in jail u gotta come in muslims lands and see how many terrorists are
in jail! nounie93 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @nounie93 This is a discussion
you can not win. I have a lot of respect for your culture (at least it is a culture if you
know what I mean) and some Amarican individuals have mixed feelings about that video
of 9/11. So mixed that it made them ignorant. So ignorant that they can't see the mistakes
America has made/is making right now. Muslims is not Terrorists = fundamentalists.
Fundamentalists use the Quran like priest use the bible (raping children and claiming to
live at gods will). Foolish!! freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago minniemooma1 2 weeks ago
Okay. I know it's bad. Hundreds of people died. BUT. Do we ever acknowledge the
horrible attacks in pakistan and iraq that kill THOUSANDS of people per day? 9/11 was
all over the news for about 2 months, but a terrorist attack taht kills 4000 people in Iraq
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is lucky to get a brief metion in the 2am news? Just think about it. ( I dont care if I get
hated apon for writing this. This is only my opinion.) minniemooma1 2 weeks ago
nykola1234 2 weeks ago Comment removed Oer2ify 2 weeks ago How IN HELL.,,they
know islam did this...(I REALLY DON GET IT) Oer2ify 2 weeks ago Baydude98 2
weeks ago @Oer2ify He didnt. The US government did it. It has something to do with
scaring the people into trusting the government. There are tons of documentarys about it.
Try the Loose Change 9/11 one. t's good. Baydude98 2 weeks ago farrahinab 2 weeks ago
I remember watching this day on TV.. live as the second building was hit and went down
and i have seen MANY tribute videos and what have you. but never in 9 years have i
seen something that made me really understand what all that happend that day until i saw
this video. My heart broke when i saw that first firetruck pull up. Thank you for posting
this. I think everyone should see this, and im greatful that you didnt add music and make
it fake, but its all raw and real. The sirens the screams. farrahinab 2 weeks ago
dickswinger86 2 weeks ago ALLAH AKBAR MOTHERFUCKERS!!!!!!!!!!!
dickswinger86 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago @akabigdaddydawg im not
mad,im really laughing when i c ure people beheaded,it makes my dick hard in some kind
of way.ALLAH AKBAR!!! 9/11 was commited by ur own goverment.im gonna sjalom
shalim ure ass fucking jew boy dickswinger86 2 weeks ago akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago
@dickswinger86 This is why I LOVE when our troops shoot you assholes with bullets
that are soaked in pig blood. Execute 99 like that, and send one back to tell what he saw.
We won't have any problems from you assholes for another hundred years. Oh, and when
you idiots scream that in Israel, that's why they shoot you before you can finish the
sentence. Oh, and only fools believe our own government did that. We all know it was a
smelly sandmonkey. akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago
@akabigdaddydawghahahhahaa thats y i love my people cutting youre people heads
off,im looking forward for the day that my swiss pocket knife will cut true youre
neckbone and the last thing u will smell is my stinking breath, the last thing u will see is
youre blood on my face ,the last thing u will hear is you choking in youre own blood. im
looking forward to this hairy dogscock dickswinger86 2 weeks ago anime863 2 weeks ago
@dickswinger86 yeah i hope he dies a cruel death like those intecent people in the towers
even tho they dident deserve it he (no offence to the world trade center) rip to the people
that died in the anime863 2 weeks ago akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago @dickswinger86
You are so funny little girl. Any arab worth their salt would not have a name like
"dickswinger." That tells me that you are just some home-grown terrorist wanna be living
right here in the U.S. Go play with yourself kid. I've been beating people's asses for
twenty years without a scratch, I highly doubt your pussy little ass could change that
story. Anyway, don't forget to fuck humans instead of camels, and have a good day at
school. akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago DrChitta 2 weeks ago @akabigdaddydawg ye ye
tough guy, any pussy can talk the talk on the internet. this was a game plan from ur
corrupt government, when som1 gets greedy they will go to extrodinary lengths to get
wat they want and thats wat ur government did. DrChitta 2 weeks ago akabigdaddydawg
2 weeks ago @DrChitta It's all true. Oh, and fucking Slobbin Muhammad BinLaden
admitted his guilt....so don't blame the US. akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago DrChitta 2
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weeks ago @akabigdaddydawg looks like u hav been busy watchin cnn and fox news. so
ur saying bin laden made a fool of US security and did this to the greatest super power in
the world, and the american military is so retarded they havnt been able to catch him for
almost 10 years? open ur eyes buddy DrChitta 2 weeks ago AcidLysergia 2 weeks ago
@DrChitta hahaha. Nice that's true AcidLysergia 2 weeks ago akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks
ago @DrChitta Nope, he hired retards to fly planes in to the WTC and do his dirty work.
If I had been President, I would have had him fertilizing the White House lawn by now.
We know he's hiding in Pakistan and other places in the mountains. If he were a real man,
he'd fight instead of hide. That's the way terrorists work. They hire retards to blwo
themselves up, and then laugh and hide. akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago akabigdaddydawg
2 weeks ago @DrChitta Nope, he hired retards to fly planes in to the WTC and do his
dirty work. If I had been President, I would have had him fertilizing the White House
lawn by now. We know he's hiding in Pakistan and other places in the mountains. If he
were a real man, he'd fight instead of hide. That's the way terrorists work. They hire
retards to blow themselves up, and then laugh and hide. akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago
DrChitta 2 weeks ago @akabigdaddydawg it was ur corrupt government that made him in
the first place, now they wanna get rid of him so they try to frame him. he is not capable
of doing something this big, ur government has no intention of finding him bcoz they will
always use his name to put fear in the world about terrorism still existing. DrChitta 2
weeks ago akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago @DrChitta So you're trying to tell me that
terrorism does not exist?...it's just a falsehood? Turn on the news tonight and tell those
people who are laying dead all over the place in Iraq that there's no terrorism.
akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago DrChitta 2 weeks ago @akabigdaddydawg terrorism has
been blown out of proportion after 9/11, america is obsessed with it, they always wanna
put fear in the world thats y they hav so many home made video's of bin laden when ever
they need them. iraq was destroyed by bush and that has created more terrorism. muslims
are suffering the most from this. DrChitta 2 weeks ago playfullzero 2 weeks ago
@akabigdaddydawg sorry to say so, but think !! just think !! who want this to happen
!!? who want to move WAR to middle east !!! .............. THINK PEOPLE, god bless all
of us. playfullzero 2 weeks ago akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago @playfullzero Playful, I
hate fighting just as much as the next guy, but Dickswinger is screaming to Allah to cut
off American heads. He's the type of subhuman I would eliminate. I wouldn't have even
been in this argument if he hadn't been blasting horns and celebrating when 3000 people
died at the hands of some retards who crashed airliners. akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago
playfullzero 2 weeks ago @akabigdaddydawg, In Quraan God says ([ْﻡَﺍ ﺃَﺹَﺍﺏَﻙَ ﻡِﻥ
 )]ﻭَﻡَﺍ ﺃَﺹَﺍﺏَﻙَ ﻡِﻥْ ﺱَﻱِّﺉَﺓٍ ﻑَﻡِﻥْ ﻥَﻑْﺱِﻙَ ِﺡَﺱَﻥَﺓٍ ﻑَﻡِﻥَ ﺍﻝﻝَّﻩwhich means in english that
good things comes from allah when bad things comes from our selfs, i do not believe that
god agree of that at all, God create the 3000 soul dead and only god knows about them
not any of us, however till now i believe that ONLY god knows the truth people, Also
knows that NO muslim can do this, thanks for reply playfullzero 2 weeks ago
musicizgood 2 weeks ago @akabigdaddydawg yeah, and you probably have roid rage..
shut the f up musicizgood 2 weeks ago themachine122 2 weeks ago hmm... i remember
this. i was so young. now, watching it again for the first time in 9? years, i feel so much
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stronger against the people who did this. now, there are a lot of different opinions about
this, but anyone of any race/culture/religion with half a heart should know that this... this
is just wrong. i know i know. USA started it, whatever. maybe thats true, but have we
taken hundreds of thousands of innocent lives? thats just my 2 cents worth. message me
with your rants if youy disagree themachine122 2 weeks ago BrianFalconsFan29 2 weeks
ago yall were safer in your apartment than you would be on the streets with all the
people running everywhere glad you stayed
BrianFalconsFan29 2 weeks ago
BalladoftheWindfish 2 weeks ago Can you imagine being stuck in the highest floors,
terrified beyond your mind? From what I have heard, over 200 people jumped to their
deaths. :( :( :( :( This is serious stuff. Never forget. BalladoftheWindfish 2 weeks ago
Stopterryj 2 weeks ago Slimybug, respect modarate Muslims and their beliefs. Muslim
DIED too. Muslim serve this coutry. How would you like it if I saud the cross is used
for ass wiping. Not good... Right. I belive ib god(Allah) that's MY beliefs. U belive in
Jesus "christ" that's urs. Look on your hand. 81 and 18 in Arabic. Subtract. You get the
age Prohfet Mohammed (peace be upon him) died.63. It's on every hand. In your
intesteance scienctists found out that small inside your stomach it says la e lag heh ell
Allah Stopterryj 2 weeks ago Botar95035 2 weeks ago this...was a tragic day for us :[
Botar95035 2 weeks ago javierpopable 2 weeks ago @saudet12 so because they
javierpopable 2 weeks ago 4Tankzilla 2 weeks ago Fuck you terrorists! I'm REALLY
terribly sorry who lost their lives in that building. R.I.P to those people! We'll remember
you! 4Tankzilla 2 weeks ago Ultratwinkie 2 weeks ago @snoopdogsballs, i agree with
you to some extent, yes, but come on, it was 9/11! Ultratwinkie 2 weeks ago
BloodOfRayne 2 weeks ago 2 Where's John McClane? BloodOfRayne 2 weeks ago 2
popmerde 2 weeks ago this is the only day in my life that still fresh,.. as if it was
yesterday... popmerde 2 weeks ago BrianFalconsFan29 2 weeks ago @popmerde same
here i was 11 years old sitting in school when this happend i remember a teacher running
in out classroom telling us to turn on the tv i didnt know what the world trade center even
was before 9/11 but i remember min by min that hole day i cried watching it god bless the
familys who lost loved ones that horrible day and god bless america and fuck the people
who did this to our country glad there rotting in hell BrianFalconsFan29 2 weeks ago
snoopdogsballs 2 weeks ago That women blurting nonesense out loud is a fucking idiot.
god stfu bitch snoopdogsballs 2 weeks ago BrianFalconsFan29 2 weeks ago
@snoopdogsballs come on now some people like me dont deal with this sorta thing
without doing what she did BrianFalconsFan29 2 weeks ago mikey217 2 weeks ago 9/11
was done by the jews to hurt Muslim - American relations. People please stop preaching
hatred and blame the real enemy, the jews. mikey217 2 weeks ago Warfive 2 weeks ago
Hard to watch. And being Canadian even I was horrified. Though I must agree with
Saudet Warfive 2 weeks ago XxCYB3RxxJ3R3MYxX 2 weeks ago May the 2900 or so
that died by jumping or suffocating or burning R.I.P. And may we remember you :)
XxCYB3RxxJ3R3MYxX 2 weeks ago saudet12 2 weeks ago 2 Respond to this video...
you americain people should stop saying that you are the best country in the world or
that you have enough nuke to blow the planete away..... I know the terorist is bad BUT
they did not attack you for no reason so before asking your self (why did they attack us)
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just think about all the war you guys have started. For my opinion ,, the more nuke the
country have... the more problem the country have or will have saudet12 2 weeks ago 2
JaLomangino 2 weeks ago @saudet12 there is nothing any of the innocent people inside
the trade centers could have done to stop this attack... when we attack people, they know
we're coming... and when we attack you, you know you fucked up... just because
whatever country you come from is too self centered to involved themselves in any war
against evil that doesn't directly affect itself, you think we're war mongerers? please
buddy, theres a reason we're the best. And its because we have the balls to stand up for
others JaLomangino 2 weeks ago KillerBunnyVideos 2 weeks ago @JaLomangino
Actually yes the way to stop this was to get ridof bush... inside plan. KillerBunnyVideos
2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago @saudet12 muturally assured destruction,no one
wins, we all die, slow clap, what if in a thousand years that is is proved that say there is
no god,& perhaps mother nature was our god by actually creating the evironment for us
to exist. By then it might be too late, as we might have managed to destroy the planet we
live on- If we were attacked by aliens (could happen) would we then all stick together and
fight or would be will still be slinging bows and arrows at each other, Interesting question.
nykola1234 2 weeks ago imcool1347 2 weeks ago best part of the video = 19:42, what a
true spectacle! ALLAH AKBAR!!! PRAISE ALLAH! LET THOSE INFIDELS BURN.
imcool1347 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @imcool1347 FUCK YOU YOU
MOTHER FUCKING PIECE OF DRIED UP DOG SHIT. Allah sucks, by the way. He
also doesn't exsist. So Allah can go suck some man's dick and die. smileybug14 2 weeks
ago JaLomangino 2 weeks ago @imcool1347 burn in hell with allah! I hope you get
sniped out by a ranger holding a barret .50... now have fun wiping shit with your hand
you dirty fuck JaLomangino 2 weeks ago farrahinab 2 weeks ago @imcool1347 I hope
you burn in hell you stupid fucking jerk. To even think it let alone say it... Its people like
you who fuck up this world. I hope you get shot in the head. how DARE you disrespect
the deaths of the innocent people that died that day. FUCK YOU. farrahinab 2 weeks ago
Zombiekiller98100 2 weeks ago my music teacher has a best friend and her mom was in
the first plane Zombiekiller98100 2 weeks ago ZeroOfKindness 2 weeks ago That first
fire truck u see has a man filming and he made the movie 9/11 ZeroOfKindness 2 weeks
ago CAMullis23 2 weeks ago FUCK Talibans :) I say that with pride! CAMullis23 2
weeks ago rageagainstboxhead 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam 9/11 was an inside job rageagainstboxhead 2 weeks ago iTakeNotShare 2 weeks ago
19:42 is where it happens the towers finally collapse :( iTakeNotShare 2 weeks ago
haskidog2007 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 no prob, дьюд) haskidog2007 2 weeks ago
CRBrownBeast 2 weeks ago ALLAH AKBAR! CRBrownBeast 2 weeks ago
freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @CRBrownBeast Oh have you seen him then?
freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago CRBrownBeast 2 weeks ago @freestylerstyler Yup.
CRBrownBeast 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @CRBrownBeast I am
amazed... You forgot to take a picture, right? Can you at least describe how "AKBAR" he
was? freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago XioStealthSHoT 2 weeks ago How the fuck does this
video have 1,779 dislikes. If any of you think this is funny. You fucking disgust me. All
the innocent people that died and some of you think this is a joke and amusing. People
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died. You guys are joking around. I guarantee if a family member of yours died in this.
Your opinion would change XioStealthSHoT 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago
@XioStealthSHoT Maybe some people disliked this video because of what it is
showing... Not everyone dislikes this because of what happend or because of the
commotion around it. By the way: yes people died, but some people are really laughing
about this because they benifit from it! That doesn't sound strange to me. That's why it's
an inside job, but not in a way we know of. Not by whom we think. Keep an open mind
for other possibilities. Once there's money involved, the possibs are endless!
freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago jasonalexjohn 2 weeks ago military plane da loca
jasonalexjohn 2 weeks ago njt323 2 weeks ago i wish i could have seen this glorious
extremely funny event in person. njt323 2 weeks ago sardorn 2 weeks ago @njt323 same
sardorn 2 weeks ago njt323 2 weeks ago @sardorn i know it's a shame i had to settle for a
tv njt323 2 weeks ago Fir3birdsFootball 2 weeks ago 2 @sardorn You motherfuckers are
one terrorist attack from being fucking nuked by the U.S. We have over 200 nukes and u
shit stains wont ever get a hold of one.....god damn u assholes. Fir3birdsFootball 2 weeks
ago 2 sardorn 2 weeks ago @Fir3birdsFootball ok what the fuck was all that horse shit
about i am an...american not a terrorist. And i forgot what i even posted on this video that
pissed you off so damn much and by the way i fucking hate terrorist... and im going to
join the army and go kick terrorist ass one day sardorn 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2
weeks ago @njt323 You are SICK! Those where living people, how would you feel when
your mother was in there? Your father? PS. If you ment it in another way, please explain
yourself. freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago h31991 2 weeks ago so BAD h31991 2 weeks ago
WitheredWings345 2 weeks ago how could someone do that? it's just cruel >:(
WitheredWings345 2 weeks ago SonicPatch 2 weeks ago Love the background music.
SonicPatch 2 weeks ago BrownRambo 2 weeks ago RIP all those people BrownRambo 2
weeks ago mrbarry1616 2 weeks ago i fe mrbarry1616 2 weeks ago natzilllla1 2 weeks
ago did you see that there was still the very top of it standing at 20:02. natzilllla1 2
weeks ago warning136 2 weeks ago If you want to know who was behind this why they
did it and what they are planning type into youtube old world secrets the omega project
codes. warning136 2 weeks ago ryannewman4life1 2 weeks ago if we every find bin laden
we need to torch him ryannewman4life1 2 weeks ago ryannewman4life1 2 weeks ago
@ryannewman4life1 torcher ryannewman4life1 2 weeks ago MrMeuludine 2 weeks ago
FAIL american govermant destroy own bildings XD MrMeuludine 2 weeks ago
STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 Hey why dont you go shove a cock up
your ass you stupid weakass mathafucker. stay in your little cheap ass country burkina
faso,, little gay ass poor piece of shit.go fuck a camel our military will fuck the shit out of
your brain you stupid cunt. !go burn in hell you satan worshiper.why dont you come to
the US and start talking shit over here you little fuck, we will fuck you up you weak
piece of shit. fuck burkina faso,God bless the United States Of America.
STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago 36boyfly 2 weeks ago @STEALTH1USA hell yea
36boyfly 2 weeks ago LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam FUCK THE US I LAUGH MYSELF EVERY TIME I WATCH
THIS VIDEO YOU FUCKERS BURN IN HELL MOTHERFUCKERS !! ALLAH
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RAPED YOU! LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago kenny62262 2 weeks ago
@LaMaravilla0701 fuck you you fuckin peace off shit go back to the counrty were you
fucking came from kenny62262 2 weeks ago LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago
@kenny62262 im here in my own goddamn country, fuck yours ! stupid fat americans go
suck a donkey LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago kenny62262 2 weeks ago
@LaMaravilla0701 your fuckin lucky ass bitch if i knew were you live i would put three
bull it in your head bitch. for your information i'm not fat bitch kenny62262 2 weeks ago
LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago @kenny62262 no you must be a KKK bitch who fucks
donkeys...go kill some more people for fun like all americans do and when someone does
something against y'all we all can see what kind of pussies you are... LaMaravilla0701 2
weeks ago kenny62262 2 weeks ago @LaMaravilla0701 bown pride bitch i'm mexican
and i'm proud to live in the U.S.A we have freedom kenny62262 2 weeks ago
LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago @kenny62262 go fuck a burro then i too have freedom of
speech, go make a tortilla and stick it upside down your ass for being such a pussy
LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago kenny62262 2 weeks ago @LaMaravilla0701 you should
shut the fuck up because what country your from dont has freedom of speech bitch
because uor country is the best that why all the other countrys out there want to come to
america kenny62262 2 weeks ago LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago @kenny62262 lmao you
say freedom freedom , yet when someone says anything bad about that shithole USA,
you go panicking ... LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago larryjerry1 2 weeks ago
@LaMaravilla0701 Fail troll is fail larryjerry1 2 weeks ago LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago
@larryjerry1 your gay huh? LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago larryjerry1 2 weeks ago
@LaMaravilla0701 Nope, I'm not gay, sorry to dissappoint you larryjerry1 2 weeks ago
LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago @larryjerry1 i find that hard to believe, you sound like a
pussy LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago larryjerry1 2 weeks ago @LaMaravilla0701 Sure,
whatever you say bro. I find it hard to believe that you're a human being larryjerry1 2
weeks ago LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago @larryjerry1 no im an alien ... LaMaravilla0701
2 weeks ago larryjerry1 2 weeks ago @LaMaravilla0701 Obviously, if your idiocy,
racism, and blatant disrespect are anything to go by larryjerry1 2 weeks ago 36boyfly 2
weeks ago @LaMaravilla0701 fuqk ur country u stupid whore u are full of shit .->go
suck a donkey what kinda of donkey shit izdat go suck a huge gigantic dick im sure thers
one up ur azz 36boyfly 2 weeks ago STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago @LaMaravilla0701
by the way what country are you from?? or are you too embarrassed to even mention
it!!! hahahah STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @STEALTH1USA you dipshit if you went to
my channel you would know...are you really that retarded? LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago
STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago @LaMaravilla0701 haha i want to know where youre
grom so we could fuck you up,,by the way you got gay ass shit in your account!!! YOU
ARE FUCKING GAY. where are you from... hahaha little cheap ass country... make me
happy and keep talking shit you Goddamn pussy. STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago
LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago @STEALTH1USA lmao and while i do all that imma still
laugh my ass off watching this clip when osama did us all a favor and killed some
americans, can't wait for someone to do it again LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago
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kenny62262 2 weeks ago @LaMaravilla0701 nobody ain't going to do it again because if
they do all we have to do is drop a nuke on there country kenny62262 2 weeks ago
michohtf 2 weeks ago @LaMaravilla0701 go to hell motherfucker michohtf 2 weeks ago
STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago @LaMaravilla0701 hahaha,, see you are a little pussy..
FUCK hahaha ,, i love the way you try to hate on us hahahaha.. but Bitch there ar a lot of
us,, coming at you with our big guns and planes,,, .... hahaha your country gets all of our
old stuff... so since you are doing that stuff im telling you to do,, go shove a drain pipe up
your ass and eat shit... hahahahaha STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago LaMaravilla0701 2
weeks ago @STEALTH1USA lmao you think your so great, you can't even win a
war...can't win against afganistan,irak or vietnam...country of pussies ! LaMaravilla0701
2 weeks ago STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago @LaMaravilla0701 hahaha, WWlll,,
mathafucker,, and yeah we did beat them all and we built their countries back up,,, and
Vietnam singed a peace treaty with us you stupid latino fuck,,, get your facts straight.
hahaha you stupid piece of shit hahaha!! STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago LaMaravilla0701
2 weeks ago @STEALTH1USA hahahaha you guys lost in vietnam you piece of shit ,
get your facts straight , you guys lost with an incompetent president ...and you still
haven't figured out when i clearly told you where im from , you insolent fuck hahahaha
now calling me latino hahahaha what's next? japanese? china? god your country is full of
dumb fucks like you LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago
@LaMaravilla0701 hahahahahahahahaha,,, japanese?? Chinese? some of my friends are
from those countries. hahahahhahaha i love haters,, they'll find every way of talking shit,,
and never stop cause they know that we are better than them!!!! hahahahaha classic
hating mathafucker,,, now bitch i gotta go to a party so go fuck yourself,,, I got a life and i
dont give a fuck about your gay ass country like yourself,, rot in hell,PERIOD....So long
you stupid shit. hahaha im cracking up with my friends. STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago
LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago @STEALTH1USA yea your parties are full of gay orgies,
if you think you are better than the rest than your hitler, cocksucker piece of shit laugh all
you want while i laugh my ass at your country's missery hahahahahahahaha
LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago Holyhitman173 2 weeks ago @LaMaravilla0701 the next
dy how the NV signed a surrender... it was a draw. but thanks Holyhitman173 2 weeks
ago 36boyfly 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@LaMaravilla0701 fuqk ur country u stupid whore u are full of shit .->go suck a donkey
what kinda of donkey shit iz dat go suck a huge gigantic dick im sure thers one up ur azz
36boyfly 2 weeks ago 36boyfly 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam @LaMaravilla0701 fuqk ur country u stupid whore u are full of shit .->go
suck a donkey what kinda of donkey shit iz dat go suck a huge gigantic dick im sure
theres one up ur azz 36boyfly 2 weeks ago STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago
@LaMaravilla0701 haha its funny how you guys try to insult us,, you little weak ass
mathafucker go fuck yourself and shove a stick up your ass. hahaha all you pieces of fuck
do is talk shit with your little poor ass little countries. jealous ha,,hahaha we just talk shit
and fuck you all up.. yeah bitch our millitary will fuck you up in less than a day. worth
less little pussies talking shit over there in your country. come talk shit over here and get
fucked up. haha fuck you. Fuck your country. STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago
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kenny62262 2 weeks ago @STEALTH1USA that right we got freedom they dont
kenny62262 2 weeks ago LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago @kenny62262 LMAO u crack
me up , even the americans don't want you mexican fuckers there now you kiss ass and
bend over just so they won't kick ur fag ass back to that shithole mexico LaMaravilla0701
2 weeks ago kenny62262 2 weeks ago @LaMaravilla0701 you know what half of america
is full of mix race bitch and most of them are mexican. i dont have time to waste on you.
you fuckin third world counrty. that why the third world counrty nedd the U.S.A help
kenny62262 2 weeks ago LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago @kenny62262 lmao and is
mexico a rich country? go fuck yourself thats y you sucked dick and went to USA illegaly
now you talk about third world countries LOL you son of a bitch if mexico is that good y
did you leave it? bitch boy LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago kenny62262 2 weeks ago
@LaMaravilla0701 bitch i'm was born here in america bitch ass mother fucker. nobody
cares if you die in this world you could do us al a faver and just kill you self kenny62262
2 weeks ago LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago @kenny62262 dont lie bitch you told me
yourself you was from mexico , now you go talking shit about being american, as if that's
something to be proud of asshole LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago kenny62262 2 weeks ago
@LaMaravilla0701 my bad i mad a mistake i meant to say i'm mexican bitch ass donkey
licking peace of shit. if it wasent for our country you would not have youtube or
anything else because you dum people dont know shit kenny62262 2 weeks ago
LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago @kenny62262 bitch please internet wasn't even invented
by americans, your the one who made a mistake you dumb faggot piece of shit...go fuck a
burro you dipshit...and go learn to type and being less of a faggot LaMaravilla0701 2
weeks ago 143MrLover 2 weeks ago Comment removed kenny62262 2 weeks ago
@LaMaravilla0701 you must be muslim then because you hate U.S.A then bitch who
create then internet dum bitch as muslim or what ever faggot race you are kenny62262 2
weeks ago JurakaF 2 weeks ago @kenny62262 You disgrace your own country buddy.
Calm yourself down and try speaking intelligently next time. We (I'm assuming you're a
US citizen) didn't create the internet, either. JurakaF 2 weeks ago kenny62262 2 weeks
ago @JurakaF then who created the internet kenny62262 2 weeks ago JurakaF 2 weeks
ago @kenny62262 Without the Russians laucnhing Sputnik we wouldn't have even begun
research on such a network, and without the help of many random foreign scientists
(mainly british, amongst others) it wouldn't have been fully created. Even then, it
wouldn't have been (and wasn't) made popular to common knowledge until CERN, a
european organization, pushed it's use. So we might have "had the first internet", but we
certainly didn't come up with/create it ourselves. JurakaF 2 weeks ago
RozePopulairenLeu 2 weeks ago @LaMaravilla0701 Who was it invented by? Im not
trying to challenge you, i just wanna know. RozePopulairenLeu 2 weeks ago
Holyhitman173 2 weeks ago @LaMaravilla0701 You can't say much either kid.
Holyhitman173 2 weeks ago STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago @LaMaravilla0701 what tha
fuck are you,, gay ass name "La Maravilla" hahaahaha fucking dumbass,, i bet your cuban
or some shit like that. Mathafucker please, we give you people work when we put our
companies over in your countries for cheap labor!!!! STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago
LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago @STEALTH1USA bitch please, don't go talking shit when
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you don't know shit, makes you look dumber than you already are, and that's no easy
feat... LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago chriscamaron 2 weeks ago @LaMaravilla0701 cold
hearted..those are innocent people not the gov or any1 involved in the terrible things the
us does sometimes. those people had families and freinds who are forever heart broken
cause of this, and you laugh? cold..=/ chriscamaron 2 weeks ago furnatic 2 weeks ago I
lost several of my friends in the Pentagon. Remember this day forever everyone. Freedom
is something we take for granted and this just goes to show some asshole out in the world
hates us for it. Freedom isn't free! Support your troops, firefighters, those who took back
Flight 93 and police. They're the heroes amid this chaotic day furnatic 2 weeks ago
LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@furnatic FUCK YOU THEY DESERVED TO DIE LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago
STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago @bullt91 Amen Bro. 100% agreed. STEALTH1USA 2
weeks ago STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies Hey why dont you shove a
cock up your ass you hating piece of fuck.. gay ass name "smallweenies" what kind of
fucking dumbass name is that.. if you want to talk shit about us change your name you
stupid shit.. pathetic and stupid american"""" what tha fuck is wrong with you what are
you stupid?? fuck off and stay in your dumb ass country you jealous piece of shit!!! God
Bless the United States Of America... USMC , USAF, USN, USA, USCG etc.
STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago Dorkschnieder 2 weeks ago I have a question..............Why
is it that this footage is generally continuous throughout, except for at each of 3 points,
just exactly when something happens? When the 2nd plane hits...there's a cut. When the
south tower first begins to collapse.....there's another cut. Then the north tower.....same
deal. And pretty much ONLY at these points. I wonder why that is? Someone enlighten
me please. Dorkschnieder 2 weeks ago STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago @dirttbiker8 i dont
worship no Allah,,so no!!!!!!!! STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago STEALTH1USA 2 weeks
ago @N7123 well last time i checked those bastards didnt love us so much hmm ,,, am i
right. What am I supposed to love them for what they did. I dont think so
STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago @STEALTH1USA shut the
fuck up, you guys deserved everything and more ;) LaMaravilla0701 2 weeks ago
leedle4565 2 weeks ago 2011 big problem. leedle4565 2 weeks ago assassin96100 2 weeks
ago @leedle4565 you mean 2012 right? lol assassin96100 2 weeks ago DriveNighterTen 2
weeks ago 2012S BULLSHIT THERE JUST TRYIN 2 SCAR US DriveNighterTen 2
weeks ago DriveNighterTen 2 weeks ago ys that? DriveNighterTen 2 weeks ago
xRobotkillerx 2 weeks ago @dirttbiker8 Allah is not the Judeo-Christian God. Allah is a
god of hate, and a false deity. A real god would not violate our rights. God is supposed to
be all powerful, and thus, cannot be influenced by man. So if Allah is offended by abuse,
he cannot be a real god. Do us a favor and blow yourself up in the name of Allah, for you
are worthless to this world. xRobotkillerx 2 weeks ago dirttbiker8 2 weeks ago
@xRobotkillerx So you come to your own conclusions about Islam becuase of what? You
watched CBS news? After you read the Quran and wake the fuck up then come back
here. Islam is about being peace-makers and never having enemies, and always doing the
right thing, and being generous and giving. Now, extremists, they're fuckin crazy. You act
as all Muslims are crazy. And as far as I'm concerned, if there was a war in America,
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wouldn't you protect your family and blow some motherfucking people up? dirttbiker8 2
weeks ago JerrelJackson 2 weeks ago The Pain Never Goes away JerrelJackson 2 weeks
ago TheTheman79 2 weeks ago mohammed is a dickfag TheTheman79 2 weeks ago
xRobotkillerx 2 weeks ago @N7123 Here's something rational for you: Islam violates
human rights, is aggresive to all non-muslims, and the Quran contains no signs of divinity.
Mohammad was high on hash when he had his "visions". Pislam IS bullshit. xRobotkillerx
2 weeks ago N7123 2 weeks ago @xRobotkillerx - You talk as if you have studied the
Quran and Islam. Why dont you actually try and study it instead of reading a newspaper
or listening to a tv/radio prgramme. Islam promotes human rights, non aggressive
behaviour MORE than ANY other religion. Prophet Muhammad(saw) was an exemplary
indivdual. Please kindly validate your accusations. N7123 2 weeks ago TheMadoula 2
weeks ago Bob and Bri don't know what to say..all those people dead, RIP. TheMadoula
2 weeks ago 0ojuelzo0 2 weeks ago 2 i'm from germany, 21 years old and each year for
the mourning ceremony, I light a candle for the deceased people, their families and the
American land to show my sympathy. nothing has taken me more than the 11th
september. I will remember this day every year, for the rest of my life... America, GOD
BLESS U!! 0ojuelzo0 2 weeks ago 2 caretakers333 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam God Bless you America we are thinking about you and all
those that lost their lives that day and continue to do so in the name of freedom I am sure
the most of UK stand by your side now and in the future Martin from the UK
caretakers333 2 weeks ago cman2k56 2 weeks ago @hawaiibodyboarderz Japan had no
regards for its citizens' lives and planned to turn their whole island into a fortress. the
bombing forced japan to surrender, this saving over 100,000 american soldier lives and as
many as 1,000,000 japanese lives if we didnt bomb it becasue america was planning to
invade japan. hiroshima (the location where bombed) in fact was the location for 2nd
japanese army headquarters. so in conclusoin, it wasnt an act of cold blooded murder.
cman2k56 2 weeks ago bullcurr 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam mohammad can suck my wang! bullcurr 2 weeks ago nemkisrb 2 weeks ago
cool nemkisrb 2 weeks ago FeigerHurensohn 2 weeks ago @nemkisrb YES !!!
FeigerHurensohn 2 weeks ago FeigerHurensohn 2 weeks ago der tag war so richtig geil das
ist wie mein geburtstag nur 2006 war schrecklich da wurds wiederaufegbaut >.<
FeigerHurensohn 2 weeks ago carlrichter99 2 weeks ago @FeigerHurensohn ...oh ein
soziopath ist unter uns carlrichter99 2 weeks ago FeigerHurensohn 2 weeks ago
@carlrichter99 das ging schnell oh warum bin ich an dem tag nicht dort gewesen ich wollte
wissen wies sich live angefült hat das anzusehen FeigerHurensohn 2 weeks ago 136jlm 2
weeks ago so sad 136jlm 2 weeks ago Po0chiee 2 weeks ago my boyfriends dad died in
9/11 :'( Po0chiee 2 weeks ago Stopterryj 2 weeks ago Hurrrrrrrrrrrrrrr, Is NOT Muslim.
He trying to make em look bad. Hurrrrrrrrrrrrrrr is jewish. Fact Stopterryj 2 weeks ago
Haann1992 2 weeks ago Rest in peace to all who died :( they didnt deserve it! Hope the
terrorists burn in hell! Haann1992 2 weeks ago 01theanimallover 2 weeks ago this is
horrible so sad 01theanimallover 2 weeks ago HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 2 weeks
ago Praise allah for his glorious work. HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 2 weeks ago
smileybug14 2 weeks ago @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR i praise him by telling him
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to suck my fat one smileybug14 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago 4 Look at you all
still chucking shit at each other and saying some awful things in relation to people that
died horribly in the 9/11 attacks, does anyone have any empathy or humility anymore or
have we all become moronic robots?. Sums it all up in one dun it. Yea sure its easy to say
nasty stuff on here, because you wouldnt dare say it in public as you might get the shit
kicked out of you, cowards the lot of you all you. I dare you say this stuff in New York,
hmmm didnt think so. nykola1234 2 weeks ago 4 scuzzylol 2 weeks ago @MrAmericunt
Hahaha.. wait... are you serious? scuzzylol 2 weeks ago scuzzylol 2 weeks ago
@yankee268 You need a citation for that lol? scuzzylol 2 weeks ago ahmad4567 2 weeks
ago the freedom tower is suppost to be done 2011-2013 if its done 2012.. then i think we
know what will happen there. >__> they brodcasted this at my school live. all ym
teachers cried. never forget the one lost in 9/11 ahmad4567 2 weeks ago Prev 1 2 3 4 5
6 7 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms
Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English
Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your
Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a
different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close
Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032) MrAmericunt 2 weeks ago r.i.p all 9/11
victims. this is why we need to deport illegal aliens. all they do is destroy our buildins
MrAmericunt 2 weeks ago uhohizher 2 weeks ago RIP to everyone that died on 911 I'm a
new yorker myself and it hurts to see this. uhohizher 2 weeks ago MrZambrott 2 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9 years ago... MrZambrott 2
weeks ago speranzaa5 2 weeks ago enter this site enter this site speranzaa5 2 weeks ago
NameYouCantHate 2 weeks ago I still cant believe the government attacked us like this.
FUCK THE US GOV'T NameYouCantHate 2 weeks ago DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i jumped for joy hearing of the
planes crashing into WTC. the sound of the impact was awesome. i love watching the
people in the buildings desperately waving out the window for help. their cries for help
were music to my ear. one by one, they jumped out the window,fell to their deaths.
SPLAT! love the sound of the bodies hitting the ground. when the towers gave way,
people in the buildings and on ground probably got crushed like pancakes. wish i were
there to capture this kodak moment. DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago DreadNoughtSioux
2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i jumped for joy
hearing of the planes crashing into WTC. the sound of the impact was awesome. i love
watching the people in the buildings desperately waving out the window for help. their
cries for help were music to my ear. one by one, they jumped out the window,fell to their
deaths. SPLAT! love the sound of the bodies hitting the ground. when the towers gave
way, people in the buildings and on ground probably got crushed like pancakes. wish i
were there to capture this kodak moment. DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago willisapril 2
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weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam In the Disney movie
Enchanted if anyone saw it. its starts out animated the wicked queen pushes the princess
into a well as result she ends up in Manhattan which is now live. when the queen is asked
where she is sent she says to a place with no happy endings. I thought Disney was being
rather insensitive after what happened on 9/11 willisapril 2 weeks ago riddah87 2 weeks
ago ''they are attackin the wtc, not us''...what a bitch ...whore slut bitaaaaatch riddah87 2
weeks ago trojanmistress 2 weeks ago this is the best video i've seen so far about the
terrible incident that had happened that day... heart breaking... she shot the famous "guy
waving his jacket from the window" scene but she doesn't even know about it...
trojanmistress 2 weeks ago YSTIJD 2 weeks ago ive u thinks what happend is terrible:
SUBB mE :D YSTIJD 2 weeks ago trojanmistress 2 weeks ago Comment removed
riddah87 2 weeks ago 2pac alive? lol that would change the world riddah87 2 weeks ago
sockbucket 2 weeks ago You just want to shout RUN GET OUT OF THE WAY when it
collapses...but it happened 9 years ago.....:l sockbucket 2 weeks ago cbtfan666 2 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Who's the faceless coward? the
muslim victims inside the building or the terrorits who did it(since it's an inside job... the
US agencies is the terrorist entity here :D :P ;)...) Making a tribute to the memory of 911
victims by your own system... shooooot that's so weird... Also strange that you will
remember 3k deaths in america since your army does this amount in 2 months only
abroad... should you respect 'aliens' death cuz of your shitty nation's ambitions??? (OIL
and so)? ;) :D :P... cbtfan666 2 weeks ago babasteve234 2 weeks ago ya that was a sad
day but really r you blond or r you just a fucking retarded '' just take this video off
youtube how the fuck r they going to get planes and drop water on it i hope lilly was still
in there when that tower came down now she dont have to be with someone as stupit as
you im more stupiter wait sorry people on youtube r more stupiter by just siting here
lisening to how stupit you r.. fucking stupit ass bitch get some education... babasteve234
2 weeks ago NameYouCantHate 2 weeks ago @babasteve234 im not one to fucking argue
on the internet but when you say something like that, and im talking about you hoping
the kid died, thats taking it way to far. you need to get a fucking life, stop doing this shit
on the internet. Imagine yourself in new york city when this happened, im sure youd be
like oh hey look! the WTC is on fire... oh well by the way if your just gonna hate on a
video like this where people lost their lives because of your government you should die
NameYouCantHate 2 weeks ago MegXZilla 2 weeks ago @babasteve234 shut the fuck
up. learn how to spell "stupid" before deeming someone else "stupit". retard. MegXZilla
2 weeks ago scuzzylol 2 weeks ago @MegXZilla lay off the spelling. Probably just a
typo. You knew what they meant and that is all that really matters. scuzzylol 2 weeks
ago MyMerlin1 2 weeks ago Hey americans: im a black european and I am coming to the
US. ..im bringing all my family and we are coming to take your jobs, and benefits. i cant
wait My Merlin1 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @MyMerlin1 lol hey americans
im a russian soldier and we are coming to the US to kill all your men and rape all your
women and steal ur land. hahahahhahahaha UKsniper4 2 weeks ago haskidog2007 2
weeks ago @UKsniper4 You are not Russian soldier. I am from Russia, and no one
Russian guy would say it. It's international tragedy. Moreover, Russian soldiers do NOT
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speak English so well, f&** idiot! haskidog2007 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
@haskidog2007 lol i was only joking.ес и ам а руссиан солдиер сорри и диднът мин то
упсет у сорри. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @haskidog2007 wait a
minute your not russian your canadian. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago CANDIECANE12 2
weeks ago @MyMerlin1 hey dipshit!! newflash theres nothin here either.
CANDIECANE12 2 weeks ago AHarmlessBystander 2 weeks ago I heard if you play
this backward, you hear George Bush announce that Tupac is alive. AHarmlessBystander
2 weeks ago zeid67 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam "hi
see my channel at you tube zeid67 i up loaded a scientific documentary made by 8
scientists from Denmark regarding 9 11 this was forbidden to be put in USA Media by
the goverment" zeid67 2 weeks ago RealBronzeClaws 2 weeks ago wait, did you guys
actually see the people jumping? RealBronzeClaws 2 weeks ago RealBronzeClaws 2
weeks ago I don;t think I've seen such a close shot of this before. RealBronzeClaws 2
weeks ago BUCKLEYyo 2 weeks ago this pisses me off every time i watch one of these
videos, we're new yorkers though we come back even stronger....nothing can stop us rip
the 343 and all of the victims of this terrible disaster BUCKLEYyo 2 weeks ago
punkArmy4 2 weeks ago guys i dont know if u noticed, but there were no jews in the
tower, but there were muslims and christians. so a jew might have payed osama so he can
put the blame on him. there are A LOT of horrable muslims that are a disgrace to the
world but there are those kind of people in every religion. so lets not be mean to each
other =) we all worship one god and we all want to go to heaven so i think we all need to
shut up and respect one another. punkArmy4 2 weeks ago IIJwHMedia 2 weeks ago
@AQwinterview That sounds good to me. Im not racist at all but when you watch videos
like this it makes you want to hurt muslims ! IIJwHMedia 2 weeks ago barbidollz 2
weeks ago TO UPLOADER!.....YOU SHOULD DISSABLE COMMENTS! barbidollz 2
weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago Jesus what is the mentality of people on here, do you
have a mental age of 6. Talk the talk but everyone on here knows nothing of the inner
workings of anything, speculation inside job yea right, thats more stupid then stupid
thinking, but they walk amongst us. nykola1234 2 weeks ago miltz95 2 weeks ago UK
sniper ure just plane stupid course every1 panicked bout all that shit it was terrible
3000+ deaths 6000+ injuries a little bomb blows up a bus and kills like 10 people
BRITIAN IS FULL OF PUSSYS it should be blown up miltz95 2 weeks ago nykola1234
2 weeks ago @miltz95 It was'nt it was 53 on the tube not nice, so get your facts right & i
dont agree with Uksniper either. nasty. Hmmm intelligent thinking i guess thats your
answer for everything blow them all up, are you a Harvard graduate, no thought not. Its
views like yours and other haters that the above is the net result of.......HATRED!
nykola1234 2 weeks ago purzelpilz 2 weeks ago ich kann einfach nicht verstehen warum
man der menschheit sowas antuhen muss..!? wieso nur? purzelpilz 2 weeks ago
FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago I WANT TO RUB MY FACE AGAINST
THAT LADY'S FEET SO I CAN SMELL THEM AND LICK THEM
FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago 8mycrab 2 weeks ago I can't imagine what it must
have been like for you to watch that happen right before your eyes. I'm so glad you are
ok. That baby you were holding is in what 4th grade now? I had a one yr old and he's in
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5th. Isn't it amazing how time goes by. I pray life is treating your families well. Take care,
Susie 8mycrab 2 weeks ago AQWinterview 2 weeks ago this was 4 days before my 3rd
birthday. i wana b the one who takes a f.uckin pistol and cap that boss of the terrorist in
the face! THUMBS UP IF U WANT A NUKE TO GO ON ISLAM!!!!! AQWinterview
2 weeks ago M4J1D1 2 weeks ago @AQWinterview fuk u dickhed ur government did it
dont blame inicent muslims.. but we all hate paki muslims. M4J1D1 2 weeks ago
allblue88 2 weeks ago @AQWinterview take a chill pill omg.. also how are you gonna hit
"Islam" with a nuke??? its a religion idiot.. allblue88 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
burn ahhahahha UKsniper4 2 weeks ago dreameralldays 2 weeks ago it's not islam it's
jews and illuminatis .. this was planed from inside no more lies dreameralldays 2 weeks
ago vencagek 2 weeks ago Clear controlled demolition, that Americans have shed
themselves to have a pretext for invading Afghanistan and Iraq vencagek 2 weeks ago
vencagek 2 weeks ago Comment removed vencagek 2 weeks ago STOP ISLAM vencagek
2 weeks ago Sprous97 2 weeks ago that's so sad... but is that the barny song in the
background in the beginning? Sprous97 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago What a
bloody awful way to die, unable to get out as the planes went through the stairwell and
the lift shafts spreading the fire through the buildiong not one person on this earth
deserves this no matter what anyone says. No matter what creed, belief, hair colour, eye
colour speaking pattern, whatever shit that we all seem to differentiate people by.
Historians will look back at this and sigh do we every learn......Nope! nykola1234 2
weeks ago raulsandoval29 2 weeks ago My respects to all the people that were there that
terrible morning. That is something that will never be forgotten. raulsandoval29 2 weeks
ago ALD241 2 weeks ago I remember this happening, i seen the footage on television and
i have never cried so much all them innocent people that lost thier lives that day. its so
sad how anyone can do something like this. every year i watch the docs on tele that they
show i cry everytime.....................-....R.I.P TO ALL THEM POOR PEOPLE THAT
LOST THIER LIVES THAT DAY XXXXX ALD241 2 weeks ago ALD241 2 weeks
ago I remember this happening, i seen the footage on television and i have never cried so
much all them innocent people that lost thier lives that day. its so sad how anyone can do
something like this. every year i watch the docs on tele that they show i cry
everytime.....................-....R.I.P TO ALL THEM POOR PEOPLE THAT LOST THIER
LIVES THAT DAY XXXXXX ALD241 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago I hope
that metaphorically speaking that we are never in a Twin Tower incident at any point in
our lives, try and explain yourself out of that to the perpetrators from anywhere! we will
just be a number to them as we represent somthing they hate including all you haters on
here. Best advice dont live in a city go off somewhere and llive by your own beliefs and
dont belong to anything. Still im sure someone somewhere will hate you for some reason
or not. What a shit world we live in! nykola1234 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks
ago @nykola1234 You're right... But why run away? I would love to see the WTC
rebuild!!! So that when Al Qaida opens his windows in the morning and looks at ground
zero, his eyes will roll back and forward and back and forward and back and forward...
freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago CJR33D 2 weeks ago @freestylerstyler Al Quaida is the
terrorist group, not a person. I think u mean Osama bin Laden CJR33D 2 weeks ago
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Basynovsky 2 weeks ago 1773 terrorists disliked this video Basynovsky 2 weeks ago
freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @Basynovsky Haha, are you taking scores? freestylerstyler
2 weeks ago rshakan 2 weeks ago bush had set this up rshakan 2 weeks ago
freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago MrDansof: Amerikosy fag, fuck you Bush himself in the ass
with his people. Only a goner scumbag can do such things. Waiting for you hot hell. And
Obama huylo - "is supposedly Qaida has done." All for a fag. Welcome to the age of
google translate... Man you ARE ignorant freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2
weeks ago 2 Truth is... there is no truth on this board. If you know the truth about 9/11,
your message will be deleted from the net before it even leaves your computer. So don't
think you can read any truth on this board. The only thing you'll find here is words
already spoken and seen as not harmfull to those who depend on a silent "operation"
freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago 2 mrsteelmovies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam I KEEP READING "It was sad day we will never forget".." all
those innocent people killed".. "RIP"... WELL THEY CANT REST!! EVERYONE IS
QUICK TO LOOK BACK AT IT AS A THING OF THE PAST BUT -THAT
MOMENT CHANGED ALL OUR LIVES UP UNTIL TODAY AND OUR FUTURE..
ITS UP "THE PEOPLE" (you) TO MAKE SURE THIS ORIGINAL VIDEO IS PUT
OUT FOR ALL TO SEE THE TRUTH! WHY ARE THE MOST CRITICAL
MOMENTS EDITED OUT? DID THE PEOPLE WHO POSTED IT EDIT IT OR
UTUBE POLICE? WE NEED A FULL VIDEO W/O EDITING... IMMEDIATELY!
mrsteelmovies 2 weeks ago lana200g 2 weeks ago wake up Americans and see how
muslims are invading America little by little wake up before it is too late lana200g 2
weeks ago lobotomija90 2 weeks ago @lana200g Hahaha,Albanians on Kosovo are also
muslims and terrorist,but you gave them independence from Serbia,why is that?
lobotomija90 2 weeks ago fahad415 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam this is inside job all know that why Lying!! fahad415 2 weeks ago
MrDanshoff 2 weeks ago Америкосы пидорасы, Буш ты выебал сам себя в жопу при
своем народе. Только конченый гандон, может такое сделать. Тебя ждет горячий ад.
И Обама хуйло - " это мол Алькаида сделала". Все пидоры за одно. MrDanshoff 2
weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago Is this discusion still going on??? The conclusion
is: America isn't powerfull at all. Still not convinced? Replay the entire video and LOOK
at what happened :/ Your fantastic problem sovling government knew this so it would
have a reason to fight back... A reason to earn even more... What you're seeing here is a
stunt for oil. Just like the illusion of the oil crisis we have now with BP. You can find oil
everytwhere! The only thing that has to happen now is REPLACE the platform... and
voila! freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago tomekmojsiejuk 2 weeks ago @freestylerstyler The
conclusion is that America Will F*** YOU UP! as well as your conspiracy theories
tomekmojsiejuk 2 weeks ago sivashankar31 2 weeks ago @tomekmojsiejuk hahahaha
sivashankar31 2 weeks ago ch1ldpr3d3t0r 2 weeks ago @tomekmojsiejuk lmfao fuck yea
ch1ldpr3d3t0r 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago Look clever people if we all carry on
like they killed us, we killed them, that is really smart is'nt it. So some people are saying
they hate American's do they know what the word America stands for, it is the America's
of people, meaning a totally mixed race. So they cannot just be identified as American
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they just live there. Just because they might have been born somewhere in the world does
not and should not make them a hate figure. nykola1234 2 weeks ago loveethee 2 weeks
ago 9-11? ISRAEL. NOT ARABS, NOT JEWS, ISRAEL. loveethee 2 weeks ago
dickswinger86 2 weeks ago @akabigdaddydawg hahahah u stupid fuck,its youre people
who fuck dogs,cats,chimps,donkeys,horse-s actually any kind of animal just check the
internet. Ur mad at arabs cause u have been ass raped by them:-)? I swear to god,once
that mosque in new york has been build,we will come there to take a shit on ure ground
zero after oure prayers,i will post it here on youtube. litle bitch go play another rambo
game dicklicker,and i will lick some pussy now,not like you fucking donkeys or chimps
dickswinger86 2 weeks ago akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago @dickswinger86 I love arguing
with someone who pretends to be a Muslim radical and and adult. Look towelhead
wannabe, go buy some deodorant and take a shower before you lick that arabic infected
twat. Make sure she takes a shower too....and REMEMBER...have sex with a human, not
a camel. Oh, and I DARE you to take a shit and ground zero. I'm willing to bet the New
Yorkers will ground you in to pulp and let your body just flow down the sewer if they
ever saw anybody taking a dump there. akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2
weeks ago @akabigdaddydawg deodorant and camel,is this the first word youre mother
teached you? once again its youre people fucking animals not arabs.look the internet if u
dnt believe me,so go and lick youre girlrfriends infected donkey fucked pussy litle faget.
And what im telling u is true i wil really take a shit there hahahahahahah cant stop me
dickswinger86 2 weeks ago akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago @dickswinger86 You
sandmonkeys are so funny when you get mad. I laugh hysterically every time I see it.
Judging from the way you write, I expect you'll need to ask your mommy's permission to
leave the house. Oh, and just be glad I'm not President. I would have solved all of the
Middle East's problems with about 40 neutron bombs. They wipe out the people but
leave the buildings behind. All the moronic fighting for 2000 years.........solved in less than
a minute. akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @akabigdaddydawg
I hear you, but woudn't that just be proven you're no better? It would also prove that the
American government is as egoïstic as I see them right now. By the way: Good resources,
an EMP rocket and a moral invasion to those who deserve it is the solution. But the
American government is just guessing and making Americans believe that what they're
guessing is the truth. Invasion!!! = Oil!!! freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2
weeks ago @akabigdaddydawg First of all: Muslims should take a shower... Second: I
would love to shit on ground zero. Reason: Hopefully a mosque will grow, then WE can
bom it :D freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago Comment removed
freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @akabigdaddydawg I'm stupid... Read it again, you're the
one who's not capable of putting a sentence into a meaning :) freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago
akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago @freestylerstyler Sorry free. I thought that was dick's
posting. My mistake. akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago
@akabigdaddydawg Haha, erased from my memory :) now let's toast some ignorant
people :D freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago stepheng1483 2 weeks ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam All the evidence points to 9/11 being an inside job, by
Israel. It is part of their new world order plans to get the West to hate Muslims in
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preparation for their planned wars in that region. stepheng1483 2 weeks ago
mrsteelmovies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I KEEP
READING "It was sad day we will never forget".." all those innocent people killed"..
"RIP"... WELL THEY CANT REST!! EVERYONE IS QUICK TO LOOK BACK AT
IT AS A THING OF THE PAST BUT -THAT MOMENT CHANGED ALL OUR
LIVES UP UNTIL TODAY AND OUR FUTURE.. ITS UP "THE PEOPLE" (you) TO
MAKE SURE THIS ORIGINAL VIDEO IS PUT OUT FOR ALL TO SEE THE
TRUTH! WHY ARE THE MOST CRITICAL MOMENTS EDITED OUT? DID THE
PEOPLE WHO POSTED IT EDIT IT OR UTUBE POLICE? WE NEED A FULL
VIDEO W/O EDITING... IMMEDIATELY! mrsteelmovies 2 weeks ago kanolover3956
2 weeks ago 9/11 is nothing. Americans killed 300,000 innocent japanese in 1945.
America illegally stole a country (Hawaii) and turned it into a state. How many innocent
Iraqi and Vietnamese lives have Americans killed? Over 50,000 combined. Roughly 3,000
people were killed on 9/11. Compare that to 350,000 lives that Americans have killed.
kanolover3956 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago @kanolover3956 Yea but dont you
get it, its not about a fucking accountants end of year figures, these are people, since the
beginning of time we have been killing each other, but look at the bigger picture.
nykola1234 2 weeks ago kanolover3956 2 weeks ago @nykola1234 350,000 "people"
were slaughtered by the hands of Americans. Like Osama Bin Laden clearly said "9/11
was long overdue and we're just giving America what they've been giving other countries".
Sad statement right? But undeniably true...you'd have to be a close minded American to
deny what Americans have done, they have done things which equalize to terroristic acts
too. kanolover3956 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago @kanolover3956 Im not an
American lover i do think they can be arrogant probably because they are a massive
country and the powerhouse of the world, if we lived there what would that make
you/me, even if you did not agree with the system. You cannot generalise and propose
that 9/11 was justified. Live & let live is what i say. Its tremendously sad that ordinary
people get caught up in all this political shit nykola1234 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2
weeks ago @nykola1234 Absolutely!!! But if America was the powerhouse they claim to
be... Why didn't they see the planes coming? How long would it take to take the plain
down? It's sad but if you have to choose between a plan crash or a tower crash... plane =
less people. Byebye plane :) freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago
Comment removed freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @nykola1234 I hope I see the same as
you do, because you're comment speaks more truth then dickswingers complaining in
total :) By the way: @Dickswingerthingy: Why the hell would you be shittin' about your
wrath while your not living by the Koran? Keep talking shit freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago
tehBLAX 2 weeks ago i survived 9/11 tehBLAX 2 weeks ago Mayhamsdead 2 weeks ago
@tehBLAX That's nice. Mayhamsdead 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago
@tehBLAX im sorry for that,ur time will come dickswinger86 2 weeks ago
dickswinger86 2 weeks ago Reageren op deze video... i hope all this fucks will burn in
hell,i ment the victims of 9/11 not arabs dickswinger86 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2
weeks ago @dickswinger86 Zal ik doen :) By the way, you're taking your aggression out
on the wrong persons and you know it... I know who you want to target, but some
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Americans (no disrespect) just wont get it... freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago lana200g 2
weeks ago @dickswinger86 go to hell terrorist mother fucker, america hater the day will
come that all muslims get kicked out to the camel countries... lana200g 2 weeks ago
akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago @dickswinger86 I'm looking for Mytur Binsdurty. (Say it
fast). HA! HA! HA! akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago eviltaithe2nd 2 weeks ago Some
people r unbelievable I'm not American but I still understand peoples pain and loss as
individuals and a nation. Grow up retards show respect or I'll be the one dancing on all ur
graves mo fos!!!!! R.i.p for all the victims of 9/11 eviltaithe2nd 2 weeks ago
Mayhamsdead 2 weeks ago ~ Love the Barney the Dinosaur music in the background.
Mayhamsdead 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago All you people on here saying awful
disrespectul unbelieveable shit about the dead are evil and probably thick as a whale
omelette. These people that died (for no reason) did'nt necessarily vote for the
government they have and ultimately have no control of governments most if not all are
corrupt in some way. The very attitudes that you have is why we as the human race are
most probably doomed. If i was an alien looking at us a a race i would probably think
fuck the self destructive lot of em! nykola1234 2 weeks ago Sienify 2 weeks ago i laughed
my fucking ass off when that building just came down :D nice vid ! Sienify 2 weeks ago
Lemonmiffy 2 weeks ago @Sienify im not american but at least show some respect to the
people that lost loved ones. Lemonmiffy 2 weeks ago Sienify 2 weeks ago why this
whore didnt record when that building on video collapsed???? Sienify 2 weeks ago
thepryest 2 weeks ago @Sienify possibly because that whore didn't know that it was
going collapse. She couldnt see into the future you freak. thepryest 2 weeks ago
636Jambo 2 weeks ago God bless the dead 636Jambo 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks
ago Nice to see that hate is still alive and kicking in these comments. What is wrong with
you people. nykola1234 2 weeks ago bcoy1para 2 weeks ago CANT NOT BELIVE
people are still going on about inside jobs lol how disrespectfull to the familes and the
dead! and its time i feel to move on! us brits have had worse than 9 11 on our shores in
the past! as we say "keep calm and carry on" bcoy1para 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2
weeks ago @bcoy1para Disrespectfull? Who are you to say what happened that day?
Who are you to say that there was no corruption? America is supposed to be able to take
care of every problem. That's what they want to show us by meddling in everyone's
affaires. freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago bcoy1para 2 weeks ago @freestylerstyler who am i
to say what happened? its pretty clear what happened! unless your a delusional paranoid
member of society with to much time on your hands. bcoy1para 2 weeks ago freakyfool2
2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam americunts are so
fucking fat freakyfool2 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago please god make them
burn and satan please take their souls satankilljews01 2 weeks ago julioabruno2254 2
weeks ago @satankilljews01 lol julioabruno2254 2 weeks ago nykola1234 2 weeks ago
Comment removed AlexandarProdaction 2 weeks ago Ok fuck you americans you and
fucking nato bombed serbia why? wht we did to you there is .i 2.500 people die in serbia
children and civils and you are crying hole life about worldtrade centar fuck you
AlexandarProdaction 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago I HOPE THEY ALL
FUCKING BURNT TO DEATH!!!!!! AND NOT ONE ESCAPED!!! satankilljews01 2
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weeks ago prkrastn81 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 kill yourself FUCKER prkrastn81 2
weeks ago 0VP0 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 what the fuck is the matter with you ?
0VP0 2 weeks ago KleineMaus954 2 weeks ago what can I say about this??? where is the
truehumanity?? where is the love? RIP all the Victims..... KleineMaus954 2 weeks ago
KKKSuperFan 2 weeks ago 9-11 Was The Best Day Of My Life!!! I Wanna Find A
Local Grave Yard And Piss On Some Graves!!! KKKSuperFan 2 weeks ago
xZxiiRonMan 2 weeks ago @KKKSuperFan fuck y think of all those ppl that died how
about i go n piss over ur grans grave xZxiiRonMan 2 weeks ago julioabruno2254 2 weeks
ago @xZxiiRonMan i took a huge dump the other day on ground zero :D julioabruno2254
2 weeks ago TheRealistShitAround 2 weeks ago EVERYBODY !!!!!! SEARCH "THAT
9/11 SHIT" AND CLICK THE FIRST VIDEO AND TELL THIS INCONSIDERATE
LITTLE BASTERED TO GO FUCK HIMSELF!!!!! WHAT HE IS DOIN IS WRONG
AND WE CANT LET HIM GET AWAY WITH IT!!! COPY AND PASTE THIS
EVERYWHERE TO SHOW SOPORT FOR THOSE MANY WHO LOST THEIR
LIFES THAT DAY TheRealistShitAround 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
@TheRealistShitAround fuck up cunt LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago blakscal 2 weeks ago
hilarious. blakscal 2 weeks ago Interioroutbreak69 2 weeks ago is it true that president
obama is actually osama bin laden in disguise? im not believing it yet because theres no
real proof but what do you guys think? Interioroutbreak69 2 weeks ago shinobiung 2
weeks ago people, wouldnt you miss your moms or your pop if they were gone?
wouldnt you miss your children if they were gone? well your soldiers are killing alot of
mothers and fathers, brothers and sisters, women and children in Iraq, Afghanistan and
covertly in many other contries. Isnt it time you STOPPED supporting the massacre of
people that are innocent of your mess with Israel? It isnt Muslims that are messing things
up, it isnt Muslims that make up your government. STOP STOP STOP STOP
shinobiung 2 weeks ago kakgerl75 2 weeks ago No god thought us to be bad...all these
terrorist are just using religion (Islam) as to fulfill their evil plan. This is not 'JIHAD' as it
was mentioned in Islam...I strongly condemn all these terrorist. kakgerl75 2 weeks ago
sanakhan420 2 weeks ago 911truth.org sanakhan420 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks
ago LOL this shit sooo fucking funny! all those americunts are to stupid to get out of the
building LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 I
agree!!!! i hope they all died a painful death lmao! did you know some people jumped out
coz it was so hot. they were melting lol! so funny haha. so they jumped. i hope they
suffered satankilljews01 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 they
jump? LOL i thought they were free falling LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago satankilljews01
2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 lol i dont know what they did, as long as they died
satankilljews01 2 weeks ago r4di0tune1 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 You're not hurting
anyone, just showing us that you are just like those terrorist. Pathetic waste of life you
are. r4di0tune1 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago @r4di0tune1 you are pathetic to
protect these people. these people were sinners and derserved to die. satankilljews01 2
weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 amen LOL fuck all of you
americunts! freakyfool2 2 weeks ago 123givsey 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 your
fucked up in the head go die you cunt 123givsey 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
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@123givsey like he gives a fuck LOL go fuck a kangaroo cocksucker LOL freakyfool2 2
weeks ago r4di0tune1 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 No you deserve to die you satan
worshiping twat. r4di0tune1 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 Do
some research... Many didn't even know it till they came out of the building. People who
were stuck in the elevator didn't even know what was happening either... By the way,
how many people where in the building? how many floors? how many elevators
(opperational?), how many stairs? freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago gre68 2 weeks ago 3.50
min on that day and she says: they need plains to drop water on it...why didn't that
happen? Clear blue sky. gre68 2 weeks ago KellyJayneAustralia 2 weeks ago The sounds
when you opened the window! it's horrific! The whole video brings me to tears.
KellyJayneAustralia 2 weeks ago Havixus 2 weeks ago In Soviet Russia, WTC crashes
into plane! Havixus 2 weeks ago SOyouTHINKurFUNNY 2 weeks ago now wheres
superman on this one?? SOyouTHINKurFUNNY 2 weeks ago imcool1347 2 weeks ago
shit this video was too funny, me and my fellow allah brethren just threw a massive
party 3 days ago. We drank and drank while watching this video hahahaha man, whatta
night imcool1347 2 weeks ago Pebr5212 2 weeks ago @imcool1347 you should get
yourself treated at the mental hospital! Pebr5212 2 weeks ago r4di0tune1 2 weeks ago
@imcool1347 I bet that didn't even happen how the fuck does someone like you have
friends? Taking your anger out on innocent people, take it out on your dad hes the one
that fucks you in the ass every night r4di0tune1 2 weeks ago MexicanBarrera 2 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam is it possible that the plane was
controlled and that there was no people in those planes just saying MexicanBarrera 2
weeks ago MexicanBarrera 2 weeks ago Comment removed MexicanBarrera 2 weeks ago
Comment removed noahnz 2 weeks ago @MexicanBarrera nope noahnz 2 weeks ago
MexicanBarrera 2 weeks ago Comment removed bluntedtaoism 2 weeks ago at 19:37 you
can see rumsfeld on the roof to the far left pressing the 2nd detonator bluntedtaoism 2
weeks ago LordElfarium 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam George W Bush would never allow the construction of a mosque near Ground Zero
LordElfarium 2 weeks ago elvaelvirababe 2 weeks ago I live in Jersey City, NJ, just 1 mile
away from Manhattan. I remember my first day of school on this same day. All of a
sudden, my parents picked me up from school. Right in my backyard, I saw the black
smoke in the sky. I was only 11, I didn't know what the hell was going on, I just
understood it was a terrorist attack. Last thing I remember ALL ambulances, firefighters
& police officers from NJ were on their way for reinforcements. elvaelvirababe 2 weeks
ago scuzzylol 2 weeks ago YOU IGNORANT FUCKS! Have you once ever concidered
that we were attacked for a reason? Because we were.. HAHA . You all just live in your
own litte world buying shit you don't need and you don't give a fuck about all the people
that die every day due to starvation and the "god blessed" US military which we all
finance. Israel? Listen to what bin Laden said.. Speek up against what this country is
doing cuz we are fucking up the world. 2012 is coming around for a reason people. We are
fucking up!! scuzzylol 2 weeks ago scuzzylol 2 weeks ago Comment removed scuzzylol
2 weeks ago @scuzzylol as a species lol. Please don't mind the spelling mistakes haha.
scuzzylol 2 weeks ago prkrastn81 2 weeks ago 2 @scuzzylol Attacked for a reason,
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GIVE ME A FUCKING BREAK, there is NO EXCUSE for TERRORISM YOU
FUCK! People were just trying to goto work that day, you are the fucking problems
making excuses for such actions and somehow justifying this shit. prkrastn81 2 weeks
ago 2 scuzzylol 2 weeks ago @prkrastn81 uhh.. Yes we were attacked for a reason. Our
country has killed and contributed to killing many more innocent civilians than those
"terrorists" on 9/11 did. You don't give a fuck about those other people tho do you? How
else would those "terrorists" struggles have gotten attention? The media wouldn't
broadcast them. We are brainwashed in this country. We hear what they want us to hear.
Anything they don't want us to hear is not broadcasted. scuzzylol 2 weeks ago
yankee268 2 weeks ago @scuzzylol (citation needed) Who did we kill? Do you know or
do you just like killing innocents? yankee268 2 weeks ago Del249 2 weeks ago
@scuzzylol gotta say I would find hilarious if the world somewhat ended in 2012, but
common sense tells me not to believe the old superstition of jungle primitives. I bet they
stopped making their calendar simply because they got bored. Del249 2 weeks ago
scuzzylol 2 weeks ago @Del249 You haven't done your research on 2012 then lol. Those
jungle primatives knew things about our galaxy that we didn't know until a few years ago.
Im not saying something will happen (it will eventually) but if you look at where our
world is heading it seems kinda obvious. Yellowstone caldera? look it up. The elevation
there has increased more in the last year than all of the other years they have been
measuring it.. combined!! lol. scuzzylol 2 weeks ago vajaqwasde 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam all come my video vajaqwasde 2 weeks ago
bullt91 2 weeks ago 3 GOD BLESS AMERICA AND FUCK ALL TERRORISTS!!!
bullt91 2 weeks ago 3 julioabruno2254 2 weeks ago @bullt91 cant wait till the next 911
me and my friends are going to sit around the tube and eat popcorn and drink some
coronas julioabruno2254 2 weeks ago fabri280692 2 weeks ago I am Brazilian and I will
never forget this day,looked like a biblical prophecy as if it was a judgment of God.The
anti-christ is coming,we will obey God now because tomorrow will be too late.
fabri280692 2 weeks ago MusicLuver093 2 weeks ago I will never forget where I was,
what I was doing, who told me, nor with I forget the emotions. We Will Never Forget
9/11 MusicLuver093 2 weeks ago PhillyLucky7 2 weeks ago that air is filled with toxins.
emts, cops, firefighters came down with cancer. PhillyLucky7 2 weeks ago DestroyHD 2
weeks ago this really sucks you know DestroyHD 2 weeks ago CFKMAN 2 weeks ago
This brings tears to my eyes....... CFKMAN 2 weeks ago CFKMAN 2 weeks ago
NEVER FORGET!!! HEY YOU LIBERALS AND MOSQUE SUPPORTERS DID
YOU FORGET? CFKMAN 2 weeks ago byfaith116 2 weeks ago thank you for sharing
your view of this day. while it was painful and horrible to watch, it's hard not to stay
until the end. you want to be with those people, even just in spirit, in their final
moments. they were not alone nor will they ever be forgotten. byfaith116 2 weeks ago
DaviedDedo91 2 weeks ago isreal did that DaviedDedo91 2 weeks ago bwat5768 2 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam FUCK AMERICA I M GLAD
THIS HAPPENED, I WISH THE BUILDING WAS FILLED WITH NIGGERS AND
THE DOORS WERE LOCKED bwat5768 2 weeks ago THECRAZEBLING 2 weeks
ago @bwat5768 Get off of YouTube, you heartless Nazi/Terrorist. THECRAZEBLING
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2 weeks ago kickmeguy 2 weeks ago @bwat5768 fuck you asshole. burn in hell you
fucking scum peice of shit kickmeguy 2 weeks ago 10jman 2 weeks ago @bwat5768 i
wish you tie a brick to your foot and jump your pussy ass into the ocean 10jman 2
weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago I WANT TO SMELL HER FEET
FRANKMANNACO700
2
weeks
ago
freestylerstyler
2
weeks
ago
@FRANKMANNACO700 Hahaha, you're sick :D freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The roof
is on fire! We don't need no water let the motherfucker burn! SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The roof
is on fire! We don't need no water let the motherfucker burn! SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The roof
is on fire! We don't need no water let the motherfucker burn! SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago The roof is on fire! We don't need no water let the
motherfucker burn! SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago 9xxDARKMIDGETxx9 2 weeks ago
Miren mi video que ise de la mejor seleccion de el mundo!!...MEXICO el link es este
/watch?v=Xnpm-8NhsVE o nomas agan click en mi nombre para entrar a mi pagina...que
les guste... :) 9xxDARKMIDGETxx9 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam How do you feel about building a Mosque on
the Ground Zero site? ALLAH IS GREAT SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam How do you feel about
building a Mosque on the Ground Zero site? PRAISE ALLAH!!! SmallWeenies 2 weeks
ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago I WILL NEVER FORGET HOW PATHETIC AND
STUPID YOU AMERICANS ARE SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago nachosirble14 2 weeks
ago Very sad... I love the USA nachosirble14 2 weeks ago blazey234 2 weeks ago sad to
see what ppl do to ppl. and sad to see how many americans havent learned anything from
it. blazey234 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @blazey234 wjat's that supposed to
mean? smileybug14 2 weeks ago lawboy44 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 chill dude hes just
sayin like we need 2 b carefulll .. i thinkk lawboy44 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks
ago @lawboy44 i don't know... smileybug14 2 weeks ago blazey234 2 weeks ago
@smileybug14 first sentence: unbelieveable (sad) what people are able to do to other
people. 2nd sentence: the reasons have to be disposed. it doesnt make sense to cut leaves
everywhere if u just dont pull the root. and the root is not only somewhere abroad
(terrorists), the american way is part of the root too. blazey234 2 weeks ago blazey234 2
weeks ago @smileybug14 first sentence: unbelieveable sad and frightened to see what
people are able to do to other people. 2nd sentence: the reasons have to be disposed. it
just makes no sense to cut leaves everywhere (in the world) when u dont pull the root.
and the root is not only somewhere abroad. the american way is part of the root too.
blazey234 2 weeks ago punishr36 2 weeks ago Who doesn't remember what they were
doing at the time of the attack. I was on my way out the door going to work and my wife
was watching it on CNN and was crying and I was unaware until I got to work when the
second plane hit. Terrible day for the U.S. Watching video's on the street and you see a
unified people grieving together,, no race/color etc. We were watching it on the internet.4
engineers in total and we all agreed that the building was going to come down and it did.
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Terrible day. punishr36 2 weeks ago dlambp25 2 weeks ago Im mexican dlambp25 2
weeks ago thecomicaleagle101 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam Not all muslims are terroirsts thecomicaleagle101 2 weeks ago
FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago I WANT TO SUCK HER TOES
FRANKMANNACO700
2
weeks
ago
smileybug14
2
weeks
ago
@FRANKMANNACO700 yeah i can imagine.... you've said it a lot :/ smileybug14 2
weeks ago felsenforest 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
This is still so sad to watch. I haven't seen a video from this position before. I hadn't
thought about the encroaching ash and smoke that all those who lived up in the
skyscrapers saw just horizontally coming into their living room windows. Did you smell
the smoke through your air conditioner vent? Was there ash inside your window sills? I
am sure -- still so sad. :( felsenforest 2 weeks ago felsenforest 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam This is still so sad to watch. I haven't seen a video
from this position before. I hadn't thought about the encroaching ash and smoke that all
those who lived up in the skyscrapers saw just horizontally coming into their living room
windows. Did you smell the smoke through your air conditioner vent? Was there ash
inside your window sills? I am sure -- still so sad. :( felsenforest 2 weeks ago felsenforest
2 weeks ago This is still so sad to watch. I haven't seen a video from the position before. I
hadn't thought about the encroaching ash and smoke that all those up in the skyscrapers
saw just horizontally coming into their living room windows. Did you smell the smoke
through your air conditioner vent? Was there ash inside your window sills? I am sure -still so sad. :( felsenforest 2 weeks ago WarHawk226 2 weeks ago THUMBS UP IF U
HATE THE TERRORIST IF THEY WERE NOT BORN THIS WOULDNT HAPPEN
THE THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE!!!!!!!! WarHawk226 2 weeks ago 101matthardyrocks
2 weeks ago 9 GOD DAMNIT I HATE THOSE TERROISTS 101matthardyrocks 2
weeks ago 9 Northvssn 2 weeks ago @101matthardyrocks Im wih you, But I felt
ashamed by my self because the terrorist attacks and I am Muslim May Allah be with
them. Northvssn 2 weeks ago Northvssn 2 weeks ago @101matthardyrocks Im wih you,
But I felt ashamed by my self because the terrorist attacks and I am Muslim May Allah
be with the people who dies by the attack Northvssn 2 weeks ago TheHappyMidgets 2
weeks ago @Northvssn dont worry it was all the government TheHappyMidgets 2
weeks ago JOSEMARSANTOSgospel 2 weeks ago AFF,O GOVERNO AMERICANO
DERRUBA OS PRÉDIOS PARA CRIAR UMA GUERRA, E ACHAM QUE SOMOS
OTÁRIOS!!! JOSEMARSANTOSgospel 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago
@JOSEMARSANTOSgospel speak english dude smileybug14 2 weeks ago
hawaiibodyboarderz 2 weeks ago 9//11 is nothing compared to what Americans did to
Japan in 1945. Over 300,000 innocent lives lay dead in japan 1945, compared to 2,700
innocent lives in 9/11 hawaiibodyboarderz 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago
@hawaiibodyboarderz Yeah that's true. But Japan randomly attacked Pearl Harbor,
remember? Terrorist attacked America for no reason what so ever. I think that's worse.
But 300.00 dead is awful, i agree. smileybug14 2 weeks ago hawaiibodyboarderz 2 weeks
ago @smileybug14 2 over egotistical governments killed innocent lives. =/
hawaiibodyboarderz 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @hawaiibodyboarderz yeah
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its really sad :( But I love America. Of coarse I don't like it's mistakes, but no country is
perfect. smileybug14 2 weeks ago wisdom9195 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam haha oh boy, 9/11 conspiracy “theory” or is it reasonable
suspicion based on evidence???? what more evidence we need? People ignore it 'cause
obviously noone have a transitive "PROVE".....but it is there, it is. wisdom9195 2 weeks
ago wisdom9195 2 weeks ago Comment removed wisdom9195 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam haha oh boy, 9/11 conspiracy “theory” or is it
reasonable suspicion based on evidence???? what more evidence we need? People ignore it
'cause obviously noone have a transitive "PROVE".....but it is there, it is. wisdom9195 2
weeks ago legodude1013 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam GOD BLESS AMERICA!!! legodude1013 2 weeks ago wisdom9195 2 weeks ago
Comment removed smileybug14 2 weeks ago @wisdom9195 I think you suck.
smileybug14 2 weeks ago legodude1013 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam GOD BLESS AMERICA!!! legodude1013 2 weeks ago
266puppylovers 2 weeks ago What is wrong with u . How can u say that about those
people . 266puppylovers 2 weeks ago wisdom9195 2 weeks ago Wake up america, call
your congress man, ask questions, request answers. wisdom9195 2 weeks ago
DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i
jumped for joy hearing of the planes crashing into WTC. the sound of the impact was
awesome. i love watching the people in the buildings desperately waving out the window
for help. their cries for help were music to my ear. one by one, they jumped out the
window,fell to their deaths. SPLAT! love the sound of the bodies hitting the ground.
when the towers gave way, people in the buildings and on ground probably got crushed
like pancakes. wish i were there to capture this kodak moment. DreadNoughtSioux 2
weeks ago TheRealistShitAround 2 weeks ago EVERYONE WHO WONT TOLARATE
DISRESPECT TO 9/11 AT ALL, LOOK UP "THAT 9/11 SHIT" AND CLICK THE
FIRST VIDEO AND TELL THIS DISRESPECTFUL PRICK WHERE TO GO, COPY
AND PASTE THIS EVERYWHERE, WE NEED TO TEACH THIS LITTLE FUCKER
WHAT HES DOIN IS WRONG TheRealistShitAround 2 weeks ago wisdom9195 2
weeks ago Smileybug14 I invite you to join 911blogger com then u can see and analize the
fact by yourself. As an American, I apply the1st amendment to my words. Hope some
day the truth will come out and people like you could stop being in denial for what
happened wisdom9195 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @wisdom9195 I too
apply the 1st ammendent to my following words, since I am indeed an American myself:
I have examined all the theories and different conclusions to what happened that day from
all sorts of dfferent sources. I have found that it was indeed a terrorist attack on America.
Because most human beings strive to find truth to unknown answers, they do the exact
same thing. And the majority of American citizens, and the world as well, believe the
same as I do. Thankyou and goodbye. smileybug14 2 weeks ago 1965Bernhard 2 weeks
ago I also believe that it was an inside job, just like JFk, MLK, and much more. Truly is
was a very sad day, but a lot of people have to wake up and open that curtain to see
what is really happening around them. We are way to fouled by the media...which in fact
is controlled by the government. 1965Bernhard 2 weeks ago wisdom9195 2 weeks ago
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This was an inside Job, dont be fooled........Bush and his administration were part of this,
analize the fact, action after this......WTC7 Building collapse, it was reported by BBC
news 20 minutes b4 it happened, dont be fooled.......make ur voice to be heard!!!!
wisdom9195 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @wisdom9195 I think you should
reconsider what you have just said. Seriously, think about it. There's no hard evidence or
logical reasoning behind that statement. Think about this: The USA attacked the USA...?
Really? Please research the topic more and consider all your options before making such
untrue assumptions. smileybug14 2 weeks ago 1965Bernhard 2 weeks ago @wisdom9195
I have to agree with you 1965Bernhard 2 weeks ago taylord914 2 weeks ago This is
definetley one of the darkest days for America, and it's absolutely horrible what the
terrorists did. I'm glad that although 9 years later, people haven't forgotten. taylord914 2
weeks ago kyle887923 2 weeks ago 19 we will never forget..NEVER 9 years ago already
and it still feels yesterday.. you may have been violently murdered, but God has not
forgoten you.. 9/11 victims..FOREVER IN OUR HEARTS, FOREVER kyle887923 2
weeks ago 19 WarHawk226 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @kyle887923 wow 1 hour ago!! WarHawk226 2 weeks ago felsenforest 2 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam This is still so sad to watch. I
haven't seen a video from this position before. I hadn't thought about the encroaching ash
and smoke that all those who lived up in the skyscrapers saw just horizontally coming
into their living room windows. Did you smell the smoke through your air conditioner
vent? Was there ash inside your window sills? I am sure -- still so sad. :( felsenforest 2
weeks ago DudeOfRock18 2 weeks ago This was a very sad day for all us Americans,
especially living in New York. I am one of them that saw the smoke in the sky and found
out what happened on the news when I came home from school :( DudeOfRock18 2
weeks ago NeCiFiX 2 weeks ago This is horribly chaotic. Pardon me if I sound
insensitive, but, I would hate to be even near that. The huge plumes of smoke, oh wow...
that's even more terrifying than being in the tower, in my opinion. Just seeing all that
coming at me would be horrifying. I was only in 2nd grade when this happened, but,
wow. NeCiFiX 2 weeks ago 6SIX6Bloodshedded 2 weeks ago well,.. this was sad,...
brave of them people who choose to share this... i remember seeing the second plane live,
that image will never go away... 6SIX6Bloodshedded 2 weeks ago shanman1019 2 weeks
ago 9 11 would have never have happened if the US didnt invade other countries and
think they run the world. Who gives a fuck about all the american troops in Iraq they
shouldnt be there in the first place.Every country around the world hate the US
shanman1019 2 weeks ago hamilike 2 weeks ago @shanman1019 Its not cause we
invaded, Al-Qaeda; which is probably responsible for 9/11 thinks that United States is
the "Great Satan" because we don't follow their beliefs because their beliefs instruct them
to live this away. Basically we supposedly the "infidels" and they're the Islamic
Extremist hamilike 2 weeks ago JUSCcolt 2 weeks ago @shanman1019 So naive... how
could you think that? we have done many good things and things that we regret, i know
for a fact that we are not hated by everyone.. JUSCcolt 2 weeks ago kyle887923 2 weeks
ago @shanman1019 your comments are ridiculous and offensive.. Im not even american,
but really who do you think you are preaching hate about america on a video about 3000+
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people being murdered in the United States.. America may act as a world police officer
but thats because it is for the good of everyone and someone has to do it, would you
rather see a country like China do it? thats not true about every country hating the US,
mabye just Ireland kyle887923 2 weeks ago SuperGorjess 2 weeks ago at 9:08 on the
right you can see someone leaning out of the window, and then you see someone on the
right facing side of the building too. :( SuperGorjess 2 weeks ago julioabruno2254 2 weeks
ago Lolololololol julioabruno2254 2 weeks ago ben5447 2 weeks ago @julioabruno2254
your comments are typical of a ethnic ben5447 2 weeks ago julioabruno2254 2 weeks ago
@ben5447 naaa its a comment view by all countries all over the WORLD you little
cunt..why do u think you that the US is the most hated country in the world lol..I really
cant wait till the next 911..its going to be a blast..Im going to play some benny hill music
as i watch these bitches run around panicking not knowing what to do lol julioabruno2254
2 weeks ago julioabruno2254 2 weeks ago See boys n girls this is what happens when the
US does this and a million times worse to other countries :( julioabruno2254 2 weeks ago
Since1998x3 2 weeks ago my stomach did flips , my heart stopped , i watched in terror , i
wanna cry , this is coming for a 12 year old girl . rip all the people who died , and all the
soldiers Since1998x3 2 weeks ago RedWingsfan14691 2 weeks ago We need to throw
these piece of garbage muslims in prison camps like we did to the japs during WW2. All
terrorists are muslims. RedWingsfan14691 2 weeks ago NeCiFiX 2 weeks ago
@RedWingsfan14691 Wow. You are an idiot. NeCiFiX 2 weeks ago gururidho 2 weeks
ago @RedWingsfan14691 i think you don't know what you are talking about. may be you
just stay at home since you were born. you never see the world but from internet and the
tv you are watching. how poor you. travel, kid. travel...and you'll justify your comment.
gururidho 2 weeks ago Anthonyr360 2 weeks ago LOLZIES Anthonyr360 2 weeks ago
specialk42293 2 weeks ago remebering watching this in school friday i was like emotional
all my friends and i were like tearing up cuz its the most sorrow and saddest thing to ever
watch happen! D: We even saw clips that no one has ever seen before what actually
happened inside the building... we heard a women and her daughter were trapped and the
only thing to do was; "Jump out or burn in ashes" thats the most horrible thing to do...
specialk42293 2 weeks ago EatMyShitYumy 2 weeks ago best day ever i'm gonna throw
a party : ) EatMyShitYumy 2 weeks ago BrbPlayingPc 2 weeks ago @EatMyShitYumy
wtf man BrbPlayingPc 2 weeks ago eaask 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam I'm also Muslim but this video is very terrible I Hate War Please
enough war and let's live at peace eaask 2 weeks ago Allyo615 2 weeks ago we will
remember those lives that have been lost America should not look back and be sad but we
must keep moving and not mourn forever we will remember those lives lost and we will
keep moving forward Allyo615 2 weeks ago MsSyafiq007 2 weeks ago errmm..im a
Muslim..i do not know how to write in a better english..but i feel so sympathic to all
peoples dat had died in this tragic moning..im so sorry n codolences for them..n for those
who did that,hope they will get the punishment when they r in front God coz killed d
innocent peoples.... MsSyafiq007 2 weeks ago hollisterloovee 2 weeks ago this is so
heartbreaking and saddening to watch. my heart goes out to all those people who lost
loved ones and for the fireman who risked their lives to save others. horrible terrorist
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attack, its so sad. hollisterloovee 2 weeks ago GummyCream 2 weeks ago Wow are you
serious its people like you will get people killed by thinking it was brown people god...
what if this was framed HUH?? thats right. GummyCream 2 weeks ago eaask 2 weeks
ago What a disaster We all hate war, I hope to live in peace all over the world Why We
Fight, we are all brothers in one world I really hate the war, which kills our sons and our
lovers Please the whole world Enough wars and killed so far eaask 2 weeks ago
PueblosUnidos24 2 weeks ago R.I.P PueblosUnidos24 2 weeks ago falloutintohell 2
weeks ago R.I.P falloutintohell 2 weeks ago kidder101 2 weeks ago It wasn't a Military
Plane, people died on the flights. kidder101 2 weeks ago OmfgUrMyNarb 2 weeks ago
FAKE AND GAY >.> OmfgUrMyNarb 2 weeks ago GATB2012lol 2 weeks ago
@OmfgUrMyNarb no it realy happend GATB2012lol 2 weeks ago Lacy22ily 2 weeks
ago @OmfgUrMyNarb how is it fake? Lacy22ily 2 weeks ago kidder101 2 weeks ago
Even though I'm a Canadian in the West, and the 9/11 attacks were across the continent in
a different country, it's still a very horrible thing to think about, and sometimes almost
makes me cry. The States have Canada's side more than they think! It's to bad some
people are siding with the terrorists to build that Mosque at Ground Zero. It wasn't
Bush's Government you damn lefties saying that, the Muslims beleive in killing.
kidder101 2 weeks ago larryjerry1 2 weeks ago 8 @kidder101 I just felt the need to
reply... I don't support the mosque by any means, but as an American citizen I
acknowledge that they have every right to build the mosque. I know that muslim
extremists attacked the world trade center, but please, don't assume all muslims are
terrorists. I am not muslim, but I do know one of the worst things you can do in Islam is
kill an innocent person. Extremists (which are small in number actually) just make people
not muslim guilty. larryjerry1 2 weeks ago 8 eaask 2 weeks ago @larryjerry1 You All
right don't assume all muslims are terrorists eaask 2 weeks ago larryjerry1 2 weeks ago
@eaask I'm more intelligent and logical than many people in America. I try to keep
myself from buying in to sensational media larryjerry1 2 weeks ago kidder101 2 weeks
ago @larryjerry1 I realize they have the right, but they could at least have some respect
for the people who were killed by the (Terrorists who were all Muslims). kidder101 2
weeks ago Lazeress98 2 weeks ago @kidder101 It's not terrorists building that mosque.
What I know of it, it's going to be in a community center. And because of what happened
on 9/11, innocent people, even if they're Muslim or not, might get hurt because people
that are not in the religion are prejudiced against Muslims, even if they're just harmless.
There's bin Laden, and there's harmless Muslims, and then they're people in New York
with tunnel vision. Lazeress98 2 weeks ago kidder101 2 weeks ago Comment removed
ecotts 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was a
INSIDE JOB!!! "investigate" ecotts 2 weeks ago pistolsmokeyoyo 2 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 FIRST OF ALL IM FROM EGYPT YOU DUMB FUCK! SECOND
WHAT'S FUNNY ABOUT PEOPLE DYING?! pistolsmokeyoyo 2 weeks ago
1970GrobarJug 2 weeks ago This is what Bush did.. 1970GrobarJug 2 weeks ago ecotts 2
weeks ago @1970GrobarJug Correct! ecotts 2 weeks ago 45Packman 2 weeks ago
@1970GrobarJug kill yourself 45Packman 2 weeks ago MyFinancialSockett 2 weeks ago
@1970GrobarJug you think bush is the one who fcking flew the plane into the world
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trade center? no. he didnt. but nice try. MyFinancialSockett 2 weeks ago juicychica1 2
weeks ago My birthday :( juicychica1 2 weeks ago ecotts 2 weeks ago @juicychica1 :(
ecotts 2 weeks ago Loveerx0x 2 weeks ago umm this was the al qauda...not the muslims
so stop pontng fnigers to wrong people Loveerx0x 2 weeks ago ecotts 2 weeks ago
@Loveerx0x This was the work of the NWO.. ecotts 2 weeks ago larryjerry1 2 weeks ago
@Loveerx0x al qaeda is a muslim extremist organization. But I do not blame the entire
muslim community for this, by any means. larryjerry1 2 weeks ago
ChrisWilliamsdcd7777 2 weeks ago @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR FUCK YOU
BITCH ! GET THE FUCK OUTTA HERE NIGGA ChrisWilliamsdcd7777 2 weeks ago
ChrisWilliamsdcd7777 2 weeks ago @forracefansony Rest in Piece to him . im sorry for
your lost man ChrisWilliamsdcd7777 2 weeks ago akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago
@dickswinger86 Freudian slip I see. "I want fuck"? Yup, you need sex you fucking
sandmonkey. Tell you what, you try fucking a woman instead of a camel, then come back
and see me. Oh, and bring it to me you little cunt. I will dip pig blood in your last open
wound so that you don't get to see "allah." You must follow that asshole "slobbin
Muhammad." Bring it to me camel jockey. Did you lick a pussy yet? I did. It tastes
pretty good compared to the sand ridden camel twat you sand niggers eat.
akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago ChrisWilliamsdcd7777 2 weeks ago @imcool1347 GO
FUCK YOURSELF YOU IGNORANT SHIT . GE THE FUCK OUTTA HERE YOU
DUMBASS MOTHERFUCKER NOBODY LIKES YOU LIKE WE HOPE YOU GET
OUTTA LIFE WITH THAT BULLSHIT LIKE THIS IS NOT FUNNY YOU
DUMBASS PIECE OF SHIT CUNT DICKSUCKING MOTHERFUCKER . I
FUCKING HATE YOUR GUTS BITCH ChrisWilliamsdcd7777 2 weeks ago
ThEInDIaN24 2 weeks ago Who ever took the video too ka great video.It's very sad to
see this when many lives were lost ThEInDIaN24 2 weeks ago egulkin 2 weeks ago
September 11 project_0003.wmv egulkin 2 weeks ago throwingknifeladd 2 weeks ago im
not even from America and i have to say every september 11th i sit and watch 9/11
videos on tv and youtube because i feel for those killed and there famileys and anyone
else who says i think any diffrent can go FUCK THEMSELFVS throwingknifeladd 2
weeks ago egulkin 2 weeks ago September 11 project_0003.wmv egulkin 2 weeks ago
master11463 2 weeks ago fuck u motherfucker is beter than your god jesus stuped fuck
allah makes u desepaer master11463 2 weeks ago master11463 2 weeks ago fuck u
motherfucker is beter than your god jesus stuped fuck allah make desepaer master11463 2
weeks ago TheRealistShitAround 2 weeks ago EVERYONE TYPE "THAT 9/11 SHIT"
AND CLICK THE FIRST VIDEO YOU WONT FUCKIN BELIVE THIS
TheRealistShitAround 2 weeks ago finneyfaery 2 weeks ago thank you for filming this..
finneyfaery 2 weeks ago zeroclan007 2 weeks ago omg I always forget how big those
towere were. m not a rascist but I can't tell i feel respect and love for islam
people.ofcourse nobosy is the same but they share the same idea wich is bullshit just as
catolysism (or however u write it in english) greetings from belgium zeroclan007 2 weeks
ago liatb 2 weeks ago they so closse to the place wow thatttts terobleeeeeeeeeee liatb 2
weeks ago jerseycityjoe 2 weeks ago This leaves me speechless! How can one learn to
forgive when they hate so much? jerseycityjoe 2 weeks ago crazygirl2247 2 weeks ago
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Wow u all have so many hating comments. Let's all grieve for this event instead of findin
a scapgoat crazygirl2247 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago LET THE
MOTHERFUCKERS BURN SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago portvale123 2 weeks ago i made
a facebook group dedicated to 9/11 - its called 9/11 9years on (still not forgotten) join
now portvale123 2 weeks ago Menddraeda 2 weeks ago im srry im no terriorist or
sumthing like that shit but i kinda feel sorry for them cuz they NEW they were guna die
but thay JUST HAD TO like idoits Menddraeda 2 weeks ago burntclown 2 weeks ago
hello i made a video about 9/11 a couple days ago..and i think i did really good... can you
guys check it out please and thank you!! burntclown 2 weeks ago TheRealistShitAround
2 weeks ago EVERYBODY TYPE "THAT 9/11 SHIT" AND CLICK THE FIRST
VIDEO RIGHT NOW YOU WONT FUCKIN BELIVE THIS TheRealistShitAround 2
weeks ago STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago fucking islamic terrorists,, were gonna fuck
those sons of bitches up,,, God Bless the United States Of America and fuck all the
haters. Little taliban pussies hiding in their fucking caves in their fucking desert countries,,
how come the little wimps didnt come out and fight us like real men.... cause they knew
we are going to fuck the shit out of them... And respect to all the 9/11 victims.
STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago MrS5099 2 weeks ago @STEALTH1USA 100% agreed
MrS5099 2 weeks ago N7123 2 weeks ago @STEALTH1USA How can you respect
9/11 victims with that hatred in your response? N7123 2 weeks ago akabigdaddydawg 2
weeks ago @STEALTH1USA Amen dude! Love you Stealth! akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks
ago ps310 2 weeks ago 19:36 all those nigs down there bout to get smacked HARD.
ps310 2 weeks ago mnymakerz 2 weeks ago Fuck Islam! There is no such thing as allah,
mohammed was not a holy man. mnymakerz 2 weeks ago N7123 2 weeks ago
@mnymakerz Please dont use insultive language to things people hold very dear to them.
Show some tolerance towards others. Do not say things you do not have the slightest
clue about, it makes you look ignorant and very very disrespectful. N7123 2 weeks ago
nightsvipe2 2 weeks ago thank good for trafic my uncle was about to get onto the 36 floor
but he was a minute late to work nightsvipe2 2 weeks ago tuupuutaamadre 2 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam THUMBS UP IF U THINK THIS
WAS A INSIDE JOB!!! tuupuutaamadre 2 weeks ago flsimx 2 weeks ago Ew...the girl
crying is fucking annoying...but respect to ones who died or were injured and thanks for
video taping.. flsimx 2 weeks ago xRobotkillerx 2 weeks ago 7 This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Fuck Pislam and fuck Allah, the invisible, warmongering,
false deity living in the sky. xRobotkillerx 2 weeks ago 7 HarryPotterFan3394 2 weeks
ago @xRobotkillerx Who are you to say that about a God who you don't even know
about? Maybe you shouldn't talk shit about a religion you probably don't even know
about. It makes you look ignorant and you sound like a moron. Know who to blame
before just blaming everyone in a certain religion because of 1 parties actions, dumbass.
HarryPotterFan3394 2 weeks ago N7123 2 weeks ago @xRobotkillerx What a completely
irrational response, grow up, if you havent got anything useful or productive to say, say
nothing at all! N7123 2 weeks ago newmark2020 2 weeks ago @xRobotkillerx Ignorant
motherfucker.... newmark2020 2 weeks ago dirttbiker8 2 weeks ago @xRobotkillerx first
of all you dumb fucking cunt, Allah is the same god you fucking worship unless your an
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atheist, just a different name. Second of all fuck you and your life because government did
a good job at pointing fingers at Muslims and having you dumb shits believing it was us.
All they wanted was a reason to deploy Iraq and Afghanistan. Btw, thanks for
capitalizing Allah. dirttbiker8 2 weeks ago ecotts 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @xRobotkillerx "9/11 was a INSIDE job" ecotts 2 weeks ago
usmc030092 2 weeks ago 13 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam FUCK
Radical ISLAM usmc030092 2 weeks ago 13 N7123 2 weeks ago @usmc030092 There is
no such thing as 'radical Islam' that type of violence has nothing to do with Islam. Its
terrorism. Islam is a submissive religion not to mention peaceful. N7123 2 weeks ago
RunNingTheoRy 2 weeks ago 5 terrible RunNingTheoRy 2 weeks ago 5 lowgeemudbone
2 weeks ago for assholes to come on here and say fuck america.thats alright tonight when
i go to bed i will go to sleep and American and when i wake up i will still be
American.these colors run deep bitches !! lowgeemudbone 2 weeks ago Kushitepride 2
weeks ago "SmallWeenies" shut the fuck up you satanic bastard, I know for a fact that
you're a one of the devilish Jews who's going around with multiple usernames so they can
stoke fear through propaganda, wake up America and liberate yourself from the DEVIL
you know those evil Jews were behind the September 11th Attack. Kushitepride 2 weeks
ago cman2k56 2 weeks ago @Kushitepride you be trolling racist 12 year old cman2k56 2
weeks ago aabmmd 2 weeks ago @MuhammadIsADragQueen please you couldn't even
defeat taliban...imagine every single muslim? besides usa is living on our oil aabmmd 2
weeks ago ericwilliam 2 weeks ago @aabmmd The northern states are run off Canadian
Oil :) ericwilliam 2 weeks ago STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago @aabmmd yeah
muthafucker we support your Goddamn economy when we buy your oil ,,,its called
trade you stupid fuck!!! STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago aabmmd 2 weeks ago
@STEALTH1USA still..you live on our oil, and we dont need your support, tons of
countries are dying for oil as cheap as we sell to you. muthafucker aabmmd 2 weeks ago
STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago @aabmmd well you son a a bitch hahaha for your
information we get most of our oil from UAE and Saudi arabia we dont want nothing
from your little weakass country lebanon hahaha gay ass piece of fuck,, Gd Bless the
United States Of America. haha i see you copied and pasted my curse word,, you little
piece of shit, go suck a cock and go drill water out of the desert you stupid little bitch. so
yeah muthafucker fuck off and stay in your little country lebanon ,,our friends
UAE,Saudi Arabia sell oil STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago STEALTH1USA 2 weeks ago
@aabmmd well you son a a bitch hahaha for your information we get most of our oil from
UAE and Saudi arabia we dont want nothing from your little weakass country lebanon
hahaha gay ass piece of fuck,God Bless the United States Of America. haha i see you
copied and pasted my curse word,, you little piece of shit, go suck a cock and go drill
water out of the desert you stupid little bitch. so yeah muthafucker fuck off and stay in
your little country lebanon ,,our friends UAE,Saudi Arabia sell oil STEALTH1USA 2
weeks ago N7123 2 weeks ago @STEALTH1USA Please read the disclaimer on the
video, this is a very personal video, your ruining it with that language of yours. Please
calm down. N7123 2 weeks ago carmium 2 weeks ago @STEALTH1USA Actually the
US's biggest oil supplier is Canada. Just thought I'd throw that in. 8-) carmium 2 weeks
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ago larryjerry1 2 weeks ago @aabmmd 90% of oil used in America is drilled in America.
Kthxbye larryjerry1 2 weeks ago aabmmd 2 weeks ago @Bekje22 i hope he fuckin rott in
hell aabmmd 2 weeks ago 45Packman 2 weeks ago @aabmmd If I ever saw you I would
shoot you in the head and sleep like a baby. Ill shit on mohammed's chest. 45Packman 2
weeks ago miltz95 2 weeks ago u lot need 2 fukin out a bullet in ure head u disrespecting
fucks u all should just burn alive u sick FUCKS miltz95 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks
ago @miltz95 ahahahahah ur spelling sucks. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago socksworn 2 weeks
ago LOL such a fake cry stupid bitch "oh no" *boohoo* they died..wow couple thousand
people died? how much people is the us government currently killing WORLD WIDE??
couple MILLION YEARLY!! "sounded like a rocket"? you know why??? IT WAS A
JET MISSILE..I SEEN IT !! A MISSILE WAS SHOT LIKE 2 SECONDS BEFORE
THE PLANE HIT "oh i hope no one was at work" STUPID BLONDE BITCH!! "trying
to see if theirs people up their" LMFAO!!! STUPIOD MUCH!!!?!?! REMOVE
AUDIO NOOBB!!!! the building was IMPLODED!! socksworn 2 weeks ago
25dragonraider 2 weeks ago i think this is the oldest video 25dragonraider 2 weeks ago
tengem 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Its terrible to
think this was a normal day to people god bless the people who died in this collision and
the people who survived, god bless America! tengem 2 weeks ago tengem 2 weeks ago Its
terrible to think this was a normal day to people god bless the people who died in this
collision and the people who survived, god bless America! tengem 2 weeks ago
PuchMaxiNFan 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Fuck
of all People who took part in this attack!! Horrible.. PuchMaxiNFan 2 weeks ago 255ad
2 weeks ago This Old Man that's the in music in the back grown 255ad 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam A-M-ER-I-C-A HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT BUILDING A MOSQUE ON THE
GROUND ZERO SITE??? PRAISE ALLAH FOR THAT. SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago A-M-E-R-I-C-A HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT
BUILDING A MOSQUE ON THE GROUND ZERO SITE??? PRAISE ALLAH FOR
THAT. SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago 0558siobhan 2 weeks ago the song in the backround at
the start is btillant ha joke what are u 6 how r ye so calm ? 0558siobhan 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam A-M-ER-I-C-A, CHINA IS LAUGHING AT YOU!!! if china stops lending US money you
won't be able to keep your economy and much less your military running smoothly.
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies Why do you
think all the messages stating that 9/11 was in inside job are marked as spam??? It's the
perfect plan to get control of the biggest oilindustry the world has ever seen (as a victem
for the powerhouse called AMERICA) freestylerstyler 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2
weeks ago BARACK OBAMA - 4 MORE YEARS HELL YEAH - OUR MUSLIM
LEADER SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago MrSwede100 2 weeks ago This was wery sad but
nothing if you compare to all the people i think have died in the war that was after this.
Bush is little resposible for this, the only people in iraq that had the power too do
anything was the members of al qaida and they really did something. MrSwede100 2
weeks ago mrsteelmovies 2 weeks ago 7 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
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Spam WHY ARE THE MOST CRITICAL MOMENTS EDITED OUT??? DID THE
PEOPLE WHO POSTED IT EDIT IT?? OR THE "YOUTUBE POLICE"??? WE NEED
A FULL VIDEO WITHOUT EDITING.... IM MEDIATELY!!!!! mrsteelmovies 2
weeks ago 7 socksworn 2 weeks ago @mrsteelmovies YES!!!!!!!!!!! THE TRUTH IS
BLOCKED OUT!! socksworn 2 weeks ago mrsteelmovies 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam WHY ARE THE MOST CRITICAL
MOMENTS EDITED OUT??? DID THE PEOPLE WHO POSTED IT EDIT IT?? OR
THE "YOUTUBE POLICE"??? WE NEED A FULL VIDEO WITHOUT EDITING....
IMMEDIATELY!!!! mrsteelmovies 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago 2 This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam A-M-E-R-I-C-A, CHINA IS LAUGHING
AT YOU!!! if china stops lending US money you won't be able to keep your economy
and much less your military running smoothly. Every empire has its downfall.
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago 2 SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam A-M-E-R-I-C-A, CHINA IS LAUGHING AT YOU!!! if china
stops lending US money you won't be able to keep your economy and much less your
military running smoothly. Every empire has its downfall. SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago HAIL OSAMA BIN LADEN SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
britmanuk 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies -- my appologies, I just visited your profile, I did
not realise you were a RETARD..... britmanuk 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
@britmanuk you better show me some respect SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2
weeks ago @SmallWeenies - OK RETARRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRD britmanuk 2
weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @britmanuk go whiteboy go SmallWeenies 2 weeks
ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies - ok kidies time for you bedtime, YAWN
britmanuk 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago 3 @britmanuk and you should be
sodomized SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago 3 UKsniper4 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @britmanuk -- my appologies, I just visited your profile, I
did not realise you were a FUCKTARD. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam DIE MOTHERFUCKERS DIE
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies - Im sure you 2 or 3
residents are 14 year old beardless muslims trying to gain attention:-) bye bye britmanuk
2 weeks ago lderzzy 2 weeks ago Fuck You Osama Binladen lderzzy 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago ALLAH AKBAR SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2
weeks ago I think this tube has become a residency for Muslims extremeists, what a great
place for the CIA and FBI to visit to find all your maggotts britmanuk 2 weeks ago
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @britmanuk ur the only maggot here mate. UKsniper4 2 weeks
ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 - mate, im not your mate you beardless fool:)))))))) britmanuk 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @britmanuk lmao well u can be
my bitch instead. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam A-M-E-R-I-C-A, CHINA IS LAUGHING AT
YOU!!! if china stops lending US money you won't be able to keep your economy and
much less your military running smoothly. Every empire has its downfall. SmallWeenies
2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam A-M-E-R-I-C-A, CHINA IS LAUGHING AT YOU!!! if china stops lending US
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money you won't be able to keep your economy and much less your military running
smoothly. Every empire has its downfall. SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam A-M-E-R-I-C-A,
CHINA IS LAUGHING AT YOU!!! if china stops lending US money you won't be able
to keep your economy and much less your military running smoothly. Every empire has
its downfall. SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago The fact that this has
beeb released will keep Britsh and American peopel alert andkeep them aware that these
nasty people who are saying terrible things about USA and UK and those who died
should be ashed for saying such things, but then again there is no reasoning with some
excuses for human beings.... britmanuk 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam A-M-E-R-I-C-A, CHINA IS LAUGHING
AT YOU!!! if china stops lending US money you won't be able to keep your economy
and much less your military running smoothly. Every empire has its downfall.
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam A-M-E-R-I-C-A, CHINA IS LAUGHING AT YOU!!! if china
stops lending US money you won't be able to keep your economy and much less your
military running smoothly. Every empire has its downfall. SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
punkskatehippiesurf 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies China will fall too someday. Have a
nice day :) punkskatehippiesurf 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam A-M-E-R-I-C-A, CHINA IS LAUGHING AT
YOU!!! if china stops lending US money you won't be able to keep your economy and
much less your military running smoothly. Every empire has its downfall. SmallWeenies
2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam A-M-E-R-I-C-A, CHINA IS LAUGHING AT YOU!!!! if china stops lending US
money you won't be able to keep your economy and much less your military running
smoothly. Every empire has its downfall. SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2
weeks ago A-M-E-R-I-C-A, bend over, you're about to get FUCKED!!! SmallWeenies 2
weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam A-M-E-R-I-C-A, CHINA IS LAUGHING AT YOU!!! if china stops lending US
money you won't be able to keep your economy and much less your military running
smoothly. Every empire has its downfall. SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam A-M-E-R-I-C-A,
CHINA IS LAUGHING AT YOU!!! if china stops lending US money you won't be able
to keep your economy and much less your military running smoothly. Every empire has
its downfall. SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam A-M-E-R-I-C-A, CHINA IS LAUGHING AT YOU!!! if
china stops lending US money you won't be able to keep your economy and much less
your military running smoothly. Every empire has its downfall. SmallWeenies 2 weeks
ago TheNWO666 2 weeks ago you tube search term " AARON RUSSO 9-11 FRAUD"
thx TheNWO666 2 weeks ago repdale 2 weeks ago 3 It's absolutely ridiculous that
everybody's comments on this video are all arguments at eachother. Just stop arguing
with eachother and have some fucking respect for once. repdale 2 weeks ago 3 fantom681
2 weeks ago @repdale I know right its fun tho fantom681 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2
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weeks ago 7 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ALLAH AKBAR
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago 7 brunn2010 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies yea the ones we
should be fighting with are g bush have hiim put in jail and d cheaney and forget about
obamma hes a waste of time and effort he will be out andwill not be relected the first is
always the worst and bush need to be held for his own crimes for lying to us destroying
the econmy his own people all for money yea bin ladin is dead and so are the ones he sent
over here but the one who started this hel on earth should be put away brunn2010 2
weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago 3 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam LET THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET THEM BURN
LET THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET
THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET
THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET
THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET
THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET
THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET
THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET
THEM BURN LET THEM BURN LET THEM BURN SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago 3
mrsteelmovies 2 weeks ago 7 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam WHY
ARE THE MOST CRITICAL MOMENTS EDITED OUT??? DID THE PEOPLE
WHO POSTED IT EDIT IT?? OR THE "YOUTUBE POLICE"??? WE NEED A FULL
VIDEO WITHOUT EDITING.... IMMEDIATELY!!!!!!! mrsteelmovies 2 weeks ago 7
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago 2 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU AKBAR ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU AKBAR ALLAH
AKBAR ALLAHU AKBAR ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU AKBAR ALLAH AKBAR
ALLAHU AKBAR ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU AKBAR ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU
AKBAR ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU AKBAR ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU AKBAR
ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU AKBAR ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU AKBAR ALLAH
AKBAR ALLAHU AKBAR ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU AKBAR ALLAH AKBAR
ALLAHU AKBAR ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU AKBAR ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU
AKBAR ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU AKBAR ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU AKBAR
ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU AKBAR ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU AKBAR
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago 2 mrsteelmovies 2 weeks ago 2 This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam WHY ARE THE MOST CRITICAL MOMENTS EDITED
OUT??? DID THE PEOPLE WHO POSTED IT EDIT IT?? OR THE "YOUTUBE
POLICE"??? WE NEED A FULL VIDEO WITHOUT EDITING.... mrsteelmovies 2
weeks ago 2 bubblessarahlou 2 weeks ago it doesnt matter who they were, what they did,
what they belived... NO ONE deserved to die like that. bubblessarahlou 2 weeks ago
miltz95 2 weeks ago Because ure retard ure name is got sniper in it so it's obvious j sit at
home playing cod or sum shit all day miltz95 2 weeks ago BenrealmFR 2 weeks ago soo
your saying that you don't wanna be alive....think about it BenrealmFR 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ALLAH
IS GREAT ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU AKBAR SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ALLAH
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IS GREAT ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU AKBAR........ SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
bubblessarahlou 2 weeks ago @fuzzypanda36 How heartless can you be? I agree with
you, it all looks like a conspiracy to me but innocent people lost their lives that day.
Whether its a grand scale or not, no one deserved to die like that. bubblessarahlou 2 weeks
ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
ALLAH IS GREAT ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU AKBAR SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The
roof! The roof! The roof is on fire! We don't need no water let the motherfucker burn!
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam The roof! The roof! The roof is on fire! We don't need no water let
the motherfucker burn! SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ALLAH IS GREAT ALLAH AKBAR
ALLAHU AKBAR SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago miltz95 2 weeks ago Ha u dick no1 cares
bout u cause it's a shit country That's y I fucking h8 britian ohh btw I m british and I
would happily nuke this peice of shit country miltz95 2 weeks ago istraight1 2 weeks ago
@miltz95 i agree with as much usa should help uk become a part of germany istraight1 2
weeks ago miltz95 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 ure a fail in life u think that u awsome it's a
gurantee ure a fat fuck it's just upsetting that u haven't killed herself yet ure just a
disrespectful fat CUNT miltz95 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @miltz95
hahahahaha how do u know i am fat u fucktard. hahahahhaha yep i am disrespectful but
only to america. lol i don't see why anyone shoud have respect for a country like america.
hahahahaha fuck america. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @UKsniper4 FUCK AMERICA ALLAH IS
GREAT ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU AKBAR SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2
weeks ago @SmallWeenies u got that right bro hahahahahah die motherfuckers.
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 - - I smell a worm....:-)
britmanuk 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @britmanuk lol i smell american blood
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 LOL you're the best
dude SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam LET THE MOTHERFUCKERS BURN BURN BURN BURN
BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN
BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN
BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN
BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN
BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN
BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN
BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN
BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN
BURN BURN BURN SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago Brogan001WAW 2 weeks ago
Comment removed SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam The roof! The roof! The roof is on fire! We don't need no water let the
motherfucker burn! SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago buzzinbuzzinbuzzin 2 weeks ago all this
9/11 thing was set up by the government good job mr bush!!!!! buzzinbuzzinbuzzin 2
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weeks ago istraight1 2 weeks ago @buzzinbuzzinbuzzin ur a dumbass istraight1 2 weeks
ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The
roof! The roof! The roof is on fire! We don't need no water let the motherfucker burn!
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago cheekypeek1 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies omg stfu
cheekypeek1 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @cheekypeek1 ALLAH IS GREAT ALLAH AKBAR ALLAHU
AKBAR SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago TarynElyse100 2 weeks ago The only children
slaughtered in Vietnam were the one's who's so called "parents" strapped bombs to their
kids and sent them into amercian camps. Karma my ass. TarynElyse100 2 weeks ago
Ginji989 2 weeks ago @TarynElyse100 hahaha your stupidy is so funny,, Ginji989 2
weeks ago msharvell 2 weeks ago @hawaiibodyboarderz Do not lump all Asians together
like that.. makes you sound racist. Most Asians can't stand the Japanese because they
were being enslaved and tortured by them during WWII. I, for one, do not hate the
Japanese or their culture.. but let's not sit here and pretend the U.S. is the only country
that's ever dropped a bomb. msharvell 2 weeks ago evaliaro 2 weeks ago @msharvell
yeah, the japanese army slaughtered and killed millions of people, that's true. but it's true
as well that japanese civilians had no fault. it's not like the us is the only country that
dropped a bomb, but maybe you should accept the fact that the bombing of hiroshima
and nagasaki was a war crime. evaliaro 2 weeks ago hawaiibodyboarderz 2 weeks ago
@msharvell I sound anything but racist. I never made a racist comment in my post. I
know Americans aren't the only country to bomb other countries, but the fact is they did
kill over 300,000 innocent lives. Only 2,700 lives were lost in 9/11. The bombing by
Americans were much more devastating. hawaiibodyboarderz 2 weeks ago cman2k56 2
weeks ago @hawaiibodyboarderz yea, but at least it wasnt by a blind hatred toward the
americans by muslims. and when did america kill over 300,000 innocent lives? please
reply back with the info on the mass deaths on innocent people. cman2k56 2 weeks ago
hawaiibodyboarderz 2 weeks ago @cman2k56 1945 bombing in japan.
hawaiibodyboarderz 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam The roof! The roof! The roof is on fire! We don't need no
water let the motherfucker burn! SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago msharvell 2 weeks ago
@hawaiibodyboarderz Why don't you ask the Koreans, Okinawans and Chinese how
they feel about Japan? No idea what I'm talking about? Try reading. msharvell 2 weeks
ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The
roof! The roof! The roof is on fire! We don't need no water let the motherfucker burn!
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam The roof! The roof! The roof is on fire! We don't need no water let
the motherfucker burn! SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago MrTOTTUS 2 weeks ago .. Seeing all
that is as if I was with this American family and there opposite the towers of the World
Trade Center .. in this building rascacielo this one family? I catch everything .. everything
.. completely quite .. and the heart-breaking and sad images q meet live _ hmm do pauses
porq in spite of seeing .. my tears say very much ... the impassioned pain and shouts of
Ms. of house it is more q to say, the fright, the chaos and the phrase q any world was
done _ MrTOTTUS 2 weeks ago MrTOTTUS 2 weeks ago (Hello).. In other words
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simply one hello!... I am a Latin person _Peruano. _ the Native of Lima hmmm .. the
truth I do not discuss writings ú for it her q it sees .. porq this is, not fantasy, not video the assembly .. is it her q of reality spent in the whole world, the consternation of a few
thousands of family mendicity? To God the porq was so much badly of hands objected
here in America and to bury the thousands of innocent persons for this damned domain of
"terrorist" worry ¡OH MY GOOD!! MrTOTTUS 2 weeks ago BakuganNewVestroia16
2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 HOW THE HELL CAN U SAY THAT?!?! u r totally insane
BakuganNewVestroia16 2 weeks ago HailTheBackwardsMan 2 weeks ago
@BakuganNewVestroia16 I wouldnt bother friend, click his @ link and u'll see what all
his comments are like; he's an internet tough guy if you get what i mean
HailTheBackwardsMan 2 weeks ago nonewmccarthyism 2 weeks ago 16 Humans are
such a silly lot. Look at the damage done ... To others; to the environment; to animal
species and marine life, etc... This earth would be so, so, so, so, so, so much better off
without us. God Bless the earth. nonewmccarthyism 2 weeks ago 16 Paletero336 2 weeks
ago @nonewmccarthyism of course like were the only species that causes damage to the
earth and each other...even if humans never existed..the earth will die eventually or more
then likely be raped by another species if given the opportunity...despite life's
insignificance...it is the rarest occurrence (especially intelligence levels we've
reached)...and its easy for ignorant people like you to forget it... Paletero336 2 weeks ago
evaliaro 2 weeks ago @nonewmccarthyism i feel the need to give you thumbs up. evaliaro
2 weeks ago fantom681 2 weeks ago @nonewmccarthyis were not silly at all we are born
2 blow up shit and make more shit and blow that shit up and so on were not silly god is
silly cuz one day the sun will blow up and the whole earth will and thats not human
related so jus enjoy the fireworks i sure do fantom681 2 weeks ago MysticVegitoSSJ3 2
weeks ago @Ginji989 i agree i kinda feel sorry for america but after hearing of america
slaughtering children in vietnam, u kinda feel like this is a little karma. MysticVegitoSSJ3
2 weeks ago HailTheBackwardsMan 2 weeks ago @MysticVegitoSSJ3 Ah but again, a
minority represents the majority in this situation HailTheBackwardsMan 2 weeks ago
Paletero336 2 weeks ago @MysticVegitoSSJ3 you know the Vietnamese slaughtered
their own as well as did many other European countries...hell all countrys ..however
America probably isnt the country with the most blood on its rapsheet Paletero336 2
weeks ago fantom681 2 weeks ago @MysticVegitoSSJ3 I dont understand what your
sayin if america is in vietnam then where is vietnam and i live in dallas which is in america
and im an american and im not in vietnam and i thought karma means that if somebody
does something bad or trynda get away with somethin bad or has gotn away with
somethin untruthful then what goes aroun comes around but them people in the building
burning have nonthin 2 do with that cuz karma is an individuel thang cuz this person did
bad dont mean im payin fantom681 2 weeks ago spasic82 2 weeks ago ...the GOOD see
evrithing... spasic82 2 weeks ago MrTOTTUS 2 weeks ago ..Viendo todo esto es como si
yo estuviera con esa familia americana y allí en frente de las torres del World Trade
Center..en este edificio rascacielo ésta familia capto todo..todo..completamente todo..y las
desgarradoras y tristes imagenes q se ven en directo.... hmm hago pausas porq con ver
..mis lagrimas dicen mucho... el dolor exaltado y gritos de la Sra de casa es más q decir , el
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susto, el caos y la frase q todo mundo se hizo _ ¡¡ OHHH MY GODD !! _derramo
lágrimas de tanta impotencia MrTOTTUS 2 weeks ago butestus 2 weeks ago Good video,
made me cry!!! God bless Osama... butestus 2 weeks ago MakeupJunkie4 2 weeks ago
@butestus Did you just say 'God bless Osama'? Are you for real? Osama needs to
freaking burn in hell. MakeupJunkie4 2 weeks ago butestus 2 weeks ago Where is the
second plane in this video? Someone erased that part! Maybe because in that part you
can see the MILITARY PLANE.... stupid Americans... don’t you see the true?? You
have a brain full of shit? You only think in McDonald's hamburgers? You fucking blind
assholes! Your government did it, a government full of Oil addicts Oh my God! Oh my
God! Oh my god Irak hit our W.T.C.! And what did you do? Believe it... and made war,
and kill people... chilhood... families. You really deserve 11/9 butestus 2 weeks ago
MakeupJunkie4 2 weeks ago @butestus How rude. I wish you had been in the towers
instead of those innocent people. MakeupJunkie4 2 weeks ago butestus 2 weeks ago And
I wish you had been in the middle of Iraq, with all your fucking blind family and friends,
when your thirsty for blood and oil government destroy it! Just like these WTC fuckers...
Why don´t you feel so bad for the Iraqi innocent civilian people, why? Let me guess:
because they don´t burn in a beautiful really big and expensive tower, right... butestus 2
weeks ago MakeupJunkie4 2 weeks ago @butestus I'm English. I was born and live in
London. Even I understand that what happened on 9/11 was inexcusable. If you cant see
that then you're an inhumane monster, just as bad as those bombers. I hope you get
kidnapped by an Iraqi terrorist and have your teeth pulled out one by one. Maybe that
way you'd be able to empathize with the victims of the Twin Towers. I hope you burn in
hell, devil-worshipping fucker. MakeupJunkie4 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
@MakeupJunkie4 look mate 9/11 was nothing special people die everyday of
hunger,disease,car crashes,shootings, those greedy americans think that this is different
just because it happened in america. but actually this is just people dying and people die
everyday so there is no excuse for this mass murder of civilians to be different.
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago MakeupJunkie4 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @UKsniper4 I hope you lose all your loved ones in a terrorist
attack. After all, it would be 'nothing special, people die every day'. MakeupJunkie4 2
weeks ago butestus 2 weeks ago English... American... Most of you are the same piece of
shit that believes what your leaders say. Believe and obey without question!!!! I´m sure
you really think, that in Iraq, every single person is a terrorist... Am I wrong? Why dont
you aswer my questions, Why don´t you feel bad for the Iraqi innocent civilian people
that England have killed, hurt, destroyed, why? Tell me why, you selfish retard english
zombie... butestus 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @butestus - Goodness me - there
are some really distasteful people on here and they for are NOT Real Americans or
British....The rest fo you fuckers who are abusing this freedom which both USA and UK
gives you....are really nasty assholes... britmanuk 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
@britmanuk 9/11 had nothing to do with the uk. u fucktard. fuck off ur not wanted.
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 - same old ignorant
language, anything new to say??? britmanuk 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
@britmanuk same old imature kid. did u learn anything new at school today. UKsniper4
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2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 - you're still here, dont you ahve a job,
or are you a terrorist in waiting ?...hehehee britmanuk 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks
ago @britmanuk lol your so funny u have been trolling around this video since yesterday.
lol burn u american fuckers UKsniper4 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4
- rather like you, :-) I respond to you funny retorts...its entertainment to smash beardless
muslim so called fanatics britmanuk 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @britmanuk
TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL
TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL
TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL
TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL
TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL
TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL
TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL
TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL TROLL
TROLL SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies - ohh great
reply...you appear to eb a resident commedian britmanuk 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2
weeks ago @britmanuk and you seem to be a faggot SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies yeah u tell that motherfucker. lol if i could i
would have put him in that burning tower. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks
ago @UKsniper4 - you are being monitored for your defamation and hatred britmanuk 2
weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @britmanuk CABRÓN HIJO DE PUTA
MARICÓN PENDEJO SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago
@SmallWeenies - Small Weenie :-))))))))))))))))) britmanuk 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2
weeks ago @britmanuk PORK BELLY =)))))))) SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2
weeks ago @SmallWeenies - hahahah what?? britmanuk 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks
ago @britmanuk lol it seems like nobody like u according to all the responses that u have
had. hahahhaahhahahahah. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @britmanuk
hahahhaha i bet ur some 10 year old kid getting ur dad to write ur comments for u lol.
UKsniper4
2
weeks
ago
UKsniper4
2
weeks
ago
@britmanuk
TROLLTROLLTROLLTROLLTROLLTROLL-TROLLTROLLTROLLTTROLLROT
ROLLLL-TROLLTROLLTROLLTROLLTROLLTROLL-TROLLTROLLTROLLTRO
LLTTROLLROLL-TROLL. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago
@SmallWeenies - terrorist, you shoudl be electricuted britmanuk 2 weeks ago UKsniper4
2 weeks ago @britmanuk i hope u and ur family come to a painful death fuck u.
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago butestus 2 weeks ago Whatever my little Miniwiston Bridget
Jonesfucker Churchill boy, but you are another blind moron who really believes every
shit you see on TV... so fuck you!!! butestus 2 weeks ago MakeupJunkie4 2 weeks ago
@butestus HAHA, wow. what a mature response. RIP VICTIMS OF 9/11, YOU
DIDN'T DESERVE IT! MakeupJunkie4 2 weeks ago butestus 2 weeks ago And RIP
VICTIMS US and UK soldiers have murdered around the world. butestus 2 weeks ago
MakeupJunkie4 2 weeks ago @butestus You have no right to an input, your country sits
back and does nothing, while the rest of the world fights for justice. Seriously, grow up.
MakeupJunkie4 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @MakeupJunkie4 u mean murders
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for justice. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago butestus 2 weeks ago Justice!!!!?????? You´re really
sure in that american-british bullshit that its imposible to change your mind... it´s
imposible to explain you something... butestus 2 weeks ago socksworn 2 weeks ago
@MakeupJunkie4 JUSTICE?? KILLING IS JUSTICE?!?!? LOL!!!! socksworn 2 weeks
ago starwarsfan76 2 weeks ago @butestus Shut up. starwarsfan76 2 weeks ago butestus
2 weeks ago fuck off!!! butestus 2 weeks ago MakeupJunkie4 2 weeks ago @butestus So
you're from switzerland on your profile? Why aren't your people doing anything to help?
I'm not an english zombie, I form my own opinions from rational reasoning. What kind of
a shit are you that you would be pro 9/11? I do feel bad for innocent Iraqi people that
have been killed, however I admit that, unlike you, who feels no ounce of remorse or
shows any empathy AT ALL. Your responses are ignorant and naive so go and die in a
hole, because frankly you're not worth anyone's time. MakeupJunkie4 2 weeks ago
punkskatehippiesurf 2 weeks ago @butestus Because it is not our fault that we were
born in these countries. punkskatehippiesurf 2 weeks ago istraight1 2 weeks ago
@butestus ur blind why the government attack itself u would think at least one of them
would rat it out istraight1 2 weeks ago cman2k56 2 weeks ago @butestus ok, i was just in
history class working on an assignment called " remembering 9/11" we where watching a
video put together by the CNN, it showed the TWO planes crashing into the tower,
people were holding hands and jumping off the building.....i could cry right no but
ignorant fucks lik you keep me from breaking down over sadness. go take your ignorant
facts and american sterotypes your ass you stuck up bitch cman2k56 2 weeks ago
butestus 2 weeks ago You were watching a video put together by the CNN? Of course!
CNN always say the true to the World, they are so nice honest people yeah! They are
people who cares about human beings in other countries like Iran, Irak, Vietnam,
Afghanistan, Mexico, Guatemala, Chile and many many more!!! You are so intelligent. I
could cry too... cry of joy. Those fuckers are good jumpers, maybe they should go to The
Extreme Olympics... Ohh they can´t, those assholes pieces of shit are dead, US gov.
killed them butestus 2 weeks ago HonkIfYouLoveAmerica 2 weeks ago @butestus learn
how to spell, then you can complain about conspiracy theories and other stupid shit.
HonkIfYouLoveAmerica 2 weeks ago 7EXASPR0 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @butestus fucking burn in hell you fucking worthless cunt
7EXASPR0 2 weeks ago cman2k56 2 weeks ago @butestus Oh yeah? what wrog did
CNN did? is it just th fact that it consests of americans? dude the video was put together
by witnesses who had their cameras out during the time, jesus i bunch of other people
agree that your ignorant. get some proof that our own government attack the two towers
(which makes no fucking sense) then reply and ill tak back what i said cman2k56 2 weeks
ago lionmanlover 2 weeks ago I HATE THE PEOPLE WHO DID THAT!!!! I WILL
PEE ON THEIR GRAVES! lionmanlover 2 weeks ago MrTOTTUS 2 weeks ago
...Hellow ...(Hi).. En otras palabras simplemente un Hola... Soy Latino _Peruano ._
Limeño hmmm.. la verdad no tengo palabras ú escritos para lo q estoy viendo..porq esto
no es fantasía, ni video-montaje.. es la realidad q pasó mundialmente, la consternacion de
miles de familias suplicando a Dios el porq hubo tanta maldad de manos opuestas acá en
América y enterrar a miles de personas inocentes por ese maldito dominio de ansias
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"terroristas ".. .. de verdad amigos duele ver todo esto, duele.. MrTOTTUS 2 weeks ago
MrAl3x0o 2 weeks ago @Ginji989 its cause the americans dont know about anything
that happened or that ishappening in the world today. MrAl3x0o 2 weeks ago
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
ahhahahahahahhahaa 9/11 was cool. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago mrswondermuffin 2 weeks
ago @UKsniper4 how can you say something?!?! do you wanne feel cool?!?! IDIOT
mrswondermuffin 2 weeks ago Prev 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Next Reply Block User Unblock
User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners
Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode:
Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear
all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active
list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading
playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions
Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27
Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond to this video...
characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments
(47,032) caretakers333 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
God Bless You America and all those that lost their lives We are thinking of you at this
time and stand by by you Martin UK caretakers333 2 weeks ago kinofreakmaniak 2
weeks ago white trash kinofreakmaniak 2 weeks ago youngaffiliate52 2 weeks ago bad
example of what you would do for a klondike bar youngaffiliate52 2 weeks ago
PortalStillAlive 2 weeks ago This footage is just GREAT (i do not mean the attacks).. she
really said the 2nd plane was a MILITARY plane, not a PASSENGER plane... so it was
the military? PortalStillAlive 2 weeks ago fuzzypanda36 2 weeks ago OMFG THE U.S
GOVERNMENT PLANNED THIS ALL ALONG LOLZ!!!! IT WAS BUSH'S
ADMINSTRATION WHO BLEW UP THESE TOWERS SO WE COULD HAVE AN
EXCUSE TO INVADE THE MIDDLE EAST TO QUELL OUR OIL NEEDS AND
SURPASS THOSE CHINESE BASTARDS!!!!!! AND LOOK AT THE WAY THAT
BUILDING COLLAPSED... CLEARLY A PREDETERMINED DEMOLITION SET
UP BY THE CIA!!!!!!! on a side note... 2700 people isnt that much on a grand scale, quit
ur whining u pansies!!!! also we should kill every muslim cuz they are all evil!! thumbs
up!!!! fuzzypanda36 2 weeks ago Miermans 2 weeks ago This is horrible. Rest in peace.
Miermans 2 weeks ago kallamigkalle97 2 weeks ago I am sorry that you all who were
involved who have lost someone who was close to you. What a way to wake up in the
morning R.I.P kallamigkalle97 2 weeks ago Ginji989 2 weeks ago why whould americas
best friend in the cold war do such a thing? Ginji989 2 weeks ago caretakers333 2 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam God Bless you America we are
thinking about you and all those that lost their lives that day and continue to do so in the
name of freedom I am sure the most of UK stand by your side now and in the future
Martin from the UK caretakers333 2 weeks ago caretakers333 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam God Bless you America we are thinking about you
and all those that lost their lives that day and continue to do so in the name of freedom I
am sure the most of UK stand by your side now and in the future Martin from the UK
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caretakers333 2 weeks ago BigZCee 2 weeks ago Fuck you Bin Laden! BigZCee 2 weeks
ago caseyb58 2 weeks ago RIP to all the souls that were lost that day. All of them, every
single one of them, including people on the planes, the people in the WTC and the
Marriot Hotel, the people on the streets and most importantly the people that had to
jump from the plane, ALL of the them are heroes in my eyes. As George Bush said
"Freedom itself was attacked by a faceless coward and freedom will be defended". May
the terrorists burn in hell and suffer 10x worse than what the innocent souls had to suffer.
caseyb58 2 weeks ago amrosik 2 weeks ago @caseyb58 ... and the terrorist is the glory
Bush himself amrosik 2 weeks ago nigelandme1 2 weeks ago @amrosik no bush is not the
leader of the al quaeda nigelandme1 2 weeks ago inayan100 2 weeks ago the 1 who took
ths video seems cool..maybe they knew about this incident inayan100 2 weeks ago
EatMyShitYumy 2 weeks ago i love 9 11 best day ever lol EatMyShitYumy 2 weeks ago
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @EatMyShitYumy yeah i agree its a great feeling hearing that
explosion thinking of all them americans getting erased of the planet lol. UKsniper4 2
weeks ago trig1907 2 weeks ago those terrorists are very clever trig1907 2 weeks ago
amrosik 2 weeks ago @trig1907 the question is, who is the terrorist amrosik 2 weeks ago
CROBlackDEvil 2 weeks ago Cant you hear the woman cry almost the whole video?
YOU HEARTLESS motherfuckers will roast in hell...i feel sorry for you, because you
dont understand why did God give your life to you...!!!!!!! CROBlackDEvil 2 weeks ago
britmanuk
2
weeks
ago
P.S,
Ive
just
checked
your
profile.......HAhahahahahahaha-hahhaahhahaha I cant stop laughing britmanuk 2 weeks
ago amrosik 2 weeks ago @britmanuk I going to list some simple fact of your meaningless
life here: No Brain, causes No ability to reason. You are meaningless, Your social worth is
absolute zero value. If I would find you fucking redneck, I would anguish you so
sadistically and beastly, and not a single person would notice your meaningless absence
then and no one would bother to find out where you wretched piece of unhappiness are...
Eat Shit and die. Racist stubborn Piece f ' shiT. amrosik 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks
ago @amrosik - Hahah I could respond in the same fashion as you, but as you have the
mind of a guttersnipe and are also gutless to boot and cannot recognise someone who
clearly states he is from BRITAIN and not a REDNECK as you so eloquently put it, I
rather feel you are mistook....I suggest you go an educate yourself a little...but then
assuming you live somewhere in an outcrop of a village in moonland I doubt you
will...Hohoho britmanuk 2 weeks ago amrosik 2 weeks ago @britmanuk ..and i still have
more ability to reason, and to make decisions, independent from where i life (germany
btw). And i can differ between what is a more probable solution of all the possibilities...
"I rather feel you are mistook..." ? what do you mean ? but is was refered to you i think
amrosik 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @amrosik GERMANY.... hahahaha well
that says it all, A muslim in Germany, welcome to the 4th reich, you Natzi stinking
Muslim Terorist..BRING IT ON britmanuk 2 weeks ago luzie512 2 weeks ago
@britmanuk you are so primitive and dumb. i feel sorry for you... luzie512 2 weeks ago
britmanuk 2 weeks ago @luzie512 - hahahaha - silly person britmanuk 2 weeks ago
luzie512 2 weeks ago @britmanuk yeah? you don't know me at all and you say i'm silly.
if you think that muslimes and natzi are all the same then youre dumb . probably you
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think that in germany the wall is still standing right? this sentence is very stupid.
GERMANY.... hahahaha well that says it all, A muslim in Germany, welcome to the 4th
reich, you Natzi stinking Muslim Terorist..BRING IT ON luzie512 2 weeks ago
britmanuk 2 weeks ago @luzie512 - you're out of sinc with the conversation silly girl
britmanuk 2 weeks ago luzie512 2 weeks ago @britmanuk do you even have a job or do
you like it just to insult people with your ignorance.. go to school and learn something
boy luzie512 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @britmanuk there is no point of u
trying to cause an argument u are losing so fuck off because ur going to be late for school.
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @amrosik DAS IST NICHT GUT, YOU
ARE NICHT GUT Natzi Muslim britmanuk 2 weeks ago amrosik 2 weeks ago
@britmanuk You are funny, for redneck theaters. As luzie512 said, it is really depressing
to see, how stubborn a human can be amrosik 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago
@amrosik - ohh sorry you must be one of those MUSLIM terrorists.......We all know
what should happen to you;-) God Bless America and UK :-)... britmanuk 2 weeks ago
amrosik 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @britmanuk
"ohh sorry you must be one of those MUSLIM terrorists" i dont know what you mean...
? What have muslims got to do with the terrorists? i dont know... i will try to not snap, i
will try to reply your stupid comments in a calm way. "P.S, Ive just checked your
profile.......HAhahahahahahaha--hahhaahhahaha I cant stop laughing" What are you
making fun of? amrosik 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @amrosik You already ahve
snapped you poisonous Natzi Monster britmanuk 2 weeks ago amrosik 2 weeks ago
@britmanuk N.A.Z.I btw, just for correctness amrosik 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks
ago @amrosik - Well you should know....You ahve just exposed yourself for exactly what
we all thought you were....:-) Now goaway and lose another war.... heheee britmanuk 2
weeks ago amrosik 2 weeks ago @britmanuk No, i just proofed that you have as little
education as brain potential amrosik 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @amrosik lol
theres no point wasting ur time on this little12 year old cunt he has been trolling around
on this video since yesterday. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago EatMyShitYumy 2 weeks ago no
one can forget that day, best day eveeeeeeer!!!! : ) EatMyShitYumy 2 weeks ago
britmanuk 2 weeks ago @EatMyShitYumy - twat britmanuk 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2
weeks ago hahahaha die bitches UKsniper4 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 - seems liek you have already eatin - you shite bag britmanuk 2 weeks ago
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @britmanuk WTF your comment dosen't even make sense go
back to school then comment. btw you have been trolling around this video since
yesterday. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago mspacapan 2 weeks ago Why did they even did it!? I
didn't even go to there(I don't live in NY or the USA ;) ) I wonder how it looked inside :P
mspacapan 2 weeks ago sKyerxD 2 weeks ago RIP FOR THEM sKyerxD 2 weeks ago
sophilianate 2 weeks ago Absolutely shocking. the sound of the building collapsing is
really scary. hard to believe this was 9 years ago. sophilianate 2 weeks ago PMS154 2
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 WAS FUNNY!
THUMBS UP IF YOU AGREE PMS154 2 weeks ago mrsteelmovies 2 weeks ago WHY
ARE THE MOST CRITICAL MOMENTS EDITED OUT??? DID THE PEOPLE
WHO POSTED IT EDIT IT?? OR THE "YOUTUBE POLICE"??? WE NEED A FULL
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VIDEO WITHOUT EDITING.... mrsteelmovies 2 weeks ago Sienify 2 weeks ago
STUPID AMERICANS DESTROYED THEIR OWN TWIN TOWERS. Sienify 2
weeks ago DeathFireEye 2 weeks ago @Sienify i think jews man DeathFireEye 2 weeks
ago mrsteelmovies 2 weeks ago why is it that the most critical moments are edited
out?????? did the person who posted this video edit this or the "YOUTUBE
POLICE"..??? I KNOW THEY DIDNT TURN OFF THE CAMERA.. mrsteelmovies 2
weeks ago iMBASHOW 2 weeks ago omg 22:12 there are walking iMBASHOW 2 weeks
ago mohammadhmo 2 weeks ago America and all Americans Asthako This is a great
achievement mohammadhmo 2 weeks ago nothingfoundhere 2 weeks ago 07:33 Is That
Something falling right there? nothingfoundhere 2 weeks ago Bekje22 2 weeks ago ;'(
Bekje22 2 weeks ago myxin2012 2 weeks ago Der 11.September 2001 verändert 2 mal die
Welt...einmal die Lüge die gerade am ausklingen ist...und nun die Wahrheit die langsam
voranschreitet.Es geht nicht um Verschwörung sondern um höhere Mächte...was auch
immer der Sinn des ganzem ist...welchem Glauben auch jeder vertreten mag(auch im
Religiösem Sinne)...das Kollektivbewusstsein der Menschheit steht vor einer großen
Herausforderung.Jeder einzelne Mensch hat einen Unterschiedlichen Schwierigkeitslevel
im Leben...aber... wir können es besser! myxin2012 2 weeks ago clyde1705 2 weeks ago i
laugh at all these losers.. if some one where to say fuck christians people would be
outraged.. its the same thing you assholes are doing.. its not a religion.. its radicalz.. every
religion has there own.. from hitler to american serial killers, its ignorant people that put
innocent peoples lives in jepordy so you can blame the government and ass holes like
your selves for these attacks. rip to the victims clyde1705 2 weeks ago GoldDiggersTV 2
weeks ago Fucking arabs :( GoldDiggersTV 2 weeks ago emersonsmoke 2 weeks ago
Terrivel!!! emersonsmoke 2 weeks ago Norwegian178 2 weeks ago So, We must ask
ourselves, What is the dictionary definition of “Terrorism”? The systematic use of terror
especially as a means of coercion But what is terror? According to the dictionary I hold in
my hand, Terror, is violent or destructive acts Such as bombing committed by groups in
order to intimidate a population, Or government into granting their demands So whats a
terrorist? Norwegian178 2 weeks ago DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i jumped for joy hearing of the planes crashing
into WTC. the sound of the impact was awesome. i love watching the people in the
buildings desperately waving out the window for help. their cries for help were music to
my ear. one by one, they jumped out the window,fell to their deaths. SPLAT! love the
sound of the bodies hitting the ground. when the towers gave way, people in the buildings
and on ground probably got crushed like pancakes. wish i were there to capture this
kodak moment. DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago TIME2KILLYOU100 2 weeks ago ;( i
hate the al-quaida wenn i saw one of them i want to kill him ;( R-I-P alle peoples ther died
in the towers.... TIME2KILLYOU100 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago
@TIME2KILLYOU100 why al qaida? bush did it dickswinger86 2 weeks ago
The911watch 2 weeks ago @TIME2KILLYOU100 Al Qaeda has nothing to do with
this. Ask yourself why they have never catched anybody from Al Qaeda. They don't
really exist. And what used to be Al Qaeda, was created, trained and paid for by the CIA
in the 80's.(google it) Ask yourself why Bin Laden was never caught. Every evidence we
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have today points toward the US government. They are the ones responsible for it. We
have tons of proof of that now, Just ask me and I'll be glad to show it to you. 9-11 was
an inside job The911watch 2 weeks ago noreialover 2 weeks ago its all dust in the wind ! !
! noreialover 2 weeks ago akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago @dickswinger86 Just because
you have to hand out with unwashed people who don't know what deodorant is---don't
get mad at me. I'll send you some speekstick, ok? Is that what you terrorists are so pissed
off about? No deodorant? This is why I like the soldiers who dip their bullets in pig
blood before they pick off sandmonkeys like you. akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago
dickswinger86 2 weeks ago @akabigdaddydawg i rather stink than see our women suck
dogs dick,or american guys fucking chimps,and thats why i like my people cutting youre
people heads off dickswinger86 2 weeks ago akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago
@dickswinger86 Your women DO suck dog dick because you won't fuck in the name of
religion. Lick a pussy for once sandmonkey! akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago
dickswinger86 2 weeks ago @akabigdaddydawg cause i want fuck in the name of religion?
and u tell me to improve my english? big cock lovin daddy dawg,u aint shit i will masacre
u litle bitch dickswinger86 2 weeks ago KayKaywannabe 2 weeks ago I was BAWLING
by the end of this video, crying for ten minutes straight! Ohmygosh... I feel so, so sorry
for all the people! LaraJade17, you're completely right. RIP everyone who died... And
my good friends father... Mr. Fadul. Sorry you had to go through so much pain..
KayKaywannabe 2 weeks ago akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago @dickswinger86 Look, I
understand that you are pissed off because you have to hang out with a bunch of
unwashed people who don't know what deodorant is, but it's ok. I'll send you some
speedstick. Oh and learn the fucking language before you try to speak it or write it. Wait,
I just figured out what you terrorists REALLY want! THEY WANT OUR
DEODORANT!!!! That's what it is!!!!! akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago Maverick25Dk 2
weeks ago May their souls rest in peace. Maverick25Dk 2 weeks ago abidsyed07 2
weeks ago God Bless to everyone, excepte those peoples who did that. abidsyed07 2
weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @abidsyed07 yes! all praise Allah,people! LOL
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago cobratombs 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 all praise Allah???????
you think you are funny yeah? I had a cousin who lost his life in the WTC so don't you
come here with that PRAISE ALLAH bullshit because if i knew where you were i would
come there and feed you to the fucking wolves!! this is no joke dick fuck !!!! Real people
! Real families!! whether or not you think its true You are no better than the Ass mites
who did this shit ! You are just as worthless cobratombs 2 weeks ago myxin2012 2 weeks
ago Why the Cut on 11:45??? myxin2012 2 weeks ago LaraJade17 2 weeks ago 37 Don't
you people get it? 9/11 is not a joke. People lost not only their own lives, but also lost
their mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers, sons, daughters, husbands, wives, best friends.
And you think this is funny? If you wouldn't care if you would lost any of those people,
you are heartless and soulless. I feel sorry for you because love is the most amazing thing
in the world, and you have never and will never feel it. Rest in peace all that died, we will
remember you forever. LaraJade17 2 weeks ago 37 freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @LaraJade17
LOL like i give a fuck douchebag LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago LaraJade17 2 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 I really wasn't asking your opinion. "LOL" as you would say... LaraJade17
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2 weeks ago LaraJade17 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @freakyfool2 I really wasn't asking your opinion. "LOL" as you would say... jerk
LaraJade17 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago Comment removed LaraJade17 2 weeks
ago @freakyfool2 Wow. I just realised you're 25. You are a seriously immature 25 year
old... LaraJade17 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @LaraJade17 the internet can lie
LOL jackass freakyfool2 2 weeks ago LaraJade17 2 weeks ago 5 @freakyfool2 Yeah well
obviously you're the liar then. Oh and three things; 1. why must you always say lol? 2.
why must that lol always be in capitals? 3. why must you always use an insulting word
at the end of your comments? LaraJade17 2 weeks ago 5 freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
@LaraJade17 because i can bitch LOL don't like it? go fuck off somewhere else
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago amrosik 2 weeks ago @LaraJade17 i can answer your point 3.
"3. why must you always use an insulting word at the end of your comments?" its very
simple. insulting is a simple way to express your extrem rage, for example because
smoeone repeats the word "MUSLIM" every 2 seconds, while is is completly clear that
the USAs OWN regime ordered an attack, to kill a few hundred of their own agents, just
to have an alibi to say: " noo, what are you talking about... why should we kill our own
agents...!?!" amrosik 2 weeks ago roydon0526 2 weeks ago @LaraJade17 9/11 is a joke
roydon0526 2 weeks ago hawaiibodyboarderz 2 weeks ago @LaraJade17 Now you know
how asian people felt when Americas bombed them in 1945. 9/11 was a sad event, don't
get me wrong...but the fact of the matter is that America has done it to other countries
and killed more than 9/11. hawaiibodyboarderz 2 weeks ago cobratombs 2 weeks ago
@hawaiibodyboarderz lets reflect a little here, when america bombs other countries...
they do it because those countries had attacked us first in one way or another... Now let's
look at japan for example... March into china in the 1940's nanjing... slaughter
300,000people in 2 days... 2 days dick head!! so before you throw some all mighty
wisdom for others to read do your research because it's people like you who make this
country a bad place for people like me... What are you a fucking commy? cobratombs 2
weeks ago hawaiibodyboarderz 2 weeks ago @cobratombs 2 days of torcher is what
Americans did to innocent lives? and you're proud of it? Innocent japanese people did
nothing to Americans, absolutely nothing. How about you do some research. What are
you a fucking terrorist? hawaiibodyboarderz 2 weeks ago hawaiibodyboarderz 2 weeks
ago @cobratombs 2,700 dead Americans vs. 300,000 dead japanese. I'm sure you are
smart enough to know who's the real terrorist. hawaiibodyboarderz 2 weeks ago Ginji989
2 weeks ago @LaraJade17 America Nuked 2 cities,,killing thousands of families and thier
children.. in vietnam they shot kids! and burned civilians etc i would feel sorry but for
what america did, this is just small karma it would take a thousands world trade center for
america to feel the suffering they caused!! 2000 people died in 9/11 yet it is more
remembered than nagasaki where untold amounts of civilians died!! how arrogant is that??
Ginji989 2 weeks ago ItalianPrince813 2 weeks ago @Ginji989 you ignorant FOOL ..
yea.. america DID nuke two cities . we were bombed at pearl harbor and was forced to
enter the war.. the japs were warned and didnt surrender so they got what they deserved
... and dont misconstrude america and americans for single units of the armed forces for
doing what they did in the field .. its not ignorant you fucking PRICK theese were
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civilians going to WORK that day i wish i can slap you, i bet your a fucking democrat
aint you ItalianPrince813 2 weeks ago amrosik 2 weeks ago @ItalianPrince813 ahhhh...
dont say anything... you are maybe right, but thats not important, there is not ultimative
proof,as it never is. there is only probability. dont stick only at USA faults, every single
regime, especially israel is invovled in such things, iran is involved...iran is also a potential
candidate...the regime is the most corrupt regime ever; not even USA can overtrump
them, its not the people, its only the regime and his brainwashed followers amrosik 2
weeks ago Ginji989 2 weeks ago @ItalianPrince813 straight from the History channel??
do you ever think for yourself? the jappanese attacked pearl harbor for its Navy ,America
nuked both cities for its location and polulation. big difference! by America i mean those
Capitalist facist who controls it!. we all know being a infulential humanitarian in america
can get u killed. like lincon,kennedy,martin luther,,etc Ginji989 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2
weeks ago @LaraJade17 lol people die every day of hunger, car crashes,gunshot wounds,
9/11 is nothing special. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago Noctisffvs13 2 weeks ago Can't believe I
was just 8 yrs old when this happened. Remember watching this on TV and I thought it
was a movie. Anyway R.I.P world trade center and of course the victims, may you all
enjoy heaven. Noctisffvs13 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago 9/11 was funny as fuck
LOL the best part is when the people died! LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
pistolsmokeyoyo 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 what the fuck is wrong with you?
pistolsmokeyoyo 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @pistolsmokeyoyo right now you are LOL fuck off cunt hehe
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago walterbritley 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 you are one sad little
man walterbritley 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @pistolsmokeyoyo nothing
wrong with me LOL stupid canadian cunt freakyfool2 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks
ago Comment removed jeffmonc2 2 weeks ago Patriot day should be renamed Burn-aKoran Day. Celebrate it by BBQ'ing a Muslim holy book. jeffmonc2 2 weeks ago
dhide14 2 weeks ago WHY THE FUCK DID YOU EDIT THE IMPORTANT
PARTS???? dhide14 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam i piss on America LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i piss on you America
LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago if people are still crying over this
shit, they need 2 get a life LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago comin208 2 weeks ago Touching
but I question why there is editing at the precise moments of interest, second plane and
falling of the building. Its confusing to why you've chose to do this. comin208 2 weeks
ago electrogefahr 2 weeks ago at 11:42, why is there a cut, completely missing the hit of
the 2nd plane... and then you both identify a military plane afterwards??? very strange,
huh? where is the footage of the impact? electrogefahr 2 weeks ago comin208 2 weeks ago
@electrogefahr I agree with you very strange at the least to have edited what could of
been some of the best footage to date. comin208 2 weeks ago antix681 2 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Nie da się słowami wyrazić tego, co ten
film przedstawia, niesamowite zdjęcia z największej tragedii XX wieku... antix681 2
weeks ago antix681 2 weeks ago Nie da się słowami wyrazić tego, co ten film
przedstawia, niesamowite zdjęcia z największej tragedii XX wieku.... antix681 2 weeks
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ago roydon0526 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
HAPPY 9/11 EVERYONE roydon0526 2 weeks ago womblediehard 2 weeks ago This is
the worst atrocitie ever for a terriost attack, my hearts go out to all the people who lost
there lifes, should never be forgotten. womblediehard 2 weeks ago thewilberforces 2
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I'm downloading the
Qur'an from an ebook site. I've got a slow connection so couldn't get it done by Saturday
the 11th. I'm putting it on disk, if anyone wants one I can burn a few copies
thewilberforces 2 weeks ago Freezedried106 2 weeks ago To those whose lives have been
affected by this event god bless you. Freezedried106 2 weeks ago mrfruitsnacks21 2
weeks ago Bush did it mrfruitsnacks21 2 weeks ago texas224 2 weeks ago
@mrfruitsnacks21 ahaha ... Bush is just a front puppet for any blame he gets. texas224 2
weeks ago themrdaydreamer 2 weeks ago At 7:34 is that someone falling down?
themrdaydreamer 2 weeks ago CristiPruteanu 2 weeks ago i cry,eu pling CristiPruteanu 2
weeks ago Ikickyourass2much 2 weeks ago Comment removed remiedog 2 weeks ago 15
R.I.P remiedog 2 weeks ago 15 w570102 2 weeks ago
! w570102 2
weeks ago fran21ish 2 weeks ago why are there so many people standing around??? move
the hell back.. fran21ish 2 weeks ago JishDC 2 weeks ago 5 God bless the families of
those people and I thank god I have mine JishDC 2 weeks ago 5 MebefromBelgium 2
weeks ago @The911watch I don't want some facts about NORAD I asked you to answer
me some questions. Apparently you fail to do so, so or else you answer my questions
properly (and all of them) or else you don't waste my time with uninteresting facts
MebefromBelgium 2 weeks ago The911watch 2 weeks ago @MebefromBelgium "don't
waste my time with uninteresting facts" ???!!!!! NORAD conducts several exercises
IDENTICAL to what happened on 9-11, the months leading to the attacks, and you call
this "uninteresting facts" ??!! Are you seriously that brainwashed? NORAD knew
exactly what to do in such a situation. You obviously refuse to see the truth. As to all the
procedures and protocols in case of a high jacking, just Google it. There isn't enough
space in these boxes to write them all down. The911watch 2 weeks ago
MebefromBelgium 2 weeks ago @The911watch No I'm not brainwashed, you as are more
brainwashed then I for you impose on me your truth. You see your part of the disaster I
want to see the whole picture and take into account every detail. The fact is NORAD
wasn't ready, the question is 'why' not they did prepare for similar situations they didn't
do anything: it's a conspiracy, isn't it? You say the were going to test that very day,
where, when, how, many people knew, if there isn't enough space send me a message
MebefromBelgium 2 weeks ago motherfuckeeeer 2 weeks ago Poland starts WW2 = Iraq
have nuklear and biolological weapons.... motherfuckeeeer 2 weeks ago pagoj0 2 weeks
ago rest in peace pagoj0 2 weeks ago xXAverageDudeXx 2 weeks ago it was bush
xXAverageDudeXx 2 weeks ago TheEpicFailMan 2 weeks ago A good start :D
TheEpicFailMan 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam The roof is on fire! We don't need no water let the motherfucker
burn! SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago GOODBADGAMER 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies
Fuck you! How dare you say that! You fucking dumb shit. GOODBADGAMER 2
weeks ago psychosaladOfdoom 2 weeks ago This depressed the crap outa me
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psychosaladOfdoom 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam The roof is on fire! We don't need no water let the
motherfucker burn! SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago TheTrollart 2 weeks ago TERMITE
BOMB, JOB DONE BUSH :) TheTrollart 2 weeks ago noc141 2 weeks ago nice camera
noc141 2 weeks ago lovedrunk011 2 weeks ago its so sad hearing the crying in the
background :( lovedrunk011 2 weeks ago LordElfarium 2 weeks ago 3 This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam D´artamerican Against The Three MOSQUEteers
!!! LordElfarium 2 weeks ago 3 CoyMEX 2 weeks ago This is the 2nd worst terrorist
attack ever. 1st one is august 6 and 9 of 1945. CoyMEX 2 weeks ago mlmantis 2 weeks
ago Still 9 years later this is dificult to watch. Such a sad day.. God bless the USA.
mlmantis 2 weeks ago GuillermoJGV 2 weeks ago esto es tan triste.. GuillermoJGV 2
weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam The roof is on fire! We don't need no water let the motherfucker burn!
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago I WANT TO SUCK
HER TOES FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago The roof
is on fire! We don't need no water let the motherfucker burn! SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
mayorofwilsonville 2 weeks ago makes me sick to watch this mayorofwilsonville 2 weeks
ago LadyPrather 2 weeks ago 13 thank you for sharing this video LadyPrather 2 weeks
ago 13 WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago Comment removed SmallWeenies 2 weeks
ago @WHOAitsWhatsHerFace are you the fat one??? SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @WHOAitsWhatsHerFace HIJA DE PUTA SmallWeenies 2
weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @WHOAitsWhatsHerFace BROWN NOSER
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies Lol I'd
gladly become half american. Me? A fat one? Haha I'm pretty much anorexic. And calling
me a whore isn't going to do much. I ain't a brown noser either. And SFront56 is right,
you can stop now, becasue we are all laughing at you. WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks
ago WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies Yeahh, well maybe you need
to know someone before you go making assumptions you bastard. I'm quarter American.
WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago carllundwall 2 weeks ago 2 This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam U guys wanna see a really cool Tribute pic to the WTC
Check out my channel....9 years.......Feels like yesterday.....R.I.P Jennifer Mazzotta, FF
Kenny Phelan, FF Ruben Correa, and every innocent person that was murdered that
morning....Rest Easy Guys, Gone But NEVER FORGOTTEN............... :'( carllundwall 2
weeks ago 2 isrj01 2 weeks ago did somebody survive in that building the height the plane
had crashed and got out in time? isrj01 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago ﺍﻝﻝﻩ
ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ
ﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝ
ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ
ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ
َﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃَﻙْﺏَﺭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃ
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies You
need to get a grip. Changing the subject by bringing China into this? Not funny. This was
a tragic event that you obviously couldn't care less about, so maybe you should keep
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your opinions on this to yourself. I have nothing against Muslims, Islams, or whatever
you are, but be a decent human being and do us all a favor. WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2
weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @WHOAitsWhatsHerFace Shut the fuck up slut
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @SmallWeenies Shut the fuck up slut? Is that all you could
come up with? You make me laugh. WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies
2 weeks ago @WHOAitsWhatsHerFace and you make me horny SmallWeenies 2 weeks
ago WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @SmallWeenies And you make me sick. WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago
WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @SmallWeenies And you make me sick. WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago
SephiriaEvangeline 2 weeks ago @WHOAitsWhatsHerFace I totally agree with u
SephiriaEvangeline 2 weeks ago WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago
@SephiriaEvangeline Thank you! Someone has a decent mind! I know there are some
other people on here defending America. Hey, I'm not even American and I'm defending
your country. I think he needs to get some professional help. WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2
weeks ago SephiriaEvangeline 2 weeks ago @WHOAitsWhatsHerFace Lol...i'm
completely with u. Heck, im not an american citizen yet either SephiriaEvangeline 2
weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @SephiriaEvangeline what a fuckin loser SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies
2 weeks ago @WHOAitsWhatsHerFace You're not even american and you are defending
that shit. BROWN NOSERRRRRRRRRRRRR SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies Yeahh, well maybe you need to
know someone before you go making assumptions you bastard. I'm quarter American.
WHOAitsWhatsHerFace
2
weeks
ago
SmallWeenies
2
weeks
ago
@WHOAitsWhatsHerFace soon you'll be a half. FUCKIN CUNT SmallWeenies 2 weeks
ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies Haha!Even osama lughs at you!Just stop ok
we are all laughing at your stupidity!thinking that Taliban which is not even a government
army will triumph over the civilized world haha!Kid you lose,Taliban lose,and face,it
America wins. SFront56 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @SFront56 AMERICA
WINS???? YOU MAKE ME LAUGH WHITEBOY, YOU BETTER THAN MR.
LETTERMAN SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago 3 @SmallWeenies Oh
joy!Mr.Letterman?Haha see,now you are just saying retarded things because you ran out
of ethical and smart things to say.You are just cowardly backing off from our debate and
that makes us laugh. SFront56 2 weeks ago 3 SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @SFront56 i'm
not backing off, unlike you from america we're not coward SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies Americans? Cowards? Oh Please!
hahaha If anyone is to be called a coward, it is you! You ARE trying to change the subject
to ridiculous things that make nearly no sense at all. You make me laugh. And you make
me sick. WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago SephiriaEvangeline 2 weeks ago
@WHOAitsWhatsHerFace thank you!! exactly what i wanted to say! SephiriaEvangeline
2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @WHOAitsWhatsHerFace do you know where
can i buy a good quality submissive chick in NYC??? SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
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WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago Comment removed SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
@WHOAitsWhatsHerFace tell me whats your price SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
SephiriaEvangeline 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies first you're homo, and now you're
pedo...wow... SephiriaEvangeline 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
@SephiriaEvangeline yes, i am. you got a problem with that??? SmallWeenies 2 weeks
ago WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago @SephiriaEvangeline I know right? Well, he
agreed to it...A little scary don't you think? WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago
SephiriaEvangeline 2 weeks ago Comment removed WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago
@SmallWeenies Haha sweetie, I'm not only priceless, but as we established before, I'm
not American. We're all gonna kick your ass one day. Tell me, how will you feel when
you know a 14 year old is gonna kick your ass? Make that a 14 year old GIRL.
WHOAitsWhatsHerFace
2
weeks
ago
SmallWeenies
2
weeks
ago
@WHOAitsWhatsHerFace how will i feel? probably horny if it is you SmallWeenies 2
weeks ago WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies Hahahahahaha no. I
don't make pedophiles horny. WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago SephiriaEvangeline 2
weeks ago @WHOAitsWhatsHerFace me neither... it just shows how much he needs to
get a life SephiriaEvangeline 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
@WHOAitsWhatsHerFace yes you do SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SephiriaEvangeline 2
weeks ago @SmallWeenies do you really have nothing better to do than debate with two
teenage girls?? SephiriaEvangeline 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago
@SephiriaEvangeline His debate was with me but know hes ran back to acting like a
Taliban fool with you girls.I should know,if you acted like a fool in Iraq my squad and i
would PERSONNALY shoot you.Now,wheres your pride small? SFront56 2 weeks ago
SephiriaEvangeline 2 weeks ago @SFront56 i know, but seemed to be ignoring you for a
while SephiriaEvangeline 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @SephiriaEvangeline And
finnaly i think this Taliban fool has stopped replying and figured out he loses
everytime.And remember girls a saying in my squad,"Once a Tally-Towel Head,always a
Tally-Towel Head." SFront56 2 weeks ago WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago
@SFront56 That is such a true saying. WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago SFront56 2
weeks ago @WHOAitsWhatsHerFace And after they get what we call an "American ass
kicking!"(haha aww Bruce have it good in heaven my good pal)ill bet you anything
afterwards they will want our help. SFront56 2 weeks ago WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2
weeks ago @SFront56 I'm sure they will want our help after they have their asses kicked.
I'm also sorry about your friend (Rest in piece Bruce, you will always be remembered).
Well they don't need to get their hopes up, cause Australia definately won't help them,
and I don't think America will either. WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago SFront56 2
weeks ago @WHOAitsWhatsHerFace Thanks for the Bruce remembrance.Its good to see
ethical young teenagers who care out there.Bruce was a good damn guy too.Didnt know
him until about 3 months in though.Damn rpg did him and 4 other guys in on a road of
about 5 miles from Baghdad. SFront56 2 weeks ago WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago
3 @SFront56 I'll agree, it is good to see teenagers who care. I've run into many who laugh
when someone says that they know someone who died. It's horrible that he died the way
he did. Even though I don't know Bruce, I'll make sure he gets remembered by me.
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WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago 3 bigbuckdown90 2 weeks ago Comment removed
bigbuckdown90 2 weeks ago @SephiriaEvangeline is he just some ass who thinks this is
funny? bigbuckdown90 2 weeks ago WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago
@SmallWeenies SFront56 is completely right, you keep ignoring him. SephiriaEvangeline,
he does need to get a life. How about you reply to SFront56? We want to see what you
have got to say. Your pride got murdered. WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago
SephiriaEvangeline 2 weeks ago @WHOAitsWhatsHerFace i wonder how he'll reply. but
he'll probably start using foul language again amyway SephiriaEvangeline 2 weeks ago
WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago @SephiriaEvangeline Yeeah, probably. I'm actually
very interested to see what he has to say. WHOAitsWhatsHerFace 2 weeks ago
EnigmaBeats2K8 2 weeks ago @WHOAitsWhatsHerFace I do. EnigmaBeats2K8 2
weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies We are coward?See now im going to
follow what you said in your comment.You are reffering to Obama drawing our troops
back but,in your comment you said he is not American but Muslim so that means that
your fellows freinds the Muslims are the cowards not Americans.See,thats why children
should think before they speak. SFront56 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
@SFront56 SEPTEMBER 11, 2001 - your pride has been smashed SmallWeenies 2
weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies Haha see now youve ran back to this
video and COMPLETELY ignored what i said because you know that is also what you
said in your recent comment.And tell me if our pride was completely smashed,did we or
did we not kick your ass out off Kuwait,fuck you up in Iraq,and your government
virtually collapse?Yes it did.Pride may have been hit but yours was destroyed and still is.
SFront56 2 weeks ago SephiriaEvangeline 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies please get
something new to say... it's not even funny anymore... SephiriaEvangeline 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @SephiriaEvangeline Allah's wrath is going to visit america
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SephiriaEvangeline 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies if you're
gonna try to make a point, please at least make it somewhat logical SephiriaEvangeline 2
weeks ago lordkelvin13 2 weeks ago i wish i'm in that building lordkelvin13 2 weeks ago
bartok86 2 weeks ago Por que se iría a caer tamaño de torres con esos pequeños daños
que recibieron las estructuras? jojojo que ignorancia...cuanta gente inocente tiene que morir
para satisfacer sus ambiciones? bartok86 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam you americans are so gullible SmallWeenies 2
weeks ago fuckyes09 2 weeks ago awsome, but devastating video.. thanks for sharing
fuckyes09 2 weeks ago DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago new york sucks. that's way it
went down on 9-11 DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago its only a
matter of time and al-qaeda will kick your white asses SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago ALLAH AKBAR, ALLAHU AKBAR SmallWeenies 2 weeks
ago austin2460 2 weeks ago Everyone knows trolls just have a shitty life. austin2460 2
weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago ALLAH AKBAR, ALLAHU AKBAR
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam you americans are so gullible SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam you
americans are so gullible SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago arbitorseal 2 weeks ago @SFront56 I
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agree some radical Christians would do it (irony) just look at that Florida pastor
arbitorseal 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @arbitorseal Exactly.look at he muslims
and how they reacted to burning the Qurans and it didnt happen.Look at how we will
react when this Does happen! SFront56 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago Allah
Akbar, Allahu Akbar SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago arbitorseal 2 weeks ago
@ImABestinSkating did u read what they put in the beginning they were at home and
maybe they had kids watching tv arbitorseal 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago 4
MORE YEARS! OBAMA! 4 MORE YEARS! OBAMA! 4 MORE YEARS! OBAMA!
4 MORE YEARS! OBAMA! 4 MORE YEARS! OBAMA! 4 MORE YEARS!
OBAMA! 4 MORE YEARS! OBAMA! 4 MORE YEARS! OBAMA! 4 MORE
YEARS! OBAMA! 4 MORE YEARS! OBAMA! 4 MORE YEARS! OBAMA! 4
MORE YEARS! OBAMA! 4 MORE YEARS! OBAMA! 4 MORE YEARS! OBAMA!
4 MORE YEARS! OBAMA! 4 MORE YEARS! OBAMA! 4 MORE YEARS!
OBAMA! 4 MORE YEARS! OBAMA! 4 MORE YEARS! OBAMA! 4 MORE
YEARS! OBAMA! 4 MORE YEARS! OBAMA! 4 MORE YEARS! OBAMA! 4
MORE YEARS! OBAMA! SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago ImABeastInSkating 2 weeks ago
Alright like seriously wtf. Why are they playing happy music in the begging of the vid.
Fuck this ImABeastInSkating 2 weeks ago megallica9 2 weeks ago This is fucking
horrible... megallica9 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago Americans bend over, you're
about to get FUCKED SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago Pun3Handler 2 weeks ago
@SmallWeenies so Osama provides u with internet access? Pun3Handler 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @Pun3Handler yes, he does, it's awsome!!!!! =) SmallWeenies
2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @Pun3Handler Osama provides them with bullshit.
SFront56 2 weeks ago WORLD8NSH5KNIGHT1 2 weeks ago This attack was caused
by militant Islamists, not average muslims. It is important to differentiate. Tarring all
muslims with the same brush will only help the Islamists. WORLD8NSH5KNIGHT1 2
weeks ago WORLD8NSH5KNIGHT1 2 weeks ago .... but that doesn't mean I think
Islam itself is beyond reproach. It is 100% valid and sane to criticise religion. On this 9th
anniversary, my thoughts are with the victims friends and families...
WORLD8NSH5KNIGHT1 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago Americans bend
over, you're about to get FUCKED SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago
@SmallWeenies You dont know how easy it is to "fuck" Iraqis in there homes with
155m.m. shells from an AutoArtillery cannon.So as you say 'Troll Troll Troll"=)smiley
face. SFront56 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @SFront56 THANKS GOD WE
HAVE OBAMA (A REAL MUSLIM) TO FIGHT FOR US, BY THE WAY, HOW DO
YOU FEEL ABOUT BUILDING A MOSQUE ON THE GROUND ZERO SITE?
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies I really dont care
because i know Americans will riot enough and eventually burn it or destroy it. SFront56
2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @SFront56 ohh i bet you will SmallWeenies 2
weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@SmallWeenies Yes we will SFront56 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @SFront56 you americans are so gullible
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies And you Islamic
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Taliban are so easy to seek out with a Zeus.Haha i mean,all you do is pray when theres a
damn Zeus coming at you!At least hide somewhere besides a house which has been
bombed soo many times! SFront56 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @SFront56
so tell me baby where's osama SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago
@SmallWeenies Hes probbably stuck up your ass.Feeding you crap and dosen't even
teach you how to actually fire a gun!Haha i remeber i was patrolling and your Taliban
jumped out sprayed a full round of Ak at our Humvee and did barely any
damage!Terrbile aim!He got our Humvee with a few bullet holes to the side! SFront56 2
weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @SFront56 my aim is perfect. let me shove my
huge cock right into your white ass. SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago
@SmallWeenies A homosexual Taliban Islamist,and you wonder why we raided you so
many times. SFront56 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @SFront56 CHINA IS
LAUGHING AT YOU!!! if china stops lending US money you won't be able to keep
your economy and much less your military running smoothly. Every empire has its
downfall. SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago 12 @SmallWeenies Oh thats
just pricless!Too funny kid too funny made my day.What happened to supporting your
islams and your fellow Muslims?Now you start to talk about our aconomy and China?!It
sounds to me you know how bad America "fucked' YOU up and have just ran out of
things to debate with and support your theory on how you kicked our ass dont you
think? SFront56 2 weeks ago 12 SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @SFront56 give me a fuckin
break, go whiteboy go SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies
See you have lost and you know it.You loose like all other Taliban. SFront56 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @SFront56 yes i have lost my mind cause i want that young
chick, i love her to death ;) SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago
@SmallWeenies You Taliban make us all laugh and by that i mean The entier
world!Everytime the war on terror pops up you Taliban immdeiatly say"Oh,the Iraq war
we won prasie Allah".Nope and that makes all the ethical people laught at you not U.S.A
because the war on terror is the entire WORLD that has good sustained governments!You
always say America but its wrong and furthermore proves how funny you are! SFront56
2 weeks ago XxITzZiRaQxX 2 weeks ago @SFront56 dude u need to chill and fuck off
ok >> faggit peace a shit did we muslims fuck your 2 towers? Then u Cant Talk Shit
Cuse THis Is Not A Debate u DumbAss !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! XxITzZiRaQxX 2 weeks ago
SFront56 2 weeks ago @XxITzZiRaQxX It was with SmallWennies as you can clearly
see.Haha and you tell me to chill out?!In one comment you use more vile words than i
have used.And you tell me to chill out?That clealy shows 2 things.1.you did not commet
right and 2.you are the dumbass here.Also,it seems you used those words because you
coudnt find one thing that proves me wrong in all those comments i made.Think before
you comment. SFront56 2 weeks ago wussadeal 2 weeks ago Comment removed
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @SFront56 wheres that 14yo chick? god, i miss her =P
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago KHS212 2 weeks ago just thos sirens....they send chills down
my back KHS212 2 weeks ago WORLD8NSH5KNIGHT1 2 weeks ago Qinghai
Earthquake, China, 2010 About 3,000 killed Same toll as 9/11 RIP to the victims of both
disasters WORLD8NSH5KNIGHT1 2 weeks ago ShinningStarrr 2 weeks ago it was 9
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yrs ago when it happened and i had a dear friend who was suppose to be there and i
thank god he didn't as he was with the fire department, he lost a few friends who were in
the fire department that were in the WTC. ShinningStarrr 2 weeks ago DreadNoughtSioux
2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam awesome strikes. this
is an heroic act. i am very happy. i am gonna pee on the charred bodies
DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago jluda1321 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @dreadnoughtsioux what are you stupid? Do you know how many
innocent people died in that attack? What are you? The anti-Christ? jluda1321 2 weeks
ago kleenexecution1 2 weeks ago i was only 4 then. im almost 14 now. wait. it was
ten/nine years ago right? kleenexecution1 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
FUCKING AMERICAN PIECES OF EGGPLANT SHIT!!! SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
mtnbikerET 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies i hope someone shoves a rusty railroad spike
into your head with a rock covered in wombat shit, you terrorist. mtnbikerET 2 weeks
ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @2ndSamuel710 The plan crashed into the most effective easy
spot. The blast, jet, and afterfire would destroy the steel structure around the crash area.
Once the steel structure melted, the top part of the building combined forces with gravity
and crushed everything under it. Months of planning made this, and killed many people.
A terrorist plot took advantage of the naive non-invasive security back then to kill
thousands. Stop making up that crap to be sold into books. Its nothing but garbage.
Kaos582 2 weeks ago 2ndSamuel710 2 weeks ago @Kaos582- Ah, trying to understand
U. I guess you are saying the plane crash and fire brought down the Towers? OK. That is
what the government wants all to believe. So what made Building 7 come down like a
controlled demolition? No plane hit it, though I believe they meant to have the plane that
went down in Pennsylvania crash into it. Hey- you ought to write books. Such clear &
concise unique style. Again- what made #7 come down. No plane hit it. 2ndSamuel710 2
weeks ago strbaby6 2 weeks ago fucking asshole arab peices of shit strbaby6 2 weeks ago
SFront56 2 weeks ago @strbaby6 dont worry kid i got them in Iraq.And so did the
bombs. SFront56 2 weeks ago afleming2525 2 weeks ago Dreadnoughtioux your a fucken
asshole why don't you go blow up your towle head friends can't wait till U.S. Fucken
nukes you to death like they should of 9 years ago today btw your turbin is dirty.
afleming2525 2 weeks ago Thiagofonteslive 2 weeks ago my god, how much evil that the
Afghan people. These orders of bin laden dick !!!!! Thiagofonteslive 2 weeks ago
macgirl241 2 weeks ago @soccerstingray12 haha ok well i was close:) macgirl241 2 weeks
ago DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
i jumped for joy hearing of the planes crashing into WTC. the sound of the impact was
awesome. i love watching the people in the buildings desperately waving out the window
for help. their cries for help were music to my ear. one by one, they jumped out the
window,fell to their deaths. SPLAT! love the sound of the bodies hitting the ground.
when the towers gave way, people in the buildings and on ground probably got crushed
like pancakes. wish i were there to capture this kodak moment. DreadNoughtSioux 2
weeks ago titansjw827 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux wats wrong with u titansjw827
2 weeks ago ImABeastInSkating 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux That is so fucked up
ImABeastInSkating 2 weeks ago MrSomecrackhead 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux
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look over what you do in your life and then really wonder why its so terrible. theres a
reason you're on youtube with nothing better to do. Theres a limit to many things.
Trolling some 13 year olds is no problem. Obviously you're gonna get peoples emotional
response on this, do you actually feel smart or like yoou're being a "troll" for that!? One
day you will look over the completely mindless things you've done and think realize why
karma is such a bitch to your own life... MrSomecrackhead 2 weeks ago
DannyAKADanz 2 weeks ago Blame Religon. DannyAKADanz 2 weeks ago
nubbytubbys 2 weeks ago sends shivers down my spine how anyone could do such an
awful act nubbytubbys 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago The roof! The roof! The
roof is on fire! We don't need no water let the motherfucker burn! SmallWeenies 2 weeks
ago 1jmagallon 2 weeks ago true dat vvvv 1jmagallon 2 weeks ago
FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago I WANT TO RUB MY LIPS AGAINST HER
TOES THEN I WANT TO KISS HER SOLES AND TOES AND LICK THEM AND
SUCK THEM TIL THEY ARE ALL WET FROM MY SALIVA
FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago ImABeastInSkating 2 weeks ago
@FRANKMANNACO700 perv ImABeastInSkating 2 weeks ago marytzia16 2 weeks
ago 5 the day the angels cried.... marytzia16 2 weeks ago 5 imprimaj 2 weeks ago
@marytzia16 imy mom waz killed that day imprimaj 2 weeks ago imprimaj 2 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @marytzia16 my mom waz killed
that day imprimaj 2 weeks ago yair1212 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Islam is the problem of global terrorism yair1212 2 weeks ago
PortchiGirls 2 weeks ago When this happened I was on a plane from Portugal coming
back to London from my summer holidays & I didn't know that this was happening
because the pilot didn't say nothing to us so we had no clue that this was happening &
it's so weird that something terrible was happening on the other part of the world while I
was relaxing on the plane. When I arrived home & watched the news, I was shocked &
crying even now I cry when I see this... All fucking terrorists should all die!!! Diana x
PortchiGirls 2 weeks ago yair1212 2 weeks ago Islam is the problem of global terrorism
yair1212 2 weeks ago yair1212 2 weeks ago Comment removed SmallWeenies 2 weeks
ago The roof! The roof! The roof is on fire! We don't need no water let the motherfucker
burn! SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SkatboarderDude101 2 weeks ago R.I.P Uncle Joey you
will never be forgotten by me.... SkatboarderDude101 2 weeks ago jasonbourneabc123 2
weeks ago People who kill other people for a cause have a mental deficiency, low IQ etc...
It is so clear to the world that religion is the impetus which causes all this BS. Do not
have a war on terror! HAVE A WAR ON RELIGION! HANG THE POPE! Eradicate all
religious assholes who preach violence and murder! Problem solved! Their HEADS ON A
PIKE! jasonbourneabc123 2 weeks ago eshaaa0 2 weeks ago can yall belive its been 9
years since this horror happened??? eshaaa0 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago The
roof! The roof! The roof is on fire! We don't need no water let the motherfucker burn!
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago PaigeisRage 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies you really need to
just stop commenting. My father died 5 years ago trying to fix you shit heads
PaigeisRage 2 weeks ago PaigeisRage 2 weeks ago Does anyone else wanna cry when they
hear all the sirens? PaigeisRage 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @PaigeisRage NO
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I DON'T. SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago PaigeisRage 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies ....
PaigeisRage 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @PaigeisRage DID YOU FALL
DOWN AND HIT YOUR HEAD??? GIVE ME A FUCKIN BREAK... SmallWeenies 2
weeks ago PaigeisRage 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies Whatever. your just making yourself
look like an asshole. it's not like americans like muslims anyways. your doin a pretty
good job at making your self hated PaigeisRage 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
@PaigeisRage NO SHIT SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago PaigeisRage 2 weeks ago
@SmallWeenies your such a spaz PaigeisRage 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
@PaigeisRage AND U R SUCH A HOT CHICK, BUT I LIVE IN A FREE-SPEECH
COUNTRY, I DO WHATEVER I WANT, NO ONE CONTROLS ME. SmallWeenies 2
weeks ago PaigeisRage 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies Wow, your 24, and your harassing a
poor 14 year old girl. Nice. PaigeisRage 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
@PaigeisRage I KNEW YOU WOULD LIKE IT =) SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
PaigeisRage 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies Go get a life PaigeisRage 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @PaigeisRage such sweet words, thanks for the advice punk
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago rev4life03 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies go troll somewhere
else nub rev4life03 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies im betting your
muslim right? SFront56 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @SFront56 i bet you
joined the gay Navy, right? SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago
@SmallWeenies Nope i joined 111th Infantry in Iraq and trip to Afghan. SFront56 2
weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @SFront56 al-qaed kicked your asses just like
vietcongs did SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago WORLD8NSH5KNIGHT1 2 weeks ago
@SmallWeenies Fail. America, Britain and the civilised world still stand strong.
WORLD8NSH5KNIGHT1 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies Actually
even though we lost look at the civillian and Taliban death count.We killed more but our
dumb president pulled out because he didnt want the war anymore so technically we
kicked your "ass". SFront56 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @SFront56 i don't
think so SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies Yes,body
count thinks so and we think so. SFront56 2 weeks ago SephiriaEvangeline 2 weeks ago
@SmallWeenies reading all of your comments... i never knew muslims enjoyed murdering
innocent people SephiriaEvangeline 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
@SephiriaEvangeline EAT ME PRAG SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago PaigeisRage 2 weeks
ago @SFront56 yeah hes also a douchebag that has nothing better to do than harass a 14
year old girl PaigeisRage 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago @PaigeisRage So sue me
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies So were you born into
Islam and in the middle east? SFront56 2 weeks ago PaigeisRage 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @SmallWeenies why are you still here lol
PaigeisRage 2 weeks ago rev4life03 2 weeks ago @SFront56 he is a troll, and a bad one
too. Look at his username. I know the trolling game and he fails miserably. rev4life03 2
weeks ago Samaro1986 2 weeks ago Please Everybody stopping blaming other religions
and cultures for what happen on 9-11-2001 the one person to blame is the Devil he is the
mastermind of all Evil Samaro1986 2 weeks ago IamLisaYo 2 weeks ago All those poor
people. I am so sad. I remember it like it was yesterday.. IamLisaYo 2 weeks ago
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nickjonasfan123458 2 weeks ago is lilly ok i herd she was at daycare there
nickjonasfan123458 2 weeks ago XxDeathBellsxX 2 weeks ago This is just terrible! I was
5 when this happened and I was watching the news and I had my little fire trucks out.
And this this is just terrifying. 19:41 wow that explains it all. XxDeathBellsxX 2 weeks
ago elyembty 2 weeks ago this was not done by any terrorists or muslims open your
eyes poeple its way to obvious. elyembty 2 weeks ago Hiphopopotamus8 2 weeks ago
@elyembty Why would the government want to kill over 3,000 of its own Us citizens?
Hiphopopotamus8 2 weeks ago lauren4026 2 weeks ago wow this waz a tradgic day in
american history. this day will be remberered for years to come not as a good thing and i
find it unatrue for somebody wold do this on purpose! wow what a day to remember and
bless all those who were lost :`( lauren4026 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The roof! The roof! The roof is on fire!
We don't need no water let the motherfucker burn! SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago Stopterryj
2 weeks ago OMG, im sorry for you guys:( please forgive me. america,kill osama. im
muslim. i served in iraq. pleeeease respect me and islam and really read the koran instead
of watching cnn. god bless america and gaza. Stopterryj 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2
weeks ago We muslims are going to rule the world, it's only a matter of time... The roof!
The roof! The roof is on fire! We don't need no water let the motherfucker burn!
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago Stopterryj 2 weeks ago @SmallWeenies thats exaxcly what
you jewish ass says huh. make muslims look bad huh?stop that shit. go eat jewish
refjkerufvheuivhi44rhfuirt4huh-uirhgvurt5hgvuirthgvuh(famous jewish food) and go take
someones land or somethin Stopterryj 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
@Stopterryj SUCK MY BURRITO, CABRON SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam we
(muslims) are going to rule the world, it's only a matter of time SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The
roof! The roof! The roof is on fire! We don't need no water let the motherfucker burn!
SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago Iamsochill 2 weeks ago Anyone who does this does not
believe in god! Those guys are idiots if they think this is what god would want!!!!! A lot
of innocent people died that day because of a bunch of idiots that don't know what god
truly is! I hope they go to a place even worse than hell! Iamsochill 2 weeks ago
ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago The muslims where not responsible for 9/11 and thats it
ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago The roof! The roof! The roof is on
fire! We don't need no water let the motherfucker burn! SmallWeenies 2 weeks ago
cheaterwolf07 2 weeks ago this happend yesterday 9 years ago? cheaterwolf07 2 weeks
ago egyptianprincess22 2 weeks ago @cheaterwolf07 yes egyptianprincess22 2 weeks
ago tornadochaser14 2 weeks ago ok... now im pissed... no one who ever could even think
about doing this kind of thing to so many innocents... deserves to live tornadochaser14 2
weeks ago superfruityy 2 weeks ago "a hero need not speak. when they are gone, the
world will speak for them. 9/11" superfruityy 2 weeks ago cameronj279 2 weeks ago 5
things like this should never happen, its events like this that make me realise how much
i'm against all organized religions. cameronj279 2 weeks ago 5 UzumakiFrost 2 weeks ago
@cameronj279 so, you hate all religions then UzumakiFrost 2 weeks ago cameronj279 2
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weeks ago @UzumakiFrost i hate the religions, but not the people....unless they act upon
their religion in ways such as that. cameronj279 2 weeks ago Torur0A 2 weeks ago
@cameronj279 Religion? What has that to do with this, i think we rather destroy
stupidity in Great Britain before we go on to do any useless stuff. Torur0A 2 weeks ago
2ndSamuel710 2 weeks ago Near 1,300 professional architects & engineers & 10,000
supporters now pounding the table for investigations into 9/11 towers collapse. They
know & can prove the government's story is impossibility & lie. Is Rush Limbaugh, Sean
Hannity, Laura Ingram, Sarah Palin, Glenn Beck, going to call them all un-American air
head loons- or just ignore them? Film "911 Missing Links." com gets to who & why of
9/11. Republic Broadcasting. org is about only radio with courage to confront the criminal
Kabbal. 2ndSamuel710 2 weeks ago Irgorm 2 weeks ago I'm really, honestly sorry for all
lost lives, I know exactly how it looks like. I'm sorry but I have to say, America did the
same thing to my country 78 days and nights long without stopping. I really hope it will
never happen again, no matter where... Irgorm 2 weeks ago oedelumer 2 weeks ago @
front : die Scheiße kannst du dir sparen ! Fight nazis oedelumer 2 weeks ago YuliReggie 2
weeks ago Wow I dont even know what to say this incredible D: YuliReggie 2 weeks ago
AXMurderer10 2 weeks ago @horstherbert35 what are you saying doesnt exist?
AXMurderer10 2 weeks ago TheRealistShitAround 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam EVERYONE TYPE "911 SHIT" AND CLICK THE FIRST
VIDEO YOU WONT BELIVE THIS SHIT SERIOSLY TheRealistShitAround 2 weeks
ago oedelumer 2 weeks ago 9/11 was not an inside job ! God save america and germany
oedelumer 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @oedelumer HEIL!! SFront56 2 weeks ago
DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago i am dancing on the charred bodies DreadNoughtSioux 2
weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux i am dancing on your dead mother.
SFront56 2 weeks ago 28productions27 2 weeks ago friends dad was murdered that day.
he was pilot. his plane was later crashed into wtc. rest in peace to everyone that died that
day 28productions27 2 weeks ago Jpipooly 2 weeks ago @28productions27 Amen
Jpipooly 2 weeks ago fahad415 2 weeks ago Hehehehe All Americans like you do not
understand Those who have died A_i_hod they are in heaven with God because they are
Muslims But the last time you will see the truth Ask yourself how people create, they
found? Is this a coincidence? fahad415 2 weeks ago TheRealistShitAround 2 weeks ago
EVERYONE TYPE "911 SHIT" AND CLICK THE FIRST VIDEO YOU WONT
BELIVE THIS SHIT SERIOSLY TheRealistShitAround 2 weeks ago
XTHEKEVINATORX 2 weeks ago when did this happen? i thought the world trade
center was still standing XTHEKEVINATORX 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks
ago @XTHEKEVINATORX this was 9 years ago?? where have you been???
Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago waelauckland 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam 9/11 in summary; 1-Jewish plan (Israel) 2-Muslim action (hijackers)
3-Christians full agreement (USA government ) waelauckland 2 weeks ago
DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i
jumped for joy hearing of the planes crashing into WTC. the sound of the impact was
awesome. i love watching the people in the buildings desperately waving out the window
for help. their cries for help were music to my ear. one by one, they jumped out the
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window,fell to their deaths. SPLAT! love the sound of the bodies hitting the ground.
when the towers gave way, people in the buildings and on ground probably got crushed
like pancakes. wish i were there to capture this kodak moment. DreadNoughtSioux 2
weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux YOU FUCKING PEICE OF
SHIT!for my proud Aryan Germany i shall hang you from the effiel tower,then throw
you in a sewer and let the niggers and muslims feed on you! SFront56 2 weeks ago
26cazzy 2 weeks ago @SFront56 the effiel tower is in france not germany! 26cazzy 2
weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @26cazzy no shit ma i know that! SFront56 2 weeks
ago 26cazzy 2 weeks ago @SFront56 it wasn't made very clear in your comment!
26cazzy 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @26cazzy idc man ok thats how far all drag
this nigger/spic/muslim/towelhead ok!fuck off SFront56 2 weeks ago 26cazzy 2 weeks
ago @SFront56..just one more question before i 'fuck off' why didn't you burn the koran
in public?! it seems to me u can be as brazen as you like behind the saftey of a
pseudonym but i wonder how many 'niggers, spics, muslims, towelheads' you made
comments to the faces of?! not many i suspect! 26cazzy 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks
ago @26cazzy i didnt burn it in public but in Iraq i got so many of your brotheren!and a
trip to afghan and beilive me this i was shocked at first but figure this equation out--colt
m.45 scoped vs. an iraq holding a brick?who won...me.this haunted me for some while but
it wsa her ignorant fualt.i also saw in iraqi barzen bleeding from an I.E.D. in the
chest,legs.and right arm.but i helped him HE TURNED AROUND AND SHOT MY
LONG TIME FREIND.that is why i shall forever hate you. SFront56 2 weeks ago
26cazzy 2 weeks ago 4 @SFront56...i am english and catholic so before you start
preaching your hate get your facts right!! I pity your hate filled existence! As I have
already said, I hate what ISLAM stands for and what happened on 9/11 but do not feel
the need to go on like a racist dickhead about it! 26cazzy 2 weeks ago 4 SFront56 2
weeks ago @26cazzy you dont know what its like dont message me or reply SFront56 2
weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @26cazzy you will never know anything about what i
did for America and to those muslims in Baghdad. SFront56 2 weeks ago
SpazzyLoLazzy 2 weeks ago @SFront56, I bet you didn't you silly bastard. Probably
some fat racist neckbeard living with his parents. :'] SpazzyLoLazzy 2 weeks ago
ridingkid96 2 weeks ago i hope this never happens again :,( ridingkid96 2 weeks ago
highlife231 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 5:00 thats
when it really starts highlife231 2 weeks ago ridingkid96 2 weeks ago i hope this never
hppens again :,( ridingkid96 2 weeks ago waelauckland 2 weeks ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 in summary; 1-Jewish plan (Israel) 2-Muslim action
(hijackers) 3-Christians full agreement (USA government ) waelauckland 2 weeks ago
anikikim 2 weeks ago wow so all those people on the ground didnt make it? anikikim 2
weeks ago namu98 2 weeks ago OMG!! wait are you crying on 14:30 namu98 2 weeks
ago fahad415 2 weeks ago watch?v=guTUHpxhftg fahad415 2 weeks ago
funnypeople662 2 weeks ago @crashcraigr actually it was the water that brought the
buildings down. the buildings could not withstand water for half an hour check your facts
before you say stuff funnypeople662 2 weeks ago awalko5 2 weeks ago
@funnypeople662 Actually it was the strategically placed bombs that were set off in the
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bullding. Watch a video on a channel called NuffRespect entitled 9/11 total proof that
bombs were planted. You can hear them as well as the people in the building. RIP to
everyone who died that day. Unfortunately our own government did this and has
everyone fooled. awalko5 2 weeks ago jtsarr 2 weeks ago DIE FRICHEN DIE
MUSLMAN MICHEN UNDERSBICHEN UBERNAHZI DON AHDUN MICH EN
ZRUBAR DEJ VUORDJUO jtsarr 2 weeks ago infobil1 2 weeks ago I m muslim from
france and i m against all persons who does this act terrorist but i say that muslim people
are not like there thank you infobil1 2 weeks ago Kristen0Williams 2 weeks ago 11
@krooscontrol i think they are disliking what the video represents... 3000 lives lost and
our nation being shakin drastically... i think they are disliking what happened.
Kristen0Williams 2 weeks ago 11 ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago @Kristen0Williams Muslims
the islamic people none of theses people are to blame. The conspiracy's are true. And
america will wake up one day and see the truth. And there will be revolution. All power
things com to an end by greed and other common human desires. ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
1headbanger 2 weeks ago 19:40 holy shit Ive never seen that part of it before 1headbanger
2 weeks ago xxxFREZZZxxx 2 weeks ago Мы, Русские, помним и скорбим.
Человеческая жизнь - бесценна! Мы отомстим за теракты в Нью-Йорке, Лондоне, в
Беслане... В Беслане они убили 170 детей...Стреляли по ним вслед...Я никогда не
поверю, что дело в религии.... R.I.P. from Russia xxxFREZZZxxx 2 weeks ago levi5633
2 weeks ago watch levi a7x nightmare levi5633 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago I am
not miserable and I dont feel stronger because I believe in the conspiracy's. And I am
sorry if you are as brainwashed as the rest of america. This was an inside job, a tragedy
none the less, but still the people who had made this tragedy happen have not been held
accountable. And we as the people deserve to know the truth ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
1headbanger 2 weeks ago @NadchodziMagia no you just hate the people who did it that
WERE islam. dont be ignorant 1headbanger 2 weeks ago Kushitepride 2 weeks ago The
satanic Jews was behind the 9/11 atrocities, so far they tried so hard to hoodwink the
large number of naive Americans who can't see beyond the end of their noses, "Why did
they do that?" You may ask. They've done it so they can enhance their evil influences on
the human race. But, sooner or later there will be a reckoning. Kushitepride 2 weeks ago
USful 2 weeks ago @Kushitepride where are you getting this? From the crap in your
toliet? USful 2 weeks ago Kushitepride 2 weeks ago @USful from your own evil Prime
minister "The Israeli newspaper Ma'ariv on Wednesday reported that Likud leader
Benjamin Netanyahu told an audience at Bar Ilan university that the September 11, 2001
terror attacks had been beneficial for Israel. Kushitepride 2 weeks ago USful 2 weeks ago
@Kushitepride umm... im American.... USful 2 weeks ago Kushitepride 2 weeks ago
@USful also watch the well made documentary called 'Loose Change 2nd Edition'
Kushitepride 2 weeks ago pommyrooter 2 weeks ago @Kushitepride There's also a third
"Final Cut" pommyrooter 2 weeks ago Kushitepride 2 weeks ago @pommyrooter
thanks..I didnt know that, I'll check it out. Kushitepride 2 weeks ago Kushitepride 2
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @USful "We are
benefiting from one thing, and that is the attack on the Twin Towers and Pentagon, and
the American struggle in Iraq," Ma'ariv quoted the former prime minister as saying. He
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reportedly added that these events "swung American public opinion in our favor."
Kushitepride 2 weeks ago Stopterryj 2 weeks ago @theshow2k8 your evil. lol if you read
the quran youd convert. so your lieing. another lie:hitler hated jews cause his mom.you do
NOT under stand anything bout the koran. from:a us soldier Stopterryj 2 weeks ago
OuterStryke 2 weeks ago @krooscontrol Because its disturbing to some people they hate
to see it Or Careless People. OuterStryke 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago
@fahad415 fucking faggot fuck you " allah" JESUS CHRIST IS OUR LORD AND
SAVOR. STUPID FUCKING MUSLUM GO BURN IN HELL WITH YOU
FUCKING ALLAH Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago fahad415 2 weeks ago
@Mollymakeupp ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﻱﻝﻉﻥﻙ ﻭﻱﻝﻉﻥ ﺩﻱﺍﻥﺕﻙ ﻱﺍﻥﺹﺭﺍﻥﻱ ﻱﺍﻱﻩﻭﺩﻱ ﻱﺍﻡﺱﻱﺡﻱ ﻉﻝﻯ ﺯﺏﻱ
la elah ela allah mohammed  ﻱﺍﺝﺭﺍﺭ ﻑﻙﻱﻭ ﻭﻑﻙﻱﻭ ﺍﻡﻙrasol allah How you kill a
Palestinian?? How you kill Iraqis?? You terrorists thankyou allah for islam fahad415 2
weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @fahad415 HAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAH
FUCK YOU. i hope YOU ALLL DIE THE MOST PAIN FULL DEATH THEN I
WILL BE DANCING ON YOUR GRAVE WWHILE YOU BURN IN FUCKING
HELL. THE LORD WILL TEACH YOU GUYS WHEN YOU PAY FOR YOU SINS
FROM KILLING SO MANY PEOPLE Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago 26cazzy 2 weeks
ago @Mollymakeupp...i am anti-islam and most certainly anti what happened on 9/11
but you are not coming across well in your comments, you can make a point effectively
without resorting to petiness and spite! 26cazzy 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks
ago @26cazzy please dont luture me you just take care of yourself. Mollymakeupp 2
weeks ago 26cazzy 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp..it's spelt 'lecture'! 26cazzy 2 weeks
ago pommyrooter 2 weeks ago @26cazzy It's also 'spelled'. Sorry. pommyrooter 2 weeks
ago 26cazzy 2 weeks ago @pommyrooter..excuse me try looking up in the English
dictionary the past participle of 'spell' it is SPELT! 26cazzy 2 weeks ago pommyrooter 2
weeks ago @26cazzy I stand corrected thank you. pommyrooter 2 weeks ago
Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @26cazzy ugh whatever Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago
Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @26cazzy learn how to spell yourself before you try to
correct others bitch:) Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago pommyrooter 2 weeks ago
@Mollymakeupp There's no need for spite. pommyrooter 2 weeks ago fahad415 2
weeks ago @Mollymakeupp Hehehehe Without the words did fahad415 2 weeks ago
Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @fahad415 wtf are you talking about??? you people wear
those stupid thing on your head cause OMG IF A MAN SEES MY HAIR THERE
GONNA GET HORNY OMG. fucking idiots dont think i dont know shit about your
religion Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago fahad415 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp ﺍﻕﻭﻝ ﺱﻕﻩﺍ
watch?v=9ni8M9k9P84 fahad415 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @fahad415
im not looking at any shit of yours dumb fuck Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago fahad415 2
weeks ago @Mollymakeupp Will be met in the day of reckoning fahad415 2 weeks ago
Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @fahad415 can you just stop talking to me?? i fucking hate
all of you guys and i dont give a shit about anything you guys say. Mollymakeupp 2
weeks ago fahad415 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp lol scare fuck U fahad415 2 weeks
ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @fahad415 and if you think allah is saving everyone
well,WHERE WAS ALLAH WHEN MY FATHER AND SISTER DIED IN 9/11
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FROM YOU MUSLIMS point is they are gone i wont see them and allah does not care
at all he is fake you peice of shit SFront56 2 weeks ago fahad415 2 weeks ago @SFront56
What about my brothers in Iraq and Palestine I am a Sunni Muslim, and you have your
role came Ahntona fahad415 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @fahad415 they
deserved it okay.they did this they got it and this proves allah could not protect you.
SFront56 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @fahad415 what?????? you cant even
talk right ahahahhahahaahaha fucking basterd go back home with your other 10 wives and
fuck your allah PS just make sure no one sees your wives hair they might get a boner by
looking at there uglly hair Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago
@Mollymakeupp you cant get a boner at muslims hell,even allah knows that=) SFront56
2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @SFront56 HAAHAHAHHHAHAHAH
SOOOOO TRUE!! AHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHA Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago
SFront56 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp why do you think muslims are coming to
america??to get some better game!fuckin ugly ass whores thats why they cover
everything up SFront56 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @SFront56 no they
are coming here to destroy this country. how many bombs have they put so far?? ALOT
they just want to kill not to get men Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago 26cazzy 2 weeks ago
@Mollymakeupp..you have some serious unresolved anger issues that require urgent
attention!! 26cazzy 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @26cazzy I only have
anger for these people. Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @fahad415 lol
towel head your all wrong and your qurans are all burned up and shit on,dont say allah
will make more you stupid fuck hes fake*laughing*muslims have to be the most dumbest
piece of shit around.haha SFront56 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @fahad415 go
suck allah's fake dick you towel head SFront56 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago
@SFront56 ahahahaahhahahahahahahhahahaha-hha you made my day:) Mollymakeupp
2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp great=)what made my day was
when we bombed the fuck out of your children and homes haha and then you ask for
help! SFront56 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @SFront56 i hope they kill
every single on of them:) including babys cause when they grow up they will be the same
them. we just need a bomb to destroy the whole midle east. were muslums are
Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp God your are so
dumb... ha retard ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo you
just go to hell ok?:) Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
@Mollymakeupp I really would if there where such a place. oh wait there is hell
michigan ill go there and check it out ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks
ago @ReaganDoo there is such a place and you'll be right in the middle of it when you
die:) have fun. Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp
No ill be in the ground 6 feet deep. Rotting just like everyone else. Say hello to an atheist.
I hope you enjoy fertalizing the planet as much as i do ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo ahahahahahah woowww. i feel sorry for you i
really do. Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo i dont
have anything against people who dont belive in god i just hate muslums alot of my
friends even family dont belive in god. im sorry Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo
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2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp Why do u hate muslims?? ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
SFront56 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo YOU PEICE OF DUMB ASS SHIT WATCH THE
26:26 LONG VIDEO SFront56 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo
because they did this on 9 11 because they hate everyone like us. my friend was christian
she was born in iran they held her with guns at her because her hair was showing a little
bit with that fucking towel what ever it is. because they hate white people they hate this
country they just want to kill they are full of hate. you know what they did to little girls
in iran?? they would take them and rape or kill them i know everything about them
Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp exactly!ty for
reasoning dumb towel heads blow themselves up only to find that Allah is FAKE!!!plus
when ever reasoning pops up,like governemnt,they fucking try to kill them! SFront56 2
weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @SFront56 we think exactly alike:) i like you. i
completly agree with you. i just want this country to be safe from people like them
Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago SFront56 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp ty!they think that
if they protest we wont burn the qurans?!HAHAAH GUES WHAT I DID 12 OF MY
FREINDS DID WE JUST DIDNT MAKE IT PUBLIC. SFront56 2 weeks ago
Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @SFront56 hahahahah yess!!! goood job:) Mollymakeupp 2
weeks ago Cturtlegal97 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp Awwww, thanks :] Your attempts
at trying to insult me are cute Cturtlegal97 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
@Mollymakeupp Id like to say that you saying you are a christian should not act this
way to others peoples beliefs whether u believe them or not everyone has the right to
there own opinion about god. And ur gona have to live with it. It embarassing you yelling
about jesus and god, and how everyone else is stupid just makes us all look bad. Just
another arrogant person afraid to open his mind ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp
2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo Oh please i know more about the bible then you do. dont
lecture me. Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp Ha
feel free to believe what u wish. But to yell at others about what they believe is
arrogance. ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo i dont give
a shit. Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago Cturtlegal97 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp (laughs)
oh man, you're still on this? You are one pathetic bastard. Cturtlegal97 2 weeks ago
Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @Cturtlegal97 why are you still on here?? Fucking faggot
Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp To me you dont
sound religous at all. U know what why dont you go jump in your hummer go get a
burger, throw your trash out the window and be perfectley happy in your own little
world and save ur crying and whining for some people that care like "GOD" ReaganDoo 2
weeks ago Stopterryj 2 weeks ago MANN I FUKING TIRED OF THE PPL I
FOUGHT FOR HATING ISLAM. BACK OFF AZZHOLEZ. ALL YOUR SOLDIERS
IN IRAQ(INCULDING ME) DONT GOT NO PROBLEMS WIT ISLAM. WE
RESPECT ALLAH. WE LOOOOOOOOVE ISLAM. WE RESPECT JEWS. WE
RESPECT CHRIST. MUSLIMS DIED TOO. MUSLIMS FIGHT FOR YOUR ASS IN
IRAQ AND WHAT DO YOU SAY? Stopterryj 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks
ago @Stopterryj HAHAHAHAHAHAHAH wowwwwww. you respect allah??????? i
feel sorry that we have people like you in united states Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago
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Stopterryj 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp sir,id like you to stop. as a soldier i know that
islam had NOTHING to do with 9 11 and is not done in the name of allah Stopterryj 2
weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @Stopterryj if you really were you would
KNOW that it was right before they crashed in they said in the name of allah. i am a
woman not a man you retard. and you cant stop me from telling the truth your prob
muslum your self pretending to be one of our soliders so STOP and shut the fuck up
cause you dont know what your talking about i can agrue about this all day people like
you are destroying ourr country Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago Stopterryj 2 weeks ago
@Mollymakeupp i am a muslim, a muslim american soldier. i dont give a dame what you
think. they make islam look bad. they give it a bad name. i dont make fun of christ you
dumbass. i swear i was a soldeir, thats not a lie(infatry,rode plane 127 usa F,group cD
mini smg as main weopon). we are not destroying america. stop the hate. your
just..idonno a bad person. sure,we got SOME bad apples. but ALL religons do.
Stopterryj 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @Stopterryj ahahahahahha
seee????? i knew it only muslums defend them selves. so your killing your own kind
huh?? thats nice. Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago Stopterryj 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp
no. im fighting terrorism. not islam. look, i know your mad but listen, ima try to reason
wit u. not all muslims are bad. not a jews are zionists. not all america is fat. it is not
muslims vs muslims. fuck the iraq goverment. in lebanon we held a memorial for 9 11
victims. in the quran it says"take any one that belives that their IS a
creater(god.allah.whatever jewish thing is) as your friend. im sorry for my rude
comments,maybe your not sorry for yours. i try not to kill civilans Stopterryj 2 weeks
ago Skinnyboomer 2 weeks ago @theshow2k8 Finally someone acually gets the Quran. In
the Quran allah asks muslims to kill people that are enimes of the Quran. Skinnyboomer 2
weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @fahad415 FUCKING FAGGOT BURN IN HELL FUCK ALLAH. JESUS
CHRIST IS OUR LORD NO ONE ELSE. Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago grahams8 2
weeks ago @theshow2k8 It's not Islam that's evil, every religion has had people go to war
and kill innocent people over their beliefs, the Catholic religion is probably the worst
offender. Hitler also praised Christianity. Blaming entire populations whether they are
religions, countries, ethnic groups etc' is the cause of most terrorists attacks and wars,
that kind of thinking keeps us in the dark ages grahams8 2 weeks ago ObviousRichy 2
weeks ago Dear Friend Your account and documentation I have watched with the utmost
respect. I visited New York on the 2nd anniversary in 2003 to pay my respects to all
those innocent people who lost their lives. It was my first ever visit to america and I'd
hoped it would have been on a more happy occasion but after this horrific event I felt the
need to be there, to grieve and to offer my support however insignificant it was. It will
always be remembered. Martyn England ObviousRichy 2 weeks ago iStudi0z 2 weeks
ago from 9:10 - 9:13 you can see a person on the top left edge of the building :( iStudi0z 2
weeks ago misira80 2 weeks ago God bless America...its socking every time i see this!
every time...! misira80 2 weeks ago TheCFWme 2 weeks ago @theshow2k8 in this life,
there are loads of evidences that there is only one god, and that god must be thanked and
worshiped.. whatever religion u choose should fit that low, each and everyone is
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resposible for his decision.. See what God has done for those who only wanted to burn
the "Holy Qur'an" and the retreat from its decision !!!!! u know what i mean. so Speak in
a better way On the Islamic religion please :) TheCFWme 2 weeks ago YoLiketotaly 2
weeks ago I lived in New york when this happened but i live like really far from it but all
of our power was out and i was like 5 or 6 so i had no idea what was going on very sad
day R.I.P all :'( YoLiketotaly 2 weeks ago NoComment0531 2 weeks ago Nothing beats
the sound of screaming voices in unison. NoComment0531 2 weeks ago rolsstanna 2
weeks ago The “moderate” Imam Rauf (The Muslim trying to get a mosque built in NYC)
says we must build the mosque at ground zero now, or we will incur the wrath of radical
Muslims every where; liberals and other apologist agree. To follow this logic to its most
obvious conclusion, I say wave the white flag now and adopt sharia law. For every one
knows, as Patton and Sherman did, the best way to win the war is not to try to upset
your enemies to much. rolsstanna 2 weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago I
WANT TO LICK THAT WOMAN'S FEET FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago
dnaida 2 weeks ago @mmmcccrrr6 thats the plane i suppose dnaida 2 weeks ago USful 2
weeks ago @theshow2k8 have you done your homwork? Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam, are very much the same. Its just that some people think that their relgion is better
than another and decided to kill others to prove it, which they only downgrade it further.
That goes for all people. USful 2 weeks ago NielsShoe 2 weeks ago Muslims celebrate
these attacks and you never saw any muslims protesting agaist terrorism. NielsShoe 2
weeks ago pommyrooter 2 weeks ago @NielsShoe Please verify. pommyrooter 2 weeks
ago Stopterryj 2 weeks ago @NielsShoe THEY PROTESTED IN LONDON, THEY
DONT ALL WANT TERROR. IM A AMERICAN SOLDIER(WAS TILL 07)
STOOOOPPPP THE MUSLIMS HATE THING. LOTS DIED ON 9 11. LOTS DIED
IN GAZA. I KNOW THAT VIDEO WAS FAKE OF PALESTINE CELEBRAING.
YOU GONNA TRUST CNN!GET OFF YOUR FATASS AND SEE THE TRUTH
THAT NOT ALL MUSLIMS ARE BAD AND THEY HAVE THEIR LOSSES TOO.
MUSLIMS DIED ON 911. IN IRAQ WE ARE FIGHTING IRAQ NOT ISLAM.
MOST SOLDIER AGREE. THE PPL OF AMERICA DONT. THEY THINK ALL
MUSLIMS WANT IS KILLING.RIP TO ALL Stopterryj 2 weeks ago
DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i
jumped for joy hearing of the planes crashing into WTC. the sound of the impact was
awesome. i love watching the people in the buildings desperately waving out the window
for help. their cries for help were music to my ear. one by one, they jumped out the
window,fell to their deaths. SPLAT! love the sound of the bodies hitting the ground.
when the towers gave way, people in the buildings and on ground probably got crushed
like pancakes. wish i were there to capture this kodak moment. DreadNoughtSioux 2
weeks ago hr307 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@DreadNoughtSioux you are a fucking asshole hr307 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks
ago @DreadNoughtSioux r u for real dude? smileybug14 2 weeks ago DuelingFireDemon
2 weeks ago @LittlexMonsterx because it doesn't solve anything. fighting fire with fire
only creates a bigger fire. besides, the fact that we didn't go in and get revenge the way
you are suggesting makes us look like the bigger person, that we are stronger than them
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and have the strength to overcome this tragedy without causing another
DuelingFireDemon 2 weeks ago butterbeatsmargarin 2 weeks ago your such an ignorant
revolting person full of hatred. islam is not the problem it's THESE PEOPLE. DON'T
YOU GET IT?? the quran has no violence it CONTRADICTS violence and hatred these
people take the words and distort them into their own fanatic version of islam. and i feel
sorry for you when you actually say you have read the quran. the only mention of arms
within the book is when you DEFEND yourself from violence not the other way around.
NEVER the other way around. butterbeatsmargarin 2 weeks ago giggidy61 2 weeks ago
@smileybug14 we did? what where they? giggidy61 2 weeks ago DuelingFireDemon 2
weeks ago @theshow2k8 how can you say that???? what happened on 9/11 was not
committed by every single Muslim, but a small group of terrorist Muslims. you can't call
someones religion evil, even if you read the Quran it doesn't mean you understand their
teachings. besides how would you feel if i said you religion was evil? and said to fuck
your God and every last person who follows your beliefs??? also, Allah is the same name
for the God of Christianity and the Jewish faith DuelingFireDemon 2 weeks ago
NielsShoe 2 weeks ago In Muslim culture a muslim can blow up sky scrapers full of
people but a none muslim is not allowed to kill a militart muslim or burn paper with ink
on it. NielsShoe 2 weeks ago USful 2 weeks ago Terrorrist... why in the world do we have
terrorist? Are they as stupid to do something like this? If it were up to me, i would
probrably nuke the crap out of them. That or just walk through all of their home lands
and kill everyone last terrorist on the planet! I hate them so... using religion as a scapgoat
for themselves, pathetic. USful 2 weeks ago pommyrooter 2 weeks ago @USful You are
slightly confused to who did this. pommyrooter 2 weeks ago USful 2 weeks ago
@pommyrooter am i? i know that they were muslim. does this mean all muslims are
terrorists? USful 2 weeks ago pommyrooter 2 weeks ago @USful No you seem to have
the wrong people in mind. The Muslim religion has very little anything to do with it.
Thank you for not spitting fire in your last response. pommyrooter 2 weeks ago USful 2
weeks ago @pommyrooter thank you for your correction, i apreciate it. I wish most
people were like you an i, talking about it without raging on things they don't understand.
But we make mistakes i guess. USful 2 weeks ago pommyrooter 2 weeks ago @USful No
worries. I just want to apologise about my last comment some pretty bad grammar there
lol. pommyrooter 2 weeks ago USful 2 weeks ago @pommyrooter i hardly ever point
that out to people, their typing is their typing, no other way around it. USful 2 weeks
ago Prev 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About
Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a
bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0)
Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show
your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading...
Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home
Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account
Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From:
NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or
Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032) Pwn3rProductions 2
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weeks ago The better question is, why people click "I like" when there die a lot of
people? Pwn3rProductions 2 weeks ago carmine714 2 weeks ago Thank you for posting
this:( We will never forget. I'm so sorry you had to be there. carmine714 2 weeks ago
Snowboarddude911 2 weeks ago Terrorist be trollin xDDDD Snowboarddude911 2
weeks ago fahad415 2 weeks ago How you kill a Palestinian??  ﻙﻡ ﻕﺕﻝﺕﻡ ﻑﻝﺱﻁﻱﻥﻱ؟؟//
How you kill Iraqis??  ﻙﻡ ﻕﺕﻝﺕﻡ ﻉﺭﺍﻕﻱ// You terrorists  ﺍﻥﺕﻡ ﺍﻝﺍﺭﻩﺍﺏﻱﻭﻥ// thankyou allah
for islam  ﻉﺕﻱﺏﻱ ﻭﺍﻑﺕﺥﺭfahad415 2 weeks ago fahad415 2 weeks ago ﻝﺍﺕﻍﻝﻁﻭﻥ ﻉﻝﻯ
 ﻝﺍ ﺇﻝﻩ ﺇﻝﺍ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺍﻝﺍﺱﻝﺍﻡfahad415 2 weeks ago fahad415 2 weeks ago ﻉﺵﺍﻥ ﻡﺍ ﺍﻝﻉﻥ ﺍﺏﻭ ﺥﻱِّﺭﻙﻡ
ﺭﻍﻡ ﺍﻥﻭﻑﻙﻡ ﻭﺍﻥﻭﻑ ﻡﺡﻡﺩ ﺭﺱﻭﻝ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺱﻭﻑ ﻱﺩﺥﻝ ﺍﻝﺍﺱﻝﺍﻡ ﺏﻝﺩﻙﻡ ﻭﺱﻭﻑ ﺕﺹﺏﺡﻭﻥ ﺩﻭﻝﻩ ﺍﺱﻝﺍﻡﻱﻩ
fahad415 2 weeks ago L ﺍﻝﺡﺍﻕﺩﻱﻥ ﻉـﺕـﻱـﺏـﻱ ﻭﺃﻑﺕﺥﺭittlexMonsterx 2 weeks ago Why the
hell has no one got the ball to do to them what they did to America! Its wrong!
LittlexMonsterx 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @LittlexMonsterx well george
bush had the balls. but now we have obama, who many believe is a closet muslim. either
way, he hasn't done anything but praise the muslims- and we've had three terrorist
attacks that were succseful since he was put in office. smileybug14 2 weeks ago
pommyrooter 2 weeks ago @LittlexMonsterx Well one reason might be it is illegal
another maybe they didn't do it. pommyrooter 2 weeks ago wendwas 2 weeks ago Heart
Breaking wendwas 2 weeks ago bballqu33n13 2 weeks ago i've never seen such a seen,
when the building came down. it's death as we know it. we will never forget this day D':
bballqu33n13 2 weeks ago TazXTian 2 weeks ago The terroist who did this act actully
arnt muslim in there religion if they lose a life they are belived not to be muslim but its
like hitler one person could change thousands or millions of lives and turn them evil
TazXTian 2 weeks ago keavaa2k10 2 weeks ago OMG you actually seen dis :O
keavaa2k10 2 weeks ago NadchodziMagia 2 weeks ago oh my god...:( i hate ISLAM !!!
NadchodziMagia 2 weeks ago pommyrooter 2 weeks ago @NadchodziMagia Don't hate
Islam hate the people who faked this whole event. pommyrooter 2 weeks ago
preshmuffin1 2 weeks ago why the fuck would you like it dumb ass! Our country was
under attack in this video you stupid fuck! preshmuffin1 2 weeks ago solarlightning 2
weeks ago Damn terrorists dnt under stand tht without there bombs anybody can fuck
em up... I wanna see thm go in a fist fight against me or anyone...there dumbass thinks
thy are getting to go sumwhere better to bad thy cnt come back frm hell and tell all the
terrorists how horrible it is in there...and now fucken bama is supporting to put a mosque
in their place with my tax money.... EARTH TO HIS DUMBASS ITS LIKE THM
PLACING A FLAG OF VICTORY ON OUR LAND,LIKE WHAT THY DID IN ALL
OTHER PLACES THY TERRORI solarlightning 2 weeks ago HaloMediaz 2 weeks ago
Cry cry cry... HaloMediaz 2 weeks ago torontobboy21 2 weeks ago this was an inside
job , has nothing to do with muslims but americans are too ignorant and blind to blame
their own goverment. torontobboy21 2 weeks ago Millard97 2 weeks ago I am a Canadian
Soldier , and even tho this is america , RI.P Innocent people of the 9/11 terrorist attack i
just got back from iraq and this was such a sad Thing that happend RI.P ...Sincerly Sgt
:Jack Dunns RI.P In harmony and may god be with you . Millard97 2 weeks ago
SWAFxXAdamscuzXx 2 weeks ago WE WILL REMEMBER! God rest the souls of
those hurt in WTC attack. I'm going to fuck up iraq when i can enlist into the Marines!
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OOHAA SWAFxXAdamscuzXx 2 weeks ago pommyrooter 2 weeks ago
@SWAFxXAdamscuzXx 1) The Iraq war, if the media is to be trusted, will be over when
you get deployed. 2) its hoorah or oorah. not oohaa. 3) The Iraq war is an illegal war.
pommyrooter 2 weeks ago shayminfan23 2 weeks ago @SWAFxXAdamscuzXx my
cousine was born on 9/11 shayminfan23 2 weeks ago LordElfarium 2 weeks ago
D´artamerican X The Three MOSQUEteers !! LordElfarium 2 weeks ago eliasirbouh101
2 weeks ago this was not a muslim attack this was a terrorist attack and fuck those
terrorists who did this to our country and now everyone thinks muslims are bad we arn't
were just as peaceful or even the most peaceful religion in the world eliasirbouh101 2
weeks ago Shannen483 2 weeks ago Omg that day must have been fucking hellish for
everyone there. R.I.P everyone who passed away :( Shame for their families and friends.
Shannen483 2 weeks ago riflleman 2 weeks ago It's really really sad because many
innocent people died. :-( But America bombards small countryes every day, so it's nice
that Americans can feel it on their own skin onse. American army bombardes schools and
hospitals in my country. It's much worse comaring to this. riflleman 2 weeks ago
TheRealistShitAround 2 weeks ago EVERYONE TYPE "9 11 SHIT" AND CLICK THE
FIRST VIDEO, THIS IS A MUST SEE, LOOK IT UP RIGHT NOW
TheRealistShitAround 2 weeks ago freestylex96 2 weeks ago We will never forget. Ever. I
hope Al Qaeda rotts in hell. freestylex96 2 weeks ago pommyrooter 2 weeks ago
@freestylex96 Check what Al Qaeda means in English and then check out who created
that 'association'. pommyrooter 2 weeks ago caklovici 2 weeks ago fucking USA caklovici
2 weeks ago silvi360 2 weeks ago OMG, every time I watch this I just cry... Ughh
silvi360 2 weeks ago thepromotionchick 2 weeks ago IM 15 AND MA AUNT WAS
WORKING THAT DAY N DA TWIN TOWERS.................SO U PPLDNT KNW
HOW IT HURTS......ITS NOT ABOUT WHO RIGHT R WRONG ITS ABOUT ALL
3,000 PPL THAT DIED DAT DAY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!GROW UP thepromotionchick 2
weeks ago krooscontrol 2 weeks ago 13 how could someone dislike this video?
krooscontrol 2 weeks ago 13 ThroatSlitta 2 weeks ago @krooscontrol probably because
of the annoying hysteric girl crying in the background... ThroatSlitta 2 weeks ago
razzledazzle226 2 weeks ago @krooscontrol maybe they disliked that it happened? :/
razzledazzle226 2 weeks ago funjua 2 weeks ago @Skatr411 you know ur just a
unknowledged person about anything arnt u funjua 2 weeks ago goddessbluebaby 2
weeks ago this is very sad...it is just heart breaking.....r.i.p..all those innocent
people.....hope the lilly girl who went to daycare there is ok....very very very sad....
goddessbluebaby 2 weeks ago missmustang3 2 weeks ago dis was a scary dayy
missmustang3 2 weeks ago marcoscius 2 weeks ago i love how theyre playing the barney
song. 2:55-3:13 marcoscius 2 weeks ago lucarioguy111 2 weeks ago did that friend of
yours make it back from Day-Care? lucarioguy111 2 weeks ago mmmcccrrr6 2 weeks ago
whats that black thing flying up there? 5:29 mmmcccrrr6 2 weeks ago pommyrooter 2
weeks ago Well judging on its speed, it look like a helicopter observing. pommyrooter 2
weeks ago funjua 2 weeks ago Islam is peaceful, media makes everyone hate. Study
islam's religion and you'll probably want to be a Muslim funjua 2 weeks ago
sinisterkonata96 2 weeks ago Comment removed theshow2k8 2 weeks ago 8 This has
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been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @funjua Islam is evil and i have read the
Quran,yes you are right though the media does bash it too much but the truth is that
Islam is another form of Nazism(hence why Hitler praised it) Fuck Allah and anyone
who follows Islam. theshow2k8 2 weeks ago 8 TheDaddy45 2 weeks ago @theshow2k8
jag ska misshandla dig din horunge alla terrorister är inte muslimer horunge TheDaddy45 2
weeks ago funjua 2 weeks ago @seaclouds your jerk U should say anything bad about
Islam it's the most peaceful religion so don't say anything about islam if you don't know
anything about islam funjua 2 weeks ago jacobavery1 2 weeks ago : ''{''' jacobavery1 2
weeks ago bramdemets 2 weeks ago it's sad how to see the building completly colapsed
bramdemets 2 weeks ago nickjismine105 2 weeks ago for all those who lost a loved one in
this horrible attack, god bless. those horrible bastards who attacked our nation will
forever burn in hell. nickjismine105 2 weeks ago bramdemets 2 weeks ago
@nickjismine105 yeah osama wil die! bramdemets 2 weeks ago pommyrooter 2 weeks
ago @bramdemets Shame he didn't do it. pommyrooter 2 weeks ago MsShadowgeek 2
weeks ago whats playing in the background? MsShadowgeek 2 weeks ago dasfgb3rtber 2
weeks ago gotta give bin laden some credit for pulling this off, really smart guy.
dasfgb3rtber 2 weeks ago pommyrooter 2 weeks ago @dasfgb3rtber He was even smart
to fooling the American Government into believing that he didn't do it. He sure pulled off
a ripper. pommyrooter 2 weeks ago juff1991 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @dasfgb3rtber rot in hell you kunt juff1991 2 weeks ago
gokuthebeginner 2 weeks ago @dasfgb3rtber your going to hell with him gokuthebeginner
2 weeks ago lucarioguy111 2 weeks ago when it falls, you're reaction says it all, this is
awful! R.I.P lucarioguy111 2 weeks ago INoScopedBatman 2 weeks ago I remember
laughing so much when i first saw the attacks lmao INoScopedBatman 2 weeks ago
juff1991 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@INoScopedBatman rot in hell you kunt juff1991 2 weeks ago marmy0025 2 weeks ago
R.I.P. To all those people who died god bless you guys:'( marmy0025 2 weeks ago
XIIstuffyIIX 2 weeks ago R.I.P All those wounderfull people who died that day rest in
peace all you guys xx XIIstuffyIIX 2 weeks ago JasonZiggy678 2 weeks ago :'(
JasonZiggy678 2 weeks ago ProtectAus 2 weeks ago For an intriguing look into 9/11
check this video, it really freaked me out! "Exclusive! The First 10 minutes of The 9/11
TV Movie" and "Exposed! The 9/11 TV Movie" or just click on my name ProtectAus
and check my uploads. ProtectAus 2 weeks ago jochan94 2 weeks ago 9/11 never forget
jochan94 2 weeks ago monique17able 2 weeks ago where were this? monique17able 2
weeks ago eliasgetbash1 2 weeks ago @monique17able you are funny eliasgetbash1 2
weeks ago CanadianAiden 2 weeks ago 2,997 Innocent People Died and Over 6,000
People Were Injured. Yesterday was the 9th Anniversary of this attack. Our thoughts and
prayers go to whomever was involved. Whether be employees in the buildings who lost
their lives or people who were Severely hurt. CanadianAiden 2 weeks ago
GRINDBOY118 2 weeks ago you where actually there GRINDBOY118 2 weeks ago
kaykko 2 weeks ago OK how about a compromise? Instead of turning ground zero into a
mosque, lets turn a few mosques into ground zero. kaykko 2 weeks ago Aaronicus 2
weeks ago RIP from England, everyone in our country thought about all those who lost
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their lives that day. America is not alone in their grief. Aaronicus 2 weeks ago
MisILOVECOREYFELDMAN 2 weeks ago I've lived in New York all my life but wen
this actually happened i was only like 3 years old so i've always wanted to see wat reallly
happened and watching this made me so sad, i actually remeber before this day one of my
other siblings, i forgot who asked my mom and dad "can we go to NYC one weekend to
go see the twin towers" and none of us ever did :( MisILOVECOREYFELDMAN 2
weeks ago skatr411 2 weeks ago rag head peaces of shit skatr411 2 weeks ago
pommyrooter 2 weeks ago @skatr411 Dude, insults like these are just unnecessary.
pommyrooter 2 weeks ago mitch1420 2 weeks ago 12:16 "it was a military plane"
hmm??? mitch1420 2 weeks ago CM117149 2 weeks ago R.I.P to all who died that day.
It was beyond human belief. Out of order and horrible to look at . R.I.P CM117149 2
weeks ago uwebonnier 2 weeks ago God have your souls... Hope someday the bastards
will pay for this shit they did! Greets from Belgium uwebonnier 2 weeks ago DannieLous
2 weeks ago RIP from Lithuania. God bless these people. DannieLous 2 weeks ago
Chapinhalization 2 weeks ago America deserved this attack. But not these inoccent
people. Chapinhalization 2 weeks ago GARNETSOA 2 weeks ago R.I.P from Kosovo :'(
GARNETSOA 2 weeks ago Tuckypoo111 2 weeks ago Every single person shit talking
to me needs to relax. This is a shared account within a forum. Obviously they think they
can hide behind this account, but that will change. We already have traced the I.P down
and banned the user To prevent further damages to anything or anybody else we are
deleting the post and other posts. IturkOjan's I.P adress is 75.89.67.481 God bless
america and let us all stay strong. Tuckypoo111 2 weeks ago Chapinhalization 2 weeks
ago @Tuckypoo111 LoL Chapinhalization 2 weeks ago caseyface88 2 weeks ago 2
Everytime I watch september 11 videos I always wish that we could have pressed the red
X in the top corner in real life to make it stop.. caseyface88 2 weeks ago 2 TheVirim 2
weeks ago thats soooooo sad TheVirim 2 weeks ago seaclouds 2 weeks ago Please
America protect yourself from Islam before it is too late. seaclouds 2 weeks ago
ilovevietnam1990 2 weeks ago R.I.P from Vietnam ilovevietnam1990 2 weeks ago
squillyb7718 2 weeks ago @ilovevietnam1990 If you have lived there all your life, on
behalf of my father I would like to apologize to your country as a whole from the US
citizens. We were lied to then as well. The Gulf of Tonkin (now declassified at CIA site)
is what took us into Vietnam and it was a bold faced lie told to the People. I NEVER
support war and I sure as hell don't support any INVASION. So on behalf of my Dad
and my family, we're sorry and we donate regularly to children charities in Vietnam
squillyb7718 2 weeks ago ilovevietnam1990 2 weeks ago @squillyb7718 I'm really, really
happy when reading it. Sorry for my English. ilovevietnam1990 2 weeks ago
squillyb7718 2 weeks ago @ilovevietnam1990 No worries, the language as a whole is
garbage. Far to often people overlook the others around them, not me. My Father was a
Vietnam vet, did three full tours in Vietnam, lost his left knee there from a bouncing
betty. He told me also he lost part of his soul there. He was a good man doing what he
thought was right, just like the soldiers overseas are doing now. We always find out way
later that we were lied to and went to war. Over and over it repeats in history, over and
over squillyb7718 2 weeks ago squillyb7718 2 weeks ago @ilovevietnam1990 When we
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talked about the Gulf of Tonkin he started to cry, he cried for a long, long time. I am
sorry for what happened between our homelands as every patriotic US citizen SHOULD
BE! I do what I can now to help rebuild the youth in Vietnam, they are tomorrows
soldiers in this INFORMATION WAR and the pending revolution. Knowledge is Power,
Power to the People! stop the lies, stop the invasions check my channel for great vid's
about this day and many others in US history squillyb7718 2 weeks ago username310758
2 weeks ago Sitting here in Scotland with tears rolling down my cheeks. Never forget !!
username310758 2 weeks ago KENA429 2 weeks ago all lies all the time from
Mainstream media. You tube WTC 7 Collapse and you will see a controlled demolition
with exposives in the buildings. 19 Muslims with boxcutters did that? Oh please. Stop
living in denial. Its all a lie. KENA429 2 weeks ago Jorindevil 2 weeks ago Whow.. very
disturbing.. R.I.P. all the victims of 9/11. Jorindevil 2 weeks ago godblaze1 2 weeks ago
@britmanuk fuck u godblaze1 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @godblaze1 now now
britmanuk 2 weeks ago AndreWhiplash 2 weeks ago Im from Colombia.....you must
know i live in a really difficult country...so i almost feel your pain and your sadness like
if i was from USA...so R.I.P all the victims from that horrible day.... AndreWhiplash 2
weeks ago rafael130993 2 weeks ago 'o' cry rafael130993 2 weeks ago hiitscaitlinn 2
weeks ago i don't know whether or not to like or dislike this video? why would someone
like the world trade center attacks.. hiitscaitlinn 2 weeks ago BuckeyeGirl0304 2 weeks
ago GAH!!!!!!!! BuckeyeGirl0304 2 weeks ago bihrider 2 weeks ago who gives a shit
about 9/11 the us gov did it fuck the victims bihrider 2 weeks ago wickedtitanicfreak1 2
weeks ago @bihrider fuck you wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks ago hiitscaitlinn 2 weeks ago
Comment removed MissChloee12 2 weeks ago @bihrider i meant to vote down, not up
you sick bastard, MissChloee12 2 weeks ago pommyrooter 2 weeks ago 7 @bihrider
Dude wow. Disrespect is no way to voice your opinions. pommyrooter 2 weeks ago 7
wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks ago @squillyb7718 wow you have nooooo life because keep
harrassing everyone. i have better things to do than argue with a moron. nice word
SHEEPLE did you come with it all by yourself? btw i looked at your channel and it is a
stupid, anti-american, unpatriotic piece of crap that is full of lies. united states of
AMERICA is a country, North America is the continent idiot. honoring the muslim
americans differently sounds racist singling out people of a different race. we are
supposed to honor EVERYONE wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks ago squillyb7718 2 weeks
ago @wickedtitanicfreak1 My channel?? LOL so your Government is unpatriotic. You
simple ass piece of shit. Those are the words that came out of thier mouths NOT mine!!
WMD's in Iraq = LIE!! prove that wrong Iraq had nothing to do with 9-11, LIE!!, prove
that wrong you cant prove anything on my channel is wrong because I ONLY use the
words of the politicians themselves to expose their lies. You need to wake the fuck up
cause it ain't me lying to you, I HAVE NO REASON TO LIE I GAIN NOTHING!!!
they do. squillyb7718 2 weeks ago godblaze1 2 weeks ago why does it have to be a
terrorist attack godblaze1 2 weeks ago subscribe12times 2 weeks ago 2 I'm Noot An
American, Buut I Think This Is Absolutley Horrible. If You Don't Like America, Staay
Away From There. From What I've Heaard, Americans Are Good People. The Person
Driving Those Planes Are Dead To, They Knew They'd Die And Theey Didn't Care,
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Which IS sAAD in my opion. subscribe12times 2 weeks ago 2 linneal97 2 weeks ago RIP
linneal97 2 weeks ago godblaze1 2 weeks ago yo they tight tight godblaze1 2 weeks ago
hiitscaitlinn 2 weeks ago @godblaze1 whos tight? hiitscaitlinn 2 weeks ago godblaze1 2
weeks ago @hiitscaitlinn guy leaving stupid comments godblaze1 2 weeks ago
hiitscaitlinn 2 weeks ago @godblaze1 why the fuck would he be tight hiitscaitlinn 2
weeks ago riotinthecity 2 weeks ago Words cannot justify how horrible this event was. I
am not even an American and this makes me feel sick. And now they want to build a
Mosque near the site? Electing Obama was a mistake, he clearly supports this movement.
If people show this vid in protest, the people behind the plan would be forced to step
down with their awful insulting building plans. riotinthecity 2 weeks ago godblaze1 2
weeks ago @riotinthecity go to hell son they have a right plus its like a peace treaty
godblaze1 2 weeks ago godblaze1 2 weeks ago yo they tight godblaze1 2 weeks ago
johnbravo42 2 weeks ago 3 Every time one of those ass wipes say something positive
about innocent people dying they radicalize an American. I am now a radicalized
American Atheist. I am going to college to effectively and efficiently fight people like
you. Your imaginary friends have nothing to stand against logic, reason, and mathematics.
Science, philosophy, and reason will bury your backwards ways. johnbravo42 2 weeks
ago 3 ChrisWilliamsdcd7777 2 weeks ago 19:39 ...... ChrisWilliamsdcd7777 2 weeks ago
mrchummy101 2 weeks ago muslims are invading thay breed like the vermin thay are
soon this will happen to everyone we should act on this kill every terroist we find after
extreme intterogation show yhem no mercy like thay did to us and their willing to die well
then die slowly mrchummy101 2 weeks ago pommyrooter 2 weeks ago @mrchummy101
You have a somewhat warped view on reality. pommyrooter 2 weeks ago
batistaandreymyst 2 weeks ago What the he'll is wrong with u people. Muslims aren't
terrorists. Not once in the Koran does it say that u should that. Taliban, al Qaida and bin
Ladin aren't Muslims. What if this was done by Christians, Jews, Hindus or what not,
would u say that the specific religion is full of terrorists. Open ur eyes people.
batistaandreymyst 2 weeks ago mariahandchristina 2 weeks ago @batistaandreymyst
Because they believe when they die they'll go too a better place, They only believe some
of the Qu'ran. mariahandchristina 2 weeks ago hopeh03 2 weeks ago This video should
have not been liked so the 22047 of the people that did like it a Shame on you people
hopeh03 2 weeks ago XB14D34X 2 weeks ago Happy 9/11!! From the world to fucking
USA :) XB14D34X 2 weeks ago DeX007HLH 2 weeks ago @XB14D34X fuck you
bitch, you deserve something similar DeX007HLH 2 weeks ago XB14D34X 2 weeks ago
@DeX007HLH Search "Abu Ghraib" for more information ;) XB14D34X 2 weeks ago
packofwolves93 2 weeks ago @XB14D34X yea and thats what you fucking animals
deserve packofwolves93 2 weeks ago XB14D34X 2 weeks ago Happy 9/11!! From the
world to fucking USA :) XB14D34X 2 weeks ago tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago
@XB14D34X Happy 9/11!! Does THIS looks like a happy scene to you? Hmm, I
wonder if you would be happy if your mom was burning alive inside a building when the
planes crashed. Or if you yourself was inside that plane. No dude, this isn't a happy time
for us americans. Thousands of people died, and you have ther never to come here, and
make these sick jokes, knowing that I was gonna bash you for doing that in the first place.
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You sick pathetic piece of shit. tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago XB14D34X 2 weeks ago
@tyrell4life194 Search "Abu Ghraib tortures" for more information about my statement
;) XB14D34X 2 weeks ago tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago @XB14D34X Listen, I dont care
about your statement. I want you to show some respect to all of those people who have
died on 9/11. I wonder how you would feel if one of your relatives died huh? Maybe you
should think about mourn for the dead, instead of making these sick comments, because
those are one of the reasons why I don't like talkin to trollers like you. tyrell4life194 2
weeks ago XB14D34X 2 weeks ago @tyrell4life194 Just search "Abu Ghraib tortures"
and you will know what I mean. XB14D34X 2 weeks ago tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago
@XB14D34X I'm not searchin shit in asshole. tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago XB14D34X 2
weeks ago @tyrell4life194 Then you will be blind forever :) Have a nice day!
XB14D34X 2 weeks ago tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago @XB14D34X get outta here bitch.
tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago 26cazzy 2 weeks ago 8 @XB14D34X There is a saying in our
English legal system, 'he who seeks equity must come with clean hands' Do not expect me
to have any sympathy for those in the iraqi torture chambers when they have so willingly
displayed an utter contempt and revulsion for innocent human life!!! 26cazzy 2 weeks
ago 8 XB14D34X 2 weeks ago @26cazzy Man, did you see Farenheit 9/11 film? That
poor Iraqi people. And the Abu Ghraib tortures was only one thing. XB14D34X 2 weeks
ago johnbravo42 2 weeks ago @XB14D34X I would like to point out that Americans
were appalled at Abu Ghraib as well. I suppose that's the difference between Americans
and fundaMENTAL muslims. We respect and cry for everyone who is inncoent and
oppressed. Not just our own. We are a better people on the whole. We will never cheer
for a Muslim city to be rained down on with cruise missiles. That's why we are better
than the Muslim world. johnbravo42 2 weeks ago godblaze1 2 weeks ago @johnbravo42
sure and then you guys go blow up some country because the decide not to have a
democracy godblaze1 2 weeks ago XB14D34X 2 weeks ago @johnbravo42 Oh, so you're
better than the Muslim world. That's new to me. You will be insulted in your whole life if
you don't change your mind about that. XB14D34X 2 weeks ago squillyb7718 2 weeks
ago @johnbravo42 I beg to differ, from what I remember of the planes flying in low over
the Iraq streets where just days earlier the woman and children were dancing burning us
flags etc. everyone in the bar I was working at was screaming and cheering hateful
remarks. Who the fuck kills 500,000+ civilians and calls it "shock and awe" like that shits
funny, go to my channel and "REMEMBER" the lies!!!!!!!!!! stop the invasions, stop
the lies! this "war on terror" is a distraction squillyb7718 2 weeks ago packofwolves93 2
weeks ago @johnbravo42 i will cheer as loud as i can packofwolves93 2 weeks ago
thespazing 2 weeks ago @26cazzy iraqi citizens have nothing to do with 9/11. you know
what caused 9/11? stupid american political leaders butting into other country's business
that's what caused it. i still sympathize with the people who died in 9/11; they had
nothing to do with politics. RIP thespazing 2 weeks ago godblaze1 2 weeks ago
@thespazing your so right godblaze1 2 weeks ago 26cazzy 2 weeks ago
@thespazing...innocent american/british citizens have nothing to do with iraqi affairs nor
can they control their governments actions....quid pro quo! 26cazzy 2 weeks ago
SymAmineC8H11N 2 weeks ago @26cazzy you do realize that the people detained in
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abu gharib against international law(s) had absolutely nothing to do w/ 9/11, do you??
SymAmineC8H11N 2 weeks ago 26cazzy 2 weeks ago @SymAmineC8H11N yes but do
you realize that the innocent civilians in the building/planes together with the innocent
civilians on the trains in london did fuck all to the muslim terrorists?! As i have
previously said quid pro quo! 26cazzy 2 weeks ago pommyrooter 2 weeks ago
@26cazzy It was Muslims if it WAS Muslim people then the hi-jackers wouldn't be up
and walking around today. pommyrooter 2 weeks ago SymAmineC8H11N 2 weeks ago
@26cazzy so you're assuming that al-qaeda murtadeen represents the whole 1/5 of the
worlds population that are muslims?? well, let me ask you this, what should be done w/
them? maybe they should all go to abu gharib camps, shouldn't they?? this is what 9/11 is
supposed to be about, scrap the 1st amendment, forget human rights, this is what "israel"
wants... SymAmineC8H11N 2 weeks ago SymAmineC8H11N 2 weeks ago @26cazzy
we can put all 20 million american muslims in work camps, we can put all japanese
americans in work camps, we can have the long trail of tears, we can have wounded knee,
we can have slavery in the southern states, what else?? do we really have to top the
kremlin in genocide & crimes against humanity?? SymAmineC8H11N 2 weeks ago
eliasirbouh101 2 weeks ago the only people responsible for this is the terrorism group
noone else but them eliasirbouh101 2 weeks ago SymAmineC8H11N 2 weeks ago
@eliasirbouh101 yeah, & did you know emir ahmad shah massoud went on a global
campaign around the world before 9/11 warning us about this insane ass clown bin laden
& ayman al-zawahiri, but nobody wanted to listen. & so the day before on 9/10 2 phony
reporters staged an interview w/ ahmad shah massoud in a small room w/ a bomb hidden
inside their fake camera. if ahmad shah massoud was still alive none of this would've
happened... SymAmineC8H11N 2 weeks ago mooroopoo 2 weeks ago @26cazzy The
911 comission stated it was Al Qaeda, the hijackers were mostly if not all Saudi Arabians
by birth i don`t see the connection between Iraqi torture chambers and this horrendous
crime The second war in Iraq was two years later mooroopoo 2 weeks ago riotinthecity 2
weeks ago The sick jokes don't have a place here. These are real human beings who are
given the option of burning alive, or jumping to their deaths. The people posting sick
jokes may as well be Muslim scum. riotinthecity 2 weeks ago squillyb7718 2 weeks ago
@riotinthecity burning alive like Edna CIntron? Or like Orio Palmer? Maybe, like Ronald
Bucca? Muslim scum?? WAKE UP SHEEPLE! your brainwashed in to believing this shit
through the media! and the people that spread this type of rhetoric disgust me, you are
the very mouth piece for the NWO, hate speakers. squillyb7718 2 weeks ago W4rBoY97
2 weeks ago look on 5:31 of the vid u see the other plain comin in W4rBoY97 2 weeks
ago tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago 1,740 people are ignorant bastards. tyrell4life194 2 weeks
ago t6yz 2 weeks ago 9/11 americans will not get this t6yz 2 weeks ago
beatitsmoothcriminal 2 weeks ago 17 RIP from Indiana....God bless those who lost their
lives. God bless them all.... beatitsmoothcriminal 2 weeks ago 17 darklugia20 2 weeks ago
@beatitsmoothcriminal NOT THE TERRORIST
darklugia20 2 weeks ago
TheRealistShitAround 2 weeks ago EVERYONE LOOK UP "THAT 9 11 SHIT" AND
CLICK THE FIRST VIDEO THIS IS A MUST SEE, I REPEAT THIS IS A MUST SEE
YOU DONT WANT TO MISS THIS TheRealistShitAround 2 weeks ago riotinthecity 2
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weeks ago @TheRealistShitAround Some fuckface with a tiny bottle of vodka pissed
with 2 girls squinting at a camera? Nah. riotinthecity 2 weeks ago ChrisWilliamsdcd7777
2 weeks ago @TheRealistShitAround what is it ChrisWilliamsdcd7777 2 weeks ago
ItachiSaysHi 2 weeks ago 2 RIP people who didnt get out :( ItachiSaysHi 2 weeks ago 2
26cazzy 2 weeks ago 27 DreadNoughtSioux, I wonder how funny you would find it, if it
was your mother u heard splat like a pancake on the ground or having to watch your
brother/sister/father jump out of a burning building!!! I wonder how much you would
have enjoyed the sight of the planes crashing into the building then, u sick fuck!!!!
26cazzy 2 weeks ago 27 pommyrooter 2 weeks ago @26cazzy He's just trolling, chillax
and remind yourself you have a better out look on life then he. pommyrooter 2 weeks ago
tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago @26cazzy tell him off dude! dreadnoughtsioux should get
burned to the stake!!!! tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago MrChipmunkor 2 weeks ago bless
those families that had to go throught this as well asevryone else MrChipmunkor 2 weeks
ago ampthilluk 2 weeks ago that sound from around 4:55 onwards is incredible ampthilluk
2 weeks ago TheyCallMeConfucious 2 weeks ago 20:40 "the world trade center is no
more". holy fuck. TheyCallMeConfucious 2 weeks ago TheMarmboy 2 weeks ago
@hina878 technically it was cause buildings can not fall like that unless they had bombs
inside them and people thinking the goverment is good are really blinded remember
everyones human and judging how so many elebrities been killed and try to cver up i
would say they had they own fair share on this TheMarmboy 2 weeks ago mikeearld 2
weeks ago Omg...Faces in the smoke betwin 14:40 and 15:00 This must have been really
scary. I couldn't see myself going through all that.. mikeearld 2 weeks ago SpringSkies 2
weeks ago I remember seeing this from my backyard when I was six. :,( I lived on the
hudson in NJ. SpringSkies 2 weeks ago hina878 2 weeks ago fuck the people who think it
was the goverments fault thumbs up if u agree hina878 2 weeks ago pommyrooter 2
weeks ago @hina878 I think you should do some research. No need for obscenity's.
pommyrooter 2 weeks ago TheMarmboy 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @hina878 technically it was cause buildings can not fall like that
unless they had bombs inside them and people thinking the goverment is good are really
blinded remember everyones human and judging how so many elebrities been killed and
try to cver up i would say they had they own fair share on this TheMarmboy 2 weeks
ago Mylilgurlbella 2 weeks ago where is the other tower Mylilgurlbella 2 weeks ago
pommyrooter 2 weeks ago @Mylilgurlbella Its behind the other tower from this films
angle. pommyrooter 2 weeks ago pommyrooter 2 weeks ago @Mylilgurlbella Let me
rephrase its behind the tower in front. Sorry bad use of words there. pommyrooter 2
weeks ago hina878 2 weeks ago its so sad hina878 2 weeks ago 1234patman4321 2 weeks
ago Fucking terrorists we should just drop a fucking bomb and see how many of theirs we
kill. 1234patman4321 2 weeks ago YcelanProd 2 weeks ago 2 Hard to believe this
happened 9 years ago i made a sad 9/11 tribute.. please watch it, just be ready to cry
YcelanProd 2 weeks ago 2 TheDzekna 2 weeks ago Terry Jones wants to re such things
to happen TheDzekna 2 weeks ago cooltoon666 2 weeks ago Al Queda used Plane. ITS
SUPER EFFECTIVE. Twin Towers have fainted. cooltoon666 2 weeks ago
packofwolves93 2 weeks ago @cooltoon666 WE send out USA. USA uses hydrogen
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bomb. ITS SUPER EFFECTIVE. al queda has fainted. al queda has blacked out.
packofwolves93 2 weeks ago eliasirbouh101 2 weeks ago @packofwolves93 bomb the
people responsible for this mess like osama and his followers bomb the fuck out of where
ever they think they are eliasirbouh101 2 weeks ago pommyrooter 2 weeks ago
@eliasirbouh101 He wasn't involved. You are inciting to do what happened to the poor
people in those towers. pommyrooter 2 weeks ago TheDzekna 2 weeks ago and you still
hate the Koran, you can expect this situation again TheDzekna 2 weeks ago
pandawanda123 2 weeks ago @Tuckypoo111 That is not funny at all. What you said
was immature and hurtful. My uncle DIED in 9/11. pandawanda123 2 weeks ago
InvaderSkat 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam RIP those
who died on 9/11 InvaderSkat 2 weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I WANT TO LICK THE TOES OF
THAT LADY WHO WAS RECORDING FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago
Patfitz1234 2 weeks ago I like how people say it was inside job, but then they go and say
Bush was stupidest man alive (which he is). He would have to be a genius to pull that off
especially nine years later for nobody to come out and admit it was an inside job, It
would mean about a thousand people keeping this a secret for nine years. let's be realistic.
It's just not possible. Patfitz1234 2 weeks ago FrancescaJadeAndrews 2 weeks ago
@Patfitz1234 It could be possible. Think how many stand by planes there are for the
whole of America. There were only 8 planes on stand by that day. 400 people didn't turn
up for work that day. What a coincidence. They did this on purpose to start war on
middle eat. And anyone who opened their mouth most probably would have been
assassinated. The truth will come out one day, no body likes a guilty conscience before
they die. FrancescaJadeAndrews 2 weeks ago knuckleupjonez 2 weeks ago id like to not
believe the conspiracy people..but WHY THE FUCK IS THIS VIDEO EDITED? i mean
really?????jesus christ...the part where it collapses is conveniently cut out...hmmm??????
knuckleupjonez 2 weeks ago bballplayr1032 2 weeks ago don't forget minutes 14:09 and
19:42. Worst feelings ever. bballplayr1032 2 weeks ago Abbasmilla 2 weeks ago they
already knew it. Abbasmilla 2 weeks ago bballplayr1032 2 weeks ago at minute 14:09,
that has got to be the worst feeling ever..Everyone in the world was watching this.
Everyone stopped what they were doing, kids in school, people in restaurants, children
and wives watched as they saw the building collapse, knowing their husband and daddy
were dead. it makes you angry and sad at the same time. R.I.P to all the 9/11 victims. <3
bballplayr1032 2 weeks ago pommyrooter 2 weeks ago Its a real shame that the US
government will never admit to any wrong doing. pommyrooter 2 weeks ago krisalex18 2
weeks ago RIP from the Philippines krisalex18 2 weeks ago wooley1996 2 weeks ago
Last thing fuck who ever thinks it's the governments fault the go fuck yourself and get
your head out of your asses and why would they kill innocent people and if you thought
this was funny I will find your address and stab you in the fucking eye wooley1996 2
weeks ago pommyrooter 2 weeks ago @wooley1996 I suggest you do some research.
There's no need for obscenity's. pommyrooter 2 weeks ago JBlover1118 2 weeks ago this
shit is so sad imagine if this was us JBlover1118 2 weeks ago wooley1996 2 weeks ago
Tuckypoo I will kill you and your family and laugh about it you worthless slut fuck you
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wooley1996 2 weeks ago twinman009 2 weeks ago Tuckypoo you are a sad warped troll
and i only hope you get treatment for your personality dissorder twinman009 2 weeks
ago hillncncnc 2 weeks ago wow that was realy sad hillncncnc 2 weeks ago twinman009 2
weeks ago The thing that gets me is somehow radical islam thinks that this a victory (
3000+ deaths ) . Then they get there asses kicked in Iraq and now Afghanistan and soon
to be in Pakistan and Iran and the spotlight is turned on there inhumane and barbaric
practises ( racism , pedastary, slavery and i could go on for ages ) this is somehow a
victory too . So , by what measure is this a victory , it just tells me there thinking is in the
dark ages . Islam has to evolve !!!!! twinman009 2 weeks ago Tuckypoo111 2 weeks ago
Comment removed FlashGamesRus 2 weeks ago @Tuckypoo111 what the fuciking
fuck?!?! FlashGamesRus 2 weeks ago eMuse5 2 weeks ago Hard to believe that it
happened 9 years ago. And after all this time, it's still difficult to watch this video. May
God bless our country in the years to come! eMuse5 2 weeks ago TheHaseeCalling 2
weeks ago this attack got million people sad =/ TheHaseeCalling 2 weeks ago
2ndSamuel710 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Near
1,300 professional architects, engineers & 10,000 supporters now pounding the table 4
investigations into 9/11 towers collapse. They know & can prove government's story is
an impossibility & lie. Is Rush Limbaugh, Sean Hannity, Laura Ingram, Sarah Palin, Glenn
Beck, going 2 call them all un-American air head loons- or just try 2 ignore them? Film
"911 Missing Links." com gets 2 who & why of 9/11. Republic Broadcasting. org is about
only radio with courage 2 confront the criminal Kabbal. 2ndSamuel710 2 weeks ago
lady89nen 2 weeks ago This is sad only because of the innocent people.But this was just
one day and two buildings crashed.And it was inside job.Try sleeping three months with
bombs above your head,every single day and night.. lady89nen 2 weeks ago
lovejames2003 2 weeks ago is sad lovejames2003 2 weeks ago wooley1996 2 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Well listen @dread and uksniper I
will tell you my address and let you come over and I will beat the shit out of you rape
your mom and fuck your sister and I will kill you to you two are probaly going to get
killed today wooley1996 2 weeks ago SuzumiyaHaruhi0 2 weeks ago OUTSTANDING
SuzumiyaHaruhi0 2 weeks ago Tuckypoo111 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam i jumped for joy hearing of the planes crashing into WTC. the sound
of the impact was awesome. i love watching the people in the buildings desperately
waving out the window for help. their cries for help were music to my ear. one by one,
they jumped out the window,fell to their deaths. SPLAT! love the sound of the bodies
hitting the ground. when the towers gave way, people in the buildings and on ground
probably got crushed like pancakes. wish i were there to capture this kodak moment.
Tuckypoo111 2 weeks ago tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago 17 @Tuckypoo111 Excuse me?
So, you like the sounds of the planes crashing, and people falling off buildings, who just
DIED? That's real ignorant you ungrateful bastard! Thousands of people died, and your
being a total douche about it, saying "Oh, I love how the people hit the pavement, nice
nice nice." acting like it's a joke. It's NOT a joke if thousands of people died in one day,
so take your retarded jokes somewhere else you bitch. tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago 17
WhenTheMoonFallsPack 2 weeks ago @tyrell4life194: You know what we should do.
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Put his mother, sister, brother, and friends in the tower and see if he laughs. He's a
pathetic cunt, and I enjoy killing each and every one of those un-grateful bastards. They
can't fight, road side bombs (ha, weak). There training is weak. In a gun-fight, they
wouldn't stand chance. This guy can go rot in hell. Seeing this in a different country is still
tough, regardless if you hate Americans or not, it's still heartbreaking.
WhenTheMoonFallsPack 2 weeks ago Tuckypoo111 2 weeks ago Comment removed
tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago @Tuckypoo111 Get the FUCK outta here! tyrell4life194 2
weeks ago galvai 2 weeks ago @Tuckypoo111 Are you sick son of a bitch ... I wanted to
be your family or yourself falling down that building galvai 2 weeks ago ledzep896 2
weeks ago @Tuckypoo111 you sick fuck... You are going to burn in hell with the
bastards in Al Qaeda who made this terrible day happen.... You are obviously very
immature and just want attention like a little baby, or you're just very mentally ill. So I
suggest you fuck off and let us mourn the loss of our people and our country, GOD
BLESS AMERICA. ledzep896 2 weeks ago wooley1996 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Fuck who ever did this and if you think the
government did this just get your head out of your ass they should all rot in hell and I've
been taking kickboxing so that any Muslim is near me will Fuck them up wooley1996 2
weeks ago DiNozzoMorganLover 2 weeks ago I was in the 6th grade when this
happened.I still think about it till this day. DiNozzoMorganLover 2 weeks ago
ricky2beltrantv 2 weeks ago the people who dislke this can go to hell ricky2beltrantv 2
weeks ago robzipoops 2 weeks ago i wasnt them all dead , all thosae who dare kill deserve
to be killed robzipoops 2 weeks ago kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago BLAME THE U.S
GOVERNMENT. BLAME AL QUAIDA. BUT DON'T MOCK THE DEAD,THAT'S
JUST LOW THE TRUTH MUST COME OUT R.I.P kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago
tinathehedgecat 2 weeks ago even though it was a long time ago,this made me cry.
tinathehedgecat 2 weeks ago DaveDD88 2 weeks ago We all know where we've been
when heard about the attacks. It's still so shocking O_o DaveDD88 2 weeks ago bssalazar
2 weeks ago How is the American government supposed to control it's people when there
are too many to control? This is weak compaired to what they will serve up next.
bssalazar 2 weeks ago tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago Seriously guys, STOP ARGUING.
Thousands of people died in September 11 2001. I thought all of you were on this
channel to honor the dead. Not flame each other, just because their opinion is different
from yours. That's just plain ignorant and cruel. tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago
FreshPrinceofTB 2 weeks ago Our own Goverment is responsable for the death of
thousands of civillians and service members of our millitary. Decades from now the
TRUTH will slowly come to light. This is a video of mankind at its worse. The people
involved in staging this elaborate tragedy will meet thier faiths in hell..my heart goes out
to the victims and families. FreshPrinceofTB 2 weeks ago The911watch 2 weeks ago
@FreshPrinceofTB well said. People are slowly realising 9-11 was a staged event by the
US gvt. its time to get some justice. The911watch 2 weeks ago DonLoganUK 2 weeks
ago @The911watch its a shame the americans dont get to see same footage we see over
here.at one point you see a few fellas running out with radios and construction hats
yelling shes gonna blow seconds before first plane hits DonLoganUK 2 weeks ago
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TheCouragousGirl 2 weeks ago @FreshPrinceofTB And i suppose Santa Clause and the
Tooth Fairy shot down JFK? No, no no no no, I got it. A bomb blew it up? I mean that's
the only way right? It's not like jet fuel or office buildings are flammable. And we
ALWAYS build a building to support the weight of a firey plane crash. Oh, and the
wieght of an entire floor of hot, molten metal and offices couldn't POSSIBLY crush a
layer of already weak metal. -.- TheCouragousGirl 2 weeks ago pommyrooter 2 weeks
ago @TheCouragousGirl i think you should pause on the parts where the 'fires' are raging
out of control. If you aren't able to see them, ill point them out for you, where the plane
hit. Still cant see them? oh no that means that fire didn't bring down the towers. IF you
actually did a little bit if research you would realise what you just said was a little be,
how shall i put it, well impossible. pommyrooter 2 weeks ago mikemyersister 2 weeks
ago U guys are assholes ur lucky this didnt happen to u you guys are just fucking cunts u
ass hole mikemyersister 2 weeks ago Samsam389 2 weeks ago wow, i didnt know that we
were hated so much, but it dosen't matter, because we were attacked but we're still
standing strong 9 years later, and your countries still suck ass, you only hate because you
all know our country is the best in the world and you wish you could be lucky enough to
live here......pathetic Samsam389 2 weeks ago DonLoganUK 2 weeks ago @Samsam389
what lucky your government blows up your own people and let them all die in new
orleans? DonLoganUK 2 weeks ago Samsam389 2 weeks ago @DonLoganUK it may be
true that the C.I.A ignored a suit case full of plans for 9 11 but i dnt think they were in on
it, don't belive everything you see on youtube, and it's still not right for people to leave
comments insulting the dead, thats just inhuman Samsam389 2 weeks ago DonLoganUK
2 weeks ago @Samsam389 good excuse to go into iraq though wasnt it?especially as al
quaida was in the afghani/pakistan border area DonLoganUK 2 weeks ago Samsam389 2
weeks ago @DonLoganUK maybe they were just looking for an excuse, back then maybe
they should have gone in but now i think its pointless to stay over there, im not sticking
up for the gov, im just against the people talking bad about the country in general, and the
people joking about it. Samsam389 2 weeks ago Caconymic 2 weeks ago lol Caconymic 2
weeks ago bandgeekflute2010 2 weeks ago she needed to show the other tower instead of
all the smoke bandgeekflute2010 2 weeks ago 26cazzy 2 weeks ago 61 thumbs up if you
think @DreadNoughtSioux should be shot!!?? 26cazzy 2 weeks ago 61 UKsniper4 2
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam this is the best thing to
happen to america lol UKsniper4 2 weeks ago 26cazzy 2 weeks ago very sad 26cazzy 2
weeks ago 20nar 2 weeks ago Remeber me 20nar 2 weeks ago The911watch 2 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam There are tons of proof 9-11 was an
inside job. start rioting The911watch 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam haha i am glad i am not american lol. UKsniper4 2
weeks ago MyDefCount 2 weeks ago Omg the background music.... MyDefCount 2
weeks ago communistcarl 2 weeks ago people thinks its a joke..i have post tramatic stress
syndrome..not from 9/11..but just imagine..nightmares,flashbacks-,and etc communistcarl
2 weeks ago viktoruschka 2 weeks ago @communistcarl Well, it was a joke if you
compare to all the devastation and massive deaths that your governments (especially the
one of Mr. G.W.Bush) has brought to te world... I don't want to be cruel, but really, you
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deserved it, pals! viktoruschka 2 weeks ago punkskatehippiesurf 2 weeks ago
@viktoruschka you cant say stuff like that about this. Not only Americans were killed in
this but so were tons of other nationalities the fact that you just said that we deserve that
is just sick. It is not our fault what our government does. We are civilians witch means we
have nothing to do with the government besides the fact that we live here. You are a sick,
sick person to say that this was our fault. punkskatehippiesurf 2 weeks ago Samsam389
2 weeks ago @punkskatehippiesurf im glad somebody finally said it Samsam389 2 weeks
ago moosje1000 2 weeks ago woooow al that smook! moosje1000 2 weeks ago
Trafalgar1961 2 weeks ago There are some hate filled people posting messages here.
Please don't believe what one of them is saying about British reaction - everyone I know
was devastated and wept with you. Trafalgar1961 2 weeks ago 96nicklena 2 weeks ago
Fuck , people are joking about this , fucking wrong . immature twats 96nicklena 2 weeks
ago megabbaut 2 weeks ago why was the building covered in smoke before the plane hit?
megabbaut 2 weeks ago webkinz0716 2 weeks ago @megabbaut they had bombs
webkinz0716 2 weeks ago DonLoganUK 2 weeks ago @megabbaut that was the thermite
going off.the dopey yank pressed button too early DonLoganUK 2 weeks ago
MyDefCount 2 weeks ago @megabbaut because there was another plan that hit first. (
there were 2 planes crashing in) MyDefCount 2 weeks ago beatricexox 2 weeks ago
@megabbaut Ummm,I think because it already did and then the other plane came.There
were 2 planes.But I'm not so sure... beatricexox 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2
weeks ago @beatricexox two planes hit thats why they felll CrankedandPranked101 2
weeks ago communistcarl 2 weeks ago @dreadnoughtsouix..huh..wonder what the fuck
your problem is..you think its cool but just wonder how tramatic that was for the people
around the towers..until you have something that's not childish and immature I suggest
you keep your mouth shut communistcarl 2 weeks ago J1017C 2 weeks ago
@communistcarl who u talkin too J1017C 2 weeks ago InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago 4
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam It's a bird! It's a plane! It's... OH
SHIT IT IS A PLANE! InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago 4 scoutreeve 2 weeks ago
@InfomercialRemixer If your trying to be funny and make fun of this, go burn in hell!
scoutreeve 2 weeks ago vixitrixalina 2 weeks ago i suggest that people stop responding to
those disrespectful ones on here. they're probably all getting some sick "kick" out of
you're anger - just ignore them, hopefully they'll give up. i'm not a religious person but i
know for sure the sick "laughs" they get out of posting these messages if a sure ticket to
hell. LOVE to those who have suffered, PEACE to the world xxxxxx vixitrixalina 2 weeks
ago DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
i jumped for joy hearing of the planes crashing into WTC. the sound of the impact was
awesome. i love watching the people in the buildings desperately waving out the window
for help. their cries for help were music to my ear. one by one, they jumped out the
window,fell to their deaths. SPLAT! love the sound of the bodies hitting the ground.
when the towers gave way, people in the buildings and on ground probably got crushed
like pancakes. wish i were there to capture this kodak moment. DreadNoughtSioux 2
weeks ago J1017C 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux fuck u too kid J1017C 2 weeks ago
allie916 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux woooow your an idiot .... allie916 2 weeks ago
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xorobahoy12 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux you are a fucking dick man... there was
so many people dead in this and you are trying to be funny go to hell. xorobahoy12 2
weeks ago J1017C 2 weeks ago @xorobahoy12 ok ppl lets just chill and have a gud
sunday J1017C 2 weeks ago TutorialzAndReviewz 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux
FUCK YOU. YOUR PROBABLY A PIECE OF SHIT TERRORIST THAT
DESERVES TO DIE IN HELL YOU DIRTY BASTARD!FUCK YOU!
TutorialzAndReviewz 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam @TutorialzAndReviewz lol UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
ketelaarproducties10 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux question do you have a social live
you fucker?? why didnt you died in that building??? ALL THOSE PEOPLE DIED
BECAUSE OF PEOPLE LIKE YOU!!!!!!!!!!! USELESS PIECE OF SHIT!!!!!!!!!!!!
ketelaarproducties10 2 weeks ago DonLoganUK 2 weeks ago @ketelaarproducties10 how
did those people die coz of that little shitstick dreadnoughtsioux? they died coz it was
part of the master plan set out by the new world order DonLoganUK 2 weeks ago
Minimanx4 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux Dude, maybe you think you're funny
saying something like that or maybe you mean it. Either way saying something like that is
just sick. This is one of the most horrible things that ever happened. Go hear Mosh Eminem and get some sence in your head. Minimanx4 2 weeks ago ledzep896 2 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @DreadNoughtSioux you're
going to burn in hell ledzep896 2 weeks ago TheButtermilkbizkit 2 weeks ago
@DreadNoughtSioux See, its people like you why this stuff happens and why the world
is the way it is.....fag TheButtermilkbizkit 2 weeks ago RedBlueGreen12345 2 weeks ago
@DreadNoughtSioux You need to see a psychologist before you hurt people
RedBlueGreen12345 2 weeks ago DonLoganUK 2 weeks ago i'm just downloading the
koran.anyone want me to burn them a copy? DonLoganUK 2 weeks ago Kiyosal 2 weeks
ago @Mollymakeupp For one thing you can't even spell Muslim and, you're whats
wrong with the world Kiyosal 2 weeks ago J1017C 2 weeks ago @Kiyosal dude shut the
fuck up 9-11 was seriouse and sad so ur wats wrong wit the world dont make fun of 9-11
cuz ur lucky u wernt one of the victims!!!! J1017C 2 weeks ago lyndseysierra 2 weeks
ago omg how terrible!! lyndseysierra 2 weeks ago truebelieber98 2 weeks ago ok
pple........dont pay attention to @UKsniper4 guy and what he says bout the uk....i am
from london and we dont hate america....and we feel so sorry bout this.....and everything
else....deepest respects truebelieber98 2 weeks ago konfetka131 2 weeks ago AFTER
THIS ATTACK, PEOPLE RAN TO CHURCHES AND AFTER 9 YEARS, THEY
FORGAT ABOUT GOD. konfetka131 2 weeks ago communistcarl 2 weeks ago
@uksniper4..damn man your still on here..shit I thought you got off a while ago
communistcarl 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam @communistcarl well u thought wrong bitch. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
truebelieber98 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 omg, i cant believe u r so disrespectful....i live in
london and i was there at the 7/7 bombings.......and no1 is safe from terroist attacks....this
was a very hard day for every1, even in the uk......and it has traumatized so many
pple..just like the 7/7 so pay some respect truebelieber98 2 weeks ago kmajorr 2 weeks
ago The planes should have hit lower than they did, that way more people would have
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died. kmajorr 2 weeks ago doogiegirl121 2 weeks ago @kmajorr wat is ur problem
doogiegirl121 2 weeks ago Missypants81 2 weeks ago i feel sorry for those ppl and now
that you bring it up my friend"s cousin died in nine eleven Missypants81 2 weeks ago
InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago I'm sure that was the last time they had "Bring your
plane to work day". InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago bryan020498 2 weeks ago
uksniper4 get a fucking life and get of youre 4 doller computer and stop bashing on us yo
piece of shit go suck youre 1 inch cock and go to hell. how would you fel if yure dad was
in the tower when it fell bitch bryan020498 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
@bryan020498 hahahahah but my dad wasn't in the towers was he hahahahahha the US
got owned of al-qaeda hahhahaha. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago TheWilliamBlade 2 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 I hope you never have to see big ben or the queens castle be hit by a plane,
9/11 was the second most infamous day in America. Why must you troll and make the
U.S look like 9/11 was our own fault, it is disrespecting the 3000+ lives that were lost.
Just stop leaving rude and inconsiderate comments on this page. That is all I ask.
TheWilliamBlade 2 weeks ago SUNDAYLAW 2 weeks ago wwwvaticanassassinscom
wwwformypeopleorg GO TO THESE WEBSITES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-!!! SUNDAYLAW
2 weeks ago TNorberg 2 weeks ago 4 Did the killing of 1000 000 innocent iraqis help heal
the emotional wounds? TNorberg 2 weeks ago 4 viktoruschka 2 weeks ago @TNorberg
This is a VERY WISE comment! :) viktoruschka 2 weeks ago TheChocolateSoul 2 weeks
ago @TNorberg Yes, A new 9/11 on the community center will help. Don't hate me, It's
just my opinion. Almost anyone that lost someone in the 9/11 tragedy I think they
agree... TheChocolateSoul 2 weeks ago PeeEssThree 2 weeks ago @TNorberg No, but the
fact that weve stabalized their country does. Theres going to be casualities in war,
America lost 4400 troops since. Weve sacrificed more troops stabalizing a coutnry that
we could have left alone, than we did civilians in 9/11. Not alot of countries have the
ability to do that. And im proud to live in a country that can. There will always be the
bitchy people who "care so much about the Iraqi civilians." When in reality...you dont
care about them. PeeEssThree 2 weeks ago yankeefan2k2 2 weeks ago @TNorberg no a
good american once said "live well it is the greatest revenge" yankeefan2k2 2 weeks ago
bryan020498 2 weeks ago all you uk mother fuckers stfu we kicked u niggers out of our
country 300 years ago just give it up you fish and chips lovers bryan020498 2 weeks ago
ultramarine1234 2 weeks ago I hear all these people arguing about the importance of their
countries but remember that we are all human and arguing and warring will be our
downfall so think about what you are saying next time you argue about power.
ultramarine1234 2 weeks ago DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago i jumped for joy hearing of
the planes crashing into WTC. the sound of the impact was awesome. i love watching the
people in the buildings desperately waving out the window for help. their cries for help
were music to my ear. one by one, they jumped out the window,fell to their deaths.
SPLAT! love the sound of the bodies hitting the ground. when the towers gave way,
people in the buildings and on ground probably got crushed like pancakes. wish i were
there to capture this kodak moment. DreadNoughtSioux 2 weeks ago SupernovaProds 2
weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux wow..i disagree...thats a different perspective on such an
awful tragedy! SupernovaProds 2 weeks ago ultramarine1234 2 weeks ago
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@DreadNoughtSioux spoken like a true asshole oging to hell see you there dickhead
ultramarine1234 2 weeks ago SpaceMonkie42 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux ........
SpaceMonkie42 2 weeks ago ThePollytheparrot 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux
whatever you say little hitler ThePollytheparrot 2 weeks ago viktoruschka 2 weeks ago
@DreadNoughtSioux In a certain way, USA deserved it, my friend... If you take a look at
all the deaths that America has brought in every corner of the world, your comment
seems to be quite appropriate. viktoruschka 2 weeks ago DragonInk101 2 weeks ago
@viktoruschka well you can go fuck yourself than you ungreatful bastard. DragonInk101
2 weeks ago punkskatehippiesurf 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux TROLL!!! Don't
listen to him he just wants the attention being the loser living in his parent's basement
that he is. These creatures of his kind exist all through out the internet. Even another is on
the comments at this moment his name is @UKsniper4 punkskatehippiesurf 2 weeks ago
tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux Listen asshole, if you don't have
anything nice to say, don't say it at all. But what you WILL do is respect the people who
died in those buildings AND in those plane crashes. Your the lucky one who wasn't in
those buildings or on those planes, so why the fuck would you laugh about something
this serious? I hope you take a good look at your life, and honor those people who have
lost their lives, because if what you said. Thanks alot you fuckin asshole. tyrell4life194 2
weeks ago WhenTheMoonFallsPack 2 weeks ago @tyrell4life194: He's just trying to piss
people off. As a soldier in Afganistan, I enjoy killing those scum bastards. They rape
women, don't allow them schooling; what nation would fuck with the U.S. I'm not
American, and just to let you know, this was still an 'oh ... my... god...." momment for
me. People are saying if were winning, why haven't we won yet. The truth ; the war aint
over until the payback is taken. We could win with our technology. We've got F-16's. We
just can't use em. WhenTheMoonFallsPack 2 weeks ago tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago
@WhenTheMoonFallsPack Finally, your the first person who has some brains. I mean,
what they did was just pure evil. They would even teach kids on how to be terrorists.
Remember that attempted car bombing at time square? tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago
tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago @WhenTheMoonFallsPack BUT I don't agree with you on
EVERYTHING. I don't enjoy war what so ever. And even though I hate the terrorists for
what they did to our country, it was also our government to blame. Because of their
insecurity, thousands of lives were lost on 9/11. It was also George Bushes fault. He did
the same shit when Hurricane Katrina occur. Obama wants to bring the troops home, to
end the war. tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago WhenTheMoonFallsPack 2 weeks ago
@tyrell4life194: I personally don't think we should end the war here. I want that bitch
dead. But ... sometimes; yeah it feels it's gone on to long. WhenTheMoonFallsPack 2
weeks ago tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago @WhenTheMoonFallsPack Yeah, I know what you
mean. They deserve to get whuped for what they did to our country, but sometimes I feel
like this war has been going on for way too long. Thousands of troops have died already,
so I think this war should end. tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago javierpopable 2 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 America is still virtually kicking your ass haha might as well give up you've
lost and your just making uk people look bad javierpopable 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2
weeks ago @javierpopable hahahahaha i am standing up for uk people because the truth
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is 90% of the population of the uk actually hates america and would rather see them
nuked to pieces. hahahah nice try but your a FAIL. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
javierpopable 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 ok you know what ima go cry on the corner and
im gonna respect you,not you dumb cunt i bet you have no girlfriend and have to eat your
fish and chips alone mate e you want some shrimp on your bobby to well I'm half
Mexican and you don't see me complaining about shit that's happened here shit hole
javierpopable 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam @javierpopable hahahahah and you reckon you could take over the world
well fat chance of that you got owned by a small group of terrorists. lol UKsniper4 2
weeks ago MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Oh, and before you kill yourself, I
have to tell you this: You have the WORST spelling I've ever seen. Aren't you suppost to
be British? It's kind of sad when an American teenage girl such as myself has far superior
spelling skills than an old British guy. MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago kansasinnovember 2
weeks ago @MomijiLover13 DON'T WORRY ABOUT HIM,MOST OF US BRITS
THINK PEOPLE LIKE HIM ARE ASSHOLES kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago
nayrnayr93 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 shut up you fucking disgrace how can you say
that about our country, stupid bastard nayrnayr93 2 weeks ago MomijiLover13 2 weeks
ago @UKsniper4 I saw the comments you're leaving all over YouTube, and I have to say
it's pretty sad. You REALLY don't have anything better to do than be a bitch. And it
makes me laugh because you're getting more hate replies than support. Just give it up and
go stoot yourself in the mouth. Shoot a hole into those ugly yellow pegs you call teeth.
You'd be doing the world a HUGE favor. Trust me. MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago
legoguys12 2 weeks ago we should all give a moment of silent to the passengers on plane
11 and 97 legoguys12 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam thank god for 9/11 UKsniper4 2 weeks ago SupernovaProds 2
weeks ago @UKsniper4 9-11 was a tragedy! go to hell!!!!!!!! SupernovaProds 2 weeks
ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @SupernovaProds it was a punishment because nobody
likes u. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago 06hurdwp 2 weeks ago ALLAH AKBAR 06hurdwp 2
weeks ago thisisallwrong04 2 weeks ago Comment removed moshe147258 2 weeks ago
hahahaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa moshe147258 2 weeks ago thisisallwrong04 2 weeks ago
Comment removed viktoruschka 2 weeks ago Well, if USA patronized 70,000 dead
bastards in the country I live in right now, I don't see why have we to be sympathetic to
2,000 bastards who died in there, of course, in a much spectacular way :) I really don't
agree with the Q'uran, but after seeing such nice images, I'm wanting to roll out my
Persian carpet and say: "Allahu akbar"... 9-11 was so cool for everybody who wasn't a
goddamn yankee! :) Please, American pals, deal with it: Almost everybody hates you!
viktoruschka 2 weeks ago thisisallwrong04 2 weeks ago Comment removed
SUNDAYLAW 2 weeks ago wwwvaticanassassinscom wwwformypeopleorg GO TO
THESE WEBSITES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-!!! SUNDAYLAW 2 weeks ago javierpopable 2
weeks ago @uksniper4 people like you shouldn't be alive and you little prick have no
right and no heart and I'm going to be the grown of up of all this you will never
understand what happened that day and believe me I think your bad enough as it is
javierpopable 2 weeks ago gabofer23 2 weeks ago I love New York with all my heart!
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gabofer23 2 weeks ago LovesTheMagic 2 weeks ago This was such a sad and terrible
thing that happened i still remember what i was doing that day LovesTheMagic 2 weeks
ago backyardwrestling12 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 your just an attention whore
spending your day on YouTube fighting with people over the Internet. Your just so cool
dude. I guarantee you wouldn't say shit in person because all you need is a computer and
a key board to feel tough. So let's leave him alone to masturbate in his mons basement.
See ya later fagot backyardwrestling12 2 weeks ago TheMharry15 2 weeks ago Its sad to
think that if we stopped those middleee eastern fucks, those towers would still be up
today TheMharry15 2 weeks ago ultimatesoulman 2 weeks ago nice to see white ppl
dying:D ultimatesoulman 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @ultimatesoulman yeah
who said white men can't jump UKsniper4 2 weeks ago shathab 2 weeks ago So sad....
shathab 2 weeks ago nederlandisvanons 2 weeks ago hmm... they should place a mosque
there -_- nederlandisvanons 2 weeks ago HLGmatrix1 2 weeks ago FUCK OFF YOU
TROLLS!! HLGmatrix1 2 weeks ago HLGmatrix1 2 weeks ago FUCK OFF
TROLLS!!!!! HLGmatrix1 2 weeks ago quickZsc0peZ 2 weeks ago Yes its sad that lots
of people lost there lives that day but why. MAYBE BECAUSE THEY SET IT UP
AND IT WAS NOT THE AIRPLANES THAT MADE IT FALL! all people try and
watch the 9/11 ripple effect (the truth) please and it will explain everything.
quickZsc0peZ 2 weeks ago Paddydcfc2011 2 weeks ago @quickZsc0peZ were can u
watch it Paddydcfc2011 2 weeks ago originalaxl 2 weeks ago You must be really really
fucked up to believe this was a terrorist attack.9 11 was the reason to start a war.
originalaxl 2 weeks ago lilpeaceacrap 2 weeks ago @originalaxl Y$our fucking retarded.
THEY HAVE VIDEO TAPES AND RECORDINGS OF AL QAEDA IN THE PLANE
DUMBFUCKER. lilpeaceacrap 2 weeks ago HIGOODBYEX 2 weeks ago everytime i
see something like this, i wanna cry. it makes me sad the tons of innocent people died on
this day HIGOODBYEX 2 weeks ago sailorminimarz 2 weeks ago 25:30 SHUT THE
NOISE OFF!! sailorminimarz 2 weeks ago aloisbembel 2 weeks ago Give us Osama´s
scalp aloisbembel 2 weeks ago 940jess 2 weeks ago this is so sad. 940jess 2 weeks ago
sailorminimarz 2 weeks ago 15:19 HURRY UP AND SHUT THEWINDOWS
ALREADY!! XD sailorminimarz 2 weeks ago The911watch 2 weeks ago I find it
amazing that in a 2 hour attack, the US gvt just stood and watched. If you guys think all
this was a series of bad luck, and errors on the part of the gvt you are idiots. the US gvt
let this happend, and you guys are to brainwashed to realize the obvious. 9-11 was an
inside job start rioting. The911watch 2 weeks ago MebefromBelgium 2 weeks ago
@The911watch Now what would you as government have done? Send a Jet in the air and
shoot them down? You don't even know where they are going to or what they want.
Besides that would take too long. Evacuate buildings, which buildings? All of them? You
can't do much in two hours and the will to save the passengers slows everything down
MebefromBelgium 2 weeks ago The911watch 2 weeks ago @MebefromBelgium you do
know, NORAD, and the US army have protocols to follow in a high jacking situation?
You do know the biggest army in the world has been exposed to highjackings before, and
responded according to these protocols evry time. Somehow, nothing worked on 9-11 and
no protocols were followed. Nobody got fired for these fuck ups, but promoted. Pleas
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stop believing the gvt story. its bullshit The911watch 2 weeks ago kansasinnovember 2
weeks
ago
@The911watch
YES,SOMEONE
WHO
TALKS
WITH
KNOWLEDGE,WELL DONE kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago MebefromBelgium 2
weeks ago @The911watch Well tell me then: how many troops were needed, how many
ready, what are the protocols, how are they normally carried out, where were they carried
out before, what would happen if they were carried out above a city, has that been done
before, if yes with what consequences? I don't care about your opinion, nor about your
government's opinion, just about the facts and based upon the facts I CAN ACQUIRE
MYSELF I will make a conclusion of my own. MebefromBelgium 2 weeks ago
The911watch 2 weeks ago @MebefromBelgium wants some facts about NORAD ? They
conducted several exercises where planes were highjacked, right before 9-11: - OCTOBER
2000 SCENARIO: stolen plane targets UN building - JUNE 2000 SCENARIOS:
Hijackers plan to crash planes into white house and statue of liberty - NOVEMBER
1999 SCENARIO: Terrorists plan to crash in a UN building - September 11th 2001(same
day as the attacks), exercise called "vigilant guardian" scenario:Hijackers crash planes into
NY buildings... Google it The911watch 2 weeks ago sajjadhkayani 2 weeks ago I feel v
sorry for the people who has died in this attack, may Allah rest their sols in peace,(amin)
sajjadhkayani 2 weeks ago kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago I AM ENGLISH AND I
LOVE AMERICA AND AMERICANS,BUT I HAVE A DEEP MISTRUST OF ALL
GOVERNMENTS.....POWER,CORRUPTI-ON AND LIES kansasinnovember 2 weeks
ago Bravenite4 2 weeks ago They had soo much time, to do something..................... I
mean there were charges at the bottom of the building to prevent something like this.
Bravenite4 2 weeks ago nariukas 2 weeks ago nice nariukas 2 weeks ago
0LuckyInternetUser0 2 weeks ago @BeccaHut Good question! What on earth are you
fags doing here?!! 0LuckyInternetUser0 2 weeks ago Legacysteve2469 2 weeks ago The
men in the government behind this will pay eventually. Guilt will settle in.
Legacysteve2469 2 weeks ago hateusasince2000 2 weeks ago so what a bad day for usa a
good for the rest of the world.. u murdering fags its about time some of you died.. more
should have died.. how many civilians us army killed in pakistan, iraq, afganistan 80%
were children only right some one killed so many usa fags... i hope and pray more u
scumbags die i hope for more terrorist attacks like that.. because i had a lot of fun
watching this video i laughed so much.. iam christian - catholic btw and iam from usa...
hateusasince2000 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @hateusasince2000 yeah ur right
when america shows some respect to all the countries its fucked up and all the people
they have murdered then maybes we will show some respect to them. UKsniper4 2
weeks ago goremetalfan 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 what the hell, terrorists flew planes
into the trade centers and the pentagon, and more people died than pearl harbor, and you
think weve been fucking up other countries goremetalfan 2 weeks ago awang016 2 weeks
ago @UKsniper4 U fucking Brits supported that asshole Bush in the first place on his
war finding "wmds." U fucking Brits also killed thousands. U fucking Brits colonized half
the fucking world. U fucking Brits are assholes. And u, sir, are the dirt of fucking Britain.
Show some respect for us New Yorkers while you drink your fucking tea. The US can
fuck you Brits ten times over. awang016 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
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@awang016 i will show some respect to the US when they show respect to counties
they have fucked up such as japan,vietnam,iraq,afghanistan-, now u now what its like to
have ur country attacked. and have u ever heard of nato. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 sorry for the spelling mistake UKsniper4 2 weeks
ago awang016 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 You guys are obligated by NATO to aid the US
but that doesn't justify your actions either. British soldiers did the same things as
American soldiers. American soldiers are under the same obligations as British soldiers;
they do what they are told. First of all, Japan attacked us first and are as evil as the Nazis
during WWII. We saved hundreds of thousands of US soldiers by bombing them. And
before you rant off on American history, take a look at your own country first. awang016
2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @awang016 spoken like a true fucking greedy yank
u have no respect for the world and the world dosen't have any respect for u. UKsniper4
2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @awang016 why should i show some respect to u.
lol did america show some respect to japan when they nuked it did they show some
respect to vietnam when they murdered there citizens what iraq when they invaded even
when they knew there was no wmd. u americunts are greedy pigs hope you's get nuked.
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Are you SHITTING
me!? Did the UK show respect when it took over Ireland, India, Australia, New Zealand,
parts of Africa, and North America? Did it show respect when it made the native people
of the conquered lands second-class citizens!? Trust me, the UK has shed MUCH more
blood than America. MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
@MomijiLover13 thats funny because nobody likes america. everyone hates u.
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago BiTeSiZeBrO 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Actulally faggot, what
about the evilsnipergx who says hes from UK and he cares. Oh, and nobody likes
america? I suggest before you talk you learn a piece or two about how things work u ass
hole. go rot in hell BiTeSiZeBrO 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @BiTeSiZeBrO hahah fuck america everyone
hates u. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Why don't
you give an actual responce instead of saying the same thing over and over again. It just
makes you look stupid. Well, more stupid than you actually are. MomijiLover13 2 weeks
ago EvilSniperGX 2 weeks ago @awang016 Look I know you get stressy when you don't
get your McDonalds, but don't cry we can get drive thru. EvilSniperGX 2 weeks ago
kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago TO ALL AMERICANS.....WHAT WOULD YOU DO
IF IT WERE EVER PROVED THAT YOUR GOVERNMENT HAD PLAYED A
PART IN THIS ACT OF TERROR. R.I.P ALL WHO PERISHED kansasinnovember 2
weeks ago taurus5114life 2 weeks ago I can't believe that was 9 years ago already....
WOW! taurus5114life 2 weeks ago XxXRoushiaXxX 2 weeks ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam 3,047 people died on that day XxXRoushiaXxX 2 weeks
ago monokuro5000 2 weeks ago R.I.P monokuro5000 2 weeks ago isoccerchick99 2
weeks ago at the 14:43 mark, did someone u know die because i heard crying.
isoccerchick99 2 weeks ago FedoraTheDude 2 weeks ago @isoccerchick99 Jesus, dude,
the whole building going down, of course there crying! FedoraTheDude 2 weeks ago
MinkyBinks 2 weeks ago I can't find myself to "like" this video. this is not a "likeable"
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situation. however, nice job with the video. God Bless America. ~~~We will never
forget~~~ MinkyBinks 2 weeks ago PunkJamAudi5 2 weeks ago i will never forget this
day . ): PunkJamAudi5 2 weeks ago wildstringdom 2 weeks ago bless your hearts..I hope
you moved!!! wildstringdom 2 weeks ago crazyclipsob 2 weeks ago i was on top of that
tower the year before around the same time and it was amazing it is horrible what these
people did....... crazyclipsob 2 weeks ago Bekje22 2 weeks ago the worst was yet he sat
in a tower and you knew he could not survive when Tower 2 collapsed, "(also stertke for
others who have lost someone Bekje22 2 weeks ago MyMerlin1 2 weeks ago I'd like to
wish all you land-thieving yank rebs an extremely 9/11 Anniversary. MyMerlin1 2 weeks
ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @MyMerlin1 yeah me too UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
raskmanden 2 weeks ago 2 It is so terible raskmanden 2 weeks ago 2 LipDub1 2 weeks
ago @uksniper4 it's crazy! If a UK group planned an attack on the US would the whole
world hate the UK? Probs not, yet Muslims are getting blamed 9 years later, for
something they didn't even do, and they're the evil ones? Hmm watt a messed up world!
LipDub1 2 weeks ago PigSkinShoes 2 weeks ago @LipDub1 Who gives a shit who's to
blame. Kill all Muslims anyway. PigSkinShoes 2 weeks ago Gnagaren1891 2 weeks ago
For all those who died and all who suffered <3 Gnagaren1891 2 weeks ago LipDub1 2
weeks ago @the911watch couldn't agree with you more!!! Bunch of ignorant idiots
LipDub1 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @LipDub1 yeah its mostly britmanuk he
has been trolling around this video all day. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago Sento35 2 weeks ago
R.I.P People of this attack from melbourne. Sento35 2 weeks ago macgirl241 2 weeks ago
How could the people on the news be so calm?! macgirl241 2 weeks ago HLGmatrix1 2
weeks ago So much fucking troll on this topic! Fuck off twats! Why are you starting
arguments in 9/11?!!!!!! Little shit bags! HLGmatrix1 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks
ago i fucking hate america just because this event happened in america dosen't make it any
dififferent to any other. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 fool britmanuk 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 - you;re probably on
benefits from UK handouts:-) britmanuk 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
@britmanuk your proberly a 5 year old troll UKsniper4 2 weeks ago macgirl241 2 weeks
ago 9 2,996 people.. died on this day :/ macgirl241 2 weeks ago 9 soccerstingray12 2
weeks ago @macgirl241 no 3,000 soccerstingray12 2 weeks ago MsEpicEmily 2 weeks
ago @macgirl241 9 11 was yesterday MsEpicEmily 2 weeks ago TheIohan88 2 weeks
ago 12 I wish this never happened!:) TheIohan88 2 weeks ago 12 MomijiLover13 2
weeks ago @TheIohan88 No one does. At least no normal-thinking person does. God
bless the innocent souls who died at the hands of such cowardly fools, and God bless the
brave men and women who faced death to save lives. MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago
InnocentGamer 2 weeks ago 3000+ people died and the world was shocked. 1 million+
irakies died for no reason and the world doesn't care. This shows how much ignorant the
humanity is. InnocentGamer 2 weeks ago Bravenite4 2 weeks ago @InnocentGamer It
shows the meaning of humanity, towards the meaning of humility. Bravenite4 2 weeks
ago katjakatx 2 weeks ago To everyone who died that day and all the families who lost a
loved one, my heart goes out to you all <3 katjakatx 2 weeks ago Bekje22 2 weeks ago
thanks everyone Bekje22 2 weeks ago TheIohan88 2 weeks ago @Bekje22 Sorry:)
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TheIohan88 2 weeks ago TheDARKYOSHI64 2 weeks ago man that was the worst thing
that EVER happened to us...rest in peace people who died... :'C TheDARKYOSHI64 2
weeks ago aquaboy232008 2 weeks ago @rudis323 fuck your smart you can read a
calander, you fucking americans suprise me every day. Your so smart. you should run the
world your so smart. fucking awsome observation 9 years to the day. i dont think any
one would of know if your great intillectual mind could not of helped us out . thnk you
mr usa aquaboy232008 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @aquaboy232008 - what ??
hahaaa britmanuk 2 weeks ago roofrack101 2 weeks ago @aquaboy232008 he wasn't
fucking trying to be smart he was acknowledging the great loss Americans received on
that terrible day you unsympathetic fuck roofrack101 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks
ago There's not one true Brit who does not have simpathy for 9/11 Victims, except the
fucking Muslims in UK who marched against our troops on the streets on UK, but they
were defeated in COurt of law and ordered not to abuse our fighting men and
women...Muslim fuckers britmanuk 2 weeks ago kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago
@britmanuk WELL SAID kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago EvilSniperGX 2 weeks ago
@britmanuk I'm from UK and I have sympathy. EvilSniperGX 2 weeks ago cbaums 2
weeks ago @EvilSniperGX thank you cbaums 2 weeks ago The911watch 2 weeks ago
People, start rioting, this was an inside job by the US gvt. We now have sufficient proof
of this. Watch "Zero, an investigation", a documentary showed at the european
parliament. Get informed, ask yourself why nobody has been punished for this, why the
9-11 comission chairmen said the investigation was set up to fail, why millions are
realising evry year that this was done by the US gvt. True respect for the victimes that
day, would to ask questions and deman answers. The911watch 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2
weeks ago @The911watch - Absolute ROT britmanuk 2 weeks ago The911watch 2
weeks ago @britmanuk thats right 9-11 WAS an inside job. Get informed and spread the
word, for the sake of the victims and a nation that got high jacked by a criminal
governement. The911watch 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @The911watch - keep
smoking that grass;-))) Topanga Canyon is where you shoud be britmanuk 2 weeks ago
The911watch 2 weeks ago @britmanuk keep watching Fox news and reality TV, keep
beeing more interested, in Heidi Montag and Britney spears, than in world politics, and
foreign affairs. If you had done a minimum of research on this, you would agree. Explain
how WTC7 collapsed? The911watch 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago
@The911watch - Your world is gossip and speculation, mine is humanism, art,c ulture
and turths, not fantasy or hype......good luck with your research of ouoterspace:-)
britmanuk 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago truths britmanuk 2 weeks ago
The911watch 2 weeks ago @britmanuk what culture would that be ? "the Hills"? I
suggest you took the time to look at the most inportant event of this century, and do
some research. It doesnt take long before realising that this was an inside job. There is no
speculation on my side. It has now been proven, that US military explosiv remains has
been found in WTC rubble. The911watch 2 weeks ago amrosik 2 weeks ago to hell with
the USA, to hell with the rest of the worlds rulers... and to hell with you all human brains
amrosik 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @amrosik - hahahahhahaha you gotta
laugh...silyl billy britmanuk 2 weeks ago chugger2hotty 2 weeks ago I will be marking the
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anniversary of 9/11 in style. I'm going to fuck a pair of twins til they drop. chugger2hotty
2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @chugger2hotty - can u not read, its asks in the
forward, about respecting those who were tocuhed by this awful event britmanuk 2
weeks ago bleubaby101 2 weeks ago @Bekje22 I'm sorry. bleubaby101 2 weeks ago
bleubaby101 2 weeks ago I can't believe what happened!! bleubaby101 2 weeks ago
chugger2hotty 2 weeks ago @Bekje22 9/11 Because Pearl Harbour wasn't funny enough
chugger2hotty 2 weeks ago chugger2hotty 2 weeks ago All the Americans are getting a
little bit touchy about the 9/11 jokes. It's just a bit of friendly fire, I'm sure you and your
troops know what that means... chugger2hotty 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago And
also Edison Neve rinveented the electric light bulb it was invented 70 years earlier by a
Brit....The first electric light was made in 1800 by Humphry Davy, an English scientist.
He experimented with electricity and invented an electric battery. When he connected
wires to his battery and a piece of carbon, the carbon glowed, producing light. This is
called an electric arc. britmanuk 2 weeks ago kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago AMERICA
FUNDS ISRAEL AGAINST THE PALESTINIANS IT FUNDED THE I.R.A
AGAINST THE BRITISH AND IT FUNDED AL QUIDA AGAINST THE
RUSSIANS AMERICA SUPPORTS TERRORIST WHEN IT SUITS THEM
kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @kansasinnovember i agree
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago we still Love America:-) britmanuk 2
weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @MomijiLover13 - -I agree, but the internet was (with
respect) invented by a Brit..Sir Timothy John "Tim" Berners-Lee, OM, KBE, FRS,
FREng, FRSA (born 8 June 1955,[1] also known as "TimBL"), is a British engineer and
computer scientist and MIT professor credited with inventing the World Wide Web,
making the first proposal for it in March 1989 britmanuk 2 weeks ago MomijiLover13 2
weeks ago @britmanuk Heehee, thanks for the history lesson. It just gets me so angry
that these inbred pieces of shit can make these HORRIBLE comments about an event
where 2,977 innocent people died. 372 of those people weren't even American!
MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @MomijiLover13 - I love America,
even though I was kciked out...:-) American peopel ar every kind and friendly generally
britmanuk 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @MomijiLover13 - -yes these nasty
people makign such awful degraded comments about those who dies is sick no matter
who or what they are or where tey come form, no one should defame the dead or families
of the dead. britmanuk 2 weeks ago ZappMeh 2 weeks ago i lolled. ZappMeh 2 weeks
ago communistcarl 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01..your clearly not a terrorist..or islamic
at that..hes probably some 16 year old just trying to start shit communistcarl 2 weeks ago
britmanuk 2 weeks ago @communistcarl - true...:-) britmanuk 2 weeks ago communistcarl
2 weeks ago @satankilljews01..you ship ak-47? communistcarl 2 weeks ago
satankilljews01 2 weeks ago keep those people dying! we make bomb. we ship. kill. we
love death. we make all die. we happy. satan bless satankilljews01 2 weeks ago britmanuk
2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 - We're all board fo you. We ahve given you terrosists a
good slappin today, now run off home to your dad and see how to grow a real beard, or
maybe ask your mother to show you cos she probably has a better beard than your dad.
:-)))) Bye BYe britmanuk 2 weeks ago Bekje22 2 weeks ago he's last call : i love you take
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care goodbye :'( Bekje22 2 weeks ago Julltjuh 2 weeks ago @Bekje22 oohgod i feel so bad
for you, it's horrible :'( Julltjuh 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @Bekje22 - I feel so
mcuh for you...God Bless you.....peace britmanuk 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam add
laurenlikesitrough@hotmail.com for future queries. helpdesk. to buy our merchndise. bye
habibs satankilljews01 2 weeks ago communistcarl 2 weeks ago or your pubic hair beards
communistcarl 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 - One statement,
from a brit, BRING IT ON....as the Americans say..... britmanuk 2 weeks ago
satankilljews01 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@britmanuk laurenlikesitrough-@-hot-mail.--co-m for future queries. bye bomb cheap.
helpdesk. bye habib satankilljews01 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago show hide 9/11
was the best thing that happen to america LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago MomijiLover13
2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 If you hate America so much, get the fuck off the internet! It
was invented by Americans, after all. MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks
ago @MomijiLover13 fuck america UKsniper4 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
@MomijiLover13 yeah get ya fucking facts right the world wide web was invented by a
brit. so you get the fuck of the internet. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 shut up you, dont be rude britmanuk 2 weeks ago MomijiLover13 2 weeks
ago @UKsniper4 Seriously...Why would you leave such DISGUSTING comments on
this video!? Innocents DIED! It shouldn't matter if they're American or not! To think
that it makes you happy that people died just because they're American makes me want
to vomit. I hope you know that 67 Brits died in these attacks as well! Let's hope that NO
country has to endure such horrible attacks ever again! MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago
britmanuk 2 weeks ago @MomijiLover13 - This @UKsniper4 is probably a
Muslim....not a brit..... britmanuk 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @MomijiLover13
notice how i said fuck america. so where the fuck did u get this brit thing. hahahahahhaha i
am glad i am not american. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 What...? That comment didn't even make any sence. It makes me laugh
when Europeans say shit about Americans. Don't you guys know that the majority of
Americans are of European descent. I hope you get shot on the line of duty. Better yet, I
hope you die a slow, painful death. hahahahahhaha i am glad i am not you.
MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago hateusasince2000 2 weeks ago @MomijiLover13 Thats why
i hate my fellow american because 90% of our population are morons and rednecks. UK
sniper we will never show respect 4 other countries because americans are a lot like north
korea blinded, corrupt, devided apart from north korea the only difference nk civil can
survive on nothing us civil cant survive whitout 20 bigmac's when he wakes up. We have
no respect for others we dont even respect our selves. hateusasince2000 2 weeks ago
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @MomijiLover13 hahahahah i am glad i am not a american every
where u go in the world there is going to be hatred for u hahahahaahah i would rather be in
europe at least its much safer than america. u fat ugly yank why don't u get a webcam and
then kill yourself. believe me you will get alot more subscribers. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
lilpeaceacrap 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 wow motherfucker lilpeaceacrap 2 weeks ago
MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago @lilpeaceacrap Just ignore him. @UKsniper4 is just a sad
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troll who has nothing better to do that bash the United States out of jealously.
MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 When I first read
your comments I was like, "Is this guy for real?" I would never in a million years wish for
the death of ANY person! What exactly happened to you that made you think this way?
Did you have a bad experience in the past that had to do with the United States? Have
you formed your demented opinion from the biased media? Or do you just hate for no
reason at all? MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 I
was in the third grade when the attack happened. The principal told us over the intercom
that the World Trade Center in New York had been hit by a plane. Being eight years old,
something like that is very scary and confusing. MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago
MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 When I got home that day, I found my mother
glued to the TV. Her eyes were all red and irritated from crying so much. When I saw the
footage of the towers crumbling to the ground, I started to cry too. A child doesn't want
to see people suffering! I asked my mom, "Why would they do that?" Without taking her
eyes off the television screen, she said, "I don't know, Sophie." MomijiLover13 2 weeks
ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @MomijiLover13 and now you know what it feels like to
have ur own country under attack instead of being the attacker. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Answer my question, you coward!
MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @MomijiLover13 osama bin laden
is working for the CIA i have proof because during the soviet occupation of afghanistan
bin laden was a commander for the mujahideen and the CIA supplied and were allies to
the mujahideen so it is very likely that osama bin laden has worked with CIA before and
that means there was know reason for him to attack the US. the whole thing was a cover
there is know way osama bin laden would have attacked the US for no reason. UKsniper4
2 weeks ago awang016 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Shut the fuck up. awang016 2 weeks
ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @awang016 freedom of speach UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
940jess 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 fuck you. 940jess 2 weeks ago MomijiLover13 2
weeks ago @UKsniper4 The majority of the world condemns the attack, and America
knows that. We felt nothing but gratitude and love when the Star Spangled Banner was
played outside Buckingham Palace. The world didn’t view 9/11 as just an attack on
America. It was an attack on the innocent. Osama bin Laden said that it's his goal to
murder four million Americans. He also said that he wants two million of those
Americans to be children. What do you think about that? Do you agree with this
monster? MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @MomijiLover13 don't u know 9/11 was an inside job.
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 And by the way, you
spelling sucks. How old are you, 13? Probably. MomijiLover13 2 weeks ago
communistcarl 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01..chirst you fucking dune coon..chill the
fuck out..its obvious nobody here like you infreior third world country religion
communistcarl 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 - It must be awful
to have thin, scruffy no hair beards...I wreckon thats why these terrorists attack the west,
they are frustrated for lack of hair on thier faces, thats why they all get cosmetic surgery
to ahve Hair impalnst oin thier faces;-))) britmanuk 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks
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ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @britmanuk add
laurenlikesitrough@hotmail.com on msn. she our supplier. keep it secret. u can work for
us. she bribe, she bribe. bye. talk to her for future queries. satankilljews01 2 weeks ago
britmanuk 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 - Hehehe haarraraaaa britmanuk 2 weeks ago
satankilljews01 2 weeks ago @britmanuk u see, work for islam. better oil, u see, bless, no
evil. evil bad. evil - bomb satankilljews01 2 weeks ago rudis323 2 weeks ago
@Shinyapplz Nearly 3000 victims and 19 hijackers rudis323 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2
weeks ago @freakyfool2 but you aint.....there's the rub, you aint done FA except throw a
few bombs up in the air.....thats your total sum..... britmanuk 2 weeks ago Prev 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy
Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language:
English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more
Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue
Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon
close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032) Shinyapplz 2 weeks ago i hope no one died
Shinyapplz 2 weeks ago JenniferAlbertsson 2 weeks ago I shake, all the families my
goodness! God bless ! <3 JenniferAlbertsson 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago
@JenniferAlbertsson fuck ur family i hope they suffered satankilljews01 2 weeks ago
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago i piss on americunts LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2
weeks ago @freakyfool2 lol UKsniper4 2 weeks ago communistcarl 2 weeks ago best
comment ever..to a brother youris..muslim guy who was praising 9/11..i reply..ill make it
a mission to track you down cut your throat with a razor and piss on your dying self
while singing the national anthem you muslim piece of shit communistcarl 2 weeks ago
Phrixtor 2 weeks ago You religious fucks, I'm glad my buddy cut you in half with a
machine gun. Fuck you. Phrixtor 2 weeks ago stepheng1483 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam All the evidence points to 9/11 being an inside job,
by Israel. It is part of their plans to get the West to hate Muslims in preparation for their
planned attacks in that region. stepheng1483 2 weeks ago rudis323 2 weeks ago 12
Yesterday was 9 years since the attack rudis323 2 weeks ago 12 satankilljews01 2 weeks
ago @rudis323 yesterday was the start of ur mum heart attack satankilljews01 2 weeks
ago Bekje22 2 weeks ago 26 I lost my dad that day :'( i think of him evryday Bekje22 2
weeks ago 26 britmanuk 2 weeks ago 2 @Bekje22 - God Bless you.... britmanuk 2 weeks
ago 2 strawwberryx 2 weeks ago where is the other tower? strawwberryx 2 weeks ago
communistcarl 2 weeks ago terrorism is overrated there are other forms of warfare that
have twice the impact than any cell of amature extremeist communistcarl 2 weeks ago
Shinyapplz 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam rest in
peace, what more can we do but prey Shinyapplz 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago
from what I see here recently Muslims are attacking Muslims and terrorists attacking
terrorists....even you lot cannot agree on anything:-)))) britmanuk 2 weeks ago salabonka
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2 weeks ago R.I.P. salabonka 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago my favorite part is
where the buildings fall down the best demolition i have ever seen. UKsniper4 2 weeks
ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 SAME LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 lol best day of my life UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 you got that right LOL :] freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 i feel sorry for all the computers that were
destroyed. my heart goes out to microsoft. lol UKsniper4 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2
weeks ago @UKsniper4 yea </3 LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 + @satankilljews01 - you are both incapable fo showing any respect...you
need to be deleted britmanuk 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 what
about the bit where the plane hits the building and the kabooooooon comes like 1 mimute
later lol. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 oh god best part
ever! LOL i got a boner from that freakyfool2 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago and the
reality is not all muslims are terrorists, we just need to destroy the real terrorists, and
idiots like you - @freakyfool2 britmanuk 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
hahahhahahahah die motherfucker UKsniper4 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago
everyone buy ur osama bin laden support underpant, 1 dolla habibs,. support the cause
and be a habib 1 dolla rmemeber 1 dolla. cheap. white boy buy, it cheap, whitte girl have
pantie of osama bin laden with a pubic hair in it for 1 dolla 50, cheap satankilljews01 2
weeks ago Shinyapplz 2 weeks ago did anyone die? Shinyapplz 2 weeks ago rudis323 2
weeks ago @Shinyapplz Nearly 3000 victims and 19 hijackers rudis323 2 weeks ago
satankilljews01 2 weeks ago @rudis323 i hope ur mum was a victim and we are hijacker
for islam! satankilljews01 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 - and
when we decide we need ALL the oil, we will simply, come and take it....as we have
always done,,.....remember we still own 2/3 of the world..... britmanuk 2 weeks ago
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @britmanuk LOL by then the muslims would had dominated
this world and whipe out the jews and christians LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
satankilljews01 2 weeks ago @britmanuk the oil u take evil, evil, evil for white man. our
oil bless by satanic islamic priest. our oil holy, it bless. britian bad oil, real bad, bad
quality, not bless satankilljews01 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago WELL DONE
PRESIDENT BUSH....KEEP THIS WAR ON TERROR GOING, I know where the
toerroists are, they are in a bunch of hills in the desert...:-) britmanuk 2 weeks ago
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @britmanuk do you always jack off when you're trying to type?
LOL stop thinking naughty thoughts about your mum when your trying to type retard :]
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago Waffeman11 2 weeks ago @britmanuk Heres a good idea! Why
dont you go find them for us, and bring them to the White House! Then you can stop
lying on your ass complaining on youtube and do something with your life. Waffeman11
2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @Waffeman11 - err what r u doing on here?? hahaaaa
idiot... britmanuk 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @Waffeman11 - you're probably a
terrorist too britmanuk 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago @britmanuk i am a
terroist, i was born a terrosist so i will die by the bomb a terroist and i hope lot of people
die like ants on a magnify glass i hope everyone die liike 1, 2, 3. HABIBBBBBBBBBB
satankilljews01 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 - -Hahhaaaaaaaa
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britmanuk 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago @britmanuk that wat u will say
when we cut ur toilet off and put a bomb in it and make u shit liiike a maa fucker
satankilljews01 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 - As I said before ,
The British are afraid of no one, least fo all some oily scruffy looking unshaven Islamic
terrorists, who scratch in the sand for food:-) britmanuk 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2
weeks ago @britmanuk wat iddu say about my beard i had it since i was a young kindren
i was 8 an i got my firs beard ajnd u dissing it, i will orrder many bomb to blow up britian
and kill the queen and kill the prince and kil me coz i will blow mysleff up to but i will
kill 190000 english people an satan will kiss my ass and all ur assees satankilljews01 2
weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 - scruffy curly little beard britmanuk
2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago @britmanuk stop diss my beard just coz u dont
got one dont mean u diss other islam beard. our beard are symbol of islam u diss islam u
risk ur life satankilljews01 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 - fuck
you, your beards and your terrorism, you oily beared fuckers britmanuk 2 weeks ago
satankilljews01 2 weeks ago @britmanuk atleast we got oil. we use oil for money. we
seell, or burn, we use in bomb, oil is life satankilljews01 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks
ago @satankilljews01 - Err No We own your oil, you aint worked that one out yet?????
We just let a few sheiks have soem fo the profit:-)) britmanuk 2 weeks ago
satankilljews01 2 weeks ago @britmanuk our oil pure, ur oil not pure. our oil blessed. our
oil worth more mullah, habib satankilljews01 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago
@satankilljews01 - Its our oil, the onyl poil you own is in your scruffy little dirty beared
bodies:-) britmanuk 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 - My beard if I
wish tog row it is FULL, unlike your curly sparse knackered beards:-) britmanuk 2 weeks
ago rudis323 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 Shut up ! mother fucker rudis323 2 weeks
ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 -YOur IP is being tracked as we speak, Bye
BYe britmanuk 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago 9/11 this shit funny LOL
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 -  עברית.ﺍﺏﻥ ﺍﻝﺯﺍﻥﻱﻩ
britmanuk 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 - motherfucker britmanuk 2
weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @britmanuk LOL cocksucker freakyfool2 2 weeks
ago Waffeman11 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 wth is ur problem? Waffeman11 2 weeks ago
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @Waffeman11 you are my problem bitch LOL freakyfool2 2
weeks ago Shinyapplz 2 weeks ago lol Shinyapplz 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago
Nothing changes, even in USA and UK, USA and UK will still provide all resources for
Muslims to come and try to destory our nations, We tend to destroy ourselves....
britmanuk 2 weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam I WANT TO KISS AND LICK HER TOES
FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago Comment
removed FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago Comment removed onelove7411 2 weeks
ago Show some respect! onelove7411 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @onelove7411
agreed britmanuk 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @onelove7411 LOL show my
some tits hehe freakyfool2 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago @onelove7411 u
show respect for islam, yung cobber. 9/11 hail hail hail!!!!!!! satankilljews01 2 weeks ago
britmanuk 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 deleted britmanuk 2 weeks ago satankilljews01
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2 weeks ago @britmanuk i delete all the life in the planet by bomb satankilljews01 2
weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 poor boy, someone take him back to
the farm britmanuk 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago @britmanuk poor boy,
someone take him back to his mum's paddock of cows AND
OHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH HE I MEAN SHE IS ONE OF THEM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
HABIB satankilljews01 2 weeks ago lcspies 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 your just
somebodies little sharmuta...rohi lcspies 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
@britmanuk LOL pointless bitch freakyfool2 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 Hahhahahaha you're so funny, ever though of being a commedian??
britmanuk 2 weeks ago TheMorttt 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 go die TheMorttt 2
weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago @TheMorttt I DO HAVE A BOMB
STRAPPED TO ME I WONT HESITATE TO BLOW MY SELF UP SO DONT BE
MEAN TO ME OR I WILL DO IT I SSWEAR satankilljews01 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2
weeks ago @satankilljews01 --Hahahaaaaaaa britmanuk 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks
ago @britmanuk stop laughing at yourself it's just sad LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
britmanuk 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 Hahahaaaaaaaaa britmanuk 2 weeks ago
satankilljews01 2 weeks ago president bush the devil, he the devil, he the devil! white
devil. he murder us pakistan, he the devil, he murder us, the devil he devil WHITE devil
satankilljews01 2 weeks ago ikhehe 2 weeks ago hahaha what the american president have
done,, and them stupid american fools are thinking that osama did it by his own. hahaha
stupid citizens of america RIP the people ikhehe 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks
ago the devil! the devil is here, WEEY the devil, habib, habib, habib, hullleh, habib
satankilljews01 2 weeks ago TheNephew31 2 weeks ago that sucks. TheNephew31 2
weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago Comment removed britmanuk 2 weeks ago
@satankilljews01 - fool britmanuk 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @britmanuk -fag
LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 Keep the WAR on
Terror (ists) going - Well done President BUSH for your courage and action. britmanuk 2
weeks ago SuperKopite96 2 weeks ago what was the world trade center....... R.I.P
SuperKopite96 2 weeks ago onelove7411 2 weeks ago Breath taking account, u guys were
so calm. I know I sure wasn't and I was in Toronto Canada. My heart goes out to the
people of NYC and everyone who was directly impacted by the events that unfolded on
that sad day for not only America but also North America and the World! onelove7411 2
weeks ago RDCSpider 2 weeks ago @onelove7411 I was in Kansas in school when I
heard about this. My mom was living in New Jersey at the time and I know she was safe
but at the time I was scared that something might happen to her. Every time I see these
videos I choke back tears, the thought of so many people's death over what some people
call a conspiracy. The crazy thing is that some of the conspiracy theories actually sound
legit. My heart goes out to everyone who lost their life or lost someone close to them that
day. RDCSpider 2 weeks ago joostjb 2 weeks ago its a flower collapse, very nice but also
very awful :S very strange, a man from the 20's did survive the collapse :O joostjb 2
weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago Comment removed freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
@satankilljews01 ill take one! LOL time to blow up the christians and jews hehe
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 _freakyfool2, A
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message from them...Fuck, cunt shit, piss cunt cunt.....Is that all you ahve to dsay???
Anything of value to say?? britmanuk 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @britmanuk yeah LOL suck my cock you
british fagget hehe :] freakyfool2 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago Comment
removed britmanuk 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 - did this guy escape form a lunatic
assylum? britmanuk 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago Comment removed
britmanuk 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 - ohh you probably did come from some shit
hole....thanks for clearly this up britmanuk 2 weeks ago criekmeister 2 weeks ago
@satankilljews01 ok you had your 10minutes of internetfame now go to you land and
work for the white guy! criekmeister 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @britmanuk
LOL no he escape from your mama cunt LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2
weeks ago @freakyfool2 I clearly see the conenction of foul language, as these muslims
have no communication skills;-))) britmanuk 2 weeks ago AlwaysNilly 2 weeks ago Oh
Holy shit! I was 7 years old when this happened, and i dont even live in USA, i live kinda
really far away from it. But still i remember seeing this in tv, it is really aweful. R.I.P. To
everybody who died on this day. AlwaysNilly 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago i
will bomb ur mum watch out, habib satankilljews01 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago
@satankilljews01 - IM wondering which country you're living in at the moment,
Probably USA or UK as you're mother country is onbviously not worth living in:-))
britmanuk 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago all hail osama bin laden. <3 you~!!!
9/11 was the best. god give many blessing, fellow habibibib. satankilljews01 2 weeks ago
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 you got my respect LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks
ago SuperKopite96 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@satankilljews01 your horrilbe eat shit and die no one cares you fucked up kid
SuperKopite96 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @britmanuk LOL did your mama
drop you on your head when u were a baby you dumb nut LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
lcspies 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 push the button and blow yourself up already and
the rid the world of one more idiot, and thank you in advance... lcspies 2 weeks ago
xXOxIdEXx 2 weeks ago 11:47 I've been waiting whole 11 minutes for this moment, but
you had to cut it. :S xXOxIdEXx 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago 9/11 was the best
LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago movienator2 2 weeks ago Its so bad to see this again and
again. RIP to all who did not make it. movienator2 2 weeks ago movienator2 2 weeks ago
Its so said to see this again and again. RIP to all who did not make it. movienator2 2
weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam osama bin laden is king! satankilljews01 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago
@satankilljews01 - Where were you in the 1st +2nd World wars, Hiding behind some
rocks while USA and Britain fucked the Natzis and can easily Fk Islam, without a
problem....You dont realsie you're all cowards...... britmanuk 2 weeks ago Krazede 2
weeks ago I stand with the numerous other growing organizations of Firefighters, Medical
Professionals, Lawyers, Scholars, Scientists, Architects and Engineers, Veterans,
Religious and Political Leaders, along side family members of the victims - fam. members
of soldiers who have made the ultimate sacrifice -- including the many Ground Zero
workers who are now ill or have passed away, when we ask for a true, new independent
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investigation into the events of 9/11. We do not accept the 9-11 comission report.
Krazede 2 weeks ago comments70 2 weeks ago R.I.P wtc victims. one man is to blame.
OSAMA BIN LADEN not the whole religion :( comments70 2 weeks ago
satankilljews01 2 weeks ago i hope they all died!! and not one escaped satankilljews01 2
weeks ago ExtremeGuy1337 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 FUCK YOU!! YOU ASS
LICKING PEACE OF SHIT!!! I DONT GIVE A FUCK WHAT YOUTUBE WILL DO
TO MY ACCOUNT!! I JUST DONT! MY BRO DIED THERE!! NOW GO FUCK
YOURSELF YOU PEACE OF SHIT! ExtremeGuy1337 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2
weeks ago @ExtremeGuy1337 i hope he died or if he didnt he would of hidden from you
and your ugly face satankilljews01 2 weeks ago ExtremeGuy1337 2 weeks ago
@satankilljews01 FUCK YOU YOU PEACE OF SHIT! I WILL FIND YOU AND
KILL YOUR WHOLE FAMILY WITH MY BARE HANDS YOU SHIT!!
ExtremeGuy1337 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago @ExtremeGuy1337 i am
already dead, i have a bomb straped to me satankilljews01 2 weeks ago ExtremeGuy1337
2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 I DONT CARE ABOUT FUCKERS LIKE YOU!!
ExtremeGuy1337 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam i hope everyone died a painful death. 10/10 for humour.
satankilljews01 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago lol!!!!!!! i laughed so hard when
i saw the smoke coming out! satankilljews01 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago
@satankilljews01 - Sad fool britmanuk 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @britmanuk
sad americunt LOL :] freakyfool2 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @freakyfool2 i hope they all died a painful death
satankilljews01 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 i hope they all
died a painful death coz it would feed souls to satan satankilljews01 2 weeks ago
britmanuk 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 - American ??:-) British if you dont mind, but
between Britain and USA, we run the world:-) and will destroy Islam britmanuk 2 weeks
ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @britmanuk LOL the British are weak LOL and the muslims
will take over bitch hehe freakyfool2 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 haha exposed you....Now we know you're a muslim, The british have deposed your
nations for 1000 years....Just a take a long hard look at your couontries:-) britmanuk 2
weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 SAME! LOL! freakyfool2 2 weeks
ago SuperKopite96 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 you horrilble sik bastard
SuperKopite96 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago 9/11 was fucking funny LOL
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago TheBozZee 2 weeks ago 4 @freakyfool2 My friend's father died
in the 9/11 attack and you think this is funny? Fuck you! TheBozZee 2 weeks ago 4
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @TheBozZee LOL i don't give a fuck about ur daddy bitch go
stand next to his grave and cry cunt freakyfool2 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 - people liek you who must be (Muslim Terrorist) need to be
extinguished...permanently britmanuk 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @britmanuk
people like you need to go back to school and learn how to spell dumb cunt LOL
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @britmanuk LIKE LIKE LIKE kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago
ExtremeGuy1337 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 Fucking funny? FUCKING
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FUNNY?!?!?!?! I WILL PUT YOU IN THAT BUILDING AND I WILL SEE WAS IT
FUNNY TO YOU TO BE IN THERE!!! YOU PEACE OF FUCKING SHIT!!!! FUCK
YOU GO TO FUCKING HELL MAY THE DEVIL SHOW YOU HOW 'FUCKING
FUNNY' IT WAS!!!!!! FUCK YOU!! FUCK YOUR FUCKING FAMILY YOU
DONT DESERVE TO LIVE YOU PEACE OF SHIT!!!! MY BROTHER DIED
THERE!!! YOU HAVE NO FEELINGS YOU IGNORANT PEACE OF SHIT!!! YOU
AND YOUR FAMILY SHOULD HAVE BEEN THERE!! ASSHOLE!! PEACE OF
FUCKING SHIT!!!!!! ExtremeGuy1337 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago
@ExtremeGuy1337 i hope ur brother died a good slow death satankilljews01 2 weeks ago
ExtremeGuy1337 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 ID WANT TO SEE YOUR WHOLE
FAMILY IN THERE YOU FUCKING PEACE OF FUCKING RETARDED ASS
LICKING SHIT!! YOU PEACE OF FUCK!! ExtremeGuy1337 2 weeks ago freakyfool2
2 weeks ago @ExtremeGuy1337 LOL someone got anger management lol dumb americunt
hehe freakyfool2 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 - do you have
anything else in your vocabulary besides the word C*nt >? Go back to your hole in
Afghanistan britmanuk 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @britmanuk LOL yeah
whore also get your facts right on where i live LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
satankilljews01 2 weeks ago they were all faggots!!!!!!!!!! they had no life anyway, fuck
em!!!!!! satankilljews01 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 You
deserve the death sentance....You Sad excuse for a human being......you are the lowest
form of life..... britmanuk 2 weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago @britmanuk what just
because ur mumma had a ballsack u piece of sht!!!!!!!!!!!!! satankilljews01 2 weeks ago
satankilljews01 2 weeks ago fuck all of u bastards that died in this thing!!!! ! all of u jews
satankilljews01 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 - -You obviously
did not read the forward here....You nasty thing britmanuk 2 weeks ago adamkeam 2
weeks ago R.I.P:( adamkeam 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
hahahahhahahahhahahah UKsniper4 2 weeks ago luk31998 2 weeks ago is 9/11 related to
the american police 911 ? luk31998 2 weeks ago AnnaElinaa 2 weeks ago 4 i can't believe
this happened. i'm so so so sorry and my blessings go for everyone who lost their lives or
a loved one that day. can't believe it's been 9 years. i still remember the finnish news
telling about this. it was awful AnnaElinaa 2 weeks ago 4 ste6666666 2 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam don't feel the fear. check out my featured
video. Love and peace Stephen ste6666666 2 weeks ago kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago
WHY DID THE U.S ALLOW NORAID TO ACTIVELY CAMPAIGN FOR FUNDS
IN AMERICA TO HELP THE I.R.A BEFORE 9/11 kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago
britmanuk 2 weeks ago @kansasinnovember Yes Sadly, we in England remember this time
also with disdain, USA did fund the IRA for much of thier terrorist Campaigns agianst
the UK....Jerry Adams the murdering terrorist bastard who killed hundreds of innocent
victims in Ireland and UK.....USA needs to consider who they fund....IRA and Bin Laden
- 2 todate !!!!!!!! britmanuk 2 weeks ago hunkyfunkyjunky 2 weeks ago @britmanuk The
british have been spreading terror over this planet for 300 years hunkyfunkyjunky 2
weeks ago satankilljews01 2 weeks ago @hunkyfunkyjunky i hope ur mum dies
satankilljews01 2 weeks ago hunkyfunkyjunky 2 weeks ago @satankilljews01 she will
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one day and so will urs, but i dont hope urs dies hunkyfunkyjunky 2 weeks ago
britmanuk 2 weeks ago @hunkyfunkyjunky - The British rule 2/3 of the world:-) and will
continue to do so, along with USA :-) britmanuk 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
@britmanuk LOL just watch and perish cunt freakyfool2 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks
ago @freakyfool2 - Ever heard the Song, Rule Britannia ;-)) britmanuk 2 weeks ago
hunkyfunkyjunky 2 weeks ago @britmanuk te british dont rule anything anymore, thank
god, but they did once, through terror, colonialism, arragance and cowardice, but you are
right yanks rule the world, brits are there poodles hunkyfunkyjunky 2 weeks ago
FallofDarkness55 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 and your'e a fucking idiot. trying to
stereotype Americans as being fat. if you wanna know there are american who are vegans
and exercise daily; i would fit in that category you dumb retarded cunt. i could say some
shit about you and your fucked country too. that you and your country are the spawn of
the devil. eat shit and die you motherfucker. FallofDarkness55 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2
weeks ago We must keep the WAR ON TERROR going against the Muslim Cowards Bush was a Hero along with everyone who assisted to defeat Muslim enemies. God Bless
Those who perished. britmanuk 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
@britmanuk Bush did have it right. Sad to see how we've forgotten what happened this
day. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago @britmanuk BUSH
WAS A FUCKING IDIOT AND WE HAVEN'T DEFEATED ANYONE YET
kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @kansasinnovember - dont be a
fool...Bush liek Churchill defended his country...Seems liek you're the idiot.....or maybe a
coward britmanuk 2 weeks ago kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago @britmanuk WHO'S THE
IDIOT,YOU CAN'T EVEN SPELL.GET AN EDUCATION kansasinnovember 2 weeks
ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago @kansasinnovember WE ?? You dont count as WE......clearly
you're a Muslim terrorist britmanuk 2 weeks ago M0RGaN98 2 weeks ago 7:33 jumper
at left side M0RGaN98 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @M0RGaN98
Nope debris. Shows up in other videos. Doesn't even fall like a human would. Sorry you
sick fuck. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago Chvengurs 2 weeks ago Barack Obama is the
Moslem. He will make as Moslems want, and support will provide weights of media.
Without this mosque attack of terrorists will not be finished. There can be an overall
objective of terrorists.. it consiste in constructing a mosque on a WTC place? Chvengurs
2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago Bin Laden and his fighters received American and
Saudi funding, with American and most Saudi funds funneled through the ISI, Pakistan's
intelligence service.[95] In 1989, as the Soviets withdrew, MAK was transformed into a
"rapid reaction force" in jihad against governments across the Muslim world. Under the
guidance of Ayman al-Zawahiri, Osama bin Laden became more radical.[96] In 1996, bin
Laden issued his first fatwā, which called for American soldiers to leave Saudi Arabia.[97]
britmanuk 2 weeks ago britmanuk 2 weeks ago The origins of al-Qaeda can be traced back
to 1979 when the Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan. Soon after the invasion, Osama bin
Laden traveled to Afghanistan where he helped organize Arab mujahideen and established
the Maktab al-Khidamat (MAK) organization to resist the Soviets. During the war with
the Soviet Union, britmanuk 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @britmanuk which just
goes to show he has been working for the CIA since 1979. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
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seliinaXD 2 weeks ago yesterday i heard a muslim say happy 9/11 and laughing :/ ..i now
see the point of burning the quran! seliinaXD 2 weeks ago evaliaro 2 weeks ago
@seliinaXD he was just a sick bastard, that does not mean they are all the same. :)
evaliaro 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago just got a battery warning...out for real this
time. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago altontowersfreak001 2 weeks ago thanks for uploading
this.. it really gives a clear view of what happend and the horrible results. RIP victims of
9/11 altontowersfreak001 2 weeks ago ersin0otjj 2 weeks ago in 19:03 looks like
afghanistan lol. ersin0otjj 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @ersin0otjj hahhahahahah
thats what the americans get for fucking the country up. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
CollabWithMee 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 I Live In The UK And I Still Feel Bad So
STFU CollabWithMee 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @CollabWithMee dont
worry. Americans aren't judgmental usually so we don't apply his immaturity to all
Englishmen... jpeterson42 2 weeks ago kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago let's just get out
the nukes and create a huge new ocean where afghanistan and pakistan lie
kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago Im peacing out, I've had my share
making troll boys cry. Cyall. Kaos582 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @Kaos582
hahahhahah u have backed down yess i win. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi
2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 No actually, you lose. You're left here holding your dick with
no-one to stroke it for you anymore. Sad, sad child. Consider suicide. TheWitchOvAgnesi
2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi hahahahah how original why
don't you get a webcam and blow your brains out lol believe me you will get alot more
subscribers. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 I'm
not a subscriber or attention whore like you are. That's really the reason you're here. You
have no real friends so you have to come here for attention. Sad. Really sad. Again, you
definitely qualify for the suicide option. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @TheWitchOvAgnesi
yeah i do have friends. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 Your parents don't count. And neither do your stuffed toys...
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago evaliaro 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 see, that's where the
real problem lies. we keep arguing, you tell him to blow his brains out, he tells you to
consider suicide. we're all human beings, we have the right to live and to express our
beliefs, and no one is better than another. when everyone will understand this, the world
will start to change. peace. evaliaro 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @evaliaro good
call, man. You can't have hate in your heart. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi
2 weeks ago @evaliaro UKsniper is a troll dude. He's not expressing his feelings or his
beliefs. He 's trolling, and using the deaths of 3000+ to his sick amusement. You, on the
other hand are voicing legitimate opinions and I respect that (which is why I laid off the
Romania thing... I actually kinda of like your country). TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi hahahahhaha your trying to make friend
cause you have none. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago evaliaro 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi
it's really amazing how we get to understand each other after only a few minutes of
talking. you know, maybe our political leaders should do this as well, that would solve a
lot of problems. :)) evaliaro 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @evaliaro Good luck
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with that one. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @evaliaro Yes,
and most of the time we do. But the issue is always with those who do not wish to speak
the same language. Some people only understand violence and war and oppression. So
sometimes we need to speak their language to communicate with them. That's my point.
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago evaliaro 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi i do
understand your point, but i think violence only brings more violence. it's a vicious circle,
and it kinda sucks, you know? this way, things will never change. we need to learn how
to understand each other. yeah, i know, i know, i'm an idealist, but i'll never give up my
beliefs, or at least that's what i hope. :) evaliaro 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks
ago @evaliaro Well, I've got 17 years and first hand account of this tragedy on you. Don't
be surprised if your attitude changes over the coming decades. It's called getting old. (and
maturing - lol) TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago Well this has
been useless...laptop is about to die so I will be taking my leave. All of you guys were
great. Except Satiricalwhatever.. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago
@jpeterson42 Or UKboy, cya. Kaos582 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
@jpeterson42 ahahahahhahah 1 down 2 to go. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago corensam 2 weeks
ago why the fuck do people think this is funny?!!! If you laughed when you watched this
you are a sick twisted person without empathy corensam 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2
weeks ago that was sarcasm btw jpeterson42 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago
Hey...wasn't General Cornwallis a CIA agent. or was his name CornHOLEIs?
jpeterson42 2 weeks ago eliasmouawad 2 weeks ago Search For the series "BUSH
OBAMA DESTROYED US ARMY" Part 3 uploaded eliasmouawad 2 weeks ago
kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago america has a history of treating other countries like
shit,this was there response and it was devastating.it was horrific but not
unprovoked.why the fuck did bush decide to go after saddam hussein when we all know
he wasn't responsible for these shocking acts of devestation.and why when he heard the
news of the attacks did he carry on pretending he could read to a bunch of kids.my heart
goes out to the u.s and british troops who are fighting yet another polititions bullshit war.
kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @kansasinnovember
How much money has the US donated throughout the world compared to other nations
to treat sickness, eradicate disease, feed the hungry? Answer that one single question....
You've been blinded by the Code Pink crew into believing something falsely about Iraq
and Hussein. We never claimed he was involved with 9/11. He was making overt threats
to the US and had already murder his own civilians. AND thrown out UN inspectors.
Really, what should we think he was going to do? TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi yes,the u.s donates to other
nations while black americans live in shit,america has the best and worst of everything.i
love the u.s,but george bush..how could you elect such a fucking retard kansasinnovember
2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @kansasinnovember white americans live in shit
too. Don't play that shit. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago
@jpeterson42 hurricane katrina, kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2
weeks ago @kansasinnovember Mayor of New Orleans. Nagel I believe. Again, look at
where the real problem lied. The local and state levels. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
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kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago @kansasinnovember it's not just america,we[england]
used to treat other nations like shit too.the u.s weren't to keen in joining ww2 but our
polititions jumped straight up bush's ass after 9/11. kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @kansasinnovember First the race card, then the UShating, now you're talking to yourself? Might want to get back on your meds.
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi i
don't hate america,in fact it's the opposite been there many times.race is an issue if your
polititions are treating other races[arab/muslims]like shit. kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @kansasinnovember Again... how are we treating
arabs/muslims like shit? TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago
@TheWitchOvAgnesi palestine,the west just sits back and watches while the jews steal
land from its rightful owners,how much support does the u.s give to israel.THERE ARE
MORE JEWS IN AMERICA THAN IN ISRAEL. kansasinnovember 2 weeks ago
jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @kansasinnovember nobody can argue that Katrina wasn't a
terrible tragedy. White people live in New Orleans too. Obviously African Americans
were the ones mostly affected by the leftovers of Katrina but if it was mainly because
white leaders then why hasn't the African American president been able to change things?
jpeterson42 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @jpeterson42 Yeah, and with
the jobless rates creeping up higher and higher among the black population as well.
Poverty at near record levels... I don't think race really has to do with the issue does it
Kansas? TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
@kansasinnovember Drop the race card buddy. And sorry, we don't have the benefit of
having a superfluous royalty unit to boss us around... TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
Zilasish 2 weeks ago Could you guys argue elsewhere? I mean seriously, On a vid like
this... Zilasish 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @Zilasish Why not on a vid
like this? It's the turd trolls who need to be sent away. They're pissing on the graves of
the 3000+ that died with their accusations of conspiracy and 100,000 deaths from an
"illegal" war. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago carlie1297 2 weeks ago The goverment
didn't plan to bomb rtards y do ppl think that carlie1297 2 weeks ago MrChechen91 2
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam yeeaah fuck america fuck
russia MrChechen91 2 weeks ago k00giking 2 weeks ago Mo offense but what is wit that
barney music in the background? k00giking 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago
ATTENTION ALL CONSPIRACY THEORISTS. Lets go back in time, and put you
into the hijacked planes. Would you think the US government is evil when you see that
brown man aiming a boxcutter at your throat? When you see the babies, women, and
children crying or screaming? How about the workers, your choking on smoke, or falling
out of a 100+ story building, seeing the ground in a sense of extreme panic, going down at
such a fast speed. Lets see you write conspiracy books after that experience. Kaos582 2
weeks ago naxif 2 weeks ago 4 Evrybody remebers 9/11 so well bcuz many americans
dided. and now they hate muslims because of terrorist, which really irritates me.. no one
dosent remember what happed i Srebrenica/Bosnia in 1995 where actualy 8000 sivillians
got killed - slaughtert.. but no one cares bcuz theyre muslims.. thats really.. i really dont
know how to explain it.. just want evrybody to remember that a muslim isent a terrorist
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naxif 2 weeks ago 4 jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @naxif I remember Slobodon Malosovic
(sp) and the Hitler style attacks he made on people, and it was a tragedy but, of course,
Americans have stronger feelings toward this because it happened to Americans...that
only makes sense. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @naxif
Points well taken and you're right. But the Muslim world has done jack shit to renounce
and uproot this cancer. Start being more active about persecuting Al Quaeda and taking
out the trash and we might consider your request. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago naxif
2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi its al quida, not the muslims.. there is no reason the
hate the muslims for that.. naxif 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @naxif yeah u tell
that bitch. hopefully he ain't going to be a fucktard about it. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @naxif Who said we hate/blame muslims? That being
said, the muslims have been spineless about condemning terrorism and taking their
garbage out... TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago evaliaro 2 weeks ago one more thing: it
doesn't count that much if it was a government conspiracy or a terrorist attack, the idea is
that a lot of innocent people died that day, and continue to die in the name of peace and
freedom. you cannot bring peace with weapons. try to understand that. RIP for all the
9/11 victims, for all the hiroshima & nagasaki victims, for all the people killed in
holocaust, and for all the innocent people that continue to die nowadays. STOP THE
WAR. evaliaro 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @evaliaro No one from
Romania has the right to ask us to stop the war. Become a real nation and we might stand
a chance of listening to you. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
@TheWitchOvAgnesi who the fuck are saddam hussien you can't tell him what to say
freedom of speach. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Wh...
What
the
FUCK?
You
don't
even
know
Saddam
Hussein?!
HAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHA. Your argument fails. Please, slit your throat, go to
school, or search saddam hussein right now. Kaos582 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @Kaos582 hahahahahahha
thats even funnier than americans killing each other don't worry when the truth comes out
you will be killed by your own country or you will be slaughtered by the world.
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 SHUT THE FUCK UP.
Tell me, who Saddam Hussein is, pop quiz motherfucker, TELL ME NOW. Kaos582 2
weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 oh he is another CIA agent living in
washington D.C. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4
If someone threatens me, I kill them. Simple as that. Freedom of speech is nice. But it
takes the cops at least 5 minutes to respond... TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago Kaos582
2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi Proud owner of a 1911. Kaos582 2 weeks ago
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 LOL, what's a 1911? TheWitchOvAgnesi 2
weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi its a handgun that has had
only 1 modification since its inception. It was introduced in 1911. I think Im correct. Not
positive. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi Colt 1911
.45 ACP. I prefer FMJ rounds. Kaos582 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
@Kaos582 [bangs hand on head] Of course... sorry. My bad. Don't own any, but I sure
do appreciate them! TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
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@TheWitchOvAgnesi aahahahhahahahahahah we want the tuth to come out now.
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 The truth is out you german
fuck. Also dont forget that your country too is involved in Iraq fighting against Al Queda.
BOOOM! Kaos582 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 lol u fucktard i am
british but i live in germany. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4
BRITIAN TOO IS INVOLVED IN THE GLOBAL WAR ON TERROR, HEAVILY!
DONT FUCKING HIDE YOUR FACE FUCKER, TELL ME ABOUT SADDAM
HUSSEIN. Kaos582 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 lol funny fucker
aren't u UKsniper4 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Yeah,
you do. But it doesn't exist. Only in your fantasy world, right next to your shrine to
Hitler. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi
oh yeah about that hitler dude he is a CIA man. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2
weeks ago @UKsniper4 you are doing nothing but stirring the shitpot. Why? jpeterson42
2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @jpeterson42 yep UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@jpeterson42 cuz he's a 14 year old troll with nothing better to do on a Sunday.
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4
.........................BAHAH-AHAHHAHAHAHAHA. CIA DIDNT EVEN EXIST BACK
THEN! Kaos582 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 hey Kaos...he is just
saying stupid stuff to try to get you angry. Ignore him...lol Although if I were on his side
it would be semi-humerous. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
@jpeterson42 lol u must be his mother. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 haha no I am actually a 22 year old male with no kids. lol jpeterson42 2
weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @jpeterson42 hahaha no thats not what i ment
because ur acting like a mother to kaos582 UKsniper4 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks
ago @UKsniper4 i know...i was taking your sarcasm and answering with a non sarcastic
tone...for some reason. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
@jpeterson42 Be nice... UKsniper4 hasn't got the means of making kids...
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 no no no no it was
the FBI. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago evaliaro 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi there's this
thing, my friend, that's called freedom of expression, and there's this other thing, that's
called equality. you americans are the ones that keep babbling about that, isn't that so? so
you have no fucking right to ask me to shut up because i'm romanian. or you could do it,
but that would make you a hypocrite. oh, and by the way, should i remind you that your
government allowed the communists to come and fuck up my country? evaliaro 2 weeks
ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @evaliaro Fuck, we were in the west, we aren't going to go
through europe to reach your country. We relied on NATO to handle that. We were also
in Vietnam and Korea. Kaos582 2 weeks ago evaliaro 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 :)) i know, i
know, there was nothing us could do at that point, i'm not absurd. i just wanted to show
thewitchovagnesi that there's a reason why we are so fucked up as a country. evaliaro 2
weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @evaliaro But oh no, if we had gone into
your country to protect you from the communists, then your sorry asses would be
bitching about that as well. You see, that's the whole problem. Everyone wants the US's
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handouts and financial aid, but when it comes time for us to make the decisions that are
best to ensure that we can protect those benefits for the rest of the world, then everyone
starts moaning about how it's done. We have an expression: "You can't look a gift horse in
the mouth" TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago
@TheWitchOvAgnesi WEEEEEELLLLL SAID!!!!! jpeterson42 2 weeks ago
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @jpeterson42 Thanks. It seems no one says that
enough. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi
hello u back again long time no see. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago evaliaro 2 weeks ago no, the
whole problem is that people should understand that war is not the solution and that
there's no excuse for killing. you see, what happened to you that day was a tragedy and
those people did not deserve to die. that's for sure. but your army also killed and
mutilated innocent people. google "hiroshima victims" and you'll see my point. and don't
think i'm blaming only the us for all the shit that happens in this world, 'cause i'm not.
evaliaro 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @evaliaro we killed innocent people in Iraq
because you never know if they are strapped with a bomb or if they are a real innocent
civilian. You are taught in the military to not take that chance... jpeterson42 2 weeks ago
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @jpeterson42 lol which make u the real terrorist. UKsniper4 2
weeks ago evaliaro 2 weeks ago @jpeterson42 i repeat, there's no excuse for killing
innocent people, you can't say "it's war, so it's justified". and that does not apply only to
you americans, it applies to the whole world. we should all change our way of thinking
and understand that war is not a solution. but as long as our leaders will send us to fight
in wars, something like this will never happen. peace, man. evaliaro 2 weeks ago
jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @evaliaro I totally agree. But i do think war is called for
sometimes... jpeterson42 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @jpeterson42 I
just explained that to him as well, but it seems it went over his head. Everyone wants the
UN to solve problems, but when you can't get idiots like Hussein or Kim Jung Il to come
to teh table, what recourse is there? Sanctions only hurt the people further and don't
eradicate the problem. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
@evaliaro Actually, oftentimes war is the solution. When you have dictators who do not
sit at a table with the other world leaders and act as a part of the world community. The
Taliban refused to do so. Saddam refused to do so. The blood of the Iraqi people lies
solely on Saddam's hands. No one elses. He had the ability to man-up and do what was
best for his people, yet he was a power-hungry savage dictator. And he cost his
countrymen their lives as a result. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks
ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi lol UKsniper4 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago
@TheWitchOvAgnesi he directly took their lives as well. He needed to be stopped and
hanging him was the best way to kill him. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks
ago @jpeterson42 you mean the molded body of saddam hussein because the real one is
in washington D.C. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 I
hope you don't honestly believe that garbage. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2
weeks ago @jpeterson42 no i am being sarcastic. hahahahahhah UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Yeah, I'll be here for awhile but you've
bored me beyond belief with your childishness. Good luck with that. TheWitchOvAgnesi
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2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi hahhahaahah just the little
fucktard left. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Do you get
your sources from Abraham Ahmedinejad? jpeterson42 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi
2 weeks ago @jpeterson42 jpeterson FTW!!!! TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi lol jpeterson has got his head stuck up ur
ass hahahhaha. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @jpeterson42 lol the
guy who has his head stuck up THEWitchOvAgnesi ass is back. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 actually i have not left yet. I just think all you
mislead miscreants are funny...well you are the only one left so that sentence should have
been singular. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @jpeterson42 you
americans are sooooooooooo blind why can't you accept the fact that your people where
killed by the CIA hahahhahahaahahhahahahahhahaha-hhahahhahahahahahahahahahahah.
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 because it didn't happen
that way. You are blind for eating up all the radical reformist BS. You are spoon fed what
these super liberals what you to think. And you love it. You just want an opposing
opinion so you can feel individualistic. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago
@jpeterson42 sorry for the English mistakes...I'm fucking tired. It's 5 am jpeterson42 2
weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @jpeterson42 your mean your fucking retarded.
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Yeah. That's precisely
what I meant. I love how you read through the lines so well. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @jpeterson42 i am just telling the truth like when george bush
tells you the truth about 9/11. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
@jpeterson42 you are blind 9/11 was an inside job yet americans are the only ones who
can't see that. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @jpeterson42
well, I can think of a few other ways that would have been much more entertaining but
well... TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @evaliaro Look, if we
could settle al queda down with talks, we would. UN would make us. But since Al queda
is BOMBING civilians with suicide bombers, and SHOOTING US soldiers from
windows and other places, we cant talk. We have to show them that we mean business
and will defend those Iraqi people with all we got. Kaos582 2 weeks ago evaliaro 2 weeks
ago @Kaos582 hey, i'm sure you mean what you say, but i'm not sure your government
would think the same. there are so many things involved here that there's really no point
to keep argue about who's right and who's wrong. my opinion is that no one is right, and
we should all reconsider our ways of thinking, but as you might have noticed, i'm an
idealist, so what do i know? evaliaro 2 weeks ago REDHALO3MEMBER99 2 weeks ago
Damn Arabians >.> REDHALO3MEMBER99 2 weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 2
weeks ago I WANT TO SUCK THE TOES OF THAT LADY WHO IS RECORDING
FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago Duranie225 2 weeks ago @kingzack7777777 You
are an ass!!! I hope you burn in Hell with the rest of those demons!! Duranie225 2 weeks
ago Duranie225 2 weeks ago @kingzack7777777 Not sure what you mean here, but if it's
what's I think it is, then why don't you just go move to a Taliban-run or Al-Qaid-friendly
country? Get out of the US because we only want Patriots here!! Duranie225 2 weeks
ago Duranie225 2 weeks ago @aquaboy232008 you are the one who needs to be
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annihilated. America, per se, has not caused pain on anyone, you jackass!! We saved
many countries from extremists who killed millions for their "cause." Quit listening to
your university professors and pick up a real history book for a change!!! Duranie225 2
weeks ago emmieluv14 2 weeks ago this video is about what happened in new york...how
come people are commenting about germany??? emmieluv14 2 weeks ago
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @emmieluv14 Because most of the ignorant assholes
that scream conspiracy are Germans. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago MegaMitch96 2
weeks ago The Music in the back is chilling MegaMitch96 2 weeks ago Imadva 2 weeks
ago HEY EVERYONE AMERICAN! Look at this. maxxis202 has replied to your He
thinks our own government planed the attack.... and he had something to say to me
personally when I said no. terrorist did it. Tell him what you think comment on 911
Clues EVERYONE MISSED: @Imadva Youre just an uninformed little whipper snapper
thats so confused about his own identity that he cant even grasp the truth about the
country he lives in. If you truely believe this was done by middle easterners youre pretty
naive. Imadva 2 weeks ago zkrc1 2 weeks ago HOLE IN SHIT zkrc1 2 weeks ago
jpeterson42 2 weeks ago How do you suppose the government knew about it? Were you
or have you ever worked in the Pentagon? Did you call them and warn them? You are
arguing a point of hearsay. Someone made that up for weak minded fools like you to
believe. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago norpollo 2 weeks ago soo sad :( norpollo 2 weeks ago
FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago I WANT TO SUCK HER TOES
FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago hahaha all 19 hijackers
were CIA agents and they are all living in washington D.C which means americans killed
americans lol. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 LOL GO
MAEK A BOOK TO TRY TO ROB MONEY OF THE WEAK MINDED. You
fucking idiot. Kaos582 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 lol i live in
germany and even i knew that. you live right on there doorsteps and you didn't even have
a clue. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Funny,
but half of the hijackers were holed up in.... Germany. Right under your noses.
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi
hahahahha yeah they were but now there not. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 So once again, Germany doesn't know
jackshit. Thanks for proving my point. Lemme guess, you think Hitler was a great man...
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi
hahhahahahahaahahhahha there not living in germany anymore u fucktard there in
washington D.C and so is bin laden. lol UKsniper4 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2
weeks ago @UKsniper4 Typical ignorant German fucktard. Go put on your grandpa's SS
uniform and die of brain cancer. Or better yet, drop some cyanide like your beloved loser
of a Fuhrer did... cowards. Every last one of you. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi ahahahahahahahaha george bush awarded
all 19 hijackers the medal of honor for helping to kill american civilians. UKsniper4 2
weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 how can you believe that. If he did that
he was have been killed by now. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
@jpeterson42 no they weren't actually flying the plane he boarded the plane so it looked
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like they were passengers then they whent stright back out. lol UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
Kaos582 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 But then disney land took over germany and made
hitler, hitler attacked the eifel tower in france with flying elephants to feed his evil banker
corporations dressed in 1911's fashionable clothing with tophats and monicals.
blahbalbhlahb and then america is evil. See, I can talk random senseless shit too! Just like
you. Kaos582 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Kind of funny
how you fucking Germans think you're the shit but you're so fucking ignorant and
backwards as fuck when it comes to having leaders that like to butcher millions of Jews.
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi lol your
talking about nazi germany. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 Nope, I'm talking about the ignorance and gullibility of the Germany
Bevolkerung. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
@TheWitchOvAgnesi lol george bush secretly awarded them the medal of honor
hahahahh. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4
ajfiojwioenfoianfneoawnfioqwen-ifnaeionfoianfn I translate your words. Kaos582 2
weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago Satiricaltruth you are a moron. Yes the US
government is capable of terrible things but just because you THINK that they had
something to do with this doesnt mean they did. It was 5 Saudi Arabian Islamic radicals
acting under the advisement of Al Qaeda. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago SatiricalTruth 2 weeks
ago @jpeterson42 the US government knew ahead of time about the imminent attack. But
let it happen, so they can use it as a excuse to start a war with Iraq. Which was
completely illegal killing 100 thousand Iraqi innocent civilians including thousands of
children. SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth
And what country are you from? ANSWER THE QUESTION TURD! Stop quoting
false numbers. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago
@TheWitchOvAgnesi the numbers are from solid sources. Did you look it up? It's all
there plane to see. And im american, but im not a sheep like you and believe that the US
government has done no wrong. SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago
@SatiricalTruth "The US government done no wrong", HA, before you were like "OMG
ILLEGAL WAR FOR US GOVERNMENT TO FEED THEMSELVES MONEY
POOR IRAQIS" OH MY GOD. YOU HYPOCRITICAL FUCK!. JUST DROP DEAD.
Kaos582 2 weeks ago SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam @Kaos582 wow stupid idiot. Did you read clearly what I wrote. I said
"im not a sheep like you and believe that the US government has done no wrong." Read
that sentence again you fucken moron. I clearly said I don't believe in the US government.
SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth What's clear
is you're some ignorant fuck who likely has rich parents and has attended private school.
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi dude
just look at the evidence and how many innocent people were killed in that illegal war in
Iraq 100 thousands of people including thousands of children. If you think thats
acceptable than that says a lot about you. SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi
2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth FAKE. Maybe if you put down the bong for more than 10
minutes a day your brain would clear up. Looooooser. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
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SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi w/e buddy, you are just a mindless
robot for the US government. Go ahead and let them shaft you up the ass again and
again. Good luck to you as well. SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks
ago @SatiricalTruth Smoke some more shit. But next time, why not try lacing it with a
bit of cyanide. The U.S. does not need useless oxygen consumers like you. Unless you
clean toilets for a living? TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
@TheWitchOvAgnesi hahahahahahahahahahah UKsniper4 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2
weeks ago @SatiricalTruth I WANT SOLID EVIDENCE, NOT SOME CODE PINK
MADE WEBSITE BLAMING EVERYTHING AGAINST THE US MILITARY.
Kaos582 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 There IS no evidence.
Because these tards are liars. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago
@SatiricalTruth war is not illegal when you don't declare war asshat. It was a military
action. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago @jpeterson42 yes it was
illegal, cause it was done through false pretense. Also the 100 thousand innocent civilians
that were murdered in a unjust war. People should be trialed for war crimes.
SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth all you have said
throughout this discussion is bullshit about the innocent lives. EVERY SINGLE ACT
terrorism or war since the beginning of time has claimed innocent lives. Do you care about
the innocent people in America that die from drunk drivers, poverty, murder etc.
Doubtful...go suck another Middle Eastern cock. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2
weeks ago @SatiricalTruth Well then your free to leave this country. Your argument
STILL fails. "HURR LOOK AT MY CONSPIRACY THEORIST WEBSITE! ONLY
US MILITARY KILL IRAQI CITIZEN CUZ I SAID SO, WHO ZEE HELL IS
SADDAM HUSSEIN AND AL QUEDA? HURR IT ALL AMURICAN KILL
EVERYTHING MONEY BULLCRAP HUR HUR HUR" There is no evidence, truth,
ect. in any of that massive HURR bullcrap. Go back to wearing pink in code pink you
gay radical. Kaos582 2 weeks ago SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 you are a
clueless mindless moron who believes anything the government says. Good luck to you in
your life fool. SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth
He's/She's going to live a happier life than someone who has schizophrenic thoughts that
his government is killer its own people. He/She trusts them. He's/She's smart. jpeterson42
2 weeks ago Frado20 2 weeks ago I did mute the audio though. OMG! Frado20 2 weeks
ago Bongonightfly 2 weeks ago As south park said 1/4 of America is retarded so 1/4 of
Americans think this was caused by the government Bongonightfly 2 weeks ago
thewilberforces 2 weeks ago 'A' is the 1st letter of the alphabet and 'H' is the 8th letter,
right? 9/11 = 0.81818181 = HAHAHAHA thewilberforces 2 weeks ago confined3 2
weeks ago why the hell did you cut the video right after the plane hit? is there really
something to hide? why didnt you show the plane?!!! confined3 2 weeks ago THUUNG
2 weeks ago illuminati cencurs everything THUUNG 2 weeks ago vidmaker48 2 weeks
ago God just imagine how these people must have felt when they saw the SECOND
plane hit... vidmaker48 2 weeks ago thewilberforces 2 weeks ago I think Al Qaeda made a
huge mistake knocking down both twin towers. Just think how embarassing it would be
only having one twin Tower. thewilberforces 2 weeks ago Anthagonyk 2 weeks ago fake
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terrorist attack for fake war. Screw YOU ( who was behind this) Anthagonyk 2 weeks
ago Duranie225 2 weeks ago I agree with you. Let's pray for those lost and the ones they
left behind. Duranie225 2 weeks ago daggett588525 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 What I
think he meant was....Allahu Akbar means, "Allah is the Greatest," UPASR is probably
not a Muslim, he (UPASR) is just stirring up shit! :) daggett588525 2 weeks ago
Duranie225 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@CrankedandPranked1: Really? Seriously?!! You are a dumbass. Think about how much
fuel was on those planes. The steel made to build the towers could not hand the heat
produced by that much fuel igniting. There were no bombs you dumbass!!! Al Qaida
had/has it out for the US. They wanted to kill as many innocents as they could that day.
I'm a conspiracy theorist, but not about this. Duranie225 2 weeks ago GSeward 2 weeks
ago Regarding the whole mosque issue, I'm alright with a mosque in new york..just not at
ground zero. If the mosque was moved even a mile away from ground zero I think most
people would be cool about it...but right at ground zero, I don't think thats a good idea..I
know the president is preaching tolerance and what not, but c'mon prez, use your
judgment here...a mosque right at ground zero is not a good idea...i know muslims have
the right to build a mosque there, but it doesn't mean its a good idea GSeward 2 weeks ago
Duranie225 2 weeks ago Comment removed SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 97,767 – 106,703 - Iraqi Civilians killed which
include thousands of children in an Illegal war by the US. SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago
Kaos582 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth Sources. Now. Kaos582 2 weeks ago
SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 search - Iraq Body Count on google. SatiricalTruth
2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth Read closer, IRAQ BODY COUNT.
Not CONFIRMED CIVILIAN DEATHS FROM US MILITARY CAUSES. Yes, there
is collateral damage, it is very unfortunate, mistakes happen and are paid for. But the US
doesn't go "LETS KEEL ALL DEM TURRIBLE I-RAKEEZ!". The IBC includes
terrorist involvement, collateral damage, simple crime and violence, ect. Now, what other
points do you have? Kaos582 2 weeks ago SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 so that
makes it ok? 100 thousand civilians killed including thousands of innocent children for a
war that was illegal. You are one sick dude. SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks
ago @SatiricalTruth OH MY GOD. YOU ARE BEYOND IGNORANT. SUICIDE
BOMBINGS, SHOOTINGS, BASIC VIOLENCE AND CRIME. NOT COMMITTED
BY US MILITARY PERSONNEL WITH ORDERS. The war is not the cause, its the
terrorist group that we FIGHT. THE TERRORIST GROUP IS AL QUEDA, THEY
TARGET THOSE LIKE WOMEN VOTERS, OR JUST THOSE LIVING THE
DEMOCRATIC LIFE. ITS LIKE AL CAPONAGE IN CHICAGO. WE DIDNT
START THE WAR, THEY HIT US AFTER WE OVERTHREW THE HATED
SADDAM HUSSEIN TO IRAQI JUDGEMENT. Kaos582 2 weeks ago SatiricalTruth 2
weeks ago @Kaos582 lol you are a gigantic moron and ignorant fool. The US is the
biggest and the most dangerous terrorists in the world. Your government is using you as
pawns for their profit gain. SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
@SatiricalTruth And what country are you from pray tell? TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks
ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth I am an soon to be 14 year old US citizen
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living in South Dakota, Rapid City. Im not government voo-doo-hoo-doo FBI-CIA agent
behind some high tech computer. The US does not gain money out of killing terrorists.
They use Tax payer money to give weapons to not only its soldiers but to other
country's growing armies such as the Iraqi government. They also use it to fix structures
and take care of stuff like the Gulf spill. It doesn't go to "EVIL BANKER
CORPORATIONS" Lmfao, idiot. Kaos582 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
@Kaos582 He really is isn't he... TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2
weeks ago @SatiricalTruth Statistics please? TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi search - Iraq Body Count.
SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth Bullshit.
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi did
you search it? The numbers are all in that site. 97,800 - 106,738 Iraqi civilians killed.
Thousand were children. SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
@SatiricalTruth Answer my question turd. What country do you live in. The stats you
quote are bullshit. Fabricated by the same fuckheads who claim this was an inside job.
WHAT COUNTRY ARE YOU FROM???? Answer the question. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2
weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi Oh fuck, I just payed more
attention, and it looks like it just blames america seeing that stealth bomber. FUCK! God
damnit SatricalTruth, just go fuck yourself, your not going to make a fucking book to rob
off people's money. Just die. Kaos582 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
@Kaos582 He is one of those types you hope commits suicide before he breeds his
ignorance further. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago @Kaos582
and for the record Iraq had nothing to do with 9/11. It was the US government that
attacked its own people for profit for these scheming elite bankers. SatiricalTruth 2
weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth Iraq wasn't involved. IT WAS AL
QUEDA. DO YOU KNOW WHAT AL QUEDA IS? GO FUCKING LOOK IT UP
AND EXPLAIN IT TO ME. Kaos582 2 weeks ago SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago
@Kaos582 you are a complete idiot. Therefore there was no reason for the US
government to attack Iraq. Nothing whatsoever. It was a war crime. SatiricalTruth 2
weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth the reason we attacked Iraq was
because there was an evil Hitler-like Dictator in power that needed to be hanged. It was
called Iraqi Freedom jpeterson42 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
@jpeterson42 Not to mention the fact that he had openly threatened the United States
and had slaughtered his own civilians (enough of a reason to assume he posed a deadly
threat) TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago @jpeterson42 that's
nonsense. The US government gave this false pretense about WMD's and also had that as
a excuse to justify the illegal war. Which in fact resulted in no WMD's, killing 100
thousands of innocent Iraqi civilians including children. And profiteering for some of the
elite rich in the US. It was all for money, bloody oil money. Look up Haliburton and
Cheney SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth
What country???? TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago
@SatiricalTruth YOUR NONSENSE. Take back your shit you terrorist supporting
conspiracy theorist fuck. Your trying to confuse american minds against their own
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government, where they buy your books and give you money, to try to erase america.
Fuck off you dipshit with your shit facts made by the same idiots like you. Kaos582 2
weeks ago SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 lol you are blinded by your own
patriotism. US government hands is not as clean of blood as you believe. They are
involved in many horrific deceptive events in the past 100 years. You are just a pawn for
these elite rich to get richer. SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
@SatiricalTruth Are you going to answer my question shit head? What country are your
from? I figure you're some dumbfuck kid living in some spineless country like France...
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi lol when
the truth comes out ur going to be fucked along with ur whole country hahahahahah.
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Quit being a sore loser.
Both of the World Wars are over. Germany is a little relevant again and you get a cocky
attitude. Go drive your Volkswagen made of sausage and crash on the Hitler-made
autobahn. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @jpeterson42 i am not
actually from germany but i am living there right now. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 where are you from. I would guess Great Britain
or somewhere from your username. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
@jpeterson42 yep but i work in germany. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks
ago @UKsniper4 You seem semi intelligent as opposed to some others here. Just put
yourself in the shoes of all Americans that witnessed this day. If you were told it was all
bullshit and that your government did it, how would that make you feel? Very unsafe. I
don't believe the conspiracy but even if I did I would have no choice but to trust my
government. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4
Hey, last I checked, we still have a military presence on your soil. How's the working out
for you? TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi
hahahhaha those pictures of the hijackers are actually people who the americans have
murdered in the middle east. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 HEARSAY! jpeterson42 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4
GIVE ME SOURCES! EXPLAIN AL QUEDA, EX-FUCKING-PLAIN WHO IS
SADDAM HUSSEIN. LEARN HANS!! LEARN LIKE HERR EINSTEIN DID!
Kaos582 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 why don't you ask the CIA
that they know the truth. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
@Kaos582 UKsniper4 is just some fucking little bitch troll who likely is crippled from
syphilis like his hero Hitler was. We probably need to ignore him and hope he commits
suicide from the lack of attention. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks
ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi ahahahhahahaha its funny because americans don't like to here
the truth. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @TheWitchOvAgnesi dude you read my comments? I said
im american. SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth
LOL, You're not an american. You're a fucking spoiled rich kid joke of a fucking loser.
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth ok if the Us
Government has been involved in so many other events then go somewhere else and
unload your garbage. Also pick up an English grammar book you imbecile. jpeterson42 2
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weeks ago SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago @jpeterson42 sorry im conversing with several
people on here. No real time to check out if grammar is absolutely correct. As long as you
understand the gist of what im saying than that's all that matters. SatiricalTruth 2 weeks
ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@SatiricalTruth SatiricalTruth 5 minutes ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi the numbers are from
solid sources. Did you look it up? It's all there plane to see. And im american, but im not
a sheep like you and believe that the US government has done no wrong. Now you say
the US government is evil? What the fuck. Im done talking to hypocrite elmo. Your
argument fails. Kaos582 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @Kaos582
Thanks! He's just one of these elitist rich kids who likely lives in the NW and turns up at
the local anarchist rallies wearing a $50 balaclava so he can act tough. TheWitchOvAgnesi
2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth go back to your solar powered hut
you radical liberal fuck. You said nothing about my post. We were wrong about weapons
but that doesn't mean Saddam was a pleasant person that deserved to live. Innocent
people day everyday and you are complaining about the innocent civilians in Iraq that
were burning American flags and such...what about the innocent lives in New York
asshole! jpeterson42 2 weeks ago evaliaro 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth you're so damn
right. evaliaro 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @evaliaro Hhaha haha hah
ROMANIA!!!!!!!! Hah ah ahhahah Do you guys even have internet connections there?
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago evaliaro 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi
[sarcasm]no, we actually don't have, we live in the trees, 'cause you see, we haven't yet
discovered the fire.[/sarcasm] evaliaro 2 weeks ago evaliaro 2 weeks ago @jpeterson42
gimme a fucking break. you kill people in the name of freedom and then you come and
seek compassion for what happened on 9/11? yeah, the victims from 9/11 were innocent,
but so where the civilians from hiroshima, and yet the us army killed them and said it was
for the best. if someone would have thrown the atomic bomb in one of your cities in the
world war II, you would have said it is an atrocity. double standards much? evaliaro 2
weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @evaliaro Hiroshima was in retaliation for the insane
events at Pearl Harbor. Japan deserved to have a message sent to them that they made a
mistake by sending a diplomat to DC to talk about peace to mask their attack on Pearl
Harbor. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @evaliaro Maybe if
teh Japanese hadn't decided to attack us on our soil.... durrrrrrr Might want to study
history before you open your piehole. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago evaliaro 2 weeks
ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi i studied history, thank you very much. the fact that you've
been attacked to your own soil does not give you the right to kill innocent people. and
should i remind you about what you've done in vietnam in the name of freedom? as long
as you're the ones that attack, everything is justified, but as long as someone attacks you,
it's an atrocity. your double standards make me sick. evaliaro 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2
weeks ago @evaliaro Tell me your source officially claiming that 9/11 was completed
under US control? Note: It cannot be Code pink related, or made by some fucktard like
you. Kaos582 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @evaliaro Again...
protecting our interests. But you might want to blame the ones who started everything
first. That's the problem with all of this US-hating in the world. You're quick to forget
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about the 19 terrorists in the plane and bin Laden, and ready to condemn the big bad US.
Bush was a libertarian-leaning, non-interventionist republican when he was elected. Think
about that for awhile... TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @evaliaro
Japan attacked america first. Japan also attacked other countries around it. My Korean
great grandmother was forced into sex labor under the Japanese imperalist government.
She was shot and killed when trying to escape. Japan also shot civilians, burning villages
and such, and had this mass cultural destruction policy. They committed many war
crimes. Their civillians, at the near end of the war, were starving to death and dieing of
disease. Kaos582 2 weeks ago evaliaro 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 so you came and burned
to death their civilians. cool. sorry, but that's NOT an excuse. evaliaro 2 weeks ago
Kaos582 2 weeks ago @evaliaro Wh.. What? We entered vietnam to try to make sure that
it wouldn't be a communist nation. The USSR was already eating up other countries. Viet
Cong won the war, but the country was divided, soon North Vietnam broke down
because the communist theory doesn't work, then vietnam became democratic. Kaos582 2
weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 lol what a disaster that turned out to be.
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Hoi boyo, whos saddam
hussein. Im still wait-in fo mah ansah. Kaos582 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
@Kaos582 why do u ask me when you know the answer your a typical yank who cant
face the truth. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Why cant
you answer me, because saddam hussein is the key point in the arguement. If you don't
know the beginning of the argument you present, you are debating about self made lala
land facts. Then, it is even more official. Your. Argument. Fails. Kaos582 2 weeks ago
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 fuck u ur blind. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2
weeks ago @UKsniper4 U dont even know who saddam hussein is. You aint got no
points, nor pancake mix. Kaos582 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @Kaos582
YOU AINT GOT NO PANCAKE MIIIIX! jpeterson42 2 weeks ago
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @jpeterson42 Prolly no syrup either for that matter.
TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 everyone but
americans know who he is. he is a CIA agent. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks
ago @UKsniper4 EVERYFUCKINGBODY IS A CIA AGENT. YOUR A CIA AGENT
IMA CIA AGENT, THEWITCHOVAGNESI IS A CIA AGENT! ITS A CIA AGENT
WORLD!! Are you happy now little sniper? Kaos582 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks
ago @Kaos582 hahhahahhahaha yes hahahahahahahhahahhahhahhahaha-ha UKsniper4 2
weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 yes you admit it hahahahahahhaha
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 And your a CIA agent too!
We all are in the CIA office building right now! Lets do CIA agent sniper things! Okay
Agent gayfuck from the Mi6, lets go! Kaos582 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago
@Kaos582 hahaahahhahahah cool i have always wanted to be a CIA agent. now i can get
the truth out. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Here is
how I feel. Bush may have wanted to invade Iraq for oil, revenge or whatever...I don't
know. Buuut, the US government did not have anything to do with the attacks. Bush
might have seen this incident as a time to go to war with Iraq simply because Americans
were extremely vulnerable and felt weak at this time, and would back a war initially.
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jpeterson42 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @jpeterson42 no because when
americans realised that invading afghanistan made people think they were evil so they
invaded iraq to make them look good knowing they didn't have weapons of mass
destruction. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4
Ignorant fuck. The WORLD backed the US invasion of Afghanistan. Except for a few
spineless nations like France and Germany.... TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago @TheWitchOvAgnesi hahahahahah you lost vietnam.
UKsniper4 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 yeah thats really
funny...you are twisted. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 No, actually, we didn't. We pulled out with the change of the presidency .
This opened the field for the communist onslaught. Maybe you should get off YouTube
and pick up a history book. An accurate and factual one not written by Code Pink or
Goebbels. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago
@jpeterson42 Down start down that slippery slope. We haven't profited one iota from
this war. No oil. TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago jpeterson42 2 weeks ago
@TheWitchOvAgnesi I know that. I meant I don't know for certain what his initial
motives were for sure. But once you start a war you cannot stop until the job is done.
Otherwise all your losses and the innocent lives (who didn't need to die) would have died
for nothing. jpeterson42 2 weeks ago UKsniper4 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @Kaos582 why do u ask me when you know the answer
your a typical yank who cant face the truth. UKsniper4 2 weeks ago evaliaro 2 weeks ago
@Kaos582 yeah, but what you did was still a murder. as i said before, you cannot bring
peace with weapons. try to understand that. i blame this whole war shit, not only what
your country did, but it's disturbing to see that you try to find excuses for the war crimes
you committed. and believe me, I KNOW that communism theory does not work. i live in
romania, remember? evaliaro 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @evaliaro We would've
gladly worked with the USSR with the rest of the world to have peace. But Stalin had
plans for world domination, and he wanted us, the current threat with an atomic bomb,
out. He blocked us, started eating independent countries, and we wouldn't have any of
that. We tried peace talks before, but they didn't work with USSR world domination.
Kaos582 2 weeks ago norpollo 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth humm so many theories
humm only god know truth norpollo 2 weeks ago evaliaro 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @SatiricalTruth "97,767 – 106,703 - Iraqi
Civilians killed which include thousands of children in an Illegal war by the US. " - and his
message was flagged as spam. what's the matter, you americans cannot stand the
TRUTH? evaliaro 2 weeks ago TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago @evaliaro And what
country do you live in? TheWitchOvAgnesi 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @evaliaro
MAYBE, THAT TRUTH IS FUCKING RETARDED AND MADE BY THE SAME
CONSPIRACY THEORISTS HE IS. IT ONLY BLAMES THE US BUT NOT THE AL
QUEDA MEMBERS SUICIDE BOMBING AND SHOOTING UP PLACES? THATS
PRETTY IGNORANT TO ME. Kaos582 2 weeks ago DRAGANKI 2 weeks ago what
ask you when purchasing airline ticket to America? For which floor. hahhahahhahhahahah
DRAGANKI 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @DRAGANKI What uneducated
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dumbfuck who has no compassion or honor am I replying to? Kaos582 2 weeks ago
DRAGANKI 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 This is the work of your government. An excuse
to start a new war. DRAGANKI 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @DRAGANKI
Hurr, governmant want oil and sturfs. Yur hurhurhur. I so smart, buy my book. Fucking
seriously? Are you serious right now? You disillusioned idiots think the American
government, would send agents to board a passenger airliner, and take thousands of
civilians with them to the afterlife? Then why are we hunting Osama bin ladin? This isn't
the only terrorist attack. Osama bin ladin has bombed many other areas too... The
GLOBAL war on TERROR. Do your official research. Kaos582 2 weeks ago
shadowuser74 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 dont waist ur time on him its pointless lol read
my past posts and ull see the conclusions iv come to with a bit of kittys help
shadowuser74 2 weeks ago Sienify 2 weeks ago HAHHAHAHHAA, THEY SHOULD
KILL MORE STUPID AMERICANS 1!!!1111 Sienify 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks
ago @Sienify Yeah, they should throw you back in time, where you would be on the
airliner, so you could kill one more or too, if your not screaming for your life you coward.
Kaos582 2 weeks ago xXCRZYBANCHEEXx 2 weeks ago If they wanted to make kaos
they would have hit the white house and Canada is safer this proves it
xXCRZYBANCHEEXx 2 weeks ago martywhitevan 2 weeks ago At 22 minutes mark of
vid..i could deal without the middle east sympathy comment and nagasaki reference..this
is america!..and if you dont like it get the f out! martywhitevan 2 weeks ago
daggett588525 2 weeks ago @bgoreoify My prayers are with you. I lost 3 of the best
friends I could ever have that day. daggett588525 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago Im
ashamed of all you conspiracy theorists. People died, nothing else or less. You obviously
don't know that metal melts, and fire spreads. Especially when there are gas and
electricity lines. The steel structure melted to the point where it couldn't cope with the
weight of the building. The building then had gravity pull it down. Killing all of the
people trapped or still inside. I hate to admit it but it was a smart plan for killing. Stop
sounding like a god, your not cool. Honor these victims Kaos582 2 weeks ago
shadowuser74 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 i am a scientist nothing more nor am i a
conspirator im just resurching what happened and trying to crack a code for how they
planed this and for later refrence to a model im trying to make shadowuser74 2 weeks ago
Kaos582 2 weeks ago @shadowuser74 Its not rocket science man. Back then security
wasn't so tight, in fact un-xrayed people could enter the cockpit for a tour kind of thing. I
remember doing so too. There were no rows of tight security ect. Terrorists walked into
the cockpit, killed the pilots, scared the people with box cutters, and crashed into the part
of the building where enough weight of the cut off top would crush the structure beneath
it. Kaos582 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 i know but theres
somthing off.....at sector 7-17 theres somthing there.... and as the second plane hits ull see
it swirved right into postion to make a 3.67 arc casing it to travle up and make an
explosion hit outward higher than where it hit by 18 floors and i know security sucked
still does a bit shadowuser74 2 weeks ago Renderdge 2 weeks ago @shadowuser74 i knoe
what happened Renderdge 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks ago 9 @Renderdge
everyone knows what happened they killed americans used our planes against us what im
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looking at is the structures and a way to prevent said thing from happening again
shadowuser74 2 weeks ago 9 Kaos582 2 weeks ago @shadowuser74 It already is
prevented. There is no tighter democratic security than America's that I can think of.
Simple items can be many weapons. Rows of X-ray searches to even open-your-bag-andshow-everyth-ing-in-there searches. Even cavity searches. Pilots undergo a HEAVY
background check and in-plane flight marshals are present with weapons. Where they too
undergo a heavy background check. US airspace is monitored 24/7. I don't think we'll have
another 9/11 for a while. Kaos582 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks ago @Kaos582
another thing im looking at is flight 93 and its destination as well as why the explosion
backdrafted before making the cloud like most explosive decompresions do and that odd
silver craft shadowuser74 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @shadowuser74 when the
bulidng collapses, what happens to all the air stored inside? It pushes the dust and debris
everywhere, where in this case, it pushed it up where it fed a stream of dust into the sky.
Kaos582 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks ago @Kaos582 what im saying tho is that
instead of slightly mushrooming from the fore impack it backdrafted andexploded behind
the entry point maybe sonic velositys....? shadowuser74 2 weeks ago mattm172 2 weeks
ago @shadowuser74 prove to me those planes were empty, cant do it can you, people
had family members on those two flight thats a fact mattm172 2 weeks ago realist139 2
weeks ago The result of helping the "god`s people" in Afganistan. Foundamentalism is
much, much worse than communism - this is the proof. realist139 2 weeks ago
Kittygato19 2 weeks ago @shadowuser74 the building had 110 floors. Kittygato19 2
weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks ago @Kittygato19 no not that its very tiny.... and its
in the air before the plane hits it looks like a fighter almost but a lot smaller that and its
very fast because the second the plane hit it soomed straight out of the then arced slightly
shadowuser74 2 weeks ago Kittygato19 2 weeks ago @shadowuser74 it could be a
fighter. im not sure. Kittygato19 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @Kittygato19 A
fucking US Air Force fighter jet? They wouldn't even be able to enter american airspace
with a cold war era MiG! Its a jumbo jet loaded with fuel entering a skyscraper with
electricity lines and gas pipes. Fucking christ. Kaos582 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2
weeks ago @Kaos582 nonono not like that kaos what kitty is stating is that off to the
side theres a very small and light aircraft that speeds by durring the first crash into the
first tower shadowuser74 2 weeks ago Kittygato19 2 weeks ago @shadowuser74 thank
you shadow. Kittygato19 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks ago @Kittygato19 of
corse my friend send me a friend invit to if ud like im going to bed after i finish writing
my notes tomarrow i will edit my program and see what this might be shadowuser74 2
weeks ago Kittygato19 2 weeks ago @shadowuser74 i will. then i am off to bed. if you
need help with anything just let me know. and goodluck with what you are doing.
goodnight and goodbye for now Kittygato19 2 weeks ago Kittygato19 2 weeks ago
@Kaos582 im not talking about the planes that hit the towers. if you watch theories and
bizarre events on 9/11, after an impact, you can see a small, silver plane-like object on the
right. im referring to that. and you don't have to be so rude when you didn't even know
what i was referring to. Kittygato19 2 weeks ago Kaos582 2 weeks ago @Kittygato19
Where. Give me a video please. And unedited raw video. Kaos582 2 weeks ago
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Kittygato19 2 weeks ago 2 @shadowuser74 as the building collapses, it acts like an
acordian. as the top layers fall, air is compressed between the base and the falling floors
above. the air needs somewhere to go so it explodes out the windows even before the
falling floors reach where the exposion happens. that is whats flying out. what you see is
probably glass gleaming from the sun. idk this is just my opinion. Kittygato19 2 weeks
ago 2 TheTobyKing 2 weeks ago every1 complains that us soldiers kill afganistani
civilians and collect thier fingers, and theyre could get a death sentence but it only fucking
serves those terrorists right! they killed 3000 civilians that day!! TheTobyKing 2 weeks
ago ltpierce1 2 weeks ago 7:30 look a person is falling ltpierce1 2 weeks ago Eball06 2
weeks ago @ladiezman89 Then you should start working on finding those people.
Eball06 2 weeks ago Eball06 2 weeks ago @ladiezman89 A plane with thousands of
pounds of jet fuel is a freaking missile dude. Eball06 2 weeks ago leefernz 2 weeks ago get
hell, to those who were happy on what happened at that time.... leefernz 2 weeks ago
shadowuser74 2 weeks ago @Kittygato19 as us ee the object exiting the building ull get a
glimps of a plane in the air for a split second freeze and zoom in on it tell me what u see
shadowuser74 2 weeks ago navarrotrout 2 weeks ago @motherfuckeeeer Burn in hell you
dirty pig! navarrotrout 2 weeks ago navarrotrout 2 weeks ago @NinnaDiana it's said that
they will rebuild... navarrotrout 2 weeks ago 21usarmy21 2 weeks ago NEW YORK I
LOVE YOU IM NOT EVEN FROM THERE AND I CRY WHEN I SEE THIS AND IT
MAKES ME PROUD TO HAVE SERVED MY COUNTRY TO TAKE REVENGE
FROM ALL MY BROTHERS AND MY SISTERS WHO DIED THAT DAY I LOVE
YOU AMERICA 21usarmy21 2 weeks ago Prev 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Next Reply Block
User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders &
Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety
mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist
Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to
active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue
Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel
Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001
Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond to this
video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All
Comments (47,032) Loco330 2 weeks ago so many people died and all you people do is
try to prove each other wrong? RIP all the victims of this terrorist attack. Those who
celebrated and burned our flag when this happened should get exterminated. Loco330 2
weeks ago NinnaDiana 2 weeks ago Oh my God, I can't stop crying.. :( People's are not
fallt for a states fighting!!! I can not explain how I feel! I'm not from NY, did they build
another WTC? NinnaDiana 2 weeks ago TheMegafunhouse 2 weeks ago @NinnaDiana
no its called ground zero they want to keep it that way for people to remember
TheMegafunhouse 2 weeks ago ConzoKing 2 weeks ago I bet bin lardin is sitting in his
fucking chair clapping his hands saying again again!!!!! ConzoKing 2 weeks ago
navarrotrout 2 weeks ago This was no conspiracy, it was a terrorist attack. The
explosions were probably left over fuel. I will not sleep until Bin Laden is hung by court
order, or killed. He deserves to suffer. Bless the victims, survivors, and their families, and
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America. navarrotrout 2 weeks ago motherfuckeeeer 2 weeks ago Comment removed
PharaohDaniyal 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Happy Nine Eleven everyone! PharaohDaniyal 2 weeks ago bgoreoify 2 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam my fiance died on 9 11 thanks bgoreoify
2 weeks ago SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam 97,767 – 106,703 - Iraqi Civilians killed in an Illegal war by the US. SatiricalTruth 2
weeks ago navarrotrout 2 weeks ago This is no conspiracy, it's a terrorist attack. There's
no way this was an inside job, the plane's gas tanks exploded. I won't sleep until Bin
Laden is hung by court order or killed. And he should burn in hell for all he has killed, no
murdered! Bless the victims, their family, and America. navarrotrout 2 weeks ago
motherfuckeeeer 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam only
idiots believe in terrorist atack. And Pentagon? HAHAHAHAHA, where is the plane????
Fuck America, they are terrorists!!!!! motherfuckeeeer 2 weeks ago DeathSlayer2 2
weeks ago Really eerie with the this old man song in the background. DeathSlayer2 2
weeks ago motherfuckeeeer 2 weeks ago Comment removed Inuyashasosailormoon 2
weeks ago @motherfuckeeeer >.> Racist. Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago Jm44nu3l 2
weeks ago recuerdo ese dia como si fuese ayer... Jm44nu3l 2 weeks ago ladiezman89 2
weeks ago Comment removed CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @ladiezman89 it was
debris remember a fucking plane hit it CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago vadetta0601 2
weeks ago FUCKING tetorist vadetta0601 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks
ago @vadetta0601 terrorist CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago musiclover2161 2 weeks
ago wow! musiclover2161 2 weeks ago ladiezman89 2 weeks ago 25 This has been flagged
as spam
show hide Not Spam 7:49 SOME ONE EXPLAIN TO ME THOSE
EXPLOSIONS!! 911 WAS AN INSIDE JOB PEOPLE PLEASE WAKE UPP!!
ladiezman89 2 weeks ago 25 CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago 4 we need to stop
arguing we are all entitled to our opinion im sorry for coming about everything the way i
did but on all days we choose today to argue lets just stop and pray for those lost or
those who lost someone CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago 4 dracoissexi 2 weeks ago
@CrankedandPranked101 I apologize for my behavior. 4 comments was a little overkill
and I was out of line. dracoissexi 2 weeks ago ladiezman89 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 07:52 look at the explosions. Someone explain that
to me 9/11 was an inside job!!! Wake up people!! PLEASE!!! ladiezman89 2 weeks ago
ladiezman89 2 weeks ago 7:52 look at the explosions. Someone explain that to me 9/11
was an inside job!!! Wake up people!! PLEASE!!! ladiezman89 2 weeks ago
911theinsidejob 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@ladiezman89 What do you want to know about? 911theinsidejob 2 weeks ago
CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @ladiezman89 that was paper falling
CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @ladiezman89
that was paper falling or it was debris CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago dvdvoorhees
2 weeks ago i dislike this video not because of the video of itself but because of what
happens in the video dvdvoorhees 2 weeks ago hooliganzXrock 2 weeks ago i remember
that day i was only 5. i was pulled out of school, and all i knew was that my daddy was
in new york for work. he come a few weeks later with scarss. ._. hooliganzXrock 2 weeks
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ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam okay i get it yeah the islamic people can burn our flag and burn our bibles on tv but
we so much as mention it and whoa we broke the fucking law shut the fuck up you sick
disgusting muslims i hope you all die the way our citizens of america died on september
11th 2001 CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago crashcraigr 2 weeks ago
CrankedandPranke... Again I'm just going by physics. I use to work for a steel company.
It took 3 days to heat up the cookers to mould the steel... the fire at the top of the towers
and the fireball down the elevator shaft could not have compromised any of the structure.
There is now way 70 floors went into a free fall due to a fire ball down the elevator shaft,
or the weight of 15 plus floors above it. Only explosives could have created this free fall.
crashcraigr 2 weeks ago dracoissexi 2 weeks ago Part 4 As easy as it would be for the
government to tamper with images, the same can be said for about one out of every 3
geeks without lives and with time to waste. God bless America and may be grateful for
the freedoms we enjoy everyday. Bless the families who lost husbands, fathers, mothers,
and wives in the tragedy of 9/11. And may we never forget. Just kidding, 4 parts.
dracoissexi 2 weeks ago heavymetalsuperman 2 weeks ago america must rise up and
expose this fake religion of islam, nothing but cowards hiding behind this religion, they
still think this is the 7th century, come out in the open and fight, oh yeah I forgot,
cowards hiding amongst their civilians women and children, heavymetalsuperman 2 weeks
ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam GOD BLESS AMERICA CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago dracoissexi 2 weeks
ago Part 3 They may fight for us but they do answer to the government. I refuse to
believe that the government did this. I don't care who tells me otherwise or how much
"physical proof" there is. I love my country and I dearly wish to believe that we are the
country we need to be. The nation that our founding fathers wanted us to be. We still are!
Friends of mine, are out to prove to me that someone other than terrorists were
responsible for this tragedy. Particularly our own government. dracoissexi 2 weeks ago
dracoissexi 2 weeks ago Part 2 I don't care how many conspiracy movies you show me
that show "proof" that the government was involved and you can try all you want to
make me believe that this was an inside job but I will refuse to believe. This tragedy does
not deserve that. Those people whose lives were lost do not deserve that. Is that what
you want to believe? That those people died for nothing? That the people that serve in
our military are lead by murderers? dracoissexi 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
@dracoissexi Those people who died for all u religous believers that think they are
watching. Wouldnt u want to get the truth that they are hiding. Wouldnt u. Cuz i am sure
If the ones that died that day could talk they more then half would say " I died too an
internal explosion inside the tower, and I wana know why" ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
dracoissexi 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo Are you miserable? Is that why you insist on
seeing conspiracy in tragedy? So that it'll make you feel better? Make you feel stronger?
dracoissexi 2 weeks ago dracoissexi 2 weeks ago Ready for 5 consecutive comments?
Part1 Do you know what I hate? Do you know what I hate more than anything in the
world? I hate people that take every bad thing that happens in this nation and blames it
on the government. Yeah, they can be rather stupid sometimes and yeah some things
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really are their fault. But I refuse to believe that they would ever do something as tragic as
this on purpose. You may call me naive and foolish, but I will never doubt and I will
never forget September 11, 2001. dracoissexi 2 weeks ago icecreampale 2 weeks ago If I
was a person who was killed in the september 11th attack id be pretty pissed that theirs
people arguing and raging over youtube about what they think happened and cant keep it
too themselfs and just take a moment to reflect.. some people sicken me icecreampale 2
weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago I WANNA CHEW ON HER
TOENAILS FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks ago to all of
you it has happened and the targets have be identifyed. we are america! today we
shouldnt argue we should pray and thank those men and wemon who died that day being
the heros they were! shadowuser74 2 weeks ago crashcraigr 2 weeks ago Cranked
andPranke.... Once again, you are referring to the pancake theory. But sorry It's
impossible for 70 plus floors to collapse on themselves in 10 seconds. It's a nice feel good
phase to refer to "structural integrity" but it doesn't change the facts. There is no way 70
plus untouched floors were pulverized by 15 plus floors above them. It's impossible. The
two towers and building 7 were not sent into a free fall because of 2 planes. Only
explosives could have created that scenario. crashcraigr 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks
ago @crashcraigr I like you already :D ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2
weeks ago @crashcraigr the impact sent fire balls down the elevator shafts and also think
about it if all that pressure was on top of the building then it would of caused it to do
what it did CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
@CrankedandPranked101 There where no fires on the lower floors. Also the elevator
shafts where air tight there would not have been enough oxygen for a fireball to make it
over 1000ft down and weaken everything scientifically impossible ReaganDoo 2 weeks
ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo The planes caused the buildings to
collapse CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
@CrankedandPranked101 LIES. lol ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago iMike360 2 weeks ago This
is one of the most powerful videos I've ever watched, thank you for sharing. iMike360 2
weeks ago Wierdbutawsome 2 weeks ago Everyone just stop you need to except the
people you on youtube have different opinions than you lets just all pray or whatever ou
do that those people went to a ood place and that their families are alrite.
Wierdbutawsome 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago I guess i do. lol I am not arrogant i
just hate how people rage ha ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago I have never
spent this much time debating on YT lol oh well a4d2d0 2 weeks ago LastlyMore 2
weeks ago fake LastlyMore 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @LastlyMore ur ass
is fake. smileybug14 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks ago that place was built to take
a hit from a commercal airliner for one dumb asses 2 it was on a flight path so when the
first plane hit we thought it was an accident then the second hit and we knew it was a
terrorist attack when the fuel combusted it was enought to shatter thru the main support
pillers in the arc and aft centers which cased it to soon fall and collaps into its self note as
the second plane hits it turns slightly to right its self so it hits the right aft section
shadowuser74 2 weeks ago Kittygato19 2 weeks ago @shadowuser74 you are right about
that. the fire made the impact zones about 50% weaker which caused the towers to
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collapse. it couldn't take the weight above the impact zone. Kittygato19 2 weeks ago
shadowuser74 2 weeks ago @Kittygato19 ty for relizing this i have spent this day
reserching this and came to structural identitys shadowuser74 2 weeks ago Kittygato19 2
weeks ago @shadowuser74 welcome. i've been watching the documentaries all day and
figured it out from that. it's amazing how it took about ten years to build the wtc and it
took a matter of seconds for them to come crashing down. it's so scary though
Kittygato19 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks ago @Kittygato19 some how they
knew what structures to hit and no its not a pancake theory its just that we didnt caculate
that the fuel would combust into micro bursts shadowuser74 2 weeks ago Kittygato19 2
weeks ago @shadowuser74 and that's what's so scary. they knew exactly what to do,
where to hit the towers. Kittygato19 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks ago
@Kittygato19 indeed my thoughts on this is from an odd message i got for wingadings
writing it had a bunch of numbers and letters and it said to use wingading on it showing
the whole plan for 9 11 on it i was all like holy $ht and started to look into things a bit
shadowuser74 2 weeks ago Kittygato19 2 weeks ago @shadowuser74 oh wow. and you
just came across this from researching? Kittygato19 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks
ago @Kittygato19 yes its strange but its inspiring and im contuing to look into it
shadowuser74 2 weeks ago Kittygato19 2 weeks ago @shadowuser74 it's not strange at
all. we are all curious and seek answers. it's only natural. that wingdings thing is weird. i
saw the symbols. freaky!!!!! Anyway...glad you're continuing to look into it.
Kittygato19 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks ago @Kittygato19 iv found that there
was a second micro burst in the first building watching the vid from a diff angle 3 storys
up shadowuser74 2 weeks ago Kittygato19 2 weeks ago @shadowuser74 oh wow. i'm
watching a documentary on 9/11 right now. it's talking about the planes that crashed into
the towers. Kittygato19 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks ago @Kittygato19
wow.....kitty when that second burst hit it might of had the power to damage the fore arc
after the building was burning down causing it to finnaly cave but i might be wrong and
the burst might not be what it is shadowuser74 2 weeks ago Kittygato19 2 weeks ago
@shadowuser74 what video are you watching? i want to see what you are talking about.
please and thank you Kittygato19 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks ago @Kittygato19
watch video theories and bizzare events on 9/11 for the first plane to hit and look at the
first 6.72 seconds watch the first explosion to come from the building and pause it
shadowuser74 2 weeks ago Kittygato19 2 weeks ago @shadowuser74 i came across that
earlier. didn't get a chance to watch it. was watching documentaries all day.
anyway...thanks again Kittygato19 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks ago
@Kittygato19 as u watch it ull see somthing leavign the buildings vector and flyings off
and burning out but then rewind it and watch how it shows 4 sections being taken out
from the plane before it explodes and then causing the backdraft for that backdraft to be
there before the blast exits the building there must have been a presure build up anyone
know the altitude for the building? shadowuser74 2 weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700
2 weeks ago I WANT TO SMELL HER FEET FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago
Kittygato19 2 weeks ago 7 I remember. I won't ever forget. I still remember where I was
and what I was doing at the time. What happened on 9/11/01 will never be forgotten. It
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has brought us all together and has made us all stronger. Though all of the hurt and
devastation we went through that day, we still prevailed. Those who perished on 9/11
won't be forgotten!!!!!! Kittygato19 2 weeks ago 7 crashcraigr 2 weeks ago This is not
about Loose Change. Look for your own eyes. 70 plus floors were pulverized by 15
floors above them. Only explosive devices could have created a 10 second free fall for 3
buildings. There is no way 2 planes could have created this chain reaction. It's physics.
crashcraigr 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @crashcraigr well lets see
the planes weakened the support and with gravity working its magic and also burning
metal lets put two and two together also the collapse of one tower while the other was
still standing severely damaged the building more CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago
CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago This day is the worst day in American history. God
bless america CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago UPASR 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Allāhu Akbar! Allāhu Akbar! Allāhu Akbar!
Allāhu Akbar! Allāhu Akbar! Allāhu Akbar! UPASR 2 weeks ago DevonMonkey2493 2
weeks ago so sad DevonMonkey2493 2 weeks ago jooel510 2 weeks ago what's that
white point in the right, in the minute 11:54 jooel510 2 weeks ago
CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @jooel510 its a news helicopter
CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago LastlyMore 2 weeks ago This is quite a hoax.
LastlyMore 2 weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago I WANT TO LICK
AND SUCK HER TOES FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks
ago @FRANKMANNACO700 i want to chop your dick AND your tongue off.
smileybug14 2 weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 I
WANT TO LICK HER TOENAILS, THEN CHEW ON THEM SO I CAN EAT THE
DUST OF HER TOENAILS FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2
weeks ago @FRANKMANNACO700 i want to chop ur dick off, then slice ur tongue off
with a knife so i can use it to wipe the shit off ur penis, and sell it to the store and make
money. smileybug14 2 weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago @smileybug14
I WANT TO KISS AND LICK HER TOES FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago
8uddh8 2 weeks ago Imagine U or UR FAMILY was there. dont be happy, hey u bad
people 8uddh8 2 weeks ago TIRADORLAZER 2 weeks ago la libertad economica se
confundio con la etica protestante, los resultados de la ambición genero una batalla mas en
contra de la humanidad, dejen en paz a los paises en vias de de desarrollo y estos sucesos
no se repetiran jamas, la lucha contra los arabes lleva siglos, piensen no se ha dejado de
fastidiar a estos pueblos por el solo hecho de tener puesta su fe en el coran, libertad de
culto? no en america.el odio solo genera mas odio, no a la guerra de intervención, no al
holocausto nuclear.. TIRADORLAZER 2 weeks ago Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago
@TIRADORLAZER Los Estados Unidos no hizo nada. No culpe a ellos.
Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago Shearsy013 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam At 14:22 it looks like a face in the smoke.... Shearsy013 2
weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago LOOSE CHANGE HAS BEEN
DISPROVEN ALL OF THE RETARDED IDEAHS THAT HE SAID WERE
DISPROVEN SO SHUT THE FUCK UP ABOUT LOOSE CHANGE IT WAS
WRONG CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago
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@CrankedandPranked101 Who disproved them, provide a link PLEASE, please please
please please! Prove it to me that it was proved. Should you be truthful... a4d2d0 2
weeks ago falloutfacts 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 That's what I'm saying...the religon didn't
tell you too or them too...so why is it alright with you? falloutfacts 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2
weeks ago @falloutfacts Why is what alright with me? a4d2d0 2 weeks ago
CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 it was on the history channel The 9/11
Conspiracies: Fact or Fiction on History Channel 9/7 @10 PM they disproved
everything the loose changed documentary stated and they showed pictures never before
seen and government officials spoke CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks
ago @CrankedandPranked101 Yah I already saw that documentary, it was unscientific,
and super biased. what else? you got only one source? A corporate media organization's
"debunk" attempt. a4d2d0 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago
@CrankedandPranked101 right on dude smileybug14 2 weeks ago cardinals1124 2 weeks
ago thumbs up if you think this was the worst day in american history cardinals1124 2
weeks ago TrancedNRG 2 weeks ago Good move to close the windows, would have been
a shit-load of asbestos in that smoke. TrancedNRG 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101
2 weeks ago Listen if america did do this to america which makes no sense at all then why
were there pictures of the united states flag and bibles burning in iraq
CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago Shearsy013 2 weeks ago At 14:22 it looks like a face
in the smoke.... Shearsy013 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago Al-Queda was not
related in the attacks on 9/11 LMAO! U know out of all the hijackers they say where in
the planes 9 of them are actually still alive living there normal lives hahaha! ReaganDoo 2
weeks ago Kafeeene25 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo and u got that fact from the stupid ass
loose change video Kafeeene25 2 weeks ago crashcraigr 2 weeks ago Inuyashasosailrom...
Like I said, insult all you want. I didn't say it was fake. I know people died and it breaks
my heart. I'm just saying that 2 planes did not take down two 80 plus story buildings and
building 7. Only explosives could have created that free fall of all 3 buildings. crashcraigr 2
weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago WISH I HAD BEEN THERE WITH
THAT LADY TO LICK HER FEET AND TO SUCK HER TOES WHILE SHE
RECORDED. FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago ptschafer 2 weeks ago
@FRANKMANNACO700 Completely inappropriate, especially on this day. ptschafer
2 weeks ago fuledbychocowafles 2 weeks ago 7 really..STOP ARGUING this is how the
world is still? after what.. 9 YEARS? i guess this comment wont make much of a
difference but seriously, people are still fighting over stupid trivial matters. who cares if u
have the last word? what are u gaining? nothing. no one needs more negativaty in the
world. but unfortunately thats how it is :( fuledbychocowafles 2 weeks ago 7
smileybug14 2 weeks ago @fuledbychocowafles thumbs up. smileybug14 2 weeks ago
SonicToadThomas 2 weeks ago @fuledbychocowafles Thank you! SonicToadThomas 2
weeks ago ptschafer 2 weeks ago @fuledbychocowafles Thumbs up to you as well.
Apparently there are too many idiots who love to leave idiotic comments on a day like
today. ptschafer 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago Why should I believe in god....
There is no reasoning behind him. At all I go by facts. And God is not a fact. ReaganDoo
2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo I feel bad for you. smileybug14 2
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weeks ago crashcraigr 2 weeks ago This event defies the laws of physics. There is no way
two 80 plus story buildings implode on themselves and collapse within 10 seconds
without explosive devices. Naysayers can insult and threaten all they want. Still doesn't
change the facts. It's impossible that 60 plus floors of untouched concrete and steel were
pulverized by less than 20 floors above them. This event was just an excuse to start a
couple of wars. crashcraigr 2 weeks ago Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago @crashcraigr
>.> So your saying 9/11 was fake? People didn't die and this didn't happen. All live
footage was made up? Are you stupid??? Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago
smileybug14 2 weeks ago @Inuyashasosailormoon HAHAHAHAH LMAFO ur so right
smileybug14 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago @Inuyashasosailormoon thats not it at
all. it did happen people did die. but it was not an outside terrorist act. it was a terrorist
act against us by are own goverment ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @ReaganDoo uhhhhhhhhhh no it
fucking wasn't u stupid retarded dumb mother fucking piece of shit. smileybug14 2 weeks
ago Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo So your saying the United States of
America...attacked the United States of America??? >.> Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks
ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago @Inuyashasosailormoon Yeah Pretty much... for financial
reasons. And many others reasons ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago
@ReaganDoo so.... ur saying america wanted to go to war for financial reasons? :/ uhhh...
hate to break it to you, but wars are expensive. smileybug14 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2
weeks ago @smileybug14 @smileybug14 lol. president bush went to war cuz he had too.
its the politicans that where making the money. Not america as a whole. Lol like the
goverment would do something to benefit us all haahaha yeah right. Watch this plz Loose
Change its on youtube ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo
ive watched it, shit head. :) and i wont be brain washed into believing something untrue. a
terrorist attack is what happened that day. you know what? i don't owe u an
explaination. im not wasting my time anymore with skeptics like you. i mean really? for
polititians? wow. smileybug14 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago @smileybug14
Okay bud. U enjoy. And u have already been brainwashed ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
smileybug14 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo what the hell? are you fucking retarded? dude,
just shut up. u believe facts? u can't change this one. so go suck ur dick u stupid fuck.
smileybug14 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 lol i think i got him
mad oh no plz dont hurt me with your words oh god anything but words hahah
ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo >.> They even
had airplane report from who it was, they even had people ADMIT ON TELEVISION
that they were apart of 9/11. >.> And they even have the ringleaders suitcase, which he
left at the airport, that held all their plans and ideas to destroy the twin towers and it
even contained BOMBS. I doubt America would kill American people. It's like the
Japanese bombing themselves for the World's attention. (But Japan's to smart to do that)
No one would do that...That's heartless. Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2
weeks ago @Inuyashasosailormoon Watch loose Change Plz Plz I only hope it can
change ur opinion. Yes it shows bin laden in a video saying he did it right?? thats the
vid?? Bid laden left handed... pay attention as he rights with his right hand in the vid. He
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also is wearing a golden ring witch is forbidden. And the dude looks differant the bin laden
and acts differant too. Watch Loose change it will show u ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo It's an hour long, so I'll watch it later.
Busy watching the 9/11 event on TV. :D Sorry, but I just can't picture the Uniter States
doing that. :/ They are nice people, they even help other countries and they have a huge
debt. I don't think they'll kill 2,000 people. That's not realistic to me...I mean, who would
even set that up? And I'm sure someone involved would have told SOMEONE and it
would of spread... Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @Inuyashasosailormoon Its fine man. Watch
the video when u get the chance its a real eye opener and get back to me my email is
DanielDoherty17@gmail.com I wana know what u think after it ight ReaganDoo 2 weeks
ago Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo Okay. So who do think planned all
this then? Th Government? Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
@Inuyashasosailormoon YES ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks
ago @ReaganDoo And why would they do that though...Most of the are very patriotic
and wouldn't hurt a single person even if it meant risking their own lives...
Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago @Inuyashasosailormoon
First of all "Most of the are"?? makes no sense ha. ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo Sorry, I meant 'most of them are'. Sorry
I forgot the 'm'... But the United States didn't have a reason to destroy the twin towers.
>.> I mean, you make it sound like they were bored one day and decided to kill their own
people. Sorry, I still think 19 terrorists did this...But I still haven't seen that 'Loose
Change' or whatever you said that movie thing was.... Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago
ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago @Inuyashasosailormoon Yeah in the loose change vid it shows 9
of the supposidly terrorist that died in the attacks alive and well at there home?? how
could the goverment say they where dead when they are alive?? They needed to blame
someone and thats how they did it ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
@ReaganDoo Oh watch this vid its shorter but shows the explosions "9/11
CONSPIRACY: MORE PROOF OF BOMBS PLANTED IN THE TOWERS"
ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo Did it show
them alive and healthy? Not a person with an alias and a similar face saying that they
were them? People can do that, seem it before >.> And just to get this out of here, I have
nothing against any other countries these people were from nor their religions. Just the
people themselves. I DO NOT support the burning of the Quran(I think it's spelled this
way) and I DO support the mosque. Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago TrancedNRG 2
weeks ago @Inuyashasosailormoon He's not saying it was fake, he's saying it was
orchestrated by the US government. TrancedNRG 2 weeks ago noaboa75 2 weeks ago
@crashcraigr 20 stories would not destroy 60 more but it would destroy one and then 2
then 3 then 4 and its a snow ball from there my friend noaboa75 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo
2 weeks ago @noaboa75 Oh yeah. very unlikely especially since they found the supports
in the basement melted completley?? How did a fire on the 78 floor melt the beams at the
bottom of the tower in the basement in the ground?? Oh I know explosion. Plus the steel
they used was graded for 2k degrees. And the experts say thats how hot it was the beams
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wouldnt have even been effected at 2k degrees... and especially not in an hour. Lmao its
all bs. it was a demolition team ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago
@ReaganDoo ur atheist, and ur retarded. sigh. smileybug14 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2
weeks ago @smileybug14 Lol. Alright believe what u wish. ur loss ReaganDoo 2 weeks
ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo fuck you. smileybug14 2 weeks ago
ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 Haha lets rage over the internet. Lol like that will
solve anything haha. Just keeping typing maybe ull get carpal tunnel ReaganDoo 2 weeks
ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo uhhh.... wtf? just shut up. plz. i mean really
ur stupid. smileybug14 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 Looks like
the Carpal Tunnel hasnt set in yet. Just give us a break and go take a nap or something
ight haha ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo i'd honestly
rather take a nap then listen to ur sorry ass anymore. and whos "Us"? no one else agrees
with you. if u hate our country so much, move in with the muslims. theyll like you, im
sure. smileybug14 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 Lol I dont hate
the country I hate how its becoming it use to be good. But all great things come to an end.
It human nature. ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo ur so
negative. i really do feel bad for you. this will be my last msg to you. i hope u can learn to
see things for what they are. i know you'll try to be clever and respond to my msg, but i
honestly don't give a fuck at this point, bcuz u fail. ur wrong dude. anyway... fuck you. :)
byee smileybug14 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 Haha just another
arrogant American afraid to open his mind ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo You sound pretty arrogant to me...>.>
Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks ago @Inuyashasosailormoon
who sounds arrogant? shadowuser74 2 weeks ago Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago
@shadowuser74 Calling people arrogant sounds arrogant to me... >.> And some people
here aren't from the U.S. you know... Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2
weeks ago @Inuyashasosailormoon i didnt call anyone arrogent? i asked whos arrogant
shadowuser74 2 weeks ago Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago @shadowuser74
Um...was that supposed to be a question? Cause that's kinda confusing... I thought you
were being sarcastic XD Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks ago
@Inuyashasosailormoon all i was doing was asking a question >_> shadowuser74 2
weeks ago Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago @shadowuser74 And there is nothing
wrong with asking a question :D Just thought you were being sarcastic...You know like
how people always say, 'Those simple-minded arrogant Americans' XD I just thought
you were pointing a finger at them XD Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago shadowuser74
2 weeks ago @Inuyashasosailormoon nah just askin a question that and i just want ppl to
get along im born in america yet im part israeli so ppl often call me a jew but im not
jewish honestly we cant change the past but we can look to it to have a better life
shadowuser74 2 weeks ago Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago @shadowuser74 True,
the past can be evil >.> At least the world learned to update their air parts...I guess it has
a good side to it :D Why do they call you Jewish and what's so wrong about it???
Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks ago @Inuyashasosailormoon
because im israeli they auto assume im a jew its an odd thing shadowuser74 2 weeks ago
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Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago @shadowuser74 Ahhh, That's kinda bad >.> People
can assume random things. But what's so bad about being a jew? >.> Never really got that
XD Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks ago
@Inuyashasosailormoon nothing wrong with being one its just that i dont like ppl
assuming things like that unless u have the proof i wont believe it shadowuser74 2 weeks
ago Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago @shadowuser74 Ahhhh. I hate it when people do
that too, but I'll admit though, I quite bad at assuming things myself. [Example is earlier
with the 'arrogant' thing] But I'm sure it gets annoying when people think that >.>
Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks ago @Inuyashasosailormoon
its all good but somthings bugging me about that second burst... shadowuser74 2 weeks
ago Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago @shadowuser74 Huh? Inuyashasosailormoon 2
weeks ago shadowuser74 2 weeks ago @Inuyashasosailormoon geme a sec to bring up the
structure laylout and over map the hit then add in the second micro burst and see what
happens shadowuser74 2 weeks ago Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago @shadowuser74
The explosion??? It could be the engine or the gas tank or something like a printer or
something exploding from the plane crash. Where's the second explosion at? (the time
thingy) Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo
actually, im a girl. :) and i have opened my mind. however, i don't accept the idea because
it doesn't have supporting evidence to back it up. so yeah.... uh i don't intend to hurt u
with my words..? :/ but if its hurting you then sorry.... guess.... :/ smileybug14 2 weeks
ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 lol guess this is the part of the argument where
everybody gives up then and finds another video to watch? a4d2d0 2 weeks ago
smileybug14 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 no, it's the part where i remind you that your life is
pointless because u kept up with out conversaton... ;) and i end the conversation with
fuck you and goodnight. :) now go along and find some muslim video to watch.
smileybug14 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 There is alot of stuff to
back it up actually. U just havent been listening. All u can say is "I am not gona waste my
time with lies" ha thats arrogant. I opened my mind and saw the reality. I respect what u
think, its fine to have ur own opinion... ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago
@smileybug14 I agree with him. He possesses reason, and logic, and free thinking.
Important qualities in today's world a4d2d0 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
@a4d2d0 Why thank u ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo No
problem, and to be honest, I dont know how they buy into what they do. It sounds crazy
(the commissions report that is) to me. a4d2d0 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
@a4d2d0 Yeah I know the facts are just to obvious... ha anyone with common sense
should see. but whatever I respect other people for there opinions even if they suck :D
ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 yeah um no. :) u really were
bored enough to keep up with our pointlss little conversation? 0.o wow is all i have to
say. and no body cares smileybug14 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 So
have you, so your just as bad by your own definition, and yes I was bored but now I'm
not, thanks to people like you :) a4d2d0 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0
dude i don't even know what the fuck u r talking about anymore. and wow.. . of all the
things to do when ur bored.... hahaha dude go worship the alah thingy or whatever it is.
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smileybug14 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 Another display of
intellect worth putting on the calendar. a4d2d0 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago
@a4d2d0 So you put intellect consisting of diologue... on your calendar? Like for what,
you plan a date in which to reflect on what was said? For what reason? Dude you're
seriously retarded, I think, because you don't make any sense what-so-ever. smileybug14
2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 Didnt u say goobye already haha.
A4d2d0 is probably getting annoyed by ur constant lies about leaving ReaganDoo 2
weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo goodnight bro, this conv reminds me of
when I used to go on chat rooms LOL peace, and God's blessing upon you a4d2d0 2
weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 Ight peace man I joined ur channel or
whatever. lol so ill ttyl sometime peace ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks
ago @ReaganDoo ummm... excuse me... do you not understand that nobody else nor I
cares? Dude ur allowed to have ur own opinion that's cool, but seriously I just said i was
not going to message YOU anymore, not anyone else. I'm not leaving. Sorry. And dude...
seriously, I'm only messaging you now because you keep going... and going... and going.
Like stop. Enough is enough. It's not cool and it's not solving anything. So just let it go.
Ok? So for the last time, goodbye, & keep in mind i just meant u smileybug14 2 weeks
ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 PEACE AND GOD BLESS YOU
PATRION GOD BLESS YOU ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
@smileybug14 Lol I thought u where done to go take a nap?? ha he just cant get enough
lol ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo uhhh i never said i
was taking a nap u mother fucking pice of shit for brains.... i just said i wa done with you.
enjoy having the last word, stupid fuck. i know u can't resist but respond with something
that u think sounds clever. once again, you fail. smileybug14 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2
weeks ago @smileybug14 Alright enjoy watching your other patriotic videos. :D Have a
good night it was nice talking with you. Even though u swear and shout at anyone who
has a differant opionion then u. Its okay tho I know ur gona look at this even if u dont
reply. So :D ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago noaboa75 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo you spend
entirely too much time defending yourself on youtube noaboa75 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo
2 weeks ago @noaboa75 I am not defending myself I am stricltey spreading my opinion
and some people get angry some people listen and others see the light :D ReaganDoo 2
weeks ago Kafeeene25 2 weeks ago @crashcraigr 60 floors of untouched concrete? the
fuel shot down the elevator shafts and damaged lower floors... yeahh ur right cant deny
the facts Kafeeene25 2 weeks ago thuiske 2 weeks ago I was crying! thuiske 2 weeks ago
ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago Lol theres no way u watched it he used actual footage and images
from the atk on both towers and the pentagon and u can clearly see with a little common
sense that they where planned. And executed by the goverment. U can even see
explosions on the floors lmao as the towers fall. How more clear can u get. It was
obviously an inside job ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago Shearsy013 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo ...
are you retarded? do you know how hot the fuel is and the way the building is built? The
airplane fuel when burned is the hottest fuel that will expel heat and basically melt
through anything. also the building is built in a way were its stacked on top of each other
and if one part of the building gives out of the heat and collapses the pressure from the
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floors above it will hit the next floor which will hit the next floor which the end result
caused the collapse of the buildings. Shearsy013 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
@Shearsy013 U CAN SEE EXPLOSIONS GOING OFF INSIDE THE BUILDING AS
IT FALLS. ALSO FIREFIGHTERS THAT WHERE THERE AND COPS AND
SUVILLIANS ALL SAY THEY HEARD MULTIPLE MULTIPLE (THAT MEANS
MORE THEN ONE BY THE WAY) EXPLOSIONS. THATS ALL I SHOULD HAVE
TO SAY, ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago TaylorD350 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo wow that is
weird. because you would think that as soon as they hit they would just die. But that IS
scary !! TaylorD350 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago There is reasoning.... stop
being so arrogant and get some facts. Watch the 9/11 Loose Change and U will see the
goverment was accountable for 9/11 ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago
@ReaganDoo u make me laugh. hahaha. very funny. now get a life. smileybug14 2 weeks
ago jmf2222 2 weeks ago this is just about the best youtube video i have ever watched
jmf2222 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago Loose change was fucking
dumb oh yeah lets trust some fucking kid who wasnt even there when the attacks
happened lets trust some kid who got all his info from the internet
CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago Yes there are numerous.
But me myself I am Atheist so I could careless about ur religon mombo jumbo hahaha
ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo i feel bad for u. u can
not like religion, but u shud still believe in god. smileybug14 2 weeks ago MrHawramani 2
weeks ago 4 fuck the person who did that......GOD BLESS AMERICA......
MrHawramani 2 weeks ago 4 ReineSalomeJacquemin 2 weeks ago C'est hallucinant !!!!!
Je n'ai jamais vu rien de tel !!! ReineSalomeJacquemin 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks
ago Hey falloutfacts... if u wanna know what really happened look up the 9/11 Loose
Change it shows the truth and if ur such a patriot about it u wouldnt mind watchin the
whole thing its about and hour long. If not just shhh ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo hey retard there was a documentary
on tv today disproving all of the things that stupid 18 year old said but of course he
knows way more then the people who witnessed it i mean he did watch videos. STupid
fucking idiot CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago
I WANT TO SUCK HER TOES FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2
weeks ago @FRANKMANNACO700 i want to chop ur dick off. smileybug14 2 weeks
ago QasWar320 2 weeks ago @mmhfreak thank you, no a religion didnt, some extremists
did QasWar320 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago LMAO. There's is only one God.
Ha so to say ur god is better then someone others is really a der moment haha ReaganDoo
2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @ReaganD i like pizza smileybug14 2 weeks ago
a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo Your also an idiot, the god of the Bible IS our god of
the Quran, there is only one, there can only be one. That, is the truth. a4d2d0 2 weeks
ago 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 Not even close....they are the bad seed of
Abramham. 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago
@1NationConservative Abraham had bad seed? Oh the Nephilim, no they are children of
fallen angels. You are mistaken a4d2d0 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago
@a4d2d0 well sense al queda caused both of those well lets see AL QUEDA
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CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago TheDevjin 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 The bible and the
Koran are two different things altogether, you are so very wrong and you don't
understand a thing you talk about. The attacks were not from a religion, to whoever
thinks so. The attack was al-Queda, who pervert religion. I'm not saying I am Islam, in
fact I am Christian, but I won't blame the Islam religion for doing this, and it is pointless
in my opinion to bring religion into these attacks. Saddest day in American history and I
will never forget the day. TheDevjin 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @TheDevjin
Ummm, I am saying the same thing as you are, I am trying to explain that to someone a
little more ignorant. a4d2d0 2 weeks ago ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo thats
what you believe. Not what others believe. stop being ignorant. theres tons of religion out
there that say there are numerous gods instead of one as well. ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago
mmhfreak 2 weeks ago 25 did a religion hijack those planes? no. mmhfreak 2 weeks ago
25 SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago 3 I wonder how many innocent Iraqi civilians have been
killed because of this. SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago 3 CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago
@SatiricalTruth i dont know why dont you ask the al queda terrorists who killed them
CrankedandPranked101
2
weeks
ago
SatiricalTruth
2
weeks
ago
@CrankedandPranked101 I believe its the american terrorists your talking about. Tell me
how many Iraqi were killed for that unjust war? Well I looked it up. Here it is. Iraq Body
Count 97,767 – 106,703 Now tell me who are the most dangerous terrorists?
SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth i will the
al queda CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago
@CrankedandPranked101 all those were civilians. SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago
CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth what you said name the worst
terrorist and i said the al queda and also american soldiers dont kill innocent civilians they
kill terrorist who killed those people CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago SatiricalTruth 2
weeks ago @CrankedandPranked101 no the americans is the worst terrorist for the past
100 years. They have killed more innocent civilians than anyone else. Read up your
history. The casualties of Iraqi civilians since the war is 97,767 – 106,703 and compare
that to 2,977 civilians dead 9/11. US is the worst terrorists of all time by far.
SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth okay we
didnt kill anybody on 9-11-01 al queda killed our civilians and also every country at one
time killed people dont say stupid shit CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago
SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago @CrankedandPranked101 no the government let it happen.
9/11 could of easily be thwarted. It was just a facade to have false reasons to go to war
Iraq. Which than killed about 100 thousand Iraqi civilians. SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago
CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth why would we want to go to war?
wars cost money and right now we are kind of in debt but yeah it makes sense to spend
money we dont have lol fucking idiot CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago SatiricalTruth
2 weeks ago @CrankedandPranked101 wow you're completely clueless aren't you. All
major wars are usually ignited by false pretense for huge profit gain. War is money
period. A lot of guys made a lot of money from the Iraq war. Look it up. SatiricalTruth 2
weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth oh really then why are
we in debt are you even from america you stupid fuck CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks
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ago SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago @CrankedandPranked101 you're a moron. It's the fucken
top 1% rich folks that gained those profits. The elite bankers and people who invested in
the oil. Man you're completely clueless. You believe anything what the government says.
SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago @CrankedandPranked101 Now
who's the most dangerous terrorists? 9/11 - 2,977 dead. Iraq war - 97,767 – 106,703
civilians. SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago falloutfacts 2 weeks ago @SatiricalTruth It's
different if they are shooting back, it would have been that many on the American side if
they had better shooting skills and the technological advanced weapons also help.
falloutfacts 2 weeks ago SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam @falloutfacts did you read clearly what I wrote. The total body count of
Iraqi civilians killed in that unjust war is 97,767 – 106,703. That's how many times more
than 9/11? That's about roughly 32x more killed. SatiricalTruth 2 weeks ago QasWar320 2
weeks ago ive been in quran classes since i was 5, im a devout muslima nd i love my
religion, im not saying u dont kno anything just cause ur not muslim, u probably do, but
dont say i dont, cause i do QasWar320 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago Heres the
truth the conspiracy's are true, the goverment is accountable for 9/11. And thats it. Yes
R.I.P those who died and those brave men that died trying to help those in the towers.
There blood is now on america's hands ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2
weeks ago @ReaganDoo your fucking stupid CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago
falloutfacts 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo Tell me the facts with sources and I will believe
you simple as that. falloutfacts 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo yiou
fucking retard. the blood is on the stupid terroists hands, you moron. go educat ur self
before opening ur mouth and making stupid comments. smileybug14 2 weeks ago
Kafeeene25 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo everything people have been saying prove the
government did this have been proven false so u need to accept that Kafeeene25 2 weeks
ago LiandriStrogg 2 weeks ago No matter who were guilty, I lost my brother that day and
nobody won't bring him back to me LiandriStrogg 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
Lol theres alot more too it then just the plane hit the towers.... ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago
ghostybella 2 weeks ago godbless the people how died for us ghostybella 2 weeks ago
QasWar320 2 weeks ago @1nationconservative woah dude, i study the quran, i havent
really been looking into the hamas-israel war, im sorry, r u a muslim? QasWar320 2
weeks ago 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago @QasWar320 No but I'm pretty sure I
know more about its founding than you. 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam This is a sad day. But I
reccommend u watch loose change. It's about 9/11. And it will probably make u angry but
the facts are in deniable ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago QasWar320 2 weeks ago @starcraft654
thank you, i dont understand why hes saying that, the worst part is, there are little kids,
literally 4 years old dieing in pakistan in floods and stuff, yet they are barely getting
supported by people, why, becasue hes a muslim terrorist right guys, he must be cause
hes muslim even though hes four, u kno wat, i think that four year old was probably
osamas right hand man, QasWar320 2 weeks ago ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago This is a sad
day. But I reccommend u watch loose change. It's about 9/11. And it will probably make
u angry but the facts are in deniable ReaganDoo 2 weeks ago Kafeeene25 2 weeks ago
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@ReaganDoo i did watch loose change and a special on the history chanel proving it all
wrong Kafeeene25 2 weeks ago 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago @ReaganDoo Totally
debunked waste of time. Please remove the tinfoil. 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago
UPASR 2 weeks ago Allāhu Akbar!!!!!!!!!!! UPASR 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks
ago @UPASR wat smileybug14 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 Allah is
the Greatest. He's probably not a Muslim though, don't worry, hes just stirring up shit.
a4d2d0 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 hahaha... wait ur being sarcastic
right smileybug14 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 No I am being serious,
I am a Muslim, thats what Allahu Akbar means. a4d2d0 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2
weeks ago @a4d2d0 huh. anyway.... bye smileybug14 2 weeks ago UPASR 2 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @smileybug14 Allāhu
Akbar!!!!!!!!!!! UPASR 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @UPASR wtf
smileybug14 2 weeks ago falloutfacts 2 weeks ago @UPASR Your wrong, my God is
great, your God took the lives of innocent people, and for that I am not just saying you
can suck my balls your God and his greatness can aswell...SANDNIGGER, I have
respect for the Islam religon but none for you kind sir. falloutfacts 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2
weeks ago @falloutfacts Same God, there is only one god Allah is just His Arabic name,
once again, educate yourself. a4d2d0 2 weeks ago UPASR 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @falloutfacts Allāhu Akbar!!!!!!!!!!! UPASR 2
weeks ago Dynamix2009 2 weeks ago This is the terrorist saying happy birthday lighting
the twin towers like the smelliest yummiest birthday cake god bless death Dynamix2009
2 weeks ago Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago @Dynamix2009 Your happy people are
dead??? Inuyashasosailormoon 2 weeks ago QasWar320 2 weeks ago
@1nationconservative honestly man, im only 14 and i dont know much about the hamas
israel war, so i cant really comment on it, but what i can say is i hate religions going
against eachother, every1 says rascism is not aloud, yet isnt all the wars uve ever heard
based on it, they say its about land, or weapons or w.e. but it never ends up that way,
sorry man, i cant really give u the answer ur looking for QasWar320 2 weeks ago
1NationConservative 2 weeks ago @QasWar320 Then maybe you should study your
Quran more or join a training camp in the freakin desert...........I'm just saying.
1NationConservative 2 weeks ago undeadz0mbies 2 weeks ago Okay, I'm one to say
"RIP to all the innocent people who died on 9/11." But I have to comment about how
(even while crying through this) the lady in the background crying her eyes out was
making me laugh so hard - it sounded so fake. Back to the beginning of the video, if I saw
a building like that OUTSIDE MY WINDOW my voice would have not been calm and
easy. Idgi. undeadz0mbies 2 weeks ago BucheronTravaillant 2 weeks ago Thumps up if
you wanna burn a koran today BucheronTravaillant 2 weeks ago UnderGroundActivist 2
weeks ago 3 @BucheronTravaillant I wanna burn you today cunt. LMAO the war is
coming to an end after millions and millions of people/children have been blown up into
thousands of pieces all because america thought that another murderer had wmd. Iran
HAS WMDs why dont you go a bomb them,i know why because you will loose millions
in that war but its ok to attack a small country that use know would be easy. And you
call yourselfs the most powerful in the world. lol UnderGroundActivist 2 weeks ago 3
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a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @UnderGroundActivist Dude, the war is NOT ending, Iran is next.
a4d2d0 2 weeks ago ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago @UnderGroundActivist k now where are
you from? how many wars have you won? can you say you won most or all of them? no.
How many freedoms do you have? Can you do what you want? Probobly not. Now
STFU ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago
@UnderGroundActivist Yes we are!!!!! Iran would shoot itself in the foot if it ever made
a bomb. 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago Pinotropo 2 weeks ago happy birthday
america, Pinotropo 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @Pinotropo FUCK
YOU wrong date fucking terrorist CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2
weeks ago @Pinotropo FUCK YOU! smileybug14 2 weeks ago JoshzeDesigns 2 weeks
ago Ima go kill those muslims one by one chop of there dicks and feed it to em ripp off
their head and shit down there neck, muslim bastards. you think youll build a mosque or
whatever near her get fucking lost you ugly bitches pray i wont find you assholes be
ready ima come for you JoshzeDesigns 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago
@JoshzeDesigns Your dumb, its not even a Mosque, its a community centre, and there
are other Muslim centres just as close to ground zero a4d2d0 2 weeks ago Starcraft654 2
weeks ago @JoshzeDesigns hey dude not all muslims are like those my friend is muslim
and people think hes a terrorist because he wears a turban and other stuff Starcraft654 2
weeks ago JoshzeDesigns 2 weeks ago @Starcraft654 I know im just very pissed off
JoshzeDesigns 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @JoshzeDesigns hahaha. i don't
like the muslims either, haha i totally agree. smileybug14 2 weeks ago JoshzeDesigns 2
weeks ago @smileybug14 yep im just speaking from my heart JoshzeDesigns 2 weeks
ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @JoshzeDesigns hahaha well im right there with ya buddy.
smileybug14 2 weeks ago JoshzeDesigns 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 ;) JoshzeDesigns 2
weeks ago ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago @JoshzeDesigns you saying that my friend, makes
you just as bad as the people who talk about us. You may not realize it, but both sides
are at fault. The Muslims for putting a mosque in such a sensitive place. You for
automatically asuming every muslim is out to get you and wants to kill America
ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago Pinotropo 2 weeks ago @JoshzeDesigns lol see? thats why
planbe crashes in ur country, sad fucks, you bomb killing thoudsands of kids and
innocent people, and u call muslim terrorists? FUCK YOU. im not saying fuck america,
mostly fuck bush. Pinotropo 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @Pinotropo FUCK
BUSH? uhh no i dont think so. u retard. he protected us! smileybug14 2 weeks ago
smileybug14 2 weeks ago can you imagine the poor victim's families? makes me want to
cry. smileybug14 2 weeks ago QasWar320 2 weeks ago @ilikechicken72 i just turned 14,
yet most people older than me cant understand QasWar320 2 weeks ago ilikechiken72 2
weeks ago Its a whole different story when yousee these videos and then actually go to
New York City and see there. Right now, its under construction for the Freedom Tower,
but if you go to the places around it, the museums, the church, and the memorials, you'll
see just how terrible this day ways. The innocent, children, men, women, everyone who
was injured or killed without mercy. ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago amxrtdket 2 weeks ago 8
Greatest live event ever recorded. amxrtdket 2 weeks ago 8 TheDevjin 2 weeks ago 5
@amxrtdket Worst day in American history in my opinion. TheDevjin 2 weeks ago 5
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smileybug14 2 weeks ago @TheDevjin i think so too. smileybug14 2 weeks ago
majhammer 2 weeks ago @amxrtdket not great bad majhammer 2 weeks ago Shearsy013 2
weeks ago @amxrtdket watch 102 minuites that changed america... Shearsy013 2 weeks
ago QasWar320 2 weeks ago @1nationconservative like what do u mean, sorry i dont
understand? QasWar320 2 weeks ago 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago @QasWar320
You said one religion should not attack another..right? So do you support Israel's right to
exist in it's homeland? 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago QasWar320 2 weeks ago
@dartha910 a few people who were near the bottom floors, QasWar320 2 weeks ago
darth910 2 weeks ago was anyone able to make it out of the buildings? darth910 2 weeks
ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @darth910 very few were rescued. most ppl died.
smileybug14 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @darth910 3497 people
were killed andThey estimate between 15,000 and 17,000 were in the WTC complex that
day, although many would have been in other buildings, and many left unaware of the
attacks. Are they all survivors? The Pentagon houses 26,000 workers, but it's a vast
complex, and the majority of the building was not even evacuated. Are they all survivors?
CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago bluebelt224 2 weeks ago @darth910 Those who
were not able did not. Only 14 made it out in the building whilst in the colapse. All
because of a small room reinforced after the bomb in 93. bluebelt224 2 weeks ago
QasWar320 2 weeks ago @ilikechiken72 exactly, some muslims did this, not ALL
QasWar320 2 weeks ago 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago @QasWar320 So do you feel
the same way when Hamas attacks Israel? 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago QasWar320
2 weeks ago @ilikechiken72 thanks, exactly, u kno what im talkin about :) QasWar320 2
weeks ago ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago @QasWar320 and I'm only 15 years old. More
people need to learn what the hell it is they are talking about before they actually open
their mouths about it ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago TheFreshKidd12 2 weeks ago fuck al
qaeda & Bin LAden TheFreshKidd12 2 weeks ago laxmorgcollauror1234 2 weeks ago
Muslims Suck.
laxmorgcollauror1234 2 weeks ago QasWar320 2 weeks ago
@crankedandpranked101 i completely agree, but think about this, was it OK for that
muslim to do that, did any muslims really agree with him, no, and its just plain wrong for
any religion to target another one. QasWar320 2 weeks ago vadetta0601 2 weeks ago
Fuck Al queda vadetta0601 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @vadetta0601 right on
dude. smileybug14 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @vadetta0601 Al queda didnt do it
lol a4d2d0 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 Oh Lord. Let me guess: the
government did, right? smileybug14 2 weeks ago MRtruevampire 2 weeks ago
@smileybug14 actually yes the government was involved,cause how the fuck can you
explain why the towers fell the way they did?only demolition can drop a buidling like
that precise MRtruevampire 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @MRtruevampire
um seriously? no the government had nothing to do with it. end of sory. goh r u even
american? and about the buildings falling down... that's ur proof? That's ur reason to
believe the government was involved? r u freaking retarded? what, did you think it was
just going to fall over? jeez! smileybug14 2 weeks ago QasWar320 2 weeks ago
@crankedandpranked101 thanks, either way this is a tragedy and very sad, and i dont
want to start fights with any1, but i just wanna say as a muslim, and believer in islam, our
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religion has nothing to do with this, people that did this are not true muslims, they DO
NOT follow our quran, and in fact us muslims are as heartbroken as u guys are
QasWar320 2 weeks ago throwingknifeladd 2 weeks ago look kevin o donnell up on
facebook and his picture is a liverpool badge and join his group ::::: Remembering Those
Brave 40 In United 93 throwingknifeladd 2 weeks ago silverfishes 2 weeks ago Wow the
conversations under me are all rather dumb. And I know this might sound horrible, but
who wouldn't think it would be kinda cool to have a giant cloud (not like fog) to descend
over an entire city? Just saying :) silverfishes 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago
@silverfishes i believe your comment israther dumb. in fact, its one of the worst ones
yet. smileybug14 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @silverfishes the
comment you just typed was dumb and yeah it did sound horrible
CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago throwingknifeladd 2 weeks ago look me up on
blogger and join my blog to remember united 93 on September 11 and I don't want
thumbs up they don't mean anything just take a look at least throwingknifeladd 2 weeks
ago FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago WISH I WAS THERE SUCKING THAT
LADY'S TOES WHILE SHE RECORDED FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago
PEEWEEK707 2 weeks ago it wasnt the government ..it was a traitor ..aboard a military
plane ...only god knows PEEWEEK707 2 weeks ago kakkiOne 2 weeks ago So sad... I bet
this video was filmed from Tribeca Pointe. kakkiOne 2 weeks ago QasWar320 2 weeks
ago @crankeandpranked101 my bad dude i misread ur comment, i kno the guy didnt, but
im sill just saying, what is that gonna do but make these extremist fight back and do
something even worse? QasWar320 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago
@QasWar320 i completely agree it would have caused a domino effect of problems
CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @QasWar320
but what i dont understand is why is it okay foro the muslims to burn our bibles and flags
but when we mention it they freak out CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago ilikechiken72
2 weeks ago @CrankedandPranked101 its not the muslims. its people who are muslims.
stop blaming the whole damn group and learn facts before you talk about them
ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago donbear1983 2 weeks ago @ilikechiken72 That statement made
no sense. Rephrase it. donbear1983 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago
@ilikechiken72 I know its al queda terrorist groups im sorry i shouldve said that
CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago QasWar320 2 weeks ago @daggett588525 thank
you, many people of different races died 9 years ago... QasWar320 2 weeks ago PS1KIng
2 weeks ago @smileybug14 lol look how ignorant you are I tell you something and you
think your right you turn me down before you research. Be openminded and stop being a
typical idiot American. And who was the president at the time fucking BUSH ur shit idol
loooool PS1KIng 2 weeks ago Kafeeene25 2 weeks ago @PS1KIng Y dont u stop ur lil
research on the lies of our government and u can use that extra time to pray for the
children whos parents didnt come home that night! Kafeeene25 2 weeks ago
greatonisionfan 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
HAHAHA FUCK YOU AMERICA :D greatonisionfan 2 weeks ago
laxmorgcollauror1234 2 weeks ago @greatonisionfan WILL U SHUTUP?!!?!?!? WHO
DO U THINK U R! laxmorgcollauror1234 2 weeks ago QasWar320 2 weeks ago
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@CrankedandPranked101 sorry man, i wasnt saying it about you, a comment earlier was
saying they wish they had a quran to burn, im just saying its unfair to go against all the
muslims in the world QasWar320 2 weeks ago QasWar320 2 weeks ago by burning a
quran u are no better than the people who did this, u are targeting all muslims, remember,
u can NOT hold innocent muslims accountable for what extremists did, and how much do
u wanna bet there were many muslims who lost their innocent lives in that building?
QasWar320 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @QasWar320 where the
fuck did this come from the dude didnt burn it CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago
daggett588525 2 weeks ago @QasWar320 How true. I lost 3 of the best friends I'd ever
had, 1 Christian, 2 Muslims! daggett588525 2 weeks ago ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago
@QasWar320 exactly. people can't blame the damn religion, I'm not religious, but I don't
care what religion you are! You can't blame the religion for the people in cults, and the
people who TWIST the words of their religion to support their killings of others! You
can't blame a religion for people like that, because there are people like that all over the
world in every religion you can think of ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago tytynguyen 2 weeks
ago Guys really?Get mad and hate eachother about a video?Really?What im going to do is
click the X on the top right of the screen!Cya! tytynguyen 2 weeks ago
cdjsk8boardingunited 2 weeks ago I would of love to have seen this, sad though ;/ I will
remember this and the people who died, But do we really know who caused this? Bush
did. Remember that. The government caused this and the false attack on octagon
cdjsk8boardingunited 2 weeks ago Kafeeene25 2 weeks ago @cdjsk8boardingunited
STOP BLAMING THE GOVERNMENT! Kafeeene25 2 weeks ago PS1KIng 2 weeks
ago @smileybug14 listen you dumbass. It is a show called conspiracy theory by Jesse
Ventura search it on google so you can feel stupid. The government performed what is
called a false flag attack as an excuse to go to war. Watch the episode on 9/11. There is
too many things to explain from the black boxes not being recovered when a firefighter
that was interviewed said that he saw FBI recover the black boxes. And I said before how
ground control said that the hijackers were in the cockpit before th PS1KIng 2 weeks ago
smileybug14 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@PS1KIng listen YOU dumb ass mother fucking piece of shit. You should ALREADY
feel stupid. I'm not going to waste my time looking up whatever false shit you have come
up with. You believe that shit is true, and that our government would be pathetic enough
to do that? Fine. I can't tell you what to believe. But I can tell you this- I'm not wasting
my time proving something that's true. You should already see it. smileybug14 2 weeks
ago Dynamix2009 2 weeks ago Please i love people dying, i love the feeling i get from
others dying in an absolute structure Dynamix2009 2 weeks ago Kafeeene25 2 weeks ago
@Dynamix2009 go away! Kafeeene25 2 weeks ago daggett588525 2 weeks ago
@Dynamix2009 I'm not usually like this, but I'd get EXTREME pleasure from watching
you die! daggett588525 2 weeks ago YosneyLing18 2 weeks ago I don't understand why
people gotta hate, if anything like this ever happens again im sure the U.S. is going to
bomb the piss out of anyone with nuclear weapons, but honestly, there shouldnt be a
reason to. NO ONE is god and i highly doubt god is here let alone if hes real, so no one
has a right to kill. atleast give a victim an equal chance to fight back if your still an asshole
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about it but damn. what a world i tell you. YosneyLing18 2 weeks ago ilikechiken72 2
weeks ago @YosneyLing18 exactly, we've won basically every war we've been in and
people still make fun of us. we have the biggest city in the world and people make fun of
us. we have so many freedoms that others dont, we have clean places to live, I could go
on and on about this and people still do this shit. And if we really wanted to, I'm sure we
could kill everyone with our nukes, but we aren't stupid enough to start a nuclear war.
ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago MJ23FL 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam Damn I still remember this it was way early on the west coast and I was
gettin ready for school when my dad turned on the tv and almost every channel was
showing this sight the first plane had hit already then we saw the second hit I was 8 yrs
old then now 17 My Heart goes out to all the luv ones that lost family
members....................it'---s been 9yrs now seems like 1 MJ23FL 2 weeks ago ajchz 2
weeks ago RIP ajchz 2 weeks ago laxmorgcollauror1234 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2
ummm......ur in America? Am I right, yeah so ummm if u dont like us, leave? K thnks I
would LOVE to get all the people like you out of America, because u dont belong
here.This is a really emotionally time for eveyone. And tht comment just wasnt needed
laxmorgcollauror1234 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @laxmorgcollauror1234 LOL
australia dumb cunt LOL get your facts right bitch :] freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
laxmorgcollauror1234 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 Hahahah that makes sense! You can
afford internet there? And cunt? Umm k? laxmorgcollauror1234 2 weeks ago
IISNAPSHOTII 2 weeks ago holy shit you really do see someone jump at 7:35 ish
IISNAPSHOTII 2 weeks ago tytynguyen 2 weeks ago @IISNAPSHOTII Yeah it was
horrible... tytynguyen 2 weeks ago ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago @IISNAPSHOTII because
it was better to jump and die isntantly by hitting the ground than to die by burning alive
ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago laxmorgcollauror1234 2 weeks ago @ilikechiken72
NONONONONOONONONONONON Hahahahah i didnt mean WE blow stuff up! I
ment @freakyfool2, tht he can go blow stuff up at his own country instead of ours!
Hahahah im not saying blow stuff up at our country, I love this country!
laxmorgcollauror1234 2 weeks ago ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago @laxmorgcollauror1234
ohhh misread it then lol sorry =) ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago stuew89 2 weeks ago I'm
from Quebec, Canada and I'm with all the americans... Fucking muslim they deserves to
die for this... All Americans you have my respect... stuew89 2 weeks ago randman1980 2
weeks ago Fuck Islam and fuck Islam. If I had a Koran I'd burn it today. Islam is a cancer
on humanity. randman1980 2 weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago I
SHOULD HAVE BEEN LICKING THE FEET OF THAT LADY WHILE SHE WAS
RECORDING FRANKMANNACO700 2 weeks ago YosneyLing18 2 weeks ago
@FRANKMANNACO700 wtf YosneyLing18 2 weeks ago Frozone470 2 weeks ago I
remember I was 9 years old when I was watching this on TV live...... Frozone470 2
weeks ago shafayna27 2 weeks ago 4 so does everyone still think it was a "terrorist
attack"? shafayna27 2 weeks ago 4 tytynguyen 2 weeks ago @shafayna27 Really?
tytynguyen 2 weeks ago daggett588525 2 weeks ago @shafayna27 100% sure of it!
daggett588525 2 weeks ago ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago @shafayna27 we're leaving
government conspiracies out of this. it makes no sense why our own government would
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attack and kill ourselves, hijack planes, and attack our own capital building and state. You
need an actual reason that our government would do this. They wouldn't attack civilians
and they especially wouldn't attack government officials and almost the white house
where the president himself was (that flight fell out of the air) ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago
shafayna27 2 weeks ago @ilikechiken72 i dont know. i doubt it. its sad people lost their
lives and all that.. but to me it doesnt make sense why after 911 US invaded mid east, eg
iraq on the suspicion of it having WMD? and it didnt even have any.and there was no
reason to attack iraq, id understand afganistan coz thats where "Osama" was or is.just
doesnt make so much sense.and when money is involved, i dont think people worry
about killing especially when they are guaranteed no one will know about it.thts my
thought. shafayna27 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @shafayna27 um, YES. You know why? BECAUSE IT FUCKING
WAS. smileybug14 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago I will never forget what the
government did to all those innocent people to guilt the public into marching into war.
a4d2d0 2 weeks ago ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 please dont tell me your another
one of those people who thinks the government did this.... theres no possible way they
did or would, it makes no sense as there was no positive outcome to this, our government
may keep secrets but they believe its for our own good, they wouldn't attack ourselves,
thats just stupid ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @ilikechiken72 says
someone who has no real knowledge, Do the research and you will learn. Ignorance is
bliss but only the truth may bring peace. a4d2d0 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2
weeks ago @a4d2d0 omg this was not a fucking conspiracy look at the facts none of the
people commenting that think it was a conspiracy are saying any facts or reasons why it
was a conspiracy because they have all been disproven CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks
ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @CrankedandPranked101 none of them have been dis proven.
theres no point arguing with you, because I see you will believe in terrorists no matter
what. do the research or dont, i already have, your not my responsibility a4d2d0 2 weeks
ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @a4d2d0 GO fuck yourself they have been disproven you dumb fuck your
probably not even from america so shut the fuck up and go kill yourself you stupid non
american terrorist CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago
@CrankedandPranked101 I'm not from America, I am Canadian. Because you are from
America you know more about something than I do, something you didn't even witness, a
subject which both you and I have access to the same information yet you ignore the
other half? a4d2d0 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 I did
witness the attack i live in manhattan and i lived there when the attacks happened i was
17 years old so shut the fuck up you dont live in america so dont talk shit about america
CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @CrankedandPranked101 You
were 17 years old, when you witnessed it? how old are you now, because you talk like a
15 year old hill billay'. a4d2d0 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago
@a4d2d0 im 26 and still living in new york listen stop talking shit about america
CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @CrankedandPranked101 I
didn't say anything about America? Where did I say that? I can say whatever I want to
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by the way, its called free speech, YOUR first amendment (incase you weren't aware).
a4d2d0 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 Jesus christ just go
the fuck away and btw you still havent said any facts or things about this being a
conspiracy CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago
@CrankedandPranked101 wheres all the pentagon wreckage from the plane? what about
the security videos that caught the "crash"? There were three CCTV feeds aimed right at
that side of the building. a4d2d0 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago
@a4d2d0 yes they have listen you non american terrorist go kill yourelf okay no one
likes you and your pissing me off but hey you dont see me flying a plane into your
country and hitting a building FUCK YOU CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2
weeks ago @CrankedandPranked101 Canadians didn't fly any planes into the towers, in
the official story, or the true one. Your dumb. a4d2d0 2 weeks ago ilikechiken72 2 weeks
ago 5 @a4d2d0 LOL considering I've learned and watched as much as possible about
these events. there is zero proof the government did anything. there is zero proof to make
us believe these were anything but planes (theres proof that there were- cell phone calls,
jet fuel in the towers, etc) and theres no reason they'd attack us. it makes ZERO sence no
matter what you say. ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago 5 tytynguyen 2 weeks ago
@ilikechiken72 i agree with you tytynguyen 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago
@ilikechiken72 believe it or not, there ARE F.E.M.A camps waiting for you. See you
there! a4d2d0 2 weeks ago ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago 6 @a4d2d0 you probobly aren't
even american. don't talk about shit you have no real knowledge or experience about
ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago 6 laxmorgcollauror1234 2 weeks ago @ilikechiken72 Hahahah
its ok! I totally understand, I didnt make it tht clear hahah laxmorgcollauror1234 2 weeks
ago PS1KIng 2 weeks ago @crankedandpranked101 I definitely know your American cuz
your fuckin arrogant. It was on a fucking documentary about all the conspiracy. Search
conspiracy theory the show on google smart ass. And u wonder why people fuckin hate
america PS1KIng 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @PS1KIng okay you
stupid fuck first of all i hope you die in a plane crash and second of all why dont you
state something that say its a conspiracy fuck your not even from america so get the fuck
out you stupid prick CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago
@PS1KIng yeah um.... fuck you. :) and arrogance isn't defined by being americanagorgance is defined by making untrue assumptions such as you do. There was a
documentary about the conspiracy? Are you fucking kidding my ass? So yeah anyway...
fuck you once again and goodbye. And I hope you aren't stupid enough to reply to this
comment. smileybug14 2 weeks ago daggett588525 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 I
documentary can be falsified! daggett588525 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago
@daggett588525 exactly. a documentary can be falsified. i don't need proof of a
documentary being false- I already know what happened on 9 11. smileybug14 2 weeks
ago daggett588525 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 Conspiracies are silly! I will NEVER
believe that anyone other that Osama Bin Dumbshit masterminded this attack! Well,
never say "never." I'm the type of person who needs proof. Show me undisputable
proof! daggett588525 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @daggett588525 Wait dude
you are confusing me. You want proof of a conspiracy or prrof of 9 11? Because I get
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what you are saying. smileybug14 2 weeks ago daggett588525 2 weeks ago
@smileybug14 I misread your post. I thought you were saying there was a conspiracy!
daggett588525 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @daggett588525 Hahaha no I was
bashing some idiot who said it was a conspiracy. :P hahaha but I'm right with you dudeit wasn't a conspiracy. I honestly can't believe people are so ignorant. smileybug14 2
weeks ago daggett588525 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 Oops, my bad! ;) daggett588525 2
weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @daggett588525 haha no problem dude smileybug14
2 weeks ago ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago @daggett588525 it makes no sense why we
would, we aren't fucking war hungry to go and kill our own people just to go to war with
another country because we don't like them. Whether people believe that or not, I'm not
going to believe we did that to ourselves, no one would weaken them selves purposly like
that just to go to war ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago daggett588525 2 weeks ago
@smileybug14 A documentary can be falsified! daggett588525 2 weeks ago
Candaceofficialpage 2 weeks ago im so happy to be from Texas.... Candaceofficialpage 2
weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago 18 There are no words that can describe the pain I
feel for the innocent people who lost their lives. May God bless America. Vote up if you
will never forget September the 11th, 2001. smileybug14 2 weeks ago 18
throwingknifeladd 2 weeks ago @smileybug14 sad.. using 9/11 to get thumbs up?
throwingknifeladd 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago @throwingknifeladd um, no. i
posed a heart felt comment that I wanted ppl to agree with. I wanted to see thumbs up on
it to know that there are ppl like me who are mourning today for all the lives lost on 9 11.
its sad you'd assume i wud use a tragety for somthing stupid as a thumbs up.
smileybug14 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @throwingknifeladd there
are pictures and a museum showing pieces of the plane and also the plane was flying at
over 500 miles per hour cameras back then couldnt catch that shit at that speed but like i
said on tv the us government did a virtual remodel and played it with the actual footage
and it made sense and answer me this why would the government do this to america hmm
like i said your not from america so shut the FUCK up CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks
ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @CrankedandPranked101 You replied to the wrong person by
the way. BRILLIANT display of intellect. Why? To make money, where did all the
money for the war come from? Borrowed at high interest from international banks. Where
where all the munitions bought from? Bought from munitions and armament corporations.
a4d2d0 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 thats not true thats
just your thoughts and your opinions i witnessed the attacks i saw the plane i saw people
jumping out of the buildings your just a stupid canadian who doesn't know what he/she is
talking about. CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago
@CrankedandPranked101 ohh, sorry I didn't realize you were in downtown manhattan
and at the Pentagon at the same time, witnessing both events, my bad. a4d2d0 2 weeks
ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 okay i already said i was in manhattan
when i was 17 years old living there when the attacks occured what you said made no
fucking since CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago
@CrankedandPranked101 What you said made no sense, because I was talking about the
Pentagon attack, shows how much you actually know about that day. a4d2d0 2 weeks
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ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 Well hmmm sense im an american
citizen and i witnessed the attack and visited the site where a plane crashed into the
pentagon i would say i do know what happened that day CrankedandPranked101 2
weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @CrankedandPranked101 All you KNOW is that two
planes hit the towers. You did no research, you just believe whatever the idiot box tells
you, learn, research, educate yourself, dont be so ignorant. a4d2d0 2 weeks ago
CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 actually I KNOW what happened because
once again i fucking witnessed it and your not even here so how do you know way more
then i do.I did do research i went to museums i went to the places where the attacks took
place i saw the planes hit the towers so fuck you. CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago
a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @CrankedandPranked101 Thats not research, and I never said planes
didnt hit the towers, planes DID hit the towers, you can't deny that, its right in the video
up above L O L a4d2d0 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 okay
then why would there be debris from a plane in the pentagon and around it why would
there be hundreds of witnesses who saw the crash take place lie your fucking stupid
CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @CrankedandPranked101
There wasn't hundreds of witnesses, and none of the wreckage was formally identified as
belonging to that flight. No serial numbers, no large debris, no jet engines... a4d2d0 2
weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 there were jet engines see your
wrong there are pictures of them and they are in the museum and there are clearly marked
pieces of the plane CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago
@CrankedandPranked101 There was one turbine, and it is smaller than the kind thats
used on those kinds of planes, ask an expert, I suggest you watch "loose change"! a4d2d0
2 weeks ago ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 again conspiracie theories. give it up
theres no reasoning behind it. ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago
@ilikechiken72 theres no reasoning behind your comments. Literally, no explanation.
a4d2d0 2 weeks ago falloutfacts 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 I never said his name, and again
I'm not edjucating myself on a religon I know better than you, I'm Christian and I know
your religon is a fucked up twisted power turned version of the normal Islam version.
falloutfacts 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @falloutfacts Huh? I don't see how, actually
I don't even know what your talking about to be honest. a4d2d0 2 weeks ago falloutfacts
2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 You responded too me without even me saying anything...
falloutfacts 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @falloutfacts You said your god was better,
I said they were the same. End of story. a4d2d0 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2 weeks ago
@a4d2d0 God is one being. I don't know the muslim relgion, but i do know one thing- if
it's not a God of Love, it doesn't exsist. There's one God. He is love. He doesn't want
people to kill other ppl, so they can have 20 virgins or whatever. smileybug14 2 weeks
ago falloutfacts 2 weeks ago @a4d2d0 I was saying it in a non biast point, I new they
were the same, but in a way it's not the same, put it this way, what god tells some person
too crash planes into a building, not my god, if we share the same God in two different
religons why is he saying for you too kill people but saying too me too forgive the people
that you guys kill? falloutfacts 2 weeks ago a4d2d0 2 weeks ago @falloutfacts I don't
think God told them to do it. Where in the Qur'an does it say " On September 11th, 2001
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AD, fly planes into the Twin Towers in NY,NY" it doesnt. You know very very little
about Islam, don't pretend you do. a4d2d0 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks
ago @a4d2d0 okay i already said i was in manhattan when i was 17 years old living there
when the attacks occurred what you said made no fucking since CrankedandPranked101 2
weeks ago aprilxoxoxx 2 weeks ago 18 This must have been a terrifying experience.
Luckily I was in California at the time this happened. I remember watching it on our small
mini tv before school..We didn't think it was really happening..When I got to school, I
knew it was true.......... :/ aprilxoxoxx 2 weeks ago 18 tytynguyen 2 weeks ago At 07:34
you can see somebody or...Something jump or fall out. tytynguyen 2 weeks ago
ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago @tytynguyen I may not remember much considering I was in
first grade, but when I finally learned what happened, I was scared for my life, and as I
got older I learned more and more about the horrors of that day... numerous people
jumped off of those buildings, the reason? because it was better to hit the ground and die
instantly than burn to death in jet fuel... ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago tytynguyen 2 weeks
ago @ilikechiken72 your a kind person and your right... tytynguyen 2 weeks ago
lettuce2010 2 weeks ago @jov1c1c i was in 4th grade too...except my teachers didn't tell
us anything, they said it was nothing, & we're like but we heard the announcement about
you needing to check your email....plus it was a beautiful day...then when i got home my
dad sat my sister and i on the couch & made us watch what happened lettuce2010 2
weeks ago stoppzock 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@Kafeeene25 it scares me day by day respect to thoose people that died and repect to
the familys we know they is are blackhole what they left inside us rip stoppzock 2
weeks ago Mergirl97 2 weeks ago @Dynamix2009 what the hell is wrong with you?!
People died there!!! Countless lives lost!!! I know a man who used to work there and he
was supposed to be there, dead, with his friends! But he was late getting a toy for his
nephews birthday! As he walked out, the building collasped! He saw his friends DIE!
People he talked to EVERY DAY flew out of the building!!! How is this funny?!
Mergirl97 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam yay! more dead americunts! LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago ilikechiken72 2
weeks ago @freakyfool2 come here and mock us you mother fucking dick. seriously stfu
especially on the anniversery of the worst day in our history you need to shut your
mouth and learn what feelings are and how to have some. If this happened to wherever
your from, you wouldn't be saying that you ass hole. We are a great country and too
many people have tried to silence us, make fun of us, and harm us like this. This did
NOTHING! This made us stronger then ever! This brought our country together, so stfu
ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago laxmorgcollauror1234 2 weeks ago @ilikechiken72 Yes! We are
now stronger! Freakyfoo., go blow stuff up at your own country? k thanks
laxmorgcollauror1234 2 weeks ago ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago @laxmorgcollauror1234 we
didn't blow stuff up at our own country so stfu. Dont talk about what you have no clue
about. It made us more secure and united since that day, okay maybe a bit TOO secure
but still ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago emilyRAWRS 2 weeks ago arounbd 7:40 you see
someone jump out.. emilyRAWRS 2 weeks ago MrTheBrody 2 weeks ago Always will
be remember as the day before my bday. MrTheBrody 2 weeks ago
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UnderGroundActivist 2 weeks ago .Only the americans think that 911 is the worst crime
in the world lol. I can think of 200-300 other attacks that are way worse than 911 but
they dont get the media attention. Dont get me wrong,we know how bad it was and
nobody deserves to die like that but compared to other crimes and wars in the world it
doesnt compare at all when the USA has killed millions and millions of people.
UnderGroundActivist 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago
@UnderGroundActivist okay but did any of them involve the killing of over 3000 people
in one day CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago UnderGroundActivist 2 weeks ago
@CrankedandPranked101 The iraq war is still going on and there has been more than
3000+ people die in a single bomb from the US in iraq. Iraq or the iraqi children had
nothing to do with 911 R.I.P All americans that died on 911. UnderGroundActivist 2
weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @UnderGroundActivist okay but this
wasnt in iraq this was in america and the war is coming to an end obama is pulling troops
out. CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago
@CrankedandPranked101 doesnt mean the war is over. The talliban and all those people
(I'm not blaming the country just the groups of people from it), are not going to give up
so easily. Obama was right pulling our troups out, but I'm still worried about what will
happen without us there ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago
@ilikechiken72 i tottally agree i just am trying to get these rude people off this video this
day is to remember the 3,497 people who died CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago
UnderGroundActivist 2 weeks ago @CrankedandPranked101 LMAO the war is coming
to an end after millions and millions of people/children have been blown up into
thousands of pieces all because america thought that another murderer had wmd. Iran
HAS WMDs why dont you go a bomb them,i know why because you will loose millions
in that war but its ok to attack a small country that use know would be easy. And you
call yourselfs the most powerful in the world. lol UnderGroundActivist 2 weeks ago
hotstuffooo 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@UnderGroundActivist thats exactly the same as my story hotstuffooo 2 weeks ago
ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago @UnderGroundActivist NO ONE said it was the worst attack
in the world. We said it was the worst attack on us in our history and it was. We regret
our past actions and you can't point the blame just at USA alone during all the wars. This
was THE WORST attack on US in our history. Something I hope every day of my life
doesn't ever happen again ilikechiken72 2 weeks ago jov1c1c 2 weeks ago I was in grade
4, when this happened. 9 years today, I still remember seeing me teacher walk in our
classroom and start crying and started explaining to use what happened. jov1c1c 2 weeks
ago stoppzock 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam it scares
me day by day respect to thoose people that died and repect to the familys we know
they is are blackhole what they left inside us rip thx stoppzock 2 weeks ago
Dynamix2009 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I love
that the plane crashed into the towers, it makes me feel so good seeing people die, and not
knowing how they escaped, haha, i love this i love seeing that plane crash into there!
Dynamix2009 2 weeks ago jalexromero1 2 weeks ago @Dynamix2009 u fuck up
jalexromero1 2 weeks ago PS1KIng 2 weeks ago @spiderpig8000 listen ignorant
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American it was on a documentary where they interviewed real people that were invovled
including ground control, FBI and others. Be open minded PS1KIng 2 weeks ago
Bioshock7000 2 weeks ago Oh how I want to get back at those goddamn commies. So
many people. My Mom cried, my dad couldn't stand the sight, and i was 6 and a little to
young to understand. I stand with my country. America Will Never Fall To Communism.
Bioshock7000 2 weeks ago juxhin000 2 weeks ago @Bioshock7000 what in the fuck are
you talking about you 15 year old dumbass?? where are the commies involved here? read
some wikipedia at least before you make yourself look like an idiot. it was EXTREMIST
MUSLIMS. and get over that retarded 50s cold war attitude juxhin000 2 weeks ago
tytynguyen 2 weeks ago This changed my view about 9/11 i never though that was that
bad.Im petrified.RIP everyone who was in that.Thank you creator of this video and god
be with you. tytynguyen 2 weeks ago chicarox55 2 weeks ago wat ever this was...its so
sad.. it makes me cry :'( poor ppl RIP chicarox55 2 weeks ago stoppzock 2 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @Kafeeene25 it scares me day by
day respect to thoose people that died and repect to the familys we know they is are
blackhole what they left inside us rip stoppzock 2 weeks ago stoppzock 2 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @footballer806 it scares me day by
day respect to thoose people that died and repect to the familys we know they is are
blackhole what they left inside us rip stoppzock 2 weeks ago garytelecastor 2 weeks ago
I am very curious as to why you chopped out the scene of the 2nd plane. We see the
explosion but nothing else proceeding, why? garytelecastor 2 weeks ago Twilightcastlover
2 weeks ago All those people...all those..all those children and infants....all gone in a
matter of seconds....:'( :''''( Life's over before they began. I wish i could personally kill the
men responsible for this, but if not me i hop who ever does do it slowly and painfully ans
u will have my undying gratitude. Twilightcastlover 2 weeks ago stoppzock 2 weeks ago
@Twilightcastlover it scares me day by day respect to thoose people that died and
repect to the familys we know they is are blackhole what they left inside us rip
stoppzock 2 weeks ago stoppzock 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam @Twilightcastlover it scares me day by day respect to thoose people that
died and repect to the familys we know they is are blackhole what they left inside us rip
stoppzock 2 weeks ago stoppzock 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam it scares me day by day respect to thoose people that died and repect to
the familys we know they is are blackhole what they left inside us rip stoppzock 2
weeks ago yagurlkellz 2 weeks ago to this day im still shocked i was so young when it
happened that i didnt understand at the time(1 was in 1st grade) but i remember crying
and afraid that i wasnt safe in my own home. i remember watching the news late at night
and watching people jump out the windows praying that god would catch them... RIP
911 VICTIMS yagurlkellz 2 weeks ago stoppzock 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @yagurlkellz it scares me day by day respect to thoose
people that died and repect to the familys we know they is are blackhole what they left
inside us rip stoppzock 2 weeks ago nallab123 2 weeks ago Firemen can't drive in the us
nallab123 2 weeks ago aprilxoxoxx 2 weeks ago @footballer806 I didn't just cry that day,
but I cry to this day about it. These videos..they bring me right back to the day it
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happened! aprilxoxoxx 2 weeks ago stoppzock 2 weeks ago it scares me day by day
respect to thoose people that died and repect to the familys we know they is are
blackhole what they left inside us stoppzock 2 weeks ago javelinnn 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Ебать мусульманских экстремистов!!!
Fuck muslim extremists!!!! javelinnn 2 weeks ago loyda 2 weeks ago i'm not even
american and this...stuns me. i can't help crying. loyda 2 weeks ago PS1KIng 2 weeks ago
Everyone this was a consirpracy. Physicist that inspected the sight found explosive
residue in the desks of the WTC. Bombs went off before the planes hit the building. Also
the government told military forces to stand down and not to shoot down the planes.
Also ground control said that the hijackers were IN the cockpit of the plane BEFORE the
plane took off! It was a FALSE FLAG attack. Knowledge is power. Watch conspiracy
theory with Jesse Ventura . PS1KIng 2 weeks ago Spiderpig8000 2 weeks ago @PS1KIng
they didnt shoot the planes bcuz they didnt know which planes were hijacked, they cant
shoot planes at random. and ground control wasnt true, you cant believe rumores
Spiderpig8000 2 weeks ago CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago @PS1KIng you are a
fucking idiot did you not listen to all the phone calls made from the plane and did you not
watch all the videos on here and on tv you need to think your crap over befor you say
crap like that CrankedandPranked101 2 weeks ago FoxRider22K 2 weeks ago
@Twilightcastlover OFC i agree with you but Bihrider should join with his terrorist
friends in war and let army kill Bihrider and gone to hell and unhappy to see his late
terrorist friends in hell then they will beat him to death again!!!!!!!!! LOL FoxRider22K 2
weeks ago ilikeworldofwow 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam god bless america ilikeworldofwow 2 weeks ago brod0g 2 weeks ago
@daggett588525 yes bit it would have started from the top to the bottom instead the
bottom gave out first and then the rest kind folded down on top of it brod0g 2 weeks ago
FoxRider22K 2 weeks ago @bihrider fuck you why you make bully to people in America
and dont care about that and you love see American people lose their lives make joking
and funny to you bcuz you love see American people get died from Towers fell and kill
people so u think that's funny to you so fuck you and get out of America and back to
Middle East i hope American army love to see and meet you then they will kill you mofo
so stop bully to our people and AMERICA too?! fuck you ugly Middle East dickhead?!?! FoxRider22K 2 weeks ago cortezofelpaso97 2 weeks ago Why in this mess up
world when people are hurt so bad is it true bad things do happen to good people and
good things to bad people is that why bin laden is still alive F U whoever did this
cortezofelpaso97 2 weeks ago javelinnn 2 weeks ago Ебать мусульманских
экстремистов!!! javelinnn 2 weeks ago burntclown 2 weeks ago i want to thank everyone
who took the time to watch my 9/11 tribute thank you! burntclown 2 weeks ago albyd15
2 weeks ago i saw the 2nd plane crash live. i was so young i couldnt understand what was
happening. i just remember my dad saying. " oh my God" then started praying. his eyes
were huge, and my mom was crying. things never been the same ever since in the U.S.
albyd15 2 weeks ago mleonetti1991 2 weeks ago i do not mean to offend anyone, but
seeing this is cool to watch,but by cool i don't mean that i was glad that this happened or
that I wanted this to.I wish it didn't. But to see an average size plane take down two
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towers to break down and fall into a giant cloud of dust that covered an entire section of a
city and be seen clearly from space. But whether or ot it is something of interest to see, it
still caused an event that made the whole world stand in a state of fear and sadness.
mleonetti1991 2 weeks ago MetalBassjunkie420 2 weeks ago I will always remember this
day as the day that our country was attacked by terrorist (duh) and also as the day that
my elementary teacher tried to fill my brain with propaganda for the invasion of
Afghanistan and Iraq. MetalBassjunkie420 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago Okay... I
am done with this for tonight. I am absolutely BORED with this. The haters here should
just be ignored. Unlike these haters I, along with other non-trolls, actually do have lives.
What happened on the nine eleven was a sad, cruel thing. All those people that didn't
need to die as well as the families that had to suffer those losses. RIP. Haters or nonhaters, if you're gonna direct your comment to this account, direct them at me, CallistaII,
and not Rose. ^^ -CallistaII Rose3231 2 weeks ago InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago
@Rose3231 You replied back so I obvious didn't bore you. Fail. Seeing as you feed this
troll for almost 40 minutes I'm not the only one that needs to get a life. Fail x2. I'll be sure
to look out for more replies cause this just keeps getting funnier and funnier. PS: Go back
to school. Basicly = Basically. Words like respectful and thankful only have 1 "L". Dumb
blond is obvious. Nighty Night. InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago
@InfomercialRemixer Buh bye. And I'm not a blond. ^^ Unfortunatly, your boring me a
little too much. I actually am tired. :D So excuse my spelling. -CallistaII (I am so done
here, and with you. ^^) Rose3231 2 weeks ago KTHrocks 2 weeks ago I miss my
grandpa.. he was in this... :'( KTHrocks 2 weeks ago 887379 2 weeks ago i cryed when i
saw this. when it happened i dident know what really went on i was only 6 rip to all
those ppl including my gma 887379 2 weeks ago JustAnotherYtuber 2 weeks ago fuck
religion, what good has come out of it, only bad JustAnotherYtuber 2 weeks ago
moviewatcher101ss 2 weeks ago Comment removed Niggeruser1 2 weeks ago
@moviewatcher101ss IM IN HELL RIGHT NOW ITS QUITE BEAUTIFUL
ACTUALLY Niggeruser1 2 weeks ago 887379 2 weeks ago i cryed when i saw this.
when it happened i dident know what really went on i was only 6 887379 2 weeks ago
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Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a
different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close
Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032) SharkTooth18 2 weeks ago Well in a way
yes cuz it was an attack on your country but u were very young so u kinda cant
remember that day SharkTooth18 2 weeks ago awesomedude172 2 weeks ago exactly 9
years ago the most tragic day in American history had happend. A day that none of us
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will ever forget. A day that all of us will remember forever. awesomedude172 2 weeks ago
RegularWhale 2 weeks ago May all rest in peace, and those mourning lost ones, lead a
good life in remembrance of them. RegularWhale 2 weeks ago kennydinoboy 2 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam We cannot blame religion for our
problems, even 9/11. Really it is not religion that causes wars, it is either hate, lust, or a
combination of both using religion as an excuse. Let me remind you that the crusades were
caused by those going against the Bible for power, not by those following it. World War
II was started by agnostics.Even Hitler, who was read versus from the Bible as a warning
against his plans to invade, wouldn't listen.Likewise, Muslims didn't cause 9/11, but
hateful extremists. kennydinoboy 2 weeks ago kennydinoboy 2 weeks ago We cannot
blame religion for our problems, even 9/11. Really it is not religion that causes wars, it is
either hate, lust, or a combination of both using religion as an excuse. Let me remind you
that the crusades were caused by those going against the Bible for power, not by those
following it. World War II was started by agnostics.Even Hitler, who was read versus
from the Bible as a warning against his plans to invade, wouldn't listen.Likewise,
Muslims didn't cause 9/11, but hateful extremists. kennydinoboy 2 weeks ago brittwp1 2
weeks ago Thank you for sharing. It was a day that changed my life forever as Im sure it
did for every American. We will never forget! brittwp1 2 weeks ago DMAN8525 2
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam omg wow nice video like
with the cutting n stuff i wanted to c wat i missed cuz i was in school that day in
elementary school its good that atleast somebody got video footage thanks for posting it
on here DMAN8525 2 weeks ago GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam zuhai111 And you guys are blaming it all on the muslims. :/
No, we are blaming it on older Norwegian female protestant groupe. Are you a retard???
GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago DMAN8525 2 weeks ago omg wow nice video like with the
cutting n stuff i wanted to c wat i missed cuz i was in school that day in elementary
school its good that atleast somebody got video footage thanks for posting it on here
DMAN8525 2 weeks ago SassieGurl3630 2 weeks ago Rest In Peace... To all who died :'(
SassieGurl3630 2 weeks ago ambidexed 2 weeks ago while on my trip to new york,we
visited a museum.my principal and i saw this picture and she asked me what was in the
picutre that isnt here now(the twin towers) i was only four when it happend,so i
answered saying the town that used to be on water for immigrants.i feel kinda guilty for
not remembering somethin like this but...should i? ambidexed 2 weeks ago
XxJASONANDCHARLEYxX 2 weeks ago This was a tragic day in the US history. I
hope bin ladin and his parteners who caused this burn in hell. RIP everyone who died on
that tragic day. The whole country is mourning in your names.
XxJASONANDCHARLEYxX 2 weeks ago ZwinkyTOLSpecials 2 weeks ago This made
me cry.It really is sad :(Its soooo frustrating ZwinkyTOLSpecials 2 weeks ago
americanodiehard 2 weeks ago god bless america, DEATH TO THE MUSLAM
americanodiehard 2 weeks ago JustAnotherYtuber 2 weeks ago @americanodiehard you
spelt muslim wrong JustAnotherYtuber 2 weeks ago 1297lexi 2 weeks ago at 19:42 I
finally broke into tears.. this is the first time I've actually seen them collapse since nin
years ago and i was only 4 when it hapened...may everyone involver rest in heavenly
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peace!!!! :'( 1297lexi 2 weeks ago Twilightcastlover 2 weeks ago @1297lexi Me too! I
was asleep, i never new what happened i only knew that the planes crashed into the
WTC. I NEVER saw any videos what so ever. Twilightcastlover 2 weeks ago
Twilightcastlover 2 weeks ago Even though I was asleep when this horrific accident
happen and i was only 4 years old. R.I.P for those who have died. And I am sorry for
those who have lost someone close on this day 9 years ago. Even though im not a crying
person. When i saw this video for the FIRST time, not knowing what really happened
that say, I had a terrible gut-wrenching feeling. And i had no words. :'( Twilightcastlover 2
weeks ago Shadogal94 2 weeks ago i was 6 when this happened. we had to stay in school
and watch this live on tv. every year after that i have been terrified when 9/11 comes
around because one of the hijacked planes crashed in my state... i'm not approving that
this happened, but i'm glad that america was brought closer together from this event.
america needs to be totally united; we need to stand strong to get past horrible times like
these. Shadogal94 2 weeks ago GuitarPlayer2884 2 weeks ago My whole life...our whole
lives..RUINED. GuitarPlayer2884 2 weeks ago quiksiilver 2 weeks ago the sad thing is..
everyone in every firetruck and car you saw on the bottom in this video.. is no longer
alive. quiksiilver 2 weeks ago GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago FBI is closely watching you,
assholes! GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago fistjedi 2 weeks ago 4 I will never forget. Do you hear
me? I will never forget! fistjedi 2 weeks ago 4 daggett588525 2 weeks ago @fistjedi Amen
daggett588525 2 weeks ago Niggeruser1 2 weeks ago YO YO UR GAY U SUCK FAEGS
ALL NITE YO DAT UR FACE ALL WELLS UP AND FADES AWAY YO
Niggeruser1 2 weeks ago bihrider 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam looool listen to the bitch crying hahahahaha dumb how ur own president was
part of it so stfu you slut hahahahah look at the towers fall ahahha bihrider 2 weeks ago
Kafeeene25 2 weeks ago 20 @bihrider keep ur rude comments to urself and show some
respect for the people who lost their lives Kafeeene25 2 weeks ago 20 MarissaCuhh 2
weeks ago @bihrider THAT IS NOT NESSACARY. PEOPLE DIED. do not make jokes
about that and have respect you twit. MarissaCuhh 2 weeks ago 3ndlessSky 2 weeks ago
Fucking sand niggers 3ndlessSky 2 weeks ago Gatorsrule213 2 weeks ago Special place in
hell for the people that did this God bless america Gatorsrule213 2 weeks ago zuhai111 2
weeks ago And you guys are blaming it all on the muslims. :/ zuhai111 2 weeks ago
1NationConservative 2 weeks ago @zuhai111 YES 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago
daggett588525 2 weeks ago @zuhai111 I don't blame all Muslims. Some of the best
people I know are Muslim. I blame the Muslims RESPONSIBLE for this day!
daggett588525 2 weeks ago youuLostMe 2 weeks ago @daggett588525 just blame Osama
Bin Laden he planned the whole thing youuLostMe 2 weeks ago daggett588525 2 weeks
ago @youuLostMe True...Well, him and his "henchmen." Small cowards! daggett588525
2 weeks ago bihrider 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@daggett588525 muslims werent responsible ur retarded brain washed sheep your own
government is responsible fuck tard bihrider 2 weeks ago daggett588525 2 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @bihrider Show me UNDISPUTABLE
proof and I'll accept that. All I've seen so far are small minded people TRYING to push
the blame on others! As for your "bitch crying" message, I'll say to another dispicable
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asshole of the universe, YOU, my "friend" are the reason some animals eat their young.
Too bad you were spared! daggett588525 2 weeks ago daggett588525 2 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @bihrider Show me UNDISPUTABLE
proof and I'll accept that. All I've seen so far are small minded people TRYING to push
the blame on others! As for your "bitch crying" message, I'll say to another dispicable
asshole of the universe, YOU, my "friend" are the reason some animals eat their young.
Too bad you were spared! Since I refuse to argue with small minded people, GOOD
BYE! daggett588525 2 weeks ago Twilightcastlover 2 weeks ago @bihrider Fuck you!!!
People DIED!!! And u have NO fucking idea...oh wait yeah ur fucking terrorist friends
fucking did it!! Twilightcastlover 2 weeks ago 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago
@zuhai111 Muslim Extremists if that makes you feel better... 1NationConservative 2
weeks ago footballer806 2 weeks ago 27 i will always remember this day i cried this day
if you cried that day vote up footballer806 2 weeks ago 27 mleonetti1991 2 weeks ago
Now honestly this was probably the second-most important event that affected everyone
world wide......the first would in my opinion be the Holocaust. But besides that, I have a
feeling that at least one person from every country all over the entire world mourned a
loved one or a friend on that day. We will never forget this.....not just never forget, but we
can't forget. It's impossible to after seeing actual footage or being an eyewittness to forget
this. mleonetti1991 2 weeks ago sulpfreemangodess 2 weeks ago I think we should nuc
those fuckin sluts and be done with it fucken cunts sulpfreemangodess 2 weeks ago
coolnazo6776 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam may the
people in the 911 rest in peace forever, except for those cocksuckers called terrorists,
may u burn in the deepest parts of fucken hell with no way out with devils with weapons
picking on them for no end... coolnazo6776 2 weeks ago luvCCSC4eva 2 weeks ago This
video really made me see just how devastating this was. I was only 8 when this
happened. I never actually saw footage of it. Wow....just wow.. luvCCSC4eva 2 weeks
ago coolnazo6776 2 weeks ago 4 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
may the people in the crash rest in peace for ever in heaven and those cocksucker called
terrorists, may u burn in the deepest parts of fucken hell with no way out with devils
with weapons picking on you with no end... coolnazo6776 2 weeks ago 4 picark 2 weeks
ago @GoUSA1000 I'm an American that went to Cuba last week will I be watched by
local Fedral Departments too? picark 2 weeks ago GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @picark No, you are OK. GoUSA1000 2
weeks ago jiggle12345678 2 weeks ago so bring your plane to work day wasn't a good
idea jiggle12345678 2 weeks ago browningman32 2 weeks ago please all of those who was
affected to this horrible attack we all think of you in harmony... browningman32 2 weeks
ago GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago Whoever talks bad about the United States will be on the
BLACK LIST and will not be able enter the US. Also, you will be closely watched by the
local Federal Departments of yout countries. GoUSA100DPTMNT GoUSA1000 2
weeks ago Niggeruser1 2 weeks ago @GoUSA1000 DAMN U.S. COCKSUCKERS
Niggeruser1 2 weeks ago GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago @Niggeruser1 Retard, is that you
againe??? GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago Niggeruser1 2 weeks ago @GoUSA1000 IT LOOKS
LIKE TEAM ROCKET'S BLASTING OFF AGAAAAAAAAAAAIN!!!!!!!!!!
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Niggeruser1 2 weeks ago 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago @GoUSA1000 Go look at
his picture and you will understand.....he's an extra for Napoline Dynamite.
1NationConservative 2 weeks ago brod0g 2 weeks ago if a plane hit the upper levels of
the god damn towers they wouldnt have collapsed from the bottom. the only area tht
would have collapsed would be the area above the so called "plane" not the area on the
bottom floor brod0g 2 weeks ago daggett588525 2 weeks ago @brod0g The weight of the
collapsing building would cause the rest of it to collapse. daggett588525 2 weeks ago
coolnazo6776 2 weeks ago Comment removed nikechris9 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Can someone please explain to me what do people
mean when they say " 9/11 was an inside job " . nikechris9 2 weeks ago nikechris9 2
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Can someone please
explain to me what do people mean when they say " 9/11 was an inside job " . nikechris9
2 weeks ago DORIANLB55 2 weeks ago dont make jokes about this because this could
have happened to you maybe you where there or you where on a plane im not trying to
be funny it could have happened to anyone R I P. i am sad.... DORIANLB55 2 weeks
ago picark 2 weeks ago @niggeruser1 Were you wearing crack pants then blasting Satanic
Reggae(rap music) that day? picark 2 weeks ago Niggeruser1 2 weeks ago @picark YEA
NIGGERUSER RAP. Niggeruser1 2 weeks ago eightlines14 2 weeks ago Soo sad
eightlines14 2 weeks ago burntclown 2 weeks ago i want to thank everyone who took the
time to watch my 9/11 tribute thank you! burntclown 2 weeks ago Niggeruser1 2 weeks
ago GLORIOUS DAY Niggeruser1 2 weeks ago NoRemedyy 2 weeks ago @Niggeruser1
...... NoRemedyy 2 weeks ago Niggeruser1 2 weeks ago @NoRemedyy ...... Niggeruser1 2
weeks ago 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago @Niggeruser1 Your a dork...nice picture.
1NationConservative 2 weeks ago Niggeruser1 2 weeks ago @1NationConservative
THENX Niggeruser1 2 weeks ago daggett588525 2 weeks ago @Niggeruser1 "nigger"
Slang: Extremely Disparaging and Offensive . a person who is regarded as contemptible,
inferior, ignorant, etc. Sounds like you're a perfect example of that word. Do you use
yourself? daggett588525 2 weeks ago Niggeruser1 2 weeks ago @daggett588525 I AM
NIGGERUSER RAINDROP Niggeruser1 2 weeks ago Coolgirl358 2 weeks ago Oh my
god.....you can even see the people jumping form the top....this was such a horrible day
that shall never be forgotten by America. Coolgirl358 2 weeks ago picark 2 weeks ago
@UltimateHockeyFan91 Yes I remember the Canucks-Flames Exhibition Game was
postponed until September 12th. picark 2 weeks ago Gatorsrule213 2 weeks ago NEVER
GIVE UP FIGHT FOR THOSE PEOPLE THAT CANT ANYMORE GOD BLESS
AMERICA.....LAND OF THE FREE....HOME OF THE BRAVE....U.S.A
Gatorsrule213 2 weeks ago ZwinkyTOLSpecials 2 weeks ago Idk why but this vid makes
me sad and angry and then again about 6 mins in Im thinking, "I want a falling building".
ZwinkyTOLSpecials 2 weeks ago 77moessa 2 weeks ago Nothing's forgotten. nothing's
ever forgotten! ROBBBBBBBBBBBIIIIIIIIN! DA!DA!DA! 77moessa 2 weeks ago
UltimateHockeyFan91 2 weeks ago The entire world won't forget what happened that
day. This affected Canada as much as it did America. UltimateHockeyFan91 2 weeks ago
alastor742 2 weeks ago @UltimateHockeyFan91 really i did not know that alastor742 2
weeks ago picark 2 weeks ago You know why Bush went after Afghanistan & Iraq
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instead of Saudi Arabia? Saudi Arabia has OIL!!!!! Afghanistan has rugs & dogs! Iraq had
Saddam Hussein. Makes you want to never vote for another politician especially a liberal.
picark 2 weeks ago labatymo 2 weeks ago my heart goes out to all Americans labatymo 2
weeks ago eston276 2 weeks ago Damn Jews. eston276 2 weeks ago MRevelle83 2 weeks
ago @eston276 Damn brick walls. See? I can say that about random things that have
nothing to do with this just as well as you. MRevelle83 2 weeks ago smileybug14 2
weeks ago Comment removed LameJanee 2 weeks ago 28 people who make jokes about
this are so ruthless, this is in no way, ever a laughing matter RIP all those who died, and i
pray for all those who lost someone close to them <3 LameJanee 2 weeks ago 28
RainbowManification 2 weeks ago @LameJanee most people laugh to deal with the
tension and the sorrow. "Laughing leads to crying" RainbowManification 2 weeks ago
alastor742 2 weeks ago @RainbowManification i see alastor742 2 weeks ago
DarthZimmeris 2 weeks ago never forget... DarthZimmeris 2 weeks ago
TheycallmehQuiet 2 weeks ago how can someone even come up with the idea to ram a
plane into a building. that is the most terrifying thing imaginable. TheycallmehQuiet 2
weeks ago moviewatcher101ss 2 weeks ago @newjourneyfanO1 what the fuck is wrong
with you wtf did we do to you moviewatcher101ss 2 weeks ago StupendousSavy101 2
weeks ago Never forget september 11th, 2001. &RIP to all those who died in the
buildings, and to the firefighters who gave their lives trying to save others.
StupendousSavy101 2 weeks ago GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago FBI is watching. Are you
scared, Muhammed, Mahmud, Abu-Ali Hussan ibn Asshole??? GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago
nikechris9 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Can
someone please explain to me what do people mean when they say " 9/11 was an inside
job " . nikechris9 2 weeks ago HungKiet 2 weeks ago WE WILL NEVER FORGET GOD
BLESS AMERICA HungKiet 2 weeks ago Gsiete83 2 weeks ago Best coverage I've seen
of 911. U actually lived the terror of so many, n u felt the frustration of those people
running for their lives. Is not that I like what happened, it connects me to those who
suffered n still suffer from this. My prayers go out to the Newyorkers n those who
happened to b there visiting for whatever reason. God bless Gsiete83 2 weeks ago
simplyroyable 2 weeks ago Proposing a mosque anywhere close to this site is a slap on
America's face!!! I saw the 102minutes video...Damn...USA was hit real hard!
simplyroyable 2 weeks ago Kari166 2 weeks ago A lot of the comments on here are
disgusting. It doesn't matter what nationality or religion or whatever you are! This was a
tradgedy, and should be treated as such, just like you would for any other similar video.
We should not be disrespected and neither should the innocent victims just for being
American! I know it the cool thing to do right now, but you're just coming off as assholes.
And the innocent Muslums shouldn't suffer either. THEY didn't cause this, terrorists did.
Kari166 2 weeks ago eston276 2 weeks ago ur all fukken stupid 9/11 was so great fuck
the ppl who died i piss on der graves. eston276 2 weeks ago 1NationConservative 2
weeks ago @eston276 Well thought out..........see what a 3rd grade education gets you!
1NationConservative 2 weeks ago eston276 2 weeks ago @1NationConservative Lol.
Stupid conservative. eston276 2 weeks ago mleonetti1991 2 weeks ago @eston276 ok
dumb fuck......how would you like to have a plane crashing into building surrounded by
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everyone you know and love?......would you piss on their graves also? You really think
this whole thing is funny to you? How about you shut the fuck up and suck my patriotic
dick you cunt. mleonetti1991 2 weeks ago eston276 2 weeks ago @mleonetti1991 I
would piss on the graves of my family. I just love pissing on things. Are you a
homosexual? You seem to want me, a boy, to suck on your penis. eston276 2 weeks ago
GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago FBI is watching you, fucking terrorists!!! GoUSA1000 2
weeks ago newjourneyfanO1 2 weeks ago @GoUSA1000 Yes, & all the FBI do is watch.
They never act... Hahahaaaaa!!!!! That is why Islamic projects like 9/11 are so successful.
newjourneyfanO1 2 weeks ago 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago @newjourneyfanO1
You are no different than Muhammad......illiterate and driven by Demons.
1NationConservative 2 weeks ago simplyroyable 2 weeks ago @newjourneyfanO1
Well...Your days are numbered.. simplyroyable 2 weeks ago InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks
ago No planes were harmed in the making of this video. InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago
moviewatcher101ss 2 weeks ago I had just got off my buss when i was 9 years old and I
watched the planes hit. when i walked in my mom was crying saying something horrible
happened. It was a horrible day. God bless all those to attempted to save those trapped
in the towers. I don't care were you are from or what religion you have it was a horrible
day thousands died with out a chance to fight back.. for all those disliking this
moviewatcher101ss 2 weeks ago newjourneyfanO1 2 weeks ago Someone should post a
video like this with the song "Don't Worry Be Happy" by Bobby McFerrin as
background music! newjourneyfanO1 2 weeks ago 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago
@newjourneyfanO1 Why is this a joke to you? 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago
newjourneyfanO1 2 weeks ago @1NationConservative YOU are a joke. Fat Warmongering Capitalist Christian kafirs. Only in America can we destroy your WTC, &
then be allowed to build a mosque 2 blocks away! Hahahaaa! America is being taken over
from the inside... we don't even have to declare war! Fools! Allahu Akbar!
newjourneyfanO1 2 weeks ago 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago @newjourneyfanO1
You might be right with Obama as President....you will still be a loser though.
1NationConservative 2 weeks ago urchinawsome3000 2 weeks ago This is where forgive
thy neighbor doesn't apply!!! D:< urchinawsome3000 2 weeks ago InfomercialRemixer 2
weeks ago Knock knock! Who's there? 9/11 9/11 who? I thought you'd never forget...
InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @InfomercialRemixer Wow..
really low. No one but a troll with no life would find that funny. Especially not people
from NY like me. What a fail you are. -.- So, FUCK OFF, little brat! Go bother someone
else for a change.. maybe your mommy perhapps....?..... ^^ -CallistaII Rose3231 2 weeks
ago alastor742 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 this not the time to even laugh this is time to
mourn alastor742 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @alastor742 To be honest, I'm
NOT laughing. Im bitching to the guy making the dumb jokes in the first place. -CallistaII
Rose3231 2 weeks ago alastor742 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 i was trying to say it to him
though please do not take it the wrong way alastor742 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks
ago @alastor742 No, I do not mean to yell at you or anything. I understand what you
mean. For him to be crack jokes, is just... rediculous. -CallistaII Rose3231 2 weeks ago
alastor742 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 thanks alastor742 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks
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ago @alastor742 You're welcome. :D -CallistaII Rose3231 2 weeks ago
InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 Somewhat successful troll is somewhat
successful InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @InfomercialRemixer
Well the very stupid troll is clearly very stupid. 1) A failing troll like you won't piss me
off. ^^ 2) I don't find your little jokes funny. Get a life. -CallistaII Rose3231 2 weeks ago
InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 Very successful troll is very successful
InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @InfomercialRemixer How so?
Because I don't see it. -CallistaII Rose3231 2 weeks ago InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago
@Rose3231 facepalm.jpg InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago
@InfomercialRemixer Hmm? Really. All I have to say is, cracking jokes when people are
mourning the nine eleven today is just truely pathetic on your part. -CallistaII Rose3231
2 weeks ago alastor742 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 agreed alastor742 2 weeks ago
InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 Cool story bro -Callistall
InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @InfomercialRemixer Trying to
be me? LMAO Wow.... You're bad at it, that's for sure. -CallistaII Rose3231 2 weeks ago
InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 I just think it's funny when people put their
names at the end of their comments. It's completely pointless and retarded. -Jake (just
encase you people ever meet me in real life you'll know my name. I know it will never
ever happen but I feel like I should let you guys know. Also, I put it there so you guys
know it's me who's commenting. Oh wait, you could just look at my username! Oh well.)
InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @InfomercialRemixer Aww,
funny. I don't care for your real name. Because that isn't mine. It's another name I use for
somewhere else. Since I haven't gotten an account on here yet, my friend allowed me to
borrow hers for a bit. The ONLY reason I put that name on the bottom is so that people
can distinguish me from the real Rose when we are commenting. ^^ -CallistaII Rose3231
2 weeks ago InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 Implying that was my real
name. PS: Cool but unbelievably retarded story bro. InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago
Rose3231 2 weeks ago @InfomercialRemixer Hmm.. whatever. You're not making a
whole lot of sense and frankly, you bore me. (Also, Im female, dumbass. ^^) Go do
something other than joking around patheticly. -CallistaII Rose3231 2 weeks ago
alastor742 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 ingore him he just going to do this again and again
alastor742 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @alastor742 I know. I'm really bored with
this already. And it's getting late. Unlike him, I have a life. XD -CallistaII Rose3231 2
weeks ago alastor742 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@Rose3231 ignore him he just going to do this again and again alastor742 2 weeks ago
InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 1. I'm making perfect sense, you just can't
comprehend it. 2. Know your meme or gtfo. 3. The more you reply the more this troll is
successful, so keep on replying! 4. Get to the fucking kitchen you bitch!
InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @InfomercialRemixer Well as I
said, you bore me. So I'm done for the night. Comment all you want to me and I'll take a
look at it for Rose. ^^ Basicly, what I have left to say is, get a fucking life, learn to be a
little more respectfull (and thankfull considering you weren't one of the people who had
died for no reason), and stop joking around. If you can't do that, then fuck off and gtfo
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yourself. -CallistaII Rose3231 2 weeks ago freezingh 2 weeks ago OMG, i hope they are
OK freezingh 2 weeks ago 1NationConservative 2 weeks ago The Muslims that flew
these planes into the towers are still burning and will be for eternity.
1NationConservative 2 weeks ago SelenaRox5546 2 weeks ago @1NationConservative
They"ll always burn. SelenaRox5546 2 weeks ago swagerwagon32 2 weeks ago May the
people who lost their lives on September 11, 2001 rest in peace and to all their family's
many respects to you God bless you. swagerwagon32 2 weeks ago imPricless3 2 weeks
ago Comment removed ROB6ZOMBIE666 2 weeks ago @imPricless3 hahahahahahah
these people are not assholes. their not a holes ROB6ZOMBIE666 2 weeks ago
Perfect95i 2 weeks ago 11 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam guys
watch " the arrivals " this 2ep about September 11 search about " The Arrivals pt.17 War
on Terror " " The Arrivals pt. 18 The Hypocrisy of Democracy ", and watch the rest eps
if u want . stop the fucking lies Perfect95i 2 weeks ago 11 Jessroxyo 2 weeks ago 14 :(
Today is September 11 :'( EVERYONE DO A MINUTE OF JUST PURE SILENCE!! :(
1.751 dislikes? These people have no heart, :( Jessroxyo 2 weeks ago 14
PSYCHOPATHsam 2 weeks ago @Jessroxyo well if u think about it, liking this video is
more cold hearted than disliking it PSYCHOPATHsam 2 weeks ago reym613 2 weeks
ago @Jessroxyo maybe ppl dislike this because they dont like waht happend reym613 2
weeks ago Fudala510 2 weeks ago @Jessroxyo the ppl who dislike this might have been
disliking the fact that there was terrorist attack, like they dislike this event... Fudala510 2
weeks ago FireeAndRain2010 2 weeks ago I cried watching that tower go down and fill
the whole area with smoke and to see that multitude of people running. I cant stand to
think that thousands of people died like this. this was my first time watching it and it
was really... FireeAndRain2010 2 weeks ago Dtsc95 2 weeks ago It just isnt right for
people to fight like this. Dtsc95 2 weeks ago alastor742 2 weeks ago @Dtsc95 yes
because the more we are fighting the more we terr ourselves apart alastor742 2 weeks ago
ezwriter20 2 weeks ago you dont have to come and confess, because were looking for you
osama! ezwriter20 2 weeks ago daggett588525 2 weeks ago Thank you so much for this
perspective view of that horrable day! I cry and pray every day for the people who were
lost that day, including 3 of the best friends I could have ever had! If anyone knows how
to get in touch with Bob and Bri, I would love to speak to them personally! my email is
daggett588525@yahoo.com. daggett588525 2 weeks ago Dtsc95 2 weeks ago I want to
say one thing to all the people commenting. I dont care what religion you are alright! the
only thing you people yelling at muslims can do is cause more hatred and anger
NOTHING ELSE! only MORE killing like this or in war coming from BOTH sides! this
will continue happening until this world ends if we keep fighting like this. this day should
remind us of that . All those people died! and i know death happens everyday but not
like this. PLEASE STOP BEFORE IT HAPPENS AGAIN! to anyone. Dtsc95 2 weeks
ago alastor742 2 weeks ago @Dtsc95 he is right we should learn form this we cannot
make the same mistake again alastor742 2 weeks ago dinosaursrawr17 2 weeks ago rip
those people who lost their lives that day dinosaursrawr17 2 weeks ago
californiainthesun 2 weeks ago Rest in peace, my American brothers and sisters.
californiainthesun 2 weeks ago InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago I'm sure that was the last
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time they had "Bring your plane to work day". InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago
newjourneyfanO1 2 weeks ago @InfomercialRemixer LOLZ!!!! newjourneyfanO1 2
weeks ago imPricless3 2 weeks ago @InfomercialRemixer Go to hell. imPricless3 2 weeks
ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @InfomercialRemixer Your little "comedy" thing here is NOT
funny. That is not something to laugh at. MANY people died. And some didn't even
know it, untill minutes before they died, while others had to go through the fear and
stress of dying just because these terrorists planned to attack the twin towers. RIP to
them all. They didn't deserve those deaths. Nor did their families need to suffer a loss like
that. -CallistaII Rose3231 2 weeks ago moneymo83 2 weeks ago R.I.P. 2 ALL THAT
DIE ON 9/11........... moneymo83 2 weeks ago XxUpInTheSkyXx 2 weeks ago The
people just... hanging there ... God I feel like I'm going to throw up. I was so young when
this happened I obviously had no idea what was happening, bless all of the 500+ brave
firemen that had their lives taken. <3 XxUpInTheSkyXx 2 weeks ago alastor742 2 weeks
ago @XxUpInTheSkyXx me too my friend me too alastor742 2 weeks ago
newjourneyfanO1 2 weeks ago @XxUpInTheSkyXx 500 fishermen did not have their
lives taken that day.. what are you talking about?? newjourneyfanO1 2 weeks ago
auzzie4lyf4000 2 weeks ago RIP to those who lost their lives that day auzzie4lyf4000 2
weeks ago SelenaRox5546 2 weeks ago God bless all of those who were in the buildings..
those who jumped... those who were the passengers in those planes.. and the fire fighters
and police who saved many. SelenaRox5546 2 weeks ago hsdscsds 2 weeks ago We need
to neutralize extremism. Let's not single out any religion, nationality or race. An extremist
is essentially a sociopathic violent narcissist who somehow believes that their cause is
more important than the life and dignity of other good people. I can think of examples
from every race, religion and creed. And innocent people of every race, religion and creed
were killed on this awful day. Stop hating on any one group of people. hsdscsds 2 weeks
ago FredIsMyName22 2 weeks ago My goodness...I never knew it looked that bad. I was
so young when this happened, I never understood anything about it....until I did some
research. If this was a conspiracy, damn whoever was in charge. If it wasn't, damn
whoever was in charge. FredIsMyName22 2 weeks ago alastor742 2 weeks ago enough is
enough we are mourning for the people who died show some respect alastor742 2 weeks
ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @alastor742 True, true. I'm from NY, and I remember that
day, despite the fact that I was young then. -CallistaII (Not Rose. Don't mix meh up with
her. XD) Rose3231 2 weeks ago alastor742 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 thanks for backing
me up alastor742 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @alastor742 No problem. Any
time. XD -CallistaII Rose3231 2 weeks ago jackfr3 2 weeks ago @alastor742 Respect is
to seek justice, not watching videos. I have no interest in watching these videos, only
passing on the facts, we have been lied to, and at least 2 million people are now dead due
to the wars, based on a pack of lies. jackfr3 2 weeks ago alastor742 2 weeks ago @jackfr3
thanks for that i will chose my word wisley alastor742 2 weeks ago alastor742 2 weeks
ago @jackfr3 thanks for that i will chose my word wisely alastor742 2 weeks ago
europeanbrotherhood 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Have the perpetraitors paid for it yet?? Have they?? No we accommodate this fascist
religious ideology which Muslim deny exists and refuse to seperate from its religion.
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When will the people wake up and face the truth that Islam is NOT A MERE
RELIGION IT IS A SYSTEM OF LIFE THAT WAY TOO MANY MUSLIM TRY
TO MAKE DOMINANT IN THE WORLD!!! And as long as Muslims don't stand up
against politics in their religion and discrimination against non-muslims that is born out of
it,then I say FUCK YOU!! europeanbrotherhood 2 weeks ago burntclown 2 weeks ago
hello i made i video four 9/11 today... i think i did a really good job..can you guys please
check it out and comment on it thank you burntclown 2 weeks ago gangstarap001 2
weeks ago R.I.P. from your neighbor Canada! North america the greatest power in the
galaxy gangstarap001 2 weeks ago Gatorsrule213 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam AMERICA......LAND OF THE FREE.......FUCK RABI
TOWEL HEAD MOTHER FUCKERS Gatorsrule213 2 weeks ago Jessroxyo 2 weeks
ago I felt my armor broking, and tears constructing :'( Jessroxyo 2 weeks ago
InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago WTC = What Trade Center? InfomercialRemixer 2
weeks ago bodhipuppy123 2 weeks ago R.I.P to everyone that died on 9/11/
bodhipuppy123 2 weeks ago iSplode 2 weeks ago At about 7:35, I can't tell if it's a
person jumping or if it's debris, but it's heartbreaking. iSplode 2 weeks ago
MemoryResidesInDeath 2 weeks ago @iSplode whoa! oh ok. nah I think its just debris
cuz it falls down like paper. but still people really did fall down from the twin towers. D:
R..I.P everyone who died on 9/11 MemoryResidesInDeath 2 weeks ago savedbynight 2
weeks ago RIP to all innocent people who have lost their lives on this day. savedbynight
2 weeks ago ThaySeeMeTrollin 2 weeks ago I've masturbated to this video multiple
times. ThaySeeMeTrollin 2 weeks ago MemoryResidesInDeath 2 weeks ago
@ThaySeeMeTrollin Now that is just weird -_- MemoryResidesInDeath 2 weeks ago
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @ThaySeeMeTrollin SAME! LOL fucking love those
americunts freakyfool2 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 Wow, just
wow. Low lives with no life at all. Just here to troll for the fun of it, eh? How pathetic are
you for doing that? I'd say very. ^^ -CallistaII Rose3231 2 weeks ago tyrell4life194 2
weeks ago @freakyfool2 americunts eh? u obviously dont give a fuck about these people
who died. u just came one this video to troll on people and wank on people for the past
12 hrs. tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @tyrell4life194 Course he did
- he has no life. This is what brings him joy! He is the c**t! Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago
tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 the dude is an asshole, a tard who doesnt give a
damn about these thousands of people who perish. i hope this asshole burns in hell.
tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 GREAT! why don't you
two go butt fuck some were else... H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago TheEaglesfan123 2 weeks ago
RIP for all the ones in and outside of the buildings. TheEaglesfan123 2 weeks ago picark 2
weeks ago My outlook on Islam is there are few countries of dominant Islamic Faith that
have had sucess in the World just as a religion then ingretiated into the whole culture.
Malaysia & The Sultanates of Oman & Brunei are just the very few examples of peaceful
Countries of Islamic faith.Don't go to Saudi Arabia with a Cross or Star of David around
your neck ...you'll be arrested then deported.When will the Liberals ever learn!!! picark 2
weeks ago sexicapicorn 2 weeks ago RIP to the souls that died that day and sry for your
lost to the people that lost someone that day. This day will always be remembered
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sexicapicorn 2 weeks ago InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago It's a bird! It's a plane! It's OH
SHIT IT IS A PLANE! InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago imPricless3 2 weeks ago
@InfomercialRemixer Shut up. imPricless3 2 weeks ago imPricless3 2 weeks ago
@InfomercialRemixer What the Fuck is wrong with you? You Wouldnt be saying that If
it was YOU in those towers on that day. imPricless3 2 weeks ago tyrell4life194 2 weeks
ago @InfomercialRemixer the fuck is wrong with you? if u were in that building, u
would'nt be sayin that now, now would ya? tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago TaliBoo12 2
weeks ago R.I.P to all the lives that was taking away on this tragic Day. Sep. 11, 2001.
TaliBoo12 2 weeks ago SalientK 2 weeks ago @STARSHINE852 I disagree. I think your
comment is a lot more anal that mine was. :P SalientK 2 weeks ago jackfr3 2 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ISRAEL DID 9/11. PUT DOWN
THE CHEESBURGER AND WAKE UP, OR YOU WILL END UP LIKE USSR.
jackfr3 2 weeks ago bahbahblacksheep100 2 weeks ago 2 Many people say it was the
muslim's fault this happened. I don't believe this is correct. I have two very good friends
who are muslim and they are probably the most kindest, loving people I have ever met.
Defiantly the best thing that has happened to me was meeting them. Some people in the
world are just fucked in the head to have caused such horror among the people of
America. It has nothing to do with race. R.I.P all those who were affected by the 9/11
attacks. My prayers are with you. xx bahbahblacksheep100 2 weeks ago 2 Rose3231 2
weeks ago @bahbahblacksheep100 I agree with you. It's not all of them. But just some of
these people are rediculous.. Not all are muslims.. Freakyfool2's goal is to just piss
everyone off I bet.. and it's working probably. o.e -CallistaII Rose3231 2 weeks ago
lilshortie117 2 weeks ago @bahbahblacksheep100 hey stupid all people are different
lilshortie117 2 weeks ago tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago @lilshortie117 stop ur flammin
jackass. tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago leyendalatina 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam waooo, I don't know what to say, if you could record the
document was good luck or bad luck, my God so painful disaster. leyendalatina 2 weeks
ago xxcaosmasterxx11 2 weeks ago people who HATE this video go away because this is
the time when you great great grandfather and grandmother died maybe. Also ur sisters
and brothers maybe died on that day xxcaosmasterxx11 2 weeks ago alastor742 2 weeks
ago @xxcaosmasterxx11 agreed alastor742 2 weeks ago leyendalatina 2 weeks ago waooo,
I don't know what to say, if you could record the document was good luck or bad luck,
my God so painful disaster. leyendalatina 2 weeks ago jimpatjordan 2 weeks ago Rest In
Peace and God Bless all that have been effected by 9/11 and God Bless America.
jimpatjordan 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @jimpatjordan Why just God bless
America? Why not God bless humanity? God does not just love America - God loves all
good people from all around the world. Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago team1200 2 weeks ago
@Rachiejane1 because most amercians are self fish and only care about themselves, as
long as america is safe they dont give a shit about the rest of the world. If my country
(Canada) was under attacked, for example a bomb goes of in downtown toronto, the
americans wouldent help canada, like canada helped amercia in 9/11. team1200 2 weeks
ago Ifeelphat 2 weeks ago @team1200 what about haiti? just saying Ifeelphat 2 weeks
ago team1200 2 weeks ago @Ifeelphat I said "most amercans" sure some amercans
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donated, and good on them. You gotta help the less fourtanate, but in porportion to their
population, they could have donated much more. Canada is ranked 3rd most generous
nation in the world, with a population of only 34 million, only behind australia and new
zealand. team1200 2 weeks ago teabagginue 2 weeks ago A TUTTI QUELLI CHE SONO
MORTI ALL'11/9/2001...NON VI SCORDEREMO MAI...RESTATE IN PACE MA
VOI VIVRETE CON NOI PER SEMPRE! teabagginue 2 weeks ago AZWSVF 2 weeks
ago @woffydawg1 screw u AZWSVF 2 weeks ago woofydawg1 2 weeks ago such a
tragedy... I mean 6 muslims died yo. woofydawg1 2 weeks ago bahbahblacksheep100 2
weeks ago Comment removed Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @bahbahblacksheep100 It does.
Read the quran. It talks about Jihad which is holy war! It talks of smiting people who
don't believe. This is exactly what the terrorists were doing when they crashed the planes
into the towers. Please go and read the Quran and you will see it is all there. I am not
saying that all Muslims are horrible, your friend sounds nice, but read up on the quran
and Islam and you will see a lot of hatred of non-muslims and no accpetance of them x
Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago I remember watching the
towers fall.... First I was like.... ...And than I lol'd InfomercialRemixer 2 weeks ago
FOsHo112x 2 weeks ago @InfomercialRemixer i wish u were in those towers you
ignorant fuk FOsHo112x 2 weeks ago raves11 2 weeks ago @InfomercialRemixer I feel
sorry for you. raves11 2 weeks ago jimpatjordan 2 weeks ago @InfomercialRemixer what
the hell is wrong with you you wouldnt be loling if you were in the building now would
you retard? jimpatjordan 2 weeks ago SelenaRox5546 2 weeks ago @InfomercialRemixer
Your little "lol" just gave you a free ticket to hell. Congrats you fuckface. SelenaRox5546
2 weeks ago tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago the FUCK are wrong with u two! thousands of
people died on 9/11 and this is how u honor them?! tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago trogdorm1
2 weeks ago why are you even talking about USA this video has nothing to do with that
this is to honor those who died there R.I.P besides stop saying "America" because when
you say that youre reffering to canada, mexico, central america, and south america. all of
that is america not just USA so stop being so ignorant. trogdorm1 2 weeks ago luv2dec 2
weeks ago This video reminds us all how committed we all have to be to fighting terror!
luv2dec 2 weeks ago woofydawg1 2 weeks ago happy bring your plane to work day
woofydawg1 2 weeks ago isten1977 2 weeks ago we should never forget... RIP isten1977
2 weeks ago vd2boozerr 2 weeks ago @isten1977 we WILL never forget vd2boozerr 2
weeks ago notright11233 2 weeks ago IM SORRY BUT U MUSLIMS ARE NOT
WORTH ANY OF MY TIME. so for all muslims, heres wat u gotta do. go fuck urself,
get a job, get a life, get some money, buy a donkey, sattle that donkey near a ugly muslim
whore, and marry that whore, kill that whore, run off to iraq and suicide bomb urself
there. simple task faggots. u do it every day anyways notright11233 2 weeks ago
bl618097 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 What an ignorant person you are. You have the
nerve to post comments like that? I guess you think that this entire ordeal is funny,
because all you can really say is LOL. Have you any idea how rude & disrespectful
you're being? Have you ever thought about how the people felt, knowing they weren't
going to make it?Have you ever tried to understand how awful their families feel? How
would you act if you were one of those innocent victims? I guess you would just sit there
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& LOL, huh? bl618097 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @bl618097 He's a troll try to ignore him because I think he feeds on all the attention he is getting from his EVIL
comments. His parents probably didn't pay any attention to him as a child which is why
he is on here trying to get attention here! What an IDIOT! Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago
newjourneyfanO1 2 weeks ago @bl618097 There were no "innocent" victims that day.
They were all part of the American Christian/Capitalist war machine. newjourneyfanO1 2
weeks ago daggett588525 2 weeks ago @newjourneyfanO1 So....the children who died
were not innocent? daggett588525 2 weeks ago newjourneyfanO1 2 weeks ago
@daggett588525 No children worked in the WTC you fool! newjourneyfanO1 2 weeks
ago daggett588525 2 weeks ago @newjourneyfanO1 There WERE children in the day
care centers! daggett588525 2 weeks ago daggett588525 2 weeks ago @newjourneyfanO1
There WERE children in the day care centers! I know someone who lost his wift AND
child that day! daggett588525 2 weeks ago newjourneyfanO1 2 weeks ago
@daggett588525 Did he ever find them? newjourneyfanO1 2 weeks ago daggett588525 2
weeks ago @newjourneyfanO1 Ummm....they died! daggett588525 2 weeks ago
newjourneyfanO1 2 weeks ago @daggett588525 Well you see that is why life under
Islamic Law is better. Under Islamic law, women are not allowed to work. They stray
home & look after children. They never would have died if they had followed Sharia law.
Fools! newjourneyfanO1 2 weeks ago daggett588525 2 weeks ago 4 @newjourneyfanO1
YOU, my "friend" are the reason some animals eat their young. Too bad you were
spared! daggett588525 2 weeks ago 4 simplyroyable 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @newjourneyfanO1 Its so obvious you have no brains like
your islamic dictators! simplyroyable 2 weeks ago seminar4 2 weeks ago Mrskater
aparently not seminar4 2 weeks ago MrSkaterkid12345 2 weeks ago why cant we all get
ALONG MrSkaterkid12345 2 weeks ago picark 2 weeks ago @MrSkaterkid12345 The
quote from the famous poet ...Rodney King May 1st ,1992. LOL! picark 2 weeks ago
ste6666666 2 weeks ago If your a person with heart felt comments to make about the
people that died, or your in pain, come check out my featured video. Love and peace
Stephen Ward ste6666666 2 weeks ago seminar4 2 weeks ago I know stopterryj but
freakytool is an bastard Rip fallen ones seminar4 2 weeks ago VaniljeNo 2 weeks ago Oh,
my heart is beating so.. I will never forget this day :( VaniljeNo 2 weeks ago cnavaro88 2
weeks ago 25 RIP from Britain to all my American brothers and sisters who died that
day. No surrender to Islamic extremism! cnavaro88 2 weeks ago 25 jackfr3 2 weeks ago
@cnavaro88 9/11. Israel. Guilty. Wake Up! jackfr3 2 weeks ago alastor742 2 weeks ago
@jackfr3 enough alastor742 2 weeks ago jackfr3 2 weeks ago @alastor742 2 million dead
Iraqis, on a pack of lies. I agree, enough! jackfr3 2 weeks ago alastor742 2 weeks ago
@jackfr3 thanks alastor742 2 weeks ago team1200 2 weeks ago @cnavaro88 and no
surrender to any other extremism, like the Christians who wanted to burn the quran's
team1200 2 weeks ago raves11 2 weeks ago @cnavaro88 I needed to here someone
foreign say that. Thanks man. raves11 2 weeks ago artsizzle 2 weeks ago RIP people who
died that day, it will never be forgotten. I'm Canadian too and this day is burned into my
memory. That whole week is. RIP. artsizzle 2 weeks ago ProGameVidz 2 weeks ago
19:21 Worst part. :( ProGameVidz 2 weeks ago shydow1000 2 weeks ago 1/4 of
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Americans are retarded. shydow1000 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
@shydow1000 more like 4/4 are retarded LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2
weeks ago @freakyfool2 Wow, aren't you mature... NOT. You really have no life
whatsoever if you're planning to spend this long just being a troll. I say some Youtube
admin or something should come here and Ban Your Ass already. -.- No use arguing with
little babies that can't be rational or use some more common sence. -CallistaII Rose3231 2
weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 why you still commenting? serious your
just a slave to me LOL :] freakyfool2 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2
Rofl because your fun to argue with :D Rose3231 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
@Rose3231 i no its fun LOL bitch freakyfool2 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 Haha yea, i am a bitch :) Get used to it XP Rose3231 2 weeks ago
H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 Why are you still commenting? you have been
trolling for nearly 12 hours on the same video! FUCK OFFFF H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago
CoffeeccinoJones 2 weeks ago @H3IlB0Y well when you live in your mom's basement
you have a lot of time on your hands CoffeeccinoJones 2 weeks ago H3IlB0Y 2 weeks
ago @CoffeeccinoJones lol H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2
Aw, a slave? I dont see you ordering me around. And I don't see myself listening to your
bullshit crap. People really shouldnt take little Youtube trolls like you seriously. And I'm
commently because I actually like to bitch. :) -CallistaII Rose3231 2 weeks ago
tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 the FUCK is wrong with you! you have been
commenting for the past 12 hours u dickhead! get the FUCK outta here, because you
obviously dont give 2 fucks about the people who lost their lives on 9/11. if you did you
wouldn't have been trollin for those past 12 hrs. FUCK OFF! tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago
caven1267 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 take a gun, shove it up your ass, pull the trigger,
then be a war mongering bitch, asshole caven1267 2 weeks ago caven1267 2 weeks ago
@shydow1000 go die man caven1267 2 weeks ago notright11233 2 weeks ago
@shydow1000 and 1/4 of americans can KICK UR FUCKING ASS notright11233 2
weeks ago NickyAmerica 2 weeks ago @shydow1000 4/4 Anti-Americans are Fgts.
NickyAmerica 2 weeks ago TeXanDog141 2 weeks ago This is the real stuff.....
everything that happens is real. Its horrible. It makes me cry everytime i see this.Its
horrible what has happened. I just hope that stuff like this never happens again.
TeXanDog141 2 weeks ago notright11233 2 weeks ago @TeXanDog141 hopefully, it
only happens to muslim buildings notright11233 2 weeks ago DjTapPL 2 weeks ago as
Osama bin Laden said, "We love death. The US loves life. That is the difference between
us two." DjTapPL 2 weeks ago JusticeRhymes 2 weeks ago Something so sad to see...
And people can only find things to say wrong to eachother.... This country has no
unity....and that's why we've been attacked....we were founded on "in god we trust" but
more and more that goes out the window....!!!!!sad!!!! JusticeRhymes 2 weeks ago
russelstoverjf4 2 weeks ago i would kill every muslim terrorist fuck without even needing
to think about it. russelstoverjf4 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @freakyfool2 Avoiding the truth? What truth
would that be, foolish little troll? Because whatever "truth" comes from your mouth will
certainly be considered bullshit. Considering it's coming from an immature little snot like
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you. (And thanks to Rose for letting me use her account, since I don't own my own quite
yet.) And don't you DARE insult Rose. I AM from NY, unlike her. And I take this as a
personal insult. -CallistaII Rose3231 2 weeks ago imcool1347 2 weeks ago PRAISE
ALLAH THIS HAPPENED, I HAVENT LAUGHED SO HARD WHEN THE
BUILDING JUST COLLAPSED... SO FUNNY... PRAISE ALLAH. imcool1347 2
weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @imcool1347 Allah is the fucking devil, so im guessing
your a satanist? Haha, go die and rot in hell where you belong :) Rose3231 2 weeks ago
picark 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 Allah means God in Arabic.Your statement contradicts
itself.I'll agree with the comment "rot in hell" to all these sand fleas that want to blow up
the World in the name of Islam. picark 2 weeks ago picark 2 weeks ago @imcool1347
Now the question be...will Allah praise you"? picark 2 weeks ago notright11233 2 weeks
ago @imcool1347 i shit in allahs mouth last night while muhammed had but sex with me.
muhammeds a homo? who n=knew. muhammed sucked cok like a king!! hes mad queer.
and even allah did a good job. u know, to most people allahs real name is satan? HOW
WEIRD! notright11233 2 weeks ago belkly 2 weeks ago happy 911to all belkly 2 weeks
ago notright11233 2 weeks ago @belkly fuk u notright11233 2 weeks ago XyraNeoxx 2
weeks ago Who would do such a thing? If I knew, I would DESTROY THEM!!!!!! (Well,
everyone would.) My dad works near the WTC now, but if he worked there at that time,
I would have unlimited panic attacks and intense phycological damage that wouldn't be
able to be fixed by therapy. XyraNeoxx 2 weeks ago domination94station 2 weeks ago
@notright1123 shut the fuck up u bloody cunt go hang urself domination94station 2
weeks ago notright11233 2 weeks ago @domination94station im too busy hanging
muslims. once all the muslims are gone, theres no reason for suicide. so if ur a muslim, do
me a favor, hang urself. thatll be one less muslim to waste my time on notright11233 2
weeks ago picark 2 weeks ago Now after the New Mosque is built at Ground Zero let's
fly a plane into the fucker! I'll sell programs for that one. picark 2 weeks ago
notright11233 2 weeks ago @picark hahaha im already flying planes into mosques.
planting mines in all of them, im doing a good fucking job notright11233 2 weeks ago
Rose3231 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 Avoiding the truth? What truth would that be,
foolish little troll? Because whatever "truth" comes from your mouth will certainly be
considered bullshit. Considering it's coming from an immature little snot like you. (And
thanks to Rose for letting me use her account, since I don't own my own quite yet.) And
don't you DARE insult Rose. I AM from NY, unlike her. And I take this as a personal
insult. -CallistaII Rose3231 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 why you
still commenting to me cunt? don't you have life? LOL fucking stupid americunts
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 Omg see? You are such a
child!! Hahaha and yes i am because i dont give up unlike a dick head like you :)
Rose3231 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 who said anything about me
giving up cocksucker? LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 Eww why would i ever suck you......dickhead :P Rose3231 2 weeks ago
Rose3231 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 Aww look at you acting all 'mature'. Someone needs
to go running back to their mommy and go take a little nap. Aren't you a cranky little
runt. And cocksucker? Shouldn't you be directing that towards yourself. I beleive so. ^^ 280
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CallistaII Rose3231 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 ''i beleive so''?
LOL dumb cunt stop fucking your little friend while your typing on the computer LOL
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 Fucking? Now that's just
bullcrap. You should stop fucking yourself and go get a life. Maybe go learn how to
GROW THE FUCK UP. LMAO, what a FAIL. XD -CallistaII (PS: The Real Rose and
me don't live anywhere near eachother. ^^) Rose3231 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 Dude, wtf are you talking about? Lol obviously everyone hates you on the
internet so just get off or some might hack you. Seriously dude XDD Rose3231 2 weeks
ago tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 You must be dumb or something.
Obviously, NOBODY likes you, because you've been trollin on the SAME video for the
past 12 hrs. Seriously, grow the fuck up and grow a pair of balls already bro.
tyrell4life194 2 weeks ago caven1267 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 Fuck you, go die. Id kill
you just for being so heartless and ignorant, if i wasnt so peace loving caven1267 2 weeks
ago domination94station 2 weeks ago Freakyfool2 has no life domination94station 2
weeks ago belkly 2 weeks ago happy 911to all belkly 2 weeks ago nikechris9 2 weeks ago
@belkly STFU. nikechris9 2 weeks ago ivysawrudy 2 weeks ago thank you for posting
this. It was so hard to watch but it helped me remember. I'm so sorry for the pain you
experienced having such a horrible thing happen right before your eyes. But you did a
good thing to post this so we will never forget. ivysawrudy 2 weeks ago pistolpete111 2
weeks ago i can't believe there was no rooftop exit for the people trapped above the site
of impact. I can't remember but I believe they had said that there was a door to the
rooftop but it had a padlock and only security had the key. pistolpete111 2 weeks ago
iiKimm5eh 2 weeks ago i remember when this happened so clearly. i was in 1st grade and
i remember my teacer got a call. well then my teacher turned on the news on the overhead
thing and we were watching it live. she was freeking out because her daughter lived near
the towers and then she got a call saying her daughter was alright. me along with so many
other kids were in tears. we were so young but understood so well. it's just sikining...
R.I.P. all those poor souls lost. v.v iiKimm5eh 2 weeks ago howisurvive 2 weeks ago 2
Heres a message to all you muslim faggots here, PUT A GUN IN YOUR MOUTHS
AND PULL THE TRIGGER howisurvive 2 weeks ago 2 TheJeffreyCastro 2 weeks ago I
lmfao'ed TheJeffreyCastro 2 weeks ago SelenaRox5546 2 weeks ago @TheJeffreyCastro
"LMFAO" Your way to Hell. That's where you'll be fuckface. SelenaRox5546 2 weeks
ago sardonicbynature 2 weeks ago the pretext for iraq right there sardonicbynature 2
weeks ago azngal1025 2 weeks ago 2 to all of u guys that are arguing over this video: u
guys are extremely arrogant ppl. this is a day and a video to remember all of the ppl that
have lost their lives on this very day 9 years ago. this is also a day to be respectful
towards those who have lost their lives. so plz just give your gratitude, respect, and
loyalty to those who are no longer here with us today. R.I.P azngal1025 2 weeks ago 2
imcool1347 2 weeks ago looks like those american pigs got what they deserved... seeing
this on the news 10 ago was SO funny, the best part was when it fell down like a
pancake. me and my buddies literally threw a party when we saw the dead bodies...
imcool1347 2 weeks ago H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago @imcool1347 No one deserves to die...
H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago notright11233 2 weeks ago @imcool1347 FUCK U FUCK U
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FUCK U......MUSLIMS ROT IN HELL. MUHAMMEDS A WHORE SLUT
MOTHER FUCKER. PROBLEM? HES A HOMOSEXUAL!! SO IS ALLAH. HEY
heres something that ull like to here. im gonna shove allah up ur asshole, burn a few
qurans, and then murder all muslims. i like that plan. and i will do it with no hesitiation.
so when ur friends r ded, my friends will be partying all night. ima be nuking u mother
fucking muslims like u is bowling balls BITCH!! U GOT NO CHANCE OF LIVING
WHORE notright11233 2 weeks ago The2012moose 2 weeks ago @imcool1347 dude
your really dumb all people are equal and you need to learn that why do you think you
are better then everyone else we certinaly didnt have a party when we found the guy who
did it so why do you have to be so rude it hurt a lot of people mentaly and physically
and there was no need for it its rediculos our country did nothing so grow up and learn
what is right and what it is not it was major to us and a lot of people died for no reason
so go get some maturity and grow up some The2012moose 2 weeks ago
HonorableMinisterRay 2 weeks ago America was judged on that Sept morning.
HonorableMinisterRay 2 weeks ago GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago @HonorableMinisterRay
And probably the whole your muslim world was judged too cuz you still live in caves
and kill each other. GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago DejectedPanda 2 weeks ago Christmas
lights in September? No actual plane impact? What are you hiding? What is going on?
Loose change needs to investigate. DejectedPanda 2 weeks ago CoffeeccinoJones 2 weeks
ago um.. you do realize we werent attacked for being stupid or ignorant as you believe.
we were attacked because we are one of the best countries in the world CoffeeccinoJones
2 weeks ago Prokki 2 weeks ago instead of compassion i see only insult here !! shame on
you Prokki 2 weeks ago caven1267 2 weeks ago A sad day indeed, i remember where i
was, and what i was doing that day. I was so young that i didnt even grasp the reality of
what happened at the time. I dare anyone to reply disrespectful things to this. caven1267
2 weeks ago notright11233 2 weeks ago @caven1267 same here. i was in the city that
day. i watched it fall on me. notright11233 2 weeks ago howisurvive 2 weeks ago Just
fucking kill yourself already your pathetic and nothing more. Want something to LOL
about? Id LOL as you get your fucking muslim brains blown out infront of your worthess
family... howisurvive 2 weeks ago ARandomCanadian 2 weeks ago Oh my gosh!!! I never
knew that happened!!!! Was anybody hurt?? ARandomCanadian 2 weeks ago
emevans6102 2 weeks ago @ARandomCanadian Really?? what world have you been
living in?? emevans6102 2 weeks ago ARandomCanadian 2 weeks ago @emevans6102 I
moved out of the US 7 years ago...what happened? Did they find out who did it?
ARandomCanadian 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @ARandomCanadian Don't be
an idiot. It's not even funny you stupid troll Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2
weeks ago @emevans6102 I think this is an idiot troll! Everyone has heard of what
happened! Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago Zofumor 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 I am not
Muslim, I do not speak Chinese to Japanese tales. The closed-minded and those who live
in the deception are most Americans. They are the ones who invented the majority of
stories and distributed by the media. Who have the least idea what happened are the
Americans themselves Zofumor 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @Zofumor a) I
never said you were a muslim b) it is not 'tales', all that I have said is in the quran in black
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& white, unless you are calling the quran a 'tale'??! And I hardly think you can call a
whole nation a nation who knows the least about 9/11. Why exactly is that? You sound
like a complete idiot! Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago Zofumor 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1In the
Christian Bible is the same or more bestial than the Koran ... eye for an eye, tooth for
tooth, etc ... Zofumor 2 weeks ago CoffeeccinoJones 2 weeks ago @Zofumor if you
actually read the Bible you would know that it says to turn the other cheek not to get
revenge CoffeeccinoJones 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @Zofumor Why are we
comparing religions and bringing Christianity into this? These terrorists were Muslim not
Christians!! What is your point if you have one? Doesn't seem like you do! Have you
even read the quran because it doesn't sound like it. I have read the Bible and the Quran!
Do some research before you make yourself look like an idiot Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago
pugsrule33 2 weeks ago did anyone see that black thing falling from the tower around
7:50?? omg my gosh :( pugsrule33 2 weeks ago michelleXforever 2 weeks ago
@pugsrule33 Ikr I was watching something about 9/11 on tv and I saw something falling I
was like Oh my gosh is that a person! and my brother was like yea :( michelleXforever 2
weeks ago ARandomCanadian 2 weeks ago Oh my gosh!!!! Was anybody hurt?
ARandomCanadian 2 weeks ago teta809 2 weeks ago That day really felt like the end of
the world teta809 2 weeks ago Zofumor 2 weeks ago USA is a country full of people
stupid and ignorants, wild and aggressive, they invent lies about the muslim world. Fuck
off yankees. Some day you eat will play the same shit you've finished eating the weak.
Time to time. Wealthy conceited bumpkins. Zofumor 2 weeks ago notright11233 2 weeks
ago @Zofumor fucking muslim queer get the fuck off the internet or else ill personally
nuke each fucking muslim country u stupid dick. people like u turn me into a muslim
hating ass. TERRORISTS ROT IN FUCKING HELL. damn ass muslim bitch
notright11233 2 weeks ago Zofumor 2 weeks ago @notright11233 Blah, blah, blah ....
you if you have a twisted mind and closed. The Yankee fucking always saying that acts in
self defense. Liars. Stupid, much talk about the muslim world and the USA are you a
puppet. AMERICAN TERRORIST, LICENSE TO KILL.... Zofumor 2 weeks ago
Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @Zofumor You can't even string a sentence together. What an
idiot! And there is no need to invent lies about Islam because it is evil itself. Muhammed
was a paedophile, Muslim men are told to beat their wives & a woman's word is worth
1/2 that of a man's & before prayer men are supposed to purify themselves by washing in
water or dirt if they have touched a woman!!! VILE! Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago azngal1025
2 weeks ago to everyone that is fighting over this video: u guys are really all ignorant ppl.
this is a day and a video to remember those who have lost their lives. so respect them and
give them the honor respect and loyalty that they all deserve. R.I.P azngal1025 2 weeks
ago domination94station 2 weeks ago airplane that crashed the building was part of the
American government. American reporters and civilians have never seen this type of
airplane before. Agreed with the French president. Case closed. domination94station 2
weeks ago LeSPauldude45 2 weeks ago 8 I'm Canadian myself.. but this video still sickens
me, fuckin muslim extremist, everysingle one of them can slowly burn LeSPauldude45 2
weeks ago 8 GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago @LeSPauldude45 amen GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago
Stopterryj 2 weeks ago @LeSPauldude45 muslims died too, muslim serve canada and usa.
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Stopterryj 2 weeks ago LeSPauldude45 2 weeks ago @Stopterryj hence"extremists" side
of the religion LeSPauldude45 2 weeks ago Stopterryj 2 weeks ago @LeSPauldude45
islam doesnt teach violance. its says"defend god"meaning if someone were to burn a
koran. do everything in your power to stop it. these dumbass terriosrt thought attacking
wtc would solve shit. these extermists just give islam a bad name. it was caused cause
HATE,. ISRAEL KILLS AS MANY IN EVERY 5 YEARS. AMERICA SUPPORT
ISRAEL. TERRIORTS ATTACK AMERICA. SIMPLE. IM MUSLIM AND 100%
AGAINST AL QAUDA. I SERVED IN IRAQ. ONLY THING I GOT TO WATCH
WAS SUPERBOWL IN 07. Stopterryj 2 weeks ago iiibeachbum 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam This is, by far, the best footage of the World
Trade Centers on Sept 11. iiibeachbum 2 weeks ago iiibeachbum 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam This is, by far, the best footage of the World
Trade Centers on Sept 11. iiibeachbum 2 weeks ago Ldidnotdie 2 weeks ago Comment
removed iiibeachbum 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
This is, by far, the best footage of the World Trade Centers on Sept 11. iiibeachbum 2
weeks ago upb34tflair 2 weeks ago omg... who would laugh t this?! what would it be like
if this happened to u?! What if someone u knew died in this... its just horribl what people
could think about this.. my god.. upb34tflair 2 weeks ago iiibeachbum 2 weeks ago This is
by far the best footage I have seen of the World Trade Centers on 9.11. iiibeachbum 2
weeks ago circuitmouse 2 weeks ago One thing I fear is that time and memory will alter
the feelings of that morning. To be able to view the events of that day, just as they
unfolded, allows me to move forward in both a rational & emotional manner with the gutwrenching feelings of that morning intact. Possibly the 9/11 theorists or with an agenda
believe deeply that they are serving some greater purpose. I can't speak for them; to see
this as filmed by regular people, I know why what I felt that morning I must & will
remember. circuitmouse 2 weeks ago openroad74 2 weeks ago Thank you so much for
sharing openroad74 2 weeks ago howisurvive 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 americunt?
Faggot just get out of here. We all know your worthless and get pissed on by everybody
you believed has loved you throughout your life, so my suggestion is to completely shut
yourself down from the rest of the world and forget about any human contact.
howisurvive 2 weeks ago Ethan1190 2 weeks ago @batistaker123 So you wanna let the
people that killed thousands of innocent Americans build a mosque on the site where
they killed the thousands of innocent Americans, so they can worship the god that they
believe condones killing innocent people because they dont agree with their beliefs?
You're no better than them. In fact, you're just like them. Ethan1190 2 weeks ago
openroad74 2 weeks ago Thank you so much for sharing <3 openroad74 2 weeks ago
seminar4 2 weeks ago Freak tool im gonna search you and stab you with the american flag
You fucking muslim seminar4 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @seminar4 LOL
muslim? nah im atheist i just like watching you americunts die and all LOL freakyfool2 2
weeks ago notright11233 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 ur not funny u fucking asswipe. go
die and enjoy life while u can, cuz u aint got no next world BITCH notright11233 2
weeks ago spiderman97828 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 what is wrong with you. you are
screwed up in the head if you could find humor in this spiderman97828 2 weeks ago
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TheUtubeSoup 2 weeks ago Fuck u Ur just some jealous assault who lives in a gay 3rd
world country and ur just jealous because we get to shit on people like u daily
TheUtubeSoup 2 weeks ago caven1267 2 weeks ago @TheUtubeSoup dont be ignorant,
saying stuff like that makes them want to do more caven1267 2 weeks ago Stopterryj 2
weeks ago @seminar4 I AGREE FUK ALL TERRIOSTS. but hey, we aint all bad. im
muslim serving in iraq Stopterryj 2 weeks ago domination94station 2 weeks ago
@Broderheaton why don't you go google 9/11 report or watch other 9/11 videos and see
what kind of airplanes their using? Listen to what the French president says man he's
99.9% right..... domination94station 2 weeks ago Playdough90 2 weeks ago @Rose3231
So much for not wasting your time on him, he's got your full attention. Playdough90 2
weeks ago AbdullahKhaleeji7 2 weeks ago 2 FUCK ALL TERRORISTS
AbdullahKhaleeji7 2 weeks ago 2 mrcokecola87 2 weeks ago GOD BLESS THE USA 911-01 TO EVEERRY 1 ON THE WTC mrcokecola87 2 weeks ago Ldidnotdie 2 weeks
ago @RakuenDarkBebop thank you. At least there's a few comments on here that don't
cuss or hate. It's refreshing. My cousin died in 9/11, and I can't tell you how much it
hurts to watch this. But I think it might hurt worse reading the type of comments people
leave. I wonder, is 'happy 9/11' or 'fuck you' really how people remember this horrific
event? Ldidnotdie 2 weeks ago scariaez2 2 weeks ago @Ldidnotdie God bless you and
sorry for you loss scariaez2 2 weeks ago Ldidnotdie 2 weeks ago @scariaez2 that is very
kind :) Ldidnotdie 2 weeks ago seminar4 2 weeks ago Freak? You rlly are a scum back
muslim how can you say that stuff i hop e die seminar4 2 weeks ago AbdullahKhaleeji7 2
weeks ago @seminar4 Whoever praises these attacks is NOT a true Muslim. The dirty
terrorist scum who did this, may Allah curse them! I am Muslim I support USA and my
country Saudi Arabia is US Ally. These terrorist animals want to kill my King as badly as
they want to kill your president. DEATH TO ALL TERRORISTS! AbdullahKhaleeji7 2
weeks ago c22cookie 2 weeks ago @HickChik707 While you americunts were busy being
butthurt over your lost buildings, people from other countries were laughing their asses
off. Heck, even some americunts thought 9/11 was a hilarious prank pulled by the jews.
c22cookie 2 weeks ago CoffeeccinoJones 2 weeks ago these comments are making me sick
how can anyone be so ignorant as to say 3,000 men women and children deserved to die
simply for being American??? CoffeeccinoJones 2 weeks ago Playdough90 2 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 When you get killed, people will say that about you. Find something better
to do. Heartless prick. Playdough90 2 weeks ago chocochipleesy 2 weeks ago 7 No
matter who we are race/color/customs we are equal. For someone to attack their own kind
is sickening for people to support these sick people is ignorant. This attack was done to
the "world" trade center. The "world" was attacked. Innocent people died and for what?
so someone can say "hey I did that..."? and hide out while others celebrate? What exactly
here is worth celebrating? Good people...their family...innocent children dead. Terrorists
deserve to die along with child molesters PAINFULLY chocochipleesy 2 weeks ago 7
Playdough90 2 weeks ago @CrappyVlog Who invited you to our conversation.
@freakyfool2 This happened 9 years ago, and people still take it to heart. 3,000 people
died. Keep your jokes to yourself. Playdough90 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
@Playdough90 i blame christian LOL and im glad those 3,000 people are dead, they
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deserve it freakyfool2 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 Wow
concentrating on such a small little mistake I made? Being a slut is way better than being a
dumb fuck who lives in a rathole LOL... Rose3231 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
@Rose3231 atleast my country not getting terroristed LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
Rose3231 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 Because we're better than that. What your people
did was called a "sneak attack" and its the cowards way.... LOL.... Rose3231 2 weeks ago
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 and yet you can't keep your airlines safe from
terrorist hijacking your aircrafts LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 Wow, got nothing better to say than that? What a foolish little child you
are, grow up a little, kid. LOL XP Rose3231 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
@Rose3231 LOL is that all you gotta say fat cunt just because its true doesn't mean you
have to avoid the truth about muslims hijacking your planes and killing alot of people
LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 fat cunt? How are
you now able to see through computer screens and see what people look like? Oh no, you
can't. What an IDIOT troll you are! Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 Hah, we have gotten smarter than you stupid ass wholes, someday.....you
are gonna die and burn in hell, and ill be laughing my ass off knowing that you are in
misery and i will dance on your grave :) And from what i can see, you are one of the most
hated people on youtube, and i bet everyone else will be doing the same as me when you
do die Rose3231 2 weeks ago notright11233 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 so funyy u
fucking queer its not a joke. go die in ur own country u douche bag notright11233 2 weeks
ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @notright11233 i find its a joke LOL i still laugh at 9/11
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago nikechris9 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 First: Get laid . Second :
You're a fat ignorant dumbass. Nuff said nikechris9 2 weeks ago ProGameVidz 2 weeks
ago @freakyfool2 Fuck you. ProGameVidz 2 weeks ago caven1267 2 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 Fuck you man. how would you like to die in a fire, or by falling 50 stories,
or by choking on dust, or by becoming trapped under rubble, even though you didnt hurt
the person who caused it? caven1267 2 weeks ago TheUtubeSoup 2 weeks ago U fucking
bitch. I'm In joining the navy and in gonna fucking find u and personally blow ur fucking
brains out. I heartless atheist piece of shit TheUtubeSoup 2 weeks ago Ethan1190 2
weeks ago 2 @freakyfool2 I hope you die just like they did. Only much more slowly and
painfully. I hope you burn in the deepest depths of hell where the devil himself can
constantly rip your flesh from your bones bit by bit while it grows back for him to
painfully rip right off again for all eternity while you burn endlessly in the hottest fire
imagineable. Ethan1190 2 weeks ago 2 freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @Ethan1190 blah blah
blah that what all you christian faggets talk all fucking day LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
notright11233 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 o a muslim i see suppporting this.......GET
THE FUCK OFF THE INTERNET AND GET A GIRLFRIEND. no wait, muslims and
girlfrends dont go together at all. go rape someone and have kids u shitwad. ur a stupid
ass queer. hope muslims die in hell......EXCEPT for the normal ones. NOT U FUCK
FACE SO GO TO HELL AND ROT THERE WITH UR WEAK ASS COUNTRY.
notright11233 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @notright11233 lol funny when
people think im muslim when im not LOL dumb fagget think before you type
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freakyfool2 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @notright11233 There aren't any
normal muslims. THis is where people get it wrong. If you read the Quran then you
would see that muslims are told to convert people who aren't muslims & kill them or
make them slaves if they don't convert with the women being kept as slaves for sex.
Muslim men are told it is OK to beat their wives & a woman's word is worth 1/2 of a
man's. Add to that the fact that Muhammed the prophet had sex with a 9 year old little
girl & Muslims have one VERY corrupt religion! Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago Zofumor 2
weeks ago @Rachiejane1 You just talk about stories. Christians also burned, killed and
tortured many innocent heretics. Example Salem. Christians also tried to impose their
religion, not misleading history. In the muslims countries lived christians, pagans and
jews. Stop propaganda. Zofumor 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @Zofumor It
isn't propaganda! As I've just said, everything I have said is all in black & white in the
quran for everyone to see! No need for propaganda when qurans are printed every day!
And you say these are just stories? So you think what is in the quran is all stories? Isn't
that offensive to Muslims?! YOU are the one who is offending the Muslims, not me! I'm
just saying what's in the quran! paedophilia, war, jihad, slavery...all there in black &
white. Go & read it if you don't believe me!! Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago SuperSm1th 2
weeks ago r.i.p. SuperSm1th 2 weeks ago ciorbo0852 2 weeks ago My respect for the
innocent victims of this tragedy. Many Americans seem stupid and ignorant, they believe
the nonsense that their government tells them everything is a lie created by malicious
minds have in their own country. It is impossible for those people who accused him of
responsibility, have sufficient capacity to get to do something. Use common sense and
think. ciorbo0852 2 weeks ago eitrig 2 weeks ago oh no not this again eitrig 2 weeks ago
PeaceLoveSoftball46 2 weeks ago I can't even believe everyone that's disrespecting
America. They didn't do anything whatsoever to deserve this. PeaceLoveSoftball46 2
weeks ago Pseudomans 2 weeks ago @PeaceLoveSoftball46 Blowback from invasive
foreign policy? Certainly I'm not suggesting we deserved this - it's hard to imagine anyone
who would - but to completely ignore possible motivations and just blame the big bad
boogymen for HATING OUR FREEDOM would be an incredible injustice to the people
who lost their lives as a result. Pseudomans 2 weeks ago Playdough90 2 weeks ago
@Rose3231 Yeah you learnt from the experience, it's not like because it's made you
'stronger' you will be able to fight off the next thing like this that happens are you. Do
you have plane protected buildings now? No. So therefore there is no way this made
anything stronger. Playdough90 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @Playdough90 You
can say whatever you wanna say so that it makes you feel better, but we have learned
from experience and we will be better prepared in case this ever happens again.....enough
said.... :/ Rose3231 2 weeks ago domination94station 2 weeks ago the airplane wasn't
even part of the airport, it was part of the US government. It has unusual brand type nd
logo . No American people have seen this airplane type before so it's mean it's part of the
US government and they did it so people can blame that the terrorist did it case closed.....
domination94station 2 weeks ago brodeurheaton 2 weeks ago @domination94station i
pity you brodeurheaton 2 weeks ago Superchickenman159 2 weeks ago that's unfortunate
:( R.I.P. all who were lost Superchickenman159 2 weeks ago godzgal5 2 weeks ago wow!
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i cant believe you got this all on camera! thank you so much! godzgal5 2 weeks ago
CoffeeccinoJones 2 weeks ago 13 how can anyone look at this and laugh and make
jokes??? what is this world coming to? CoffeeccinoJones 2 weeks ago 13
JimmyDasnitch92 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@CoffeeccinoJones america getting what it deserves JimmyDasnitch92 2 weeks ago
32tatum32 2 weeks ago ahahahahaha 32tatum32 2 weeks ago stgz13 2 weeks ago i hope
the terrorists that highjacked the planes are burning in hell stgz13 2 weeks ago
Playdough90 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 How on earth did it make you stronger? Are you
dumb. Playdough90 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @Playdough90 Because we
learned from this experience, wow and you called me dumb.... Rose3231 2 weeks ago
CrappyVlog 2 weeks ago @Playdough90 I'm no Dr.Phil, but she may have personal
beliefs or feelings that have to do this 9/11 and you have no right to call her dumb. It
strengthened me by making me proud to be an American, everyone teamed up to clear the
mess and help the injured. CrappyVlog 2 weeks ago johntitorlives 2 weeks ago 2 We are
telling our troops they can't even shoot first! They can't even fire at the enemy if they are
hiding in one of those dirty mosques!!!! Don't believe the bullshit from the media that is
mostly anti-Amnerican liberals. Civilian deaths in Afghanistan is low and there is a big
difference between that and purposely flying planes into buildings. If you can't see that
then you just hate America in your heart and should be deported immediately.
johntitorlives 2 weeks ago 2 burntclown 2 weeks ago hello i made i video four 9/11
today... i think i did a really good job..can you guys please check it out and comment on it
thank you burntclown 2 weeks ago texastechkills 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 when i go
into the marines im ganna find ur ass an shoot it texastechkills 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2
weeks ago @texastechkills marines sucks cock LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
ILOVEJB664 2 weeks ago One of my familay members died in this thing! and its all
those fucking terrest peoples fault!! but im honer the brave heros who try to stop all this
and save some people! over 2,ooo people died so we should honer them! and im honering
my cousin Kayla! GOD BLESS AMERICA!! ILOVEJB664 2 weeks ago GoUSA1000 2
weeks ago @ILOVEJB664 God Bless America!!! GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago texastechkills
2 weeks ago when im go into the marines im gonna find ur ass and shoot u! texastechkills
2 weeks ago vitasoy1437 2 weeks ago @TheThatfreak it's not the world. its the people
who are running this world. vitasoy1437 2 weeks ago comintagetcha 2 weeks ago Hey,
YOUTUBE! Take all these pro violence Pro Terrorist comments down... Including mine
or all of America will start burning Korans comintagetcha 2 weeks ago vitasoy1437 2
weeks ago @johntitorlives So you think people actually get "islamized"? how do they
actually do that? i would want to know. like the news we watch everyday giving us the
impression that middle eastern people are all terrorists? vitasoy1437 2 weeks ago
0soulwars0 2 weeks ago And all you ass holes talking shit i would love you to be getting
crushed by that giant marvel 0soulwars0 2 weeks ago VampireKissessss 2 weeks ago
Even tho I know everyone in the buildings had an aweful experience and its horrible what
happened..The people on the plane had it just as bad... ): R.I.P everyone who passed
away because of this horrible incident.. VampireKissessss 2 weeks ago kinofreakmaniak 2
weeks ago Happy september 11 :D kinofreakmaniak 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks
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ago @kinofreakmaniak YAY fuck all americunts! freakyfool2 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2
weeks ago @freakyfool2 Haha, i hope you know that this day only made us stronger
Rose3231 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 yea but we all know that the
muslims will dominate us in time. and you americunts are sitting on your asses eatting a
cheeseburger doing nothing about it LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 We are doing something about it dick head, now why dont you just go and
crawl back into your little shit hole and do the world a BIG favor Rose3231 2 weeks ago
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @Rose3231 yea 'doing something about it' but it aint gonna help
becauses in your life time or your kids maybe muslims will take over LOL freakyfool2 2
weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 Wow, you are such a little kid who is
not worth my breath or worth my time LOL >.> Rose3231 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2
weeks ago @Rose3231 breath? LOL your typing dumb slut freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 TROLL H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks
ago @H3IlB0Y CUNT freakyfool2 2 weeks ago H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2
"takes one to know one" lol.... H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @H3IlB0Y
LOL cant think of anything up? fucking dumb cunt you are LOL go suck your momma
dick hehe freakyfool2 2 weeks ago H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 im dumb? by
lookin at your channel comments youve been trolling on 9/11 videos for 13 hours. get a
life H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago stoogemoedude 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @freakyfool2 You're sitting on your ass in front of a computer. Go
get some exercise. stoogemoedude 2 weeks ago meengreen52 2 weeks ago 8 why is it
edited to not show the plane? meengreen52 2 weeks ago 8 TheLaserwaffle 2 weeks ago
@meengreen52 Because people were thinking it was going to be a normal day and then
then the "crash" happened and people are like "Oh my God" and go crab the camera to
remember this. Plus if you listen at the beginning she says "was it a plane?"
TheLaserwaffle 2 weeks ago jamal23607 2 weeks ago USA USA USA jamal23607 2
weeks ago boricuaboomer11 2 weeks ago FUCK ALL MIDDLE EAST PEOPLE ! ALL
RELIGIONS BASICALLY CONCENTRATE ON DOING WHATS BEST FOR THE
OTHER AND THIS ISNT DOING WHATS BEST FOR THE OTHER ! PLEASE
MATURE ! WOMEN HAVE RIGHTS ! NOBODY JUST GOES WILLY-NILLY AND
DESTROYS A BUILDING ! boricuaboomer11 2 weeks ago domination94station 2
weeks ago Fuck off people don't say shit bout Quran or Islam. They didn't do it. Almost
every people believes the French President that the Americans did it. How would the
Islam terrorist bomb this shit huh? They can't even afford this bomb to blow the WTC so
think kk. The only group who did it was the American government, they could even get
the highest upgrade weopons like bomb nd the airplane that crashs with it so they can let
all the people to blame the Muslims. domination94station 2 weeks ago xKillinMeSmalls 2
weeks ago @domination94station Fuck your religion! Burn in hell with your 72 virgins
you Arab Prick! xKillinMeSmalls 2 weeks ago Prokki 2 weeks ago die Prokki 2 weeks ago
Stopterryj 2 weeks ago @xKillinMeSmalls just get this...muslims fight in YOUR ARMY.
muslims died ON 911. muslims LOVE this country.and you obiosly dont know shit
about islam. fuck MY religon?you lucky i RESPECT yours. peace. death to all
exterimists. remember were fighting iraq,not islam Stopterryj 2 weeks ago
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xKillinMeSmalls 2 weeks ago @Stopterryj Like I said fuck your religion, muslims in MY
military do nothing but harm our soliders. All they do is complain about killing there own
people. But wait, aren't they Americans? Then you have another Muslim solider killing
people in the military. You people are nothing but trouble. xKillinMeSmalls 2 weeks ago
AbdullahKhaleeji7 2 weeks ago @xKillinMeSmalls Not all Muslims are the same and
also, that crazy guy Nidal Hassan was only one isolated freak incident. If he was a
Christian or Jew, Im sure ppl wouldnt fuss as much about it, regardless of it still being a
tragic event. I am Muslim from Arabian Gulf and I can tell you, Afghans and Iraqis are
NOT my ppl and the bad ones, the dirty Taliban and Al Qaeda terrorists are the ones
killing their own ppl and they need to be killed. May Allah Curse them!
AbdullahKhaleeji7 2 weeks ago CoffeeccinoJones 2 weeks ago @domination94station
well first of all it wasnt a bomb it was a plane and second you dont have to be rich to be a
terrorist CoffeeccinoJones 2 weeks ago jakewolf16 2 weeks ago These were innocent
people killed at the world trade center, imagine hanging off the side of the building and
hoping to be saved, firemen died, victims of the attack died. Show some respect, these
people lost their lives, families lost loved ones, no death is a thing to celebrate jakewolf16
2 weeks ago xTaKTiKz 2 weeks ago no offence its NEW YORK everyone is working!
xTaKTiKz 2 weeks ago movohox 2 weeks ago American politicians are a disaster and
killers, are screwing the world. The 11-S is not at all clear who is responsible. America is
believed the center of the universe and the world of poultry chickens that lay eggs to feed
them. Cynical politics that breeds hate, down American power. movohox 2 weeks ago
0soulwars0 2 weeks ago Guys honestly people are crying right now because many of
there family members died during that day. Honestly act like that if you act like that
normaly and then go to hell thanks. 0soulwars0 2 weeks ago johntitorlives 2 weeks ago
squilbyb7718, you are too ignorant to see Muslims want to Islamicize America. This is
NOT about tolerating another person's religion dumb fuck. They will be taking over our
cities just like they are doing in Europe, changing our laws to Sharia law and will continue
to breed until they outnumber us. Islam is the fastest growing religion in the world. Soon
it will overtake Christianity. If that doesn't scare you then nothing else will. johntitorlives
2 weeks ago movohox 2 weeks ago Americans make war for their economic interests, kill
millions of innocents around the world and hide. Kill a Yankee and published throughout
the universe. After Satan, politics is the most savage Yankee has existed on earth. USA a
society of spoiled and pampered children. movohox 2 weeks ago WolfLink986 2 weeks
ago @movohox go fuck yourself you ignorant asshole. so because america has a high
standard of living that makes us pampered and spoiled? im sorry that were so succesful
that were able to afford to do that. ya we kill millions of innocents? if we did that wed be
a 3rd world country thats in poverty. so please fuck off and go to hell you racist asshole
WolfLink986 2 weeks ago seminar4 2 weeks ago Porki do you even know what allah
akbar means . You ignorant bastard seminar4 2 weeks ago hsdscsds 2 weeks ago
@Absurus 0.00001% chance you are right. The official version makes complete sense.
Your version makes no sense. I don't trust the CIA either, but why blame an entity with
speculative motivation? This was an act of brutal hate committed by those with a stated
plan. If our government controlled communication, how do you explain the liberal media.
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Part of your twisted scenario? This was an act of radical extremists who hate us. You and
your kind divert attention from our true enemy. You are a fool. hsdscsds 2 weeks ago
Absurus 2 weeks ago @hsdscsds You're free to think whatever you want. But
considering the profile of those responsible for this slaughter. Anyone who believes they
have the ability to do something?? Misleading safety of the Pentagon and scientifically
nothing seems credible in the official version. But I go, everyone who think what he
wants. I do not believe any of the official version because it makes no sense. This is the
biggest lie of the century Absurus 2 weeks ago kinofreakmaniak 2 weeks ago Happy
september 11, George Bush is happy with their money :D kinofreakmaniak 2 weeks ago
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @kinofreakmaniak you got that right LOL hope everyone is
enjoying 9/11 hehe freakyfool2 2 weeks ago TheBeatlesfan2231 2 weeks ago the USA
needs to join with russia and japan and take down terrorists TheBeatlesfan2231 2 weeks
ago H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2 take your comments and shove them up your
ass faggot H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @H3IlB0Y after i burn up all
of you americunts LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @freakyfool2
Wanna shut that big ass mouth of yours? The only thing thats gonna be burning is the
flesh off your body..... Rose3231 2 weeks ago H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago Comment removed
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @H3IlB0Y take one to know one 'cunt' LOL freakyfool2 2
weeks ago H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago Comment removed H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @freakyfool2 id like to see you fucking try, and
by the way, the only cunt around here is you. H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago H3IlB0Y 2 weeks
ago @freakyfool2 id like to see you fucking try, and by the way, the only cunt around
here is you. H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago MsRayofsun 2 weeks ago the ones who posted
"happy september 11" you should be ashamed of your selves this is not something to
joke about. Every type of person were in those buildings from all religions and
backrounds those thousands of people did not deserve to die in that horrible manner and
the rest of you swearing or arguing with one another should also be ashamed. 9/11
happened and there is nothing we can do now, but honor the dead and honor the people
who risked their lives saving the all the people. MsRayofsun 2 weeks ago armystrong224
2 weeks ago Alancera shut up ass hole this was a horrible day and the idiot terrorist who
did this should be happy they died armystrong224 2 weeks ago kinofreakmaniak 2 weeks
ago The George Bush is now laughing at us , then he knows, that no one will ever know
the truth ! kinofreakmaniak 2 weeks ago savannah3stubbs 2 weeks ago omg.
savannah3stubbs 2 weeks ago VaIious 2 weeks ago 21:36 VaIious 2 weeks ago yunqjae 2
weeks ago @HJBoos you aren't worth me explaining the facts you really don't know
yunqjae 2 weeks ago cupcake12winx 2 weeks ago Rest in peace, every lost soul from
9/11. You are dearly missed and will never be forgotten. cupcake12winx 2 weeks ago
journeezwinkton 2 weeks ago To all the people saying disrepectful things about America.
If you don't like us then why do you watch this. Why are you wasting your time looking
up things about us. If you hate us so much you wouldn't even care to watch this video
yet u click to to put your little input that no one really cares about. It' sad that there are
still idiotic people out there. America learned a lot from this though. There are things we
wouldn't even know is this never happened. R.I.P to all who lost their life
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journeezwinkton 2 weeks ago johntitorlives 2 weeks ago Burn the Koran and give peace a
chance. That hateful brainwashing book is responsible for recruiting terrorists all over the
world to kill innocent people. It should be turned into ashes. Almost 2,000 mosques in
America teaching hate toward America. Many more are going to be built including "super
mosques" that hold thousands of muslims all bowing down with their asses in the air
praying to their hateful God that soon they will take over the weak and spineless
Americans. johntitorlives 2 weeks ago Prokki 2 weeks ago u are ridiculuous Prokki 2
weeks ago vitasoy1437 2 weeks ago @johntitorlives What about innocent people that
died in our wars for revenge .. oops.. the war to "hunt down bin laden" and we dun even
know if he exists anymore.. vitasoy1437 2 weeks ago Prokki 2 weeks ago now USA has
killed thousands of ppl in afganistan and Iraq.. Jesus was right when he said " violence
creates more violence" Prokki 2 weeks ago KidLifeThe 2 weeks ago @xKillinMeSmalls
like i said to the USA dude, thats an organization named NATO KidLifeThe 2 weeks ago
Prokki 2 weeks ago u wanna show some respect with burning koram ? Prokki 2 weeks
ago Prev 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help
About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising
Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon
Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your
Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next
Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists...
YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My
Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3
years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters
remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032)
alwaysinthesaddle 2 weeks ago this brings tears to my eyes. im only 13 but i remember it
being on the news when it was happening and i remember asking my mom why the
airplane was in the building. we will never forget 9/11. R.I.P. to all those who lost there
lives alwaysinthesaddle 2 weeks ago Meruga78 2 weeks ago The thing about this is...the
people who did it, they're dead. Dead. And they meant to be. The feelings that inspired
it...still alive. Fight hate. Hate killed that day. Meruga78 2 weeks ago seminar4 2 weeks
ago Fu prokki show some respect seminar4 2 weeks ago johntitorlives 2 weeks ago Stop
the Islamization of America. That is what the victory mosque is about not about 9-11.
They are breeding fast and will take over when they outnumber us. Over 100 mosques
already in Manhatttan! Most teach radical Islam according to our own government. How
much longer until we do something to stop them? Our next Pres MUST be a radical. You
can't fight radicals with political correctness. We will not win our country will not
survive. johntitorlives 2 weeks ago seminar4 2 weeks ago I m so angry that they didnt
burned the koran seminar4 2 weeks ago Prokki 2 weeks ago im angry they didnt blow ur
ass off Prokki 2 weeks ago ALancerA 2 weeks ago lol ALancerA 2 weeks ago Prokki 2
weeks ago ALLAHU AKHBAR !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Prokki 2 weeks ago TheThatfreak
2 weeks ago what is wrong with this world TheThatfreak 2 weeks ago LordOftheMind 2
weeks ago guys on the background sound entertained, may be next time they have a laugh
about it LordOftheMind 2 weeks ago lechero696 2 weeks ago Comment removed
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KidLifeThe 2 weeks ago this is an example of the people that JUST CANT F**KING
TERRORIZE EVERYWHERE!!! north tower flight 11 american airlines 8:46AM south
tower flight 175 united airlines 9:03AM all times ET KidLifeThe 2 weeks ago Fffxtl 2
weeks ago #3:15 Fffxtl 2 weeks ago Polska17jaskulski 2 weeks ago R.I.P :'(
Polska17jaskulski 2 weeks ago lechero696 2 weeks ago Comment removed cartmanofsp 2
weeks ago Whats 9/11? cartmanofsp 2 weeks ago KidLifeThe 2 weeks ago @cartmanofsp
how the hell do you not know what 9/11 is? its when four airplanes were hijacked by alQueda led by Osama bin Laden. the planes crashed into the Twin Towers, in WTC,
Manhattan, one in the Pentagon, just around DC, and Stonycreek Township, in PA
KidLifeThe 2 weeks ago wwewwfzx 2 weeks ago it was a plane you idiot NOT a rocket
wwewwfzx 2 weeks ago ALancerA 2 weeks ago hay im a terrorist and i find these
comments offensive :( ALancerA 2 weeks ago InTheUrbanForest 2 weeks ago Power to
the Peaceful. InTheUrbanForest 2 weeks ago ADC417 2 weeks ago every single year i
watch this video. and every year it makes me cry. ADC417 2 weeks ago JordanMoohan 2
weeks ago 35 Stop saying disrespectful things towards america! They haven't done
anything to deserve this, no one has! Show some respect! Not just for america, but to
everyone! I'm not even american, im british! and all you people boil my blood who dont
have respect. JordanMoohan 2 weeks ago 35 lechero696 2 weeks ago the thing here is
what can we learn from this? really do we have to get them back for this, so this will turn
into a vicious circle? do we have to create better weapons to protect our self, so they
could get the same weapons and then use them against us? what is the real answer to all
this? our politians have the answers to all this, stop fucking with people, worry about
your own and when they are done doing that help the other countries without taking any
from those poor countries, we are rich! lechero696 2 weeks ago xKillinMeSmalls 2 weeks
ago Fuck all Muslims in America. And screw all the douches commenting about how
they're happy about this shit. That's why us Americans are killing your people in your
country. Never forget 9/11 and never forget that America doesn't give up.
xKillinMeSmalls 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago Rofl, people, why are we even
bothering with these ass whole shit commentors?? Theyre probably a bunch of little kids
who have no idea what theyre saying and have nothing better to do with their lives
besides posting shit comments on the internet? Theyre all not worth your time so just let
them leave these stupid ass comments and lets just remember those who died on this day.
God bless their souls and their families.... :'( Rose3231 2 weeks ago GoUSA1000 2 weeks
ago All you fucking terrorists, FBI is watching you and will soon knock on the door in
your cave. GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago mommyissniffer 2 weeks ago why happy 9/11?
You're happy that some one, of you own country, killed almost 3,000 people?
mommyissniffer 2 weeks ago kinofreakmaniak 2 weeks ago The 9/11 was the best
Hollywod movie of all time ! Better than Avatar kinofreakmaniak 2 weeks ago
stalker50112 2 weeks ago 3 thumbs up if you think this............... FUCK YOU AL
QUADA FUCK U stalker50112 2 weeks ago 3 dots145 2 weeks ago Freakyfool2 is
probably a dumb Arab kid with no balls, hiding behind a computer and do bot have
feelings. One day he will meet retribution and know the pain. dots145 2 weeks ago
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @dots145 Arab? LOL nice try dumb cunt, i'm in a much better
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country then you are whore :] freakyfool2 2 weeks ago H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 burn in hell you motherfucker H3IlB0Y 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks
ago @H3IlB0Y Hell? LOL you mean that fairy tale shit from the bible LOL, the only
burning thing thats gonna happen is me burning up all of you americunts hehe freakyfool2
2 weeks ago Indeyi5 2 weeks ago STOP THE HATE. pray for these families this is a sad
day people r fucking celebrating or saying HAPPY 9/11 day? u guys r fucking robotic
inhumane bitches how dare you be so unsensitive! i wonder what would happen if one of
ur familie members or friends died in theere. i pray for this world . i pray for you sick
sick people. i pray for these families . i pray for me. i pray for everyone . Love &&
peace. indeya XoXoXoXo Indeyi5 2 weeks ago JordanMoohan 2 weeks ago 7 What a
horrible world we live in. Stupid terrorists. They want the world to themselves and are
jealous of all the powerful countries like america, england, russia etc. I'm scared for what
could happen next. I wish all countries could unite and put those stupid stupid people in
there place. Not all countries get along, but they don't do this to eachother. I wonder what
the world will be like if relgion didnt exsist! People turn to relgion, but it also has its bad
side. JordanMoohan 2 weeks ago 7 VaIious 2 weeks ago @JordanMoohan this wasnt
done by terrorists, this was a planned by the government. VaIious 2 weeks ago
sk8ersynistersean 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ✈
▌▌. ): NEVER FORGET sk8ersynistersean 2 weeks ago TheThatfreak 2 weeks ago i
praise Jesus i didn't know anyone in the WTC and no one should leave nasty remarks
that was a very special day and many people were killed grow up and show some respect
to America TheThatfreak 2 weeks ago 100jokes 2 weeks ago This is a mark of 911 at
2010 RIP. 100jokes 2 weeks ago likeaspastic 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam HAPPY 9/11 AMERICA!!! Hope you have a good one ;D
watch?v=IOfKAPGfd6k&feature=re-lated likeaspastic 2 weeks ago reyjed619 2 weeks
ago Happy 9/11 everyone! reyjed619 2 weeks ago Cr4bc4kes 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @reyjed619 and a Happy 9/11 to you too Also ✡
did ✈ ▌▌ Cr4bc4kes 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @reyjed619 yeah LOL fuck
those americunts hehe freakyfool2 2 weeks ago Sm0keTillY0uCh0ke 2 weeks ago
Comment removed freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @Sm0keTillY0uCh0ke its happy for me,
more dead americunts LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago FuZioNHD 2 weeks ago this gives
me goosebumps....... fucking terrorists RIP to all those who died on 9/11 FuZioNHD 2
weeks ago seswaable 2 weeks ago it was really a tragic event, , but we must inquire why
this tragic event happend. seswaable 2 weeks ago cartmanofsp 2 weeks ago @seswaable
Dont you watch tv?-.- cartmanofsp 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was funny as LOL freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
MAJSKARM 2 weeks ago 11 @freakyfool2 FUCK YOU TERRIOST MAJSKARM 2
weeks ago 11 freakyfool2 2 weeks ago @MAJSKARM FUCK YOU FAT CUNT LOL
freakyfool2 2 weeks ago Savylovesyouu 2 weeks ago this is the first time i've seen a
REAl video of the 9/11 and not one in the movies... i'm crying right now, so much i can
barely see. this is really horrible. i feel so bad. Savylovesyouu 2 weeks ago
RespectedProdigy 2 weeks ago My close friend died in this....I will always remember tis
RespectedProdigy 2 weeks ago saints360row 2 weeks ago Happy September eleventh
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everybody!! saints360row 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago @saints360row Your
seriously kidding me right....? Rose3231 2 weeks ago freakyfool2 2 weeks ago
@saints360row yea! best day ever that happen to those americunts LOL freakyfool2 2
weeks ago rocknrollking75 2 weeks ago ill never forget this, i was 4, and my mom was
screaming and i ran in to see what was happening only to be exposed to this, a week later
we found out my uncle was in that building. i wanna fucking break every bone in every
terrorist alive and stab them til my anger drains to the last drop rocknrollking75 2 weeks
ago GTgirl10 2 weeks ago :'( whoever did this i hope u die!!!!!! U KILLED SO MANY
PEOPLE!!! GOD BLESS EVERY1S FAMILY!!!! GTgirl10 2 weeks ago justdoseit 2
weeks ago EVERY ONE NEEDS TO STOP FIGHTING AND WE ALL NEED TO
REMBER THE INNOCENT PEOPLE IN THE BUILDINGS WHO LOST THERE
LIFES TO THESE TERRIOST AND ALSO THE INNOCENT PEOPLE WHO
WHERE ON THAT PLANE AND KNEW THEY WHERE GOING TO DIE WHEN IT
GOT HIJAKED R.I.P ALL THE INNOCENT PEOPLE WHO WHERE KILLED ON
THIS SAD DAY justdoseit 2 weeks ago kinofreakmaniak 2 weeks ago everywhere die
people of the world through the Americans and no one see that, horrible !
kinofreakmaniak 2 weeks ago 0ostfuo0 2 weeks ago @tuuupuutaaamadreee SON UNOS
ESUPIDOS ! THEY DONT LIKE TO ADMIT THAT THEIR OWN GOVERNMENT
DID IT! yes where's osama??? I GUESS THE WAR IS SOON TO BE OVER AND
THE HAVENT CAUGHT "THE PERSON WHO DID THIS".... 0ostfuo0 2 weeks ago
forevernightsrain 2 weeks ago Tht was amazing you guys r so brave to be able to watch
and video tape tht god bless you! forevernightsrain 2 weeks ago tuupuutaamadre 2 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam FUCK BUSH ! FUCK THE
GOVERNMENT! AND FUCK EVERYONE WHO THINKS THIS WASNT AN
INSIDE JOB!! ___ WAKE UP PEOPLE! tuupuutaamadre 2 weeks ago Rockey3772 2
weeks ago @INEVERGIRL learn about the truth you ignorant B*TCH! Why would i sit
here on the anniversary and make jokes when i know it was hard for the families and ppl
who knew the victims! Lick my shaft you ignorant B*TCH Rockey3772 2 weeks ago
joemoin 2 weeks ago statistically 9 out of 11 americans wont get this joke joemoin 2
weeks ago GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago 13 USA, GB, Russia, Germany, Spain, France,
Poland...etc need to UNITE and smash this scum of the world!!! GoUSA1000 2 weeks
ago 13 mansterfour 2 weeks ago @GoUSA1000 thats a matter of opinion.america isnt
blameless, they install bloody dictators in s america, they gave saddam money, and bin
laden.america is the most influential country in the world, it needs to be more
responsible.its hard for people to understand who live in america, but if you read up on
american history, you have shit on 3rd world countires since the beggining, though i
would never condone what happend on 9-11 , it was an insult to humanity mansterfour 2
weeks ago KidLifeThe 2 weeks ago @GoUSA1000 dude, thats NATO. dont know what
NATO is? LOOK IT UP. and there trying. KidLifeThe 2 weeks ago xKillinMeSmalls 2
weeks ago 3 @GoUSA1000 USA, GB, France, Australia, Canada, Germany, Italy, need
to fuck them up. xKillinMeSmalls 2 weeks ago 3 fuckyounigha 2 weeks ago
@xKillinMeSmalls yeah :) fuckyounigha 2 weeks ago darn3ll1995 2 weeks ago
@xKillinMeSmalls everybody except for muslim countries. shit needs to stop
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darn3ll1995 2 weeks ago ADHDfox 2 weeks ago @GoUSA1000 Hell yeah, you go my
American friend :D ADHDfox 2 weeks ago Indeyi5 2 weeks ago I WISH THAT
EVERYONE COULD GET ALONG. THAT THERE WOULDNT BE TERRIOST
ATTACKS AND RACISM AND DISCRIMNATION AND HATE AND EVERYONE
WOULD EXECPT EACH OTHERS CULTURE. RESPECT IT. RESPECT
EVERYONE CUZ WERE ALL FUCKING HUMANS BLACK OR WHITE ASIAN
OR LATINO CHRISTIAN CATHOLIC MUSLIM BUDDHIST WHOEVER ! IM
NOT SAYING EVERYTHING EVERYONE DOES IT RIGHT AND KIND AND
NICE! I JUST WISH IT WAS. INSTEAD OF FOCUSING ON HATE THINK OF
LOVE THINK OF THE PEOPLE WHO DIED. THE ONLY JUDGE IS GOD IN MY
OPINION! </3 Indeyi5 2 weeks ago zumobster 2 weeks ago @Indeyi5 We as a human
race do get along... (only the ones in bussiness let us fight) zumobster 2 weeks ago
Indeyi5 2 weeks ago @zumobster not really. theres racists everywhere. we are nowwhere
close to everyone getting along . we've came a long way since the beginning of time and its
gunna be a long way to the end. there are more bad times to come Indeyi5 2 weeks ago
zumobster 2 weeks ago @Indeyi5 True, true... But we get created this way... Everybody
around the world will have no intention to conquer or something... We all seek for
comfort in life... (only some people have reached too much comfort through centuaries)
zumobster 2 weeks ago Rose3231 2 weeks ago Could the stupid ass shitty comments just
stop? No one cares what you shit people have to say so please just keep your nasty
comments to yourselves. Thanks :) Rose3231 2 weeks ago jb345bobo 2 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam HAPPY ✈ ▌▌ 9/11 YOU FUCKING
AMERICANS GREETINGS FROM EUROPE HAHAHAHAHA BOOM
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA ANOTHER BOOM LORD OF THE RINGS 2
TOWERS, BOOM HAHAHAHAHAHAHA jb345bobo 2 weeks ago JordanMoohan 2
weeks ago @jb345bobo Fuck you :) JordanMoohan 2 weeks ago Mrjohnshorts1323 2
weeks ago i was 5 when this happened i watch it on the news and my and i really didnt
understand wat happen my parent wer mad. now i know. stupid terroist.
Mrjohnshorts1323 2 weeks ago Flavie479 2 weeks ago yes happy september eleventh!
Flavie479 2 weeks ago djikomee 2 weeks ago If this video doesn't bring you to tears, then
you are inhumane. R.I.P. to everyone that lost their lives this very sad day 9 years ago.
djikomee 2 weeks ago KevinC227 2 weeks ago Idk how the whole Trade center came
down in a hurry but only the top was hit Terroist caused greif today KevinC227 2 weeks
ago firefountaingirl 2 weeks ago RIP <3 Horrible, horrible event. firefountaingirl 2 weeks
ago liambrawley 2 weeks ago God bless the victims and their families, R.I.P. liambrawley
2 weeks ago Absurus 2 weeks ago @liambrawley Just you and some North Americans
believe all the crap that the government invented. A herd of wild goats breeders do not
have sufficient capacity to carry out the attack, believed that lie?? And I am European
and I am Catholic. Who organized this slaughter were the Americans themselves. Absurus
2 weeks ago frostygal111 2 weeks ago @Absurus how does that even work? o_o why
would we kill ourselves it doesnt make any sense frostygal111 2 weeks ago Absurus 2
weeks ago @frostygal111 Power and money, that is the explanation of everything, a
move many millions war. 3000 innocent lives for some greedy as the CIA does not
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matter. Cohartada and invents a story, they manipulate the information. All made up and
dress up and people believe if they say they are Islamic terrorists, propaganda for years
took care of abducting the people's minds. Absurus 2 weeks ago frostygal111 2 weeks
ago @Absurus but not all of the muslims are bad its the extreamists that take it to that
level. frostygal111 2 weeks ago Absurus 2 weeks ago @frostygal111 I've been saying all
night that the brains of these attacks were not Muslim terrorists. The culprits were only
recruited by the CIA. The official version makes no sense, everything is full of
inconsistencies, this is the work of the CIA, who in his time, financing and support to alQaeda. USA is the master of comunication and propaganda, they control information and
manipulate the general opinion of the masses. Absurus 2 weeks ago isa123que 2 weeks
ago OMG this is terrible! isa123que 2 weeks ago JimmyDasnitch92 2 weeks ago ONLY
THE DIRTY JEW NEWYORKERS CARE THAT A LITTLE PLANE CRASHED
INTO A LITTLE INSIGNIFICANT BUILDING, NO ONE ELSE CARES, EXCEPT
IRAQ, DRINKING YOUR PRECIOUS TEARS JimmyDasnitch92 2 weeks ago
RustyKitteh 2 weeks ago @JimmyDasnitch92 How DARE you be so insensitive. :/
RustyKitteh 2 weeks ago riku42455 2 weeks ago Happy September eleventh!! riku42455
2 weeks ago darkside3330 2 weeks ago @riku42455 FUCK YOU darkside3330 2 weeks
ago thompsonricky491 2 weeks ago @riku42455 are you a fucking raghead!? nothing is
fuckin happy about today! thompsonricky491 2 weeks ago maauusszz 2 weeks ago
peace for the people who died, and for their family's! r.i.p. maauusszz 2 weeks ago
ADC417 2 weeks ago every single year i watch this video. and every year i cry. ADC417
2 weeks ago fullmetaldeath88 2 weeks ago im watching this on tv fullmetaldeath88 2
weeks ago osbornhs 2 weeks ago im watchin it now on tv .......smh they shud have known
that another plane was gne hit the other tower so y didnt the get everyone out of the
south building......smdh ........rip to everyone whom past in the 9/11 attack osbornhs 2
weeks ago dinospitter 2 weeks ago i cant belive its been 9 years! dinospitter 2 weeks ago
JEIWILBER 2 weeks ago Humans adventures with no gods or false gods . . . JEIWILBER
2 weeks ago majajh 2 weeks ago Never forget who did this- Muslims, and they danced in
the streets. majajh 2 weeks ago zumobster 2 weeks ago @majajh There is a full version of
the terrorist partying the streets... (wich tells a whole diffirent story) zumobster 2 weeks
ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @majajh I know! FUCKING HATE THEM i will be
dancing on there graves when they fucking die! Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago 0ostfuo0 2
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam FUCK BUSH ! FUCK
THE GOVERNMENT! AND FUCK EVERYONE WHO THINKS THIS WASNT AN
INSIDE JOB!! ___ WAKE UP PEOPLE!! 0ostfuo0 2 weeks ago Rockey3772 2 weeks
ago All of those people were sacrificed to your own government's "Devilish" GOD
Rockey3772 2 weeks ago ILoveeYouuxP 2 weeks ago oh gosh :( i feel so horible, this is
so sad . ILoveeYouuxP 2 weeks ago NinjaGhost1000 2 weeks ago WHY MUSLIMS
WHY DID U HAVE TO KILL MY MOM WHY I WAS ONLY 5 WHY U BASTARDS
WHY NinjaGhost1000 2 weeks ago tuupuutaamadre 2 weeks ago @NinjaGhost1000 IM
SORRY BUT THE GOVERMENT KILLED YOUR MOM IT SUCKS BUT IS TRUE
tuupuutaamadre 2 weeks ago Daniellebow008 2 weeks ago 7 I honestly don't get you
guys. This is a video of an event that happened out of hate, what does arguing do? I know
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we're all angry, but it's really just sad to see people come to this video (assuming out of
respect and in memory) and create confrontation, the very reason this happened. It's
just... wow, have some humility. On another note, did anyone else get chills when she
opened the window at 4:50 and you can hear the commotion? Daniellebow008 2 weeks
ago 7 Absurus 2 weeks ago What happened that day was the work of the CIA, nothing
makes sense in the official government version, all are inconsistencies. It is a show in
which the victims were innocent, but some scavengers who only think about power and
money do not mind killing people of their own country. They are interested in keeping
the business of war. Those actors who used to believe were muslims terrorists, it is
impossible so he can do something themselves. Absurus 2 weeks ago liambrawley 2
weeks ago @Absurus You complete moron lol. you are laughable, seriously ... let me
guess, you also blame George W Bush for 9/11 too? you idiots are all predictable. if you
hate your own country so much to accuse its chief protection agency of 3000 murders
then i would call into question as to what side you are on? liambrawley 2 weeks ago
queengirl99 2 weeks ago God, plz bless all those people who died. May they rest in
peace. queengirl99 2 weeks ago castelan63 2 weeks ago GOD BLESS AMERICA AND
PROTECT OF ASHOOLES LIKE BUSH!! castelan63 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks
ago 2 @castelan63 Why is it just God bless AMERICA? Why not all countries?!!
Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago 2 kinofreakmaniak 2 weeks ago So many haters for nothing, I
don't understand the world anymore ! Maybe we need a war, than only so can the the
people bring it to wake up ! kinofreakmaniak 2 weeks ago Hilary6393 2 weeks ago Its
not right to blame all Muslims for this. No matter how easy it is to blame a single group,
we cant. My step dad died in there. He just got off the phone with me while I was on my
way to school. And I miss him so much. And to the people praising that this day
happened....Please just show atleast a little sympathy for the ppl that died. Hilary6393 2
weeks ago Indeyi5 2 weeks ago @Hilary6393 ik im trying to explains it not right to blame
all muslims ! even u think tht and ur dad died there . im really sorry for your loss . i could
never know what tht feels like but i imagine. i pray for you . lots of love indeya xoxoxox
Indeyi5 2 weeks ago tuupuutaamadre 2 weeks ago LMAO STUPID AMERICANS
EVERYBODY KNOW THAT YOUR OWN GOVERNMENT DO THAT! THEY
JUST USE THE ARABS TO GO AND STEAL THE OIL tuupuutaamadre 2 weeks ago
Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @tuupuutaamadre FUCK YOU THE ARABS DID THIS
MUSLUMS DID THIS YOU PEOPLE ARE BLIND AND STUPID WHY SOMONE
FROM OUR OWN COUNTRY DO THIS??? FUCK YOU Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago
tuupuutaamadre 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp lmao your own goverment did it! u are
just ignorant! WHERE IS OSAMA? LMAO AM PRETTY SURE HE IS IN DUBAI
LIVING THE GOOD LIFE tuupuutaamadre 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago
@tuupuutaamadre HOW YOU FUCKING IDIOT??? FUCK IN HELL STUPID
MORON Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago tuupuutaamadre 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp
YOUR GOVERMENT MUST BURN IN HELL RESEARCH A LITTLE DONT YOU!
tuupuutaamadre 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @tuupuutaamadre I HAVE
AND THEY DIDNT DO THIS YOU IDIOT Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago Cturtlegal97
2 weeks ago @tuupuutaamadre what the hell are you talking about? Cturtlegal97 2 weeks
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ago liambrawley 2 weeks ago So hard to watch ... i well up every time. God bless all the
victims and their families. they will not be forgotten. liambrawley 2 weeks ago zumobster
2 weeks ago America "had" clean water... zumobster 2 weeks ago zumobster 2 weeks ago
Clean water? (try drinking it for 40 years.... if you can reach 20 yrs healthy) zumobster 2
weeks ago EatMyShitYumy 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam fuck u idiots, who gives a rats shit about some morons lost their life years ago!!, get
over it, support Justin Bieber to win MTV VMA Awards this year, he is a great artist!
EatMyShitYumy 2 weeks ago Rockey3772 2 weeks ago My condolences to the people
who had family in the WTC, i know it takes a strong heart to watch this again.
Rockey3772 2 weeks ago Cturtlegal97 2 weeks ago 2 What the hell is with the stupid
black vs white comments? Um news flash, I happen to be half black and half white. God!
You racist bastards are just blind to see the true values in people. Well FUCK YOU~
Cturtlegal97 2 weeks ago 2 AndreWarriorTaker 2 weeks ago @Cturtlegal97 Fuck you
Derek Jeter Wannabe. AndreWarriorTaker 2 weeks ago Cturtlegal97 2 weeks ago
@AndreWarriorTaker Who, the HELL is Derek Jetter? Do inform me :] Cturtlegal97 2
weeks ago squillyb7718 2 weeks ago @Cturtlegal97 WORRRRDD!!! squillyb7718 2
weeks ago SalientK 2 weeks ago Oh my gosh, she still has her Christmas lights up . . .
how embarrassing! D: SalientK 2 weeks ago STARSHINE852 2 weeks ago @SalientK
Christmas lights?Are you serious?!!? You're wondering about her Christmas lights and
not what this is really about? WOW You anal..!!!! Umm for one, they can be white lights
and for decor reasons but for two, this is about today and what this video is about!! Get
over your anal retentive junk!!!! STARSHINE852 2 weeks ago spongebob12777 2 weeks
ago @PeeEssThree I know this is real dipshit, some asshole said he survived the plane
crash. spongebob12777 2 weeks ago XxKyLe1021xX 2 weeks ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam fuck the muslims they can suck my cock and if any of
them
read
this
then
fuck
you
fuck
you
FUCCKKKKK
YYYYOOOOOOOOUUUUU!!!!!my friend died on that day.FUCK YOU
MUSLIMS!!!!!! XxKyLe1021xX 2 weeks ago JEIWILBER 2 weeks ago Humans
adventures with no gods or false gods . . . JEIWILBER 2 weeks ago Kitkat945 2 weeks
ago Omg i hate u iraz go to helll i heard that the wtc is ganna reopen in 3 years Kitkat945
2 weeks ago 0ostfuo0 2 weeks ago Stupid bush fuken ayeee! 0ostfuo0 2 weeks ago
Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @0ostfuo0 bush protected our country after this he didnt
let arm come to this country no matter how many mistakes he did after that day he
protected us. Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp
Bush was a TWAT! Don't be so naive Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago Mr10thhack 2 weeks ago
fuck all the sand niggers that fucking did this i fucking hate muslims let them all burn in
hell!!!!!!!!!! Mr10thhack 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @Mr10thhack
THANK YOUU!!! SOMEONE WITH A RIGHT MIND. THAT AGREES WITH ME
Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago squillyb7718 2 weeks ago @Mr10thhack Hate speech like
this makes you the minority around here in case you haven't noticed. Try to see beyond
the white and the black, the way the government downplays historical facts. The United
States sponsored the rise of the third Reich, just like the CIA trained terrorists how to
fight, build bombs and sneak box cutters on to a flight. Conservative racists all voting
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away your freedoms while you watch the INVASION overseas. WAKE UP SHEEPLE!
squillyb7718 2 weeks ago darkside3330 2 weeks ago @squillyb7718 Lies, you
unamerican piece of shit. its people like you who are racist and discrace this country. do
us a favor and go back to the taliban so we can nuke your ass and end this damn war that
YOU started! darkside3330 2 weeks ago Rockey3772 2 weeks ago @folgates wtf?
Rockey3772 2 weeks ago cuteskykitty 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam R.I.P to everyone who died on this sad day cuteskykitty 2 weeks ago
0ostfuo0 2 weeks ago Why did the us qovernment do this???? 0ostfuo0 2 weeks ago
zumobster 2 weeks ago @0ostfuo0 hahaa... There is no short version on this one...
zumobster 2 weeks ago GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago America will rebuild, but you camel
faces will still live in your caves bastards! GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago squillyb7718 2
weeks ago @GoUSA1000 rockin a flag dont make you a hero, word to ground zero! The
devil crept into heaven, God over slept on the seventh and the New World Order was
born on Sept 11th! squillyb7718 2 weeks ago mortalkombatrulz 2 weeks ago this was in
the 2nd building or was it in a normal building mortalkombatrulz 2 weeks ago Indeyi5 2
weeks ago wow this is a sad vid and all these people died and people lost families you
guys r fighting about stupid shit! thts fucking horrible man some of you fucking people
jesus i swear people r like ..... i pray for this world i pray for these people bc u guys r
like words cannot even explain Indeyi5 2 weeks ago jb345bobo 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam HAPPY ✈ ▌▌ 9/11 EVERYONE!!!
jb345bobo 2 weeks ago NinjaGhost1000 2 weeks ago @jb345bobo its not happy for me
my mom died in that NinjaGhost1000 2 weeks ago jb345bobo 2 weeks ago
@NinjaGhost1000 My dad, who flew in one of the planes, also died. jb345bobo 2 weeks
ago pizzamuncher007 2 weeks ago @jb345bobo You are saying that like it's a fucking
holiday. pizzamuncher007 2 weeks ago jb345bobo 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @pizzamuncher007 In Europe ✈ ▌▌ 9/11 actually a
holiday. jb345bobo 2 weeks ago Daniellebow008 2 weeks ago @jb345bobo Don't be
disrespectful. Daniellebow008 2 weeks ago GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago @jb345bobo fuck
you camel head! Go back in your cave! GoUSA1000 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks
ago @GoUSA1000 Don't even rise to idiots like this - this is what they feed off of. That
is why he posted the picture. He thought he was being clever and just wanted attention
becasue his parents don't give him any and he has no mates! Try to ignore him even
though it is frustrating and hard to! Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago dariusz116 2 weeks ago 3
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam RIP for everyone who died on the
day. dariusz116 2 weeks ago 3 Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago FUCKING MUSLUMs I
HOPE YOU ALL DIE AND BURN IN HELL. I WISH YOU THE MOST PAINFULL
THE MOST SLOWEST DEATH EVER. FUCK YOU TO HELL AND YOUR
FUCKING RELIGION. AND FUCK OBAMA FOR BEING ONE OF YOU GUYS
AND TRYING TO RUIN THIS COUNTRY. god bless AMERICA may all those
people rest in peace Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago zumobster 2 weeks ago
@Mollymakeupp God bless America? America who have no clean water coming to
houses? (maybe God forgot to bless it) zumobster 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks
ago @zumobster we have plenty of clean water. i love this country more than my life.
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Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago zumobster 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp Me dutch from
the Netherlands... You people have to "buy" your water in supermarkets while we flush
our toilets with clean (tap) water... Health insurance? Way to go Obama... (now whole
america has to pay for it) But other than that... There is nothing wrong with American
people and you do have a beautifull country buybuy zumobster 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1
2 weeks ago @zumobster What ARE you talking about you crazy freak? Americans have
running water! Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago Cturtlegal97 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 Hey,
don't get pissy over water. Cturtlegal97 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago
@Cturtlegal97 Not getting pissy - just have no idea why someone would make up
pathetic lies about there not being any tap water in America! That is just mental!
Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago Cturtlegal97 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 Okay, I'm sorry
Cturtlegal97 2 weeks ago zumobster 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 Ofcourse you got
"running" water... (i didn't mentioned that) You better not drink tap-water because they
clean it with fluoride "now"... Before fluoride it was just normal... (no wonder americans
have the whitest teeth) zumobster 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @zumobster
What did you mean then? I'm not American btw anyway. And Americans don't all have
white teeth. The people who do have white teeth there use teeth whitening! Rachiejane1
2 weeks ago zumobster 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 like drinking "running" tap-water...
(running) zumobster 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @zumobster yes i agree
obama is fucking up this country i agreee Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2
weeks ago @zumobster America who have no clean water coming to houses??? What are
you talking about???! Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago Indeyi5 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp
YOU DONT JUDGE ONE PERSON BC OF THERE RELGION BC OF WHAT
SOME PEOPLE DID! EVERYONES DIFFF. YES GOD BLESS THESE PEOPLE AND
EVERYONE WHO DIED AND THERE FAMILIES IF YOU REALLY BELIEVED IN
GOD YOU WOULD KNOW THT THERE IS NO OTHER JUDGE BUT GOD YOU
ARE NOT ONE TO SAY WHO AND HOW PEOPLE R . YOU DONT KNOW SHIT .
YES THE PEOPLE THT DID THT WAS HORRIBLE BUT NOT EVERY MUSLIM
DID IT SO STOP BEING LIKE THT ! OBAMA DIDNT BURN THE TRADE
CENTER SOME ONE ELSE DID! HATE IS EVIL Indeyi5 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp
2 weeks ago @Indeyi5 I DO BEILIVE IN GOD. AND I DIDNT SAY OBAMA IS
DOING THIS RIGHT NOW THIS VERY DAY HES TRYING TO RUIN THIS
COUNTRY HE MADE A FEST FOR THOSE PEOPLE WHO DID THIS TO NEW
YORK HIS NAME IS BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA DOES THAT NOT MEAN
ANYTHING TO YOU??? Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago vstrato 2 weeks ago
@Mollymakeupp keeping crazy assholes from tearing your country apart is not an easy
feat. If the Koran gets burnt (which I would SOOO approve) the crazies will hate
America even more. If there were a way to kill them without killing the peaceful ones...
vstrato 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @vstrato I agree with you completly.(:
Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago liambrawley 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp this has nothing
to do with politics. it is the anniversary of 9/11 show some fucking respect you complete
asshole. liambrawley 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @liambrawley i know it
doesnt i just said that bush after this kept our country safe for awhile i do have repect
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thats why im so upset about this i just want those people to pay for what they have
done on purpose Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago Cturtlegal97 2 weeks ago
@Mollymakeupp Okay for One thing I'm just going to put it out that you are a complete
and total asshole. Two, figure out this racist shit on your own time. Noone wants to hear
your damn racist comment about how 'awful' Muslims are or how 'ghetto' black people
are, okay? Go fuck yourself. Cturtlegal97 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @Cturtlegal97 i am not rasist againt
black people my boy friend is black IVE NEVER SAID ANYTHING ABOUT BLACK
PEOPLE BITCH GO FUCK YOUR DAD YOU SON OF A BITCH Mollymakeupp 2
weeks ago Indeyi5 2 weeks ago no i dont judge people . like i fucking said the only judge
is god! Who the hell do you think u r cuz i sure as hell kno u aint god. dont judge. Indeyi5
2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @Indeyi5 AND ONE PERSON?? THERE
ALLL THE FUCKING SAME YOU THINK ONLY ONE PERSON PLANNED
THIS?? FUCK YOU TO HELL THERE ALL THE SAME BULLSHIT Mollymakeupp
2 weeks ago Indeyi5 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp NO NOT ONLY ONE PERSON
DUH BUT NOT EVERY SINGLE MUSSLIM DID ! NO YOU DONT KNOW
EVERYONE ! im not trying to say what they did is right cuz it sure as hell isnt ! but if
some people in ur culture did this YOU WOULD BE JUDGED LIKE THERE
FUCKING JUDGING YOU YOU CANNOT ATTACK ONE FUCKING RELIGION
BC U DONT FUCKING GET IT NOT EVERY MUSSLIM DID IT AND EVERY
PERSON IS DIFFERNT . DIFFERENT FEELINGS OPINIONS AND EVERYTHING
STFU Indeyi5 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @Indeyi5 i know i get what you
mean. but they want to destroy this country just wait. you'll see what i mean. there
already saying that there shouldnt be crosses. "christmas" isnt called christmas its called a
holiday now because MUSLUMS get offended by it Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago
Indeyi5 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp some muslims may be like . i agree they might be
alot of they mabye r some of them r . but what im saying is to say a whole GROUP of
people are like tht is wrong. theyre saying there shouldnt be crosses? THTS WRONG its
someones religion they should respect tht . i agree. BUT no more saying EVERY
SINGLE musslim is like tht. u dont know tht . i dont know tht. dont judge. just like if my
culture did something like this somewhere else I WOULD BE JUDGED BC I AM WHO
I AM. its wrong. Indeyi5 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @Indeyi5 i agree
your completly right. im just mad is all. over all im not a racist person. only to them i am.
cause they make me so mad and upset:( Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago Indeyi5 2 weeks ago
@Mollymakeupp it makes me upset to. but remember no judge but god. if ur racist to
one religion fuck it ur just racist. thats wrong. just have faith in god and pray that one day
everything will be ok </3 :'( Indeyi5 2 weeks ago Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @Indeyi5 I
Will pray every day of my life. i hope everything wil be ok Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago
Indeyi5 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp me too ! im glad you understand. im glad i helped
you understand. 1 person down 49284-5943784-2 billion to go. im gunna chaange this
world. i swear i am one way or another . thts what i believe i was put on this earth for.
Indeyi5 2 weeks ago jb345bobo 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp HAPPY ✈ ▌▌ 9/11
YOU AMERICAN FAT SLUT jb345bobo 2 weeks ago squillyb7718 2 weeks ago
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@Mollymakeupp You need to wake up. This type of hate is what they rely on. True
Muslims do NOT preach hate or violence. Separation like this is very important to the
NWO and your fueling the fires with your rhetoric. You need to realize the corporate
owned media (TV) lies to you and the Gov lies to them. The EPA said the air was safe,
did they lie? YES Who runs the EPA? The GOV Who lied to you? The Gov. Your leaders
are responsible for these and 573,200 deaths since 9-11,2001 squillyb7718 2 weeks ago
Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @squillyb7718 Have you read the quran? Muhammed had
sexual intercourse with a 9-year-old child and he teaches Muslim men to attack citadels of
non-muslims, try to convert them and if they won't convert, take the women as sex slaves
and the men as slaves... How is that not hate or violence?? Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago
squillyb7718 2 weeks ago @Mollymakeupp and in your wisdom are you referring to
North America, Central America, and South America? Or did you forget you weren't
alone here. And as stated previously, America is a continent, NOT a country and the
UNITED STATES is a corporation not a country. Hence the reason you understand so
little about who caused the attacks and why. I feel sorry for you in your ignorance, I cant
say stupidity because I think you were never told the truth before. It sucked for me too,
when I found out squillyb7718 2 weeks ago NinjaGhost1000 2 weeks ago omg i was
there when that happened NinjaGhost1000 2 weeks ago Absurus 2 weeks ago Many
Muslims were happy fans what happened and many had wanted to, for the hatred that
America has awakened. I do not think that this was a matter of Islamic terrorists, do
something so it is very difficult in a country with such safeguards. As I maintain that the
worst enemy of the Yankees this at home, and put the mask. Absurus 2 weeks ago
pinkcrayonsforme 2 weeks ago It is so scary what our world has come to. We're
supposed to love and take care of each other, not let money, politics, religion or any other
differences get the best of us. pinkcrayonsforme 2 weeks ago Monkeychild41 2 weeks
ago This video is dedicated to the unfortunate people who lost their lives during the
terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. Nine years later, we look upon this day as a
symbol of our perseverance, courage, and freedom. 9/11/2001: We will never forget.
Monkeychild41 2 weeks ago Rockey3772 2 weeks ago Be careful what you say on these
comments... They're watching Rockey3772 2 weeks ago folgates 2 weeks ago
@Rockey3772 wtf? folgates 2 weeks ago INEVERGIRL 2 weeks ago @Rockey3772
SHUT UP STOP MAKING A JOKE OUT OF THIS I DONT THINK U WOULD BE
MAKING FUN OF THIS OR MAKING JOKES IF U LOST A LOVED ONE ON
THIS DAY SO SHUT UP IDIOT!!!!!!!! INEVERGIRL 2 weeks ago squillyb7718 2
weeks ago @Rockey3772 Let them watch, let them fear your words!! For the People, BY
the MOTHER FUCKING PEOPLE!!! Crash the system!! Stop using BANKS THAT
YOU DON'T NEED! farmers produce crops, bakers produce bread, trades produce
things, what do banks produce?? NOTHING BUT DEBT! They use YOUR MONEY to
ENSLAVE the person in line behind you! DEMOLISH THE FED! fuck sake, never been
audited? You try and get away with that. Stop paying "voluntary" taxes!! Read the back
of the 1040, says it for you!! wake up! squillyb7718 2 weeks ago NflLiveAccess 2 weeks
ago FUCK TOWELHEADS NflLiveAccess 2 weeks ago squillyb7718 2 weeks ago
@NflLiveAccess nice name lmao you are part of the problem to caught up in your NFL
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to see what is really happening in the world, try LINKTV dot ORG instead for some non
corporate media see whats really happening in the world. Do you know what happened
in Afghanistan last Monday or Sunday for that matter? How many US troops killed?
How many civilians? And how?? Do something that fuckin matters for a change if you
people want change in the world squillyb7718 2 weeks ago kinofreakmaniak 2 weeks ago
99% of Europeans believe that Americans do the cause with the attacks yourself
kinofreakmaniak 2 weeks ago Wkterr 2 weeks ago @kinofreakmaniak No, 99% of
us(Europeans) don't believe that. On exactly what basis did you come up with that
number? Wkterr 2 weeks ago TheLuizpalmeiras 2 weeks ago my aunt lived in wtc i don't
know what say about it but now i live in Brazil TheLuizpalmeiras 2 weeks ago 36korn 2
weeks ago its 9/11 i bet those people are celebrating in hell 36korn 2 weeks ago
johntitorlives 2 weeks ago Do all your ignorant warped liberals out there know
Muhammed married a nine year old girl? Is that ok with you? Burn the Koran it is a
hateful brainwashing book that should be turned into ashes. Once Islam is wiped off the
planet the human race can finally breathe a sigh of relief. johntitorlives 2 weeks ago
squillyb7718 2 weeks ago @johntitorlives hate speech oh yeah!!! get a life and truly
educate yourself past what you are spoon fed through the boob tube. burn books?
Sounds familiar, Hitler. Wipe out a religion we don't agree with? Sounds familiar, Hitler.
Hitler and the third Reich were sponsored by the United States, both sides funded by the
same parties. The Bible is simply a story based on astronomical facts and its roughly the
16 version of such book btw. Knowledge is Power, Power to the People! squillyb7718 2
weeks ago pepjoeio 2 weeks ago What a peaceful religion! pepjoeio 2 weeks ago AKenjiB
2 weeks ago @pepjoeio For the record, most muslims werent involved with these attacks
AKenjiB 2 weeks ago Wkterr 2 weeks ago @AKenjiB All of the plane hijackers were
muslims, and the cockpit voice recorder of the 3rd plane that crashed into a field proves
that at least some where (By shouting "God is great") Wkterr 2 weeks ago AKenjiB 2
weeks ago @Wkterr Yes, i know. All the terrorists involved were muslim, but that doesnt
mean that every muslim on the face of this earth is an america hating terrorist. Most
muslims had nothing to do with the september 11 attacks and had no connection with the
muslims who were involved. AKenjiB 2 weeks ago HorChild 2 weeks ago WHITE
PEOPLE ARE A SATANIC FORCE AND A DEMONIC PRESENCE ON THE
EARTH!! HorChild 2 weeks ago myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago @HorChild White people
are the reason there is an earth! We had to bring you all up to speed! We conquered you!
You never conquered us! myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago Cturtlegal97 2 weeks ago
@myrtlebeach79 um what is that suppose to mean? Cturtlegal97 2 weeks ago
myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago @HorChild And why couldn't other people/races do what we
did hundreds/thousands of years ago? We weren't given anything! We invented, we
worked (something you wouldn't understand), and we rose above all the races! And then
we conquered the world :) myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago davidsonairbusfan95 2 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @HorChild shut your mouth you
racist dick. davidsonairbusfan95 2 weeks ago JustinBieber2060 2 weeks ago 13 this is the
saddest video that i have ever seen i pray for those families that lost somebosy that day!!
God Bless Them All !!! :'( JustinBieber2060 2 weeks ago 13 NinjaGhost1000 2 weeks
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ago @JustinBieber2060 aww thanks NinjaGhost1000 2 weeks ago NinjaGhost1000 2
weeks ago RIP mom NinjaGhost1000 2 weeks ago mukhoshhachi 2 weeks ago
hahahahaha Q: why she said: it is terrorist attack?????!!!!!!!! how did she knowwww????
try another joke dud...... the world should know that, america is the biggest terrorist......
mukhoshhachi 2 weeks ago bratchercrystalful 2 weeks ago @mukhoshhachi hey we are
not a terrorist.you better take that back or else. bratchercrystalful 2 weeks ago
theopolisy1 2 weeks ago @bratchercrystalful Hes an ignorent ass. Ignore him
theopolisy1 2 weeks ago Rockey3772 2 weeks ago Be careful what you say on these
comments... They're watching Rockey3772 2 weeks ago pikachu832 2 weeks ago Let us
get one thing straight, we humans are responsible of our own fate but the one thing I am
now sure of is that the world will end because of war. What sort of 'God' wants us to fire
a plane into a building?? If Allah, Jesus or any religious figure were to witness this, they
would sentence those involved to hell!! pikachu832 2 weeks ago vstrato 2 weeks ago
@pikachu832 the exact reason why i'm an atheist... vstrato 2 weeks ago MrGame4guitar
2 weeks ago Why do people say all muslims are terrorists. I'm pretty sure almost every
muslim doesn't like osama. I'm sick and Tired of people judging muslims for what one evil
SOB did. MrGame4guitar 2 weeks ago HorChild 2 weeks ago @MrGame4guitar WHITE
PEOPLE DO ALL TERRORISM _ _ AND MOST WHITE PEOPLE ARE WICKED _
YOU SHALL KNOW THEM BY THEIR WORKS!! WHITES ARE HATEFUL
DEMONS WHO HATE HUMAN BEINGS!! HorChild 2 weeks ago myrtlebeach79 2
weeks ago @HorChild No we just hate lazy niggers who have 12 kids and have no idea
who have the fathers are! And are crack whores to boot! And then suck the govt of all
funding, cause you are too damn lazy to get a J-O-B! myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago
Fourcorfu 2 weeks ago breaks my heart Fourcorfu 2 weeks ago mofman101 2 weeks ago
jesus christ! mofman101 2 weeks ago TheAjt09 2 weeks ago R.I.P to all the innocents
who had their lives taken. And to anyone who tries to justifies these attacks......may you
rot in hell. You are not worthy of being in the human gene pool. You are scum. TheAjt09
2 weeks ago pspgamer17 2 weeks ago I was ok 3rd grade. This was 9 years ago... This
event will never be forgotten. May all those families R.I.P. Never forget. pspgamer17 2
weeks ago state808hawaii 2 weeks ago Home of the FREE because of the BRAVE ... 9-11
We will never forget >>>>>>>>> GOD BLESS AMERICA <<<<<<<<<<
state808hawaii 2 weeks ago VargasAriiana 2 weeks ago WORLD TRADE CENTER
ARE GONNA BE REBUILD .. one tower will be some FEET SHORTER to represent
the lives lost in 9/11 ... THE TWIN TOWERS ARE SET TO OPEN IN 2011 OR 2012
IN SEPTEMBER 11 VargasAriiana 2 weeks ago VargasAriiana 2 weeks ago
@VargasAriiana read it @TheBreyonna VargasAriiana 2 weeks ago johntitorlives 2 weeks
ago There are almost 2,000 mosques in the US and more are being built some with tax
payer money. There are over 100 in Manhattan alone! Our own gov says radical Islamic
views are being taught in over 80% of these mosques. Radical Islam is on the warpath it
WILL take over the US. All you fools who are more concerned about "respecting other
cultures" and all that other bullshit is only helping them. Again, their stated goal is to take
over the world and that is exactly what they are doing.. johntitorlives 2 weeks ago
myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago @johntitorlives I hate being politically correct! And I hate
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what Muslims and Islam stands for! myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago MrIaTTack 2 weeks ago
Today is 9 years from that accident RIP brave people MrIaTTack 2 weeks ago
Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @MrIaTTack How was this an accident? It was all planned!
Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago Comparing Islam to Christianity is
ridiculous! Muslims are taught at an early age to kill in the name of God! Christians are
taught to love thy neighbor from an early age! And I DO NOT pray to the same God that
condones 9-11! myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago Absurus 2 weeks ago @myrtlebeach79 The
only thing I say is that this list of Muslims who accused him of the facts were not true
Muslims. They were alcoholics and drug addicts, ignorant and knew any fly a plane.
They were recruited by the CIA. All this version is an invention of the CIA. Absurus 2
weeks ago myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago Comment removed vstrato 2 weeks ago 19 I have
only one thing to say : FUCK RELIGION vstrato 2 weeks ago 19 Rachiejane1 2 weeks
ago @vstrato I agree. Unfortunately it's going to take hundreds of years before people
realise that religion perpetuates evil. We will all live in peace once religion is gotten rid of.
Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago HorChild 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam @Rachiejane1 WHITE PEOPLE ARE EVIL !! SO OF COURSE THEIR
RELIGIONS ARE EVIL! HorChild 2 weeks ago HorChild 2 weeks ago @vstrato Religion
is not the problem - white people are the ones murdering and raping the earth - and white
peoples religion are ungodly!! You shall know them by their works!! HorChild 2 weeks
ago zumobster 2 weeks ago @vstrato Better would be... Fuck the ones financing religion...
(all religions wouldn't fight for no reason) zumobster 2 weeks ago vstrato 2 weeks ago
@zumobster Let's hope you're right... vstrato 2 weeks ago zumobster 2 weeks ago
@vstrato A good religious person wouldn't harm anyone... (i kick them asses everyday)
But then we got people with huge bucks... (wich i don't trust at all) zumobster 2 weeks
ago soccerstarzforever 2 weeks ago Why do some people think this stuff is sooo funny
its horrible and said and They are just IDIOTS! So if any of you people out there are
watching this just for fun don't even bother. And to all to died I say R.I.P.
soccerstarzforever 2 weeks ago coreysav1 2 weeks ago That's so sad. I can't believe that
that happened. I was only 2 yrs. old when 9/11 happened. Why can't we just get along? I
can't believe that people would join the army to kill themselves by destroying a
building?Seriously coreysav1 2 weeks ago zumobster 2 weeks ago It still amazes me...
That people don't investigate 911 for themselves... People who just don't have any
suspicion in all the obvious lies being told. Like the lies of warcriminal Condi or
Rumsfeld... 2.3 trillion dollars lost in the Pentagon 1 day before 911? Many suspicious
results were visible in all the big airplane bussinesses across the world...2 days before
911... Bin Laden is a banker of Geneve Zwitserland setup by the CIA... (stand up and
fight...or sleep tight) zumobster 2 weeks ago beatalls11 2 weeks ago I WAS 3 WHEN
THIS HAPPEND AND I REMEMBER WATCHING IT ON TV beatalls11 2 weeks
ago johntitorlives 2 weeks ago A guy threatens to burn the Koran and the media is
obsessed with the story. The muslims get away with murder but someone who wishes to
burn the koran then muslims go beserk. There is one rule for Muslims and another for
everyone else! How many of you heard so called moderate muslims speak out against 911. There are millions of them now in the US but why haven't they come forward to say
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it was wrong and against their 'religion'. Their silence speaks volumes. johntitorlives 2
weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @johntitorlives Muslims are told not to criticise their
fellow Muslims - it's in the Quran. This is why they haven't opnely criticised the
terrorists who did this, they just say 'this is not what Muslims are usually like'. It may
not be what some Muslims are like but it doesn't go against what it says in the Quran. In
the quran it talks about Jihad - this is where terrorists get their idea to blow things up in
the name of Allah from! It's all in the Quran people; read it! Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago
Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @johntitorlives well said Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago Absurus 2
weeks ago @johntitorlives Never spoken of Muslims are against violence, not political
interest or marketing, is muted. Just talking about the fanatical religious. In USA there are
also fanatics and crazy, killings in schools, etc ... too yellow journalism in the U.S. and its
orbit of influence. Absurus 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @Absurus But no one
makes a religion out of going into schools and shooting students. Have you read the
quran? If you have then you will know about what Muhammed said about going to war
against non-muslims and taking people who won't convert as slaves with the women
being the sex slaves of Muslim men... Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago Absurus 2 weeks ago
@Rachiejane1 Muslims were in Spain eight centuries, had lived with Jews and Christians,
and for many years lived in peace, tolerance and respect. Absurus 2 weeks ago
despabikes 2 weeks ago I think that womans voice in the background is annoyng. It
doesn't make the situation any better. despabikes 2 weeks ago nachoboy787 2 weeks ago
DUDE I SAW A FUCKIN PENIS IN THA SMOKE!!! nachoboy787 2 weeks ago
etnies397 2 weeks ago How devastating... Words cannot describe this. etnies397 2 weeks
ago allanpoegarcia 2 weeks ago thank you for sharing this video...i've seen alot of footage
and this made me feel as if i was there standing next to you...even though i live LA.
thanks again allanpoegarcia 2 weeks ago soccerstarzforever 2 weeks ago I give my heart
out to all those who died in 9/11 soccerstarzforever 2 weeks ago ramir233 2 weeks ago
@soccerstarzforever but human has only one heart how is that possible? and how can
you revive the dead? do you mean condolences? ramir233 2 weeks ago
westsidechiika2011 2 weeks ago @freeman978 Seriously what the fuck is wrong with
you? If one of your family members were in those planes or in the twin towers you
would not be fucking laughing now would you westsidechiika2011 2 weeks ago
RabbiMarvTapirman 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Guess who was cheering this on from across the river in NJ? Seven Mosad agents! This is
confirmed by several witnesses that day. They wanted us in this "war" all along.
RabbiMarvTapirman 2 weeks ago Absurus 2 weeks ago In usa are believed all the lies
their government tells them, puppets seem to believe all the nonsense that they invent
their rulers. The Yankees are controlled by the tv, newspapers and radio Absurus 2
weeks ago myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago @Absurus So are you saying the liberally
controlled media lied to us! That 9-11 never happened? You must agree with the Muslims
that the Holocaust never happened either! You are a pathetic excuse for a human being....
myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago iRainingSnowdropx 2 weeks ago @xmetl you're the stupid
idiot. this is in no way fake. ask any of the thousands of people who died because of it.
Oh wait, you can't. They're dead because THIS IS TRUE. iRainingSnowdropx 2 weeks
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ago MegaOujdi 2 weeks ago god bless osamma MegaOujdi 2 weeks ago Absurus 2 weeks
ago Everything is manipulated by those who control power. The whole story is a
montage of attack devised by the CIA. For USA a war moves a huge amount of millions
of dollars, there are many interests. If there is no reason to start a war, the CIA does. AlQaeda funded and is a cover used by the CIA, according to your needs and Bin-Laden
possibly a USA-trained actor. Absurus 2 weeks ago TheBrickBroadcast 2 weeks ago so
sad :( TheBrickBroadcast 2 weeks ago themiz34i 2 weeks ago @TheBrickBroadcast
nooooooooooooooooo themiz34i 2 weeks ago bihrider 2 weeks ago hahaha look how the
towers just fell down ahahahhaha thats soo funny bihrider 2 weeks ago pikachu832 2
weeks ago 2 @bihrider may you rest in hell. pikachu832 2 weeks ago 2 yoyoyowhity 2
weeks ago @bihrider dude stfu it isnt funny so many people died right then and there
yoyoyowhity 2 weeks ago LauraToTheMoon 2 weeks ago @bihrider you disgusting
sonofabitch LauraToTheMoon 2 weeks ago rikkiraysmokey 2 weeks ago @bihrider you
are a f...ck wit you are such a cold hearted, insensitive jerk, you have know right in
coming on this site and make a joke of this , all those who lost their lives and all those
people who lost loved ones deserve respect, you are not welcome here, rikkiraysmokey 2
weeks ago melreys17 2 weeks ago @bihrider ur sick. what if that would've been u or ur
family in there? melreys17 2 weeks ago bratchercrystalful 2 weeks ago @bihrider it aint
that funny and you shouldnt be laughing at something so serious.it was a terrorist attack.
bratchercrystalful 2 weeks ago johntitorlives 2 weeks ago Gwidgee, yes BREEDING you
poor fool. Let me guess you went to an American university where you were taught by
America hating professors who blamed the US for most of the problems in the world.
You are too much of a pussy to save your own life. Here you are concerned about a single
word to describe these bearded devils when they would not think twice about cutting off
your head. johntitorlives 2 weeks ago Gwidgee 2 weeks ago @johntitorlives Haha no sir, I
currently attend UCL in London, so there's your first mistake. I honestly don't think all
muslims are going to chop off my head when they get a chance, lots of my friends are
muslim, and i take offense to the way you speak about them. @Rachiejane1 thank you
for making that clear to this idiot... Gwidgee 2 weeks ago xmetl 2 weeks ago this is fake
you stupid idiots, the world trade center is still there but you just cant see it xmetl 2
weeks ago melodietina95 2 weeks ago @xmetl you're dumb. melodietina95 2 weeks ago
squillyb7718 2 weeks ago @Smilesxsunshine I'm not with either of you on this, and I lost
family in WTC1. Over 4000+ people have died and many more will. You apparently
forgot about those now suffering from cancer and other related illnesses from ground zero
air. The same air the EPA said was safe to breathe. If they lied about that what else might
they be lying about? Why did GB NOT want an investigation, the Jersey girls made it
happen though and out popped the NIST report which is all bullshit! go to my channel
squillyb7718 2 weeks ago JosephKuD 2 weeks ago @squillyb7718 Why do you insist
that the Government planed 9/11? Do you honestly think that Gorge Bush is God and
has all this power? The government can't even take care of money management. I mean
maybe you think the Gorge Bush has power but when you have the fact hateful people
did this or other people it's sad maybe you don't want to face the facts. But it speaks
loud to everyone It's sad that people did this to one another. JosephKuD 2 weeks ago
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chelseafortunato 2 weeks ago 9th anniversary today. my heart goes out to all who were
killed this day nine years ago. RIP. chelseafortunato 2 weeks ago ThatsSoPikachu 2
weeks ago Its now 9 years since that day, to all the ppl who died...... R.I.P.
ThatsSoPikachu 2 weeks ago armyrangers88 2 weeks ago holy shit did you catch the 2nd
plane going in armyrangers88 2 weeks ago horrorstep 2 weeks ago The music on radio in
the background is very 'against the grain' very scary horrorstep 2 weeks ago
Seasonchange1 2 weeks ago 2 I just cry watching this video, break my heart to see the
people running, the firemen, policemen and all the people in that World Towers loss their
lives. I'm just amazed that you can recorded this video, I can see how scare you must be.
God Bless all the victims and our great country. We all should come together , people that
died are from different countries, different relagions, the muslim or Islam are good people,
the bad people were those people ( terrorists ). PEACE ! Seasonchange1 2 weeks ago 2
johntitorlives 2 weeks ago The mosque planned at ground zero is called THE CORDOVA
HOUSE. CORDOVA means TRIUMPH. History has shown Muslims build mosques in
places where they have conquered their enemy. WHAT is it going to take for you to see
what they are doing? The writing is literally on the wall!!!! THIS IS A VICTORY
MOSQUE AT GROUND ZERO YOU POLITICALLY CORRECT DUMBSHITS.
johntitorlives 2 weeks ago Uteko95 2 weeks ago this is what religion leads to... Uteko95 2
weeks ago fonzyohfonzy 2 weeks ago It's now been nine years to the day. I'll never
forget. All those people, the looks of terror on their faces. It was so pointless. Not a day
goes by without me thinking about it and wanting to cry. I fucking hate my wedding
anniversary. fonzyohfonzy 2 weeks ago 55doubleA 2 weeks ago :(:(:(:(:(:( all I can do is
cry people where jumping out if the building. My uncle was one of the firefighters and
when he was about to go in, he could see two people there was a man trying to get
attention and he started climbing down the face of the building and then he slipped then
the woman was standing and she looked at the sky blessed herself and jumped :(
55doubleA 2 weeks ago IImonicaII 2 weeks ago @55doubleA What a sad story, my skin
prickled in reading it. God rest their souls IImonicaII 2 weeks ago horrorstep 2 weeks ago
They want us to believe that WTC 7 collapsed due to fire. That would be the 3rd building
ever to fall due to fire. The first 2 was the twin towers. . horrorstep 2 weeks ago
NonStops909 2 weeks ago This is Gonna be like 2012 NonStops909 2 weeks ago bihrider
2 weeks ago hahahah that shit is funny ahahah watch how it just falls down haahahha
bihrider 2 weeks ago horrorstep 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam @bihrider You filthy little cunt horrorstep 2 weeks ago kreigsmann 2 weeks
ago its 9/11 9th anniversary of largest conspiracy in history where taxpayers were
murdered by their government in order to push the nation into a more profitable foreign
policy using the people willingness to hate all muslims and die for their country that was
already won hundreds of years ago. kreigsmann 2 weeks ago wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @kreigsmann no. you have no
clue what you are talking about. your stupid theory makes no sense at all
wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks ago daisyfrost 2 weeks ago So many people are watching
this video right now....it's crazy daisyfrost 2 weeks ago brokencydeOWNS1 2 weeks ago
I LOVE LIVING IN CANADA WE GET TO WATCH USA CRASH AND BURN
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WHILE WE STAY STABLE CAUSE THE WORLD ACTUALLY LIKES US XD
brokencydeOWNS1 2 weeks ago daisyfrost 2 weeks ago @brokencydeOWNS1 too bad
you guys wanna be us (: daisyfrost 2 weeks ago wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks ago
@brokencydeOWNS1 youre just too stupid to bother with. no one actually likes canada
everyone makes fun of it wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago
@wickedtitanicfreak1 I love Canada and the people - they seem nice. But this guy is an
idiot and just because he comes from Canada and is an idiot doesn't mean you should take
the piss out of all Canadians because he said he hates Americans! He is just an idiot - best
to ignore him because he just wants attention because he doesn't get any from his parents
and has no friends! Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks ago
@Rachiejane1 youre right. i flared up because i always get really emotional on this day
wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks ago playerzjason 2 weeks ago @brokencydeOWNS1 You
seem so stupid and uneducated, that's all i'm going to say on that.. playerzjason 2 weeks
ago brokencydeOWNS1 2 weeks ago @playerzjason XD im actually well educated i just
like to be assholez brokencydeOWNS1 2 weeks ago moonscale100 2 weeks ago my heart
goes out to everyone that was killed that day and everyone that lost someone at 9/11
R.I.P moonscale100 2 weeks ago jeffrey42088 2 weeks ago This is what religion does.
Religion is dangerous and needs to die. jeffrey42088 2 weeks ago b8mb8 2 weeks ago I
really dislike those Islamic fundamentalist why couldn't they just leave us alone? R.I.P. to
all those who suffered deeply. b8mb8 2 weeks ago horrorstep 2 weeks ago Comment
removed johntitorlives 2 weeks ago 5 STOP the Islamization of America. It is already
happening in Britain, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, etc. They are breeding faster than
other races, they have more mosques in Britain than churces now. They are integrating
radical Islamic law into other societies. THEIR STATED GOAL IS FOR ISLAM TO
TAKE OVER THE WORLD. Their plan is quickly becoming a reality why THE FUCK
can't you see that? LISTEN to what they have said they will do you ignorant fool.
johntitorlives 2 weeks ago 5 Gwidgee 2 weeks ago @johntitorlives You sir, astonish me
with you ignorance. "They are breeding", what on earth are you talking about, rabbits? if
somebody said that about your faith, wouldn't you be offended? Please keep these sorts
of opinions to yourself. Gwidgee 2 weeks ago melodietina95 2 weeks ago @johntitorlives
those people weren't muslim. how holy can you be if you think your god is telling you to
kill people? they were sinners and they're going to hell. melodietina95 2 weeks ago
Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @johntitorlives It's true. In the Quran, Muhammed implores
Muslims to convert other people to Islam. Those who don't comply with this are taken
as slaves. The women are taken into Muslim households as sex slaves or slaves & the
men are also slaves. It's all in the Quran...not all Muslims act like this but it is all written
like this in the Quran. What do you think Jihad means? And no, it does not mean 'inner
struggle'. Read the Quran before you say what I'm saying is untrue; it's all in there!
Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago HitmanActual2007 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 You obviously
can't read. 2 Blocks in not in the "very spot" that you proclaim. Also shows your lack of
mathematical skills. And btw the second comment wasn't directed at you, but your self
defensiveness must mean something. As i said, stop hiding your bigotry behind false
pretenses. If you don't like Muslims at least have the balls to say it. HitmanActual2007 2
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weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @HitmanActual2007 It was an expression. How
does that show my lack of mathematical skills? I am not bigotted. I don't hate Muslims it is pathetic & stupid to hate thousands of people without knowing them! I do hate
Islam though. Islam and the Quran are evil. A religion where the prophet is a paedophile
is just asking for trouble and s just plain FILTHY Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago nachoboy787
2 weeks ago @johntitorlives sum need to get banged reeeeeal bad nachoboy787 2 weeks
ago ocergnairb 2 weeks ago @johntitorlives ITS THE SAME THING WITH
CHRISTIANS ocergnairb 2 weeks ago Kiyosal 2 weeks ago @johntitorlives I hate
flaming so I'm just going to respond to this calmly and say not all Muslims are terrorists
so please do not make an over generalization of a religion. Kiyosal 2 weeks ago
Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago @Kiyosal fuck you. THERE ALL TRASH dont defend the
people that hate this country muslums are muslums THEY WILL NEVER CHANGE.
Mollymakeupp 2 weeks ago urielrabo 2 weeks ago "religion of peace" you sure and hitler
was jesus urielrabo 2 weeks ago steve449 2 weeks ago @urielrabo the people who did
this were extremists, they have nothing to do with muslim faith muslim/extremist.. two
different beliefs steve449 2 weeks ago thompsonricky491 2 weeks ago 27 My heart goes
out to the people whos familys that were killed in 911. thompsonricky491 2 weeks ago
27 themiz34i 2 weeks ago @thompsonricky491 noooooo world trade center and other
tower themiz34i 2 weeks ago commando7144 2 weeks ago a fema employee was called
there before anything happened and video taped very sensitive footage that would
compramize the commision report. he fled to argentina and was tortured there
interogatedand been accused of killing his wife. he has hours of footage.names kurt
sonnenfeild. commando7144 2 weeks ago VastFilm 2 weeks ago @wickedtitanicfreak1 i
disagree. it should be built to show a sign of moving on and remembering what happened,
but not letting 9/11 define us as a nation. VastFilm 2 weeks ago wickedtitanicfreak1 2
weeks ago @VastFilm if america (a christian nation) attacked china or the middle east
without a just cause and killed thousands of innocent people, no one would build a church
on that spot. it could be viewed as radical islam conquering america by building a mosque
directly on top of the ashes wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago
@wickedtitanicfreak1 Exactly Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago OURAKOTANGKOS 2 weeks
ago osama bin landen put my huge greek cock into your fucking fat ass, death to fucking
terrorists OURAKOTANGKOS 2 weeks ago VastFilm 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1
Please. Saying all Muslims are terrorists is racially profiling and wrong. I know plently of
plesent Muslims, all of them ashamed at what happened durring these horrible attcaks.
They aren't discusting VastFilm 2 weeks ago horrorstep 2 weeks ago So Bush didnt know
a thing before he was told in that classroom? Please dude horrorstep 2 weeks ago
exoeclipse 2 weeks ago they should do a slow motion when each plane hits and when the
towers fall also doing a comentary of how good each one was exoeclipse 2 weeks ago
620emilymartin 2 weeks ago sniffle* This was horrible 620emilymartin 2 weeks ago
horrorstep 2 weeks ago ABC created a fake news clip of the first plane crashing into the
tower, the plane shown in the clip was a standard passenger jet . The plane that was seen
by eyewitnesses had no windows and two long cylinders along the belly of the plane, the
the airliner company refused to comment.. horrorstep 2 weeks ago garmool 2 weeks ago
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This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Well Islam prevails again. Victory
comes to us as we see and hear about every christian who was killed in 9/11. America is
now is i the deepest recession and in need of our oil and resources more than ever and
obama is bowing at or feet every time hes on tv. Fuck everyone who died that day and
lets be honest us muslims will only get stronger which time has proven. Today is a day
for celebration and prosperity. This video is proof. garmool 2 weeks ago 1313999 2
weeks ago its sad..........and also in ohio (where i live) a plane made a sonic boom 1 mile
above us and she called my daycare so she could be with me my brother and my dad if we
dies......it scared me to death:( 1313999 2 weeks ago IHAchamp07 2 weeks ago at 7:35 u
see a person jumping out IHAchamp07 2 weeks ago johntitorlives 2 weeks ago Say NO
to the victory Mosque! The sleezy lying imam said we deserved 9-11. He calls himself a
"bridge builder" You can't trust most of them they all kneel down with their asses in the
air and pray to the same brainwashing book that is full of HATE and says to kill
nonbelievers. Burn a Koran and give peace a chance. johntitorlives 2 weeks ago
TheParalight 2 weeks ago @johntitorlives you dickhead. have you even bloody read a
quran? NO. YOU CAN'T JUST FUCKING JUDGE BECAUSE OF WHAT THESE
STUPID ASS PEOPLE SAY. ONLY A COUPLE OF MUSLIMS DID THAT. AND
SO MANY PEOPLE HAVE PROVED IT WAS AN INSIDE JOB. NOT ALL
MUSLIMS DID THAT. SO DON'T FUCKING JUDGE. AND ANYWAY, WHO ARE
YOU TO FUCKING JUDGE. TheParalight 2 weeks ago yunqjae 2 weeks ago fuck
george bush, and fuck the government, illumaniti devil worshipers yunqjae 2 weeks ago
HJBoos 2 weeks ago Comment removed horrorstep 2 weeks ago From that day till 7/7/06
britain was skeptical whether to invade iraq&afghan. Then politics decided to conjour a
simular attack. They cause these horrific acts of mass murder to justify the war.
horrorstep 2 weeks ago madgeson 2 weeks ago Just thinking about all those poor people
killed in that terrible attack. RIP. madgeson 2 weeks ago ArmxndoMty 2 weeks ago 9
años an pasado tan rapidos como aquel dia.......=( ArmxndoMty 2 weeks ago
johntitorlives 2 weeks ago freeman978 yep that's right then your mom sucked your cock.
johntitorlives 2 weeks ago HITMAN232008 2 weeks ago da saddest thing in american
history HITMAN232008 2 weeks ago TheZappaCrack 2 weeks ago What if the attack
had been on July 11th, Guess what - 7/11 TheZappaCrack 2 weeks ago freeman978 2
weeks ago When my mom told me about 911 I lol'd and kept playing Pokemon XD
freeman978 2 weeks ago DrizzyDR4KE 2 weeks ago @freeman978 terrorist.
DrizzyDR4KE 2 weeks ago gagman1234 2 weeks ago @freeman978 funny but messed
up at the same time gagman1234 2 weeks ago soccerstarzforever 2 weeks ago
@gagman1234 thats not even close to funny u idiot soccerstarzforever 2 weeks ago
wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks ago @freeman978 that is not funny. go to confession that is
horrible wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks ago 28dialtoes 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @freeman978 thats why you have no future 28dialtoes 2
weeks ago soccerstarzforever 2 weeks ago @freeman978 IDIOT soccerstarzforever 2
weeks ago nooney1128 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Thank you for sharing this. You are a saint for recording this. We actually get to see what
happened without the media having their view of what we should or should not see.
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THANK YOU nooney1128 2 weeks ago VargasAriiana 2 weeks ago arent they gonna
rebuild them ?? VargasAriiana 2 weeks ago traycasher 2 weeks ago no idiot traycasher 2
weeks ago VargasAriiana 2 weeks ago @traycasher look watch ur language cuz i was just
simply asking VargasAriiana 2 weeks ago soccerstarzforever 2 weeks ago @traycasher
shut the heck up its a good question soccerstarzforever 2 weeks ago TheBreyonna 2
weeks ago @VargasAriiana they used lights to replace them TheBreyonna 2 weeks ago
soccerstarzforever 2 weeks ago @VargasAriiana No It might just make the other familys
sadder soccerstarzforever 2 weeks ago VargasAriiana 2 weeks ago @soccerstarzforever
girl / boy whcih ever one ur are they rebuilng of the TWIN TOWER HAS BEEN
HAPPENING SINCE APRIL 27 2006 VargasAriiana 2 weeks ago nooney1128 2 weeks
ago Thank you for sharing this. You are a saint for recording this. We actually get to see
what happened without the media having their view of what we should or should not see.
THANK YOU nooney1128 2 weeks ago garmool 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Well Islam prevails again. Victory comes to us as we see and
hear about every christian who was killed in 9/11. America is now is i the deepest
recession and in need of our oil and resources more than ever and obama is bowing at or
feet every time hes on tv. Fuck everyone who died that day and lets be honest us
muslims will only get stronger which time has proven. Today is a day for celebration and
prosperity. This video is proof. garmool 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @garmool
Well done for showing up your fellow muslims. If Islam really is the religion of peace
then why are there Muslims like you and these terrorists saying they did this in the name
of Islam?! Oh yeah, it's the Jihad thing! Disgusting! Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago
LivLovesFashion 2 weeks ago ughh this is so sad. LivLovesFashion 2 weeks ago
CoolHacks4Free 2 weeks ago They should just stick to making curry, not flying planes
CoolHacks4Free 2 weeks ago horrorstep 2 weeks ago Are we suppose to believe that
islamic terrorists high jacked a jumbo jet and flew it clean into the world tradecentre? Ther
is no way they could learn how to do that on a simulation. You see the way the buildings
collapse? Nothin shifts concrete and steel that quick. . oh wait explosives do. The whole
thing sickens me to my stomach but at the same time its overwhelmed by the sorrow and
heartache to those who lost their lives. horrorstep 2 weeks ago Holly24602 2 weeks ago I
have been thinking about this all day!..I was going thru channels on tv..and ONE thing
was on about 9-11! i was ticked OFF Holly24602 2 weeks ago Izaebele 2 weeks ago oh
my goodness hear all that noise see all that wreckage D: it breaks your heart ohmygosh.
Izaebele 2 weeks ago soccerstarzforever 2 weeks ago @Izaebele it sooo does
soccerstarzforever 2 weeks ago propatria431 2 weeks ago "Why can't we all just get
along"???? Why don't you ask the God Damn terrorists that you stupid bitch!
propatria431 2 weeks ago b8mb8 2 weeks ago Today makes it 9 years after a horrible and
brutal attack to many innocent lives. Very sad and tragic, especially to everyone related
to these victims. It still remains unforgettable to me. I was very young when this
happened. b8mb8 2 weeks ago blurayrocks 2 weeks ago Nobody can blame folks that
believe in Islam. It's wasn't their fault. blurayrocks 2 weeks ago RakuenDarkBebop 2
weeks ago 2 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I'm not American but
It's really painful to watch this, my respect to all of you for this day. RakuenDarkBebop
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2 weeks ago 2 amandaxox0531 2 weeks ago Oh. My. God. amandaxox0531 2 weeks ago
RakuenDarkBebop 2 weeks ago I'm not American but It's really painful to watch this, my
respect to all of you for this day. RakuenDarkBebop 2 weeks ago btd96 2 weeks ago
why would we let them build a mosque in that area, its like putting salt in the wound of
america, we didnt burn thier quran they shouldnt even be aloud to build a mosque 1000
yds within that area btd96 2 weeks ago blade9871 2 weeks ago @btd96 its not like those
people have a direct effect on 9/11. people like you have to grow up and understand that
just because people look the same or have the same beliefs, that doesn't make all of them
terrorist. blade9871 2 weeks ago freeman978 2 weeks ago World Trade Center: 10,000
POINTS!!!! xD freeman978 2 weeks ago ZVengeance9882 2 weeks ago @freeman978
WHAT THE FUCK IS WRONG WITH YOU? ZVengeance9882 2 weeks ago
soccerstarzforever 2 weeks ago @ZVengeance9882 he is just a retard soccerstarzforever 2
weeks ago TheWayneluver 2 weeks ago Rest In Paradise. TheWayneluver 2 weeks ago
barbaro267 2 weeks ago @iBralENT not really. The Nazi's lived in a communist and
almost tyrannical government....very different from islam. Gihad (spelling??) is what
you're thinking of. barbaro267 2 weeks ago eugenio909 2 weeks ago I dont know who to
believe anymore i just believe that those amazing people are in a better place. eugenio909
2 weeks ago justhomas67 2 weeks ago I just dont know how America can forget bout it. I
am from India. We can not let radical Terrorism to rule the world..... justhomas67 2 weeks
ago techh10 2 weeks ago yeah in my video im posting right now i am giving respect to
these attacks. techh10 2 weeks ago Seasonchange1 2 weeks ago @techh10 ... God Bless
you. Seasonchange1 2 weeks ago SonicToadThomas 2 weeks ago These comments of
people fighting have hurt me. No one should have to get killed, whether they are
American or from the Middle East. We can all agree on that. SonicToadThomas 2 weeks
ago berxie3112 2 weeks ago a black day for all people of the the World - i have tears when
i see that - oh mein Gott - wo führt das noch hin ? die Geschichte beweist uns das
Unvorstellbares auch Wirklichkeit werden kann ! RESUME aus der Geschichte: 9 Jahre
Krieg - zigTausende Opfer (die meisten Ziviel) und Milliarden von Dollars ! und was hat
es geändert - gaaaar nichts - noch mehr Hass und noch mehr Unverständniss... ja "Amis
"da sieht mal wenn ungefähr wie es aussieht wenn Bomben auf Frauen und Kinder fallen
im Irak berxie3112 2 weeks ago unclesam6 2 weeks ago @batistaker123 The fact of the
matter is, it's a memorial for all the people who died there. It's not a fucking fapsite for
muslim's to preach their religion. Now listen, I'm all for equality, but all the people who
died that day need to be remembered for what that place was. There shouldn't be a
mosque there to take ANYTHING away from that. unclesam6 2 weeks ago deejayrbf 2
weeks ago It's so sad to see and record every year what happenend in 2001. It's a feeling
that will never pass, no matter how far we get away from it, a pain almost unhealable.
RIP from Brazil. deejayrbf 2 weeks ago War3Hog101 2 weeks ago RIP War3Hog101 2
weeks ago peperonyandchease 2 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007 I just want people to
be happy today instead of being angry or depressed. If we let them get to us, the
terrorists win. peperonyandchease 2 weeks ago freeman978 2 weeks ago World Trade
Center: 10,000 POINTS freeman978 2 weeks ago TheWayneluver 2 weeks ago Rest In
Paradise. TheWayneluver 2 weeks ago IPTF17 2 weeks ago Happy birthday Oussama !!
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Fuck US !! IPTF17 2 weeks ago myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago @IPTF17 Go get on your
fucking mat and pray to something. And please go back to the country you came from.
OH....you want to live in America and are ashamed you love this country more than your
desert dwelling hovel :) myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago IPTF17 2 weeks ago
@myrtlebeach79 Hahaha I live in France =) United state is big shit !! Great irack greak
Oussama ben laden !! IPTF17 2 weeks ago myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago @IPTF17 If you
are going to argue back, make sure I know what the hell you are trying to say! Your
grammar is awful! And FYI, Europe scratches when the US has an itch : ) myrtlebeach79
2 weeks ago horrorstep 2 weeks ago @IPTF17 You dirty french kuhnt go gobble your
face into snails you disgusting french pig horrorstep 2 weeks ago 1101pinky 2 weeks ago
@IPTF17 u r fucking domass 1101pinky 2 weeks ago wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks ago
@IPTF17 effing french people are all fucked up. don't ever insult america or we will whip
your ass. we saved you from the nazis wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks ago thecaitiebug101 2
weeks ago @wickedtitanicfreak1 oh yeah u tell them!! thecaitiebug101 2 weeks ago
blurayrocks 2 weeks ago Don't blame people that believe in Islam. Geez it's not their
fault. blurayrocks 2 weeks ago mraznfoohykid 2 weeks ago 5 just came to watch this
because its the 9th aniversary today so rip to people who died and thanks to the people
who risked there lives for others and f*** the terrorists srry mraznfoohykid 2 weeks ago
5 mraznfoohykid 2 weeks ago just came to watch this because its the 9th aniversary
today so rip to people who died and thanks to the people who risked there lives for
others and f*** the terriosts srry mraznfoohykid 2 weeks ago ConverseChica011 2
weeks ago they should not build the mosque near there at all i used to think "its their
religion they should be able to do what they want" but after watching this i think it is
total disrespect. i dont care where the build it but not near where this happened its like
having no respect at all. ConverseChica011 2 weeks ago obamaisfromkenya 2 weeks ago
@ConverseChica011 I know, it's like a victory for them. obamaisfromkenya 2 weeks ago
nataliee1894 2 weeks ago r.i.p to the people who died that day. nataliee1894 2 weeks ago
Airplane299 2 weeks ago RIP Airplane299 2 weeks ago Segadude47 2 weeks ago RIP
Segadude47 2 weeks ago Airplane299 2 weeks ago Oh my god! f**k those terrorists!
Airplane299 2 weeks ago alturn29 2 weeks ago 9 Years RIP We will NEVER forget.
alturn29 2 weeks ago HitmanActual2007 2 weeks ago "The muslims arn't terrorists. A
group of terrorists are muslim. If a group of christian terrorist bombed a building we
would'nt blame the religion we would blame the group. " HitmanActual2007 2 weeks ago
myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago @HitmanActual2007 Well that's because Muslims are
FUCKING crazy! Christians just weed out the bad :) myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago
mackid9 2 weeks ago I'm crying right now. bomb their fucking asses. mackid9 2 weeks
ago alturn29 2 weeks ago @mackid9 the war is over we did that already alturn29 2 weeks
ago wehappyfewkd 2 weeks ago HAPPY 9/11 TO ALL OF THE WORLD!!!!!!!
errr...probably except USA, usa's little sister UK and some of usa's protactorates and
puppet nations across the world. All the others....grab a beer!!!!!!!!!! wehappyfewkd 2
weeks ago justinbiebermybaby 2 weeks ago @wehappyfewkd first of all how could you
say HAPPY 9/11 ITS A SAD DAY TODAY MANY PPL DIES AND ITS KIND OF
DISREPECTFULL TO SAY GRAB A BEER justinbiebermybaby 2 weeks ago
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nelsoncards 2 weeks ago @wehappyfewkd get a fucking life dork. innocent people died
that day, not because they did anything wrong. just for the fact they were american.
murdered for no fucking reason. nelsoncards 2 weeks ago myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago
@wehappyfewkd I take it you live in America right? Well if you love terrorists so much,
please go be a part of the Taliban. I dare you! I beg you! Please go stand against America
and see where that gets you! myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago liljojoman 2 weeks ago
@wehappyfewkd fuck you asshole! i hope that the terrorists bomb the hell out of you
fucker! liljojoman 2 weeks ago blade9871 2 weeks ago @liljojoman too far man, just make
fun of his mother next time blade9871 2 weeks ago LivLovesFashion 2 weeks ago
@wehappyfewkd smh , disrespectful. LivLovesFashion 2 weeks ago crazed235 2 weeks
ago @wehappyfewkd I hope you die a painful and abnormal death you sick fuck.
crazed235 2 weeks ago luvbuster101 2 weeks ago rip to all those who died wish all the
best in life luvbuster101 2 weeks ago omedo2 2 weeks ago you people just dont
understand do you, you think when this attacked happend muslims were not effected by
it, are you our of your mind i know islamic families that were killed jsut for being
muslims, is it their fauls they were brought up in an islamic way tell me its not up to you
to choose what religion they should belive in tell me, islamic people can never live in
peace in america do u know that, your not on war against muslims your in war against
terriorests. omedo2 2 weeks ago omenater12 2 weeks ago same here to show respect, rip
omenater12 2 weeks ago Persianbmw94 2 weeks ago 2 1. Its an Islamic Cultural Center,
not a Mosque 2. Its not on the sight of ground zero, a few blocks away. 3. Muslims
weren't responsible for this, radical terrorists were 4. <3 Peace <3 Persianbmw94 2 weeks
ago 2 CommunityCritic 2 weeks ago this is so sad. i was in second grade when it
happened and i thought it was a movie at first. God bless the ones lost in 9/11.
CommunityCritic 2 weeks ago MrNebneb 2 weeks ago @batistaker123 I agree with the
last part. but i think that we should build something that represents america. As in a
memorial or something. not a mosque. MrNebneb 2 weeks ago lilkitty266 2 weeks ago
This is horrible. D= I was very young when it happened, so I didn't know the full story
until now. RIP lilkitty266 2 weeks ago myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago @batistaker123 How
can you justify that mosque there?!?! If blaming Muslims for 9-11 (which they were
repsonsible for) makes me an "ignorant American" than so be it. You should be so
ashamed of youself for being a Muslim sympathizer! Why don't you convert and live in
the Middle East? Oh wait...I know why. It is easier for you to stand in judgement
because you live in America! You couldn't criticize your country in. let's say,
Afghanistan! myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago MarshallDaBaller2 2 weeks ago dangg this is
just terrible and a sad day on 9/11/01 :( this day will never be forgotten!
MarshallDaBaller2 2 weeks ago MsKakouki 2 weeks ago dats is the saddest rip and just
wanted to say sorry to the people who lost their love ones :'( MsKakouki 2 weeks ago
taylor9124 2 weeks ago I just don't understand, why in the world choose to build a
mosque RIGHT BE HERE. Not respectful at all. taylor9124 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2
weeks ago @taylor9124 Exactly! Why bring religion into a memorial to these people.
Islam is what killed them after all! It's sick - whoever thought of this is the most idiotic
sycophant there has ever been! Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago 91leerfc 2 weeks ago absoulty
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hate thoughs kind of talban people i say bomb the all GOD bless the people of 9/11
91leerfc 2 weeks ago TEEYEASCHOOLS 2 weeks ago Oh My God Damn God. THIS IS
MY FIRST TIME SEEING THAT HAPPEN! Jesus Christ. (Shaking Head "NO")
TEEYEASCHOOLS 2 weeks ago UMARWY 2 weeks ago i hope taliban win the war and
kick america out..american people is nice at least most of them..but the government is bad
and they have to go to war every 10 years why!! lets compare how many innocent killed
in this terrorist attack and who been killed in iraq and afghtan..american Spilled moreee
blood ..its not about more or less its millions its fail compare..so get over it american coz
ur government done worse..u have to understand that UMARWY 2 weeks ago
myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago @UMARWY You ASS! Why don't you go live in
Afghanistan! You don't deserve to live in this country! You are a democrat right? Now
that doesn't surprise me! myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago Nightmareahh 2 weeks ago
@myrtlebeach79 Im an democrat and im american.... Nightmareahh 2 weeks ago
myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago @Nightmareahh If you really are an American, you wouldn't
support and sympathize with terrorists! myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago Nightmareahh 2
weeks ago @myrtlebeach79 We are talking about the democrat party right? Im sure im
american because I was born here and I speak english and a little japanese. Nightmareahh
2 weeks ago danceislife4jewls 2 weeks ago Rip... cant believe it has been 9 years,,, very
sad =((... to hear the sounds.... omg danceislife4jewls 2 weeks ago kjayzdbz191 2 weeks
ago RIP sad they didnt deserve that R.I.P they are in a better place heaven kjayzdbz191 2
weeks ago funnypeople662 2 weeks ago @Nightmareahh oh my goodness. im so sorry.
this is why we are at war. i feel so bad for you, but she is in a better place now.
funnypeople662 2 weeks ago danceislife4jewls 2 weeks ago Rip... cant believe it has been
9 years,,, very sad =(( danceislife4jewls 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago
@batistaker123 Building a mosque at Ground Zero would be wrong and I am not even an
American! Why do they need to build it there? Why not a mile away? It would be like
spitting in the faces of the people who died, the firefighters who tried to save people in
the Towers and all the heroes who died that day. It would be like a statue to the terrorists
if the mosque were built there and the terrorists will be laughing in their graves if it
happened... Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago HitmanActual2007 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 You
do realize Muslims died that day too, Right? You do also realize that you have no
argument to why it is wrong, other than the fact that they are "muslim", but yet you try
to hide it underneath something else. How is it spitting in their faces? Numerous family
members and people affected by 9/11 have come out in support of the Islamic center.
What do you say about that? HitmanActual2007 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago
@HitmanActual2007 Of course I know Muslims died too. I also know that they are not
planning to build a Christian Church or a Jewish temple on Ground Zero!! The terrorists
were Muslim, not Christian or Jewish or Hindu etc... so therefore, creating just a Mosque
on the site of Ground Zero is like saying, 'well done' to them! Why not build a memorial
that has nothing to do with ANY religion on the site but just serves as a Memorial to
those that died on that day? Simple really Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago HitmanActual2007 2
weeks ago @Rachiejane1 Because in this country people are FREE to build whatever
they please. You imply that they are building this exactly where The WTC's where, when
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they are building it two blocks away. If that isn't acceptable, then please tell me how far
away should they be allowed to build it: New Jersey perhaps. You also state that just
because the "Islamic extremist" are muslim, no muslim group shouldn't be allowed to
practice their religion. So I ask you, what if the phelps family wanted to?
HitmanActual2007 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @HitmanActual2007 People
are free to build whatever they please in MOST countries. I think it is direspectful to
build a mosque on the very place where these towers fell when they were hit by the plane
hijacked by Muslims. It should be built far away from Ground Zero. I said no such thing
as 'because the terrorists were Muslim no Muslim group should be able to practice their
religion'. Don't put words into my mouth - that is VERY low! Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago
MrGame4guitar 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 Why does everyone think it's on Ground
zero. IT"S TWO BLOCKS AWAY, and they couldn't do it anyway because they are
building new towers MrGame4guitar 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago
@MrGame4guitar Still too close IMO. Why decide to build the mosque anywhere near it
& why does it have to be a mosquer? Why not a church or a temple? Rachiejane1 2 weeks
ago soccerstarzforever 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 U r right soccerstarzforever 2 weeks
ago funnypeople662 2 weeks ago @HowDoTube no it did not strike at 8:11 it struck at
9:06 funnypeople662 2 weeks ago PkkFreedomFighter2 2 weeks ago jeder weis das hat
usa gemacht um mitlle asien anzugreifen dann haben die eine puppe gefunden :al qaide um
islam dreckig zu machen aber wer sagt :ich töte fur allah mich ,.dann is der bastard !
TAHT ATTACked by us state to attack mitle east and al qiade puppe of usa ! to maek
islam bad!b ut wo says i kill for allah me ,than he is bastard he comes hell! rip all
PkkFreedomFighter2 2 weeks ago CobraFilmsEnt 2 weeks ago @UKsniper4 u faggot
stfu! CobraFilmsEnt 2 weeks ago funnypeople662 2 weeks ago @HowDoTube no it did
not strick at 8:11 it struck at 9:06 funnypeople662 2 weeks ago wnxsilance 2 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam If you talk to people in Chile about
the 9/11 terrorist attacks against America they will laugh and tell you that it was not the
first 9/11, their 9/11 happened in 1973. On September 11th 1973 the U.S violently
overthrew the democratically elected government of Chile, killing President Salvador
Allende; and supporting decades of terror, tyranny, and repression under U.S-backed
dictator Augusto Pinochet. The consequential deathtoll in Chile under the Pinochet regime
far exceeds 9/11, 2001 wnxsilance 2 weeks ago attitudinized 2 weeks ago @SumiTobihi
inside job. attitudinized 2 weeks ago SumiTobihi 2 weeks ago @attitudinized inside job?
huh? SumiTobihi 2 weeks ago UMARWY 2 weeks ago people r Emotional coz they saw
what happened in the media and its bad but america is doing more terrible things in iraq
and afghanistan.can u believe many afghan people in wedding and they kill them all for no
reason it happened but afghan dont have strong media to show us this and cry about it
every year in the same day...dont be dolls controlled by american media..of coz u have the
right to be sad but dont cry coz they gonna put mosque there coz islam got nothing to do
with what happened UMARWY 2 weeks ago funnypeople662 2 weeks ago
@SumiTobihi i agree and now they are building a freedom tower right next to where the
twin tower were. these people need to ask the people. i think we need to leave ground
zero alone. it needs to stand as a memorial. funnypeople662 2 weeks ago SumiTobihi 2
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weeks ago @funnypeople662 yes :) its a memorial. we shouldn't mess with it by building
things that will offend many people :) SumiTobihi 2 weeks ago Cakimali 2 weeks ago
Happy 9/11 Murderers :D looking forward to many more like these to come ^_^
Cakimali 2 weeks ago Jankunas 2 weeks ago @SumiTobihi We are in war with terrorists,
not with islam. Jankunas 2 weeks ago SumiTobihi 2 weeks ago @Jankunas i'm not calling
Islam terrorists. For sheesh sake my old best friend IS Islam! I have NOTHING against
them! but sadly the people trying to build the mosque are NOT respectful. They want
their grand opening to be ON 9/11 and even though Donald Trump (ya knu that super
super rich guy?) told them he would buy the land they bought and pay an extra 25% just
so they would build the mosque 5 blocks away not 2 blocks. and they flat out said
no.that tell methose ppl just want2 spit in our face SumiTobihi 2 weeks ago Jankunas 2
weeks ago @SumiTobihi Look I get it, I understand the sensitive aspect. The thing is that
in my opinion the reason for NOT building a mosque CANT "because they're muslims".
There are islamic americans in the american army fighting for freedom. Are you telling
them that they're religion needs to be treated differently? There are catholic terrorists too.
Jankunas 2 weeks ago SumiTobihi 2 weeks ago @Jankunas no1 is saying that it is all
muslims that are bad. we are talking about terrorists.the ppl that planed 9/11 happened to
be muslim. When I say I'm mad, it is at the ppl who are the head of trying to build the
mosque not muslims in general. the ppl who r trying to build it want their grand opening
to be ON 9/11 srsly? wth? and Donald Trump told them he would buy the land they
bought & pay an extra 25% just for them to be only 5 blocks away from ground 0.they
flat out said no. wow SumiTobihi 2 weeks ago Jankunas 2 weeks ago @SumiTobihi You
gotta admit that both parts have very good arguments haha... Jankunas 2 weeks ago
SumiTobihi 2 weeks ago @Jankunas yes both do but i strongly believe we should leave
ground zero and around it alone like any other memorial :) SumiTobihi 2 weeks ago
squillyb7718 2 weeks ago @SumiTobihi probably because Muslim Americans died in
those towers also. Hatred and fear is what caused this. Hatred and fear is what keeps the
INVASIONS overseas happening. Have you all forgotten all the lies we were told before
and after 9-11? go to my channel and refresh your memories, please. squillyb7718 2
weeks ago wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks ago @squillyb7718 you should be ashamed of
yourself. 9/11 was NOT an inside job you asshole. you just look at the facts that support
your stupid, unamerican theory and leave out the 99% of the evidence that disproves
your theory wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks ago squillyb7718 2 weeks ago
@wickedtitanicfreak1 can you please point me to this evidence you speak of?? In 2008
NIST "revised" it's report because a high school physics teacher proved there was
acceleration due to gravity. In the days after 9-11 we were told by the EPA the air was
safe to breathe, but yet to this day over 1000+ people have died from ground zero related
illnesses. There, go dispute those with some of your 99% evidence. FYI, I lost family in
WTC1. STOP THE LIES, STOP THE INVASIONS! 9-11 was an inside job
squillyb7718 2 weeks ago wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks ago @squillyb7718 you are
unbelievable. no one will ever get through to you, but when you need america's help, don't
expect it to help you, traitor wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks ago squillyb7718 2 weeks ago
@wickedtitanicfreak1 you said there is evidence, lets see it. Or will you just resort to
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more bullshit and provide no facts to debate?? FACT: OBL was never charged FACT:
vans were discovered loaded with explosives on 9-11, we arrested the men in them
FACT: in 2008 NIST "revised" its "official report" to try and explain the period of "free
fall" when challenged by a high school physics teacher. FACT: GWB did NOT want
ANY investigation into the attacks, the "Jersey Girls" made it happen squillyb7718 2
weeks ago darkside3330 2 weeks ago @squillyb7718 that never happened! The planes
caused the explosion and the fires burned badly enough to make the towers collapse you
retarded peice of shit! darkside3330 2 weeks ago squillyb7718 2 weeks ago
@darkside3330 what never happened? Can you be more specific? perhaps like this,
FACT: Edna Cintron stood in the impact hole waiving for help, no raging inferno there
Fact: Orio Palmer made it to the impact zone and reported "two small isolated pockets of
fire" that could be "knocked down with two lines up here" they already had one line on it
FACT:All these facts can be found on my channel for you to educate yourself
squillyb7718 2 weeks ago squillyb7718 2 weeks ago @wickedtitanicfreak1 I am sick of
the fucking lies told to you SHEEPLE and then you come to me with them like look, here
ya go, they said it. You must not remember what they said so go to my channel and
watch all the lies be exposed. And FYI, America is a continent, NOT a country you jack
ass PS, the United States isn't a country either so don't correct your self with that one US
CODE TITLE 28, 3002 Google it moron squillyb7718 2 weeks ago wickedtitanicfreak1 2
weeks ago @Jankunas its not the religion. its a sign of respect for 9/11 victims and their
families. if catholics or hindus did it we wouldnt want a church or temple built on ground
zero. its just to respect feelings wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks ago squillyb7718 2 weeks
ago @wickedtitanicfreak1 um,,, during the crusades that is EXACTLY what happened,
they built churches as a sign of victory. And please don't foget that many Muslim
Americans were in those towers as well and they died too. Do they not deserve to be
honored? All this hate is why these things happen, the Gov plays on our fears and
hatred, always has. Just look at the Gulf of Tonkin, a blatant lie told to the US citizens to
get us into Vietnam, yet you think we wouldn't do this?? squillyb7718 2 weeks ago
wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks ago @squillyb7718 good-bye asswipe. i hope you have
happiness for the rest of your life. yea about the churches in the middle east, i was talking
about the modern world you dumbass wickedtitanicfreak1 2 weeks ago squillyb7718 2
weeks ago @wickedtitanicfreak1 No response huh? guess you think we shouldn't honor
the Muslim Americans that died that day?? And Modern World? There is already a
Mosque in the Pentacon silly ass. Why not ground zero? I'll tell you why, fear and hatred
preached by idiots like you. all talk, no answers though squillyb7718 2 weeks ago
myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago @squillyb7718 The way I see it, the less here, the better :)
GO BACK TO THE FUCKING DESERT! GET OUT OF AMERICA!!!
myrtlebeach79 2 weeks ago Prev 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Next Reply Block User Unblock
User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners
Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode:
Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear
all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active
list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading
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playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions
Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27
Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond to this video...
characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments
(47,032) Scotty122896 2 weeks ago Always Remember September 11th, 2001
Scotty122896 2 weeks ago HowDoTube 2 weeks ago This is the 9th yr the first plane
struck at 8:11, do the maths 9/11, lest we forget to remember to forget! HowDoTube 2
weeks ago RentHead711 2 weeks ago this video is so eye opening some people don't
understand how awful that day really was RentHead711 2 weeks ago CV02KagamineLen
2 weeks ago R.I.P. to all the innocent people in New York and the brave firefighters and
policemen who died. We will always remember you. <3 CV02KagamineLen 2 weeks ago
UMARWY 2 weeks ago killing innocent people is bad in islam.im muslim if i can do that
i would go back in time and do something to stop that but lets face it 5000 people died
inthis attack! is it excuse to kill millions of innocents in iraq and afghanistan?!! is the
americanblood holy and other peoples blood is this cheap.all the world is talking about
9/11 but what about themillions in irq/afgh there widowed womens and there is USsolder
who raped iragi girl and burn her down and they put him in prison for 6 months
UMARWY 2 weeks ago Nightmareahh 2 weeks ago I was in the crowd running. I was
crying at the same time. I was on my phone trying to contact my mom who was in the
building. RIP mom Nightmareahh 2 weeks ago taepaushine 2 weeks ago @Nightmareahh
D; I'm so sorry. taepaushine 2 weeks ago PkkFreedomFighter2 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam jeder weis das hat usa gemacht um mitlle asien
anzugreifen dann haben die eine puppe gefunden :al qaide um islam dreckig zu machen
aber wer sagt :ich töte fur allah mich ,.dann is der bastard ! TAHT ATTACked by us
state to attack mitle east and al qiade puppe of usa ! to maek islam bad!b ut wo says i kill
for allah me ,than he is bastard he comes hell! PkkFreedomFighter2 2 weeks ago
sweeunicorn 2 weeks ago crying my eyes out :'( sweeunicorn 2 weeks ago 1993Queen 2
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Awful. It must have been
horrible to have to witness such a tragedy. I can't even begin to imagine what you or
anyone must have went through while all of this was happening and after it happened. To
anyone else who lost any loved one or anyone at all I am terribly sorry. No amount of
pain could make me understand the hurt and pain you went through and may still be
going through. I am so sorry to everyone. May God bell you all and my prayers are with
you. Again I am so sorry for your loss(es) . 1993Queen 2 weeks ago Kenzie282 2 weeks
ago @horstherbert35 fuck tard. this is something you should be happy about dumb ass
Kenzie282 2 weeks ago 1993Queen 2 weeks ago Awful. It must have been horrible to
have to witness such a tragedy. I can't even begin to imagine what you or anyone must
have went through while all of this was happening and after it happened. To anyone else
who lost any loved one or anyone at all I am terribly sorry. No amount of pain could
make me understand the hurt and pain you went through and may still be going through. I
am so sorry to everyone. May God bell you all and my prayers are with you. Again I am
so sorry for your loss(es) . 1993Queen 2 weeks ago thiri0finchelfan 2 weeks ago i'm from
portugal. I'm sorry, to all the people that lost somebody who loved. R.I.P <33
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thiri0finchelfan 2 weeks ago spritelover29 2 weeks ago R.I.P spritelover29 2 weeks ago
Kenzie282 2 weeks ago @candykane10 Amen Kenzie282 2 weeks ago tazdevil369 2
weeks ago when watching this video it must of been hard to film it standing there feeling
helpless. I couldn't of done it I would of been throwing up or something. tazdevil369 2
weeks ago batistaker123 2 weeks ago 12 Just let them build a damn mosque there... We
don't have to burn their Koran and call them all Terrorists.... Why can't we all just get
along instead of hating on other groups. We need to stop being the stereotypical ignorant
Americans that the whole world views us as batistaker123 2 weeks ago 12 yoortjuh 2
weeks ago Never forget. Never forgive. yoortjuh 2 weeks ago agyoreo 2 weeks ago R.I.P
agyoreo 2 weeks ago Tyelor15 2 weeks ago its weird ppl thought its was accident
Tyelor15 2 weeks ago HayHay513 2 weeks ago R.I.P. to all of those people who died
unnecessarily on this day. We will never forget. HayHay513 2 weeks ago BEAGLE1226
2 weeks ago rip people :O BEAGLE1226 2 weeks ago HidaTobiDei 2 weeks ago Just
hearing you guys cry made me burst into tears. HidaTobiDei 2 weeks ago haylybug 2
weeks ago Rest in peace, to all. haylybug 2 weeks ago 84WAKEUP 2 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam why the hell did this happen 84WAKEUP 2
weeks ago neilzep 2 weeks ago 20.00 she is crying neilzep 2 weeks ago MsCelerino 2
weeks ago 21 just came here to show some respect rip MsCelerino 2 weeks ago 21
AmyandHaley555 2 weeks ago this is so crazy AmyandHaley555 2 weeks ago
steelersandbuckeye 2 weeks ago 9 years ago 2 day steelersandbuckeye 2 weeks ago
neilzep 2 weeks ago 14.41 she is crying neilzep 2 weeks ago richiehsi7 2 weeks ago what
is a koran i never heard of one it cant be to important so whats the big deal burning one
richiehsi7 2 weeks ago HickChik707 2 weeks ago @richiehsi7 the muslim bible
HickChik707 2 weeks ago Ldidnotdie 2 weeks ago @richiehsi7 a koran is the muslim
bible, and imagine someone burning hundreds of bibles (if you are Christian). Although I
think they already have.... But the priest announced that the burning is off. Ldidnotdie 2
weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @Ldidnotdie I thought it was just postponed until
they put off building a mosque at Ground Zero. I may be wrong... Rachiejane1 2 weeks
ago super6581 2 weeks ago wut kind of people would do this super6581 2 weeks ago
iBralENT 2 weeks ago ISLAM = NAZISM iBralENT 2 weeks ago wnxsilance 2 weeks
ago This is why, in my opinion 9/11 is a direct result of decades of criminal U.S foreign
policy world wide. wnxsilance 2 weeks ago neilzep 2 weeks ago @wnxsilance
true...karma sucks neilzep 2 weeks ago TheXtr3m3G4m3r 2 weeks ago ok im going to
take a moment to be immature, LOLZ ITS SNOWING/ASHING!!!!!! TheXtr3m3G4m3r
2 weeks ago wnxsilance 2 weeks ago If you talk to people in Chile about the 9/11 terrorist
attacks against America they will laugh and tell you that it was not the first 9/11, their
9/11 happened in 1973. On September 11th 1973 the U.S violently overthrew the
democratically elected government of Chile, killing President Salvador Allende; and
supporting decades of terror, tyranny, and repression under U.S-backed dictator Augusto
Pinochet. The consequential deathtoll in Chile under the Pinochet regime far exceeds 9/11,
2001. wnxsilance 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @wnxsilance Really? Where can I
read up on this then? Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago wnxsilance 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1
There are plenty of documentaries about the 1973 coup in Chile, just search anywhere
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about the overthrow of President Allende. wnxsilance 2 weeks ago
HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
2
weeks
ago
pig
american
scum
HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 2 weeks ago abe2517 2 weeks ago It was a cia-mossad
operation. abe2517 2 weeks ago metallicafan518 2 weeks ago 2 Trolling is fine, but on
this video, its just flat out wrong and disrespectful. metallicafan518 2 weeks ago 2 neilzep
2 weeks ago @metallicafan518 i think they got squished neilzep 2 weeks ago
metallicafan518 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@neilzep dude, you're not funny metallicafan518 2 weeks ago HotChickSamatha 2 weeks
ago i think that this tragity the way i heard it from my friends the dramatized it allitle bit i
expeced it to be SOO much worser like a huge explosin or somthing but im glad that the
explosin didnt happen or else i would have be crying becuase my aunt died from 9/11.
HotChickSamatha 2 weeks ago neilzep 2 weeks ago fat bottomed ppl got squished the
worse neilzep 2 weeks ago neilzep 2 weeks ago Comment removed dickswinger86 2
weeks ago i believe it was a decepticon dickswinger86 2 weeks ago TheXtr3m3G4m3r 2
weeks ago obviously u people saying happy 9/11 didn't watch it to the part that it
colapsses, sheis fricken crying, millions people crying, dying (no rhyme intended),
screaming, losing there loved ones, so all u people saying that GO TO HELL!!!!!!!!!!!!!
D:< TheXtr3m3G4m3r 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @TheXtr3m3G4m3r They
do know what happened. I think they are saying it as a joke to get a reaction and some
attention. Best to ignore them and let them carry on with their SAD and pathetic lives!!
Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago SumiTobihi 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 thanks xD SumiTobihi 2
weeks ago neilzep 2 weeks ago i think they got squished neilzep 2 weeks ago
MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago @neilzep no shit sherlock MrPennyworth007 2 weeks
ago KristanEdwards 2 weeks ago If religion didn't exist, then this may never had
happened. KristanEdwards 2 weeks ago luke98959895 2 weeks ago @KristanEdwards
religion is the reason for every misfourtune in the world. luke98959895 2 weeks ago
tazdevil369 2 weeks ago @luke98959895 I think religion is to blame for hate tazdevil369
2 weeks ago Crabb90 2 weeks ago I was in elementary school 3,000 miles away when this
happened. I can't even imagine being in New York City on this day but I know it must
have been terrifying. Crabb90 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam hahahahah wave ur flags now!!!!!! Hope they all
burn in hell american bastards dickswinger86 2 weeks ago akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago
@dickswinger86 Pretty brave for an asshole that hides his head in the sand.
akabigdaddydawg 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago @akabigdaddydawg fuck u
yankee fuck,i will guck u in the eyeball after i cut ure head off dickswinger86 2 weeks ago
assym2006 2 weeks ago @dickswinger86 you sir are a ass hole. assym2006 2 weeks ago
wnxsilance 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The fact is
9/11 was a direct result of criminal U.S foreign policy world wide. wnxsilance 2 weeks
ago Smilesxsunshine 2 weeks ago Comment removed daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago
@Smilesxsunshine HA. daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago SumiTobihi 2 weeks ago 18 this is
why i get so mad when they say a mosque should be built so close to this. does anyone
have any respect for 9/11 anymore? "America is a free country where you can build
whatever you want -- but not anywhere. That's why we have zoning laws. No liquor
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store near a school, no strip malls where they offend local sensibilities, and, if your house
doesn't meet community architectural codes, you cannot build at all. SumiTobihi 2 weeks
ago 18 Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @SumiTobihi WELL SAID. It would be like spitting in
the faces of those who died to build a mosque at Ground Zero Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago
HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam praise allah, american pigs deserve it HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 2
weeks ago MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR yep
your going to hell. the qaran says no killing of people dosent it? MrPennyworth007 2
weeks ago suki3275 2 weeks ago @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR thou shalt not kill?
we all follow the same rules, bud suki3275 2 weeks ago IceDr4gon5 2 weeks ago Atlas... i
have never heard a more dumb ass remark in my entire life... American troops that are
stationed in the middle east have to always be on the lookout for suicide bombers.. You
claim that this is not worse than suicide bombers!!! Do you have your head up your ass
or something?!?! in a suicide bombing at most 100 people die... in this attack, thousands
of people died! And they are still dieing to try to make this shit right... so why dont you
die in a fucking hole you ass hole! IceDr4gon5 2 weeks ago daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago
@IceDr4gon5 YAY for suicide bombing! daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago YcelanProd 2
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Hard to believe this
happened 9 years ago... if you get the chance, please watch my 9/11 tribute. just be ready
to cry YcelanProd 2 weeks ago shawnakoala 2 weeks ago is there a god?... shawnakoala 2
weeks ago HickChik707 2 weeks ago @shawnakoala yes in my opinion. keep the faith.
HickChik707 2 weeks ago invadr1 2 weeks ago @shawnakoala No, life began from
inanimate objects that came together to create life spontaneously invadr1 2 weeks ago
TheXtr3m3G4m3r 2 weeks ago @shawnakoala YES THERE IS! TheXtr3m3G4m3r 2
weeks ago xox3leeleexx 2 weeks ago 3 how about we all just shut the fuck up! you have
to be a real dick to come here and search videos about 9/11 just to criticize or be rude
about it. l dont care what people do with their lives on youtube. make rude comments
about a song or a tv show. whatever, but DO NOT insult the lost lives of those who died
on this horrible day. if youre putting the time into searching 9/11 videos on youtube to
comment "Happy 9/11" or anything else, you can take the time to fuck off and leave
everyone alone. xox3leeleexx 2 weeks ago 3 daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago @xox3leeleexx
Someone's PMSing daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago DomJNice 2 weeks ago 2 Damn.... 9
years have passed and vids like this still have quite an effect on me, and I aint even from
NY. R.I.P. to all those who died that day. DomJNice 2 weeks ago 2 RoxiiXoX 2 weeks
ago 31 Why is anyone arguing? This did happen, lets just accept the fact that 100's and
100's of people died unnessacerily. show some respect and argue mindlessly somewhere
else. R.I.P <3 RoxiiXoX 2 weeks ago 31 Smilesxsunshine 2 weeks ago @RoxiiXoX im
with you on this. over 3,000 people died god bless them all Smilesxsunshine 2 weeks ago
MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago @Smilesxsunshine amen. im in to. MrPennyworth007 2
weeks ago Sean1831 2 weeks ago @RoxiiXoX Well said! RIP my prayers to go to
everyone in it, and on the planes, and their families. Sean1831 2 weeks ago furonable 2
weeks ago So no one in the world has footage of the first plane crashing? furonable 2
weeks ago imcool1347 2 weeks ago This day was HILARIOUS. 10 years of laughter.
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imcool1347 2 weeks ago ste6666666 2 weeks ago @imcool1347 But then you don't have
a soul so who going to have the last laugh ste6666666 2 weeks ago attractivetales 2 weeks
ago @imcool1347 People dying was hilarious? attractivetales 2 weeks ago
metallicafan518 2 weeks ago I think this day was the only day America was truly united.
Some Americans have been hateful towards others because of race, religion, sex. etc. I'm
glad to see on this day everyone came together and realized who the real enemy is (the
Al-Qaeda). Too bad that didn't last much longer. metallicafan518 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1
2 weeks ago @metallicafan518 Yeah, I would read some of the comments below before
you say that! Unfortunately I don't think it united Americans, I think it seperated them
even more unfortunately. It shouldn't have done but if read below then you will see it did!
Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago metallicafan518 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 Exactly why I said it
didn't last. And I'm very sure 99% of the people who are like "haha" are just trolls trying
to get attention. metallicafan518 2 weeks ago ste6666666 2 weeks ago @metallicafan518
Was that before you attacked Iraq, because There wasn't any of the American Data-base
fighters stationed there ste6666666 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago tnx obama
for that mosque,now we can take a shit on ure ground zero after oure prayers
dickswinger86 2 weeks ago Ladylonghaul 2 weeks ago Cant believe its been 9 years
already!!!!!!!!!!! God bless everyone effected by this terrible tragedy and all the family
and friends of the victims!!!!!!!! Ladylonghaul 2 weeks ago AndrewLeonardi 2 weeks ago
Thank you forever for uploading. AndrewLeonardi 2 weeks ago abe2517 2 weeks ago
Izreal did it. abe2517 2 weeks ago TheLifeBeauty 2 weeks ago I don't think that this
attack has any relation with relgiouns.. it is all politics that create hatenss and violence
between all nations.. people who were kiled in Japan by the Americans r a 100 time more
than those who died in the attack..but Japanese people don't carry any hatness against
Americans because they r nice people.. TheLifeBeauty 2 weeks ago Sweetkid94 2 weeks
ago I don't know if any of you quite realize this. #1 There were not just Americans in that
building. #2 Guess what? Not all Muslims want to burn America to the ground. So, Great
job to the morons who stated those things. Sweetkid94 2 weeks ago YcelanProd 2 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Hard to believe this happened 9
years ago... if you get the chance, please watch my 9/11 tribute. just be ready to cry
YcelanProd 2 weeks ago XxZNBxX 2 weeks ago I was 7 when this happened, I was in
school and suddenly a teacher came in and told us all to go to the main hall where they
had set up a TV so we could watch it. Even at that age I was shocked into silence. I ran
home after school and my dad had it on and my mum was crying. Even though I was 7
and I'm English I will never ever forget this, it's the worst thing that's happened in my
lifetime, including Ashley Cole cheating on Cheryl :) R.I.P XxZNBxX 2 weeks ago
welhungjohnson 2 weeks ago owned welhungjohnson 2 weeks ago richiehsi7 2 weeks ago
2 kill an iraqie and make the world a better place richiehsi7 2 weeks ago 2 daftpunkman65
2 weeks ago @richiehsi7 Ha! You're gay. daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago Adium 2 weeks
ago Can't believe its been 9 years. Maybe in another 9 years I can finish watching this
video. Right now its still too emotional. Adium 2 weeks ago KIDBIue 2 weeks ago RIP
KIDBIue 2 weeks ago rapsrule4 2 weeks ago Anyone who hates muslims for this is a
retard. The KKK are christian does that mean you hate all christans rapsrule4 2 weeks
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ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago @rapsrule4 i do dickswinger86 2 weeks ago Ldidnotdie 2
weeks ago @rapsrule4 the KKK aren't Christian. They've burned several crosses. But on
the main point of your comment, I agree entirely. These are muslim extremists. Their
religion has good and bad people following it just like any other. Ldidnotdie 2 weeks ago
Catholic118 2 weeks ago @ste6666666 unfortunately yes Catholic118 2 weeks ago
daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago @Catholic118 YAY! DIE BRITS DIE! daftpunkman65 2
weeks ago MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago @daftpunkman65 uksnipers a brit. scroll
down and fuck with him. MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago
@MrPennyworth007 Hey! Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago
@Rachiejane1 wat?? MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago
@MrPennyworth007 Sorry - commented on wrong person! There are so many
comments this is going so fast!! Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago
@Rachiejane1 ya. im getting a headache looking at all of them. MrPennyworth007 2
weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007 ima muslimhater? R udum or
what? dickswinger86 2 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago @dickswinger86 im
callin you a muslim and i know you hate. get it? MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago
rynenorton 2 weeks ago i didn't know if i should like or dislike this #neverforget
rynenorton 2 weeks ago in808 2 weeks ago my love and prayers for the family of the
victims. may they rest in peace.. in808 2 weeks ago xoxdontstopxox18 2 weeks ago 29
God Bless America. Never forget. xoxdontstopxox18 2 weeks ago 29 th3rokkcc3r 2
weeks ago @xoxdontstopxox18 Fuck Rednecks though, They created "National Burn a
koran day" in america, which is the act of burning the muslim bible th3rokkcc3r 2 weeks
ago HickChik707 2 weeks ago @th3rokkcc3r Hoo Doggy! and dont you forget it :)
HickChik707 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 2 weeks ago i love the smell of americans fried
in the morning dickswinger86 2 weeks ago iBralENT 2 weeks ago i hope tons of qurans
were burned today =) iBralENT 2 weeks ago daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago @iBralENT
Wow. You're an asshole. daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago xTurnipTimex 2 weeks ago oh
woah.. this is reallly scary to watch :( xTurnipTimex 2 weeks ago daftpunkman65 2
weeks ago @xTurnipTimex It's so funny. What's with the frowny face? daftpunkman65
2 weeks ago ClumsyTroll 2 weeks ago Fucking Muslims. ClumsyTroll 2 weeks ago
tazdevil369 2 weeks ago What's done is done and I think everyone should let the dead
rest in peace now tazdevil369 2 weeks ago Bloodedge07 2 weeks ago The illuminati
Caused this it's a Consiparcy Bloodedge07 2 weeks ago SparklyPeriwinkle 2 weeks ago i
was in kindergarden class when it happend, #neverforget SparklyPeriwinkle 2 weeks ago
nahjustkiddingnic 2 weeks ago 3 this really is'nt the place for all these comments about
america how many people they've killed in the past etc. this is a tribute to all victims of
the incident. please go spread animosity and hate somewhere else :) nahjustkiddingnic 2
weeks ago 3 daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago @nahjustkiddingnic They're all bitches
anyway. COMMENT AWAY MY HATERS! daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago J95DXRS 2
weeks ago god bless all the victims and their family's of this horrific event, none of you
will ever be forgotten R.I.P J95DXRS 2 weeks ago HollyLMAO 2 weeks ago 22 to
everyone saying "happy 9/11" its not just the US effected by this, and even if it was set
up who gives a fuck, people died horribly tragic deaths that day. fair enough theres worse
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things going on in this world, but TODAY people are focusing on 9/11, so get some
respect u ungrateful bastards HollyLMAO 2 weeks ago 22 daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago
@HollyLMAO You got a pussy! daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago AtlasRedux 2 weeks ago
@HollyLMAO Exactly, but what annoys most people is that the US thinks it is all
about them! AtlasRedux 2 weeks ago TheXtr3m3G4m3r 2 weeks ago @HollyLMAO I
KNOW! PEOPLE SAYIG THAT CRAP... GO TO HELL TheXtr3m3G4m3r 2 weeks
ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @HollyLMAO People from around the world died this day
and we had the London bombings here in England. These people who are saying
disgusting comments are low-lives who have nothing in their lives but hatred and sad little
name-calling games Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago tazdevil369 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 Spot
on I couldn't agree more. :) tazdevil369 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago
@tazdevil369 Agree more with what? Sorry, so confused with all these comments!
Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago tazdevil369 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 With what you said
earlier about all the haters. I do believe people out there haven't got anything good to say
and want to target a tragic event :(. I am also getting confused where I am up to with the
conversation haha tazdevil369 2 weeks ago BPSX3LR 2 weeks ago Man fuck all those
stupid sand niggers.. R.I.P to all the people.. BPSX3LR 2 weeks ago welhungjohnson 2
weeks ago who cares about a bunch of fat dead americunts welhungjohnson 2 weeks ago
MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago @welhungjohnson it was bushes fault not ours!
MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago Nshadows1987 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @welhungjohnson Fuck Your Mother Nshadows1987 2
weeks ago zstardust838 2 weeks ago @welhungjohnson anyone who names himself
"wellhungjohnson" is really "teenytinypeepee". So, I completely understand the source
of your anger. zstardust838 2 weeks ago BeautyEVx 2 weeks ago to all who were lostt,
you will never be forgotton , and there will always be a place for you in our hearts. Rest
in peace to everyone BeautyEVx 2 weeks ago TheLyricsPlease 2 weeks ago God Bless all
the people that died. <3 TheLyricsPlease 2 weeks ago daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago
America puts penis in it's oil hungry mouth. I LOVE 9-11! daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago
gleeaddict123 2 weeks ago this is so sad:( im so happy i cant remember this day (i was
like 5 when this happened) gleeaddict123 2 weeks ago HoorayForMonsters19 2 weeks
ago Did that butt hole makin fun of this finally stop? it isnt funny at all.
HoorayForMonsters19 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @HoorayForMonsters19
nope - there are now more sad people taking the piss out of this tragedy. They are all
IDIOTS! Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago HoorayForMonsters19 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1
Ugh they r gettin on my nerves...its notr funny at all n they r soo .inconciderate. (srry if i
spelled that wrong) but ughh it just pisses me off HoorayForMonsters19 2 weeks ago
Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @HoorayForMonsters19 I know - you get some IDIOTS in life
but these are the worst! Making fun of people who died is disgusting. These people are
filled with hatred & I can assure you, UKsniper DEFINITELY does not represent my
country & what we think. We had MANY people that died there too & in the London
bombings & this was an awful thing to happen to people. They piss me off too but this
is what they want & this is why they say this stuff. TRY all you can to avoid them
although it's hard! x Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago HoorayForMonsters19 2 weeks ago
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@Rachiejane1 ugh very hard , i know...some person earlier sed to nuke afgahnistan for all
they did to us....but i makes us jus as bad as them,killling inocent ppl!ugh its so wrong
though! i know they jus want people to notice them. they r probably some low lifes with
nothing better to do than make fun of innocent people that died so they can get attention.
its horrible and digusting,. i sure hope they r praying nothing bad like this ever happens
to them. the second it does, theyll feel like crap HoorayForMonsters19 2 weeks ago
chaosdragon1212 2 weeks ago bush did it chaosdragon1212 2 weeks ago KarynaM45 2
weeks ago Thiszz waszz so sadd.I wassz three when iht happend! KarynaM45 2 weeks
ago Jingelbells1993 2 weeks ago I wonder why she has not opened the window from the
start? Jingelbells1993 2 weeks ago thegoldenfaces 2 weeks ago Did anyone get out alive
from the building...? thegoldenfaces 2 weeks ago TheJontastic 2 weeks ago
@thegoldenfaces it depens what what point of time, and what part of the building
TheJontastic 2 weeks ago Cupcakee2000 2 weeks ago omg Cupcakee2000 2 weeks ago
suki3275 3 weeks ago good god....all those people.... i cant imagine what it was like to be
inside of one of those buildings suki3275 3 weeks ago veronicamaloney 3 weeks ago may
all those victims all rest in peace. my thoughts and prayers go out to them
veronicamaloney 3 weeks ago BasmentGuy3000 3 weeks ago when the first plane hit
people thought it was a random accident but when da second one hit people didn't know
what the fuck 2 think. I was laying in bed watching the foxnews cuz of E.D. Hill and then
I turned on howard cuz he was on wccc & he was in ny & I thought he was gonna talk
about it & he did he has crazy cabbie out in da streets giving play by play...funny what
da mind members I don't member 9/12 or 9/13 but I member 9/11 when the planes hit
BasmentGuy3000 3 weeks ago deadzone4522 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam wait a second! youtube terms say that you can only put less than
15 minutes! WTF is this (No offence) deadzone4522 3 weeks ago Superbob45t 2 weeks
ago @deadzone4522 you're retarded. If you're a partner you can and since this video was
uploaded 4 years ago, does it matter? Superbob45t 2 weeks ago elchito86 3 weeks ago it's
sad when a country kills his OWN people.. RIP elchito86 3 weeks ago deadzone4522 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam wait a second! youtube
terms say that you can only put less than 15 minutes! WTF is this (No offence
deadzone4522 3 weeks ago deadzone4522 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam wait a second! youtube terms say that you can only put less than
15 minutes! WTF is this (No offence) deadzone4522 3 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks
ago @deadzone4522 Oh yeah - not that I'm complaining but how did they manage to
upload this? Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago kingcharliemain 3 weeks ago Reguardless of what of
what gutless politicians like Barak Hussien Obama the magnifico say, people must stand
up against the vile Imam who wants to build a Muslim Victory mosque at ground zero. It
will be built with Sudi money like most of the ones in Europe have been & it will be a
monument to the 9/11 terrorist, When Constantinople was captured the largest church
became a victory mosque. When Spain was captured the victory mosque was called
Cordova just like this one in N.Y. Muslims know this. kingcharliemain 3 weeks ago
deadzone4522 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam wait a
second! youtube terms say that you can only put less than 15 minutes! WTF is this (No
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offence deadzone4522 3 weeks ago summergirl42 3 weeks ago 3 it still remember what i
was doing when this happened and the rest of the day<3 rip. and god bless everyone that
helped rescue the survivors and all other helpers. summergirl42 3 weeks ago 3
TheXtr3m3G4m3r 3 weeks ago I bet that house caught on fire or close to catching on fire
considering how close it was that must have been terrifying to watch TheXtr3m3G4m3r
3 weeks ago CristiaanC 3 weeks ago Why? Why did this happen? Whenever I see this, a
sadness overwhelms me. I cannot help but sob for the families, the tragedy. I see the
planes flying in, and I cannot help but feel the loss of life. I look at my city, and the
landscape was changed forever. The city I love, where I was raised. My heart aches with
a longing, a desperate helplessness. Then my sadness slowly turns to rage, and I want to
destroy all who believe in Islam, all who follow a religion that preaches death to
nonbelievers. CristiaanC 3 weeks ago guildwarsaddict1 3 weeks ago very sad day for
america 9/11 guildwarsaddict1 3 weeks ago Kayybee88 3 weeks ago RIP to everybody
who losts their life in this terrible event. I am so sorry to anybody who lost a loved one
this day. This is a day America will never forget. God bless. Kayybee88 3 weeks ago
cheekydiva007x 3 weeks ago I was 6 when i saw it on the news. My prayers are with
anyone who was affected by 9/11. I remeber my parents saying "thank the fucking lord
we live in england". cheekydiva007x 3 weeks ago hh1720 3 weeks ago happy 9/11
hh1720 3 weeks ago keruixin 3 weeks ago @hh1720 fuck you "happy 9/11" I would
switch you out for anyone in that building. keruixin 3 weeks ago deanmullen10 3 weeks
ago RIP 9/11 victims! :( deanmullen10 3 weeks ago keishadee1 3 weeks ago augh, stupid
terrorist.. keishadee1 3 weeks ago BtrRules 3 weeks ago one word.... wow i feel sorry for
all of the people and family's that died on this day BtrRules 3 weeks ago AtlasRedux 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I'm getting sick and tired
of you US people. You think you have it so bad? Well, TOUGH LUCK! 9/11 was a
MINOR terrorist attack compared to rest of the world, but you can't friggin' watch
outside your own country, you egoistic bastards! "Oooh, look at us, focus on us,
remember us." Maybe you should friggin' try to remember the REST OF THE WORLD
for once?! Heck, you even let millions get slaughtered during World War 2 for years
before you got that people outside the US is people too! AtlasRedux 3 weeks ago
MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @AtlasRedux name one major terrorist attack.
MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007 mumbai
2008 UKsniper4 3 weeks ago AtlasRedux 2 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007
SERIOUSLY? You have NEVER heard of suicide bombers and bigger terrorist attacks???
AtlasRedux 2 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago @AtlasRedux other then hitler
invading poland, no i havent. MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago AtlasRedux 2 weeks ago
@MrPennyworth007 THAT WASN'T AN TERRORIST-ATTACK! ..... oh my.
AtlasRedux 2 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago @AtlasRedux to me it was
because im half polish! MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago suki3275 3 weeks ago
@AtlasRedux do us all a favor, stop feeling sorry for yourself and GTFO the internet. its
not a competition. suki3275 3 weeks ago AtlasRedux 3 weeks ago @suki3275 Say that to
the entire US! AtlasRedux 3 weeks ago suki3275 2 weeks ago @AtlasRedux aw, you just
need a hug dont you? god forbid anyone turn thier attention away from poor you to
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remember the terrorist attack that killed over 2000 people. suki3275 2 weeks ago
saratiti99 3 weeks ago @AtlasRedux look fuck u why dnt u go burn in hell one of my
family member died there ok so just shut the fuck up saratiti99 3 weeks ago AtlasRedux 3
weeks ago @saratiti99 Just ONE? LUCKY FUCKING BASTARD! AtlasRedux 3 weeks
ago saratiti99 3 weeks ago @AtlasRedux well ya u bitch and i forgot acutally i lost 3
members so why dnt u get out of this conversation u prick!! saratiti99 3 weeks ago
AtlasRedux 2 weeks ago @saratiti99 Hm, no I won't, I won't get out of a conversation
where the US claims to be a victim when they barely has felt the evil of terrorism!
AtlasRedux 2 weeks ago saratiti99 2 weeks ago @AtlasRedux well fuk u terrosit go put a
bomb somewhere else but not here in america saratiti99 2 weeks ago Superbob45t 2
weeks ago @AtlasRedux today was a memorable day for all the people that died. It isn't
to put attention to us you moron. Get your fucking facts straight. Superbob45t 2 weeks
ago ELJOHNJOHN915 2 weeks ago @AtlasRedux WTF IS UR PROBLEM RETARD
EVEN THOUGH MY FAMILY OR ANY1 I KNEW OR LOVED DIED I STILL CRY
MY FRNDS PARENTS N FAMILY MEBERS DIED ON DAT DAYN FOR E TO
SEE THEM CRY N CRY MAKES ME CRY N U OVER HERE PUTTING THOSE
KIND OF COMMENTS GET DA FUKK OFF U TUBE BITCH!! ELJOHNJOHN915
2 weeks ago attractivetales 2 weeks ago @AtlasRedux Please don't insult us for having
national pride. We care about what happened to hundreds of our people, and we want to
remember them on the anniversary of the day they were killed. I don't think there's any
reason to feel guilty for that. Yes, it was a minor attack compared to what the rest of the
world faces, and every other day of the year there are plenty of Americans that work to
help the rest of the world. But on today, let us honor our own. attractivetales 2 weeks
ago deadzone4522 3 weeks ago wait a second! youtube terms say that you can only put
less than 15 minutes! WTF is this (No offence) deadzone4522 3 weeks ago
BournePhenom 3 weeks ago People, stop making immature cutesty shit comments!
People died, and you shouldn't be making comments like that. So please, regaurdless of
what politcal party you are in, or regaurdless of what you think happened on 9/11 and
who did it, the people and the family of people who died because of this deserve your
respect. BournePhenom 3 weeks ago 101cutiepye101 3 weeks ago A day that will be
never forgotten. Rest in peace to the all the 9/11 victims. 101cutiepye101 3 weeks ago
MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @101cutiepye101 amen to that bro. MrPennyworth007
3 weeks ago dannu677 3 weeks ago 20 R.I.P To all The People dannu677 3 weeks ago 20
ImLikeTheRingleader 3 weeks ago God Bless everyone who lost someone they love!! :(
ImLikeTheRingleader 3 weeks ago jigsaw41 3 weeks ago got dang it superman quit
blowin' up my trade centers. jigsaw41 3 weeks ago harbledarble 3 weeks ago The sound
of the sirens give me so many chills. harbledarble 3 weeks ago ajbc4444 3 weeks ago i was
4yrs old when this happend i remeber being at my granparents house and my grandma
was watching the news at the time it. it was a very sad day for america. may all the
firefighters and workers and whoever else's life was taken by this tragic event rest in
peace forever. ajbc4444 3 weeks ago healthandbeauty12 3 weeks ago I was only six when
it happened, and I don't remember it at all. It's horrible :'( I hope nothing ever ever ever
happens like it again. healthandbeauty12 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago This
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thread appears to be one great big haters paradise with one shared brain cell between the
lot of them. Small people with very small souls. Lots of sheep for the table my lord.
Baaaaaa we need to get a good seat. ste6666666 3 weeks ago cds417 3 weeks ago bitch
stop fucking crying bitchhhh cds417 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @cds417
Would you talk to your mother like that, please don't answer beacuse your probably
going to say yes. ste6666666 3 weeks ago cds417 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 umm yah i
would u got a fucken problem with dat??? cds417 3 weeks ago bolaji321 3 weeks ago I
wish the world could change, why can't we just be peaceful but no the word had to be
with evil. This is horrible, a Christian will never do that. RIP TO ALL THOSE PEOPLE
THERE. bolaji321 3 weeks ago ThatGuyThaRushes 3 weeks ago can any1 tell me whats
happening in america today ThatGuyThaRushes 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago
@ThatGuyThaRushes well breaking news, idiot wrote for the first time. ste6666666 3
weeks ago ThatGuyThaRushes 2 weeks ago @ste6666666 what are you taling about
ThatGuyThaRushes 2 weeks ago SwordGames 3 weeks ago When i watch this it makes
me cry :( SwordGames 3 weeks ago peperonyandchease 3 weeks ago happy 9/11
everyone! peperonyandchease 3 weeks ago deadzone4522 3 weeks ago
@peperonyandchease OMFG GTFO you big bitch of hell deadzone4522 3 weeks ago
MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @peperonyandchease and a happy bomb up your afgan
ass to! MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @peperonyandchease
This will come back to haunt you don't you know that. ste6666666 3 weeks ago
deadzone4522 3 weeks ago the sad action takes place in 14:00 deadzone4522 3 weeks ago
ste6666666 3 weeks ago @deadzone4522 Its all sad ste6666666 3 weeks ago
SoulReaperGizmo 3 weeks ago Sitting around crying over this doesn't do anything. Even
though it is sad. The people inside and whop died would want us to live on. And
remember. Sitting around crying and missing people, you are already dead. Just like them.
SoulReaperGizmo 3 weeks ago UnderMySkinAJ 3 weeks ago @SoulReaperGizmo it's
called Remembrance. Move on, yes. But it is more disrespectful to completely forget
these people than it is to take a day to feel their pain. UnderMySkinAJ 3 weeks ago
ste6666666 2 weeks ago @SoulReaperGizmo You got nobody who loves you. Try
having a heart and it might change. ste6666666 2 weeks ago dickswinger86 3 weeks ago
hahahaahah wave ur flags now american terrorists!!! dickswinger86 3 weeks ago
MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @dickswinger86 muslim hater. MrPennyworth007 3
weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007 are you in the american army
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago tazdevil369 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Well said. Its nice to see
someone serving there country. tazdevil369 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
@tazdevil369 cheers mate UKsniper4 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago
@tazdevil369 shut up and stay out of this! MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago tazdevil369
3 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007 Freedom of speech. I have the right to comment on
what I like just as much as you. You seem to be more of a hater then him. tazdevil369 3
weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @tazdevil369 you live in america? do you
happen to be a neo nazi? MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
@MrPennyworth007 troll UKsniper4 3 weeks ago tazdevil369 3 weeks ago
@MrPennyworth007 No I live in the UK and I dont believe in religion as I believe
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regious bull cause war hence 9/11. tazdevil369 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
@tazdevil369 yeah you tell that fucking yankee prick. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @tazdevil369 well said mate spoken like a true englishman.
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago tazdevil369 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 English women :)
tazdevil369 3 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @tazdevil369 What about English
women????? Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago tazdevil369 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 Sorry no
that was to uksniper4 as I was called fellow englishman lol :) tazdevil369 2 weeks ago
Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago @tazdevil369 what did you mean? Did you mean you're a girl?
Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago tazdevil369 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 Yeah tazdevil369 2
weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007 leave my fellow brit alone.
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 leave my country
alone! god bless america. where at least i know im free! MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago
Jingelbells1993 3 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007 Stop it, you insult each other all the
time. You guys are no longer infants!!! Jingelbells1993 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3
weeks ago @UKsniper4 no but i saw your cannel. but i do own a piece of history called
the garand. MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago hdog731 3 weeks ago alrite im gonna stop
commenting and cya guys dont fight guys.. this is satans fault not anybody.. just him
hdog731 3 weeks ago HickChik707 3 weeks ago @hdog731 thats right. HickChik707 3
weeks ago jbieberfever4everbby 3 weeks ago 2 I can't believe it's already been 9 years!
This will always be remembered! Innocent ppl had lost there life, but they will never be
forgotten! jbieberfever4everbby 3 weeks ago 2 GreenVidy 3 weeks ago i was in 4th grade
when this happened:( i remember the day perfectly GreenVidy 3 weeks ago
PrincessCouturex3 3 weeks ago I was in kindergarden when this happened and now I'm in
9th grade... I even remember the day it happened my dad came to get me at school early
when I had only been there for 20 minutes and my mom was crying and my parents tried
to explain what happened but I didn't care, but now watching this video I started crying
and realized there is jst so much more to life than what I worry about which is always
looking good. Take a moment today to remember all of the lives lost & changed forever on
9/11 PrincessCouturex3 3 weeks ago cds417 3 weeks ago @PrincessCouturex3 hey me
tooo no lieeeee cds417 3 weeks ago cds417 3 weeks ago bitch go and cry in another
mother fucken room asshole go kill urself cds417 3 weeks ago ste6666666 2 weeks ago
@cds417 Yes so loving and kinda catchy ste6666666 2 weeks ago cds417 2 weeks ago
@ste6666666 wtf bitch???????? cds417 2 weeks ago HickChik707 3 weeks ago 12 Hey
c22cookie F*** you!!! happy 9/11 you say? my father died in this horrible incedent and
you are lolli gagging around saying happy 9/11 like its halloween and we are all trick or
treating? grrr. HickChik707 3 weeks ago 12 deadzone4522 3 weeks ago @HickChik707
yeah 'fu'ck you c22cockie? it an't no happy holiday! >< deadzone4522 3 weeks ago
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @deadzone4522 yeah you tell em UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
BournePhenom 3 weeks ago @HickChik707 Exactly. What an extremely duchebag thing
for someone to post. so c22cookie, shut the hell up! BournePhenom 3 weeks ago
daftpunkman65 3 weeks ago @HickChik707 Happy 9/11! daftpunkman65 3 weeks ago
TheXtr3m3G4m3r 2 weeks ago @HickChik707 omg i feel so sorry for u to have a loved
one lost in an idiot terriost attack TheXtr3m3G4m3r 2 weeks ago suki3275 2 weeks ago
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@HickChik707 ignore them. this video is a troll magnet. im sorry for your loss suki3275
2 weeks ago HickChik707 2 weeks ago @suki3275 thanks bud. its gettin old. ha. my
brother was also murdered last year so im gettin used to the losses. God bless you.
HickChik707 2 weeks ago PrincessCouturex3 3 weeks ago Comment removed
angelsrockify 3 weeks ago how come ppl watch these videos only on the day.?
angelsrockify 3 weeks ago deadzone4522 3 weeks ago @angelsrockify we feel like it...
deadzone4522 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @deadzone4522 yeah you tell em
my american friend UKsniper4 3 weeks ago zbcrazy 3 weeks ago @angelsrockify I watch
them more often. zbcrazy 3 weeks ago misslaluu 3 weeks ago 9 years ago :( RIP for all
inocent people who died that tragic day :( misslaluu 3 weeks ago invadr1 3 weeks ago
None of those people deserved to die, outside of the highjackers who wanted to
anyways, but on 9/11 2001 America got exactly what it deserved, regardless of all those
innocent victims. America's attitude is what needs to die, fucking arrogant bastards and
infidels on Arab soil, get the fuck out, take care of your own, you are not the World
Police. invadr1 3 weeks ago Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @invadr1 You think these people
who died in the 9/11 attacks 'got what they deserved'????? You are as bad as the terrorists
who did this Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago djrocknjon1 3 weeks ago may they all rest in peace.
and the brave men and women who ran in there to help out who also lost there lives we
will also never forget you. djrocknjon1 3 weeks ago bolaji321 3 weeks ago Can someone
please tell me why did they attacked America, why did this craziness happened? But
R.I.P to who ever died there amen but remember my qeution? bolaji321 3 weeks ago
hdog731 3 weeks ago @bolaji321 it happened during the cold war. the americans helped
the afgans against the vietnam and won. then lfet the afgans with no food shelter or
protection. they got mad and saddam hussain beacme leader and planned to kill americans
hdog731 3 weeks ago ste6666666 2 weeks ago @hdog731 Because the Americans didn't
stay in America and thought it was a good idea to dominate the world ste6666666 2
weeks ago SaveMeFromMyself1990 3 weeks ago @bolaji321 Cause they hate us
Americans..... thats my guess... I was in the 4th grade when it happened.. I still remember
over the intercom they said we were in a code red... They said we've been attacked and
we turned on the tv in every classroom....and there it was.... SaveMeFromMyself1990 3
weeks ago ste6666666 2 weeks ago @SaveMeFromMyself1990 Are you sure your not
still in 4th grade ste6666666 2 weeks ago speedy1127 3 weeks ago Wow!
UNBELIEVABLE footage you have here....GOD BLESS AMERICA and all who lost
their lives that day in NYC.PA,DC and who lost their lives fighting for our Freedom in
iraq and afghanastan in the years that have passed since that tragic day in American
History. speedy1127 3 weeks ago robloxlol32 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam ✈ ❚ ❚ RIP Everyone Who Died robloxlol32 3 weeks ago hdog731 3
weeks ago alrite satan this time your dead.. BURN IN U BITCH! :) hdog731 3 weeks ago
mclovinish1 3 weeks ago @uksniper4 chill man. We kicked ur ass in the 1700s, kicked ur
ass in 1812, saved ur asses in WWII and we could kick ur ass again! mclovinish1 3 weeks
ago hdog731 3 weeks ago @mclovinish1 lol hdog731 3 weeks ago ste6666666 2 weeks
ago @mclovinish1 Who owns your federal bank ste6666666 2 weeks ago BKsMassive 3
weeks ago Bless all those who have Died in 9/11! And we got Hit Too in Britain! 7/7
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Bombings! Peace From Britain! BKsMassive 3 weeks ago ste6666666 2 weeks ago
@BKsMassive I think about 300 British people were in the world trade centre at the
time. ste6666666 2 weeks ago c22cookie 3 weeks ago Happy 9/11 everyone! :D
c22cookie 3 weeks ago deadzone4522 3 weeks ago @c22cookie happy????????????????
GTFO deadzone4522 3 weeks ago ste6666666 2 weeks ago @c22cookie I wonder if your
mom would like a look at this. Would she be proud of her little boy or girl. Stop playing
with Mommy's computer. ste6666666 2 weeks ago duginshit 3 weeks ago WERE IS
BATMAN WHEN WE NEED HIM, SHAKE THE JAVA PHONE AT 9:00 CLOCK,
GET BUSY AND KILL ALQAED XD. duginshit 3 weeks ago deadzone4522 3 weeks
ago lol deadzone4522 3 weeks ago cds417 3 weeks ago I worked in one of the buildings
close by there but rite when i heard the loud boom i took off outside and got in my
mustang and just took of like a bitch what a scary moment i'm so glad i was out of
there........ cds417 3 weeks ago DPB54 3 weeks ago Rest in Peace to all the innocent
people... :( (F) from Canada DPB54 3 weeks ago misslaluu 3 weeks ago 9 years ago :(
RPI for all inocent people who died that tragic day :( misslaluu 3 weeks ago
NFSLEGEND375 3 weeks ago I hope they will not knock empire state building out
today..... NFSLEGEND375 3 weeks ago deadzone4522 3 weeks ago wow, she is really
scared to death deadzone4522 3 weeks ago qwertyytrewq973525 3 weeks ago why did
they cut out the plane hitting the building? qwertyytrewq973525 3 weeks ago
PrincessCouturex3 3 weeks ago Comment removed jemilovestory101101 3 weeks ago
@PrincessCouturex3 thats the same thing with me...... i was only in preschool and
honestly never cryed about it until now... it makes me so sad and scared
jemilovestory101101 3 weeks ago 1plus1equals84 3 weeks ago i was 6 when this
happened. 1plus1equals84 3 weeks ago ste6666666 2 weeks ago @1plus1equals84 Why
do people think its relevant to tell us how old they are now in the head. ste6666666 2
weeks ago Cupcakee2000 3 weeks ago its so scary and sad how those people jumped out
of the window and caught on fire. Cupcakee2000 3 weeks ago Cupcakee2000 3 weeks ago
its so scary and sad how those people jumped out of the window and caught on fire. LET
HAVE SOME PEACE FOR THOSE PEOPLE. Cupcakee2000 3 weeks ago
NightmareNumber100 3 weeks ago Seeing the tower come down tore my heart to pieces.
NEVER FORGET NightmareNumber100 3 weeks ago PuppyLoveCharlie 3 weeks ago i
was trying to get of world trade senter when firefighters got me out i will never ferget this
day sighz PuppyLoveCharlie 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 When
was it written . How were Christian woman treated at that time. Then all the burnings of
witches the reformation and all that. Crusades and holy wars. Jesus said love your
enemies, hypocrite your following Satan not Christ. Only Satan could have a holy
crusade. ste6666666 3 weeks ago Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 You don't make
any sense at all. When was what written? What has it got to do with Christians & how
they were treated at the time? Why am I 'following Satan'???? Seriously, what are you
talking about? Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam who thinks UKsniper4 is a faggot? thumbs this up
if you agree. MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago ascaredalienbaby 3 weeks ago wow that
must have been terrifieing ascaredalienbaby 3 weeks ago GamerGirl566 3 weeks ago We
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Will Never Forget Rest In Peace God Bless GamerGirl566 3 weeks ago windatekili 3
weeks ago why the collapse is cut from this movie? windatekili 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3
weeks ago fuck america UKsniper4 3 weeks ago woodsnext15 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4
im really going to kick your ass woodsnext15 3 weeks ago deadzone4522 3 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 your gay! so STFU deadzone4522 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3
weeks ago @UKsniper4 i thought you killed yourself! MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007 nerr changed my mind UKsniper4 3 weeks
ago deadzone4522 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 thats what i thought deadzone4522 3 weeks
ago MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 ill do it myself then.
MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago hdog731 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 and by the way :
GTFO U FUCKIN ASSHOLE! GET OUT! hdog731 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks
ago @hdog731 ok then if you realy want me to go away i will. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
deadzone4522 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 yay! deadzone4522 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3
weeks ago @deadzone4522 i thought you would say that UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
woodsnext15 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 get out BITCH woodsnext15 3 weeks ago
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @woodsnext15 no bad language please. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
woodsnext15 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 LEAVE THEN woodsnext15 3 weeks ago
tazdevil369 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 May I ask whereabouts in the united Kingdom
are you from? Just curious tazdevil369 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
@tazdevil369 hey man are u from the uk too UKsniper4 3 weeks ago tazdevil369 3
weeks ago @UKsniper4 Yeah :) tazdevil369 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
@tazdevil369 cool mate me too UKsniper4 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 you even serve in afgan with the americans you son of a bitch!
MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 ill give
you 10 pounds to shut the hell up for 10 minutes MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007 thank u so much mate realy. UKsniper4 3
weeks ago hdog731 3 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007 lol hdog731 3 weeks ago
woodsnext15 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 thank you woodsnext15 3 weeks ago UKsniper4
3 weeks ago @woodsnext15 any time friend UKsniper4 3 weeks ago hdog731 3 weeks
ago @UKsniper4 yea get out hdog731 3 weeks ago deadzone4522 3 weeks ago
@hdog731 lol deadzone4522 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @hdog731 yeah i am
going UKsniper4 3 weeks ago iloveyouparamore09 3 weeks ago It must have been really
horrifying to watch the towers go down :[ I wasn't at home watching this I was starting
2nd grade when it happened. iloveyouparamore09 3 weeks ago Shadoessa 3 weeks ago
@iloveyouparamore09 I was starting 3rd grade then! I didn't know what the Trade
Centers were even back then, but I remember my teacher watching the TV in our
classroom and crying, because her sister worked at the towers. I never found out if her
sister survived or not. Shadoessa 3 weeks ago TEAMwAfLe 3 weeks ago IT WAS THE
JEWS!!!! TEAMwAfLe 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @TEAMwAfLe
nazi. MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago alt888 3 weeks ago @TEAMwAfLe wat is wrong
with u???? these ppl had a front row seat to this and u want to make it a joke? ur a
horrible person!!! alt888 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @liamr821 How do you
know he isn't. and do you like to have sex with preachers or do you just like saying
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offensive words ste6666666 3 weeks ago hannahbanana468 3 weeks ago 54 its hard to
believe it has been nine years today. may the world remember and learn from what
happened on arguably the most tragic day in American history. God Bless
hannahbanana468 3 weeks ago 54 Cupcakee2000 3 weeks ago I KNOW ISNT THAT
SAD Cupcakee2000 3 weeks ago Connor11223344 3 weeks ago It is too easy to dismiss
such terrible events if you have not witnessed them. Connor11223344 3 weeks ago
DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago all you idiots on here arguing about race have been fooled by
sideshow,hand is quicker than the eye and all that DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago
0nlyhalfevil333 3 weeks ago I don't really care about politics, so I'm not feeding any trolls
at this moment. has it really been 9 years already? Those al Qaeda goat fuckers thought it
was a good idea to fly a plane into a building. worthless scum. I bet right now a few of
them are burning the American flag, laughing. Well, no matter how many flags they burn,
they won't burn our liberty and freedom. And may the soldiers who didn't come home
from the 'stan or Iraq rest in peace. Semper Fi. 0nlyhalfevil333 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @RoscoMalosco Your
mom must be proud of you ste6666666 3 weeks ago ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @UKsniper4 no you dont
ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago maius95 3 weeks ago The muslims are some stupid
fuckers they are crazy :0 maius95 3 weeks ago hdog731 3 weeks ago @maius95 hey dude
im not crazy. the al queada r hdog731 3 weeks ago YcelanProd 3 weeks ago Hard to
believe this happened 9 years ago... if you get the chance, please watch my 9/11 tribute.
just be ready to cry YcelanProd 3 weeks ago tazdevil369 3 weeks ago 6 I think everyone
in here needs to calm down tazdevil369 3 weeks ago 6 ste6666666 3 weeks ago
@danne955 You sound like this made your day ste6666666 3 weeks ago xShiningSuicune
3 weeks ago shit. xShiningSuicune 3 weeks ago ste6666666 2 weeks ago
@xShiningSuicune wow it comes out of your mouth ste6666666 2 weeks ago bugsier 3
weeks ago 2 Us christians have to stay together! God bless America from Germany.
bugsier 3 weeks ago 2 ste6666666 3 weeks ago @Catholic118 Yes God exists and this is
all a test, most people fail. ste6666666 3 weeks ago jeffrey42088 3 weeks ago
@ste6666666 no, i am bi, after sex i am like bye!!! God is not real. jeffrey42088 3 weeks
ago jeffrey42088 3 weeks ago see this is why women can't fly jeffrey42088 3 weeks ago
ste6666666 2 weeks ago @jeffrey42088 Would your mother be proud of her young boy
making such sexist remarks. ste6666666 2 weeks ago HoopsMaster4 3 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 bullshit- your not in the British army you little pussy! your probably just
a faggot and a fucking toy for all the guys HoopsMaster4 3 weeks ago
MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @HoopsMaster4 amen. hes been bitching me for the last
15 minutes. MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago jeffrey42088 3 weeks ago @HoopsMaster4
hahahaha nice hahahaha you pwned that bitch jeffrey42088 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3
weeks ago @HoopsMaster4 so are u UKsniper4 3 weeks ago HoopsMaster4 2 weeks
ago @UKsniper4 WOAH! nice comeback!!! HoopsMaster4 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 3
weeks ago @HoopsMaster4 Course he's not in the British army. He wouldn't be allowed
in there. He shouldn't even be allowed out of his house or on a computer - they only let
sane people in the army so it's obvious he's not in it! My friend is a real British sniper
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and is one of the nicest guys I know. Another friend is a Captain and went to Afghanistan
last year to fight with the British army and Americans as an allie- he is a true member of
the British army - not this wannabe twat. Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago HoopsMaster4 2
weeks ago Comment removed kikicatgirl24 3 weeks ago I cry every time i see footage of
this God Rest Your Soul Bro Love your little kiki kikicatgirl24 3 weeks ago jeffrey42088
3 weeks ago @JesseBochekTV no, it was done but the U.S government Osama Bin Laden
is NOT a real person. jeffrey42088 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4
But you will face it one day ste6666666 3 weeks ago brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago
OH CANADA!!! our home and native land true patriot love in all thy sons command
with glowing hearts yadyyaddayaada OH CANADA we stand on gaurd for theeeeee
brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago @brokencydeOWNS1 Go
Canada! Fuck America! The one nation under God can kiss my ass. God is to great to like
America! FUCK YOU ALL USA WILL BURN ! daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago
MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago @daftpunkman65 if we burn you will to you crazy
mounty. MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago
@MrPennyworth007 What are you talking about? I'm German. Not Canadian.
daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago @daftpunkman65 whop ti
doo! nazi. MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago
@MrPennyworth007 Please explain how I'm a Nazi you oil hungry prick?
daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago @daftpunkman65 nazis
hate america. im german to and i like all countrys. MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago
daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007 If Nazi's hate America then why does
the US allow Neo-Nazis? Alot of people hate America. daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago
MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago @daftpunkman65 are you one of them? i do NOT
encourage neo-nazism. infact one day ill go to one of their marches and shoot as many of
those basterds as i can. MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago
@MrPennyworth007 Why would I be a neo-Nazi? They make normal people look bad.
But you're a Jew daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago
@daftpunkman65 no im not. im christian. but do you hate america or not?
MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007 Of
course I do. daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago
@daftpunkman65 wait. why? MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago daftpunkman65 2 weeks
ago @MrPennyworth007 Because you're all assholes. You basically plan 9-11 from the
start. If you didn't invade Iraq and started this whole war those little gay buildings and
3000 of you fucks would still be alive daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 2
weeks ago @daftpunkman65 its not us its bush god damn it! why the hell cant we just
get along? i want the war to end!! END! MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago daftpunkman65
2 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007 Too bad... daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago
MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago @daftpunkman65 piss off. did ya know draft punk is
american? MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago
@MrPennyworth007 It's Daft Punk. And no they're French daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago
MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago @daftpunkman65 well im sorry. MrPennyworth007 2
weeks ago daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007 Yeah you better be. Scum
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like you can't insult good people. daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 2
weeks ago @daftpunkman65 i am a good person. and my god! are you some kind of facist
dick who just hates americans just for the hell of it? man you are a sick person! a very
sick man! MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago
@MrPennyworth007 I agree - this idiot is sick but as long as you love your country and
are strong in what you believe in, he can carry on all he likes. All he is saying are empty
words. Try not to let this idiot get to you. He gets off on making people miserable and
offends a whole entire country when he doesn't know all the people in it!! Its pathetic
really. You are a good person and he is a LOSER Rachiejane1 2 weeks ago
MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 god bless your heart! thank you.
MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago daftpunkman65 2 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007
HAHAHAHAHAHAHA NUKES! LAUNCH THE NUKES! daftpunkman65 2 weeks
ago MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago @daftpunkman65 if you are a good person stop
insulting me. good day sir. MrPennyworth007 2 weeks ago Tanner016 2 weeks ago
@daftpunkman65 you need a history lesson buddy. Iraq was invaded by Bush in 2003.
unless you are referring to the first gulf war. Tanner016 2 weeks ago daftpunkman65 2
weeks ago @Tanner016 Well duh I'm talking about the first one daftpunkman65 2 weeks
ago DJBLAYEZ 2 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@daftpunkman65 GO FUCK URSELF BITCH DJBLAYEZ 2 weeks ago ste6666666 3
weeks ago @JimmyPage968 This is the response that can control you. ste6666666 3
weeks ago JimmyPage968 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 control me? Listen i'm not for or
against government, i don't have a religion. I'm looking at it in a way that anything could
happen. We don't get to write fate. JimmyPage968 3 weeks ago SilverEspeon26 3 weeks
ago I put my heart out to all of the families & friends of the victims. God bless you all!
SilverEspeon26 3 weeks ago TheNaturalSpark 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam 9/11 was hilarious! I'm so glad all those people are dead and gone
forever. Woo hoo! TheNaturalSpark 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago
@TheNaturalSpark ill find you and shoot you. you just wait. MrPennyworth007 3
weeks ago woodsnext15 3 weeks ago @TheNaturalSpark if i knew you i would kick your
ass too. woodsnext15 3 weeks ago PopPrincess4Ever016 3 weeks ago
@TheNaturalSpark Wow go find some help you really need it,because thats not funny at
all...grow up and get a life-this is not something to joke about..how would you like it if
one of those ppl were a family member, a friend, co worker, anyone you know?..you
wouldnt get off youtube if your going to abuse it...dumb ass PopPrincess4Ever016 3
weeks ago jeffrey42088 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam George Bush did this. jeffrey42088 3 weeks ago xalex94 3 weeks ago 9 Years Later
and I still Can't Believe this happened. xalex94 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago
@tazdevil369 Are you a Christian, Jesus taught to forgive your enemies ste6666666 3
weeks ago tazdevil369 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 No friend I am just a person who
believes bad people get away with everything and I don't believe in religion to be honest. I
wish everyone would get along and the horrible people would parish. In my eyes I believe
ALL religions cause war. I will never criticize anyone for believing in god as thats there
choice but I dont see why people have got to argue that there is one god and one god only
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lets have a fight and blow people up to get our way with allah etc etc tazdevil369 3
weeks ago brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago @woodsnext15 haha nah bro other way
around pussy brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago woodsnext15 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @brokencydeOWNS1 what the fuck? are you
even american? woodsnext15 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @mpogias13 Thats a
good idea hatred on both sides, what does that make WAR. you wake up ste6666666 3
weeks ago ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 stop acting like if you were in
the attack..you really need a life ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
@ilovemusictwilight9 i have one. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago DMACNo1 3 weeks ago 9/11
americans won't get this DMACNo1 3 weeks ago breyergal221 3 weeks ago
@irishtrotsky haha wow ur a pathetic loser and thanks i will :P breyergal221 3 weeks ago
ste6666666 3 weeks ago @DonLoganUK And the rest controlled with microchips. Wake
up people. do some real research ste6666666 3 weeks ago DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago
@ste6666666 thats a couple stages away yet.your phone and credit card a chip anyway
DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago DreadNoughtSioux 3 weeks ago stuffed-crust pizza
DreadNoughtSioux 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @hdog731 Yes only one god the
god of us all. ste6666666 3 weeks ago liamr821 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 what?
liamr821 3 weeks ago Evieeeeeee1 3 weeks ago i can't actually believe this happened.. it
was like something out of the movies : ( Evieeeeeee1 3 weeks ago JimmyPage968 3 weeks
ago @UKsniper4 It's attacks in general mate. Get some sense and think about what's
around you. There's plenty of countries who could attack the UK at anytime.
JimmyPage968 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @JimmyPage968 where u
from? MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007 he
is from the united states and i learned him how to speak english. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 if you hate the us then why speak our
language? MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007
what you mean english my language or americano your language? UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 idk. if you hate america why dont you
come over here and shoot me? MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
@MrPennyworth007 because in th uk ur not allowed guns. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 then your country is fucked
MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007 yours
already is. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 you
have absolutely NO heart. demon. MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks
ago @MrPennyworth007 yep your proberly right UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 kill yourself. MrPennyworth007 3 weeks
ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007 why not sounds like a good idea
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 finally!
MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago JimmyPage968 3 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007 I live
in Arizona JimmyPage968 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @JimmyPage968 omg
thats the first time i have ever heard a yank call someone mate. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 you still bitchin us? go join the army you
pussy. MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007 i
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already in the army dumbass. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 then do what is neccisary to keep your contry to shut up so we dont want
to bomb it. MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
@MrPennyworth007 hey were allies. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3
weeks ago @UKsniper4 so what? your talkin so much trash about america that you seem
like your on the axis! MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago
@JimmyPage968 yeah a false flag attack due by your and our idiots soon DonLoganUK
3 weeks ago JimmyPage968 3 weeks ago @DonLoganUK What? Rephrase that please.
JimmyPage968 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @CFMD28 Ignorance is not bliss
ste6666666 3 weeks ago CFMD28 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 You would know.
CFMD28 3 weeks ago YcelanProd 3 weeks ago Hard to believe this happened 9 years
ago... if anyone gets the chance, please watch my 9/11 tribute. just be ready to cry
YcelanProd 3 weeks ago ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago @bluefangpoisen im sorry
about your loss ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago madog8 3 weeks ago wow, this is one of
the best videos I have seen of the attacks. thanks for posting. madog8 3 weeks ago
hello32jes 3 weeks ago If I was EVER alone with one of those pathetic camel jockey sand
niggers I would torture him so badly he would be wishing for death to come and end his
miserable life. Then..I would give him a shallow drive and piss on his rotten scum body,
then burn his family members alive. Oh yeah and then shit on his grave. Good riddance.
hello32jes 3 weeks ago DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago @hello32jes ironically they were killed
by your own.carry on drinking yer pepsi max and fluroid and keep nodding yer head you
muppet DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago AdorkableAlly 3 weeks ago 3:07 u could see the
second plane in the bottom AdorkableAlly 3 weeks ago hdog731 3 weeks ago
@Rachiejane1 there is nothing about sex slaves and beat your wives after 2 warnings
hdog731 3 weeks ago Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @hdog731 Please go and red the Quran. I
assume you have a copy. There are even videos on youtube by Muslims that say it's OK
to beat your wife because it is in the Quran. Or just go & ask a Muslim you know what it
says in the Quran about it if you don't believe ME. I would NEVER lie about something
like that. As for having sex with slaves, it is in the Sura I gave you. Read it & see. I mean
no offence to you personally, I just think that if you follow a religion, you should know
it ALL x Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago hdog731 3 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 dude i just told u
the sura i told u look at the comments u should find it and i typed it from the quran im
holding in my lap rite now. hdog731 3 weeks ago hdog731 3 weeks ago @Rachiejane1
"also forbidden for you are married women, except those who have fallen in your hands
as prisoners of war. this is the order of Allah realting to marriage prohibitions. all women,
other than these, are lawful provided you seek them in marraige with gifts form your
property, desiring chastity and not lust. give them thier dowry as an obligration for the
benifit you have recieved from your marraige realtionship. however, there is no blame on
you if you change the agreement of dowry w hdog731 3 weeks ago hdog731 3 weeks ago
@Rachiejane1 th mutail consent. surely Allah i the knowledgeable, wise." hdog731 3
weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @gravehorder Your country has already killed tens of
thousands of darling little children in their beds. I wonder how many more will satisfy all
that hate inside your empty soul. ste6666666 3 weeks ago Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago
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@HoopsMaster4 Please ignore him - he DEFINITELY does not represent his country
and how we feel about what happened. Like you you say, we lost people in the London
bombings AND people in 9/11 who were working in America at the time. He is just a sad
twat who deserves nothing. Best to ignore him even though it is frustrating as hell! x
Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago HoopsMaster4 3 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 Yes, he is a twat... I
have nothing against England- its a great country, but when some idiot puts something
stupid like that on here, I have to respond. HoopsMaster4 3 weeks ago Breitermeiter 3
weeks ago At such a moment its ok to cry. Breitermeiter 3 weeks ago DanLya11 3 weeks
ago @NuggetBlubber no im just saying the US funded terorism in northen ireland and it
seems ironic that is happend to them DanLya11 3 weeks ago NuggetBlubber 3 weeks ago
@DanLya11 well thats the corrupt politicians fault not the citizens and no one deserves
this to happen to them and whenever britian goes down shits creek america will be right
by its side to help it NuggetBlubber 3 weeks ago DanLya11 3 weeks ago
@NuggetBlubber fair comment DanLya11 3 weeks ago DanLya11 3 weeks ago
@NuggetBlubber oh and sadly it is the people who pay for the politicians do DanLya11
3 weeks ago NuggetBlubber 3 weeks ago @DanLya11 yah I dont get involved with
poloticians they never do what they say NuggetBlubber 3 weeks ago woodsnext15 3
weeks ago @NuggetBlubber who does do what they say woodsnext15 3 weeks ago
bratchercrystalful 3 weeks ago @DanLya11 no it aint nothing ironic about it and we didnt
deserve this at all. bratchercrystalful 3 weeks ago bluefangpoisen 3 weeks ago thumbs up
if this just breaks your heart :( bluefangpoisen 3 weeks ago chaozaj 3 weeks ago And not
a single fuck was given that day. u mad americunts? chaozaj 3 weeks ago mabakza 3
weeks ago @chaozaj actually a lot of "fuck" was given that day. I guess you're not an
American. mabakza 3 weeks ago chaozaj 3 weeks ago @mabakza yes, i am not an
americunt, i am a eurogod chaozaj 3 weeks ago dudebrochillin 3 weeks ago @chaozaj Yes,
I am an American cunt and I am mad. dudebrochillin 3 weeks ago hdog731 3 weeks ago
@DonLoganUK th mutail consent. surely Allah i the knowledgeable, wise." hdog731 3
weeks ago DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago @hdog731 allah,jesus,father bloody christmas its
them against us.those that have against those that havent DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @MrPennyworth007 i know i am. british all the way bitch!
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 if i wanted my
own comeback i would have wiped it of your mothers chin. MrPennyworth007 3 weeks
ago DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 its us against the new world order and not
the muslims DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @DonLoganUK New
World Order? What's that? And if it's not about Islam then what's with all the Muslims in
the Middle East rejoicing that the towers were hit and the London bombings happened?
Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 they being lied to
aswell.they all sat in a masonic lodge wanking and laughing at you DonLoganUK 3 weeks
ago woodsnext15 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 sexism? WTF are you talking about?
woodsnext15 3 weeks ago BruinAtHart87 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 So you can't have
any respect at all? More people died that day than you even know. Innocent people. Put
yourself in someone else's shoes. Imagine if a loved one of yours, whether it be your
mother, father, sibling, child, and they're gone in the blink of an eye. Or even worse, you
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know you have a beloved family member in that building as you watch it collapse.
BruinAtHart87 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @BruinAtHart87 even worse
knowing they were killed by the CIA. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago hdog731 3 weeks ago
@Rachiejane1 "also forbidden for you are married women, except those who have fallen
in your hands as prisoners of war. this is the order of Allah realting to marriage
prohibitions. all women, other than these, are lawful provided you seek them in marraige
with gifts form your property, desiring chastity and not lust. give them thier dowry as an
obligration for the benifit you have recieved from your marraige realtionship. however,
there is no blame on you if you change the agreement of dowry wi hdog731 3 weeks ago
Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @hdog731 '...And all married women (are forbidden) unto you
save those (captives) whom your right hands possess.' The right hand posesses the slave
women captured in war. Like it says in your translation about married women being
forbidden but women captured in war not being forbidden to you as a man. See - told you
it was in there! Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago hdog731 3 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 heres the
problem with your statement dude. that was a rule only during that TIME not during this
21st century. they kept it there so they can know wat they did with thier wives and so
on. hdog731 3 weeks ago Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @hdog731 So? Who cares if that stuff
only happened then. It doesn't make it right does it? It doesn't excuse anything. People
used to be drowned because people thought they were witches. It doesn't happen in the
civlilsed world now but that doesn't excuse the fact that it happened then. Rachiejane1 3
weeks ago hdog731 3 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 hey dude lets stop ok. i think wat i think.
u think wat u thnik. alrite dude. cya and ty for telling me somthin new dude. :) irly
appeciate it. and R.I.P. 9/11 victoms :( ill miss u uncle :( hdog731 3 weeks ago
Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @hdog731 OK, we'll leave it. But please read all of the Quran &
understand it ALL, good and bad because if you are going to follow a religion, you should
know everything about it & be strong in your beliefs if they be Muslim, Atheist,
Christian or anything. I wish you only the best in life. Nice to talk to you x Rachiejane1 3
weeks ago hdog731 3 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 alrite assassalamualaikum bro hdog731 3
weeks ago Prev 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading...
Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers
Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading...
Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from
your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous
Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists...
YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My
Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3
years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters
remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032)
AdamAndrews2008 3 weeks ago Does anyone else think that the childish arguments
about race and the selfish, disrespectful comments about this being fake should stop? So
many firemen, policemen and citizens gave up their lives and their wives, husbands and
children in an attempt to serve others trapped in the towers. Each anniversary should be a
celebration of their lives - the one day that we set aside our differences to honour them.
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Eternal rest give unto them and let perpetual light shine on them; may they rest in peace.
AdamAndrews2008 3 weeks ago tebxxo 3 weeks ago @BeccaHut dont bitch please me. i
dont care who the fuck you are. 9/11 was a joke? all those people dieing for no reason
was a joke ? i hope people laugh at you when you die. tebxxo 3 weeks ago vladaes 3
weeks ago 2 First of all..RIP to everyone who died in this terrible tragic attack! But this is
only attack on that poor people who was in that time in bildings..Not on government and
president of United States, like they saying even now. In the name of this tragic loose life,
USA spread a death in Middle East, their own and others. That is not a way, but we
know that USA only react with more and more violent as they can...They need sheet like
this to make them reason for their wars around the world. vladaes 3 weeks ago 2
NewWaveFan1 3 weeks ago I remember this like it was yesterday, can't believe it's been 9
years. we should have built them again only stronger not the current plan. NewWaveFan1
3 weeks ago Spriinkel 3 weeks ago I JUST WATCHED THE 9/11:STATE OF
EMERGENCY AND IT BREAKS MY HEART:( IM WATCHING FROM LONDON,
AND I CRIED AND I FEEL SO BAD. STUPID TERRORISTS! R.I.P FOR THE
ONES WHO DIDN'T SURVIVE. 9/11 WILL BE A DAY NO ONE WILL FORGET.
Spriinkel 3 weeks ago Judes6647 3 weeks ago 2 So many people died this day a few
years ago. So many children never born, so many summer evenings left incompete, so
much pain created. Those poor people had a future ahead of them... Now, nothing. They
could of cured cancer or ended world hunger. God rest there souls... Judes6647 3 weeks
ago 2 UKsniper4 3 weeks ago fuck america UKsniper4 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @UKsniper4 shut the
hell up you british basterd. MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago NuggetBlubber 3 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 Fuck UK NuggetBlubber 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
@NuggetBlubber no fuck iraq UKsniper4 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 nazi. MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
@MrPennyworth007 communist. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3 weeks
ago @UKsniper4 brit. MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
@MrPennyworth007 yank UKsniper4 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 i know i am. america all the way bitch! MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago
HoopsMaster4 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 screw off... England was attacked by terrorists
before dumbass- what about the 7 July 2005 London bombings? HoopsMaster4 3 weeks
ago Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @NuggetBlubber Oi - don't just say 'fuck u' to the whole of
a nation! Just ignore his twat. He doesn't speak for the people of his country; he is just a
sad twat who wants attention because he doesn't get any from his parents. The UK is
America's allie and 99% of people in the UK don't think like him/it. Rachiejane1 3 weeks
ago woodsnext15 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 i wish i knew you. woodsnext15 3 weeks
ago bluefangpoisen 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 fuck you insted of america jack-ass
bluefangpoisen 3 weeks ago a1d2d3a4m5 3 weeks ago nine years went soo fast
a1d2d3a4m5 3 weeks ago xIIGaming 3 weeks ago R.I.P To all the People who died.
(Except for the Suicide Bombers) xIIGaming 3 weeks ago DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago
@xIIGaming what bombers ? it was a false flag attack! wake up mush DonLoganUK 3
weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @xIIGaming But they keep dying in the planes and
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then coming back to life, amazing ste6666666 3 weeks ago JesseBochekTV 3 weeks ago
13 Can we stop with the negative comments? It's hate towards one another that is the
reason behind so many of these attacks. Start loving one another for fuck sakes, I thought
9/11 taught us all that. JesseBochekTV 3 weeks ago 13 ste6666666 3 weeks ago
@JesseBochekTV All was going good until you made a negative comment of hatred
yourself ste6666666 3 weeks ago Perfect95i 3 weeks ago 30 guys watch " the arrivals "
this 2ep about 11\9 lie! search about " The Arrivals pt.17 War on Terror " " The Arrivals
pt. 18 The Hypocrisy of Democracy ", and watch the rest eps if u want . stop the
fucking lies Perfect95i 3 weeks ago 30 TheShexyJessie 3 weeks ago GOD BLESS THEM
ALL. I TheShexyJessie 3 weeks ago pats10293 3 weeks ago It's so pussy of those
Middle Eastern assholes to kill thousands of innocent civilians...that just goes to show
who fucked up part of the world is today. R.I.P to all the lives that were lost...
pats10293 3 weeks ago Pahula 3 weeks ago @pats10293 And USA has never done that
too? Pahula 3 weeks ago pats10293 3 weeks ago @Pahula We've done it do terrorists
who deserve to be nuked smart ass, not innocent people pats10293 3 weeks ago
SarenkoWolf 3 weeks ago They actually had this video in a movie I watched in American
History and this was one of the saddest videos I have ever seen. The worst part I saw
was the people actually jumping out of the windows. I'm sure it was a much less painful
death than being slowly burnt to death. I cried while watching this. The people who died
in the building will be remembered and missed. SarenkoWolf 3 weeks ago jeffrey42088 3
weeks ago Comment removed MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam @jeffrey42088 are you talking about your penis?
MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago ang3l4lif3 3 weeks ago @jeffrey42088 it is not fucking
fake. this was real and killed alot of people. your a fucking arsewhole if you think its fake
and gay. do you ever think about other people. some people were traumertized over this
and needed councling go get a fucking life barstard. ang3l4lif3 3 weeks ago pats10293 3
weeks ago @ang3l4lif3 did this Jeffrey kid really thing this is fake? wow, just wow,
where the hell has he been pats10293 3 weeks ago ang3l4lif3 3 weeks ago @pats10293 ye
he really he really is thick as shit ang3l4lif3 3 weeks ago bluefangpoisen 3 weeks ago
@jeffrey42088 you are a damn jackass bluefangpoisen 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks
ago @jeffrey42088 Are you homophobic do you have a secret ste6666666 3 weeks ago
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago i hate americans UKsniper4 3 weeks ago woodsnext15 3 weeks
ago @UKsniper4 FUCK YOU THEN BITCH, ID LIKE TO KICK YOUR ASS FOR
THAT. woodsnext15 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @woodsnext15 Sexism and
violence, does it make you feel like a man ste6666666 3 weeks ago liamr821 3 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 i hate british more than americans fuck ur queen ya smelly hun bastard go
back to germanyy prick liamr821 3 weeks ago Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @liamr821 You
hate British people and American people? Wow - you have MAJOR problems! How can
you just hateevery person in 2 whole nations? Oh well, more fool you, waste your time
hating people and the rest of us will go and live our lives happy! Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago
ste6666666 3 weeks ago @liamr821 Still more hate, hater. Bet you hate yourself the most
ste6666666 3 weeks ago 1stAidMEDIC 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Dont we all just love
Americans!! Dude dont say that. 4 all we no, this same crisis could happen 2 u.
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1stAidMEDIC 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @1stAidMEDIC no i don't
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 That would make you a
hater ste6666666 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 proberly if thats
what you think. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago gravehorder 3 weeks ago and what statement
were they trying to make. we are violent and we will kill anyone that dosen't belong to
our religion? gravehorder 3 weeks ago Powstar415 3 weeks ago i thought 2 planes crashed
into that? Powstar415 3 weeks ago illsen12345 3 weeks ago R.I.P to all the lives who
were lost <3 you will never be forgotten illsen12345 3 weeks ago gravehorder 3 weeks
ago the sadder thing is that they attacked a area full of unarmed people. the Taliban losing
places to hide and we eventually will find them and they will suffer for every single one
that died on this day. gravehorder 3 weeks ago woodsnext15 3 weeks ago @gravehorder
you cant point fingers at people because thats what bush did to start this damn war, its
hurting both of us woodsnext15 3 weeks ago Dicekidd436 3 weeks ago @woodsnext15
wat did bush do Dicekidd436 3 weeks ago woodsnext15 3 weeks ago @Dicekidd436 he
got geaty and wanted some of their land and oil. woodsnext15 3 weeks ago
paremoremokid 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Akhirah - The day of judgment. has happened Allahu akbar!!! paremoremokid 3 weeks
ago paremoremokid 3 weeks ago Akhirah - The day of judgment. has happened Allahu
akbar paremoremokid 3 weeks ago albertabox 3 weeks ago so sad... albertabox 3 weeks
ago rikkiraysmokey 3 weeks ago hi from australia i watched this today because i am
thinking of all the people who lost theirs lives and for all of the people who lost loved
ones my heart and thoughts go to you all god bless you all, i will never forget this day
rikkiraysmokey 3 weeks ago ShivDes123 3 weeks ago I was in new york that day. That
shit was goin' down. ShivDes123 3 weeks ago benandjohn100 3 weeks ago rip to all those
in the building benandjohn100 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @benandjohn100
what about the computers that were killed my thoughts go out to microsoft. UKsniper4 3
weeks ago OhNoiitsJordo 3 weeks ago okay so for the people being unconsiderably rude..
imagine this horrendous tradegy happening in your country.. seriously grow the fuck up.
Thousands of people died on this day! the least you can fucking do is have some damn
respect.. OhNoiitsJordo 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago There are too many sheep
and haters on this thread. Its disrespectful to those that died. maybe they think they are
never going to die. Silly little boys and girls. ste6666666 3 weeks ago tazdevil369 3 weeks
ago @ste6666666 Agreed it is like they have got nothing better to do but to spread more
hate :( tazdevil369 3 weeks ago mmmrrrmmm1 3 weeks ago 9 years already- wow.NEVER FORGET mmmrrrmmm1 3 weeks ago nintendodragon13 3 weeks ago 2
@mmmrrrmmm1 Yeah I know, it's sad today. I can't believe it's been 9 years already. I
really hope we find that fucking coward Osama Bin Laden, and torture him and kill him. I
hate scumbags like that! PS: Anyone in a Gang or terrorist group can fuck off and die!
This world will be so much better without them, I guarantee you all that!
nintendodragon13 3 weeks ago 2 DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago i feel sorry for all those
people that died in 9/11 after they were killed by the new world order DonLoganUK 3
weeks ago vidretrllll 3 weeks ago at 20 minutes it's like you're above the clouds. also, i
hope you didn't actually miss the 2nd plane, but you edited it out or something?
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vidretrllll 3 weeks ago sportsfanatic4ever 3 weeks ago i cant believe its already been 9
years!!!! i was 4 wen this happened....... please respect those ho have passed away. i
think there was a polish singers mom on the plane and she passed....... sportsfanatic4ever
3 weeks ago bluefangpoisen 3 weeks ago i was living in NYC when this all happened the
sadest day of my life my dad is a firemen and he always tells me "never trust anyone
even if they look inosent" bluefangpoisen 3 weeks ago CFMD28 3 weeks ago 2 May
Muhammad burn in Hell! The AmericanPeople must NEVER FORGET what his
teaching brought into existence on that day! Allah is a false God! CFMD28 3 weeks ago 2
hdog731 3 weeks ago @CFMD28 Allah is your God same as christain God and Jewish
God hdog731 3 weeks ago DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago @hdog731 its got nothing to do
with god!the new world order want you all dead no matter what colour or creed.
DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago hdog731 3 weeks ago @DonLoganUK hey im not evil ok. im
just u all americans except im muslim. hdog731 3 weeks ago DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago
@hdog731 its got nothing to do with race!thats just to keep you fools busy.its the new
world order and you and me are fucked DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago hdog731 3 weeks ago
@DonLoganUK wait your muslim too? hdog731 3 weeks ago DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago
@hdog731 im white english since 1066 and dont need to be muslim to see that those with
dollar (whatever race they are as long as in the the club) are gonna fuck u up
DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago CoolHacks4Free 3 weeks ago I'm british, I DO brush my
teeth. I totally have my upmost respect to that day, I don't live in America, I've never
been to America, but I'm not asshole enough to find this funny. I wish everyone well who
were apart of this event and R.I.P to the unfortunate souls that died. CoolHacks4Free 3
weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @CoolHacks4Free don't listen to that yankee prick he
knows nothing about nothing. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago liamr821 3 weeks ago too
everyone this was not just al qaeda it was funded by saudi arabians housed by iranians
pulled off by afghany and pakistani insurgents so fuck u all liamr821 3 weeks ago
mpogias13 3 weeks ago 150K people die every day and you cry for just 3k who died 9
years ago. Get over it. Its hard to say, but it was about time the Americans woke up .
Now you know how its like to be attacked , and want revenge. mpogias13 3 weeks ago
tazdevil369 3 weeks ago What a tragic day, I remember it so well when I was a child,
coming home after school to see this on the box. Respect to the people who was brave on
that day and respect to the families who to this day have to live knowing there loved one
was taken away so cruelly by people who don't deserve to live who just want to hurt.
Makes you mad. R.I.P to all the people that died that day (except the bad terrorists).
tazdevil369 3 weeks ago JimmyPage968 3 weeks ago Every time i watch this i start
hyper ventilating. JimmyPage968 3 weeks ago PeeEssThree 3 weeks ago RIP to all who
died, were injured, or who lost loved ones in these attacks. PeeEssThree 3 weeks ago
nerdtotherainbow1 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
People!!!! have fucking respect!!! what if this happened to a family member or a close
friend would you be laughing? Fuck no so shut the fuck up and give some respect you
heartless assholes. Don't you understand the fucking tragedy that the sick twisted
terrorist did?! Get it in your fucking mind this shit is not funny thousands of innocent
people died and thousands of families lost their loved ones! Have a heart and show
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respect you pieces of shit! nerdtotherainbow1 3 weeks ago wester2793 3 weeks ago OH
MY
GOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD!!
THIS
IS
SOOO
SAAAAAAAAAAD AND SUPER DUPER HORRABLE!! RIP ALL THEM!!!
wester2793 3 weeks ago Nenny12 3 weeks ago 2 i remember this day. i stayed home
from school cause i was sick and was watching the news. i cried when i seen it but i really
didnt understand what happen till my mom explained it. i will never forget watching this
on the news. R.I.P. For everyone who lost their lives on this day, you will be missed.:(
Nenny12 3 weeks ago 2 Piigbigwig 3 weeks ago this is so sad :/ a father to a friend of me,
died in this :( Piigbigwig 3 weeks ago pinkforever1996 3 weeks ago @Piigbigwig ;(
pinkforever1996 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago hahahah i am in the uk now i am
safe there are no terrorists here hahaha i cheat death once again UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
PeeEssThree 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Ever heard of the London subway bombing?
Probably not, your one of those ignorant british people who dont brush their teeth and
say 9 11 is funny. PeeEssThree 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @PeeEssThree
hahahahahah fuck your yank. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago
@PeeEssThree that was also a false flag attack DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago badboi787 3
weeks ago @PeeEssThree not true man im from the UK and i repect for what has
happend to your accident and it will a day to be remberd by all amricans and other people
around the world and i really fell sorry for the familys who have lost over +2000 lifes.
badboi787 3 weeks ago Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @PeeEssThree HEY! There is
absolutely NO need to say that about all British people - not everyone has bad teeth that is STUPID. It is the same as saying that all American people are fat and stupid stereotypes don't work do they? No. This guy is just an idiot and is trying to get
attention because his parents don't give him any anymore. No need to play into his hands
and offend all British people and play into his hands. We are allies after all! x Rachiejane1
3 weeks ago Hayho95K 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 There's been plenty of terrorist
attacks in places like London, being in the UK doesn't mean your safe from them. This
isnt something to laugh about Hayho95K 3 weeks ago JimmyPage968 3 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 Think about that! Seriously think about that statement. You are never safe
from an attack! No matter what country you are in. JimmyPage968 3 weeks ago
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @JimmyPage968 well since i live in a bunker i am sure i am more
safer than the folks in the world trade centre. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago bluefangpoisen 3
weeks ago my mother was one of millions of people in the wtc who serviuved she died 5
years after god rest her soul bluefangpoisen 3 weeks ago soccermadlucas 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam America attacked 9/11
soccermadlucas 3 weeks ago Hayho95K 3 weeks ago I think one of the horrible things to
see is people jumping off the building knowing that its either jump off and have a quick
death or die a slow and painful one. Its a horrible thought that people had to make that
choice, that jumping is there only hope Hayho95K 3 weeks ago DonLoganUK 3 weeks
ago hands up you yanks if you have realised it was a false flag attack yet? DonLoganUK
3 weeks ago soccermadlucas 3 weeks ago America attacked 9/11 soccermadlucas 3 weeks
ago bweek0123 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 what type of person? bweek0123 3 weeks ago
KingsWorld2010 3 weeks ago The U.S did this themselves, an excuse to attack the
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middles east and get their hands on more oil. KingsWorld2010 3 weeks ago
mypoopascoopa 3 weeks ago Wow, what a stupid cry baby mypoopascoopa 3 weeks
ago iiAvlis001 3 weeks ago lol this shit is funny iiAvlis001 3 weeks ago Piigbigwig 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @iiAvlis001 go die, you
fucking whore Piigbigwig 3 weeks ago DanLya11 3 weeks ago @iiAvlis001 haha so true
DanLya11 3 weeks ago liamr821 3 weeks ago @DanLya11 then what are you talkin
about im irish i know what happened up there and the americans didnt fund us the kept
the peace ya dirty muslim fuck ur queen ya fat bastard liamr821 3 weeks ago DanLya11 3
weeks ago @liamr821 well fuck your pope u spud picking twat lol DanLya11 3 weeks
ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @DanLya11 well said UKsniper4 3 weeks ago DanLya11 3
weeks ago @UKsniper4 haha hope u hate yank cunts aswell (Y) DanLya11 3 weeks ago
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @DanLya11 yeah me too UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
NuggetBlubber 3 weeks ago @DanLya11 What a thing to say you muther fucker alot of
innocent people died that day I hope you know you are going to hell if you praise a
moment like that NuggetBlubber 3 weeks ago PeeEssThree 3 weeks ago @iiAvlis001
What an ignorant fuck. I wish your parents werent such dead beats and raised a child that
wasnt fucked up. I would strangle your dad and piss on his grave if i ever met him.
PeeEssThree 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @PeeEssThree thats not a nice thing
to say. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago HearTheMusiic09 3 weeks ago R.I.P HearTheMusiic09 3
weeks ago crazytonny12jaar 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Good luck to all crazytonny12jaar 3 weeks ago Catholic118 3 weeks ago
@liamr821 first of all clean your mouth before you speak , second thing is that believing
in God is a matter of Faith , and things i see everyday make me believe in Jesus christ
everyday more and more !! the miracles that happened , the achievments , and it's my
decision to believe in God ! and I KNOW!! that God exists because he actually affects
my life everyday !! and i can feel it , well and i've read about many miracles that's hard to
consider a lie ! Catholic118 3 weeks ago 33hagit 3 weeks ago that is a sad day for human
kind :( see that out of your window soo soo awfal! amazing video that show everyone
how bad ppl can be and what can ppl do in the name of islam 33hagit 3 weeks ago
SkullsGFX 3 weeks ago Why would you do this anyway? Bin laden you attention hore
SkullsGFX 3 weeks ago OhNoItsKris 3 weeks ago 19:40 ... my heart stopped <\3
OhNoItsKris 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @OhNoItsKris you must be dead
then if your heart stopped. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago stan123blue 3 weeks ago RIP
stan123blue 3 weeks ago Arkinko1 3 weeks ago now its 9 years ago Arkinko1 3 weeks
ago SydneyandCrayons 3 weeks ago The worst thing is watching people die. I rather, die,
than watch someone else die. Because if i watched somedie, it would haunt me for the rest
of my life. I rather die, I wish that never happened. No, one should be blamed, except for
those who planned, no matter what race you are, it was the people who did it, not the
race SydneyandCrayons 3 weeks ago DJAlfonsoSorryanew 3 weeks ago Hey everybody
click my channel I have SHOCKING PROOF that Michael Jackson helped donate
money to Hezbollah, he paid off the 9/11 hijackers just like how he paid off childrens
parents! DJAlfonsoSorryanew 3 weeks ago brandonsnowden 3 weeks ago im going to cry
this is so sad brandonsnowden 3 weeks ago 0Eversio 3 weeks ago @brandonsnowden I
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wish this never happend... 0Eversio 3 weeks ago gc02345 3 weeks ago :( sad... gc02345 3
weeks ago simonstalnacke 3 weeks ago I was only 6 years old when the twin towers
collapsed, but I remember it. May the people that died on 9/11-01 rest in peace.
simonstalnacke 3 weeks ago danne955 3 weeks ago 07:34 you can see someone jump
danne955 3 weeks ago dcsilva10 3 weeks ago @danne955 that looks like debris not a
person dcsilva10 3 weeks ago MichaelTurner33ATL 3 weeks ago @danne955 doesnt
look like a person its probably some debris. MichaelTurner33ATL 3 weeks ago
RigorMortis203 3 weeks ago 15 I don't want thumbs up for this. Hello i'm from Portugal,
and America is my favourite country since i was a child. I was young when this
happened, but i've cried, and i didn't had anyone my friend in that tower. I just want to
say this, to all of you Americans and people from all world who had family or friends in
those towers, i feel very sorry for you, let me just say this, Osama Bin Laden and all of
those motherfuckers will die! R.I.P to everyone :' ( RigorMortis203 3 weeks ago 15
dcsilva10 3 weeks ago @RigorMortis203 i my self am Portuguese but i live here in
america my cousins were supposed to fly that day to Portugal to go on vacation but
obviously they couldnt, rip to who all perished that faithful day, if i could i would be
fighting with our american troops dcsilva10 3 weeks ago RigorMortis203 3 weeks ago
@dcsilva10 Yeah i would do the same my friend : ) RigorMortis203 3 weeks ago
HorChild 3 weeks ago @RigorMortis203 White people did 911! White people are the
Only terrorists on the planet! The evil-doers of the earth!!! They are the White Satanic
Beasts - as prophesied!! Allllllllllllllll terrorists are white but not all whites are
terrorists!!! HorChild 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @HorChild you
know im white and im sad 911 happened. infact white people didnt do it. the taliban did.
MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago liamr821 3 weeks ago @RigorMortis203 osama bin
laden didnt do that ya dumb cunt liamr821 3 weeks ago RigorMortis203 3 weeks ago
@liamr821 shut the fuck up terrorist! SO WHO DID THAT? COME ON!
RigorMortis203 3 weeks ago tothemaxize 3 weeks ago @liamr821 i agree with you
finnaly someone who understand that muslim didnt tothemaxize 3 weeks ago
horseriderhannah 3 weeks ago WHAT IDIOT WOULD WANT TO DO THA? come one
people? hey what r u ding today? i dunno u? oh just gonna crash into a building WTF?
horseriderhannah 3 weeks ago DruudeOwns 3 weeks ago I remember this day! The day
when the president and the government rigged it with explosives and then brought it
down. DruudeOwns 3 weeks ago DanLya11 3 weeks ago what goes around fucking
comes around DanLya11 3 weeks ago PeeEssThree 3 weeks ago @DanLya11 Ignorant
fuck. Maybe if your parents werent dead beats and raised you better you would
understand what happened on thsi day. I would fucking strangle your dad if i ever met
him. PeeEssThree 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @PeeEssThree leave his dad out
of this i am sure his dad is a nice man. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago DanLya11 3 weeks ago
@PeeEssThree aha barely mate DanLya11 3 weeks ago thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago
@citrusboy254 did you excpect her to be calm dumbass? thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago
spongebob12777 3 weeks ago The illuminati did a god job with this didnt they??
spongebob12777 3 weeks ago PeeEssThree 3 weeks ago @spongebob12777 grow up.
This isnt National Treasure. Its real fucking life. PeeEssThree 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3
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weeks ago i was the only passenger to survive on flight 11. i escaped with only minor
injuries UKsniper4 3 weeks ago ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 then why
are you saying that it was funny to see the tower burn down? ilovemusictwilight9 3
weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @ilovemusictwilight9 i don't have a clue proberly
because of my amazing escape. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago Musicheadify 3 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 nobody in those planes survived. If you were in the plane and the plane
exploded. It would be impossible to survive Musicheadify 3 weeks ago arnoldrm0123 3
weeks ago @UKsniper4 I believe that's a lie. There were no survivors in any of the flights
. All the websites and new casts I have read said no survivors. arnoldrm0123 3 weeks ago
spongebob12777 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 All passengers of both flights of the boeing
767s were all killed....no way in hell did you survive that. spongebob12777 3 weeks ago
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @spongebob12777 yes i did because if i didn't i wouldn't be hear
talking to you. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @spongebob12777
course he didn't - this guy is a complete idiot. Please ignore him and don't give him
anything to feed off of because he is a sick loser who enjoys speaking ill of the dead &
spitting on their memories x Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago RoscoMalosco 3 weeks ago hey i've
been in a coma for 17 years and im a bit slow to all this internet and youtube stuff. can
someone tell me what city this happened in and who did it? were the pilots drunk or
something someone please explain RoscoMalosco 3 weeks ago FourCheeseProduction 3
weeks ago @RoscoMalosco no they hijacked a plane FourCheeseProduction 3 weeks ago
brutalfilmfan 3 weeks ago the musik at the beginning:D brutalfilmfan 3 weeks ago
brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago Thank you for catching this footage i needed a good
laugh BUILDING GO BOOM hahah brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago Kindra911X 3
weeks ago @brokencydeOWNS1 Fuck you
Kindra911X 3 weeks ago
brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago @Kindra911X what position babe ;)
brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago PeeEssThree 3 weeks ago @brokencydeOWNS1
Ignorant fuck. I wish your parents raised you better and werent such dead beats. Id
strangle your peace of shit parents if i ever met them. PeeEssThree 3 weeks ago
brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago @PeeEssThree its not my parens daaawg i developed
my own hate brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago PeeEssThree 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @brokencydeOWNS1 Why? We have done
nothing to you. You just watch the news and agree with everything they say. Theres no
reason for an average, middle class English man to hate America. We have no effect on
you, ignorant. PeeEssThree 3 weeks ago bramdemets 3 weeks ago if there is a God why
he let this happen ?? i do not beleive in god since this happend bramdemets 3 weeks ago
FourCheeseProduction 3 weeks ago @bramdemets maybe he didnt want this to happen
read genisis and then you will learn why this happened FourCheeseProduction 3 weeks
ago bramdemets 3 weeks ago @FourCheeseProduction i'm sorry but what is genesis or
something?? bramdemets 3 weeks ago FourCheeseProduction 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @bramdemets it is the first book in the bible
FourCheeseProduction 3 weeks ago freezetime0 3 weeks ago I remember I was in dallas
texas with my family getting ready to go to the airport to come back to KY and we saw
this in the hotel lobby on the news.... freezetime0 3 weeks ago arianafifi 3 weeks ago My
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condolences. From Tucson Az. God bless you arianafifi 3 weeks ago thisniggajoe 3 weeks
ago @FullyUnflared youre an idiot thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago fliipiinlexii 3 weeks ago
SOMEONE PLEASE TELL ME.......WHERE IS THE 2ND TOWER?!?! fliipiinlexii 3
weeks ago OhNoiitsJordo 3 weeks ago @fliipiinlexii BEHIND IT! the angle makes it look
like theres only one tower. OhNoiitsJordo 3 weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago
@fliipiinlexii it fell. MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago RoscoMalosco 3 weeks ago when
did this happen and what city is this? sorry i've been in a coma for 17 years and i dunno
what the hell this is wtf is going on RoscoMalosco 3 weeks ago FourCheeseProduction 3
weeks ago @RoscoMalosco 9/11/01 new york city FourCheeseProduction 3 weeks ago
likacho7 3 weeks ago i am so sorry i watched film today about 11 september and i was
crying .. it is a big sin what happened 9/11/2001... that people who made that sin, i can
not belive how they can to killed so many people about nothing... they were and will be
monster !!!!! likacho7 3 weeks ago unheiligification 3 weeks ago it`s so shocking, i have
no words for this!!! ;(( unheiligification 3 weeks ago 1A2S3E4R 3 weeks ago P.S. airplane
fuel burns 1000 degrees maximum. The skeleton of twin towers was built to endure 3000
degrees minimum. Black boxes were designed to endure 2000 degrees. How could airplane
fuel destroy the buildings that require temperature of nuclear bomb to collapse? How
could savage "cave-men" from Afghanistan pass the defenses of greatest technological,
military power in history??? Think. 1A2S3E4R 3 weeks ago liamr821 3 weeks ago
@1A2S3E4R "cave-men" youu are the most ignorant cunt ever youve never been to the
middle east its much nicer than america and actually the jets burn and the buildings girders
werent suppossed to be able to take the heat so stop lying liamr821 3 weeks ago
1A2S3E4R 3 weeks ago @liamr821 Well it's a matter of taste weather is it nicer.America
is much richer, so life is easier.But obviously if you are a 80' guerrilla you are hiding in a
cave right?All those CIA, and satellites...Who is ignorant here? O_o And i must
disappoint you, but the hardened metal girders that any sky scraper (especially twin
towers) is built of, endures much more than 1000 degrees which is max. that jet fuel burns
at.Black boxes endure 2500 also.How curious they are destroyed too, dont you think?
1A2S3E4R 3 weeks ago DanLya11 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam why the fuck should I care about 9/11? for years americans funded irish
republican terorism in northen ireland DanLya11 3 weeks ago liamr821 3 weeks ago
@DanLya11 up the IRA ya smelly hun fuck off back to germany ya dirty orange cunt
liamr821 3 weeks ago DanLya11 3 weeks ago @liamr821 errr im not german,not orange or
dirty,im a british muslim :D so fuck u wank stain DanLya11 3 weeks ago SnickerBaby09
3 weeks ago 6 Every time this day comes around I'm always sad,I think about all the
people who died and it so sad : ' ( .I still remember when I was in the 5th grade when all
this happened.My teacher stopped what he was doing and drew what was goin on on the
white baord and I couldn't believe I cried all day long.......R.I.P to the victims and their
families. SnickerBaby09 3 weeks ago 6 Catholic118 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @horstherbert35 you said "@Catholic118 You will go to
hell, christian scum! ALLAHU AKBAR!" i'm going to hell because i'm christian and
wishing for peace?! no you're going to hell because you're happy your terrorist people
killed and keep killing lives !! stupid racist ! I hope Jesus will forgive you ! Catholic118 3
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weeks ago ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago @Catholic118 Why are people being so
rude??first becasue of religion..like im a catholic 2...but they should be sad and grateful
that they have all their family....today is a very unforgetable day.. May all the innocent
people who died R.I.P. ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago Catholic118 3 weeks ago
@ilovemusictwilight9 ofcourse we should be sad for those life taken by terrorists !! what
i'm saying is that Christianity and i mean the religion not the follower never tells you to
go for wars and kill ! i'm actually sad things like this happen in our world!! i think
building a mosque there will hurt the lifes of the families of those victims !! R.I.P.
Catholic118 3 weeks ago 14RockLobster14 3 weeks ago OK everyones whos fighting just
STOP. How can people post something so inappropriate about this video?! You make
me fucking sick! :'( 14RockLobster14 3 weeks ago FourCheeseProduction 3 weeks ago
GOD Bless America not alah bless america FourCheeseProduction 3 weeks ago setzerTV
3 weeks ago FUK U setzerTV 3 weeks ago setzerTV 3 weeks ago this is hella sad i cant
believe this happened setzerTV 3 weeks ago DanLya11 3 weeks ago why the fuck should
I care about 9/11? for years americans funded irish republican terorism in northen ireland
DanLya11 3 weeks ago natflix 3 weeks ago @DanLya11 so you're saying you don't give a
shit cos it's not your country? it isn't mine either but if you're not an evil cunt you'd
recognise that 3000 people died horrifically and you should show some respect. natflix 3
weeks ago DanLya11 3 weeks ago @natflix errrrr....no DanLya11 3 weeks ago liamr821 3
weeks ago @natflix dont see you showing some respect to the millions of people in the
middle east who died you ignorant cunts liamr821 3 weeks ago kevsterw1993 3 weeks
ago the government and millatary was broken, if it werent for all the brave people fire
figthers and passengers on flight 93 ect this tragedy could have been a lot worse, good
pless the patriotic innocent people who put the heart and love for their country to help
as much as they did kevsterw1993 3 weeks ago lunamoth3212 3 weeks ago thats so sad
... but if you look close enough you see all the angles fly down from heaven and take each
and every person to see god lunamoth3212 3 weeks ago liamr821 3 weeks ago
@lunamoth3212 so maths angles came and took people? good one retard liamr821 3
weeks ago valarmanwe 3 weeks ago Live and let live. valarmanwe 3 weeks ago UKsniper4
3 weeks ago kabooom UKsniper4 3 weeks ago bluefangpoisen 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4
your an ass hole why would you even try to act like you were in that attack, and i know
as a damn fact you didnt survive because every one in both flights died and if you did
survive the building when it collapsed it would of crushed you your such a dick head
bluefangpoisen 3 weeks ago bramdemets 3 weeks ago i had a dream last night and i was in
the building and then i heard a large explosion and the i wake up it was weird bramdemets
3 weeks ago dominicancheif117 3 weeks ago @bramdemets i had a dream once that i was
a swat officer and i was in the wtc and the building callapsed and i woke up sweaty and
my chest was in pain that was weird dominicancheif117 3 weeks ago bramdemets 3
weeks ago @dominicancheif117 it's sad watching those people who got nowhere to run
bramdemets 3 weeks ago brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago lmao i get such pleasure
watching this video i wanna jerk off hardcore brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago
bluefangpoisen 3 weeks ago @brokencydeOWNS1 your a jack ass bluefangpoisen 3
weeks ago brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago @bluefangpoisen haha i know fuck america
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and the rezidentz brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago woodsnext15 3 weeks ago
@brokencydeOWNS1 i would beat your fucking head in if i knew you. woodsnext15 3
weeks ago MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago @brokencydeOWNS1 what country are you
from? nazi germany or some shit? MrPennyworth007 3 weeks ago Catholic118 3 weeks
ago Comment removed 0Bryc30 3 weeks ago No matter how long time passes this day
will always send chills down my spine. To all those who lost there lives that day, rest in
piece. God bless America. 0Bryc30 3 weeks ago Commpton 3 weeks ago R.I.P :'( heros
<3 Commpton 3 weeks ago dominicancheif117 3 weeks ago at this time 9 years ago the
world trade center was gone. may the victims who died R.I.P. dominicancheif117 3 weeks
ago fliipiinlexii 3 weeks ago where is the second tower? fliipiinlexii 3 weeks ago
1970sarteaga 3 weeks ago I can't even begin to imagine how surreal this was for you to
watch as you video taped it. I know how surreal it is just for me to sit here & watch it on
video on youtube. I would personally like to thank you for making the descion to post &
share this video with everyone. It means alot! I turned on my tv that morning to see it
aired on every channel but it was nothing compared to watching it like this as it unfolded.
America was changed on 9/11/2001. May those that lost their lives that day RIP
1970sarteaga 3 weeks ago Tomo6976 3 weeks ago
Tomo6976 3 weeks ago andres120594 3 weeks ago Cuando la
camarografa sale del lugar se empieza a escuchar el verdadero sonido de lo que ocurre en
las calles andres120594 3 weeks ago YcelanProd 3 weeks ago Hard to believe this
happened 9 years ago! If anyone gets the chance, please watch my 9/11 tribute video..
just be ready to cry YcelanProd 3 weeks ago maryanneramer 3 weeks ago Thank you for
posting this. The shock, pain, and disbelief I heard in your voice throughout this echoed
exactly what I was feeling at that time. Your concern for all the people in the buildings
and on the ground (who may not have known what was happening behind them) is
indicative of the type of person you are. I know it must have been a difficult decision to
post this, but you have my thanks. maryanneramer 3 weeks ago fuckterriosts 3 weeks
ago FUCK ALL DAMN TERRIOSTS AND MUSLIMS THERE DUMB AND
PATHETIC I HOPE THEY DIE!! fuckterriosts 3 weeks ago 2091V 3 weeks ago
@fuckterriosts i respect ur name. 100%. 2091V 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago
@fuckterriosts Why would you want to have sex with them though. ste6666666 3 weeks
ago hdog731 3 weeks ago @fuckterriosts hey dude not all muslims r dumb and pathetic.
im muslim and im not bad. im just like normal peopla like u. only the al qaeda r evil not
american muslims hdog731 3 weeks ago liamr821 3 weeks ago @fuckterriosts oooh ahh
hezzbollah fuck american/israeli oppression free gaza save lebanon tiocfaidh ár lá from
the republic of ireland ya cunt liamr821 3 weeks ago lafodlafa 3 weeks ago hard day for all
americans...RIP victims...RIP ! lafodlafa 3 weeks ago MacGyver920 3 weeks ago It's 9
years now since this fucking accident happend! MacGyver920 3 weeks ago bramdemets
3 weeks ago @MacGyver920 it's like evrybody is whatching this video today
bramdemets 3 weeks ago bramdemets 3 weeks ago respect for the people who has died in
the building. bramdemets 3 weeks ago whysoseriousj23 3 weeks ago Happy 9/11
whysoseriousj23 3 weeks ago FourCheeseProduction 3 weeks ago 2 This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam thumbs up if you support the heroes who died that day
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FourCheeseProduction 3 weeks ago 2 Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @FourCheeseProduction
Don't know why your comment was marked as spam. There are some SICK weirdos at
there Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago FourCheeseProduction 3 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 thnx
FourCheeseProduction 3 weeks ago hdog731 3 weeks ago 7 every time i remeber 9/11 i
cry. guys plz dont offend me, but im muslim. guys for u all who think every muslim in
the world planned this attack, we didnt al qaeda did. im just like u all christains jews and
other races. the quran is not about hate killing aor evil. its about peace and how to treat
others kindly with respect. R.I.P. to all who died on 9/11 ameen:( hdog731 3 weeks ago 7
Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @hdog731 I'm afraid I have to disagree. Muslims aren't all evil
and you seem really nice but the Quran has a lot of evil in it. No offence to you
personally but I don't like Islam as I have read the Quran and see what it is all about. x
Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 What book do you
follow because if its the bible, well it has a lot of killing and an eye for an eye and all that
stuff don't forget. ste6666666 3 weeks ago Catholic118 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 the
bible says that eye for an eye is not accepted!! read what Jesus said about that same "eye
for an eye" he said love your enemies !! and in the bible there are no killings ! if you mean
when God took human lifes? He's God it's his decision !! but the Bible never Tells you to
kill ! Catholic118 3 weeks ago liamr821 3 weeks ago @Catholic118 emm how do you
know god is real? fuckin preachers..... liamr821 3 weeks ago liamr821 3 weeks ago
@ste6666666 i support you most of these people are ignorant and dont recognise the
HUNDREDS of thousands killed in the middle east liamr821 3 weeks ago hdog731 3
weeks ago @Rachiejane1 uh i havent read all about the quran but idk if it has evil, if it
does then it might be evil to u. how is it evil? can u explain? how? hdog731 3 weeks ago
Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @hdog731 I don't intend to offend any Muslims when I say this
but... in the Quran, Muhammed slept with a 9 year old little girl, captured women & used
them as sex slaves, Muhammed tells men to capture non-Muslims & try to convert them,
a woman's worth is that of 1/2 a man's, if a man should casually touch a woman then he
must 'purify' himself in water & if there is no water; dirt, it is OK to beat a woman...&
more. It's all there in the Quran - go read it to see x Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago hdog731 3
weeks ago @Rachiejane1 no he didnt use them as sex slaves he freed slaves and treated
them like his son/dautgher. and he doesnt capture nonmuslims he tried to convert them
though, but not hurt them. i have the histroy of prohpet muhhammad pbuh and nothing
about ihm is bad. he treated everyone equally. women is same as man just diffrent body
parts. its called wadu to purify and its only used when u PRAY not when u will have sex
with a women. hdog731 3 weeks ago Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @hdog731 PLEASE
PLEASE PLEASE go & read your quran & you will see it. He let the men who captured
these women & men use them as slaves & when men asked him if it was ok to have sex
with the women slaves, he said it was OK but only if they ejaculated inside them (sorry
if that is graphic). I PROMISE you it is all there. Muhammed did hurt people. It is
written that he hit his favourite wife for leaving the house without his permission & he
said it was OK to beat your wife after 2 warnings. Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago hdog731 3
weeks ago @Rachiejane1 i read the whole quran and theres NOTHING ABOUT
HAVING SEX WITH YOUR SLAVES! NONONONONO! I SWEAR TO ALLAH
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(GOD) that the quran is just like the original bible. if u say the quran is bad, then your
saying the bible is bad. he didnt hurt nobody and who ever tolld u this bullsihit is a lier.
so who told u ? a christain? how does a christian know more about islam if a muslim is
the one whos read the quran everyday, nothing bad in the book, and prays to God. com
on. and no he didnt beat hdog731 3 weeks ago Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @hdog731 There
is stuff about having sex with slaves- Qur’anic verse (4:24). I read the whole of the
Quran. Muhammed is always talking about women at his right hand & at his left. One is
for wives & the other is for the slaves! And if you don't know about the beating of
women thing then I don't believe you have read ANY of the Quran. A man gives the
woman 2 chances & then he can beat her. It's all there! No one had to tell me anything; I
read it for myself. I dont just believe all I'm told! Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago hdog731 3
weeks ago @Rachiejane1 uh i think the quran uread was not the quran. probably just
messed up and made changes. i hate it when that happens hdog731 3 weeks ago
Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @hdog731 Did you not check the Sura I gave you? One day you
will read ALL of it except for the 'nice' bits and you will see that it has nice bits and evil
bits, just like the Bible. Don't be blind to the truth Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago hdog731 3
weeks ago @Rachiejane1 ok let me get my quran.. hdog731 3 weeks ago DonLoganUK 3
weeks ago @Rachiejane1 quran,bible lol what the fuck.its got fuck all to do with that!
DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @DonLoganUK Some Muslim
asked me what I thought of the quran and I replied. Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago
DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago @Rachiejane1 its a war of those that have against those that
havent really here.dont fall for smoke screen DonLoganUK 3 weeks ago Rachiejane1 3
weeks ago @DonLoganUK I don't get what your sentence means? Rachiejane1 3 weeks
ago Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @hdog731 it is all in the quran & the hadiths. You say you
haven't read all of the quran but I have read it all & I promise that what I say is true. If
you don't believe me then go and read all of it yourself. And the wadu, I know is not for
before sex, it is for prayer but why should you have to purify yourself after touching a
woman? Women aren't dirty. That is again saying that women are worth less than men
which is not true. It is horrible and evil to all women Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago hdog731 3
weeks ago @Rachiejane1 i know women aint dirty but u dont have to purify after having
sex dude. we are not evil. if we WERE then we would travel to afganistan and kill
americans. no offense hdog731 3 weeks ago fliipiinlexii 3 weeks ago @hdog731 I wish
you could show all Americans who judge the Muslims that you also hurt from this
horrific event. R.I.P victims. fliipiinlexii 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago
@fliipiinlexii Well its let to millions of muslim deaths so I'm sure their loved ones hurt the
same way. What do you think? ste6666666 3 weeks ago FourCheeseProduction 3 weeks
ago @ste6666666 no not illions only thousands and we use percision and only kill the
terrorist groups not civilians.they kill civilians FourCheeseProduction 3 weeks ago
liamr821 3 weeks ago @FourCheeseProduction no you dont you kill more civillians than
anyone did you not see the documents that were stolen from the pentagon they showed
how many were really killed this isnt call of duty you stupid cunt liamr821 3 weeks ago
hdog731 3 weeks ago @fliipiinlexii ty dude :) hdog731 3 weeks ago MrTedtheteddybear
3 weeks ago rip all those who died on this horrific day! MrTedtheteddybear 3 weeks ago
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M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago (i live in germany and its 11 a`clock night) so good night all.. it
was a nice talking and commenting! M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago Desolate1134 3 weeks ago
All of America's government secrets, religion, 9/11, the monetary system. Sheep won't
educate themselves. zeitgeistmovie(dot)com/ Desolate1134 3 weeks ago ibiometryus 3
weeks ago Get you card today SECURE NORTH AMERICA LAND subscribe now
reserve your biometry ID NEVER AGAIN ibiometryus 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks
ago my favorite part is where the buildings fall down what wonderful example of
demolition happy september 11th UKsniper4 3 weeks ago Fadedecember14 3 weeks ago
Comment removed UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @Fadedecember14 thats not nice. UKsniper4
3 weeks ago Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @Fadedecember14 Ignore this idiot UKsniper - he
obviously has no life, heart or soul x Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
@Rachiejane1 thats not nice UKsniper4 3 weeks ago Alexander961 3 weeks ago 2 Let's
respect the people who perished on that fateful day. Please. Alexander961 3 weeks ago 2
Bas2thesem 3 weeks ago 12:20: "It was a military plane" Bas2thesem 3 weeks ago
M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago MegaMrWar look on your channel comments :P M0RGaN98 3
weeks ago brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam HAHAH BUILDING GO BOOM happy 9/11 you american fags piss on the
graves of the lost brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago Fadedecember14 3 weeks ago
@brokencydeOWNS1 Shut up you little sceenie weenie. Go suck another dick.
Fadedecember14 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @Fadedecember14 I bet your
mom would be proud of your lovely illuminated comments in reference to all these poor
dead people. ste6666666 3 weeks ago tfcknuckles12 3 weeks ago @brokencydeOWNS1
fuck u tfcknuckles12 3 weeks ago Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @tfcknuckles12 Ignore
people like this. They thrive on attention and probably have no lives. They are no better
than the people who did this and should get pyschiatric help or at LEAST should not be
allowed anywhere near people or computers Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago kirra16 3 weeks
ago @brokencydeOWNS1 Whoa fuck you to pussy. kirra16 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3
weeks ago @kirra16 Are you frustrated that you have to talk dirty in a disrespectful way
in front of people that have lost loved ones on Sep 11. Grow up ste6666666 3 weeks ago
stuntpigmy1 3 weeks ago @brokencydeOWNS1 dude y would u say tht u fuckin paki
scum ! stuntpigmy1 3 weeks ago brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago @stuntpigmy1 im
american XD fuckin hate this country brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago Fadedecember14
3 weeks ago @brokencydeOWNS1 Then leave. Nobody's stopping you. After all, you
ARE a gangster. Fadedecember14 3 weeks ago stuntpigmy1 3 weeks ago
@brokencydeOWNS1 still y say it stuntpigmy1 3 weeks ago brokencydeOWNS1 3
weeks ago @stuntpigmy1 best day of my life watching these fuckers jump out of
buildings XD brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago DarkBlueFlower72 3 weeks ago
@brokencydeOWNS1 would you shut the fuck up it is not funny to watch all of those
hopeless people fall to there death i hope that some one hexes you someday
DarkBlueFlower72 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @DarkBlueFlower72 freedom
of speach UKsniper4 3 weeks ago Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago @DarkBlueFlower72 Please
don't react to these idiots who post evil things. That's exactly what they live for. Other
than this they have no lives. I know it's frustrating but they want nice people like you to
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react so they can keep commenting these disgusting things. At least most people out
there are nice and normal, unlike them x Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago DarkBlueFlower72 3
weeks ago @Rachiejane1 your right DarkBlueFlower72 3 weeks ago brokencydeOWNS1
3 weeks ago @DarkBlueFlower72 you right ITS FUCKING HILARIOUS TO WATCH
IT OMG ITS A TERRORISTS WET DREAM NOT THAT IM A TERRORIST
CANADA FTW !!!! brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago
@brokencydeOWNS1 You are a coward because you would only say this on u tube. Try
saying it tomorrow to real people that might actually hit you. i don't think so.
ste6666666 3 weeks ago brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 haha well im in
canada atm and we all think america sucks soo okay ill say it in front of people and wed
all laugh XD even if i lived back in detroit atm id still do it no1 would hit me XD
brokencydeOWNS1 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @stuntpigmy1 Do you know
this thread is in relation to September 11, you seem to have taken the wrong turn from
the Hitler youth training programme video. Racist ste6666666 3 weeks ago hdog731 3
weeks ago @brokencydeOWNS1 stfu u prick go to hell hdog731 3 weeks ago Rachiejane1
3 weeks ago @hdog731 Don't respond to this IDIOT. He is looking for someone to react
so he can have his fun because this is all he has. I feel the same as you but this guy and
those like him are all pathetic and have no souls x Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago Desolate1134
3 weeks ago BRAINWASHED FAGGOTS BUSH KILLED EM ALL Desolate1134 3
weeks ago Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago 28 This is HORRIFIC. I still remember coming home
from school & this had just happened & my family all sat round & watched it amazed at
what we were seeing. We couldn't believe it. Bless all the people who died that day &
may they rest in peace. For all those heroes who went back into the Towers & the
Pentagon to rescue people there are no words of gratitude strong enough to express how
wonderful you are. What an awful thing to happen, not only to those who died, but for
humanity x Rachiejane1 3 weeks ago 28 freakinfunnyful 3 weeks ago @Rachiejane1
Amen freakinfunnyful 3 weeks ago CentralJerk 3 weeks ago Never forget. I miss you dad.
CentralJerk 3 weeks ago freakinfunnyful 3 weeks ago @CentralJerk Im sorry for your
loss. freakinfunnyful 3 weeks ago ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago @CentralJerk I am
really sorry about your loss.Are you ok? ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3
weeks ago @ilovemusictwilight9 no i am not. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 what ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @ilovemusictwilight9 what do u want UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 what do u want?wat r u even talking about
ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @ilovemusictwilight9 i am
talking about 9/11 i was inside flight 11. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago ilovemusictwilight9 3
weeks ago @UKsniper4 umm ok ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks
ago @ilovemusictwilight9 no realy i did it was fun we had th ride of our lives the only
bad bit was when we crashed into the north tower i got scared. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
1970sarteaga 3 weeks ago @CentralJerk God Bless. Sorry for your loss. 1970sarteaga 3
weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago 11 my dog kako was a german sheperd and always
came to me when i was sad. he died on that day in manhatten. i miss you and love you
soo much kako. M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago 11 KrisCorpus005 3 weeks ago The world
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trade center.. is no more. KrisCorpus005 3 weeks ago BlackFox0911 3 weeks ago This
message goes out to all the legally sane people who aren't begging for attention. Please
stop responding to the comments of people who mock the events of 9/11/2001. Everyone
can see that they're either begging for attention or lack souls and should not even be called
a human being. Just leave them alone. Responding to them is exactly what they want
BlackFox0911 3 weeks ago sithsg 3 weeks ago GAG sithsg 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3
weeks ago Comment removed MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago dudes i watch hole video
MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago Comment removed SweetMissVee 3
weeks ago @barbaro267 nope. Is it good? SweetMissVee 3 weeks ago HumanszB 3
weeks ago Condoleante :| ! HumanszB 3 weeks ago 08SFINEST 3 weeks ago The
creepiest part about this video is the music in the background...like its unnerving...like
how can you be so calm in the midst of all of this??? 08SFINEST 3 weeks ago
1970sarteaga 3 weeks ago @08SFINEST I think the music was already playing when
they heard the noise & went to the window to video tape what was happening. With all
that was happening I am sure the last thing they thought of was turning off the music!?!?
Calm? Did you not hear the woman in the background crying & sobbing & how emotional
these ppl were watching this as it unfolded right before them & so close to home to them?
1970sarteaga 3 weeks ago Chhllooooeeee 3 weeks ago R.I.P to the people who lost there
lives in 9/11 :'( Chhllooooeeee 3 weeks ago elioraceit 3 weeks ago the woman crying
breaks my heart. i'm glad you all were safe and unharmed. elioraceit 3 weeks ago
MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago /watch?v=lhdoCJFURkY u need to watch guys ! MegaMrWar
3 weeks ago kudjo24 3 weeks ago 1,691 terrorists thumbs downed this? kudjo24 3 weeks
ago soccergirl051 3 weeks ago when my sister was in 5th grade (she is a sophmore in
collage now) she said she watched it happen during school she told me excatly what she
saw.............. rip all those people that died (dont forget april 15th 1912 when titanic sank)
soccergirl051 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago lol r.i.p to all those computers that
were killed in 9/11 my thoughts are with the folks at microsoft. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
ste6666666 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 This was so funny it must make all those poor
people who lost loved ones so happy and comforted your such a lovely warm soul to
know. ste6666666 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 thats not nice.
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago bweek0123 3 weeks ago It's so funny that u guys are jealous of
the U.S. If we did u wrong... Write us a letter, and shove it up ur ass. If we hurt u in some
way... Write us a nice long letter explaining how, and then, shove it up ur ass. If we
offended u in any way, shape, form or fashion, write us up a letter full of ur concerns,
then take that letter, and shove it up ur towel head, cab driving, non English speaking,
dirty sand trekking asses. And we will be sure and get back to u as soon as we blow u
up... And fin bweek0123 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @bweek0123 Yes this
type of person? is the problem. Baaaaa Baaaaa Baaaaaa Baaaaaa ste6666666 3 weeks ago
RMcKeNzIe11 3 weeks ago I hate All the fucking paki kooned fucks burn them all I hate
everyone of them just fucking bomb there temples nd shit where they pray then see how
the feel! RMcKeNzIe11 3 weeks ago metallicamex8309 3 weeks ago @RMcKeNzIe11
with all do respect on what u say i agree but only on the terrorist ones cuz what is the
fault of others that have nothing to do with this horrible attacks the real terrorists should
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b killed not everyone that has been raised by a religion and believes im not a United States
citizen but i still feel sick on this attacks on innocent people so let them attack the
warriors and keep safe the innocents metallicamex8309 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks
ago @RMcKeNzIe11 Your mom must be so proud of her illiterate racist child.
ste6666666 3 weeks ago salflon 3 weeks ago this was an inside job. namely, that have
done the Iluminati. Writes on Youtube ,,the arrivals, salflon 3 weeks ago Swampertchamp
3 weeks ago 3 RIP to everyone who passed away on this tragic day ;( Swampertchamp 3
weeks ago 3 karolkuzma21 3 weeks ago [*][*][*] [*] karolkuzma21 3 weeks ago
Nailorotiris 3 weeks ago I'm not the american but I just want to tell you that this is the
NOSTRADAMUS EFFECTS. Soon we will know the answer in the last day who the
hell is the SON of DARKNESS. GOD BLESS OUR PLANET. VIVA AMERICA
Nailorotiris 3 weeks ago karolkuzma21 3 weeks ago [*][*][*] [*] karolkuzma21 3 weeks
ago wi161 3 weeks ago 9year;( wi161 3 weeks ago Gregorius23 3 weeks ago It was selfmade by the USA ! Gregorius23 3 weeks ago MuhammadIsADragQueen 3 weeks ago I
heard most muslims were cock sucking butt pirates. Is it true that mecca is the meeting
place for one giant ass ramp for these dune coons? Fuck mecca, fuck your quran and fuck
your intolerance you ass clowns. Just remember we can nuke mecca at any given time.
MuhammadIsADragQueen
3
weeks
ago
liamr821
3
weeks
ago
@MuhammadIsADragQueen actually the U.N and a missile shield stands in your way
dont call them in tolerant you cunt look at ur comment liamr821 3 weeks ago gabrielk44 3
weeks ago Hard to believe it's already been 9 years. gabrielk44 3 weeks ago MegaMrWar
3 weeks ago realy am not kidin MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
@MegaMrWar ur dad is a great pilot. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 HOW U NOW HE IS A PILOT !!!!!!!!!!!!! & HOW U NOW HE
DRIVED THAT PLANE & HE IS DEAD MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks
ago @MegaMrWar because i am clever UKsniper4 3 weeks ago MegaMrWar 3 weeks
ago @UKsniper4 ohh u now me ! MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago i
remeber this day i whas out in school i whas like 6 years old we run out my 2 friend die
& my little brother i cant stop remeber of this day MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago
M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago @MegaMrWar is that true? M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago
WOLF3CHILD 3 weeks ago IT WAS ON THE NEWS ABOUT THE YOUNG MAN
AND THE DOG IN THE MEMORIALS AND THE ANIMALS IN THE APTS. AND
ON THE SPCA PROGRAM WHERE PEOPLE SIGNED RELEASES AND WENT
INTO THE RESTRICTED AREAS, THAT HAD NO ELECTRICITY, ETC. AND
THE BUILDINGS THAT WERE DAMAGED. THAT IS THE REASON THAT WE
STARTED SEEING SO MANY ANIMALS IN THE HOSPITALS THAT WERE
OVERWEIGHT AFTER THAT. THE ANIMALS THAT SURVIVED HAD FREE
FEEDERS AND WATERERS, OR THE TOILET TO DRINK OUT OF. OR FOOD
BAGS THAT THEY COULD TEAR INTO. WOLF3CHILD 3 weeks ago
RebekahTori123 3 weeks ago wow, people below neeed to grow up. this was one of the
worst days in history. RebekahTori123 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago
@RebekahTori123 Its terribly sad that so many people come on threads like this just to
spread hate. Because they are so small and frightened inside. ste6666666 3 weeks ago
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AddictedGamer5 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam My
dad died tht day he drove the planee into the building lol AddictedGamer5 3 weeks ago
parisiteinfect 3 weeks ago @AddictedGamer5 -_- parisiteinfect 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98
3 weeks ago @AddictedGamer5 dont make fun of your dad, what if he realy dies?
M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago [ ] [*] *** M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago hahahahah i love the fact that when the plane crashes into the
building the kaboooooooooooon sound comes 1 hour later lol. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
papinsac 3 weeks ago I find it amazing that these people have an apt thats easily 40
stories high and there able to open the whole window with no safety screen, too cool but
what an event they captured. papinsac 3 weeks ago RavenDayofFC 3 weeks ago This
was so sad to watch I wasn't old enough to know what was happening, Now I know and
understand how wrong it was that happened and I actually know what happened.
RavenDayofFC 3 weeks ago LVonV 3 weeks ago Ignore the people posting trollish
comments, you're only giving them the reaction they want. @NetworkLive Thanks for
posting this video, it's both fascinating and saddening. LVonV 3 weeks ago ssylwiaa127 3
weeks ago Dziś mija 9 lat od tragicznego zamachu na World Trade Center oddaje hołd
zmarłym w tej katastrofie[*][*][*] [*] [*] ssylwiaa127 3 weeks ago Toyo9J 3 weeks ago
hehehe hihahaha this shit is so funny im soo glad they put this in every channel back in
2001 i was changing channels and everywhere i see is burning buildings , planes ,
pentagon , america , hahahehe i laugh with tears all day ^_^ Toyo9J 3 weeks ago
stefieannmusic 3 weeks ago the images are just so surreal. my heart aches watching this.
god bless america. and god bless the victims of such a terrible act. stefieannmusic 3 weeks
ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago Always Peace and love. M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago
AddictedGamer5 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I
LOVE THOSE GUYS WHO CRAASHED INTO THE BUILDING THERE
AWESOME THEY DROVE A FUCKING PLANE INTO A FUCKING BUILDING
AWESOME!!!!!!!!!!!!!!( GO TERRACE) AddictedGamer5 3 weeks ago Amicobello 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Kaboom hahahaha some
good shit!!! Amicobello 3 weeks ago 300Darksky 3 weeks ago we live our lives sum not
thinkin of this day but when it cums we all remember wat happened on September 11 of
2001. RIP to all the ppl who died on the horrible day and fer the ppl whos families died
during this day may they live happily 300Darksky 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago
Always peace and love, even when you would be on the World Trade Center, the WTC
was just a disaster made by an Asshole. M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago ssylwiaa127 3 weeks
ago 2 Dziś mija 9 lat od tragicznego zamachu na World Trade Center oddaje hołd
zmarłym w tej katastrofie[*][*][*] [*] [*] ssylwiaa127 3 weeks ago 2 MegaMrWar 3
weeks ago i whas super scard MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago RoldanIncorporated 3 weeks ago
If only they had helicopters on the roof for evac.. at least a couple dozen would have
been saved.... RoldanIncorporated 3 weeks ago name456vids 3 weeks ago fuck camel
jockeys and sand niggers name456vids 3 weeks ago MuhammadIsADragQueen 3 weeks
ago I love when mooooooslim fags feel unwelcome in the USA. If you don't like it here
than get the fuck out and go back to your shit hole desert that will soon be converted to a
glass factory. Fuck your Allah, Fuck your Quran and Fuck your diaper headed women.
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MuhammadIsADragQueen 3 weeks ago MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago realy i dont whanna lie
i whas there i whas crying like a baby my friend died there & hes brother i whas like
crying like a little baby MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago The way you
get through tragedy is to look at the good things in life. M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago
TheCrunkboient 3 weeks ago this is horrible TheCrunkboient 3 weeks ago the14u36 3
weeks ago God bless all the people that were murdered by the american goverment on
that day. the14u36 3 weeks ago hollyfetter 3 weeks ago wow. this really touched me. we
went on a freedom walk on the 10th since we dont have school today, and nobody
seemed to care- even I didnt- just because we couldnt here the speakers. this video makes
me remember what 9/11 is all about. im sending this to everyone I know. thank you for
posting this. hollyfetter 3 weeks ago ssylwiaa127 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Dziś mija 9 lat od tragicznego zamachu na World Trade
Center oddaje hołd zmarłym w tej katastrofie[*][*][*] [*] [*] ssylwiaa127 3 weeks ago
sosforever 3 weeks ago R.I.P sosforever 3 weeks ago calculuswoman 3 weeks ago just like
little children that want attention, ignore all disrespectful comments. They WANT you to
get mad and reply. just hit the flag button... calculuswoman 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3
weeks ago @calculuswoman Thats what we always do and I'm fed up listening to half
illiterate empty soulless people. That think they are clever. ste6666666 3 weeks ago
MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago i20:40 MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i love when the World Trade Center
fale !!!! MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago ssylwiaa127 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Dziś mija 9 lat od tragicznego zamachu na World Trade
Center oddając hołd zmarłym w tej katastrofie[*][*][*] [*] [*] ssylwiaa127 3 weeks ago
DidYourMomOSaurus 3 weeks ago i bet that by 3:00 in this video, people in california
were talking about it, i was only 5 then... they evacuated us from school... and everyone
was crying and nobody would letm me know why... DidYourMomOSaurus 3 weeks ago
AddictedGamer5 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam My
dad died in the accident he was the guy driving the plane in the fucking bulding!
AddictedGamer5 3 weeks ago IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3 weeks ago
@AddictedGamer5 LOL HAHAHAHA IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3 weeks ago
AddictedGamer5 3 weeks ago @IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE LOL FUNNY
AddictedGamer5 3 weeks ago C1RCAz 3 weeks ago why ! C1RCAz 3 weeks ago
IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam 9/11 WAS SOO FUNNY I SHITED MYSELF AND MASTERBAITED TO
THE DEAD PEOLPE IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3 weeks ago MrLoce13 3 weeks
ago @IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE Idiot!! MrLoce13 3 weeks ago HeroicAmbitionz 3
weeks ago @IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE You have no heart HeroicAmbitionz 3 weeks
ago ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago @IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE It's not
funny...you know what would be funny???to see you rot in hell....!!you have no heart!
ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago XxBeccaLovesYewxX 3 weeks ago @bweak0123 wow.
You're an idiot. XxBeccaLovesYewxX 3 weeks ago MoonDutchessMusic 3 weeks ago
Rest in peace for everyone who died at that day. MoonDutchessMusic 3 weeks ago
ssylwiaa127 3 weeks ago Dziś mija 9 lat od tragicznego zamachu na World Trade Center
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oddając hołd zmarłym w tej katastrofie[*][*][*] [*] [*] ssylwiaa127 3 weeks ago
XxBeccaLovesYewxX 3 weeks ago @MegaMrWar wtf is wrong with you? Do you even
realize how many people died? It's not "just the wtc", it's the lives that got taken away
from so many people. XxBeccaLovesYewxX 3 weeks ago MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago i
now mutch mutch mutch worst things MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago ssylwiaa127 3 weeks
ago Niech spoczywają w pokoju:) ssylwiaa127 3 weeks ago bweek0123 3 weeks ago All
these guys talking shit about 9/11 and America are just mad bc they are from shithole
countries. They probably go hungry at night bc their families don't have any money and
it's Americas fault. Or maybe they live under a dictator or an autocracy and it's Americas
fault. Possibly they live in a gay ass country where liberal queers rule and it all Americas
fault. Or Maybe they are towel heads and get off when Americas is hurting. But America
ALWAYS has the last laugh. We run the world! I love bweek0123 3 weeks ago Ally65ful
3 weeks ago WOW!!!!!!!! This has to be the sadist thing I have ever seen!!!!!!! Ally65ful
3 weeks ago MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam SO COOL !!!!!!!!!!!!! MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago iamashleyhearmerawr1 3 weeks
ago @MegaMrWar NO it's not cool if you were in the middle of this you wouldn't be
saying it's cool... :l iamashleyhearmerawr1 3 weeks ago DjevelNerden 3 weeks ago
@MegaMrWar had you been there you would have cried like a baby DjevelNerden 3
weeks ago WellGosh99 3 weeks ago When the buildings collapsed, did that kind of like
extinguish the fires? Good video. I've watched it a lot before. I remember on 9/11 flight 93
flew over my elementary school and we sat out in the hallways with textbooks over our
heads for like 2 hours. Dumb school didn't even call an early dismissal. WellGosh99 3
weeks ago MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago who got Steam if u got it add me air852
MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago Mk1615 3 weeks ago @prplekity Almost missed this
wonderful comment amongst the trash. God bless you! Mk1615 3 weeks ago
stefieannmusic 3 weeks ago this makes me so sad. i will never forget this day.
stefieannmusic 3 weeks ago captivesparrow 3 weeks ago 2 Never forget. Never.
captivesparrow 3 weeks ago 2 M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago that isnt a ufo, its a helicopter
for news!!! M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago dudes this things can
happen times but why is the girl like Crying its just World Trade Center MegaMrWar 3
weeks ago VivaLaTiia 3 weeks ago @MegaMrWar She was crying because all of the
people who were dying. VivaLaTiia 3 weeks ago MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago @VivaLaTiia
ok thats why she cryed thx dude for telling me MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago
NekoChristinaSG 3 weeks ago May the Families of the people who died in this terrible
event live happily. NekoChristinaSG 3 weeks ago Liffdaddy 3 weeks ago Be thankful
that Bush was president back then, he had it right when he pushed us to fight back
against extremists. Hopefully Obama won't last long as president, i fear that the U.S. will
suffer greatly because of his inability to lead a nation. RIP to all the innocent men and
women that lost their lives that day. Liffdaddy 3 weeks ago fugdemgm 3 weeks ago
WHERE WAS GOD? AT THAT TIME? GIVE ME A LIKE IF U THINK ABOUT
THAT WHEN THAT WAS HAPPENING fugdemgm 3 weeks ago MegaMrWar 3
weeks ago i whanna se the thing Like Fall MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago 118ally 3 weeks ago
this is sad..i hear a britsh person talkin in the backround 118ally 3 weeks ago
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HoboCrazy13 3 weeks ago why would you stay there in the house while that was
happening?? i woulda been out by 11:13 minutes. HoboCrazy13 3 weeks ago
MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago 11:53 so cool !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago
iLemonzie 3 weeks ago Where is the other tower? iLemonzie 3 weeks ago TheTT19 3
weeks ago r.i.p. twin towers , they didn't deserve this at all. Stupid terrorist you took
innocents lives. i about to cry this is cold hearted of them. TheTT19 3 weeks ago
MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago Damn i wich i whas there its like so cool MegaMrWar 3 weeks
ago Ally65ful 3 weeks ago WOW!!!!!!!! Ally65ful 3 weeks ago ilovemusictwilight9 3
weeks ago Why are ya chatting???this is no place to chat...this is serious..ya act like its a
joke ya are lucky to have a family unlike other children who lost their families there!
ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago Comment removed arnoldo87
3 weeks ago oh crap 11:03 right side arnoldo87 3 weeks ago manuntd2009 3 weeks ago
kill all arabs and muslims the dirty mother fuckers. manuntd2009 3 weeks ago
Healthylight 3 weeks ago @manuntd2009 Not all of them are terrorists. Shut your
mouth, you make Americans sound ignorant. Have some respect. Healthylight 3 weeks
ago manuntd2009 3 weeks ago @Healthylight listen dont fucking bother me with this
ignorant bullshit..you ar ignorant fuckers who need to be exterminated..we need to nuke
mecca, hitler should have gotten rid of all the arabs. manuntd2009 3 weeks ago
misskimber16 3 weeks ago @manuntd2009 be more mature the attacks was fron only the
group caled AL QAEDA AND OSAMA BIN LADEN misskimber16 3 weeks ago
manuntd2009 3 weeks ago @misskimber16 thanks for proving my point.....AL QAEDA
AND OSAMA BIN LADEN are both fucking dirty arab and muslim. manuntd2009 3
weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago so sick how people are.. how about the hijackers
die... OH THey died already ... M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago PjotrMahh1 3 weeks ago Thank
You very much, Bob and Bri, for this video from Low Manhattan. The people must see
what happened in New York on this day in September 2001. PjotrMahh1 3 weeks ago
MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago Damn u comentare so mutch guys MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago
xmetl 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam this is so funny
xmetl 3 weeks ago LemonProductions09 3 weeks ago @xmetl I hope you are talking
about the comments, this is not funny. LemonProductions09 3 weeks ago Healthylight 3
weeks ago I cannot beleive how disrespectful some of you people are being. Healthylight
3 weeks ago Gunter88888888 3 weeks ago TERRIBLE!! Gunter88888888 3 weeks ago
Musikmacher1 3 weeks ago why are you american people building a center for muslims
know. and that at the same place where the building colapsed. You are stupid.
Musikmacher1 3 weeks ago slasher1087 3 weeks ago @Musikmacher1 yeah because its
what we all want. not like there are any protests against it er anything. and you mean
now not know. slasher1087 3 weeks ago stefieannmusic 3 weeks ago @Musikmacher1
we're not! the american people (or most) are against it. and it's not ON the site...it's near.
get your facts straight before you call us stupid! stefieannmusic 3 weeks ago Mk1615 3
weeks ago @Musikmacher1 many of us do not want the building. It is a slap in the face
and many are trying to fight it, Mk1615 3 weeks ago Healthylight 3 weeks ago Rest In
Peace </3 God Bless America. Healthylight 3 weeks ago LemonProductions09 3 weeks
ago Hey anyone who is responding to mrulostthegame ignore him all he wants is
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attention. LemonProductions09 3 weeks ago plasticsteel 3 weeks ago Remember 9/11
plasticsteel 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago im scared after i watched this! all these
people.. even in germany all over the news they saying about wtc M0RGaN98 3 weeks
ago MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago so many Commentares this turned to a Chat MegaMrWar
3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago @MegaMrWar thats what i said M0RGaN98 3
weeks ago MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago @M0RGaN98 LOL MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago
MajinHalo521 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame Grow up. I don't think you realize the
pain and suffering of the families not just in the United States, but in Iraq, Iran, and
Pakistan because of useless conflict started by little trolls like you. Youtube doesn't
deserve a brainless troll such as you, especially when you dare to go off and rant about
9/11 in that way. You know what? Do us all a favor, and close your account. While your
at it, sell your computer and rid the internet of yourself! Good ridance! MajinHalo521 3
weeks ago SteinhoffGA 3 weeks ago 2 God Bless America!!! To all the heros in the world
past ,present and future.God Bless You All!!! We will never forget any of you!!
Thankyou for all you done for us!!! SteinhoffGA 3 weeks ago 2 aelgould 3 weeks ago
This day should be remembered for all of the hundreds of people that died today and all
of the people that lost people they loved. D"o you have msn? racism? swearing?" I think
you should be ashamed of yourselves, aelgould 3 weeks ago TheJonFawcett 3 weeks ago
this video makes me appreciate the war in Afghanistan even more. Remember 9/11 from
Britain. and thank the soldiers who are fighting abroad. TheJonFawcett 3 weeks ago
ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago May all these innocent people rest in peace :/ R.I.P.
ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago yeeh yeeh Morgan
MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago 14dollars 3 weeks ago IT'S 11/9 NOT 9/11 !!!!! 14dollars 3
weeks ago HendoRFC1 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame Away Suck Your Boyfriends
Sausage, Choke And Die!!!!!! HendoRFC1 3 weeks ago I3igTasty 3 weeks ago that was
my first day of school. I3igTasty 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago yes M0RGaN98
3 weeks ago mjuare05 3 weeks ago never forget 9/11...please... mjuare05 3 weeks ago
MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago dude this whas 2001 now we are 2010 MegaMrWar 3 weeks
ago Healthylight 3 weeks ago I was in pre-school and my dad came home early from
working in L.A. Thinking they might target L.A. This is terrible, But look at America
now. GOD BLESS AMERICA. Healthylight 3 weeks ago MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago
What ur doin guys MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago delonh92 3 weeks ago this is Horrible
commentary!!!! delonh92 3 weeks ago AnuraNirvana 3 weeks ago @delonh92 It's not
suppose to be a commentary.. AnuraNirvana 3 weeks ago MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago hi
Morgan !! MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago @MegaMrWar lol atleast
one person smart enough to know my name by reading account name xD M0RGaN98 3
weeks ago MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago ayeeh yeeh MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago
AlexGudesblat 3 weeks ago 9/11 Rest In Peace. They are in God's loving and merciful
hands. AlexGudesblat 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago hi all lol M0RGaN98 3
weeks ago WOLF3CHILD 3 weeks ago REMEMBER THE DAY. NO ONE WAS
ALLOWED INSIDE OF A SIX BLOCK AREA FOR WEEKS AFTER. WHEN
PEOPLE WERE FINALLY LET IN, THEY FOUND THEIR ANIMALS DEAD, AND
ANIMALS FEEDING OFF OF THE DISABLED PEOPLE AND OTHER PEOPLE
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THAT HAD DIED IN THEIR APTS. ONE OF THE PEOPLE IN THE PLANE WAS
A YOUNG MAN FROM CA WHO, AFTER HIS FAMILY HAD MOVED OUT
HERE, WENT BACK TO GET THE FAMILY DOG AND BRING IT BACK OUT
HERE. THEY WERE BOTH ON THE PLANE. WOLF3CHILD 3 weeks ago Mk1615 3
weeks ago @WOLF3CHILD Where do you find this information? Mk1615 3 weeks ago
WOLF3CHILD 3 weeks ago @Mk1615 WOLF3CHILD 3 weeks ago brandonvanessa 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam get the fuck over it.
brandonvanessa 3 weeks ago marratje1 3 weeks ago @justinikkifeb14 well i live in
Belgium so it's a little less awkward. but every time i watch the news they talk about 9/11
so i'm happy but still a little sad for all the people who died. marratje1 3 weeks ago
MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago at 05:00 you can se how it is MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago
SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago @SmylyHD "hell" is fiction like narnia theres just as much
chance ill go to narnia! idiot SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago brettaburger 3 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam sorry for crashing the plane. thats why I
shouldnt eat shrooms and drink 40s while i fly. brettaburger 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3
weeks ago ya.. M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago many comentares
MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago i live in germany, its the 11th
september 2010.. allover on news about wtc! M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago HoboCrazy13 3
weeks ago i was in pre school when this happened. we got out of school early even
though we were far away. they thought there were going to be more attacks. my mom
wouldnt let me watch it on tv. it was really scary. i live by an army base and they had
planes circling all night. it was truly terrifying. i hope nothing like this ever happens
again. RIP to everyone who died in the towers that day. HoboCrazy13 3 weeks ago
eaglenest9 3 weeks ago Great video thanks for sharing and don't listen to some of these
other morons because only Americans that love their country understand. This was truly
a American tragedy and we must never forget for it makes us stronger. PS no mosque,
never! eaglenest9 3 weeks ago prisoner109 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam ✈ ▌▌ XDDDDD HAPPY 9/11!! prisoner109 3 weeks ago natflix 3
weeks ago @prisoner109 you're an inbred cunt natflix 3 weeks ago MegaMrWar 3 weeks
ago funny people is ding !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago ibloxProductionz 3
weeks ago @gaylordz123 Oh cool, yeah it is pretty sad but oh well. ibloxProductionz 3
weeks ago gaylordz123 3 weeks ago @ibloxProductionz Yeah :/ gaylordz123 3 weeks ago
eisenkreuzmusik 3 weeks ago 10 9 years ago today. Forever in our hearts and minds, we
remember and never forget. eisenkreuzmusik 3 weeks ago 10 M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago
@ChaosMaster7 shut your mouth M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago MegaMrWar 3 weeks ago
am gonna tell about Arabs arabs arent Terrorists its like some Arabs are terrosits but
most of all arabs arent Terrorists but realy its cool how the thing happen like pam haha
but people ding there & my friends Uncle friend whas in Flight 93 MegaMrWar 3 weeks
ago JRayMalcolm 3 weeks ago @NetworkLive could you stop the commenting on this
video please? JRayMalcolm 3 weeks ago SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago @hiitisbrooke did god
bless my best freind when he died from addisons disease when we were 15? did god bless
my freind who jumped infront of a train because this world fukked his head!
noooooooooooooooooooooooooo u fukkin morons if god is real well all see him when we
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get to hell! SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago Prev 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Next Reply Block
User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders &
Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety
mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist
Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to
active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue
Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel
Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001
Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond to this
video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All
Comments (47,032) ChaosMaster7 3 weeks ago hahahahaha, this shit is so funny,
ahahahaa ChaosMaster7 3 weeks ago FairytaleDream13 3 weeks ago I cant imagine how
scary that must have been! FairytaleDream13 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago
SHUT UP YOUR ALL TYPING CRAP, JUST COMMEN ABOUT THE VIDEO
M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago HorusAllSeeingEye 3 weeks ago inside job HorusAllSeeingEye
3 weeks ago katiewink123 3 weeks ago You have an awesome camera. katiewink123 3
weeks ago CDkilla1944 3 weeks ago Unbelievable CDkilla1944 3 weeks ago chrisig717 3
weeks ago i was in first grade when this happened.. i got outa school early because my
schools about 10 mins away from the pentagon.. i got home and all i see on tv was
burning buildings i was so mad that pokemon wasnt on... chrisig717 3 weeks ago
barbaro267 3 weeks ago 3 It's so sad. When the first plane crashed, everyone figured it
was an accident. But after the 2nd, it was clear. Then the panic spread. God sent us a
wake up call guys :) also, has anyone seen the movie Remember Me? so sad! :*(
barbaro267 3 weeks ago 3 brettaburger 3 weeks ago did anyone get hurt in the making of
this film brettaburger 3 weeks ago Gunter88888888 3 weeks ago It's terrible
Gunter88888888 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago this turned into a chat.. btw does
anyone have msn? XD M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago HoboCrazy13 3 weeks ago was the first
video already down in this video?? HoboCrazy13 3 weeks ago MrUlostTHEgame 3
weeks ago ✈ ▌▌. BYE BUTTHURT FAGS ENJOY THE REST OF YOUR 9/11. BTW
(dont fead the troll) YOU LOST THE GAME MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago
dragonflamable 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame bye fag ill see u in a body bag
dragonflamable 3 weeks ago djpalle1 3 weeks ago when the towers crashed down much of
the peoples were outside it was the normal persons which safed them they are real heros i
think djpalle1 3 weeks ago gameguru81 3 weeks ago Arabs are a sick disgrace for humans
they should all Burn In Hell! gameguru81 3 weeks ago ibloxProductionz 3 weeks ago
@gameguru81 Racist peice of shit, you think arabs could do that? ibloxProductionz 3
weeks ago jwreck25 3 weeks ago I'll never forget this. jwreck25 3 weeks ago
snapplejacksabc 3 weeks ago woa 26 mins how did youtube allow tht snapplejacksabc 3
weeks ago Gunter88888888 3 weeks ago RIP Gunter88888888 3 weeks ago gaylordz123
3 weeks ago Now its 9 years ago when this happened :( Now a long silent moment for
this sad tragedy :( and fucking Terrorist Bastards >:( gaylordz123 3 weeks ago
ibloxProductionz 3 weeks ago @gaylordz123 Blind fool XD ibloxProductionz 3 weeks
ago gaylordz123 3 weeks ago @ibloxProductionz what do you mean? gaylordz123 3
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weeks ago ibloxProductionz 3 weeks ago @gaylordz123 You think terrorists did that? :o
ibloxProductionz 3 weeks ago gaylordz123 3 weeks ago @ibloxProductionz Yupp thats
my tought, because they do everything stupid :( and what do you think? :3 gaylordz123
3 weeks ago ibloxProductionz 3 weeks ago @gaylordz123 Ahh, your gonna hate me.. I
believe the goverment planned this :o ibloxProductionz 3 weeks ago gaylordz123 3 weeks
ago @ibloxProductionz Ooh okey :) and i wont get angry. im from sweden so. but i still
think this is sad :( gaylordz123 3 weeks ago TheBillyhub 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam ✈ ▌▌ 'BOOOOM! HAPPY 9/11
AMERICUNTS! TheBillyhub 3 weeks ago krishnapathak1 3 weeks ago RIP.
krishnapathak1 3 weeks ago bercikdell 3 weeks ago Dobrze tak amerykańcom zasranym
:) bercikdell 3 weeks ago mikey829726 3 weeks ago nobody deserved to die that day
R,I,P to ever 1 who died in that crash. mikey829726 3 weeks ago MomijiLover13 3
weeks ago I'm so happy that America hasn't forgotten this horrific event. Let us honor
our fallen heroes for all eternity. God bless America! God bless the world!
MomijiLover13 3 weeks ago ROBLOXroad55 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Cool. Rolling comments. ROBLOXroad55 3 weeks ago
MattsFarm01 3 weeks ago @ROBLOXroad55 yeah i know MattsFarm01 3 weeks ago
ROBLOXroad55 3 weeks ago Cool. Rolling comments. ROBLOXroad55 3 weeks ago
MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago ✈ ▌▌. YOUR MISERY IS GETTING ME OFF
MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago dragonflamable 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame still no
comeback?
dragonflamable 3 weeks ago MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago
@dragonflamable ✈ ▌▌. HERE YA GO AMERICUNT :D MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks
ago dragonflamable 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame u must really fail at life
dragonflamable 3 weeks ago TheBillyhub 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame LOL
TheBillyhub 3 weeks ago ProDit1995 3 weeks ago It's just smoke. ProDit1995 3 weeks
ago SikkemaStudios 3 weeks ago Im from holland, 9 years ago i was 6, and now im a little
older i still dont understand the world we live in... I feel so sorry of what has happened
11 september 2001... Wish i could give life back to everyone who lost it that day... RIP
SikkemaStudios 3 weeks ago MrSeduction7 3 weeks ago Towers have fallen because in
them the bomb has been put. Planes here at anything... MrSeduction7 3 weeks ago
chimpnation23 3 weeks ago we will never forget! chimpnation23 3 weeks ago TrvD1 3
weeks ago 20:00 The guy says... "No its awesome." TrvD1 3 weeks ago ProDit1995 3
weeks ago Yay tactical nuke. ProDit1995 3 weeks ago ProDit1995 3 weeks ago
Gaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa-aaaaaay. ProDit1995 3 weeks ago isthisreal1991 3 weeks
ago those who find this funny deserve to be tortured alive there is no joking around here
thumbs up if you agree thumbs down if your just an asshole isthisreal1991 3 weeks ago
M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago ** WARNING: IF YOU HAVE NOTHING NICE TO SAY
THEN DON'T SAY IT*** M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago MattsFarm01 3 weeks ago
@M0RGaN98 oooooooooooooooo MattsFarm01 3 weeks ago Funnyperson170 3 weeks
ago i was like 4 or 5 2 days after my birthdat cuz my birthday was the 9/9
Funnyperson170 3 weeks ago ProDit1995 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Everyone who reads this is gay. ProDit1995 3 weeks ago Zanxism 3
weeks ago 2 Fuck the people that disliked this, Zanxism 3 weeks ago 2
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MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago ✈ ▌▌. AMERICUNTS I LAUGH AT YOUR
STUPIDITY! happy 9/11 babe :D MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago SmylyHD 3 weeks
ago @MrUlostTHEgame Your a fucking virgin SmylyHD 3 weeks ago
MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago @SmylyHD no im not D: i fucked your WTC
8======✈ ▌▌. MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago ProDit1995 3 weeks ago
@MrUlostTHEgame I fucked your mom. ProDit1995 3 weeks ago justinikkifeb14 3
weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame aren't you bored. go find something better to look at. go
to a justin bieber page and vent. justinikkifeb14 3 weeks ago ZombieLovingIdiots 3 weeks
ago @MrUlostTHEgame ZombieLovingIdiots 3 weeks ago dvelts15 3 weeks ago
@MrUlostTHEgame do you EVER know how to shut the living FUCK up? fuck off
with the stupid "AMERICUNTS" bullshit cuz its not even funny dipfuck. now log off
your computer and find some other thing to waste your life with than being a
disrespectful, ignorant fuck face. lives were lost 9 years ago how bout showing just a little
respect by at least shutting the fuck up alright? good day asswipe. dvelts15 3 weeks ago
MrsxJonasxObsessed 3 weeks ago sorry but how the fuck are they so calm? i'd be
screaming and crying MrsxJonasxObsessed 3 weeks ago SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago
AMERCA= LIES= TERRORISM= HATRED= OIL= A WHOLE LOT OF
DUMBASSES WHO BELIEVE WHAT THERE TOLD ON THE NEWS, THE NEWS
IS RUN BY THE GOVT! THIS MEANS U ONLY HEAR WHAT THE GOVT
NWANTS U TO HEAR! ITS NOT THE FUKIN TRUTH! IT COULDNT BE MORE
SIMPLE! DID U ALL GRADUATE FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF
DERRRRRRRRRRR? SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago TheLADODGERS 3 weeks ago fuck
my sister was born on that day in new york!! TheLADODGERS 3 weeks ago
ProDit1995 3 weeks ago Enemy airstrike on the way. ProDit1995 3 weeks ago marratje1
3 weeks ago Wow it's kinda weird that it's my birthday today *-* marratje1 3 weeks ago
justinikkifeb14 3 weeks ago @marratje1 what is it like every year? is it sad or happy. i
don't wanna say happy birthday cause it would make me second guess my self. what
should i say? justinikkifeb14 3 weeks ago heartwings61 3 weeks ago I'm sure this video
wasn't put up so everyone could go at each other. 9/11/2001 was a terrible day for this
country and for the families who lost their loved ones. The loss of lives should anger you
not what someone says here. Show respect, not ignorance. heartwings61 3 weeks ago
callofpaul 3 weeks ago INSIDE JOB!!!!!!! callofpaul 3 weeks ago Footballboy2696 3
weeks ago oh my god...@ 7:00 you see two jumpers... Footballboy2696 3 weeks ago
M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago @Footballboy2696 lol laptop screen to dirty M0RGaN98 3
weeks ago douglasemmanoel 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam I made a video and posted on Youtube to show my love for the United States. I'm
not American.This is incredible, love beyond borders. I'm living proof that you can love
another country. I'm doing publicity about love, let's say no to xenophobia.Bring peace to
the world, and the Internet is the greatest way to reach those people seeking a place to
gather crops in democratic accountability by giving the right to freely manifests and gives
opinions,ideas and thoughts. Well,visit my channel,thanks douglasemmanoel 3 weeks ago
Tachin1994 3 weeks ago 2 Shit... I was 7 years old when this happened... Watching the
news... i didn't get it, i was thinking on a regular fire until the other plane crashed... Well,
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not only the US having a nostalgic feeling this day... Meanwhile, at the south of the
world, anarchy and bandalisms takes over the city, as allways, remembering the
dictatorship. Rest in Peace, poor inocent souls, that died showing up the world, the worst
face of mankind... Greetings from Chile. Tachin1994 3 weeks ago 2 trevizzle0101 3
weeks ago This was Al Qaeda, a terrorist group made up of a messed up branch of
muslims (jihadists i ithink) not all muslims are terrorists. But damn the ones that are
trevizzle0101 3 weeks ago douglasemmanoel 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam I made a video and posted on Youtube to show my love for the
United States. I'm not American.This is incredible, love beyond borders. I'm living proof
that you can love another country. I'm doing publicity about love, let's say no to
xenophobia.Bring peace to the world, and the Internet is the greatest way to reach those
people seeking a place to gather crops in democratic accountability by giving the right to
freely manifests and gives opinions, ideas and thoughts. Well,visit my channel,thanks
douglasemmanoel 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago ▌▌ Never forget. M0RGaN98 3
weeks ago SoSmileyLilly 3 weeks ago ha people keep saying so and so did it. But i
dont'really care all I know thousands died that day and who ever did this doesn't have a
heart. SoSmileyLilly 3 weeks ago BlackFox0911 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame - The
best piece of advice that I ever got was from my grandfather. We were in the middle of a
tornado warning, my sisters and my mother were huddled in a corner scared stiff, and I
was trying to act brave until my grandfather looked at me and said, "if you're scared, just
say you're scared". My grandfather died, and I've carried that advice with me ever since.
I'd like to pass along a modified version of that advice to you... "if you're desperate for a
hug, just ask for one..." BlackFox0911 3 weeks ago owkun99 3 weeks ago
@BlackFox0911 that really touched me lol but seriosuly how is that going to get you any
brave? owkun99 3 weeks ago rstim 3 weeks ago INSIDE JOB rstim 3 weeks ago stzebi 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Happy 9/11! =D stzebi
3 weeks ago hellraisers11 3 weeks ago Oh my gosh eveytime I watch this it makes me so
sad and MAD!!! hellraisers11 3 weeks ago dunkincaps 3 weeks ago some people say it
was binlade how do dee no that? dunkincaps 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago this
comment page turned into a CHAT lol.. M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago SuperPapi83 3 weeks
ago for fuk sake stop sayin god bless u! he DOES NOT EXIST! and hes not gonna bless
u! america killed them! america is the terrorist! everyone knows this except for u ignorant
yankees! thees more proof that it was ur govt and not terrorists!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! do just a
little research instead of believing the the retarded media! MEDIA= LIES!!!!!!!!! DERP E
DERP PEDURRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR! DUMBASSSSSSSSSES SuperPapi83 3 weeks
ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago @SuperPapi83 how should you know if god exists!
M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago @M0RGaN98 well have you seen
him! if u cant see him or speak to him touch or feel him then how can he b real. theres
more proof that he doesnt exist! if he does exist then hes 1 sick fukka who ill meet in hell
SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago MomijiLover13 3 weeks ago 2 @SuperPapi83 Jeez! If you
hate America so much, why don't you get off the internet. The internet is an American
invention, after all. MomijiLover13 3 weeks ago 2 SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago
@MomijiLover13 YEAH AND WITHOUT THE TELEPHONE " AN ENGLISH
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INVENTION" THERE WOULDNT
HAVE BEEN ANY INTERNET!
RRREEETTTAAARRRDDD! WE HAVE A RETARD ALERT PLL! SuperPapi83 3
weeks ago SmylyHD 3 weeks ago @SuperPapi83 Somebody is going to hell SmylyHD 3
weeks ago Remembermatt4ever 3 weeks ago We will never forget the people who lost
their lives that day. Remembermatt4ever 3 weeks ago XboxEntertainmentHD 3 weeks
ago fuck alkida why would they do this those sons of a bitches deserve to be ripped apart
limb by limb XboxEntertainmentHD 3 weeks ago daftpunkman65 3 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam 1 word: OWNED!!!!!!!
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA KA-BOOM MOTHERFUCKERS!!!! daftpunkman65 3
weeks ago dragonflamable 3 weeks ago @daftpunkman65 thats not one word dumbass! if
ur going to dis something at least do it correctly. stupid dragonflamable 3 weeks ago
bruiseviolet05 3 weeks ago @daftpunkman65 You're fucked. Do you know how many
people got killed that day? bruiseviolet05 3 weeks ago MomijiLover13 3 weeks ago
@daftpunkman65 I hope you know that 310 of the casualties WEREN'T Americans. Not
so funny now, is it? MomijiLover13 3 weeks ago MattsFarm01 3 weeks ago if ur in the
uk the the 9\11 movie was just on channel 4 and watching them say good bye to there
familtys on the cell phones made me sad R.I.P WTC MattsFarm01 3 weeks ago
prplekity 3 weeks ago GOD Bless AMERICA!!!! The ONE and ONLY God! prplekity
3 weeks ago MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam ✈ ▌▌. Happy 9/11 everyone :D best day ever MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago
telebrasilchelle 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame Desgraçado telebrasilchelle 3 weeks ago
sweetypie4321 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame What is wrong with you?!
sweetypie4321 3 weeks ago batterseaspark 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Pres. Bush and Cheney REFUSED to testify publicly under OATH
about 911.[ Only an investigation intoThe greatest MASS-MURDER crime in U.S.
History!!! ] They finally made a deal with the Commission to testify on April 29, 2004,
with specific conditions:They would testify together, behind closed doors, They would
NOT be under OATH, and Their testimony would not be recorded electronically or
transcribed...and only 3 handpicked comissioners[<13] to be present. any questions??
any answers?? batterseaspark 3 weeks ago a99197 3 weeks ago Comment removed
MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@a99197 ✈ ▌▌. BUT IM NOT IN THE BUILDING!!! IM HERE TAKLIN TO U
BUTTHURT AMERICUNTS MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago MattsFarm01 3 weeks
ago @MrUlostTHEgame im not american but your a CUNT !!!!!! MattsFarm01 3 weeks
ago dragonflamable 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame u suck at spelling so STFU!!!
dragonflamable 3 weeks ago MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @dragonflamable ✈ ▌▌. awwww umad. HERE YA GO
AMERICUNT ITS MY DICK SMASHING YOUR PRECIOUS BUILDING
8=========D ▌▌. MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago MomijiLover13 3 weeks ago
@MrUlostTHEgame If you were shot in the head, the only thing this world would loose
is a bullet. MomijiLover13 3 weeks ago dragonflamable 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame
i always thought u were gay but now i know i am right! dragonflamable 3 weeks ago
MattsFarm01 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame DICK DICK DICK CUNT !!!
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MattsFarm01 3 weeks ago MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago @MattsFarm01 ✈ ▌▌. here
ya go MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago MattsFarm01 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame
BOLLOCKS MattsFarm01 3 weeks ago dragonflamable 3 weeks ago
@MrUlostTHEgame what a gay comeback! but i guess thats why u said it cause ur gay
dragonflamable 3 weeks ago SmylyHD 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame Your a fucking
troll ass little bitch SmylyHD 3 weeks ago MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago @SmylyHD
✈ ▌▌. JUST LOST THE GAME MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago SmylyHD 3 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @MrUlostTHEgame Here is
some advice - GO FUCKING KILL YOURSELF SmylyHD 3 weeks ago mikey829726 3
weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame YOU ARE THE SICKEST PERSON I HAVE EVER
TALKED 2. F**K U! R,I,P every 1 who died that day mikey829726 3 weeks ago
MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@mikey829726 DICK IN WTC 8========D ▌▌. MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago
dragonflamable 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame u wish those buildings were you
dragonflamable 3 weeks ago mikey829726 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @MrUlostTHEgame YOU ARE THE SICKEST PERSON I
HAVE EVER TALKED 2. F**K U! R,I,P every 1 who died that day. mikey829726 3
weeks ago HendoRFC1 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame You Ignorant Fuck, Die Of
Cancer Prick >:( Ohh An Your Dicks Only 1" HendoRFC1 3 weeks ago
MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago @HendoRFC1 ✈ ▌▌. LOL HERE YA GO
BUTTHURT FAG MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago ZombieLovingIdiots 3 weeks ago
@MrUlostTHEgame wow your cool, kid. Get off the computer and find something
better to do than tick off people, moron(: ZombieLovingIdiots 3 weeks ago
MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago @ZombieLovingIdiots ✈ ▌▌. awwwwww umad?
MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago ZombieLovingIdiots 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame
Lol no, I'm laughing at what a moron you are, troll(: ZombieLovingIdiots 3 weeks ago
MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago @ZombieLovingIdiots ✈ ▌▌. LOST THE GAME
MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago ibloxProductionz 3 weeks ago @ZombieLovingIdiots I
don't think he gives a damn :) ibloxProductionz 3 weeks ago dragonflamable 3 weeks ago
@ZombieLovingIdiots me too dragonflamable 3 weeks ago MattsFarm01 3 weeks ago
@MrUlostTHEgame GET A LIFE FOR FUCK SAKE MattsFarm01 3 weeks ago
MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago @MattsFarm01 ✈ ▌▌. I HAVE A LIFE!!!! ya know
who doesnt? the people in the WTC LOL!!!! :D MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago
dragonflamable 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame still no comeback dragonflamable 3
weeks ago MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago @dragonflamable ✈ ▌▌. lol your next
americunt MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago darkedgekilla 3 weeks ago
@MrUlostTHEgame Fuck go back your country and blow your self up in a hole, Btw
not even america, just what you should do. darkedgekilla 3 weeks ago dragonflamable 3
weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame it took u some time to finally say that! p.s. learn to spell
dragonflamable 3 weeks ago BGJFDJHG 3 weeks ago @dragonflamable just ignore him
..he's just jealous we live in an honorable country..he's probably in a shit hole right now
hahaha BGJFDJHG 3 weeks ago mikey829726 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame U
ARE A SICK CUNT BURN IN HELL mikey829726 3 weeks ago MattsFarm01 3 weeks
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ago @MrUlostTHEgame i fucked ye mum out side the WTC 2 days before 911
MattsFarm01 3 weeks ago ibloxProductionz 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @MattsFarm01 He doesn't give a damn ;d ibloxProductionz 3
weeks ago MattsFarm01 3 weeks ago @ibloxProductionz i know he is a prik
MattsFarm01 3 weeks ago kianna14ful 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame ur so fucking
stupid. kianna14ful 3 weeks ago dragonflamable 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame im still
waiting fag dragonflamable 3 weeks ago justinikkifeb14 3 weeks ago This has been flagged
as spam
show hide Not Spam @dragonflamable its funny how he has no
subscribers.......... justinikkifeb14 3 weeks ago eternallyyours1 3 weeks ago
@MrUlostTHEgame YOU ARE SICK. eternallyyours1 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3
weeks ago The only thing worse then a 767 hitting a Tower are the People who die and
suffer after that on that day. Thumbs up if you like this Comment M0RGaN98 3 weeks
ago timrice666 3 weeks ago @M0RGaN98 Americans were happy to support IRA
terrorism ( noraid etc) but when it affects them? Do you now understand what we went
through? timrice666 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago a good example of demolition.
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago Sart3k 3 weeks ago UFO @ 5:33 !!! Aliens! Sart3k 3 weeks ago
BlackFox0911 3 weeks ago I was preparing to take my drivers license test. Happy
"sweet 16" I guess. There aren't too many words that can describe the emotion of that
day. Hell on Earth for a start. We may never know and / or catch who was "really"
responsible, but they'll get their just reward some day. But that still doesn't take away
from the 2 hours of living Hell experienced by those trapped in the towers BlackFox0911
3 weeks ago TheHollandInn 3 weeks ago we will never forget the evil that we saw that
day... TheHollandInn 3 weeks ago ThriLLerQueen1989 3 weeks ago this is one of the
most tasteful and realistic reaction documentaries I have seen so far. It gave me chills.
Anyone who remembers that day in 2001 will NEVER be able to forget the image. I
myself live in California, but the images of that day will forever haunt me. You were up
close and personal with the heartbreak. You're brave for posting this.
ThriLLerQueen1989 3 weeks ago Ratacon2004 3 weeks ago OMG! This lady or guy has
like the best footage I have ever seen on this. Ratacon2004 3 weeks ago princess041797 3
weeks ago Im srry to loss who lost ppl in this its very sad im really srry!!
princess041797 3 weeks ago 33Cathiee 3 weeks ago I remember when this happened; I
was only 5 or six. but the memory stayed clear in my head, the image of that building
falling to the ground. So now nine years on today I wanted to pay my respects to all who
died on that day...for the angels that jumped, the hero's who fought , the survivors, the
public, the people on the flights + the emergency services for doing their best. 9-11 was
the day that didn't only change America, but it changed the world. love and love again from ireland. <3 33Cathiee 3 weeks ago bere0903 3 weeks ago check google people it has
a little lable bere0903 3 weeks ago telebrasilchelle 3 weeks ago Meu deus Ir para a página
inicial: telebrasilchelle 3 weeks ago tnznksngboy 3 weeks ago so sad tnznksngboy 3
weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
The only thing worse then a 767 hitting a Tower are People dying and suffering after that.
Thumbs up if you like this Comment, if you have nothing nice to tell about it then don't
say it. M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago jayc1035 3 weeks ago so sad i jhada causin die on 9/11
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and i did not really get to see him much before that because i lived in a different state than
he did. jayc1035 3 weeks ago BPSX3LR 3 weeks ago Man fuck those stupid sand
niggers! BPSX3LR 3 weeks ago TheHolycraphead 3 weeks ago @BPSX3LR i know
TheHolycraphead 3 weeks ago TheBillyhub 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam ✈ ▌▌ "BOOOOOOM!" HAPPY 9/11 AMERICUNTS.
TheBillyhub 3 weeks ago CodGenius55 3 weeks ago @TheBillyhub shut the fuck up you
inconsiderate asshole CodGenius55 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The only thing worse then a 767 hitting a tower
are the people loosing lives and suffering. Thumbs up if you like it, if you have nothing
nice to say about it then don't say anything. M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago Mejo702 3 weeks
ago this shit.. makes me cry x'S .. May God watch over us >.,< Mejo702 3 weeks ago
MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago show hide ✈ ▌▌. HEY AMERICUNTS!!!! umad?
MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago SiiNTi 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame No one should
be mad at a sand nigger like yourself. Go get beheaded like the worthless trash that you
are faggot. SiiNTi 3 weeks ago TrumpetRed114 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame Fuck
you? TrumpetRed114 3 weeks ago MattsFarm01 3 weeks ago @TrumpetRed114 you
said it MattsFarm01 3 weeks ago mobspeak 3 weeks ago I hope everybody had a great
sept 11th :) mobspeak 3 weeks ago hiroler123 3 weeks ago @mobspeak HOW DO YOU
HAVE A "GREAT" SEPT 11TH 3000 PEOPLE DIED 9 YEARS FROM TODAY
hiroler123 3 weeks ago Sp33dyMik3 3 weeks ago @hiroler123 ye and thousands of
people die everyday whats your point? i guess we can say have a great day any day then.
Sp33dyMik3 3 weeks ago KaraUchiha 3 weeks ago When the reporter said "The World
Trade Center is no more.", that literally sent chills through my body......God Bless them
all. KaraUchiha 3 weeks ago xXNoraxXd 3 weeks ago Thumbs Up if while whattching
this you got atleast 20 or more comments by other ppl on this vidio but this is
SOOx1346 Sad :'( xXNoraxXd 3 weeks ago mrsbieberlovesful 3 weeks ago rest in peace .
you will always be in my prayers. mrsbieberlovesful 3 weeks ago olalexam 3 weeks ago I
couldn't see the movie because I began to cry. That day was the most horrible for all of
us. olalexam 3 weeks ago rayallen40 3 weeks ago the person driving the plane was muslim
rayallen40 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @rayallen40 Are you sure you actually
drive planes ste6666666 3 weeks ago DraconTakemaru 3 weeks ago 9/11 i was in jr high
when this happened, its hard to believe its been 9 years now. we will never forget
DraconTakemaru 3 weeks ago Cynder4me14 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam 4 minutes ago The people who joke around with this just to try to
be funny are SO not cool! >_< this is one of the worst days in american history and alot
of selfish people treat it like a joke! Did anyone hear about what happened to those who
were trapped on the upper part of the towers?! It's so sad! They only had three choices
and those choices only lead to death! Like this if you agree that the people that even just
joke around about the towers isn't right! Cynder4me14 3 weeks ago MrUlostTHEgame 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ✈ ▌▌. RIP DADDY
HOPE U LIKED GETTING HIT BY A 747!!!! lol happy 9/11 MrUlostTHEgame 3
weeks ago pimpdogpatrick 3 weeks ago Listen asshole people lost their fucking lives
because you thought it was fucking funny I hope u get what u deserve you fucking
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cocksucker pimpdogpatrick 3 weeks ago Poiple5 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam ▌▌ NEVER FORGET Poiple5 3 weeks ago likewell 3
weeks ago World peace... Learn to understand, respect and love everyone.... I wonder
when this will come to mankind...... likewell 3 weeks ago NOFINCLUE 3 weeks ago
THANK YOU FOR SHARING. THANKS TOO ALL THE MEN AND WOMEN
WHO HELPED, STILL CANT BELIEVE IT. NOFINCLUE 3 weeks ago
ralphwiggum14 3 weeks ago ✈ ▌▌ ralphwiggum14 3 weeks ago SatiJoel 3 weeks ago 2
Rest in peace to all that died. Your spirit will live on. Never forget. SatiJoel 3 weeks ago 2
M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago Comment removed TheMrOsura 3 weeks ago 19:40
OMGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG TheMrOsura 3 weeks ago SmyLy44 3 weeks ago
the hour that changed amerika SmyLy44 3 weeks ago MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ✈ ▌▌ AMERICUNTS ARE
DEAD LOL. happy 9/11 to the family you lost lol MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago
xZaccKy1 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame xZaccKy1 3 weeks ago TaneTv15 3 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @MrUlostTHEgame BITCH
ID FUCK YOU UP TaneTv15 3 weeks ago Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago Look zietgeist 1,2
on internet for free, Obama deception and many more movies. You think some people in
a cave have a chance to come in United states air force territory ? Come on you cant
bullshit me you can bullshit yourself. Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago 1stAidMEDIC 3 weeks
ago 2 At 12:40 - 12:44 the lady says that "their attacking the WTC not us", thats a lie.
That day we all where being attack. Black, white, hispanic, dont matter. If ur a citizen of
the US u where attacked 1stAidMEDIC 3 weeks ago 2 danielfronty 3 weeks ago ✈ ▌▌
danielfronty 3 weeks ago xZaccKy1 3 weeks ago @danielfronty Youre a fuck up
xZaccKy1 3 weeks ago QueenSunnyKnight 3 weeks ago This day was horrible. I was in
5th grade and my class was in the library. The teachers from the hall came in a turned the
news on, my school was on lock down. Everyone was crying, parents were picking up
there kids. My mother came and got me and my siblings. We got home and my step dad
was watching the news, and we stayed in livingroom watching it. It was horrible. R.I.P
all! QueenSunnyKnight 3 weeks ago SaarSpacey 3 weeks ago 2 We never forget this
day!!! SaarSpacey 3 weeks ago 2 Carrx12345 3 weeks ago today is my birthday, its
always been a bitter sweet one since 2001 Carrx12345 3 weeks ago inycxchris 3 weeks
ago Why are people filling up the comments with arguing. I lived in nyc when this
happened and I'm still traumatized because of watching people jump and hearing them hit
the ground. You guys either have no souls or take this tragedy as a joke. If your going to
argue, go do that someplace not related to 9/11. The only effect 9/11 had on you people
was the hassle of more airport security. You guys don't care about the people that were
stuck in that burning building and had no choice but to jump. inycxchris 3 weeks ago
ste6666666 3 weeks ago @inycxchris Thanks for this truthful comment. Why is no one
listening to the truth. respecting the dead is part of all religions. and even if your an
atheist it doesn't excuse such troll behaviour on here your still supposed to be a human
being. ste6666666 3 weeks ago JordanRobz 3 weeks ago Okay, this might be just
''another boring 9/11 tribute paragraph'' or whatever, but all i gotta say is, RIP to
everyone that passed on that day, im not american i am british and i say this day was the
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one day that shook not just america, but THE WORLD, everyone that doesnt care for
this, need to open their eyes and not listen to bullshit songs or bullshit movies about
what ''ACTUALLY HAPPENED THAT DAY'' the truth is just one great big MINDFUCK, no-one knows what actually happened that day, RIPx JordanRobz 3 weeks ago
GravityGraphics 3 weeks ago ✈ ▌▌ GravityGraphics 3 weeks ago mcpro97 3 weeks ago
@GravityGraphics И чего тут смешного mcpro97 3 weeks ago uncblue92 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam God Bless America. uncblue92 3
weeks ago uncblue92 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
God Bless America. uncblue92 3 weeks ago mcpro97 3 weeks ago This is the most
terrible day in American life mcpro97 3 weeks ago D00MonEarth 3 weeks ago
@mcpro97 no , the worst day was when Paris Hilton was disinherited D00MonEarth 3
weeks ago eternallyyours1 3 weeks ago the sounds of the sirens...all of it..just wow. This
video makes it very "real" compared to just the news footage. The sounds of what
happened that day...it's just terrible. I really feel for the families who lost love ones that
day. eternallyyours1 3 weeks ago MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam ✈ ▌▌. HAPPY 9/11 EVERYONE :D (lol they dead)
MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago BryanElMatatan 3 weeks ago WoW !!! BryanElMatatan
3 weeks ago Lilred5687 3 weeks ago Very sad video this made me cry may god bless all
of the families left behind and RIP to the ones who did not survive this tragic day
Lilred5687 3 weeks ago gravehorder 3 weeks ago i really wish i wasnt in new york that
day.... gravehorder 3 weeks ago VWA2MKII 3 weeks ago Wow... I got choked p
watching this. This changed the world. VWA2MKII 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks
ago @VWA2MKII Unfortunately not for the better ste6666666 3 weeks ago ronte246 3
weeks ago Comment removed M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago you think about your calm life
and good times you had before you die, you know that you have to go before it gets
worse, you'd miss evryone you know. and never see again, that's the end of life ... you'd
never thought you would die on a tower... M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago citrusboy254 3
weeks ago at like 19 minutes that stupid whore kept saying OMG ANNOYING!
citrusboy254 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @citrusboy254 Do you not think
your horrible comment is annoying, oh but thats ok ste6666666 3 weeks ago
DjBassline96 3 weeks ago 2 today 9 years ago DjBassline96 3 weeks ago 2
HeartXCrossbones 3 weeks ago 2 R.I.P to those who lost their lives. HeartXCrossbones
3 weeks ago 2 DjBassline96 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam 9 years ago today* DjBassline96 3 weeks ago drtbkr408 3 weeks ago 21 America
will never forget this day. God Bless. drtbkr408 3 weeks ago 21 gravehorder 3 weeks ago
@drtbkr408 and neither will the terrorist gravehorder 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks
ago @gravehorder You can't even find them ste6666666 3 weeks ago TheHolycraphead 3
weeks ago @drtbkr408 i did not mean to vote down my computer is acting gay
TheHolycraphead 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @TheHolycraphead Are you
homophobic do you have a secret ste6666666 3 weeks ago DjBassline96 3 weeks ago
Comment removed JBieberNation101 3 weeks ago 55 RIP daddy , we love you < 3
JBieberNation101 3 weeks ago 55 shiites4martyrdom 3 weeks ago @JBieberNation101
The CIA gave Osama Bin Ladden one billion dollars. This had nothing to do with Islam.
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shiites4martyrdom 3 weeks ago MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago @JBieberNation101 hey
JBeiber... ✈ ▌▌ HE DEAD XD MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago mcpro97 3 weeks ago
@MrUlostTHEgame And What Fun mcpro97 3 weeks ago WoWdin 3 weeks ago RIP
WoWdin 3 weeks ago 1stAidMEDIC 3 weeks ago @JBieberNation101 God bless u.
1stAidMEDIC 3 weeks ago LalaxLisi 3 weeks ago @JBieberNation101 omg your dad
died sweetheart? thats terribal!! god bless you LalaxLisi 3 weeks ago MrUlostTHEgame 3
weeks ago @JBieberNation101 ✈ ▌▌ RIP DADDY I HOPE YOU LIKED GETTING
HIT BY THAT 747 LOL MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago N3Dra97 3 weeks ago
@MrUlostTHEgame Asshole N3Dra97 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago
@MrUlostTHEgame Soulless gutless coward ste6666666 3 weeks ago sweetypie4321 3
weeks ago @JBieberNation101 i am very sorry for you loss. God bless you(:
sweetypie4321 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @JBieberNation101 All this hate
and there are comments like this what is wrong with people. ste6666666 3 weeks ago
justinikkifeb14 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 some people just don't have hearts.
justinikkifeb14 3 weeks ago TheMFamify 3 weeks ago This was crazy. Thx to all the ppl
who helped like the firefighters and police and to the ppl who through the guy out of the
plane who was about to crash the capitol and the white house TheMFamify 3 weeks ago
MegaNalts 3 weeks ago my uncle was on the flight 93 flight that never reached the target
MegaNalts 3 weeks ago 1stAidMEDIC 3 weeks ago I was in 3rd Grade when this
happened. God bless those souls! 1stAidMEDIC 3 weeks ago gravehorder 3 weeks ago
religeons are made of both good and evil people. to say a religion is evil is to say that a
gun is evil. a guns only evil if the person holding it is evil. gravehorder 3 weeks ago
rayallen40 3 weeks ago @gravehorder i agree rayallen40 3 weeks ago TaneTv15 3 weeks
ago ufo at 5:38 TaneTv15 3 weeks ago latinluigi 3 weeks ago The NIST report is a lie
from start to finish, fabricated by criminals who were granted immunity from
prosecution.. We need to make *damn sure* these criminals are held accountable, without
the luxury of immunity. Everyone involved in 911 and the cover-up, needs to pay with
their lives. We must never let 911 get swept under the rug. latinluigi 3 weeks ago
sydneyneew 3 weeks ago 1,677 people enjoyed this... You people are going to hell.
sydneyneew 3 weeks ago leah08leah 3 weeks ago Arabs are mean to America. leah08leah
3 weeks ago gravehorder 3 weeks ago @leah08leah all of them? gravehorder 3 weeks ago
rayallen40 3 weeks ago @leah08leah no thir not your gay papa is rayallen40 3 weeks ago
sniper3690 3 weeks ago @leah08leah No shit sherlock! sniper3690 3 weeks ago
ste6666666 3 weeks ago @leah08leah Baaa Baaaa Baaaaaaa ste6666666 3 weeks ago
KurisuSamurai 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 Just another ignorant comment!! Get lost!
KurisuSamurai 3 weeks ago rachellovessyouu 3 weeks ago i can't imagine being there,
looking up at it as a firefighter. where do you go from there? what are you expected to
do? rachellovessyouu 3 weeks ago XPurplexStarburstX 3 weeks ago 9 years ago and I
still wanna bawl my eyes out :( XPurplexStarburstX 3 weeks ago leah08leah 3 weeks ago
Arabs are bad bad bad. leah08leah 3 weeks ago gravehorder 3 weeks ago @leah08leah
really? and whats your reasoning for this? gravehorder 3 weeks ago rayallen40 3 weeks
ago @leah08leah shut up dumb ass rayallen40 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @leah08leah Baaa Baaaa Baaaaa
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ste6666666 3 weeks ago volksbear10 3 weeks ago Nine years ago today, countless
innocent people lost their lives, in that tragic incident - let's never forget what happened
that dreadful day. I was there when it happened, and no video or news coverage can come
close to experiencing it firsthand. God bless the victims, their loved ones, families and
friends. volksbear10 3 weeks ago chilldude73 3 weeks ago why do people think americans
did this? chilldude73 3 weeks ago FriItten 3 weeks ago I'm watching a documentary about
9 11 now. It's awful... R.I.P to all the people who died 9/11 2001... FriItten 3 weeks ago
M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago comments turn into chat M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago
telebrasilchelle 3 weeks ago Meu deus!! telebrasilchelle 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks
ago this is almost like a chat.. M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago delossantoss 3 weeks ago Inside
job my ass -- we were attacked by terrorists who HATE America. delossantoss 3 weeks
ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @delossantoss It would be hard to actually pin that down,
there may be some small isolated islands off the coast of Australia that your country
hasn't pillaged but i doubt it. ste6666666 3 weeks ago rayallen40 3 weeks ago americans
did this rayallen40 3 weeks ago topgearrules100 3 weeks ago @rayallen40 why would
they do that? topgearrules100 3 weeks ago rayallen40 3 weeks ago @topgearrules100
dude because all religions cant be good some americans are bad some cathlics are bad but i
mean the american gangs DO YOU FEEL ME rayallen40 3 weeks ago elliotsahal 3 weeks
ago Condolences from Israel we will never forgot elliotsahal 3 weeks ago chilldude73 3
weeks ago I will join the army for this. God Bless america <3 chilldude73 3 weeks ago
grarox 3 weeks ago amazing footage. a day that will live in history forever. grarox 3 weeks
ago SuperCrazychick101 3 weeks ago Stupid fucked up Arab terrorists =(
SuperCrazychick101 3 weeks ago rayallen40 3 weeks ago @SuperCrazychick101 fuck up
rayallen40 3 weeks ago MonkeyMouse51 3 weeks ago 2000 people died
MonkeyMouse51 3 weeks ago 4Zook44 3 weeks ago HAPPY 9/11 DAY :D 4Zook44 3
weeks ago B3771k 3 weeks ago @4Zook44 ... B3771k 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks
ago whole nice day ruined you cant remember the nice times what you had in your life.
and your family.. they died. M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago ✈
▌▌ happy 9/11 :D MrUlostTHEgame 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago
@MrUlostTHEgame thats not funny .. how is it when you die? and you dont got time to
think of your lifetime before you die ... and too 4Zook44 M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago
dragonflamable 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame just keep trying to be cool u stupid
nerd dragonflamable 3 weeks ago CreepySweety 3 weeks ago @MrUlostTHEgame fuck
you! there are many people died CreepySweety 3 weeks ago prplekity 3 weeks ago
@MrUlostTHEgame you stupid idiot sicko prplekity 3 weeks ago foriamonlyahorse11 3
weeks ago @prplekity Lets not give the tosser the attention they crave. RIP all those
who lost their lives & may our God be with those affected. foriamonlyahorse11 3 weeks
ago JayBlueToYou 3 weeks ago That cloud was the most terrifying part for me. So huge,
so engulfing, and the dust that blanketed so much of that area.. JayBlueToYou 3 weeks
ago loicome 3 weeks ago its been nine years... wow! I was just a kid when this happened.
loicome 3 weeks ago AdamPetie2010 3 weeks ago Those who claim for this to be
entertainment, or toss in a few immature 'jokes', have fun in eternal damnation. I won't
ridicule you, nor will I pity you. I just watch this video to have a distinct flash back of
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9/11/01...Then see childish arguing in the comments. If they were mislead, so be it. If they
are ignorant (not stupid; "lack of knowledge"), then that is there problem. All I can say is,
God Bless the victims and R.I.P. AdamPetie2010 3 weeks ago FIGHTTHECABLE 3
weeks ago omg, as soon as the women went out on the balcony, i got the shivers hearing
all those sirens ! This was a horrible moment in New York ! Really sad what has happend
and how much America has fought to find the person who planned all this. Fighting
terrorism has killed America. FIGHTTHECABLE 3 weeks ago djbeatboypdx 3 weeks
ago Thank you for sharing this. djbeatboypdx 3 weeks ago MsCaLiDreAmer 3 weeks ago
god bless all those who have suffered so much from this solemn event. it is a major
depressing moment watching this. RIP all those who lost their lives, bless the firefighters.
9/11 will never be forgotten by the nation. MsCaLiDreAmer 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3
weeks ago imagine how it is when its very hot day and its buityful, its a nice weather,
you go it the world trade center and go to work ... on the computer... but all of the suden
there is a unbelivable loud BANG evrything shakes.. you think "somethings not right"
and you go down stairs and the stairs just stop and it smells like oil... there fire all over
the place... but you think "im not gonna die, somehow theyl will get me out.. just wait"
after that you cant even think about your family and you die.. M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago
batterseaspark 3 weeks ago @Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth, Pilots for 9/11
Truth, Firefighters for 9/11 Truth, Lawyers for 9/11 Truth, Medical Professionals for
9/11 TRUTH, scholars for 9/11 TRUTH and veterans for 9/11 batterseaspark 3 weeks
ago TheCav94 3 weeks ago @M0RGaN98 dude WTF? TheCav94 3 weeks ago
ste6666666 3 weeks ago @M0RGaN98 It was designed to create this fear ste6666666 3
weeks ago irishtrotsky 3 weeks ago i like the lady who says this happens in the middle
east.wanna know why?cause humans are greedy bast@rds and we die irishtrotsky 3
weeks ago TheAndrewj96 3 weeks ago @cheekypeek1 what was his comment?
TheAndrewj96 3 weeks ago radubody 3 weeks ago 2 This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Illuminati did it. Thumbs up for the world to see the truth.
radubody 3 weeks ago 2 PeLYcAnOO 3 weeks ago the only terorists on earth are you,
the americans. honestly i am sorry for the victims of that day because i am human and i
have a heart. YOU SHOULD BLAME AMERICAN LEADERS FOR THAT DAY, not
al qaeda. isac newton said : Every Action Has a Reaction... PeLYcAnOO 3 weeks ago
rayallen40 3 weeks ago listen all of you dont go out see an accident then blame it on
muslims you guys dont know islam rayallen40 3 weeks ago Lizssx 3 weeks ago RIP all
the victims of 9/11 I will give more then much respect to all the family and friends of the
victims...Its( ofcourse) still a shock...I Imagin how it would be in that building.. and u
have to make the most afwul choise jumping or burning.. Omaigod.....awfull. god bless
you all! Lizssx 3 weeks ago dragonflamable 3 weeks ago R.I.P. to all the innocent people
who lost their life on this day 9/11/01 dragonflamable 3 weeks ago ClandestineCrazy 3
weeks ago @peacemaker2115 No it's not "there". It's three blocks away. And there were
Muslims, not extremists that parished in this horrible incident as well, that worked in that
building. Have some consideration for other people. Punishing and generalizing all
Muslims as terrorists and extremists is as unfair as it is unintelligent. ClandestineCrazy 3
weeks ago TheQtip1581 3 weeks ago My guitar teacher's wife worked at the twin tower
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and her kids where in her office for her birth day.... thay were all killed... TheQtip1581 3
weeks ago ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago @TheQtip1581 Oh my god that is really sad
ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago iwanttobeajesusfreak 3 weeks ago FOr those who are
making rude comments, please stop. How would you feel if your loved ones were killed 9
years ago in those twin towers? You would feel scared and lost. So think before you
speak. God Bless!!! iwanttobeajesusfreak 3 weeks ago skaterzx99 3 weeks ago God bless
everyone who was in the Twin Towers ! Who Would distory such a Beautiful thing? @
19:40 We All pray ): skaterzx99 3 weeks ago ABCDCBA856 3 weeks ago NEVER
FORGET!!! r.i.p. who were all lost on that day and there familys ABCDCBA856 3
weeks ago ItsJeffreyShow 3 weeks ago @thehatterblogs your so horrible. You have no
life. This isnt even funny, its sad. ItsJeffreyShow 3 weeks ago smetn96 3 weeks ago like
obama said : its not the religion but people who have abused religion smetn96 3 weeks
ago xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago @smetn96 I like that. xXxScareFactoryxXx 3
weeks ago mimisxybabii 3 weeks ago 17 R.i.p Too All Those People Who Died Today
You'll Always Bee Remeber - < / 3 mimisxybabii 3 weeks ago 17 KurisuSamurai 3 weeks
ago 8 What's wrong with you people out there!! You all seem to want to start writing
retarded comments about nothing but BS! God have mercy on all you retards! And those
who saw 9/11, remember those who did not survive! Peace! KurisuSamurai 3 weeks ago 8
MrAndyJI 3 weeks ago @KurisuSamurai thank you i agree MrAndyJI 3 weeks ago
ste6666666 3 weeks ago @KurisuSamurai Yes but your calling people retards, Your just
the same ste6666666 3 weeks ago xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago @ste6666666
SADLY I FORGIVE YOUR INGORENCE. DON'T KNOW WHY, BUT YOU WERE
BORN FOR A REASON AND I HAVE TO RESPECT THAT. xXxScareFactoryxXx 3
weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @xXxScareFactoryxXx Thanks, but could you do the
forgiving a little less shouty. Oh try and spell ignorance properly it kind of shows your
ignorance. ste6666666 3 weeks ago OMFGYOURDRIVINGMEINS 3 weeks ago
@ste6666666 ALL ASSHOLES LIKE HIM NEED TO DIE AND TERRIOST
OMFGYOURDRIVINGMEINS 3 weeks ago xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago
@ste6666666 Look i'm all for being a cunt, really when it's needed. I spell fine, you can
read it. I'm sick and fucking tired of your comments. If no one likes them and you have
been getting bitched at this whole time, be smart enough to learn that your being an asshat
to this entire website and no one cares about your "ideas" or comments.
xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago elliotsahal 3 weeks ago RIP to all the victims of the
9/11 Specially to all the fireman who knew that they will never comme back elliotsahal 3
weeks ago whitepolyester 3 weeks ago IS OK I CRYED WATCHING THIS
whitepolyester 3 weeks ago xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago @whitepolyester Me too
:( xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago DaymRight 3 weeks ago holy fuck. all those people.
gone. fucking terrorists. DaymRight 3 weeks ago MrAndyJI 3 weeks ago wow can we all
just stop fucking fighting? just pay respect to those who died today. don't blame others
or anything, today is a day of mourning and rememberance of all those who were involved
in 9/11. firefighters, police, people in the towers those near the towers and the victims
families. so shut the fuck up and just don't say anything. MrAndyJI 3 weeks ago
rayallen40 3 weeks ago @MrAndyJI i know stop blaming islam assholes rayallen40 3
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weeks ago Chriskent101 3 weeks ago @MrAndyJI No, I refuse to shut the fuck up,
when these ignorant Americans come in here and thunk Muslims are all terrible people,
and terrorists. It's pathetic how these Americans think. Chriskent101 3 weeks ago
Warhound360 3 weeks ago @Chriskent101 STUPID MUSLIM U ATTACK US ON
YOUTUBE ONCE AGAIN! Warhound360 3 weeks ago rayallen40 3 weeks ago
@Warhound360 dont call muslims stupid gayman rayallen40 3 weeks ago Chriskent101 3
weeks ago @Warhound360 I'm an atheist r-tard, not a Muslim. I'm just not an ignorant
prick. Chriskent101 3 weeks ago MrAndyJI 3 weeks ago @Chriskent101 Hey i'm pretty
pissed off too that people in this country think that way. but it is due to manipulative
government officials that have led false leads towards a people to blame. it is unfortunate
but i was more talking to those people who were just complaining and blaming.
Something very tragic happened on this day and someone in my family could've been in
one of those planes and lucky that family member ended up not having to go. MrAndyJI
3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @Chriskent101 Have you seen their television,
they are brainwashed and just can't see the truth. we need to help them to understand the
real world. ste6666666 3 weeks ago hawklovr1 3 weeks ago "to alll the men and women
who were affected on tht day" im praying to all of you hawklovr1 3 weeks ago
swimrfreak29 3 weeks ago @TheGoc5 Then maybe you deserve it...radical... your
pathetic I hope you know that. swimrfreak29 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago
Islam IS extremism. Do you not know the history of islam? It is there for one reason....
To TAKE. It is an EVIL 'religion'. It SUBSISTS on hate. Just ask any prison warden
what the fastest growing religion is in America today... It's taken on very big with the
African-American populations there, you see. The very concept of the 'victory' mosque
at ground zero is based on conquest.. Islam is evil and must GO. TerraceYouth 3 weeks
ago rayallen40 3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth suck your moms vagina islam is great and
they wouldnt do this rayallen40 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @rayallen40 Not a
very respectful comment on this day is it ste6666666 3 weeks ago Chriskent101 3 weeks
ago @TerraceYouth YOU are ignorant. Chriskent101 3 weeks ago rayallen40 3 weeks ago
@TerraceYouth dum ass rayallen40 3 weeks ago xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago
@rayallen40 Hint: when insulting someone at least spell it right. "dumb ass"
xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth I live next
door to a Muslim family and there very nice indeed. Your just a hater ste6666666 3
weeks ago xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 There is a difference between
good and bad, just because there muslim doesn't mean that they had wanted this attack to
happen. My best friend is muslim and she wanted nothing like this to happen.
xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago rayallen40 3 weeks ago @xXxScareFactoryxXx yes
rayallen40 3 weeks ago xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago @rayallen40 Then don't blame
us. xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago rayallen40 3 weeks ago @xXxScareFactoryxXx
DUM ASS IM NOT BLAMING YOU IM BLAMING GANGSTER AMERICANS
rayallen40 3 weeks ago xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago @rayallen40 It's dumb ass and
you didn't say gangster americans you said and i quote "drunk americans" dosen't sound
like gangster, american's drink just like any other country. and you just agreed with me
that a totally different religion came out on a video tape and said they did it. Maybe your
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the dumb ass here. xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago rayallen40 3 weeks ago
@xXxScareFactoryxXx muslims dont drink dumb ass so for dinner i will put you your
moms vagina or papas penis rayallen40 3 weeks ago xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago
@rayallen40 HAHAHA my friend's father is muslim, he's algerian and he met her mom at
a bar, while bar hopping stfu troll! xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago rayallen40 3 weeks
ago @xXxScareFactoryxXx your stupid friends father wants to go to hell thats why
rayallen40 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @rayallen40 Your mom must be proud
of you i wonder if you could show her your wonderfully entertaining respectful
comments about the death of thousands of innocent people. ste6666666 3 weeks ago
rayallen40 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 dude im just tired of people blaming muslims
rayallen40 3 weeks ago xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago @rayallen40 We blame alkida
not muslims. xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago MonkeyMouse51 3 weeks ago
@xXxScareFactoryxXx mine too MonkeyMouse51 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @xXxScareFactoryxXx Yes i agree
with you you didn't read what i wrote ste6666666 3 weeks ago dragonflamable 3 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @ste6666666 no one cares
what u wrote dragonflamable 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 My
apologies ste6666666 3 weeks ago XxbrianchocolateXx 3 weeks ago lol jetbacks wth
XxbrianchocolateXx 3 weeks ago radubody 3 weeks ago 15 Illuminati did it. Thumbs up
for the world to see the truth. radubody 3 weeks ago 15 notepia 3 weeks ago @radubody
aye what do you mean by illuminati? i dont get why people say that,can you tell me
what it meanss notepia 3 weeks ago Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @radubody look zietgeist 1,2 on internet for free, Obama
deception and many more movies. You think some people in a cave have a chance to
come in United states air force territory ? Come on you cant bullshit me you can bullshit
yourself. Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago rayallen40 3 weeks ago GUYS THE MUSLIMS DID
NOT DO THIS DUM ASSES rayallen40 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago This
so-called 'religion' carries with it NOTHING but 900 years of hate, intolerance and
violence. All the things that our generations is supposed to stand up against. But because
it is HARD to take a stand, some of us do not know where to turn. Well, than might be
fine when the bad guys are exploding bombs in trucks under the WTC like they did when
Clinton was president. But when they actually come to get us.... it is time for war.
TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago MilkyFan 3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth And what makes you
say that Christianity isnt the killing of thousands and thousands of people? Seriously
think before you speak and go to your fuckin' KKK websites if you wanna leave retarted
comments. MilkyFan 3 weeks ago MEx3Minem 3 weeks ago Everyone just watch it on
9/11 BTW: God bless that wife, peace mam! (Sry if i speld it wrong) MEx3Minem 3
weeks ago helljumper4 3 weeks ago I remember the day thishappen,I was so
young,everywhere I went it was silent I saw drawing even pictures of the american flag
with blood drop and the eagle over the twin towers,I was crying after I learned what
happen..those people and thier famlies..God Bless america..please. helljumper4 3 weeks
ago Liru1Wolfie 3 weeks ago I Swear yesterday i thot there would be afreaking 9/10 there
were four planes flying SUPER LOW!!!! I was at a homecoming football game in
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copperas cove! Liru1Wolfie 3 weeks ago maite1030 3 weeks ago this is so sad maite1030
3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago September 11 seems to bring all the little troll boys
and girls out to play with each other. ste6666666 3 weeks ago Chriskent101 3 weeks ago
@ste6666666 It also shows who the ignorant Americans are. Chriskent101 3 weeks ago
rayallen40 3 weeks ago @Chriskent101 your right THE MUSLIMS DID NOT DO
THIS rayallen40 3 weeks ago rckurwrld30 3 weeks ago @rayallen40 then who
did???????????????/ rckurwrld30 3 weeks ago rayallen40 3 weeks ago @rckurwrld30 bad
drunk americans did rayallen40 3 weeks ago xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago
@rayallen40 Nice. Just like evil, ALKIDA leader told the United States that he did it.
xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago Sharky2055 3 weeks ago @Chriskent101 IGNORANT
is lumping all Americans together as if we're all alike. We are NOT. Sharky2055 3 weeks
ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @Sharky2055 No some are not sheep BAAAAA
BAAAAAAA BAAAAAA ste6666666 3 weeks ago cliff518 3 weeks ago This is so
sad... I remember watching this on TV in shock, not knowing what in the world just
happened. RIP to all 9/11 victims, and to all the brave people who died saving lives.
cliff518 3 weeks ago almytedic 3 weeks ago i've nevered felt so much love at work in my
life almytedic 3 weeks ago desfire13 3 weeks ago you can skip to 14:05 where the action
begins on first tower, and to 19:38 for the second desfire13 3 weeks ago rayallen40 3
weeks ago building a mosque there was a great idea rayallen40 3 weeks ago
imperialcommandoclan 3 weeks ago i refuse to forgive wat the muslims did
imperialcommandoclan 3 weeks ago Chriskent101 3 weeks ago @imperialcommandoclan
It wasn't the muslims, it was the Al Queda and terrorists. Chriskent101 3 weeks ago
USMCplzzz 3 weeks ago @IamGAWD777 its not a fuckin joke u SICK fuck We're at
WAR because of this... Massacre And u think that making a joke out of this event is
funny?!?!?! Have some respect for the people that died for us And if u dont have any
respect Just shut you're goddamn mouth!! USMCplzzz 3 weeks ago rayallen40 3 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam all you dum asses muslims did
not do this rayallen40 3 weeks ago Chriskent101 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @rayallen40 Dunno why your comment is flagged as spam,
they are dumbasses, Muslims did not do this, terroists did, the Al Queda did. You are all
ignorant towards the facts, and you are racist assholes. Chriskent101 3 weeks ago
rayallen40 3 weeks ago @Chriskent101 i know all these people are dam americans
rayallen40 3 weeks ago rayallen40 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam all you dum asses muslims did not do this rayallen40 3 weeks ago rawritshien
3 weeks ago awww this is soo sad :'( rawritshien 3 weeks ago CoolyBoyXD 3 weeks ago
nwo CoolyBoyXD 3 weeks ago Kreativliv 3 weeks ago 11 Victims of 9/11 Never forget
!!! I was nine in 2001 and i live in Germany but here we have mourned and we still
mourn! R.I.P. Kreativliv 3 weeks ago 11 dianaskeleton 3 weeks ago @Kreativliv <3
dianaskeleton 3 weeks ago xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago @Kreativliv Thats
extremely respecttful. Greetings from Ohio xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago DinDil10 3
weeks ago 18 god bless everyone we all know it was a inside job ,how the fuck can a
building collaspe all the families must be really brave to go through this DinDil10 3 weeks
ago 18 batterseaspark 3 weeks ago Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth, Pilots for 9/11
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Truth, Firefighters for 9/11 Truth, Lawyers for 9/11 Truth, Medical Professionals for
9/11 Truth, Scholars for 9/11 Truth, Patriots for 9/11 Truth and veterans for 9/11
Truth...... batterseaspark 3 weeks ago CallawayGolfBoy 3 weeks ago @DinDil10 ur such
a dumb ass why would america do it to itself it was the fricking terrorist give me a break
CallawayGolfBoy 3 weeks ago rckurwrld30 3 weeks ago @DinDil10 This is a time to
honor the memory of the lives that were lost the day. So your saying the US government
had something to do with it. Don't get me wrong I don't trust our government.
rckurwrld30 3 weeks ago thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago IF ANYONE ELSE SAYS GOD
BLESS IN THEIR FUCKING COMMENTS, I WILL FIND OUT WHO U ARE AND
I WILL FUCKING PROVE TO YOU THAT GOD DOESN'T EXCIST BY KILLING
YOU AND YOUR FAMILY AND THEN COMMENTING SAYING THAT IF
YOURE GOD EXISTED THEN WHY DIDN'T HE STOP ME KILLING YOU
thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago hiitisbrooke 3 weeks ago @thehatterBlogs GOD BLESS
AMERICA! GOD BLESS THE WORLD! GOD BLESS MY FAMILY! GOD BLESS
MY FRIENDS! GOD BLESS MY SCHOOL! GOD BLESS ALL ANIMALS! GOD
BLESS THE WATER! GOD BLESS THE PLANTS! GOD BLESS EVERYTHING! and
GOD BLESS THE 9-11 VICTIMS! God is REAL and Your going to HELL hiitisbrooke
3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @thehatterBlogs God bless you and all that sail in
you ste6666666 3 weeks ago rayallen40 3 weeks ago all you dum asses muslims did not
do this rayallen40 3 weeks ago DinDil10 3 weeks ago @rayallen40 u r fucking dumb who
else ,you think the tooth fairies you fucking dumbass DinDil10 3 weeks ago rayallen40 3
weeks ago @DinDil10 shut the hell up asshole i think you did it SON rayallen40 3 weeks
ago DinDil10 3 weeks ago @rayallen40 yh man i done it well done u must have the
mental age of fucking zero DinDil10 3 weeks ago rayallen40 3 weeks ago @DinDil10
dude stop talking to your gay father rayallen40 3 weeks ago DinDil10 3 weeks ago
@rayallen40 wow thankyou for proving my point father haha DinDil10 3 weeks ago
rayallen40 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @DinDil10
you go suck on your moms vagina rayallen40 3 weeks ago D00MonEarth 3 weeks ago
was a wonder that a demented bitch recorded this for enjoy 4 ever again , its very Funny ,
she calls and block more the lines these day (XD) How many Jumpers maybe dont have a
chanse to call to Home for all Dummys HAHAHAHAHAHAHA. D00MonEarth 3
weeks ago xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago @unuuu You just called American's
"stupid" and "fagets" Yet, your on an AMERICAN site, using ENGLISH and your the
dumb one who said we blew up our country. Maybe you're a stupid troll, cause everyone
else knows terriorists did it. terrorists from another country, By the way when you insult
someone here at least fucking spell FAGGOT right. xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago
Chriskent101 3 weeks ago @xXxScareFactoryxXx Ermm, English wasn't invented by
America. Chriskent101 3 weeks ago xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago @Chriskent101 I
didn't say it was, where i was trying to get at is that it is the language that WE as
americans use. Really? think please. Ingorence today is not what i need.
xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago Chriskent101 3 weeks ago @xXxScareFactoryxXx Not
only Americans use the language r-tard. Chriskent101 3 weeks ago xXxScareFactoryxXx 3
weeks ago @Chriskent101 Wow, seriously i'm all for being a cunt now a days but really?
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When you go to the store in the United States what language do they use? English. When
you go out to eat by yourself or with a family in the UNITED STATES what language
do they use English. No it might not be the only language they use but It's number 1.
Now listen here troll, i'm all for being a dick. But it's 9/11 today if you know how to read
a fucking calender, and i think maybe you should stop. xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago
Chriskent101 3 weeks ago @xXxScareFactoryxXx What are you even talking about? Your
first comment you clearly said to a guy to stop using the english language because it is an
american language. Chriskent101 3 weeks ago unuuu 3 weeks ago @xXxScareFactoryxXx
SHUT UP STUPID FAGET =))) unuuu 3 weeks ago xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago
@unuuu Yes i'm bisexual but i believe thats none of your business. FAGGOT, thanks
xXxScareFactoryxXx 3 weeks ago dragonflamable 3 weeks ago @unuuu nah its not him
its u dragonflamable 3 weeks ago cg1725 3 weeks ago should we get revenge? cg1725 3
weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago @cg1725 What's wrong with revenge? You see,
only a liberal cannot draw the distinction between justified revenge and murder.
TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam @TerraceYouth revenge is bad because it makes you the same as them
ste6666666 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @cg1725 What havn't you had enough?
ste6666666 3 weeks ago kamavtut11 3 weeks ago hruuza .. kamavtut11 3 weeks ago
hardwirecars 3 weeks ago a sad sad day america was attacked why becuse we are free and
we are wealthy yep thats a good reason to attack us R.I.P and may justice finnaly come
hardwirecars 3 weeks ago Chriskent101 3 weeks ago @hardwirecars That wasn't the
reason for the attacks bro. Chriskent101 3 weeks ago ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago I
started crying when i saw this......God bless everyone and R.I.P. to all the inoccent
people that died..... ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago raymondwalsh1234 3 weeks ago
R.I.P :'( raymondwalsh1234 3 weeks ago XxIced0utxX 3 weeks ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam @dcl32 "How am I unintelligent?" Because you dont
understand what 9/11 is' "You know nothing about me, yet you're accusing me of low
intelligence over the internet" I base your intelligence on your comment, and YES! this IS
the internet, very good! "You're a tough guy must be. a tough guy must be? wtf does that
mean? do you have troubles composing a few sentances that can actually make sense? god
ur stupid as shit. "Oh by the way, it's "you're" not "ur"" thanks, learn that recently?
XxIced0utxX 3 weeks ago MrVadivelu 3 weeks ago there is no way the gov. was involved
two planes hit wtc one hit pentagon the other one was supposed to go to white house but
brave citizens fought the terrorists and SACRIFICED THEIR OWN LIVES so it doesnt
kill the president. why would bush want to kill himself and evry1 else in the white house
MrVadivelu 3 weeks ago AfroNinja101SK 3 weeks ago ✈ ▍▍ AfroNinja101SK 3 weeks
ago JayBlueToYou 3 weeks ago @peacemaker2115 Islam didn't kill them, al-Qaeda did.
JayBlueToYou 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @JayBlueToYou And which
country made the data base, AKA al-Qaeda the American Government. There you have
case closed. ste6666666 3 weeks ago Sharky2055 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 Spare others
your inside job theories and go jump back into your fruitcake tin where you belong.
Sharky2055 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @Sharky2055 You first, I believe
everything I'm told Baaaaa BAAAAAAA BAAAAAA ste6666666 3 weeks ago
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JayBlueToYou 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 What? I'm saying you don't blame a group for
a piece of the group. You don't blame Christians for the KKK, you don't blame Catholics
for the boys you hear that get molested. JayBlueToYou 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks
ago @JayBlueToYou Go and tell somebody who don't already know this. you still
haven't read what i have written ste6666666 3 weeks ago JayBlueToYou 3 weeks ago
@ste6666666 I did read what you've written, and admitted to not understanding what
you meant by it, hence, me using the word "what?" I promise I'm not ignoring you, cross
my heart and hope to be hit by a plane. JayBlueToYou 3 weeks ago xLustigerKeksx 3
weeks ago this is cool :D noobs down xLustigerKeksx 3 weeks ago tristan190191 3 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam and i ask god one simple
question... why? tristan190191 3 weeks ago horsexaddiict 3 weeks ago @roman949 OH
really? That's why EVERYONE is hating on all your comments? LMAO oh okay cool
guy. Actually, I'm knowledgeable. The terrorist attack was by RADICAL muslims, just
like there are RADICAL christians. Did you know that there are christians trying to burn
down mosques and kill muslims? These are extreme people, CRAZY people. Now I
suggest you shut the fuck up, go suck your OWN cock, and get a fucking life before you
get kicked off youtube for all the people that spammed you. Thanks! horsexaddiict 3
weeks ago IamGAWD777 3 weeks ago Ha ha they was all like ✈▍▍ and people was like
(o.o) but I was like ⏠⏝⏠ IamGAWD777 3 weeks ago dragonflamable 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @IamGAWD777 gay!!! u have no
life! dragonflamable 3 weeks ago noangeldustneeded 3 weeks ago 2 screw the terrorists
who killed our peoples, give them funerals packed to the damn church steeples, no mercy
from the red white and blue, cuz if you kill one of us, we'll kill all of you.
noangeldustneeded 3 weeks ago 2 ste6666666 3 weeks ago @noangeldustneeded Well
your doing a good job millions dead come on world war 3 bring it on i can't wait for this
world to be destroyed. Duuh I have nowhere to live. ste6666666 3 weeks ago oz4eva99 3
weeks ago 07:34 if you look at middle of building you can see someone jump. i could
never do that RIP to all those who died oz4eva99 3 weeks ago KENZHATE 3 weeks ago
Americans should go out and attack some sandniggers today instead of going elsewhere.
KENZHATE 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @KENZHATE Little boy or girl
ste6666666 3 weeks ago dcallstar51 3 weeks ago I can't believe its been 9 years. I still
remember the day it happened. RIP to everyone who died. And fuck the Muslim fucks
who did this. dcallstar51 3 weeks ago D00MonEarth 3 weeks ago
@HoorayForMonsters19 For my this day is very funny , all zombies of 9/11 crying or
write very funny post , Im happy for u opinion and I'm eating Ice Cream 9 years after
(XD) D00MonEarth 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @D00MonEarth Yes but you
don't have a soul left so i hope the ice cream tastes nice. ste6666666 3 weeks ago
D00MonEarth 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 Strawberry and vanilla make this anniversary
epic , God, Monsters and Men will die together in the End. I peered into a well , I watch
spectrums pointing to blind souls even when the sea turned red, when tongues of fire
were born, when rumors of war and pestilence grew , one comet , one hidden planet and
the Holy Ghost indicate that the time is short , will feel the earth tremble , will feel like
millions exhale a last breath, this time is Epic , My soul has seen and received
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D00MonEarth 3 weeks ago HoorayForMonsters19 3 weeks ago 22 Why are alot of
people so ugh inconciderate(sorry if i spelled it wrong) about 9/11 there are alot of people
grieving about that day and yall r just laughing at it? what is your problem! what if you
were in those towers or a loved one was lost that day? Geez and it wasnt just the towers
so alot more people also died. its just messed up! RIP 9/11 victims...
HoorayForMonsters19 3 weeks ago 22 breyergal221 3 weeks ago i could have lost my
dad that day i am so thankful i still have him... god bless all the families that lost their
loved one(s) this terrifying day i pray history never repeats itself like this ever again rip
to all that passed breyergal221 3 weeks ago irishtrotsky 3 weeks ago @breyergal221 then
fight ur governmentye killed every1 but cause there american its like...oh my god.,..what
about the kids and women yere killing in iraq now?its repeating cause yere all so fuggin
dumb irishtrotsky 3 weeks ago breyergal221 3 weeks ago @irishtrotsky nothing like this
is repeating itself and im not a supporter of this iraq war either! i never said i was! i wud
never support that! ur the one who is dumb because 1. i never said i was supporting the
war and 2. u must be a sick person to think i wud! breyergal221 3 weeks ago irishtrotsky
3 weeks ago @breyergal221 go ride your ponys irishtrotsky 3 weeks ago M0RGaN98 3
weeks ago @irishtrotsky wtf M0RGaN98 3 weeks ago ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago I
will never forget what happened.....this is really sad....May all these innocent people that
died rest in peace....R.I.P .... ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago Buddy4life01 3 weeks ago
@peacemaker2115 I know what you mean heard it on the news this morning its
absoloutly shocking! Buddy4life01 3 weeks ago KyleTVProductions 3 weeks ago god
bless all that were hurt in anyway from this day KyleTVProductions 3 weeks ago
Buddy4life01 3 weeks ago @StreamwaveProduction I had a memorial today because i
lost my uncle god bless you for your kindness to that young boy and god bless America!
Buddy4life01 3 weeks ago hugperson110 3 weeks ago 5 god bless every family who lost
a family member today. My thoughts and prayers are going out to you today. Look up at
the night stars today. The stars are everyone who died today. They are going to be the
stars shining the brightest telling us EVERYTHING is going to be ok. hugperson110 3
weeks ago 5 thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago @hugperson110 GOD DOES NOT EXIST
STOP PUTTING GOD BLESS EVERYTHING , HE'S NOYT GOING TO HEAR TO
FUCKTARDS thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago hiitisbrooke 3 weeks ago @thehatterBlogs
GOD IS REAL!!!!!! THEREIS MORE PROOF THAAAT HE IS THAN HE ISN'T!!!!
So STFU!!!!!!!!!!! hiitisbrooke 3 weeks ago dcallstar51 3 weeks ago @hiitisbrooke Oh
shut up. There is no proof either way. The bible IS NOT PROOF. Neither is the Qua'ran,
or any other "Holy" Book. dcallstar51 3 weeks ago hiitisbrooke 3 weeks ago
@dcallstar51 I DONT FREAKING CARE! GOD BLESS EVERYONE WHO DIED IN
9-11 and MAY THEY REST IN PEACE! GOD IS REAL! The bible is proof! WHy do
we beleive the Civil War happened? Because there was written proof. Why do Christians
believe the events in the bible happened? Because there was written proof. That means
your saying there no proof most history is true. hiitisbrooke 3 weeks ago thehatterBlogs
3 weeks ago @hiitisbrooke LIKE WHAT EXACTLY , A FICTIONAL BOOK ABOUT
PEOPLE WALKING ON WATER AND COMING BACK TO LIVE????, IF I
WANTED TO READ ABOUT PEOPLE WITH SUPERPOWERS I'D READ A
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MARVEL COMIC, OR DC BOTH IS GOOD :p thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago
dragonflamable 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@thehatterBlogs cause u have no life how many times do i have to tell u? dragonflamable
3 weeks ago hiitisbrooke 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @thehatterBlogs I DONT FREAKING CARE! GOD BLESS EVERYONE WHO
DIED IN 9-11 and MAY THEY REST IN PEACE! GOD IS REAL! The bible is proof!
WHy do we beleive the Civil War happened? Because there was written proof. Why do
Christians believe the events in the bible happened? Because there was written proof.
That means your saying there no proof most history is true. hiitisbrooke 3 weeks ago
ste6666666 3 weeks ago @thehatterBlogs You seem to be on the wrong thread little boy
or girl ste6666666 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago @thehatterBlogs Yes but we can
here you loud and clear. Oracle of the idiots ste6666666 3 weeks ago thehatterBlogs 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @ilovemusictwilight9
NO SUCH PLACE :p thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago
@dragonflamable NO SUCH PLACE SADLY , SORRY TO BUST YOUR BUBBLE :p
thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago BGJFDJHG 3 weeks ago @thehatterBlogs dont you have to
go bang your gf?? BGJFDJHG 3 weeks ago thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago @BGJFDJHG
STILL ON THE BUS , SADLY, BUT I'M STILL HERE, HAVING A GOOD TIME
LOL thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago dragonflamable 3 weeks ago @thehatterBlogs u think ur
so funny but no one gets u so its a sad life for u dragonflamable 3 weeks ago
thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago @dragonflamable AAAH SO U DO CARE ABOUT ME , I
LOVE YOU TO :) thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago dragonflamable 3 weeks ago
@thehatterBlogs gay dragonflamable 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago Muslims are
responsible for 21 of the 23 current wars and conflicts in the world today.Again, here we
have a person with a feeling where facts ought to be.... TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago
AxiumKnight 3 weeks ago For all the men and women who died on that day may they
rest in peace. AxiumKnight 3 weeks ago Glamorousgirl4ever 3 weeks ago Omg this is so
sad... when it collapses and shes crying... now im getting tearful :.( Glamorousgirl4ever 3
weeks ago Superbat90 3 weeks ago It sounds so peaceful in ur home i feel so relaxed
EVEN THO THEREs Fucking terrist attack right in front of me Superbat90 3 weeks ago
Chriskent101 3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth See, you are one of the Americans who agrees
with the killing of 200,000 civilians, and doesn't even care, you just say, "they had it
coming". Chriskent101 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago @Chriskent101 They
were not 'civilians'. Their government made the mistake of militarizing its people. They
were trained in the art of warfare in order to defend the homeland. Therefore you are
WRONG. They were ALL ready to kill Americans when the invasion came. But really,
who cares? It was war. Civilians get killed in war. The difference between what America
had to do and what Islam does today is simple... We did not intentionally target civilians
for the sake of killing civilians. THEY do.. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago Chriskent101 3
weeks ago @TerraceYouth If you honestly believe that, you're more stupid then I
thought. Chriskent101 3 weeks ago Chriskent101 3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth Also, did
you hear about those American soldiers that recently got arrested for blowing up and
killing islamic civilians and taking their fingers as trophies? You probably agree with that
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also. Chriskent101 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth If America
wanted to “terrorize" like the muslims do, we could have really made a mess of Japan and
Germany. We could have killed them all. Instead, we rebuilt their countries. We didn't
have to do that. We could have and SHOULD have IMHO wiped them off the face of the
earth for what they did to humanity. People like YOU are just too young to understand
the treat. Islam 'terrorizes' when they intentionally target civilians. They do for the sake
of terror. That's what they want. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago
@TerraceYouth There are over a million dead in Iraq, they missed their targets an awful
lot though didn't they, do you reckon this was just an accident do you. Used uranium
enriched warheads mmm that was nice. In Afghanistan the Americans control the popp y
fields all that American heroin nice to know what the boys are dying for. Wake up people
your being lied to. ste6666666 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago @ste6666666
They kill their own people with their suicide bombs! THAT is the reason for most of
those deaths. I see you made no mention of it, yet you know it is true. YOU are an evil
cancer on the face of the earth. You need to be REMOVED just like you would remove
any other detrimental thing that is harming the body. Liar. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago
ste6666666 3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth Yes kill kill kill Baaa Baaaa Baaaa Baaaaa
ste6666666 3 weeks ago dragonflamable 3 weeks ago @ste6666666 dude that was just
plain gay dragonflamable 3 weeks ago TheAndrewj96 3 weeks ago 3 Thumbs up if Bin
Laden sucks! I was only five when this happened. May everyone who died on that
horrible day R.I.P. May God be with them. TheAndrewj96 3 weeks ago 3
StaccenKayyx3 3 weeks ago Mayy all the people who died Rest In Peace 9/11 .
StaccenKayyx3 3 weeks ago DoctorGonzo32 3 weeks ago @DamnItsSamFam hey man,
what a norman person gonna glorify his god in terrorist attack in which were die about
3,000 peoples?! DoctorGonzo32 3 weeks ago ViktorBluhme 3 weeks ago
@peacemaker2115 Ye it's kinda ironic, eh? ViktorBluhme 3 weeks ago DoctorGonzo32 3
weeks ago @DamnItsSamFam hey man, what a norman person gonna glorify his god in
terrorist attack in which were die about 3,000 peoples? DoctorGonzo32 3 weeks ago
irishtrotsky 3 weeks ago i dont like when people die but the american government did it
whether the done it with the planes or done it with there hunger for oil killing kids in 3rd
world countrysye americans need to stop there madness.rip to the victims and ye
americans need to have a day for all the japanese people ye killed with 2 nuke bombs
cause that sht was alot worse irishtrotsky 3 weeks ago Calxx 3 weeks ago @irishtrotsky I
agree with u man. nearly 3000 innocent people are killed in the 9/11 attack but the death
toll of innocent people in Japan was way higher than 3000. Calxx 3 weeks ago
batistaker123 3 weeks ago @peacemaker2115 You can't just blame Muslims on this.
They didn't do anything. Theres bad people that are Christian, Muslim, Jewish,
Buddhist, Hindu, Sikh, etc. The people that did this were "bad" muslims but you shouln't
blame all muslims for this. batistaker123 3 weeks ago peacemaker2115 3 weeks ago
@batistaker123 I never said anything bad about muslims, i think it's rediculous that they
are building something dedicated to muslims, they should keep a memorial for the lives
lost because of radical muslims aka 9-11 peacemaker2115 3 weeks ago irishtrotsky 3
weeks ago 2 @batistaker123 dont reply to ignorant peopleim catholic and i love the
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muslims.most of americans are muslims so the should shut the fugg up and have a pepsi
irishtrotsky 3 weeks ago 2 puzzleboy2 3 weeks ago What a horrific day this was. May
God be with the families of those that perished. As for the subhuman filth that actually
laughed at this tragic event, you will receive your comeuppance soon. God Bless
America. puzzleboy2 3 weeks ago JwtIT 3 weeks ago shit man JwtIT 3 weeks ago Prev
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About
Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a
bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0)
Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show
your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading...
Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home
Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account
Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From:
NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or
Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032) BGJFDJHG 3 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam How about all of yous quit
being stupidasses and remember the reason why you are watching this. Those who have
respect and have sympathy for the ones who died should keep watching. Don't let idiots
make you mad just because of what they say. In honor of this day one should focus on
the real reason why we should all be good people. If those people were still alive I'm sure
they wouldn't want you wasting time with those retards. BGJFDJHG 3 weeks ago
Superbat90 3 weeks ago It sounds so peaceful in ur home i feel so relaxed EVEN THO
THEREs Fucking terrist attack Superbat90 3 weeks ago LGChocolate931 3 weeks ago 2
God who would do such a thing?! May all those who died rest in peace. 9/11/2010
LGChocolate931 3 weeks ago 2 iwanttobeajesusfreak 3 weeks ago There is hope for the
helpless, rest for the weary, love for the broken heart. There is grace and forgiveness,
mercy and healing, he'll meet you wherever you are, Cry Out To Jesus!!!
iwanttobeajesusfreak 3 weeks ago stepheng1483 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam All the evidence points to 9/11 being an inside job, by Israel.
It is part of their plans to get the West to hate Muslims in preparation for their planned
wars in that region. stepheng1483 3 weeks ago dreamergirlbaby 3 weeks ago R.I.P
dreamergirlbaby 3 weeks ago k1Ss0fdEAtH 3 weeks ago i feel bad for every1. especially
the people that got direct impacted by the plane :'( k1Ss0fdEAtH 3 weeks ago snowgown
3 weeks ago 2 Comment removed cheekypeek1 3 weeks ago @snowgown what did ur
comment say it was removed? cheekypeek1 3 weeks ago ashhmichelle92 3 weeks ago 2
God bless all the innocent people that lost their lives on 9-11. May they never be
forgotten ashhmichelle92 3 weeks ago 2 BGJFDJHG 3 weeks ago 4 How about all of
yous quit being stupidasses and remember the reason why you are watching this. Those
who have respect and have sympathy for the ones who died should keep watching. Don't
let idiots make you mad just because of what they say. In honor of this day one should
focus on the real reason why we should all be good people. If those people were still alive
I'm sure they wouldn't want you wasting time with those retards. BGJFDJHG 3 weeks
ago 4 gossipgirlz1521 3 weeks ago R.I.P. All those who lost their lives on that tragic day.
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<3 You will always be in our hearts. We Will Never Forget. gossipgirlz1521 3 weeks ago
peaceandlove966 3 weeks ago thank you for uploading. and let's not forget about our
pentagon or those incredibly heroes in that PA field. peaceandlove966 3 weeks ago
exploremagic23 3 weeks ago Why is everyone reacting to these stupid comments that
people leave lol...just remember..these people leaving insensitive comments are mostly
12yr olds who were still sucking on their mothers tit when this actually happened. It
doesn't take much for a retard to use a keyboard. exploremagic23 3 weeks ago
Chriskent101 3 weeks ago @exploremagic23 Maybe they are people who are still mad
about hot America still doesn't give a shit about Hiroshima. Chriskent101 3 weeks ago
TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago @Chriskent101 Japan had it coming. THEY started the
murdering. Remember THAT. If anything, the Japs should be GLAD that America even
accepted their feeble surrender. We didn't have to, you know. We could have just kept
dropping A-bombs until the evil empire of Japan was no more. And there was not a
country of the face of the earth that would have denied us our vengeance. Japan drew first
blood. And they labeled ALL of their people enemy combatants. They had it coming and
they got it GOOD. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago Rose3231 3 weeks ago @exploremagic23
Rofl, i actually agree with you on that XDD Rose3231 3 weeks ago TheDominater123 3
weeks ago OMG TheDominater123 3 weeks ago BlackJusticeT 3 weeks ago And before I
leave...I would like to tell those who don't respect that they can easily move their ass
from here and go to see the real life because they suck.A lot of ppl lost their lovely
pesrons that day.(what if you stupid faggots lose someone you love,you would
smile,NO,so shut up and RESPECT)RESPECT AND R.I.P. P.S.Condolences to the ppl
who lost their lovely ppl.Wish we will not see in the future things like that.
BlackJusticeT 3 weeks ago snowgown 3 weeks ago 2 People were brave here ; Some
unexpecting this. Those firefighters were brave ; Some werent found . Some risked there
lives . Some didnt make home for dinner . I will never forget this day R.I.P Twin towers /
People and 9/11 snowgown 3 weeks ago 2 Bukwarow 3 weeks ago fuckin bin laden!!!!!!!
Bukwarow 3 weeks ago Merser24 3 weeks ago i don fking understand why the us
restricts nuclear warheads.. theres barely anything living out there in the middle east..
why dont we just nuke everysingle city/town in afganistan -,- Merser24 3 weeks ago
Chriskent101 3 weeks ago @Merser24 You are fucking retarded. Chriskent101 3 weeks
ago AxisBeatz 3 weeks ago @Merser24 Agreed! AxisBeatz 3 weeks ago Chriskent101 3
weeks ago @AxisBeatz You're fucking retarded to if you agree with him. Chriskent101 3
weeks ago HoorayForMonsters19 3 weeks ago @Chriskent101 Right! thats so messed
up itll make us just as bad as them. HoorayForMonsters19 3 weeks ago
HoorayForMonsters19 3 weeks ago @Merser24 Because itll make us just as bad as them
killing innocent people. HoorayForMonsters19 3 weeks ago JennyBethWillisMusic 3
weeks ago To all people who are amused or simply don't care about this video, I hope
you know that you are hurting millions of Americans who have read your nasty
comments. If this was your country, you would HATE it if people were commenting
saying that this was an hilarious event, when CLEARLY it wasn't. If you have any sense
at all, you know what a tragedy this was. May God bless all those who lost loved ones,
and all those who'se lives ended that day. JennyBethWillisMusic 3 weeks ago
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thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago @JennyBethWillisMusic THE FEELING OF KNOWING
THAT I CAUSED HUNDREDS TO CRY IS A FEELING LIKE FLYING ITS THE
BIGGEST KICK EVER LOL thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago JennyBethWillisMusic 3
weeks ago @thehatterBlogs I hope you rot in hell. (: JennyBethWillisMusic 3 weeks ago
dianaskeleton 3 weeks ago @thehatterBlogs Bless your soul if you have one.
dianaskeleton 3 weeks ago peacemaker2115 3 weeks ago 10 Just to think they are
building a mosque there. Makes me sick. peacemaker2115 3 weeks ago 10 TerraceYouth 3
weeks ago @peacemaker2115 This is what Islam does to a defeated foe. Whether the Bari
mosque in India, the Fethiye Camii in Turkey, theUmmayad Mosque in Damascus, the
Qutub Minar in Afghanistan, the Asqa Mosque in the Hague (formerly a Synagogue), and
of course all in Israel: the Al Asqa Mosque/ al-Haram ash-Sharif, the Mosque in Tomb of
the Patriarchs, the mosque attached to the Rambam shul (Hurva), to name just a few well
known examples (and there are plenty more examples from all around the world).
TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago Chriskent101 3 weeks ago @peacemaker2115 First of all get
educated, second of all, you're a moron. Chriskent101 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks
ago @Chriskent101 In every other place in the world when the Moslems erect a Victory
Mosque they do it on the exact site of the important and central cultural symbols they
are trying to erase, replace and show they conquered for Islam. In fact, this practice
started with Muhammad himself when he conquered Mecca in the year 630 and
converted the Ka’aba into a central Islamic site. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago Chriskent101
3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth They aren't building a mosque, so once again, I say. Get
educated about what it actually is. Even if it was a mosque it shouldn't even matter.
Chriskent101 3 weeks ago TheMariena 3 weeks ago @peacemaker2115 That makes me
sick to. Are you kidding me? TheMariena 3 weeks ago D00MonEarth 3 weeks ago We
need another 9/11 just for fun , was a wonderful Day , I watch TV news and eat Pizza 3
days..!!! D00MonEarth 3 weeks ago AmberAriaFan 3 weeks ago @D00MonEarth omg
thats so stupid do you know how many lives were lost !!?? if you were in that building
and DIED you wouldnt be eating pizza or watching tv! Stupid Idiot! AmberAriaFan 3
weeks ago D00MonEarth 3 weeks ago @AmberAriaFan All the people like you crying,
cursing, praying and going crazy did all that wonderful feast of terror , you are emo right?
D00MonEarth 3 weeks ago Rose3231 3 weeks ago @D00MonEarth Dude, would you
just fucking drop it already?! We get it, you hate us!! I have seen so many of your
comments and i think everyone got the picture! So just knock it off already!!! Your just
taking it a little too far now!!!! Rose3231 3 weeks ago HoorayForMonsters19 3 weeks
ago @D00MonEarth OMG thats soo jacked up! why r you even here? jus to make fun of
9/11, its not even funny! for real person just shut up and leave what you are sayin is so
stupid HoorayForMonsters19 3 weeks ago thecloserislife 3 weeks ago for all of you
people posting shit like "they deserved this" GFY. how would you fell if this happened
to your own country. grow the hell up and if you honestly fell this way keep the
comments to yourself. thousands were effected by this tragedy and for those people who
were when they read that shit how do you think it makes them feel. so back the hell off
and go get some compassion you fucking cunts. thecloserislife 3 weeks ago
StreamwaveProduction 3 weeks ago 36 I went to a memorial in my town today. Saw a kid
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crying because he lost someone. I gave him a hug. I started crying, even though I didn't
lose anyone on that day. I feel your pain everyone. God bless us all.
StreamwaveProduction 3 weeks ago 36 ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago
@StreamwaveProduction Yeah and god bless all the innocent people that died
ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago xRubyGemmax 3 weeks ago if i was the woman filming,
i could NEVER live with myself just sitting there watching and filming people suffering
and dying!!!! Illd be running out there doing everything i can! xRubyGemmax 3 weeks ago
thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago @xRubyGemmax , well its actually quite productive, she
knew that this video would have more hits then miley cyrus , so she put it up, but of
course she knew that was before her time, so she put it on as a head step, :P
thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago ibjennyj 3 weeks ago its so sad bout it all.. god bless all those
people who passed that day ibjennyj 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago If America
wanted to be assholes to the rest of the world, these countries would all be flying the
American flag right now. We would simply TAKE what we wanted instead of plying
them with taxpayer-funded aid. I say screw these little piss-ant people. We should nuke
the lot of them. Bring them to their knees amongst the ashes of what was once their
homeland. Give them something to REALLY cry about. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago
BradVickers542 3 weeks ago 9/11 we will never forget this tragic day in history
BradVickers542 3 weeks ago ligepith 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam Happy holidays :D ligepith 3 weeks ago JennyBethWillisMusic 3 weeks
ago @ligepith Your terrible. Hope you know that JennyBethWillisMusic 3 weeks ago
BlackJusticeT 3 weeks ago 2 R.I.P. BlackJusticeT 3 weeks ago 2 EvilHomieYo 3 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam R.I.P for the vitims of
September 11,BUT,does anybody mentiond the victims that is america resposibile for.
Nagasaki,Hiroshima,South Asia,Vietnam... count the vistims on september the eleven(and
thats the victims your govermant is responsibile for) and multiply with
187642108612083746120872108754--02307510.......... And thas how victims are america
responsibile for... FUUUUUCK YOUUUUUUU!!!!! You selfish State.... Dont get me
wrong,I'm talking abot your presidents and goverment NOT the people EvilHomieYo 3
weeks ago TheOneRealDJ 3 weeks ago r.i.p victims TheOneRealDJ 3 weeks ago
xRubyGemmax 3 weeks ago RIP to everone who tragically lost their lives, both workers
and the extreemly brave emergancy services and voluntry helpers!! Godbless every
suvivor and every family or friend who lost someone precious to them in this awful
attack! We shall never forget the courage shown, and may god be with everyone affected
:'( xxxxxxxxx xRubyGemmax 3 weeks ago sillycakess 3 weeks ago Its a horrible tragedy in
the history of America, the thousands of people who were killed, injured, or had to loose
a loved one. I don't, and probably never, will understand why people have to go to such
extremes to prove a point or get attention. Why did they have to hurt so many innocent
people... It makes me sick to think about it. I have been praying for all of the families
who are dealing with a loss of a loved one due this horrible tragedy. sillycakess 3 weeks
ago EvilHomieYo 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam R.I.P
for the vitims of September 11,BUT,does anybody mentiond the victims that is america
resposibile for. Nagasaki,Hiroshima,South Asia,Vietnam... count the vistims on
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september the eleven(and thats the victims your govermant is responsibile for) and
multiply with 187642108612083746120872108754--023075604310.......... And thas how
victims are america responsibile for... FUUUUUCK YOUUUUUU!!!!! You selfish
State.... Dont get me wrong,I'm talking abot your presidents and goverment NOT the
people EvilHomieYo 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago @EvilHomieYo Nagasaki
&Hiroshima had it coming. THEY started the murdering. Remember THAT. If anything,
the Japs should be GLAD that America even accepted their surrender. We didn't have to,
you know. We could have just kept dropping A-bombs until the evil empire of Japan was
no more. And there was not a country of the face of the earth that would have denied us
our vengeance. Japan drew first blood. And they labeled ALL of their people enemy
combatants. They had it coming and they got it GOOD. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago
CubeTaSt1c 3 weeks ago Wow shocking!!! CubeTaSt1c 3 weeks ago methineerangerS 3
weeks ago whoooa! wos did this? bet it wa some pakkys! stupid pakkys!
methineerangerS 3 weeks ago InterventionFreak 3 weeks ago sad. See what human can do.
Nobody really no's why.. the firefighters policeofficers, ppl worked in the Twin Towers..
RIP. a hope al Quaede liked iit.. :/ InterventionFreak 3 weeks ago BlackJusticeT 3 weeks
ago @eggsngravy you motherfucker,if you don't wanna respect,move your fucking ass
from here,stupid faggot,ppl like you will burn in hell and lick devil's ass.Fool.you are one
of the radicals person alive in this world or terrorist.Be carefull because you will can't
hide from God. BlackJusticeT 3 weeks ago BeccaHut 3 weeks ago @BlackJusticeT hiss
BeccaHut 3 weeks ago sillycakess 3 weeks ago This time 9 years ago I sitting in my 4th
grade class while all of this was going on. The teachers told us that something bad
happened but they weren't allowed to tell us. We went on our normal schedule the whole
day; totally clueless of this. When I got home i remember watching the news and seeing it.
The mind of a 4th graded cant understand whats going on or why. Now that I'm 18 years
old and watching this footage I able to understand. sillycakess 3 weeks ago EvilHomieYo
3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam R.I.P for the vitims of
September 11,BUT,does anybody mentiond the victims that is america resposibile for.
Nagasaki,Hiroshima,South Asia,Vietnam... count the vistims on september the eleven(and
thats the victims your govermant is responsibile for) and multiply with
187642108612083746120872108754--023075604310.......... And thas how victims are
america responsibile for... FUUUUUCK YOUUUUUU!!!!! You selfish State.... Dont get
me wrong,I'm talking abot your presidents and goverment NOT the people EvilHomieYo
3 weeks ago dianaskeleton 3 weeks ago This kind of evil of the flaming happening here is
beyond what I can comprehend as a human being. You people are something else.
dianaskeleton 3 weeks ago thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago @dianaskeleton I KNOW ISN'T
IT BEAUTIFUL :p
thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago dianaskeleton 3 weeks ago
@thehatterBlogs Why are you doing this? dianaskeleton 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3
weeks ago The nation of Islam should be dealt with in the most severe manner possible
before they do it to us. Before it’s too late. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago unuuu 3 weeks ago
I REMEMBER I WAS TAKING A SHIT WHEN THEY BLOW UP THEIR OWN
TOWERS ROFL RETARDED FAGETS =)))) unuuu 3 weeks ago thehatterBlogs 3
weeks ago @unuuu HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA classic :P thehatterBlogs 3 weeks
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ago dragonflamable 3 weeks ago @thehatterBlogs y waste ur day watching this if u have
nothing nice to say? thats stupid but i guess u have no life dragonflamable 3 weeks ago
thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago @dragonflamable nope i have a life, i'm actually on the bus to
go see my girlfriend , and then have sex, so yeah i have a life, i'm just bored and i need a
quick giggle before intercourse thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago DYEspeed1 3 weeks ago
@thehatterBlogs uu r 1 sick bastard u know hope u get shanked on that bus DYEspeed1
3 weeks ago thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago @DYEspeed1 I LOVE U TO :P thehatterBlogs
3 weeks ago MidFlowerNight 3 weeks ago I can remember what I was doing in school
went that happen I live in nyc went it happen I was scared to death and the look on my
teacher face was just my god :( R.I.P my dad was in one of the buildings next it no joke
and my mom was in nurse so.... yea MidFlowerNight 3 weeks ago dianaskeleton 3 weeks
ago @MidFlowerNight sending you love dianaskeleton 3 weeks ago MidFlowerNight 3
weeks ago @dianaskeleton thank you my uncle parter (he was a fire fighter) died
MidFlowerNight 3 weeks ago unuuu 3 weeks ago ROFL STUPID AMERICAN
FAGETS LOL THEY BLOW UP THEIR COUNTRY LOL FUCKIN RETARDS :)
unuuu 3 weeks ago dragonflamable 3 weeks ago @unuuu dude i know ur stupid so calm
down try not to caps lock cause it brings out your stupidity dragonflamable 3 weeks ago
cantlivethisway 3 weeks ago @unuuu If you would have been inside the building id let
you die cantlivethisway 3 weeks ago dcl32 3 weeks ago 2 They blew up two buildings,
we level two countries. Shows you not to mess with us. dcl32 3 weeks ago 2
thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago @dcl32 AMERICA IS STUPID thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago
dcl32 3 weeks ago @thehatterBlogs Ummm... a country cannot be stupid. It does not
think. So you are the stupid entity here. So please don't talk you child. dcl32 3 weeks ago
cantlivethisway 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@thehatterBlogs no bitch you are stupid ol childish ass cantlivethisway 3 weeks ago
XxIced0utxX 3 weeks ago @dcl32 LOL ur very unintelligent XxIced0utxX 3 weeks ago
dcl32 3 weeks ago @XxIced0utxX How am I unintelligent? You know nothing about me,
yet you're accusing me of low intelligence over the internet. You're a tough guy must be.
Oh by the way, it's "you're" not "ur." dcl32 3 weeks ago Br34kf45tCLUB 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Fuck every single Arab
Br34kf45tCLUB 3 weeks ago EvilHomieYo 3 weeks ago 22 minutes ago Fuck You
America,not the people but your presidents and government ,fuck em... They did
it...They are the cause for all the evils in the world. They controle the world,for money
and power. They don't believe in GOD.They did this, just to find an excuse for war in
Avganistan and Irak... For heroin,oil and other natural resources... They write our
Destiny's,they are the cause for global slavery... Soon THE GOD Will Judge You,very
soon. FUUUUUUUK YOUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU-U!!!!!!!!! EvilHomieYo 3
weeks ago CJ1633 3 weeks ago Why was the girl crying? Did she lose a loved one?
CJ1633 3 weeks ago Ken13Dude 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam Its so different seeing it unfold from an average persons point of view as
opposed to media footage. Seeing all the smoke consume everything is unbelievable..
Ken13Dude 3 weeks ago davedaysfan111 3 weeks ago 7:34 a man jumped out the
windoW!!!!! he lands at like 7:45 davedaysfan111 3 weeks ago 0603000334 3 weeks ago
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@davedaysfan111 that kind of looks like a piece of debrie 0603000334 3 weeks ago
2cute2befabulous 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam my
cousins neighbors dad died on 9/11 -___- he was a policemen here ): 2cute2befabulous 3
weeks ago EvilHomieYo 3 weeks ago R.I.P for the vitims of September 11,BUT,does
anybody mentiond the victims that is america resposibile for. Nagasaki,Hiroshima,South
Asia,Vietnam... count the vistims on september the eleven(and thats the victims your
govermant
is
responsibile
for)
and
multiply
with
187642108612083746120872108754--023075604310.......... And thas how victims are
america responsibile for... FUUUUUCK YOUUUUUUU!!!!! You selfish State.... Dont
get me wrong,I'm talking abot your presidents and goverment NOT the people
EvilHomieYo 3 weeks ago tightjeansndbmx12 3 weeks ago @EvilHomieYo Please any
other day, would be more considerate none the less. But not today you ignorant fucking
bastard! tightjeansndbmx12 3 weeks ago TheEnglishWay1 3 weeks ago @EvilHomieYo Very true my man TheEnglishWay1 3 weeks ago gturus 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Horrible tragedy((( I pray God for a peace for
souls of dead people..God bless their mothers, children and all families. Love from Russia
gturus 3 weeks ago mitchy287 3 weeks ago reading the comments under these videos
makes you digusted at some of these people....you dont write damn curses or laugh at
them. you should put yourself into thier shoes..think of bieng one of those people
jumping to get red if thier life...or a loved one watching your family member die on the t.v
think of that next time mitchy287 3 weeks ago jkjk91 3 weeks ago so sad jkjk91 3 weeks
ago eggsngravy 3 weeks ago IIIIIII'M COMINNGG UP SOO YOU BETTA GET THIS
PARTAY STARTEDDD!! eggsngravy 3 weeks ago tightjeansndbmx12 3 weeks ago
@eggsngravy go to hell tightjeansndbmx12 3 weeks ago BeccaHut 3 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @tightjeansndbmx12 die in a grease fire.
BeccaHut 3 weeks ago Ken13Dude 3 weeks ago Comment removed dianaskeleton 3
weeks ago I love all of you. dianaskeleton 3 weeks ago xfallenphoenix 3 weeks ago 12
First of all @terrance not all Muslims are evil the radicals that do things like this are evil.
And @beccahut u r not an American if u found this hilarious u should be ashamed of
urself. Ppl died and u think this is funny?? I wish I could meet u in person and lock u in a
room and beat the sh!t out of u as most REAL Americans would. God bless those who
were lost. Forever loved FDNY xfallenphoenix 3 weeks ago 12 VidJudge1 3 weeks ago
anyone who says 9/11 was good is gay,and souless VidJudge1 3 weeks ago gturus 3
weeks ago Horrible tragedy((( I pray God for a peace for souls of dead people..God bless
their mothers, children and all families. Love from Russia gturus 3 weeks ago
JoeAndTeddy 3 weeks ago Fucking terrorists. burn em all. JoeAndTeddy 3 weeks ago
edmongeyt 3 weeks ago zeitgeist video, really interesting, I recommend it. edmongeyt 3
weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Don't feel the fear, check out my featured video, Love and peace Stephen Ward
ste6666666 3 weeks ago TheEnglishWay1 3 weeks ago There really are some cunts
posting crude comments on here, you must feel very hard behind that keyboard
TheEnglishWay1 3 weeks ago BlackJusticeT 3 weeks ago Respect this day,you fucking
idiots.Most of ppl lost their lovely persons that day.Fucking terrorists are only one
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nationality and you know it.Americans are not bad persons and noone is.Nobody gives a
damn if you met an American redical person but that does not mean that they are
bad.Look your face in mirror and then come to talk,fucking faggots.RESPECT!
BlackJusticeT 3 weeks ago VidJudge1 3 weeks ago @BlackJusticeT thank you so much.
VidJudge1 3 weeks ago una2020 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam MUHAMADAN JIHAD ALASHU SHINU MUJA ALLAH AKBAR
ALLAH AKBAR ALLAH AKBAR DEATH YOU INFIDINALS DEATH TO
AMERICAN PIG DOGS una2020 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago People
always assume that because we all have two arms and two legs and walk erect like a man
that we are all human... That is where most are very, very wrong. If you cannot by now
see that difference, then you are hopelessly lost. ‘Humans’ do not blow up school bussed
full of children. No matter WHAT their grievances. Nor do they fly hi-jacked airliners full
of terrified people into buildings full of "the enemy". You know this to be true, so quit
fooling yourself with your misdirected pity. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago 911theinsidejob 3
weeks ago @TerraceYouth I have to agree with you, on what you said about it not being
human. It's one fucked up world we are living in right now and what you said and put's it
into perspective. You just made me realize something a little more. . 911, was an inside
job!! 911theinsidejob 3 weeks ago tayspice 3 weeks ago everybody who says america
deserves this can go fck themselves cause 2 many innocent ppl died.! they did nt deserve
tht! tayspice 3 weeks ago secret94s 3 weeks ago terrible. just speechless.. america didn't
deserve this at all. innocent people lost their lives. secret94s 3 weeks ago gengistruth 3
weeks ago this video sucks,American people are the most naive and stupid people on
Earth.They actually belive that 19 arabs could have easily get the most expensive
aerplanes and unnotised crashed at this two buildings.It is so stupid that small planes
could have crumbled this buildings,which were built to take earthquakes 7,1
Richter.Every day thousands of innocent muslims day worldwide in
Palestine,Iraq,Afghanistan etc.Here this,every powerefull country has to fall down one
day,so shall America fall too gengistruth 3 weeks ago MLGxH3xTwiG 3 weeks ago
@gengistruth Fuck you dude fuck you MLGxH3xTwiG 3 weeks ago sexicapicorn 3
weeks ago @gengistruth It's not the people it's the government to ignorant fuck. And
why should a country full of loving people fall sexicapicorn 3 weeks ago
tightjeansndbmx12 3 weeks ago @gengistruth Are you fucking stupid. These arabs were
liscensed pilots and trained for 6 years or so to make this happen. I would fucking know
because i liived right by the flight school they went to. "emary riddle". And as for this vid
being stupid, what would you do if youre family was caught in a situatiion like this.
Please tell me. Take a step in my shoes. tightjeansndbmx12 3 weeks ago 1991rbp 3 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11; It will be the 9th
anniversary of the death of my father. Who perished in the Twin Twin Tower attacks. I'll
never forget his last words to me on the phone, moments before the plane
hit..."ALLAHU AKBAR!" 1991rbp 3 weeks ago planetiyon 3 weeks ago if i was in
charge of the army i would blow theyre whole country up and kill every foriegn fuck in
the country how would they like that planetiyon 3 weeks ago pudgeS18 3 weeks ago 29
saddest part is seeing all those firefighters arriving knowing that they will all lose their
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lives trying to save others. RIP. we can never forget this day and we should never forget
the bravery that our police officers and firefighters showed that day. god bless them all
pudgeS18 3 weeks ago 29 ZombieHunter787 3 weeks ago @pudgeS18 the domb part was
the terrosits wait 3 months in the mountains waiting to attack after 9/11 right after the
planes hit they shouldve just done it ZombieHunter787 3 weeks ago krazyashlee101 3
weeks ago You guys were RIGHT there. Wow krazyashlee101 3 weeks ago 1991rbp 3
weeks ago 9/11; It will be the 9th anniversary of the death of my father. Who perished in
the Twin Twin Tower attacks. I'll never forget his last words to me on the phone,
moments before the plane hit..."ALLAHU AKBAR!" 1991rbp 3 weeks ago
tightjeansndbmx12 3 weeks ago @1991rbp Go to fucking hell. I hope you burn a slow
painful death. tightjeansndbmx12 3 weeks ago dragonflamable 3 weeks ago
@tightjeansndbmx12 ur mostly likely a smartass, so just keep trying to be cool
dragonflamable 3 weeks ago tightjeansndbmx12 3 weeks ago @dragonflamable a smart
ass? I actually live in the united statesuinlike half the people watching this vid and im
damn proud of being from here!!!!! GOD BLESS ALL LIVES LOST ON THIS DAY
R.I.P. 9-11-01 tightjeansndbmx12 3 weeks ago thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago
@tightjeansndbmx12 - DEATH TO ALL THOSE THAT DIED .. OH WAIT THAT
MAKES NO SENSE THEY'RE ALREADY DEAD, OH WELL U GET MY POINT
HAHAHAHAHA thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago dragonflamable 3 weeks ago
@thehatterBlogs i hope u get stabbed in the face and everybody around u just laughs
dragonflamable 3 weeks ago ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago @thehatterBlogs I hope you
rot in hell and that you die!! ilovemusictwilight9 3 weeks ago leilocasportuguesa 3 weeks
ago Omg... u got the Horrible view of everything... omg.... leilocasportuguesa 3 weeks ago
carmenlidia13 3 weeks ago Peace Be Upon All The Deceased Of That Horrific Terrible
Memoralble Day ! Lord I Pray All Involved In This Tragedy Be Held ACCOUNTABLE
! That HORRIBLE DAY just Changed everything FORVER Not Just in NYC
WORLDWIDE ! ! ! we were all Like In a Trance... Just Walking around Like Floating...
Today 9/11/2010 It's STILL SO NEW even 9 years Later. carmenlidia13 3 weeks ago
GroggyLobster 3 weeks ago This day was so fucking awesome. Today we all had cake
and sang happy songs. GroggyLobster 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago Muslims
are evil people. Just like the Nazis or the citizens of the Imperial Empire of Japan. They
do not deserve the same human considerations that normal people enjoy. These others
were fire-bombed out of existence by America in her righteous might for what they did. I
can only pray that Jehovah God will soon see fit to bless this nation with another man
with the right vision for the times. Just like He has always done in the past.
TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago mrbrightside28 3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth not all of then
were terrorest you racist person mrbrightside28 3 weeks ago AZskate43 3 weeks ago at
5:32 in the left hand side? is that the second plane? AZskate43 3 weeks ago VidJudge1 3
weeks ago @AZskate43 no it came at like 11:15 VidJudge1 3 weeks ago 0603000334 3
weeks ago @AZskate43 it might but it could be a plane going to jfk airport 0603000334 3
weeks ago starmandeluxe5 3 weeks ago @thehattersBlog u should go die that's not even
funny maybe u and you family should have been there I hope u shutup starmandeluxe5 3
weeks ago BeccaHut 3 weeks ago @starmandeluxe5 america did this for attention!
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BeccaHut 3 weeks ago thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago @starmandeluxe5 nope i would still
laugh, anyones death including my own is funny, i just hope i go out in style, like
accidentally be hung on the rope i made with the organs of your new born child
thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago @thehatterBlogs
HAHAHA OH WOW LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago BeccaHut 3 weeks ago
TURN AROUND, BeccaHut 3 weeks ago kitten2897 3 weeks ago Just seeing the plane
crashing into the building like that just kills me, There was an earlier video that i watched
and it showed the people clinging on to the side of the building. And lots of those people
were jumping off. Its just terrible. kitten2897 3 weeks ago filutowskilaw 3 weeks ago
Thank you for sharing this unique perspective on the attacks, taking us to your home,
your family, and yours and NYC's horror that day. Tears were shed. We are a beautiful
country with many liberties and we cannot give them up out of fear or forget this, just
like we cannot forget the thousands who died and now the thousands who live with
serious health complications and are still awaiting compensation. filutowskilaw 3 weeks
ago EvilHomieYo 3 weeks ago R.I.P for the vitims of September 11,BUT,does anybody
mentiond the victims that is america resposibile for. Nagasaki,Hiroshima,South
Asia,Vietnam... count the vistims on september the eleven(and thats the victims your
govermant
is
responsibile
for)
and
multiply
with
187642108612083746120872108754-023075604310.......... And thas how victims are
america responsibile for... FUUUUUCK YOUUUUUUU!!!!! You selfish State.... Dont
get me wrong,I'm talking abot your presidents and goverment NOT the people
EvilHomieYo 3 weeks ago Batman96s 3 weeks ago O my gosh, just watching this gave
me goosebumps, I want 2 know is the bush administration really responsible for this or al
queda? Batman96s 3 weeks ago Kiddoheree 3 weeks ago My dad's friend died in the
plane to san fransisco, God Bless Him And all the other innocent citizens of 9/11. No one
should be laughing about this, this is serious. God bless. Kiddoheree 3 weeks ago
starmandeluxe5 3 weeks ago @THEHATTERSBLOG Y would you say we are cry
babies tons of people did so if u think that's a joke go die u stupid worthless piece of shit
maybe the terriosts should blow u up starmandeluxe5 3 weeks ago thehatterBlogs 3
weeks ago @starmandeluxe5 - to be honest if the terrorists asked me to help i would
cover myself in facepaint and a crazy costume and then blow someplace up, possible
your best mates house, or your mums house, or maybe i'll kick your dog
HAHAHAHAHAHA thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago sg3992 3 weeks ago It takes a second
to destroy everything and a million years to build this world. sg3992 3 weeks ago
The1superbeatlefreak 3 weeks ago this is a terrible thing that shouldve never happend
The1superbeatlefreak 3 weeks ago 0603000334 3 weeks ago rip 0603000334 3 weeks ago
thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago the smoke covers the fucking stupidass ugly city, the only
good thing about the bombings, hiding those stupid crying fucks with deadly gases :P
thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago KiddCooties 3 weeks ago The people who did this aren't
Muslim in my eyes. It's just really FUCKED UP how my Muslim friends get so much
harassment after 9/11. One of my friends even commited suicide 2 years ago from this
shit. Fuck whoever makes these racist jokes. R.I.P. Ahar KiddCooties 3 weeks ago
DebrasOpinion 3 weeks ago I DID NOT LAUGH NOR DID I SAY ONE WORD
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AGAINST ANY ONE WITH 9/11 YAL JUST WANNA ARGUE FUCK YAL U
DUMB FUCKERS im going i got a life unlike u fuckers DebrasOpinion 3 weeks ago
LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago @DebrasOpinion You, you stupid bitch. How
could you say that. LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago dianaskeleton 3 weeks ago
Just here to throw up some of the love that belongs on this thread. Love for America,
love for peaceful Islam, love for freedom, love for unity, and respect for the dead. Thanks
for sharing your experience. dianaskeleton 3 weeks ago Xgloomshadow 3 weeks ago
FLAME WAR! Xgloomshadow 3 weeks ago DebrasOpinion 3 weeks ago i never fuckin
laughed at 9/11 u are insane fuck u u just want to argue well im not going to u immature
fuck ALL MY COMMENTS R RIGHT HERE I NEVER LAUGHED UR JUST
JEALOUS U KNOW I RAISED A VERY INTELLIGENT QUESTION LICK MY ASS
FUCK U GOD BLESS 9/11 VICTIMS AN THEIR LOVED ONES !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
DebrasOpinion 3 weeks ago LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago @DebrasOpinion
How dare you tell the victims of 9/11 to lick your ass, that's unimaginable cruel.
LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago
@LetsDoThisThangMmhmm but its funny thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago
LetsDoThisThangMmhmm
3
weeks
ago
@thehatterBlogs
I
agree.
LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago BeccaHut 3 weeks ago @DebrasOpinion HOW
DARE YOU CALL 9/11 A NIGGER. BeccaHut 3 weeks ago eggsngravy 3 weeks ago
neil buchanan was on tv and sed that 911 was fake and it was just too get money
eggsngravy 3 weeks ago LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago @eggsngravy I also saw
this. LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago BeccaHut 3 weeks ago @eggsngravy I agree
I witnessed this event. BeccaHut 3 weeks ago liveandlovexo25 3 weeks ago @eggsngravy
and do you believe everything you hear? wooowww. you're in finland, and by "where are
you from" i meant, you must be in like another universe or something to think that,
dumbass. it happened, and you werent even close to it, my father was by the pentagon
that day too...i think all of us would know. liveandlovexo25 3 weeks ago amrosik 3 weeks
ago i dont know if it is fake, but it is completly obvious that this is a work by regime,
who ever did this, it was an own order. USA is the terrorist in Heiligenschein amrosik 3
weeks ago scarlett22ful 3 weeks ago 3 I am still in shock when I watch footage of the
attack.. I am servicing police officer I have seen a lot of things in the last 11 years, none a
shocking as 911. I pray that God would watch over every single family that lost a family
member of friend. I pray the God would bring them peace and comfort. Thoughs and
Prayers. Maria scarlett22ful 3 weeks ago 3 BeccaHut 3 weeks ago @scarlett22ful such a
liar BeccaHut 3 weeks ago BeccaHut 3 weeks ago Neil Buchanan BeccaHut 3 weeks ago
andylong25 3 weeks ago god damn why dont you guys just shut the fuck up and have
some god damn respect this is for the people who lost there family. friends and any one
they was close to FUCK people need to grow up SORRY TO ALL WHO LOST
LOVED ONES andylong25 3 weeks ago ohmagawdddd 3 weeks ago @eggsngravy ;; you
... are a dick. ohmagawdddd 3 weeks ago LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago
@ohmagawdddd We'll be having none of that here. LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks
ago johnnydeppfan125 3 weeks ago omg this is horrible!!!! my teacher was talking about
it!!!!! johnnydeppfan125 3 weeks ago DebrasOpinion 3 weeks ago where did i fuckin
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laugh at 9/11 u fuckin liar all the fuck i said was hows it military yet commercial planes
we did not deserve this i said my heart goes out to all get ur facts straight DebrasOpinion
3 weeks ago BeccaHut 3 weeks ago @DebrasOpinion YOU ARE THE LIAR HERE
DEBRA. BeccaHut 3 weeks ago lineridermatt12 3 weeks ago Fuck you, you goddamn
terrorists... lineridermatt12 3 weeks ago 2tehnoobsho2 3 weeks ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam R.I.P those who died on 9/11 america will never forget!!!
2tehnoobsho2 3 weeks ago eggsngravy 3 weeks ago 911 still didnt hapen eggsngravy 3
weeks ago bmoreboy65 3 weeks ago @eggsngravy What U mean ? bmoreboy65 3 weeks
ago thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago show hide THIS WAS ( YEARS AGO< GET OVER IT
YOU STUPID FUCKING CRY BABYS _ DURING THAT TIME THOUSANDS
MORE HAVE DIED IN WAR AND IN FLOODS< SO STOP CRYING YOU STUPID
FUCKTARDS thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago CCAProduction100 3 weeks ago
@thehatterBlogs what the fuck dude! i dont even have to explain. You are senseless piece
of shit CCAProduction100 3 weeks ago thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago
@CCAProduction100 of course you do , don't u have a brain, how many have died this
year from bombings during the war - thousands, how many did during the Pakistan floods
= thousands more, so a few fucking stupidass Americans dying shouldn't even be
compared, so u shut up stupid :P thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago CCAProduction100 3
weeks ago @thehatterBlogs all those people chose to be in the war and knew the
consequences. Everyone in the trade center buildings were having just a normal day. And
even if alot of other people died in these past 9 years, it still doesnt mean we should stop
crying. Alot of people have family and friends who died. If youre mom or dad or any of
your family died this day I bet you would think differently CCAProduction100 3 weeks
ago hammers692 3 weeks ago @thehatterBlogs Hey, Fuck You! hammers692 3 weeks ago
dommanu7 3 weeks ago @thehatterBlogs Well said. Couldnt say it better myself
dommanu7 3 weeks ago thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago @dommanu7 thankyou, i'm adding
you as a friend :P thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago opalibra 3 weeks ago I have been in tears
ever since this video began. I was 5 years old when I saw this on the news. I couldn't
really understand what was going on but I just knew something was wrong. I cry every
year on this day. It has forever traumatized me, and changed my life. Never Forget what
happened today. None of us saw it coming, so no one could stop it. This is a day of
mourning and remembrance. So let those who need to, mourn. Let everyone remember
what happened only 9 years ago. opalibra 3 weeks ago PeggyOpalandDT 3 weeks ago :-(
r.i.p. todd + brad. thank you for showing this video. i will never forget i was eleven and i
come home + seeing this on my tv as i live in uk but i have friends in usa they were
working in towers when it happened at the time i didn't know i could get through to
anyone it tooks 3 days before we found out they were at work that day, they're bodies
were never found like many others. my sympathy goes out to all that lost someone that
day PeggyOpalandDT 3 weeks ago EvilHomieYo 3 weeks ago Fuck You America,not the
people but your presidents and government ,fuck em... They did it...They are the cause
for all the evils in the world. They controle the world,for money and power. They don't
believe in GOD.They did this, just to find an excuse for war in Avganistan and Irak... For
heroin,oil and other natural resources... They write our Destiny's,they are the cause for
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global slavery... Soon THE GOD Will Judge You,very soon. FUUUUUUUUUUUUUK
YOUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU-U!!!!!!!!!!!!!! EvilHomieYo 3
weeks ago lineridermatt12 3 weeks ago @EvilHomieYo Holy shit... lineridermatt12 3
weeks ago sexicapicorn 3 weeks ago @EvilHomieYo Most of us believe in God just 2 let
you know im one of the very few who don't, but i do agree with fuck the governemnt.
sexicapicorn 3 weeks ago DebrasOpinion 3 weeks ago oh im a dirty piece of shit for sayin
we didnt deserve this oh and that alot dont add up yes indeed i am a disgrace no fuck u
DebrasOpinion 3 weeks ago BeccaHut 3 weeks ago @DebrasOpinion YOU ARE A
DISGRACE, YOU TOLD LAUGHED AT 9/11. BeccaHut 3 weeks ago HempNinja1 3
weeks ago There is newly released documented evidence into the 9/11 investigation, I
found this to be some of the most informative information about 9/11 so far.
youtube.com/user/investigation-s2012 HempNinja1 3 weeks ago hottgurl12893 3 weeks
ago My cousin was born this day 9 years ago and we love him to death. We are so
thankful to have him. hottgurl12893 3 weeks ago DebrasOpinion 3 weeks ago fuck yal
sayin america deserved this DebrasOpinion 3 weeks ago BeccaHut 3 weeks ago
@DebrasOpinion you dirty piece of shit BeccaHut 3 weeks ago DJanSR1992 3 weeks
ago I'm very glad this happened so americans can see what is chaos! The same chaos they
are making all over the world DJanSR1992 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
@DJanSR1992 your right there mate. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago MileyCyrusRulesBOBW
3 weeks ago 10 AMERICA DID NOT DESERVE THIS. MY FRIENDS PARENTS
DIED. THEY ARE INNOCENT PEOPLE. MileyCyrusRulesBOBW 3 weeks ago 10
DJanSR1992 3 weeks ago @MileyCyrusRulesBOBW america deserves much more!
DJanSR1992 3 weeks ago exploremagic23 3 weeks ago @MileyCyrusRulesBOBW No
they didnt...stop talking..gtfo. exploremagic23 3 weeks ago iCandyStarr 3 weeks ago
@MileyCyrusRulesBOBW May they rest in peace. :'( iCandyStarr 3 weeks ago
BeccaHut 3 weeks ago my heart goes out to those brave terrorists that lost their lives that
day :( BeccaHut 3 weeks ago tayspice 3 weeks ago @BeccaHut r u serious!!! innocent
ppl died nd ur sad about the terrorists tayspice 3 weeks ago 0LuckyInternetUser0 3
weeks ago @BeccaHut get a live dirty muslim bitch! 0LuckyInternetUser0 3 weeks ago
BeccaHut 3 weeks ago @0LuckyInternetUser0 WHAT ON EARTH? BeccaHut 3 weeks
ago Astru26 3 weeks ago Never forget Astru26 3 weeks ago rlbluver 3 weeks ago 2 i will
never forget 9 11 rlbluver 3 weeks ago 2 DebrasOpinion 3 weeks ago see noone ever
answers me hows it military planes YET loved ones died in commercial
planes???????????? but lives were lost an thats what matters my heart goes out to all
DebrasOpinion 3 weeks ago singingismylife465 3 weeks ago Rest in peace for everyone
who has passed in those towers! God Bless all the survivors. God Bless all the families
who had someone that passed in the towers. God Bless the American People! <3
singingismylife465 3 weeks ago rossapher24 3 weeks ago ummm....do you guys think
youtube is being a little DISRESPECTFUL today?? rossapher24 3 weeks ago
B00M3RD00M3R 3 weeks ago It makes me cry to watch this video and think of my
cousin who died that day. We will never forget. God bless them, and let them rest in
peace. B00M3RD00M3R 3 weeks ago eggsngravy 3 weeks ago 4 This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam In my opinion, america got a smackdown they richly
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deserved eggsngravy 3 weeks ago 4 LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago
@eggsngravy I agree. LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago BeccaHut 3 weeks ago
@eggsngravy i wholly agree BeccaHut 3 weeks ago 0GenesisX 3 weeks ago @eggsngravy
And what did America do to deserve this? 0GenesisX 3 weeks ago eggsngravy 3 weeks
ago @0GenesisX they went to war with afganistan and hanged sadam husain eggsngravy
3 weeks ago VernonWanderer 3 weeks ago @eggsngravy Perhaps USA deserved it, but
the people didn't. If you believe otherwise, I wish you all the worst. VernonWanderer 3
weeks ago plpanther 3 weeks ago @eggsngravy Perhaps you would have a different
opinion if you were there when it happened. plpanther 3 weeks ago
LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago @plpanther HE WAS THERE
LetsDoThisThangMmhmm
3
weeks
ago
plpanther
3
weeks
ago
@LetsDoThisThangMmhmm How would you know? plpanther 3 weeks ago
LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago @plpanther Because I was there too.
LetsDoThisThangMmhmm
3
weeks
ago
plpanther
3
weeks
ago
@LetsDoThisThangMmhmm Yes, but how did you know that user was there also?
plpanther 3 weeks ago 0LuckyInternetUser0 3 weeks ago @eggsngravy you think that's
great you silly muslims or islamist or whatever motherfucker you are?!!
0LuckyInternetUser0 3 weeks ago sexicapicorn 3 weeks ago @eggsngravy so ur saying
good innocent people deverse 2 die? Now i can say the US "Government" get how i said
Government and many but not all citizen are terrible but that just wasn't right. I am a
citizen don't agree with half the shit the government does. sexicapicorn 3 weeks ago
web262 3 weeks ago @eggsngravy hey man, hope you die tonight! web262 3 weeks ago
LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago @web262 You're worse than the terrorists.
LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago VidJudge1 3 weeks ago @eggsngravy are you
saying that americans deserved this travesty? VidJudge1 3 weeks ago BeccaHut 3 weeks
ago @VidJudge1 As an American, I believe that 9/11 was fucking hilarious. BeccaHut 3
weeks ago VidJudge1 3 weeks ago @BeccaHut you monster how would you like it if you
were in the building when that happened. >8( VidJudge1 3 weeks ago BeccaHut 3 weeks
ago @VidJudge1 I WAS IN THE BUILDING, IT WAS AGONISINGLY FUNNY
BeccaHut 3 weeks ago VidJudge1 3 weeks ago @BeccaHut go fuck yourself because my
aunt died in it. your not a human being you have no soul!!!! VidJudge1 3 weeks ago
BeccaHut 3 weeks ago @VidJudge1 i saw your aunt fall BeccaHut 3 weeks ago
VidJudge1 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @BeccaHut
you stupid mother fucker you should burn in hell and die for the words you speak
VidJudge1 3 weeks ago tebxxo 3 weeks ago @BeccaHut BITCH SHUT UP. THATS
TERRIBLE. go to hell. innocent people lost their lives. No one deserves that. stop
laughing at 9/11 you're a fucking disgrace. tebxxo 3 weeks ago BeccaHut 3 weeks ago
@tebxxo BITCH PLEASE BeccaHut 3 weeks ago thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago @tebxxo
but its the greatest joke on earth, hundreds dead, thousands screaming, millions crying .
billions taking the piss, ITS THE GREATEST JOKE EVER TOLD
HAHAHAHAHAHAHA thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago BeccaHut 3 weeks ago
@thehatterBlogs LMFAO! BeccaHut 3 weeks ago LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks
ago @thehatterBlogs ROFL LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago dommanu7 3 weeks
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ago @BeccaHut LMFAO dommanu7 3 weeks ago BeccaHut 3 weeks ago @dommanu7
:D BeccaHut 3 weeks ago sexicapicorn 3 weeks ago @BeccaHut So if people you loved
were killed from it would you still find it funny? sexicapicorn 3 weeks ago BeccaHut 3
weeks ago @sexicapicorn YES, YES I WOULD BeccaHut 3 weeks ago sexicapicorn 3
weeks ago @BeccaHut I don't think you would, but if ur telling the truth ur a very sick
person sexicapicorn 3 weeks ago BeccaHut 3 weeks ago my child died in 9/11 BeccaHut 3
weeks ago lovemyboboz 3 weeks ago 35 I'm thinking, like millions around the world of all
the poor innocent souls who needlesly lost their lives on todays date 9 years ago. May
they all rest in peace and my heart goes out to their family's friends and loved ones. 2977
murdered and 6000+ injured, it shouldn't happen in our civilized times. God bless them
all. Love from the UK xx lovemyboboz 3 weeks ago 35 pomagamSteam 3 weeks ago RIP
from Poland pomagamSteam 3 weeks ago ed2kou1 3 weeks ago Can you even believe
there's talk of a WTC Mosque! If you would've asked people on 9-12, if there should be
a WTC Mosque, I bet 90-95% of the people would say hell NO! Now you only get
about 75-80%. Look how many have forgotton. I can't or I never will. Feels like a part of
me died that day,it just took our innocence. These people were just like you and me.
Work kids, friends, family. Then they die for no reason! JUST HATE!! God bless them
and their families. God bless the USA! ed2kou1 3 weeks ago pladyer 3 weeks ago osoma
you can t run forever pladyer 3 weeks ago DeathStar9903 3 weeks ago 9 11 is a day that
the world stood stil DeathStar9903 3 weeks ago kovel18 3 weeks ago its all the terroist
faults kovel18 3 weeks ago HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago praise allah
for killing these pigs HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago TeleporterFIN 3
weeks ago @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR Terrorist supporter much? :D Btw, you
speak the language of these "pigs" TeleporterFIN 3 weeks ago ashlee1311 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam oh my gosh...this must have scared
you guys...what a terrible day...you could like see the dust like crawling towards you...oh
my god you saw it collapse...oh my god thats terrible...oh my god...rest in peace to
everyone who lost their lives this day 9 years ago...thanks to all that helped out druing
this tragidy...i dont get it how could people do this...they have to be heartless......this just
makes me cry.......rest in peace........ ashlee1311 3 weeks ago ZebraPrintSock 3 weeks ago
Next year it will be 9/11/11 :\ ZebraPrintSock 3 weeks ago forracefansony 3 weeks ago
my best friend died i that tower forracefansony 3 weeks ago TeleporterFIN 3 weeks ago
@forracefansony Rest in Peace TeleporterFIN 3 weeks ago 7trueamerican 3 weeks ago
@forracefansony aaww im so sorry! :'( 7trueamerican 3 weeks ago lexoist 3 weeks ago
@forracefansony oh im so sorry lexoist 3 weeks ago nonocomitakos 3 weeks ago Happy
Anniversary America....... ..... nonocomitakos 3 weeks ago 69ninerodom 3 weeks ago we
have to face difficult things in our lives . this is one of them 69ninerodom 3 weeks ago
ZebraPrintSock 3 weeks ago Oh and BTW, why does everyone blame the government?!
its not like they couldve stopped it from happening.... ZebraPrintSock 3 weeks ago
WhiteTrash460 3 weeks ago Dear thehatterblogs, FUCK YOU , why the fuck do you
hate america! go to the fucking sand nigger country and dig yourself a hole and go shit on
yourself ! I wish i could find you and beat the living sand nigger shit out of you!!!!! I
dont give a fuck what nationality you are get the fuck out of AMERICA ! YOU PIECE
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OF SHIT!!!! WhiteTrash460 3 weeks ago ashlee1311 3 weeks ago oh my gosh...this must
have scared you guys...what a terrible day...you could like see the dust like crawling
towards you...oh my god you saw it collapse...oh my god thats terrible...oh my god...rest
in peace to everyone who lost their lives this day 9 years ago...thanks to all that helped
out druing this tragidy...i dont get it how could people do this...they have to be
heartless......this just makes me cry.......rest in peace..... ashlee1311 3 weeks ago
JaneriPscha 3 weeks ago I was 4 when this happened, i can't remember anything of it, but
god blesses all the people who didn't survive it and my thoughts are with them today.
JaneriPscha 3 weeks ago HomelessRapist 3 weeks ago I laughed. Stupid Americunts.
HomelessRapist 3 weeks ago TeleporterFIN 3 weeks ago 2 R.I.P. From Finland I saw a
document about this yesterday, it was sad :(. TeleporterFIN 3 weeks ago 2
MultiRandomPerson101 3 weeks ago its nine eleven today... it was 9 years ago
MultiRandomPerson101 3 weeks ago BX2TheR 3 weeks ago Comment removed
FunSk8ers 3 weeks ago when is the plain hitting the tower???? (0:00) FunSk8ers 3 weeks
ago dommanu7 3 weeks ago 100 000 died in haiti...yet no one gives a shit. 3000 americans
and the whole world cries? fuck that shit dommanu7 3 weeks ago Bl00dyVikings 3 weeks
ago @dommanu7, no, fuck you. Bl00dyVikings 3 weeks ago greendaylvr1304 3 weeks
ago 8 @dommanu7 hey have some respect. if your father, mother, sister, brother,
daughter, or son died in there you would care too. so try to have some respect for the
dead greendaylvr1304 3 weeks ago 8 amrosik 3 weeks ago @greendaylvr1304 i have
respect. but i ahve no respect from those who really think this was an attack by muslim
terrorists, this is completly absurd. amrosik 3 weeks ago ZebraPrintSock 3 weeks ago
@dommanu7 Where these people up so high? And Haiti has so many earthquakes.
ZebraPrintSock 3 weeks ago dommanu7 3 weeks ago @ZebraPrintSock i have no idea
what to make of your comment. dommanu7 3 weeks ago Buchanan6507 3 weeks ago
@dommanu7 are you saying that your so ignorant that you can't tell the difference
between a natural disaster and a deliberate terrorist attack. Two totally different
tragedy's..today, if you look at your little calender, just happens to be 9/11 and people
are mourning...Please have some respect. Buchanan6507 3 weeks ago dommanu7 3 weeks
ago @Buchanan6507 The type of diaster is besides the point. im talking about the
reaction it got and what its still getting. I do have respect. Ignorant? Slightly ironic coming
from the yank. dommanu7 3 weeks ago exploremagic23 3 weeks ago @dommanu7
Americans didn't react when Hatians died in that earthquake, just as they didn't react
when a shit load of chinese died in an earthquake a few years back. Floods, hurricanes,
earthquakes...what do you expect? America to go to the rescue and protect every country
from natural disasters? 9/11 was all in all totally different, it got a different a reaction
because for the first time the majority of Americans understood the threats that radical
muslim extremists posed to our freedom. exploremagic23 3 weeks ago dommanu7 3
weeks ago @exploremagic23 You dont react because your all self centred pricks. It does
not make a difference if its natural or delibarate attacks! there still people who lost there
lives. You dont give a fuck about other peoples problems but yet you expect them to care
for you when your country has a tragedy? fuck that. dommanu7 3 weeks ago
Buchanan6507 3 weeks ago 3 @dommanu7 you are being extremely ignorant and
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disrespectful..look at all the things your saying?..no one asked you to care, no one shoved
this video in your face. So why are you even on this site? To prove how nasty you can
be..fine, point made..your a nasty S.O.B. Buchanan6507 3 weeks ago 3 Rose3231 3
weeks ago @dommanu7 This was a TERRORIST attack and they crashed a plane in the
WTC...... Haiti had an earthquake..... :/ Rose3231 3 weeks ago dommanu7 3 weeks ago
@Rose3231 Whats your point? Im talking about the reaction its getting and how
everyone seems to care more compared to diasters on the other side of the world. Yes i
undersstand it was delibarate but you americans dont give a flying fuck when a tragedy
happens on the other side of the globe. yet when it happens to you, you expect everyone
to care? dommanu7 3 weeks ago liveandlovexo25 3 weeks ago @dommanu7 thats not true
at all. for instance, haiti, we give a flying fuck to that still. so dont talk. liveandlovexo25 3
weeks ago Rose3231 3 weeks ago @dommanu7 No, i dont expect everyone to care, they
cared of their own free will. And so did i. Please, respect those who died on this day.....
Rose3231 3 weeks ago thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago @dommanu7 yes finally someone
who noticed :P thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago cubsfan01991 3 weeks ago @dommanu7 dude
its not that no one cares. its just a)today is the anniversity of that terrible day and b) it
occured on american soil which affects us more. it goes the same for each country.
cubsfan01991 3 weeks ago GospodinMr 3 weeks ago Peace for all inocent people who
died in that tower on 9/11 GospodinMr 3 weeks ago lalucyification 3 weeks ago 19:20
and onwards... oh my god. My heart goes out to everyone involved in this. lalucyification
3 weeks ago BX2TheR 3 weeks ago Comment removed exploremagic23 3 weeks ago 4
Thumbs up? Really? Your friend died and you go on youtube looking for thumbs up by a
bunch of random fucking people? All these people claiming they had friends and family in
the towers but are actually attention whores need to get the fuck out. They take
advantage of todays date and come on here acting like fucking retards...get a life.
exploremagic23 3 weeks ago 4 TheChippyRick 3 weeks ago @exploremagic23 How
would you know? Why would you take the risk of saying that? In cases liek this, if they
want to do that, you leave them alone and you can just assume that they want attention.
TheChippyRick 3 weeks ago chriseg79 3 weeks ago 2 Did these barbaric terrorist have
any feelings whatsoever for those poor people who didn't stand a chance on those planes
and in the twin towers. My love goes out to all the loved ones of all the victims of this
terrible day in history. chriseg79 3 weeks ago 2 jcrossfool42 3 weeks ago So sad! Couldn't
even imagine what it was like to be in that building with everyone going crazy and trying
to get out through black smoke. Its scary to even think about being there. Especially
when NONE of those people did anything wrong. But whats done is done. Never forget
the ones who died jcrossfool42 3 weeks ago AyeItsKarla 3 weeks ago BITCH, KEEP
YOUR CAMERA AT THE TOWER. I still think its cool. but fuck indians. AyeItsKarla
3 weeks ago eggsngravy 3 weeks ago 9/11 didnt hapen its all an conspiracy eggsngravy 3
weeks ago LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago @eggsngravy I agree.
LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago RuninVideoMan123 3 weeks ago @eggsngravy
my best friend was in the marriot you fucking fag. dont tell me it was a conspiracy.
RuninVideoMan123 3 weeks ago eggsngravy 3 weeks ago @RuninVideoMan123 no he
wasnt your lieing and it was fake eggsngravy 3 weeks ago tightjeansndbmx12 3 weeks ago
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@eggsngravy Ohh please stfu with ure ignorance. Lives were still lost tightjeansndbmx12
3 weeks ago eggsngravy 3 weeks ago @tightjeansndbmx12 no lifes we're lost coz it wasnt
real eggsngravy 3 weeks ago AjTiArAf 3 weeks ago @eggsngravy are you retarded!
thousands of people lost there lives to this attack1 and for you to say that that wasnt
real??!! I hope you burn in hell where you belong AjTiArAf 3 weeks ago
LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago @AjTiArAf Stop being a cunt.
LetsDoThisThangMmhmm 3 weeks ago eggsngravy 3 weeks ago @AjTiArAf im not
retarded you ar becoz 911 didnt hapen becoz everyone lied about it to get money
eggsngravy 3 weeks ago liveandlovexo25 3 weeks ago @eggsngravy and where the hell did
you come from?. liveandlovexo25 3 weeks ago eggsngravy 3 weeks ago @liveandlovexo25
finland eggsngravy 3 weeks ago liveandlovexo25 3 weeks ago @eggsngravy hha how old
are you 5? liveandlovexo25 3 weeks ago dougLEGEND 3 weeks ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam i was 4 when this happened but i remember it i was in my
room my mom dad called me out of there to let me see it and i didnt think anything of it
but now that im 13 i understand what this meant and im deeply sorry for anyone who
had family or friends in the towers, RIP for those people and god bless america!!!!!!!!!!!
dougLEGEND 3 weeks ago DebrasOpinion 3 weeks ago kaze how the fuck u know what
i think? i am seein it from other views am i not? u know i raise a good question how the
fucks it military yet commercial planes so much dont add up an bush lied about it to but
whatever say what u want DebrasOpinion 3 weeks ago apancia 3 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam When that hapened I was 7 years old. I see
this video first time. I watched a lot of on YT but I never seen this one before. The
moment when the second tower colapsed... This video shows it the best. I have tears in
my eyes and when I look at big hole in WTC I feel sick. God bless all the families who
lost someone in this tragedy. WTC and 9/11 always in my memory -Anna, Poland
apancia 3 weeks ago Tagger12496 3 weeks ago Everytime clips of this very day go one it
gives me goose bumps of what just happened. horrifying day, black day in New York
City. never to be forgotton. Tagger12496 3 weeks ago bubbles459 3 weeks ago 2 Can
someone get rid of these assholes saying that this was fantastic and they laughed at it? It's
really not okay that they're even here. at all. I've lived in NYC my whole life and was in
school when this happened. A good friend of mine's mom died in that tower and this was
a terrible terrible day that we will never forget. RIP to all who died and my heart goes out
to everyone who was affected by this horrible event. bubbles459 3 weeks ago 2
thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago @bubbles459 go suck a dick thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago
thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i hate
americans, its a good thing alot of them died in the attacks , shame more didn't
thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago fro08 3 weeks ago @thehatterBlogs SHAME YOU DIDN'T.
get the fuck outta here asshole. we don't need people like you on youtube. fro08 3 weeks
ago thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago @fro08 of course you do , u need me to make comments
like this coz u stupid fucks won't, this was 9 years ago, get the fuck over it !!!!!!!1
thehatterBlogs 3 weeks ago fro08 3 weeks ago @thehatterBlogs we don't make comments
like you because we have souls and are actually still sad about this terrible event. i hope
you, your family, and everyone you know burns in hell! fro08 3 weeks ago
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dougLEGEND 3 weeks ago i was 4 when this happened but i remember it i was in my
room my mom dad called me out of there to let me see it and i didnt think anything of it
but now that im 13 i understand what this meant and im deeply sorry for anyone who
had family or friends in the towers, RIP foe those people and god bless america!!!!!!!!!!!
dougLEGEND 3 weeks ago faadade 3 weeks ago Now I understand why a Mosque is not
needed there! faadade 3 weeks ago PonySlaystationTV 3 weeks ago i was in 1st grade..
but i remember it like it was yesterday. R.I.P and god bless, from Maryland, USA.
PonySlaystationTV 3 weeks ago TheSpeciesUK 3 weeks ago Comment removed
WRXSFORLIFE 3 weeks ago Hey america.... My family loves us all... God bless.... 9-11
will never be forgoton.... It will be impossible to be... Just everyone take a moment and
pray for the familys who lost loved ones.... This will never be forgotton... God bless
america.... We love u... WRXSFORLIFE 3 weeks ago orlandosurf311 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Here is my tribute song to 9 11. Please
check it out and comment. God bless America! youtube.com/watch?v=dEtWGVO2wj-E
orlandosurf311 3 weeks ago GospodinMr 3 weeks ago i remember this ,i was just 6 yrs
old i watch this with my dad on tv .Horrible memory from my childhood. GospodinMr 3
weeks ago buldi53 3 weeks ago R.I.P. from hungary buldi53 3 weeks ago NoobyMac 3
weeks ago If any freaking religion promotes this kind of insanity, I don't even know what
to say to that. I can't believe that there are such disgusting people out there that would do
something like this in the name of their god. God bless all the families who lost someone
in this tragedy. I'll be praying for you today. As for the terrorists...I'm praying for you
too. -from Canada NoobyMac 3 weeks ago bus140808 3 weeks ago We were the same;
we wrote the date and we both got emotional. 9/11 will never be the same:-( :-(
bus140808 3 weeks ago TheMKShow1 3 weeks ago @wwefanworld not trueee at all!
TheMKShow1 3 weeks ago cavfans 3 weeks ago Take A wonderful moment with me to
take part in the praying to hope that if you were on that building you wernt walking you
were running if not its no joke ive i had freinds parents die in there on bissniss trips
dramatic cavfans 3 weeks ago D00MonEarth 3 weeks ago The Mossad and CIA Guys
make a good TV shows , This TV series of the War on Terror are the best War Show of
all TV History I want to see now the episode of Evil Iran. D00MonEarth 3 weeks ago
G4andy 3 weeks ago jesus.... G4andy 3 weeks ago DebrasOpinion 3 weeks ago i couldnt
be more sad an sorry from 9/11 happening but damn it alot does not make sense about it
its military planes yet commercial an loved ones died on them an so much dont add up an
god forbid i wonder anyhow God Bless Everyone. DebrasOpinion 3 weeks ago
iRainingSnowdropx 3 weeks ago It is unbelievable how someone could do this on
purpose. iRainingSnowdropx 3 weeks ago wwefanworld 3 weeks ago ✈ ▌▌
wwefanworld 3 weeks ago vH4RDC0R3v 3 weeks ago God Bless America ♥RIP 9/11♥
vH4RDC0R3v 3 weeks ago wolfcrossing 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Watching with my son who was 3 when it happened. Thank you
for posting this. There is nothing else to say. wolfcrossing 3 weeks ago wolfcrossing 3
weeks ago Watching with my son who was 3 when it happened. Thank you for posting
this. There is nothing else to say. wolfcrossing 3 weeks ago stevica1986 3 weeks ago i
almost felt sorry when i watched this stevica1986 3 weeks ago TheMooseman300 3
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weeks ago my sisters boyfriend's uncle was in the south tower... he didnt make it out RIP
TheMooseman300 3 weeks ago shaneinkster 3 weeks ago 2 today is September 11 2010,
9 years ago today i was 13 but now im 22 & i live in Saskatoon Canada shaneinkster 3
weeks ago 2 tooooooommy 3 weeks ago FAKE tooooooommy 3 weeks ago shaneinkster
3 weeks ago @tooooooommy not fake shaneinkster 3 weeks ago
HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam praise allah for his work, pig americans HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3
weeks ago shaneinkster 3 weeks ago @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR ASS HOLE
what kind of a name is HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRR eny way shaneinkster 3 weeks
ago D00MonEarth 3 weeks ago show hide When the first tower collapsed was a magical
moment , I feel like one masturbating pleasure (=D) D00MonEarth 3 weeks ago
stevica1986 3 weeks ago @D00MonEarth haha,couldnt agree more stevica1986 3 weeks
ago Rose3231 3 weeks ago @stevica1986 I couldnt disagree more, you really wanna die
dont you? Why dont you leave your shit comments to yourself and do the world a favor
ok? Rose3231 3 weeks ago stevica1986 3 weeks ago @Rose3231 You brought this to
yourselves,you cant go all over the world and do what you want stevica1986 3 weeks ago
Rose3231 3 weeks ago @stevica1986 We did nothing wrong, plus, no one wants to see
you post your shitty little comments so just shut it. Thanks... Rose3231 3 weeks ago
stevica1986 3 weeks ago @Rose3231 my friends died of your bombs,so i have every
right to post shitty comments stevica1986 3 weeks ago Rose3231 3 weeks ago
@stevica1986 Well all of these INNOCENT people died! We dont need your shit
comments. Those terrorists are probably burning in hell right now, which makes me so
happy.......plus, you have plenty more friends so get over it. Great..... :/ Rose3231 3
weeks ago DebrasOpinion 3 weeks ago hows it military planes yet loved ones died on the
commercial planes makes no sense??? DebrasOpinion 3 weeks ago KazekFuturi 3 weeks
ago @DebrasOpinion Think about it for fucks sake... Think about other ways it could
have gone down other than the way you were told for a change. KazekFuturi 3 weeks ago
DunderMifflinInf 3 weeks ago @DebrasOpinion Don't worry, they are women.
DunderMifflinInf 3 weeks ago laughablegirly 3 weeks ago at 7:36 you see a person falling
from the tower. laughablegirly 3 weeks ago apancia 3 weeks ago @laughablegirly I think
it's not a human. It's probably a piece of WTC. apancia 3 weeks ago AndrewTheKid96 3
weeks ago ... AndrewTheKid96 3 weeks ago laughablegirly 3 weeks ago 19 Thumbs up if
you hate terrorists and had a friend in that tower. laughablegirly 3 weeks ago 19 jass355 3
weeks ago @laughablegirly it is discusting to see how these men have no respect to other
peoples lives. jass355 3 weeks ago DEUHDCEwh 3 weeks ago As I was sitting here at
my desk, doing homework, I wrote the date "9-11-10" on the top right corner of my
paper. Tears filled my eyes as I watches the World Trade Center crumble, flicking my
eyes from the motion picture to the date that sits on my paper. I give great respect to
anyone who did not survive and who were in the World Trade Center, also to those who
are related to those people. God Bless America. DEUHDCEwh 3 weeks ago zryciuchy 3
weeks ago 7 that's terrible... so sad... RIP to everyone from Poland. zryciuchy 3 weeks
ago 7 matainui 3 weeks ago 9 years... matainui 3 weeks ago MeaggyMeaggs647 3 weeks
ago @matainui its a old vid thts y MeaggyMeaggs647 3 weeks ago 4everTailsFan11 3
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weeks ago 2 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam God Bless America
4everTailsFan11 3 weeks ago 2 Stixkren 3 weeks ago I remember what I was doing that
day. I was in fourth grade and my teacher brought a tv in and we were watching the news
and the 2nd plane crashed into the towers. I remember kids being pulled out of class left
and right and then watching the towers collapse. I will never forget that day and god bles
every soul that was lost on this day and their families. Stixkren 3 weeks ago MrDannyX3
3 weeks ago RIP Victims of 911 and the world trade center , from Michigan, USA
MrDannyX3 3 weeks ago AshJoySmiles 3 weeks ago I will always remember.
AshJoySmiles 3 weeks ago 89heyheyhey 3 weeks ago 9 years ago... Wow god bless the
familes of those who lost their lifes... September11,2001.. USA God bless 89heyheyhey
3 weeks ago cuddlycows1 3 weeks ago RIP to everyone who died in this tragedy and may
God bless and comfort their families too cuddlycows1 3 weeks ago asguitarstereo 3
weeks ago Always in our hearts......from Italia.....A.S. Bye asguitarstereo 3 weeks ago
ZebraPrintSock 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam and
now they are going to mosque two blocks away from Ground Zero ZebraPrintSock 3
weeks ago warmonger79 3 weeks ago 29 You are not forgotten, nor shall you ever be. All
gave some, some gave ALL. God bless America. warmonger79 3 weeks ago 29
7trueamerican 3 weeks ago @warmonger79 beautiful comment! 7trueamerican 3 weeks
ago mrWWEman11 3 weeks ago To me video's like this should be banned because this is
just horrendous. It's like watching somebody getting chopped up. mrWWEman11 3
weeks ago wwefanworld 3 weeks ago @mrWWEman11 Ah. pussy wwefanworld 3
weeks ago tottiksa1 3 weeks ago i am saudi i am muslim i am gitting mad & mad from
seeing this evrey single day !!!! this reaily show a wrong bad photo about islam but what
i can do nothing i can do pffffffffff be mad will not correct iny thing fuck this bombers u r
not muslims u r not tottiksa1 3 weeks ago HOUSEMDSB7 3 weeks ago God rest the
souls of all those who lost their lives that day, the innocent people on the plane, the
people in side the WTC, the brave fireman, women, children, policemen and all
servicemen/women and everybody else who lost their lives 9 years today. never forget,
R.I.P. HOUSEMDSB7 3 weeks ago MultiTwilighter1 3 weeks ago sooo sad rip people
only god takes the best screw the animals that done that do you people!xXxxx
MultiTwilighter1 3 weeks ago zavala0223 3 weeks ago jaajajajajajajajajajajajajajaj-aj
jajajajajajajaja juarjuarjuarjuarjuar aahhhjajajajajajaaahhhjajajajb-ienvenidos a la realidad
hijos de puta zavala0223 3 weeks ago lamarbdrunk 3 weeks ago youtube search "Down
the Conspiracy Rabbit Hole: A Trip with Pink Floyd" lamarbdrunk 3 weeks ago
0833727163 3 weeks ago ja mann! das habt ihr verdient ihr huresöhne! geht doch sterben
ihr scheis amys 0833727163 3 weeks ago BigBearNick02 3 weeks ago GOD BLESS ALL
OF YOU BigBearNick02 3 weeks ago cutienails48 3 weeks ago take a moment of silense
for everyone who died including one of my moms best friends we will never forget u
kevin cutienails48 3 weeks ago TripleRainbowify 3 weeks ago Nine years later, and this
is still shocking. Especially when the Towers fell - oh man. :( God Bless America.
TripleRainbowify 3 weeks ago ZebraPrintSock 3 weeks ago and think of the people in
the plane, Trying to fight the terroist, getting their throats slit and evrything. then
crashing and burning. ZebraPrintSock 3 weeks ago MrBikers101 3 weeks ago this is a sad
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day give respect for all those who died in 9/11 MrBikers101 3 weeks ago ZebraPrintSock
3 weeks ago I remeber being home getting ready for kindergarden or 1st grade when we
were watching the news and this was breaking News. Thank God Most of my family
lives in Michigan or Canada.. RIP. So sorry for the families. :'( ZebraPrintSock 3 weeks
ago houstonkid21 3 weeks ago its 9-11 9th aniversarry houstonkid21 3 weeks ago
vanimpeheiko 3 weeks ago how can you do something like that vanimpeheiko 3 weeks
ago Metin2TuTs 3 weeks ago heute werden diese Videos natürlich mehr beachtet.
Metin2TuTs 3 weeks ago rolacola34 3 weeks ago ✈ ▌▌ r.i.p all thoose who lost thier
lives due to 9/11 x rolacola34 3 weeks ago JUNIOR37360 3 weeks ago fuck the terriots
man!!!i hope they all die!!they killed thousands of inoccent people that day.and they
were celebrating it.wtf!!!hell nah i want someone to make fun of this day.R.I.P. TO ALL
YALL INOCCENT PEOPLE YALL IN A BETTA PLACE NOW JUNIOR37360 3
weeks ago swedishboy112 3 weeks ago i have met people that said the governmant id this
but what government would do that it was those Terrorist basters they killed thousands
of americans death to Al-Queda! swedishboy112 3 weeks ago ZebraPrintSock 3 weeks
ago Super Scary to hear the Sirens. Im tearing up. Think of the people a couple floors
below. The Building Cops wouldnt let them flee. How sad ZebraPrintSock 3 weeks ago
Kailyn122 3 weeks ago come on to me it seems as if your mocking 9/11 thousands of
people died that day and it not something to make fun of Kailyn122 3 weeks ago
crazyalan14 3 weeks ago Im Speach Less. Thanks To All The FireFighters ANd Cops
That Gave Theyre Lives Up SAving As Many people as they could crazyalan14 3 weeks
ago surenitox13 3 weeks ago THIS WASENT SOPSE TO HAPEND GOD BE WITH US
ALL AND WITH THOSE WHO LOST THERE LIVES AND FOR WHOM LOST
LOVE ONES THIS DAY. LOVE AND RISPECT FOR THOSE WHO TRYD TO
STOP THE PLAIN THAT HIT PITSBURG IT IS CUZ OF PPL LIKE THEM THAT
ALOT OF PPL DIDENT DIE THEY ARE THE REAL HEROS. surenitox13 3 weeks
ago totalyafreak 3 weeks ago 3 How can ppl give this video a thumbs down when ppl had
died!! thts fucked up!! totalyafreak 3 weeks ago 3 Jaxis1337 3 weeks ago @totalyafreak
they aren't thumbs upping the fact that people died, they are thumbs upping the fact that
these people put the footage on youtube. Jaxis1337 3 weeks ago enjoiobama 3 weeks ago
so sad enjoiobama 3 weeks ago DebrasOpinion 3 weeks ago wheres the other tower in
this video?? DebrasOpinion 3 weeks ago ZebraPrintSock 3 weeks ago @NavG92
TERRORISTS ARE MUSLIMS. ALMOST EVERYONES THE SAME. We got a
Quran in the mail translated in english and it said "'Ala said, "Burn the Christians
Foreheads and backs." or something like that. i remember "burn the christinas foreheads
and backs." though. so some people HAVE rights to burn it... ZebraPrintSock 3 weeks
ago NSBM74 3 weeks ago @ZebraPrintSock Terrorists of the Jews in the American
Jewish politicians who are sitting in government all this took place and. NSBM74 3
weeks ago Boyfrom53rdn3rd 3 weeks ago 2 9 years today . . i still cry everytime i see
this stuff. this was a very personal video. it still feels like yesterday to me.
Boyfrom53rdn3rd 3 weeks ago 2 bluecorndog1996 3 weeks ago @7143Travis That's
exactly what I'm saying you Turbin wanne be bitch. It's a shame, but guilty by
association. Them bastards strap bombs to the kids and send them on suicide missions.
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Fuck em all. One less camel jockey to have to worry about in 20 yrs. bluecorndog1996 3
weeks ago Rose3231 3 weeks ago Anyone who wants to post a shitty comment should
think twice, its stupid because thousands of people died that day!! God bless their
souls.... It would be seriously stupid to post those shit comments you wanna put
up!!!!!! So dont even think about it..... Rose3231 3 weeks ago FunnyPhanatic 3 weeks
ago 4 My father died that day... RIP dad i miss u so much... everyone take time out of ur
day to think of the people that died that day FunnyPhanatic 3 weeks ago 4
ZebraPrintSock 3 weeks ago @Gellegummi 2998 :\ ZebraPrintSock 3 weeks ago
modadannz 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam God Bless
America modadannz 3 weeks ago GrowHomeDK 3 weeks ago A-BOMB ON
MUSLIMS-CONTRY NOW!!!! GrowHomeDK 3 weeks ago NSBM74 3 weeks ago
Mossad and CIA! NSBM74 3 weeks ago AlexLucy98 3 weeks ago God Bless America,
Land that I love, Stand beside her, and guide her through the night with the light from
above. Through the mountains, through the praries, through the oceans, white with foam.
God Bless America, My home sweet home, God Bless America, My Home Sweet Home
AlexLucy98 3 weeks ago PinkynPop 3 weeks ago I'm so sorry you had to witness this. I
was only what, 3. This is appalling. I just..ugh. Can't describe my feelings :/ PinkynPop 3
weeks ago TheGoc5 3 weeks ago @PinkynPop Wanna meet up in real life? TheGoc5 3
weeks ago Xgloomshadow 3 weeks ago @TheGoc5 STFU you racist and learn to spell
properly stop watching the news channel and maybe you may start to think properly
Xgloomshadow 3 weeks ago tylermcfar 3 weeks ago if you pause the video at 05:31 you
can see the plane before it hits the building tylermcfar 3 weeks ago Gellegummi 3 weeks
ago The Italian Pizza! We everybody eats it! Lets eat some pizza, lets fill our stomach
with it! Lets eat some of this pizza, we everybody wants that! EVERYBODY: PIZZA
PIZZA PIZZA LETS EAT SOME OF THAT cha cha cha! Pizza song Gellegummi 3
weeks ago PredatorScopezz 3 weeks ago @Gellegummi ure fucking mental. go rot in hell
PredatorScopezz 3 weeks ago Gellegummi 3 weeks ago @PredatorScopezz ok
Gellegummi 3 weeks ago LilJBau 3 weeks ago another terrible, devestating entry in the
chapter of human history entitled "Hatred and Intolerance" NO MORE!!!!! NO MORE
HATRED , NO MORE INTOLERANCE- ONLY LOVE!!!!! PEACE!!! my heart goes
out this day to all the victims' families and to the families of the brave emergency
responders who gave so much that terrible day !!!! LOVE AND PEACE OR ELSE!!!!
LilJBau 3 weeks ago TheGoc5 3 weeks ago @LilJBau YEAH RIGHT ON!!! FUCK THE
NIGGERS!! FUCK EM ALL! TheGoc5 3 weeks ago stevica1986 3 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Its not like you did not ask for it stevica1986
3 weeks ago HollyBXxXx 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @stevica1986 you make me sick HollyBXxXx 3 weeks ago bluecorndog1996 3
weeks ago 2 Awesome footage of this. Best I have seen. Fuck Muslims, Islam and the
Koran!! 9/11 Never Forget!! bluecorndog1996 3 weeks ago 2 7143travis 3 weeks ago
@bluecorndog1996 So you're saying you hate a little Muslim boy who had nothing to do
with 9/11 you bitch. 7143travis 3 weeks ago AlexLucy98 3 weeks ago I sound like a
terrorist? My cousin was in there. She was my closest cousin. I f people talk bullsit
about it, I get upset. AlexLucy98 3 weeks ago TheGoc5 3 weeks ago @AlexLucy98 Are
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you wearing a turban right now? TheGoc5 3 weeks ago hgilmore1982 3 weeks ago
@AlexLucy98 We are so sorry for your loss. hgilmore1982 3 weeks ago
MrXyzyourpants 3 weeks ago Rip all those who died.. I live in Nyc, and I was in the
first grade when it happened. And you can see all the smoke from the wtc near my school
and house..... MrXyzyourpants 3 weeks ago swimrfreak29 3 weeks ago 25 Please, for
one day leave the politics out of this. THis is a day to remember the inocent lost, and the
brave who did everything they could to save others. Not the politics behind why this
happened. Forever loved, Forever Missed. swimrfreak29 3 weeks ago 25 TheGoc5 3
weeks ago @swimrfreak29 Forever deserved. TheGoc5 3 weeks ago AlexLucy98 3 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam God Bless America. We will not
forget. AlexLucy98 3 weeks ago bcchsgirl 3 weeks ago 19:43....that scared the crap outta
me, and all that smoke... bcchsgirl 3 weeks ago fatalfaith 3 weeks ago i remember watching
this when i was in grade 1. this must be the saddest event in american history fatalfaith 3
weeks ago TheFanceygirl 3 weeks ago @fatalfaith i was in first to and i didnt get why my
mom was cryimh i was so confuded TheFanceygirl 3 weeks ago TheGoc5 3 weeks ago
@TheFanceygirl I'd say you're easily "confuded". TheGoc5 3 weeks ago ilymorex33 3
weeks ago R.I.P. for all those who died on that plane crash. so sad :( but at least the hit
was so fast they wouldn't be in pain for too long...<3 i hate whoever crashed that
airplane. ilymorex33 3 weeks ago wwefanworld 3 weeks ago @ilymorex33 might as well
give blame for israel wwefanworld 3 weeks ago TheMKShow1 3 weeks ago
@wwefanworld obviously your not thinkng! it was not Israel's fault! goodness what
makes you think it was???? they were terrorists from some other place..your so obsessed
with hating Israel you don't even think about anything you just blame Israel!!! JUST
STOP BEING LIKE THAT! IT WASNT ISRAELS FAULT! TheMKShow1 3 weeks
ago AlexLucy98 3 weeks ago This was a TERRILE day. I live in Coneecticut. All the
schools were in lockdown. I cannot believe people think we planned this. I'm not blaming
it on all Muslim people, but I am blaming it on who did this. And the person who said we
just wanted oil from Iraq and Afganastan, SHUT UP. We fought for you and you only.
We didn't even have a reason to be over there except to help YOU guys. This was a
VERY terrible thing. If we want to cry, we can. You saw the video. America will not
forget. God Bless AlexLucy98 3 weeks ago TheGoc5 3 weeks ago @AlexLucy98 You
sound like a terrorist to me. TheGoc5 3 weeks ago FookYaoMayne 3 weeks ago Take a
moment in respect for all of the lives lost September 11th 2001. For all of the servicemen
and women who sacrificed their lives to protect the people of our country. To all of those
that lost someone, and to all of the innocent lives that were taken away from us in one
tragic moment. Never forget, because even if you didn't lose something that day, over
3,000 people have, and are still living with the pain even now. FookYaoMayne 3 weeks
ago Rose3231 3 weeks ago We will all remember this day, i remember being at school and
my mom was working that day. She wasn't supposed to pick me and my sister up, but
when we got out of school, she was there and i was confused.....so i asked her, "Why are
you home so early mom?" And she said we would find out when we get home.... So when
we got home, she turned on the tv and showed me this.....i didn't know what else to do
but sit there and cry......R.I.P. for all who died that day...God bless their souls...
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Rose3231 3 weeks ago rikalinn 3 weeks ago at 11:51 you can spot a plane over the green
triangle roof rikalinn 3 weeks ago wwefanworld 3 weeks ago @hgilmore1982 haha if your
going to be a turd lay in the yard. Do you not get why they did this? Israel has created
millions of human rights violations and Gaza is in ruin. You wouldn't know because you
never went there. Israel and the arab world are in hate. The terrorists did this because
America gives Israel 50 Billion every year wwefanworld 3 weeks ago Toreno88 3 weeks
ago rest in peace all the victims of this Toreno88 3 weeks ago Gellegummi 3 weeks ago
The September 11 attacks were a series of coordinated suicide attacks by al-Qaeda upon
the United States on September 11, 2001. On that morning, 19 al-Qaeda terrorists
hijacked four commercial passenger jet airliners.The hijackers intentionally crashed two of
the airliners into the Twin Towers of the World Trade Center in New York City, killing
everyone on board and many others working in the buildings. Both buildings collapsed
within two hours, destroying nearby buildings and damaging others. Gellegummi 3 weeks
ago TheGoc5 3 weeks ago @Gellegummi No way. I'd never have guessed. TheGoc5 3
weeks ago wwefanworld 3 weeks ago @Gellegummi al queada? haha. No such thing..
wwefanworld 3 weeks ago D00MonEarth 3 weeks ago show hide oH....the 9/11 , that
day was very funny (=D) D00MonEarth 3 weeks ago Rose3231 3 weeks ago
@D00MonEarth Wow, that just shows us how much you wanna die, dont post
comments like that. It just proves to us your stupid and dont care much for anyone
else.... Rose3231 3 weeks ago D00MonEarth 3 weeks ago @Rose3231 God, monsters
and men die together in the End. someday your envy the fate of the dead (=D)
D00MonEarth 3 weeks ago liveandlovexo25 3 weeks ago @D00MonEarth how could
you even say something like that? it was far from funny and so are you. no one should
ever say something like that. liveandlovexo25 3 weeks ago D00MonEarth 3 weeks ago
show hide @liveandlovexo25 but I see this videos again , again , again and are very Funny
I remember all Jumpers thats was very Cool. The best TV News of my life (=D)
D00MonEarth 3 weeks ago septimous101 3 weeks ago fuck terrorist septimous101 3
weeks ago TheFanceygirl 3 weeks ago @septimous101 fuck them TheFanceygirl 3 weeks
ago jpbaby123 3 weeks ago i bet everyone was hoping that, this impact would be the
only impact, what puzzles me is how does a WHOLE building FALL COMPLETELY
by just ONE plane? .... i think there was bombs and more terrorist inside the buildings.
jpbaby123 3 weeks ago Alacranchorrudo 3 weeks ago @jpbaby123 It wasn't structurally
sound anymore.... The steel beams bent from intense heat. Therefore they were not as
strong as they were supposed to be... thus collapsing under the weight of above floors.
Alacranchorrudo 3 weeks ago KakashiHatakeJH 3 weeks ago @jpbaby123 it was only 1
plane that hit the other plane was created on tv, bombs were planted in the builiding cuse
if u look closley when the building is to collpse u see small explosion below where the
plane hit (or where the massive bombs was planted) KakashiHatakeJH 3 weeks ago
TheGoc5 3 weeks ago @KakashiHatakeJH And when exactly did you get the severe
brain damage you're obviously suffering from? TheGoc5 3 weeks ago jeffmonc2 3 weeks
ago We should expel all Muslim extremists from the USA. jeffmonc2 3 weeks ago
TheGoc5 3 weeks ago BOOM HEADSHOT TheGoc5 3 weeks ago milligirl12 3 weeks
ago 57 Take a moment of silence for all who did not survive the attack milligirl12 3 weeks
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ago 57 GrowHomeDK 3 weeks ago Comment removed Xgloomshadow 3 weeks ago a
bunch of towelheads managed to get past the airline defense with bolt cutters, hijack
million dollar airplanes, manage to fly them, avoid the US air defenses by going
UNDETECTED, and fly them into the world trade center sounds like an inside job to me.
Government did it so they could go to war with the support of the people
Xgloomshadow 3 weeks ago TheGoc5 3 weeks ago @Xgloomshadow Remove your tinfoil hat and you'll being to think clearly. TheGoc5 3 weeks ago 48GMo24 3 weeks ago
@Xgloomshadow or the Government is REALLY just that incompetent. Afghanistan
had/has nothing we want why would we go to war with them? 48GMo24 3 weeks ago
ninisx12 3 weeks ago well some ppl dont understand that we are terorrists for them we
call them terrorists becouse they same thing that we do to them ninisx12 3 weeks ago
48GMo24 3 weeks ago @ninisx12 you could have proof read that so you wouldn't sound
like an idiot. 48GMo24 3 weeks ago Xgloomshadow 3 weeks ago @48GMo24 sigh, im
sick of explaining this to people Bush kept loosing on Counter-Strike to Osama. Osama
kept using hacks. As a result, Bush blew up the world trade centers so he could go to war
and find osama. In the midst of battle, we found that the country had very rich oil.
Therefore, Bush took the oil and gave it to the Super Street Fighter IV character Hakan,
that's how Hakan is able to oil up Xgloomshadow 3 weeks ago ZebraPrintSock 3 weeks
ago @Xgloomshadow Um, WE WENT TO WAR TO PROTECT US. YOUR MAKING
UP SHIT. STFU AND LEARN POLITICS LOSER. ZebraPrintSock 3 weeks ago
Xgloomshadow 3 weeks ago @ZebraPrintSock If i was you i would be quite otherwise i
will bite your head off Xgloomshadow 3 weeks ago TheMKShow1 3 weeks ago
@wwefanworld What's your problem? It's not Israel's fault at all! What does Israel have
to do with this?? You shouldn't be saying that if Israel didn't exist the terrorists would
have not point in doing that! It was nobody's fault other than the terrorists that had the
idea to do that! So, please, quit saying that TheMKShow1 3 weeks ago wwefanworld 3
weeks ago @TheMKShow1 uneducated twick. Think about it wwefanworld 3 weeks ago
Perfect95i 3 weeks ago 9 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam All must
watch " the arrivals " this 2 ep about 11\9 lie watch?v=qO6hvTU0bAw
watch?v=9rq6QW-V9bg stop the Fucking lies Perfect95i 3 weeks ago 9 casey57d 3
weeks ago God Bless America as we steal remember 9 yr later... Thanks for sharing this
video and letting us see what it was really like to have been there at grown zero that day!
casey57d 3 weeks ago milligirl12 3 weeks ago 2 Take a moment of silence for all who did
not survive and ones who did with injuries milligirl12 3 weeks ago 2 FdsBracelet 3 weeks
ago Americans deserve what
they do. FdsBracelet 3 weeks ago
ALWAYSINTHEKNOW86 3 weeks ago ...AND, THEY CLEARLY SAY "IT LOOKED
LIKE MILITARY PLANES" IN THIS VID BTW!!! AND THIS WAS B4 ANYBODY
KNEW ANYTHING ABOUT A CONSPIRICY OR ANYTHING!!! NOW U FILL IN
THE BLANKS! :/ ALWAYSINTHEKNOW86 3 weeks ago yourenotsmartenough 3
weeks ago copts for america /watch?v=bqgWFd7GZdk yourenotsmartenough 3 weeks
ago Gellegummi 3 weeks ago @tinkerzbell123 not completely sure... didn,t remember the
reason Gellegummi 3 weeks ago tinkerzbell123 3 weeks ago @Gellegummi now i know
why, terioists took control of the plane. tinkerzbell123 3 weeks ago Gellegummi 3 weeks
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ago @tinkerzbell123 yeah i was just checking it Gellegummi 3 weeks ago Jd3766 3 weeks
ago omg that day was so sad i remember that my grandmother have just woke me up 4
school that morning i was in the 6th grade i was watching the news will getting ready nd
when i went to school the hole day we just saw what was happening in school everyone
just stoped doing what they where doing that day we couldn't believe what's happening
nd now its been 9 years man time went by fast still that day will be in r hearts 4 ever....
Jd3766 3 weeks ago rocioandrea1990 3 weeks ago @swimplzkt still i believe that this
was all made up to start the war so that USA can take over Iraq...im not trying to offend
you, and i respect your beliefs...this is just the way i think...please just watch the videos
explaining everything, and ,maybe you could understand my point of view... i am really
sorry for all the lives lost in 9/11, but im also sorry about the lives lost in Iraq....i just
dont belive in war....thats all rocioandrea1990 3 weeks ago Ronson1324 3 weeks ago
@tinkerzbell123 It was terrorists that took control of the planes and crashed them into
the buildings. Ronson1324 3 weeks ago tinkerzbell123 3 weeks ago @Ronson1324 ohh
ok thanks :) tinkerzbell123 3 weeks ago tinkerzbell123 3 weeks ago @theidiotech k ,
wow what? stfu dont argue on this particular video ...thats rude tinkerzbell123 3 weeks
ago theidiotech 3 weeks ago @tinkerzbell123 I am not going to say anything back to you,
because your completely clueless, and not worth the arguing. RIP to everyone that died
on 9/11 theidiotech 3 weeks ago yourenotsmartenough 3 weeks ago @Zentrix97 which
are religious muslims yourenotsmartenough 3 weeks ago Prev 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms
Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English
Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your
Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a
different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close
Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032) fido311 3 weeks ago 27 Give respect for
the people who died that day. My aunt did. Never forget sept 11. For all the firefighters
and people you will never be forgotten fido311 3 weeks ago 27 Ronson1324 3 weeks ago
3 Heart goes out to all the men and women that died on this horrible day. Ronson1324 3
weeks ago 3 ALWAYSINTHEKNOW86 3 weeks ago SO SICKENING! :(((
ALWAYSINTHEKNOW86 3 weeks ago wwefanworld 3 weeks ago if ISREAL Didn't
exsist the terrorists would have no point to do this! wwefanworld 3 weeks ago
hgilmore1982 3 weeks ago @wwefanworld Thats utter bullshit! Why are ppl refusing to
put the blame where it belongs!! It had NOTHING to do with ISREAL!! hgilmore1982 3
weeks ago hgilmore1982 3 weeks ago 2 pacora24 : Are you SERIOUS!?!?! What if your
Parents died or your siblings or any friends you may have had...Just b/c this didn't affect
you personally doesn't mean that these people's lives had no meaning. How as a human
being,can you say that?! They died in VAIN!! Have some sympathy.. They were human
beings as much as everyone else is. There is no one who isn't just like the rest of us. We
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can never just simply GET OVER IT. It is a crime against all of us & Pearl Harbor has a
memorial... hgilmore1982 3 weeks ago 2 tinkerzbell123 3 weeks ago how did the plan
crash? like, wasnt the pilot looking where he was going? tinkerzbell123 3 weeks ago
Gellegummi 3 weeks ago @tinkerzbell123 it was an attack Gellegummi 3 weeks ago
tinkerzbell123 3 weeks ago @Gellegummi what do you mean? they did it on purpous?
tinkerzbell123 3 weeks ago Gellegummi 3 weeks ago @tinkerzbell123 yep Gellegummi 3
weeks ago tinkerzbell123 3 weeks ago @Gellegummi wow :O do you know why?
tinkerzbell123 3 weeks ago wwefanworld 3 weeks ago @tinkerzbell123 idiot. moron.
hahaa. "Like...wasn't the pilot looking." haha. HAHAHA. You made my day.
wwefanworld 3 weeks ago tinkerzbell123 3 weeks ago @wwefanworld umm ok? im 12.
tinkerzbell123 3 weeks ago theidiotech 3 weeks ago @tinkerzbell123 wow... just wow
theidiotech 3 weeks ago inquisitive0ne 3 weeks ago RIP to the lives lost during this attack
on our nation. I will never forget you. inquisitive0ne 3 weeks ago Gellegummi 3 weeks
ago how many people died..? Gellegummi 3 weeks ago Equilibr1st 3 weeks ago
@Gellegummi 2977 apparantely Equilibr1st 3 weeks ago Gellegummi 3 weeks ago
@Equilibr1st thats many people... Gellegummi 3 weeks ago andespuri 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam jajajajajajaja yeahhhhhh die die die die die
die you fuckin gringos yeahhhhhhhh best day ever in history omg that
feeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeels soooooo gooooooooooood andespuri 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3
weeks ago lol UKsniper4 3 weeks ago chris3030150 3 weeks ago Comment removed ffnrr
3 weeks ago Exactly nine years ago today... ffnrr 3 weeks ago nxtrobot1 3 weeks ago a
questio n have yu filmed it when the first planed crushed or all? nxtrobot1 3 weeks ago
NavG92 3 weeks ago @pacora24 i agree wit u americans have fuked themselves and now
they got over a billion people who wanna fuk them up also. All these retards can do is
burn a quran, what do they expect to get out of it another attack kill these stupid
americans and the world will be a better place. NavG92 3 weeks ago ThePatrickshagbark
3 weeks ago for all the familys that lost someone in the 9/11 attack. im sorry for your
loss, slo siento por su pérdida,
,
, ﺍﻱﻡ ﺁﺱﻑ
ThePatrickshagbark 3 weeks ago Thejano1998 3 weeks ago 9 years  ﻝﻑﻕﺩﺍﻥ ﺍﻝﺥﺍﺹago!!!
Thejano1998 3 weeks ago odethebear 3 weeks ago Thank you for this video - a good
reminder of that terrible day when so many innocent people were murdered. odethebear 3
weeks ago BearTrucka 3 weeks ago When the building collapsed that was Totaly insane!
BearTrucka 3 weeks ago GenerationNVG 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam R.I.P VICTIMS OF 9/11 GenerationNVG 3 weeks ago MaiDair 3
weeks ago at 4:20 you said Lilly is going to daycare there. Im alittle worried at what you
said. is Lilly the little girl you said is she alive? did she go in there? MaiDair 3 weeks ago
REG798 3 weeks ago R.I.P all the people that died on semptember 11 2001 this is probly
one of the most worst days ever REG798 3 weeks ago moreliacore 3 weeks ago Estos
edificios se derrumbaron casi perfectamente,Les pusieron explosivos para evitar ke se
derrumbaran hacia los lados y evitar mas victimas? moreliacore 3 weeks ago somejackball
3 weeks ago weird flash in the smoke at: 3:48 somejackball 3 weeks ago emma66676 3
weeks ago rip for those who lost there lifes in 9/11 and 7/7 and for all those still losing
there lifes today because of the mindless acts of some people :( emma66676 3 weeks ago
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RabbiMarvTapirman 3 weeks ago Guess who was cheering this on the NJ side of the
river in full view of the towers? Seven Mosad agents! They wanted us in this"war"all
along!, RabbiMarvTapirman 3 weeks ago Gellegummi 3 weeks ago When woke up this
morning, i was just like OMG 9 years...it was like yesterday i saw it on the news
Gellegummi 3 weeks ago HackThisSh1t 3 weeks ago September 11, 2001: WE WILL
NEVER FORGET! HackThisSh1t 3 weeks ago elmogirl31 3 weeks ago is she crying
cause her kid is by the twin towers?? elmogirl31 3 weeks ago TA187187 3 weeks ago RIP
to the people that lost their lives due to the hellbound scum. If only people would be less
ignorent and realise that the Government played a big part in this. TA187187 3 weeks
ago stw1396 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam stw1396
1 minute ago I saw a comment on here that said they love seeing this and the sound of the
people falling to their death is music to their ears. WHOEVER YOU ARE IF YOU EVER
SEE THIS COMMENT AND REMEMBER IT WAS YOU, I WILL PAY FOR YOUR
PLANE TICKET TO BOSTON AND I WILL FUCKING MURDER YOU ON SIGHT
OK stw1396 3 weeks ago lettuce2010 3 weeks ago @NavG92 no nothing from a
miserable piece of shit like you is worth keeping for any fucking reason lettuce2010 3
weeks ago DarkMusicalWolf 3 weeks ago Even thoe it was 9 years ago, Sept. 11, 2001,
No mattter where you where, what you belive in or belive what happened that day,
Many lives where lost. My heart still aches for thoes Who Lost there lives, faimlys and
friends. :( DarkMusicalWolf 3 weeks ago liamboi1992 3 weeks ago Pacora Im Not over it
no. Not when we still got american and british soilders dying because of this weapons of
mass destruction more like oil makes me sick liamboi1992 3 weeks ago
AwEsOmEandFaNtAsTiC 3 weeks ago May all who died Rest In Peace . 9/11 We'll
never forget ); AwEsOmEandFaNtAsTiC 3 weeks ago pacora24 3 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam YOU AMERICANS ARE STUPID AS
FUCK WOW THIS SHIT HAPPENS ON A DAILY BASIS IN OTHER COUNTRIES
AND BECAUSE IT HAPPEND IN YOUR EMPIRE PIECE OF SHIT WE HAVE TO
FEEL MORE SORRY FOR YOU!!!! YOU KNOW WHAT I SAY FUK YOU USA
FUCK YOU AMERICAN AND FUCK ALL OF USA!!!!!!!!!! pacora24 3 weeks ago
SamanthaMcElligott 3 weeks ago @pacora24 go to hell retard SamanthaMcElligott 3
weeks ago xxnigerxx 3 weeks ago @pacora24 Hometown:manhatten Country:United
States Troll detected. xxnigerxx 3 weeks ago SamanthaMcElligott 3 weeks ago 8
@pacora24 WHY DID YOU ECVEN COMMENT IF YOU ONLY HAVE BULLSHIT
TO SAY SamanthaMcElligott 3 weeks ago 8 panther0567 3 weeks ago @pacora24
really? I haven't heard of many skyscrapers collapsing in other countries due to terrorist
attacks in the past 9 years. panther0567 3 weeks ago Gellegummi 3 weeks ago
@pacora24 idiot Gellegummi 3 weeks ago stw1396 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam stw1396 1 minute ago I saw a comment on here that said
they love seeing this and the sound of the people falling to their death is music to their
ears. WHOEVER YOU ARE IF YOU EVER SEE THIS COMMENT AND
REMEMBER IT WAS YOU, I WILL PAY FOR YOUR PLANE TICKET TO
BOSTON AND I WILL FUCKING MURDER YOU ON SIGHT OK stw1396 3 weeks
ago 2009Kaylan 3 weeks ago it doesn't seem like 9 yrs ago 2009Kaylan 3 weeks ago
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stw1396 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam stw1396 1
minute ago I saw a comment on here that said they love seeing this and the sound of the
people falling to their death is music to their ears. WHOEVER YOU ARE IF YOU EVER
SEE THIS COMMENT AND REMEMBER IT WAS YOU, I WILL PAY FOR YOUR
PLANE TICKET TO BOSTON AND I WILL FUCKING MURDER YOU ON SIGHT
OK stw1396 3 weeks ago NavG92 3 weeks ago @lettuce2010 sorry bro r ur soliders
gonna kill me and chop off my fingers for trophies NavG92 3 weeks ago albertobiondani
3 weeks ago Comment removed Bobinti 3 weeks ago 9 years ago today...wow Bobinti 3
weeks ago twinkle1990twinkle 3 weeks ago Every one should look at moments like these
and pray that evil people learn that killing others is just sooo flipping disgusting. Hating
on each other wont make the world any better, it's gonna add more fuel to the fire and
lead to more hate and war in the future. R.I.P 9/11 victims, and all innocent people who
are killed every single day twinkle1990twinkle 3 weeks ago stw1396 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 1 minute ago I saw a comment on here
that said they love seeing this and the sound of the people falling to their death is music
to their ears. WHOEVER YOU ARE IF YOU EVER SEE THIS COMMENT AND
REMEMBER IT WAS YOU, I WILL PAY FOR YOUR PLANE TICKET TO
BOSTON AND I WILL FUCKING MURDER YOU ON SIGHT OK stw1396 3
weeks ago trogdorm1 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
God bless U.S.A, and God bless the men and women who defend it R.I.P dont blame the
whole islamic religion because those bastards who did this dont represent them all. im
christian-catholic btw trogdorm1 3 weeks ago Zentrix97 3 weeks ago 40 i dont blame the
muslim people for this, i blame terrorists Zentrix97 3 weeks ago 40 Golden2Talon 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @Zentrix97 muslims are
terrorists Golden2Talon 3 weeks ago noxus1111 3 weeks ago @Zentrix97 i blame
government noxus1111 3 weeks ago CarsonLinder122 3 weeks ago today, we need to
level afgan! CarsonLinder122 3 weeks ago ScotlandTh3Brave 3 weeks ago statisticly 9/11
americans wont get this ScotlandTh3Brave 3 weeks ago killerguitar44 3 weeks ago I
would observe a moment of silence for the 2800 deaths in NYC, but I'd observe a fucking
true moment of silence for the 400 000 iraqians that died in American invasion of Iraq.
killerguitar44 3 weeks ago MapleLeafsFan1994 3 weeks ago and, just wondering if
someone could answer this question, why would someone "like this video"
MapleLeafsFan1994 3 weeks ago lettuce2010 3 weeks ago @NavG92 YOU FUCKING
PRICK!! why don't go burn in hell!! yeah we should've realized that this could happen to
us! but for a fucking terrorist to say that to us, to hell with you!! you're probably best
pals with bin laden you miserably piece of shit!! as WE americans like to say, YOU CAN
KISS MY FUCKING ASS!! lettuce2010 3 weeks ago MapleLeafsFan1994 3 weeks ago
RIP MapleLeafsFan1994 3 weeks ago thepacmanlover 3 weeks ago Never forgetting
moment NEVER! :'( thepacmanlover 3 weeks ago glitchmaster6 3 weeks ago Bassmasta &
navv, I WOULD SHUT THE HELLL UUUUP. America will nuke your ass so hard,
you'll ALL be dead. :) glitchmaster6 3 weeks ago huntersubsub 3 weeks ago lol guy under
me he is prob just trying to make u made huntersubsub 3 weeks ago rocioandrea1990 3
weeks ago we never took revange! it was all planned by the US government...how come i
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see no plane? and how come there are videos that prove it was all fake? how come Bush
got caught in all the lies he said? who can explain to me what was the big ball going
straigth to where the second plane hit? im not trying to make people believe what i
believe...but i just want to say this...PEOPLE THINK!! go to the facts, dont just believe
what other people say!!! rocioandrea1990 3 weeks ago swimplzkt 3 weeks ago
@rocioandrea1990 you didn't see a plane bce no one was expceting it why would
someone randomly be videoing the twin towers. I can't belive you would ever think that
the government would try to kill thousands of people and then blame it on the president.
If this were to happen to day and anyone who said that it was Obama's fault would be
called racists. I Honor everyone who died for us on that day and everyone who tried to
save those men and women! swimplzkt 3 weeks ago killerguitar44 3 weeks ago Oh wow
the camera girl sucks so bad, she didn't even get the first tower killerguitar44 3 weeks ago
SamanthaMcElligott 3 weeks ago @killerguitar44 ikr! SamanthaMcElligott 3 weeks ago
stw1396 3 weeks ago I saw a comment on here that said they love seeing this and the
sound of the people falling to their death is music to their ears. WHOEVER YOU ARE
IF YOU EVER SEE THIS COMMENT AND REMEMBER IT WAS YOU, I WILL
PAY FOR YOUR PLANE TICKET TO BOSTON AND I WILL FUCKING
MURDER YOU ON SIGHT OK. stw1396 3 weeks ago XBattlefieldstunterX 3 weeks
ago 19:43 O.o XBattlefieldstunterX 3 weeks ago SailorSun45 3 weeks ago I was in school
when this happen when i got home i saw it on the news it shock me and sading me for it.I
hope it never happen again in the newer years SailorSun45 3 weeks ago grey790 3 weeks
ago 2 i remember this day and will continue to remember what had happen to the people
who had died grey790 3 weeks ago 2 Gellegummi 3 weeks ago Rest in piece Gellegummi 3
weeks ago jiebzgomez12304 3 weeks ago i feel so sad 4 the peeps that had to jump that
thing jiebzgomez12304 3 weeks ago MrKlustic 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam God bless America, and God bless the men and women who
defend it. MrKlustic 3 weeks ago gvmelish20 3 weeks ago I was attending my first yr of
college in MI when this happened worried about my family in Chicago. Watching it on
the television was horrifying. I can't imagine having to be in the same city when this
happened. My prayers and love go out to the makers of this film and to the city and
residents of NY. gvmelish20 3 weeks ago tigereyes1994 3 weeks ago im glad that you
guys are all okay. when i saw all that smoke i said, "oh my god." RIP to everyone who
had lost their lives that day. i will never forget what happened on that day tigereyes1994
3 weeks ago TheFutureMarine2012 3 weeks ago 55 I will observe a moment of silence for
those who perished on that day and for all service men an women who sacrifced their
lives in the years after that day and thoes who are currently fighting today to avenge the
2,977 on their behalf September 11, 2001: WE WILL NEVER FORGET!
TheFutureMarine2012 3 weeks ago 55 canadianmetalmaggot 3 weeks ago I know that the
planes hit the world trade center but to see a bulding collapse to this extent can not be
caused by a plane, i belive the the US govement had bombs planted in the building and the
exploded right when the plane hit the building, because why wasn't Bush at the scene
right when this happend, no he took a plane to another country. this was all bout the
greedy government and there money it's sad RIP to all the tragic deaths that day
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canadianmetalmaggot 3 weeks ago TheCoutureGirlie 3 weeks ago @canadianmetalmaggot
You weren't there first hand so don't talk shit unless you know shit. TheCoutureGirlie 3
weeks ago canadianmetalmaggot 3 weeks ago @TheCoutureGirlie hey im not talking
shit,im not saying this is good, this is horrible! nobody should have to go trough this or
even see this, but when you do the math how can one plane collaps one of the tallest
buildings in the world, wacth the documentary "loose change" it explains how these
people think the US goevernment had something to do with it. and after you wacth it, i
just seems so correct! canadianmetalmaggot 3 weeks ago Theywillbemissed 3 weeks ago 2
This day in history, The terrorist thought they could break us. They thought they could
take away our nation's pride.Today in 2001 , we lost people we love, people we care for.
Today was the darkest day in the history of America! God bless those souls who were
lost, And thank god the the ones who made it out are alive. We are living in a violent
world friends. Only we can stop it. Make a change. I want you all to listen to the words
of this song.- Matisyahu-one day feat. Akon. God bless. Theywillbemissed 3 weeks ago
2 makingvideos100 3 weeks ago btw this may be a bit rude depending because of the
video but.......very nice home lol makingvideos100 3 weeks ago SanDaren1 3 weeks ago "
If you are looking for the culprit, think about the ones who had the most benefit from it
all. " SanDaren1 3 weeks ago MegatronsWarrior 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam We will never forget this tragic day, may all the heroes and
victims of September 11th rest in peace. They will never be forgotten. -9/11/10
MegatronsWarrior 3 weeks ago melissasing 3 weeks ago this was such a terrible day....
RIP melissasing 3 weeks ago Gellegummi 3 weeks ago Rest in piece Gellegummi 3 weeks
ago natacheen 3 weeks ago I don't even know why I watch this video, now I'm crying all
over again, smh natacheen 3 weeks ago liamboi1992 3 weeks ago pacora that is very
inappropriate if u dont care about ppl who died then dont comment on video u diguse me
liamboi1992 3 weeks ago pacora24 3 weeks ago show hide @liamboi1992 ITS NOT
INAPPRORIATE ITS TRUE DO YOU GIVE A FUCK ABOUT PEARL HARBOR
ANYMORE HMM LET ME GUESSS NOOO THATS HOW SEPT 11 IS NOBODY
GIVES 2 SHITS ANYMORE !!! ITS FUCKED UP THAT PEOPLE DIED BUT
SERIOSULY I WAS IN 5TH GRADE WHEN THIS HAPPEND NOW IM IN MY
2ND YEAR OF COLLEGE GET THE FUCK OVER IT GOOD GOD
(ROLLSEYES)!!! pacora24 3 weeks ago Buchanan6507 3 weeks ago 4 @pacora24 Good
for you for being so heartless that you so obviously pointed out..Most of us don't have
that privilege..so then, why are you even on this page?..is it just to be mean?.
Buchanan6507 3 weeks ago 4 MegatronsWarrior 3 weeks ago 2 Comment removed
grey790 3 weeks ago @MegatronsWarrior i agree with you on that grey790 3 weeks ago
LoverrThomason 3 weeks ago this was a horrible day i cant believe ppl can really do sum
shit like this LoverrThomason 3 weeks ago PsychedeIicGirl 3 weeks ago thinking of you
today, america. RIP victims xxxxxxxxxxxx PsychedeIicGirl 3 weeks ago bassmasta9845223
3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam In honor of this
glorious day, happy 9/11 ✈ ▌▌! SUCK IT, AMERICA. bassmasta9845223 3 weeks ago
Indigolunch 3 weeks ago 2 @bassmasta9845223 Ignorant cunt. im from canada. but wow
your a jackass. YOU STUPID PIECE OF SHIT. Indigolunch 3 weeks ago 2 acdcroks101
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3 weeks ago @bassmasta9845223 wtf?! Go suck it, FAGGOT! TOO BAD ASSHOLES
LIKE U WERENT IN THAT BUILDING!!!! acdcroks101 3 weeks ago
SamanthaMcElligott 3 weeks ago @bassmasta9845223 wtf go to hell retard
SamanthaMcElligott 3 weeks ago NavG92 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam You fukin americans only want the oil not help the civilians in the
middle east. More innocent people have died in iraq and afghanistan but no one gives a
fuk you assholes only cry over 9/11 which your own government planned and you blame
it on islam. You americans r so narrow minded. NavG92 3 weeks ago belkly 3 weeks ago
happy 911to all belkly 3 weeks ago belkly 3 weeks ago happy 911to all belkly 3 weeks
ago metalmoosegirl 3 weeks ago this is so sad....Rest in Piece all who died or were
injured.... metalmoosegirl 3 weeks ago KennyxHuynh 3 weeks ago R.I.P to everyone who
died because of 9/11. Except for the terrorist. KennyxHuynh 3 weeks ago
xXKOSTRALXx 3 weeks ago Today is September 11th so never forget 9/11/01.
xXKOSTRALXx 3 weeks ago christy725 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam RIP to all those who died (except the terrorists) who died on 9-11.
My heart goes out to all the loved ones left behind. christy725 3 weeks ago
twinkle1990twinkle 3 weeks ago This is so sad, every day people are still dying because
of hate. Events like these make you think world peace might never exist
twinkle1990twinkle 3 weeks ago pacora24 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam WHO CARES ABOUT 9/11 SERIOSULY NOBODY GIVES A
FUCK ANYMORE GET OVER IT !!!!!! IT HAPPEND 9 YEARS AGO!!!!!!
FFUCKING CRY BABYS UHH UHHH THE TWIN TOWERS BLAHHH YOU
AMERICANS AND YOUR SOB STORIES PUKE!!!!!!! pacora24 3 weeks ago
bb12luvr 3 weeks ago @pacora24 You are terrible pacora24 burn in hell. it seems like
yeterday that it happened. RIP to all those who lost there lives. PLEASE if you have
anything negative to say, please don't day it on the worst day in american history.
bb12luvr 3 weeks ago dhanks10 3 weeks ago @pacora24 I think we all care because it
started a war that still hasn't ended. I have lost 2 of my family members in Iraq because of
this, and this isn't something you can blame on Bush. If this wouldn't have happened, the
war wouldn't have started. You can't let terrorist groups do shit like this without some
sort of retaliation. dhanks10 3 weeks ago Gellegummi 3 weeks ago 2 9 YEARS! It seems
like yesterday .RIP all that people Gellegummi 3 weeks ago 2 KyleWebs 3 weeks ago
.....the background music. KyleWebs 3 weeks ago stw1396 3 weeks ago @UBERxL33T
what does it matter you have 17 more wives. stw1396 3 weeks ago makingvideos100 3
weeks ago this is very saddening but i just wish that you had shown the part of the
secenond plane hit the wtc......T.T makingvideos100 3 weeks ago longwise 3 weeks ago
longwise 3 weeks ago glitchmaster6 3 weeks ago Why doesn't
our army get back at those assholes? Nuke em lol I'd be happy. In memory of all who lost
their lives in this tragic happening glitchmaster6 3 weeks ago bkl139 3 weeks ago We let
this attack ruin our country. This showed how easily the US can buckle. So 3000 people
ended up in body bags and two buildings fell.....big fucking deal. Happens everyday.
45000 a year in the US with car accidents and it doesn't stop us from driving. We should
have just manned up and carried on after this instead on fighting in a war we couldn't win.
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When we let the economy tank over the shit we let the terrorists win. bkl139 3 weeks ago
reddenbawker 3 weeks ago @bkl139 Those 2 buildings brought us hundreds of millions of
dollars, dipshit. Tens of thousands are permanantely injured from this, and millions
permanantely scarred. Picture taking a walk with your son to the arcade or another fun
place, but you see a plane smash into a building above, killing hundreds. Then one tower
collapses, and a massive cloud the size of 2 blocks is pouring at you, people get launched
and others dissapear. And we did man up. Otherwise we'd be dead. reddenbawker 3
weeks ago SteveFusionX 3 weeks ago @bkl139 The economy was already fucked - check
a clip here on youtube "the day before 9/11" the pentagon lost 2.3 TRILLION dollars of
tax payers money - into thin air. This "attack" was planned meticulously from the inside
out and the agenda was globalism and occupation of foreign soil. Bush had full knowledge
of everything going on - the evidence is out there if you care to dig around enough... There
is a hidden agenda but most are too busy hating (and killing) muslims to care.
SteveFusionX 3 weeks ago edboyg187 3 weeks ago hahah the funniest part of this video
are when people jump out of the building haha yeah fuck 9/11 and everyone up in that
yeah burn the koran thats what all these lives wanted. edboyg187 3 weeks ago
SourRevenge 3 weeks ago 3 Last year my school didn't do anything. No extended moment
of silence specifically for those who died during the pledge of allegiance. No message or
video of some sort on the school news. It wasn't even mentioned on the morning
announcements, and it blew me away. Please don't post angry comments about the
terrorists-it's that kind of hatred in this world that caused this disaster. Just don't forget
those who lost their lives. Don't forget 9/11. SourRevenge 3 weeks ago 3
toyung2b3hopelss 3 weeks ago damn 9 yrs later and this still makes me cry :'( how could
you like this video..its horrid.. i mean the quality is good..but :'( i dislike cuz the actual
event ..oh mann.. :( toyung2b3hopelss 3 weeks ago liamboi1992 3 weeks ago omg its been
9 years it seems like yesterday i was watching on news r.i.p to all ppl who died from
england. liamboi1992 3 weeks ago GLADIATUS96 3 weeks ago OKOK GUYS, WHO
WANT TO PLAY COUNTER-STRIKE SOURSE ONLINE WITH ME AND OWN
SOME TERRORIST ? :) GLADIATUS96 3 weeks ago DaNiElBWR 3 weeks ago
@GLADIATUS96 nice lol DaNiElBWR 3 weeks ago pryophysco 3 weeks ago so many
lives lost all for nothing so many lives continue to be lost because of that day.....im
saddened by the fact so many lives were lost...and the worst was not knowing if my
family in nyc was still alive..fear of losing them all...god kept them safe...im thankful for
every day they still call......9/11 will never beforgotten but war should not be waged to
bring peace, but to stop fighting and love the world....i was only 7or8 on that day now im
15 and i still cry to this day.....god bless u pryophysco 3 weeks ago Soundstream96 3
weeks ago In Memory of the Terrorist Attacks of the 11/09/01 From Germany
Soundstream96 3 weeks ago krystalita777 3 weeks ago i hate George Bush he made the
war who is with me ? krystalita777 3 weeks ago albertobiondani 3 weeks ago Whoever
committed this horrible act May burn in hell forever! Italy is close to you. lets pray for
those poor innocent people been overwhelmed by the disaster. albertobiondani 3 weeks
ago mattxrag3 3 weeks ago i wish this never happened.=( mattxrag3 3 weeks ago
Buchanan6507 3 weeks ago Thank you for sharing the video. R.I.P to all that was lost
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that that day. Buchanan6507 3 weeks ago shoemaker82 3 weeks ago Sooo . You Thought
It Was A Terrorist Attack Before You Even Knew It Was ?? Smart Girl !! Lol But This
Was A Sad Day . I Was Only In Day Care .. So I Don't Remember ...... But I Bet You'll
Be Getting Alot Of Video Views Today shoemaker82 3 weeks ago SushiSounds 3 weeks
ago Today is 9/11 Yesterday I put together a 9/11 tribute video. its on my channel, if u
guys want to watch. Please remember our fallen Heros on 9/11 and our troops.
SushiSounds 3 weeks ago shoemaker82 3 weeks ago Sooo . You Thought It Was A
Terrorist Attack Before You Even Knew It Was ?? Smart Girl !! Lol But This Was A Sad
Day . I Was Only In Day Care .. So I Don't Remember ...... But I Bet You'll Be Getting
Alot Of Video Views Today shoemaker82 3 weeks ago toyung2b3hopelss 3 weeks ago
damn 9 yrs later and this still makes me cry :'( toyung2b3hopelss 3 weeks ago
sdisitathem 3 weeks ago if the world make this so tragic ...wonder myself what we will do
in the end of this finished world... sdisitathem 3 weeks ago GLADIATUS96 3 weeks ago
IT IS JUST ISLAM FOULT, IT IS THAT RELIGION THAT DOES PEOPLE DO
THIS! IT IS CRAZY, THE BEST THING IT : DONT BELIVE ANYTHING BUT
THE WORST THING TO BELIVE IS ISLAM THING GLADIATUS96 3 weeks ago
youuLostMe 3 weeks ago @GLADIATUS96 no it's not youuLostMe 3 weeks ago
killerguitar44 3 weeks ago @GLADIATUS96 Oh, Americans made 400 000 deaths in
Iraq, USA is the worst in this history, conspiration or not. killerguitar44 3 weeks ago
GLADIATUS96 3 weeks ago @killerguitar44 WOW COOL, I HAVE KILLED 674 099
ON COD , LOL GLADIATUS96 3 weeks ago JBartlett09 3 weeks ago 11.9.200111.9.2010 Never forgotten JBartlett09 3 weeks ago CariandKelsey 3 weeks ago
@IBenGetiner Well let me remind you that those people you are talking about need to be
tolerant too. CariandKelsey 3 weeks ago 823musiclover 3 weeks ago omg that would so
scary to be down there 823musiclover 3 weeks ago TheCoutureGirlie 3 weeks ago I can't
believe it's already been almost ten years!! Although I was five at the time my dad was in
the city that day since he worked there and he saw first hand the entire thing. It really it
close to home since many people from my community worked there. It's just so
disgusting to see what kind of people there are in this world, to kill innocent people. Just
think about each individual some with young kids, just married and to have their life taken
away is so unfair and cruel. Like if you agree TheCoutureGirlie 3 weeks ago
twinkle1990twinkle 3 weeks ago 34 If you have anything negative or rude or racist to say
please don't comment. This was a sad day for all- christians, muslims, jewish, hindu,
atheists, all different countries mourned. Don't hate, be united against evil- evil people's
religion/race shouldn't be blamed. I hate terrorists, we all do, if we should hate any one its
the terrorists. twinkle1990twinkle 3 weeks ago 34 whereispip 3 weeks ago
@twinkle1990twinkle Well put. I agree. whereispip 3 weeks ago twinkle1990twinkle 3
weeks ago 4 @whereispip thanks. I wish people would grow up and stop trying to tear
each other apart. So much damage was done, and it's still being done every day. I wish it
wasn't like this in the world twinkle1990twinkle 3 weeks ago 4 4everjdepp 3 weeks ago
@twinkle1990twinkle I couldn't agree more! 4everjdepp 3 weeks ago rlbluver 3 weeks
ago 9 11 is the saddest day in americans lives because of the 9 11 attacks rlbluver 3 weeks
ago xaviourte 3 weeks ago @rlbluver isnt that a litlle redumdtand? 9/11 saddest day
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because of the 9/11 attack? i was sure 9/11 was the saddest day because of the pearl
harbor attack. i mean i know what you mean its just its a pleonasm what yu said
xaviourte 3 weeks ago FOjackwallace 3 weeks ago i hate tony blair FOjackwallace 3
weeks ago pryophysco 3 weeks ago i was maybe about a7 or 8 year old when the WTC
was attacked.....i rember my mom crying so long for so many days untill my sister called
and let us know her husband port authorty at the time didn't go to work neither did she
she worked in a building across from the towers....now i see it every year and alll i can do
is break down knowning how man people are gone..and how many more died because of
it.......god bless the world..all the firefighter of the world and familes who lost
someone......... pryophysco 3 weeks ago krystalita777 3 weeks ago i hate George bush
who is with me he mad the war :@ krystalita777 3 weeks ago youuLostMe 3 weeks ago
@krystalita777 I agree youuLostMe 3 weeks ago wimpyshrub 3 weeks ago We fight
because if we didn't, this would happen again. What happens if you simply let evil run
rampant? It spreads. It gets more dangerous. It HAS to be dealth with. That's why we're
at war. Put all your "unity" talk aside. There will never be unity. Even the Bible states
that there will never be unity. There's always going to be someone that wants to see us
fall. wimpyshrub 3 weeks ago KyleWebs 3 weeks ago @wimpyshrub agreed, dude.
people forget what they're fighting for to easily. It's kind of like bullying, it only
progresses if you don't fight back. Don't take shit from anybody. KyleWebs 3 weeks ago
dallascowboysfan1983 3 weeks ago I completed 3 overseas tours to the Arabian Gulf and
loved every minute of the air strikes and missle launches we conducted while I was over
there. Being a Navigator, I saw first hand the launches that were marked for the terrorists.
dallascowboysfan1983 3 weeks ago dallascowboysfan1983 3 weeks ago I couldn't believe
it. They would not let us watch the news because our commanders felt it would distract
our training. The first time I saw the footage I broke down and cried. My mom didn't
want me to ship out and begged me to ask to switch my orders to something closer to
home. I couldn't wait to finish bootcamp and go on my deployment.
dallascowboysfan1983 3 weeks ago aeroplanesss 3 weeks ago i still cannot believe this
shit happened aeroplanesss 3 weeks ago dallascowboysfan1983 3 weeks ago I was 18 at
the time and in the middle of Navy bootcamp in Geat Lakes, IL when this happened. Our
base was locked down and we had patrolling hummers armed with heavy firepower
within minutes of the attacks. dallascowboysfan1983 3 weeks ago NavG92 3 weeks ago
show hide It was all ur government u stupid americans NavG92 3 weeks ago
dallascowboysfan1983 3 weeks ago say that to the missles that were sent first class to
Al-Queda! dallascowboysfan1983 3 weeks ago dallascowboysfan1983 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @NavG92 say that to the missles that
were sent first class to Al-Queda! dallascowboysfan1983 3 weeks ago krystalita777 3
weeks ago this is sooooooo sad its so stupid killing your self then to kill thousands of
people krystalita777 3 weeks ago jdb4evax15 3 weeks ago omg this is so sad i watched
another vid and this dude and his mom came and his mom ended up diein this is so sad i
will never forget this important day <3 xox :( jdb4evax15 3 weeks ago derecksandyoffical
3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam skip to 19:43 if your
just here to LOL like me thumbs up if you think 9/11 was fucking hiliarous and love
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laughing at the video derecksandyoffical 3 weeks ago exexed 3 weeks ago
@derecksandyoffical Are you sick in the head? exexed 3 weeks ago TheFreshPAKIPrince
3 weeks ago @derecksandyoffical wtf is wrong with you? have some respect
TheFreshPAKIPrince 3 weeks ago Brandon5l9 3 weeks ago @derecksandyoffical i should
fuckin tie u to my car n drag u down a gravel road you fuckin prick. Brandon5l9 3 weeks
ago Brandon5l9 3 weeks ago R.I.P. Lots of Love from your neighbours up north. We as
the west should gather and burn all Qurans today. Brandon5l9 3 weeks ago
GLADIATUS96 3 weeks ago IRAQ AND ISLAM SUCK , WHO AGREES?
GLADIATUS96 3 weeks ago musicgirl300 3 weeks ago @sahharmalta yeah, people just
keep attacking each other, like america sending the atomic bomb, 9/11, inviading iraq,
there are lots of things that we shouldnt do, but still that doesnt mean that other countries
or religons shoould just come up and do the same back. an eye for an eye makes the
whole world blind. musicgirl300 3 weeks ago MsChikaroo 3 weeks ago Im sorry to
everyone that lost there lives that day! MsChikaroo 3 weeks ago camerons18 3 weeks
ago Fuk u u mother fukin allida go to he'll and not get ur 72 virgins u mother FUKERS.
Remember this day my fellw Americans.REMEMBER THIS DAY!!!!!!!! camerons18 3
weeks ago eristars 3 weeks ago dancing and drinking and eating to celebrare 911
LOOOOOL eristars 3 weeks ago legallybarbie2 3 weeks ago AL QAEDA, YOU
REALLY KNOW HOW TO MESS UP FAMILIES! legallybarbie2 3 weeks ago
AllTheseStupidNames 3 weeks ago I was in 1st or 2nd grade when this happened and at
that time i couldnt place what was so horrible about it but every year on 9/11 i go on
youtube and watch this video. I try to get an understanding of what happened so i will
always know why people are so sad but i my bestfriend today was from new york and
she was there and now i understand why they always go up and visit on today. I also had
a chance to go to newyork for a vacation and i visited ground zero i thought how amazing
it was to see.. AllTheseStupidNames 3 weeks ago olkaaheartssyouu 3 weeks ago the
weird thing is, we were having a class discussion in english yesterday, and EVERYONE
remembered what they were doing when they heard about this </3 olkaaheartssyouu 3
weeks ago ashex1993 3 weeks ago This breaks my heart, and the woman crying...seeing
whats happening..its just..and being so close..I agree with what she kept saying..oh my
god. Never forget the lives lost. ashex1993 3 weeks ago KFoley5165 3 weeks ago you can
see someone jumping out at 7:40 KFoley5165 3 weeks ago RydeMusic 3 weeks ago RIP
to all the lost souls on 9/11. RydeMusic 3 weeks ago GLADIATUS96 3 weeks ago
FUCK MUSLIM, FUCK THE FUCKING MIDDLE EAST, I AM NOT FROM
AMERICA , BUT I ALL MUSLIMS AND ALL THAT SHIT IS TERRORIST, THEY
DONT HAVE A BRAIN, AND THEY JUST FUCK UP EVERYTHING, ISLAM IS A
TERROR RELIGION! GLADIATUS96 3 weeks ago youuLostMe 3 weeks ago
@GLADIATUS96 lol i feel sorry for you ;) youuLostMe 3 weeks ago yandrsupreme 3
weeks ago This is a perfect example of why we also need to change how we build
structures in this country, and not leave ourselves vulnerable to this, or any other kind of
disaster. If you can't evacuate a building completely in 15 minutes, that builing is TOO
LARGE. In the case of any disaster, be it terrorist attack, tornado, earthquake. If those
building were half that tall, there would have been much less loss of life. yandrsupreme 3
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weeks ago Robmister333 3 weeks ago Oh my god.. Robmister333 3 weeks ago
youuLostMe 3 weeks ago R.I.P too all the lost souls on 9\11 youuLostMe 3 weeks ago
Aiswa1 3 weeks ago 8 R.I.P to those who lost their lives and from this attack I not
american but i still do remember Aiswa1 3 weeks ago 8 grey790 3 weeks ago @Aiswa1 i
remember this day also grey790 3 weeks ago LargeTalons666 3 weeks ago this makes me
so angry. If I was Obama I would nuke thier whole piece of shit country LargeTalons666
3 weeks ago myamericangirldoll12 3 weeks ago @LargeTalons666 I SO 100% AGREE
WITH YOU! PEOPLE DO NOT PICK THE BEST PRESIDENTS! BUSH MADE
THIS ECONOMY BAD!!! myamericangirldoll12 3 weeks ago andressafs1 3 weeks ago
Hey STOP FIGHTING ON YOUTUBE'S COMMENTS! That's so stupid! Get
something else to do, war makes more war, even it's on youtube! SO STOOOOP WHY
MAKE WAR IF PEACE DOESN'T COSTS ANYTHING? andressafs1 3 weeks ago
Yankeemofo 3 weeks ago @andressafs1 Then how do you stop fanatics who wish to
make more war? Yankeemofo 3 weeks ago LK9Icepick 3 weeks ago r.i.p. too the lost
souls on 9/11 LK9Icepick 3 weeks ago nicolasshang 3 weeks ago all the rest of the world
should celebrate this anniversary... nicolasshang 3 weeks ago styhy 3 weeks ago jude &
f***ng w. bush styhy 3 weeks ago pageplant77 3 weeks ago Happy Birthday Grandpa!!
pageplant77 3 weeks ago NasTheWild 3 weeks ago What's sad about this is that very few
people realise that the evil is inside. US goverment: How do we get in the middle east
(petroleum, gas and all those natural resources)? Answer: Bring down the Twin Towers...
NasTheWild 3 weeks ago Whatgirl100 3 weeks ago I was just a baby then My mom
thought it was a movie. Sad Sad day. Whatgirl100 3 weeks ago racerxkx85 3 weeks ago
FUCK MUSLIMS!!!!!!!!!! racerxkx85 3 weeks ago youuLostMe 3 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @racerxkx85 fuck you bb ;) .. it's Osama Bin
Laden not all muslims! youuLostMe 3 weeks ago candyiluvcrisscross 3 weeks ago um
yall is dumb...some muslim must have been in the building and on the plane that died..yall
should stop talking about ppls religion.... wat about christians they kill ppl to..okay wat
happen on 9\11 was bad.. but not all muslim did it candyiluvcrisscross 3 weeks ago
makingvideos100 3 weeks ago @candyiluvcrisscross What THE heck Are U talking
ABOUT >:(.......We know muslims did it and where are u coming from with
christians>.>.......that was random that you said christians kill too....EVERYBODY IN
THE WORLD KILLS! makingvideos100 3 weeks ago TheSpeciesUK 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam amazing just amazing TheSpeciesUK 3
weeks ago Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Look Zietgeist 1,2 on internet for free, Obama deception and many more movies. You
think some people in a cave have a chance to come in United states air force territory ?
Come on you cant bullshit me but you can bullshit yourself. Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago
FullyUnflared 3 weeks ago I say we let them build the mosque, and then we blow it up
for revenge. (: FullyUnflared 3 weeks ago JJRandom1 3 weeks ago @FullyUnflared
hahaha yes! JJRandom1 3 weeks ago youuLostMe 3 weeks ago @FullyUnflared really?
lol how lame youuLostMe 3 weeks ago legallybarbie2 3 weeks ago I honestlly wish
Osama Bin Laden was dead. Sick bitch. legallybarbie2 3 weeks ago Ultraevil88 3 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @legallybarbie2 look zietgeist
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1,2 on internet for free, Obama deception and many more movies. You think some people
in a cave have a chance to come in United states air force territory ? Come on you cant
bullshit me you can bullshit yourself. Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago multik5001 3 weeks ago 2
@GurbetciGenc100 I am 100% aggree with your comment. The al-quida is made by US
in the Russia and Afganistan war against russia, that is a fact. And i think that Bin laden
is totally working for US. US let himself attack by al-quida to control the oil reserves and
the world. multik5001 3 weeks ago 2 myamericangirldoll12 3 weeks ago @multik5001 I
Think You're right I mean it all makes sense the u.s is getting bad and bad imagine they
destroy the statue of liberty ! now that is just saddens me myamericangirldoll12 3 weeks
ago oilkings123 3 weeks ago @multik5001 Seeing as that you are claiming that the 'alquida' were created by the U.SofA look at this...back then it was called the "Mujahideen"
and was only ever supposed to be used as a militia (given weapons and funding by the
U.S. Government) to fight the Russians off. After they achieved their goals they were
brainwashed by extremist preaching and Osama bin Laden who claimed that the West was
a wasteful land of sin and needed to be converted to islam or destroyed. Part 1 of 2 of
comment. oilkings123 3 weeks ago oilkings123 3 weeks ago part 2.... After they were
brainwashed they became the al-qaeda extremist group and we know what happens
next...years of training - then September 11/'01. oilkings123 3 weeks ago oilkings123 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @multik5001 Seeing as
that you are claiming that the 'al-quida' were created by the U.SofA look at this...back
then it was called the "Mujahideen" and was only ever supposed to be used as a militia
(given weapons and funding by the U.S. Government) to fight the Russians off. After
they achieved their goals they were brainwashed by extremist preaching and Osama bin
Laden who claimed that the West was a wasteful land of sin and needed to be converted
to islam or destroyed. Part 1 of 2 of comment oilkings123 3 weeks ago BaNy551 3 weeks
ago 6 I believe that the americans was.with mines it was from a airplane crashed and why
it is after crashed down and not sideways. BaNy551 3 weeks ago 6 xFalloutVids 3 weeks
ago @BaNy551 Wtf??? That makes no sense.. xFalloutVids 3 weeks ago MrSalisbeast 3
weeks ago @BaNy551 can you learn better grammar? i cant read this? MrSalisbeast 3
weeks ago MacWarMedia 3 weeks ago @BaNy551 WHAT>!? ? I Dont understand your
sentence. MacWarMedia 3 weeks ago casey57d 3 weeks ago @BaNy551 If You
understand how the WTC was built then you would know why they fail strait down and
not side ways. casey57d 3 weeks ago CopainTv 3 weeks ago 6 All these comments on
muslim hate ... Everyone seems to forget extremists did this, there were muslims in the
towers aswell CopainTv 3 weeks ago 6 prettypopulargirl166 3 weeks ago That is really
sad. 9 years ago, today, that happened. That is just terrible. prettypopulargirl166 3
weeks ago mmerryellya 3 weeks ago It brigs up a sad:-( although i'm American .
mmerryellya 3 weeks ago Jeffrizel1986 3 weeks ago 15 This still saddens me today.. we
live in such a violent sick world.. When will people realize UNITY is the answer and that
we're all one? We're all god's children! There's no need to fight over our differences for
any reason!! Sadly no one learned anything from this tragic event... Jeffrizel1986 3 weeks
ago 15 WazzupDiana 3 weeks ago @Jeffrizel1986 Just a quick question , what if you
dont belive in God? But as for the rest, i agree. WazzupDiana 3 weeks ago
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GLADIATUS96 3 weeks ago @WazzupDiana YAHAH LOL GLADIATUS96 3 weeks
ago Jeffrizel1986 3 weeks ago @WazzupDiana Personally if you don't believe in god
that's fine.. I can respect your opinion.. Just that we need more peace and love in the
world.. It doesn't matter if you're athiest or not Jeffrizel1986 3 weeks ago davsgirl1979 3
weeks ago 3 I hate war. I don't want to be at war. I know we are supposed to turn the
other cheek. ...I watch this from time to time, and ask you to watch it now. The WORLD
cried for vengeance on this day. ...including me. I say I haven't forgotten, but when I
watch this, it stirs feelings that I do not have on a daily basis. This is the grandest work
of evil I have ever seen in my life. Only evil could force people to jump to their death...
holding the hand of their neighbor... trying to escape the flame. davsgirl1979 3 weeks ago
3 soccerxkiddd 3 weeks ago So sad , I am grateful I didn't lose anyone but I'm so sorry for
everyone that did and you will always be in my heart . RIP -3 soccerxkiddd 3 weeks ago
twinkle1990twinkle 3 weeks ago 3 9/11 was a horrible day, done by horrible people who
tried to falsely bring their religion into their actions. All religions are against murder and
suicide. All truly religious people do not murder. I don't see the terrorists are muslims, I
don't see them as human. I see them as stupid idiotic fools. R.I.P everyone who died in
9/11 and I pray for the friends and families of those who were taken away that day. Be
united against evil, don't let it divide the world. twinkle1990twinkle 3 weeks ago 3
sarahhkinsz 3 weeks ago sad so sad sarahhkinsz 3 weeks ago UziOunce 3 weeks ago 9/11
2,977 deaths,war on terror:Iraq: 62,570 to 1,124,000,Afghanistan: between 10,960 and
49,600,Somalia: 7,000+,I don't even need to minus the U.S army deaths,we got revenge
with more of a packed punch.You towelhead pieces of shit can't even fight.All you do is
attach bombs to your own children and your greezy ass sedans.Your lucky Obama is
president...Your lucky. UziOunce 3 weeks ago ampaul1980 3 weeks ago @UziOunce
You sound just as hate crazed as they behave. Really can't see the difference between a
hate filled racist with a turban on his head and a hate-filled racist with a baseball cap on
his head. Just wished all racists and bigots would just drop dead...the world would be a
much better place with out all of u...hope u don't have any kids, we do not need more
hatred in this world. ampaul1980 3 weeks ago mmerryellya 3 weeks ago Take a look at all
the reply comments that people have. Theyre is no sense in fighting especially on
youtube. Whether it was terrorist or a conspiracy, whoever was responsible for these
attacks is a very very bad person. But we must not think about that. Alot of very good
people died this day. People who had friends. People who had family. And people who
had tremendous potential. My Heart goes out to the victims, the firefighters and friends
and family. Great Great Video. God Bless. mmerryellya 3 weeks ago TheFaulksy 3
weeks ago Did anyone see that thing falling around 7:40? o.o TheFaulksy 3 weeks ago
SparklingToasters 3 weeks ago i lost my aunt my niece and my grandmother. all on this
fucking discusting discraceful day. SparklingToasters 3 weeks ago march26baby 3 weeks
ago This is an incredible video. march26baby 3 weeks ago keaboka1 3 weeks ago Man...
this is terrible. Anyway glad ma ass is safe here in sourthern africa. keaboka1 3 weeks ago
kianna14ful 3 weeks ago in memory of all the innocent people we lost in 9/11/2001 <3
kianna14ful 3 weeks ago tarigarma2 3 weeks ago It was a terrible day indeed but if we
speak in terms of efficacy I believe this was the best planned terrorist attack, i mean the
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dimension were HUGE. tarigarma2 3 weeks ago kryger94 3 weeks ago RIP :( kryger94 3
weeks ago password676 3 weeks ago i cant wait till im 18 im going to go to irag and plant
a fucking bomb password676 3 weeks ago SatanicDoomElf 3 weeks ago @password676
Iraq, and you want to go to Afghanistan, then Pakastan. SatanicDoomElf 3 weeks ago
ampaul1980 3 weeks ago @SatanicDoomElf why? plenty of home grown terrorists in the
US. the Ku Klux Klan for one. Maybe u guys just need to nuke ur own goddamn country,
do the world a favour. Two out of every ten of u are psychopaths anyway.....
ampaul1980 3 weeks ago JOHNY19DIRTBOARDS 3 weeks ago my grandfather died in
the north tower, FUCK YOU MUSLIMS, TERRORISTS. USA BOMB MIDDLEEAST. JOHNY19DIRTBOARDS 3 weeks ago SparklingToasters 3 weeks ago shut up.
this day was a friqen sad ass day. if i were you immature selfish people i would shut up
and respect the people who died and the people who lost their loved ones. im not
pointing fingers but you guys are being stupid by fighting. SparklingToasters 3 weeks ago
Ravepoes 3 weeks ago I heared they are going to build a moskee @ the place where wtc
where standing Is it true Greetz from the netherlands Ravepoes 3 weeks ago claric25 3
weeks ago @Ravepoes no they are building one 4 blocks away claric25 3 weeks ago
GLADIATUS96 3 weeks ago 7:33 MAN FALLING !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! GLADIATUS96 3
weeks ago Ladyhawkeful 3 weeks ago It's just horrible. Ladyhawkeful 3 weeks ago
jojolovesdaniel 3 weeks ago Here's a really touching 9/11 dedication video to all the lives
lost )': everyone should watch it... watch?v=okqvJHN7v8U jojolovesdaniel 3 weeks ago
SatanicDoomElf 3 weeks ago Who knew roman949 was just a 14 year old kid who's name
is Roman Rodionov. Lives in Koblenz, Germany who goes to school at Realschule. I
think I know a few guys in Rammstein who would love to meet you Roman.
SatanicDoomElf 3 weeks ago myamericangirldoll12 3 weeks ago Twin tours this is the
worst day ever WHAT IS WRONG WITH FUCKING IRAQ THINKING THIS IS
THEIR BEST PLAN YET FUCK WITH THEM! IF THEIR IS SOMETHING I
LEARNED IS THAT UNITED STATES WAS REALLY NEVER LOOKING FOR
IRAQ TO DO THIS BETTER YET THEY ARE JEALOUS CUZ WE ARE A FREE
COUNTRY AND THEY ARE NOT! TO HECK WITH THEM! AND THE STUPID
GEORGE W. BUSH ALL HE DID IS NOTHING HE MADE THE ECONOMY BAD
YEA PEOPLE YOU DO NOT PICK THE RIGHT PRESIDENTS! WAR AND WAR
T5HAT IS ALL THEY ARE LOOKING FOR THAT! FUCK THEM!
myamericangirldoll12 3 weeks ago K1NG0FP41N 3 weeks ago @myamericangirldoll12 it
wasnt iraq it was a group of people man we cant blame that country because of what a
group did K1NG0FP41N 3 weeks ago myamericangirldoll12 3 weeks ago
@K1NG0FP41N TRUE THAT BUT IS JUST SO DEPRESSING HOW THEY HAVE
TO RUIN THIS worst part is IMAGINE THEY DESTROY THE STATUE OF
LIBERTY! now that is just so stupid! WHY DO THEY DO THIS FUCKING SHIT
THEY SHOULD BE RE PAYING THIS SAYING SORRY just so sad i heard there was
kids out there! and also heard my friends father works their so does my uncle and they
were at the basement thankfully! and they were looking for some stuff they did not lie
they just RAN QUICKLY! WHEN THEY HEARD THAT LOUD CRASH
myamericangirldoll12 3 weeks ago myamericangirldoll12 3 weeks ago @K1NG0FP41N
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Yea wait but don't forget they are not a free country by that same time they also wanted
oil we faught them with wars they just want to ruin us imagine just imagine that they
destroy the statue of liberty you would wanna choke them till they die!
myamericangirldoll12 3 weeks ago jojolovesdaniel 3 weeks ago @myamericangirldoll12
you might like this :) watch?v=okqvJHN7v8U jojolovesdaniel 3 weeks ago
bunniansprouse 3 weeks ago 9/11/01 RIP From Spain. bunniansprouse 3 weeks ago
FutureMissLautner 3 weeks ago @Kandii099 Yep, typical Christfag thinking everyone
shares the same religion. "Hell," what a laugh. FutureMissLautner 3 weeks ago louisduloc
3 weeks ago and our delusion of security fades like the turn of the roman empire
louisduloc 3 weeks ago A7XGothRocker18 3 weeks ago RIP DADDY.<3 :( You will
always be missed. A7XGothRocker18 3 weeks ago TheHedgehogluva 3 weeks ago 2
@A7XGothRocker18 oh my god, your dad was killed... im so sorry TheHedgehogluva 3
weeks ago 2 GurbetciGenc100 3 weeks ago Al-quida terrorists have nothing to do with
Islam. Al-quida killing every day muslim children and womans, bombard mosques etc.
GurbetciGenc100 3 weeks ago 1fourfreedom 3 weeks ago Allah suckles on satans cock!
1fourfreedom 3 weeks ago GOWnH3best 3 weeks ago any one who thinks 9/11 was a
conspiracy is retarded GOWnH3best 3 weeks ago JLCammack 3 weeks ago I had never
lived through a more sad time in my life. We will never forget those who lost their lives 9
years ago today. JLCammack 3 weeks ago zeathan 3 weeks ago Quran? what is that?
well, Fuck you all who support this evil attack. ill die with you in hell. zeathan 3 weeks
ago JazzieBooBabey 3 weeks ago r.i.p all 9-11 victims JazzieBooBabey 3 weeks ago
thecalmingcow 3 weeks ago RIP new york city angels. youre never forgotten.
thecalmingcow 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @thecalmingcow NY angels?
roman949 3 weeks ago WHITEGLASSESDUDE94 3 weeks ago fuck muslims, i hope
they all drop dead. and to all those who lost their lives in 9/11 R.I.P.
WHITEGLASSESDUDE94 3 weeks ago zeathan 3 weeks ago FUCKING QURAN!!!
FUCKING ALL MUSLIMS WHO SUPPORT THIS EVIL ATTACK. ill die with you
to hell. zeathan 3 weeks ago Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @zeathan look zietgeist 1,2 on internet for free, Obama deception
and many more movies. You think some people in a cave have a chance to come in United
states air force territory ? Come on you cant bullshit me you can bullshit yourself. And
has nothing to do with religion. Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago gangstajah74 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam TheCookiemonsterking 10 minutes ago 5
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR you know you are probaly muslim ok so im a
Christian im going to to heaven and i dont kno were you are going!! you MUSLIM
SCUM fuck you why wtach this if your going to diss people like this go shave your
eyebrows cause muslims have some bushy ass eye brows Your Character gangstajah74 3
weeks ago tacy1516 3 weeks ago 2 seriously? fighting over youtube? you guys 10??
today is a day of rememberance. time to look back and remember the one who were killed
and the people who were there helping. rascism should stop. its only gonna make things
worse.. tacy1516 3 weeks ago 2 keristly 3 weeks ago god bless the people who died that
tragic day! you guys will always be remembered! love you guys and god bless you all!
keristly 3 weeks ago gangstajah74 3 weeks ago 9/11 We imagine we would be all right if a
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big crisis arose;but the big crisis will only reveal the stuff we are made of,it will not bring
anything into us.Crises always reveal character gangstajah74 3 weeks ago
Bobisawsome98 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam If you
like 9/11 you are going to hell Bobisawsome98 3 weeks ago gangstajah74 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 We imagine we would be all
right if a big crisis arose;but the big crisis will only reveal the stuff we are made of,it will
not bring anything into us.Crises always reveal character what is yours to hate all muslim
people kill at will and fight the so called war on terror huh i know lets all thumbs up the
racist muslim hating so called christian calling me a MUSLIM SCUM FUCK LOOk
CLOSLEY AT THE CHARACTER OF THE AVERAGE So CAllED AMERICAN
gangstajah74 3 weeks ago LilShortyr888 3 weeks ago Stop with the hatred, where are all
of your hearts? Thousands of brothers, sisters, fathers, and loved ones died on this day.
This is a time for mourning. LilShortyr888 3 weeks ago parisian327 3 weeks ago Thank
you for posting this video. I used to work at the World Trade Center - Tower 1 - but I
left to come to Europe a year before the attack.Though I wasn't there that day it was still
devastating to watch it unfold on TV and not know anything about my co-workers and all
the people in the towers. I found out later everyone at my firm survived but I know they
will never forget. Nor will I. My thoughts and prayers go out to all those who lost loved
ones and friends that day. parisian327 3 weeks ago Bobisawsome98 3 weeks ago If u like
9/11 u r going to hell 100 % Bobisawsome98 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
thumbs up if you think roman949 will be dead by 9/12 UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
SatanicDoomElf 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 YESsss SatanicDoomElf 3 weeks ago
roman949 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 we will see, you know my dad is a GASPROM top
manager with bodyguards, so good luck roman949 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
@roman949 i feel sorry for your dad. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 I feel sorry for you fat no live dude. You just saying this shit to me couse
you think your safe. And the only thing i try to say to you, is that this was 80% a inside
job. And i bet 60% of the ppl living on the earth hate america roman949 3 weeks ago
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @roman949 i bet 90% of the world hates russia. UKsniper4 3
weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 nah didnt think so, if not russia, europe
wouldnt have oil roman949 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @roman949 nah didnt
think so, if not america, europe wouldnt be here. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago gangstajah74 3
weeks ago 9/11 We imagine we would be all right if a big crisis arose;but the big crisis will
only reveal the stuff we are made of,it will not bring anything into us.Crises always reveal
character what is yours to hate all muslim people kill at will and fight the so called war on
terror huh i know burn the quran and you know you are probaly muslim ok so im a
Christian im going to to heaven and i dont kno were you are going!! you MUSLIM
SCUM fuck you why wtach this if your goin gangstajah74 3 weeks ago
kylesawesomebales 3 weeks ago its so sad that some mindless idiots had to kill so many
people. what did they gain? NOTHING really were in the bible does it say that killing
people will get you into heaven? if i was able to have a word with those terriorts id beat
the living shit out of them. kylesawesomebales 3 weeks ago Allxwillxend 3 weeks ago
People arguing on here just shows how fucking immature you are. Today is the
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anniversary of many people's deaths, and you all have nothing better to do than spam
youtube with hate comments to each other. I will never forget and tribute those brave
firefighters, and innocent people that died. RIP. Allxwillxend 3 weeks ago Cyberman86 3
weeks ago This is nothing compare to what's coming to america and also the world ! !
God is very specific in his word, this had to happened and still people didn't learned. If
you are not with God you are against him, as simple as that. Cyberman86 3 weeks ago
bamboo 3 weeks ago @Cyberman86 what does god have in plan for the world? bamboo 3
weeks ago Cyberman86 3 weeks ago @bamboo Satan himself will have control of this
world but only for 3.5 years which are going to be the worst years humanity has ever
seen, God will allow hell itself to come to earth all this is literally, even with all that,
people still will not repent, is all in the book of revelation. If you or your family already
accepted God, you don't have to worry because we are not going to be here to see that,
Only the people that rejected God. Cyberman86 3 weeks ago bamboo 3 weeks ago
@Cyberman86 What will happen in these 3.5 years? I am interested. Please reply.
bamboo 3 weeks ago SyllVos 3 weeks ago alweer 9 jaar geleden.. bizar.. RIP SyllVos 3
weeks ago KGlone 3 weeks ago R.I.P for all who died that day. KGlone 3 weeks ago
GurbetciGenc100 3 weeks ago Don't forget Iraq and Afganistan there millions killed by
US. Al-quida terrorists are made by US in the Russia and Afganistan War to Attack
Russia. And now they are the doggs of US. The US let himself attacks by Al-quida to
control the oil reserves and the world!! Check the middle-east Al-quida terrorists attack
muslims mosques etc. they are not muslims!! Peace from The Netherlands
GurbetciGenc100 3 weeks ago Kaneda2Tsushin 3 weeks ago @GurbetciGenc100 ur an
idiot th US didnt want to b attacked why r u even watching this if ur form the
netherlands?? Kaneda2Tsushin 3 weeks ago marcioalmada 3 weeks ago why no one could
prevent this tragedy? This shows a severe failure in the security system of the "greatest
country in the world" ... Amercian people beware. The staff there from the east are not
kidding. God bless and save you from all evil, because a lot of bad things still happen in
all the Americas, God defend us ... There will only be peace in the world when we
understand that God is one. this will take years, unfortunately. marcioalmada 3 weeks ago
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago thumbs up if you think freakyfool2 will be dead by 9/12
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago NOFUKINGIDEA 3 weeks ago To the people who lost their
lifes... RIP NOFUKINGIDEA 3 weeks ago gangstajah74 3 weeks ago lets all thumbs up
the racist muslim hating so called christian calling me a MUSLIM SCUM FUCK LOOk
CLOSLEY AT THE CHARACTER OF THE AVERAGE So CAllED AMERICAN
gangstajah74 3 weeks ago FutureMissLautner 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam We wish you a Happy 9/11; We wish you a Happy 9/11; We wish
you a Happy 9/11 and a Merry Jihad. Large airplanes we fly to you and your city; Large
airplanes for Twin Tower and a Happy 9/11. Allah, bring us 72 virgins; Allah, bring us 72
virgins; Allah, bring us 72 virgins and a cup of infidel blood We bomb their great city; We
bomb their great city; Now give us our virgins, or we bomb you as well! We wish you a
Happy 9/11; We wish you a Happy 9/11; We wish you a Happy 9/11 and a Merry
Jihad. FutureMissLautner 3 weeks ago kandii099 3 weeks ago Comment removed
Shadowolf709 3 weeks ago There is a shadow slowly going down on the wall of the
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building at 7:33... Shadowolf709 3 weeks ago marchingeaglesfreak 3 weeks ago why was
the security so lacking that day marchingeaglesfreak 3 weeks ago malmo66 3 weeks ago
@marchingeaglesfreak There were only 14 fighter aircraft defending the whole of the
United States that day and none of them could get to the hijacked planes in time. They
even sent up unarmed fighters who would possibly be told to crash their own planes into
the airliners to prevent more deaths. malmo66 3 weeks ago gangstajah74 3 weeks ago 9/11
We imagine we would be all right if a big crisis arose;but the big crisis will only reveal the
stuff we are made of,it will not bring anything into us.Crises always reveal character
thank you for showing your character gangstajah74 3 weeks ago michaelRedd22fan 3
weeks ago People shouldn't argue on this video michaelRedd22fan 3 weeks ago kmutd786
3 weeks ago Rather than arguing, why not pay respect to those who were lost in the
tradgedy, everyone felt the pain when the World Trade Centre collapsed, even here in the
United Kingdom, something like this video does NOT need people speaking ill of this but
to pay respects to those who tradgically died in this terrorist attack, may the people of
this cospiracy Rest In Peace, Amen kmutd786 3 weeks ago hestercat2 3 weeks ago
Fuckin Terrorists hestercat2 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @hestercat2 u srsly
think that that was done by terrorists? roman949 3 weeks ago TheCookiemonsterking 3
weeks ago @ExtremalZ Thank you!! TheCookiemonsterking 3 weeks ago Ultraevil88 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam look zietgeist 1,2 on
internet for free, Obama deception and many more movies. You think some people in a
cave have a chance to come in United states air force territory ? Come on you cant
bullshit me you can bullshit yourself. Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago TheCookiemonsterking 3
weeks ago 3 This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR you know you are probaly muslim ok so im a
Christian im going to to heaven and i dont kno were you are going!! you MUSLIM
SCUM fuck you why wtach this if your going to diss people like this go shave your
eyebrows cause muslims have some bushy ass eye brows TheCookiemonsterking 3
weeks ago 3 eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago @TheCookiemonsterking Uneducated
Christian. Have even read any part of the Bible? eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago
animelubbor432 3 weeks ago @TheCookiemonsterking oh yeah, your a Christian. Hey,
have you asked yourself WWJD? Jesus would probably tell the Muslim man a parable
and then invite him to his house for dinner, NOT berate him. animelubbor432 3 weeks
ago SillyJenny9000 3 weeks ago @TheCookiemonsterking Religion sucks.
SillyJenny9000 3 weeks ago Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago @SillyJenny9000 I agree but does
not have nothing to do with religion here. look zietgeist 1,2 on internet for free, Obama
deception and many more movies. You think some people in a cave have a chance to
come in United states air force territory ? Come on you cant bullshit me you can bullshit
yourself. Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago @TheCookiemonsterking look
zietgeist 1,2 on internet for free, Obama deception and many more movies. You think
some people in a cave have a chance to come in United states air force territory ? Come
on you cant bullshit me you can bullshit yourself. Has nothing to do with religion here.
fucking retards CIA did that so they had reason to attack Iraq for OIL. Ultraevil88 3
weeks ago Cyberman86 3 weeks ago @TheCookiemonsterking no offense brother but
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even if you are mad you shouldn't be cursing, God Bless. Cyberman86 3 weeks ago
ampaul1980 3 weeks ago @TheCookiemonsterking- I thought CHRIST taught about
brotherly love? You sound more like a hatemonger and racist than a Christian. Stop using
christianity to mask your uber-hilteresque, nazi-type attitude towards other races.
Africans, Native Americans, Amerindians were all terrorized and persecuted by whites all
through history. If we all rose up together with an attitude that equals yours we would
obliterate your race, so it is a good thing that we are all not as IGNORANT as you.
ampaul1980 3 weeks ago StackBoy59 3 weeks ago We will never forget. StackBoy59 3
weeks ago grtflmark 3 weeks ago These Animals WILL NOT get a "VICTORY
MOSQUE" HERE! grtflmark 3 weeks ago RichyJA 3 weeks ago 2 May the Lord forgive
us R.I.P to the victims of these terrorist attacks and may GOD bless their families
RichyJA 3 weeks ago 2 gangstajah74 3 weeks ago 9/11 We imagine we would be all right
if a big crisis arose;but the big crisis will only reveal the stuff we are made of,it will not
bring anything into us.Crises always reveal character what is yours to hate all muslim
people kill at will and fight the so called war on terror huh i know ps i do remember the
lives lost and i do mourn for them as i watch the quran burning muslim hating tea party
hate enthusiast on youtube and see what u really think out there gangstajah74 3 weeks
ago oioioi54 3 weeks ago cant you people see that the more you reply to @freakyfool2
the more he enjoys it..he wants to be the center of attention in here...just dont reply to
him oioioi54 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @oioioi54 dont listen to this poofta
his trying to brain wash you fuckers LOL freakyfool2 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks
ago 2 @freakyfool2 you think your safe behind a computer screen thats why ur saying all
this shit. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago 2 freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 pretty much
LOL im safe in my own lilttle country unlike america freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 go to the usa and say all your shit pussy.
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago lestatpop 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 mother got kill roadside
bomb bitch lestatpop 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @lestatpop i bet he wouldn't
say all this shit in america. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago o0VM 3 weeks ago @oioioi54 You're
right!! o0VM 3 weeks ago storeflack 3 weeks ago 6 Rip to all the inocent people taken on
september, 11, 2001 peace from Canada storeflack 3 weeks ago 6 lestatpop 3 weeks ago
freakyfool2 is born retard plus your mother is burn up lestatpop 3 weeks ago
Tootoon2009 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Burn the
quran! Tootoon2009 3 weeks ago o0VM 3 weeks ago @Tootoon2009 I agree!!! o0VM 3
weeks ago CoupleDrinks 3 weeks ago @Tootoon2009 Dude... look at the possible
repercussion from doing that publicly. CoupleDrinks 3 weeks ago axiaa111 3 weeks ago
@Tootoon2009 Grow old asshole.... axiaa111 3 weeks ago Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @Tootoon2009 Look Zietgeist 1,2 on
internet for free, Obama deception and many more movies. You think some people in a
cave have a chance to come in United states air force territory ? Come on you cant
bullshit me you can bullshit yourself. Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @Tootoon2009 look zietgeist 1,2
on internet for free, Obama deception and many more movies. You think some people in
a cave have a chance to come in United states air force territory ? Come on you cant
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bullshit me you can bullshit yourself. Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago malmo66 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @Tootoon2009 Why? Do you want
another attack? malmo66 3 weeks ago pageplant77 3 weeks ago @Tootoon2009 You're
ignorant pageplant77 3 weeks ago uchicha666 3 weeks ago Fuck american government
uchicha666 3 weeks ago SanctusOtium 3 weeks ago Rest in peace, victims. Your souls
will live on, your deaths will be avenged. Whoever did this crime will soon feel the chill of
death. I promise you. SanctusOtium 3 weeks ago Animator3456 3 weeks ago I Was
Actually Scared Because Of Me Going On Holiday To America A Month Afterwards
And I Cant Believe I Remember. I Believe It Was BinLadens Doing Animator3456 3
weeks ago DaPharaoh13 3 weeks ago RIP DaPharaoh13 3 weeks ago xoxo7318 3 weeks
ago I'll never stop keeping all of them in my heart and today the pain is strong. RIP from
Italy xoxo7318 3 weeks ago FlawaGurlz 3 weeks ago R.I.P. (Rest in paradise) all the livez
that were takin on that day im really sorry for there family im 13 yearz old but i feel
terrible of all the inccent ppl that did not know that was goin to be there last mornin alive
and to all there relatives i am truly sorry i just wish sumthin lyk this never happens again
oce again R.I.P<3:( FlawaGurlz 3 weeks ago pimpadaisy 3 weeks ago 9/11 already been 9
years, to the victims of this tragedy you are gone but never forgoten, the world cries
today, including us here in Canada. We must never forget. pimpadaisy 3 weeks ago
freakyfool2 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam America
can suck my cock LOL freakyfool2 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2
thats what i told your mother. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago Animator3456 3 weeks ago I Was
Actually Scared Because Of Me Going On Holiday To America A Month Afterwards
And I Cant Believe I Remember. Animator3456 3 weeks ago edpoo86 3 weeks ago man,
the kind of comments prove that everyone is jealous of America USA USA USA USA
USA edpoo86 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @edpoo86 yeah i agree UKsniper4 3
weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @edpoo86 Fucking fanboy, the US ppl are just retards
that been sent from England to the American Continent roman949 3 weeks ago
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @roman949 your stuck up the ass of freakyfool2 UKsniper4 3
weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Go masturbate with your sniping rifle
xDD roman949 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @roman949 why don't you come to
america and say all this shit pussy UKsniper4 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 What would this bitches do to me?? I answer this questin = NOTHING!!!
roman949 3 weeks ago DreadNoughtSioux 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @roman949 i jumped for joy hearing of the planes crashing into
WTC. the sound of the impact was awesome. i love watching the people in the buildings
desperately waving out the window for help. their cries for help were music to my ear.
one by one, they jumped out the window,fell to their deaths. SPLAT! love the sound of
the bodies hitting the ground. when the towers gave way, people in the buildings and on
ground probably got crushed like pancakes. wish i were there to capture this kodak
moment. DreadNoughtSioux 3 weeks ago PrincessHaila 3 weeks ago @roman949
Obviously you're stupid because Americans are from ALL OVER we are the best of ALL
WORLDS and Nationalities. Get educated before you say something stupid.
PrincessHaila 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @PrincessHaila yeah yaeh whatever...
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roman949 3 weeks ago damianedward2 3 weeks ago muslims can be so fucked up. its
terrible damianedward2 3 weeks ago Kenzie282 3 weeks ago 3 Oh and to the people that
are defending the people that died, you are awesome and amazing people. I wish you all
the bast Kenzie282 3 weeks ago 3 backlikevertabrae 3 weeks ago I didn't know about sept
11 till sept 13 so I'll just wait till then to celebrate it. backlikevertabrae 3 weeks ago
TheImperiospain 3 weeks ago Why don't we defend ourselves? Islam killed thousands of
us. It has taken our freedom of speech (those who criticise islam are threatend and some
even killed)! Why do we need to respect a religion which doesnt respect us? Why can
they practise their religion in our country and we cant in theirs? Why are we so weak?
Islam doesnt play fair. Lets stop appeasing to them TheImperiospain 3 weeks ago
CHABOTKID2008 3 weeks ago 2 On September 11, 2001, many innocent individuals
lost their lives. Today we remember those individuals. R.I.P CHABOTKID2008 3 weeks
ago 2 NCISgirlz 3 weeks ago God bless all the Americans who died and those who fought
to save others. God Bless America. NCISgirlz 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @NCISgirlz God fuck america roman949
3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @roman949 you got that shit right :P freakyfool2 3
weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 Thats righ bro roman949 3 weeks ago
TerificRoy 3 weeks ago @roman949 hey watch out with what your saying im an
american myself and i dont appreaciate with what you just said to @NCIgirlz fuck off
and stop watching theise videos if you dont like america you fucking dickwad TerificRoy
3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @TerificRoy RUSSIA WILL BEAT YOUR ASS
SOMEDAY!!! roman949 3 weeks ago lestatpop 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 mother is dead
lestatpop 3 weeks ago SatanicDoomElf 3 weeks ago I think we should build a mosque
near ground zero, but we must also have a gay bar for all the muslim men and a womens
help center for all the abused muslim wives next door. SatanicDoomElf 3 weeks ago
LPfreak1976 3 weeks ago @Phenomanonn I saw LPfreak1976 3 weeks ago roman949 3
weeks ago DESTROY THE EVIL AMERICA!!!! roman949 3 weeks ago
SatanicDoomElf 3 weeks ago Comment removed roman949 3 weeks ago
@SatanicDoomElf Cockmaster roman949 3 weeks ago SatanicDoomElf 3 weeks ago
Comment removed roman949 3 weeks ago @SatanicDoomElf Didnt your Grandma got
fucked up by your daddy in front of you !! XDDD roman949 3 weeks ago edpoo86 3
weeks ago @roman949 yeah im a fanboy, I LIVE HERE, , USA USA USA edpoo86 3
weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @edpoo86 Your a brainwashed dude From a
brainwashed cheesburger Nation roman949 3 weeks ago SatanicDoomElf 3 weeks ago
Comment removed roman949 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @SatanicDoomElf Im a dude who punches americans in the FACE!!! roman949 3
weeks ago edpoo86 3 weeks ago @roman949 nope, but hey good luck, you need it pal, i
didnt know they allowed computers in jail edpoo86 3 weeks ago SatanicDoomElf 3
weeks ago Comment removed TerificRoy 3 weeks ago @roman949 ok what ever you say
man and if you think russia will ever beat us in combat you are totally wrong TerificRoy
3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @TerificRoy no1 beated russia since the mongols,
ok. roman949 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @TerificRoy haha he says russia will
beat america and apparently he works for NATO. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago TerificRoy 3
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weeks ago @UKsniper4 lol i know man thats bullshit russia will never beat us and i bet
he doesent even know what NATO means TerificRoy 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks
ago @TerificRoy he thinks he is save saying all this shit behind a computer screen we
should invite him to ground zero and let him say his shit. i bet he would get eaten alive.
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago lizzynjazzy 3 weeks ago @roman949 FUCK YOUUU !!
lizzynjazzy 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @lizzynjazzy SUCK MY DICK
BITCH roman949 3 weeks ago psvhooligan040 3 weeks ago RIP psvhooligan040 3
weeks ago Prince18G 3 weeks ago Why r u guys wasting ur time arguing with these
stupid, ignorant, uncultured creatures? Prince18G 3 weeks ago DreadNoughtSioux 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i jumped for joy hearing
of the planes crashing into WTC. the sound of the impact was awesome. i love watching
the people in the buildings desperately waving out the window for help. their cries for
help were music to my ear. one by one, they jumped out the window,fell to their deaths.
SPLAT! love the sound of the bodies hitting the ground. when the towers gave way,
people in the buildings and on ground probably got crushed like pancakes. wish i were
there to capture this kodak moment. DreadNoughtSioux 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks
ago @DreadNoughtSioux AWESOME XDDD roman949 3 weeks ago TheAlligatorARI 3
weeks ago muslims wonder why we hate them: the video above is a prime example.
TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago You can say Thank you to
Bilderberg group that this sh!t happened. Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago jeffmonc2 3 weeks ago
Today I am glad we invaded Iraq and killed a bunch of these savages. jeffmonc2 3 weeks
ago roman949 3 weeks ago @jeffmonc2 fuck you kdiot roman949 3 weeks ago
TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago @roman949 kdiot? nice TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago
musicgirl300 3 weeks ago 2 @jeffmonc2 thats really bad, thats just like back then when
they called slaves "savages" thats not right, we are all human beings, were all one. nobody
is a savage musicgirl300 3 weeks ago 2 dourmatproductions 3 weeks ago Fuck Muslims
dourmatproductions 3 weeks ago Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago @dourmatproductions CIA did
that not Muslims. Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @Ultraevil88 right
roman949 3 weeks ago willlindsay1 3 weeks ago @Ultraevil88 bullshit willlindsay1 3
weeks ago Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago Comment removed Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @willlindsay1 look zietgeist 1,2 on internet
for free, Obama deception and many more movies. You think some people in a cave have
a chance to come in United states air force territory ? Come on you cant bullshit me you
can bullshit yourself. Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago SatanicDoomElf 3 weeks ago Comment
removed UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @SatanicDoomElf yeah same i don't think we will have
to wait long for this scumbag to die and when he does am going to piss on his grave.
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago RoyUKMan2004 3 weeks ago Just posted this on a Forum I
participate in; It's the most compelling and thought provoking clip of 9/11. Really
captures the feelings of those who witnessd it; Even myself on TV in the UK. A fitting
Memorial to all who were killd that day. Thankyou for publishing this for us all to
remember the horror of that day. RoyUKMan2004 3 weeks ago AaronLow1 3 weeks ago
Sooo sad. :(........ God bless the people who have died in this horible Attack AaronLow1
3 weeks ago nsonny2005 3 weeks ago @roman949 it does matter, my cousin was in the
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buildings when they came down nsonny2005 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago
@nsonny2005 god wanted it roman949 3 weeks ago tericsco12 3 weeks ago 21 thats sad
that most of the comments are people fighting or making jokes.whats wrong with you,
this is a horrible event where many lives were taken away and all u can do is make jokes
and fight..what kind of people are you.This comming from a teenager.All of you that are
joking and stuff make me sick... R.I.P. TO ALL THE LIVES LOST ON THIS DAY.
tericsco12 3 weeks ago 21 airplanegod 3 weeks ago @tericsco12 I know, this is becoming
retarded now. airplanegod 3 weeks ago msbieberzzzzhesohot 3 weeks ago i have
goosebumps and i'm crying. </3 msbieberzzzzhesohot 3 weeks ago
IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE
3
weeks
ago
happy
9/11
:D
IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3 weeks ago TheMMAFREAK15 3 weeks ago
@thisniggajoe god theres other idiots on here though. stupid people.
TheMMAFREAK15 3 weeks ago airplanegod 3 weeks ago @TheMMAFREAK15 Am I
one of those stupid people?! airplanegod 3 weeks ago TheMMAFREAK15 3 weeks ago
@airplanegod yeah just one of the many TheMMAFREAK15 3 weeks ago airplanegod 3
weeks ago @TheMMAFREAK15 I didn't do a flying fuck though, I said RIP to
everyone who died that day, they come first. I just said afterwards that all those other
things went to. airplanegod 3 weeks ago ProfaC2010 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2
Man..you really are a dick....imagine that was someone you knew in there n they
died...imagine that bein ya mother..then how the fuck would you feel...but i'm not gon
trip of of you...cuz God got somthin fa you ProfaC2010 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3
weeks ago @ProfaC2010 God doesnt exist LOL who ever believe in that shit usually has
no life freakyfool2 3 weeks ago azizaazul 3 weeks ago This is a terrible event that will be
embedded in our history forever. Let's hope history never repeats. azizaazul 3 weeks ago
roman949 3 weeks ago @azizaazul history repeats, just look napoleon and hitler they
invaded russiia and got theyr cunts kicked roman949 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was funny let hope it
happens again! LOL freakyfool2 3 weeks ago xleannemomentz 3 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 Fuck you! Shut up you ignorant jackass. xleannemomentz 3 weeks ago
freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @xleannemomentz say shit as always LOL wish i could just
piss on your face freakyfool2 3 weeks ago TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2
haha you're such a loser. TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
@TheAlligatorARI haha you're such a cunt :P freakyfool2 3 weeks ago TheAlligatorARI
3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 aww thanks:) that means nothing at all coming from you - you
know, for being you. TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
@TheAlligatorARI your welcome slut <3 freakyfool2 3 weeks ago TheAlligatorARI 3
weeks ago @freakyfool2 hate you toooo <333 TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago freakyfool2
3 weeks ago @TheAlligatorARI LOL cute freakyfool2 3 weeks ago TheAlligatorARI 3
weeks ago @freakyfool2 since i actually do have a life other than fighting on youtube for
what i think is right, i'm going to go, but feel free to send me messages of your rambling
that doesnt make any sense. TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
@TheAlligatorARI nahh i don't have time to deal with slut bags like you but yeah have
fun with your life :p freakyfool2 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 i
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realy can't wait until u die which i don't think i will have to wait long. UKsniper4 3 weeks
ago TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 words of wisdom TheAlligatorARI 3
weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @TheAlligatorARI XD XD XD XD UKsniper4 3
weeks ago lestatpop 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 mother is very ugly ass bitch your
mother like eat shit lestatpop 3 weeks ago xleannemomentz 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2
Say shit as always? I have no idea what you're talking about because I've never once
responded to any comments left by you, nor have I ever seen any comments left by you.
Also piss on my face? Sweetheart you're lower than dirt you wouldn't even reach. So
back off you douche bag . If you're going to be negative don't bother commenting or
watching the videos. xleannemomentz 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2
notice how you are the only one laughing. hahaha you don't have any friends. UKsniper4
3 weeks ago DCfreak87 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 im laughing at you because youre an
idiot and millions of people will comment on your page saying youre a sick cold hearted
person DCfreak87 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @DCfreak87 more hate
comments for me LOL freakyfool2 3 weeks ago zaxter09 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 what
are you 12 years old? posting a comment like that just prove that you have no respect to
the victimes and there familiys. even if you aren't serius. zaxter09 3 weeks ago hibbydibs
3 weeks ago @noreialover fuck you, you piece of shitt would you like it iff we ( british
people ) blow up yourr fuckingg shit countryy muslim shitt fuckss go diee bitch!!
hibbydibs 3 weeks ago TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 stoke? wtf
TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @Sh33ycuul Fuck the US
gevernment roman949 3 weeks ago SatanicDoomElf 3 weeks ago @roman949 No, FUCK
YOU SatanicDoomElf 3 weeks ago airplanegod 3 weeks ago @roman949 Fuck you.
airplanegod 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @airplanegod shut up dumbass bitch
roman949 3 weeks ago airplanegod 3 weeks ago @roman949 Hey, at least I'm not
retarded and making fun of something that wasn't even 1% funny. airplanegod 3 weeks
ago roman949 3 weeks ago @airplanegod it was 80% funny roman949 3 weeks ago
LUiSThEAWESOMe 3 weeks ago @roman949 you fuckin racist LUiSThEAWESOMe 3
weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @LUiSThEAWESOMe And your gay roman949 3
weeks ago ProfaC2010 3 weeks ago The President really needs to make this day a
holiday....call it "The Day of Remembrance" ProfaC2010 3 weeks ago
TopShadowProductions 3 weeks ago @ProfaC2010 Dude,it's called Patriots day
TopShadowProductions 3 weeks ago arczoto 3 weeks ago The War is not over yet.
arczoto 3 weeks ago TheFlakse92 3 weeks ago R.I.P. TheFlakse92 3 weeks ago
kailumsmommy 3 weeks ago I can't believe it has been 9 years I will never forget that
morning and all of my teachers crying in the hallways of school. God Bless every single
life lost and every person affected by this horrific tragedy. 9/11/01 always remember....
kailumsmommy 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam America is a country that get fucked in the ass roman949 3 weeks
ago MirandaPandafication 3 weeks ago all of the people below me are fighting on a video
where they can clearly see there are more important things in the world. Havent you
learned anything? MirandaPandafication 3 weeks ago TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago
@MirandaPandafication free speech, thats all i gotta say to you. TheAlligatorARI 3
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weeks ago Kenzie282 3 weeks ago Some of you people are sick. These are lives being
taken away. You fucking retards that think this is cool or like watching people die are
stupid fucking dick heads that need to get a life. Obviously you guys have way to much
time on your hands. Get a job and a gf/bf. But of course that would be if anyone would
date your sorry asses. STF and fuck off. Kenzie282 3 weeks ago TheAlligatorARI 3
weeks ago @Kenzie282 words of wisdom! TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago ssheck0513 3
weeks ago Time heals all wounds...no so much. Thank you Bob and Bri for sharing your
personal video of this awful morning. ssheck0513 3 weeks ago markusblomstrand92 3
weeks ago I'm not american at all but I just couldn't hold the tears in. Fuck this is awful.
markusblomstrand92 3 weeks ago koop1234321 3 weeks ago this is awful. fuck
terriorists koop1234321 3 weeks ago TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago @koop1234321
AMEN! TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @ANTIobama11b that
sound fun slut bag LOL freakyfool2 3 weeks ago onechance1992 3 weeks ago Comment
removed TheMMAFREAK15 3 weeks ago @TheAlligatorARI ummm excuse me how
bout you shut the fuck up. ever thought of that TheMMAFREAK15 3 weeks ago
TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago @TheMMAFREAK15 no, i've never really thought of
that... i'll put it on my To Do list though. TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago
TheMMAFREAK15 3 weeks ago @TheAlligatorARI thank you:) TheMMAFREAK15
3 weeks ago TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago @TheMMAFREAK15 only of course
TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @TheAlligatorARI yeah
hopefully he is setting up his webcam right now. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 freakyfool? yeaahhh.... nice name you got
there.. haha not TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
@TheAlligatorARI XD UKsniper4 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
@TheAlligatorARI hell only exist in books like the bible and shit hehe and don't worry i
aint gonna die any time sooner so save your breath there slut LOL freakyfool2 3 weeks
ago TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 how can i save my breath if i'm typing?
nice try TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @TheAlligatorARI incase
you have a stoke while typing. u never know LOL freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 stoke? i think you need to learn some
vocabulary, come back when you're actually able to speak properly. TheAlligatorARI 3
weeks ago bballstarcrazy8 3 weeks ago @jb345bobo funny when u die gods gonna cut ur
penis off o i forgot u dnt have 1.so good luck with the yeast infection fuck tard
bballstarcrazy8 3 weeks ago o0VM 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam @jb345bobo SHAME ON YOU!!! STUPID FOOL o0VM 3 weeks ago
XxGaming4LifexX 3 weeks ago was the goverment XxGaming4LifexX 3 weeks ago
FlubberGhost 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@koop1234321 What could they do? FlubberGhost 3 weeks ago Prev 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy
Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language:
English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more
Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue
Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon
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close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032) Drybones2k7 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ✈ ▌▌ poor people... Drybones2k7 3 weeks ago
koop1234321 3 weeks ago why wouldnt you go outside and do something! you cant just
stand there and watch people jusm for their death! koop1234321 3 weeks ago
TropicalTopaz 3 weeks ago God bless all those who sacrificed their lives. We love and
honor you, and you will never be forgotten. TropicalTopaz 3 weeks ago TheAlligatorARI
3 weeks ago this just shows that terrorists have no minds (or they're peanut-sized)
because their constitution is pretty much: kill. kill. kill. TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago
AnotherAppleMacbook 3 weeks ago This must have been TERRIBLE for you to watch.
I felt so bad for you two watching this, and all the people there. Its so terrible.
AnotherAppleMacbook 3 weeks ago nachowoo 3 weeks ago 6 Take a look at all the
reply comments that people have. Theyre is no sense in fighting especially on youtube.
Whether it was terrorist or a conspiracy, whoever was responsible for these attacks is a
very very bad person. But we must not think about that. Alot of very good people died
this day. People who had friends. People who had family. And people who had
tremendous potential. My Heart goes out to the victims, the firefighters and friends and
family. Great Great Video. God Bless. nachowoo 3 weeks ago 6 airplanegod 3 weeks ago
@nachowoo Probobly the best comment I've heard all day! airplanegod 3 weeks ago
markusblomstrand92 3 weeks ago This was a terrorist attack. Seriously do you really
think the people that rule your country would do this? markusblomstrand92 3 weeks ago
Sh33ycuul 3 weeks ago i'm from Romanian country , but i love New York US. American .
god bless .RIP people ho dye in 2001 .. fuck the enemy Arab Sh33ycuul 3 weeks ago
kaykay8100 3 weeks ago Where Was Bob kaykay8100 3 weeks ago ThePd0x 3 weeks
ago Rest in Peace, ppl. ThePd0x 3 weeks ago Sir1188 3 weeks ago This video is about
100x more horrifing then a horror movie. Bucause movies arn't real. But 9/11 was real. and
the sad thing is. This comment was posted on 9/11/10 Sir1188 3 weeks ago
GrantMatthews2010 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
R.I.P to all the people who sadly died on this day, But there is so many story's on what
actually happen it wouldn't surprise me if the Americans were involved all the world is
about now a days is money in most of the interviews bush has had he was acting very
strange in if you ask me some people knew what was coming GrantMatthews2010 3
weeks ago Dalmatianlovergirl84 3 weeks ago does any one worry about next yr at all?
9/2011 Dalmatianlovergirl84 3 weeks ago jb345bobo 3 weeks ago show hide ✈ ▌▌
HAPPY 9/11 EVERYONE!!! jb345bobo 3 weeks ago sk8erboy12334 3 weeks ago
@jb345bobo HAPPY 9/11 TO YOU TO BRO!!!! YEAH.. LOVE CANADA..
sk8erboy12334 3 weeks ago GrantMatthews2010 3 weeks ago 2 This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam R.I.P to all the people who sadly died on this day, But there
is so many story's on what actually happen it wouldn't surprise me if the Americans
were involved all the world is about now a days is money in most of the interviews bush
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has had he was acting very strange in if you ask me some people knew what was coming
GrantMatthews2010 3 weeks ago 2 XxGaming4LifexX 3 weeks ago it was the goverment
a men XxGaming4LifexX 3 weeks ago GrantMatthews2010 3 weeks ago Comment
removed GrantMatthews2010 3 weeks ago Comment removed DamonmineSalvatore 3
weeks ago i hope the people that jumped (or at least a couple) were o.k.
DamonmineSalvatore 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago 21285 pps liked this video
xDDDD roman949 3 weeks ago PureDesire100 3 weeks ago why do muslims think
they're so cool fuck them blow there mosque up just like they did to wtc PureDesire100
3 weeks ago marioman852741 3 weeks ago R.I.P. - The lives lost on this tragic day that
took place 9 years ago. You will never be forgotten, and bless the heroics of the men who
died for our country. marioman852741 3 weeks ago Eminem8Jasonak90sl 3 weeks ago so
sad :( Eminem8Jasonak90sl 3 weeks ago djjones11 3 weeks ago R.I.P - it must of been
horrific to of been up there.. djjones11 3 weeks ago Phenomanonn 3 weeks ago at 6:59 if
you look closely you can see a guy that jumped out of the building trying to save himself.
Phenomanonn 3 weeks ago o0VM 3 weeks ago @Phenomanonn you're right, that's so
sad: ( o0VM 3 weeks ago Flosy5 3 weeks ago that must've been so scary for you! i can't
believe people think that's what their God wants them to do, it's disgraceful. Flosy5 3
weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago Russia is cummin over America xDDD roman949 3
weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
i like watching people die! XD its the best! freakyfool2 3 weeks ago markusblomstrand92
3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 Fucking dog piece of shit! markusblomstrand92 3 weeks ago
LPfreak1976 3 weeks ago I think I saw someone jump soon as it get's on 11:01
LPfreak1976 3 weeks ago bublesch 3 weeks ago i neva knew that ppl had videos bublesch
3 weeks ago ChipmunksLover1 3 weeks ago It still hits me every time I watch a video
like this... ChipmunksLover1 3 weeks ago kkami91 3 weeks ago I would like to know
what happened then... kkami91 3 weeks ago 911theinsidejob 3 weeks ago Help put this
ad on TV . watch?v=hHIj9wzbYGQ 911theinsidejob 3 weeks ago meyersonfire 3 weeks
ago We will never forget...but we can forgive. I invited you to my channel to see my "Do
You Love America" song & video. Lullabye to America meyersonfire 3 weeks ago
timburtonfan100 3 weeks ago God bless all the people who ere affected its sooo tragic
thoes inecent people i have see this video a couple of months ago u never realise how bad
it was until u see it up close timburtonfan100 3 weeks ago MinimalZOMBEE 3 weeks
ago omg 20 . min this is so hard MinimalZOMBEE 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago
2 We need some respect for these people that were sacrificed on this day. No matter who
sacrificed them they did not deserve to die like this. Would you like to go out of this
world like this. Stop feeling the fear that this is meant to generate. We now terrorise
ourselves looking at these images over and over and feeling these peoples pain in our own
minds. Their decisions are now our own, to jump or not, to stay to trust. We need to heal
ourselves, lets show them we really care. ste6666666 3 weeks ago 2 911theinsidejob 3
weeks ago To hear obvious demo explosives going off in the first tower to come down
watch, . watch?v=XGrilW5Z-NA 911theinsidejob 3 weeks ago Thalinepadampampam 3
weeks ago RIP Thalinepadampampam 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago Thats like a
Worldwide chatroom roman949 3 weeks ago GamingPresents 3 weeks ago WOW
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GamingPresents 3 weeks ago adamhlava 3 weeks ago EVERYONE
SHUTUP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! adamhlava 3 weeks ago StrawberrysDream 3 weeks ago I'm
sorry, but how can you be so calm through this? That's ridiculous. I couldn't EVER be
that calm if I was watching planes crash into buildings near my home! StrawberrysDream
3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago Guys, it doesnt matter that 2000 ppl died, 4000 will
get born roman949 3 weeks ago margaliandflynn 3 weeks ago buffyboynick you're a
buffoon thinking it was an inside job.......how do you explain the videos of the planes
hitting the towers? You're a moron. You're "conspiracy" theories are hogwash.
margaliandflynn 3 weeks ago buffboynick 3 weeks ago @margaliandflynn Inside job and u
know it, shill buffboynick 3 weeks ago lukaszgrubex28 3 weeks ago rest in pease goad
bless you all! lukaszgrubex28 3 weeks ago jrh707 3 weeks ago buffboy - you need to seek
counseling. Paranoid delusion can be treated. jrh707 3 weeks ago buffboynick 3 weeks ago
@jrh707 how much does the government pay you shills? buffboynick 3 weeks ago
freakyfool2 3 weeks ago show hide I LOVE SEEING PEOPLE DIE LOL freakyfool2 3
weeks ago ESREVERNIEFIL 3 weeks ago Comment removed freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
@ESREVERNIEFIL i dont have a webcam D: LOL its alright who needs 1 when i can
enjoy seeing people die from youtube LOL freakyfool2 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks
ago @freakyfool2 hahaha i bet people are going to piss on your grave. fucktard
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 i take it you find it hard
to make friends. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 nah i got
heaps of friends slut freakyfool2 3 weeks ago o0VM 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 Go kill
yourself!!!! And don't look so much attention! !!!STUPID IDIOT!!!! o0VM 3 weeks ago
freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @o0VM stop trying to hard cunt, your grabbing all the attention
LOL freakyfool2 3 weeks ago TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 the only one
laughing is you TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
@TheAlligatorARI Yep... laughing at those americunts who died on 9/11 LOL
freakyfool2 3 weeks ago TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago 8 @freakyfool2 yeah, no worries,
we'll be laughing right back at you when you die and pretty much are burning in hell. its
all gooooood TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago 8 UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @TheAlligatorARI
lol he has no subscriber and i am not suprised. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago TheAlligatorARI
3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 hahahahahhha no doubt what a asssholleee TheAlligatorARI 3
weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @TheAlligatorARI XD UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 looks like he has nothing else to say,
hopefully we shut him up TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
@TheAlligatorARI lol i am going to piss on his grave. he is a fucking faggot. UKsniper4 3
weeks ago o0VM 3 weeks ago @TheAlligatorARI You're right!! o0VM 3 weeks ago
ANTIobama11b 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 lemme find you please, you sand nigger, haji
wanna be. When we drove by on gun trucks with .50 cals and Mk. 19 in Iraq, we laughed
at every haji that had their bodies torn apart from these wonderful weapons.
ANTIobama11b 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago 2 @freakyfool2 hahaha you have
no subscribers. lol i am not suprised. you faggot pussy. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago 2
truthwillprevail5 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@MinimalZOMBEE What good will that do? That's like saying kill all Germans because
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Hitler was bad. Tolerance my friend, love one another. There are Muslims around the
world who only practice peace. As a Christian I don't always understand their ways, but
I have enough respect for my fellow human beings to know that an eye for an eye is not
the answer. truthwillprevail5 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago the CIA killed 3,000
people on that day and 99 elevators rip to all those people and elevators we lost.
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 Elevators xDDDDD
roman949 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @roman949 yeah and
stairs,chairs,walls,glass,pape-r rip to them all UKsniper4 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks
ago @UKsniper4 RIP TO ALL COMPUTERS THAT DIED ON 9/11 !!!!!! roman949 3
weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago @roman949 yeah my heart goes out to microsoft.
UKsniper4 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @UKsniper4 And all the cellphones, i
feel so sad 4 you NOKIA XDDD roman949 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago
@roman949 XDDDDDDDDDDDD UKsniper4 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago
@UKsniper4 And i bet some ROLEX watches died too =(( roman949 3 weeks ago
Bobisawsome98 3 weeks ago If u like 9/11 u should kill your self u sick people
Bobisawsome98 3 weeks ago 100DIEGOORTIZ 3 weeks ago fuck the terrorists
100DIEGOORTIZ 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @100DIEGOORTIZ Fuck the
American Government roman949 3 weeks ago MsGrowngurl 3 weeks ago 32 God bless
all of the helpless people who didn't survive this tragic, fatal moment in time 9 years ago
today... MsGrowngurl 3 weeks ago 32 roman949 3 weeks ago @MsGrowngurl
FATALITY XDDDDDDDDD roman949 3 weeks ago MsGrowngurl 3 weeks ago
@roman949 are you one of the terrorists that planned this devastating point in time??
MsGrowngurl 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @MsGrowngurl Did you tryed to
activate your brain??? INSIDE JOB!!!!! roman949 3 weeks ago MsGrowngurl 3 weeks
ago @roman949 excuse me?? MsGrowngurl 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago
@MsGrowngurl Yes i excuse you xDDD roman949 3 weeks ago MsGrowngurl 3 weeks
ago @roman949 Don't respond to me again with your ignorant, sick comments and
remarks! MsGrowngurl 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @MsGrowngurl Dont
respond to me too roman949 3 weeks ago airplanegod 3 weeks ago @MsGrowngurl Yes,
these stupid fucks have nothing better to do with their time, best to just ignore them.
airplanegod 3 weeks ago CndyScream 3 weeks ago @MsGrowngurl i agree ;( CndyScream
3 weeks ago MsGrowngurl 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @CndyScream Thank you for your kindness :) MsGrowngurl 3 weeks ago
Ultraevil88 3 weeks ago @MsGrowngurl No god btw... but ye RIP Ultraevil88 3 weeks
ago roman949 3 weeks ago BURN ALL MUSLIMS AND ESPECIALY THE
AMERICAN GEVERNMENT!!!! THUMBS UP IF YOU WITH ME!!!! roman949 3
weeks ago horsexaddiict 3 weeks ago @roman949 You are retarded. horsexaddiict 3 weeks
ago roman949 3 weeks ago @horsexaddiict And your a cocksucking Brainwashed
Assraming Uncelfucker roman949 3 weeks ago Only1Contessa 3 weeks ago @roman949
You sound like a damn fool! Not all Muslims are to blame for the September 11 attacks!
Only1Contessa 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago @Only1Contessa Yeah i know that
not all muslims are bad, bud most of the muslims are dumb, bad etc. roman949 3 weeks
ago Sabirah10 3 weeks ago @roman949 ummmmm , excuse me but i'm a muslim . And im
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offended by your comment ! Sabirah10 3 weeks ago TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago
@Sabirah10 you should be offended by your own people - at least we dont run planes
into buildings! TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago hipeter924 3 weeks ago @Sabirah10 I am an
atheist and I am am offended by your religion. So what? hipeter924 3 weeks ago
roman949 3 weeks ago @Sabirah10 I mean NOT ALL MUSLIMS are badass r smthing, i
mean those muslims that scream I GONNA CUT YOUR HEAD OFF r such things.
THATS WHY RUSSIA S FIGHTING SUCH MUSLIMS ON THE CAUCASUS !!!
AND YEAH YOU SHOULD FEEL OFFENDET IF YOUR 1 OF THEM!!!! roman949
3 weeks ago SonDimz 3 weeks ago over 1000 victims never been found? Maybe because
they were not on those airplanes and they got taken to a place because those planes were
military planes tha crashed into the towers WHICH THEN EXPLODED SonDimz 3
weeks ago buschbeer100 3 weeks ago They started it....we'll finish it buschbeer100 3
weeks ago xxmisfits1 3 weeks ago Why Did you have Christmas light out in September?
xxmisfits1 3 weeks ago thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago 7 TO ALL THE IDIOTS WHO ARE
JUST GONNA ST HERE AND TALK SHIT ABOUT THE POPLE WHO DIED OR
THAT HOW IT WAS AN INSIDE JOB PLESE GET THE FUCK OUT OF HERE!!!
INNOCENT PEOPLE DIED,, WE DIDNT KNOW THEM YES BUT HAVE A
FUCKIG HEART AND MAYBE A DICK!! I HATE STUPID LIL FUCKS LIKE YA I
WISH I COULD SINGLE HANDELY PUNCH YA IN THE FACE!!!!! thisniggajoe 3
weeks ago 7 NanoThermite911 3 weeks ago @thisniggajoe, Please Honor the Victim's
Families who died on 9/11 by learning their TRUE LIFE STORY of what they went
through on and after 9/11 Watch the Award winning documentary "9/11: Press for Truth"
about the 4 Jersey Girls who lost their husbands on 9/11 and fought the Government to
open an investigation into who was involved. Also visit (NYCCAN. org) and listen to the
petition from the 9/11 Victim's Family Members... NanoThermite911 3 weeks ago
airplanegod 3 weeks ago @thisniggajoe Thank You! airplanegod 3 weeks ago
MinimalZOMBEE 3 weeks ago burn all muslimes!!! we have to kill this dirt R.I.P from
germany MinimalZOMBEE 3 weeks ago truthwillprevail5 3 weeks ago
@MinimalZOMBEE What good will that do? That's like saying kill all Germans because
Hitler was bad. Tolerance my friend, love one another. There are Muslims around the
world who only practice peace. As a Christian I don't always understand their ways, but
I have enough respect for my fellow human beings to know that an eye for an eye is not
the answer. truthwillprevail5 3 weeks ago MinimalZOMBEE 3 weeks ago
@truthwillprevail5 sry dude didnt meant that honestly but when i see that i get such a
hate for the terrorists... ye there maybe are a lot muslms who are ok but the most of
them... grrrrrr MinimalZOMBEE 3 weeks ago TeamWickedEnt 3 weeks ago SAD
TeamWickedEnt 3 weeks ago sardorn 3 weeks ago wow 9 years ago today... i don't really
remember it i was like 8 at the time relized how bad it was till i saw this video RIP to the
victims sardorn 3 weeks ago Maltesiors 3 weeks ago I remember watching one of these
and a man worked in one of the twin towers. He had been drunk the night before and
arrived late as he over slept. Very lucky. I can't believe this even happened ;S Maltesiors
3 weeks ago TheMMAFREAK15 3 weeks ago sept 11 should of never happened. our
security in 2001 was shit. allot of innocent people died from this. just from two fuck
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heads that came to america looking for trouble i find it hard to believe that this bullshit
even happened it pisses me off how our country didn't have strong enough airport
security. seems a little fishy how one of the towers blew up suddenly. someone planted
explosives in one of the desks? maybe Busch? to declare war with Iraq?????? well never
know. TheMMAFREAK15 3 weeks ago DarkMusicalWolf 3 weeks ago THANK YOU
FOR SHAIRING THIS VIDEO DarkMusicalWolf 3 weeks ago TheAndrewajb 3 weeks
ago To all the people on here that have no respect for others, I pray that one day you
understand that there is a day you will have to answer for your actions. That person is
God. TheAndrewajb 3 weeks ago MrMan199719 3 weeks ago RIP MrMan199719 3
weeks ago augiugs 3 weeks ago Peace.. augiugs 3 weeks ago TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago
at around 7:00 theres something falling.... what is that?? TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago
BIGSCOOP19 3 weeks ago after 9/11 niggaz got patriotiC-- on 9/12 im like fuCC it nigga
blaze the ChroniC...fuCC all this shit bush did 9/11 BIGSCOOP19 3 weeks ago
thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago @kemry55 the day you die...bestday ever! XD thisniggajoe 3
weeks ago StrawberrysDream 3 weeks ago We will never forget. God bless the United
States of America. We will prevail. StrawberrysDream 3 weeks ago slbdevil 3 weeks ago
I'd like to pay my respects to all the families that were affected by this horrific attack!
May the soul of all the victims rest in peace. slbdevil 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam lol im cummin on myself roman949
3 weeks ago thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago @crunkky14 shut the fuck up stupid ass,,seriously
if you believe in conspiracy numbers then you my friend need to get laid thisniggajoe 3
weeks ago thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago @TheNaturalSpark I would be glad the day that you
die Be the best day ever(: thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago JoeMartin96 3 weeks ago i agree that a
a building should not be built there but i also believe that the koran should not be built
and invite more terrorist attacks JoeMartin96 3 weeks ago CHVNPatriot 3 weeks ago
RIP CHVNPatriot 3 weeks ago buffboynick 3 weeks ago 7 this was an inside job done by
our government Islamic terrorists are awful and need to be stopped, but they didnt do
this. They arent smart enough or equipped to do so. Man I hate the shadow government.
They are responsible for this and for the chemtrails we all breathe in on a daily basis, so
sad :( buffboynick 3 weeks ago 7 roman949 3 weeks ago @buffboynick You right, fuck
all kind of Governments, Especialy the US Government !!! roman949 3 weeks ago
jmorgan1994 3 weeks ago @buffboynick you are fucking stupid jmorgan1994 3 weeks
ago jkon7 3 weeks ago @buffboynick Fuck you dude. Go take your dumbass opinions
away from here jkon7 3 weeks ago potatoeyo 3 weeks ago RIP potatoeyo 3 weeks ago
1fourfreedom 3 weeks ago Allah is murderously gay! 1fourfreedom 3 weeks ago
roman949 3 weeks ago God should fuck up America!!! xDDDDDDD happy birthday
9/11 Did some1 brought a Birthday Cake? xDDDDDDDDDD roman949 3 weeks ago
DarkMusicalWolf 3 weeks ago @roman949 FUCK YOU! DarkMusicalWolf 3 weeks ago
roman949 3 weeks ago @DarkMusicalWolf Fuck you too motherfucker Brainwashed
idiot!! AHAHAHAHA roman949 3 weeks ago rockersdawg7 3 weeks ago What did this
world come too? i hope those terrorist are burning in Hell. Fuck You Osama!!! Fuck You
Saddam and Fuck You Iraq!!! :'-( rockersdawg7 3 weeks ago thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @FinnJanke oh shut the fuck up
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thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago osama deserves to get such a
humiliating, extreme death penalty for killing over ONE THOUSAND PEOPLE. his very
own words were "may God give us grace for killing the americans." um, yeah, God sure as
hell isn't gonna give you grace for that, you bloody bastard! TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago
crazy4daisy01 3 weeks ago @TheAlligatorARI it was about 3000 people you are sooo
right crazy4daisy01 3 weeks ago TheMMAFREAK15 3 weeks ago @TheAlligatorARI
bullshit buddy go fuck off. he never fucking said that you jackass TheMMAFREAK15 3
weeks ago TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago @TheM MAFREAK15 umm, yeah he did,
dumbass, look it up. TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago InbarKimchi 3 weeks ago
@Deniz2635 i'm sorry ... did i missed the subject of this video? i though it was all about
9/11 not the israelis-palastines conflict ! InbarKimchi 3 weeks ago thisniggajoe 3 weeks
ago @razgandeanu You two are the biggest pieces of shit in the world! I hope ya go to
hell for that thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago kiddie123able 3 weeks ago anyone who thinks this
was a good day! then i will beat you and kill you! i know i shouldn't do that but to make
fun of this day goes against every american kiddie123able 3 weeks ago ExtremalZ 3 weeks
ago @doomcity85 I didn't meant all arabs, i have meant only 'hur' youtube user that trolls
here
ExtremalZ
3
weeks
ago
thisniggajoe
3
weeks
ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR you write praise allah one more time i will fins you
and you are gonna met him you dump stupid lifeless fuck! thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago
TheMMAFREAK15 3 weeks ago @thisniggajoe i swear to god if i find him im gunna
fuck his life up! TheMMAFREAK15 3 weeks ago thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago
@TheMMAFREAK15 i feel you bro i hate stupid lil cunts like him who hide behind the
internet and in real life theyre nothing but a bunch of pussies thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago
MateRiaLLo 3 weeks ago "Was it a plane?" Meh, no, at that altitude surely was a boat.
MateRiaLLo 3 weeks ago MrLostinSLC 3 weeks ago To those that want to make fun on
what happened, come face us who will rip you a new one. You want to poke fun we can
show you what real pain feels like! How dare you do that to the memories to those who
died in this evil act. There was no honor in what these muslim aholes did! These people
did not deserve to die. May their families know they are loved by this nation.
MrLostinSLC 3 weeks ago powerbass14 3 weeks ago 22 september 2010 r.i.p we don't
verget you powerbass14 3 weeks ago 1217jesss 3 weeks ago 12:10 "it was a military
plane!" several leople have called it a military plane. 1217jesss 3 weeks ago
BENCOINTERNATIONAL 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam It is sad that humans can hate Americans so much BENCOINTERNATIONAL 3
weeks ago Antje14 3 weeks ago ✈ ▌▌ Antje14 3 weeks ago TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks
ago @Antje14 two words: fuck. you. TheAlligatorARI 3 weeks ago
GodsWindsofFreedom13 3 weeks ago I will forever remember this day I can't remember
much but I do know that many people died because of extremists. we should forever
honor the people who help rescue and try to rescue the people buried in ruble.
GodsWindsofFreedom13 3 weeks ago ShilohOMG 3 weeks ago It's so heartbreaking to
not be able to do anything to help, but only to sit and watch thousands of people die
right in front of your eyes :'( ShilohOMG 3 weeks ago Shannellle 3 weeks ago I think
they should rebuild the twin towers, to show how strong america is and that we can dust
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ourseves off and get back up ... Shannellle 3 weeks ago airplanegod 3 weeks ago RIP to
the roughly 3000 people who died today, and God bless their famalies. We also lost: 2
Towers 99 elevators 2 Boeing 757s, and 2 Boeing 767s. airplanegod 3 weeks ago
TheMMAFREAK15 3 weeks ago @airplanegod none of that matters at the bottom can
you replace a lost soul?no you can replace a plane or elevator. your being sarcastic as hell
here TheMMAFREAK15 3 weeks ago airplanegod 3 weeks ago @TheMMAFREAK15
Hey, fuck you. As you could tell, I am sorry for the INNOCENT people that died. (RIP
to all of them), I am just stating some facts that no one looks at, with me being an airplane
and elevator nut. And no, I am NOT being sarcatic. Just get the fuck off of youtube.
airplanegod 3 weeks ago TheMMAFREAK15 3 weeks ago @airplanegod ok you can say
what u want but you really had to put the jets and shit in there huh. thats a pretty jerkoff
move on the count that the title says sept 11 2001 not a doc about boeing 757s. who
gives 2 shits about them anyway. on that day TheMMAFREAK15 3 weeks ago
airplanegod 3 weeks ago @TheMMAFREAK15 Again, in my opinion, if you aren't
blind, I think my post here is better than all these shitheads that are saying they're happy
for 9/11. Who gives a shit if I include elevators and planes? Why are you so offended? I
said RIP to all that died that terrible day. airplanegod 3 weeks ago Bobisawsome98 3
weeks ago If u like 9/11 u should do us all a favor and kill your self with a Glock 17
Bobisawsome98 3 weeks ago sardorn 3 weeks ago @Bobisawsome98 or .44 mag sardorn
3 weeks ago mtvmike 3 weeks ago rip every 1 rip mtvmike 3 weeks ago 02honda4eva 3
weeks ago dam i remembr this shit clearly i was in 7th grade and i remmebrr seeing all the
dam smoke from my skl in elizabeth, nj i heard there was a grl in ma skl that said she seen
the plane hit the shit i was liek dam 02honda4eva 3 weeks ago theseries1000 3 weeks ago
I am so proud of our country for not letting tis horrible event ter our pride down.The next
day flags were everywhere.This was a catastrophe.The ones who lost their lives re now
in heaven proud of our contry.Is Lily Alright ?I am so worried about that!. You wanna
know something bizzare?My couputer froze at 9:11 The end was so sad!I started
Crying! RIP HEROES! </3 </3 theseries1000 3 weeks ago MrCRAZEEMOFO 3 weeks
ago To live as we do... As free people. Love and respect to all. MrCRAZEEMOFO 3
weeks ago buschbeer100 3 weeks ago That's pretty sad to kill 3,000 innocent people just
because they aren't muslim......... I'm hella goin to burn a kuran to honor these people that
died and didn't do shit to deserve it. buschbeer100 3 weeks ago kiddie123able 3 weeks ago
@buschbeer100 those men who did this shall burn in hell for everything! i cry just
thinking about this. God didn't make us to do this. How could they! i don't hate ,muslim
but if there are some that are going to do this burn in hell for it!!! kiddie123able 3 weeks
ago xxOMGitsEmily 3 weeks ago Most of you people on here are complete assholes.
This isn't a subject where you can make jokes. Many innocent people died that day,
many of my friends' parents died that day. It's a truly horrible subject, and today is
another anniversary. And especially today, it's no time to make jokes on such a sensitive
subject. If you're making jokes, you're obviously non-American. Do us all a favor, and
keep your comments to yourself. RIP to all those who lost their lives, we will never
forget! <3 xxOMGitsEmily 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago all those 'americunts'
were to fat to get out of the building LOL bless america for being FAT freakyfool2 3
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weeks ago dancerxochick1 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 dude fuck you, you ass whole cunt
looking whore, your so unemotional dancerxochick1 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
@dancerxochick1 i know i get that alot LOL i feel alot better after hearing that slut
freakyfool2 3 weeks ago kiddie123able 3 weeks ago i cry every time i watch this :( how
could people do this just because were different from them! This is not why were meant
to live to kill. God didn't make us to do this :( Rest In Peace kiddie123able 3 weeks ago
MrCRAZEEMOFO 3 weeks ago 2 People stop reacting to those that want to make a
mockery of this day. Let them have their say, reacting is what keeps them bashing the
USA and what happened on that day. That is exactly what terrorism is, they want a
reaction, they want to make you say horrible things in response. That's the power of
terrorism, The media and even this video is exactly what they want. For the world to
witness what they've done and try to interrupt our way of life. But they can't. They can
only hope to live as MrCRAZEEMOFO 3 weeks ago 2 1fourfreedom 3 weeks ago Allah
is a bus boy in hell. : ) 1fourfreedom 3 weeks ago kyleung7 3 weeks ago 9th Anniversary
of Sept. 11~~ kyleung7 3 weeks ago 1fourfreedom 3 weeks ago I guess we should all go
crawl in the corner and shiver as they build their victory mosque. No, only libs behave
that way, not real Americans. 1fourfreedom 3 weeks ago ManlytearsUK 3 weeks ago Bet
her puss is wet. ManlytearsUK 3 weeks ago MuleKist 3 weeks ago I would like to hear
more about that MILITARY plane you saw at 12:18 MuleKist 3 weeks ago icarly97 3
weeks ago R.I.P. to all those brave and noble people who died in 9/11 We'll never forget
what happened. It was a terrbile day that came upon us. But all of you put up a fight to
live. icarly97 3 weeks ago DeX007HLH 3 weeks ago 20 now they are making a new
building there , Why a building and not a memoral with a park ? DeX007HLH 3 weeks
ago 20 Handsleight 3 weeks ago @DeX007HLH They specifically told everyone that
there would be a memorial ground, and built around the original base of the tower will be
the buildings. You sir have no idea what you are talking about. Handsleight 3 weeks ago
rockersdawg7 3 weeks ago @DeX007HLH I Agree But when i went there in 2004, there
was a memorial. they had a fence up with pictures hanging on it. rockersdawg7 3 weeks
ago ilovejackjohnson222 3 weeks ago @DeX007HLH it is a park, WITH a very large
building. ilovejackjohnson222 3 weeks ago xxVxLCxMxx 3 weeks ago @DeX007HLH
thats what i was thinking!!! xxVxLCxMxx 3 weeks ago edgefusion 3 weeks ago
@DeX007HLH They're building a new world trade centre but there is also a large park, a
memorial museum and two large waterfalls commemorating all the people who died.
edgefusion 3 weeks ago Dalmatianlovergirl84 3 weeks ago @DeX007HLH omg that is
horriable how disrespectful! im sure the new building will be haunted. :(
Dalmatianlovergirl84 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago USA stands for UGLY SAD
ASSES razgandeanu 3 weeks ago eseda 3 weeks ago @razgandeanu dude have respect
today is a national memorial day for the USA..why you gotta be like that!!! RIP to all the
victims . eseda 3 weeks ago wikiwow13 3 weeks ago @razgandeanu stfu. wikiwow13 3
weeks ago kyleung7 3 weeks ago 9th Anniversary of Sept. 11~ kyleung7 3 weeks ago
freakyfool2 3 weeks ago show hide i like the part when the people died! LOL :]
freakyfool2 3 weeks ago kittycatbudster 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 thats not funny! this
is serious and sad kittycatbudster 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @kittycatbudster
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it's funny to me LOL and i don't give a fuck about those people dying. aslong its not me
its all good LOL :P freakyfool2 3 weeks ago snugster95 3 weeks ago 5 @freakyfool2 you
are honestly the most ignorant person ever. snugster95 3 weeks ago 5 freakyfool2 3
weeks ago @snugster95 why thankyou SLUT freakyfool2 3 weeks ago 7justinbeiberfan 3
weeks ago @freakyfool2 You're so mean. I bet one of your family members died in it and
you didn't even notice! It's so depressing :'{ 7justinbeiberfan 3 weeks ago o0VM 3 weeks
ago @freakyfool2 STUPID FOOL!!!!!!!!!!! o0VM 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @o0VM STUPID CUNT! LOL
freakyfool2 3 weeks ago o0VM 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 I'm not going down to your
level! But you should know that you should have some respect!!! o0VM 3 weeks ago
jakestgermain 3 weeks ago looks like the work of the greys... jakestgermain 3 weeks ago
HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
3
weeks
ago
praise
allah
HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago kaykay8100 3 weeks ago 2 R~I~P From
U.S.A. kaykay8100 3 weeks ago 2 86EazyC 3 weeks ago That is some very eerie and real
coverage. 86EazyC 3 weeks ago jayleej13 3 weeks ago RIP all you innocent, strong
people. ♥ you are truly missed, no doubt. jayleej13 3 weeks ago Tyaster 3 weeks ago
God bless Tyaster 3 weeks ago musicgirl300 3 weeks ago what is this world coming to?
people saying that it was great that hundreds of people died and that they would love to
watch and have it happen again. what is happeing to the world? musicgirl300 3 weeks ago
sahharmalta 3 weeks ago @musicgirl300 We brought hell on ourselves. Or rather, some
brought it for us. sahharmalta 3 weeks ago FlamingIceCubez 3 weeks ago 2 Though the
World Trade Center is gone, the memories of the devastation that occured that day will
never leave us. We must make sure that this never happens again. Rest In Peace.
FlamingIceCubez 3 weeks ago 2 LoveIsAsLoveDoes 3 weeks ago is someone crying in
the back ground? LoveIsAsLoveDoes 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago
@LoveIsAsLoveDoes yes, it's obama razgandeanu 3 weeks ago shortykaterina 3 weeks
ago OMG your so lucky that you didnt get hurt being THAT close!!! shortykaterina 3
weeks ago ZzJpurdyzZ 3 weeks ago Rest in Peace to all who died in the 9/11 - from
Ireland ZzJpurdyzZ 3 weeks ago hayleykristina96 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam It's soo sad :-/ I'll always remeber 9/11 and all the people
that are saying "happy 9/11 day" should be ashamed, get some respect. hayleykristina96
3 weeks ago martinbff 3 weeks ago amazing martinbff 3 weeks ago JonyakSVK 3 weeks
ago R.I.P. from Slovakia (Europe)! JonyakSVK 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago
@JonyakSVK haha, you're funny, we all know that Slvakia is in Africa razgandeanu 3
weeks ago TheAndrewajb 3 weeks ago To all the ones who lost loved ones on this day,
we will never forget and God Bless TheAndrewajb 3 weeks ago DreadNoughtSioux 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @TheAndrewajb i
jumped for joy hearing of the planes crashing into WTC. the sound of the impact was
awesome. i love watching the people in the buildings desperately waving out the window
for help. their cries for help were music to my ear. one by one, they jumped out the
window,fell to their deaths. SPLAT! love the sound of the bodies hitting the ground.
when the towers gave way, people in the buildings and on ground probably got crushed
like pancakes. wish i's there to capture this kodak moment DreadNoughtSioux 3 weeks
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ago christianguitarest 3 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux What the fuck is your problem.
Have some respect you indecent asshole. christianguitarest 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3
weeks ago if 'GOD' was real he would had save all u motherfuckers from killing eachother
LOL freakyfool2 3 weeks ago TheZero4life 3 weeks ago TAKE 9/11 OFF OF
YOUTUBE ALL IT DOSE IS GET PRICKS TO PUT PRICK ASS COMMENTS ON
IT TheZero4life 3 weeks ago Juliandapulian 3 weeks ago @TheZero4life from you.
Juliandapulian 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago i was on steroids on that day, and i
was so angry, i hit my girlfriend, and she passed out razgandeanu 3 weeks ago
hayleykristina96 3 weeks ago It's just soo sad :-/ I'll always remember 9/11, and all the
people that are sayin "happy 9/11 day" you should be ashamed, get some respect.
hayleykristina96 3 weeks ago paulakis1995 3 weeks ago dont think about who is
responsible for all this for a moment.. just imagine how many people were lost this day..
just imagine how many tears fell down this day..just imagine how may families were
destroyed because of their greed! thats why we are being punished by the god!
paulakis1995 3 weeks ago Sp1tUrAl 3 weeks ago 11:53 what is that object flying at the
right side? Sp1tUrAl 3 weeks ago ExplicitzHD 3 weeks ago @Sp1tUrAl probably a news
helicopter ExplicitzHD 3 weeks ago Prish262 3 weeks ago RIP from South Africa
Prish262 3 weeks ago TheZero4life 3 weeks ago RIP every one who died this day is for
you. rip and this beer is for you TheZero4life 3 weeks ago hotlilmama89 3 weeks ago
Hey do you remember what news anchor said, "They're gone the WTC is no more" after
the North Tower (2nd tower) collapses? Btw great footage. Sorry you had to witness this
horrible event. R.I.P hotlilmama89 3 weeks ago HEYimBIANCA 3 weeks ago i watched
the whole thing. saddest thing ever. RIP. 9/11/01. HEYimBIANCA 3 weeks ago
hotlilmama89 3 weeks ago Comment removed jakestgermain 3 weeks ago check it out tho
20:32 33 left side jakestgermain 3 weeks ago TheRociolinares 3 weeks ago My heart goes
out to all the families of September 11. Please support our troops! TheRociolinares 3
weeks ago ManlytearsUK 3 weeks ago This bitch is having an orgasm or what?
ManlytearsUK 3 weeks ago alexkcl8 3 weeks ago so sad... we need war to kill all the guy
who make this attacks alexkcl8 3 weeks ago Prish262 3 weeks ago I dont think it is right
the way some people look at all muslims and islam. If you had any respect for those who
passed on you would not go around showcasing your hate, rather pray for the peace of
those souls. Prish262 3 weeks ago floceabarosanu1 3 weeks ago My favorite hollyday is
9/11. floceabarosanu1 3 weeks ago jakestgermain 3 weeks ago helicopter jakestgermain 3
weeks ago zainahmed32 3 weeks ago happy 9/11 Eid Mubarak!! zainahmed32 3 weeks
ago TheMostWantedVideos 3 weeks ago @zainahmed32 happy 9/11 and Eid Mubarak
To You Too:) TheMostWantedVideos 3 weeks ago Keeperz1 3 weeks ago hapyy 9/11
day all Keeperz1 3 weeks ago CJR33D 3 weeks ago @Keeperz1 its not happy CJR33D
3 weeks ago granthemenway 3 weeks ago Thanks to the lady commentating in this video.
Her sincere weeping shows her heart- and how all our hearts should have been. Her video
viewpoint helps me see the magnitude of this attack. Burning the Koran 9 yrs later may
be the wrong message, but my thoughts are that the Koran says if you are an infidel, you
must be destroyed. That's not extremist. That's what they all read. And that scares me.
granthemenway 3 weeks ago jakestgermain 3 weeks ago at 20:32 theres somthing in the
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sky jakestgermain 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago @jakestgermain yes, it's a flying
nigga razgandeanu 3 weeks ago Thedabman 3 weeks ago Im not religious, and im happy
for it. I dont understand people who HAS to have an religion.. in my opinion, extreme
christians should stop using god as a weapon all the time, like " God will send you to hell
" and so on.. And Muslims ( middle east ) should try to lay down the coran, and try to
build up their country to western country standard, instead of living in caves or middle
age looking houses. Thedabman 3 weeks ago KWalsh554 3 weeks ago @Thedabman The
"coran"? Seriously? Go back to school moron. KWalsh554 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3
weeks ago THUMBS UP FOR 9/11 :D freakyfool2 3 weeks ago iRULEYAY 3 weeks
ago People still think that our government DIDN'T do this and that they love us... this
country is fucked. Is there anyone out there willing to pay for my airline tickets out of
here? iRULEYAY 3 weeks ago 1fourfreedom 3 weeks ago Huurrrrrrrr Allah is
murderously gay, BTW. And Allah sucks the devils... Well you know what he sucks.
1fourfreedom 3 weeks ago refresh967 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam FaceBook friend passed on an idea... let's make the flag our profile pic
through September 15th. We must never forget....let's see how many flags we can get
posted. Spread the word. One Nation Under God!! remember 911. refresh967 3 weeks
ago musicgirl300 3 weeks ago an eye for an eye makes the whole world blind.
musicgirl300 3 weeks ago LuMplo 3 weeks ago 21 GOD BLESS AMERICA remember
9/11!!! France is with you ! LuMplo 3 weeks ago 21 rockersdawg7 3 weeks ago
@LuMplo God Bless You :) rockersdawg7 3 weeks ago squashy1999 3 weeks ago this is
terrible...what a sad thing squashy1999 3 weeks ago chrissy76600 3 weeks ago I can't
understand people who insult American People..It's very disrespectful... A minimum of
decency would be welcome in this moment for all the planet... chrissy76600 3 weeks ago
horstherbert35 3 weeks ago @chrissy76600 Respect is bullshit. It's just another word for
submission. horstherbert35 3 weeks ago devilboy148884 3 weeks ago @chrissy76600
Thank you devilboy148884 3 weeks ago floceabarosanu1 3 weeks ago I am not american
BUT do you americans ever wonder and ask yourself this question: Why us?
floceabarosanu1 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago @floceabarosanu1 i know the
answer !!! but i'm not telling razgandeanu 3 weeks ago floceabarosanu1 3 weeks ago
@razgandeanu because you deserve it,thats the pirice of beeing the most powerfull
country. floceabarosanu1 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago @floceabarosanu1 i'm
romanian you idiot, just like you :)) asa ca suge-mi pula manelistule razgandeanu 3 weeks
ago floceabarosanu1 3 weeks ago @razgandeanu sa ma pis pe mata cand o ingroapa;)
floceabarosanu1 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago @floceabarosanu1 cacatule, hai
vino aici sa-ti dau un capac !!! hai, n-ai tupeu razgandeanu 3 weeks ago jakestgermain 3
weeks ago theres something in the sky at 20:33 jakestgermain 3 weeks ago MrSeduction7
3 weeks ago @jakestgermain UFO? MrSeduction7 3 weeks ago floceabarosanu1 3 weeks
ago @MrSeduction7 E.T. floceabarosanu1 3 weeks ago MrSeduction7 3 weeks ago We
won't forget this... MrSeduction7 3 weeks ago TrueEventsOfHistory 3 weeks ago This so
terrifying to watch. those poor people...makes me so sad :( TrueEventsOfHistory 3
weeks ago nuutter 3 weeks ago This is like filming someone getting murdered, get it off
youtube. nuutter 3 weeks ago ONETRUEDUB 3 weeks ago I get up, and nothing gets me
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down. You got it tough. I've seen the toughest around. And I know, baby, just how you
feel. You've got to roll with the punches to get to what's real Oh, can't you see me
standing here? I've got my back against the record machine I ain't the worst that you've
seen. Oh, can't you see what I mean? Ah, I might as well jump. ONETRUEDUB 3 weeks
ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago @ONETRUEDUB JUMP !!! razgandeanu 3 weeks ago
Danibella101101 3 weeks ago 5 What I would do to the BASTARDS who killed so many
innocent people!!!! I would Stretch Osama bin Laden until he was ATLEAST 3 feet
taller, then I would slowly rip off his fingernails and toenails, I would skin him with a
potatoe peeler, and make him EAT the flesh. Next, I would put him in a bathtub of salt,
then lemon juice, I would then cut him into little pieces, throw into a bag, BURN IT,
THEN THROW INTO SPACE!!!!! Danibella101101 3 weeks ago 5 otraverdad1 3 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @Danibella101101 9 11 was an
ISRAELI ZIONIST FALSE FLAG TERROR OPERATION "It is one hundred percent
certain that 9-11 was a Mossad operation -- period." - Dr. Alan Sabrosky, former director
of Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College otraverdad1 3 weeks ago
AXMurderer10 3 weeks ago 2 fuck islams. fuck osama bin laden. fuck saddam. KILL EM
ALL, LET GOD SORT EM OUT. AXMurderer10 3 weeks ago 2 razgandeanu 3 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @AXMurderer10 YEAH !!!
KILL OBAMA !!! KILL THE MUSLIM-NIGGA !!! razgandeanu 3 weeks ago
otraverdad1 3 weeks ago @AXMurderer10 pmpl otraverdad1 3 weeks ago
horstherbert35 3 weeks ago @AXMurderer10 How is something that does not exist going
to sort dead people out? horstherbert35 3 weeks ago McLovinn21 3 weeks ago We Will
never forget... McLovinn21 3 weeks ago geenaworld 3 weeks ago Making war for peace is
like fucking for virginity. geenaworld 3 weeks ago horstherbert35 3 weeks ago
FAPFAPFAP horstherbert35 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago i should have been
on that plane !!! it still haunts me !!! razgandeanu 3 weeks ago
HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago pig americunts, you want cheeseburger?
here plane, fuk u HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago Muuuhkoen 3 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam rip... for all who died... from
denmark Muuuhkoen 3 weeks ago gleesocks 3 weeks ago 11 September 2010 what a sad
day for those who lost relatives or friends in the wtc 9 years gone my condolences.
gleesocks 3 weeks ago jlbperson13 3 weeks ago this is harsh wtching this wat sucks is
that they couldve saved many more lives if it wasnt for one man who told everyone to go
back up from the second tower before it got hit jlbperson13 3 weeks ago MiVtheSky 3
weeks ago 16 Rest in Peace for all who died from Russia... We never forget 9/11. It was a
terrible day for all of America, condolences. I hope this will never be... MiVtheSky 3
weeks ago 16 yandirtty21 3 weeks ago great footage yandirtty21 3 weeks ago gleesocks 3
weeks ago 11 September 2010 what a sad day for those who lost relatives or friends in
the wtc 9 years gone my condolences. gleesocks 3 weeks ago St3Vi3123 3 weeks ago does
anyone else notice the planeon the left at 5:36???? werent all planes ordered to land after
the plane crashed into the first building?? D: St3Vi3123 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks
ago i was in the building, i escaped, but i had post-traumatic stress disorder, i can't work,
i'll just starve to death... i hate my life, i wanna die razgandeanu 3 weeks ago
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BlindandGore
3
weeks
ago
sigh....rip
BlindandGore
3
weeks
ago
HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago pig americans, praise allah
HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago 1fourfreedom 3 weeks ago
@thezeroforlife Your name says it all. Too bad you can't spell. I want you to report me
for hating you, you dip shit! 1fourfreedom 3 weeks ago TheZero4life 3 weeks ago
@1fourfreedom to bad i said hate crimes and you can be reported for that but they most
likely wont do any thing TheZero4life 3 weeks ago CopsClips 3 weeks ago thank you for
the video CopsClips 3 weeks ago SclafaniBagni 3 weeks ago "This is a formidable enemy.
To dismiss it as a bunch of 'cowards' perpetuating 'senseless acts of violence' is
complacent nonsense. People willing to kill thousands of innocents while they kill
themselves are not cowards. They are deadly vicious warriors and need to be treated as
such." Charles Krauthammer SclafaniBagni 3 weeks ago zashelbs 3 weeks ago RIP
zashelbs 3 weeks ago moyeto809 3 weeks ago r.i.p todos los dominicanos :( moyeto809 3
weeks ago Annica25 3 weeks ago OMG So horrible I watched this one years ago...But
today...I felt i had to again to remember and feel the fear of all those people! RIP!!!!
Annica25 3 weeks ago Gerla2o 3 weeks ago RIP from Swizterland Gerla2o 3 weeks ago
borderlander800 3 weeks ago @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR go pray to your
imaginary friend, allah, and have fun blowing yourself up for a diety that doesn't exist.
While i don't believe in any sort of life after death, if there is a hell thats were you're
going. borderlander800 3 weeks ago coolcatevan9 3 weeks ago never forget.....
coolcatevan9 3 weeks ago HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago praise allah for
his work HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago susandiane311 3 weeks ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR F-You! And keep your sh&&&y mosque away
from Ground Zero! susandiane311 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR wish allah had a nuke so he can nuke all those fat
americunts LOL freakyfool2 3 weeks ago TheZero4life 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 hope
we start a war with you woo blood and cunts every were TheZero4life 3 weeks ago
freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @TheZero4life slut you'll end up getting ass rape LOL
freakyfool2 3 weeks ago Thompsonskicker11 3 weeks ago head shot!
Thompsonskicker11 3 weeks ago kcgodwins 3 weeks ago Very sobering. kcgodwins 3
weeks ago sna2788 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 U make me sick. U give muslims a bad
name. Ur not a true muslim. Go to hell. sna2788 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
@sna2788 i know im not LOL i believe in no religion slut freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
razgandeanu 3 weeks ago 2 I was in the building, i escaped, but it destroyed my life, posttraumatic stress disorder, i'm not allowed to work, and i'm starving to death, and i lost a
lot of friends on that day.... it's so so sad razgandeanu 3 weeks ago 2 TheZero4life 3
weeks ago @razgandeanu did you just say like 5 minutes before you hated america or
some shit like that? TheZero4life 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago @TheZero4life
yes, everything is so complicated, it destroyed my life, i'm mentally unstable .... i'm sorry
for what i am razgandeanu 3 weeks ago andressafs1 3 weeks ago I do respect all religions.
I don't have religion. I don't wanna have. I BELIEVE on MYSELF. Not anyone else. The
fault of the attacks? RELIGION. I live in Brazil, that's a country totally religious. I do
respect, but i don't agree. "...Nothing to kill or die for, and no religion too, imagine all the
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people, living life in peace..." That's the way it should be. andressafs1 3 weeks ago
TheZero4life 3 weeks ago 26 TAKE 9/11 off of youtube SO WE CAN STOP HAVING
CUNTS STOP POSTING HATE CRIMES OR AT LEST MAKE IT SO THEY CANT
SAY ANY THING TheZero4life 3 weeks ago 26 jakestgermain 3 weeks ago
@TheZero4life helicopter jakestgermain 3 weeks ago mary8222395 3 weeks ago
@dreadnoughtsioux u fucking retard dont u see there was people that lost family
members how could u say such things. I hope u die because u have no respect for these
people. Ur fuckin messed up. mary8222395 3 weeks ago Undertakerognl 3 weeks ago i
doesnt matter what religion you are this is just terrible nobody should have to have gone
through this tradgedy. END OF STORY R.I.P. all victims of 9/11 your brave hearts will
never be forgotten. Undertakerognl 3 weeks ago ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago This will
be my last comment, due to anger. GOD BLESS YOU ALL ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago
eyeofthetiger2k7 3 weeks ago R.I.P from Ireland eyeofthetiger2k7 3 weeks ago xFavZx 3
weeks ago _R_I_P_ xFavZx 3 weeks ago Sub4Sub2000 3 weeks ago This is really sad !
All the people that say bad comments have parents that didnt raise them right and should
go to hell ! We should go to out fire fighters today and thank them for everything they do
and how much we appreciate them ! Sub4Sub2000 3 weeks ago danishpride1 3 weeks ago
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY! (too soon?) danishpride1 3 weeks ago MyCherriiPie1 3
weeks ago @danishpride1 YES MyCherriiPie1 3 weeks ago susandiane311 3 weeks ago
@danishpride1 You don't wish Happy Anniversary in remembrance of a tragedy like 911! It obviously wasn't a happy occasion. susandiane311 3 weeks ago 94babylozzi 3
weeks ago rip to all those killed xxx 94babylozzi 3 weeks ago rep56 3 weeks ago Killing
people at work. Murdering children on their way to Disney Land. These people are the
lowest form of pond scum. I wish I could think of something bad enough tocall them.
What I can say is that we will never give in to them. rep56 3 weeks ago sceeter92bs 3
weeks ago may all of you rest in peace fighers of 9-11. we are still fighting for you all .
sceeter92bs 3 weeks ago andressafs1 3 weeks ago 15 RIP from Brazil. I do remember
watching it live on CNN, i was only 8, and I cried. Religion = WAR. So, why make war if
peace doesn't costs nothing? andressafs1 3 weeks ago 15 Thedabman 3 weeks ago
Seriously people, listen to yourself ? drop all your goddamn religious crap, and get real.
Seriously ! jesus will establishes his kingdom ? Muslims rise ? How lame are you ?.
Again, get real. Thedabman 3 weeks ago TheZero4life 3 weeks ago umm if i read you tube
right you can get your account ban for hate crime lol this is going to be a fun time
reported every one who said hate stuff TheZero4life 3 weeks ago tieuanchu 3 weeks ago
that's so real so scare! I can't believe it, you stayed there, saw everything is happening,
and you record this! Lucky me! tieuanchu 3 weeks ago borderlander800 3 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 my boot up your ass will be funny borderlander800 3 weeks ago
sceeter92bs 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 idc who the hell you are.. go back to the dirt land
of shit k u have no fucking respect for anyone and u will fucking die and burn in hell. u
and ur sand nigger friends too. fuck you and have more respect. just remeber YOU
FAILED america is the shit get the fuck over yourself u nasty sand nigger sceeter92bs 3
weeks ago kaykay8100 3 weeks ago 3 Damn, Any Time I Watch This I Cry Like A
Baby, To Think How Many People Died, Innocent People, Comment Back If U Feel
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Like Talking About The Mosque The Muslims Are Trying To Build By Ground Zero,
Lets See How Many Feel As If That Is A Major Slap In The Face kaykay8100 3 weeks
ago 3 IowaBowler13 3 weeks ago is this when the first tower got hit or were both towers
hit? IowaBowler13 3 weeks ago UKhello10 3 weeks ago RIP - from England UKhello10 3
weeks ago DreadNoughtSioux 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam i jumped for joy hearing of the planes crashing into WTC. the sound of the impact
was awesome. i love watching the people in the buildings desperately waving out the
window for help. their cries for help were music to my ear. one by one, they jumped out
the window,fell to their deaths. SPLAT! love the sound of the bodies hitting the ground.
when the towers gave way, people in the buildings and on ground probably got crushed
like pancakes. wish i were there to capture this kodak moment. DreadNoughtSioux 3
weeks ago borderlander800 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR go fuck yourself you ugly cunt
borderlander800 3 weeks ago denise2630e 3 weeks ago my friends mom was supposed 2
be on the plane that crashed into the 1st tower denise2630e 3 weeks ago jasonmark101 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam May we always
remember what happened on Sept 11, 2001 - and those who did that to this great nation.
May we continue to pray each day for our nation, for God's protection, and for his
guidance over our leaders today as we remember 9/11. And may God bless America!
jasonmark101 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago Batman did this !!! he was angry,
you people didn't like Batman Forever, of course he was mad, he wanted revenge, and he
also was on steroids !!! razgandeanu 3 weeks ago TheZero4life 3 weeks ago
@razgandeanu GO FUCK THE QUEEN YOU HEART LESS FUCK TheZero4life 3
weeks ago WildlifeSeriaLKiller 3 weeks ago @razgandeanu I farted. WildlifeSeriaLKiller 3
weeks ago ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago @WildlifeSeriaLKiller random ZmegamanrulzX
3 weeks ago thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @razgandeanu you need to get laid you fucking dumbass thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago
PikleeLuvzChu 3 weeks ago is this a real person who witnessed it? PikleeLuvzChu 3
weeks ago ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago @PikleeLuvzChu yeah...real sad
ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago fofucha1980 3 weeks ago LAMENTÁVEL... fofucha1980
3 weeks ago kushen07 3 weeks ago hearing her voice, makes me want to be on the top
floor. kushen07 3 weeks ago jasonmark101 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam May we always remember what happened on Sept 11, 2001 - and
those who did that to this great nation. May we continue to pray each day for our nation,
for God's protection, and for his guidance over our leaders today as we remember 9/11.
And may God bless America! jasonmark101 3 weeks ago wes1234321 3 weeks ago 2 i
think the funniest part about people talkin shit is that they act like terrorists, they hide
like little pussies bc they kno america was commin, then these kids on utube try to talk
shit but thats only bc they kno we would find them and gut them like fish fuck u terrorist
GO AMERICA wes1234321 3 weeks ago 2 krzykev91 3 weeks ago dude your a dick.
your disrespectin those who died there..fuckin bitch krzykev91 3 weeks ago
oldschooldiva87 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Chilling. We MUST NOT forget! oldschooldiva87 3 weeks ago dansneaker 3 weeks ago
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May all tha people rest in peace. Those who are still here, we must try to make this
world get better, this has been one of the worst moments in recen history, so we must
make things right from here. dansneaker 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
@dansneaker LOL more like best thing that happen in history lol and we all know that
christian will fall and muslim will rise! freakyfool2 3 weeks ago Ichigoofficial1 3 weeks
ago 3 @freakyfool2 Muslim rise? Muslims suck huge dick Ichigoofficial1 3 weeks ago 3
freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @Ichigoofficial1 like you bitch LOL freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@freakyfool2 god loves you ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago Ichigoofficial1 3 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 You should GTFO from here you black piece of shit Ichigoofficial1 3
weeks ago ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 i will watch from heaven as jesus
establishes his kingdom. i'll pray for you. ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3
weeks ago @ZmegamanrulzX Heaven? Jesus? more like rot in the ground LOL
freakyfool2 3 weeks ago WildlifeSeriaLKiller 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 lol... fucking
troll. WildlifeSeriaLKiller 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @WildlifeSeriaLKiller
LOL .... fucking hoe freakyfool2 3 weeks ago WildlifeSeriaLKiller 3 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 Ya momma a hoe. WildlifeSeriaLKiller 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks
ago @WildlifeSeriaLKiller just like your momma LOL :} freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
WildlifeSeriaLKiller 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 I can tie my shoes. WildlifeSeriaLKiller 3
weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @WildlifeSeriaLKiller same! LOL freakyfool2 3
weeks ago twe1vebones 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 this day will always be remembered
by me as proof in times of tragedy the American ppl band together as one and that real
superheroes exist and no amount of lame ass attempts to get a rise out of us will change
that twe1vebones 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago i wanna see more people die!
freakyfool2 3 weeks ago ChloeDeborah1 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 fuck you.
ChloeDeborah1 3 weeks ago 0arend0 3 weeks ago 2 @freakyfool2 I wanna see you die!,
please shut the fuck up, manny people died don't make some stupid jokes about it
because you are a fucking moslim. 0arend0 3 weeks ago 2 SamsProKay 3 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 Get fucked. SamsProKay 3 weeks ago thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 lemme get a gun and kill you you stupid ignorant cocksukcing self,,that
way you can see more people die you ignoratn piece of shit thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago
freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @thisniggajoe blah blah blah same shit as always LOL stop
sucking on your own dick while typing dumb cunt freakyfool2 3 weeks ago thisniggajoe 3
weeks ago @freakyfool2 wow how original(: did you make that up all by yourself?
thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago ChloeDeborah1 3 weeks ago its over now its 12:00a.m
ChloeDeborah1 3 weeks ago Warriormarine31 3 weeks ago This should've been a wake up
call....... more is coming! Warriormarine31 3 weeks ago musicgirl300 3 weeks ago
@Warriormarine31 ur sick musicgirl300 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago RIP
BATMAN razgandeanu 3 weeks ago jasonmark101 3 weeks ago Comment removed
ChloeDeborah1 3 weeks ago it is 11:59p.m ChloeDeborah1 3 weeks ago wiplock23 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Hi! I am from Serbia. On
1999. here, in Serbia we had 78 days like this. This is just a demo version of your own
"Noble Anvil". I was 12 then and I was terrified. Today I belive that God sees everything
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and everyone. God bless every man on Earth! wiplock23 3 weeks ago musicgirl300 3
weeks ago @wiplock23 im soo sorry about that, what is this world coming to? we all
need to have peace with each other musicgirl300 3 weeks ago ChloeDeborah1 3 weeks ago
The last minutes of 9th anniversary R.I.P guys from Australia & the world.. xxx
ChloeDeborah1 3 weeks ago batterseaspark 3 weeks ago 6 This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Pres. Bush and Cheney REFUSED to testify publicly under OATH
about 911.[ Only an investigation intoThe greatest MASS-MURDER crime in U.S.
History!!! ] They finally made a deal with the Commission to testify on April 29, 2004,
with specific conditions:They would testify together, behind closed doors, They would
NOT be under OATH, and Their testimony would not be recorded electronically or
transcribed...and only 3 handpicked comissioners[<13] to be present. any questions??
any answers?? batterseaspark 3 weeks ago 6 joshuaw00d 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I bet all those that died inside were too busy
eating cheeseburgers so they didnt get out. Fucking fat Americunts. joshuaw00d 3 weeks
ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago i'm not crying when i look at this, but i'm crying when i see
the nuclear attacks on japan !!! that was truly horrible !!! razgandeanu 3 weeks ago
wes1234321 3 weeks ago @razgandeanu thats prolly cause ur a faggot ass jap lol u guys
got fucked in WWII wes1234321 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago @wes1234321
but i'm not from japan, but i do watch a lot of asian porn razgandeanu 3 weeks ago
anythingnew 3 weeks ago @razgandeanu When you have seen what the Japanese did to
the Chinese at Rape of Nan Jing, the 2 explosions were truly justified. anythingnew 3
weeks ago 0arend0 3 weeks ago @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR Fuck allah, If you
believe in a god, i don't care but if you think you need to blow up ohter people it's sick!. I
wish you where in that building so you can burn in hell!. R,I.P for all who died, 0arend0 3
weeks ago krzykev91 3 weeks ago fuck all of you who are disrespecting this tragic day.
krzykev91 3 weeks ago horstherbert35 3 weeks ago @krzykev91 disrespecting? But
we're celebrating it, what's wrong with celebrating the death of dirty kaffirs?
horstherbert35 3 weeks ago pdownton79 3 weeks ago wow some people have no heart i
remember this to the day R.I.P to them all how could humans actually do this its so sick
an you scum who think its funny should be ashamed of yourselves pdownton79 3 weeks
ago TheZero4life 3 weeks ago @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR hey dip shit cant wait
for them to kill more of your people oh wait i don't want that because i'm not a fucking
cunt that thinks people should die because of were they live. how would you like it if i
went on the england videos and said "ROFL THERE ALL DEAD WOO GO terrorist"
how would like that that???? TheZero4life 3 weeks ago batterseaspark 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Pres. Bush and Cheney REFUSED to
testify publicly under OATH about 911.[ Only an investigation intoThe greatest MASSMURDER crime in U.S. History!!! ] They finally made a deal with the Commission to
testify on April 29, 2004, with specific conditions:They would testify together, behind
closed doors, They would NOT be under OATH, and Their testimony would not be
recorded electronically or transcribed...and only 3 handpicked comissioners[<13] to be
present. any questions?? any answers?? batterseaspark 3 weeks ago mjtopia 3 weeks ago
RIP from England mjtopia 3 weeks ago refresh967 3 weeks ago FaceBook friend passed
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on an idea... let's make the flag our profile pic through September 15th. We must never
forget....let's see how many flags we can get posted. Spread the word. One Nation Under
God!! remember 911. refresh967 3 weeks ago CopsClips 3 weeks ago if u look closly
right at 7:34 a person is jumping CopsClips 3 weeks ago QSH6H 3 weeks ago 9/11 was
an inside job, even if it was terrorists just think.... only 2,996 people died, but when
americans dropped the nuclear bombs on the japanese they killed 70,000 to 100,000...
QSH6H 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago @QSH6H I AGREE, THEY HAD IT
COMING, I'M SORRY razgandeanu 3 weeks ago TheZero4life 3 weeks ago
@razgandeanu no one had it coming alright so shut the fuck up maybe your country had
it coming to im going to go on the england videos or were every the fuk you live and post
comments like you are how would you feel? TheZero4life 3 weeks ago musicgirl300 3
weeks ago @QSH6H people just need stop with all this crap that the world is doing, we
all need to get together and stop trying to hurt each other, i dont agree at all with the
nuclear bombs that america did, but nobody should just go around and do the same thing
to another country, everything will just get out of hand, everyone just needs to talk things
out and stop killing innocent people musicgirl300 3 weeks ago TheMadclanproduction 3
weeks ago Rip angels TheMadclanproduction 3 weeks ago kellark12 3 weeks ago Holy
shit when she opened that window the reality of the situation just kinda hit me kellark12
3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago 9/11 was the best that happen to america! lol
freakyfool2 3 weeks ago Al1en181 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 pls get cacner you fcking
motherfucker.. Al1en181 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @Al1en181 please learn
how to spell you retarded fuck! LOL freakyfool2 3 weeks ago Al1en181 3 weeks ago
@freakyfool2 stfu gay motherfucker .. your just a retardet bastard whichs dick is so small
like your finger Al1en181 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @Al1en181 LOL nice
spelling 'retarded' cunt hehe, stop sucking your mom dick while typing on the computer
dumb slut freakyfool2 3 weeks ago warriorsrock123 3 weeks ago today is 9/11 a moment
of silence for all that died right around this time it happened this exact time so a moment
silence warriorsrock123 3 weeks ago beforethestormx31 3 weeks ago it makes me sick
that this video is being trolled by pathetic people. beforethestormx31 3 weeks ago
razgandeanu 3 weeks ago @beforethestormx31 we're trying to teach you a lesson, you
americans should take action when something happens, your country is full of lazy
imigrants, and stupid niggas, and you just accept it., and politicians are washing your
brains !!! i shall stop trolling, peace razgandeanu 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago <3
9/11 freakyfool2 3 weeks ago vujadin72 3 weeks ago Well what goes around comes
around i would say. Serbia was bombed for 78 days straight, 5000 civilians dead, thank
you Mr Clinton. vujadin72 3 weeks ago mebehold 3 weeks ago i was 2 when it happen
but now i really understand what happened i cry and cry cuz i wish i could have seen the
building and i do not like what happened today is 9/11 the 9th aniversery :( mebehold 3
weeks ago wildrocker22 3 weeks ago R.I.P my hearts and prayers are in the victims of
thos who lost a loved one that day wildrocker22 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago so
you people are trying to say that Bush is a nigga ??? oh my god, i had no idea
razgandeanu 3 weeks ago chrissy76600 3 weeks ago @ZmegamanrulzX You're
welcome..I pray for your country and for the poor people ..It was a disaster...Courage!!!!
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chrissy76600 3 weeks ago ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago @chrissy76600 yes. thank you
again. we just have to ignore these haters ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago chrissy76600 3
weeks ago @ZmegamanrulzX Of course...I agree... chrissy76600 3 weeks ago
ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@chrissy76600 Most of these haters are just whining for attention ZmegamanrulzX 3
weeks ago batterseaspark 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Pres. Bush and Cheney REFUSED to testify publicly under OATH about 911.[
Only an investigation intoThe greatest MASS-MURDER crime in U.S. History!!! ] They
finally made a deal with the Commission to testify on April 29, 2004, with specific
conditions:They would testify together, behind closed doors, They would NOT be under
OATH, and Their testimony would not be recorded electronically or transcribed...and
only 3 handpicked comissioners[<13] to be present. any questions?? any answers??
batterseaspark 3 weeks ago VictorianDarling 3 weeks ago @chrissy76600 God bless you
♥ VictorianDarling 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @VictorianDarling god fuck you
:P freakyfool2 3 weeks ago ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 shut up
ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @ZmegamanrulzX lol bitch stop
trying slut bag freakyfool2 3 weeks ago ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 you
must be really proud to get people yelling at you...you'll never be one of "them"...so be
quiet ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago TheZero4life 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 hey
freakyfool maybe they will come kill your people some more cant wait for that going to
light up some fire works and drink beer. oh wait no i wont im going to go on youtube and
say AHHH THERE DEAD GOOD!!! oh wait no no no. i'm not going to do any of that
because am not a dumb prick that thinks people should die TheZero4life 3 weeks ago
chrissy76600 3 weeks ago @VictorianDarling Thanks a lot..You're too kind...I know that
this date is very painful for you and your country...♥ chrissy76600 3 weeks ago
ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago @chrissy76600 yes...thanks ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago
chrissy76600 3 weeks ago @ZmegamanrulzX All my friendship..... chrissy76600 3
weeks ago ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago @chrissy76600 same here ZmegamanrulzX 3
weeks ago EmmanNM 3 weeks ago @ZappMeh hahaha...ur an asshole EmmanNM 3
weeks ago tony93022 3 weeks ago oh my god oh my god oh my god what's happening
tony93022 3 weeks ago 27EddieGeorge 3 weeks ago Why do such stupid fu*king people
licke Hurrr and horstherbert think they are funny. Just stupid teenager who think their
funny and need to blame this gigantic drama. wht they want to empress? It's ah hellsin to
do what thei're doing. Jerks! That kind of humans are very unnessecary. 27EddieGeorge 3
weeks ago horstherbert35 3 weeks ago @27EddieGeorge Oh look, it's another americunt
chrisian crybaby. ALLAHU AKHBAR! horstherbert35 3 weeks ago beforethestormx31
3 weeks ago @horstherbert35 FUCK YOU!!!!!! beforethestormx31 3 weeks ago
horstherbert35 3 weeks ago @beforethestormx31 rage more, pls. ALLAHU AKHBAR!
horstherbert35 3 weeks ago exbate 3 weeks ago 2 ur a wast of space and every1 knows
that the attak was nothing but evil and came form the devil exbate 3 weeks ago 2
andressafs1 3 weeks ago Why religion exists? Imagine all the people, living life in peace ...
nothing to kill or die for, and no religion too.... WHY RELIGION EXISTS? I'M GLAD
THAT I DON'T TRUST ON ANYTHING ABOUT IT. FOR ME, GOD DOESN'T
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EXISTS. RELIGION = WAR We see here people fighting and discusting, because of
RELIGION! That's too sad, so much people have died on there, and people keep fighting.
(sorry my english, i'm brazilian) andressafs1 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago
@andressafs1 I AGREE !!! razgandeanu 3 weeks ago susandiane311 3 weeks ago
@andressafs1 It can be argued that Islam is not a religion. It is a dangerous cult.
susandiane311 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago EVERYONE !!! LISTEN TO ME
!!! WE HAVE TO GET TO THE CHOPPA ! razgandeanu 3 weeks ago musicgirl300 3
weeks ago @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR i have nothing wrong with ur religon but i
really dont think that allah would want people to die just for him, what if it happened to
u? how would u feel? well, ur god just killed u for no reason. musicgirl300 3 weeks ago
wiplock23 3 weeks ago Hi! I am from Serbia. On 1999. here, in Serbia we had 78 days
like this. This is just a demo version of your own "Noble Anvil". I was 12 then and I was
terrified. Today I belive that God sees everything and everyone. God bless every man on
Earth! wiplock23 3 weeks ago iseenya1 3 weeks ago 3 fuck those arab scums iseenya1 3
weeks ago 3 WarCrime911 3 weeks ago @iseenya1, Fuck the CIA and Bush. They were
the ones running front companies out of the WTC leading up to 9/11... This was a
FALSE FLAG terrorist attack! Bush and his cronies destroyed America on 9/11 and we'll
never get it back unless we all come together and start exposing the truth! WarCrime911 3
weeks ago cyrkle9 3 weeks ago @WarCrime911 youre an idiot cyrkle9 3 weeks ago
joshuaw00d 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I bet all
those that died inside were too busy eating cheeseburgers so they didnt get out. fat
Americans joshuaw00d 3 weeks ago Farky80 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam god bless america.. Farky80 3 weeks ago SFxTAGG3 3 weeks ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR hey fuck you dude. we lost 343 innocent people to
Islamic extremists. So yeah "Praise Allah" that we didn't launch every fuckin nuke we had
at your pitiful excuse for a country.But then again we still kicked your asses in BOTH
gulf wars. So you really have no place to talk. And I believe that makes you the cunt.
SFxTAGG3 3 weeks ago RaverInHeilbronn 3 weeks ago Ich war 7, als das passierte. Da
kam im Fernsehen fast nichts anderes mehr und ich fande das alles voll gruselig und hab
nicht verstanden, warum man sowas machen kann (und dass es einige Zeit später sogar 'n
Trittbrettfahrer-Versuch in Frakfurt a.M. gab fand ich umso gruseliger) RaverInHeilbronn
3 weeks ago joshuaw00d 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam I bet all those that died inside were too busy eating cheeseburgers so they didnt get
out. Fucking fat Americans joshuaw00d 3 weeks ago ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago
@joshuaw00d will you shut up? do you really love your wasted life? ZmegamanrulzX 3
weeks ago klombo120 3 weeks ago it's like i wanna stop watching but i really can't.
klombo120 3 weeks ago CopsClips 3 weeks ago @klombo120 ditto CopsClips 3 weeks
ago TheZero4life 3 weeks ago @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR your funny little
prick maybe they will come blow up your country next who will be the one saying they
were to god dam dumb to know how to open the door TheZero4life 3 weeks ago
razgandeanu 3 weeks ago I WAS ON THAT PLANE !!! BATMAN SAVED ME !!!
razgandeanu 3 weeks ago Bluenick20 3 weeks ago 2 I'm sorry everyone, all the terrorist
scum making comments are making me too angry, so this is going to be my last comment.
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RIP everyone who died on this horrible day. God bless. Bluenick20 3 weeks ago 2
joshuaw00d 3 weeks ago I bet all those that died inside were too busy eating
cheeseburgers so they didnt get out. Fucking fat americans joshuaw00d 3 weeks ago
MmmChicken10 3 weeks ago @joshuaw00d yeah amaricans made youtube gtfo
MmmChicken10 3 weeks ago thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago @joshuaw00d I like how you are
talking your shit on Youtube but in real life you wouldnt have the balls(you clearly dont
have balls) to say to people. Like your country is so fuckiong perfect dumbass, go to hell
you ignorant piece of shit! thisniggajoe 3 weeks ago horstherbert35 3 weeks ago
ALLAHU AKHBAR! horstherbert35 3 weeks ago musicgirl300 3 weeks ago
@oscarchart4444 finnally, someone smart here, eveyone else is just being jerks
musicgirl300 3 weeks ago mailliwlawlw 3 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux FUCK YOU!
mailliwlawlw 3 weeks ago HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago PIG
AMERICANS HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago musicgirl300 3 weeks ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR why dont u look at urself? clearly ur the one thats
saying that its ok for people to die, ur the sick pig, u dont care about any one but urself,
get over urself. musicgirl300 3 weeks ago joshuaw00d 3 weeks ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam I bet all those that died inside were too busy eating
cheeseburgers so they didnt get out. Fucking fat cunt americans joshuaw00d 3 weeks ago
DarDar391 3 weeks ago :( i was only 6 when this happened i never really understood it
till now :( RIP . <3 DarDar391 3 weeks ago musicgirl300 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 i will
be laughing when if it happens to u. karmas a bitch, i hope u know that musicgirl300 3
weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @musicgirl300 i know its a bitch lol. but shit aint
happening to me so shut up slut bag :P freakyfool2 3 weeks ago musicgirl300 3 weeks
ago @freakyfool2 i can tell that ur realllyyyy mature arent u, how old r u? reallly, ur
acting like a little kid u thinks that ur the best thing on this earth and better than
eveyrone, grow up reallyy musicgirl300 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
@musicgirl300 im a kid i dont no any better loool this shit funny, seeing all u americans
die make me so happy i wish it could happen again LOL freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
musicgirl300 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 clearly ur just a kid, ur matureity level is very
low, get out of school go to college and learn, and karma is going to get u and then i will
laugh and hope that it happens again to u. see how u feel then musicgirl300 3 weeks ago
freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @musicgirl300 karam just a myth bitch, so is religion dumb
cunts LOL freakyfool2 3 weeks ago batterseaspark 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Pres. Bush and Cheney REFUSED to testify publicly under
OATH about 911.[ Only an investigation intoThe greatest MASS-MURDER crime in
U.S. History!!! ] They finally made a deal with the Commission to testify on April 29,
2004, with specific conditions:They would testify together, behind closed doors, They
would NOT be under OATH, and Their testimony would not be recorded electronically
or transcribed...and only 3 handpicked comissioners[<13] to be present. any questions??
any answers?? batterseaspark 3 weeks ago musicgirl300 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @freakyfool2 u can keep thinking that
musicgirl300 3 weeks ago joshuaw00d 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam I bet all those that died inside were too busy eating cheeseburgers so they
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didnt get out. Fucking fat cunt americans joshuaw00d 3 weeks ago vemon95 3 weeks ago
Its been 9 years since the attacks vemon95 3 weeks ago masterplans1 3 weeks ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR shut the fuck up that why people hate muslems
masterplans1 3 weeks ago joshuaw00d 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam I bet all those that died inside were too busy eating cheeseburgers so they
didnt get out. Fucking fat cunt americans joshuaw00d 3 weeks ago doomcity85 3 weeks
ago @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR its kinda dumb for you to be saying something
like that when u kno what kind of response you will elicit from everyone you are free to
practice your religion but do so in a way that doesnt effect people doomcity85 3 weeks
ago Dadsgirl240 3 weeks ago @ZappMeh Happy? You think those innocent people
dying is a happy joke? Sick fuck. Dadsgirl240 3 weeks ago ZappMeh 3 weeks ago
@Dadsgirl240 yes, its funny that people too busy eating hamburgers cant get out.
Zapp Meh 3 weeks ago ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago @ZappMeh THEY WEREN'T
EATING IN THERE, HATERS ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago Prev 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms
Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English
Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your
Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a
different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close
Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032) oscarchart4444 3 weeks ago i wished all
people who are making fun of this were in the buildings. this is not funny! leave your fat
american and black obama jokes or texts like praise allah any where else. oscarchart4444 3
weeks ago ZappMeh 3 weeks ago HAPPY 9/11! ZappMeh 3 weeks ago kilome15 3
weeks ago RIP from England. kilome15 3 weeks ago AndrewLeonardi 3 weeks ago God
bless AndrewLeonardi 3 weeks ago joshuaw00d 3 weeks ago Account Status:
Community Guidelines Your account is in good standing. joshuaw00d 3 weeks ago
dario232323 3 weeks ago just amazing... dario232323 3 weeks ago player4orlife 3 weeks
ago 9 God bless America.. RIP for all who died thanks for the upload player4orlife 3
weeks ago 9 HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago PRAISE ALLAH AND HIS
WORK HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago VictorianDarling 3 weeks ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR You don't have to comment the same thing every
five seconds okay... just... shut up. VictorianDarling 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks
ago VOTE ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER FOR PRESIDENT !!! he will terminate
the terrorists !!! and we can hire Rambo to kill the muslim-nigga (obama) razgandeanu 3
weeks ago jonathansaad 3 weeks ago I remeber waking up, turning on the tv as the towers
fell. For a few mintues i thought it was a movie. I wish it was. jonathansaad 3 weeks ago
joshuaw00d 3 weeks ago I bet all those that died inside were too busy eating
cheeseburgers so they didnt get out. Fucking fat cunt americans joshuaw00d 3 weeks ago
DreadNoughtSioux 3 weeks ago i jumped for joy hearing of the planes crashing into
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WTC. the sound of the impact was awesome. i love watching the people in the buildings
desperately waving out the window for help. their cries for help were music to my ear.
one by one, they jumped out the window,fell to their deaths. SPLAT! love the sound of
the bodies hitting the ground. when the towers gave way, people in the buildings and on
ground probably got crushed like pancakes. wish i were there to capture this kodak
moment. DreadNoughtSioux 3 weeks ago musicgirl300 3 weeks ago @DreadNoughtSioux
ur sick, go to a mental hospital musicgirl300 3 weeks ago RaverChanDesu 3 weeks ago
@DreadNoughtSioux Your Such A Idiot! That isnt Funny! RaverChanDesu 3 weeks ago
Andyman1130 3 weeks ago 2 9 Years ago today, we lost 343 brothers and sisters in a
horrific terrorist attack. This attack lead to the war we are still fighting today. Today I
want each of yous to thank a Firefighter, Police Officer, EMT, or Military Personel for
what they have done. For the sacrifice they made, I think it's the least we can do. R.I.P to
the 343. Andyman1130 3 weeks ago 2 juliec1215 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Thank you for uploading this video ! A great reminder of
what horrible things happened that day, May God Bless all the peoples lives that were
lost on that day ! juliec1215 3 weeks ago chrissy76600 3 weeks ago GOD BLESS ALL
PEOPLE DEAD INJUSTLY!!!!!! RIP FROM FRANCE.. chrissy76600 3 weeks ago
ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago @chrissy76600 THANK YOU ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks
ago abriink 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
todaaaaayyy
iitss 9 years agooo, r.i.p :( abriink 3 weeks ago
HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam americunts were too fat to get out of the building in time, praise allah
HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR agreed LOL freakyfool2 3 weeks ago aznyoungbo 3
weeks ago @freakyfool2 FUCK OFF STUPID RAGHEAD. aznyoungbo 3 weeks ago
stormlover28 3 weeks ago RIP for those who died on that horrible and tragic day, god is
with you and may all of gods grace rest upon you as you sit peacefully in heaven. Like
my comment to honor those who lost there lives on the tragic day of 9/11. Godbless
stormlover28 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago OBAMA IS A MUSLIM, AND A
NIGGA, WHAT CAN BE WORSE THAN THAT ??? razgandeanu 3 weeks ago
89dvdmd 3 weeks ago @razgandeanu GEORGE BUSH!!! 89dvdmd 3 weeks ago
razgandeanu 3 weeks ago @89dvdmd ROCK ON BUSH !!! razgandeanu 3 weeks ago
abriink 3 weeks ago Comment removed ashleeyybabe 3 weeks ago i remember.
ashleeyybabe 3 weeks ago juliec1215 3 weeks ago Thank you for uploading this video ! A
great reminder of what horrible things happened that day, May God Bless all the peoples
lives that were lost on that day ! juliec1215 3 weeks ago RaverChanDesu 3 weeks ago
RIP People who died....I miss you RaverChanDesu 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago
OBAMA DID THIS !!! HE IS A MUSLIM !!! KILL OBAMA razgandeanu 3 weeks
ago JakeDragon104 3 weeks ago @razgandeanu you can shutup too! JakeDragon104 3
weeks ago aznyoungbo 3 weeks ago @razgandeanu Hey dude Obama had nothing to do
with this so fuck off. aznyoungbo 3 weeks ago musicgirl300 3 weeks ago @razgandeanu
obama wasnt president at this time, u idiot, it was bush musicgirl300 3 weeks ago
mdlsklsweethrt 3 weeks ago This is so sad. Rest in peace, you and your families are in
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our prayers. mdlsklsweethrt 3 weeks ago MrsFairy217 3 weeks ago oh my god...oh my
god..... MrsFairy217 3 weeks ago aznyoungbo 3 weeks ago God bless america. RIP TO
THOSE WHO DIED. aznyoungbo 3 weeks ago player4orlife 3 weeks ago Thank u for
sharing this may
God bless us all
player4orlife 3 weeks ago
HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago bless allah and his work. pig americunts
HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago aznyoungbo 3 weeks ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR FUCK OFF STUPID RAGHEAD. aznyoungbo 3
weeks ago Bluenick20 3 weeks ago @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR FUCK YOU
Bluenick20
3
weeks
ago
JakeDragon104
3
weeks
ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR FUCK YOU! JakeDragon104 3 weeks ago
musicgirl300 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR wow, u really need to go back to school and learn
how to write. musicgirl300 3 weeks ago Numero1Tbone 3 weeks ago I was in 3rd grade.
Our teacher wouldnt let us watch what was on the telivision but she was panicking along
with the rest of the adults. It was scary not knowing what was going on. When i got home
i saw what had happend. Numero1Tbone 3 weeks ago wr2champ 3 weeks ago thank you
for uploading this video networkLive and also bob and bri for making this video. no one
else uploaded such a video and now I know how the residents saw this. wr2champ 3
weeks ago antirasict245 3 weeks ago Fucking terrorists.... antirasict245 3 weeks ago
HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
3
weeks
ago
PRAISE
ALLAH
HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago stoakes1 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 your a
cunt how the fuck is this funny you nob head so many people lost there lives when this
happened RIP to all thos that lost there lives :( stoakes1 3 weeks ago LonesomePine369 3
weeks ago 2 R.I.P all that died....apart from the terrorists LonesomePine369 3 weeks ago
2 pwincessdreamz1 3 weeks ago i find it very funny how people can say islam is the best
peace.. where was peace wen the terrorist decided to do such a disturbing thing!!! RIP to
all! God bless the families who have to mourn! JESUS IS THE ONLY PEACE!
pwincessdreamz1 3 weeks ago kingalberich 3 weeks ago Dear God, Protect all of those
who have lost a family today nine years. Know that you are with them forever, until the
end of time. Let your grace fall upon them. Protect all of us, at America. That we may
always stand up for what is just and true. Protect us, from evils that will come upon us. Amen. kingalberich 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam 9/11 was fucking funny! freakyfool2 3 weeks ago DamnItsSamFam
3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 you need a punch DamnItsSamFam 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3
weeks ago @DamnItsSamFam you need a smack on the face bitch freakyfool2 3 weeks
ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @DamnItsSamFam you need a on smack on the face bitch
freakyfool2 3 weeks ago LonesomePine369 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 you need to be
tied to a chair and have your guts ripped out LonesomePine369 3 weeks ago razgandeanu
3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 ROCK ON !!! 9/11 ROCKED !!! razgandeanu 3 weeks ago
musicgirl300 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 yeah its soooo funny when people die horribly
isnt it? hahah sooooo funny, asshole musicgirl300 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
@musicgirl300 yea i no! so fucking awesome. doing good for the world freakyfool2 3
weeks ago musicgirl300 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 ur an idiot musicgirl300 3 weeks ago
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freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @musicgirl300 ur a cocksucker. whore freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
Bluenick20 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@freakyfool2 You terrorist scum go fucking die in a hole you bitch Bluenick20 3 weeks
ago musicgirl300 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 right, but im not the one that is saying that
its funny that people died. well how would you like it if you or a loved one was in those
buildings, what if it happened to u? would u like people saying how funny it was that u
died? musicgirl300 3 weeks ago freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @musicgirl300 i wouldnt really
care lol. freakyfool2 3 weeks ago stoakes1 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @freakyfool2 your a cunt how the fuck is this funny you nob head
so many people lost there lives when this happened RIP to all thos that lost there lives :(
stoakes1 3 weeks ago Bluenick20 3 weeks ago @freakyfool2 I hope you get burned at the
stake like all you cowardous people do over there in afghan Bluenick20 3 weeks ago
freakyfool2 3 weeks ago @Bluenick20 from australia slut lol freakyfool2 3 weeks ago
warcraft125 3 weeks ago If religion didn't exist, this would never happen. Things like this
will continue until people let go of the barbaric idea of gods. warcraft125 3 weeks ago
MegaSimone86 3 weeks ago even to this day 9 years later it still shocks and upsets me
when i see any pics or footage of this sad day MegaSimone86 3 weeks ago felipcometti 3
weeks ago R.I.P. from Brazil felipcometti 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago Obama
did this !!! it's his fault, and you elected him as president.... BUSH WAS THE BEST
THING THAT EVER HAPPENED TO USA !!! VOTE BUSH !!! razgandeanu 3 weeks
ago MrMaverick6098 3 weeks ago @razgandeanu this was clintons wrong doings that
lead to this MrMaverick6098 3 weeks ago superbass74 3 weeks ago R.I.P superbass74 3
weeks ago MandieLeeS 3 weeks ago RIP, May God be with all those families today (9
years later) I will never forget (MA) MandieLeeS 3 weeks ago beforethestormx31 3
weeks ago R.I.P to all the innocent victims who lost their lives on this tragic tragic day.
pray for the families left behind. god bless. <3 beforethestormx31 3 weeks ago
DisturbingThing 3 weeks ago I guess I was around nine yeras when this happened and I
remember I was at home sapping through the TV when I noticed that. I still remember
every moment, still remember how the second plane crashed into the second tower,
disturbing pictures. I'm not even from america but still this really got through me and I
really hope everyone who died there, be it firemen, usual workers, or anyone else, will
rest in peace. DisturbingThing 3 weeks ago mjfan123100 3 weeks ago today is september
11th the day we should all remember. mjfan123100 3 weeks ago staniboy1234 3 weeks
ago R.I.P from Austria! staniboy1234 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago you can't
stop me Batman !!! i'm on steroids !!! ahahahahahaaaaaa !!!! razgandeanu 3 weeks ago
DoctorGonzo32 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR fuck your allah! DoctorGonzo32 3 weeks ago
DamnItsSamFam 3 weeks ago @DoctorGonzo32 thats just wrong, it may have been a
terrorist attack but it has nothing to do with the whole muslim religion DamnItsSamFam
3 weeks ago luanswan2002 3 weeks ago Godzilla was here. luanswan2002 3 weeks ago
doANYTHINGforMETAL
3
weeks
ago
PRAISE
ALLAH!!!
doANYTHINGforMETAL
3
weeks
ago
Bluenick20
3
weeks
ago
@doANYTHINGforMETAL Get out of here Bluenick20 3 weeks ago horstherbert35 3
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weeks ago @doANYTHINGforMETAL ALLAHU AKHBAR! horstherbert35 3 weeks
ago Bluenick20 3 weeks ago 3 @horstherbert35 We all hope you muslim asses die in a
painful way. Bluenick20 3 weeks ago 3 MrRazorProductions 3 weeks ago What is a
HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR? MrRazorProductions 3 weeks ago LewiswattTV 3
weeks ago @MrRazorProductions a tard LewiswattTV 3 weeks ago blueberrypop79 3
weeks ago i was only two. :p i believe. r.i.p what a sad moment in history.
blueberrypop79 3 weeks ago PMMPE 3 weeks ago 2 I remember that day on September
11th 2001 my friend and I were in grade 5 we skipped school and we were flipping tv
channels when we stopped on the news and watched the video footage about what
happened and we watched for hours and even tho we knew no one that was involved in
that horrible day we still sat on her bed room floor with tears falling down </3 I feel bad
for the families of the people that died and hope that the dead are in peace they will be
forever loved. R.I.P from Canada PMMPE 3 weeks ago 2 FireFlamesrocks 3 weeks ago
damnit hurrrr if u were there and survived u would feel sad but go hide in a hole iraqi!
FireFlamesrocks 3 weeks ago EliasLockert 3 weeks ago R.I.P to all the people that lost
their life that day! <3 EliasLockert 3 weeks ago dynomitekiller 3 weeks ago 10:00 the
north tower has a large black hole and smoke pouring out - no raging inferno! the tower
never would have pulverized from this damage alone - had to be rigged with powerful
explosives to produce the dust clouds at 19:39 dynomitekiller 3 weeks ago supererick13 3
weeks ago i was 6 when WTC 9/11 HAPPEN'S supererick13 3 weeks ago
DisturbingThing 3 weeks ago 4 This is all religion causes. War, death, destruction. The
worst, it's senseless. All these people who died 9-11 died for nothing, just because some
people need to live out their fanatism. Rest in peace everyone who died 9-11, you will
never be forgotten. DisturbingThing 3 weeks ago 4 truthwillprevail5 3 weeks ago
@fuzz1905: Do not insult the memory of the victims because "you don't think". With
each beam that was damaged from the fire, the load on the beams below increases
enormously. While the structure was built to with stand a great deal of damage, when the
tower collapsed it was already supporting more than 50 times the load it was supposed
to. If you have doubts, our great country lets you express them, but this is not the time,
nor the place. God bless America, and may the victims rest in peace. truthwillprevail5 3
weeks ago artuurs1 3 weeks ago 9 years but i still remember that day . i was only 13
years old and when i came back home from school first words of my father was "there
gonna be war again" its horrible . video is very impressive . R.I.P. to all people who lost
their lifes in that suny day artuurs1 3 weeks ago dancerfigskater4 3 weeks ago 9/11 <3
dancerfigskater4 3 weeks ago sfingaaa 3 weeks ago 2 I just can not believe that was 9
years ago!!! sfingaaa 3 weeks ago 2 DoctorGonzo32 3 weeks ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR suck a dick, and if you so smart why don't you go
and
fuck
yourself,
asshole!!!
DoctorGonzo32
3
weeks
ago
HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam praise allah and his work. HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago
ExtremalZ 3 weeks ago 22 This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR Fuck you very much, arab scum ExtremalZ 3 weeks
ago 22 doomcity85 3 weeks ago @ExtremalZ thirteen likes for a hateful ignorant
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comment this is the condition of american citezens its a shame that the members of a
proud nation can be so dumb if he has his beliefs let him have it doesnt mean all arab
people want to fuckin bomb you or hate americans for that matter but i guees people
dont see it that way doomcity85 3 weeks ago ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR LEAVE THIS VIDEO...NOW!! ZmegamanrulzX 3
weeks ago LewiswattTV 3 weeks ago 4 @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR you should
have been in those towers not those innocent people LewiswattTV 3 weeks ago 4
k3vinrock 3 weeks ago @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR im not in american but
FUCKING FUCK YOU, YOU SICK BASTARD k3vinrock 3 weeks ago
Predator000099 3 weeks ago @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR Allah, the peaceful
god, killing innocent people. realy wants me to be a Muslim. Predator000099 3 weeks ago
doomcity85 3 weeks ago @Predator000099 that is not the belief of the muslim religion
9/11 was a plot done by a terrorist orginization who twist and missuse the wordss of
there own sacred book not blatant genocide comitted by all muslims plz dnt drag every
inoccent man woman and child who believes int there good into this btw im a vhristian
doomcity85 3 weeks ago KKKSuperFan 3 weeks ago I had a fucking crappy
childhood..... Thank God For 9/11.... KKKSuperFan 3 weeks ago Schwarmer 3 weeks ago
this is now 9 years ago.. R.I.P. September 11th Schwarmer 3 weeks ago Catholic118 3
weeks ago 3 Rest in Peace!! May Christ keep those victims in the palm of his hand!!
Stop Terror !! Catholic118 3 weeks ago 3 horstherbert35 3 weeks ago @Catholic118 You
will go to hell, christian scum! ALLAHU AKBAR! horstherbert35 3 weeks ago
YoubiiToubii 3 weeks ago 2 R.I.P 11 September YoubiiToubii 3 weeks ago 2
TheMadclanproduction 3 weeks ago 15 Rip TheMadclanproduction 3 weeks ago 15
HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam PIG AMERICANS DESERVE IT HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks
ago ZmegamanrulzX 3 weeks ago @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR shutup
ZmegamanrulzX
3
weeks
ago
summerwithmike
3
weeks
ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR The fact that you even wrote that is just
disrespectful. summerwithmike 3 weeks ago DamnItsSamFam 3 weeks ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR GO DIE, IM FROM UK AND YOU GO CAN
DIE! DamnItsSamFam 3 weeks ago beforethestormx31 3 weeks ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR FUCK YOU. i hope you get hit by a bus you
disrespectful asshole. beforethestormx31 3 weeks ago dancerfigskater4 3 weeks ago
@HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR FUCK YOU dancerfigskater4 3 weeks ago
horstherbert35 3 weeks ago ALLAHU AKHBAR! horstherbert35 3 weeks ago
guitarprincess86290 3 weeks ago 3 i was 7 years old when this happened :o i've only just
seen it for the first time Rest In Peace ppl that didn't survive guitarprincess86290 3
weeks ago 3 aabmmd 3 weeks ago ✈ ▌▌ Happy September 11 Everybody! aabmmd 3
weeks ago LewiswattTV 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @aabmmd GET THE FUCK OUT LewiswattTV 3 weeks ago
TheCookiemonsterking 3 weeks ago @aabmmd what type of happy is this???
TheCookiemonsterking 3 weeks ago LewiswattTV 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @aabmmd GET THE FUCK OUT LewiswattTV 3 weeks
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ago dynomitekiller 3 weeks ago hey look! 14:03 south tower hasnt collapsed but theres
smoke at the base dynomitekiller 3 weeks ago IceLikeMine 3 weeks ago 3 R.I.P From
England, and please dont blame muslims or the religion, just blame bin laden and his men
IceLikeMine 3 weeks ago 3 eagoodwin1 3 weeks ago I remember being in school. They
made us go home and I was really scared. All my mom told me was that there were some
buildings collapsing. eagoodwin1 3 weeks ago TheCookiemonsterking 3 weeks ago This is
so terrible!! just imagine the hell these people went through and the trerrist did this in the
name of there god oli they thought they were going to get brownie points up in there
heaven but now there feeling the flames of hell burning there body think they learnt there
lesson i think not TheCookiemonsterking 3 weeks ago add1666 3 weeks ago why is she
crying add1666 3 weeks ago LewiswattTV 3 weeks ago @add1666 because thousands of
people just died in front of her eyes LewiswattTV 3 weeks ago DamnItsSamFam 3 weeks
ago @add1666 are you retarded? DamnItsSamFam 3 weeks ago Krucial8 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @add1666 why do you think you
dumb fuck Krucial8 3 weeks ago Bshorty0 3 weeks ago R.I.P From Holland Bshorty0 3
weeks ago dynomitekiller 3 weeks ago 19:39 north tower demolition commences
dynomitekiller 3 weeks ago REB3L2010 3 weeks ago i watch this every year, and every
year my heart goes cold and pheins for justice. it will never come. as much and we search
and fight amongst ourselves, there will neve be justice. and sadly. the next generation,
wont care... REB3L2010 3 weeks ago HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam LOL PIG AMERICANS, U
WANT CHEESEBURGER? HERE PLANE. FUK U HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
3 weeks ago TheCookiemonsterking 3 weeks ago @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR u
asshole!! u dont know what type of hell these people went through
TheCookiemonsterking 3 weeks ago HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago
@TheCookiemonsterking CRY ABOUT IT PIG AMERICAN SCUM. GO EAT
CHEESEBURGER HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 3 weeks ago ExtremalZ 3 weeks
ago 2 @HUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRR You are the most stupid person that i ever
saw. Fuck you from Ukraine ExtremalZ 3 weeks ago 2 pinksoccerqueen 3 weeks ago wtf
is ur problem! pinksoccerqueen 3 weeks ago Ultimatley 3 weeks ago i remember when i
was 8 and on holiday in New york, we had to walk back to the hotel, we passed these
and i can remember looking up them right at the base..but that wasn't the part i was
amazed at...i was amazed at how that was a day before 9/11 Ultimatley 3 weeks ago
TeenFlyer95 3 weeks ago :'( TeenFlyer95 3 weeks ago insaturnsringzz 3 weeks ago This
video is absolutely incredible! Bone chilling! I cant even describe it! insaturnsringzz 3
weeks ago x3Cinix3 3 weeks ago R.I.P from Germany ): x3Cinix3 3 weeks ago
brechreiz88 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Kill all
muslim!
brechreiz88
3
weeks
ago
GStudiosHD
3
weeks
ago
NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO-OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOO-OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!-!!!!!!!!!!!
GStudiosHD 3 weeks ago kriszakorn 3 weeks ago R.I.P from Thailand ... kriszakorn 3
weeks ago Dinglemaniac 3 weeks ago R.I.P from Australia Dinglemaniac 3 weeks ago
horstherbert35 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
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ALLAHU AKHBAR! horstherbert35 3 weeks ago evaliaro 3 weeks ago @horstherbert35
dude, you're sick, cut it out! evaliaro 3 weeks ago LewiswattTV 3 weeks ago
@horstherbert35 isn't he of star wars ? LewiswattTV 3 weeks ago horstherbert35 3
weeks ago Comment removed vaughan489 3 weeks ago it is nine years later and the U.S.
gov still havent done the right thing, they should have bombed entire country over there
vaughan489 3 weeks ago Kizzmelol 3 weeks ago oh my god! Thanks for uploading this
video! :( RIP! - germany Kizzmelol 3 weeks ago Jenzo101 3 weeks ago R.I.P from
Chicago :'( Jenzo101 3 weeks ago misskimber16 3 weeks ago @LastlyMore HOW U NO
ITS FAKE WERE U THR.. have some respect it doesnt even matter if its fake or not
bottom line is that it is about wat happened to day 9 years ago misskimber16 3 weeks
ago chris3030150 3 weeks ago wooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo-ooooooooooooooo
chris3030150 3 weeks ago StianTheViking 3 weeks ago 2 9 years later it`s still hard to
watch this. Just got home from work back in '01 when I turned the TV on and the first
plane had just hit, couldn`t believe my eyes. RIP from Norway. StianTheViking 3 weeks
ago 2 graceyfave 3 weeks ago RIP from Singapore. graceyfave 3 weeks ago tyut11 3
weeks ago R.I.P the fallen. tyut11 3 weeks ago misskimber16 3 weeks ago @eristars
OOKAY UR WEIRD THINK B4 U TALK misskimber16 3 weeks ago misskimber16 3
weeks ago @mashmush1 Look u must understand the "muslims" didnt do this THE
TERRORIST GROPU AL-QAEDA DID and was runned by OSAMA BIN LADEN
they the killers noy all muslims are or middle eastern jst the ppl in the group called AL
qaeda look it up misskimber16 3 weeks ago IceLikeMine 3 weeks ago Comment removed
Catandthespoon 3 weeks ago 2 Happy 9/11 day everyone! Please remember to thank
Bush and his pals for this. It was planned by his government after all, but now they are
very happy with their oil, dollars and weapons contracts! Catandthespoon 3 weeks ago 2
Ralphonse1 3 weeks ago Why is everyone getting all bothered about 9/11? There are so
many things worse than the twin towers that have happened that no-one even
remembers. Ralphonse1 3 weeks ago FrizAtHome 3 weeks ago @Ralphonse1 This was
the first terrorist attack on Western soil. So yes it is a bit important. FrizAtHome 3
weeks ago upthedub1 3 weeks ago @FrizAtHome your right, upthedub1 3 weeks ago
horstherbert35 3 weeks ago @FrizAtHome This is _not_ the first terrorist attack on
western soil. Not only muslims can be terrorists, dumbfuck, everyone can be. The US
gevernment is full of them. horstherbert35 3 weeks ago evaliaro 3 weeks ago
@Ralphonse1 i agree. evaliaro 3 weeks ago horstherbert35 3 weeks ago ✈ ▌▌HAPPY
9/11 DAY! horstherbert35 3 weeks ago crazyboys97 3 weeks ago omg crazyboys97 3
weeks ago TheNephew31 3 weeks ago shit TheNephew31 3 weeks ago mrchrisiser 3
weeks ago exactly 9 years ago, first plane hit WTC. R.I.P mrchrisiser 3 weeks ago
vupersillain 3 weeks ago Bad footage. Not only did you not get to catch the first plane
but you managed to miss out on the second plane as well. Not to mention when the
building collapsed. Good job, you're close to fooling 7 million people watching this
crappy video. vupersillain 3 weeks ago candykane10 3 weeks ago GOD BLESS
AMERICA. I remember sitting in 5th grade classroom when the announcement came over
the speaker that there was an early dismissal. I remember looking at the teachers faces and
knowing something was wrong. Something bad happened... When I got home and found
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every TV in my house on to the CNN and FOX. I knew it was bad. Then I saw the Image
that i will never forget...replaying over and over. So many of my friends lost family on
9/11. R.I.P. those who died on 9/11 and in War. candykane10 3 weeks ago upthedub1 3
weeks ago @candykane10 GOD BLESS THE WORLD. upthedub1 3 weeks ago
vupersillain 3 weeks ago Bad footage. Not only did you not get to catch the first plane
but you managed to miss out on the second plane as well. Not to mention when the
building collapsed. Good job, you close to fooling 7 million people watching this crappy
video. vupersillain 3 weeks ago NiLrEbOrGgAyeah 3 weeks ago FUCK USA!
NiLrEbOrGgAyeah 3 weeks ago iPodTouch9898 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam @NiLrEbOrGgAyeah Go to hell, I hope you die.
iPodTouch9898 3 weeks ago upthedub1 3 weeks ago 2 @NiLrEbOrGgAyeah FUCK
YOU upthedub1 3 weeks ago 2 MW2fan8 3 weeks ago its fucking sad :( MW2fan8 3
weeks ago MultiAngel38 3 weeks ago It was a MILITARY PLAIN !!!!! MultiAngel38 3
weeks ago sarota285 3 weeks ago Damn my aunt was in that building....She died....I love
u aunt Jen... R.I.P TO ALL THE PPL WHO LOST THEY'R LIFES IN THAT....
sarota285 3 weeks ago tyut11 3 weeks ago R.I.P tyut11 3 weeks ago horstherbert35 3
weeks ago ✈ ▌▌HAPPY 9/11 DAY! ALL HAIL COMMUNISM! horstherbert35 3
weeks ago EthanWithACrowbar 3 weeks ago hows Lily? oh god.... she ok?
EthanWithACrowbar 3 weeks ago z0mghotty 3 weeks ago boom says the plane!!!
alalalalal boom! z0mghotty 3 weeks ago evaliaro 3 weeks ago as long as people will
continue to seek revenge for what happened to the past, things like these will never cease
to occur. STOP THE WAR. evaliaro 3 weeks ago z0mghotty 3 weeks ago hahaahahha
they got owned z0mghotty 3 weeks ago iPodTouch9898 3 weeks ago @z0mghotty Go to
hell you bitch. iPodTouch9898 3 weeks ago GeneralSkidog 3 weeks ago RIP from
England, God Bless America. GeneralSkidog 3 weeks ago JthemasterT 3 weeks ago
@GeneralSkidog America bless God, Then God blesses America... JthemasterT 3 weeks
ago hayhunterjumper 3 weeks ago @GeneralSkidog thats so nice of you(:
hayhunterjumper 3 weeks ago x1ScoRpioN1x 3 weeks ago R.I.P. and sorry for everyone
that had one of his siblings die at that place or the plain. x1ScoRpioN1x 3 weeks ago
vidkidist 3 weeks ago i hate fucking terrorists. They think that if they hit a building with
a plane that it will make them go to heaven. I dont who the fuck told them that. As
fooksalt said FUCK THE TERRORISTS!! vidkidist 3 weeks ago gugliCATANIA 3
weeks ago I Hate the muslims from italy!!! R.I.P. gugliCATANIA 3 weeks ago
Deniz2635 3 weeks ago @gugliCATANIA And i hate you, you idiot, it was the
illuminati who did this Deniz2635 3 weeks ago ATBparkour 3 weeks ago This time
exactly 9 years ago, Flight 11 crashed into WTC 1... Rest in peace <3 ATBparkour 3
weeks ago SuperKalaschnikow 3 weeks ago R.I.P. from Hungary :( SuperKalaschnikow 3
weeks ago garryk00 3 weeks ago страшные кадры, от них хочется плакать... столько
погибло людей :( пусть земля им будет пухом. R.I.P. from Russia garryk00 3 weeks
ago Quackersxxx 3 weeks ago R.I.P 9/11 ); from UK Quackersxxx 3 weeks ago 13tifozi 3
weeks ago TERRORISTS ARE NOT EXIST!!!! WAKE UP!!!!! AMERICAN
GOVERMENT WAS BEHIND 9/11.. 13tifozi 3 weeks ago MultiAngel38 3 weeks ago
@13tifozi I AGREED WITH YOU! MultiAngel38 3 weeks ago OoJoDDeLoO 3 weeks
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ago R.I.P From Germany .. =( OoJoDDeLoO 3 weeks ago InbarKimchi 3 weeks ago
thank you so much for uploading this video , RIP from Israel ! InbarKimchi 3 weeks ago
Deniz2635 3 weeks ago @InbarKimchi first of all you need to give palastine back, then
come and talk Deniz2635 3 weeks ago 299Masterchief 3 weeks ago R.i.p from Michigan
299Masterchief 3 weeks ago dabog14 3 weeks ago 12:17 "It was a military plane"
dabog14 3 weeks ago jim8573 3 weeks ago nine years ago i lost 30.000 man in an blink of
an eye AND THE WORLD JUST FACKING WATCHD jim8573 3 weeks ago mangkir
3 weeks ago RIP from INDONESIA GOD WITH US mangkir 3 weeks ago YallaYoghurt
3 weeks ago FAIL!!!! YallaYoghurt 3 weeks ago vitoss29rus 3 weeks ago жесть))))))))
vitoss29rus 3 weeks ago fuzz1905 3 weeks ago 5 thank you for posting this video. but i
really don't think that huge tower could've collapsed due to a fire on the top few floors. it
was a controlled demolition. RIP to the 3000 victims and counting fuzz1905 3 weeks ago
5 MrBRomero7 3 weeks ago @fuzz1905 i totally agree R.I.P everyone MrBRomero7 3
weeks ago maisielovesjobros 3 weeks ago @fuzz1905 the fire would have weakened the
metal structure in the building which made it collapse maisielovesjobros 3 weeks ago
Umbrelic 3 weeks ago @fuzz1905@fuzz1905 The top floors collapsed into the central
ducts of the building, completely rendering the frame and infrastructure useless. The
metal that melts at one thousand degrees were the welded joints of the metal frames
holding the tower's floors up fell. It was a design flaw yes but this metal was completely
modernized at the time of construction. There is only propaganda and people willing to
believe it. Nobody is to blame. It was a cultural difference that many regret. Umbrelic 3
weeks ago Predator000099 3 weeks ago @fuzz1905 you know nothing about engineering
or structure. the gas pipes could have exploded setting a chain reaction of explosions that
took the main support beams out. think logically. Predator000099 3 weeks ago
starwonder4u 3 weeks ago 5 God bless New york. R.I.P To the lives lost and bless their
families and friends. This is one of the most heart wrenching videos i've seen when it
comes to this as it feels so much more real.God help this evil corrupted world
starwonder4u 3 weeks ago 5 kulja91 3 weeks ago You deserved this kulja91 3 weeks ago
tgmarks84 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Yeah,
terrorists! Suck his dick... if you can find it. tgmarks84 3 weeks ago TheManubarrios 3
weeks ago wow hard :-( 9 jears :O TheManubarrios 3 weeks ago tgmarks84 3 weeks ago
Don't blame God for what idiot human beings did. He is a god of LIFE, not death.
Anyone who truly knows Him is aware of this fact. tgmarks84 3 weeks ago
amywinehousefreaks 3 weeks ago r.i.p from germany! amywinehousefreaks 3 weeks ago
33141862 3 weeks ago owned lol 33141862 3 weeks ago donutsprinkles99 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @33141862 shut the fuck up you
little bitch donutsprinkles99 3 weeks ago Golil987 3 weeks ago fucken terrorist suck my
dick Golil987 3 weeks ago TheMajster14 3 weeks ago R.I.P From Poland ! [*] Fucking
Terrorist, all must die ! ! ! ! ! 11.09.2010 - 9 years later .... Saint War it's something
terible ! .. We with you USA ! TheMajster14 3 weeks ago amberziomick 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam “Time is passing. Yet, for the
United States of America, there will be no forgetting September the 11th. We will
remember every rescuer who died in honor. We will remember every family that lives in
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grief. We will remember the fire and ash, the last phone calls, the funerals of the children.
” amberziomick 3 weeks ago Eiwiuxas 3 weeks ago Sad.. :[[[ R.I.P from Lithuania.
Eiwiuxas 3 weeks ago TheAktivision 3 weeks ago R.I.P FROM U.K (United Kingdom)
TheAktivision 3 weeks ago jbieberluver10 3 weeks ago R.I.P jbieberluver10 3 weeks ago
FinnJanke 3 weeks ago 3 September 11th was an inside job. Google this for proof:
Illuminati Card Game Predicted 9/11 FinnJanke 3 weeks ago 3 Inesuks 3 weeks ago I can
not believe a person can do such a thing to another person. Repulsive. I still can hardly
believe this! My heart aches for those who have witnessed this and lost their loved ones
in there. Inesuks 3 weeks ago clownytipper 3 weeks ago i can't even imagine what this
would of been like to have been there.. clownytipper 3 weeks ago horstherbert35 3 weeks
ago ✈ ▌▌HAPPY 9/11 DAY! horstherbert35 3 weeks ago wwwooouuuttteeerrr97 3
weeks ago @horstherbert35 what te f*ck is wrong with you? wwwooouuuttteeerrr97 3
weeks ago Cr1msonxGhost 3 weeks ago @horstherbert35 there is a special pit in hell
reserved for you how the fuck can you say shit like that Cr1msonxGhost 3 weeks ago
horstherbert35 3 weeks ago @Cr1msonxGhost Protip: Your religion is a fairytale. Every
religion is a fairytale, actually. It's just plain bullshit. There is no such place as "Hell".
Anyway, ✈ ▌▌HAPPY 9/11 DAY! horstherbert35 3 weeks ago WhineUpDance 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam R.I.P for all who died for
nothing at 9/11th :( WhineUpDance 3 weeks ago chtung1990 3 weeks ago R.I.P from the
Hong Kong chtung1990 3 weeks ago wwwooouuuttteeerrr97 3 weeks ago rip all people
that that day passed away stupid terorists wwwooouuuttteeerrr97 3 weeks ago
1995roomster 3 weeks ago R.I.P from the Netherlands 1995roomster 3 weeks ago
wertozer 3 weeks ago r.i.p From hungary !!!! wertozer 3 weeks ago thisismylogon 3
weeks ago PRAISE ALLAH FOR THE ATTACKS ON 9/11! thisismylogon 3 weeks
ago Kaypidee21 3 weeks ago @thisismylogon what the FUCK is wrong with you
Kaypidee21 3 weeks ago tgmarks84 3 weeks ago @evallaro--what a horrible and
historically simplistic thing to suggest. I feel sorry for you. tgmarks84 3 weeks ago
evaliaro 3 weeks ago @tgmarks84 those people didn't deserve to die, that's for sure.
NOBODY deserves to die in such a cruel way. NOBODY deserves to be killed. but there
are ten of thousands of people out there who DIE every month because of the us army.
your army kills people in the name of peace and freedom, yet you come and ask for
compassion for what happened to 9/11. this hypocrisy makes me sick to the core.
evaliaro 3 weeks ago Cr1msonxGhost 3 weeks ago @evaliaro I agree with what you say
about how people dont deserve to be killed but it happens whether they deserve it or not
and blood has to spill to create freedom when diplomacy fails and clearly in these videos
you see there is no room for diplomacy it was time to grab a rifle and fucking kill those
responsible Cr1msonxGhost 3 weeks ago evaliaro 3 weeks ago @Cr1msonxGhost what is
that supposed to mean? that the kids who die in afghanistan were the ones responsible
for this mess?! you cannot build a brand new free world on dead bodies, especially if the
victims are just innocent people, like the ones who died on 9/11. these things will never
cease as long as everyone will think the same way you do. evaliaro 3 weeks ago
Ton1992Ton 3 weeks ago RIP 2 ALL THE PEOPLE WHO DIED IN THIS TERRBLIE
ACCIDENT Ton1992Ton 3 weeks ago Codrynkiller 3 weeks ago 8 Who said that I dont
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care about the people that die in Afganistan? I do care, and Im rumanish, not an american.
But u say why I dont say this to people that die in Afganistan? In case u didnt observed,
I was just showing my care to the people that died in 9/11/2001. If Im doing this, that
doesnt means that I dont care about the people that die in Afganistan. In face of God we
are equal, and we must treat ourselfs with respect , honour and trust. I want just to show
u my love for all of u!! Codrynkiller 3 weeks ago 8 vidkidist 3 weeks ago @Codrynkiller
vidkidist 3 weeks ago vidkidist 3 weeks ago @Codrynkiller i hate that just about 2 people
took out the biggest buildings in america i hate terrorists they have no hearts and believe
in shit vidkidist 3 weeks ago NikkiGproductions 3 weeks ago @Codrynkiller i agree nuke
terrorist NikkiGproductions 3 weeks ago ninnush 3 weeks ago r.i.p. from Slovakia
ninnush 3 weeks ago rainbowsunshinexox 3 weeks ago RIP 9/11 victims, you will never
be forgotten xoxo :'( You are still in our hearts. rainbowsunshinexox 3 weeks ago
disturber1993 3 weeks ago It was just a terrible day.... It's still so unreal R.I.P from
germany disturber1993 3 weeks ago amberziomick 3 weeks ago “Time is passing. Yet, for
the United States of America, there will be no forgetting September the 11th. We will
remember every rescuer who died in honor. We will remember every family that lives in
grief. We will remember the fire and ash, the last phone calls, the funerals of the children.
” amberziomick 3 weeks ago evaliaro 3 weeks ago what happened was really terrible, and
i'm really sorry for all the victims and their families... but americans killed MILLIONS of
people in vietnam (civilians included) and dropped TWO ATOMIC BOMBS on
hiroshima and nagasaki. maybe this is your punishment, have you ever considered this?
evaliaro 3 weeks ago vule25 3 weeks ago RIP... vule25 3 weeks ago Mahzinemm 3 weeks
ago if you look close you see someone is jumping on 07:33 Mahzinemm 3 weeks ago
marybrown29710 3 weeks ago I watch this on the news in the Carolinas. My little girl
was only a month old. I will never forget this. marybrown29710 3 weeks ago slooy43 3
weeks ago what horrible, I 'm from Holland and often think of it, why? because we must
NEVER forget those poor people and their familys. slooy43 3 weeks ago 1alwayswin 3
weeks ago Comment removed 1alwayswin 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @slooy43 glad you care 1alwayswin 3 weeks ago tgmarks84 3
weeks ago Remember, if you disagree with someone but are intellectually incapable of
stating and logically defending your point of view, simply resort to insulting your fellow
human beings. This will let you avoid the issue altogether! "It is better to remain silent
and be thought a fool than to open one's mouth and remove all doubt." -- Abraham
Lincoln tgmarks84 3 weeks ago drikapink97 3 weeks ago RIP from Portugal drikapink97
3 weeks ago spunkil 3 weeks ago rip from tel aviv spunkil 3 weeks ago lNDECLINE 3
weeks ago rip lNDECLINE 3 weeks ago djobatala 3 weeks ago RIP un dia el que fue lo
pagara djobatala 3 weeks ago Fooksalt 3 weeks ago 23 Fuck the terrorists! Fooksalt 3
weeks ago 23 mickeyjames13 3 weeks ago @Fooksalt ... It wasn't terrorists
mickeyjames13 3 weeks ago aaaaaagg2a 3 weeks ago @Fooksalt Ain't no such thing as
terrorists. The illuminate set all that up, the people who run this world did this. Don't be
blind. aaaaaagg2a 3 weeks ago Fooksalt 3 weeks ago @aaaaaagg2a But why? Fooksalt 3
weeks ago aaaaaagg2a 3 weeks ago @Fooksalt Because they worship the devil and they
wanna kill everybody. It's simple. Learn about it, don't be blind. aaaaaagg2a 3 weeks ago
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haris949 3 weeks ago @Fooksalt fuck george bush haris949 3 weeks ago horstherbert35 3
weeks ago show hide ✈ ▌▌HAPPY 9/11 DAY! horstherbert35 3 weeks ago iceslice99 3
weeks ago @horstherbert35 dude, your gay iceslice99 3 weeks ago axiaa111 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ✈ ▌▌ axiaa111 3 weeks ago
axiaa111 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌
✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈
▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌
✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈
▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌
✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ ✈ ▌▌ axiaa111 3 weeks ago muisss1988 3 weeks ago speachless... Thank
you for sharing with the world! I'm from holland and I could imagine it was terrible... but
not that it was that much terrible! RIP! muisss1988 3 weeks ago istybmx 3 weeks ago rip
istybmx 3 weeks ago Mrjack45241 3 weeks ago God Bless all the 9/11 family and friends
Mrjack45241 3 weeks ago gotubeogle 3 weeks ago merry September 11 all!! gotubeogle 3
weeks ago will205dude 3 weeks ago they really shoulda left her voice out because im
sorry but she sounds so fake, she has little emotion and its very annoying. also the
people in the backround dont seem to care or either to dramitic which makes it seem like
their joking. will205dude 3 weeks ago alexblog567889 3 weeks ago RIP to those who lost
their lives. They will never be forgotten. alexblog567889 3 weeks ago horstherbert35 3
weeks ago ✈ ▌▌HAPPY 9/11 DAY! horstherbert35 3 weeks ago iTzGiNz 3 weeks ago
@horstherbert35 Wow very inappropriate iTzGiNz 3 weeks ago poopla707 3 weeks ago
@horstherbert35 How many times are you going to post this? Are you that lonely that
you just post things like this for attention? poopla707 3 weeks ago spurs4lyf2006 3
weeks ago whether it was an inside job done by the government or a legit terrorist attack
none of it isnt right whoever is behind it are just sick in the head. spurs4lyf2006 3 weeks
ago will205dude 3 weeks ago you didint even record when the other plane hit..
will205dude 3 weeks ago A380101 3 weeks ago R.I.P for all the people in 9/11 A380101
3 weeks ago TheLoveInspiration 3 weeks ago it was an inside job every year more people
think like this the truth is out there TheLoveInspiration 3 weeks ago TheLoveInspiration
3 weeks ago Comment removed tgmarks84 3 weeks ago 9/11 was an inside job by the US
Government...Pearl Harbor was an inside job by the US Government...the assassination
of John F. Kennedy was an inside job by the US Government...and the list goes on and
on. Why is it that every time I hear one of these "it was an inside job" nuts the little tune
used in a circus comes to kind? tgmarks84 3 weeks ago jtrainable 3 weeks ago 3 new york
firemen are the toughest men on this earth!!! god bless jtrainable 3 weeks ago 3
CyrusAndJonasx 3 weeks ago what a sick-minded person to have done this
CyrusAndJonasx 3 weeks ago clairek2010 3 weeks ago i am crying even thou none of my
family wer in it but it is just so soo sooo sad and plus today is the anaverisy of it and it
happend a few hours ago i think this day 6 years ago clairek2010 3 weeks ago
Aliquexxx1337 3 weeks ago RIP to alle the people who died from germany Aliquexxx1337
3 weeks ago vernontanga123 3 weeks ago RIP.. from the philippines vernontanga123 3
weeks ago Iwantafantage 3 weeks ago god bless Iwantafantage 3 weeks ago mackinl 3
weeks ago R.I.P. ALL THE VICTIMS.past and present. if you can blame anyone blame
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the people that where in power or are in power now i dont want to see dead
children/men/women. people like you and me. from london. mackinl 3 weeks ago
MrKuros 3 weeks ago Inside job? C'mon don't be silly. All these conspiracy theories are
made up by people who can't accept reality. MrKuros 3 weeks ago desdinovaboc 3
weeks ago @MrKuros ...well done........hit the nail on the head.one muppet on another
9/11 clip said the planes were missiles with holographic projections wrapped round
them...to do that on live tv would have been amazing,if it was at all possible.conspiracy
theorists are just that..theorists plus 99.9% of the ones in the u.s.look like the comic book
guy from the simpsons.live at home with their parents and sit only in their underpants
while on the computer. desdinovaboc 3 weeks ago desdinovaboc 3 weeks ago the only
people who believed it was an "inside job" are americans...nobody else in the real world
believes it was. desdinovaboc 3 weeks ago spurs4lyf2006 3 weeks ago @desdinovaboc
Most people in the UK belived it was, and people beleave that the US and UK
goverment plotted together to go to war with iraq for money. spurs4lyf2006 3 weeks ago
rootfire3554 3 weeks ago 9 years ago, but it still feels like yesterday... it makes me sad
and a little bit angry... that there is so much confusion so much anguish out there. why
dont we live as one... regardless where we from ?! blessed love to all of the babymothers
and babyfathers who have to leave , innocently. i'm in germany but 2day my thoughts an
my heart is in NYC. rootfire3554 3 weeks ago MrHarmonicats 3 weeks ago 2 Those we
love don't go away, they walk beside us every day. Unseen, unheard, but always near;
still loved, still missed and very dear. RIP from Sweden MrHarmonicats 3 weeks ago 2
meouby 3 weeks ago some 1 jump at 10:32 meouby 3 weeks ago sweetstarguy 3 weeks
ago RIP from India sweetstarguy 3 weeks ago Soulmaka2 3 weeks ago wow 9 years from
today Soulmaka2 3 weeks ago kdfadaway 3 weeks ago R.I.P to the dead. I am angry as
fuck and saddened because of what happened but what makes me more angry is the fact
that Americans are the only ones who believe the "Official Story" while the rest of the
world knows the truth. I can't even watch this video knowing that our leaders go into the
Bohemian grove to do their mock sacrifices and satanic worship.America is babylon and
babylon the great will fall because the people won't wake up to the truth. kdfadaway 3
weeks ago 08ROCKhard1 3 weeks ago Wow, really brought me to tears! We will never
forget. 08ROCKhard1 3 weeks ago horstherbert35 3 weeks ago ✈ ▌▌HAPPY 9/11
DAY! horstherbert35 3 weeks ago Itayabla 3 weeks ago RIP to all innocent victims of
911. But let us take this opportunity to also not forget the hundreds of thousands that
were killed as a consequence of this incident in Iraq and Afghanistan, including our
troops. We must condemn terrorists wherever they are; those in the caves of Afghanistan
as well as those with more sophisticated methods who reside in the White House and
Pentagon. Damn all terrorists however they may disguise themselves! Itayabla 3 weeks
ago SmartZX 3 weeks ago US government did this. They will do it AGAIN You
brainwashed cows SmartZX 3 weeks ago GermanMilitaryPower 3 weeks ago @SmartZX
that doesnt change the fact that innocent people died u piece of crap.
GermanMilitaryPower 3 weeks ago FuckTheGF 3 weeks ago All my compassion to the
victimAll my condolences to the victims and their families. It is a pity that so many
people had to die, who have not earned. RIP from Switzerland FuckTheGF 3 weeks ago
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misscheekylizzie 3 weeks ago R.I.P misscheekylizzie 3 weeks ago TLVspotter 3 weeks
ago ive seen this vid the first day it was posted, and every other time i watch i still have
chills from those horns and sirens made by the FDNY trucks, and the Ambulances that
rushed to the scene, its horrifying. RIP all the brave FDNY guys who lost their lives
trying to save lives of other, and RIP to every single innocent person who lost their life in
this tragic act. TLVspotter 3 weeks ago MrPedoShine 3 weeks ago hahahhahaah fucking
owned!! MrPedoShine 3 weeks ago SkatingIsMyWayOfLife 3 weeks ago
@MrPedoShine come say that to a new yorkers face please your the scum i wipe off my
shoes dirt bag SkatingIsMyWayOfLife 3 weeks ago MrPedoShine 3 weeks ago
@SkatingIsMyWayOfLife HAHAHHAH your hilarious... Come say that to my face
please... MrPedoShine 3 weeks ago agipahak 3 weeks ago R.I.P From South Korea...
agipahak 3 weeks ago Kruiswegt 3 weeks ago The world is changed, we must fight for our
freedom Herman, The Netherlands Kruiswegt 3 weeks ago axiaa111 3 weeks ago
@Kruiswegt Hahahahahahahaha nie denken Obama flapdrol. axiaa111 3 weeks ago
FallenPast1177 3 weeks ago Hearing the sounds and seeing that... ..just made me cry .... ♥
R.I.P to all those that died on 9/11/2001. In Pennsylvania, New York and The Pentagon.
FallenPast1177 3 weeks ago Rusnia 3 weeks ago r.i.p from lithuania... Rusnia 3 weeks ago
adamrowecomedy 3 weeks ago RIP from Liverpool, England adamrowecomedy 3 weeks
ago tgmarks84 3 weeks ago I agree with b14deX...maybe. tgmarks84 3 weeks ago
Codrynkiller 3 weeks ago RIP from Romania Codrynkiller 3 weeks ago BoRzH 3 weeks
ago RIP from Russia... BoRzH 3 weeks ago cameradude1988 3 weeks ago @BoRzH Hey,
I come from Russia as well and I'll be 22 soon. cameradude1988 3 weeks ago mysuper64
3 weeks ago AND UK AND GREECE AND TURKEY mysuper64 3 weeks ago
mysuper64 3 weeks ago GERMANY SWENDEN ITALY LATVIA THANK
YOU!!!!!!!!!!! mysuper64 3 weeks ago giannisharamis 3 weeks ago RIP from greece
giannisharamis 3 weeks ago rolacola34 3 weeks ago r.i.p from england <3 rolacola34 3
weeks ago Oscar847 3 weeks ago R.I.P. from Turkey! Oscar847 3 weeks ago LileliMaus
3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth hey, there's no reason to curse or call me stupid, ok? I know
why people kill each other, thank you. But maybe you should think befor you act and
not hurt innocent ones. If I woilde be hated unto death I would maybe kill ME, but never
hurt others, ok? LileliMaus 3 weeks ago tgmarks84 3 weeks ago 21 To the good people
from Russia, Germany, the UK, Latvia, Italy, etc., THANK YOU for showing you care!!
tgmarks84 3 weeks ago 21 GermanMilitaryPower 3 weeks ago @tgmarks84 united we
stand GermanMilitaryPower 3 weeks ago rolacola34 3 weeks ago r.i,p for all thoose who
lost thier live in 9/11, the world might stop for a min.but it has to carry on through out all
the bad and the evilness.may this day not repeat in history. rolacola34 3 weeks ago
marchelle011 3 weeks ago Dang 6th grade. My teacher lost her sister. I have never felt so
bad for someone. We lived in SAC and she couldn't get a hold of her sister, brother, or
mom and she didnt know if her sister was alive or dead, she finally couldn't take it any
more and left for the day. I was packing up for school and got on the bus when the first
tower fell.I remember heading towards the door and my mom was glued to the TV with
her hand over her mouth because my aunt was a block away from the towers.R.I.P 2 all!!
marchelle011 3 weeks ago ZeEpUnTa 3 weeks ago That's what happens when you have a
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corrupt government like the USA. USA kills innocent people everyday, karma is a motha
fucker. I'd like to see them invade Iran, or Korea and see what happens to the US ;)
ZeEpUnTa 3 weeks ago mysuper64 3 weeks ago What a tragedy. mysuper64 3 weeks
ago mysuper64 3 weeks ago This whole mosque by ground zero is dumb, put it there.
WE ARE AMERICA. Aren't we supposed to forgive? Plus, they would have to look at
ground zero EVERY DAY. How would that make them feel? mysuper64 3 weeks ago
ShirtlessBauer 3 weeks ago @mysuper64 You're an idiot for not establishing the
difference between faithful followers of Islam and the stupid extremists. "They" who
were responsible for 9/11 that you refer to are not the same as the normal Muslims.
ShirtlessBauer 3 weeks ago Paterson212 3 weeks ago i'm not trying to be funny or
anything but today ( 9th september 2010) i woke up at 9:11 am Paterson212 3 weeks ago
andreads502 3 weeks ago @Paterson212 scary shit son andreads502 3 weeks ago
woodenrockstar 3 weeks ago this is horrible woodenrockstar 3 weeks ago shmave 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam So many of you people
absolutely disgust me...9/11 was an inside job? Are you serious nothing is credible about
that. You are all delusional and sick if you actually believe that. And to the coward who
wrote "hahaha" you are a worthless human being. shmave 3 weeks ago b14deX 3 weeks
ago CZEŚĆ ICH PAMIĘCI .NIECH NIGDY SIĘ TO NIE POWTÓRZY.W DNIU 9
ROCZNICY ZAMACHU NA WORLD TRADE CENTER RODZINĄ POLEGŁYM
SKŁADAM SZCZERE WSPÓŁCZUCIE ŻE MY ICH NIGDY NIE ZAPOMNIMY.
b14deX 3 weeks ago xWikarN 3 weeks ago Rest In Peace from Sweden. xWikarN 3 weeks
ago Chasewell 3 weeks ago 9 years since this and were still fighting these basterds
Chasewell 3 weeks ago rockstartrev12 3 weeks ago R.I.P those who died, like this to
show respect <3 rockstartrev12 3 weeks ago bosiks1 3 weeks ago R.I.P Form The Latvia
=[ bosiks1 3 weeks ago arthurxpk 3 weeks ago God have mercy on these innocent lives,
and that embrace in paradise. I sympathize with the families who lost loved ones. We
must never forget the horror! This government of Geoge Bush is a bad. not a respectable
countrys, peoples, religions and politics. we never forget that day, 9 years passed !!!!
arthurxpk 3 weeks ago shmave 3 weeks ago So many of you people absolutely disgust
me...9/11 was an inside job? Are you serious nothing is credible about that. You are all
delusional and sick if you actually believe that. And to the coward who wrote "hahaha"
you are a worthless human being. shmave 3 weeks ago loubyyy1992 3 weeks ago
@shmave agreed! sick people! loubyyy1992 3 weeks ago PowwThug 3 weeks ago 9 11
was a inside job PowwThug 3 weeks ago loubyyy1992 3 weeks ago Can't even imagine
how scary it must have been to be inside one of those towers when it happened! R.I.P all
the innocent victims.. no-one deserved this! loubyyy1992 3 weeks ago steitaly11 3
weeks ago RIP FROM ITALY ...Italy is with you on this day of pain a hug... steitaly11
3 weeks ago DoodlesAndDaydreams 3 weeks ago Dear God. DoodlesAndDaydreams 3
weeks ago tgmarks84 3 weeks ago The good thing about YouTube is that every nutcase
and uncaring person seeking to get attention can post almost anything. The bad thing
about YouTube is that every nutcase and uncaring person seeking to get attention can
post almost anything. tgmarks84 3 weeks ago Komandos2107 3 weeks ago Comment
removed HabboGiggleness 3 weeks ago Comment removed ellasphere 3 weeks ago R.I.P
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from England ellasphere 3 weeks ago vascownage 3 weeks ago rip vascownage 3 weeks
ago Coke2go 3 weeks ago 2 r.i.p. we'll never forgett. from germany Coke2go 3 weeks ago
2 JDFoggell 3 weeks ago R.I.P FROM UK JDFoggell 3 weeks ago Codrynkiller 3 weeks
ago 13 Actually, 2 planes were for destroyng the WTC, 1 plane has crashed into a side of
Pentagon, and 1 didnt hit his target. So, I doubt that americans has sabotated
themselfs,and killed over 3000 people. I dont think that a country can kill their people. I
dont understand the necesity of wars. So many people have to die,and for what?For the
liders's egoes? Anyway, its very sad that 3000 people had to die,and Im sure that now
they are in heaven, as the spirit never die!! In God we Trust! Peace&love Codrynkiller 3
weeks ago 13 MeasureOvaMan 3 weeks ago @Codrynkiller There were three building the
two twin towers and a third smaller building which collapsed for no apparent reason.
Why did that third building collapse when it wasn't struck by the falling twin
towers?........It was all a controled demolition , so help me God one day people will know
that many people like me were telling the truth. Why are engineers coming out and saying
the official story was a cover up.. that's because they know that 9/11 was used to launch
a war. MeasureOvaMan 3 weeks ago Codrynkiller 3 weeks ago 2 @MeasureOvaMan
Ok, now I understand, maiby u are right, maiby no, GOD knows. But it doesnt matter
this as long as over 3000 people died. This is so cruel, but we should never lose faith, and
lets pray to GOD for making a better world. Love from ROmania! Codrynkiller 3 weeks
ago 2 seanchinhengo 3 weeks ago @MeasureOvaMan you don't really have any tangible
proof just hearsay and whispers seanchinhengo 3 weeks ago ALT980 3 weeks ago
@Codrynkiller Well said. If the government could manufacture a thing such as the 9-11
attacks I'm sure they would've materialized phony WMDs in Iraq to say "See, we were
right". I'll listen to a conspiracy theorist when that person doesn't have a book or dvd to
sell seeing how they're making money off of people who believe such nonsense. ALT980
3 weeks ago mattinha 3 weeks ago @Codrynkiller Why don't you say that to people who
dies in Afghanistan thanks to americans? mattinha 3 weeks ago likemusicz 3 weeks ago
we'll never forget those who died. even in Russia likemusicz 3 weeks ago
MeasureOvaMan 3 weeks ago R.I.P to the people who were killed innocently but the
official story is bullshit. I dont want to break peoples hearts but I gotta say that 9/11 was
the biggest bullshit/hoax/staged attack the American goverment has ever pulled. For one 3
building can't be taken down by two planes......And why were they running drills of
planes crashing into buildings? MeasureOvaMan 3 weeks ago axiaa111 3 weeks ago
@MeasureOvaMan +1 axiaa111 3 weeks ago axiaa111 3 weeks ago 11 This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Why is nobody talking about the millions who
died in Iraq and Afganistan by the Americans? 9 11 was an inside job. axiaa111 3 weeks
ago 11 dyan0202 3 weeks ago @axiaa111 I understand what your talking about. but does
it really matter who did it or if it was an inside job.. its about the lives who died. and I
really do understand your point about the millions of people who died in iraq and
afganistan. But really What is it all about? dyan0202 3 weeks ago seanchinhengo 3 weeks
ago @dyan0202 millions is a bit of an exaggeration isn't it now thousands that's a number
i can get behind seanchinhengo 3 weeks ago dyan0202 3 weeks ago @seanchinhengo
maybe millions is a little bit far but I was reacting to someone else his message.. but is
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that the point? does it matter how many people died. dyan0202 3 weeks ago
MySwagSoOfficial 3 weeks ago @dyan0202 Yes it matters who did it, and if it's an
inside Job....Isn't 9/11 the reason why we're in Iraq, and Afghanistan killing
insurgents/terrorist, and if it is an inside Job that means the goverment was lieng to
us.Which means our goverment is not trustworthy which raises the question of why did
the goverment turn on its people?Which opens a rabbit hole into the New World Order,
and their agenda. All in all 9/11 is just one piece of an ellaborate puzzle.
MySwagSoOfficial 3 weeks ago geptv 3 weeks ago @axiaa111 YES RIGHT THERE 9/11
WAS A INSIDE JOB FUCK BUSH geptv 3 weeks ago shmave 3 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @axiaa111 millions of people haven't died
you idiot that's why no one is talking about it. shmave 3 weeks ago MrIronmic 3 weeks
ago @axiaa111 ·..· MrIronmic 3 weeks ago xAppleHD 3 weeks ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam @axiaa111 why the fuck do you watch this movie! fuck
you xAppleHD 3 weeks ago tgmarks84 3 weeks ago Brainwashdadancer, your cynical
response is unfortunate. You are a sad, sad person. I feel sorry for you and ashamed of
people like you. tgmarks84 3 weeks ago MrCenationH 3 weeks ago 1 of the most
terryfull things ever happend ;( may God have mercy on us all MrCenationH 3 weeks ago
Evieeeeeee1 3 weeks ago R.I.P lost but NOT forgotten xxx Evieeeeeee1 3 weeks ago
moonlily27 3 weeks ago @IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE Um sorry, but I'm not
American either and I do care. In future if something like this happens, I hope you are in
it or your family, then maybe you will know what how bad it really is. moonlily27 3
weeks ago TheMichaeljackson20 3 weeks ago ahahahahahahahahahahahahahahah fock of
World Trade Center TheMichaeljackson20 3 weeks ago arthurxpk 3 weeks ago God have
mercy on these innocent lives, and that embrace in paradise. I sympathize with the
families who lost loved ones. We must never forget the horror! arthurxpk 3 weeks ago
axiaa111 3 weeks ago Just watch the movie LOOSE CHANGE!! axiaa111 3 weeks ago
Keeperz1 3 weeks ago happy 9/11 day! Keeperz1 3 weeks ago fukwiththestars 3 weeks
ago national burn an american flag day wo0t come celebrated with me and al-ah
fukwiththestars 3 weeks ago brettk01455 3 weeks ago RIP- Never forgotten brettk01455
3 weeks ago cpman1231 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam god bless america........ cpman1231 3 weeks ago Gritaans 3 weeks ago R.I.P FROM
LATVIA Gritaans 3 weeks ago allexxie 3 weeks ago 11.9.2001 the United States of
America was ATTACKED! WE SHOULD NEVER FORGET....!!!! Unfortunately some
have already forgotten, NOT ME!!!!!!!!!!! It is still is as fresh in my mind as it was then
and still puts tears in my eyes. Keep all our fallen heroes on that terrifying day forever
alive in our hearts, memories for my friends and always in our prayers ,.. allexxie 3 weeks
ago BrAiNwAsHDaDaNcER 3 weeks ago @allexxie calm down we're not gonna live
forever just put it in the pass they are dead not coming back so stop your whining.
BrAiNwAsHDaDaNcER 3 weeks ago HanibolJeykins 3 weeks ago R.I.P to the innocent
But until someone proves how 2 planes can take down 3 building I will reject the official
story. HanibolJeykins 3 weeks ago playapimporiginal 3 weeks ago @SuperPapi83 well i
dont know what kind of dictatorship your from,but the americans dont kill their own
people.also if you must reply reply to my mailbox or i wont bother lookin cos takes to
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long to find the comment.and calling me a twat and a moron,well you should have a good
ideA What that is,you seem like a pretty big cunt to me.i watched loose change and its all
just a load of bollocks and coincidences mixed up.you know nothing and you are
nothing,so fuck you! ha! playapimporiginal 3 weeks ago HanibolJeykins 3 weeks ago
@playapimporiginal Actually Americans do kill there own people, or are black people
not American? Look up the tuskegee experiment and tell me what you think my friend.
HanibolJeykins 3 weeks ago playapimporiginal 3 weeks ago @HanibolJeykins im lookin
now,and il let you know but 9/11 was terrorists,they accepted responsibility for it and
people just like to believe in some injustice as they have nothing better to do,but im
lookin at this experiment now mate playapimporiginal 3 weeks ago playapimporiginal 3
weeks ago @HanibolJeykins i just watch and agree its sick,i still do not believe the 9/11
conspiracy theories though bt thetuskegee experiment is a disgrace playapimporiginal 3
weeks ago kdfadaway 3 weeks ago @playapimporiginal If he proved the tuskgee
experiments were real than why won't you believe that 9/11 was an inside job? Is that too
hard to swallow he already showed you an example of the American goverment killing its
own people.... kdfadaway 3 weeks ago playapimporiginal 3 weeks ago @kdfadaway
because its all circumstancial evidence and if it was that solid,then im sure all the american
population would rise up,but they havnt and wont playapimporiginal 3 weeks ago
StarlightzPlace 3 weeks ago Let's remember September 11, 2001! We shall never forget
We shall keep this day, We shall keep the events and the tears In our minds, our memory
and our hearts and take them with ... us as we carry on StarlightzPlace 3 weeks ago
nazkaye11 3 weeks ago R.I.P 9/11 victims. Your never forgotten. From the UK
nazkaye11 3 weeks ago levski221 3 weeks ago R.I.P 9 years levski221 3 weeks ago
Solarian96 3 weeks ago 2 shit terrorist !!! R.I.P. from Germany :( Solarian96 3 weeks ago
2 deloreandmc88 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam They
all deserve this deloreandmc88 3 weeks ago eXeGTAS 3 weeks ago 9 years ago ... :(
eXeGTAS 3 weeks ago Kenny9645 3 weeks ago RIP Kenny9645 3 weeks ago
TheOfficerbman024 3 weeks ago Smfh.. Bastards TheOfficerbman024 3 weeks ago
nazkaye11 3 weeks ago THISISMYLOGON fuck you, selfless piece of shit, Allah fuck
him, i'd love to meet you and kick the living shit out of you and make you suffer.
nazkaye11 3 weeks ago MySwagSoOfficial 3 weeks ago I hope you guys have by now
realised, that 9/11 was performed through a carefully creafted demoltion. It's irrational/
illogical to believe two airplanes can take down three buildings. Even top Engineers are
now considering the conspiracy that 9/11 was in fact an inside job committed by none
other than America's shadow goverment. MySwagSoOfficial 3 weeks ago Juliaaax333 3
weeks ago r.i.p... Juliaaax333 3 weeks ago Hosenfan1982 3 weeks ago normally it's a
shame, to press the "i like button" here :/ R.I.P. Hosenfan1982 3 weeks ago
michal1992Bydgoszcz 3 weeks ago 9 years :-( michal1992Bydgoszcz 3 weeks ago
421starwars 3 weeks ago it is the sadist time of the year 9/11 421starwars 3 weeks ago
playapimporiginal 3 weeks ago @00100kissmyass you need 2 die,i would kill you,but
your probably too scared to give me your REAL address pussy. playapimporiginal 3
weeks ago thisismylogon 3 weeks ago PRAISE ALLAH FOR THE ATTACKS ON
9/11! thisismylogon 3 weeks ago Hosenfan1982 3 weeks ago @thisismylogon shut up u
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little fucking bastard Hosenfan1982 3 weeks ago Anonman223 3 weeks ago R.I.P
Anonman223 3 weeks ago roman949 3 weeks ago Fucking Islam fucking American
gevernment RIP roman949 3 weeks ago nazkaye11 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 I'm in 3 para.
I'm based at Colchester barracks. came back from Afghan 3 weeks ago. respect to you
Bud. good to hear from another :) nazkaye11 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago
Muslims are evil people. Just like the Nazis or the citizens of the Imperial Empire of
Japan. They do not deserve the same human considerations that normal people enjoy.
These others were fire-bombed out of existence by America in her righteous might for
what they did to humanity. I can only pray that Jehovah God will soon see fit to bless
this nation with another man with the right vision for the times. Just like He has always
done in the past. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago Kankurofan101 3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth
No. If you begin pointing blame at innocent, equal, american people, your giving the
terrorists what they want. Theyre extremist muslims. The key word there that is wrong
is EXTREMIST. not muslim. Kankurofan101 3 weeks ago 2paclove 3 weeks ago Happy
Birthday! 2paclove 3 weeks ago 1buciak1 3 weeks ago @2paclove :D 1buciak1 3 weeks
ago FriedWheatGrass 3 weeks ago God bless those who died that day, they were truly
heroes, peace and love x FriedWheatGrass 3 weeks ago JessicaAndTillyShow 3 weeks
ago :( R.I.P JessicaAndTillyShow 3 weeks ago nazkaye11 3 weeks ago TO EVERYONE
WHO THINKS THIS IS FUNNY, THEN F**K YOU, ITS NOT. In RL i think of
myself as a hard man, in the army, served in Iraq and Afghanistan. I dont get emotinal
about stuff. BUT this i do. YOU arsehole who thinks making comments about this day is
evil. YOUR low life's, spending your time on the net coz you have no RL friends so you
make horrible comments about this. Grrrrrrr should of been you evil lot in the WTC.
R.I.P the victims of 9/11 your never forgotten. nazkaye11 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3
weeks ago @nazkaye11 hey man im am in 2 para UKsniper4 3 weeks ago FCB1992ify 3
weeks ago R.I.P. FCB1992ify 3 weeks ago noreialover 3 weeks ago
Paaaaaartyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy noreialover 3 weeks ago EatMyShitYumy 3 weeks ago
hahah lol its HILARIOUS when i watch people dying!!! lol EatMyShitYumy 3 weeks
ago PenelopeAdriane 3 weeks ago R.I.P World Trace Center. God Bless America. I don't
not about, i'm gonna like the video, or dislike. PenelopeAdriane 3 weeks ago phonicus 3
weeks ago That day I was at a friend's house. I could not believe what I was seeing on
TV. Every year, every 9/11 I feel the same pain. My prayer is for those thousands of
innocent people who were in the wrong place at the wrong time. May god bless you all.
From italy phonicus 3 weeks ago kartacaster 3 weeks ago I was 14 9/11/2001 and 2. day
my high school life terrorism not good but usa used this attack for own policy and its not
just terrorist attack its war west between east many people die after this just for money
and gas kartacaster 3 weeks ago chris9756131 3 weeks ago I was just 6 years old that
day, and I remember anything about this whole attack... And even though we live in
greece, we were all shocked.. R.I.P. chris9756131 3 weeks ago MarmotaDigitala 3 weeks
ago i jacked off on this footage, so many dead american woman and children, mmm, it
made me cum instantly MarmotaDigitala 3 weeks ago ZEROEVILDARKCOOL 3 weeks
ago @MarmotaDigitala FAKE ZEROEVILDARKCOOL 3 weeks ago SpooKiiEE 3
weeks ago inside job so obvious nothing matches up ! SpooKiiEE 3 weeks ago bttf121 3
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weeks ago To all that died, you will be remembered and all them terrorist bastards can
rott in hell. bttf121 3 weeks ago Antarktida1337 3 weeks ago @bttf121 "terrorist
bastards can rott in hell." Oh rly? U mean, US government can rott in hell.......... I can´t
believe ppl still think terrorists made this.... Antarktida1337 3 weeks ago
seb92muffinman 3 weeks ago wow , powerful images . may everyone that was affected
by this event be at peace , as this day changed our way of life. RIP. seb92muffinman 3
weeks ago blumagoomd 3 weeks ago This video really captures the confusion and
sentiment of the day. Thanks for posting. blumagoomd 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3
weeks ago @blumagoomd America dethroned an evil dictator in Iraq. One that YOU
should have urged your butt-fuck buddy Bill Clinton to take care of under HIS
administrations. He even said we'd have to go back in & he was right. Too bad he was too
much of a good democrat to get the job done. America got RID of Saddam Hussein. Don’t
forget THAT, you warped lefty ASSHOLE. The rest of the deaths came from "the
insurgents". They're blowing up their own people, yet YOU think what the libs tell you
to. Jerk. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago makirigermany 3 weeks ago it´s all a big big lie... !!!
makirigermany 3 weeks ago hzhenrik 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam Rest in peace my American brothers and sisters. Gone but never forgotten
Love and respect from across the pond in England. We stand together. We fight together
hzhenrik 3 weeks ago 20Unbelievable06 3 weeks ago To all who died, Rest in peace. To
all affected, my thoughts are with you today. 20Unbelievable06 3 weeks ago
giannisharamis 3 weeks ago me i was 5 but i dont remember sth giannisharamis 3 weeks
ago XxTiffany0612xX 3 weeks ago RIP XxTiffany0612xX 3 weeks ago elyasf 3 weeks
ago 9 years today. R.I.P elyasf 3 weeks ago Claudiosantosv1 3 weeks ago i was 6 when
this happened, i remeber beign in the kitchen, and in portugal there wasn´t anything
besides this on tv, at the time i didn´t understand, now i do and i pay my tribute to the
victims of this terrible day Claudiosantosv1 3 weeks ago darkmage022AQW 3 weeks ago
T_T hope there is more peace in the future darkmage022AQW 3 weeks ago
giannisharamis 3 weeks ago RIP giannisharamis 3 weeks ago SpectreGuy1997 3 weeks
ago @RAPOODDARAPPER I was 11... I cant blieve its been this long since I saw them
go down... Half my friends family were in there... SpectreGuy1997 3 weeks ago
noreialover 3 weeks ago @SpectreGuy1997 lies lies lies!!!of all the americans was one in
the towers !! hahaha noreialover 3 weeks ago hibbydibs 3 weeks ago Fuk them Muslims
or pakis what ever they are they ruin everything, smell like shit and nick our jobs an now
blowing up buildings fuck you !!!! RIP the dead !!!! hibbydibs 3 weeks ago noreialover 3
weeks ago @hibbydibs lalalalalala what a happy day noreialover 3 weeks ago halabeloeza
3 weeks ago R.I.P dear people. halabeloeza 3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago
EVERYONE WHO MASTURBATED WHILE WATCHING 9/11 THUMBS UP !!!
YEAAAAH !!!! razgandeanu 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago Muslims are evil
people. Just like the Nazis or the citizens of the Imperial Empire of Japan. They do not
deserve the same human considerations that normal people enjoy. These others were firebombed out of existence by America’s righteous might for what they did to humanity. I
can only pray that Jehovah God will soon see fit to bless this nation with another man
with the right vision for the times. Just like He has always done in the past.
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TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago noreialover 3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth and this ignorance
will kill you all ! ! hahaha 9 11 was a nice day everywhere in the world they are
laughing!!! haha noreialover 3 weeks ago katrina374 3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth you ass
it wasnt the muslims it was the government i will prove it type in 911 illuminati thats the
truth katrina374 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago @katrina374 LOL...!! And your
proof? I'll bet you think that the moon landing was a fake, too. You are a fucking NUT.
TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth Honestly now.....
What is the difference between what a Nazi soldier did back in the day, when compared
to what a U.S. soldier did in Iraq? They both wrongly murdered........& bless this nation
with another man with the right vision? Please explain. JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago
DannyTheMong 3 weeks ago i just heard a loud boom... DannyTheMong 3 weeks ago
noreialover 3 weeks ago @deloreandmc88 ooohhhh crying and go to mum!! noreialover 3
weeks ago kamikatze28 3 weeks ago I cry with you for the people who be attacked on
11. September - I feel your emotion like being with you in your livingroom - it hurts to
see the scene at 19:40 :( I will never forget this day. I was at "Saturn" in Germany while
the TV over the counter shows this horrible attack :( God bless you... kamikatze28 3
weeks ago oScOp3x 3 weeks ago R.I.P oScOp3x 3 weeks ago giannisharamis 3 weeks ago
you have such a fantasy giannisharamis 3 weeks ago MegaSupergamer 3 weeks ago Was
all a Conspiracy The First Plane was a Hijacked plane but wasn't Hijacked by terrorists it
was controlled by the U.S goverment as a drown was placed under the the plane and it
was flayed into the Tower and all the calls that came back to family's etc from the plane
was faked also there were demolition charges placed in the building pictures prove it and
as the towers fell the were set off It was all faked so they could goto War another War
and People Hurt for no Reason Fuck the Goverment MegaSupergamer 3 weeks ago
ieatedbutter 3 weeks ago @deloreandmc88 going by that logic why do American soldiers
shoot afghan civilians??????? who have nothing to do with terrorism ieatedbutter 3 weeks
ago jonimusprimus 3 weeks ago So sad to watch but people NEED to watch, people need
to remember, people can not forget... jonimusprimus 3 weeks ago FrEdPeJoUmAn 3
weeks ago down with terrorism, fuck all those blind minded muslims who are just to
disturb the peace in world, may god bless all those people who suffered from this
terrorist action n wish peace to be the no 1 law among people of the world, btw down
with dictator government of my country, iran, fred from Iran FrEdPeJoUmAn 3 weeks
ago theviolinjane 3 weeks ago I was a little child. When I first saw these images in
television I didn't understand what they meant. There were planes crashing into towers,
and smoke.... theviolinjane 3 weeks ago Omnipresent01 3 weeks ago Keep telling me how
peaceful and glorious a religion Islam is. A crack pot in Florida simply says he's going to
burn the quran and the entire Muslim world goes bananas. they call for the murder of all
Americans and death to America... way to show you are a peaceful religion. Tell me ur
gonna burn a bible and I turn the other cheek and recognize that you're nuts.... Islam is the
problem... it needs to be eradicated. I've studied you mother fuckers and now im gonna
kill you all. Enjoy my peace Omnipresent01 3 weeks ago santino4561 3 weeks ago
@Omnipresent01 i totally agree with ya Islam was always the problem santino4561 3
weeks ago seblaa010 3 weeks ago R.I.P - 9 Years today. seblaa010 3 weeks ago undrugged
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3 weeks ago @timduncan69 you retard. undrugged 3 weeks ago eulailya 3 weeks ago
@noreialover Oh yeah, "we're" all terrible people. What is wrong with you? eulailya 3
weeks ago noreialover 3 weeks ago @eulailya what is wrong with your
country!?remember hiroshima!!remember the indians your country killed!!what is wrong
with you!!! noreialover 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago @noreialover They ALL
deserved every last thing that they GOT. And it will be a pleasure to do it to another
deserving party. Hopefully the muslims and hopefully REAL soon. For America is
always the Righteous party in her dealings. For is was SHE who was wronged. Let the
evil-doers BURN. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago GTA787 3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth are
you saying america deserved it im confused? GTA787 3 weeks ago daffie9292 3 weeks
ago @timduncan69 thats not lol daffie9292 3 weeks ago eulailya 3 weeks ago Oh God, it's
like I'm 17 and watching in horror with my mom all over again. eulailya 3 weeks ago
FyrworksG 3 weeks ago R.I.P FyrworksG 3 weeks ago 56Dpt 3 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam R.I.P to all the victims of 9/11. We'll never
forget... From France 56Dpt 3 weeks ago giannisharamis 3 weeks ago @ieatedbutter you
cant understand that the citizens arent responsible for this giannisharamis 3 weeks ago
SteveFusionX 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
/watch?v=OlnQTcLHaMM ^^ the day before 9/11 - needs to be investigated more
Follow the money trail. SteveFusionX 3 weeks ago billybalfour 3 weeks ago
@timduncan69 Arse. billybalfour 3 weeks agoPrev 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
NextReplyBlock UserUnblock UserLoading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms
Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers AdvertisingReport a bug Language: English
Location: Canada Safety mode: OffLoading...Alert iconQueue (0) Learn more Save your
Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your QueueLoad a
different playlist Return to active listPrevious NextLoading...Saving...Alert iconclose Add
to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen
My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search
September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032) deloreandmc88 3 weeks ago oh boy...poor
people...why attack people who had nothing to do of bush political shit deloreandmc88 3
weeks ago giannisharamis 3 weeks ago where is the funny, dude?? giannisharamis 3 weeks
ago timduncan69 3 weeks ago show hide HAHA LOL SEPTEMBER 11 timduncan69 3
weeks ago ledinhlang 3 weeks ago I'm from Viet nam and I understand serious losses of
the war. When I see this image, I'm moved to tears. I hope that we never see it again.
ledinhlang 3 weeks ago giannisharamis 3 weeks ago i'm so sad about this, i feel so sad
giannisharamis 3 weeks ago 288gto 3 weeks ago I just saw this...and I'm very glad you
guys did in the end decide to post the video. Very emotional. 288gto 3 weeks ago
CVWriter08 3 weeks ago The music in the background of the singing of "This Old Man"
sounds really haunting. CVWriter08 3 weeks ago nazkaye11 3 weeks ago R.I.P to all the
victims of 9/11. You will never be forgotten. My heart goes out to you all. Godbless x
nazkaye11 3 weeks ago AllyDK9 3 weeks ago I still remember that terrible morning
AllyDK9 3 weeks ago TuriyaStorm 3 weeks ago RIP 9/11 victims and there family and
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friends you will be thought of so much and people should'nt joke about this matter
because thousands of people died and for no reason what so ever just stupid idiots who
think they can commit suicide whilst killing loads of people, and go to a nice place
afterwood.. Heartless people who should all die if they think this is right !!! R.I.P Once
again ! xxxx TuriyaStorm 3 weeks ago 00peter000000 3 weeks ago Thank you for sharing
your video....it really brings it home how terrible this was. From me in Australia thanks
00peter000000 3 weeks ago StylingMonsta 3 weeks ago my aunt was in new york when
it happened, she´s scared when she sees the videos and photos of it, a friend of her died
because he was in the tower StylingMonsta 3 weeks ago RAPOODDARAPPER 3 weeks
ago 28 Remember the victim of the 9/11.. On this day I was just a child playing with lego
as suddenly the WTC been attacked.. Why does we have kill each other, this is so
unneccesary :( may god bless you all from germany RAPOODDARAPPER 3 weeks ago
28 TuriyaStorm 3 weeks ago RIP 9/11 victims and there family and friends you will be
thought of so much and people should'nt joke about this matter because thousands of
people died and for no reason what so ever just stupid idiots who think they can commit
suicide whilst killing loads of people, and go to a nice place afterwood.. Heartless people
who should all die if they think this is right !!! R.I.P Once again ! xxxx TuriyaStorm 3
weeks ago snicjelmo3 3 weeks ago This is the most horrific version I have ever saw. Its
like being there and watching it from here England. snicjelmo3 3 weeks ago dihaso 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam And i am Muslim, I feel
sorry for what Happened on September 11th 2001. I love the American people dihaso 3
weeks ago RoseHellings 3 weeks ago God bless everyone lost on that terrible day <3 You
will never, ever be forgotten. RoseHellings 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Check out my featured video for message of
respect and peace on this day ste6666666 3 weeks ago steviebhoye 3 weeks ago Never
Forget Never Forgive steviebhoye 3 weeks ago n0t0there 3 weeks ago I remember them
today. Because I saw the movie of this case just today. I don't know the reason that I saw
the movie. Casually I saw. I think God said "Don't forget this case." I'm japanese but I
was very sad when I heard the news. And we who living the world must not forget them.
n0t0there 3 weeks ago DammazKronVII 3 weeks ago DEATH TO MUSLIMS...
DEATH TO JEWS! DammazKronVII 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago
@DammazKronVII Why not just say "death to their religion"? There might be some
really good people in there somewhere :) TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago drob2112 3 weeks
ago @TerraceYouth WHITE POWER RIGHT IS THAT YOUR THEORY? MAYBE
WE SHOULD START A NATIONAL SOCIALIST PARTY!! YOU CAN BE THE
LEADER!! LOL drob2112 3 weeks ago Core2QX 3 weeks ago inside job Core2QX 3
weeks ago sunson94 3 weeks ago ... when i see this pictures, i am crying :( that was
horrible! i hope, it will never happen again!... my god! sunson94 3 weeks ago dihaso 3
weeks ago And i am Muslim, I feel sorry for what Happened on September 11th 2001. I
love the American people dihaso 3 weeks ago 00100kissmyass 3 weeks ago @dihaso
you're muslim, they don't like you. Faggot! 00100kissmyass 3 weeks ago fabiett77 3
weeks ago terribile, ogni volta rivedere queste immagini mi viene l'agoscia fabiett77 3
weeks ago drob2112 3 weeks ago Taliban will get theres courtesy of the us army,
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marines, air force. Hopefully the rest of the world will wake up and contribute a little
more force!! drob2112 3 weeks ago Str0ngBull3t 3 weeks ago 1623 people have no hearts
for the people that died. Str0ngBull3t 3 weeks ago 00100kissmyass 3 weeks ago
@Str0ngBull3t add me in, lets make it 1624 , oh yeah! 00100kissmyass 3 weeks ago
drob2112 3 weeks ago ITS NOT ISLAM AS A WHOLE IT IS RADICAL EXTREMIST
SECTS THAT DO SHIT LIKE THIS. REMEMBER THE BOMBINGS IN
INDONESIA??? drob2112 3 weeks ago Str0ngBull3t 3 weeks ago @drob2112 Agree.
@bluepheonex1989 stop being predujice. It's extremists that hate USA not the entire
religion. Str0ngBull3t 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @drob2112 wrote: "ITS NOT ISLAM AS A WHOLE IT IS
RADICAL EXTREMIST SECTS THAT DO SHIT LIKE THIS".------------------------------------------Who told you theses lies? Let me guess... it was your college professor at
Berkley... Just before he promised that he wouldn't cum in your mouth.. TerraceYouth 3
weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago Comment removed bluepheonex1989 3 weeks ago
Islam. the cancer of the civilised world - and threat to the the freedom of mankind. R.I.P
all the brilliant people who died on this day.. we will never forget. bluepheonex1989 3
weeks ago GERTALIAN1985 3 weeks ago Maybe shit like this needs to happen once a
year.... Cuz after a year, everyone went back to their selfish little greedy lives. Ya we
remember, but come on, no one gives two shits( except those who had families involved)
about what happend 9 years ago. You greedy fucks are still gonna go to the club tonight.
Im just being real GERTALIAN1985 3 weeks ago Inarhos 3 weeks ago 2 fuck off USA!
Inarhos 3 weeks ago 2 TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago @Inarhos Maybe America will come
'fuck off' all over a country near YOU. Just as soon as we schluff off this muslim nigger
'president'. Or so they call him. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago Portapotmo97 3 weeks ago
wow. Believe it or not even i can remember this and i was only four. I remember the panic
in my grand dads voice when he called to say "turn on the tv!" I remember the people
jumping, and how i could sleep for a week. I remember the fear and confusion i had. (i
was four, and to me, every building was my dads office. I thought he died.) I remember
the sadness And we should All remember the victims. Portapotmo97 3 weeks ago
TheUban123 3 weeks ago you can hear sirens and horns on the streets TheUban123 3
weeks ago H1CKL1NG1995 3 weeks ago RIP :'( you will forever be in our hearts <3
H1CKL1NG1995
3
weeks
ago
00100kissmyass
3
weeks
ago
PAAARTTTTYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY-YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY
YYYYYYY-YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY-YYYYYYYYYYYY YOU
GUYS HEAR THE AMBULANCE? FUCKING GREAT MUSIC!! OH YEAH!!
AMBULANCE GON GIVE IT TO YA, HE GON GIVE IT TO YA AMBULANCE
GON GIVE I TO YA, HE GON GIV IT TO YA, REMIX IMDS IMDSIMDS OH
YEAH GOOD SHET!!! MORE EXPLOSION FOR BETTER REMIXXXX MERRY
9/11 YALL!! 00100kissmyass 3 weeks ago TheDoubledoppler 3 weeks ago And to think
that there going to build a MOSQUE at the destruction site soon. Some tribute to the
people that died there. They should build a memorial to the people that died there instead
in my opinion, TheDoubledoppler 3 weeks ago GERTALIAN1985 3 weeks ago Why
was the 2nd plane cut off? GERTALIAN1985 3 weeks ago KathleenRoseify 3 weeks ago
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This actually made me want to cry :'( . This is the first proper footage ive seen because i
was young at the time. KathleenRoseify 3 weeks ago ShadowOfTheCookie 3 weeks ago
They did't deserve to die :( no one deserve to die :( ShadowOfTheCookie 3 weeks ago
Rocknrolltrain95 3 weeks ago fuck you osama Rocknrolltrain95 3 weeks ago
ClickThumbsUp 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
people still fucking sit around and do nothing except hold candles and wish vengeance
when they should be interested about those people who were flying the planes into the
building, those guys realized there life was shit life in hell with low food low everything
and because no one gives a fuck about them. Guess what they fly a plane into a building
to show people how fucking miserable there lifes were if only someone stood up and
helped these people. then none of this shit wouldve happened. ClickThumbsUp 3 weeks
ago pbaffina 3 weeks ago God bless America.. I love you pbaffina 3 weeks ago
MrPankacke 3 weeks ago something we'll never forget.... MrPankacke 3 weeks ago
ClickThumbsUp 3 weeks ago people still fucking sit around and do nothing except hold
candles and wish vengeance when they should be interested about those people who were
flying the planes into the building, those guys realized there life was shit life in hell with
low food low everything and because no one gives a fuck about them. Guess what they
fly a plane into a building to show people how fucking miserable there lifes were if only
someone stood up and helped these people. then none of this shit wouldve happened.
ClickThumbsUp 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago @ClickThumbsUp Who cares?
It is either going to be THEIR view of reality that wins out or ours. Just like with
Imperial Japan & Nazi Germany. People like YOU could stand there all day and provide
a list of their grievances. Grievances’ that on the outside maybe might make some sense.
But that be damned. Your type of thinking is failure mentality. For you see, it is OUR
version of reality that is entered into the history books! And all because Americans were
not AFRAID to take a stand & fight TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago entourageLAX 3 weeks
ago RIP to all the 3000 victims of that fateful day. Turn on your tv in 3 hours and watch
the memorial, support the victims who survived and families whos victims did not. GOD
BLESS YOU AMERICA entourageLAX 3 weeks ago Yakirbu 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam It just can not be a "man-made". you have to be a
monster in order to even think of doing such a thing. Israel is shocked as you are and
we're srry for your lost. Yakirbu 3 weeks ago Tukan777 3 weeks ago Must be terrifying
to be sorrounded by that smoke Tukan777 3 weeks ago Yakirbu 3 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam It just can not be a "man-made". you have to
be a monster in order to even think of doing such a thing. Israel is shocked as you are and
we're srry for your lost. Yakirbu 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago I'm very sorry,
but this so-called 'religion' carries with it NOTHING but 900 years of hate, intolerance
and violence. All the things that our generations is supposed to stand up against. But
because it is HARD to take a stand, some of us do not know where to turn. Well, than
might be fine when the bad guys are exploding bombs in trucks under the WTC like they
did when Clinton was president. But when they actually come to get us.... it is time for
war. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago JoshMack8000 3 weeks ago R.I.P. I still can't believe the
American government would do this but I guess the government is corrupt.
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JoshMack8000 3 weeks ago rushfan1999 3 weeks ago im so sorry you had to see that.....
its soooo horrible all those famileys........ring the bell for freedom!!! and im only 11
rushfan1999 3 weeks ago noreialover 3 weeks ago @rushfan1999 and the families in the
countries you bombed!!thats the problem of the americans they just see himself and have
a big ignorance against others!!!Party its a nice day!! noreialover 3 weeks ago
TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago Muslims are responsible for 21 of the 23 current wars and
conflicts in the world today. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago
@TerraceYouth Were these incorrect figures written in Arabic or Engish? Never mind.
Have a good day. JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago stefabius074 3 weeks ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam May God rest in peace the soul of innocent victims.Never
forget, never forgive! God bless America! Istvan from Romania . stefabius074 3 weeks
ago stefabius074 3 weeks ago May God rest in peace the soul of innocent victims.Never
forget, never forgive! God bless America! Istvan from Romania stefabius074 3 weeks ago
dogsrul1234543 3 weeks ago Horrible Absolutely Horrible. The thought of the people
rining to say goodbye to their family. Horrible. May all those victims Rest In Eternal
Peace. R.I.P From Ireland dogsrul1234543 3 weeks ago kapsakorsten 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam lolololol @ almost all comments
kapsakorsten 3 weeks ago SCHM00VNESS 3 weeks ago aaliyah and 9/11 what a tragic
year but dont forget the other billions of peoples who died in wars, no food, whateva...
SCHM00VNESS 3 weeks ago miomirm 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Today is my lucky day today as the 11th September when you get
the stench Americans stinking mouth and nose!. You Americans are the biggest stink in
the world, and as you are no major asshole in the world!. Lord God is great and will pay
all the crimes that are committed by Serbia and the world!. Burn in hell until doomsday
dana.U.S.A. Satan 666 WHAT IS YOUR FACE is recognized around the world miomirm
3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago Islam IS extremism. Like I just said. Do you not
know the history of islam? It is there for one reason.... To TAKE. It is an EVIL 'religion'.
It SUBSISTS on hate. Just ask any prison warden what the fastest growing religion is in
America today... It's taken on very big with the African-American populations there, you
see. The very concept of the 'victory' mosque at ground zero is based on conquest.. Islam
is evil and must GO. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago 8 War never
solved anything. Except Slavery, fascism and communism. Next it’s going to get Islamic
'religion'. IOW, 900 years of conquest and attempted conquest. Where do you think the
crusades came from? The MUSLIMS had INVADED other people's lands. Strictly in the
name of converting and conquest. They HAD to be driven back. Just like today! Wake
the hell UP! The iron is already in the fire. At least that is what THEY think. And when
seen in that light, it doesn't matter what you believe. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago 8
gilaofgula 3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth correction. there has never been more slavery than
there is today. By slavery, I also include human trafficking. I'm not a muslim, but don't
stereotype muslims. What you see are just the small fraction of brainwashed extremists.
the human race has conjured up so many problems that the human race itself alone is
incapable to solve. gilaofgula 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago @gilaofgula Not in
America. Sorry. No CEE-gar. Any slavery that exists today is of the self-imposed varity.
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IOW, these people HAD A CHOICE. But they chose to do what got them into trouble.
Real orginized slavery is dead. The Civil War decided that to the tune of 600,000 dead.
LOL...!! Next you'll be telling me that homosexuals with AIDS are 'victims' of slavery as
well. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago sebwingfield 3 weeks ago there is no way building seven
(owned by Larry Silverstien - who also bought the lease on the Twin towers right before
9/11) came down the way it did without controlled demolition. It was not hit by a plane
and the damage could not have caused it to fall that way. The planes and fire alone
couldn't have caused the Twin towers to fall in the manner they fell either. That should be
clear to any careful observer of the videos. sebwingfield 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3
weeks ago @sebwingfield Are you a structural engineer? TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago
jakubpanek16 3 weeks ago Bin Laden is dead!!!! jakubpanek16 3 weeks ago AdurianJ 3
weeks ago The second plane looks like it's around 11:45 AdurianJ 3 weeks ago
ANackiVideo 3 weeks ago @AdurianJ Yer :( ANackiVideo 3 weeks ago StolzerArmenier1
3 weeks ago Fuck Al Quaida Fuck Bin Laden StolzerArmenier1 3 weeks ago
ClickThumbsUp 3 weeks ago this is the gayest shit ive seen in my life ClickThumbsUp 3
weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago @LileliMaus But you presuppose that because we
all have two arms & two legs and walk erect like a man that we are all human... That is
where you are very, very wrong. If you cannot by now see that difference, then you are
hopelessly lost. ‘Humans’ do not blow up school bussed full of children. No matter
WHAT their grievances. Nor do they fly hi-jacked airliners full of terrified people into
buildings full of "the enemy". You know this to be true, so quit fooling yourself with
exact definitions. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago asguitarstereo 3 weeks ago I will never
forget.......from Italia... asguitarstereo 3 weeks ago momo8068 3 weeks ago 5 This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Death to Islam and Muslims death death
death Muhammad returned to Iran Death Pigs Muslim mosques death God bless Israel
and America forever momo8068 3 weeks ago 5 vividintent 3 weeks ago @momo8068
Doh.. a litlle jew kissing Americas but like allways ... vividintent 3 weeks ago DodgeWolf
3 weeks ago @momo8068 lol fail DodgeWolf 3 weeks ago ieatedbutter 3 weeks ago
@momo8068 The people who flew those planes into the towers are frowned upon by
islam you idiot , and the American army is worse what is this i hear about hundreds of
Americans committing war crimes in afghanistan???? so change ya comment to DEATH
TO AMERICA ND CHRISTIANITY!! (btw im Australian and Aetheist and proud of
both those facts)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ieatedbutter 3 weeks ago miomirm 3
weeks ago Today is my lucky day today as the 11th September when you get the stench
Americans stinking mouth and nose!. You Americans are the biggest stink in the world,
and as you are no major asshole in the world!. Lord God is great and will pay all the
crimes that are committed by Serbia and the world!. Burn in hell until doomsday
dana.U.S.A. Satan 666 WHAT IS YOUR FACE is recognized around the world miomirm
3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago American power is all I'm concerned about. No
matter WHAT liars & haters like YOU say. YOU are not a true American because YOU
will not even recognize your enemy let alone meet it on the field of battle. This is WAR.
This is what THEY believe! So you’d better, too. Otherwise they’ll kill you in your
fucking bed. And yes… if the Nazis will get the job done, then I will vote for them. I
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would even stoop as low as to vote for a democrat if they would take up for America for
a change. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago miomirm 3 weeks ago Today is my lucky day today
as the 11th September when you get the stench Americans stinking mouth and nose!. You
Americans are the biggest stink in the world, and as you are no major asshole in the
world!. Lord God is great and will pay all the crimes that are committed by Serbia and the
world!. Burn in hell until doomsday dana.U.S.A. Satan 666 WHAT IS YOUR FACE is
recognized around the world miomirm 3 weeks ago kaziumasakra 3 weeks ago [*]
kaziumasakra 3 weeks ago kapinio1 3 weeks ago fuck iraq cancer gay's peace... from
amsterdam x x x kapinio1 3 weeks ago 95Julia19 3 weeks ago OMG.. 95Julia19 3 weeks
ago Destroyed666Doom 3 weeks ago today is my birthday... Destroyed666Doom 3
weeks ago LearaFrendley 3 weeks ago Remember the wonderful world trade center .
LearaFrendley 3 weeks ago 00100kissmyass 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @LearaFrendley LOL! NOT SO WONDERFUL NO!, WHICH
YOU A MERRY 9/11 :) Celebrate nicely, i know i will wish you all a happy 9/11! stop
being hypocrites, faggots, i expect you to be as happy as the afghan people and as happy
as the iraqi people at a death count of over 1.1 million, daily. 9/11 That's just one day in
365 days(a year). So happy 9/11, celebrate it :D 00100kissmyass 3 weeks ago
MassiahYahushua 3 weeks ago Imagine what those poor people on the plane suffered too
along with the innocent people in the building... I'm in the uk and this still deeply upsets
me.. what an evil disgusting thing to do.. remember all Those who lost their lives and their
grieving families.. :( RIP MassiahYahushua 3 weeks ago legobasebuilder1234 3 weeks ago
R.I.P. legobasebuilder1234 3 weeks ago rlkm93 3 weeks ago I'm a Filipino and I want to
offer my respects to victims of the tragedy that happened 9 years ago. rlkm93 3 weeks
ago davyklok27 3 weeks ago R.I.P. People that died on 9/11, Never Forget This Day! To
all the motherfuckers that make jokes about this event, go to hell fucking muslim obeying
son of a bitches. FUCK YOU! And now they're going to build a fucking mosque on the
crash site. Heartless fucks. I have loved and will always love the USA. R.I.P. From
Holland. davyklok27 3 weeks ago MrChrissii 3 weeks ago trauriger tag heudde
MrChrissii 3 weeks ago Jordan0715 3 weeks ago R.I.P to all who died in this attack, a
Mosque should not be buill there as its insulting to the families of the victims, you
Americans should of burnt all the kurans, just a matter of time until an attack just as bad
happens in England :/ Jordan0715 3 weeks ago tomazonly 3 weeks ago It's a sad fact that
a main terror comes directly from USA White House and Pentagon. tomazonly 3 weeks
ago Zong35 3 weeks ago There was a program on discovery last night its 9:11 calls from
the towers When the planes Hit There were still people alive but all the stair wells had
collapsed So they started ringing there loved one's saying goodbye because they knew
they were going to die Zong35 3 weeks ago blinga94 3 weeks ago remember all thoes who
died today, may the r.i.p blinga94 3 weeks ago 1ilooveyou 3 weeks ago every time when i
see these video's i have to cry, it's horrible that there so bad people's are on earth.. you
can't image what the people in that building have seen that day, it's to terrible for words!
we remember all the victims of that horrible day today, may god be with them.
1ilooveyou 3 weeks ago zenoist2 3 weeks ago Im thinking of the victims too on this
anniversary. The official explanation is a total insult to the victims and their loved ones.
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zenoist2 3 weeks ago makirigermany 3 weeks ago After the collapsing of the twins, you
can feel and hear the silence =´(...it's terrible what happend there. R.I.P. makirigermany 3
weeks ago dazaro3 3 weeks ago I m thinking of all that died on that terrible day.R.I.P
dazaro3 3 weeks ago kismikola 3 weeks ago 2 It's been 9 years now :( kismikola 3 weeks
ago 2 TheSchwerepanzer 3 weeks ago Ezt megérdemelték! 14 TheSchwerepanzer 3 weeks
ago NoldyJay 3 weeks ago @TheSchwerepanzer te hülye vagy:D NoldyJay 3 weeks ago
DeathFromAbove900 3 weeks ago @TheSchwerepanzer Hogy mondhatsz ilyet? Mi lett
volna ha te is Amerikai vagy es ot lettél volna??? Vagy csak amikor belezuhant a Repülő
?? szégyeld magad te barom...Szarházi DeathFromAbove900 3 weeks ago PikachuStrike 3
weeks ago Islam - religion of peace. Fuck, if people would start using their brains for
something better rather than creating conspiracies and religions, things like these wouldn't
happen. How fucking stupid you have to be to create something like this? And these
questions will remain unanswered even after 50 years. Thank you America. Rest in Peace
all the innocent people who died during that day. PikachuStrike 3 weeks ago zenoist2 3
weeks ago I like how the terrorists all throw their passports out the planes just before
impact so they can be retreived later and used as evidence. Terrorist ID was found at
EVERY SINGLE ONE of the crashes when nothing else survived Everyone saw the
impact zone of the shanksville crash. tiny peices no nothing there at all. Out of this
wreckage yep you guessed it they pulled the inevitable terrorist passport and also a
terrorist bandana which wasnt even singed! zenoist2 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks
ago @zenoist2 Yes, and the moon photos are all fake, too. We get the picture...
TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago JessieAckles 3 weeks ago Rest In Paradise for those who were
lost on this tragic day. JessieAckles 3 weeks ago doctorwhoone 3 weeks ago 36 9 / 11 /
2001 REMEMBER THEM TODAY : ( doctorwhoone 3 weeks ago 36 kalilanka 3 weeks
ago fuck paki mutherfukker. kalilanka 3 weeks ago Zigej 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Happy Sept 11th ✈ ▌▌Happy Sept 11th ✈ ▌▌
Zigej 3 weeks ago santtanngelo 3 weeks ago (***) santtanngelo 3 weeks ago FINAllianz 3
weeks ago 18 9 years... it feels like yesterday. How about if you all stop those idiot
comments, like joking about this event. Man, nearly 3000 people died! How about, if you
are one of them? Not laughing. What if we respect them, who gave out their lives? I
would murder every single person who laughs and/or jokes to 9/11! Remember, 6000
people dies in Africa every days, because they don't have enough food. Maybe we should
respect them too? RIP all the victims of 9/11. FINAllianz 3 weeks ago 18 TerraceYouth 3
weeks ago @FINAllianz LOL...!!! Another bleeding heart with his sympathies aimed
JUST where Jessie Jackson & his college professor said to aim them. Look.... We sent
over tools & seeds & things to help these people so they could be independent of the
West & perhaps grow their own food. They ATE THE SEEDS. Clearly Mother Nature
wants to have her way with them. Now I ask you... why are people like you standing in
her way? I mean, how much is finally enough? . TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago icefrost74 3
weeks ago R.I.P people of 9/11 :( icefrost74 3 weeks ago badboyson12 3 weeks ago
Stupid AL-Fartaeda! badboyson12 3 weeks ago triheadwar1996 3 weeks ago For all you
retards, racists and evil fags this video is not funny, this video shows the innocence of life
taken away that was nver meant to be... Always remember 9/11 and all those
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disagree....go to HELL!!!! triheadwar1996 3 weeks ago labudlabud 3 weeks ago Does not
justify this act of Al Qaeda, but I ask you all what is the difference between this attack
and the attack of America on Serbia, Iraq, Kuwait, Vietnam, Pakistan, Cuba ... I still think
that America does not need to play policeman of world and to change foreign policy ...
The eternal peace of all the victims of mindless wars ... labudlabud 3 weeks ago
SteveFusionX 3 weeks ago @labudlabud al-CIA-da was created by british/american
intelligence. It translates as "the database" (for "terrorists" they can use for future
operations) it's well documented that the bin laden+bush family were close. 9/11 was an
inside job. And it has given america+england (where I live) huge power over the world, we
are now heading for WW3 thanks to the ignorance of people blaming muslims. Iran/Isreal
are their next targets. Globalism is the agenda. SteveFusionX 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3
weeks ago @SteveFusionX Man, some people are so fucked up. Did you not see the
planes run into the buildings or WHAT? Let me guess... it was BUSH'S fault. Right? Tell
me I'm right. I don't think I'm losing my touch at identifing the wackos yet. TerraceYouth
3 weeks ago SteveFusionX 3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth I'm "fucked up" because I took
some time to research the world I live in? Does it make me fucked up - that I don't believe
the official government story? Which btw is completely absurd - since most of the 19
hijackers have been found alive and well. Do some research. YES planes hit the
buildings... What about world trade centre 7? Why did that fall? Have you actually spent
ANY time looking into this? If the government told you to "jump" would you say "how
high, sir?" SteveFusionX 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago @SteveFusionX YOU
are a NUT. But don't feel like the lone stranger. America's full of them today. It's because
of all of that LSD that you people took in the 60s.... Kennedy's assination didn't help
things much. I know. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago SteveFusionX 3 weeks ago
@TerraceYouth I've NOT done drugs, I'm NOT American and I was born AFTER the
60's! So, you get a big fat, fail on all counts there :) People who research are not "nut
jobs". It's funny that you cannot debate without insulting - I think that says alot about
your stance on this matter. I'll ask you once more; WHY did building 7 fall when there
were only TWO planes? Dig deep this time and use a few brain cells before replying!
Cheers SteveFusionX 3 weeks ago JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago @SteveFusionX don't let him
fool you, he's put here to continue the evil, look at his comment and compare them to the
many other insulting ones. It's the same guy. As evidenced from what he's typed, he's
racist, uneducated and evil. JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago
@SteveFusionX MOST EXCELLENT COMMENT SIR. JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago
SteveFusionX 3 weeks ago @JoeyJr702 Thank you :) The truth must be told. Especially
on this day - when people are wrongly blaming "muslims". al-CIA-da was an
american/british intelligence operation. SteveFusionX 3 weeks ago kramedawg3114 3
weeks ago lol kramedawg3114 3 weeks ago kramedawg3114 3 weeks ago lol
kramedawg3114 3 weeks ago labudlabud 3 weeks ago Yes, I agree that America and its
allies want to dominate the world. America has committed the worst crimes in the history
of mankind. Everything that happens in the world comes from the CIA kitchens ... Sadan
Hussein was their reject when they lost control over him, used it as a reason to attack
Iraq ... I'm sorry people were killed 11:09 but I think that the U.S. government to blame
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as much as "terrorists" ... labudlabud 3 weeks ago JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago
@SteveFusionX If more people made half the sense you make, there'd be a hell of alot
less sheep. JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago Zigej 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam ya'll mad? lol ✈ ▌▌Happy Sept 11th ✈ ▌▌ Zigej 3 weeks ago
Chronolyse 3 weeks ago Erik Satie - Gymnopédie No.3 An excellent companion piece to
the tragedy displayed in the video. Chronolyse 3 weeks ago TheLivilion 3 weeks ago At
5:30-5:38 could this be the second hijacked plane that hit t2 . RIP TheLivilion 3 weeks
ago yuberni 3 weeks ago @medieval1692..are u ok...did u take ur medication??? yuberni 3
weeks ago TheDoodle96 3 weeks ago 2 its been 9 years o wow when i watched this i
literaly cryed thats how hard it hit my heart9-11 is a part of great memories now i was
just getting ready for school when i watched this video with my mom i cryed then and i
cry now i pray for all those innocent lives that was lost that tragic day i also pray for
there families they may look at muslims now and say i hate u cuz of what u did but think
not all the muslims thought it was a good idea to attack us R.I.P YOU WILL NEVER BE
FORGOTTEN♥ TheDoodle96 3 weeks ago 2 00100kissmyass 3 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam wish you all a happy 9/11! stop being
hypocrites, faggots, i expect you to be as happy as the afghan people and as happy as
the iraqi people at a death count of over 1.1 million, daily. 9/11 That's just one day in 365
days(a year). So happy 9/11, celebrate it :D 00100kissmyass 3 weeks ago
00100kissmyass 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam wish
you all a happy 9/11! stop being hypocrites, faggots, i expect you to be as happy as the
afghan people and as happy as the iraqi people at a death count of over 1.1 million, daily.
9/11 That's just one day in 365 days(a year). So happy 9/11, celebrate it :D
00100kissmyass 3 weeks ago 00100kissmyass 3 weeks ago ✈ ▌▌Happy Sept 11th ✈
▌▌ 00100kissmyass 3 weeks ago yuberni 3 weeks ago @medieval1692..are u ok...did u
take ur medication??? yuberni 3 weeks ago rs9385 3 weeks ago R.I.P rs9385 3 weeks ago
donnanco 3 weeks ago my heart goes out 2 u, watching this and living near the buildings
with your young child must have been awful xx donnanco 3 weeks ago medieval1692 3
weeks ago goood im so happy that this happend :) cant wait till obama get assinated :)
medieval1692 3 weeks ago 00100kissmyass 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @medieval1692 word! and to the rest: wish you all a happy 9/11!
stop being hypocrites, faggots, i expect you to be as happy as the afghan people and as
happy as the iraqi people at a death count of over 1.1 million, daily. 9/11 That's just one
day in 365 days(a year). So happy 9/11, celebrate it :D 00100kissmyass 3 weeks ago
TheDoodle96 3 weeks ago @medieval1692 WTF!?! UR HAPPY ABOUT 9-11 R U
CRZEY OR SUMTHING TheDoodle96 3 weeks ago medieval1692 3 weeks ago goood
im so happy that this happend :) medieval1692 3 weeks ago xxxBlueIncendiaxxx 3 weeks
ago 2 Please everyone, stop with your comments, this video is showing hundreds of
people losing their lives. Let's have some respect and stop squabbling over other issues.
xxxBlueIncendiaxxx
3
weeks
ago
2
SteveFusionX
3
weeks
ago
/watch?v=OlnQTcLHaMM ^^ the day before 9/11 - interesting clip. SteveFusionX 3
weeks ago LileliMaus 3 weeks ago I thinks its such teribble what happened for exactly 9
years. why do people always think that violece is the only way? isn't it enoght what the
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nature does? If god, however you name him, wanted us to kill each other, he had said so.
But in no bible, no coran, no whatever, you will find any word about violence I think god
stays in heaven and crys about us. I would do so, if I was him. Love, Lissy LileliMaus 3
weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago 3 @LileliMaus quivered and spit out.. "Why do
people always think that violence is the only way?".....--- Because TALK is CHEAP.
Haven't you ever had your ass kicked? Sometimes YOUR ENEMY.... an enemy who
HATES YOU because you are tolerant of another group (like the JEWS)... wants to
KILL you. Do you understand that? KILL, you dumb-fuck... That means "no coming
back". It's either going to be you or them. So tell me... why are you so sold on peace at a
time when you are hated unto death? TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago 3 TerraceYouth 3 weeks
ago 2 War never solved anything. Except Slavery...fascism and communism. Next it’s
going to be Islamic 'religion'. IOW, 900 years of conquest and attempted conquest. Where
do you think the crusades came from? The MUSLIMS had INVADED other people's
lands. Strictly in the name of converting and conquest. They HAD to be driven back. Just
like today! Wake the hell UP! The iron is already in the fire. At least that is what THEY
think. And when seen in that light, it doesn't matter what you believe. TerraceYouth 3
weeks ago 2 Jlundy12 3 weeks ago I want to know why people say 'happy' 9/11 day,
cuz its not funny!!! And it will never ever be funny Jlundy12 3 weeks ago rjv97 3 weeks
ago R.I.P to all the people who died.. rjv97 3 weeks ago KattenLuna6 3 weeks ago 9
years now KattenLuna6 3 weeks ago FallofDarkness55 3 weeks ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam ATTENTION LADIES AND GERMS: justin bieber was
behind the attacks. let's kill that motherfucking faggot once and for all. ahahaha
FallofDarkness55 3 weeks ago hazizo 3 weeks ago Muslims are so primtive hazizo 3
weeks ago guerrero025 3 weeks ago min 11:51 you can see a unidentified flying object on
the right had side of building. also at 5 and some seconds u can see a plane going left. if
the "2nd" plane were filled with "terrorist extremists" dont u think they woulda blown
tha fuck up too n not flown away guerrero025 3 weeks ago Hardthoflover7 3 weeks ago
On this day i came into school ._. Hardthoflover7 3 weeks ago Psykoatomic 3 weeks ago
You need to be ashamed of yourself (eristar)and honor the fact you can post some
ridiculous comment you did in a country of free speech! My heart is heavy for all those
who lost someone on this day 9 years ago. Psykoatomic 3 weeks ago thachphamdx 3
weeks ago It's been 9 years already. How sad thachphamdx 3 weeks ago Psykoatomic 3
weeks ago @eristars, you sick bastard, This was a terrible day and many innocent hard
working people were lost. I feel for every one of their families, and both of my sibilings
went to war after this horrible event. The cost of freedom is high, but this day was
outright cowardly. Not to mention, it didn't get much better after this. Where is the honor
is killing honest father and wives, husbands, and mothers, heroes, and fireman? If there is
honor in that, so help us. Psykoatomic 3 weeks ago manunited4ever1000 3 weeks ago
why did they attack new york manunited4ever1000 3 weeks ago SteveFusionX 3 weeks
ago @manunited4ever1000 watch a film here on youtube called "loose change" for the
answers. SteveFusionX 3 weeks ago ste6666666 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Check out my featured video for message of respect and
peace on this day ste6666666 3 weeks ago 13bexy13 3 weeks ago what a terrible sound.
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13bexy13 3 weeks ago FallofDarkness55 3 weeks ago justin bieber was behind the
attacks. let's kill that motherfucking faggot once and for all. ahahaha FallofDarkness55 3
weeks ago TheDoodle96 3 weeks ago @FallofDarkness55 U THINK ITS SOOO
FUNNY WELL ITS NOT! TheDoodle96 3 weeks ago AnarchyRiot23 3 weeks ago some
men just want to watch the world burn. The soul purpose they did it: Did any of you
notice how the economy crumbled after 9/11? Thats cuz all of the budgets for the country
just burned in the blink of an eye as those fucking planes crashed into those billion dollar
buildings... And quit with the conspiracy theorys you fuckin hicks no explosions were at
the base of the towers or a government plan or anything. What reason would the
government have to do this? to cut their paycheck in half? AnarchyRiot23 3 weeks ago
SteveFusionX 3 weeks ago @AnarchyRiot23 Actually, you should do a search here on
youtube for "the day BEFORE 9/11" and watch the news clips from THAT day. You
will see that the pentagon lost 2.3 TRILLION $ of tax payers money. Follow the trail...
The economy didn't crash because of "terrorists" it was all planned in advance, way
before. Do some research. SteveFusionX 3 weeks ago Bbodysplash 3 weeks ago Thats so
horrible. Bbodysplash 3 weeks ago KaitlynHoban 3 weeks ago RIP to all that lost their
lives and that are sadly missed. My prayers are with you xx KaitlynHoban 3 weeks ago
MegaFoxy123 3 weeks ago Words will not forfill my utter digust at what happened on
that day my taughts go to everyone that was affected on that day i'm sure i speak for
everyone here in ireland MegaFoxy123 3 weeks ago pkskier 3 weeks ago RIP to all that
died in 9/11 it was very devistating pkskier 3 weeks ago FallofDarkness55 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam BIEBER IS A FUCKING
BLOODY CUNT. I HATE THAT FAGGOT SO FUCKING MUCH. I WISHED HE
WOULD JUST DROP DEAD. AHAHAHAHAHAHA. HE SHOULD'VE TAKEN
DAVID ANGELL'S PLACE ON FLIGHT 11. RIP TO DAVID ANGELL, THE
CREATOR OF THE TV SHOW, FRASIER. FallofDarkness55 3 weeks ago marcolante 3
weeks ago islamic terrorists pigs marcolante 3 weeks ago FallofDarkness55 3 weeks ago
Comment removed dopenhagen2009 3 weeks ago Remember 9/11. Exactly 9 years ago, a
great day for world freedom and resistance against the terrorist nation u.s.a. LONG LIVE
OSAMA, bringer of freedom. dopenhagen2009 3 weeks ago jesse0576 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @dopenhagen2009 burn in hell you piece
of garbage jesse0576 3 weeks ago TheAtomic1234321 3 weeks ago 9 years now crazy,
feels like it was just yesterday I was watching that on tv. RIP to all TheAtomic1234321
3 weeks ago qtpiscesgrl 3 weeks ago I find it disgraceful how people have such little
respect for the loss of innocent lives and how ignorant people are in this day and age....it
was not muslims who did this and i find is so dispicable how people are being so racist
it's hatred and stupidity in it's worse form. qtpiscesgrl 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3
weeks ago @qtpiscesgrl Muslims are responsible for 21 of the 23 current wars and
conflicts in the world today. Again, here we have a person with a feeling where facts
ought to be.... TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago drob2112 3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth You are
a retard go join the NEo NAZIS!! WHITE POWER!!! drob2112 3 weeks ago
TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago 2 @drob2112 American power is all I'm concerned about. No
matter WHAT liars & haters like YOU say. YOU are not a true American because YOU
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will not even recognize your enemy let alone meet it on the field of battle. This is WAR.
This is what THEY believe! So you’d better, too. Otherwise they’ll kill you in your
fucking bed. And yes… if the Nazis will get the job done, then I will vote for them. I
would even stoop as low as to vote for a democrat if they would take up for America for
a change. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago 2 JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth I see so
many horrible comments on here, but you and your numerous faceless channels make no
reply to them, only to the people that sound like they make any kind of sense. It's
obvious who you work for. You obviously support the killing of innocent lives, no
matter what language they speak then you should start with yourself. ANY WAR IS
TERROR. JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago @JoeyJr702 Sorry to make
such a great impression on you, but you see, I work for a private manufacturing
company. What might be getting you all hot & bothered is the fact that I am used to
taking a stand when I have been wronged . Just like my FUCKING forefathers did, you
slimy son of a bitch. MY type of think is what made America great .And it is for that
reason that you FEAR. Because you can SEE the day is coming when liberals are going to
be heaped on the fire with our other enemies. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago JoeyJr702 3
weeks ago @TerraceYouth lol, I'm SO pleased to have gotten under that THIN skin.
Slimy? Aw, you can do better than that. Now hurry up & go to your other channels and
click the "thumbs-up" on your comments so you can sleep. Fear. lol!!!!!, I was
pronounced dead once before, and witnessed something so grand, you have no idea what
YOU are in for. JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth Yes, you
are sorry, your words again. Me hot & bothered because of your taking a stand? Please,
go sell crazy somewhere else. I'm all stocked-up. lol..... I know, do your part and go vote,
like it matters anyway. Oh my goodness. This horrible event cannot be forgotten, but this
freak starting "comment wars" must go. JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago TheNeognostic 3 weeks
ago Half the comments I see on this video screaming bloody murder, cliche insults,
conspiracy theories and God rhetoric just show me how much in 9 years, so many people
just haven't learned a single goddamn thing. TheNeognostic 3 weeks ago yuberni 3 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam To those that are just talking
out their ass..why dont u just turn away..and dont comment if dont have nothing to
say..if lost a loved one somewhere else..go comment on their page....it is very disturbing
that u refer to this day as "happy 9/11"..not kool @all!!! '''''' yuberni 3 weeks ago yuberni
3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam To those that are just
talking out their ass..why dont u just turn away..and dont comment if dont have nothing
to say..if lost a loved one somewhere else..go comment on their page....it is very
disturbing that u refer to this day as "happy 9/11"..not kool @all!!! yuberni 3 weeks ago
yuberni 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam To those that
are just talking out their ass..why dont u just turn away..and dont comment if dont have
nothing to say..if lost a loved one somewhere else..go comment on their page....it is very
disturbing that u refer to this day as "happy 9/11"..not kool @all!!! yuberni 3 weeks ago
mourkos 3 weeks ago good job Americans, killing your own people in order to make war
against "terrorism" LMAO mourkos 3 weeks ago guerrero025 3 weeks ago @mourkos i
agree but its not funny guerrero025 3 weeks ago mourkos 3 weeks ago @guerrero025 oh
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yes it is, I'm laughing my ass off like all the american soldiers who kill and torture
innocent people in the name of "terrorism" mourkos 3 weeks ago guerrero025 3 weeks
ago @mourkos y would u laugh at murder of any person, american or not we all have the
right to live guerrero025 3 weeks ago mourkos 3 weeks ago @guerrero025 I would laugh
at the murder of a murderer though mourkos 3 weeks ago yuberni 3 weeks ago To those
that are just talking out their ass..why dont u just turn away..and dont comment if dont
have nothing to say..if lost a loved one somewhere else..go comment on their page....it is
very disturbing that u refer to this day as "happy 9/11"..not kool @all!!! yuberni 3 weeks
ago vitasoy1437 3 weeks ago looking at this so many years from that date is still very
scary... indeed i think this is my first time looking at the actual collapse of building so
"real" which is different from TV... i still remember what i was doing that day.... i hope
this won't happen again in ANYWHERE in the future... not just US... vitasoy1437 3
weeks ago simsdayfan 3 weeks ago over 2000 innocent peoples die on that bulding just
because of muslims simsdayfan 3 weeks ago love2live10101 3 weeks ago i remember i
was in 6th grade. and absolute chaos erupted among the faculty. i had barely gotten to
school around 8:00 and everyone was running around aimlessly. i may not have been in
those towers or on those planes, and i don't know a single soul who was but i'll never
forget that day, and loss is never easy. Heart goes out to those who were affected by
9/11. love2live10101 3 weeks ago yuberni 3 weeks ago @eristars...i dont but i do feel 4
those lost...i know a lot if iraqi civlians died as well...loss in both sides! yuberni 3 weeks
ago Flimbyyyy 3 weeks ago Excuse me, all you insensitive bastards making harsh
comments please stop. This is real. It's not fake. Would you lot fucking grow up and
learn the phrase 'do not speak ill of the dead'!!?!?!?!?! Flimbyyyy 3 weeks ago 11DNA11
3 weeks ago @Flimbyyyy Happy 9/11 btw. 11DNA11 3 weeks ago
UploaderRandomAnime 3 weeks ago Half of the muslims who are celebrating this live in
america itself,well this proofs nothing but that they just redefine suckage in its purest
form at its best.Well but its good to see that america is torchering and killing them,i
actually never had any interest in watching news or reading the newspaper,but once when
i saw a video of this on th TV,i really became addicted to news.This was just
PRICELESS!!!!!!!!! UploaderRandomAnime 3 weeks ago Chronolyse 3 weeks ago I was
asleep when this happened, but my ex gf from Long Island called me up and told me to
watch the TV. Her Uncle was at the bottom of the WTC when this all happened. She'll
never visit the museum to this day. Condolences go out to the families of the victims. I
will not pray for them, because religious fervor is what caused this and will continue the
inolerance on both sides. Chronolyse 3 weeks ago yuberni 3 weeks ago @eristars...i dont
but i do feel 4 those lost...i know a lot if iraqi civlians died as well...loss in both sides!
yuberni 3 weeks ago jokingpenguin 3 weeks ago 3 What would happen if all you people
were put in a room together? you WOULD TEAR YOURSELVES APART! Yea, 9/11
was a tragedy, but it wasnt all Muslims who planned the attack! It one group! ONE!
There is no reason to go around saying your gonna butcher the lot! It wasnt there fault, it
was Bin Laden and his group! NO-ONE ELSE!!! jokingpenguin 3 weeks ago 3
My Merlin1 3 weeks ago I was in the toilet having a poo when this happened.
My Merlin1 3 weeks ago Rosenrot1414 3 weeks ago People from the whole world are
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with you America today. Eastern Europe. Rosenrot1414 3 weeks ago vitasoy1437 3
weeks ago why do people argue or laugh about these things ?? this is a tragedy no matter
where it is... i kinda understand some people do hate how US gov use its power in other
countries to "police" there.. n i hate it... but through growing up.. i do learn that this is the
way people use their power... it doesn't matter whether you r the government, or you are
the boss in a company.. when u have power, u will use it.. this is how unfair the world
is... i wish i can change it in the future!!! vitasoy1437 3 weeks ago drob2112 3 weeks ago
19 We all have a different name for the same god and all want the same thing in the end.
I'ts sad that extremists have given REAL ISLAM a bad rap. To all the extremists out
there: Enjoy it while it lasts because the world is getting tired of your stupid sh*t, and
your groups will be destroyed. drob2112 3 weeks ago 19 TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago
@drob2112 Islam IS extremism. The problem with your type is that YOU DON'T
LEARN FROM HISTORY. Mainly because you never bother to study it. Well don’t
count the rest of us in with your negligence. We want to live. And we want to make it
right. Because WE were the righteous. WE were the ones who were wronged. WE were
the ones who were hated. WE were the ones who had what they want to TAKE. Get
your crap together or but the heck OUT. You aren't helping the world of the future by
being stupid. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago drob2112 3 weeks ago 4 @TerraceYouth If u had
half a brain you would know there is a difference in extremism and Islam drob2112 3
weeks ago 4 TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago @drob2112 Islam IS extremism. Like I just said.
Do you not know the history of islam? It is there for one reason.... to take. It IS AN
EVIL 'RELIGION'. It SUBSISTS ON hate. Just ask any prison warden what the fastest
growing religion in America today is... It's taken on very big with the African-American
populations there, you see. The very concept of the 'victory' mosque at ground zero is
based on conquest.. Islam is evil and must GO. TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago msnspy 3
weeks ago 2 @TerraceYouth fuck you msnspy 3 weeks ago 2 JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago
@TerraceYouth I knew it! your words: "To take it" That's how evil works, take it, steal
it, kill anyone that gets in the way and just take it right? AND then sell it for 10x's it's
value THEN Rape your own people, all for the love of money, my question to you
is...What religion taught you that? Sounds EVIL. You know nothing about the depths of
the Muslim religion. You are evil & want someone to post something negative about who
you are working for. lol. Like SHE said: "It was a MILTARY plane." JoeyJr702 3 weeks
ago drob2112 3 weeks ago Comment removed labudlabud 3 weeks ago Does not justify
this act of Al Qaeda, but I ask you all what is the difference between this attack and the
attack of America on Serbia, Iraq, Kuwait, Vietnam, Pakistan, Cuba ... I still think that
America does not need to play policeman of world and to change foreign policy ... The
eternal peace of all the victims of mindless wars ... labudlabud 3 weeks ago guerrero025 3
weeks ago cant anyone see clearly that this was an inside job. im sorry but buildings that
big just dont come down like that cus of some plane. it was detonated, by who? idk but a
tremendous amount of explosives had to be placed before anything. guerrero025 3 weeks
ago dUnw0rYboUTiT 3 weeks ago @guerrero025 maybe a inside job maybe not we will
never no dUnw0rYboUTiT 3 weeks ago guerrero025 3 weeks ago @dUnw0rYboUTiT
yeah its only a theory but come on do u really think a bunch of "terrorists" could "hijack"
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2 planes n slam them in nyc. n even if they could the buildin woulda remained standing.
check out some burinig building in madrid spain in 2005.it was engulfed in flames n still
the steel structure remained guerrero025 3 weeks ago drob2112 3 weeks ago Comment
removed Adamek1926 3 weeks ago Like Said Roman Bellic in 1st GTA IV mission :
FUCKING TERRORISTS !!! Adamek1926 3 weeks ago 00100kissmyass 3 weeks ago
HELLO!! I WISH YOU ALL A HAPPY 9/11 :-) Celebrate nicely! Take care, MERRY
9/11 EVERYONE!! MERRY 9/11! 00100kissmyass 3 weeks ago Abbot63 3 weeks ago
Still, I can't forget this horror, I can't forget the innocents who werw killed in the name of
one god: Allah. I ask, is moral or ethical to build a mosque in this sacred place? Nothing
more to say. My support to the families of the victims of the islamic terrorism. We can't
forget. Abbot63 3 weeks ago yuberni 3 weeks ago I was there that day and the smell is so
vivid in me...I still feel that thick smoke However lost a loved one or was NYC on that
particular day knows what a horrible morning it was there are no words to explain! Sept
11 was an unforgrtable day.I just wish there was something built @ Ground Zero..it still
looks so empty!! A constant reminder of what we've lost and we cant get back!! yuberni
3 weeks ago eristars 3 weeks ago @yuberni do you feel the vivid smell of the thick smoke
of the death millions of Iraqi civilians LOL eristars 3 weeks ago misaraic 3 weeks ago
konacno da se i amerima nesto dogodi misaraic 3 weeks ago Ogr58 3 weeks ago
@journeyfan01 FUCK you!!! God damn musilum shit! If I knew where you lived I'd kill
you myself! Ogr58 3 weeks ago MrKaleb777 3 weeks ago We all need to remember all
the people who died that day. There were alot of kids, mothers, dads, brothers, sisters
who lost someone that day. People who post hate messages about that day, need to grow
a heart. What if it was your loved one. Lets NEVER I mean NEVER forget. I know I
won't. I lived in New York, I was at the World Trade Center in 2000. It's heart breaking
to know this happen in our country. Americans we need to stick together and put GOD
back in this country. MrKaleb777 3 weeks ago IBenGetiner 3 weeks ago @MrKaleb777
Enough of your passive bull-jive. This kind of talk will get us all killed. Do you
understand that? It is time for WAR. To the last man woman & child. Bring our full
nuclear power to bear. First vaporize Mecca & their unholy temple there. Then the
others. ALL of them. Let them ALL be wiped clean from the ledger of humanity. I will
vote for the first man woman or child that will make this a reality. THIS is where Adolph
Hitlers come from. Believe that because it's going to HAPPEN IBenGetiner 3 weeks ago
MrKaleb777 3 weeks ago @IBenGetiner O i do believe we need to have an all out war.
Bomb them and be done with it. It wont happen with the kind of goverment we have.
Man needs to take over and make it happen. MrKaleb777 3 weeks ago eristars 3 weeks
ago Sep. 11 LOOOL...how many innocent people were killed in the past hundred of
years by naturally criminal and pervert whites? I can't wait to see more sep11s in the
very near future eristars 3 weeks ago zalogonzo 3 weeks ago QUE CHINGUE A SU
MADRE OSAMA BIN LADEN ASI COMO FELIPE CALDERON zalogonzo 3 weeks
ago jezabel69 3 weeks ago newjourney....are those exteemist comments supposed to
provoke a reaction? jezabel69 3 weeks ago Richboy219 3 weeks ago Not to sound mean
or racist, which im NOT but im just glad that majority of the 9/11 victims were mostly
white people. Yeah...yeah...i already know some fucking white person is gonna read this
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comment and get offended and start lashing out racist remarks at me like the "typical
white person" but hey, im just being real and honest and speaking my mind. So go ahead,
feel free to bitch at me with whatever's on your mind cuz i don't give a fuck! Richboy219
3 weeks ago MrKirby95 3 weeks ago WHO THE FUCK HAVE THE IDEA TO MAKE
THE FIRST LIKE ON THIS VIDEOS?! Thats not funny thats a real catastrophe! This
is terrible. Make don´t like or you anjoy this video?!!!! MrKirby95 3 weeks ago
JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago @MrKirby95 EXACTLY!! I was wondering that myself!!
JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago Zigej 3 weeks ago Happy Sept 11th! ✈ ▌▌ Zigej 3 weeks ago
JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago This is a shame and should not have happened. Our species is
intelligent enough to not have to stoop to this level. JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago
newjourneyfanO1 3 weeks ago We Muslims celebrate the 9th anniversary of this victory
over evil American warmongers. Christians are even too scared to burn the Qur'an as
threatened in Florida!! Hahhaa! We have America over a barrel!!! Allahu Akbar!!! Victory
is sweet! Soon Park51 will be built near ground zero as further proof of Allah's might!
. ﺍﻝﺡﻡﺩ ﺍﻝﻝnewjourneyfanO1 3 weeks ago StefanRuzicka 3 weeks ago ﺃﺕﺏﺍﻉ ﻡﺡﻡﺩ ﺹﻝﻯ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ
@newjourneyfanO1 LOL you're so full of crap simply trying to get reactions.
StefanRuzicka 3 weeks ago MrKaleb777 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @newjourneyfanO1 newjourneyfan GOD will deal with you. When
you live your life in hell you will suffer. MrKaleb777 3 weeks ago eristars 3 weeks ago
@MrKaleb777 God will deal with you too for slavery, colonialism and imperialism...you
will suffer in hell forever eristars 3 weeks ago MrKaleb777 3 weeks ago @eristars I didnt
put people in slavery man did. Men have free will something that you do not understand.
And no I will not suffer in hell. My place is already picked out in Heaven. MrKaleb777 3
weeks ago mashmush1 3 weeks ago @newjourneyfanO1 you muslims you are just
terrorists and there is nothing to be proud,you hate american but you are using theire
language,close,weopen and money.you are a clean bullsheet. mashmush1 3 weeks ago
mashmush1 3 weeks ago @newjourneyfanO1 mashmush1 3 weeks ago eristars 3 weeks
ago @newjourneyfanO1 there are some 'black' christians who celebrate it too...real
martyrs are those who did it!!!!!! eristars 3 weeks ago MrKaleb777 3 weeks ago
@newjourneyfanO1 Allah is not real. Understand that all of you people are brainwashed.
It's sad that your goverment controls you. You do not know what life is about.
MrKaleb777 3 weeks ago IBenGetiner 3 weeks ago 7 @JoeyJr702 But you presuppose
that because we all have two arms and two legs and walk erect like a man that we are all
human... That is where you are very, very wrong. If you cannot by now see that
difference, then you are hopelessly lost. ‘Humans’ do not blow up school bussed full of
children. No matter WHAT their grievances. Nor do they fly hi-jacked airliners full of
terrified people into buildings full of "the enemy". You know this to be true, so quit
fooling yourself with exact definitions. IBenGetiner 3 weeks ago 7 JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago
@IBenGetiner Your response is further proof that our species is doomed. You can't be
civil for a moment, therefore you lash-out over a posting? So sad you are. It's people like
you that contribute to war and misery. So was it even human to lash-out at Iraq... even
though Iraq clearly had nothing to do with this tragic event. Did you support the U.S.
troops that were fooled into blowing-up residential zones, schools, childeren, families and
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places of employment in Iraq? You DO NOT fool me, JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago
TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago 2 @JoeyJr702 There is a time for peace... and there is a time
for war. And that kind of thinking has gotten us through some times where if YOU were
in control, you'd be speaking German or you'd be a lamp shade. Get the picture?
TerraceYouth 3 weeks ago 2 JoeyJr702 3 weeks ago @TerraceYouth: Primitive man,
don't profess to me your shallow thoughts. You are clearly the same individual with
multiple channels on here with no photos, clicking the "thumbs-up" icon, through your
numerous channels. Giving your comments ratings. lol. Just because of what happened in
the past does not make it right. WAR IS TERROR. So just how long have you been
working for the enemy? Just like drob2112 typed about you. I rest my case. JoeyJr702 3
weeks ago ApocalypticRedIX 3 weeks ago " it was a military plane" hmm
ApocalypticRedIX 3 weeks ago lukasaltinchannel 3 weeks ago RIP all the victims of
9/11- 2001. lukasaltinchannel 3 weeks ago lulusu7 3 weeks ago I;AM NOT RACIST
BUT I UNDEsRTAND that war is as old as humanity i believe in nature and the
strongest should survive cut the crap for we all know that beyond the lies all muslims
deep inside wish to see america destroyed or replace by totalitarian regimes such as china
or iran... but but but ..i tell you all.... before that ever happens half of the earth will burn
and it wont be any muslims or evil , kingdom or dictatorship to replace the new rome
lulusu7 3 weeks ago 107324erik 3 weeks ago Today it is my b'day. 107324erik 3 weeks
ago jaspers31 3 weeks ago It's 9 years. Each time I review this tragedy my heart aches
with deep sorrow! :( jaspers31 3 weeks ago sk8erboy12334 3 weeks ago HAHA happy
9/11 love canada.. :) sk8erboy12334 3 weeks ago videogamepunk11 3 weeks ago
@sk8erboy12334 what the fuck are you laughing about? fuck you videogamepunk11 3
weeks ago sk8erboy12334 3 weeks ago @videogamepunk11 im laughing cause i hate
america.. and its gone to shit.. Have fun bucko sk8erboy12334 3 weeks ago MrKaleb777
3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @sk8erboy12334
Leave America if you hate it. No one tells you to be here. MrKaleb777 3 weeks ago
LetsPlayAlbe2905 3 weeks ago R.I.P Never again,Never Never Never...
LetsPlayAlbe2905
3
weeks
ago
zalogonzo
3
weeks
ago
HOLA
NORTEAMERICANOS,SOY MEXICANO Y AL IGUAL QUE USTEDES YO
TAMBIEN SUFRO AL VER ESTAS IMAGENES ME DUELE TANTO QUE AL
VERLAS LLORO,NO PUEDO CREER QUE HALLA GENTE TAN MALA PARA
HACER ESTO,DIOS BENDIGA A TODA LA GENTE QUE MURIO EN ESTOS
HECHOS Y LOS TENGA EN SU GLORIA,MIS RESPETOS PARA LA POLICIA Y
AL GOBIERNO NORTEAMERICANO,LAMENTABLEMENTE NO ME PUEDO
EXPRESAR DE MIS AUTORIDADES Y DE MI GOBIERNO ASI PORQUE NO SE
LO MERECEN zalogonzo 3 weeks ago Gulligatjajen 3 weeks ago Today it is 9 years ago
Gulligatjajen 3 weeks ago trusewiczjo91 3 weeks ago 9 Please stop with the conspiracy
theories. People have no respect for the feelings of others. It was a terrible tragedy.
trusewiczjo91 3 weeks ago 9 JosephineTiquet 3 weeks ago It's really weird why er today
somany "imortant" people ther coming, cause every moment there is a second attack!!
JosephineTiquet 3 weeks ago Taurus1047001 3 weeks ago 9 éve... :( Taurus1047001 3
weeks ago amxrtdket 3 weeks ago Happy Birthday amxrtdket 3 weeks ago jaggedxpulse 3
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weeks ago All of you people on here saying "Fuck America, America deserved this." are
grade-A fucking douche-bags. Whether or not America deserved this, the 3,000 people
who died that day did not. People were jumping, DIVING out of the windows. Can you
even imagine being that horror stricken and terrified that it would drive you to jump out
of a window? Think of all the families who lost people they loved. Have some respect.
RIP. Never forget. jaggedxpulse 3 weeks ago Sherrie54 3 weeks ago I still have such a hard
time with this, but i will agree with CariandKelsey you are so very right about having
tolerance.. something so many anymore do not have.. If we kept making the same
mistakes this could happen again and it could be worst.. i pray it never does again , that
all the lives that were lost that day were not in vain.. that we as a nation somehow did
learn something from all this. may they all rest in peace now. Sherrie54 3 weeks ago
TheCornholio713 3 weeks ago Was the government in on it? TheCornholio713 3 weeks
ago DynaistyDO 3 weeks ago oh my god xD oh my god oh my god ooh .. my ... god xD
DynaistyDO 3 weeks ago YorySesca 3 weeks ago The narrator is annoying. YorySesca 3
weeks ago CameronWasmund 3 weeks ago I wish what i was watching was some evil
country being attacked like all these people commenting on how they hate america are
seeing. But its not to me..its just some of the most depressing shit i've seen in my entire
life. CameronWasmund 3 weeks ago amxrtdket 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Did they die? amxrtdket 3 weeks ago amxrtdket 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Did they die? amxrtdket 3 weeks
ago lorddrope11 3 weeks ago the blame for all this goes to the mulsumanes they are a
scourge that had to exterminate Hitler and the Jews lorddrope11 3 weeks ago saintswhiz
3 weeks ago RIP, victims of 9-11. We will never forget you, or your loved ones. Our
hearts and prayers go out to you and your families. Oh, and to those of you who feel the
need to talk politics or say stupid things to get a reaction, shut up and get a life. Show
some respect for the 3,000 innocent people who lost their lives. saintswhiz 3 weeks ago
ThePete65 3 weeks ago Hey..happy Ramadan you sheep...Grab a rifle..Thank God for
GW. BUSH Could you imagine this with Gore or Obama as president.....You would be
kneeleing to the west.. NEVER FORGET ThePete65 3 weeks ago J95M81 3 weeks ago
show hide America has supported terrorists in Bosnia against Serb Christians. America is
the greatest terrorist country. Fuck America ! J95M81 3 weeks ago JURONO71 3 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @J95M81 You must be the
devil. JURONO71 3 weeks ago JURONO71 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @J95M81 You must be the devil. chicken shit! JURONO71 3
weeks ago sk8erboy12334 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Go to 5:33 you can see the plane and go to 6:58.. you can see someone jump on the
west side and at 7: 35 sk8erboy12334 3 weeks ago DanielAvilaAGT 3 weeks ago today
is September 11th. ;( at 10am-ish it will be 9 years ago that his event occurred. i think it
was governmental. if it really was the terrorist, then another one would have happened by
now. maybe the government payed them like the secret thingy .. you never know.
DanielAvilaAGT 3 weeks ago sk8erboy12334 3 weeks ago Go to 5:33 you can see the
plane and go to 6:58.. you can see someone jump on the west side sk8erboy12334 3
weeks ago sk8erboy12334 3 weeks ago Go to 5:33 you can see the plane sk8erboy12334
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3 weeks ago angg35 3 weeks ago Wow, very graphic video but at least it shows
everything that went on. RIP to everyone who died that day, never forgotten. <3 angg35
3 weeks ago Sims2moviemania 3 weeks ago What happened on September 11,2001 was
not fair AT ALL.And I am So sorry for everyone who had to go through that.
Sims2moviemania 3 weeks ago davekpenyong 3 weeks ago i may not be american but i
will pay my tributes the the people who died that day. i remeber i was 8 coming back
from school and watching it live with the building collapysing it was like a scary
movie.but i will be fare on this event this was a conspiracy from the us government
nothing more and going to iraq was irealivant davekpenyong 3 weeks ago NidalMalik 3
weeks ago !!!!!HAPPY 9/11!!!!!!! NidalMalik 3 weeks ago sk8erboy12334 3 weeks ago
@NidalMalik I love you.. read my comment (A) sk8erboy12334 3 weeks ago houstone29
3 weeks ago bush caused this well before him his dad remember that gulf war mr. bush if
they wouldnt messed around with them that would of never happend houstone29 3
weeks ago bigchiefmingingbolok 3 weeks ago islam and christianity can never co-exist.
bigchiefmingingbolok 3 weeks ago sk8erboy12334 3 weeks ago HAPPY 9/11 FUCKERS..
love canada sk8erboy12334 3 weeks ago dvelts15 3 weeks ago @sk8erboy12334 go burn
in hell, FUCKER. dvelts15 3 weeks ago sk8erboy12334 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @dvelts15 Lick my ass hole retard
sk8erboy12334 3 weeks ago ItsMyUs3rnam3 3 weeks ago RIP from Estonia. we shall
never forget it! ItsMyUs3rnam3 3 weeks ago KatharockzthepartyYO 3 weeks ago :'(
KatharockzthepartyYO 3 weeks ago MrOiManDudeGuy 3 weeks ago lol love the
background music :P MrOiManDudeGuy 3 weeks ago randman1980 3 weeks ago Fuck
Islam. Its a disgusting abomination that breeds hate and violence. Never forget.
randman1980 3 weeks ago 22muziklover 3 weeks ago @randman1980 it was the U.S.
goverments inside job and jews were involved too,.. not the muslims 22muziklover 3
weeks ago doctorbuckner 3 weeks ago 2 Brings back horrible memories,The ladie Crying
when the first tower fell sounded like my house at the same in Atlanta. Rest in Peace my
brothers and sisters of America. Remember! and also Remember that we havnt got the
Bastard that did this yet! But a small comfort is that the Baby that they had in this video
is probably 10 or 11 years old now, And it makes me feel hope that we will press on!
doctorbuckner 3 weeks ago 2 RioRams95 3 weeks ago its 9 years as of today Victims
who died in 9/11 you will never b forgotten RioRams95 3 weeks ago MrBman705 3
weeks ago 2 Amazing video record of this day. Still incredible to watch nine years later.
MrBman705 3 weeks ago 2 LastlyMore 3 weeks ago fake LastlyMore 3 weeks ago
LaraJade17 3 weeks ago @LastlyMore You're saying 9/11 is fake? Or this video is fake? I
can assure you that both of those assumptions are wrong. LaraJade17 3 weeks ago
LastlyMore 3 weeks ago @LaraJade17 its a elaborate hoax. LastlyMore 3 weeks ago
LaraJade17 3 weeks ago Comment removed LaraJade17 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @LastlyMore do you seriously believe that or are
you just trying to get attention? So many people died that day, and saying that it was all
fake is just disrespectful to everyone who died and all the family and friends of those
who died. LaraJade17 3 weeks ago davekpenyong 3 weeks ago @LastlyMore how da
fuck can u call it fake . this was live 9 years ago davekpenyong 3 weeks ago batboy700 3
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weeks ago @LastlyMore has anyone slaped u yet batboy700 3 weeks ago
InformityAffect 3 weeks ago On 9/11, 2977 innocent people were killed by 19 terrorists.
Since that day, over 104,000 innocent Iraqis and over 30,000 innocent afghans have died
from U.S retaliation, not to mention 4,404 U.S Forces in Iraq and 1,985 coalition forces in
Afghanistan. Out of all those innocent people. 23,000 confirmed kills of Iraqi insurgents
including suicide bombers and over 30,000 Taliban/Al-Qaeda forces in Afghanistan.
InformityAffect 3 weeks ago CariandKelsey 3 weeks ago 4 Tolerance: We all encounter
things in life that we dislike, or disagree with. But we must learn to tolerate those things
or else we will be hateful, miserable people. We must remember that we all share this
planet and if we don't learn to coexist, we will self destruct. Let's use this day to not only
remember those who died, but to remind ourselves that we must be tolerant of others
ideas and beliefs. We do not have to agree, but we must be tolerant or tragedies like this
will continue to occur. CariandKelsey 3 weeks ago 4 IBenGetiner 3 weeks ago
@CariandKelsey Things we do not like....??? I'm very sorry, but this so-called 'religion'
carries with it NOTHING but 900 years of hate, intolerance and violence. All the things
that our generations is supposed to stand up against. But because it is HARD to take a
stand, some of us do not know where to turn. Well, than might be fine when the bad guys
are exploding bombs in trucks under the WTC like they did when Clinton was president.
But when they actually come to get us.... it is time for war. IBenGetiner 3 weeks ago
ladyinred330 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Jason
Bermas has a gap in his teeth cause I punched a fuckin hole in his mouth... ladyinred330 3
weeks ago emmalovescesar 3 weeks ago For the Snitch Bitch. This is not for u. To give
sermons. Or talk about the soviet shit, this is a video put on so for individuals to
remember what occurred 9 years ago. Go give lessons of the soviet to 5th graders
emmalovescesar 3 weeks ago 22muziklover 3 weeks ago u know whats weird?..go to
google translate and translate aids into yiddish, copy and paste it, then translate it from
yiddish into english........very creppy 22muziklover 3 weeks ago THExoxostephxoxo 3
weeks ago Why do we have to argue at all? Thousands of loved ones were lost. It doesn't
matter in what country. THExoxostephxoxo 3 weeks ago emmalovescesar 3 weeks ago To
the. sNitch bitch! This is not for u to be teaching or giving sermons, on soviet shit this is
to see what had occurred 9 years ago. Go give lessons to the 5th graders emmalovescesar
3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago Sorry I just have to say this: DOUBLE PLANE
CRASH OMG !!! ar15expert 3 weeks ago LaraJade17 3 weeks ago @ar15expert Woah.
You actually just said sorry!! Is that like the first time ever in your hateful life?
LaraJade17 3 weeks ago mynarutouchiha01 3 weeks ago @ar15expert it wasnt a crash, it
was planned!!!! double planned! mynarutouchiha01 3 weeks ago kiwicotton 3 weeks ago
@ar15expert You are incredibly disrespectful and should be ashamed of yourself.
kiwicotton 3 weeks ago tomspy77 3 weeks ago This video is both fascinating and scary,
thank you for sharing it, we will never forget this event for the rest of our lives RIP....
The smoke and debris cloud from this vantage point is almost like a force all it's own...
tomspy77 3 weeks ago Hardhits94 3 weeks ago Wow bush fucked up real good any ways
may the people who have their lives that day we honor you all Hardhits94 3 weeks ago
imyouritalianlover 3 weeks ago May everyone we lost rest in peace. Gone but not
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forgotten. <3 Hopefully others will look past all of our differences and at least respect
them. imyouritalianlover 3 weeks ago knowandresearch 3 weeks ago if you look at the
building hit you see the hole the "wing" made going from one side of the main hole that
the plane body made. if you look to the right there is no hole from where the left wing
should be at... not saying that this is a conspiracy theory just observing.
knowandresearch 3 weeks ago TheAllan36 3 weeks ago 12 Hi there i went to new york
last year 2009. an saw the ground zero! im from australia an i v never been so shocked in
all of my life! i visted ground zero an i was crying all day! may all the USA please know
that our country was thinking of you at that time! R.I.P! 3000+ :( TheAllan36 3 weeks
ago 12 PuchiChii9 3 weeks ago Sorry That was a tragic day for all of us...* PuchiChii9 3
weeks ago jtyiluo 3 weeks ago 3 it stills hurts to see this my best friends dad was on the
108th floor who perished when the south tower fell she was in 3rd grade at the time and
found out at school she has nightmares every9/11 and all i can do is try to comfort her but
when she crys all i can do is cry to my heart goes out to all those people who lost their
loved ones friends or even a neighbor! for i can see what there going through! Gone but
never forgotten Remember 9/11/2001 jtyiluo 3 weeks ago 3 JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks
ago @jtyiluo i fucked your mom to comfort her JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago
LaraJade17 3 weeks ago @jtyiluo I'm so sorry for your friend :'( LaraJade17 3 weeks ago
amboyznikka96 3 weeks ago push it to the limit amboyznikka96 3 weeks ago cobalt100 3
weeks ago Osama binLadin said that this was retaliation for Bill Clinton's attempt to
assassinate him in Afghanistan. Clinton sent dozens of Tomahawk missiles but bin Ladin
rose up and directed his minions to assassinate and kill Americans. cobalt100 3 weeks ago
PuchiChii9 3 weeks ago Thank you for sharing. That a tragic day that was for all of us...
PuchiChii9 3 weeks ago bigtimerushrocks007 3 weeks ago Muslims don't hate America. It
was in their bible it said to fight to show their beliefs. So Osama Bin Laden decided to
knock the towers down. But some looney muslims were dancing when they fell Really
sad bigtimerushrocks007 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago @bigtimerushrocks007 OH
HERE WE HAVE A FUCKING SCHOLAR OF RELIGIOUS TEXT. PLEASE
EXPLAIN TO US SIR WHY MUSLIMS APPEAR TO BE VIOLENT SUBHUMANS,
BUT SOMEHOW, ACCORDING TO YOU, THEY ARE NOT? ARE YOU A
WIZARD? I WILL AWAIT YOUR REPLY WITH ANTICIPATION. ar15expert 3
weeks ago ApterRapter927 3 weeks ago Now obama wanta a muslim temple near ground
zero ApterRapter927 3 weeks ago ThePeacebaker 3 weeks ago 34 Happy anniversary
Mr. Bush! This was really not necessary... ThePeacebaker 3 weeks ago 34
onehotrunnerchick 3 weeks ago 2 @ThePeacebaker take your political views and jump
out a window. 9/11 is NOT about consipiracy. 9/11 is about the loss of innocent lives
and in general the loss of the innocence of the American people, at large. go spout off on a
political forum. as for HERE? show some RESPECT for the dead and their families and
just shaddup already... you want to know what's REALLY unnecessary? people using a
tragedy to further political propoganda and B.S. that...is what is TRULY unnecessary
onehotrunnerchick 3 weeks ago 2 randman1980 3 weeks ago @ThePeacebaker are you
seriously trying to blame this on GWB? You disgust me you miserable piece of shit.
randman1980 3 weeks ago HoneyMooney333 3 weeks ago I watch this in my Science
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class n we all cry T^T HoneyMooney333 3 weeks ago Nat4ever3 3 weeks ago Im 14, I
was in Preschool when this happened. I remember the day it happened and when it
happened. I remember the day I got home from school and watched my mom cry and
watched the news. I cried cuz i was scared then. Now I watch this video and it makes me
bawl Nat4ever3 3 weeks ago Duffbeer99 3 weeks ago My heart goes out to all the people
who lost their lives. New York stay strong. Duffbeer99 3 weeks ago JimmyDasnitch92 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam WAHHHHH A PLANE
HIT A TOWER WAHHHHHHHHHWAHHHHH A PLANE HIT A TOWER
WAHHHHHHHHHWAHHHHH
A
PLANE
HIT
A
TOWER
WAHHHHHHHHHWAHHHHH
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WAHHHHHHHHHWAHHHHH JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago I3utthole 3 weeks ago
9/11 = U.S government inside job, cry more America while waving your stupid American
flag. I3utthole 3 weeks ago 22muziklover 3 weeks ago @I3utthole finally someone who
opened their eyes to the truth 22muziklover 3 weeks ago MrCantThinkOfAName 3
weeks ago At the beginning, am i hearing a heartbeat? MrCantThinkOfAName 3 weeks
ago ilovefriedclams 3 weeks ago I'm a 17 year old (3rd grade on 9/11/01), male, varsity
athelete and this still almost makes my cry when I see this. ilovefriedclams 3 weeks ago
Tu0mas78 3 weeks ago Comment removed Tu0mas78 3 weeks ago still this feels so
unreal... Tu0mas78 3 weeks ago 1564mauricio 3 weeks ago Where are the responsables
for this horrible disaster ? War is over, Saddan is dead, many American lifes were wasted
and Al Qaeda still there. 1564mauricio 3 weeks ago gert35tr 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @eggsaladinthetub they should all burn in hell
forever gert35tr 3 weeks ago ariana123123123 3 weeks ago 9 Years ago this happend! i
remember that day and i was only 5 years old when it happend.but i still remember, me in
my kindergarden class and my mom comeing to pick me and my cousin up early because
she was scared... sad day! :( ariana123123123 3 weeks ago TRAGEDY623 3 weeks ago if
anyone has any respect for those who have died you will have a moment of silence at
8:46 when the north tower was first hit and at 9:03 when the south tower was first hit.
Please take at least a minute to thank those who died and for those who survived on this
tragic day 9 years ago. TRAGEDY623 3 weeks ago JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago
@TRAGEDY623 ill cum in your moms vagina at 8:46 and your moms anus at 9:03
JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago TRAGEDY623 3 weeks ago @JimmyDasnitch92 way to
respect the conuntry you dumb waste of space TRAGEDY623 3 weeks ago
JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago @TRAGEDY623 way to suck obamas muslim dick
JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago MrDovvla 3 weeks ago We remember. We mourn. From
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Russia... MrDovvla 3 weeks ago JWTraynham1 3 weeks ago @MrDovvla Good
comment sir. JWTraynham1 3 weeks ago MrDovvla 3 weeks ago @JWTraynham1 God
bless and keep America, and also Russia MrDovvla 3 weeks ago Iluvmusicandsugar 3
weeks ago @eggsaladinthetub Nevertheless, 3,000 innocent lives were lost. So stop telling
people to stop crying. Because some of them might have actually lost family or loved
ones. I'm pretty sure you'd react the same if that happened to you, so shut up.
Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago @Iluvmusicandsugar i
hope your mother was in that tower JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago ytrmr 3 weeks ago
REBUILD ytrmr 3 weeks ago iluvny3000 3 weeks ago 2 9 years later and the pain is just
as bad as that day. T_T iluvny3000 3 weeks ago 2 Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago
@TheMctrollin You have psychological problems. And one more thing, FUCK YOU!
Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago deathmetal925 3 weeks ago Every single time I see an
airplane or board a flight I think of the morning of 9/11. That day changed this country
forever. Never forget those we lost on this day. Life is short live it the best way you can.
deathmetal925 3 weeks ago NCBSiPodTech 3 weeks ago Ok egg salad leaves then we get
another set of dicks. You people causin all this fighting is exactly the opposite to wat you
call peace. Ur religion is ur own quit bitchin about it NCBSiPodTech 3 weeks ago
NightAire 3 weeks ago Thank you for posting this powerful and personal video. We will
never forget. NightAire 3 weeks ago XCookiepantsX 3 weeks ago speechless... r.i.p <3
XCookiepantsX 3 weeks ago CariandKelsey 3 weeks ago 23 This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Why can't we all just be atheist? Christian, Muslim, Jewish,
black, white or purple. I don’t care. This was a tragic event and on this day I will be
thinking of all of the people who lost their lives, their families and the children who grew
up without their mothers and fathers all because of the complete and utter ignorance and
intolerance of others. CariandKelsey 3 weeks ago 23 CdubHD 3 weeks ago 7:34 guy
jumps CdubHD 3 weeks ago JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago @CdubHD government
officials pushed him out after his life insurance claim was passed JimmyDasnitch92 3
weeks ago Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago @mamasboy761 9/11 duh read the title
Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago Colten95 3 weeks ago I find it amusing that the WTC was
never a liked building and people thought it was ugly, yet after 9/11 you have all these
people going "Oh it was such a beautiful building!" or "It has always been a symbol of
America!" Colten95 3 weeks ago Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago @ar15expert People like
you deserve nothing in this world. And I bet your a loner, and not even your parents love
you. Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago immikeurnot 3 weeks ago At 11:52 - the moment we
knew. immikeurnot 3 weeks ago amyrosemaire 3 weeks ago i can't believe it's 9 years
today since that happened......i poor sorry 4 the people that have lost their life's and so
sad 4 their family :( amyrosemaire 3 weeks ago gunjacK66 3 weeks ago This happened
because of the f@#ing Jews! Jews are to blame this. gunjacK66 3 weeks ago
RamenXBaka 3 weeks ago @gunjacK66 wow really go write a blog not here this is for
sympathies for those who parrieshed go join a hate thread RamenXBaka 3 weeks ago
22muziklover 3 weeks ago @gunjacK66 yeah 22muziklover 3 weeks ago Waldo8spot 3
weeks ago I lost my brother there rip Jimmy Waldo8spot 3 weeks ago gibb1991 3 weeks
ago @Waldo8spot I'm so sorry for your loss. May peace and happiness come to you and
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your family. God Bless. gibb1991 3 weeks ago hohadave 3 weeks ago this is horrible! it
almost looks like a movie :'( i wish i was a couple years older when this happened to
understand whats going on! my dad was in the bilding right next to it ! he never told me
what happened .. RIP 911 hohadave 3 weeks ago XRISTOSUNIT 3 weeks ago R.I.P
FROM CYPRUS AND GREECE.. :( XRISTOSUNIT 3 weeks ago Iluvmusicandsugar 3
weeks ago @ar15expert Go to hell shitbag Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago mikeangel2420
3 weeks ago Why is the part where the 2nd plane hits edited? It looks like it should be on
the tape but right before it hits the tape cuts out for a spit sec. IDK Ive seen this video a
few times and still dont get that. RIP to everyone we lost that day. mikeangel2420 3
weeks ago aloy120 3 weeks ago It freaks me out to see thousands of innocent lives loss in
this 26minute video clip Lets us all not put blame on any religion/race/culture. Mutual
respect please ! aloy120 3 weeks ago zgarner2 3 weeks ago I can't even begin to
comprehend the horror that the people in the towers felt on on this day. The worst part
to me is watching the towers collapse knowing that there were still lives in that building
that could've made it out but instead their lives were taken away instantly. GOD BLESS
ALL OF THE FAMILIES AFFECTED BY THIS TRAGIC DAY. zgarner2 3 weeks ago
RamenXBaka 3 weeks ago 3 All of you stop fighting! Spreading the hate isn't going to fix
what happened. Not all Muslims are bad. Do you not realize this happens everyday in
the Middle East because of radical extremist? This video was put up for comments of
sympathy for the family's who lost loved ones on 9/11, if you hate Islam so much go
write on a blog somewhere not here, not now because that is just rude and uncalled for,
this is not a bout them its about the people who perished there RamenXBaka 3 weeks
ago 3 JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam More americans deserved to die, its a shame they didn't. This is the irony of the
american ego. If America attacks another country they deserved it and the comments
commence and are accepted BUT if anyone attacks america and comments about it, they
are being pussies about it JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @JimmyDasnitch92 Thumbs up
eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago xPliczz 3 weeks ago @JimmyDasnitch92 There were no
troopers in the wtc , they only killed Working ppl xPliczz 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3
weeks ago @JimmyDasnitch92 Oh? Just regular folks going to work in New York so
they can provide for their families deserved to die? A few hundred miles from your very
similar cities full of very similar (nearly indistinguishable actually) citizens who were also
on their way to work? I'm not so sure I understand your point but maybe you can fill us
in. ar15expert 3 weeks ago Colten95 3 weeks ago @JimmyDasnitch92 It is like that with
every country, not just America... Colten95 3 weeks ago 22muziklover 3 weeks ago
@JimmyDasnitch92 i luv u 22muziklover 3 weeks ago JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago
@22muziklover u 2 babe JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago mrandmrscolbert 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @JimmyDasnitch92 YOU ARE A
DISGRACE TO HUMAN KIND! mrandmrscolbert 3 weeks ago Iluvmusicandsugar 3
weeks ago @JimmyDasnitch92 Excuse you? Why did you send that comment to me,
when I've said nothing to you whatsoever?! And not all Americans are bad, just like not
all Muslims are bad. And why are you wishing for innocent people to die? You have
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issues. Go to hell. Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago alprazolam710 3 weeks ago man i love
america....people are so nice here compared to the rest of the world....but my parents are
from india(sikh) and I wear a turbin… i feel like people look at me weird mistaking me for
a muslim...yet most muslims dont wear turbins in america…kinda sucks man.... im
american..... alprazolam710 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago @alprazolam710 Many
Americans (especially in big cities) know the difference. Americans love Indians, Sikhs,
and many others! Most of us hate muslims though, except for the suicidal dumbshit
liberals. ar15expert 3 weeks ago itsbrad212 3 weeks ago Rest in peace. Moments like
these, however tragic they are, bring us closer together as a country. itsbrad212 3 weeks
ago DaMostEnigmatic 3 weeks ago I was a senior in HS when this occurred, shocking day
DaMostEnigmatic 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago @merkfools13 The funny
thing is I never insulted the people who died. Only those who can't stand strong in their
self. eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam It truly is sad what happen that day, what upsets me the
most is that the explosion wasn't greater. JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago GLS2010 3
weeks ago I remember this day like it was yesterday. I was 9 years old in 4th grade. Now
im 18 in college. I can't believe its been 9 years, half my life. I am blessed that my two
uncles made it out safe. God bless all the victims and their families. Never forget.
GLS2010 3 weeks ago viewstew 3 weeks ago Am I the only one who finds it oddly
moving that there are childrens' songs playing in the background? You can hear THIS
OLD MAN, etc., as we're watching this horror unfold... viewstew 3 weeks ago
JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam It
truly is sad what happen that day, what upsets me the most is that the explosion wasn't
greater. JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago @CrixRonnie3 I
agree with LaraJade17, but I have one more thing to say to you, GO TO HELL!
Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam It truly is sad what happen that day, what upsets me the
most is that the explosion wasn't greater. JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3
weeks ago @JimmyDasnitch92 Well don't wish for TOO much destruction south of the
border. Without the USA Canada would pretty much be nothing. You are our hat. Our
accessory. We're glad to have you around sometimes but you are mostly worthless. We
could take you or leave you. You give us a few good laughs now and then. But this
relationship is not balanced. Without us you are nothing. So don't wish too hard there
buddy. Now run along and pay some taxes and watch your government TV stations or
something. ar15expert 3 weeks ago JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago @ar15expert do you
still think America is still a super power, China could buy your ass and the world will be
fine. JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago @JimmyDasnitch92 If
China could buy the USA then where does that leave you? ar15expert 3 weeks ago
JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago @ar15expert a better world with cheap goods, more food
and less pollution JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago
@JimmyDasnitch92 More like, desparate, unable to feed or defend yourselves, no allies
in the world except a few weak links far across the ocean. Stop living in a dreamland.
Canada and the USA aren't that different, and the big difference is that Canada is basically
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useless with no real record of achievement. You are best known for hanging out in our
back yard while we deal with the big mean world for you. You're welcome buddy.
ar15expert 3 weeks ago JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago @ar15expert Americans are
known for being pussies when a tiny little plane hits a tiny little tower and 1/100 of
america dies. Go cry me a river, then use that water to put any other towers that are on
fire out JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago 2 @JimmyDasnitch92
2,977 innocent civilians died in a single incident. If this happened in your dumbshit
country, not only would you be mourning and upset, you wouldn't have the balls to come
down from your stoner high long enough to mount an attack on anything. HAHAHAH
you are worthless. Nice try though seriously. ar15expert 3 weeks ago 2 JWTraynham1 3
weeks ago @ar15expert I agree with most of your comments bud. But you do realize that
you are reasoning with idiots for the most part. JWTraynham1 3 weeks ago
JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago @JWTraynham1 > American > call other people idiots
hahaha oh wow JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago Terminator636 3 weeks ago
@JimmyDasnitch92 fuck you're an insensitive asshole. Im Australian. Sure, America may
not be the most liked country, but thats no reason to call an entire country pussies. You
are a huge faggot. 3000 people lost their lives, and you're trying to justify that.
Terminator636 3 weeks ago TRAGEDY623 3 weeks ago @Terminator636 thank you
TRAGEDY623 3 weeks ago JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago @Terminator636 3000
JEWS that escaped isreal died, nothing of value was lost JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago
Terminator636 3 weeks ago @JimmyDasnitch92 Any human that died that day, was one
too many. It was because of stupid religion extremists trying to force their bullshit down
the throats of others. Go die in a hole, then their will be no value lost. Terminator636 3
weeks ago JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago @Terminator636 so christianity should be
forced on everyone and islam die? JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago JimmyDasnitch92 3
weeks ago @ar15expert it wouldn't happen because America is the most hated country in
the world And we wouldn't turn into instant pussies like America. I hope the "freedom
tower" gets bombed too JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago Vanhalenarmy5150 3 weeks ago
@JimmyDasnitch92 First off ocma muhamund holita merits, were not the most hated,
were the mosted bullied, We keep letting people come in to our country and tell us O U
should force religion on every one and burn the people that eat the poo poo! No enough
is enough, fix your own damn country before u talk shit on us, if u live in the us, please,
take your bombs in a cave and blow yourself up Vanhalenarmy5150 3 weeks ago
JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago @Vanhalenarmy5150 our countries fine, no tower attacks
here JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago @JimmyDasnitch92
Canada's mediocrity saves the day! ar15expert 3 weeks ago JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks
ago @ar15expert AND OUR TOWERS :D JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3
weeks ago @JimmyDasnitch92 Make more sense. ar15expert 3 weeks ago JWTraynham1
3 weeks ago @ar15expert Well put sir! JWTraynham1 3 weeks ago FunkyHazelNutz 3
weeks ago @JimmyDasnitch92 China is actually doing millitary training with Russia =D
it's pretty awesome. If those two melted togheter FunkyHazelNutz 3 weeks ago
JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago @FunkyHazelNutz :D JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago
imyouritalianlover 3 weeks ago @JimmyDasnitch92 TROLLOLOLOLOLOLOLOL.
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imyouritalianlover 3 weeks ago JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago @imyouritalianlover
NEVAR GUNNA GIVE YOU UP JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago imyouritalianlover 3
weeks ago @JimmyDasnitch92 damn, wish you would. imyouritalianlover 3 weeks ago
FunkyHazelNutz 3 weeks ago @imyouritalianlover In Soviet Russia, buildings fly into
airplane. FunkyHazelNutz 3 weeks ago imyouritalianlover 3 weeks ago
@FunkyHazelNutz in soviet russia, towers fall up. imyouritalianlover 3 weeks ago
JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago @imyouritalianlover IN SOVIET RUSSIA AMERICA
BOMB YOU... oh wait that everywhere JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago
imyouritalianlover 3 weeks ago @JimmyDasnitch92 in soviet russia, they bomb
themselves so america doesn't have to. imyouritalianlover 3 weeks ago imyouritalianlover
3 weeks ago @JimmyDasnitch92 in soviet russia, people don't waste their time starting
arguments on videos not particularly concerning them. imyouritalianlover 3 weeks ago
JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago @imyouritalianlover in soviet russia THEY have no
money JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago FunkyHazelNutz 3 weeks ago
@imyouritalianlover In Soviet Russia, arguments starts you! FunkyHazelNutz 3 weeks
ago JWTraynham1 3 weeks ago @JimmyDasnitch92 Whew! Thanks dude. Now I have a
legitimate reason to hate Canada.. Small minded huh? Thats your same logic pal.
JWTraynham1 3 weeks ago JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago @JWTraynham1 Just like
America Baby, Just like America JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago GenesisWidick 3 weeks
ago 15 @gert35tr Religion can drive people to do anything. That is why I stay away from
it. GenesisWidick 3 weeks ago 15 gert35tr 3 weeks ago @GenesisWidick i just lost faith
gert35tr 3 weeks ago righteousrun 3 weeks ago no looking to blame for comfort no
searching desperately for reasons no convincing anyone of anything other than this
happened. this is the truth. this happened. any human's reaction, including all of the
commenters' here, are a part of that truth. we must take this world as it is, and work
towards peace and love. righteousrun 3 weeks ago Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago
@LaraJade17 Wow. Very well said! Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks
ago @amar13371 No thanks you filthy animal. I will not be doing anything with your
book of death besides burning as many copies as I can find. Islam is a death cult with no
love or tolerance for others. Islam has caused more misery than any other single force in
the history of civilization (if you can grant Muslim apes this much credit). Get lost
faggot. ar15expert 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago @ar15expert Ignorance at
it's best. eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago @eggsaladinthetub I agree.
You are pretty fucking stupid. Well I guess this means I win since you've got nothin.
Later, queer. XD ar15expert 3 weeks ago amar13371 3 weeks ago @ar15expert than dont
talk about islam if you dont know anything about it, and burning quran you can never do
it and i advise you to respect it because its the words of ALLAH and whoever disrespect
the words of ALLAH, Verly ALLAH IS THE MOSE HIGH AND WILL PUNISH THE
DISBEIVERS WHO DISBEILEVE IN HIM AND IN HIS WORDS, SO REPENT TO
ALLAH, INDEEN ALLAH IS THE ALL FORGIVIN AND THE ALL MERCIFUL.
amar13371 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago @amar13371 HAHAHA, ALLAH IS A
CHILD RAPING NIGGER FAGGOT AND SO ARE YOU. ARE YOU MAD NOW?
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA I LOVE IT! YOU ARE SO BLIND AND WORTHLESS.
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A SHELL OF A HUMAN BEING. HAVE A COKE AND A SMILE YOU DUMB
NIGGER. I WILL BURN EVERY SINGLE QURAN I FIND. I HAVE BEEN
ORDERING THEM FROM EVERY SOURCE POSSIBLE. EVERY QURAN
BURNED MEANS A LITTLE LESS HATRED AND EVIL IN THE WORLD!
HAHAHA! YOUR RELIGION IS TRUELY GREAT IF WE WILL BE "PUNISHED"
FOR NOT PARTICIPATING. GET IN LINE SO WE CAN KILL YOU NEXT
ar15expert 3 weeks ago amar13371 3 weeks ago @ar15expert You are mad at your self,
why are you pissing yourself, all is said is that Islam means submission to ALLAH THE
ONENESS GOD, we have to invite people to ther right religion and if you dont like it
you dont have to talk back. Islam means peace and we deal with people peacfully and it
is our duty to do so, because prophet of ALLAH muhammad peace be upon him did it.
amar13371 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago @amar13371 YOU SPECIFICALLY
SAID THAT ALLAH WILL PUNISH THOSE WHO DO NOT BELIEVE IN HIM !!!
TOO LATE FAGGOT !!! NICE TRY THOUGH !!! ALLAH IS A FIGMENT OF
YOUR TWISTED, MISGUIDED, AND WEAK PERSONALITY. SPOILER: YOU
WILL DIE MISERABLE AND YOUR PRECIOUS GOD DOES NOT EXIST. YOUR
LIFE IS MOSTLY A WASTE. HAHAHA THIS IS FUNNY TO ME. FUCK ISLAM.
FUCK ALLAH. AND FUCK YOU. GOOD DAY SIR. ar15expert 3 weeks ago
LaraJade17 3 weeks ago @ar15expert You're saying he will die miserably? I know for a
fact that I wouldn't be able to live with myself knowing I had said some of the things
you've said. So please, for all of our sakes, just go away and live in your hateful world.
LaraJade17
3
weeks
ago
ar15expert
3
weeks
ago
@LaraJade17
HAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAAAAAAAAAA
!!!!!!!
FIVE
ALARM
POLITICALLY CORRECT DUMBSHIT LADY ALERT! ISLAM WILL RAPE YOUR
PUSSY AND MURDER YOU. I WILL ONLY USE SOME BAD WORDS AND
LAUGH A BIT. ONE OF THESE THINGS IS EVIL. AND THE OTHER IS JUST
ANNOYING. YOU'LL FIGURE IT OUT IF YOU TRY LONG ENOUGH LADY.
ar15expert 3 weeks ago LaraJade17 3 weeks ago @ar15expert Wow. I wonder what the
hell has happened in your twisted life to make you the hateful person you are. Someone
break your heart, awwww?! LaraJade17 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago
@LaraJade17 HAHAHAHAHAHAH !!!!!!! IS THAT THE BEST YOU GOT?
HAHAHAHAHAHA. WELL I GUESS I WIN THEN. SCRAM, BLEEDER. ar15expert
3 weeks ago LaraJade17 3 weeks ago @ar15expert Oh haha, hilarious. And seriously stop
with the capitals, you're going to break your keyboard. LaraJade17 3 weeks ago
amar13371 3 weeks ago @ar15expert and to you sir, but remember that we all going to
taste death, and there is day of judgment, and we will be resurrected and at end there is
paradise and ther is hellfire. peaple of paradise will be in it fore ever and people of
hellfirer will be in it forever, may ALLAH guide everybody and to the right path. Amen
amar13371 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago @amar13371 Ok let's assume for one
moment that I am interested in any of this horse shit: Prove it. Go ahead. I'll wait.
ar15expert 3 weeks ago amar13371 3 weeks ago @ar15expert wat is your religion, do
believe in anything? amar13371 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago @amar13371
Atheist. ar15expert 3 weeks ago LaraJade17 3 weeks ago @ar15expert Oh good job, you
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took my advice and stopped with the capitals. Claps for you. LaraJade17 3 weeks ago
ar15expert 3 weeks ago @LaraJade17 OH SHIT I KNEW I WAS FORGETTING
SOMETHING. NOW GET OFF MY INTERWEB PAGE SCREENS LADY. Just
kidding you can stay. ar15expert 3 weeks ago LaraJade17 3 weeks ago @ar15expert Stop
calling me lady, and its a free country, I'm allowed to be here. LaraJade17 3 weeks ago
ar15expert 3 weeks ago @LaraJade17 As long as it's not a Muslim country, right?
Otherwise you would have the shit kicked out of you, your face caved in, your clit cut
off, and you would be stuffed into a 1985 Mercedes-Benz 300TD and dumped in a roadside ditch. But yes, since our society is not based on muslim principles, you are allowed
to sit at your 13" MacBook and sound off. ar15expert 3 weeks ago LaraJade17 3 weeks
ago @ar15expert Hahahhahaha 13 inch MacBook? Seriously? You know nothing of my
life, and nothing of what I've been through. And I'm not Muslim. I'm not even American
for god sake! LaraJade17 3 weeks ago jubic 3 weeks ago @ar15expert May the Force be
with you, always. I meant it. jubic 3 weeks ago CariandKelsey 3 weeks ago 7
@ar15expert So I'm not the biggest fan of Islam either, but burning the Koran and using
the N word is surely no way to abolish hate in a world that we all share. Let's not stoop
down to that level. CariandKelsey 3 weeks ago 7 ar15expert 3 weeks ago
@CariandKelsey THE N WORD IS SATURATED IN THE MEDIA. GO COMPLAIN
TO THEM. AND BURNING THE QURAN IS ABSOLUTELY APPROPRIATE.
THEY WOULD CUT OFF YOUR CLIT AND STUFF YOU IN A CLOSET IF THEY
HAD THE CHANCE. I WILL ONLY TELL SOME BAD JOKES AND MAYBE
FART. YOU CHOOSE WHICH IS WORSE PRINCESS. BYE SWEETIE. ar15expert 3
weeks ago CariandKelsey 3 weeks ago @ar15expert Thanks. And you're right. I am a
Princess..... and a sweetie. CariandKelsey 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago
@CariandKelsey Cool. :) ar15expert 3 weeks ago LaraJade17 3 weeks ago @ar15expert
Really? I mean seriously, you say the Qur'an is hateful and evil? Listen to what you just
said hypocrite. LaraJade17 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago @LaraJade17 WELL
HELLO THERE SWEETIE! HERE'S THE PROBLEM WITH YOUR DUMBSHIT
ASSERTION: I AM NOT A 1.57 BILLION STRONG DEATH CULT RESPONSIBLE
FOR THE VAST MAJORITY OF THE WORLD'S VIOLENCE, SUFFERING,
DEATH, RAPE, OPPRESSION, TYRANNY, AND TERRORISM. I AM JUST ONE
SMARTASS WITH A KEYBOARD. NICE TRY THOUGH, SPARKLE TITS.
ar15expert 3 weeks ago LaraJade17 3 weeks ago @ar15expert Don't call me sweetie. Oh,
and one religion could never be responsible for "ALL THE WORLD'S VIOLENCE,
SUFFERING, DEATH, RAPE, OPPRESSION, TYRANNY, AND TERRORISM".
Nice try though.. LaraJade17 3 weeks ago RamenXBaka 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I know you believe deeply in what your religion
is, I respect it and know not all muslims are to blame for what happened. But saying
something like that just makes the oppsoing people gear hatred towards you even more. I
hate what America's values have come to after 9/11 on people of the Muslim faith, what
they say is unfair and untruthful. To group peacful Islamic people together with radical
extremist Al-Qaida, is horrible, I just hope for one day where everywhere there's peace
RamenXBaka 3 weeks ago 22muziklover 3 weeks ago @ar15expert i can't wait to see ur
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face on the day of judgement when Allah stands infront of us, then u will believe when
it's too late 22muziklover 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago @22muziklover
HAHAHAHAHAHA !!!!!!! SPOILER: ALLAH DOESNT EXIST AND YOUR LIFE
IS BASICALLY WASTED. GOOD LUCK FAGGOT. ar15expert 3 weeks ago
22muziklover 3 weeks ago @ar15expert can u hear or see the future..NO... but u still
believe in it, right? 22muziklover 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago @22muziklover
GOOD ONE! YOU HAVE ME TOTALLY STUMPED NOW. WOW! JUST
KIDDING. HERES THE DEAL NIGGER: I HAVE BEEN ALIVE FOR
APPROXIMATELY 1,009,152,000 SECONDS. IT IS SAFE TO ASSUME THE
MORE WILL FOLLOW. THERE, YOUR EPIC BRAIN TEASER IS SOLVED. GET
LOST DUMBSHIT. PS: THERE IS NO ALLAH AND YOU WILL HAVE A
POINTLESS LIFE ar15expert 3 weeks ago 22muziklover 3 weeks ago @ar15expert of
course u think there is no Allah bcuz ur a lazy fatass that wont bother to do ur research
on anything, oh and ps - WRITING IN CAPS LOCK IS NOT THAT EXCITING ITS
JUST ANNOYING, and theres no point in calling everyone dumbshit ur just bringing
more hatred. 22muziklover 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago @22muziklover
Research? About a dumbshit idol who was dreamed up by some camel fuckers 2,000
years ago? Please tell me, what esteemed journal of science publishes findings that prove
the existance of Allah or anything your fuckwhit backwads boy-raping book says? And
don't point me towards something published by the government of Iran or some shit. You
lose. Good day sir. ar15expert 3 weeks ago JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago @ar15expert
my my someone looks mad JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago 22muziklover 3 weeks ago
@ar15expert Go To Hell, Oh Wait Ur Already There 22muziklover 3 weeks ago
ar15expert 3 weeks ago @22muziklover GOOD ONE! YOU WIN! AMAZING WHIT!
WOW ISLAM TAUGHT YOU WELL. GO SHIT IN YOUR HAT MISTER.
ar15expert 3 weeks ago 22muziklover 3 weeks ago @ar15expert пішов на хуй і вашої
родини ви знали шматок лайна 22muziklover 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago
@22muziklover OK THANKS FOR THE POINTERS DUMBSHIT. ar15expert 3
weeks ago kryptonianlover 3 weeks ago its crazy, i was 10 years old when this
happened, and sitting in my reading class when we watched this happened.
kryptonianlover 3 weeks ago JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago It truly is sad what happen
that day, what upsets me the most is that the explosion wasn't greater. JimmyDasnitch92
3 weeks ago Prev 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032) YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032) kryptonianlover 3 weeks ago its crazy, i
was 10 years old when this happened, and sitting in my reading class when we watched
this happened. kryptonianlover 3 weeks ago JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago It truly is
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sad what happen that day, what upsets me the most is that the explosion wasn't greater.
JimmyDasnitch92 3 weeks ago 125jonasbrothersfan 3 weeks ago wow i cant believe its
been 9 years, since this happen, i was only 4 years old tho, but R.I.P everyone who died
125jonasbrothersfan 3 weeks ago ohadrules 3 weeks ago this is horrible. just horrible
ohadrules 3 weeks ago GLS2010 3 weeks ago 9/11 isn't about religion. GLS2010 3 weeks
ago musicislifee96 3 weeks ago not tryna be part of fighting. but you guys should stop.
this was not anything to have drama over its in remembrance of the thousands of people
who lost their lives that day. so please take ur fighting somewhere else.. thx!
musicislifee96 3 weeks ago Rorona550 3 weeks ago September 11- AKA fuck you
muslim day sons of bitches fuck em! Rorona550 3 weeks ago NCBSiPodTech 3 weeks
ago If you want youtube to ban eggsalad for his shit thumb this up so he can leave this
alone and let people mourn in peace. If it gets a lot of thumbs up send a pic to youtubes
admin and hopefully he will b banned NCBSiPodTech 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3
weeks ago @NCBSiPodTech Thumbs up. eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub
3 weeks ago @NCBSiPodTech All aboard the hate thread! eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago
TheCrispyGirls 3 weeks ago Why does she seem so calm?! I wouldve been running
around everywhere... hahahah TheCrispyGirls 3 weeks ago RamenXBaka 3 weeks ago
All of you really need to stop fighting this is not what this video was put up for go blog
about your issues somewhere else this is dedicated to the people lost in 9/11 not a hate
thread RamenXBaka 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago Oh how cute, they're
team commenting my name. eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago skullgamer44 3 weeks ago
HAPPY BUSH DAY, if it was not for the many unnesicary and mournful deaths this
would be the funniest event in americas history just for the shitty job bush did of
covering his own tracks skullgamer44 3 weeks ago merkfools13 3 weeks ago 7 everyone,
eggsaladinthetub is bitter because he himself cannot cope with his life...he is an avid troll
and what i would assume to be a latent homosexual. he will wake up one day and find this
as one of his greatest regrets...he will discover that tragedy is a part of living and growing
as a person and not a number or contest...for everyone else who lost loved ones, i fully
support you in your time of need. as for eggsaladinthetub, i reward you no points, and
may god have mercy on your soul. merkfools13 3 weeks ago 7 NCBSiPodTech 3 weeks
ago All in all im not gnna waste my time fighting with a heartless fuck (eggsalad). I pray
for those who lost family. NCBSiPodTech 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago
@NCBSiPodTech "One must be outside the situation to observe it" eggsaladinthetub 3
weeks ago proEngellrat 3 weeks ago "... he will wipe every tear from their eyes. There
will be no more death or mourning or crying or pain..." ♥ Rest In Peace ♥ proEngellrat 3
weeks ago gavinsmama1221 3 weeks ago What a sad day in our countries history...thank
you for sharing this. We shall never forget those lost during the 9/11 attacks or those who
have lost their lives as a result of the attacks defending our country... May they all RIP
gavinsmama1221 3 weeks ago RamenXBaka 3 weeks ago This gave me chills and tears in
my eyes. RIP victims of 9/11. I was only 8 when the attacks happened but even being so
young I'll never remember the images. And for those springing out Ant-Islamic hate do it
somewhere else they put this video up for people to show a personal account of what
happend. Spreading hate is just going to make more images like this pop up RamenXBaka
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3 weeks ago RamenXBaka 3 weeks ago @RamenXBaka my bad never forget is what I
meant its late and I'm tired my apologies RamenXBaka 3 weeks ago gert35tr 3 weeks ago
Why would these 19 Arabic men do this? gert35tr 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks
ago @gert35tr Radical extermist beliefs, and miseducation. eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago
GLS2010 3 weeks ago @eggsaladinthetub get off youtube, you are very disrespectful.
People like you are the reason why the world is going down the tubes. GLS2010 3 weeks
ago Jeffrizel1986 3 weeks ago The video quality of the cam looks pretty good for early
2001... On another note I can't believe it's been 9 years already.. It seems like life hasn't
really been the same since that unfortunate incident.. Jeffrizel1986 3 weeks ago
Hstylezx408
3
weeks
ago
omggggg watch!!!
/watch?v=WgsdkxKLrKU
/watch?v=WgsdkxKLrKU
/watch?v=WgsdkxKLrKU
/watch?v=WgsdkxKLrKU
/watch?v=WgsdkxKLrKU /watch?v=WgsdkxKLrKU Hstylezx408 3 weeks ago
dawnmarie2012 3 weeks ago 30 It makes me so sad to see comments that are making fun
or lessening the sevarity of 9/11. You guys are heartless, and souless people. Thousands
of innocent heros lost thier lives, and you are making a joke of it. You should be ashamed
of yourself. My heart aches for the families that lost loved oned ones during this tragedy.
I pray that God gives them peace and embraces them on this day. dawnmarie2012 3
weeks ago 30 DickHouseInc 3 weeks ago I was 5 or 6 when this happened. At the time I
had not clue what happened and dismissed it as soon as it happened. Looking back, it
turns out I was watching history unfold. DickHouseInc 3 weeks ago ufcrulez1 3 weeks
ago I cant believe its been 9 years since this happened, R.I.P. bro, I miss u nick ufcrulez1
3 weeks ago RichieRich1489 3 weeks ago i was in preschool but i didnt rememberuch 8th
grade now RichieRich1489 3 weeks ago MisSillyKate 3 weeks ago @RichieRich1489
same as me i think? no i think i was in 1st grade,,idk idc but that was the worst day ever
for me MisSillyKate 3 weeks ago amar13371 3 weeks ago DOES THIS HAS TO DO
ANYTHING WITH ISLAM. WHY EVERYBODY INSULTS ISLAM AND HATE ON
ISLAM WHEN ISLAM ONLY MEANS SUBMISSION TO ALLAH(ONENESS GOD)
AND PEACE. TERRORIST HAS NO RELGION, TERRORIST WHO KILL
INNOCENT PEOPLE AND HATE PEOPLE FOR NO REASONS. BUT THANKS
TO ALLAH THAT ALOT OF PEOPLE HAD FOUND THE TRUTH ABOUT
ISLAM AND THE REALITY AND WHO DID IT. IF YOU WANT TO KNOW THE
TRUTH ABOUT ISLAM STUDY ISLAM AND READ THE QURAN THE BOOK
OF ALLAH AND FIND OUT THE REALITY. THERE IS NOT GOT BUT ALLAH.
amar13371 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago @amar13371 ATTENTION
DUMBFUCK: IF THIS HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH ISLAM THEN WHY DID
HALF THE MUSLIMS ON THE PLANET CELEBRATE THIS EVENT? WHY DID
NONE CONDEMN IT? WHY DO MUSLIMS CONTINUE TO MURDER
INNOCENTS ALL AROUND THE WESTERN WORLD AND IN THE MIDDLE
EAST IN A SIMILAR FASHION? WHY DOES ISLAM CALL FOR THIS TYPE OF
ACTION AGAINST NON-MUSLIMS? WHY ARE 99 OUT OF 100 TERRORISTS
MUSLIMS? YOU ARE EITHER HOPELESSLY NAIVE OR IRREDEEMABLY
STUPID IF YOU THINK ISLAM HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THIS. FUCK
ISLAM. ar15expert 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago @ar15expert You are
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blaming the whole religion for the actions of radical extremists. There are thousands of
peaceful Muslims you're just too convicted in belief to believe that. eggsaladinthetub 3
weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago @eggsaladinthetub Right. You're right. I'm wrong.
Islam is wonderful. Muslims are generally level-headed, reasonable, and almost never
violent. They don't generally use violence to spread their bullshit. This is sarcasm
obviously. Take one look at the Muslim world. Just one 5 minute look. Go ahead. Tell
me what you find. You will find nothing but murder, destruction, rape, slavery,
starvation, oppression, tyranny, abhorrent violations of human rights, genocide ... the list
goes on and on .... ar15expert 3 weeks ago amar13371 3 weeks ago @ar15expert I will not
reply something stupid to you because you will be shitting you self already, but i tell you
if you want the truth and reality of islam go study islam and read the quran, millions of
people imbraced islam after finding the reality, or are you blind, or deaf you didn't know
anything about people converting to islam because of this. this was bushes plan, open
your mind. you dont know a thing about islam, so go study it and then start talking.
amar13371 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago @amar13371 No thanks you filthy
animal. I will not be doing anything with your book of death besides burning as many
copies as I can find. Islam is a death cult with no love or tolerance for others. Islam has
caused more misery than any other single force in the history of civilization (if you can
grant Muslim apes this much credit). Get lost faggot. ar15expert 3 weeks ago 90luckygirl
3 weeks ago 9 years !! i was in kinder and now i am on high school :O 90luckygirl 3
weeks ago brooksie0504 3 weeks ago sad day. RIP to all of those innocent lives lost.
LONG LIVE THE WORLD TRADE CENTER. brooksie0504 3 weeks ago
eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago Get. Over. It. I do honor those fallen. What I don't honor
are all these fuckin' babies. eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago merkfools13 3 weeks ago
@eggsaladinthetub if your family died in the hands of multiple terrorists, you would be
completely over it and free to joke about it 9 years later? that doesn't make you a strong
person, that's just, sad...i really hope you're just trolling and don't actually feel this way,
cause if you do man then i just feel sorry for you cause that's fucked up... merkfools13 3
weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago Comment removed merkfools13 3 weeks ago
@eggsaladinthetub what the FUCK are you talking about, i didn't even TYPE the word
heroes merkfools13 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago @merkfools13 Wrong
comment. I apologize. eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago shannonannxx 3 weeks ago
@eggsaladinthetub also, people arent being babies, they are mourning the loss of loved
ones, innocent people, mothers, fathers,brothers, sisters, children, HEROS. EVERYONE
WHO LOST THEIR LIFE THAT DAY. its not about not getting over something and
being babies about it, its about REMEMBERING all of those people who deserve
respect and deserve to be remembered. shannonannxx 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3
weeks ago @shannonannxx And mourning is....? eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago
shannonannxx 3 weeks ago @eggsaladinthetub –verb (used without object) 1. to feel or
express sorrow or grief. 2. to grieve or lament for the dead. 3. to show the conventional or
usual signs of sorrow over a person's death. thats what mouring is you jackass.would you
like me to be a little more clear with that definition or do you think you got that one
down now you inconsiderate fuck. shannonannxx 3 weeks ago shannonannxx 3 weeks ago
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@eggsaladinthetub also, people arent being babies, they are mourning the loss of loved
ones, innocent people, mothers, fathers,brothers, sisters, children, HEROES.
EVERYONE WHO LOST THEIR LIFE THAT DAY. its not about not getting over
something and being babies about it, its about REMEMBERING all of those people who
deserve respect and deserve to be remembered. shannonannxx 3 weeks ago
Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago @ar15expert Fuck you, asshole Iluvmusicandsugar 3
weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago @Iluvmusicandsugar HAHAHA U MAD?
MUSLIMS ARE NIGGERS. KILL THEM ALL. ar15expert 3 weeks ago MrLtBanshee
3 weeks ago RIP - it's hard to believe it's been 9 years. MrLtBanshee 3 weeks ago
NCBSiPodTech 3 weeks ago Eggsalad ur r so fucking fucked up! Get the hell off this
video if ur gnna rag on people who are mourning their loved ones do u not have anything
better to do with your life? If anyone can get this guy out of here do so please
NCBSiPodTech 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago @NCBSiPodTech I'm trying
to get you people to wake up but most of you won't even open your eyes.
eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago MrBornbadd 3 weeks ago @NCBSiPodTech he cant seam
to get the fact that people cant let it go , because some people lost loved ones that day
......he is a grade A tool in the shed .....he claims to be an American and is cool with the
fact that American blood was spilled for what ? Hiroshima ? WTF ?? MrBornbadd 3
weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago @MrBornbadd I've lost friends and family
throughout my life as well. I don't cry every time I hear the word "Cancer" or "Car
Crash" eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam KILL ALL MUSLIMS. ar15expert 3 weeks ago
eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago @ar15expert Retard. eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago
ar15expert 3 weeks ago @eggsaladinthetub NICE ONE NIGGER! ar15expert 3 weeks
ago mamasboy761 3 weeks ago holy shit! when did this happen? mamasboy761 3 weeks
ago SpikyMSEA 3 weeks ago Promote peace. this fighting has to stop! Vote UP TO
SUPPORT! SpikyMSEA 3 weeks ago NCBSiPodTech 3 weeks ago I was in 1st grade
when this happened. I remember going home and watching the news. You people who call
us babies r fucked up. If you had family or friends lose their lives to no purpose at all to a
fucked up nation who just thrives on killing people im pretty sure you would understand.
U people with comments like tht need to get banned from youtube etc. Noone needs ur
bullshit NCBSiPodTech 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago @NCBSiPodTech
Really, I'm pretty sure no nation in particular is responsible for this. Except maybe US.
Get an education. And by the way. Stop crying, fuckin' baby. eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks
ago chungiemunchin 3 weeks ago Your perspective is very very unique. I am thankful that
you kept enough wits about you to be so close to this disaster to keep the camera rolling.
This is historical footage. chungiemunchin 3 weeks ago GLS2010 3 weeks ago RIP
everyone who died this day! I am lucky my uncle made it out alive. God bless the
families, God bless America. GLS2010 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago Who typed
the god damn video description? Fix it. ar15expert 3 weeks ago bernardsdaughter 3 weeks
ago Rest in peace all that were lost and NEVER FORGET 9/11/01. Thank you for sharing
your video and personal experience. It was a day none of us should ever forget and this is
a strong reminder. Let the United States of America band together forever over this
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terrible day. bernardsdaughter 3 weeks ago AxiomAirsoft 3 weeks ago 22 RIP to my
mother working as a secretary. 9/11/01 I WILL NEVER FORGET THIS DAY.
AxiomAirsoft 3 weeks ago 22 mburnsluvsgburns 3 weeks ago @AxiomAirsoft , I am so
sorry for the loss of your mother. I can't even imagine. My heart goes out to you . Much
love and hugs and goodwill. I hope your family has muddled through. mburnsluvsgburns
3 weeks ago Hstylezx408 3 weeks ago RIP OUR BELOVED TWIN TOWERS, NOT
SYMBOL OF JUST NEW YORK BUT AMERICA!!!!! /watch?v=I790zZ17ecU
/watch?v=I790zZ17ecU
/watch?v=I790zZ17ecU
/watch?v=I790zZ17ecU
/watch?v=I790zZ17ecU Hstylezx408 3 weeks ago anarchydance 3 weeks ago happy
birthday anarchydance 3 weeks ago 22muziklover 3 weeks ago ppla die in afghanistan and
iraq everyday, WAKE UP AMERICA, they're just giving u a taste of what they go thru
everyday 22muziklover 3 weeks ago GLS2010 3 weeks ago @22muziklover You moron..
No body was dying in Iraq when the 9/11 attacks happened. We didn't go over there
untill after they attacked us. GLS2010 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago
@GLS2010 Idiot. Complete, utter idiot. eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3
weeks ago @22muziklover They are uncivilized apes who live in a hellish world of their
own design. The West, on the other hand, is home to the safest, most civilized, most
educated, and most free nations in the history of the human race. Why should we have to
get a 'taste' of anything? The only good muslim is a dead muslim. They are animals. I
hope a pack of wild muslims cuts your throat and rapes your mother repeatedly.
ar15expert 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago @ar15expert You are the most
ignorant fuck I have ever had the disgust of reading a comment by. There is no where to
begin on how stupid you are. You deserve an education and if you still reject the truth, an
early grave. eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago 22muziklover 3 weeks ago @ar15expert there
are good christians and bad christians, good muslims and bad muslims, good jews and bad
jews.....not every muslim is bad 22muziklover 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago
@22muziklover HAHAHAHAHAHAHA, AWESOME OVER-USED POLITICALLY
CORRECT BULLSHIT! Let's see ... what are the odds of being physically attacked if
you insult Christianity? Virtually zero. And what are the odds of being ... oh fuck it I
don't even have to finish my sentence for you to know that you are totally owned. Listen
kid, Islam is 100% incompatible with Western civilization. They demand 100% tolerance
for their death cult, and in return give exactly ZERO. I am an athiest by the way.
Dumbfuck. ar15expert 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago @ar15expert
Dumbfuck. Explain if it's 100% incompatible why are there mosques in the US?
eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago @eggsaladinthetub Dumbfuck. I
didn't say they aren't here trying to invade and occupy our nations. I said ISLAM is
INCOMPATIBLE with western civilization. In other words, western civilization is
generally tolerant, generally liberal, generally does not murder its citizens if they break
some religious rule. Islam, on the other hand, calls for the MURDER OR CONVERSION
OF ALL NON-MUSLIMS. This is INCOMPATIBLE with modern western liberal
values. Are you fucking stupid? ar15expert 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago
@ar15expert Islam is incompatible with the west, yet... there are mosques in the west,
this doesn't compute. eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago GenesisWidick 3 weeks ago
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@ar15expert Its hard to believe that there are religions less tolerant than Christianity.
GenesisWidick 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3 weeks ago @GenesisWidick HAHAHAH, oh
really? Islam is MORE tolerant than Christianity? You are going to have one hell of a
time trying to prove that one! Nice try dumbfuck. Run along now. ar15expert 3 weeks
ago GenesisWidick 3 weeks ago @ar15expert Lol, you misheard me. I said it is hard to
imagine that a religion can be less tolerant and yet they exist. GenesisWidick 3 weeks ago
22muziklover 3 weeks ago @22muziklover i just used that as an example, bcuz americans
are still holding a grudge against muslims.... 22muziklover 3 weeks ago
dolphindreamer06415 3 weeks ago 2 I wish everyone could stop fighting. These people
are innocent. They just went to work like normal and then a plane comes smashing
through the windows. dolphindreamer06415 3 weeks ago 2 icsomethingshiny124 3 weeks
ago BURN OR JUMP BURN OR JUMP BURN OR JUMP BURN OR JUMP?!
JUUUUMMMPPP! icsomethingshiny124 3 weeks ago TheMctrollin 3 weeks ago show
hide 9/11 was one of the funniest things ever! LOL TheMctrollin 3 weeks ago
Edwardsgirl1230 3 weeks ago @TheMctrollin you really sicken me Edwardsgirl1230 3
weeks ago jsonnnn 3 weeks ago @TheMctrollin go die jsonnnn 3 weeks ago marcykramer
3 weeks ago thank you for sharing marcykramer 3 weeks ago kalaimanicadd 3 weeks ago
Very Very Sad Day for everybody,.. kalaimanicadd 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks
ago @kalaimanicadd I think it's sad we haven't gotten any less sensitive over it.
eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago Fucking stop crying. 3,000
dead? Try a real body count. Hiroshima? Nagasaki? Laos? Ignorance is bliss in America.
eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago merkfools13 3 weeks ago 3 @eggsaladinthetub i'm going to
say to you exactly what i said to another dumbass that didn't get the message...japan got
the US involved in world war II, JAPAN bombed pearl harbor, EINSTEIN was german
and the germans would have had the A-bomb first had they not scared him off to america
for being jewish, and we warned japan TWICE that we were going to fuck their shit up
and they didn't listen, THIS, was for nothing...so i do believe that you are the ignorant
one sir merkfools13 3 weeks ago 3 eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago @merkfools13 Really?
3,000>100,000+? The civies there were just as innocent as the ones in the towers. You
are a class A retard. eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago merkfools13 3 weeks ago
@eggsaladinthetub "civies", nice, and you're insulting me after giving you an accurate
lesson in history...yes, those people were innocent, i do agree, that was around 65 years
ago though buddy, and yes it was tragic, though it is not a contest for tragedy...9/11
occurred within our generation, therefore it is of course going to hold more relevance to
our generation than to a generation 65 years after ours...both events were tragic, but that
doesn't give you the right to be a bitter cunt merkfools13 3 weeks ago MrBornbadd 3
weeks ago @eggsaladinthetub your a fuck , Most Americans do not condone death .....or
being attacked while going about your work day ~!! that's 3000 plus ass hat ...family's ,
children who lost there brothers , sisters fathers and mothers ......wasn't a time of war for
us then ....it was a tragedy .....maybe you can count to 3,000 but I doubt it ~!
MrBornbadd 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago @MrBornbadd And what about
the hundreds of thousands of people we've killed? Oh, wait you don't care because the
only thing that matters to you is in the confines of America. eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago
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MrBornbadd 3 weeks ago @eggsaladinthetub Ive not killed anyone jackhole , your
implication is I did ..Or condoned any act of violence My country did in act in a time of
war to be cool with me ? I didn't come to a video and share some fucked up opinion
where people lost lives and family members and say its cool cuss we did it in history
.....don't be a moron and don't disrespect the innocent who died that day ~!!
MrBornbadd 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago @MrBornbadd Have I ever
disrespected those who died in 9/11. If you read my comments the answer is no. The
people I insult are the ones who haven't let it go. eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago
merkfools13 3 weeks ago @eggsaladinthetub omg dude wtf is wrong with you, of course
you disrespected the people who died in 9/11, you're claiming it's of less importance
because the fucking body count isn't in the hundred thousands! the fuck is wrong with
you kid?!?! merkfools13 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago @merkfools13 I use
logic? eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago screamingbeans542 3 weeks ago @eggsaladinthetub
screamingbeans542 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago @MrBornbadd Tell, me do
you think Hiroshima and Nagasaki were tradegies? eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago
ar15expert 3 weeks ago @eggsaladinthetub War ending actions that were completely
provoked -VS- war starting actions that were completely unprovoked. ar15expert 3
weeks ago GLS2010 3 weeks ago @eggsaladinthetub stfu dude, today is september 11th.
This video isn't about anything else. Yes our government has done shady things too but
the US government doesn't represent the 300 million people who live here. 3,000
innocent people died that day, including heros who walked in danger to save their fellow
citizens lives, and today is the day to remember and honor them! God bless those people
RIP. Please take your argumentive agenda somewhere else! GLS2010 3 weeks ago
MrBornbadd 3 weeks ago had to click both like and dislike ~! </3 9/11 MrBornbadd 3
weeks ago RookyToook 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam god bless america RookyToook 3 weeks ago NIKESRAWESOME123 3 weeks ago
we will never forget 911. tommorow we will remember 911. we will give blessings to all
the people that passed away that day.and all the people that lost a brother sister aunt
uncle etc. god bless NIKESRAWESOME123 3 weeks ago Edwardsgirl1230 3 weeks ago I
was so young when this happened but I watch a 9/11 Video every year to remind me of
the men and woman who lost there lives and the brave people who saved many...my
there soles be at peace.....never forget 9/11 Edwardsgirl1230 3 weeks ago ar15expert 3
weeks ago Fuck Islam. ar15expert 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago @ar15expert
Fuck you, from angered Christian. eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago titofilion 3 weeks ago
9years ago i was 5 year old and i will always rember this moment titofilion 3 weeks ago
MyBestBUDDYIsAGoat 3 weeks ago When you first opened that window...that sound..
it made my cry and thank GOD that I wasn't there that day... I'm serious, Thank You for
sharing this, this is so personal and very first hand, Thanks MyBestBUDDYIsAGoat 3
weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago Fucking babies. eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago
Renderdge 3 weeks ago surprised the building didnt fall down.... like i knoe it would be
pathetic if it did but so much impact from the plane like seriously? Renderdge 3 weeks
ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago Oooo...seems I am making you emotional? I've gotten
three blind slanders so far. eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago karher126 3 weeks ago some
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people are heartless karher126 3 weeks ago emmalovescesar 3 weeks ago 2 For u who
wrote that the plane missed the fourth time, u son of a bitch! It should have went straight
to ur fucking ass. U Ignorant, with no feelings emmalovescesar 3 weeks ago 2
eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago @emmalovescesar I'm ignorant? I beg to differ.
eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago THECHARISMATICINEGMA 3 weeks ago I HATE
THIS DAY, IT IS MY BIRTHDAY/ THE DEATH OF NOT ONLY THE TOWER
BUT MY UNCLE. THECHARISMATICINEGMA 3 weeks ago fbichick2003 3 weeks
ago 2 2,977 souls were lost that day never forget fbichick2003 3 weeks ago 2 xdhamodeld
3 weeks ago 2 oh god im crying i will never forget this day xdhamodeld 3 weeks ago 2
rockingred97 3 weeks ago RIP rockingred97 3 weeks ago schoolhater5555 3 weeks ago i
wished that it had never happened R.I.P to all the 9/11 victims and iam sorry to the
families that lost there loved ones WE WILL NEVER FORET THIS DAY.
schoolhater5555 3 weeks ago TheMickj23q 3 weeks ago 2 The scariest part is the smoke
and how its travelling!! :( I swear to god I'm like still partially in denial of this whole
situation it is terrible (understatement) RIP to all those who lost their lives! TheMickj23q
3 weeks ago 2 mackinl 3 weeks ago Those Who Forget History Are Doomed to Repeat
It".R.I.P. to all victims.from london. mackinl 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago
@mackinl Name the 3 main powers to invade Afgahnistan. eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago
MyBestBUDDYIsAGoat
3
weeks
ago
@mackinl
Thank
You...
MyBestBUDDYIsAGoat 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago Want to know the
sad part of 9/11? The fourth plane missed!...Get over it, fuckin' babies. eggsaladinthetub 3
weeks ago merkfools13 3 weeks ago @eggsaladinthetub go fuck yourself you pillowhumping cocksucking virgin merkfools13 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago
@merkfools13 What...Too soon? eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago merkfools13 3 weeks ago
@eggsaladinthetub yep, your mother approached the third tri-mester too soon so she
couldn't abort your sorry ass, damn shame...oh well, maybe next time she'll use
contraceptives merkfools13 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago @merkfools13
Oh, did I offend you by making a comment on the most sensitive page on the internet?
eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago llamachickenpoop 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @eggsaladinthetub you piece of shit llamachickenpoop 3
weeks ago MyBestBUDDYIsAGoat 3 weeks ago @eggsaladinthetub I will pray for
you... MyBestBUDDYIsAGoat 3 weeks ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago
@MyBestBUDDYIsAGoat As I for you... eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago shannonannxx 3
weeks ago @eggsaladinthetub what in the hell is wrong with you? you fucking
psychopath. i literally have never been more sickened with something in my life as much
as i am with the things your dumbass is typing. like im just confused at what goes though
your mind while you posting shit on here and why you think the things you are saying
are remotely okay? families lsot so many loved ones, how cna you be so disrespectful?
shannonannxx 3 weeks ago xXHHNKIDXx 3 weeks ago 2 THUMBS UP IF YOU CAN
GO BACK AND STOP IT B4 IT HAPPENED xXHHNKIDXx 3 weeks ago 2
iTzTEAMKILLER 3 weeks ago 2 Never Forget 9/11 R.I.P for all victims of this incident.
iTzTEAMKILLER 3 weeks ago 2 runner1965 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam never, never again...tough to sleep the night before anniversary-523
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democrats / republicans and indepents -- let fix it i did not say kill - fix runner1965 3
weeks ago runner1965 3 weeks ago never, never again...tough to sleep the night before
anniversary--democrats / republicans and indepents -- let fix it runner1965 3 weeks ago
z370Toronto 3 weeks ago Frankly speaking, it requires enough gut and skills to take that
long dick there down,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, holly crap, they just fuked everyone who was havin sex
there at that hour!!!! z370Toronto 3 weeks ago coin409 3 weeks ago Holy crap get that
kid outta day care! coin409 3 weeks ago MyBestBUDDYIsAGoat 3 weeks ago 5
Everyone....no matter what you belive, it is confirmed that human life was LOST...that
should be enough... MyBestBUDDYIsAGoat 3 weeks ago 5 dieazo121 3 weeks ago shit
this is damn sad there were men, women and little kids who lose their lifes this day...this
just shows a really fucked up world ... dieazo121 3 weeks ago kidkong584 3 weeks ago 9
years already? jeeze i'm getting old. R.I.P kidkong584 3 weeks ago OctoberMuffinxMJx3
3 weeks ago I'll never forget this. I was on vacation in NY with my family. We were
probably about a 20 minute walk away from this whole event. </3 OctoberMuffinxMJx3
3 weeks ago InvaderNep 3 weeks ago 17 RIP my uncle whom I never got to know and
every other of the innocent lives, 9/11/01 </3. InvaderNep 3 weeks ago 17
MyBestBUDDYIsAGoat
3 weeks ago @InvaderNep I'm so sorry...
MyBestBUDDYIsAGoat 3 weeks ago megahalorocks65 3 weeks ago @InvaderNep I feel
really sorry for you megahalorocks65 3 weeks ago AlexisDawnProduction 3 weeks ago
@InvaderNep R.I.P to your uncle. AlexisDawnProduction 3 weeks ago TheiKodiak 3
weeks ago 6 It's still hard to believe. TheiKodiak 3 weeks ago 6 hold0it0down4 3 weeks
ago ya loved ones u love em. rip to everybody that pasted hold0it0down4 3 weeks ago
megahalorocks65 3 weeks ago Comment removed hold0it0down4 3 weeks ago so sad my
heart goes out to him and everyone there. i was only 14 at the time this happen. didnt
think it was a big deal back then( i feel really stupid now) . u never kno when ur gonna go
so always tell hold0it0down4 3 weeks ago VivaLaTiva 3 weeks ago We will NEVER
forget! !!!! VivaLaTiva 3 weeks ago jjrox07 3 weeks ago thanks to all the people who
were brave enough to go into those buildings knowing it was over. ur the bravest people i
know i could not put myself into your position. god bless all the firefighters and other
workers that helped jjrox07 3 weeks ago megahalorocks65 3 weeks ago 26 REMEMBER
SEPTEMBER 11 2001!!!!!! megahalorocks65 3 weeks ago 26 SuperRobby246 3 weeks
ago @megahalorocks65 WTF R U SAYING r u haooy this happened SCREW YOU!!!!
SuperRobby246 3 weeks ago MrResponse1 3 weeks ago I wish I had a time machine so I
could go back in time and stop this. MrResponse1 3 weeks ago OctoberMuffinxMJx3 3
weeks ago @MrResponse1 Same here. </3 OctoberMuffinxMJx3 3 weeks ago
Hstylezx408 3 weeks ago people to this day are dying from 9/11 due to cancer from the
smoke Hstylezx408 3 weeks ago jjrox07 3 weeks ago 2 im srry for peoples losses. all the
people that went into tht building knew that it was over but they are so brave they still
went in. god bless all the firefighters and many other helpers. jjrox07 3 weeks ago 2
goldpfeildude 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam God
Bless America goldpfeildude 3 weeks ago gymnastlaxerdiver6 3 weeks ago 2 its just not
fair. gymnastlaxerdiver6 3 weeks ago 2 ACSBehemothHellcat 3 weeks ago 9/11 happened
ten years ago today (UTC Time) ACSBehemothHellcat 3 weeks ago fidel1986 3 weeks
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ago @ACSBehemothHellcat 9 years ago fidel1986 3 weeks ago Iluvmusicandsugar 3
weeks ago @ACSBehemothHellcat It happened 9 years ago. Well it will tomorrow (my
time). Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago ihyottha 3 weeks ago happy 9/11 ihyottha 3 weeks
ago ItsJeffreyShow 3 weeks ago @ihyottha how is it happy, its sad? ItsJeffreyShow 3
weeks ago Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago @ihyottha Happy? How is that happy?
Clearly you have problems Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago iTzTEAMKILLER 3 weeks
ago @ihyottha happy wtf whats so happy about this iTzTEAMKILLER 3 weeks ago
winniethepooohhbear 3 weeks ago i was only 7 when this happened. i remeber everything
about this day. i was confused as to what happened but my parents explain it to me.
never forget 9/11 <3 God bless all victims and all who risked their lives to help people.
winniethepooohhbear 3 weeks ago 2kmuzafuza 3 weeks ago this is heart breaking
2kmuzafuza 3 weeks ago Rfern95 3 weeks ago I saw this happen right before my eyes on
9/11/01, It was a sad day :(. RIP to those who lost their lives. Rfern95 3 weeks ago
Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago @Rfern95 Wow. You actually witnessed that?
Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago aztecpoloPS3 3 weeks ago People Who died are gonna be
in heaven and for those who Where serving for they're country (fire fighters) will be loved
and honored aztecpoloPS3 3 weeks ago straightedger9 3 weeks ago God bless all the
victims and their families of 9/11.....Build back our World Trade Center and take the
power back in this country!!!! straightedger9 3 weeks ago kdash023 3 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam happy nine eleven everybody! kdash023 3
weeks ago 2kmuzafuza 3 weeks ago 2 @kdash023 what the hell is wrong with you this
was a trageic event all you have to say is happy nine eleven there is nothing to be happ y
bout unless you are a fucking terrorist bitch no racial pun intended 2kmuzafuza 3 weeks
ago 2 Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago @kdash023 It's not Christmas. It's something
serious. Innocent people were killed and your joking about it? Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks
ago eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago @Iluvmusicandsugar There were far worse things than
9/11. 3,000 people died. So what, America killed hundreds of thousands civies when they
dropped those bombs on Japan. eggsaladinthetub 3 weeks ago Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks
ago @eggsaladinthetub O.K, I see your point. America has also done it's bad things. But,
my point is, this was a tragic event where people lost their family and loved-ones.
Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago purplelonghorn07 3 weeks ago Thank you sooo much for
recording this. You have recorded a piece of history and I am so thankful that you have
shared this. I know it must have been hard for you to release. I pray every day for the
families of those lost. purplelonghorn07 3 weeks ago bevybee14 3 weeks ago Wow this is
horrible. and heart breaking and Im so sorry you had to whitness this): I hope you can get
over the pain. bevybee14 3 weeks ago MyBestBUDDYIsAGoat 3 weeks ago ~9/11 Two
Thousand Nine~ 9 years later....WE WILL NEVER FORGET....no matter how much
time goes by... ~GOD BLESS AMERICA~ MyBestBUDDYIsAGoat 3 weeks ago
purplelonghorn07 3 weeks ago Thank you sooo much for recording this. You have
recorded a piece of history and I am so thankful that you have shared this. I know it must
have been hard for you to release. I pray every day for the families of those lost.
purplelonghorn07 3 weeks ago cotyg123 3 weeks ago 2 I CANT IMAGINE THE
WHAT THE FUCK IS IN THE HEAD OF THESE SICK PIECES OF SHIT THAT
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DID THIS, I WOULD OF GIVEN MY FUCKING LIFE TO STOP THIS FROM
HAPPENING I'M SICK TO MY STOMACH JUST THINKING ABOUT THESE
PEOPLE cotyg123 3 weeks ago 2 VivaLaTiva 3 weeks ago @cotyg123 i know exactly
what you mean!!! VivaLaTiva 3 weeks ago Edwardsgirl1230 3 weeks ago @cotyg123
You and me both so many people last there lives,If only we knew and could of saved
them Edwardsgirl1230 3 weeks ago Hstylezx408 3 weeks ago this happened back when i
was in 4th grade, i remember how scared people were about the possiblity of bombing the
Sears Tower, JP Morgan Chase tower in Houston and other US landmarks.School was
cancelled that day! such a catastrophic tragedy. RIP 9/11 victims Hstylezx408 3 weeks
ago blackangel025 3 weeks ago i always get emotional about it cause two weeks after 9/11
my dad was sent to kuwait and was the first troop to bomb afghanistan blackangel025 3
weeks ago Kateabc1 3 weeks ago _ Kateabc1 3 weeks ago imperialcommandoclan 3
weeks ago It's insulting that Obama would allow the Muslims to build a Mosque directly
where this tragedy happened. I'm truly stunned that he'd let the people who killed 3,000
of us to do such a horrible thing. I'll tell people this much, though: If they think that we
'forgive' them about killing so many, they're wrong. This is just horrible. One of my
parents friends nearly died in that. I have one thing to say to Muslims and members of alQaeda: F*** YOU! I'm sorry you had to see that. Horrible imperialcommandoclan 3
weeks ago Kateabc1 3 weeks ago @imperialcommandoclan are you republican 0: _
Kateabc1 3 weeks ago vitamincity 3 weeks ago @imperialcommandoclan look not all
muslims are terrorists and they are protected by the first ammendment to practice their
religion freely and where ever they wish. plus it's not a mosque it's a community center.
and the community center is not being built on ground zero it's being built a few blocks
away from ground zero. I understand your anger but we cannot get out of control on this
simple issue. let them build vitamincity 3 weeks ago iTzTEAMKILLER 3 weeks ago
@vitamincity your right they should be able to I'm Christian but yet I still agree, but why
cant they just relocate. iTzTEAMKILLER 3 weeks ago Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks ago
@imperialcommandoclan Why don't you shut the hell up?! Not all Muslims are
terrorists! People like you are so stupid! So f*** you instead. Iluvmusicandsugar 3 weeks
ago latin01180 3 weeks ago Thank you so much for posting this. latin01180 3 weeks ago
renemy2 3 weeks ago I wan't to go to hell just to beat these motherfucking terrorists and
what they have done. renemy2 3 weeks ago ganonbanned92 3 weeks ago 9/11 was a set
up by the US gov't ganonbanned92 3 weeks ago chikotntw 3 weeks ago Thanks for
sharing such a personal & powerful video. I cannot believe how many Americans can sit
by and let our so-called president minimize what is probably the greatest assault against
our nation, in our generation. chikotntw 3 weeks ago mskbax1 3 weeks ago Thank you for
sharing this. mskbax1 3 weeks ago deathbythestairs 3 weeks ago "Rest in peace to all the
motherfuckers who passed away From all the blocks that I'm from One-twelve street, 7th
Avenue, New York, Uptown, knahmsayin? 183rd and Walt, my block, that's right 122nd
and Morningside, my block, that's right Decatur Avenue, Baltimore, my block, that's right
In the jungle of Marin City, that's my block, that's right Los Angeles, haha, that's my
block too Oakland, can't forget Oaktown, that's my block for sure And all the other
blocks around this motherfucker" deathbythestairs 3 weeks ago Raied1979 3 weeks ago
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Iran is the mastermind of Al-Qaeda and the 9/11 terror attacks Raied1979 3 weeks ago
phantom1000A 3 weeks ago @Raied1979 YES! phantom1000A 3 weeks ago
JohnLennonVideos86 3 weeks ago "When calamity comes, the wicked are brought down,
but even in death the righteous have a refuge." JohnLennonVideos86 3 weeks ago
bsketballcrazee 3 weeks ago i dont know why they would do that.WE WOULD GET
YOU BACK!!! bsketballcrazee 3 weeks ago IsaacCruz100 3 weeks ago i could imagine
them in hell burning and being tormented for all eternaty IsaacCruz100 3 weeks ago
Goldenfur12698 3 weeks ago I'm sick of this. If you're going to bash an american tradgedy
then just go the hell away. Goldenfur12698 3 weeks ago BranSimpson 3 weeks ago It's so
scary that the fact that these people who want to live their daily lives like you and me
and suddenly someone gets you out of nowhere.... These people are not of Islam, rather,
they are brainwashed by the devil. BranSimpson 3 weeks ago MrCRAZEEMOFO 3
weeks ago At least you have your granddad 3000 plus families don't have their loved ones
to tell ANY stories any longer! Show some respect to life lost whether your countrymen
or not. MrCRAZEEMOFO 3 weeks ago kdash023 3 weeks ago HAPPY 9/11
EVERYBODY!! does that satisfy your ignorant comments? >:D kdash023 3 weeks ago
misskimber16 3 weeks ago @kdash023 ur the ignorant 1 saying all this do ur rearch
bullshit ppl like u make things worst u got issues and no 1 is throwing it in ur face
personally..wat do u expect to fell if u found out someone u love died on 9/11 yea thak u
very much..... misskimber16 3 weeks ago misskimber16 3 weeks ago @kdash023 ur the
one that is spending time seeing videos and bothering ppl and how they feel if u hav
nothing important to say or gud then shut the fuck up!!! misskimber16 3 weeks ago
MrCRAZEEMOFO 3 weeks ago @ Super papi and others like him, i'm sick of reading all
the USA bashing. If you aren't from this country and hate this country why are trolling a
video clip that's about an American tragedy? Other people in other countries have
sympathy and are showing it so why not you? Your granddad has bullet scars, I'm glad
he's alive to tell his story, but the fact is Americans died involuntarily in a war they didn't
know was upon them that morning. At least you have your granddad, 3000 plus families
do MrCRAZEEMOFO 3 weeks ago Goldenfur12698 3 weeks ago Misskimber what the
heck did I do?! Goldenfur12698 3 weeks ago misskimber16 3 weeks ago
@Goldenfur12698 sorry i ment to say that to the other person that is called kdasho23
sorry i got confuse dnt worry i no ur not on that person's side sry by bad ur a gud person
lol misskimber16 3 weeks ago teramarie520 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Absolutely amazing video. thank you for having the courage to
show this to the world. Thank you for having the documentary in you for filming this. It
is a sad day in time, that I will never forget. I heard you talking about a Lilly who goes to
day care there, and then saying to Bob to hold Lilly, I am very glad that Lilly was not
there! It is amazing to see how much dust there really was and how far it traveled.
teramarie520 3 weeks ago Jimmy4manutd7ronaldo 3 weeks ago i remember i was like 8
ish and ... well i was going to school .. but my dad stopped me b4 i left out the door and i
was wondering wat happened ... then i realized ... a building was on fire then isee a plane
crash .... 2nd building was hit ..... i stayed and well ... they collapsed .. i was shocked =/ i
didnt go to school afterwards ... Jimmy4manutd7ronaldo 3 weeks ago kdash023 3 weeks
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ago They happened to scar our financial state and char our landscape Can you count how
many times so far I ran back this same damn tape? While a camera man creates news and
shoves it down our throats on the West Bank With a ten second clip put on constant
loop to provoke US angst So get your tanks and load your guns and hold your sons in a
family huddle Cos even if we win this tug of war and even the score...humanity struggles
kdash023 3 weeks ago ShadowHaruka 3 weeks ago the worst is seeing the little black
things falling? those are people jumping out of the building =/ ShadowHaruka 3 weeks ago
Megan5162 3 weeks ago It's very rude to make fun of a persons religion ok I bet you
don't believe in anything so don't be rude and think before you speak Megan5162 3
weeks ago alfredoqr 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam N
EUROPE WE THINK OF AMERICANS BEING FAT, IGNORANT,
UNCULTURED, Terribly dressed, and UGLY EASY DRUNK SLUTS
BACKPACKING IN FLIP FLOPS….PLEASE JUST LIKE YOU DON'T LIKE
IMMIGRANTS GOING TO YOUR STUPID AND DISGUSTING COUNTRY WE
HATE YOU PEOPLE COMING TO EUROPE, stay in your barbarian country AND
KEEP AWAY your guns, your war, your crystal meth, AIDS, bad quality cars, your
XXXL SIZE T-SHIRTS ,your bad tasting and creative-less greasy food, your retarded
TV shows, and all that shit, makes us sick. alfredoqr 3 weeks ago Goldenfur12698 3
weeks ago It still doesn't rationalize killing the innocent americans by crashing a plane
into a crowded building. And Al Queada and the Taliban have always been extremist
radicals that will attack for no reason other then 'God is on our side you stupid
americans!' So what makes this any different? Goldenfur12698 3 weeks ago kdash023 3
weeks ago @Goldenfur12698 lol. stupid ignorant americans. al queada doesnt even exist.
and osama bin laden was trained by the CIA kdash023 3 weeks ago misskimber16 3
weeks ago @Goldenfur12698 i agree with u.. kdasho23 dont no wat he or she is taliking
about crazzy dude i no... misskimber16 3 weeks ago ieatrocks4breakfast 3 weeks ago i
cannot describe how much hatred i have for people saying things like "best day ever" and
shit like that. i hope you know that everyone hates you, you will burn in hell (i dont care
what the fuck your religion tells you), and this did not weaken america. although it makes
us sad, we will never be as weak and cowardly as you. this day makes us remember those
who were lost, we don't think of you on this day, and if we do we only think of how
much we hate you, and WE DONT FEAR YOU ieatrocks4breakfast 3 weeks ago
teramarie520 3 weeks ago Absolutely amazing video. thank you for having the courage to
show this to the world. Thank you for having the documentary in you for filming this. It
is a sad day in time, that I will never forget. I heard you talking about a Lilly who goes to
day care there, and then saying to Bob to hold Lilly, I am very glad that Lilly was not
there! It is amazing to see how much dust there really was and how far it traveled.
teramarie520 3 weeks ago john22112 3 weeks ago That background music is spooky!
john22112 3 weeks ago kdash023 3 weeks ago LOL, christians and their praying... it
wont solve shit but give you emotional solice. kdash023 3 weeks ago misskimber16 3
weeks ago @kdash023 u got mental probelms y dnt u sigh off! and stop bothering other
people's belief misskimber16 3 weeks ago Megan5162 3 weeks ago We will never forget
this day and everytime I see it I always cry For all the lost ones and the lovers of the lost
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ones will always be in out hearts forever And I will pray for them on 9/11 And sorry you
said no discing but I am sorry krack023 whatever your name is do your research because
the government did not do this so people should stop making lies and ruining the lost
lives memories and being unrespectful to their loved ones Megan5162 3 weeks ago
jellymuffinXOXOpjo 3 weeks ago i cried. but when this was actually happening, i was
clueless with the situation... I pray for world peace. <3 jellymuffinXOXOpjo 3 weeks
ago misskimber16 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam (my
rest of the message)which was runned by Osama bin Laden so i hope ppl will go to
CNN.com!! and look at the interviews President Obama gave just keep in mind the
middle east want peace just like me and you and they are at war agaist the terrorist that
did this on 9/ll we are agaist Al Qaeda and just those fukin bastards ...well thank you and
dnt forget to check out the interviews of the presidnet he gave a better explaination R.I.P
9/11 misskimber16 3 weeks ago misskimber16 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam I just cant believe this still happened i was only 12 years old wen i
first saw this and the day b4 yesterday i was in my classroom callled socialogy and was
learnig the behavioral of groups of peoople for example the terriost that did this or also
called al quia i jst want ppl 2 understand we are not AGAINST MUSLIMS and we
shouldnt hate them yes its hard to agree but we are agast the terrorist that did this attack
and they are also called Al Qaeda > misskimber16 3 weeks ago ltpierce1 3 weeks ago
today 9/11 oh my gooooooooooood ltpierce1 3 weeks ago foxhanson 3 weeks ago I feel
the saddest part of this tragedy is that even after nine years there are still so many
unanswered questions. Unforgivable complacency. foxhanson 3 weeks ago
Goldenfur12698 3 weeks ago kdash why don't you use your heartlessness to go yell at
someone else? America has done some things they shouldn't have that much I'll give you,
but can you really rationalize crashing a plane into a building? Goldenfur12698 3 weeks
ago kdash023 3 weeks ago @Goldenfur12698 as i said before, look at the facts of why
9/11 happened. I'm not saying it was a good thing. but do you think invading another
country and blaming a religion for it is good either? sage francis - makeshift patriot listen
kdash023 3 weeks ago GummiGummi123 3 weeks ago this is truly heartbreaking.
literally, im speechless. wow. just, wow. GummiGummi123 3 weeks ago kdash023 3
weeks ago LOWKEY - OBAMA NATION WATCH IF YOU ARE A TRUE
PATRIOT kdash023 3 weeks ago Sweetstain12 3 weeks ago omg..when i heard the girl
was crying..i started to cry too.. I'm so sorry.. it's9 years from now..and it's so awfull!
Sweetstain12 3 weeks ago showbizmuse01 3 weeks ago R.I.P to the 9/11 victims and
God bless America. Love from NZ. showbizmuse01 3 weeks ago YouBoy26 3 weeks ago
its insanely obvious that this video has been edited (home movie huh?) Why exactly is
the point where the second plane hits cut out? How is it that people standing right there,
taping the event clearly saw a military plane hit and no one seems to care that we have all
been lied to? Is it just that people dont want to believe its possible? Check out the NSA
website sometime and read through the declassified stuff that proves we have done
worse! YouBoy26 3 weeks ago Konkretersoldat 3 weeks ago When she opened he
window and I heard all those sirens I felt the urgency more than I ever did while watching
one of these vids. Powerful stuff... Konkretersoldat 3 weeks ago joey33mk 3 weeks ago
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Cant believe its been 9 years and I remember this day like it was yesterday.Im in NJ and
this is very tough.I wish things would have turned out different this is something that
certainly changed me anyone who says anything bad about America and those who lost
there lives are pathetic and cowards joey33mk 3 weeks ago kdash023 3 weeks ago
ZEITGEIST: ADDENDUM WATCH IT ON YOUTUBE NOW! ZEITGEIST:
ADDENDUM WATCH IT ON YOUTUBE NOW! ZEITGEIST: ADDENDUM
WATCH IT ON YOUTUBE NOW! ZEITGEIST: ADDENDUM WATCH IT ON
YOUTUBE NOW! ZEITGEIST: ADDENDUM WATCH IT ON YOUTUBE NOW!
LEARN THE TRUTH kdash023 3 weeks ago FirstPersonFails 3 weeks ago at 3:10 you
can see someone jump out. FirstPersonFails 3 weeks ago Ellusionistuk 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Best day everr Ellusionistuk 3 weeks ago
asskickerjen08 3 weeks ago 24 RIP to those who lost their lives in this tragic event. I
pray for world peace. asskickerjen08 3 weeks ago 24 Goldenfur12698 3 weeks ago kdash
and superpappy, this was a tragic day for america, don't you dare tell us to 'get over it'
'it's all our fault' NOTHING is solved by crashing a plane into a building and killing
HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS of innocent people! So fuck off, why don't you? That
goes for all of you who bash this! Goldenfur12698 3 weeks ago kdash023 3 weeks ago
@Goldenfur12698 yea, do u see anniversaries for the genocides that your government has
funded through out history? no, bcuz your idiodic government keeps throwing 9/11
bullshit in your face every year. no, not "hundreds of thousands". maybe the amount of
people that the US has killed over the years. all im saying is look at the facts behind 9/11
and use your angry and sadness positively. kdash023 3 weeks ago misskimber16 3 weeks
ago @kdash023 PEOPLE! WAT THE HELL IS WRONG WITH U PPL JST SHUT UP!
ITS PPL LIKE U THAT KEEPS ALL THIS HATE JUST STOP WITH THE PAST
AND MOVE ON EVERY COUNTRY IN HISTORY IIS NOT PERFECT EVERY 1
WENT TO WAR SOO I THINK THAT THIS FIRE WITH YOU NEEEDS TO KWL
DOWN JST THINK B4 YOU SPEAK OUT WAT U SAID DOESNT HELP STOP
HATE OR WAR BUT MAKES ITS WORST misskimber16 3 weeks ago kdash023 3
weeks ago @misskimber16 alls im saying is stop your whining and shoving 9/11 in
everyones face, do your own research behind 9/11 and youll see who the real culprate is.
kdash023 3 weeks ago misskimber16 3 weeks ago @kdash023 wtf u talkin about
dumbassu saying to every 1 do our research but ur the one that needs to be more mature
about ur opinions and think b4 u talk dnt get all defensive wat i was trying to tell u is that
thousands of ppl died and no one is try ing to shove in our face retard wat do u think ppl
wil react afther soo many ppl lost there lives ITS CALLED PCYCHOLOGY THE
STUDY OF HUMAN MINDS ppl are still in pain so shoW some RESPECT! SO SHUT
UP AND DO UR OWN RESEARCH!!!!!! misskimber16 3 weeks ago misskimber16 3
weeks ago Comment removed edwardlover664 3 weeks ago we will never forget what
happen in 9/11...the people who lost there familys, friends, and co-wokers...why did
they attack us..yes they hate us...but why no ones only the great lord does..i'm 13 going
to 14 and i still cry today..9/11 was a sad day and.. WE WILL NEVER FORGET 9/11
edwardlover664 3 weeks ago penpen125 3 weeks ago Why argue ?! We should think that
today is the anniversary of WTC, let us just pray. penpen125 3 weeks ago kdash023 3
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weeks ago @penpen125 let us party. kdash023 3 weeks ago penpen125 3 weeks ago
@kdash023 lol penpen125 3 weeks ago mea519 3 weeks ago Cont....and lastly, I did not
lose a loved one or have been affected as much as others has but my heart goes out to
those who have been affected by 9/11. Peace be with you. mea519 3 weeks ago
awsome5ful 3 weeks ago 7:34 poor person some one fell off the building awsome5ful 3
weeks ago csmelen 3 weeks ago Tell the morons who want to bring our troops home to
watch this video! csmelen 3 weeks ago longhairedpunk1 3 weeks ago thumbs up if you
think every terrorist in the world should be killed longhairedpunk1 3 weeks ago
jamesliebone 3 weeks ago lol u could watch it from ur house with popcorn xD jk not
funny jamesliebone 3 weeks ago markb16a 3 weeks ago 10 My heart go out to all the
friends and families for all the people that lost their lives on 9/11/01. markb16a 3 weeks
ago 10 jeffreycoz7 3 weeks ago @markb16a mine too jeffreycoz7 3 weeks ago
doomtaranam 3 weeks ago i still remember this day....when i woke up everyone at home
was all eyes on the tv news..and my mom was crying,and my dad kept screaming OH
MY GOD! ...(i was only 7).i thot the world was ending How could those ''PEOPLE"" do
this to us doomtaranam 3 weeks ago kdash023 3 weeks ago @doomtaranam those
"people"? typically sick little simple civil obedience. your government did this to its own
people to justify their occupation in the middle east, so next time before u throw ur
ignorant little opinion out there, do your research. kdash023 3 weeks ago castellanossaidy
3 weeks ago i just learned that people were on that plane..thats so horrible that they had
to die with the word trade center people. i hate osama or what ever his name is.
castellanossaidy 3 weeks ago kdash023 3 weeks ago @castellanossaidy osama is ex CIA.
do some research and dont blame a different country for your angst. kdash023 3 weeks
ago NekoChan159 3 weeks ago i choose to not like this vid.... cuz the emotion is so
strong that i can like it :(( rest in peace the ppl that died in the WTC... it wasnt their
fault... NekoChan159 3 weeks ago MCandHM1234567 3 weeks ago People Please STOP
fighting over this! 9/11 was an awful day! But the colors of our flag will never fade! So
stop the conspiracy crap and thinks of those who lost their lives and who r fighting for us
in the war! MCandHM1234567 3 weeks ago misskimber16 3 weeks ago
@MCandHM1234567 yeaah i feel u i dnt no wats up with KDASH023 talkin all this
crap trying make a point that doesnt justify nothing all that persons is doing is causing a
argument talken all this goverment bull shit .... misskimber16 3 weeks ago phantom1000A
3 weeks ago I SAY WE INVADE IRAN! FOR FUNDING TERRORISTS!
phantom1000A 3 weeks ago misskimber16 3 weeks ago @phantom1000A umm yea not
a gud idea.. we want to make peace besides we are against AL qeada and osama bin laden
not iran!!! misskimber16 3 weeks ago awsome5ful 3 weeks ago FAKE people dident even
know that it was a terrorist attack like 2 months later than this video wenit was made
awsome5ful 3 weeks ago damaestro777 3 weeks ago Thank you for sharing your personal
video. It's been nine years, and still hard to comprehend and watch. I can't imagine what
you went through, watching it first-hand....let alone all those people at Ground Zero,
experiencing it. May God continue to give the families of the fallen strength and courage.
Once again, thank you for sharing.... damaestro777 3 weeks ago robinsonyemani57 3
weeks ago kdash023, im only eleven stupid. i got a lot to learn robinsonyemani57 3
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weeks ago kdash023 3 weeks ago @robinsonyemani57 my bad man, but if you feel what
was done on that day was wrong, then do your own research, dont eat what is force fed
to you by corporate media. kdash023 3 weeks ago misskimber16 3 weeks ago
@kdash023 wat are u talikin about!!!!!!!! u crazy dude on dat day was sad! was up with
u and hate against govt. i mean we dnt care about govt. rite now we only care about wat
happened to the twin towers cheeses take a chill pill misskimber16 3 weeks ago Corps55
3 weeks ago i cried did u Corps55 3 weeks ago misskimber16 3 weeks ago ok soo no 1 get
confused the message i first posted is the one that starts with the sentance "i just cant
believe.." the second part of the message starts with " which was runned by.." ok they go
together thank u i hope every 1 understand! misskimber16 3 weeks ago mea519 3 weeks
ago relative or even a close friend this way? And this has not only affected those who lost
someone from 9/11 but it has affected others too. People now are scared to go on planes
or work in tall buildings. This tragedy has caused many new fears and will affect these
people forever. So basically what I'm saying is, people are never going to "get over it" and
if you don't have anything to say or believe that you don't care then don't say anything at
all. Nobody is forcing anybody to watch these vid mea519 3 weeks ago castellanossaidy
3 weeks ago its been 9 years already? i thought it was 10 castellanossaidy 3 weeks ago
misskimber16 3 weeks ago @castellanossaidy yea.. life goes on soo fast but the pain is
always there..... misskimber16 3 weeks ago mea519 3 weeks ago To those of you saying
get over it... Stop! 9/11 may not have affected you that much but it has affected others
from all over the country. People have lost relatives who were either workers in the
building or Heroes trying to save those in the building and around the building. Those
who have lost a loved one due to this tragedy may never "get over it" this has affected the
rest of their lives. Just imagine yourself in their shoes, how would you feel if you lost a
spouse, parent, grandparent, re mea519 3 weeks ago Jbbme2810 3 weeks ago I am
weeping right now. God bless all the soles that where lost that day. Jbbme2810 3 weeks
ago TexasLover7 3 weeks ago Powerful; every human being should watch this video each
and every year and never forget what happened; the world was forever changed. Every
high school student in America should give 30 minutes of their time and watch this
powerful video. So, so, sad. My heart hurts for the families. TexasLover7 3 weeks ago
misskimber16 3 weeks ago (my rest of the message)which was runned by Osama bin
Laden so i hope ppl will go to CNN.com!! and look at the interviews President Obama
gave just keep in mind the middle east want peace just like me and you and they are at
war agaist the terrorist that did this on 9/ll we are agaist Al Qaeda and just those fukin
bastards ...well thank you and dnt forget to check out the interviews of the presidnet he
gave a better explaination R.I.P 9/11 misskimber16 3 weeks ago robinsonyemani57 3
weeks ago i was only 2 when this happened. i asked an older kid, what is that and he said
"bad people make good people die" robinsonyemani57 3 weeks ago thataZNboy1 3
weeks ago SuperPapi83 --- haha wat?? Y r u babbling soo much about wars... Yea I'm
asian but I love america! Don't bs what every one knows.... I don't see Europe winning
any huge "must talk about" war... And if u kno ur history US went to war with soo many
countries yea for territory but who didn't want territory back then?? all u saw is a
stalemate in the Korean war and that's it...domination on the rest. be quite cuz u don't kno
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ur crap... thataZNboy1 3 weeks ago kdash023 3 weeks ago @thataZNboy1 do your
fuckin research bud, the us has over thrown many foreign governments in the past, not
only that, but DEMOCRATICALLY ELECTED governments. you think you live in a
democracy? only an illusion, why do you think the us is still in the middle east?
kdash023 3 weeks ago misskimber16 3 weeks ago I just cant believe this still happened i
was only 12 years old wen i first saw this and the day b4 yesterday i was in my
classroom callled socialogy and was learnig the behavioral of groups of peoople for
example the terriost that did this or also called al quia i jst want ppl 2 understand we are
not AGAINST MUSLIMS and we shouldnt hate them yes its hard to agree but we are
agast the terrorist that did this attack and they are also called Al Qaeda > misskimber16 3
weeks ago 212494able 3 weeks ago @misskimber16 You must remember that you can not
hate a race for only one group of people who made terrorism, we are all against Al Qaeda
and not against the Muslim people, always remember 212494able 3 weeks ago
misskimber16 3 weeks ago @212494able its becuse i read some messages and ppl are
saying they hate the race.. im like ok the race didnt do the attack the ppl in the roup Al
qaeda did, soo i was trying to point out that we are against the group not the race, The
interview with president obama explians wat i mean better hope you check it out on
CNN.com thanx misskimber16 3 weeks ago 212494able 3 weeks ago @misskimber16 I
understand, it's ok my friend, I just want people not to confuse 212494able 3 weeks ago
fludklat 3 weeks ago the thing that really gets to me is that this is ALL BECAUSE OF
THE GOVERNMENT fludklat 3 weeks ago robinsonyemani57 3 weeks ago i hate those
mutha f***ing talibans. tomorrow is new year in my country and they ruined my day.
robinsonyemani57 3 weeks ago kdash023 3 weeks ago @robinsonyemani57 our
government funded and trained the taliban. do your research before throwing ignorant
comments out. kdash023 3 weeks ago kdash023 3 weeks ago @robinsonyemani57 your*
kdash023 3 weeks ago fludklat 3 weeks ago the thing that really gets to me is that this is
ALL BECAUSE OF THE GOVERNMENT fludklat 3 weeks ago jimdeebassist 3 weeks
ago fucking hipster douchebags jimdeebassist 3 weeks ago MrStuartparker 3 weeks ago 7
IT STILL UPSETS ME THAT MAN ( COWARDLY PIECES OF SHIT) COULD DO
SUCH A THING AND DESTROY ALL THOSE INOCENT LIVES, I PAY MY
RESPECTS TO ALL THE FAMILYS THAT LOST LOVED ONES X MrStuartparker
3 weeks ago 7 misskimber16 3 weeks ago @MrStuartparker i no rite stupide osama bin
laden i hope he gets caught and all his murdeers parteners in the Al Qaeda group soon and
burn in hell... misskimber16 3 weeks ago kdash023 3 weeks ago @MrStuartparker (those
cowardly pieces of shit) aka your government. kdash023 3 weeks ago kdash023 3 weeks
ago 9/11... GET OVER IT! kdash023 3 weeks ago MrStuartparker 3 weeks ago
@kdash023 THATS NOT NICE, WOULD YOU GET OVER IT IF YOU LOST YOUR
LOVED ONES ? MrStuartparker 3 weeks ago kdash023 3 weeks ago @MrStuartparker
no, but look at what your government has done to the world in terms of terrorism and
over throwing foreign governments. hipocrites. kdash023 3 weeks ago Iluvmusicandsugar
3 weeks ago @kdash023 You truly are a piece of shit aren't you? Iluvmusicandsugar 3
weeks ago lrshero1 3 weeks ago 37,214 comments, and look at how many are publically
bashing the deaths of those in 9/11. What has this world come to.. lrshero1 3 weeks ago
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MrStuartparker 3 weeks ago im from the uk and it still upsets me to watch and think of
all inocent men women and children and their familys lifes gone because of the cowards
that would do such a horific cruel thing, i pay my respect to evryone that helped and the
F.D.N.Y. R.I.P MrStuartparker 3 weeks ago TheAngelkilla13 3 weeks ago SuperPapi83
shut the fuck up u euro trash motha fucker Im American Ill always be American so ur
bitch ass can suck on my big American nut u cunt queen TheAngelkilla13 3 weeks ago
SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago @TheAngelkilla13 yankee trash ull get what u giveone day!
atleast i have a queen and before many kings? what u had oh thats right, a "president" has
he ever been on a battlefield risking his own life like a man! noooooooooooo, ur fags
desperate for a little piece of history!hahahahahahah SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago big4424 3
weeks ago @TheAngelkilla13 you're right you are american. a pussy ass cracker that
invades other countries claim them and take rule over the land, and put God's face on evil
and bloody money. you're a european cock sucker, that's what u meant by being
american, pussy ass cracker boy big4424 3 weeks ago misskimber16 3 weeks ago
@big4424 woow what did he say...... misskimber16 3 weeks ago cjlewiscccc 3 weeks ago
Its 9/11 god bless tho's fallen ones x cjlewiscccc 3 weeks ago CrixRonnie3 3 weeks ago
Comment removed LaraJade17 3 weeks ago 41 @CrixRonnie3 I really do feel sorry for
you. I know most people would just insult you and swear back at you, but I'm not going
to do that. I'm not saying that you don't deserve it, or that I don't want to do that, but I
will never, never sink to your level. I feel sorry for you and the people who carried out
9/11 because I can just imagine the hate you have in your hearts. You have no soul, and I
hope you know that after what you just said and what these people did, you will never
get one. LaraJade17 3 weeks ago 41 bekka72798 3 weeks ago @CrixRonnie3 dude go die
in a hole u shit face if you lost your loved ones then u would be fuckin sad. and proud of
it? well i wont be suprised if ur on the americas most wanted list. u should never say that
people lost there lives in 9/11 and the firefighters even risked there lives for those people!
u should be ashamed of yourself. im 12 years old and oh man i have a little more brains
than you. unbeilievable u are bekka72798 3 weeks ago LaraJade17 3 weeks ago 28 Rest in
peace all those who died in the 9/11 attacks. Today marks the 9th anniversary (in
Australia) of the attacks, and I hope everyone can take a moment out of their day to
remember the people who died, too early and so, so unfairly. We often take for granted
the lives we lead, but think about it; that could have been you in that building. That could
have been your mother, father, daughter, son, best friend, any person you love. I am so so
sorry to those who died, rest in peace forever. LaraJade17 3 weeks ago 28 Yummmeh 3
weeks ago r.i.p 2 any1 who lost their lives tomorrow 9 years ago Yummmeh 3 weeks ago
roairenz 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam one of the
worst days ever -.- but why do some people go on provocating by inventing a " burn the
koran day"??? in my opinion the whole world should show that they accept the other
religions too and that they are able to live peacefully in commun with them! roairenz 3
weeks ago khordi 3 weeks ago 9/11 THE WAS AN INSIDE JOB THE AMERICAN
GOVERNMENT HAVE FUCKED THIS WORLD UP. WHERE ARE THE ANSWERS
TO THE QUESTIONS ? THEY NEED TO BE ANSWERED. khordi 3 weeks ago
MrCRAZEEMOFO 3 weeks ago @212494able I didn't try to convey that only
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Americans were effected. I meant people across the globe, at one point in time or another.
Anyone with a heart or compassion for life, felt a deep sorrow when ever they witnessed
media converages. My mom worked blocks away from the towers, i didn't speak to her
until 10pm that night. She walked from lower Mahanttan to the Bronx. I cried like a baby
when i finally saw her! MrCRAZEEMOFO 3 weeks ago 212494able 3 weeks ago
@MrCRAZEEMOFO I know my friend, were difficult times, I hope that God will not
allow any attack 212494able 3 weeks ago backyardwrestling12 3 weeks ago @kat49242 I
could agree with you anymore. I'm a pretty religious person and don't really rash on
Antibes religion. I'm Christian but anyone can build a mosque anywhere.. Besides ground
zero. Whoever agrees with that has something wrong with them because that's just
obamas thank you to the Muslims backyardwrestling12 3 weeks ago edmongeyt 3 weeks
ago the problem is not the american people, or the muslim people, the problem is that we
set a bunch of dumb fucks to rule our nations... what if there were no nations and we had
no presidents?? please just try to see everything from a different prespective and stop
wasting your life hating each other, have sex instead :) edmongeyt 3 weeks ago
212494able 3 weeks ago These terrorists are damned, they had no right to do so, it is true
that the U.S.A. is one of the most abusive countries and most ambitious (I mean the
government), but has nothing to do with innocent people,with the people American
212494able 3 weeks ago khordi 3 weeks ago @212494able you are a retard it was the
american goverment that did this watch loose change on youtube. khordi 3 weeks ago
212494able 3 weeks ago @khordi Look, I will not discuss what I think and what you
think, so do not insult me 212494able 3 weeks ago RandomUsername010 3 weeks ago @
14:08 listen to that bitch crying her ass off! LOL & the douche bag husband is like, 'It'll
be OK, It'll be OK' In denial much? Let the bodies hit the floor, they got all fucked up
LMAO RandomUsername010 3 weeks ago lrshero1 3 weeks ago @RandomUsername010
Man please stop, keep those things to yourself. It really isn't funny, I'm not trying to
start an argument, I'm just saying that what you're saying is uncalled for lrshero1 3 weeks
ago abcmikke 3 weeks ago @RandomUsername010 You are sick. abcmikke 3 weeks ago
lulusu7 3 weeks ago IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIII-IIIHdeath to muslims lulusu7 3 weeks ago
kat49242 3 weeks ago @mody380 I blame no one's religion. I would fight to the death to
defend the right to build a Mosque across the street from me, I would welcome neighbors
from any faith moving in next door to me. Burning anyone's Holy Book is simply
childish. But I find the symbolism of a Mosque being built anywhere near ground zero
disturbs me. I feel that it would be perceived as a victory symbol to those who
perpetrated the attacks. kat49242 3 weeks ago lrshero1 3 weeks ago @kat49242 Could
you take some pics of new York and send to me? I love New York, I want to go back
lrshero1 3 weeks ago kat49242 3 weeks ago @lrshero1 Unfortunately, I live in the state
of Michigan, nearly 600 miles from the state of New York., and have never been there
myself. kat49242 3 weeks ago djruehl 3 weeks ago When did this happen ? djruehl 3
weeks ago RedRyukinRose 3 weeks ago @djruehl WOW, just wow... RedRyukinRose 3
weeks ago lulusu7 3 weeks ago ineastet of bu crying fo 911 make the muslims vomit bood
hwn we squeeze the heart of their boby...i will to crcify 5000000000 muslims lulusu7 3
weeks ago NitroTwat 3 weeks ago R.I.P NitroTwat 3 weeks ago TheUnTrollAbleTroll 3
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weeks ago inside job. TheUnTrollAbleTroll 3 weeks ago fludklat 3 weeks ago the sad
thing about this is what is stopping this from happening again...any country that can take
america to two ilegal wars.DO THIS TO THEIR OWN PEOPLE (because it was an
inside job) can do everything...the best bet is for people to live an honest as clean a life as
possible and make lots of money so you can have a good life and enjoy some luxuries
because you never no when its too late RIP fludklat 3 weeks ago XXF2XX 3 weeks ago
That must of been terryfying since you said that a child you knew was in daycare there.
XXF2XX 3 weeks ago RandomUsername010 3 weeks ago That's what u call maximum
ownage LOL, nearly 3,000 douchbags wiped out at once. I spit on the families & the dead
victim's graves :) RandomUsername010 3 weeks ago spindocter123 3 weeks ago
@RandomUsername010 u fucking piece of shit ill spit on ur grave when u die and so will
all the other people that hate u spindocter123 3 weeks ago abutaqiyyah 3 weeks ago
@crah12345 Go back to having S3X with your goats. Take a bath first, because your
smell is making them sick to their stomachs. abutaqiyyah 3 weeks ago
MrCRAZEEMOFO 3 weeks ago @212494able What is EEUU? I was horrified. I know
the whole world did not know what was happening at the time of the actual events. What
is your point? MrCRAZEEMOFO 3 weeks ago 212494able 3 weeks ago
@MrCRAZEEMOFO Sorry, I mean the United States (the acronym is used in South
America), and say that the whole world changed after that day, not only shocked the
people who live there 212494able 3 weeks ago MrCRAZEEMOFO 3 weeks ago
Comment removed backyardwrestling12 3 weeks ago Everyone who thinks 9/11 was an
inside job has got to be an idiot dropped on there head. Look I'm a metal worker. I work
at a welding and fabrication shop. Now I don't need to work on sky scrapers to know the
burning rate of metal. The amount of time that building was burning made the steel
support beams Cherry read till they bend and collapse. Now when the building comes
down down you can see forces of smoke coming out of the side of the building as it
comes down. Well the force of all the me backyardwrestling12 3 weeks ago MarkJBright
3 weeks ago I remember that day. I have several friends from America (i'm from France)
and yet I still feel the pain that Americans go through, and what they must have gone
through on that day. My deepest sympathy goes to the friends and families of those who
perished. MarkJBright 3 weeks ago stevec618 3 weeks ago @MarkJBright lol ya
stevec618 3 weeks ago miraRatainmunda 3 weeks ago AJAJJAJAJAJAJJJAJA SE LO
TENIAN MERECIDO Y MAS TODAVIA VIVA OSAMA VIVA EL KORAN
MUERTE A LOS YANQUIS Y A LOS ESTUPIDOS QUE LO APOYAN
miraRatainmunda 3 weeks ago Jakdakson 3 weeks ago These blast points... too accurate
for sand people... Jakdakson 3 weeks ago spindocter123 3 weeks ago hggg spindocter123
3 weeks ago DoctorLove2626 3 weeks ago I liked this video because it does a good job of
showing what happened...i dont like what actually happened DoctorLove2626 3 weeks
ago lrshero1 3 weeks ago A war is never won, one group just killed more people than the
other. It is sickening and heart breaking to see this. God forgive those terrorists, they do
not know how Corrupt their actions truly were lrshero1 3 weeks ago blewy595 3 weeks
ago @chere100 there were muslims who were victoms of 9 11 also so leave them alone
blewy595 3 weeks ago spindocter123 3 weeks ago @blewy595 the muslims also killed
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three thousand people that day so i think u should leave us alone!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
spindocter123 3 weeks ago Riptide358 3 weeks ago @Whitearyanconquerer you are the
enemy, too. u and lulusu7 shud get together and talk holocaust, you dirty whores
Riptide358 3 weeks ago spindocter123 3 weeks ago @Riptide358 fuck off bitch dont talk
about my country like that! spindocter123 3 weeks ago lrshero1 3 weeks ago
@Riptide358 Please stop, you all are arguing over deaths of people. Not a good
argument, you're saying the deaths of one event are better or worse than the other. The
point is people are dead and they will never be seen again, I'm not getting smart or
anything but I'm Just saying realize how degrading theconversation is lrshero1 3 weeks
ago tomkkkkk 3 weeks ago Lest we forget the poor people who perished and especially
the brave emergency workers who actually ran towards the buildings not away! REST IN
PEACE BROTHERS AND SISTERS! tomkkkkk 3 weeks ago RllyCoco 3 weeks ago i
Find it Hard 2 Watch Any Footage From any 9/11 Vids. But Thank's For Uploadinq This
God Bless American. And am From Britain. RllyCoco 3 weeks ago fefelakatos728 3
weeks ago End the question is: why did they do that?! Why did they kill so many
people?! Jealous of U.S. and its economic power?! Revenge thrist?! Simply, I can't and I
never will understand it... God bless America, God bless the world, God bless the
human's heart and forgive its sins... Condolences from Brazil!!! We'll never forget it!!
fefelakatos728 3 weeks ago fefelakatos728 3 weeks ago @fefelakatos728 A gramatic
mistake: End: And! fefelakatos728 3 weeks ago blewy595 3 weeks ago Comment
removed ProtectAus 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
For a new Trailer on 9/11. See "Exposed! The 9/11 TV Movie" It Is Shocking. It Is Scary
It Is TRUE! Click on ProtectAus and check my Uploads ProtectAus 3 weeks ago
QSH6H 3 weeks ago Stop crying because 3000 people and we all know that was an
inside job.. and plus if you guys have a heart cry about what happend in hiroshima and
nagasaki they killed over 100,000 QSH6H 3 weeks ago DoctorLove2626 3 weeks ago
@QSH6H Fuck you asshole 3000 is alot of people. thats everyone you know and many
more DoctorLove2626 3 weeks ago lulusu7 3 weeks ago some times one wonders that
adolf hitler was strong enough to fight for what he believed america needs to wake up and
understand that these horrible muslims cannot be trusted they should be considered total
enemies and suffer total war agains the power of the west...god bless germany and
america for the roman empire runs in our blood we will wage total and radical war against
these rats from asia and their race and their immigrants in the west are all going die lulusu7
3 weeks ago Riptide358 3 weeks ago @lulusu7 if thats what u think, ur no better that
hitler. U are the enemy. Who agrees with me? Riptide358 3 weeks ago yomothaWHAT 3
weeks ago We are still here never forget the live that have been stopped on 9-11-01 the
Taliban shall be punished yomothaWHAT 3 weeks ago klewis9995 3 weeks ago
tomorrow's the 9th anniversery of 9/11,i was at school when that happened,it was a very
sad day. R.I.P to everyone who has died on 9/11 klewis9995 3 weeks ago lrshero1 3
weeks ago @n3rd89 OUR GOD is still here, don't blame him for this. He did not do this.
People blame Him for this and it's ridiculous. lrshero1 3 weeks ago solachristos2 3 weeks
ago i dont know wether i should like this video or not. its too tragic to take lightly
solachristos2 3 weeks ago quipino 3 weeks ago Mundo no te olvides de lo que hicieron
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estos malditos con Hiroshima todo es hecho por los malditos racistas americanos estamos
aterrados por toda la violencia que generan estos genocidas solo por el PODER, y quieren
hacerse, las victimas. MUNDO entero no te olvides de la bomba atómica, las torres
gemelas y la guerra de Irak BUSH maldito las dos últimas es solo la caca que tienes en el
cerebro quipino 3 weeks ago lulusu7 3 weeks ago one day america will wake up and
destroy once and for all,all these nasty arabs and muslims ,and these dirty rats that are
nothing but pure scam will be forever out of these planet where they should not exit since
they proved not worth to be human they should be destroyed with no pity all of them
for me they are nothing but pests hate muslims i hate hate hate hate hate hate hate hate
hate hate hate muslims i wish to burn them under a hydrogen bomb lulusu7 3 weeks ago
Riptide358 3 weeks ago @lulusu7 you rascist bastard. Say ur catholic. Some radical
blows up a synagogue, but you think that was stupid. Thats how alot of muslims feel.
some deranged guy does something stupid, so some people (mainly idiot racist
Americans) think it reflects on the whole culture. Riptide358 3 weeks ago lrshero1 3
weeks ago @LearnedFromYou Please tell me how I was judging them? I wad not judging
them and if it sounded like I was I apologize, my words must not have cone out right. I
also think of "they were someones friend, family member, etc...", trust me I'm not cold
hearted, I feel the same way you do. I'm saying I hope no everyone made Peace with
God, that simple. So please don't curse at Me For I did nothing to anyone to deserve it.
lrshero1 3 weeks ago MidgeyMe 3 weeks ago Everyone has been paranoid ever since 9/11
happened. Listen, worse things have happened okay? This is just a building. Hiroshima
got bombed. And that's a frigging CITY! What about WWII? Millions of people killed in
WWII. Only like, what, 3000 people died in this? And jeez people, just forget about it!
Go on and enjoy your lives! Don't live in fear, it's not good. Sure, you probably won't
read this, but the truth is the truth. MidgeyMe 3 weeks ago butters123654 3 weeks ago
@MidgeyMe may i remind you hiroshima was during a war and not to sound like a 3
year old but the japanese bombed pearl harbor first, then we bombed hiroshima they
attack our city, we fight back butters123654 3 weeks ago animewolf75 3 weeks ago
@MidgeyMe I don't mean any offense 2 you when i say this but,Hiroshima was
expected we were at war at the time and so it was bound to happen and WWII was
expected as well. Sure many people died but it's war and once again expected. It was just
a regular day in New York when this happened, and America did nothing to deserve it, no
one expected it but the few terroriset who planned it so of course it will be remembered
as one of the biggest tragety's in America's history. animewolf75 3 weeks ago
coolminimike 3 weeks ago 19:43 so sad :( coolminimike 3 weeks ago darthlord4699 3
weeks ago To think,the people who were filming this while it was happening were all
calm and at the same time hundereds of people were getting killed.it is very sad.R.I.P the
victims,beside the killers. darthlord4699 3 weeks ago 0TheKovenant0 3 weeks ago 8
R.I.P From the UK. THIS DAY WILL NEVER BE FORGOTTEN ABOUT! I can't
imagine how these people felt and the families :( we are thinking about you all
0TheKovenant0 3 weeks ago 8 xxafflictedxx 3 weeks ago @0TheKovenant0 fricken worst
day.. i almost lost my dad cause of this and i was in 1st grade xxafflictedxx 3 weeks ago
mmeweb3411 3 weeks ago 3 If I could go back in time, I would pull the fire alarm in both
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buildings at 8:30, and see how much would change mmeweb3411 3 weeks ago 3
ShaneDawsonOnTv4 3 weeks ago wtf u film people jumping ShaneDawsonOnTv4 3
weeks ago esk89ld 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Did
americans already forget the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs? Bitches still complain? LOL
This is epic PWNAGE!! (no, im not Japanese) esk89ld 3 weeks ago eliebuddy 3 weeks
ago a tragic loss, rest in peace victims of 9/11 deepest condolences from Australia <3
eliebuddy 3 weeks ago animalman1122 3 weeks ago 9/11 was an inside job, even if it was
terrorists just think.... only 2,996 people died, but when we dropped te nuclear bombs on
the japanese we killed 70,000 to 100,000. animalman1122 3 weeks ago Pedrokas88 3
weeks ago 2 GOD BLESS AMERICA, . THE WORLD WILL NEVER FORGET :(. BIG
HUG FROM PORTUGAL Pedrokas88 3 weeks ago 2 SpAisWwE 3 weeks ago 2
11/9/2001 The world Change. God Bless AMERICA God Bless World. SpAisWwE 3
weeks ago 2 kamelion7 3 weeks ago 2 R.I.P to all who lost their lives that day.
Condolences from England x kamelion7 3 weeks ago 2 jesus2485080 3 weeks ago
EVERYONE FIGHTING OVER PERSONAL PREFERENCES NEED TO STOP!!!
THIS IS A TRIBUTE TO THE VICTIMS OF 9/11, NOT A DEBATE
CONFERENCE!!! jesus2485080 3 weeks ago XPYDERZ63 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam God Bless America!!! XPYDERZ63 3 weeks ago
SpookyTeddyBear 3 weeks ago @jesus2485080 thanks, i'm gonna be 15 tomorrow
SpookyTeddyBear 3 weeks ago bebokd 3 weeks ago @NIKESRAWESOME123
September 11 2001 Video. bebokd 3 weeks ago Ev131313 3 weeks ago at 8:54 is that a
person Ev131313 3 weeks ago jesus2485080 3 weeks ago @NIKESRAWESOME123 u
shouldnt ask for thumbs up, it looks like ur tryin to get attention, not that u probably did
it for that but thats wat it looks like jesus2485080 3 weeks ago MrCRAZEEMOFO 3
weeks ago This video was a view of that day that i couldn't have imagined, i thank the
videographer for sharing her view as her heart broke and all of ours as well. I haven't
forgotten, never will. MrCRAZEEMOFO 3 weeks ago MrCRAZEEMOFO 3 weeks ago
Bottom line, many people died tragically, some while on the phone with loved ones
assuring them they are okay. Whether you believe it was our government or extremists,
they died for no good reason. Those of you who can't fathom the loss of a life or the loss
of your way of life have no heart and it's a shame. We were all one people that day and
the weeks that followed. Here in NYC we were all completely stunned and shocked by
the events of that day. MrCRAZEEMOFO 3 weeks ago 212494able 3 weeks ago
@MrCRAZEEMOFO No need to be in EEUU to be horrified with what happened that
day, believe that the whole world did not know what was happening at that time,
assuming it is the safest country 212494able 3 weeks ago SubtitledPig 3 weeks ago RIP
9/11 SubtitledPig 3 weeks ago MrCRAZEEMOFO 3 weeks ago Comment removed
x3angelove 3 weeks ago this is so terrible. god bless america &* rest in peace victims of
September 11, 2001 <3 x3angelove 3 weeks ago johansson66 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam One thing is for sure, Iraq will never do anything
like that to anyone ever again. johansson66 3 weeks ago hypercoaster11 3 weeks ago
those inglorious bastards who decided to kill 3000 of our beloved. including my friend
hypercoaster11 3 weeks ago johansson66 3 weeks ago One thing is for sure, Iraq will
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never do that to anyone ever again. johansson66 3 weeks ago SpookyTeddyBear 3 weeks
ago this happened on my 6th birthday )': SpookyTeddyBear 3 weeks ago jesus2485080 3
weeks ago @SpookyTeddyBear sorry to hear that jesus2485080 3 weeks ago fllumoxed2
3 weeks ago Comment removed SolidSolaris 3 weeks ago 50 world isn't the same since
9/11. deepest condolences from Germany SolidSolaris 3 weeks ago 50 edmongeyt 3
weeks ago this is very sad, peoples live changed all over the world after this, but I truly
believe there is so much more than meets the eye, so many cut out videos, even this
video, right when the second explosion happened... there should be more investigation,
please, for the world to be at peace... edmongeyt 3 weeks ago TheHunkyPotatoSkin 3
weeks ago 9 years since 9/11. its a shame on how our nation,AMERICA has to put up
with this. to me this one event ill never forget because it sickens me that these terrorists
have to do this it breaks everyones heart . this will never be forgotten ); ); );
TheHunkyPotatoSkin 3 weeks ago iloveneytiri 3 weeks ago 2 Also ignore the asses
making fun. Those cretins lead miserable lives and are drying out for attention, ignore
ignore, IGNORE! From England god bless New York and the American people.
iloveneytiri 3 weeks ago 2 twieetylipps66 3 weeks ago I know where I was on that day
and I cried and cried. Words can not express my sorrow for the families who lost loved
ones. I am also in England. R.I.P ALL. GOD BLESS THE FAMILIES. XXX
twieetylipps66 3 weeks ago patryjlh 3 weeks ago GOD BLESS THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA patryjlh 3 weeks ago iloveneytiri 3 weeks ago I am sick of the tolerance
to the intolerants. Get rid of that fucking mosque, some guy threatens to burn their
religious book and they take to the streets threatening death etc. yet THE AMERCIAN
politicians condemn him and let them do whatever? May the victims never be forgotten.
iloveneytiri 3 weeks ago flameman620 3 weeks ago This is.. Just unbeliavable. Why
would ANYONE do this? What kind of sick people do this? Alot of people became
heroes on this day. GOD BLESS AMERICA AND GOD BLESS THE HEROES OF
THE WTC AND PARA'S/POLICEMEN/WOMAN/FIREFIG-HTERS WHO HELPED
THIS DAY!! ~Mason~ flameman620 3 weeks ago beachyybabe 3 weeks ago Why dont
some of u feel broken by this?! this is a sad sad sad thing.. R.I.P Uncle Jeffyy <333
Much love to all of you who are touched by this thumbs up for focusing on the Positive!
beachyybabe 3 weeks ago DieByTheDrop 3 weeks ago 10 The thing is... it doesnt matter
where you're from, at the end of the day a lot of people died. And it was a horrific event.
I cant believe people can joke about things like this. Seriously, how sick do you have to
be to makes jokes about this? It doesnt matter what country you're from (im from
england) it was a horrible day and i cant imagine what their families must go through
every year.. R.I.P DieByTheDrop 3 weeks ago 10 NotesCollector 3 weeks ago 9 years
since Sept 11th 2001 NotesCollector 3 weeks ago mrandmrscolbert 3 weeks ago
@julianmanz1 It's the 9th Anniversary..NOT the 10th! mrandmrscolbert 3 weeks ago
SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam you all
have to realise that all those poor ppl who died in such a horrible way were victims of
american government!!! not "terrorists" there is so much proof!!! watch 9/11 loose change
full version and maybe you will saved from yankee mind rape! binladen did nothing!!! it
was a great reason to start an oil war though! its been proved jet fuel will not do that to
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such a building it was a controlled destruction! the blast points are obvious! the whole
thing is if u watch it without american lies SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago Dspitfire93 3 weeks
ago @micktheman100 you dick. Dspitfire93 3 weeks ago beachyybabe 3 weeks ago
@PretentiousAsswipe NOT COOL beachyybabe 3 weeks ago SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago
you all have to realise that all those poor ppl who died in such a horrible way were
victims of american government!!! not "terrorists" there is so much proof!!! watch 9/11
loose change full version and maybe you will saved from yankee mind rape! binladen did
nothing!!! it was a great reason to start an oil war though! its been proved jet fuel will not
do that to such a building it was a controlled destruction! the blast points are obvious! the
whole thing is if u watch it without american lies SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago
mrandmrscolbert 3 weeks ago @SuperPapi83 YOU ARE A MORON! mrandmrscolbert
3 weeks ago SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago @mrandmrscolbert erm i take it u are american,
you didnt watch he video did you! you just believe what your govt tells you! that makes
you the MORON! theres more evidence that usa did it to themselves than terrorists! ok
explain thermite! explain the black boxes! oh you cant? well that proves that your wrong!
SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago fatdanios 3 weeks ago @SuperPapi83 Why don't you explain
your theory to all the Muslim terrorists who still take credit for these attacks, danced in
the streets when they heard of it and now are planning to build a mosque on Ground
Zero? And stop calling other people morons when they don't agree with your theory.
You aren't convincing anyone with that crap. fatdanios 3 weeks ago SuperPapi83 3 weeks
ago @fatdanios 1ST "THAT CRAP" IS FACT! 2ND YOU ARE AN IGNORANT
IDIOT! u believe whatever your govt tells u to believe! watch 9/11 loose change and there
are facts that cant be denied! there was no plane at the pentagon! many professional
destrction pll say it was a a controlled destruction! and when u watch it slow motion it
is! as 4 the muslims what do u expect! your country fights a war that dosent have
anything to with u! u kill innocent ppl 4 no reason what so ever! fuk u usa burn in hell!!!!
SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago jesus2485080 3 weeks ago @SuperPapi83 FUCK U
BITCH!!!!!!!!! THIS MADE US STRONGER! PPL LIKE U COWER UNDER US!!!!!!
jesus2485080 3 weeks ago animalman1122 3 weeks ago @jesus2485080 ur a puppet
animalman1122 3 weeks ago jesus2485080 3 weeks ago @animalman1122 wat, ur gonna
give me a story on how 9/11 was an inside job??? jesus2485080 3 weeks ago
animalman1122 3 weeks ago @jesus2485080 u want one because i can give u one
animalman1122 3 weeks ago jesus2485080 3 weeks ago @animalman1122 actually yea O.
o jesus2485080 3 weeks ago animalman1122 3 weeks ago @jesus2485080 watch "loose
change", why do most of the accused terrorists still live. why would the government tell
us they found the passport of one of the terrorists on the street below, but not the black
boxes of the planes. if u listen to the phone calls made from the plane u can tell its
scripted and planned, no one is freaking out... at all. the plane that "crashed" in
pennsylvania just left a huge hole with smoke and little pieces of metal, its doesnt make
sense.. animalman1122 3 weeks ago animalman1122 3 weeks ago @jesus2485080 why
did the FBI confiscate all of the surveillance videos from the surrounding area. why did
bush lie about where he was when he heard of what was happening. why did the towers
even fall....most of the fuel got burned up during the explosion and the planes didnt even
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hit half way down hey hit at the top. they barely burned and then the top caused all the
other floors to collapse too? i dont believe it, and in the videos u can see explosions going
off on each floor while it falls animalman1122 3 weeks ago SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago
@jesus2485080 derrrrrr retard alert it was an inside job look at the evience not what your
govt tells u! SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago jesus2485080 3 weeks ago @SuperPapi83 XD,
wats wit the name callin! i dont believe in half the stuff the gov't says anyway, so where
did u get this "information" jesus2485080 3 weeks ago SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago
@jesus2485080 hahaha u call ur self jesus? jesus believed in forgiveness did he not? so
why judge me and not forgive me? and it made u stronger? we cower under u? no no no...
we laugh at you ! usa are one of the most ott countries in the world! and most of your
population are blinded by your govt! ypor the most hated country in the world! no one
likes u! im gonna move 2 russia when they decide to nuke u! SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago
MorningGloryD 3 weeks ago @SuperPapi83 There are medications that can help with
your mental condition. MorningGloryD 3 weeks ago SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago
@MorningGloryD er fuk u i dont need your prosac u depressed yank! keep it 2 urself! ur
anothergovernment blind moron who does no research! watch 9/11 loose change or any
conspiacy video! open your eyes! your a sheep following the herd baaaaa
baaaaaaaaaaaaaaa, idiot! the only terrorists in the world who are actually dangerous is ur
govt!!! SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago jesus2485080 3 weeks ago @SuperPapi83 I call myself
Jesus because my name is Jesus, I am in no way similar to The Jesus! If we get nuked,
we'll just nuke back! UR AN IDIOT IF U THINK UR SURVIVE A NUCLEAR
EXCHANGE! and i agree, most of our population is blinded, but blinded or not, THIS
MADE US STRONGER! jesus2485080 3 weeks ago Riptide358 3 weeks ago
@jesus2485080 sorry dude, but u cant nuke back.. ur dead, remember? u cant win a
nuclear war. people die. thats it. no one can win. EVER Riptide358 3 weeks ago
jesus2485080 3 weeks ago @Riptide358 we will obviously send the nukes when the
missiles are being fired dipshit, i never said we would win, no one will win, everyone will
be dead! jesus2485080 3 weeks ago SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago @jesus2485080 derr if u
get nuked theres no nukin back retardo ur dead! and if that made u stronger think how
strong england is we have much more history than u! u start wars just to try to make a
little history for yourselves! mostly wars that had nothging to do with u! haha u only
jumped in at the end of ww2 bcoz u were threatened! you didnt want to help europe! and
u try to take all the credit even thiugh we did all the hard work! all u did was daylight
bombing which in fairness was... cont SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago SuperPapi83 3 weeks
ago @jesus2485080 was a great task and respect to ur usaaf for doing that but ur ground
troops were a joke, u killed all my grandads comrades and shot him twice too and after
they "apologised" they laughed and walked away! thankfully they were shot like rats in a
barrell and for some reason no one cared! wonder why? and ur troops still play by the
same rules, if if moves shoot! yeehaa fukin cowboy yanks, monkeys with
technology!hahahahah the worlds greatest dumbasses! SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago lrshero1
3 weeks ago @SuperPapi83 If you're talking about American troops the rules of
engagement are don't fire unless fired upon. Unless stated otherwise. It is Harley ever
"stated otherwise" unles it's a special op lrshero1 3 weeks ago SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago
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@lrshero1 thats what they say!not whatthey do! my grandad has three bullit scars to
prove it and a fukked memory of seeing his freinds die! and from what ive heard u havent
changed, u shoot women and children! bont deny it every country in the world knows
how bad u are except 4 u! they dont tell u about your reputation in america because it will
lower ur morale! that is a fact! SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago jesus2485080 3 weeks ago
@SuperPapi83 yea while we walk away yall shoot us in the back, that make ur grandpa
alot more of a man, maybe ya'll shouldnt suck at shooting as much ya'll can stand a
chance. and yes we are monkey! these monkey "spared" ur grandpa, and ur PUSSY OF A
GRANDFATHER HAS TO SHOOT THEM IN THE BACK TO WIN AGAINST
DUMBASS MONKEYS! jesus2485080 3 weeks ago fatdanios 3 weeks ago
@SuperPapi83 Back atcha Papi. fatdanios 3 weeks ago SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago you all
have to realise that all those poor ppl who died in such a horrible way were victims of
american government!!! not "terrorists" there is so much proof!!! watch 9/11 loose change
full version and maybe you will saved from yankee mind rape! binladen did nothing!!! it
was a great reason to start an oil war though! its been proved jet fuel will not do that to
such a building it was a controlled destruction! the blast points are obvious! the whole
thing is if u watch it without american lies! SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago playapimporiginal 3
weeks ago @SuperPapi83 that is pure rubbish,i cant believe you would even think such
things,you make me sick,sick as the people who did this playapimporiginal 3 weeks ago
SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago @playapimporiginal your so ignorant that you couldnt believe
such things! look at the evidence your govt dosent want u to see! THERMITE which
was found in the wreck! the magical black boxes which couldnt be found and the ones that
were found had 3 minutes of recordings magically deleted? hmmmmm twat do some
research
b4
u
start
preachin
to
me
M M M MOOOOOOOOOOOORRRRRRRRRRRRRR-RRRRRRROOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOONNNNNNN-NNNNNNNN! SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago beachyybabe 3 weeks
ago @micktheman100 Not funny beachyybabe 3 weeks ago falloftheelite 3 weeks ago
Was only 9 years old when all tis was going on, never forget that when my mum turned it
over to BBC news, and showed some tourist filming the first plane then live coverage. So
sad but stuff like this no matter where you are or how youve seen it doesnt leave you. Its
disturbing that humans can do this to each other... A sincere condolance to the family of
victims of 9/11 falloftheelite 3 weeks ago 334batista 3 weeks ago I was in kindergarten
when we watched on tv. God Bless USA 334batista 3 weeks ago jakeisbeast4 3 weeks
ago I wanna mow down all those terrorists jakeisbeast4 3 weeks ago
THOMASCOGHAN 3 weeks ago INCREDIBLE FOOTAGE..COWARDLY ACT OF
TERRORISM...MAY THE GUILTY BURN IN HELL FOREVER...THNK YOU FOR
SHARING THIS THOMASCOGHAN 3 weeks ago SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago
@THOMASCOGHAN yeah a cowardly act by america! they did this to them selves!
and bush and co shall burn in hell! and good riddance SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago
vitamincity 3 weeks ago I don't remember anything about when this happened. I was
only 6 and I remember everybody talk about it and I didn't understand what had
happened cause nobody told me. and I always thought to myself back then "why is
everybody so sad and angry?" but now i'm 15 and I know all about it and now i'm sad and
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angry...God bless all of you and I hope someday we will put this hardship behind us and
just come together. vitamincity 3 weeks ago mrandmrscolbert 3 weeks ago @vitamincity
THIS SHOULD NEVER BE PUT BEHIND US! NEVER! mrandmrscolbert 3 weeks ago
SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago @mrandmrscolbert u should get out of the us! b4 u get nuked!
SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago mrandmrscolbert 3 weeks ago @SuperPapi83 I will never leave
the USA. I love my country! Make sure you keep ur ignorant ass in whatever shithole
country you live in B/C we don't want you here! mrandmrscolbert 3 weeks ago
SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago @vitamincity one thind they wouldnt tell u about is how the
american govt did it, not "terrorists" watch 9/11 loose change on utube to learn the real
facts! this is no disrespect to the ppl who had to die so america had a reason to go to war
for oil and a bit of history! SuperPapi83 3 weeks ago 08pitiku 3 weeks ago 26 I'm from
Spain, but God bless America. WE WILL NEVER FORGET WTC, 9/11 08pitiku 3
weeks ago 26 tonybigmac7 3 weeks ago @08pitiku thnaks from america tonybigmac7 3
weeks ago scotster92391 3 weeks ago @08pitiku thank you scotster92391 3 weeks ago
PeanutButterCracker2 3 weeks ago @08pitiku God bless you! PeanutButterCracker2 3
weeks ago leeshell20 3 weeks ago I remember I was in the 7th grade in cIass watchin this
on the news when all this was happening...It really hurts ta see this and what these
people had to go thru because of some unthoughtful ,EVIL terriorists....RIP for all those
people who lives were cut short! leeshell20 3 weeks ago JessMfoster87 3 weeks ago I
was 14 yrs old when this happened, just going to my Biology class in 8th grade. I
remember hearing someone say a plane crashed into the tower. Then I got in there, laid
down my stuff and was listening to the lady talking, then while she was talking in comes
another plan crashing into the tower. So sad. JessMfoster87 3 weeks ago Mistagerfeld 3
weeks ago @efearfull Ben Laden has he's own men to do those things he's still alive
Mistagerfeld 3 weeks ago JerkTubeTV 3 weeks ago Its on TV right now 65 JerkTubeTV
3 weeks ago AlexZVRS 3 weeks ago i was only 6 when this happened and i never really
understood the full magnitude of it until now. wow. AlexZVRS 3 weeks ago JerkTubeTV
3 weeks ago @AlexZVRS me 2 ! lol JerkTubeTV 3 weeks ago UsernameUnavailableN 3
weeks ago @AlexZVRS Same here UsernameUnavailableN 3 weeks ago krizzy5597 3
weeks ago holyy crapp if i was uu i would off crapped my pantss even tho i was like 3
when this happened krizzy5597 3 weeks ago krizzy5597 3 weeks ago holyy crapp if i
was uu i would off crapped my pantss krizzy5597 3 weeks ago esk89ld 3 weeks ago
show hide When I first saw the towers collapsing on TV my first word was: PWNED!. . .
esk89ld 3 weeks ago DieByTheDrop 3 weeks ago @esk89ld You're so sick... So many
people died in this. This is the anniversary of this attack, dont post comments like that...
Have some respect. DieByTheDrop 3 weeks ago vitamincity 3 weeks ago @esk89ld
that's terrible to say vitamincity 3 weeks ago five5200 3 weeks ago @esk89ld AHHH
HELLL NO. wtf is wrong with you, i hope you are not american. five5200 3 weeks ago
beachyybabe 3 weeks ago @esk89ld OMG how rude !!!!! beachyybabe 3 weeks ago
patryjlh 3 weeks ago @esk89ld FUCK U GUY! GOSH, GO TO THE HELL, I HATE
U, U SUCK patryjlh 3 weeks ago esk89ld 3 weeks ago @patryjlh hell doesnt exists, so
im not worried about it esk89ld 3 weeks ago patryjlh 3 weeks ago @esk89ld NI HABLES
CONMIGO GILIPOLLAS!! QUE ASCO DAS patryjlh 3 weeks ago kat49242 3 weeks
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ago @esk89ld Hell existed inside the World Trade Center that day. kat49242 3 weeks ago
mexico8ful 3 weeks ago i was 4 in mexico when this happened we were eating tacos in a
restaurant when the owner turned the tv on and wesaw this terrible disaster my
condolences to every one who lost a family member in this terrible disaster. mexico8ful 3
weeks ago LameJanee 3 weeks ago I remember it was my brothers 11th birthday, and we
turned on the tv, and we saw all this going on... so sad, even though I'm from Australia i
feel so affected by this, especially since i was in New York last month.. meeting all these
people who had a friend or family member who were affected by this tragic event...RIP
<3 LameJanee 3 weeks ago RedRyukinRose 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam 1,610 people are terrorists. RedRyukinRose 3 weeks ago
beachyybabe 3 weeks ago @RedRyukinRose How rude of u 2! beachyybabe 3 weeks ago
CoolPantz32 3 weeks ago WHEN GET OSAMA WE GOING TO SLAUGHTER
HIM!!! CoolPantz32 3 weeks ago zzzz1994able 3 weeks ago @micktheman100 not
funny zzzz1994able 3 weeks ago Prev 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 Next Reply Block User
Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders &
Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety
mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist
Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to
active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue
Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel
Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001
Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond to this
video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All
Comments (47,032) BarossaValleyMan 3 weeks ago To me, all that debris and smoke are
the people and firefighters who were victims of the World Trade Centres. They are now
escaping to freedom and peace. R.I.P BarossaValleyMan 3 weeks ago efearfull 3 weeks
ago
PROOF
bin
Laden
is
dead.
Whatreallyhappened(dot)com/WRH-ARTICLES/osamatape2.html /Egyptian Newspaper
reported Bin Laden's Death & NOT 1 corporate media outlet in US reported it. Even if it
was fake or wrong, it’s still newsworthy. But, because it raises people’s fears & profits
the media, the ‘dead Laden’ is dragged out of his coffin & his bones are shaken at gullible
Americans at least once a week. This was reported all over the middle east, Asia, Russia,
& Europe. efearfull 3 weeks ago micktheman100 3 weeks ago show hide i believe i can fly
xDDD micktheman100 3 weeks ago efearfull 3 weeks ago Sharia Saudi Prince, Muslim
Mafia Kingpin, Bin Talal is FOX 2nd largest shareholder outside Murdoch clan. World
Net Daily learned that Bin Talal, the original board member of the group promoting the
13-story mosque took the job as a favor to James A. Baker, the former President George
H.W. Bush official & lawyer who defended Saudi government officials against a lawsuit
filed by families of 9/11 victims. Yes the same Baker who wrote a book on morals.
Wnd(dot)com/?pageId=195049 FOX Lies! efearfull 3 weeks ago taikenmm 3 weeks ago
Never forget!!!!! God bless America taikenmm 3 weeks ago ComedyKingWurzul 3 weeks
ago I Have Been Enthralled With These Images For Years! I Remember My Dad Ringing
Me To Tell Me He Loves Me, He Came Home Coverd In Ash.... But Thankfully He Just
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Git Caught Up In It! ComedyKingWurzul 3 weeks ago MrNarrative 3 weeks ago R.I.P
from England. This day will always be etched in my memory. 9 years... doesn't it fly
MrNarrative 3 weeks ago unuuu 3 weeks ago FAGETS unuuu 3 weeks ago bigrunner9800
3 weeks ago RIP for those who died in thoses planes and for thoses who put there lives
on stake to keep others people from dieing and i have a message to you muslim pricks
who built that shit hole holy place near ground zero go rot in hell you fucking devil
worshipers and fuck you al qada osma go suck your dads dick oh that right you mudered
him when your were a kid fucker bigrunner9800 3 weeks ago GTAFreak829 3 weeks ago
i saw a slideshow of what happened i saw the buildings on fire and they blamed Obama
and put his picture on a bull's butt GTAFreak829 3 weeks ago GTAFreak829 3 weeks
ago R.I.P to everyone who died and someone who died in one of the planes used to live
on my street GTAFreak829 3 weeks ago IZaya2011 3 weeks ago I live very close to
Chicago, I was in 3rd grade, doing my spelling homework and I saw a building on fire and
though(since I was young) it was the Sears tower, but my dad informed me it was the
WTC, after about another 15 minutes we all witnessed the 2nd plane crash into the tower
and I will never forget how afriad my parents were. I remeber coming home and seeing the
footage of the towers collapsing. I Will Never Forget. 9/11/01 IZaya2011 3 weeks ago
KZHX 3 weeks ago R.I.P From britain. KZHX 3 weeks ago crimdell 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I would like to see a national holiday
declared that would honor those who lost their lives so bravely that day. Have it on 9/11
and call it Heroes Day. Labor Day has really lost its significance and I would gladly give
that one up to honor those lost in this national tragedy. crimdell 3 weeks ago delta8834 3
weeks ago omg :( delta8834 3 weeks ago XxEdwardLover1xX 3 weeks ago I Will Never
Forget That Day. XxEdwardLover1xX 3 weeks ago IZaya2011 3 weeks ago I live very
close to Chicago, I was in 3rd grade, doing my spelling homework and I saw a building on
fire and though(since I was young) it was the Sears tower, but my dad informed me it was
the WTC, after about another 15 minutes we all witnessed the 2nd plane crash into the
tower and I will never forget how afriad my parents were. I remeber coming home and
seeing the footage of the towers collapsing. I Will Never Forget. 9/11/01 IZaya2011 3
weeks ago tunceli99 3 weeks ago Fuck bush ! bush is a morder !!! this is a plan from
america !!!! but american people are good people , but bush is a morder !!! this was a plan
from lobby tunceli99 3 weeks ago megaflowcity 3 weeks ago 2000 and 1999 were the
best years ever for america. new york never looked so beautifull. twin towers shinnin so
bright at night it was pure magic. then in 2001 happened and ten minutes before all this
happened who wouldve knew that the buildings were goin to be destroyed megaflowcity
3 weeks ago lifeis4mileycyrus 3 weeks ago I was only a very small child when this
happened. I remember seeing vidoes of the plane crashing into the building and it gave me
nightmares. I didnt know what it was at the time, and my parents didnt want me to see
the footage because it was hard for them to explain what was happening. For all those
people affected by this sad day, may god bless you all. lifeis4mileycyrus 3 weeks ago
gurjotsidhuadityas 3 weeks ago We will never forget this gurjotsidhuadityas 3 weeks ago
HotaruFirefly456 3 weeks ago I was only 6 years old when 9/11 happened. I remember
when I was in school we had to stop our activities and watch the news. Later, my mother
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picked me up from school, and she told me about what I had just witnessed on the news.
This is so sad. My condolences goes to the families of those who passed away.
HotaruFirefly456 3 weeks ago 117haloking 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam 1309 people are terrorists 117haloking 3 weeks ago
NIKESRAWESOME123 3 weeks ago 32 WE WILL NEVER FORGET SEPTEMBER
11, 2001. THUMBS UP NIKESRAWESOME123 3 weeks ago 32 GOllumboy101 3
weeks ago I remember coming home from 1st grade, turned on the TV, and saw the words
that are still fresh in my mind, words I will never forget. "America Under Attack"
GOllumboy101 3 weeks ago crazymonkey2332 3 weeks ago I was 7, and in second grade
when this happened. When I got home my grandmal was watching the news, so I went to
watch too, and that's when I saw footage of the planes crashing into the towers. It was
sad. I won't ever forget this day. Rip everyone who was a victum of this attack. My heart
goes out to you and your families. crazymonkey2332 3 weeks ago shoncena 3 weeks ago
sad shoncena 3 weeks ago SNAM92 3 weeks ago I mind coming home from school for
lunch that day and i did not go back, i watched these terrible events unfold for the rest of
the day i was only nine, but i will never forget this day for the rest of my life. RIP. God
Bless America. Never forget 9/11. From Scotland. SNAM92 3 weeks ago crah12345 3
weeks ago hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh ﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩ- ﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩcrah12345 3 weeks ago ﺵﻱ ﺝﻡﻱﻝ
vwbusssesareforever 3 weeks ago I was in 4th grade when this happened. Now there is
the issue of whether they are going to build that Mosque near where the World Trade
Center was vwbusssesareforever 3 weeks ago julianmanz1 3 weeks ago 1,609 people on
youtube forgot about 9/11... julianmanz1 3 weeks ago julianmanz1 3 weeks ago its the
10th year after the 9/11. never forget. julianmanz1 3 weeks ago xsadandalonex 3 weeks
ago @julianmanz1
um no... nine years xsadandalonex 3 weeks ago
XSUICIDeXTREMEX 3 weeks ago The world will end in 2012, seeing videos like this
makes me believe it is true. XSUICIDeXTREMEX 3 weeks ago Jp0MUSICisLIFE 3
weeks ago i will always rember this day, i'm 15 now, i watched this in the hospital with
my pawpaw before he past away, i will never porget this day no matter what'
Jp0MUSICisLIFE 3 weeks ago DreamingOfAHappyEnd 3 weeks ago R.I.P to everyone
who was a victim of this, much loves <3 DreamingOfAHappyEnd 3 weeks ago
P5ych0Alchemist62 3 weeks ago Comment removed nykola1234 3 weeks ago Comment
removed acnaibboring 3 weeks ago The coward terrorists that had any involvement with
this attack do not deserve death. They deserve extreme torture that brings them to the
brink of death over and over again for the rest of their pathetic lives. never forget.
acnaibboring 3 weeks ago eastsideozzy 3 weeks ago its really crazy hearing the news on
the background towards the end f the video, its stuff you would only see in movies....
eastsideozzy 3 weeks ago daisy49918 3 weeks ago I remember that i was in second grade
when this happened. My heart goes out to all the families who lost a loved one on this
day. daisy49918 3 weeks ago DXFire55 3 weeks ago vor einen jahr geschah dieses
ungluck DXFire55 3 weeks ago spoilmesweet 3 weeks ago today is the 11th september
here in UK.. RIP spoilmesweet 3 weeks ago agibson117 3 weeks ago I can't imagine what
it must have been like to be that close to it. To have been used to seeing the World Trade
Center from your living room window everyday and then all of it sudden it is gone
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forever! A horrible, horrible day for all of America! agibson117 3 weeks ago ashleyd16k 3
weeks ago what song is playing? ashleyd16k 3 weeks ago DoctorWhoCenter2010 3
weeks ago Comment removed michael92080 3 weeks ago i was in kindergarthen when this
happen hey go to my channel for a tribute torrow michael92080 3 weeks ago
omgloveheartheart 3 weeks ago I was six years old when this happened and i remember
coming home and seeing my mom crying on the couch with the tv on... I didnt realize
what had happened. I pray for all the friends and families who lost loved ones, God bless
you. omgloveheartheart 3 weeks ago monkeypolicd 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam What was american army doing watching them destroy.
monkeypolicd 3 weeks ago omgloveheartheart 3 weeks ago @monkeypolicd it all
happened so fast, and what were they going to do? you cant get into an airplane while its
in the air. and the other choice was to blow up the planes that had passengers on them.
but i understand where you are coming from. omgloveheartheart 3 weeks ago
monkeypolicd 3 weeks ago What was American army going watching them destroy.
monkeypolicd 3 weeks ago gooddrop1 3 weeks ago i was 3 when this happened so i dont
remeber it but it was a very sad day that day. i feel so bad that for all the people who last
their loved ones gooddrop1 3 weeks ago EmiLOVEai 3 weeks ago i was only 4....i
remember EmiLOVEai 3 weeks ago pitotipp 3 weeks ago Inside-job !! pitotipp 3 weeks
ago pitotipp 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ✈ ▌▌
pitotipp 3 weeks ago naseka252 3 weeks ago i remember that on that day i was close to
new york cuz i was seeing my relative and i see a plane flying through the city i was in
and im like... uh mommy... wats happening? and shes like its just a plane its nothing and
then i saw another one flying by and im like wat the? and wen we watched tv about 9/11
there were so many people crying :( naseka252 3 weeks ago kinofreakmaniak 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ✈ ▌▌ kinofreakmaniak 3 weeks ago
zzrushzz 3 weeks ago Chilling very chilling not good not good at all feel very sorry for
those people . R I P American angels and there families from the U K zzrushzz 3 weeks
ago kinofreakmaniak 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ✈
▌▌Inside-job kinofreakmaniak 3 weeks ago daisymarie98 3 weeks ago god bless those
who are family members of the 3,000 that were murdered on that horrible day
daisymarie98 3 weeks ago TopShadowProductions 3 weeks ago R.I.P -Port
Aurther,Texas TopShadowProductions 3 weeks ago kinofreakmaniak 3 weeks ago
INSIDE-JOB !!!!! kinofreakmaniak 3 weeks ago 123thehillsfan456 3 weeks ago A lot of
good people lost their lives in such a tragic event we will never forget. God bless America
and the people of New York. <3 RIP. 123thehillsfan456 3 weeks ago 2coldstones 3
weeks ago The USA was 2 COLD. we were gonna be nuked because the world couldn't
breath spiritually.LOVE is shared among humanity the underground let this happen 4
that reason. i am brainwashed by the underground gov. they told me, and the pentagon
doesn't want to expose the matrix system yet... I SWEAR THEY were gonna stop my
heart 4 talking about this. people would riot if they knew the TRUTH :<-I im suppose to
b dead right now...again I CHEAT DEATH;) 2coldstones 3 weeks ago
OMGWTFBBQtuts 3 weeks ago My prayers go out to people who ever lost a family
member or friend or loved one...on 9/11/01 -Jackson OMGWTFBBQtuts 3 weeks ago
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TopShadowProductions 3 weeks ago That's just terrible, I was 3 when I watched this,so I
don't remember anything.It's too bad.God Bless America. Never forget 9/11.
TopShadowProductions 3 weeks ago harridec 3 weeks ago Rest in Peace, my heart goes
out to all of the people who lost loved ones in this awful attack. It seems to be am attack
against God no matter what religion you are every world religion believes in God and
believes that God created humans. So why kill and hurt what God created, it makes no
sense. No sense at all. harridec 3 weeks ago stepheng1483 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam All the evidence points to 9/11 being an inside job,
by Israel. It is part of their plans to get the West to hate Muslims in preparation for their
planned wars in that region. stepheng1483 3 weeks ago cloudgirl150 3 weeks ago
Shocking to know its already been 9 years since that day...RIP EVERYONE!!!
cloudgirl150 3 weeks ago StoGi97 3 weeks ago R.I.P. From Croatia. StoGi97 3 weeks ago
thecomicaleagle101 3 weeks ago OMG WHAT IS WITH THE MUSIC IN THE
BACKGROUND DANMIT WOMEN! TURN DAT SHIT OFF! thecomicaleagle101 3
weeks ago kirfuck 3 weeks ago 2 I'm from Russia. I still remember that day. It was
horrible. So much people died for no reason. kirfuck 3 weeks ago 2 xIcerainWarRock 3
weeks ago 2 9 years ago.. R.I.P. from Germany... xIcerainWarRock 3 weeks ago 2
WolfieMoon38 3 weeks ago Seriously the terrorists need to pay for this...
WolfieMoon38 3 weeks ago 8luemike 3 weeks ago @WolfieMoon38 one word... NUKE
8luemike 3 weeks ago kirfuck 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam I'm from Russia. I still remember that day. It was horrible. So much people died for
no reason. kirfuck 3 weeks ago MrLamborghini9989 3 weeks ago 911 poor people its
2morrow!! MrLamborghini9989 3 weeks ago PretentiousAsswipe 3 weeks ago I'm sorry,
but can somebody explain to me why this isn't in the comedy section?
PretentiousAsswipe 3 weeks ago Xs0uthX 3 weeks ago @PretentiousAsswipe ya its so
HILLARIOUS to watch ppl die??? Xs0uthX 3 weeks ago JacksRectum 3 weeks ago
@Xs0uthX BAWWW BAWWW BAWWW JacksRectum 3 weeks ago RetroNun 3
weeks ago @PretentiousAsswipe what the fuck is wrong with you? you should be
severely kicked in the nuts. RetroNun 3 weeks ago xDragonArtx 3 weeks ago
@PretentiousAsswipe xDragonArtx 3 weeks ago PretentiousAsswipe 3 weeks ago
@xDragonArtx Wow what an amazing fucking comment, dicksucker. Americans are
fucking idiots. PretentiousAsswipe 3 weeks ago xDragonArtx 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @PretentiousAsswipe please dont call me
names...... xDragonArtx 3 weeks ago FosistacatedFan 3 weeks ago @PretentiousAsswipe
Burn in Hell. You have no soul if you do not feel unending sorrow for what happened
that day. FosistacatedFan 3 weeks ago Sienify 3 weeks ago fking moron americans.
Sienify 3 weeks ago Xs0uthX 3 weeks ago @Sienify why watch this video just to flame
on it dumb fk Xs0uthX 3 weeks ago johnnypaq 3 weeks ago Comment removed
FosistacatedFan 3 weeks ago @Sienify Burn in Hell. FosistacatedFan 3 weeks ago
batterseaspark 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Pres.
Bush and Cheney REFUSED to testify publicly under OATH about 911.[ Only an
investigation intoThe greatest MASS-MURDER in U.S. History!!! ] They finally made a
deal with the Commission to testify on April 29, 2004, with specific conditions:They
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would testify together, behind closed doors, They would NOT be under OATH, and
Their testimony would not be recorded electronically or transcribed...and only 3
handpicked comissioners[<13] to be present. any questions?? any answers??
batterseaspark 3 weeks ago x3Lolena 3 weeks ago 9-11 will never been forgotton.It will
always stay down in history. x3Lolena 3 weeks ago kirfuck 3 weeks ago Comment
removed JacksRectum 3 weeks ago @kirfuck IN SOVIET RUSSIA THE WTC CRIES
FOR YOU JacksRectum 3 weeks ago thecomicaleagle101 3 weeks ago @kirfuck YES and
yet terroists and 9/11 consperators say they dont beilve! thecomicaleagle101 3 weeks ago
mody380 3 weeks ago A Mosque being built near Ground Zero has nothing to do with
9/11. The men who commited this horrific act are not true Muslims or part os the Islamic
Religion. Blaming all Muslims for 9/11 is like blaming all Christians for the Oklahoma
City bombing. mody380 3 weeks ago marisabb26 3 weeks ago :_ [ marisabb26 3 weeks
ago TORRESunico 3 weeks ago AUTO -ATTENTATO!!! TORRESunico 3 weeks ago
JacksRectum 3 weeks ago ALLAHU AKBAR! JacksRectum 3 weeks ago TheMasbirooo
3 weeks ago @JacksRectum yea allahu Akbar .... You muslim ! ? TheMasbirooo 3 weeks
ago JacksRectum 3 weeks ago @TheMasbirooo osama here, i'm in my cave right now,
how are you? JacksRectum 3 weeks ago TheMasbirooo 3 weeks ago @JacksRectum lol
Osama Benladen ? .. haha ! If u R Fuck YOu .. TheMasbirooo 3 weeks ago
TheMasbirooo 3 weeks ago 2 @TheMasbirooo Iam Muslim yea ... But If i sow Osama
Ben laden that i will kill Him he Just Offened TO us by his Done ... WE r not Terrorists
TheMasbirooo 3 weeks ago 2 xDragonArtx 3 weeks ago @TheMasbirooo i know, u guys
arent bad, its those stupid terrorists......god bless america!:*( xDragonArtx 3 weeks ago
pitotipp 3 weeks ago @xDragonArtx Yeah... :( George W. Bush you fucking terrorist !
pitotipp 3 weeks ago dihle12 3 weeks ago stupid yank goverment killing there own
people so they can start another war we all who the real terrorists are dihle12 3 weeks
ago xDragonArtx 3 weeks ago @dihle12 hey they were extreemists from saudi arabia ok?
Im an american and i find what you wrote offensive xDragonArtx 3 weeks ago
batterseaspark 3 weeks ago Pres. Bush and Cheney REFUSED to testify publicly under
OATH about 911.[ Only an investigation intoThe greatest MASS-MURDER in U.S.
History!!! ] They finally made a deal with the Commission to testify on April 29, 2004,
with specific conditions:They would testify together, behind closed doors, They would
NOT be under OATH, and Their testimony would not be recorded electronically or
transcribed...and only 3 handpicked comissioners[<13] to be present. any questions??
any answers?? batterseaspark 3 weeks ago TheMasbirooo 3 weeks ago lol no iam Muslim
! TheMasbirooo 3 weeks ago MissLamiiia 3 weeks ago I'm from Bosnia and just wanted
to say how sorry I am for everyone who've lost someone that day. We're all gonna
remember this day, it's just tragic. R.I.P. MissLamiiia 3 weeks ago
TopShadowProductions 3 weeks ago What's with the background music?
TopShadowProductions 3 weeks ago TheMasbirooo 3 weeks ago What She will laugh
For ? ... Lolz Really Sorry For that America ... All Egypt Did Not Sleep For that
Happened Thats Big Shit .. Bin laden offended to Us and i repeat as i know no one will
believe that .. the True Muslim Do Not Like Killing People From Back ! TheMasbirooo 3
weeks ago xDragonArtx 3 weeks ago @TheMasbirooo xDragonArtx 3 weeks ago
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DevilAjs 3 weeks ago This is nothing compared to what was (and still is) America doing.
I hope there will be another one, bigger and more lethal attack. DevilAjs 3 weeks ago
xDragonArtx 3 weeks ago @DevilAjs WHAT?!?! xDragonArtx 3 weeks ago ddavis767 3
weeks ago i learned about this today at school today and i cryed that is a desaster noone
will forget ddavis767 3 weeks ago MissLaurie40 3 weeks ago I am SO sorry that you had
to experience this up close and personal! How horrific that our own government was
behind this! MissLaurie40 3 weeks ago CasperIsMLG 3 weeks ago God Bless America,
and all the people who died in this horrible attack. CasperIsMLG 3 weeks ago jsnale 3
weeks ago is not a simple personal movie; is a true documentary, infortunably .... jsnale 3
weeks ago warning136 3 weeks ago If you want to know who was behind this and what
they are planning type into youtube old world secrets the omega project codes and watch
it now before it is too late. warning136 3 weeks ago HarryScab2k6 3 weeks ago im not
being racist or anything but the muslim religion has destroyed lives and i respect the
people who like to pray for their religion but i hate the terrorists who think killing people
is a good thing. R.I.P everybody who died in 9/11. HarryScab2k6 3 weeks ago
MissAnimeKoibito 3 weeks ago @HarryScab2k6 I understand where you're coming
from, but you cannot blame a religion for hurting so many innocent people. Those who
were the terrorists on that day were individuals with their own thoughts in mind. They
were NOT acting upon their religion. Religion is simply a practice and a strong belief,
something that has a pure purpose cannot cause so many deaths. MissAnimeKoibito 3
weeks ago HarryScab2k6 3 weeks ago @MissAnimeKoibito Yeah i guess you are right,
HarryScab2k6 3 weeks ago MissAnimeKoibito 3 weeks ago @HarryScab2k6 Sorry I
don't wanna be a jerk xD I hope you forgive me ^^;; I'm just very strong in my arguments
sometimes lol MissAnimeKoibito 3 weeks ago Malzxink 3 weeks ago Oh my god. This is
horrible. I remeber when I was like 5 or 6, wondering what was going on, on the news.
And at 7:33, if you look really closley, it's someone jumping off. I don't know if it was
debris, but I heard a news story that people were jumping off the building. I'm in tears
right now. God Bless America. Malzxink 3 weeks ago kahlanshikage24 3 weeks ago
@Malzxink ya dey were pple, some got really desperate and... ya... may dey rest in
peace. kahlanshikage24 3 weeks ago DaSoulSlasher 3 weeks ago 2 One of the best 9/11
videos I've seen. (Not that there is any "good" ones, but you know what i mean.) The
world shall not forget 9/11. R.I.P. DaSoulSlasher 3 weeks ago 2 thecomicaleagle101 3
weeks ago @DaSoulSlasher Peace brother AND FUCK THOSE WHO THINK 9/11
WAS AN INSIDE JOB! thecomicaleagle101 3 weeks ago MissAnimeKoibito 3 weeks
ago This still comes as a shock to me as I watch this happening before my eyes...I still
remember where I was during that day. I was in my second grade classroom when an
announcement came over the loudspeaker and recapped the events. I was so young and
didn't understand, but I realized that something terrible had happened. As the morning
wore on, I saw teachers crying or some that plastered smiles on their faces so that their
grief wouldn't allow us students. Where were you during 9/11/01? MissAnimeKoibito 3
weeks ago HarryScab2k6 3 weeks ago Comment removed Fever5121 3 weeks ago The
two towers are rebuilded. Fever5121 3 weeks ago demonictwilight101 3 weeks ago may
they rest in piece demonictwilight101 3 weeks ago twilightnoodle1 3 weeks ago OSAMA
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AND THOSE TERRORISTS ARE THE LOWEST PEOPLE WHO EVER LIVED. i
know i am not supposed to hate, but i HATE them with all my heart & brain!!! they are
the human version of the devil!!! God bless those who were passed in this devastating
accident. twilightnoodle1 3 weeks ago yodude219 3 weeks ago Remember that fateful day
yodude219 3 weeks ago maolenvanemkui18 3 weeks ago RIP maolenvanemkui18 3
weeks ago Temp3st60 3 weeks ago @APC13thStep and btw, the way you think is that
America has problems so lets blow it up correct? well then why not blow Africa off the
face of the planet cause they're much worse off than we are. another note, all the things i
said about slavery and genocide are facts so don't give me shit and ASSUME, like you so
often do, that i'm a low-life. ALSO, BECAUSE YOU PERSIST IN FAILING TO SEE
YOUR OWN MILD RETARDATION, i wrote about history because those people were
very opressive like ppl say Temp3st60 3 weeks ago Temp3st60 3 weeks ago
@Temp3st60 lol. wrong ending to that last - ALSO, BECAUSE YOU PERSIST IN
FAILING TO SEE YOUR OWN MILD RETARDATION, i wrote about history
because those people were very wrong in the actions they allowed to happen and those
countries are no less guilty than the US. except for the fact that the US has never really
agreed with slavery and has NEVER seen mass genocide as a thing to be allowed
Temp3st60 3 weeks ago vidaltv 3 weeks ago Mañna 11 de sep.... los años pasan pero no
se puede olvidar de que paso en aquel dia!!! mi corazon esta en cada familia q perdieron
sus seres queridooooos.... personas inocentes...Waoo!!! muy trsite todo esto.... vidaltv 3
weeks ago HUNKY06 3 weeks ago Remember the day well! Have to say i really feel
everyone on this awful and calculated attack. Will be thinking of the poor souls and
families who have lost innocent loved ones while going about their normal day of life 9
years ago. Accross the pond we Brits feel for you! God bless everyone associated.
HUNKY06 3 weeks ago lilmissgaga 3 weeks ago No offence but the police and firemen
came fucking late. lilmissgaga 3 weeks ago HatakeSage 3 weeks ago Let it be known that
the second fire truck to arrive, 91, had lost their entire troup in this fire. :( HatakeSage 3
weeks ago ShivDes123 3 weeks ago 9 years on ShivDes123 3 weeks ago bendiksoerensen
3 weeks ago 14 9 years ago 9/11 2001. I'm very sorry to all the relatives, that lost their
friends and family. God bless America. - From Denmark bendiksoerensen 3 weeks ago 14
xDragonArtx 3 weeks ago @bendiksoerensen thankyou so much..:*( im just so sad right
now, because tomorrow will be a day for mourning.... xDragonArtx 3 weeks ago
Temp3st60 3 weeks ago @APC13thStep wow i cant believe i havnt read your response
to me in 2 months. and about your comments toward my person, i must say you assume
alot about people and things you have no clue about because i'm definatley not a racist
and if i was i probably would have called you something revolting and i most definatly do
not think America is the greatest country in human existence i just believe that because a
country has problems doesn't mean you kill its citizens. Temp3st60 3 weeks ago
reiniergoogle 3 weeks ago 4 I was 5 years old at this day, and I still remember it.
reiniergoogle 3 weeks ago 4 whoday12 3 weeks ago @reiniergoogle I was 6 then, its one
of the most vivid memories i have. I will never forget the day America was attacked.
whoday12 3 weeks ago iBlitzed 3 weeks ago I still remember the day 9 years ago. Was in
4th grade and in Florida. I have not seen the footage since the day it happened....wow.
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thank you for posting this. iBlitzed 3 weeks ago afgfrance 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam GOD BLESS OSSAMA BEN LADEN afgfrance
3 weeks ago adriantorres187 3 weeks ago 2 This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam @afgfrance go suck his cock you bitch adriantorres187 3 weeks ago 2
xDragonArtx 3 weeks ago @afgfrance oh you are one big jerk if you worship that piece of
crap xDragonArtx 3 weeks ago xhurrikanex21 3 weeks ago Trolls xhurrikanex21 3 weeks
ago kemry55 3 weeks ago XD 9-11 WAS PLANNED XD XD XD XD XD XD SO
FUCK YOU LOSERS and btw your being trolled by a 15 year old XD XD XD
LOLZZZZZZZZZZZ fucking losers hope you have the sadest day of your life
tomarrow cause i could care less about the dead cause evryone dies you people get over it
i was 6 when this happend i could have cared less XD XD XD XD LOLZ!!!!!! LOSERS
XD XD XD XD kemry55 3 weeks ago Foobyking9000 3 weeks ago rember being only
being 9 then, i rember living in new york and the Absolute madness That Whole Day , i
Dident Under Stand What Had Happened, Just that Something horrible happened
Foobyking9000 3 weeks ago xhurrikanex21 3 weeks ago 1,606 People are terroist.
xhurrikanex21 3 weeks ago IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3 weeks ago @xhurrikanex21
make that 1,607 =) IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3 weeks ago evabogo 3 weeks ago
@xhurrikanex21 how can u like this video...people don't like it because it would of been
better if this whole thing didn't happen including this video and people who died were
alive. Thats why I don't like this video evabogo 3 weeks ago frimaster100 3 weeks ago
@chere100I offer my exuses one more time is so wrong what I did sorry about that
frimaster100 3 weeks ago chere100 3 weeks ago @frimaster100 You don't need to
appoligize twice. I already forgave you. So don't let it bother you anymore. Besides, so
far, except for the first comment, you seem like a nice person. I might send you a friend
request. chere100 3 weeks ago destineerock 3 weeks ago 2 Oh my god , im NEVER EVER
gonna forget this. I remember perfectly , what i was doing , what day it was , what i was
wearing , who i was with. Never gonna forget this. God bless America. destineerock 3
weeks ago 2 twilightnoodle1 3 weeks ago @destineerock god bless america, god send
them terrorists to hell twilightnoodle1 3 weeks ago riggerrogger101 3 weeks ago I am from
sheffield (england) And I remember this being on the news for weeks I cried numerous
times And It must have been horrifying to be in new york at the time Rip All who lost
their lives in this act :( riggerrogger101 3 weeks ago IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3
weeks
ago
LOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOOLOLOLOO-LOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOL
OLOLOLO-LOLOLOLOLOLROFLCOPTERLOLOLOLOL-OLOLOLOLOLOLOLOL
OLOLOLOLOLOLOL-OLOLOLOLROFLCOPTERLOLOLOLOLOLO-LOLLMAOL
OLOLOLMLLOLOLOLOLOLOLO-L :D LOLOLOL PEOPLE DIED HAHAHA
LOLOOLOLOLOLOLOLOOL....the reason why im laughing is because my birthday is
on semptember.11,1994 no fucking lie >.> IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3 weeks ago
chere100 3 weeks ago @IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE My friend's ex is born on Sept.
11, too. chere100 3 weeks ago IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3 weeks ago @chere100
yea and so is mine >.> IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3 weeks ago chere100 3 weeks ago
@IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE Life can be funny like that, I guess. chere100 3 weeks
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ago IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3 weeks ago @chere100 not really,it kinda sucks
IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE
3
weeks
ago
chere100
3
weeks
ago
@IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE Yeah, I can see what ya mean. You probably get people
saying, "You poor thing, to be born on such an awful day.", or something like that. It's
not the best day in the world. On the other hand, you were born befor this happened. It
wasn't always such a sad day, after all. chere100 3 weeks ago The8Sims3 3 weeks ago 6
@IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE dude its still mean to laugh The8Sims3 3 weeks ago 6
IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE
3
weeks
ago
@The8Sims3
Oh
wells
IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3 weeks ago xhurrikanex21 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE Lol are you a
Troll? xhurrikanex21 3 weeks ago connornchase 3 weeks ago @The8Sims3 shes crying
not laughing idiot connornchase 3 weeks ago xhurrikanex21 3 weeks ago Comment
removed IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3 weeks ago @xhurrikanex21 i dont care,thats
why your mother died IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3 weeks ago twilightnoodle1 3
weeks ago @IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE there is NOTHING lol about this jeesh u act
like this was a cartoon & like ur an immature little 1st grader twilightnoodle1 3 weeks ago
IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3 weeks ago @twilightnoodle1 hey ask me if a give a
fuck,i dont care if your mother died in there okay? im not american i dont give a fuck
about this,i just write random comments so retards like you would reply...yup =)
IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3 weeks ago Theedrumguy1000 3 weeks ago
@IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE wow ur a jew Theedrumguy1000 3 weeks ago
IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3 weeks ago @Theedrumguy1000 really??? Learn how to
spell you undeveloped fuck tard,and your just another dick sucking faggot joining the
others,because your ugly whore of a mother died in the twin towers right?
IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3 weeks ago KALI5CHICK 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam cher if you kno it why did you say wat u did ...
read ur message from 29 min. aGO dont disrespect muslims!!! KALI5CHICK 3 weeks
ago KALI5CHICK 3 weeks ago cher if you kno it why did you say wat u did ... read ur
message from 15 min. aGO dont disrespect muslims!!! KALI5CHICK 3 weeks ago
chere100 3 weeks ago @KALI5CHICK Are you talking about my first message? I was
asking a literal qustion. I probably should have phrased it differently, though. chere100 3
weeks ago rapperjc1 3 weeks ago oooo that makes so angry they did this because they
stink i hate them so much! rapperjc1 3 weeks ago feiscool 3 weeks ago 20 God Bless
America. Remember 9/11 feiscool 3 weeks ago 20 thecomicaleagle101 3 weeks ago
@feiscool yes and i hope the conspiracy theorists die of aids! thecomicaleagle101 3
weeks ago rapperjc1 3 weeks ago oooo that makes so angry they did this because they
suck i hate them so much! rapperjc1 3 weeks ago Smilesxsunshine 3 weeks ago 2 thank
you for posting this... it made me relize what actually happened on that day.
Unfortunatlly i was only 5 and cant remember much. All i remember is having a moment
of silence at school. i got home and the tv was on and my mom was crying. when i heard
what really happened a few years later i finally understood. i am from New York and it is
heart breaking i remember going there in the summer of 2001 and seeing both the
buildings. that was the first and last time i saw them. RIP Smilesxsunshine 3 weeks ago 2
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ProtectAus 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam After years
of study and research i produced two 9/11 videos and they're right here on Youtube..
Exposed! The 9/11 TV Movie. and Secrets of 9/11. Plane Crash and Building Collapse
Analysis OR just click on ProtectAus and check my uploads! Be Prepared for a very
different world than the one you know!!! Come a while Stay forever! HaHaHaHa
ProtectAus 3 weeks ago iloveshanedawson2010 3 weeks ago Everyone who was killed in
the 9/11 attacks are always going to be remembered<3 Never forgotten...what a terrible
day =/ iloveshanedawson2010 3 weeks ago KALI5CHICK 3 weeks ago yes im talkin 2 u
chere.. it doesnt matter how long youve lived in america. lies hate and racism has nothing
2 do wit location &gamerzrulz you have serious problems!!!kids and women died there
not to mention innocent men.. KALI5CHICK 3 weeks ago chere100 3 weeks ago
@KALI5CHICK ???? Hm? I know that. They've died everywhere. BELIEVE ME, I
know it ALL too well. I wish I didn't. chere100 3 weeks ago tiffbrim 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam This breaks my heart. Bless all those
who are in mourning still and R.I.P. to those whose lives have passed on. This video is
definately and eye-opener. Be thankful for what we still do have! tiffbrim 3 weeks ago
Gamerulz97 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam fuck
america hahah twin towers and tousands tousands amirican peoples are dead
hahahahahahaa i love Al Quada and i love the terrorists!!! hahah fuck america!!!!!!!
america is noob!!!!! look at the towers is falls down like a little shit Gamerulz97 3 weeks
ago tiffbrim 3 weeks ago This breaks my heart. Bless all those who are in mourning still
and R.I.P. to those whose lives have passed on. This video is definately and eye-opener.
Be thankful for what we still do have! tiffbrim 3 weeks ago frimaster100 3 weeks ago
sorry bro frimaster100 3 weeks ago frimaster100 3 weeks ago @chere100 oowh okkeyj
frimaster100 3 weeks ago chere100 3 weeks ago @frimaster100 ???? What's "oowh
okkeyj"? chere100 3 weeks ago KALI5CHICK 3 weeks ago This is so sad.. so many
people died.. my friends grand pa died there. srry i cursed in tha last comment but
muslims arent terrorist just like all americans arent racist prejudice and hateful!!! just plzz
dont spread your hate of certain cultures 2 others with lies and mis understandings.. :(
KALI5CHICK 3 weeks ago ELcapalla2 3 weeks ago My cousin was studying in Boston
at the time and booked a flight back to LA. But her mom was sick so no one could pick
her up so she didn't go in the flight. The plane she booked was AA Flight 11, the plane
that crashed into the North Tower. God bless the innocent souls who died on that day :'(
ELcapalla2 3 weeks ago AnthonyfromAandK 3 weeks ago @ELcapalla2 God bless you.
Your cousin, like the many other innocent Americans, will always be remembered.
AnthonyfromAandK 3 weeks ago ELcapalla2 3 weeks ago @AnthonyfromAandK
Actually I said she missed the flight b/c her mom was sick and no one could pick her up
so she got lucky. But still, God bless those who died. ELcapalla2 3 weeks ago
AnthonyfromAandK 3 weeks ago @ELcapalla2 Oh my God! What a miracle! The people
who helped take he plane down into the field are heroes. AnthonyfromAandK 3 weeks
ago steveonlyintheweek 3 weeks ago I still can't believe this ever happened. I'm from the
uk and it's such an upset for all of us here when September 11 comes round.......
steveonlyintheweek 3 weeks ago michelkzoo1 3 weeks ago Thank you for posting this
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video. This is the first time I have watched anything about this terrible event since it
happened. I watched this unfold in disbelief on my day off when I was stationed in
Germany with the military. I can't begin to explain the emotions I felt that day or as I am
watching it again nine years later. I will never forget and God Bless all who lost their lives
that day and the rescuer's who risked their own lives trying to help the victims. May you
RIP!!! michelkzoo1 3 weeks ago ModestDanny 3 weeks ago i remember my mom
walking me to school this morning (i was 9) and she was trying to explain to me what
happened. She was very sad, and i was confused because i could understand there were
acctually people in the world that would do this.. ModestDanny 3 weeks ago
frimaster100 3 weeks ago thank you! but are you a male of female? im am from Holland
:D ahahahaah frimaster100 3 weeks ago chere100 3 weeks ago @frimaster100 Are you
talking to me? You don't say who your talking to. I'm a girl. A native american indian in
fact. My people have been in America LONG befor anyone else. chere100 3 weeks ago
KaseyMarshall 3 weeks ago Comment removed Bigbootyredbone1 3 weeks ago damn...
:,( Bigbootyredbone1 3 weeks ago daughterofpoisedon 3 weeks ago full tank of gas in
both planes, first 10 floors had been hit blastered and only 2 survivers above the 77 floor,
i love my nyc i has 5, this had 2 be the saddest day of my life... i still cry. ='(
daughterofpoisedon 3 weeks ago hellokittyandtippy 3 weeks ago omg i was 7 when this
happened and now im 16..but when this happened i had absolotely no emotion until now
because i really understand whats going on and i just keep rewindind back when the tower
fell and i cant help but cry because all of those people who might have possibly been in
the building came to work for an ordinary day..and no one in that building or on that
plane deserved to die its crazy how mothers,fathers,sisters,brothe-rs,aunts,uncles,cousins
ect..died because of osama bin laden hellokittyandtippy 3 weeks ago soundout9 3 weeks
ago Where were you when the world stopped turning... on that September day? I
remember being in my third grade class room and my teacher told us what happened. And
no one understood. soundout9 3 weeks ago frimaster100 3 weeks ago sorry people i just
kidding o take that back what is say frimaster100 3 weeks ago chere100 3 weeks ago
@frimaster100 All is forgiven. Think about what you say befor you say it, okay?
Because I know you didn't think about it first. Have a really good life, man. chere100 3
weeks ago IrisKarls 3 weeks ago My best friends dad died in that tower :( IrisKarls 3
weeks ago wellygelly 3 weeks ago shocking. i have never seen any footage of the attack
like this before. wellygelly 3 weeks ago hailyvasquez 3 weeks ago im feel so bad about
this i was about 6 when this happend and they made us watch this and i cryed so bad
hailyvasquez 3 weeks ago Asheila1 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam I remeber watching this in england on the news and i just cried... it was
such a painful moment and to think people could do this to one another, just crazy... and
its coming up to the anniversary soon... and it still very vivid. all those innocent people
and those who gave their lives trying to help those people in the tower... RIP to all those.
and my heart goes out to the families of the victims.. why didnt the CIA or NSA or FBI
have any hints or intel about this ..its crazy!? Asheila1 3 weeks ago OtagoScarfie 3 weeks
ago Just realised why there has been no news coverage here about the anniversary
online,its sept 11th here,913am......but new yorks like 16 hours behind us! boy my face is
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red OtagoScarfie 3 weeks ago cod5x 3 weeks ago @OtagoScarfie it may be 9/11 where
you are but because of the time dofference its not the same day technically for you it is
the 12 cod5x 3 weeks ago phitilou02 3 weeks ago @frimaster100 ecrase toi, tg phitilou02
3 weeks ago Asheila1 3 weeks ago Comment removed mattatwar 3 weeks ago rip
mattatwar 3 weeks ago MoHCeesar 3 weeks ago Very sad day tomorrow rest in peace to
all the people who passed away, be in peace :) MoHCeesar 3 weeks ago babyrage9 3
weeks ago @MoHCeesar they lived a good ife nd will never be forgotten babyrage9 3
weeks ago johnwoog 3 weeks ago MEGA respect. johnwoog 3 weeks ago thepspman94 3
weeks ago this day will never be forgotton, people should show some respect for all the
innocent people that lost their lives on this horrible day. R.I.P my prayers are with all the
families. thepspman94 3 weeks ago frimaster100 3 weeks ago i like 9/11 frimaster100 3
weeks ago raisinBRANdencrunch 3 weeks ago @frimaster100 fuck you
raisinBRANdencrunch 3 weeks ago SupraTuned 3 weeks ago @frimaster100 Fuck you,
you scum fuck bitch SupraTuned 3 weeks ago chere100 3 weeks ago @frimaster100 Are
you muslim? Or just crazy? Have a little respect for the dead, please. Little children died
in this. What if it had been you? What if your children had died because of something like
9-11? There's nothing to like about that day. And any other day like it in any country.
There is no pleasure in other peoples suffering. You should recheck your priorities.
Saying you like it means something is seriously wrong with your thought process.
chere100 3 weeks ago batterseaspark 3 weeks ago Pres. Bush and Cheney REFUSED to
testify publicly under OATH about 911.[ Only an investigation intoThe greatest MASSMURDER crime in U.S. History!!! ] They finally made a deal with the Commission to
testify on April 29, 2004, with specific conditions:They would testify together, behind
closed doors, They would NOT be under OATH, and Their testimony would not be
recorded electronically or transcribed...and only 3 handpicked comissioners[<13] to be
present. any questions?? any answers?? batterseaspark 3 weeks ago batterseaspark 3
weeks ago 3 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The day before 911
Rumsfeld announced on t.v. quote " the adversary is close at hand..and in the
pentagon...$2.3trillion dollars is missing from pentagon accounts ." [its here on YT] The
next day a " plane " hits the pentagon killing 37 out of 45 people working in accounts!!!
[it killed over 100 ]. Someone got lucky..DOV ZAKHEIM was pentagon comptroller
then.. a dual u.s. /israeli citizen and former C.E.O. of fly by remote manufacturer and
radical zionist... ROBBERY/MURDER! yeah for real!! batterseaspark 3 weeks ago 3
batterseaspark 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The day
before 911 Rumsfeld announced on t.v. quote " the adversary is close at hand..and in the
pentagon...$2.3trillion dollars is missing from pentagon accounts ." [its here on YT] The
next day a " plane " hits the pentagon killing 37 out of 45 people working in accounts!!!
[it killed over 100 ]. Someone got lucky..DOV ZAKHEIM was pentagon comptroller
then.. a dual u.s. /israeli citizen and former C.E.O. of fly by remote manufacturer and
radical zionist... ROBBERY/MURDER! yeah for real!! batterseaspark 3 weeks ago
SmittySmitha 3 weeks ago @batterseaspark get a life. have some respect dude. you don't
know what the fuck you're talking about. SmittySmitha 3 weeks ago batterseaspark 3
weeks ago @SmittySmitha ...i sure do ....unfortunately! batterseaspark 3 weeks ago
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SmittySmitha 3 weeks ago @batterseaspark just because you go on the internet and find
the most outrages things possible does not mean that you know what you are talking
about. SmittySmitha 3 weeks ago batterseaspark 3 weeks ago @SmittySmitha jesus....i
wish it was like that! batterseaspark 3 weeks ago MsBananas602 3 weeks ago
@batterseaspark NOT TRUE!!!! President Bush was in a CLASSROOM with kids
doing a reading excersise. What if he excused himself in a classroom filled with
kidnergardners because the Twin Towers got hit. They would FREAK out. It was only
right for him to stay. Hes the president for god sake!!! He couldnt die!!! America needed
him!!! MsBananas602 3 weeks ago batterseaspark 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @ msbananas.... Pres. Bush and Cheney REFUSED to
testify publicly under OATH about 911.[ Only an investigation intoThe greatest MASSMURDER in U.S. History!!! ] They finally made a deal with the Commission to testify
on April 29, 2004, with specific conditions:They would testify together, behind closed
doors, They would NOT be under OATH, and Their testimony would not be recorded
electronically or transcribed...and only 3 handpicked comissioners[<13] to be present.
Whats not true babe? batterseaspark 3 weeks ago KALI5CHICK 3 weeks ago @chere100
WAT THE FUCK IS WRONG WITH YOU GET UR FACTS STRAIGHTS
MUSLIMS ARENT TERRORIST. I AM MUSLIM. TERRERIST COME FROM ALL
OVER THE WORLD. THAT DAY WAS HORRIBLE AND YOUR BLAMING IT ON
AN INNOCENT CULTURE!! KALI5CHICK 3 weeks ago chere100 3 weeks ago
@KALI5CHICK ???? Did I give that impression??? Sorry. I've got nothing against
muslims at all. chere100 3 weeks ago sleepingspider 3 weeks ago I live in England so in 2
hours the 11 of September is here if you do watch this give a few moment to think of all
who die that day, not just those in the buildings but those who were and are lift behide.
What ever you call your God please pray that nothing like this ever happion again, I still
cannot watch these film all the way thought so many so so many MAY THEY SOULS
REST IN PEACE. . . . john sleepingspider 3 weeks ago normhastingsmusic 3 weeks ago
thank you for sharing this. i'll never forget that day..how horrible it was.
normhastingsmusic 3 weeks ago Kafeeene25 3 weeks ago i was in 1st grade when this
happened and i remember watching it on the news it was horrible every year we watch a
video on it in history class and every single time i start crying thinking about the people
who were stuck up their and jumping off Kafeeene25 3 weeks ago hyphens 3 weeks ago I
want to know why the comments blaming this on Islam are being deleted! hyphens 3
weeks ago Army19D619 3 weeks ago Fuck all the muslims! This is the reason why I
joined the Army. God bless the US and god bless those who lost there lives on this
horrible day. Army19D619 3 weeks ago mcabrera950 3 weeks ago @lmFromNorway im
pretty sure u will be forgotten to. idiot -.- mcabrera950 3 weeks ago SovjetEmpire 3
weeks ago islam is peace. best joke ever! SovjetEmpire 3 weeks ago HelpForPS3 3 weeks
ago RIP From England and India HelpForPS3 3 weeks ago drummerchristofski 3 weeks
ago R.I.P all those that lost their lives (from the UK) drummerchristofski 3 weeks ago
johnwoog 3 weeks ago @drummerchristofski dickhead. johnwoog 3 weeks ago
drummerchristofski 3 weeks ago @johnwoog chill. drummerchristofski 3 weeks ago
MrBerrytinkle 3 weeks ago I still pray for those lost in 9/11. And this day will never be
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forgotten in our hearts. Rest In Peace to the souls that were lost on this tragic day.
MrBerrytinkle 3 weeks ago bambarbie06 3 weeks ago 2 This is disgusting. I love and miss
those innocent lives. bambarbie06 3 weeks ago 2 Ironcomics 3 weeks ago e.e What was in
the building? What was the bulding for? Ironcomics 3 weeks ago Renaisancegirl 3 weeks
ago God bless America.One nation under God.I join with them to fight Against
terrorists.They (terrorist)will never have a place to hid.To all those who lost their
lives,rest in the bossom of the lord till we meet to part no more. Renaisancegirl 3 weeks
ago fighter9822 3 weeks ago wow that must have been scary being in the buliding
fighter9822 3 weeks ago mkuzel12345 3 weeks ago my teacher was onley 17 when this
happend he said it scared the shit out of him mkuzel12345 3 weeks ago LeotheCool98 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @pascal2407 SHUT
THE FUCK YUP YOU FUCKING BITCH YOU FUCKING SHUT UP! YOU
INSENSITIVE BITCH! LeotheCool98 3 weeks ago pascal2407 3 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 is an inside job!! pascal2407 3 weeks
ago dudexitslauren 3 weeks ago people who are being haters shut up. this is such a
horrible event that happened to our country and a horrible move in human history, it
should not be looked at lightly and it is not bush's fault. never forget. show respect for
america. dudexitslauren 3 weeks ago rebecca5294 3 weeks ago @dudexitslauren ikr dis
shit is so fuckin forreal rebecca5294 3 weeks ago cwalklerner 3 weeks ago wtf a peapleis
on the tower on the roof cwalklerner 3 weeks ago roosterreb 3 weeks ago sad then anger
then y? roosterreb 3 weeks ago ARCJonathan 3 weeks ago My second concern is which
is what flies to the minute 11:54, the right side of the tower? or a plane? ARCJonathan 3
weeks ago rspwnsnomore 3 weeks ago i learned a little bit about 9/11 today in history
class.. such a sad day to be at... rspwnsnomore 3 weeks ago SoCoolPruductions 3 weeks
ago i really stated to cry because my uncle was near there in a building that could of been
hit SoCoolPruductions 3 weeks ago ARCJonathan 3 weeks ago Well, one of my concerns
is knowing that's what happens on the right side of the screen 5:37 minute?
ARCJonathan 3 weeks ago UKsniper4 3 weeks ago r.i.p to all those people who were
murdered by bush. UKsniper4 3 weeks ago MegaBudda123 3 weeks ago i think at 7 mins
people jumped or it was debri but still this was just terrible. MegaBudda123 3 weeks ago
showbizmuse01 3 weeks ago The American flag rises at Bowen House in New Zealand
this morning as we remember this day, 9/11. R.I.P to the victims. God bless America +
God bless those who deffend America. Love from your friends in NZ. showbizmuse01 3
weeks ago SwordGames 3 weeks ago Man, that is a lot of smoke! SwordGames 3 weeks
ago SwordGames 3 weeks ago Tomorow 11/9 It does how much years? SwordGames 3
weeks ago brandonwild11 3 weeks ago @SwordGames 9 years brandonwild11 3 weeks
ago SwordGames 3 weeks ago @brandonwild11 ok thx SwordGames 3 weeks ago
RayManzarekGod 3 weeks ago @SwordGames 9 Years RayManzarekGod 3 weeks ago
yanique211 3 weeks ago i had 2 watch dis 4 school yanique211 3 weeks ago khgjhgjhkj 3
weeks ago 17 all u haters show some respect thousands of innocent civilians died, its not
like it was a country attacking us it was a terrorist group .stefan23640 ur an asshole there
not with the UN, they have no respect for human life. and what you said thats what
happens during war innocent people die, this was not war, it was a ruthless attack GOD
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BLESS America khgjhgjhkj 3 weeks ago 17 batterseaspark 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The day before 911 Rumsfeld announced on t.v.
quote " the adversary is close at hand..and in the pentagon...$2.3trillion dollars is missing
from pentagon accounts ." [its here on YT] The next day a " plane " hits the pentagon
killing 37 out of 45 people working in accounts!!! [it killed over 100 ]. Someone got
lucky..DOV ZAKHEIM was pentagon comptroller then.. a dual u.s. /israeli citizen and
former C.E.O. of fly by remote manufacturer and radical zionist...
ROBBERY/MURDER! yeah for real!! batterseaspark 3 weeks ago Gamerulz97 3 weeks
ago Comment removed TheStrwhat 3 weeks ago man.. a bomb exploded today in
Denmark. the day before 9/11 =/ kinda scary TheStrwhat 3 weeks ago
KanameAlucard1VK1HS 3 weeks ago @TheStrwhat Yeah and a BIG FIRE has started
early this morning and is still burning. A DAY BEFORE 9/11. Coincidence? I don't think
so. KanameAlucard1VK1HS 3 weeks ago WeGetLiteTnt 3 weeks ago dhat very horrible
WeGetLiteTnt 3 weeks ago centralcomets1234 3 weeks ago We will never forget the
people who risked there lives for us.R.I.P. Never forget them centralcomets1234 3 weeks
ago Lossifa 3 weeks ago omg this is so horrible :( Lossifa 3 weeks ago bj93bb94 3 weeks
ago Was that a road that collapsed?? This still gets to me I cant believe it.. bj93bb94 3
weeks ago IQ20000Berta 3 weeks ago Tthanks for this impressive view of the terrible
attacks. IQ20000Berta 3 weeks ago Zbates9513 3 weeks ago she would pause it and start
after it flew in.. A Military Plane?? Zbates9513 3 weeks ago NFLGuru22 3 weeks ago
@Zbates9513 Get the conspiracy shit out of here! NFLGuru22 3 weeks ago bull78963 3
weeks ago once the 1st building falls people cant see its like a war just happened on the
ground fuck the terrorists and fuck wut happened i wish this never happened R.I.P to the
people who died... PEOPLE JUMPED out!! sooooooooo sad and sickening for whoever
did this if anyone who reads this had a relative n that building or died from it i pray for
you and your entire family bull78963 3 weeks ago TheLysy55555 3 weeks ago Beautiful
demolition explosions at 19:44 you can see after a few floors below. It's a shock that
there was no such thing. Terrorists wear suits. TheLysy55555 3 weeks ago an12356 3
weeks ago how did you get so cloes whith out dieing an12356 3 weeks ago
BridgetFalconer 3 weeks ago Never forget this. Ever. God bless. BridgetFalconer 3 weeks
ago xstoriesx1998 3 weeks ago Comment removed Gunwacko 3 weeks ago Watching this
makes me extremely upset. I wonder why in nine years that the towers have not been
rebuilt, why we have a politically-correct center being built in its place, why we are still
at war when we could have destroyed the enemy by now with one bomb and put all our
enemies on notice and why we allow the enemy to build a Mosque on sacred ground.
What the HELL is wrong here?? I feel like I'm on another planet. The Politically-Correct
Doctrine MUST end now. Islam by definition is our enemy. Gunwacko 3 weeks ago
BroFilms09 3 weeks ago @Gunwacko i agree with u 100% BroFilms09 3 weeks ago
xerxez420 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam if your tired
of videos about 9/11 then why the fuck do you watch them? xerxez420 3 weeks ago
stefan23640 3 weeks ago You attacked innocent Serbia without the permission of the
United Nations.Now you are being attacked without the permission of the United
Nations.Why did America attack Serbia without the permission of the United Nations
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Why is this terror ((WTC)) if someone attacked without permission of the United
Nations??? stefan23640 3 weeks ago crashoveryu 3 weeks ago Please, but please, stop
talking and airing shows about 9/11... It's extremely boring, it's overrated and it is really
irritating for people living in other countries (especially those bombed by Americans).
9/11 is only a small fragment of what YOU did to certaing countries.. Can you then
imagine how WE feel? Can you? crashoveryu 3 weeks ago annekehielkema13 3 weeks
ago @crashoveryu you are an ignorant, a-hole. annekehielkema13 3 weeks ago
crashoveryu 3 weeks ago @annekehielkema13 Wow.. Ignorant a-hole? I'm 23 years old,
I've experienced things that 99% of American population will NEVER see, let alone
experience. I'm more mature than 40 years old Americans and I earn more money than
99% of the world population even though I lived through 3 wars started by Americans in
the first 18 years of my life, changed 2 countries and lived to see my own country
collapsing thanks to lovely Americans. Therefore, 2 destroyed buildings aren't even close
to what u did. crashoveryu 3 weeks ago NiicckyButt 3 weeks ago The day that can never
be forgotten. RIP to all the victims. NiicckyButt 3 weeks ago Derek519425 3 weeks ago
i'm a day early but still i want to watch it. my brother's GF's bday is on 9/11
Derek519425 3 weeks ago NFLGuru22 3 weeks ago I always visit this video around the
anniversary to remember what happened that day, and to pay my respect to the 343
fallen FDNY Heros, and the 3000 that also tragically lost their lives. We must NEVER
forget.. Rest in Peace. NFLGuru22 3 weeks ago stefan23640 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam You attacked innocent Serbia without the
permission of the United Nations.Now you are being attacked without the permission of
the United Nations.Why did America attack Serbia without the permission of the United
Nations Why is this terror ((WTC)) if someone attacked without permission of the
United Nations??? stefan23640 3 weeks ago chrisbartley88 3 weeks ago this is the best
footage of it hapening, so awfull wat hapend if i saw that id be cryin lak a river
chrisbartley88 3 weeks ago Lonelygrits 3 weeks ago 16 Look at all the hate spewing from
people's finger tips here on these comments. And we wonder why shit like this happens.
What happened on this day is a result of pure evil & hatred. Thank you to the people
who released this home video. Those poor innocent people! God Bless the families and
loved ones of those that are no longer here because of this. God Bless the heroes that
sacrificed to help others! Most of all GOD BLESS AMERICA! Lonelygrits 3 weeks ago
16 MadPrCZU 3 weeks ago @Lonelygrits I will never forget that day....this day plays
over and over in my head....but you speak of peace when they rejoice to this catastrophic
event....don't you forget that. MadPrCZU 3 weeks ago WTCRIP933 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Let us never forget 9/11 and let us pray
for all those who lost their lives on that day! UNITED WE STAND!!! -----♥♥------Put
This Ribbon ----♥♥-♥♥----On Your ---♥♥---♥♥---Page and ---♥♥---♥♥---Pray for ---♥♥--♥♥---Those we lost ----♥♥-♥♥----On September 11 2001 -----♥♥♥------Thank you ----♥♥♥♥---- We Will Never Forget WTCRIP933 3 weeks ago TheACDCGod 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Only the last peace to all the people who
have to die on this day from ground zero to hero Germany,Munich TheACDCGod 3
weeks ago TheACDCGod 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
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Spam Only the last peace to all the people who have to die on this day from ground zero
to hero Germany,Munich TheACDCGod 3 weeks ago TheACDCGod 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Only the last peace to all the people who
have to die on this day from ground zero to hero Jaro from Germany,Munich
TheACDCGod 3 weeks ago TheACDCGod 3 weeks ago Comment removed
andovertabler 3 weeks ago What makes people think NeverKnowsBest is a Muslim? He /
she is more likely to just be an idiot andovertabler 3 weeks ago TheACDCGod 3 weeks
ago Comment removed TheACDCGod 3 weeks ago Comment removed TheACDCGod 3
weeks ago Comment removed andovertabler 3 weeks ago This was a very sad day I was
in Canary Wharf and had phone calls from people saying we shouldn't be there and that
CW had been evacuated (it hadn't) A friend's sister died (she had started a new job there
and was at the top of one of the towers andovertabler 3 weeks ago plaza786 3 weeks ago
all that was bush say that to him he had bombs in the wtc plaza786 3 weeks ago
mermaidmelody1999 3 weeks ago Whenever I was only a little girl,I
NEVER,NEVER,NEVER knew what happened in this world,until I finally understood it
all. If anyone thinks this is right,then they have no hearts,no soul. I feel so bad. No one
deserves this tragedy. i feel as if I was stabbed in the stomach with a lighting bolt when I
first saw this video on tv as a 5 year old. I don't think anyone DESERVES this!!! The
feeling of people's loved one's gone....*crying* ; n ; mermaidmelody1999 3 weeks ago
utsr07 3 weeks ago I think at the 9:11 mark of the video you see a person wave
something out of a window in the top corner part of the tower. utsr07 3 weeks ago
tinchord 3 weeks ago Heart-wrenching how ugly the world can be. tinchord 3 weeks ago
7poppasmurf7 3 weeks ago @tinchord you must not get out much. 7poppasmurf7 3
weeks ago NeverKnowsBests 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam America had it coming. I hate you all, you baggy, white, inbred fuckers. I only wish
more of you were killed in 9/11, sick bastards. The more Americans killed today means
less need to be killed tomorrow. I hope China nukes you all to dust. Die screaming, you
burger eating, sitcom watching hasbeens NeverKnowsBests 3 weeks ago utbevo23 3
weeks ago @NeverKnowsBests I can't even express my anger at this comment. Wow, the
ignorance. I'm speechless utbevo23 3 weeks ago Lonelygrits 3 weeks ago @utbevo23
honey thats all neverknowsbest is looking for is to spark anger and comments from
people. Some people have such worthless lives that they go on forums like this and say
stupid crap to piss people off so they can get off on it. You are right honey, some people
exceed their right to ignorance! Lonelygrits 3 weeks ago mrgator1000 3 weeks ago
@NeverKnowsBests go fuck yourself you piece of muslim trash. you probaly suck your
own penis. icome to your house and beat you up you piece of shit pussy ass muslim
thats all i have to say but go fuck yourself mrgator1000 3 weeks ago MrNggerhunter2010
3 weeks ago The woman speaking in this video sounds like pure white trash!
MrNggerhunter2010 3 weeks ago Lonelygrits 3 weeks ago @MrNggerhunter2010 you
shouldnt throw stones when you live in a glass house MRNGGERHUNTER!
Lonelygrits 3 weeks ago DanMarshCoali 3 weeks ago My Birthday is on 11 septm/
DanMarshCoali 3 weeks ago marids 3 weeks ago All respect sent from England marids 3
weeks ago HMGaming 3 weeks ago All of my condolence to the People Involved, The
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people that did this did this out of religion. The Islamic belief is that if you fight for
you're religion, You go to heaven. What sort of crazy people would believe this. These
actions make the middle-east look like rubbish. It is a inhumane thing to do. R.I.P God
Bless Ameirca HMGaming 3 weeks ago macbrylle091188 3 weeks ago I'm getting
goosebumps.. watching this Horrible video!!! and when is that?? that day is my Bday!!T___T macbrylle091188 3 weeks ago maddcapp100 3 weeks ago Too many parts
of this video are missing. WHERE is the impact of the "military" plane? The woman
CLEARLY says this is what she saw. The first tower colapse in missing footage as well.
WHY IS THIS??? maddcapp100 3 weeks ago HPLISATV 3 weeks ago You did the right
thing posting this video!!! People need to always look at this and NEVER EVER
forget!!!!!! HPLISATV 3 weeks ago stepheng1483 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was an inside job by Israel. stepheng1483 3 weeks ago
eliteCan 3 weeks ago this will happen again tomorrow or? and just wonder how many
planes will fly into the white house, heard something like that on a internet site, someone
is planning to do such stuff again, coz some idiot wants to burn the kuran. eliteCan 3
weeks ago stepheng1483 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam All the evidence points to 9/11 being an inside job by Israel. It is part of their plans
to get the West to hate Muslims in preparation for their planned wars in that region.
stepheng1483 3 weeks ago prelude2abliss69 3 weeks ago @koveras13, There is only one
Truth about what really happened that day. The people deserve the Truth, there should
be a through transparent investigation and trial. I feel it is only a matter of time, there is
too much to be addressed and there are too many unanswered questions. There would not
be thousands of credible individuals stepping up and putting their careers/reputations on
the line speak out about this for this NOT to get national attention sometime soon.
Investigation is appropriate. prelude2abliss69 3 weeks ago mcabrera950 3 weeks ago this
will be a day i think anyone can nvr forget. mcabrera950 3 weeks ago lmFromNorway 3
weeks ago @mcabrera950 I am a pretty sure it will be forgotten some day
lmFromNorway 3 weeks ago NFLGuru22 3 weeks ago @lmFromNorway Never EVER.
NFLGuru22 3 weeks ago SamAlyBrid 3 weeks ago its so sad :( i was only 4 when it
happened ....... SamAlyBrid 3 weeks ago gabrielchcosta 3 weeks ago in the instant all the
tvs have this images on all world gabrielchcosta 3 weeks ago kingjimmy995 3 weeks ago
most horrible moment in the history... :''( kingjimmy995 3 weeks ago lmFromNorway 3
weeks ago @kingjimmy995 There have happened much worse things in the world.
lmFromNorway 3 weeks ago koveras13 3 weeks ago Comment removed mybigwang1 3
weeks ago this video i gonna hit over 12 million views tomorrow mybigwang1 3 weeks
ago nil1230 3 weeks ago why do the INNOCENT have to suffer?What have they
done?THey Dont DESERVE This. .WHY!?!? ????WHY ?? nil1230 3 weeks ago
XxTearsinHeavenx 3 weeks ago Heartbreaking :'( XxTearsinHeavenx 3 weeks ago
lauro267 3 weeks ago TODO ESTO ES CULPA DEL DIABLO POR QUE EL ESTA
GOBERNANDO ESTE SISTEMA DE COSAS ES LO MAS TRISTE POR QUE
PAGARON PERZONAS INOCENTES POR CULPA DE MENTE DIABOLICAS
lauro267 3 weeks ago funkybassmaster 3 weeks ago Boy the assholes really come out in
these comment boxes. The funny thing is most of the immature responses are coming
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from kids that dont remember how fucking shitty/scary this day really was. I was
working in the loop in chicago and was scared to death for the people in NY and for
Chicago. Every report coming in was so vague, nobody in the U.S knew how many
planes might have been hijacked for that first couple of hours. Show some fucking respect
children, or are you too young for that? funkybassmaster 3 weeks ago prelude2abliss69 3
weeks ago We all deserve the Truth about the attacks. prelude2abliss69 3 weeks ago
koveras13 3 weeks ago Comment removed koveras13 3 weeks ago Comment removed
debiec1988 3 weeks ago America killed they debiec1988 3 weeks ago nil1230 3 weeks ago
and Bin Ladin..the man Behind this..is still out LARGE???aahahahaaha...american Fools. .
nil1230 3 weeks ago jamiemayall 3 weeks ago 9 years ago tomorrow.. I will be saying a
little prayer at 8:40 am. God Bless. Love from me & my family in the UK x jamiemayall
3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago show hide 9/11 ROCKED !!! LET'S DO IT
AGAIN !!! ONLY THIS TIME, AIM FOR MORE NIGGERS !!! razgandeanu 3 weeks
ago 11browp 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@razgandeanu -Grow up. and learn some respect 11browp 3 weeks ago kristielsa 3
weeks ago O my GOD...:'(:'''( kristielsa 3 weeks ago emmerdalecrazy 3 weeks ago So
Tragic ... God Bless America and all who died in Not just the world trade centre but The
Pentagon and on the planes .... Al Quaeda Are The MOst Evil And Unbelievably Cruel
Group In History ! NEVER FORGET! RIP XX emmerdalecrazy 3 weeks ago
IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam this made me laugh because i dont live in new york :D
IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE 3 weeks ago moonlily27 3 weeks ago 10
@IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE Have some respect moonlily27 3 weeks ago 10
xDarkxKairi 3 weeks ago @IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE Shut the fuck up! xDarkxKairi
3 weeks ago tomprentice88 3 weeks ago @xDarkxKairi ORLY? tomprentice88 3 weeks
ago xDarkxKairi 3 weeks ago @tomprentice88 Yes really faggot! xDarkxKairi 3 weeks ago
marids 3 weeks ago @IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE shut up marids 3 weeks ago
MAmoviesRS 3 weeks ago @IEATCOOKIEIEATCOOKIE dude you have problems.
fuck you! MAmoviesRS 3 weeks ago GodEqualsLove4ever 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ... we will always remember that day in September
when out of a crisp, clear blue sky a black veil fell over Life ~ .. ,"( GodEqualsLove4ever
3 weeks ago MatjesBandicode 3 weeks ago I come from EU Germany and i can say my
cusin has work in the World Trade Center !! MatjesBandicode 3 weeks ago MattRise 3
weeks ago "They're attacking the World Trade Center, not US." MattRise 3 weeks ago
Superkanolebooster 3 weeks ago the american goverment is the funniest in the hole world.
funnier like iran or china!!! xD Superkanolebooster 3 weeks ago cheepo888 3 weeks ago
The people who made it out in time should thank God for the rest of thier lives. they
attacked people who were at work. no fair cheepo888 3 weeks ago kingroland124 3
weeks ago @Trudermark The pastor was lied to about cancelling the building of the
mosque near ground zero meaning he is now determined to burn the Koren, radical
muslums will be pissed, if he doesnt radical patriots will be pissed and probably start a
new problem for the troops in iraq or start a riot of unrested patriotic proportions.......so
yes,shit will happen. :/ kingroland124 3 weeks ago vampir183 3 weeks ago Bush blew
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them up and he told arap did it ..watch zaitgaist and know truth vampir183 3 weeks ago
Jigsawkiller1000 3 weeks ago @vampir183 SOO TRUE!!He wanted that americans hate
muslims even more!Muslims didn't have anything with the americans when they blew up
the empire state buildings! Jigsawkiller1000 3 weeks ago LondonCAFC 3 weeks ago 5
words that sum up this video for me. It was a military plane. LondonCAFC 3 weeks ago
The61769 3 weeks ago @LondonCAFC 3 words to sum up your comment. go fuck
yourself The61769 3 weeks ago MultiRibolovac 3 weeks ago ma da se puzi!!!!
MultiRibolovac 3 weeks ago kavibadboy 3 weeks ago wooooow i was like 4 years old
when that happend and i still remember this man its so sad fuck you bin laden go to hell
and burn mother fucker kavibadboy 3 weeks ago mablanc1 3 weeks ago 7 God bless all
the innocent people who perished that horrible morning!!! mablanc1 3 weeks ago 7
ToscaSissi 3 weeks ago Rest in peace to everyon who died at 9/11. That shouldn't be
happen. I feel so bad because one of the mens who flown into one of those buildings lived
in a small town in germany. I live in this town, too. He was a neighbour of my parents.
This is so bad. God bless you all. ToscaSissi 3 weeks ago TheHackerTNT 3 weeks ago 'm
sixteen now and I can still remember this day like it just happened. It's probably the
clearest day ever in my mind. My second grade teacher took us outside and we played all
day. The later the day got the more teachers came out with there students. I can still
remember my teacher's husband running up to her and telling her that one of her family
members was okay. I never understood why we got to play until I got home that day and
my big brothers explained to me. This will never be forgotten TheHackerTNT 3 weeks
ago MegaMTproductions 3 weeks ago i was like uhm 6 years old when it all happened i
was watching TV and my mom said i had to do it on the news i did that and i watchet a
piece that smoke cloud was huge! ive bin there later its so horrible from that stupid alqauida terrorists MegaMTproductions 3 weeks ago tweringel 3 weeks ago 2 I just don't
got words fore this... :'( tweringel 3 weeks ago 2 jim8573 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ✈ II II jim8573 3 weeks ago entourageLAX 3
weeks ago 41 RIP to all the victims. Criticism should not be appointed here, mourning is
the day of september 11. RIP, God Bless America. entourageLAX 3 weeks ago 41
ollie1314 3 weeks ago @entourageLAX Er... It's the tenth... ollie1314 3 weeks ago
TheDesiiChan 3 weeks ago @entourageLAX how did you get 34 thumbs up in just 4
hours? TheDesiiChan 3 weeks ago CH0PP3RST4R 3 weeks ago I'm italian,now I'm 18
that day made me cry when I remember them. I watched on air that scene when I was
only nine years old. People, who falled down the towers Oh my god and the others
innocents (United 93,11,173,and more RIP). CH0PP3RST4R 3 weeks ago
CH0PP3RST4R 3 weeks ago I'm italian,now I'm 18 that day made me cry when I
remember them. I watched on air that scene when I was only nine years old. People, who
falled down the towers Oh my god and the others innocents (United 93,11,173,and more
RIP), CH0PP3RST4R 3 weeks ago Ron10ful 3 weeks ago Tomorow 9 year!! R.I.P
Ron10ful
3
weeks
ago
sonitusdeus
3
weeks
ago
stj911(dot)org
patriotsquestion911(dot)com sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago 9/11
Commission co-chair Lee Hamilton says “I don’t believe for a minute we got everything
right”, that the Commission was set up to fail, that people should keep asking questions
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about 9/11, and that the 9/11 debate should continue sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago
sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago The 9/11 Commission’s co-chairs said that the 9/11
Commissioners knew that military officials misrepresented the facts to the Commission,
and the Commission considered recommending criminal charges for such false statements
sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Defense under President Ronald Reagan (Col. Ronald D. Ray) said that the official story
of 9/11 is “the dog that doesn’t hunt” * The former director of the FBI (Louis Freeh)
says there was a cover up by the 9/11 Commission sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago sonitusdeus
3 weeks ago U.S. General, Commanding General of U.S. European Command and
Supreme Allied Commander Europe, decorated with the Bronze Star, Silver Star, and
Purple Heart (General Wesley Clark) said “We’ve never finished the investigation of 9/11
and whether the administration actually misused the intelligence information it had. The
evidence seems pretty clear to me. I’ve seen that for a long time” sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago
sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago Current Republican Congressman Ron Paul calls for a new 9/11
investigation and states that “we see the [9/11] investigations that have been done so far
as more or less cover-up and no real explanation of what went on” sonitusdeus 3 weeks
ago sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago Bob Graham, an FBI informant had hosted and rented a
room to two hijackers in 2000 and that, when the Inquiry sought to interview the
informant, the FBI refused outright, and then hid him in an unknown location, and that a
high-level FBI official stated these blocking maneuvers were undertaken under orders
from the White House sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago The Division
Chief of the CIA’s Office of Soviet Affairs, who served as Senior Analyst from 1966 –
1990. He also served as Professor of International Security at the National War College
from 1986 – 2004 (Melvin Goodman) said “The final [9/11 Commission] report is
ultimately a coverup” sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago A 29-year CIA
veteran, former National Intelligence Officer (NIO) and former Director of the CIA’s
Office of Regional and Political Analysis (William Bill Christison) said “I now think there
is persuasive evidence that the events of September did not unfold as the Bush
administration and the 9/11 Commission would have us believe sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago
sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago A 27-year CIA veteran, who chaired National Intelligence
Estimates and personally delivered intelligence briefings to Presidents Ronald Reagan and
George H.W. Bush, their Vice Presidents, Secretaries of State, the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
and many other senior government officials (Raymond McGovern) said “I think at
simplest terms, there’s a cover-up. The 9/11 Report is a joke” sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago
sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago 9/11 Commissioner Bob Kerrey said that “There are ample
reasons to suspect that there may be some alternative to what we outlined in our version .
. . We didn’t have access . . . .” He also said that the investigation depended too heavily
on the accounts of Al Qaeda detainees who were physically coerced into talking
sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago 9/11 Commissioner Max Cleland
resigned from the Commission, stating: “It is a national scandal”; “This investigation is
now compromised”; and “One of these days we will have to get the full story because the
9-11 issue is so important to America. But this White House wants to cover it up”
sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
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hide Not Spam 9/11 Commission co-chair Lee Hamilton says “I don’t believe for a
minute we got everything right”, that the Commission was set up to fail, that people
should keep asking questions about 9/11, and that the 9/11 debate should continue * 9/11
Commissioner Timothy Roemer said “We were extremely frustrated with the false
statements we were getting” sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago 9/11
Commission co-chair Lee Hamilton says “I don’t believe for a minute we got everything
right”, that the Commission was set up to fail, that people should keep asking questions
about 9/11, and that the 9/11 debate should continue * 9/11 Commissioner Timothy
Roemer said “We were extremely frustrated with the false statements we were getting”
sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago prisonplanet(dot)com/theanniv-ersary-of-911(dot)html sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago xslipknotx93 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Who wants to be my spotter? What?
You know, counting cards. I'm prettey sure that's illegal. It's just frowned upon..Like
masturbating on an airplane. I'm pretty sure that's illegal too. Yeah.. after 9/11 when
every one gets so sensative.. Thanks alot BinLaden xslipknotx93 3 weeks ago mommyf2
3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Thank you for sharing.
My children's children will be learning this as part of their American History, just as our
children are learning Pearl Harbor. I will show this video to my two kids...thank you!
mommyf2 3 weeks ago mommyf2 3 weeks ago Thank you for sharing. My children's
children will be learning this as part of their American History, just as our children are
learning Pearl Harbor. I will show this video to my two kids...thank you! mommyf2 3
weeks ago sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@mommyf2 9/11 Commission co-chair Lee Hamilton says “I don’t believe for a minute
we got everything right”, that the Commission was set up to fail, that people should keep
asking questions about 9/11, and that the 9/11 debate should continue." 9/11
Commissioner Timothy Roemer said “We were extremely frustrated with the false
statements we were getting” sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago MrJhg230 3 weeks ago omg so
much smoke prob took long time to clean up :s stockholm.sweden.Tim my condolence
MrJhg230 3 weeks ago GermanysF1nest 3 weeks ago still an "inside Job", Bush etc.
should get slaughtered GermanysF1nest 3 weeks ago FrEdHoRst14 3 weeks ago 18 My
condolence from Germany FrEdHoRst14 3 weeks ago 18 klassetompa 3 weeks ago Wow,
this just breaks my heart to see...and to hear you crying, so terrible.......I hope you guys
are Ok now, and that you can see a bright future. God bless Klas, Stockholm, Sweden.
klassetompa 3 weeks ago ThePostlethwaite 3 weeks ago 2 @kemry55 sort your fucking
head out ThePostlethwaite 3 weeks ago 2 kemry55 3 weeks ago @ThePostlethwaite no
im not death is a funny thing can you can't avoid it XD kemry55 3 weeks ago
ThePostlethwaite 3 weeks ago @kemry55 so death is fun is it listen you fucking idiot say
if your mum got killed would you laugh then fort not go give your head a shake your all
fucked in america even tho it happened over there ThePostlethwaite 3 weeks ago
NecKClippA 3 weeks ago US Government doing this shit. then blaming it on innocent
muslims. US Government is fucking pathetic. NecKClippA 3 weeks ago liamisdebom123
3 weeks ago Ik denk nu al dat het erg was, maar het is zoveel erger.. liamisdebom123 3
weeks ago TheSuperpiza 3 weeks ago zeker erg TheSuperpiza 3 weeks ago bennith 3
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weeks ago I'm from England & I know the English & Americans do not always get along,
especially over the internet, but i'd just like to pay my respects to all those who died that
terrible day, along with the families of the victims. I cannot even begin to imagine how it
must have felt to be so close. I was very ill this day so only learned of what happened
that evening. RIP all of those who died that day from many different countries, and thank
you for sharing this powerful video. bennith 3 weeks ago CBirch72 3 weeks ago
@bennith - England was our biggest support after these attacks. I can tell you that I
appreciate the British people. My husband is in the USAF and we moved to England
shortly after the attacks and I have nothing but good to say about the people we met
there. Thank you for your condolences. CBirch72 3 weeks ago crimdell 3 weeks ago I
would like to see a national holiday declared that would honor those who lost their lives
so bravely that day. Have it on 9/11 and call it Heroes Day. Labor Day has really lost its
significance and I would gladly give that one up to honor those lost in this national
tragedy. crimdell 3 weeks ago RifleNL 3 weeks ago Did there actually people die in that
smoke? i mean people were near it and the building collapsed.. that must of been the
worst part RifleNL 3 weeks ago martyr2005 3 weeks ago @RifleNL yeah many people
died from cancer and lungs desease as that wasnt just dust...it was a lot of toxic elements
that were pulverized by the explosives used to destroy the towers, and the epa knew it
and said throught the media to the citizens that the air was clean to breath (after 3 days)
which was a lie that killed more people than the blowing up it self martyr2005 3 weeks
ago Alex555666555 3 weeks ago @TiagoNigga the other tower is behind this one
Alex555666555 3 weeks ago TiagoNigga 3 weeks ago there is only one tower, where is
the other one? TiagoNigga 3 weeks ago SaSha018nish 3 weeks ago KAKO RADITE
TAKO VAM SE VRACA!!!!!! How you do so you will return!!!! SaSha018nish 3
weeks ago twilightgirl1230 3 weeks ago Never......never in the entire world.....will we
forget 9/11/2001...... In loving memory of the victims and Members of September 11,
2001. twilightgirl1230 3 weeks ago 295walk 3 weeks ago i just luv her voice ! 295walk 3
weeks ago turkish68autocolmar 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam Tout était déja organisé par Israel et les USA ! Avant le 11 septembre des
milliards de dollards ont été transferés dans d'autres banque, il y avait 2000 juifs
travaillants dans ces 2tours, ce jour la aucun dentre eux sont venu bossé ??? my...stérieu
nan ??? tt ça pour le petrole et mettre en place le nouve ordre Mondiale !!!!
turkish68autocolmar 3 weeks ago sonnymarc76 3 weeks ago every 11 09 I'm not italian,
but American sonnymarc76 3 weeks ago edgarprobe 3 weeks ago OMG.... ME SIENTO
TAN MAL POR TODA ESA GENTE INOCENTE,,,,,NO ME IMAGINO A VER
VIVIDO ESE MOMENTO...FUE HORRIBLE.....DESCANSE EN PAZ GENTE....
9.11.2010 edgarprobe 3 weeks ago edgarprobe 3 weeks ago PINCHE BARBUDO
PENDEJO edgarprobe 3 weeks ago VexxPexx 3 weeks ago I WANNA SUCK A WET
FART OUT OF HER BUTTHOLE!!! VexxPexx 3 weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700
3 weeks ago I WANT TO SMELL HER FEET FRANKMANNACO700 3 weeks ago
josevanreyes 3 weeks ago INSIDE JOB josevanreyes 3 weeks ago bigdaddygun2 3 weeks
ago we will kill evey american this war is not over and it never going too be we wil never
stop fighting il arab im going too die arab bigdaddygun2 3 weeks ago cmartinkus15 3
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weeks ago @bigdaddygun2 FUCK YOU YOU STUPID TERRORIST FUCKER YOUR
GOING TO BURN IN HELL....IF I EVER SEE YOU I WILL FUCKING KILL YOU
cmartinkus15 3 weeks ago klassetompa 3 weeks ago @bigdaddygun2 Honestly, if I had a
gun, and got away with it, I would shoot you in the face, I really would...... klassetompa
3 weeks ago bigdaddygun2 3 weeks ago @imXnotXanXemoXkid go suck a dick pussy
arab all day bigdaddygun2 3 weeks ago bigdaddygun2 3 weeks ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam @kratosson1 im arab fuck u.s.a we will do it agin
bigdaddygun2 3 weeks ago bigdaddygun2 3 weeks ago @ggwdodge fuck u ill kill u all
bigdaddygun2 3 weeks ago MrWhitewolven 3 weeks ago So fucking sad cause i'm
waching all the calls and wat happand at the same time on nat geo =( MrWhitewolven 3
weeks ago gazogt 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 11.46
why they cut the second crash?where is the second plane? gazogt 3 weeks ago
millerteemiller1 3 weeks ago If I ever see a terririst, I'm gonna kick his head off
millerteemiller1 3 weeks ago HigherPlanes 3 weeks ago Did they ever find out why
building 7 went down? HigherPlanes 3 weeks ago DoctorChibi740 3 weeks ago
@HigherPlanes Possibly from the blast/explosion's force blowing onto it?
DoctorChibi740 3 weeks ago AmericanHero911 3 weeks ago Bless the people who died
however muslims did not do this. There is unfortunately some convincing evidence to
suggest it came from people within the American shadow government. Whoever is behind
this will be found out and justice will prevail. AmericanHero911 3 weeks ago jayla451 3
weeks ago @AmericanHero911 Yes and i hope they will find them. Nothing againts
muslims we areal equal. jayla451 3 weeks ago jayla451 3 weeks ago they shouldnt build a
mosque near ground zero thats a memorial site!!!! My heart goes out to the heroes and
the peoploe who died. jayla451 3 weeks ago jw89 3 weeks ago @jayla451 what's the
difference between building a mosque there and setting up a hot dog stand there? people
need to realize this is not a muslim problem. it's the same shit a pearl harbor. certain
people wanted this to happen to further their agenda. wake up and look at the facts jw89
3 weeks ago jayla451 3 weeks ago @jw89 im not hating on muslims dude they can build
it somwhere else ok i got muslim friends so keep ur frkin comments to urself many want
ground ZERO as a memorial place. they can still build their mosque but not there.
jayla451 3 weeks ago skankinkid00 3 weeks ago God bless the family members who had
to suffer through all of this especially the victims. but, i HATE how IGNORANT people
are blaming the muslims or another country. so do you not realize that there are
BILLIONS of muslims around the world? white,hispanic, african americans, asians,
indians etc??? I am not muslim, but come on people. what happened happened, we
cannot do anything about it now, especially blame a whole religion for it. all we can do is
keep in mind what happened... skankinkid00 3 weeks ago smileyfacesayshi 3 weeks ago
you know this was the act of saudi arabians not afghanis nor pakis but arab middle
eastern men bent on revenge. this is no conspiracy not bush but arabs. do some research
of what started all this bullshit. jews took over palestine without earning it. it was given
to them because the world felt sorry for them for what happen to them. example: when
this country was found we earned it how we fought for it. native americans say we stole
it they shouldve fought hard for it to save it. smileyfacesayshi 3 weeks ago proEngellrat
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3 weeks ago "... he will wipe every tear from their eyes. There will be no more death or
mourning or crying or pain..." ♥ Rest in Peace, 9/11 victims ♥ because KILLER-muslims
WITH qURAN. We Will Never Forget ! proEngellrat 3 weeks ago TheMasbirooo 3
weeks ago @proEngellrat Eid Mubarak To Me Muslim and iam proud for being Muslim
.... Before Saying Any thing .... Sorry For that Fact .. any believe that Egypt ( My
Country ) ... Do Not Encourage Ben Laden For Doing That .. and ben laden do not belong
To Us after That .... as Muhammed Said No Women ... no Childs No OLd men .... and if
in War Do Not Cut atree .. ... and U .. attacking iraq's for getting the oil .. and Jesus on
another side beating palastine's ... TheMasbirooo 3 weeks ago msm0828 3 weeks ago
@TheMasbirooo No everyone that says Im a Christian is a real Christian, and I think it
goes for most of the other religions too msm0828 3 weeks ago jw89 3 weeks ago
@proEngellrat fuck you, you fucking bigot. probably gonna go to florida and burn some
qurans on 9/11 eh? jw89 3 weeks ago TheMasbirooo 3 weeks ago Eid Mubarak To Me
Muslim and iam proud for being Muslim .... Before Saying Any thing .... Sorry For that
Fact .. any believe that Egypt ( My Country ) ... Do Not Encourage Ben Laden For
Doing That .. and ben laden do not belong To Us after That .... as Muhammed Said No
Women ... no Childs No OLd men .... and if in War Do Not Cut atree .. ... and U ..
attacking iraq's for getting the oil .. and Jesus on another side beating palastine's ... burn
our Quran as we biuld cher for our cherm TheMasbirooo 3 weeks ago MrJstar178 3
weeks ago At the time this happens I was in kindergarten and eating lunch when a teacher
taped my shoulder and I was unaware of what happens until a year later and learned how
many people perished in the attack I was 7 then now I am 15 the teacher across the hall
her son was working in the north tower when it went down when she heard the tragic
news she fell to her knees an started to cry I remember it like it was yesterday R.I.P. all
who lost their lives on 9/11/2001 MrJstar178 3 weeks ago BlueTyphoid 3 weeks ago
dont want to sound like an ass, but who posted this video and where is the original. why
are the beginning of the collapses removed at 14:04 and 19:38 in this video? was there a
big explosion sound that the msm didnt want the sheeple to hear? BlueTyphoid 3 weeks
ago danwilsoncomedy 3 weeks ago absolutely haunting danwilsoncomedy 3 weeks ago
ConverseFan7000 3 weeks ago I can't belive 9/11 will be tomorrow. I completley forgot
what date today was ConverseFan7000 3 weeks ago chibiyaten15 3 weeks ago why is
there unfitting music in the background :I chibiyaten15 3 weeks ago AleRiot 3 weeks ago
@SneakyGuy77 i know what happened in ww2,if you read my comment you'll realize
that i was talking about the bombing MADE by the germans to the cities that they
attacked,but now that you mention that,you could say that the germans deserved it,but
the german people and hitler's government its not quite the same,inoccent german civilian
died,they didnt really deserved it,just the same way that inoccent people from the world
trade center didnt deserve to die.. AleRiot 3 weeks ago SneakyGuy77 3 weeks ago
@AleRiot I agree with some of what you said except that the German people idolized
Hitler and the Nazi from 1933 on. They were complicit with what Germany did in the
30's and 40's. Yes, it was the German government that was primarily to blame but many
of the German people believed they were a superior race. German law and the German
people persecuted the Jews and then finally killed 6 million in the death camps. They
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also butchered millions of Russian civilians when they invaded it in 1941. SneakyGuy77
3 weeks ago tylikestacobell 3 weeks ago My birthday is 9/11 and I remember this day in
kindergarten like it was yesterday tylikestacobell 3 weeks ago vicr234 3 weeks ago
crying, cant bealive only two more days to the anniversary of 9/11. this is just horrible, i
too live in new york city. vicr234 3 weeks ago AleRiot 3 weeks ago @eddiethelock you
dumbass,im just saying that the cities of the countries invaded by the nazis suffered much
more than what happened on 9/11, im not taking sides here,its just a comment,
apparently too much for a squirrel brain like yours.. AleRiot 3 weeks ago
bubblinbrownsugar616 3 weeks ago When the North Tower began to fall the view on this
movie sent my hair to stand on end. Scary ass sight and especially scary when you know
people are dying before your eyes. Truly fucked up. bubblinbrownsugar616 3 weeks ago
SimonSerenade 3 weeks ago It's hard to imagine we'll never see them beautiful towers
again =/ R.I.P SimonSerenade 3 weeks ago jaimedawgg 3 weeks ago 7 I'm sixteen now and
I can still remember this day like it just happened. It's probably the clearest day ever in
my mind. My second grade teacher took us outside and we played all day. The later the
day got the more teachers came out with there students. I can still remember my teacher's
husband running up to her and telling her that one of her family members was okay. I
never understood why we got to play until I got home that day and my big brothers
explained to me. This will never be forgotten jaimedawgg 3 weeks ago 7
RippleAffectMedia 3 weeks ago RIP to all 9/11 victims. I was 7 years old and our
teachers were terrified, I was horrified. We felt it, even over here in Canada.
RippleAffectMedia 3 weeks ago RippleAffectMedia 3 weeks ago @heyginny its
supposed to have a chapel and prayer room for christians and jewish people. Its basically
a YMCA. RippleAffectMedia 3 weeks ago LoVeLy09891 3 weeks ago My b-Day is on
9/11 After this day its kindof hard celebrating and being all happy LoVeLy09891 3 weeks
ago Coerverguy 3 weeks ago @foxboy305 they Sontag go all the way through because
when the wings hit the sheer force of that slowed the plane tremendously Coerverguy 3
weeks ago heysellmmm 3 weeks ago i am really sorry for those people , i can't believe it.
heysellmmm 3 weeks ago furstenfeldbruck 3 weeks ago i remember seeing this when i was
12 years old looking outside my window and seeing it again makes my so sad
furstenfeldbruck 3 weeks ago MrCcbcc 3 weeks ago is lily ok? MrCcbcc 3 weeks ago
Coerverguy 3 weeks ago Finally a 9/11 video without all the damn conspiracy theorists.
Coerverguy 3 weeks ago reshadstar 3 weeks ago 18 I am a Muslim, a very practicing
Muslim and watching this video made me cry because i havnt seen anything terrible than
this. But i have to let you all know that no matter how you percieve me as a Muslim or
Islam in general, we are all brothers and sisters and our lives are somehow connected with
one another. This incident sounds to me like a brother killing a brother while the rest of us
as a family condemn every act of it. reshadstar 3 weeks ago 18 CBirch72 3 weeks ago
@reshadstar - I am a Christian/American - and I have to say I do not perceive you any
way just because you are a Muslim. These people that attacked us were RADICALS.
They were not like you and I. There are radicals in every religion and the ones that kill
others are the worst kind. They killed all kinds of people of EVERY religion and
background. They were murderers and I am sure were NOT rewarded for their efforts.
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CBirch72 3 weeks ago martyr2005 3 weeks ago @CBirch72 watch this video, of a
building blown up in china from the top to the bottom destroyed in sections ....and
compare with the collapse of wtc north tower... /watch?v=GVQaVgJne6c we couldnt
compare how a building destroyed by sections would be like.....unitll the chinese did
it.....and what u think? graviti collapse so similar to a building blowing up???? not
possible if u use commun sense.... martyr2005 3 weeks ago martyr2005 3 weeks ago
@reshadstar dont warry muslim guy, im atheist and i know that ur muslims brothers had
NOTHING to do with 9/11, rockefeller, cheney , rumsfeld , bush, silverstein, are the one
who prepared this plot, we are millions aware of this....the evidence available is huge , and
science doestn work with the official version.... fuck the real owners of usa...... : (
martyr2005 3 weeks ago dlpmario 3 weeks ago @reshadstar Don't worry, many people
know that Islam or Muslims are peaceful and good faithful people. Those attacks -as well
as other terrorist attacks- were done by other violents groups that obviously have nothing
to do with your religion, even though they claim they do it in the name of Islam. But yes,,
we are all brothers and this was, and I quote, 'like a brother killing a brother'. dlpmario 3
weeks ago DownwardGoose 3 weeks ago @reshadstar god bless you mate
DownwardGoose 3 weeks ago DdanOR 3 weeks ago @reshadstar Well said brother. I am
a Christian and I have great admiration for the Muslim faith and I try to tell anyone who
listens that 9/11 had nothing to do with the Muslim religion. It was to do with a few
mentally insane fruitbats. DdanOR 3 weeks ago reshadstar 3 weeks ago Comment
removed reshadstar 3 weeks ago Comment removed safzuan 3 weeks ago
................bush.....that'-s it! safzuan 3 weeks ago BtotheRYAN27 3 weeks ago this
message is intended to those dumb ass stupid ass sons of a bitches ass holes who hi
jacked the planes may u burn in hell BtotheRYAN27 3 weeks ago jockegirl12 3 weeks ago
no offense but the lady seemed too clam well iit sounded like it jockegirl12 3 weeks ago
arctyler 3 weeks ago i am speachless 9 years later.... fucking terrorists, i wanted to go to
that place at one time when i was like 4 but some one has to go knock it over.. like ffs
where is bat man? arctyler 3 weeks ago ClassicSSFan80 3 weeks ago @arctyler It's
Speechless not Speachless you dumb fucked up bitch. ClassicSSFan80 3 weeks ago
rayesemm 3 weeks ago Man, did you see how much chaos and destruction that was!
Imagine what goes on in Iraq on a day to day basis, people blowing themselves up and all.
That's been going on for 7 years straight.. Thanks Obama for putting an end to that. Now
is the time for peace :) rayesemm 3 weeks ago MrCcbcc 3 weeks ago f u MrCcbcc 3
weeks ago zag300 3 weeks ago you live in a nice place zag300 3 weeks ago
missmidnightroses 3 weeks ago eerie missmidnightroses 3 weeks ago Prev 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy
Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language:
English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more
Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue
Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon
close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
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7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032) BtotheRYAN27 3 weeks ago this message
is intended to those dumb ass stupid ass sons of a bitches ass holes who hi jacked the
planes may u burn in hell BtotheRYAN27 3 weeks ago jockegirl12 3 weeks ago no
offense but the lady seemed too clam well iit sounded like it jockegirl12 3 weeks ago
arctyler 3 weeks ago i am speachless 9 years later.... fucking terrorists, i wanted to go to
that place at one time when i was like 4 but some one has to go knock it over.. like ffs
where is bat man? arctyler 3 weeks ago ClassicSSFan80 3 weeks ago @arctyler It's
Speechless not Speachless you dumb fucked up bitch. ClassicSSFan80 3 weeks ago
rayesemm 3 weeks ago Man, did you see how much chaos and destruction that was!
Imagine what goes on in Iraq on a day to day basis, people blowing themselves up and all.
That's been going on for 7 years straight.. Thanks Obama for putting an end to that. Now
is the time for peace :) rayesemm 3 weeks ago zag300 3 weeks ago you live in a nice place
zag300 3 weeks ago missmidnightroses 3 weeks ago eerie missmidnightroses 3 weeks ago
christophermok 3 weeks ago world peace christophermok 3 weeks ago nipigongirl1234 3
weeks ago Afaganastan will pay!!!!!!!! nipigongirl1234 3 weeks ago MultiBubbaFett 3
weeks ago good thing theres a war in iraq becuz of thisw MultiBubbaFett 3 weeks ago
djstubby67 3 weeks ago i will never forget. djstubby67 3 weeks ago BruceUS 3 weeks
ago Ya know what. Who the F**K would dislike this video. Not that we want to like the
fact that this happened but disliking this video is like liking what happened. That's just
not right. May god bless all who died and let them know that you cared for them. R.I.P.
Let us be free and hope that nothing like this ever happen again. God bless and R.I.P
BruceUS 3 weeks ago TheEvilKendra 3 weeks ago I am SO mad at those stupid guys dat
crashed da plane.... TheEvilKendra 3 weeks ago dreamingsnake 3 weeks ago We cannot be
stopped rise against the fascist american pigs praise our god. dreamingsnake 3 weeks ago
itsumaku123 3 weeks ago @dreamingsnake you will be besmirched itsumaku123 3 weeks
ago witherspoon1995 3 weeks ago @dreamingsnake I didn't know Jackfuckistan had
internet connection. Support our troops! witherspoon1995 3 weeks ago casarela11 3
weeks ago If anyone wants to take a moment of silence the ecact moment it had started it
was 8:46... R.I.P you very brave people... firefighters even the terorists i mean im
american but they belived their god but its not a real god our god is real... something had
to set them off. But i agree both sides were very brave. 4 jerks i mean nothing and 2,993
victems R.I.P casarela11 3 weeks ago heyginny 3 weeks ago I don't live in New York, but
I remeber this day so will!! I remeber coming home from work and watching the news and
crying. May they rest in Peace. heyginny 3 weeks ago casarela11 3 weeks ago I can not
belive they thought their "god" wanted him to do this their god is our god!! THOSE
FOOLS casarela11 3 weeks ago itssnicoleexx 3 weeks ago i was only six when this
happened, but i remember every single moment of this. my best friend and her family
died in the south tower. they were on the 76th floor. itssnicoleexx 3 weeks ago casarela11
3 weeks ago @itssnicoleexx ohhhh its ok shes and her fam is in a waaaay better place but
do not think of the suffering or anything just think of her having a blast waiting for you in
heaven :) casarela11 3 weeks ago RachieSon 3 weeks ago I don't remember this because i
was 5, but i remember people talking about it, & i think this is the wost thing in the
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world. Rest in Peace everyone</3 RachieSon 3 weeks ago KiIIuminaty 3 weeks ago 9/11
WAS AN INSIDE JOB.Let the truth be known.Loose change anyone. KiIIuminaty 3
weeks ago TheHumanUnity 3 weeks ago @KiIIuminaty nobody cares TheHumanUnity
3
weeks
ago
wristlock2000
3
weeks
ago
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww-wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
wwwwwwwwwwwww-wwwwwwwwwwwwwwoooooooooooooooo-oooooooooooooo
oooooooooooooooo-oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo-oooooooooooooooooooooooo
ooowww-wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww-wwwwwwwwwwww
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww-wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
w-wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww-wwwwwwooooooooooooooo
ooooooooo-oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo-oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo-ooooooooooooooooowwwwwwwwwwwww-ww
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww-ww wristlock2000 3 weeks ago
BirthdaySuicide 3 weeks ago Oh god people this was 9 years ago. Crying your idiotic
womanly tear's isn't gonna do you much good GET OVER IT. Stuff like this happens
move on. There are other thing's important to do... Like your mom, Just saying. =)
BirthdaySuicide 3 weeks ago adamrussek123 3 weeks ago @BirthdaySuicide Fuck you
adamrussek123 3 weeks ago kickasssmith90 3 weeks ago this teared me up.. and its 9
years later...... kickasssmith90 3 weeks ago TheDrumerboy298 3 weeks ago ok im must
have been in 3rd grade when this happened and all i remember was silence =-[ my heart
goes out to eveyone who had to witness and who had someone taken in this catastrophy
<3 TheDrumerboy298 3 weeks ago lrshero1 3 weeks ago I'm just praying that every
human that died was saved before they died... I can't imagine going through that then
maybe going to a lake of fire for eternity... God help us, help us all lrshero1 3 weeks ago
watcherob 3 weeks ago @lrshero1 I'm hoping you are joking... watcherob 3 weeks ago
LearnedFromYou 3 weeks ago @lrshero1 i hope you're joking too. i can't watch anything
related to 9/11 without tearing up...and i'm not thinking about how i hope they were
"saved" when i see footage...all i'm thinking about is those were someone's mom's and
dad's, sisters and brothers, grandparents, peoples' loved ones gone off the face of the
earth forever. how dare you judge them. who are you to judge them? i think i speak for a
lot of people when i say...FUCK. YOU. LearnedFromYou 3 weeks ago LearnedFromYou
3 weeks ago @lrshero1 i hope you're joking too. i can't watch anything related to 9/11
without tearing up...and i'm not thinking about how i hope they were "saved" when i see
footage...all i'm thinking about is those were someone's mom's and dad's, sisters and
brothers, grandparents, peoples' loved ones gone off the face of the earth forever. how
dare you judge them. who are you to judge them? LearnedFromYou 3 weeks ago n3rd89 3
weeks ago @lrshero1 How can you believe in a god still? Where is your god now? n3rd89
3 weeks ago ahmedhesham007 3 weeks ago woow that's so cool hahaha im happy foe
that.. ahmedhesham007 3 weeks ago heyginny 3 weeks ago I am hoping your are joking or
some sort of prankster!! If not, you have no soul. Have respect for the dead. They didn't
deserve to die that way. heyginny 3 weeks ago seanjkl2 3 weeks ago i was there, i saw
people jump trying to escape the heat, i cant imagine what would go through your head
knowing you were falling to your death seanjkl2 3 weeks ago KibaInuzuka180 3 weeks
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ago May all the people that died that day R.I.P KibaInuzuka180 3 weeks ago
CrazyAly246 3 weeks ago 16 May those who have lost their lives that day R.I.P and
may God be with the families. It shouldnt matter if it was fake or real,what was real, and
what matters the most, was the deaths, and how many people suffered that day, and
many days after. The ash that filled the air and sufficated hundreds of nearby people, the
horror the neighbouring business's must have felt looking out their window. Does it really
matter if the attack itself was fake or fiction? Grow up. Im 17 and even I know better.
CrazyAly246 3 weeks ago 16 coyman2323 3 weeks ago it wasnt the planes man i was
there it was a bomb i was right under it the truth has been revealed beilieve me people
when i say what ive said coyman2323 3 weeks ago CrazyAly246 3 weeks ago okay, why
do people dislike this video? are they not hurt by the destruction and disaster that was
caused? or maybe they dislike it because they dont like the fact that it happened....but
may the innocent r.i.p. I am so afraid that Canada will be next someday. CrazyAly246 3
weeks ago coyman2323 3 weeks ago there is this arab video saying t respect sudam
husain ,fuck sudam he killed our american brothers fuk that sudam bitch comment on that
video and put bad shit coyman2323 3 weeks ago coyman2323 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam there is this arab video saying t respect sudam
husain ,fuck sudam he killed our american brothers fuk that sudam bitch comment on that
video and put bad shit coyman2323 3 weeks ago coyman2323 3 weeks ago there is this
arab video saying t respect sudam husain ,fuck sudam he killed our american brothers fuk
that sudam bitch comment on theat video and put bad shit coyman2323 3 weeks ago
leadnsteel 3 weeks ago 911 was an inside job. There werne't even any planes that hit the
towers, and all of the videos on the news that day that showed the "planes" were fake.
The buildings were brought down by demolition. search for 911 taboo and you will be
shocked and angry at the same time. I have done my research and no one can convince me
otherwise. Too bad we can't do anything about it though. We're just going along with their
plan for the world. leadnsteel 3 weeks ago adog513 3 weeks ago @leadnsteel Are u trying
to tell me what i saw with my own 2 eyes was fake. i no what i saw when it happend i
was there working on a building 900 yards away i watched it happen. so why dont u no
what ur talking about before u go and say its fake maybe it was a inside job but the planes
did hit it. adog513 3 weeks ago jojoalee 3 weeks ago @leadnsteel You don't think those
people made up that it was taboo? You think someone would demolish one of our most
important buildings for no reason while killing a bunch of people? How about the plane
materials recovered at the scene? You don't have the inside story, you have the "let's just
say America did it" story like all other offensive groups against freedom make up. "sigh"
jojoalee 3 weeks ago chelseafc316613 3 weeks ago wooooooooooooooooooow Fuck
America; Now you can call the arabs terrorists :D chelseafc316613 3 weeks ago
TurbeenBeatz 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11
was an inside job. you want proof? pm me! TurbeenBeatz 3 weeks ago TheMasbirooo 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam if i said iam Muslim
Some one Will Say some Terroist Watching It With us ... Really Sorry For that ... as i
hate what happening in Iraq and Palastine ... I cant Encourage Doing That ... Didnt Hear
Some One From Egypt (Muslim Country) ... Weldone Bin Laden ... he Just Offended to
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us ... they are just Group Borned Muslims .. but Do not Belong To us ... This Vid Shows
How She Hates Us now ... Sorry America TheMasbirooo 3 weeks ago starwars123465 3
weeks ago 9 May god bless them all and send those who did this disaster to hell. R.I.P
starwars123465 3 weeks ago 9 gazogt 3 weeks ago 11.46 why they cut the second
crash?where is the plane? gazogt 3 weeks ago ST1delta 3 weeks ago awesome footage,
thanks for sharing a certainly horrible experience you witnessed ST1delta 3 weeks ago
SteveOburns247 3 weeks ago they are crying, not laughing. SteveOburns247 3 weeks ago
nigelrstar 3 weeks ago Interesting fact, the same number of people in America die every
three days as did here ... from smoking cigarettes. Even sadder eh ? nigelrstar 3 weeks ago
Louisw1996 3 weeks ago Nick nack paddy whack give the dog a bone, Why does she
keep shouting their running away what does she expect them to do stand there and
suffocate in the pyroclastic flow Louisw1996 3 weeks ago TheNextEpiisode 3 weeks ago
why the hell are people laughing in the background ! ? TheNextEpiisode 3 weeks ago
massawesome 3 weeks ago this is what humans do to eachother. we are supposed to be
one race working together. sure a little big of arguing is allowed, thats how the best idea
comes out on top, thats how we evolve and advance. but this is disgraceful, as is war. I do
not believe in religion, because this is what it can do to people. with or without religion
good people will do good things and bad people will do bad thing, but for a good person
to do a bad thing, that takes religion. massawesome 3 weeks ago thesunshines 3 weeks
ago god rest their souls - peace from england thesunshines 3 weeks ago giannisharamis 3
weeks ago this is so sad.... so sad... giannisharamis 3 weeks ago jayc1035 3 weeks ago so
sad jayc1035 3 weeks ago H4mTV 3 weeks ago what happened to lily at daycare? did she
make it out? H4mTV 3 weeks ago billfunky 3 weeks ago i remember watching this on tv. i
was in grade 5.. when the second plane hit there was complete silience for about 30
seconds in my class billfunky 3 weeks ago TheMasbirooo 3 weeks ago if i said iam
Muslim Some one Will Say some Terroist Watching It With us ... Really Sorry For that ...
as i hate what happening in Iraq and Palastine ... I cant Encourage Doing That ... Didnt
Hear Some One From Egypt (Muslim Country) ... Weldone Bin Laden ... he Just
Offended to us ... they are just Group Borned Muslims .. but Do not Belong To us ...
This Vid Shows How She Hates Us now ... Sorry America TheMasbirooo 3 weeks ago
zster8044 3 weeks ago i know. zster8044 3 weeks ago Trudermark 3 weeks ago What if
something happens this 11th...? _ Trudermark 3 weeks ago mariasarahbff 3 weeks ago
they better not put a mosque there cause thts just retarded....the muslims did this so why
put a mosque? mariasarahbff 3 weeks ago ridethelightning0129 3 weeks ago
@mariasarahbff the mosque isn't just a mosque you ignorant jackass. its a building which
happens to contain a place where muslims can practice their religion. and people blaming
muslims as an entire group instead of just the single terrorist organization that did it, not
all followers of islamic teachings. second of all, it's not even to be constructed on ground
zero! its many blocks away from where the world trade center used to be. so before
commenting on shit, know shit. fucking idiot. ridethelightning0129 3 weeks ago heyginny
3 weeks ago A couple of bad apples ruin it for everyone!! I can't help it.When I think of
Muslims I think of those planes hitting the tower. Not a postive message. I would say
the Muslims have some major P.R. to do. If the guy that wanted to build the mosque
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wanted to do something postive why don't they make it so all faith's could worship
there!!!! That would be healing. Will never forget 9/11. My they rest with GOD forever.
heyginny 3 weeks ago punjabifatman 3 weeks ago FUCK WHITE PEOPLE I HOPE U
AL DIE :D k thx for listening u fucking racist white people punjabifatman 3 weeks ago
jojoalee 3 weeks ago @punjabifatman never said anything about the color or area of origin
dude... jojoalee 3 weeks ago lozi2008 3 weeks ago @punjabifatman Bit too racist dont
you think. Calling us racist, when you've just dont exactly same. Contradicting. Yeah,
everyone has there own opinion on other people, both white and coloured people are just
as bad as eachother in my opinion, lozi2008 3 weeks ago Emma2457 3 weeks ago
@punjabifatman YOU ARE RACIST NOT ANYBODY ELSE. and btw a WHITE
person invented computers, toilets, cars, trains e.t.c so i hope you don't use those things!
Emma2457 3 weeks ago casarela11 3 weeks ago @punjabifatman we are not racist i belive
you are and apparently you were glad for this. Listen we just mean that these people
who killed 2,993 people by letting them jump off the windows... burned to death one
man lost his flesh and eyes please understand this day is going to remembered forever.... 9
years in 3 days... casarela11 3 weeks ago NHL00 3 weeks ago @casarela11 2,749, to be
exact. NHL00 3 weeks ago heyginny 3 weeks ago I am WHITE and I am not a racist, but
you are!! heyginny 3 weeks ago GreenDayCoFBmtH 3 weeks ago thanks for sharing this
GreenDayCoFBmtH 3 weeks ago giannisharamis 3 weeks ago i saw a documentary before
about that. i am sad about this, it makes me feel terrible, i am from greece and when this
happened i was too young and i don't remember those days giannisharamis 3 weeks ago
txangeleyes2010 3 weeks ago OMG I still get the same feeling I got when I watched this 9
yrs ago. We Can Not Forget 9/11 and the people who died that day... txangeleyes2010 3
weeks ago jojoalee 3 weeks ago I'm glad most muslims don't take the whole quron
seriously. jojoalee 3 weeks ago Jfri3s 3 weeks ago @jojoalee im glad that most Christians
dont take the whole Bible Seriously Jfri3s 3 weeks ago jojoalee 3 weeks ago If you
haven't read both fully then please don't think that that was a wise comment. jojoalee 3
weeks ago Jfri3s 3 weeks ago @jojoalee i have read both fully. Jfri3s 3 weeks ago
n0rthxcali916 3 weeks ago the government was behind 9?11 fist off dont u think that the
people in the control tower would contacted the military when they found out that the
plane was going the wrong way and what about the air force they train everyday to stop
an attack from happening dont u think that they could of maybe sent jets to find out wat
was going on they train everyday for that and when it really mattered they werent their
on time n0rthxcali916 3 weeks ago Neroscam 3 weeks ago well the building actaully feel I
felt my heart skip a beat and the hairs on the back of my neck go up. Terrible. Just
terrible Neroscam 3 weeks ago xZhellx 3 weeks ago 2 This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam God Bless America xZhellx 3 weeks ago 2 foxboy1305 3 weeks ago
not to start a debate but wouldnt the jets go thru it as in able to see go in and out the
other end? in all the videos ive seen i only saw the jets go in never out. just saying is all
foxboy1305 3 weeks ago kodiakbear30 3 weeks ago i heard it was a 747 kodiakbear30 3
weeks ago MACDK2221 3 weeks ago I was a senior in high school and have already been
enlisted into the US NAVY. Just waiting to graduate. I was in 2nd period English when
the first plane hit, then our principal came over the intercom and told us to turn on the
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news asap. I couldn't believe my eyes and then I knew what was in store for me when I
went into the NAVY. Truly sad day. "9/11 NEVER FORGET" MACDK2221 3 weeks
ago epiclyricmaster0428 3 weeks ago now was the plane a 747 or a 737?
epiclyricmaster0428 3 weeks ago kodiakbear30 3 weeks ago oh my fucking god, the
woman talking is a fucking idiot and she hurts my ears. kodiakbear30 3 weeks ago
pauldec75 3 weeks ago This truely was a horrific and barbaric act and the culprits will
burn in hell.However the 3000+ who died are only a fraction of the amount killed in Iraq,
and Afghanistan.I think America bit of more than she could chew in waging war.america
have killed more innocent people over the years than Al Qaeda ever will.Hiroshima,
Nagasaki,Dresden(by the Brits), Baghdad........ the list goes on and on.Maybe if she
minded her own business we could all live in peace.It's all about the liquid gold!
pauldec75 3 weeks ago pvdriet 3 weeks ago Geert Wilders from Holland pvdriet 3 weeks
ago upsidedownkill 3 weeks ago 1600 muslims have pressed the dislike button..
upsidedownkill 3 weeks ago redfmrules 3 weeks ago @upsidedownkill i dont think they
were muslims, 20 668 likes and only 1600 dislikes ,why would you like this video!
redfmrules 3 weeks ago jojoalee 3 weeks ago It's a private home vid and they showed it
anyway so people could see the impact from their view, thats why ppl are liking it.
jojoalee 3 weeks ago redfmrules 3 weeks ago @jojoalee okay, but it seems a bit backwards
redfmrules 3 weeks ago freako9595 3 weeks ago Just hear the music on the background
xD thanks for uploading it... freako9595 3 weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 3 weeks
ago Comment removed FRANKMANNACO700 3 weeks ago Comment removed
BlackDiamond351 3 weeks ago i had a dream last night that i was in new york and the
towers had been rebuilt and i was standing inbetween them. in the dream it was the
anniversary of 9/11 so this saturday to be precise. a plane crashed into them again like
terrorists marking the anniversary. it was horrible. if there is a hell and i dont really
believe there is but if it exists then i hope every sick, twisted motherfucking asshole
involved in the doing of this is burning. its what they deserve.and im not even an
american. BlackDiamond351 3 weeks ago FearlessLT 3 weeks ago Wow, this bitch on the
camera is so... for fuck sake i want to fucking kill you bitch... I hate woman... Always
screaming... Crying... bitches.. FearlessLT 3 weeks ago HaIibeI 3 weeks ago @FearlessLT
You know? Who is whining now. I just hate you! isn't your mom a woman? or is she a
man Idiot HaIibeI 3 weeks ago 15CF 3 weeks ago @FearlessLT A little sensibility in our
world would be good, you know? Seing this hurts me, i'm a woman and i don't cry. If
there are woman that cry, what's the problem? It's their way to express their pain.
Honestly I would prefer that men cried... -.-' 15CF 3 weeks ago iembarassBKs 3 weeks
ago yayyy my B-Day Wooo iembarassBKs 3 weeks ago HaIibeI 3 weeks ago
@iembarassBKs Seriously? HaIibeI 3 weeks ago savalegions 3 weeks ago YOU
FUCKING RAGHEADED MOTHER FUCKERS--WE WILL GET YOU BACK
SOMEDAY savalegions 3 weeks ago foxboy1305 3 weeks ago @savalegions shut up
just...shut up foxboy1305 3 weeks ago savalegions 3 weeks ago @foxboy1305 why
should i shutup savalegions 3 weeks ago bummiesstudios2 3 weeks ago i was 5 years old
when i saw this on the news .... still got nightmares bummiesstudios2 3 weeks ago
ggwdodge 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Kill all
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muslims middle east all the way to africa sandniggers and burnt niggers ggwdodge 3 weeks
ago goldsonic800 3 weeks ago I hate this day and love this day. 1:It's my birthday 2:
THE WTC 1 and WTC2 FELL! goldsonic800 3 weeks ago yakibawant1 3 weeks ago i
remember this morning, 7th grade, on my way to school when we heard the uproar on the
radio here on the west coast. saw the images all day in class, considering 2 of my teachers
having family in those buildings that morning. horrible day yakibawant1 3 weeks ago
jenniferugbah 3 weeks ago Comment removed ggwdodge 3 weeks ago burn the Qoran on
sept 11 ggwdodge 3 weeks ago battllefield2 3 weeks ago i got question for u networklive
why did the people in the apparment u are didnt evacuate ? battllefield2 3 weeks ago
Richiepallaijr 3 weeks ago What do you mean their attacting world trade center not us?
Are you American? Richiepallaijr 3 weeks ago TheBrendachiva 3 weeks ago es lo mas
terrible q ha pasado en la ultima decada junto con lo de haiti and chile solo dios sabe por
que suceden estas cosas tan terribles todos aca en mexico tambien nos indigno todo eso
dios nos libre TheBrendachiva 3 weeks ago stefan23640 3 weeks ago You attacked
innocent Serbia without the permission of the United Nations.Now you are being
attacked without the permission of the United Nations.Why did America attack Serbia
without the permission of the United Nations Why is this terror ((WTC)) if someone
attacked without permission of the United Nations??? stefan23640 3 weeks ago paulosio
3 weeks ago @stefan23640 Bosnia was attacked due to a genocidal psychopath in charge
actually.... Remember Srebenica ? Remember Markale? Sarajevo? The list goes on....
Innocent? Don't be so ignorant. You are comparing the deliberate massacre of 1000s of
innocent civilians in these attacks with a selfless act to save 1000s and end genocide....
Use your brain before you post again. And i'm not American btw. The boring attempts to
blame America for every problem in the world are pathetic. paulosio 3 weeks ago
pauldec75 3 weeks ago @paulosio Its all about the oil, selfless act my arse, don't be so
narrow minded.the US follows the oil and tahts that. pauldec75 3 weeks ago
bigdaddygun2 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam fuck 9
11 :) im happy every one dead i love arabs fuck u.s.a bigdaddygun2 3 weeks ago
imXnotXanXemoXkid 3 weeks ago @bigdaddygun2 ill kill you imXnotXanXemoXkid 3
weeks ago kratosson1 3 weeks ago @bigdaddygun2 thats right!!! kratosson1 3 weeks ago
ggwdodge 3 weeks ago @bigdaddygun2 Fuck u sandnigger lovein motherfucker. I prayed
to god you burn in hell! ggwdodge 3 weeks ago bigdaddygun2 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam fuck 9 11 :) bigdaddygun2 3 weeks ago henrikfable
3 weeks ago OMG that's nice done by the arabs henrikfable 3 weeks ago ODStewart14 3
weeks ago @henrikfable they were americans not muslims dumbass ODStewart14 3
weeks ago jmccreay824 3 weeks ago Comment removed SneakyGuy77 3 weeks ago
Thank you for uploading this video but I don't know how you take some of the hateful
comments I've seen on this video. SneakyGuy77 3 weeks ago drinkontbijt1982 3 weeks
ago thank you for uploading drinkontbijt1982 3 weeks ago TheHumanUnity 3 weeks ago
In a world with no sound, their cries go unheard; The Reality of Life, becomes totally
absurd. The counting of time, is considered a crime; And the money one earned, is not
worth a lone dime So here they will lie, for the rest of the night; Their bodies remain still,
in darkness and in light... But don't be afraid, for it will happen to you, For all will stop,
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as your body turns blue TheHumanUnity 3 weeks ago drinkontbijt1982 3 weeks ago
thank you for uploading drinkontbijt1982 3 weeks ago erstaateenpaardgang 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Glad to have this video... To be
look at it when i am loosing reality in mind.... To say comment it with Blair Wich project. I am saying that Blair was serious killing my nerves. And Twin-towers my
nerves immideately my nerves killed already. erstaateenpaardgang 3 weeks ago
erstaateenpaardgang 3 weeks ago Glad to have this video... To be look at it when i am
loosing reality in mind.... To say comment it with Blair Wich - project. I am saying that
Blair was serious killing my nerves. And Twin-towers my nerves immideately killed
already. erstaateenpaardgang 3 weeks ago AleRiot 3 weeks ago that shit is nothing
compared to what the european cities suffered during the 24/7 bombing of the german
army during ww2.... AleRiot 3 weeks ago eddiethelock 3 weeks ago @AleRiot that shit
was done to the people that saved those cities asshole, fuck you and die. eddiethelock 3
weeks ago SneakyGuy77 3 weeks ago @AleRiot That may be but that bombing was
deserved by the Germans. They started the war on September 1, 1939 by invading
Poland and literally butchering the Polish people as their army marched through Poland.
Then they butchered millions of innocent Jews. They also committed countless other
atrocities during World War II. AND it’s the Germans who started the bombing of cities
early in the war when they bombed English cities. They also used the V1 & V2 terror
weapons on England. SneakyGuy77 3 weeks ago bcw324 3 weeks ago 2 most of us
americans lived this moment through the tv but to actually have watched it from a short
distance must be haunting. bcw324 3 weeks ago 2 purple007haze 3 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 WAS AN INSIDE JOB purple007haze
3 weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago I LOVE 9/11 !!! Let's do it again! only this time,
aim for more niggers xD razgandeanu 3 weeks ago Sub2Me4Sora 3 weeks ago
@razgandeanu YEAH ROCK ON 9/11 ROCKED Sub2Me4Sora 3 weeks ago
DaftPunk987654321 3 weeks ago @razgandeanu shut up cunt DaftPunk987654321 3
weeks ago razgandeanu 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@DaftPunk987654321 you faggot, don't make me hijack a plane and crash it into your
house !!! you know i'm capable of that,, you're entering a world of pain my friend
razgandeanu 3 weeks ago metalgames99 3 weeks ago thank you for uplaoding this video
Its realy good Quality an stabel metalgames99 3 weeks ago TheKap1an 3 weeks ago .....
but after the invasion the trouble multiplied!! more rape, more robbery, the main purpose
is what?? its OIL, its an OPEN secret. The number ONE terrorist is Bush in the last 20
years but so many people deny this. TheKap1an 3 weeks ago TheKap1an 3 weeks ago
People saying this is Bin Ladens crime say this hypothetically with NO proof
whatsoever, but lets say it was Bin Laden, I hate it when people condemn this but dont
condemnt the thousands of lives lost in the East. America claims 3-5000 innocent lives in
afgan, then after 9/11 goes to Iraq on the assumption that theres weapons of mass
destruction with NO proof, YET theyre controlling Iraq, whats the cause? the people had
enough trouble with saddam, but after the invasion the trouble multiplied!! TheKap1an 3
weeks ago erstaateenpaardgang 3 weeks ago @TheKap1an Yeah it's Bin Ladens crap!
What we are seeing right? So Hang im! What are we not seeing right? I don't know! Ok
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then let video come with the thruth. Dont tell me they haven't camera's... Then send them
camera's for Christ sake! (Or just kill them all...hehehe) erstaateenpaardgang 3 weeks ago
zyklonb1488SS 3 weeks ago why would any person jump outta such a high
building?...didn't they know they'd get their ass splattered? zyklonb1488SS 3 weeks ago
erstaateenpaardgang 3 weeks ago @zyklonb1488SS I think they knew , but when too
choose out: Burned and smokey or jump? What will you do? erstaateenpaardgang 3
weeks ago 1fightmagnet 3 weeks ago @zyklonb1488SS They say "BURNS", out of all
injuries, are the most painfull kind of trauma to expierence. One could not imagine the
"PAIN" they were enduring, to have to make that ultimate choice. The "HEAT" must
have been fucking intense !! Not to mention, what it was like to try and breath that
"SMOKE" !! 1fightmagnet 3 weeks ago TheNaturalSpark 3 weeks ago 9/11 was hilarious.
I'm glad all those people are dead and gone forever. TheNaturalSpark 3 weeks ago
themonk471 3 weeks ago @TheNaturalSpark I hope u die today. themonk471 3 weeks
ago MisterTitanic1912 3 weeks ago @TheNaturalSpark You advocate the death penalty
with this statement. MisterTitanic1912 3 weeks ago erstaateenpaardgang 3 weeks ago
@TheNaturalSpark So and why you so glad about it , while innocent people died? Give
me the right answer....because i only ask once! erstaateenpaardgang 3 weeks ago
ff7walkthru 3 weeks ago @TheNaturalSpark hmm i am pretty sure it would not of been
hilarious if you were in there. ff7walkthru 3 weeks ago Dunk135 3 weeks ago
@TheNaturalSpark U THINK THAT'S FUCKING FUNNY U BASTARD Dunk135 3
weeks ago MTCEFC 3 weeks ago @TheNaturalSpark Why not just type "HEY
EVERYBODY LOOK AT ME!!!" and save the time and everyone thinking you are a
complete retard? MTCEFC 3 weeks ago WHATJaz 3 weeks ago @TheNaturalSpark You
sir, are a idiot. I hope you realise no one apart from you is laughing at this terrible day.
We are all laughing at emotion-less soul-less bastards like youuuuu! I hope you die.
WHATJaz 3 weeks ago Ghost3451 3 weeks ago @TheNaturalSpark Go burn in hell
Ghost3451 3 weeks ago erstaateenpaardgang 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam TY for uploading! Great stable camming! Nice piece of work
holding the cam all the time. . . Nice zooming in shots as well and sound makes it all
perfect! Just be perfect to brings you to the moment again! Helping your brain to realize
what a dramatic day we had over there in New York. erstaateenpaardgang 3 weeks ago
RatDaddy3 3 weeks ago I was on the World Trade center about three times,since I was
living in New york,I love it there,and now it is gone,Theses nasty terrorist,they had to
destroy human lives and We had to go to war to fight them and we all had to pay.We'll
hope the terrorist rest in hell,while other travel to Heavens.God Bless those who fought
and lost their lives.You have woken up the Giant again. RatDaddy3 3 weeks ago
erstaateenpaardgang 3 weeks ago TY for uploading! Great stable camming! Nice piece of
work holding the cam all the time. . . Nice zooming in shots as well and sound makes it all
perfect! Just be perfect to brings you to the moment again! Helping your brain to realize
what a dramatic day we had in the past. erstaateenpaardgang 3 weeks ago Asxhmoula 3
weeks ago "Oh look at the dust, it looks like snow... Oh look at the people running
away... This brings out the documentographer in me..." This is not a tribute. It should be
titled: 'One silly woman's dumb, insensitive video of the greatest horror of the 21st
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century.' Asxhmoula 3 weeks ago djmunchesta 3 weeks ago damn al quida djmunchesta 3
weeks ago v33ntrix 3 weeks ago thank you for sharing this FOOTAGE with us all! i will
never forget 9/11 2001! i was only 9 years old when this happen but it went live in my
school! in sweden just moments before it all happend! i remember it as if it was
yesterday! DAMN YOU TERRORISTS v33ntrix 3 weeks ago Makkerz 3 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 International Burn a Quran
Day Makkerz 3 weeks ago Makkerz 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam 9/11 INTERNATIONAL BURN A QURAN DAY Makkerz 3 weeks
ago Makkerz 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11
INTERNATIONAL BURN A QURAN DAY Makkerz 3 weeks ago TomBoultonTV 3
weeks ago did somebody jump at 7:38 ? TomBoultonTV 3 weeks ago crunkky14 3 weeks
ago 9+11 + 2001=2030 9+11+2+1=23 please watch the movie 23 crunkky14 3 weeks ago
bigscolari 3 weeks ago God bless all those who were murdered on 9/11. Us British (well,
non-Muslim Brits) will always be with you in this fight against evil and terror. We still
have twelve thousand men out in Afghanistan and we will never forget this horrendous
day. God bless America. bigscolari 3 weeks ago SciencesTv 3 weeks ago ISLAM + USA
+ ISRAEL = TERRORISM WHO BOMBED HIROSHIMA & NAGASAKI ? WHO
MADE THE WAR ON IRAQ & POOR PEOPLE ? WHO BOMBED TOWER OF
THE WORLD TRADE -SEP 11- & KILLED POOR PEOPLE ? WHO BURNED
PALESTINIANS CHILDREN BY PHOSPHORUS ? SciencesTv 3 weeks ago
paratroop99 3 weeks ago scofstal you find this funny well geuss what its not this is the
most horrible thing to have happened theres not one thing funny here paratroop99 3
weeks ago scofstal 3 weeks ago 19:40 - 19:47 look bombs exploded scofstal 3 weeks ago
bpebart 3 weeks ago wooo its already 9 years ago, respect for all the police / fire / medical
etc. people that gave their live and all the people who were in and outside the building
RIP. bpebart 3 weeks ago markfoybhoy 3 weeks ago Send all the pakistan and afgan
cunts back home they don't belong is the uk or USA markfoybhoy 3 weeks ago
ilovemoney888 3 weeks ago i cant beleive that in 2 days it will be 9 years ilovemoney888
3 weeks ago MyMerlin1 3 weeks ago I was in the toilet having a poo when this
happened. My Merlin1 3 weeks ago zerothehero94 3 weeks ago RIP zerothehero94 3
weeks ago wesselmarjan 3 weeks ago Never forget ....... I'm speakless... wesselmarjan 3
weeks ago AlcoholicSemenStain 3 weeks ago @wesselmarjan I for got about it til my
coworker reminded me. It was like 10 years ago. Who still whamming over this shit?
AlcoholicSemenStain 3 weeks ago kingroland124 3 weeks ago @AlcoholicSemenStain The
families that lost their kin, the survivers who cant erase that memory out of their heads
and the firemen losing a friend when the towers came crashing down.....to name a few......
kingroland124 3 weeks ago Banana4464 3 weeks ago 2 Yeah, let's stand in front of a giant
glass window holding a baby (16:30) while the cloud of ash and rubble come towards
your building...SMART!!! And notice the person saying at 12:40 "We're O.K., they're
attacking the World Trade Center, NOT US"...Might as well have said "Ah, no problem
honey, keep filming"...real sympathetic. Why does the film mysteriously cut out at key
moments like the second plane hitting? I have a sick feeling that money was made of off
this footage. Banana4464 3 weeks ago 2 Omegatide 3 weeks ago @Banana4464 Ash wont
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go through glass, its ok. WHy does the film cut? If money were to be made, this would
not be on youtube for everyone to take for free. But the edits are strange. Right before the
building fall, it is also edited.??? Omegatide 3 weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 3
weeks ago I WANT TO LICK AND SUCK HER TOES FRANKMANNACO700 3
weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 3 weeks ago Comment removed nuttybacha 3 weeks
ago WHAT A LOAD OF BALONY!!!! HOW MANY DOUGHNUTS FRIED THAT
DAY !! I MEAN DIE!!! LOL nuttybacha 3 weeks ago nuttybacha 3 weeks ago WHAT
A LOAD OF BALONY!!!! HOW MANY !! I MEAN DIE!!! LOL nuttybacha 3 weeks
ago Plawranc 3 weeks ago This is a brilliant example of history being seen raw and uncut.
Screams Blair Witch Project but it is real. Thanks for uploading. Plawranc 3 weeks ago
TheAnnlaw 3 weeks ago thanks for sharing. lots of people around the world saw it unfold
to...tough to watch i think....I dont know how anyone in the financial district actually
went back to work. Dont you guys get nightmares about it? TheAnnlaw 3 weeks ago
TheAnnlaw 3 weeks ago thanks for sharing. lots of people around the world saw it unfold
to...tough to watch i think.... TheAnnlaw 3 weeks ago Makakula93 3 weeks ago haha all
noobs died :D Makakula93 3 weeks ago TheAnnlaw 3 weeks ago @Makakula93 lots of
people from all over the world and different countries died, even australians, people just
living out their dreams, even cleaning staff. TheAnnlaw 3 weeks ago TheAnnlaw 3 weeks
ago @Makakula93 lots of people from all over the world and different countries died,
even australians, people just living out their dreams, even cleaning staff. WOW, if you
think its a staged event, where are all the Autstralians who were killed in 9/11? Wow, it
would take a lot of planning with all those nationalities... TheAnnlaw 3 weeks ago
nuttybacha 3 weeks ago warra load of bullshit!!!! this was a trained demolition....with a
couple of remote control planes!!!!! nuttybacha 3 weeks ago ThePostlethwaite 3 weeks
ago this is a remarkable video that should be made in to a film good work guys just a
shame you had to film a terrible act of terror my heart goes out to all the people that was
killed in both the towers. ThePostlethwaite 3 weeks ago kemry55 3 weeks ago BEST
DAY EVER XD XD kemry55 3 weeks ago hmikedown 3 weeks ago Myiuth, you are
such a piece of shit. Your mother cries at night because when she took a dump and looked
in the toilet...you were floating there. The moral of the story is that the reason why she
cries is that she should of flushed you. hmikedown 3 weeks ago Myiuth145 3 weeks ago
@hmikedown maybe you should just grow up you fucking idiot. you didn't get the point.
yes, it was a fucking attack on america, but from the inside. i'm not saying nothing
crashed into the wtc, i'm saying they weren't planes. and this lady with a camera in her
hand was part of a larger plan that included the invasion of afghanistan and iraq, and the
war on terror...it's elementary watson Myiuth145 3 weeks ago hmikedown 3 weeks ago
Comment removed Myiuth145 3 weeks ago this is government propaganda people, don't
believe this....there were no planes that crashed into the wtc, it was just pisspoor editing,
abc, nbc, cnn, fox, they worked together that day and not for the betterment of the
american people, but for the betterment of the fucking bush administration. fucking wake
up people...ps: non americans, just ignore my comment Myiuth145 3 weeks ago
MrMasterDork 3 weeks ago @Myiuth145 FUCK YOU. I saw it with my own 2 eyes
faggot. MrMasterDork 3 weeks ago Myiuth145 3 weeks ago @MrMasterDork yeah
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whatever. freedom of speech much? Myiuth145 3 weeks ago MrMasterDork 3 weeks
ago @Myiuth145 Yeah freedom of speech does apply. But when you're being an ignorant
fool, you just look plain stupid. MrMasterDork 3 weeks ago Myiuth145 3 weeks ago
@MrMasterDork maybe you should watch september clues, it's here on youtube
Myiuth145 3 weeks ago MrMasterDork 3 weeks ago @Myiuth145 I realize there are
many clues that make it seem staged. But when any catastrophic event happens, there are
going to be conspiracy theorists. It's nothing new. But my point is that you said there
were no planes. How can there be no planes when hundreds of people saw them?
MrMasterDork 3 weeks ago Myiuth145 3 weeks ago @MrMasterDork yeah, ok, i am
first and foremost an american and i know that day changed our country forever, but
there's always gonna be people like me who just wanna know the whole truth, not just
what the government wants them to know. but i know for a fact that the government lies.
ok, i'm from fucking LA i saw the attack on live television but i wasn't there per se, but
those weren't commercial airplanes. Myiuth145 3 weeks ago MrMasterDork 3 weeks ago
@Myiuth145 Yeah, I would like to know the whole truth too. I feel like the may have
been inside things going on. But then again, what about the people on the planes? How is
it non-commercial if they were all on there? It may have been fake but thousands of
people died. I could care less if it was planned. Say one day it's revealed it was staged by
the government. I would still feel the same, people died, and it's sad. Now I gotta go to
bed. Nice.. uh conversation. MrMasterDork 3 weeks ago dallasman1989 3 weeks ago
May god bless all those who lost their lifes that tragic day. God bless all the firefighters ,
police officers and civilians who lost their lifes. dallasman1989 3 weeks ago soldierbilly62
3 weeks ago 2 For all you dumb fucks that are calling me racist cause I'm calling you a
bunch of Muslim extremist assholes. Let me correct you I am not racist. I am prjudice
you dumb fucks. You can be any color and be Muslim. And its not just toward the
Muslim religion. Its for the pussys that are saying I will kill you kn allahs name. Yall ate
the dumb fucks soldierbilly62 3 weeks ago 2 Tigris363 3 weeks ago @soldierbilly62 your
the dumbfuck you a retard Tigris363 3 weeks ago ThatCanadianFriend 3 weeks ago Fuck
each year I watch this footage and each year it affects me more and more. I'm 15 and I'm
sure I won't truely understand how bad this was until I grow old and see future events.
ThatCanadianFriend 3 weeks ago prosaint3 3 weeks ago @ThatCanadianFriend i was 17
when it happened. im not american but in AUS...it hit us too, we felt the impact from
here. prosaint3 3 weeks ago prosaint3 3 weeks ago †urn †o Chris† - Christ = The
Messiah as prophesied in the OT. Messiah = Promised deliverer of the Jews and
Christians. prosaint3 3 weeks ago Tigris363 3 weeks ago stop puting this retard rascit
comments Tigris363 3 weeks ago soldierbilly62 3 weeks ago @Tigris363 tell ya what
how bout you come shut me up soldierbilly62 3 weeks ago soldierbilly62 3 weeks ago i
mean i am in afganistan at this moment. got a lil free time on my hands so i hopped on the
pc to see dickwads running their mouths. soldierbilly62 3 weeks ago soldierbilly62 3
weeks ago @503KaKa suck my dick your fagget sumbitch. i got your allah on my dick
soldierbilly62 3 weeks ago EpIcK1LLeR 3 weeks ago @soldierbilly62 wow stfu you
racist douche. EpIcK1LLeR 3 weeks ago soldierbilly62 3 weeks ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam @EpIcK1LLeR and how am i a racist???? soldierbilly62 3
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weeks ago Tigris363 3 weeks ago @soldierbilly62 how dare you say that may Allah put
you in the fires of hell amen. You know Allah means god in aribac. god of everyone on
this earth wheather you are muslim or christian. i hope something bad happens to you
kafir Tigris363 3 weeks ago soldierbilly62 3 weeks ago @Tigris363 if you would have
read what kaka said then maybe you would see. i know what allah means arabic. and ppl
usin allah for a reason to kill and murder. it dnt make any good sense. only idiots. and if
you feel like allah would be pleases if you kill the infidel then well you need to meet the
tip of my m-4 soldierbilly62 3 weeks ago soldierbilly62 3 weeks ago @Tigris363 because
i am the american infidel and man am i gonna fuck you up soldierbilly62 3 weeks ago
4ezMoney 3 weeks ago There were NO planes on 9/11. Watch September Clues septemberclues . info 4ezMoney 3 weeks ago bofors7715 3 weeks ago @4ezMoney Oh
please.. spare from your pathetic "no planer" disinformation nonsense. 9/11 was an
Inside Job. Learn the Truth. Watch "Loose Change: An American Coup." bofors7715 3
weeks ago 4ezMoney 3 weeks ago @bofors7715 You are the disinfo agent - whether you
realize it or not. Explain if you can, how a hollow, fragile, aluminum skinned airplane is
able to slice through steel beams and several floors of concrete without even damaging the
plane. You can't - it's an impossibility of basic physics. 4ezMoney 3 weeks ago
soldierbilly62 3 weeks ago @4ezMoney your a dumb ass. what the hell flew into the
buildings then sherlock? soldierbilly62 3 weeks ago 4ezMoney 3 weeks ago
@soldierbilly62 It sure as hell wasn't a 767 Boeing as depicted on TV, that's for sure. If
you are so interested in knowing, watch September Clues. septemberclues . info
4ezMoney 3 weeks ago Stopterryj 3 weeks ago Prosaint3, that's NOT the answer. What
if a American gangster did something bad and we burn the bible. Stop please. The Koran
is our holy book. You have NOTHING to do with it. If you dare touch the Koran. I will
do whatever u do to the bible. So just don't so we don't get in a huge argument. Unless
you are 15 man, Stopterryj 3 weeks ago bofors7715 3 weeks ago @Stopterryj If you
have faith then you do not need to worry about a few stupid Americans burning books,
do you? Just let Allah, handle it... bofors7715 3 weeks ago prosaint3 3 weeks ago
@Stopterryj DO IT THEN. YOU ARE FREE TO BURN YOUR BIBLE. WERE NOT
STOPPING YOU. prosaint3 3 weeks ago Stopterryj 3 weeks ago Prosaint3, DO NOT
burn the Koran unless you want it worse. I'm a muslim American soldier. Islam is my
faith, in 100% against. 9 11. You are not smart enough to read my words. Fuck off! If
you burn the Koran 1: make new terrorists.2 make Iraqi soldiers mad. fuckin go away:
burn our schools and books and homes. But I'll tell ya this. YOU NEVER TAKE MY
faith away!!! Stopterryj 3 weeks ago prosaint3 3 weeks ago @Stopterryj †urn †o
Chris†...(Christ: TheMessiah as prophesied in the OT)... prosaint3 3 weeks ago
ZavCoyote 3 weeks ago Uhm... Why exactly is one of the tags "war"? :/ ZavCoyote 3
weeks ago prosaint3 3 weeks ago NO CONSPIRACY HERE. THATS WHAT
MUSLIMS DID TO OTHER COUNTRIES BEFORE MASS CONQUEST. BURN
THE KORAN!!! prosaint3 3 weeks ago bofors7715 3 weeks ago @prosaint3 No
conspiracy? You other than that massive false flag operation staged on 9/11/01? You
know, the one blamed on some guy in Afghanistan who used to work the CIA. Wake up,
you idiot. bofors7715 3 weeks ago soldierbilly62 3 weeks ago @prosaint3 burn th Qu'ran
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you dunb ass spell it right dip shit. ok it was muslim "EXTREMEST" dumb ass. not just
muslims. so get your facts straight. and if thats what you wanna do then do it. but put
the holy bible in the same pit when you do. dnt forget all the raping and killing the
christians did during the crusades. know your history before you try to destroy someone
elses soldierbilly62 3 weeks ago SamenTubee 3 weeks ago @soldierbilly62 fuck you
stupid rasict SamenTubee 3 weeks ago d4rternty 3 weeks ago edit on my previous post*
Irrational to irrelevant, and slot to a lot Sorry ( using my iPhone) ;-) d4rternty 3 weeks
ago ZavCoyote 3 weeks ago @d4rternty Nobody cares if you're using a phone, and
definitely not what brand it is. ZavCoyote 3 weeks ago d4rternty 3 weeks ago All of you
conspiracy theorists, get a life, and move on. I understand that you have some strange
need to babble about irrational information, but if you want to make a point, do research,
use the scientific method( you did go to school right), and submit a completed journal
article to a reputable publication. STOP ARGUING ON YOUTUBE. it is
disrespectfully to slot of people d4rternty 3 weeks ago bofors7715 3 weeks ago
@d4rternty 1200+ Architects & Engineers are demanding a real investigation into 9/11.
AE911Truth (dot) org (I am one of them, bitch.) bofors7715 3 weeks ago
WeatherWarriordotnet 3 weeks ago comments really need to be turned off on this video.
WeatherWarriordotnet 3 weeks ago ChoSimba1 3 weeks ago i am crying watching this.
R.I.P to the innocent lives that was lost. I am so sorry this happened to you... I
remember this, my cousin was going to go there on an interview that day but she felt
uneasy and decided not to go. ChoSimba1 3 weeks ago Jakestg 3 weeks ago I can't believe
some of you people argue about this.. This is really sad. Jakestg 3 weeks ago Omegatide 3
weeks ago @Jakestg Sad. So it must have been a terrible enemy we must seek out justice
upon? This was all fixed. This is America. We have protection. YOu bought the story
how all our protection was down that day. The most heavily secured building on the
planet only has a toll booth video to show an airliner crashing into the front. Are you this
gullible? Witnesses claiming to have heard bombs in the basements of the towers, fires,
explosions. Lots of questions. Building 7? Ask buddy, dont be scared. Omegatide 3
weeks ago JasonMacDermott 3 weeks ago They must have been asked to cut out the
plane hitting the 2nd building by the Fbi ;) JasonMacDermott 3 weeks ago fobpunk13 3
weeks ago hahaha the girl did an epicc fail theirr going to use plains to drop water onto it
>! fobpunk13 3 weeks ago Omegatide 3 weeks ago No steel structure has ever fallen due
to fire before 9-11. Get your facts straight. Omegatide 3 weeks ago ZavCoyote 3 weeks
ago @Omegatide Maybe because a damn 757 blew one tenth of the building up, you
oxymoron. ZavCoyote 3 weeks ago shadowmyth34 3 weeks ago @Omegatide Your such
a faggot this was a terrible time in American History. Leave Because your just a pussy
who likes to talk shit that isn't true on the internet because we can't do anything about it.
Grow up you fucking SON OF A BITCH shadowmyth34 3 weeks ago Omegatide 3
weeks ago @shadowmyth34 So if I take your butt virginity you wouldnt want to do
anything about it? Grow some balls. Leave? Men like me fough for this county. You just
dont know its being taken away from you. Terrible time in history? No shit sherlock. A
fale flag operation took place. Do you know what that is? Its and excuse for power and
money. Its what america does all around the world. Just look at our country. Stripped.
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Everything is made overseas. If we were at real war here we would be screwed.
Omegatide 3 weeks ago shadowmyth34 3 weeks ago @Omegatide Your such a faggot this
was a terrible time for the United States. Nobody used explosives to destroy it and it
wasn't old enough to fall down on its own so STFU! It losers like you who make people
believe America is a bad place! shadowmyth34 3 weeks ago Omegatide 3 weeks ago
@shadowmyth34 America is a bad place. Its quite disgusting. Have you been to a public
school latley? Have you seen the childrens behavior? Just how did the towers fall down
then? Pancake theory? Ha! Thousands of welds snapping at the same time. 47% of this
county makes min. wage. Corps have taken over. Omegatide 3 weeks ago rossapher24 3
weeks ago @Omegatide ....you gatta lighten up dude. First of all u gatta understand, these
towers were built back in the late 60's, they werent meant to withstand a 757 crashing
into its side. and america is a great place....we have nice people, u just gatta look for them.
The public education system in this country is probably the most organized in the world,
and is rather descent. and if 47% of the country was making min wage that would mean
around 40% of the country would b living in trailer homes rossapher24 3 weeks ago
Omegatide 3 weeks ago @rossapher24 you naive. Omegatide 3 weeks ago cnavaro88 3
weeks ago It was an inside job! The Queen of England was responsible! cnavaro88 3
weeks ago 1fightmagnet 3 weeks ago @12:17 She states "it was a military plane"!! No
conspiracy there, just the chick who was video taping, and she's obviosly clueless at that
moment !! 1fightmagnet 3 weeks ago KerryLennon19401980 3 weeks ago MY uncle
Dennis Edward's dies in 911, i barley remeber him <3 KerryLennon19401980 3 weeks
ago bdawg3008 3 weeks ago the song in the backround is just so ironic for some
reason...... its creepy. bdawg3008 3 weeks ago kevin010203bigmac 3 weeks ago My uncle
james a. haran died in the 9/11 attack kevin010203bigmac 3 weeks ago stewiesfan2011 3
weeks ago I see a plane in 5:36... stewiesfan2011 3 weeks ago Omegatide 3 weeks ago I've
seen this video. Everything is great except the part edited out.???? My dad taught me as a
child black smokes means the fire is going out. Yet... WOW the second plane hitting the
tower is not shown. ITs edited out. HMMM M ..... It was a military plane they say.
Omegatide 3 weeks ago GhostSonic 3 weeks ago @Omegatide Or maybe they just didn't
start recording until it hit. Oh wait, that logic doesn't help your silly conspiracy theories.
Nevermind me then. GhostSonic 3 weeks ago Omegatide 3 weeks ago @GhostSonic You
are America. Dumb. Read my post. You sheep. Blindly following,starring at your feet.
You are so dull. They started the video after the first plane hit. The second plane hits, it
got edited out, then two people say it looked like a military plane. First tower falls and
second tower, edited!!!! What can I say, Im no sheep. WHats in the video? How about
the Pentagon video? Coward. Omegatide 3 weeks ago GhostSonic 3 weeks ago
@Omegatide I guess I'm sheep if I don't believe in what you or any other of the "smart
guys" tell me. I was a bit stupid and now I realize that it did in fact start after the first hit.
Tell me this, why would the government censor the actual hit but censor the part where
they say "it was a military plane" if they were so concerned about covering something
up? It appears that they either censored that part as they felt it was too disturbing, or
they just stopped recording before the second hit. GhostSonic 3 weeks ago Omegatide 3
weeks ago @GhostSonic Thank you for actually trying to ask a question. The edit is
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small. They never turned off their camera. Whats scary about a plane hitting? Or a tower
falling? You dont understand the evidence in the way that the building fell. Look at all
that dust. Floors pancaking would stack up. Not pulberizzzze into dust. These fell with
no resistance. The lobby were both blown out. Too many to count, witnesses
experiencing bombs in the parking garage. Under the towers! Omegatide 3 weeks ago
Iceman5164 3 weeks ago @Omegatide First of All... Who in their Right Minds would
take down the Largest Financial-Based City in the Country, take down their own 3
Million Dollar Sky Scraper, Destroy their own Economy, and kill thousands of their own
Innocent Civilians all just to get into the Middle East when they know the "Plan" could
fail? Two... Last I checked the Top of the Tower Fell before bringing the rest down with
it... I'll continue this on another Comment because their won't be enough room:
Iceman5164 3 weeks ago Omegatide 3 weeks ago @Iceman5164 WHo? Follow the
money. Cheney sure made a shit load. WHats 3 mil? They dont care about people, look
what they did in Iraq. Sheeple like you make their plans fail proof. Who would ever do
that? Ya great the top fell first. Controlled. Demo. They go together. Omegatide 3 weeks
ago Iceman5164 3 weeks ago @Omegatide And we received bad Intelligence from the
Iraqis therefore we went to look for them, but we never found the, Our Second objective
was to take down Saddam's Regime... and rebuild their Government... I do believe we
should be out of there right now and we are pulling out because it's their job to make their
own Government as they want it... Iceman5164 3 weeks ago Iceman5164 3 weeks ago
@Omegatide If you don't like this Country and you think that 9/11 was done by your
own Country... than leave... We don't need people like you here... Iceman5164 3 weeks
ago Omegatide 3 weeks ago @Iceman5164 Our country has been hijacked by facist pigs.
Do you know what facism is? Merge of corp and Goverment. Hence elections! $
Omegatide 3 weeks ago Iceman5164 3 weeks ago @Omegatide In fact I do, But Facism
doesn't drive an entire Government enough to do everything I said... they would all have
to be retarded or newly born... probably like you Iceman5164 3 weeks ago soldierbilly62
3 weeks ago @Omegatide your a dick and if you dnt like America so much why dnt you
get the fuck out soldierbilly62 3 weeks ago Omegatide 3 weeks ago @soldierbilly62 I love
America, just hate the facist and cowards they run in this country. We were attacks by
our own people on 9-11 and your to blind to see it. The most protected site in America,
the Pentagon, no video. Just some cheesy cheap toll booth video for like 3 or 4 frames.
Been f ed in the a** latley? Where is the video? WHy was everyone elses videos taken?
Gas stations, hotels, gone! Sorry. Its true. I know, what to do, huh? First realize the
truth. Iraq? Afganistan? Oil? Power? Omegatide 3 weeks ago Omegatide 3 weeks ago
@soldierbilly62 I dont like it. So I'm cleaning it up. See you on the revolution day. We
will see who loves America the most. Omegatide 3 weeks ago Iceman5164 3 weeks ago
@Omegatide Continued: In order to take down the building to make it look as if the top
fell first... They would have to somehow sneak in a Group of Guys wearing Black Masks
driving in a Van... get them to the 94th Floor or so... Meanwhile SNEAKING past all
Security with no Suspicion from Bystanders, and plant the Explosives/Thermite
(Thermite doesn't explode anyway, it burns) EXACTLY where the plane is "Planned" to
hit... and I don't see that happening... The 767s Obviously took down the Towers
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Iceman5164 3 weeks ago Omegatide 3 weeks ago @Iceman5164 THe building was rigged
long ago. I think in 99 GB cousin got a security contract to re wire the building. Recieving
the highest security pass available. Nobody ever said it was on the plane itself. HELLO!
Omegatide 3 weeks ago Iceman5164 3 weeks ago @Omegatide Yeah... and the Explosives
stayed there without noticed for a few Years... Right... Don't become one of those guys in
Tin-Foil hats man, your already falling into their Trap... and Oh, Where's your Masters in
Physics, Engineering, Aviation, etc. Where's the Research OUTSIDE of You Tube and
Google... I've heard everything you've said so far and even I can prove it with Simple
Logic... Like so, Cheyney... that's one Person compared to Congress and the rest of the
Government... Iceman5164 3 weeks ago Omegatide 3 weeks ago @Iceman5164 ah man
talkin to you in lame. If you were to put explosives in the twin towers would you put
them in plain sight? Are you saying the towers were inspected regularly? Wow and they
crumbled didnt they. Did you ever play with blocks as a child?History says this is
impossible to happen. No steal structures have fallen due to fire, much less in and hour.
Cowards. The earth aint flat people. Omegatide 3 weeks ago Iceman5164 3 weeks ago
@Omegatide As Well as you, seeing your Profile Picture is starting to annoy me... since
an Extremist will never change his mind I'm gonna stop now because I know your just
sick in the head and will never understand anyway but yeah, most buildings do tend to be
inspected... maybe not Daily but yes they are inspected... Wrong... Buildings have in fact
collapsed due to Fire... including WTC 7 and the Towers... the Jet Fuel weakens steel,
Building walls buckle, building Collapses Iceman5164 3 weeks ago 1fightmagnet 3 weeks
ago Comment removed Evanesence12345 3 weeks ago fish111011 y stupid fag ur a
fucking asshole i hope u get hurt u bitch fuck u Evanesence12345 3 weeks ago fish111011
3 weeks ago That day was fuckin epic i sat back with nachos watchin people dive into
the ground that day was awsome :). XD fish111011 3 weeks ago hl2lover14 3 weeks ago
@fish111011 shut the fuck up hl2lover14 3 weeks ago potatochris 3 weeks ago
@fish111011 Fuck you . potatochris 3 weeks ago stewiesfan2011 3 weeks ago
@fish111011 I hope you get raped by wolves with AIDS. stewiesfan2011 3 weeks ago
15CF 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @fish111011
you should be ashamed of yourself 15CF 3 weeks ago ghostparanormal1 3 weeks ago
omg! im srry 4 da people who died dere ghostparanormal1 3 weeks ago jmardecopaz 3
weeks ago sera que el mundo da vueltas?? jmardecopaz 3 weeks ago nuttybacha 3 weeks
ago serves every cunt right that day!!! ha ha ha ha nuttybacha 3 weeks ago nuttybacha 3
weeks ago wat a load of lies...this is nufing but jewish fuckery!!! nuttybacha 3 weeks ago
toxicfrost123 3 weeks ago bet the fbi wanted this video, toxicfrost123 3 weeks ago
xNorthSniperx 3 weeks ago LOLOLOLOLOLOLO xNorthSniperx 3 weeks ago
nuttybacha 3 weeks ago @xNorthSniperx ha ha ha ha lolololo..ur cool nuttybacha 3
weeks ago 999LambsForGod 3 weeks ago in memorian to all the people, firefighters,
policemen and medics that gave their best of abilities to victims of this horrific disaster...
999LambsForGod 3 weeks ago wwefan774977 3 weeks ago 9:17 that people jumping?
wwefan774977 3 weeks ago MrSaif343 3 weeks ago lol MrSaif343 3 weeks ago QuobXx
3 weeks ago In the end, it doens't matter who did or why they did it or where it happened
or if it was an inside job or not. I just really don't understand what the point is of killing
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so many innocent people...That is my only question; WHY? QuobXx 3 weeks ago
finalfanta25 3 weeks ago @QuobXx It was a terrorist attack and terrorists don't care who
they hurt. They just wanted to make it clear that they hate America and unfortunately
innocent people died because of it. Possibly the worst tragedy in America next to pearl
harbor. finalfanta25 3 weeks ago headhunterke 3 weeks ago Ok, look, I don't know what
to believe (conspiracy or not) and don't try to convince me. But this is not the first time I
heard something saying 'it was a military plane'. On another video a man described the
plane dark and without any windows. I really don't know what to think of that. I'm not
willing to begin a 'conspiracy-war between users, but I do find it very, very strange and
coincidental a lot of people saw that (and confirmed it on live footage) headhunterke 3
weeks ago Iceman5164 3 weeks ago @headhunterke I'm not Starting a "Battle" but...
Those Cameras were at least a Half a Mile or more away... the Windows are pretty damn
small and Yes, there are windows on most Military Aircraft... if it was a missile... it
wouldn't have made a clean cut... and finally when people compare a Normal 767 to an
American Airlines 767 Paint Job... it just doesn't make sense for them to do that... You
would have to compare the picture of an AA 767 to the Footage... Iceman5164 3 weeks
ago Iceman5164 3 weeks ago @headhunterke Also most of the People that Commented
on the Videos you saw probably don't know Military Aircraft/Aviation or Engineering...
even I saw a video with a Women screaming "THAT WAS NOT AMERICAN
AIRLINES" when she was probably on the other side of the Hudson without Binoculars
so how can she talk? lol Iceman5164 3 weeks ago headhunterke 3 weeks ago
@Iceman5164 I also have seen videos from people from other angles (in Downtown
Manhattan) both east, west and north from the Towers, who stated it was a military.
And that one guy on the news (ABC News I guess, but not sure) who said it was very
possible it was not a commercial airliner. But I'm not gonna defend this to the end,
because I haven't seen it in person. Nor have you I think. So I don't think we'll ever know
the bare truth behind this tragedy. headhunterke 3 weeks ago nuttybacha 3 weeks ago
@headhunterke haha ha ground zero has already been blown up!!!!!u gullable pig
nuttybacha 3 weeks ago headhunterke 3 weeks ago @nuttybacha Go rot in hell bitch ass
mthrfkr I hope one time, something severe will happen to you and your family, then you
will know the suffering. Honestly, don't talk slick if you don't know shit headhunterke 3
weeks ago Iceman5164 3 weeks ago @headhunterke Just saying... I've taken a look at
Flight 11's Flight Plan (Where it was Hijacked and flown over) and apparently my
Parents remember seeing it fly right over our house (they said it was an Airliner) but it's
Normal because we live near JFK, and they fly over our house on Final... But Flight 11
was flying lower and Faster than usual so my parents just assumed it was an accident or
something... but to me that doesn't look like a Military plane at all... even if you zoom
in... Iceman5164 3 weeks ago TheMrMonkeyable 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam dumb americans. havent you still figured out that your own
goverment was behind this all. even the whole iraq war is all fault of your goverment.
what a fucked up country TheMrMonkeyable 3 weeks ago laotianrose 3 weeks ago Oh,
and I was 17 when this happened, and I'm sorry that an 11 yr old and 15 year old just
had to re-watch this brutality... laotianrose 3 weeks ago headhunterke 3 weeks ago
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@laotianrose I was only 11. The moment it happened, there was a car crash outside of
our house. And what's more interesting then 2 cars crashing, for an 11yo? But I sat down
in the couch, and was totally aware of what happened (don't think all 11yo's are) and I
sat and sat, just staring the news footage. As a little kid (5yo) I already loved America,
but that day my love for the country increased thousands and thousands of time. I felt
lost when I saw those buildings coming down. And I still do. headhunterke 3 weeks ago
bbycutekitten 3 weeks ago I dont get why you would sit there filming when your being
attacked?! Areee you dumb or what! Not surprised people dies; idiot fucking taking
pictures and god know what other shit! bbycutekitten 3 weeks ago Steve0UK09 3 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Keep ya heads up New
Yorkers. Do anything you can to stop that Mosque being built! Steve0UK09 3 weeks ago
laotianrose 3 weeks ago I have the video paused at the beginning, and I'm not going to
watch it because I have enough nightmares already. But I wanted to see the comments,
and sure enough, conspiracists are coming out of the woodwork. For all the people saying
they saw flashes in the basement or whatever, did people forget that electric generators
and gas/electric hot water heaters were also in the basement? They were exploding due to
broken waterpipes as well as residual jetfuel falling within the walls. laotianrose 3 weeks
ago Steve0UK09 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Keep
ya heads up New Yorkers. Do anything you can to stop that Mosque being built!
Steve0UK09 3 weeks ago Steve0UK09 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam Keep ya heads up New Yorkers. Do anything you can to stop that
Mosque being built! Steve0UK09 3 weeks ago sylviatjes 3 weeks ago We still remember
this day like yesterday in Holland. We where in Deep shock and everytime we see this
film we are in shock again in Holland also after 9 years now sylviatjes 3 weeks ago
chandrasekarmk 3 weeks ago 2 Who ever you are ... you ll be punished ... God is there to
help the innocent ... You ll die with lot of pain... chandrasekarmk 3 weeks ago 2
batterseaspark 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Pres.
Bush and Cheney REFUSED to testify publicly under OATH about 911.[ Only an
investigation into THE greatest MASS-MURDER in U.S. History!!! ]. They finally
made a deal with the Commission to testify on April 29, 2004, with specific
conditions:They would testify together, behind closed doors, They would NOT be under
OATH, and Their testimony would not be recorded electronically or transcribed...and
only 3 handpicked comissioners[<13] to be present. Any questions?? any answers??
batterseaspark 3 weeks ago DanielleDeshongAct 3 weeks ago I was 4 when this
happened and I remember it so well. I was in the kitchen watching TV and my Dad
started saying oh my God. Then he told me to go wake up mommy. So I went into her
room and told her to wake up and she ignored me so my dad came in and said the world
trade centers were hit. She woke up so fast. They sat infront of the TV for so long and
my mom started crying. I asked what happened and all they said was something horrible.
I will NEVER forget that morning. DanielleDeshongAct 3 weeks ago will01r 3 weeks ago
@DanielleDeshongAct thats pretty sad hope you were ok will01r 3 weeks ago oeyesea 3
weeks ago Saudi Arabians financed this attack, Saudi Arabians made this attack, Saudi
Arabians celebrated this attack and George W. Bush invaded Iraq. History will show him
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as the biggest dumb ass of all time What will be done to Saudi Arabia for this crime?
Nothing. There's your conspiracy. oeyesea 3 weeks ago ragingtears007 3 weeks ago i was,
i think, five when this happened... i live literally 45 minutes away from NYC and i wasn't
told anything aside from a plane hit the WTC. Eventually my mom told me, when i was
older (like 8 or 10), that it was an attack from a terrorist group and thats why we're in
war. Now im 14 and seeing this is just... absolutely scary... in every sense of the word :(
its so much different seeing it really happen... and they want to build a mosque... what
idiots. ragingtears007 3 weeks ago Apink420 3 weeks ago soooo sad Apink420 3 weeks
ago clubpenguinwebshoww 3 weeks ago aww your crying im so sorry if it was sad i was
only 2 thenso i had no idea wat was going on clubpenguinwebshoww 3 weeks ago
clubpenguinwebshoww 3 weeks ago my friends grammy died when the building collapsed
clubpenguinwebshoww 3 weeks ago G3N023 3 weeks ago wtf "if you're happy and you
know it" in the background? NOBODY IS ******* HAPPY!!! G3N023 3 weeks ago
G3N023 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 1,591 people
are terrorists G3N023 3 weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 3 weeks ago I WANT TO
SUCK HER TOES FRANKMANNACO700 3 weeks ago LonesomePine369 3 weeks
ago @FRANKMANNACO700 what the fuck is wrong with you?! LonesomePine369 3
weeks ago TheBlockPro 3 weeks ago @FRANKMANNACO700 WTF man your sick...
TheBlockPro 3 weeks ago bratchercrystalful 3 weeks ago @FRANKMANNACO700
why would you say that bratchercrystalful 3 weeks ago BethlovesOTH 3 weeks ago
@zombie900 I know it made me feel sick knowing all these people died in there the
sound was tormenting ;( to the ones who where taken in the 9:11 R.I.P x BethlovesOTH
3 weeks ago TheMartieno 3 weeks ago lol the background music TheMartieno 3 weeks
ago DerbyA95 3 weeks ago are they actually building a mosque on ground zero? if they
are im gonna blow it up DerbyA95 3 weeks ago TheMartieno 3 weeks ago Comment
removed MysteriousDude1 3 weeks ago they shud'n let muslims in to planes any more...
i'm just sayi'n MysteriousDude1 3 weeks ago twaty4 3 weeks ago From about 7.30
onwards you can see a series of flashes go off between the impact zone and the highest,
slightly grayer band, that separates the building into sections. Keep your eyes on that
section, some very obvious ones from 07.50-07.55 twaty4 3 weeks ago 1fightmagnet 3
weeks ago @twaty4 That's falling pieces of GLASS, reflecting in the sunlight.
1fightmagnet 3 weeks ago Hardrockstorm 3 weeks ago @twaty4 ...yes you have right.i
see it too and do it one more time again many more...i see 6 ore 7 flashes ... 2 of them
really clear near the grew zone. Hardrockstorm 3 weeks ago 1fightmagnet 3 weeks ago
@Hardrockstorm Brokken GLASS, reflecting in the sunlight, on it's way down !!
1fightmagnet 3 weeks ago WhiteRhino2009 3 weeks ago god bless those planes
WhiteRhino2009 3 weeks ago colliezoya 3 weeks ago I remember that day so well...it was
around 3. pm here when this happened (I live in NL-Europe) So I just came out of school.
Horrible! Can't believe it's been 9 years ago! colliezoya 3 weeks ago 94251241 3 weeks
ago 2 dAYS more guys... 94251241 3 weeks ago colliezoya 3 weeks ago @94251241 You
mean 3 days.... colliezoya 3 weeks ago 94251241 3 weeks ago @colliezoya Cos im from
singapore. different timings.. Its 1.19am here right now.090910. 94251241 3 weeks ago
colliezoya 3 weeks ago @94251241 Right...makes sense now! But for people in US it is
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still 3 days (for me too) colliezoya 3 weeks ago SassyTheWhiteMaltese 3 weeks ago god
all those people down there. thats so sad. SassyTheWhiteMaltese 3 weeks ago j0rdiyo 3
weeks ago stupid niggers j0rdiyo 3 weeks ago chugger2hotty 3 weeks ago I will be
marking the anniversary of 9/11 in style. I'm going to fuck a pair of twins til they drop.
chugger2hotty 3 weeks ago ThorbenS7 3 weeks ago Ich war 5 Jahre alt , aber trotzdem
konnte ich es verstehen . Ich lag weinend in meinem Bett ThorbenS7 3 weeks ago mr01ic
3 weeks ago i cat nigtmares if i thin about the people ho wher in ther end day:'( end then i
know now thad the cia knew about this end dith nothing thad realy wors mr01ic 3 weeks
ago mr01ic 3 weeks ago i cat nigtmares if i thin about the people ho wher in ther end
day:'( mr01ic 3 weeks ago zombie900 3 weeks ago When she opens the window and you
could hear all the noise, really hits you. zombie900 3 weeks ago zeid67 3 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam American Troops and Corrupt
Contractors have Bases in Almost EVERY SINGLE Country on Earth.WHICH IT HAS
INVADED. NO TIME IN HUMAN HISTORY HAS NAZI AMERICA EVER LEFT
A COUNTRY IN WHICH US TROOPS/ NEOCONS/ZIONISTS/ISRAEL/CORPOR
ATIONS HAVE CREATED A WAR INSIDE After America starts a War based on Lies,
IT NEVER EVER LEAVES A COUNTRY. USA WILL NEVER LEAVE Iraq, EVERY
SINGLE COUNTRY AMERICA STARTS A WAR INSIDE, AMERICA INSTALLS A
PUPPET
GOVERNMENT
FULLY
CONTROLLED
BY
NAZI
USA
NEOCONS/PENTAGON/CIA. zeid67 3 weeks ago tHoM0r 3 weeks ago "it's just dust"
And iron microspheres tHoM0r 3 weeks ago winmuch 3 weeks ago dose this mean 2000
people like 9/11?????? winmuch 3 weeks ago SnapSpot17 3 weeks ago im from germany
and... i dunno i just dont get why the heck it happened... i love america and i love the
people...their way of life..but what the..... why did that happen ? sry about this guys!
and if we all think clearly we just know that it was made by intention !!!..... i hope u guys
will have more luck with obama !! SnapSpot17 3 weeks ago 3t3RNALX3XR3SP3CT 3
weeks ago @SnapSpot17 Look bro the i dont know the reason why it happended but i
think it was 4 Oil money & support from politics 3t3RNALX3XR3SP3CT 3 weeks ago
PorroFirst 3 weeks ago It's pretty interesting they're talking about the Middle East.
PorroFirst 3 weeks ago Sarezh998 3 weeks ago Sucks that the persons who REALLY did
it, are still alive. Sarezh998 3 weeks ago 3t3RNALX3XR3SP3CT 3 weeks ago
@Sarezh998 If u Talking bout the government i Agree bro Fukin conspiracy
3t3RNALX3XR3SP3CT
3
weeks
ago
Sarezh998
3
weeks
ago
@3t3RNALX3XR3SP3CT Yeah man, I am. Sarezh998 3 weeks ago
3t3RNALX3XR3SP3CT 3 weeks ago @Sarezh998 Huh u am ? 3t3RNALX3XR3SP3CT
3 weeks ago bazlurhmann1984 3 weeks ago this still makes me sick i cant still believe this
sick sick action bazlurhmann1984 3 weeks ago nuttybacha 3 weeks ago THIS IS DA
BEST ILLUSION I HAVE EVER SEEN.....AMERICAN FILMS ARE SOOOO
COOL!!!! YIPEEEEEE nuttybacha 3 weeks ago nuttybacha 3 weeks ago AMERICANS
DUN THIS TO ITS OWN PPLE...AND THE DIRTY INBREED JEWISH CANCER
HAD SUMMAT TO DO WITH THIS....HA HA HAHAH A HAH A HA
GULLABLE FAT AMERICAN PEEDOS!!!! nuttybacha 3 weeks ago bratchercrystalful
3 weeks ago @nuttybacha hey you shouldnt say that.that aint so right.you take that back
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bratchercrystalful 3 weeks ago MiXiaoPa 3 weeks ago Fuck off! USA! How can you do
this on your own people? MiXiaoPa 3 weeks ago bratchercrystalful 3 weeks ago
@MiXiaoPa the usa didnt do it to our own people.it was the terrorists bratchercrystalful
3 weeks ago MrCradleOfLove 3 weeks ago ﻱﻑﻱ ﻉﻝﻯ ﻩﺍﻝﺹﺏﺡ ﻙﻙﺱ ﺍﻡﻙﻡ ﺏﻉﺹﺕﻭﺍ
MrCradleOfLove 3 weeks ago Oskadella69 3 weeks ago Military plane HUH, pity she
didnt get WCT7 coming down as well. Oskadella69 3 weeks ago Oskadella69 3 weeks ago
Military plane HUH. Oskadella69 3 weeks ago MrCradleOfLove 3 weeks ago Americans
are brainless ... Why you didnt ask ur self why they attack us ? does hate come from
nothing? look at ur fucking policy around the world & then come and blame arab ?
MrCradleOfLove 3 weeks ago MrCradleOfLove 3 weeks ago This attack wouldnt
happened if america was a respected nation ! You cant compare the victims of this attack
to the victims of Iraq or Afghanistan wars . I don't agree this attacks ..but I don't feel
sorry MrCradleOfLove 3 weeks ago keithcarey 3 weeks ago WTF ? Nice comments. I'm
sure everybody respects your opinion. Bin Laden would surely employ as a suicide
bomber. You are already brainwashed. keithcarey 3 weeks ago undrugged 3 weeks ago
@MrCradleOfLove Shut up you useless, nasty little fool. Innocent lives were lost here.
undrugged 3 weeks ago bratchercrystalful 3 weeks ago @MrCradleOfLove oh shut up
already.we are too respected. bratchercrystalful 3 weeks ago TaschaTerrorist 3 weeks ago
If you look very closely you actually see the flashes on this video too, on 15/20 floors
below the impact... TaschaTerrorist 3 weeks ago TaschaTerrorist 3 weeks ago Comment
removed shankar383 3 weeks ago what do u rich bankers spend all your money on, u
spend your weekends in the pubs and clubs, u drink, u get high, u dress up your women
half naked for the world to see, u do all this, whilst others in the human family have to
starve, have no clean drinkin water, clothes, all for americas selfish evil greed, u live your
lives at the expense of the poor in the third world and feel no shame about it shankar383
3 weeks ago srgone11 3 weeks ago that wasn't terrorist that was Bush! srgone11 3 weeks
ago MathewSamProductions 3 weeks ago "I just heard a loud boom" WDF FWDF WDF
open ur eyes, the fucking camera is facing the tower =.= MathewSamProductions 3
weeks ago THEBIGCAGEY 3 weeks ago 9/11 was fake so idc THEBIGCAGEY 3 weeks
ago cooldood416 3 weeks ago @THEBIGCAGEY Yu dont care that thousands died?
cooldood416 3 weeks ago THEBIGCAGEY 3 weeks ago @cooldood416 thousands less
of dumb americans that i have to deal with, why would i care? THEBIGCAGEY 3 weeks
ago cooldood416 3 weeks ago @THEBIGCAGEY That you have to 'DEAL WITH'?
What do you mean deal with? cooldood416 3 weeks ago keithcarey 3 weeks ago
@THEBIGCAGEY Who are you calling dumb? If you don't care then why did you view
this video? If you are from another country; please stay there. keithcarey 3 weeks ago
latinluigi 3 weeks ago the sound of all those sirens is haunting knowing that half of those
brave emergency crewmen that went in never came out. hope the truth comes out one day
on what really happened that day. RIP to the 3000 that parished that day. latinluigi 3
weeks ago adamh3212 3 weeks ago @latinluigi Yeah, the planes going into some towers
wouldnt damage them inside at all, right. adamh3212 3 weeks ago KING1813 3 weeks ago
I cant wait to join the marines in 6 months and kick some terrorist ass!!!!!!!! whooo!!! its
gonna be fun!!!!!! i dont care if i die over there, just as long as i take some of those
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fuckers with me!!! ahahahaahahahahahahhahahahahah-!!!!!!!!!!!!! KING1813 3 weeks
ago donbear1983 3 weeks ago Islam is the Anti-Christian religion. "Allah" does exist: He
is the great deceiver (quote from the Koran), which, in the Christian bible describes Satan
perfectly. Everyone: Look up "Walid Shoebat", who has proven that Islam IS the
definitive Anti-Christian religion which is seeking their messiah known as Al-Mahdi
who's every descriptions are identical to those of the Anti-Christ. Look up Walid
Shoebat. donbear1983 3 weeks ago bywjames 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam ITS EDITED!!!! Right at the points where each towers fell the
video is edited!!!! bywjames 3 weeks ago bywjames 3 weeks ago 2 ITS EDITED!!!!
Right at the points where each towers fell the video is edited!!!! bywjames 3 weeks ago 2
wunderfool1973 3 weeks ago @bywjames What is your point? WAIT!!!! ......Make sure
your foil hat is not on too tight before you answer. wunderfool1973 3 weeks ago
911theinsidejob 3 weeks ago @wunderfool1973 911, WAS AN INSIDE JOB! It's not
hard to see it, just look at the USS liberty or the Gulf Of Tonkin incident. There is even
documents such as Operation Northwoods, were they planed to attack their own ships
and blame it on another country. But if you want to believe that were all crazy, that's
fine. 911theinsidejob 3 weeks ago condunbar 3 weeks ago @bywjames Lol...how is that?
condunbar 3 weeks ago nine0two1oh 3 weeks ago I'm Canadian, and I was very young
when this happened watching it on tv. I have always thought this event was tragic and
awful and terrible and sickening and sad but watching this now I was balling my eyes out.
I give my condolences hoping it isn't too late. nine0two1oh 3 weeks ago nine0two1oh 3
weeks ago I'm Canadian, and I was very young when this happened watching it on tv. I
have always thought this event was tragic and awful and terrible and sickening and sad
but watching this now I was balling my eyes out. I give my condolences. It's never too
late. nine0two1oh 3 weeks ago yarp123123123123123 3 weeks ago lmao there only
reason they done it to u cuz use was the easyiest target lmao ur dumb as fuck ur
president new bout it and wat did he do nothin lmfao must have been the easy 2 hijack
tht plane lmao not only one tho 2 hahahahahah ur own fault ur all 2 up ur own arse
yarp123123123123123 3 weeks ago joeperry666 3 weeks ago "oh my god" "oh my god"
"oh my god" ... Fucking americans, you deserve this and more. (Btw im American, an unproud one) joeperry666 3 weeks ago donbear1983 3 weeks ago @joeperry666 How
appropriate then that you use 666 in your screen name. Enjoy wearing the 666 on your
forehead the which will be given to you by Islam. Because you betray your country in
your heart, you are on a dangerous road. Hopefully by then you will come to your senses
when you see the Islamic beast rise to power and realise how great America was, and how
freedom can only be granted through Christ. Trust me: America NOW is so much better
than Islamic law any day! Shame on you. Coward. donbear1983 3 weeks ago
911theinsidejob 3 weeks ago @donbear1983 How is Islam going to rise to power. It's
seems to me like we are beating them down. I don't understand why you think they are
going to ever be powerful the way they are now. I thought 666 was a bible term for the
devil. Do you believe that Islam is the devil? Isn't that racist? 911theinsidejob 3 weeks
ago donbear1983 3 weeks ago @911theinsidejob No it isnt racist at all. But dont take MY
word for it: look up "Walid Shoebat" right here on youtube. He is a biblical researcher and
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former PLO terrorist turned christian (also featured on CNN) that has tied Islam to the
beast of revelation. Watch his video's and pray to learn the truth. If you think this is
racist, then hear it straight from the mouth of an arab, Mr. Shoebat. His recent writings
have awakened the need for further research into Revelation by church scholars.
donbear1983 3 weeks ago donbear1983 3 weeks ago @911theinsidejob Also, I'm sorry to
inform you but we are not beating them down at all. Infact, the Moslems are uniting in an
intense bravery against us daily. We barely have enough troops in Afghanistan, while
Iran, Syria, Saudi Arabia, and many Moslem nations are ousting their formerly moderate
politicians in favor of militant regimes and Islamic clerics. They believe that we are in the
end times & await their messiah, but that messiah's description is very similiar to Biblical
Anti-Christ. donbear1983 3 weeks ago lunatickiller09 3 weeks ago @joeperry666 You
piece of shit, you deserve to rot in prison for that comment! lunatickiller09 3 weeks ago
MrFunnyvideos4u 3 weeks ago @joeperry666 go suck my dick bitch and enjoy it
MrFunnyvideos4u 3 weeks ago airemaye 3 weeks ago The emotional dissonance between
the background music (I think it was Barney?) and the burning towers is quite haunting.
airemaye 3 weeks ago JamesH005 3 weeks ago No disrespect, but this video skipped the
good action packed parts. Like the plane hitting the building and the building falling down.
JamesH005 3 weeks ago mikel576 3 weeks ago @nuttybacha...quite frankly, youre
entitled to your own opinion. youre allowed to believe whatever you want. but dont
preach it, dont attack our country, and dont talk smack about 9/11. you have no proof of
what happened, and neither does anyone else. so whether or not bush launched a missile
into the towers, thousands of families lost loved ones that day, and its completely
ignorant of you to post offensive material such as what youre saying in such a public
place. mikel576 3 weeks ago mikel576 3 weeks ago Comment removed
Hersheykissesmuah 3 weeks ago That's terrifying but all you showed was the building
smoking for a long time I got scared Hersheykissesmuah 3 weeks ago Bazviper69100 3
weeks ago Im a former Australian soldier and was deployed to Afghanistan after this
attack and i was proud to fight along side our American brothers. Bazviper69100 3 weeks
ago michaeldj5 3 weeks ago The anniversary of that terrible, terrible day is
approaching...this Saturday will be the nine year mark. Never, EVER forget what those
bastards did to us! God grant all those who perished eternal rest, God bless New York
City, and may God Almighty bless the United States of America, my home! RIP, 3,000
innocent souls! michaeldj5 3 weeks ago drfreemason1 3 weeks ago Obama bin Ladin blew
up the Twin Towers!!! drfreemason1 3 weeks ago FallofDarkness55 3 weeks ago
ATTENTION: LADIES AND GERMS justin bieber is a faggot and doesn't appreciate
his former private life hence the reason why he's a celebrity now. a lot of people take
their daily lives for granted without realizing they have another day of life. if you noticed
MOST PEOPLE ARE SO UNGRATEFUL TO BE ALIVE. IT'S TIME TO LET THE
GAMES BEGIN. HAHAHAHAHAHAHA. OCTOBER 29TH IS WHEN IT BEGINS.
FallofDarkness55 3 weeks ago Sweden8990 3 weeks ago God Bless Sweden8990 3 weeks
ago Pinkbean1209 3 weeks ago @nuttybacha This is about as fake as I live on Pluto.
Come on, Honestly? 2001 didn't have this advanced amount of graphics. It was real.
Crawl back into your cave, towelhead. Pinkbean1209 3 weeks ago Disarmedaxe1 3 weeks
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ago Sheer brutality. To see actual death and emotion is an inspiration. No, I'm not pro
9/11, I'm just making a generalization. Disarmedaxe1 3 weeks ago nuttybacha 3 weeks ago
this a fake vid!!! ijust like man on moon video!!! SAD AMERICANS...too much oily
doughnuts nuttybacha 3 weeks ago SpiritTheWolf1 3 weeks ago @nuttybacha shut the
fuck up before I have you banned from youtube SpiritTheWolf1 3 weeks ago da40flyer 3
weeks ago @nuttybacha Do us all a favor and kill yourself. da40flyer 3 weeks ago
nuttybacha 3 weeks ago @da40flyer oh hang on a min..i need to think bout that one.. erm
no???? im not a gullable fat american cunt!!! nuttybacha 3 weeks ago FallofDarkness55 3
weeks ago @nuttybacha i have a question. are you related to someone who has the
username nuttymadame. she's a fat whale who happens to also live in britain. and likes
that gay romantic story about sparkling fairies. i'm not trying to insult you btw. i'm just
curious if you're related to that fat whale? FallofDarkness55 3 weeks ago da40flyer 3
weeks ago @nuttybacha Sure sound like one. Amazing out of 5 million sperm, YOU were
the fastest.... da40flyer 3 weeks ago nuttybacha 3 weeks ago @da40flyer eugh!!! how
sad... go take ur ma on jerry springer u nerd!!! nuttybacha 3 weeks ago da40flyer 3 weeks
ago @nuttybacha Yep, I'll be on right after your segment about you fucking your sister.
da40flyer 3 weeks ago nuttybacha 3 weeks ago shes having an orgasm coz bush just sent
a rocket into trade centre nuttybacha 3 weeks ago nuttybacha 3 weeks ago
@harristhelucky ur da man!!! i like ppl like u nuttybacha 3 weeks ago nuttybacha 3
weeks ago @Nick243678 yea coz no cunt wnts to go to church!!!! nuttybacha 3 weeks
ago nuttybacha 3 weeks ago @itsGerbilsworld lol...so do i......bush the cunt is a murderer
nuttybacha 3 weeks ago nuttybacha 3 weeks ago Respond to this video... ur gullable
nuttybacha 3 weeks ago nuttybacha 3 weeks ago @akabigdaddydawg ur as gullable as the
rest of em u racist low life...ppl like u spread hate!!! nuttybacha 3 weeks ago
killertiger1990 3 weeks ago i want to thank you for this video, as a soldier i know i
appreciate it and am glad that somebody will always remember. HOOAH! killertiger1990
3 weeks ago Sebastjens 3 weeks ago All humanity is a disgrace, it is simple as that!
Sebastjens 3 weeks ago nuttybacha 3 weeks ago wtf...bush did this...u fat ugly gullable
american doughnut munching retards..long live laden!!!!ha ha ha ha ha nuttybacha 3 weeks
ago FallofDarkness55 3 weeks ago @nuttybacha justin bieber did this. FallofDarkness55
3 weeks ago nuttybacha 3 weeks ago @FallofDarkness55 whose justin bieber???
nuttybacha 3 weeks ago FallofDarkness55 3 weeks ago @nuttybacha he's famous for
being a faggot. watch his "baby" music video, the most watched video on youtube and see
for yourself. we need more haters to join the metal militia. hit the dislike button and make
it way longer than the like bar. FallofDarkness55 3 weeks ago idoitsogood 3 weeks ago
@FallofDarkness55 that is such a cool idea wats wrong with u icame on this to look at
something serious and the beiber thing follows please keep the comments about him on
his videos idoitsogood 3 weeks ago nuttybacha 3 weeks ago Respond to this video... who
da man!!! nuttybacha 3 weeks ago jimmycollins1234 3 weeks ago @nuttybacha yo just
for saying that you are the biggest scumbag in the world.....people that dont like america
are jealous and if you live here and dont like it than do us all a favor and get the fuck out
jimmycollins1234 3 weeks ago FallofDarkness55 3 weeks ago @jimmycollins1234
nuttybacha is from Britain not america. do your research. FallofDarkness55 3 weeks ago
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jimmycollins1234 3 weeks ago @FallofDarkness55 im not evne gonna do research on a
scumbag like him i didnt say he was american i simply said that if he was than to do us a
favor and get teh fuck out and fuck you prick jimmycollins1234 3 weeks ago
FallofDarkness55 3 weeks ago @jimmycollins1234 do you know who justin bieber is? if
you do then please join the metal militia. we need more haters to join. FallofDarkness55 3
weeks ago jimmycollins1234 3 weeks ago @FallofDarkness55 haha i think hes the biggest
fagot in the world right next to the jonas brothers jimmycollins1234 3 weeks ago
nuttybacha 3 weeks ago @jimmycollins1234 firstl i am not american,,,im not that
unlucky,,,i fink they need to grow up and stop bein gullable!!! nuttybacha 3 weeks ago
jimmycollins1234 3 weeks ago @nuttybacha your from britain apparantly....dont forget
that the same people who attacked us have attacked you to fuckin asshole
jimmycollins1234 3 weeks ago nuttybacha 3 weeks ago @jimmycollins1234 theres no
need to swear,,, ur not a better person than me...WAKE UP!!!! nuttybacha 3 weeks ago
jimmycollins1234 3 weeks ago @nuttybacha apparantly i am because i am not not talking
about your attacks so just drop.....its the biggest tragedy in american history and your
gonna talk trash about it....go play a game of soccer you redcoat queer jimmycollins1234
3 weeks ago nuttybacha 3 weeks ago @jimmycollins1234 im not going to swear at u..ur a
human being like me... but im better coz im british!!! and wouldnt like to lead a gullable
life!!! nuttybacha 3 weeks ago jimmycollins1234 3 weeks ago @nuttybacha you got
attacked by the same people what dont you get about that.....AMERICA IS THE BEST
COUNTRY IN THE WORLD AND IF YOU DISAGREE THAN KISS MY
AMERICAN ASS jimmycollins1234 3 weeks ago idoitsogood 3 weeks ago
@jimmycollins1234 hey a got a question for ya who's better australians or english people
from a yanks point of view idoitsogood 3 weeks ago MJS415 3 weeks ago Comment
removed MJS415 3 weeks ago Comment removed MJS415 3 weeks ago Comment
removed MJS415 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@idoitsogood Australians for sure... British people are kind of smelly... AND NO
OFFENSE TO ANYONE. :D But actually, they're the same, it's not nice to judge people.
=P MJS415 3 weeks ago jimmycollins1234 3 weeks ago @idoitsogood i really dont have
a problem with either but he shuldnt talk about our attacks when hes had some himslef i
woudl say aurstrailians are better to answer your question jimmycollins1234 3 weeks ago
spunkii888 3 weeks ago @nuttybacha Oh get fucked. spunkii888 3 weeks ago ML167 3
weeks ago Fuck u italianballer ML167 3 weeks ago FallofDarkness55 3 weeks ago
@ML167 if you're calling me an italianballer then hahahahaha. do you even know who
justin bieber is? he's a talentless fucking little girly faggot. fuck justin bieber and his fans.
FallofDarkness55 3 weeks ago FallofDarkness55 3 weeks ago FUCK JUSTIN BIEBER.
he should've taken David Angell's place on flight 11. rip david angell. FallofDarkness55 3
weeks ago 11Sisters4Life12 3 weeks ago @adamh3212 hmmm.. well maybe thats
because.... hmmm o yea thats right.. alot of ppl lost their FAMILY.. thats why their still
cryin.. dumbshit grow a brain 11Sisters4Life12 3 weeks ago XDmofasa 3 weeks ago 9
Hey Im done with this racism just cuz there are retarded ass terrorists that are arabs i get
called a fucking terrorist every day and im 13 it pisses me off XDmofasa 3 weeks ago 9
tationscan 3 weeks ago @XDmofasa chose guys dont know what there talking about id
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they think ur a terrorist tationscan 3 weeks ago shankar383 3 weeks ago @XDmofasa
well then u deserve it and stop complainin akhi, u live in luxury, we live like kings, think
about all the muslims who live in poverty, who have lost all family, those iraqi babies
who have died bcos of malnourishment, bcos of maerican sanctions, this was a drop in a
ocean for america, 4 one day there upper class scum went through what muslims go
through everyday, there well fed gluttons and pissheads felt some the fear that iraqiz go
through every single day shankar383 3 weeks ago XDmofasa 3 weeks ago Comment
removed italianballer82 3 weeks ago fuck u arab faggots you have to bomb us b.c ur
pussy ass army gets their shit rocked by usa every day italianballer82 3 weeks ago
toyourfatedlvl77orc 3 weeks ago Comment removed brennerboconcelo 3 weeks ago
ABOUT BIN LADEN The send challenges brennerboconcelo 3 weeks ago trespernas19 3
weeks ago betrayal of the nation's government this was a conspiracy ... all because of one
that was an angel. The Pentagon for example there is concrete evidence it was a plane
trespernas19 3 weeks ago brennerboconcelo 3 weeks ago . FUCK USA!!! She expressed
hope that bin Laden EXPLODE SEND THE STATUE OF LIBERTY brennerboconcelo
3 weeks ago Vikingsbabe9990 3 weeks ago MegaPs3user12345 dude u need to either get
the fuck out of america or never come here. All about allah? wow. go back to ur country
bitch. Vikingsbabe9990 3 weeks ago 773chewy 3 weeks ago megaps3user12345 if i ever
meet u im gonna smash your head with a fatt ass rock 773chewy 3 weeks ago Stopterryj
3 weeks ago Bush... Stopterryj 3 weeks ago mjowiser 3 weeks ago LOL owned ;) K0!
Bush who lead to this, he is the terrorist. mjowiser 3 weeks ago AmherstParkour 3 weeks
ago @mjowiser ur an idiot AmherstParkour 3 weeks ago mjowiser 3 weeks ago Comment
removed KleineCoke 3 weeks ago I can not believe that no one stops the plans, when
they changed the direction. Why no weapons were discovered at the airport? The
terrorists were determined weapons with them. Was this attack really inevitable?
KleineCoke 3 weeks ago Lewandowski87 3 weeks ago 8 George Bush biggest Terrorist
ever Son of a Bitch Lewandowski87 3 weeks ago 8 xXBiggi3Xx 3 weeks ago
@Lewandowski87 Youre so ignorant!!! xXBiggi3Xx 3 weeks ago Lewandowski87 3
weeks ago @xXBiggi3Xx Yeahh it was your President and not Osama or Al Kaida
Lewandowski87 3 weeks ago Stopterryj 3 weeks ago Naw weed be as bad as them. Not
All them bad. Besides I just heard sone burn Koran day. That's just wrong mannn
Stopterryj 3 weeks ago trevwrc 3 weeks ago thos twats in iraq need fuckin hanging evil
bastards they will get whats coming to them maybe we should bomb or send a plain into
their towers etc trevwrc 3 weeks ago batterseaspark 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Pres. Bush and Cheney REFUSED to testify publicly under
OATH about 911.[ Only an investigation into THE greatest MASS-MURDER in U.S.
History!!! ]. They finally made a deal with the Commission to testify on April 29, 2004,
with specific conditions:They would testify together, behind closed doors, They would
NOT be under OATH, and Their testimony would not be recorded electronically or
transcribed...and only 3 handpicked comissioners[<13] to be present. any questions??
any answers?? batterseaspark 3 weeks ago HotLambo11 3 weeks ago @trevwrc fuck you
its all about allah we bomb you all day americans are so stupid HotLambo11 3 weeks ago
FallofDarkness55 3 weeks ago @HotLambo11 allah and god are the same deity with
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different names. it's all about god. FallofDarkness55 3 weeks ago MegaPs3user12345 3
weeks ago I was laughinq at the end,,nd that was so cool all that smoke u guys were lucky
2 so much smoke nd WTF the music at 3:00 MegaPs3user12345 3 weeks ago
11Sisters4Life12 3 weeks ago @MegaPs3user12345 if your gonna laugh about this then
go to hell. 11Sisters4Life12 3 weeks ago MDkid1 3 weeks ago quite a juxtaposition
between that horrendous scene and the music going on in the background...were you in a
daycare? Nice footage! MDkid1 3 weeks ago xXChandler890Xx 3 weeks ago
@shawty1435 your a dumbass. xXChandler890Xx 3 weeks ago shawty1435 3 weeks ago
@xXChandler890Xx how ????????????/ shawty1435 3 weeks ago llcoolvird 3 weeks ago
your video camera was focused for so long at certain points, i dont understand why the
video breaks up and misses up parts such as the 2nd plane hitting and also the buildings
falling.???? llcoolvird 3 weeks ago 1fightmagnet 3 weeks ago INCREDIBLE footage
!!!!!!!! 1fightmagnet 3 weeks ago 1fightmagnet 3 weeks ago @1fightmagnet
INCREDIBLE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1fightmagnet 3 weeks ago magnusak1 3 weeks ago
@batterseaspark silly response well, it is true, so god damn true. but I am tired of talking
to you now . so pls dont answer anymore -.- magnusak1 3 weeks ago iZidaneR9 3 weeks
ago lol owned iZidaneR9 3 weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 3 weeks ago THIS
VIDEO MAKES ME WANT
TO LICK SOME FEMALE FEET
FRANKMANNACO700
3
weeks
ago
zombie900
3
weeks
ago
@FRANKMANNACO700 How dare you make such a disrespectful comment on this
video. Get out of here. zombie900 3 weeks ago ForeverAnalog 3 weeks ago @adamh3212
Because liberals hate our country, and they hated Bush, and blamed him for everything.
While Im not saying our government didnt mess up big time, I think its insane to believe
this was inside job. ForeverAnalog 3 weeks ago Prev 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 Next
Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright
Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location:
Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as
a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different
playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to:
Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My
Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September
11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond
to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all
All Comments (47,032) Tiffmidon 3 weeks ago Oh my god look at the smoke at the end.
Holy cow. Tiffmidon 3 weeks ago MultiHamstergirl 3 weeks ago Wow this one shows
the impact hole. Really good! MultiHamstergirl 3 weeks ago venus2302 3 weeks ago
amazing views from the angle this vid was shot from. venus2302 3 weeks ago TheK826 3
weeks ago Okay guys, the explosion was A PLANE. Not a bomb. I will not rule out the
possibility of an inside job though. TheK826 3 weeks ago shawty1435 3 weeks ago
@TheK826 George bush knew about for like 2 WEEKS before it happened shawty1435
3 weeks ago TrialzGTAS 3 weeks ago God wanted the elite firemen, and chose the 343...
TrialzGTAS 3 weeks ago lilmissretroo 3 weeks ago that smoke is insane. lilmissretroo 3
weeks ago budearta 3 weeks ago inside job budearta 3 weeks ago blockthehood 3 weeks
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ago What is all the fuss about ? Bloody hell get over it blockthehood 3 weeks ago
videokingboy 3 weeks ago it was the jews that did it videokingboy 3 weeks ago
DustinItachiUchiha 3 weeks ago when the second plane hit did ur building shake
DustinItachiUchiha 3 weeks ago CPhockeyplayer 3 weeks ago 19:30 CPhockeyplayer 3
weeks ago Cakimali 3 weeks ago Happy 9/11 :D looking forward to the next one ^_^
Cakimali 3 weeks ago adamh3212 3 weeks ago I cant belive people think this is anything
but terrorists. adamh3212 3 weeks ago MrKoenify 3 weeks ago those stupid muslims are
just jealous... America is one of the best countries in the world, and they just have to deal
with the fact that their country is just nothing but crap. MrKoenify 3 weeks ago
adamh3212 3 weeks ago @MrKoenify And yet america is still crying about 2 fucking
buildings falling down a nd a bit of oil being spilt. Bombs went off in london, nobody
gives a shit now yet america is still crying about this shit. adamh3212 3 weeks ago
LeeMIlby 3 weeks ago @adamh3212 Really, the media is to blame as well. America is
lead by the nose most of the time depending on what the media decides will conjure up
the most cash LeeMIlby 3 weeks ago RNXPayne 3 weeks ago @kydon250 Dont talk out
of your backside you ignorant trash pile. Sure steel can melt but what about the the rest
of the tower? I didn't see that melting. I never said the planes flew by themeselves which
they can do by the way. RNXPayne 3 weeks ago Rors401 3 weeks ago My elder cousin
nearly went on the plane that crashed, so glad he didn't as I would have never met him. :(
R.I.P. to the innocent people that got killed and the onlookers who get terrified. Rors401
3 weeks ago asshead9000 3 weeks ago Why did you cut to the explosion after the second
plane crash? You said at the beginning that you were going to show the attacks in their
entirety. asshead9000 3 weeks ago sddweller 3 weeks ago Thank you for a very unique
documentation and perspective of this tragic day. Well done. sddweller 3 weeks ago
nyc1164 3 weeks ago Did anybody noticed that the center core was still standing until
seconds later it fell. You could see it when the north tower fell. nyc1164 3 weeks ago
sddweller 3 weeks ago @nyc1164 Yeah - the antenna seemed to have kind of stalled
before completing its descent. sddweller 3 weeks ago tlwfankrimson95 3 weeks ago 11:45
in video, there is missing a part. what happened then? greetz from Belgium, Rest in Peace,
all of ya tlwfankrimson95 3 weeks ago Alanissofunny 3 weeks ago NOTE They both
said it was a military plane and that was before that statement was made... Hmmm...
Guess ya missed that part? Go back to about 12 minute area and listen... Not no
American Airliner Alanissofunny 3 weeks ago sddweller 3 weeks ago @Alanissofunny
There is another video taken from a pier (see West Side Highway - Near Pier 59. Camera
records radio... ) where someone says, "That was not an American Airlines." Us or them,
whoever did it, has a real f**ked up mind. sddweller 3 weeks ago MANUTD620 3 weeks
ago still think of this regualy,rest in peace all of you MANUTD620 3 weeks ago
xxbrcakxx 3 weeks ago If your still dumb enough to think the taliban did this please watch
this video... Vinnie Paz - End of Days xxbrcakxx 3 weeks ago magnusak1 3 weeks ago
fucking smelly iraqs, we should fucking kill all of them for fuck sake! they dont deserve
to live . magnusak1 3 weeks ago batterseaspark 3 weeks ago @magnusak1..... A dumbass
piece of shit like you deserves to live...??? FUCK-OFF YOU IMBECILE!!!!!!!
batterseaspark 3 weeks ago magnusak1 3 weeks ago @batterseaspark shut the fuck up ,
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arab scum. toutch me and I will know you down! fucking pussy afghan! magnusak1 3
weeks ago batterseaspark 3 weeks ago @magnusak1 Relax kid!!.......Welcome to the real
world!!! batterseaspark 3 weeks ago magnusak1 3 weeks ago @batterseaspark haha
killing is maybe real world for you. not your fault, you have grown up in afghan land,
there is nothing else than killing there. hahahahaaha magnusak1 3 weeks ago
batterseaspark 3 weeks ago @magnusak1 Thats a silly response kid,you must be new to
Y.T. you will get your electronic arse kicked if you keep posting vileness on here.....so
grow up and be a MAN. batterseaspark 3 weeks ago maarcel12 3 weeks ago holy shit..
maarcel12 3 weeks ago JohnSuarz 3 weeks ago Bastards JohnSuarz 3 weeks ago
RNXPayne 3 weeks ago Also whoever still believes that the taliban did this and it wasn't
staged are the most naive, pig headed, stupid, chavinistic idiots of all time. Like a bunch
of retarded arabs could fly 2 planes with such precision that even the most trained pilots
have said they could "never" do. Theres also no way they building's went down without
explosives at the foundations. The level of stupidity from the american people who think
it wasn't planned by shadow goverment is absolutley incredible. RNXPayne 3 weeks ago
Kydan250 3 weeks ago @RNXPayne Please learn about the structural integrity of the
WTCs. You do realise they were built from a steel frame? Steel can melt, and that was
exactly what happened; that transferred energy from an immensely heavy object hurtling
into the frame, after enough time, melted/weakened at the impact point enough such that
it could not support the weight above and collapsed, causing a cascade effect. Oh and
sure, so noone can fly a plane with that precision...they just flew themselves. Kydan250
3 weeks ago NesBoy1985 3 weeks ago @Kydan250 Actually thermite can melt anything
up to 4500 F, which was used here NesBoy1985 3 weeks ago NesBoy1985 3 weeks ago
@Kydan250 Actually thermite can melt anything as it reaches 4500 F, which was used
here NesBoy1985 3 weeks ago batterseaspark 3 weeks ago President Bush and Vice
President Cheney REFUSED to testify publicly under OATH about 911. They finally
made a deal with the Commission to testify on April 29, 2004, with specific
conditions:They would testify together, They would testify? behind closed doors, They
would NOT be under OATH, and Their testimony would not be recorded electronically
or transcribed ! =CRIMINAL GOVERNMENT=INSIDE JOB batterseaspark 3 weeks
ago RNXPayne 3 weeks ago Dear retarded top comment. You say it doesn't matter who
did it. Alright then, you go ahead and let your own murderers get away with it.
RNXPayne 3 weeks ago batterseaspark 3 weeks ago whatever.. i wouldnt give 200 MAN
S.A.S or whatever team of specialised forces a rat in hells chance of achieving such a
successful operation against the huge giant that is the American home defences and
intelligence services without INSIDE HELP.[you kidding me!!??] And if the supposed
terrorists were so sophisticated and professional....why would they learn to fly planes in
AMERICA?They couldnt fart without it being logged by intelligence... and to
simultaneously hijack planes????? batterseaspark 3 weeks ago CPhockeyplayer 3 weeks
ago @batterseaspark dirty sand monkey CPhockeyplayer 3 weeks ago batterseaspark 3
weeks ago @CPhockeyplayer....... I am IRISH .....i cant help that.......YOU are
IGNORANT you can fix that .....do some research!! batterseaspark 3 weeks ago
upthedub1 3 weeks ago 15 @batterseaspark UP THE IRISH, upthedub1 3 weeks ago 15
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batterseaspark 3 weeks ago 10 @upthedub1 .....YES SIR!....and also UP THE
TRUTHERS!! .....AND THE REBEL SPIRIT!! batterseaspark 3 weeks ago 10
batterseaspark 3 weeks ago Pres. Bush and V Pres. Cheney REFUSED to testify publicly
under OATH about 911.[ Only an investigation intoThe greatest MASS-MURDER
crime in U.S. History!!! ] They finally made a deal with the Commission to testify on
April 29, 2004, with specific conditions:They would testify together, behind closed
doors, They would NOT be under OATH, and Their testimony would not be recorded
electronically or transcribed.... and only 3 handpicked comissioners to be present??..CAN
SOMEONE EXPLAIN??? batterseaspark 3 weeks ago batterseaspark 3 weeks ago The
day before 911 Rumsfeld announced on t.v. quote " the adversary is close at hand..and in
the pentagon...$2.3trillion dollars is missing from pentagon accounts ." [its here on YT]
The next day a " plane " hits the pentagon killing 37 out of 45 people working in
accounts!!! [it killed over 100 ]. Someone got lucky..DOV ZAKHEIM was pentagon
comptroller then.. a dual u.s. /israeli citizen and former C.E.O. of fly by remote
manufacturer and radical zionist... ROBBERY/MURDER! yeah for real!! batterseaspark
3 weeks ago batterseaspark 3 weeks ago Found mohamed attas passport in debris and his
red bandana! [that is too funny!!]....but the planes[phoney!] black-boxes too damaged!!
uh?? many of the"supposed" hijackers [7 i believe] reported themselves still alive days
after?? If they could execute such a sophisticated and co-ordinated attack....why dumb
down to underpants,bra and shoe bombing!!? Why no martyrdom rituals held before or
after for the attackers??..always carried out by muslims for martyrs and filmed and
posted to the media. batterseaspark 3 weeks ago Dmglegend2008 3 weeks ago This ugly
world is full of lies and destruction. Nobody gives a shit whats happening today is just a
nightmare. Brainwashed propaganda everywhere and nobody is fighting for weak and
innocent people. And dont call to God, God will not help you, but a few men who know
the reason why and know what to do will help Dmglegend2008 3 weeks ago MrHunnia 3
weeks ago @Dmglegend2008 Like who,Bush? MrHunnia 3 weeks ago MrHunnia 3
weeks ago If You interested found out out in wikipedia The Treaty of Trianon.
MrHunnia 3 weeks ago sasa15690 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam that was a fake that terrorists did it sasa15690 3 weeks ago Dmglegend2008 3
weeks ago Everybody knows the holocaust of WW 2, you know why that happened?
Because many know the truth, but nobody response to it. 6 000 000 Murdered and the
world just watched them die. Until the Nazi regime attacked USSR and other european
contries. What have we learned? Today is happening the same and nobody response to it,
we have the technology and ressources to safe many people from death. But know what?
Our governments do nothing. And they dont help us. We destroy ourselves and this
world too... Dmglegend2008 3 weeks ago MrHunnia 3 weeks ago @Dmglegend2008
Jew's are different again because You know they had the money to make the war.And
very less people knew what is going on realy.But You know my country was a part of
the 1st. and the 2nd WW.But in the 1st it the reason was the same as for U.S. to attack
Afghanistan.Our king was killed by the sabotage in Serbia.That's why we attack them and
the rest just joined.In the second one hmm it's an interesting because if we would'nt join
to Hitler than we could be as PolandSowesafealotjews MrHunnia 3 weeks ago
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rammsteinvideos101 3 weeks ago at least the terrorists in the plane got burned to death in
the plane explosin and also in hell! rammsteinvideos101 3 weeks ago Dmglegend2008 3
weeks ago The governments manipulate us, they say we fight for freedom to safe the
world, but they only use us in their missions for more oil, more money... We are like light
bulbs for them. If you die they change it out, you think is not the truth? In last days of
your life you will remember this here. Millions and millions need help all over the world,
because they need something to eat, their children die every day, where is the freedom
force, who will save them? UN? USA? You? I? Dmglegend2008 3 weeks ago MrHunnia 3
weeks ago @Dmglegend2008 Look Why in Africa the people can't hold together as You
can see here or there?This is what I dont understand why they can't do Union's as we do
off course it's not perfect but anyway here I think we living in bigger freedom as You do
my brother in the other part of the ocean.And it's so fucking sad that just because of the
money,minerals etc. Attack an other countries in the name of Jesus or Peace or
whatever.It's just not ferr.And I believe so we have to do about it something. MrHunnia 3
weeks ago Dmglegend2008 3 weeks ago @MrHunnia They cant create a union, because
this is not an interest of our governments and big corporations. They want african people
to stay poor and not well educated, because its much easier to steal their water and their
lifes. They cant answer, because they are always in conflicts with other african nations,
manipulated by governments and corporations. We are alle humans, we are one race not
matter black, white or else, but they dont realize it. Dmglegend2008 3 weeks ago
Dmglegend2008 3 weeks ago I am here to open your eyes. There is corruption
everywhere, in every nation. You think the war in Iraq or in Afghanistan was for fought
for peace? You think 4000+ US soldiers died for freedom? You left a nation to die in
chaos and destruction, hunger and criminals dominate in Iraq. This is the freedom? Most
of you people are not bad, but many of us are blinded. Day for day the propaganda on
TV. The same happens in Europe. Humanity created a world full of hate and hunger.
Dmglegend2008 3 weeks ago xavier1703 3 weeks ago santa got drunk xavier1703 3 weeks
ago FaNdAcS 3 weeks ago Exposes by (america)for attack of arab :/ FaNdAcS 3 weeks
ago ms13xruss 3 weeks ago 11 september fuck NATO ! ms13xruss 3 weeks ago
Jesuspadawan 3 weeks ago Mrhunnia you are an idiot who cannot spell Jesuspadawan 3
weeks ago MrHunnia 3 weeks ago @Jesuspadawan Firstable what You have to know
about me.I learned in English in 6 month's before I never knew just:yes,no bla bla bla.I'
wondering when You can be able to do that with my languages:Slovakian and
Hungarian.So I'm sorry guys if I wrote something wrong but I think mostly the people
can understand my meanings.Or I was nervous and I typed fast I'm appologise.
MrHunnia 3 weeks ago DrSatansRadio 3 weeks ago at 19.42 you see explosions in the
windows. then late at 20.00 you see the elevator shaffs fall.....how can a building made
from concret steal and aspestus burn and fall?? it sad to see so many die for lies.
DrSatansRadio 3 weeks ago TheLoserSakaTheOiler 3 weeks ago 9/11 FTW!
TheLoserSakaTheOiler 3 weeks ago TimmeyB87 3 weeks ago i can't believe all u ppl who
think this is cool. its just sad to have so little in ur life u have to get excitement and feed
of the despair that so many ppl feel! neither the christians, or the muslims in these
comments i've read so far are right, and please, stop saying u wanna kill muslims, not
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ALL muslims are bad people! there are just some of them who wants to read the Quran
as they please, and therefor justify their actions as a reference to the Quran.. just like it
has been for years! TimmeyB87 3 weeks ago Yousufbholat95 3 weeks ago I want to say
this on behalf of all American Muslims, am a Muslim myself and was devastated by the
events of 9/11, even though the members of al quida and those hijackers are all Muslim
they are all going straight to hell, you know why. It's because the holy Quran tell all
Muslims to be peaceful not to kill innocent people, it is these kind of people that give
Islam a bad name Yousufbholat95 3 weeks ago TheYoungTurds1 3 weeks ago BURN
THE MOSQUE TO THE GROUND ON 9/11/2011. TheYoungTurds1 3 weeks ago
zmeter 3 weeks ago 12:10 "It was a military plane" Freakky Eye Witness report zmeter 3
weeks ago Lammetjonsson 3 weeks ago @zmeter Few civilians knew what happened that
day. Lammetjonsson 3 weeks ago Chicagobulls2011 3 weeks ago ﺱﺡ ﺓﻕﺵﺓ ﺍﻩﺍ ﺯﺍﻩ ﺕﺝﻩ
Chicagobulls2011 3 weeks ago 987nickthepick 3 weeks ago Hehe tower go boom good
day 987nickthepick 3 weeks ago whiteguy808 3 weeks ago @987nickthepick fuck you
troll whiteguy808 3 weeks ago MJS415 3 weeks ago Damn you Jesus! Oh wait, I think
it's Mohamed. =/ MJS415 3 weeks ago freecool88hi 3 weeks ago @MJS415 Your right
Muslim people are mean we support every country even the ones we fight with i mean
cant we go to new York with a god damn big building crashing we come home and say
how was new York you walk by saying oh nothing just the world trade center collapsed
freecool88hi 3 weeks ago dreamingsnake 3 weeks ago Makes me proud to be a Muslim.
dreamingsnake 3 weeks ago MJS415 3 weeks ago @dreamingsnake Makes me proud to
be over there killing Muslims... MJS415 3 weeks ago freecool88hi 3 weeks ago
@dreamingsnake dude your people are just jealous that are country kicks ass we make
movies we support countrys and were rich with movie stars and hollywood so screw you
guys you killed people freecool88hi 3 weeks ago idoitsogood 3 weeks ago
@dreamingsnake u make me sick thats not even funny if your just winding people up u
gotta draw the line somewhere and if your serious your got something lose upstairs go
and eat some ham relax your god ulah never existed and the kharan is bulshit if the pig
drank the water and your god died of thirst and thats why u don't eat pork that sounds
stupid c'mon man do you believe that idoitsogood 3 weeks ago MzFlyGuhh 3 weeks ago
this had me crying so much. MzFlyGuhh 3 weeks ago socomkingII 3 weeks ago I have
alot of things I truly wanna say here,but to most of you are not worth my givin breath to
speak on!You disrespect innocent lives who were lost for no reason at all!You could
never ever give a legit reason why you did it,but understand this you will pay for your
crime and the truth will be revealed,and the dead will be just!!Whom ever the culprit is
god will justify and judge when the time comes,so God bless and RIP to these lives
lost,and This planet is just simply a pathetic disgrace!! socomkingII 3 weeks ago
johntitorlives 3 weeks ago So much hate for America and so much sympthathy for
Muslims. Just you wait when America crumbles like the twin towers and the peace
loving Muslims move in and tell you to convert or die, you will cry for your mommy and
wish to God you could have your country back. johntitorlives 3 weeks ago
911theinsidejob 3 weeks ago The sad part is the Muslims get the bad rap when it wasn't
Muslims at all. this whole deal was pulled of by a bunch of Israeli mossad agents. But I
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bet we go on hating the Muslims. . 911, THE OBVIOUS INSIDE JOB!! 911theinsidejob
3 weeks ago JasmineBitsy 3 weeks ago Obama had to be in on this! JasmineBitsy 3
weeks ago 911theinsidejob 3 weeks ago @JasmineBitsy Obama is just a pawn in a big
conspiracy that is the US government. 911theinsidejob 3 weeks ago djskullwars 3 weeks
ago well...looks like they never cleaned the towers before...at least they are now
djskullwars 3 weeks ago johntitorlives 3 weeks ago I love how the idiots blame Bush for
9-11 when it was Clinton who had many chances to kill Bin Laden and didn't. Funny how
they forget that part. johntitorlives 3 weeks ago Vanhalenarmy5150 3 weeks ago bush
shouldnt have bittin back, all bn ladden wanted was hate Vanhalenarmy5150 3 weeks ago
johntitorlives 3 weeks ago 92nycgirl, go right ahead don't give a shit. What are you going
to do next threaten to cut off my head? Don't forget Islam is the religion of peace, HA
HA yeah right. When it's wiped from the face of the earth mankind can finally breathe a
sigh of relief. johntitorlives 3 weeks ago 92NycGirl 3 weeks ago @johntitorlives So is
christian dumb dumb,..also if we were so peaceful we wouldnt attacked your twin towers
dumbass...haha...also its chirstans who need to be wiped the earth and we will be the ones
who are going to be relief losers!!! 92NycGirl 3 weeks ago akabigdaddydawg 3 weeks ago
My dog died because he had to pick body parts out of this mess. I refuse to believe that
we are SO powerless to catch that fucking asshole terrorist. It's been almost ten years and
that slob, that fucking sand nigger, is still running loose. I want Osama to fertilize the
White House lawn. Wake up America, and destroy these asshole terrorists! Make me
President, and I'll get him. It;s been too long. akabigdaddydawg 3 weeks ago
LSBonnPower 3 weeks ago @akabigdaddydawg easier said than done LSBonnPower 3
weeks ago Juiceboxmania89 3 weeks ago i remember sitting in my 1st grade class and
hearing my teacher telling us that we were going home and she couldnt tell us why....:(
Juiceboxmania89 3 weeks ago MarcEazzy 3 weeks ago I wonder what lead her to say that
it was a military plane? I was at Fort Knox, Kentucky doing emergency evacuations on
the M1A1 tank when this happened. Our D.S. told us we are about to have Vietnam part
2 on our hands. MarcEazzy 3 weeks ago Section31Captain 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam As a 9/11 family member it is still difficult to
watch the events of that that day. However, I strongly believe that we must not shy
away from those horrific images, lest we truly forget. I wanted to thank you for sharing a
very moving video from your unique perspective of a tragedy that changed us all.
Section31Captain 3 weeks ago Section31Captain 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam As a 9/11 family member it is still difficult to watch the
events of that that day. However, I strongly believe that we must not shy away from
those horrific images, lest we truly forget. I wanted to thank you for sharing a very
moving video from your unique perspective of a tragedy that changed us all.
Section31Captain 3 weeks ago itsGerbilsworld 3 weeks ago I hope Bush burns in hell and
gets raped by satan's 16 inch firey dick. itsGerbilsworld 3 weeks ago TubeYouReport 3
weeks ago @itsGerbilsworld Why? TubeYouReport 3 weeks ago 92NycGirl 3 weeks ago
@itsGerbilsworld your stupid bush has nothing to do with it retard hes not a magical
human who can stopped this from happening,by snapping his fingers or saying a spell.
nobody had controll over that plan besides the hijackers nobody had any power to stop
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there was nothing that anybody could do...what do you want bush to do get a 500 feet
ladder and save those people impossible there is no ladder that big. 92NycGirl 3 weeks
ago itsGerbilsworld 3 weeks ago @92NycGirl I didn't say he couldn't stop it but he does
have something to do with it, dipshit. You don't have to be such a prick about it.
itsGerbilsworld 3 weeks ago 92NycGirl 3 weeks ago @itsGerbilsworld your the one
whos a dipshit..how the hell do you know he did you having fucking proof...you dont
work in the white you dont know what goes down in the white house where all the
people are who pass laws..and do all the other stuff 92NycGirl 3 weeks ago ATLB505 3
weeks ago @itsGerbilsworld ur fucking ignorant. u go to hell ATLB505 3 weeks ago
itsGerbilsworld 3 weeks ago @ATLB505 Get off Bush's nuts. itsGerbilsworld 3 weeks
ago DrPepper74719 3 weeks ago When I like this video, Im not liking that they fell.....Im
liking because of the memoories and for everyone who were killed in this tragic event.
Rest In Peace, From Canada. DrPepper74719 3 weeks ago johntitorlives 3 weeks ago
007skatman007, it would be nice if people didn't go around hating each other but there
will always be evil in this world. America is not perfect and our gov does bad things just
like other countries but we cannot be compared to the terrorists. Muslims want to
convert everyone to Islam. johntitorlives 3 weeks ago FRANKMANNACO700 3 weeks
ago I WANT TO SUCK HER TOES FRANKMANNACO700 3 weeks ago
FRANKMANNACO700 3 weeks ago Comment removed CooldudeTime8888 3 weeks
ago I had never seen this video before and it kind of makes me shiver.. 9/11 will never be
forgoten. God bless the family and friends of the victims. R.I.P. CooldudeTime8888 3
weeks ago 007skatman007 3 weeks ago What happened that day should not ever happen
too many lives lost in vain and the 9/11 event was covered to blame others. God forgive
those who gone between us and bless us all. Life is too short to waste time hating people.
R.I.P from Romania 007skatman007 3 weeks ago johntitorlives 3 weeks ago It is good
Americans are burnign the Quran. It is a hateful brainwashing book that is used to recruit
terrorists so Islam can take over the world. It should be burned and turned into ashes.
Gen. Patreus is a puppet for Obama he is bending over and taking it in the ass from the
Muslims just like so many cowardly politicians and Americans. Stand up to the Muslims
and get a backbone. If you continue to be politically correct and continue to bow down to
them they WILL take over this country. johntitorlives 3 weeks ago 92NycGirl 3 weeks
ago @johntitorlives shut up bitch the only thing that needs to get burned is you
dumbass...i should burn your bible...bitch 92NycGirl 3 weeks ago FantasyPNTM 3
weeks ago What a terrible event. It really must have taken a lot of courage to post this.
Thanks for informing everyone about this horrible tragedy. FantasyPNTM 3 weeks ago
divinedw1ndx2 3 weeks ago US is cold hearted, corrupt, two faced, liers, brain washers
sorrry to say, but US let the terrorist bomb the world trade... WAR means MONEY for
the goverment.America is selfish. Bush is the cause of "911" Us works with the talibans
divinedw1ndx2 3 weeks ago bratchercrystalful 3 weeks ago @divinedw1ndx2 no we are
not.that is a bunch of bull shit.you take that back. bratchercrystalful 3 weeks ago
92NycGirl 3 weeks ago @divinedw1ndx2 bush didnt do nutting so shut up 92NycGirl 3
weeks ago kenoracan 3 weeks ago what is it that shows up flying in the air to the right of
the towers at 11:47?...does anyone know? kenoracan 3 weeks ago 007skatman007 3
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weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam i've seen it too
007skatman007 3 weeks ago 007skatman007 3 weeks ago Comment removed
DrPepper74719 3 weeks ago @kenoracan I think its another plane because theres
airports or its a helicopter.. not sure. DrPepper74719 3 weeks ago johntitorlives 3 weeks
ago As of mid 2010, the Pew Forum's estimate 1.57 billion Muslims in the world. With
that number, they represent 22% of the world's population. They are the second largest
religion in the world. Only Christianity is larger, with 33% of the world's inhabitants -- a
little over 2 billion. Islam is growing about 2.9% per year. This is faster than the total
world population which increases about 2.3% annually. It is thus attracting a
progressively larger percentage of the world's population. johntitorlives 3 weeks ago
ezisakoolkat 3 weeks ago This chick is totally in on the brainwashing - I mean within
minutes of the first tower being hit she says - 'That's what I was thinking, that it was a
terrorist attack' - How the HELL can someone predict something so soon? If this chick
can predict something like that so quickly - she should be playing the damn lottery.
Gimme a break!! Talk about selling a lie - Yes innocent people died and yes innocent
people have been injured/sick - but the lie that has been sold to the world is disgusting!!
ezisakoolkat 3 weeks ago Alex555666555 3 weeks ago R.I.P from the United Kingdom
Alex555666555 3 weeks ago Alex555666555 3 weeks ago R.I.P all the Americans lost
during and after the 9/11 attacks on the world trade center Alex555666555 3 weeks ago
autremedia 3 weeks ago palestine - irak - afganistant - afrique - amérique latine - asie a
tout les peuples morts, pas que aux USA autremedia 3 weeks ago Wannalivelife 3 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam were the building of 9/11
brought down py two planes? CLEARLY NO What made building 7 the third building
collapse? surely not fire Bush administration didnt make it... just the wrong way to make
people believe it is a conspiracy theory... Bush adm. would not kill 3000 people to go to
iraq... and they got NO oil out of this war... who profited from the war in Iraq then? Who
has enough political power IN this Us to lead them into war? who has media power to
spread around lies? ISRAEL Wannalivelife 3 weeks ago IwshIcldstrtover 3 weeks ago Oh,
man. This is is the most dramatic video I have seen, to date. It made me start to cry when
the videographer started reacting to what she was taping what witnessed.
IwshIcldstrtover 3 weeks ago Nick243678 3 weeks ago and now they want to build a
fucking mosque on the same spot Nick243678 3 weeks ago harristhelucky 3 weeks ago i
liked it when the airplane crashed it was a cool moment take that racist americans
harristhelucky 3 weeks ago muffins919 3 weeks ago @harristhelucky you should have
been in a plane crashing into a building in your crappy country muffins919 3 weeks ago
ragewar513 3 weeks ago @harristhelucky hey you fucking iraq peace of shit or what
every country your from you should go fight in the war and i hope a US soldger shoots
the shit out of you .along with the other people in your country ! ragewar513 3 weeks
ago Nocturne2 3 weeks ago Did you guys do that editing? Nocturne2 3 weeks ago
Dmglegend2008 3 weeks ago 26 Soon is 11 September, dont matter if it was terrorists or
CIA or who ever. Fact is innocent people died there, people lost their children, fathers,
mothers, brothers and sisters. Even the best army on the entire planet cant protect you.
Nobody can. 9 Years have passed since this tragedy and we have learned nothing... Our
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world is full of shit and hatered. There is no democracy, there is no freedom, just stupid
talk everyday everywhere, end of discussion... Dmglegend2008 3 weeks ago 26
MrHunnia 3 weeks ago @Dmglegend2008 I agree I pushed the like button.But I think
mostly USA is the cause of almost all the fucking war's that's my opinion.What if ones
USA gonna step back for once?? MrHunnia 3 weeks ago dkmovie123 3 weeks ago
@Dmglegend2008 45 FUUUUUCK YOU BITCH!!! dkmovie123 3 weeks ago
Dmglegend2008 3 weeks ago Welcome to 21 century, everything what was build upon
years was destroyed in hours - you dont need to watch a apocalypse blockbuster like
armageddon, no no we got our real life, this is more, more terrible then you have ever seen
Dmglegend2008 3 weeks ago stepheng1483 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam I've been researching this for a while, and all the evidence points to
9/11 being an inside job, by Israel. It is part of their plans to get the West to hate
Muslims in preparation for their planned wars in that area. stepheng1483 3 weeks ago
oeyesea 3 weeks ago Saudi Arabia did this and Bush did nothing to them. They walked
away without even a slap on the wrist, nothing. Justice was never done for this. We need
leaders who will mete out justice for this. oeyesea 3 weeks ago TheSaddestThought 3
weeks ago RIP Eric TheSaddestThought 3 weeks ago watchingYou2020 3 weeks ago
hahaha this made me happy. watchingYou2020 3 weeks ago MrHunnia 3 weeks ago
@watchingYou2020 what made You happy? MrHunnia 3 weeks ago watchingYou2020 3
weeks ago @MrHunnia the planes crashing into the buildings and huge explosions.
watchingYou2020 3 weeks ago FunnyWiggas 3 weeks ago @watchingYou2020 ur sick
and fuck off FunnyWiggas 3 weeks ago watchingYou2020 3 weeks ago @FunnyWiggas
how am i sick? watchingYou2020 3 weeks ago xx9MMxx 3 weeks ago @FunnyWiggas i
enjoy watching this everyday i check this xx9MMxx 3 weeks ago new222utube 3 weeks
ago @watchingYou2020 The fact that a few sand niggers died too, makes me happy
new222utube 3 weeks ago watchingYou2020 3 weeks ago @new222utube ...... why are
you talking to me. watchingYou2020 3 weeks ago MrHunnia 3 weeks ago But I have a
REAL bad feeling about Iran if You fuck with tham than You not gonna survive.They are
real bad.They have much more bigger army much more trained and their morality it's up
in the sky when (i think) they here Kill the American's.And I really believe so that You
shall no go there.Good luck with that.You should fix Your health system and the rassist
things plus the gangs.Good luck with that too. MrHunnia 3 weeks ago MrHunnia 3
weeks ago 6 You American's and the rest brainwashed people You know what I'm just
laughing at You not who You lost but on how the media and the politicians can manipulte
You.USA had to make a step because they running out of minerals and oil.You can
critisate me I don't care but me and many people know the true.If You calling me an idiot
how is that possible that no jewish people had a working day that day?Why USA's Air
Force did not shot the airplane off?They had to see it that smthing it's wrong.Halooo???
MrHunnia 3 weeks ago 6 lilhotsho 3 weeks ago @MrHunnia solid statement!! lilhotsho 3
weeks ago lilhotsho 3 weeks ago @MrHunnia solid statement lilhotsho 3 weeks ago
MrHunnia 3 weeks ago @lilhotsho Oh yeeah MrHunnia 3 weeks ago Mr2PacsFather 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @MrHunnia i slap your
face =) Mr2PacsFather 3 weeks ago smileycheerer 3 weeks ago @MrHunnia are you an
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idiot?! that rumour was documented by the Lebanese Hezbollah-owned satellite
television channel Al-Manar, and was later deemed to be false. and approx 500 jews died
in the world trade centre alone. also, why would americans do something like that?! the
funny thing is, al queda admitted they did it, so stop spouting crap you uneducated little
piece of shit smileycheerer 3 weeks ago MrHunnia 3 weeks ago @smileycheerer What if
Al Queda hired by U.S to exist why dont You catch al ready Osama and the rest of
them?Because Al Queda never exists and Osama a good actor.That's my opinion.But just
think about You call the Iraq-i Afghan citizen's which blow them self for their country I'm
wondering what You wanna do to kill the invaders?I'm sure the same to somehow kill
them.This is not for Muslim God or Allah.This is to kill the invaders I think.I'm not U.S.
citizen I'm not Arab.I am Europeanandateist MrHunnia 3 weeks ago smileycheerer 3
weeks ago @MrHunnia omgosh why do you believe in such crap? why would the usa
'hire' osama and then go to such lengths to try and find someone they have fired? and
what invaders, im confused? smileycheerer 3 weeks ago jason135xxx 3 weeks ago
hahahahahahaha the people were jumping out of the building their so fucken stupid they
probably thought they would live their so stupid when i saw this on tv i almost pissed
myself from laughter the when the towers fell i pissed myself their so stupid jason135xxx
3 weeks ago MrHunnia 3 weeks ago @jason135xxx but You know You should not write
this here I dont know what da fuck You do in this case??I think than You really pee and
shit in Your pant's.I dont think they jumped out just for fun or to survive they had to
make a choice and everyone shall respect that.Do not laugh on it because You never know
what kind of people are here which can easily found out who you are and than you gonna
also pee in Your pant's.Kind Regards:MrHunnia:-) MrHunnia 3 weeks ago escrikrijo 3
weeks ago INSIDE JOBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB ¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡ escrikrijo 3 weeks ago
new222utube 3 weeks ago @escrikrijo LMFAO oh your one of those people? shakes
head saddly new222utube 3 weeks ago Lttlrvrt09 3 weeks ago The New Generations
Pearl Harbor, GOD BLESS AMERICA. My heart sank that day hard to watch but we
should never forget who did this and never relent to there TATICS. Rest of America says
no GZ MOSQUE. Lttlrvrt09 3 weeks ago avamp1 3 weeks ago Anyone that would
accept that mosque being built around the corner from this has to be out of their minds! I
pray it never gets built! My heart still hurts just viewing this.. avamp1 3 weeks ago
ahmedelmoon 3 weeks ago That's the least thing we should do after what the USA army
did in iraq and afgh. ahmedelmoon 3 weeks ago armyrangers88 3 weeks ago fucking osama
bin laden ill cut your head off if we find you! we already found your friend sadam so
your next buddy look out we. will. kill you. we know your in afghanistan just come out!
its over for you piece of shit! i dont care if its 9 years later ill slit your throat for what
your asshole friends have done to family members that were in these towers. your
fucking done armyrangers88 3 weeks ago aeninja 3 weeks ago @armyrangers88 Lets be
realistic. You can't do anything. aeninja 3 weeks ago 15lafan 3 weeks ago @junky931 we
are sad because it was a day of death to over thousands of innocent americans. So you can
go suck the devil's cock you fucking gay ass good for nothing son of a mother fucking
bitch. Go rot in hell you dic sucker. Fuck you and your gay mother fucking parents for
not giving a shit about other Americans you mother fucking cock sucker 15lafan 3 weeks
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ago 15lafan 3 weeks ago This world we now live in is so sinical. Fuck those dirty
Muslims for destroying America. When 9/11 arrived, ashes, smoke, and souls of the hard
working filled all of NY. Fuck bush for acting like a gay fag which he is still and not taking
action until every thing was said and done. God bless america 15lafan 3 weeks ago
SkullOfTheDeath 3 weeks ago R.I.P from Spain and RIP My cousin died, he was on an
restaurant in North Tower :´( Saddest day on my life was 11 Sept. 2001
SkullOfTheDeath 3 weeks ago Tettuli 3 weeks ago i was 7, and on my vacation in new
york when this happend Tettuli 3 weeks ago SuperRonaldo90 3 weeks ago Repercutiu no
mundo todo, até nos telejornais brasileiros os atques aos EUA no dia 11/09/2001
SuperRonaldo90 3 weeks ago darthroach12 3 weeks ago I remember seeing this on tv
when I was 4 years old at my preschool I'm now 13 and It's almost been 9 years since
America faced one of the worst attacks since Pearl Harbor it's just really shocking and the
FBI and CIA told George W. that something like this was going to happen but he was so
fucking retarded that he ignored it I'm glad that prick isn't president anymore if Obama
was president he could've prevented 9/11 but this is just shocking and I hope nothing like
this happens again. darthroach12 3 weeks ago coloradooo99 3 weeks ago 8 What a terribel
thing that was! I saw that on TV. I've never been to the U.S. But this touched me. Must
never happen again in any similar way! RIP to everyone and god bless the bereaved!
coloradooo99 3 weeks ago 8 Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago And i know where I'm
goin. And I know the truth. I know what Islam is. And I know the truth. I know where
your going for suck aggressive aditude(17sport) and you grandpa Terry jones. Racist all
over you Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago 17sport.
Now look i love this country more then life and itself, but its deremined to make my life
live in hell. I donate to' poor. I ask god forgivness. I served in Iraqi America conflict.
Terry poster jones is your peace maker? Arrested for CHILD PORN. I have the right to
burn a bible. I won't cause that would make me as bad as YOU Gochicagobulls4ever 3
weeks ago picwhoff 3 weeks ago Respond to this video... l gave them day and the time
back in 1998. lt was records on ONSLOW COUNTY 911 on the night of SEPT 08.
picwhoff 3 weeks ago grazer7 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam 9/11 was an inside job! grazer7 3 weeks ago grazer7 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was an inside job! grazer7 3 weeks ago
TheMimiLinchen 3 weeks ago DEUTSCH; Ich versteh das garnicht. WAS wurde am
tower gemacht, dass die türme so shcnell zusammenstürzten? TheMimiLinchen 3 weeks
ago LollipopDrew 3 weeks ago Why is there war between us? :'S LollipopDrew 3 weeks
ago asdasddsadsa123 3 weeks ago Sorry for peoples but this was a strategy game...
asdasddsadsa123 3 weeks ago AuslandCharlie 3 weeks ago We didnt find out until the
next morning. Mum pulled me from bed. My sister & her were just staring at the TV
when I walked out and turned to see the TV the first tower fell - I remember looking at
mum after abit. waiting for her to tell me it was a movie; she didnt. After the first tower
fell she made me get ready for school. I came back out and just sat there for another 3 hrs
crying - not understanding. I was barely 9, I could barely say terrorism let alone know
what it would mean to my life. AuslandCharlie 3 weeks ago Acceptable76 3 weeks ago
My dad saw some guy in Michigan, several hours after the 9/11 attack, he was driving
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down our street, in some older SUV... and he had a taberd... and a big beard. he was arab...
and he turned around IN the street.. rather than the drive ways.. because in the middle
east.. they don't have any driveways.. than he cought a glimpse of the license plate.. and
it said New Jersey. And he was dead fricking straight, that he thought that guy was part
of the attack. Acceptable76 3 weeks ago Harmpje5 3 weeks ago all the people who died
on 9- 11 R.I.P. we never forget you Harmpje5 3 weeks ago killerdishwasher9 3 weeks ago
9/11 FTW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-!!!!!!!!!!!!! killerdishwasher9 3 weeks ago Xxrader32xX
3 weeks ago @killerdishwasher9 May God damn you and all people like you. Amen.
Xxrader32xX 3 weeks ago MrAstrosfan 3 weeks ago im 11. my mom said i was 3 at this
time when it happened. she said she was done dropping off my sister and she heard it. i
live in san antonio texas. MrAstrosfan 3 weeks ago xleahxk 3 weeks ago I was 6 yrs old
about to turn 7 that month on the 30th . I came home from school & my mom was sitting
on the couch , she told me that my auntie Laura had died that day (8months pregnant) .
While she was telling me this i remember watching the tv while the World Trade Center
was on fire & tearing up , thinking .. what a horrible day . :'( xleahxk 3 weeks ago
MrConstantin007 3 weeks ago Comment removed JonnyHantsuk 3 weeks ago so sad,but
a great video doc, cant imagine how that must of felt.you had a great view.. thanks for
sharing x JonnyHantsuk 3 weeks ago purrytickle 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam The next time you travel through an airport - and secruity
are taking a liquid off you dont complain. They are making it safe for you to fly so thank
them for doing their bloody job!! Security has tightened and if you dont like it.. DONT
FLY! purrytickle 3 weeks ago purrytickle 3 weeks ago The next time you travel through
an airport - and secruity are taking a liquid off you dont complain. They are making it
safe for you to fly so thank them for doing their bloody job!! Security has tightened and
if you dont like it.. DONT FLY! purrytickle 3 weeks ago kulter20 3 weeks ago R.I.P
People who died there, and the hero's of the fire brigade, Engine No. 1. kulter20 3 weeks
ago platinumare 3 weeks ago This is really eerie footage, the song in the background,
please tell us you said Lily went to daycare there, was she ok????? platinumare 3 weeks
ago Junky931 3 weeks ago u guys have such a big cry over it. It was 9 years ago u guys
didnt die so who gives a fuck their americans anyways Junky931 3 weeks ago
xxrampagexx20 3 weeks ago @Junky931 wtf u saying ppl lost family and friends in their
all u got to say who gives a fuck! go fuck urself bro. xxrampagexx20 3 weeks ago
BigTimeRushJBFan 3 weeks ago @Junky931 Tell me how Hell is like when you die
okay!? BigTimeRushJBFan 3 weeks ago AuslandCharlie 3 weeks ago @Junky931 No
none of us died. We are just the ones with memories and emotions that have developed
from that day. We are the ones who have seen a war borne from the flames and smoke of
that day nine years ago. What does it matter what nationality people are - no one
deserved or deserves treatment like that. I'm not american and I along with many of my
mates laugh about the 'Yanks' but we care because they, like us, are humans. I pray to
whoever that they care if that happens to my Country. AuslandCharlie 3 weeks ago
new222utube 3 weeks ago @Junky931 I'm an american, what have I done to you? shit for
brains new222utube 3 weeks ago watchingYou2020 3 weeks ago @new222utube and
there's no reason to bring black people in and be racist. I'm talking about a tower and i'm
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white. watchingYou2020 3 weeks ago bsktball777 3 weeks ago @Junky931 THAT IS A
TERRIBLE THING TO SAY!!!!!!!!! Do you have any idea how many children lost their
parents? how many families were affected from this? I cant believe you would say crap
like that, thats LOW!!!! bsktball777 3 weeks ago Sizen1CP 3 weeks ago 1600 are
disliking from the mental institute. Sizen1CP 3 weeks ago TheOne123455 3 weeks ago
R.I.P From Canada TheOne123455 3 weeks ago Ubendorf 3 weeks ago As I sit here and
sip on my Heineken, I rememeber dude I was what? 16 years old and five months(could
not buy a beer ...at least legally LOL). I thought this was a movie they were playing in
the library. Man I had never heard of the World Trade Center shit nor "Terrorisim", But
then, as time went on, I realized this happens everyday in other parts of the world. I'm
25 years old now...They've built a mosque next to ground zero. I have no quams time
marches on dude....p e a c e 11:11 Ubendorf 3 weeks ago Ubendorf 3 weeks ago As I sit
here and sip on my Heineken, I rememeber dude I was what? 16 years old and five
months(could not buy a beer ...at least legally LOL). I thought this was a movie they
were playing in the library. Man I had never heard of the World Trade Center shit nor
"Terrorisim", But then, as time went on, I realized this happens everyday in other parts
of the world. I'm 25 years old now...They've built a mosque next to ground zero. I have
no quams time marches on dude....p e a c e 11:11 Ubendorf 3 weeks ago
Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago Coltxxxmofo. I agree. Accept the Allah part. Id like you
to' respect the muslims that died on 9 11 too. I respect christ.please man im askin you
nicly i served in the usa army and im muslim. Ive never said fck christ.
Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago joker57082 3 weeks ago i rekon KKK send them! xD
joker57082 3 weeks ago thecomebackkid79 3 weeks ago RIP ALL pepole NYPD
SHIELD#19705 miss you my friend we will get that son of a biotch bil ladden and his
whole fucking family thecomebackkid79 3 weeks ago MrLetisia 3 weeks ago to all the
people that are thinking negative about arabs and islam, for one arabs is not a 123 number
but it's a whole nation of nations in middle east, africa and are every where in the world,
and islam is a religion not a tribe or an army name, most of the people have the wrong
idea about arabs and islam, as for me i'm an arab and proud to be one, and a muslim as
well my heart goes out to those innocent people that day on septepmber the 11th of
2001. as for you my dear brothers read the quran. MrLetisia 3 weeks ago
AndrewQuiroz24 3 weeks ago That was a fucked up day. Fuck terrorists.
AndrewQuiroz24 3 weeks ago Dreadfulj0ker 3 weeks ago I'm Canadian and I fucken feel
bad for all those people in there! So much people died that day. We lost so many people
and we should we should Thank all those firefighters police etc.. It's sad how this can
happen in and hour you now wonder what will happen tomorow or 20 or 50 years from
now! That's sad and I'm Canadian and u guys get my sympathy Dreadfulj0ker 3 weeks
ago Bennyftw94 3 weeks ago HAHAHAHAHAHAAHAHAHAHAHA LOOK AT
THOSE PEOPLE JUMP YAAAAAAAAY Bennyftw94 3 weeks ago cataloni10 3
weeks ago Comment removed Shogun479 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam KILL JUDE!!!!!! Shogun479 3 weeks ago Shogun479 3 weeks ago
KILL JUDE!!!!!! Shogun479 3 weeks ago Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago 17sport,
back off. You Are not american . You brainwashed get off ur lazy Ass. And read the
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islamic holy book instead of watching cnn and fox Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago
17sport 3 weeks ago @Gochicagobulls4ever hey hey national burn the Quran book
september 11th, 2010 17sport 3 weeks ago albokilla1 3 weeks ago @17sport your a
fucking peace of shit for saying that people like you should honestly just not live you
really have the audacity to talk about a single race you ignorant pussy albokilla1 3 weeks
ago 17sport 3 weeks ago @albokilla1 you got it mr fancy word ;) 17sport 3 weeks ago
JAEAREONE 3 weeks ago Why is America on israel's dick hop, and if they weren't this
would ve never happend. JAEAREONE 3 weeks ago Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago
17sport. I was indeed I. The army idiot( rode plane USA f127, was infantry, serg.) blah
blah blah??? I know who I am. You do not know who I am. I expected your
unknowledgeable thinking to say" all Muslims kill Americans" although I'm not surprised,
I did not harm any Americans and tried not to harm civlians. I'd like you to leave now
Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago 17sport 3 weeks ago @Gochicagobulls4ever yeah your
so sure you have to keep reassuring on youtube. allah has a nice place for you in hell
17sport 3 weeks ago Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago 17sport. I served in the army you
idiot. I'm Muslim. I know who I AM. Not some guy over the Internet. Im no
terrorist(lol) I'm no racist( unlike YOU) Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago 17sport 3
weeks ago @Gochicagobulls4ever blah blah blah. so did my brothers. and so did the guy
at ft. hood who killed americans you fag 17sport 3 weeks ago sc00ter711 3 weeks ago
this was a horrible act against humanity. it has effected me in so many ways . it's a
nightmare that won't go away sc00ter711 3 weeks ago YogiBear13 3 weeks ago Bush
made a lot of retarded decisions. He went into Iraq which was the wrong place to go,
tanked our economy, and started the hemorraging of bailouts which Obama continues to
rape us with but to say that 9/11 was an inside job and even worse the thumbs up. Go
fuck all of you who claim that and give us a shred of credable evidence backing up your
claim. RIP 9/11 victims, most of us remember where we were at that moment.
YogiBear13 3 weeks ago CommunistsManifesto 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @YogiBear13 Shut up Faggot CommunistsManifesto 3
weeks ago 17sport 3 weeks ago MUSLIM = TERRORIST... TERRORIST = MUSLIM
17sport 3 weeks ago coolboysunny123 3 weeks ago @17sport i m sorry but, u r wrong
dude, Muslims, Christians, Hindus, Sikhs all are brothers..... but there are some people
who are stubborn and trying to delete peace from earth. and ruin Muslim's reputation .
TERRORISTS HAVE NO RELIGION...... coolboysunny123 3 weeks ago 17sport 3
weeks ago @coolboysunny123 umm no. only christians go to heaven. THE REST TO
HELL!. AND NO BROTHERS! 17sport 3 weeks ago BE101EMO 3 weeks ago This has
been
flagged
as
spam
show
hide
Not
Spam
^__^
looooooooooooooooooooooooooooo-oooooool
BE101EMO
3
weeks
ago
COLTxxxMOFO 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@BE101EMO what the fuck is wrong with you you piece of shit bitch COLTxxxMOFO
3 weeks ago ItsMeCJNH 3 weeks ago On the other hand, Jesus that looks horrible. And
you aren't talking like you think it is horrible, you are all like 'look right there and stuff.
You american fucks have no idea. ItsMeCJNH 3 weeks ago ItsMeCJNH 3 weeks ago
You got to play the text in the beginning a little slower for the non-english speaking
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countries :) ItsMeCJNH 3 weeks ago 17sport 3 weeks ago down with ISLAM. ! down
with Allah! THE REAL GOD will lead America! Rise UP USA!!!!!!!! 17sport 3 weeks
ago zsoccastar007 3 weeks ago @17sport fuck u. im american and ima muslim. there is a
huge a muslim is a person...a human. not a terrorist. there is a huge differnece
zsoccastar007 3 weeks ago 17sport 3 weeks ago @zsoccastar007 yeah youre going to
HELL muslim 17sport 3 weeks ago COLTxxxMOFO 3 weeks ago @17sport fuck you
and allah bitch COLTxxxMOFO 3 weeks ago Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago I know
who I am as a muslim. A peace maker. Not some racist stranger calling me terrorist
Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago BodySpammer 3 weeks ago they cut the impact part
BodySpammer 3 weeks ago Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago Koreangurl101. Stop, I
Muslim. I know who I am, not a lier over the Internet. I know what islam is. And i know
your the real extremist Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago 9Rachel91 3 weeks ago Who
would ever do this? 9Rachel91 3 weeks ago brandino12332 3 weeks ago we will never
forget brandino12332 3 weeks ago OhHeyImBridget 3 weeks ago Though this was an
extremely tragic moment in history. I'm not gonna lie the dust and watching the second
tower fall looked epic. OhHeyImBridget 3 weeks ago bigbrother1994 3 weeks ago Taped
Destroyed by FAA While most of the evidence,such as recordings of communications
with pilots of the doomed aircraft,remains in the category of missing,with no one held to
accountable,some evidence is now known to be destroyed.report issued on5/6/2004@the
request of Sen.John McCain concluded that an audiotape recording of communications
with the planes on 9/11/01 was destroyed by FAA managers" a manager crushed the
cassette,then cut up the tape&dropped pieces into multiple trash cans" bigbrother1994 3
weeks ago TxRaider13 3 weeks ago Damn Diapper heads, nuke them all TxRaider13 3
weeks ago greatgordini80 3 weeks ago 10 "kill all arabs"? that's like saying "kill all whites"
for the acts of adolf hitler. do not get me wrong. this was a TERRIBLE day in world
history. but lets be careful not to generalize the act of terrorists. and so it is clear, i am
neither arab nor white. greatgordini80 3 weeks ago 10 Bennyftw94 3 weeks ago
@greatgordini80 IT WAS A GREAT DAY OF HISTORY! Bennyftw94 3 weeks ago
sachaetemadid 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@greatgordini80 Kill all terrorist .. sachaetemadid 3 weeks ago Troghen 3 weeks ago
God.... I can't even imagine... Troghen 3 weeks ago greatgordini80 3 weeks ago "kill all
arabs"? that's like saying "kill all whites" for the acts of adolf hitler. do not get me wrong.
this was a TERRIBLE day in world history. but lets be careful not to generalize the act of
terrorists. and so it is clear, i am neither arab nor white. greatgordini80 3 weeks ago
trae45tippin 3 weeks ago I'm pretty ashaimed in my people trae45tippin 3 weeks ago
trae45tippin 3 weeks ago Lol trae45tippin 3 weeks ago karengurl101 3 weeks ago fuck
the Arabs! kill all the Arabs in the world! karengurl101 3 weeks ago trae45tippin 3 weeks
ago I'm Arab and when I went outside today everyone was starin at me like I did
somethig wrong then later on I remembered that it's almost sep 11 bless the familiies of
this tragic event trae45tippin 3 weeks ago tpno2005 3 weeks ago Looks like a person
jumping from the tower at 7:34. Thumbs up if you agree. tpno2005 3 weeks ago
tonynoyes 3 weeks ago I still have trouble believing that come this Saturday, it'll have
been nine years since this happened. God Bless those who lost their lives this day, may
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they and their families find peace. tonynoyes 3 weeks ago fishruleandme 3 weeks ago
why would 20 488 ppl like this vid, thousands lostb their lives and u like that?! go to hell
fishruleandme 3 weeks ago ondjima 3 weeks ago how soon we forget. God help us
ondjima 3 weeks ago showbizmuse01 3 weeks ago RIP To the fallen + bless all. Love
from New Zealand. showbizmuse01 3 weeks ago cfxboxmoh 3 weeks ago its a sad thing
to no that bush was behind this attack, don't believe me look up the facts i almost cry
every time i see this FUCK THE ZIONIST JEW'S IN YOUR GOVERNMENT AND
GOD BLESS AMERICA AND ALL THE FALLEN FIRE FIGHTERS LET US NEVER
FORGET! OUR TROOPS FAR AWAY FROM HOME AND GOD BLESS ALL OUR
ALLIES WHO FIGHT BESIDE US! great video nice filming. The cia was behind this and
plenned this illegal and unfortunate crime, i live in canada and I will salute! cfxboxmoh 3
weeks ago scottyieoittie 3 weeks ago fucken sandniggers what a dirty shame
scottyieoittie 3 weeks ago NettanMuffin306 3 weeks ago 8 oh my god.....that's so eerie. i
was 3 and i remember sitting on the ground by my mom's bed when she was folding
laundry, and seeing it on the tv......... NettanMuffin306 3 weeks ago 8
WildGooseProductions 3 weeks ago @NettanMuffin306 same here just a little older then
u WildGooseProductions 3 weeks ago AceDMB 3 weeks ago @NettanMuffin306 oh shit
dude you were traumitized whernt you AceDMB 3 weeks ago NettanMuffin306 3 weeks
ago @AceDMB ha, no not traumitized, but it's a haunting part of me. NettanMuffin306
3 weeks ago Buddyb309 3 weeks ago @NettanMuffin306 I was in middle school. There
were no planes in the sky that day. I Thought I had to enlist into the army that day.
Buddyb309 3 weeks ago medialies100 3 weeks ago yo, i was just on vacation for 10
years, did something happen in new york city? medialies100 3 weeks ago petgall2 3
weeks ago Thank you for your footage. I feel people are beginning to forget in Europe.
We need to be retold of this crime again and again. petgall2 3 weeks ago gisiman1 3 weeks
ago 2 R.I.P. from germany gisiman1 3 weeks ago 2 chelseabenknight 3 weeks ago them
damn towel heads, they clebrated in their streets yelling death to america.....il kill a camel
jockey in a heart beat chelseabenknight 3 weeks ago Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago
@chelseabenknight hey man, i served in iraq. i killed iraqi soldiers. im muslim. i have the
right to be muslim. coo down wit dat.k Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago 95briannanicole
3 weeks ago when she openes the window and you hear the outside its beyond creepy.
95briannanicole 3 weeks ago 91hogs 3 weeks ago sad 91hogs 3 weeks ago 200pallmall 3
weeks ago lso ihr Länder der Welt Haltet euch an den Amerikanischen Plan sonst seid Ihr
die nächsten die Besuch aus Amerika bekommen, Mein aufrichtiges Mitleid gilt den
Opfern und den Angehörigen. Ich bete für euch und dafür das die wahren Mörder bald vor
Gericht stehen 200pallmall 3 weeks ago felipcastells 3 weeks ago 2 R.I.P. from Spain :(
felipcastells 3 weeks ago 2 felipcastells 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam R.I.P. from Spain :( felipcastells 3 weeks ago steitaly11 3 weeks ago 2
RIP FROM ITALY :( steitaly11 3 weeks ago 2 perezking18 3 weeks ago bitch crying in
backround perezking18 3 weeks ago Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago E3334r, shut up.
Jk. I'm Muslim. Don't listen to da redneck. Ass crackers. You got us. P.s I'm 100%
against terrorism. Maybe whites will understand " we are. Not. All. Terrorists"
Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago ryandjrr 3 weeks ago @Gochicagobulls4ever muslims
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aint terrorist its a whole different organisation called extremist ryandjrr 3 weeks ago
Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago @ryandjrr wooow. my ansisters were slaves. now
this?!?. whhyyyyyyyyyyyy! muslism aint killers. i bet you cant understand these
words. muslims arent bad. if you kill for no reason in islam. in the quran it says that you
are NOT a muslims. Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago ryandjrr 3 weeks ago
@Gochicagobulls4ever wat im sayin ppl automatically think terrorist are muslims or as
they say ' PAKI'S' im sayin you cnt pin one race to be a terrorist, my opinion i would
say no race are terrorist i would rather say the extremist ryandjrr 3 weeks ago wsee 3
weeks ago NO PLANE IN THIS FOOTAGE!!!!! there were none used on the day...
mass media pulls one over on the unwitting public once again! KILL YOUR TV!!! wsee 3
weeks ago gagaboy93 3 weeks ago R.I.P. from Germany :( gagaboy93 3 weeks ago
chkienfoot3 3 weeks ago at least they dont have to put up with the wordls bullshit
anymore chkienfoot3 3 weeks ago Truthify911 3 weeks ago lmfao so funny when the girl
goes at 21:00 "run away what are u gonn do run away Truthify911 3 weeks ago
Truthify911 3 weeks ago so what 3000 people died... us soldiers kill hundreds of
innocent people everday Truthify911 3 weeks ago Truthify911 3 weeks ago greatest
moment ever!! love it!! usa kills 3000 innocent people and makes 90% of america believe
it was alquaede/muslims w,e Truthify911 3 weeks ago badcock1 3 weeks ago At 9:13
what was that? badcock1 3 weeks ago xTatyanna 3 weeks ago I can feel the pain. Those
people could of been living happily today. Rip. xTatyanna 3 weeks ago jazzythegreatest
3 weeks ago 9 years ago. unbelievable. R.I.P jazzythegreatest 3 weeks ago keaneman16 3
weeks ago Is simply awesome!!! Spechless, you make a great work recording. We can feel
the pain. keaneman16 3 weeks ago e35554r 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam its strange how whites still racist towards BLACKS, when its their
own race destroying the country "R THEY THAT DUMB" they must b e35554r 3
weeks ago sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
stj911(dot)org patriotsquestion911(dot)com sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago e35554r 3 weeks
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam its strange how whites still
racist towards BLACKS, when its their own race destroying the country "R THEY
THAT DUMB" they must b e35554r 2 minutes ago e35554r 3 weeks ago sonitusdeus 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam stj911(dot)org
patriotsquestion911(dot)com sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam stj911(dot)org patriotsquestion911(dot)com
sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam stj911(dot)org patriotsquestion911(dot)com sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago
sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago stj911(dot)org patriotsquestion9119(dot)com sonitusdeus 3
weeks ago ACSBehemothHellcat 3 weeks ago It sounds like a bunch of computers
beeping around 07:00 ACSBehemothHellcat 3 weeks ago ACSBehemothHellcat 3 weeks
ago Planes to drop water onto it? ACSBehemothHellcat 3 weeks ago
ACSBehemothHellcat 3 weeks ago On Spider Man 2 (PS2) you can always see the
Financial Center, but not the Twin Towers. ACSBehemothHellcat 3 weeks ago
TheSurferman12 3 weeks ago i was 7 months old when this happend and i was close by
cuz i live in ny TheSurferman12 3 weeks ago 10Commentary 3 weeks ago If South Park
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has taught us something, its that the US goverment is responcible for 9 11 ^_^
10Commentary 3 weeks ago MrMaxlow 3 weeks ago Люди я Вам сочувствую это
потеря очень трудная MrMaxlow 3 weeks ago Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago Forget
it. I'm out. Be racist against me. Kill me. Watch yourself kill innocents. You can never
take my beliefs and faith away. Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago Gochicagobulls4ever 3
weeks ago Reeemaq8, how arev they racist. Maybe against jews due too thousands dead.
I bet your the kind of man that steals loves se* and lies . that's why you left Islam. I bet
you just love seeing women raped in the usa. I served in the usa army. Now that u think
of it. Every othet country sees the usa as racist, wild.you RACiST. Whhyyyyyyyy.
Trust me revert to islam. They found a bible that confirms quran true. I bet your happy
seeing my brother die. Are you??? Fake muslim Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago
sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago stj911(dot)org sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago sonitusdeus 3 weeks
ago patriotsquestion911(dot)com sonitusdeus 3 weeks ago Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks
ago Reemaq8, im a muslim. You a arab. Non muslim. Your being racist. Yeah,AMERICA
Calls ne nigger, nigger sandnigger, slave. Lots of things are haram( bad) like naked ppl.
That's all bad.Muslims are nice. Fuck off pieace of racist tiny sssshit
Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago reeeemaQ8 3 weeks ago IM EX MUSLIM
...MUSLIMS & ARAB ARE TERRORIST & VIOLENCE PEOPLE ..... I LIVED
THERE IN ONE OF THESE ARABIC SICK SHIT CONTRY THEY ARE VERY
VIOLENCE PEOPLE & THEY DON'T RESPECT OTHER RELIGONES AND
HUMEN RIGHTS FOR WOMENS, GAYS, OTHER RELIGONS AND BELIVES ...
ETC PLUS EVERY THING NOT ALLOWED & HARAM & EVERY PLESURE IS
NOT WELCOMED IN THESE COUNTRY !!! MUSLIMS ARE RACIST PEOPLE !
reeeemaQ8 3 weeks ago Coilaman 3 weeks ago Comment removed extremeRE4 3 weeks
ago 7 who did this thing is not a muslim.... he is a terrorist....!! extremeRE4 3 weeks ago 7
georgiaemilyx3 3 weeks ago @extremeRE4 they were terrorists who practised the muslim
religion, therefore yes, they were muslims. georgiaemilyx3 3 weeks ago sunboo153 3
weeks ago @extremeRE4 a terriroristt can be anibody ..muslim christian
catholicc..anythinq it dnt matterr..buht who ever did this is an extremisim..thtss wat they
areee sunboo153 3 weeks ago 17sport 3 weeks ago @extremeRE4 SAME DAMN
THING! 17sport 3 weeks ago funboy143 3 weeks ago 3 Wow so many people like this,
douschbags funboy143 3 weeks ago 3 ndhillon16 3 weeks ago @funboy143 there paying
tribute dumbass ndhillon16 3 weeks ago steve9509 3 weeks ago @funboy143 I'm pretty
sure most of them meant like the video steve9509 3 weeks ago mrxexellent 3 weeks ago
@funboy143 i like the video is because i like the footage, got to see how everything
actually happened and what it was like to be there and experience the whole thing, i
obviously did not like the fact that the world trade center was under attack and is now
gone and that lot of people died mrxexellent 3 weeks ago GiganteAlbert 3 weeks ago sept
11 is my b day -.- GiganteAlbert 3 weeks ago extremeRE4 3 weeks ago @GiganteAlbert
oh man find an other happy thing happened in ur b day extremeRE4 3 weeks ago
GiganteAlbert 3 weeks ago @extremeRE4 .... do u play re4? GiganteAlbert 3 weeks ago
extremeRE4 3 weeks ago @GiganteAlbert i used to play it in PS2 & Wii but now i have
PS3 extremeRE4 3 weeks ago YoungMazeTV 3 weeks ago @GiganteAlbert Sep 10th Is
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My B'Day YoungMazeTV 3 weeks ago loko1701 3 weeks ago ill never forget this day,
and im british, but still this was a sad sad day for the whole world and not just america.
god bless loko1701 3 weeks ago almog124 3 weeks ago It is simply inconceivable. How
bad people can as to do that? almog124 3 weeks ago batterseaspark 3 weeks ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam President Bush and Vice President Cheney
REFUSED to testify publicly under OATH about 911. They finally made a deal with the
Commission to testify on April 29, 2004, with specific conditions:They would testify
together, They would testify? behind closed doors, They would NOT be under OATH,
and Their testimony would not be recorded electronically or transcribed ! =CRIMINAL
GOVERNMENT=INSIDE JOB batterseaspark 3 weeks ago enthusiasticamatuer 3 weeks
ago Nine Eleven, its still makes me shudder, my heart goes out to all those who were
affected and those poor souls who were caught up in the thick of what happened in New
York that faited day. I watched this in the UK last year those out side the UK might not
be able to view it. enthusiasticamatuer 3 weeks ago Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago Free
free Palestine free free America fuck fuck pissreal. You wanna know the gaza truth. Israel
was always their. Palestine was created. Israel used to be not Jews( holy ppl killed
jesus?!?) so god then chose different ppl. After the holocaust they had no land to be safe.
They hide in gaza. Once they formed a stong gov. They went to' war and stole Gaza and
most that land. Egypt got gaza more land. Then again lost it in war. Zionsm assholes
Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago 91359075 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam i remember that day i was a little kid with 8 year what loves usa so
much and very shocked watching that in the tv :´( this is serious we are talking about
wonderful humans peoples dead what have a family and a life god bless the dead people
god bless new york god bless all people in new york and i hope neeever neveer ever
happen that again from my heart<3 from brazil. 91359075 3 weeks ago xBenjaxGuitar 3
weeks ago Not all Muslims are extremists. That is a major stereo type, and profiling
which is really wrong. If they want the Mosque give it to them. Those people were not
responsible for what happened to those people on 911 right? There are Muslims out
there that are ashamed of what those other people did, and hate the fact they caused so
many deaths when there was no need. Bin Laden wasn't involved, and if you believe that
then you are not a person you a sheeple. xBenjaxGuitar 3 weeks ago
MisterLucasDudeMan 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
awwww i remember that day i was a little kid with 8 year what loves usa so much and
very shocked watching that in the tv :´( this is serious we are talking about wonderful
humans peoples dead what have a family and a life god bless the dead people god bless
new york god bless all people in new york and i hope neeever neveer ever happen that
again from my heart<3 from brazil MisterLucasDudeMan 3 weeks ago
MisterLucasDudeMan 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
i remember that day i was a little kid with 8 year what loves usa so much and very
shocked watching that in the tv :´( this is serious we are talking about wonderful humans
peoples dead what have a family and a life god bless the dead people god bless new york
god bless all people in new york and i hope neeever neveer ever happen that again from
my heart<3 from brazil. MisterLucasDudeMan 3 weeks ago MisterLucasDudeMan 3
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weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i remember that day i
was a little kid with 8 year what loves usa so much and very shocked watching that in the
tv :´( this is serious we are talking about wonderful humans peoples dead what have a
family and a life god bless the dead people god bless new york god bless all people in new
york and i hope neeever neveer ever happen that again from my heart<3 from brazil.
MisterLucasDudeMan 3 weeks ago 91359075 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam i remember that day i was a little kid with 8 year what loves usa so
much and very shocked watching that in the tv :´( this is serious we are talking about
wonderful peoples dead what have a family and a life god bless the dead people god bless
new york god bless all people in new york and i hope neeever neveer ever happen that
again from my heart<3 love you all from brazil. 91359075 3 weeks ago 91359075 3
weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i remember that day i
was a little kid with 8 year what loves usa so much and very shocked watching that in the
tv :´( this is serious we are talking about wonderful peoples dead what have a family and
a life god bless the dead people god bless new york god bless all people in new york and i
hope neeever neveer ever happen that again from my heart<3 love you all from brazil.
91359075 3 weeks ago 91359075 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam i remember that day i was a little kid with 8 year what loves usa so much and
very shocked watching that in the tv :´( this is serious we are talking about wonderful
peoples dead what have a family and a life god bless the dead people god bless new york
god bless all people in new york and i hope neeever neveer ever happen that again from
my heart<3 love you all from brazil. 91359075 3 weeks ago 91359075 3 weeks ago
Comment removed xoxTOWELIExox 3 weeks ago I still get such a sick feeling seeing this
:( xoxTOWELIExox 3 weeks ago 91359075 3 weeks ago awww this is sooo sad :´( i really
feel bad with that 91359075 3 weeks ago MrHunnia 3 weeks ago And let me tell You an
other thing I have no idea why You knocking Your chest that You are American's fucking
hell,You are emmigrant's from Europe, Asia,and from everywhere but You have forgotten
or just dont wanna remember it.The real American's are the Indian's not the people which
occupaid their country.And most of the American's are stupid as my ass You dont even
know where are the countries on the map.Halooo??!!If You gonna try to occupie my
country I will suicide bomb myself as the Arab's. MrHunnia 3 weeks ago MrHunnia 3
weeks ago USA ruled by jews that's why this thing happened I'm so tired of wwaaa
America it's under attack and this things I really believe so that 9/11 it's made by George
W.Bush and Israel.You Americans You not tired of allways killing the people and think
You are up to everybody just because You American who the hell cares??There is movies
with proff's which saying 9/11 it's fake and it's made by demolitian proff's.And not even
Osama it's existing You should not believe to Your Pres. MrHunnia 3 weeks ago
joecheesman 3 weeks ago @MrHunnia you don't know anything about America. Shut the
fuck up. joecheesman 3 weeks ago uadroid 3 weeks ago Америкосы уебаны вас скоро
хана ! uadroid 3 weeks ago therajasolangi 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam hey people listen at 12:15 they are saying "there was a military
plane".. how about that??? therajasolangi 3 weeks ago therajasolangi 3 weeks ago
Comment removed therajasolangi 3 weeks ago Comment removed PaulyThaDon 3 weeks
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ago Hopefully the mosque will be torn down as soon as its completed.... Just tear it down
everytime, they might as wlel stick a flag on the site declaring victory over the west lol,
this world is insane PaulyThaDon 3 weeks ago BorkumerMaedchen 3 weeks ago
@Thommaus ich denke schon das amazing nicht direkt blöd heisst bei ihm!
BorkumerMaedchen 3 weeks ago Teruk0801 3 weeks ago All the innocent I am sorry, but
the U.S. deserved it. But that was the wrong way to show the U.S. that they are the
biggest Terroist in World. Teruk0801 3 weeks ago JESSESEIBEL 3 weeks ago I don't give
a crap about any controversy on the religious parts, the politics part, or the myths, the
people behind this are beyond the worst people in the world! Phillip Garrido, John
Gardner, GG Allin, Aldolph Hitler. Maybe I'm just choosing because this is from my
own country, but these people are sick, to take away thousands of people's lives from
us! The only positive thing I can say from this is that our security is tougher and if that
costs my privacy then make sure this won't happen!!!! JESSESEIBEL 3 weeks ago
BorkumerMaedchen 3 weeks ago Hallo?Gehts dir noch ganz gut?Das ist das gegenteil von
"amazing" das ist der absolute HORROR BorkumerMaedchen 3 weeks ago Thommaus 3
weeks ago @BorkumerMaedchen mach dich mal über die vielen möglichkeiten schlau wie
man amazing benutzen kann!^^ Thommaus 3 weeks ago Rimfaxe96 3 weeks ago I´m
kinda lucky that I was 5 five years old when this happened, so I didn´t react as I would
do it today. But I remember this day, we finished our breakfast, then my father called my
mother and told us about the attack. Then switching on the TV, and it was on almost
every TV channel. Fu*k you Osama Bin Laden & al-Qaida, die in hell, no one will miss
you on earth. -.-* And people like these say they are "god warriors"?! I think god isn´t
such a freaky killer like you guys show him o.O Rimfaxe96 3 weeks ago HcSillyDOggie 3
weeks ago 9/11 MY BIRTHDAY THOSE PEOPLE WHO DONE THIS ARE SICK
HcSillyDOggie 3 weeks ago Desicionoflife 3 weeks ago Cry havoc and let slip the dogs of
war. We will hunt these fags down. :) Desicionoflife 3 weeks ago alxp10 3 weeks ago i
think this criminal by israil gov alxp10 3 weeks ago 13killerx 3 weeks ago my borth day is
on 9/11 13killerx 3 weeks ago HcSillyDOggie 3 weeks ago @13killerx Mine 2 I was 4
When It Happened HcSillyDOggie 3 weeks ago poppitzman 3 weeks ago i was only 5
when this happened and i didnt really know what it was all about i thoguht it was just a
plane crash but its MUCH worse poppitzman 3 weeks ago ominus011 3 weeks ago
You'd think one of the most religious people in the world would be the most peaceful.
ominus011 3 weeks ago fimatmax 3 weeks ago wow witty come back fimatmax 3 weeks
ago 7M3SYZ 3 weeks ago beutiful video. I enjoied it, thanks. 7M3SYZ 3 weeks ago
Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago Dude under me wtf. I served as a muslim in the usa
army. God. 9 11 was Bush and saudia.not all muslims Are bad Gochicagobulls4ever 3
weeks ago zharkzhark 3 weeks ago Fucking Muslim bitches. zharkzhark 3 weeks ago
StreetPrinc3 3 weeks ago I saw an UFO !!! WTF ? Osama Binladen hire an UFO >?
StreetPrinc3 3 weeks ago Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago Aaron3378, i would punk on
you in Iraq. I wasnt fighting by ur side. I was fighting by americas. your in the army.LOL
playing COD mw2 doesnt count bitch Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago
Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago Arron3378, shut up. Ill do what i want." i dont want no
muslim by my side" thats ur peace plan huh? I dont want no shitty man to' fight for.
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Fine, you changed my mine about America. Completaly. Go back to' hell. Islam is a
respectful religob. Cant Belive i fought for you gay Ass. Heartless fuck. Lazy bum hatin
retard Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago STUNiNxREMiX 3 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9Yrs Already Since This Happend, Damn Does
time go by fast, I was only in 5th grade when this happened STUNiNxREMiX 3 weeks
ago STUNiNxREMiX 3 weeks ago 9Yrs Already Since This Happend, Damn Does time
go by fast, I was only in 5th grade when this happened STUNiNxREMiX 3 weeks ago
Beletgeuse 3 weeks ago @STUNiNxREMiX 7th grade here. I faked sick that day and saw
it all live on CNN. Beletgeuse 3 weeks ago naomidiamond 3 weeks ago i was just a baby
when this happened and never ever really got too see it omfg this is so trgic and
personaly i am glad i didnt remeber it when i was a babay...if u look closley u can see one
or two people just out of the buliding a couple tears were droped by me watching this
naomidiamond 3 weeks ago Beletgeuse 3 weeks ago It need to be remembered. Beletgeuse
3 weeks ago richkid89 3 weeks ago why does everyone keep saying oh my god in
everyone of these videos??????????? richkid89 3 weeks ago Sylux9501 3 weeks ago Wow
amazing video catch of the 911 tragedy.... Sylux9501 3 weeks ago brakezhell 3 weeks ago
"oh my god" thats all people say with out realising that this happend because of a god.
this may sound messed up to some but until religon is eliminated(not just muslims, but
christianity, catholicism..etc just to name a few) there wont ever be a shot at true peace.
again sorry for saying this but it is true and religion has to die. R.I.P evryone whos life
was taken on that horrible day. brakezhell 3 weeks ago Jaggerx33 3 weeks ago
@brakezhell yeah, thats what my uncle says, the one thing that was supposed to bring
people together, is the one thing that brought us apart. religion Jaggerx33 3 weeks ago
richkid89 3 weeks ago @brakezhell lmao!!!!!!!! richkid89 3 weeks ago TheDMD42396 3
weeks ago all this and we did not find weapons of mass destruction good job bush
TheDMD42396 3 weeks ago KUHN113 3 weeks ago omg i cried KUHN113 3 weeks ago
7GGenesis 3 weeks ago can someone explain to y did bush knock the towers down, like
was was his purpose fer doing so 7GGenesis 3 weeks ago youngdrodeau 3 weeks ago
@7GGenesis ..The Bush family/friends have ALOT (like billions) of money invested in
defense/oil companies.They needed to go to war to make profit.Hell,they even made a
little insurance money on the Twin Towers. youngdrodeau 3 weeks ago heyittzsarahh 3
weeks ago I was approx. 5 when this happened. I remember coming home to see my
parents not at work, crying, while watching the news. All i remember seeing were people
running away, it was the saddest thing. And my poor parents lost their close friends. RIP
to the Twin Towers, and more importantly to the people who passed. heyittzsarahh 3
weeks ago fendersglespaul 3 weeks ago 14 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam I hope they build the mosque in NYC, and im "non religious", but i get so sick of
people thinking every muslim in the world is a terrorist, Timothy Mcveigh was a terrible
man, but not every christian is an extremist either....but then again political correctness is
never towards reason....just winning votes.... fendersglespaul 3 weeks ago 14 Jaggerx33 3
weeks ago @fendersglespaul in my opinion, i dont think they should build a mosque
close to ground zero,for one i dont see the need for one so close to it, i mean there are
many other places in nyc.. i feel like this because i know once they build it, white
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supremists and other "muslim haters" are just gonna vandalise it and attempt to tear it
down.. Jaggerx33 3 weeks ago cjbwvuit 3 weeks ago @fendersglespaul I agree about the
mosque. Just because we agree on it being ok to build does not mean we condone murder in the name of any religion! cjbwvuit 3 weeks ago DavidJ751990 3 weeks ago
@fendersglespaul Timothy McVeigh though did not carry out the OKC bombing in the
name of God or a Religion he did it out of his hate for the U.S. Government.
DavidJ751990 3 weeks ago KingHotdog 3 weeks ago @fendersglespaul i hope they build
the Mosque in NYC too so we can round all them up in the one building and fly a plane
into those fu##ers. KingHotdog 3 weeks ago PaulyThaDon 3 weeks ago
@fendersglespaul Just because he had white skin he was christian?? He was not religious
but was born to CATHOLIC parents, and the attack was against the government, not an
act of religion... Come to the uk and live in a muslim area for a week, if you get out with
ur head still on then you can call it peace loving religion. please be my guest u can stay at
mine :) PaulyThaDon 3 weeks ago spazcabrera 3 weeks ago @heyittzsarahh Yeah.I was
4,it was one of my first days of kindergarten.I live in New York (Long Island...don't
know if you do too),but I think everyone I know has a friend or is a friend of a friend of
people who passed in the towers. 9 years later and as young as I was,it's hard to think
that so many people passed that day. spazcabrera 3 weeks ago heyittzsarahh 3 weeks
ago @spazcabrera yeah. i used to live in long island then i moved to california. i was in 1
grade. it was my first days too. i still cant believe what happened. i guess at the moment i
didnt know what was going on, but now looking back, im horrified.. heyittzsarahh 3
weeks ago spazcabrera 3 weeks ago @heyittzsarahh I know,right?I kind of wish I was 13
then,because I wonder what I would have thought that day.My social studies teacher last
year had a friend who passed in one of the towers,and he made us watch a documentry on
it.It's so unreal.Some of my classmates had parents in the towers saving people.
spazcabrera 3 weeks ago choochooherecomes 3 weeks ago It must of been really weird to
everyday have those massive buildings outside your window and then the next moment
they are gone. It looks weird in my garden when a tree has been cut down. I would of
liked to have been older when this happened I was 9 or 10 I think and didn't really
understand. I just came back from school and was like oh. Then went out to play lol
choochooherecomes 3 weeks ago choochooherecomes 3 weeks ago what a silly idea this
was. choochooherecomes 3 weeks ago alikaki14 3 weeks ago What an amazing video!! 9
years have past and still nobody believes that it really happened. And the worst is what
followed. Two wars, thaousands of deaths, Abu Graib, and it still it is not over yet. Wake
me when September ends! alikaki14 3 weeks ago SandeekMx 3 weeks ago 04:48 - Most
scared moment :D 8 u realise what a fuck is going on the streest over there ;/ SandeekMx
3 weeks ago maggot72494 3 weeks ago I piss myself when my plane has
turbulance...Lord if terrorists took over...I feel so bad for every death involved, RIP.
maggot72494 3 weeks ago Daniel326100 3 weeks ago they say that bush all that does but
why? sry for my bad english^^ Daniel326100 3 weeks ago tajiamgohda 3 weeks ago so
how was spring cleaning? tajiamgohda 3 weeks ago tekeru64 3 weeks ago Um...wtf is
with the music... tekeru64 3 weeks ago TheMarklevinfan 3 weeks ago Thanks for the
documentarian in you. TheMarklevinfan 3 weeks ago 63Tallcat 4 weeks ago What about
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the innocent kids that died in Iraq??? 63Tallcat 4 weeks ago ny007ny 4 weeks ago
@fimatmax You are from a third world country. You will never know this pain because
you practically live in a cave like most morons from the shitty parts of the world. I don't
blame you for being jealous of America , when you come from a hole in the ground (new
Zealand) i would be angry too. ny007ny 4 weeks ago anonUK 4 weeks ago @ny007ny
Since when was New Zealand a hole in the ground? There are many places a hundred
times worse than the worst place in New Zealand. Come to think of it, many of these
places are in America. anonUK 4 weeks ago MrMrbombom 4 weeks ago i would of loved
to be there to see that in person i feel so sorry for them :(( MrMrbombom 4 weeks ago
adidi29 4 weeks ago at 7:33 I think you can see someone jumping, or its just debris.
adidi29 4 weeks ago adidi29 4 weeks ago at 7:33 I think you can see someone jumping, or
its just debris adidi29 4 weeks ago djburdie95 4 weeks ago Hwazn511 your sick in the
head!innocent people died for no reason your a sick bastard you mist be so jelous at
America bein better than your thilthy slum of a country. I'm English and I everyone i
know feels sorry and cares my mates cry at these videos that show we care,we have a
heart unlike u u aid carrying misfit!!!! djburdie95 4 weeks ago snajderrr 4 weeks ago
@djburdie95 If other countries are filthy slums WHYTHE FUCK you shove your noses
into their buisiness?? snajderrr 4 weeks ago NipponSky 4 weeks ago this video is the
most fucked up thing i've ever seen. NipponSky 4 weeks ago Tiggies14 4 weeks ago now
that is a disaster. i was 5 years old but tbh i was in England. Tiggies14 4 weeks ago
lilg583 4 weeks ago jaguarxj1 is making himself look bad lilg583 4 weeks ago
Airman61994 4 weeks ago You know what guys, cut the crap and do not put ur
conspiracy out there... People are dead, show some respect, and think of this as a
Memorial. Wether this was an inside job or not. Those responsible will have to answer
for this injustice. Airman61994 4 weeks ago batterseaspark 4 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The day before 911 Rumsfeld announced on t.v.
quote " the enemy is close at hand...and in the pentagon.....$2.3trillion dollars is missing
from pentagon accounts ..." [its here on YT] The next day a " plane " hits the pentagon
killing 37 out of 45 people working in accounts!!!! [it killed over 100 all in all]. Someone
got lucky...DOV ZAKHEIM was pentagon comptroller then.... a dual u.s. /israeli citizen
and former C.E.O. of fly by remote manufacturer and radical zionist...
ROBBERY/MURDER! . batterseaspark 4 weeks ago IsraeI4ever 4 weeks ago
@pondibeach does it have to be an islamic camera? you're the idiot,all i said is that they
flash their dead people around to WHOEVER is willing to take the shot, l2read,go back to
school, you're at the streets too much IsraeI4ever 4 weeks ago Gochicagobulls4ever 4
weeks ago @IsraeI4ever oh you are so blind.my cousin.jews. im muslim. i served 7 years
in the usa army. gaza and israel needs peace brother. media has separted us. no innocents
should die. Gochicagobulls4ever 4 weeks ago IsraeI4ever 4 weeks ago
@Gochicagobulls4ever i can not agree with you more ,do you really think we like being
drafted to the army? to carry around m-16's ? risk our lives? sadly we have no other
choise,if our army cease to exist ,so will israel. IsraeI4ever 4 weeks ago
Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago @IsraeI4ever AND we hate hamas. but it has nothing
to do with islam. i respect jews. only thing i hate is when the mock islam. hamas is indeed
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bad. we need a real goverment that can talk with israel. and obama beeind prezident too.
whed hopefully go to peace then.not all jews are zionists,not all muslims are terrorists.
Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago kashifOFwalsall 3 weeks ago @Gochicagobulls4ever
you are right not all muslims r terrorists kashifOFwalsall 3 weeks ago pondibeach 3
weeks ago @IsraeI4ever the streets mate? i dont need to go back to school im all ready at
it, im only 15 turning 16 in november and im smarter than at least half of the people on
here, go kill some poor Palestinian people or blockade some help ships you knob
pondibeach 3 weeks ago IsraeI4ever 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam @pondibeach "go kill some poor Palestinian people or blockade some
help ships you knob" proves otherwise you blind stupid 15 years old,go play some video
games and eat burgers or wtf/e ,your family and the media poisoned you,its too fkn late.
and i'll stop this here,its disrespectful . IsraeI4ever 3 weeks ago aaron3378 4 weeks ago
People who say its a inside job dont know what there talking about after they discovered
the planes were in no fly zone they dispatched f-16 and not to say that the pilots were
arabs or muslims aaron3378 4 weeks ago batterseaspark 4 weeks ago @aaron3378
Everyone buys the muslim 72 virgin bullshit...but!.....There is a ritual that is ALWAYS
carried out by Muslims whenever a martyr dies[before sometimes], you have all seen
them!!, except in this special case!!...Their greatest attack of all time and no martyrdom
rituals held before or after for the attackers...they are always filmed and sent to the
media..where are they?... seeing that half of "supposed " hijackers are known to be alive
its not surprising......DO SOME RESEARCH! batterseaspark 4 weeks ago batterseaspark
4 weeks ago @aaron3378 whatever.. i wouldnt give 200 MAN S.A.S or whatever team of
specialised forces a rat in hells chance of achieving such a successful operation against the
huge giant that is the American home defences and intelligence services without INSIDE
HELP.[you kidding me!!??] And if the supposed terrorists were so sophisticated and
professional....why would they learn to fly planes in AMERICA?They couldnt fart
without it being logged by intelligence... and to simultaneously hijack planes?????
batterseaspark 4 weeks ago batterseaspark 4 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @b The day before 911 Rumsfeld announced on t.v. quote " the
enemy is close at hand..and in the pentagon...$2.3trillion dollars is missing from pentagon
accounts ..." [its here on YT] The next day a " plane " hits the pentagon killing 37 out of
45 people working in accounts!!!! [it killed over 100 ]. Someone got lucky..DOV
ZAKHEIM was pentagon comptroller then.. a dual u.s. /israeli citizen and former C.E.O.
of fly by remote manufacturer and radical zionist... ROBBERY/MURDER! yeah for
real!! batterseaspark 4 weeks ago batterseaspark 4 weeks ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam The day before 911 Rumsfeld announced on t.v. quote " the
enemy is close at hand...and in the pentagon.....$2.3trillion dollars is missing from
pentagon accounts ..." [its here on YT] The next day a " plane " hits the pentagon killing
37 out of 45 people working in accounts!!!! [it killed over 100 all in all]. Someone got
lucky...DOV ZAKHEIM was pentagon comptroller then.... a dual u.s. /israeli citizen and
former C.E.O. of fly by remote manufacturer and radical zionist...
ROBBERY/MURDER! batterseaspark 4 weeks ago Gochicagobulls4ever 4 weeks ago
@aaron3378 ser. i served for you.im muslim. i fought iraq. and you call me a terrorist.bs
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Gochicagobulls4ever 4 weeks ago anonUK 4 weeks ago @Gochicagobulls4ever Some
people let their hatred of Islam colour the way they see all Muslims. These people are
called bigots, wankers, idiots, etc.. We should be free to disagree with each others'
religious or political views, but in a constructive way, looking for the truth in each.
anonUK 4 weeks ago Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago @anonUK yes, you are free. but
it is CHILDISH to say"argg fuck muslims" or "let them burn" i disagree with israel. but
we need peace their. i disagree with iraq(not cause they muslims). but still,its
disrespectful. Gochicagobulls4ever 3 weeks ago aaron3378 3 weeks ago
@Gochicagobulls4ever You might have to im in the Army so i dont want to hear your
bull ur crook just like the rest of them i DONT know muslim fighting by my side!
aaron3378 3 weeks ago aaron3378 3 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam @Gochicagobulls4ever You might have been... im in the Army so i dont want
to hear your bull ur a crook just like the rest of them i DONT want no muslim fighting by
my side! aaron3378 3 weeks ago jardini0 4 weeks ago R.i.p all the 9 11 victims jardini0 4
weeks ago WishesSetFree 4 weeks ago Thank you for uploading this. You were incredibly
brave in the face of this disaster, and very smart to grab the video camera. Thank you.
RIP Victims of 9/11 WishesSetFree 4 weeks ago 17ItzShazzaEre7 4 weeks ago This is
devastating, I cant believe this. This is just so, so tragic. :'( 17ItzShazzaEre7 4 weeks ago
unclerukus2 4 weeks ago THIS WAS NOT A FUCKING INSIDE JOB YOU
IDIOTSSS!! unclerukus2 4 weeks ago monaro890 4 weeks ago Do you know what they
didnt tell you, they found particles of c4 and other explosives in the building, they were
set at the bottom of the building for sure. monaro890 4 weeks ago tijack13 4 weeks ago
37 Great video. The second dust cloud is just amazing! Btw, Inside Job. tijack13 4 weeks
ago 37 WFC1972 3 weeks ago @tijack13 Yeah, brought to you by the same animals who
stone women for being raped. Sorry, but Islam is a gutter religion. WFC1972 3 weeks ago
DarthRevan1051 4 weeks ago RIP People in the WTC and RIP people in the planes apart
from a few, we know who you are DarthRevan1051 4 weeks ago Pajokid 4 weeks ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Best day ever Pajokid 4 weeks ago
julia4God 4 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam That's soo
sad !! That soo is !! Nevertheless , Thanks a lot for sharin it .. julia4God 4 weeks ago
julia4God 4 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam That's soo
sad !! That soo is !! Nevertheless , Thanks a lot for sharin it .. julia4God 4 weeks ago
julia4God 4 weeks ago Comment removed bkzomen 4 weeks ago should of done a barrel
roll bkzomen 4 weeks ago bkzomen 4 weeks ago Comment removed 4444n0 4 weeks ago
its not mr.bush its 10 of world criminal do that 4444n0 4 weeks ago karok506 4 weeks
ago R.I.P. I'm so sorry.. God listen. karok506 4 weeks ago nataschanyle 4 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam FUCK AMERICA nataschanyle 4
weeks ago Tomboy745 4 weeks ago Comment removed Tomboy745 4 weeks ago
@nataschanyle ya know wat thats ur opinion.idk why u hate america,my country but
theres no reason to.but i was thinking about yelling but no,im not letting the devil do that
to and i dont wanna start a fight.but u love ur country and i love mine,america.so go on
with ur life Tomboy745 4 weeks ago bratchercrystalful 3 weeks ago @nataschanyle that
aint a nice thing to say.you better take that back. bratchercrystalful 3 weeks ago
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696TheDon696 4 weeks ago FUCK AMERICA 696TheDon696 4 weeks ago
Tomboy745 4 weeks ago Comment removed bratchercrystalful 3 weeks ago
@696TheDon696 hey dont be saying that about a great country. bratchercrystalful 3
weeks ago MrFunnyvideos4u 4 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam if it was my opnion of what to do to afganastand is to nuke them like we did to
japan MrFunnyvideos4u 4 weeks ago MrFunnyvideos4u 4 weeks ago if it was my
opnion of what to do to afganastand is to nuke them like we did to japan
MrFunnyvideos4u 4 weeks ago The3sixTEE 4 weeks ago @MrFunnyvideos4u I could
not agree more. Friken Obama... Just cause we leave Afghanistan al Qaeda isn't gonna
stop! The3sixTEE 4 weeks ago soilofk 4 weeks ago what a great shot!!! so sad though/\.
soilofk 4 weeks ago randolph65 4 weeks ago may there soul RIP randolph65 4 weeks ago
endo191 4 weeks ago at 11:53 after te second plane hit there an aircraft flyin away from
the towers to the right .I thought all flights were grounded by the second plane hit???
endo191 4 weeks ago Tubenjunge 4 weeks ago very surreal video...the calm music playing
in the back. Long time since i've watched those pictures. My Dad was on top the day
before. Tubenjunge 4 weeks ago endo191 4 weeks ago I thought all flights were grounded
by the second plane.So why is there an aircraft flyin away from the towers at 11:45 right
the second plane hit?????? endo191 4 weeks ago Tubenjunge 4 weeks ago very surreal
video...the calm music playing in the back. Long time since i've watched those pictures.
Tubenjunge 4 weeks ago batterseaspark 4 weeks ago 3 The day before 911 Rumsfeld
announced on t.v. quote " the enemy is close at hand..and in the pentagon..$2.3trillion
dollars is missing from pentagon accounts ..." [its here on YT] The next day a " plane "
hits the pentagon killing 37 out of 45 people working in accounts!!!! [it killed over 100 all
in all]. Someone got lucky...DOV ZAKHEIM was pentagon comptroller then.... a dual
u.s. /israeli citizen and former C.E.O. of fly by remote manufacturer and radical zionist...
ROBBERY/MURDER! batterseaspark 4 weeks ago 3 NightShadeAEB 4 weeks ago
@Liindsei If I were killed by those planes, I would be an innocent victim and thus a
martyr. And I wouldn't feel anything; I would be DEAD. This isn't about religion; it's
about POLITICS. 9/11 was revenge for the Gulf War and the Lebanon War; Al Qaida
wouldn't give a fuck even if America were a neo Qutbi Wahhabi Salafi Sunni Muslim
country; IT WOULD STILL DO 9/11. Muhammad said murders are infidels. So the
hijackers are NOT Muslim because they KILLED. You can't be a murderer and a Muslim.
NightShadeAEB 4 weeks ago NightShadeAEB 4 weeks ago 2 @xkissingkayx Well he's got
a point. America killed millions of Muslims. Al Qaida WAS returning the favour - in a
fucked up way... but not as fucked up as bombing thousands with B-52's. Both Al Qaida
and America's government should be hanged - at least the ones responsible.
NightShadeAEB 4 weeks ago 2 NightShadeAEB 4 weeks ago @vindran13 It's behind this
one lol. NightShadeAEB 4 weeks ago JulianKish 4 weeks ago oh my god thats horryble
JulianKish 4 weeks ago anonim2010ful 4 weeks ago Comment removed anonim2010ful 4
weeks ago To accuse Moslems incorrectly of Islam to select life at the person the biggest
sin. But there are countries which have become famous for the terrorists it in the first
Armenia anonim2010ful 4 weeks ago jaguarxj1 4 weeks ago 31 Nice job Mr.Bush !
jaguarxj1 4 weeks ago 31 Tubenjunge 4 weeks ago @jaguarxj1 12:16 again It WAS A
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MILITARY PLANE!!! Tubenjunge 4 weeks ago lilg583 4 weeks ago you are a idoit
jaguarxj1 seriously that makes you and people like you look bad lilg583 4 weeks ago
TheMarklevinfan 3 weeks ago @jaguarxj1 THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF! MISS
YOU PREZ! TheMarklevinfan 3 weeks ago INSANE368 4 weeks ago the saddness those
people R.I.P i hope Osmam goes to jail and rotes in a little jail cell and get no food and
gets diced up. INSANE368 4 weeks ago MH20Music 4 weeks ago that 19.20th minute is
so epic! i mean poor all em people who died there..god bless em u know? :/ fucking
terrorists MH20Music 4 weeks ago ethandabc 4 weeks ago hate the us goverment 4 dis
shit ethandabc 4 weeks ago soccergirl844 4 weeks ago so sad soccergirl844 4 weeks ago
starchild70 4 weeks ago incredible footage of a tragic day starchild70 4 weeks ago
thedeadburgerman2580 4 weeks ago Fucking musilms killed my dad's only son. ill never
forgive their smelly assholes.fucking bastards, i think about him evry day
thedeadburgerman2580 4 weeks ago soccergirl844 4 weeks ago @thedeadburgerman2580
um u fucking christans are no fucking better u drug fuckin assholes and u guys should just
go murder everyone soccergirl844 4 weeks ago thedeadburgerman2580 4 weeks ago
@soccergirl844 mabye u should shutthefuckup and go play some soccer and stop talking
about what you have no idea about. Your comment is totally offside as well OHHHHH.
also women dont get opinions so shut your fucking face thedeadburgerman2580 4 weeks
ago NightShadeAEB 4 weeks ago @thedeadburgerman2580 You're not only racist, but
sexist. Shame on you you go for nothing dog of the media. And now you're making soccer
jokes at her? How gentle. And they stereotype us Muslims as sexist and hateful. You
dude, are a joke. Go kill yourself, although from your comment you sound like you're
already dead lolololol Sorry for your loss but don't take it out on people. NightShadeAEB
4 weeks ago thedeadburgerman2580 3 weeks ago @soccergirl844 What a fuckign sad
pussy kunt, inboxing me cause shes too much off a fucking jew muslism rat to say it out
here, where she knows shes wrong. Fuck u bitch for thinking u get the right to an opinon.
go fuckign die cause nobody wants ur dirty asshole thedeadburgerman2580 3 weeks ago
ArchangelExile 4 weeks ago @thedeadburgerman2580 Killed your dad's only son? Sooo...
are you a ghost? ArchangelExile 4 weeks ago DirtyRemo 4 weeks ago
@thedeadburgerman2580 It's wrong to blame the muslims as a group of people. It was
the terrorist's who did it. However.. im so sorry for your lost. Hope you find peace:)
DirtyRemo 4 weeks ago MRasustame1time 4 weeks ago @DirtyRemo yes ur right united
states has the power to go and get that fucking fagget osama where he is and they dont do
anything fuck osama may he die and burn in hell for eternity fucking asshole if i had the
chance i would cut off every inch of his body in peaces and slowly and painfully make
him pay for every human being he killed he deserves to be torchered in gods name may he
fucking die and to osama if u read this FUCK U ill give u my adress come meet me see if
u can take me fucking prick MRasustame1time 4 weeks ago NightShadeAEB 4 weeks ago
@DirtyRemo Rofl he's a retard who doesn't know he's dead :L NightShadeAEB 4 weeks
ago mambaKB24mvp 4 weeks ago @fimatmax what the fuck is ur deal. u fuck
mambaKB24mvp 4 weeks ago mambaKB24mvp 4 weeks ago thats still to this day unfucking-believable. bastard muslims. bastards mambaKB24mvp 4 weeks ago hwazn511 4
weeks ago hahaha nise i hope i kill 3000 amaricans too like thees heros. hwazn511 4
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weeks ago myworldisastage 4 weeks ago @hwazn511 Shut your fucking face you sicko.
And learn to spell. Fucking retard. myworldisastage 4 weeks ago babygrl0811 4 weeks
ago my god is fake sumone had planed it so is wa ever lol... i don giv a fuck bout it n der
sum ppl dat don either. haha! babygrl0811 4 weeks ago Pulmotinor 4 weeks ago who
would tuhen something like Pulmotinor 4 weeks ago EdwardMarshall1982 4 weeks ago
@fimatmax I'm not gonna play your sick game anymore. EdwardMarshall1982 4 weeks
ago fimatmax 4 weeks ago @EdwardMarshall1982 oh come back i like you really im
sorry i didnt meen to hurt your feelings. it just makes great tv , watching americans jump
to their deaths or roast its compulsive viewing really fimatmax 4 weeks ago
EdwardMarshall1982 4 weeks ago @crystalbratcher30 I like you wanna see those
responsible brought to justice, but those responsible are not who you were told. They are
Americans. They print your money. They hold offices. They run most of the biggest
corporations in America. Jfk tried to abolish the Federal Reserve he died. Tupac made a
cd titled Killuminati he died. Micheal Jackson tried to tell the public about a conspiracy
he died. Russo told the public about a secret cult in upper society he died. Coincidence?
EdwardMarshall1982 4 weeks ago Prev 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 Next Reply Block User
Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders &
Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety
mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist
Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to
active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue
Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel
Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001
Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond to this
video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All
Comments (47,032) fimatmax 4 weeks ago hahaha ill be celebrateing dead american day on
sept 11 great tv almost as good as watching an iraqi saw an americans head off fimatmax
4 weeks ago n00bivore666 4 weeks ago Don't matter, quit arguing, the point is is that
3,000 people died that day n00bivore666 4 weeks ago CrazyRsQuester 4 weeks ago This
is what religion does to people. CrazyRsQuester 4 weeks ago vindran13 4 weeks ago
where's the other twin??? there's only 1 vindran13 4 weeks ago mikeodst15 4 weeks ago
Dude this is so terrible…I can't believe this actually happened… mikeodst15 4 weeks ago
mikeodst15 4 weeks ago Dude this is so terrible... mikeodst15 4 weeks ago cds417 4
weeks ago gosh go in an other room and cry dang!!! cds417 4 weeks ago BackerHall62 4
weeks ago guys, please show some respect. 3,000 people died this day and all of you are
acting like immature children. cussing and dissing innocent men. show respect to the dead
and dont trash talk the innocent BackerHall62 4 weeks ago Imachipmunk79 4 weeks ago
Yeah all you people talking crap about what bad crap Americas done stfu wedont hijack
planes and crash them killing people. And for your info tarrorists fuck u because you
killed my mom in this incident so go the fuck away and commit suicide somewhere else.
Imachipmunk79 4 weeks ago 5824balderrama 4 weeks ago my family saw the news on
channel 5 and my dad saw the wtc fall down and full of fire and
smocking!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-!!!!
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ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh-hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh-hhhhhhhhhh
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh-hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh-hh!!! 5824balderrama 4
weeks ago njnysportsfan 4 weeks ago @5824balderrama spammer njnysportsfan 4 weeks
ago 5824balderrama 4 weeks ago my family saw the news on channel 5 and my dad saw
the
wtc
fall
down
ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh-hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh-hhhhhhhhhh
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh-hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh-hh!!! 5824balderrama 4
weeks ago 5824balderrama 4 weeks ago my family saw the wtc fall down
ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh-hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh-hhhhhhhhhh
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh-hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh-hh!!! 5824balderrama 4
weeks ago 5824balderrama 4 weeks ago holy shit!!! wtc is on fire and smocking!!
fffffffffffffiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrreeeeeeeeeee-eeee!!! 5824balderrama 4 weeks ago
ProtectAus 4 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Ive just
studied 5 conspiracy theories for my Universal PHD. Moon Hoax, 9/11, JFK, Global
Warming and The Port Arthur Massacre. I have made 7 videos outlining my findings!
Don't believe every Youtube Conspiracy theory, some are true, some are not? . For the
Ultimate Truth with Heaps of incriminating evidence, click on my name ProtectAus, for a
world you never knew existed! Click on ProtectAus and check my Uploads. And a NEW
trailer for a 9/11 TV Movie! Exposed! The 9/11 TV Movie. is there too ProtectAus 4
weeks ago sexyboy884 4 weeks ago @joshybrown17 this person is sending messages at
different videos.just to spread the hatred .learn frm them see there commitement.but i ll
following him to spread the love.remember god bless america,god bless muslims, nd god
bless us hindus here in india.but laden shld be in hell along with terrorists.learn not all
muslims hates u.these r the few peoples who r found everywhere. sexyboy884 4 weeks
ago Mcboogers 4 weeks ago This spetemeber 11 i'm gonna be the one driving the plane!
Mcboogers 4 weeks ago museobsessed17 4 weeks ago As much as i believe that 9/11 was
an inside job, watching this video doesn't get rid of the terror people on the streets and in
the surrounding area went through during those moments. Very harrowing stuff...
museobsessed17 4 weeks ago DjRobin2000 4 weeks ago Did you know that the positions
of the Twin Towers and the new One World Trade Tower positions are equal to the three
pyramids of Giza? Check it out. DjRobin2000 4 weeks ago michaelhull02 4 weeks ago
OMG!! OMG!!!!!! michaelhull02 4 weeks ago lovato07 4 weeks ago THIS VIDEO IS
EDITED - YOU CANNOT SEE EITHER PLANE CRASH INTO IT. 11:45 WATCH
THE DELIBERATE SKIP. INFOWARS.COM lovato07 4 weeks ago xkissingkayx 4
weeks ago i was 9 when this happend, and it effects me everyday as it did on 9-11-2001.
godbless us xkissingkayx 4 weeks ago joshybrown17 4 weeks ago How does it feel
America? You enjoy killing people so much Al Qaeda thought they would return the
favor and then you get all pissy about it. Fucking sheeps joshybrown17 4 weeks ago
xkissingkayx 4 weeks ago @joshybrown17 really? really dude? where tha fuck you from
huh? if this happened to your country you would be talkin shit would you? no so shut
the fuck up and go to hell. xkissingkayx 4 weeks ago sexyboy884 4 weeks ago
@joshybrown17 u know thats what i was talking about.dont hate muslims hate people
like joshybrown.even it dsnt make me happy .man ur full of poison inside what ur doing
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here is great disservice to humanity.i can meet a muslim tommorow or any american can
meet any muslim somewhere nd reading comments like this will make us hating each other
4 no reason.lots of muslim leaving there in america nd lots of americans living in various
dnt create any problem if u cant help sexyboy884 4 weeks ago nikki4562 4 weeks ago
after the millitary plaine crashed there was something there looked like a UFO at the right
corner of the screen, was it a chopper? nikki4562 4 weeks ago hannoverisernhagen2 4
weeks ago I am from Germany, best video with best round view I have ever seen of this
impact. Takes of the Century. Absolutely impressive this document, It's taking my
breath away... These pictures may say more than a million of words.
hannoverisernhagen2 4 weeks ago zeid67 4 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Asama Ben Laden now CIA agent maybe later Hollywood star.
zeid67 4 weeks ago SuperRedbaron221 4 weeks ago The Taliban are a bunch of
dumbass's. SuperRedbaron221 4 weeks ago imdandrees 4 weeks ago
@SuperRedbaron221 you're a moran! haha imdandrees 4 weeks ago fimatmax 4 weeks
ago @SuperRedbaron221 THEN HOW COME YOUR FAGGOTY COUNTRY CANT
STOMP ON THEM YOUVE BEEN IN AFGANASTAN FOR 9 YRS NOW fimatmax
4 weeks ago ghjiop23 4 weeks ago Strange, today some guy made a presentation of this in
class... then there was an arguement on it on a forum I post on, then I stumble on this.
ghjiop23 4 weeks ago sexyboy884 4 weeks ago if someone finds me irritating then see
these documentaries i have mentioned.i m not here 2 give everyone holy lessons but the
thought of what is happening inside makes me sick.provably i m going to send these my
comments everywhere on u tube hopfully i can change few mindset.there should be a
great mosque,church nd temple near there bcoz people frm everywhere died there.thats
the only way they ll find peace but we shld take some action as well bcoz i can see it
coming here in india again sexyboy884 4 weeks ago 345dogbreath345 4 weeks ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam makes me sick 345dogbreath345 4 weeks
ago sexyboy884 4 weeks ago 7 but u shld kick the ass these terrorists nd flush these
pieces of shit 4ever.they have no place on this earth.i know there r lots of great muslims
there just dnt hate india or america see how much money these americans donate
everywhere.nd similarly no one shld hate any muslim without any reason.tomorrow i m
going 2 church,temple nd mosque no one can stop me.having said that we indian nd
american shld change few things abt ourselves if we r doing something wrong with them
as we can always learn sexyboy884 4 weeks ago 7 undertakerfriend 4 weeks ago made by
george w. bush undertakerfriend 4 weeks ago Russo016 4 weeks ago so, we are the
terrorist? i ve just saw pure inside job..... Russo016 4 weeks ago TWINTOWERTRUTH
4 weeks ago @Russo016 the bankers who run the federal reserve bank are the terrorists
and the America's REAL enemy TWINTOWERTRUTH 4 weeks ago crystalbratcher30 4
weeks ago @Russo016 yes you are the terrorist.duh! crystalbratcher30 4 weeks ago
MRauTObt 4 weeks ago this is so disturbing MRauTObt 4 weeks ago sexyboy884 4
weeks ago 13 everyone should see it nd then decide how many dreams u have broken.wat
really make me sad is the way they were killed.it really was a painful death.but everyone
should pray we shld kill that bastard osama bin laden.i know they hate us indians most
but still dont hate any muslim.its always good vs bad.those fire fighters were more
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muslim then the terrorists.any good muslim can be more american or indian then any
corrupt indian or american.if u cant make god win then atleast dnt kill him sexyboy884 4
weeks ago 13 LeChummey 4 weeks ago at 9:!6 is it people diving?! ... :S LeChummey 4
weeks ago sexyboy884 4 weeks ago 15 but i have made 1promise to myself after seeing
the firefighters inside the towers i will be a good person 4 rest of my life nd atleast i m
going 2 tell everyone stop hating any religion nd love humanity.ya i m hindu but i can see
frm my eyes my bhagwan,christ,allah everyone losing there.sorry they r not serving allah
they r killing him.bcoz my bhagwan,ur allah or christ they all were inside those peoples
dsnt matter they r white or black.ur only 1 religion thats the big devil. sexyboy884 4
weeks ago 15 sexyboy884 4 weeks ago 19 i m not here to preach anyone.u know but i
cant stop myself.i m frm india i havent lost nearone there but it had always made me sad
when i watch it on tv. i have accidentally seen 3 documentary here namely (the flight that
fought back,inside the wtc,flight aa 11) but now 4 the 1st time i can feel how they all
must have been feeling at that time nd now almost after 1 decade i realise someone has
killed thousands of my family members nd i never realised it.now i m feeling helpless wat
shld i do? sexyboy884 4 weeks ago 19 CCJCRW 4 weeks ago Comment removed
fimatmax 4 weeks ago @CCJCRW CUTTING THE CAKE AT 8AM WERE YA
DONT HAND US THAT CRAP U DUMB FUCKING MUPPERT fimatmax 4 weeks
ago sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago prisonplanet(dot)com/the-awful--truth-the-media-hideshighly--credible-people-question-911.h-tml sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago sonitusdeus 4 weeks
ago patriotsquestion911(dot)com/Co-unterterrorism_Veterans.pdf sonitusdeus 4 weeks
ago MUtdChannel 4 weeks ago Holly shit MUtdChannel 4 weeks ago debbbieham 4
weeks ago Thank you for documenting-it must have been terrible to watch it from such a
close vantage point. I'd like to add my own tribute as well-I have a song that came to me
the day after Sept 11th. My daughter put the song, "SHINE IN FREEDOM'S LIGHT"
on YouTube with a video, and I'd like to share it in commemoration of the day America
changed. Hope it gives comfort and hope to all those who keep us free, their families, and
all of us. God Bless America...dhamiltonprojects@ya-hoo.com *listen and share
debbbieham 4 weeks ago NAPREDATOR 4 weeks ago if i was in the world trade center i
would do my best to take pictures and record footage and get out of there, i'd keep it all
for myself and put it on my youtube account and because no one alse has it, id get lots of
views, people would think im cool and that im not a loser NAPREDATOR 4 weeks ago
matthiasthemouse 4 weeks ago @NAPREDATOR your a loser matthiasthemouse 4
weeks ago NAPREDATOR 4 weeks ago @matthiasthemouse thats why i said i should
have been there, don't you read? fucking idiot NAPREDATOR 4 weeks ago mfergy514 4
weeks ago OMG it was a military plane!! VERY INTERESTING! mfergy514 4 weeks
ago mojama2003 4 weeks ago @mfergy514 wuts more interesting is how she edited out
the " SECOND PLANE HITTING THE TOWER" mojama2003 4 weeks ago mfergy514
4 weeks ago @mojama2003 I agree. The edits were at very interesting points! mfergy514
4 weeks ago sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Seven Senior Federal Engineers and Scientists Call for New 9/11 Investigation Official Account of 9/11: “Impossible,” “A Bunch of Hogwash,” “Fatally Flawed” -Lt.
Col. Robert Bowman, PhD -David Griscom, PhD -Joel Hirschhorn, PhD -Enver Masud,
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MS -James Quintiere, PhD -Dwain Deets, MS -Edward S. Munyak, MS, PE sonitusdeus
4 weeks ago sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Eight Senior Republican Administration Appointees Challenge Official Account of
9/11 - “Not Possible,” “a Whitewash,” “False” etc.. -Paul Craig Roberts, PhD -Catherine
Austin Fitts -Morgan Reynolds, PhD -Col. Ronald D. Ray -Mary Schiavo -Barbara
Honegger -Edward Peck -Morton Goulder sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago sonitusdeus 4 weeks
ago Former Chief of NIST’s Fire Science Division Calls for Independent Review of World
Trade Center Investigation featured the statement of James Quintiere, Ph.D., one of the
world's leading fire science researchers. sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago
Capt. Gregory M. Zeigler, PhD Former U.S. Army Intelligence officer the hijackers'
names appearing in none of the published flight passenger lists, BBC reports of stolen
identities of the alleged hijackers or the alleged hijackers being found alive, the obvious
demolitions of WTC 1 and 2 and WTC 7, the lack of identifiable Boeing 757 wreckage at
the Pentagon, the impossibility of ordinary cell phone (opposed to Airfone) calls being
made consistently from passenger aircraft at cruising altitude sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago
Sharky2055 4 weeks ago @sonitusdeus Stop spreading bullcrap. Sharky2055 4 weeks
ago sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago @Sharky2055 get educated on one of the most horrific days
in US history. I do not spread "bullcrap"...did you even read who and what was quoted..?
sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago Maj. Scott Ritter – Former U.S.
Marine Corps Intelligence officer “We have an absolute requirement to know what
happened on 9/11. And no stone should be left unturned. And the 9/11 Commission
Report was not up to the task. And there must be a re-opening of the investigation, so
that we the people of the United States know what occurred on that horrific day.”
sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago Maj. Scott Ritter – Former U.S.
Marine Corps Intelligence officer “I, like the others, are frustrated by the 9/11
Commission Report, by the lack of transparency on the part of the United States
government, both in terms of the executive branch and the legislative branch when it
comes to putting out on the table all facts known to the 9/11 case.” sonitusdeus 4 weeks
ago sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago Morton Goulder (1921 – 2008) was appointed Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Intelligence and Warning under President Richard
Nixon and continued in that capacity under Presidents Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter. In
World War II, he served as a Lt. Commander in the U.S. Navy. In October 2004, three
months after the release of the 9/11 Commission Report, Mr. Goulder and over 100
prominent Americans signed a petition urging Congress to immediately reinvestigate 9/11.
sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago Bogdan Dzakovic – Witness before the
9/11 Commission. 14- year Counter-terrorism expert in the Security Division of the
Federal Aviation Administration “The best I could say about it is they really botched the
job by not really going into the real failure At worst, I think the 9/11 Commission Report
is treasonous. sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago Robert David Steele,
Intelligence Analyst "I am forced to conclude that 9/11 was at a minimum allowed to
happen as a pretext for war” “The U.S. government did not properly investigate this
[9/11] and there are more rocks to be turned over,” and added, “I'm absolutely certain that
WTC 7 was brought down by controlled demolition and that, as far as I'm concerned,
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means that this case has not been properly investigated. There's no way that building
could have come down without controlled demolition sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago
sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago Melvin Goodman, PhD former senior CIA official “I think the
9/11 Commission has taught me that we need to be extremely rigorous and extremely
tenacious in pursuing that truth, because there is a corporate mentality in this country
that is working against allowing the truth to surface, even in tragedies, such as the 9/11
tragedy sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago youcantwrestle 4 weeks ago @sonitusdeus interesting
youcantwrestle 4 weeks ago sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago William Christison, a 29-year CIA
veteran, former National Intelligence Officer (NIO) and former Director of the CIA's
Office of Regional and Political Analysis “We very seriously need an entirely new very
high level and truly independent investigation of the events of 9/11. I think you almost
have to look at the 9/11 Commission Report as a joke and not a serious piece of analysis
at all.” sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago Edward Peck – Former Deputy
Coordinator, Covert Intelligence Programs, U.S. State Department. Mr. Peck and over
100 prominent Americans signed a petition urging Congress to immediately reinvestigate
9/11. The signers included former senior CIA officials, Raymond McGovern and Melvin
Goodman sonitusdeus 4 weeks ago MagierNo1 4 weeks ago was ich nicht verstehe
warum haben die sowas gemacht das versteh ich einfach nicht ist am 11 setember ein
grausamer tag? MagierNo1 4 weeks ago sausagedogheaven 4 weeks ago "It was a huge
plane, it was a military plane"...........so why did the video footage not show it?
sausagedogheaven 4 weeks ago inkQbus2009 4 weeks ago @sausagedogheaven becuz,
only certain cameras caught the first plane it wuz so sudden , wtf think........
inkQbus2009 4 weeks ago bmb132005 4 weeks ago To all you fucking muslim lovin
dirtbags. For sumone to HATE the people that did this and everything they represent is
not a sin only the act itself is! And you can rot in hell to. bmb132005 4 weeks ago
fimatmax 4 weeks ago @bmb132005 eat shit fimatmax 4 weeks ago shahoooooo 4 weeks
ago 2 usa is supporting israel and thus losing its own power and states,many states of usa
now wanna be independent and dont want to run under usa,usa ppl,wake up,ur tax
money which u earn after working like hell,is going to israel,u have to wake up or it will
be too late,usa got some power and it started attacking on Muslim states without any
reason,learn lesson from china who r upcoming ultimate super power but never
threatened any one even india which always try to war with china..!! shahoooooo 4
weeks ago 2 shahoooooo 4 weeks ago hmm,usa propaganda..to start war. shahoooooo 4
weeks ago ziadbiomoid 4 weeks ago @Noxious518 yes .. but i gotta go after 5 mins.. tell
me ziadbiomoid 4 weeks ago Noxious518 4 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @ziadbiomoid email me nox518@hotmail.com Noxious518 4 weeks
ago Noxious518 4 weeks ago @ziadbiomoid check you channel...i left a comment with
some information Noxious518 4 weeks ago ziadbiomoid 4 weeks ago @Israel4ever Sorry
but this is not the place where I should reply on you.. ziadbiomoid 4 weeks ago
ziadbiomoid 4 weeks ago @Noxious518 I've already sent u a friends request. ziadbiomoid
4 weeks ago Noxious518 4 weeks ago @ziadbiomoid you still on? Noxious518 4 weeks
ago ziadbiomoid 4 weeks ago @Noxious518.. I am not being ignorant as those that have
judged us.. Cuz I did not judge anyone too in my life.. and I am not in a position that let
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me do this.. cuz I am a human like you and only God judges us.. So dont understand my
opinion in a wrong way pls.. cuz I respect everyone and believe that we should all live
together in peace.. that what WE Believe... thanks ziadbiomoid 4 weeks ago Noxious518
4 weeks ago @ziadbiomoid Im glad that weve reached a mutaul level of civility. i do not
place blame, nor does any right minded american(that you dont ever hear from in the
media) on the muslim community. propoganda only spreads hate. i try to see past that.
which is why i had asked that we not discuss the political side of this video. this video is
to remember those who died trying to live their lives. If you would like to further discuss
this i have emails and facebook. maybe its a simple misunderstanding Noxious518 4
weeks ago ziadbiomoid 4 weeks ago @Noxious518 Dont say anything on my behalf.. I
DIDNT DIsrespect the dead!!! ALL humans in the world deserve to live in peace and
harmony.. and I feel very Sorry for what happened...!!! SO dont just say trash things.. I
am and All real Muslims around the world DO NOT ACCEPT THIS.. and I will not say
anything else!!! ziadbiomoid 4 weeks ago Noxious518 4 weeks ago @ziadbiomoid I
apologize for my emotional response but this is something i feel very strongly for. those
guilty for these attacks are DEAD. let the guilt rest with their dead bodies. Noxious518 4
weeks ago ziadbiomoid 4 weeks ago @Noxious518 I am not judging american ppl by the
media.. I am judging Americas government.. cuz all facts are infront of you.. and I am not
against Americans.. No they are humans like me and you and they deserve the best!! And
sure I am not with this criminal things!! NO.. but what I am focusing on is that most of
you directly put this on the 20 muslims that their names were published in the media!!
and that ISlam is the terrorist Religion, So WHY ARE YOU JUDGING MUSLIMS!!?
ziadbiomoid 4 weeks ago Noxious518 4 weeks ago @ziadbiomoid I have never judged
another in my life. On behalf of alll americans i apologize for the hateful things the
ignorant among us have said....no person deserves to be treated this way. The islamic
religion is not a terrorist organization and by assuming this you are only being as ignorant
as those that have judged your people. Noxious518 4 weeks ago ziadbiomoid 4 weeks ago
@Noxious518 well guy, if you have something valuable to say then say it... or just Shut
up!! Everything is clear here and all of you do not want to see it.. But everyone on this
planet have computers and internet and can watch youtube and can see Americas crimes
... on its own people and on the whole world.. so Dont tell me to go to net page!!!
ziadbiomoid 4 weeks ago Noxious518 4 weeks ago @ziadbiomoid Im sorry guy, but you
WERENT THERE!! and i know that because if you were...YOU WOULD FUCKING
KNOW BETTER THAN TO SLANDER THIS VIDEOS PURPOSE!!!!! YOU ARE
SCUM!!! Noxious518 4 weeks ago Noxious518 4 weeks ago @ziadbiomoid And dont
judge the american people by what you see through the media. you dont know me. you
dont know the life i live and you sure as hell dont deserve to be commenting on a subject
that you know nothing about. Noxious518 4 weeks ago Noxious518 4 weeks ago
@ziadbiomoid Americas crimes...psht. the american government has committed crimes
against the world. not the american people. Noxious518 4 weeks ago Noxious518 4 weeks
ago @ziadbiomoid What you have done today is seriously disrespect the dead. You
havent done anything for your cause by disrespecting those that died. i hope karma
comes back around to you my friend. i hope you eat your own words. Noxious518 4
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weeks ago IsraeI4ever 4 weeks ago @Noxious518 muslims dont have respect for the
dead,you should know that by now cause all they do is flash their dead bodies to the
media for the world to know how bad we treat them my deepest condolences to the
families and close ones,R.I.P. IsraeI4ever 4 weeks ago Noxious518 4 weeks ago
@IsraeI4ever im sorry i cant agree with that Noxious518 4 weeks ago IsraeI4ever 4 weeks
ago @Noxious518 even tho i dont need you too,you'll see it one day. and hey,dont go
far,its all over the net,youtube too. IsraeI4ever 4 weeks ago pondibeach 4 weeks ago
@IsraeI4ever you idiot, half the time its non-muslim cameras who take the footage
because they wont to, not because they were begged by islamic people, you're only in
israel because us westerners felt sorry for you, you think the world would have learnt
from ww2 what happens when we discriminate against religions that arent our own, dont
think that you are gonna get any special treatment from us westerners because you are a
Israeli mate pondibeach 4 weeks ago Noxious518 4 weeks ago Comment removed
ziadbiomoid 4 weeks ago Stop puting it on Muslims.. Go watch other videos and listen
what are the kinds of the planes that hit the WTC.. and listen how there were lots of
bombs in the basements and all the people and fire men and police heard the sounds of
bombing inside.. They were not commercial flights as your government said.. IT was your
government and your army who did it.. Open your eyes ppl.. come on you have the
strongest media in the world and u still couldnt understand this!!!!!! ziadbiomoid 4 weeks
ago Noxious518 4 weeks ago @ziadbiomoid no big guy. im sorry. take your conspiracy
to another page. Noxious518 4 weeks ago crystalbratcher30 4 weeks ago @ziadbiomoid i
got news for you it is the muslims fault.bin laden started it. crystalbratcher30 4 weeks
ago EdwardMarshall1982 4 weeks ago @crystalbratcher30 Please refrain from typing.
Bin laden had nothing to do with 9/11. EdwardMarshall1982 4 weeks ago eroman74 4
weeks ago @EdwardMarshall1982 he ordered them to hi jack the planes eroman74 4
weeks ago d1drifter87 4 weeks ago Incredible footage, thank you for sharing. d1drifter87
4 weeks ago ThePete65 4 weeks ago 343 ThePete65 4 weeks ago PS3Blizz 4 weeks ago
3 people stop Arguing...please, atleast not on here. not on this video. PS3Blizz 4 weeks
ago 3 sam0xin 4 weeks ago 2 12:13 It was a military plane ?! sam0xin 4 weeks ago 2
d1drifter87 4 weeks ago @sam0xin that was clear as water. I believe her. d1drifter87 4
weeks ago 420Htown247 4 weeks ago INSIDE JOB ...i never cry but everytime i see this
i cant help but feel nothing but grief on our government u killed family members!!!!
420Htown247 4 weeks ago godzilla1077 4 weeks ago 2 @420Htown247 It wasn't an
inside job. godzilla1077 4 weeks ago 2 pondibeach 4 weeks ago @godzilla1077 oi mate,
you shouldnt be certain about these things, it is good to keep an open mind, i would
really hope that the government didnt do this, but because of this, it gave them reason to
set up operations in the middle east outside of israel, and if they were really smart they
realised that afganistan could be a place to store troops for when they invaded iraq,
pondibeach 4 weeks ago seanfleming1 4 weeks ago JENGA!! seanfleming1 4 weeks ago
bch1496 4 weeks ago Comment removed bch1496 4 weeks ago @seanfleming1 are you
fucking kidding me? bch1496 4 weeks ago kidbuu1991 4 weeks ago Just the thought of
imagining the passengers in the aeroplane makes me sick. kidbuu1991 4 weeks ago
Hperman09 4 weeks ago Well guess what, we're leaving the middle east in 2011 and we
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never found bin laden and he's still on the loose. We gain nothing from this 9 year war.
Bush, Blair, and Cheney should have been tried with war crimes for the murder of US and
UK soldiers along with millions of innocent Iraqis. This war in Iraq and Afghanistan is
BS. 9/11 was probably a inside job, god knows what. But it's well known that we train
the Taliban to fight off against the Russians in the middle east in the 80s. Hperman09 4
weeks ago KKKSuperFan 4 weeks ago 9-11 was started by a joint effort of the KKK and
the Cia who influenced and allowed desperate foreigners to hijack an airplane in order to
create terror and animosity to justify a genocidal crusade in the middle east for energy
resources and global power......... KKKSuperFan 4 weeks ago hcn89 4 weeks ago
OWNED! hcn89 4 weeks ago ny007ny 4 weeks ago Anyone who thinks it is funny I
hope you feel the same pain someday. ny007ny 4 weeks ago fimatmax 4 weeks ago
@ny007ny hahaha fimatmax 4 weeks ago fimatmax 4 weeks ago @ny007ny hahaha you
reap what you sow america fimatmax 4 weeks ago TheRomanticTruth 4 weeks ago mAN
THIS IS HORRIBLE! BUT SHE HAS A great CAMERA TO BE ABLE TO ZOOM IN
LIKE THAT!? TheRomanticTruth 4 weeks ago aceboy143 4 weeks ago NYPD, FDNY
and any other people that helped evacuate and save lives have my full respect. aceboy143
4 weeks ago DeathClutch19 4 weeks ago This is some incredible video... Wow.
DeathClutch19 4 weeks ago bmb132005 4 weeks ago Fuck Muslims they can all rot in
hell! bmb132005 4 weeks ago bootyplus 4 weeks ago @bmb132005 now now bootyplus
4 weeks ago cem9967 4 weeks ago @bmb132005 what did you write..you are self fuckt
you shit head.Not the muslims but your our government kill you...all the world knows
about that but you didnt, you idiot. Go fuck you self you fucking racist...Your atom
bombs still rememberd in Hiroshima, the war in vietnam, occupation in irak,
afganistan...kill all the indians and africans...you FUCKING CHILD MURDERS..There
is no playing attacks the usa but you attack every day a another place...SON of the
DEVILS.....you fucking shit cem9967 4 weeks ago z7patrickz7 4 weeks ago @cem9967
neither you or bmb132005 are right. It has nothing to do with a Muslims, who by the
way are more than a billion people bmb, and not all Americans are messed up. It all
depends on the certain person, not the whole group. z7patrickz7 4 weeks ago
MrDumonti 4 weeks ago @bmb132005 why muslims?? Do think all muslims are like this
fucking idiots in the plane. Man u have no idea about real muslims. U only sitting at
home, in front of ur Computer and write comments without using ur head. Thats only
stupid. And dont answer me man. I dont want to read answers of stupid ppl MrDumonti
4 weeks ago bmb132005 4 weeks ago Jean you shouldve been in those buildings stupid
cunt. bmb132005 4 weeks ago pinkpandaapple 4 weeks ago aaawwww i bet no moar
lunch at twintower :o.That sucks because i heard they have those yummie donuts
&coffee. pinkpandaapple 4 weeks ago videoman223 4 weeks ago R.I.P. To all the
innocent people and all the brave firefighters who lost their lifes. videoman223 4 weeks
ago AndrewKeeley47 4 weeks ago thank you i needed to see this. i was in the 5th grade
when this happened and had no clue what was going on. i am a former firefighter, and
nothing breaks my heart more than watching firefighters who are like brothers to me...
just thank you. AndrewKeeley47 4 weeks ago ChuckyBlackheart 4 weeks ago 911:
Attack Of The Shit People! ChuckyBlackheart 4 weeks ago Jeannenyc57 4 weeks ago
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@ChuckyBlackheart I am so sad at your lack of empathy. I have lived in the UK & NL.
At least I know, there are good & bad in all cultures. Stop with comments Jeannenyc57 4
weeks ago ChuckyBlackheart 4 weeks ago @Jeannenyc57 Oh I have empathy all right.
For the victims. ChuckyBlackheart 4 weeks ago Jeannenyc57 4 weeks ago
@ChuckyBlackheart ok, thanks! Be well! Greetings from Manhattan Jeannenyc57 4
weeks ago AndrewKeeley47 4 weeks ago Thank you for the video. i was in the 5th grade
when this happened and i had no clue what was goin on. im a senior in high school and im
watching the movie 9/11 in my foreignsics class and i just want to see more clearly what
happened, and what people thought was goin on. it breaks my heart to watch this. i was a
volunteer fire fighter for about two years, and i had to quit because i was moving out of
the state. it broke my heart. it was like a family. it's horrifying... AndrewKeeley47 4
weeks ago quarterhorse631 4 weeks ago i have to watch it for a project in school. it sucks
having to watch it and it hurts to the deepest part of my body but if it calls for an A then
i guess i have to quarterhorse631 4 weeks ago ihatethemfuckingnigs 4 weeks ago
septermber 11th was the funniest thing in the history of anything. i pissed my pants
laughing at this day. and i do twice a day everyday at 9:11 am and 9:11 pm. i got a boner
watching this video. justin bieber suxxxx and the metal militia destroyed him
ihatethemfuckingnigs 4 weeks ago quarterhorse631 4 weeks ago @ihatethemfuckingnigs
<your fucking stupid motha fucker. quarterhorse631 4 weeks ago Jeannenyc57 4 weeks
ago @quarterhorse631 Not worth it, quarterhorse. he is not human Jeannenyc57 4 weeks
ago platexdfgdfgdg 4 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
DISABLE THE COMMENTS ON HERE PLEASE platexdfgdfgdg 4 weeks ago
MrTommymcgowan 4 weeks ago did you saw a another plane hit the World Trade
Center? (very sorry for your loss) MrTommymcgowan 4 weeks ago joseagev 4 weeks
ago JOIN THE UNITED IN MEMORY MOVEMENT TO REMEMBER SEPT 11
2001.EVERY TRUE AMERICAN SHOULD JOIN THE MOVEMENT. GET A
UNITED IN MEMORY SHIRT AT ZAZZLE.COM/KEDS_BOTIQUE AND JOIN
THE MOVEMENT OVER 90000 ALREADY HAVE. IF YOU ARE A PROUD
AMERICAN REPOST AS COMMENT joseagev 4 weeks ago fimatmax 1 month ago
GREAT TO SEE DEAD AMERICANS, GIVES ME A WARM FEELING IN MY
TUMMY fimatmax 1 month ago wayne123456789123456 1 month ago @fimatmax ok
faggot keep your opinion at your mind wayne123456789123456 1 month ago fimatmax
4 weeks ago @wayne123456789123456 sorry you wana suck my what, dude youtube
aint for gay cruising take it to your fave gay bar bitch fimatmax 4 weeks ago hustler1babe
1 month ago @fimatmax Shut the fuck up. hustler1babe 1 month ago fimatmax 4 weeks
ago @hustler1babe howz go fuck yourself grab ya bitch fimatmax 4 weeks ago
EdwardMarshall1982 1 month ago @fimatmax Hmmm. I wonder what year the NWO
plans to enslave New Zealand. I hope you don't have any children. EdwardMarshall1982
1 month ago fimatmax 4 weeks ago @EdwardMarshall1982 they can try but were not as
stupid as americans in nz fimatmax 4 weeks ago EdwardMarshall1982 4 weeks ago
@fimatmax Oh of course not. lol Where do you get your perception of Americans? The
media. Whats worse is your ignorant to your own stupidity. Enjoy youtube while you
can. You'll live life as a slave and just might burn in hell for your actions and judgments.
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Stupid fucking troll. Youtube is your life. Your pathetic. EdwardMarshall1982 4 weeks
ago fimatmax 4 weeks ago @EdwardMarshall1982 god dosn't exist you dumb fuck
redneck fimatmax 4 weeks ago EdwardMarshall1982 4 weeks ago @fimatmax Cite some
proof dumb fuck. EdwardMarshall1982 4 weeks ago EdwardMarshall1982 4 weeks ago
@fimatmax You know what would give you a warm feeling in your tummy also? A .306
round come to America and say that shit. Nowhere in the bible does it say Thou shalt not
commit a public service. Keep hiding behind your computer troll. EdwardMarshall1982 4
weeks ago fimatmax 4 weeks ago @EdwardMarshall1982 the bible is a work of pure
horse shit . also come to nz and just beat your dumb ass , i have no intention of visting
your faggoty assed cuntry fimatmax 4 weeks ago fimatmax 4 weeks ago
@EdwardMarshall1982 eat shit fag fimatmax 4 weeks ago EdwardMarshall1982 4 weeks
ago @fimatmax Aww too bad. New Zealand might be a nice place to visit. Oh and God
doesn't write books genius. EdwardMarshall1982 4 weeks ago fimatmax 4 weeks ago
@EdwardMarshall1982 ill say it again genius god dont exist you tool , and if he diud do
you think hed bother blessing your shitty cuntry, now do the world a favour and kill
yourself fimatmax 4 weeks ago crystalbratcher30 4 weeks ago @EdwardMarshall1982 no
we are not ignorant. crystalbratcher30 4 weeks ago EdwardMarshall1982 4 weeks ago
@crystalbratcher30 What? Whose we? EdwardMarshall1982 4 weeks ago
crystalbratcher30 4 weeks ago @EdwardMarshall1982 you were saying we americans
were ignorant when we aint,so shut the fuck up and get your facts straight.
crystalbratcher30 4 weeks ago EdwardMarshall1982 4 weeks ago @crystalbratcher30
Sigh. I'm too busy defending Americans to be troubled by someone who jumps into
arguemnts having no clue what side they're taking. EdwardMarshall1982 4 weeks ago
crystalbratcher30 4 weeks ago @EdwardMarshall1982 stop twisting everything
around.im american too.go to hell.it is all bin laden's fault anyway.and he is too
responsible. crystalbratcher30 4 weeks ago EdwardMarshall1982 4 weeks ago
@crystalbratcher30 I'm trying to be courteous, the only reson I was arguing with
Fimatmax is because he said seeing dead americans gives him a warm feeling in his tummy.
Read the comments here by TwinTowerTruth and Sonitsdeus these guys aren't
bullshittin. The only evidence you have that Bin Laden is at fault is because thats what
the media told you, don't believe everything you see on TV. EdwardMarshall1982 4
weeks ago ryanvt77 4 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@fimatmax You are nothing but a pile of shit. Just keep your mouth shut if all that comes
out it is HATE ryanvt77 4 weeks ago alsancle 4 weeks ago @fimatmax idiot... people
died and all you can think about is your selfish purposes of getting back at americans for
whatever reasons but post your harsh comments somewhere else alsancle 4 weeks ago
hustler1babe 1 month ago wow this is insane, never seen this b4 like that ... hustler1babe
1 month ago NikCreu 1 month ago I cannot believe what i just saw!! NikCreu 1 month
ago pertencoacristo 1 month ago New York was attacked by the devil. May God protect
us from these demons from hell. pertencoacristo 1 month ago Psychophreak000 1 month
ago hahahahahahaha that was hilarious!!!! when did this happen? Psychophreak000 1
month ago wayne123456789123456 1 month ago @Psychophreak000 SHUT UP!!!
wayne123456789123456
1
month
ago
MrDumonti
1
month
ago
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@wayne123456789123456 dude, this are stupid peopel...They have no respect of this
sad day. I dont know why. greetz from germany MrDumonti 1 month ago Jeannenyc57 4
weeks ago @MrDumonti From Germany, Enough said! Jeannenyc57 4 weeks ago
MrDumonti 4 weeks ago @Jeannenyc57 wow man shut the fuck up. U dont know
anything about germany MrDumonti 4 weeks ago Jeannenyc57 4 weeks ago
@MrDumonti Actually, I f do. I have lived in The Netherlands 6 yrs, and the UK 2 yrs.
We would go into Germany sometimes on weekends & I have many German friends I
was reacting on your comment on 911. I lost a brother that day. Jeannenyc57 4 weeks
ago MrDumonti 4 weeks ago @Jeannenyc57 I feel sorry for u man! MrDumonti 4 weeks
ago Jeannenyc57 4 weeks ago @MrDumonti Thank you, I feel an inner peace now. It
took forever. Be well, Jeanne in Manhattan Jeannenyc57 4 weeks ago Apollo580 1 month
ago @Psychophreak000 Wow. Fuck you. Apollo580 1 month ago solnakalleh 1 month
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @Psychophreak000 FUCK
YOU YOU LITTLE FUCKING CUNT!! solnakalleh 1 month ago Psychophreak000 4
weeks ago @solnakalleh awwww did i offend you? :) that's so cute. Psychophreak000 4
weeks ago alsancle 4 weeks ago @Psychophreak000 thats the farest thing from funny ive
ever seen it is sad and deppressing alsancle 4 weeks ago Psychophreak000 4 weeks ago
@alsancle i was 11 when it happened, i was more depressed that i didn't get to go outside
for recess that day. it's been 9 years people. i think it's time to get over it :)
Psychophreak000 4 weeks ago togalyricist 4 weeks ago @Psychophreak000 fuck you.
shit went down tht day you piece of shit. togalyricist 4 weeks ago Airsoftdevil666 4
weeks ago @togalyricist ok then tell the jews to get over hitler and the holocaust...
Airsoftdevil666 4 weeks ago Psychophreak000 4 weeks ago @Airsoftdevil666 jews don't
count because they aren't real people Psychophreak000 4 weeks ago Airsoftdevil666 4
weeks ago @Psychophreak000 hmmm agreed lol jk but people arnt goingto get over it
anytime soon. and i think that yes maby we should start getting over it but its like a scar,
you cant look at it without remembering what happened an how it affected you, you just
cant forget somtthing like that or get overr somthing like that Airsoftdevil666 4 weeks ago
legobuilder55 4 weeks ago @Psychophreak000 who are you to tell anybody to get over it
legobuilder55 4 weeks ago Psychophreak000 4 weeks ago @legobuilder55 i'm just saying
you people need to stop living in the past :) Psychophreak000 4 weeks ago gotliebrichter
4 weeks ago @Psychophreak000 thats the way oho aha i like it oho aha !! gotliebrichter 4
weeks ago TheRomanticTruth 4 weeks ago @Psychophreak000 We should never forget it
what if it was your family???? Its a time for us as a nation to really appreciate life and
not be so closed -minded and materialistic!? For A tragedy like this could very well
happen again!? So no we should never forget something like this!? I was 11 also by the
way! TheRomanticTruth 4 weeks ago Psychophreak000 4 weeks ago
@TheRomanticTruth yeah i could really care less. i was just bored and wanted to see
how many people i could piss off. so yeah. still don't care about 9/11 though. just sayin.
Psychophreak000 4 weeks ago brixxer99 1 month ago to make such a video as a privat
person in my mind it only shows a bit of nasty sensationalism and maybe it´s a
expression of pure selfishness sry... brixxer99 1 month ago alsancle 4 weeks ago
@brixxer99 what do you mean? alsancle 4 weeks ago TheNaturalSpark 1 month ago Haha
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those buildings and the people inside got owned. TheNaturalSpark 1 month ago
tehnoobchild 1 month ago @TheNaturalSpark lol tehnoobchild 1 month ago MikeyMelee
1 month ago @TheNaturalSpark too bad you and your skank mother weren't inside.
MikeyMelee 1 month ago Glennzorz2 4 weeks ago Comment removed batterseaspark 1
month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The day before 911
Rumsfeld announced on t.v. quote " the enemy is close at hand...and in the
pentagon.....$2.3trillion dollars is missing from pentagon accounts " [its here on YT] The
next day a " plane " hits the pentagon killing 37 out of 45 people working in accounts!!!!
[it killed over 100 all in all]. Someone got lucky...DOV ZAKHEIM was pentagon
comptroller then.... a dual u.s. /israeli citizen and former C.E.O. of fly by remote
manufacturer and radical zionist... ROBBERY/MURDER! batterseaspark 1 month ago
fo2shshsh 1 month ago  ﻩ ﺏﺍﻝﺵﻑﺍ ﻩﻩﻩﻩfo2shshsh 1 month ago fo2shshsh 1 month ago fuck
israel the killers of childrens fo2shshsh 1 month ago batterseaspark 1 month ago
whatever.. i wouldnt give 200 MAN S.A.S or whatever team of specialised forces a rat in
hells chance of achieving such a successful operation against the huge giant that is the
American home defences and intelligence services without INSIDE help.[you kidding
me!!??] And if the supposed terrorists were so sophisticated and professional....why
would they learn to fly planes in AMERICA? Muslims?? uh???...dont you think it might
GIVE THE GAME AWAY!!?..no chance!! everyone knows its Bullshit!! batterseaspark
1 month ago tastified 1 month ago I live in Australia. I was only 6 when this happened.
Those poor, poor innocent people. tastified 1 month ago Jeannenyc57 4 weeks ago
@tastified Thanks you Australia! Regards from Manhattan Jeannenyc57 4 weeks ago
BlushingMocha741 1 month ago When this happened, I was sitting in front of the tv
watching CNN, I always watched CNN in the morning and couldn't believe what I was
seeing! I was like NO this can not be real?? Sad, angry, hysterical and all alone. The
"Extra, Extra" paper was at my door in 5 secs! Terrorist attack. Unbelivable and hard to
watch. All of those people standing around didn't know the building was going to
collapse. I just cried and cried. BlushingMocha741 1 month ago metalrocks21rapsucks 1
month ago 6 I know how much Americans love their country and I kinda know how they
felt that day. Must have been so hard to digest. From a Canadian. metalrocks21rapsucks
1 month ago 6 Jeannenyc57 4 weeks ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @metalrocks21rapsucks Thank you! Your kindness is much appreciated. Jeanne in
Manhattan Jeannenyc57 4 weeks ago EatMyShitYumy 1 month ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam hahaha i was there i saw people were dying that
day it's HILARIOUS hahaha i raped their dead bodies! EatMyShitYumy 1 month ago
1982FMJ 1 month ago buildings can be replaced but people's lives cannot. THats the
worst thing about this act of war was the loss of lives. Alot of nice valuable good people
died that day all because of these terrorist scumbags which were most likely immigrants
from a shithole country where they go blowing themselves up and strap bombs to there
own children. i've met some nice people in america and they are worth more than these
people in shithole countries who have suicide bombers. they ain't worth shit 1982FMJ 1
month ago zakkiboinottz 1 month ago we nneed to fucking kill them zakkiboinottz 1
month ago jasper799 1 month ago Obviously audio edited in to seem like it was taken at
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the moment of impact. Please people, don't insult the dead by manufacturing this crap
and trying to pawn it off as legitimate. Shame on you. jasper799 1 month ago kamilnaw 1
month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam on min 14 of this video
we can clearly see a huge plume of smoke coming out from the base of wtc area,,if both
towers are still standing and the smoke es being blowen away from the towers what is
this huge plume of smoke??how could this plume of smok be raising from the base of the
towers if neither one of the towers had collapsed??how come this critical event never
been disscused or examined ?? dood something is missing here kamilnaw 1 month ago
kamilnaw 1 month ago on min 14 of this video we can clearly see a huge plume of smoke
coming out from the base of wtc area,,if both towers are still standing and the smoke es
being blowen away from the towers what is this huge plume of smoke??how could this
plume of smok be raising from the base of the towers if neither one of the towers had
collapsed??how come this critical event never been disscused or examined ?? dood
something is missing here kamilnaw 1 month ago TangoKarta 1 month ago @kamilnaw
Um minute 14 is when the first building collapsed? Unless im missing something?
TangoKarta 1 month ago chrisvelos1 1 month ago Google "Operation Northwoods", it
was a plan that originated within the United States government in 1962. The plan called
for CIA or other operatives to commit genuine acts of terrorism in U.S. cities and
elsewhere. These acts of terrorism were to be blamed on Cuba in order to create public
support for a war against that nation, Operation Northwoods included proposals for
hijackings and bombings followed by the introduction of phony evidence that would
implicate the Cuban government. chrisvelos1 1 month ago RomanceGirl101 1 month ago
19:40 Holy crud that's awful... :'( RomanceGirl101 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1
month ago Fuck these arguments. I'm am a muslim piece of trash. Happy. I hated 9 11.
But yet I'm a terrorist. I served for the USA. Veitnam. The truth about gaza... They were
both countries. Israel was a little smaller. They took most of Palestinian land. There you
go. My grandpa told me.I say, I hate how my ppl hate Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago
Ganshinu 1 month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever dude, you have every right to be upset. I
support palestine and this whole 9/11 stuff was probably Bush's work if the conspiracy
theories are correct. Ignore the people who call the Third World shitholes. They're bigger
shitholes themselves :) Ganshinu 1 month ago ChuckyBlackheart 1 month ago Even now
it doesn't seem real. It's impossible to fully take in. I see the footage and think "that can't
be real". I don't know why Bush sent the military to Iraq - It was Pakistanis flying those
planes. ChuckyBlackheart 1 month ago shawngaskins 1 month ago Hey NightShadeAEB,
If you dont think it is a bad thing to build a mosque 2 blocks away from it while they
have one 4 blocks away from it....np. We should also build a WW2 shrine in Japan at the
2 bomb sites of a bomber. They are being totally ignoring the feelings of the people that
feel that they shouldn't build there. Maybe we should build an shrine in anyother place
where the feelings of others would matter but we don't care do we. You are an idiot just
like everyone else that don't care. shawngaskins 1 month ago beanybop100 1 month ago I
AGREE WITH BestRunner100!!!!!!!!! beanybop100 1 month ago mamaluigi01 1 month
ago now it's 9 years 10 days and 26 hours ago! :( god bless) AND LIFE GOES ON...
mamaluigi01 1 month ago Jeannenyc57 1 month ago @mamaluigi01 doe's it? I lost my
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brother and many friends Jeannenyc57 1 month ago Jeannenyc57 1 month ago
@mamaluigi01 does it? I lost my brother and many friends I was there that day. The
people were so amazing, I am so proud of the FDNY and all who stopped to help one
another. Bless you too. Jeanne in Manhattan Jeannenyc57 1 month ago IIIRobIII 1
month ago what is that heartbeating sound in the background? IIIRobIII 1 month ago
cjkmaster 1 month ago god just kill bin laden all ready he is pissing me off he has survived
like 10 attempts! cjkmaster 1 month ago ozelle87 1 month ago @cjkmaster - I have read
that Bin Laden is an American Operative who was one who popped up whenever Bush
needed more fear pumped into the American Public. IF this is true, then there is not one
member of congress, Dem or Rep, (at that time) who can say they weren't complicit in
one manner or another. Take it for what it's worth. the info's out there- just have to look
for it. Everything hangs on Nov2 to route the whole bunch and get gov't out of DC &
back to the States where it belongs. ozelle87 1 month ago mamaluigi01 1 month ago
Comment removed DjB2Productions 1 month ago that'd be kinda funny, if some guy in
there, "hey honey, i'll be home before supper, good lord, uh i fucked your sister..",
"What?" "noth" *static* DjB2Productions 1 month ago Jeannenyc57 1 month ago 14
@DjB2Productions Grow up! There is nothing funny here! I lost my brother.
Jeannenyc57 1 month ago 14 DjB2Productions 1 month ago @Jeannenyc57 uhuh...why
would you watch this shit then DjB2Productions 1 month ago Jeannenyc57 1 month ago
@DjB2Productions It continues to facinate me. Now stop with your angry words. Where
is your empathy? Jeannenyc57 1 month ago ihatethemfuckingnigs 4 weeks ago
@Jeannenyc57 if you don't think this is the most hilarious day in history, then you can
go to hell. like the 14 people who died in this event. including your brother deserved to.
love little johnny =] ihatethemfuckingnigs 4 weeks ago Jeannenyc57 4 weeks ago
@ihatethemfuckingnigs No, dear, I will not go to hell. Obviously you don't know what
empathy is. Where did you get the # 14? Google the number of people who died. My
brother was a good father, son, husband, brother How dare you! Wait until something
happens to someone you love, and it will. So, get lost! Jeannenyc57 4 weeks ago
ihatethemfuckingnigs 4 weeks ago @Jeannenyc57 first of all ur brother was a crapp y
father,son,husband and father again. and i dont have anbody i love. they all died and it
was hilarious. old lady gordon<3 ihatethemfuckingnigs 4 weeks ago Jeannenyc57 4 weeks
ago @ihatethemfuckingnigs why is it that you loving no one or being loved back doesn't
surprise me? Jeannenyc57 4 weeks ago ihatethemfuckingnigs 4 weeks ago @Jeannenyc57
banana bread. ihatethemfuckingnigs 4 weeks ago Jeannenyc57 4 weeks ago
@ihatethemfuckingnigs I see you cannot answer my question. 14 people died? I also do
not believe you are 35, more like 12. Your mean spirit, anger and cruelty amazes me.
Maybe a doctor can help Jeannenyc57 4 weeks ago alsancle 4 weeks ago
@DjB2Productions thats disrespectful to posta comment like that on this video please be
funny somewhere else alsancle 4 weeks ago willrodriguez2000 1 month ago
AE911TRUTH d o t ORG willrodriguez2000 1 month ago BestRunner100 1 month ago
3 i am not going to reply to any of these comments anymore. Bush did not blow up the
towers. It was Muslim Extemists, we have proved it. It sickens me that AMERICANS
would think up this bullshit. Go to hell you motherfucking shithead. Crawl up Bin
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Laden's Ass so you can be his bitch a little longer!! BestRunner100 1 month ago 3
willrodriguez2000 1 month ago @BestRunner100 brother you are in denial- look at the
facts.......steel frame buildings dont fall cause of fire...........WTC 7 was not hit by a
plane...........pentagon = the most secure building in the country BUT not 1 video of the
supposed plane that hit it...........and the list goes on WAKE THE FUCK UP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
willrodriguez2000 1 month ago willrodriguez2000 1 month ago @BestRunner100 your
denial of the facts sickens me! willrodriguez2000 1 month ago GamingsecretsTV 1 month
ago @BestRunner100 give me a YOU PROVE A POINT LIKE A REAL AMERICAN
HI FIVE!!! lmao GamingsecretsTV 1 month ago gnomefros 1 month ago 13 It hurts to
watch this video but it's a very interesting perspective. gnomefros 1 month ago 13
batterseaspark 1 month ago whatever,...i wouldnt give 200 MAN s.a.s or whatever team
of specialised forces a one in a million chance of achieving such a successful operation
against the unbelievably huge giant that is the American home defences and intelligence
services without INSIDE help. and if the supposed terrorists were so canny,clever and
professional....why would they learn to fly planes in AMERICA!!?
Muslims!!$"!???...dont you think it might jeopordise the op.? everyone knows its
Bullshit!!!! batterseaspark 1 month ago Thqs1CP 1 month ago The 9th year anniversary
is this month Thqs1CP 1 month ago cbuzdon 1 month ago "it was a military plane"
@12:18 cbuzdon 1 month ago theleocode 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam I believe that Islam is designed to do this to non believers. Muslims
want world domination. Fact theleocode 1 month ago jame679 1 month ago this is very
hard to watch jame679 1 month ago VanillaHail 1 month ago I cannot believe the
blindness and stupidity of those protesting the building of a mosque. I have nothing but
sadness and solace for those who lost loved ones in the attacks, but we are blinded by
anger. We as a country are blaming an ENTIRE religious group of people for something a
few nutjobs did. Muslims have the constitutional right to freedom of religion. I am not
saying we should build a monument to Muslim radical terrorists at ground zero, but we
are talking about a mosque. Open your eyes VanillaHail 1 month ago billp896 1 month
ago my heart goes out too the family and friends whose lives have been torn apart do to
lifeless acts on humanity god bless america NEVER FORGET 9/11 billp896 1 month ago
yolcomania 1 month ago HIJOS DE PUTA TODOS LOS MUSULMANES OJALA
LOS EXTERMINEN Y ANTES LE METAN UN CONSOLADOR POR TODOS LOS
ORIFICIOS QUE TENGAN, MALDITOS MALDITOS MALDITOS yolcomania 1
month ago Romasko1 1 month ago Ужас =(.... Даже врагу такое не пожелаешь =(
Romasko1 1 month ago uncledevo 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not
Spam
watch?v=hHIj9wzbYGQ&feature=pl---ayer_embedded
watch?v=ihTdcIkUGco uncledevo 1 month ago gudmundurjo 1 month ago Just the view
of the first firetrucks coming in, most of those brave firemen probably died, under the
hands of their own president. gudmundurjo 1 month ago laughingwombat16 1 month ago
@gudmundurjo that was the dumbest thing ive ever heard....why would he not send in
firemen, its their job, they know the risk and accepted it. the president didn't force them
into it laughingwombat16 1 month ago SqueezeThePulp 1 month ago
@laughingwombat16 he's saying it was an inside job at the hands of the president, even
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stupider..... SqueezeThePulp 1 month ago gudmundurjo 1 month ago
@laughingwombat16 Bush and his government stood behind the attack, ergo, they died
under the hands of him. gudmundurjo 1 month ago tehnoobchild 1 month ago
@gudmundurjo rofl! tehnoobchild 1 month ago ozelle87 1 month ago @gudmundurjo their blood is on the hands of the man responsible. Whether it was Bush or not. These
emergency services workers did what they were expected to do. They are, like those
inside the building and around the building who, sadly, became victims, just collateral
damage in the eyes of those responsible for this and the other attacks. My prayers are
with the families of all the victims. ozelle87 1 month ago ben113113 1 month ago
@Liindsei. Why be so racist. You are thinking like the extremists who committed this
dreadful act. ben113113 1 month ago Liindsei 1 month ago @ben113113 no i think its
very rude. I'm not racist, god no. how was i being racist? Would you have liked to been
killed by that plane then them building a church of their culture right next to were you
died? I don't mind the mosque itslef, just go build it somewhere else. Liindsei 1 month ago
mosteel30 1 month ago @Liindsei I realize that you are upset, but you must realize
something. Christians were not the only people affected that day. Christians weren't the
only ones who responded to that scene to help save lives that day. Christians weren't the
only ones who stepped up to the plate to go to war for this atrocity. Muslims,
Christians, Jews, Athiests, and so forth responded. Those people who died, they lived in
a free land, where we are allowed freedoms to practice whatever we wish. Get over
yourself. mosteel30 1 month ago JordanRowe94 1 month ago @Liindsei yeah it shouldve
been illegal JordanRowe94 1 month ago Kiraisjustice11 1 month ago America died. Now
The USD is very weak now especially because of September 11. The world economy is
dead now. I think the world should be reborn. To be reborn, The world should be
destroyed once. Then The new world will be created by the God of the new world. Kira
will be the God of the new world. Kira is justice. Let's create the new world in which
everybody can live happily and positively. Again, the world economy is dead now. There
is nothing Obama can do about it. Kira is God. Kiraisjustice11 1 month ago
alphaevolution 1 month ago 2 Planes = 3 Buildings? alphaevolution 1 month ago Liindsei
1 month ago I sware if they build a freakin moske....or whatever a muslim church right
beside that spot! Have you heard of that. Thats terrible its like a slap in the face....or like
muslim people mocking us. The muslim terrorist.(idk how to spell it) killed all of those
people and now they are gonna build a frikkin church for them right beside that?
Seriously you have to be kidding me... Liindsei 1 month ago NightShadeAEB 1 month ago
@Liindsei Dude, are you stupid? Who the fuck cares if they're building a Mosque;
Muslims had nothing to do with 9/11. Just because those that did it claim they're Muslim
does not make them so. NightShadeAEB 1 month ago Liindsei 1 month ago
@NightShadeAEB yes they did? Do you think the airplane crashed by itself. The muslim
terroist was the one who crashed it, you idiot. Yes they are buliding a Mosque and that is
a slap in the face if they were going to build anything there it should have been a church in
memory of the people who died...not a freakin mosque. How would you feel if you got
killed by that plane that day and they built that mosque right beside yyour were do died?
i dont think it would feel so good Liindsei 1 month ago gofath88 1 month ago We will
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never forget that terrible day in history cause cowards destroyed New York City and
picked a fight with the wrong country, which was a bad idea. I'm glad that we have a great
military unit that fights off this kind of people. gofath88 1 month ago NightShadeAEB 1
month ago @gofath88 No one picked a fight with you; you picked a fight with them. But
because of your arrogant government; none of you Americans knew they existed till they
smacked you in the face with those planes. It's time you Americans woke up to the
terrorism America causes in other countries. NightShadeAEB 1 month ago larrylob1234 1
month ago @gofath88 I'm from britain and i'm also glad your country fights off this evil
too larrylob1234 1 month ago gofath88 1 month ago We will never forget that terrible day
in history cause cowards destroyed New York City and picked a fight with the wrong
country, which was a bad idea gofath88 1 month ago physchohead24 1 month ago These
are the calmest people i have ever heard in a 9/11 video. physchohead24 1 month ago
repelghosts 1 month ago No D we have a video of 3 helicopters circling the Towers
Sept.8th 2 days prior to the Jackson Five concert we were to attend Monday
evening...we have 4 offers of money and will be accepting one of them when the attorney
we retained in New Yrok City gives us a nod...thus, we wait...they are black,unmarked
and doing very strange monements...anyway he does not want us to talk too much until
they are fit into some program , somewhere...pls email me soon, G repelghosts 1 month
ago FCB1992ify 1 month ago what a video. thanks for upload !!!! r.i.p. from germany .
FCB1992ify 1 month ago mikailxxx 1 month ago america is biggest terrörsit them have
killed with 11 september own menschen to go purely only around irak because of then oil
and am load is agnet from usa lügner land mikailxxx 1 month ago soulofowen 1 month ago
Not all terrorist are Muslim and follow Islam terrorist come from all over the world and
they all have motive money/religion/infamy. Some terrorist say they are helping their
country, "freedom fighter" is just another world for terrorist. soulofowen 1 month ago
ian999996 1 month ago terrorist are people who call then self Muslim but are not and
bring shame to the religion. ian999996 1 month ago rolacola34 1 month ago just wow .
rolacola34 1 month ago harveydog2006 1 month ago just the calmness of inside your
home to the carnage unfolding up in the tower. harveydog2006 1 month ago ssgduke56 1
month ago ...and the Political Correct bastard Politicians want the Muslims to build a ga
damn Mosque near Ground Zero?!! You ga damn PC corrupt Politicians will be the death
of this once proud great Nation!!! Thanks you fu@#ing Politicians!!! Thanks a lot for
remembering those who got KILLED by Muslim Islamic Fascist Terrorist?!! ssgduke56 1
month ago ArFeeDee 1 month ago Does the U.S have the technolgy to fly planes without
a pilot? ArFeeDee 1 month ago thechelseaplumber 1 month ago @ArFeeDee of
course.....this guy knows all about it.... DOV ZAKHEIM — Pentagon comptroller when
2.3 trillion dollars reported missing on 9-10-01; dual citizen of US and Israel; Zionist;
former CFR member; former CEO of fly-by-remote manufacturer; reputed 9-11
mastermind. thechelseaplumber 1 month ago ArFeeDee 1 month ago @thechelseaplumber
Thank you. ArFeeDee 1 month ago yxrcbszg 1 month ago @ArFeeDee YES.......
yxrcbszg 1 month ago megatallkid 1 month ago oh my god i thought my view of it was
terrible but this.. your so close this must of been horrifying megatallkid 1 month ago
sanyoming 1 month ago looks FAKE sorry yep definitely looks fake i can tell OK 9/11
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didn't even happen its was just lies sanyoming 1 month ago stfwho 1 month ago 4
@sanyoming tell that to the couple hundred people that had to jump 100 stories and over
1000 feet to their death just to escape the flames and toxic smoke stfwho 1 month ago 4
sanyoming 1 month ago Comment removed mikailxxx 1 month ago 11 september war cia
schuld kein anderer us stadt wollte das die haben eigene menschen getötet denkt richrig
nach wie kann zwei flugzeuge einfach so dahin stürmen bin laden ist ein agnet von usa die
haben es gepplant um islam schlecht da zu stellen und um irak afganistan rein zu gehen
alles wegen oil benzin usa ist das grösste mörder der welt mikailxxx 1 month ago
InfRegGD 1 month ago @mikailxxx stop talking shit you freakin muslim ! InfRegGD 1
month ago ozelle87 1 month ago @InfRegGD - If you were smart, you would know that
Mikailxxx is speaking German. And there are translator programs on the net you can use
to translate what is typed here into English. There grammar is different, so to sum up
what he said, it comes out to: "The American CIA is responsible for 9/11 and murdering
our own people and put the blame on the Muslims so that we could go to Afghanistan
and Iraq, purely to get oil, which makes American Government the biggest murderers in
the world." ozelle87 1 month ago focckker 1 month ago if there is an apocalypse, i
imagine it like the huge dust cloud.... honor for the passed ones focckker 1 month ago
fakeingful 1 month ago This was zhe dargest day of the world fakeingful 1 month ago
joseagev 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam JOIN AND
REPOST THE UNITED IN MEMORY MOVEMENT TO REMEMBER SEPT 11
2001.GET
A
UNITED
IN
MEMORY
SHIRT
AT
ZAZZLE(DOT)COM/KEDS_BOTIQUE AND JOIN THE THE MOVEMENT OVER
90000 ALREADY HAVE.THANK YOU! joseagev 1 month ago oha9agadi 1 month ago
she said : it was a military plan so has america did that for going to the middle east for
war on pertol???? may be it jst an suggestion oha9agadi 1 month ago jamescarr280993 1
month ago Simply, Rest in peace to all those who lost their lives, they will never be
forgotten. jamescarr280993 1 month ago mszahrat 1 month ago Bush... he killed a few of
his own people, got an excuse to invade Afghanistan and Iraq trying to chase his
childhood friend bin laden... killed some more in Afghanistan and Iraq... in the end
forgetting all about bin Laden... immersing himself entirely in a world of unaccountable
murder. plunder and torture for passion... cool, he could possibly be a greater politician
than Nero with his Fire in Rome plans or Hitler with his Fire in Reischtag plans... his fire
burned three nations... mszahrat 1 month ago yeah111ification 1 month ago @mszahrat
your welcome bro. we need peace on earth. greetz from germany yeah111ification 1
month ago youngdrodeau 1 month ago 11:36 youngdrodeau 1 month ago pondibeach 1
month ago we'll probably never know who fukin did this shit, osama bin laden, or george
bush? i dont know, but their both shit cunts anyway, they're both wankas, and dont
blame the muslims for this, i fukin doubt every single muslim on the planet synced
together to take control of that plane and make it crash, im not religious and im a white
boy australian, and i think that christans are worse, over the last 2000 years all
christianity has done has raped and pilliaged people in the name of god, pondibeach 1
month ago youngdrodeau 1 month ago @pondibeach .After the tape jump you can clearly
see a plane or jet leaving that area.I think that was the military jet that shot a missile at
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the bldg.Had to be.It couldn't have been a commercial plane unless it had been hijacked
cuz thats out of bounds airspace.And if it was a private aircraft that just happened to be
lost in the area at the time than the govt needs to explain why that went uninvestigated.
youngdrodeau 1 month ago pondibeach 4 weeks ago @youngdrodeau yeah, and how did a
plane get anywhere near the pentagon, one of the most guarded buildings in the world, all
their equipment would have gone beserk pondibeach 4 weeks ago Noxious518 4 weeks
ago @pondibeach not if the iff on the transponder was turned off homeboy. which they
all were...not to mention every plane in the united states was being redirected to the
nearest airstrip and fighters didnt know if it was a drill or not....no one could have known.
Noxious518 4 weeks ago Noxious518 4 weeks ago @Noxious518 correction in
terminology: the iff transponder Noxious518 4 weeks ago pondibeach 4 weeks ago
@Noxious518 fair enough, who told us that the iff transponder was turned off, just
wondering, i like to keep an open mind about these type of things pondibeach 4 weeks
ago Noxious518 4 weeks ago @pondibeach look man...your walking into something that
you even you dont know. these people were trained to complete their mission. part of
their training was to learn how to fly these aircraft. these men were intelligent, much the
same as hitler was except the were just as twisted as he was.if the iffs on the hijacked
aircraft were active the military would have been able to find the aircraft that were off of
their designated flight paths and caught up to them quickly. i hear you, but no.
Noxious518 4 weeks ago pondibeach 4 weeks ago @Noxious518 if us westerners hadnt
messed with the middle east maybe there would be no terrorists trying to kill us, you say
learn from history, well over the last thousand years all we have done is tried to invade
the middle east, where ether it be the crusades or 2001 or 2003, and by the way, hitler
believed in making germany the greatest country in the world, IF terrorists did crash the
plane, they were doing it to get revenge and cause panic, not to make their country the
greatest pondibeach 4 weeks ago Noxious518 4 weeks ago @pondibeach if anyone would
question authority it would be me trust me. but this just isnt one of those things. Im
reminded of one of my favorite quotes "I wage war with no dead man" Its over. lets just
learn from the past... Noxious518 4 weeks ago Noxious518 4 weeks ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @pondibeach not if the iff transponder was
turned off homeboy. which they all were...not to mention every plane in the united states
was being redirected to the nearest airstrip and fighters didnt know if it was a drill or
not....no one could have known. Noxious518 4 weeks ago youngdrodeau 4 weeks ago
@pondibeach ..Its all bullshit dogg.Inside job 100%.All you have to do is look at the
Shanksville footage & its obvious no plane crashed there & that we're being lied to.
youngdrodeau 4 weeks ago taylorhendrickson1 4 weeks ago @youngdrodeau correcto sir!
taylorhendrickson1 4 weeks ago youngdrodeau 4 weeks ago @taylorhendrickson1
..Thanks. youngdrodeau 4 weeks ago xkissingkayx 4 weeks ago @youngdrodeau butg it
did crash lmfao, theres vids of both planes xkissingkayx 4 weeks ago youngdrodeau 4
weeks ago @xkissingkayx ..No it didn't.I've seen the vid of Pennsylvania.Theres not ONE
piece of a plane there.The reporter on site says it.A first responder says it.The coroner
says it.And most importantly,my own eyes say it. youngdrodeau 4 weeks ago
BestRunner100 1 month ago @pondibeach Where have you gotten your info. When have
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we raped pillaged people in the name of god. We led the Crusades in the name of god.
This is why little white Australian boys should not open their mouths about
AMERICAN affairs. Go back down under and fuck yourself BestRunner100 1 month
ago IIIRobIII 1 month ago @BestRunner100 2600 killed americans. equals. 300.000 killed
iraqis. sounds fair. thats just like if the germans talked after the war: "hey, those 6 million
dead jews are okay, i mean, we also lost some people in the war". just get your head out
of MURRICA's ass and try to get your own fucking perspective. IIIRobIII 1 month ago
skirunner100 1 month ago ppl think all muslim ppl r same n who ever say those shit fck
them imma abt violate niggas skirunner100 1 month ago anitaLaBonita28 1 month ago
how could you be so calm...i would be screaminnng my head off!! .-. anitaLaBonita28 1
month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago George bush once said." my fellow
Americans, I'm having my period. I saw mcain on day and I knew i was gay. My ass has
a strong lemon smell, I smelled my dads ass and ate his shit mixed with ass hair. Tasted
very... Great. So I say sorry for killing innocents. I'm soory(2nd magic word). I was
watching Dora today. I noticed Dora was Mexican. I call for border patrol asap"
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago 054333555777, fuck
off. You want all muslim innocents dead. What would that make you. A little basturd
asshole. Fuck your mom.(the 2nd one:)) I swear to god I hate you. I fuckin HATE you.
Besides I don't have any kids to die. But u hope you die from ball cancer:)
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Fuck you. I served
and I'm Muslim. I beat the shit out if osamas pals.(121) gone. You wonder why the
civilians hate America. Cause you say they need to die. Israhell kills gaza. America
supports israehell. Attack on USA. Racism. Fuck you bitch( under me) and I smell like a
normal human. Man, you just make life more stressful Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago
kittfan76 1 month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever I respect you for being Muslim I have
respect for everyone in the world; its the terrorists that I don't understand how a group of
people can hate society; I mean its all one world; we all live on the same planet and these
things happen; really sad for not just america but for anyone at anyplace on the planet.
kittfan76 1 month ago exterminador1904 1 month ago fukin muslims they nedd to die
exterminador1904 1 month ago TamerSamir103 1 month ago @exterminador1904 thanx
TamerSamir103 1 month ago skirunner100 1 month ago @TamerSamir103 i hate those
fuckin kind of fuckin ppl skirunner100 1 month ago skirunner100 1 month ago
@exterminador1904 Fuck u nigga u needed 2 die n ur whole bullshit family, nigga u think
u fuckin know all muslim ppl r the fuckin same u bullshit kid,i cud violadont want to cuz
u didnt understand kid,dont ever do dat again skirunner100 1 month ago pondibeach 4
weeks ago @exterminador1904 you need to die faggot, im not even muslim and im gonna
stab ya, go nuke something you fukin racist dick, or like george bush's arse, pondibeach 4
weeks ago willrodriguez2000 1 month ago AE911TRUTHdotORG willrodriguez2000 1
month ago BestRunner100 1 month ago @willrodriguez2000 this site is BBBBBBullshit
BestRunner100 1 month ago BestRunner100 1 month ago Notice that he cuts out the
footage of the planes and the towers collapsing. Do you seriously think i am going to
believe those were bombs. BestRunner100 1 month ago MeGhAnEliZaBeTh1000 1
month ago @cougar776 yeah...im lying, and how would you know that? oh and im pretty
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sure you're just talking about yourself, but you're too in denial to realize.
MeGhAnEliZaBeTh1000 1 month ago willzskillz13 1 month ago No what kid stfu I'm
gonna fucking pilot a plane up your fucking ass willzskillz13 1 month ago
willrodriguez2000 1 month ago you show respect for the dead by demanding proof for
their bogus fucking stories! You disrespect them by allowing the media to fuck with your
mind- you weak fucks--open your eyes--you were lied to!!!!!!! willrodriguez2000 1
month ago willrodriguez2000 1 month ago 9/11 was an inside job!....if you are are here
saying I hate arabs- kill muslims- etc. The lives of those people who died that day will
never be avenged because of you. You are perpetuating one of the biggest lies in the
history of humanity! You should be ashamed of yourself! Ask yourself - what proof
have i been given to believe theirs stories. Oh Bush said it - it must be true.Who benefited
from 9/11 and this fake-ass WAR ON TERROR? you want the TRUTH WITH PROOF
goto AE911truth d o t org willrodriguez2000 1 month ago BestRunner100 1 month ago
@willrodriguez2000 are you saying 911 was not from Islamic Extremists? Who did it
then. The U.S.? You sicken me. PROOF, LOOK AT THE FUCKING HOLE IN THE
GROUND! I HATE YOU PEOPLE WHO SAY AMERICANS DID THIS.
BestRunner100 1 month ago willrodriguez2000 1 month ago @BestRunner100 The hole
in the ground proves that there were explosives in the towers and WTC 7 not that it was
done by the planes, first of all. Second of all- I know the truth hurts but that is not reason
to run away from it. Goto AE911TRUTH d o t ORG to get all the details as to why this
HAD to be an inside job.......have you read the 911 comission report ....or the NIST
investigation on why the 3 buildings fell...especially WTC 7...it is a joke!!!! WTC 7 fell
because of a few office fire?!!! willrodriguez2000 1 month ago willrodriguez2000 1 month
ago @BestRunner100 In actuality it is your lack of courage to look at the evidence
instead of just taking what the government spoon fed you about that day that sickens
ME and should sicken YOU! willrodriguez2000 1 month ago willrodriguez2000 1 month
ago /watch?v=6bdr_2IAJWU willrodriguez2000 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1
month ago Correction. My dame iPod auto corrects me. You want all Muslims died
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago 0540888333777 1 month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever
GO FUCK UR MOM ASSHOL 0540888333777 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1
month ago Bombsquad817. How old are you. Child.... s bitch. You said" hehe I want all
midline exaluacuted and filmed while executed. Your going to honor the muslims that dies
that day??????????????????fuck you????????? Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago x13xbox
1 month ago Why would you dislike this vid? No respect these days.. sad x13xbox 1
month ago ArtcoreOfLs 1 month ago Just watched this whole video, whole 26 minutes.
Really stunning! However quite sad you cut out the parts when the 2nd airplane flied in
to the 2nd tower. And you should have kept the part where the tower collapses, from the
beginning. But truly stunning movie! Great job! ArtcoreOfLs 1 month ago
willrodriguez2000 1 month ago 9/11 was an inside job!....if you are are here saying I hate
arabs- kill muslims- etc. The lives of those people who died that day will never be
avenged because of you. You are perpetuating one of the biggest lies in the history of
humanity! You should be ashamed of yourself! Ask yourself - what proof have i been
given to believe theirs stories. Oh Bush said it - it must be true.Who benefited from 9/11
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and this fake-ass WAR ON TERROR? you want the TRUTH WITH PROOF goto
AE911truth d o t org willrodriguez2000 1 month ago ctswagdistrict 1 month ago
@willrodriguez2000 i dont care if you dont believe that it was a terrorist attack, even
though it was, would you have a little decency and show some respect for those that died
on that day!!!!! ctswagdistrict 1 month ago willrodriguez2000 1 month ago
@ctswagdistrict how do you want me to show respect by letting you blame the wrong
people you fucking moron???????????? willrodriguez2000 1 month ago pondibeach 4
weeks ago @willrodriguez2000 you're right about that bush thing, just because some
random texas guy who has also known to say that america and japan have been friends for
well over 100 years says that the terrorists did, everyone believes it, pondibeach 4 weeks
ago e1grandote2145 1 month ago @willrodriguez2000 yeah why was it cut off?
e1grandote2145 1 month ago WhyItMatters10 1 month ago 8:56 you can see someone or
something thrown or jumping out o the building. the SECDOND it hits 8:56, pause it.
WhyItMatters10 1 month ago MrsLaideebug 1 month ago To watch this video makes me
cold and silent inside. The hate that people can have for other people is beyond
overwhelming. There's so much evil in this world and people's hearts are so black. I know
someone will make fun of this comment, perhaps even a few people. All I have to say is
that we have to pray for our nation! It will continue to be under attack and lives will
continue to be lost because of the sinful heart of man. Lord, Jesus, continue to comfort
those who lost loves ones. Save us! MrsLaideebug 1 month ago WeedyMellow 1 month
ago Where is melted gold now? WeedyMellow 1 month ago kashifOFwalsall 1 month ago
Comment removed KingKarolus222 1 month ago "it was a military plane!" . . . why don't
they show the plane hitting the second tower? KingKarolus222 1 month ago
e1grandote2145 1 month ago @KingKarolus222 it was a military plane.with a demolition
style collapse... e1grandote2145 1 month ago CountBleck221 1 month ago This
video.This right here is something I will never,ever forget.The same should go for
everyone else too.This was horrible.And it's because of these basterds that did this that
we started these wars with Iraq and what not.Why couldnt America be the bigger man
and stand down.There was no need to stoop to those basterds level and fight back.But
anyway.I will never forget the tragedy that happened here.America forever!
CountBleck221 1 month ago silversecret82 1 month ago OMG, I'm really shaking
watching this video. So sorry for all the victims of this horrifying day. silversecret82 1
month ago TrutherD1 1 month ago You're getting warmer. Search "no plane theory" etc
TrutherD1 1 month ago halochief2 1 month ago Cant wait to join the army in the future.
halochief2 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Truth is we all retards. Israel
attack gaza= hate= America supports Israel= Arabs attack= more hate= more...I've
heard"all Arabs must DIE and their kids" dude WTF.are you crazy. We don't need gaza
attacks, holocaust or another 9 11. P.s this is froa muslim soldier that almost died to stop
terrorism. No Islam. Terrorism. Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago xx9MMxx 1 month ago
@Gochicagobulls4ever FUk all JEWS AND USA
xx9MMxx 1 month ago
debfunkcolorado 1 month ago this was a hard video to watch, it's vantage point of where
it was shot from definitely showed a different view than what the news was showing at
the time....my heart goes out to all of the families that lost someone from this tragedy.
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.....the fire fighters, and emts, as well as all the others who risked and gave their lives
helping and trying to help others are truly heroes. .....this should never be forgotten, so
many lives were lost this on tragedic day. debfunkcolorado 1 month ago jammies3 1
month ago This type of video needs to be preserved! As for those who did this,
"preservation" is the last thing I wish for them...I know that the US Govt is all "squishy"
about civilian casualties, but they SHOULD NOT BE! The terrorists consider that
"weakness" -- and with no reason to beg for mercy, they will continue to wage war
against the "infidel". The ONLY way to stop this is with overwhelming, BRUTAL
FORCE. As for the "Hamosque"....build it in HELL, and make osama bin laden the imam
THERE.... jammies3 1 month ago harktheherald 1 month ago @jammies3 you are an idiot.
harktheherald 1 month ago batterseaspark 1 month ago @harktheherald no he aint .....he is
a thick cunt!! batterseaspark 1 month ago jammies3 1 month ago Comment removed
jammies3 1 month ago @harktheherald ooooooooh... jammies3 1 month ago
bombsquad817 1 month ago @jammies3 fuck yes, i say we just starting executing
muslims throughout America. Video tape it and make an example out of these primitive
camel jockeys. Then send it to the Taliban and start exterminating them with several
nuclear tipped ballistic missles. We got to take this country back from these pussy
fucking liberal faggots who make OUR once strong country look like fucking baby shit.
Its time to flex the American muscle. bombsquad817 1 month ago Sick701ok 1 month ago
@bombsquad817 You gotta understand not all muslims are al qadea followers and a
question was this the first or second tower? Sick701ok 1 month ago jammies3 1 month
ago Comment removed windmaker1013 1 month ago oh like you fuckign care about the
peopel who died on the ground, all you care about is your self. dont put videos up if at
the end you talk about the people running for their lives in a fucking cutey voice. you
fuck himicrit. windmaker1013 1 month ago windmaker1013 1 month ago Comment
removed Hummers222 1 month ago I never saw this video. How can some people make
fun of this day? Hummers222 1 month ago budeldias 1 month ago And still the world
believes al qaeda did... budeldias 1 month ago Hummers222 1 month ago I never saw this
video. How can some people make fun of this day? Hummers222 1 month ago xx9MMxx
1 month ago 3 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam WTC GOT
OWNED IN THE BULLSIDEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE LOL xx9MMxx 1 month ago 3
xx9MMxx 1 month ago 16 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 5:10 i
love the firecars the panic lol wakeup wakeup we are under atteck lololol wakeup (horn)
the wakeup project lol 14:14 (omgomg) crycry hypocrit egoist people saying all
whywhywhy why is usa army in irak in afgan killing muslim think about that
DAMNNNN WTC OWNED LOL! IN THEBULLSIDEEEEEEEEEEEE xx9MMxx 1
month ago 16 903TheWWEfan 1 month ago @xx9MMxx SCREW YOU
UNAMERICAN PIECE OF TRASH 903TheWWEfan 1 month ago MultiZERA 1
month ago I remeber I was coming back from school n I was in ummm 1 grade I think or 2
grade. And my mom was watching this I was like WOW. lol. But it was messed up when
the second plane came >.< MultiZERA 1 month ago verse0001 1 month ago I remember
this it was a sad day because I lost the bet with a colleague that tower two would go
down. verse0001 1 month ago IBANGBEATZ 1 month ago i never saw this video this
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the best video of the rest IBANGBEATZ 1 month ago IraqiArabian 1 month ago these
american bastards need to see more attacking like this one every day to know what the
fucking Destruction that they do in the world IraqiArabian 1 month ago xx9MMxx 1
month ago @IraqiArabian good one brother xx9MMxx 1 month ago IraqiArabian 1 month
ago hahaha thats so interesting and funny i enjoy watching this film , whoever did that cia
elqaida israel ...ect i am so happy , i hope there are more in the future IraqiArabian 1
month ago Hummers222 1 month ago @IraqiArabian FU Hummers222 1 month ago
joseagev 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam JOIN THE
UNITED IN MEMORY MOVEMENT TO REMEMBER SEPT 11 2001.GET A
UNITED IN MEMORY SHIRT AT ZAZZLE(DOT)COM/KEDS_BOTIQUE
REPOST KEEP THE MOVEMENT GOING joseagev 1 month ago Ebsteins31653 1
month ago Seriously, this footage (the clarity, perspective et al) is far superior to any
news footage! Indeed, when the lady pans down to the streets in response to hearing the
approach of the emergency vehicles, the overall detail, with reference to the 'wider
picture' so to speak, is visually disturbing! I live in London, and I recall simply standing
in front of the television, with toothbrush still in mouth, shocked at what my senses were
telling my brain! Thank you for this vid. Best wishes. Ebs Ebsteins31653 1 month ago
dwwade3 1 month ago I don't remember a lot of the events that happened because I was 5
but now thta I see it I can't believe someone would do something like that dwwade3 1
month ago joseagev 1 month ago JOIN THE UNITED IN MEMORY MOVEMENT TO
REMEMBER SEPT 11 2001.GET A UNITED IN MEMORY SHIRT AT
ZAZZLE(DOT)COM/KEDS_BOTIQUE joseagev 1 month ago xXMrSnarkyXx 1
month ago @joseagev Hey join me for the international circle jerk on ground zero :P
xXMrSnarkyXx 1 month ago joseagev 1 month ago JOIN THE UNITED IN MEMORY
MOVEMENT TO REMEMBER SEPT 11 2001.GET A UNITED IN MEMORY
SHIRT AT (DOT)ZAZZLE(DOT)COM/KEDS_BOTIQ-UE joseagev 1 month ago
IronZooSociety 1 month ago I have to say this is the BEST!!! 9/11 footage I ever saw. I
know it had to been really scary to live right near them then like watching them claps
down and all the smoke I wouldn't know what to do I would be freakin out. I wonder
how they got all that up afterwards... too bad I was too young back then to understand
what was going on... RIP to all the people that died that is so sad :( IronZooSociety 1
month ago TheFb4l 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
they use the planes as there bomb 2 attack the world trade center tht was there plan but i
belive In America We Stand Storng but many ppl have dead in 9/11 so R.I.P who those
dead in 9/11 attack oh n those ppl in the plane they been hijackeds n those ppl in the plan
R.I.P. TheFb4l 1 month ago TheFb4l 1 month ago Comment removed jurassic5 1 month
ago OH MY GOD OH MY GOD OH MY GOD OH MY GOD OH MY GOD OH
MY GOD OH MY GOD OH MY GOD OH MY GOD OH MY GOD THE WOMAN
KNOWS ONLY THESE THREE WORDS jurassic5 1 month ago HumanVersion2 1
month ago 3 @jurassic5 Fuck you, you stupid bastard. What would your reaction be,
knowing thousands of people are dying before your very eyes, you piece of shit.
HumanVersion2 1 month ago 3 ChrisMovieCentral 1 month ago 2 @jurassic5 you sick
fuck, what would you have said if you were in there position? ChrisMovieCentral 1
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month ago 2 Ebsteins31653 1 month ago @ChrisMovieCentral I agree
ChrisMovieCentral! Some people have absolutely no moral compass whatsoever! That
kid needs to see a psychiatrist pretty soon! So having watched this emotional, gut
wrenching video, the only written response that this imbecile could articulate was simply
outrageous. Appreciate your comment ChrisMovieCentral; you hit the proverbial nail on
the head. Best wishes. Ebs Ebsteins31653 1 month ago johntitorlives 1 month ago It
sounded to me that she was talking to her husband on the phone then he came home with
their kid. If that was true then she should have been freaking out when she said he kid
went to daycare at the WTC since they werent home yet. That is my take on it anyway.
Sounded like it was just the two women there at the beginning. johntitorlives 1 month ago
xFabixDrummerxLoLx 1 month ago Fuck You Terrorists. Its horrible, i've got nothing to
say... Hello from germany xFabixDrummerxLoLx 1 month ago xFabixDrummerxLoLx 1
month ago Comment removed Puppyownerpaw 1 month ago 2 ARABS IM GONNA
KILL YOU NO ONE AND NOTHING MAKES ME CRY BUT THIS MADE ME
CRY FOR TWO HOURS STRAIGHT Puppyownerpaw 1 month ago 2 stepheng1483 1
month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam All the evidence points
to 9/11, 7/7, etc. being inside jobs with Israel behind them. They were probably started
out by Muslims, but quickly infiltrated by mossad. It's part of their new world order
plans to get the West to hate Muslims and back Israel in the coming planned conflicts.
stepheng1483 1 month ago EizikDarvish 1 month ago 2 arabs must die EizikDarvish 1
month ago 2 zoker55 1 month ago wow it'S reallly emotional iam scareeed of it zoker55 1
month ago Grantwebb13 1 month ago 2 This is a very disturbing video to watch, however
it is valuable as an insight of the events that affected New York in 2001. It is footage like
this which must remind future generations that 9/11 should never be forgotten.
Grantwebb13 1 month ago 2 Apala777 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam fuck all muslims Apala777 1 month ago naum1994ify 1 month ago ой
бедные американцы у них наверно не хватит денег чтоб отстроить((( naum1994ify 1
month ago offir1357 1 month ago arab you fuckers offir1357 1 month ago Brenda2OOO
1 month ago @aboutwell06 Enjoy burning in hell, evil moron. Brenda2OOO 1 month ago
Brenda2OOO 1 month ago @willrodriguez2000 They probably got tired of holding the
camera and put it down periodically, thus missing some crucial footage. Plus they cut this
video down from two hours of actual time lapse to 26 minutes. Brenda2OOO 1 month
ago Brenda2OOO 1 month ago @tpabaygarstud I checked out your channel and I can
certainly see why you feel superior to this woman. You are one brilliant person.
Brenda2OOO 1 month ago FreakyKing2 1 month ago Somewhere between 9:00 and
10:00 you can see the actual "Jumping Man" waving his table cloth out the widow at the
top right of the north tower. FreakyKing2 1 month ago Brenda2OOO 1 month ago
@johntitorlives I guess you didn't notice that baby Lily is there with her. She says to her
husband "Hold Lily" later in the video. She meant Lily would have been going to daycare
in the WTC - obviously had this not happened. As far as the crying, many people broke
into sobs when the towers came down. It was heartbreaking and horrifying. Brenda2OOO
1 month ago omgitsroxy15 1 month ago 2 my dad died in there omgitsroxy15 1 month ago
2 gabbynewneo 1 month ago The lady in the background is very annoying. Why is she
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making these kind of comments in such a situation? "Have you seen this movie?" It seems
like a very inappropriate and disrespectful way to commentate on the situation. That's
just my opinion, though. gabbynewneo 1 month ago RAND0MAL3X 1 month ago No
offense AT ALL but does that woman sound like cup stacking girl after the second girl
collapsed? RAND0MAL3X 1 month ago bajesus666 1 month ago "i just heard a loUD
OMG!" bajesus666 1 month ago RyanThomasRobinson 1 month ago Hay guys. Spread
the word. For the the 9th anniversary I have made a memorial video and dedicated the
RyanFM Website to the 9/11 attacks. 9/11/2001... NEVER FORGET
RyanThomasRobinson 1 month ago Reverseflush 1 month ago The towers never looked
so good! 2 candles in the sky. Well at least there's homosexuality, nature's way to thin the
herd. Reverseflush 1 month ago NorthCitySider 1 month ago @Reverseflush the part
where you added nature's way, is controversial. I believe its not natural to be
homosexual... NorthCitySider 1 month ago JinjaB123 1 month ago NOTHING is 100%
certain. Every truth and opinion is relative, and one should respect it unless it causes
harm to others. HOWEVER, with that said, one should not forget the third building,
building 7, that blew up the same day of 9/11 in New York City. That causes doubt in
my mind about who were the terrorists. Feel free to comment, unless your gonna hate.
The greatest learning is achieved through conversation. JinjaB123 1 month ago
Reverseflush 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@JinjaB123 look at my other comment Reverseflush 1 month ago uncledevo 1 month ago
watch?v=hHIj9wzbYGQ&feature=pl-ayer_embedded uncledevo 1 month ago
Elfinesmom 1 month ago "I hope there's no one at work." fucking idiot? Are you high?
Elfinesmom 1 month ago aydinla 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam 9/11 was a inside job ;) aydinla 1 month ago chuck3377 1 month ago
interesting her first reaction was that it looked like a military plane, makes me soooo
angry that i live in a place where a corporate facist government would stage this event,
and do it to its own people. A guy named Kurt Sonnenfeld supposedly has video of the
site in the days after that shows with conclusion that it was and inside job, he was a fema
vidographer on site in the days after, now wanted for murder by the u.s. the u.s. wants
him silenced and wants his videos he kept lookitup. chuck3377 1 month ago
superfakerbros 1 month ago @johntitorlives Maybe they cried so much and they're in so
much shock that the talk monotonously. superfakerbros 1 month ago MordieSG 1 month
ago @batterseaspark yes believe what they tell you and be brainwashed like everyone
else MordieSG 1 month ago dreamwishbelieve1 1 month ago no matter what conspiracy,
theory, group or person behind this truly horrible tragedy the most important thing rather
than blame is that the victims rest in peace always and that their families may live their
lives with love & support because i truly believe we will never know the full truth.
dreamwishbelieve1 1 month ago batterseaspark 1 month ago @dreamwishbelieve1 well if
everyone is a pussy like you this shit will keep on happening......the families aint getting
no love and support from the U.S.public.....they feel totally betrayed by their own
kind....they are fucking angry! watch 911 press4truth. batterseaspark 1 month ago
JoKeRheartzHaRLEy 1 month ago A MESSAGE TO ALL PEOPLE BLAMING
MUSLIMS. its against islam to be a terrorist. people just do it cuz obama sending fucking
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soldier to destroy their country and killing millions of innocent lives. in return, they
terrorize the US. DUMMY. next time look it up in the Holy Book of the Quran before
you speak smart one. and muslims arent a race its a religion. how do you think there are
AMERICAN muslims and mexicans too. over 2 billion muslims world wide. :) inshallah
iyseebkoh mitil il sabna i7na JoKeRheartzHaRLEy 1 month ago LiveTalkNow 1 month
ago @JoKeRheartzHaRLEy Hey dipshit, how about you do some research before making
such stupid comments. Obama wasn't president during these attacks. Bush was.
LiveTalkNow 1 month ago JoKeRheartzHaRLEy 1 month ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @LiveTalkNow well yeah bush was president baack then.
but im talking NOW dumbass. now terrorists are coming to the US because of obamas
dumb fucking ideas. trust me i know what im talking about. im from the middle east. and i
did some research ASSHOLE JoKeRheartzHaRLEy 1 month ago Nightcrawler602 1
month ago Did anyone else notice the flying object on the right side of the tower?? from
3:00-3:13 Nightcrawler602 1 month ago MordieSG 1 month ago @Nightcrawler602 no i
cant see it MordieSG 1 month ago heartkingdom 1 month ago @Nightcrawler602 Yes it
showed up again at 5:30 heartkingdom 1 month ago sausins10 1 month ago
@Nightcrawler602 yey, on 5:30 it's shows again.! sausins10 1 month ago batterseaspark
1 month ago @sausins10 i think thats the plane meant for wtc7....some kinda balls-up!!
the remote control got stuck or something.!! batterseaspark 1 month ago kasdan0604 1
month ago what a powerful 4hrs it was kasdan0604 1 month ago crazyfabio1 1 month
ago RIP all Causalities 9/11 crazyfabio1 1 month ago batterseaspark 1 month ago anyone
watching give a decent answer to this.....why did g.bush and d.cheney not give evidence
on oath to the 911 commission?? after all it was an investigation into the horrible murder
of 3000 AMERICAN CIVILIANS. batterseaspark 1 month ago 03lok 1 month ago R I P
9/11 03lok 1 month ago DOLLARCRISIS 1 month ago @anakin49170 Energy Wars...
DOLLARCRISIS 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago 299179, you can say
I'm a terrorist all you want. Even though I really hated 9 11. Cause I don't give a Dame
what the fuck you think. I don't go say"Christ is of the devil cause it allows priests to
marry kids and stone kids"I can deeply explain every question you have about Islam. Just
for the record.you can say all the shit you want. Never really affects me as a 15 year old
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago qvangel 1 month ago at 7:36 if you put it into full
screen you could see "something" is falling qvangel 1 month ago MishaPilsudski 1 month
ago @qvangel someone MishaPilsudski 1 month ago DJICEY666 1 month ago 12:18 'it
was a military plane' say no more DJICEY666 1 month ago elit0610 1 month ago
@DJICEY666 SO U BELIEVE THIS LADY WHEN THE SHIT NOT EVEN FILMED
U RETARD ATHIEST elit0610 1 month ago neodjdeonisden 1 month ago жесткач
neodjdeonisden 1 month ago olczekaa94 1 month ago :(((( olczekaa94 1 month ago
xXMrSnarkyXx
1
month
ago
011010100110010101110111011100--11001000000110001101100001011-1-010101110
0110110010101100100-00-100000001110010010111100110-001-001100010000110100
001010 just translate xXMrSnarkyXx 1 month ago xXMrSnarkyXx 1 month ago This
has
been
flagged
as
spam
show
hide
Not
Spam
011010100110010101110111011100--11001000000110001101100001011-1-010101110
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0110110010101100100-00-100000001110010010111100110-001-001100010000110100
001010 thats all I got to say (translate it) xXMrSnarkyXx 1 month ago xXMrSnarkyXx 1
month ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
011010100110010101110111011100--11001000000110001101100001011-1-010101110
0110110010101100100-00-100000001110010010111100110-001-001100010000110100
001010 thats all I got to say (translate it) xXMrSnarkyXx 1 month ago xXMrSnarkyXx 1
month
ago
011010100110010101110111011100-110010000001100011011000010111-0101011100
11011001010110010000-100000001110010010111100110001-00110001000011010000
1010 thats all I got to say (translate it) xXMrSnarkyXx 1 month ago Brenda2OOO 1
month ago @xXMrSnarkyXx It says: I am a complete idiot who likes to make 1's and 0's.
Brenda2OOO 1 month ago xXMrSnarkyXx 1 month ago @Brenda2OOO oh so sorry.
you fail fuck tard you dont get a cookie and you shall die of lugarics disease. :(
xXMrSnarkyXx 1 month ago justdoit318 1 month ago I was 5 years of age when this
terrible event happened. I remember my mother crying, my step-father clinching his fists
in anger at the scum of the earth who was responsible for this; and I was sitting on the
couch, confused as to what was happening. My mother said to me,"Son, pay attention.
You will remember this day for the rest of your life." "The people that have done this,
will pay. No one does this to the the US of A and gets away with it" said my step-father.
You may blame this on religi justdoit318 1 month ago CharLieXxoxo 1 month ago wich
tower was that ? ;x .. CharLieXxoxo 1 month ago TheNoah654 1 month ago I was only 5
when this happened but ver since I was old enough to understand what happened I've
always wanted to go back to this day and see what the atmosphere would be like.
TheNoah654 1 month ago cayc1 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam Type into youtube old world secrets the omega project codes and watch it
now before it is too late. cayc1 1 month ago 2912770 1 month ago It's Islam against the
civilized world, why can't you get it?! 2912770 1 month ago BethieeBabes 1 month ago i
keep wondering when people knew the plane had hit were they trying to get down the
elavator or the stairs & all the firefighters that lost their lives<3 xx BethieeBabes 1 month
ago TuTubeGuy 1 month ago Just notcied but.. There's something jumping/flying out of
the building 05:20.. Also, "It was a military plane"... O_O TuTubeGuy 1 month ago
TuTubeGuy 1 month ago Just notcied but.. There's something jumping/flying out of the
building 05:20.. TuTubeGuy 1 month ago italobambino43 1 month ago @johntitorlives
Man calm down, what do you want her to do? Run around screaming hysterically?
Running around screaming like a banshee won't make the situation any different! What
would your reaction be if "A" you lived in close proximity to the former WTC structures,
do you see how close they live to ground zero? And her child wasn't at day care that day
fortunately! Ah, listen closely she asked her husband to "hold Lilly", her daughter was
there in the apartment! italobambino43 1 month ago iCONNOI2x 1 month ago yo u lot
think its a conspiracy you think muslims are to blame wtf u on about man just fucking
blame the person driving the goddamn plane he is responsible dont blame it on anyone
else but them christ man all your lot bullshit about conspiracy its givning me a fucking
headache iCONNOI2x 1 month ago Bal0rCIM 1 month ago @kingskater4 who hates
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america ?? LOL Bal0rCIM 1 month ago mcwoodysio 1 month ago Kill all muslims pakis
all of them they put the world through so much pain all they bring is hatred horrible race
if they build that on graung zero trust me people will bring it down mcwoodysio 1 month
ago masanobuandolover 1 month ago @mcwoodysio So your saying we should kill ALL
of them including the innocent ones which most are. There are crazy people in EVERY
religion. People bitch all the time about how bad muslims are, but they seem to forget
what christians have done too. It's ALL religions. So instead on going after EVERY
muslims, go after the CRAZY extremists. Btw, I'm not saying this because i am muslim
because im not im jewish. masanobuandolover 1 month ago GypsC 1 month ago
@mcwoodysio ur so stupid dude lol look up illuminauti 911 GypsC 1 month ago
rybee589 1 month ago @mcwoodysio That's not cool dude. Talk about racism, jesus..
rybee589 1 month ago LatinoLokaso 1 month ago I hope there nobody at work cmon
really ? LatinoLokaso 1 month ago LMAO0O0O0 1 month ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam "Naturally the common people don't want war: Neither in
Russia, nor in England, nor for that matter in Germany. That is understood. But, after all,
IT IS THE LEADERS of the country who determine the policy and it is always a simple
matter to drag the people along, whether it is a democracy, or a fascist dictatorship, or a
parliament, or a communist dictatorship. Voice or no voice, the people can always be
brought to the bidding of the leaders. That is easy. All you have to do is...
LMAO0O0O0 1 month ago LMAO0O0O0 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam TELL THEM THEY ARE BEING ATTACKED, and denounce
the peacemakers for lack of patriotism and exposing the country to danger. IT WORKS
THE SAME IN ANY COUNTRY." LMAO0O0O0 1 month ago LMAO0O0O0 1
month ago Comment removed LMAO0O0O0 1 month ago Comment removed
TheW0rIdsGame 1 month ago this is so funny TheW0rIdsGame 1 month ago
Zaychik2010 1 month ago @TheW0rIdsGame Its not funny asshole Zaychik2010 1
month ago nessie101able 1 month ago This video makes me sad everytime i watch it.
horrible. and for all you people who think it was Bush who bombed us. that's just sick.
he might not have been the best president but he would NEVER do that. and it you guys
have something to sayyy bring the facts and not what you think. nessie101able 1 month
ago Humboldt1425 1 month ago most disturbing footage of 911 I have ever seen.
Humboldt1425 1 month ago idestroyhumans 1 month ago Comment removed bigbird39 1
month ago this lady edit this video.. she has close up vid of the second plane hitting the
tower as she clearly tell the man in the room if he wanted to see it 13:02 ... listen to what
she says bigbird39 1 month ago hoobastanken34 1 month ago @bigbird39 she is referring
to the television dude hoobastanken34 1 month ago will95wab 1 month ago
@SomaliWeyn7 Yes I know there are peaceful Muslims in this country, in fact I used to
have a couple of Muslim friends back in middle school. But in every group, you're going
to have radicals. There are Radical Christians, Radical Muslims, Radical Jews... it just so
happened that on 9/11 a few Islamic Radicals actually hijacked a plane and did something
they had been brainwashed into doing. will95wab 1 month ago bigbird39 1 month ago did
u guys catch all those fashes on the building.... those r the bombs going off bigbird39 1
month ago Chynaash 1 month ago and they want to build a mosque there. its a slap in the
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face to these people and to the rest of us ameicana. it has nothing to do with forgiving
them it has to do with the fact that they want to have their mosque there as a tribute to
what they have done right in our faces. how dare they and the fucking mayor for alowing
it. no other country would alow this. Chynaash 1 month ago will95wab 1 month ago
How's that mosque goin for ya? Yeah. At first, I knew it was a stupid idea for them to
build a mosque 2 blocks away. But now after seeing this and remembering the fear and
horror I felt almost 9 years ago, I'm just infuriated. How could we Americans just let let
ourselves slip back into a September 10th-like disposition? will95wab 1 month ago
Somaliweyn7 1 month ago @will95wab idiot not all muslims did this.there are alot of
muslims in america and they are all peaceful. Somaliweyn7 1 month ago 2912770 1 month
ago @will95wab Because you have a muslim president, that's why! 2912770 1 month ago
maui3939 1 month ago i would run out and try to help people! maui3939 1 month ago
ANONONTHEJEWTUBE 1 month ago @maui3939 Keyword "TRY" Actually,
probably not, standing at the foot of a massive cloud of dust. I'd do nothing but sit and be
extremely afraid. ANONONTHEJEWTUBE 1 month ago Somaliweyn7 1 month ago also
alot of muslims died in september 11 so its more likely to be inside job. Somaliweyn7 1
month ago Somaliweyn7 1 month ago why dont u guys watch whats happenning in
Afghanistan,iraq,palestine,,in-stead of watching something that happenned 10 years ago.
look at the results: 5000 americans dead,2 million iraqis dead and more than million
afghans dead,so how can u compare 5000 to those number of civilians dead.and nobody
has the proff that muslims did it,bush just wanted a reason to attack muslim nations.so
before you say negative things to muslims think Somaliweyn7 1 month ago curse553 1
month ago @onemr how am i an idiot dumb ass if u think it was a inside job then your
stupid bush wouldn't kill people and bomb millions of dollars worth of cement and
computers etc.... curse553 1 month ago Prev 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 Next Reply Block
User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders &
Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety
mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist
Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to
active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue
Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel
Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001
Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond to this
video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All
Comments (47,032) Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago It's was bush+ Saudis. Trust me.
Bush danced with the Saudi king. But truth is. MUSLIM people stood outside the Saudi
kings capital and felt sad for those who died on 9 11. Bush danced. Mossad was just
happy that the Jews will get support(smphathy)out come. A deal between bush and
Saudi king. Bush gets money. Saudi gets oil.and why would we start having oil problems.
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago videomania121 1 month ago i am from england but to
all those familys whos relitives died that day i am really sorry about it and im sorry to
every who had to be in new york that day videomania121 1 month ago phoebecatgirl 1
month ago 3 Build a mosque THERE? Absolutely NEVER!!! phoebecatgirl 1 month ago
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3 mavericknickman 1 month ago All the people around the world kow that USA was the
terrorist at 11/9 - WTC- in order begin the war in Afhanistan. History is History and true
it's true. Stupid Americans mavericknickman 1 month ago iloveyou5710 1 month ago
@mavericknickman thats so not cool dont say that us americans are so sad. iloveyou5710
1 month ago gigglesilly17 1 month ago I love how-its not even the Devilish act- im more
mad at how these People had No outlet for when the hit like it happend and everyone
Started ASking questions like WAS IT TERRorists-its just like when are people going to
Stop and think of how pricless we do have it here,you know like NO Reaction and now
parkour is being bannedfrom new york you cant Ban ParkourParkour is Freedom and
now we cant even enter the quote on quote Ground ZERO site its so Deppressingi
thought America Was Stronger,Honest gigglesilly17 1 month ago willrodriguez2000 1
month ago why is the video cut?? Why didn't they show the second plane hit?? WTF??
willrodriguez2000 1 month ago horrorstep 1 month ago Makes me sick horrorstep 1
month ago horrorstep 1 month ago How does fire take the towers down so fast, whats
with the chopper? Hmm probably up there to detonate the controlled explosives, better
signal ofcourse. horrorstep 1 month ago Sataribus 1 month ago ok at 11:46 thats when she
starts to say omg omg etc i dunno looks like the tape was cut off and its superimposed
sorry its just that right there at that one instant its like the video starts up from what
looks like it was paused and even the backgrounds sounds confirm this. this is a fake
Sataribus 1 month ago johntitorlives 1 month ago 2 There is something wrong with the
lady who took the video. She said in the beginning in a calm voice "oh that's where Lilly
(her baby's name) goes to daycare". What parent would say that in a calm voice? They
would be screaming with horror knowing their own kid was at daycare at the WTC where
two planes just hit . She is wacked something ain't right with her. Her crying is also
strange. I seen people in shock this isn't that. johntitorlives 1 month ago 2 lukychick13 1
month ago omg... lukychick13 1 month ago xXSN0K1ngXx 1 month ago her commenting
sickened me xXSN0K1ngXx 1 month ago curse553 1 month ago 1,538 people have either
lost someone close in the attack , or are just terrorists. curse553 1 month ago onemr 1
month ago @curse553 your an idiot, sorry -- onemr 1 month ago prisoner109 1 month
ago ROFL prisoner109 1 month ago galatasaray22 1 month ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam ganz kurz: INSIDE JOB ! von den usa kann man ja auch
nichts anderes erwarten (!) sie würden alles für ihre ziele tuhen, alles ! schaut euch den
nahostplan der amis an.. dann werdet ihr das wahre gesicht sehen. wenn eine eigene
organisation des landes (cia) den präsidenten umbringen lässt.. dann kann man sich auch
denken wozu sie noch in der lage sind... arme menscheit, die alles glaubt aber doch nicht
seinen eigenen verstand einsetzt ! LASST EUCH NICHT BLENDEN ! galatasaray22 1
month ago m4rkyboy 1 month ago why was the vdeo cut? 11:44 m4rkyboy 1 month ago
Sataribus 1 month ago @m4rkyboy wow man thats exaclty what i jsut put up too!! this
video is made up Sataribus 1 month ago MrGodismysavior 1 month ago Sorry to inform
all of you but 9/11 was an inside job. If you don't believe me type in info wars in the
youtube search bar. It'll bring up a lot of stuff on this issue. MrGodismysavior 1 month
ago Sataribus 1 month ago @MrGodismysavior this video is an "inside job" its bullshit
and usually im very open. its a manipulative video and even her saying its a military
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plane is total crap where is it? lol pls Sataribus 1 month ago johntitorlives 1 month ago
How in the HELL can anyone say the buildings were not hit by planes???? There is
professional and amateur video of both planes hitting the towers. Jesus Christ what are
you smoking????? johntitorlives 1 month ago ChuckyBlackheart 1 month ago Google
Kriss Donald. ChuckyBlackheart 1 month ago VinceFoster1 1 month ago this video is
fake. the "oh my god" audio is continuous while the video cuts out the plane hitting. they
had to do that because there was no plane. Youtube search September Clues VinceFoster1
1 month ago Robert8341 1 month ago @bboytomato I agree completely. When it
happened I was 8 years old and I can rember just as if it was yesterday Robert8341 1
month ago myhouseisawesome 1 month ago Where's the second tower?
myhouseisawesome 1 month ago DancingET 1 month ago It is All staged ! The
Luciferians own the fucking dollar bill, which is a much WORSE crime than demolishing
two buildings. If you think, bringing down the twin towers would be too much for them,
then you need to brain transplant ! DancingET 1 month ago VinceFoster1 1 month ago
@DancingET You are correct. Check out September Clues, Kay Griggs Interview, Jack
Otto, Jack Bernstein VinceFoster1 1 month ago 804supernova 1 month ago It seems so
impossible even today. this footage is heartbreaking. 804supernova 1 month ago
OlineFTW 1 month ago "DERP i believe 9/11 was a inside thingy!! Herp Derp".. youre a
fucking retard if you truly believe 9/11 was caused by our own government.. OlineFTW 1
month ago MrGodismysavior 1 month ago @OlineFTW Dude, wake up!
MrGodismysavior 1 month ago bboytornado 1 month ago inside job... fuck bush, how
can he sleep at night.. i hope he has a heart attack while hes havin a shit. bboytornado 1
month ago oElisaOoo 1 month ago I really didn't want to say this but ... Uauuu You
really are a messed up country when it comes to these things oElisaOoo 1 month ago
99hamsterlover 1 month ago i was two years old when this happened and my dad had
alot of ppl at work cuz he used to work at a hospital.... but now hes a phsycologist and
he thinks something else like this will happen again 99hamsterlover 1 month ago
AwesomeSlayer2010 1 month ago Whats nexy 7/11? I mean we already have stores
AwesomeSlayer2010 1 month ago roquefortfiles 1 month ago test roquefortfiles 1 month
ago MrBubuface 1 month ago this day i was turning 8 yr old when this happen and now
iam going to be 17 on sept 11 MrBubuface 1 month ago MrSniperxxxx 1 month ago the
whole universe MrSniperxxxx 1 month ago 4everEragon 1 month ago that was a really bad
day. i know whow i sat in front of our tv and watched and watches and watched. GOD
take their lives to you. We will never forget these people. RIP 4everEragon 1 month ago
oElisaOoo 1 month ago Cougar776 damn you sick twisted bitch this is youtube get it?! If
anyone wants to say their opinion or express them self they have that right you fucking
xenophobia --' oElisaOoo 1 month ago blackadiss 1 month ago rip blackadiss 1 month ago
anakin49170 1 month ago 7 11.09.01 is a fack created by Bush for Irak petroleum....
anakin49170 1 month ago 7 georgiosstrempfl 1 month ago @anakin49170 hell yeah man u
say it.! georgiosstrempfl 1 month ago CutleryNovice 1 month ago @anakin49170 Dude
I'm so sick of this bullshit about 9/11 being fake it pisses me off more that the muslims
who bombed us! CutleryNovice 1 month ago batterseaspark 1 month ago 8
@CutleryNovice "IT IS ONE HUNDRED PERCENT CERTAIN THAT 9-11 WAS A
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MOSSAD OPERATION - PERIOD" - Dr. Alan Sabrosky former director of studies at
the U.S. army war college. batterseaspark 1 month ago 8 CutleryNovice 1 month ago
@batterseaspark I don't give a flying fuck what any douch bag says,true our gorvernment
is messed up but not to that extent CutleryNovice 1 month ago batterseaspark 1 month
ago @CutleryNovice yeah it is fucked up to that extent and you are the reason....look Dr.
Alan Sabrovsky up....see what he says... dont just be dumb and call the MAN a douchebag. holder of the General of the Army Douglas MacArthur Chair of Research. A Marine
Corps Vietnam veteran and brave enough to tell it how it is. he is also jewish.
batterseaspark 1 month ago CutleryNovice 1 month ago @batterseaspark Lets try to
keep his Jewish heritage out of the way because quite frankly I don't give a fuck,so he
was a Vietnam veteran,big deal so was my dad,my uncle and my grandfather it doesn't
mean jack. CutleryNovice 1 month ago batterseaspark 1 month ago @CutleryNovice it
DOES mean jack when you are DIRECTOR of strategic and international studies at U.S.
ARMY WAR COLLEGE for six years.....lets just say he is more on ball than you...who
are you?? dont answer that i dont give a fuck. batterseaspark 1 month ago onemr 1 month
ago @CutleryNovice Bush bombed you, sorry, but it's true onemr 1 month ago
CutleryNovice 1 month ago @onemr Look I'll give the fact that Bush was a total dumb
ass,but we have heard muslims telling us about their victory on America,what do you say
that is? CutleryNovice 1 month ago Telonelemon3 1 month ago @anakin49170 Thats like
asying the holocaust wasnt real. Quit letting your parents mind fuck you kid.
Telonelemon3 1 month ago MrGreenday 1 month ago I'M FOR A MOSQUEE NEAR
GROUND ZERO !!!! Peace ! MrGreenday 1 month ago icryoutofoneeye 1 month ago oh
my god this was the best thing that ever happened to america!~ icryoutofoneeye 1 month
ago DisneyClassicsFan 1 month ago Oh, my! It must have been really terrible to be so
close to the Twin Towers that day :( DisneyClassicsFan 1 month ago Buzzammo 1
month ago Thank you for posting this video. We should never forget that day, what it felt
like, and everything destroyed. Honor the dead most by defending the virtue of what their
lives represented: productive achievement, personal happiness, and individual freedom.
Buzzammo 1 month ago NYKushDoctor 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam The Law of Falling Bodies by Gallileo proves that this was indeed a
controlled demolition. In order for a 100 story building to fall in under 10 seconds means
that each floor had to collapse before the above floor reached it. Beware the Beast Man
For He is The Devil's Pawn Alone Among God's Primates He Kills For Sport, or Lust, or
Greed Yea He will Murder his own Brother to possess his Brothers Land Shun Him !
Drive him back into his Jungle Lair For he is the Harbinger of Death NYKushDoctor 1
month ago ransid55 1 month ago Now america feels the hatred of 3rd world countries.
ransid55 1 month ago TokyoMetal777 1 month ago Interesting... when our bombs are
exploding people's home in foreign nations (Cambodia, Vietnam, Iraq, Afghanistan, the
list goes on and on... Grenada, Haiti, Japan, Saipain, on and on...) most of us don't think
twice, and the "men" who deploy death sentences onto everyone else- are referred to as
"heroes" or soldiers. Yet when someone fights back, they're "terrorists". This is mere one
response to American's endless wars OF terror (not "on" terror). TokyoMetal777 1
month ago johndeere1939 1 month ago @TokyoMetal777 how dare you, you are not an
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american. this was one of if not the darkest days in american history. I was 6yrs old on
9/11 and i still remeber it like yesterday. you dare comment on this video and say how
evil we are for bombing other countrys, yes that may be wrong but, it dosnt make this
right. if you dont stand behind our troops and nation then stand in front of us you ass.
johndeere1939 1 month ago potentiallydevisive 1 month ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam This was the best day I have ever had. Watching you fat,
thick cunts suffer! Fuck the USA, from England. potentiallydevisive 1 month ago
ash3227 1 month ago I remember watching this live on CNN and being horrified. I was
only in grade 8 so i was terrified...it seemed like the world was ending. ash3227 1 month
ago MeGhAnEliZaBeTh1000 1 month ago my dear cousin was a firefighter in the wtc
attack, he was crushed by the building, im angry and upset, there is nothing i can do about
this but to hold the memories i had with him deep in my heart. rest in peace, God bless
each and every person who had family who died in this attack, you are in my thoughts
and prayers. MeGhAnEliZaBeTh1000 1 month ago cougar776 1 month ago
@MeGhAnEliZaBeTh1000 : You are lying... your cousin was murdered by his gay lover
after he was catched kissing a girl... cougar776 1 month ago Mwwee99 1 month ago
Sometimes im glad that i live in sweden.... But it's sad to se this somehow ='< all the
people who died and there was maybe kids in there. What have they done? Nothing! I'll
never forgive you who did this! NEVER! Mwwee99 1 month ago cougar776 1 month ago
@Mwwee99 : And who the fuck asked for your forgiveness???? You are nobody, you
retarded swede!!!! cougar776 1 month ago valleyofdeath2 1 month ago Well i am not a
Muslim.. But i do believe that no religion in the world teaches you to kill someone.
Terrorists cant be of any religion . May be 99.9% of the terrorists are Muslim, but not all
99.9% Muslims are terrorist. valleyofdeath2 1 month ago imdaemon666 1 month ago
There WERE many Muslim Americans who went to work in those buildings that they
and died with everyone else. Interestingly, though, not ONE JEW showed up for work
that day. Hmmm... imdaemon666 1 month ago imdaemon666 1 month ago aboutwell06:
fuck you americans. fuck all the people in the tower. they had it coming. hahahashahaha
aboutwell06 1 day ago Just to let you know buddy, I have forwarded your response to
the Department of Homeland Security. They're on their way right now. See ya!
imdaemon666 1 month ago Mastirshake 1 month ago Why was it cut from 11:46 to 11:47
when the "second plane" hit? why did they not want us to see what really hit the second
tower? Reinvestigate 911. The familiys deserve to know what happened to there loved
ones Mastirshake 1 month ago Kneen18 1 month ago this is the best quality i've seen -r.i.p all the victims of 9/11 :'( such a tragic day D: Kneen18 1 month ago MrMegaRapist
1 month ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA-HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
AHAHAHAHAHAHA-HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA-HAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA-HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
AHAHAHHAH-AHAHAAAAAHAAAAAHAAAAAHAAAAAHAH-AHAHAHAH
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH-AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAH-AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH-AHAHAHAHAHAH
AHAHAHAHA MrMegaRapist 1 month ago imdaemon666 1 month ago Comment
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removed Rookerman32 1 month ago Why was that woman in the video sobbing? She
acted like she's never seen a terrorist attack before. Rookerman32 1 month ago ianm4n 1
month ago 10 @Rookerman32 why ? she was sobbing because she was thinking about the
hundreds of people in the towers burning to death, using every last ounce of strength just
to try and phone thier loved ones just to tell them 1 last time that they loved them and
they wouldn't be coming home, you do know a terrorist attack just doesn't happen all the
time, so im guessing thats the 1st one shes ever saw, tell me how many on a daily basis
terroris attacks do u see ? ianm4n 1 month ago 10 Evowilliams 1 month ago heartbreakin
!!!1 Evowilliams 1 month ago Evowilliams 1 month ago heartbreakin Evowilliams 1
month ago Rookerman32 1 month ago A terrorist attack is what happening, you idiot!
Rookerman32 1 month ago daunis 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam DAVID ICKE IS COMING TO SPAIN THIS NOVEMBER! David icke en
España este noviembre va a contar grandes verdades ! !!!!!!!! para comprar entradas
visitar la web LIGHTHOUSEBCN com time for truth! daunis 1 month ago dalekandjedi 1
month ago @daunis WTF WHY THE HELL U PUT THIS ON THERE DONT U
HAVE ANY HEART FOR THIS! dalekandjedi 1 month ago tatumalchik13 1 month ago I
think this has been the worst event 21th century has lived!! ): bigger than Inodnesia's
tsunami thoug! tatumalchik13 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @tatumalchik13 Very.
If your not a Conspiracy Theorist, reply and say so with (NO) If you are,, and rather not
hear it. My Father is a Steel Expert. My Brother is an Electrician. My Uncle is a
Construction expert. He designs, and sometimes does some of the work too. My Brother
also knows things about Plumbing and Air Conditioning. As well as, being able to say,
without a doubt, not enough evidence behind for a (CD) of a single one of those buildings.
Fieve... ;-) :-) FievelJ69 1 month ago RyanThomasRobinson 1 month ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Check out the new 2010 memorial video to
commemorate those lost and there family's for the upcoming 2010 anniversary ON MY
CHANNEL - Rest In Peace - Never Forget RyanThomasRobinson 1 month ago
oMaRkWaH33R1o 1 month ago God bles those who lost their lives on that horrible
day.You will be missed.And hope that Osama burns in hell! Like this if you agree!
oMaRkWaH33R1o 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @oMaRkWaH33R1o U should
burn in hell! This is the first President in closer to a century, who is actually willing to
try to come up with a Diplomatic solution, rather then just keeping on keeping on the
same direction. Even if he must take risks. Or haven't you read, he's planning on going to
Pakistan to sign peace treaties. Trying to make peace with these countries. The one's who
pulled off 9-11... Little by little. Starting from the first part of the threat. Fieve.. ;-) :-)
FievelJ69 1 month ago oMaRkWaH33R1o 1 month ago @FievelJ69 Can you not read?
That is Osama! oMaRkWaH33R1o 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago
@oMaRkWaH33R1o Yeah,, sorry for that.. :) Went and corrected that. I cant believe his
Family were here, on 9-11... Fieve... ;-) :-) FievelJ69 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago
@oMaRkWaH33R1o U Fucking RULE!!!!!!! FievelJ69 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month
ago @oMaRkWaH33R1o Here's something U may not have known. His Family was
visiting the US FievelJ69 1 month ago imdaemon666 1 month ago @FievelJ69 Here's
something else u may not have known: as the airports were being shut down and no one
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allowed to take off only ONE plane was a notable exception. It carried the Ben Laden
family safely back to Saudi Arabia. That's okay, though, because even though Israel and
Saudi Arabia are breeding grounds for all kinds of terrorists, including those alleged to
mastermind 9/11, they are still our friends and we will give our military and financial
support to them while displaying imdaemon666 1 month ago imdaemon666 1 month ago
@FievelJ69 while displaying retarded bumperstickers "Israel you are not alone". I would
alter it to say "Israel you are not alone-a 10MT nuclear bomb is headed your way right
now to keep you company". imdaemon666 1 month ago cdddraftsman 1 month ago On
9/11 CONspiracy theories "a calumny , as lunatic as they are contemptible , they come
from the imagination of hate , the pernicious concoctions of minds allergic to reality and
they are beneath the dignity of reasoning human beings" Rex Murphy
watch?v=5u_4B6JDcgE cdddraftsman 1 month ago 6forrestgump9 1 month ago Great
footage to a horrible event, but very educational. May it never happen again.
6forrestgump9 1 month ago mallaka3 1 month ago 2 bad 8500 souls + Lost Their life
couse of osama binladen and his Dog's mallaka3 1 month ago TileMasterGa 1 month ago
Osama - you say thank you to Bush and company , People - open your eyes!!! People open your eyes!!! People - open your eyes!!! America is killing us slowly.... I feel bad
fot those trupes in Irak - come back home guys!!! TileMasterGa 1 month ago FievelJ69 1
month ago @TileMasterGa You cant even spell,, Iraq. There isn't as much solid, about
Osama, besides (Put Options) Holding a large amount of them, does show at least some
proof. It was a minority group, asked to attack us. Read my other reply. At least Obama
is trying a peaceful method. Fieve... ;-) FievelJ69 1 month ago TheScarface1212 1 month
ago that is not fucking gay or fake people who say that r fucking sick basterds and thy
should get a fucking grip off th selfs 9/11 wasnt fucking fake how can it be fake if all the
world was waching it it shouldnt been all those inonisent ppl that should die it should be
all the sick basterds that want to make a big joke about it it e diffrent for thm if ther wer
in that day or ther famly was in it so all the ppl that want to make a joke about it it
wouldnt be that if it hapend to you TheScarface1212 1 month ago TheScarface1212 1
month ago thats not fucking funy it wasnt fake or gay get a grip and show some bit of
respect that fucking sick evrbody world waching the twin towes comeing down so how
can it be fake and gay u sick basterd if u wer in it thn would see it all the inasont wan
should die it should be the sick fuckers that want to make a fucking joke about shold be
killed it NOT A JOKE it be funny somthing happed like that happen to thm and see who
be lughing TheScarface1212 1 month ago lulipeke7 1 month ago Thank you so much for
uploading this. lulipeke7 1 month ago TheMagicalHeaven 1 month ago I just saw the
movie "Remember me" and it was about 11 september. So I looked for it and now I've
seen this I cry only harder. I can't stop crying. It was horrible. TheMagicalHeaven 1
month ago MurphBucket1 1 month ago thumbs this comment up if 9/11 is FAKE AND
GAY!!!!! MurphBucket1 1 month ago CoolThatSounds 1 month ago Asians 2 - Patriots
0 CoolThatSounds 1 month ago jonas6413 1 month ago what a horror day=( jonas6413 1
month ago Popcornloverwifsalt2 1 month ago in class i read a story bout the WTC when
a bomb was planted in the basement it was sad cuz it reminded me bout this
Popcornloverwifsalt2 1 month ago schmidtmel 1 month ago pleas cut at 17:30 why you
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can see me schmidtmel 1 month ago schmidtmel 1 month ago pleas cut at 17: schmidtmel
1 month ago t661805 1 month ago @holzkuchen123 i already know what you are talkin
about when you say bush was at a kindergarden and people need to realize the truth and
what is really happening in the government t661805 1 month ago TheGame2407 1 month
ago @t661805 look at the global warming shit my friend that shit is fabricated so if the
governemnt can make that up who knows what else including 911 TheGame2407 1
month ago holzkuchen123 1 month ago allahu akbar holzkuchen123 1 month ago
cybersoufiane 1 month ago @holzkuchen123 FUCK YOU ya 7awyane cybersoufiane 1
month ago cybersoufiane 1 month ago @holzkuchen123 FUCK YOU YA 7AYAWAN
cybersoufiane 1 month ago xXkillerXx619 1 month ago @cybersoufiane chb yl3n omk
xXkillerXx619 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago 10 Hey hey. I was a USA
soldier and fought real terriosts. But not all Muslims are bad. If you think Islam did this.
No, the truth is it didn't. I cannot tell you what did. I'm American and black. You all think
that all Muslims are bad. They not bro. Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago 10 t661805 1
month ago @bookerification you cant sterotype all muslims for this attack even though a
muslim terroist did it, if we start pointing our finger at someone to blame we are only
hurting ourselves as a nation and growing farther apart. Everything happens for a reason
and believe it our not if we take the right steps as a nation we can become stronger and
wiser in the outcome t661805 1 month ago Stevensolo1 1 month ago FUCK YOU
BUSH....YOUR TIME WILL COME. Stevensolo1 1 month ago bookerification 1 month
ago fuck you muslim bitchess suck myy dickk ass holees go die in a hole bookerification 1
month ago holzkuchen123 1 month ago @bookerification that was bush! why he wasnt in
the pentagon when the plane crashed there?? hm strange he was in a kindergarten....
holzkuchen123 1 month ago NUBIANSPACEMONKEY 1 month ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @cjb182 what Christians of any kind do you
know who have flown planes into buildings packed full of human beings? NONE.
RADICAL ISLAM KILLS. WHITE CHRISTIANS DID ENSLAVED OTHER RACES ,
KILLING , RAPING CULTURES FOR THE LAST 500 YEARS IN THE LORDS
NAME ...... THEY ARE ACTUALLY THE REAL TERRORIST , THIS IS NOTHING
TO COMPARE WHAT THEY HAVE DONE IN THE PASS SO FUCK YOU ALLL
NUBIANSPACEMONKEY 1 month ago MaTTe2012 1 month ago Fuckin Terrorist xD
MaTTe2012 1 month ago hinata722 1 month ago i am crying right now hinata722 1
month ago EhtYlno 1 month ago i simply cant understand how small firetrucks can
extinguish the fire on the top of wtc! EhtYlno 1 month ago johnekroll 1 month ago "OH
MY GOD - IT WAS A MILITARY PLANE!" ... johnekroll 1 month ago imdaemon666 1
month ago @johnekroll I heard that too, and I belive it WAS an inside job. The WTC, as
many people don't know was a state of the art architecture, SPECIFICALLY buit to
witstand all kinds of events, which is why the 1993 basement blow up you hear about
talked in the background (on the radio) did not succeed. When they transported the guy
who did it out of New York then, the FBI is on the record saying to him as they flew
over the towers "See, still standing!" with pride to which he responds "Not for long"
imdaemon666 1 month ago johnekroll 1 month ago @imdaemon666 The 1993-bombing
could very well also be a 'false flag stunt' to prepare us for 9/11... ae911truth dot o r g 666
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presents lots of evidence (I am an architect :) - and Danish:)) johnekroll 1 month ago
imdaemon666 1 month ago @johnekroll or "For now". But we always heard about how
9/11 was COMPLETE surpise and they didn't see that coming. Hmm...Why do we keep
hearing about our intelligence being so bad and underinformed, but on the same day, the
same CIA had identities of all 20 alleged attackers. Fast forward 3 years later, our
intelligence still sucks but we are going to depend on it to attack Iraq. Did you know, by
the way, that a memeber of Bush's cabinet wrote a book about how he walked into the
oval office imdaemon666 1 month ago imdaemon666 1 month ago @johnekroll after they
announced that Al Quaeda did it (this is 9/12/2001), and here was Bush with his aides
talking about how this is the perfect excuse to finally get Saddam now. Some opposed,
and said we should get Al Quaeda, instead, we should hit Afghanistan, to which Donald
Rumsfeld, that genius of Defense Department who later became the most hated politician
in the military since Clinton, said "No, Afghanistan doesn't have any GOOD TARGETS
TO BOMB". This was the same guy who send us imdaemon666 1 month ago
imdaemon666 1 month ago @johnekroll unprepared, untrained and understaffed to Iraq
over Powell's protests that we need more troops. However, when the lady says "it was a
military plane" it sounds weird, but a few minutes later she says "it was a HUGE plane".
That tells me that 9/11 di happen the way we were told it did...but it's not the whole of
the story. Notice on the video, that as the south tower falls down and everything is
engulfed in smoke, you can do anything in the north tower as it's hidden from view
imdaemon666 1 month ago imdaemon666 1 month ago @johnekroll Now, there is an
engineer who worked on building WTC in the 70s and there was an interview with him
where he said on the record two very interesting things: 1. The Towers were built to
SPECIFICALLY withstand a PLANE hitting it. 2. He explains in great detail how the
"pancake theory" (the steel construction melted and building unsupported collapses) is a
complene fabrication and even impossible, because they buit it to witstand events like
that. Few months l8ter he was fired imdaemon666 1 month ago imdaemon666 1 month
ago @johnekroll So now, an expert who built the damn thing tells you that was not the
reason. How do you explain a building on fire in the same place without MUCH spread
of fire all of the sudden, as if on cue collapsing all the way down? Beats me.
imdaemon666 1 month ago Rookerman32 1 month ago @imdaemon666 There're many
terrorist attacks in the hood that I live in. Rookerman32 1 month ago juppy1923 1 month
ago how would they like it if we drove planes into the buildings juppy1923 1 month ago
WeenieManX 1 month ago The biggest proof of a conspiracy is the lack of evidence, how
ironic. WeenieManX 1 month ago imdaemon666 1 month ago @WeenieManX No, the
biggest prove of the conspiracy is the official theory lacking sense and consistency. But I
don't blame you: cognitive disonance keeps you blind or you'd go crazy. Nothing wrong
with that, friend. imdaemon666 1 month ago ritvarrs 1 month ago I ask people who have
no proof of this being a actual inside job, please do not post about it here. There's no
actual proof, than just some assumptions. However, this video's a real tragedy to USA
and the whole world. ritvarrs 1 month ago MERCURHILLMANIAC 1 month ago
@ritvarrs why dont you just die MERCURHILLMANIAC 1 month ago
tommy49814981 1 month ago in side job tommy49814981 1 month ago mojama2003 1
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month ago DAMN! i cant believe she missed the second plane we could have got a nice
view of it, but atleast we hear her sayin it was a MILITARY PLANE and not a
COMMERCIAL PLANE, IT WAS AN INSIDE JOB PPL WAKE UP mojama2003 1
month ago NUBIANSPACEMONKEY 1 month ago @mojama2003 I BELIEVE the
video was cut , to leave out proof of the second place NUBIANSPACEMONKEY 1
month ago bengura 1 month ago what a fierce terorrist sraelis attack! bengura 1 month ago
imdaemon666 1 month ago @bengura Thank you, absolutely. Mosad trained by our very
beloved CIA. Did you know that Osama Ben Laden was a CIA agent? No? Bush and
Cheney never told you that because Cheney and Bush's daddy were both in CIA? Naaa, I
shouldn't post here since I have no proof it was an inside job. imdaemon666 1 month ago
bengura 1 month ago @imdaemon666 yup it was tactical job that has been plotted long
time. bengura 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @imdaemon666 I believe it's time to
block your name from private messages. I'm sorry, but ignoring direct threats, isn't
exactly an inside job.. And I am yet to see anything I even believe, which proves this
dumb ass theory. Fieve... ;( FievelJ69 1 month ago BSSAM101010 1 month ago ﺍﻝﻝﻩ
 ﻱﻝﻉﻥﻩﻡ ﺍﻝﻝﻩBSSAM101010 1 month ago vergissmeinicht52 1 month ﻱﺭﺡﻡﻙ ﻱﺍ ﻡﺡﻡﺩ ﻉﻁﺍ
ago @BSSAM101010 You're either attempting to be humorous, or you truly believe
what you've written. Either way, be ashamed of yourself. Condoning actions like those
perpetrated by Atta and his co-conspirators immediately associates you with them.
vergissmeinicht52 1 month ago KoolAidKO 1 month ago terrists these days KoolAidKO
1 month ago bogossdufsx 1 month ago Is not an attack terrorist its george bush he payd a
plane for crash in the 2 towers ( i am frensh , my english is bad) bogossdufsx 1 month ago
e1grandote2145 1 month ago My comment didn't show e1grandote2145 1 month ago
e1grandote2145 1 month ago She said it was a military plane .... See how fast both
buildings fell, the fire on the closer building was clearly not enough to make it disappear
so quickly e1grandote2145 1 month ago adesinauka 1 month ago watch loose change ppl
adesinauka 1 month ago MatthewCarlo 1 month ago My relative Michael Carlo died as a
fireman... R.I.P MatthewCarlo 1 month ago bluntedtaoism 1 month ago 9/11 was like a
lobotomy that knocked out our frontal lobes and sent a massive drooling retarded
behemoth stumbling and crashing into the muslim world bluntedtaoism 1 month ago
admboy09 1 month ago at 6:26 does anyone know what the website on that bridge was
supposed to be for? i tried typing it in but i dont think the website exists anymore
admboy09 1 month ago spyhunter7 1 month ago Comment removed spyhunter7 1 month
ago Comment removed spyhunter7 1 month ago Comment removed spyhunter7 1 month
ago Comment removed aboutwell06 1 month ago fuck you americans. fuck all the people
in the tower. they had it coming. hahahashahaha aboutwell06 1 month ago TrentonFife 1
month ago I was 7 years old as it happend... I remember very good!! -.- I am in Germany
and this was on every Tv channel ... and yes... This was/is very terrible!!!!!!! TrentonFife
1 month ago jkpf92 1 month ago Heavenly Father, please all these people's hearts and
may they rest in peace. Except the hijackers who caused this. May those hijackers rot in
hell. It's almost 9 years. Thank you for posting this. I will never forget this! I was 9 years
old when this happened! Now it has been 8 years! Almost to 9! Bless all those people's
hearts lord! jkpf92 1 month ago CallieAlways2010 1 month ago the balls those 11
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terrorists had to do this type of brazen attack on us like this...i hope they're rottin in hell.
CallieAlways2010 1 month ago Hohlederschatten 1 month ago Amazing video - Really
unique view. Hohlederschatten 1 month ago CJCFlims 1 month ago did anybody notice
that thing falling at like 7:35, what is that??? CJCFlims 1 month ago Hohlederschatten 1
month ago @CJCFlims Looks like just metal debris Hohlederschatten 1 month ago
tpabaygarstud 1 month ago the woman speaking on this video only showed her stupidity
by speaking LOL tpabaygarstud 1 month ago MurphBucket1 1 month ago FLAWLESS
VICTORY!!! MurphBucket1 1 month ago kaisa1995ify 1 month ago have one day seen
oh mine gott true the worst one what I I grief even today around you live leave around the
person to help kaisa1995ify 1 month ago qweds34mj 1 month ago I would be so chocked
I couldn't movie, and she talks ! :O Poor, poor humans! I can't discribe the sadness I'm
feeling. R.I.P. *nerly cryed, try not to* qweds34mj 1 month ago NavyGurl0001 1 month
ago wow! of all the videos I have seen... this is the best I have ever seen, in showing what
really happened, even better than the news that day... I still cry every time I see this... I
was about 10 when this happened... turned on the TV and saw a burning building... didn't
know what the trade centers were at the time, all I remember is my mom came out to see
and instantly fell to her knees crying... it was a day no one expected, and the reason why
I serve in our great military :-) NavyGurl0001 1 month ago Penguinsilver 1 month ago i
do not know, whether i cry or be happy about this wonderful video. But i am sure, if i
say i am touched..... Penguinsilver 1 month ago LadySelene95 1 month ago i was at school
when it happened and i was taken out of school that day by my mom i didnt rlly know
what was going on till cuz i was maybe 5 or 6 LadySelene95 1 month ago kimseongkon 1
month ago that is hell...tear.... tear... kimseongkon 1 month ago authommo 1 month ago
Comment removed mikeburrly 1 month ago odd timing that they weren't filming when
second tower was hit?or were they...? mikeburrly 1 month ago Hiosho 1 month ago
@mikeburrly i can remember the earlier version...u could se the 2 Plane...but i guess its
been cut off cuz its just to ...idk to describe it... Hiosho 1 month ago italobambino43 1
month ago It was like watching a Hollywood movie! I think this day will live in our
memories forever. I cannot believe it is almost ten years ago! Feels like yesterday for me
still. I will never understand this day, or forget what happened till the day I leave this
earth! italobambino43 1 month ago italobambino43 1 month ago To the author of this
video, I cannot imagine what a toll this event had to have taken on you mentally? I
haven't felt the same since that day, and I think I can speak for others to! I live down the
road from New York, Philadelphia! I was working for a bank, and we had just opened up
at 8:30 am. for business! Fifteen minutes later, one of my co-workers said.. A plane just
hit the The World Trade Center in NYC! I was in awe! How many times I visited the
observation deck! Countless times! italobambino43 1 month ago adibizz 1 month ago
Ipwnurarse94 u r right adibizz 1 month ago verheydenator 1 month ago FUCK
RELIGION!!! verheydenator 1 month ago italobambino43 1 month ago @verheydenator
It isn't as much religion, as it is fanaticism! Those men who piloted those doomed planes
were most likely brainwashed in to thinking they would be rewarded in the eye's of God,
and they would spend eternity in paradise, shame for them, no eternal paradise for this
terrible deed! italobambino43 1 month ago imdaemon666 1 month ago @italobambino43
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Or you just listen to "god". In the Old Testament god tells the childer of Israel to attack
the city and murder everyone, including elders and children, except for women so they
can keep them for sexual slaves and emphasizes, thast once they leave, "leave nothing
alive". Kinda similar, if not worse. But it's Old Testament not Koran, so it's all good.
imdaemon666 1 month ago TheHorrara2010 1 month ago omg i cant belive how can
someeone do this i cant i crying here jst thicking what those people ben thru at the time
TheHorrara2010 1 month ago valleyofdeath2 1 month ago 6 This vedio surely proves
that terrorists are not human beings ... I really don't understand what happiness they get
by making these thousands of ppl cry in pain and agony ... valleyofdeath2 1 month ago 6
ulysses288 1 month ago @valleyofdeath2 Go look at the definition for terrorist
ulysses288 1 month ago nino1911 1 month ago @valleyofdeath2 they make their people
happy..i guess nino1911 1 month ago Mushuukyou 1 month ago 2 @valleyofdeath2
They were Islam. Religion can cause people to do horrible things to others. Take away
religion and we have less reasons to hurt others. We need to educate religion out of
society. All religion that's theist-based. Mushuukyou 1 month ago 2 imdaemon666 1
month ago @Mushuukyou It akes bad people to do bad things. It take good people to do
good things. But for good people to do bad things, it takes religion-Bertrand Russell.
There's never a people more excited and happy about doing atrocious things to others
than when they do it out of sense of religious duty-C.S.Lewis imdaemon666 1 month ago
Mushuukyou 1 month ago @imdaemon666 You've got it!! Mushuukyou 1 month ago
iPwnUrArse94 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The
actions of Al Queda does not reflect Islam. iPwnUrArse94 1 month ago dayman578 1
month ago the sad fact of the madder is that people are more concered of policats rather
than the people who died dayman578 1 month ago SuperSeymour2010 1 month ago I feel
so sorry for all the people who had to witness this horrific incident and of course all of
the people who unfortunately lost their lives SuperSeymour2010 1 month ago Colmcilla
1 month ago I didn't even realize how much smoke there was until this video. I guess I
only saw certain footage. I absolutely can't imagine being anyone near that area during
this. Poor defenseless people! My heart breaks!!!!!!! Colmcilla 1 month ago 1982pablito
1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam es el video mas
inprecionante q he visto dede el 9-11 , estoy tan inprecionado por en este video puedes
vivir mas el terror q vivieron las personas q ahi estubieron es como si lo pudieras vivir
dios les tenga en su santa gloria..... 1982pablito 1 month ago 1982pablito 1 month ago es
el video mas inprecionante q he visto dede el 9-11 , estoy tan inprecionado por en este
video puedes vivir mas el terror q vivieron las personas q ahi estubieron es como si lo
pudieras vivir dios les tenga en su santa gloria. 1982pablito 1 month ago jessicapretty10 1
month ago I'm so sorry you had to watch that. :( jessicapretty10 1 month ago
MasterPakistanNauman 1 month ago this is over i am angry hijack and terrist sould die
2012 we all die MasterPakistanNauman 1 month ago psycho47ful 1 month ago
@MasterPakistanNauman. who told you that? you're all freak psycho47ful 1 month ago
SomeRandomDude00 1 month ago LOOK UP ISLAM IN SWEDEN. LOOK UP ISLAM
IN SWEDEN. LOOK UP ISLAM IN SWEDEN. LOOK UP ISLAM IN SWEDEN.
LOOK UP ISLAM IN SWEDEN. LOOK UP ISLAM IN SWEDEN. LOOK UP ISLAM
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IN SWEDEN. LOOK UP ISLAM IN SWEDEN. LOOK UP ISLAM IN SWEDEN.
SomeRandomDude00 1 month ago tiestoboi 1 month ago 14 This brings me back to that
day, I still can't believe that it's almost been a decade already. Thanks to the people who
posted this, I'll never forget, and none of us ever should. That's a day we all joined
together as one nation, united. I just wish we had a better president at the time who
would of handled this tragedy much better than George "dubya" Bush did, like Clinton.
He would have done what should have been done... :( tiestoboi 1 month ago 14 adibizz 1
month ago 2 NO all muslim shouldn t be killed,no they aren't terrorist,there are the only
ones to welcome you with open Arms (paranoiac americans),stop criticising qoran and
islam. People deads in 9/11 deserve a little of respect,in ther memory maybe could we try
to build another world maid if people which meet each other?made of respect,and
comprehension?why are you gone more stupid than before this day? adibizz 1 month ago
2 didyouseethatshit777 1 month ago Did you know silverstein the guy who owned the
buildings bought terrorism insurance 1 month before 9/11 Also why did the FBI
consiscate the black boxes from those planes and not release it to the public?
didyouseethatshit777 1 month ago imdaemon666 1 month ago @didyouseethatshit777
and MORE IMPORTANTLY, the buildings were privatized on September 10, 2001.
imdaemon666 1 month ago imdaemon666 1 month ago @didyouseethatshit777
Silverstein, huh? Name sounds kinda Afghan or Iraqi to you too? imdaemon666 1 month
ago adibizz 1 month ago PLEASE READ THIS i read all the comments all i ve read is an
inside Job,and that muslim are basterds, and gods are basterds too, i read people
arguing.you try to fix it with hate,you were knocked so you try to knock stonger...Come
on!!!are you animals?haven't you understood?3000 people died because of hate,and you
spread hate too!when Will the worldwide know that i don t want of a worldwide like this
when i ll grow up! adibizz 1 month ago 254tom 1 month ago It is
SOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO SAD how soon people forget!!!!!!!!!!! 254tom 1 month
ago solimiansky 1 month ago the IRONY pay back for what the US and CIA did to Chile
back in September 11 1973. solimiansky 1 month ago BadBoyKrocha89 1 month ago nice
video, bad day!! RIP BadBoyKrocha89 1 month ago Speedfreely 1 month ago I don't
know why I felt the need to relive this, but I felt compelled to watch a few 9/11 videos. I
guess its because I want to remember those who died that day and let all who were
affected know that I, as an American, still think of the family and friends of all who
perished that dreadful day. We must continue to fight the regimes who condone this
brutal behavior! Speedfreely 1 month ago didyouseethatshit777 1 month ago
@Speedfreely The guy who owned those buildings silverstein. He bought terrorism
insurance one month before 9/11.... he knew it was going to happen and so did the
government. And the FBI confiscated the black boxes from all the planes and hasnt
released the evidence. they are hiding something. The only real question is did the
government let it happen or did they do it themselfs. didyouseethatshit777 1 month ago
ChristopherSEAY123 1 month ago Comment removed 1996HockeyMan 1 month ago
@ChristopherSEAY123 who knows... theres insurance for everything these days..
1996HockeyMan 1 month ago ChristopherSEAY123 1 month ago @1996HockeyMan
Actually, I'm wrong. Terrorism insurance has been around for a while. Also, the WTC
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had terrorism insurance a decade before the attack, not a month. ChristopherSEAY123 1
month ago imdaemon666 1 month ago @didyouseethatshit777 what's the difference?! It's
their job to PROTECT us. Did they? Treason by any other name is still treason, to
paraphase from Shakespeare. imdaemon666 1 month ago Xxero0 1 month ago lol. Xxero0
1 month ago mcauffart 1 month ago I think the children's music going on the background
of the footage makes it all the more chilling. mcauffart 1 month ago BlueLolipopz 1
month ago They should have hit the empire state building too. That would be a good
target for the plane. BlueLolipopz 1 month ago daveexetercl 1 month ago 2 I am from
England, when this happened a lot of English (including myself) were in tears. R.I.P to
those who passed that day. Your English cousins will always remember, USA is a great
country daveexetercl 1 month ago 2 SuperNavybluesx2 1 month ago Fuck Off and die
eatmyshityumy SuperNavybluesx2 1 month ago banhedda 1 month ago if the
govnrenment didnt do 911 how com it happend on 911 it was a plan orcastrated by the
us wiht help of new world order organization ho put fluorine in water 2 kil kidz mercury
injections banhedda 1 month ago canayamacan 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam ﻱﺍﻙﺱﺍﻝﻯ ﻡﺍﺯﻝﺕﻡ ﻡﻥﻑﻭﺥﻱﻥ ﺝﺩﺁ ﺝﺩﺁ ﻉﻝﻯ ﺇﻱﻩ ؟ ﺁﻝ ﺱﻉﻭﺩ ﻱﺍ ﺱﻉﻭﺩﻱﻱﻥ
 ﺙﻡ ﻱﺭﻭﺡﻭﺍ ﻱﺏﻭﺹﻭﺍ ﺇﻱﺩ ﺍﻝﻩﻡﺝﻱﻱﻥ ﺍﻝﺏﺭﺏﺭﻱﻱﻥ ﺏﻱﺹﺡﻭﻙﻡ ﺏﻙﺭﺏﺍﺝ ﻭ ﻱﻡﺱﻭﻙﻡ ﺏﻙﺭﺏ... ﺍﺝ
ﺍﻡﺭﻱﻙﺍ ﺍﻝﻕﻭﻱﺓ ﺝﺩﺁ ﻉﻝﺵﺍﻥ ﺕﻉﻡﻝ ﻝﻙﻡ ﺍﺱﺕﺭﺡﺍﻡ ﻉﻥﺩ ﺇﺱﺭﺍءﻱﻝ ﺍﻝﻥﻭﻭﻱﺓ ﻝﺃﻥﻩﺍ ﻕﺍﺩﺭﺓ ﻉﻝﻯ ﻡﺱﺡﻙﻡ ﻡﻥ
canayamacan 1 month ago .ﻭﺝﻩ ﺍﻝﺃﺭﺽ ﺍﻥﺕﻡ ﻭﻡﻙﺕﻙﻡ ﻭ ﻡﺩﻱﻥﺕﻙﻡ ﻑﻯ ﻅﺭﻑ ﺱﺍﻉﺍﺕ ﻕﻝﻱﻝﺓ
EatMyShitYumy 1 month ago show hide i'm not going to forget 9 11...best day ever!!
EatMyShitYumy 1 month ago XERBIX 1 month ago @EatMyShitYumy what do you
mean? XERBIX 1 month ago EatMyShitYumy 1 month ago @XERBIX i mean when the
planes hit the buildings i laughed and when i saw people dying i laughed harder than
before!! do you agree with me? EatMyShitYumy 1 month ago Aza912 1 month ago
@EatMyShitYumy GO GET A FORESKIN FAT LITTLE PRICK YOU KNO FUCK
ALL ABOUT WHATS GOIN ON IN THE WORLD DISRESPECTFUL PRICK I
WUD LVOE TO KNO WHERE YOU LIVE AND I WOULD LIQUIDIZE U IN A
BLENDER :@ MIDDLE EASTERN CUNT!!! Aza912 1 month ago redsoxguy617 1
month ago @Aza912 haha, good 1 redsoxguy617 1 month ago sima210 1 month ago how
about i laugh at u if ur mutgha would have fuckin dyed in there u fuckin stupid dumb
basterd sima210 1 month ago sima210 1 month ago @EatMyShitYumy ur mutha should
have dyed in there and lets see if u would have laghted then u stupid fuck sima210 1
month ago EatMyShitYumy 1 month ago @sima210 go to school and learn how to spell!
lol EatMyShitYumy 1 month ago 100000000years 1 month ago those who died are "not
innocent" since they contribute to the US economy. which could be use to make weapons
to kill them in their believe all the statement above is wrong because Bin Laden is wrong
100000000years 1 month ago fuzzmaniac 1 month ago RIP all those who perished that
day fuzzmaniac 1 month ago Fischkopf46 1 month ago maan diese scheiß araber müsste
man gleich umbringen...ich bin ja nich rassistisch oder so aber wenn man denkt das allah
die in den himmel schickt wenn sie sowas machen...naja da muss mach doch bekloptt sein
-.- ich habe voll schlechte laune wenn ich das video sehe ;-( Fischkopf46 1 month ago
TheMimiLinchen 1 month ago Today, my english teacher (I'm from germany) said, we
must make a präsentation about the USA. Our title is "New york" So i took the 11th
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september for my one. TheMimiLinchen 1 month ago funnyxxxbunny1 1 month ago
@TheMimiLinchen sag deinem lehrer ,dass das alles ein fake war nur um in den krieg zu
ziehen. da ist nie ein flugzeug eingeschlagen! alles computerkram vom amerikanischen
sendern gemacht . leute die interviewt wurden ,wurden alle von den amerikanischen
sendern angeheuerte um zu lügen ( sie hätten angeblich flugzeuge reinrasen sehen) schau
dir mal etwas weiter unten meinen post an ! funnyxxxbunny1 1 month ago triggaOne2000
1 month ago 9/11 IS A INSIDE JOB. THE ELITE RUN OUR LIVES. TAKE THE
BLINDFOLDS OFF AND LOOK WHAT IS HAPPENING TO THIS DAY IN OUR
GREAT COUNTRY. BOHEMIAN GROVE. triggaOne2000 1 month ago
funnyxxxbunny1 1 month ago plz. watch the hole story !!! american news channel lies
watch?v=JOhbbIQmf58&feature=re-lated
funnyxxxbunny1
1
month
ago
funnyxxxbunny1 1 month ago blue sky......... no fucking plane (nowhere to see)
funnyxxxbunny1 1 month ago triggaOne2000 1 month ago 9/11 IS A INSIDE JOB PUT
TOGETHER @ THE BOHEMIAN GROVE. triggaOne2000 1 month ago psycho47ful 1
month ago hi. i'm a muslim . and i'm tottaly against terorisme . but qoran has never tell us
to kill anyone . exept those who kills and do bad things in this life . secondely. these
terrorist who says that they are muslims . no they are not and they will never be and it's
them who should be killed . terrorisme is not only in america . i'm moroccan and our
country has been also attaked . so don't talk a bout qoran until you read it. psycho47ful 1
month ago orange3245 1 month ago @psycho47ful Stop trying to get people to convert
to your shit. Religion has had it's day, and produces nothing good of value. We progress
because of human action and not religion. Now go shove your boom up your ass.
orange3245 1 month ago NotEntertaining 1 month ago they had sum good seats for the
best show ever NotEntertaining 1 month ago dynfo 1 month ago ... and all respect to
people who died there, r.i.p dynfo 1 month ago dynfo 1 month ago @errerer94: "SO
FUCK YOU MUSLIMS" - Thank you, fuck you too "And P.S it clearly says in the
Quran to kill us, stone us, burn us, and skin us alive." - Really ? Can you give me the
"surat" and the number of the "hadit" where you read this please ? Another question, i
have seen a lot of videos about an inside job, with some architectural evidences and other
stuff. So where is the truth now ? dynfo 1 month ago 777QuikSilver 1 month ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam most of muslims are going to burn in hell
just because they don't believe in the true GOD 777QuikSilver 1 month ago 03454581595
1 month ago And Im very sorry for all thoses family that had lost some one in this tragic
momment..... 03454581595 1 month ago 03454581595 1 month ago Yo calm down! Not
all muslims are bad people only a gruop of assholes are just trying t0 make us look bad
03454581595 1 month ago dynfo 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam Take a look at this : youtube.com/watch?v=S0gZaGe2wP-Y dynfo 1 month
ago JohnnyMMB 1 month ago unreal man. I was a youngster playin’ with legos’ when
this shit went down & thought it was a movie when I seen it on TV. RIP All who passed
away on 9/11 JohnnyMMB 1 month ago Echschmet 1 month ago when the moslims have
atomic military we are fucked! Echschmet 1 month ago Slipknotter8 1 month ago You all
who are complaining: shut you fucking mouths, USA's army are terrorists too, I didn't
mean that american citizens deserved to die, I mean USA's soldiers are all assholes son of
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prostitues and terrorists. Watch it before insulting me: watch?v=5rXPrfnU3G0
Slipknotter8 1 month ago doug46519 1 month ago SHOUTOUT TO ALL MUSLIM
FUCKS! FUCK YOU! TRY BEING IN WAT U PUT THESE FAMILY'S AND
INNOCENT PEOPLE IN! VOTE UP IF YOU AGREE AND THINK ALL MUSLIM
FUCKS SHOULD BURN IN HELL doug46519 1 month ago Slipknotter8 1 month ago
@doug46519 "TRY BEING IN WAT U PUT THESE FAMILY'S AND INNOCENT
PEOPLE IN!" They did, american soldiers killed thousands of innocent people.
Slipknotter8 1 month ago psycho47ful 1 month ago @doug46519 you are just talking .
you don't know us. we are so peaceful . and those who did that and call them selves
muslims . they are not . have ever saudit arabia sent it army to another country . have
palestine did that or iraq or morocco? no they didn't . you americans did but we don't
blame you . we blame you leaders and presidents . please i'm not swearing you . but think
before talking . if it makes you feel good ? okey i'm so sorry . not for you but for all these
families. psycho47ful 1 month ago emocionfatal 1 month ago 5:33 UFO?? emocionfatal 1
month ago miladmeah 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
please visit ww w.faithfreedom.o rg miladmeah 1 month ago cjb182 1 month ago I'm
sorry if I keep saying I'm neither Christian nor Catholic in my posts. I don't mean to
seem redundant, I just don't want to seem biased. cjb182 1 month ago
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Please pol. I'm Muslim . Some ppl just pretend and
make us look bad. I love america. I respect Christ. Christ DISrespect Islam.
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago cjb182 1 month ago Comment removed cjb182 1 month
ago @Gochicagobulls4ever Thank you for your honesty, but I don't understand how you
can say that you are a Muslim, and in the same comment that you respect Christ but say
that Christ disrespects Islam. I'm not a Christian or a Catholic, but it was my
understanding that Jesus was an essential prophet in the Muslim faith. Please clarify if
there is a misunderstanding on who "Christ" is. cjb182 1 month ago Jaggerx33 1 month
ago @Gochicagobulls4ever you dont even make sense Jaggerx33 1 month ago cjb182 1
month ago it's amazing how hateful comments can be on footage such as this, but as we
can see in the last few hours, this footage has been compared to video games and antisemitism. let's hope we can move past that age of global ignorance to an age of global
empathy. cjb182 1 month ago johntitorlives 1 month ago errerer94, his comment got 20
thumbs up which pretty much convinces me there is no hope for America. Did you see
the damage and the holes in the buildings the planes caused you unbelieveable moron.
Most of the people above it had no way to get down. There was the heat and fire and
thick black smoke that you can't inhale. Where do you get off saying this load of bull is a
FACT. Get your head out of YOUR fat ass. Then appologize to the families of the
people who died that day. johntitorlives 1 month ago Jaggerx33 1 month ago
@johntitorlives its not that there is no hope. its that when some of this kind of act of
terrorism happens, peoples judment is completely changed and so is their thinking. you
cant say they are any more horrible then the muslim extremists Jaggerx33 1 month ago
ZaneUchiha666 1 month ago this is a good view of the worst thing ever happen to USA
ZaneUchiha666 1 month ago unenslaved 1 month ago Comment removed bebeldan 1
month ago 2 What destroyed the WTC wasn't the planes. Was greed and power bebeldan
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1 month ago 2 majamr7 1 month ago God curse all non Muslim Americans. I hate
Americans. majamr7 1 month ago whiteboys191 1 month ago @majamr7 Terroist piece
of shit whiteboys191 1 month ago errerer94 1 month ago @majamr7 hahaha whatever
SUCK ON ALLAHS TINY TINY PENIS HAHAHAHA errerer94 1 month ago
GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @majamr7 May the Lord Jesus Christ have mercy upon
your soul for his own glory.I will pray for you my lost friend...grace and love be with
you. GodLovesUs100 1 month ago majamr7 1 month ago @GodLovesUs100 It was very
nice from you to reply to me in such a polite way and embarrass my rage, but why do
you think that I am a lost person? And why do you think that God loves your
oppressive country? majamr7 1 month ago cjb182 1 month ago @majamr7 I'm sorry to
intrude on your discussion, but why do you hate Americans exactly? I am neither
Christian nor Catholic, and I'm interested in your views. I also realize as an American that
there are many reasons for people to hate America for its actions from the past 8 years,
but I hope you understand that these actions do not speak for the majority of Americans.
Please respond, whatever the response may be... cjb182 1 month ago majamr7 1 month
ago @cjb182 This is because Americans in general are very biased against my religion
(Islam) as you can easily see from their comments on YouTube. They are also very
arrogant and proud and think that they are the best people on earth and have to treat
other people (particularly Muslims) like slaves until they change their faith or at least
way of life. I lived in the US for a total of about 7 years of which 2 of them were in my
childhood and I have seen nothing else other than hatred and oppression. majamr7 1
month ago shenzhenprostitute 1 month ago @majamr7 If America is as bad as you say it
is then why the fuck are people from all over the world coming to USA.
shenzhenprostitute 1 month ago gateblokker 1 month ago @shenzhenprostitute becuse
teyr fuvking naive thinking americans can do them any good,, bunch of fat stupid heroes
gateblokker 1 month ago psycho47ful 1 month ago @shenzhenprostitute because you are
americans eating their resources so they come asking for some. shame on you
psycho47ful 1 month ago majamr7 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam @shenzhenprostitute I think a SHENZHENPROSTITUTE like you can
answer this question. majamr7 1 month ago cjb182 1 month ago @majamr7 I will allow
that some people in America are pretty ignorant about Muslims. The Christian Right in
the US are the epitome of evil in my country, and it has hijacked the religion to spew
hatred similar to the way terrorists and the Taliban have hijacked Islam to spread their
own form of hatred. But it is very easy to be biased when the theocratic governments of
Islam in Iran and Saudi Arabia force women to cover every inch of their body and
support the killing of Jews. cjb182 1 month ago GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @majamr7
I am commanded to love all by my Lord Jesus Christ, love for you is only an out pouring
of the Spirit from the love of God.I think you're lost because you do not have the truth of
Jesus Christ, who is the light of the world, and therefore live in darkness...but you do not
see the way you live in darkness the way a fish does not see that it's in water.I think God
has shown great mercy to this country,but I also pray for a revival b/c I fear his judgment
may come soon. GodLovesUs100 1 month ago cjb182 1 month ago @GodLovesUs100 If
you love all, why do you judge other people for not believing in what you believe? Also,
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why do you live in fear of God's "judgment," presumably meaning the end of the world?
Don't you think living in this fear prevents people from making the world a better place
while we are still alive? cjb182 1 month ago GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @cjb182 How
is saying a belief, like a religion, is wrong judging another person?The Bible tells us to
expose the unfruitful works of darkness, what you're doing is mistakenly looking at love
from your own definition of it.I fear his judgment b/c he is God and has to power to cast
me into Hell but I don't worship solely in fear but in Truth and in Spirit.
GodLovesUs100 1 month ago cjb182 1 month ago @GodLovesUs100 Who is to say
your Truth is the absolute truth? What if the actual truth is in the Torah, the Koran, the
Vedas, the Sutras, or Rolling Stone magazine? I believe your belief is genuine, and that
you genuinely love people. I just cannot see how religion of any type, no matter what
personal benefits it may grant, can bring us together rather than tear us apart. It separates
us between believers and non-believers, and the "good" side is whatever religion is selling
its product. cjb182 1 month ago GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @cjb182 God has
vindicated his truth by raising Christ from the dead, if he had remained dead, there would
be no hope and my faith would be futile.The Bible is unique,despite what skeptics like to
say, there is NO other book like it..look at all the prophecies for example-like the over
300 Jesus fulfilled, Israel becoming a nation again, the Euphrates River drying
up,ect.ect..Christ is the only way because he was the only one ever to deal with the issue
of sin....he is the Truth. GodLovesUs100 1 month ago cjb182 1 month ago
@GodLovesUs100 Well first of all Jesus is not the only one to deal with sin. Siddhartha
Gautama, founder of Buddhism, developed the idea of karma, meaning the more good you
do in the world and the less bad you do, the better things will get when you die. That is
the same line of thought as Christians. And to think one book contains all the answers to
everything is quite naive, don't you think? But the Bible is unique, just as the Koran is,
the Vedas are, the Báb and Bahá'u'lláh are... cjb182 1 month ago GodLovesUs100 1
month ago @cjb182 Karma is not even close to the same concept.Jesus took upon
himself the sins of his people and was crushed for our iniquities in order that we, who
deserve God's wrath, could be justified by faith in Christ.God is Just and therefore he
must serve Justice against sin.But because of Christ,God can be both Just and the Justifer
of the wicked.Jesus conquered sin so we can be set free from it,karma is nothing like
this.The Bible has the answers to all the truth we need. GodLovesUs100 1 month ago
anonUK 1 month ago @GodLovesUs100 I thought all people were Jesus' people. That
was certainly the view of all Christians after St. Paul. Karma, on the other hand, is a
bitch. I don't believe in it myself, but there are those who believe in it as an earthly, rather
than transcendent, phenomenon- like a man kicking a dog who soon afterwards finds
himself getting kicked by someone else. I suppose the strongest argument for karma is
what happened to Hitler's Germany. anonUK 1 month ago GodLovesUs100 1 month ago
@anonUK No, that is false.First off, Paul was one of the earliest Christians.Second, the
apostles of Jesus held the same views.There are children of God, and there are children of
the Devil.One is not born a child of God, they have to be born-again spiritually into his
kingdom.Karma is not real, whatever a man reaps that he shall also sow,maybe not right
away,but the Lord will also do the Just thing,it's not "karma' doing anything, it's kind of
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the same concept as a criminal and a judge. GodLovesUs100 1 month ago
GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @anonUK always* GodLovesUs100 1 month ago
anonUK 1 month ago @GodLovesUs100 I didn't say I believed in Karma. As a Catholic,
I have to ask you: is a paedo priest a child of God who has been tempted to sin, or is he a
child of the devil posing as a believer and fisher of men? anonUK 1 month ago
GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @anonUK Let's go to scripture,shall we? "By this it is
evident who are the children of God, and who are the children of the devil: whoever does
not practice righteousness is not of God, nor is the one who does not love his
brother."1John 3:10 GodLovesUs100 1 month ago cjb182 1 month ago
@GodLovesUs100 Unfortunately quoting scripture is not a get out of jail free card.
Many scriptures from different religions have similar teachings. My problem is people
imposing their beliefs on other people who normally live righteous lives, but because they
don't believe Jesus is the son of God they are damned to hell. cjb182 1 month ago
GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @cjb182 yeah well people can quote all they want but the
word of God is clear on what is says.No one lives a righteous life, all have sinned and
come short of the glory of God, we all together have become worthless,and there is none
good.The Bible says OUR BEST WORKS are like filthy rags before God.Only faith in
Christ can justify someone,when one places their trust on the Son of God,his blood
washes their sins away and God can legally justify them based on Christ's work on behalf
of the sinner GodLovesUs100 1 month ago GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @cjb182
(cont...) you're going to have to make a decision..who are you going to seek to follow
:God or man?Because you cannot just ignore what God's word says, there is absolute
truth and there is FALSE RELIGION out there.The fact that all paths leads to God is
wrong, the Bible makes it clear NO ONE comes to the Father expect through Jesus and
that there will be many in Hell. GodLovesUs100 1 month ago anonUK 1 month ago
@GodLovesUs100 We all sin, though, don't we? Not like terrorists or paedos, but we all
have the capacity for evil as well as good. Doesn't make us children of the devil. anonUK
1 month ago GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @anonUK yes we all sin, that is the
problem.However, the power of Christ is strong enough to set us free from habitual sin
and into a relationship with God.What so many people do not understand is that
evidence of one being a Christian is not their profession, it's their fruit. GodLovesUs100
1 month ago cjb182 1 month ago @GodLovesUs100 Don't you think it's judgmental that
a supposedly "loving" God only loves you if you believe in him, otherwise you're an
outcast? It that's not a very ecumenical statement. And the fact that you have to live in
fear of burning in hell is an incredibly bad motivation to join any organization despite a
religion. I hope you can see past your blinders and see the world from a place different
from Christian perspective. cjb182 1 month ago GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @cjb182
God shows compassion to the just and unjust.I don't see what your point is here.God has
every right to Judge...does not a potter have a right over his clay?And I don't live solely
in fear of Hell, I want God...in other words, it would be better in Hell with Jesus than in
Heaven without him,the fact that he spilled his precious blood so a sinner like me can
escape the wrath of God is something to be eternally grateful for.Hopefully the Lord will
open your eyes for his own glory.Peace. GodLovesUs100 1 month ago cjb182 1 month
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ago @GodLovesUs100 Well, I guess we'll just never see eye to eye here. Just fyi, I'm an
agnostic, which means I believe that there is something out there that we absolutely
cannot comprehend, but subscribe to no particular ideology. I guess the best we can do
here is to do good things in our own individual spheres of influence. I wish you good luck.
cjb182 1 month ago GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @cjb182 Well, wouldn't this being
have a reason to create us?What sense is there that God would not commune with that
which we has created that has the ability to fellowship?God has revealed himself to us in
the person of Christ, who was the very word of God made flesh and there is no other
name in Heaven by which we must be saved.God is Just and if one stands before him in
their sin, he will give them Justice.May the Lord bless and lead you for his own glory and
the glory of his Son. GodLovesUs100 1 month ago cjb182 1 month ago
@GodLovesUs100 Ah thanks man...or woman lol. Let's hear it for freedom of religion!
Take it easy. cjb182 1 month ago GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @cjb182 I'm not
advocating control,but that does not justify something that is not true.This life is a
vapor,and then it's gone.Eternity is what matters. GodLovesUs100 1 month ago cjb182 1
month ago @GodLovesUs100 I couldn't have said it better myself. cjb182 1 month ago
GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @cjb182 Then why should I take it easy?Like I said, there
is NO other name in Heaven by which we might be saved. "For the message of the cross
is foolishness to those who are perishing, but to us who are being saved it is the power of
God."1 Corinthians 1:18 GodLovesUs100 1 month ago cjb182 1 month ago
@GodLovesUs100 Sorry, but I meant "take it easy" like "have a good one." Didn't mean
to demean you. You have your views, I have mine, and neither are advocating violence, so
I let my misgivings slide. But please don't judge me because I don't believe what you
believe. cjb182 1 month ago GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @cjb182 "And this is the
judgment: the light has come into the world, and people loved the darkness rather than the
light because their works were evil."John 3:19 By preaching the word of God, I am not
judging you.It, on it's own, has the power to expose sin and make people uncomfortable
with their flesh...that is one of the things that makes it so great :) GodLovesUs100 1
month ago cjb182 1 month ago @GodLovesUs100 I believe your sincerity my friend, I
just don't believe in your product. Its nice to have a meaningful conversation on a video
posting that portrays religious intolerance. cjb182 1 month ago GodLovesUs100 1 month
ago @cjb182 Who's my prophet?Do you mean Jesus Christ, the Creator of the Heavens
and Earth?And again, compromising with something that is not true is just nonsensical.
GodLovesUs100 1 month ago cjb182 1 month ago @GodLovesUs100 Not prophet,
product. In my view, all religions, especially evangelical Christians, treat themselves as
selling a product: believe in this, give us money for it, and you will be saved. And how am
I compromising to something that's not true again? cjb182 1 month ago GodLovesUs100
1 month ago @cjb182 If you think that is the point of Christianity,then sadly, you have
missed the whole concept.Yes, people do twist scripture for their own greed and they
will have their reward,what does that have to do with the word of God being true and the
gospel being the power of God unto salvation for everyone who believes?And I was
referring to myself, I am not going to compromise and accept something that is not true
just b/c someone feels I am being intolerant. GodLovesUs100 1 month ago cjb182 1
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month ago @GodLovesUs100 I don't think that's the whole point of Christianity solely.
I think Christianity teaches a very moral path for people to live their lives. I just have
issue with asking people to do so under pain of burning in hell for eternity, as many
religions do. And I don't want you to compromise, just simply take a wider perspective
of things outside the Christian lens. If you still hold your views, then God bless ya. You
are not intolerant, you are a nice person with good intentions. cjb182 1 month ago
GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @cjb182 not at all,actually.The love of money is root of all
kinds of evil.Again, it's not just about fear of Hell.It is about loving the Lord our God
with all our heart,mind,and soul and loving our neighbor as ourselves.If the Spirit of the
Lord regenerates a sinner, they will never be the same.I believe in him b/c he first believed
in me.That's not to say we shouldn't fear God,but it goes so much deeper than doing
things out of fear,rather,we want to do them out of an outpouring of the Spirit
GodLovesUs100 1 month ago cjb182 1 month ago @GodLovesUs100 Ah, you are a good
person. It's good for me to know that there are authentic Christians out there and not just
bigoted hate-filled Christians. I truly mean no disrespect when I say I hope you keep
living your perspective of morality, and enjoy the ride. cjb182 1 month ago
GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @cjb182 I'm not,for I too am a sinner...but I have been
saved by the grace of God :).I would not encourage you to judge Christianity but what
some people do, rather if you're going to judge it, do it on the basics of what it actually
teaches.He who began a good work in me, will bring it to completion at the day of Jesus
Christ.Thanks for your kind words...may the Lord God Almighty lead you in the paths
of righteousness for the advance of his kingdom.May the grace and love of Christ be with
you. GodLovesUs100 1 month ago cjb182 1 month ago @GodLovesUs100 I do
appreciate it my friend. Have a great Friday night! cjb182 1 month ago GodLovesUs100
1 month ago @cjb182 You too! I will be praying for you in the name of Jesus.Peace and
grace be with you. GodLovesUs100 1 month ago cjb182 1 month ago @GodLovesUs100
I just blame Christianity and most religions as being intolerant in their true nature. cjb182
1 month ago GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @cjb182 If that's the way you define
intolerance,than so be it."do unto others as you would have them do unto you.." were the
words of Jesus Christ...if I was in darkness and on my way to eternal damnation, I would
surly want someone to tell me.May the Lord give us a willing Spirit to do so...this is not
about making people comfortable,it is about truth, the gospel is an offense, you take
away the offense,then there is a problem. GodLovesUs100 1 month ago Shanniquitie 1
month ago @cjb182 what Christians of any kind do you know who have flown planes
into buildings packed full of human beings? NONE. RADICAL ISLAM KILLS.
Shanniquitie 1 month ago Alluloe 1 month ago @Shanniquitie christians killed five million
jews in concentration camps... Alluloe 1 month ago Shanniquitie 1 month ago @Alluloe
those were Nazis, who had their own beliefs based on neo-paganism. They tried to create
something called 'Positive Christianity' but it was only a fraud, to counter Catholic and
protestant dissent. Please do your research, history is FASCINATING, lies are not.
Shanniquitie 1 month ago NUBIANSPACEMONKEY 1 month ago @Shanniquitie
RADICAL CHRISTIANS USED TO ENSLAVED AND KILL BLACK PEOPLE ... IN
THE NAME OF THE LORD !! RADICAL CHRISTIANS KILLS
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NUBIANSPACEMONKEY 1 month ago MERCURHILLMANIAC 1 month ago
@NUBIANSPACEMONKEY
STFU
IGNORANT
NEGRO
MERCURHILLMANIAC 1 month ago NUBIANSPACEMONKEY 1 month ago
@MERCURHILLMANIAC FUCK YOU MAN ! FUCKING WHITE PEOPLE , I
HOPE ALL OF U DIE NUBIANSPACEMONKEY 1 month ago
MERCURHILLMANIAC 1 month ago @NUBIANSPACEMONKEY FUCK YOU
MONKEY BOY ...I HOPE ALL OF YOU LIVE LOL!!! MERCURHILLMANIAC 1
month ago NUBIANSPACEMONKEY 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @MERCURHILLMANIAC FUCK YOU MAN ! FUCKING
WHITE PEOPLE , I HOPE ALL OF U DIEG NUBIANSPACEMONKEY 1 month ago
Shanniquitie 1 month ago @NUBIANSPACEMONKEY Was that before or after
Christian (Catholic) missionaries taught them how to read, write, dress themselves, stop
murdering "witches" and albinos (in order to consume their flesh for superstitious
reasons) and tried to end female genital mutilation? Don't be a fool. Shanniquitie 1 month
ago majamr7 1 month ago @GodLovesUs100 Which truth are you talking about? The
truth that God came from the stomach of a lady and was circumcised when he was 7 days
old, and then died on the cross to save the world? majamr7 1 month ago GodLovesUs100
1 month ago @majamr7 Christ is the truth.Actually, God has eternally existed, even
before the creation of the universe, and there was a point in time in history when God the
Son humbled himself and left his throne in Heaven in order to take on human flesh.
GodLovesUs100 1 month ago majamr7 1 month ago @GodLovesUs100 Is it humbled or
humiliated himself? Who then controlled the Universe from over the throne? And how do
you then say that he died on the cross? How do you accept a changing God if you even
believe in a steadfast word from him? Wake up! You yourself don't even understand such
a void creed. majamr7 1 month ago GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @majamr7
Humbled.He humbled himself and took on flesh in order to atone for the sins of his
people.God ran the universe my dear friend.Why do you limit God?He can be at all
places at all time times.The Father sent the Son.God still controlled the Universe.Jesus
himself said NO ONE takes his life from him, but he lays it down.God is not
changing...are you saying it's impossible for him to enter his own creation?You just don't
have the ears to hear,hopefully the Lord will grant you them. GodLovesUs100 1 month
ago majamr7 1 month ago @GodLovesUs100 Why did'nt the father humble himself
instead of the Son then? majamr7 1 month ago GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @majamr7
The individual members of the Trinity have different tasks. The Father is the ultimate
source or cause of the universe (1 Cor 8:6; Rev 4:11); divine revelation (Rev 1:1);
salvation (John 3:16-17); and Jesus' human works (John 5:17; 14:10). The Father initiates
all of these things. GodLovesUs100 1 month ago GodLovesUs100 1 month ago
@majamr7 The Son is the agent through whom the Father does the following works: the
creation and maintenance of the universe (1 Corinthians 8:6; John 1:3; Colossians 1:1617); divine revelation (John 1:1, 16:12-15; Matthew 11:27; Revelation 1:1); and salvation
(2 Corinthians 5:19; Matthew 1:21; John 4:42). The Father does all these things through
the Son, who functions as His agent.This is an internal relationship and does not deny the
deity of any Person of the Trinity. GodLovesUs100 1 month ago majamr7 1 month ago
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@GodLovesUs100 But how do you say that they are all the same thing then? majamr7 1
month ago GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @majamr7 What do you mean when you say
"same thing?"The Bible says There is one God (Deuteronomy 6:4; 1 Corinthians 8:4;
Galatians 3:20; 1 Timothy 2:5)The Trinity consists of three Persons (Genesis 1:1, 26;
3:22; 11:7; Isaiah 6:8, 48:16, 61:1; Matthew 3:16-17, 28:19; 2 Corinthians 13:14)The
Trinity is one God existing in three Persons. Understand that this is not in any way
suggesting three Gods. It's one Eternal Being who exists as three distinct persons.
GodLovesUs100 1 month ago majamr7 1 month ago @GodLovesUs100 You mean that
the father (the creator of the Universe) is not a God but a person? majamr7 1 month ago
GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @majamr7 I never said that.Father is God, Son is God,
And Holy Spirit is God...it's not saying three gods or that God is one of three, but that
there is One God and yet he exists as three distinct persons.Don't expect our finite minds
to be able to understand the fullness of God, he is infinity my friend, we cannot full
comprehend his nature but he has revealed what he has revealed and I am subject to that.
GodLovesUs100 1 month ago majamr7 1 month ago @GodLovesUs100 I will ask our
one God (Allah) we Muslims worship to show you guidance in understanding and
believing in his uniqueness and in understanding and believing in his creation of his
messenger Jesus Christ. majamr7 1 month ago GodLovesUs100 1 month ago @majamr7
You go ahead and do so, and I will pray for you..but just to let you know, no one can
pluck me out of the hand of Christ.Jesus was no creation...he said himself that he shared
glory with the Father before the world existed...what kind of mere prophet would say
that?Jesus is the King of Kings and Lord of Lords. GodLovesUs100 1 month ago
FievelJ69 1 month ago @majamr7 Ahm,, Damn Straight! Being a Wicca, Allah is very
important to me. Allah is also important to White Magic. I believe in it both.. Fieve... ;-)
:-) FievelJ69 1 month ago errerer94 1 month ago Muslims will never get laid
ahhahahahahahhah they have ugly bitches and hoes errerer94 1 month ago NorthCitySider
1 month ago @errerer94 Muslims get laid more than you ever will. NorthCitySider 1
month ago ikeownage46 1 month ago Duke Nukem and Chuck Norris double teamed
those towers ikeownage46 1 month ago kaiyno 1 month ago But why was that part cut
when UA flight 175 crashes into the south tower? kaiyno 1 month ago 19351941 1
month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam  ﻡﺭﺓﻱﺡﺩﺙ19351941 ﺃﺥﺭﻯ
1 month ago 19351941 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
 ﻡﺭﺓﻱﺡﺩﺙmonth ago PBD92 1 month ago Look at the beauty of 1 19351941  ﺃﺥﺭﻯman
kind PBD92 1 month ago sbandat90 1 month ago  ﻱﺡﺩﺙsbandat90 1 month ago ﻡﺭﺓ ﺃﺥﺭﻯ
hororochkoks 1 month ago @sbandat90 that means, is gonna happen again and its just
right, kill all the fucking jews hororochkoks 1 month ago whiteboys191 1 month ago
@hororochkoks My dad used to be jewish and my grandparents are but im christian and
one of my best friends is ajew whiteboys191 1 month ago Rekzizzer 1 month ago
@sbandat90 English Please! Rekzizzer 1 month ago slevin75 1 month ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 911 was an Inside Job slevin75 1 month ago
slevin75 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 911 was an
Inside Job slevin75 1 month ago Jaggerx33 1 month ago @slevin75 shut the fuck up
Jaggerx33 1 month ago zelimx4n 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
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Not Spam no no no no no fuck you american people. zelimx4n 1 month ago fewcusi 1
month ago Foreign bastards. fewcusi 1 month ago drgrumpy 1 month ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9-11-2001 read my comments below .. drgrumpy
1 month ago drgrumpy 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
9-11-2001 read my comments below drgrumpy 1 month ago xicutwoodx 1 month ago
Comment removed xicutwoodx 1 month ago two pies in the face and one in a field in
pensilvania xicutwoodx 1 month ago drgrumpy 1 month ago JOE AND BRI THANK
YOU FOR SHOWING ME THIS VIDEO THAT WAS A SAD DAY I WILL
REMEBER FOR THE REST OF MY LIFE THESE MUZZIES WERE DANCING IN
THE STREET WHEN THE TOWERS CAME DOWN AND THAT REALLY PISSED
ME OFF.EVERYTIME I SEE A MUZZIE I WANNA SPIT RIGHT IN THIER FACE.
drgrumpy 1 month ago 119unknown 1 month ago 2 I think it it would be a good Idea to
have para-shoots in very tall buildings so if there was a fire and people above could not
escape down to the bottom. It may be possible to jump out and deploy a para-shoot so it
could be possible to land on the ground alive and safe. 119unknown 1 month ago 2
walterbuschikopf 1 month ago R.I.P :( walterbuschikopf 1 month ago kennykiller911 1
month ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Fuck you islam
kennykiller911 1 month ago MissyPANGLOSS 1 month ago Get a life and stop whining
boring boring American's GET OVER IT MissyPANGLOSS 1 month ago
MADMAN401 1 month ago @MissyPANGLOSS whether you like it or not, 9/11/01
will always be talked about and will always be remembered. besides who are you to tell
us what we can and can't do?are you even from the u.s.?. if you really want to blame
americans then stop blaming the u.s. citizens and blame that fucking moron of a president
that calls himself president bush. bush knew that this was going to happen for years and
didn't do a damn thing to stop it. bush betrayed his people and his country.
MADMAN401 1 month ago MissyPANGLOSS 1 month ago @MADMAN401 Don't
insult me by calling me an American Your a country of uneducated hypocrites Your post
looks like it was written by the great uneducated voice of America Your good in your
country at the blame game everyone else but yourself's Now go run along little Missy
MissyPANGLOSS 1 month ago drgrumpy 1 month ago @MADMAN401 HE LOVE IT
OR LEAVE IT MY FRIENDS ALSO DIDED IN THOSE TOWERS YOU
DEGENERATE WHO GREW UP IN ROCHESTER IF I EVER HERE THAT PUKE
COME OUT OF THAT PIE HOLE I WILL SHUT FOR GOOD WITH MY SIZE
BOOT SO FAR UP YOUR REAREND 500 FIRETRUCKS WILL BE NEED TO PULL
IT OUT! drgrumpy 1 month ago DyingSemen6661 1 month ago The very fact that
people are still supporting this trash makes me sick. You should be ashamed of
yourselves for not realizing this has been an inside job at the blood of your own
countrymen. The amount of evidence out there is staggering. This is what happens when
you let Capitalism take its course. I find it ironic that its a big deal when less than 5000
American civilians died but it's perfectly justifiable to kill over 1 million Afghan and Iraqi
civilians. Keep playing that patriotic harp. DyingSemen6661 1 month ago
LithuanianGuitar 1 month ago @DyingSemen6661 Agree 200 % LithuanianGuitar 1
month ago dabrown73 1 month ago and you want to build a mosque here. what is wrong
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with yoy people supporting this! how quickly everyone forgets! dabrown73 1 month ago
joyride536 1 month ago @SoloWing808 i agree that some of the population of americans
are pure evil and have no concideration for other people but thats no reason to go
attacking the people that died on that day at the time they were just innocent souls but in
no way shape or form is it ok to say they deserved it joyride536 1 month ago Amiaworld
1 month ago @joyride536 ..Um. Like 'some population' of every other country in the
world are 'pure evil'? Like rapists? Murderers? People who torture and kidnap? People
who strangle children? There is evil in every country. There are evil people in YOUR
country. Stop pretending that the USA is full of monsters. Amiaworld 1 month ago
brs320 1 month ago I was around 3 blocks away from the WTC when the first plane
crashed into it. I wish I had a video camera. It was pure pandamonium. A horrid day for
the US. brs320 1 month ago garyjattt1 1 month ago errerer94 ........ bitch if yu dont kn o
how to respect your own religion..thn wht yu know about others...you people dont do
sht...fuck you ass hole............... garyjattt1 1 month ago garyjattt1 1 month ago errerer94
bitch if yu dont kn o how to respect your own religion..thn wht yu know about
others...you people dont do sht...fuck you ass hole............... garyjattt1 1 month ago
tokyomewmew22 1 month ago God ... I was born in 1995 and was only in pre-school at
the time this took place. I saw people jumping to their deaths at the age of five. I may not
understand the value of life, and I may never. But, Noone should die like this. Nor like in
Hiroshima. Why can't we just stop killing eachother? tokyomewmew22 1 month ago
00eerr11kkk 1 month ago 8 it was all an inside job by the government... They did all this
shit to their own country just to have some fucked up excuse to invade afghanistan...
00eerr11kkk 1 month ago 8 bigwaffle48127 1 month ago @00eerr11kkk amen to that
bigwaffle48127 1 month ago errerer94 1 month ago 15 It is a FACT that most of the
Americans who got burned alive in 9/11 could have gone DOWN 100 flights of stairs for
rescue... but they were too out of shape to save themselves. That is such a telling reality.
And P.S it clearly says in the Quran to kill us, stone us, burn us, and skin us alive. SO
FUCK YOU MUSLIMS errerer94 1 month ago 15 abdul0500M 1 month ago @errerer94
NO FUCK YOU 1st . Don't say that QURAN says things , and you didn't read the
quran you actullay herd this shit from a jewish ass hole !! and now you're saying it ! 2nd.
Quran told us to be peaceful and to not kill any body EXCEPT who you're in a war with
, and only kill the men the solders , and don't touch the women and kids and old people.
3rd. 9/11 wasn't by muslims you idiot . there are 1,5 billion muslims and who did 9/11 are
about 10. abdul0500M 1 month ago abdul0500M 1 month ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @errerer94 NO FUCK YOU 1st . Don't say that QURAN
says things , and you didn't read the quran you actullay herd this shit from a jewish ass
hole !! and now you're saying it ! 2nd. Quran told us to be peaceful and to not kill any
body EXCEPT who you're in a war with , and only kill the men the solders , and don't
touch the women and kids and old people. 3rd. 9/11 wasn't by muslims you idiot there
are 1,5 billion muslims and who did 9/11 are about 10. abdul0500M 1 month ago
abdul0500M 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@errerer94 NO FUCK YOU 1st . Don't say that QURAN says things , and you didn't
read the QURAN you actually herd this shit from a jewish ass hole !! and now you're
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saying it ! 2nd. QURAN told us to be peaceful and to not kill any body EXCEPT who
you're in a war with , and only kill the men the solders , and don't touch the women and
kids and old people. 3rd. 9/11 wasn't by Muslims you idiot there are 1,5 billion Muslims
and who did 9/11 are about 10. abdul0500M 1 month ago theyear2102 1 month ago
@errerer94 Are u fucking serious u piece of shit... Every nation has there unfit that's just
the human race. Blaming weight on why they all died. You have got to be fucking playing
around. I wish i could fucking break your jaw u pussy bitch theyear2102 1 month ago
garyjattt1 1 month ago @errerer94 errerer94 bitch if yu dont kn o how to respect your
own religion..thn wht yu know about others...you people dont do sht...fuck you ass
hole............... garyjattt1 1 month ago PersianAfghan 1 month ago @errerer94 Wow u
sound sooo angry... still cant find ur daddy?? i bet ur mom still spreads her leg for every
man she sees :D including ur friends! haha... PersianAfghan 1 month ago ZaneUchiha666
1 month ago @errerer94 u right i fucking hate muslims ZaneUchiha666 1 month ago
errerer94 1 month ago @ZaneUchiha666 Yeah peace loving my ass. Religion is a fucking
fairy tale writtin by some junkie that got abused by two uncles every night. errerer94 1
month ago bigwaffle48127 1 month ago @errerer94 the quran says NOTHING of the
sort. get ur facts str8 bigwaffle48127 1 month ago Waddah4good 1 month ago @errerer94
prove to me that Quran says that im muslim and i know ... No just prove that who ever
did that is muslim.. Waddah4good 1 month ago instr0mint 1 month ago @errerer94 the
Quran never says that and killing is prohibited in islam, do not blame Islam because
Muslims are the hardest hit by the terrorists, blame Bush how make enemies to US
around the world . so you should say Fuck ben laden and Bush .. finally all respect for
people who died in that day instr0mint 1 month ago Romyrkr 1 month ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Omg! Fuck those Americans bitches...Why bush
why ?? how much money u earn to why u killed innocent ppl for money : @ I lost my
father in 9-11 And some ppl said here Muslims are terrorist i saw the real history who
have done that! My father is dead :@@@@ :(( I hope some bad terrorist American are
gos to hell! Romyrkr 1 month ago SoloWing808 1 month ago lolz americans get a taste of
their own medicine SoloWing808 1 month ago WaconiaComedy 1 month ago
@SoloWing808 I have no clue how people like you can live with yourselves. Three
thousand innocent people die and you find it funny. The value of life isn't something to
joke about. WaconiaComedy 1 month ago SoloWing808 1 month ago @WaconiaComedy
have you talked to your fellow americans lately? they couldn't care less about life as long
as its not theirs being affected. they take PRIDE in murdering innocent people. they make
JOKES about the hundreds of thousands of children, women, and elderly they charred to
death in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. in Vietnam and the middle east, your soldiers pass their
free time by killing and harassing innocent civilians. they show absolutely no remorse.
Americans ENJOY killing SoloWing808 1 month ago WaconiaComedy 1 month ago
@SoloWing808 AMERICANS take pride in murdering innocent people? Are you fucking
kidding me? Look at how many innocent lives muslims take every fucking day. I can't
believe how infinite human stupidity is. WaconiaComedy 1 month ago SoloWing808 1
month ago @WaconiaComedy Have you even read some of the comments on Youtube or
Yahoo? Virtually every comment made by an American is either racist or hypocritical.
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"haha fking sand niggers! kill em all!" "2 nukes on the japs wasn't enough" "hey don't fk
with america or we'll fucking nuke you!" I've had several nervous breakdowns by simply
reading these kinds of hate-filled, insensitive, careless, hypocritical, barbaric comments
and almost ALL of them are made by an American "patriot" SoloWing808 1 month ago
WaconiaComedy 1 month ago @SoloWing808 Yes I have and yes that does happen. But
I haven't noticed that anymore than with any other nations. Some of the most hateful
comments are against Americans saying we should die, so is that not contradicting? Yes,
SOME Americans have started shit.. and also, SOME Americans have been targeted so
they fight back. We are no different than you. We just fight back. WaconiaComedy 1
month ago SoloWing808 1 month ago Comment removed SoloWing808 1 month ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @WaconiaComedy Please watch this
/watch?v=pv7G6ESymlM SoloWing808 1 month ago SoloWing808 1 month ago This has
been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @WaconiaComedy please watch this
/watch?v=pv7G6ESymlM SoloWing808 1 month ago SoloWing808 1 month ago
@WaconiaComedy /watch?v=pv7G6ESymlM SoloWing808 1 month ago SoloWing808 1
month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @WaconiaComedy
Please watch this /watch?v=pv7G6ESymlM SoloWing808 1 month ago SoloWing808 1
month ago @WaconiaComedy The younger generation of americans is even more
insensitive. most of america's children have been raised to think that people of other
nationalities are inferior and that war is a video game. americans have no right to complain
when they get a small taste of what they've done to others yet they do anyway. it's about
time that americans see first hand the kind destruction their military creates in foreign
lands on a daily basis. SoloWing808 1 month ago annalee55 1 month ago God Bless all
those lost on that horrible day, and to their families too. We will never forget 9/11
annalee55 1 month ago FitnessExpertise 1 month ago I cant belive how calm you
remained throughout this video.. i would have been screaming with fear! FitnessExpertise
1 month ago Kugahh 1 month ago why was there calm? they weren't so far away from the
buildings. why didn't i hear other people's voice?? Kugahh 1 month ago FitnessExpertise
1 month ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
HAHAHAHAHAHHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHH-AHAHAHAHAHHAAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHHA-HAHAHAHAHHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAH-AHAH
AHAHHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHA-HAHAHAHHAAHAHAHAHAHAH
AHAHHAHAH-AHAHAHHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHA-HAHAHHAA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAH-AHAHHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAH
AHAHA-HAHHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHHAHA-HAHAHAHHAAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA-HHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHA
H-HAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHH-AAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
H FitnessExpertise 1 month ago tinoman2007 1 month ago all you idiots that are using
this video for your political forum....STFU! tinoman2007 1 month ago leia123451 1
month ago Does anyone of you still belive in god after seen that video? leia123451 1
month ago MariansWalktroughs 1 month ago @leia123451 i do MariansWalktroughs 1
month ago Melanatedone 1 month ago 3 Now I am no structural engineer, but I am not a
damn fool either... how exactly does two supposed planes hitting the top of building
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bring it down from the bottom again? Steel buildings? This is like a badly scripted B
movie. Melanatedone 1 month ago 3 bubblesbuttercup98 1 month ago thats really sad!i
was only 6 or so and my parents wanted to go to the tower with me but we went to
disney world instead and my parents watched the news and saw it and it was
surprising!we were lucky we didn't go in the tower!and if you look closer you will see
people jumping off :( bubblesbuttercup98 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago
A American man call me sandnigger after I complemented him. Thank god I'm in sdney,
Australia. Australia is America without racism. I love Americans. They hate me:( I'm
frekin 13, and a old man said to me" your religion is bad. You MUST die or convert". I'm
scared ••
- Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago PoetryHound 1 month ago
@Gochicagobulls4ever You think there's no racism in Australia? You must be blind.
PoetryHound 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago @PoetryHound less racism.
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago PersianAfghan 1 month ago You call muslims
terrorists????? :) We had NOTHING to do with 9/11... it was all an inside job by the
government... They did all this shit to their own country just to have some fucked up
excuse to invade afghanistan...they've talked much crap like " we have revceived several
threats bby terrorists afterwards".. and SHIT happened... 9 years later. Did u see any
other attack by "terrorists" in america after 9/11?? ... everyone knows the truth now :)
LAWL at USA's face!! the truth is revieled PersianAfghan 1 month ago
wellifthemediasaysit 1 month ago @PersianAfghan true, esp. seeing as most of the
highjackers are still alive, its yet another false flag op, Bush and Cheney are murderous
scum wellifthemediasaysit 1 month ago lockdownarea13 1 month ago Comment removed
tinoman2007 1 month ago in the beginning of the video,they dont know that they are
about to film and have a front row seat,to one of the most evil'ist attack on humans in
history... tinoman2007 1 month ago burnerdead 1 month ago Inside Job!!!! burnerdead 1
month ago iPlaySome 1 month ago sorry for the people on plane iPlaySome 1 month ago
garmool 1 month ago lol Americans. Ohh well Muslims are winning.. Bankrupted your
economy, cant wait for the next attack that will kill your dumb kids. garmool 1 month ago
NinjaGhost1000 1 month ago @garmool fuck u i will find u and fucking kill u bitch
NinjaGhost1000 1 month ago leron7337 1 month ago @garmool omg that is just sad and i
cant bare to hear such things leron7337 1 month ago SuperMarvelUniverse 1 month ago
my god SuperMarvelUniverse 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago I don't hate
all Americans. All Americans hate ME. Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago
NinjaGhost1000 1 month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever i dont hate u NinjaGhost1000 1
month ago HungGarFighter 1 month ago
.. HungGarFighter 1
month ago adibizz 1 month ago You see building collapsing every day? Then there is not
just concrete in this buliding, and i think that a fall from this height can transform
anything to dust adibizz 1 month ago devilsaddendum 1 month ago When a building
collapses, it doesn't cause that much smoke/dust. Something pulverized the concrete into
a fine dust, instead of breaking it apart. devilsaddendum 1 month ago wellifthemediasaysit
1 month ago @devilsaddendum yup, the thermite wellifthemediasaysit 1 month ago
devilsaddendum 1 month ago @wellifthemediasaysit Most likely, yes. devilsaddendum 1
month ago adibizz 1 month ago @azerchristian: yeah that s right let go and kill them all
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because they don t have the right religion! You sound like nazi >< anyway, it s not
because rhe terrorist were muslim that all the muslims are terrorists! Then there is NO
LINK between islam and the burqa. It's not mentionned in the Coran. adibizz 1 month
ago adibizz 1 month ago @azerchristian During the cold war USA helped Ben Laden
against te communists, they send them weapons, tanks etc... Then USA let them to Their
fate, and got hostiles. So Ben laden launched a massive anti occidental movement, and
joined the talibans. It s not the muslim the responsible, but the talibans which are
extremist islamist. And all extremist are dangerous, even Christian (Corpus Dei). A
people shouldn t pay the acts of a minority. You are a dick man. adibizz 1 month ago
ignition555555 1 month ago Shit, I can't imagine what I'd be like to be one of those
firefighters going in there ignition555555 1 month ago AzerChristians 1 month ago STOP
Islamatization of America. Just look at major European cities and London, then you will
see a LOT of muslims demand Sharia laws and making host countries to adopt BURKA
and Niqab as NORMAL. Imposing Islamic views on non-Muslims ! So NO to Ground
Zero Mosque Building, say NO to Muslims immigrating to America ! Send the Terrorists
BACK ! WW3 is inevitable, it will be the WORLD against the Muslims, JUST YOU
WATCH! AzerChristians 1 month ago derwer3000 1 month ago @AzerChristians YOU
are not a Christian, you are just a racist and baiter (like Hitler was)...you are also misusing
the catholic religion and the name of Jesus like the minority from other religions also
misuse their religion.... you are a crazy Psycho... WOW... what is wrong with your
brain... don´t you have friends to go out with them... you pathetic creature... in the bible
stands, respect everybody and you seem to be religionless like an atheist, go and find
yourself!! derwer3000 1 month ago PersianAfghan 1 month ago @AzerChristians world
against muslims? u think we fear idiots like u? get a freaking appoinment at the doctor
PersianAfghan 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago 12 Azerchristans. Your
100% wrong. Study Islam. You'll see why so many pepole convert to Islam. I was a
American soldier till 2007. So was my dad. I'm.a women. I've seen the shit bush Did in
Iraq. 1 million civilians dead. THATS how you make terriost. Kill their people. Your
causing more hate. The thing that caused 9 11. Muslims died too. Gochicagobulls4ever 1
month ago 12 WhitepwrItalian1 1 month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever Haha, who gives a
shit if 1 million sand niggers were killed. WhitepwrItalian1 1 month ago tommiatkins 1
month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever "Bush" "killed" "1 million civilians " in Iraq? That
means he killed 1/20th of the population. All those thousands of American troops over
there, using state of the art weaponry and they only manage to kill 1 million in 7 years.
They must be really terrible shots? tommiatkins 1 month ago AzerChristians 1 month ago
Islam is a cult built from the words of a pedophile mass murderer man of Medina who
fucked a 9 yr old Aisha when he was 52+ yr old, womanizer and adulterer who had many
wives already and got caught fornicating with Mary the maid !! Can anyone find such a
man an ENLIGHTENED messenger of God ? And Muslims have to model after such a
man who killed hundreds of Infidels and fellow men and God said "Thou shall NOT kill"
?? Islam is NOT a religion, it is a CULT of ideology bent on conquering the world
AzerChristians 1 month ago derwer3000 1 month ago @AzerChristians you are wrong
like every fundametalist (doesn´t matter from which religion)... in the christian world,
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especially in the USA and Germany (maybe in the most catholic countries) catholic priest
have abused and raped young children over many years, especially little defenseless
boys... you are showing just few examples,. If you stranded to a muslim country, they
would give U everything to eat with open arms, no matter which religion, but catholics,
esp. jews are always hating! derwer3000 1 month ago PersianAfghan 1 month ago
@AzerChristians and yet we see in the news about 500 pedophiles from AMERICA
every year :) ur mom is in a cult! haha PersianAfghan 1 month ago TreRamon 1 month
ago why she crying TreRamon 1 month ago kuranintoki 1 month ago what happened that
day showed what New York really is. New York didn't cower, America did. If it were up
to New York we would have rebuilt those magnificent towers bigger and with a giant
middle finger facing east right on top kuranintoki 1 month ago Jsd8675 1 month ago
Afraid of Mosques in New York = uneducated hick You guys are spooked from just
about everything... enjoy voting for Palin! Jsd8675 1 month ago MrTremelocity 1 month
ago ATTN: The Mosque is not being built at Ground Zero. It is being built two blocks
away from Ground Zero. Do research. MrTremelocity 1 month ago kalineback 1 month
ago @MrTremelocity ok research the fact that they all hate us and always will. stand
fight or join allah kalineback 1 month ago kalineback 1 month ago @MrTremelocity
research the fact that they all hate us. fight, die, or join allah kalineback 1 month ago
MrTremelocity 1 month ago 3 @kalineback Stop being one of those ignorant Americans
that the rest of the world hates. Ethnocentric bastards like you are the reason we are seen
as a bigot country by the rest of the world; maybe if you cracked open a book once in a
while, you'd understand the very simple concept: everyone is different. Just because a
radical Islamic sect wants to terrorize America doesn't mean all Islamic people want to
destroy us. They are people just like us. MrTremelocity 1 month ago 3
TheDemocratssuckdick 1 month ago @MrTremelocity if only all people could here your
message then the world would a smarter place TheDemocratssuckdick 1 month ago
jackarugby 1 month ago @MrTremelocity actually YOU are the ignorant american that
the rest of the world hates. I am not american, but the fact they go on about how great
they are, everyones different, USA is not racist,etc, is why everyboydy hates america.
jackarugby 1 month ago nodlon20 1 month ago 2 May Raouf Khan burn in hell. He has
no right to build his Mosque at ground zero! He's pushing it in our face and he made a
comment right after 9/11 that America deserved it!!! That's what the man that wants to
build the mosque at ground zero said right after 9/11 folks. Get real, open your eyes
before it's too late. nodlon20 1 month ago 2 Robinhood12347 1 month ago
@Mediagamerz lol tinfoil hat Robinhood12347 1 month ago andresking55 1 month ago
Was that a plane at 5:32? bottom left hand corner? andresking55 1 month ago
sscloutttzky 1 month ago @andresking55 it was a helicopter. sscloutttzky 1 month ago
andresking55 1 month ago @sscloutttzky I see, i moved to slow to be a plane so i was
confused, ty. andresking55 1 month ago MeQuiteFriendlyLOL 1 month ago @nylotus it
is indeed a man falling off MeQuiteFriendlyLOL 1 month ago MeQuiteFriendlyLOL 1
month ago -.- i wanna watch the upper part collapsed . MeQuiteFriendlyLOL 1 month
ago TheeNameIsBrandon 1 month ago @MeQuiteFriendlyLOL Why do you take some
kind of joy watching that? every time i watch something about this it gives me a bad
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feeling in my stomach. TheeNameIsBrandon 1 month ago nodlon20 1 month ago 2
@TheeNameIsBrandon You know what's really sick? That people would allow an
Islamic Mosque to be built at ground zero!!! That's what is sick and the man that wants
to build it said America deserved this??!!!!! I hope Rauf Khan burns in hell. nodlon20 1
month ago 2 JonathanXRules 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @SoldierofTheFallen your fucking retarted america is worse than muslims when
America nuked the two Japanese cities they killed 140,000+ innocent people. Another 2
million died in the next 5 years. They have bombed civilians of Chile in 1973, and killed
50,000 Vietnam war and killed millions N. Korea and killed millions Libya in 1987 and
killed 15,000 Iraq and have killed over a million Afghanistan and have killed 300,000
They disregard human life for victory. Yet their acts are not terrorism? JonathanXRules 1
month ago benchmann1984 1 month ago gott beschütze die armen seelen, die an diesem
furchtbaren morgen ums leben kamen. mögen die seelen aller toten in frieden ruhen, auch
die der menschen, die dieses furtchbare ereignis zu verschulden haben. weil sie geblendet
von hass waren...weil sie dumm waren. sie sind in meinen augen keine moslems, sie sind
dumme, schlechte menschen gewesen. rest in peace! thanks for this video....we will never
forget! benchmann1984 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago as a soldier. i hate
osama, but islam is nobile faith. these terrisots make all muslims look horrible. if you hate
all arabs. i mean ive heard. camal jocky,terriost. and many more. muslims died that day
too. and it was prob. bush. right after 9 11. we started haveing oil problems. bush wanted
oil and money. we killed 10000 innocents in iraq. 2000 kids.osama was paid too do 9 11.
so hes a scum. but if you hate all arabs... from ur own solider. stfu Gochicagobulls4ever 1
month ago MeQuiteFriendlyLOL 1 month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever r u a muslim ?
MeQuiteFriendlyLOL 1 month ago supermiimi 1 month ago O.M.G. supermiimi 1 month
ago dripdroptearsstop 1 month ago it was a military plane, i don't understand americans if
it was them somehow, but there is no prove really. dripdroptearsstop 1 month ago
VENICECHIEF 1 month ago Thank You For Video taping History. VENICECHIEF 1
month ago titcdrum 1 month ago where is mothman? titcdrum 1 month ago firby187 1
month ago @titcdrum Hes inside the plane flying it..... firby187 1 month ago hmo0dy159
1 month ago  ﺕﺱﺕﺍﻩﻝﻭﻥhmo0dy159 1 month ago statechic 1 month ago ﻡﺍ ﺝﺍﻙﻡ
@hmo0dy159 None of us is under any obligation to accept nor translate hmody159's,
lazy assed, Arabic slurs in these serious discussions, ladies and gentlemen. Obviously the
turkey made no normal courtesy to us when he posted that post. statechic 1 month ago
ozzzzy939 1 month ago @hmo0dy159 fuck off please... ozzzzy939 1 month ago
blueburn333 1 month ago 1,522 people are fuck heads. blueburn333 1 month ago leglion 1
month ago 2 @Warhawkvj Yes. The Cordoba center. It refers to Cordoba, Spain – the
capital of Muslim conquerors who symbolized their victory over the Christian Spaniards
by transforming a church there into the world’s third-largest mosque. Now they wish to
build a symbol of their 'victory' 600 yards from ground zero. leglion 1 month ago 2 leglion
1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @SuperGrampz
Muslims are one of three things: 1-terrorists 2-terrorist supporters 3-turn a blind eye to
terrorism. Either way, they've all got blood on their hands - just as guilty as your
bretheren who blow up buses and shops, who kill school children in their school, who
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circumcise little girls, who fly planes into buildings, detonate bombs in subways and drive
cars laden with explosives into airports. Blood soaks islam through. leglion 1 month ago
Xxhardcore94xX 1 month ago R.I.P now thats impossible that the builds just collapsed ,
the american government did this to there own people, the must of set charges on the
main frame of the building. its been proven that the builds are meant to withstand heat
and pressure like that. they only destroyed the buildings to cover up papers what gives
details of deals/ top secret documents. basically its fake the buildings would of still been
up even when the planes crashed into them. Xxhardcore94xX 1 month ago blueburn333 1
month ago @Xxhardcore94xX I believe that, cus a plane cant just take down a trillion ton
building like that, Sure the top part wouda needed repaired, but then the other building,
that wasnt even supposed to go down, thats the goverment for ya. blueburn333 1 month
ago ladarron123 1 month ago @Xxhardcore94xX Dude, yes it would. This building was
built with columns on the oustside so once it got hit it weakend the tower. ladarron123 1
month ago nodlon20 1 month ago @Xxhardcore94xX Obviously you are a radical Muslim
sympathizer! nodlon20 1 month ago derwer3000 1 month ago it makes me sad seeing
these ignorant Americans... did the old government under Bush really achieved their aim,
that the people are afraid of the Islam, one of the most peaceful religions in the world,
That a minority is misusing the religion for terrorist acts does´nt mean it is the opinion of
the real muslims... but America (maybe, because of the big Jewish influence and force) are
blaming since 2001 the Islam, that makes me angry,but to see people who know that
these reports are lies is good derwer3000 1 month ago nodlon20 1 month ago
@derwer3000 Then why were all these Islamic people jumping up and down over in Iraq
and other Muslim countries cheering, even women??? You have been brainwashed into
being a Muslim sympathizer. Fool. nodlon20 1 month ago derwer3000 1 month ago
Comment removed Rabgein 1 month ago And only 10 years later a religious building
would rise on the dead bodies of these casualties representing the same ideology of the
attackers. At the same time the West is feeding the children in Pakistan because Islamic
countries won't spend a penny on them and yet they will hate us. Rabgein 1 month ago
Rabgein 1 month ago Comment removed Rabgein 1 month ago Comment removed
Rabgein 1 month ago Comment removed brookey2012 1 month ago I've never seen this
before until now and it made me cry :'( All those people Lord have mercy on them
brookey2012 1 month ago ttkkkl 1 month ago sincere condolences from Tokyo.. People,
stop joking about this! ttkkkl 1 month ago DelaXRecords 1 month ago FUCK
AMERIKA HAHAHAHAHA DelaXRecords 1 month ago marvinjust 1 month ago so
horrible :'( r.i.p from germany marvinjust 1 month ago maggot6639 1 month ago Well.....
This is like payback for what the US has done to them, ruined families there, so I actualy
don't feel bad for this. It's what we get for being ignorant and attacking cause we have
"power" but hey 1st time actualy seeing this! :D maggot6639 1 month ago statechic 1
month ago @margot Why did you mispell your name? Are you trying to impress us? It is
cool you have so much of a conscience like that. But you have been duped
(programmed)(brainwashed)(misl-ead) into feeling like that. Leaders in history have often
used "false flag" events. statechic 1 month ago paintballchode12 1 month ago LACEEDD!
paintballchode12 1 month ago RUDELMUZIK 1 month ago unfassbar was an dem tag
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passiert ist RUDELMUZIK 1 month ago 0176777054321 1 month ago @chrissaysblah
iraq? most of them in iraq are muslim....i'm muslim..i know how it feels when my brothers
and sisters there were suffered..but that's not the way to settle the problem.....kill only
our enemies(the ones who attack us: soldiers,etc) BUT NOT WOMEN AND
CHILDREN.....they are unarmed.... 0176777054321 1 month ago kazy2910 1 month ago
Sorry for all the victims of this tragedy, but 9/11 was totally fake by the US government
in my oppinion. There is an very good documentation about this on youtube. I only
know the german name called "9/11 entschlüsselt". Watch this and start to think about it,
folks! kazy2910 1 month ago yammaster 1 month ago @kazy2910 ja und wie immer
waren die deutschen die ersten die die wahrheit fanden glaubst du ernsthaft die amis haben
es mit absicht zugelassen .... aus welchem grund ??? .... die brauchen keine 3000 eigene
leute killen um nen krieg anzufangen .... behalt deine meinung für dich ... und verhöhn die
opfer nicht mit dieser meinung..... sorry kanns kaum glauben das ein erwachsener so denkt
yammaster 1 month ago COTwl 1 month ago Sei du mal ganz vorsichtig mit welch
arroganter weise du die Redefreiheit einschränkst. Die Gründe sind nicht nur Krieg, Öl
und ein Raketenschild gegen Russland im nahen Osten. Es geht um die Schaffung eines
unsichtbaren Feindes, der die Welt vereinen soll und die neue Weltordnung zum vorschein
bringen soll. GENUG der Opfer vom 11 September und GENUG der Witwen, der Kinder
und deren Angehörigen WOLLEN DIE WAHRHEIT! Du verhöhnst die Opfer mit deiner
ignoranten selbstgefälligkeit. COTwl 1 month ago yammaster 1 month ago This has been
flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @kazy2910 ja und wie immer waren die
deutschen die ersten die die wahrheit fanden glaubst du ernsthaft die amis haben es mit
absicht zugelassen .... aus welchem grund ??? .... die brauchen keine 3000 eigene leute
killen um nen krieg anzufangen .... behalt deine meinung für dich ... und verhöhn die opfer
nicht mit dieser meinung..... sorry kanns kaum glauben das ein erwachsener so denkt
yammaster 1 month ago Prev 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 Next Reply Block User Unblock
User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners
Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode:
Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear
all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active
list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading
playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions
Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27
Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond to this video...
characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments
(47,032) TheUSRulz 1 month ago It's tragic and nothing would be the same after that.
But what people forgot to mention was that the US has done so much worse to them and
killed a lot more of their people than the Americans killed in 9/11. I guess it was just a
matter of time before they striked back TheUSRulz 1 month ago dezmund100 1 month
ago 19:42 ...no comment. sympathetically from Russia dezmund100 1 month ago
MultiSiggi123 1 month ago fucking terrorists MultiSiggi123 1 month ago MultiSiggi123 1
month ago oh my god is the extremely MultiSiggi123 1 month ago GypsC 1 month ago
the illumanti did this, not bush. Bush is the illumis bitch GypsC 1 month ago
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Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Thebighairy,huh idiot. Yeah I see the shit your Israel(
Palestine) does. Israel needs to lose big. I'm American. And no, Hamas doesn't hide.I
know the bloody truth. Also Osama is a hairy bitch monkey for accepting bushes deal. I
was a American soldier. I ended in 07 around thanksgiving. You know I missed Christmas
with my 2 year old son. Cause bush/ Osama. Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Icecrawler777, my unit infantry. My rank sergeant. I
served 2 years total. U hate seeing my country so fuckin racist. Their country is a
shithole. But the ppl are friendly. Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago TVBlueHeli 1 month
ago My school teacher´s girl so that terrorist attack LIVE in new york city!!!! She was so
scared!!!! Helsinkiman123 its in the same school as me!!!!! This is 100% true!!!!!!!!!!!!!
TVBlueHeli 1 month ago calmyafarm 1 month ago wow I only got up to 7minute and had
to turn it off! horrific stuff. Thanks so much for sharing calmyafarm 1 month ago
TVBlueHeli 1 month ago Comment removed TheBigandHairy 1 month ago as someone
thet live in israel this is bad when us army newed thet osama ben ladn hideing in some
moutin they need to send there an rocket and then arab pepole was saying but you killed
a lot of pepole a whole village then what with those who were in the buliding ?! a arab
pepole are to much happy thet nobody touch them TheBigandHairy 1 month ago
calmyafarm 1 month ago wow I only got up to 7minute and had to turn it off! horrific
stuff. Thanks so much for sharing calmyafarm 1 month ago ste6666666 1 month ago Why
would so many people think there was a cover up at least. too many factors just don't
add up. a lot of people have died in wars on the back of this. Governments don't ever
really tell the truth, we demand uncomplicated lives and they keep us in check with fear.
Either war or a cold war and now war on terror. Or job shortages or food shortages etc.
They fear the people and are dedicated to controlling us through television and other
media. We have become apathetic to the truth. ste6666666 1 month ago TheMarineKid17
1 month ago i cant wait to be a US MARINE 9-11 will forever be etched in my heart and
it will be only one reason i serve this country TheMarineKid17 1 month ago ste6666666
1 month ago Already millions dead would you kill whole nations maybe. Hatred is not
the answer, Start with the truth, this has obviously been hidden, why? When we can
truly answer that question can we legally and morally retaliate in any way. Remember
WMD weapons in Iraq, well they lied about them or they want us to believe that the
worlds spy networks can't tell if some country is making WMD weapons, what a joke
ste6666666 1 month ago cheap3shotproduction 1 month ago there are two categories of
people in this world who need to be choralled into a giant building and blown sky high.
A) the people who are stupid enough to think 9-11 was an inside job. B) people who
enjoy watching these innocent people die and want america to fall. cheap3shotproduction
1 month ago SoldierofTheFallen 1 month ago For the Fallen, You will be remembered for
as long as The United States of America exists. This whole fucking controversy of the
building a mosque at ground zero is shit, I respect that though. But at the same time I
want to shoot every single fucking muslim i see walking near the borders of the U.S. My
Uncle was killed in the world trade center and I am not likely to forget it. Nor will any
one else. This is the reason I joined the Army, to serve and protect. SoldierofTheFallen 1
month ago CookieOnMyShoulder 1 month ago the people who disliked this video believe
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the truth watch zeitgeist it will have plenty of proof it was fake a lie a sham why couldnt
they find ANY pieces of the "plane"? and why is this video time lapsed so much
EDITED? by networklive? if u can find the full video sent it too me pleasee
CookieOnMyShoulder 1 month ago cougar776 1 month ago Boy, this is
BEAUTIFUL!!!!! Do you think we can repeat this party next year in the Empire
State???? cougar776 1 month ago mailman257 1 month ago We will remember what our
government has forgotten mailman257 1 month ago Loza202 1 month ago bb The World
Trade Center :)) GL in hell xD no Comeing here again MF ! Loza202 1 month ago
Loza202 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam bb The World
Trade Center :))b GL in Hell xD Loza202 1 month ago Loza202 1 month ago Comment
removed Loza202 1 month ago i am happey in America :)) WooooooooooooooT Loza202
1 month ago nylotus 1 month ago at 7:34... is that a person falling?? or a piece of
building? i feel like its a person because there's no pieces of the building falling off :(
nylotus 1 month ago jaelentruong 1 month ago how can 20,000 people like this video?
jaelentruong 1 month ago bally1982uk 1 month ago enough is enough... fuck the whole
world... it should come to an end now. bally1982uk 1 month ago Thunderwolf12345 1
month ago omg you must be a lucky one Thunderwolf12345 1 month ago bbender1986 1
month ago 2 these women are pretty calm being some of the first to witness a ton of
people being murdered. bbender1986 1 month ago 2 YouEV 1 month ago I'm not a
supporter of the U.S., let's say I'm neutral, but ... I think we all agree that noone deserves
to die like this :/ Thanks for the video, haven't seen the explosion from this angle before
YouEV 1 month ago paintballchode12 1 month ago so thats where i parked my plane!
paintballchode12 1 month ago JCT94LA 1 month ago @paintballchode12 die JCT94LA
1 month ago Toh1BG 1 month ago sad :( Toh1BG 1 month ago denise90ish1 1 month ago
sad :'( denise90ish1 1 month ago pokemez 1 month ago no fue bin-ladden...fue su propio
gobiernooo para buscar un motivo para hacerle la guerra a irak no sea siegosss eso estaba
predichooo k pasariaaaa solo lamento las vidas de las personas k murieron hay......
pokemez 1 month ago bascep 1 month ago it's time to wake up bascep 1 month ago
bascep 1 month ago this isn't done by muslims.. if the second tower collapse, you can see
just under the falling top part, little explosions in the part of the building that is still
standing and wasn't hit by the plane. 19:42 type in this in google or youtube:
ZEITGEIST bascep 1 month ago JonathanXRules 1 month ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam You call them "terrorists" i call them heros JonathanXRules
1 month ago Babaykiller1984 1 month ago this country got set up by our own ppl and
for what...money and oil.....fuck them all Babaykiller1984 1 month ago johntitorlives 1
month ago Wake the hell up! johntitorlives 1 month ago johntitorlives 1 month ago The
new ground zero mosque is a Victory Mosque. Put at the sight of the Muslims victory
against the US. It is what they do when they want to put it in the face of their enemy.
Look up the word "Cordova" that is the name of this mosque. Some people are so
unbelieveably naive you just don't get it even when it is put right in front of your face.
Muslims have a plan THEY have already stated to take over the US and other countries
so they can control the world and have it under Muslim rule. johntitorlives 1 month ago
johntitorlives 1 month ago The mosque near ground zero is new that is why they are
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angry . The argument is NOT if they have the legal right to build it, it is because of the
ISLAMISATION of America . Other countries are also being taken over by Muslims. It
DOES NOT MATTER if they are so called extremists or so called moderate. Both are
threats. One takes over by force and violence the other by breeding and overpopulation.
Why can't you fucking see this? johntitorlives 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month
ago So you guys think in BS and not in the army huh? Ask me any question.
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago heygmail 1 month ago Let's give ourselves some credit.
The aftermath of this horrible event could have been so much worse. Let's continue to
work together to prevent this from ever happening again. We need to keep all species in
mind, as we try to shape society and the world to be a more loving, kind, generous and
forgiving environment. Thank you everyone who has worked to create a smarter and
gentler home Earth. heygmail 1 month ago AceFrolic720 1 month ago @heygmail aaw :) !!
I'm with you :) AceFrolic720 1 month ago johntitorlives 1 month ago chrissysaysblah,
you poor ignorant girl. Where did you learn such America hating garbage. Oh yeah, in our
public schools that's where. No doubt you were taught by a bunch of mean faced, clipped
haired liberal women teachers who hate men and this country who blame everything that
is wrong with this world on America. Go back and learn real history. We didn't start that
war Hiroshima and Nagasaki ended it saving millions of lives you total fucking dumbshit.
johntitorlives 1 month ago 911insidejob81 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam please support 9/11 victim`s family members, in a quest for new
investigation in to 9/11 please visit w w w.nyccan. o r g senior counsel to the 9/11
Commission says commission agreed to lie please search in google "9/11 Commission
Counsel: Government Agreed to Lie About 9/11" _--_--_--__-RIP-__2992__people--__-_--_--_ 911insidejob81 1 month ago siakangilham87 1 month ago As fuck
you....hahahahahah siakangilham87 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago
Picotete. Back off. I fuc* kin saved you life. You remember that. Gochicagobulls4ever 1
month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago In mad at racist ppl, bush, Iraqi government
. Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago In talking to all you.
I help attacked those real assholes. I saw what they do to kids. And women. And
innocent men. The Iraqi gov. I also saw what bush did. I realized. He hated Arabs too
much. Lots of Arabs are nice. Their used to be a time when racism was barly mentioned.
The 90's Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago AceFrolic720 1 month ago
@Gochicagobulls4ever I'm a non-arab living in KSA .. some of them are really nice people
:) AceFrolic720 1 month ago XooperS 1 month ago R.I.P XooperS 1 month ago
poppy111111111 1 month ago stop crying, its so annoying poppy111111111 1 month
ago AceFrolic720 1 month ago I was only in the 1st grade when this happened .. i had no
idea ... of how bad this was.. watching it NOW just horrifies me .. I, being a Muslim .....
hope that i won't be called a terrorist ... =( i had nothing to do with THIS ... =(
AceFrolic720 1 month ago poppy111111111 1 month ago @AceFrolic720 NO
poppy111111111 1 month ago knightro14 1 month ago @AceFrolic720 Dude, I just
came home from school in the 1st grade and my dad was crying and watching TV and told
that America was attacked. knightro14 1 month ago slipknotfan4321 1 month ago
@knightro14 same here bro i remember my grandmother checked me out of school
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because she was scared that they would attack atlanta and when i got home i remember
my grandfather who never cries crying infront of the tv and he told me that they attacked
us. slipknotfan4321 1 month ago gohito456 1 month ago @AceFrolic720 same i was in
1st grade too and i didnt really understand till 4 years later gohito456 1 month ago
gohito456 1 month ago @AceFrolic720 same i was in 1st grade too and i didnt really
understand till 4 years later. ps i am muslim too gohito456 1 month ago arun56433 1
month ago I am an Indian,I cried after watching this video....y cant all the countries come
together and vanish all terrorists..... arun56433 1 month ago AceFrolic720 1 month ago
@arun56433 srsly yaar :( i just hope one day every evil is removed from the face of earth
and we can ALL be happy and singing and caring for one another .. AceFrolic720 1 month
ago derek6678421 1 month ago @AceFrolic720 Coco cola its the real thing dreamer
derek6678421 1 month ago Deesighfa 1 month ago umm..@ 11.53...what is that object to
the right in the sky? Deesighfa 1 month ago AdamNYgoomba 1 month ago it was a inside
job jchappy08 than mt bush AdamNYgoomba 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month
ago I'm risked my life in Iraq. Cause I thought about YOU. America. And it was a honor
cause when you think, hmmm george Washington. Till back then ppl died for us. But still
come on bush made Arabs look bad so just have a little respect for them.
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago battybyai 1 month ago I remember wAtching this when
I was 6. battybyai 1 month ago quzzy21 1 month ago 3,497 died that dosnt catch my
interest quzzy21 1 month ago wizepork 1 month ago Tragic. Horrible U.S. government
set-up. Killed instantly 2.000 people. Tragic. wizepork 1 month ago RSAUTOERz 1
month ago WE ARE ALL SLAVES TO THE DOLLAR BILL! LONG LIVE THE
ILLUMINATI! RSAUTOERz 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago And mr.
Bush was so stupid. Lots of civilian areas were gone. And if you don't care if innocent
Muslim, Christ, Jews or any else dies. Your own soldier here is saying go to hell.
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Hey, u fuckin served
you guys in the army for a war that could have been dodged. It wasn't Our war. I feel so
bad. I hurt innocent ppl. But why the fuck are you saying death to alll Muslim. The kids
over their are accucly fuckin nice. Then they die. And I know who did 9 11. The whole
milt. Knows. But i have to keep it a secret. Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago
Helsinkiman123 1 month ago Yes ! Fuck you bin ladden. Also look. There was ower
1000 People. And you have fucking terrorism gang! ALSO FUCK YOU ! Im froom
finland. Butt i so that froom TV Helsinkiman123 1 month ago delik17 1 month ago
@Helsinkiman123 you fucking stubid ever delik17 1 month ago chrissaysblah 1 month
ago thats justice for all the massacres america did. now you know what its like to suffer
thats what you do to people every day. so dont cry you american bastards you deserve
it. chrissaysblah 1 month ago chajnik4043 1 month ago @chrissaysblah Thats not right.
The guys who deserve it were not in this two buildings and did not die. Those were all
innocent people and it is simply sad to see these pictures again. But like I wrote before, it
is something what had to happen someday as a the consequence to American policy. But
it is terrible that the wrong people died...they should have destroyed the pentagon...
chajnik4043 1 month ago Alikingdom 1 month ago @chrissaysblah you're a douche
Alikingdom 1 month ago chrissaysblah 1 month ago @Alikingdom and you are a retarded
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bastard chrissaysblah 1 month ago Alikingdom 1 month ago @chrissaysblah I don't
wanna make you angry dude but I just can't accept what you said. I'm not American but
at least I understand the pain they were and are going through and I know that the
majority of the victims were INNOCENT PEOPLE!! You don't know what you're saying
dude. I may be a retarded bastard to you and you're the same to me. Take a look at the
mirror dude and then talk. Alikingdom 1 month ago chrissaysblah 1 month ago
@Alikingdom and what do american soldiers do all over the world, since ww2 is over ..
vietnam was a genocide. and what are you doing in iraq exept killing ppl when theres no
point. fight the terrorism hahaha. who made the only nuclear attack in history. hiroshima
and nagasaki. again it was america. its time for revenge man. go to hell all of you. i hope
there will be more 9/11s. go die and rott in hell american motherfuckers chrissaysblah 1
month ago JonathanXRules 1 month ago @chrissaysblah americans are fucking idiots,
When America nuked the two Japanese cities they killed 140,000+ innocent people.
Another 2 million died in the next 5 years. They have bombed civilians of Chile in 1973,
and killed 50,000 Vietnam war and killed millions N. Korea and killed millions Libya in
1987 and killed 15,000 Iraq and have killed over a million Afghanistan and have killed
300,000 They disregard human life for victory. Yet they think their acts are not
terrorism? JonathanXRules 1 month ago 0176777054321 1 month ago @chrissaysblah
how about the innocent people? women and children?.....some of them are good people
you know....you cannot say they deserve it..... 0176777054321 1 month ago
chrissaysblah 1 month ago @0176777054321 how about all the inncoent ppl american
soldiers massacred? vietnam or somalia. for example. and all the other wars. or do you
know the video where americans do an airstrike against innocent unarmed civilians in iraq?
and say stuff like haha look at these dead bastards ... america deserves 10 more 9/11 the
russians should have fuckin nuked them chrissaysblah 1 month ago ziomeczek12344 1
month ago [*] [*] ziomeczek12344 1 month ago Noiseinsidenim 1 month ago every time I
look at this crime overall, I can not cry .... sadness envelops me ..... I would give my life
to save all those people, I wish I could do something ... but all this' I can to do ... is cry ....
Noiseinsidenim 1 month ago TheTomcsa 1 month ago Now USA knows what is
humiliation. TheTomcsa 1 month ago diamondheart1998 1 month ago Pitiful innocent
people.. Look everyone here, we cannot just frame who did it.. Like some say its the
Islam race but wait, did they share with you their plans? If yes, you're so getting
arrested.. But no, they didn't so who are you to say that the muslims did all this? Only
god know! You can't write stuuf like "This is why Islam should be extinct" kind of stuff
cause I read it somewhere in this kind of vid. You are human beings! Think! We are
supposed to write " RIP" to those deceased. diamondheart1998 1 month ago
CHing01able 1 month ago @ sparkk : agree u,but these 19 were just mercanaries,could
have been also 19 chinese, germans or anyone that wud be target of the worldleading
western elite (bush and Co). i also have many friends in usa. But not only us citizen need
protection: ppl rights and peace is in danger in almost any country who not in war
already! EU is going to get very anitdemocratic again(eg lisabon treaty) to speak it out it
carefully.. CHing01able 1 month ago CHing01able 1 month ago obviously 1st detonations
in order 2 weaken the structure.Im not starting here 2 give more facts that Bushs
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government(+ his loobys) planed 9.11. or trying to convince anyone of my view,since
wud not fit to this video at all. Most important is to be critical to any infos receiving,esp.
from government or media.There is too much bad things going on in this world,but i still
not lost hope that we ll get peace freedom and democracy all over the world.Such crimes
mustnt happend anywhere again.Regard CHing01able 1 month ago Sparkk011 1 month
ago dear my brothers and sisters in america...my hearts cry when i c that incident and
sometime my eyes cry u americans have no idea of my love 4 u.......may god protect u
from all evils but its sad that u blame the all muslims for that just the cause of 19 evil
hijackers Sparkk011 1 month ago CHing01able 1 month ago First of all im feeling very
sorry bout all the victims of this crime(rip) and ofc to the their families/ friends.Thanks
alot Bob + Bri 4 r sharing this video,which touched me deeply.Im european and little
shocked how some ppl answer here w/ intolerance, racism or lack of respect.terrorism has
0 to do with muslim!4 Euros w/ open eyes its fact: bush and his team have done
this.There r many facts +fits to history 20. cent.(eg false flag,partiot act1-2),in this video
just look min.7:30 to 8:00, CHing01able 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago I
served for 2 years total in Iraq. A true American would want peace. I saw those kids
overseas and... Man oh man do I feel bad. Have you ever played With a nice kid. Then
watch him suffer.I wad forced by bush. That basturd. Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago
DelaXRecords 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam FUCK
AMERICA FUCK ISRAEL DelaXRecords 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month
ago 6 AS a American solider. I'm mad at you guys. Fuck off. Muslims died that day too.
And overseas Muslim kids are nice Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago 6 pass51234 1
month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever see thats what im trying to tell people in iraq get
bombed 10x more and they dont cry or make it a huge event so u need to man up
pass51234 1 month ago sch3ffs 1 month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever Your Mad at Who?
sch3ffs 1 month ago PICOTETE 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam @Gochicagobulls4ever FUCK YOU AND YOUR MOTHER!! PICOTETE 1
month ago MrJason12349 1 month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever As a nerd. It's as an
American soldier MrJason12349 1 month ago IceCrawler777 1 month ago
@Gochicagobulls4ever SHUT THE HELL UP IceCrawler777 1 month ago
SmittyHeWasNumber1 1 month ago that day we were all Americans,we were all brothers
and sisters.I feel the pain from the video person at 14:20 and it is overwhelming.
SmittyHeWasNumber1 1 month ago SmittyHeWasNumber1 1 month ago Why is it after
9/11 that Muslim awareness and respect from left wing liberals and Obama govt knees
bowing to political correctness towards muslims has increased while the American govt
and public has turned its back on America and Christianity. they are winning and you
fools are clueless to whats going on. Never apologize for being a proud American .
SmittyHeWasNumber1 1 month ago ste6666666 1 month ago @SmittyHeWasNumber1
But you could apologise for thinking that all proud Americans are Christian, you don't
actually say this but you mean kinda white as well don't you. ste6666666 1 month ago
YogDodoth 1 month ago obvious inside job is obvious YogDodoth 1 month ago
00eerr11kkk 1 month ago American give us a false informations. If u trust them, your
brain is washed.. 00eerr11kkk 1 month ago 00eerr11kkk 1 month ago America do it, call
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my liar if u think. They want start war. 00eerr11kkk 1 month ago IRAQHUSSAIN1 1
month ago Arab inspired violence offenders and murderers hypocrites and crammed with
people of the fire, O God, curse the son of a concern was convicted, Saddam and Zarqawi
dog despicable victory and keeping the United States from envious eyes and Arab
terrorists who killed the kids and all the innocent / Thank you worry Keep America
IRAQHUSSAIN1 1 month ago TugOwar 1 month ago My first time viewing this
particular video. I must commend Bob and Bri for choosing to release the film. Indeed it is
sensitive material but I don't believe keeping things hidden serves any real purpose. This
is part of our history now and the higher purpose for us all is remembering our history,
lest it be repeated. God Bless all those who died that day and May God continue to Bless
America and help us defeat our enemies. TugOwar 1 month ago TugOwar 1 month ago
Comment removed johntitorlives 1 month ago chajnick4043, you are so fucking stupid
you can't even recognize real evil when you see it. Our gov in America has certainly made
mistakes but they can't compare to that little hitler in Iran or the communists or the crazy
Islamists in other countries that want to take over the world if someone didn't stop them.
You poor stupid fool. johntitorlives 1 month ago jakenba123 1 month ago Its My Least
Favorite Holiday jakenba123 1 month ago DivaVirtual02 1 month ago I am so sorry for
all the people that lost their lives this day. DivaVirtual02 1 month ago ProtectAus 1
month ago I just seen a NEW Extended Trailer for A 9/11 TV movie, it looks really
good!!! . Exposed! The 9/11 TV Movie . Its on my channel so click on my name
ProtectAus It looks heaps controversial with lots of incriminating evidence ProtectAus 1
month ago TheSevnthWarrior 1 month ago At this point, the biggest problem concerning
this sick day, is that the majority of us Still act as if we're Still "proving" this, or that this
is "Still" a "Conspiracy Theory" when it's obviously not. It's Not a "Theory", & it hasn't
been for a long, long time. "Proving" "vaporized" planes & "perfectly free falling
buildings" was over years ago, & everyone knows it. Those who look, see. Those who
don't want to see, never will. There IS nothing left but accepting, or not accepting, the
Truth. TheSevnthWarrior 1 month ago alexnzxVersion2 1 month ago If I was in that
apartment, I would not be able to stand it, with the ashes coming towards.
alexnzxVersion2 1 month ago jokerscar12 1 month ago America survived this beacuse we
are strong and no matter what we will never be baught down. we will stick together
through out it all. this made us stronger. I am proud to be american. I am proud to be a
free citizan of this country everyday i am blessed tobe born here we have so many goods
and roductas we are a strong and free country. We are forever strong =) R.I.P twin towers
and victoms of 9/11 . god bless al the heros,victoms, survivors,all its people and most of
all GOD BLESS AMERICA =)! jokerscar12 1 month ago tinytoes409 1 month ago How
frightening! Your Apt. is soooo close! It must be very strange to wake the next morning
and your entire view out of that beautiful window forever changed! Your video is really
well done! tinytoes409 1 month ago BakingCriminal 1 month ago I know that I will never
forget that day until I die...I live in France and I remember when we got the telephone call
in the office about the 1st plane crashing into the WTC...I left early and went home to
watch the news on TV...I cried most of the time, BakingCriminal 1 month ago
CARLISLESTYLE81 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
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HUGE SALE!! FOR THE NEXT 50 COPIES SOLD, ONLY 14.99 FOR THE BOOK!!!
GO TO THE WEBSITE! Get your copy of "Don't Blink: The Current State of America,
Our ...Problems, and the Solutions" It covers everything from healthcare, to the housing
crisis, to the federal reserve, to political scandals, to national debt, to unfunded liabilities,
to foreign policy and military contractors, to the 2 party dictatorship. It's 282 pages, and
I highly recommend you purchase it. dontblinkbook . com CARLISLESTYLE81 1 month
ago LiCeNSeD6To9KiLL 1 month ago It's now a public fact that building seven was
brought down intentionally because the fires were too intense EX:
/watch?v=7WYdAJQV100&feature=r-elated It's within reason to believe that if fires
were to intense to contain, there's NO way they got in there to wire it to come down ON
9/11 , therefore, it's within reason to believe that building seven was wired PRIOR to
9/11!?!?! This fact alone is highly suspicious, perhaps even incriminating, let alone the
rest of the events of 9/11! LiCeNSeD6To9KiLL 1 month ago bearcatplaya53 1 month ago
my cousins goin to the army i hope he sets a freakin nuke on all ur asses u douches!!! go
fuk urselfs ur faggs im talkin bout the islams. bearcatplaya53 1 month ago
alexnzxVersion2 1 month ago @bearcatplaya53 Your an idiot. It wasn't Muslims that did
it, it was terrorists that happened to be muslim. alexnzxVersion2 1 month ago jchappy08
1 month ago 10 Thank you bin ladden, you fucking parallelized my uncle and my cousins.
You killed my aunt, and you killed my mom and dad. How would you like it if we nuked
your entire country? thats what I thought. Terrorists dont know what to do with their
lives so they are homicidal. You dont want to mess with america, if you do see what
happens again. jchappy08 1 month ago 10 parker14225 1 month ago @jchappy08 I'm
sorry for your loss, friend. parker14225 1 month ago chajnik4043 1 month ago
@jchappy08 Oh, you brave man! You nuke the entire country, yes, thats the american
way of doing things. Everybody but you are terrorists, American people are the only
good ones, only you can shoot, you are the most smart and so on... F*ck you, stupid
loosers. You are sitting on your own continent there overseas and you never, NEVER
really suffered from a war like the russians or the europeans do. In the WWII you only
earned some money and lost some soldiers. chajnik4043 1 month ago chajnik4043 1
month ago @jchappy08 But your cities and houses were never touched by an enemy.
You mo**erfuckers only can start wars outside you country and afterwards millions of
people suffer, but you dont care. Who matters, i have a nice live in my untouched
country USA... So 11. September is a payment for your behaviour, your government is
guilty, so shut the fuck up about terrorists all over the world. You make them to be
terrorists. chajnik4043 1 month ago chajnik4043 1 month ago @jchappy08 Don't think,
that everyone over the world do, what USA wants and is listening to your sick
government and weapon lords. Loosers, started a war in Vietnam and lost it, started a war
in Iraq and lost it, started a war in Afghanistan and lost ist, obviously you also want to
start a war in Iran and turn the world into a nuclear desaster. If you nuke Europe or zones
around Europe, Russia or someone else will nuke back and not kiss your american fat ass.
All shit comes from USA.. chajnik4043 1 month ago CHing01able 1 month ago
@jchappy08 Im very sorry for your lost and understand that u very angry @ the ppl
who caused this.But do u really believe bin laden could ve managed 2 capture 4 planes in
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highest monitored air space in the world w/t your ex president knowing?Even in germany
captured planes get military jets "escort" after 15 mins after they not followed protocol (
that 24/7/ 365 ).How long these plains were off course again?! explanation norad gave is a
joke.USA +NATo already nuked the " enemies " already btw CHing01able 1 month ago
Leamo007 1 month ago @jchappy08 Bin Laden didn't do this... Leamo007 1 month ago
MetalBassjunkie420 1 month ago @jchappy08 Bin Laden doesn't have an official
country. He moves around doing his own thing. MetalBassjunkie420 1 month ago
Helsinkiman123 1 month ago @ jchappy08 Yes, it is true ! Helsinkiman123 1 month ago
wizepork 1 month ago @jchappy08 Tragic. Horrible U.S. government set-up. Killed
instantly 2.000 people. Tragic. No Bin ladden, no terrorists. Worst terrorists are in the
white house. So sorry for your loss. wizepork 1 month ago Ramzehz 1 month ago
@jchappy08 Shut up, if you've got something to say about this have a little respect for
all the people's lives who have been ruined. The way you're acting is pathetic. Ramzehz 1
month ago AceFrolic720 1 month ago @jchappy08 thats so sad =/ may they all rest in
peace... AceFrolic720 1 month ago lolwhjb 1 month ago @jchappy08 may all of them
rest in peace lolwhjb 1 month ago Mediagamerz 1 month ago @jchappy08 Do you really
think Bin Laden did all this? Look at the facts, Bush did it, not Bin Laden or someone else
in a mountain in Afganistan... Mediagamerz 1 month ago JonathanXRules 1 month ago
Comment removed CalANDDustin 1 month ago R.I.P =\ CalANDDustin 1 month ago
Killuminati1blood 1 month ago hahahaha im high ,and y does it say quebec new york on
the billboard? 2 seperate places  ﺃﺵﻙﺭ ﺍﻝﻱﻩﻭﺩ ﻝﻩﺫﺍ ﺍﻝﺙﻭﺭ ﺍﻝﺥﺭﺍءKilluminati1blood 1 month
ago 4Terej 1 month ago kareemkimo1983. I see on one of your links that comments are
made in Arabic (or whatever). Why is it not written so all can read? Also, I see someone
said that no Jews were in trade center (implying they were behind it). Check
snoops...that's false. In fact, there were 18% which is about 324 Jewish people in the
trade center on 9/11. The bible (God's only true word) said there will be many false
prophets (religions) so to be careful not to be deceived. 4Terej 1 month ago 4Terej 1
month ago Comment removed kareemkimo1983 1 month ago The truth will appear soon
and the whole world knows that Islam is the right kareemkimo1983 1 month ago
kareemkimo1983 1 month ago Islam condemns the killing of innocent and has nothing to
do with those events kareemkimo1983 1 month ago 4Terej 1 month ago Comment
removed nedasirdi 1 month ago @4TerejFirst it is not a mosque but an islamic
community centre with swimming pool, and other activities including a prayer space.
Second, it is not at ground zero but 2 blocks away. Also, there is already a mosque 4
blocks away from ground zero made before 9/11 and other halal (islamic food) stores
around there. It just that many muslims are wonderig, why are people pouring there
fustration at an islamic centre that has not caused 9/11? nedasirdi 1 month ago
joeyyarwick 1 month ago Comment removed 4Terej 1 month ago OMG. Building a
mosque there is insensitive, and downright evil. There's a reason they HAVE to build at
this site. It's a symbol to show they've "conquered". (I'm sick of hearing about their
"constitutional rights"). Lady mentions day-care. Think of own children you love so
much, and wife/husband, if they'd died here. Americans/Christians, stand for what is
right!!!! Wake up...we're in a Holy War, and it's not over so at least put up a fight and
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quit cowering in the name of "tolerance". 4Terej 1 month ago nedasirdi 1 month ago
@4Terej Whats a mosque a gotta do with 9/11 attack? They were committed by
terrorists and not a mosque, islam, or even a planned attack by Muslims around the
world. It was planned by 19 members of al-qaeda. Al-Qaeda was also known to be a
terrorist organization in the muslim world before 9/11. nedasirdi 1 month ago joeyyarwick
1 month ago @nedasirdi they are going to build a mosque half a block from the site thats
what 4terej is talking about joeyyarwick 1 month ago pallinogiallo123 1 month ago can
someone tell me y we dont see the second plane hit the tower, and we dont see the
beginnin of the first and second collapse? pallinogiallo123 1 month ago Felipe141293 1
month ago Fuck All Terrorists... I need one Atomic Bomb in the Emirates...
Felipe141293 1 month ago 4Terej 1 month ago OMG. There are many places a mosque
could be built, but not here. There's a reason they HAVE to build at this site. It's a
symbol to show they've "conquered". Can't believe there are those who support that
(referencing constitutional rights). Lady mentions day-care. Think of own children you
love so much, and wife/husband, if they'd died here. Have a heart. Americans/Christians,
stand for what is right!!!! This is not, and if it happens, woe to us who let it. 4Terej 1
month ago ptarmigon2 1 month ago um yeah, so where's the second tower? Or did we
only have one tower and someone is full of fecal matter? ptarmigon2 1 month ago
ptarmigon2 1 month ago um yeah, did the second tower never exist, or you only got the 1
tower? ptarmigon2 1 month ago bobby3599 1 month ago @ptarmigon2 Couldn't see the
South tower, only North. bobby3599 1 month ago kareemkimo1983 1 month ago
Photography fabulous kareemkimo1983 1 month ago silver3128 1 month ago que triste :(
silver3128 1 month ago TheManu99Manu 1 month ago I hate Osama Binladen
TheManu99Manu 1 month ago largraf 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam NO, THEY DON'T HAVE THE RIGHT. GROUND ZERO IS HOLY
GROUND! REMEMBER THE TWIN TOWERS. largraf 1 month ago jdfox1 1 month
ago USA. :) jdfox1 1 month ago hellagood7 1 month ago im disturbed by how calm the
person recording this sounds... hellagood7 1 month ago leglion 1 month ago enjoy the
mosque, liberals. leglion 1 month ago Warhawkvj 1 month ago @leglion It's a center, and
it's a few blocks away. Warhawkvj 1 month ago SuperGrampz 1 month ago @leglion A
handful of extremists who cause terrorism (which any religion can cause) are not the
supporting power behind a fucking mosque. you can not hold all muslims accountable for
a few brainwashed people who took a bad idea and ran with it. This is america, where
freedom of religious expression is supposed to be supported. Besides, there are multiple
worship centers around ground zero and nobody complained about those. SuperGrampz
1 month ago LightingSnakeStriker 1 month ago FAKE AND GAY LightingSnakeStriker 1
month ago Jrrykobain 1 month ago FUCK WORLD TRADE ROCK THE 40 oz
Jrrykobain 1 month ago LightingSnakeStriker 1 month ago @Jrrykobain yo momma
LightingSnakeStriker 1 month ago Jrrykobain 1 month ago @LightingSnakeStriker wow u
r obviously really dumb so Im not goingto insult you Jrrykobain 1 month ago
SALM1000 1 month ago ﺕﻭﻙﻡ ﻡﺍ ﺵﻑﺕﻭ ﺵﻱ ﻡﺍﺩﺍﻡﻙﻡ ﺱﺍﻙﺕﻱﻥ ﻉﻝﻯ ﺝﺭﺍﺉﻡ ﺍﺱﺭﺍﺉﻱﻝ ﻉﻝﻯ
 ﻱﻥﺍﻝﻑﻝﺱﻁﻱﻥﻱSALM1000 1 month ﺏﺕﺵﻭﻑﻭﻥ ﺍﻉﺽﻡ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﻱﻥﺹﺭﻙ ﻱﺍ ﺍﺱﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﻡﻩ ﺏﻥ ﻝﺍﺩﻥ
ago pepanabo 1 month ago @SALM1000 vs é doente cara pepanabo 1 month ago
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kkk345ify 1 month ago look for the second airplane kkk345ify 1 month ago MakeItBass
1 month ago :( xx MakeItBass 1 month ago ProtectAus 1 month ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam I have just finished my 2nd 9/11 video prepare to be
Entertained and Shocked to your core. Click on ProtectAus to see it DON'T believe every
Conspiracy Theory on Youtube. I have just made 5 Conspiracy Videos covering the most
controversial events of our times. With incredible incriminating evidence. Global
Warming, 9/11, JFK, Moon Hoax and The Port Arthur Massacre After years of research i
discovered, 3 to be TRUE and 2 were FALSE! Click on ProtectAus to enter a world you
never knew existed. ProtectAus 1 month ago toxicbmx1 1 month ago Dam that's fucked
up toxicbmx1 1 month ago PianistDanny 1 month ago May their souls rest in peace and
you have all my apologies for what has happend and im sure you have our apologies over
here in england, such a shock to the world too many tears and too many lives lost all in
one day. May god look after every last soul that rests and all my tears fall for you
america. I am so sorry :'( xxx PianistDanny 1 month ago nonstop511 1 month ago
Awesome footage glad you stayed to film its amazing the death toll was only 3000 SAD
DAY nonstop511 1 month ago nonstop511 1 month ago Awesome footage glad you
stayed to film nonstop511 1 month ago joevjjj 1 month ago at 7:37 you can see a person
falling off joevjjj 1 month ago xmariemacabrex 1 month ago wow thats really sad
<//3;iremember being in the first grade and i didnt understand what was happening, mai
family were crying and were not even from usa, icant imagine how families with sons or
daughters in those buildings reacted. xmariemacabrex 1 month ago WoopinCrane 1 month
ago @xmariemacabrex I was also in the first grade! I am in Canada and my teacher back
then was all like talking about this on the day it happened... And I had no idea what she
was talking about. Me being so young. WoopinCrane 1 month ago ziegler223 1 month ago
@WoopinCrane damn i was first grade two!!! it was insane. we all waved flags and stood
in our field likee 5 minuets after it happend ziegler223 1 month ago gavsky23 1 month
ago 14 All those poor people in the rescue services rushing to help, little knowing that so
many of them would also become victims. This was a truly evil act; it had nothing to do
with true Islam, it was simply a attempt to murder as many innocent people as possible,
from all over the World, in the supposed name of Islam. gavsky23 1 month ago 14
brandenburg75 1 month ago I think if a country would have taken responsibility for these
attacks, we would have had a nuclear war brandenburg75 1 month ago Shannon4797 1
month ago I remember that day all too well. May God bless all of the families of the
fallen and bless all the souls that left this earth that day. R.I.P. and NEVER forget.
Shannon4797 1 month ago 4ernaveckiy 1 month ago Сукка!!!!!! тупые террористы!!!
что б им по вылазило!! дебилы!!!! 4ernaveckiy 1 month ago macpro5652 1 month ago If
this does go ahead, The Muslims worshiping there will be practicing the same faith asthe
bomber in the same place they put there faith into action. macpro5652 1 month ago
rokgirl86 1 month ago I really don't think they should be building a Mosque where Twin
Towers used to be. Seen as the terrorists that hi-jacked the plane WHERE Muslims it's
not the best idea to be building a Muslim Mosque in its place. It's not at all nice to those
who's family and friends have died because of this. LIKE THIS COMMENT IF YOU
AGREE A MOSQUE SHOULDN'T BE BUILD THERE! rokgirl86 1 month ago
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volleyboy93 1 month ago 20,000+ missed the dislike button.. volleyboy93 1 month ago
ww2buffbattlefield 1 month ago @volleyboy93 fuck you ww2buffbattlefield 1 month
ago volleyboy93 1 month ago @ww2buffbattlefield Sorry i didnt mean it that way, I am
for the good, I mean its wrong to "like" this.. volleyboy93 1 month ago rnewlin826 1
month ago @volleyboy93 r u for the good or the bad? rnewlin826 1 month ago
volleyboy93 1 month ago @rnewlin826 Im for the good, ofc. I just think its wrong to
"like" this.. Dont get me wrong volleyboy93 1 month ago dickswinger86 1 month ago Die
monkeyswines!!! dickswinger86 1 month ago KKKSuperFan 1 month ago Looks like
people on The bottom floors had time to get out.... KKKSuperFan 1 month ago rokgirl86
1 month ago @KKKSuperFan Yeah, feel sorry for those on the like highest level they
have no way of surviving. RIP! rokgirl86 1 month ago ste6666666 1 month ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam so much hatred for ordinary people going to
work ste6666666 1 month ago mrpropervole 1 month ago why they cancelled
Guantanamo? for infringemen common rights? how rights aims those, who "making" this?
mrpropervole 1 month ago EVILicecreamman987 1 month ago i remember i got a haircut
this day when i was in kindergarten and the barbor turned on the tv and we rushed back
home. il never forget my dad coming home in his under wear basicly
EVILicecreamman987 1 month ago otac112 1 month ago R.I.P otac112 1 month ago
creezy007 1 month ago R.I.P all those who died that that day, you will never be forgotten
creezy007 1 month ago Mosher2112 1 month ago september 11 2001, a lot of jobs
opened up. Mosher2112 1 month ago wearediffrent 1 month ago fuck us gov. that was an
inside job wearediffrent 1 month ago TxPatriot1976 1 month ago Don't let Obama and
Pelosi dishoner the victims of 9/11 TxPatriot1976 1 month ago Dlover15 1 month ago I
wanted to say that you can't be mad at Americans, just because of one bad egg. We're not
all racist nor do we all have hate towards Iraqis or Afghanis. I realize that only a group of
people tried to terrorize America & not the whole country. To say that all Americans are
bad is incredibly ignorant. I will admit that Americans can be pretty ignorant, but not all
of them. Dlover15 1 month ago pareet4675 1 month ago @Dlover15 shaddup pareet4675
1 month ago Dlover15 1 month ago I was in 5th grade when this happened. My teacher
wouldn't tell us what happened, but all he said was something bad happened to the
country & when I got home, my brother said America had been closed off. I'll never forget
that day. Dlover15 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago I'm tired of the ppl
saying" terriost win" making Muslims look bad. I hated 9 11 JUST AS MUCH AS YOU
DO. I'm muslim American and proud. Nothing can change my mind Gochicagobulls4ever
1 month ago jamends1220 1 month ago Comment removed shadowhards 1 month ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam fuck osama fuck terrorists fuck
thise assholes shadowhards 1 month ago shadowhards 1 month ago fuck osame fuck
terrorists stupid assholes shadowhards 1 month ago KribriQT 1 month ago I was a 2nd
grader at a military base in england at the time(my dad was in the air force), and i
remember we had soldiers armed with these huge guns on the bus with us every day,
escorting us to and from school. Being a military brat overseas at the time was very scary
as you can probably imagine. Of course, most teenagers i know don't even know what
9/11 is until i explain it to them, which makes me extremely irritated. and the people
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recording seem awfully calm...well...at first... KribriQT 1 month ago KribriQT 1 month
ago Comment removed KribriQT 1 month ago Comment removed xXxMsKikixXx 1
month ago I was five wen this happend ill never 4get this my uncle running home saying
turn on the t.v turn on the t.v and witnessing such horror. I felt pain for all just watchin
people jump out of the building. This shows the goverment dont give a damn about
americans because this shit would of been noticed early. xXxMsKikixXx 1 month ago
Kaulitzzz2009 1 month ago i was in kindergarten my mom came to get me early ill never
forget that Kaulitzzz2009 1 month ago EVILicecreamman987 1 month ago
@Kaulitzzz2009 same with me EVILicecreamman987 1 month ago shernandezm 1 month
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam oh my God!! that was awful!!
From El Salvador, we are praying for those people and their families... it's been already
almost 9 years since that happened... But, we're with you America!! someone who hurts
you, makes you stronger... someone who criticizes you, makes you Important... and
someone who punish you, will make you learn the way to win the fight!! Be strong
America!!! We're with you!! GOD ALWAYS BLESS YOU AMERICA... shernandezm 1
month ago shernandezm 1 month ago oh my God!! that was awful!! From El Salvador,
we are praying for those people and their families... it's been already almost 9 years since
that happened... But, we're with you America!! someone who hurts you, makes you
stronger... someone who criticizes you, makes you Important... and someone who punish
you, will make you learn the way to win the fight!! Be strong America!!! We're with
you!! GOD ALWAYS BLESS YOU AMERICA... shernandezm 1 month ago
RAMIJARMAK 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Its
Alll Aboute you Own Gouverment That all Of This Happend some PPL Still dont
Bealive That But That Is The Truth Ita Alll Aboute The Bush & Tour Own Gouverment
& The Ulamaniti This Video Make ME Saa :( R.I.P The Ppl That died This Day & R.I.P
WTC You Will Never Comme Back :( WAKE UP!!!! THE ILLUMINATI RUNS ALL
THIS SHIT! RAMIJARMAK 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Besides, I
know many American soldiers and most are nice, although one wanted to nuke Iraq and I
hated him. Americans, outside of America ppl see you as well a bully. I personally like
lots of Americans. But some are just racist. Mad cause in Muslim. Your freedom rights
have been broken. You are now a racist country outside America. But hey I'm just saying
the truth Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Brother, as
bad as it sounds, it may have been Muslims. I hate that Parker guy. He's not really in the
army if he calls Arabs sand niggers. Not all Muslims are bad.but as far as I'm told.
Americans are racist. Want all Arabs and Iraq wiped off the map.killing kids, women. Oh
yeah the support Israel. They burn the holy Quran.( god forgive). They say Allah is a
motivation to kill( god forgive). Mohammed did marry a girl, but back then 13 was 21.
Maybe they should ask the priests that married too. Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago
ath3bi 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam that was not a
terroristic attack, US military bombed the building ! search google or septemberclues dot
info. Islam is all about Peace. And terrorism is all about policy and money. that was not a
terroristic attack, US military bombed the building ! search google or septemberclues dot
info. Islam is all about Peace. And terrorism is all about policy and money. ath3bi 1
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month ago ath3bi 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam that
was not a terroristic attack, US military bombed the building ! search google or
septemberclues dot info. Islam is all about Peace. And terrorism is all about policy and
money. that was not a terroristic attack, US military bombed the building ! search google
or septemberclues dot info. Islam is all about Peace. And terrorism is all about policy and
money. ath3bi 1 month ago ath3bi 1 month ago Comment removed buckinfitches 1 month
ago Why did they cut out the second impact? I watched this for 10 minutes just to see it
WTF! buckinfitches 1 month ago SneakyGuy77 1 month ago @buckinfitches They
almost missed it but if you start watching the video at about 11:40 it occurs 4 or 5
seconds later where there's a “jump” in the video. Keep in mind that they are north of the
North tower (WTC 1), which was hit first at about 8.47 AM. The second impact
occurred at about 9.03 AM. United Flight 175 hit the southwest face of the South tower
(WTC 2) so it's impact was not very easy to see from where they were taping because
the North tower blocked the view of the South Tower. SneakyGuy77 1 month ago
SneakyGuy77 1 month ago Comment removed SneakyGuy77 1 month ago
@buckinfitches As I watch the video again at 11:40 it appears that you can see debris
flying out toward the left side of the screen. That probably was what was left of flight
175, a Boeing 767, exiting the southeast and northeast faces of the South Tower.
SneakyGuy77 1 month ago MurphBucket1 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam rest in pieces you stupid americans :) hahahahahahahahaha XD
MurphBucket1 1 month ago Austinbit 1 month ago @MurphBucket1 How can you even
say that to another human being? Austinbit 1 month ago thrashmetalmike 1 month ago
@MurphBucket1 die you fucking dirty cocksucker!!! thrashmetalmike 1 month ago
BulletsWrath 1 month ago So instead of feeling sorry for the innocent people that died,
dying or will die and instead of praying for their souls so that they rest in peace, you kids
are talking shit to each other?? How's that gonna help the world to become a better place?
Who knows who did such a tragic, terrible thing and honestly, who cares? The only
important thing is to stop hating and start caring and loving! BulletsWrath 1 month ago
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago No, that's wrong brother. Killing of any kind of civilian
is wrong. I don't even live in USA. But my brothers tell me to stay Ib Europe. Cause they
hate all Arabs most. Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago ath3bi 1 month ago 10 Comment
removed buckinfitches 1 month ago @ath3bi Whats that supposed to mean? Your
sentence doesn't make sense? buckinfitches 1 month ago ModdingHelp101 1 month ago
@ath3bi THAT IS NOT TRUE ModdingHelp101 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1
month ago And no, I'm not a terriost. I'm a 15 year old kid. I'm not a fuc*in sandnigger.
I'm not a stinky monkey .and yes civilians dO die in gaza more then CNN shows. My
friend that I liked. Died:( Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago ath3bi 1 month ago Comment
removed Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Parker14225, my cousin was in then air force.
He never killed one civilian. Yes, the truth was it may have been caused by hatred. My
bro died in 9 11. My uncle died in gaza. If you really care when you see those kids that
are just like kids over here die. Tour ok. If you don't. Go **** yourself.
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Eormson 1 month ago Such a catastrophic event.. when
the first tower collapses, the womans tears say it all. I am still in shock and awe. first
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time I've watched this since i was waiting to go to school that morning on the news.
Eormson 1 month ago closer16 1 month ago rip.. they destroy the buildings but the
spirits lives forever.. closer16 1 month ago johntitorlives 1 month ago I am not saying
Muslims are behind every terror attack but you are a fool if you believe Islam is a
peaceful religion. Just like the UK, America is becoming Islamicized. We are being kept
from defending our country from this invasion because of our laws and liberal institutions
like the ACLU. Britain, Germany, Spain, and many other countries will fall under
Muslim rule in the future and so will we if nothing is done to stop them. Then life as you
know it will be over. johntitorlives 1 month ago parker14225 1 month ago @curtisjacko
and 1969challenger....assholes this is about 9-11, not some faggy gangwar and "protect
the hood". Fuck that pussy gang shit and fuck gangs as a whole. parker14225 1 month
ago johntitorlives 1 month ago jadedjc6981, Islam is different it has never been
modernized. All believers pray to the same hateful "God". BTW, Timothy Mc Veigh was
executed in record time because our government didn't want it to come out that Muslims
in Iran planned the bombing and funded it. johntitorlives 1 month ago johntitorlives 1
month ago No such thing as "radical" islam. Islam in itself is radical. The Koran is nothing
more than a hate-filled brain washing manual that should be burned. They don't use words
like "moderate" Muslim in Muslim countries. Only moronic liberal minded people who
believe this fake religion is about peace use that term. johntitorlives 1 month ago majorl31
1 month ago @johntitorlives right on,its like the old Indian Story about finding a cold
snake and trying to warm it up,when you do and it bites you and you ask it why did you
bite me the snake will tell you that you knew what it was when you picked it up,these
Muslims are the snake majorl31 1 month ago jadedjc6981 1 month ago like in every
religion their are the fanatics. Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols bombed the FBI
building, they were not Muslim but "Christian". jadedjc6981 1 month ago
ihaveaverybadcold 1 month ago @jadedjc6981 no they werent ....and they were hired by
the cia just like these muslims were... ihaveaverybadcold 1 month ago MrDeano324 1
month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @ajazbari, Islam all
about peace?!?!, are you a fucking looney or something. All i see lately is the police
stopping protests of Muslims holding up signs saying "death to the west" and "slaughter
all non believers". islam should be wiped off the planet before it destroys it. Just look at
the vid for evidence dumb fuck. Islam is all about violence and war. It might not be in that
shitty quakan thing. But Muslims sure belive it anyway. MrDeano324 1 month ago
MrDeano324 1 month ago @ajazbari, Islam all about peace?!?!, are you a fucking looney
or something. All i see lately is the police stopping protests of Muslims holding up signs
saying "death to the west" and "slaughter all non believers". islam should be wiped off the
planet before it destroys it. Just look at the vid for evidence dumb fuck. Islam is all about
violence and war. It might not be in that shitty quakan thing. But Muslims sure belive it
anyway. MrDeano324 1 month ago ajazbari 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam that was not a terroristic attack, US military bombed the building !
search google or septemberclues dot info. Islam is all about Peace. And terrorism is all
about policy and money. that was not a terroristic attack, US military bombed the
building ! search google or septemberclues dot info. Islam is all about Peace. And
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terrorism is all about policy and money. ajazbari 1 month ago ajazbari 1 month ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam that was not a terroristic attack, US
military bombed the building ! search google or septemberclues dot info. Islam is all about
Peace. And terrorism is all about policy and money. ajazbari 1 month ago ajazbari 1
month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam that was not a terroristic
attack, US military bombed the building ! search google or septemberclues dot info. Islam
is all about Peace. And terrorism is all about policy and money. ajazbari 1 month ago
ajazbari 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam that was not a
terroristic attack, US military bombed the building ! search google or septemberclues dot
info. Islam is all about Peace. And terrorism is all about policy and money. ajazbari 1
month ago ajazbari 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam that
was not a terroristic attack, US military bombed the building ! search google or
septemberclues dot info. Islam is all about Peace. And terrorism is all about policy and
money. ajazbari 1 month ago ajazbari 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam that was not a terroristic attack, US military bombed the building ! search
google or septemberclues dot info. Islam is all about Peace. And terrorism is all about
policy and money. ajazbari 1 month ago ajazbari 1 month ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam that was not a terroristic attack, US military bombed the
building ! search google or septemberclues dot info. Islam is all about Peace. And
terrorism is all about policy and money. ajazbari 1 month ago teel6060 1 month ago Why
the breaks at crucial times, the 2nd plane hit, the first tower collapse? teel6060 1 month
ago RobGreen1188 1 month ago i didn't think it would be appropriate to 'like' this video
but i wanted to say that watching this just makes my stomach turn over. it's like a horror
film. i also wonder if it was someone jumping at 07:35. i really hope it wasn't. what a
terrible terrible day. RobGreen1188 1 month ago MsShejla 1 month ago Eeee, da su bili
teroristi, no nijesu, no FUCKING ILLUMINATI. MsShejla 1 month ago shorty11520 1
month ago WOW PPl are wack just cause the WTC made a lot of money they had to take
it down this way if they wanted to take us down they just shorty11520 1 month ago
TheZombieJC 1 month ago и неед а цош TheZombieJC 1 month ago EAchankre 1 month
ago seriously anybody who jokes about this shit should get their ass kicked. Having said
that, Republicans are fags. EAchankre 1 month ago Galentw 1 month ago Was it real or
not? Galentw 1 month ago semisane8 1 month ago @Galentw real... dumbass semisane8
1 month ago Kericles 1 month ago O video é longo mas vale a pena ver a parte final pra
ver até onde o fumo chegou. Impressionante. Kericles 1 month ago skypys111 1 month
ago in the smok you can constate some devil that looks like G.W. bush skypys111 1
month ago 24jjluv 1 month ago Comment removed 24jjluv 1 month ago Comment
removed romjkeesupar 1 month ago И после этого они суют свой нос в Ирак и Афган
romjkeesupar 1 month ago NJdevs0887 1 month ago 23 fuck terrorists NJdevs0887 1
month ago 23 littlesoldiergraba 1 month ago @NJdevs0887 fuck the government of united
states of america! littlesoldiergraba 1 month ago vovkorama 1 month ago не повезло
vovkorama 1 month ago BooRaa91 1 month ago IM STILL UNCONVINCED!
BooRaa91 1 month ago AChildMolester 1 month ago September 11 was hysterical.
AChildMolester 1 month ago 24jjluv 1 month ago @AChildMolester WHAT IS YOUR
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PROBLEM DUDE? YOU KNOW WHAT WILL BE HYSTERICAL, WHEN YOU
PASS AWAY. THEN WILL SEE IF IT'S HYSTERICAL THEN! GO GET A JOB OR
SOMETHING. GEEZE 24jjluv 1 month ago AChildMolester 1 month ago @24jjluv I am
an airline pilot. AChildMolester 1 month ago sharkey500 1 month ago I remember my
grandma phoning my mum up and telling her to turn on the T.V and us being shocked to
bits! sharkey500 1 month ago mottthehoople684 1 month ago thank you for posting.. I
lost my brother-in-law that day..at least hearing the baby gives me hope for a better
future...rgs mottthehoople684 1 month ago nasLB 1 month ago RIP....GREECE IS
REALLY SORRY FOR ALL THESE PEOPLE nasLB 1 month ago TurnItOff97 1 month
ago I think it was very brave of you to make the decision to post this because it must of
been an extremley hard thing to watch, all my love to america from england Never forget
9.11.2001 R.I.P To those lost. x TurnItOff97 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month
ago I believe it was cause America supported Israel and Israel had a major attack in 1999
on gaza. Some 5,000 deaf. Not completely sure thought Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago
mjgotya 1 month ago damn homos what did we do to them? mjgotya 1 month ago
chevyred427 1 month ago @mjgotya The us government did it! chevyred427 1 month ago
mester90 1 month ago Comment removed BozkurtTahsinTekin 1 month ago INSIDE
JOB xD BozkurtTahsinTekin 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago I think it
was 209 Muslim that died. Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1
month ago Brother leave him alone please, I wanna show you his response to my peace
message. Watch and learn. Peace Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago LINAZAS 1 month
ago muslims died too yes. its only statistics those numbers who died LINAZAS 1 month
ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago I know your response will be offesive your
Jewish,(doomMESSIAH) and I'm Muslim. Can't we just get along. I mean some Jew in
Israel/ Palestine like Arabs.no I'm not smelly, no your not cheap. No I'm not a terriost.
No u don't want kids in gaza to die. But fuc* in bush ruined Arabs. Gochicagobulls4ever
1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Doommessiah, brother don't say fuck
Islam. I really come in no harm. My bro died in 9 11, my other one can't talk. My uncle
died in gaza( although not all Jews are bad) I never said fuck Jews. Please man I'm 15, I
just ask for what's right. Burn a Koran day Is really offensive. Not all Muslims are bad.
Not all Jews are Zionist. In the bible it also says to not eat pork(swined food).
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Arbitor2 1 month ago I pissed on Ground Zero (Shitto)
Arbitor2 1 month ago ddboris 1 month ago "the bigger the lie the bigger they will believe
it" - Dr. Paul Joseph Goebbels Reich Minister of Propaganda under Adolf Hitler ddboris
1 month ago milkandmeat 1 month ago @ddboris if you're going to use quotation marks
then you shouldnt butcher the quote milkandmeat 1 month ago ddboris 1 month ago
@milkandmeat , your welcome to correct it ,if you know it... not just complain.... ddboris
1 month ago ProtectAus 1 month ago Ten more Reasons why 9/11 was an INSANE made
for TV Movie Click on ProtectAus to visit a world you never knew existed! . Don't
believe every conspiracy theory on Youtube! Find the truth at ProtectAus . 1) Did man
walk on the Moon Hoax? With a twist Ending 2) Secrets of 9/11. Plane Crash and
Building Collapse Analysis 3) The JFK Assassination solved in 10 Minutes! 4) The
Truth about The Port Arthur Massacre 5) Global Climate Change is Perfectly Natural!
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NEW Exposed! The 9/11 TV Movie ProtectAus 1 month ago foxehownd 1 month ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was funny foxehownd 1 month
ago KKKSuperFan 1 month ago Fuck You Saracen Filth!!!! Heil Richard Lion-heart!!!!
KKKSuperFan 1 month ago IcyDeath7 1 month ago @KKKSuperFan um what? who are
those ppl? IcyDeath7 1 month ago krautkiller1969 1 month ago @KKKSuperFan
RICHARD LION HEART; OF ENGLISH BLOOD PURE AND TRUE krautkiller1969
1 month ago KKKSuperFan 1 month ago @krautkiller1969 Slaughterer Of Muslim
Saracens and The Terror of all The middle east during The Crusades... KKKSuperFan 1
month ago agirlneedsagun 1 month ago this makes me cry every time i watch it. this video
in particular just makes me bawl. agirlneedsagun 1 month ago DCBARNONE89 1 month
ago A great video depicting a horrible yet modern event in our nation's history, I
remember the events of that warm day all too well being just two miles from the Pentagon
on September 11th, 2001. 5 stars DCBARNONE89 1 month ago yankeesfreak 1 month
ago this video right here just makes me more and more want me to join the marines only 2
yrs till i can join yankeesfreak 1 month ago 101094mike 1 month ago if i was president i
bring are armed forces home and then drop a shit load of nukes all over the fucked up
middle east 101094mike 1 month ago clovermedia 1 month ago @101094mike Innocent
people live in the Middle East too. Don't be like the people who did this. clovermedia 1
month ago thepeacelove59 1 month ago @amandalofum what is wrong with you?? There
were innosent ppl in that bulding! Including my grampie! RIP thepeacelove59 1 month
ago amandalofum 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@Idinamenzelluvu What is so funny about Americas worst tragedy you ask? Oh
basically its the way the plane hit the building (ha ha ha) and then when the smoke start
coming out (ha ha haa ha) It would of been alot better if they showed the people jumping
out the building and screaming(haa haaa laugh my fucking ass of). Anyway this is some
funny shit right here, keep uploading more. I wish 9/11 happened again. Oh God please.
amandalofum 1 month ago IcyDeath7 1 month ago @amandalofum you dick kids died to i
hope your kids die in front of you IcyDeath7 1 month ago 6RACIALISM6 1 month ago
fck bin laden fck all life and death in iraq. 6RACIALISM6 1 month ago 2001spacegodzilla
1 month ago it was george bush.if reply bad.ten fuck you,because its true.look it up.and
im dead seriouse.he did this to be president and i was born 9 days after this.
2001spacegodzilla 1 month ago Newlineistheshit 1 month ago you think it was bin laden
or some terroist from afghanistan, well lets put it this way, american have killed like 1000
of afghanistans even more, ruined thier contry, 9 11 is nothing if you compare what
youve american have done. matter in fact, I would do the same if you´ve done this to my
contry, What goes around comes around :) Fucking americans :P Newlineistheshit 1
month ago smartnez 1 month ago @Newlineistheshit your a piece of shit and can burn in
hell with bin laden smartnez 1 month ago Newlineistheshit 1 month ago @smartnez YOU
ARE THE SAME AS HIM! dont say i like him! hate that guy, But you are the same as
him, So Fuck you peace of shit, you will burn in hell with your american friends! :D
Newlineistheshit 1 month ago EVERTONIC 1 month ago the object at 11.53
EVERTONIC 1 month ago EVERTONIC 1 month ago dont tell me its a gull or
pigeon,the shock wave would have cooked it. EVERTONIC 1 month ago EVERTONIC 1
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month ago hidden in plain sight,sleight of hand trick,thats how the illusion works
EVERTONIC 1 month ago EVERTONIC 1 month ago if its a helicopter.....surely its
radar would have seen it??,and scrambled the air force, and if its not......WTF is it ????
EVERTONIC 1 month ago EVERTONIC 1 month ago around 11.53 EVERTONIC 1
month ago EVERTONIC 1 month ago what is the white object to the right of the frame
that emerges shortly after the second impact?????????????? EVERTONIC 1 month ago
Win7Videos 1 month ago good old Australia hhaa Win7Videos 1 month ago
xHalfpipepaul 1 month ago This is some scary shit. i remember that day completely
xHalfpipepaul 1 month ago curtisjacko 1 month ago Ha Motha fuckas. I am crying wid
lughter man. Oh man haa curtisjacko 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago My entire
opinion of how our Government handled this. (Wrong) Try to find a peaceful way to deal
with this. Instead, they did a quick decision, that they would not be nice about. Then
invaded. Try extremely hard at a solution (Peaceful) to still bring justice to the people
who done it. As hard as humanly possible. (War) only if all else fails. How would we
feel, if one of the (Drug Lord's) from this country,, hosted a Terrorist attack on Russia,,
then Russia,, just bombed the hell out of us FievelJ69 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago
@FievelJ69 instead of just asking for a little cooperation to get the people who are
responsible. That's pretty much what we did. We just bombed the hell out of them,, and
asked questions later. I'd rather find a peaceful solution. If all else fails, and there's no
way of coming up with a (Peaceful) solution.. Then,, and only then,, bomb the shit out of
the country. But *Only* if a *Peaceful* solution can not be reached!! Fieve.. ;-) :-)
FievelJ69 1 month ago an0uschk6 1 month ago is 11.54 when the second plane hits the
other tower... cause that's when you see much more smoke comming out of the WTC and
the woman is al OMG... And you can't see the south tower from this point of view.. So
is that when the second plane hits the south tower... an0uschk6 1 month ago
EVERTONIC 1 month ago @an0uschk6 thats when everyone is lookin at the
towers....look around them EVERTONIC 1 month ago industrialone1982 1 month ago
Those were a tough 26 minutes to sit through and watch. I cried at moments, made me
realize and remember how horrible that day was. industrialone1982 1 month ago
FievelJ69 1 month ago @industrialone1982 It was also a lesson. We are no less vulnerable
then anyone else. Minorities can still cause havoc. That's all we were, when this country
started. We still managed to prevail. A small army, against a much larger European army,,
and we still won. A minority group, wanted to make a ton of money, so they planned
these attacks. They found volunteers to (Off Themselves) And fly those planes. My
question is, why make war with those entire countries, and not try to find peaceful
FievelJ69 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @FievelJ69 ways to deal with things.
They may not have liked us asking for those certain people,, but it's better then more
innocent people loosing their lives. I cant say as if these people (would have went
quietly) as the saying goes. (No intention of) But wouldn't that have been better, then
better then 7 years of war? And worse, some of our people, are abusing the situation.
Abusing their people, for no reason other then pleasure. It's time to try to deal
peacefully. Was before Obama. Fieve. FievelJ69 1 month ago curtisjacko 1 month ago
Haaaaaaaaaa..... Fuckin hilarious... man oh man I culdnt stop laughin, I had tears in ma
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eyes.. U c when da second plane hit .............haaa haaa. U peeps deserve dis shit man.. U
dont do nufin wen ma peeps are dyin in da hood. yoall jus leave dem der starvin..
curtisjacko 1 month ago 1969challenger 1 month ago @curtisjacko if i had more money i
would go to you and your friends and give you as much money as you wanted. im just
gonna take a guess and say you are black, which means nothing considering the fact that
we are all people. we all bleed the same color. also about the people who have died where
you live, i would protect them if i had a rifle. 1969challenger 1 month ago curtisjacko 1
month ago That's all yall white people eva say man. But u sit der and do nufin. I jus hate
white people, dey all fake all of dem curtisjacko 1 month ago 1969challenger 1 month ago
@curtisjacko i would help though, the only reason i dont have a rifle is because my mom
is afraid she will kill herself with it. i want to do something instead of sit on my ass all
day, i want to help people. im only 16 though so i can't do half the stuff i want to do. and
yes i am mostly white but i am also part cherokee and one other native american that i
don't know how to spell. 1969challenger 1 month ago amandalofum 1 month ago Listen
doug i dont know wht u talkin bout. but ma doug curtisjacko speakin da truth. Have u eva
been where i cum from. Brownsville Brooklyn.. Yall neva c yall kind cause its only 4
poor black people. But yeh doug real shit man we nigas struglin an u white folks dont do
nufin so yall can fuk of n shuv a cock up yall ass amandalofum 1 month ago
1969challenger 1 month ago @amandalofum your right, i have never been there because i
live down here in Texas. i am sure he is speaking the truth, but unlike all the other white
asses out there i DO want to help. i know you have it a lot worse than i do but my house
is smaller than a two car garage. sorry i dont know how bad you have it because i have
never been there 1969challenger 1 month ago 1969challenger 1 month ago @curtisjacko if
you ask me its all politics that are fake with their fat checks and suits. getting paid a lot
more than the american public and not doing hardly a damn thing to help people. i think
they should get paid about 15 to 20 dollars an hour and thats it. 1969challenger 1 month
ago redsoxguy617 1 month ago @curtisjacko white people hate u too redsoxguy617 1
month ago 1969challenger 1 month ago @redsoxguy617 now that is kinda racist. come on
man we should not be hating anyone except for those that do terrible things like this.
1969challenger 1 month ago IcyDeath7 1 month ago @curtisjacko screw off! there were a
lot of great white ppl! so shut the fuck up! in fact about half recorded history is white
ppl! IcyDeath7 1 month ago redsoxguy617 1 month ago @curtisjacko shut up, america is
great, and if u dont like it, just be gone redsoxguy617 1 month ago amandalofum 1 month
ago Listen white fuk, yall say america is dis n america is dat. But i'm an American an look
wer all we niggas livin and wht do all u white pussys do?? Nothin SO fuck al u hoes.
ANyways peace out 2 all ma niggas in Brownsville. Yeehh yehh Hola acch yow boy.
amandalofum 1 month ago 1969challenger 1 month ago @amandalofum also i know
america is not what a lot of people think it is 1969challenger 1 month ago FievelJ69 1
month ago @amandalofum Question,, why all the craziness? (Heart,, lungs, livers,
Kidneys, and everything else inside..) It doesn't really look any different from inside. You
wouldn't even know a white person aside of a black person, just seeing the inside. Where
the Fuk does all of that come from? The only place we are all different, is in individuality.
Color means nothing to me. Feelings and the heart, now that means something. Fieve.. ;-)
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:-) FievelJ69 1 month ago 1969challenger 1 month ago @redsoxguy617 he hates white
people mostly because all we do is sit on our asses and promise to help, but we dont.
1969challenger 1 month ago esrbteen 1 month ago @curtisjacko Hey CurtisJackofff. Bein
a hood rat and an American are two different things to you apperently. African
Americans died in this too dumbass. Why don't you just go crawl back into whatever
tissue your daddy made you from. You go back to your sensless gang violance. And we'll
go back to our pointless war. And say hi to all of your hood members, who will probably
die in a week anyways. Thanks Jack-off. esrbteen 1 month ago IcyDeath7 1 month ago
@curtisjacko you know blace people died in 911 to you racist fucktard IcyDeath7 1
month ago ACSBehemothHellcat 1 month ago I saw debris hit WTC 7
ACSBehemothHellcat 1 month ago ACSBehemothHellcat 1 month ago Skip to 19:40 for
WTC 1 collapse. They're talking about 9/11 on the news as I speak!
ACSBehemothHellcat 1 month ago ACSBehemothHellcat 1 month ago Now we can see if
the North Tower fell on WTC 7, because it's viewable on-screen ACSBehemothHellcat 1
month ago Inchmaker 1 month ago lol wow you skipped the second plane crashing
Inchmaker 1 month ago Benjua13 1 month ago And people want to build a mosque there?
We can hear how much pain it caused you.... can you imagine the other 18,000,000 NYC
residents!? Benjua13 1 month ago MegaTictac2010 1 month ago haha theyre dead screw
americans MegaTictac2010 1 month ago IcyDeath7 1 month ago @MegaTictac2010 fuck
you supid assfuck i cant wait till your country has a disaster as great as this so i can laugh
at you if it wasnt for our animal nature this wouldnt happen IcyDeath7 1 month ago
Dejanoz 1 month ago There is a God and he is Fair. About the same amout died in the
WTC attacks as when NATO planes with US flags bombed Serbia, killing innocent men,
women and children a couple of years earlier. I became more religious on 9/11. Dejanoz 1
month ago diamondheart1998 1 month ago Look all of you racist sons of bitches! I am an
islam and I am not a damn racist nor am I a terrorist.. So those of you who think we did
it, think again! We don't do it because Allah has taught us that violence is not rite
diamondheart1998 1 month ago DoomMessiah 1 month ago @diamondheart1998 Fuck
Allah in his ass! DoomMessiah 1 month ago parker14225 1 month ago
@diamondheart1998 Oh, well correct me if I'm wrong, friend, but isn't "allah" the excuse
these sandniggers used to justify this disaster? parker14225 1 month ago
diamondheart1998 1 month ago @parker14225 Don't you ever EVER use these " " in the
name of Allah.. He is real and if you don't believe then that's your damned problem..
What are you? Catholic? Then, talk about your god. Don't insult mine. Anyways, these
9/11 crashes had got nothing to do with the Islamic race. And you called us sandniggers? I
am an Islam. I live in Singapore, the safest country in Asia with no bombings, crashes and
war in the 21st century. So you're tellinf me that we,Islamists are terrosists?
diamondheart1998 1 month ago diamondheart1998 1 month ago @parker14225 I am still
not done with you! We never made war. Allah never taught us to make war. In fact, all
religions teach us no war. Unless yours does but I doubt it. Still, you have no rights to
call us terrorists! Do I look like a goddamned terrorist to ya? Huh? You take a look at my
uploaded videos and tell me whether my cat looks like a terrorist. I have my rights and
you have yours. Keep your F****** mouth shut if you don't know anything and want to
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insult something. Assalamua'laikum. diamondheart1998 1 month ago toscana1995 1
month ago @diamondheart1998 dont bomb us threw the internet chill. this obviously was
done by muslims but extreists. i know muslim is a peace ful religion but every1 has a
diffrent interpretation from it. toscana1995 1 month ago parker14225 1 month ago
@diamondheart1998 Aww, did I piss the you off? Lol. Don't use that racial slur ever
again. Well, sandnigger, I just did. What are you gonna? Decapitate while scream "Allah
Akbar." lol! FYI, I'm atheist. My "god" is the band Disturbed. IDK anything? I know
enough through the events of 9-11 and through being part of the US Army. Yes, you can
suck a camel and fuck off. Good day too you.. parker14225 1 month ago romanarykov 1
month ago Sorry FROM RUSSIA romanarykov 1 month ago DoomMessiah 1 month
ago Looking for a reason to STOP ISLAM? Here it is! DoomMessiah 1 month ago
mester90 1 month ago Comment removed DoomMessiah 1 month ago @mester90 Oh my
god, stop talking silly shit. You dont really believe that?? You don't believe all the ppl
and the media, but you follow the first conspiracy fuckhead you can find? come on!!
DoomMessiah 1 month ago mester90 1 month ago Comment removed mester90 1 month
ago Comment removed DoomMessiah 1 month ago @mester90 No I dont believe
everything, I'm critical. Thats why I dont believe every fuckhead here on youtube with
his silly conspiracy shit. I've seen those vids and I cant find a single fucking proof. Only
absurd theories from idiots who wanna be on tv. Oh my god you must kidding me? I bet
you believe in Santa Claus. Oh wait, there is a Santa Claus conspiracy. LOL. Fuck it!
Fuck Islambastards! Fuck Islam! DoomMessiah 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1
month ago @DoomMessiah i can gurantee you im devistated. yes,im muslim. idc who did
this...its wrong. but muslims died that day too. you can NOT honor them by saying islam
is violance. peace Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago mester90 1 month ago
@DoomMessiah Bin Laden Not Wanted for 9/11 The 'FBI has no hard evidence
connecting Bin Laden to 9/11'. Vice President Cheney says, 'We've never made the case,
or argued the case, that somehow Osama Bin Laden was directly involved in 9/11' google
Bin Laden Innocent on 9/11 Says Dick Cheney Fuck you! Brainwashed racist cunt!
mester90 1 month ago mester90 1 month ago Comment removed mester90 1 month ago
Comment removed mester90 1 month ago Comment removed ExMaster 1 month ago
@ShoUsCensorship not that I hae ANY idea what drugs youre on. but yeahh 9/11 is a
mystery. No one can fucking say for sure what happened. Was it an inside job or not? So
many theories and stories. So many confusing things to choose to believe or not. And
while there is someone in the government I'm sure who DOES know what actually
happened that day. To the public we'll never know for sure. I'll always have my doubts
about all theories. now uh. get back to the cocaine youre snorting. ExMaster 1 month ago
iluvcherrys1 1 month ago Thats so sad i was in 2 grad when this happen :( iluvcherrys1 1
month ago nightfox272 1 month ago @iluvcherrys1 i was two, 1994? nightfox272 1
month ago nave893 1 month ago i have never wanted to cry as much as i did that day and
i was only in 2nd grade nave893 1 month ago Jubranz 1 month ago Do you really think
that Arabs and Osama can make all this? I mean do you really think they are so smart and
powerful to crack the US security systems then fly with several planes from here and
there in more than one airport and fool hundreds of security officers to do this impossible
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and complicated mission? no body knows how to crack my house more than me. Mr.
Bush was thinking that Iraq and Afghan treasures was worth it, he got it anyway. this is
nothing but a dirty game US government plays. Jubranz 1 month ago cleddy89 1 month
ago It's sad that even on a video such as this people still find ways to be nasty and vile.
9/11 should remind us all of the frailty of human existence. We will never forget those
who gave their lives on that terrible day. cleddy89 1 month ago shrek9998 1 month ago
@cleddy89 I agree with you. Thats why I wish they would stop saying crap like that on
a video like this shrek9998 1 month ago SCUN88 1 month ago  ﻉﺯ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺹﺏﺍﺡٍ ﺃﻕﺵﺭhow
sad OMG:( SCUN88 1 month ago shrek9998 1 month ago This is the wrong video to be
arguing over shit. Please can everyone just stop. Everyone has their opinion and nobody
can change that. Just please everyone stop this nonsense. shrek9998 1 month ago
KKKSuperFan 1 month ago This is horrible beyond words.... There is nothing I could
say to explain The dread and regret this event puts into my mind.... KKKSuperFan 1
month ago shrek9998 1 month ago Ok everyone listen up! Stop right now! No one and I
mean no one deserves something like this to happen 2 them! We did not deserve this and
no one deserves anything like this at all! This was a very sad day and people who say we
deserve it and use the war as an excuse 2 say we definetly deserve it are sick and just piss
me off! You people need to growup! Thousands died that day and they were all innocent
ok! Everyone deserves better than what happend on 9/11! shrek9998 1 month ago
bustsomecaps 1 month ago @shrek9998 i never say they did deserve it i just dont make a
big deal out of this attack. and a few usa people get butthurt and a feel of superioty which
false but in your roots i guess. They fueling up war veterans with xtc to keep em
mentally stable did you guys know that? I wouldnt be so proud bashing europe.
bustsomecaps 1 month ago sggt69 1 month ago @bustsomecaps Actually if America
didn't save your european asses in WWII you wouldn't be trolling right now. Or maybe
you'd troll in fucking German. Also, America has enough Nukes and allies with Nukes to
blow your little shithole country up ten times over. PS: I'm not a poor ass liberal and I
have the best doctors and health insurance in the world than you very much. sggt69 1
month ago bustsomecaps 1 month ago @sggt69 youve got all nukes in the world? no your
goverment has some nuclear weapons not you you silly everything hater. And btw you
didnt save holland england did not you. You guys only acted against germany coz they
where getting so strong you guys where getting afraid then you acted up, never had any
history classes im guessing. America has allies btw? like who? mexico? ahahaha..nah even
canada doesnt like you guys and i can see why... bustsomecaps 1 month ago sggt69 1
month ago CONSPIRACY THEORISTS ARE ARCHITECTURAL ILLITERATES
WHO ARE COMPLETELY OVERWHELMED BY PARANOIA AND IGNORANCE
THAT THEY CREATE FOUNDATIONS TO SCAM PEOPLE OF THEIR MONEY.
UNAMERICAN BASTARDS. sggt69 1 month ago XxIced0utxX 1 month ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Best day ever XxIced0utxX 1 month ago
bustsomecaps 1 month ago vergin? vermin? huh ahahaha. bustsomecaps 1 month ago
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Then u killed 10000 innocent Iraqis. For no reason.
Then u go to Afghan. Kill even more. And be racist to me and all Muslims.
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago bustsomecaps 1 month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever well
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thats america they just hate and fight they aint seeking solution for it,, why i think there
are suicide bombers out there...theyre desperate and angry for what the us did with their
country.I cannot blame them really. Yes wtc was sad but damn its over dramatic in iraq
they bomb schools and just say oops. bustsomecaps 1 month ago KKKSuperFan 1
month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever Sounds like good payback for you fuckers killing our
people without warning... KKKSuperFan 1 month ago bustsomecaps 1 month ago
@KKKSuperFan wait wait youre a KKK fan saying destroying our people? you do
know that there are a lot afro americans at your place right? god...some of you are so
dumb id love to troll you forever. bustsomecaps 1 month ago bustsomecaps 1 month ago
@KKKSuperFan yeah its like you bombed japan with a warning right? ahahah
dude...please...shush. bustsomecaps 1 month ago shrek9998 1 month ago
@bustsomecaps No racism in this comment not tryin to piss u off or anythin I mean I
love Japan but remember, they did attack us at Pearl Harbor without a warning at all. Just
thought I would remind you. Not tryin to get you mad at me or anythin so I'll drop it
now shrek9998 1 month ago bustsomecaps 1 month ago @shrek9998 yeah and you
dropped a couple nuclear bombs and napalms then on a whole city of cillivians. Im sure
you remember them kids running with all their clothers burned off? thats what you guys
did. Pearl harbor was just smart not expected, just a smart move. bustsomecaps 1 month
ago shrek9998 1 month ago @bustsomecaps I will admit that our country has done a lot
of bad things in history but so has everybody else enough said right there. No hard feelins
between u or me or anybody hopefully shrek9998 1 month ago bustsomecaps 1 month
ago @shrek9998 if you cant take a joke like some others your loss thats how it all started
its always serious coz its your country...And saying every nation did bad stuff i agree but
right now you guys are on the number one spot...its like hey lets give these iraqi soldiers
training and leave to let them take of the taliban...you know why taliban does this? you
fucked them over. bustsomecaps 1 month ago shrek9998 1 month ago @bustsomecaps
Man no more like I said no hard feelins between us. Please lets just stop talking about it.
shrek9998 1 month ago parker14225 1 month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever MF, you don't
know the half of the war..I was in the military. We don't kill civilians and the ones we did
kill were armed. How the fuck can anyone tell who's good and bad over there when they
all wear regular clothes? Fucking ragheads kept their weapons concealed under their faggy
manskirts. Don't fucking spread your bs talk until you deploy for yourself and see what
really happened over there instead of watching CNN all day. Fuck CNN. parker14225 1
month ago 911theinsidejob 1 month ago @parker14225 I support you as a solider but I
don't agree with what you say. You call them ragheads , which is a racial slur. I know you
don't kill or shoot civilians but you can't deny that around a million civilians have died in
the cross fire. . 911, THE OBVIOUS INSIDE JOB!! 911theinsidejob 1 month ago
parker14225 1 month ago @911theinsidejob You're right, i can't deny it...but that's what
happens when the war is in the center of baghdad. parker14225 1 month ago
911theinsidejob 1 month ago @parker14225 Technically Iraq and Afghanistan are not
wars. In order to be a war their needs to be two armies. They are just occupations based
of false evidence and lies. They say now that it is operation Iraqi freedom, from the war
on terrorism and the war on WMD. The whole deal makes no sense at all, soldiers are just
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being used as pawns in a evil game, and it is always the low man on the ladder that get's
the shaft. . 911, THE OBVIOUS INSIDE JOB!! 911theinsidejob 1 month ago
parker14225 1 month ago @911theinsidejob Well, w/e makes you sleep better at night , i
guess. good day to you parker14225 1 month ago ath3bi 1 month ago In 2001, when the
attack took place I was sad about what is happening, but after now I see that you deserve
the attack ath3bi 1 month ago NYMets829 1 month ago @ath3bi oh yes we clearly
deserved to lose thousands of lives to the hands of extremists NYMets829 1 month ago
bustsomecaps 1 month ago @NYMets829 yeah after one bombing of the wtc you guys
didnt learn and they did it again what a suprise america is not that powerfull as we
thought. bustsomecaps 1 month ago NYMets829 1 month ago @ath3bi how dare you
say anything like that... NYMets829 1 month ago KKKSuperFan 1 month ago @ath3bi
The World Trade Center had innocent people in it so it shouldn't of been attacked... The
Pentagon and The White House on The other hand I don't really care... KKKSuperFan 1
month ago Whatdoyoucallittt 1 month ago @KKKSuperFan agreeeeeeeeed
Whatdoyoucallittt 1 month ago 3363085 1 month ago it was game usa did this search to
find the truth 3363085 1 month ago whodatis2 1 month ago @12:18, "it was a military
plane, we just saw it happen". whodatis2 1 month ago baklavarox 1 month ago Never
forget... baklavarox 1 month ago heyheyheyheyhi14 1 month ago This attack to our
Country is unacceptable and saddening. We lost alot of friends, family, and co-workers. I
remember the day I heard about it. I was eating at a Deli about 800 yards from the WTC.
I saw all the smoke, ashes, and people. Jumping to try to live. This event is the most
Horrific events that had taken place in our Country. It is said the United States will never
have security from other rival nations. We are on constant terrorist watch. We will never
be the same.RIP maddy we miss u heyheyheyheyhi14 1 month ago
MAXPAYNEQQWEW 1 month ago i added this to my fav list not cause i like it but as a
reminder that when i get older i will go into the army and kill as many enemy soldiers(if
you can call them that as posible and do everything in my power to destroy the
enemy!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! MAXPAYNEQQWEW 1 month ago viedechiennedesalope 1 month
ago Fuck The B.U.S.H Fuck The Illuminati Fuck them all FUCK U.S IDIOT
THINKING THEY ARE THE NOT CONSPIRACY FUCK THEM ALL BUT
FUCCKKK TO THE RICHISSS BITCHSS WHO MAKE THIS WORLD FUC KING
SADDD A DAY I WILL FIGHT WITH THE REBEL AGAINTS THE BITCHS
RICHS viedechiennedesalope 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Orams1, I
haaaated 9 11. I'm Muslim. My fuc* brother died at the top. Some Muslims are nice
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Zskillit 1 month ago 20:41 "The World Trade Center, is
no more" gave me chills. Breaks my heart watching this. Zskillit 1 month ago SuperCranz
1 month ago no inventes no esta mui dramatico el video q mal plan con todo eso que paso
pero ps en nuestro (L) keda algo un recuerdo de tanta gente inocente sale diso te bendiga
que bien q halaas compartido este video SuperCranz 1 month ago orams1 1 month ago I
fucking hate these muslim fuckers, in the last 10 years what the fuck has honestly
happened. These sick fuckers in our world fuck off you demented CUNTS!!!!! orams1 1
month ago smartdude73 1 month ago LAALLALALALLA I HATE AMERICA DIE
INFADELS smartdude73 1 month ago KKKSuperFan 1 month ago @smartdude73 Die
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You Saracen Filth!!! I wish Richard The Lion-Heart Slaughtered more of your people in
Cold Blood.. KKKSuperFan 1 month ago smartdude73 1 month ago @KKKSuperFan
what? the? fuck? smartdude73 1 month ago kataisa3 1 month ago Fuck Islam kataisa3 1
month ago hellrazar6767 1 month ago @kataisa3 not fuck islam fuck bush he have plan
this ! hellrazar6767 1 month ago MAXPAYNEQQWEW 1 month ago @hellrazar6767
the enemy has filled this man with lies and all other that agree with him. he needs to be
hospotolized cause he dont know the difference between reality and fantisy
MAXPAYNEQQWEW 1 month ago mikeguy324 1 month ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Hi, I first want to thank your for sharing this video, that was
very dramatic and reminds all that this event was not abstract but very real..We should
not forget this event ever and pray we never see a event of this magnitude again..Again,
thanks for sharing, Mike Denver, CO mikeguy324 1 month ago mikeguy324 1 month ago
Hi, I first want to thank your for sharing this video, that was very dramatic and reminds
all that this event was not abstract but very real..We should not forget this event ever and
pray we never see a event of this magnitude again..Again, thanks for sharing, Mike
Denver, CO mikeguy324 1 month ago SparksDrinker 1 month ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam @mikeguy324 . i don't understand. you typed "thank
your for sharing this video, that was very dramatic and reminds all that this event was not
abstract but very real." how does a youtube video posted years later remind anyone it
was real? SparksDrinker 1 month ago EndIgnoranceb42012 1 month ago research and tell
me 9/11 wasn't an inside job.the firefighter INSIDE SAID THEY HEARD BOMBS
GOING OFF INSIDE THE BUILDING. AND SINCE WHEN DOES A WHOLE
BUILDING COLLAPSES FROM AN AIRPLANE. THE TWINS TOWERS WERE TO
BIG FOR THAT WHOLE BUILDING TO GO DOWN. GO TO JESUS IS
SAVIOR.COM TO OPEN YOUR MIND ABOUT THE GOVERNMENT!
EndIgnoranceb42012 1 month ago joevjjj 1 month ago @EndIgnoranceb42012 why cant
you just think a little. it wasnt the U.S that didnt put the bombs in there. it was the
teroerist. some how the got in the world trade center and put bombs in there joevjjj 1
month ago EndIgnoranceb42012 1 month ago @joevjjj the government had this
planned.its the secret society that controls everything and their like masons different
groups around the world. their symbol is the eye in a pyramid.they planned it with iran
to do it. if you dont believe me go to my channel its the head video bout how it was
planned. &&search Illuminati EndIgnoranceb42012 1 month ago bustsomecaps 1 month
ago @EndIgnoranceb42012 you sound like the typical paranoid american rly. hmm
american isnt so tough anymore all of a sudden i wonder why. maybe its becoz you never
won a war either...oh well. bustsomecaps 1 month ago sggt69 1 month ago
@bustsomecaps Clearly you need to brush up on your history. We have won the biggest
wars in history. You and every other jealous european fuck knows deep down that we
could fucking destroy any people or nation against us. The only reason we are "losing"
the war in the middle east (which we're not) is because of the god damn liberals not
allowing us to use any of our troops or firepower sggt69 1 month ago bustsomecaps 1
month ago @sggt69 destroy every nation? hahaha and no you didnt won the biggest war
you fool brush up your own history a little. Like the japanese attacked pearl harbor real
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smart iraq kicked your ass also hahahah yeah im very jealous that igot proper healthcare
out here. unlike u. suckerrr bustsomecaps 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago Question
for all... including (Conspiracy Theorists.) Why bomb an entire country over a minority
group, causing terror? Doesn't it seem more fair,, and peaceful to just ask,, rather then
penalizing everyone,, including the innocent? It was only a minority group,, trying to
make tons of money. We have them,,, they're called (Drug Lords) For all we know,, one
of these days, one of them (Drug Lords) will do something like 9-11-01. Just because of
the problems they have, cause of the laws. FievelJ69 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago
@FievelJ69 Easier to change the laws,, but that just seems too simple,, right? Fieve.. ;-) :) FievelJ69 1 month ago gdwg1021 1 month ago watch around 5:32 in the left sky beside
the tower ull see a plane flyin by gdwg1021 1 month ago superchick09136 1 month ago i
was only 1 year-old when this happened, now that we are talking about it in school and
when i saw this video iw as crying it was soo distubing, may all the people who risk there
lives and the innocent rest in peace superchick09136 1 month ago ItsColdInNorway 1
month ago If I had stood there and watched that burning building, I would have freaked
out!! ItsColdInNorway 1 month ago MayfielderOSU 1 month ago GO USA!
MayfielderOSU 1 month ago dickswinger86 1 month ago and thats the truth,with some
cheese on it dickswinger86 1 month ago MayfielderOSU 1 month ago You might hate on
America but every other country begs for our help when they need it. You would too, if
you stopped hating your life. MayfielderOSU 1 month ago dickswinger86 1 month ago
@MayfielderOSU when did iraq begged usa for help??? u r so stupid,usa invited them
selves for (democracy),before usa was here the people were happy and lived good as long
u didnt talk about politics. U know nothing pls fuck off dickswinger86 1 month ago
ShadowGriffen117 1 month ago @MayfielderOSU u dumb fuck when does canada ask 4
the usa's help never. and allmost 1/4 of the world hates the united states so fuch u u dumb
little child ShadowGriffen117 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @ShadowGriffen117
Now that's not only a good point,, it's a great one. And I believed,, when Canada made
the decision to not join us,, that was the right decision. I wanted back then,, to move to
Canada. And the UK think were idiots in a lot of ways. How many countries joined
Europe, by just asking nicely? (You do not have to change your laws.) Cool,, sign me up.
Why does a *Peaceful Way* seem so difficult to so many people? I don't get it.. Fieve...
;-) :-) FievelJ69 1 month ago ShadowGriffen117 1 month ago @FievelJ69 canada never
made a decision canada was founded befor usa and the united stats tried to take over
canada 2 times 1 in 1812 and i cant remember when they tryed the other time
ShadowGriffen117 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @ShadowGriffen117 Uh huh!?..
Thx for the info,, but I was just pointing out,, they didn't go along with the plan to invade
those countries.. Fieve.. ;-) :-) FievelJ69 1 month ago boogooloo2 1 month ago
@ShadowGriffen117 did i mention canadians are faggots but you already know that lol
hey everybody this guys a virgin to bad hes gonna stay that way boogooloo2 1 month
ago ShadowGriffen117 1 month ago @boogooloo2 ya so fuckin wat im a vergin i have a
girl friend adn im proud of it i dont want fuckin aids u dumb fuck and i dont live in canada
ShadowGriffen117 1 month ago ShadowGriffen117 1 month ago @ShadowGriffen117
and last ur just a fucking 5 year old who faked your age on youtube and ur just trying to
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defend ur crapy little country ShadowGriffen117 1 month ago boogooloo2 1 month ago
@ShadowGriffen117 yeah to bad shes gonna leave you soon to fuck real men instead of
some little boy whos afraid of pussy and hates jews for some odd reason whats with the
jew bashing what did jews do to you lol teenagers are stupid boogooloo2 1 month ago
boogooloo2 1 month ago @boogooloo2 and oh yeah blowup dolls dont count as
girlfriends lol look at how mad you get over somebody posting a comment online about
you its kind of sad to bad i bet your mom still does your laundry and packs your lunch
for school and quit lying about the girl friend your probably some little fatass butterball
kid that plays way to many video games and doesnt shower enoph...whatcha gonna do
call me a jew again your pathetic i bet your face is beat red right now boogooloo2 1 month
ago ShadowGriffen117 1 month ago @boogooloo2 god dam it fuck off and grow up look
at u fighting a fucking 16 year old when your fuckin 27 i dont live in canada ok? if u had a
real like u would not be sitting on the fucking computer and get off ur ass and get a
fucking job i bet ur a fucking fatass who sits on the fucking computer watching fucking
porn i withing that was u amd fucking masturbateing oh wait ucan u can reach it for fuck
sakes get a live u fucking nigger i wounder if all americans are like this ShadowGriffen117
1 month ago boogooloo2 1 month ago @ShadowGriffen117 lol you crack me up kid im
not fighting with you im playing with you cause you intertain me the best way to beat
me is to bore me and as far as the job thing goes i work on the computer 247 so everytime
i hear that mail come in from you it gives me a moment to break and have a laugh but it is
starting to get old also i can help you with the virginity thing go to craigslist adult section
theres hookers up the ass on there bust your nut youl feel better trust me boogooloo2 1
month ago boogooloo2 1 month ago @ShadowGriffen117 actully im 24 for the record im
not sure why my profile says 27 mabey the same reason yours says 20 but like it matters
anyway seriosuly whats with the racsism i mean whats the reasoning for that that shits
gonna get your ass kicked in the real world youl learn but for real get 500 bucks and get an
escort im tryin to help you that has to be the reason you get so pissed your a horny 16
yr old boy thats not getting any fix the fucking problem youl feel like your born again do
it boogooloo2 1 month ago MayfielderOSU 1 month ago @ShadowGriffen117 lol you
illiterate waste of a human being. I feel sorry for you and your miserable country. 1/4 of
the world huh? No one hates Canada because no one cares about canada, and no one turns
to your country for help. Your the armpit of the west my friend, go usa! MayfielderOSU
1 month ago ShadowGriffen117 1 month ago @MayfielderOSU i dont live in canada i live
in london ShadowGriffen117 1 month ago dickswinger86 1 month ago iraq had nothing to
do with 9/11,it was charged making nucleair weapons but they found nothing so this war
is illegal.Usa only tribute to the destruction and death of iraq,but they rebuild nothing of
all the things they destroyed.Believe me what im sayng,of all the millions off childeren
who saw there parents get killed by us bulletz and missiles,they will the new generation
to attack usa,of every innoucent life they take in iraq they will have 10 persons replacing
him killing americans dickswinger86 1 month ago dickswinger86 1 month ago tnx obama
for that mosque,now we can go piss on ground zero after oure prayers dickswinger86 1
month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @dickswinger86 He's not even sure on that anymore.
Just reading an article on it. At least he's doing something Bush didn't seem willing to do.
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Going and trying to find other (Peaceful) ways around things, then just finding other
reasons to start wars. Just finding reasons to start wars has been going on for better then
three decades,,.. I guess Obama decided this pattern needed to be stopped. That's why
he's trying to meet,, with certain country leaders. Fieve.. ;-) :-) FievelJ69 1 month ago
dickswinger86 1 month ago @FievelJ69 thats true,i just hate that type off yankee
american that thinks they did something good in iraq cause believe me they didnt,.they
only destroy here but never rebuild. like the news that thousands off us troops will go
back to usa. What u think they feel here? Its like thank you for bombing our country and
steeling oure oil and than they just go.Believe me,bush made the world a verry dangerous
place rightt now;Just wait till this children off war will grow up and take wrevenge on usa
dickswinger86 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @dickswinger86 Weird name,, but a
true *Real* voice of reason.. (Sort to speak.) I never believed for one moment, we
*Truly* needed to be over there for so long. Why not spend *Tax Payer Dollars* over
here,, where it can do the most good,, not harm someplace else. I've saw *Truly*
disturbing videos, of killings over there, which there were no call for. So what,, so the man
had a weapon,, was there *Truly* a reason to kill him? Peaceful ways to handle things,
sounds (Much) better to me. FievelJ69 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @FievelJ69
Not constantly find more reasons for war. Peace talks. Finding peaceful ways to deal.
Something in me,, just says,, that a much better approach. Something many more people
can agree on. War for what? To continually keep making the same mistakes over and
over? That sounds really dumb.. With Huggles... Fieve... ;-) :-) FievelJ69 1 month ago
dickswinger86 1 month ago @FievelJ69 u r a women wright? i think so,u have a more
wiser view than this other f'''''' dickswinger86 1 month ago dickswinger86 1 month ago
@FievelJ69 that is something that i was also thinking,us has 100 billions of dollars to go
to war. But not even 1cent for the man on the street,ur medical care is or was even worse
than tsjernobil.its not only that but someney other things that u dnt hear in usa like they
use somekind off white acid here that they drop with airplanes that even melt down
houses.interigation methodes like if im the suspect in something they will rape my 6 year
ol daughter in front off my eyes untill i confess dickswinger86 1 month ago FievelJ69 1
month ago @dickswinger86 A lot of that,, is just flat wrong. But after watching videos of
guys gunning others down,, for no other purpose,, then for something to do,, I believe it.
And depending on who catches them, they won't even get a slap on the wrist,, when they
come home. And that's only one example. Remember the guy gunned down I did
mention? He was doing nothing besides carrying a weapon. Wasn't threatening anyone
with it,, just carrying it. Now just who was he harming? (No One!) FievelJ69 1 month
ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @FievelJ69 Hugs and high hopes for a better future... Fieve..
;-) :-) FievelJ69 1 month ago dickswinger86 1 month ago Comment removed
MayfielderOSU 1 month ago @dickswinger86, im sorry but maybe god blessed you with
an extra chromosome when you were born. I never said anything about the koran or allah
you idiot. So on top of being inhuman your also illiterate, i feel bad for you. Hopefully
the U.S. can put books back in your hand and take away the ak-47s and instead of
building IEDs you can build schools. MayfielderOSU 1 month ago dickswinger86 1
month ago @MayfielderOSU ur country destroyed our schools so u should rebuild
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them.Donky dick loving sun of a bitch dickswinger86 1 month ago carmi35 1 month ago
And you nuts want to build a mosque there? Stupid fools. carmi35 1 month ago
pakigujjar786 1 month ago @carmi35 WTH 're u talking bout? What has a Mosque 2 do
with those attacks? NOTHING. Asss. pakigujjar786 1 month ago Senneeeuh 1 month ago
that must have been enormous.... Senneeeuh 1 month ago tyleemax 1 month ago this says
20,000 likes i dont really know how any one can like this other than that dick swinger
fagot tyleemax 1 month ago ShadowGriffen117 1 month ago @FievelJ69 not rly
ShadowGriffen117 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @ShadowGriffen117 Yes
Really!! I've saw Video Clips, cut in more then one place, just to prove these Theories!
How about the Hunter Thompson interview? I've listed to the whole thing. From
beginning to end! He never directly said it was an inside job! He did hint at saying,, if it
was,, that would really suck. He also said something along the line of, whom ever is truly
guilty, needs justice served. Hinting, it came from over seas. That was sliced apart too.
Fieve.. ;-) :-) FievelJ69 1 month ago MrRockel 1 month ago OMG! MrRockel 1 month
ago BRPhillis 1 month ago For all of you who heard about the Muslims wanting to build
a mosque near ground zero, then this is what I have to say about the topic. Now I know
that they have every right, and that THEY aren't the ones specifically who did this. But
that's not the way the average American is going to view this. It will disrespect millions,
and I'm surprised that they would have even suggest such a thing. I'm sorry, but I just
cannot support, this. And I hope it doesn't happen. BRPhillis 1 month ago johnpie2 1
month ago Yes George Bush was sick. johnpie2 1 month ago dickswinger86 1 month ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i love the smell of fried americans in
the morning dickswinger86 1 month ago 2010BusinessWoman 1 month ago
@dickswinger86 fucking asshole. May you burn in hell. 2010BusinessWoman 1 month
ago ShadowGriffen117 1 month ago @2010BusinessWoman hay not every one like
america ShadowGriffen117 1 month ago 2010BusinessWoman 1 month ago
@ShadowGriffen117 Bullshit 2010BusinessWoman 1 month ago Stixnstonez49 1 month
ago @dickswinger86 Hey you brown fuck, i can't wait to come to your country and blow
up all your people. hahaha are you even people? Do you faggots even consider yourself
human? Burn in hell you Iraqi fuck. Stixnstonez49 1 month ago dickswinger86 1 month
ago @Stixnstonez49 hey trailer trash,soon it will be u who burns in hell fucking fagot
dickswinger86 1 month ago 19aaron81 1 month ago @dickswinger86 you win the douche
bag of the year award!! I mean really, even if you are just trying to get a rise out of
someone or piss someone off, thats a pretty jacked up thing to say. Do you know what it
would feel like to burn to death, all I can hope is that one day you will find out. you are a
disgrace the poster child for abortion, really you are!!! 19aaron81 1 month ago
dickswinger86 1 month ago @19aaron81 are u haffy? dickswinger86 1 month ago
Jarrod323 1 month ago this gave me chills. Jarrod323 1 month ago ste6666666 1 month
ago A very apt poem by Dylan Thomas. I have longed to move away. From the hissing
of the spent lie And the old terrors' continual cry Growing more terrible as the day Goes
over the hill into the deep sea I have longed to move away but am afraid; Some life, yet
unspent, might explode Out of the old lie burning on the ground, And crackling into the
air, leave me half blind. They want us to feel this fear over and over again,take time to
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heal ste6666666 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago I'm really Muslim. My
son died in gaza. :( look.Jewish man. I come in peace. Not to harm. Do you support
killings in Israel? Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago
Whatever. I'm really Muslim. I love America. U guys killed my fuckin son in gaza,
PALESTINE. Why? Then u spread ur honor killing. I hope your happy. :( :( :(
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago MayfielderOSU 1 month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever
yea you really hate America, loving the chicago bulls isn't american at all. No not even the
slightest bit.. Wow if your going to go on an america hating rant make sure your username
is chicagobulls4ever. MayfielderOSU 1 month ago MayfielderOSU 1 month ago
@dickswinger86, may i ask what country you are from? You sound like a serial murder...
Your lack of compassion and overall point of view makes you a disgrace to human kind.
MayfielderOSU 1 month ago dickswinger86 1 month ago @MayfielderOSU im a serial
killer? what country kills the most innoucent people every year? oh yeah thats wright usa
and israel dickswinger86 1 month ago MayfielderOSU 1 month ago @dickswinger86 frst
of all im sure its better than when saddam hussein was in power and number two, NO
AMERICA DOES NOT KILL THE MOST INNOCENTS YOU RETARD. Does
"genocide" and "Sudan" ring a bell? If you hate America strictly on the basis of being
Muslim then that is just insane. Not all Muslims contributed to September 11th, talk to
any intelligent person and they will agree. Stop creating a snowball effect of stupidity and
pick up a book. MayfielderOSU 1 month ago dickswinger86 1 month ago
@MayfielderOSU genocide? Only in iraq 2million of civilians are killed in iraq only by
usa stupid fuck,does this not sound like genocide to you?Saddam hussein was an iraqi
problem,if we wanted him outhe was out a long time already. He was only one man,iraqi
population 60million.Im not muslim so dont give me smarttalk about allah and koran
cause idnt give a shit.urcountry is only there for oil,whole the world knows but it seems
that only us citizens are to stupid to believe thatsits a war onteror dickswinger86 1
month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Israel is better then ur selfish unccontrolible
contry. U Yankees,screw the gay USA. Oh yeah, u guys have GAY RIGHTS
MOVEMENTS. LOL. Jews ftw. America and others ftl(for the lose)
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago MayfielderOSU 1 month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever,
saying this as a fellow jew you should be the last person to discriminate against
minorities, please don't go on a 9/11 tribute page and rant about religion or gay rights...
worst idea since black licorice. MayfielderOSU 1 month ago Prev 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms
Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English
Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your
Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a
different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close
Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032) wiccc1 1 month ago whatever shit
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happens. Faggot Americans watch this and weep, yet the truth is their grotesque fat asses
are what will kill them. Not terrorists. wiccc1 1 month ago Meer65466 1 month ago 7:35
jumper. :( Meer65466 1 month ago dickswinger86 1 month ago hehehhe wave youre flags
now american terrorists!!! dickswinger86 1 month ago kierencanberra 1 month ago
@dickswinger86 USA! USA! USA! USA! No wonder those filthy rag head fucks
attacked - America is the greatest civilisation in human history. U must know what it's
like to want a bigger dick champion. kierencanberra 1 month ago dickswinger86 1 month
ago this is my favorit video,love it how americans will burn in hell!!! dickswinger86 1
month ago LucasimoTheGreat 1 month ago @dickswinger86 I hope you die a slow
painful death for saying that. LucasimoTheGreat 1 month ago AlexCozens11 1 month ago
@dickswinger86 that is so horrible to say that after what happened to them here. I agree
with LucasimoTheGreat, I hope u die a horrible death AlexCozens11 1 month ago
superniitendofan64 1 month ago I don't know who is more stupid, people who think
2012 is real or people who think 9/11 was an inside job. -_- superniitendofan64 1 month
ago Tavares960 1 month ago Geat work by Bush ! :-! Tavares960 1 month ago
ShadowGriffen117 1 month ago the guys that fly the plane learned how to fly from
microsoft flight sim 2000 ShadowGriffen117 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago
@ShadowGriffen117 That's funny... xD Fieve.. ;-) :-) FievelJ69 1 month ago
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Thanks man.not all Arabs are bad ppl
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago RogueNative1 1 month ago I was in the third grade
when this happen, i remember the teachers setting us down with tears in there eyes and
reading to us, i dont remember what the book was but i do remember we were scared i
watched kids get called out of class until it was my turn to leave, i seen my mother and
she was crying she hugged me and pushed me into the car, we went back home and
everything was a panic, im now 18 and have enlisted into the military. For the person
below me, why argue over non-sense? RogueNative1 1 month ago jessecaa1 1 month ago
thank you for sharing this footage.. i cant believe this happened.. i was in high school
when this took place. jessecaa1 1 month ago MrRobskeeee 1 month ago bush senior tried
to envade and get the mass oil from iraq,george junior managed too.itsa bit of a
coincedince all the gold was emptied from below the trade centre before it blew, fuck bush
MrRobskeeee 1 month ago orangevalesweetpea 1 month ago Starting at 7:33 you can SEE
the thermite explosives going off! they go down, from the impact area, kind of right to left
going down VERY RAPIDLY! This is scary stuff here folks. Our own people were
murdered. There is no doubt there were bombs in those buildings. RIP the poor sould
who just happened to be working, doing their jobs, when our murderous fellow citizens
wanted the "white elephant of Manhattan" out of the way. Are you HAPPY NOW? Mr
Silverstien? Blood is definately on your hands! orangevalesweetpea 1 month ago
dudebehappy 1 month ago the jews had nothing to do with this, please leave that horrble
theory out of the comment section & keep it to yourself, please & thank you. Dudebehappy dudebehappy 1 month ago churules7 1 month ago this was all the jews
fault churules7 1 month ago AUnal10 1 month ago It was not a terrorist attack, it was the
plan of the white house. Al Qaida has been raised by america. Members of Al Qaida are
not muslims. I hate jews. Jews have planned this so they can conduct war in Iraq and
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Afghanistan. Muslims are not stupid, they know everthing. AUnal10 1 month ago
ddddiiiirrrrkkkk 1 month ago @AUnal10 Idiot. ddddiiiirrrrkkkk 1 month ago 92havok 1
month ago @AUnal10 - I agree with the first two sentence's but you lost me at the jew
part. 92havok 1 month ago mrscookie2453 1 month ago This is just terrifying, i knew it
was bad but i didnt expect this to be it !!!! mrscookie2453 1 month ago MrManHockey 1
month ago i here a childs song in the background o.o MrManHockey 1 month ago
MrWWEThemeSongs1 1 month ago OMG IS JUST SICK TO WATCH SOMETHING
LIKE THAT The Plane who got inside is not Boeng 757 it was a ROCKET on a shape of
a plane (With Wings) i saw it in a link on the internet (I forgot the link)
MrWWEThemeSongs1 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago Wow! Silverstein is a good
man. In 1991, Silverstein set aside 20 floors of 120 Wall Street to be leased by non-profit
organizations, as an Association Center, with tax incentives for the tenants and bonds for
Silverstein to undertake building renovations. And he's suppose to have done what??
Sounds to me, he's more willing to give things back to the community. The new theater is
suppose to be a talent center. That's also giving things back to the community! Fieve.. ;-)
:-) FievelJ69 1 month ago 2xbam 1 month ago Греота што су сви ти невини људи
изгинули , нека се запитају сада представници држава куда води све ово , прво ирак
. па србија и не последње америка , проклети да сте што овако решавате нешто што
се неможе решити овим путем (pity that all those innocent people died, now let's ask
the representatives of the state where all this leads, first of Iraq. and Serbian, and not the
last American, how much of this should ... damn you solve it like this is something that
can not be solved this way) 2xbam 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago Up until 9-11-01.
Never in aviation history, did anyone, fly any plane, into *Any* building intentionally.
So knowing just what would happen, was completely unknown. Accidental flying a
smaller plane, into a building, has happened. But it would seem, these truthers are
forgetting something. 100 or slightly over 100MPH VS 500 MPH or slightly faster.
nearly 400 MPH faster. And,, intentionally. All four of those crashes, were crashes
which had never even been done, for testing purposes. Fieve. ;) FievelJ69 1 month ago
FievelJ69 1 month ago @FievelJ69 Let me elaborate a little. They have done many tests,,
crashing planes. But until the US Government requested the UK, to crash a plane into a
wall, to demonstrate the possibility of a plane disintegrating to nearly nothing. The
Pentagon was the first time. All other intentional plane crashes, were in open places.
Plenty of room for them to skid for many thousands of feet. Those four crashes, were the
first of their type, in aviation history. Not even done for experiment. Fieve. :-) FievelJ69
1 month ago Cr4zyd4wg 1 month ago Great. Another greedy, fucked up government
conspiracy. Rest in peace. Cr4zyd4wg 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam For Everyone!!!!!!! Going to make this very
simple. Cause I'm getting tired of this.. My Daddy is a (Steel) professional. And he said,,
according to the temperatures reported,, it was just barely hot enough to begin to weaken
the steel. That what happened, is very possible. And I (LOVE) and (TRUST) my Dad.
Place of his work. (Carpenter Technology Reading PA.) He's retired. Fieve... ;-) :-)
FievelJ69 1 month ago TheRADICALcentrist 1 month ago I wonder if those who
videographed this, and the others heared on this, would want a mosque being built within
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the ash plume of this attack. Somehow I doubt it. TheRADICALcentrist 1 month ago
TheFjortisbella 1 month ago she is a awful filmer.... she missed the 2 first persons who
jump down. TheFjortisbella 1 month ago bieberluver98761 1 month ago
HAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH-AHAHHAHAAHAHAHAHA
HAHHAHAHAHAHA-HAHAHAHAHAHA LMAO FUCK USA bieberluver98761 1
month ago itsjoelschannel 1 month ago @bieberluver98761 FUCK you. Ass hole. I hope
that there is a reserved spot for you in the abyss of Hell. itsjoelschannel 1 month ago
pass51234 1 month ago fuck u america thats what u get for fucking with holy lands so go
fuck off motherfuckers pass51234 1 month ago itsjoelschannel 1 month ago @pass51234
FUCK you. itsjoelschannel 1 month ago LouisianaPyro93 1 month ago ur country is a
peice of shit LouisianaPyro93 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago This has
been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Not ALL Muslims are bad.
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Let's all come to
peace. As Islam, Jews, Christ. Were all sons of Adam. Brothers. Gochicagobulls4ever 1
month ago riyal50man 1 month ago cool riyal50man 1 month ago bjorngunnars 1 month
ago this is sick! bjorngunnars 1 month ago alduzzo666 1 month ago only stupid medium
americans can't see that 9/11 was an inside job!!! patriots rhymes with idiots, almost ten
years passed and you can't see the lies they told you and worst you believed!!!! no
terrorist could make such an attack, 4 planes in 1 day!! wake up united stupid of
americans your governament is fucking you!!!! and your making no resistance! part of the
plan.... alduzzo666 1 month ago oliverpocherfan 1 month ago @alduzzo666 the most
intellektuell comment i've seen on this theme 100% right just to create an new enemy: the
TERRORIST. he is very dangerous, because he is evrywhere, where oil is ^^ what is it
next? iran or north korea? i bet iran... theres more oil although im sorry for evryone who
has lost someone in this biggest crime of american history. r.i.p. oliverpocherfan 1 month
ago buddymead 1 month ago @alduzzo666 you wouldn't believe how many of us stupid
Americans do know. But there are many who are in a deep sleep.. Programmed to be that
way... Those of us that do know are silenced in the process of telling the facts of that
day.. we need a global alliance,, no hatred towards us and those still asleep.. pass truth
and not hate... The American people ARE NOT the American Gov't don't confuse the
two please.. Help those that are awake and awaken those that aren't... buddymead 1
month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @alduzzo666 Airport security said the suspects,, were
acting kind of weird. One of them, was having problems understanding where he was
suppose to be,, and when. It took them some time, just to get them to where to even
board the flights. All of this is on security cameras at four different airports. It don't
matter if it was a minority of the people from that exact country. Only a few, can cause
much problems, if they know a way to do so. This Isn't (The X Files) Borrowed. :D
Fieve... ;-) FievelJ69 1 month ago macs19772002 1 month ago it the view of the firemen
that get white washed macs19772002 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago
Let's get back at Muslims. Get the kids like they did t us here. Hahahahaha. Get the man,
kids, women. P.s in Muslim showing u Christ reaction after 9 11. That's why in out of
America now Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago tusdaymornininsept 1 month ago
Anyone that has experienced this entire account.. would you please share with us all
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what it meant to you? tusdaymornininsept 1 month ago 300tunes 1 month ago How can
people say this is a controlled demolition? For a controlled demolition to take place you
must have pre weakening... Do you see any pre weakening? ohhh....I see. :/ 300tunes 1
month ago lockdownrocks 1 month ago Still waiting for even just one of the hundreds and
hundreds of people that would have had to be involved in this conspiracy to come
forward..... From the people flying the objects into the buildings to the people planting
explosives to the people letting them in the buildings to the Air Traffic Controllers to the
families that gave up thier loved ones.... Just one single person to come forward with an
attack of concience... lockdownrocks 1 month ago oilers1go1 1 month ago
@lockdownrocks There weren't any people in the planes and there would be only a small
group of people who would ever know it was set up. The more people you involve, the
more you put at risk. And money is the great equalizer, pay someone soulless enough
cash and you could set a whole continent ablaze without them speaking so much as a
peep. oilers1go1 1 month ago johntitorlives 1 month ago The Muslim extremists are the
terrorists and a threat to any country's security BUT the overpopulation of even
PEACEFUL Muslims is also a threat because many of them will not adopt their new
country's language and culture. In America you hear English spoken less and less and the
American culture is being replaced by Muslim and other third world cultures. They are
not like the immigrants of the past and once they grow in numbers they will dominate
that country w/ their own laws and religion. johntitorlives 1 month ago
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Johntitotlives, I'm Muslim, I'm just a Muslim cause I
think it's right. I'm no terriost. I'm fine with Christ. We have a 65 percent of Christ on
lebnon. Iran has some christ. No, not all muslims are terriost. Overpopulation?just cause
we passes Christ does not mean that. Ppl convert on their own. Yes, some Muslims are
bad. But starting the 1990's some exteremists started cause of hatred. If it was not hatred.
Would we have not done the same before?peace(something u need) Gochicagobulls4ever 1
month ago Za7Dom9 1 month ago Was it 9:11 in the morning? Za7Dom9 1 month ago
kiki7chiko 1 month ago How the heck can 19,981 like this :( that's messed up right there!
kiki7chiko 1 month ago johntitorlives 1 month ago prowessful, you really have some kind
mental illness trying to point out not all Muslims are terrorists. What does that prove? It
only took a small number to do 9-11. There are enough so called "radical" Muslims to be
a real threat to the safety and future of not only America but other countries as well.
They are on the war path to dominate the world not only by terrorism but by
overpopulating countries with Muslims. Why can't you and other people understand
this? johntitorlives 1 month ago DjDeluxe94 1 month ago @johntitorlives i'm a christ, but
im very interested in other religions. im 15 years old but i know very much about islam.
and the quran says worldpiece! not worldwar! see the truth, allah has punished these
people for doing this, im sure that he did. i live in vienna and i know much turks and
arabians which are muslims, and everyone says the same: ISLAM IS FOR PIECE. A
TRUE MUSLIM WOULDNT LOVE SUCH THINGS. KEEP MY WORDS IN MIND,
ITS THE TRUTH!!!!!!! DjDeluxe94 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @johntitorlives
:D First,, you're making better sense then a lot of others make. Second. It only takes a
few people to make others look bad too... But we should not have jumped so high, just
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cause a few thought they could make a buck.. What ever they call their dollar. This is
educationally probably better then anything that I could usually achieve,, but very
accurate. It's much better then most the arguments on here though,, that's why I gave it a
thumbs up. :D Keep it up! ;) Fieve... ;-) FievelJ69 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1
month ago Mohammedkrienprohfet, ima moderate Muslim. I've done nothing to u. I
WILL NEVER HURT CHRIST or Jews cause I'm respectful. Temp me all u want. I'm
reading the Quran. So far it's all peace. Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago FievelJ69 1
month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever Cool.. I don't have a copy,, but am still a Wicca.
Wicca/White Magic. (Voodoo) sometimes study,, never have cursed,, don't want to.
Those spells are easy, so I stay away from them. And there is nothing wrong with Allah.
:D Peace Out.. Fieve.. ;-) :-) FievelJ69 1 month ago oilers1go1 1 month ago @FievelJ69
I'm sorry, but I can't argue with you. It's pointless. You're an idiot for thinking terrorists
flew planes into the WTC. My reasons were better than your multiple holes occurring
from a single point of impact reasoning. Even if there are multiple holes ON THE
PERIMETER WALL (which there shouldn't be other than at the point of entry and any
subsequent materials displaced from the force on the plain of impact destroying further),
you do not seem to grasp how a building stands. oilers1go1 1 month ago FievelJ69 1
month ago @oilers1go1 Even the stupid little building I live in,, has it's limits... HOW
OLD R U??? Fieve... ;-) :-) FievelJ69 1 month ago oilers1go1 1 month ago @FievelJ69
Your little building isn't a couple of 110 story buildings that cost 1.5 Billion dollars to
build. If an F16 fully loaded with artillery flew 500 mph into the 27th floor of a 40 floor
apartment building and a fire burned for an hour and a half. The building would still be
standing. I guarantee it. You don't seem to understand buildings are not just built to keep
them at the very limits of standing. oilers1go1 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago
@oilers1go1 Ahh huh? Going to make this very simple. Cause I'm getting tired of this..
My Daddy is a (Steel) professional. And he said,, according to the temperatures
reported,, it was just barely hot enough to begin to weaken the steel. That what
happened, is very possible. And I (LOVE) and (TRUST) my Dad. Place of his work.
(Carpenter Technology Reading PA.) He's retired. Fieve... ;-) :-) FievelJ69 1 month ago
oilers1go1 1 month ago @FievelJ69 You're a fucking idiot and so is your father. It was
NOT hot enough to melt steel, office supplies and jet fuel don't GOD DAMN BURN
AT A TEMPERATURE HOT ENOUGH TO REDUCE THE BUILDING TO
PULVERIZED CONCRETE AND LITTLE PIECES OF TWISTED STEEL! You
simpleminded halfwit, I can't argue with you anymore, because for all you say, it had to
do with a fire, so why would the lower structure be destroyed to? There was no possible
way the fire would spread 70 fucking floors you retard. oilers1go1 1 month ago
oilers1go1 1 month ago @FievelJ69 And don't give me some bullshit that your uncle is a
fire fighter and said a fire can spread 70 floors in an hour or that the upper load of the
building above the compromised structure crushed the lower sections. THEN HOW
WOULD THE BUILDING STAND UNDER ITS OWN WEIGHT IN THE FIRST
PLACE? Your little signature at the end of your posts is quite evident of your childish
disposition and your posts back it up with their utter stupidity. oilers1go1 1 month ago
FievelJ69 1 month ago @oilers1go1 I was just watching a video,, a few hours ago,, with a
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Firefighter explaining that the Jet Fuel exploded all the way down the Elevator shafts.
And ah? melt? "it was just barely hot enough to begin to weaken the steel." I didn't say
melt, I said weaken. How long have you been an expert on steel? My dad was in it,, since
I was like 9 or 10. He dropped out of Police work, and went to Bethlehem Steel. close to
30 years working steel. And Cartech? Yeah,, they have steel which is able to FievelJ69 1
month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @FievelJ69 take on even hotter temperatures the the
steel in the trade center. Bethlehem Steel probably made some of the steel which was
used in the building of the World Trade Center buildings. You're right about one thing,,,
you should stop arguing with me.. Because that's decades of experience.. Cartech I believe
also had a hand in it. So if anyone knows that steel well,, it is my father. You look like a
bigger fool, arguing with someone, who knows his stuff, directly from a source he trusts
FievelJ69 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @FievelJ69 Why??,,, do you think I'm
going to listen to the US Government or you? I trust close relatives. My uncle?
Construction expert. It would be nice if I had certain kinds of money right now.. Cause I
have many more relatives which are into construction as a career. Keep going though,,
you are starting to amuse again.. You were getting boring for a while.. Fieve... ;-) :-)
FievelJ69 1 month ago oilers1go1 1 month ago @FievelJ69 My age has no relevance here.
Structural steel doesn't begin to melt until 3000 degrees Celsius, those fires wouldn't be
anywhere remotely near that temperature, yet molten steel can be seen in some footage,
pouring out of the hole... It's just not possible, jet fuel burns off instantly upon igniting,
so what, paper and office supplies created 3000 Celsius temperatures? Not in your
wildest dreams. oilers1go1 1 month ago oilers1go1 1 month ago @FievelJ69 Go watch all
the collapse footage you can find. You'll eventual take note that as the building falls,
material is ejected horizontally spaced about 10 floors apart as it falls, that is not a
COLLAPSE, that is an explosive demolition. And there's nothing you can come up with
otherwise that would make any remote sense to cause explosions evenly spaced as the
building falls. Not to mention the flashes you can view in some footage. EXPLOSIONS
that couldn't have been caused by anything. oilers1go1 1 month ago oilers1go1 1 month
ago @FievelJ69 But demolition charges... There's also footage of people speaking of
hearing secondary explosions some time after the planes had already hit. LOUD
explosions. You can hear the fucking things while people are being interviewed. THAT
DOESN'T OCCUR BECAUSE A PLANE HITS A BUILDING!! There are no gas mains
allowed that high up! This isn't a Jerry Bruckheimer film, it's REALITY. Not an action
scene, it isn't a movie set with pyrotechnics. It's physically fucking impossible planes did
it. oilers1go1 1 month ago Tulanirebe 1 month ago @FievelJ69 im a nigger in my nigger
house being a black boy playing his toy Tulanirebe 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago
@Tulanirebe What the? OK Nigga.. You're off in the head,, to call yourself nigger. Just as
off,, as me (A White Boy) calling you Nigga. But if you would like some help with your
Toy Nigga,, I'll be glad to help you with that!! :D xD Fieve... ;-) :-) FievelJ69 1 month ago
oilers1go1 1 month ago @FievelJ69 Not only 9/11 but all American actions afterward are
suspect. The Iraq war occurring under the guise of phantom WMDs which were never
found, Osama Bin Laden never being found (conveniently enough it's easy to find the man
who tried to kill Bush Sr.; Saddam Hussein, who in all respects had stand ins, secret
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bunkers and tight security) but who needs to find the man whom has tight ties to the
Saudi's? He's a Bush family friend, the whole Bush administration was a fiasco. Open
your eyes. oilers1go1 1 month ago oilers1go1 1 month ago @FievelJ69 Do you know that
the Germans set fire to their own parliamentary building to give way to Nazi Germany.
Of course not, because you don't have the slightest clue. It's what is known as a false flag
attack. oilers1go1 1 month ago zyriuz2 1 month ago aww come on ..... one building goes
down and there is millions more ... but i do feel sorry for the victims... :/ zyriuz2 1 month
ago MEGAAmegan 1 month ago ): POOR PEOPLE I HOPE THERE OK AND WE
DIDNT DESERVE THIS MEGAAmegan 1 month ago bigmuso1 1 month ago 11.36
whats with the funny noise? and 11.47 this has been edited and cut right? because how on
earth can they say what plane it was? I never even saw a plane? Anyone else?but that
helicopter on the right would have was it the cnn chopper? bigmuso1 1 month ago
bigmuso1 1 month ago 11.36 whats with the funny noise? and 11.47 this has been edited
and cut right? because how on earth can they say what plane it was? I never even saw a
plane? Anyone else? bigmuso1 1 month ago bigmuso1 1 month ago Did you notice at
7.35 there was something came floating down out of the tower?........that was a
highjackers passport lmao bigmuso1 1 month ago pker075 1 month ago wtf are the
firetrucks doing? i dont think fire trucks can fly pker075 1 month ago vhvt2152210 1
month ago poor people fence dia vhvt2152210 1 month ago vhvt2152210 1 month ago
Comment removed vhvt2152210 1 month ago Comment removed sweetboyy22 1 month
ago this is totally deserved....was it worthy just for oil?? you guys are real terrorists....is
it nice to have war in your own yard?? that's what i had for the first 5 years of my
life...and big and strong america just stand there and watched how we die...think abought
it...salut from bosnia sweetboyy22 1 month ago christmaspoo911 1 month ago americans
fucking deserved this. christmaspoo911 1 month ago christmaspoo911 1 month ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam jews did 9/11 ! christmaspoo911 1
month ago friedrichdergrosse10 1 month ago MEMENTO: DIES SARA' IN QUA LA
MECCA ARSA ERIT friedrichdergrosse10 1 month ago cappucinokid100 1 month ago
pause at 1.46... what is that on the corner of the tower??? damage..??? cappucinokid100 1
month ago jackcarter 1 month ago Donate to Scientology to prevent tragedies like this
happening again. Only the hubbard tech can save the world. You MUST donate NOW !
jackcarter 1 month ago StephenKingFan100 1 month ago Do you know what also
disappoints me, over 19,000 people favorited and liked this video, that is messed up.
StephenKingFan100 1 month ago statechic 1 month ago @ste6666666 Which sitll doesn't
explain anything to anyone else on here, spammer goof. Use the PM app on here if you
wanna get his dick knob all slurpy n wet, Sixsixsixsixsixsixsixsix. Or, just keep it in your
pants until you learn Google isn't really into potential predatory law suits, bud. statechic
1 month ago statechic 1 month ago Palpable frustration is always great fun to watch on
this thread when junior SCLers go quite nearly besserk upon witnessing their eventual
careers going to peices on various 9/11 threads, dear reader(s). Many of our tour members
enjoy our top ten getting back to basics tour, just because the bears and shills are so
brazen this time of year in the backwoods of Connecticut. statechic 1 month ago Pipweed
1 month ago loool 19,973 people liked this hahahah thats funny. Pipweed 1 month ago
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statechic 1 month ago I mean. How could the SCL cadets already see the funny in media
consolidation? And yet they do here on YouTube. SCLdotCC pawns all softly dismiss
that minute detail on here. Just check out the pages on here. If you think you can afford
to dare to. statechic 1 month ago statechic 1 month ago Yeehah. FievelJ69 is gonna deliver
the bigtime usual twoofer fix slam down now. Let's us hold our breath, for how long it
takes him to riddle up his best obsfucation, k? It shouldn't take his SCL more than 5 mins
of SCL downtime to make it loud and clear for our dumb american asses, I'm guestimating.
Unless SCL is fucking with us of course. statechic 1 month ago cjviteri 1 month ago When
i see that scene i´m feel really sad.. I had 17 years old when that happened cjviteri 1
month ago LeonSKenedyxD11 1 month ago That day I was out of the twin towers was a
nightmare LeonSKenedyxD11 1 month ago MrShimonhe 1 month ago I AM NOT A
CONSPIRACER< but dont the builind look a little fake? MrShimonhe 1 month ago
adobmusic 1 month ago thank you staying calm adobmusic 1 month ago
ARGUMENTS4FUN 1 month ago 'A' is the 1st letter of the alphabet and 'H' is the 8th
letter, right? 9/11 = 0.81818181 = HAHAHAHA ARGUMENTS4FUN 1 month ago
ste6666666 1 month ago @ARGUMENTS4FUN People are ignoring you because this is
not clever . Your a troll. But then you know that don't you, . Dont be upset that i don't
respond to your next little outrage its disrespectful to the people have died, but i'm sure
they would join with me in telling you just once to go 5/15 5 5 ste6666666 1 month ago
ARGUMENTS4FUN 1 month ago @ste6666666 The best thing about 9/11 was my
house climbed 2 spots in the world's tallest building ranks. And how am i being ignored ?
2 replies and 3 thumbs up..... And have you heard Lego has announced that in 2011, they
are to release the 9/11 10th anniversary model... Instructions are so simple even an
American can build... Empty contents onto floor... ARGUMENTS4FUN 1 month ago
ste6666666 1 month ago @ARGUMENTS4FUN i meant 6/15 6 6 ste6666666 1 month
ago ARGUMENTS4FUN 1 month ago @ste6666666 HAHA i have the highest rated
comment !!! ARGUMENTS4FUN 1 month ago SaFelicity 1 month ago
@ARGUMENTS4FUN You ar such a dumbass, I'm not North American, but still, lots
of people died there, u idiot, thats not even a bit funny, lets see if its funny if some
pareent of yours died like that u asshole SaFelicity 1 month ago ARGUMENTS4FUN 1
month ago @SaFelicity If you don't take it in your stride , make light of it and see the
funny side , your just giving the terrorist fucks what they want Lol I'd rather get a laugh
out of a disaster than get angry at a joke on a youtube video retard...
ARGUMENTS4FUN 1 month ago Ferrotandil 1 month ago if you leave your country for
live in EEUU you must know you will face this kind of things, is the price to pay to live
in EEUU . you want cheap petrol priceses? ok... you have to face this things. these are
the rules, i haven't writen it. I am against unnecessarily violence but you seems to call for
it invading other countrys. answer me one question, if you attack someone, waht do you
spect? Ferrotandil 1 month ago Ferrotandil 1 month ago you must wonder why you,
what did you do to deserve this... Ferrotandil 1 month ago ste6666666 1 month ago
@Ferrotandil The people in those towers were just innocent people going to work of all
different faiths. They may or may not have been ignorant of the deeds that their
government gets up to. But what choice did they have, they had to earn a living.
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ste6666666 1 month ago JuniorCaveify 1 month ago Veoma tuzno... :( Uvek civili
stradaju zarad Masona... A mi napaljeni, pa se mrzimo izmedju sebe.. NATO, Alkaida,
EU, USA.. ista govna translation: Very sad... Civilians are always fucked up cause of
Masons... And we are heated to hate each other... NATO, Alkaida EU USA same shit...
JuniorCaveify 1 month ago stanleyippkiss 1 month ago love it! stanleyippkiss 1 month
ago Bibizanos 1 month ago amazing raw footage very sad day. Bibizanos 1 month ago
ste6666666 1 month ago People are playing this scenario in their heads day in day out.
Falling with those people over and over again. Fear it creates and laws were changed
because of this fear, freedom has and will continue to be eroded. Why do they want your
freedom you didn't do anything. ste6666666 1 month ago St984 1 month ago Comment
removed ste6666666 1 month ago @St984 Why remove this vile comment, just shows
your greedy mentality. 'stop obsessing about America' ? your troops are all over the
world. are we not supposed to notice. why are we watching rubbish television.
ste6666666 1 month ago ste6666666 1 month ago I'm English and i understand what it
feels like to be hated in the world for what my government has done in the past and
present. But the USA is surpassing this you created your rottweiller government don't be
surprised if it bites the hand that feeds it. ste6666666 1 month ago ste6666666 1 month
ago How many of the actual passengers passports were found. too many mistakes.
Whatever the truth is its not what we were told and that's not unusual. Only people with
something to hide tell lies. ste6666666 1 month ago ste6666666 1 month ago
@ste6666666 We want the truth, they just happened to be simulating this scenario at the
time. same as in the 7/7 attacks in London the government had people at all the same
stations doing a simulation of an attack scenario. Sorry, I'm not sorry that my little bit of
grey stuff actually still works. ste6666666 1 month ago mohamedkeinprophet 1 month
ago FUCK ISLAM FUCK TERORIST FUCK ALL ISILAM mohamedkeinprophet 1
month ago prowessful 1 month ago 2 This is a mega-ritual people.. An inside job.. THEY
planned this. By the way, not all terrorist are muslims, they maybe arabians but not all
arabians are muslims.. GET IT RIGHT. prowessful 1 month ago 2 TheFjortisbella 1
month ago @prowessful maby not but all muslims like it. TheFjortisbella 1 month ago
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Fuck terriosts , I wonder how fun it will be to play kill
the terriost with en... Lol. But not all Muslims guys. Some are nice Gochicagobulls4ever 1
month ago xBoRnSLiiPpY89 1 month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever INSIDE JOB YOU
TOOL xBoRnSLiiPpY89 1 month ago cheloxx0203 1 month ago that day was horrible D:
cheloxx0203 1 month ago conkerkillers4 1 month ago I live in a Major City (Chicago) and
honestly I couldn't imagine the disaster if they attacked the "Sears Tower" aka "Willis
Tower" was attacked. RIP. conkerkillers4 1 month ago St984 1 month ago 23 Why is
every 911 video now filled with comments from total lunatics blaming like Cheney and
his xbox controller for an obvious suicide attack using airplanes? The only conspiracy is
the leftist propaganda being spewed all over youtube.... seems very organized also...
St984 1 month ago 23 ste6666666 1 month ago @St984 Obvious to someone whose brain
has shut down. The dead so called terrorists most of them are still alive. LIES If i told
you that they cloned them in a secret lab in Afghanistan you would believe it, so you can
go back to your comfy little life and not have to worry about anything ever again.
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ste6666666 1 month ago Steelerguy6178 1 month ago @St984 if you know everything
about 9/11, then answer these! How did building 7 collapse onto its own footprint
without being attacked? Where is the plane wreckage and bodies from the Pentagon and
Shanksville, PA? How did Muhammad Atta's visa show up in the rubble? How did the
media have the list of hijackers the day after 9/11? Explain Silverstein's "Pull it" comment.
What did Iraq have to do with 9/11? How come not one fighter jet made it into the air
after the 2nd plane hit the south tower? Steelerguy6178 1 month ago dassi6 1 month ago
Comment removed MarSevs 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Hey sacriestkiller fuck you. America did not deserve this you piece of shit. Youre a
fuckin asshole MarSevs 1 month ago mdubb32 1 month ago You really should take the
fucking ratings off this video. its messed up how many people could actually "like" this
video. i'm fucking pissed off. this is the saddest video ever. mdubb32 1 month ago
ashleychristine96 1 month ago how could someone "like" this when it was such a tragic
sad day ): ): ashleychristine96 1 month ago TheTodd1977 1 month ago did anyone died?
TheTodd1977 1 month ago MoBo300 1 month ago @TheTodd1977 Yeah you fuckin
idiot, 3000 maybe? MoBo300 1 month ago yougmoney1000 1 month ago @hekii88
FUCK U RUSSIN BULLSHIT NO ONE GIVES A SHIT ABOUT U YUR LIFE GO
TO HELL SUCK MY PRESIDENAL COCK BITCH U DAMN MOTHER FUCKER
U WHERE AN ACCIDENT BABY SOO FUCK OFF GO SUCK YUR SISTERS
COCK BC WE ALL KNO SHES A SHEMALE yougmoney1000 1 month ago
yougmoney1000 1 month ago @brikac tht is the shit man yougmoney1000 1 month ago
yougmoney1000 1 month ago @cnavaro88 fuck u thts bullshit go to hell i tired of dirty as
bullshit if got somthing to say it to the whole us u smart ass yougmoney1000 1 month
ago zzztubazzz 1 month ago Thanks for this clip but i like to see more American people
get kill fuck them they kill there own people all set up mother fucker this Sep 2010 will
be the next 9/11 so fuck u all zzztubazzz 1 month ago Sleyah 1 month ago As devastating
as this footage is, I personally need to watch it. I was 6 years old when the towers went
up in flames. I don't remember a whole lot about that day--this is the first time I've had
the will to watch a full video such as this. Thank you for posting, because we most
certainly cannot forget 9/11. Ever. I watched it as part of my forming an opinion on
whether the mosque should be built in the vicinity. Not sure how I feel about that
anymore. Sleyah 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @Sleyah :-) try to feel good about
it. At least you're not throwing your hands in the air,, yelling (Conspiracy) as loud as you
can. This video has some really good shoots of all the holes in the one side of the trade
center,, which the plane caused crashing into it. Only a fool would believe they could still
stay standing,, after the damage those planes caused. Unless someone's going to tell me,,
(GOD) shut gravity down... Fieve.. :-) (Keep Smiling) :D FievelJ69 1 month ago
oilers1go1 1 month ago @FievelJ69 And you are speaking of the holes in the structure,
well the only hole there should be is where the plane impacted, and if you are blind, that
hole is only about 1/13th the size of the entire building, and the entire building isn't on
fire. So how do you figure that hole reduces the whole building into a hole in the ground?
God didn't shut down gravity, but only an 8th grade high school dropout ignores a think
called structural engineering and architecture... Oh yeah, and Physics. oilers1go1 1 month
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ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @oilers1go1 What!?!?! Small holes,, which tons of smoke is
poring out of. Which is also a sign of unseen fires. Unless you are blind. There's at least a
dozen different very small holes,, with smoke poring out of them. The fires in the bigger
holes,, which are anywhere from 1 - 6 floors wide,, from the planes. 7 or 8 feet high.
That's all the bigger the floors ceilings were. I'd pity some Basket ball players, trying to
walk through some floors. There was very little headroom. Fieve.. ;-) :-) FievelJ69 1
month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @FievelJ69 Continued.... Those fires,, from where the
planes hit,, at least building one,, took nearly the entire time till collapse,, till they went
out on their own. But the top of the building was still smoking like a giant chimney.. So
there were still quite a few fires. Would've they stood standing without these fires? No
clue. But I know very few people who would actually be willing to spend 4 - 6 Billion
Dollars,, just to find out. Fieve... :-) ;-) FievelJ69 1 month ago ste6666666 1 month ago
@FievelJ69 steel doesn't burn in aviation fuel fire or melt that's why they use it in tall
buildings. I bet you've been told that a million times. try and let it into that brain cell.
Now if they had used plastic or you know other melty stuff then maybe. Aviation fuel
burns at a temperature that doesn't melt steel that means the fuel cannot get any hotter
than a certain temperature, You know like water boils at 100 degrees , well you probably
don't know what I'm talking about. ste6666666 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago
@ste6666666 Water boils at what? That's not even hot enough to activate yeast. An
object traveling @ 500 MPH at 135 Tons or more, is almost like getting a bullet to the
chest. You could even use something for that bullet, which wouldn't normally penetrate
your chest,, get it moving fast enough,, it'll still penetrate your chest. Fire alone didn't
take out the (Trade Center 1 & 2.) Paper = a little more then 500 Degrees. Jet fuel,, burns
slightly cooler. Mixed fires of everything which FievelJ69 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month
ago @FievelJ69 might have been in those buildings.. Wood,, desks. Paper,, supplies
which are flammable.. White Out,, I believe is flammable. Floor coverings, separators
between desks. Tons of smoke tells me,, there's quite a few unseen fires. If there wasn't
so much smoke,, then maybe I would actually buy into this,, minimal fires theory.
Planned Demolition? If it was,, that is the worst display of planning I have ever seen. I
have watched over 40 implosions, investigating what you truthers say FievelJ69 1 month
ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @FievelJ69 trying to prove, that you could possibly be right..
What I found, is none of all the implosions, actually blew debris three blocks. Even some
of the messed up implosions, didn't look anything like WTC1 or WTC2. I'm not listening
to the Government,, nor am I listening to people like you. I'm researching what I can find.
Binders were welded,, with normal solder. This melts before even hitting 500 Degrees.
Many of the building joints were just Soldered. Easy to come apart. Fieve... ;) FievelJ69 1
month ago ste6666666 1 month ago @FievelJ69 Yes but these are in every building that's
been on fire, but there's no convincing you. You are a closed book. what about building 7
just fire here, no fuel. ste6666666 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago This has been
flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @ste6666666 sites. google . com / site /
debunkingloosechange / in Fix the link. This slow investigation has nothing to do with
anything anyone has told me. And if I wasn't more open then you think I am,, I wouldn't
even be working on this project. Fieve... ;-) :-) FievelJ69 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month
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ago @ste6666666 sites google dot com Slash site Slash debunkingloosechange Slash in Fix
link. Fieve... ;-) :-) FievelJ69 1 month ago ste6666666 1 month ago @FievelJ69 what's
your point . not my fault you can't actually understand English. Like aviation fuel burns
at a certain temperature water always boils at 100 degrees centigrade. and the temp fuel
burns at is not hot enough to melt steel. remember it was supposed to run down the
tower and melt the lower steel structures. otherwise the building would not have
collapsed the way it did. ste6666666 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @ste6666666
Ahh huh? Did you ever read the (REAL) Technical reason it did collapse?? Of course
then again.... your a truther,, so I shouldn't expect you would grasp the (Falling) columns
aspect. Just believing a building could probably take on a 707,, doesn't actually mean it
was ever put to the test. And again,, I'm agreeing with U on one point,, but you are
arguing with me about it. Falling Dominoes.. The floors inside the building. NO ONE
WAS ALIVE ON THE TOP FLOORS, AFTER THE PLANES HIT. FievelJ69 1 month
ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @FievelJ69 AND WHY EXACTLY DO THINK THAT
IS??? BECAUSE THERE WAS THAT MUCH DAMAGE, IT NEARLY
DESTROYED EVERYTHING ABOVE THOSE FLOORS. IF U LIVE IN THE US,,,
WHY DON'T U LEAVE? WERE U ANYWHERE NEAR NEW WORK ON 9-11-01?
AND JUST HOW OLD ARE U? Fieve.. ;-) :-) FievelJ69 1 month ago ste6666666 1
month ago @FievelJ69 You keep forgetting building 7 and there's videos of people
waving from the gaping hole. Why are you commenting when you haven't done the
research ste6666666 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @ste6666666 Little by little, as
the order of the way things took place. From my information, Building 7 was evacuated
shortly after building one was hit. I also have saw video from the damaged side of building
7.. I saw no one, in any part of,, what u say,, the hole in building 7. I'm still on Building 1.
And will continue to take everything apart,, frame by frame, till I come to what I believe
looks like happened. NOT THEORIES, WHICH FITS FACTS. Fieve.. ;-) :-) Fieve... ;-)
FievelJ69 1 month ago Ebunnyluv 1 month ago 4:25 That's horrible :( Thank you for
deciding to post this video. I've seen a lot of 9/11 videos, but never seen one from
someone recording out of their apartment so close to the building. It gives a better
realization of how the people of NYC were feeling that day. I'm all the way in California
and just saw everything on my TV. Ebunnyluv 1 month ago MyHeart48 1 month ago So
horriblle! MyHeart48 1 month ago RNboy96 1 month ago i agree RNboy96 1 month ago
Deflectioneer 1 month ago 7:35 = floors collapsing into each other. Deflectioneer 1 month
ago acdc14terrace 1 month ago holy shit at 7:35 acdc14terrace 1 month ago mrbrossloko 1
month ago HEY LOL IT WAS A DAM MISSILE THAT DAM SPLOTE THE WTC
mrbrossloko 1 month ago TheBrawlFighter 1 month ago the 11 september war not got. . .
TheBrawlFighter 1 month ago Ferrotandil 1 month ago jajajajaja Ferrotandil 1 month ago
mrbrossloko 1 month ago @Ferrotandil WHY R U LAUGHINIG FOR A LOT OF
INOSENT POEPLE DIED OR WAT R TERREST O WAT mrbrossloko 1 month ago
nepalfool 1 month ago my question were there any planes stuff on the ground? its
impossible that the plane got all inside.. lol i think it was an plane made for this tower..
nepalfool 1 month ago ResearchForTruth75 1 month ago @nepalfool Your name says it
all. Show some respect you jerk! ResearchForTruth75 1 month ago dwightrenekia 1
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month ago fuck micheal that monkey ass nigger confused. black white then black then
white and he love little kids ass. fuck micheal i hope satan fuck him in the ass with a hot
boiling dick and this is to thehitnah dwightrenekia 1 month ago Vstar0033 1 month ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @dwightrenekia you've just
demonstrated, on the internet how incredibly stupid you are. Vstar0033 1 month ago
supadupamadafaka 1 month ago this event is big mistery for me... random explosions on
random floors..., building 7... dead witneses...molten metal... 5 frame video from pentagon
attack... something is really really wrong in this story O_O supadupamadafaka 1 month
ago flanmanflannery 1 month ago @supadupamadafaka The explosions on any other
floors are from impact of a giant aircraft this should not be a mystery sadly people hate
freedom and challenge it and try to kill innocent people. This was a terrorist attack
nothing else. people need to stop looking for things that aren't there and help us rebuild
the Freedom tower bigger and better because we can not let these people win
flanmanflannery 1 month ago iRHAPEzombiies 1 month ago @flanmanflannery this
wasn't a terroist attack. :S You just want to look at it as that because you are too scared
to say that the government is screwing us all over. Wake up! iRHAPEzombiies 1 month
ago oilers1go1 1 month ago @flanmanflannery This was a false flag attack nothing else.
You'd have to be a halfwit to believe two planes reduced 110 stories to dust and twisted
metal. The buildings didn't collapse, they EXPLODED. Those explosions on the other
floors that occur are from the demolition charges pulverizing columns and concrete, you
can see the horizontal ejections as the building falls and don't give me some bullshit that
the fire would have set of pre-placed charges. C4, doesn't explode from fire. oilers1go1 1
month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago @oilers1go1 four to six months of planing, and planting
of explosives,, in a window of two weeks? That doesn't sound right either.. Fieve... ;-) :-)
FievelJ69 1 month ago oilers1go1 1 month ago @FievelJ69 What you just said makes
infinitely more sense than the buildings being brought down by planes. But I'm sure you
don't realize it. Because after all, buildings designed to withstand fire would fall after
burning for less than 8 hours right? Or fall because they are designed to withstand the
impact of a jetliner? And as a result of the impact from the planes, it makes the most
sense that the buildings would explode when they fall right, from jet fuel fires? Right,
keep thinking. oilers1go1 1 month ago oilers1go1 1 month ago @FievelJ69 Two weeks?
The buildings didn't go away on vacation did they? Because correct me if I am wrong, but
they don't move right? You can honestly say that two 110 story buildings were brought
down by planes? Did it ever occur to you that buildings TOPPLE when they cannot
carry the load above where the structure is compromised? The path of least resistance,
are you familiar? They fucking exploded you idiot, they didn't crumble to concrete DUST
and scraps of twisted metal from jet fuel oilers1go1 1 month ago FievelJ69 1 month ago
@flanmanflannery :D Very well put!! And I really feel for Larry Silverstein.. He really
got hit hard. Barely got the (Trade Center Complex) to start with, then terrorists go and
destroy it.. Lots of revenue down the drain. He's too old to want it all for himself,, so it's
safe to include, it's more for (Kids) and (Grand kids) They don't keep in mind,, the
billions he lost.. Only the billions he collected. I believe what my eyes tell me. Fieve.. ;-)
:-) FievelJ69 1 month ago oilers1go1 1 month ago @FievelJ69 I can't even understand
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how stupid you must be. Are you honestly a dissenter whom is in charge of surfing these
videos to post utter nonsense? Speaking from sound mind and free of dubious conspiracy
delusion, but you must be a patriotic zealot or a person hired to post fluff to dispute the
people who have an explanation that makes SENSE... What's your explanation? Please. I
have dozens of better reasons for a false flag than you do for the 9/11 commission report.
Have at it. Idiot. oilers1go1 1 month ago oilers1go1 1 month ago @FievelJ69 And those
planes of yours, they managed to create explosions about the length and width of an
average city block. I'm sorry but, these were domestic flights, there couldn't possible be
enough material to cause an explosion that size. International flight maybe, but not
domestic. Even that alone is a red flag. One that could possibly be disputed, but other
facts to the intelligent and skeptical mind, are iron clad. oilers1go1 1 month ago
SeanOBriain 1 month ago Why did they cut out the footage of the attack? SeanOBriain 1
month ago Vstar0033 1 month ago @SeanOBriain They diddnt, they werent filming at
that spec moment. Vstar0033 1 month ago skylarsbff2 1 month ago 15:13 a man opens
his window and he falls back or he runss out and never closes his window skylarsbff2 1
month ago DevilInTheFlesh33 1 month ago I hope we never forget all the innocent lives
lost that day....this is so sad. Innocent people just going about there regular lives get killed
by evil, evil people. Horrible DevilInTheFlesh33 1 month ago mester90 1 month ago
Comment removed thehitnah 1 month ago 24 more people cried when Micheal jackson
died , what a shame =( thehitnah 1 month ago 24 JUANDABIGMAC 1 month ago What
an ignorant statemant, honestly you can't compare the anger and tears people had after
the 9/11 attacks to the death of a pop star. JUANDABIGMAC 1 month ago cnavaro88 1
month ago @JUANDABIGMAC 9/11 was nothing compared to the terrorist attacks
America launches on Africa and Asia each day. cnavaro88 1 month ago ste6666666 1
month ago @thehitnah No that would be a lie, you see how lies sound so appealing don't
they. They give us the ability to not think for ourselves. 'Give us some truth now' John
lennon he loved new york ste6666666 1 month ago Steelerguy6178 1 month ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @thehitnah Michael Jackson didn't die. He
was killed by the illuminati. Steelerguy6178 1 month ago nobody8955 1 month ago
@thehitnah yes.. u're right :( nobody8955 1 month ago flavius22 1 month ago you cut all
that was important flavius22 1 month ago EatMyShitYumy 1 month ago new york is
good without WTC EatMyShitYumy 1 month ago 11hunabku11 1 month ago SEARCH
'JOACHIM & BOAZ' ! TWIN TOWERS (PILLARS) OF FREEMASONRY !! WHY
DO YOU THINK THEY CRASHED TWO PLANES, NOT ONE. EACH DUALITY
TOWER NEEDED TO BE LIT WITH ETERNAL FIRE OCCULT MEGA-RITUAL
THE SLAVES WERE SACRIFICED 11hunabku11 1 month ago Snystrom2 1 month ago
ShoUsCenshorship, you are looking like a real dumbass. You seem like a paranoid
schizophrenic retard. Seriously, stop spamming comments and flaming other users, you
must be a real fucking douchebag who just sits online and talks meaningless shit.
Snystrom2 1 month ago 11hunabku11 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam 9-11 RITUALS: 9-11-1941 PENTAGON (PENTAGRAM)
GROUNDBREAKING CEREMONY 9-11-1973 CHILEAN COUP D'ETAT 9-11-1990
TOWARDS A NEW WORLD ORDER SPEECH 9-11-1997 SECURACOM
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LAUNCHED (WTC SECURITY COMPANY DURING ATTACKS) 9-11-2001 WTC
ATTACKS 9-11-2009 GROUND ZERO RITUAL (WITH EYE OF HORUS
/watch?v=Fydvk51pIqk) 9-11-2010 ??? 9-11-2011 ??? 9-12-2012 ??? LEAP YEAR.
OCCULT NEW YEAR RITUAL ON SEPTEMBER 12 ! HAPPY COPTIC NEW
YEAR! h t t p : t i n y u r l . c o m / 2v6k44n COPY-PASTE-EXPOSE 11hunabku11 1
month ago 11hunabku11 1 month ago Comment removed mikkir1865 1 month ago This
has to be the worst disaster of terrorism ever! all those innocent people that lost there
lives.... My thoughts and prayers are with them always.! No-one will ever forget that
horrendous day! RIP!!! mikkir1865 1 month ago ZMonster06 1 month ago @mikkir1865
Except Obama at dinner last night ZMonster06 1 month ago colorvideo5 1 month ago
Thank god that i live in massachusets :P! colorvideo5 1 month ago kevinoux1989 1 month
ago Afghanistan Teheran terrorist professional fuck 11 septembre kevinoux1989 1 month
ago ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago Total stab in the dark - off the fluffing wall post with absolutely zero coherent fusion or bearing on what the fuck thot control is trying to
flash dance on our national psyche. You also got your standard numerical suffix goin on.
Somebody oughtta go and report back what they come up with if they mess with 1989
thing. After a while you will just be able to tell when the SCL creeps are just trying to
push your comrades off the front page to discourage youz guys best energy.
ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago wrightmt011 1 month ago OSAMA BIN LADEN
FTW!!!!!!!! im with al queda all the way they know wtf they are on about and shit. im
glad you yanks got blown the shit out of they killed ghost on mw2 wtf seriosly thats like
the biggest you can possibly comit fuck you fuck you fuck you!!!!!!!!!!!!! wrightmt011 1
month ago ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago @wrightmt011 And this is one more key
approach shills will go to. The total goof parody trip, not without the cross pond
backstabbing attitude. FYI we all need to resist the urge to let these asshole anger us. This
is a very simple puzzle to figure out once you gain enough background info.
ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago wrightmt011 1 month ago @ShoUsCensorship
lolololololollololololololollo-lollollol
wtf
are
u
on
about
wooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo-ooot wooooooooooooooooot i fukin love camels
wrightmt011 1 month ago PiceOfChocolate 1 month ago OMG Im 16 yers old and I
know this are not terrorist.... fuck americans are fucing stupid PiceOfChocolate 1 month
ago Suzan2k 1 month ago Comment removed Suzan2k 1 month ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam @PiceOfChocolate You think it's conspiracy? Suzan2k 1
month
ago
Fr3aKBG
1
month
ago
/watch?v=Sm73wOuPL60
and
/watch?v=7nD7dbkkBIA <---THE TRUTH (watch the whole thing) mystery solved
atack your own citizens blame it on someone else and start a war its called operation false
flag terrorism google it (thumbs up so that people can see) Fr3aKBG 1 month ago
ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago @Fr3aKBG Sorry, cryptodude. The previous pages of
this thread provide many links and your contribution is a kindergarten variety video.
Please come back to us when you learn that we already know such things, and will no
longer try to bore our people to tears. By the way. There is now free gold homesteading
going on in southmostern Arizona now. And the banks will give you a free F-150 if you
have any inkling of supervision aptitude. ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago Fr3aKBG 1
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month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @ShoUsCensorship not
many people know about the rfid chips and the new world order. So yah i doubt i bore
people to tears. Enjoy sucking rockafellas dick after a few years Fr3aKBG 1 month ago
Fr3aKBG 1 month ago Comment removed ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago In sum, we
have finally baited SCL into revealing all of the slick techniques they are using on
YouTube. Now. For the first time ever, you too can get in on all the action of being a real
live patriot. ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago
@ScariestKofAll Look, pal. Your dumbass moniker is a typical examp of how the SCL
disinfo contractor instructs kids like you to devise scary spooktoid gamer culture
nerdtoid-infotainment using puppet YouTube accounts. Well informed people on here
don't even have to open your profile page to see what a phony you are. Your username
PLUS your lame attempt at that vicious Jonny Roughten anger bluff crap, makes you
almost mythically laughable, champ. Shills exist, asswipe. And SCL has a GPS addy.
ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever
Yeah we got that point about your trauma, bud. Only thing is now you are in your teens
and the whole media system has had another ten years to blow your mind ten ways to
Sunday. At some point only you can do your own best research and learn how not to
blame Islam For some reason you are choosing to grossly ignore my tireless effort to
transition you out of your pain, budskie. ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago Scariestkiller 1
month ago u fucking americans deserved it! fuck america! allah Scariestkiller 1 month ago
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago MY FUCKIN BROTHER DIED ALONG WITH HIS
FUCKIn friends on a field trip. I was so fuckin scared when I heard the news, I was
fuckin 5 Years old. My mom now is gone( left my dad).I still try to tell him sorry for
childish fighting and I don't say it much be I love him. But I don't blame all Muslims.
That's just being a racist bitch. Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago brentgrenier 1 month
ago YOU ARE A PIECE OF SHIT ANTI AMERICAN OBAMA LOVIN SCUM!!!!!
brentgrenier 1 month ago ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago I'm no Michael Jordan at a lot of
things in my life, but just my luck, on this stuff, I got to become reasonably
understanding. I won't say "knowledgeable". Cause it's more like a really neat journey,
most of the time. -s- Seriously, dude. Take a sabatical from YT, and just start lookin stuff
up. ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago ExMaster 1 month ago Easily the biggest mystery
America has ever faced. ExMaster 1 month ago ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago
@ExMaster 'Mystery'. Mystery, the man says. To him? To us? Is it solveable? Has it
been solved already only ExMaster is too much of a noobie to have researched the
solution to the riddle?!? No. The REAL mystery is how some dick like ExMaster
randomly lands on a 9/11 thread when he's obviously got better legs to attend to.
ROTFL. ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago The really
fucked up part about it comes once you can bring yourself to imagine a bunch of grown
men actually regarding the world as their own private terrarium or board game. ' If they
have the guts to do it competently, fairly and out in the open, then I'd be fine with that.
But doing it behind closed doors, in cold blood, AND incompetenty? Well then I say
they're just dangerously stupid monkeys. ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago
ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago @rafikiZ12 Folks. If you strip the 12 from rafikiZ12's
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name and check out both his profile pages you will see a pattern. The channel without the
12 is entirely blank. Other profiles to check are rafikiY, rafikiX, rafikiW, rafikiW1, etc.
All of those are also dormant (unused) accounts. The significance of this is real. For over
3 yrs we have been able to trace out the same pattern. Every time we check the profiles
of misleading or emo-based comments, 96% of the time we find this pattern.
ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago rafikiZ12 1 month ago @ShoUsCensorship Well I have
never heard of that. I swear to God himself I have nothing to do with that. (And yes, I
believe in God) A "12" is at the end because I was 12 years old when I made the account.
"Rafki" because he is my favorite character from The Lion King. "Z" because it sounds
cool. :D rafikiZ12 1 month ago ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago Comment removed
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Fuck Osama, fuck saddam, fuck all terriost, my fuckin
brother died in that fuckin attack. But I don't go all Nazi on innocent Muslims. That's
fucked up Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago ExMaster 1 month ago
@Gochicagobulls4ever Oh my god. Im so sorry. Im devastated just hearing that.
ExMaster 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Phillymik81. Listen man, kids
in my high school think I'm the 2nd funniest kid. I'm mo extremist. But man, no kids
should fuckin die. Nuke hammas and hisballah, alqiada, Taliban. Don't nuke the innocent
civilan places. That mosque, wow.that's just messed up. And tarry poster jones. Wants
to burn qurans on 9 11. That ain't right. Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago
ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever Relax for about a week. Get the
fuck off YouTube. And do some peripheral research. Don't let your brothers real killers
get away with what they did by creating a humongously sophisticated ruse, complete
with the perfect patsies as an excuse to "heroically" go barging in and establishing UN
orchestrated control over sovereign states, all throughout Eurasia. ShoUsCensorship 1
month ago gegu09 1 month ago I believe 9/!! was inside job by the gov to startt a war
with iraq so the can get all oil that they need and from there the new world order was
born and no offense by the way but the gov doesn't really care about american people
thats why millions of Americans are in a great depression gegu09 1 month ago
phillymike81 1 month ago If they build that mosque, we should blow that up.
phillymike81 1 month ago phillymike81 1 month ago Fuck you rafikiz12. We should
bomb you bitch. phillymike81 1 month ago NextSuperStar89 1 month ago wow I cant
imagine how it was recording this for these people! NextSuperStar89 1 month ago
Matias17blz 1 month ago JAJAJA, UNDENSES STATES, waiting to retake AS OF 11
SEPTEMBER SAME AMERICANS OF SHIT, JAJAJA VIVA ARGENTINA ... VIVA
BIN LADEN fucking GAY Matias17blz 1 month ago ReactionV12 1 month ago For all
you fuckin dumbasses bush did not plane this it was the fuckin terriost ReactionV12 1
month ago chunkyness09 1 month ago I hate the middle east, they deserve to be nuked
and erased from history. I am extremely proud to be an american and I am proud of what
my country has done to be great. thermal nuclear warfare is the answer! why they hate us
is a question that will remain unanswered but one thing is for sure, we will not lose to a
bunch of uneducated rag heads. chunkyness09 1 month ago rafikiZ12 1 month ago
@chunkyness09 Bombing the middle east is not the answer. For one if you are thinking
that all Muslims are terrorists (which they aren't) Not everyone in the middle east is
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Muslim. The land is holy to Jews, Christians, and Muslims all together. And what you
say about proud being american, America is the GREAT MELTING POT. And just
because some ignorant people don't like a religion in America doesn't mean we have to
break that code and for everyone to be what YOU want them to be. rafikiZ12 1 month
ago MarSevs 1 month ago Whoever says bush planned this is the biggest asshole ever..
You are very ignorant, unamerican and should be fuckin deported. You better start
respecting the USA the fuckin terrorists did this not bush, you ignorant piece of shit
MarSevs 1 month ago kbulldog97 1 month ago Hey showuscensor or what ever the fuck
ur name is shut the fuck up view my channel my account is kbulldog97 so fuck
uuuuuuuuuu I don't have any other accounts I wish I cn u in real life i'd fuckin shoot u
right in ur fuckin head right in the middle so u can be a terrorist then glue all my pubes on
ur face and make it a beard fuck u report me bitch id beat the fuck out of u I don't care
how tough u r im 200lbs and 5/9 bring it on bitch I don't care if ur 10ft tall shut ur fuckin
mouth kbulldog97 1 month ago kbulldog97 1 month ago Fuck all of u assholes I never
fucken uploaded any videos and now I'll be racist mother fucker bitch America is the best
fuckin country on earth we have freedom not like all ur dumbass countries fuck u I am
proud to b an American what the fuck do u c in America more than half of the people in
our country aren't AMERICANS they all immigrated y the fuck does the u.s give u tax
free pieces of shit when u come here help the Americans first fuck all u who don't like me
kbulldog97 1 month ago EmperorsNewnewGroove 1 month ago @kbulldog97 You are
living in the America from the past. That was the greatest country ever. The land of
opprutunity. I don't think you are opening your eyes to the America of today. That
America claims to have a Great Melting Pot but there is now racisim and sexisim plaguing
the citizens of the US. And not to mention the culture of the Pot now. It's just messed
up. And even the government is greedy wanting the citizens money for weapons for evil
purposes. I wish I was a citizen of the old US EmperorsNewnewGroove 1 month ago
saddler1100 1 month ago man it doesnt seem like it was nine years ago i remember it like
was yesterday im english and ive heard a lot of bad things about bush so it could be his
fault for it but noone deserves this saddler1100 1 month ago cCcWahrheit07 1 month ago
It was a inside job! Planed by Bush.... cCcWahrheit07 1 month ago imanoobTV 1 month
ago other airplae 5:32????????????? to the left???????? 7:35 u can see some one falling
from the top... thumbs up my other comment... imanoobTV 1 month ago
XxElement323xX 1 month ago @imanoobTV true there killing there selfs bcuz of the heat
XxElement323xX 1 month ago PrivateMat 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Never Forget!!! God Bless America and all those who died on that
day!!! PrivateMat 1 month ago Mrdeftoness1 1 month ago usa deserved this
Mrdeftoness1 1 month ago imanoobTV 1 month ago @Mrdeftoness1 your a fucking
retard usa deserved nothing such... those people did not deserve to die you stupid fucking
arabians hate us because of religion and money.. take the fucking turbins off and let your
brains breathe you fucking idiot imanoobTV 1 month ago PrivateMat 1 month ago
@Mrdeftoness1 GO FUCK YOURSELF!!!!!!! PrivateMat 1 month ago Mrlendo1 1
month ago @Mrdeftoness1 Stupid muslim. Mrlendo1 1 month ago ExMaster 1 month
ago @Mrdeftoness1 ....what the fuck ExMaster 1 month ago SirQubit 1 month ago
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Muslims would never ever ever do this suicide is forbidden in Islam - "Whoever strangles
himself strangles himself into fire, and whoever stabs himself with a spear stabs himself
into fire." (Bukhari) Therefore if Muslims flew a plane into the towers they would have
knowingly flew into the fires of hell! Simple no arguement it's fact impossible that
Muslims would do this! SirQubit 1 month ago davidtheboy778 1 month ago I'm
American And I'm Not Proud Of It USA=Fail davidtheboy778 1 month ago PrivateMat 1
month ago @davidtheboy778 Faggot PrivateMat 1 month ago KV467 1 month ago
@SeineEhefrau the us is not united but deeply defyted KV467 1 month ago 52wire 1
month ago burn in hell 9/11 terrorists 52wire 1 month ago davesanti 1 month ago Wow, i
remember this like it was yesterday, sad day. davesanti 1 month ago money25bst 1
month ago i hope idiots know this attack was planned by the government. money25bst 1
month ago MJcandy2563 1 month ago its september 11th 2001 not 2006 MJcandy2563
1 month ago sstupi032 1 month ago Start another war ... sstupi032 1 month ago
rodman332 1 month ago WTC7 = Cover up fail rodman332 1 month ago LA6616 1
month ago LMAO!!!!! you think we're stupid? when did you record your voice and
added the sound effects to this video clip? LA6616 1 month ago profeetmohamedis1aap 1
month ago Geert Wilders spreekt op 11 september a.s. in New York tijdens een
demonstratie tegen het bouwen van een mega moskee nabij Ground Zero. De demonstratie
georganiseerd door de SIOA (Stop Islamization Of America), vindt plaats om 14 uur op
Park Place tussen Church en West Broadway, vlakbij Ground Zero.
profeetmohamedis1aap 1 month ago Clovitox2476 1 month ago lol usa nob xd
Clovitox2476 1 month ago enddde 1 month ago 10 WTF is happening at 07:53 ??
Explosives going off ??? enddde 1 month ago 10 Sneezlebob 1 month ago @enddde There
were no explosions multiple sites have refuted that Sneezlebob 1 month ago rafikiZ12 1
month ago @enddde Apparently it looks like there were bombs set in the Towers too.
And NO, the governmnet did NOT put them there. The Al Queda must have somehow.
If they can hijack three planes, they can put bombs in two buildings. Just because bombs
were there doesn't mean automaticly that it was an inside job. People need to realize that.
rafikiZ12 1 month ago kahlauu 1 month ago @enddde another plane crashed into the
other tower.. rest in peace and god bless you all. / sweden kahlauu 1 month ago
EatMyShitYumy 1 month ago hahahaha I pray that 9 11 victims get cum blasted by
Satan!! lol EatMyShitYumy 1 month ago phi1s0n 1 month ago @EatMyShitYumy you
mean criminals? and if you're laughing at people who died then... phi1s0n 1 month ago
jahnsmikey 1 month ago The republic of the congo did this, dummies! jahnsmikey 1
month ago sstupi032 1 month ago desabafo:parte3) Cultura? Falando nisso....Estes
estúpidos montam um mostro de cultura em hollywood dizendo quem é quem, quem esta
"certo ou errado", fazem uma apologia ao homossexualismo e depois vem dizer que nós
latinos que praticamos tal ato, de estúpido falta de pudor!!!NÃO SENHORES A
DIFERENÇA, PELO MENOS AQUI NO BRASIL, É ESCONDEMOS NOSSO
PRECONCEITO!!!! MAS SÃO OS SENHORES QUE SÃO OS VERDADEIROS,
GAYS, TERRORISTAS E NOJENTOS!ABREM SUAS MENTES!! ESTÚPIDOS!!
Parece ser forte?Mas é verdade sstupi032 1 month ago sstupi032 1 month ago
(desabafo:parte2) E se fosse na Rússia? Alguém ligaria? Não! O povo americano iria rir
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diante a situação! mas é claro:"malditos comunistas não?!" Seus capitalistas de merda!Não
sabem nem dizer o porquê dos comunistas "serem ruins", por quê?!Hipnotizados com
suas culturas! O governo americano diz sobre liberdade de expressão, mas destruiriam o
senso crítico do Brasil e nossos hermanos, com a finança da ditadura em 1964! Gente que
nem sabe distinguir a cultura dos outros e saem falando besteira sstupi032 1 month ago
AirBerlin320 1 month ago poor USA:( AirBerlin320 1 month ago sstupi032 1 month ago
Americanos estúpidos!! Com todo RESPEITO AS MORTES!! Mas o povo americano
não percebe que os verdadeiros terroristas são eles mesmos! O governo americano, a CIA
e toda sua gente! Merda....A propria CIA treinou os terroristas para atacar a Rússia, mas
o veneno se voltou contra eles! Pro inferno o governo norte americano! Raça Nojenta!
Pobre americanos, hipnotizados por seus governantes, estúpidos americanos., não
percebem que eles mesmos fazem toda a sujeira! sstupi032 1 month ago TheKratnoff 1
month ago @sstupi032 wow usted no sabe lo que usted está hablando de TheKratnoff 1
month ago sstupi032 1 month ago Comment removed sstupi032 1 month ago
@TheKratnoff Si, la verdade,sin violar las muertes sstupi032 1 month ago
ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago @kbulldog97 You're on an obvious troll account, bulldog.
3 year old account and under 20 channels viewed? Nothing you say --- even if it WAS on
topic --- can be believed. ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago shams122020 1 month ago LIKE
Tupac sang - They dont give a fuck about us shams122020 1 month ago KSAU88 1
month ago INSIDE JOB germany knows that KSAU88 1 month ago thecomicaleagle101
1 month ago @KSAU88 Fuck you u terrorest lover germany knows that usa is great and
we work together LONG LIVE NATO! thecomicaleagle101 1 month ago
CaptainInsano280 1 month ago WOW there really are aliens!!! its the covenant!
CaptainInsano280 1 month ago ilikepens101 1 month ago OMFG at 5:30 on the left
bottom hand corner theres a UFO aliens were watching us at that timw :O ilikepens101 1
month ago irockprincess103 1 month ago wow irockprincess103 1 month ago
smartdude73 1 month ago good video keep them coming! smartdude73 1 month ago
kbulldog97 1 month ago If the u.s. Goverment stopped letting fuckin imigration into the
u.s. We wouldn't have this problem just cause were one of the most satisfied countries for
freedom doesn't mean shit we still have rules immigration needs to stop our country is in
a fucking hole in the economy stop letting all of these immigration fuckers be tax free let
the real people who have been a citizen from the u.s. And were born here help the real
people of the u.s. First I wish I was tax free for 7yrs don't u to kbulldog97 1 month ago
r0b0w31n3r 1 month ago @kbulldog97 you racist piece of shit, its people like you why
this happens, if people didnt take pride in their race but in their species we would not be
creating war and chaos. i hope it was all worth it assholes. when god judges you, you will
wonder why, take a second to look over your life and what it was meant to be, its about
serving him, and this has nothing to do with him, it is the devils work and you all are a
part of it. every single one of you. r0b0w31n3r 1 month ago ShoUsCensorship 1 month
ago @r0b0w31n3r ---- kbulldog97 is a shill. Check out his page. If that isn't enough
proof, then strip the 97 and other suffix off his username and check THAT profile out.
Almost all shill accounts were created with bot software which is why changing the
numbers let's you know who to believe, and who is trying to disrupt a normal sharing of
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ideas on more advanced NWO topics, which is what shills are paid to keep hidden from
new truth seekers. ShoUsCensorship 1 month ago mikedude676767 1 month ago holy
fuck the entire bulding just fell omg mikedude676767 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1
month ago Mohammed married a girl with no family( even your priests at that time
married to younger. U think they thought of that as a sexually thing in 1400?!? In my
beliefs: every thing us going according to the Quran. Earthquakes, buildings are going to
compete. Ppl will be very disrespectful. P.s Christ and Islam were friends at the
beginning. The Quran says punish those who attack Islam, and shahda( mardurs) fight for
Islam if Islam is attacked first. Osama misunderstood. The 72 virgins are behaved
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Oliveaowns 1 month ago I'm not even gonna lie, I
almost cried when she started to cry, and I couldn't finish watching this. :( So sad...
Oliveaowns 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago No you are not. The Quran
never said that non believers should be punished. I'm tired of those lies. Mohammed is
my profeht.I neve make fun of Jesus. 9 11 was not funny: my brothers died. Is that
funny to u. Are u happy, my Muslim bro died. ARE U Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago
DJAlfonsoSorryanew 1 month ago Michael Jackson was responsible for 9/11 I have
proof click my channel DJAlfonsoSorryanew 1 month ago DJAlfonsoSorryanew 1 month
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam See my channel for PROOF
Michael Jackson was responsible for 9/11 DJAlfonsoSorryanew 1 month ago cvt90s 1
month ago This happened when i was 11 years old. As a kid i thought it was terrorist.
Now as a young men i think government cvt90s 1 month ago drea5238 1 month ago The
negative responses to this are unnecessary, this is a tragedy, as a very proud American
thinking that after something like this people still feel the need to disrespect the
thousands that died, and the thousands more that lost friends and family, you're really
dumb and look really mature on youtube. Thank you for posting this video, it's too soon
people forget <3 drea5238 1 month ago TheWeeklyCorn 1 month ago I can honestly say
as a proud american that if you have come on here to spread lies, Troll, or spew and
disrespect about one of the worst events in American History that you can go to the top
of a 110 story building while it is exploding and jump off. TheWeeklyCorn 1 month ago
ctawbasmk 1 month ago why is visual of military plane missing? ctawbasmk 1 month ago
higui20 1 month ago Wohoo that's freaking awesome..but sad to know that no jews were
at work that day :) By the way americans, this attack was PERFORMED BY
ARABS..BUT PLANNED by jews,,,sorry people that's the truth..like my garndpa
always say the truth hurts, but it stays the truth..!! If you don't beleive i don't blame
you, your relative, father, mother, etc maybe was killed their and i'm sorry for you but
not sorry for freaky jews :@ higui20 1 month ago 1969ChevelleRestore 1 month ago
@higui20 sometimes trolling goes to far. this a part of american history a lot of innocent
people died that day show some fucking respect 1969ChevelleRestore 1 month ago
higui20 1 month ago @1969ChevelleRestore Hey listen I said the crash was awesome i
didn't say i'm happy for everybody dying !??? I can say that but Iam not crazy thank
you..? It is still sad to know that too many have died there..!! higui20 1 month ago
toannk82 1 month ago The american government deserved to have more terrible tragedies
for its bad ambition. Anyway, the bravery terrorists should aim to the members of US
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government, not the innocent citizents. A little shit Bush should be assassinated!
toannk82 1 month ago Jakdakson 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam @toannk82 yeah uh, have fun burning in hell Jakdakson 1 month ago
TheNaturalSpark 1 month ago lol those buildings got owned. TheNaturalSpark 1 month
ago rafikiZ12 1 month ago @TheNaturalSpark A bit to harsh don't you think? Bitch.
rafikiZ12 1 month ago huynhhaimap 1 month ago any1 know how many people die?
huynhhaimap 1 month ago rafikiZ12 1 month ago 25 @huynhhaimap About 3,000. More
were injured. IMO we Americans over exagerate this day a TINY BIT too much. We need
to realize that we bombed that crap out of Hiroshima, took all the oil and many lives
away from Iraq, nearly "dethronded" the president of Venezuela, and much more horrible
acts. And those acts killed a lot more than 3,000 people. Aren't those acts "terrorisim"?
rafikiZ12 1 month ago 25 williamroddy 1 month ago @rafikiZ12 You're right. America
sucks. America is to blame for ALL evil in the world. America does nothing positive.
America initiates all terrorism and if anything ever bad happens to us then we just got
what we deserved. Why don't you take your sorry butt to one of those other "great"
countries who don't do anything wrong. You (and a lot of patriotic Americans) would be
much happier if you did. williamroddy 1 month ago SirQubit 1 month ago
@williamroddy nah not America it's master Israhell! SirQubit 1 month ago gooookstomp
1 month ago @rafikiZ12 you are a sick pile of shit and your muslim "friends" in your
turd world country would slit your throat just the same...grow up and lay off the weed
hippy gooookstomp 1 month ago walkerth58 1 month ago Is this real? walkerth58 1
month ago JenFL7 1 month ago @walkerth58 yes.. it was a disaster in America. JenFL7 1
month ago johnekroll 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
"Oh my god - it was a military plane" @ 12:00 - sure!!! - 9/11 was an inside job! As an
architect i know the collapses of the three WTC-buildings 1,2 and 7 was not caused as we
are told. have a look at what 1200 architect and engineers have to say at ae911truth dot c
o m johnekroll 1 month ago beatbox3601 1 month ago it must of been hard watching this
happen and not bieng able to do anything. beatbox3601 1 month ago Royalllllll 1 month
ago This tape worth 10 000$..omg so saaaaad and terrible... Royalllllll 1 month ago
jazztrendy 1 month ago 9/11 was jewish jop.the world knew mosad do it... jazztrendy 1
month ago thecomicaleagle101 1 month ago @jazztrendy You loser please blow yourself
up :P thecomicaleagle101 1 month ago frettiboy 1 month ago OMG! frettiboy 1 month
ago toshiba75 1 month ago Let the bodies hit the floor, let the bodies hit the floor, let the
bodies hit the flooooooor!!!!!!!!!!!! toshiba75 1 month ago MiXiaoPa 1 month ago
MiXiaoPa 1
month ago ghentyboy 1 month ago i still find it stupid that many people believe that
terrorists managed to hijack four jet airliners in the same day...i mean come on, this isn't a
movie!!! ghentyboy 1 month ago MiXiaoPa 1 month ago Why it is so dramatic? because
it happen in the USA? The american did and do a lot of crime in the world!!!! Its good
that somebody revenge theme. But it also could be that the us gouvernment did this at
theme own people because they searched for a reason to make war in iraq!!!!!!!!!
MiXiaoPa 1 month ago ibinroundyoblock 1 month ago @MiXiaoPa dude im about to
slap you with my dick ibinroundyoblock 1 month ago ktizle33 1 month ago @MiXiaoPa
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Yes, the American Government does alot of crime's but you shouldnt say that it is good
that this happened, I understand where you are coming from but, what you are saying
affect's the people who's family and the young kids who were 4 and 5 that died. It's
wrong to say that. But I can see how you think this way. ktizle33 1 month ago rafikiZ12
1 month ago @MiXiaoPa The war in Iraq was, and will always be B S. All they want is
the oil from Iraq. And people have been saying that terrorists are in Iraq. What-TheF*uck? There are no terrorists in Iraq. Hussein hated Bin Laden's guts, and vice versa.
Americans are brainwashed belived that they are supereme and should not care about
anyone else. I know. I live in California. Media capital of the USA. rafikiZ12 1 month ago
MiXiaoPa 1 month ago Thats the own false of the us gouvernment. If they didnt beginn
the war in arabia then it wouldnt happen!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! MiXiaoPa 1 month ago toshiba75 1
month ago @MiXiaoPa Great response MixiaPa.Stand up for what you believe in!
toshiba75 1 month ago angelpro879 1 month ago i hope that the people from that country
watch this and cry :( angelpro879 1 month ago IrishFilmer410 1 month ago this makes
chills run down my spine. IrishFilmer410 1 month ago TheIsmail38 1 month ago not
warn the terrorists but america they have stolen a plane and then they are purely in the
plane flown Demm zwilingz dan towers and they have pushed it to the terrorists then
they are allowed to immigrate in iraq because with it the black gold that is oil can provide
TheIsmail38 1 month ago tiktoffG13 1 month ago @TheIsmail38 Ihr Englisch ist nicht
gut genug für uns richtig verstehen, worauf Sie hinauswollen. Wir glauben, dass...Sehr
wenig Terrorismus ist real, weil sie nie erwähnt, die New World Order. tiktoffG13 1
month ago 94KingLich 1 month ago Fuck U.S.A 94KingLich 1 month ago
Habbostyler100 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@94KingLich fick dich selbst Habbostyler100 1 month ago tiktoffG13 1 month ago
@94KingLich Oh grow a brain, 94. Not only does your newbie profile look like a typical
troll account, but even if you are not a shill, you have no clue that the NWO has
manipulated the US into these actions, for their own ultimate control of the planet's
natural resources. And to selectively reduce the global human population by at least one
half. tiktoffG13 1 month ago angelpro879 1 month ago @94KingLich what if you were in
the north tower huh? ya thatswhat i thought. angelpro879 1 month ago KaTzaNdSTuFf 1
month ago Ugh. All the emergency teams that day were just bullshittin' around.
KaTzaNdSTuFf 1 month ago aadspartan 1 month ago USA should do a proper retaliation
and nuke the shit out of iraq aadspartan 1 month ago Steelerguy6178 1 month ago This
was not done by Islamic Terrorists. It was a false flag attack on our own soil to generate a
war in Iraq for oil. Muhammad Atta's passport did not fly out the window in mint
condition after the plane impact. All 3 WTC buildings came down like a controlled
demolition. After the 2nd plane hit, not one of our fighter jets made it into the air before
the Pentagon was hit (or bombed). Now THAT is a massive failure! No blood, bodies or
plane parts found in the Pentagon or Shanksville, PA. Steelerguy6178 1 month ago
tiktoffG13 1 month ago @Steelerguy6178 You need to study Eugenics and Global
Overpopulation. Yes, the short term (30 year Caspian Sea goal) resource war was part of
it. But that is not the darkest side of the 9/11 false flag operation. Oil Reserves cannot
sustain current rates of the population explosion. To control the future population of
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Earth, elites need to impose a plan of eugenics for some peoples, in order to maintain a
freedom of births for the families who qualify. Massive uprisings would result.
tiktoffG13 1 month ago tiktoffG13 1 month ago The real problem is this. For the elites,
who intend to do well by the Planet, well into the centuries from now, Iran is the thing
that needs to be under control before they implement their plans for depopulating the
planet down to reasonable levels. 3000 people is a drop in the fucking bucket of the cold
blooded extinction of humans, which the elites are now agreed is most "practical" for the
long term survival of the planet. tiktoffG13 1 month ago tiktoffG13 1 month ago But the
REALLY big problems involves two things. First, it might be that Fascist minded elites
are controlling our other good elites. Or tricked them into supporting the Gulf and
Caspian invasion schemes. Some of us believe our own Congress is under duress by way
of untraceable death threats to family members, where the NWO agents met any manner
of congressional resistance or non-compliance. Given the Xe (Blackwater) lattitudes and
capabilities that would not be so far fetched. tiktoffG13 1 month ago tiktoffG13 1 month
ago You guys have to first understand how Washington works. And of how the elites
have known how Washington works. By way of corporate law, congressional protocol,
and day to day bribery. Modern congresses and parliaments were not designed to be as
easily embarassed as the hick populated temple marketplaces which Jesus railed against.
tiktoffG13 1 month ago 39theone 1 month ago where was this taken from? 39theone 1
month ago maxim461 1 month ago Я видел это в прямом эфире в 6 лет правда с
другой камеры maxim461 1 month ago xblackheartxven 1 month ago never saw the
second plane ! xblackheartxven 1 month ago merlan114 1 month ago When I saw this
video I cried! merlan114 1 month ago TheIsmail38 1 month ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam These were not the terrorists but the americans have
hijacked a plane and then they pushed it to the terrorists so that they migrate to the iraq
one may steal the gold to the black TheIsmail38 1 month ago TheIsmail38 1 month ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam These were not the terrorists but
the americans have hijacked a plane and then they pushed it to the terrorists so that they
migrate to the iraq one may steal the gold to the black TheIsmail38 1 month ago
TheIsmail38 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam These
were not the terrorists but the americans have hijacked a plane and then they pushed it to
the terrorists so that they migrate to the iraq one may steal the gold to the black
TheIsmail38 1 month ago TheIsmail38 1 month ago These were not the terrorists but the
americans have hijacked a plane and then they pushed it to the terrorists so that they
migrate to the iraq one may steal the gold to the black TheIsmail38 1 month ago stefrape
1 month ago @TheIsmail38 :POOR STUPID!!! stefrape 1 month ago TheIsmail38 1
month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam These were not the
terrorists but the americans have hijacked a plane and then they pushed it to the terrorists
so that they migrate to the iraq one may steal the gold to the black TheIsmail38 1 month
ago TheIsmail38 1 month ago These were not the terrorists but the americans have
hijacked a plane and then they pushed it to the terrorists so that they migrate to the iraq
one may steal the gold to the black TheIsmail38 1 month ago TheIsmail38 1 month ago
These were not the terrorists but the americans have hijacked a plane and then they
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pushed it to the terrorists so that they migrate to the iraq one may steal the gold to the
black TheIsmail38 1 month ago Lightgames996 1 month ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @jnven really you misspelled come on with common. What
are you 10 a plane can do that also if you are in the military you should know the effects
of bombers. Lightgames996 1 month ago Lightgames996 1 month ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @jnven really you misspelled come on with
common. What are you 10 a plane can do that also if you are in the military you should
know the effects of bombers. Lightgames996 1 month ago Lightgames996 1 month ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @jnven really you misspelled come
on with common. What are you 10 a plane can do that also if you are in the military you
should know the effects of bombers. Lightgames996 1 month ago Lightgames996 1 month
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @jnven really you misspelled
come on with common. What are you 10 a plane can do that also if you are in the military
you should know the effects of bombers. Lightgames996 1 month ago Lightgames996 1
month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @jnven really you
misspelled come on with common. What are you 10 a plane can do that also if you are in
the military you should know the effects of bombers. Lightgames996 1 month ago
Lightgames996 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @jnven
really you misspelled come on with common. What are you 10 a plane can do that also if
you are in the military you should know the effects of bombers. Lightgames996 1 month
ago Lightgames996 1 month ago @jnven really you misspelled come on with common.
What are you 10 a plane can do that also if you are in the military you should know the
effects of bombers. Lightgames996 1 month ago DoctorGonzo32 1 month ago Any
fucking way thats bigger than horrible, It's so pity, cause "that" fuckers fuck eleven.
DoctorGonzo32 1 month ago DaGobbster45 1 month ago Jnven u must a pretty stupid
person too say we r stupid because u live here so leave hindoo r whtever the fuk u r ur
lucky this is the inernet r ur ass would of been shot races basterd DaGobbster45 1 month
ago Deryaciim 1 month ago Comment removed bettywinchester 1 month ago Comment
removed jnven 1 month ago I have to say it...HOW fucking stupid are you americans who
belive that muslims aka "terrorists" did this!? americnas are the most ignorant people in
the world,first of all there is NO WAY that buliding like WTC can COLLAPSE from 2-3
planes hitting it! are you kidding me? that is just general knowledge that every normal
person would know...people people, the planes are a distraction from the real thing, you
need a distraction to do something else you have planed....common use your brain
people! jnven 1 month ago xInsAnityvii 1 month ago @jnven Wow dude you need to just
shut the fuck up and learn to keep your opinions to yourself and learn how to spell.
xInsAnityvii 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago 2 of my brothers died in 9
11. i got 1 more. im muslim. i WILL NEVER DISRESPECT CHRIST OR JEWS. THERE
IS DIFFERANT KINDS OF MUSLIMS. NOT ALL AMERICANS ARE RACIST,
NOT ALL MUSLIMS ARE TERRIOST,NOT ALL JEWS ARE ZIONIST. PEACE.
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago oreonjackie 1 month ago U know, this ain't even funny.
I don't know why poeple luagh at this. Idgaf if the tower burned down. Who cares? The
only thing that pisses me off is that innocent poepl lost thier lives to this so called "land
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of the free" or " USA is the place to be to start a new life" BULLSHIT! fuk the
government. Fuk Bush. *bless those families that lost thier loved ones* -gLo oreonjackie
1 month ago drunkenstickfigure 1 month ago @oreonjackie never forget 9/11/2006
drunkenstickfigure 1 month ago stefrape 1 month ago respect for the American people!
monsters have broken families, have broken an ideal!!! I'm French and I feel your pain!
Peace to the USA! stefrape 1 month ago Deryaciim 1 month ago Comment removed
stefrape 1 month ago @Deryaciim: our history is not that of terrorism! French has never
been a bomb, let alone kill more than 3,000 people in one act! wars are not beautiful, let
alone terrorism! innocent people have paid full price! stefrape 1 month ago
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago im talkin to all ppl. i know osama did 9 11. im muslim.
please why are you blaming people say fuck islam. thats just being plain racist. again idc
if u say it again. im just saying. peace Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago 858wesker 1
month ago lol realy funny take that yanks 858wesker 1 month ago kejejsiej 1 month ago
The act of God kejejsiej 1 month ago jessicaXisXback 1 month ago ya my little brother
was born on this exact day september 11th 2001 my mom went into labor watching it it
was really sad to think of everyone who got hurt and or killed its horrible
jessicaXisXback 1 month ago kejejsiej 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam Hahahahaha!!! The act of God. All Americans are bastards. Fuck USA
kejejsiej 1 month ago kejejsiej 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Hahahahaha!!! The act of God!!! All Americans are bastards. Fuck USA kejejsiej 1
month ago ACSBehemothHellcat 1 month ago JakandDaxterwiki won't even do a
simulation of this ACSBehemothHellcat 1 month ago vampiregurl171 1 month ago Also
does any one know how tall this building was? vampiregurl171 1 month ago
vampiregurl171 1 month ago =o that wa the only look I had on my face when I saw this
video... I can't really remember 9/11 cuz I was little it was my birthday when this
happened this was a horrific event that no one could ever imagined god bless America and
may angels watch over ALL families effected by 9/11 vampiregurl171 1 month ago 17NU
1 month ago God bless America! I love the USA especially love New York, that’s why I
go back every year! RIP love from England X 17NU 1 month ago shapo2222 1 month ago
ha ha ha stupid monkeys. fuck quran fuck mohammad pedophil. fuck allah Ha Ha Ha
shapo2222 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago @shapo2222 what?first ive
done no wrong to u eiither. i respect christanity. ok. im muslim. ur being very racist. im
american muslim. Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago mario00037 1 month ago
@Gochicagobulls4ever Fuck u. I hate Muslim people. if i see muslim people i will flipthem of mario00037 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago @mario00037 haha
retard. fuc* u. . im tired of u saying were all bad. get ur jewish as* back to hell. i
FLICKED off ur grandma, (the one you cumed on last week). u wanna kill muslim kids
too?i swear if i was a terriost along with 1.6 billon ppl. wouldnt the world be desrtoyed. i
dont need u. i dont know you, get out of america. were respectful here. jackas*
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago drunkenstickfigure 1 month ago @mario00037 THE
CONSEQUENCES WILL NEVER BE THE SAME drunkenstickfigure 1 month ago
KingSamLopez 1 month ago @drunkenstickfigure LOL KingSamLopez 1 month ago
Deryaciim 1 month ago Comment removed addz17 1 month ago Bet that was good for the
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environment. Anyone employed in the military of any country are working towards our
own demise, Terrorists are made up..... fuelled mostly by propaganda spewed out by the
corrupt governments of America and Britain. Hitler burnt down the Reichstagg (German
government buildings) and blamed it on terrorists so his country would support and
follow him into war. LONDON BOMBINGS 9/11 COUGH COUGH!!!! Its sad..
addz17 1 month ago conor0131 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam no mosque at ground zero vote up if agree conor0131 1 month ago FruppaJr 1
month ago This was a "small" price for the Bush-administration to justify their war
against "terrorists".. The same terrorists they armed and educated.. Sad to say that so
many persons had to die in such a terrible way for a publicitystunt.. But dont blame
bush, he was just an ignorant tool.. He actaully thought the americans would be welcomed
as heros in Iraq, his advisors never really told him anything about anything.. Bush never
went abroad before his first period, ofc he didnt know about "other ppl"!! FruppaJr 1
month ago SuperYayoyayo 1 month ago fuck U.S.A SuperYayoyayo 1 month ago
12klosar 1 month ago I have one wish, God destroy USA!!! USA = TERRORIST
12klosar 1 month ago 12klosar 1 month ago beautiful video Long live usa enemy 12klosar
1 month ago purreownage 1 month ago For all you people that dislike the USA, it was
not just americans thet died there and its not funny at all. purreownage 1 month ago
iAMcirca 1 month ago 3 im sorry you had to whitness this im from canada and this still
kills me to see this, i remember watching it with my dad when i was 6. iAMcirca 1 month
ago 3 12rossja 1 month ago @iAMcirca Woaw... i remember this to... i saw this on the
news when i was 6 to :/ 12rossja 1 month ago dsmfmsdkfnpsoopaf 1 month ago FUCK
THOSE ASSHOLE MUSILUMS THT WANT TO PUT THT MAUSK OR HOW
EVR ITS SPELLED THTS FUCKING ARROGANT AND THERE IS NO FUCKIN
EXCUSE TO PUT IT RIGHT BY GROUND ZERO dsmfmsdkfnpsoopaf 1 month ago
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago @dsmfmsdkfnpsoopaf hey what. i ever do to u. yes im
muslim. ive done nothing to you. Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago xxninjanoobxx 1
month ago Are people throwing paper out to show that they are alive at 9:17? I don't
remember 9/11. I am 16 years old. I was on a trip to Virginia from Florida with my father.
He had a feeling something bad would happen, but he didn't know what or why. So we
drove instead. God bless those innocent people who died on September 11th. We will
never forget you and we still pray. xxninjanoobxx 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1
month ago i clicked dislike.im musim. you still hate me. thats freedom. (atleast for the
ones that understand) Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Pleacedontclickhere 1 month ago
""<-----dont click here Pleacedontclickhere 1 month ago seanstrnad 1 month ago Death to
Allah! Cut the head of the Muslim! The infidel will rise again! seanstrnad 1 month ago
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago @seanstrnad hey what i ever do to you. i dont know
you. cut my head off?thats just wrong.the infidel?and allah is the same god of
christ,jewduism. just writn in arabic. the prophets have been edited. i will NEVER SAY
DEATH TO CHRIST OR JEWS,NO MATTER HOW MUCH U TEMT ME. cause im
muslim,yes. and im respectful. this is what ur jesus CHRIST. wants you to do?or isaac.
mohammed and i know he would not.thats my belifs.of course that dosnet counnt in
america Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago seanstrnad 1 month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever
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Obviously you have no sense of irony. I'm merely quoting a hateful text from the Quran
and flipping a few words. If you don't like it then I guess your beef is with the phony
profiteer Muhammad, not me. seanstrnad 1 month ago dominico1983 1 month ago
Hahahah, that was funny as shit. dominico1983 1 month ago TheSecretStore 1 month ago
Zephaniah 1:15 That day is a day of wrath, a day of trouble and distress, a day of
wasteness and desolation, a day of darkness and gloominess, a day of clouds and thick
darkness, A day of the trumpet and alarm against the fenced cities, and against the HIGH
TOWERS. Zephaniah= 9 letters + 1.15 ...911 gods wisdom TheSecretStore 1 month ago
Videoman2506 1 month ago For the 19.906 People That likes this! Fuck you!, this is not
something to be liked Videoman2506 1 month ago siemenbakker 1 month ago almost nine
years ago and still just as shocking to see as when it happened. Videos so real like this
one can make me emotional. siemenbakker 1 month ago MikeFromTheUK1 1 month ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 WAS AN INSIDE JOB!
MikeFromTheUK1 1 month ago DallasCowboysPride22 1 month ago It Amazes Me
How there are so Many PUSSIES Who sit up on here Laughing about 9/11 when YOU
AND I BOTH KNOW DAMN WELL ALL YOU PUSSIES WOULD NEVER SAY
THIS SHIT TO SOME FACE'S ELSE YOU'RE FAMILIES WOULD GET READY
FOR YOU'RE FUNERAL'S!!!!!! DallasCowboysPride22 1 month ago mufcdarren 1
month ago @DallasCowboysPride22 Fuck em all . USA paid for the IRA to bomb
england . You got a pay back from your own govt mufcdarren 1 month ago
xJESSEBARAJASx 1 month ago look at 7:34 right under the smoke on the left side of the
tower u can see a person jump out of the building. xJESSEBARAJASx 1 month ago
COMMONIAMREADY 1 month ago wtf ( What The Fuck ). Thousand of peoples ws
died in this attack and the Video Maker women is making it funny, Thank god this
women is not in India otherwise she also laughs on the Mumbai Terror Attacks
COMMONIAMREADY 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Just kidding
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Comment removed
Informitron 1 month ago Take notice at 12:17-18 after the 2nd tower is hit, BOTH
women say, one after the other, first the woman in the background, then the woman
filming confirms, "It was a military plane." Informitron 1 month ago quidseeker 1 month
ago This has probably already been mentioned in this forum, but bears repeating: the
woman taking the footage said it looked like a military plane.....not a passenger jet. Also,
that it sounded like a missil...now that last bit isn't as convicing of a conspiracy since
anything travelling at that speed at that altitude will sound like whistling or missilelike.....but a military plane? So, what are the characteristics of a military plane?
Unpainted, possibly gray drab.that's all I've seen! quidseeker 1 month ago weed1236 1
month ago HAHAHAAHAHA THESE PEOPLE FUCKING GOT GOT JUST LIKE
GOD weed1236 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago 17chrisg, fuuuck u. I'll
take hmmm... Sears tower, empire stare,the new spire 2000 foot tower promised to be
built in Chicago.I live in isreal dumbfuck. America is isreals bitch.fuck
Iraq,USA,Iran.how's that feel? Hahaha. I only agree on one thing wit dumb America.
Afgan. Bush always knew that Iraq never had weapons. His dad had a fuckin war with
Iraq. He wanted to get back. Now that we fuck up ur milt. We Gona finish Iraq. I ve been
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to shitty NYC, alanta Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago DailyAppReviewer 1 month ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam at 9:20 you can see someone
running. DailyAppReviewer 1 month ago DailyAppReviewer 1 month ago Comment
removed fecalmatter 1 month ago I saw two faces in the smoke. Scary as hell! fecalmatter
1 month ago XDAMM 1 month ago ROFL; xD i cant believe the background song in this
video, at least pause the song, it doesent suit the situation! D: it looks like a scene from a
movie, cant believe almost 9 years have passed since that day, seriously, it was so bad,
what happenned to the assumption that the US Goverment was the responsible of this
attack?? XDAMM 1 month ago qrbs101 1 month ago toby keith video say's it all
courtesy of the red, white, and blue qrbs101 1 month ago qrbs101 1 month ago all this did
is make us stronger and stand together qrbs101 1 month ago Mrking813 1 month ago
@qrbs101 for about a year Mrking813 1 month ago 17chrisg 1 month ago Fuck you
fucking ppl who are prud of israel! If israel is so great why u livni in AMERICA!? fuck
america this fuck america that. when it comes down to it you woodnt hav the balls to
move out of this GREAT COUNTRY AND go back to your fucked up country that cant
even take caer of themselves! Everybody is in a war with IRAQ IRAN etc for a fucking
reason. you guys are fucked! USA USA USA USA!!!!!!!!! 17chrisg 1 month ago SirQubit
1 month ago George Washington (in Maxims of George Washington by A. A. Appleton
& Co.) "They (the Jews) work more effectively against us, than the enemy's armies.
They are a hundred times more dangerous to our liberties and the great cause we are
engaged in... It is much to be lamented that each state, long ago, has not hunted them
down as pest to society and the greatest enemies we have to the happiness of America."
SirQubit 1 month ago kupper123 1 month ago Anyone who laughed while watching this
video is the biggest prick in the long bloody history of mankind kupper123 1 month ago
mrcrackerboy 1 month ago gone but never forgotten R.I.P to all who died in this horrible
tragedy i wish we could go back in time and stop all of this and find out who really was
all behind this :( mrcrackerboy 1 month ago divmccaff 1 month ago sick fucks get a grip of
yourself im scottish and tbh i dont really like americans but i dont want people killed and
stuff like that so sad and pathetic u guys who say this kinda stuff deserve to get cancer
and die divmccaff 1 month ago n0m3zz1ng 1 month ago 9 11 was not funny, but it was
set-up n0m3zz1ng 1 month ago PeaceInPGH 1 month ago Thanks for posting this video,
as a reminder PeaceInPGH 1 month ago franciscogarciaservi 1 month ago yeah do that
again fuck those fuking americans, but let me take the girls. franciscogarciaservi 1 month
ago 17chrisg 1 month ago @franciscogarciaservi WHAT THE FUCK IS WRONG WITH
YOU! YOU BIGG ASS PRICK!!!!!!!! what girls what want a douche bag like yuo?!?!?!
WHERE THE FUCK YOU LIVIN NOW!?! PROBABLY AMErICA HUH?!?!?!?! SO
SHUT THE HELL UP!!! YOUR LUCKY ENOUGH OUR COUNTRY LET YOUR
SORRY ASS LIVE HRE! 17chrisg 1 month ago MissPatatee 1 month ago
@franciscogarciaservi ... MissPatatee 1 month ago RICHBOI232343 1 month ago
ALLLLLLLLLLAHHHHHHHHHHH IS GODDDDDDDDDD RICHBOI232343 1
month ago Turkish1in1Germany 1 month ago okok 3000 dead americans and 3 mio dead
iraqis and afghans when will the revenge be finished? Turkish1in1Germany 1 month ago
johnekroll 1 month ago @Turkish1in1Germany this is no revenge - it is pure insanity
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have a look at what 1200 architect and engineers have to say at ae911truth dot c o m
johnekroll 1 month ago arnoldskit 1 month ago 2 Bush knew everything that was gonna
happen.He should be the one to die! arnoldskit 1 month ago 2 joseluiz135 1 month ago
@arnoldskit exactly! terrorists my balls he just wanted to star a war with them because
the oil! go to hell bush!! assasin!! joseluiz135 1 month ago Doggie446CP 1 month ago
@purpleplaid777 Yes they can't take away our Freedom :) Doggie446CP 1 month ago
Doggie446CP 1 month ago @socaso Dude how could 9/11 be fake? Doggie446CP 1
month ago BenRocks805 1 month ago Sad :( BenRocks805 1 month ago Dorkdotdan 1
month ago George W. Bush you retard the whole reason they did that was because you
sent troops to invade their country and cause them to have a even crappier life because
you destroyed their homes to make an "oh so important" army base on the conspiracy
that their were "weapons of mass destruction" in Iraq and then they found none! and let
me ask you this if were allowed to have "weapons of mass destruction" why cant they?
Dorkdotdan 1 month ago Torro321 1 month ago @Folentino What are you smoking?
Torro321 1 month ago Doggie446CP 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam @hekii88 F u c k y o u!!! g o t o h e l l ! Doggie446CP 1 month ago
Doggie446CP 1 month ago @cnavaro88 3000? Are you kidding me!?!?!?! Way more than
that!!!! Fuck you!!!! it was a tragedy!!!! Why does no one fucking care even if its not
your Country!!!! Doggie446CP 1 month ago soko203 1 month ago @Doggie446CP
becouse your contry kill and still killing inoscent people around wolrd Hirosima ,
Vietanm , Afganistan , Iraqv , Serbia 1999. ( Serbia was bombard 78 day . 78 days and
night life with falling bomb for whath ? ) ..... shame on america shame on , wtc is nothing
what you do to half word every day half milion children crying becouse of Clinton Bush
administration..... soko203 1 month ago Doggie446CP 1 month ago @EMfan1000 agreed
Doggie446CP 1 month ago Doggie446CP 1 month ago @adrianoON13 OK WE GET
IT!!! But this was still a awful tragedy for my Country!!! Doggie446CP 1 month ago
Doggie446CP 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@FunAndOnly YES THEY DO CARE ABOUT 9/11!!! Doggie446CP 1 month ago
johnekroll 1 month ago "Oh my god - it was a military plane" - sure!!! - 9/11 was an
inside job! As an architect i know the collapses of the three WTC-buildings 1,2 and 7 was
not caused as we are told. have a look at what 1200 architect and engineers have to say at
ae911truth dot c o m johnekroll 1 month ago 00nate10 1 month ago that was a good point
about dropping water on it from planes why didnt they try 00nate10 1 month ago
truthteller1913 1 month ago R.I.P for the people who died truthteller1913 1 month ago
truthteller1913 1 month ago fuck the people who think that Muslims have done this I
hate those fucking terrorists it's all propaganda people make our name bad truthteller1913
1 month ago lawbeaty 1 month ago why has the moment of the second plane's approach
been cut out of this footage??? lawbeaty 1 month ago Seufrer 1 month ago oh my god
Seufrer 1 month ago Ciryare 1 month ago It was hate not religion that motivated the
horrible acts of September 11. i feel sorry for the people who lost there lives and people
who lost there loved ones god bless you all.. Ciryare 1 month ago loosechangeexposed 1
month ago post 1 of 2............... the firemen who were inside the stairwell of the south
tower as the south tower collapsed were obviously not part of the plot, cuz why would
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they risk being inside a building that they knew that was going to be demolished? con't
next post...................... loosechangeexposed 1 month ago loosechangeexposed 1 month
ago @loosechangeexposed post 2 of 2..............con't from last post................. when they
got out of the stairwell they assisted others uncovering debris to rescue other trapped
victims, not one of those firemen who just almost got murdered ever reported seeing or
picking up any remnance or evidence used to tie in planted explosives that is ALWAYS
evident and visible after a planned demolition takes down a building. loosechangeexposed
1 month ago Sento35 1 month ago @Brenda2OOO i remeber this day, my birthday is on
the 4th of sep, so i jst turned 11, and i was in grade 4, i remeber waking up on the 12th
(11th in america) and just seeing on the news wat happened, it would have been 11:00pm
here in australia during the attacks but i dont remeber hearing anything about it that nite. i
was just looking around now on youtube and found a news program from australia
documenting the story live, it was around 11:30pm in aus when the 1st tower got hit
Sento35 1 month ago Sento35 1 month ago can some1 tell me what happened like mabey
an hour or 2 after the event??? like did all school children get sent home? did every1 stop
working?? how long did i take for the dust to disapeer. Sento35 1 month ago
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Fuck u we did it and were proud . Go isreal
Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago Lefterafter134679 1 month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever
that was really smart to put on the internet... Lefterafter134679 1 month ago nanemoni 1
month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever GO FUCKING COMMIT SUICIDE YOU
DICKFACE alot of innocent people died this day, so if you wanna be funny go find
some other thing to laugh about you failed abortion. nanemoni 1 month ago 17chrisg 1
month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever no fuck you!!!! GET YOUR SORRY FUCKING
MONKEY ASS OUTTA OUT CONRTY! IF ISREAL IS SO GREAT GO LIVE
THERE! YOU OWN FUCKING ARMY KILLIN YUR OWN FUCKING PPL! YA SO
GREAT! YOU MUTHER FUCKING BITCH!!! GET OUTT! 17chrisg 1 month ago
HoonaBanoona 1 month ago i've just finished watching remember me, and holy crow, i'm
so emotional right now. I just cant believe it HoonaBanoona 1 month ago ste6666666 1
month ago radical muslims did this. Lies lies lies. Pinochio could lie better than this.
ste6666666
1
month
ago
Gochicagobulls4ever
1
month
ago
HHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAH. WE FOOLED U BITCH ASS
AMERICA. BUSH SR HATED ARABS SO IT FITTED PERFECTLY.next sears tower
or empire state?go isreal go jews. take america and palestine and throw it in a stew.i can
send u a link we did it and we are proud. we wanted u to fight iraq to lower their ,military
forces so that we can attack them, like were planning right now! Gochicagobulls4ever 1
month ago TRellOnDeck 1 month ago @Gochicagobulls4ever Seriously -_- shut up ...
thats bullshit TRellOnDeck 1 month ago zonago 1 month ago i dont whant to hurt any
bodybut this is the day when america felt the paint that a lots of countrys fell every day
from herr! zonago 1 month ago ste6666666 1 month ago @zonago The only people that
felt the pain were innocent and If you lived in America then you would know that it is
the country of pain and the land of the no hope. The land of abundance for the few, racial
bigotry, do I need to go on.The control forces behind this, control your country too but
you will too busy feeling its about time they had a go, far too eager to become the next
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people with no hope and no soul, rich with false money. If America falls the world will
be in ruins for millennia. ste6666666 1 month ago soko203 1 month ago @hen5436 yes
but USA today war in Vietnam , War in Iraq every day killing thosant and thousants
inosents people , Bombarding Serbia 78 day and killing 6 thousanth children, women ,
man and destroy half country , every day army albanian terorist to destabilasing region of
Balkan FOR WHAT ? yes this is Usa today ..... :( :( :( Shame on America , Shame on
soko203 1 month ago lovewhitsnikkers 1 month ago 9 man.. i can kill people who make
fun of this lovewhitsnikkers 1 month ago 9 BurtsCows 1 month ago @lovewhitsnikkers
They don't mean it. They're just looking for attention. Negative or positive they don't
care. Chances are they never got positive attention in their life so they come on here to
get negative attention. Simple logic. They are pathetic. Anonymity brings out the most
disgusting in some people. BurtsCows 1 month ago Brenda2OOO 1 month ago
@BurtsCows Good comment. You are a very wise person. Brenda2OOO 1 month ago
IReadyForWarI 1 month ago 14 Your all pricks, saying that 9/11 was funny what would
you be saying if you lost friends & Family in the 9/11 attacks then I don't think that you
would say that it's funny really your all probs allot older than me and your all
pathetic.......... IReadyForWarI 1 month ago 14 MrSy82 1 month ago @IReadyForWarI
yeah what about the mass killings of innocent men women and children in iraq or
afghanistan, do you find that fucking funny, usa the most hated nation the world has ever
seen, stick to eating burgers you fat fucks, ts the only thing your good at MrSy82 1
month ago mufcdarren 1 month ago @IReadyForWarI Funny ? it was fucking hilarious .
The funniest part was , i bet you didnt know three people killed were in one of the
towers organising fundraising for the IRA .What goes around comes around. mufcdarren 1
month ago DallasCowboysPride22 1 month ago @mufcdarren AND YOUR GONNA
DIE DallasCowboysPride22 1 month ago mufcdarren 1 month ago
@DallasCowboysPride22 well as thats the only true certainty in life , well worked out.
Ive got news for you , your gonna die too . mufcdarren 1 month ago Folentino 1 month
ago @IReadyForWarI the people that say its funny are the people that would do
something like this... cold hearted Folentino 1 month ago skinhead871 1 month ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was funny skinhead871 1 month
ago Doggie446CP 1 month ago @skinhead871 No it was not!!! What kind of sick person
are you!?!?!!!!!?!?! 9/11 was NOT FUNNY!!!! It was a tragedy for America!!!! So many
people lost their lives... You would NOT think it was funny if YOU WERE TRAPPED
IN ONE OF THE TWIN TOWERS!!!! Doggie446CP 1 month ago superwoofer2008 1
month ago LOLOL TWIN TOWERS GO BOOOM!~! AHAHHA superwoofer2008 1
month ago Folentino 1 month ago @FunAndOnly your the biggest faggot ... if i saw you i
would prob just punch you in the face and put you in a tall building and knock it down
with you still in it Folentino 1 month ago FunAndOnly 1 month ago @Folentino if i saw
u i would pee on ur leg and then ppl would think u wet ur pants but it was rly me peeing
on ur leg FunAndOnly 1 month ago 818chamillitary 1 month ago @FunAndOnly yea we
know cuz it was set up 818chamillitary 1 month ago gamemaster257ROBLOX 1 month
ago proud to be canadian gamemaster257ROBLOX 1 month ago slipknotmaggot411 1
month ago @gamemaster257ROBLOX dude saying you're proud to be a canadian is just
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BS. Don't you realize how many people died that day and you're saying that your proud
to be canadian? Thats just calling americans like me bad people slipknotmaggot411 1
month ago TheFriedLiverAttack 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam you stupid you think your the light. TheFriedLiverAttack 1 month ago
BasileTheCat 1 month ago @hen5436 You're right! USA of those days is much worse!
BasileTheCat 1 month ago TheFriedLiverAttack 1 month ago @BasileTheCat hey the
second comming at least the wines better this time. TheFriedLiverAttack 1 month ago
22thunderrrrr 1 month ago @FunAndOnly ya people do 1000's of people died that day
22thunderrrrr 1 month ago FunAndOnly 1 month ago @22thunderrrrr no one cares theres
too many ppl in this world so 9/11 was a good thing FunAndOnly 1 month ago Prev 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About
Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a
bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0)
Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show
your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading...
Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home
Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account
Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From:
NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or
Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032) FunAndOnly 1 month
ago no one cares bout 9/11 FunAndOnly 1 month ago rashock12 1 month ago Stop the
NWO and things like this won't happen! The power Elite want you to trust them, but
they have only THEIR interests at heart, they don't give two shits about YOU! END
THE FED, END THE IRS, STOP THE NEW WORLD ORDER! If we as Americans
love our country and our sovereignty, we must end their plot for global empire, as it will
be the end of our country as we know it! We will cease to maintain our Constitution
(rights included) and any individuality, we'll all be mindless robots together. rashock12 1
month ago Brenda2OOO 1 month ago Still unfreakingbelievable. Brenda2OOO 1 month
ago MrLinkinpark270 1 month ago Hey hen, you know today is the anniversary of the
atomic bomb in Nagasaki MrLinkinpark270 1 month ago SirQubit 1 month ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I sincerely cried on 9/11, but the actions they
took in response were just sickening, killing children in revenge is just sick and anyone
who calls dead children collateral damage should consider how they would feel if their
children were killed and then called "collateral damage" that is a callous thing to say.
SirQubit 1 month ago SirQubit 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam 4 seconds ago I sincerely cried on 9/11, but the actions they took in response
were just sickening, killing children in revenge is just sick and anyone who calls dead
children collateral damage should consider how they would feel if their children were
killed and then called "collateral damage" that is a callous thing to say. SirQubit 1 month
ago SirQubit 1 month ago Comment removed SirQubit 1 month ago If it was up to me,
George Bush would be hanging from a tree SirQubit 1 month ago mcp893 1 month ago i
miss those towers its still too weird mcp893 1 month ago luckylojsan 1 month ago
@mcp893 I know right... Still cant get it...too awful and wierd luckylojsan 1 month ago
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jordanleigh112 1 month ago Everyone that's saying bad stuff about the USA I dislike but
I'm not from there but still ! jordanleigh112 1 month ago johnnnbockkk 1 month ago
@MrSy82 fuck you, what country do you live in? Cause America the one of the
youngest countries, and were already kicking your ass. Fuck off. johnnnbockkk 1 month
ago MrSy82 1 month ago @johnnnbockkk you cunts couldnt kick anyones ass, stick to
what your good at, invading weak nations and still struggling to beat them, you amricans
are fat pathetic losers MrSy82 1 month ago Sammy31766 1 month ago @MrSy82 I m no
fan of my countries actions as far as war goes but that is my right to say that, but before
someone like you bad mouths anything, maybe you should look deep in what ever it is
you call a heartm and look at the loss of human life. Also no matter what place you live in
at some point you got aid from my home. Ohhh one more thing. Go Fuck yourself
Sammy31766 1 month ago w1i2ll33 1 month ago @MrSy82 wow coming from someone
is probably a amercan them selfs...hmmm but watever. ill be glad when the aliens come
for you :D w1i2ll33 1 month ago SirQubit 1 month ago @MrSy82 right on dude they are
absolutely pathetic they are not only struggling they have LOST SirQubit 1 month ago
SirQubit 1 month ago @johnnnbockkk America is kicking ass? LOL yeah sure keep living
in gaga land if you're a young country then you're getting child-molested lol SirQubit 1
month ago Folentino 1 month ago 12:18 ... it was a military plane.... this is what bush did
to the usa .. he did this so he could invade any country like iraq with alot of oil... and take
it all... this gave him a excuse to invade a country.. this was all a big plan Folentino 1
month ago 117Aric 1 month ago even if we cant compaire 9-11 to that doesnt mean
ANYONE has the right to say shit like tht!! lives wer lost, family members, kids, people
that had lives. Now that happened in all disasters like this one. but NO ONE has the right
to say that we deserved it! No one on here said you guys deserved it. No one deserves to
die, because of the carelessness from moronic people! 117Aric 1 month ago MrSy82 1
month ago dry your eyes you american fucks, it was just a couple of towers, you cunts
deserved it anyway MrSy82 1 month ago tjmurray7901 1 month ago @MrSy82 you
piece of crap. you have no idea what that did to our country. tjmurray7901 1 month ago
MrSy82 1 month ago @tjmurray7901 your country was fucked up anyway, full of
lowlifes rapists and murderers, your a bunch of fucked up assholes MrSy82 1 month ago
boltjet135 1 month ago @MrSy82 4th tallest in the world at the time, engineering
marvels, structually marvelous, 50,000 worked in thise beatiful towers, 3000 people died,
i loved those towers and feel for the victims and there familys. you are really the shit on
the back of my shoe and you should of experienced the terror of being in those planes, or
seeing them coming or burning and/or suffecating to death 100 stories in the sky. or you
could of jumped to your death. think next time boltjet135 1 month ago Yaren51 1 month
ago @MrSy82 Fuck you Bitch, I wonder how you'd feel if it'd happen to your country?!
Yaren51 1 month ago MrSy82 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam @Yaren51 fuck off you little cunt MrSy82 1 month ago summerguy92 1
month ago DAMN...... all i can say is damn summerguy92 1 month ago MagnetBeatrice 1
month ago What's the song? MagnetBeatrice 1 month ago MagnetBeatrice 1 month ago
@MagnetBeatrice Forget It MagnetBeatrice 1 month ago yougmoney1000 1 month ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam okiko and adiano stfu u stupid
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chinese or japense no one likes do u kno how many familes didnt come home tht night all
the ppl crying wht about peal harbor u started it but kick yur asses in the end soo u to go
suck a fat one in yur and fist of all wht about u guys killin yur kids if u have to many kids
ooo yea there where ppl jumping out of these building sooo suck my presidental dick
bitch yougmoney1000 1 month ago yougmoney1000 1 month ago okiko and adiano stfu u
stupid chinese or japense no one likes do u kno how many familes didnt come home tht
night all the ppl crying wht about peal harbor u started it but kick yur asses in the end
soo u to go suck a fat one in yur and fist of all wht about u guys killin yur kids if u have
to many kids ooo yea there where ppl jumping out of these building sooo suck my
presidental dick bitch yougmoney1000 1 month ago summerguy92 1 month ago
@yougmoney1000 HEY DONT BE RACIST TO THE JAPANESE ENTIRE
FAMILIES AND CITIES WERE VAPORIZED BOTH SUFFERED SO STOP
ARGUING AND BEING RACIST summerguy92 1 month ago bigwilly711 1 month ago
ok people are arguing about something that happened 9 years ago. maybe Congress
should get of there asses and really investigate bigwilly711 1 month ago bigwilly711 1
month ago I still don't understand why some videos were released and most were not
bigwilly711 1 month ago thedovis1 1 month ago facking arabs ! thedovis1 1 month ago
Inlheart12 1 month ago @thedovis1 Are u serious ? Damned ... you suck ! Inlheart12 1
month ago adrianoON13 1 month ago YEAH THAT`S RIGHT, IT`S NOTHING
COMPARED TO 100.000 PEOPLE DIED IN HIROSHIMA AND NAGASAKI...
WHAT HAPPENED IN JAPAN 1945, NOBODY REMEMBER THIS. FUCK U ALL
AMERICANS...!!!!! adrianoON13 1 month ago evilyakko 1 month ago @adrianoON13
there is no need to be rude, although i agree that it isn’t the worst thing in human history,
it is modern, and people are still recovering from the loss of loved ones etc. im not
American, but i can still have compassion for human life. Just because the numbers of
deaths isn’t as high as past events doesn’t make it any less devastating. I dont know why
your so bitter. but mabe its time you grew up. evilyakko 1 month ago yougmoney1000 1
month ago @adrianoON13 How about the thousands slaughtered by the Japanese in the
rape of Nanking and the thousands who died in pow camps at the hands of the Japanese
or the thousands who at Pearl Harbor or the Bataan Death March./ So cry me a river.
yougmoney1000 1 month ago yougmoney1000 1 month ago @adrianoON13 Nice
language, You cry about the poor Japanese, they started it we finished it. Cry me a
freaking river. How about the rape of Nanking at the hands of the Japanese, the Bataan
Death March, the cowardly attack on Pearl Harbor. How about the millions who died
during the Holocaust. at the hands of the Nazis, so we nuked Japan big deal
yougmoney1000 1 month ago SirQubit 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam 9/11 inside job no doubt, saying it's not an inside job is like saying I can
penetrate Paris Hilton's security and fuck her without being stopped yeah right it's close
to impossible it would be nice but it ain't gonna happen just like 9/11 commited by 19
young dudes with boxcutters changing world history and bringing about the apocolypse
ain't gonna happen get real people thumbs up if you agree SirQubit 1 month ago
BOOBOO3976 1 month ago I live in Montana we were on vacation in New York on
9/11. We left the next day. BOOBOO3976 1 month ago uKzDevil 1 month ago bush
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blew it up uKzDevil 1 month ago hekii88 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam In 11th september america and american idiot nation found out how
Serbia felt in 1999 when fucking NATO started to bomb glorious Serbia 77 days all the
time. I wish you all the worst! Fucking american scum! Fuck America from Serbia!
hekii88 1 month ago adrianosik2 1 month ago what is the point in crying ??? it happend .
owell . adrianosik2 1 month ago eminemcandies 1 month ago @adrianosik2 come to my
house and i'll show you what crying is...... eminemcandies 1 month ago ste6666666 1
month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam powerful entities control
nearly all aspects of your life through the fear in your mind, In this way 9/11 has caused
as much fear as the American atomic bombs. Think how many actual people have died in
the world because of 9/11and all the laws that have taken away freedom in every country
in the world. Hiroshima was a horrible way to end a war. 9/11 was a horrible way to start
a war on the people of the world. ste6666666 1 month ago 487mip 1 month ago 9-11 is
an Islamic attack by Al Qaeda. Conspiracy Theories are brainwashing. 487mip 1 month
ago eternalblackproject1 1 month ago ^^^ALERT WAKE TF UP*PROOF!! ^^^
Ill*UMINATTI leaders are a third being, spirits of the children crossed between man and
demons from pre-Noah flood. ^^^Ill*uminatti> Want to take the WORLD for their
bloodlines only! Wonder why Bush, Cheney, Obamma, Brad Pit & Lady Dianne R
related? Ill*uminatti conspiracy to keep book of ENOCH out of BIBLE because it
exposes them. ( read proof 1 -11 posted in consecutive order, click on VIEW ALL
COMMENTS at bottom page and READ^^^(also watch video book of Enoch)
eternalblackproject1 1 month ago eternalblackproject1 1 month ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam 1Enoch was a great-grandfather of Noah, and father of
Methuselah, Gen. 5, 21- 24 states in part, " Enoch became the father of Methuselah, And
walked with God 365 years." then was no more because God took him," He's also
mentioned at (1- Chron. 1: 3) He's again mentioned in (Heb. 11: 5) "By faith, Enoch was
translated that he should not see death; and was not found, because God had taken him,
before his being taken, he had this *testimony, that he pleased God" eternalblackproject1
1 month ago eternalblackproject1 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam 2The name Enoch is translated from Hebrew: §ְחֲנוֹך, in greek , Enōke , also in
Arabic Name meaning "initiated and disciplined" and is a Hebrew name. Hanoch is related
to the Hebrew word "chinuch" meaning: enlightenment, wisdom, spirituality.
Interestingly, the meaning of initiated is quoted in dictionaries "To admit into a secret
society or Group typically with a ritual" Enoch is also represented in the Dead sea
scroll's collection and present's itself as being written by Enoch himself.
eternalblackproject1 1 month ago eternalblackproject1 1 month ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam 3Enoch is said through the Book of Enoch to have known
of the coming of the great flood. Enoch is one of three humans, the others being Elijah and
The Virgin Mary who, according to Christian tradition, were assumed or initiated into
heaven. The book of Enoch is an ancient work, ascribed to Enoch. It is not part of the
Canon of scripture used by Jews, Enoch was excluded from both the jewish and christian
canons, and thus most all other religious books and bibles and teachings.
eternalblackproject1 1 month ago eternalblackproject1 1 month ago 4WIKIPEDIA " The
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Book of Enoch had been rejected by the Jews partly because it contained prophecies
pertaining to Christ." Enoch prophecies against those watchers who were secretly mixed
in with those charged with composing the canons that would eventually become our
bibles. The Ethiopian Orthodox Church being the only mentioned exception. Ethiopia is
one of the oldest sites of human existence known and may be the region from which
Homo sapiens first set out for the Middle East and beyond." eternalblackproject1 1
month ago eternalblackproject1 1 month ago 5The view of the Ethiopic Orthodox Church,
which recognises Enoch as an inspired document, is that the Ethiopic text is the original
one, written by Enoch himself. In their view, the following opening sentence of Enoch is
the first and oldest sentence written in any human language, since Enoch was the first to
write letters "Word of blessing of Henok, wherewith he blessed the chosen and righteous
who would be alive in the day of tribulation for the removal of all wrongdoers and
backsliders." eternalblackproject1 1 month ago eternalblackproject1 1 month ago 6Jude
stated "Certain men whose condemnation was written about long ago have secretly
slipped in among you. Jude verses 14 & 15 go on to mention Enoch by name "Enoch, the
seventh from Adam, prophesied about these men": Who are these men in which
Enoch(B>O>E) prophesied about. Hybrid humans! Jude states in verse 6; the angels who
did not keep their positions of authority but abandoned their own home." The angels
abandoned heaven and took earthly bodies" their children were called Nephlims.
eternalblackproject1 1 month ago eternalblackproject1 1 month ago 7GOD made it clear
to Enoch. " As for the spiritual ones of the heaven, in heaven is where they dwell. And
now, the giants, are produced from the spirits and flesh, the earth shall be their dwelling.
They shall be evil spirits on earth. As for the spirits of heaven, in heaven shall they
dwell, but as for the spirits of the giants on earth, earth shall be their dwelling" It's no
wonder, the spirit's of the hybrid children of man and fallen angel's, constitute a third
species in itself. eternalblackproject1 1 month ago eternalblackproject1 1 month ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 8Evil spirits wandering the earth,
reincarnating after each death and taking possession of, and forming alliances with weak
minded deceived humans. These are the watchers that influence world events, the secret
society, the ones in control of the translations of the Bible. The book of Enoch
Ill*uminates and condemns these hybrid half human, half angel evil spirits of the original
nephilims, who have conspired to keep the testimonial of Enoch from being distributed
because it exposes them. eternalblackproject1 1 month ago eternalblackproject1 1 month
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9Enoch gave powerful witness
against this secret society of hybrid beings, Enoch's visions were to be revealed in the end
times of tribulation. The book ends with " The words "blessing the elect and righteous,
who will be living in the day of tribulation, when the wicked and Godless are to be
removed. Enoch's eyes were opened by God, the vision the angels showed me, and from
them I heard everything, and from them I understood as I saw, but not for this generation,
but for a remote one to come. eternalblackproject1 1 month ago eternalblackproject1 1
month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 10* Book of Jubilees
known Ethiopian Orthodox Church as book of division, and is amongst dead sea scroll
canon. The Ethiopic texts, now numbers twenty seven. The Book of Jubilees narrates the
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genesis of angels on the first day of Creation of how a group of fallen angels mated with
mortal females, giving rise to a race of giants known as the Nephlim. original ethiopian
version " The "angels" were in fact the disobedient offspring of Seth while the "mortal
females" were daughters of Cain." eternalblackproject1 1 month ago eternalblackproject1
1 month ago 11References to "giants" found in Num. Deut. and Joshua have confused
some who regard these "giants" to be the same as the Nephilim; the Hebrew words for
"giants" in most of these verses are "Anakim". (One such verse, Num. 13:33,) These
references do not contradict the account of the original Nephilim being completely
destroyed in the Deluge. However, Jubilees does state that "GOD GRANTED TEN
PERCENT OF THE DISEMBODIED SPIRITS OF THE NEPHILIM TO TRY TO
LEAD MANKIND ASTRAY AFTER THE FLOOD." eternalblackproject1 1 month ago
Patfitz1234 1 month ago these comments make me hate humanity, If the same thing
happened in any other country I would still cry. you're all fucked in the head. makes me
sick. Patfitz1234 1 month ago pikalo20 1 month ago They should nuke the terrorist
bastards End them They die for some stupid god they believe in This is the REAL LIFE,
you are not going to get any honour from blowing yourself up into a building pikalo20 1
month ago mrjaxthecat 1 month ago here's an idea...how about we all have some respect
for the almost 3000 people that were murdered that day! stop the stupid hate-filled
comments, and have some RESPECT! mrjaxthecat 1 month ago pikalo20 1 month ago I'm
mostly safe in Australia :l pikalo20 1 month ago mariahcarey50 1 month ago I barely
remember that day. I was like only like 6 years old! mariahcarey50 1 month ago
Reqrezentin 1 month ago 9/11 gave America a taste of what it does everyday.
Reqrezentin 1 month ago Brandoons88 1 month ago You people Actually think The
taliban Took out the towers......wow, just wow Brandoons88 1 month ago EMfan1000 1
month ago Comment removed dwightrenekia 1 month ago fuck all you fags. okiko and
cnavaro88 are two cock suckers who never been breast milk my america milk. you fucking
immigrants. go suck ass dwightrenekia 1 month ago cnavaro88 1 month ago
@dwightrenekia Immigrants? I think you will find you're the fucking immigrant.
cnavaro88 1 month ago EMfan1000 1 month ago FUCK anyone who watches these
videos just to leave hate comments FUCK anyone who sais this wasnt "as bad as some
other event" FUCK any muslim nigers and gay europeans who hate on America FUCK
YOU ALL EMfan1000 1 month ago TheChainingJ 1 month ago You could be quiet a lot
of people were killed in every one of those stated hiroshima 9\11 and nagasaki
TheChainingJ 1 month ago gerizzyYMcrew 1 month ago this acutally goes up to 26:26?
gerizzyYMcrew 1 month ago drumONdrugs23 1 month ago MAN THOSE GUYZ
SHOULD WATCH WHERE THEY'RE GOING. damn forigners cant drive for shit.
drumONdrugs23 1 month ago soko203 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam US-NATO attack on civilian - Serbia 1999 look this video shame on
America , Clinton and Bush bastard, half milion children crying becouse of your's bomb
!!!! :'( :'( WTC is nothing what America do to world soko203 1 month ago NYsentinel 1
month ago Regarding Osama... But only a few days later on March 13, Bush says, "He's a
person who's now been marginalized.... I just don't spend that much time on him.... I
truly am not that concerned about him." Instead, Bush is "deeply concerned about Iraq."
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[White House, 3/13/02] "If the people were to ever find out what we have done, we
would be chased down the streets and lynched." -- George Bush, cited in the June, 1992
Sarah McClendon Newsletter NYsentinel 1 month ago NYsentinel 1 month ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam We haven't heard from him (Usama Bin
Laden) in a long time," Bush told reporters at the White House. "I truly am not that
concerned about him." March 14, 2002 "So we've never made the case, or argued the case
that somehow Osama bin Laden [sic] was directly involved in 9/11. That evidence has
never been forthcoming" - Dick Cheney. NYsentinel 1 month ago mesohorny360 1 month
ago Osama i cant wait for some to shove a airplane up ur ass! mesohorny360 1 month ago
ismaelocodf 1 month ago wooow..really good video! made me really sad! ismaelocodf 1
month ago johntitorlives 1 month ago Why aren't you asking how many innocent people
these Muslim rats have murdered, blown up and tortured. Many of them were their own
people! I do not agree with everything our country does but I don't go around and talk
shit about it all the time either. If you don't like it then get the fuck out that simple. Go
live Pakistan or another shit hole and go fight with them. I am so sick of these America
haters yet you all live here and enjoy a better life than you would in other countries.
johntitorlives 1 month ago cnavaro88 1 month ago On 9/11, 3,000 people were killed in
terrorist attacks in the USA. In Africa and Asia, on 9/11, 30,000 children starved to
death. 9/11 was nothing. 10 time the amount that died on that day die every day from
starvation because of capitalism and wealthy Americans and Europeans hoarding food for
themselves. cnavaro88 1 month ago maureen1002 1 month ago Thank you for sharing
this. It was interesting to see it happen from a different view. Seeing the smoke engulf the
city was crazy! I can imagine this was traumatic for you, experiencing this so closely!!
Not to mention from the 36th floor of a building so close by!! RIP to everyone who lost
their lives on that fateful Sept. day. maureen1002 1 month ago johntitorlives 1 month ago
alwaysbehumble, you've convinced yourself you're actually intelligent by using words
like 'devine rapture' and 'exhilerating spectacle' but all you really amount to is some little
punk with dyed black hair and a nose ring who can't get laid even by the ugly chicks. Go
back to your sad and pathetic life and blame your parents for your bad DNA and not this
country you little America hating rat. johntitorlives 1 month ago johntitorlives 1 month
ago You are absolutely right okiko76. 9-11 was a terrorist attack and Hiroshima and
Nagasaki happened to prevent the war from spreading and costing more American and
Japanese lives. You are 100% correct they cannot be compared. johntitorlives 1 month
ago CooliosFriend 1 month ago i feel sadness for the victems but september 11th was a
fucking INSIDE JOB !! WCT7 for examle was a planed demolition!!! CooliosFriend 1
month ago laurensmalter 1 month ago 9 years later, I hope I won't hurt anyone with
saying this, but atleast you'll have some sunshine in the room you were filming in from
now on.. Anyone who doesn't know why the US is in Afghanistan, watch this video,
think about the people inside the buildings, think about the police officers, firefighters
and soldiers, helping and dying in and around those towers.. May they rest in peace..
laurensmalter 1 month ago alwaysbehumble 1 month ago @laurensmalter No you won't
hurt anyone. it's a divine rapture to watch the buildings collapse and imagine how the
yankees must have been screaming like swines when they were smashed and baked into
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meat pies.. LOL what a priceless irony the spreader of terror got himself terrorized It's
like Hitler got his dick biten off by a Jew I hope they bomb an elementary school What
an exhilarating spectacle it would be when kids there shrieked like guinea pigs as
shrapnels cracked their skulls. alwaysbehumble 1 month ago cnavaro88 1 month ago
@laurensmalter How many of the terrorists who flew those planes were Afghans? How
many of the 200,000 women and children of Afghanistan who have been shot, blown or
burned to death by the US Army helped plot it? How is America being in Afghan
stopping the culture of Jihadi terrorism, when Al Quaida don't even operate in Afghan
anymore? cnavaro88 1 month ago yougmoney1000 1 month ago @cnavaro88 ok wht
bout allthe ppl tht dies in tht huh wht kinda of name is cnavaro wht did u cross the
border with no green card huh where all crying on tht day when u where tryin to sneek
over sooo stfu about tht wht bout some one speacial to u was in there huh so suck my
presidental cock bitch yougmoney1000 1 month ago NYsentinel 1 month ago Subject:
102 Minutes That Changed America Part 1 07:15 Person (male) speaking about "Chris"
mentioning that "They've locked All the doors..." Who [Electronically?] locked all the
doors? -PI/NYs NUMBER OF 9/11 MURDER VICTIMS MUCH HIGHER THAN
STATED The actual number of people murdered on 9/11 was around 12,000. One source
for this information is a paralegal working for one of the law firms dealing with the 9/11
victims’ families. -Oilempire(dot)com NYsentinel 1 month ago NYsentinel 1 month ago
WTC occupancy = 100K 911 Saved = Aprx 25K 911 Killed/Murdered = aprx 3K
Missing Equation 73K? 102 minutes CONSPIRACY ? [PDF] TR-076, The World Trade
Center Bombing: Report and Analysis ... occur on February %,1993. The bombing of
theWTC was an event of … evacuation of the towers finally were completed some 11
hours Then again... Paul Isaac Jr-NYsentinel@Large NYsentinel 1 month ago okiko76 1
month ago 15 9/11 is nothing compared to Hiroshima and Nagasaki. okiko76 1 month ago
15 soko203 1 month ago @okiko76 Can not even compare what they have done Serbia in
1999. look video - US-NATO attack civilian -serbia 1999 soko203 1 month ago
unforgivn82 1 month ago @okiko76 ....fucking kidding me. You forget pearl harbor. There
was a reason for Hiroshima and nagasaki. Had that not taken place....who knows what
else would have happend across the world. unforgivn82 1 month ago yougmoney1000 1
month ago @okiko76 hey fuck u look how many died in this people called home to the
familes told them they wernt comming home they jumped out of the towers sooo if u
wanna say tht go back to china or where ever u go u came from soo stfu and suck my
presidental dick bitch yougmoney1000 1 month ago TheKaspall 1 month ago @okiko76
yeah, and everything caused by FUCKING USA TheKaspall 1 month ago hen5436 1
month ago @okiko76 why you even compared? this attack is horible and sick!!!! ok the
amricans did a mistake but why to remind it in this video? the bomb in Hiroshima was
horible too. but that was in the ong past. USA of those days is not the USA of the
past!!! hen5436 1 month ago theeraul 1 month ago @hen5436 this is america theeraul 1
month ago nahim55 1 month ago dont worry my dear we will invade iraq, kill a million of
the fuckers and nick their oil and that will pay for the cost of rebuilding the two towers.
nahim55 1 month ago NYsentinel 1 month ago @hekii88 The Serbian people Serbia went
through he'll in concentration camps during WW11 Your peoples surfing is well known
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But do not believe for a moment we condoned the actions of crooked politions and
bankers NYsentinel 1 month ago hekii88 1 month ago In 11th september america and
american idiot nation found out how Serbia felt in 1999 when fucking NATO started to
bomb glorious Serbia 77 days all the time. I wish you all the worst! Fucking american
scum! Fuck America from Serbia! hekii88 1 month ago soko203 1 month ago 78 days,
throwing bombs on a country that is 25 times less population and much smaller area than
America, destroy everything .... you are killing innocent children, women, refineries,
buildings, churches (most of which was built 300 years before the American detected)
Why? And today there was 'independent' Kosovo terrorist country? and today there was
the largest military base built in Europe by the United States? To continue killing
innocent? is it because of that? soko203 1 month ago soko203 1 month ago @soko203
anibody from you american ? tell me ? you are so blind with you that you can not see
what you to to rest of worl hal milion children crying becouse of yur bomb :( :( soko203
1 month ago A7Xguitaristx 1 month ago @soko203 blood washes blood, the innocent
lives were taken in 9/11 were numerous as well. US soldiers dont specifically target
innocent iraqis, there is crossfire as well. which is part of urban guerilla warfare.
Terrorists dress like commoners for that very reason. the buildings bombed are mainly
home to terrorists, marines dont attack the mosques btw. the iraqi government
appreciates our help. its the price paid in war. A7Xguitaristx 1 month ago soko203 1
month ago @A7Xguitaristx I am talkin about Serbia(Europe , Balkan ) not about Iraq .
look video us-nato attack on civilian -serbia 1999 soko203 1 month ago A7Xguitaristx 1
month ago @soko203 that was a legitimate war crime. i dont approve of it at all, but it
was NATO. not just america. the only country i would like to see the downfall of is
isreal. A7Xguitaristx 1 month ago soko203 1 month ago @A7Xguitaristx I don't
understand what did you mean about " that was a legitimate war crime" (what is that?) is
legitimate 11. 09 2001. ? (why is not ? becouse it is america ?... or ?) 1999. Only America
and Britain have bombed Serbia on the flag of NATO, no other country (America was the
carrier of all): (: ( why Israel ? soko203 1 month ago A7Xguitaristx 1 month ago
@soko203 legitimate meaning yes the attack on civillian Serbia is a war crime. Isreal
controls the USA. and its going to bring down a nation that is dear to my family in the
middle east (not iraq) A7Xguitaristx 1 month ago hekii88 1 month ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Yess! Its very got for me to see this building
crushing down. F u c k america, f u c k american idiots! F u c k america from Serbia. Hail
RUSSIA!!! hekii88 1 month ago farsallel 1 month ago ﺍﻥﺕﻅﺭﻭﺍ ﺍﻝﺍﺩﻩﻱ ﻭﺍﻝﺍﻡﺭ ﻱﺍ ﻉﺏﺩﺓ
ﺍﻙﺏﺭ ﺩﻱﻥ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﻍﺍﻝﺏ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺍﻙﺏﺭ ﻭﻝﻝﻩ ﺍﻝﻉﺯﺓ ﻭﻝﺭﺱﻭﻝﻩ ﻭﻝﻝﻡﺅﻡﻥﻱﻥ ﻭﻝﺍﻙﻥ ﺍﻝﺹﻝﺏﺍﻥ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ
farsallel 1 month ago hekii88 ﺍﻝﻡﻥﺍﻑﻕﻱﻥ ﻝﺍ ﻱﻉﻝﻡﻭﻥ1 month ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Yess! Its very good for me to watch this skyscrapers
destroying ! F u c k america, f u c k american idiots scum! F u c k america from Serbia.
Hail SERBIA and RUSSIA!!! Слава России!! hekii88 1 month ago masip123 1 month
ago was israel masip123 1 month ago masip123 1 month ago Comment removed
warlockmasta 1 month ago @masip123 YES IT WAS. warlockmasta 1 month ago brikac
1 month ago Hekii88 go fuck yourself you peace of shit fucking Russian drunk douche
bag I wish you were in that plane when it hit I hope you die a horrible death you fucking
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faggot brikac 1 month ago soko203 1 month ago @brikac You are so blind that would not
know to show On the map EVEN WHERE IS Russia, and especially where the Serbian
which your country bombed in 1999. which 10 million innocent people for what? to seize
a piece of land? to create the largest U.S. military base in Europe? What is the reason for
that? soko203 1 month ago CanderousXOrdo 1 month ago Knock, knock. Who's there?
9/11. 9/11 who? YOU SAID YOU'D NEVER FORGET CanderousXOrdo 1 month ago
EddyJ210385 1 month ago I still cant believe those towers are gone. Sad. EddyJ210385 1
month ago hekii88 1 month ago Yess! Its very got for me to see this building crushing
down. F u c k america, f u c k american idiots! F u c k america from Serbia. Hail
RUSSIA!!! hekii88 1 month ago TrutherD1 1 month ago @hekii88 Calm the hell down,
psycho. We're all in this together. The black pope runs the world. lol Seriously. America's
govt. is a pawn to the real power. Wake up TrutherD1 1 month ago soko203 1 month ago
@hekii88 American bastard Serbia crying and live hard becouse of your's bobm and
support for albanian gerilla's KOSOVO IS SERBIA soko203 1 month ago NYsentinel 1
month ago "The individual is handicapped by coming face to face with a conspiracy so
monstrous he cannot believe it exists. The American mind simply has not come to a
realization of the evil which has been introduced into our midst." -J. Edgar Hoover
NYsentinel 1 month ago TrutherD1 1 month ago @NYsentinel #awesome #quote
TrutherD1 1 month ago danny11103 1 month ago how can 20, 000 people like this?
danny11103 1 month ago GrandMasterFreshMpls 1 month ago @danny11103 I think
they just mean they appreciate the video coverage, not that the buildings were.
GrandMasterFreshMpls 1 month ago kklea85 1 month ago All shits are happens from
American government! kklea85 1 month ago soko203 1 month ago US-NATO attack on
civilian - Serbia 1999 look this video shame on America , Clinton and Bush bastard, half
milion children crying becouse of your's bomb !!!! :'( :'( WTC is nothing what America do
to world soko203 1 month ago iTzViDz2010 1 month ago It's really sad. I'm scared to fly
to america now. iTzViDz2010 1 month ago kklea85 1 month ago Motherfucker Bush!!
kklea85 1 month ago TrutherD1 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam "no plane theory" TrutherD1 1 month ago pinkpineapplekate 1 month ago Its
so strange when you look at the start of the video and then the end, how much things
change in the matter of hours xxx R.I.P pinkpineapplekate 1 month ago PennyManning2
1 month ago They didn't show any of the planes hit. And they missed the tower
collapsing...or at least that's where the video froze. PennyManning2 1 month ago
soko203 1 month ago /watch?v=dsbwAoo32zg# soko203 1 month ago zerodayz00 1
month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I will never forget the
towers, i live in London and thought our buildings were really high and when i went to
new york to meet my brother i just couldnt belive the size of these buildings. 1 month
before my mum passed away so my brother got me out there to meet him and we went to
the top observtory deck and the sun was setting then night fell and new york lit up it was
breath taking. My big bro put his arm around me and we looked up and said here we are
mum we are on top of the world wooo hooo. zerodayz00 1 month ago bmwsucka 1
month ago muhhamad hassan LOL bmwsucka 1 month ago A1bz1 1 month ago OMG!
OMG! THE WTC IS COLLAsing! A1bz1 1 month ago Zardoz1977 1 month ago This
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has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam As we can see the building is collapsing
up to down (pancaking). Conspiracy idiots say it was a demolition with thermite. Don't
they have to demolish the basement girders and the first levels above (cutting the feets)
even if they use thermite? The rules of building implosions are not abrogated just because
someone wants to use thermite. Therefore conspiracy theories are pretty weak. It is not a
demolition we see, everyone can see that. What's going on in those peoples sick minds???
Zardoz1977 1 month ago MrVerm1n 1 month ago you people make me sad MrVerm1n 1
month ago soko203 1 month ago shame on Amrecica, chame on !! soko203 1 month ago
soko203 1 month ago ' US - NATO attack on civilians - Serbia 1999 ' (copy, paste on
you tube thath words) look this America what you done !! soko203 1 month ago
ersoyayyildiz 1 month ago GOD BLESS AMERİCA ersoyayyildiz 1 month ago
CrackedheadMovies 1 month ago Come on admit it,America got PWNED oh btw I live in
america fucktard so you can't say shit
CrackedheadMovies 1 month ago
ChubbyGuineaPig19 1 month ago @CrackedheadMovies You're a fuckin' dumbass kid.
So many people died this day and you just insulted them all. ChubbyGuineaPig19 1
month ago CrackedheadMovies 1 month ago @ChubbyGuineaPig19 Do I care?umm... let
me see..... NO CrackedheadMovies 1 month ago CrackedheadMovies 1 month ago
LOL!!DOZE NIGGAZ GOT PWNED!!! CrackedheadMovies 1 month ago
bkm24yanks24 1 month ago Comment removed mmlo 1 month ago papper mmlo 1
month ago hero1ooo 1 month ago C.I.A = the biggest terror organisation on the world
hero1ooo 1 month ago lLlOlQlUlElNlDlO 1 month ago ossama ossama ;) xDDD
lLlOlQlUlElNlDlO 1 month ago alynchrys 1 month ago Bush knocked down the towers
alynchrys 1 month ago CMiko10 1 month ago Why do many people feel that these men
that caused this event were terrible people? They were doing what they felt was right for
their religion. If your god "spoke" to you to do something like this, you know you would
do it and not regret it at all. Don't even lie. I'm not saying that these men were right for
what they did, but I'm not saying that they were coldblooded people either. They did
what they felt was necessary. CMiko10 1 month ago iloveonewsky99 1 month ago oh
my god... iloveonewsky99 1 month ago Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago My son was in
the army... Only soldier know the truth. Here it is. 25 years ago. There was the 1 st iraqi
america war. It so happends to be that bush sr was prez. They tried to kill him( iraqis)
then bush jr came along. He planned it first thing. He hired isrealis to go and disguise as
Muslims, hijack a plane and crash( they would do this to give their country smpathy
against Palestine . Arabians over seas were happy it happened. Isreal threw a secret
celebration. And 4000 jewish workers skipp Gochicagobulls4ever 1 month ago
agalley1989 1 month ago if you believe the us government did it, and are completely
convinced then so be it. I say, if you believe that get the hell out of America if that is
what you believe, why would you want to stay in a place that you believe commits such
crimes against itself? Don't you dare say the most horrific event in this country's history
was done by its own people. There is no room in America for people like you, if you
don't like it, get the hell out...now agalley1989 1 month ago CrackedheadMovies 1 month
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @agalley1989 fuck you redneck
CrackedheadMovies 1 month ago ACSBehemothHellcat 1 month ago Osama bin Laden,
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you are now a known terrorist and a mass murder criminal to the USA
ACSBehemothHellcat 1 month ago honestyo1 1 month ago PLS NOTE JEWISH
EXPLOSIVES FIRM ALLOED INTI BASEMENT OF TWIN TOWERS WEEKS
BEFORE 911 A BIRD CANT FLY OVER PENTAGIN WITHOUT BEING
DETECTED/HOW DA FK CAN AIRPLANE CAN AND THEN HIT PENTAGON!
PLS STOP BEING BRAINWASHED BY USA GOVT 90 PERCENT OF IRAQS OIL
BEING SHIPPED TO USA USA WANT TO CONTROL THE WORLD ###PLEASE
SEE THE ,ARRIVALS VIDS ON YOU TUBE!! WAKE UP USA WANT TO
DESTABILISE PAKISTAN NOW WAKE UP IRAN NEVER ATTCKED
ANYCOUNTRY USA ONLY COUNTRY TO MURDER VIA NUCLEUR BOMBS
IN JAPAN honestyo1 1 month ago honestyo1 1 month ago U IDIOTS USA ARE THE
TERRORISTA PHYSICS CANNOT BE U TURNED FOR 1 DAY 3 USA AIRFORCE
EXERCISES WERE TAKING PLACE ON 9 11 THIS WAS A FIXED INSIDE JOB BY
BUSH USA TERRORIST honestyo1 1 month ago XXXphukitXXX 1 month ago So
incredibly sad. I remember watching this the morning it happened. So sad. All the lives
lost and people jumping utter chaos. They dare to want to build a Mosque two blocks
from where this had happened. I just can't believe the disrespect of them. It is
disrespectul and thoughtless. It is disprespectful, no other way to explain it. Just
horrible. XXXphukitXXX 1 month ago ACSBehemothHellcat 1 month ago Man, nine
years ago and people still talk about it. ACSBehemothHellcat 1 month ago zbrad21 1
month ago @ACSBehemothHellcat yeah bro, if you haven't realized we're still
Afghanistan and we've been there for hmmmmm.....ahem 9 years! Just as long as World
War 1 and 2 combined. And this is the event responsible for it, so yeah i'd say there is a
reason to talk about it..... zbrad21 1 month ago TrutherD1 1 month ago Search "al qaeda
fake"
TrutherD1
1
month
ago
weed1236
1
month
ago
spamspamspamspamspamspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spams
pamspamspamspamspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamsp
amspamspamspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamspamspa
mspamspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamspamspamspa
mspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamspamspamspamspa
mspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamspamspamspamspamspa
msp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamspamspamspamspamspamsp-a
mspamvvv weed1236 1 month ago Steelerguy6178 1 month ago I guess the FBI forgot to
edit the part where she said "It was a military plane." Good for them, they fucked up!
More proof of an inside job. Steelerguy6178 1 month ago BenMan54321 1 month ago
May I kindly ask anyone who want this to happen agian to go hang themselves? Anyone
who wishes to have another 9/11 should die durring it. BenMan54321 1 month ago
eatadicck 1 month ago I hope this happens again eatadicck 1 month ago MrJizzinator 1
month ago @eatadicck You and me both buddy MrJizzinator 1 month ago Pwner4Mario
1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam terriosts should rot in
hell Pwner4Mario 1 month ago MrJizzinator 1 month ago They were all gonna die
anyway MrJizzinator 1 month ago nastycreepy 1 month ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam 911 ✡ ✈ ▌▌ nastycreepy 1 month ago socaso 1 month ago
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This video is clearly edited and fake....they are acting and sounding like its something
they see every day......not good guys socaso 1 month ago MrJedDoggett 1 month ago
damn, you guys had a sick apartment. just sayin. MrJedDoggett 1 month ago Skorpioo 1
month ago CIA and Mossad have done this. Skorpioo 1 month ago dododu13 1 month
ago Listen to 12:16 !!! The truth is there, the girl said "it was a military plane !"
dododu13 1 month ago eatadicck 1 month ago Terrorists Win. eatadicck 1 month ago
Freesubs164 1 month ago she sounds so fake. Freesubs164 1 month ago soko203 1
month ago it is great to see this , what have your's contry done to serbia, this is peace of
sheet :( :( look video's about Nato bombarding Serbia 1999 soko203 1 month ago
weed1236 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam everyone
that died deserved it weed1236 1 month ago whereisthejustice1 1 month ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Fuck the Terrorist state of Israel ! 9/11 was a
false flag by Mossad, just like how the Irgun high jacked the milk truck and blew up the
King David hotel disguised as Arabs. whereisthejustice1 1 month ago Zardoz1977 1
month ago Please watch "screw loose change". It proofs that the conspiracy guys are
talking bullsh*t. Let's tell the people on youtube and the internet, that not the CIA was
blowing up wtc, it were terrorists. Watch "screw loose change" it kill the lies of all
conspiracy theories. Zardoz1977 1 month ago Steelerguy6178 1 month ago
@Zardoz1977 Wrong. Screw Loose Change is a crock of shit! How the fuck did building
7 come down onto its own footprint when it wasn't even hit by a plane? It's a little too
late for you sheep asleep out there to be creating videos trying to debunk 9/11 truth.
Sorry, you lose! 9/11 was an inside job and the whole world knows it! Steelerguy6178 1
month ago McRoomster2009 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam fuck you muslims ! you guys are fucking cabrone McRoomster2009 1 month ago
MrJrodthepimp 1 month ago Respond to this video... There is a special place 100x worse
than hell for everyone behing this act of jealousy for what a great counrty we were. God
bless and save the USA. MrJrodthepimp 1 month ago honestyo1 1 month ago
@MrJrodthepimp lol ur FKED IN THE HEAD honestyo1 1 month ago mehuljg 1 month
ago Recent news tht america will going to build fukin mosq for fukin muslims at wtc
groung zero tht means they scare nd encourage to mulsims tht if u wanna build mosques
thn attack on us like wtc.....in thwe nameof islam muslims can do everything wht they
want....why all terrorists r muslim?/ if all muslims r not terrorist?? mehuljg 1 month ago
honestyo1 1 month ago @mehuljg DICKHEAD USA GOVT DONE 9 11 200
MUSLIMS DIED IN 9 11 JEWISH OWNERS TOOK OUT UPDATED INS POLICY
DAYS BEFORE EVENTS honestyo1 1 month ago bjooorns 1 month ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam FDNY - 343 NYPD - 23 PAPD - 37 WTC
Workers - Tower One - 1,402 WTC Workers - Tower Two - 614 Total - 2,819 (As of
9/5/02) Number of Americans that Lost Hope - 0 bjooorns 1 month ago
DontFeedTheTrololol 1 month ago haha jenga fat americans made it collapse lay off the
big macs DontFeedTheTrololol 1 month ago EIIiot4199 1 month ago Thumbs down..The
people Bob and Bri EDITED THE VIDEO!!!!! People need to see ALL OF IT!!!!
EIIiot4199 1 month ago sprig3432 1 month ago jerico sprig3432 1 month ago rockstoper
1 month ago this is very big answer to usa goverments. usa very big black hole !!! Allah
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very angry for usa we can feel that. usa very dangerous for eart and humanity pls put ur
hand to ur hearth and give me one answer ! usa always loved rich people how about
poors ??? we all know bush was really big evil for her country. and im not sure about
obama. hope evrything will be fine. rockstoper 1 month ago mehuljg 1 month ago fukin
mulims.......u think tht u r the onlyone who hve right to leave on earth
bullshit......asshole..... mehuljg 1 month ago honestyo1 1 month ago @mehuljg u PIG
MUSLIMS NOTHING TO DO WITH THIS U PEA BRAIN honestyo1 1 month ago
bgdrewsif 1 month ago I agree that this recording should be released in its unedited form
for historical purposes, not for any 'shock' value... bgdrewsif 1 month ago
AgitatorProductions 1 month ago any american who believes this was a conspiracy
should be ashamed AgitatorProductions 1 month ago Billya1986 1 month ago
@AgitatorProductions
Billya1986 1 month ago Steelerguy6178 1 month ago
@AgitatorProductions I'm American and I truly believe 9/11 was an inside job done by
our CIA and Government. I bet you don't even know about building 7. Just ask people
about it. How did that building collapse at 5:20pm that afternoon without a plane even
hitting it? How the fuck could some guy in a cave in Afghanistan pull this off? It doesn't
make sense. 9/11 was the biggest cover-up of my lifetime. Steelerguy6178 1 month ago
steakizgud 1 month ago i cant imagine being in that building when it was attacked. <3 for
people who died on that day steakizgud 1 month ago aglewi41 1 month ago wasn't there
actually bombs pre-planted into the building incase the plane missed aglewi41 1 month
ago NoobsGoRAWR 1 month ago @Tsaunders1307 I know what you are talking about, I
saw a reliable documentary in which it said that the people in the second tower were sent
back up when they started coming down. NoobsGoRAWR 1 month ago
NoobsGoRAWR 1 month ago They should really close comments for this video, because
of all the people who think that this event was either a joke, something hilarious or a
conspiracy...that's
just
disrespectful
NoobsGoRAWR
1
month
ago
BellaBOMBSHELLx0x0 1 month ago This gives me an entire different perspective of
9/11. being on the west coast we do not fully understand the day of september 11th. so
insanely crazy. BellaBOMBSHELLx0x0 1 month ago streetvan1997 1 month ago
Deadiva, there are plenty of videos of thevsecond collision and a perfect view of the first
plane hitting the north tower. Look it up on YouTube. streetvan1997 1 month ago
streetvan1997 1 month ago When I was a teen I was on a trip to NYC. We went up to the
observation deck in the WTC. I remember looking down through the glass and was scared
at the height. To think people rode the whole way down to thier death is just sickening to
my stomach. I think often to just how horrible of things went on up there. streetvan1997
1 month ago deea74diva 1 month ago why is the second thing that hits the second
building always cut in all the movies? :-? why I wanna see what hits the building...
deea74diva 1 month ago rezek71 1 month ago @deea74diva Military discs, with digital
plane overlays. they always cut out the truth, so you have to search for it. rezek71 1
month ago vrycurius4 1 month ago if it was a military plane how the hell did terrorits get
on it?!?!?!? vrycurius4 1 month ago Kelly14UK 1 month ago @vrycurius4 Because the
tip of the pyramid has access to anything they want. Kelly14UK 1 month ago
TheKooolcat21 1 month ago sometimes dis stuff bring tears to mii eyes its a shame dat
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barack not doing enough he not a good president for war i hope them terroist burn in
fucking hell TheKooolcat21 1 month ago littletond84 1 month ago This video is amazing,
thank you so much for sharing littletond84 1 month ago piribeyli1980 1 month ago I
didn't knew the average American people was so stupid. This woman talks clearly about
a military plane and still there are many who talks about muslim terrorists. Didn't you
still got it. But I don't blame you. You have been brainwashed by your media. To refresh
your mind Collin Powel lied to the world that Saddam had WMD. The brainwashed
Americans approved sending the army in Iraq and by now there are more than 100.000
yes 100.000 Iraqis dead(please tik TOTAL DEAD IN IRAQ on Google piribeyli1980 1
month ago giggityman100 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam rip to all of the poor people who lost their lives giggityman100 1 month ago
DARTAGNANS170 1 month ago This video is amazing! So glad they captured it all on
film. I would not have filmed it, I would have hid inside the basement of their building!
DARTAGNANS170 1 month ago SeineEhefrau 1 month ago :'( SeineEhefrau 1 month ago
purpleplaid777 1 month ago 2 God bless America man I know tht they come over here
and destroy our land but they can't take away are freedom cause we stay strong and they
can't take away are pashion on how much we love the United States of America
purpleplaid777 1 month ago 2 luisi10 1 month ago @purpleplaid777 America its from
Argentina to Canada, so yes God bless America! luisi10 1 month ago adambarker96 1
month ago It was a inside job there is no way it would of come down and the towers
where closed weeks before that is when the bombs where panted look it up on youtube
adambarker96 1 month ago TheThugAthlete 1 month ago Watching this video just struck
me how awful it would have been to be watching 9/11 in New York at the time. The
gravity of it was kind of lost watching it on tv half way across the world. I feel for all the
victims & families. How could the American government do this to their people?
TheThugAthlete 1 month ago panostheodotos1 1 month ago wy the f*** ar you cuting
the video???? panostheodotos1 1 month ago andrewtillson 1 month ago 15 hate fucking
trrorist!! andrewtillson 1 month ago 15 seregish32 1 month ago @andrewtillson fucking
trrorist- its us army !!!! seregish32 1 month ago Kelly14UK 1 month ago @andrewtillson
The Mormons or somwun did it.... Kelly14UK 1 month ago Freesubs164 1 month ago
@andrewtillson doesn't everyone? Freesubs164 1 month ago jurekscot0141 1 month ago
@andrewtillson thats rigt USA fu...... terrorist jurekscot0141 1 month ago
Steelerguy6178 1 month ago @andrewtillson I hate Bush and our government too. :)
Steelerguy6178 1 month ago mbblond08 1 month ago yes lets thank god......because him
and all of his all mighty powers that hes has couldnt stop this shit from happening?? you
think if he was up there he would have hmm? humans are in charge of our own fates god
is a superstition that has been spread for thousands of years.... mbblond08 1 month ago
2266money 1 month ago @mbblond08 everything happens for a reason, it was sad about
all the people dieing but because of this we have way better protection 2266money 1
month ago Sento35 1 month ago thx for showing the video, would have been the hardest
thing to film, hope the memoreis still dont haunt. Sento35 1 month ago
DBZistheshiz1992 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@e6t47 go to hell you worthless cunt DBZistheshiz1992 1 month ago squash201994 1
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month ago For some of the other comments squash201994 1 month ago squash201994 1
month ago Im a firefighter and know this for sure. The 2nd tower was not warned, due to
the fact that there would be a few hundred people leaveing the towers/tower at one time.
Which is madness. But also they where not sure of what was going on till the 2nd tower
did get hit. squash201994 1 month ago e6t47 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam HOLY SHIT THAT WAS SO FUCKIN COOL JESUS 9/11 WAS
FUNNY I LOVED 9/11 LOL GO 9/11 LOL LIKE 23478972893748923 PEOPLE DIED
LOL THATS FUNNY ROFLROFLROFLROL FEMALE PLANE DRIVER
AHAHHAHAH LISTEN TO THAT BITCH WHINE WUT A PUSSY 9/11 WAS
AWESOME RORLFORL PUSSIES! e6t47 1 month ago NoobsGoRAWR 1 month ago
That earlier comment was for everybody who reads it, not just that person
NoobsGoRAWR 1 month ago NoobsGoRAWR 1 month ago @503KaKa What is the
point of trying to kill everybody who lives there?? Isn't that going against the point of
religion? What correct religion sanctifies massacres? Religion promotes peace,
misinterpretation of religion creates bloodshed. If you don't move on with life, nothing
good will come out of it, just more destruction...get it right and stop defiling the memories
of innocent people And if you're going to swear, at least do it properly...
NoobsGoRAWR 1 month ago SKATEoMATICoka 1 month ago baby dont worry about
a thing... cause every little thing is ganna be alright SKATEoMATICoka 1 month ago
pintosanchez 1 month ago thank you for sharing this video...this is incredibly unique
footage and something everyone should see. pintosanchez 1 month ago 503KaKa 1 month
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Osama Bin Laden the best ^_^
Loding Usa .... 2010-2011 *_* Fack U u s a Fack u israel Good Luck Osama Bin Laden
Go Boom Usa & israel fack u fack u :( :( 503KaKa 1 month ago 503KaKa 1 month ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Osama Bin Laden the best ^_^
Loding Usa .... 2010-2011 *_* Fack U u s a Fack u israel Good Luck Osama Bin Laden
Go Boom Usa & israel fack u fack u :( 503KaKa 1 month ago shehzad330 1 month ago
see ur video care fully jet hited top of wtc and smoke is coming out of ground....why?
shehzad330 1 month ago Slimrealshady 1 month ago @shehzad330 its a cloud
Slimrealshady 1 month ago samtstudio6 1 month ago This Was Irag Faught samtstudio6 1
month ago rainingshoes 1 month ago weed1236 is a dipshit. weed1236 is a dipshit.
weed1236 is a dipshit. weed1236 is a dipshit. weed1236 is a dipshit. weed1236 is a
dipshit. weed1236 is a dipshit. weed1236 is a dipshit. weed1236 is a dipshit.
rainingshoes 1 month ago weed1236 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide
Not
Spam
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show
hide
Not
Spam
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mspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamspamspamspam weed1236 1 month
ago weed1236 1 month ago lol win weed1236 1 month ago Tsaunders1307 1 month ago
Now we are going to build a big mosque right beside it!!! Are you fucking kidding me?
Tsaunders1307
1
month
ago
weed1236
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month
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weed1236 1 month ago RBKpEns87 1 month ago mother fuckin towel heads.. you'll all
burn in hell. with ur boy allah RBKpEns87 1 month ago weed1236 1 month ago This has
been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @RBKpEns87
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m weed1236 1 month ago Steelerguy6178 1 month ago @RBKpEns87 Ur a stupid
ignorant fuck. Islamic Terrorists did not attack us. Either did Iraq. The American
Government, Bush and Cheney deserve to burn in hell instead. How about that?
Steelerguy6178 1 month ago honestyo1 1 month ago @Steelerguy6178 TRUE honestyo1
1 month ago weed1236 1 month ago i love the song in the background weed1236 1 month
ago LordElfarium 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam They
Will build two mosques at the WTC site, they will be named World Islamic Center, WIC,
put a burka on the Statue of Liberty and we change the name of Manhattan Island to
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Muhammattan Island... Michael Bloomberg is on track... (I was ironic) LordElfarium 1
month ago Joshuaguss 1 month ago Y'all are crazy if you think 9/11 was the worst thing
that happen in the US. Because Hurricane Katrina was worse than 9/11. People are just
taking 9/11 more serious because it happened in NYC. More people died in Hurricane
Katrina than 9/11....Talking about the terrorist damaged the country. No that just
damaged part of New York. I bet if it would've happened in another state besides
California they would not have said "It damaged the country." Like I said, "Harricane
Katrina was worse." Joshuaguss 1 month ago Tsaunders1307 1 month ago @Joshuaguss
9/11 was much bigger, people in katrina had time to leave and were warned, people in
9/11 didnt Tsaunders1307 1 month ago weed1236 1 month ago @Tsaunders1307
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azz hell 9/11 was funny azz hell 9/11 lolol ifuckzebras 1 month ago weed1236 1 month
ago
@ifuckzebras
spamspamspamspamspamspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spams
pamspamspamspamspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamsp
amspamspamspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamspamspa
mspamspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamspamspamspa
mspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamspamspamspamspa
mspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamspamspamspamspamspa
msp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam weed1236 1 month ago weed1236 1 month
ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @ifuckzebras
spamspamspamspamspamspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spams
pamspamspamspamspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamsp
amspamspamspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamspamspa
mspamspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamspamspamspa
mspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamspamspamspamspa
mspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamspamspamspamspamspa
msp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamspamspamspamspamspamsp-a
mspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spam weed1236 1 month ago weed1236 1 month
ago
@Tsaunders1307
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spamspamspamspamspamspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spams
pamspamspamspamspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamsp
amspamspamspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamspamspa
mspamspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamspamspamspa
mspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamspamspamspamspa
mspamsp-amspamspamspam weed1236 1 month ago Joshuaguss 1 month ago
@Tsaunders1307 Yeah, the first tower they wasn't warned, but you can say the people
in the second tower was warned, because I know they saw the plane hit the first tower,
and it was on the news before it hit the second tower. And they just stood their ass in the
second tower watching the news. Why? Don't ask me! Smart people would've gotten out.
Just like if a house next door is on fire, I'll get out, common sense. So you can say the
people in the 2nd was warned too. They had time to get out. Joshuaguss 1 month ago
Tsaunders1307 1 month ago @Joshuaguss Because everyone including me thought it was
a terrible accident at first, not a terrorist attack Tsaunders1307 1 month ago Joshuaguss 1
month ago @Tsaunders1307 Even if they didn't know it was a terrorist attack, they still
should've gotten out of the second tower. They also had smoke floating around in the
second tower when the plane hit the first tower. So the people still should've gotten out.
Unless they didn't mind breathing all that smoke...They just was watching the news in a
building with alot of smoke. How retarded that is? Joshuaguss 1 month ago
Tsaunders1307 1 month ago @Joshuaguss I dunno if you are saying this on purpose. The
cops and fireman told the people in the second tower to stay in the building because of
falling debris from the first building. Katrina victims had what, 2 weeks to clear their
houses? Why didnt they leave? Tsaunders1307 1 month ago Joshuaguss 1 month ago
@Tsaunders1307 Well that's crazy if they was told to stay inside of a smoky building.
You still can die by breathing smoke, some people have asthma problems. Everybody
didn't leave for Katrina, because everybody don't have a car. Some people didn't have no
way to get out of New Orleans for the storm. So they had to go in the Superdome and
Public Schools, like they do any other time we have a Hurricane. But that time it didn't
work, because that was the worse Hurricane in USA History. Joshuaguss 1 month ago
SirQubit 1 month ago I was about to fly to New York, I had just had a shower and it was
cold out so I wrapped a towel round my head, as I walked to the plane there were these
big security guys with guns looking at me and talking into their radios, kinda weird, after
about ten minutes sitting on the plane 5 armed police came towards me with MP5s
pointed at me and said "get on the floor you raghead muthafucka", they said I was
arrested for being muslim on an airplane, ain't that some shit! SirQubit 1 month ago
weed1236 1 month ago @SirQubit dude your such a fucking lier get a god damn life you
really expect someone to belive that bs line weed1236 1 month ago weed1236 1 month
ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @weed1236
spamspamspamspamspamspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spams
pamspamspamspamspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamsp
amspamspamspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spamspamspamspa
mspamspamspamsp-amspamspamspamspamspamspamspam-spam weed1236 1 month
ago DreDiego 1 month ago do you have the footage when the air hit the WTC? or the CIA
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or FBI or whatever token away from you DreDiego 1 month ago CaliGoonsENT 1 month
ago its so sad what some1 will do just to scare some1 or make a point. so sad, so many
lifes and 2 very beautiful items gone CaliGoonsENT 1 month ago weed1236 1 month ago
i have a new movie idea its a comidy about september 11th itle be like two punches to the
funny bone,,,... and one to a field in pensylvanya weed1236 1 month ago cheeckybutnice
1 month ago 12: 12 " it was a military plane" cheeckybutnice 1 month ago
PLACEBOgarbage 1 month ago something is falling at 7:36 what´s that?
PLACEBOgarbage 1 month ago Tjricardo089 1 month ago @PLACEBOgarbage lots of
people suicide, by jumping to escape the flames. :( Tjricardo089 1 month ago
YuGiOh4Life1000 1 month ago @PLACEBOgarbage that was a man falling
YuGiOh4Life1000 1 month ago jmanuel70 1 month ago what's that thing flying at the left
of the tower at 5:31 and then at the right side at 11:49 jmanuel70 1 month ago
hinatasunshine2 1 month ago @jmanuel70 police helecopter hinatasunshine2 1 month ago
ShadowAgentFox 1 month ago @jmanuel70 i kno 5 :31 looks like a ufo of some kind
ShadowAgentFox 1 month ago johntitorlives 1 month ago You pathetic liberal losers
STILL going after Bush. He was not a good Pres but at least he was an American citizen
not like that fraud Obama who wont admit he is a muslim either. ABC news poll today
41% of Americans beblieve Obama was NOT born in this country. That is
ASTOUNDING he is laughiing to himself in the White House as he is kneeling down on
his prayer rug how he duped the American people. What a disgrace this country has
become. johntitorlives 1 month ago ECgod77 1 month ago @johntitorlives Amen. A
reverend! ECgod77 1 month ago MrShane737 1 month ago 9/11 was a false flag attack,
very similar to the Reichstag fire that adolf hitler orchestrated to justify eliminating civil
liberties for "enhanced security" and the ability to create laws and invade "threatening"
countries to their nation's security.. it was called "The Reichstag Decree", every similar to
Bushs' "Patriot Act" that substituted civil liberties for "ENHANCED SECUIRTY"..
anybody that doesnt think that 9/11 was an inside job is uneducated and is brainwashed
by the mainstream media MrShane737 1 month ago ECgod77 1 month ago
@MrShane737 Your not the first one to compare Bush to Hitler... or the American
government entirely for that matter. ECgod77 1 month ago johntitorlives 1 month ago
persenso, we are all going to have to come together to exterminate these islamic rats.
Britain is also being taken over by radical islamists. There isn't much time we have to do
something soon. johntitorlives 1 month ago johntitorlives 1 month ago CenterofThought,
first of all she said it was a terrorist attack in the beginning while the dumbshit news
people were still calling it an accident. The lady was in shock also pretty stupid of you
not to even consider that. And TheRazzor1, eat my shit. I know you'd enjoy it. persenso,
we also stand with you but Italy is in just as big of trouble as the US because your
country is also becoming Islamicized. johntitorlives 1 month ago TheRazzor1 1 month
ago lol very nasty but its a new way to make a cloud TheRazzor1 1 month ago
CenterOfThought 1 month ago Listening to the people taping this, I get the impression
that they are some of the most naive people I have ever heard speaking. Especially the
woman. Wow! Some of the things she's says during this event made me laugh because it
seems like she just really didnt have a clue that day...scary... CenterOfThought 1 month
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ago T4teens 1 month ago I would definitely have put this on youtube had I been lucky
enough to be there as I would want to get 1,000,000 subs! T4teens 1 month ago
MegaCurfew 1 month ago 9 Jahre sind vergangen und dennoch gibt es keine eindeutige
Erklärungwie das passiert ist. Amerika...wacht auf! Wacht auf aus eurem Traum und fragt
endlich nach dem Warum! MegaCurfew 1 month ago cheeckybutnice 1 month ago 9/11
was real it did happen but what I dont believe is what we have been told. there is always
3 sides to a story MY SIDE , YOUR SIDE & THEN THE TRUTH. I dont know whos
telling the truth . FFS some people still think 2pac & MJ faked thier own deaths , some
people like to create controversy & some people get used to lying that in thier minds its
the truth cheeckybutnice 1 month ago persenso 1 month ago solidariety for my american
brodher from italy persenso 1 month ago T4teens 1 month ago @persenso 2:17 No shit
ur hands shaking hold the fucking camera still! T4teens 1 month ago elbatal71 1 month
ago American Government is the root of all evil everywhere elbatal71 1 month ago
elbatal71 1 month ago You pay ur taxes , American motherfuckers to send to ur zion
friends modern weapons to scare our bros in palestine, however, God supports them coz
He knows this is our land not theirs and it will be back Inshaa Allah. Stop your duplicate
criteria everywhere and terrorism will vanish. elbatal71 1 month ago tomomisan78 1
month ago
tomomisan78 1
month ago mistershakeable 1 month ago OH MY GOD WHAT HAPPENING XD
mistershakeable 1 month ago Mardall16 1 month ago @mistershakeable What are you
laughing? Mardall16 1 month ago Davidarmo42415 1 month ago inside job. 100% no
matter what your little entertainment mind says Davidarmo42415 1 month ago
DanSaw26 1 month ago @Davidarmo42415 Sir I don't think too many people find 9/11
entertaining. DanSaw26 1 month ago weed1236 1 month ago THIS WAS NOT ME
SOMEONE GOT ON MY ACCOUNT weed1236 1 month ago weed1236 1 month ago
"i just herd a loud boom" SHUT UP WOMAN weed1236 1 month ago slepinski 1 month
ago @weed1236 lol, i agree. me and you would make good friends. we could smoke lots
of weed togethers slepinski 1 month ago weed1236 1 month ago take it like men
weed1236 1 month ago weed1236 1 month ago halilula its rainin men weed1236 1 month
ago slepinski 1 month ago september 11th, 2000fun slepinski 1 month ago slepinski 1
month ago @Pinklnca ya i am 14 you sexual predator, you probably know where i live
too slepinski 1 month ago slepinski 1 month ago my favorite part was 11:39 when the
second explosion happened:) slepinski 1 month ago alvara120 1 month ago @slepinski
FUCK YOU, HAVE SOME FUCKING RESPECT FOR THE DEAD. alvara120 1
month ago slepinski 1 month ago i'm so glad they blew up the towers. they were an
eyesore slepinski 1 month ago rainingshoes 1 month ago @slepinski Too bad you weren't
in them. rainingshoes 1 month ago PinkInca 1 month ago @rainingshoes Yeah, I have a
feeling slepinski is an eyesore too. PinkInca 1 month ago rainingshoes 1 month ago
@PinkInca there are getting to be too many dipshits here tonight. I'm leaving.
rainingshoes 1 month ago PinkInca 1 month ago @slepinski I'm guessing you're also
halo9635 and you're probably about 14 years old. PinkInca 1 month ago halo9635 1
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month ago 2 That's a good one! They were like WOOSH then they were like hello! Then
it went all boom! And the people inside got tickled by the fire halo9635 1 month ago 2
weed1236 1 month ago september 11th 200fun weed1236 1 month ago rainingshoes 1
month ago @weed1236 What kind of a monster are you to think such a horrible event is
funny? rainingshoes 1 month ago PinkInca 1 month ago @rainingshoes weed is a yemen
dipshit. PinkInca 1 month ago rainingshoes 1 month ago @PinkInca rofl that figures. Hey,
something that isn't talked about much, is that when a crime is committed the scene is
protected until it has been thoroughly investigated. The gov says terrorists were
responsible, so there should have been an investigation of the rubble. Yet the gov had all
of it hauled away as fast as possible. rainingshoes 1 month ago PinkInca 1 month ago
@rainingshoes Yeah, no kidding! That's always bothered me too! They didn't investigate
because they already knew who was responsible is what I think. PinkInca 1 month ago
weed1236 1 month ago @PinkInca whats a yemen weed1236 1 month ago PinkInca 1
month ago @weed1236 It's the country you said on your channel that you're from.
PinkInca 1 month ago weed1236 1 month ago @rainingshoes nah im just jokeing this was
a terible tagidy weed1236 1 month ago rainingshoes 1 month ago @weed1236 I don't
know whether to believe you think it was terrible or not. rainingshoes 1 month ago
weed1236 1 month ago @rainingshoes my uncle died in this weed1236 1 month ago
rainingshoes 1 month ago @weed1236 If it was true that your uncle died in one of the
towers, you would not have joked about it being funny. rainingshoes 1 month ago
weed1236 1 month ago @rainingshoes i am an actual asian male weed1236 1 month ago
218gordon328 1 month ago Fuckin animals. 218gordon328 1 month ago
BellaBOMBSHELLx0x0 1 month ago oh my god.. BellaBOMBSHELLx0x0 1 month ago
punkflute 1 month ago The Core was strong enough to keep standing for a couple of
seconds on Tower . punkflute 1 month ago ACSBehemothHellcat 1 month ago They
were two Boeing 767s not military planes. ACSBehemothHellcat 1 month ago Flavie479
1 month ago Merci pour ces images....ca devait être difficile pour vous...si près! Flavie479
1 month ago LoveMeNots 1 month ago If you look at the top, you can tell that the whole
thing is about to crack and collapse. LoveMeNots 1 month ago logical2009ace 1 month
ago Notice the video footage of the collapsing building has been cut out "faded" this very
high quality footage conveniently they happen to miss the part of the building being
blown from the inside out.... I Don't buy they happen to run out of tape... logical2009ace
1 month ago famousbro1 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam im glad it happened famousbro1 1 month ago Gbntly7 1 month ago 12:17 "Military
plane" We attacked our selfs? Gbntly7 1 month ago punkbuster00 1 month ago
@Gbntly7 most likely stolen punkbuster00 1 month ago turbodude555 1 month ago
/watch?v=StrSdfdjgUE Check this out folks! :) turbodude555 1 month ago
merlinmanson2 1 month ago niesamowite nagranie.. merlinmanson2 1 month ago
frogmizter 1 month ago Thank You for sharing your video....glad your ok n may
godbless....and to the people that passed in the WTC R.I.P..=^( frogmizter 1 month ago
drunkenstickfigure 1 month ago 9/11/2004, never forget drunkenstickfigure 1 month ago
merlinmanson2 1 month ago @drunkenstickfigure 2004 ? merlinmanson2 1 month ago
drunkenstickfigure 1 month ago @merlinmanson2 yeah 2004 drunkenstickfigure 1 month
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ago tornadoguitarclutz 1 month ago @drunkenstickfigure *2001 tornadoguitarclutz 1
month ago Invesigator 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
To see who the perputrators of the 9/11 Terrorist carnage are, look at the following
EVIDENCE by selecting and copying the following in the search box: kVKGRB3cygg
Invesigator 1 month ago Dec2012omg 1 month ago inside job. its so obvious Dec2012omg
1 month ago derekxnl 1 month ago Look at 19:57. Part of the structure is still standing
after the rest of the building has fallen away. derekxnl 1 month ago JBEAGLES1 1 month
ago great footage, thank you for sharing....brings back such horrible feelings : (
JBEAGLES1 1 month ago thatsacoolusername 1 month ago show hide its just a big
building falling down whats the big deal get over nobody cares anymore stupid americans
glad it happened :) thatsacoolusername 1 month ago DanSaw26 1 month ago
@thatsacoolusername Go tell the victims family members to get over you Irish twit.
Terrorism is very real and what makes you think for 1 second that Ireland is safe from
terrorism? DanSaw26 1 month ago TWBR88 1 month ago Comment removed saskia20 1
month ago @thatsacoolusername I don't agree, and I'm not even American, but people
actually died there! Their family and friends won't get over it! saskia20 1 month ago
theskydiver881 1 month ago @thatsacoolusername Bastardo Ignorante....probably if it
was your mom's @ss up there you wouldn't get over it either!! Perhaps it would have
been better if your @ss would have been there. If with those type of comments you are
just tryin to get some atention, well, you just look so silly and stupid theskydiver881 1
month ago silentlogic1 1 month ago Well if Govt di'nt do so who put the explosions
inside, why a single f16 could not come to rescue the second tower which was hit about
18 mins after the first attack. pentagon world's most secure building could not be rescues
and was hit abouut 35 min after second one, our dear one's died govt have to be
accountable silentlogic1 1 month ago johnifly 1 month ago When people say we need to
pull out of Afghanistan,they need to watch this!! The next attack could be worse, like
maybe a nuclear one that would make this pale in comparison. johnifly 1 month ago
cheeckybutnice 1 month ago @johnifly yer u stay in afganistan & when theres no more
soldiers to fight the war , i hope they knock on your door for national service. & when
countries like China & Iran see how weak USA army is thtas when u should b worrying
about nuclear attacks , bombing up a country is not gona stop the homegrown terrorists
cheeckybutnice 1 month ago SirQubit 1 month ago @cheeckybutnice I agree with what
you said but I don't think homegrown terrorists exist, who would bomb the country they
were born and bred in? I don't think anyone is evil enough to even contemplate bombing
their own country only politicians are ruthless enough to do that not you average joe not
even religous fanatics they might be fanatical bu they aren't plain stupid and evil only
political heavy hitters can authorise a terror attack imo SirQubit 1 month ago hinafan3 1
month ago @NorthCitySider dude it wasnt arabs it was just the extremests. !Rabs had
nothin to do with it. Islam is the most peacful religon on the planet. THEY WOULD
NEVR DO GHIS. IT WAS OSAMA. Just the al qaede did this just the al qaede. hinafan3
1 month ago hinafan3 1 month ago Ok 1 u just blamed half a conteint for this u racist
bastard. Middle eastern people face to much hatred for smyhing they didnt do. Open ur
eyes and see that it was osama not the middle east. In fact much of the middle east are our
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ally against laden. So stfu about u were there. Get the facts then u can talk all u want
prick hinafan3 1 month ago KodyThomas132 1 month ago the only reason these building
burned down was becuase the fire and heat melted the frame, and thts how it fell
KodyThomas132 1 month ago cupcakes1900 1 month ago ___Gots To Comment on
This Again___ Oh my Goddness. People Forreal. This Happened... Gov't wasntbehind
this.. forreal man. use you brain that god gave yu. and some people that comment this
who leave them ugly ass mean comments sit the fuck down. my auntie breanda was
workin right nxt to the WTC and it took us 3 days to be able to reach her.. we was so glad
to hear that she was okayy. it still shock me today to watch these videos.. its like dude.
did that really happen? cupcakes1900 1 month ago littlemonster456 1 month ago We will
never forget what happened on this horrible day. Love goes out to the families who have
suffered from this horrible event. Though I know that many are still hurting, I urge no one
to blame the Muslim people. Open your eyes and pull the hate out of your hearts.
Muslims are not to blame for this, only the horrible, horrible terroists who killed those
people. Don't despise people who are not to blame for this, otherwise you are just as bad
as those who are to blame. littlemonster456 1 month ago TheMrSmilie 1 month ago God
bless America, and the many people who died on 9/11. We will always remember you. :'(
TheMrSmilie 1 month ago mechbot9971 1 month ago I was in kindergarten. I remember it
was a half day and my teachers just all came in and started watching the tv. When I came
home every station was full of new scenes of this. R.I.P to all mechbot9971 1 month ago
USMartyrMachine119 1 month ago This goes out to the Brits, Aussies, Etheopians,
Germans, French, Spanish, Isrealis, El Salvadorians, Indians, South Africans, S.Koreans,
Phillipines, Kenya, New Zealand..and any other countries that joined the fight against
terrorism.. my heart as an American goes out to your lending hands.
USMartyrMachine119 1 month ago Noddy1690 1 month ago @USMartyrMachine119
Would be great if IRA terrorists could be destroyed too. Noddy1690 1 month ago
NorthCitySider 1 month ago @Noddy1690 what is IRA? NorthCitySider 1 month ago
Noddy1690 1 month ago @NorthCitySider The IRA are the Irish Republican Army.
They have killed a lot of people in Northern Ireland and have planted bombs in the UK.
They recieved alot of finincial support form Irish American Roman Catholics.
Noddy1690 1 month ago USMartyrMachine119 1 month ago @Noddy1690 I hear you
on that. USMartyrMachine119 1 month ago ACSBehemothHellcat 1 month ago Osama
bin Laden said he hired the terrorists to attack the WTC because he wanted to destroy
towers in America for revenge of the collapse on the Lebanon towers. Still, that's a bad
reason. ACSBehemothHellcat 1 month ago allstarzack23 1 month ago everyone that can
down this shoudl shut there mouth. thats absolute BS! Have some respect!!!
allstarzack23 1 month ago ACSBehemothHellcat 1 month ago Osama bin Laden, you are
now considered a total threat to the United States. Sending terrorists after us and
destroying the World Trade Center?!!! It's even worse than the Disaster In The Gulf
(Deepwater Horizon oil spill)!!! ACSBehemothHellcat 1 month ago iwaswatchinthat 1
month ago 9/11 WAS AN INSIDE JOB,THUMBS UP iwaswatchinthat 1 month ago
DanSaw26 1 month ago @iwaswatchinthat Yes it was an inside job caused by the Brits! I
blame you! See how retarded that sounds? DanSaw26 1 month ago iwaswatchinthat 1
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month ago @DanSaw26 Doesnt sound retarded at all,I wouldnt be surprised,I would put
NOTHING past the british.We british dwellers are not like you americans with the
SERIOUSLY OVER INDULGANT PATRIOTISM.THOSE ATTITUDES ARE
DANGEROUS!!! like a schoolyard bully,being OVER patriotic gives excuses for your
goverment to do what they want,foreign or domestic!! because their people will follow
them BLINDLY when shown a rag with some colours on it.Im under no such
illusion,check history,the US & UK elite are EVIL! iwaswatchinthat 1 month ago
DanSaw26 1 month ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@iwaswatchinthat You are mental buddy. DanSaw26 1 month ago DanSaw26 1 month
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @iwaswatchinthat You are
mental buddy. DanSaw26 1 month ago MyMerlin1 1 month ago I Was In The Toilet
Having a Poo when this happened. MyMerlin1 1 month ago CorpseGrinder2010 1
month ago It wasn't our fucking government...a bunch of pissed off terrorists crashed
planes into the towers...instead of spending all your free time trying to connect our
government to a national tragedy, why don't you spend a little time remembering the
thousands of lives lost that horrible day, and show some goddamn respect!
CorpseGrinder2010 1 month ago almale111222 1 month ago Total number killed in
attacks (official figure as of 9/5/02): 2,819 almale111222 1 month ago almale111222 1
month ago @almale111222 R.I.P almale111222 1 month ago edinbrughbuild3rs 1 month
ago americans done it to themselfs to give them a reason to go to war to get more fucking
oil americans are so fucking dumb they should have at least done it right if at all
edinbrughbuild3rs 1 month ago kajjagoogoo 2 months ago rip everyone who passed away
and whose lives were affected by this heinous act. kajjagoogoo 2 months ago justintoast 2
months ago I'm sure it wasn't "THE GOVERNMENT" behind 9/11, but just as sure
rogue elements of the gov't were complicit. The organizing priciples behind the U.S.
government (Constitution) is actually still our best hope and salvation for the future, but
ultimately those priciples have to be defended to the death against ALL ENEMIES,
foreign AND DOMESTIC!! justintoast 2 months ago teto4430 2 months ago ﻑﻅﻱﻉ ﻱﺍ
ﺝﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﻡﺩ ﺏﺱ ﺝﻭﺭﺝ ﺏﻭﺵ ﺩﻩ ﺍﺏﻥ ﻡﺕﻥﺍﻙﻩ ﻭ ﺍﺏﻥ ﺝﺩﻉﺍﻥ ﺏﺱ ﻡﻱﻥ ﺍﻝﻝﻯ ﻉﻡﻝ ﻙﺩﻩ ﻭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﻑﻱﺩﻱﻭ
ﺵﺭﻡﻭﻁﻩ ﻙﺱ ﺍﻡ ﺝﻭﺭﺝ ﺏﻭﺵ ﻉﺵﺍﻥ ﻩﻭ ﺍﻝﺱﺏﺏ ﺥﻝﻯ ﻑﻝﺱﻁﻱﻥ ﺕﻉﻡﻝ ﻙﺩﻩ ﻙﺱ ﺍﻡﻙ ﻱﺍ ﺝﻭﺭﺝ ﻱﺍ
teto4430 2 months ago justintoast 2 months  ﺏﻭﺵago What about the obviously
controlled demolitions at WTC, the 'vaporized' airliners, no pics at The Pentagon,
Silverstein's ghoulish "pull it", failed DC air defense, suspicious WTC activity via Marvin
Bush/Securacom , lost $ trillions at Pentagon, lost SEC cases (Enron) at WTC7, missing
gold at WTC and evidence of pre-9/11 airline industry insider trading, surviving
'terrorists', no evidence of bin Laden's guilt, deportation of WTC crime-scene evidence,
evidence of thermate at WTC, ETC !! justintoast 2 months ago kajjagoogoo 2 months ago
@justintoast finding of "terrorist" passports in debris, no plane at the pentagon, no plane
in shanksville, ny planes possibly being govt jets not commercial airliners, witnesses
corroborating stories which contradict the official story from the pentagon, impossible
plane manoeuvring at the pentagon, WTCFUCKING7!!! WTF YOU
MOTHERFUCKERS!!! THEY'RE LYING TO US AND YOU'RE TOO RETARDED
TO DO ANYTHING LOL fuck it..ive accepted the fact that were going to be
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remembered as the stupidest generation eva kajjagoogoo 2 months ago Ghalion99 2
months ago i find it hard to believe that the govnt had anything to do with it, I do
however think that they mistreated and forgotten the men and woman who helped saved
lives that terrible day. Shame on you Bush and Obama for letting these people down. You
claim to be the country people should look up too, well for once...prove it Ghalion99 2
months ago SOLIDKILLER893 2 months ago the thing i dont get is how there were so
many structured movies before it even happened SOLIDKILLER893 2 months ago
marokko151 2 months ago Very Emotional: /watch?v=XD1u7VYnNG4 marokko151 2
months ago F1brawfa 2 months ago And thy decidet to build a Muslim center there now :
D F1brawfa 2 months ago ShivDes123 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Statistically 9/11 Americans won 't get this. ShivDes123 2 months
ago ShivDes123 2 months ago Statistically 9/11 Americans won 't get this. ShivDes123
2 months ago TuesMorninginSept911 2 months ago What are K-12, being taught about
9/11, in our public schools? TuesMorninginSept911 2 months ago
TuesMorninginSept911 2 months ago Comment removed 7ZakkBlatt 2 months ago there
was no atta or fucker ! all lie about that the reasons they say all wrong a aiplane can never
fly 560 mph in this high and then the first video on fox news .. with the nose from the
plane xD BUSH is A fukn son of a bitch and his friend too!!! i wish the death for all the
hoes eho plan that 7ZakkBlatt 2 months ago bigp0296 2 months ago @7ZakkBlatt you
sir are a moron. do you realize how many fucking would have to know about this!? The
nypd, port authority, the families of the passengers, the passengers, the pilots, there
family, the flight attendants and there family, the people that interviewed in PA, all of the
government branches, the governments of the sates of new jersey, new york, and
Connecticut. Even fucking Al Queda would have to of known to take responsibility.
atleast 1,000 people by now someone would of told moron. bigp0296 2 months ago
Bauksrb4all 2 months ago U fucking Americans just don't get it do u ?? U were bombed
one one single time and u wish that all natinon is dead.... How many times u bombed
someone how many ??? Bauksrb4all 2 months ago bengie530 2 months ago this is not the
hole video it was cut up and chunks of video removed bengie530 2 months ago
360Nomad 2 months ago Gas the Arabs!!! 360Nomad 2 months ago 19rapper96 2
months ago @360Nomad fuck u whoever bombed your stupid building has nothing to do
with arabs GAZ NOBODY 19rapper96 2 months ago eaglecloudnebula 2 months ago
please excuse my typo earlier. it was nine years ago, not ten. eaglecloudnebula 2 months
ago eaglecloudnebula 2 months ago It has been so easy for us to forget how it truly felt.
those who weren't there merely saw images on tv and the internet. it wasn't physical to
them, they couldn't smell the smoke, choke on the ash, fear for their safety. That is why I
am thankful for you posting this video. You show it how it truly was, with real reactions,
with genuine emotion, raw and unedited. Too soon has the comaraderie that was formed
in that tragedy faded away. Too soon has the public awareness of itself died.
eaglecloudnebula 2 months ago eaglecloudnebula 2 months ago I weep as if I am watching
it live. The actual images of the towers, the masses of help at their bases, the screaming
people running, these are things the news never showed me. As I watch, i pray for those
inside to get out. I silently plead to those in the second tower to get out. I watch the
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clock, knowing the second plane is coming, and fear for their lives. I thank god that you
and your family were not harmed. I thank god for all those that did get away. And I pray
for those that didn't. eaglecloudnebula 2 months ago eaglecloudnebula 2 months ago My
family was stationed in Japan at the time of the attacks. Living off-base, we had no cable.
We just managed to get some news on our tv, and all I saw were two images: the second
plane hitting the tower, and people jumping and falling to their death. While i have closely
followed the story, seen some documentaries, I couldn't bring myself to watch unedited
footage. Until today. Nothing has nailed it closer to home than your video. while it is
nearly ten years ago, eaglecloudnebula 2 months ago eaglecloudnebula 2 months ago
Comment
removed
zenya123
2
months
ago
SMOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO-OOKE :D zenya123 2 months
ago thecheaterongames 2 months ago i disliked the video not bc it was stupid(wich it
wasn't) but bc this was a terrible moment in history thecheaterongames 2 months ago
thecheaterongames 2 months ago I didnt learn bout 9/11 till 3rd grade and that was in
2006 and every 9/11 i cry 4 20 min and dont say im a wuss or what ever this was the
worst thing that ever happened after hiroshima was bombed with the atom bomb and it
breaks my heart to see and read comments that say bad music stupid video and other
things that are worse.Just stop with those comments and remember American
history.R.I.P anyone that was in the towers and pentagon that died thecheaterongames 2
months ago TheJoeyD27 2 months ago The horror, the horror.... TheJoeyD27 2 months
ago JehanneDeLys 2 months ago Comment removed jemirocksnelenarules 2 months ago i
was 2 my mom grabed me and went running to my grandmas house i was in puerto rico
whene that happened my mom crying if i were watching the world trade center collapse
in front of me now i would cry my heart out jemirocksnelenarules 2 months ago
johntitorlives 2 months ago WHY is it so hard for people to believe that when a lot of a
building's infrustructure has been taken out it will fall. The fire further weaken what was
left and the buildings simply collapsed because they could not hold the weight of the
upper floors anymore. I agree our government has not been truthful about 9-11. I think
there are things about that day that would shock and anger people. But I don't believe
bombs took down the TWC towers. johntitorlives 2 months ago johntitorlives 2 months
ago Arroyo883, stop making Osama Bin Laden out to be some innocent figure. He has
killed and tortured many of his own people who have gotten in his way. Just like they
said white people were evil for what they did to the Native American Indians but the
Indians were responsible for the brutal killing of other Indians from other tribes. You will
feel different after America has been Islamicized. You will be stripped of your rights and
your life will be nothing but hell until you die. johntitorlives 2 months ago Eruals 2
months ago Omg I'm French and I was only 8 when this happened. I remember my
mother crying in front of the TV, it was unbelievable, apocalyptic. Eruals 2 months ago
Arroyo833 2 months ago My question? Why dont they show the U.S army killing
inoccent peaple during the persain gulf war in 1992? Which was the whole reason why
Osama bin Laden did this in the first place. We should all respect Osama for not just
sitting around and watching his peaple die. He just wanted payback, and he still does...
Arroyo833 2 months ago VikkyRz 2 months ago 19:38 ... VikkyRz 2 months ago
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BrightFutureMaker 2 months ago Alright but what were YOU doing when this
happened? BrightFutureMaker 2 months ago 1022dax 2 months ago i thank 9/11 was a
total conspiracy but i guess we wont know tell people start cofessing on there death
beds. All i know is that 2 planes in the WTC wouldn't take them down. 1022dax 2
months ago MegaFighterful 2 months ago Comment removed LisaMarie216 2 months ago
It still brings tears into my eyes when I see something about 9/11. I was in school at the
time and in fact going into class when it was on TV. I was just so choked up when I hear
about it. It's so sad to know that many people die in this attack. Damn Terrorists!! I was
15 when this happened, but it's still so visual too me. And when we raech September 11 I
get so sad when I think back to this. Postive Note: Great video! 5/5 Stars. LisaMarie216
2 months ago NSRacerMods 2 months ago did someone gave that dude a ticket for
speeding or at least for parking a 767 in a restricted place? NSRacerMods 2 months ago
LakeemSkyhook 2 months ago must have been a weak building if it collapsed :(
LakeemSkyhook 2 months ago TheBouze 2 months ago lol TheBouze 2 months ago
mjp102 2 months ago I was 12 years old when this happened, had just got back from
school and saw this on the TV; it was kind of surreal like something out of a movie.
mjp102 2 months ago bass4life28 2 months ago @mjp102 damn i wish i got out of school
at 10am ha bass4life28 2 months ago MrKAMIKAZIS 2 months ago Well,i ask: Why do
you complain about 9/11??? YOU invaded into the Arabic countries in 1991,because you
wanted to fight a foreign war!!!! Don't accuse 'the terrorists' about that,it's your fault and
you know it......so shut up and leave wars and bullshit like this.....got it???
MrKAMIKAZIS 2 months ago XGtaFreak 2 months ago omg so sad at 14:36 the woman
who cry :( XGtaFreak 2 months ago devon8trillionaire 2 months ago wooow you can see
the other plane coming @ 3:09 smh r.i.p. to everyone who lost their life that day soooo
said :( devon8trillionaire 2 months ago dancingwithfire9002 2 months ago this is
unbelievable. i just watched the movie remember me... and near the end this spiked my
interest. I never realized it was like this. 2,995 people rip :'( dancingwithfire9002 2
months ago ofri75 2 months ago Still unbelievable.... Unfortunately, the radical Islam and
Al Qaeda are still planning to commit another mega-terror attack, and I think it's only a
mtter of time... ofri75 2 months ago tuesmornininsept 2 months ago I wonder how 9/11 is
being delivered in K-12? tuesmornininsept 2 months ago 11rolex13 2 months ago ah man i
was little when this happened. I remember being confused and my mother praying and i
asked her whats wrong i dont remember nothing else. 11rolex13 2 months ago foogly7 2
months ago @ydu69afatman i know 3 ppl also but unlike u i actually care u probally
were like oh they died oh well. YOU KNOW STILL FUCK U!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! foogly7 2
months ago LondonBIKEZ 2 months ago ahahahah :D LondonBIKEZ 2 months ago
11rolex13 2 months ago @LondonBIKEZ and if your loved ones was there? 11rolex13 2
months ago LondonBIKEZ 2 months ago @11rolex13 But they weren't :D so I can laugh
:P LondonBIKEZ 2 months ago 11rolex13 2 months ago @LondonBIKEZ yeah you
could. in fact no one can stop you but you are a troll and im going to be one too so now
im going to say london sucks. and you already know that. 11rolex13 2 months ago
crazycatlady68 2 months ago My sister called me at around 10am to tell me what
happened. I must have been watching some show recently cause the first thing I said was
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"Bin Laden did it" I had never before heard of him and I remember thinking it was ironic I
should just blurt out his name..there must have been some show just recently about
him..Anyhow bless all u who died and survived crazycatlady68 2 months ago
SasukeKun988 2 months ago 9/11 WAS WHEN I TURNED 4 :( SasukeKun988 2
months ago goku947 2 months ago FUCK my usa goverment im ashame of this american
system of doing politics,,,,,,OUR OWN GOVERMENT BRETAYED US so they could
make sum more money goku947 2 months ago MONICAxo5 2 months ago THIS is what
we're fighting for. MONICAxo5 2 months ago chaunceyest1 2 months ago i feel sorry for
you americans :( chaunceyest1 2 months ago turbodude555 2 months ago
/watch?v=StrSdfdjgUE turbodude555 2 months ago TrutherD1 2 months ago No Plane
Theory Full Playlist MUST SEE /view_play_list?p=C4A55DDC25D6-B7E4 TrutherD1
2 months ago streetvan1997 2 months ago 7 9/11 was bad enogh. But to see people online
that are so ignorant to believe the gov't was behind this act is just obsurd. It never amazes
me how sums people can really be. In me eyes this is one of the worst events in human
history. The fact that humans do this to each other is sickening. I can't believe in god
because of these types of things. streetvan1997 2 months ago 7 cheeckybutnice 2 months
ago @streetvan1997 I agree 9/11 was bad & sickening but to call it 1 of the worst events
in HUMAN HISTORY is just as ignoarant & further more what has GOD got to do with
9/11 you already stated humans done it to eachother cheeckybutnice 2 months ago
imundiath 2 months ago @streetvan1997 God has nothing to do with it... It's the absence
of God which is why "evil" exists. imundiath 2 months ago paulkowlessar 2 months ago
@streetvan1997 Your crazy to think the United States Government played no part.
paulkowlessar 2 months ago scarfaceisking1 2 months ago @streetvan1997 um let me
think there is a thing called the holocaust wich was 10x wors scarfaceisking1 2 months
ago jimisajewboy 2 months ago @streetvan1997 how does that make you not want to
believe in god? that makes no sense jimisajewboy 2 months ago Phobophile665 2 months
ago @streetvan1997 You just can't know what governments are capable of. I would
include the possibility that the government is behind this Phobophile665 2 months ago
zouraris4 2 months ago @streetvan1997 Maybe the problem is that you don' t want to
believe. Have you ever considered who are the real bosses of this planet that decide who
lives and who dies? You believe is the president of your United States? The real bosses
are the industrials of America, the tycoons! The economy of your country depends on
them! Whatever they say it's a law for your president, and if he tries to do something
against their plans HE GETS ASSASSINATED!!! zouraris4 2 months ago F1brawfa 2
months ago @streetvan1997 Ok but dont be suprised when they start to teach in shools
that your goverment did this event or had advanced knowelege of it just like pearl harbor
many history teatchers agree that US let it self get hit to go on war and ern lots of money
.And put some intrest in the subject instead of blaindly beliveing what they are sayin in
tv . Sry for bad English im european but i propably care more than you on what is the
truth cos it afects us all. F1brawfa 2 months ago kajjagoogoo 2 months ago
@streetvan1997 i would think people from the US still have a majority of their questions
about the day unanswered....you surely cannot be satisfied with the level of disclosure
the US govt has made about the day....for a start, evidence of the two crashes outside of
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ny would be nice....i havent seen half the required evidence to make an informed
decision...how could you? kajjagoogoo 2 months ago GamerVideos0277 1 month ago
@streetvan1997 yep i just think it was bush 4 to 5 scientist got fired because they had
prof of bush doing all of this he got workers in the building to put some type of liquid in
the the steel also put bombs in the building GamerVideos0277 1 month ago edmund184 1
month ago @GamerVideos0277 Can you proove this? Why did nobody notice they were
doing it? edmund184 1 month ago GamerVideos0277 1 month ago @edmund184 well i
can say that people on youtube have videos of the truth GamerVideos0277 1 month ago
911theinsidejob 1 month ago @streetvan1997 Have you ever given any thought that 911
might be an inside job? Can you honestly look at the towers coming down and say they
just collapsed. They were 1/4 mile high and they collapsed in the path of the most
resistance. How do you explain building 7? Shanksville was a hole in the ground and
155/124 foot plane fit into a 16 foot diameter hole at the pentagon. . please watch 9/11
Coincidences watch?v=Odp1FO0Vmuw for more info about 911 . 911, THE OBVIOUS
INSIDE JOB!! 911theinsidejob 1 month ago BlueLolipopz 1 month ago @streetvan1997
I can name thousands of worse events in history than this. BlueLolipopz 1 month ago
DanSaw26 1 month ago @BlueLolipopz Name 5 for me. DanSaw26 1 month ago
DanSaw26 1 month ago @BlueLolipopz 19 terrorists hijack 4 airlines. Crash them into
buildings killing innocent people from all over the world for what reason? For what exact
reason? This wasn't an act of war so don't even claim the bombing of Japan as a worst
event. This was a coward attack brought on by true evil in this world and you are going to
tell me that you can name thousands of worse events in history. Go tell that to the
victims family members. DanSaw26 1 month ago BomaBoi 1 month ago @streetvan1997
So ignorant?? The average 9/11 truther knows more about 9/11 than you do. Fucking dip
shit, it is the exact opposite of ignorance. 19 Hijackers over took 4 airplanes with box
cutters. One aimed at the pentagon (HIT THE ONLY FUCKING PART OF THE
PENTAGON UNDER CONSTRUCTION) two at world trade centers and one at the
white house. Three world trade center buildings fell. 9 of those 19 hijackers are still alive.
There is no plane parts in the pentagon. BomaBoi 1 month ago TheChelseyMaster 2
months ago 9 Amazing. 9 Years Later and People Are Still Posting Comments every few
Minutes. 9/11 is a Day No one will ever Forget. I was Only 3 when this Happened. God
Bless all of the Brave Souls who risked their Lifes, To help Others Surive. We will never
forget all that died in this Terrifing Morning. TheChelseyMaster 2 months ago 9
F1brawfa 2 months ago @TheChelseyMaster Im sorry but your comment sound like
propaganda O.o US had advanced knowelege that Japan will atack epar harbor but let it
happen to go on war and that is soemthing you can hear in shool O.o so why wuldnt they
let 9/11 happen now we have war in irac that shuld have stopped years agO! F1brawfa 2
months ago F1brawfa 2 months ago @TheChelseyMaster Pearl Harbour of course soory
for the mistake in my prev comment F1brawfa 2 months ago ACSBehemothHellcat 1
month ago @TheChelseyMaster If you were 3 when this happened then how do you
have your account? ACSBehemothHellcat 1 month ago HiCapacity 1 month ago
@TheChelseyMaster I was eleven years old in 6th grade when this happened. They
pulled us out of class, got us to the cafeteria , turned on the news, and that's when the
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second plane hit. I saw it live with my own eyes, no one has ever seen anything like this
before. People who say the government is involved, fuck you. I will never forget what I
saw. To those who want us to even remotely like middle easterns after what we saw, live
on TV, some of us were there. Fuck you again. We will never. HiCapacity 1 month ago
littlemonster456 1 month ago @HiCapacity You cannot blame Middle Easterns for this.
You cannot blame a whole group of people for a minority of their race. We have seen this
happen too many times. I myself am a Christian. Even though what happened disgusts
me, I will never blame Muslims- only the extremists. Adolf Hitler did terrible things as
well, and he called himself a Christinan. Just because Hitler did those things, does not
mean that I will. Open your eyes to the bigger picture. littlemonster456 1 month ago
antiemofool 1 month ago @HiCapacity well why fuck people who say the government
did this u were a fucking sixth grader when this happened so when u are a vietnam vet and
not sucking ur mamas cock when this happended come find me mother fucker go fuck
your self little fake american piece of shit antiemofool 1 month ago NorthCitySider 1
month ago @HiCapacity a more specific and accurate word instead of middle easterns is
"arabs". there are several races in the middle east. NorthCitySider 1 month ago
HiCapacity 1 month ago @NorthCitySider Yea and they all cause problems. HiCapacity
1 month ago bieberlover963 2 months ago my friend was born on 9-11 bieberlover963 2
months ago JJS090 2 months ago R.I.P to all the beloved americans :( JJS090 2 months
ago lilgangster123321 2 months ago ya 9 years ago and people are still posting comments
on it every hour! this is definetely a day ill never forget cause i was in 1 grade and they
even brought out t.v's in my class room thats how big it was and i live in kansas
lilgangster123321 2 months ago kenbigley 2 months ago 2001 i was born kenbigley 2
months ago mczr00 2 months ago its 9 years ago now...too bad...this is so nuts... mczr00
2 months ago TheRANDOMKid9 2 months ago 1,468 people are terorist
TheRANDOMKid9 2 months ago 911theinsidejob 2 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam 911, THE OBVIOUS INSIDE JOB!! 911theinsidejob 2
months ago xxquewehxx 2 months ago I don't understand !Rebuild the twin towers!
Freedom-Tower?Ugly! Greetz from Germany xxquewehxx 2 months ago MrZane85 2
months ago halla can suck my balls all halla is really is a coward if this crazy bastard
muslim god is okay with mass murder then ... all follows of this pussy who they belive is
god then they should get on a boat and blow them selfs up all of ISLAM SHOULD BE
WIPED OUT after these attack and now they want to build a mosque 2 blocks away
what ass holes DEATH TO ISLAM MrZane85 2 months ago 911theinsidejob 2 months
ago @MrZane85 Funny thing is ISLAM was just a scape goat for a never ending war
with Iraq and Afghanistan. It really doesn't make sense to blame the entire Islamic
population just because 19 hijackers were Islamic extremest . Timothy Mcveigh was a
American solider that bombed his own country, does that mean we should start attacking
and killing Americans because of one bad apple? Think about it. . 911, THE OBVIOUS
INSIDE JOB!! 911theinsidejob 2 months ago syahirulelias 2 months ago @MrZane85
Do you read?? It's not the airplane that brought down the twin towers but rather an
Inside job. Allah didn't. It was humans that did it. And in this case, an inside job,
probably the Americans themselves. And what the fuck, who the hell is Halla???? From
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which religion, Heeslump??? Krystions??? Joos??? Do you even learn how to spell
properly??? Have you heard of school? You probably never even touch a textbook
before, and here you are commenting things that you don't understand. syahirulelias 2
months ago mozanmozans 2 months ago @syahirulelias luv u all brothers and sisters in
islam all over the world when i c u all i fell strooong hugs u all :D mozanmozans 2 months
ago RNINWDS 2 months ago Hahaha islam is gay RNINWDS 2 months ago Giotiner 2
months ago OH stupid morons,thats god eye on you,1000 times must usa get this!!!
Giotiner 2 months ago dulcikflaviREVEeNGE 2 months ago no one cares what year you
were or in what month you were pregnant,so STFU and just say God bless America
dulcikflaviREVEeNGE 2 months ago ganado15 2 months ago i was 7 ganado15 2 months
ago 911theinsidejob 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
911, THE OBVIOUS INSIDE JOB!! 911theinsidejob 2 months ago mseyelovemac 2
months ago i was 4 when this happened mseyelovemac 2 months ago Ironandtheshizzelz
2 months ago @mseyelovemac I was 8 Ironandtheshizzelz 2 months ago kwstasmixmix95
2 months ago i was 6 after 14 dayss kwstasmixmix95 2 months ago TheJackyjohn 2
months ago I was only 5 wen this happened TheJackyjohn 2 months ago
MayumiYamoto 2 months ago I remember when this happened... I was turning 9 that
month. I came home from school for lunch and my mom was watching CNN like she
always does and I remember seeing it on tv. I live 20 minutes away from an airport too so
you could see the contrails of airplanes that were told to turn around and land. I live in
canada so I don't know all that much about America. After 9/11 I started watching the
news alot, and i have a hate for bush.. MayumiYamoto 2 months ago bass4life28 2
months ago 1468 people deserved to be shot in the fucking head!!!!!!!!! bass4life28 2
months ago truthmedicine 2 months ago @bass4life28 I COMPELL YOU WITH LOVE
MY FRIEND... TO THE SIMPLE FACT THAT THOSE OF THE LOWEST
VIBRATIONAL ENERGIES WILL SOON BECOME THE BUFFET OF THE BEAST,
EATEN & SWALLOWED INDEED, AND UNFORTUNATELY FOR THEY, THE
FIRST IN LINE~ truthmedicine 2 months ago Ironandtheshizzelz 2 months ago
@bass4life28 okey.. Ironandtheshizzelz 2 months ago Seraphim0316 2 months ago
@bass4life28 What? Are you implying that those people who survived deserve to die
you sick fuck? Seraphim0316 2 months ago buttercup97006 2 months ago I was 6
months pregnant when that day happened I was walking when something happened I dn't
know what it was but still I got to a hospital. I wasnt due for another 3 months. This
wonderful child came into my life and I named her after an ary base..cheyenne...It's sad
butin it's self is part of american history and it forever be emplemented. This indeed wll
forever be a part of us god bless all us. God bless our troups for they are the ones that
protect us.. buttercup97006 2 months ago bass4life28 2 months ago @Seraphim0316 Are
you serious? why do they deserve to die HOW THE FUCK ARE YOU GOING TO
DISLIKE THIS VIDEO bass4life28 2 months ago Seraphim0316 2 months ago
@bass4life28 You just said 1468 people who were in 911 deserve to die. Don't you think
some of those people went through enough by surviving two buildings falling on them?
Seraphim0316 2 months ago OcarinaBrothers 2 months ago @roflcoptersdanny Thats
just about any american politician OcarinaBrothers 2 months ago Prev 25 26 27 28 29
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30 31 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy
Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language:
English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more
Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue
Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon
close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032) KV467 2 months ago that was some 100
times "Oh my God" KV467 2 months ago werk344 2 months ago Lucky america this will
never happen again there.... werk344 2 months ago 73rbth 2 months ago So eerie with the
music at the beginning. I don't think it was a flase-flag operation - although we can't forget
the planned Operation Northwoods in 1962 - but I am confused about the fate of Flight
93, and whether it was shot down or not. Most of what matters is the loss of life here;
authorities will always be corrupt. 73rbth 2 months ago AgothInnCloth 2 months ago
you can thank your american government for this oh and zionist israel,skull & bones,
rockefalla,rothschild the list goes on and on AgothInnCloth 2 months ago TheDanmatrix 2
months ago ooh what a beautiful morning ooh what a beautiful day!!!!!!! TheDanmatrix 2
months ago UBERxL33T 2 months ago Iran +1 UBERxL33T 2 months ago
timburtonfan100 2 months ago thoes poor inecent people so sad such a desaster r.i.p
timburtonfan100 2 months ago AndreDarkAngel 2 months ago I love when muslims say
"ohh, ohh, but you kill muslims too". Yeah. If i had the opportunity I would wipe the
muslims out of this planet. Fucking fanatics, attacking the western world. Stay in your
middle-east. And why did wester world attack your countries? WELL, MAYBE, because
- how about some fucking democracy there? Instead of terror, killing and your stupid
religion? Die fuckers, I hope that one day someone will nuke you all. That's what you
deserve, animals. AndreDarkAngel 2 months ago UBERxL33T 2 months ago
@AndreDarkAngel We attack you because you kill wife and children! UBERxL33T 2
months ago yahyaleb 2 months ago @AndreDarkAngel shut up u dumb fagget it was ur
stupid gov that planned this shit, ur own own people are against u. fukin retard. yahyaleb
2 months ago JohnPriest99 2 months ago @AndreDarkAngel Agreed, brother.
JohnPriest99 2 months ago LOLA4191 2 months ago UP JAPAN¡¡¡ LOLA4191 2
months ago elquejuegaconlosJ 2 months ago @LOLA4191 Japan rocks :D
elquejuegaconlosJ 2 months ago MissSongLyrics198 2 months ago 19:41 - 20:01 scariest
thing ever, I saw this collapse in real life. We went to check it out cos I live in Queens so
we could get a cab really quickly, we had to stand far back of course but we saw it all
collapse. MissSongLyrics198 2 months ago LOLA4191 2 months ago LOL¡¡¡¡¡¡¡
LOLA4191 2 months ago MurderYaa 2 months ago omg its over and done with. JUST
LET IT BE!!!!! MurderYaa 2 months ago MissSongLyrics198 2 months ago Comment
removed Rowed1911 2 months ago @MurderYaa did you have a lost i did i lost my uncle
in this diaster Rowed1911 2 months ago OsamaBinLadinAccount 2 months ago
KABOOM! OsamaBinLadinAccount 2 months ago elbatal71 2 months ago 2 Who insists
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on killing everything Muslim in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Iran??? You American shits.
elbatal71 2 months ago 2 elbatal71 2 months ago Let'em taste some of wtha they do to
others. Don't u remember what zions do to our bros in Palestine? Wo supports those
criminals?? You American taxpayers and your weapons!!!!!!!!!! elbatal71 2 months ago
Sprt69 2 months ago now u c now u dont hahahahahahaha.america call your
superhero.batman,ssuperman,hul-k,spiderman and bushman Sprt69 2 months ago
samtom117uk 2 months ago does everyone remember where they were on september
11th 2001? I sure do! samtom117uk 2 months ago VeryHappyUniverse 2 months ago
@samtom117uk Yeah - it was my ninth birthday and the day I got my pet snake. I went
to the park and played chasies. I remember seeing a group of police crowded together
talking. The next day this was ALL over the TV. VeryHappyUniverse 2 months ago
kyannac21 2 months ago @samtom117uk yes, me, my 3 sisters, my mom and dad were
in our living room. watching the tv. iRemember my dad had just came out of the shower
and he turned the tv on. the news was everywhere. kyannac21 2 months ago
duedfromtheblock 2 months ago RIP all the victims out there that horrible day.
duedfromtheblock 2 months ago andream1985 2 months ago Id be screaming like
crazy!!!!! No one there? Both towers were packed! andream1985 2 months ago
dreakheart 2 months ago if you look ealy close you see some stuff drop at 7:10 and more
at 7:39 gues it can be people (gives me the urge to hang parachtutes in buildings like that
just for savety) like just equip it and jump off and float down ya know its a gap in the
market and it can save lifes she is filming it 11 mins and suddenly omg omg , like when
you see a fire you already realise ok its fucked , and go with it oh if you ever been to iraq
or afghanistan, this is a city desert storm 15:00 dreakheart 2 months ago sniperZaicev 2
months ago Yeah....I was watching this video and was really suffering for women,whose
voice I heard behind the camera.Her voice was full of pain and grief,she was crying..Only
thirty minutes ago everything was OK round her,sounds calm music in an office,nice day
started...I wonder,if this horrible event influenced her to muse afterwards,who was REAL
organizer of this...I have read the comments and have steady impression that majority of
Americans who left comments understand who did this... sniperZaicev 2 months ago
uncledevo 2 months ago 9/11 Experiments: Collapse vs. Demolition ~ Part 1 of 2
watch?v=ww8hBFNY8jk&feature=re-lated 9/11 Experiments: The Mysterious Eutectic
Steel watch?v=VvQDFV1HINw 9/11 Experiments: The Arbitrator of Competing
Hypotheses watch?v=9YRUso7Nf3s&feature=re-lated uncledevo 2 months ago SirQubit
2 months ago America the great has fallen, has fallen and has become the habitation of
devils and the home to every foul spirit and a cage of very unclean, and hateful men
SirQubit 2 months ago 2nub4you 2 months ago ITS NOT THE GOUV. THAT DID
THIS! Remember in 70's(or 80,im not sure), muslims got arrested after putting bombs in
the WTC parking and made big damage? All muslims hate USA. And on 9/11, a plane had
to crash on Camp David to kill bush, but failed. 2nub4you 2 months ago SirQubit 2
months ago @2nub4you "All muslims hate USA." Okay if you say then of course they
do. SirQubit 2 months ago OcarinaBrothers 2 months ago @yorickderkson well that's
cartman, he's got something to say about everyone =p OcarinaBrothers 2 months ago
SirQubit 2 months ago Homer Simpson did this SirQubit 2 months ago aladarbaljihad 2
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months ago This you own contry US do so often to other people. test it yourself
aladarbaljihad 2 months ago iTzCaill0u 2 months ago I hate when kids like the kid below
me post stupid things like that. I remember when I was 5 when this happened. I was at
my grandpa's house and he was crapping his pants and recording it off tv. I thought he
was watching a movie or something but now I understand. Hopefully this wont happen
again! iTzCaill0u 2 months ago TheLycrizz 2 months ago Bush is behind this. They did it
to blame the muslims and attack Iraq etc for oil!! TheLycrizz 2 months ago barmtrail 2
months ago @TheLycrizz No it was terrorist's who did this. There is no mystery here.
Dont turn into a conspiracy junkie and follow the insane ideas that this was not what it
appears to be. It was very easy for the terrorists to do this. Airport security was a joke
pre 9/11 and americans dont fight back during a highjacking. Flight 03 did because they
already knew what had happened in new york earlier in the day. barmtrail 2 months ago
DrBlueEgg 2 months ago @TheLycrizz Your a clueless fucking bitch. you and your
democratic friends all blame this on bush when it was halfway through his first year. we
went to iraq to free the people for independence from their corrupt government and to
defeat al quaeda not for fucking oil. DrBlueEgg 2 months ago TheLycrizz 2 months ago
@DrBlueEgg you can tell it in normal language, and not at that strong language, for what
is it needed? TheLycrizz 2 months ago OcarinaBrothers 2 months ago Muslims didn't fly
a plane into the buildings, terrorists did. Not every Islamic person is a terrorist or loves to
bomb things. Does every Christian stuff their ideas down your throats? No, don't make
assumptions based on religion. OcarinaBrothers 2 months ago YorickDerksen 2 months
ago @OcarinaBrothers Most of the do and that's enough... - Eric Cartman YorickDerksen
2 months ago TexasRose50 2 months ago You say you are a documentarian(sp?) but yet
you edited out the huge military plane you saw enter the tower? And I have been
wondering...I saw in another video where it was stated the sprinkler system came on.
Anyone else hear that? If so, then why didn't IT put out the fires? Just wondering.
TexasRose50 2 months ago TrutherD1 2 months ago Check out "no plane theory" before
you deny it. :) TrutherD1 2 months ago yamatodriver 2 months ago oh my god!
yamatodriver 2 months ago hiimgod801 2 months ago get over it people jesus hiimgod801
2 months ago hiimgod801 2 months ago Comment removed MrFriday572006 2 months
ago This was just one big cover up dont believe everything you hear and see
MrFriday572006 2 months ago eliasmouawad 2 months ago The Army Tragedy Search
For "BUSH OBAMA DESTROYED" eliasmouawad 2 months ago betOesss 2 months
ago Comment removed betOesss 2 months ago The best part begins 19:41 Muslim
forever! Allah Akbar betOesss 2 months ago kaerlmar 2 months ago @betOesss fucking
dick, go die kaerlmar 2 months ago betOesss 2 months ago @kaerlmar JOU KANKER
MOEDER VIEZE VUILE KANKER JOOOD betOesss 2 months ago kaerlmar 2 months
ago @betOesss suck dick bitch kaerlmar 2 months ago eliasmouawad 2 months ago
Comment removed eliasmouawad 2 months ago Comment removed eliasmouawad 2
months ago Comment removed TheHammond1986 2 months ago по делам вашим,
америкосы. TheHammond1986 2 months ago jankaps82 2 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam RIP all the people killed that day :( jankaps82 2
months ago guitaHer099 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
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Spam WHY WOULD THE JEWS DO THIS!!!! guitaHer099 2 months ago junkers1337
2 months ago As bad as that day was it could have been much worse. Imangine if AlQudea had gotten hold of a nuclear device, New York City could had been a nuclear
wastland. junkers1337 2 months ago BrokenSF 2 months ago yesssss!! keep going osama
.. we love you <3 BrokenSF 2 months ago gotz999 2 months ago @BrokenSF im sorry
but why do you say that? gotz999 2 months ago kyannac21 2 months ago @BrokenSF
what the fuck, you little nigger ! ? speak for yourself. everyone hates him. except you of
course cos your fucking mental. kyannac21 2 months ago SpyBreak101 2 months ago
Comment removed jayjay91891 2 months ago fuck the usa government! jayjay91891 2
months ago starkweather444 2 months ago fake. starkweather444 2 months ago
RedRibjaw9000 2 months ago @starkweather444 ? wtf man RedRibjaw9000 2 months
ago TheZombiesandvampire 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam ha ha ha ha ha. all the people is dead. ha ha ha ha ha. TheZombiesandvampire 2
months ago gotz999 2 months ago @TheZombiesandvampire what is wrong with you?
why did you say that? gotz999 2 months ago 595TEXAS 2 months ago did you see that
white dot on the right of the screen at 11:55 that is sadams plane the same was dive
bobming the white house 595TEXAS 2 months ago ryanster56 2 months ago best- YOU
NEED TO WORK FOR NEWS IF YOU DO NOT NOT ALREADY! ryanster56 2
months ago Kotecek15 2 months ago Very Good Quality ... Kotecek15 2 months ago
COTwl 2 months ago inside Job COTwl 2 months ago suryavs 2 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam "oh my god", OMG, they are atttacking the
world trade centre, not us" suryavs 2 months ago suryavs 2 months ago "oh my god",
OMG, they are atttacking the world trade centre, not us" suryavs 2 months ago betOesss
2 months ago WOOOW beautiful betOesss 2 months ago battlingabc156 2 months ago
@betOesss So your a terrorist? battlingabc156 2 months ago betOesss 2 months ago
@battlingabc156 What say you? I am a terorist? excuse me, well I think america is the
biggest terorist! betOesss 2 months ago uncledevo 2 months ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam 9/11 Experiments: The Mysterious Eutectic Steel
watch?v=VvQDFV1HINw&feature=pl-ayer_embedded uncledevo 2 months ago
OcarinaBrothers 2 months ago @roflcoptersdanny so your saying bush sent the planes to
hit the world trade center....he was pretty bad but not that bad. OcarinaBrothers 2
months ago roflcoptersdanny 2 months ago @OcarinaBrothers ROfl bush is a fag he just
wnated money roflcoptersdanny 2 months ago kenbigley 2 months ago poor poor people
tht had to jump from the building kenbigley 2 months ago roflcoptersdanny 2 months
ago 2 bliblix allah is gonna get his ass kicked? rofl your a fucking dumb ass. the muslims
didn't do this shit. Geroge Bush did, he wanted to blame it on afganastan so he can go to
war with them and take there oli you fucking dumb ass. roflcoptersdanny 2 months ago 2
WhiteHawkPROD 2 months ago @roflcoptersdanny You like ponies :)
WhiteHawkPROD 2 months ago 9501dannyboy 2 months ago PRAISE ALLAH
9501dannyboy 2 months ago bliblix 2 months ago @9501dannyboy Allah should be the
one praying right now, he's going to get his ass kicked. bliblix 2 months ago
9501dannyboy 2 months ago @bliblix Ishaq:587 "Our onslaught will not be a weak
faltering affair. We shall fight as long as we live. We will fight until you turn to Islam,
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humbly seeking refuge. We will fight not caring whom we meet. We will fight whether we
destroy ancient holdings or newly gotten gains. We have mutilated every opponent. We
have driven them violently before us at the command of Allah and Islam. We will fight
until our religion is established. And we will plunder them, for they must suffer disgrace."
9501dannyboy 2 months ago HicXGen 2 months ago I just thought about how some
people crush anthills and watch all the tiny ants flip out. Bet this is similar to what they
perceive. HicXGen 2 months ago westside159 2 months ago What i dont get is if your
from America , why would you hate America ? its like people want to see the world end
and revelations come . westside159 2 months ago syszone 2 months ago at 22:24 at least
women behind talking acknowledged 11 sept event happened ever other day in middle
east... men we need to find peace and love God have not created us to kill each other
rather Love each others, life is a moment and we never know when it ends we should live
that moment with full of love ... Peace syszone 2 months ago 1982biker 2 months ago the
day i show tv and i cant believe it. memory all people these day died. greetings from
germany 1982biker 2 months ago motozack 2 months ago 2 an obvious plan by our gov
motozack 2 months ago 2 jonnyrotic 2 months ago Why are all the important parts edited
out? Is the original available anywhere? This is great footage. jonnyrotic 2 months ago
OcarinaBrothers 2 months ago @koiyailed you sir must be high you conspiracy nuts
can't accept that terrorists can actually attack without it being a set up from the
government. OcarinaBrothers 2 months ago ProtectAus 2 months ago After Hundreds of
hours of research, i made a video that shows the TRUTH on The Secrets of 9/11. click on
my name ProtectAus and check my Uploads. ' . And my other videos; 1) Did Man Walk
on the Moon Hoax? With a twist ending 2) Secrets of 9/11. Plane Crash and Building
Collapse Analysis 3) The JFK Assassination solved in 10 minutes! 4) The Truth about
The Port Arthur Massacre 5) Global Climate Change is Perfectly Natural! ProtectAus 2
months ago suryavs 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@ProtectAus please do hundreds of hours of research and add "THE EARTH IS FLAT"
, "MOON DOES NOT EXIST" videos too. thanks suryavs 2 months ago suryavs 2
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @ProtectAus please do
hundreds of hours of research and add "THE EARTH IS FLAT" , "MOON DOES NOT
EXIST" videos too. thanks suryavs 2 months ago suryavs 2 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @ProtectAus please do hundreds of hours of
research and add "THE EARTH IS FLAT" , "MOON DOES NOT EXIST" videos too.
thanks suryavs 2 months ago suryavs 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam @ProtectAus please do hundreds of hours of research and add "THE
EARTH IS FLAT" , "MOON DOES NOT EXIST" videos too. thanks suryavs 2 months
ago suryavs 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@ProtectAus please do hundreds of hours of research and add "THE EARTH IS FLAT"
, "MOON DOES NOT EXIST" videos too. thanks suryavs 2 months ago suryavs 2
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @ProtectAus please do
hundreds of hours of research and add "THE EARTH IS FLAT" , "MOON DOES NOT
EXIST" videos too. thanks suryavs 2 months ago suryavs 2 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @ProtectAus please do hundreds of hours of
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research and add "THE EARTH IS FLAT" , "MOON DOES NOT EXIST" videos too.
thanks suryavs 2 months ago suryavs 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam @ProtectAus please do hundreds of hours of research and add "THE
EARTH IS FLAT" , "MOON DOES NOT EXIST" videos too. thanks suryavs 2 months
ago suryavs 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@ProtectAus please do hundreds of hours of research and add "THE EARTH IS FLAT"
, "MOON DOES NOT EXIST" videos too. thanks suryavs 2 months ago mezmrz 2
months ago can't believe these dudes got so bored of filming to miss the second airplane..
the most cataclysmic event since consumer video capturing devices were invented, and
these people even post it on youtube, hurrar man! you missed it - send it to the world
why dont ya! well thanks anyway - it was an interesting watch nonetheless x mezmrz 2
months ago XsTyLaDoMeX 2 months ago oh man thats so horribly ... i live in germany ..
but i feel this shit deeply ! XsTyLaDoMeX 2 months ago MrAaMmAaUuRrIi 2 months
ago schlimm MrAaMmAaUuRrIi 2 months ago emily0browning 2 months ago STUPID
TERRIOSTS/ THEY HAVE NOTHING BETTER 2 DO emily0browning 2 months ago
NYsentinel 2 months ago "If the people were to ever find out what we have done, we
would be chased down the streets and lynched." -- George Bush, cited in the June, 1992
Sarah McClendon Newsletter MSNBC - Afghanistan war plans were on Bush's desk on
9/9/2001: President Bush was expected to sign detailed plans for a worldwide war against
al-Qaida two days before Sept. 11 but did not have the chance before the terrorist attacks
in New York and Washington, U.S. and foreign sources told NBC News. ... [MSNBC]
NYsentinel 2 months ago NYsentinel 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam "We haven't heard from him (Usama Bin Laden) in a long time," Bush told
reporters at the White House. "I truly am not that concerned about him." March 14, 2002
"So we've never made the case, or argued the case that somehow Osama bin Laden [sic]
was directly involved in 9/11. That evidence has never been forthcoming" - Dick Cheney.
(32) NYsentinel 2 months ago Magnaguards 2 months ago 19:40 who the fuck would do
such a thing, fucking al qaida attacking USA Magnaguards 2 months ago minimemy 2
months ago look at minute number 11:51 - 11:59 it look like a ufo or it might be a
helicopter im not sure but im just sayin and a very sad day and feel sorry for all the
people who lost there lives that very sad day minimemy 2 months ago koulaiyed 2
months ago 11:46-11:47 what happened?? Why was it edited??? koulaiyed 2 months ago
Steelerguy6178 2 months ago @koulaiyed It's pretty obvious that this footage was edited
because the government didn't want us to see what really hit the tower. She even claims
"It was a military plane" just seconds later. Steelerguy6178 2 months ago koulaiyed 2
months ago @Steelerguy6178 of course, but this was a personal video, it wasn't recorded
like that I'm sure, something must have been altered either b4 it was uploaded or after.
DAMN U EVIL BASTERS WHO'S EVER RESPONSIBLE LAY DOWN AND DIE!!
koulaiyed 2 months ago commenter620 2 months ago @koulaiyed commenter620 2
months ago DavidDiazJ 2 months ago i wish i was old enough to see the twin towers . It's
sad i can't even look at it! DavidDiazJ 2 months ago koulaiyed 2 months ago very sad,
but I just couldn't help but notice the music n the background!! ''with a nick-nak-pattywak give a dog a bone" This was a set up and it scares me that PEOPLE would kill
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PEOPLE just for an excuse to go to WAR and kill more PEOPLE for MONEY!! non
sense! Dear god we gotta turn this world around. koulaiyed 2 months ago dorneypark123
2 months ago thats so so so sad why would any one do that thier so stupid ass
dorneypark123 2 months ago bianoflm7 2 months ago Nâo foi terrorismo foi tudo armado
pelo Eua da america. pesquise.se informe. bianoflm7 2 months ago SodiakDNV 2 months
ago i saw no hughe Plane!!! just an explosion!!! very Bad Day. :( but the Truth is there
was no Plane! SodiakDNV 2 months ago TuesdayMorningInSept 2 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam It will be a long time before 9/11 is a distant
memory. TuesdayMorningInSept 2 months ago theone1357919 2 months ago where were
you? How did you get that high? theone1357919 2 months ago ExperimentalWeapon 2
months ago I cry every time i watch something involed in this because my brother was in
there ExperimentalWeapon 2 months ago Giga2Bahamut 2 months ago this is sad
Giga2Bahamut 2 months ago joanesfer83 2 months ago Comment removed
LifeisgoodinVermont 2 months ago May the people who were in that let them RIP and
GOD BLESS FIREFIGHTERS and MY DAD for beening a fire figther.
LifeisgoodinVermont 2 months ago BSully1992 2 months ago 2 2:40 Thumbs up for the
background music! BSully1992 2 months ago 2 john42041 2 months ago 2 may the life of
them live in peace john42041 2 months ago 2 Delehathia 2 months ago yeah... he
would've gotten drunk and laughed about it... then he would "accidentaly" launch a few
nukes... Delehathia 2 months ago NinjaChampionKO 2 months ago A lot of people died
that morning.... You can try to make light of it but there is nothing funny about thousands
of people dying from intense heat falling concrete and glass and collapsing
infrastructure.... Imagine if it was your little brother or son in there... Not so funny now
is it??? NinjaChampionKO 2 months ago XleanneXfaiX 2 months ago Hey guys, you
know the 9/11 loverfag OldSkoolNintendo64 ? Yeah, he's a trollfag, ignorehim and his
'LOL 9/11 HA HA HA' he thinks that trollings fun, do not feed him with 'OMG STOP
IT U SICK FUCK >:(' look on my channel comments to see that he trolls about 9/11,
then comments that you're racist, the main message is, do not feed the troll. Thanks, -Fai
x XleanneXfaiX 2 months ago yarden900 2 months ago @XleanneXfaiX I totally agree
with you man he's a life faliure that has to troll to get a glim of attention from someone in
he's entire lonely-ass life. yarden900 2 months ago TheWarfare16 2 months ago
@OldSkoolNintendo64 son of a bitch ... everyone would laugh if you dies TheWarfare16
2 months ago Tauri713 2 months ago i hate terrorists Tauri713 2 months ago Im2Awsm 2
months ago my friend was born 9/11 Im2Awsm 2 months ago Sepantis 2 months ago
@Im2Awsm Great, and I was born 7 / 28 Sepantis 2 months ago emil0710 2 months ago I
remeber this so well, and I was 4 years old. Most of my family don't even remeber a lot
of it. But me, I remeber it from detail to detail. It was really hard to watch then and even
now because I knew/know my uncle was working there for a few weeks because of a
business deal, and the building that was hit first was the one he was in. emil0710 2
months ago OldSkoolNintendo64 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam IS IT OKAY TO LAUGH AT THE PEOPLE THAT DIED THAT
DAY? NO? OH WELL, I'LL STILL LAUGH. HAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHHAHAA
OldSkoolNintendo64 2 months ago tiesthatbindify 2 months ago @OldSkoolNintendo64
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i hope your joking cuz that's not funny tiesthatbindify 2 months ago
OldSkoolNintendo64 2 months ago @tiesthatbindify HAHAHAHAHA, I'M
LAUGHING HAHAHA THEY DIED HA-HA-HA! OldSkoolNintendo64 2 months ago
HerrHoIIe 2 months ago @OldSkoolNintendo64 fucking asshole HerrHoIIe 2 months ago
OldSkoolNintendo64 2 months ago @HerrHoIIe FUCKING SPIC OldSkoolNintendo64
2 months ago SrgtBarney 2 months ago haha i wish you were in there HAHA! jeez kid,
grow up SrgtBarney 2 months ago OldSkoolNintendo64 2 months ago @SrgtBarney I
WISH YOUR MOTHER WAS IN THERE OldSkoolNintendo64 2 months ago
SrgtBarney 2 months ago @OldSkoolNintendo64 I WISH YOUR MOTHER WAS IN
THERE lol keep it up, i can go on forever and so can your mom :D SrgtBarney 2 months
ago theone1357919 2 months ago @OldSkoolNintendo64 Dude thats so messed up...Not
even funny at all... theone1357919 2 months ago abercrombiebliss 2 months ago
@OldSkoolNintendo64 you fucking idiot. can you stop being so god damn immature
about something serious? grow the fuck up buddy. abercrombiebliss 2 months ago
OldSkoolNintendo64 2 months ago @abercrombiebliss MY NUTS BITCH, MY NUTS!
OldSkoolNintendo64 2 months ago tiesthatbindify 2 months ago @OldSkoolNintendo64
wow.... tiesthatbindify 2 months ago 911theinsidejob 2 months ago 2 911, THE
OBVIOUS INSIDE JOB!! 911theinsidejob 2 months ago 2 meals123 2 months ago The
middle east is a war amongst all those idiots. And when there is war there is death
unfortunately. Those people who were killed or injured (God Bless Them All) were at
work, or shopping, or simply put they were completely innocent and in their minds out
of harms way. meals123 2 months ago meals123 2 months ago I can't believe the girl in
the background. She compares this to the middle east and their war. The middle east in no
terrorist attack, it is a war over territory and religion thats been going on for many years
and probably will never end. Then she says we should be consider ourselves lucky that
this is the first time this has happened. ARE YOU KIDDING ME?!?!?! I am not
thankful one bit this is the first time something so terrible has happened. meals123 2
months ago bellasias98 2 months ago this is so sad :( bellasias98 2 months ago
commenter620 2 months ago ok why the fuck did they skip the part of the bombs going
off and the tower collapsing......... anyone else have a big question mark on that one??
commenter620 2 months ago koulaiyed 2 months ago @commenter620 because it
probably shows what a set up it was... koulaiyed 2 months ago jc3akapreppykid 2
months ago ok i dont mean to be mean to the person video taping but i mean how could
she have such a calm monotonic tone on her voice when this is happening. i mean even
my mom, which is form Chicago, was crying. jc3akapreppykid 2 months ago SirQubit 2
months ago @jc3akapreppykid She's probaly a Mossad agent like those 5 dancing Israelis
on the George Washington Bridge : ) SirQubit 2 months ago tremontirocks 2 months ago
@jc3akapreppykid Yeah, that's a little insensitive. People respond to things differently.
A reaction like that isn't necessarily an indicator of how someone feels. tremontirocks 2
months ago eagletalons2007 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Radio - fallen soldier - You will kill your own ppl.. OKLAHOMA bombing but in
calgary, there was another drop, did oyu find it,, you find it you dont have to pay the
next guy off lol,, $20,000 scam,, home invasion,, you fucks want to kill some1 do it
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yourselves,, dont turn to the criminal organizations so when shyte goes wrong the heat
goes on them.. we are going to continue eminem/menime watch you burn eagletalons2007
2 months ago SirQubit 2 months ago Hello, I am Osama Bin Laden : ) SirQubit 2 months
ago TheAndrewj96 2 months ago @SirQubit Yeah right. TheAndrewj96 2 months ago
SirQubit 2 months ago @TheAndrewj96 : ) SirQubit 2 months ago TheAndrewj96 2
months ago @SirQubit XP TheAndrewj96 2 months ago whatisaywhat 2 months ago
How many people were in this hotel???? whatisaywhat 2 months ago kierandempsey1 2
months ago @whatisaywhat HAHAHA It was not a hotel lmao It was the world trade
center lmao kierandempsey1 2 months ago Gishatako 2 months ago @whatisaywhat
Dude, ever hear of 9 11 ? The terrorist attack on the WTC? Yeah, if this was a hotel it
wouldn't be 140 stories high. Gishatako 2 months ago AznInvasionTuber 2 months ago
@whatisaywhat You are one fucking funny special educational person.
AznInvasionTuber 2 months ago 0ostfuo0 2 months ago 2 I was in zacatecas getting a
PLANE ticket when this happened 0.0 i was like wtf?..but seriously all this mess was
caused by the U.S. Government! AND ITS SAD! 0ostfuo0 2 months ago 2
streetvan1997 2 months ago Really hits home watching this. Seeing the mother with
young baby brings me back to that morning, my son was seven days old . streetvan1997
2 months ago TheAndrewj96 2 months ago @streetvan1997 Yeah, I know what you
mean. I was only five when that happened. My family and I watched it on TV. It was
definitely the scariest and most emotional moment of my life, and I hope something like
this never happens again. Bin Laden is a horrible man, I hope they catch him soon.
TheAndrewj96 2 months ago p1nkie10 2 months ago y would someone do that i mean al
the people that lost there lives just duing there job and them death it doesnt make
eneyone would do that to our beloved New York City p1nkie10 2 months ago
Uradyke69 2 months ago What a video, but that chick in the background is annoying as
fuck. They seem amazed, but I cant understand how relatively calm they are. Man I'd be
shitting a brick witnessing all that. HOLY FUCK ARE YOU SEEING THIS????? thatd
be me. Uradyke69 2 months ago PhilTaylor10 2 months ago on 5:32 left is at a ufo ????
PhilTaylor10 2 months ago mariahjuana 2 months ago Pero Prefiero Mi Propio,
JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJA-JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJA-JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJA-JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJA-JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJA-JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJA-JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJA-JA . . . fockers. mariahjuana 2 months ago
4x4martin 2 months ago @mariahjuana hey stfu this was serious not a dnm joke.penche
joto.millons de personas died.millions of people died. 4x4martin 2 months ago
mariahjuana 2 months ago JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJA-JAJAJAJAJAJA,
O
Para
Que
Ustedes
Gringos
Pitocorto
Me
Entiendan,
AAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH-AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAH-AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH-AHAH
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH-AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
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HAHAHAHAH-AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH-AHAHAHAH
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH-AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAH-AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH-AHAHA mariahjuana
2 months ago 4x4martin 2 months ago @mariahjuana stfu i aint gringo i was born in the
states and when this happened i was 8 or 7,and this was truely sad,esto se era
triste.penche putp. 4x4martin 2 months ago mariahjuana 2 months ago @4x4martin Y Eso
Que Chingados Me Importa . . . Dont Tell Me About Your Life Lady . . . mariahjuana 2
months ago 4x4martin 2 months ago @mariahjuana penche baboso,ey no ta vosta
esto,pues chinga tu pench marjuano.fk u lil pot smoker . 4x4martin 2 months ago
mariahjuana
2
months
ago
It
Was
Me
!
!
!
.
.
.
AAAAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJA-JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJ
A-JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJA-JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJ
A-JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJA-JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJ
A-JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJA-JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJ
A-JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJA-JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJ
A-JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJA-JAJAJA mariahjuana 2 months ago
willhelpforgames19 2 months ago @mariahjuana your a jerk man willhelpforgames19 2
months ago xbazzR 2 months ago im a pc and 9/11 was my idea :) xbazzR 2 months ago
ThisEvilMan 2 months ago 9/11 was the saddest day of the 21st century so far lets hope
nothing like this ever happens again rip world trade centre this video makes me cry cant
believe its 9 years ago on september ThisEvilMan 2 months ago MariaLovesMJJ 2
months ago the Americans made this themselves.. MariaLovesMJJ 2 months ago
larueski34 2 months ago @MariaLovesMJJ ur just jealous u cant live like us bitch! i cried
the day i looked the television that morning! larueski34 2 months ago MariaLovesMJJ 2
months ago @larueski34 First of all, don't call me bitch! and no sweetheart i'm not
jealous, i don't even want to go to America! and i believe you cried and i'm so sorry for all
those people who had to die. but come on! you all can thank your president for this.
MariaLovesMJJ 2 months ago 4x4martin 2 months ago @MariaLovesMJJ we never did
nothin to them terroist to attck us, 4x4martin 2 months ago koulaiyed 2 months ago
@4x4martin They didn't attack us. It was a set up. Bush new it was gonna happen. You
can put the blood on the crooked evil ones in our government I hope they rot n hell!
koulaiyed 2 months ago christoffera 2 months ago Slay All muslims! christoffera 2
months ago FifLeta 2 months ago I wrote a song on the conspiracy of september 11th.
Check it out and let me know what you feel...Click my name its called illuminited states...
FifLeta 2 months ago dupaolucci 2 months ago Americans are the biggest killers of
humanity. Nuclear bombs, Napalm and mass extermination. They are reaping what they
sowed. dupaolucci 2 months ago jiiibba 2 months ago its funny cause alot of you think
that so called 'terrorists' did this. well, if a plane hit the building it wuld hit nd thats bout
it. y was there an xplosion? its cause your 'amazing' american government most likely had
a bomb in the center and the moment the plane hit the bomb blew, thats y there was a big
explosion. nd the day b4 this happened there were constructions on a elevator on the top
of the building. i wonder y, im not saying that the US government wanted this. its just
suspicious jiiibba 2 months ago TheRoblet 2 months ago @jiiibba No its because the fuel
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tank's of the plane had been refilled and were pretty much full so when the plane hit one
of the engines spiraled backwards and hit the fuel tank that then blew up, any theory of a
bomb has completely untrue. Also the elevator was serviced and at the time of the
accident was out of use TheRoblet 2 months ago nwBoy95 2 months ago Kill all
terrorists !!! nwBoy95 2 months ago 4x4martin 2 months ago @nwBoy95 nuke their
asses. 4x4martin 2 months ago portie147 2 months ago this is some good footage
portie147 2 months ago SirQubit 2 months ago Hello my name is God, stop blaming me
for your shameful actions you were given free will so take responsibility for your own
actions SirQubit 2 months ago pirc1996 2 months ago @SirQubit Correct. pirc1996 2
months ago w3stside42 2 months ago @christoffera Allah means God you dumb fuck and
this isnt the work of God w3stside42 2 months ago WWFKANERULES 2 months ago
CNN'S TRIBUTE YOU MEAN! WWFKANERULES 2 months ago Psylonz 2 months
ago omg omg omg omg omg ! OOOMMGG! OMGGG!! say something else american!
Psylonz 2 months ago makaveliunit 2 months ago Loool there is still some people that
think arabs did this.... makaveliunit 2 months ago jayhoyt28 2 months ago @makaveliunit
Whats even funnier and sickening at the same time is there are still people that believe our
own government did this. Fucking tools. Every shred of "truther" evidence has been
debunked. But theres no convincing you delusional wastes of air. jayhoyt28 2 months ago
Dredgion 2 months ago Vietnam baby Killers Dredgion 2 months ago misschocobanana 2
months ago I´m still sad about this happening, and i still ahte Osama bin Laden, So
everyone who likes him, f*ck you. God bless the USA. Stay strong, May all the victims
rest in peace, and may these f*ucking terrorists burn in hell. misschocobanana 2 months
ago SirQubit 2 months ago @misschocobanana lol ur ignorance is comical SirQubit 2
months ago misschocobanana 2 months ago @SirQubit okay and would you please tell
me, why did you think this ?? You think, you can use God´s name, sorry but your worth
is under a littel leave. So think what you´re used to think, but don´t broterh the world
with you damage. Thank you :-D misschocobanana 2 months ago sprinkle252 2 months
ago LAWL! sprinkle252 2 months ago greezybear9000 2 months ago @stuckey31 naa it
wasn't sadam, if it was they would've found for sure by now. it was the us government
greezybear9000 2 months ago stuckey31 2 months ago osama bin laden where ever you
are America will find you and when they do you will forever burn in hell with sadam
hussein you piece of shit!!! stuckey31 2 months ago SirQubit 2 months ago @stuckey31
Hello, I'm Osama Bin Laden, I enjoyed my time at your American hospital the treatment
was excellent and thanks for all the gifts your CIA gave me and the safe haven they have
given me. America will find me huh? So far your governement has sucked my cock and I
thank them for that just as they thank me for the trillions I've earned for them it's a
mutual friendship we scratch each others back SirQubit 2 months ago koulaiyed 2 months
ago @SirQubit people arn't ready 2 hear it tho smh its a shame... koulaiyed 2 months ago
pokesy89 2 months ago Comment removed christoffera 2 months ago This is the work of
Allah!!! Lets slay everyone who follows him!!! christoffera 2 months ago SirQubit 2
months ago @christoffera let's slay you instead SirQubit 2 months ago
RainbowManification 2 months ago IT was designed to withstand an impact from a 707.
WTF RainbowManification 2 months ago koulaiyed 2 months ago Comment removed
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koulaiyed 2 months ago @RainbowManification yea but not a bomb... koulaiyed 2
months ago lii4eto 2 months ago i'm not from USA and i can't imagine how horrible it was
and still, but i know that i'm totally with you and i was there with my soul when that
thing happened! and i'm really sorry for the families who lost their children, brothers,
sisters,uncles, cousins,... lii4eto 2 months ago Liverpooolove 2 months ago 19:49... "Omg
i love you"? Liverpooolove 2 months ago Valdohin 2 months ago @Liverpooolove I
TOLD YOU Valdohin 2 months ago mngirl20 2 months ago @Liverpooolove I think she
said "OMG I told you." As in she told him it was gonna collapse too. That is my guess
anyway. mngirl20 2 months ago chango247 2 months ago that will be scary if i was down
their chango247 2 months ago MrSeandiego 2 months ago look at the smoke coming from
the impact hole at 3:54 and see if you notice anything MrSeandiego 2 months ago
tuesmornininsept 2 months ago Comment removed CPlvr 2 months ago 6:59 Look really
closely... see the guy falling. Sooo sad. CPlvr 2 months ago MTLbigJ 2 months ago
@CPlvr i cant see it...looked like 6 times MTLbigJ 2 months ago Sesseur 2 months ago
9/11 is obviously a xenophobic movie. that was cancled. Sesseur 2 months ago jin7210 2
months ago i still dont believe that the whole building burned to ashes jin7210 2 months
ago vollvornartmovie 2 months ago follow da smoke vollvornartmovie 2 months ago
sacopenapa 2 months ago 19:37 you can see the demolition squibs! sacopenapa 2 months
ago xNEXAVOBISx 2 months ago @sacopenapa omg... another one of your types?
xNEXAVOBISx 2 months ago sacopenapa 2 months ago Yes it was a military plane! It is
called a 'false flag operation. sacopenapa 2 months ago Mezut360 2 months ago the kids
show in the background ruined the mood Mezut360 2 months ago DinDil10 2 months ago
@Mezut360 your mum's porno show ruined my life i will never be the same after seeing
your mum sucking my dik while i grab her tits damn i will never forget how it has ruined
my life man DinDil10 2 months ago Pettept 2 months ago I was 6, and live in Norway.
Pettept 2 months ago MrAlessandrosalvator 2 months ago 9/11 WAS AN INSIDE JOB.
/govn't /official/s should be JAILED!!!! MrAlessandrosalvator 2 months ago
whiteyvanpeebles 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@MrAlessandrosalvator STFU, you've been exposed as a talk show parrot.
whiteyvanpeebles 2 months ago 36flamingo63 2 months ago @MrAlessandrosalvator
Ecco: mancava proprio il solito commento del solito italiano di sinistra che vede complotti
dappertutto. tu hai rimediato subito 36flamingo63 2 months ago williemhrdine72 2
months ago i was 8 when i saw it on t.v. didnt know any better then but the images were
burned into my mind williemhrdine72 2 months ago dooooooer 2 months ago
@williemhrdine72 you were lil kid. dooooooer 2 months ago venusrevolution 2 months
ago I was 7 when this happened-on my way to school when I heard it on the radio-I will
NEVER get over it venusrevolution 2 months ago dooooooer 2 months ago
@venusrevolution all of you lil kids browsing youtube lol i guess 90% are kiddy users.
dooooooer 2 months ago craigsgirl48167 2 months ago This was really well done! Lots of
perspectives that I've never seen before, & it gives a much clearer sense of the sheer size
of the towers. Tragic but fascinating. craigsgirl48167 2 months ago soldieroffurtune09 2
months ago What the thing at 5:12? soldieroffurtune09 2 months ago kkkkkimberlyyy yy
2 months ago I was getting ready for school watching Good Morning America when this
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happened. I can't imagine what is was like to see it in person. Just awful.
kkkkkimberlyyyyy 2 months ago floridya 2 months ago I was only a little girl when it
happened and I didn't understand what was going on when I was watching the news and
my mum told me there was a man trapped underneath a building and I didn't
understand..... floridya 2 months ago thejoshfromtexas 2 months ago This is one of the
most amazing 9/11 videos I have seen since it happened. Thank you. thejoshfromtexas 2
months ago xNEXAVOBISx 2 months ago fuck. i dont know why i force myself to watch
these. ugh... xNEXAVOBISx 2 months ago jojon96 2 months ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam 9/11 was the inside JOB... jojon96 2 months ago
DinaStrangee 2 months ago its not even funny how obvious it is how 9/11 was an inside
job. One doesn't even have be familiar with the laws of physics in order to realize that. :)
DinaStrangee 2 months ago XTCiswhatIneed 2 months ago 7:33 is that a human jumping
down? =( XTCiswhatIneed 2 months ago thejoshfromtexas 2 months ago
@XTCiswhatIneed probably not... I think it was a humanoid of some type but not sure...
o.O thejoshfromtexas 2 months ago videogiocatore 2 months ago @XTCiswhatIneed yes,
i saw him zoomed in another video :( videogiocatore 2 months ago gh0st211 2 months ago
it was on my moms birthday that happend gh0st211 2 months ago fusel09 2 months ago
it was the fucking afgahm people i hat than like the turkish people fusel09 2 months ago
SirQubit 2 months ago @fusel09 nooo it wasn't it was some aliens from the moon!
SirQubit 2 months ago unicronrocks 2 months ago @SirQubit STFU towel head. And
don't ruin your knees when you're on your magic carpet bowing before Allah and giving
him a blowjob. unicronrocks 2 months ago PsuedoSenator 2 months ago @unicronrocks
Your attitude of religious bigotry is disgusting. PsuedoSenator 2 months ago makoka10 2
months ago well don makoka10 2 months ago makoka10 2 months ago well don job
makoka10 2 months ago 911theinsidejob 2 months ago New video out that proves that
911 was an inside job. . watch?v=6bdr_2IAJWU . 911, THE OBVIOUS INSIDE JOB!!
911theinsidejob 2 months ago bagpipelover7 2 months ago i like how this is a first hand
account of the attack instead of waching news reals. my uncal went down to new york
city to help drive the wonded firefighters, police officers and parmedics to the hospitle.
he came down from Canada. i remeber were i was when i found out about the trand
center. i was in my grande 1 class and my teacher told us what had happend and then
they closed the school. bagpipelover7 2 months ago UltimateKing011 2 months ago oh
my gosh, IS THE PARK OKAY? UltimateKing011 2 months ago Ducksexbody 2
months ago @davidxcooper Shut up you idiot. You can not compare muslim extremists
flying planes into buildings with 1000 of civilians to the I.R.A fighting to remove a
foreign oppressive government from there country. The Taliban want destroy all non
muslims and the westeren world the I.R.A want britian to fuck off out of ireland. No
comparison. There was support for the I.R.A cause the majority of the world agrees
britian should fuck off out of ireland too. Ducksexbody 2 months ago HenkerFun 2
months ago Ich denke der "Mag ich" Button ist bei diesem Video eher unangebracht.! Oo
HenkerFun 2 months ago sEaNyzboy 2 months ago Thers another one at 11:56 on the
right hand side just as the south tower got hit sEaNyzboy 2 months ago sEaNyzboy 2
months ago Has anyone noticed the misterious object appearing somewhere in the sky at
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5:35??? Look on the left hand side of the video sEaNyzboy 2 months ago
UltimateKing011 2 months ago @sEaNyzboy are you retarded? they are police and news
choppers "mysterious" you dumb fuck UltimateKing011 2 months ago
TheSKiLLZDrifter 2 months ago @UltimateKing011 2.993 people dead :|
TheSKiLLZDrifter 2 months ago sexiiboo1011 2 months ago Is the Camera-Women
crying. If so, I'm soo srry. :( sexiiboo1011 2 months ago hallaneener 2 months ago
Simply...compelling hallaneener 2 months ago SweetLeftFoot1971 2 months ago We
always read a lot in the papers that there are strategies to prevent another September
11th happening,but upon checking my calendar today, I noticed that yet another one is
planned for later this year. Will those fucking Yanks never learn? SweetLeftFoot1971 2
months ago m0onr4y 2 months ago @SweetLeftFoot1971 Strategies like following
standard emergency procedures when planes are hijacked? m0onr4y 2 months ago
SweetLeftFoot1971 2 months ago @m0onr4y read it again you dick,its a "JOKE!!!!"
SweetLeftFoot1971 2 months ago sedge11111 2 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was a false flag operation!!!! sedge11111 2 months ago
sedge11111 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was
a false flag operation!!!! sedge11111 2 months ago starbucksaddict801 2 months ago i
cried when i watched this video. so sad. 100's of innocent people lost their lives. God
Rest Their Souls. September 11th 2001 will stay in all americans hearts forever
starbucksaddict801 2 months ago jonaslover4ever7x3 2 months ago 3all0000sha what the
hell is wrong wth you? Inocent people and children died because of that. They didn't do
anything and now there dead. They didn't deserve that! What a horrible thing to say. And
what a horrible thing to do. My aunt was there and she told me about it and honestly I
couldn't even imagine what that was like. I was in elementary school so I don't remember
but omg that's aweful. R.I.P to all those who lost there lives and the brave ones who
saved others. We love and miss you jonaslover4ever7x3 2 months ago vvesly 2 months
ago omfg vvesly 2 months ago 0324andrey 2 months ago whoever did this is going to be
punished for eternity and someday they will face judgement day and they will answer for
all the people that died because of them i am so sorry to anyone who lost a loved one i
hope you can forgive because the bible says "how you forgive thats how you will be
forgiven by me"-God 0324andrey 2 months ago james88hh 2 months ago allah is a cunt
james88hh 2 months ago 3all0000sha 2 months ago no comment, AMERICA deserves
that >> terrorists ha << nothing, some people will understand someday! someday!
someday! 3all0000sha 2 months ago BigSeezy 2 months ago @3all0000sha innocent
American people deserve to be killed by a bunch of towel head terrorists who have a
problem with the goverment? BigSeezy 2 months ago Raycogb 2 months ago
ATENCION : - Uno de los ingenieros dijo que con un ataque de avion era imposible que
se derribara el edificio... es acero.... / el edificio cayo a mas de 9 metros por segundo (
bombas colocadas en el edificio) 3 tampoco se ha hablado del 3 edificio k casualidades de
la vida se derrumbo je je.. ( fue bush ) (((( petroleo = dinero)))) lo sabe todo el mundo :S
Raycogb 2 months ago Raycogb 2 months ago thw towes demolition are + 9m/s =
Bombs// Raycogb 2 months ago numkynut 2 months ago Comment removed unicronrocks
2 months ago This is truly historic footage. Not only the horrible burning of the towers,
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but the chaos in the streets, the fire trucks coming, etc. unicronrocks 2 months ago
bling380 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam that is so
beautifle please let there be another terorist attack bling380 2 months ago SirQubit 2
months ago @bling380 lol yea since these dumb-ass Americans still haven't held their
government to account they will do another the Americans are always bent over for the
Israelis to fuck em and they act tough cussing and being abusive to poor muslim families
who know nothing of world politics dumb fucks fuck em SirQubit 2 months ago
unicronrocks 2 months ago @SirQubit If you're planning on berating someone, please use
proper grammar. And punctuation doesn't hurt either. Dumbass. unicronrocks 2 months
ago SirQubit 2 months ago @unicronrocks I'm not writing a fuckin essay u stuoopid
dumb fuck how about this - SUCK MY DICK is that proper spelling and punctuation sir
fuckin smart dick SirQubit 2 months ago bling380 2 months ago @SirQubit nice on i agree
with u i'm gonna subscribe to u bling380 2 months ago SirQubit 2 months ago @bling380
respect dude I'll also subscribe : ) keep up the good work I love hearing those kinda
comments SirQubit 2 months ago Fatima6128 2 months ago this was the saddest day in
america! :( R.I.P all the heroes, angels, and etc who died in the horrible attack.... you will
be mised! Fatima6128 2 months ago Hjulvisp 2 months ago Serves you well. Something
happens on American soil for once and what do you do? Invade yet another country..
Hjulvisp 2 months ago cloudyseal 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam . It's a sad event but criminal Zionists were behind it. . cloudyseal 2
months ago pirc1996 2 months ago Why do you crying for? Wirst you Americans
destroy your own building, than you videotape it and than you cry. WTF?! pirc1996 2
months ago samrenjac 2 months ago @pirc1996 Dumb Fhuck...American's didn't destroy
their own building. It was a terrorist attack. Nearby citizens grabbed their cameras. Ever
heard of The Media? The do things like send out an image :F samrenjac 2 months ago
duhhh187 2 months ago @samrenjac i keep living a lie! duhhh187 2 months ago pirc1996
2 months ago @samrenjac Than tell me why did building collapsed? After world war II
american bomber crashet into Empire Stage Building. And what happend? It makes a
whole in building but building didn't collapsed. Even here building didn't collapsed untill
your government didn't detonade the bomb. pirc1996 2 months ago DaisyDyva 2 months
ago i remember the day this happen,like yeasterday....believe me or not ,that morning
before it happened i dreamed the clouds where falling from the sky......i thought nothing
of it until a few years ago.....when someone said it looked like the clouds where chasing
people when the towers fell...........soooooooooooo sad DaisyDyva 2 months ago
Taraxox824 2 months ago i was 4 when this happend, & i remeber my aunt was picking
me and my little cousin up from preschool and we were in the car and she herd it on the
radio and she freaked out and called my mom right away. things were so bad, they called
medics from philly to come help and my mom was a medic and she was gunna go down
there & help but my dad didnt let her, r.i.p everyone. Taraxox824 2 months ago
nathanandjaviershow 2 months ago My birthday was the next day it SUVs none of my
friends could come everybody was devastated nathanandjaviershow 2 months ago
jasonk1019 2 months ago the crying has to stop, and take down ur freaking christmas
lights jasonk1019 2 months ago rauwasp360 2 months ago Almost 9 years ago. Always
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gives me the chills watching videos. Such a tragic day for everyone who died. Bless
America! rauwasp360 2 months ago pinkorangesoda 2 months ago Holy crap I'd be so
freaked out if i was there pinkorangesoda 2 months ago Onslaughtlol 2 months ago I'm 14,
and you have all the rights to say I'm pathetic for saying this and bla bla bla...and you
want, but! I think what happend was pretty cool...I mean the fact that someone flies a
plane through a building is cool...BUT!! BUUT!! It was a HORRIBLE day that day, I
know! I am not braindead, All I am saying is that I think it was cool, 'cuz I like stuff like
this...but I don't like when it happens IRL...R.I.P to all the people who died that day.
Excluding the pilots.. Onslaughtlol 2 months ago afwifey09 2 months ago @Onslaughtlol
you couldve said explosions are cool, instead of flying a plane into a building full of
people being cool. The plane was hijacked by someone who wanted to die, and full of
people on their morning commute. Just reword and people wont get as pissed... just a
thought. afwifey09 2 months ago Onslaughtlol 2 months ago @afwifey09 Yeah...I
should've said that instead...but deleting the comment will prolly get more people pissed
or something...I don't know, better just let it be. But to those reading it, I meant more that
the explosions are cool...even tho I wrote "just the fact that someone flies a plane through
a building" it was still the explosions FROM the plane that I..."like" I think I should just
shut up now before I piss off whole US... Onslaughtlol 2 months ago rauwasp360 2
months ago @Onslaughtlol You mean excluding the Terrorists who hijacked the plane?
The pilots were murdered. rauwasp360 2 months ago Onslaughtlol 2 months ago
@rauwasp360 Yeah, I meant the Terrorists...just said they were the pilots 'cuz I couldn't
remember the word hijacked. D: Onslaughtlol 2 months ago rauwasp360 2 months ago
@Onslaughtlol I see :D rauwasp360 2 months ago NakedEyeBlind 2 months ago You will
see on other captured 9-11 videos these same craft flying around the world trade centers
around the same time of the attack. Black, and amber colored craft. There is much
evidence, this was a planned attack. Planned by our own Government. NakedEyeBlind 2
months ago Se7s1404 2 months ago @NakedEyeBlind finally someone with a brain, it is
just sad to watch the video but to me it is more sad that some people still blame Muslims
and not have the real government criminals in jail instead, Se7s1404 2 months ago
NakedEyeBlind 2 months ago Government - Or - Alien Threat? Another black craft,
UFO? Or reversed engineered Alien Reproduction Vehicles? Black Craft - (5:32) - Bright
amber color craft top right - (11:50) - Jet? Why is there a jet? - (17:20) - Amber Craft
again Top Left - (20:30) - Four craft seen in this video, including the helicopters and the
two planes that crashed into the world trade centers. Seven aircraft all in the same area
and flight path around the same time of the attack over New York??? Odd...
NakedEyeBlind 2 months ago FifLeta 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam This video right here is sadder than most I saw even though the planes
werent visual. This is something that can never leave the memory...This was hell on earth
that day...So damn sad...R.I.P Kathy..her life was taken in there and every time I see it I
feel like I just saw her murdered before my eyes... Check out this song I did about the
conspiracy of 9-11 its called illuminited states click my name <<< FifLeta 2 months ago
FifLeta 2 months ago This video right here is sadder than most I saw even though the
planes werent visual. This is something that can never leave the memory...This was hell
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on earth that day...So damn sad...R.I.P Kathy..her life was taken in there and every time I
see it I feel like I just saw her murdered before my eyes... Check out this song I did about
the conspiracy of 9-11 its called illuminited states click my name <<< FifLeta 2 months
ago lukeensley 2 months ago i wish the people that did this where still alive soi could
pearsonaly KILL them they are fucking ass holes lukeensley 2 months ago dangeruss801
2 months ago @lukeensley Are you serious? They are still alive. dangeruss801 2 months
ago dangeruss801 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@lukeensley Are you serious? Don't you know, they live!? dangeruss801 2 months ago
Se7s1404 2 months ago @lukeensley they are alive, wanna meet them? try Washington
DC. Se7s1404 2 months ago ollie511 2 months ago Dude, i swear that faint music in the
background creeps da shit outta me ollie511 2 months ago Sebastiaan233 2 months ago
Dit is nog echt ook gewoon op een dinsdag. Een zonnige dag waaraan niemand aan
verkeerde dingen dacht. Netals bleek later alweer aanslagen in Madrid en Londen.
THANKS FOR THIS VIDEO FOR MORE INFORMATION. I COME FROM
NETHERLANDS Sebastiaan233 2 months ago JoeJluver15 2 months ago i was 3 when
this happened. my mom was pregnant with my brother. she had to run across the
brooklyn bridge by herself. RIP all the heroes, and people that died on this day.
JoeJluver15 2 months ago goo16goblin 2 months ago i was in third grade when this
happened..they said it was an attack..but after a lot of research i realized that the trade
centers were not atacked but proffesionaly demolished by the american government
goo16goblin 2 months ago duhhh187 2 months ago @goo16goblin only if more people
saw the truth in this and not liked to live a lie! duhhh187 2 months ago SirQubit 2 months
ago THUMBS UP if you offer condolences to the friends of families of the people who
died on 9 11 AND Iraq and Afghanistan, let us expose the double standards, hypocrisy
and media brainwashing of YouTubers here, come on then thumbs up now! SirQubit 2
months ago SirQubit 2 months ago I heard sum aliens on the moon perpetrated 9 11, let's
bomb the fucking moon!!!!! Yeeeeehaaaaaaaa!!!!! SirQubit 2 months ago duhhh187 2
months ago @SirQubit ahahahaha lol dont have to go that far ! duhhh187 2 months ago
Lankybeefcake 2 months ago All human civilisations have been destroyed sooner or later.
Only now we have the power to do it forever and do you know what? I'm glad. We have
plagued this planet long enough Lankybeefcake 2 months ago Plusimurfriend 2 months
ago i sure my comments would help some one good day Plusimurfriend 2 months ago
Plusimurfriend 2 months ago and another question way 19664 liked the video ? i dont
understand Plusimurfriend 2 months ago Plusimurfriend 2 months ago terrorists are too
pussy to do that its too much dont you think ? so it was a plane ? if it was then where is
the plane or what left from it ? Oo if it was a roket so the radar would notice it 2 hours
before the boom. and some explosive traces would left .it could be sabotage . i think the
plane was a trick and someone from inside blow himself or something or it was planned.
19:50 was another explosion ? i dont think there is another kamikaza dude. its very scary
Plusimurfriend 2 months ago 7255202 2 months ago @Plusimurfriend There are more
video's where you can see the planes hitting... 7255202 2 months ago Khanryu 2 months
ago that's fucking insane Khanryu 2 months ago eshie001 2 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I was on fire and rescue on 9-11-01.... :-( I tired
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my hardest to save everyone!!! eshie001 2 months ago eshie001 2 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I was on fire and rescue on 9-11-01.... :-( I
tired my hardest to save everyone!!! eshie001 2 months ago eshie001 2 months ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I was on fire and rescue on 9-11-01.... :-(
I tired my hardest to save everyone!!! eshie001 2 months ago eshie001 2 months ago
Comment removed Tisbout 2 months ago Allah Akbar !! Tisbout 2 months ago
davidjorden1 2 months ago någon som är svensk? :) davidjorden1 2 months ago
bembaraM3 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam fuck you
americans you bombed my country because we defending it from muslim terorists....
thats what you get This is little for what you have done to innocent serbian civilians
bembaraM3 2 months ago Plusimurfriend 2 months ago 2 @bembaraM3 way do people
think another people deserve to die because theirs countries are fighting no one deserve
death . if i see arabic people i dont kill them because i suspect them for911 . bad people
live in all cultures and if you see on tv or internet when arabic blow up him self it doesnt
mean that american cant do it? money cotrol everything and money is the reason of 911
Plusimurfriend 2 months ago 2 bembaraM3 2 months ago @Plusimurfriend you are
right,but american government is elected by americans... 90 percent of americans even
dont know what is yugoslavia and serbia,they drink coca cola and living a nice life while
their military bombing people who trying to save their Kosovo from terorists,everything
happens out of usa,muslims destroyed our way of life and thats whats vaiting for you
also... bembaraM3 2 months ago LauraLouise5 2 months ago You poor things to have to
witness that so close, must have been terrifying for you. Such a horrible thing to happen.
All those poor people who died may you all rest in peace and God bless you and your
families. LauraLouise5 2 months ago MinisterForTrance1 2 months ago how stupid did
the American government think the American ppl were? its so blatantly obvious there
was some c4 or whatever exposives they were on each floor and there is no way a plane
could do that to a building , pitty they killed a lot of innocent ppl for control and oil very
sad to see.i hope bush feels shamed all his life over it . MinisterForTrance1 2 months ago
malycestovatel 2 months ago 11th September 1990 - President Bush in one of his
speeches that "the (order), days flooded Kuwait 120,000 Iraqi men, infantry and 850
tanks ..." and begin to threaten Saudi Arabia, whose borders converge. The Pentagon said
that the satellite images of Iraqi troops near the border between Kuwait and Saudi Arabia.
Both claim later proved false, after a certain journalist Wed Petersburg Times, asked for
an independent satellite images of this area, revealing the empty desert. [3]
malycestovatel 2 months ago jasonohmad 2 months ago wow these people have a very
nice view haha. jasonohmad 2 months ago mrbankalot 2 months ago have you guys
stayed living in this same apartment? would be to tough to wake up there every day i bet.
mrbankalot 2 months ago sesewillbernalu 2 months ago @BlackkFoxx100 Shut the fuck
up lots of people died that day how would you like if your crusty ass grandma was in
there sesewillbernalu 2 months ago BlackkFoxx100 2 months ago YOU DID THE SAME
IN JAPAN ! SO SHUT UP ! but i understand your situation i live in a war everyday here
in Brazil ... peace the world will have only if U.S.A. wants , but you only know how to
make war ... thats a shame .. BlackkFoxx100 2 months ago Plusimurfriend 2 months ago
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@BlackkFoxx100 what do you mean by "YOU DID THE SAME IN JAPAN" omg you
are an idiot the people who died there in 911 and those who still alive they do nothing . it
was a war you cant do nothing about it usa had to stop it and they could drop another 10
over all japan but they didnt. now its not a war so what the hell and how could you blame
everyone of what they didnt do. it was a different time now no one would do such a thing
so if you have problems in brazil its not usa or anyone else problem Plusimurfriend 2
months ago thristdrinkblood 2 months ago hey guys u people who r so cruel to put "HAHA BOOM BOOM LOL " and all that shit its not fuv=cking funny alot of people died
that day! god bless there souls! thristdrinkblood 2 months ago bembaraM3 2 months ago
@thristdrinkblood i hope much more will die,this is little for what americans did to some
countries..i am not fucking muslim i hate them I am serbian and americans killed 2000
innocent civilians while defending muslim terorists in Kosovo...... I hope bin laden will
kill you all !! bembaraM3 2 months ago EatMyShitYumy 2 months ago hahaha BOOM
BOOM!!! LOL EatMyShitYumy 2 months ago disgracious23 2 months ago
@EatMyShitYumy Check this out: ww w. anarchadia .over -blog . com/ disgracious23 2
months ago AIRMONTREAL 2 months ago Hope those gay Hijackers got 72 ugly ass
Guy virgins AIRMONTREAL 2 months ago panamainiac 2 months ago
@AIRMONTREAL XD Haha! I hope they do!! panamainiac 2 months ago ECgod77 2
months ago 5 I love how people suddenly become experts on everything on youtube.
They suddenly know everything about world politics and everything countries do,
become explosive experts, become architectural engineers, forensic analysts, and know
everything about every plane. You have every right to express your opinion, but when
suddenly YOU know everything and no-one else matters, that's when you cross the line.
ECgod77 2 months ago 5 Plusimurfriend 2 months ago @ECgod77 nice one. you heard of
school ? books movies collage ? ppl dont know everything but when its about politic
every one turn on their brain thats way you think they know everything its fact you
should read a couple books about it Plusimurfriend 2 months ago SimonSerenade 2
months ago @ECgod77 damn youtube hippies for ya lol SimonSerenade 2 months ago
61Deliqanli 2 months ago if its about killing ppl, then is the usa awesome. u ppl dont
know what happen their in iraq, 61Deliqanli 2 months ago balam678 2 months ago
JAJAJJAJAJA THIS IS FOR ALL HE PEOPLE ANN COUNTRIES YOU FUCK
AROUN YANKS JAJAJJAJAJA balam678 2 months ago yourkrunal13 2 months ago
The people who think this was a inside job are liberal sicky slickers, people in the
country well know the diffrent between the "After" sound of a bomb, many city people
where hear a "boom" and think its automaticlly a "bomb" whenever it is not..
yourkrunal13 2 months ago SirQubit 2 months ago I just read a few comments and they
get quite tiresome when not a single comment ackknowledges the pain and suffering that
has been caused in Iraq and Afghanistan where more than a million people have died yet
still these fantasy living clowns come here and post lovely bullshit about 3000 people 9
years ago it gets quite fucking tiresome SirQubit 2 months ago kyra714 2 months ago
@SirQubit Yes, people die. But Nationalism has prevented some people from feeling
remorse for the opposing forces. It's nice that you have the compassion and logic to see
the suffering on both sides. But you have to be understanding for some of these people,
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and understand that all death is equally tragic despite quantity. Sure some of these people
can make this subject redundant, and I understand that you are merely stating your
dislike. kyra714 2 months ago kyra714 2 months ago @SirQubit Continued~ But to say
that these peoples deaths were nothing, is a tad disrespectful. I'm sorry if I have
misconstrued your point entirely, but I just felt obligated to agree with you, yet point out
my disagreement with your views towards the victims of 911. By victims I do not only
refer to the people who have lost their lives, but the people whom lost their Daughters,
Sons, Husbands, Wives, Friends, etc. Have a nice day. :) kyra714 2 months ago SirQubit
2 months ago @kyra714 I agree with you, but I didn't say their deaths were nothing I
actually cried on 9 11 and felt anger towards muslims but over the years seeing the
hatefulness and evil intentions Americans now have for muslims and the Abu Ghuraib
photos and the million + muslims killed etc I have slowly lost most of that feeling I had
on 9 11 and that's really tragic the same must have happened with many people, the
Americans should really educate themselves and not blindly follow their leader SirQubit 2
months ago Plusimurfriend 2 months ago @SirQubit i can see what person you are.
heartless idiot it doesnt matter how many ppl died so if in iraq died million ppl and in usa
only 3000 ? its ppl lives even 1 ppl is a big lost for his family you should think before
say something. Plusimurfriend 2 months ago SirQubit 2 months ago @Plusimurfriend
dude you must have misunderstood my comments I have stated many times I cried on 9
11 and offer condolences to each and every person's family and friends I just get sick of
not a single person acknowledging the million+ who have died and are still dying in
Iraq/Afghan I like to raise that issue and expose people's hypocrysy which is sickening
SirQubit 2 months ago Boddah45 2 months ago I'm not American but I felt 100%
American that day I shared your pain, sorrow and anger. 911 is one day I'll never forget.
RIP to all that lost their lives that day except for terrorists that day may they rot in hell.
Boddah45 2 months ago TheTurkishPker28 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam GET FUCKED FUCKING AMERICANS TheTurkishPker28 2
months ago lkarabinas 2 months ago @TheTurkishPker28 Next time you have one of
your numerous disasters why don't you just refuse all the aid America sends you since
you hate us so much STARVE lkarabinas 2 months ago SirQubit 2 months ago
@lkarabinas hey fuck American aid they can shove their aid up their fat ass they take
trillions then give back a few million in aid? Fuck that those people don't need to be
thrown crumbs if they offered me it I would rather starve to death fuck em middle finger
to the death SirQubit 2 months ago vbeek2002 2 months ago @SirQubit go fuck the
queen vbeek2002 2 months ago SirQubit 2 months ago @vbeek2002 lol she's too old for
me lol SirQubit 2 months ago HARD1ROCK1VIDEOS 2 months ago 4
@TheTurkishPker28 fuck off dirty Turkish!! im italian and i live in italy but i dont
jocking about it !!!! you must die HARD1ROCK1VIDEOS 2 months ago 4 3all0000sha 2
months ago @HARD1ROCK1VIDEOS your a big idiot >.< 3all0000sha 2 months ago
bytesize 2 months ago @HARD1ROCK1VIDEOS Hate only breeds hate. Ignorance only
breeds ignorance. If you fight back with hatred, you will only receive hatred in return.
And what does that prove? What does that solve? Nothing. Only through forgiveness and
understanding can you find truth and salvation; whether it is in yourself, or within your
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"god". I just really hope you find your way. Also, as an American, we had it coming.
Doubt me? Ask the Middle East. bytesize 2 months ago bytesize 2 months ago
@HARD1ROCK1VIDEOS Also, on an added note, this is a Muslim world. GET USED
TO IT. bytesize 2 months ago dolphfreak 2 months ago @HARD1ROCK1VIDEOS ur
mad.. dolphfreak 2 months ago BigSeezy 2 months ago @TheTurkishPker28 we're stupid
Americans until you and your country need help right? then we're your best friends, then
after you're all better and we leave you can go back to burning American flags and saying
how worthless we are BigSeezy 2 months ago Lyssababee96 2 months ago thats terrible
:( Lyssababee96 2 months ago fucknotyou 2 months ago Omg what happened to lily :(?
fucknotyou 2 months ago betinas 2 months ago illuminati betinas 2 months ago
NorthDakotaGirl123 2 months ago Omg this is so sad im not kidding im freaking out still
about it. Who would do such a thing??? SERIOUSLY??? WHY DID THIS HAVE TO
HAPPEN????????????????? NorthDakotaGirl123 2 months ago SirQubit 2 months ago
@NorthDakotaGirl123 because some Jews wanted the gold underneath the WTC and the
oil in Iraq and the control of Central Asian natural resources trillions of dollars earned in a
few seconds you may have done the same if someone offered you trillions? SirQubit 2
months ago SirQubit 2 months ago Comment removed SirQubit 2 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Hello I'm Osama Bin Laden, I assure you my
dear friends I didn't do this shit, George Bush is a gay-buddy of my family we've even
performed oral on each other in-fact we made this whole plan while on a sex-session with
Saddam, me and Bush it was funny we couldn't stop laughing we're still laughing at all
you people we thought the joke would only last a few months hahahahaha you infidels
are stupid hahahahha SirQubit 2 months ago docbsiegel 2 months ago 12 I remember i was
5-years old when this happened. They let us out of school early and i remember watching
it all on TV with my sister. So horrible. R.I.P. all you angels, heroes, and people who died
& gave their lives on this day.(: docbsiegel 2 months ago 12 Lyssababee96 2 months ago
@docbsiegel ur 14 right now? lol Lyssababee96 2 months ago giantfool 2 months ago
@docbsiegel "angels" "heroes" .. they are people who work for MONEY giantfool 2
months ago MrKlop890 2 months ago @docbsiegel i was three. MrKlop890 2 months
ago SchoolGuy2 2 months ago @DinDil10 God? Don't you realise that the single cause of
this whole event was idiots believing in their stupid god? They believed they were going
to go to heaven with god too, what makes them wrong? The truth is that all of you are
wrong. This is where blind loyalty to something that doesn't exist leads you - thousands
dead. The world would be better off without religion, and everybody knows it.
SchoolGuy2 2 months ago DinDil10 2 months ago @SchoolGuy2 man i dont think when
they jumped off they were saying please god let us go to heaven they probably want it to
die quicker , i dont care if you dont belive in god but i do and i always will and they are in
heaven DinDil10 2 months ago SchoolGuy2 2 months ago @DinDil10 I'm not talking
about the jumpers, i was talking about the terrorists. But anyway, in response to your
point - You can believe what you like, that's your problem not mine. But you just said
"They are in heaven". You're saying that as a statement of fact. For something to be a
fact, there has to be proof. You have none, therefore it's not a fact. Please don't waste
your life dedicating yourself to a lie just because that's what you were brought up to
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believe. You're better than that. SchoolGuy2 2 months ago kettz69 2 months ago This
video has just reduced me to tears, the first time over 9/11! kettz69 2 months ago
DinDil10 2 months ago look i'm not trying to be stupid but why did people jump off i
swear is more painful to jump off no mercy on those hijackers hope everyone who lost
their lives in heaven with god DinDil10 2 months ago ThePokemonKid1616 2 months ago
@DinDil10 Would you rather burn in that chaos and let yourself be victimized of the
whole thing or would you jump? Thats why Samurais always kill themselves when they
know they're gonna be killed by an opponent ThePokemonKid1616 2 months ago
DinDil10 2 months ago @ThePokemonKid1616 yh but when is more 2000 feet,when
you hit the ground the pain must have been so much look that just my opinion and i
respect yours man but i would have stayed inside because i would be too scared to jump
off that high DinDil10 2 months ago ThePokemonKid1616 2 months ago @DinDil10
They said they fell 150 miles per hour... thats fast enough to cause INSTANT death...
you can't feel instant death ThePokemonKid1616 2 months ago Nixijokenzi 2 months ago
@DinDil10 they prob wouldn't feel the pain after the jump coz your not thinking
right..plus your heart will prob fail before you get to the ground. Nixijokenzi 2 months
ago DinDil10 2 months ago @Nixijokenzi yh thats true i never thought of it that way but
still i wouldnt do it they were very brave and i'm not DinDil10 2 months ago 0071947008
2 months ago @numanuma218 ur mom is getting fucked by taliban in afghaniztan and by
hizbollah in lebanon 0071947008 2 months ago numanuma218 2 months ago
@0071947008 Your mother loves it up the ass while her burqa is stuffed down her
throat... All you fucked up afghan and lebs should all be distroyed...Stay out of Australia
you pack of dogs... numanuma218 2 months ago 0071947008 2 months ago
@numanuma218 astralia was built on the land of abroriginal people so u mother fuckers
got in ur fucking blood occupying others land. and by the way ur sister loves to got
fucked by ur pope and wear that tent of nuns. 0071947008 2 months ago djBLIRR 2
months ago they shouldnt have put the towers there in the first place.... djBLIRR 2
months ago ellissambaird 2 months ago Wow this was an incredible video it brought back
to life how real it was that horrid day!! May Jesus Christ bring peace even now to those
who lost loved ones!!! John 3:16 ellissambaird 2 months ago DeadAmericanslol 2 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @ellissambaird that day was
funny ass hell DeadAmericanslol 2 months ago bearguySF 2 months ago To the
filmmakers : This is the best video because the audio is so real. I'm in Calif. near a Federal
Bldg. && I felt the same things you did. I think this belongs in the SMITHSONIAN.
Good job. bearguySF 2 months ago ACEMonkey4 2 months ago Your tellin me that you
missed the first plane crash the second plane crash and the collapse of the first tower.
Who the christ put you in charge of the camera! ACEMonkey4 2 months ago bearguySF
2 months ago @ACEMonkey4 What a bitter man you are. I've read your other posts.
Are you really that unhappy? bearguySF 2 months ago ACEMonkey4 2 months ago
@bearguySF yes i am but now that i have met someone who really cares so much about
me that they would read my comments that i posted in the past. Gee some people would
find that creepy but no not me. Good Job you fuckin creepy asshole go fuck yourself i
can say watever the fuck i want to i dont even fuckin no who you are so leave me the
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fuck alone stupid fucking prick! ACEMonkey4 2 months ago liquidsnakexxxxxx 2 months
ago Such peaceful music while watching a horrible event. liquidsnakexxxxxx 2 months ago
Seign420 2 months ago im not into the whole conspiracy thing but buildings falling like
that is really unnatural Seign420 2 months ago intellegence63smart 2 months ago
@Seign420 Are you dumb or something? I'm a PhD in physicis, and what you think only
happens in shorter buildings. intellegence63smart 2 months ago Seign420 2 months ago
@intellegence63smart So what am i thinking exactly? Seign420 2 months ago
intellegence63smart 2 months ago @Seign420 You're thinking the building falls down by
it's side and hits other buildings, actually it has one direction to fall, down, it really won't
lean because it's mass is distributed across the entire length. intellegence63smart 2 months
ago ricoisabitch 2 months ago WHY DO THEY EVEN LET FUNNY LOOKIN PEOPLE
IN AMERICA I HATE TERRORIST LIKE A SICKNESS FUCK I RACK. ricoisabitch
2 months ago QMOHAMMED 2 months ago @ricoisabitch I rack? LOL
QMOHAMMED 2 months ago dirtedigitalrecords 2 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam At 00.05 on this video you can see explosions going off
systematically proving that bombs were present in the towers. look just under the ABC
Sign at 00.05 /watch?v=qhyu-fZ2nRA dirtedigitalrecords 2 months ago italobambino43 2
months ago Our branch just opened up for business at 8:30 am. Fifteen minutes later a co
-worker said.. a plane hit the Trade Center in New York, one girl was able to pull up
MSNBC on her computer terminal, then we saw the black smoke coming off the tower.
Then they reported an attack on the Pentagon and of a plane being "taken down" outside
of Pittsburgh. I won't forget this ever! Trust me, I know what you and your family felt
that day while filming this! italobambino43 2 months ago TheBlackDimondz 2 months
ago i just finished watching the movie Remember Me with Robert Patterson and @ the
end it turns out the 2 buildings that his father owned was the WTC and while he was in
the building u can her the planes coming then its shows family seeing everything and it
shows the building again all crumpled and on the ground. it was really sad and i started 2
cry :( ....srry if i spoiled the movie 4 people TheBlackDimondz 2 months ago
TheMoodymuck 2 months ago when you were inside and there was a song playing in the
background that sounded like barney, the footage seemed as if it wasn't real and it looked
peaceful in a way. once you stepped outside the sirens just brought reality right back. the
contrast between the two is incredible. 3:00 5:00 TheMoodymuck 2 months ago
Mexpanda001 2 months ago I remember this day i was in my 7th grade texas history
class, Mrs. Patterson was my teacher, When over the loud speaker the principal told
every class to turn the t.v. and i saw the 2nd plane crash into the 2nd tower
Mexpanda001 2 months ago MrZaqwsxedc 2 months ago the United stats gouvenement
would dumy isent this clear enof to you osama bin laden and his freinds are members of
cia they did this to get the key to go to afghanistan and iraq they plundered billion of
barrels of petrole from iraq and they plundering trillions of tones of iron gold lithieum
from afghanistan MrZaqwsxedc 2 months ago MeinPcIstGeil 2 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam If I work at any Skyscraper I will make sure I
have a Parachute with me under my desk MeinPcIstGeil 2 months ago predatorolly224 2
months ago I Dont know wat kind oif sick people would blow up the towers and why
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would they do it predatorolly224 2 months ago EvilTim001 2 months ago I was in
english class when this happened. Everyone was sad and they called classes off but kept
everyone till the usual time go home. I may be cold blooded or just plan evil but when I
saw this all I said was "huh" and went along my day. EvilTim001 2 months ago zerzan1 2
months ago when she opens the dorr or window wor whatever she does. it make me cry
to hear all the sirens and people screaming zerzan1 2 months ago cupcakes1900 2 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @ToughFilTSK79 i chocked on
my pizza rolls by readinq some of these comments. harsh people. sad time. ): how could
somebody do that.. its like omq.. sad.. it took so lonq 4 them to be built and alsmost in
less than an hour to take dwnn... skumbaqs. ---<3 trianna<3---- cupcakes1900 2 months
ago cupcakes1900 2 months ago i chocked on my pizza rolls by readinq some of these
comments. harsh people. sad time. ): how could somebody do that.. its like omq.. sad.. it
took so lonq 4 them to be built and alsmost in less than an hour to take dwnn...
skumbaqs. ---<3 trianna<3---- cupcakes1900 2 months ago NiggersofWestCompton 2
months ago @ToughFilTSK79 as they say: JESUS WAS A CUNT
NiggersofWestCompton 2 months ago Yarrick2k5 2 months ago I remember on that day
that i had just come home from school and I got in the front door and my mum was
standing in front of the tv staring at BBC and said there'd been a crash in the WTC. For
the rest of that day and following week I was glued to the tv, I watched live the 2nd plane
hit, saw the reports of the pentagon and that crash in Pennsylvania. Regardless of the
official story or the conspiracy version, it's a terrible event that should never of
happened, ever. Yarrick2k5 2 months ago MrJoker255 2 months ago
@YoshiTheHedgehog - thats wat i want 2 do MrJoker255 2 months ago deadoverisrael 2
months ago where was isarel at this time ?? they was happy to happen this beacyse tahy
get new middel east deadoverisrael 2 months ago TheDeathkngiht 2 months ago Time of
impact aproximatly 9:02 time of fall 10:01 the buildings took over 7 years to build taken
down in an hour :_( TheDeathkngiht 2 months ago StFuMoThErFuCkEr 2 months ago y
didnt osama use atomic bomb? hes a pussy. StFuMoThErFuCkEr 2 months ago
hadassah37 2 months ago Lord help us... hadassah37 2 months ago kpateto 2 months ago
long live USA kpateto 2 months ago MatthewBellamyIsGod1 2 months ago Quit
moaning you fucking stupid Americans. MatthewBellamyIsGod1 2 months ago
05yousufm 2 months ago @ToughFilTSK79 ur retarded it wasn't muslims, it was an
inside job! do some research ur government are fucked up. and there many sheeps in the
us who follow what your government feeds u 05yousufm 2 months ago biloudz1 2
months ago FUCK ISRAEL . biloudz1 2 months ago MEareCAT 2 months ago
@biloudz1 I know. these countries get too much sympathy. They are evil scum
MEareCAT 2 months ago Teleia1 2 months ago to all who died there:R.I.P im sure you
are in a better world now, somewhere that you can live without the horror of death
everyday... to all who did that: its really amazing what money can do to someone,but its
really not everything about money or country issues its about love and humanity,the
shame is all yours forever... Teleia1 2 months ago jamesgftw 2 months ago haha i still
laugh so hard everytime i see the planes fly into those buildings HAHAHAHAHA! ALL
THOSE DEAD LOSERS jamesgftw 2 months ago chrisphooey 2 months ago
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@jamesgftw you are such an ignorant...!!!you are a loser chrisphooey 2 months ago
cupcakes1900 2 months ago @jamesgftw sucks balls. cupcakes1900 2 months ago
HARD1ROCK1VIDEOS 2 months ago @jamesgftw stupid fucker!! you are crazy ...RIP
to all HARD1ROCK1VIDEOS 2 months ago state818 2 months ago @viski12345 im
sorry but i Cant RESIST. Either you are trying to be funny or your the dumbest thing
alive. Just FYI bin laden is Saudi Arabian at least say Afghanistan , wtf iran or iraq????
Second palestinians are fighting israelis if you don't like to learn or havent heard in your
life that they have been fighting for thousands of years . Cmon man you must of seen
Zohan at least!!!!! state818 2 months ago ferdin12 2 months ago @viski12345 You
bloody moron! Palestine is fighting Israel(ZOG) Bin laden is from saudi arabia! and he is
a CIA agent ferdin12 2 months ago viski12345 2 months ago @ferdin12 man.. am from
kosovo !!! i dont really know these things... i just know that muslims are not bad people
bin laden is bad... viski12345 2 months ago mightrossi 2 months ago fucking americain !
you cry when they fuck you ! think about your behavior about palestinian, irak,
afganistan when you fuck people for oil ! mightrossi 2 months ago chrisphooey 2 months
ago @mightrossi u are an idiot...!!! chrisphooey 2 months ago MrJoker255 2 months ago
u dickheds think u hav da right to bang up america!!!???usa wants oil because for revenge
u dum ass! ( bloody morons) killing all those innocent people for nothin, racist guy
MrJoker255 2 months ago gunslinger97658 2 months ago Fuck u bin laden.............fuck
you gunslinger97658 2 months ago mightrossi 2 months ago why bin laden ? you don't
understand this job is a bush job ! you understand nothing ! mightrossi 2 months ago
redsoxxx1234 2 months ago that fact that the twin towers are gone gets me the most its
just weird how on a normal morning they are there then a few hours later its just an
empty spot full of twisted metal and dust its just sad redsoxxx1234 2 months ago
reynoldsburgboy 2 months ago I just wish this would never have happen
reynoldsburgboy 2 months ago MrVegas1823 2 months ago another day that will live in
infamy......... MrVegas1823 2 months ago theundone1 2 months ago @MrVegas1823
LOL I think it's funny, they all died :') theundone1 2 months ago KimberlyWrestlingGal 2
months ago 9-11 We Remember KimberlyWrestlingGal 2 months ago jackassboyer 2
months ago 14:15 the person really should close your window NOW and you are quite
lucky you or they were far away from the collapsing building jackassboyer 2 months ago
ambientclouds 2 months ago RIP ambientclouds 2 months ago LEsLieL00 2 months ago
Thank you for sharing. I will never forget this day :( God bless America LEsLieL00 2
months ago johansoldierfront 2 months ago make 1 joke about this and evry one is gonna
hate u im just saying ^^ johansoldierfront 2 months ago thunderingrhinojesus 2 months
ago R.I.P :'( thunderingrhinojesus 2 months ago jalal1392 2 months ago in 07:35 that little
dot falling across the screen is obviously a person falling out... jalal1392 2 months ago
MrJoker255 2 months ago @jalal1392 omg MrJoker255 2 months ago crimboman 2
months ago you would think there would be a fair few helicopters in the air recording this
from a different view, which in turn would of got another view of the second plane hitting
but there's nothing, just a thought... crimboman 2 months ago unplugged1994 2 months
ago 2:39 there is a person waving a white cloth out the window unplugged1994 2 months
ago TheQtip1581 2 months ago Comment removed danrock69 2 months ago the biggest
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scam in the world ans some people still think it a terrorist act hahahahahahaha money rule
the world danrock69 2 months ago dirtedigitalrecords 2 months ago youtube.com /
watch?v=8w7VbB5cAfI explain that video then you whopper dirtedigitalrecords 2
months ago Matt0the0dude 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @Sunrise262626 extremism occurs when a retard.. much like yourself .. . finds
religion and doesnt have the intelligence to decipher a meaning other than that of the most
extreme. When you find out that the 72 virgins are actually young nerdy men and your
burning in hell youll figure it out.. but probably not. you have a tiny brain.. and less IQ
than my left nut. Matt0the0dude 2 months ago Matt0the0dude 2 months ago Comment
removed viski12345 2 months ago my comment had 26 ratings... why its not in highest
rated comments ?!?! viski12345 2 months ago viski12345 2 months ago Comment
removed tehuan1 2 months ago I´ve only learned english just to say : FUCK THE USA
!!!! tehuan1 2 months ago danrock69 2 months ago @tehuan1 i agree with you bro
danrock69 2 months ago openedup09 2 months ago @tehuan1 My little Towel
Head.Your mother probaly blew Bin Laden and you probaly always knew english and
was born here you little shit.You sound like a little gay spoiled sissy fag white collar
Michael Fay type.So why don`t you go kill your ugly discusting mother or better why
don`t you just kill yourself. openedup09 2 months ago zbrad21 2 months ago ok sir, have
you been to America? it's not just white people who just want to bomb muslims ...its
actually full of people from all over the world of different nationalities....and the people
that live in the country have no control over what is currently going on with the wars in
the middle east..... dumbass zbrad21 2 months ago reynoldsburgboy 2 months ago
@zbrad21 Yah u need to get a fuckin brain u can't just say fuck america now that is really
dumb reynoldsburgboy 2 months ago romeo21208 2 months ago @YoshiTheHedgehog
you must be 12. its not the islamic people. it's the al quaida terrorist group- or even more
so, bin laden planned the attack without the leader of al quaida knowing so and he denied
it after the act. do your homework kid. learn the facts. and besides, in my opinion, signing
away your personal freedom in order to fight for freedom of others- including other
countries- is not worth it. been there, rocked that shit. not worth it. romeo21208 2
months ago TheBlockJr 2 months ago Thats just bullshit! What about America?....Look
at what they did to Iraq...that is not sad!and that was not terrorist attack, it wasn't a
normal plane...it was a U.S Army jet....look closer before it crashes in the WTC and ul
c...America is corrupt, it was Bush and not Osama TheBlockJr 2 months ago
Cheapjack2009 2 months ago @viski12345 This is funny stuff if only we could have
more attacks like this. I wish the family watching this was in the tower Cheapjack2009 2
months ago Soberkin1 2 months ago @Cheapjack2009 - Unloved child? Bullied at school?
All the symptoms. Soberkin1 2 months ago Cheapjack2009 2 months ago This is funny
stuff if only we could have more attacks like this Cheapjack2009 2 months ago
30kitagreen 2 months ago @Cheapjack2009 you need to get some help if you thought
this was funny. either you're a psychopath with no heart. whatever the reason, nobody
deserves to die like that, here or anywhere else in the world. 30kitagreen 2 months ago
EatMyShitYumy 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
lmfao watching people die is fuckin hilarious EatMyShitYumy 2 months ago
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VivaLaWhatever 2 months ago 9/11? so what? usa army murders more people every day
than any terrorist would dream of killing VivaLaWhatever 2 months ago
touchdowntd1988 2 months ago @VivaLaWhatever fuck you ass hole touchdowntd1988
2 months ago TheQtip1581 2 months ago @VivaLaWhatever Your an ignorant asshole
you know that TheQtip1581 2 months ago VivaLaWhatever 2 months ago
@TheQtip1581 ''ignorant' thats the word every single american uses when he doesnt
know how to answer back-9/11 was horrible..so was Hirosima and Nagasaki you
asshole..stop acting like pussies and accept this simple fact...if you fuck up the whole
world the world is gona get you back some day VivaLaWhatever 2 months ago
MrJoker255 2 months ago @VivaLaWhatever 4-GET-U MrJoker255 2 months ago
AirBerl 2 months ago False Flag !!!! AirBerl 2 months ago Prev 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms
Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English
Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your
Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a
different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close
Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032) Steventk26 2 months ago BE PART OF
THE CHANGE !! 30billionaireschangingtheworld dot kom Steventk26 2 months ago
ahriman46 2 months ago 1:16 "an explosion from the inside" ahriman46 2 months ago
YoshiTheHedgehog 2 months ago 2 this is why im joining the army when im older. i hate
islam and will never forgive them for what theyve done! YoshiTheHedgehog 2 months
ago 2 RammsteinIndustial 2 months ago in min 03:08, 03:12, 05:31-05:39, 11:52-11:59 is
UFO? RammsteinIndustial 2 months ago Dodi9914 2 months ago Auge um Auge, Zahn
um Zahn Dodi9914 2 months ago turnitupx0x0 2 months ago Violence doesn't solve a
thing. Crash a couple planes into the WTC? Yeah, we'll definitely respect you then.
turnitupx0x0 2 months ago lpsrocks12345 2 months ago My freinds dad nearly went on
9 11 lpsrocks12345 2 months ago ToughFilTSK79 2 months ago 6 I'm sure that even
Allah does not aprove of this! ToughFilTSK79 2 months ago 6 0nlyhalfevil333 2 months
ago someone from my school died in this attack, and another person from my school was
shot in Iraq. Next year I MIGHT enlist in the national guard as 11bravo infantry or
19delta Calvary scout. all I gotta say is: good luck, Taliban/al Qaeda. Bahahaha
0nlyhalfevil333 2 months ago renoalex1 2 months ago @ryhorn100 Yeah obviously!
What the fuck is wrong with your head?! Seriously!! Look at this fucking video and tell
me Muslims aren't bad, you dumb fucking towel head!! Fuck you!! renoalex1 2 months
ago Sunrise262626 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@renoalex1 Towel head? My friend you will burn in hell because you are not a muslim.
For these people even they will go to heaven because they have faith in allah.
ALLLLLLLLLLLAAAAAAAAAAHUUUU AKBARRR. Sunrise262626 2 months ago
ToughFilTSK79 2 months ago @Sunrise262626 God accepts everyone in his kingdom
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because he forgives people for their sins. It's not even worth wasting to write or say
anything about what you say. P.S. That's not a way of converting people to Islam
ToughFilTSK79 2 months ago Sunrise262626 2 months ago @ToughFilTSK79 QURAN
3:39 Sharia shamzaaria kazhakshama alllahhhhh (IF ONE DOES NOT CONVERT TO
ISLAM IT WILL RESULT IN DEATH) Read quran american did not convert to islam
then allah punished them on september 11th Sunrise262626 2 months ago Sunrise262626
2 months ago @renoalex1 YOU AMERICANS DESERVE THIS FOR NOT BELIEVE
IN GREAT ALLAH! Sunrise262626 2 months ago ToughFilTSK79 2 months ago 3
@Sunrise262626 Oh! You know, let me tell you something. I'm Catholic and I know you
probably are thinking: "I don't care". I know you may not even care about what I'm about
to say but, it is very unchristian to underestimate anyone who isn't christian or different
from you. Even though you're muslim that applies to you, me and everyone. Also,
judging by your behaviour a good God who doesn't expect evil from people wouldn't
aprove of what you say. ToughFilTSK79 2 months ago 3 hohoman5050 2 months ago
Must have been a woman pilot. hohoman5050 2 months ago OsLoc3 2 months ago This
is what happens when you trust the governement! Do not trust the government! OsLoc3
2 months ago HASHANIMATIONS 2 months ago America trained bin laden up and the
taliban, it makes sense, it means they have someone to blame otherwise america would
have never gotten away with 911 HASHANIMATIONS 2 months ago
xxNaSSeRAl7ArBixx 2 months ago to all american look on my channel and see film(what
media never show you!!) xxNaSSeRAl7ArBixx 2 months ago noobsyb0t 2 months ago
This was no terrist attack, how the fuck do they let another air plane hit the other tower.
After the first tower was hit, within minutes Military jets would've been protrolling the
skies. Why the fuck were there not any?!, because these fuckers let this shit happen
(America). noobsyb0t 2 months ago turbocountry 2 months ago Ok if you search
September 11 attacks and go to the 8 minute video of all the news reports. You see at the
beginning of the video just how far that second plane penetrated the second tower. You
want to know why it fell down. With the front end of the plane shooting out the other
side of the building it is no wonder! All the support of that part of the building to the top
was immediately taken out! Those buildings could withstand impacts, but not one like
that. Definitely not turbocountry 2 months ago psteelers1 2 months ago I remember
when I was a child and I let my imagination run wild . . Time to grow up guys. . Inside
job ? No . The whole war thing ok, questionable but 9/11 is not . . I saw this I saw that
haha sure you did buddy . . Oh and all the people who posted comments saying it's
funny . . When your nation needs help who you gonna come to ? AMERICA . psteelers1
2 months ago hazycheetah 2 months ago fact : acouple of explosions happened atleast 1020 mins later thats tells you that there was other explosives in that building you got
fucked over by your goverment i have no sorrows for americans they deserve this it s the
people of uk who have had to deal with this because now we are invaded by foriegns
hazycheetah 2 months ago EatMyShitYumy 2 months ago Comment removed
georgenajjar 2 months ago @EatMyShitYumy u are sick georgenajjar 2 months ago
SirQubit 2 months ago If it was up to me George Bush would be hanging from a tree, with
no Vaseline, just a match and a lil bit of Gasoline SirQubit 2 months ago brutal6agani 2
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months ago OWNED OMG OWNED LOL OWNED BY YOUR OWN
GOVERNMENT LOL OWNED HOLY SHIT LOL PWNT, OWNED LOL
REDNECKS DIEING, LAWL OWNED. brutal6agani 2 months ago scc1s 2 months ago
It would have cost too much money to properly evacuate the area in order to demo the
trade towers. The terroist attack was a cover up to. This was just insurance fraud. scc1s 2
months ago SirQubit 2 months ago @scc1s how much did that Jew make off the
insurance? I heard it was $1/2 trillion? Plus how much gold was buried under the WTC?
SirQubit 2 months ago scc1s 2 months ago The World trade towers were a controlled
demolition just like any other controlled demolition. scc1s 2 months ago scc1s 2 months
ago It's just a building that got demoed. What's the big deal? Building 7 was also demoed
that same day. Do you even know about building 7? scc1s 2 months ago scc1s 2 months
ago This makes a better soundtrack for this video Halloween - Theme Music (Original)
/watch?v=UWTD-nXadaI Just keep playing it while you watch this scc1s 2 months ago
scc1s 2 months ago tranquility . net/~rwinkel/MGM/primer . html scc1s 2 months ago
scc1s 2 months ago it was a rocket not a plane scc1s 2 months ago chevyluvr13 2 months
ago @scc1s yeah and ur fucked up chevyluvr13 2 months ago scc1s 2 months ago
@chevyluvr13 911 was insurance fraud. They demoed the buildings in a way that
avoided the expense of proper asbestos removal and collected insurance money. scc1s 2
months ago scc1s 2 months ago sexuallymutilatedchild . org NORM . ORG scc1s 2
months ago suzuki400boi 2 months ago This day was fucked up, il never forget the f-18's
blasting over my house heading twoards New York. suzuki400boi 2 months ago SirQubit
2 months ago @suzuki400boi at least u knew they weren't going to drop bombs on you
unlike the people of Palestine, Iraq and Afghan SirQubit 2 months ago starlo3 2 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Our government is behind the
whole thing starlo3 2 months ago Jredvelvet7 2 months ago this may be a stupid question
but i was just wondering. how did the US know that the plane crashing was a terrorist
attack and not an accidental crash into a building? or was it after the 2nd crash they
determined it was an attack? jus curious how they knew right off the bat it was a
terrorist. Jredvelvet7 2 months ago scc1s 2 months ago @Jredvelvet7 Because they
planted the bombs in the buildings that demoed them. scc1s 2 months ago SirQubit 2
months ago @Jredvelvet7 cus it was all pre-planned SirQubit 2 months ago stanford971 2
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Sweet Baby Jesus
stanford971 2 months ago NoNORADon911 2 months ago
Robert David Steele
has 25 years of combined service in the CIA and the U.S. Marine Corps. Steele said,“The
U.S. government did not properly investigate this [9/11] and there are more rocks to be
turned over,” and added, “I'm absolutely certain that WTC 7 was brought down by
controlled demolition and that, as far as I'm concerned, means that this case has not been
properly investigated. There's no way that building could have come down without
controlled demolition.” NoNORADon911 2 months ago VanessaVEVO 2 months ago im
waiting for it to collapse. I'm still at 5:21 VanessaVEVO 2 months ago NoNORADon911
2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
"The most
important thing is for us to find Osama bin Laden. It is our number one priority" G.W.
Bush, 9/13/01 "I don't know where bin Laden is. I...really don't care. " G.W. Bush,
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3/13/02 NoNORADon911 2 months ago NoNORADon911 2 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Total for USA defense spending to
between $925 billion and $1.14 trillion in 2009. 1hr 21 min between 1st attack & last!
NO NORAD or AIR FORCE?? War games sent them everywhere but where they needed
to be and confused radio controllers.Can Al-qaeda(or Al-CIA-duh') do that? I don't think
so. NoNORADon911 2 months ago NoNORADon911 2 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
False Falg attacks (or propaganda lies)
are as old as the hills, standard fare for rogue governments to blame an "enemy", pass
draconian laws, or start wars. Reichstag, Northwoods, Gladio, Gunpowder Plot, Maine
and Lusitania sinkings, Tonkin, Achille Lauro, La Belle bombing, Kuwaiti incubator
babies, P2OG incident, Madrid 3/3, Beslan School massacre, London 7/7, and September
11 .. All variations of the same theme : use violence and propaganda to "shock and awe"
the public to manipulate. NoNORADon911 2 months ago soldierkiller29 2 months ago
HOLY SHIT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-! soldierkiller29 2 months ago jiladoper2 2 months ago
This is strange Heh.... You guy "USA" have the best army in the World when something
Happen where they are ??? TIM HORTON ?? jiladoper2 2 months ago
zOMGLaserGunzPewPew 2 months ago @jiladoper2 The south tower collapsed less
than an hour after the plane hit it, the north a little more than an hour after. It was
originally thought to be a pilot error. NYC has the biggest police/emergency response
team in the US. Which was already assisting. Never mind it's a small strip of land with
millions of people crowded on it, though you think there could have been a significant
military response in that time, or that it would have even been useful? Where is the
strangeness? zOMGLaserGunzPewPew 2 months ago master15243 2 months ago
@kessh2212 ur an idiot. We dont hate muslims. We never have. We hate those
responcible for all this. Terrorists who feel the brave thing to do is go around blowing
themselves and innocent people up in the name of their fake god. Hey it may be cuz we
actually care for our people master15243 2 months ago SirQubit 2 months ago
@master15243 u say u don't hate muslims then u call their God fake that's annoying
SirQubit 2 months ago master15243 2 months ago @eatmyshityummy o my god. I never
knew people like u existed other than hitler and osama. I dont care what race or country u
r. All i know is that u r a vile exuse for a human being. I hope god will have mercy on u.
Jk i dont hope he does. master15243 2 months ago EatMyShitYumy 2 months ago 911
was funny as shit i laughed so hard the whole day while watching people die!! hahahaha
lol EatMyShitYumy 2 months ago zOMGLaserGunzPewPew 2 months ago
@EatMyShitYumy You'd be crying like a bitch if you'd been in one of those towers.
zOMGLaserGunzPewPew 2 months ago TheCOOLEYDOG 2 months ago skip ahead to
19:30 best part. not for the victims but for the video. TheCOOLEYDOG 2 months ago
EatMyShitYumy 2 months ago Comment removed dylanSAURIOL55 2 months ago
Cant believe how long ago that was when it feels like it happened just the other day. Im
not American but i remember it being on TV everywhere. dylanSAURIOL55 2 months
ago Lorz200 2 months ago omg is this awesome, too bad i didn´t see it Lorz200 2 months
ago kesh2212 2 months ago 5 This was sad, but the sad thing is why do americans only
think about themselves? I mean what about when the american government killed over 1
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million Iraqis, and did anyone in America have empathy? I'm Indian and we have been
attacked by Muslims, for years - millions of Hindus have died from Muslims never mind
thousands. And we DO NOT hate Muslims like you guys do - they are human beings
and you cannot judge all arab people to be bad kesh2212 2 months ago 5 SirQubit 2
months ago @kesh2212 that is absolutely amazing I thought hindus hate muslims and I
thought more muslims have died in India than Hindus! SirQubit 2 months ago bangobot21
2 months ago @kesh2212 thank-you but i doubt that all americans will listen to you.
(espcialy the one from down south that is what makes me ashamed sometimes to be from
texas) bangobot21 2 months ago WorkoutVids1 2 months ago @kesh2212 And thousands
of millions of muslims have been murdered by Hindus.. not to mention the thousands and
possibly millions of hindus who have died because of other hindus- like when women had
to be cremated when their husbands died so they couldn't marry anyone else. Hmmm,
makes you think doesn't it. And still Islam is the largest and fastest growing religion in the
world. WorkoutVids1 2 months ago ryhorn100 2 months ago @kesh2212 There's nothing
wrong with Muslims. I agree with you that they are human beings like all of us. It's the
terrorists along with Osama bin Laden who are to be hated, especially when those unholy
fuck-heads try to justify their actions with religion. ryhorn100 2 months ago
ToughFilTSK79 2 months ago @kesh2212 It's just Osama and the terrorists that are bad
ToughFilTSK79 2 months ago 61afondo 2 months ago punishment from heaven 61afondo
2 months ago Gurufail 2 months ago lmfao this is fuckin hilarious Gurufail 2 months ago
xCheerdazzlex 2 months ago @Gurufail Are you freaking kidding me hiw is this
FUNNY? are you a fucking idiot? xCheerdazzlex 2 months ago Gurufail 2 months ago
@xCheerdazzlex what r u talkin about this is funny i laugh every time i watch it Gurufail
2 months ago NewMusicTVz 2 months ago @Gurufail how old are you 2 OMG
NewMusicTVz 2 months ago Gurufail 2 months ago @NewMusicTVz no u dumbass
how would i know how to use a computer if i was 2? Gurufail 2 months ago
dylanSAURIOL55 2 months ago @Gurufail rofl whats funny is they say how real this is
and how sad even though USA is in IRAQ and Afghan blowing up buildings lol huh...
dylanSAURIOL55 2 months ago ToughFilTSK79 2 months ago @Gurufail Your name
should be life fail. After that comment of yours. ToughFilTSK79 2 months ago
magicalbongos 2 months ago Comment removed Axeonfluke 2 months ago Funny how
this event has united nations around the world in an unprecedented way. If these attacks
were not the work of extremists, then they were probably mused up by someone who
had the world community in mind. Axeonfluke 2 months ago glblover 2 months ago that
was the longest 3 hours of my life, might not have been there but watching it from T.V
made everything so long. glblover 2 months ago caesiume 2 months ago 11.47 wtf
happened to the footage? did you really cut out the MOST interesting part of the video?
idiots caesiume 2 months ago gamingtothamax 2 months ago OMG fucking watchi loose
change bin laden didnt BLOW up the towers,yes BLOW up youtube LOOSE CHANGE
gamingtothamax 2 months ago TheBo3azooz 2 months ago the-day-after-my-birthdaysept-ember10 TheBo3azooz 2 months ago 817cookiemonster 2 months ago And people
Wonder why I Hate Iraq. R.I.P People Killed In WTC 9/11 Incident. 817cookiemonster 2
months ago SirQubit 2 months ago @817cookiemonster wtf are you talking about Iraq
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had nothing to do with 9 11 watch the News you stupid sheep! SirQubit 2 months ago
817cookiemonster 2 months ago @SirQubit And Ur The Sheep..Actually Ur A Stupid
Queer. 817cookiemonster 2 months ago SirQubit 2 months ago @817cookiemonster oh
really ur the dumb fuck who still beleives that Iraq had something to do with 9 11 how
am I sheep u stupid fucks news fuck stop watching fucks news u ignorant racist redneck
bastard u hate Iraq huh well fuck u then get the fuck out of Iraq bitch what the fuck Iraq
got to do with you how about you write R.I.P for the million dead innocent Iraqis you
racist cunt fuck u bitch SirQubit 2 months ago 817cookiemonster 2 months ago
@SirQubit Stop Acting Like U Know Everything Really. And I Am Not A RedNeck. SO
Fuck You. 817cookiemonster 2 months ago SirQubit 2 months ago Comment removed
turbocountry 2 months ago @SirQubit right Iraq had nothing to do with 9/11 Bin Laden
who is a member of Alquida was responsible for the attack on 9/11. That is why we were
in Afghanistan because we were searching for the bastard after he confessed to doing it.
turbocountry 2 months ago psteelers1 2 months ago I'm going to new York in 2 days and
Im planning on going to ground zero . . When I come back I'm talking to my recruiter
because it was this day that made me decide that I will fight for the families who lost their
loved ones . I will never forget this day . The day our nation stood still . psteelers1 2
months ago mymyspace100 2 months ago Stupid president bush caused this
mymyspace100 2 months ago BloodlustCreature69 2 months ago @mymyspace100
agreed, i mean, the american goverment destroyed them theirselvefs. BloodlustCreature69
2 months ago arvbea 2 months ago this is sooooooo sad.... :'( arvbea 2 months ago
golfhoney26 2 months ago Its so odd.. Its been almost nine years, but it still feels like
yesterday.. God bless all those died that day. golfhoney26 2 months ago turbocountry 2
months ago another reason the top of the building collapsed. You would think that after a
plane hit it there would be support beams busted that held the top. hmmmm makes sense
don't it. Support beams were busted and after extreme heat. Tempered what was left
holding the top and the support eventually gave in. Like I said that is why the 2nd tower
that was hit collapsed first. It was hit lower. More weight on what was left for
supporting the top. Support gave in, top collapsed! Cha Ching!!! turbocountry 2 months
ago turbocountry 2 months ago If the bottom had to been blown up debris would have
been shot out from the bottom or there would have been a domino effect. If you slow the
video down you can even see before the building is completely gone that the bottom
remains in tact until the part that collapsed takes it down. Not only that but the after
math showed left over steel still standing! If there were explosions from the bottom there
would have been nothing of the buildings left standing! turbocountry 2 months ago
turbocountry 2 months ago Ok those of you that believe there were bombs at the bottom.
Watch the last building fall and slow the video down ok. See how the top is being broken
piece by piece and the debris is being thrown outward from the top? Ok bush had nothing
to do with this. The metal on the buildings got tempered from the heat cause the top to
collapse and take the rest of the building with it. That is why the second tower that was
hit collapsed first because there was more weight on top to give in. turbocountry 2
months ago drixerr 2 months ago SHUT UP WOMAN !! drixerr 2 months ago
tony2kool70 2 months ago was she crying or laughing at 14:11 tony2kool70 2 months
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ago 911theinsidejob 2 months ago 911, THE OBVIOUS INSIDE JOB!! 911theinsidejob
2 months ago superbigchinny 2 months ago R.I.P EVERYONE THAT DIED. R.I.P
superbigchinny 2 months ago uhrzeiger99 2 months ago 3000 deaths compare to
2.000.000 death iraqis,haha. uhrzeiger99 2 months ago mywaruk 2 months ago this
video's had voice over... not real sound.. mywaruk 2 months ago randyrichyrich 2 months
ago Comment removed PeaceIsusy 2 months ago We will NEVER EVER FORGET IT!
The deads all..... left us with no words!! PeaceIsusy 2 months ago blackmagma666 2
months ago i cant think of what innocent people in the plaines were thinking for the last
time blackmagma666 2 months ago BigWhoreHouseIsrael 2 months ago 9/11 was an
Zionist Job for the Zionist New World Order BigWhoreHouseIsrael 2 months ago
HappyGestapo 2 months ago @BigWhoreHouseIsrael you funny guy HappyGestapo 2
months ago inFamousGookk 2 months ago Why did it never show any important things
like the "military" plane that hit the towers or when the first tower fell? I think the
government made sure no one really seen what happened that day. inFamousGookk 2
months ago Blacksupermannn 2 months ago GOD BLESS THOSE WHO ARE
PEACEFUL. GOOD AMERICANS. NOT WANTING INNOCENT MUSLISMS TO
DIE. ONLY MAY OSAMA AND SADDEM AND THEIR SHITTY CREW BE
CAUGHT AND BE ARRESTED FOR LIFE OR DIE. Blacksupermannn 2 months ago
tlekawa23 2 months ago Why are all you people fighting? It's sad ya but does it mean
everyone has to kill each other over it? Just mourn the lives of those who died not yell at
each other tlekawa23 2 months ago HitmanR 2 months ago They f--cked you all right.
But of course, whoever did this, I hate him. Bet Izrael's guilty. HitmanR 2 months ago
basingskate 2 months ago when she opened th window you get a grater sense of the
urgency that day. amazing video basingskate 2 months ago Blacksupermannn 2 months
ago mtjabs. im happy to hear that you show respect. i rode airforce F127 USA. i feel for
them. man, if bush was not here. that would not have happend. and jews would not have
killed so many palestinions. now we have another dumb prez. he likes to fool around
Blacksupermannn 2 months ago Blacksupermannn 2 months ago jackov77. holy shit are
you retarded. i was mad so i typed in all caps Blacksupermannn 2 months ago eliteCan 2
months ago 8 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam nice action there, i
wish i can see something like that live again in the future, awesome!!! Who is the director
of this movie? And has this movie got any oscars? eliteCan 2 months ago 8
slipknotmittchell 2 months ago @eliteCan so u where at 9 11... thats fucken amazing u
own dude slipknotmittchell 2 months ago JFMatador 2 months ago @eliteCan what the
fuck are you talking about you idiot?! JFMatador 2 months ago princessshaman 2
months ago @eliteCan its not a movie this happend in america! princessshaman 2 months
ago RedDeadVeteran 2 months ago @eliteCan Nice ACTION THERE?>> WHAT THE
FUCK??? This is not a MOVIE, this is REAL life!!! Open your eyes if you think this is
AWSOME you must have been part of what happened. Think about the families, the
lives people LOST FOREVER!! It's not just a movie!!! It's Real Life. We were attacked!!
RedDeadVeteran 2 months ago dylanSAURIOL55 2 months ago @RedDeadVeteran Its
not like America hasn't attacked another country, what goes around comes around.
dylanSAURIOL55 2 months ago zOMGLaserGunzPewPew 2 months ago
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@dylanSAURIOL55 Should we go into Palestine and start shooting all of its' citizens
because of Hamas? Should we drop an atomic bomb on Jerusalem because of Israels illegal
settlements? We might as well start killing all the citizens of Beijing because the Chinese
government won't "Free Tibet" Killing innocent people because of their government is
stupid. zOMGLaserGunzPewPew 2 months ago dylanSAURIOL55 2 months ago
@zOMGLaserGunzPewPew ... your annoying and retarded stfu you dont know shit
about whats going on in the world so stop acting like you do. Your a brainwashed
american.
Please
stop
talking.
dylanSAURIOL55
2
months
ago
zOMGLaserGunzPewPew 2 months ago @dylanSAURIOL55 I'm annoying and
restarted, brainwashed, and should "stfu" because I question the rationality of killing
innocent people? How did I act like I know what's going on in the world. You have to
resort to name-calling and cussing. You don't have the maturity to be civil, yet you know
everything that's going on in the world and what's best? Come back and talk to me when
you're a little bit older. zOMGLaserGunzPewPew 2 months ago jabeoo1 2 months ago
@zOMGLaserGunzPewPew that guy needs to open his mind and eyes a bit.
(dylanSAURIOL55). So lets get it straight questioning things properly is retarded
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm the lack of it has got us in the shit we are in. FFs its people
like him that just roll over and accept everything for what it is. jabeoo1 2 months ago
zOMGLaserGunzPewPew 2 months ago 2 @jabeoo1 The internet brings out the stupid
in people. zOMGLaserGunzPewPew 2 months ago 2 ToughFilTSK79 2 months ago
@zOMGLaserGunzPewPew trolls ToughFilTSK79 2 months ago ToughFilTSK79 2
months ago @RedDeadVeteran No, they all live on. The terrorists are being judged by
God. I hate to say it but I don't think Allah or God would aprove of this.
ToughFilTSK79 2 months ago Stinky21 2 months ago @eliteCan nice joke? Stinky21 2
months ago donuthead551 2 months ago @eliteCan you liked this? watch die hard!
donuthead551 2 months ago jabeoo1 2 months ago @eliteCan The USA directed this
movie. It was done on a massive Saudi arabian oil giant owned by the Ladens. Fucking
awesome isn't it? jabeoo1 2 months ago foxehownd 2 months ago 9/11 was funny
foxehownd 2 months ago ilaiza61 2 months ago schönes video hat mir spass gemacht :)
ilaiza61 2 months ago Blacksupermannn 2 months ago LOOK PEOPLE. IM FROM
THE AIRFORCE. BUT I RETIRED 5 YEARS AGO. MY SON WAS IN THE
AIRFORCE...HE DIED. I HAVE LOTS OF MUSLIM FREINDS. THIS IS
HORRIBLE(9 11) BUT IT WAS CAUSED BY HATRED.NOW PEOPLE ARE
CAUSING MORE HATRED. AND IN 2002. HOLY SHIT...PEOPLE WERE
THROWING ROCK AT ARABIANS. NOW GO AHEAD BAKER...TALK SHIT
AND SAY SOMETHING YOU DONT KNOW ABOUT ME. IM OUT
Blacksupermannn 2 months ago Blacksupermannn 2 months ago baker92107. look
brother. this is how we fight when you say"allah is not real".. but i belive in different. we
all dis agree. but i you wanna fuck wit me and start a argument . fine. you probably
misunderstod the koran. the bible say all that do not belive in christ. am i right
Blacksupermannn 2 months ago Pasuxl 2 months ago
Pasuxl 2
months ago y0z03 2 months ago Oh look at all the ashes it looks like it's snowing?? WTH
is tat a good time to bring this thing up? y0z03 2 months ago hordover 2 months ago
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@y0z03 HSStudents who were in class w/me a half block south of the South Tower that
morning were in shock--just like everyone downtown on 9/11. When burning paper from
the towers drifted by a girl asked softly if the Yankee's won the series--b/c it looked like a
ticker-tape parade. A boy said, no, it was too early for the series. Another said, "Look
Miss. The paper's on fire..." No one was laughing. Yeah, ash looked like snow. When
you're in shock you piece it together the best you can. U deal. hordover 2 months ago
SirQubit 2 months ago Man when that women keeps saying oh my god after the tower
gets hit (12:00) that shit gets me horny uh yeh baby say that shit SirQubit 2 months ago
minimaul81 2 months ago @SirQubit you sir should seek professional help if someone in
a literal panic turns you on. minimaul81 2 months ago lavrilfan16 2 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam As FDR once said, " This is a date that will
live in infamy." lavrilfan16 2 months ago lavrilfan16 2 months ago As FDR once said, "
This is a date that will live in infamy." lavrilfan16 2 months ago fly0nr 2 months ago this
only re: to usa for support israel fly0nr 2 months ago flaree88 2 months ago this is one
stupid building and you guys are so sad like its a farking warr, did you ever think the US
bombings of serbia for 78 days they didnt bomb one building or two they bombed
hundreds and killed innocent kids and civilians. Imagine how the serbs felt. Plus wtf does
usa got to do with serbia they are like 20,000 miles apart why do they have to get
involved the stupid bastards. HOPE AMERICA ROTS IN THE EARTH!!!!!!!!!!!!!
HOPE AMERICA ROTS IN THE EARTH!!!!!!!!!!!!! flaree88 2 months ago flaree88 2
months ago sucked in flaree88 2 months ago SirQubit 2 months ago where is the hatred?
got me questioning where is the hatred? SirQubit 2 months ago randyrichyrich 2 months
ago Comment removed SirQubit 2 months ago @randyrichyrich lol u funny dude
SirQubit 2 months ago Blacksupermannn 2 months ago BAKER92107,THE MOST
UNAMERICAN THING TOO DO IS SAY YOU WANT MUSLIMS TO
DIE...INNNOCENTS. HATE SADDEM AND BIN LADEN.OK BRO. LETS COME
TO A UNDERSTANDING Blacksupermannn 2 months ago Blacksupermannn 2 months
ago NOW IM STANDING FOR FREEDOM. I WAS DEPLOYED IN 2004.
INNOCENTS SHOULD NOT BE KILLED. MUSLIM,CHINESE,BLACK,WHITE.
GOD HELP THIS WORLD. OSAMA DID THIS. NOT ALL MUSLIMS.
Blacksupermannn 2 months ago Blacksupermannn 2 months ago OK ASSHOLE.. THEY
DID IT CAUSE THEY WHERE MAD AT YOU FOR MARRYING UR DAD. JUST
KIDDING, OK RETARD. THEY DID IT CAUSE THEY WHERE MAD AT g.w
BUSH. HE KILLED OVER 5 THOUSAND IN PALESTINE, HAPPY. BET YOU ARE
U LITTLE BITCH.NOW SAY SOMETHING YOU DONT KNOW ABOUT ME.
Blacksupermannn 2 months ago Baker92107 2 months ago @Blacksupermannn GET
YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT DIPSHIT. I DONT WANT MUSLIMS TO DIE. I WANT
PEACE> IM NOT A FUCKING RACIST BITCH. JUST THINK HOW I FEEL. WE
DONT KNOW THE TRUTH. WE KNOW WHAT THE GOVERNMENT WANTS
US TO KNOW. IV READ ALOT OF QUARAN INTERPRETATIONS AND VIDEOS
OF OSAMA DONT HELP YOUR ARGUMENT. IF YOUR REALLY A
MUSLIM...SOMETHING DEEP IN YOUR BLOOD TELLS YOU TO KILL
WESTERNERS. I WAS BORN INTO WESTERN SOCIETY, WHAT THE FUCK AM
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I SUPPOSED TO THINK???? AS SALAAMU' 'ALAYKUM Baker92107 2 months ago
SirQubit 2 months ago @Baker92107 Come on dude Muslims don't have different blood
u must be brainwashed if u think mulsims want to kill Westerners that's just Jewish
propoganda you've seen videos of Osama who is a non-muslim CIA dick but have you
watched videos of Malcolm X, Ahmed Deedat, Muhammad Ali, Farrakhan etc? SirQubit
2 months ago SirQubit 2 months ago @Baker92107 You might listen to hip-hop but did
you know Tupac, Nas, Wu-Tang, Ice Cube, Lupe Fiasco, Ghostface, MC Ren, Scarface,
Bizzy Bone and others are muslim then how can you say every muslim wants to kill
Westerners? SirQubit 2 months ago forum5383 2 months ago not impressed forum5383 2
months ago Southtexaspb 2 months ago Must have been a Female pilot,huh XD ????
Southtexaspb 2 months ago patrick560sl 2 months ago this film clip is unbelievable. i am
speechless! wow patrick560sl 2 months ago Blacksupermannn 2 months ago BITCH
BOY BAKER910702. IIS A RACIST Blacksupermannn 2 months ago Baker92107 2
months ago @Blacksupermannn FUCK YOU. TELL ME WHY THEY DID IT THEN
BITCH. Baker92107 2 months ago Blacksupermannn 2 months ago baker, GET YOUR
FACTS RIGHT. Blacksupermannn 2 months ago Blacksupermannn 2 months ago
BAKER92107, HEY ASSHOLE... IM MUSLIM. MY BROTHER OWNS A CHILD
FOSTER
HOME.MY
DAD
HAS
READ
THE
QURAN.
PEOPLE
MISSUNDERSTAND LOTS OF THINGS. IN THE QURAN ITS SAYS THAT YOU
WILL BE PUNISHED IF YOU DISBELIVE(WHEN YOU READ THE BOOK, OF
COURSE YOU HAVE TO BELIVE THAT) IT SAYS THAT IN THE BIBLE
TOO.MOHAMMED MARRIED A POOR 13 YEAR OLD(THE ONLY WAY YOU
COULD HELP PPL BACK THEN IS IF YOU MARRY THEM)SO DONT YOU
EVER SAY THAT AGAIN YOU RACIST.SO SAY SOMETHING YOU DONT
KNOW ABOUT MUSLIMS OR ME Blacksupermannn 2 months ago Baker92107 2
months ago People should get theyre facts straight . According to radical thinking
MUSLIMS, Destruction of Western Society. AKA The United States ,Must be acheived
for an ISLAMIC REVOLUTION. The Quran can be interpreted in very hateful
ways...the ways in which Osama Bin Laden concluded. IF THEIR so called bible is telling
them to commit hanus Horrific crimes against innocent people...there has to be something
wrong here. Baker92107 2 months ago Blacksupermannn 2 months ago WHERE IS THE
LOVE. THIS IS CAUSED BY HATE.!FUCK RACIST.NOW YALL BE A BITCH A
SAY SOMETHING U DONT KNOW ABOUT ME. IM TALKIN TO ALL U THAT
ARE RACIST HERE, Blacksupermannn 2 months ago SirQubit 2 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Jews did this only they are evil enough they
hate gentiles!!!!!!!!!!!!!! The Jew will rob and lie to you Unless you turn him into stew
Turn on the oven Throw in the Jew Turn him into stew Now the muthafucka can't rob
you hahahahhahahahahaha SirQubit 2 months ago Blacksupermannn 2 months ago FUCK
ALL RACISTS.IM MUSLIM. HAVE A PROBLEM?I DONT GIVE A FUCK.... I
RESECT YOUR RELIGON. AND PERSONALLY I HATE THAT SHIT HEAD
OSAMA AND SADDEM HU INSANE...BUT YET I STILL LOVE THE INNOCENT
KIDS,WOMEN. HATE CAUSED THIS. BUT STILL WHAT A DOUCH OSAMA IS.
BUT OSAMA IS A RETARD...NOT 4 YEAR OLD KIDS. LOL I NEVER HELD A
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BOMB. BUT MY SON DIED BY A JEWISH SOLDIER. I M OUT. NOW BE A
BITCH AND SAY SOMETHING THESE PEOPL DONT KNOW ABOUT ME.
Blacksupermannn 2 months ago OriginaldOt94 2 months ago I TOTALLY AGREE
WITH YOU, LOL YOU DON'T KNOW HOW HAPPY I AM STUPID PEOPLE LIKE
THEM ARE SERIOUSLY DUMB THE GOVERNMENT DON'T WANT THEIR
PEOPLE TO FIND OUT ABOUT THE TRUTH. OriginaldOt94 2 months ago
OriginaldOt94 2 months ago OI URA FUCKING WASTED CITIZEN AND YOUR
PROBABLY THE 10 YR OLD BECAUSE YOU HAVE NO SENSE IN YOUR THICK
MIND WHAT SO EVER. YOU FUCKING RETARDS NEED TO ALL BURN IN
HELL BECAUSE LET ME TELL YOU SOMETHING MUSLIMS ARE MUCH
BETTER THEN YOU 100 PERCENT SO WHY DON'T YOU FUCKING MUSLIM
HATER BURN IN A PLACE WHERE YOU WILL NEVER BE FREED (HELL).
OriginaldOt94 2 months ago OriginaldOt94 2 months ago And just to tell you, you
people need to get ur facts right u blame the Muslims/Arabs yeah, well think again and
realise why the hell are you blaming them (and to those Americans who blame them for
causing this shit to the world well "you should blame your selves") The American colony
is one of the racist in the world and YOU are the reason for this crap. Muslims are better
then you no matter what you say. OriginaldOt94 2 months ago OriginaldOt94 2 months
ago If U Hate the Arabs then **** you, The Americans/Israelis did kind of deserve it.
plus you cant call Arabs terrorists because technically people who bomb places are
terrorists (and they are not only Arabs) they are the Americans and the English to.
OriginaldOt94 2 months ago xXxCOV3RTxXx 2 months ago yes osama is the face behind
this horriful attack on the united states of america but the true one behind this attack on
the trade center is satan the evil one i believe he was testing americans testing our faith in
GOD he thought he would prevail and that we would blame GOD but he failed more
people turined to GOD in those hours then before. for this was a sad day for america but
it really was a blow that satan thought he struck but god lifted us up and said no turn to
me we will get through it xXxCOV3RTxXx 2 months ago kyle3739 2 months ago that
was 4 days before my b-day kyle3739 2 months ago Blacksupermannn 2 months ago read
my comment Blacksupermannn 2 months ago jurasic10 2 months ago omg i wuz so sad
and i couldn't belive it i wuz in chicago and they where going to crash da sears towr the
worlds 2 bigest building in da world now but they stoped them jurasic10 2 months ago
Blacksupermannn 2 months ago 10 HEY ALL PEOPLE THAT HATE ARABS. IM
AMERICAN. I WAS IN THE ARMY(AIRFORCE). THIS IS BAD BUT HEY
ASSHOLES. I SAW WHAT ISREALIS DO. THEY ARE MONSTARS. HATE BIN
LADEN AND ALL TERRIOST. NOT INNOCENTS MUSLIMS,OR ANY
INNOCENTS. AND IF YOU WANNA BLOW UP THE MIDDLE EAST. YOU HAVE
TO FACE TO USA ARMY +ARAB ARMY. INFACT CALL THE ARABIANS FOR
RESECT. NOW YOU ALL CAN BE A BITCH AND SAY SOMETHING YOU
DONT KNOW ABOUT ME. Blacksupermannn 2 months ago 10 SirQubit 2 months ago
@Blacksupermannn respect dude a good comment it's good to see there are sane people
in the US Army I thought they were all insane respect brother SirQubit 2 months ago
minimaul81 2 months ago @SirQubit how is that a good comment? its barely coherent
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and makes very little sense. if someone so apparently uneducated is in the US military it
says a lot about how desperate they are for new recruits. minimaul81 2 months ago
mtjabs 2 months ago @Blacksupermannn look i am not arab . terorist attacls are rong but
americans and israles do it every day to them so why are they making a big fus when they
take revenge? mtjabs 2 months ago Jakov77 2 months ago @Blacksupermannn herp derp,
monstars. Im gonna type in caps lock because im cool. Jakov77 2 months ago jessiahism
2 months ago @Blacksupermannn bullshit man...the arab nation probly had everything 2
do with this attack jessiahism 2 months ago viski12345 2 months ago 27
@Blacksupermannn i am muslim... we fucking hate bin laden, in kuran says: if u kill one
man is like killing all the world... so bin laden is not muslim... hes an terrorist and we are
not with him... viski12345 2 months ago 27 CrisOC30 2 months ago @viski12345
YOUR DAMN RIGHT MAN!!!!!!!!! BIN LADEN WILL BE THE ONE WITH HIS
HEAD BLOWN OFF. AS FOR THE PALLESTINIANS WHO CELEBRATED THIS.
THEY WILL BE KILLED . EVERY SINGLE ONE OF THEM. TO HELL WITH
THEIR KIDS TOO. EVERY PALLESTINIAN INVOLVED SHOULD BE KILLED.
GO GET THEM AMERICA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! FIGHT BACK DAMN YOU!!!!!
CrisOC30 2 months ago viski12345 2 months ago 2 @CrisOC30 bin laden is not from
palestina, palestinians are just fighting for they freedom against irak... it has nothing to do
with america, bin laden is from iraq or iran i dont know exactly viski12345 2 months ago
2 ToughFilTSK79 2 months ago Not to judge or offend muslims, but some of the sayings
like: "America, the great satan" is just bullcrap. They just envy them probably. Many
muslims are very nice people, I have a couple of muslim friends (They're Arabic) and
they are very good friends. It's only the terrorists and Osama that I hate. ToughFilTSK79
2 months ago MrBeppefurlan 2 months ago Comment removed MrBeppefurlan 2 months
ago why in this amatorial video (made with a normal camera) you can see the wtc and the
rest of manhattan with a regular, perfect graphic and colors (infact in the 11 sept mornig
the weather was sunny and you can see the real colors of the manhattan's buildings),
BUT in the all others "live" video from BCC, CNN, FOX channels the graphic, the image
definition and the colors are very low, strange and each one is different??? (video made by
professionists with professional camera, filter etc. etc....) MrBeppefurlan 2 months ago
babiigiirlify 2 months ago oha bei 7:35 springt jemand runterO.O babiigiirlify 2 months
ago derkingausdemring 2 months ago rest in peace derkingausdemring 2 months ago
forum5383 2 months ago what happened to the video here when the second plane hit.
The woman is zoomed in, the video flashes, and then it comes back with it being evident
the second plane just hit. Was it cut out? forum5383 2 months ago kiku19 2 months ago
@forum5383 I guess they dint film all the time. And parts are also cut out, yes. But to
see that in live....thats just mad man. =/ Cant imagine the feeling. I wud just black out, i
guess. How they were sure that they were fine?? =S - Damn hell politicions and terrorists
and all that NWO crap. They just kill people everywhere today, just like this...??!! Only
for politics. Not only States, in Europe also, Asia. All over the world! I hope i dont get
killed somewhere like this. =/ kiku19 2 months ago TheLegendShrimp 2 months ago I've
always found this so so upsetting but when I visited New York last week and went to
ground zero it dawned on me how horrific this was. Even though I'm british I ended up in
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floods of tears. The amazing thing for me is that my choir got to sing at St Paul's chapel
and since we're all from England, we all were so upset we realised how much this changed
the world. It's great you put this video up. RIP to everyone to lost their lives.
TheLegendShrimp 2 months ago QSH6H 2 months ago jihad means "defend your country
if some1 attacked you " like what happend in iraq etc, plus i do not support who did that
either osama bin laden or anyone else QSH6H 2 months ago 6Fools 2 months ago those
ppl who do this can SUCK MY GORILLA **** 6Fools 2 months ago spacehitler9000 2
months ago lol spacehitler9000 2 months ago MrCroftable47 2 months ago
@spacehitler9000 FUCK YOU ! MrCroftable47 2 months ago realslimshady1921 2
months ago yep ... they did it to themselves ...... i cant even think about that kind of stuff
... and these ppl they planed all of this to hurt there own ppl...... fucking american
goverment .......... realslimshady1921 2 months ago Sara19992 2 months ago 2 This makes
me so sad. May all the victims rest in peace and god bless all the firefighters that risked
their lives saving people trapped inside. And to everyone who lost their
familymember/relative/neighbou-r/friend I am so sorry and all my thoughts are with you.
RIP Sara19992 2 months ago 2 chandler513 2 months ago ok if anyone thinks the US
government did this you watch south park and believe what you hear on TV. I'm 14, I
was 5 when this happened, my friends family died in this. almost 3,000 people died in
this. Maybe more now because of the toxic air that still is there. so any non-american
saying america did this shut up now and respect the lives lost. respect the families, and
friends that miss their loved ones. chandler513 2 months ago w3i5do 2 months ago
@chandler513 hey kid, everybody is respecting the lives lost.. but try to accept the fact
that there are evidences that the american government is behind this. have you seen the
documentary of loose change? i highly recommend it to you.. again everybody respects
the lives lost.. w3i5do 2 months ago kiku19 2 months ago @w3i5do Agree wit you. I am
not american. And i actualy dont hate any race in the world. But that american coverment
is one hudge crap. Its crazy what those guys are able to do in th world. - Hel the
NWO!!!! kiku19 2 months ago cloudyseal 2 months ago It's a very sad event but criminal
Zionists were behind it. cloudyseal 2 months ago M3minusGrowth 2 months ago 100%
Mossad Operation M3minusGrowth 2 months ago starlo3 2 months ago Our government
is behind the whole thing starlo3 2 months ago scottwa2468 2 months ago Comment
removed starlo3 2 months ago @starlo3 First of all, the rest of the world doesn't know
me so I don't see how me believing that makes me a fool. Secondly, every single film that
I have seen and book that I have read provided actual concrete evidence as to how the
buildings "collapsed". The only thing that our so called government could do to contradict
these facts is put a label on it by calling it a conspiracy theory. I recommend you check
out Zeitgeist, if you've seen that, you might wanna check out zeitgeist addendum. starlo3
2 months ago Blacksupermannn 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam Don't know about me Blacksupermannn 2 months ago Blacksupermannn 2
months ago Stlmsorda87, hey asshole, my great grandpa died in the war. I was deployed
to Iraq. My unit. Airforce. I bet all u want to do is kill Muslims. Innocents" well look
what they just did" WRONG. Osma bin laaden did it . Why go kill more people.
Innocents. And not all are terriosts. Only less then 1 percent. God bless the world
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respect Muslims and go back to preschool. Hate sadden hu insane and bin laden and the
Arab gov. See those words it says GOVERMENT. Now be a bitch and sat something
these peop Blacksupermannn 2 months ago nicodemoscarfo 2 months ago Where was our
air force? I don't trust the CIA they play both sides and all sides of the fences and are in
bed with everyone around the world. They use people, nations to acheive the end results
they so desire at any cost, even if it is at the cost of 3000 innocent lives here on the soil
that gave birth to them. nicodemoscarfo 2 months ago mofas1985 2 months ago nice
zooom! mofas1985 2 months ago 361longhorns 2 months ago i been to iraq and served
my time and still am and my uncle went soon after this happended and just like toby
keith said "we'll put a boot in your ass its the american way" i stand by that a 100
percent.. please dont forget the fallin soldiers and the firefighters who risked there life...
God Bless America! 361longhorns 2 months ago jdog1997ish 2 months ago this was
completly planed jdog1997ish 2 months ago halloweenfan92 2 months ago "if you see
this and your first thoughts are "this is a hoax set up by the american government" that
takes a specal kind of asshole" -penn jillet halloweenfan92 2 months ago parmardeepu 2
months ago It was a bunch of low life blind people who wanted destruction. One time in
your life please, or now, go on google and search what the seven chakras are. mabye it
will help your life have meaning. I am not an indian only, but acitizen of this world as
everyone else. parmardeepu 2 months ago parmardeepu 2 months ago i am not
american.....nor muslim...nor black...purple or green. I am a human being. This is the most
common thing between all of us. We do not have the decision to say we are not because
we are. When this world was created, I don know if god(allah means god for all ya out
there geniuses)or allah or the big bang. All I know is that we all are brothers and sisters in
ancestory probably billions of years ago. The greatest thing is, god is one. 9\11 was not
the fault of my 4 years old muslim neighbo parmardeepu 2 months ago malekshishani 2
months ago dont hate me, but u people of USA deserve this. your country killed millions
around the world. your country killed millions of muslims. your country helps the
dictators in the islamic region. i have a friend who is now in jail, because hes against the
regime in our country. god knows when he will get out. so as we feel the pain, you should
feel the pain too. malekshishani 2 months ago offthebomb 2 months ago @malekshishani
I can not believe you have the balls to say this! The USA did not deserve one bit of
this!!! you will burn in hell if you believe that a country deserves this. Muslim is a false
religion. Christ is the only way offthebomb 2 months ago jdog1997ish 2 months ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @offthebomb yes christ is the only way
jdog1997ish 2 months ago shorouk333 2 months ago Comment removed shorouk333 2
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @offthebomb ISLAM
IS THE RIGHT WAY shorouk333 2 months ago Zigwom 2 months ago i swear to god
one day osama will pay for this. Zigwom 2 months ago 000D2009 2 months ago Do not
you have minds, O ye of pain do you mind how the whole building collapsed businesses
Do you think that this a deliberate plan on how the day building this type of plane do
you look at the pain of buildings with explosives is not this day, such as those that they
actually Asttaao Idgo you 000D2009 2 months ago iCPNetworks 2 months ago This will
soon happen to the Sears Tower, It is all mutual to them. iCPNetworks 2 months ago
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TheSeeboe 2 months ago sent prayer from the west coast. remember our troops!
TheSeeboe 2 months ago Sthlmsodra87 2 months ago nuke the fucking the middle-east to
pieces and give back some. Sthlmsodra87 2 months ago dtaylor971 2 months ago The day
my brother was born dtaylor971 2 months ago peterroger77 2 months ago What's Allah
got to do with it? You cunt!! Before you talk about God, put a bullet in your brain, then
maybe you'll see the light. peterroger77 2 months ago Boopersharp 2 months ago I've
read some of these comments and yes not everyone has the same religion but treat
everyone with respect and seriously if u get happy off this ur creepy cuz u obviously
love to c people of ALL religion die cuz that's what happened so exactly y can't we all get
along with each other but really I no there will never b peace but can we not sneak attack
each other please? Boopersharp 2 months ago killanesey 2 months ago I was about 6 or 7
years old and i remember they just let school out at 9 something AM, everyone was
running all the parents were coming to take us from school and i could feel the sadness all
around. I remember watching this on TV and thinking... OMG! killanesey 2 months ago
alopez3202 2 months ago wow you guys are all calm... im shocked alopez3202 2 months
ago divinefart 2 months ago Karma is a bitch, you got what you deserve, war mongering
idiots, divinefart 2 months ago iluvkimmi 2 months ago I was only 5 and a half when this
happened, I didn't really understand why it was happening, I only remember waking up
and not feeling well. and when I walked to the living room and saw my parents watching
this on the news I was so scared. The last thing I remember was seeing the North Tower
after it was hit and all the smoke on tv. I wish this could've never happened, and cry
whenever I see this. My blessings go out to everyone who suffered on 9/11. R.I.P to
those who were taken away from us. iluvkimmi 2 months ago shorouk333 2 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam u know...every time i see the
building collapsing....the happiness fill my heart ... cuz .. iam a muslim....and iam proud
with that u know what do every body learn from this video....the power of ALLAH....hw
the building in just 2 or 3 seconds almost turned into ash .... hw much power ALLAH has
to make a mountain or a huge building like that collapse in this time i hope u all learn from
that ...that ALLAH is the greatest EVER I bear witness that there is no God But Allah
shorouk333 2 months ago shorouk333 2 months ago u know...every time i see the
building collapsing....the happiness fill my heart ... cuz .. iam a muslim....and iam proud
with that u know what do every body learn from this video....the power of ALLAH....hw
the building in just 2 or 3 seconds almost turned into ash .... hw much power ALLAH has
to make a mountain or a huge building like that collapse in this time i hope u all learn from
that ...that ALLAH is the greatest EVER I bear witness that there is no God But Allah
shorouk333 2 months ago divinefart 2 months ago @shorouk333 Allah fucked kids, its in
the Koran. you pray to a baby fucker..... divinefart 2 months ago shorouk333 2 months
ago @divinefart ok ... i speak with a very respectable way ... so please don't insult i
respect ur religion .. so respect mine u don't knu anything about koran and allah ... stop
talking about them shorouk333 2 months ago divinefart 2 months ago 2 @shorouk333 i
don't believe in any god, you do. your weak and guided by an ancient childrens story, i do
know about the koran and allah and its all a pile of pig shit i set my dog on a muslim last
week, he started to cry for allah, he got no help, just chewed up, proof there is no god.
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stone age culture has no place in today's world, take your religion and go back to the
desert divinefart 2 months ago 2 HeatVisionPaolo 2 months ago @divinefart oh dear. Im
almost 100% sure that you're a complete troll, but if what you said you did to that poor
muslim is true I hope there's a hell and you go to it. You are a complete prejudice idiot to
blame innocent people for things they have no part in. Should Christians be punished for
their crusades in which thousands of muslims were killed? HeatVisionPaolo 2 months ago
divinefart 2 months ago @HeatVisionPaolo yes i did set my dog on a Muslim man, when
i tell some one to fuck off, go away, and get off my property, and they don't and they
still want to argue, i don't want the guys blood on my hands, i use my rottie/american
bulldog to "convince" the little arab prick to leave , you should of heard him calling for
allah, freaking hilarious, the signs are up,no trespassing, sales people and guard dog on
duty, this guy ignored them and got chewed up pretty bad, bet he can read them now
divinefart 2 months ago HeatVisionPaolo 2 months ago @divinefart Maybe if you
weren't so thick you would have rang the police rather than taking the law into your own
hands. Now you're a criminal you fuckwit and the man you attacked with your "rottie" is
likely to press charges. Go home and suck your dogs dick you piece of shit.
HAPPYFACE. :) HeatVisionPaolo 2 months ago divinefart 2 months ago
@HeatVisionPaolo see where i live it is legal , your looking for a fight your not getting
one, if you swing by for a visit i will show you my dogs, and how things are done in here
in western Canada, have a nice day divinefart 2 months ago Blacksupermannn 2 months
ago @divinefart go away... seach "ima racist ass and im hav no life" Blacksupermannn 2
months ago HeatVisionPaolo 2 months ago @divinefart oh dear. HeatVisionPaolo 2
months ago shorouk333 2 months ago Comment removed shorouk333 2 months ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @divinefart aaaah ... u don't beleave in
any god ... look ... if u really knu about koran and ALLAH ... u won't say that .... or any1
else its not important that god help him infront of u ..... maybe it is the good 4 him ...
maybe he is a Disobedient to ALLAH .... so ALLAH wanted to punish him it is the
WISDOM OF ALLAH .... u won't understand this shorouk333 2 months ago divinefart 2
months ago @shorouk333 typical arab, " you would not understand because allah is a
magical" i know enough about the Koran to base an opinion, religions are the cause of
80% of the wars today, arab states have nothing except oil, and we in the west have no
trouble with bombing the shit out of any arab nation to get it, allah will not help because
he is not real ,open your ears and shut your mouth, you might here what another person
has to say, religion worked 500 yrs ago before science, your still there.. divinefart 2
months ago shorouk333 2 months ago @divinefart ha ha ha ... so funny all religions calls
the peace this what u do wildness ... everything u wanna take .. u make a war ... and u say
that (religions are the cause of 80%) ... this is Ridiculous u said (religion worked 500 yrs
ago) Actually ISLAM Remained about 1431 years ... as it Remained all these years .. then
this of course the right way that ppl have taken all these years shorouk333 2 months ago
shorouk333 2 months ago @divinefart and about (ALLAH IS NOT REAL) if i hit u nw
on ur Cheek a strong hit (sorry) ... what do u feel ? u feel pain (of course) do u think that
this pain is Existent of course , and this what u feel nw if i asked u to let me see the pain's
form u would laugh and say u can't and this is like ALLAH all MUSLIMS Feel the
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presence of ALLAH and Its effects and his Grades BUT We can not see ALLAH in this
world shorouk333 2 months ago shorouk333 2 months ago @divinefart aaaah .... u don't
believe in any god .... look ... if u really knu about ALLAH .u won't say that ... or any1
else it's not important that ALLAH help him in front of u .... maybe he Disobedient to
ALLAH ... and ALLAH wanted to punish it is the WISDOM OF ALLAH u won't
understand this shorouk333 2 months ago Sthlmsodra87 2 months ago @shorouk333
your god is a dock fucker. and all muslim looks like donkeys! :) Sthlmsodra87 2 months
ago shorouk333 2 months ago @Sthlmsodra87 u don't knu anything about ALLAH say
what u want ... but i beleave in ISLAM and nothing else matter ... cuz it is the right way
shorouk333 2 months ago kiku19 2 months ago @shorouk333 OMG! =DDD U are
hilarious. Cmon man dont smoke so much weed. =DD Those re just physical laws..=DD
kiku19 2 months ago MarshmallowTheory 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam For the only truth vid already on youtube :
watch?v=rWK1fX9j9GU MarshmallowTheory 2 months ago MegaGraffy 2 months ago
Hihetetlen dolog volt ez..... MegaGraffy 2 months ago Steventk26 2 months ago BE
PART OF THE CHANGE 30billionaireschangingtheworld dot kom Steventk26 2
months ago xpressreports 2 months ago You can watch Archeologist Found a Buried Ship
at Ground Zero 9/11 Site New Video HD watch?v=RemywFWnNi0 xpressreports 2
months ago synsbitch7 2 months ago i think you are so brave putting this on here and
showing people the pain and sufforing people went through and still are to this day it
must have been such a shock for you all to witness an ordeal such as this! its hard to
believe its been nearly 10 years R.I.P to all the brave men and women who risked their
lives trying to save people in the buildings they are truley heros who will never be
forgotten synsbitch7 2 months ago MrGliches101 2 months ago fuck all the terrorist they
can go fuck they dead mums !! MrGliches101 2 months ago cloudyseal 2 months ago
Yup it's a sad event but criminal Zionists were behind it. cloudyseal 2 months ago
cloudyseal 2 months ago Comment removed momaya511 2 months ago This has been
flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam ha ha ha ha momaya511 2 months ago
superstar7soso 2 months ago all thoose innocent people died ...thats so sad .. but they're
in abetter place now superstar7soso 2 months ago SamDillinger1 2 months ago it's so sad
:'( if i see osadam bin laden ever in my life i get a gun and shoot him dead i hate him :@
fucking terrorists:( SamDillinger1 2 months ago deltapero 2 months ago Comment
removed deltapero 2 months ago @SamDillinger1 How do you (all americans) deal with
the FACT that there are dozen of proofs that the real autor of all of this was called, for 8
years, by all of you...Mr. President? How do you deal with the fact that it was not the
first time that americans planned the death of other americans? THIS is SAD, and
REALLY frightening.... deltapero 2 months ago ert1ert1 2 months ago all these poor
people ert1ert1 2 months ago CalmedNutHead 2 months ago fuck terror acts??? fuck
history huh CalmedNutHead 2 months ago kommanderV 2 months ago In Memories Of
All 3000 People And The WTC! kommanderV 2 months ago MrElvioc 2 months ago Are
you people still belive that it was terrorists!!!!????? MrElvioc 2 months ago
MrGliches101 2 months ago @MrElvioc it fucking was MrGliches101 2 months ago
Tolis157 2 months ago shut up -oh my god ,oh my god,whats happening oh my good
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these terorist are so stupid i cant believe that out there are so stupid guys why they do
that for fun?? is death funny??i dont think so somebody must do something about they
Tolis157 2 months ago shayner67681 2 months ago fucking sand people! shayner67681 2
months ago 420bmxer 2 months ago the day we lost are freedom and billionaires made
billions.... 420bmxer 2 months ago Baker92107 2 months ago Mohammed Atta woke up
in HELL with no escape Baker92107 2 months ago javaq8 2 months ago @Baker92107
You know foxehownd was right about you are really stupid What Prophet Muhammad
had to do with that? I'm Muslim and 100% Against 11/9 attack It was inside job to
occupy Iraq, Afghanistan and attack Iran javaq8 2 months ago 94macdaddy 2 months ago
I hope the basterds who did this fucking rot in hell!!! 94macdaddy 2 months ago
Baker92107 2 months ago @94macdaddy They will. Theyre beliefs are obviously wrong.
what kinda god would tell you to murder innocent women and children Baker92107 2
months ago My Merlin1 2 months ago @94macdaddy I was in the toilet having a poo
when this happened. MyMerlin1 2 months ago 0071947008 2 months ago fuck
americans fuck american occupation fuck american terrorism fuk isreal fuck zionist
terrorist jews fuck american and jews act of terrorism against muslims 0071947008 2
months ago numanuma218 2 months ago @0071947008 Fuck muslims.. A dirty rotten
race.. numanuma218 2 months ago 420bmxer 2 months ago @numanuma218 Fuck the
corrupts governments of the west.... 420bmxer 2 months ago hanan23alhoceima 2 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @0071947008 fuck bush fuck
usa fuck israel hanan23alhoceima 2 months ago stormingsharks 2 months ago 7:35 there is
a guy falling stormingsharks 2 months ago icryoutofoneeye 2 months ago This has been
flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam LOL 9/11 WAS FUCKING HILARIOUS
LMFAO INNOCENT PEOPLE DYING! icryoutofoneeye 2 months ago
DJDementEatsBabies 2 months ago @icryoutofoneeye yes, magnificent triumph for
islam. Now we build mosque there, and rejoyce in Allah's victory DJDementEatsBabies 2
months ago Baker92107 2 months ago @DJDementEatsBabies SUCK A COCK YOU
MOTHER FUCKER. ALLAH IS FUCKING FAKE. Mohammed WAS A FALSE
PROPHET. HOWS THAT.. HAVE FUN IN HELL BITCH Baker92107 2 months ago
screamfantastixx 2 months ago @icryoutofoneeye , you an ass o_o screamfantastixx 2
months ago ukbands 2 months ago too many lies and a fake enquiry into the facts,
Clinton gets $10 million spent on his enquiry, he was found out, the towers get $600,000
for a whitewash make your own mind up. ukbands 2 months ago RobinB022 2 months
ago Strange how those guys took off in the boat like that,wonder who they were...lol,of
course I'm always thinking like that. RobinB022 2 months ago RobinB022 2 months ago
4 I cried when I heard the woman on here crying..not that I wasn't already sad,but that
just.So much pain and heartache.It's still all so damn sad. RobinB022 2 months ago 4
cr9sm 2 months ago I think it was American it all but, i really feel sorry for the people
who suffered dead and pain that day R.I.P And srew The People who did this cr9sm 2
months ago hussein71621 2 months ago @cr9sm ghg hussein71621 2 months ago
dehart420 2 months ago fuck dune coons!!! dehart420 2 months ago aleoffs2468 2
months ago its Amazing how retarded those sand niggers are... Fuck them all aleoffs2468
2 months ago Qujmp 2 months ago sorry for that stupid question: but why say all
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americans always "oh my god" when something happened? Qujmp 2 months ago
hallbl1989 2 months ago I was still in my last year of elementary school when this
happened. I really didn't understand what was going on at the time after the teachers told
us what had happened. Now that I do; I just hope something like this never, ever
happens again. hallbl1989 2 months ago donoghue1987 2 months ago such a sad
day.....R.I.P to all that lost their lives that day donoghue1987 2 months ago
Lietuvaitis777 2 months ago Everyone that has replied to my comment about fucking
everything. First I want to say that I am young: I just need to watch a simple video how
everything happens, like this one: and I'm fired up, I want to do something: but I can't,
cus I'm one small creature in this world. So I can take my words back for any further
discuss. Lietuvaitis777 2 months ago MaraInk 2 months ago @Lietuvaitis777 Sorry for
being rude and... we're not small at all. We're 6 billion people that can handle them pretty
well... Only thing we have to do is wake up and realize that we've been manipulated until
now. MaraInk 2 months ago Lietuvaitis777 2 months ago @MaraInk Everything is alrite.
I almost started a flame war, anyway discussion ends here. Lietuvaitis777 2 months ago
TheBrolyTV 2 months ago King zack 777777777 is the devil TheBrolyTV 2 months ago
lekev9 2 months ago @kingzack7777777 - there are time when you can say what you
want, and there are tines when you've gotta learn to shut your mouth. Now's the time
you shut your mouth. Get your head outta your ass man.. R.I.P to those we lost. Never
Forget lekev9 2 months ago toohnooch 2 months ago and george bush the father said i
never apology for america nomatter what !!!!!!!! now you sick fuck learn to apology
cause what goes around comes back around, toohnooch 2 months ago toohnooch 2
months ago gotta admit one thing he was right when he said once usa gets into saoudia
arabia they would never leave even after sadam is overthrowen, and he's right , i bet that's
why he choosed to do it in the same day of the year 9/11 but ten years later :) i can't
understand why americans are so mad about it, when the US warship fired an iranian
airbus that was heading to dubai in the persian golf 1988 and killed over 300 innocent
iranian humans the marine gave medals of honor to the ones that did it toohnooch 2
months ago fasteddie847 2 months ago You know I never thought that 9/11 could be an
inside job. It is just unbelievable to me that our government would murder it's own
citizens. I watched some of the conspicary videos and thought they were just crazy nuts.
But I seen a thing the other day about operation northwoods. It was a operation that our
government had proposed in the 60's which it would attack us and blame it on cuba. And
that's facts folks. If it was on the table back then it could have been done today
fasteddie847 2 months ago 911theinsidejob 2 months ago 911, THE OBVIOUS INSIDE
JOB!! 911theinsidejob 2 months ago MaraInk 2 months ago @911theinsidejob Totally
agree, but now how can we make these ignorants, that comment nonsense, see the truth?
MaraInk 2 months ago patje7 2 months ago It must be scary. Dead to the terrorists.
patje7 2 months ago bulletcatcher117 2 months ago @patje7 yea realy god damn harry
fucking apes dont even know that and i think u mean death not dead stupid fucking apes
think they r goin to heaven for that oh millions of virgins well did any girls do that no lol
so girls went to hell ok were are all the virgins gonna be in hell huh if they do go to heaven
girls wont osama will be known to them when they turn into a state he will be known as
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the one who fucked afuckastan i mean whatever its called and usmc AKA me the one
whos raping there moms bulletcatcher117 2 months ago patje7 2 months ago
@bulletcatcher117 Yes i mean death to terrorists. Sorry for my bad English. patje7 2
months ago bulletcatcher117 2 months ago @patje7 np bulletcatcher117 2 months ago
orion773 2 months ago @bulletcatcher117 What the fuck are you saying? That made no
sense. You're a fucking ignorant idiot. orion773 2 months ago bulletcatcher117 2 months
ago @orion773 lol ur a dumbass if it meant no sense then ur fucking stupid omfg ur
stupid lol and stop watching mib lol orion and if im an idiot how come im the one who
everyone understands besides you ur such a dumb fuck lol i cant stop laughing my friends
are here calling u a stupid shit and talking about ur gay ass name and i bet u wont respond
caqlling them apes i mean muslims u dumbass do u know what a muslim is i bet u dont
and oh and learn ur history if u did u would understand u dumb shit bulletcatcher117 2
months ago orion773 2 months ago @bulletcatcher117 You type like a two year old and
your lack of punctuation makes everything you type illegible. Judging from the way you
type, you probably didn't understand any of what I just said. Also, I don't give a fuck
what your stupid fucking redneck friends think. You're ignorant for placing all muslims
into one "terrorist" stereotype. As for my name: I named it after the Metallica song. How
is that gay, you fucking braindead monkey? orion773 2 months ago MaraInk 2 months
ago @bulletcatcher117 Got ur brain washed pretty bad, huh? No offense...but how old
are you to believe all stuff media says? And.. are you even american? Altough that's not
even an excuse to believe such "stories"... Wake up, darling! MaraInk 2 months ago
stewiesfan2011 2 months ago Although I have a faith, I sometimes wish the world had no
religion.. stewiesfan2011 2 months ago killer363yo 2 months ago superman let us down
agian!!! killer363yo 2 months ago TatitotitoxD 2 months ago show hide TERRORISTS
WIN! Terrorists FTW! TatitotitoxD 2 months ago bulletcatcher117 2 months ago
@TatitotitoxD fuck u and all ur hairy ass friends we the u.s. marine corps are fucking all
yall as we speak and looking 4 that ugly bitch osama u 2 kingfuck oh sry im mean zack
thats why ur small ass country will belpong 2 the usa and all muslims executed and raped
first then we claim alfuckastan our country leaving the reamains of fucking santa claws
with his head on a house and on halloween we all make pumpkins in the same shap as
him and then take a shit in them its real funny moms get fucked bulletcatcher117 2
months ago isokessu 2 months ago There's so much smoke and fire O_o how can some
retard claim that steel doesn't get weaker in place like that?! Well how was the metal
things made then if they can't melt? isokessu 2 months ago deviceds 2 months ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9-11 was an inside job! deviceds 2
months ago GameFreak1822554 2 months ago @Gikanks556 ya i am with you even after
he didnt go to afghan to find osama he went to iraq so he could execute a man who
threatened to kill bushes daddy which started this war F**K BUSH GameFreak1822554
2 months ago kingzack7777777 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam 9-11-01 greatest day in American history. god bless osama bin laden
kingzack7777777 2 months ago EmmettVlogs 2 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @kingzack7777777 FUCK YOU! I HOPE YOU BURN IN
HELL AND IF YOU HATE AMERICA GO FUCKING KILL YOURSELF!!
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EmmettVlogs 2 months ago awelliott926 2 months ago @kingzack7777777 man bitch
what you talking about this was our greatest day man fuck you.what you gonna do im
write you hate write ppl man fuck you bitch try to burn my fucking body ill kill you
before you get to me.talk about us again an see what happens awelliott926 2 months ago
kingzack7777777 2 months ago @awelliott926 ok you godam Gwai-lo kingzack7777777
2 months ago awelliott926 2 months ago @kingzack7777777 fuck you awelliott926 2
months ago GameFreak1822554 2 months ago @ATZ789 no alll the innocent lifes in
their didnt deserve to die maybe some did but you never EVER know not unless you
could have survived that just imagine what if we did that to a national thing in your
country or wherever you live i dont know what country you live in but what if we did
that to you we would all be saying the same thing to YOU GameFreak1822554 2 months
ago GameFreak1822554 2 months ago @DaRealDeal2008 dude omg i am so freaking with
you F**K BUSH, except for the obama thing, obama is good GameFreak1822554 2
months ago GameFreak1822554 2 months ago @Hardcoresnake247 i cant beleive bush
would send troops to iraq just so he could execute suddam hudame or whatever just bcuz
the guy threatened to kill bushes dad when he shouldve sent his troops to afghanistan
where osama dick laden was F**K BUSH GameFreak1822554 2 months ago TheIxtlan 2
months ago Allah is the greatest. Praise be to Allah. Allah Akbar TheIxtlan 2 months ago
KnoxLox 2 months ago @TheIxtlan I'm not going to say "fuck allah" or anything, but this
isn't the place to preach KnoxLox 2 months ago kingzack7777777 2 months ago 9-11-01
greatest day in American history. god bless osama bin laden kingzack7777777 2 months
ago GameFreak1822554 2 months ago @kingzack7777777 idk if your trying to be
sarcastic or somethin but if not i hope you get tortured just like they should to osama
dick laden GameFreak1822554 2 months ago kingzack7777777 2 months ago 9-11-01
greatest day in American history kingzack7777777 2 months ago menlover1986 2 months
ago Yes but apparently even mature woman can have an orgasm, I know it may sound as
dirty as hell, but I heard the oldies know about flicking the bean if you know what I
mean.. menlover1986 2 months ago HarrKing 2 months ago nice suitable background
music. HarrKing 2 months ago navdari78 2 months ago fuck arab navdari78 2 months ago
petr0808 2 months ago "I'm sick of certain contributions - in all the U.S. and Israel , this
is silly, awkward , I like the U.S., their people , their beautiful country" petr0808 2
months ago assasincop 2 months ago why do usa always blame other countries like
Japan?? Usa is pussy to middle east.. also country who uses nukes are big pussy! Usa
should nuke the Iraq for that but their too pussies! like they did in Vietnam. assasincop 2
months ago MrTommycus 2 months ago I saw people jumping... :"( i was only 3 years
old i never even got to go in there :"( Any ways i was not in America that time...
MrTommycus 2 months ago wicuz321 2 months ago omg dont you think that they paid
the plain drivers to do dat it is mested up i gives thumbs up wicuz321 2 months ago
lesdoyle2000 2 months ago Probably Israel lesdoyle2000 2 months ago uwypunktch 2
months ago Auch nach 9 Jahren sind die Bilder dieses grauenvollen Tages kaum zu
ertragen! Thanks for sharing this! - May things like this never ever happen again!!
uwypunktch 2 months ago NoNORADon911 2 months ago AL(CIA)DUH' IS NOT
REAL. NO WMDs. 911 NO connection to saddam or Iraq or Afghanistan(Bushs words)
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Osama NOT on FBI most wanted list for 911(go look) 911 done by Israel(we were there
to document the event)-Neocons-CIA. NoNORADon911 2 months ago TheD199434 2
months ago Man this is a disaster, why these terrorist do this shit? hah? for nothing!
They only scare people, but what they got of it? hah`? they only recieve a ticket to the
hell! Thats what they making it for! Call me racist or something, but i hate terrorists in
real life! pff how dumb you must be to die only to go to hell -_- they can work in a office
or soemthing and have a nice woman, but no... they just blow themself up... stupid ****s
-_- thats my opposition to the terrorists! Poor people who died TheD199434 2 months
ago HonyPuny 2 months ago shit video !!!! HonyPuny 2 months ago MclovenIwish 2
months ago to any fucker who thinks this is funny try saying the holocaust was funny to
a jew because to the americans that were there or had friends or family involved it carried
the same intensity and importance. MclovenIwish 2 months ago ADigitalProductionA1 2
months ago It's not funny this is and important thing to me. ADigitalProductionA1 2
months ago LaChicana3525 2 months ago i have never watched a 9/11 video... this blew
my mind!! OMG LaChicana3525 2 months ago szuberi 2 months ago classic controlled
demolition szuberi 2 months ago calla11s 2 months ago @KaptainPhantastik if you such
a inteligent person than you could sure write in german or spain or serbien....oh i forgott
you are a stupid american you could speak only one language.no coments more about that
please..and one more the holocoust is jears ago and over but you never stop to killing
people..bad people ?you kill children and women they do nothing.so please be quite if
you know nothing.Dont waste my time. calla11s 2 months ago Lietuvaitis777 2 months
ago 29 Fuck terror acts. Fuck terrorists. Fuck all people who do this. Fuck people who
thinks that death with lots of people is glory and honour. Fuck Country who started this.
Lietuvaitis777 2 months ago 29 MaraInk 2 months ago @Lietuvaitis777 There is no
country that started it. There's a government that started it and it was absolutely an
inside job. Wake up! Is been 9 years and we still believe that some "terrorists" did it?
Yes, some terrorists did it, indeed, but we call em "government". Peace! MaraInk 2
months ago Lietuvaitis777 2 months ago @MaraInk Everyone that has replied to my
comment about fucking everything. First I want to say that I am young: I just need to
watch a simple video how everything happens, like this one: and I'm fired up, I want to
do something: but I can't, cus I'm one small creature in this world. So I can take my words
back for any further discuss. Lietuvaitis777 2 months ago florianbonnet 2 months ago
@Lietuvaitis777 "Fuck Country who started this" -> Probably USA florianbonnet 2
months ago petr0808 2 months ago @florianbonnet "you're embarrassing , stupid ,"
petr0808 2 months ago petr0808 2 months ago @florianbonnet "Move out , man , where
govern thy comrades , where they have a paradise on earth"-"I love America , its history ,
beautiful nature , its lifestyle" petr0808 2 months ago ludishone 2 months ago
@Lietuvaitis777 WORD UP ludishone 2 months ago imsorry14 2 months ago
@Lietuvaitis777 I hate what happened on 9/11 just as much as the next guy, but the
people we are in war with are the people that did it. Shows you how much bush cares
about the poor people on the plane and in the world trade center that lost their lives.
imsorry14 2 months ago AudioKingd0m 2 months ago @Lietuvaitis777 corrupt religious
institutions and i mean all of them and the corrupt govt. of the USA is 110 percent
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responsible for this. Please do urselves a favor and quit blaming people living in caves
and mountains for the mess that your own people did to u. AudioKingd0m 2 months ago
mattjay1 2 months ago inside job mattjay1 2 months ago petr0808 2 months ago
@mattjay1 stupid petr0808 2 months ago speeches 2 months ago @mattjay1 wow are
you serious....wow if thats your opinion you need to be deported bro. come mierda tu
eres.. speeches 2 months ago jlq412 2 months ago oh..my god. how horrible. it must have
been awful to witness that right in front of them... so sad. jlq412 2 months ago
MrPurebadass 2 months ago wow 0_o firedepartment needs a long hose. Also let's take a
silence to those who perished during 9-11... MrPurebadass 2 months ago crowberry321 2
months ago what the fuck are you still doing in this building, get the fuck out, you could
die, fucking idiots crowberry321 2 months ago DeadAmericanslol 2 months ago
@crowberry321 they need to stay in there to die DeadAmericanslol 2 months ago
olliefoo 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam LoL 9/11
WAS THE FUNNIEST FUCKIN THING I HAVE EVER SEEN. EVERYONE
CAUGHT IN IT DESERVED TO DIE HOW COULD YOU NOT SEE A PLANE
ODDLY DIRECTING ITSELF TOWARDS A BUILDING ROFL RETARDS THE
BUILDINGS EVEN GAVE PEOPLE TIME TO LEAVE BEFORE THEY
COLLAPSED LOLOL WHAT A BUNCH OF FUCKIN IDIOTS. I WILL BE
LAUGHING ABOUT THIS FOR YeARS. olliefoo 2 months ago Roobbiiee0910 2
months ago Such a devestating event just to think that at the start of your video there was
two buildings standing there and then at the end.. nothing! it just looked like a war zone
Thank you for sharing your footage! my heart goes out to the thousands of people that
lost their lives and the couragous fire fighters that did there upmost to help as many
people as they could! Roobbiiee0910 2 months ago GhostSniperWarrior 2 months ago
you probably guys didn't notice but take a close look at 7:35 im not really sure if thats a
person jumping out of the tower or just a piece of object. GhostSniperWarrior 2 months
ago GTASACheater101 2 months ago @GhostSniperWarrior its debris
GTASACheater101 2 months ago BelIeMeurtriere 2 months ago when you oppened the
window it sounded like the end of the world BelIeMeurtriere 2 months ago
BelIeMeurtriere 2 months ago thanks for sharing with us this video R.I.P peoples :(
BelIeMeurtriere 2 months ago OllieDarkEmp94 2 months ago i feel so sad watching these
videos. when this happened i dindt realise how awfull this was. i remember my 1 grade
theacher asking our class for a moment of silence. Rest in peace. we wont forget you
OllieDarkEmp94 2 months ago stevemolins21 2 months ago Watch the "loose change
video" it will open your eyes. its over an hour long but very well made. stevemolins21 2
months ago shepYsonik 2 months ago w t f?? shepYsonik 2 months ago lilmeno13 2
months ago R-I-P .. makes me cry seeing this lilmeno13 2 months ago lilmeno13 2 months
ago Comment removed latter67 2 months ago that camera has a mad zoom, sad sad day
latter67 2 months ago lilmeno13 2 months ago Comment removed edgaraf 2 months ago
how can you be so calm recording this edgaraf 2 months ago menlover1986 2 months ago
sounds like she has a big dildo, "oh my goooodd!" menlover1986 2 months ago
BelIeMeurtriere 2 months ago @menlover1986 thats very mature BelIeMeurtriere 2
months ago symone9491 2 months ago Comment removed Lozza10100101 2 months ago
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jesus christ all she cared about was her air conditioning ! Lozza10100101 2 months ago
ericcman22302 2 months ago @Lozza10100101 The air condtioner would have blown all
that smoke into their apartment. ericcman22302 2 months ago Lozza10100101 2 months
ago @ericcman22302 ermmm yeah i got that mate....jeez :S Lozza10100101 2 months ago
Gubneu
2
months
ago
JEHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAA Gubneu 2 months ago flykidcivic 2 months ago @realcampusman 19:41-19:45
might help proving your point...what a coinsidence a stuck camera flykidcivic 2 months
ago flykidcivic 2 months ago Comment removed flykidcivic 2 months ago Comment
removed IslamicCunt 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
It was the muslims that obviously did this. So if I were the American Government I
would wait for a period where Mecca is at its most fullest and carpet bomb the fuck out
of the muzzy fuckers. Then I would have the nerve to say it was a conspiracy just like
majority of the paki bastards do these days about 9/11. Thumbs up if you agree.
IslamicCunt 2 months ago Reach711 2 months ago Thanks for the vid. I can't even
imagine having lived so close to the WTC's when this happened. Must have been so sad
and scary. Not that it wasnt that way anywhere else though. Reach711 2 months ago
rsman211 2 months ago i was in poertagual when this happened we got bak it was all
over the news its really sad to think some person in that plane could do this (if they are
terrorists) if it waqs a mistake i take it bak but it is still verry verry bad rsman211 2
months ago SemperFiOorah1 2 months ago If I were 18 on the day this terrible event
happened, and not knowing what to do on this morning, I'd go straight to a Marine Corps
Recruiter. SemperFiOorah1 2 months ago 068672039 2 months ago i had goose bumps
from like 10:00 onwards 068672039 2 months ago carriebieberswift 2 months ago
@daveexetercl thanks carriebieberswift 2 months ago carriebieberswift 2 months ago
@realcampusman cancer has nothing to do with 9/11 and i was directing any nasty
language towards you so id appreciate if you wouldnt to me carriebieberswift 2 months
ago realcampusman 2 months ago @carriebieberswift actually they are both wars, and
both something america try's to hides the answers to. youtube reveals the answers to
both, only americans could have planted bombs in this building. and only american hide
the high alkaline water and food treatment for cancer. realcampusman 2 months ago
carriebieberswift 2 months ago @realcampusman there were no bombs planted in the
building planes crashed into them and the people were islamic or something not american
carriebieberswift 2 months ago realcampusman 2 months ago @carriebieberswift please
watch more videos for a clue. realcampusman 2 months ago carriebieberswift 2 months
ago @realcampusman but i get the cancer thing i think that if they found a cure they
wouldnt tell anybody because it would put too many people out of jobs, no one would
have to look for a cure carriebieberswift 2 months ago realcampusman 2 months ago
@carriebieberswift once again, i said there is a cure high alkaline food & water
realcampusman 2 months ago Epictus15 2 months ago fake video lol Epictus15 2 months
ago GameFreak1822554 2 months ago @Epictus15 go eat a dick if you think its fake go
ask for a new brain if you were wondering why it was uploaded in december of 06 its
because she didnt want to upload it right away she had to edit it retard and no its not
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freaking FAKE i dont think its easy to make a "fake" building collapse omg your gay and
a sick excuse for a human being just like osama dick laden GameFreak1822554 2 months
ago Foxnaruto30 2 months ago That was Bullshit,Im voting for the republicans cuz
Barack Hasnt done nthin 4 us regarding this war Foxnaruto30 2 months ago Rokulda 2
months ago We will get revenge. Those bitch taliban are dead motherfuckers. You dont
fuck with america. Doomsday is coming taliban motherfuckers. Rokulda 2 months ago
goofydexter 2 months ago Omg! 11:50 Look at The right of the Screen!! Wtf!? Ufo?!
goofydexter 2 months ago DAllbin 2 months ago After this attack, the USA or even the
world had been so prejudice. DAllbin 2 months ago sieraXsuicide 2 months ago FUCK
911 ITS NOT LIKE WE DIDNT HAVE IT COMING sieraXsuicide 2 months ago
realcampusman 2 months ago @sieraXsuicide x2 rick riscorla's idea about it happening
before it did caused it all. the mind is powerful. Changing the shape of clouds with our
mind, visioning and thinking about stuff before it happens...that all hapens.
realcampusman 2 months ago DonovanAenslaed 2 months ago That is a day I will never
forget. I was still attending university back then. That precise day, I didin't have to attend
class. My plan was to wake up as late as possible (12 pm maybe?). I ended up waking
up way eariler. I didn't want to, something just woke me up, a feeling. the sky was
clowdy and rainy. Many days before and after were sunny. Not that particular day. I got
up, and felt the need to turn on the TV, which I never do due to the crappy morning
programs. Then I saw it.... DonovanAenslaed 2 months ago ACSBehemothHellcat 2
months ago I'm not even sure if you made this ACSBehemothHellcat 2 months ago
ACSBehemothHellcat 2 months ago DeadAmericanslol, 9/11 is not funny. Is the Twin
Towers collapsing and 2,995 people dying funny? how would you like it if one of your
relatives died when the North Tower collapsed (either being inside the building or being
crushed by debris)? ACSBehemothHellcat 2 months ago BlueJayke 2 months ago
comment removed BlueJayke 2 months ago trattface 2 months ago i wanna be in that
smoke :3 trattface 2 months ago DeadAmericanslol 2 months ago i just like wacthing all
those parasites get burnt up in the wtc DeadAmericanslol 2 months ago AsItNeverSeems
2 months ago @DeadAmericanslol fuck your mother you ass fuck islam sunuvabitch. go
back to pakistan and stop blaming the U.S. for your troubles AsItNeverSeems 2 months
ago DeadAmericanslol 2 months ago @AsItNeverSeems go back inside your mother piece
of shit LOL no one wants to look at you DeadAmericanslol 2 months ago stealth1692 2
months ago @DeadAmericanslol go join the taliban u fuckin twat go die no one cares
about u u will die lonley stealth1692 2 months ago aladarbaljihad 2 months ago ya what a
blessed day this was aladarbaljihad 2 months ago KaptainPhantastiK 2 months ago
@aladarbaljihad I'm going to assume you are Muslim. You and all of your kind are a
bunch of dirty, and I mean that literally, imbeciles. Really what have the Muslims
accomplished? nothing. It's funny how most Muslim nations are desert shit-holes. Islam
is a savage religion. Your Allah is a queer and Mohammed is a faggot. Also, Denmark
sucks. KaptainPhantastiK 2 months ago eleniusfrida 2 months ago With all due respect,
why did you cut out the scene where the plain hit the building? And when one of the
buildings collapse? Did the camera turn off or was it you that had such a chock?
eleniusfrida 2 months ago calla11s 2 months ago America has blood of his hands all
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people who stay behind this Nation.How many american soldier die every day?You kill
your own people and do not stop that.America is the biggest killer from the hole
world.How many peolpe you are killed all over the world?Shame on you. calla11s 2
months ago KaptainPhantastiK 2 months ago @calla11s First off, please don't post in
English, its horrendous. Second, America only kills bad guys. We don't invade or attack
defenseless countries for "Lebensraum" because our people are a bunch of brainwashed
losers who elect the party of a psychopath into power because we were morons who lost
WWI and had our economy go down the Shit-hole like Germany. As a German, you
should be the last person claiming that America is the "biggest killer from the hole world".
Ever heard of the Holocaust? KaptainPhantastiK 2 months ago AsItNeverSeems 2
months ago Comment removed calla11s 2 months ago i have respekt for the peoples their
lost lives because of terrorists but the terrorists are bush maybe you dont know but all in
the world hate you now ask you self why?usa controll the world!!n irak afghanistan ,us
army killed million of poeple because oil and money usa is not better than hitler thats the
truth angela merkel from germany says"GERMANY AND USA ARE BROTHERS"haha
but our national hates usaall nation in the world hate you!!that is the truth9.11 was
insider job!! Its my meaning too. calla11s 2 months ago AsItNeverSeems 2 months ago
Comment removed Randzom 2 months ago Glorius day! Randzom 2 months ago
KaptainPhantastiK 2 months ago @Randzom Norway? Let's see, Occupied by Germany
during WW2 because your country and your people are a bunch of weaklings. America is
the greatest nation on earth and you stupid Europeans are brainwashed with all of the
Anti-American crap to realize it. Norway has never done anything positive for the world
like America has. I don't expect you to understand any of this. You are a typical
European. KaptainPhantastiK 2 months ago AsItNeverSeems 2 months ago
@KaptainPhantastiK this is coming from a Diehard American BTW. i think that no
country is better then the other, and if you make a top 5 country list. russia better be on
it. AsItNeverSeems 2 months ago sieraXsuicide 2 months ago @KaptainPhantastiK its to
bad u were not in those towers lol sieraXsuicide 2 months ago MsAhmed1986 2 months
ago American people iam arab and muslim man, we all want to live in peace , the major
proplem is that zionests are making your politices specially in the Middle east they
desroy our land, now your Soldiers die in Afganistan and Iraq why? the finishing of
Taliban or Hamas or Hesballah is Impossible so the only solve is that zionests must be
away from the center of America Decision making MsAhmed1986 2 months ago hrw 2
months ago i think everyone can recall what they were doing this day i know i can i was
in the 3rd grade... hrw 2 months ago whiteboimonologuez 2 months ago @hrw 1st for me.
i remember everyones parents came to pick them up except mine who worked 8 miles
away whiteboimonologuez 2 months ago FunAndOnly 2 months ago lmfao 9/11 was
funny cuz a bunch of ppl died those losers got owned FunAndOnly 2 months ago
guerrero995 2 months ago @FunAndOnly what if you were in it asshole i bet you would
have still been laughing your ass off cause you were going to die guerrero995 2 months
ago smithboy1926 2 months ago @FunAndOnly fuck you smithboy1926 2 months ago
KaptainPhantastiK 2 months ago @FunAndOnly Obviously your just one of those
people who clearly has no real friends so you, like a total loser, look up videos on
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YouTube in which you can try and post ridiculous comments in order to obtain attention.
I know you don't really mean anything you say, you just have self esteem issues I'm sure
and you try to compensate for this by obtaining attention for yourself in the only way
you know how. Which is posting idiotic comments on YouTube. KaptainPhantastiK 2
months ago FunAndOnly 2 months ago @KaptainPhantastiK no, i just find this hilarious
as fuck FunAndOnly 2 months ago KaptainPhantastiK 2 months ago @FunAndOnly
No. I've seen other comments you have posted on other videos and it's blatantly obvious
that you try to stir up arguments. As of now I suppose that you have succeeded.
KaptainPhantastiK 2 months ago FunAndOnly 2 months ago @KaptainPhantastiK i
know, i find doing that fucking hilarious, also 9/11, cancer, holocaust, and abortion i find
hilarious because theyre funny FunAndOnly 2 months ago KaptainPhantastiK 2 months
ago @FunAndOnly See, I understand that you do these for attention and to stir up
arguments, but I don't believe that you truly find any of those to be very funny.
KaptainPhantastiK 2 months ago FunAndOnly 2 months ago @KaptainPhantastiK i find
9/11 to be the funniest of them all it is so fucking hilarious omfg FunAndOnly 2 months
ago stealth1692 2 months ago @FunAndOnly u think 9/11 was funny??? ARE YOU
FUCKINN RETARDED!!! stealth1692 2 months ago FunAndOnly 2 months ago
@stealth1692 no u FunAndOnly 2 months ago DeadAmericanslol 2 months ago
@stealth1692 you are retarded and i find 9/11 funny just like the holocaust and haiti
earthquake DeadAmericanslol 2 months ago AsItNeverSeems 2 months ago
@DeadAmericanslol go back to pakistan you cocaine trafficking raghead.
AsItNeverSeems 2 months ago klunkjunk 2 months ago @FunAndOnly ur a fukin ass fuk
that needs to getg raped in your fukin mouth you fukin sand nigger go fuk osama you
dumb bitch klunkjunk 2 months ago FunAndOnly 2 months ago @klunkjunk fuck u this
is good its funni FunAndOnly 2 months ago PepeLeWunderkind 2 months ago I bet that's
an expensive ass place to live. At least y'all still had money. Life couldn't have been too
bad. PepeLeWunderkind 2 months ago funenotama 2 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam only,only,only 3000 died ! The Vietnam War cannot have
needed to do it, but, in Vietnam War, a bomb of the quantity more than bombs used in
World War II was dropped by U.S.A., and 3,000,000 Vietnamese were slaughtered.
funenotama 2 months ago TheIxtlan 2 months ago Allah Akbar Allah Akbar Allah Akbar
TheIxtlan 2 months ago sieraXsuicide 2 months ago @TheIxtlan LOOOOL sieraXsuicide
2 months ago ksihkar 2 months ago Nine years have passed but still we couldnt get the
hands on this lunatic bin laden.U know why it was little easy to find sadam bcoz he lost
the support of his own people where as this mentally retarded lunatic is hiding behind the
name of the religion and there are bunch of idiots who supports him eventually they run
goverment in some countries. ksihkar 2 months ago playagc25 2 months ago allein sowas
aufzunehmen dafür braucht man erst mal die nerven ich hätte s nicht geschfft mir sowas
anzusehen es ist einfach nur schrecklich playagc25 2 months ago jafarjack2007 2 months
ago the woman said: its a military plane ???? jafarjack2007 2 months ago
NeoZombieMaster20 2 months ago I feel a bit sad since I have a baby photo of me in
front of the WTC before its downfall... NeoZombieMaster20 2 months ago
TheRapMaster09 2 months ago At least the WTC Building didn't fall over instead of
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crumble, If so the deaths would have increased by at least a thousand. or more...
TheRapMaster09 2 months ago wesman3216 2 months ago comment removed by chuck
norris wesman3216 2 months ago rmc8193 2 months ago I am Brazilian, and for me it is
very hard to see this video. I'll never forget that day .. I was in school, and my father
came to fetch me ... My father was in the United States three times, very sad, he told me
what had happened, I was very young and did not understand very well ... Now I see this
video and I feel that this cowardly act meant to the world and for Americans .. rmc8193 2
months ago orangelizard25 2 months ago my birth day is september 11 and this happened
when i was 3 yrs old.... *teary eye* these ppl will be missed.... orangelizard25 2 months
ago loron91423 2 months ago Comment removed loron91423 2 months ago @loron91423
After 10 attempts in addition to calling YouTube Niggers, YouTube did let me post only
because they wanted to control what is said in addition to making me out against African
Americans Before any of this all I wanted to say was "Peace Be Still", GOD IS LOVE
YOUTUBE wanted to show another way... loron91423 2 months ago richard56780 2
months ago i lol'd so hard when all those people died, hahaha thumbs down please :)
richard56780 2 months ago GamerUnleashed 2 months ago @richard56780 Noob. Die
you gay fucking ass-hole. It's not funny. I hope your family dies in a plane crash. NOT
JOKING. GamerUnleashed 2 months ago Armageddon1986 2 months ago 2 It happened
on purpose to get us into Iraq. JFK warned of something like this. Armageddon1986 2
months ago 2 shadowinthemist64 2 months ago how were you not freaked out in the
beginning! shadowinthemist64 2 months ago codymovies 2 months ago @garatherrgc wie
wärs wenn du nen bissel englisch lernst? und deinen verschwörungsmüll will hier niemand
hören... codymovies 2 months ago garatherrgc 2 months ago @codymovies du hund
englisch ist nicht grad meine sterke aber ich versuch zumindest verschwörungsmüll???? du
denkst wikrlich das das al kaida ware das amerika gut ist und das der irak und afghanistan
krieg gerecht ist nh??? #du opfer halt deine fresse du idiot lern die welt bisschen besser
garatherrgc 2 months ago codymovies 2 months ago @garatherrgc deutsch ist auch nicht
gerade deine stärke, wie ich sehe.... und mit was anderem als beleidigungen wartest du
nicht auf? awww codymovies 2 months ago kbdb1243 2 months ago I remember. 12
years old, 7th grade- walking in to math class and my teach was bawling.....I didn't even
know what a terrorist attack was. kbdb1243 2 months ago MyMerlin1 2 months ago
Things like this does not happen without a reason so its quite obvious America pissed off
some Arab. MyMerlin1 2 months ago shadowinthemist64 2 months ago @MyMerlin1
They wanted to shut us down & make us an easy target for war! shadowinthemist64 2
months ago jbos1589 2 months ago never forget where i was that day, seventh grade. mrs
delepenas class. she was pregnant. jbos1589 2 months ago TheeTurbanator 2 months ago
Comment removed daveyv12345 2 months ago What do you want to do with that fire on
a high building like that? daveyv12345 2 months ago mazikka1 2 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam these might be terrorists who think they r
muslims muslims are NOT terrorists the real terrorists who killed 140000 CIVILIANS R
americans and still killing in iraq and afganistan so dont blame arabs or muslims and btw
jihaad is only in wars and we get in wars only for self defence!!(THE TRUTH) mazikka1
2 months ago orangelizard25 2 months ago @mazikka1 absolutely true orangelizard25 2
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months ago mazikka1 2 months ago these might be terrorists who think they r muslims
muslims are NOT terrorists the real terrorists who 140000 CIVILIANS R americans and
still killing in iraq and afganistan so dont blame arabs or muslims and btw jihaad is only in
wars and we get in wars only for self defence!!(THE TRUTH) mazikka1 2 months ago
shwawen 2 months ago @mazikka1 are you for real? wow. a comment like this in a vid of
9\11. I seriously wonder if anybody buy the s**t you say. you stupidity amazes me. nah
nah, you'er joking right?! shwawen 2 months ago SoOrlanee 2 months ago Wow ! It's.. oh
my god.. SoOrlanee 2 months ago Slavadil 2 months ago @hinkelstein771 go to hell, and
rant your conspiracy bullshit somewhere else. My heart goes to the victims of this
TERRORIST attack. Slavadil 2 months ago Greg21240 2 months ago @Slavadil just look
at 4.20 their is no possible way that building could have collapsed, know your stuff
before you post. Greg21240 2 months ago Bumzicath 2 months ago I only hav to say
FUCK YOU TERRORIST FUCK YOU... AND IF OSAMA BI LADEN IS STILL
ALIVE i would fucking beat him up with 60kg sledge.... Bumzicath 2 months ago
Realsoccernews 2 months ago i was 5 years old.... first day of kindergarden... ended early
that day Realsoccernews 2 months ago deoxysofshine 2 months ago :'( i was only 3 or 4
deoxysofshine 2 months ago TheRapMaster09 2 months ago @deoxysofshine same, Its
still sad. TheRapMaster09 2 months ago MarineBlood96 2 months ago also not only
arabs r terrorists. they can be watever race they want to be. there could be terrorists that
are american MarineBlood96 2 months ago MarineBlood96 2 months ago muslims have
had a grudge against us since the crusades if ur smart enuf to kno est that is whoever was
wondering MarineBlood96 2 months ago noscone23 2 months ago GO To hell terorists
noscone23 2 months ago Sharky2055 2 months ago @HeyPpI People DO care. Go suck
a tree root you ignorant ass. I'm a married hetrosexual woman, you stupid ass.
Sharky2055 2 months ago ruberduckies4u 2 months ago i remember watching this. :'(
ruberduckies4u 2 months ago hinkelstein771 2 months ago America, wake up! There are
soooo many reasons that terrorist didn't do that! If you wanna know the truth watch the
"Terrorstorm" documentary(2 hour long)! It's about terror and why governments benefit
from terror attacks! sry for my bad english hinkelstein771 2 months ago moedunny23 2
months ago @shadowhunter388 i meant to send that message to that a hole samipkiboi
moedunny23 2 months ago 84camerakiller 2 months ago best video ever. i dig all the NAT
sound. 84camerakiller 2 months ago Luccasio1 2 months ago fucking terorists Luccasio1 2
months ago myredpip 2 months ago what did she say i love you???? myredpip 2 months
ago Silverdakiller 2 months ago My brother died in that. Name:George Age:13 Born:
January 23rd 1988 Silverdakiller 2 months ago brotahojk54 2 months ago @Silverdakiller
You hate arab people ? brotahojk54 2 months ago shaneshane97 2 months ago
@Silverdakiller im so sorry shaneshane97 2 months ago Sharky2055 2 months ago
@Silverdakiller I'm very sorry for your family's great loss. RIP Never forget. Sharky2055
2 months ago Prev 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 Next Reply Block User Unblock User
Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners
Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode:
Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear
all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active
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list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading
playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions
Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27
Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond to this video...
characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments
(47,032) NaomiOjok 2 months ago People who claim to do this in the name of God are
messed up BIG TIME. How is this doing God's will? It's HORRIFIC that people do this
NaomiOjok 2 months ago wageslave333 2 months ago why did the camera cut out so the
plane could not be seen? wageslave333 2 months ago fairboy13 2 months ago man so
many people.. crushed..dead.. i hope they are all in heaven..except for bush.. i hope he
goes to hell!! GOO OBAMA!!!!!!!!!! lol fairboy13 2 months ago TellinITstraight1 2
months ago WHICH GOVERNMENT AGENT PAID YOU NOT TO INCLUDE THE
PLANE OR THE BUILDING COLLAPSING!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!??!-?!?! TellinITstraight1
2 months ago Sharky2055 2 months ago @TellinITstraight1 Which humanbeing gave
birth to such a dipshit like you or were they human? Sharky2055 2 months ago
centralcar108 2 months ago A crazy world we live in,we go about our daily routine &
never make it home,and all in the name of what ? my sympathy to all involved,allah might
not be with you now but the us n uk troops sure as hell are so lets hope your country
suffers the wrath you brought upon it... good luck to all our troops out there fighting you
cowards ! centralcar108 2 months ago LiteWaiter 2 months ago Explain how a 47 storey
building (WTC7) can implode with ALL 4 OUTER WALLS neatly inward. Study every
picture from the day after 9/11, from every angle you can find and you'll see how a 47
storey building has imploded exactly like a controlled demolition. Questions anyone?
LiteWaiter 2 months ago Sharky2055 2 months ago @LiteWaiter Go suck a treeroot,
moron! Sharky2055 2 months ago HeyPpI 2 months ago @Sharky2055 shut the fuck up
u faggot no one cares. fat ass dick. HeyPpI 2 months ago Bmmmmoney 2 months ago
Damn, they shouldnt even allow anyone to comment vids like these. Too many fuckers
who think this is funny. Bmmmmoney 2 months ago wannatradeproblems 2 months ago
people wannatradeproblems 2 months ago wannatradeproblems 2 months ago Just to let
you know I do love my country, I just don't like the peole running it!
wannatradeproblems 2 months ago wannatradeproblems 2 months ago I wonder if all
these people who think this was orchestrated by a man in a cave in Afghanistan have
done any research on this subject or if they are just going by what the mainstream media
has told them?JUST WONDERING.........BTW I do not believe in conspiracy theories
but, I do believe in cold hard facts. wannatradeproblems 2 months ago InternetSurfer1996
2 months ago 0:53 NO F*CKING DUH! InternetSurfer1996 2 months ago
PYSTAZandEmilyShow 2 months ago I remember this day. My mom and dad went to
court in New York, they were near it and they evacuated the building. My mom called up
my babysitter, I was still at home while my parents were in a different state, and I
remember when my mom asked for me, and said there was an accident. and they weren't
sure if they could make it home. They told me they were practically in the middle of it.
I'm crying just remembering this day. When I heard the sirens in this video I broke down
in tears. PYSTAZandEmilyShow 2 months ago Dylmoo 2 months ago this video, wow
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with the fire engines it' an eire feeling knowing they are going to their doom Dylmoo 2
months ago 3rewster 2 months ago It pisses me off when people say this was an inside
job, I've just watched a few fake videos on hear on hear as well, its because people hate
Bush and USA they feel the need to make sh!t up. F/Off and have some respect for those
who lost their lives because of terrorists. 3rewster 2 months ago garatherrgc 2 months ago
3rewster i have respekt for the peoples their lost lives because of terrorists but the
terrorists are bush maybe you dont know but all in the world hate you now ask you self
why? usa controll the world!!! in irak afghanistan ,us army killed million of poeple
because oil and money usa is not better than hitler thats the truth angela merkel from
germany says"GERMANY AND USA ARE BROTHERS" haha but our national hates
usa all nation in the world hate you!!!! that is the truth 9.11 was insider job!! garatherrgc
2 months ago Bmmmmoney 2 months ago @garatherrgc You are a loney sick man
Bmmmmoney 2 months ago 3rewster 2 months ago @garatherrgc I'm English not
American, and I'll stand by what i said no way would any president do that in a million
years, UK Muslims and all the other nut cases what hate USA want people to believe
this is an inside job to make more people hate America. Why because their jealous of their
country and power lol. GOD BLESS AMERICA . As for 90% of UK muslims they class
home as afgan etc.. 3rewster 2 months ago wageslave333 2 months ago 2 @3rewster
GOD
BLESS
AMERICA
?
FUCK
AMERICA.
NOTHING
BUT
WARMONGERS.ALL OF THE ADMINISTRATION ARE IN THE ARMS AND
OIL BUSINESS.WAKE UP PEOPLE,THIS HAS ALL BEEN DONE BEFORE
wageslave333 2 months ago 2 daveexetercl 2 months ago 2 I'm British and I'm shocked at
the way some idiots are acting! This is one of the worst and saddest thing I've saw, no
laughing matter at all! All the dicks that are mocking this are sad little people who feel
brave behind a keyboard! daveexetercl 2 months ago 2 Paup5569 2 months ago This is the
funniest thing ive ever seen!!! LOL 5 stars! Paup5569 2 months ago ericka2014 2 months
ago @Paup5569 Seriously? People died in this disaster. You should be feel really bad
about it. You're a sick person. ericka2014 2 months ago 714zack 2 months ago
@samipakiboi go sit in your chair and drink your tea you little british faggot fuck you
and fuck the gay ass UK 714zack 2 months ago samipakiboi 2 months ago @714zack lol
fat prick go munch down on a happy meal and shut your mouth. samipakiboi 2 months
ago 714zack 2 months ago Comment removed pelaurusthegreat 2 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam fuck islam and fuck paedophile muhammad
pelaurusthegreat 2 months ago emogothgurl888 2 months ago where were u wen u
recorded this?
emogothgurl888 2 months ago myredpip 2 months ago
.....................HOLY FUCK MY BIRTHDAY IS 11TH OF SEPTEMBER I WAS 4
ARRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR myredpip 2 months ago alexrules55 2 months ago
LOL USE THE VUVUZELA BUTTON alexrules55 2 months ago ACSBehemothHellcat
2 months ago Good thing they're rebuilding the World Trade Center, and the Twin
Towers may be returning. ACSBehemothHellcat 2 months ago ACSBehemothHellcat 2
months ago Was somebody you were related to inside the South Tower when it collapsed
ACSBehemothHellcat 2 months ago junglebunny1337 2 months ago LOL
junglebunny1337 2 months ago h0ndasalesguy37 2 months ago i was in DC on this day.
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when Pentagon was hit. What a scary day. Ill never forget! We will never forget!
h0ndasalesguy37 2 months ago Zeiliss1 2 months ago FUCK ALL THE BASTARDS
WHO DONE IT....FUCKING BUSH..etc... GOD will give you back , he will hurt you
one nice day ...you fucking cunt.... Zeiliss1 2 months ago DJDementEatsBabies 2 months
ago Watching 9/11 jumpers gives me an erection DJDementEatsBabies 2 months ago
rippa9 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Inside job.
Please, who comes up with this crap. rippa9 2 months ago drpepper5001 2 months ago
wow already 9 years has passed and the felling of sadness never goes and i was only in
1st grade when it happened i remember the whole day very sad drpepper5001 2 months
ago 22JordanTaylor 2 months ago @drpepper5001 i was in 1st garde too. I remember
they turned the news on the tv. That was so sad. I never understood what was
happening. 22JordanTaylor 2 months ago Dick01000 2 months ago Chuck noris Fart
Dick01000 2 months ago emochuu 2 months ago Thank you so much for posting this. I
was only 10 when this happened and am not American so I dont remember it well. This
is facsinating and tragic and it's so sad to hear you saying what u think happened/ was
happening, no one had any idea, it's so fucking sad. That comment about the middle east
one girl says is spot on too. emochuu 2 months ago emochuu 2 months ago If Al Queda
didnt do it, why would they admit to doing it? Osama Bin Laden anyone? I dont think 911 justifies US foreign policy in the middle east, but it wasnt an inside job. No respected
academics think so. emochuu 2 months ago carloheber 2 months ago fuck u government u
fucking greedy basters u killed thousands of people for a shit load of money and the oil of
another country u ass holes fuck u bush u ass hole up yours government carloheber 2
months ago CallToJihad 2 months ago owwwwwwwwww poor americans.only aboue
3000 deaths? what about those in afghan? what about those of iraq? and hey. dont forget
the hiroshima bomb. you ever gave any care about that? america killed more than any
other country in this world just for conquest CallToJihad 2 months ago emochuu 2
months ago @CallToJihad Dude, is anyone saying that Iraq or Hiroshima was a good
thing? I'm sure not. But does that some how make these 3000 deaths ok? No. Deaths are
tragic no matter who dies. There were 600 Muslims in the towers, think about that mate.
emochuu 2 months ago goodlad22 2 months ago all you americans must now know this
was an inside attack. no way on this earth al quaida could pull off this stunt. buildings
dont fall at the rate of gravity unless detonated. didnt someone insure those buildings like
a month before FOR LIKE ACTS OF TERROISM, THEN GOT PAID OUT
BILLIONS. WAKE UP goodlad22 2 months ago ProtectAus 2 months ago Hi everyone,
I've just had a few months off, and studied 4 MASSIVE Conspiracy theories And I made
some videos to reflect my findings. . Secrets of 9/11. Plane Crash and Building Collapse
Analysis The JFK Assassination solved in 10 minutes! Did man walk on the Moon
Hoax. With a twist ending The Truth about The Port Arthur Massacre. . Click on my
name ProtectAus to see the AWESOME videos I've made. You won't be disappointed.
They are Controversial with Intriguing, Incriminating Evidence ProtectAus 2 months ago
Domoscafidi 2 months ago when i look at where this video is most popular i saw that it
was also very widely watched in the UK and Germany and Australia i just thought that
was interesting Domoscafidi 2 months ago ZombeeLover 2 months ago I was ten when
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this happend, an I saw it happen, I lost my brother in this, he was on the 93rd floor. This
is nothing to laugh about. ZombeeLover 2 months ago ichleibebeir 2 months ago Whoever
thinks anything about this is good, you are a sick, unholy, soulless, twisted fuck. You
will receive your just reward, eternally. ichleibebeir 2 months ago samrigatoni 2 months
ago its sad, did any one watch remember me? samrigatoni 2 months ago johntitorlives 2
months ago Can we stop now with the 'fuck bush' comments? They're getting really old.
johntitorlives 2 months ago trafficjunky 2 months ago you ppl are a bunch of ungratefull
dickheads we finance your country in fact we finance the whole world and this is how
you repay us you didnt even had microsoft or Mac if it wasnt for us if you hate the USA
so much get a non american computer one of those who break in 3 secs trafficjunky 2
months ago mujahidRPG 2 months ago @garatherrgc correct, mujahidRPG 2 months ago
andersinnevada 2 months ago at 7:35 I think I someones jumping andersinnevada 2
months ago garatherrgc 2 months ago irak* garatherrgc 2 months ago garatherrgc 2 months
ago 10 This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam 9.11 was insider
job!!!!!!!!!!!!! all the world know it! fuck usa fuck bush bush killes 3 thousend us poeple
than he killed million peoples in iran and afghanistan garatherrgc 2 months ago 10
trafficjunky 2 months ago @garatherrgc and fuck you fuck you they deserved it for
beeing terrorists you are a hater GTFO dont look at the vids trafficjunky 2 months ago
majordawg 2 months ago @garatherrgc So, what was President Bush's motivation for
doing it? How did he gain by having this done? majordawg 2 months ago ichleibebeir 2
months ago @garatherrgc Yeah, you are an idiot. Douchebag. ichleibebeir 2 months ago
ToXiiCiZSiiiK 2 months ago @garatherrgc And you know this??? ToXiiCiZSiiiK 2
months ago DanSaw26 2 months ago @garatherrgc Just because you live in a nation that
attempted to take over the world not even a century ago does not mean that every
country is that fed up. Shut your ignorant mouth twit and learn about this event.
DanSaw26 2 months ago SkyCris 2 months ago @garatherrgc I agree with you! 9/11 was
an inside job. No question about it. SkyCris 2 months ago Trullalala1 2 months ago
@garatherrgc ur an idiot Trullalala1 2 months ago JamesCalex 2 months ago Comment
removed iou5551 2 months ago the people who write stupid shit like Paup5569 is
fucking stupid and should go to hell. there are fuckin dumb ass's and dont care for the
thousands of people who died snd witnessed the horrible attack. and teorist are stupid
and they have the devil in them to do such a thing like that. so everybody who say "oh
that is funny" go to hell you funkin assholes!!! iou5551 2 months ago willeo1234 2
months ago from my understanding 19,471 people like this video ._. willeo1234 2 months
ago crow1701 2 months ago I think if there are any negative statements about America,
9/11 or the American people in general people are wasting their breath to argue with these
types of people. There are some people of this world who have just learned to devalue
others no matter what their race, creed or culture. When children learn to devalue others,
they can devalue anyone - including their parents. crow1701 2 months ago ibenez54 2
months ago but to be honest, america was being greedy about trying to take more land
away from other countries, about 2 week before 911 there was a meeting with israel and
afgahnistan and one of the countries said something and america, afgahnistan and israel
walked out on eachother, so i think that kina triggered the attack, i am 14 years old, so i
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dont have a good opinon about america because i am born in a time where it seems like
USA is acting greedy, i am not sideing with either country, okay ibenez54 2 months ago
Akatsuki696pain 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Everyone who enjoys this should kill themselves Akatsuki696pain 2 months ago
bluecheesecactus 2 months ago ALL GAY PEOPLE CELEBRATE 911 LIKE ITS
THEIR FUCKING BIRTHDAY!! 911 IS LIKE CHRISTMAS FOR GAY PEOPLE >:D
bluecheesecactus 2 months ago MikaelDryden 2 months ago @bluecheesecactus ALL
JEWS DESERVED TO DIE IN THE HOLOCAUST........NAH, JUST
KIDDING.EVERYBODY KNOWS THE HOLOCAUST DIDNT HAPPEN
MikaelDryden 2 months ago jojoe8001 2 months ago Paup5569 should have been in the
WTC, right where the plane hit!!! jojoe8001 2 months ago Paup5569 2 months ago Haha
its so awesome im gunna watch it again and again again and again again and again again and
again again and again again and again. LOL Paup5569 2 months ago Paup5569 2 months
ago Thats a funny video it never gets old Paup5569 2 months ago theoz74853 2 months
ago @Paup5569 why dont you make a video of you shooting yourself in the face, it
would never get old theoz74853 2 months ago x3TeamAlicex3 2 months ago I hardly
cried. This is so terrible. and did you read somewhere how often the number 11 as
involved in this tragedy? here you can read it. (i found it its not my vid.) but its in
german, sry /watch?v=KVTuy9f0QnI to the people who recorded this vid: thanks for
doing it. i can imagine... well probably i cant... how terrible it must have been to watch all
this happen. but with this vid you made history. because the world will always look back
on those pictures. <3 x3TeamAlicex3 2 months ago opurplehazeo 2 months ago
Comment removed USSNemesis420 2 months ago My uncle died in the trade centers ...
R.I.P USSNemesis420 2 months ago evildeadfan100 2 months ago @USSNemesis420
hahaha evildeadfan100 2 months ago H5485X 2 months ago @USSNemesis420 Im soo
sorry for youre lost H5485X 2 months ago MegaROFLcoptor 2 months ago i loled
MegaROFLcoptor 2 months ago carriebieberswift 2 months ago 10 @MegaROFLcoptor
i was in new york when this happened and it is nothing to laugh about carriebieberswift 2
months ago 10 MegaROFLcoptor 2 months ago @carriebieberswift oh but there was it
ruined my birthday so if i wana lol i will MegaROFLcoptor 2 months ago daveexetercl 2
months ago 3 @carriebieberswift I'm British and I'm shocked at the way some idiots are
acting! This is one of the worst and saddest thing I've saw, no laughing matter at all! All
the dicks that are mocking this are sad little people who feel brave behind a keyboard
writing shit! daveexetercl 2 months ago 3 realcampusman 2 months ago
@carriebieberswift fuck 911 the war on cancer is still going on, the fda acts like its some
virus but actually its easily taken care of with water high in alkaline. realcampusman 2
months ago MSM4U2POM 2 months ago The attack on the South Tower has been
edited; the lady in the background clearly saw the plane approaching from this angle, and
an important part of the story is missing. I realise this may be for personal reasons, but if
you remove key parts of the narrative, surely you are just playing into the hands of the
conspiracy theorists? A difficult decision I am sure; personally I would have left it intact.
Thanks anyway for an important historical document. MSM4U2POM 2 months ago
MyNameIsCletus 2 months ago God bless all who lost their lifes. We will never forget
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9/11! MyNameIsCletus 2 months ago Ukulelemagratt 2 months ago Never forget this
f*cking day Ukulelemagratt 2 months ago shadowhunter388 2 months ago Was that a
jumper a 7:01-09 I saw a dark dot going down fast. shadowhunter388 2 months ago
lollipop158 2 months ago Fire all you get is burned" I am truly sorry Unfortunately my
apologize could never make up for a nations mistake. People die every day. And for
what? Money? Land? Revenge? Power? lollipop158 2 months ago lollipop158 2 months
ago 2 This makes me sad. I got very sad in the video but after reading all the comments I
started crying. All this hatred in the world. Killing and being killed. And talking about our
own species I'm such pain and hatred. There are some who just loved it and think that all
of America should be..destroyed. And some who think the government Is behind it. I am
a young girl and I am ashamed of all of you. Why so much hatred for your brother? Have
you not heard the old saying "if you fight fire with lollipop158 2 months ago 2 17chris18
2 months ago @lollipop158 It's not that we hate each other, it's that we hate the actions
that we do to one another. I for one, feel intense hatred towards those who did this
attack, but it doesn't mean that I am against all people of that race. They are no less
human than I am. I don't understand everything about this event, I was really young when
it happened, but even being older now, I still don't understand how people could do such
an inhumane act of violence. 17chris18 2 months ago 17chris18 2 months ago You fucking
terrorist assholes!! Forgive my cussing. But if you want to blow up the US Government
because Bin Ladin gives you 72 virgins?!?!!? FUCK YOU! Go masturbate!! You
asswipes! Do you realize what you have done!? All because you wanted something for
yourselves! You selfish pathetic people! I'm really sorry that you had to go through
something like this, and looking at this made me tear up. I was in grade 2 when this
happened, and to see it now. I'm truly sorry. 17chris18 2 months ago 19missi59 2
months ago @17chris18 you are a brain-washed turd.excuse my cussing 19missi59 2
months ago TheSolonigga 2 months ago this was a set up. no doubt about it. the planes
would of got shot down b4 they got anywhere near the pentagon TheSolonigga 2 months
ago oNgPRODUCTIONS 2 months ago in my related videos section, there was annoying
orange... fail. oNgPRODUCTIONS 2 months ago elliot325325 2 months ago fukin
awesome!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-!!! elliot325325 2 months ago bahariashqan 2 months ago
Comment removed bahariashqan 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam this video are make me smile and i hope that is happen again and again at evrey
where in american because thay killed 1 mlion people from my sweet country i mean
IRAQ bahariashqan 2 months ago elliot325325 2 months ago @bahariashqan good 4 u
elliot325325 2 months ago evildeadfan100 2 months ago this was awesome! hope it
happens again evildeadfan100 2 months ago TheSolonigga 2 months ago @evildeadfan100
fuck you bitch u should of been in there ignorant fuck TheSolonigga 2 months ago
evildeadfan100 2 months ago @TheSolonigga then i would be as black as u nigger spick. i
spit on ur people when i sse them walking down the street. id do the same to ur mom and
grandmother. evildeadfan100 2 months ago TheSolonigga 2 months ago @evildeadfan100
for 1 u wouldnt do shit to me cuz id beat the shit out of you, for 2 this has nothing to do
with race. TheSolonigga 2 months ago shadowhunter388 2 months ago @evildeadfan100
Fucking racist pile of shit get our of our country. We don't need your racist kind.
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shadowhunter388 2 months ago evildeadfan100 2 months ago @shadowhunter388 im
american and i am proud of the people who did this. i really respect this! they are my
heros evildeadfan100 2 months ago shadowhunter388 2 months ago @evildeadfan100
Fuck you go burn in hell with them asshole. shadowhunter388 2 months ago TrutherD1 2
months ago Search for "no plane theory" TrutherD1 2 months ago CarlosBcn1989 2
months ago Its so sad... I was a child when it happened, but I will not forgive that day...
R.I.P. Reminds from Barcelona, Spain. CarlosBcn1989 2 months ago foxehownd 2
months ago show hide 9-11 was funny ahahah foxehownd 2 months ago acdcrockon76 2
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @foxehownd your a
fucking retard i hope you go to hell you asshole acdcrockon76 2 months ago
p8ntballer971 2 months ago @foxehownd u r a peace of shit, do you know that. 911 was
one of the worst things to happen in history. close to 3,000 people died and you think
thats funny. so shut the fuck up you terrorist. I bet your 10 yrs old trying to be funny.
you think your hilarous. even if your not. shut the fuck up and go hang yourself. what if
you were in that situation. what would you do. would you burn, jump, or laugh.I cant
come up with a name for you. burn in hell you fuck head muslim peace of horse shit
p8ntballer971 2 months ago ilovemoney888 2 months ago @p8ntballer971 i feel the same
way my fellow american ilovemoney888 2 months ago BLAhHBaNANAa 2 months ago
There is no weapons of mass destruction in iraq I LIVE IN AUSTRALIA
BLAhHBaNANAa 2 months ago Croasdma 2 months ago Lol right? Croasdma 2 months
ago Saggmos95 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
EVERYBODY! Check out this video at google video " Zeitgeist, The Movie - Remastered
/ Final Edition " at 40:20 Thats the TROUTH! Saggmos95 2 months ago Croasdma 2
months ago Lol right? Croasdma 2 months ago QuadroGuitarist 2 months ago I dont
believe all that conspiracy bullcrap, but one thing i do question is this How come they
didn't send any jets up to see what was going on up there? i remember in the accident of
the cyprus flight in 2006, everything in the plane failed, and it was glided by a passanger
for 2 minutes or so before it crashed, then jets came up to see what was up. Why
wouldn't they scramble any jets up there? its wierd... QuadroGuitarist 2 months ago
Saggmos95 2 months ago @QuadroGuitarist Check out this video at google video "
Zeitgeist, The Movie - Remastered / Final Edition " at 40:20 THATS THE TROUTH!!
Saggmos95 2 months ago SandyBayBoyz 2 months ago @QuadroGuitarist they did,
unfortunitly the terrorists responded with propore codes and signals so the airforce was
called off SandyBayBoyz 2 months ago BrunEta91 2 months ago Q33 NY windings in
Note Editor and u'll see something BrunEta91 2 months ago bloomingdedalus 2 months
ago This video is so much more powerful than anything the news showed - I wish you
didn't have discontinuations in it. Whomever made this video - I'm so sorry they had to
see this in person - this is one of the most heartbreaking things in history.
bloomingdedalus 2 months ago Kittycat918 2 months ago I don't understand how anyone
can think that out own government could do this to their own people. I understand
conspiracy theories for Kennedy, Area 51, etc. But this? Honestly, how can people be
that cynical? Kittycat918 2 months ago MishaPilsudski 2 months ago @Kittycat918 u
have to learn the truth MishaPilsudski 2 months ago TheGreatAvocado 2 months ago
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OH. MY. GOD. TheGreatAvocado 2 months ago apolit11 2 months ago I heard that Bin
Laden only targeted the floors that are burning, and that the american government or
secret services or something like that took advantage of that and blew the rest up so they
could start a new war and make money... Does someone deserve hell? apolit11 2 months
ago Veloce3 2 months ago At some point the people will construct a level playing field
when confronted by the NWO elitists and their cronies and the result will conclude in
massive loss of life and dignity on both sides. The authoritarian mechanism that
indoctrinates the armed forces cares not about the people, "Military men are dumb,
stupid animals to be used as pawns for foreign policy." - Henry Kissinger It thrives in
their self destruction. Veloce3 2 months ago ed11561 2 months ago 18:06 THE
BUILDING IS BARELY ON FIRE!! hOW THE FUCK COULD THAT COLLAPSE
WITHOUT DETONATIONS? IT COULDN'T. The boys in the Secret Ops were
pushing buttons right next door in WTC 7- they also helped guide the plane into the
towers.They had a clear view of all of it.Control the planes flightpath then control the
demolitions. Funny how ABLE DANGER discovered 3 out of the 4 terrorist cells & they
were shut down & told to destroy all the EVIDENCE. LYING scumbag government did
this themselves. ed11561 2 months ago ed11561 2 months ago 14:19 See all those cars
parked in front of that small building in the foreground? It was a movie theatre &
Hotel.Saw many a movie in there,Anyway-the cars are burned beyond all recognition BY
A WHITE CLOUD? Every 1 of those cars was TOASTED & it is actually 2 blocks way
from the towers.PYROCASTIC CLOUDS? Look up WTC6- The entire middle inside of
the building was blown u &out FROM THE BASEMENT.Look at the pictures
folks,These buildings were BLOWN UP & BLOWN DOWN. 911 was the governments
doing. ed11561 2 months ago ed11561 2 months ago @ed11561 AND THEN that lying
scumbag fuck Christy Todd Whitman comes out & says "THE AIR IS SAFE TO
BREATHE". HOW MANY PEOPLE DID U KILL THAT DAY U LYING CUNT?
HUNDREDS OR THOUSANDS? WHO TOLD U TO SAY THAT BITCH? BUSH OR
CHENEY? MAY THEY BURN IN HELL. ed11561 2 months ago ed11561 2 months ago
3:47 LOOK at the building-BARELY ON FIRE-black smoke=Oxygen starved fire with
barely any flames,THAT was not nearly enough to make a 110 story building TURN TO
FUCKING DUST & SOME STEEL GIRDERS. FIRE has NEVER collapsed a steel
building in HISTORY-EVER.But soon the demolitions will begin on the lower floors &
then the top will explode with so much force that a 90 TON beam will shoot across the
WestSideHyway & lodge itself into 3WFC.That's 180,000 pounds folks-shot like a
pea.600 feet away. ed11561 2 months ago mohsinhasan2010 2 months ago forever
remembers WTC ATTACK i am very sad mohsinhasan2010 2 months ago richdawg94 2
months ago its on u fucking tv were not stupid richdawg94 2 months ago TubeGuest5178
2 months ago here's the looney toones PREDICTION (CIRCA 1940'S) OF THE TWIN
TOWERS BEING "FELLED" watch?v=hNYNzidVp2U TubeGuest5178 2 months ago
TubeGuest5178 2 months ago "if it happens once it is chance, if it happens twice its a
coincidence, if it happens a third time IT IS ENEMY ACTION!" and here is the changed
version: "if it happens once it is chance, if it happens twice its a coincidence, if it
happens a third time, IT IS A PATTERN. WITH THAT SAID WATCH THIS VIDEO:
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"ILLUMINATI SYMBOLISM IN HOLLYWOOD" 9/11 WAS predicted as early as
1940s (I just saw the Looney Toones prediction!) TubeGuest5178 2 months ago
IslamicCunt 2 months ago 2 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam It was
the muslims that obviously did this. So if I were the American Government I would wait
for a period where Mecca is at its most fullest and carpet bomb the fuck out of the
muzzy fuckers. Then I would have the nerve to say it was a conspiracy just like majority
of the paki bastards do these days about 9/11. IslamicCunt 2 months ago 2 MsJuju1998 2
months ago did you know any one who worked in the twin towers MsJuju1998 2
months ago FrozenCrewGr 2 months ago Americans killed americans what a great
nation!!! FrozenCrewGr 2 months ago SilverBars42 2 months ago @FrozenCrewGr
Dickhead. SilverBars42 2 months ago aceharth 2 months ago butt cheese aceharth 2
months ago sadeasa 2 months ago 4 WATCH - The 9/11 Chronicles Truth Rising
youtube.com/watch?v=t-yscpNIxj-I sadeasa 2 months ago 4 08wambo 2 months ago wtf
new york in action.every emergency cars are there. fuck osama. 08wambo 2 months ago
rpgethan 2 months ago At 10:57 in the corner not covered by smoke..is that a person?
rpgethan 2 months ago NoNORADon911 2 months ago Israelis are spotted within 15
minutes of the first crash,standing on a van celebrating,high-fiving each other and lighting
cigarette lighters like at a rock concert. Later they are arrested. Found with them are
incriminating maps and documents. The FBI classifies everything and a few weeks later,
Michael Chertoff our Homeland Security Director, quietly allows them to go back to
Israel. Back in Israel, they go on a TV show and state ''they were sent to document the
event'' /watch?v=tRfhUezbKL NoNORADon911 2 months ago Nucleariasi 2 months ago
Nice apartment view . Nucleariasi 2 months ago Fathergryndl 2 months ago Wow - you
must have been traumatized just watching it that closely. Fathergryndl 2 months ago
NoNORADon911 2 months ago 2
The mainstream media generally maintains
that the official story of 9/11 is the correct one and that anyone that dares even question
it is mentally unsound in some way. However, believing in theories that violate the laws
of physics is a telltale sign of a severely unhinged crackpot. Even stranger is the fact that
believing in things without question simply because someone told you it is true is not
only a sign of extreme gullibility but actually shows a serious disconnect from reality.
NoNORADon911 2 months ago 2 drshields1988 2 months ago why is that bitch crying?
when this first happened and every video ive seen since then my jaw is dropped with
amazement at how badass and amazing this was. and i only saw it on tv, imagine if i was
there idve cum my pants. so its cool to see it on a movie but in real life suddenly its sad?
jello hearted pussy drshields1988 2 months ago NoNORADon911 2 months ago
@drshields1988 STFU AssHole. Your comment marked as Spam NoNORADon911 2
months ago kid43332 2 months ago @drshields1988 Bitch? Do you know her personally
or something? Get real. kid43332 2 months ago ChanceReed 2 months ago
@drshields1988 dude the thing got crashed into by a plane are you fuckin retarted? Or
just horney as fuck ChanceReed 2 months ago NoNORADon911 2 months ago
@ChanceReed RE: drshields1988. He is sick in the head. Needs to be prison raped.
NoNORADon911 2 months ago drshields1988 2 months ago wtf was that at 11:50 why
did the camera cut off it didnt show the other plane hit wtf drshields1988 2 months ago
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Nucleariasi 2 months ago @drshields1988 My thoughts exactly...this is crap. Nucleariasi
2 months ago ChanceReed 2 months ago @Nucleariasi just like your mom was in bed
ChanceReed 2 months ago Nucleariasi 2 months ago @ChanceReed When people talk shit
to others on the internet they usually talk from experience...so yes i'm sorry about your
mother. Nucleariasi 2 months ago ChanceReed 2 months ago @Nucleariasi no, most of
the time they dont, they just try to talk shit. ChanceReed 2 months ago
RANDOMnameHERE96 2 months ago One of my friends grandparents were in there
and left about 5 minutes before the attack. RANDOMnameHERE96 2 months ago
johntitorlives 2 months ago Terrorists are used by Bilderbergs or Illuminati or whatever
you call them. They run the show. Ever notice whoever gets in the white house we keep
going down the same path? NASA just stated their primary goal now is to improve
relations with the Muslim world. What the fuck is happening? That isn't their damn job.
It shouldn't be any of our priorities fuck the Muslim world, They want the world under
Muslim rule. Stand up to the one worlders because it's coming sooner than you think.
johntitorlives 2 months ago 3R1KKF0uNtAyN3 2 months ago i wish there was no
terrorist but there is always going to be terrorist in the world.. 3R1KKF0uNtAyN3 2
months ago samipakiboi 2 months ago it's extremely annoying how people don't want to
understand that 9/11 was an inside job, a false flag operation. their naive minds cannot
comprehend with the truth in front of them. they would probably hate me when i say
Illuminati is responsible, but it is. welcome to the new world order...... their answer to
9/11 = MUSLIMS OR JEWS. just ignorant...... samipakiboi 2 months ago
RonBurgundy161 2 months ago @samipakiboi Of course you would say that, you're a
Muslim. RonBurgundy161 2 months ago samipakiboi 2 months ago @RonBurgundy161
and what about the rest who aren't muslim?? and those who are awake about the fact that
your government owns you?? the Illuminati isn't a joke you know. you just have to do
your research samipakiboi 2 months ago RonBurgundy161 2 months ago @samipakiboi
Yeah, they're all as delusional as you are. RonBurgundy161 2 months ago samipakiboi 2
months ago @RonBurgundy161 nah mate, your the delusional one. do some research and
you will find out. i bet the thought of Illuminati running your government has never
crossed your mind, therefore you wouldn't know anything about it. so am i really the
delusional one or are you?? samipakiboi 2 months ago RonBurgundy161 2 months ago
@samipakiboi Nope, you know nothing about me. I was in the same boat as you were
this time last year, I was defending your idiotic position. Then I realized the conspiracy
opens up more questions than it can answer, and all the "evidence" in favour of the
conspiracy has been completely debunked by science. Buildings fell at free fall speed?
Not quite. Molten steel in the rubble? Didn't happen. Demolition charges? Where? You're
still delusional. RonBurgundy161 2 months ago samipakiboi 2 months ago
@RonBurgundy161 so you believe that a single plane took out an entire skyscraper and
caused it to collapse floor by floor?? and that America could not do anything at all to
either stop the plane or inform ANYONE about hijacked planes??? are you sure that i'm
in the idiotic position?? samipakiboi 2 months ago RonBurgundy161 2 months ago
@samipakiboi Yup, you're an idiot. No one holds the position that the aircraft alone took
down the buildings. How would informing someone about a hijacked plane help in any
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way to prevent it from hitting the buildings? America at the time didn't have the power to
shoot down any hijacked aircraft, they abolished that ruling prior to the attacks.
RonBurgundy161 2 months ago samipakiboi 2 months ago @RonBurgundy161 the
someone is the GENERAL PUBLIC!! 'apparently' an american PASSENGER plane was
hijacked. the families of those kidnapped have a right to know that their plane has been
hijacked! however, it obviously not mentioned to anyone, therefore giving the idea that it
was a completely surprise attack, and the government knew nothing about it. and what
about WTC 7? that completely feel entirely on it's own without any planes hitting it.
explain that one if it wasn't rigged with explosives samipakiboi 2 months ago
RonBurgundy161 2 months ago @samipakiboi So they had 20 minutes to let the whole
general public know a plane had been hijacked? Get real kid, they didn't even know what
the intentions of the hijackers were. They only reason they suspected the aircraft was
hijacked was because the terrorists accidently made an anouncement to the air traffic
control instead of to the passengers. And what about WTC7? Yeah...what about it? The
NIST report seemed to explain it fairly easily. RonBurgundy161 2 months ago
samipakiboi 2 months ago @RonBurgundy161 first of all, 20 mins was not the time taken
from the planes being hijacked to it crashing into the towers, it must have been much
longer than that and the NIST report, who do you think compiled the report? it was the
government, and you should get real as it would never contain the truth. it's just more
propaganda to feed the public and the world samipakiboi 2 months ago RonBurgundy161
2 months ago @samipakiboi I know it wasn't the time, but air traffic control found at it
was hijacked at 8:25 local time and it crashed at 8:45. The goverment compiled it, but
around 10-15 top American engineering and fire protection organizations done the
investigating, and all came to the same conclusion. RonBurgundy161 2 months ago
ed11561 2 months ago @samipakiboi Exactly-all lies by the government./ ed11561 2
months ago samipakiboi 2 months ago @ed11561 atleast someone who is not so narrow
minded understands! samipakiboi 2 months ago ed11561 2 months ago @samipakiboi
Exactly-all lies by the government. And what was that fake pullaway shot at
11:47?Everything was a steady look at the building & then all of sudden a fade out & in
?????Why was this film fucked with & by whom? ed11561 2 months ago
NoNORADon911 2 months ago @samipakiboi ISRAEL,NeoCons & CIA are responsible
for 911 NoNORADon911 2 months ago kid43332 2 months ago @NoNORADon911
...Prove it. kid43332 2 months ago AlarmClock9am 2 months ago The way it all fell
within 5 seconds in ONE GO!!! AlarmClock9am 2 months ago Pcenginefx 2 months ago
Wow. Amazing footage - thank you for posting it. Pcenginefx 2 months ago Scrinthe 2
months ago 2 The author's of the video removed my comment from the page as it got too
many votes UP. The comment is still there in the list if you have the time to go look back
in the pages. Free Speach and all that ... the people that uploaded this video must have
double standards ? Rest in peace those that lost their lives. Scrinthe 2 months ago 2
BraadDNB 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
LOLOLOLOL! Americans got PWND BraadDNB 2 months ago moedunny23 2 months
ago those douchbags who crashed the plane......burn in hell moedunny23 2 months ago
samipakiboi 2 months ago @moedunny23 'those douchbags' are your own fucking,
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corrupt government....... samipakiboi 2 months ago moedunny23 2 months ago
@samipakiboi no they arent, they were from a different country, just living in ours. cuz
our government allows ppl from other countries to live here. they had they're own wicked
beliefs that the world was going to end anyway moedunny23 2 months ago samipakiboi 2
months ago @moedunny23 so you believe that the government let two planes crash into
the WTC without even knowing that the planes were hijacked? and if they did, then why
was no warning given to the public of two hijacked passenger planes?? samipakiboi 2
months ago moedunny23 2 months ago @samipakiboi they didnt know moedunny23 2
months ago samipakiboi 2 months ago @moedunny23 lool is that you're response???
'they didn't know......' you're telling me, America, world's leading nation in military
equipment and skills, cannot even track or recognise a hijacked plane? you just prove how
stupid you lot are, those narrow minded fools who follow mainstream media and
propaganda. open your minds up!! samipakiboi 2 months ago moedunny23 2 months ago
@samipakiboi ur an asshole. our governmeant maybe a lil out of whack but we are 1 of
the best countries in this world. all of our educated good citizens and officials that make
america what it is today. and besides that was back when we did not have good leaders in
our country. you cannot criticize our country just becuz u think urs is better. we stand
tall and true and we rebuild from fallen civilizations. barack obama and all of our NEW
government know wat we r doing so stfu. moedunny23 2 months ago TheSolonigga 2
months ago @moedunny23 type in (builderburg group) everybody then tell me if u think
this country aint fucked up TheSolonigga 2 months ago samipakiboi 2 months ago
@moedunny23 why am i an asshole? because i criticized america anf you didn't like it?
and when did i say my country is better than yours? in truth, the UK is just as corrupted.
so please read properly before commenting. and Obama can't even reform a decent health
system, just sayin...... samipakiboi 2 months ago shadowhunter388 2 months ago
@samipakiboi Your just another pist off islander that does not get the same rights as we
do so you go making fun of our country. Go back to sucking your queens dick you
fucking buck toothed rat. Least in America we can carry guns to fight back. You were
never in the same position as us so therefore you are ignorant and know really nothing
about our country and who runs it and its life style. Your country's leaders are just as bad
too. shadowhunter388 2 months ago samipakiboi 2 months ago @shadowhunter388 oh
just shut the fuck up will you? are you pissed off because you don't even have a fucking
decent health plan? why don't you go lick Bush's and Obama's ass you overweight,
stupid little prick. only PUSSIES use guns to fight back one on one. here, we use FISTS
to fight back. we don't need guns because we have the balls to fucking fight, not stand a
mile away and shoot like a coward. samipakiboi 2 months ago shadowhunter388 2
months ago @samipakiboi Coward, huh? Yeah fist my ass you guys use knives. Come
try that shit with me lundy and I will have your ass on the ground in seconds.
shadowhunter388 2 months ago shadowhunter388 2 months ago @samipakiboi They
knew you stupid dumbass but they were not going to take a f-16 and blow the fuck out
of a plane that was loaded with hostages. You know stfu this does not concern you or our
country mind your own fucking business you fucking rat. shadowhunter388 2 months
ago samipakiboi 2 months ago @shadowhunter388 mind my own business? look who's
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talking. i'm replying to someone else but who told you to get involved you fucking
moron? and is it your business is it? are you Bush's ass licking secretary who's defending
him right now? just don't speak ignorant cunt. samipakiboi 2 months ago
shadowhunter388 2 months ago @samipakiboi Yeah I am american. It's my buisness not
yours you fucking ignorant keyboard warrior. Stay out of our countries stuff asshole
unless you are going to do something. No I am not his secretary, fuck him. Bush isn't
even in office anymore stupid ass but apparently your the queens douche, right? I got
involved because this is my country and you do not know fucking shit about it. Keep
your business on your island fucking londey boy. shadowhunter388 2 months ago
samipakiboi 2 months ago @shadowhunter388 keyboard warrior? why is it that
Americans are soo fucking sensitive? you all complain like little bitches when someone
takes the piss, but it's alright when you take the piss. the Queen? lol. why don't you fuck
her 10000000 year old ghost pussy, you seem to love mentioning her all the time lol. and
trust me, outsiders know a lot more than ignorant pricks like you about the USA. i bet
you don't know what controls your own government behind the scenes. samipakiboi 2
months ago shadowhunter388 2 months ago @samipakiboi You are dumb just like every
other kid from the UK, I do not see how you can hate us but use our social networking
sites. The only time you ever heard or seen America was either off youtube or the news.
You do not know our life style. You know nothing about our government except biased
facts from youtube and your CCN or whatever the hell you call it. I made one spelling
mistake I am not stupid for that. You are clearly ignorant and stupid. Go back to banging
your shemale wife Shelia shadowhunter388 2 months ago samipakiboi 2 months ago
@shadowhunter388 BTW, just saying that you have to be American to know what's
going on in America just proves just how fucking retarded you are. and you spelt 'lonely'
wrong fucking retard. and you're calling me a stupid ass? samipakiboi 2 months ago
shadowhunter388 2 months ago @samipakiboi If anyone is a retard, it is clearly you. You
are getting butt hurt. I am not sensitive. I am defending my country from stupid little
brittish uneducated dykes like you that come on a American made site on their American
made Window's computers, That listen to lies and believe it. You are a stupid ass no
doubt about it. Get fucked loser. You are talking shit on the U.S. government but your
country is the same. You are a hypocrite and pathetic and a disgrace to all British people.
shadowhunter388 2 months ago samipakiboi 2 months ago @shadowhunter388
WOAAH!! CLAM DOWN BIG BOY! YOU SHOULD TELL ME IF I UPSET YOU A
LITTLE TOO MUCH! LOL you say you are not sensitive, but looking at your reply,
yeah, it's clear how upset you got lol. now that's what i call hypocritical. BTW, if you do
read one of my older comments to moedunny23 (up a little) you will clearly see that i
quoted 'and when did i say my country is better than yours? in truth, the UK is just as
corrupted.' and when did i ever say to you that the UK is any better? samipakiboi 2
months ago moedunny23 2 months ago @samipakiboi stfu u asshole! moedunny23 2
months ago shadowhunter388 2 months ago @moedunny23 Why does it say you called
me a asshole? Who are you talking to? shadowhunter388 2 months ago moedunny23 2
months ago @samipakiboi Obama is 1 of the best presidents we had in years. and he is
going to lead us through our crisis but you r in no position to criticize our government cuz
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you were never in the same position as they were so plz shut ur mouth cuz u obviously
dont know wat ur talking about. moedunny23 2 months ago shadowhunter388 2 months
ago @moedunny23 I agree. shadowhunter388 2 months ago moedunny23 2 months ago
Comment removed samipakiboi 2 months ago @moedunny23 Obama is not going to lead
you through your crisis, but lead you into a deeper hole. do you even know who fucking
runs your government, country and essentially you? trust me, it sure aint Obama. ever
heard of the illuminatis? you obviously don't know what you're talking aobut samipakiboi
2 months ago 3DTiii 2 months ago 8 E bush saiu do cargo como heroi. Todos
proclamaram bush como o rei da guerra, mas ele ñ passa de um traidor que ofercereu uma
guerra ao envez de trabalhar. Nós brasileiros reclamamos de impostos, multas, e blablabla.
Mas mt melhor um governo que aplica altos impostos do que um governo que se vende
aos invez de trabalhar. Sem mais, Bush = traidor, e ele sim é o meior terrorista do mundo!
Filho de uma familia rica que ganha dinheiro nas custas de pobres trabalhadores dos
emirados... 3DTiii 2 months ago 8 qw50x 2 months ago 4 @3DTiii Falou tudo 3D,
realmente é lamentavel o acontecido,e o pior é que tem gente que ainda ñ encherga o maior
traidor das amerias. Lamentavel governo bush. qw50x 2 months ago 4 3DTiii 2 months
ago 7 A familia bush mora nos emirados, onde de la troca ajuda defensiva de sua
organização pelo petroleo, ganhando assim mt dinheiro. Mas para isso acontecer ele
precisava de uma justificativa que todos dos EUA entendessem que realmente precisavam
de uma guerra para revidar o acontecido, e que nesse ataque teria que morrer mt gente,
para quanto mais gente morresse, maior a sua "comissão" O resto todo mundo já sabe,
avisão, ataque, WTC, milhares de morte, guerra, petroleo, dinheiro, mt dinheiro... 3DTiii 2
months ago 7 3DTiii 2 months ago 10 Todo mundo já sabe que isso foi armação do
governo bush, dizem que osama é o maior terrorista mas nunca pararam pra pensar pq e
como ele se tornou o maior terrorista, graça a familia bush! Bush estava tirando férias no
dia do "atentado" e sua economia estava em baixa mas como já estava tudo preparado para
isso acontecer ele simplesmente ñ fez nada, afinal sua familia é dona de uma organização
de defesa, e com isso ganharia mt dinheiro com uma "guerra" fazendo sua econimia subir...
3DTiii 2 months ago 10 GotJay713 2 months ago @3DTiii Você claramente não sabe que
o seu falar. Bush não estava em férias, ele estava em uma escola de ensino fundamental
desfavorecidos a importância da educação. A economia dos Estados Unidos também
estava tendo seu ponto mais forte ganhos econômicos em 20 anos. GotJay713 2 months
ago 3DTiii 2 months ago @GotJay713 cara não fale oque vc não sabe, assista filmes e leia
documentarios sobre o acontecido, não saia falando oque a midia diz. ¬¬ Bush estava sim
em uma escola de ensino fundamental, mas sua economia estava em baixa e ele estava na
sua 3° semana de férias, todos jornalistas que marcavam entrevista com ele perguntavam
sobre seu periodo de ferias e bush nunca respondia claramente, sempre arranjava
desculpas... claramente vc ñ sabe nada ¬¬ 3DTiii 2 months ago qw50x 2 months ago
@GotJay713 Olha bem oque vc esta falando... você sim claramente não sabe de nada, a
economia do governo bush, ultrapassava a maior queda em toda historia, nunca antes em
seu governo o dolar estava tão baixo, foi seguido de uma queda de mais de 63% Você
apenas escuta os jornais da globo falarem, e sai por ai falando merda, como o 3D disse,
assista documentarios reais de jornalistas do proprio EUA e depois saia falando coisa
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uteis, não essa barbaridade que você acabou de falar.. qw50x 2 months ago qw50x 2
months
ago
@GotJay71
KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK-KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK
KKKKKKKKKKKK olha oque eu tenho que ler, "A economia dos Estados Unidos
também estava tendo seu ponto mais forte ganhos econômicos em 20 anos"
KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK-KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK
você inventou isso pra se achar o sabidão, mas acontece que não passa de um inutil que
não sabe nada... Se duvidar você nem sabe qual é o nome da organização de defesa da
familia bush, apenas sabe o dia do acontecimento pq passa no Jornal Nacional.. qw50x 2
months ago therileymonster 2 months ago Yeah we did see evil... evil that OUR own
government KNEW about and allowed to happen. therileymonster 2 months ago
discobubbles 2 months ago if i ever meet with god in my life and if he asked me to make 3
wishes . then i wishes would 1. make me rich lol 2. spread brotherhood, love and peace in
the world 3. always guide me to a right way and postive energy . i never choose a wrong
way discobubbles 2 months ago BlooPurpleRed 2 months ago although im muslim(im not
arabian idiot so dont think dat ima terrorist)but i still thinking...is dat iran?cuz iranians r
kinda stupid. BlooPurpleRed 2 months ago WackyWadslow 2 months ago
@BlooPurpleRed I'm not racist... I don't need to be... but it doesn't take an oracle or
philopher to know that no good ever came from muslims, islamists, or muslim extremists.
WackyWadslow 2 months ago samipakiboi 2 months ago @WackyWadslow lol who do
you think invented the whole number system you use everyday of your fucking lives??
Arabs (MUSLIMS) soo ignorant..... samipakiboi 2 months ago WackyWadslow 2 months
ago @samipakiboi not today's muslims or arabs... WackyWadslow 2 months ago
BlooPurpleRed 2 months ago @WackyWadslow hm....i dont think dats a good
answer.but i agree with samipakiboy.well,theres more good came frm
muslims,islamists(blablabla) than juz one.well,i care bout the end of my lyf,not past or
lyf in the world.u shld think bout dat. BlooPurpleRed 2 months ago huhuhu766 2 months
ago @francisjairam calm down kid,we know that huhuhu766 2 months ago francisjairam 2
months ago @huhuhu766 I know francisjairam 2 months ago huhuhu766 2 months ago o
man,osama bin ladin is a teenager,wants to live his life explore...let him do what ever he
wants huhuhu766 2 months ago huhuhu766 2 months ago looooooooooooooool
huhuhu766 2 months ago rembi123 2 months ago only world without muslims rembi123
2 months ago MYT1M32SH1N3 2 months ago it was bin laden who planned it
MYT1M32SH1N3 2 months ago samipakiboi 2 months ago @MYT1M32SH1N3 with
Bush.... samipakiboi 2 months ago NoNORADon911 2 months ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam Israelis are spotted within 15 minutes of the first
crash,standing on a van celebrating,high-fiving each other and lighting cigarette lighters like
at a rock concert. Later they are arrested. Found with them are incriminating maps and
documents. The FBI classifies everything and a few weeks later, Michael Chertoff our
Homeland Security Director, quietly allows them to go back to Israel. Back in Israel, they
go on a TV show and state ''they were sent to document the event''
/watch?v=tRfhUezbKL NoNORADon911 2 months ago Outo94 2 months ago Why the
"plane" Crashing is cut..Cause there wasnt a freaking plane Outo94 2 months ago
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Inmateshardstyle 2 months ago @Outo94 Stupid conspiracy. Remember there were plane
wheels on the ground afterwards. It has been seen live on tv, there were wings! A rocket
would have left a trail of smoke behind it, but this plane obviously did not. And what
about those who were in the plane and died? They were kidnapped by the gouvernment,
aswel as the pilots, and the planes were destroyed to make it believable? Your stupid
conspiracy doesn't make any sense dude. Inmateshardstyle 2 months ago
StropeFromBWC 2 months ago JEWS DID 9 11!!!!! StropeFromBWC 2 months ago
m0rbiDidiot 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam FUCK
USA m0rbiDidiot 2 months ago m0rbiDidiot 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam FUCK USA m0rbiDidiot 2 months ago m0rbiDidiot 2 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam FUCK USA m0rbiDidiot 2 months
ago NoNORADon911 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @m0rbiDidiot Marked as SPAM DOUCHE BAG. NoNORADon911 2 months
ago NoNORADon911 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam
ONE* THOUSAND*TWO*HUNDRED & NINETEEN(1,219)
ARCHITECTS + ENGINEERS CHALLENGE the''OFFICIAL ACCOUNT'' 9-11-01
(How many not paid by the government support the ''official story''?) AE911TRUTH .
ORG NoNORADon911 2 months ago purreownage 2 months ago if we went to Iraq for
oil, we are not doing a good job. i guess we are to busy building water cleaners and
schools than taken over oil wells. then there is the fact that only about 10% of the Iraqi
govt oil contracts go to the US. purreownage 2 months ago NJTH 2 months ago if your
an american you should ba ashamed to even think that NJTH 2 months ago
NoNORADon911 2 months ago @NJTH ISRAEL,NEOCONS & CIA KILLED 3,000
Americans and then entered 2 ILLEGAL WARS and slaughtered 1,000s more innocent
people! Sad but true.. PATRIOTSQUESTION911 . COM NoNORADon911 2 months
ago NJTH 2 months ago you think the fucking government did this!? killed thousands of
americans to start a war with someone else your a fuckin idiot. it was a hate crime agianst
america because we were different from them. NJTH 2 months ago kimmydrinx 2 months
ago why have people forgotton this already? i think its their strategy to wait so we
"forget" and dont expect anything, like when they bombed in 93. they could do that
now...nobody cares. nobody has their flags out anymore. i will never forget. kimmydrinx
2 months ago Sahand420 2 months ago The government did this to have a reason to
invade iraq and and take all their oil. Bush and dick cheney both had oil companies well
before this and they made SOO much money off the war in iraq. Suspicious to me.
Sahand420 2 months ago zonkedforlife2 2 months ago @Sahand420 it is suspicious to me
also zonkedforlife2 2 months ago bime33 2 months ago 2 They had cars back in 2001?
bime33 2 months ago 2 EatMyShitYumYum 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam WAKE UP STUPID FUCKERS!! who gives a shit about 3000
scumbags lost their sorry life?!! i was there and i saw thier pieces everywhere covered
with bloods then i laughed!!...i used my camera then i took many photos of them!!...i put
thier funny photos on my bedroom wall...i have full wall collage in my bedroom...i also
have many photos of jumpers token just few seconds before they hit the ground!!...they
were so funny!!! hahaha lol EatMyShitYumYum 2 months ago CBSparky9 2 months ago
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@EatMyShitYumYum WOw lok at you you're a hard on youtube now arent you!! get a
rope and hang yourself...... you wont be a loss to any1 CBSparky9 2 months ago
ericrules95 2 months ago don't make a big shitty deal about it. The past is the past and
casualties are casualties ericrules95 2 months ago Missareyouserious 3 months ago The
world has seen way worse evils then this, it was only evil because what government
attacks its own people. DIsgusting. Missareyouserious 3 months ago almooooqn3 3
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam follow this THE
PROTOCOLS OF THE LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION on googel and you will know
the real cool facts about israel,, please ,, come on ,, it is important almooooqn3 3 months
ago SSMMTT 3 months ago you had it coming!! and you saw it coming!! SSMMTT 3
months ago vwbeeotch 2 months ago Comment removed Holysmoke2007 3 months ago
3:40 Hear what she's saying. No forest fire is it! Holysmoke2007 3 months ago
Holysmoke2007 3 months ago Did ya mamma have her glasses on? she saw a plane. And
u darlin? u didnt see the 2nd did ya. Holysmoke2007 3 months ago
EmmanuelGoldsteinWeb 3 months ago 9 11 was an inside job. emmanuelgoldstein1984.
com EmmanuelGoldsteinWeb 3 months ago EmmanuelGoldsteinWeb 3 months ago
emmanuelgoldstein1984.
com
EmmanuelGoldsteinWeb
3
months
ago
EmmanuelGoldsteinWeb 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam 9/11 was an inside job. emmanuelgoldstein1984. com EmmanuelGoldsteinWeb 3
months ago hedonism13 3 months ago @Vehkuja Fail. hedonism13 3 months ago
Bal0rCIM 3 months ago 19423 people LIKE THIS ?!?!?! wtf Bal0rCIM 3 months ago
hedonism13 3 months ago @Bal0rCIM Like the idea... the remembrance... hedonism13 3
months ago Bal0rCIM 3 months ago @hedonism13 ohhh ok Bal0rCIM 3 months ago
kingskater4 2 months ago @Bal0rCIM It might be some people who hate America and
were glad that this happened kingskater4 2 months ago jamesupjimmy 3 months ago Omg
at 7:34 some1 or something falls from the smoke, u see it go down the face of the building
jamesupjimmy 3 months ago satisfaction920 3 months ago this is what the illuminati
calles the portal to the new world order :s satisfaction920 3 months ago kwhayes1972 3
months ago totally agree with u man anybody that will laugh about this should fucking be
ashamed of themself kwhayes1972 3 months ago ufousonlo 3 months ago i just watched
first time this vid with my wife... you and your family is so calm... my wife panic during
watching so i can just imagine her react if she was there with a camera... she speak all the
time: run from that building run, even she new afterall that you are safe... and you just
keep recording... we hear babe crying... i dont know but if we was in that situation i thin
we probably run out from that your building even you are far away from wtc... best
regards from croatia... ufousonlo 3 months ago fahdqa 3 months ago THIS IS AGAINST
THE HUMANITY.WHO EVER DID THIS THIS IS TOTALLY WRONG.ISLAM
DIDNT TEACH TO KILL INNOCENET PPL.IT WAS A INSIDE JOB.ISLAM
MEANS PEACE FOR ALL. fahdqa 3 months ago 487mip 3 months ago Islamic
terrorists, Al Qaeda did 9-11-2001. Conspiracy Theories are brainwashing and lies.
487mip 3 months ago satisfaction920 3 months ago @487mip so true dude the fucking
illuminati did this shit :@ satisfaction920 3 months ago NoNORADon911 3 months ago
Nick knack paddy whack give your dog a bone song in the background,in the beginning of
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video... Interesting she says ''It was a Military plane @ 12:16! All that Asbestos dust.
Inside Job by Israel,Neocons & the CIA. The day the USA was hijacked by it's own
government. 9-11-41 pentagon groundbreaking,9-11-91 Bush says we need a New World
Order(50 years later) then 10 years later this! We will never forget! NoNORADon911 3
months ago johntitorlives 3 months ago MuGildVids, I am not diminishing what
happened on 9-11 it was a horribe event and many innocent people died. But you can't
say the world has never seen this kind of evil before. I guess you could say it was one of
the worst terrorist attacks but there is such unspeakable evil going on in this world on a
daily basis on this planet it is sickening. Starvation, torture, killing etc. Too much for
most people to think about. johntitorlives 3 months ago jhlork34 3 months ago at 7:34
somebody jumps from the smoke jhlork34 3 months ago TheEndIsN1gh 3 months ago I
lol'd TheEndIsN1gh 3 months ago BitchesCallMeTFree 3 months ago @TheEndIsN1gh
Uhh, why the hell would you lol? BitchesCallMeTFree 3 months ago random4life219 2
months ago @TheEndIsN1gh You're an asshole. random4life219 2 months ago
jamaicadude82 3 months ago the world trade center is being rebuilt now jamaicadude82 3
months ago jamaicadude82 3 months ago I was in the fith grade when this nightmare
happened. My teacher had the tv on so my whole class saw both planes hit
jamaicadude82 3 months ago oneblack100 3 months ago U Know This Happened A Long
Time Ago And Its Just As Sad As It Was On That Day....smh oneblack100 3 months ago
katieexoxo123 3 months ago It makes me sick to my stomach!! katieexoxo123 3 months
ago CaitlynMarie1111 3 months ago That's A Loooooooooooooota Smoke
CaitlynMarie1111 3 months ago MuGiiVids 3 months ago That morning the world saw
evil as they never seen it before MuGiiVids 3 months ago EmmanuelGoldsteinWeb 3
months ago @MuGiiVids the world has seen much worse and is still seeing much worse
EmmanuelGoldsteinWeb
3
months
ago
hedonism13
3
months
ago
@EmmanuelGoldsteinWeb Heaps worse. 9/11 was nothing compared to Unit 731. But
still, on a 9/11 remembrance video, I'm going to stick to just one tragedy. hedonism13 3
months ago zonkedforlife2 2 months ago @MuGiiVids ya, from cheney and bush
zonkedforlife2 2 months ago jokeymike619 3 months ago @DBZEPISODESFULL did ur
lil bro died on 9/11 if soo im soooooooooo srry 4 ur lost jokeymike619 3 months ago
13kidbb 3 months ago We will never forget the people that have lost their lives in this
horrible attack. 13kidbb 3 months ago PesciGaris 3 months ago I was really young and
saw my mum frozen mouth open when she saw it at TV. God bless the victims and the
people who saw it live PesciGaris 3 months ago cenationfantist 3 months ago wow i wuz
like 7 yrz old wen this tragedy happened no wonder y i cant remember cenationfantist 3
months ago isabellaemilybrown 3 months ago I was like 3 years old when this happened..
I don't remember it but my mom told me when we were watching the aftermath of 9/11
that night I went up to the tv and it just so happened they were showing the buildings fall
and my mom said I go.. "Oh my god!" isabellaemilybrown 3 months ago bipolargirl12345
3 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam RAZA WAKE UP
THIS TIME TO GO TO WAR WITH THE WHITE OPPRESSION WE ONELY
TAKE THE JOBS THEY DONT WANT HARAZ THER WOMEN MAYB EVN
RAPES YOUR JUST SLAVE 2 THEM THEY PROVE WITH ARIZONA SHOOT b4
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THEy thro u out like trash VivA lA rAza Army!!!! Our Birth RAtes are RIzing they
falling!!!!! boycott paying taxx takefree med care obamba give bipolargirl12345 3 months
ago aweinsto 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 1.What
is the origin of the name Palestine ? - please Check! It's even not an Arabic
word/name/source! 2.How many times the word "Palestine" appears in the bible? 3.How
many times the word ""Palestine"" appears in the Christianity bible? 4.How many times
the word ""Palestine"" appears in the KORAN ? And now please ask yourself the same
same questions about ISRAEL! Can Israel make peace with them ? Please watch this:
youtube.com/watch?v=yi2AvbXXjr-k&feature=fvsr aweinsto 3 months ago S1truun4 3
months ago 2 I remember coming home from school i was at first grade then. Mom was
just watching news frozen mouth open. Then i was like what happened and then mom
said that two planes flew in to two buildings in USA. I was like: ....Are you watching a
movie? It was so surrealistic. S1truun4 3 months ago 2 LocalGaminProduction 3 months
ago @S1truun4 That sounds like my mum, then my aunty rang (who lives in usa but
from england), she does jogging and she jogs around the twins towers which is her half
way point then back home. 15mins after she went around them this banged, she was
2miles away and she heard the BANG. LocalGaminProduction 3 months ago
bigbeckster1234 3 months ago you now realize that the new generation of kids never
experienced that day. it feels very weird bigbeckster1234 3 months ago ifuckzebras 3
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam XD XD XD X D DX
XD
XD
DX
XD
XD
XD
XD
XD
XD
LOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLO-LOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOO-OOOOLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
HAHAHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH-AHAHAHAHAHAHAA
I
SHIT MY PANTS SO HARD FROM THIS XD ifuckzebras 3 months ago burns1210 3
months ago You picked the perfect time to turn off the camera, you doofus. Right before
the 2nd plane hit. Why turn it off? burns1210 3 months ago MIKAFAN41 3 months ago
why do people feel the need to argue about whose god is what? I'm a christian, but I don't
make fun of others for liking buddha, I was in elementary school when this happened, it
was so scary, you can't even imagine, we had to go on lockdown, they wouldn't even let
us leave.. I remember it very well, we were drawing and all of a sudden the teachers began
running from classroom to classroom, and then we had to turn off all of our lights lock all
the doors.. it was SO scary.. MIKAFAN41 3 months ago kokb777net 3 months ago
Either Islam or death, not life against Islam kokb777net 3 months ago
daewonsongpingpong 3 months ago @kokb777net man you are going to get flamed by so
many people lol (not me) daewonsongpingpong 3 months ago Hardcoresnake247 3
months ago 19 The reporter at 20:27 on the television that sounds panicked is so....scary
and the guy who says"Obviously this is a devastating....they're gone, the world trade
centers are no more...." sent a chill down my spine. truly a sad day. Idc if your American,
Muslim, German, Asian, or even from freaking Antarctica, if you have any sense of
decency and humanity left in you, you should feel sad, angry, sympathetic, or even pity.
For someone to mock or laugh at this is....fucking inhuman. Hardcoresnake247 3 months
ago 19 ericrules95 2 months ago @Hardcoresnake247 im not mocking but it's still the
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past man, just let it go. Otherwise u'll be hurting forever dude. I'm joining the US Marines
so don't even call me nazi, muslim, communist or wat not. ericrules95 2 months ago
Sunrise262626 2 months ago wow omg my uncle told me about this how he when he was
a just little kid he saw this i was born a year later. I cant believe somebody would do this
:( Sunrise262626 2 months ago cool3929 2 months ago @ericrules95 You are none of
those things but you will be a disgrace to Marines around the Globe. cool3929 2 months
ago johntitorlives 3 months ago mkdgangff, our gov does things we dont agree with and
we dont have a lot of say about. a lot of us dont trust them but that doesnt mean we are
anti-american. i will be hanging out my flag this july 4 like i do every year. NONE of my
neighbors who were born in other countries then immigrated here put out a flag. they just
come here to suck off this country and give it the middle finger ungrateful bastards.
johntitorlives 3 months ago johntitorlives 3 months ago Maybe we do know where
Osama is. it would be stupid to believe most what our gov says. Conspiracies or not they
lie no doubt. Listen to Coast to Coast AM radio they talk about these kinds of subjects.
Look up their website can't post it here. johntitorlives 3 months ago mkdgangff 3 months
ago Fucking terrosrists i wish the die all! am am from Macedonia in summer 2001 we
fight muslim-albanian terrorist but america didn't helped us amerca helped them cuz we
were ortodox and we are close to russia that was the mistake from america LONG LIVE
AMERICA AND MACEDONIA!!! mkdgangff 3 months ago smithyMiss 3 months ago
just seeing this reminds me of that horrible day...and that song in the background seems to
make the silence even more spooky smithyMiss 3 months ago johntitorlives 3 months
ago Only cowardly Muslims would fly passsenger jets into buildings instead of taking on
our military. You desert rats know we would squash your asses in a heartbeat. Bunch of
pussies. johntitorlives 3 months ago daftpunkvsjustice 3 months ago @johntitorlives And
Yet We Can't Find Osama -_- daftpunkvsjustice 3 months ago CaseClosedEpisodes 3
months ago May we thank god that those Americans died... it is a bless from Allah to
defeat our enemies and be given mortal heaven.  ﺍﻝﺡﻡﺩﺍﻝﻝﻩCaseClosedEpisodes 3 months
ago frogniplike 3 months ago @CaseClosedEpisodes fuck you frogniplike 3 months ago
pedro55rules 3 months ago @CaseClosedEpisodes your god sucks because it like to kill
people.....because of you we don't have a happy life because your god may kills us....you
are stupid that god it does not exist!!!! pedro55rules 3 months ago DaRealDeal2008 3
months ago Fuck Bush and his administration, fuckn bastards like she said should've
gotten water poured at the top by helicopters and planes, but no they didn't care or want
to, because they wanted most American deaths to justify in going into an unjustifiable
war for oil, new military bases in middle east, more money! fuckn bastard, hope all they
burn and die in hell, obama's administration is no different! DaRealDeal2008 3 months
ago xxxNiceLifexxx 3 months ago watch NATIONAL SECURITY ALERT on youtube
for scientific evidence about the pentagon ... and share with everyone you know! 9/11 =
the biggest lie ever sold xxxNiceLifexxx 3 months ago Tommy1153 3 months ago
Common cause yeah the government fuck u posting your shit everywhere Tommy1153 3
months ago zenoist2 3 months ago What I saw was 3 buildings collapsing at impossible
speeds due to fire. The fire explanation is total shit. zenoist2 3 months ago Gangster89x 3
months ago life is too short for such a shit.. God forbid the souls of these people the day
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on which their lives have lost.. to the families and friends of these people my
condolences.. x'( with the thoughts with you, from Germany.. Gangster89x 3 months ago
IPaduser75767 3 months ago The music in the background is ominous. 9/11 is a day that
the American people will never forget. It was a day that all Americans felt the same pain.
Q day that brought us together against a common cause. IPaduser75767 3 months ago
13tifozi 3 months ago GREAT 13tifozi 3 months ago COLONIA95 3 months ago
@13tifozi Great !? It's realy cruelly! COLONIA95 3 months ago OneNotOnly 3 months
ago Why did you not show it crash into it OneNotOnly 3 months ago
TheFriedLiverAttack 3 months ago what oui seed seed flower bud maid in may june april
and november bear branches in november bear embers burning and curtailing curtailing and
bending bending with broken retreats. TheFriedLiverAttack 3 months ago IVIaplePlayer 3
months ago fuck this world IVIaplePlayer 3 months ago TheFriedLiverAttack 3 months
ago @IVIaplePlayer a hard rains a GONNA FUCKING FALL I wanna see it.
TheFriedLiverAttack 3 months ago tuesmorninginsept 3 months ago Comment removed
mtowngangsters1 3 months ago america, your leaders and government are fucking you
over. they use you as animals. youre once great country is turning into a human factory.
do something about it guys. mtowngangsters1 3 months ago n310ea 3 months ago I wish
the terrorists would have crashed one of the airplanes into the United Nations building, it
would be a nice punishment for the UN. n310ea 3 months ago TheFriedLiverAttack 3
months ago @n310ea sorry must remember the dumb and ignorant go hand in hand.
TheFriedLiverAttack 3 months ago MrPETRE1966 3 months ago @n310ea
sdgrybrf7ol8pygkfjdhtrgvgerhu8-ikfyhdthyr
MrPETRE1966
3
months
ago
LocalGaminProduction 3 months ago @n310ea U SICK FUCKIN MUG. UN might be
cunts but they are PEOPLE. LocalGaminProduction 3 months ago n310ea 3 months ago
@LocalGaminProduction They are BAD PEOPLE. n310ea 3 months ago
LocalGaminProduction 3 months ago @n310ea yep this world will be never peiceful
(sorry for spelling im shit haha) LocalGaminProduction 3 months ago ATZ789 3 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i think america desirves what
happend that day, because america thinks they're the best country in the whole world,
but their not, other countries hates america because what america does to other countries
for no reason. America is the most idiodic country in the whole world and they have no
manners, they think they're the smartest but they are the dumbest. America desirves
worse then what hapend that day. ATZ789 3 months ago alvaro106sc 3 months ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam UNITED STATES IS A COUNTRY OF
SHIT FULL OF BLACKS AND MEXICANS jajajajajajaja THE WHITE AMERICAN
WOMEN HAVE A CHILDREN WITH IMMIGRANTS WITHIN 50 YEARS USA will
become AFRICA How sad A GREETING FROM SPAIN alvaro106sc 3 months ago
neoconnor1111 3 months ago i like how there peacefull music in the back ground sad
though bless you 4 the footage neoconnor1111 3 months ago 73mandala 3 months ago
What exactly happens when the 2nd plane strikes,why don't we see it? Why did you say
it was a military plane? I also saw this live but on tv in Australia and couldn't quite make
out the 2nd plane in the footage 73mandala 3 months ago Markiv1000 3 months ago
Comment removed Markiv1000 3 months ago @bettythorny : Question is was 9/11
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sponsored by the oil lobby to wage war in iraq to grab more oil ? Markiv1000 3 months
ago Markiv1000 3 months ago Comment removed Markiv1000 3 months ago
@73mandala : That is shock wave and suction from the engines travelling before the plan
impacts the building. Markiv1000 3 months ago 187matthew 3 months ago im an
american and everytime i watch 9/11 i have rage building in me towards them terrorists
and makes me wanna kill em all. 187matthew 3 months ago 73mandala 3 months ago
Watch closely @7.53 you'll see 2 flashes in the top third of the tower,there is also flashes
before that and after but these 2 really stand out,i wonder what that could be? 73mandala
3 months ago PitaTen481 3 months ago @73mandala Falling glass...It the sun shined on
it... Its not a government conspiracy that just what paranoid little pricks turn this into.
PitaTen481 3 months ago 73mandala 3 months ago @PitaTen481 But what about the 41
serving and former CIA,FBI,Military Intelligence ppl who have signed a petition to have
a legitimate proper investigation into 911. Some of these ppl were actually watching Atta
a year before 911 and warning their superiors that he was planning a terrorist attack using
a jet and 1 of them even said the wtc could be a target but nothing was done. Something is
very wrong with this,a guy in a cave in Afghanistan couldn't pull off something like this
73mandala 3 months ago yesthisisgod 3 months ago @73mandala People smashing
windows?. The flash could be the reflection of the sun on the glass shards. yesthisisgod 3
months ago johntitorlives 3 months ago XxlockboyxX, it would be cool to watch the
WTC fall in front of your face? I really do wish you were there that day and got a face
full of concrete you f-ing moron. What a dimented piece of shit you are to even say that.
johntitorlives 3 months ago johntitorlives 3 months ago randyrichyrich, that's because
you are a useless piece of trash. I'll bet if your welfare check didn't come you'd get upset.
johntitorlives 3 months ago stealth1692 3 months ago it was a milrtary plane??? errr it
was a passenger one stealth1692 3 months ago JessicaRynearson 3 months ago 2 What
kind of camera are you using? It has an amazing zoom RIP all of the ppl that passed from
this event... JessicaRynearson 3 months ago 2 DevilEll 3 months ago watching this makes
me so angryy, and i'm not even american. :( DevilEll 3 months ago randyrichyrich 3
months ago Comment removed ProgramXable 3 months ago @randyrichyrich hahaha that
one was hilarious, but i still feel sorry for all those people in America ProgramXable 3
months ago PitaTen481 3 months ago @randyrichyrich Cocky Fucking Brits PitaTen481
3 months ago randyrichyrich 3 months ago Comment removed TheLinuit 3 months ago
19:45 TheLinuit 3 months ago XxLockboyxX 3 months ago This day was a DISASTER!
But not to offend anyone, but it will be actuualy cool to be right in front of the twin
towers and watching this distruction falling down right in your face.! Its sad and no one
will ever forget this day. XxLockboyxX 3 months ago Markiv1000 3 months ago 2 I
think 9/11 was a hoax like the moon landing. It never happened. Markiv1000 3 months
ago 2 bettythorny 3 months ago @Markiv1000 I agree. 9/11 did NOT happen, just like
the moon landing and the Holocaust. Government-spawned LIES. bettythorny 3 months
ago Markiv1000 3 months ago @bettythorny : even if 9/11 did happen the issue is ..who
was really behind it ? was it just a smoke screen to wage war for oil companies ?
Markiv1000 3 months ago MattyUl0 3 months ago @bettythorny No one is saying 9/11
didn't happen. Were saying it was an inside job. MattyUl0 3 months ago bettythorny 3
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months ago @MattyUl0 Well of course. Two planes physically crashed into the world
trade centers. Of course that physically "happened". It's the motive behind it that they're
trying to conceal along with the true perpetrators. bettythorny 3 months ago yandykun 3
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @MattyUl0 everyone
who says 9/11 was an inside job is a retard yandykun 3 months ago mcwinker 3 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Fuck Allah FUCK is lies
mcwinker 3 months ago yomynameistom 3 months ago don't ever forget.
yomynameistom 3 months ago MrExtremeTV 3 months ago 20 why all jews were absent
that day? MrExtremeTV 3 months ago 20 UR55378008 3 months ago @MrExtremeTV
Oh grow up and shut up. How do you Jewish people weren't caught in that awful attack?
UR55378008 3 months ago chewy541 3 months ago its USA fault for been so noisy and
tryin to take stuff that belongs to other countries chewy541 3 months ago
BitchesCallMeTFree 3 months ago @chewy541 How about the subway bombings in
London and Madrid? Do you think they deserved those too? BitchesCallMeTFree 3
months ago Zanzulfanten 3 months ago 11:33 I like that part Zanzulfanten 3 months ago
kakashiZ3W 3 months ago i was just 4... kakashiZ3W 3 months ago dunkeln18 3 months
ago @s4howard2 lol I do what I can dunkeln18 3 months ago lolmann44 3 months ago 11
xD lolmann44 3 months ago 2ndSamuel710 3 months ago While 911 drama was still
unfolding, Peter Jennings said normal total workers at WTCs was 80,000, (60,000 of
these were Jewish workers.) According 2 NIST engineer Shyam Sunder there were only
17-18,000 people in WTC's on 9/11 when planes hit. Odigo, an Israeli owned instant
messaging service, admits 2 of its workers received warning of planes hitting WTC's 2
hours before happening. WTC's owner Larry Silverstein made certain his insurance
covered terrorist attack. He was not there 911 as usual 2ndSamuel710 3 months ago
mosswe21 3 months ago I must sadly say, that this war never ends, until theres oil in
earth. mosswe21 3 months ago DJDementEatsBabies 3 months ago must have been a
strange sensation flying into those offices in a split second, I wonder if any plane
passengers survived longer than a minute strapped in their seat? Surely there must be
most of the plane stuck inside the tower. DJDementEatsBabies 3 months ago
rammsteinbeast39 3 months ago ALL Terrorists are going to get what they deserve when
we win this war rammsteinbeast39 3 months ago 2620productions 3 months ago
@rammsteinbeast39 american pigs only out to fight 2620productions 3 months ago
ProtectAus 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam After
researching 9/11 for many years, i finally made a little video . Secrets of 9/11. Plane Crash
and Building Collapse Analysis watch?v=Ssj6j4PbW-U Or simply click on my name and
go to my channel . Its the truth maaann . Also check out my moon hoax and JFK videos
ProtectAus 3 months ago FallofDarkness55 3 months ago Comment removed chuckapup
3 months ago I cried when this happened. It was the worst day of my life. chuckapup 3
months ago tbdteeeyeem 3 months ago wow u noe wasnt trying to be greedy was in
junior h.s when this happened but it was bush but usa always been greedy wats
happening now with the oil...................come on now ! tbdteeeyeem 3 months ago
SkythIII 3 months ago The music in the background of this video creeps me out. SkythIII
3 months ago noellyx 3 months ago wtf noellyx 3 months ago MrElhelaly 3 months ago
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good plan MrElhelaly 3 months ago ImrIyawesome 3 months ago fake ImrIyawesome 3
months ago platolol 3 months ago @ImrIyawesome OMFG YOu'RE HILARIOUS!
platolol 3 months ago ImrIyawesome 3 months ago @platolol thx bitch ImrIyawesome 3
months ago platolol 3 months ago @ImrIyawesome NO RLY! YOU'RE FUCKING
FUNNY! AND ORIGINAL! platolol 3 months ago loserman243 3 months ago for all
you people who live and America, but say that we're in the wrong follow these steps: 1.
Stop complaining 2. Go Fuck Yourself 3. Move to another country and live happily ever
after with other Anti-American fucktards loserman243 3 months ago
KozakuraOfDarnassus 3 months ago Probably an odd thing to point out but the
children's music in the background seems to almost make this video appear more sinister
:S To all you conspiracy theorists - get over yourselves. No, offence, but it's people like
you who give Americans an awful reputation of being gullible. It was Al Queda being the
disgusting jackasses that they are. KozakuraOfDarnassus 3 months ago Rainbowtardiful
3 months ago You people need to wake up and stand up! This isn't America anymore!
Fight for your right to be a human not a sheep. Rainbowtardiful 3 months ago
johntitorlives 3 months ago Blame George Bush? How the hell do you dems keep leaving
out the three times Clinton had Bin Laden in our sites and we could have easily taken him
out and good ole Billy said not to. He didn't want to upset the Muslim world. It is
astonishing how screwed up your thinking is. johntitorlives 3 months ago Gikanks556 3
months ago Fuck George bush, that terrorist. It was an inside job. Gikanks556 3 months
ago frfcrdam 3 months ago what will happen in 2012 than??? id chip??? what is there
plan i dont understand what the ilumati news world order want controlling begins in
2012??? frfcrdam 3 months ago Pittore1973 3 months ago and after this tragedy, after all
the lies of The 9/11 Commission and after all the evidence of an inside job, U.S. citizens
re-elected G. W. Bush !!! (who will later leads U.S. and all the world in the worst
economic crisis after 1929) Sometime U.S. citizens are really (don't want to be offensive,
so I write only "blind") blind to what happens to thier country. Wake up!!! or you as
Americans will be reponsible for human destruction as a specie!!! Pittore1973 3 months
ago LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago @Pittore1973 ummmm correct me if im
mistaken.. but we flew our own planes in to kill 3000 of our own people.. mothers
fathers children ?? it wasnt al queda the terrorist group infamous for their hate of
americans or anything not muslim .. the ones who proudly said it was them???
LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago Enzigurator 3 months ago @LovingYouEndlessly Its
how the world is mate, sadly. People always try to create stupid loops around
everything, thats the problem with high information flow, it creates a side effect called
misinformation used by all international corporations, governments and other types of
organisations that try to bend facts to their advantage. Itll never stop, not while there is
very little control, or over abuse of the said control of information. Enzigurator 3 months
ago LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago @Enzigurator my question was still not
answered.. i grew up with all this .. i watched the videos i met people who were there ..
whos families were in there.. and you were ?? on the other side of the world? believing a
conspiracy theory? That some bimbo made up to entertain themselves , al queda admitted
to this atrocity, meet any hardcore muslim theyll tell you the same, all who dont accept
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and all those who go against muslims must be killed. There is no doubt in my mind thats
what happened. LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago Enzigurator 3 months ago
@LovingYouEndlessly Personaly i dont believe in any conspiracy theories, since they all
seem quite far fetched to some extent. You dont even know where Im from and assume i
believe in them, please read my reply more carefully and think before replying yourself.
If you think governments and other corporations do not use information to their
advantage, you are quite naive, its been used since times long forgotten. You dont know if
some bimbo did it to entertain himself, and neither do I. Cheers. Enzigurator 3 months ago
LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago @Enzigurator So what exactly are you trying to say??
Everyone knows that naive isnt a word id go tossing around simply because i got your
message wrong, and no i dont know where you from i didnt name any countries or
anything did i?? So where is that somewhere in the united states? What EXACTLY are
you referring to though .. what facts did WHO bend to their advantage...?
LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago Enzigurator 3 months ago @LovingYouEndlessly
What I was trying to say was already referred and frankly, i don't think i can be more
explicit, that somewhere however does not need to be in the United States, can be, but
actualy isn't. Naive is maybe a strong word, but im not native english, so my vocabulary
isnt as well flexed as yours. Saying that it was an arab that commited those crimes just
because they said they did it, is ignoring the fact that governments have powers working
as we speak that are scrambling info... Enzigurator 3 months ago LovingYouEndlessly 3
months ago @Enzigurator ok i understand.. who said my english is better or my
understanding .. i was born and raised in US of america but it is made up of immigrants ;)
... However i did NOT mention Arabs at all in that .. Al Queda isnt only made up of one
nation.. maybe based in one.. but as far as i know.. and i do know, its muslim they could
be turkish or islamic they could be from New York (they werent) but what can we do
about that ?? we can only try to see for ourselves and determine truth in lies
LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago Enzigurator 3 months ago @LovingYouEndlessly I
didn't say they were arabs either, I personaly do not care about terrorists, because in a
way, theyre only terrorists because their ideals do not match our own, but all this is very
subjective and thus pretty pointless to argue about. But ill tell you this, if you let your
government think for you, then they might be more evil than some terrorists. And again,
not sheep, chip conspiracies, simple truth, its the same as letting your dad do the thinking
for you. Enzigurator 3 months ago LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago @Enzigurator ...
terrorists are only terrorists because of ideals?? i understand what you mean but its what
they do because our ideals dont match that make them terrorists not simply that our
ideals dont match, its all in action and the meaning behind it. Ive never killed someone or
threatened their safety or life because they arent the same as me. My goverment doesnt
do any thinking.. for me anyway. I have talked to many ppl with first hand accounts not
just for 9/11 but in other cases. LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago Enzigurator 3 months
ago @LovingYouEndlessly The stuff they do makes them criminals, not terrorists. And
you have never done those things you mentioned because your culture was never
threatened like theirs was, please, not everybody has the same visions of freedom and
rights/duties, this is why its subjective, and pointless to argue. Killing someone for
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religion doesnt make you a terrorist, it makes you a criminal, its the same punishment as
killing for money or creed. Mixing concepts is not right :) Enzigurator 3 months ago
LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago @Enzigurator how was their culture threatened?
America is yes a free country .. but not all cultures stick together and no we dont have
people going crazy trying to make us into something we arent, but some do.. i hear it all
the time.. my father is traditional he would rather pick the man i marry.. honestly he
would and he doesnt believe in dating and people tell me all the time .. its the thing to do..
but he has never made any threats ... terrorism is pyschological warfare.. its mass criminal
LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago Enzigurator 3 months ago @LovingYouEndlessly
Multi nationals, activists, all that sort of thing threatened their culture, like the burkas ( if
i spellt it correctly). Their view on freedom is different than yours, simply put. So
America, to you, might be free, but to them, it might not be free. As i said, lets not go
there, because its too grey and subjective. Terrorism isn't criminal in the literal sense of
the word as they arent doing anything other than threats and menaces. Enzigurator 3
months ago Enzigurator 3 months ago @LovingYouEndlessly Its not easy to get wrapped
up on it anyway, thankfully, but it can happen if enough injections of misinformation are
applied and cover the aparent truth. Enzigurator 3 months ago Enzigurator 3 months ago
@LovingYouEndlessly And that they also have other entities that make these things
happen, even if the person who commited the action is not aware that he was
manipulated into doing it or doesnt want to acknowledge he was goaded into it.
Scapegoats are the prefered method of big companies, take a look at the BP incident, there
is always someone to blame, but that someone always has a scapegoat for everyone to
chase, it goes round and round until forgotten. This isnt conspiracy, this is reality.
Enzigurator 3 months ago LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago @Enzigurator yes many
people have the problem of watching the scapegoat rather than fixating on the real
problem at hand and the one who delivered it, but like i said .. gather as much information
as possible, the media doesnt control what we think, they only have a hand in the editing
process of what gets througha and what doesnt. BP thats theyre problem not the
governments, and frankly i dont think has anything to do with the government.
LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago Enzigurator 3 months ago @LovingYouEndlessly
Actualy many people are controlled by the media for instance, since they do not care to
think about these things, simply because theyre too busy trying to make a living... I know
I neglect certain aspects of my countries government simply because it would require a
lot of invested time to follow. And Id rather have fun in my job than feel miserable
watching the news over and over. Enzigurator 3 months ago LovingYouEndlessly 3
months ago @Enzigurator you will be happy to know i dont even watch the news then, i
havent had a televison for 4 years, i simply know people i read what i can, and i get on
the internet (wich isnt known for its truth) but its not from one source and the
government cant control all thats said or heard. LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago
Enzigurator 3 months ago @LovingYouEndlessly Oh youd be surprised with what ive
seen done through the Internet, by the hands of even simple employees in average sized
corps, its sick, to have an idea, remember when some dude from a tv show in the US said
one of his friends had done a sex tape that was being circulated around? Its shit like that
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that scambles everyone up... Think his name is spencer or something Enzigurator 3
months ago LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago @Enzigurator yes the internet is a shady
place and people do messed up stuff but im not stupid enough to get wrapped up in it all
and no ive never heard of that. LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago Enzigurator 3 months
ago @LovingYouEndlessly Its not easy to get wrapped up on it anyway, thankfully, but
it can happen if enough injections of misinformation are applied and cover the aparent
truth. Enzigurator 3 months ago LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago @Enzigurator just
threats?? flying through a building in an american airlines plane isnt just a threat thats
very real ... people didnt fear for their lives because they were told to .. they had reason. I
understand what you mean, their freedom to continue on with their lifestyle and culture i
can sympathize but not empathize, but it wasnt threatened by us. We cant be blamed for
other peoples desires to be here or not be here. LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago
Enzigurator 3 months ago @LovingYouEndlessly The people who made the threats were
not the same that were on the plane, if you think about it. Also, if you look at it, I didnt
say it was the US, I was merely stating that the US is an example of the differences
between "freedoms" Its the culture clash that makes hostility, all western views on
freedom and costumes are very devious for some muslims who are more attached to
religion as the regular westerner. Its too relative mam (if you are female as i believe you
stated). Enzigurator 3 months ago LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago @Enzigurator yes
this is true but threats are a heavy thing when they follow in the wake of an attack of that
scale, so they were taken seriously of course. Afterall the people who attacked had made
threats also many years before they followed through and they were ignored (stupidly) I
do understand their customs.. i can walk around in practically underwear were as the
women cant even look at a man other than their husband or relatives BIG difference. haha
i could be a homosexual male but im not LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago Enzigurator 3
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @LovingYouEndlessly
Pretty much yes, well Id like to stay and chat further on pointless governmental blabber
and politics but im a bit tired, and its 1 AM in Portugal, not to mention the fact i did an
exam at 6.AM and need to wake up at 8 today so, preferable if i go rest a bit cause its
gonna be a loooong day XD See ya around. Enzigurator 3 months ago Enzigurator 3
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @LovingYouEndlessly
Pretty much yes, well Id like to stay and chat further on pointless governmental blabber
and politics but im a bit tired, and its 1 AM in Portugal, not to mention the fact i did an
exam at 6.AM and need to wake up at 8 today so, preferable if i go rest a bit cause its
gonna be a loooong day XD See ya around. Enzigurator 3 months ago
LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago Comment removed LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago
Comment removed LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago Comment removed
LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago Comment removed LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago
Comment removed LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago Comment removed
LovingYouEndlessly 3 months ago Comment removed Pittore1973 3 months ago This
has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @ 22:02 the lady says an
incontrovertible truth: "...this's happening everyday in Middle East... how lucky we
are..." and the other lady: "So truth" Pittore1973 3 months ago Pittore1973 3 months ago
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@ 22:02 the lady says an incontrovertible truth: "...this's happening everyday in Middle
East... how lucky we are..." and the other lady: "So truth" Pittore1973 3 months ago
Pittore1973 3 months ago why this vid is cutted just when the second plane hit? as u can
see they don't just off the cam for a while and then on again when they heard the second
boom, cause they got the flame on tape not just the smoke after the crash. they couldn't
be so fast to on the cam and get the flame; it means that the vid is edited and I don't trust
edited vid Pittore1973 3 months ago Xiahoud 3 months ago A real terrorist would at least
make the plane hit other parts of NY toppling several other buildings causing more
injuries and confusion by several parts of NY under fire/deaths. This landmark serves a
great "memorial" for everyone to remember. 2 buildings iconic in NY that no one will
forget and a good background for the start of something (ie. war). Why the terrorists act
soo smart in making themselves look dumb? Xiahoud 3 months ago kamina179 3 months
ago it's 2010,we r nearly 2012. kamina179 3 months ago indertorte 3 months ago haha
indertorte 3 months ago themusicstillsucks 3 months ago R.I.P Tyler Hawkins
themusicstillsucks 3 months ago yasinking 3 months ago omg yasinking 3 months ago
CBSparky9 3 months ago Such a pity the hijackers wasted their lives......... they were
probably the smartest people in the world back then CBSparky9 3 months ago
huhuhu766 2 months ago @CBSparky9 looooooool huhuhu766 2 months ago
CBSparky9 2 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@huhuhu766 what so funny? CBSparky9 2 months ago meanz19 3 months ago I was on
holiday in New York with my parents on that day and I can still remember the most
awful noise of that second jet as it hit the tower. It was the most terrifying experience of
our lives and I thank god every day that we are still alive. meanz19 3 months ago
CBSparky9 3 months ago @meanz19 WOW no1 cares CBSparky9 3 months ago Eslates
3 months ago why do people like this video, when it was their own fault? Eslates 3
months ago IanHoopz 3 months ago That skyline will never be the same again. Im
British, but this was 1 of the saddest days Ive lived to experience. IanHoopz 3 months
ago macboy42 3 months ago Omg did she say military plain? Oh shit it's. A
conspiracy!!!!!!!! macboy42 3 months ago sergej88 3 months ago its was BUSH sergej88
3 months ago officialrawfacts 3 months ago R.I.P officialrawfacts 3 months ago
Temp3st60 3 months ago its nice to see someone is that concerned with 9/11 enough to
put a video on youtube, but what happened that day really doesn't need analyzing. and at
the beginning someone says "I hope there was nobody at work. I hope nobody was
there" thats kind of a retarded question considering the fact that everybody in NYC
works EVERY day so i don't know why you'd ask it. Temp3st60 3 months ago eaguir3 3
months ago I was 12 when this happened and in 7th grade wow it was a long time ago im
now 21 eaguir3 3 months ago Gshadow1000 3 months ago I can't believe it, those fools!!!
Gshadow1000 3 months ago Mrbreadman69 3 months ago I wish we could have more
days like this. Best day of my life. Fucking stupid, fat, ugly worthless American cunts
Mrbreadman69 3 months ago jessehardy 3 months ago @Mrbreadman69 Jealous of our
everyday life? jessehardy 3 months ago Temp3st60 3 months ago @Mrbreadman69 what
gives you the motivation to say such a disgusting and horrible thing? tell me your from
Asia so i can tell you how you raped, killed and enslaved thousands of humans over the
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course of history, that your from Europe so i can say you enslaved and murdered
MILLIONS of others, or that your from the Middle East and kill your own citizens b/c
of their political stand or something idiotic like that. compared to your history, we didn't
deserve a damn thing that happened that day. Temp3st60 3 months ago MacOSXMason
3 months ago @Temp3st60 AMEN. THAT GUY IS A BASTARD!!! MacOSXMason
3 months ago APC13thStep 3 months ago @Temp3st60 I actually have no words for
your dumb ass comment! it is beyond stupid! America is one of the worst places on this
fucking planet! And its COMPLETALY because of people like you! patriotic, racist,
intolerant and most definitely blind, just some of your oh so great qualities! I think its
time to wake up, put away that american themed douvet and stop thinking, that your
America is the shit, because it is most definitely not! APC13thStep 3 months ago
firemonkeysrule 3 months ago @APC13thStep And you're country is better, WHY?
Answer that? No you can't! Because, Alot of dumb fucks don't know what an opinion is!
An opinion is not a fact, And people seem to forget that. There are no proving facts that
anything is better then another thing. And to the owner of this video, I quote you saying
" I hope no body was at work!" Seriously?!?! firemonkeysrule 3 months ago
APC13thStep 3 months ago @Temp3st60 and what was the point of bringing in all those
other cultures places races? what are you trying to say that they deserved what
happened? Fuck i can just picture you with your fat ass, eating mc donalds and watching
tv, occasionaly glancing outside to see if your flag is still up... do everyone a favour, and
stfu APC13thStep 3 months ago NakedBrunch93 3 months ago @APC13thStep I don't
get it. You call him bigoted for knocking on other races, but then you are prejudiced
against Americans. You are just nothing but a stupid patriot propagated against America
yourself. Look into the mirror, bro. NakedBrunch93 3 months ago NakedBrunch93 3
months ago @Mrbreadman69 We all have our qualms with how shit goes down in
America, but this is uncalled for, bro. I wish the internet was a little less anonymous, so
that people wouldn't post horribly hateful things knowing full well that nobody will ever
do anything about it, besides give you a few harsh words. Words that you will probably
enjoy, because you seem like the kind of dildo that would enjoy offended Americans.
Honestly bro, someone should kill you with a baseball bat. But oh well. NakedBrunch93
3 months ago Temp3st60 3 months ago @NakedBrunch93 well put. i also ran of room to
type this in my last comment, but my uncle is in the FDNY, was at Ground 0 and for 3
days we heard NOTHING from him for 3 days. you know how sick i was for 3 damn
days!? you think this is a funny event don't you Mrbreadman69? you think this is a
comedy? the funniest shit to ever enter your ears and see with your eyes? well get ready,
hell is just the place for you, and when you get there your gonna BEG to be shown mercy
and there wont be any to give Temp3st60 3 months ago dbrandinni 3 months ago I was in
First Grade when this happened.... dbrandinni 3 months ago EXTRATIPSY 3 months
ago FUCK BUSH EXTRATIPSY 3 months ago rondelful 3 months ago good for usa bad
for the innocent people,usa deserves it rondelful 3 months ago pigurile010 3 months ago
@rondelful fuck u bitch how did we diserve this pigurile010 3 months ago TheBritishElf
3 months ago @rondelful how the fuck do they deserve itt?? TheBritishElf 3 months ago
jessehardy 3 months ago @rondelful How did we deserve this? Please reply without
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being rude. jessehardy 3 months ago TheRandomBrian 3 months ago I was in elementary
school watching the news when this happend. TheRandomBrian 3 months ago liwtumrn
3 months ago these cameljockeys think that when they die theres gonna be 40 virgins
waiting for them. like how fuckin stupid can you be. religion is the greatest scam ever. the
whole middle east should be nuked there so fucking gay liwtumrn 3 months ago
TheRandomBrian 3 months ago @liwtumrn I agree. Nuke ALL of the middle east
TheRandomBrian 3 months ago N0tCr4zy 3 months ago @TheRandomBrian FUCK
YEAH N0tCr4zy 3 months ago slipkn0t0wns 3 months ago @TheRandomBrian we got
80% of r oil from there...bad idea slipkn0t0wns 3 months ago dbrandinni 3 months ago
@TheRandomBrian I agree too! :D dbrandinni 3 months ago swollower 3 months ago
Comment removed TheRandomBrian 3 months ago @swollower Seems like somebody
swollowed too much LOL Go swollow a camel toe LOL TheRandomBrian 3 months ago
dodeaap11 3 months ago @TheRandomBrian yeah does that contain The Netherlands
too? dodeaap11 3 months ago liwtumrn 3 months ago ummm DEATH TO ALL ARABS!
all middle easterners should be in concentration camps liwtumrn 3 months ago
megamunchit2008 3 months ago 2 @liwtumrn Americans aren't all that great either.
Personally, I think they're a bunch of pieces of shits. They go to countries bombing
innocent people. B52 Bombing in Cambodia, Atom Bomb on Hiroshima, War with
Vietnam and etc. This attack on the WTC is nothing compared to the bombings America
did. megamunchit2008 3 months ago 2 TheBritishElf 3 months ago @megamunchit2008
the usa didnt have much choice. they did all of thos things to protect other people and
they wernt all innocent lives TheBritishElf 3 months ago megamunchit2008 3 months ago
@TheBritishElf And what, all the people in the WTC were all innocent people? Come on
man. America needs a war in their own homeland. megamunchit2008 3 months ago
swollower 3 months ago @liwtumrn Dumb Fuck! Typical american answer, And, which
countries have you ever been to. Do you even know where europe is on the map ? I`m
british I`ve travelled all over your country. Beautifull country dumb ass people nuff said!
swollower 3 months ago imemoandwhite 3 months ago please take this down.
imemoandwhite 3 months ago sisesisesisesise 3 months ago good sisesisesisesise 3
months ago Knitikij 3 months ago I am no American (even though not just Americans
citizen died in the 2 towers on that day), but personally i feel that for those of you
talking about vengeance are a bunch of idiots coz less than 3000 people died that when in
contrast with the Iraqi death toll since 2003 deployment up to 2009 is easily more than
100000 if not more (for those of you whom are wondering these are civilians) whilst the
combine ally forces has suffered less than 5000 deaths Knitikij 3 months ago
MsAbuali2010 3 months ago  ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺍﻙﺏﺭ ﻭﺍﻝﻉﺯﻩ ﻝﻝﻩ ﺍﻝﻕﺍﺩﻡ ﺍﺱﻭﺍء ﺍﻥﺵﺍء ﺍﻝﻝﻩMsAbuali2010 3
months ago kakashininja123 3 months ago fuck terrorists i hate em all!!!! kakashininja123
3 months ago Maalizz 3 months ago @kakashininja123 illuminati... this is fake, the flight
hited the top of the building and it fall down wards not side wards...... its fake all this is
fake... Maalizz 3 months ago johntitorlives 3 months ago ydu69afatman, THAT IS
OFFENSIVE saying to "get over" the worst attack in our country's history. They flew
jetliners into buildings for Christ's sake. People jumped out of windows so they wouldn't
burn to death. You are just a pathetic, clueless waste of space. And go learn how to spell
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moron. johntitorlives 3 months ago MeowBitchDubs 3 months ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam @MrA5gregjockca I don't care if people don't agree with
me, THAT is funny. (not 9/11) MeowBitchDubs 3 months ago MeowBitchDubs 3
months ago How many people survived, again? MeowBitchDubs 3 months ago Ggon100
3 months ago Apartir do setimo do video vemos explosivos sendo detonados, isso nos
força a aceitar que o governo americano agrediu seu proprio povo, tudo em nome do
petrolio iraquiano. Ggon100 3 months ago Ggon100 3 months ago U.S. government
sponsored attack on the WTC in seven minutes of video can see detonate explosives.
innocent victims, god will judge that. . Ggon100 3 months ago EatMyShitYumYum 3
months ago @Aynoore you are 11 and you had a baby?..what a whore!!!!
EatMyShitYumYum 3 months ago XxTechnoxXHD 3 months ago Sick Barstads this
story of the twin towers and how many people died just fills me up why would people
bloody bomb it XxTechnoxXHD 3 months ago SenorFez03 3 months ago
@EatMyShitYumYum You, shall die. Soon for all of our sakes. For fuck's sake, who can
be so cynical and fucked in the head to say that. You're life must suck if you really
believe what you're saying. Dig yourself a hole and live in it, cuz if you ever come into
daylight i hope you get gang-beat you twisted cuntbag. SenorFez03 3 months ago
briskkkj 3 months ago @EatMyShitYumYum ... You mother fucker ... ur going to die a
fucking horrible death u cunt!.... Such a heartless piece of shit! cunt bag ..... How the fuck
can u say that u son of a bitch! .... fuck you !!! briskkkj 3 months ago ydu69afatman 3
months ago @johntitorlives im not trying to affend anyone im just sayin get over it
ydu69afatman 3 months ago ydu69afatman 3 months ago @foogly7 ok body come out of
the past i know 3 people who died that day but i moved on ydu69afatman 3 months ago
bhasrocks12 3 months ago @USAdeserved911 real talk, do all of us a favor and just quit
commenting on these videos. your just looking for attention, go do that shit on some
other vids.. respect the people that lost there lives on this horrible day. your not funny!!!
bhasrocks12 3 months ago 90Tearz 3 months ago @TheMusiclover657 That guy is a
fucking idiot! But just ignore the little loser. I noticed he post several other disgusting
comments on other 9/11 videos. He has no life and is just looking for attention. Please
ignore him, and pray that if there is another 9/11, god forbid.. That he is the first to die in
the most horrific way. People like him should die instead of the thousands of innocent
people that died that day. 90Tearz 3 months ago Prev 28 29 30 31 32 33 Next Reply
Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright
Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location:
Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as
a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different
playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to:
Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My
Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September
11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond
to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all
All Comments (47,032) ChaosAddiction 3 months ago Unbelievably hilarious with
vuvuzelas activated. ChaosAddiction 3 months ago NandoTeamdekkers 3 months ago the
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sound is amazing RIP NandoTeamdekkers 3 months ago luvleehunni 3 months ago Wow
very powerful. I really cant understand unless you were there!!! luvleehunni 3 months
ago clareylafairy 3 months ago how can you just sit there and go "oh look the fire engines
are coming. yeh a big one"!! WTF clareylafairy 3 months ago uadroid 3 months ago США
вы уроды ! uadroid 3 months ago MollyDunn 3 months ago this made me cry. how
could a person ever do something like this?! it sickens me! MollyDunn 3 months ago
LoveBugg2010 3 months ago How can some of you say the things you are saying about
this video and this day!!!!!!!!! Please chill, this day still haunts people and so many lives
were lost so please think before you type!!! And nothing you say can hurt me because
you are only human and I answer only to God!!!! LoveBugg2010 3 months ago
Dantheman2138 3 months ago why would the the terriost do such a thing what did we
ever do to them i mean they got there selves in a lot of trouble by doing this and now
were taking revenge we WILL kill all of the terriost everywhere and end the war
Dantheman2138 3 months ago cordellchantack 3 months ago @Dantheman2138 you
mean people? cordellchantack 3 months ago foogly7 3 months ago omg omg omg omg
whats hapenning REALLY WHAT THE FUCK DO U THINK IS HAPPENING U
FUCKING ASS HOLE GO BURN IN HELL U FUCKING BITCH foogly7 3 months
ago supermacfan10 3 months ago First of all, Thank you for posting this video. It means
a lot to me. Secondly, I want to say that this was NOT a "bush Conspiracy" (name name
NOT capitalized on purpose!) bush Was the Demise of this country. bush going to
Afghanistan? OK needed. bush going to Iraq? HUGE MISTAKE! osama bin fukhead
wants to bankrupt us and by bush sending our troops to Iraq, mission accomplished!
bush you will go down in history as THE WORST PRESIDENT IN HISTORY! It will
be in History books, but other countries!! supermacfan10 3 months ago johntitorlives 3
months ago afatman, only if we can make fun of your little prick! johntitorlives 3 months
ago ydu69afatman 3 months ago i want to know when its right to make fun of 9/11 its
been like 9 years and im still waiting ydu69afatman 3 months ago foogly7 3 months ago
@ydu69afatman FUCK U!!!!!!!!!!!! foogly7 3 months ago cordellchantack 3 months ago
@ydu69afatman 2 more years cordellchantack 3 months ago kaijumovies96 3 months ago
@cordellchantack till what 2012, I don't think thats gonna happen dude kaijumovies96 3
months ago johntitorlives 3 months ago On Drudge Report June 28, 2010 Kissinger
warns on Afghan exit strategy By Daniel Dombey in Washington Published: June 28
2010 23:21 | Last updated: June 28 2010 23:21 Of course Henry Kissinger doesn't want
us to pull out of Afghanistan. He is one of the longtime members of the Bilderbergs. They
start and profit from wars and probably had a major role in 9-11. johntitorlives 3 months
ago Aynoore 3 months ago osama bin laden is shit lol.. he's seriously crazy. He believes
in God, then.. does he really think that God would like him if he killed ppl, if he killed
ppl God made? I mean, if someone killed my child (i'm only 11, but IF i had) I would've
gone crazy and I would've gone after him. So he just killed 2 planes, which were full, and
2 buildings that were full too. What's wrong with him? Since that day, everybody started
to hate muslims. I really hate him, he's a shame. Aynoore 3 months ago kobaroo 3 months
ago THE DAY BUSH "S SCAM TOOK AFFECT. kobaroo 3 months ago
mikeellerbeck1 3 months ago FAKE! mikeellerbeck1 3 months ago LilyDurk 3 months
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ago At least get closer footage at it. Go to the area. It would be like Cloverfield. It could
be a live movie! LilyDurk 3 months ago MyNameIsCletus 3 months ago When I see this
video I get angry. I wanna kill all those islamic bastards. Bin Laden and group just wait
I'm coming to kill all your folks and your fucking family. I will take justice for all these
people who lost their lifes. So help me God! The Judgment Day is coming.
MyNameIsCletus 3 months ago Aynoore 3 months ago @MyNameIsCletus damn.. it's
not every muslim that is with him. I hate him, seriously. Because everything he did to
those innocent people. He's worse than a shame. Aynoore 3 months ago cordellchantack
3 months ago @Aynoore would you kill him if given the chance? cordellchantack 3
months ago HaavPhoto 3 months ago @cordellchantack it would make us no better then
they who plotted it. but if i was to see him in person. i wouldnt kill him. id cripple him.
horribly. then turn him in HaavPhoto 3 months ago hannes0000 3 months ago I love this
day Americans now realize that world is bigger than your fat hole.PS why you all cry
death is coming for everyone someday.... lolz hannes0000 3 months ago 22dabears 3
months ago @hannes0000 you're stupid lol 22dabears 3 months ago 61miroman 3 months
ago Now thats what it should sound like when there is a fire. Didnt hear anything like
that in Toronto when the police cars were burning. Ouch I hope they find Binny soon.
He needs to pay for all this hatred that he has created. 61miroman 3 months ago
jazmn0106 3 months ago omg this is horrible i live in canada but still every time i watch
this it makes me wanna cry i cant believe terrorists would go that far and destroy the
world trade center ! this is just horrible jazmn0106 3 months ago Ggon100 3 months ago
@jazmn0106 AMERICAN TERRORIST SAYS YOU OK? APART OF THE VIDEO 7
MINUTE VERAS EXPLOSIVES IN THE SERIES. CATTLE NOT BE, THAT IS AN
ACT OF SELF GOVERNMENT AMERICAN PEOPLE TO GET SUPPORT for
invading Iraq and Afghanistan. Ggon100 3 months ago turbosev71 3 months ago nobody
but the attackers deserved 2 die turbosev71 3 months ago jsnthompson4 3 months ago
@turbosev71 Pleas tell that to Meglo56, I don't have respect for people who have no
hope or faith in america. I see that you do and I appreciate it. jsnthompson4 3 months
ago turbosev71 3 months ago nobody but the attackers deserved 2 die turbosev71 3
months ago CookieOnMyShoulder 3 months ago why didnt u post it at 9-11
CookieOnMyShoulder 3 months ago blazingman49 3 months ago you guys sound so
freaking calm holy shit id be flipping!!! blazingman49 3 months ago ilovecookies899 3
months ago my uncle was a fire fighter who died trying to save peolpe in the world trade
center r.i.p uncle scott ilovecookies899 3 months ago EatMyShitYumYum 3 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @ilovecookies899 ur uncle scott
was a low life faggot who deserved to die like a dune rat cause he was helping a bunch of
stupid monkeys!! EatMyShitYumYum 3 months ago turbosev71 3 months ago
@EatMyShitYumYum you should have on that plane u deserved 2 die on that plane
turbosev71 3 months ago SRB3445 3 months ago 3 THIS ATTACK WAS A INSIDE
JOB BY THE GOVERNEMENT!!! ITS A SHAME TO UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA!! Many people died because of the fucking oil!!! this is a shame living in the
world like this!!! SRB3445 3 months ago 3 vengencefrom1979 3 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 - inside job vengencefrom1979 3 months
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ago amanda23456 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
9/11 was an inside job amanda23456 3 months ago UnitedGamersBin 3 months ago This
is just like the titanic. Our nation thought it was invincibal. When it was just as vulnerable
as anyone else UnitedGamersBin 3 months ago koby000 3 months ago
@EatMyShitYumYum You Are a big fat fucker and deserve to be killed and deserve to be
on a plane that crashes In to YOUR FAT MOMS STOMACH koby000 3 months ago
Silverbellx3 3 months ago Terrorist atttak? fuck u. Silverbellx3 3 months ago
haddaway1234 3 months ago what a tradegy haddaway1234 3 months ago Frickn1 3
months ago Thats an interesting sight of the things happend this day....Iam from
Germany, but i feel with America this morning how the rest of the world. Thats really
terrible...Why do humans such things?! Frickn1 3 months ago Frickn1 3 months ago
Thats an interesting sight of the things happend this day....Iam from Germany, but i feel
with America this morning how the rest of the world. Thats really terrible...Why do
humans such things?! Frickn1 3 months ago sieraXsuicide 3 months ago FUCK 9 11
AND EVERY 1 WHO CARES ABOUT IT... ISLAM IS WINNING THIS WAR
sieraXsuicide 3 months ago sniper275 3 months ago @sieraXsuicide LOL sniper275 3
months ago sieraXsuicide 3 months ago show hide FUCK 9 11 AND ALL THE PEOPLE
WHO DIED ON THAT DAY.... islam is going 2 win this war sieraXsuicide 3 months
ago AquaArgentum 3 months ago I hope they find Bin Laden... I hope they find him and
make him SCREAM at his mom... Make him wish he was never bin born... 3000 innocent
people doesn't have to die for maybe a mistake of the US government....I'm not an
American (To bad), but I feel terribly sorry when I watched this video... It almost made
me cry... (p.s. Sorry for the bad English XD time to time) AquaArgentum 3 months ago
Ottonturk 3 months ago смешно)))) Ottonturk 3 months ago yaxaserikqqq 3 months ago
@Ottonturk что имено тебе смешно yaxaserikqqq 3 months ago Ottonturk 3 months ago
@yaxaserikqqq То, что на видео) Ottonturk 3 months ago yaxaserikqqq 3 months ago
@Ottonturk а конкретней я тож посмеюсь) yaxaserikqqq 3 months ago silverjoosep 3
months ago why the f*ck do they put soccerball in here? do they want to celebrate about
that ? silverjoosep 3 months ago FameswProductions 3 months ago Wow i am scared just
by watching this. Terrible moment FameswProductions 3 months ago
WCSUPPORTER187 3 months ago @ around 11:45 i saw something in the right side of
the camera view that looked like a UFO I'm writting what I saw if ur not sure check it,
before u start talking shit, I know it was an UFO because there's other videos trying to
describe the same situation please reply and respond if u agree WCSUPPORTER187 3
months ago EdHater111 3 months ago lol EdHater111 3 months ago dogboyzz 3 months
ago this was a demolition ¡¡ dogboyzz 3 months ago johntitorlives 3 months ago I think it
was VERY tacky of them to advertise the co. in the intro that helped put out the video.
They sounded as if they were respectful of the people who died that day but then they
put in that little ad in the beginning. Bad.... johntitorlives 3 months ago jagnic233 3
months ago Wow how horrible this is, but what a piece of history you have archived..we
never ever need to forget..they should show pieces of this everyday on the news...thank
you for sharing it with us... jagnic233 3 months ago FireHawk459z 3 months ago I can
always tell the level of any disaster by the sounds that emergency vehicles make. Lower
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level disasters stick to the usual "weeeeeeooooooeeeeeeeeoooooo," but these emergency
vehicles of larger disasters sound like "jwagb;osgbwgbwrhivbsbaifbwle.-" FireHawk459z
3 months ago twitard247 3 months ago my dad was there. He was a firefighter. He said it
was so sad to see what was happening in person. We go there every year on September
11th for the memorial twitard247 3 months ago 55mrfuckhead 3 months ago What
happen? There's no more WTC? 55mrfuckhead 3 months ago GLW2011 3 months ago
@55mrfuckhead dude, where have u been for the past 9 years?? GLW2011 3 months ago
RioGeenes 3 months ago Sick Muslim bastards. RioGeenes 3 months ago KingRell94 3
months ago It wasn't a terrorist attack. KingRell94 3 months ago Megapie2009 3 months
ago I didn't watch the whole video because i didn't have time.... so.... can you tell me what
happened? please? Megapie2009 3 months ago saturnmasonALT 3 months ago 65 years
ago... FDR: "December 7th, a day that will live in infamy." 9 years ago... Some woman:
"Pearl Harbor? Never heard of it. Now if you'll excuse me, I need to go dry about 9 11.
Boo hoo 9 11 is so sad." saturnmasonALT 3 months ago Apenoviticus 3 months ago
Thank you so much for posting this video, however saddening it reminds generations of
why terrorists should die. Why the East should pay. Why our soldiers should come back
and we should just glass the whole area. Apenoviticus 3 months ago CMoLov69 3
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ==>{paul thompson}
911 timeline historycommons Eye-opening facts on 9/11 from media with direct links for
verification. The definitive source for any researcher. Best, resource on the Web for
detailed, unbiased, and unfiltered analysis of recent events. Puts the New York Times to
shame. {Terrorist Attack} or {Inside Job}? Know all the Facts. 16,205 {ACTUAL
NEWS REPORTED ARTICLES} Know if it WAS, or if it WASNT. 9/11 Just Know
your Facts. ==>{paul thompson} 911 timeline historycommons _\m/ USA CMoLov69 3
months ago person1028 3 months ago 5:38 you can see the other plane in the air to the
left of the building in the air. 9:50 you see people waving near the corner of the building.
person1028 3 months ago Kingfish223 3 months ago @person1028 well that other plane
could be the pentagon plane, the plane that crashed into the field in PA, or the mysterious
5th plane that flew over the white house Kingfish223 3 months ago person1028 3 months
ago @Kingfish223 very true. who knows but no other planes were suppose to be near
that area since all flights were grounded after the first one hit and the FAA lost two
planes over that city so its more than likely one of those planes person1028 3 months
ago person1028 3 months ago 5:38 to the left of the building in the air might be the other
plane. 9:50 you can see people on the corner of the building waving for help, possibly 2
but I'm not sure. person1028 3 months ago person1028 3 months ago Comment removed
pallz2 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam hahahahaha
dead americunts. GO OSAMA ! pallz2 3 months ago movie455 3 months ago @pallz2
Maybe one day this will be your fate. If only. movie455 3 months ago
nORTHAMERANUNION 3 months ago @pallz2 FUCK YOU GO SUCK OSAMAS
BIF COCK WHILE GETTING FUCKED WITH A RIFLE UP YOUR ASSHOLE
nORTHAMERANUNION 3 months ago henf5671 3 months ago Comment removed
wollmamaguckn 3 months ago Thank You for uploading. More touching than all those
documentaries together. Made me think more about the victims, than about who did it.
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Tanks again. wollmamaguckn 3 months ago Sengok1337 3 months ago OMG looks like a
fake, but i cant say^^ Sengok1337 3 months ago ziko00213 3 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Whoever who did this they are fucking terrorists :
If It's the US governement : FUCK THEM they are terrorists and they were terrorists
and they going to stay terrorists If It's those who claim to be Muslims : FUCK THEM .
WE DON't want you in our relegion ; God never told us to kill innocent Civil . I'm a
muslim ; and I'm sure those assholds will burn on hell .... ziko00213 3 months ago
ziko00213 3 months ago Whoever who did this they are fucking terrorists : If It's the US
governement : FUCK THEM they are terrorists and they were terrorists and they going
to stay terrorists If It's those who claim to be Muslims : FUCK THEM . WE DON't
want you in our relegion ; God never told us to kill innocent Civil . I'm a muslim ; and I'm
sure those assholds will burn on hell .... ziko00213 3 months ago kevin10ak0 3 months
ago @ziko00213 learn to type first. kevin10ak0 3 months ago Meglo56 3 months ago lol,
this is funny. Meglo56 3 months ago HavoK8344 3 months ago @Meglo56 WTF is your
problem! HavoK8344 3 months ago jsnthompson4 3 months ago @Meglo56 Here's an
idea, if you have no remorse for the people that died on that day and are just going to
laugh at their deaths, well, you should not view a single disaster video from this point on
except for this one to see all the people angry at your comment, maybe that will get you
to realize death is not a laughing matter. P.S. You are a sick animal!! jsnthompson4 3
months ago Meglo56 3 months ago @jsnthompson4 It is a laughing matter. America
deserved this, and I hope there's more to come. This stupid country and the fuck load of
idiots who run it! I hope America freaking loses this fake ass war. Meglo56 3 months ago
jsnthompson4 3 months ago Comment removed jsnthompson4 3 months ago @Meglo56
Hey do us all a favor by growing some balls and supporting your country. You'll regret
wishing we loose this war when you are in terrorist attack yourself. I agree with the idots
part, since liberal asses are runing the country, but you shouldn't bash the whole country.
This war is not a laughing matter, we are trying to protect American lives and killing all
those terrorists is the only way to insure we don't die. Besides the only way to kill an
ism is by killing all the followers. jsnthompson4 3 months ago nettoverissimo10 3
months ago meu deus... arrepiei aqui. meus sentimentos. sim nós podemos. força aos
usa!!! nettoverissimo10 3 months ago shelbyserenade1 3 months ago Never Forget! I
wont shelbyserenade1 3 months ago yusufrodi 3 months ago BIN LADEN IS IN
AMERICA! ALL U.S SOLDIERS SEARCHED THE MIDDLE EAST AND THEY
DIDNT FOUND HIM HES IN AMERICA yusufrodi 3 months ago hard2grow 3
months ago Why hard2grow 3 months ago IamMiracleable 3 months ago USA you got
what you deserve. IamMiracleable 3 months ago kpowran 3 months ago
@EatMyShitYumYum your a fucking wanker go die in a hole kpowran 3 months ago
jimmy2k4o 3 months ago tell me its not a inside job when u see the tiny explotions at
07:53 jimmy2k4o 3 months ago zooluke 3 months ago shocking and amazing video. these
people filming it seemed so nice. they kept their witts and courage about them. 911 was
so aweful. the terrorists around the world will pay for their evil crimes. remember 911.
zooluke 3 months ago MetalPower86 3 months ago the music playing in the background
makes this so eerie idk why, listen to it MetalPower86 3 months ago subaih1 3 months
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ago u.s.a and israel do that. subaih1 3 months ago codymurdoch1 3 months ago 11:50
was that a plane crashing into the building? why didnt u cut it out? codymurdoch1 3
months ago cordellchantack 3 months ago 20:02 OHHHH SHIT!!! cordellchantack 3
months ago henf5671 3 months ago Comment removed cordellchantack 3 months ago
@henf5671 Educated, educated tell me what the fuck what the fuck I'm just kidding. HE
HE cordellchantack 3 months ago henf5671 3 months ago Comment removed
cordellchantack 3 months ago @henf5671 Why are you telling me which I already know?
Which many humans know. I'm sorry to say this but I'm starting to think your partially
illiterate, mainly because my comment was not a question of any sort but a joke. You
know laughter, ridiculousness, a matter that need not be taken very seriously.
cordellchantack 3 months ago jimmy2k4o 3 months ago @henf5671 most of us are far
more educated that you asshole and your wee books don't have all the answers like the
commission report what the fuck was that and btw the truth movement has over a
thousand physics experts and structual engineers supporting them and it has been proven
that there was explosive material in the dust so you fucking educate yourself and look
into it yourself insted of beliveing everything you read in the fucking news paper and
how is it immature exactly? jimmy2k4o 3 months ago henf5671 3 months ago Comment
removed LeeRLang 3 months ago Hey, did anyone else notice the massive gaping hole and
smoke in the side of the building? LeeRLang 3 months ago ThunderGun21 3 months ago
@LeeRLang I didnt notice until I read your comment and went back to take a look at it.
ThunderGun21 3 months ago EatMyShitYumYum 3 months ago show hide hahahaha this
video makes me laugh so hard!! lol....i see here a bunch of motherfucking losers are crying
and moaning for some shit-bags lost their sorry life?...get over yourselves
dumfucks!...enjoy your life ok?! EatMyShitYumYum 3 months ago WC86EVA 3 months
ago 15 @EatMyShitYumYum YOU IDIOT, YOU SHOULD HAVE BEEN ON ONE
OF THE PLANES! WC86EVA 3 months ago 15 haddaway1234 3 months ago what a
tradegy haddaway1234 3 months ago rbdrbd101 3 months ago omg thats all i have to say
rbdrbd101 3 months ago henf5671 3 months ago Comment removed Kingfish223 3
months ago @EatMyShitYumYum You dumb fuck. Many people died that day. You
know there was one little kid who thought she was going to Disneyland. Instead, her
plane gets rammed into the WTC. How does that make you feel? I hope you get run over
semi truck and struck by lightning, fucker. Kingfish223 3 months ago jimmy2k4o 3
months ago @Kingfish223 i'm sure there is loads of people that didnt get to where they
wanted to that day also i get that you hate this shitbag and i do to but just because a little
girl died doesnt make it anymore tragic do the adults and elderly not matter will you
people stop making a big huge deal out of the children jimmy2k4o 3 months ago
EatMyShitYumYum 3 months ago @Kingfish223 ...lil girl thought was going to
Disneyland?...oh my god...that stupid little girl didn't realize that she was going to hellland!! lol EatMyShitYumYum 3 months ago Kingfish223 3 months ago
@EatMyShitYumYum No that's where you are going asswipe. Kingfish223 3 months ago
22thunderrrrr 3 months ago @EatMyShitYumYum U FAGET U SHOOD HAVE HAD
UR DADD UR MOM UR BRO UR SIS DIE AND UR MAKIN A JOKE ABOUT
LOTS OF PEOPLE DIED THIS DAY AND U THINK ITS FUNNY U SHOODVE
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BEEN ON THE PLAINS THEN TELL US HOW U FEEL 22thunderrrrr 3 months ago
greedyman9D2 3 months ago 10 @EatMyShitYumYum you are an asshole. what about
this is funny to you. Government conspiracy or not, a lot of people died that day you
fucker. burn in your own hell-hole ya sick asshole greedyman9D2 3 months ago 10
ydu69afatman 3 months ago @greedyman9D2 chill out it was 9 years ago get over it
ydu69afatman 3 months ago redtaily 3 months ago @EatMyShitYumYum sick fuck you
are man you really have no heart if any ones going to hell its you redtaily 3 months ago
CplMorgzMajor123 3 months ago @EatMyShitYumYum fuk u dik this was so bad that
innocents died and we all nloody wish one of them were fuking u CplMorgzMajor123 3
months ago BrokenLipz 3 months ago @EatMyShitYumYum hmm, ur the biggest fuck
ever, if u were in WTC at that point and we found out u surrvived, i would personal look
u up and kill u myself. how the hell can u talk like that? u must be disturbed, how the hell
can u think its funny when innocent ppl lose their lifes. and when innocent ppl have to
JUMP out of the building, how CAN u laugh? i hope faith cathes u one day and u will
regret what you said. BrokenLipz 3 months ago TheMusiclover657 3 months ago
@EatMyShitYumYum HOW DARE YOU ? UR JUST A CRAZY IDIOT LIKE
OSAMA BEN LADEN WHO DOSN'T HAVE A LIFE I WOULD LIKE TO SEE YOU
ON THAT PLANE CRYING FOR HELP AND ALL THE PERSON BEHINF U
THAT COULDN'T DO A THING FOR U ! SEE THE PERSONS IN THE
BUILDINGS RUNNING AND SEEING THE PLANE BEHIND THEM WITH
BULLETS OF FIRE F**K OFF AND GET A LIFE THERE'RE A LOT OF PEOPLE
THAT LOST THEIR FAMILIES AND SEEING THIS VIDEO IS LIKE A KNIFE IN
THEIR HEART ! AND REOPENING THE WOUND THAT TOOK SO MUCH
TIME TO CLOSE ! TheMusiclover657 3 months ago EatMyShitYumYum 3 months ago
@TheMusiclover657 ...bla bla bla don't waste your time cause i don't give a rat's ass.
EatMyShitYumYum 3 months ago LFC9110 3 months ago @TheMusiclover657 he's
making stupid comments to get a reaction and annoy people.. Don;t reply to him and
dont give what he wants LFC9110 3 months ago 90Tearz 3 months ago
@TheMusiclover657 That guy is a fucking idiot! But just ignore the little loser. I noticed
he post several other disgusting comments on other 9/11 videos. He has no life and is just
looking for attention. Please ignore him, and pray that if there is another 9/11, god forbid..
That he is the first to die in the most horrific way. People like him should die instead of
the thousands of innocent people that died that day. 90Tearz 3 months ago
HORRORLANDFILMS
3 months
ago horable this made me cry
HORRORLANDFILMS 3 months ago epiksonik 3 months ago . I can remember walking
down Houston street looking south and seeing - nothing....then the military for a week
had checkpoints south of 14th street ..we were essentially in a quarantine zone...I wore a
mask over my mouth because the fires didnt stop burning for a few months and
everytime the wind blew a certain way it became toxic..I walked by like a week later and I
could smell the decomposition..why I wonder did our govt do this to us.... epiksonik 3
months ago chrcoluk 3 months ago I never seen this video before but what is odd is there
is no coverage of the 2nd plane? it jumps to after impact? chrcoluk 3 months ago Gal338
3 months ago maybe we need to make a internetional meeting to investigate why the us
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built buildings that disturbt the humanitarian freedom flight by the piece organization of
El-Qaida in the 11th of september? Gal338 3 months ago Scrinthe 3 months ago probably
why they are trying to take one freedom we have left away .. The Internet where we can
express ourselves and discuss things.... enjoy it while it lasts ... Scrinthe 3 months ago
MissLamiiia 3 months ago I'm a Muslim but it just makes me sick what can other
"Muslims" do, it's just horrible. And then they call them selves Muslims, damn.
MissLamiiia 3 months ago TheElyaouti900 3 months ago @MissLamiiia it wasn't
Muslims fault it was a set up by the government TheElyaouti900 3 months ago
MissLamiiia 3 months ago @TheElyaouti900 oh i don't know anymore. I hear so much
about muslims killing other people so i just don't know anymore. MissLamiiia 3 months
ago TheElyaouti900 3 months ago @TheElyaouti900 well it wasn't set up by the
Muslims it was a conspiracy TheElyaouti900 3 months ago Plooooooox 3 months ago
@MissLamiiia if your a moslim then do some research , its illuminati , a conspiracy not
moslims... Plooooooox 3 months ago MissLamiiia 3 months ago @Plooooooox then why
are all arrested people for this attack muslims? and that attack in London too, and in
Madrid.. MissLamiiia 3 months ago InternetBully1 3 months ago 9/11 ftw!
InternetBully1 3 months ago teachtruth2U 3 months ago TERRORIST ,LIAR
izlam=under mind countrolled by SATAN,must clean together. teachtruth2U 3 months
ago teachtruth2U 3 months ago izlam??NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOteachtruth2U 3 months ago Bcplay 3 months ago Why the Americans only think of
themselves? they have a powerful family but do they have friends? Bcplay 3 months ago
irock104 3 months ago You know what is the most disrespectful thing a person can do, is
to say that 9/11 is a conspiracy. I read all these comments and see all the people saying
shit about how it was a inside job. Respect the dead you assholes and let these poor souls
rest in peace and stop using what happend to them just to push forward your petty
vendetas irock104 3 months ago sirlonghair 3 months ago fire has NEVER colapsed a
steal structure let alone an over built on like the towers or even harder to explane the
building 7 a hardened structure with bomb shelters above ground we are talking steal not
wood sirlonghair 3 months ago Americanpride1212 3 months ago I will NEVER forget
this day. I flew up to New York to visit my absolute favorite aunt, Barbara Anee
Duggins, who just died, look on google and you can find her, odd. But I saw it myself. It
was the worst thing I have ver seen in my life. Americanpride1212 3 months ago
artvandelay0 3 months ago Thanks to the individuals who posted this video for historical
reference. It makes me tear up every time I watch it. Again, thank you so much. Too bad
the mainstream, corrupt corporate media won't show this on 9/11 anniversaries.
artvandelay0 3 months ago rainbowRUS3 3 months ago Такие высокие здания а пво и
охраны воздуха не было 11 сентября 2001 года rainbowRUS3 3 months ago veddoid 3
months ago 9/11 happened as a result of Affirmative Action and civil rights. The whites
who instituted both measures should be hanged and their families killed. Thank God for
9/11. It's too bad another one hasn't happened yet! veddoid 3 months ago simon1430 3
months ago 14:10 I wonder why the lady didnt cry when a million and a million of people
get killed in Afghanistan and Iraq and Pakistan sorry american people you deserve this
dont tell me we didnt choose war you choosed your presidant bush and he started the
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war by saying iraq has nuclear weapons and you american people believed him and he lied
see what you got i say all this although i believe 9/11 was an inside job 6000 jewish didnt
go to work at that day Rest in peace all the killed people ........ simon1430 3 months ago
TheElyaouti900 3 months ago i lived in Arlington that day and when i heard a loud boom
wow it was the Pentagon i was in school that day they dismissed us early it was scary
TheElyaouti900 3 months ago artvandelay0 3 months ago @TheElyaouti900 Did it
sound like a plane, something else, or you don't know? Just curious because you are the
first person I have heard of being there. artvandelay0 3 months ago TheElyaouti900 3
months ago @artvandelay0 yea it was like a plane like a explosion it was the loudest
thing i heard in my life TheElyaouti900 3 months ago Fieryaleeco 3 months ago Wow, I
was four when this happened, it was on every channel and there were so many things
going on that I was bewildered. Fieryaleeco 3 months ago SIANSMITHx 3 months ago 8
Rest in Peace everyone who died this day. SIANSMITHx 3 months ago 8
TheWiiplayTeam 3 months ago This looks totally unreal.. Thank you for uploading.
TheWiiplayTeam 3 months ago lutz171165 3 months ago mir geht heute noch ein schauer
den rücken runter wen ich diese bilder sehe lutz171165 3 months ago skumbum209 3
months ago hhahahhahahhaha skumbum209 3 months ago zentensity 3 months ago
restore the cut parts zentensity 3 months ago yaxaserikqqq 3 months ago Elite of us has
to ass! Minya your life! Alcohol tobacco, drugs, TV, viruses, these weapons
porobasheniya yaxaserikqqq 3 months ago snagglescat 3 months ago @khailzarmy:They
were only guessing (or had heard speculation) that it was a military plane. They weren't
even close enough to the South Tower to see exactly what type of plane it was.
snagglescat 3 months ago jferchucantero 3 months ago AJAJAJAJJAJJAJAJAJJJJAJA
JAJAJAJAJAAJAJAAJAJJA
JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAAJAJA
JAJAJAJAJAJAJAAJAJAJJAAJJAAJJA-JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAAJJAJAJAJ VIVAN BIN LADENNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN" YANQUIS PUTOS
JUSTICIA DIVINA jferchucantero 3 months ago PFC11BRAVO 3 months ago This is
why i enlisted... i was little when it happened but i was old enough to know that i had to
fight for those lost. I will never give up the fight for freedom PFC Smith (82nd Airborne
1BCT 1/ 504 Paracute Infantry Regiment) US ARMY PFC11BRAVO 3 months ago
travisrider95 3 months ago @PFC11BRAVO thank you sir,i plan on doing the same
when im old enough to enlist next year travisrider95 3 months ago slaughterbat 3 months
ago I was 5 when this happened but I remember seeing the injured people on the T.V. and
the towers burning. This video reminds me of what it was like. Thank you for putting it
on. slaughterbat 3 months ago Donmusculito 3 months ago Thank u 4 diz vid i rememba i
wuz in 2nd grade wen da tvs from ma elemtary skool were all turned on n im from ny da
bronx bat i waz raiced in miami n i jus couldnt believe wut wuz happenin im soo sad ight
now..............im speach less =,( Donmusculito 3 months ago lelapindore 3 months ago
Comment removed InstaKill001 3 months ago i hope that bastard mohammed atta rots in
hell InstaKill001 3 months ago RayWilliamJohansen 3 months ago i don't mean to
disrespect any one i really don't but America is going to lose this war in my opinion
RayWilliamJohansen 3 months ago hthebeatlesfangirl96 3 months ago
@RayWilliamJohansen none taken.In a way this war is similar to Vietnam.Expect we're
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not being forced into the army and the public reaction to it. hthebeatlesfangirl96 3 months
ago JKDcalvin 3 months ago they have fire trucks....you would think they would have
some kind of helicopter that could shoot water at high speeds....but sadly, it was not the
fire that took the building down it was the bombs :( JKDcalvin 3 months ago
wattstarr911 3 months ago Thank you for sharing this video........ wattstarr911 3 months
ago sandhedsserum 3 months ago wheres the other tower? sandhedsserum 3 months ago
PricelessDancing 3 months ago @sandhedsserum obscured by the all the ash, probably.
PricelessDancing 3 months ago monapoop 3 months ago i was 5 when this happened and
watching this vid just scared the shit outta me and im scared.. monapoop 3 months ago
BoomySpace 3 months ago this is a fake BoomySpace 3 months ago Sharky2055 3
months ago @BoomySpace YOU are a fake. Sharky2055 3 months ago destructuskill 3
months ago my 7 yr old sun laughed n thought it was a joke so i gave him a big ol' smack :|
destructuskill 3 months ago 3tgiac 3 months ago you could say 'oh my god' again 3tgiac 3
months ago TheBarneykilla97 3 months ago i was four when this happend and i was in
new york i loved the towers but when i heard a big boom i ran to the window and i saw
smoke coming out and i was crying and all i could do was cry i was very sad and we
moved away just incase they would hit the empire state building so now i live in webster
mass still sad and now i look at this i always see bush`s face he caused it just like in this
video "it was a military plane" TheBarneykilla97 3 months ago monapoop 3 months ago
@TheBarneykilla97 i was 5 close monapoop 3 months ago snagglescat 3 months ago
@TheBarneykilla97: They were only guessing (or had heard speculation) that it was a
military plane. They weren't even close enough to the South Tower to see exactly what
type of plane it was. The only comment after the second plane hit that was the closest to
what happened was the "It's probably a terrorist attack" snagglescat 3 months ago
TheFlex21 3 months ago so some people in caves headed by some evil shadowy villain
(aka Tim Osman) were able to pull off 9/11? TheFlex21 3 months ago TheAbdullah1995
3 months ago When America nuked the two Japanese cities they killed 140,000+ innocent
people. Another 2 million died in the next 5 years. They have bombed civilians of Chile in
1973, and killed 50,000 Vietnam war and killed millions N. Korea and killed millions
Libya in 1987 and killed 15,000 Iraq and have killed over a million Afghanistan and have
killed 300,000 They disregard human life for victory. Yet their acts are not terrorism we
did not do it muslime did not do it is ur president bush TheAbdullah1995 3 months ago
Scrinthe 3 months ago 43 @TheAbdullah1995 Between 1 and 2 million Iraqi's were killed
... most of the Iraq army was bombed to death prior to the invasion. Only a fraction of
saddams elite army survived and were told to flee and mingle into the population and cary
on the struggle . Before the replies flood in ..I do not in anyway condone what happened
to the trade towers and Rest in peace those that lost their lives. Thankyou for sharing this
video. Scrinthe 3 months ago 43 Americanpride1212 3 months ago @Scrinthe What does
Iraq have to do with this? Americanpride1212 3 months ago Scrinthe 3 months ago
@Americanpride1212 Was a reply to someone else giving wrong numbers. But now its
being voted up , I suppose Iraq was the aftermath of what this is about so still relevent ?
Scrinthe 3 months ago Scrinthe 3 months ago @Americanpride1212 I was replying to
someone quoting wrong numbers , but as my reply is being voted up , I suppose people
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read it and think hey ! thats right , and Iraq is the aftermath of what this video is about ...
? Scrinthe 3 months ago jig420j 3 months ago @TheAbdullah1995 so true wow brother
love your comment many people think we are the "good guys" its sad people died but
thats karma millions of people dieing doesnt compare to 3000 deaths jig420j 3 months
ago Mahoney8T7 3 months ago oh, wer did they get that australian bird from in the
background? Mahoney8T7 3 months ago Deancasser 3 months ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam When America nuked the two Japanese cities they killed
140,000+ innocent people. Another 2 million died in the next 5 years. They have bombed
civilians of Chile in 1973, and killed 50,000 Vietnam war and killed millions N. Korea and
killed millions Libya in 1987 and killed 15,000 Iraq and have killed over a million
Afghanistan and have killed 300,000 They disregard human life for victory. Yet their acts
are not terrorism? Deancasser 3 months ago ahadkhanahmedzai 3 months ago who did
this and who are the amercans truely killing. A Question to be answered
ahadkhanahmedzai 3 months ago ruserga 3 months ago Especially it Run the 5 or 6
fighters for suicide collision with shopping complex. Sept. 5 in all the newspapers wrote
about what would be the collapse of the towers, ie 6 days before the collapse of most of
the people (of a secret organization) warned of classified advertising on the main cover of
the newspaper! ruserga 3 months ago ruserga 3 months ago В 1980 году массоны или
моссоны подсчитали что ресурсы на Земле вот вот на исходе, было решено
уничтожить 332/333 людей на Земле. И оставить 1 000 000 человек. Убиства идут
при помощи: алкоголя, сигарет, проституток загрязнения окружающей среды,
реклама, война информации и так далее. ruserga 3 months ago ruserga 3 months ago In
1980, Masson or mossony estimated that resources on earth that's now on the wane, it
was decided to destroy 332/333 people on Earth. And leave one million people.
Assassination exploit are using: alcohol, cigarettes, prostitutes, pollution, advertising,
information warfare, and so on. ruserga 3 months ago 1991rbp 3 months ago
@USAdeserved911 Agreed! Haha :D 1991rbp 3 months ago USAdeserved911 3 months
ago 9/11 was the most spectacular comedy event the world had ever seen.
USAdeserved911 3 months ago meqanbaybeex3 3 months ago @USAdeserved911 fuck
you . I live in that city & I will tell you IT WAS MOST DEFINITELY not funny so
stfu. If you weren't a depressed probably a nobody from a little faget farming town in like
Iowa and you were actually from New York and saw thousand of people die right in front
of your fucking eyes you wouldnt think it was funny. MAYBe if you knew somebody
like I or thousands of others did or even had a heart you would not call this a comedy
event asshole , burn in hell w. Osama Bin Laden meqanbaybeex3 3 months ago
USAdeserved911 3 months ago @meqanbaybeex3 The more you losers get angry the
more funny it is. So keep it up lololol. Big up to those brave muslim martyrs. Allahoo
Ackbar.
USAdeserved911 3 months
ago crah12345 3 months ago
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh ÷ ﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩ ﻡﻥﻅﺭ ﺭﺍﺉﻉcrah12345 3 months ago
johntitorlives 3 months ago We have freedom of speech in this country so you are free to
be the biggest ahole around but when you say things like our country do this to that
country so we deserved 9-11, do you REALLY think those people deserved to die like
that? If you do then you are as evil as the terrorists. johntitorlives 3 months ago
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YipTaoTanil 3 months ago @johntitorlives hahahahah funny YipTaoTanil 3 months ago
ruserga 3 months ago @johntitorlives В 1980 году массоны или моссоны подсчитали
что ресурсы на Земле вот вот на исходе, было решено уничтожить 332/333 людей на
Земле. И оставить 1 000 000 человек. Убиства идут при помощи: алкоголя, сигарет,
проституток загрязнения окружающей среды, реклама, война информации и так
далее. ruserga 3 months ago buffalobirdie 3 months ago So much hate. It is everywhere.
buffalobirdie 3 months ago 16lilmaine 3 months ago Omg I'm crying like someone just
shot me it's so sad and we will miss all our loved ones and even the one who lost there
lives either trying to help or was just caught in it but I say this that I will never forget this
day. THIS IS A GREAT PART OF AMERICAN HISTORY!!!! 16lilmaine 3 months
ago johntitorlives 3 months ago Zing you are an f-ing ignoramous since you cannot tell the
difference between what happened in World War 2 and what the terrorists did on 9-11.
Why the hell don't you list all the bombings and killing of innocent civilians that
MUSLIMS continue to commit around the world. WHY the hell did you leave that off
your little list you damn hypocrit. johntitorlives 3 months ago ZingMingWingBing 3
months ago When America nuked the two Japanese cities they killed 140,000+ innocent
people. Another 2 million died in the next 5 years. They have bombed civilians of Chile in
1973, and killed 50,000 Vietnam war and killed millions N. Korea and killed millions
Libya in 1987 and killed 15,000 Iraq and have killed over a million Afghanistan and have
killed 300,000 They disregard human life for victory. Yet their acts are not terrorism?
ZingMingWingBing 3 months ago darkneji7 3 months ago @ZingMingWingBing You
sound just like Timothy McVeigh darkneji7 3 months ago ZingMingWingBing 3 months
ago When America nuked the two Japanese cities they killed 140,000+ innocent people.
Another 2 million died in the next 5 years. They have bombed civilians of Chile in 1973,
and killed 50,000 Vietnam war and killed millions N. Korea and killed millions Libya in
1987 and killed 15,000 Iraq and have killed over a million Afghanistan and have killed
300,000 They disregard human life for victory. Yet their acts are not terrorism?
ZingMingWingBing 3 months ago Farout397 3 months ago Unbelievable footage, every
time I hear a siren it reminds me of that day, and it always will. Farout397 3 months ago
dunkeln18 3 months ago yeah? what fucking country? those third world shit holes
deserve nothing less. They should be honored to be bombed by us. each one of our bombs
is worth more than their whole shitty country. dunkeln18 3 months ago milanpol79 3
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @dunkeln18 Fuck you
asshole!!!! milanpol79 3 months ago s4howard2 3 months ago @dunkeln18 lol that made
me laugh. s4howard2 3 months ago sonnyhst1988 3 months ago it is so bad..... that´s so
sad sonnyhst1988 3 months ago DreamTranceMusic 3 months ago Come on. This was a
real event. The terrorists behind this should go to hell. I am not an american citizen but
still know lots about 9/11. It was truly tragic event where many needlessly lost their
lives. This is a true account of people watching it. Those people saying it is fake need to
think about it. May the souls lost that day rest in peace aswell as the souls of the family
members left by the greatest terrorist attack ever. DreamTranceMusic 3 months ago
fogg1664 3 months ago Comment removed francisjairam 3 months ago What is wrong
with you people just is a terrible thing whoever beileves this is fake go to hell because
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this happened for real I'm serious francisjairam 3 months ago rct3fan00 3 months ago You
FUCK WITH THE U.S, THEN U R SOO OOOO FUCKED! THIS IS WHY THERE
MIGHT BE ANOTHER WORLD WAR. FUCKING ASSHOLES! HOW THE FUCK
CAN THEY POSSIBLY DO THIS!!!!! I HOPE THEY ROT IN HELL, ACTUALLY, I
HOPE THEY ARE ROTTING IN HELL RIGHT NOW! rct3fan00 3 months ago Crexu
3 months ago @rct3fan00 There will never be another world war, because if there was
then EVERY country would lose, even you'r precious USA. Crexu 3 months ago
poradnikiots 3 months ago R.I.P.When i seen this on tv i was 6-7 i hope the pp that
done that get court poradnikiots 3 months ago rct3fan00 3 months ago @poradnikiots
Those people died.... I blame Osama Bin-laden. If that's how you spell his name.
rct3fan00 3 months ago 90210redneck 3 months ago @poradnikiots Man I sure hope
they get it a whole lot worse than court. Them terrorist douches should all be slowcooked. 90210redneck 3 months ago OneSicFuk 3 months ago score 1 for us OneSicFuk 3
months ago EIIiot4199 3 months ago 3074 people died that day. And because of that,
how many camel fuckers have we killed?? 10's of thousands. There stupid!! You do shit
like this ITS GONNA COME 10 TIMES ON YOU!!!!! I wish i was in the army so i
could shoot me some rag heads myself! EIIiot4199 3 months ago Crexu 3 months ago
@EIIiot4199 You're just as bad as the terrorists, not all of those "rag heads" are bad, most
of them are innocent people who'se country is being destroyed. Crexu 3 months ago
eliasmouawad 3 months ago People are watching the world cup ignoring a disaster Search
For "AFGHANISTAN WISDOM MADNESS" eliasmouawad 3 months ago
serinaelaine12 3 months ago they aren't joking u dummy they are crying and in shock!
serinaelaine12 3 months ago Rubrik1000 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam its a shame! all of those fireman died Rubrik1000 3 months ago
LOCKE403 3 months ago God that was hard to watch. I lost a good friend that day, and
almost my mother. LOCKE403 3 months ago naveedngr 3 months ago Dont knw how
can a building which can withstand 2000 c go down by a plane which can burn on 1000
c.it went down straight without any of its floor toppling over.Satan must be controlling
the planted bombs in wtc. naveedngr 3 months ago PeanutFu 3 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam that fake this video is fake PeanutFu 3 months ago
Hippejesselegit 3 months ago FUCK ALL of u! i feel bad for the people i do, its just sad
how u gluys blame my country for this when its was your pice of shit country SO SUCK
IT! RIP ALL who lost there lifes <3 :( Hippejesselegit 3 months ago YipTaoTanil 3
months ago Ala bless Gazwah YipTaoTanil 3 months ago SuperYamafy 3 months ago
Muslims are murderers SuperYamafy 3 months ago MegsGemBabe 3 months ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam MegsGemBabe 1 minute ago OMG
THIS ISNT A FUCKING JOKE OKAY!!!!!!! THIS IS A TERRIBLE TERRIBLE
THING THAT HAPPENED!!!! SHAME ON YOU PEOPLE WHO JOKE ABOUT
THIS!!!! come on people have some CLASS MegsGemBabe 3 months ago
MegsGemBabe 3 months ago 14 Comment removed K1nd3rschr3ck 3 months ago
@MegsGemBabe yes! K1nd3rschr3ck 3 months ago rct3fan00 3 months ago 5
@MegsGemBabe Shame on people? PEOPLE WHO LAUGH AT THIS OR JOKE
ABOUT THIS SHOULD GO TO HELL! rct3fan00 3 months ago 5 msKelsieee 3
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months ago @MegsGemBabe YOU ARE SO RIGHT! msKelsieee 3 months ago
MegsGemBabe 3 months ago Comment removed dunkeln18 3 months ago hey douche
bag, what the hell kind of ass hole do you have to be to say something like that? 9/11 isn't
a fucking joke. dunkeln18 3 months ago Hippejesselegit 3 months ago bush did a really
nice job :) hi fivee :D lets wait for 2012 <3333333333 Hippejesselegit 3 months ago
L33TH47 3 months ago @Hippejesselegit Listen here you little bitch,so many people
died, so many people lost EVERYTHING,and your gonna sit there and make a joke
about it? What the fuck is wrong with you? Go back to the asshole you came from you
pathetic little fuck. L33TH47 3 months ago PaytonJonesTV 3 months ago This is what
caused Global warming! I'm not being rude I'm just saying!! PaytonJonesTV 3 months
ago alzaeemeqla3 3 months ago Do not mess with the Arabs alzaeemeqla3 3 months ago
mddub135 3 months ago @alzaeemeqla3 fuck the arabs mddub135 3 months ago
66YalnizKurt661 3 months ago this was flat from america with it grund have one get
against iraq do where are atombomben where so often have talked and nothing except oil
66YalnizKurt661 3 months ago XxHOLLINGxX 3 months ago thank god it is all over
XxHOLLINGxX 3 months ago RavidBunny 3 months ago Best Day Ever thumbs up if
you agree RavidBunny 3 months ago tuesmornininsept 3 months ago @RavidBunny You
are very special tuesmornininsept 3 months ago DadidiWTF 3 months ago
@RavidBunny 2000 dead Americans = 2000 less obese people in the world. FUCK
YEAH! DadidiWTF 3 months ago ThastTheGuyisBack 3 months ago @DadidiWTF
3000 parasites died ThastTheGuyisBack 3 months ago mddub135 3 months ago
Comment removed ThastTheGuyisBack 3 months ago @RavidBunny YES IT WAS
ThastTheGuyisBack 3 months ago pavlovcenaduhom 3 months ago
terrisim
pavlovcenaduhom 3 months ago kellybabes1996 3 months ago this is horrific
kellybabes1996 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @kellybabes1996
WRONG, asshole. didn't you get the memo? this was not horrific. this was entertaining.
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago adrianapena1991 3 months ago 3 This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam hey guys please dont hate me but its our government that
did this its my opinion look up the Illuminati they did this and they are the ones
manipulating us please open your eyes before its to late adrianapena1991 3 months ago 3
xXFirestar5Xx 3 months ago @adrianapena1991 lol wow, so you think fricken lizards did
this? wow. illumishitty xXFirestar5Xx 3 months ago adrianapena1991 3 months ago hey
guys please dont hate me but its our government that did this its my opinion look up the
Illuminati they did this and they are the ones manipulating us please open your eyes
before its to late adrianapena1991 3 months ago Dalaryna 3 months ago
@adrianapena1991 dude, don't be so diluted. Illuminati have nothing to do with
governments or terrorism. Because someone wrote a book some years ago that was
fictional doesn't mean all those conspiracy hippy's are right. Illuminati were religious
cults that have been around in the 1800's and there are SOME traces from them in the
20th century. However everything about them+ governments and the new world order is
just idiotic hippy biass. Dalaryna 3 months ago Dalaryna 3 months ago
@adrianapena1991 Dude, illuminati and the new world order are pretty much fictional.
Don't believe all the hippy crap you hear people moan. Dalaryna 3 months ago
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xXKlickKingXx 3 months ago ... ;-( xXKlickKingXx 3 months ago cayc1 3 months ago
Type into Youtube old world secrets the omega project codes and watch it now before it
is too late. cayc1 3 months ago richtea345 3 months ago i dont know about anyone else,
but the music at the start is really chilling.... richtea345 3 months ago arizonabay15 3
months ago What a complete paranoid fruitcake that MrA5 cocksuka is. arizonabay15 3
months ago Strifegust 3 months ago Yo Mama so fat, I ran around her twice and got lost.
Strifegust 3 months ago jbyrsm1 3 months ago Sorry about all the mishap my rude sister
ashley caused. jbyrsm1 3 months ago skandinavien555 3 months ago 2 hehe world trade
center kift geil skandinavien555 3 months ago 2 jbyrsm1 3 months ago Comment removed
zidan1989xx 3 months ago 2 goood zidan1989xx 3 months ago 2 deanice100 3 months ago
all mus lim are fucking insane and are not worth living piece of shit people and iam a
proud hindu deanice100 3 months ago AbuDharrAlGhaffari 3 months ago @deanice100 I
was driving a truck from work and I accidently hit a cow on the country road, I prayed to
Allah(swt) to forgive my transgression on this cow, and I also prayed that he guides all
the hindus from their polytheism to monotheism AbuDharrAlGhaffari 3 months ago
NinjaChampionKO 3 months ago I say we White Christian Americans convert to Islam
and make The entire world bow down to us...... NinjaChampionKO 3 months ago
JimWillPwnYou 3 months ago how the fuck do people have no heart at all? Killing
mothers, fathers, sons, daughters......... christ. theyre fuckin worthless pieces of shit.
damn them to hell. every last one of them JimWillPwnYou 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca
3 months ago @JimWillPwnYou i hope your family gets snuffed out in a gas leak. giggles!
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago AbuDharrAlGhaffari 3 months ago @JimWillPwnYou
They weren't thinking about that it wasn't on their minds....They just had pure 100%
straight up vengeance/hate on their mind. ..For every action there is a reaction, opposite
in direction but equal in magnitude....American foreign policy in the middle east did
this..not the misguided hijackers. AbuDharrAlGhaffari 3 months ago francisjairam 3
months ago @JimWillPwnYou Yeah the terroists should go to hell francisjairam 3 months
ago antboy913 3 months ago you can see people jumping out the windows. why would
someone do this? this is just horrible. i hope osama dies soon antboy913 3 months ago
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @antboy913 911 was wonderful. and also please murder
bush. THANK YOU IN ADVANCE! YAY! lulz. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago
patsrulejc 3 months ago @MrA5gregjockca You are an IDIOT you ignorant bastard. do u
truleey beleive bush did this? GO TO HELL patsrulejc 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3
months ago 3 @patsrulejc slut. slam a basketball down your vadge, bitch. i don`t wanna
hear your fucking lip. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 3 patsrulejc 3 months ago
@MrA5gregjockca your an idiot. stupid republican WHAT how the fuck is Obama diong
you little shit. the fucken man is a retard! do you truley beleive he's diong a good job.
patsrulejc 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @patsrulejc i don't believe in any
presidents or leaders. they all suck equally. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago Delehathia 3
months ago @patsrulejc pft... stupid republican Delehathia 3 months ago patsrulejc 3
months ago @Delehathia stupid republican? okay Bush was a bad president, but you
have to admit he would have handled the oil spill a lot better. patsrulejc 3 months ago
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @patsrulejc bush taking care of the BP oil spill? lol! as
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good as he handled katrina? get lost, troll. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago kalenjoy10 3
months ago wat time did the 1st plane hit?? kalenjoy10 3 months ago
TheInvulnerableFront 3 months ago @kalenjoy10 the same time that your mon was
sucking on the nigger's penis. TheInvulnerableFront 3 months ago antboy913 3 months
ago @TheInvulnerableFront fuck you man 3000 people die and you laughf about it? fuck
you antboy913 3 months ago ofara4 3 months ago BRILLIANT DAY FOR
HUMANITY ofara4 3 months ago wilyik9 3 months ago wank over ded bodies <3 <3 <3
wilyik9 3 months ago metalman1193 3 months ago 9/11 was NOT DONE by terrorists.
The whole operation was in fact run by the US GOVERNEMNET! These planes were
actually flying abram tanks, controlled from a super secret zionist airbase in mars by
chuck norris and god himself 9/11 WAS AN INSIDE JOB! metalman1193 3 months ago
ha1able 3 months ago Hungarianskin2 GO SUCK UR MOMZ DICK BITCH. ha1able 3
months ago aechaech 3 months ago a false flag operation aechaech 3 months ago reelreal1
3 months ago that is the year when my cousin was born reelreal1 3 months ago wilyik9 3
months ago lets have a group wank over his wilyik9 3 months ago codegeassfreak909 3
months ago HAHAHA u u should all die codegeassfreak909 3 months ago Fatboygetthin
3 months ago @codegeassfreak909 FUCK YOU Fatboygetthin 3 months ago
codegeassfreak909 3 months ago @Fatboygetthin STFU i hope ur dad die in there
codegeassfreak909 3 months ago francisjairam 3 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @codegeassfreak909 Go To hell you B**** francisjairam 3
months ago HungarianSkin2 3 months ago america has deserved what it got. America is a
piece of shit. Americans are a bunch of uneducated pervert fat rednecks and mud. Fuck
America. Americans are devils HungarianSkin2 3 months ago PatriotAndLakerHater 3
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @HungarianSkin2 GO
FUCK YOUR SELF BITCH!!!!!! PatriotAndLakerHater 3 months ago jow43 3 months
ago Comment removed jow43 3 months ago @HungarianSkin2 ur a piece of shit for
writting that go fuck yourself asshole you wouldnt like it if somethin like this would
happen to you you cunt jow43 3 months ago jbyrsm1 3 months ago @HungarianSkin2
hey guess what im an american:) im not a pervert im skinny im smart and im much more
clean than mud so you should just go die in a hole! jbyrsm1 3 months ago RavidBunny 3
months ago if this day wasnt great than i dont know what is RavidBunny 3 months ago
cayc1 3 months ago Type into youtube old world secrets the omega project codes and
watch it now before it is too late. cayc1 3 months ago P2TheIzz 3 months ago FREE
MASONS P2TheIzz 3 months ago B0yousef 3 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Eat a Bomb you fucking FUCK YOU Christ FUCKING
DIE YOU FUCKING EMO COCK SUCKERS there will be alot ... trust us B0yousef 3
months ago NikBattaglia911 3 months ago Die Osama bin laden you fucking cunt.You
will burn in hell for this evil act. NikBattaglia911 3 months ago Gheleye 3 months ago
Biggest question ever. What about native Americans. I mean, we never hung out with
other races. So umm. Kallah or Admiral Ackbarr, what ever your name is, will we die
from this great siege or what every your trying to babble on about. Is it fucked up to say
natives don't give a fuck about 9/11 cause none of us do. We don't do your pledge of
allegiance. We sit on our rezs and that's why we hate Americans Gheleye 3 months ago
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MFlovesAF 3 months ago It doesn't matter where you live, who you are, or who did it
against who, it's terrible and unbelievable to see how some people are still making fun of
it.. Even if it would have happened in Iraq, Germany, Brasil or Belgium, even if America
would have done it in Bagdad, it is a disaster to loose your family/friends in a crash like
this. MFlovesAF 3 months ago The911watch 3 months ago This was an inside job. Bush
and co were responsible of this. Start rioting The911watch 3 months ago The911watch 3
months ago This was an inside job. Bush and co are responsible for this. execute them.
The911watch 3 months ago wilyik9 3 months ago i need to wank over this now wilyik9 3
months ago wilyik9 3 months ago im wanking over this, right now wilyik9 3 months ago
Smegool100 3 months ago @MrA5gregjockca :Man you're sick! Smegool100 3 months
ago limauze 3 months ago Hitler is back in 2012 !!! limauze 3 months ago jbyrsm1 3
months ago this is horrible and to think the terriost were at home watching and laughing...
jbyrsm1 3 months ago ThastTheGuyisBack 3 months ago @jbyrsm1 i was with my
muslim friends wacthing this and it was funny as hell LULZ ThastTheGuyisBack 3
months ago jbyrsm1 3 months ago @ThastTheGuyisBack well if you think watching
people die and family losing loved ones for no reason then maybe you should go to hell
jbyrsm1 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 6 @jbyrsm1 maybe you should eat
anthrax. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 6 99centt 3 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Know whats funny? Before the WTC was knocked down,
they ran evacuation drills weeks before, which gaved enought time to get everyone els out
and plant explosives inside, why? because an airplane cannot knock down a solid steel
framed tower, ontop of that, the governer of NY was given around 100m to refurnish and
reframe some parts that needed maintenance of the WTC. And the CIA trained the
taliban, just like how they trained the Cubans at bay of pigs. Well played American
government. 99centt 3 months ago EmzilyD 3 months ago I was only six when it
happened and all I remember is crying with my mom cause of all the people killed
EmzilyD 3 months ago Richiega09 3 months ago lets hope and pray we never see another
911 attack again. i was in my car listening to a radio station 710 talk radio McAllen Texas
it was shocking and sad to hear many innocent people die that tragic black day in
America. Richiega09 3 months ago hard2grow 3 months ago Why is it that it does not
show plains hitting,, ????? Maybe there were none!!!!!! hard2grow 3 months ago 99centt
3 months ago @hard2grow because the WTC had explosives planted so they would fall
down!! yess! 99centt 3 months ago ebspy1 3 months ago i like cake ebspy1 3 months
ago bubu2172 3 months ago This video makes me cry for war bubu2172 3 months ago
Tornciti 3 months ago The "terrorist" has reahced their goal whole usa was paniced, I
think its a shame how come the us forces could prevent this usa is spendig huge amount
of money for that hope it will never repeate. Tornciti 3 months ago wilyik9 3 months ago
4 that gave me a boner wilyik9 3 months ago 4 jobrossuckcock9 3 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @wilyik9 you sick bastard jobrossuckcock9
3 months ago arielvegas2010 3 months ago How come the girl filming sounded so
calm??!?!?!?? i would have been cryinqq!! all those kids dat lost their moms and dads!!!
arielvegas2010 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 8 @arielvegas2010 hahahaha.
maybe it's because you're the only emo fucktard around here. MrA5gregjockca 3 months
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ago 8 limauze 3 months ago show hide GOD BLASSS AMERICA ! HAHAHAHA
limauze 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 2 @limauze god fucks babies in the
poopchute. fuck god and fuck america. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 2 Smegool100 3
months ago Terrible what they did. Smegool100 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months
ago 3 @Smegool100 WRONG, asswipe, the correct adjective is "wonderful".
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 3 martinfalkedalergrim 3 months ago show hide get a life
terrorist! Just go to Afghanistan and get a life! Fuck off! martinfalkedalergrim 3 months
ago not2cry 3 months ago Comment removed MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 7
@martinfalkedalergrim cia = terrorism. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 7 Delehathia 3
months ago they helped plan it Delehathia 3 months ago mddub135 3 months ago
@MrA5gregjockca bitches, bitches... calm the fuck down mddub135 3 months ago
analfail 3 months ago 4 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam CALL 973
543 6003 FOR ANAL PHONE SEX analfail 3 months ago 4 arizonabay15 3 months ago
show hide Thumb- down that assholes comments. He has multiple accounts and switches
them to thumb up his own comments. arizonabay15 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3
months ago 3 @arizonabay15 you're so queer for me, it's sad. can't you find fruitcake
boyfriends in person? seriously? you must be the ugliest aspie in the world. hope you get
aids soon. thanks, bubbye, queer. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 3 not2cry 3 months ago
4 USA= TEROORIST= killing INNOCENT PEOPLE= OIL = SUPPER POWER FUCK
US GOVENMENT not2cry 3 months ago 4 theghosttownguy 3 months ago @not2cry
mmmmmm supper power! theghosttownguy 3 months ago not2cry 3 months ago 3
Comment removed adamdavid541974 3 months ago @not2cry and fuk you too
adamdavid541974 3 months ago not2cry 3 months ago 3 @adamdavid541974 fuck u
100000000000000000 time r u obama's son that u mind mtf not2cry 3 months ago 3
adamdavid541974 3 months ago @not2cry Lol, what is with your hair do? No wonder
you are so angry! really little boy you are such a loser and should be careful of who has
the knowledge to find a person like yourself! You will not be very happy when that
persons turns up at your front door! I have heard so many of you little boys cry sorry
that it makes me sick. Go to bed now and tomorrow wake up to yourself.
adamdavid541974 3 months ago BurakE45 3 months ago 5 This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam 9/11 INSIDE JOB!! BurakE45 3 months ago 5 jokeymike619 3
months ago everytime i see videos of 9/11 i cry its heart breakin jokeymike619 3 months
ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @jokeymike619 have you tried paxil, asshole?
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago adamdavid541974 3 months ago . o all the people of the
United States most of the civilised countries on this planet still share your grief and
mourn the passing of the innocent on this day of infamy. adamdavid541974 3 months ago
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @adamdavid541974 911 is JOYOUS! nay 'tis
STUPENDOUS! MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago thomasduke10 3 months ago respesct
the people who died fighting for their country and tried to save other innocent ppl.......
thomasduke10 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @thomasduke10 fuck them.
they're all suckers. YAY! suckers are dead. hip hip hooray. MrA5gregjockca 3 months
ago sorchavaughan 3 months ago People died on this day! not every one thinks that they
are the enemies i live in an arabic country and im american. please just respect the people
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who died on this day and stop saying disrepfull thing. sorchavaughan 3 months ago
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @sorchavaughan people? no, _pigs_ died on that day!
HOORAY! MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago
@sorchavaughan shut the fuck up, slut. stop trying to be a wannabe hitler. people can
say whatever they like and if i wanna poop on 911 victims' dead faces, that's my
business. giggles!! MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago aquaboy232008 3 months ago you
fucking pieces of shit americans think that arabs are the enemy, this day was great and
wake up the whole world hates you even white people want america to burn in hell
aquaboy232008 3 months ago sorchavaughan 3 months ago @aquaboy232008 People
died on this day! not every one thinks that they are the enemies i live in an arabic country
and im american. sorchavaughan 3 months ago aquaboy232008 3 months ago
@sorchavaughan why are you even talking to me, your american of course you think
every one likes you . But thats because your a narrow minded american so fuck off
aquaboy232008 3 months ago adamdavid541974 3 months ago @aquaboy232008 ,
MrA5gregjocka. You worming little pricks. how dare you make comments like you do. I
hope that you and your family get theirs one day and that we all get to laugh about it.
You deserve too rot in hell. Innocent people died and suffered that day and all you can do
is pass nasty comments. I would like to meet you guys and show you how we treat dogs
of your type in Australia. I guarantee you guys would be swallowing your tiny little nuts
when i am finished with you.. adamdavid541974 3 months ago aquaboy232008 3 months
ago @adamdavid541974bring it on cunt , i am australian so fuck you show me how its
done mother fucker give me your address if you got the balls , we will bag you up and
post you to that shit country america cunt and dont come back here aquaboy232008 3
months ago sorchavaughan 3 months ago @aquaboy232008 just so you know .. i am not
narrow minded i have seen things that most people have not. I live in an Arabic country.
and i am not only american im irish and the irish are neutral. so FUCK OFF AND STOP
BEING AN ASSHOLE! sorchavaughan 3 months ago aquaboy232008 3 months ago i
was happy, what the world needs to see more of is america getting shit on for all the pain
and wars they have caused and put the rest of the world into since world war 2, korea,
vietnam, etc. should just nuke the whole country then the world will be a safer place to
live aquaboy232008 3 months ago arizonabay15 3 months ago And maybe try some teeth
whitening..... arizonabay15 3 months ago arizonabay15 3 months ago He really needs to
go on a Fat Burning Diet. arizonabay15 3 months ago arizonabay15 3 months ago What
an arsehole this MrA5 cocksucka is arizonabay15 3 months ago SuperProjectLove 3
months ago reiß die hütte ab ohlala SuperProjectLove 3 months ago tyman128 3 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam screw you M jacka or whatever
you dont deserve to have a family or fell loved just like SpavVy1993 said tyman128 3
months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 2 @tyman128 hahaha. shut up. 911 was
funny and all you asshole know it. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 2 jokeymike619 3
months ago @MrA5gregjockca shut up 9/11 wasnt funny u cheap bastard n u shld go 2
hell jokeymike619 3 months ago GeneralMEDFLY 3 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam HEY EVERYONE FUCKING GROW UP! What if it were
you watching that as an eyewitness. STFU you insubordinate pricks, i hope you fell like
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a guilty bitch. GeneralMEDFLY 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 7
@GeneralMEDFLY eat a bomb, asshole. who the fuck are you? what rathole did YOU
come from, prick? get lost. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 7 freakylegofan 3 months ago
@GeneralMEDFLY Just... just... fuck you ! You fucking ball licker ! freakylegofan 3
months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 4 @stayalarmed 911 is fun to watch with
popcorn! MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 4 MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 3
@fkkstrandwixer "9/11 was the greatest thing since the holocaust." --- even BETTER!
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 3 Waldmeister22 3 months ago @MrA5gregjockca omg...
frakking idiot Waldmeister22 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago
@Waldmeister22 oooh... you said "frakking" to avoid cussing in front of your imaginary
god. oooh. did you get that shit from fucking battlestar galactica, you stupid aspietard?
get some man balls and say FUCK, asshole. god's got better shit to do then worry about
your pottymouth. you already eat shit anyway. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago
RavidBunny 3 months ago 2 HAHAHA THIS WAS MY FAVORITE DAY EVER!
RavidBunny 3 months ago 2 MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 3 @RavidBunny 911 made
people happy around the world. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 3 Waldmeister22 3
months ago @MrA5gregjockca yeah, maybe right. but that is terrible! those people who
celebrated this day.... are idiots. Waldmeister22 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months
ago @Waldmeister22 it's idiotic to worry about a bunch of dead corpses. they're dead. no
amount of emo crying is gonna bring them back, pussies. get a whiff of reality and move
on with your pathetic lives. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago Waldmeister22 3 months ago
@MrA5gregjockca okay if you mean. but then kill your mother or a friend of you and
say, that she/he is just death and no more! because people lost their friends, her families
this day... i didn't lost a friend, or a part of my family, because i'm 1000 kilometers away
in germany, but its still sad. i just think you're an fucking/frakking (whatever you like)
idiot and i hope you'll burn in hell, or wherever you'll be after death! Waldmeister22 3
months ago 90210redneck 3 months ago They can take away the WTC and the Pentagon
and even the Whitehouse and all D.C. but they can NEVER take away our freedom! God
bless America! 90210redneck 3 months ago SpavVy1993 3 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @90210redneck Hellz yeah! SpavVy1993 3
months ago animelubbor432 3 months ago oh yeah people sit here and say "it was a
military plane" but people we saw the fucking evidence IT WAS A COMMERCIAL
JET! animelubbor432 3 months ago snagglescat 3 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @animelubbor432: exactly. They were only guessing (or had
heard speculation) that it was a military plane. They weren't even close enough to the
South Tower to see exactly what type of plane it was. The only comment after the
second plane hit that was the closest to what happened was the "It's probably a terrorist
attack" snagglescat 3 months ago alx5566 3 months ago Why can't everyone forgive and
forget and please try not to take this as an insult. U should not get so angry about this
.there are only certain cases were there is a need to get angery about this such as friends
and loved ones but other than this u should stop mocking the dead and making video's to
piss off ppl and leave the dead to rest. alx5566 3 months ago Holysmoke2007 3 months
ago I hope there is hell, enough space for all of u evil mf's !! Holysmoke2007 3 months
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ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 4 @Holysmoke2007 have fun in hell then, bitch.
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 4 Holysmoke2007 3 months ago Watch the cut 11:45.
And yet we dont see the plane. strange indeed!! Holysmoke2007 3 months ago
johntitorlives 3 months ago MONAHCO1, I had wondered the same thing but in the end
I'm glad she taped it. None of us should ever forget the horror and emotions from that
day. johntitorlives 3 months ago tayeule124 3 months ago FUCKING TERRORIST.
LET'S KILL EVERYBODY IN IRAK AND AFGHANISTAN, THE WOMEN AND
THE KIDS TOO! DAMN, THEY ATTACKED US, LET'S DESTROY THEM!
tayeule124 3 months ago jfallout1212 3 months ago Notice after the second plane hits,
she says "It was a military plane" - how would terrorist have access to military planes?
Just saying.. jfallout1212 3 months ago TheGoldenTeacher 3 months ago
@jfallout1212...You buffoon. They obviously do not have access to military planes.
Know who does though? The military. The American military. Know who they're
controlled by? The American government. TheGoldenTeacher 3 months ago jfallout1212
3 months ago @TheGoldenTeacher It was a sarcastic statement, so who's the "buffoon"
lmao who still uses that word! jfallout1212 3 months ago TheGoldenTeacher 3 months
ago Comment removed TwiztedAnimator 3 months ago @jfallout1212 They don't, but
the Military does. TwiztedAnimator 3 months ago snagglescat 3 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @jfallout1212:They were only guessing (or
had heard speculation) that it was a military plane. They weren't even close enough to the
South Tower to see exactly what type of plane it was. The only comment after the
second plane hit that was the closest to what happened was the "It's probably a terrorist
attack" snagglescat 3 months ago simpsonguy8 3 months ago does anyone see the face at
15:10?? simpsonguy8 3 months ago PlasterPigeon 3 months ago Bloody hell, get a grip
the lot of you and find somewhere else to squabble. Don't be so disrespectful. You're
watching a video of the attack. If you want to go have an argument about who did what,
go do it somewhere else. PlasterPigeon 3 months ago MONAHCO1 3 months ago I
CANNOT BELIEVE I'VE NEVER SEEN THIS FOOTAGE BEFORE........I AM SO
THANKFUL THAT YOU'RE MORBID CURIOSITY KEPT THAT CAMERA
FOCUSED ON THE SCENE THE ENTIRE TIME BECAUSE IT GAVE ONE OF
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE VIEWS. MONAHCO1 3 months ago Clb3player 3
months ago This will show the Taliban and Al-Qaeda what happens when you fuck with
America; we will destroy you!! Clb3player 3 months ago theghosttownguy 3 months ago
@kyannac21 "invisible" plane.... its called sarcasm. you;ll learn about it in school... i
suggest you go! hahaha you made yourself look like a total fool!! theghosttownguy 3
months ago kyannac21 3 months ago @theghosttownguy shove off -.- kyannac21 3
months ago theghosttownguy 3 months ago @kyannac21 yeah you MUST feel pretty
stupid now huh? theghosttownguy 3 months ago kyannac21 3 months ago
@theghosttownguy haha, no not really(: kyannac21 3 months ago theghosttownguy 3
months ago @kyannac21 well you made yourself look it, so why all the hate?
theghosttownguy 3 months ago kyannac21 3 months ago @theghosttownguy iWasnt
even hating on you. im sorry for not realizing that you were being sarcastic . im just tired
of everyone hating on America :( kyannac21 3 months ago theghosttownguy 3 months
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ago @kyannac21 well may the force be with you, and america theghosttownguy 3
months ago kyannac21 3 months ago @theghosttownguy haha, thanx, man. iJust asked
my uncle what that meant, he said its from Star Wars x) kyannac21 3 months ago
theghosttownguy 3 months ago @kyannac21 gotta watch them!....well u could skit
ep.1.....YAWN..... theghosttownguy 3 months ago kyannac21 3 months ago @kyannac21
ahaha(: so, im sorry about my attitude. it wont happen again :D kyannac21 3 months ago
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @kyannac21 get used to it, asshole. america is dying.
YAY! MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago KeNnYoOsHoX 3 months ago Only a question of
time... Bush was hooked on war and activaded the whole world. That was the price for
that. I'm not anti american, i'm just tellin the true. KeNnYoOsHoX 3 months ago jbyrsm1
3 months ago Comment removed KeNnYoOsHoX 3 months ago Only a question of
time... Bush was hooked on war and activate the whole world. This was the price for
that. I'm not anti america. I'm just tellin the TRUE. KeNnYoOsHoX 3 months ago
lawazza 3 months ago anyone who says fuck america are stupid because this is what
america wanted.. and they got it.. the chance to invade iraq for money and oil which is a
lot more costly then a couple lives to them.. oil is the only resource the middle east can
bargain to america with and even cause financial problems if they decided to stop
suppling it to them lawazza 3 months ago matizksk 3 months ago mado fuck america
mother and sisster america the fuck and bitch o ye matizksk 3 months ago sparkon 3
months ago WE will NEVER forget. u can deny! profits will stay forever - these are the
"holy" muslims sparkon 3 months ago petcrazythemenniss 3 months ago LOL THIS IS
WIN! FUCK YOU AMERICA! petcrazythemenniss 3 months ago 4tw4tw4tw 3
months ago @petcrazythemenniss roflz :l 4tw4tw4tw 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3
months ago @petcrazythemenniss we can't celebrate yet until all american cities are
nuked from here to hiroshima. YAY! MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago PolkaDotBikiniGal 3
months ago Comment removed PolkaDotBikiniGal 3 months ago Comment removed
PolkaDotBikiniGal 3 months ago Comment removed MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 3
@PolkaDotBikiniGal what a bullshit story. you made it up. hilarious! some people need
so much goddamn attention. pathetic. go to hell, liar. lol. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 3
PolkaDotBikiniGal 3 months ago @MrA5gregjockca Actully most of it wuz true my
mom was coming from a vaction my dad was at home with my sister but he is a surgeon
my brother really did die from 7/11and he really was a good person and he really was
worker and idk why you think thats funny. Remeber i am only 14 so of course im going
to be a drama queen but id see how i should go to hell for it... PolkaDotBikiniGal 3
months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @PolkaDotBikiniGal hahaha, whatever
faggot. thanks for sharing. now fuck off and go see a fucking therapist. you're on the
internet looking for friends. it's so pathetic. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago jokeymike619
3 months ago @MrA5gregjockca die motherfker jokeymike619 3 months ago
PolkaDotBikiniGal 3 months ago @MrA5gregjockca Mmn Faggot nice name to call me
even though i am a girl and im not getting burned by sticks...And i never fucked on you
sooooo dont kno why youre saying that...oh and thx for the advice for the threrapist but i
already am.. but i think you need to see mine by your language(potty mouth) i can see
you feel insicure.. maybe its because of your tiny penis??? PolkaDotBikiniGal 3 months
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ago PolkaDotBikiniGal 3 months ago Comment removed MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 4
@PolkaDotBikiniGal hahaha. thanks for the hilarious story, fruitcake. MrA5gregjockca 3
months ago 4 PolkaDotBikiniGal 3 months ago Comment removed hate420breed 3
months ago WTF why was the second plane cut out? hate420breed 3 months ago
andylangen 3 months ago its sad how alot the comments on here reflect the insincere
regard of human life... i am an American,, and i would be sad if this happened anywhere,
but the non- americans find it funny... i understand why they think that, but isnt all
human life worth saving.... andylangen 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago
@andylangen "I am an American" --- better not be saying that shit in foreign countries,
pig. lol. stab stab. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago andylangen 3 months ago
@MrA5gregjockca blow me u fag,,, take more steroids andylangen 3 months ago
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @andylangen jealous. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @andylangen shoot it if you got it, chump. LOL!
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago ThastTheGuyisBack 3 months ago BEST DAY EVER
ThastTheGuyisBack 3 months ago andylangen 3 months ago @ThastTheGuyisBack I
would actually love to fight you in real life... not just on this online shit..... andylangen 3
months ago hate420breed 3 months ago @ThastTheGuyisBack Aye Aye Captain
hate420breed 3 months ago NeoElvis89 3 months ago @ThastTheGuyisBack you are
mutherfucker NeoElvis89 3 months ago AlexJonesSecretLife 3 months ago Man, Chuck
Norris gotta stop playing with those paper planes... AlexJonesSecretLife 3 months ago
mvp16822030 3 months ago there is more then enough proof to support that 9/11 was an
inside job .if you are willing to take the time to discover how 9/11 played a role to further
the grand scheme of the new world order go to infowars.com the truth is there.
mvp16822030 3 months ago twint1p 3 months ago @mvp16822030 hahahah there is
also more than enought to prove that it wasn't an inside job. twint1p 3 months ago
madbandicooot 3 months ago This was very sad, yet somehow also beautiful...
madbandicooot 3 months ago HasPrishtinali1982 3 months ago burn motherfucker burn
:D HasPrishtinali1982 3 months ago youlp1985 3 months ago Why didn't batman or
spiderman come and save them? youlp1985 3 months ago MouthofSaurons 3 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam subscribe to my videos plz
MouthofSaurons 3 months ago masterkemp 3 months ago @gary7gan fuck your stupid
arabian god and grow the fuck up. if you knew anything about america, or the world you
wouldnt be saying "thank jesus for 9/11" masterkemp 3 months ago Hamsterknight22 3
months ago LOLOLOLOL THIS MADE ME LAUGH MY CAMEL JOCKEY
TURBAN WEARING ASS OFF! DEATH TO THE INFEDELS! Hamsterknight22 3
months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @Hamsterknight22 i'm glad you appreciate a
good comedy. allahu akbar. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @wearemnm "Wow those of you
who say the government set this up don't deserve to live in this country" --- translation:
"i'm an anti-american fascist and hate free speech. i'm a treasonous nazi leech." lol!
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @jonjuggalo17 exactly. the
comparison with the plane that hit the empire state building is apt. to say that the fucking
buildings were weaker than a 1930 building is ridiculous. you'd then have to believe that
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american engineering went down the tubes since WW2. either way, that kind of 'logic' is
screwed. 911 was a scam, regardless of the details, no matter what angle you look at it.
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @fkkstrandwixer it's even
better than hiroshima although it would be nice if new york had a mushroom cloud too.
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @Liloptimistic "ppl the war on iraq is not over oil..it's
actually to end terroism" ---- oh wow, another gimp. wars to end wars. hilarious how
dumb people get. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago
@johntitorlives meanwhile, your comments wreak of even bigger stupidity. you actually
read this shit? REALLY? lol. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months
ago @SpavVy1993 soldiers are the weakest link. generals can tell them to do anything
and they're literally programmed to follow them like lowly DOGS. so fuck soldiers. why
should i respect morons and blind followers. i only respect leaders. and only i am a leader.
you're all ants. goodbye, ants. ROFL! MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago SpavVy1993 3
months ago @MrA5gregjockca Wow that was so funny I forgot to even laugh. And what
the fuck makes you a leader eh? SpavVy1993 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months
ago @SpavVy1993 fine, don't laugh, vadge. lol. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago
SpavVy1993 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@MrA5gregjockca You didn't answer my question. SpavVy1993 3 months ago
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @SpavVy1993 cuz you're revolving around me already,
whore. lap my nuts. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago SpavVy1993 3 months ago
@MrA5gregjockca Wow yeah that's so mature to say to a teenage girl. And yes just
becouse I asked you a simple question COMPLETELY makes me a whore. Hell yeah! If
your age on your channel is true then you REALLY need to grow up. I honestly
woulden't be suprised if your still living in your mothers basement you loser. :)
SpavVy1993 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @SpavVy1993 that's what a
whore would say. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago SpavVy1993 3 months ago
@MrA5gregjockca Oh yeah that's right exactly uh huh right. Your the most boring and
unintelligent persone I've ever fought with on youtube. Not to mention you don't make
any sense. I usually have fun arguing with people on here but your just an ideot. I'm not
going to even bother with you anymore. *Yawn* SpavVy1993 3 months ago
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 4 @SpavVy1993 "but your just an ideot." --- case in
point. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 4 SpavVy1993 3 months ago show hide
@MrA5gregjockca Your the one who started it. Anyways, Bye :) SpavVy1993 3 months
ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 5 @SpavVy1993 you're the one that started it, bitch.
glad to say you ran away with the tail between your fucking legs. i shit on you.
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 5 SpavVy1993 3 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @MrA5gregjockca What do you mean? You started it just
by talking to me and then you start acting like a little prick when I asked you a question. I
didn't start anything really, oh and by the way your grammer sucks worse than mine and
you need to capitalize your letters more. Thats if you wan't people to take you seriously.
And thinking that 9 11 was so awesome is just horrible. So many people lost family
members that they loved. Oh wait you don't even know what love is becouse your an
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asshole. SpavVy1993 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 5 @SpavVy1993
stop starting things, bitch. i thought you had ended it. now you're starting it again,
fruitcake. fuck you're the biggest asshole ever. i swear to god i want to smash your head
into a bed of nails. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 5 SpavVy1993 3 months ago
@MrA5gregjockca Wow now tell me how you really feel :) SpavVy1993 3 months ago
aquaboy232008 3 months ago @MrA5gregjockca only a idiot is to stupid to spell idiot,
thats means your a fucking idiot, aquaboy232008 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @aquaboy232008
"only a idiot is ..." --- i think you mean "AN idiot", idiot. fail. MrA5gregjockca 3 months
ago passion4drums 3 months ago 2 @aquaboy232008 maybe, but an idiot like you, can't
even use proper grammer dumbass lmao. here's what you should've said. "only AN idiot
is TOO stupid to spell idiot, that means YOU'RE a fucking idiot." passion4drums 3
months ago 2 aquaboy232008 3 months ago @passion4drums whats your problem fuck
wit, my comment wasnt even directed at you aquaboy232008 3 months ago
aquaboy232008 3 months ago @aquaboy232008 aquaboy232008 3 months ago
passion4drums 3 months ago @aquaboy232008 who gives a shit. fucking hypocritical
bastard. MrA5gregjockca's comment was directed towards you either, but you still felt
the need to call him an idiot. what are you 5? go troll somewhere else passion4drums 3
months ago aquaboy232008 3 months ago @passion4drums bring it on you fucking
american piece of dog shit, has your shit country cause any wrs latley, does it feel good
to come from the most hated imbred country in the world, dont worry cunt the world will
wipe you fuckers from existance soon enough , then worl wide celebration will begin.,
Death to america allah akaba aquaboy232008 3 months ago 1redpill4u1 3 months ago
Watch old world secrets the omega project codes on Youtube now 1redpill4u1 3 months
ago kickass956 3 months ago in 2004 osama bin laden admitted that he set up 9/11 it was
because the U.S. sent a fleet to help isreal invade lebannon, osama bin laden said that the
U.S. destroyed many of lebannons buildings and osama bin laden stated that the 9/11
attacks was "a taste of the medicine" kickass956 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months
ago @kickass956 who cares. you can beat somebody senseless and force a confession out
of them, or someone can claim they did it randomly. look, i hereby claim that van der
sloot's murders were done by ME! I DID IT!! see? it's that easy. fuck you, gimp.
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago Landrar 3 months ago @MrA5gregjockca if 911 was a
scam for oil then why haven't oil prices gone down? Why are supplies lower now than
when it started? Do you also believe we didn't go to the moon and that the earth is 6 10k years old? Silly conspiracy theorists. Landrar 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3
months ago @Landrar "if 911 was a scam for oil then why haven't oil prices gone down?"
--- omg, IDIOT. that's part of the scam, bitch. it's pointless to scam for iraqi oil if you let
the oil prices go down, idiot. shut the fuck up. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago Landrar 3
months ago @jonjuggalo17 Oh really? Go look into the planning required to bring a
building down. They have to set bombs on the bottom to take out the supports. These
buildings fell from the top down. They have to tear down walls and knock out supports.
Also, how did they put all these explosives in? None of the people working happened to
notice the strapping on of explosive devices? They also didn't fall perfectly unless you
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can find a reason the the whole top section of one of the towers hitting WTC 7. Landrar 3
months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @Landrar shut up, troll. no one now but a
MONKEY thinks 911 is not a government scam for oil. shut up, asshole. you and your
wacko jesus network are irrelevant at this point. say hello to ann vagina-munching coulter
for me. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago Landrar 3 months ago @MrA5gregjockca 1st I'm
an atheist. Save your jesus insults for someone who cares. 2 I'm a libertarian and could
give a fuck about ann coulter. 3rd show your evidence that 911 is about oil. You make
asinine comments then you can provide the evidence of such. I'm not saying our govt isn't
into some shady shit, but I doubt your uneducated ass knows what it is. Stupid
conspiracy theorists. Landrar 3 months ago randyrhoads1028 3 months ago @Landrar
retarded dumbass libertarian randyrhoads1028 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months
ago @Landrar "3rd show your evidence that 911 is about oil" --- no, bitch. you've clearly
been dropped on your head and smacked it good some. so instead of me explaining to a
dicktard about something so completely obvious, you can slice your wrists for us and
videotape it for youtube so i can jack off to your suicide. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago
kickass956 3 months ago we will never forget 9/11 goddam terroist kickass956 3 months
ago Prev 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help
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wearemnm 3 months ago Wow those of you who say the government set this up don't
deserve to live in this country this was a tragedy that will forever be remembered by
America. If anything it taught us that we are not invincible but still it is a day of sorrow
for America wearemnm 3 months ago jonjuggalo17 3 months ago This was set up by the
government. There is no way a plane would make these towers fall. There had to be
bombs setup inside. Just look at how pertectly It fell. jonjuggalo17 3 months ago
fkkstrandwixer 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11
was the greatest thing since the holocaust. fkkstrandwixer 3 months ago KeyserZone 3
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @fkkstrandwixer you
fucking moron ! KeyserZone 3 months ago JACKSONLANDIA 3 months ago gesu
rimani nel momento della prova con quelle persone. :-( JACKSONLANDIA 3 months
ago tallinn42 3 months ago where is WTC 1 tallinn42 3 months ago Luka804 3 months
ago Why did they hit it ? :P Luka804 3 months ago asylumsquad 3 months ago Most
surreal day of my life. Here in Toronto, they were evacuating skyscrapers & the CN
Tower, in case we were a target as well. asylumsquad 3 months ago cavanfamily12345 3
months ago where were you on this day?..... i remember being woken up by my brother,
telling me a plane hit 1 of the towers.... at first i was in total dibelief, i mean, i have never
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heard of such a thing as a plane crashing in2 a building.... but in the second time he tried to
wake me up, i stood and look at the tv... and there it is. wtc smoking. that day my views
of real n fiction s change... i probably stood for 3 mins till i came back 2 reality....... n then
d 2nd plane hit... thats when i broke 2 pcs cavanfamily12345 3 months ago Liloptimistic
3 months ago ppl the war on iraq is not over oil..it's actually to end terroism..an
impossible war to win.terrorist r everywhere..let us not forget about the underwear
bomber -_-.. ne way america has always displayed imperialistic ideals...lets not forget the
mexican war.thts how we got california and the west..and the spanish-american war..thts
how we got puerto rico and panama canal nd other stuff..this war is legit its a retaliation
of 9/11.. obama realizes this is goin no where so the war is ending. Liloptimistic 3 months
ago johntitorlives 3 months ago MrA5, you don't even have the brains to explain such a
stupid comment. johntitorlives 3 months ago crapdice 3 months ago What a sight that
must of been, the sounds crapdice 3 months ago ThomTwilight 3 months ago Come on
guys, believing that the US- were behind would be the same as believe KZ-camps also
was made by the US. Don't be that ridiculous. ThomTwilight 3 months ago Gary7Gann 3
months ago Helter Skelter usa, Thank you Jesus, for Killing the piggys,!!! Gary7Gann 3
months ago sedirumpa 3 months ago USA IS TO BLAME FOR THIS CRIME!!!!!!!!!!
JUST AANOTHER BAD EXCUSE TO INVADE IRAQ!!! sedirumpa 3 months ago
SpavVy1993 3 months ago All of those innocent people.....So many lives where lost :(
And many Americans say they hate U.S. soldiers becouse one threw a puppy off a cliff
or some are abusing children in Iraq. Some of you need to understand that most of these
soldiers are fighting for us and not for just blowing shit up. What do you think would
happen if we did not fight back? I think I already know. SpavVy1993 3 months ago
TheMetallicaMan666 3 months ago well thats the american government for you
TheMetallicaMan666 3 months ago thi711 3 months ago 3 If ANYONE can't see that
this is a false flag perpetrated by the United States government to start an UNJUST war
against Iraq/Afghan, then those people deserves to be taken out and SHOT. It's plain as
day people. thi711 3 months ago 3 MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @thi711 keep in mind
that the only people left defending bush online are trolls. polls have been taken already
showing that there are actually HALF of americans who are convinced that 911 was part
of a government scam for oil. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months
ago if you liked this vid, you'll also appreciate "General of all American Intelligence: 911
was a fraud!" MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago wogfun 3 months ago Comment removed
wogfun 3 months ago OK, well this video HAS been released before, at least partially.
And WHO edited the video at 11:45 and WHY? Everyone, please take a few moments to
go to 11:45 and see what I'm talking about, it's clear as day. wogfun 3 months ago
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @wogfun it's not "edited", moron. this is when the second
plane hit cuz obviously these people assumed that ONE plane managing to escape
detection before slamming into the building was ludicrous enough. nobody would believe
that TWO planes could overcome detection. (hint: the cia allowed it to happen purposely
for bush's hitler-like propaganda machine.) MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago johntitorlives 3
months ago palsatellite, disgusting how you try and justify 9-11. There is a difference
with what we do trying to stop dangerous regimes in other countries with military force
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that can bring our country harm and flying planes into buildings which is what Muslim
terrorists have done. Our military and gov have mettled in other country's business at
times when they shouldn't have but there is no comparison to that and real terrorists.
johntitorlives 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @johntitorlives "Our military
and gov have mettled in other country's business at times when they shouldn't have but
there is no comparison to that and real terrorists." --- mettle? you're from kansas for sure,
bitch. thanks for the laugh. LOL! MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago Happy Mayonnaise123
3 months ago 9/11 = God's wrath Happy Mayonnaise123 3 months ago stayalarmed 3
months ago "omg what's happening? " wuts happening is that ur getting a taste of ur own
medicine Bitches !! ownnnnnned ! too sad civilians had to die with this :( stayalarmed 3
months ago Jhunch1234 3 months ago WILLIAM COOPER warned of this. AND HE
WAS KILLED. Jhunch1234 3 months ago OmfgitsnotJJtheJet 3 months ago
@Jhunch1234 Seriously this vid too? lolol OmfgitsnotJJtheJet 3 months ago
CalebApprovesThis 3 months ago Look what your government did to your own
buildings. Seems such a waste! CalebApprovesThis 3 months ago MrCitizen28 3 months
ago wow, this is the kind of hate that I witnessed that day. Also concrete will collapse
under high temperatures imanazhole, along with it's steel supports. Build a house before
you talk about building materials. MrCitizen28 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @MrCitizen28 "wow, this is
the kind of hate that I witnessed that day." --- i hope that this same hate stabs you in the
face one day and you get hogtied and dumped into a river. bubbye weak link bubbye. rofl.
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago johntitorlives 3 months ago Utube: "Shot from street level
of South Tower collapsing " johntitorlives 3 months ago imnazhole 3 months ago If there
was ONE Muslim involved with the planning of the DEMOLITION of the world trade
center buildings, then there will be no WWIII if the U.S. invades Iran. Also China and
Russia will not get involved. Aluminum and jet fuel can not destroy steel. Now, if Isreali
secret service and other members of Carlyle group were complicit in the involvement to
lie to the world for free oil revenues while destroying the indigenous owners of the natural
resources then we are on a collision course to WWIII. imnazhole 3 months ago
ThisIsAreHouse 3 months ago The government did nothing. Osama even admitted and
said this was are attack on ur nation. ThisIsAreHouse 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3
months ago @ThisIsAreHouse bullshit. bush rapes babies. MrA5gregjockca 3 months
ago EpicGifted 3 months ago if you look carefully at 7:33 you can see a person jump out
the window... this video convinced me to join the airforce EpicGifted 3 months ago
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @EpicGifted hahaha. good go get shot, bitch. i'll dance on
your grave, sucker. survival of the smartest! only the dumb go into the army.
"DURRRHH!! I'm goin' intah the ahmy cuz i have a small penis and like to get shot at.
DURRRRHH!! i give my life to the State cuz i'm a communist. DURRRHH!!!"
hahahaha. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago EpicGifted 3 months ago @MrA5gregjockca
maybe you need some eyeglasses, because i said airforce. i will pilot a predator drone in a
completely safe bunker from america and kill any and every ugly bearded muslim i can.
EpicGifted 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @EpicGifted then crash into a
mountain, bitch. LOL! MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago EpicGifted 3 months ago
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@MrA5gregjockca are you really that stupid? do you even know what a predator IS?
look it up queer. you might be a little bit funny if you weren't secretly posing as a 28
year old on youtube when in reality you're a tormented 13 year old kid who got beat by
his father until he drunk himself to death and now lives on his grandmother's computer.
you're ashamed of what you are you little kid, you'd never admit in in real life. if your
grandmother found out about your EpicGifted 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months
ago @EpicGifted doesn't matter. just die, moron. army's for dumb inbreds.
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago EpicGifted 3 months ago @MrA5gregjockca secret
youtube accounts she'd whoop your fat ass with her ugly stick. don't worry, just give me
your address little kid. i'll be sure your ugly ass grandmother ever tortures anyone ever
again with her face, and i'll take you somewhere you'll never forget. seriously, give me
your address or phone number EpicGifted 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago
@EpicGifted i can tell you like getting shot in the face. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago
EpicGifted 3 months ago @MrA5gregjockca give me your street address pussy.
seriously. no? i guess you're just a scared virgin cherry after all EpicGifted 3 months ago
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago EpicGifted = pedo stalker. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago
Skeletardou812 3 months ago 2 the war on iraq was a plan to steal oil from the middle
east. i can proov it by letting you know the facts. on google there is this satilite veiw and i
can see the depresion in my yard but the WMD that was soposdily found was a drawing.
and when we invaded we found no weapons. and were still there fighting the taliban when
they had nothing to do with 9/11. we should pull out and fight the ones responcible AlQeuda! Skeletardou812 3 months ago 2 TheJerryludlow 3 months ago @Skeletardou812
It was not a plan to STEAL oil. It was a plan to secure it. TheJerryludlow 3 months ago
RightWingDarren 3 months ago @Skeletardou812 The Taliban is right in fighting us back
bu tAl-Queda is not even real its all a government myth RightWingDarren 3 months ago
TuesdayMorningInSept 3 months ago It is interesting how we are constantly looking for
associations in archetypes.. (subconsciously and consciously) If we cannot go to that
parallel; point of reference.. we come up with whatever is close to that point. . as our
individual perceived reality in our understanding what we have seen.
TuesdayMorningInSept 3 months ago palsatellite 3 months ago we as muslims we wish
the peace in every side on this world , but when they talk about al quaeda , this group of
poooooooooor people get armed by americans to fight and figh , american hands there is
to take natural goddies , good place with poor people they need a plan a huge plan to
invade ! so they sacrifice with the 9-11 day ! palsatellite 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3
months ago SMASHED RIGHT IN THE CUNT! hahahaha. 911 is funny because
americans get owned... AGAIN! MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago Sharky2055 3 months
ago @MrA5gregjockca With your every post here, you 'own' yourself. Sharky2055 3
months ago TuesdayMorningInSept 3 months ago @Sharky2055 I'm with you; insofaras,
about every comment I have read of yours going back a long way.
TuesdayMorningInSept 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @Sharky2055
everybody knows that you're a shit-eating cunt. why pretend? MrA5gregjockca 3 months
ago parentaladvisory121 3 months ago @MrA5gregjockca Do you really mean this or are
you just being funny? parentaladvisory121 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago
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@parentaladvisory121 yes! kill americans. big nuke. the end. YAY! MrA5gregjockca 3
months ago 33calreign 3 months ago @MrA5gregjockca your really grown up 33calreign
3 months ago 33calreign 3 months ago @MrA5gregjockca oh like what ever country your
from didn't get owned thats life iraq suck,pakastain suck, iran sucks your comments mean
nothing 33calreign 3 months ago lovedrreid1 3 months ago this is sad, i was five when this
happened and i remembered watching it on tv. I cried, even tho i didn't know what was
happening. lovedrreid1 3 months ago ProductionsAdonikam 3 months ago the Barney
music is soothing ProductionsAdonikam 3 months ago 11chrisse 3 months ago this is so
sad, the stupid terrorists even though I'm from Germany I was at that time was very
touched that was one of the worst days of American history when I then saw what I
thought would be a film and I turned off but when it later in the news I was finally
understood that it is not about a film on that day I could sleep very badly, I had a terrible
dream I dreamed I was in one of the towers and I am dead then I woke up ... 11chrisse 3
months ago 50centomgwtfiluvmusc 3 months ago Only if I knew which fucking cunts do
this I'd go and make them suffer 10 times more than the people in Hiroshima, 20 times
more for the people that knew the people that died and 100 times more than the people
who were killed. I hope these motherfuckers who did this burn in hell
50centomgwtfiluvmusc 3 months ago ANNEBILLE 3 months ago I don't have words for
this. it's horrible. ANNEBILLE 3 months ago iluamylife 3 months ago It's hard to watch
this video, without being sad. A very emotional day. I hope with all my heart that
people, who lost family members or someone they care about, can find the strenght to go
on. I know it's hard! And for all those who lost their life, R.I.P .. It's a disgusting world
we are living in :( iluamylife 3 months ago bandpickle2000 3 months ago They're not
attack us, but the World Trade Center.....are you not an American? bandpickle2000 3
months ago BridlePath977 3 months ago The sirens of the firetrucks made me cry harder.
Listen to the desperation!! x*( BridlePath977 3 months ago afgtunes 3 months ago This is
just one day of getting bombed. Imagine every day for months, in other cases for years
everyday 24/7... Watch "TERROR STORM 2ND EDITION" Great Video Clip..... 9/11
= inside job... afgtunes 3 months ago jaimelespoptarts 3 months ago Who's Lily??? Is she
okay??? jaimelespoptarts 3 months ago Phantasmos 3 months ago now its 26 min longer hhmm Phantasmos 3 months ago gangstaguys 3 months ago R.I.P. Just thinking back
makes my eyes water gangstaguys 3 months ago TheOpticChannel 3 months ago i
watched this video a few years ago. i specifically remember seeing the 2nd plane hit on
this EXACT VIDEO, Its been cut out. idk the truth..nobody ever will..but personally i
think something isn't right.. this part of video has been cut out. TheOpticChannel 3
months ago 19KamiKaze42 3 months ago Watch at 19:43, u can clearly see bombs
explode.. FUCK ALL THE PEOPLE WHO SET THIS SHIT UP cough* BUSH
*cough* I dont mean to be a dick, i TRUELY feel sorry for all those people,, Time for a
distasteful 9/11 joke: In Soviet Russia, buildings fly into planes 19KamiKaze42 3 months
ago MrsJajoo 3 months ago I'll never forget this day ever. It still brings tears to my eyes
that this happened. I remember my mother watching it on the news as I came downstairs
leaving late for High School, I thought she was watching a movie....then she told me it was
happening for real...How I wish it could have all just been a movie....Watching it gave me
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goosebumps the entire time. Thank you for sharing this footage, I'm sure it was hard to
record but thank you. MrsJajoo 3 months ago J03yB0y1989 3 months ago The Lady
Recording This Had No Idea What Was Really Happening.... Sad Stuff... Brings A Tear
To My Eyes..... J03yB0y1989 3 months ago comgetit1 3 months ago the song playing in
the backround dosnt exactly lift your spirits when watching this video.... comgetit1 3
months ago afgtunes 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
They planned the 9/11 themselves because they want to establish U.S bases everywhere
around the world so they can have POWER/CONTROL..Thats any kind of resources
they want like oil, Uranium etc...Their biggest weapon is the MASS MEDIA that is
sponsored by the SNEAKY JEWS...First they BRAINWASH people here in the U.S, all
of Europe then the world then they finally attack. They brainwash because they dont
want protests like the Vietnam war... Politicians are Evil...Muslims are innocent of 9/11...
afgtunes 3 months ago 090401kt 3 months ago @afgtunes You're totally ridiculous. This
was planned and acted on by terrorists, not the U.S. You saying such a thing is
dishonorable to every life taken in this tragedy. It's people like you that makes me
wonder why you even live in the U.S and why you dont go back from where ever it is
you came from. Oh wait, you're from Afghanistan...that explains it. No respect
whatsoever. 090401kt 3 months ago mariadc075 3 months ago I ON THE OTHER
HAND THANK YOU FOR THIS GREAT DOCUMENTATION..THIS WAS
INDEED THE MOST PAINFULL DAY...IT IS STILL FELT INSIDE OF MY
HEART..I WILL NEVER GET THAT OUT OF MY HEAD... mariadc075 3 months ago
latinoman100 3 months ago henf5671 you are completely right!! latinoman100 3 months
ago latinoman100 3 months ago everyone that agrees with jdaking is completely
stupid...the people on the planes did not know that they were going to be hijacked! if you
were in a situation similar i would then shut up but im sure you dont know whats its like
to have your life one the line unknown of what was to happen. in history terrorists used
the passengers as ransom..never had they been used to destroy a building ..it was unheard
of and unexpected and for you to say that is completely unamerican1 latinoman100 3
months ago afgtunes 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Watch "TERROR STORM 2ND EDITION" Great video clip...Best video on Youtube
that includes great facts, sources, evidence, witness by the best investigator's of the
world. afgtunes 3 months ago aMlunatx 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam First of all, RESPECT this vid!! Im sorry for all those who lost a
loved one!! I do believe this is a inside job, the way the towers crumble to the earth, goes
way 2 fast just by burning, as you can see, the first tower burns 20 minuts! the second
one, burns just a couple of minuts, but they do come down on the exact same time, even
building 7 thats not even hit by a plaine comes down on the same time, it doesnt make it
less awfull, Its dramatic! its just my opninion, after ive seen ZEITGEIST aMlunatx 3
months ago aMlunatx 3 months ago First of all, RESPECT this vid!! Im sorry for all
those who lost a loved one!! I do believe this is a inside job, the way the towers crumble
to the earth, goes way 2 fast just by burning, as you can see, the first tower burns 20
minuts! the second one, burns just a couple of minuts, but they do come down on the
exact same time, even building 7 thats not even hit by a plaine comes down on the same
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time, it doesnt make it less awfull, Its dramatic! its just my opninion, after ive seen
ZEITGEIST aMlunatx 3 months ago bassam5111 3 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam I do not have a good english languge>>But I will try.....my
frineds I think each countery has deffrent people(bad or good)>>I am musliam and
arbian>>and ossama musliam but he is bad man because he killed many pepole without
cause. Also,we have felling and families as you>>I do not like ossama...and I am sorry
and sad for them families>>(in my languge islam main the peace bassam5111 3 months
ago bassam5111 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I do
not have a good english languge>>But I will try.....my frineds I think each countery has
deffrent people(bad or good)>>I am musliam and arbian>>and ossama musliam but he is
bad man because he killed many pepole without cause. Also,we have felling and families
as you>>I do not like ossama...and I am sorry and sad for them families>>(in my languge
islam main the peace) bassam5111 3 months ago MrHaMooDi1 3 months ago Did you
see that explosion . arabs and muslims They are not the cause . the american Government
who did that explosion To be the argument for them to enter Iraq .... MrHaMooDi1 3
months ago henf5671 3 months ago Comment removed khailzarmy 3 months ago "notice
she says its a military plane, i seen alot of these videos and alot of people say the
witnessed the same thing, a dark green military plane of some sort" definately an inside
job.. also if u notice around 4-or 5 minuits into the video u will see small explosions
ripple down both sides of the building... " khailzarmy 3 months ago bluewhale18 3
months ago wow i've never seen this video before bluewhale18 3 months ago
latinoman100 3 months ago jdaking honestly i want to beat your shit latinoman100 3
months ago latinoman100 3 months ago Comment removed TSimkins91 3 months ago
@latinoman100 no jdaking1 is right we are cowards if i was on the plane i would have try
to save them but then again i was only 9 so i still think they should of at least tried
TSimkins91 3 months ago 2ndSamuel710 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Former director US Army war college Dr. Allan Sabrosky says
Jews did 9/11. Dr. Kaasem Khaleel in his book "Wrongly Blamed" proves Jews did 9/11
& more such as London & Madrid bombings. Netanyahu bragged Jews benefited from
9/11. 5 gleeful dancing Jews arrested filming towers collapse later released back 2 Its-realhell by Jew dual citizen Chertoff admitted they were sent 2 NY that day 2 film event.
Jew Larry Silverstein made $7 billion on towers. No Jews died in towers 9/11. Fact not
theory Duh? 2ndSamuel710 3 months ago johntitorlives 3 months ago You don't even
make sense "willful treason" what does that even mean? johntitorlives 3 months ago
johntitorlives 3 months ago Excuse me seenote0, this is the worst job market for teenagers
in 40 years. That means the minimum wage jobs that teenagers used to take are now being
taken by illegals AND legal immigrants, both of which are overwhelming our job markets.
There are people who would take these jobs that is a LIE those are jobs nobody wants.
Furthermore the current welfare system MAKE people get off it in five year and get a job
and how are they supposed to get these jobs when the immigrants have taken them?
johntitorlives 3 months ago spiderscare21 3 months ago hey does ant one belive this that
she just happen to have her camra on that tower at that exact moment sounds alittle fishy
dont it sound pretty dam fishy spiderscare21 3 months ago johntitorlives 3 months ago
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"Military men are dumb stupid animals to be used as pawns in foreign policy" - Henry
Kissinger Henry Kissinger, longtime member of the Bilderburgs. They are responsible for
9-11. They tell our President and our gov what to do. They have infiltrated the gov. They
manipulate world economies including ours. They start wars and profit from them. They
must be stopped! johntitorlives 3 months ago Fumblenoob 3 months ago she got a good
camera Fumblenoob 3 months ago fenlon10 3 months ago rip to who died fenlon10 3
months ago vgichkaanka 3 months ago ужасно vgichkaanka 3 months ago panospale 3
months ago if the americans think that the rest of the world needs them to be their
savior,they are mistaken.you've made so many wars that you had it coming.beside the
english,the rest of the world don't give a s...t about you..just face it and stop killing
innocent people around the world for oil and money.you are the worst terrorists.
panospale 3 months ago Wodskou18 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam Lol, try to imagine yourself standing in the window where the plane hit..
:D Wodskou18 3 months ago 3xtr3mg31l 3 months ago fuck all jewish peoples jews are
the biggest terrorists fuck you jews heil HITLER Thanks for HITLER hitler has killing
and burning jewish peoples in Mathausen in Austria 3xtr3mg31l 3 months ago
OopaintingLflowersoO 3 months ago oh and BTW how much fucking siren does it take
to go a few block? damn. >.> OopaintingLflowersoO 3 months ago
OopaintingLflowersoO 3 months ago hmmm.... nice apartment btw. try not to fall out of
the windows, ive noticed. OopaintingLflowersoO 3 months ago sa3ad7 3 months ago
Realistic ! sa3ad7 3 months ago NinjaChampionKO 3 months ago I hate this fucking
country it feels like a fucking prison.... I'm glad they bombed us on 9-11.....
NinjaChampionKO 3 months ago headhunterke 3 months ago @NinjaChampionKO Then
you can give your Green Card to me lame ass. headhunterke 3 months ago KevFromOC 3
months ago As we approach 9 years....to all that perished....may God bless you and
yours.....Our current President has abandoned you....our current Congress has trampled
on those souls that were lost on 9/11/01.....May GOD protect those brave souls that
protect us daily from another 9/11.... KevFromOC 3 months ago MoonMoney1 3
months ago ✈ ▌▌ Help!! I'm on fire!!! MoonMoney1 3 months ago darthmadeus 3
months ago @MoonMoney1 i hope you burn in hell you sorry sack of shit. youre
making fun of hundreds of innocent people who died forno fucking reason. they were
killed by some cowardly muslims to feel good about themselves. well theyre burning in
hell now and im glad. so moonmoney1, i hope you get trapped in a burning building riht
before it collapses and see how you like it. sorry sack of swine shit darthmadeus 3
months ago NinjaChampionKO 3 months ago @darthmadeus Yea.... We European
Americans have deal with racist abuse from minorities while The entire world bashes us
whenever we try to lend a hand... I hope Europe gets struck by a fuck Earthquake or
tornado.... I would be laughing my fucking ass off... NinjaChampionKO 3 months ago
MoonMoney1 3 months ago @darthmadeus You mad. MoonMoney1 3 months ago
Robbieifyoucan 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam see i
judge people on how smart they are by the size of theyre comments if theyre short they
seem more rational if theyre long they seem irrational i am in the middle cuz my comment
is medum :) and if people dont like the video... who gives a shit bout wut peeple say :D
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Robbieifyoucan 3 months ago Robbieifyoucan 3 months ago Comment removed Searaxcii
3 months ago ... I think we need to consider that on that very day that a
mother,father,son, friend, best friend, was lost that day. I don't understand why people
have to point fingers or insult america. This is a tradgety. This is a horrible and
unfortunate. It is not funny. You think loosing a special someone is funny? That killing
innocent people is the right way to solve something? This wouldn't be happening if we
thought so low of other people. :( Searaxcii 3 months ago SupremacyTV 3 months ago
fucken Illuminati SupremacyTV 3 months ago uberdeater 3 months ago 17 With all do
respect, everyone has their opinions about 9-11, the americans, and terrorism, but in all
reality, this was a terrible day, and while i live in Ontario, i feel emotional and upset
about what happened this day there is really no point in fighting over the internet about
this, because that can NOT change what happened, or stop things from happening
Respect the video, respect those who died and tried their best to help, dont just watch
this video, learn from our mistakes uberdeater 3 months ago 17 aldoggcairns 3 months ago
@uberdeater i agree entirely, and i live in australia aldoggcairns 3 months ago palsatellite 3
months ago @uberdeater Sir, nobody like terror we all have famillies we are muslims we
are humans , but who do need to provoke this problems same who need to invade
countries and create terrors lt the american ask themselves why do Taliban if existe did
this , there are no reason , who did this are a more bigger companies want to invade whole
world and that is impossible ! palsatellite 3 months ago Sharky2055 3 months ago
@palsatellite America didn't create the problems. Al-Qaeda's been attacking the USA &
its allies since before the invasions. You have no clue what you're babbling on about.
Sharky2055 3 months ago ThastTheGuyisBack 3 months ago @uberdeater 9/11 was a
very happy day cuz 3000 cunts died ThastTheGuyisBack 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca
3 months ago @ThastTheGuyisBack 911 is romantic. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago
33calreign 3 months ago @MrA5gregjockca why don't you just respect him whos the
grown up here us or u 33calreign 3 months ago 33calreign 3 months ago @uberdeater that
was beatiful great job you just opended my heart god bless 33calreign 3 months ago
explodeboy1234 3 months ago i hate terroists i lived next to some little kid who said that
america should burn i punched him in his lip his parents were yelling i told my dad and he
called the police they got arrested. this video make me really angry and remained me of
how hate sadam huissen fuking rot in that hole explodeboy1234 3 months ago
krishnasonu420 3 months ago yaaaaa .. this is dengerous...../ don't try this
krishnasonu420 3 months ago peelltop 3 months ago Нью-Йорк заплатил за Белград
peelltop 3 months ago jumpingclown12 3 months ago in 9.17did pepeol fall
jumpingclown12 3 months ago JEFFMOUF 3 months ago ASK CHILDRENS IN IRAK
WHO DIE EVERYDAY UNDER URANIUM BOMBING IF THEY CRIED !!! FUCK
USA JEFFMOUF 3 months ago datguy197 3 months ago @JEFFMOUF hahaha
Uranium bombing in Iraq? hahahaha by the way, you spelled Iraq wrong and nuclear
weapons haven't been used in the Middle East. ;) datguy197 3 months ago JEFFMOUF 3
months ago @datguy197 STUPID KID !!! go to Mc do or KFC fat unbrained american...
JEFFMOUF 3 months ago datguy197 3 months ago @JEFFMOUF wat is MC or KFC?
and what does unbrained mean..... i think it is you who may be lacking the knowledge....
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datguy197 3 months ago explodeboy1234 3 months ago @JEFFMOUF watthe fuk did
you say bitch u know how many innocent fuking lives died r u fuking retarded you make
me and alot of americans angry i swear you should kill yourself before someone does it
for u bitch fuk u and your bitch as country explodeboy1234 3 months ago JEFFMOUF 3
months ago @explodeboy1234 POOR STUPID FAT UNBRAINED GUY....YOU LL
DIE FIRST...DON'T WORRY SHEAP JEFFMOUF 3 months ago miladmeah 3 months
ago To Understand why Muslims celebrated 9/11 and still do to this day One has to get
to the root of the problem. - Muslims believe in LIES of the 7th Cent Told by an illiterate
man, to the illiterate Arabs And, still believed by Muslims of today. - PLEASE Google:
"Who WAS Muhammad" For more. miladmeah 3 months ago EngFar1s 3 months ago
@miladmeah Sigh,first of all I'm an american muslim and I lost 5 of my friends there,those
people who done this didnt have any clue about islam. EngFar1s 3 months ago
TrabzonluMilliyetci 3 months ago ist sehr traurig das so viele unschuldige menschen
sterben mustte aber ihr dürft nie vergessen das Amerika doppel und dreimal mehr
unschuldige menschen grtötet hatt TrabzonluMilliyetci 3 months ago FresnoMostwanted
3 months ago how does it feel america huh how does it feel to be attacked? stupid honkey
pricks fuck america! you guys got what you deserve...this whole thing was your fault...i
love watching these towers burn and fall...the bad part is i live in america and im not
proud...just give the country back to the native americans theyll take way better care of it
haha FresnoMostwanted 3 months ago jdaking1 3 months ago @FresnoMostwanted Go
fuck yourself! How many people died and you're laughing about their deaths? People like
you have a special place in Hell! Get the Fuck out of States if you don't like us. jdaking1
3 months ago FresnoMostwanted 3 months ago @jdaking1 a special place in hell haha
yea right americans are all gonna burn in hell for being selfish greedy basturds haha fuckin
annoying ass honkeys i whipe my ass with the us flag then burn it haha FUCK
AMERICA i dont care what anybody else thinks or says about my opinion you can go
fuck yourself FresnoMostwanted 3 months ago jdaking1 3 months ago
@FresnoMostwanted WTF do you mean Americans are selfish? We help every entire
Country, this is something that we have to stop. Because Americans all have goals and
try to become the Best We Can Be, don't call us Greedy! We don't go to every country
that dislike us and claim them as U.S. property, Small Countries should want to be
considered U.S. Property because then they will finally have something going right for
them. The U.S. is the only country that gained their independence and prospered!
jdaking1 3 months ago FresnoMostwanted 3 months ago @jdaking1 im talking americans!
avererage fatass honkeys that sit on their couch or drive their fast expensive cars...always
buying stocks and useless stuff and picking on minoritys...usually the white ones, the
black ones are cool though their not like that FresnoMostwanted 3 months ago
NinjaChampionKO 3 months ago @FresnoMostwanted If you said that to my face I
would fucking kill you without a doubt... Don't fuck with Americans You Nigger!!!
NinjaChampionKO
3
months
ago
NinjaChampionKO
3
months
ago
@FresnoMostwanted Black Americans are pure shit..... Your obviously an ignorant
Foreign Nigger..... NinjaChampionKO 3 months ago FresnoMostwanted 3 months ago
@NinjaChampionKO yea too bad im not black, im irish stupid asswhole, dont go calling
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people nigger if their not even a nigger stupid fuck, FresnoMostwanted 3 months ago
NinjaChampionKO 3 months ago @FresnoMostwanted Your still a Nigger... What
What? NinjaChampionKO 3 months ago FresnoMostwanted 3 months ago
@NinjaChampionKO well if im a nigger and still white i guess your a nigger to prick
FresnoMostwanted 3 months ago NinjaChampionKO 3 months ago @jdaking1 These
guys insulting us are just stupid assholes... I say to fucking hell with them...
NinjaChampionKO 3 months ago JEFFMOUF 3 months ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam @jdaking1 People like you have a special place in
Hell...ASK CHILDRENS IN IRAK WHO DIE EVERYDAY CAUSE OF YOUR
FUCKING URANIUM BOMBING IF THEY CRIED FOR A FAT AMERICAN
CRASH!!!!HAHAHA JEFFMOUF 3 months ago jdaking1 3 months ago To be honest
with you guys... 205 people died that was on 3 planes. About 2 or 3 terrorist was on
each flight. Is it me or that Humans are so much of fucking pussies that they would rather
wait to be save instead of taking action. How many people get beaten up in front of
people just watching? All of those passengers are COWARDS, they were waiting to be
saved... they could've done something to help prevent the twin towers crash that led to
more deaths. Everyone can learn a lesson from this!!! jdaking1 3 months ago
FresnoMostwanted 3 months ago @jdaking1 agree with you man and its not humans that
are dumb, if it was morroco or mexico or china, they wouldve fought back, but lazy ass
americans didnt want to do anything so yea i agree with you except other countries
woulve been smarter and attack the terriorists FresnoMostwanted 3 months ago
latinoman100 3 months ago @jdaking1 hey you need to shut the fuck up!! and think if
you had a loaded machine gun pointed at your face would you come up with a plan to
stop the unknown? people did not know what happend and the adrenaline would destroy
you. people didnt want this to happen they wanted to go home kiss there husband/wife
and wake up the next morning ...and you make me sick as to call the fallen ..pussies you
pathetic dumbshit! you have no right to say such ignorance! i would gladly beat the shit
out of you!! latinoman100 3 months ago HappyTeacherESQ 3 months ago @jdaking1 In
regards your question, It is you. We have very little idea of what happened on those
flights prior to impact. How could office fires make all that dust? HappyTeacherESQ 3
months ago martyaus2905 3 months ago @jdaking1 Yeah but the passengers on 3 of the
flights were probably unaware that their planes were going to be used as missiles. On
UA93 they knew and tried to do something. martyaus2905 3 months ago henf5671 3
months ago Comment removed Malphas007 3 months ago @jdaking1 I TOTALLY
AGREE! Malphas007 3 months ago NoMoreLiesAboutMe 3 months ago at 19:16 you
can see all the people that are going to die by the collapsing builldnig :(
NoMoreLiesAboutMe 3 months ago welshsweetness 3 months ago thankyou so much
for your video it gave me chills but also made me mad at the bastards that did it all hope u
and your family were all safe afterwards xx welshsweetness 3 months ago potatoelover95
3 months ago oh jesus fuck i'm gonna cry, shit!! fuck bin laden fuck suddam hussein fuck
all those god damn ass hole terrorists fucking around with life and death, i fuckin hate
those god damn towel heads, jesus christ, fuck every single one of them, i'm gonna fuckin
stop this fucking shit, dammit all of those towel heads are gonna fucking rot in fuckin hell,
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i'm gonna fucking join the fucking army right fuckin now, i'm gonna fucking tell my
fucking sister she can have this fuckin channel, GOD DAMMIT!!!!!!!! potatoelover95 3
months ago datguy197 3 months ago @potatoelover95 i feel your pain :( when im old
enough im joining the USMC datguy197 3 months ago drytacos 3 months ago all the fualt
of groge bush drytacos 3 months ago datguy197 3 months ago @drytacos wat did bush
do? datguy197 3 months ago ramz297 3 months ago No1 2 BlaMe XcepT GeOrge
BusH!! :@ ramz297 3 months ago fenlon10 3 months ago rip to people who died
fenlon10 3 months ago colinstutorials 3 months ago epic movie trailer momment 19:50
colinstutorials 3 months ago khalsa4life100 3 months ago long live canada islam terriost
did not do this we canadains did it to teach u bastards a lesson fuck USA khalsa4life100 3
months ago JEFFMOUF 3 months ago FUCK USA SONS OF BITCHES...GOOD FOR
YOU!!! JEFFMOUF 3 months ago datguy197 3 months ago @JEFFMOUF how can
you say that? go to hell datguy197 3 months ago GashR87 3 months ago @JEFFMOUF
hey guess what faggot tell that to my face i dare you little bitch GashR87 3 months ago
amr7037 3 months ago such a amazing fing ever1 was videoing dat day,even thee fuking
firefighters filmimg thee draining,fuking joo merican scams ur policies brought dis upon u
a gift from god xxx amr7037 3 months ago CorvusLAWL 3 months ago @amr7037 Learn
to spell. CorvusLAWL 3 months ago cuQa 3 months ago it may be that the us
government paid ppl to do this but why should they hide bombs in there. two planes in
the wtc would be enough for their plans then to invade afghanistan and make a shitload of
money with heroin. cuQa 3 months ago panospale 3 months ago 2 it is really sad that so
many people died like that.. but please,tell me,how many innocent people have died by
the us troops around the world in the name of freedom and liberation?what about
them?i'm against terrorism but also 56 wars and military operations in 102 years by the
us are too many.far too many.so,let us think about all the victims in both sides.let them
all rest in peace.. panospale 3 months ago 2 dannyradar 3 months ago This home video
version reminds me of Cloverfield. amazing movie!!! dannyradar 3 months ago sdsures 3
months ago Sad and disturbing. Please respect the wishes of the filmmakers stated at the
beginning. sdsures 3 months ago buttsecksist 3 months ago damn why u take out best
parts??! when second plane hit and both towers falling!! allah akbar ﻙﻥﺕ ﺍﻝﺃﻡﻱﺭﻙﻱﻱﻥ
buttsecksist 3 months ago  ﻩﺫﻩ ﻩﻱ ﺍﻝﺏﺩﺍﻱﺓ ﻑﻕﻁ.ﻝﺩﻱﻩﻡ ﺍﻝﻙﺙﻱﺭ ﺍﻝﻕﺍﺩﻡﺓ ﺃﻙﺙﺭ ﻡﻥ ﻡﺝﺭﺩ ﺫﻝﻙ
Nunfluff 3 months ago Watch a video called Zeitgeist guys, then watch this video again..
quite disturbing. Nunfluff 3 months ago lakalfari 3 months ago hey what is that in the side
right ? at 11:57 min in the video can u see this white point ? is an ufo? lakalfari 3 months
ago Mahoney8T7 3 months ago @lakalfari helicopter :p Mahoney8T7 3 months ago
MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago @Mahoney8T7 i'm glad they couldn't save those people
in 911. i'm also glad that americans are too dumb and inbred to solve the bp crisis. it looks
like americans will just end up killing themselves. thanks for doing it for us, you asses.
lol. MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago 33calreign 3 months ago @MrA5gregjockca i don't get
you spend all day to convince us that america sucks why don't u get a life what you like
46 get a life you faggot 33calreign 3 months ago TheMetallicaMan666 3 months ago
@MrA5gregjockca i 100% agree with you dude! :) TheMetallicaMan666 3 months ago
36psi 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 2 hours ago
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Niggers have skin the same colour as Poo!! This makes them walking Turds! Lets pray to
our Lord Jesus Christ that the plane was full of Niggers, this way we only lost a plane
load of shit! Praise Jesus brother! And may the Lord have mercy on there filthy shit
stained souls!!!!.... 36psi 3 months ago ShadowReubenKee 3 months ago I find it
laughable that people do not think that there was no bombs planted in the building. It is
so fucking obvious. There is NO WAY that 2 aeroplanes can cause that building to
collapse on its own. Those steel structures can take much much much worse. Controlled
demolition for fucking sure. ShadowReubenKee 3 months ago 15551cue 3 months ago
peoples get killed an murdered everyday in the world 15551cue 3 months ago Morrell84
3 months ago ere were 2 american airlines in the air, there were two american airlines in
the air, there were 2 american airlines, 2 american airlines, 2 american airlines in the
air..........................a-nd the terrorists from afghan brought one down, and the terrorists
from afghan brought one down, and the terrrorsts from afghan, terrorists from afghan,
terrorists from afghan brought one down...........There was ONE american airline in the
air............. Morrell84 3 months ago HansWilhelm1995 3 months ago 2 America Attacked
Iraq before 9 11, so what did you expect? especialy after all the evil america has bin doing
for the passed 75 years... HansWilhelm1995 3 months ago 2 cooldude4677 3 months ago
as i understand i feel sorry for the US but....if this had happened anywhere else no one
would care. but still. RIP cooldude4677 3 months ago mazlimboy 3 months ago To
Understand Why ALL Muslims are evil You have to get to the root of the problem.
PLEASE Google: "Who WAS Muhammad" mazlimboy 3 months ago TheAvion314 3
months ago May I ask you these two questions: Why did you stay to video tape this
horrific incident? Why didn't you drive out of New York, you were extremely close.
TheAvion314 3 months ago TheAvion314 3 months ago Rest In Peace. The people who
lost their lives. It was Osama Bin Laden and the Al- Qaudei groups doing. TheAvion314
3 months ago ixnayonthetimmay 3 months ago At 7:34 in the video, one can see
something/someone falling from the tower. Perhaps one of those who tried to jump for it?
May we never forget... ixnayonthetimmay 3 months ago TheAvion314 3 months ago
@ixnayonthetimmay Well the choices were if you were at the top of the building: Burn to
death. Jump. TheAvion314 3 months ago IsicanA7X 3 months ago i find it so frusterating
that the us was attacked by these terrorist and that we went to iraq and destroyed them
for this to find one man responsible only to give them money to rebuild there
country?????? IsicanA7X 3 months ago panospale 3 months ago @IsicanA7X so you
really think that you are rebuilding iraq because you have good souls?the us makes
billions out of these wars and you still believe that you're fighting terrorism.. panospale 3
months ago datguy197 3 months ago @panospale yes we went to war for what happened
in 9-11 datguy197 3 months ago panospale 3 months ago @datguy197 then my friend
you had it coming..beside england the rest of the world hates you..face it.. panospale 3
months ago IAo2IChump 3 months ago I get the whole point off u posting something like
that on a video like this but u have to stop preching online. feel sorrow for those lost
IAo2IChump 3 months ago johntitorlives 3 months ago utubeasy, well I think the
"arogant" US should then stop giving billions of dollars every year to countries,
especially ones that hate us. We should also stop taking in millions of third world
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immigrants and stop paying for their medical and welfare. We just give and give and give
and the rest of the world just gives us the middle finger. The hell with all of them don't
give them one more cent and we should not take in one more of their unwashed and
ungrateful immigrants. johntitorlives 3 months ago seenote0 3 months ago @johntitorlives
That would make a lot of sense if there wasn't a slave trade.. but the reality is that half of
those people are actually being brought in to cook and clean and do the jobs that normal
Americans do not want to do! This is your country that got bombed! 911 was willful
treason! seenote0 3 months ago JesusPaid4You 3 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam God loves you. Jesus Christ is the only way to God. Jesus
died for our sins, was buried and rose again so that whoever believes in Him may have
eternal life. By faith receive this free gift from God. Call on the Lord Jesus Christ to save
you! JesusPaid4You 3 months ago DraGangster 3 months ago What fight you fk noob
damm as.s you go there to kill ppl that don`t have nothing to eat and you want respect
you fk americans noobs all morons from america think that only america is in all the
world i`ll hope all from irak to fk you up some ;) and BUSH in as.s to fk idiot ppl take
care of you brothere some like you take care your self fk idiots i`ll put money to help irak
to kill alll morons like you fk damm as.s ppl DraGangster 3 months ago VollgasHero 3
months ago Never Forget 9/11/01 VollgasHero 3 months ago Jrodika1 3 months ago And
some people say we need to take our troops out of the fight in Iraq. This is proof why
we need to keep fighting, so this won't happen again. Jrodika1 3 months ago
XxTheBargainWitchxX 3 months ago uhh. i hear Barney in the background? nice cam.
quality so sad =( XxTheBargainWitchxX 3 months ago Fuhlex 3 months ago 11 i fucking
hate those bastards! Fuhlex 3 months ago 11 mamulytee 3 months ago in what city it was
happened? mamulytee 3 months ago yesiializz1208 3 months ago @mamulytee austin i
think????? yesiializz1208 3 months ago Jamma15608 3 months ago @mamulytee New
York City Jamma15608 3 months ago VikingfaceNOR 3 months ago Lets cheer you up
with a giang mosque instead... VikingfaceNOR 3 months ago matfjord 3 months ago 05:30
look a ufo at the left corner ?? matfjord 3 months ago creativereasons1 3 months ago
@matfjord Thats what we humans call an aeroplane creativereasons1 3 months ago
Gary7Gann 3 months ago In 1986 the USA pigs lied to Osama Bin Laden, I was tolled of
his plans,And i tried to stop the Terrorist, for that the pig Crippled Me,The police Payed
people like Britney Spears, Money to lie, about me, in attempt to stop the people of the
USA from finding out about the Terrorist Plans to Hit NY,on 911,GOD DAMN the
police, FBI, CIA, and Judges, They all took part in this hit on the people of the USA,!!!
Gary7Gann 3 months ago foxeh0wnd 3 months ago HR Comments = American ignorance
and stupidity at its finest! foxeh0wnd 3 months ago Hrash0 3 months ago Those jealous
fucking bastards. Seriously, I can't believe they're brainwashed enough to believe that
their God would condone a massacre of innocents? @Lavalambtron Your kind of religious
bigotry and hate is what caused the attacks int the first fucking place. Go get a fucking
life, I'm actually ashamed to call you a fellow American. Hrash0 3 months ago
TheHotelMoxa 3 months ago 2 Americans you think that you have the greatest army in
the world,but until now you weren't able to defeat some poor savages and sheppards in
Afganistan,if it were for your army to fight a conventional war against a powerful well
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equiped army like Russia,China or Israel,you would be anihalated. TheHotelMoxa 3
months ago 2 utubeasy 3 months ago 3 RIP It was so sad. But US had better know how
much the world hates arrogant US. utubeasy 3 months ago 3 NinjaChampionKO 3
months ago @utubeasy How are we ignorant... We have to deal with Racism against
European Americans and every other country on this fucking planet bashing us.... I SAY
TO FUCKING HELL WITH YOU ALL I HOPE YOU ALL FUCKING BURN!!!
NinjaChampionKO 3 months ago abadiukiewicz 3 months ago R.I.P Battalion Chief
Lawrence Stack Battalion 50 abadiukiewicz 3 months ago abadiukiewicz 3 months ago
Comment removed Sector806 3 months ago I heard that there was asbestos in the World
Trade Centre. Sector806 3 months ago gamefreakDX 3 months ago Those god damed
Fucking terrorists! gamefreakDX 3 months ago thy1008 3 months ago its so sad as i
watch it everytimes! thy1008 3 months ago ZingMingWingBing 3 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam These blessed and successful strikes are but
in reaction to what happened in our lands. It is incumbent on the people to wake up from
their sleep. As for those who condemned these operations looked at the event in isolation
and failed to connect them to past events and did not look at the causes that lead to this
result. ZingMingWingBing 3 months ago lanerant 3 months ago false flag fuckers!!
lanerant 3 months ago xXSharpeyeXx 3 months ago ok a couple of buildings got
destroyed and a few thousand people died... get over it xXSharpeyeXx 3 months ago
DrSwineFlu 3 months ago Lol. At least 2000 people died. We have too many people.
DrSwineFlu 3 months ago aznIPODhacker 3 months ago at 14:15 just make me so
fucking pissed! i jsut want to kill any afgahnistanian that comes to my face even if i have
to go to hell! and at 19:43 just made me even mad! and @HungLikeSaddam go fuck ure
self! aznIPODhacker 3 months ago HungLikeSaddam 3 months ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam LOLLLLL. I was dancing in the streets of Pakistan on
that day when i heard the news and saw the footage lmao HungLikeSaddam 3 months ago
fizmath 3 months ago Demand a new investigation now that most members of the 9/11
Commission say that the investigation was a coverup. fizmath 3 months ago tommvcp 3
months ago May all of you terrorists ROT ON HELL! If I ever see you in any city then I
will literally take an axe and slash your throat! tommvcp 3 months ago Lavalambtron 3
months ago Now you'll have a huge mosque in there so the terrorists have won.
Lavalambtron 3 months ago phari001 3 months ago @Lavalambtron fuck you Christian
phari001 3 months ago Lavalambtron 3 months ago the religion of peace at work
Lavalambtron 3 months ago Lavalambtron 3 months ago muslims Lavalambtron 3 months
ago 911theinsidejob 3 months ago When is everyone going to realize that the original
story just doesn't make any sense. 911theinsidejob 3 months ago 911theinsidejob 3
months ago 911 was an inside job! N. 1002 911theinsidejob 3 months ago DustinV12 3
months ago what a sad video im 8 years old i haven't seen the twin towers my b-day is
march8 and my cousin is turning 2 tommorrow and i'm crying DustinV12 3 months ago
r4di0tune1 3 months ago "Cowards are cruel, but the brave love mercy and delight to
save" r4di0tune1 3 months ago beastboss90 3 months ago We call suiciders
"kamikaze"....THEY'RE NOT KAMIKAZE, THEY'RE ONLY FAILED PEOPLE
WITH NO FUTURE....sons of bitch....'cause they attack civils, and not well defended
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military bases..........SUICIDERS ARE ONLY SHITS. R.I.P. to every one who died in
this terrific attack.....we'll never forget you. beastboss90 3 months ago BearsBeetz 3
months ago I remember seeing the graphic images on the news and my whole body going
limp and shaking. BearsBeetz 3 months ago ZingMingWingBing 3 months ago These
blessed and successful strikes are but in reaction to what happened in our lands. It is
incumbent on the people to wake up from their sleep. As for those who condemned these
operations looked at the event in isolation and failed to connect them to past events and
did not look at the causes that lead to this result. ZingMingWingBing 3 months ago
Bloomtokyo9021 3 months ago is horrable many people has die Bloomtokyo9021 3
months ago AtletliPro 3 months ago Holy Shit! :(( AtletliPro 3 months ago kantorm1994
3 months ago Rest in peace:'(:'( kantorm1994 3 months ago SPIKE2TAPOUT 3 months
ago I hope those terrorist are happy for what they did, so that when we catch and torture
them, they are going TO REGRET THIS DAY! I Hate TERRORIST! SPIKE2TAPOUT
3 months ago shayner67681 3 months ago i wish i was ther to see tthat shayner67681 3
months ago GedankeFleisch 3 months ago das ist echt nichts tolles lol im german
GedankeFleisch 3 months ago adawilkes1 3 months ago We will never fear you.
adawilkes1 3 months ago adawilkes1 3 months ago I won't throw away any conspiracies.
Whoever did this- it doesn't have to be muslims- wants us to fear them. We will never
fear them. adawilkes1 3 months ago 27andxi 3 months ago Hahahahahahaha :P Gonna
Get Fucked Up Later At Football, sorry soccer, its actually called football, but your all
wankers :) This videos joke as :) 27andxi 3 months ago foxeh0wnd 3 months ago Rest In
Pieces #LOL foxeh0wnd 3 months ago awesomedude1224 3 months ago @foxeh0wnd
what the fuck is wrong with you awesomedude1224 3 months ago NickBanndFromUtube
3 months ago @foxeh0wnd fuck off dude, what if you were in there asshole.
NickBanndFromUtube 3 months ago tuma24100 3 months ago c'est inhumain de comettre
cette acte .... tuma24100 3 months ago Cr4zyd4wg 3 months ago This attack is most
likely not a terrorist attack. It seems all to convenient for the government. The bush
administration ordered these buildings to be hit. Why? So we could move in to Iraq.
Why? So we could get the oil. Always this damned oil. And if it was a "terrorist attack",
then he would have the strength of all of america at his side. How they could've gotten
away with this? Most of america is so stupid that they'll believe anything their "justified"
government will tell them. Cr4zyd4wg 3 months ago Runeguydude 3 months ago
@Cr4zyd4wg You do realize that at the time of the attack everyone supported Bush
when he decided to move into Iraq. The reason we stopped supporting Bush is because
he messed everything up. Runeguydude 3 months ago Cr4zyd4wg 3 months ago
@Runeguydude You do realize that his decision would've never been supported if the
attack hadn't happened, right? He hardly messed things up. Everything went according to
the plan of the politicians: waste young american lives so the old, corrupt politicians can
benifit. Cr4zyd4wg 3 months ago Runeguydude 3 months ago @Cr4zyd4wg Bush never
would've made the decision if the attack never happened. NO ONE wants to start a war.
Runeguydude 3 months ago Cr4zyd4wg 3 months ago @Runeguydude No one? Are you
sure? Despite the fact that America got involved in the vietnam and korean wars for
absolutely no reason when they could've avoided it, plus the fact that politicians don't
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give a damn for the good of their country and will go to war if it benifits them and brings
in revenue (income). The attack on the WTC (or rather the government's order to bring it
down) was merely an excuse for america to invade iraq. Cr4zyd4wg 3 months ago
Runeguydude 3 months ago @Cr4zyd4wg We got involved in those wars to help. Also,
you say that politicians will do anything if it gets them more money. Then why is it that
a politician would blow up two very important buildings in his country when that will
probably cost him a lot of money to rebuild. We didn't invade Iraq to get more oil or to
conquer them we went there because we thought they had weapons of mass destruction
and were a possible threat to us. Runeguydude 3 months ago Cr4zyd4wg 3 months ago
@Runeguydude That's what they want you to think. Did they have weapons of mass
destruction? No. Did the government know that they didn't have WMD's? Probably. War
brings in money. More than you'd think. It brings in money to the weapon
manufacturers, who are probably tied in deep with the government, as well as the oil
reserves in saudi arabia. You think the government gives a shit about the good of the
country? If it's lives versus cash, it's no contest. Next thing you know, WTC is
destroyed. Cr4zyd4wg 3 months ago HuntHawaii808 3 months ago @Cr4zyd4wg And
what reason do we have to invade Iraq? Besides catching those responsible.
HuntHawaii808 3 months ago Spiritualives 3 months ago @HuntHawaii808 Those
responsible are not in Iraq. Spiritualives 3 months ago Cr4zyd4wg 3 months ago
@HuntHawaii808 It's pretty obvious. The government wants the oil. Oil brings in
money. Not only that, but war brings in money for the gun industries, it brings in media
attention, and it's something that keeps the eyes of america off of what's really happening
in the rest of the world. You think that the government cares about the people? Think
again. Cr4zyd4wg 3 months ago Cr4zyd4wg 3 months ago @HuntHawaii808 they only
tell you that they want to catch those responsible, but the true reason is political greed.
Cr4zyd4wg 3 months ago datguy197 3 months ago @Cr4zyd4wg it was a terrorist
attack. all of America was on bush's side when we invaded Iraq. why the hell you think
the government for the people by the people would order the mass murder of its own
people? you are obviously a fucked up conspirator who should go un-fuck himself before
i shove sand up ur vagina! datguy197 3 months ago Cr4zyd4wg 3 months ago
@datguy197 And ur obviously a fucked up little 14-year-old who's entire vocabulary is
based on curse words. You need to face facts. Politicians. Don't. Give. a. Shit. About.
You. Do some research before going on YouTube and yelling at people for sharing their
ideas with the world for no reason, and if not, than get the hell out of here. Nobody likes
people like you. Cr4zyd4wg 3 months ago datguy197 3 months ago @Cr4zyd4wg damn
right. you are a major dumbass. GET A LIFE!!!!!!!!!!! NEVER MIND, i feel sorry for
you..... youll never know the truth..... im done talking to you datguy197 3 months ago
Cr4zyd4wg 3 months ago @datguy197 Go ahead. Stop talking to me. Saves me the
trouble. Honestly, I could care less whether or not you think my opinions are valid or
not. I'm just putting my opinions out there, and if u don't like them, don't read them.
Simple as that. And Just so u know, calling me a dumbass and telling me to get a life
won't make you cool, it just makes you an asshole. Cr4zyd4wg 3 months ago
charamew12 3 months ago I hope this is a problem that in the future no other terriorists
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does this again,Because you probably haven't losted a familiy member maybe too young
that you didn't want to go or maybe too young to know what others had felt when they
lost a person dear to them or was so important that they'd probably leave others alone.I
wish all the people that have passed away both in the plane and building rest in
peace.Except for the people who have caused this to happen. charamew12 3 months ago
SirosDude123456789 3 months ago R.I.P. all the people that died in 9/11... There shall be
no terrorists in this world. I hope Osama bin Laden burns in hell. SirosDude123456789 3
months ago krokella 3 months ago yes youre rightt, butt i think that the goverment did
the 11 9 because the needed a reason to conqer ( i hope its the right word because i am
from germany) iraq... krokella 3 months ago 0990alpha 3 months ago I still remember
where I was that day. I was in first grade in school and my entire class was picked up by
our parents. I didn't understand it at the time but now every 9/11 anniversary I remember
those who lost their lives. 0990alpha 3 months ago Gess0wat0chknbut 3 months ago oh
my gosh... all the time ive never seen this , ive been told about it but i havent seen the
tape! god bless those americans whos lives have been lost in that tradgety
Gess0wat0chknbut 3 months ago rochnrolla84 3 months ago at 12:17 did she say "it's a
military plane" ? rochnrolla84 3 months ago 0990alpha 3 months ago @rochnrolla84 Yes
she did. There are many theories that military planes were what caused the destruction of
the WTC. However these are not true. 0990alpha 3 months ago rochnrolla84 3 months
ago @0990alpha i think it's not a convertional plane... a convetional plane can't fly into a
steel building... in all videos show the wtc "swallow" the plane.. that's not possible...
rochnrolla84 3 months ago hogsonquads 3 months ago 11:55 theres a plane in the right
upper corner. government probally! hogsonquads 3 months ago hogsonquads 3 months
ago the terrorists are your own government! hogsonquads 3 months ago rrbyn 3 months
ago FK THOSE TERRORIST I WOULD DESTROY YOUR VERY "LIKED" THINGS
WOULD YOU LIKE THAT HUH?????? rrbyn 3 months ago hogsonquads 3 months ago
Inside job! hogsonquads 3 months ago MrChill111 3 months ago wenn ich das sehe, tut
es mir in meiner seele weh, allerdings, es war alles geplant, und ich sag das jetzt nicht
einfach so, wenn du dir anguckst wie das gebäude in sich zusammen fällt, es ist eine
geplante sprengung. ruhet in frieden... MrChill111 3 months ago phil91193 3 months ago
i will never forget this i was only 7 years old but i sah that in TV and tihs are picturs you
will never forget phil91193 3 months ago taracatlover123 3 months ago LOOK AT THE
SMALLER POINTY BUILING 11:52 OMG!!!! UFO !! taracatlover123 3 months ago
taracatlover123 3 months ago HOW COULD SOMETHING THIS HAPPEN??!!? its so
sad... taracatlover123 3 months ago hogsonquads 3 months ago @taracatlover123 The
government did it! thats how it could happen!! hogsonquads 3 months ago goranwar 3
months ago Which terrorists? Wake up people... wake up. goranwar 3 months ago
EIIiot4199 3 months ago Why was this video edited??? THUMBS DOWN!!!!!!! No
more stars if so it would gey a 1. EIIiot4199 3 months ago Bleem7LT 3 months ago
Everything was just an inside job. The towers couldn't collapse all the way down only
been hit by planes. They were protected from plane crashes so they coud not collapse.
Only explosions could have make them collapse. And WTC7, well it was clearly
destroyed by explosions. Bleem7LT 3 months ago rezzadee 3 months ago @Bleem7LT
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so dose that say it was an inside job or could the terrorists have planted bombs also think
about it rezzadee 3 months ago votingronpaul2008 3 months ago @newscruzer1 Lies.
Marked as spam obv. votingronpaul2008 3 months ago newscruzer1 3 months ago I had
replied to a couple post, and wanted to make it was directed toward JOHN 828, and not
anyone else. This guy sniffs toilet paper after wiping his ass just before making
comments. Read what he says and then I think you will see what I'm talking about.
newscruzer1 3 months ago votingronpaul2008 3 months ago Sad thing about those that
cling to the "official" conspiracy theory is that all of their same dumb questions were
answered in the first 2-3 weeks after 9/11 by truthers. Since then, more evidence
supports the truther theories than the official. Yet same critical pieces of evidence still
kept secret (FAA recordings, security footage at airports, private business footage,
wreckage, black boxes). Most people stopped bothering to argue with the nuts that buy
the "official" story long ago. votingronpaul2008 3 months ago BossHaris 3 months ago
NEVER FORGET FUCK TERORRIST BossHaris 3 months ago foxeh0wnd 3 months
ago >FUCK TERORRIST So you like having anal sex with terrorists? foxeh0wnd 3
months ago RussianMan13 3 months ago USA government is lie, which made 9/11 to rob
Iraq's oil and resourses! RussianMan13 3 months ago KevinMerck 3 months ago For
those who haven’t heard - it has now been established that WTC 1, 2, & 7 were brought
down by controlled demolition. (nano-thermite, explosives and incendiaries, available
only to the military, were found in WTC dust) (You guys in the military need to honor
your oath) (See A&E911truth) You don’t need to believe in one of the conspiracy
theories to support a legitimate investigation. All you need is a conscience. KevinMerck 3
months ago rezzadee 3 months ago @KevinMerck there will never be any real evidence
accessable to the public eye only googling and going on 3rd party user friendly websites
dosent make it facts or truths there will always be debates in any given subject but what i
saw was a plane that hit the wtc and if there were any bombs then dont you think that
terrorists planted them also you say it was military grade equipment but the middle east
has explossives that we dont stop being a sheep and face the real problem. rezzadee 3
months ago davidthepenguin 3 months ago may the victims of 9/11 all rest in peace...and
may the terrorist burn in the deepest, darkest, depth of hell for the rest of eternity
davidthepenguin 3 months ago Megabamboy 3 months ago pause at 05:36.....wtf is
that.....an airplane or a ufo?!?! Megabamboy 3 months ago iiCRUNKxx 3 months ago
@Megabamboy holy shit thats a good question! iiCRUNKxx 3 months ago Megabamboy
3 months ago which is the tower that has that pointy thing on the top north or south?
Megabamboy 3 months ago MarioAndrettiFan 3 months ago @Megabamboy North
Tower MarioAndrettiFan 3 months ago LeeAElliott 3 months ago Really! As an
Englishman married to an American - I can't believe how how many real people question
this. This is, and was horrible. Innocent people have no reason not to hate those who take
advantage of our will to create a human society. LeeAElliott 3 months ago VilleMotsios 3
months ago R.I.P VilleMotsios 3 months ago RobertMOdell 3 months ago Notice: 1st
plane not filmed 2nd plane not filmed 1st collapse missed 2nd collapse missed. LOL, nice
footage. RobertMOdell 3 months ago LeeAElliott 3 months ago @RobertMOdell You
idiot! LeeAElliott 3 months ago RobertMOdell 3 months ago Could it be any more
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obvious that this video was tampered with? RobertMOdell 3 months ago navyaviator281
3 months ago 15 It's so sad what happened to these Americans because of the evil
cowardly attacks of the terrorists. They do not deserve to be on this earth.
navyaviator281 3 months ago 15 krokella 3 months ago @navyaviator281 fuck yourself
the terrorist is g w bush.. krokella 3 months ago Sharky2055 3 months ago @krokella
How is George W Bush a terrorist? He's an idiot! Sharky2055 3 months ago
audioslavelover 3 months ago @navyaviator281 and thank god they're not!
audioslavelover 3 months ago rexerexer66 3 months ago @navyaviator281 ya they don't
deserve any rights or to be classified as humans rexerexer66 3 months ago IfuckTurks1 3
months ago The most sad thing about this is that people are making fun of it. It's sad that
comedy series here in my pathetic country,Cyprus are making fun about this event.Like:
-"We are twins." -"Didn't the twins fell"? Any tips on how to report a channel?
IfuckTurks1 3 months ago MrAlldaybabyy 3 months ago After seeing this video i kan
honestly say f@k u stupid g.d towel heads all of u kan burn and die in hell u sneaky
bast@rds MrAlldaybabyy 3 months ago afgtunes 3 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam SNEAKY JEWS = Muslim BABY KILLERS.... Watch
"terror storm 2nd edition" great video clip... afgtunes 3 months ago matisxx3 3 months
ago 27 Rest in peace people who died in the terrorist attack... matisxx3 3 months ago 27
mohammadahlalbayt 3 months ago @matisxx3 Watch my video to see why I converted to
Islam. mohammadahlalbayt 3 months ago shayner67681 3 months ago @matisxx3 no one
know it was a terrorist s attack people just assume it was a terrorist attack right away
maybe it was a plane that lost control at crashed into the trade center shayner67681 3
months ago datguy197 3 months ago @shayner67681 how the hell is that not a terrorist
attack? datguy197 3 months ago TyplosionFan101 3 months ago @shayner67681 oh
yeah a plane just loose control then crash right there! then another just crashes on the
other tower! how is that not a terrorist attack TyplosionFan101 3 months ago adytza4u
3 months ago @matisxx3 :))) TERRORIST MY ASS...... THE AMERICAN
GOVERNMENT AND THE DIABOLIC MINDS THAT ARE RULING THE
WORLD adytza4u 3 months ago mongyaj 3 months ago @matisxx3 it was a carefully
plan attack on the world center. The american government attack their own people to
invade Iraq for oil and resource. Just like they did in Vietnam. Ya don't care if ya didn't
think it is the american that did this. The terrorist that was blame cannot put so many
bomb inside the both tower cause if they did it, they would be caught already by the
massive explosion device on both tower... mongyaj 3 months ago GameTrailer007 3
months ago omg GameTrailer007 3 months ago TheOlliver11 3 months ago there was the
falling man ! TheOlliver11 3 months ago 123lilbowser 3 months ago 4 FUCK terrists
123lilbowser 3 months ago 4 Keskinkilicnr1 3 months ago @123lilbowser lol, which
terrorists? bin laden? usa knocked down the towers...this was a organized state terror.
they have knocked down the towers with high tech dynamite. Keskinkilicnr1 3 months
ago cayc1 3 months ago Type into Youtube old world secrets the omega project codes
and wake up now before it is too late. cayc1 3 months ago mothatroll 3 months ago This
is as fake as the Holocaust. Was just another way to steal land. That's America and Jews
for ya! mothatroll 3 months ago kyannac21 3 months ago is it just me, or can you hear
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her heartbeat in the very beginning ? kyannac21 3 months ago WarCrime911 3 months
ago God Bless all those who died that day! God Damn you Bush and Cheney for
allowing this to happen! Why did you dishonor the victim's families by destroying the
evidence, shipping off debris and victim's bodies to Asia where you melted down all the
steel before it could be tested... Why did you delay the investigation for over a year? 441
days you left the poor Family Members of Victim's waiting for answers... I hope you
pay for your crimes! WarCrime911 3 months ago johntitorlives 3 months ago TheFoetus,
thank you. Took the words right out of my mouth. There are bad people in the world
who want to kill us but the liberals don't get this. Our enemies would love for us to just
spread peace and love to everyone and hope the whole world will come together and love
each other. You will get a knife in your back faster than you can say oh shit. You never
let your guard down if you want to survive. johntitorlives 3 months ago Shaelyners 3
months ago 19:40 - 20:00 That is so excruciatingly sad - HEARTBREAKING. :'( In
those few seconds can you imagine how many people died? I don't even live in the same
country and we were effected a lot , too. I can't imagine being only a few blocks away
while it happened OR losing someone in it. Shaelyners 3 months ago johntitorlives 3
months ago I really don't think you should use the word beautiful describing anything
that has to do with 9-11. johntitorlives 3 months ago MissGravesBlogs 3 months ago As
horrible as this day was, this footage was beautifully shot. 9/11, we won't forget.
MissGravesBlogs 3 months ago johntitorlives 3 months ago That isn't free money we
give to other countries we either print it or borrow it. We are still bringing in legal
immigrants every year on top of the millions that break into our country through our
borders. The public is starting to wake up we are really hurting and as long as the
economy stays bad we have a chance to change things. When the economy is good
politicians get away with much more. Worst job market for teenagers in 40 yrs cause
mexicans are taking the minimum wage jobs. johntitorlives 3 months ago
spirituelleOOinfo 3 months ago man sieht zb bei 10:37 Streben nach aussen gebogen, an
einer Stelle, wo es nicht sein kann, falls es ein Flugzeug war.. spirituelleOOinfo 3 months
ago spirituelleOOinfo 3 months ago i see no plane spirituelleOOinfo 3 months ago
biggypsy75 3 months ago people are jumping in the air?19min 33secs wit a load a shit
thats the core charges going off throwing everyone!! into the air, just b4 the building
looses its foot and topples,this was a demolition take down 100%,why do we carry on
with life is it cause we realy dont want to know,we are scared.we will never know the
truth,or why. america....na ur startin all ur own fights,good luck,cause u bring all the
world to ur fight. biggypsy75 3 months ago 001boobie 3 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I will never forget september 11, 2001! I lost my
mother that day! it was her birthday!me and her went to new york to see the wtc that
day! because we never been inside the building! She was at the south tower and when the
plane hit! I just!........Its complicated!.....but I will always remember this!......when she
was in the tower she call me and told me! ''I love you....Bye'' If i was able to see my mom
again i will tell her! " I love you too Mom! thank you for everything! 001boobie 3
months ago kyannac21 3 months ago @001boobie iReally hope you arent lying.
kyannac21 3 months ago 1cheak2 3 months ago that was horrible i was at street when te
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first plane crashd i was like it was some military hornet but then i heard screaming i went
look and it was smoking and it was jsut so horrible 1cheak2 3 months ago ichigoto13 3
months ago yes herbnjulz YES !!! ichigoto13 3 months ago marioncin 3 months ago It
should be tribute to the great american administration for doing such a great job in getting
rid of the american citizens. I loved watching american skydiving like cockroaches down
the towers. marioncin 3 months ago DreamCatcher22147 3 months ago @marioncin you
heart-less person! DreamCatcher22147 3 months ago brianlai22 3 months ago NEW
WORLD ORDER SCUM!! brianlai22 3 months ago SirJabba1 3 months ago Man Iraq
sucks balls SirJabba1 3 months ago foxeh0wnd 3 months ago American logic: Americans
can call everyone "sand niggers", "chinks" and "ruskies". It's awwright! But nobody can
call them (Americans) fat turds because it's so offensive, ignorant and, and, like, totally!
REPORTED BTW!!!11!!11!!1 :angryfaic: foxeh0wnd 3 months ago Sharky2055 3
months ago @foxeh0wnd Wrong! NOT all Americans do that. What you spew is worse!
You're the pot calling the kettle black. Grow up. Sharky2055 3 months ago foxeh0wnd 3
months ago @Sharky2055 "NO U" I didn't said that ALL Americans do that. But most
of you do. foxeh0wnd 3 months ago Sharky2055 3 months ago @foxeh0wnd Yes you
did. There was no, "Most", to qualify you claim. "American logic: Americans can call
everyone " This is all inclusive. There is not most in it. Also, you don't even know if
"most" of us do. To make that assessment as a fact, you'd need to determine every
American's beliefs on the matter. Sharky2055 3 months ago foxeh0wnd 3 months ago
@Sharky2055 I can see this hypocrisy even through the internet. You are also ignoring
Americans who are babbling something about Muzzies and sand niggers, but when
someone calls them (Americans) a bunch of fat cunts then you're like "omai Gawd you
are spewing hate! You don't know shit about America! You are stupid! :sadface:".
foxeh0wnd 3 months ago Sharky2055 3 months ago @foxeh0wnd NO, I haven't ignored
any hatespeech about Muslims. If I see it I'll say something to them. Calling Americans a
bunch of fat cunts is bad. It's also ignorant to lump all Americans together as if we're all
alike, especially when it's made up of people from all over the world. Stop assuming
things about me. Why are you so hateful here? Do you enjoy it? Does it give you a cheap
thrill? You can get your opinions across without being so hateful. Sharky2055 3 months
ago Gary7Gann 3 months ago FBI, CIA, POLICE, AND POP STARS,S.S aren't you glad
you tolled lies about Gary Gann aka Bruce Almighty,!!! Now go to Hell,!!! Gary7Gann 3
months ago foxeh0wnd 3 months ago More like AUNT Sam foxeh0wnd 3 months ago
foxeh0wnd 3 months ago Uncle Sam got her (HER) ass handed to her. foxeh0wnd 3
months ago H3CKL3RUNDKOCH 3 months ago @kappunni You are disrespectful and
have no human feelings !Do you now how many People died on this Day ?It's hard to
believe in à better World without war and disrespect People like you. Ps:Sorry for my
bad english H3CKL3RUNDKOCH 3 months ago kappunni 3 months ago Fuck the usa
mothere fuckers kappunni 3 months ago loganj922 3 months ago ppl calm down it was 9
flippin years ago okay its all over with im osrry but the ppl that think that its an inside
job are retarted!!!!!!!!! i mean jeez you know how much money would have to be forked
out to have ppl do phony investigations and even if it was bombed from the inside they
would have found detenation wires and stuff like that...almost impossible to cover up.
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you all just are usa haters if you think it an inside job loganj922 3 months ago hillbillylily
3 months ago @loganj922 The track of thermate was found in the basements, proving
explosions brought down the towers. In film coverage before the buildings went down,
the explosions set off on the crash site floors were the same color as thermate and
thermite would cause. Guesswork doesn't cut it. Research. hillbillylily 3 months ago
penyapuh 3 months ago when muslim act to the real terrorist.. uncle sam penyapuh 3
months ago Mrcharliebobo 3 months ago @isteelkiddyporn - How do you get an idiot to
reply to your post? Answer - tell isteallittlegirdpanty's here, how of an fuckpuppet HE!
is! Mrcharliebobo 3 months ago Mrcharliebobo 3 months ago @Isteelkiddyporn - " how
much of a fuckpuppet HE! is!" ....my bad! Mrcharliebobo 3 months ago johntitorlives 3
months ago If the US is so damn evil why is it we give tons of money EVEN to countries
who hate us. We also take in millions of third world immigrants and refugees every
fricken year, pay for their medical needs, welfare, housing, etc Then people say we
deserved 9-11 and we had it coming. People went out of their way right after 9-11 while
the buildings were still burning to say not all muslims were to blame. Yeah we are evil
alright. More like fucking ignorant to keep taking this shit. johntitorlives 3 months ago
jezze46 3 months ago @johntitorlives WE dont give money out Anymore... THat was
when The US was at its Prime.. NOW WE owe 13 trillion dollars in public debt to other
countries! 20% being China... and we dont take immigrants in.. they just come... 300
billion dollars were spent to keep CRIMINAL immigrants in jail who never should've
been here to begin.. we invaded a country that pose no threat to US what so ever... its
just Sad.. jezze46 3 months ago yawnbore 3 months ago May all who died on that day
RIP. I still cannot believe that happened. I mean seriously, who would be so sick minded?
yawnbore 3 months ago jezze46 3 months ago @yawnbore Ppl never stopped to think
"why? Why were WE attacked??" oooh IDk maybe cuz WE have been bombing and
terrorizing THEIR children for the past 20 years!! did anyone Know about US killing
500,000 chidlren over there??? DId anyone know about US being the evil Ones?? Get
educated... We are living a lie!!! Analyze and Interpret!! jezze46 3 months ago
paranormal62 3 months ago @jezze46 all the people in iraq and places were terroist live
deserve what they get they deserve to be killed and go to hell i tell you something i would
love to meet a terroist because i would keep him in my shed locked in the and let rats eat
them alive why i watched it happen and i would look at it with a smile on my face
paranormal62 3 months ago Mrcharliebobo 3 months ago @jezze46 - You should leave
right now assclown!! Mrcharliebobo 3 months ago 2006tiesto2006 3 months ago Let's be
honest, we all know that this event was an inside job, the goverment did it, they
"destroyed" the american lifes, THIS IS SO SAD TO WATCH THIS! I'm really sorry for
those who lost some one special R.I.P 2006tiesto2006 3 months ago Sharky2055 3
months ago @2006tiesto2006 Let's be honest. Anyone that claims that, is very ignorant
and very foolish. Sharky2055 3 months ago 2006tiesto2006 3 months ago @Sharky2055
OK IF YOU SAY SO, ANYWAYS IS YOUR COUNTRY NOT MINE, SO I DON'T
CARE WHAT YOU THINK! 2006tiesto2006 3 months ago Sharky2055 3 months ago
@2006tiesto2006 It's not what I think. It's what IS, It is asinine to say, "EVERYONE
KNOWS". It's ignorant to speak for everyone on the planet in a matter of fact manner,
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when there's no physical way you could know. It's stupid to say the US government did
it when there's absolutely no evidence of it. Sharky2055 3 months ago 2006tiesto2006 3
months ago @Sharky2055 YEAH YEAH YEAH!!! look it was my opinion, if you don't
lke it, I DON'T CARE!! 2006tiesto2006 3 months ago Sharky2055 3 months ago
@2006tiesto2006 NO, it wasn't an opinion. It was stated in a matter of fact manner. If
you don't care making an ass of yourself, that's fine with me. Sharky2055 3 months ago
ThAtLiLlOvErOfPiE 3 months ago This is so sad I am crying right now who in the right
mind would do that sure the USA made some mistakes but we have helped every other
country out there and this is the thanks we all get ! you know what I am so mad The
USA should just give them what they deserve ! REST IN PEACE to the men and woman
who gave their lives trying to rescue people from the twin towers and REST IN PEACE
yo the people who died in the twin towers ! ThAtLiLlOvErOfPiE 3 months ago
stellaCURRYsorted 3 months ago it doesn't matter how bitter people are nothing justifies
this. It must come from pure evil, No matter where you're from or what your religion,
political stance or country. You can't be right in the head. stellaCURRYsorted 3 months
ago IslamicCunt 3 months ago 3 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam It
was the muslims that obviously did this. So if I were the American Government I would
wait for a period where Mecca is at its most fullest and carpet bomb the fuck out of the
muzzy fuckers. Then I would have the nerve to say it was a conspiracy just like majority
of the paki bastards do these days about 9/11. IslamicCunt 3 months ago 3
Sexybitch9349 3 months ago Damn... This is... So fucking sad.... wow R.I.P
Sexybitch9349 3 months ago LaYinGdoWnTHeTRuTH99 3 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam everyone here should watch In Plane Site on
Google Video. RIP to those who perished. LaYinGdoWnTHeTRuTH99 3 months ago
mrcodexxx 3 months ago i dont get it.... the plane was crashed at the upper side.. how can
a building build of 100% of steel get down?? This is wierd :/ I hate politics. mrcodexxx 3
months ago 2006tiesto2006 3 months ago @mrcodexxx Yeah I was wondering the same
thing, but you know this was an inside job. 2006tiesto2006 3 months ago lilmisscharger2
3 months ago those who died and died trying to save lives those who are still missing God
bless you..and R.I.P lilmisscharger2 3 months ago mydearnatalie 3 months ago As a
young child, a second grader to be exact and from Los Angeles, I never quite understood
the horrors of this happening. This has truly opened my eyes in a way I didnt even know
was possible. This occuring is so deeply profound in so many ways. And to be honest, it
all starts from comments posted like the ones below. When we cant get past our
differences, and it escalates to a point of utter tragedy. Thank you for putting this video
up, I understand what a hard decision it must have been. mydearnatalie 3 months ago
BoZzZkUrT1 3 months ago FUCK USA FUCK ISRAEL BoZzZkUrT1 3 months ago
costemariaMM 3 months ago groasnic costemariaMM 3 months ago jaidemmdvd 3
months ago Seeing all the comments on this video really gave me a reminder of how
messed up some people in our society really are. Here you are all watching a profoundly,
devastatingly sad event and you can't seem to help but fight with others. I'm confused.
Has this tragedy seriously taught you nothing? jaidemmdvd 3 months ago fuoricorso4ever
3 months ago 11:52.... cut... why??????? fuoricorso4ever 3 months ago theghosttownguy
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3 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@TheHappy McSlappy @TheHappyMcSlappy ...Seismic Signals Reveal Explosives
Were Used at the WTC on 9/11, according to geophysicist André
Rousseau......farteater.... plus the evidence of thermite on the structure beams!? they're
cut on 45 degree angles !or second plane to hit.... wasn't even a commercial jet!!? how was
there an explosion BEFORE it hit the tower? and tower seven.... anyone else see the
invisible plane hit it? theghosttownguy 3 months ago kyannac21 3 months ago
@theghosttownguy are you totally fucking mad ! ? ugh you disgust me and iDont even
kno you ! a plane didnt hit the WTC 7 you fucking bloke, it was demolished, everyone
fucking saw it fall straight to the ground. next time, dont open your fat disgusting mouth
and try to point out things that you dont kno anything about. kyannac21 3 months ago
Sharky2055 3 months ago @kyannac21 WTC 7 wasn't demolished. It didn't fall straight
down. It fell across Bay Park street. Sharky2055 3 months ago kyannac21 3 months ago
@Sharky2055 it fell straight down. look it up before you say ANYTHING to me. its
bloody annoying -.- kyannac21 3 months ago Sharky2055 3 months ago @kyannac21 It
might appear that way, but it did fall across Bay Park Street. There were was NO
thunderous explosives sound of a demolition of explosives heard, seen nor felt. There
were No remnants found in debris. NONE if the FDNY personnel that survived that day
stated they heard the thunderous roar of a demolition of explosives. None of them said it
was an inside job either. Sharky2055 3 months ago WarCrime911 3 months ago
@Sharky2055, Check out people talking about 9/11 Truth at a Save the Whales event!
watch?v=tYIZQA_x9fw 9/11 truth is getting out to a wider and wider audience it seems...
WarCrime911 3 months ago PingusFR 3 months ago Oh, I always have tears in my eyes
when seeing stuff like that. PingusFR 3 months ago westside159 3 months ago 2012
westside159 3 months ago fungus37 3 months ago There were iron beams impaled in
buildings across the street. Does that sound like something a fire could do? There were
also bone fragments, along with the dust, on the roof of a close by building. Could a fire
have done that? No, to both questions. fungus37 3 months ago TheHappyMcSlappy 3
months ago @fungus37 Fuck you're retarded. When the buildings collapsed, they threw
shit all over the area. Controlled demolition my ass, they wiped out at least 10 buildings
in the area. Conspiracy nerds need to kill themselves. TheHappyMcSlappy 3 months ago
theghosttownguy 3 months ago @TheHappyMcSlappy ...Seismic Signals Reveal
Explosives Were Used at the WTC on 9/11, according to geophysicist André
Rousseau......farteater.... plus the evidence of thermite on the structure beams!? they're
cut on 45 degree angles !or second plane to hit.... wasn't even a commercial jet!!? how was
there an explosion BEFORE it hit the tower? and tower seven.... anyone else see the
invisible plane hit it? theghosttownguy 3 months ago theghosttownguy 3 months ago
This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @TheHappyMcSlapp y
@TheHappy McSlappy ...Seismic Signals Reveal Explosives Were Used at the WTC on
9/11, according to geophysicist André Rousseau......farteater.... plus the evidence of
thermite on the structure beams!? they're cut on 45 degree angles !or second plane to
hit.... wasn't even a commercial jet!!? how was there an explosion BEFORE it hit the
tower? and tower seven.... anyone else see the invisible plane hit it? theghosttownguy 3
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months ago johntitorlives 3 months ago Jesus did you read the beginning? "Five years ago
today"...They posted this 2006, on the fifth anniversary of 9-11. johntitorlives 3 months
ago dialga09 3 months ago i know i should be repect full but why did you put
9/11/2006??? dialga09 3 months ago kyannac21 3 months ago @dialga09 cos Youtube
wasnt made until 2005 :p kyannac21 3 months ago nhl555 3 months ago Why is this
tragic video filled with conspirator, racist, and angry remarks? People in this world are
fucked up nhl555 3 months ago ProtectAus 3 months ago After hours of research, my
video, watch?v=Ssj6j4PbW-U is the only logical answer to 9/11 Secrets of 9/11. Plane
Crash and Building Collapse Analysis Or just click on my name, ProtectAus. My first
video proves that man walked on the MOON, from the 6 minute mark.
watch?v=veoeOWvTqO8 or Did Man Walk on the Moon Hoax? With a twist ending
ProtectAus 3 months ago rickyleoadams 3 months ago Why are people assholes? This is
a video dedicated to those who lost loved ones on 9/11. And instead of showing respect
you've got conspiracy theorists, ignorant people lacking common knowledge, and just
straight up disrespectful human beings on here rambling on and arguing with each other
for the stupidest reasons. rickyleoadams 3 months ago ishotbooth 3 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I've done plenty of my own research on all
types of documentaries, from east to west: from the wtc architect to osama bin laden to
the roots of islam, and watched just about every piece of footage from nyc on 9/11, and
it's just pitifully sad that no one on youtube can pontificate any even fairly intelligent
thoughts about this or really fully appreciate such a mean scene of chaotic disaster. There
is just NO WAY IN HELL THIS WAS ANYBODY'S CONSPIRACY but Al Qaeda's!
ishotbooth 3 months ago TheGibitzMachine 3 months ago "Tribute=A gift, payment,
declaration, or other acknowledgment of gratitude, respect, or admiration".whoever
posted this,you're either an idiot,or you are on the terrorist's side! TheGibitzMachine 3
months ago rembi123 3 months ago more fuckin muslims in europe and america rembi123
3 months ago sausagekiller 3 months ago @rembi123 shut the fuck up you absolute pig.
this isnt the muslim's fault, this is the degradation of their religion from 280 fucking
americans. fuck you. sausagekiller 3 months ago rembi123 3 months ago @sausagekiller
yes, of course, sorry rembi123 3 months ago maximusmoldovan 3 months ago
@Sharky2055 i kill you american idiot and all your family hahaha!!!!!))))))))stupid
american this terract is my work))))))))) maximusmoldovan 3 months ago Sharky2055 3
months ago 5 @maximusmoldovan Threat reported to You Tube. 11:36 am PST You
Tube time, 6 - 7- 2010 Sharky2055 3 months ago 5 mandreiis 3 months ago i couldnt
watch the hole video mandreiis 3 months ago IMajorIMarksman 3 months ago I get the
chills just watching this. IMajorIMarksman 3 months ago jaikbenhetegt 3 months ago
Omfg all those hatefull comments stfu imagenate how it was if you were in that building
and must jump down in 400 meters omfg.. just stfu with: "LOOOL" and "What move is
this" omfg jaikbenhetegt 3 months ago herbnjulz 3 months ago @jaikbenhetegt You stfu!
If your going to insult some one at least check your spelling and stop being so damn
ignorant. And their was nothing wrong with my comment I was just addressing the fact of
all the hate comments I was reading on here from different people saying we deserved
this..which we didn't deserve this.. herbnjulz 3 months ago casper64lkte 3 months ago
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dum ass its real 9/11 not a joke or fake its realll casper64lkte 3 months ago qp9lq9tecs 3
months ago what movie is this ? qp9lq9tecs 3 months ago zwemvogel34 3 months ago
@qp9lq9tecs its real just look on the internet zwemvogel34 3 months ago sami19901990
3 months ago LOOOOOOL sami19901990 3 months ago SoronII 3 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake
fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake
fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake
fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake
fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake
fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake fake SoronII
3 months ago kevaster23 3 months ago i like the song in the background kevaster23 3
months ago DaSupahFail 3 months ago Happy fifth birthday to me... I can't watch any
9/11 footage without crying. ): DaSupahFail 3 months ago herbnjulz 3 months ago 11
Wow look at all these racial comments and hate :( we are all people humans brothers and
sisters we have to work together as one and let this selfishness and greed go...because as
one we can accomplish anything be a free borders world full of harmony peace and love
:,( herbnjulz 3 months ago 11 zwemvogel34 3 months ago @herbnjulz lol!!!!!!!!!!!!
zwemvogel34 3 months ago herbnjulz 3 months ago @zwemvogel34 i don't find
amusement in this. herbnjulz 3 months ago TheF0etus 3 months ago @herbnjulz No
idiot, we are NOT brothers and sisters, it's people like you who tell us about this kind of
crap that makes this world so dangerous to live in. You hippie bullshits made us weak
and easy to be ass-kicked. TheF0etus 3 months ago Allyscangodie 3 months ago
@herbnjulz lol wtf white no jump, black no swim, asian rike rice, muslim go boom, japs
like meth, simple fucking genetic shit WERE ALL DIFFERENT GET USED TO IT!!!!
Allyscangodie 3 months ago Allibob2012 3 months ago I remember where I was...how old
I was...what I was doing...and what my teacher was talking in school when this
happened, will always remember. Allibob2012 3 months ago snowboarder665 3 months
ago this is so amazing u got this on video snowboarder665 3 months ago
davidsonchamps2009 3 months ago man, those terriost bastards davidsonchamps2009 3
months ago Kalvin40 3 months ago It seems that she doesn't take it seriously Kalvin40 3
months ago DaSupahFail 3 months ago @Kalvin40 It seems that she is in a state of
shock. Emotional effect typically comes into play once you've given yourself a good deal
of time to register the recent...disasters. It's hard not to take it seriously. DaSupahFail 3
months ago al3grme00100 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam HAHAHAHAHA ....... DIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE BITCHES @_@ al3grme00100
3 months ago hassan3463 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam osama is awesome hassan3463 3 months ago LocoRedKixx 3 months ago
@hassan3463 you just some one with out name, every one know this is a inside job, so
go open a other account. LocoRedKixx 3 months ago Gary7Gann 3 months ago It would
have been much better to pay me the $ 500.000.000 now the price is $1000.000.000 Go
suck up your oil in the Gulf you fucking lying FBI communist pigs,!!! Gary7Gann 3
months ago dasausflug 3 months ago a military plane? oh my god! dasausflug 3 months
ago TheAlphaman09 3 months ago you can see a person fall, and someoone on the roof.
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TheAlphaman09 3 months ago oasisiday 3 months ago shocking oasisiday 3 months ago
XxTechnoPunkxX 3 months ago wierd music for such a serious video.... o.o
XxTechnoPunkxX 3 months ago KevinMerck 3 months ago New York City Coalition for
Accountability Now is asking people to send a letter or fax to the district attorney’s
office in New York asking for a legitimate investigation into the destruction of building 7.
There will be one letter or fax a week for four weeks. Learn more at the nyccan.org
website. Please post this bulletin to all your subscribers. KevinMerck 3 months ago
DGRULESTHEWORLD 3 months ago I was in there when it happened but luckily i got
out. I honor all the fallen firefighters and policemen and women who fought to save me
and many other people. But half of my family died. Like my mom,dad, and brother. But
only my sister,aunt and me survived. DGRULESTHEWORLD 3 months ago
akira1988rus 3 months ago There is a full version of video? akira1988rus 3 months ago
johntitorlives 3 months ago We kill some of your people and you kill some of ours. It will
never end. Meanwhile the Builderburgers or whoever the hell they are contiue to make
billions of dollars off wars, live rich lifestyles and sip champagne while we die and lose
our homes because there are no jobs. They are the ones who screwed with the economy
they manipulate economies all over the world to weaken them so they can make more
money. We are all in the same fucking boat. We need to go after them not each other.
johntitorlives 3 months ago shadhan1995 3 months ago show hide suck it aMERICANS
MUHHAHAHAHAHHA shadhan1995 3 months ago shallowlife 3 months ago
@shadhan1995 Suck what? that innocent people had to die? People like you should
really think about what they write. shallowlife 3 months ago shadhan1995 3 months ago
@shallowlife yah what about our innocent ppl ??? u Americans came to our homes and
killed our families FOR NOTHING and Millions died , u are only worried about
hundreds of americans??? lame shadhan1995 3 months ago shallowlife 3 months ago 2
@shadhan1995 I am not American. I am German mate. And we never attacked you. I just
find it sad, that so many people had to die. No Americans, and No Iraks or Afghanies
deserve to die. Everyone has a right to live. shallowlife 3 months ago 2 shadhan1995 3
months ago 2 @shallowlife Thats true :D i hope one day the world will be friendy no
Wars shadhan1995 3 months ago 2 shadhan1995 3 months ago @shallowlife friendly**
shadhan1995 3 months ago johntitorlives 3 months ago 2 Kevin, we still might not know
the real story about the JFK assassination and that was almost 47 years ago. Better to
put your energy toward the future and helping prevent the Islamization of the US. There
is no conspiracy about Islam wanting to take over this country. There is even a mosque
being planned on ground zero. When Muslims want to claim a land and victory over their
enemy they put a mosque on it. Talk about putting it in our fucking faces. We need to
come together and stop it. johntitorlives 3 months ago 2 johntitorlives 3 months ago nikki
they did not know it was a terrorist attack at first and once they did they felt it was
important to tape it. This was the worst attack in American history. I really can't believe
the ignorant thinking of so many people on this site. I'm hoping the comments are from
14 year olds who just don't know better but probably not. johntitorlives 3 months ago
yasberry27 3 months ago @johntitorlives umm i know it was an important day of 2001
im not retarded but its like people dying and you watching ....and thats whats happening
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yasberry27 3 months ago DGRULESTHEWORLD 3 months ago @yasberry27 so what
he just wanted to show people what happened. DGRULESTHEWORLD 3 months ago
DGRULESTHEWORLD 3 months ago @yasberry27 he just wanted to show people
what it looked like when it was happining. duh! DGRULESTHEWORLD 3 months ago
nikkiandyaya15 3 months ago its kind of dumb u guys taping this... if you guys thought
it was an attack why were yall just taping it and saying my hand is shaking...but yea
nikkiandyaya15 3 months ago parentaladvisory121 3 months ago @nikkiandyaya15 It's
for the future for people to see what happened that day. parentaladvisory121 3 months
ago yasberry27 3 months ago @parentaladvisory121 i know but ..its also kind of dumb
yasberry27 3 months ago DGRULESTHEWORLD 3 months ago @yasberry27 ARE
YOU FREAKIN KIDDING ME!!! I WANNA SEE YOU CALL IT DUMB IF I PUT
YOU IN THAT BUILDING WHEN IT WAS BURNING DOWN!!! IT WASN'T SO
DUMB FOR ME. I WAS IN THAT BUILDING WHEN IT HAPPENED!!!
DGRULESTHEWORLD
3
months
ago
sausagekiller
3
months
ago
@DGRULESTHEWORLD fuck you. sausagekiller 3 months ago laiteran 3 months ago
14.609 people called police and firedepartement that day! laiteran 3 months ago
KevinMerck 3 months ago New York City Coalition for Accountability Now is asking
people to send a letter or fax to the district attorney’s office in New York asking for a
legitimate investigation into the destruction of building 7. There will be one letter or fax a
week for four weeks. Learn more at the nyccan.org website. Please post this bulletin to all
your subscribers. KevinMerck 3 months ago miladmeah 3 months ago Please visit ww
w.faithfreedom.o rg - to find out the silliness of Islam - . There were reports and even
pictures of rejoicing on the streets in Arab and other Muslim cities at the news from New
York. A response came from Hamas weekly “Allah has answered our prayers”, (Lewis,
2003. p. 132,134). President George Bush addressed (Richardson, 2006, p. 19) to the
Nation, “Today, our nation saw evil, the very worst of human nature”. miladmeah 3
months ago hartmalcolm 3 months ago it's all becouse of goerge bush hartmalcolm 3
months ago MachinePRISM 3 months ago Releasing this tape is all Under One Roof [....],
Phua Chu Kang & Ghurmit Singh's Gotcha. MachinePRISM 3 months ago
danomatic1029384 3 months ago I don't think she noticed but at 9:30 at the bottom left
there is a person waving out. danomatic1029384 3 months ago EatMyShitYumYum 3
months ago show hide WAKE UP STUPID FUCKERS!! i see idiots her are moaning and
crying to 3000 scumbags lost their sorry life!!...no one of them needs your cries...enjoy ur
life ok?...i was thier and i saw thier pieces everywhere covered with bloods then i
laughed!!...i used my camera then i took many photos of them!!...i put thier funny
photos on my bedroom wall...i have full wall collage in my bedroom...i also have many
photos of jumpers token just few seconds before they hit the ground!!...they were so
funny!!! EatMyShitYumYum 3 months ago darkhound891 3 months ago
@EatMyShitYumYum u r 1 sick mother fucker u kno that right darkhound891 3 months
ago rahulxdx 3 months ago @EatMyShitYumYum i need ur dead body photo for my
toilet wall rahulxdx 3 months ago MARTINDUARTE123 3 months ago
@EatMyShitYumYum fuk ur life u bitch!!!have respect u dumb ass hoe!!
MARTINDUARTE123 3 months ago fabinburg 3 months ago @EatMyShitYumYum
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fuck you fabinburg 3 months ago kyannac21 3 months ago @WhiteSmokes thats what
iWas thinking -.- iWanted to see the other plane and the south tower. even tho ive seen it
in other videos, this one wouldve been better cos its actually from someones window.
d'you kno what iMean ? :p its more interesting. kyannac21 3 months ago speaker3600 3
months ago that music in the background...kind of creepy speaker3600 3 months ago
techprokid 3 months ago It hurts me alot to watch this video i lost family member that
tragic day! =( GOD BLESS ALL OF AMERICA AND NEVER LET A DAY LIKE
THIS PASS IN AMERICA!! AND PLEASE ALL YOU HATERS KEEP YOUR
THOUGHTS ABOUT AMERICA TO YOUR SELF!! STOP HATING ON THE
LAND OF FREEDOM AND OPPORTUNITY!! techprokid 3 months ago
TuesdayMorningInSept 3 months ago @techprokid Yeah.. this is a world quilt here.. So
many people in the world know someone that is here, or are related to someone here..
TuesdayMorningInSept 3 months ago gekodude1 3 months ago @techprokid land of
freedom and opportunity give the natives there land back then gekodude1 3 months ago
VilaRomeo 3 months ago Did u hear them comment on how the second plane that hit was
a military Plane.. Grate Video. Thanks for uploading VilaRomeo 3 months ago
EatMyShitYumYum 3 months ago Comment removed zeke2822 3 months ago
@johntitorlives haha you racist redneck zeke2822 3 months ago xUnholyxAngelx1 3
months ago seriously why do ppl have 2 b disrespectfu 2 those who lost loved ones? i
dnt even come from America and this appals me that you say this jst becuase you dnt
like Americans they r ppl 2 and would you like it if you lost family in this and someone
laughed at you for this? show some respect and dnt b so predudice against Americans
xUnholyxAngelx1 3 months ago 77moessa 3 months ago all this planned and executed by
the satanic american goverment. 77moessa 3 months ago kyannac21 3 months ago
@Bcplay you SERIOUSLY have to be kidding me right now ! how could you NOT kno
about 9/11 ! ? this happened in america 9 years ago. it was the worst day ever. it changed
America. this day was horrifying. iRemember being in the living with my family. iWas
watching my parents crying. but iDidnt understand a thing. iWas only six. but now, it
breaks my heart. it always has, but iBarely started to realize what a tragedy this ws when
iWas like 8 ? :o kyannac21 3 months ago kyannac21 3 months ago @TheHaloCEfan
thousands * kyannac21 3 months ago kyannac21 3 months ago New York is so
beautiful♥ iWish iLived there. and iWish this hadn't happened</3 kyannac21 3 months
ago Supersynapsis 3 months ago @kyannac21 That is a very cool comment..
Supersynapsis 3 months ago kyannac21 3 months ago @Supersynapsis haha. what d'you
mean ? O.o to which one ? kyannac21 3 months ago needslessniggers 3 months ago Oh
yes. I almost forgot. I laugh at those that have lost "loved" ones.
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA ALLAH ALLAH MUHAMMAD JIHAD
needslessniggers 3 months ago anrew1997 3 months ago @needslessniggers fck u nigga
9/11 was not funny u fcken canadian noone gives a shit bout canada its all bout america
now u fcken bum anrew1997 3 months ago needslessniggers 3 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam HAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAH I wish there
were more days like the fabled September 11th. FUCK AMERICA. ALLAH ALLAH
MUHAMMAD JIHAD LULULULULULULULULUL. Fuck America. needslessniggers
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3 months ago LocoRedKixx 3 months ago every one just search this ok, and be smart on
your conclusion. (9/11 CLEAR bomb going off in WTC BEFORE first plane EVER hit.)
search for the it. LocoRedKixx 3 months ago ThatKidWithMyHat 3 months ago
@LocoRedKixx it takes just some photoshop skills to make it look like that.
ThatKidWithMyHat 3 months ago circesprophecy 3 months ago "this happens everyday
in the middle east" not exactly true. circesprophecy 3 months ago Sharky2055 3 months
ago @MINIMININOTCH YOU ARE NOT REAL. YOU ARE A COMPUTER
PROGRAM! Sharky2055 3 months ago NathanRUGBY05 3 months ago So horrible :(
God bless those who died, but God have mercy on those involved and made this happen,
they shall suffer. NathanRUGBY05 3 months ago Socks170 3 months ago
@NathanRUGBY05 true that.. and im a muslim douche bags i mean seriously wtf? is
point killing innocent people kill ppl like charles manson or somet Socks170 3 months
ago Prev 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help
About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising
Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon
Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your
Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next
Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists...
YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My
Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3
years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond to this video... characters
remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,032)
NathanRUGBY05 3 months ago So horrible :( God bless those who died, but God have
mercy on those involved and made this happen, they shall suffer. NathanRUGBY05 3
months ago Socks170 3 months ago @NathanRUGBY05 true that.. and im a muslim
douche bags i mean seriously wtf? is point killing innocent people kill ppl like charles
manson or somet Socks170 3 months ago johntitorlives 3 months ago No Islamization of
America! Our next Pres must close our borders, close mosques that teach radical Islam,
end all immigration from muslim countries, go after the ACLU which weakens our ability
to protect ourselves from radical muslims, put our military on the borders, do not allow
third world languages and cultures to overtake our cities. Reject multiculturism it is a
doomed and suicidal liberal concept. Our enemies are working overtime we can't wait
much longer to save our beautiful country. johntitorlives 3 months ago joseobejas 3
months ago good luck to our world until 2012 joseobejas 3 months ago
MINIMININOTCH 3 months ago @joseobejas its not fucking real u stupid ass pussy.
go burn for saying that u athiest bitch MINIMININOTCH 3 months ago HotTeen156 3
months ago @MINIMININOTCH How do u know if its real or not? HotTeen156 3
months ago Sharky2055 3 months ago @MINIMININOTCH YOU ARE NOT REAL.
YOU ARE A COMPUTER PROGRAM! Sharky2055 3 months ago rubymagenta 3
months ago How did you get this in 06 it happened in 01 rubymagenta 3 months ago
so08s 3 months ago crying again :'( so08s 3 months ago maximusmoldovan 3 months ago
FAKE maximusmoldovan 3 months ago Sharky2055 3 months ago @maximusmoldovan
Yes, you're fake, OK, move on, kid. Sharky2055 3 months ago ElpandaXpress 3 months
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ago hate illuminati N.W.O whatever the fuck there Doing to us innocent people Dumbest
Plan N.W.O doing The Consperacy is real ElpandaXpress 3 months ago jonathancoconut
3 months ago @ElpandaXpress English FTW jonathancoconut 3 months ago
ElpandaXpress 3 months ago @jonathancoconut sorry i just woke up when i was
watching this video ElpandaXpress 3 months ago XxCocaColaLovaXx 3 months ago
Comment removed XxCocaColaLovaXx 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam i feel bad for the people that were in the twin towers :( my cousins
mom was in there when the planes crashed she was one of them that jump out of the
window:( and she fell on a firetruck :( :( :( XxCocaColaLovaXx 3 months ago
Renesmee131 3 months ago :'( Renesmee131 3 months ago sandee822 3 months ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam conspiracy or not.. innocent people
died!! a true tragedy!! sandee822 3 months ago sandee822 3 months ago conspiracy or
not.. innocent people died!! a true tragedy!! sandee822 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3
months ago @sandee822 it's not a tragedy for everyone! MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago
EmoPunkRockPrince95 3 months ago this is wht happen when the gov tries to fuk
around... this was all done by the u.s.a gov itself and the gov deep down knows it.. u guys
cant hide the truth cuz u, ur self are hidden.. such a shame on bush..
EmoPunkRockPrince95 3 months ago 786Jazzi 3 months ago 14:35 holy fuck did it
already fall!?!?!?!? 786Jazzi 3 months ago MrVW123456 3 months ago unfassbar
MrVW123456 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago hey look, ma! it's raining
dead people! MrA5gregjockca 3 months ago corvettez0910 3 months ago
@MrA5gregjockca fuck you... corvettez0910 3 months ago MrA5gregjockca 3 months
ago @corvettez0910 take it like a man straight in the ass, pig. MrA5gregjockca 3 months
ago corvettez0910 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@MrA5gregjockca fuck you... corvettez0910 3 months ago daybreak4491 3 months ago
those people on the building man this is just sad T_T daybreak4491 3 months ago
faceplook 3 months ago its zionist conspiration to afraid americain people and make a
brain washing against muslim ..zionist killed jfk ..john kenedy ..watch video on youtube..
Zionist ar terorist..for american people the truth is on the web open your heart and eyes
and brain. Peace and luv faceplook 3 months ago westside159 3 months ago bush sr & jr
and Cheney and satans army westside159 3 months ago CutieWitaBooty1000 3 months
ago 7 Saddest Day Of My Life R.I.P Daddy. iMiss You So Much!!
CutieWitaBooty1000 3 months ago 7 KayeNightfall 3 months ago
@CutieWitaBooty1000 Oh hun. Don't know you but I'm sorry! KayeNightfall 3 months
ago MajorGlitcherboy937 3 months ago sorry to hear that MajorGlitcherboy937 3
months ago tyfoon555 3 months ago @CutieWitaBooty1000 I'm so sorry... tyfoon555 3
months ago AnagramISP 3 months ago The Zio-NeoCons did 9/11! AnagramISP 3
months ago Supersynapsis 3 months ago @AnagramISP Who? Supersynapsis 3 months
ago 0990alpha 3 months ago @johntilorlives I know right. How can you chill out after
seeing both building of the WTC collapse. I don't understand how you can think someone
should chill out after witnessing this. 0990alpha 3 months ago Zandysmokey 3 months
ago Alltså Usa leker världspolis i iaf det sista 100 åren har de lekt detta, efter många atk
på andra länder så får de detta. om du inte va regerieng som gjorde detta, iaf en varning att
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vakna usa Zandysmokey 3 months ago johntitorlives 3 months ago ItsTheLobo, did you
really say this lady should chill out? She just watched both WTC collapse right in front
of her killing all those people. Your comment truly boggles my mind. johntitorlives 3
months ago johntitorlives 3 months ago dimos020481, if you're going to bash Bush
(which is getting real old by the way) then please learn how to spell correctly.
johntitorlives 3 months ago dimos020481 3 months ago it is BUSH destroed .......
dimos020481 3 months ago ItsTheLobo 3 months ago man this lady crying like her house
just burnt down. crap. lady needs to chill. I mean no disrespect to the tragedy but man..
ItsTheLobo 3 months ago HOMEnHIGH 3 months ago @ItsTheLobo ....dont worry be
happy....its true...check my vid out of the same name...it puts all this into perspective..
HOMEnHIGH 3 months ago thedar097 4 months ago well guess what there are people
working and get it hrough your head the plane went through and boom and then some bs
about 39 virgane bs and its sad for you usa people i live in canada this is just not cool
someone did this to destroy our prodness well not mine but your ad every one else in
ameriace yes im not to sure how to spell it so yae and i hope no yone you loved was in
there thedar097 4 months ago jorge4898 4 months ago tinha 16 anos quando vi não
acreditava no que tava vendo vai ficar na minha memoria pra sempre jorge4898 4 months
ago johntitorlives 4 months ago GWhiz99 you're right it doesnt mean anything now fuck
off. Have some respect for the victims of 9-11. johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives
4 months ago Let's say there were bombs planted at the WTC. So the terrorists were able
to carry out an even more elaborate plan than we thought. I don't understand all the
arguing back and forth about it. Bombs or no bombs, it was still a terrible day, thousands
of people died horrible deaths because we fucked up. We need to put our focus now on
preventing another 9-11 because we are not doing enough to keep it from happening
again. Bombs doesn't mean the Pres was in on it either. johntitorlives 4 months ago
GWhiz99 4 months ago Comment removed eata11ama 4 months ago I say hitler did it
eata11ama 4 months ago GWhiz99 4 months ago Maybe this doesn’t really mean
anything, but I couldn’t help but notice: During a 14 round contest of the world-building
game Wild Wild Words on Friday, June 4, 2010, I found the 9 & 11 (911) puzzles to be
interesting. The hangman*s gallows were protecting PRICKLY PEAR in puzzle level 9.
PEAR sounds like PAIR and the twin towers of the World Trade Center: a PAIR. The
level 11 answer was QUESTION MARK, as in *can I ask you a question*.
PumpernickEL, Phoenix, and Ivory were levels 12, 13 & 14 GWhiz99 4 months ago
GWhiz99 4 months ago Other puzzles N same 06/04/2010 game of Wild, Wild, Words
started in 2 PM hour (EDT) were, at each level: 1. Gold Digger; 2. Chaps; 3. Sunset; 4.
My two cents; 5. Poetry; 6. Scarecrow; 7. Cuckoo; 8. Crevasse; 10. Euphoria.
Dictionary-com says the etymology of CUCKOLD (n. the husband of an unfaithful wife)
is cuckoo (common European bird, Cuculus canorus, family: Cuculidae--noted for
characteristic call, brood parasitism) in allusion 2 cuckoo*s habit of laying its eggs N
other birds* nests GWhiz99 4 months ago GWhiz99 4 months ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam That puzzle level 5 in the same 06/04/2010 game of Wild,
Wild, Words started in 2 PM hour (EDT) was POETRY could evoke a famous JOSEPH
RUDYard kipLING poem: *IF*. Reciting it was a 1985 eighth grade Lucas (not *Star
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Wars* George) requisite from some. The final line: *And - which is more - you'll be a
Man my son!*. Compare that with *State kept schoolmen* in kipLING*s
Macdonough*s Song in CLANcy*s (not KLAN of Ku Klux)*The Teeth of the Tiger*
and the recurring *class act* has new significance GWhiz99 4 months ago GWhiz99 4
months ago That puzzle level 6 in the same 06/04/2010 game of Wild, Wild, Words
started in 2 PM hour (EDT) was SCARECROW could evoke the CBS spy series
*SCARECROW & Ms. King*, starring Bruce BOXleITner (LEE Stetson—the John B.
Stetson Company was established in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in 1865) & Kate Jackson
(aMANda King) running 88 episodes (from 10/03/83 – 05/28/87), partly in 8th grade
1985. Puzzle # 1, Gold Digger is self explanatory. Hatter John Batterson Stetson (May 5,
1830 – Feb. 18, 1906) GWhiz99 4 months ago GWhiz99 4 months ago The 193rd
episode the Kelsey Grammer sitcom *Frasier*, titled *Don Juan In Hell*, was dedicated
to show creator David Lawrence AngeLL (b. 04/10/46) who died with his wife aboard one
of the hijacked jetliners crashing into the twin towers. While ANGLEL wasn*t readily
found in the index, others born on APR. 10, 1946 and dying in Sep. 2001 include: GARY
S EWING (261-76-0224) who evokes the Ted Shackelford (b. 6/23/46) character on
*KNOTS LANDING*--like hijacked airliners NOT LANDING on 9/11/01 GWhiz99 4
months ago GWhiz99 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Frasier* co-creator DAVID Lawrence angeLL is unrelated to WTVD-TV, the durHAM,
NC ABC affiliate at 411 Liberty St, durHAM, NC 27701, but the station*s VHF 11
signal matches the 11 signature of AL qAIDa on 9/11 in 2001. On Dec. 7 in PALINdrome
1991, WTVD*s Chopper 11 departed a high school football game in Wilmington, NC on
DEC. 6. In the early morning hours of DEC. 7,--3,566 days b4 9/11, sports reporter
Tony deBO was the sole survivor of a Wake County, NC crash killing three others
onboard GWhiz99 4 months ago GWhiz99 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Frasier* co-creator David Lawrence angeLL is unrelated to WTVDTV, the ABC affiliate at 411 Liberty St., durHAM, NC 27701. The station*s 411 street
address ends *11*, matching the 11 signature of AL qAIDa in 9/11 attacks. But, about 3
years b4 *Frasier*’s David angELL perished in 9/11, WTVD heavily, but briefly
promoted their new Chopper 11 with pilot, *Captain DAVE angEL*. The station has
continued helicopter news gathering through the 21st century, but with nary a mention a
*celebrity* pilot GWhiz99 4 months ago Harriful 4 months ago You heartless bastards.
Thousands upon thousands of people died on this horrific day. "We looked up to see
what we though was debree, when we realized it was people jumping." People who
conspire on this event seriously need to grow some balls, even better a heart. One of my
closest friends died in this tragedy. How do you explain that sirbluff? How could you
even say something like that? Nobody died during 9/11??? FUCK YOU. MIRRORS???
FROM OUTER SPACE?!?! Harriful 4 months ago sirbluff 4 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam You are right it is a cover up. the Towers were
never built in the first place, it was all an illusion using mile long mirrors in space and
nobody died on 9-11. Also Bin-Laden is really actor Chevy Chase working for the CIA.
Don't believe me huh? have you seen a Chevy Chase movie at the cinema lately? Have
you ever seen Chevy Chase and Osama Bin-Laden in the same room at the same time?
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Wake up you are all being conned. sirbluff 4 months ago coxonroxon 4 months ago
@sirbluff and george bush was really a pirate from outer space who wanted the gold
hidden under the towers by jesus who is really muhammed coxonroxon 4 months ago
GWhiz99 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The notion
of George W. Bush being a pirate from outer space seemed to be suggested in the 2005
film *The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy* if you watch floor tiles carefully. The
soundtrack song "So Long, and Thanks For All The Fish" was written by English
composer Joby Talbot, conductor Christopher Austin, and Director Garth Jennings and
performed by the Tenebrae Choir. Then many found alien-like, that oddball advice to
Americas in PSAs: spend, *go shopping* to get back at the terrorists GWhiz99 4 months
ago GWhiz99 3 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam “So
Long, and Thanks For All The Fish" from the soundtrack for film “The Hitchhiker's
Guide to the Galaxy” (2005) was written by English composer Joby TALBOT,
conductor Christopher AUSTIN, and Director Garth JENNings, but is unrelated to the
STONE CULT or David GREGORY covering the 2000 Bush campaign for NBC NEWS;
243-52-902; country superstar Garth BROOKs or BROOKe Burr, wife of U.S. Sen.
RICHARD M. BURR (R-NC; Winston-Salem); watch?v=kppK20OtcUM;
watch?v=7pkiaXc0gfo; TeneBRAE is like BRAYlon GWhiz99 3 months ago Harriful 4
months ago @sirbluff You heartless bastard. Thousands upon thousands of people died
on this horrific day. "We looked up to see what we though was debree, when we realized
it was people jumping." People who conspire on this event seriously need to grow some
balls, even better a heart. One of my closest friends died in this tragedy. How do you
explain that sirbluff? I don't know what your on Sirbluff, but i hope it is meth because
you deserve it for such a horrible comment. Harriful 4 months ago eata11ama 4 months
ago @sirbluff rofl ... :] eata11ama 4 months ago MrBreakyHeart 4 months ago THAT
WAS HITLER !!!! MrBreakyHeart 4 months ago suicidetony 4 months ago 9 11 was
funny as hell seeing that plane crash into that building and killing some very gay cock
sucking americans just makes me laugh my ass off suicidetony 4 months ago
KayeNightfall 4 months ago @suicidetony HAHAHA I find the background music soo
good. I don't like people dying. But I love the way it looks when they jump. But still. I
shouodn't find this funny because it's wrong.. ^^ KayeNightfall 4 months ago
xmenofunderstandingx 4 months ago typical americans, says oh my god when theres
troubel,, anyway this rubbish was an inside job xmenofunderstandingx 4 months ago
DannyTheMong 4 months ago i just heard a loud boom -.- DannyTheMong 4 months ago
TheHaloCEfan 4 months ago y the fck is she so calm 100 of ppl r dieing TheHaloCEfan 4
months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Let's say there were bombs planted. So the terrorists were able to carry out an even
more elaborate plan than we thought. So I don't understand all the arguing back and forth
about it. Bombs or no bombs, it was still a terrible day, thousands of people died horrible
deaths because we fucked up. We need to put our focus now on preventing another 9-11
because we are not doing enough to keep it from happening again. johntitorlives 12
seconds ago johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam Let's say there were bombs planted. So the terrorists were
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able to carry out an even more elaborate plan than we thought. So I don't understand all
the arguing back and forth about it. Bombs or no bombs, it was still a terrible day,
thousands of people died horrible deaths because we fucked up. We need to put our focus
now on preventing another 9-11 because we are not doing enough to keep it from
happening again. johntitorlives 12 seconds ago johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives
4 months ago Comment removed johntitorlives 4 months ago I don't believe in the bomb
theory for several reasons not because I don't think it is possible but it doesn't fit how
terrorists normally work . Placing bombs would be very risky they would need I believe
to have many people to pull that off and some would have to be working at the towers.
Not impossible but still if anyone did discover the bombs that would put the entire plan
in jeopardy. johntitorlives 4 months ago star232 4 months ago @johntitorlives that is
why some ppl think the government was apart of it...but i dunno...i just know ppl lost
their lives for no reason...and there is need for justice star232 4 months ago pimpinallday
4 months ago one of the craziest videos i ever seen pimpinallday 4 months ago
kewlmark72 4 months ago Obviously Imploded. kewlmark72 4 months ago Sharky2055 4
months ago @kewlmark72 NO, this is an implosion. watch?v=8U4erFzhC-U NOTE
WHERE THE COLLAPSE BEGINS AND THE SOUND THAT EMINATES FROM
THE TOWER. Sharky2055 4 months ago dann0nii 4 months ago now you know what a
war feel... dann0nii 4 months ago WaflesRAwesome1 4 months ago I was just a baby
when this happened and my parents thought it was just a joke. Then they turned on the
news and saw this. A few minutes later a bunch of army planes flew over my house.
They think it was heading to new york but we lived in Arizona back then
WaflesRAwesome1 4 months ago philly442 4 months ago of course you didn't fucking
record the building collapsing, such fucking bullshit
philly442 4 months ago
666calculator 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam A=06
B=12 C=18 D=24 E=30 F=36 G=42 H=48 I=54 J=60 K=66 L=72 M=78 N=84 O=90
P=96 Q=102 R=108 S=114 T=120 U=126 V=132 W=138 X=144 Y=150 Z=156 Words
that calculate to 906 Jesus is Lord = 906 Jesus Christ = 906 Jesus Power = 906 Son of
the Lord = 906 Lord's Prayer = 906 Holy Spirit = 906 Through Love = 906 Jesus Glory
= 906 Jesus Is Alive = 906 Jesus Sacrificed = 906 Shed Blood For Man = 906 Prophetic
King = 906 Unconditional = 906 Healing Promise = 906 Love is the Law = 906
666calculator 4 months ago 666calculator 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam A=06 B=12 C=18 D=24 E=30 F=36 G=42 H=48 I=54 J=60 K=66
L=72 M=78 N=84 O=90 P=96 Q=102 R=108 S=114 T=120 U=126 V=132 W=138
X=144 Y=150 Z=156 Words that calculate to 906 Jesus is Lord = 906 Jesus Christ = 906
Jesus Power = 906 Son of the Lord = 906 Lord's Prayer = 906 Holy Spirit = 906
Through Love = 906 Jesus Glory = 906 Jesus Is Alive = 906 Jesus Sacrificed = 906 Shed
Blood For Man = 906 Prophetic King = 906 Unconditional = 906 Healing Promise = 906
Love is the Law = 906 666calculator 4 months ago 666calculator 4 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam A=06 B=12 C=18 D=24 E=30 F=36 G=42
H=48 I=54 J=60 K=66 L=72 M=78 N=84 O=90 P=96 Q=102 R=108 S=114 T=120
U=126 V=132 W=138 X=144 Y=150 Z=156 Words that calculate to 906 Jesus is Lord =
906 Jesus Christ = 906 Jesus Power = 906 Son of the Lord = 906 Lord's Prayer = 906
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Holy Spirit = 906 Through Love = 906 Jesus Glory = 906 Jesus Is Alive = 906 Jesus
Sacrificed = 906 Shed Blood For Man = 906 Prophetic King = 906 Unconditional = 906
Healing Promise = 906 Love is the Law = 906 666calculator 4 months ago AngelVomit26
4 months ago This video is so.....amazing and heartbreaking. I lived in NY when the
Towers were hit and remember hearing about it on the radio and thinking that the very
beginning of it was a song....then a joke....Then I was horrified to realize that it was real.
We lived like an hour\ hour and a half away when it happened. I was scared.
AngelVomit26 4 months ago ProtectAus 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam In part 1 of my Conspiracy series Did man walk on the moon hoax?
With a twist ending. watch?v=veoeOWvTqO8 Ends with PROOF of Mans Walking on
the Moon i.e the twist ending. Its also got great music, and excellent analysis. . And has
been honored with great comments from Experts from NASA . My 2nd Conspiracy
video watch?v=Ssj6j4PbW-U Secrets of 911 Plane Crash and Building Collapse analysed
Is so blindingly obvious that it was almost perfect, watch it and open your eyes.
ProtectAus 4 months ago Pok3manDudez 4 months ago lol Pok3manDudez 4 months ago
barquedust 4 months ago please visit a very informative website theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.-(com) barquedust 4 months ago barquedust 4 months
ago please visit a very informative website - theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.-(com)
barquedust 4 months ago MDethfan 4 months ago mans inhumanity to man will only get
way worse before it gets any better. People talk all kinds of shit about this now but we
ALL remember the feeling this gave us watching that day. When I was out there, any time
I asked a local about that day, everyone of their faces went stone pale and dead serious.
One of the saddest days I can remember. Dont ever forget! MDethfan 4 months ago
MDethfan 4 months ago Comment removed Mypumas1987 4 months ago Comment
removed johntitorlives 4 months ago eata11ama, Just because this never happened before
does not mean bombs must have taken down the buildings. Why do people have such a
hard time believing when a building sustains major structural damage, both planes went
through one side and partially outside the other taking out much of the internal beams
that was supporting the buildings they can fall. johntitorlives 4 months ago barmtrail 4
months ago @johntitorlives What upsets me most about the 9/11 truthers, is that they
influence the families of the victims to believe 9/11 was, "An inside job" utterely
ridiculous. This attack had been planned for years, and our airport security at the time
was pathetic. Even Jesse ventura started the rumor that the pilots were killed on the
ground. This gets comical at this point. Conspiracy wackos are lonely indeed. barmtrail 4
months ago barmtrail 4 months ago @johntitorlives What upsets me most about the 9/11
truthers, is that they influence the families of the victims to believe 9/11 was, "An inside
job" utterely ridiculous. This attack had been planned for years, and our airport security
at the time was pathetic. Even Jesse ventura started the rumor that the pilots were killed
on the ground. This gets comical at this point. barmtrail 4 months ago johntitorlives 4
months ago eata11ama, Just because this never happened before does not mean bombs
must have taken down the buildings. Why do people have such a hard time believing
when a building sustains major structural damage, both planes went through one side and
partially outside the other taking out much of the internal beams that was supporting the
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buildings they can fall johntitorlives 4 months ago barmtrail 4 months ago @johntitorlives
Thank you john..I have been trying to get this across to the american public for years
now. I have seen jet crashes, and i have been in unfinished buildings. The Aircraft that
morning did tremendous damage to the structure of the WTC buildings. And the more
than hour long fires weaken the cross members that support the floors. No mystery here.
barmtrail 4 months ago THEMISTAsAiNT33 4 months ago oh my god! oh my god! oh
my god! oh my god! oh my god! oh my god! wish that lady would shut the fuck
up........oh those people are running away...nahyo there just gonna get crushed my fuckin
6000 pounds of world trade center...shut the fuck up!!! THEMISTAsAiNT33 4 months
ago THEMISTAsAiNT33 4 months ago oh my god! oh my god! oh my god! oh my god!
oh my god! oh my god! wish that lady would shut the fuck up........oh those people are
running away...nahyo there just gonna get crushed my fuckin 6000 pounds of world trade
center...shut the fuck up!!! THEMISTAsAiNT33 4 months ago Mypumas1987 4
months ago Sow the wind and reap the whirlwind Mypumas1987 4 months ago
Bryan0481 4 months ago Respect.. Bryan0481 4 months ago 2206robin 4 months ago das
war eine geplante sprengung des gebäudes und kein anschlag!! George W. Bush ist dafür
verantwortlich! 2206robin 4 months ago eata11ama 4 months ago
guyzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz......-.............buildings can't fall like that..................... like I
mean wtf? it's not possible 4 the whole building 2 fall down like that unless it was hit on
the bottom of the building, not the top, u guys do understand that the twin towers were
the 1st two buildings 2 ever fall down cause of something happening on the top of the
building? Something had 2 happen in the middle or the bottom of the building 4 it 2
collapse like it did like, oh idk, an explosion eata11ama 4 months ago rickyleoadams 4
months ago @eata11ama your really stupid dude.. Do you not understand how they built
the world trade center? Their design was made so the building would collapse into itself
instead of falling over because they were so big rickyleoadams 4 months ago eata11ama 4
months ago @rickyleoadams rofl oh really? u seriously need 2 look into this shit better
cause dude...... you're the 1 not looking into it and just spewing random shit outa your
mouth eata11ama 4 months ago Bcplay 4 months ago when did this happen? so
horrible....what country is this? it should be on news... Bcplay 4 months ago snckd 4
months ago @Bcplay You don't know that ??? . 9/11/2001 worst day in the history , 2
towers of World Trade Center were destroyed by terrorist snckd 4 months ago eata11ama
4 months ago @Bcplay lol how old r u? rofl how the fuck do u not know about 911?
eata11ama 4 months ago DamiDeviTo21 4 months ago @Bcplay WtF? How Old Are
You? It Has The Fuckin Date On Top; How Do You NOT Know About 9/11
DamiDeviTo21 4 months ago silrazer 4 months ago 12:18 it was a military plane silrazer
4 months ago gipzaz 4 months ago who atack hes? gipzaz 4 months ago
knightofalmighty1 4 months ago Im an ex military, a US ex military.I've got no doubt
anymore,ISRAEL DID THE 911. knightofalmighty1 4 months ago johntitorlives 4
months ago Sharky, I really doubt most people are condeming all muslims but WHY do
you and so many people like you have to keep pointing it out that not all of them are
terrorists? Why dont you spend your time defending your country instead? There are
enough radical muslims RIGHT NOW in the US that pose a national threat to the US.
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Start focusing on THAT. for Christs sake. johntitorlives 4 months ago TheAtong 4
months ago Comment removed WhiteSmokes 4 months ago Why is the video cut?
WhiteSmokes 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago Not all Muslims are terrorists
but the 9-11 terrorists were allowed into this country because of political correctness.
You cannot be politically correct and worry about everyone's feelings and expect to
survive. The enemy will exploit every one of your weaknesses so it is suicidal to tie our
hands behind our own back. Will Americans realize this before it's too late?. That is the
real question! johntitorlives 4 months ago workkmeoutt 4 months ago OMG i have the
chills >.< workkmeoutt 4 months ago dob138 4 months ago Ok it's not to hard to realize
that this event wasn't a government thing because the buildings infastructure is in the
cross over cros bar structure which if one of the 2 bars buckle the one under it breaks due
to the buckled pressure so that's why it fell dob138 4 months ago Chihuahuapaws 4
months ago @dob138 It's obvious you haven't done enough research. Chihuahuapaws 4
months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago There are other times in the video where the
video stream seems to have stopped. At those times nothing significant seems to have
happened. Probably just bad timing when the second plane hit and she wasn't filming.
johntitorlives 4 months ago jsamtani 4 months ago at 11:47 min there is a cut in the video
and the plane causing the second hit is missing. any reason for this please? jsamtani 4
months ago oskar09pickle 4 months ago wow thats painful to watch.. thank you for
posting this never forget 9/11 and never forget 343.. rip brothers oskar09pickle 4 months
ago AsterTheGreat 4 months ago Fuck! u cut all the exciting parts :S like building
collapsing and plane hitting,, still, FUCK U ALL MUSLIMS AsterTheGreat 4 months
ago noal900 4 months ago @AsterTheGreat not all muslims are teerrorists thats like
saying all amaricans are fat people noal900 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago
@AsterTheGreat NOT all Muslims did this, fool. They don't all believe in the same
views of Islam. Sharky2055 4 months ago Burton9oo 4 months ago Fuck Bush
Burton9oo 4 months ago eata11ama 4 months ago god....this is just disgusting.....I mean
seriously....this shit just pisses me off, y the fuck would people be so stupid as 2 believe
whatever the fuck the government tells them, what a bunch of fucking robots, the people
who believe that the US government had nothing 2 do with this need to go die in a hole
right fucking now cause honestly, the world would be a better place without you
mindless zombie fuckers eata11ama 4 months ago joyariffic 4 months ago @eata11ama lol
i agree. how can ppl just sit there and believe the government when they are CLEARLY
hiding something joyariffic 4 months ago noal900 4 months ago @eata11ama if you dont
like the goverment FUCKING MOVE noal900 4 months ago hannes0000 4 months ago
WoW that's cool why they destroyed those towers? hannes0000 4 months ago
RoldanIncorporated 4 months ago 2 Really guys? I mean out of all conspiracy theories it
has to involve thousands of people dying. WHY WOULD THE GOVERNMENT
TAKE OUT AN ECONOMIC CENTER. The WTC gives us money and profits from
imports and exports. you damn 12 year olds are so damn dumb, just because you were
too young to remember doesnt mean it was a conspiracy RoldanIncorporated 4 months
ago 2 wannabetyouarefat 4 months ago @RoldanIncorporated zeitgeist, really, watch it.
you'll see that EXPLOSIVES were used to bring ALL WTC BUILDINGS (including wtc
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7, that wasn't even hit by a plane at all). the wtc towers werebuilt to withstand
SERVERAL HITS of the boeing 707, and that one is almost twice as heavy as a 767, the
one that hit the wtc. and by the way, the pentagon wasn't hit by a plane at all, CAUSE
THERE WAS NO FUCKING PLANE!!! no 6 ton TITANIUM JET ENGINES,
"VAPORISED" by the intense heat of the engines. wannabetyouarefat 4 months ago
13beastoz 4 months ago @wannabetyouarefat yeah dude!!! but dont waste words on
closed minded fools...Pentagon wasn`t hitted by the plane for that simple
reason...titanium was vaporised and the little wooden table in the next room is still on its
spot to this day...I mean wtf!! 13beastoz 4 months ago star232 4 months ago
@RoldanIncorporated look..you cant call ppl dumb, when you dont have sufficient
evidence yourself...how do you know the gov is looking out for our self-interest? how do
you know the gov wouldn't take out its own economic center?....so in reality nobody
knows, conspiracy or not... star232 4 months ago tawabii 4 months ago I am an
american..i love my country..but its sad to say that it was an inside job...even the video
admits that it was a military plane. I cant understand the pain of the victims families..but
as well we have to consider the other people that died...more than 200000x the amount of
people in afghanistan and iraq. :/ tawabii 4 months ago MedoDowidar 4 months ago
Comment removed MedoDowidar 4 months ago This video burns the eyes it tired for my
eyes since i had seen it really so sad and a very very sorrowful big video it was a horrible
sense specially from this angle MedoDowidar 4 months ago NAVEGANTE606 4 months
ago god bless you NAVEGANTE606 4 months ago bigryan991 4 months ago ill never
forget seein this on t.v. even tho i was in 5th grade and had no idea what was going on it
still sticks 2 my mind bigryan991 4 months ago foxeh0wnd 4 months ago I think that
Jews are pretty cool, they did the WTC and nobody suspects them. foxeh0wnd 4 months
ago sonicnarutofreak93 4 months ago lookwho says it was the goverment who planted
that for all we know alciada or however u spell it might have planted them to make us
question our goverment its the perfect plan i dojnt believe bush would do something like
that he too stupid sonicnarutofreak93 4 months ago powerofyousful 4 months ago
@sonicnarutofreak93 bush made this powerofyousful 4 months ago tawabii 4 months ago
lol Yea buddy..bush would do anything to invade another country...why dont u ask bush
to have his son lead the army..atleast the brits put their royal blood on the force...:/
tawabii 4 months ago alexjones4president 4 months ago Planes don`t melt into steel and
concrete like it was invisible. This deifes physics and is impossible. Aluminum nose in,
aluminum nose out. Yeah right...game over. alexjones4president 4 months ago borpee2 4
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was hilarious. It
was even more hilarious to see all the bodies jumping out of the tower. borpee2 4 months
ago dallasscowboys3 4 months ago @borpee2 GO SUCK UR DADS CHODE AND
THEN GO DIE IN A HOLE PLZ.... WOW WHY WOULD U EVEN SAY THAT U
FAGG dallasscowboys3 4 months ago sonicnarutofreak93 4 months ago @borpee2
FUCK YOU U LITTLE PEICE OF SHIT GO DIE IN A HOLE AFTER U SUCK
OSAMA'S MANGINA YOU FUCKING COMUNIST I SHOULD FUCKING KILL
YOU FOR MAKING FUN OF 911 sonicnarutofreak93 4 months ago skorpioplx 4
months ago 9/11 inside job! skorpioplx 4 months ago DannyBoy777777 4 months ago
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@skorpioplx you cunt DannyBoy777777 4 months ago Juudvw 4 months ago @borpee2
You're disgusting, I really really hate you. Please don't say stuff like that. You're not
thinking. Juudvw 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Not all muslims are terrorists but the 9-11 terrorists were allowed
into this country because of political correctness. You cannot be politically correct and
worry about everyone's feelings and expect to survive. The enemy will exlpoit every one
of your weaknesses so it is insane to tie our hands behind our backs. You cannot win a
war that way. johntitorlives 4 months ago nordbergsongs 4 months ago That strange dot
flying around on the right at around 11:50 is pretty creepy given some other accounts I've
seen... nordbergsongs 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago There was enough damage
to the infrastructure of the buildings from the impact of the planes and the fires to cause
them to fall. The planes were travelling at least four hundred miles an hour slicing through
and crumbling metal and concrete. When a building is weakened that much it can fall.
Thank god they didn't fall sideways like the terrorists wanted. In a way we were very
lucky that day. The death toll could have been ten times worse. johntitorlives 4 months
ago devinwiggins7 4 months ago that is a good view!!! GOD BLESS 9/11.....RIP
devinwiggins7 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago Utube "How bad 9/11 really
was" 3:18 the worst footage of people jumping because they moved so much on the way
down. Shows in a way how bad it was to fall from that high up. But we could never
really understand what they went through. johntitorlives 4 months ago bad4u2night 4
months ago It's always sad/hard to watch this even almost a decade later and I still tear up
about this bad4u2night 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago Utube "Standing on top
of Twin Towers March 2000 " to get a good view from the WTC. So fricken high up.
johntitorlives 4 months ago explorer06able 4 months ago It's a shame to know that OUR
OWN government is responsible for this. explorer06able 4 months ago johntitorlives 4
months ago I hope Homeland Security is stepping up security at the airports because the
incident involving the boat of Palestinian supporters and Isreali gunmen yesterday is
going to ignite another attack either here or in Isreal. I wouldn't get on a plane for anything
right now. In fact I wouldn't even go into a downtown city in case a car bomb is set off.
johntitorlives 4 months ago SweetKrystal15 4 months ago You assholes who come on
here and say it was an inside job, do you have no shame? Remember the victims. Don't
bring your political or religion shit here. This day will always be about the victims. Stop
insulting them with your bullshit conspiracy garbage! SweetKrystal15 4 months ago
hillbillylily 4 months ago @SweetKrystal15 Haven't you given any thought to the
relatives of those so heartlessly murdered wanting justice to be done? If it was as you
believe, then why the government cover-up? Why did the gov remove so many pages of
information from their so called investigation? There is no shame in wanting truth and
justice. That is the American way. hillbillylily 4 months ago dob138 4 months ago 2 All
the fucking people or better described as things that say oh I hope something lime this
happens again or I wish more people die and shit like that should just keep it to your self
and then go shoot your worthless ass in your nasty fucking face dob138 4 months ago 2
ifuckzebras 4 months ago its so sad that more didnt die ;) ifuckzebras 4 months ago
carlysnyder 4 months ago @ifuckzebras its so sad you werent there to get your head
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blown of you inconsiderate piece of shit;) carlysnyder 4 months ago hcvideoproductions
4 months ago Its so sad when all the sirens start coming in. Fuck those fucking sand
niggers hcvideoproductions 4 months ago ooflagen127 4 months ago it all started a
crusade. religion started this war. ooflagen127 4 months ago FatPopCorn 4 months ago
where did the plane go after it hit the building? did it land inside or what FatPopCorn 4
months ago Aviskiller 4 months ago @FatPopCorn i know im wondering that too.
Aviskiller 4 months ago NinjaChampionKO 4 months ago Why do we have so many
White men dying overseas when we have a bunch of goddamn Mexi-shits breeding like
cockroaches here in The US??? This is systematic displacement!!! In other words..
GENOCIDE!!! NinjaChampionKO 4 months ago iLikeRandomVids 4 months ago Wait,
pause at 7:35. There is something falling, is it the Falling man or a piece of the tower? or
something else? iLikeRandomVids 4 months ago JEdirect 4 months ago How could
America,in hold with the latest security technology,unable to see an aircraft flying that
low ! away from an airport....clearly---> a terrorist attack from the government
themselves! JEdirect 4 months ago cayc1 4 months ago It is so sad that people aren’t
educated enough to realize how old this organization is. Type into Youtube old world
secrets the omega project codes and wake up now before it is too late. cayc1 4 months
ago thomas81147 4 months ago hate bin laden dont love him u retard OBMB
thomas81147 4 months ago 13beastoz 4 months ago it wasnt Bush`s fault cuz he doesnt
run america!!! do you people really think it was Bin Laden`s fault and it was actually
terrorist attack?It was planed by american government so they can get to the bloody oil in
Iraq!!people open your eyes! 13beastoz 4 months ago haloist1 4 months ago
@13beastoz wow ur a retard haloist1 4 months ago lgmmrm 4 months ago @13beastoz
IF I HEAR ANOTHER PERSON SAY ITS AN INSIDE JOB, I WILL PERSONALLY
MARCH MY ASS TO THE COMPANY THAT OWNS YOUTUBE, AND TELL
THEM THAT THEY BETTER DO SOMETHING ABOUT YOU BITCHES, CAUSE
IT DAMN INSULTS ME lgmmrm 4 months ago nordbergsongs 4 months ago @lgmmrm
If i hear another person cling to the media sponsored account of the events like it's some
sort of non debatable fact, I'll personally be reminded of how many morons there are on
this planet. I have an engineering degree and an IQ above 140. Two jets and fuel don't take
down 3 skyscrapers in one day. Hope this helps. nordbergsongs 4 months ago hillbillylily
4 months ago @nordbergsongs There's one media report you should like. The one where
the woman reporter was seated in front of a window, through which building 7 could be
seen. She stated very clearly that building 7 had collapsed. Yet there it was! hillbillylily 4
months ago hillbillylily 4 months ago @lgmmrm Lotta good that would do you, to report
to YT that people have a different opinion from yours. Don't forget that YT allows porn,
which is far worse than debating. Your attitude insults those who lost their lives on 9-11.
hillbillylily 4 months ago 13beastoz 4 months ago @lgmmrm either you are really stupid
or you are too afraid to open your eyes...I recommend you to watch movie zeitgeist 2
...and start thinking with your head...You know its strange that you have oil leak there
near florida and its in epic scales,dangerous for global economy...and what was Impact
News the other day in your newspapers? football scandal... was it? Think with your
head... 13beastoz 4 months ago HAMMM M M M MY 4 months ago OBMB, I Take It
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Your Not An American? HAMMMM M M MY 4 months ago civilhell 4 months ago
what a horrable accsadent civilhell 4 months ago OBMB 4 months ago I love Bin Laden!
OBMB 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago I wonder if anyone sitting in the
windows where the plane hit saw it coming. No where to run and nothing you can do. All
they did was go to work just like every other fucking day. johntitorlives 4 months ago
johntitorlives 4 months ago OBMB, you love Bin Laden? Then go live with him in a cave
and you can be his little bitch. johntitorlives 4 months ago ProtectAus 4 months ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I have been studying 9/11 for a long time
and for the BEST evidence of a Conspiracy check out my video, it has some rare footage
too. . watch?v=Ssj6j4PbW-U Secrets of 911 Plane Crash and Building Collapse analysed
Or just click on my name ProtectAus 4 months ago botyngo 4 months ago fucking
Hebrew's botyngo 4 months ago betteboop57 4 months ago Thank you for posting. That
awful day caught on tape like that. I agree with the woman that was there with
you...imagine other countries that have this happen to them everyday. I hope you didn't
lose any family or friends. Almost 9 years later and where is the memorial? Again, thank
you for your dilligence in filming, it had to be a horror for you. betteboop57 4 months ago
gebel10 4 months ago bringt auch viel so eine feuerwehr gebel10 4 months ago
TheHotpinklollipop 4 months ago omg this bitch is sooo calm in this vid :S
TheHotpinklollipop 4 months ago My Merlin1 4 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam God really hates you Americans don't he , though i can't
blame him. Americans killed as many as 140000 people in Hiroshima and 80000 in
Nagasaki including women and children. MyMerlin1 4 months ago OBMB 4 months ago
I love Bin Laden! OBMB 4 months ago MrMonkknight 4 months ago all so someone
could steal the holy relics? MrMonkknight 4 months ago egotisticcougar 4 months ago
8:54 guy fell, look closely egotisticcougar 4 months ago toxicanime1 4 months ago LOL
toxicanime1 4 months ago king0sc 4 months ago WTF, you mist both of the planes
king0sc 4 months ago rezek71 4 months ago What The Fuck?! You just happen to skip
the 2nd plane? Thanks for (NOT)sharing the truth with us!! rezek71 4 months ago
Mahoney8T7 4 months ago this video is almost 10 years old and im watching it with my
heart racing...god knows what it must have been like to be there and hear it all and see it
all happening....amazing video thank you x Mahoney8T7 4 months ago 17rose99 4
months ago OMG very sad 17rose99 4 months ago parentaladvisory121 4 months ago If
you look when the camera does a close-up very closely you can see little black dots
coming from the building. I belive it was people that decided to jump from the building or
pieces of ash. parentaladvisory121 4 months ago Retired2525252 4 months ago
ALLLLLLLLLLLAHHHHHHHHHHH IS GODDDDDDD Retired2525252 4 months
ago ekoslosky 4 months ago 19:41, WTF, it is very sad ekoslosky 4 months ago
lastrange123 4 months ago Hate America all you want, I'm American and I don't agree
with a lot of things the government does. However, slaughtering innocent civilians is not
the answer to solving any of the world's problems; regardless of who was behind attack...
We all know this. Whoever was behind this obviously does not have the people's of the
world's best interest... that's for sure. lastrange123 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months
ago not as hilarious as watching you fuck your mom in the ass! johntitorlives 4 months
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ago IslamAyaat 4 months ago that was halarious IslamAyaat 4 months ago elkel1987 4
months ago R.I.P to everyone that has lost someone in the W.T.C after the holocust i
thought this would never happen again. what a nasty world we live in.It hasnt even
bought people 2gether theres still violence and murder going on,i cried and i still cry now
for them people,for humanilty.it makes me physically sick that people can do this,it
breaks my heart 2 think what they went through and wat their last thoughs were.my
heart and love goes out all their families and friends your always in my heart xxxx
elkel1987 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago IN YOUR WET DREAMS!
johntitorlives 4 months ago Dodi9914 4 months ago DOWN TO ISRAEL. DOWN TO
USA Dodi9914 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago I hope you arent in the US we
have enough enemies inside our borders already.. johntitorlives 4 months ago
johntitorlives 4 months ago Curious what country do you live in Zing? For real.
johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago hey Zing, you need a new game
plan. Terrorism aint going to get you what you want. You will still be a little cockroach
that we can extinguish whenever we please. Has anything gotten better for people in the
Middle East since 9-11? Thought not. And don't blame the people for voting. If you
want to go after the bad guys go after our Muslim imposter Pres Obama be my guest.
johntitorlives 4 months ago sumvlac 4 months ago HaHa. Thruther thread. The good thing
about being is surrounded by idiots, is that you are the smartest one in the group.
sumvlac 4 months ago mawster88rsname 4 months ago Twins...id hit it mawster88rsname
4 months ago domogibo 4 months ago i laughed at 9/11 domogibo 4 months ago
htownslim28 4 months ago ZingMingWingBing do us a favor Shut UP!!! Thank you...
htownslim28 4 months ago ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago @htownslim28 God Bless
me....... Why EveryBody Hates me :D ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago ricksmusic53 4
months ago @ZingMingWingBing I really hope you have ahold of your anckels as a
plane is flown up your ass ricksmusic53 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago there's
a fool born every minute. johntitorlives 4 months ago nadeemn95 4 months ago Zing I
100% agree with you. nadeemn95 4 months ago ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago
@nadeemn95 Thank you The inconvenient truth ^^ ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago
nadeemn95 4 months ago Zing I 100% agree with you. nadeemn95 4 months ago
johntitorlives 4 months ago If you ever consider giving to the Red Cross please know that
they are using our tax dollars to train medical personel for the TALIBAN IN
AFGHANISTAN. They have admited this. The Taliban is one of the most dangerous
terrorist groups in the world that purposely target and kill women and children even other
muslims too!. Give your donations to a more worthy charity. They should get their
nonprofit status revoked immediately for helping the enemy. Absolutely outrageous.
johntitorlives 4 months ago ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago @johntitorlives As they
bomb. they will be bombed and us they kill. they will be killed. Those who kill our
women and innocent we kill their women and innocent until they refrain.
ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago Zing, where did you get
those statistics? Most of them were probably taken off an anti-America website.
johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago I will bet a million damn dollars
Zing smoked weed early on in life which warped his mind, he came from a broken home
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and raised by a militant liberal mother who gave him a feminized upbringing, he went to a
liberal university where he was brainwashed into thinking the US is bad and we deserve
everything we get. Another rat boy who would crawl up into a little ball if he had to fight
for his life. johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago Zing is our home
grown enemy and another reason this country is going to crumble. Here he is sticking up
for Lybia and Afghanistan.which support and train the kind of terrorists who did 9-11.
These terrorists also kill people in other countries too Zing. Did they all deserve to die as
well? johntitorlives 4 months ago ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago @johntitorlives The
America people are combatant because they have winllingly elected their leaders &
representatives in the parliaments who draw up the policies which murder our children
occupy our countries & plunder our treasures and we are obliged to detend our faith
children $ reaources. ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago
ZingMingWingBing, i pray to God if you live in America they confiscate your passport
and you are made to live in Vietnam, Libya or any of the other countries you mentioned.
Add up all the REAL acts of terrorism from these damn Islamists who are purposely
going after and bombing women and children, not military because they are nothing but
pussies. Not the bombing of HIroshima and Nagasaki which SAVED millions of Japanese
and Amercian civilians. johntitorlives 4 months ago ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago
@johntitorlives America & the west attack our cities with 7 ton bombs & chemical
weapons then they demand that we confront them with our light weapons only that is
not possible. ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam When America nuked the two Japanese
cities they killed 140,000+ innocent people.? Another 2 million died in the next 5 years.
They have bombed civilians of Chile in 1973, and killed 50,000 Vietnam war and killed
millions N. Korea and killed millions Libya in 1987 and killed 15,000 Iraq and have killed
over a million Afghanistan and have killed 300,000 Yet their acts are not terrorism?
ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago When America
nuked the two Japanese cities they killed 140,000+ innocent people.? Another 2 million
died in the next 5 years. They have bombed civilians of Chile in 1973, and killed 50,000
Vietnam war and killed millions N. Korea and killed millions Libya in 1987 and killed
15,000 Iraq and have killed over a million Afghanistan and have killed 300,000 Yet their
acts are not terrorism? ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago ETF1964 4 months ago
@ZingMingWingBing lol, get your facts straight. Gotta love youtube, they let people
make up things. It's even funnier that one idiot agrees with you. Thanks for the laugh.
ETF1964 4 months ago ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago @ETF1964 These blessed and
successful strikes are but in reaction to what happened in our lands in our lands.
ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago nadeemn95 4 months ago @ETF1964 Thats what
make u ignorant!!! nadeemn95 4 months ago yandykun 4 months ago
@ZingMingWingBing that is in the past my friend,but if u want an anwser then no it is
not an act of terrorism,it is called casualties,but i really feel bad about the people who
died in the atomic bombs attacks yandykun 4 months ago seby0110 4 months ago FUCK
AMERICA seby0110 4 months ago hippieshatewater 4 months ago @seby0110 Fuck
your whore mother! hippieshatewater 4 months ago annaliebhaber12 4 months ago R.I.P
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from austria at all people who died! annaliebhaber12 4 months ago Kenezei911 4 months
ago I think the USA was lucky to have a person like Bush to lead them through the 911
aftermath. War was needed to get justice and to make sure there was no repeat. Bush will
be remembered in history as one of the great presidents of all time for this leadership.
Kenezei911 4 months ago Rollskey 4 months ago @Kenezei911 Watch Zeigeist!!!!
Rollskey 4 months ago Rollskey 4 months ago @Kenezei911 @Kenezei911 Watch
Zeigeist!!!! Then u will begin to learn and understand how this all happened!!! Rollskey 4
months ago Rollskey 4 months ago @Kenezei911 @Kenezei911 Watch Zeigeist!!!! Then
u will begin to learn and understand how this all happened!!! Rollskey 4 months ago
Rollskey 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@Kenezei911 Watch Zeigeist!!!! Then u will begin to learn and understand how this all
happened!!! Rollskey 4 months ago poralentierno 4 months ago military plane? 12:15
poralentierno 4 months ago TaylaaLovesYuuh 4 months ago wow that would be scary
just watching it ! such a tragedy ! TaylaaLovesYuuh 4 months ago GS212301 4 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
was "THE INSIDE
JOB" GS212301 4 months ago GS212301 4 months ago who did 9/11? GS212301 4
months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @GS212301 Watch National Geographics
program, "INside: 9/11", and there's a site by the same name online. There's a wealth of
information awaiting you there. Sharky2055 4 months ago jho369 4 months ago Mattias You only know the public story. If this building fell the way it did due to a terrorist
attack, it would have redefined gravity and proofed Newton wrong. Compare a demolish
building and this and you'll find 1 more reason to get closer to what actually happened.
jho369 4 months ago mattias1717 4 months ago 5 People critisize Bush for going to war,
and i can't stand it! This is why, would they rather that we just sit and let it happen
again, or ask them to say sorry? mattias1717 4 months ago 5 controllerbrain 4 months ago
@mattias1717 Does that mean toddlers should be blown to bits? It's complicated man.
controllerbrain 4 months ago mattias1717 4 months ago @controllerbrain Please enlighten
me! tell me why we shouldn't have gone to war after being attacked? Should we have sat
there and waited for it to happen again, is that what you are saying!? mattias1717 4
months ago controllerbrain 4 months ago @mattias1717 I just did. Because 5 year old
boys and girls get their heads blown off. Is this excusable and moral? controllerbrain 4
months ago TheHotpinklollipop 4 months ago @mattias1717 9/11 was an inside job dum
ass it was a ritual for the service of satan go read and look it up REDNECK
TheHotpinklollipop 4 months ago mattias1717 4 months ago @TheHotpinklollipop It
wasn't an inside job dipshit, Al Quada attacked us! They tried again last christmas or did
you just not bother to read about that!. That's just a bunch of conspiracy theory bullshit!
So what, let me guess, the moon landing was fake too huh? mattias1717 4 months ago
lgmmrm 4 months ago @TheHotpinklollipop Fuck off bitch, 9/11 was no inside job, they
would have found out by now lgmmrm 4 months ago star232 4 months ago
@mattias1717 people criticize bush for going to iraq...when the al qaeda terrorist group is
located in afghanistan.....so get your facts straight...bush is a liar star232 4 months ago
moidanser 4 months ago thanks for sharing this video with the world impressed me share
with you what you felt that day more than what I saw the news moidanser 4 months ago
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Johnniet617 4 months ago My uncle was on the flight before the first one. Johnniet617 4
months ago ProtectAus 4 months ago I just found this real interesting video on 9/11, I
couldn't believe what i saw. Is it true? . Secrets of 9/11 watch?v=Ssj6j4PbW-U or just
click on my name. ProtectAus 4 months ago 911investgator 4 months ago You must've
been terrified! 911investgator 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago There have been
many civilians killed in Afghanistan since Obama took office. When those people died
Bush was called a terrorist but when Obama does it the media and the left's useful idiots
are silent. johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago Get mad at the one
worlders they are the ones pulling the strings. They create and profit from these wars.
They manipulate world economies including ours. Obama is a puppet and Bush was also.
johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago zeetgfvb, Obama has
INCREASED the fighting in Afghanistan. There is more killing there now than when
Bush was in office. You are just a useful idiot who repeats everything your political side
says. It is sad you can't use your brain and think for yourself. johntitorlives 4 months ago
johntitorlives 4 months ago 17 Stop with this idiotic line 'its Bush's fault'. Don't you
morons realize no matter who is in the White House we all end up getting screwed
anyway. The politcal parties is a two headed snake. They are lying greedy bastards who
would sell their own mother to the Taliban if that would help them get ahead. They do
not give a damn about you. They care only about the special interests groups that help
them get elected and their own political careers. The sooner you get that the better.
johntitorlives 4 months ago 17 cooldit1 4 months ago @johntitorlives what you said!
cooldit1 4 months ago mattias1717 4 months ago @johntitorlives nicely said man, i
completely agree mattias1717 4 months ago zeetgfb 4 months ago idiots killing their own
people and yet they act like they didnt do anything. the real terrorist is bush zeetgfb 4
months ago vegaochoa 4 months ago everyone that thinks this was an inside job get a life
and put your facts together. Everyone talks about bush supposely how bad of a
president he is or how of an a s s he is as a person, but wat about ur president now
obama he keeps going to other countrys and apologyzing for us, wat to hell ?????? at least
bush defend it our country wat is obama doing just spending money. vegaochoa 4 months
ago PVTTomb 4 months ago @vegaochoa well said. PVTTomb 4 months ago jinnybaby
4 months ago Ich kann mich sehr gut dran erinnern. Wusste gra nicht das es son gutes
Video darüber gibt. ich könnte die Kamera nicht so ruhig halten an ihrer Stelle.ich komme
aus Berlin und als ich das im Fernsehr gesehen habe, dachte ich , der 3te Weltkrieg fängt
an. ich gucke mir dass an und muss weinen. ich kann es nicht in Worte fassen. Mir tut das
alles so sehr leid!!! Heute noch bin ich total geschockt dadrüber und bekomme Angst.
jinnybaby 4 months ago 911investgator 4 months ago @jinnybaby ??? 911investgator 4
months ago blackcalist0 4 months ago i was there when it collapsed but i think this was
INSIDE job blackcalist0 4 months ago doggiedoop34 4 months ago Blacky492 ur being a
butt right now...k so what if Osama bin laden or maybe another Muslim did this?? what if
a Christian or Jew do this??? how would you possibly know Blacky492?? and just to
point out the facts, Islam is the most popular and fastest growing religion today. so u
better shut your mouth before the police come and shut it for you. Islam is even growing
faster than Christianity. and not all muslims are killers...you should know better than
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being rasict and judgemental like that!!! doggiedoop34 4 months ago WettCigarette 4
months ago @doggiedoop34 nobody wanna hear that bullshit. WettCigarette 4 months
ago 94yahya 4 months ago @doggiedoop34 thx 94yahya 4 months ago 94yahya 4
months ago @doggiedoop34 thx 94yahya 4 months ago scottychops 4 months ago 9/11
was an attack by aliens from outer space. My Mum told me this and there is no way she
would lie to me about that so she must be telling the truth. scottychops 4 months ago
drunkenstickfigure 4 months ago @scottychops you are right, it must have been those
damn aliens from JUPITER drunkenstickfigure 4 months ago 1jeffreyfoster 4 months ago
they have to get plans to drop water on it?!?! what a retard 1jeffreyfoster 4 months ago
101punkchick 4 months ago doesnt anyone else think that the 9 11 incident was just way
too coincidental? think about it. i dont believe all those bullshit theories that people post
online. i just think that there has to be a whole other meaning to just a bunch of terrorists
bombing the twin towers. still the day i was sitting at home and watching tv with my
mom was really sad and i started crying after i saw people jump off the building.
101punkchick 4 months ago Eskimop16 4 months ago @101punkchick i was only 9
when this happened and i didn't understand the whole event till someone brought it up
couple years ago and i looked into it, its frightening to what everyone went through that
day :[ Eskimop16 4 months ago PVTTomb 4 months ago @Eskimop16 yea, I was also 9.
This is the reason why I'm in the military today. PVTTomb 4 months ago Eskimop16 4
months ago @PVTTomb I couldn't do military... tbh none of its obvious none of this shit
countries fight over is ever gonna get resolved, war has occurred throughout time
endlessly .... can't rly have a "world without hate, war" ... =/ Eskimop16 4 months ago
AntiEtc 4 months ago FAKE!!!!! AntiEtc 4 months ago Blacky492 4 months ago fuck
islam they are all killer see this Blacky492 4 months ago kingsalar1 4 months ago
@Blacky492 fuck u i am a muslim. it is not islam blam the talaban they fucking did it so
dont swear at muslims.......................-..........shit head kingsalar1 4 months ago 94yahya 4
months ago @Blacky492 if you think...how about everyone in the world would swear at
your religion...just because a fucking president said it was the muslims doesnt mean that
it was them...everything that is told about this is a lie...no1 knows what happened
94yahya 4 months ago PVTTomb 4 months ago @94yahya didn't say it was Muslims.
Never heard him say that. I did hear him say it was a group known for hatred towards
America and a group that's responsible for killing there own people. What's it called again,
oh yeah Al-Kieda and the Taliban... PVTTomb 4 months ago stars16 4 months ago i
remember this incident i just home from secondery school and was very f*cking confused
now i understand god bless x stars16 4 months ago LilBaby1366 4 months ago Omg, i
swear someone that visited the WTC's or someone planted bombs in them... thats prob
why there was an explosion why'll collapse...something's wrong about 9/11 :/ People just
got put together of what they saw close up or inside... or try something D: Omg
LilBaby1366 4 months ago beatriXlamB 4 months ago oh geez. beatriXlamB 4 months
ago JonnoJonnerz 4 months ago Were you evacuated? JonnoJonnerz 4 months ago
moccer223 4 months ago Holy fuck moccer223 4 months ago innotime2008 4 months ago
3.39 she didnt relise how ironic that sentance was at the time, been watching a few of
these this is by far the most touching. im english and my respect goes out to you guys
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across the pond. innotime2008 4 months ago LilBaby1366 4 months ago @innotime2008
It would have been a good idea for planes too drop water on the tower though it would
probally have cleared the smoke and some fire LilBaby1366 4 months ago bigmexballa81
4 months ago @LilBaby1366 it wouldnt help because all the heavy water would just
make everything worse inside the building like running down the stairs and blocking the
firefighters from going up and just makin the building weaker bigmexballa81 4 months ago
SuperMarioBrothers09 4 months ago I remember that day, I had to swim ashore to Ellis
Island just to escape that tragic incident. SuperMarioBrothers09 4 months ago
japeeisalwaysthebest 4 months ago I was 6 when it happened. japeeisalwaysthebest 4
months ago abzt7 4 months ago @japeeisalwaysthebest same...never hits you then .
abzt7 4 months ago LucyButtonz 4 months ago @japeeisalwaysthebest i was 5 :(
LucyButtonz 4 months ago 1996ryanstewart1 4 months ago when the second one
collapses it doesnt fully collapse to a few seconds after look at the left side of the 2nd
tower to fall 1996ryanstewart1 4 months ago scorpioninpink 4 months ago imagine if it
hit the empire state building too... scorpioninpink 4 months ago soldiermajor 4 months
ago militaire plane????? i heard it several times now i believe soldiermajor 4 months ago
Russak143 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
FUCKING TERRORISTS Russak143 4 months ago massixxx74 4 months ago It is a
"false flag operation"!! WAKE UP massixxx74 4 months ago Nob0dy100 4 months ago
FUCKING TERRORISTS Nob0dy100 4 months ago ajb1776 4 months ago This is an
important record of the tragic events that day. ajb1776 4 months ago blackdiamond2211 4
months ago God bless all the lives lost that day. blackdiamond2211 4 months ago
drunkenstickfigure 4 months ago WHY DID THE NEO NAZIS HAVE TO DO THIS!!!
drunkenstickfigure 4 months ago barmtrail 4 months ago This is the best video of 9/11 i
have seen. Does anyone here think that they were not commercial airliners? That they
were military aircraft. One thing about this video that is strange, is why was the video
cut-off before the collapse? Did you hear explosives? I am not saying that there were, I
am just asking. barmtrail 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago 123456Elmo, there
may be no actual hunt for Bin Laden. It is possible we dont want the backlash from the
towelheads if we kill or capture him. Besides he has people who can take his place. Let
him die of kidney failure instead not worth the time or money. johntitorlives 4 months
ago 123456Elmo123456 4 months ago You guys are so smart, if Osama Bin Laden
actually did this, dont you fuckin retards think he'd be dead? 123456Elmo123456 4
months ago XGothRicaX 4 months ago @123456Elmo123456 he had his people do it
dumbass just like pearl harbor. XGothRicaX 4 months ago SuperOlly88 4 months ago I
telll you what... this was more memorable then disney land i was there that day pure
qaulity!! 250 quid 3 days in new york!! get in!! usa does live it large yaeee boii!! love
orian blaine xxx SuperOlly88 4 months ago martymars 4 months ago Why has it been
edited right before the second plane hits? martymars 4 months ago mnc51 4 months ago
@martymars You know damn well why mnc51 4 months ago PRO321STREET 4
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Too many people died
on this day!, i think in the modern time it is the most terrible day on the planet, may the
people rest in peace!!! always i see a video of 9/11 i get a goose-skin and tears in my eyes
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;-( PRO321STREET 4 months ago PRO321STREET 4 months ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam Too many people died on this day!, i think in the modern
time it is the most terrible day on the planet, may the people rest in peace!!! always i see
a video of 9/11 i get a goose-skin and tears in my eyes ;-( PRO321STREET 4 months ago
PRO321STREET 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Too many people died on this day!, i think in the modern time it is the most terrible day
on the planet, may the people rest in peace!!! always i see a video of 9/11 i get a gooseskin and tears in my eyes ;-( PRO321STREET 4 months ago PRO321STREET 4 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Too many people died on this
day!, i think in the modern time it is the most terrible day on the planet, may the people
rest in peace!!! always i see a video of 9/11 i get a goose-skin and tears in my eyes ;-(
PRO321STREET 4 months ago PRO321STREET 4 months ago Comment removed
PRO321STREET 4 months ago Comment removed mbassi47 4 months ago no matter
how many times i see this footage i hits me so hard. all those poor people.RIP. mbassi47
4 months ago TuesdayMorningInSept 4 months ago @mbassi47 So many people have
been effected by what happened that day. The aftermath; reverberations. I just released
some excerpts from a very unique eyewitness account of this, that will be fully released
in September. You can visit my channel, or search for the latest 911 video that has been
released, to see some of them, if you want. Take care. TuesdayMorningInSept 4 months
ago camiecarnivore 4 months ago I remember I wanted to help then. even if I was only 9
at the time and in belgium. I sat horrified in front of my TV. the first time Ì saw my dad
cry. where is the world going? You americans are brave and I'm sure you will hold your
head high and build new towers just to show to these terrorists you aren't afraid of them.
one day I'm going to move to new york and pay tribute to the world trade center.
camiecarnivore 4 months ago omgwtfbbq0dead0 4 months ago RIP thank for you
releasing the video, i know it must have been horrific to see this first hand
omgwtfbbq0dead0 4 months ago AZZY2142 4 months ago We will remember
AZZY2142 4 months ago 109740ewh 4 months ago Here are some websites you can join
to help in stopping the Federal Reserve's injustice and corruption! We Are Patriots.us
Prison Planet.tv Tea Party Patriots.org Campaign For Liberty.com Ron Paul.com End
The Fed.us Constitution Party.com 109740ewh 4 months ago jano7527 4 months ago
Rothschilds Attack, Killer Jews jano7527 4 months ago FUCKZIONISM666 4 months
ago mossad did 911 false flag attack search for uss liberty FUCKZIONISM666 4 months
ago FUCKZIONISM666 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam on 911.."Rothschild ordered it, the zionist Federal Reserve backed it, the Zionist
Whitehouse facilitated it, the CIA aided it, the Mossad did it." ...and the zionist media
covered it up. FUCKZIONISM666 4 months ago FUCKZIONISM666 4 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam On 9-11... "Rothschild ordered it,
the zionist Federal Reserve backed it, the Zionist Whitehouse facilitated it, the CIA aided
it, the Mossad did it." ...and the zionist media covered it up. FUCKZIONISM666 4
months ago eloisesucks14 4 months ago awh, this is soo sad... :( how could anyone do
this to all those people...... its sick!!!! eloisesucks14 4 months ago andylangen 4 months
ago @contactreal..................-........... Keep watching our movies, keep watching our
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television,, keep eating and drinking our products, keep wearing our clothes,, keep
wishing you had the freedom of the USA, not some crap deprived country..... ur the
biggest hippocrit of all, who do u think invented computers, the same device u use to
make comments on? andylangen 4 months ago ContactReal 4 months ago @andylangen
lol you dumbfuck i said nothing about freedom or consumer products. What i said was
you guys are little kids when it comes to war policy. Ignorant cunts was all i was saying.
learn how to have a mature argument you big headed yankie fuck. ContactReal 4 months
ago ContactReal 4 months ago finally abit of a taste of your own medicine yanks. Thanks
for Vietnam, thanks for American-Philippine atrocities, Thanks for Grenada, Thanks for
Canicattì Massacre, Thanks for Biscari Massacre, Thanks for Malmedy Massacre,
Thanks for Hiroshima, Thanks for Nagasaki. You can give it but you cant take it.
ContactReal 4 months ago Shijiati 4 months ago @ContactReal FUCK YOU! Shijiati 4
months ago andylangen 4 months ago @ContactReal keep watching our movies and
television, keep buying our products, keep wishing you could have the freedom to do
what u want.... Keep wishing..... andylangen 4 months ago andylangen 4 months ago
@ContactReal like i said,,, i can have a mature convo about this,, ur the one who blames
us for everything in the world, yet we are the youngest democratic country in the
world......u cunt....yup, im proud to be a yank... andylangen 4 months ago ContactReal 4
months ago @andylangen i probably know more about your country then you do haha.
yeah we are the youngest country in the world because we have more brains and didnt
force change. Your actually a Federal Constitutional Republic and your calling me a cunt
and you dont even know your own political structure hahahahahahahaha. fuck i love
yanks hahahaha. ContactReal 4 months ago andylangen 4 months ago @andylangen look
at you,,, u dont even have hair on your peaches.... but u talk politcs, saying that we are
the bad guys.... i admit,, the usa has made its mistakes,, but we still dont persecute the
innocent,, yes some innocent get killed in war,, thats a part of life,, but most americans
fight for the right reason,,,, all im saying is that we are not pussies like you... we fight, till
death...no matter what.. we believe in freedom the right to live.... andylangen 4 months
ago andylangen 4 months ago @andylangen by the way, ur australian, thats funny,, next
time u gotta fight, bring a kangaroo. lol andylangen 4 months ago ExNihiloJimmy 4
months ago cool ExNihiloJimmy 4 months ago eloisesucks14 4 months ago
@ExNihiloJimmy this is not cool.... eloisesucks14 4 months ago mattledirt 4 months ago
rip mattledirt 4 months ago ekoslosky 4 months ago yea i know this was a horrible day.
very sad. ekoslosky 4 months ago FROGGYDOHERTY 4 months ago Why is the video
censored?????? FROGGYDOHERTY 4 months ago richard15151512 4 months ago yes
the footage of the 2nd plane is taken out? why? Do you not want people to know the
truth? Cant find one freakin video that isnt edited at all richard15151512 4 months ago
TuesdayMorningInSept 4 months ago @richard15151512 Mine won't be, and it is over
90 minutes of actual realtime footage from a firsthand observer without the media telling
him what he sees. Check out some to the initial uploads just posted on my channel and
look in the search bar for all the new 911 footage over the past week; there is another
channel with other vids. TuesdayMorningInSept 4 months ago ZingMingWingBing 4
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam When America nuked
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the two Japanese cities they killed 140,000+ innocent people. Another 2 million died in
the nest 5 years. They have bombed civilians of Chile in 1973, and killed 50,000 Vietnam
war and killed millions N. Korea and killed millions Libya in 1987 and killed 15,000 Iraq
and have killed over a million Afghanistan and have killed 300,000 ZingMingWingBing 4
months ago ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam When America nuked the two Japanese cities they killed 140,000+ innocent
people. Another 2 million died in the nest 5 years. They have bombed civilians of Chile in
1973, and killed 50,000 Vietnam war and killed millions N. Korea and killed millions
Libya in 1987 and killed 15,000 Iraq and have killed over a million Afghanistan and have
killed 300,000 ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago MrOTK95 4 months ago R.I.P all those
who died in 9/11 They will never be forgotten :'( MrOTK95 4 months ago
bonjoviforeverv1 4 months ago she head a big boom just like in her pants hey
ooooooooooooooooo (: bonjoviforeverv1 4 months ago OnkelTutorial 4 months ago
Herrlich, egal ob es wirklich ein Anschlag war oder die dusseligen Amis selber. So etwas
in der Art müsste ihnen viel öfter passieren, diese Massenmörder haben es sich redlich
Verdient. OnkelTutorial 4 months ago AlexTheMusicPhene 4 months ago you guys got
amazing footage of this. wow. AlexTheMusicPhene 4 months ago shaney02007 4 months
ago at 19:56 u see a 100 story part of the north tower still standing that later just
crumbles while the rest of the building allready fell like it was blown over shaney02007 4
months ago WoWglitches101 4 months ago i think the whole subject is kinda funny
WoWglitches101 4 months ago nixlachat 4 months ago 5:34 there's a ufo on the left side
of the tower!! nixlachat 4 months ago ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago This has been
flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
FUCK USA
ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago Jihad00 4 months ago the ppl that filmed this werent
very bright. Jihad00 4 months ago Kurama131 4 months ago FUCK YOU ALÁ, AND
FUCK YOU ANTI USA PEOPLE God bless the greatest nation in the world, God bless
the USA. Rest in Peace all those people who died that sad day, we'll never forget them.
Go US Army, go kick some terrorist ass in that piece of shit country "Iraq". Kurama131
4 months ago chikriboy 4 months ago hahahah look at that hahaha chikriboy 4 months
ago Bigoltroll 4 months ago LOLOL THIS VIDEO IS SOOOOO FUNNY I LOL'D
SOOO HARD WHEN IT HIT THE TOWER Bigoltroll 4 months ago rossm8038 4
months ago new york was officially dead that day. it shudv been renamed "new new
york" afta that shokin day as it wud neva b the same again. RIP!!. rossm8038 4 months
ago hixxyangellou 4 months ago why is this called a tribute video, this is real. BIN
LADEN is a C*nt. cant wait till he gets kiled!!! dis respectfull bstard sending his people
to teroise us! R.I.P to the poor people in this dreadfull state. there familys,
wives/husbands children left :-( . R.I.P XXXXXXXXXXXXX hixxyangellou 4 months
ago Carbon657 4 months ago Comment removed StrangeSiliconWorld 4 months ago There
werent any planes...^^ StrangeSiliconWorld 4 months ago itzamia 4 months ago terrorist
hijacked some planes.... took over and flew them into their target....heres you proof and
theres suppose to be a conspiracy? no bombes needed...slam a plane into a building at full
speed and it will do the trick..think im full of shit? have the same plane slam into where
you work... itzamia 4 months ago Jordanfacekilluh 4 months ago Oh my god. This has to
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be the most depressing thing I've ever seen in my life. Jordanfacekilluh 4 months ago
foxehownd 4 months ago teh JEWCE DID EET!!!11 foxehownd 4 months ago kanistor22
4 months ago 19:40 kanistor22 4 months ago 2ndSamuel710 4 months ago Wana know
who was responsible 4 WTC's collapse 9/11? Listen to Dr. Alan Sabrosky former
director of US Army war college. He will tell U. His interview is on youtube. Also
Richard Gage & 1,200 other professional architects web site "AE 911 Truth.org." And
film "911 Missing Links" on youtube. 2ndSamuel710 4 months ago Abazovic1991 4
months ago omg the gurl is an hor Abazovic1991 4 months ago Uncharted2 4 months ago
American are annoying but they sure as hell didnt deserve this. I would happily beat the
shit out of Al-Queada Uncharted2 4 months ago ECgod77 4 months ago @Uncharted2
Just like with any other nation or people, it's not the civilians, the innocent citizens of the
lands, but the corrupt governments that are the cause of these horrible acts of terrorism.
ECgod77 4 months ago ezcape08 4 months ago 12:19 OMG! IT WAS A ''MILITARY
PLANE'' ezcape08 4 months ago pokesmaster 4 months ago 20:00 its so cool to see the
smoke, very sad but cool, thank you for posting this up RIP all people who died
pokesmaster 4 months ago akaTheWave 4 months ago One question. Why is the footage
of the second plane taken out? I would understand if you missed it but it was taken out?
akaTheWave 4 months ago ryhorn100 4 months ago @akaTheWave Well it's obvious it
was taken out. You saw how the recording skipped to the point after the second plane
crashed. ryhorn100 4 months ago Supersynapsis 4 months ago @akaTheWave Hi, I have
released never before published footage of 911. Go to my channel check those out if you
want, and then go to tuesdaymorninginsept channel, where there are more uploads. They
are from a firsthand observer without media influence, a very unique perspective.. even
cathartic, if experienced in its entirety. Thankyou. Sorry; for now, the quality of the
uploads, are purposely the way they are.. I am hoping that you may watch the whole
two hour account. Supersynapsis 4 months ago MrEifla 4 months ago dontcha just love
amateur conspiracy theorists? Trying to get people to believe that their 20 minuets half
arsed musings are of any credibility. What happened that day was awful to America. We
Brits had it again the year this was vid was put out. So lets just remember the families eh?
Rather than posting self-indulgent bullshit. MrEifla 4 months ago akaTheWave 4 months
ago @MrEifla I have nothing but respect and sympathy for anybody who was lost in the
attack or families impacted. But let me make this clear, if I lost my life in the WTC I
would want the truth to be revealed. We owe it to them and to ourselves to reveal the
truth. Sometimes reality is sick and hard to except. But the FACT is whatever really
happened on 9/11/01.....is not what we are being told. Blueprint For Truth! Watch it then
reply my friend. akaTheWave 4 months ago KalConduitman 4 months ago
@akaTheWave people like you are crazy in the head KalConduitman 4 months ago
12OclockLow 4 months ago @akaTheWave I want to know the truth too, but the farther
9/11 drifts away, the less likely we are to ever find out for sure what happened. I think it
may already be too late to find out. Over time, things that were once only believed
become facts, and everybody begins to think it happened one way. It is very hard to go
back. 12OclockLow 4 months ago theartguy100 4 months ago An insurance policy was
bought 6 weeks before the "attacks". The owner of the towers wanted the policy to
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include "terrorist attacks" as well. There is a video called loose change. It is really
interesting. theartguy100 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @theartguy100 The
owner of the towers is the New York Port Authority, They leased the towers to Larry
Silverstein, with part of the lease deal being that he obtain terrorist attack insurance
because of the attack in '93 & impending threats. In New York when leasing real estate
the leasee by law must insure the property they're leasing. Loose Change is nothing but
crap. They're lucky they got the date right. Sharky2055 4 months ago eckyspondoolie 4
months ago @Sharky2055 If you can't be bothered to read Christopher Bollyns research
on the matter. Then it must be way past your bed time. LOL eckyspondoolie 4 months
ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @eckyspondoolie Bollyns got no research. He's got fairy
tales and hateful fantasies. This is no laughing matter. Sharky2055 4 months ago
theartguy100 4 months ago Those planes didn't cause those towers to go down. From an
interview of a master demolition expert, said that it looked just like a pre planned
implosion. Look at some pics of the towers on the web. You'll little tiny explosions as
the buildings start to fall. theartguy100 4 months ago davvvvo 4 months ago
@theartguy100 yes becuse danish scientists found tirmite bombs in the ruble davvvvo 4
months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @davvvvo NO, they actually didn't. No thermite
of any kind was ever found. That's a fraudlant claim. Sharky2055 4 months ago
theartguy100 4 months ago No doubt in my mind that it was inside job!!! Our
government lies all the time. Those planes were military drones!!! The pentagon was hit
by a missle. Bush didn't have an immediate concern. theartguy100 4 months ago
eckyspondoolie 4 months ago best book on 9 11 see: christopher bollyn eckyspondoolie
4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @eckyspondoolie Bollyns nothing but an antisemite that made up some stories to wrongly accuse innocent people. Sharky2055 4
months ago Alex80586 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Was an inside job...!!! Alex80586 4 months ago Vomitonthecross 4 months ago
Women drivers. Fuck us all right? Vomitonthecross 4 months ago DallasCowboyBrothers
4 months ago makes me want to shoot a terrorist in his foot, then his leg, then his
stomach, then his gad damn face DallasCowboyBrothers 4 months ago obaa101 4 months
ago Mosad + Wolfowitz(jew)+neo cons=911 purpose: long war on islam in favor of
zionism. obaa101 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @obaa101 The Jews, the
Israelis didn't do the atttacks of 9/11/2001. Islamic extremists with al-Qaeda did.
Sharky2055 4 months ago Alex80586 4 months ago @Sharky2055 Was an inside job...!!!
Alex80586 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @Alex80586 NO, it sure wasn't.
Sharky2055 4 months ago Fullrickable 4 months ago Really sad. RIP to all that people
who died! That people who film it stay calm. Recpect to them! Fullrickable 4 months ago
2ndSamuel710 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Wana
know who was guilty of WTC's collapse on 911? Listen to former director US Army war
college Dr. Alan Sabrosky- he will tell you. His interview is on youtube. Also 1,200
professional architects at AE 911 Truth.org. Sure was not Muslims. 2ndSamuel710 4
months ago 2ndSamuel710 4 months ago Wana know who was guilty of WTC's collapse
on 911? Listen to former director US Army war college Dr. Alan Sabrosky- he will tell
you. His interview is on youtube. Also 1,200 professional architects at AE 911
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Truth.org. Sure was not Muslims. 2ndSamuel710 4 months ago Supersynapsis 4 months
ago Exclusive 911 footage 'Leave NOW' Never before released until yesterday.
Supersynapsis 4 months ago NYsentinel 4 months ago "We see implosion as the safest
choice," said[Cathy]Sevos, flanked by a bevy of city officials from the mayor's Office of
Emergency Management, the Buildings Department and the Fire Department. NYsentinel
4 months ago NYsentinel 4 months ago SOON, NO TANKS FOR MEMORIES BY
ELIZABETH HAYS DAILY NEWS STAFF WRITER Friday, June 15th 2001, 2:21AM
KeySpan's final answer: It is preparing to blow up its two enormous red-and-whitetopped gas tanks in Greenpoint - as early as July NYsentinel 4 months ago NYsentinel 4
months ago KM Associates consulted with local fire and police departments, the U.S.
Coast Guard and the Federal Aviation Administration to ensure the safety of the
operation along the roadways, waterways and flight patterns surrounding the demolition
site NYsentinel 4 months ago NYsentinel 4 months ago KM Associates on NY, Inc. was
called in to find creative solutions to the obstacles hindering such a daunting operation.
Working with Mayor Giuliani's office to obtain special permits allowing the use of
explosives within city limits NYsentinel 4 months ago NYsentinel 4 months ago “AS
SHOCKING AS THIS CRASH [911] WAS, WE HAD ACTUALLY PLANNED FOR
JUST SUCH A CATASTROPHY." -"Rudy" Page 4 Leadership Rudolph W Giuliani
NYsentinel 4 months ago papersmoker12 4 months ago i just heard a loud boom :O
papersmoker12 4 months ago motoshorty323 4 months ago OMG. at 7:35 .. is that
someone jumping? This time was so crazy. I was in 2nd grade when this happened and
I'll be a junior next year. Never forget. motoshorty323 4 months ago NYsentinel 4 months
ago ...KeySpan[Enron] has been seeking permits to demolish the tanks since early last
year, but nearby residents only found out about the plans in May, when Ms. LaMatto
stumbled upon a gathering of city cars, including one from the Fire Department's
explosives unit, just outside the gates. She sounded the alarm. Some residents said they
have still not been formally notified by KeySpan of the demolition. NYsentinel 4 months
ago NYsentinel 4 months ago Last Days for Brooklyn's Giants; Twin Tanks Carry a
Love-Hate Reputation to the End By ANDY NEWMAN Published: July 9, 2001 It
won't be long now. The explosives arrived on Friday. (Demolition by CDI) NYsentinel 4
months ago animekid941 4 months ago holy shit animekid941 4 months ago bluefirexd12
4 months ago If you look clostly u can see people falling bluefirexd12 4 months ago
TheSwecomedy 4 months ago holy crap! u guys have got to shit in your pants when you
see that! i would have TheSwecomedy 4 months ago MrAsswipe101 4 months ago how
sick in the head are you to do that f~#?£%g terrorists MrAsswipe101 4 months ago
MrAaronlee24 4 months ago America had to create an enemy... fear for the people to
justify invasion for oil... this was a horrific terrorist act by the american government on
the american people!... just because american terrorists have huge bank balances and TV
smiles DONOT be fooled into thinking these people are any less evil or scary than an
arab with TNT strapped to his chest! GREED is the Motive... Confusion and fear are the
gameplay and wealth & power are the goal... MrAaronlee24 4 months ago yorkie6687 4
months ago @MrAaronlee24 CUNT!!!!!!!!!!!!! yorkie6687 4 months ago MrAaronlee24
4 months ago @yorkie6687 Clever answer... ur clearly a man of great intelligence!?
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MrAaronlee24 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @MrAaronlee24 Stop spamming
that crap! This was NO inside job. That's been proven. It's time you accept it and move
on! Sharky2055 4 months ago BizarreMike666 4 months ago @Sharky2055 You must be
blind if you think this was terrorists BizarreMike666 4 months ago Sharky2055 4
months ago @BizarreMike666 NO, I'm eyes work just fine, thanks! It was proven to be
terrorists. It's a shame some think it wasn't. Why don't you think it was? Sharky2055 4
months ago MrAaronlee24 4 months ago @Sharky2055 PROVEN??? ha ha ha ur so
gullible and obviously blinded by the red white and blue... America needs you son... it
really does ha ha ha FOOL MrAaronlee24 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago
@MrAaronlee24 I'm not blind. Why do you assume I'm someone's son (male)?? Anser is!
Truthers always assume assume assume, or they wouldn't be truthers! Sharky2055 4
months ago BizarreMike666 4 months ago Comment removed MrAaronlee24 4 months
ago @Sharky2055 PROVEN???? ok please post me a link to the proof??? you fool...
MrAaronlee24 4 months ago Supersynapsis 4 months ago @MrAaronlee24 Hi, I have
released never before published footage of 911. Go to my channel check those out if you
want, and then go to tuesdaymorninginsept channel, where there are more uploads. They
are from a firsthand observer without media influence, a very unique perspective.. even
cathartic, if experienced in its entirety. Thankyou. Sorry; for now, the quality of the
uploads, are purposely the way they are.. I am hoping that you may watch the whole
two hour account. Supersynapsis 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago
@MrAaronlee24 It's not me that needs to prove anything. It's been proven. It's you that
needs to support yourself. Sharky2055 4 months ago planbsk8132 4 months ago
@MrAaronlee24 thank you for speaking some truth ! planbsk8132 4 months ago
nocalicous 4 months ago i wanted to commend u for having the courage to post this. it
was horrible watching it on tv. i don't know how u could have watched ths live, right in
front of u. nocalicous 4 months ago colto1178 4 months ago 7 minutes and 46 seconds
into your video i saw someone jump out of the building! many people jumped out.
colto1178 4 months ago TheChrisju 4 months ago holy s**t TheChrisju 4 months ago
Noellea808 4 months ago All of you who say Bush did this are idiots. You have no idea
what those crazy mother fuckers in the middle east are like. My husband is over there
right now and I can tell you they want us all dead. He is fighting for our freedom, and
fuck all of you who disrespect your country by saying that our government did this. you
have no idea what those men and women have been through over there fighting for
freedom. Noellea808 4 months ago MrAaronlee24 4 months ago @Noellea808
FREEDOM??? ha ha thats a joke... securing oil... garuntee if there was no oil there would
be no american involvement.... Freedom? ha ha ha... I dont believe bush was intelligent
enough to arrange this he was the puppet and ur government, congress were the greedy
puppet masters! I dont doubt that the US soldiers are having a tough time out there but
they are trained soldiers... i feel sorry for the innocent people caught up in this greedy
and pointless conflict.... MrAaronlee24 4 months ago rndivone 4 months ago
@Noellea808 Damn Right! If those fools new how to run a country in the first place, no
one would have to interfere. rndivone 4 months ago 6543bobby 4 months ago did you
guys know that jet fuel can't melt steel? 6543bobby 4 months ago 7865533794 4 months
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ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @6543bobby
OMG!!!,,,,,,,PLEASE GOD BLESS AMERICA...ESPECIALLY U.S.A I AM CRYING
RIGTH NOW.....I WAS LIVING IN CUBA WHEN THIS WAS HAPPENING I
NEEVER SEE THIS BEFORE....OMG I 'M SO SORRY FOR ALL FAMILLYS
BEMBERS 7865533794 4 months ago marcetclaude 4 months ago @6543bobby yep
marcetclaude 4 months ago Joaquin546 4 months ago a lot of kids lost there youth that
day learning what really happens in the world Joaquin546 4 months ago rndivone 4
months ago Osama! your time will come where u will die and you wont get 40 virgins in
heaven you will get 40 ass -raping devil fags pummeling your holiest of holes for eternity
and anyone who follows your insane beliefs will cop eternal unrelievable pain for being so
selfish for thinking that killing would bring such a perverted reward of virgins. Sick Fucks
don't deserve to live on our earth, I hate you and your kind. Stay in your dirty dust filled
hole like the snake you are! COWARD! rndivone 4 months ago marcetclaude 4 months
ago @rndivone you are still blaming cave people?! what a moron marcetclaude 4 months
ago 7865533794 4 months ago @marcetclaude OMG!!!,,,,,,,PLEASE GOD BLESS
AMERICA...ESPECIALLY U.S.A I AM CRYING RIGTH NOW.....I WAS LIVING IN
CUBA WHEN THIS WAS HAPPENING I NEEVER SEE THIS BEFORE....OMG I 'M
SO SORRY FOR ALL FAMILLYS BEMBERS 7865533794 4 months ago marcetclaude
4 months ago @7865533794 so am I. but what it has to do with my comment buddy?
marcetclaude 4 months ago 7865533794 4 months ago @7865533794 i cant post the
coment in other side, so i paste the coment on the your 7865533794 4 months ago
rndivone 4 months ago @marcetclaude I bet you aint American, and I bet you are a
somewhat sadistic psycho who would rather believe that the good people of America
could pull that shit on their own citz! TAKE YOUR MEDICINE! rndivone 4 months
ago marcetclaude 4 months ago @rndivone if I don't blame cave people it doesn't mean I
blame "american people". and yes, US is truly a great country no matter what
marcetclaude 4 months ago surfandsk81465 4 months ago Non of the us army got
scared... That didn't scare us, but the question is "When will the strike again"
surfandsk81465 4 months ago HuntrB07 4 months ago SHAME on the people who spam
on this video! Even though I was in 5th grade at the time, I still remember waking up to
my mom staring at the television. The first tower fell while I was at school, but I
remember walking in from recess and all the teachers were very solemn. I returned home
to learn that both of the towers had fallen and I didn't really know what to think at the
time. I was stunned. The world sure has changed a lot since then... HuntrB07 4 months
ago Kiiquii 4 months ago Everytime i see a video on 9/11 i just want to cry :'( Kiiquii 4
months ago blondaza 4 months ago dios mio el humo era tan espeso que hacia sombra en
el suelo! blondaza 4 months ago ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam These blessed and successful strikes are but in reaction to
what happened in our lands. As they bomb. they will be bombed and us they kill. they
will be killed. ZingMingWingBing 4 months ago gumbi8989 4 months ago She said it was
a military plane. Weird! gumbi8989 4 months ago cptmuska 4 months ago @girlloo22 flag
this comment cptmuska 4 months ago cptmuska 4 months ago The City is Screaming
cptmuska 4 months ago Liss140 4 months ago this is horrific to watch. Brings back a lot
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of scary feelings. If these foreign terrorists are capable of something to so terrible like
this, I can't imagine what their next goal and target will be. It is scary living in New York
that is for sure...you just never know when that day will come. Liss140 4 months ago
ConcettaWalker14279 4 months ago Not bad! There are a lot of HQ greys anatomys
videos over at videoclip18. com ConcettaWalker14279 4 months ago BoomBoom2055 4
months ago @ConcettaWalker14279 IF YOUR COMPANY DOESN'T STOP
ADVERTISING ON 9/11 VIDEOS, I SWEAR I'LL START AN ONLINE PEITION
CALLING FOR A BOYCOTT OF YOUR COMANY AND ANY AFFILIATED
WITH IT. YOU'VE NO RIGHT TO ADVERTISE ON THOSE PEOPLE'S
COFFINS!!!!!! BoomBoom2055 4 months ago MissKissAss 4 months ago RIP to the
tradgic lives lost in the unesserseay events that happend 9/11 less we forget
MissKissAss 4 months ago Crispito12 4 months ago 2 "For the lord watches over the
way of the righteous. but the way of the wicked will perish" Pslams 1:8. God bless
america Crispito12 4 months ago 2 kurovete 4 months ago fucking americans go to helllll
with that imitation ogf a terorist atavk kurovete 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago
@kurovete Learn English. Please. TyVulpine 4 months ago Jeannenyc57 4 months ago
@kurovete imitation? I lost a family member that day. Hell is where the terrorists are
with Allah, the Devil Jeannenyc57 4 months ago Videogucker2009 4 months ago why is
the moment of the second hit missing? Videogucker2009 4 months ago so511os 4 months
ago  ﺱﻡﺏﺕــﺭ ﻑﻱ ﺡﻝﻕـــﻩ11  ﺕﺭﻕﺏــﻭﻥﺍﺍﺍ ﻱﺍﻡﺭﻱﻙــﺍ ﺏـso511os 4 months ago ﺙﺁﻥﻱــــﻩ ﻩﻉ ﻩﻉ
HeaVeNeRq8 4 months ago @so511os this guys just said " coming soon america next 11
sep. with another season. HeaVeNeRq8 4 months ago Baby6att 4 months ago 2 the music
is creep in the background. and the noises of the fire engines are so horrifying...i remember
seeing this on stuff on tv. i was so scared. this just brings it all back. and i can't believe
ppl have forgotten about this. Baby6att 4 months ago 2 maritzio96 4 months ago
@rebelq1 hmmm.....well, even though i live in Australia, so? is that even possible... if my
calculations are correct. You do the math maritzio96 4 months ago rationalway 4 months
ago victoriabeckham1, you are a stomach-churning imbecile! People who sympathise with
those sickening jews or the american government are even more disgusting than them!
rationalway 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @rationalway And people that use
fear are the worst, be it terrorists or anti-government anarchists. TyVulpine 4 months ago
DeathStarCommander 4 months ago The sirens hurt my ears. ow. Terrorists are Stupid. If
they wanted to make a point, Shoot the President. That would make 3/4 the point this
made and only one person would die. Unless a guard saw the sniper, then the sniper
would die too.... GOD DAMMIT nothing is ever good. DeathStarCommander 4 months
ago TyVulpine 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@moosh619 Where's the proof? Oh, right. Who needs proof? Just claim any shit you
want on the internet. TyVulpine 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago
@stupidwhitemanjesus False TyVulpine 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @juansoria Where's the proof? Oh, right.
Who needs proof? Just claim any shit you want on the internet. TyVulpine 4 months ago
TyVulpine 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@automa741 Where's the proof? Oh, right. Who needs proof? Just claim any shit you
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want on the internet. TyVulpine 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @juansoria Where's the proof? Oh, right. Who
needs proof? Just claim any shit you want on the internet. TyVulpine 4 months ago
Drucef 4 months ago "Really? I think it's all about the world trade center". This lady
watches too many reality shows. Drucef 4 months ago IM1ON2SMUG3SUGA 4
months ago Oww ops i stole my moms makeup than hid it in that room.
IM1ON2SMUG3SUGA 4 months ago fudgegonewild 4 months ago 19:42...
fudgegonewild 4 months ago quickquestionyyy 4 months ago @xxramblingsxx I bet BP
has video of the CIA blowing up their oil rig in the gulf , but they are too afraid to release
it to the press. quickquestionyyy 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @quickquestionyyy Where's the proof? Oh, right.
Who needs proof? Just claim any shit you want on the internet. TyVulpine 4 months ago
jetser2 4 months ago bush knew something was going to happen jetser2 4 months ago
xxramblingsxx 4 months ago Obama planned the explosion on the BP oil rig in the gulf.
xxramblingsxx 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @xxramblingsxx Where's the proof?
Oh, right. Who needs proof? Just claim any shit you want on the internet. TyVulpine 4
months ago stephenharperbest2 4 months ago 2 12:42 "their attacking the world center,
not us" wow... stephenharperbest2 4 months ago 2 laxmotherfucker 4 months ago
@RkahkshiKZ yo do you wanna get fucking dropped!? laxmotherfucker 4 months ago
victim2209 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@RkahkshiKZ dude seriously? youre a fucking cunt. victim2209 4 months ago
victim2209 4 months ago @RkahkshiKZ dude seriously? youre a fucking cunt
victim2209 4 months ago Ganzerino 4 months ago @RkahkshiKZ stupid asshole, i wish
that u were here beside me Ganzerino 4 months ago xxramblingsxx 4 months ago 9/11 --Never forget! God bless freedom and democracy. 9/11 Families for a Safe & Strong
America (9/11 FSSA) rejects the plan for a mosque to be built atop a planned 15-story
structure that would tower over the site where nearly 3,000 people were killed by Islamic
terrorists. xxramblingsxx 4 months ago KevinMerck 4 months ago For those who haven't
heard - it has now been established that WTC 1, 2, & 7 were brought down by controlled
demolition. (nano-thermite, explosives and incendiaries, available only to the military,
were found in WTC dust) (You guys in the military need to honor your oath) (See
A&E911truth) You don't need to believe in one of the conspiracy theories to support a
legitimate investigation. All you need is a conscience. KevinMerck 4 months ago
TyVulpine 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@KevinMerck Where's the proof? Oh, right. Who needs proof? Just claim any shit you
want on the internet. TyVulpine 4 months ago LunarSault23 4 months ago It makes sense
that this was planned by Bush. He wins first election via cheating and whining for a re
count Then, after Bush tries to be inaugurated, ppl egg his car and other crap, so it's
cancled.Later on, 9/11. Bush does nothing. He knew about it. +,most of the 9/11 terrorist
where from Saudi Arabia. so why fight Iraq? LunarSault23 4 months ago
BoomBoom2055 4 months ago @LunarSault23 NO, it doesn't make sense for Bush to
supposedly have planned this. BoomBoom2055 4 months ago LunarSault23 4 months
ago @BoomBoom2055 It actually does on ur point of view. As a hated leader, u cause
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chaos so ur ppl look to u for support. As u gain their hopes, u gain power. To quote v for
vendetta, "ppl shouldn't be afraid of their govt's, govt's should be afraid of their ppl" ppl
give gov't power LunarSault23 4 months ago BoomBoom2055 4 months ago
@LunarSault23 = Sockpuppet BoomBoom2055 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @BoomBoom2055 Where's the
proof? Oh, right. Who needs proof? Just claim any shit you want on the internet.
TyVulpine 4 months ago swoophawk2 4 months ago this had something to do with
George W Bush,he ordered this attack on america,on his own soil!,i do not find this
ausingI LOST MY UNCLE in this so called terorist attact! swoophawk2 4 months ago
TyVulpine 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@swoophawk2 Where's the proof? Oh, right. Who needs proof? Just claim any shit you
want on the internet. TyVulpine 4 months ago Prev 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 Next Reply
Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright
Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location:
Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as
a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different
playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to:
Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My
Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September
11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond
to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all
All Comments (47,032) RkahkshiKZ 4 months ago 0:00 - 26:26
HAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!!!!! RkahkshiKZ 4 months ago AndresSmileMusic 4 months
ago OH MY FUCKING GOD... AndresSmileMusic 4 months ago augatron22 4 months
ago good work ben la den augatron22 4 months ago automa741 4 months ago without
justice ..there will be no peace..911 inside job! automa741 4 months ago rebelq1 4 months
ago Those American dumbfucks DESERVED IT! STOP SERVING THOSE
DISGUSTING JEWS AND START EXTERMINATING THEM!!! rebelq1 4 months
ago maritzio96 4 months ago @rebelq1 no one deserves to die...even if America has done
bad things, its people dont deserve to die maritzio96 4 months ago rebelq1 4 months ago
@maritzio96, YOU SHOULD OF BEEN ONE OF THEM TOO,
MOTHERFUCKEEEERRRRRRRRRRRRRR! rebelq1 4 months ago victoriabeckham1 4
months ago @rebelq1 well lets hike another one an put u in there ey victoriabeckham1 4
months ago bigrobdeezey 4 months ago crazy watching this and remembering. This is
definitely my "do you remember what you were doing when..." that I'll be telling my kids
about for sure. But I would like to point out that religious extremists did this, not just
muslim extremists. Religion in general makes this possible. bigrobdeezey 4 months ago
marcoespania 4 months ago Nice shots! marcoespania 4 months ago RockstarRacc00n 4
months ago 2 This feels really wierd for me to say this, but this is the best video of 9/11
I've ever seen... It's really good quality and really captures the nature of the event. Thank
you for uploading this. RockstarRacc00n 4 months ago 2 487mip 4 months ago 3
@RockstarRacc00n The vid quality is real good, but the vid is censored that is what
makes it lousy. 487mip 4 months ago 3 juansoria 4 months ago @487mip Absolutely...
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why the censorship if there's "nothing" to hide? It's not about being a truther or not but
to really think with a critical mind and observe the facts as it happened. juansoria 4
months ago subzero2039 4 months ago @juansoria what censors? any ways.. im not
picking on it.. but its kinda stupid to say it was a terroist attack.. from the start.. when i
first heard about it.. i thought that a plane crashed.. -im still not exactly sure what
happend- i was like 5 when it happend subzero2039 4 months ago juansoria 4 months
ago @subzero2039 The censorship i was talking about is the cut made just seconds
before the second impact... you know? They (bob/bri) were filming the event long time
just after de first impact on the north tower... absolutely no reasonable explanation for
that cut. And by the way... too much convenient, don't you think? Now talking about the
subject you said before, even i don't beleive it was a terrorist attack. At least not the way
the mainstream media defined the "terrorist" thing. I was 21. juansoria 4 months ago
demmylowther 4 months ago Wake up all you truthing morons.....it wasn't Bush and
Cheney,it was radical Islam. Git it ?If not you need someone to beat some common sense
into you ! demmylowther 4 months ago 487mip 4 months ago @demmylowther Damn
right. It was radical Islam, Al Qaeda. Some of these truthers man are fucking stubborn and
dumb. 487mip 4 months ago thebest1eva 4 months ago screw you guys they made this
up their idiots go to hell thebest1eva 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago If you
want the people to shut up and stop asking questions just call them those nutty
conspiracy theorists. johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago Why in the
hell can't we invent something that can fly up a hundred stories and rescue people or at
least put out the fire. We went to the moon but we can't do this??? Those people didn't
need to die, period. johntitorlives 4 months ago mrboredlolz 4 months ago why didnt you
show the second plane crash and the WTC 2 collapse??... and idk why but at 20:48 it
looks like the buildings in the back were in the sky :s,,, R.I.P to all the victims in 9/11
mrboredlolz 4 months ago mrboredlolz 4 months ago 11:46 wtf -.- mrboredlolz 4 months
ago stupidwhitemanjesus 4 months ago Conspiracies of so great a magnitude are so hard
to keep secret, that our Protectors keep getting fucked time, and time again. In ways that
are Earth shattering. Of course we are always soothed by the myriad they prevent, with
secret intelligence. Islamic terrorists can keep a secret. Our Intelligence verifies W.M.D.'s
What more do we need to know about this fucking nation we live in bef0ore we get the
balls? stupidwhitemanjesus 4 months ago stupidwhitemanjesus 4 months ago The
conspiracy is in the incompetence, there is no trial here, discovery of evidence is not
there. A perfect crime. Pearl harbor is a conspiracy of incompetence the answer is there.
Kennedy the crime of the world no TRIAL, no TRUE discovery of evidence, by defense
attorneys of Oswald. only lone nutters, and C,T's. 9/11 Incompetence of our protectors
is all I see, the conspiracy of incompetence explains why we see what we see. The
Official version is a conspiracy story. True? stupidwhitemanjesus 4 months ago
quickquestionyyy 4 months ago xxramblings yes, a dedication to freedom and democracy
at ground zero. That would be a much better idea than a mosque. quickquestionyyy 4
months ago miibarbie 4 months ago this is very sad i wished those ppl wouldn`t do that
that is not right this happened alot of ppl died miibarbie 4 months ago moosh619 4
months ago 9/11 was an inside job moosh619 4 months ago jugglo00 4 months ago
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@moosh619 it was not bush know about when cliton left office jugglo00 4 months ago
ABHAWE61 4 months ago  ﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩABHAWE61 4 months ago xxramblingsxx ﺍﻝﻡﻭﻉﺩ ﺍﻝﻕﺩﺱ
4 months ago Instead of a mosque, I think most Islamic-Americans would agree that we
should instead build a dedication to freedom and democracy at ground zero. xxramblingsxx
4 months ago KevinMerck 4 months ago If we expose 911 for what it really was, it may
turn out to be a blessing in disguise. Often, something that initially seems like the worst
thing that could possibly happen ends up being a real lifesaver. We can choose to make
this the false flag operation to end the practice for good, and see it as the crime that
provided the impetus for the restoration of Constitutional government, or we can let it
destroy us. I pray it's the former, not the latter, but it'll be one or the other. KevinMerck
4 months ago barryblut 4 months ago Where's Arnie and Stalone when you want them?
Bruce Willis for that matter. One things for sure I bet those terrorists all had creepy
English accents just like in Hollywood. barryblut 4 months ago solakidws 4 months ago
I'm from norway,but when i see this i see that this must end soon,we live in madness.
solakidws 4 months ago CavsHooligan 4 months ago her cry is fake as hell CavsHooligan
4 months ago Miljan127 4 months ago Very,very, very nice...Beautiful....Hello from
Serbia... Miljan127 4 months ago alexman1172 4 months ago When will it end?...
alexman1172 4 months ago xxramblingsxx 4 months ago 9/11 was America's holocaust,
and Eric Holder is America's holocaust denier. xxramblingsxx 4 months ago laresoldo39 4
months ago God, bless all of then!!!! laresoldo39 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months
ago Not invinceable are we? Well there will be new WTC and Americans haven't stopped
living or flying in airplanes, but the towel heads are still living in sandy shit holes. So
who's the winner? johntitorlives 4 months ago BoomBoom2055 4 months ago Nsapao4cc
IS NOTHING BUT A TROLL. Please mark it spam. BoomBoom2055 4 months ago
c14five 4 months ago god damn these alcaid assholes c14five 4 months ago MrsJlove19 4
months ago @totoymola ok, honestly i don't see how there r effects on here...its real u
dumbass! MrsJlove19 4 months ago totoymola 4 months ago hahaha it looks like real,,
nice effects. but its not funny to do that ,. the family of the victims will get upset
totoymola 4 months ago xxquewehxx 4 months ago @totoymola why people always say
that it is a fake? you're a fake! go out and soak up the sun greetz from germany
xxquewehxx 4 months ago nsapao4cc 4 months ago I hope all of you Fat Yankee Doodle
American fuckers now realise that you are not invincible. Allah shall prevail. 9/11 was the
best thing ever to happen to America and if it was not for the two planes flying into the
building then America would be pretty much unknown in this world. Infact America
would be such a boring place if not for the story of 9/11. The only terrorists around here
are George Bush and the American Government. nsapao4cc 4 months ago NitroShad 4
months ago @nsapao4cc yo you fucking shit head we knew we were never invincible we
were just never expecting an attack, About 3,000 people died, billions of dollars were
spent and you care that without this happening america would be boring, thats it, your
such of a fucking moron and dont even relize that this was a horrible thing. NitroShad 4
months ago MurderfaceFTW 4 months ago @nsapao4cc I would have no problem going
over to your piece of shit sand nigger filled country and killing your whole fucking
race...You fucking piece of shit to say something like that. MurderfaceFTW 4 months ago
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paulbefc 4 months ago @nsapao4cc you horrible little paki cunt. Die slow. Islam is
nothin more than a joke. NOTHING more. It says in your shit book that all non believers
SHOULD BE KILLED. Period. BOMB!!! Fuck off to the corner of my street n make me
a curry u sick cunt. paulbefc 4 months ago solakidws 4 months ago @nsapao4cc i'd shut
up if i were you m8 solakidws 4 months ago anuj72 4 months ago Planes crashed into
buildings in this video and this is why the buildings collapsed. I hate all this conspiracy
bullshit. Can't you people just accept the most logical reasoning. That Al-Qhueda
members hijacked planes and crashed it into buildings... anuj72 4 months ago godmaster89
4 months ago what gay backgrounf music! godmaster89 4 months ago aljokr9998 4
months ago Islam is a religion of peace and tolerance. And prohibits such acts and
considers it out of Islam. Some Muslims, however they see every day sights and painful
killing of children and women at the hands of the Israelis and the United States should
assist Israel .. America became the particular enemy such as Israel aljokr9998 4 months
ago jelinto 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam But my
favourite quote comes from BoomBoom2055's home page and goes as follows: "Truthers
approach the attacks of 9/11 in absolutes and assume assume assume...I've never come
across more ignorant, more willfully idiotic, more willfully stupid people living wrapped
up in blankets of moronic denial, than truthers. They also tend to be immature, losers that
sputters insults..." She is oblivious to her own hypocrisy. jelinto 4 months ago jelinto 4
months ago Yeah, like BoomBoom2055 says, lets ask the FDNY that were there...
Timothy Burke -- Firefigter (F.D.N.Y.) [Engine 202] But it seemed like I was going oh,
my god, there is a secondary device because the way the building popped. I thought it
was an explosion. Frank Campagna -- Firefighter (F.D.N.Y.) [Ladder 11] You see three
explosions and then the whole thing coming down. jelinto 4 months ago jelinto 4 months
ago Rich Banaciski -- Firefighter (F.D.N.Y.) [Ladder 22] ... and then I just remember there
was just an explosion. It seemed like on television they blow up these buildings. It
seemed like it was going all the way around like a belt, all these explosions. Ed Cachia -Firefighter (F.D.N.Y.) [Engine 53] we originally had thought there was like an internal
detonation explosives because it went in succession, boom, boom, boom, boom, and then
the tower came down. jelinto 4 months ago jelinto 4 months ago Dominick Derubbio -Battalion Chief (F.D.N.Y.) [Division 8] It was weird how it started to come down. It
looked like it was a timed explosion ... Frank Cruthers -- Chief (F.D.N.Y.) [Citywide
Tour Commander] .. there was what appeared to be at first an explosion. It appeared at
the very top, simultaneously from all four sides, materials shot out horizontally. And
then there seemed to be a momentary delay before you could see the beginning of the
collapse. jelinto 4 months ago jelinto 4 months ago Need I go on? I think I will... Brian
Dixon -- Battalion Chief (F.D.N.Y.) ... the lowest floor of fire in the south tower actually
looked like someone had planted explosives around it because the whole bottom I could
see -- I could see two sides of it and the other side -- it just looked like that floor blew
out. I looked up and you could actually see everything blew out on the one floor. I
thought, geez, this looks like an explosion up there, it blew out. jelinto 4 months ago
jelinto 4 months ago James Drury -- Assistant Commissioner (F.D.N.Y.) I should say
that people in the street and myself included thought that the roar was so loud that the
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explosive - bombs were going off inside the building. Kevin Gorman -- Firefighter
(F.D.N.Y.) [Ladder 22] ... I thought that when I looked in the direction of the Trade
Center before it came down, before No. 2 came down, that I saw low-level flashes. jelinto
4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @jelinto Notice the words "I THOUGHT".
TyVulpine 4 months ago 12nutty34 4 months ago Wow this is so fake you guys whyvdo
you think they show the planes crashing great job on the animation though 12nutty34 4
months ago thedudefromthehood 4 months ago well done bin laden!!! revenge for the
Bosnians and the Afghans! thedudefromthehood 4 months ago KinetikPlayground 4
months ago Jesus, this doesnt get any less fucked up every time i see it.
KinetikPlayground 4 months ago yuhcgte 4 months ago HOW DID BUILDING 7
COME DOWN???? yuhcgte 4 months ago gr8estnerdtoeverlive 4 months ago @yuhcgte
Building 7 actually was scheduled for demolition the next day. The already weak building
suffered structural faliure due to heat and reprecussions from the explosions.
gr8estnerdtoeverlive 4 months ago BoomBoom2055 4 months ago @yuhcgte Ask the
FDNY that were there. BoomBoom2055 4 months ago scettzvill 4 months ago holy crap
thats some awesome special effects. what movie is this from? scettzvill 4 months ago
johntitorlives 4 months ago godmaster89, Bush didn't plan 9-11 so we could invade Iraq.
The economic damage is too great to OURSELVES not to mention the death toll. You
really think Bush was saying to himself I'll get those planes to fly into the WTC and kill
maybe 100,000 people if they fall sideways but it will be worth it to get some of that oil.
There probably was people in our gov who knew or helped plan it but not Bush. And I
am no fan of that guy either. johntitorlives 4 months ago whoscarednotme 4 months ago
thats ashes mixed with building...and people! whoscarednotme 4 months ago Souran123 4
months ago when does the seond plane attack? Souran123 4 months ago
SuperMarioBrothers09 4 months ago dam that hole is huge!! SuperMarioBrothers09 4
months ago wwwtotalitaerde 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam The whole discussion about the US gouvernment being involved in 911 to
create a faked reason for war is ridiculous. I guess that the US would not do this in the
first place. And 911 was far too big and expensive. But just the right size if someone else
wanted to draw the US into a costly war where they can make a lot of new enemies. And
Al Qaida could not have done this without the help of a secret service outside the US.
Martin Bott wwwtotalitaerde 4 months ago xxquewehxx 4 months ago edit: greetz from
Germany xxquewehxx 4 months ago xxquewehxx 4 months ago 2 On this day, i have
stayed on a school-trip and i was shocked when my school-friend told me this! R.i.P
Never forget. I hope the dumbasses will rebuild this awesome buildings d(-.-) xxquewehxx
4 months ago 2 MrMochachito 4 months ago who cry when the US bombs come to
Belgrade(SERBIA)???I was there and many people die,so I think the Americans are the
badest people in the world.they deserved this MrMochachito 4 months ago
BleachedMarz 4 months ago this is horrible.... why cant we dropp a nuke on iraqq!
BleachedMarz 4 months ago godmaster89 4 months ago @BleachedMarz Because bush
made those planes slam into those buildings soo he could attack iraq for it's petrol
resources godmaster89 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @godmaster89 lol no he
didn't. TyVulpine 4 months ago godmaster89 4 months ago @TyVulpine how you
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know? godmaster89 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @godmaster89 Mostly
because of a lack of evidence that implicates him. You know the saying "innocent until
proven guilty"? Well, I'm waiting for the evidence that porves beyond a reasonable doubt.
But I won't hold my breath. TyVulpine 4 months ago godmaster89 4 months ago
@TyVulpine yes but didn't you hear what the woman said and loads of other people are
saying they were military planes "radio controlled" godmaster89 4 months ago
TyVulpine 4 months ago @godmaster89 Those were commercial airplanes, with civilians
on board. If not, where did the people go, and how were their remains found at the site?
And the commercial planes used were designed to PREVENT flying by remote control,
so terrorists could not hijack them from a distance. TyVulpine 4 months ago godmaster89
4 months ago @TyVulpine Look what i'm trying to say it that the shity american
goverment got some military planes empty put a receiver in them redo controlled them to
and smhed them in the towers and then Bush invaded iraq godmaster89 4 months ago
TyVulpine 4 months ago @godmaster89 You can't prove that and you know it.
TyVulpine 4 months ago godmaster89 4 months ago @TyVulpine i can prove that they
were military planes godmaster89 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @godmaster89
You mean you can do what thousands of other conspiracy theorists/anti-government
anarchists have failed to do? TyVulpine 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago You
say Illuminati did this which I agree but then you tell us Americans to fuck off. If you're a
muslim then that's not a very nice thing to say, coming from the relgion of peace...
johntitorlives 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @johntitorlives Rather hard to a
non-existant group to do anything. The Illuminati died out several centuries ago.
TyVulpine 4 months ago ibouten 4 months ago Thats the ILLUMINATI did it! and
NOT ISlam!! FUCK AMERIKA 4 EVER! ibouten 4 months ago hardnut451 4 months
ago i reckon it was an inside job cause u think about it if it was not the goverment then y
havent they built the twin towers bk because the twin towers made new york proud to be
american if it was the goverment thats y they have not built the twin towers bk
hardnut451 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @hardnut451 It's not that simple.
First you'd have to get the backers to be willing to put down the money, then the building
designs have to be drawn up, the construction company hired, the materials bought, the
electricians hired, the plumbers hired, etc and that doesn't include permits and such.
TyVulpine 4 months ago SuperPoopaTroopa 4 months ago omg omg omg omg this is
sooo terrible!!! im happy i live in europe... SuperPoopaTroopa 4 months ago
endlessmountain 4 months ago I remember 911. I was gullable like many others whom
thought we had international terrorists attack us and not domestic ones. Bush - You are
guilty! endlessmountain 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @endlessmountain
Innocent until proven guilty. And you fail to prove anything. TyVulpine 4 months ago
MaxPrime1 4 months ago fake youd be in more fear secondly, all the stuff like terrorist,
military planes, and falling people werent uncovered a while after this tragedy how would
you foreshadow all of that just by standing on a balcony.... MaxPrime1 4 months ago
MaxPrime1 4 months ago @MaxPrime1 P.s your crys sounded like laughs, and this video
was all edited either u stole it, or faked it, and at that time people were being evacuated so
i dont know why were you sitting up there recording for the best, if this was really the
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911 video it would have at least 10 million views, however dislike level is over a 1000,
and if it was really emotional for you you wouldent be recording it, and if it was so
disturbing why did you cut of the planes??? crawl back under a hole quit youtube
MaxPrime1 4 months ago TheHumanUnity 4 months ago Welcome to the human race:
you don't want to stay long because they will kill you by any means necessary
TheHumanUnity 4 months ago blavatsky3 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Ordinary Office Fires we are told by officials brought down three
modern Towers reinforced with steel. So who needs CONTROLLED DEMOLITION if
you have a set of matches ? Also check out T homas S cott G ordon who says the WTC
Twin Towers had known corrosion and were earmarked for demolition by 2007. w w w
do t 9 11 oz d ot c om search Thomas Gordon blavatsky3 4 months ago Malkaddy 4
months ago The terrorist attacks in the USA have had bad effects on the whole world and
all aspects of life,particularly in the civilized world. These attacks have shocked all the
peoples of the world, but the great impact was on tourism. The world tourism has
declined nearly everywhere. A great number of tourists have cancelled thier travels
becouz of the wourld conflict. Tourist movements increase in peace not in war Malkaddy
4 months ago kazumazkan 4 months ago ment t say good kazumazkan 4 months ago
kazumazkan 4 months ago R.I.P for those who have fallen on that day and those who
died saving people and to thos who saved the white hous fom being hit kazumazkan 4
months ago mohamedmouatafa93 4 months ago well , i am a muslim and i don`t or can`t
blame people to think this way , bec. what we see here is very painful and shameful but
guys come on not every muslim is like this , but the real problem is whenever muslims do
something people say oh see that is a muslim well what about hetler was he a muslim ,
and what about the massacres that had happened to the red indians were those people
muslims , just don`t judge unless u learn what islam is from a real muslim , and sorry for
what had happened . mohamedmouatafa93 4 months ago thricegod1288 4 months ago
fake thricegod1288 4 months ago mariokartdsplayer1 4 months ago @thricegod1288 Your
mother is fake. mariokartdsplayer1 4 months ago adamchandan 4 months ago How
pathetic Muslims are> They never have the balls to accept the brutal killings of nearly
4000 innocent men and women killed by the hijacked palne by some Saudi Zeehadis. All
their pictures are al overt the world, Still these shameless muslims deny the real cause.
adamchandan 4 months ago andyyuenXD 4 months ago i live about 2 miles away from
the WTC i saw everything ... it was terrible andyyuenXD 4 months ago TheSatkinson 4
months ago Afganistan + Iraq = Problem Solution = Blow them off the map Correction =
England and America take flags over and re-name the place. new names = Americanstan
and Engliraqnd <- hard to pronounce but your get use to it. = Job Done! TheSatkinson 4
months ago kazumazkan 4 months ago @TheSatkinson hey tha really god LOLz
kazumazkan 4 months ago kazumazkan 4 months ago @kazumazkan ment to say god
kazumazkan 4 months ago TheSatkinson 4 months ago It actually makes me sick seing
and knowing people can laugh at this type of horrific attack! im from england and all i
have to say England and America will stand tall and demolish any Terrorism and wipe the
earths floor clean of them! look how the war in Iraq is going! our
Technology,Weapons,Training is far more advanced then any other Terrorist gangs! but
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after watching this hole video i still cant believe how many people lost there lives!
TheSatkinson 4 months ago HlJODEPUTA6 4 months ago It was a Molech Horridus
job. HlJODEPUTA6 4 months ago Mindpovver 4 months ago He u can see that there
were planted bombs there,, Mindpovver 4 months ago DenisIZust 4 months ago Буш
виноват, и ему подобные... говорят даже что буш сам это потделал - чмо с...ка
у....бан DenisIZust 4 months ago Perixx73 4 months ago ебланы тупые идите нахуй
пидарасы мне кажется и правильно взорвали вас дураков нахуй таких тупых
дураков жалеть еще надо пару зданий снести к хуям Perixx73 4 months ago
wh1tetrunks 4 months ago omg!... i waz in 3rd grade... this is almost unreal! X' (
wh1tetrunks 4 months ago raisedinwisconsin 4 months ago How could anybody do this,
kill thousands of people. This is why we are in Afghanistan and Iraq, to prevent disasters
like this. This is horrible raisedinwisconsin 4 months ago pendejofernando 4 months ago
@raisedinwisconsin doesnt have sense what you're saying.. asshole, alqaeda did that.. not
the children or woman from afganistan or "iraq"?? what the fuck.. usa had a war with iraq
before the 11/09/01.. im sure you're an ignorant from usa like all of you.. you're right to
say "what kind of monster did that to thousand of ppl?" but it doesnt mean you'll
support a stupid war against citizen from the middle east and not against terrorism.. and
your patriotic law.. so racist as all of you.. pendejofernando 4 months ago
pendejofernando 4 months ago @raisedinwisconsin pendejofernando 4 months ago
endlessmountain 4 months ago @raisedinwisconsin To make money. The bankers cashed
in huge on this event. We went to war not to prevent disasters like this. The reason the
US government attacked the trade centers was to go to iraq to scare the people and to
make money. That is horrible. We watch BBC tell us that Building 7 goes down 20
minutes before it falls and then the proof that the elites did this is so easy. TY search
Loose Change if you want to know more. endlessmountain 4 months ago
CalmedNutHead 4 months ago 3 i wish conspiracy theorists were in there
CalmedNutHead 4 months ago 3 EzPzMaximus24 4 months ago U know wat I say I say
if ur going to kill thousands of innocent people why don't we kill their people recently
they tried to take out time square nuke them see if they can survive with dirt
EzPzMaximus24 4 months ago parentaladvisory121 4 months ago I was three when this
happened. My mom, dad, and I were sitting in the living room watching this. None of us
thought this was real. When I was watching it I thought it was a deleted scene from
Independance Day. It still seems like it is. parentaladvisory121 4 months ago televi2000
4 months ago because this video is everywhere, it would be nice that someone so gentle
so that you can understand it subtitled in all languages. televi2000 4 months ago
jocker123123 4 months ago u put 2006 man? jocker123123 4 months ago
ox0xoUAEox0xo 4 months ago I have a question for the person who filmed this Are you
a Jew?? ox0xoUAEox0xo 4 months ago BoomBoom2055 4 months ago
@ox0xoUAEox0xo Why would it matter if they're a Jew or not? BoomBoom2055 4
months ago nastydrotaste 4 months ago Lets face it, some Americans actually want to be
slaves, and really are too stupid to open their eyes, therefore the politicians and the elite
will rule as long as they keep the monetary system going. If it collapses now, they will be
in a world of trouble because we know their plan. nastydrotaste 4 months ago TyVulpine
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4 months ago @nastydrotaste I find it hilarious that you believe that anyone that doesn't
buy your way of thinking is "too stupid to open their eyes". Maybe you should try
expanding your narrow mind and realize that not everyone thinks the same way as you.
TyVulpine 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago Mikejustfrom Getto, you go around
hating Americans then your ass is going to stay in the getto. Negative people don't get
anywhere in life and they usually die early from disease. Your hate has no logic and it is
self-destructive. johntitorlives 4 months ago Plath31 4 months ago I was 10 and couldn't
understand why people do this. It was cruel to see the people who jump out of their
windows, that all seems so unreal. Plath31 4 months ago iluvium 4 months ago Fuck
them! iluvium 4 months ago MrWarzio 4 months ago I see so mutch ignorance coming
from people, if you dont have anything that makes sense to say ,please keep your stupid
comments for yourself. MrWarzio 4 months ago kukuruzo100 4 months ago are you
really were there and removed all it? sorry for my accent, I'm from Russia kukuruzo100 4
months ago awzlondon 4 months ago thats great quality awzlondon 4 months ago
ericorenato88 4 months ago well its so much easier to believe in a lie... thats a fact
ericorenato88 4 months ago znahahaha 4 months ago gigantic footage znahahaha 4 months
ago preppus 4 months ago 20:34..the bulding just colaps.. preppus 4 months ago
johntitorlives 4 months ago jellyrun1, it's so ignorant to blame Americans for what our
government does especially since we have no control of most things they do. Nobody
knows why the f---we are fighting in Afganistan. Even if we get some of the top terrorists
they get replaced. "We are fighting them over there so they dont come here" is total
bullshit since our borders are wide open. Those people in the towers and our troops don't
deserve to die for our corrupt lying government. johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives
4 months ago SW10001, WTF are you saying??? So I guess firetrucks should have little
soft horns saying would you mind moving aside so we can get to that burning building?
johntitorlives 4 months ago SWI0001 4 months ago u must have soundproof windows...
very quiet with only your voice...WOW who turned the volume up sirens & that fire
truck with that weird "GET OUT OF THE WAY HORN" SWI0001 4 months ago
jellyrun1 4 months ago u americans allways remind me ...bout a bully in my scool... he
made life terrible for all others....till a stabbed a fork in his face..... from this day he was
just a bitch...never stoped crying....same like u...(also same like u ,he never thought wat he
was doing to others...so suprised when the fork landet..just under his left eye....lol...same
like u.....start thinking...or stop b americans.....u assholes jellyrun1 4 months ago
sketchy002 4 months ago @jellyrun1 are you a fuckin retard? sketchy002 4 months ago
Keaterbuggerrr 4 months ago I was soupposued to be on one of those flights...most scary
thing to think about..i could be dead right now:/ Keaterbuggerrr 4 months ago jellyrun1 4
months ago @Keaterbuggerrr ...take turkish airlines ---will never happen with them!!!!
jellyrun1 4 months ago ericorenato88 4 months ago 2 Well believe it or not this was the
elite of America who planned this attack. How can the United States and all of its
technology not know that a plane was headed to New York. And the second plane... a
couple of minutes later... and they did nothing about it. This was a great excuse for
America to go to war... sad but true.... ericorenato88 4 months ago 2 BoomBoom2055 4
months ago @ericorenato88 There's nothing to believe in that respect. This was the work
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of terrorists. BoomBoom2055 4 months ago Bora199420 4 months ago
@BoomBoom2055 hahahahahaha Bora199420 4 months ago jellyrun1 4 months ago
@BoomBoom2055 ..ur right in a way....terrorists,,yes...very rich..white,powerfull,most
like christian,...w american passport ....rich from ur taxes..lol.... jellyrun1 4 months ago
BoomBoom2055 4 months ago @jellyrun1 What the hell are you referring to? Most
white people aren't rich Christians. White people follow many different religions, just like
other people. BoomBoom2055 4 months ago revolution158 4 months ago
@ericorenato88 how do you stop a hijacked plane? revolution158 4 months ago
BoomBoom2055 4 months ago @revolution158 KIll the terrorists in the plane. That's
how. BoomBoom2055 4 months ago Bora199420 4 months ago @BoomBoom2055 there
wasnt terrorist u dumb fuck Bora199420 4 months ago BoomBoom2055 4 months ago
@Bora199420 Yes, it was Islamic terrorists. It's been proven. There's nothing to laughing
at. These people didn't die so you could laugh at them! BoomBoom2055 4 months ago
Bora199420 4 months ago @BoomBoom2055 no it wast then tell me how the fuck do
they fly those planes into the buildings ?? u just a prick who doesnt know shit
Bora199420 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @ericorenato88 How could they
know? They aren't mind-readers. And the terrorists had turned off the transponders, so
trying to find and track a single "unknown" dot among the hundreds on a screen at once is
almost impossible. TyVulpine 4 months ago SpencerAndMikeyShow 4 months ago thats
cool but sad SpencerAndMikeyShow 4 months ago FormerlyMrBean667 4 months ago
Bloody hell, I remember that. I was in Year 2. I woke up and was about to go to school
when I heard on the radio all this stuff about people jumping out of windows and
buildings collapsing. For a month after that the only thing on TV was "America Under
Attack". It sounds terrible, but that was the first time I ever heard the word "Muslim".
FormerlyMrBean667 4 months ago EatMyShitYumYum 4 months ago hahaha funny as
shit!! LOL EatMyShitYumYum 4 months ago selfish3r1k96 4 months ago
@EatMyShitYumYum wow thats pretty sad selfish3r1k96 4 months ago 1212scott1 4
months ago i dont think that was the two planes. i think that was typhon! the titan!
1212scott1 4 months ago arnold4life476 4 months ago lol death to the infedels
arnold4life476 4 months ago BoomBoom2055 4 months ago @arnold4life476 WHY??
BoomBoom2055 4 months ago iamatube1 4 months ago Wake up America. No one
protects or cares for us. We are all a bunch of robots working for evil, money grabbing
Governments. There is no justice. There is no free speech. Mankind is ultimately
doomed. Humans are the only true evil. The truth on this matter will be revealed soon.
Mark my words. God Bless us all. iamatube1 4 months ago BoomBoom2055 4 months
ago @iamatube1 I'm guessing your glass is perpetually less than half empty.
BoomBoom2055 4 months ago revolution158 4 months ago @iamatube1 its sad how
right you are revolution158 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @iamatube1
Conspiracy theorists have been saying that for YEARS, and guess what? The RAPTURE
has a better chance of happening than your bullshit claim. TyVulpine 4 months ago
Perixx73 4 months ago people in the U.S. simply forgotten how to think you think that
Muhammad was able to deceive the antiaircraft defense system? Is the work of the CIA
Perixx73 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @Perixx73 No. TyVulpine 4 months ago
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sir4ki 4 months ago why did they cut the missile hit out`? sir4ki 4 months ago TyVulpine
4 months ago @sir4ki What missile? Did anyone SEE a smoke trail that would be a
telltale sign of a missile? NO. Oops, guess the conspiracy theorists "forgot" that missiles
leave smoke trails behind them as they burn fuel. TyVulpine 4 months ago Badmaximum7
4 months ago Americans are so lame. Bombing allmost half the earth and you are
wondering why they did crash the towers. Americans are so stupid. You deserve it you
dipshits! I really hope that they will get rid of all fat americans once for all. NUKE THE
SHIT! Badmaximum7 4 months ago gcastro44 4 months ago @Badmaximum7 why don't
you stop using American technology and American websites? gcastro44 4 months ago
jellyrun1 4 months ago @gcastro44 its all stolen anyway..catch the brains..u
remember...tell me wat america did by their own...??atomic bomb??=german scool...space
program=germans..all stolen..corrupted...taken from others by force..ore other ways...the
best country in the world???...come on ....stop eating shit...gets u bad mouth smell.looool
jellyrun1 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @Badmaximum7 Yawn, yKennetou
made absolutely no sense. TyVulpine 4 months ago sabresrock234 4 months ago
@Badmaximum7 haha if whatever country nukes us they get it back even worse and why
do americans deserve this? because were people trying to live or normal lives just like
canada and any other country... maybe our goverment deserves to get nuked by explain to
me why the people derserve it?? God Bless The U.S.A sabresrock234 4 months ago
parentaladvisory121 4 months ago @sabresrock234 It's mainly because America really
dosen't have it's own traditions. Have you noticed that how America takes away so many
countries customs & traditions? parentaladvisory121 4 months ago BoomBoom2055 4
months ago @parentaladvisory121 What customs and traditions have been taken away
by America? America has many of it's own traditons and customs from all over the
world, because it's made up of people from all over the world. BoomBoom2055 4 months
ago samsnake1989 4 months ago @BoomBoom2055 With all my respect, but you are
ignorant, have you seen the film Codzela, go and see it, and you will know who start the
bombing... samsnake1989 4 months ago sabresrock234 4 months ago
@parentaladvisory121 we dont have our own traditions because soo many people come
into this country and do their tradition and the american people catch on sabresrock234 4
months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @parentaladvisory121 More like IMMIGRANTS
BRING THEIR COUNTRY'S CUSTOMS TO AMERICA! TyVulpine 4 months ago
9arslan6 4 months ago krass 9arslan6 4 months ago xandiin01 4 months ago oh man, it is
so sad to watch this video ! xandiin01 4 months ago jellyrun1 4 months ago very funny
..how a few lost lives makes amerika cry....a few...u wasted millions...why u dont cry for
them too?...good things are coming back double....bad things coming back four times ...so
now u know wat u waiting for!!!.....enjoy...i hope u will never stop crying...2012 is not
the end of the world..itz only ur end..at least i strongly hope so... jellyrun1 4 months ago
cayc1 4 months ago It is so sad that people arent educated enough to realize how old this
organization is Watch old world secrets the omega project coded now and wake up before
it is too late. cayc1 4 months ago jellyrun1 4 months ago @cayc1 ...well...it can t be
true...ows...cause we wouldnt read about it here ore elsewhere..its just a new trick...a new
bigger lie....we all are still slaves...u americans too....ur just the only one .that is proud
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about it...ur blind..with 300 cannels..ore more...maximum information..is like max
desinformation...kick out ur tv s...ur religion/race/nation fews...maybe u will
survive...maybe... jellyrun1 4 months ago Perixx73 4 months ago watch the movie "Zero:
An Investigation Into 9 / 11" and "Zeitgeist: The Movie" Perixx73 4 months ago
MikiJustFromGetto 4 months ago fuckin americans...i love this video...... <3...i hate
americans MikiJustFromGetto 4 months ago BoomBoom2055 4 months ago
@MikiJustFromGetto Why do you hate all Americans? I don't hate you. You don't even
know me. BoomBoom2055 4 months ago MikiJustFromGetto 4 months ago
@BoomBoom2055 because americans killing serbian peoples 1999. MikiJustFromGetto
4 months ago BoomBoom2055 4 months ago @MikiJustFromGetto 1) That was NATO.
2) NOT ALL Americans did it. 3) There was thing called geneocide happening against
Bosnian Muslims, committed by the Serbian government. 4) Pull your head out from
inside your anal orifice. BoomBoom2055 4 months ago MikiJustFromGetto 4 months
ago @BoomBoom2055 but americans did it......America is nice country but people are
very very bad.....I LOVE SERBIA....!!! MikiJustFromGetto 4 months ago
BoomBoom2055 4 months ago @MikiJustFromGetto Did what??? NO, the people aren't
very bad. Don't you dare lump all Americans together as bad. I'm not bad. There's bad
people in EVERY country. NATO's war was NOT illegal against you. BoomBoom2055
4 months ago MikiJustFromGetto 4 months ago @MikiJustFromGetto in search write
"NATO's Illegal War Against Serbia/ Lies About Kosovo War 1/2" and ou will see why i
hate americans.....and you will understand me... MikiJustFromGetto 4 months ago
TyVulpine 4 months ago @MikiJustFromGetto I find that hilarius that you stereotype.
TyVulpine 4 months ago MikiJustFromGetto 4 months ago @TyVulpine i am from
serbia and dont know what is hilarius and stereotype....... :( MikiJustFromGetto 4
months ago MikiJustFromGetto 4 months ago @BoomBoom2055 hey man...i hate all
americans....if you cant understand me...bye MikiJustFromGetto 4 months ago
BoomBoom2055 4 months ago @MikiJustFromGetto Tha's idiotic! People from all over
the world make up America. It's baffling me how you can hate millions of people you
don't even know. NOT all Americans are alike. BoomBoom2055 4 months ago
titanic9196 4 months ago 2 @MikiJustFromGetto OK SHUT THE FUCK UP YOU
IRAQY PIECE OF SHIT! WE ARE ALL AMERICANS HERE SO SHUT THE FUCK
UP YOUR FIGHTING A WAR ON THE LOSING SIDE CUNT!!! titanic9196 4
months ago 2 Rizwan267 4 months ago @titanic9196 im pakistani and to be honest iraq
qill blow the fuck out of america, and iranb will wipe you off the world, look no need to
hate o!! americans planned this shit them self, george w bush got caught lying in his own
bull shit!! Rizwan267 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @Rizwan267 LOL
TyVulpine 4 months ago MikiJustFromGetto 4 months ago @titanic9196 i ate all
Americans....fuck you man....do you want batlle with me,or......son of beach
MikiJustFromGetto 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @MikiJustFromGetto you
ate all Americans? lol TyVulpine 4 months ago MikiJustFromGetto 4 months ago
@TyVulpine yes of course..... MikiJustFromGetto 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months
ago @MikiJustFromGetto Not sure how one person can EAT 300 million people...
TyVulpine 4 months ago MikiJustFromGetto 4 months ago @TyVulpine ma jebi se.....
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.!. MikiJustFromGetto 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @MikiJustFromGetto
What? TyVulpine 4 months ago MikiJustFromGetto 4 months ago @titanic9196 and i'm
not from iraq MikiJustFromGetto 4 months ago MikiJustFromGetto 4 months ago
@BoomBoom2055 ok.....fuck off MikiJustFromGetto 4 months ago BoomBoom2055 4
months ago @MikiJustFromGetto No, thanks. BoomBoom2055 4 months ago
asubjectiveopinion 4 months ago Well, that's what happens when you ride roughshod
over the rest of the world for 60 years. asubjectiveopinion 4 months ago foxehownd 4
months ago 9/11 was funny :D foxehownd 4 months ago jellyrun1 4 months ago
@foxehownd jellyrun1 4 months ago FairyTigerGirl 4 months ago Im mad that the smoke
moves by so sloooow. Im doing a report on this in my Social Studies class and like a
whole bunch of my friends and I started crying. I was in new york when that hapened. Iv
been inside the Twin Towers. Now all i got is memories of them.. R.I.P WTC 9-11-01
The towers were so beautiful! I cant believe there gone. Never to be forgotten... R.I.P for
all the people who died in the accident. I respect you with all my heart. FairyTigerGirl 4
months ago PIEgunz 4 months ago Americans sucks... there very narrow minded.
PIEgunz 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @PIEgunz Learn elementary school
English please. Learn the difference between their/they're/there. TyVulpine 4 months ago
foxehownd 4 months ago @PIEgunz Damn straight bro! foxehownd 4 months ago
Perixx73 4 months ago Comment removed sweetesthoney90 4 months ago 2 Hey, to all
of you who against muslims and so on, do u stupidly think that there: in a plane, or in
WTC, or near to WTC, under all this ash and collapsed parts of buildings WERE NOT
MUSLIM PEOPLE!!???? IN LIFE THERE ARE ONLY TWO TYPE OF PEOPLE :
BAD and GOOD, and NO OTHER DIFFERENCES BETWEEN EACH OF US!!! IF
smn else is muslim it DOESN'T MEAN that he or she of they are TERRORISTS!! YOU
ALL say like ONLY MUSLIMS ARE BAD, BUT WHAT ABOUT OTHER
JUDAISM and CHRISTIAN PEOPLE WHO HARM OTHER PEOPLE???
sweetesthoney90 4 months ago 2 Sampson2012bot 4 months ago @sweetesthoney90
You hit the nail on the head on that one. Christians dropped nukes on the Japanese, 100
times worse than this. And no one gives a second thought to that. And all the firebombing
of their cities we did, that really wasn't that long ago. It's no wonder why people would
want to attack America. I don't get why so many people can't understand that.
Sampson2012bot 4 months ago samsnake1989 4 months ago @sweetesthoney90 the
media rules the comunitys now days ...when the real leaders of U S A had succed in
destroyng the WTC bulding..and it was the first steb to start thier fights against muslims
...and they keep teaching kids and pepole bad things about us ...ASK YOUR SELF WHY
.becaAfter the collapse of the Soviet Union. we became thier enemys ..can you imagen
USA helpd us in afghanistan once and now you attack us !!! samsnake1989 4 months ago
BoomBoom2055 4 months ago @samsnake1989 The leaders of the USA didn't do 9/11.
Muslims extremists began this war back in 1992 during the Clinton administration. We're
not attacking Afghanistan, but the Taliban and al-Qaeda inside Afghanistan. We're there
with the Afghanistan govt's blessing right now. I don't know who taught you, but it's all
wrong. BoomBoom2055 4 months ago Ambushofblacks 4 months ago
@BoomBoom2055 you justify people in afghan as the threat, but like u said they had
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nothing to do with it, so why is it such a big deal to hold our leaders accountable, when
they had knowlegde prior to the acts, we should hold bush and his criminals to a higher
standard then some men in a cave, who were trained by cia operatives Ambushofblacks 4
months ago BoomBoom2055 4 months ago @Ambushofblacks Been through that with
you already, little sockpuppet. If you can't understand or won't accept the truth the first
time. I'm NOT going to hold your hand and walk you through it again. BoomBoom2055 4
months ago Ambushofblacks 4 months ago @BoomBoom2055 sockpuppet, dude i would
love if what u stated before was correct, then maybe i could move on to issues like, how
they put aids in the vaccine of africans and blamed it on fucking monkeys, or maybe ill
look at the vietnam war and how we kill 58k people just hold have a certain power,
maybe ill get into y jfk, martin lurther king, malcom x were eliminated because they
werent afraid to speak the truth, maybe ur right i am the sockpuppet, atleast i question
the logic Ambushofblacks 4 months ago BoomBoom2055 4 months ago
@Ambushofblacks No, you're NOT questioning it logically. I know I'm right about you
being a sockpuppet. Go home to your master, little sockpuppet. BoomBoom2055 4
months ago itsachatmod 4 months ago osama owns itsachatmod 4 months ago
Tommygoes2uni 4 months ago The comment at 22:13 is perhaps the most sane thing I
have ever heard Tommygoes2uni 4 months ago Perixx73 4 months ago Special forces blew
up the towers to justify all wars "IN THE NAME OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY"
Perixx73 4 months ago BoomBoom2055 4 months ago @Perixx73 No they didn't. The
towers weren't blown up. BoomBoom2055 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago
@Perixx73 Not possible. The impact point where the planes hit, the elevator shafts and
stairwells were all destroyed, so no way anyone could get up there to meticulously plant
explosives to cause the buildings to fall. And the Towers were designed to maximize
office space, so the majority of the Towers' strength was on the OUTSIDE WEBBING,
not the center support columns. TyVulpine 4 months ago parentaladvisory121 4 months
ago @TyVulpine They could'e planted them before the planes hit. parentaladvisory121 4
months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @parentaladvisory121 Uh, no, because they would
have been destroyed in the impact blast. And the buildings would have instantly
collapsed, instead of standing as long as they did. TyVulpine 4 months ago foxehownd 4
months ago @TyVulpine Yiff In Hell Furfag Filth foxehownd 4 months ago TyVulpine 4
months ago @foxehownd Grow up. TyVulpine 4 months ago foxehownd 4 months ago
@TyVulpine That's a negative. foxehownd 4 months ago naggedd 4 months ago i never
thought that in 2010 we'd still be fighting in this war naggedd 4 months ago
Badmaximum7 4 months ago I lafed so hard when i did see the first plane crashing in to
the first tower and even harder the second one. Why not nuke the shit instead? Thats my
question to the heroes. You deserve it you fat americans! Badmaximum7 4 months ago
SeanScott93 4 months ago @Badmaximum7, No-one wants to know about your sick wee
twisted mind thanks :-) Jog on you fat mess. SeanScott93 4 months ago TheDareBlog 4
months ago @Badmaximum7 lolol wow your a looser. get a life lard, and i honestly dont
know what race you are but either way you sound pretty stupid. you guys always fail at
trying to attack is. hahahahahahahha GET A LIFE LOOOOOOOOOOOOOOSER.
hehehe TheDareBlog 4 months ago SourDeezel718 4 months ago @Badmaximum7
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America shouldve bombed your country that day so your disgusting parents can die
while molesting your gay little brother. SourDeezel718 4 months ago txff2002 4 months
ago @Badmaximum7 i hope you and osama spend eternity in a jet fueled fire in hell.
txff2002 4 months ago hoobadoobler 4 months ago @Badmaximum7 i hope when
America "nukes" your country, youre the 1st to go hoobadoobler 4 months ago
drunkenn1nja 4 months ago My dad was there in manhattan when it happend good thing
he was far from it.R.I.P for all those who died in this tragic event. drunkenn1nja 4 months
ago funny197 4 months ago At 19:47 is someone saying SNAP!!! Who just said snap to
the dead Americans??? And the tourists??? funny197 4 months ago 1EDGE96 4 months
ago wow this kids are mature tht was really rare footage thank you for giving me the
understanding of this gone but never forgotten 9/11/01 1EDGE96 4 months ago
StopTheCorruption1 4 months ago Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura - 9/11 Part 1
Watch it! Please give thumbs up so everyone can see this post... StopTheCorruption1 4
months ago theconcorden 4 months ago Thanks Bob and Bri... this is a great quality
video. I can imagine the horror you experienced that tragic morning... wow. It's been
almost 9 years now and it feels just like yesterday! theconcorden 4 months ago upalakit 4
months ago 'It was made by the American special services. The building fell with speed of
free falling. There have found piles which have been cut off. And in the Pentagon in
general the plane did not fall. They should earn, and you the stupid American people
were moved as morons. upalakit 4 months ago cayc1 4 months ago It is so sad that
people arent educated enough to realize how old this organization is Watch old world
secrets the omega project coded and wake up now before it is too late. cayc1 4 months
ago faisal99911 4 months ago Oh hell yeah thats what im talkin about booooooom
another boooooooom you got knocked the fuck out WTC real bad LOOL Holla at my
homie Bin Laden faisal99911 4 months ago Isudor 4 months ago @faisal99911 i fucked
youre mom, she told you have 8 dads Isudor 4 months ago faisal99911 4 months ago
@Isudor @Isudor Dont just talk shit keep it real son tell the truth like this here Your
mom dont cover her face or her body.True Your mom can drive thats some funny
shit.True Its very normal if you introduce friends to your mom and sisters 100%True
Techniquely from eating pork you lose jealousy Tell me that aint true Mothafucka that's
the difference between me and you faisal99911 4 months ago bloyking 4 months ago
@faisal99911 hahahaahahahahha lol bloyking 4 months ago KevinMerck 4 months ago
911 had a lot to do with Iraq and Afghanistan. For those who haven't heard - it has now
been established that WTC 1, 2, & 7 were brought down by controlled demolition. (nanothermite, explosives and incendiaries, available only to the military, were found in WTC
dust) (You guys in the military need to honor your oath) (See A&E911truth) You don't
need to believe in one of the conspiracy theories to support a legitimate investigation. All
you need is a conscience. KevinMerck 4 months ago foxehownd 4 months ago 9/11 was
funny foxehownd 4 months ago mt2oo8 4 months ago @foxehownd Fuck you Dick
mt2oo8 4 months ago elaineybugg 4 months ago thank you. elaineybugg 4 months ago
foxehownd 4 months ago ProtoAlpha29, and I forgot to add that sport is about friendly
competition, NOT kicking asses you illiterate caveman. foxehownd 4 months ago
faisal99911 4 months ago israil done that faisal99911 4 months ago wazb723 4 months
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ago fakeeeee wazb723 4 months ago 487mip 4 months ago September 11 2001 is an
Islamic attack by Al Qaeda. 487mip 4 months ago endlessmountain 4 months ago
@487mip how did they control the BBC airwaves to report Building 7 going down over
20 minutes before it happened? endlessmountain 4 months ago minoucom 4 months ago
usa = osama benladen minoucom 4 months ago osurukof 4 months ago was mach die usa
und israil in filistin das ist gar nischt für euch osurukof 4 months ago TheCartDoctor 4
months ago Isnt religion great? Score one for god! Hurray! After this our religion had the
green light to commit te same bullshit, you just dont get to watch is the difference. If your
religious stop and think to yourself for one second: in a thousand years when mankind
has had a second elightenment do you want to be looked back on as one of the many
douches that fueled all this shit or do you want to be rememberd as one that fueled the
enlightenment? TheCartDoctor 4 months ago ProtoAlpha29 4 months ago @foxehownd
You love bad-mouthing America, yet look at what language you are typing. And by the
way, your Finnish asses got kicked to the curb when you got scraped in the Olympics.
ProtoAlpha29 4 months ago foxehownd 4 months ago @ProtoAlpha29 You hate when
someone is bad-mouthing your country, yet you are bad-mouthing other countries. What
a twonk. And by the way, even Albania is older than you cheap brothel for the
immigrants aka US of A. foxehownd 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @foxehownd
Uh, no. Albania didn't gain it's independence until 1912, over 130 years AFTER the US
did. TyVulpine 4 months ago foxehownd 4 months ago 9/11 was funny foxehownd 4
months ago SourDeezel718 4 months ago @foxehownd you sick son of a bitch , nothing
funny at all about this , you deserve to rot in hell and be raped repeatidly by hitler. i lost
my aunt because of that day . Fuck off SourDeezel718 4 months ago foxehownd 4
months ago @SourDeezel718 9/11 was funny :D foxehownd 4 months ago lerogber 4
months ago @foxehownd idiot how old are you ? lerogber 4 months ago blavatsky3 4
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Government knew
about Corrosion inside Twin Towers and had to Fast-Track their de-commissioning by
2007. NYC council forbid Controlled Demolition and the people who tendered the
corrosion and de-commissioning research have destroyed all their files and had people
sign forms saying they will never talk about this as per Thomas-Scott Gordon 1989
Search Thomas Scott Gordon and corrosion of the Twin Towers keep posting this link vv
vv vv dot 911oz dot c om and search Thomas Scott Gordon blavatsky3 4 months ago
1redpill4u1 4 months ago If you want to see why they pay these shills a starting salary
of $60,000 a year just to post about how stupid the people are who tell you this was an
inside job type into Youtube old world secrets the omega project codes and watch it all
before it is too late. 1redpill4u1 4 months ago Metallicamonster02 4 months ago
@foxehownd stfu alredy!!!!! The marines will kick ur terrorist ass Metallicamonster02 4
months ago Metallicamonster02 4 months ago @Lawlolaw ur right! Metallicamonster02
4 months ago lawlolawl101 4 months ago @foxehownd fuck off you fucking bitch. The
world would be better off without you. Mother fucking sand nigger go fuck yourself
lawlolawl101 4 months ago lawlolawl101 4 months ago @foxehownd shut the fuck up
you mother fucking sand nigger your an ignorant piece of shit fuck off you fucking dumb
shit lawlolawl101 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago in my opinion the bomb
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theory is one of the weakest. I am starting to doubt most of these theories even the
military plane one. I read a website yesterday that had probably fifty eye witness reports
of the plane that hit the Pentagon. They sounded like good testimonies from the people
and it also easily debunked some of the common theories out there like the plane's engine
was too small to be flight 77. johntitorlives 4 months ago KarateKidWDMA 4 months
ago again i will ask this question.... if it was a conspiracy i.e. a "controlled demolition"...
then where are the blasts from the "explosives" used? KarateKidWDMA 4 months ago
narutobleach3434 4 months ago wooohooo ! death to america alalalalala!!!
narutobleach3434 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @narutobleach3434 Why??
Sharky2055 4 months ago tsunaxakari 4 months ago @narutobleach3434 Success troll +1
internets tsunaxakari 4 months ago 1997gamer 4 months ago Fucking Terrorists
1997gamer 4 months ago endlessmountain 4 months ago @1997gamer and yet we reelected the terrorist in 2004 whom did these attacks :( Its good to see more people waking
up however to reality. endlessmountain 4 months ago kdog101g 4 months ago
@endlessmountain waking up dude we elected a muslim who has done nuthn but screw
things up n he hasnt been there long cant wait to c wat els he does george bush was a good
president my opinion just like other ppls opinion to say obama is good peace just let
there be peace kdog101g 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @kdog101g Obama has
done far better than Bush ever did. TyVulpine 4 months ago kdog101g 4 months ago
@TyVulpine name mw 3 things he has done kdog101g 4 months ago TyVulpine 4
months ago @endlessmountain Who's reality? Your reality as you want to see it? Or the
reality everyone else lives in? TyVulpine 4 months ago coulddude 4 months ago they hit
us and we brought marines with guns to beat the fucking shit out of them this has made
me want to be a marine to make a diffrence and help the united states of america in this
coulddude 4 months ago WTFaboutWTC7 4 months ago Controlled Demolition Inc.
WTFaboutWTC7 4 months ago WTFaboutWTC7 4 months ago watch?v=YKyxxeIoRkQ
WTFaboutWTC7 4 months ago chiari185 4 months ago This isnt funny 3,497 people
died that day that shouldnt have. It was a sad day for all americans. chiari185 4 months
ago foxehownd 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam yay
GO TERRORISTS! Even your faggot marines, rangers, navy seals, delta force, patriot
missile, NORAD, secret service, f-15s can't do shit to stop this well-orchestrated attack.
They were sucking dicks on that day. foxehownd 4 months ago ProtoAlpha29 4 months
ago @foxehownd Go fuck yourself. You won't be saying that when America bombs all
the fucking Taliban and Al Qaeda cocksuckers out of their caves. ProtoAlpha29 4 months
ago Perixx73 4 months ago it's your government blew up this fucking tower! you stupid
Americans are the most stupid nation on earth! you do not understand and do not see
how you are being deceived! Perixx73 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @Perixx73
No, it's NOT our government. There's nothing to even base a founded opinion on point to
the US govt being the culprit. Stupid is lumping all Americans together as if we all act, do,
think, feel and believe alike. Sharky2055 4 months ago metalbikes3 4 months ago ='[
metalbikes3 4 months ago 5050edik 4 months ago super)))))))))) 5050edik 4 months ago
UQAAAT 4 months ago Excellent work he has to be the annihilation of Christians and
Jews and kill them UQAAAT 4 months ago foxehownd 4 months ago show hide 9.11
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was funny foxehownd 4 months ago Todesgift 4 months ago @foxehownd you know
what's funny too? when i kick you in the ass! Todesgift 4 months ago foxehownd 4
months ago @Todesgift VERY INTIMIDATING foxehownd 4 months ago
DARKYOSHI78 4 months ago @foxehownd wow wt f u dumb bitch 9.11 wassnt funny
perple lost there live asshole maybe u need to get shot in the face DARKYOSHI78 4
months ago foxehownd 4 months ago @DARKYOSHI78 hilarious foxehownd 4 months
ago WhiteChocolut 4 months ago LMAO ! WhiteChocolut 4 months ago msnicee27 4
months ago i can hear Barney's song.. msnicee27 4 months ago volvotobbe 4 months ago
omg ..=( volvotobbe 4 months ago HOMIEZSamTiff 4 months ago oh my goodness! that
must have been terrifying, i was only like 5 years old when this happened, my dad's
closest friend died in this. this is terrible, i would have seriously freaked out if I was
there. REST IN PEACE to those who have died in this terrible situation :'(
HOMIEZSamTiff 4 months ago drherbalst 4 months ago 2 May this never happen again
to any place in the world. We are all human...sisters and brothers on this great planet
Earth. We have a lot more in common then we realize. One love! drherbalst 4 months ago
2 Mickeynr 4 months ago Too much ... RIP all that went... So sorry.. Mickeynr 4 months
ago TheRamses619 4 months ago this chaos......this....destruction all because of idiots
who hate the US. just because we are big beacon of freedom and opportunity they
decided to bomb us........ i want the us troops to find osama and make him pay for wat
hes done. he thinks the US would fall because of this......hes wrong. we will stand strong
no matter wat!! R.I.P THE VICTIMS OF 9/11!!!!!!! ALL 3,000 OF THEM
TheRamses619 4 months ago jellyrun1 4 months ago @TheRamses619 ur u stupid
person....isnt it true ..that ur country 7goverment/army mostly bomb others...far away
from ur home...all the way true the last century?..no u wonder...wow...the world starts
sriking back!!!! get used to it .its just the beginning... jellyrun1 4 months ago TyVulpine 4
months ago @jellyrun1 No. TyVulpine 4 months ago jellyrun1 4 months ago
@TyVulpine yes jellyrun1 4 months ago TheRhodan 4 months ago :-( Bad day
TheRhodan 4 months ago nagafighter95 4 months ago is it possible to get planes to drop
water on the wtc bcuz of its location nagafighter95 4 months ago STHFGDBY 4 months
ago Arab Bastards. STHFGDBY 4 months ago endlessmountain 4 months ago
@STHFGDBY What did the Arabs do? It was the USA government whom attacked their
own buildings. The proof is there when one looks into the situation. endlessmountain 4
months ago STHFGDBY 4 months ago @endlessmountain Rubbish. Complete rubbish.
STHFGDBY 4 months ago STHFGDBY 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @endlessmountain Rubbish. Complete rubbish. STHFGDBY 4
months ago STHFGDBY 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @endlessmountain Rubbish. Complete rubbish. STHFGDBY 4 months ago
TyVulpine 4 months ago @endlessmountain HAHA No. Just...no. NO proof beyond
what the anti-government idiots twist to fit their claims. TyVulpine 4 months ago cayc1
4 months ago It is so sad that people arent educated enough to realize how old this
organization is Watch old world secrets the omega project coded and wake up now before
it is too late. cayc1 4 months ago soldier4670 4 months ago Hang on a minute.... There is
very little smoke in this video.. I can't tell exactly as I don't know the times certain videos
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were filmed but I've seen a news report where the smoke was edited, the iconic scene of
long clouds of dark smoke pouring out, the smoke here is light grey and surrounding the
tower... it also shows the smoke going downwards, not up into the sky... soldier4670 4
months ago cup978 4 months ago why did you edit this video and 911 was not funny!
cup978 4 months ago foxehownd 4 months ago @cup978 YES IT WAS foxehownd 4
months ago foxehownd 4 months ago Hahahahaha 9.11 was funny foxehownd 4 months
ago maryjmj1 4 months ago 3 @foxehownd ur a bitch maryjmj1 4 months ago 3
foxehownd 4 months ago @maryjmj1 9.11 was so funny, I can't help but laugh :'D
foxehownd 4 months ago STHFGDBY 4 months ago @foxehownd Pity you weren't in
the tower when it happened. Idiot. STHFGDBY 4 months ago HOMIEZSamTiff 4
months ago 3 @foxehownd u dumbshet that aint funny, what the hell is wrong with you,
you have to thank the lord that you werent there, this is one of our most terrible
moments in history and you of all people thinks its funny, dumfhuck >(
HOMIEZSamTiff 4 months ago 3 foxehownd 4 months ago @HOMIEZSamTiff Why
are you afraid of saying DUMB SHIT and DUMB FUCK? Don't be a pussy! Come on,
spell it properly! COME ON! Come on you twat! foxehownd 4 months ago Anbidas125
4 months ago @foxehownd I swear to got you motherfucking bitch, the people who died
in 9/11 will haunt you so hard, you'll be shitting your pants forever, and give you a 7year therapy on Dr. Phil. Anbidas125 4 months ago Ludvio 4 months ago 11:45 it was
second plane?it looks like cutted Ludvio 4 months ago foxehownd 4 months ago 9.11 was
funny foxehownd 4 months ago greygal2007 4 months ago @foxehownd you're an idiot
greygal2007 4 months ago greygal2007 4 months ago @foxehownd you're an idiot
greygal2007 4 months ago foxehownd 4 months ago #LOL you hurt my feelings
foxehownd 4 months ago cayc1 4 months ago It is so sad that people arent educated
enough to realize how old this organization is Watch old world secrets the omega project
coded and wake up now before it is too late. cayc1 4 months ago Sourcr3m3 4 months
ago Omg, U see in 07:30 someone jumps from the tower,, :( R.I.P Sourcr3m3 4 months
ago extremelypolite 4 months ago without any doubt in the mind of the wise people, 9\11
was done by the Natzi-Israeli Jewish Mosad. Whom main goal in life is to coz trouble
wherever they go! And in this attack, it put the blame on Muslims via its media channels,
i.e CNN, Headline News, FOX and many other channels. Taking advantage of the
majority's naive nature, who usually don't question anything they broadcast and what are
the goals behind it !!? extremelypolite 4 months ago abdigafarfar 4 months ago i agree
with you issa fuck osama/bush men mest bush jeg hader ham abdigafarfar 4 months ago
issa2200 4 months ago They, (Hated) America because of the Fuker Bush. Therefore.
And Augatron, STFU, they are ppl like u. Did they do somthing to u? Think about it u
stupid idiot. issa2200 4 months ago augatron22 4 months ago ben la den u roooock!!!!
you showed the fucking power to fucking americans wooooo you the man.jsut dount
atack eourop :D. augatron22 4 months ago 54l1N45 4 months ago @augatron22 seriously
fuck youraelf man you europeans are US bitches 54l1N45 4 months ago 1123maxi 4
months ago @54l1N45 hey there are so many good europeans I also love NY Florida
Miami Canada and many more US states 1123maxi 4 months ago H0llaZ1990 4 months
ago @1123maxi Canada isn't a state in the US..? H0llaZ1990 4 months ago 54l1N45 4
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months ago @1123maxi yes and im very sorry if i offended you in any way was really
mad when i seen that comment i will be joining the army soon and im very proud of my
country but there is conspiracy going on that our own government took out or twin
towers as well an played a part po it an its really sad how this country really falling apart
like all this racism war an terror going on so my dearest apologies if offernded you god
bless you 54l1N45 4 months ago Sourcr3m3 4 months ago @augatron22 Omg do you
now how many people who died that day? stupid idiot..U dont decerve to live...This was
a wake up call! For radikal Islam knocking on our gates! Sourcr3m3 4 months ago
NanoThermite911 4 months ago 2 @Sourcr3m3, I'd be more afraid of False Flag
Terrorism than radical Islam... Governments are the real terrorists, and don't say I didn't
warn you. I do not sympathize with murderers however if you've read "Blow Back" then
you understand WHY the terrorists commit these horrible acts in the first place...
NanoThermite911 4 months ago 2 cretinKJ 4 months ago evastating cretinKJ 4 months
ago 7600692 4 months ago that song is getting annoying 7600692 4 months ago Scannor 4
months ago Killuminati want us all dead. All I wanna say is that, they don't really care
about us! FUCK BUSH! Scannor 4 months ago JakeTheRocker1 4 months ago arabics
dislike this video. JakeTheRocker1 4 months ago TeamLibertyExpress 4 months ago
Obviously, big brother controls this site, as they do facebook. Surprising they allow these
videos to stay on here. I guess it will come in handy when they use the IP addresses to
track patriots down for disposal. TeamLibertyExpress 4 months ago johntitorlives 4
months ago There are people in our gov working for our enemies. So they may have read
the Pearl Harbor thing about how this type of attack could go down and they used it to
plan 9-11. Just because Donald Rumsfield or whoever said it doesn't mean he did it.
Somebody else in the gov took that idea, gave it to whoever funded 9--11 and the
terrorists and used it because it sounded like it would work. johntitorlives 4 months ago
johntitorlives 4 months ago found it johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months
ago Can't find the vid where the overweight air traffic controler talks about tracking flight
175 on the screen as it made a uturn then climbed about 10,000 feet per minute. making
me nuts can't find it. i think it was taken off a documentary show on cable. pls link if you
know where it is. johntitorlives 4 months ago 7ireneloves 4 months ago
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa-aaaaaaaaaaa 7ireneloves 4 months ago johntitorlives 4
months ago funkydunky, saw your all-male aerobic videos by clicking on your name.
Now I get your towers comment. God help us. johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives
4 months ago u didnt really say that??????? johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives 4
months ago Would it work if you jumped out of the window with a parachute. Seriously
if I worked on the upper floors I would have one by my side all the time if that would
work. You have to be up high enough for the chute to work property though. Second
thought I wouldn't work in a tall building couldn't concentrate being up that high.
johntitorlives 4 months ago funkydunky4 4 months ago i thought there were two towers?
funkydunky4 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago I was near a small fire once and
the small amount of smoke made me very sick and light headed. Can't imagine having to
breathe all that smoke plus the toxic stuff in it from the building materials. In one video
the reporter said no sane person would hang themselves out the window up a hundred
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(and something) floors. I'm sure it was pure hell. johntitorlives 4 months ago Sir1188 4
months ago 7:35 man jumped out the building ok Idc if the buildings on fire why would
you jump out the building? Sir1188 4 months ago adam2O 4 months ago @Sir1188 have
you ever burned yourself cooking? image that, but 1000 times worse. not to mention that
the smoke was extremely intense to the point you would be choking. the guy didn't plan
to go to work to jump out of the building, so his mind was probably racing, and thought
that would be a fast way to end it. adam2O 4 months ago 300tunes 4 months ago
@Sir1188 Would you rather be burn to death or sufficated by the plume of smoke or
simply falll to your death and die on impact...? 300tunes 4 months ago johntitorlives 4
months ago What is the actual evidence that bombs were planted at the towers. Pls dont
give me a website just say it in your own words. Explosions don't equal bombs.
johntitorlives 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @johntitorlives Plus it's impossible
that both Towers and Building 7 could have explosives meticiously set on EVERY
FLOOR and NOBODY catch on. And then have the evidence "disappear" and nobody
ever find blasting caps, detonation wires, or TNT residue. TyVulpine 4 months ago
DarknessxUnspoken 4 months ago I remember I was 8 when this happened. My mother
was watching the news as this was being reported, my father I think went to the store
and said he saw smoke not far from behind the place (We live in NJ not too far from NY)
and I was a bit curious what was happening. I never thought at the time there was war,
hatred, racism etc. It didn't come to me with what was happening much either at first
even after I asked my mother what was happening.:( DarknessxUnspoken 4 months ago
DarknessxUnspoken 4 months ago Now looking at it really is sad. I don't care who ever
wanted this event to happen and what race/religion they came from. It's sad and sick to
have this happen anywhere.. RIP to all those who died. DarknessxUnspoken 4 months
ago johntitorlives 4 months ago Your views are very 'in your face'. Just take a deep
breath.. johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago Sharky, believe what you
want but I don't understand why it's so important we agree with your views.
johntitorlives 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @johntitorlives I never said it was
important you agree with my views, which are more than views. I proffer facts and
accurate information. If you don't wish to partake of them as such, that's not my
problem. But you should pay attention when someone proffers you truth instead of
fictions & supports it as such. Sharky2055 4 months ago NanoThermite911 4 months
ago @Sharky2055, LIAR! You don't care about facts or accurate information... I've caught
you lying about the same thing dozens of times... Like how you always try to tell people
that there is no evidence of explosions... You're just a deceitful lying shill, admit it!
NanoThermite911 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @NanoThermite911 Just
because you keep plugging in the letters into your keyboard in a vain and very lame effort
to discredit me, does NOT mean you're spewing truth. INdeed, you're not. It's time YOU
admit it. Stop being so bitter because I've debunked you all over You Tube and back. It's
getting very stale, much like your other claims. Now go try to annoy someone else!
Sharky2055 4 months ago micaxbella1 4 months ago this is sadddd ): im doing a paper on
this and ii found this video while i was researching. micaxbella1 4 months ago
endlessmountain 4 months ago @micaxbella1 I would look into "Loose Change" if you are
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doing a paper. It has great information endlessmountain 4 months ago TyVulpine 4
months ago @endlessmountain Funny you don't bother to mention that LC has been
REMADE SEVERAL TIMES, because of debunked claims and copyright infringment
lawsuit threats. TyVulpine 4 months ago sweetheart131211 4 months ago omg I cried
throughout this whole video... GOD BLESS AMERICA sweetheart131211 4 months ago
LUIZ5234 4 months ago CAN.WE ALL QET ALONG LUIZ5234 4 months ago
johntitorlives 4 months ago New Yorkers probably have already heard about this but
maybe not other people. Google "Mosque madness at Ground Zero" Remember it does
not matter that there are peaceful Muslims in the world. It's the radical ones you have to
worry about and their stated goal is to Islamisize America and the world. johntitorlives 4
months ago VO9BuckSMan48 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam You dirty satistic shit eating butt fucking penis grabbing ball licking semen
drinking Nazi loving child touching dickless mindless spineless heartless sheep fondleing
horced faced midget munching crap gathering snot spitting male whore prostuting
ASSHOLE TERRORIST!!!!!!!!!!!! VO9BuckSMan48 4 months ago joshlorenzen1 4
months ago even today i'm scared of what happened that day s: R.I.P joshlorenzen1 4
months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago sharky, we cant say we know the truth about 911. You or us 'truthers' There are probably just a few people who know what really went
down. johntitorlives 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @johntitorlives Yes, WE
CAN because IT IS KNOWN what the truth is. Sharky2055 4 months ago
spielverderber9 4 months ago pleasewatch this video= manipulationspsychologie= 9/11
insidejob watch?v=S4AAii3rVvc spielverderber9 4 months ago BrumStarBoi 4 months
ago 9 years today? nearly decade omg it been so quick! R.I.P BrumStarBoi 4 months ago
wwwtotalitaerde 4 months ago You must be lucky having the right to live in the USA.
My brother Markus Bott was tortured by the german BND, the former GESTAPO
during five and a half years. He was assassinated on july, 11th 2009. Just because of our
homepage linked on my channel. Martin Bott wwwtotalitaerde 4 months ago Sharky2055
4 months ago @totalitaerde I sympathize. But stop spamming that here. These 3000
people didn't die so you could use their coffins as adverts. Sharky2055 4 months ago
samandzach 4 months ago go usa samandzach 4 months ago Muffin631 4 months ago
@samandzach Muffin631 4 months ago ricksvidsinc 4 months ago 2 9/11 was an inside
job!!! ricksvidsinc 4 months ago 2 0785750316 4 months ago hahahah we did a relay nice
job on that one 0785750316 4 months ago chunny101 4 months ago where are the planes
theres supposed to be way more chunny101 4 months ago MediOmran 4 months ago :((
MediOmran 4 months ago 787scorpion 4 months ago FUCKERS FUCK WIF ME AL
KICK THERE ASS 787scorpion 4 months ago MrSnoopyfan121 4 months ago
@787scorpion shut your mouth and stop cursing bitch MrSnoopyfan121 4 months ago
sanandreasboy2000 4 months ago FUCK IRAQ, FUCK ISRAEL sanandreasboy2000 4
months ago edimk25 4 months ago they build them for this reason ppl wake up this
world is has been controld by a group of evil humans! edimk25 4 months ago TyVulpine
4 months ago @edimk25 Zzzzzzzz TyVulpine 4 months ago edimk25 4 months ago i
wanna see an airplane hit a building like this one and go down from d imact com on lets
make it happen edimk25 4 months ago btothac420 4 months ago Why??? So u can cum in
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your pants???? Nobody cares about u... face it.... nobody cares about what u have to
say... haha u think your special? lol your a faggot btothac420 4 months ago
cawcawcawkid 4 months ago @Emzeckrufus The US is over trillions of dollars right now.
After the health care thing they are probably even more in debt. cawcawcawkid 4 months
ago johntitorlives 4 months ago It's scary but I think we print a lot of it and borrow it
from China. johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago I haven't read what
he has to say but Isreal would be nothing without the US. We give them billions each year
and they are becoming a welfare country. 1 in 5 males in Islreal are not working. They
need us. So many theories about 9-11 keep swirling around. I think the truth about it is as
far away from us as ever. johntitorlives 4 months ago EmzekRufus 4 months ago
@johntitorlives Hmm... I wonder how the US is able to give billions away when she is
terribly in debt. US is in debt right? EmzekRufus 4 months ago
BEGOODTOYOURDOG1 4 months ago Did you know Israel/Jews did 9/11. Dr. Alan
Sabrosky, former director of studies at the US Army War College has come out on record
and said this. Search "ISRAEL DID 9/11" on YouTube to listen to Dr. Sabrosky. Dr.
Sabrosky has received the Superior Civilian Service Award after more than five years of
service at the U.S. Army War College as Director of Studies, Strategic Studies Institute,
and holder of the General of the Army Douglas MacArthur Chair of Research.
BEGOODTOYOURDOG1 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago It's hard to show
undeniable proof when the gov isn't going to admit to much. Although some of these guys
might give a deathbed confession later on about what they know. Unless someone can
infiltrate the CIA and get their hands on secret documents all any of us can do is continue
to speculate. Much of what goes on with the CIA and our gov is never told to the public.
We're just kept in the dark. johntitorlives 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago
@johntitorlives Speculation is not hard fact either. Yet the conspiracy theorists love
twisting and skewing known facts and taking things out of context to "prove" their
claims, and then bash anyone that is skeptical of the claims. Conspiracy theorists claims
are full of lies, contradictions and everything but the truth. They usually points to
debunked stuff like Loose Change (yet never admit it's been remade several times)
TyVulpine 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago I just heard some guy got through
JFK airport with many diferent weapons to test the security there. How unbelievably
impotent this country is. The next 9-11 can't be far behind. I wouldn't fly that's all. If I
can't drive to where I want to go then forget it. johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives
4 months ago Sharky why do you put so much trust in our government? Are you linking
trusting the gov to patriotism? Because you can be very patriotic and still quesiton what
the gov tells you. johntitorlives 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @johntitorlives
It's not that we "trust" our government, it's more that the Conspiracy theorists FAIL to
back up their claims with actual and irrefutable proof. They use lies and half-truths and
outright false claims, say "think for yourselves!" and "wake up!" yet can't stand anyone
that doesn't think the same way they do. And they love using fear-mongering tactics to
try to scare people. TyVulpine 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @johntitorlives
Where did you get the idea I put alot of trust into my govt? I'll love my country depsite
what the govt does. I do question my govt, often. THAT is patriotism. I don't just
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automatically do whatever they tell me to do. Just because I knwo the truth about 9/11,
don't assume anything about me. Sharky2055 4 months ago punky9797 4 months ago
stupid george bush its all his fault u should watch the movie punky9797 4 months ago
Codis998 4 months ago I was in New Zealand at the Time when this was happening. It
was late at night and I was watching it live. Even I was scared as hell just watching it,
every second... just shocked in dis belief! Then the buildings came down and smoke rised.
thats when I became frightened, I felt so helpless watching so many die. It made me sick
and emotional, Deepest sympathy to those who were lost. Rest in peace! Codis998 4
months ago montanahartz2008 4 months ago This footage is a amazing...I feel that 9/11
was horrible. But things like this happen it's just a unfortunate part of modern society. I
think we as Americans need to realize that there are people out there who want to kill us
and destroy our country but we need to fight cause everything our ancestors worked and
died for will be in fain. montanahartz2008 4 months ago LCF88BG 4 months ago
@montanahartz2008 Stupid american LCF88BG 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago
@LCF88BG No, stupid is lumping all Americans together like that. Stupid is as stupid
does. You've done stupid very well. Congrats! Sharky2055 4 months ago
SuckMyRawHemroid 4 months ago @montanahartz2008 This guy Is you're future,
Americans. So many just like him. Do yourselves a favour, and embrace birth control.
SuckMyRawHemroid 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago The camps aren't hidden
there are satelite photos of them. But they aren't saying what they're used for and they
don't have to. They could come into your house right now, take you away and your
momma and dadda can complain to the police all they want. They can make you
disappear with no explanation given. They will tell the local media not to cover the story
or bury it. johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago This may surprise
some people, but they shouldn't be surprised really, a lot of the media is bought and paid
for by the politicians and gov. If they really don't want a big story covered then they can
make that happen. There are people who used to work for the CIA / FBI that have said
cover ups happen. I don't understand people who call others conspiracy theorists. It's
like you got your head in the sand to believe our gov is always straight with us.
johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago All but the 9-11 plane
disappearing are proven right now. Men in black are part of the CIA that is not even
hidden. The prison camps are most likely true since they have satelite photos of them but
they are not saying "who" they are for. Maybe for terrorists or maybe for us civilians if
there is an uprising which I believe and many economists believe could happen. Another
9-11 attack, another severe dip in the recession and people will take to the streets like in
other countries. johntitorlives 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @johntitorlives 1.
How can they "hide" prison camps? And nobody find out and leak it to the press? (The
media would have a field day with that sort of thing) 2. Like I said, it's all scare tactics by
conspiracy theorists/anti-government people. TyVulpine 4 months ago crazybasham911
4 months ago @coolmitchg wtf you should never have been born. you are an
inconsiderate bastard. i am not even i the us. any non-retarded person would think of this
as sad... crazybasham911 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago Both said so
definitively it was a military plane. They had one of the best views of anyone which is
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why the video is so popular. I wish they would give an explanation why it was not
shown on the video. Maybe she put the camera down for a second. johntitorlives 4
months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago Sickening sight. johntitorlives 4 months ago
buckman2011 4 months ago The second plane wasn't a military plane, it was a hijacked
737. buckman2011 4 months ago MegaRaynaud 4 months ago it's the mossad. rappelez
vous du uss liberty. MegaRaynaud 4 months ago AbbyShillWhore 4 months ago Damn
those filthy jews AbbyShillWhore 4 months ago BelgiumGo 4 months ago 2
why???????????????????????????-?????????,, BelgiumGo 4 months ago 2 applesweeter 4
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Dear All, I have some
questions about psychology: (1) Why do somebody hate aeroplanes so much that they
want to destroy them? (2) What is the social value represented by aeroplane that
motivate somebody to destroy them with their cost of their life? (3) Why do somebody
want to destroy an beautiful "metal bird"? (4) How do an aeroplane prevent us from
World War III? THANK YOU IN ADVANCE for your creative ideas and brainstorm!!!
:) applesweeter 4 months ago Reptilianmuseum 4 months ago I thought you should be
aware of a rumor or info going around that something is going down in 2010 some say it
could be the next 9/11! Research project lucifer to learn or know more! Google or yahoo
project lucifer before time runs out just like 9/11! Reptilianmuseum 4 months ago
Ambushofblacks 4 months ago crazy smoke controlled demolition would explain why
three steel skyscrapers, two of which were struck by planes and one of which wasnt, all
collapsed in essentially the same way. cmon scene, The massive energy required to
pulverize concrete into microscopic dust suggests the use of explosives, i aint some
conspiracy theorist, i try my best to think logically, us ur head Whether a building falls
by deliberate demolition or catastrophic failure, the collapse will be governed by gravity
Ambushofblacks 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @Ambushofblacks Yet, you've
absolutely no physical evidence of a demoliiton of any kind. No signs of prep, no
thunderous sound of thousands of explosives going off. The flashes weren't seen nor felt.
There were no remnants found. Huge construction beams falling from 80 storys is enough
pulverize some concrete. Sharky2055 4 months ago Ambushofblacks 4 months ago
@Sharky2055 got love the uneducated, will try again in the next decade, maybe youll
open your eyes, ill give u some basic physics lets see if you can even understand it...
1)gravity falls at 9.81m/s, buildings 1 and 2 fell in just under 7 seconds, 2) after the act
about 1 week in firefighters and volunteers were getting extremly ill, y, well nano-thermite
was found, which is extremly poisonous, Ambushofblacks 4 months ago Sharky2055 4
months ago @Ambushofblacks 1) #1 & 2 fell in 17 & 22 seconds 2) No nanothermite was
found. Prep would've been impossible to go unseen/unreported. No remnants of materials
needed to detonate it. 3) NONE of 1st responders said they actually heard explosives at
any time. None of the New York 1st responders believe it was an inside job. 4) Jetfuel
must be in all open space fr it to atomize ("disintegrate"). It was inside the tower.
Sharky2055 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @Ambushofblacks Got love fearmongers. They love to try to make people scared of the "big bad government" with scare
tactics like FEMA prison camps, Men In Black, planes that apparently can "disappear"
in midflight with all 150+ passengers on board AND be replaced by a look-alike, etc.
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TyVulpine 4 months ago Ambushofblacks 4 months ago @Sharky2055 3) if you watch
any of the news coverage, you can here firefighters/police and people saying theirs and
explosion, when a plane hit the building all the jet fuel was disingrated, how does it
continue to explode? 4) Newtons 1st law, the Law of Inertia, says about an object in
motion: Every object in a state of uniform motion tends to remain in that state of motion
unless an external force is applied to it... TELL ME IF YOU NEED MORE EXAMPLES
ILL BE HAPPY TO SHARE Ambushofblacks 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago
@Sharky2055 Plus, they would have had to CAREFULLY SET CHARGES ON EACH
FLOOR AND do it without anyone catching on! TyVulpine 4 months ago Sharky2055 4
months ago @TyVulpine Truthers have absolutely NO clue what all would be entailed
for a controlled demolition to have happened on 9/11. Sharky2055 4 months ago
TyVulpine 4 months ago @Sharky2055 Of course. They're not demolition experts,
they've probably never even seen one live. TyVulpine 4 months ago Sharky2055 4
months ago @TyVulpine That's very true. They don't even want to acknowledge it
wouldn't have happened without security seeing it. Nor would it happened without the
WTC Construction Mangt Dept poking their nose into it, because that's their job.
Considering personnel from both died in it, there's no pointing the finger at them.
Truthers just don't think their own lame theories and claims through. Sharky2055 4
months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @Ambushofblacks How could they plan and set
charges throughout the building (the WTC would take a LOT of explosives!) and demo it
in such a way that all the blasting caps, the detonation wires and the charges themselves
would be "disintergrated" in the "implosion", and why, unlike EVERY OTHER
demoltion EVER DONE, would it start AT THE TOP? And with NO flashes, fires or
bangs? TyVulpine 4 months ago Ambushofblacks 4 months ago @TyVulpine i can even
recall individuals on that day stating, there was an explosion, and all of a sudden a big
explosion, fire fighters were yelling theres a bomb in the building, and if ur so nieve to
believe it, how did building 7 fall in the exact same fashion without a dam thing hitting it,
and the buildings are obviously collapsing from the bottom up, basic physics, if it started
from the top it would take atleast 1min to fall to the ground, the building fell in less then
7 seconds, Ambushofblacks 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @Ambushofblacks If
you think both Towers could collapse and nothing hit Building 7 (which was RIGHT
NEXT to the Towers!), you're a moron. Again, NO PROOF OF A BOMB. TyVulpine 4
months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @Ambushofblacks None of them said they
actually heard a bomb, explosives going off. None of them said bombs, explosives were
responsible for the collapse of WTCs 1,2 or 7.None of them fell in an even fashion. They
created 16 acres of destruction and took out other buildings with them. There's no
evidence evidence at all to support explosives being there. Sharky2055 4 months ago
Ambushofblacks 4 months ago @Sharky2055 i must be crazy news cast and reporters
/watch?v=cEUcnCh7n_E civilians and firefighters /watch?v=8n-nT-luFIw no other
buildings were taking out and buildings 1 and 2 fell under 7 seconds faster then the speed
of gravity, tell me a case in which fire or fuel has every done that before, its so easy to
dismiss the truth, cuz lies easily deceive the blind... Ambushofblacks 4 months ago
BoomBoom2055 4 months ago @Ambushofblacks Wrong. Gravity's 9 seconds. collapses
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were 17 & 22 seconds for #1 & 2. Yes, they did take out other buildings. Along with the
110-floor Twin Towers of the World Trade Center itself, numerous other buildings at the
World Trade Center site were destroyed or badly damaged, including WTC7, WTC6 ,
WTC5, WTC4 , the Marriott (3 WTC), & the World Financial Center complex & St.
Nicholas Greek Orthodox Church. PT 1 BoomBoom2055 4 months ago BoomBoom2055
4 months ago @Ambushofblacks PT 2 The Deutsche Bank Building across Liberty Street
from the World Trade Center complex was later condemned due to the uninhabitable,
toxic conditions inside the office tower, and is undergoing deconstruction. The Borough of
Manhattan Community College's Fiterman Hall at 30 West Broadway was also
condemned due to extensive damage in the attacks, and is slated for deconstruction.
BoomBoom2055 4 months ago Ambushofblacks 4 months ago @BoomBoom2055 im
sorry but that is completly after the fact, not during, none of those buildings collapsed in
a fashion like wtc 7, also what is so toxic? ik people who have been in house fires, and
come back the following week, what makes this fire so much more toxic? and nano
thermite was found, also to ur last response, the leaders of the usa did have knowlegdge
of the attacks, even paved the way for the attacks, they were the leaders at the time, so it
is on their watch, not some afghans Ambushofblacks 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months
ago @Ambushofblacks No proof that the government did. And the "thermite" is
HARDLY proof of anything. You, like all conspiracy theorists, jump to conclusions
when the evidence fails to support your claims. TyVulpine 4 months ago
jaydenonespot1994 4 months ago Thats oo awful 7:36 you can see a person or maybe 2
people jumped out of the building due to intense heat jaydenonespot1994 4 months ago
johntitorlives 4 months ago TyVulpine, if you are talking about the missle attached to the
bottom of the plane theory it wouldn't give off any trail vapor or smoke that way. This
could explain the claim that traces of explosives where found on some of the debris of the
WTC. Although I believe the terrorists were head on the cockpit voice recorders of some
of the planes that they had a bomb on board. Our airport security was even more lax back
then so maybe they were able to carry one on. Who knows. johntitorlives 4 months ago
Sephroth19 4 months ago no offense but this reminds of cloverfeild Sephroth19 4 months
ago seattlechick19 4 months ago @Sephroth19 except this actually happened and wasn't
a cheesy movie. seattlechick19 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago Does anyone
know where to find a picture of fight 175. A good key eye witness said the plane was a
military plane with two engines and he noted the blue logo on the tail. He said the plane
looked grey also. Are there any picturs of the plane parts on the ground. I saw one engine
on the street but don't where which plane it came off of. johntitorlives 4 months ago
TyVulpine 4 months ago @johntitorlives Did anyone SEE smoke trailing behind the
"missile" as it impacted? No. ANY missile will leave a trail of smoke as it goes, and even
on TV, that would be hard to digitally delete, much less HIDE from EYEWITNESSES!
TyVulpine 4 months ago MagicVideoz 4 months ago Who ever are all those people that
voted no for this video si dumb.Its 9/11 a tragic and horrifying day.R.I.P. everyone =(
MagicVideoz 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago Thank God there are still people
that are very angry about 9-11 because most of our country, especially our men, have
been de-balled by the political correctness mobs. We need real men who aren't afraid to
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say this was ISLAMIC terrorists and not 'freedom fighters' or any of that PC garbage. Go
to many of our major universities and you will see ultra-liberal professors brainwashing
the next generation of men so they go around thinking the US deserved this. johntitorlives
4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @johntitorlives The US didn't deserve this. Any
professors trying to spew or infer in any way WE did, should be removed from teaching,
permanantly!! Sharky2055 4 months ago punky9797 4 months ago the firetrucks
sounded really scary for some reason punky9797 4 months ago THEFALLEN093 4
months ago omg no need to be bad or anything but the firetrucks noise really got to me
THEFALLEN093 4 months ago 4943melody 4 months ago that was my 4th birthday D:
4943melody 4 months ago victoriabeckham1 4 months ago george w bush u twat u
fukkkkkkin twat u did it victoriabeckham1 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago
@victoriabeckham1 Idiot yes, did he do this? NO. Sharky2055 4 months ago
THEFALLEN093 4 months ago @victoriabeckham1 he didnt THEFALLEN093 4
months ago endlessmountain 4 months ago @victoriabeckham1 along with Mr. Cheney
and Ms. Rice endlessmountain 4 months ago agargiso 4 months ago you cry like a bitch
just imagine what the people felt inside of the towers if you watch the naudet brothers
documentery you dont here any body crying the way you did i didnt cry maybe
afterwards but no not right there me and my father were there on that day agargiso 4
months ago nofallyaqoo 4 months ago go go go osama do it agine =)) do u thing this video
sad ok then watch news and see how much iraqi children die evreday and thats bcz usa
before i was say 9\11 terrest attack but after war in iraq i say it was good and nice and i
wish osama do it agine =)) nofallyaqoo 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago
@nofallyaqoo Do you realise those women and children are dying every day in Iraq
because of ISLAMIC EXTREMIST TERRORIST / INSURGENTS BOMBING IRAQ
HERE AND THERE?? The US isn't actively bombing just anywhere. Our military is in a
defensive posture in Iraq. There's NO active combat as there was many months ago. The
US aren't terrorists. Sharky2055 4 months ago thatsfornoobs 4 months ago @nofallyaqoo
go to fucking school and learn how to spell, take your fucking ignorance and stick it, along
with a cock, up your fucking ass. thatsfornoobs 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago
@thatsfornoobs Wonderful. Do you kiss your mom with that mouth? TyVulpine 4
months ago thatsfornoobs 4 months ago @TyVulpine My mom died in 9/11...
thatsfornoobs 4 months ago nofallyaqoo 4 months ago @thatsfornoobs bcz u AND ur
country bitch i cant go to school so go you to school for me stupid bcz ur country i left
my counter i went to Syria 2 years and then i come here to canada imgrant before 9 month
so GO FUCK YOURSELF OSAMA DO IT AGAIN =)) nofallyaqoo 4 months ago
thatsfornoobs 4 months ago @nofallyaqoo I live in Canada, and I have all my life. If your
country is advanced enough to have computers, why would you not take online courses?
And just because we go to school, doesn't mean Syria can't. Maybe, they should get off
their lazy fucking asses, and work for some fucking money. Bite me bitch. thatsfornoobs
4 months ago nofallyaqoo 4 months ago @thatsfornoobs just one think to say GO FUCK
YOURSELF now shut up and stop speak about syria bcz syria nice country like canada .
Why do Arabs hate America Why do not hate France or Italy or Russia or Germany or
the Netherlands or Switzerland ..............................-...... . ????????? Why all the hatred for
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America???? Think about it!! nofallyaqoo 4 months ago leftfordead2 4 months ago god
bless leftfordead2 4 months ago Canadianfreak1012 4 months ago At 5:32, you can see
another plane in the air, to the left of the tower. :O Canadianfreak1012 4 months ago
agkreider 4 months ago @Sharky2055 It doesn't matter?!?!? Why was evidence
destroyed? Why are there so many questions? Of course it matters. If you don't think it
matters ask all the families who lost loved ones on 9/11 and ones who continue to lose
loved ones to this day because of the "New Pearl Harbor" agkreider 4 months ago
Sharky2055 4 months ago @agkreider NO, IT DOES NOT MATTER. That New Pearl
Harbor crap has NOTHING TO DO WITH THE ATTACKS OF 9/11. So spare me the
faux sanctimonious truther crap! Evidence was NOT destroyed. There will always be
questions after any crisis. But the question of who did the attacks and questions truthers
hold onto have been answered already, 9 years ago. Sharky2055 4 months ago agkreider 4
months ago @Sharky2055 Its been answered? LOL! Then how come nobody has ever
been formally chargedwith the crimes of 9/11. I do remember Sadaam being put on trial
though. Was he responsible? As far as the evidence goes. You sir have no idea what your
talking about most of if was shipped overseas, sold and or scrapped..and at the pentagon
even our Sec. of DEFENSE was on the lawn picking up debri and helping anyway he
could instead of OH I DONT KNOW DEFENDING THE COUNTRY agkreider 4
months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @agkreider Yes they have been formally charged.
Saddamm wasn't responsible for it. He was put on trial for murdering thousands of his
own people. The evidence was NOT all shipped overseas. Only 500,000lbs were sent.
Some of the steel was made into a US naval ship, the USS New York and still more kept
locked away. There were hundreds of pieces found on the lawn, and alongside on
Highway 395. Sharky2055 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @agkreider Yes they
have been formally charged. Saddamm wasn't responsible for it. He was put on trial for
murdering thousands of his own people. The evidence was NOT all shipped overseas.
Only 500,000lbs were sent. Some of the steel was made into a US naval ship, the USS
New York and still more kept locked away. There were hundreds of pieces found on the
lawn, and alongside on Highway 395. So far you've got nothing right. I'm glad I could help
you. Sharky2055 4 months ago agkreider 4 months ago @Sharky2055 Where are the
engines from the Pentagon, better yet any piece of plane that was bigger than a car door at
Shanksville? How do they collect paper evidence like a passport and other documentation
from the wreckage, but engines, wings, the tail section etc etc were completely
disenagrated on impact? As for the evidence from ground zero...they maybe kept 1% of
it. And if there isnt anything to hide then why cant we have experiments done on the
steel from the buildings? agkreider 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @agkreider
Certainly couldn't have been a missile, no smoke trail from it, plus all the witnesses in the
Pentagon and on Interstate 395. TyVulpine 4 months ago agkreider 4 months ago
@TyVulpine Well if it certainly couldnt have been a missle then there is no way it was a
boeing 767. just look at the evidence with an open mind and think logically. the pentagon
is surrounded by dozens of cameras and the only videos we have seen are 5 frames that
show no plane and something from a gas station that doesnt show you much. if it WAS a
PLANE then why hide it? I mean the plane supposedly disenagrated on impact yet they
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were able to identify a good portion of the people on board? agkreider 4 months ago
TyVulpine 4 months ago @agkreider They found pieces of the 767 all over the Pentagon
grounds. Plus human remains, and were able to do DNA testing to determine. Not sure if
you've ever been on a plane, but every flight has a passenger manifest list if case of a
crash or other tragedy so they can know who was on the flight. TyVulpine 4 months ago
agkreider 4 months ago @TyVulpine They found small pieces...I'm talking about the
engines, wings, tail section, or the fuselage? where the hell did they go? and i know about
the manifest and some key people were missing on those..the "terrorists"
themselves..BUT they were able to identify them within oh idk a few hours or so because
mohammed atta convienently left them all their names and the whole plan along with his
will in his luggage..that would be the first thing i packed if i was going on a suicide
mission agkreider 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @agkreider So somehow the
plane just "vanished" and another took it's place, yet the remains of Flight 77's
passengers were found at the crash site? TyVulpine 4 months ago Natthegreat123456 4
months ago @agkreider Well your not Atta Natthegreat123456 4 months ago hobatu 4
months ago Brought to you by the most sincere believers ever to visit New York city. A
clear window into the very soul of religion. hobatu 4 months ago h4mza 4 months ago i
want to see planes crashing h4mza 4 months ago KevinMerck 4 months ago For those
who haven't heard - it has now been established that WTC 1, 2, & 7 were brought down
by controlled demolition. (nano-thermite, explosives and incendiaries, available only to
the military, were found in WTC dust) (You guys in the military need to honor your
oath) (See A&E911truth) You don't need to believe in one of the conspiracy theories to
support a legitimate investigation. All you need is a conscience. KevinMerck 4 months
ago NSRacerMods 4 months ago is the video cut because the most interesting parts can't
be seen NSRacerMods 4 months ago EdMiles87 4 months ago This video should of been
in full. You are denying people the chance to see an historic event in many years to come.
Just my opinion, but to me an edit to a video as well placed as this is like burning
evidence of JFK shooting. EdMiles87 4 months ago capoccia1976 4 months ago Si tratta
di un video amatoriale ma fatto da casa tua? e'bruttissimo cio'che e'successo, ma è un
bellissimo video, ma avete notato a circa 11:50 minuti?sulla destra c'è un oggetto che
emette luce molto strana, ciao da 'ITALIA capoccia1976 4 months ago blavatsky3 4
months ago youtube GAGE TVNZ Building 7 Gage Utzon Gage WSFM Thomas-Scott
Gordon knew that the Twin Towers were ear-marked for early de-commissioning by as
early as 2007 due to galvanic corrosion (aluminium-steel) , and he knew this as early as
1989. vv vv vv dot 911oz dot c om search Thomas Gordon blavatsky3 4 months ago
AbbyShillWhore 4 months ago Damn those fucking hook nosed kikes AbbyShillWhore 4
months ago nofallyaqoo 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam fuck USA and all american fuck u bcz u america kill millions of iraqi and afghan
people i wish i was there in airplane to kill all american Because of you there are 2 million
were killed and 5 million have left Iraq like myself and there are 3 million orphans due to
all this America i wish i was in airplane to kill much i can fuck fuck fuck USA
nofallyaqoo 4 months ago Prev 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 Next Reply Block User
Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders &
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Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety
mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist
Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to
active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue
Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel
Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001
Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond to this
video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All
Comments (47,032) nofallyaqoo 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam fuck USA and all american fuck u bcz u america kill millions of iraqi and afghan
people i wish i was there in airplane to kill all american Because of you there are 2 million
were killed and 5 million have left Iraq like myself and there are 3 million orphans due to
all this America i wish i was in airplane to kill much i can fuck fuck fuck USA
nofallyaqoo 4 months ago bassmasternick 4 months ago sooo not cool fuck you osama!!
bassmasternick 4 months ago P514sub 4 months ago I don't find this funny at all I'm just
really fascinated by how people act when they're scared or stressed. I've noticed they
often ask pointless ovbious question just to check andake sure it actually happening and
not a dream. P514sub 4 months ago PraiseAllah932 4 months ago show hide 9/11 was
funny PraiseAllah932 4 months ago 487mip 4 months ago 9-11 was an Islamic terrorist
attack. No conspiracy. 487mip 4 months ago RJOHNSON1616 4 months ago @487mip
ur fucken retarded.... RJOHNSON1616 4 months ago 487mip 4 months ago
@RJOHNSON1616 ah another troll account, you are a scumbag. 487mip 4 months ago
NYsentinel 4 months ago When the jews return to zion and a comet rips the sky When
the Holy Roman Empire Rises then you and I must die From the eternal sea he rises
creating armies on either shore Turning man against his brother till man exist no more The Anti-Christ (The Omen) NYsentinel 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @NYsentinel When the jews return to
zion and a comet rips the sky..... >>>>>>>> Return to your fruitcake tin. It's missing
you. Sharky2055 4 months ago 1redpill4u1 4 months ago If you want to see what they
are planning type into Youtube old world secrets the omega project codes. You have to
watch it all too fully understand but after I did it took a while for me to pick my jaw up
off the floor. 1redpill4u1 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @1redpill4u1 If you
don't mind being brainwashed by the conspiracy theorists's claims. TyVulpine 4 months
ago LukzHenrike 4 months ago pode ate ter matado um monte de pessoas inocentes e tdo
+.. mas q foi lindo.. foi!!! LukzHenrike 4 months ago GB123456ful 4 months ago omg
this is so sad GB123456ful 4 months ago drunkenstickfigure 4 months ago 9/11 2003,
never forget drunkenstickfigure 4 months ago lemoyre 4 months ago @drunkenstickfigure
Dumbshit it happened september 11 2001 lemoyre 4 months ago PraiseAllah932 4
months ago 9/11 was funny PraiseAllah932 4 months ago capoccia1976 4 months ago It
is an amateur video but done from your home? e'bruttissimo cio'che e'successo but It is a
great video, but you noticed at about 11:50 minutes? is an object that glows very strange,
hello from ' ITALY capoccia1976 4 months ago dan32749 4 months ago one of the
eyewitnesses said it was like the 4th of july grand finally explosions everywhere then the
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building falls straight down at free fall speed thats only physically possible with bombs
in the building study physics u will find the truth PHYSICALLY POSSIBLE key words
!!!!!!!!' dan32749 4 months ago HERBALBLAZER 4 months ago rip HERBALBLAZER
4 months ago OnThatPowder 4 months ago those towers...so fuckin powerful lookin....i
really enjoyed looking at them. Just the size and strength. Thats what the WTC meant. I
mean, fuck big business.....but the towers were for all NYC, and america, really. They
were a symbol of what we had. ...........yeah, had..............:-| OnThatPowder 4 months ago
bfs7999766 4 months ago I just believe bush should know if this was in inside job if
people here in american planed this bfs7999766 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago
I'd rather be called a truther than a liar. The truth is what will set us free anyway. It will
set us free from this tyranical dictatorship that starts wars for their own profit and will
continue to raise our taxes, squander away all our money and break our spirit so we
become completely helpless. Bush= socialism-lite Obama+ Communist with a capital "C"
and Islamist. Strange combination but true johntitorlives 4 months ago davyislaratoeboen
4 months ago <3....... :( davyislaratoeboen 4 months ago Alberto0M0 4 months ago they
can read your mind, tell you ugly things inside of your head, they even can control your
memories, bring up bad/good memories, can slow you down, make you angry, aggravated,
pissed off, now they ruining my life and turning me into psycopath if you know what i'm
talking about please contat me we are thousand Alberto0M0 4 months ago Alberto0M0 4
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam they can read your
mind, tell you ugly things inside of your head, they even can control your memories,
bring up bad/good memories, can slow you down, make you angry, aggravated, pissed off,
now they ruining my life and turning me into psycopath if you know what i'm talking
about please contat me we are thousand Alberto0M0 4 months ago jetHy12 4 months
ago feel so bad about this, every human doesn't deserve this kind of terrorist attack,
huhuhu its bad that knowing the fact that i can do nothing but to cry and pray for them..
huhu jetHy12 4 months ago CzarDaniel 4 months ago My soul cries out when I this
video I cant help but to cry out to God. Cant stop the tears. Such a tragedy. God save us
from ourselves. CzarDaniel 4 months ago dan32749 4 months ago the military industrial
complex is training here in chicago 4 two years they fly over 2 or 3 deep 9 to 10 times a
day they have alot of money 4 helicopter fuel there training here 4 something chicago
might be on there list im scared shitless im telling everyone i can please help expose this
info fast by learning about the new world order! please help expose this info fast we are
running out of time!! save our children dan32749 4 months ago 3rberv 4 months ago
amazing footage and to all you conspiracy theorists, you need to stop believing
everything you see on the internet. 3rberv 4 months ago skaterdude658 4 months ago
yeah since im only 14 i dont really know from what country those guys with the planes
came from but if i was Bush i would throw a nuclear war against them to show them how
it feels! skaterdude658 4 months ago The911watch 4 months ago Comment removed
SEB94KLV 4 months ago @skaterdude658 So... ur gonna bomb ur own country?
SEB94KLV 4 months ago bfs7999766 4 months ago its still hard to believe bush would
wantall that blood on his hands bfs7999766 4 months ago TheConstruct 4 months ago
@bfs7999766 What makes you think Bush had to be in on it? He didn't have to be in the
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loop for 'certain insiders' of the Admin to be behind it. TheConstruct 4 months ago
johntitorlives 4 months ago animalcrueltyhater1, 2006 is when they posted the video. I
like your name. I love animals,hate terrorists. johntitorlives 4 months ago
animalcrueltyhater1 4 months ago uhm at the end of ur introduction, dont u mean
9/11/2001? animalcrueltyhater1 4 months ago eartina 4 months ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam 911 was a false flag terror attack masterminded by the
Zionist global elite. They are building a New World Order where they have complete
control over everyone and they will own everything. They control the world's media and
own the central banks in almost every country. They use these central banks to create
paper money from nothing and lend it to governments and individuals and charge interest
on the new money they created. Google: Facts not Fairies eartina 4 months ago Airking11
4 months ago SHUTUP!!! Stop your whiny ass crying just cuzz da fucking building fell.
Airking11 4 months ago eartina 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam 11 was a false flag terror attack masterminded by the Zionist global elite.They
are building a New World Order where they have complete control over everyone and
they will own everything. They control the world's media and own the central banks in
almost every country. They use these central banks to create paper money from nothing
and lend it to governments and individuals and charge interest on the new money they
created. Google: Facts not Fairies eartina 4 months ago Shottgun36 4 months ago Just
want to thank who ever posted this video.. It was an intense 30 min... Thanks again... Jim
in So.Calif Shottgun36 4 months ago toncookie337 4 months ago Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha!
Ha! That woman's crying! toncookie337 4 months ago 13Moviemansam 4 months ago
The music is so ironic at 2:52 13Moviemansam 4 months ago Alberto0M0 4 months ago
if you know what MIND CONTROL is please contat me Alberto0M0 4 months ago
edenashes 4 months ago For anyone still convinced that 9-11 was an act of foreign
terrorism, I only ask that you educate yourselves; See the "Zeitgeist Addendum", "loose
change", and "outfoxed" in that order. These three well documented films will shed some
much needed light on the mysteries surrounding that day. the first film will show you
who profits from the event, the second will prove what the profiteers committed, and the
third film will explain why people remain ignorant. All free to watch on youtube.Join
ARM edenashes 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago Sharky, while you keep
bashing Bush don't forget Mr Blow Job in the oval office, Bill Clinton, had Bin Laden in
sight at least three times and he could have been taken out then. I guess BC had other
things on his mind. They are all to blame in my opinion. We are just their chess pieces in
this sick game. johntitorlives 4 months ago DoYouCareAboutTruth 4 months ago
BoomBoom/Sharky is a shill and doesn't care about truth BoomBoom2055: No, that's an
outright lie. I want a new investigation. In the past I wanted 'truthers' to pay for it. But
now, hell, if we could get one, and have it exactly the way 'truthers' want it done, maybe
it would shut all of you up! Sharky doesn't care that the current Final Report defies
physics. All she cares about is shutting up the people asking the questions leading to the
actual new investigation, she claims to support. DoYouCareAboutTruth 4 months ago
DoYouCareAboutTruth 4 months ago How does that make any sense? How can
Sharky/BoomBoom's main motive be truth, when she wants to "just shut up" those who
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are showing scientific reasons why there should be the new investigation in the first
place? If she really cares about the truth, why is it all to shut up those looking for truth?
Boomboom doesn't think that the victims families of 911 deserve to have a Final report
that doesn't defy the laws of physics - And regularly makes fun of those asking the same
questions as them. DoYouCareAboutTruth 4 months ago kanziee 4 months ago
@boocho88 All of the dust came from what the building was made of, it had drywall,
Sheetrock, stone, endless amounts of paper, and most of that wasn't dust, it was desks
and files and paper and whatever else, flying through the air.... kanziee 4 months ago
Boocho88 4 months ago i just dont get it it was a steal and glas building right ? whers all
that dust come frome ? Boocho88 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago Fimaman,
put "PROOF that Flight 175 was NOT a commercial airliner! " in the bar and hear what
retired military people say about the missle theory. johntitorlives 4 months ago Fimaman
4 months ago 9/11 was an inside job, there are too much fact about it. it is physically
impossible, that the WTCs collapsed by a plane crash, that must been a bomb! Fimaman
4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @Fimaman No there isn't "fact", there's
absolutely NO fact beyond what the conspiracy theorists WANT you to believe.
TyVulpine 4 months ago TheGangstapotato 4 months ago wow people are disgusting and
sick. we kill each other and its just horrible. whether it was the government or terorist or
both there are just terrible and sick pople in this world that deserve to not live here.
TheGangstapotato 4 months ago RainbowManification 4 months ago the warning signs
were blinking RED ALERT in the months prior to 9/11, either bush allowed this to
happen or they planned it. RainbowManification 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months
ago I believe through intelligence information Bush knew something big was coming but
he didn't know where or when. So it's possible Rumsfeld or whoever had that information
and made that stupid comment in jest. Bush is stupid that is why he got elected twice to
be a puppet for the one worlders, ie, the billionaires who really run the world including
this country. Obama on the other hand is a dark figure with many secrets. I believe he is
possible of such evil. johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago
The911watch, haven't you ever said anything off the cuff like that. I know the gov has all
kinds of senarios that could be carried out against the US and some of them are similar to
9-11 but do you really think Bush, Rumsfeld, the top guys plan this? I believe there are
spies in our gov who knew and maybe were even in on it. These guys don't really need to
do something like this to start a war with another country. 9-11 could have been
devestating financially. johntitorlives 4 months ago elratonvaquero2010 4 months ago like
cloverfield elratonvaquero2010 4 months ago bfs7999766 4 months ago where were you
at when you filmed this? bfs7999766 4 months ago bfs7999766 4 months ago remember
me had this happen at the end of the movie, sad. bfs7999766 4 months ago agkreider 4
months ago @Sharky2055 LOL they spent about 10 times the amount of money
investigating Clinton's sexual escapades than they did 9/11....I would thank the
justification for almost a decades worth of war is worth a few tax dollars to actually find
out what the hel happened that day and who is responsible agkreider 4 months ago
Sharky2055 4 months ago @agkreider That doesn't matter. They FOUND out what
happened, and who did it. They were even given more time, By Bush to do it.
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Sharky2055 4 months ago The911watch 4 months ago This was an inside job. We have
enough evidence now to proove it. Bush and his administration should be charged and
executed. Anyone who disagrees with me should watch my channel and get informed on
the subject, before entering a debate with me, because I'm tired of repeating the same
things over and over again. Its important people realize that the whole "war on terror"
thing is a sham to invade any country they like. You should protest against that.
The911watch 4 months ago bfs7999766 4 months ago @The911watch inside job? the
plane deffinatly was fault, and even though bush was a trrible president, i really dont
think he did this bfs7999766 4 months ago The911watch 4 months ago @bfs7999766
well believe it or not, the neocons (bush, cheney, wolvowitz rumsfeldt...) did organise it.
Read the PNAC document (or google it) written 1 year before 9-11 by the neocons
stating they needed a "new pearl harbour" in order to invade the middle east. One year
later they got that new pearl harbour. There is so much evidence, and so little space to
write on, so just look at my chanel for more info. But the Bush admn. are defenitly
responsible of this attack. The911watch 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago
@The911watch I call bullshit!!!! TyVulpine 4 months ago Lar0n 4 months ago Actually..
what happens at 11:37~? That's all a big lie... Has anyone seen Bob & Bri on Tv? Do
they even exist? Lar0n 4 months ago A7xafterlifeA7x 4 months ago jeasus gone and done
it again A7xafterlifeA7x 4 months ago hyperseauton 4 months ago The people filming
this are like complete douche bags. hyperseauton 4 months ago soulshot777 4 months ago
um bush new that it was going to happen but the shithead didnt do anything he didnt
warn us or nothing soulshot777 4 months ago Bloodthirst1011 4 months ago
@soulshot777 first of all, the most he could have known was they were planning to, but
they probably got tip-offs people were doing crazy shit all the time, and disreguarded it. I
mean honestly, who expects someone to fucking crash a plane into downtown New
York? Be a patriot, and shut the fuck up. Bloodthirst1011 4 months ago TyVulpine 4
months ago @soulshot777 no proof. TyVulpine 4 months ago nickilsh 4 months ago
@TyVulpine you just wish it never happened ass hole nickilsh 4 months ago TyVulpine
4 months ago @nickilsh Of course I never wished 9/11 happened. I live in Gaithersburg,
Maryland, barely 1/4 mile from NIST which has 2 nuclear reactors, and was very nervous
watching the whole thing (even had 2 F-16s fly overhead of my apartment at supersonic
speed) TyVulpine 4 months ago nickilsh 4 months ago @TyVulpine nevermind sorry
nickilsh 4 months ago moechezzy 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam It's funny when u Americans complain and cry and be all mad just
because a couple of hundreds died in one day. Go see what the fuckin soldiers are doin go
see how many people die in Iraq each day and in plaestine, we're real men u guys are
nothin but pussies, u don't see us complaining but u guys have been complainin and haitin
on us 4 yrs just 4 one stupid thing, moechezzy 4 months ago 1004722 4 months ago Call
me ignorant but thank god we unleashed some wrath on those fuckers. 1004722 4 months
ago MrRamdon 4 months ago That was the saddest day my whole life has experienced in
history MrRamdon 4 months ago sergiohi1001 4 months ago america needs one more
sergiohi1001 4 months ago zoid561 4 months ago i think eatmyshityumyum is a terrorist
as well zoid561 4 months ago JDaKingman 4 months ago 2 9/11 was planned so they'd
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have an excuse to attack the middle-east. They used this day to scare us and give away
our freedoms,and to attack another country. You ever heard of the Patriot Act? it's a
piece of shit. Have you even heard about those innocent civillians that continue to die
over there? The civillian death rate over there is rising. The REAL terrorists are the U.S.
govt,Israel,and their lap dog the UK. Fuck the "Elite" JDaKingman 4 months ago 2
TyVulpine 4 months ago @JDaKingman Yeah, sure it was chuckle. TyVulpine 4 months
ago darkmaster943 4 months ago Cant see the north tower and the south tower came
down first darkmaster943 4 months ago metalMania2413261 4 months ago damn
whoever did it idk but they caused the U.S alot of misery and grief i hope they feel good
about it metalMania2413261 4 months ago EatMyShitYumYum 4 months ago hahaha
this video is funny!!!!! LOL EatMyShitYumYum 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months
ago agkreider, why don't you invite Bin Laden over for dinner then since you think he's so
innocent. Bin Laden has been on the run ever since 9-11 and his camel faced cohorts
continue to put out videos saying more attacks are coming. Amazing you would hate this
country so much you would actually side with such terrorist scum. You are just the kind
of leech who would point out Jews as they were hiding from the Nazis. You should have
your citizenship ripped from you and made to live in Crapistan. johntitorlives 4 months
ago Motive11331 4 months ago @johntitorlives If our country actually wanted to punish
Bin Laden for these attacks, President Bush would have given the go ahead to kill him on
the several occasions he was cornered. Instead, the government beat around the bush or
ordered the military not to act. We should have utilized the most advanced defense
network to prevent the planes from reaching their destinations, assuming the government
didn't have a hand in it. Motive11331 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago
@Motive11331 The US has an anti-assasination law. Meaining we can't just go and kill
foreigners without cause. Plus it would violate international law. TyVulpine 4 months ago
NuovoPiero 4 months ago This horrific video was difficult to watch but it is a unique and
excellent historical record of what happened that day. Thank you for posting it.
NuovoPiero 4 months ago R32SKYLINEBWD 4 months ago it was Glen Quagmire
R32SKYLINEBWD 4 months ago danne249 4 months ago lol "they need to get planes to
drop water one it" :P 03:25 XD danne249 4 months ago coolmitchg 4 months ago 911
Was a lie! It never happend! Those towers where never there!!! coolmitchg 4 months ago
DaygoJer 4 months ago I was in 6th grade when this happend.. I'm here in San Diego,
California.. My teacher was from New York City.. She was crying =\ I'll never forget this
day, I don't think anybody will. DaygoJer 4 months ago kazza1387 4 months ago I have
never forgotton this day and probably never will I know when I woke up in Australia to
the news about this event I could hardly belive it. kazza1387 4 months ago
Simplypenfriend 4 months ago I sympathize with you, dear friends. In this day, i
celebrated my birthday((. Simplypenfriend 4 months ago locsaretheshit 4 months ago I
thought it was remote controlled government planes used to crash into the buildings to
blame on terrorists in Iraq and Afghanistan so that the Americans could get their oil? O.O
locsaretheshit 4 months ago AbbyShillWhore 4 months ago The filthy jews were involved
AbbyShillWhore 4 months ago shlomi546 4 months ago @AbbyShillWhore how the hell
can you say this!!!! Anti-Semitic! yea lets juts blame the jews, we dont know they did it
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but we dont have somone else to blame so...... yea lets blame the jews for this.... you are
horible person shlomi546 4 months ago coolmitchg 4 months ago @AbbyShillWhore Sure
where coolmitchg 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @AbbyShillWhore Back to be
a trolling spewing hatespeech again, ay? You should be careful about what you post here.
If it's hatespeech I won't hestitate to report your pathetic slimebag ignorant butt.
Sharky2055 4 months ago tatomuck18 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam AMERICA IS GAY!!!!...RoSIE o DONNEL HAS A
PENIS!!!...THE POPE IS A PEDOPHILLE!!!...THE POPE FUCKS DOGS...LOL THE
POPE HAS WRINKLES ON HIS BALLS....FKING BLACK CUNT OBAMA IS A
RETARD!!!...CHANGE IS WHT WE NEED MY ASS.. tatomuck18 4 months ago
TheDrunkenTrooper 4 months ago I don't want to insult with this comment but get real
americans you can't go around like the school bully of the world robbing wealth from
other countrys overthrowing governments from around the world becouse they don't suit
ur interests. and not expect any resistance you have murderd far more than any other
country TheDrunkenTrooper 4 months ago TripleHTheBest78 4 months ago OMFG
TripleHTheBest78 4 months ago planes3333 4 months ago so sad I feel bad for families
too planes3333 4 months ago A7xafterlifeA7x 4 months ago damn jews A7xafterlifeA7x 4
months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @A7xafterlifeA7x Why? They didn't do this.
Sharky2055 4 months ago A7xafterlifeA7x 4 months ago @Sharky2055 Idk, haha Just
south park, cartmen blamed it on the jews A7xafterlifeA7x 4 months ago Sharky2055 4
months ago @A7xafterlifeA7x Cartman's an idiot! :) Some people take that theory very
seriously, as idiotic as it is. It was started on 9/11, by people that hate Jews and Israelis,
without any evidence. Even still with nothign to support it in the way of evidence people
still blindly believe it. Sharky2055 4 months ago agkreider 4 months ago @Sharky2055
kinda like they blamed it on bin laden without any evidence? agkreider 4 months ago
Sharky2055 4 months ago @agkreider No. Sharky2055 4 months ago agkreider 4 months
ago @Sharky2055 Then why hasn't he formally been charged yet? It was only a matter of
minutes after the second plane hit that news anchors were spitting out Bin Laden's name
left and right. agkreider 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @agkreider OBL is NOT the whole of al-Qaeda. He's NOT
the one that brought it all together. Al-Qaeda's taken responsibility for it. Murderers go
free because there's not enough evidence to bind them over for trial. That's a sad fact.
There's plenty of evidence that other members of al-Qaeda partcipated, planned and
executed their terrorist attacks against us. Sharky2055 4 months ago Sharky2055 4
months ago @agkreider Since they'd been plotting, and attacking us in various countries &
on US soil since 1992, it was NOT hard to guess, who flew the planes into those
buildings. It didn't take a brain surgeon to figure out who did it. Sharky2055 4 months ago
davidbauman16 4 months ago Bob and Bri, thank you guys for not posting some tribute
with terrible music that distracts from what happens. There are no soundtracks to
tragedy, even if we attribute them, and I think seeing it as honestly as possible makes it
more real. davidbauman16 4 months ago LazerSharkStudios 4 months ago Heh I was 8
when this actually happened, didn't really see anything like this until now.
LazerSharkStudios 4 months ago sunshineatmidnight93 4 months ago
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@LazerSharkStudios I was 8 too. sunshineatmidnight93 4 months ago Sharky2055 4
months ago @sunshineatmidnight93 That must have been scary to you. At that age, you
know something's wrong, but really can't grasp the whole of of it. One of my nephews
had nightmares about planes crashing into his house that night and for a week after. It was
hard to explain to the little guy, it wasn't going to happen to him or his family and
friends. Sharky2055 4 months ago frankiez0226 4 months ago its very sad hearing all
those sirens frankiez0226 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago vaginaRules, Oh ok.
Coming from someone named vagina that doesn't really mean much. When I think about
all the firemen who rushed up that building to save people they didn't even know and
compare them to you who just mocks this site with your brainless and twisted
comments, it is so unfair that they are gone and you are still here polluting the world with
your presence. johntitorlives 4 months ago 2010vidkid 4 months ago Comment removed
loron91423 4 months ago God Bless loron91423 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months
ago NickPwnsUTube " although it may not be in the spirit of the occasion". You
pompous ass. This was no occasion. It was not a party you fool. People were dying the
most horrible deaths imaginable up there. Get a fucking clue or don't post anything.
johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago personperson666, you are also a
waste of space. Do the world a favor and go jump off a building. johntitorlives 4 months
ago KevinMerck 4 months ago About 1200 architects and engineers aren't wrong and
neither are hundreds of scientists, scholars, military intelligence officers, firefighters,
retired military personnel and veterans of every rank and service, legal and media
professionals and last but not least, many of the family members of the victims are not
wrong. There needs to be a legitimate investigation - the law requires it. The 911
Commission admitted there was no real investigation and that they were "set up to fail"
KevinMerck 4 months ago Nigges89 4 months ago God bless the people who died on
9/11. It was my dad´s birthday and for us, one of the most terrible days in our lifes. God
save America!!! Nigges89 4 months ago personperson666 4 months ago 137,000 die daily
2,823 people died in this attack should we still be worrying about this? personperson666
4 months ago xheathermichelle 4 months ago @personperson666 yes because these
people died for absolutely no reason. not to say out of the 137,000 people who die daily
a fraction don't die for no reason also, but still this is one of the worst attacks in our
nation's history. Unless you'd like for something like it to happen again, then YES we
should still worry about it. And if you're not concerned with it why did you comment, or
even come to this video? xheathermichelle 4 months ago 99bankai99 4 months ago im not
being disrespectful but around 19 mins every one looks dead and covered in ashes what
happened to them all? i dont remember 9/11 cus i was very young then. 99bankai99 4
months ago loron91423 4 months ago God Bless loron91423 4 months ago
NickPwnsUTube 4 months ago although it may not be in the spirit of the occasion, but
your apartment is in a very nice location. NickPwnsUTube 4 months ago johntitorlives 4
months ago vaginaRulz, I wish your mother would have believed in abortion. You're a
waste of space. Now go dusche yourself. johntitorlives 4 months ago VaginaRulz 4
months ago @johntitorlives UR NAME HAS TIT IN IT LOL VaginaRulz 4 months ago
1KngOfTheKings1 4 months ago horrible! lots of people die.. its very horrible.
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1KngOfTheKings1 4 months ago VaginaRulz 4 months ago FART JOKE AT :37
VaginaRulz 4 months ago Glass4water 4 months ago sad day. :(((( Glass4water 4 months
ago ITSHIM10 4 months ago lol people actually think it was the packies who did this
well guess what bush made the choiche so they can attack irak. ITSHIM10 4 months ago
cayc1 4 months ago If you want to see who was behind this, why they did it, and what
they are planning, type into Youtube old world secrets the omega project codes this
movie will blow your mind. cayc1 4 months ago scrappaddy 4 months ago What is it
with the sick remarks, people died. It does not matter what creed or colour they were,
they were human beings. scrappaddy 4 months ago DeBuff3D 4 months ago The
government didnt plan this. as a English person we are the same Britain and America we
stand together forever no matter what. we arnt going to let some towel heads take us
down DeBuff3D 4 months ago NSRacerMods 4 months ago i don't wanna offend people
but if america is so great, why don't they build the towers again NSRacerMods 4 months
ago Modernceaser 4 months ago @NSRacerMods ummm maybe becuase its better if we
make a memorial for the ones that died Modernceaser 4 months ago NSRacerMods 4
months ago @Modernceaser yeah but it would be cool to see these towers...one of my
biggest wish was to see them but never managed to do that :( NSRacerMods 4 months
ago brinbrin121 4 months ago Can't we just have peace.. Humans are fighting with
humans. does that not sound wrong to anyone else, osama i hope amerca finds you and
makes you pay for what you did! brinbrin121 4 months ago HalloFusilli 4 months ago
The US had it coming. Fucking imperialists. HalloFusilli 4 months ago l0seit 4 months
ago @HalloFusilli americans arnt imperialists u fucking retard do you even know what
that means? u disrespectful twat l0seit 4 months ago HalloFusilli 4 months ago @l0seit
You obviously know very little about US involvement in other nations. I take it your
some naive american, do some research and stop being so pathetically naive. HalloFusilli
4 months ago WollieMannoth 4 months ago what street was this filmed from? Its hard to
work out WollieMannoth 4 months ago Mopelt 4 months ago its insane Mopelt 4
months ago mjp102 4 months ago Evil Barney music playing in the background!! mjp102
4 months ago pastabrain05 4 months ago fucking goat fuckers pastabrain05 4 months ago
mandarin102 4 months ago COOL!!! ALLAH AKBAR mandarin102 4 months ago
johntitorlives 4 months ago Islam is an oppressive and dangerous religion. Start
demanding pollitical officials put a stop to immigrants coming into this country from
these Islamic countries. We already have too many here and they are breeding very
quickly. There is probably going to be a mosque built on ground zero where the towers
were. WHAT WILL IT TAKE FOR AMERICANS TO GET OFF THEIR ASSES AND
DEFEND THIS COUNTRY. There must be drastic changes in our immigration policies
soon or it will be too late. johntitorlives 4 months ago Am3r1cab0y 4 months ago
@johntitorlives americunts are to fat and stupid to do anything that's why they haven't
found there Daddy Osama bin laden and they will never will go osama! Am3r1cab0y 4
months ago ticoon23 4 months ago @johntitorlives Hi glenn beck :) ticoon23 4 months
ago OMFGsoBOARD 4 months ago What did one World Trade Center tower say to the
other? I cant stand around with you all day I got a plane to catch. OMFGsoBOARD 4
months ago seantotheb 4 months ago i fuckin hate iraq people seantotheb 4 months ago
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AngleLink 4 months ago this happened after my cousins birthday a day after thank you
for sharing this with us AngleLink 4 months ago cayc1 4 months ago If you want to see
who was behind this, why they did it, and what they are planning, type into Youtube old
world secrets the omega project codes this movie will blow your mind. cayc1 4 months
ago THExNBAx 4 months ago can someone tell me at what time u see people jumping
off?? THExNBAx 4 months ago TjGilmourbcx7 4 months ago I was at ground zero last
week.. Too bad those towers arent still there :/ TjGilmourbcx7 4 months ago
datpimpinboy 4 months ago I wasn't born in America. Back in Colombia, whenever this
happened, all TVs were on and people were crying overthere, even though we weren't
Americans. I'm not a very sensitive person, but I gotta admit this really hits my nerves. I
hope all of those who died are resting in peace today and those who are responsible for
this pay with their lives one day too. datpimpinboy 4 months ago rho070170527 4
months ago i'm sad even if i live in canada rho070170527 4 months ago CaliforniaKing64
4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam If you have any heart
at all you will protest,ban,or never watch MOMENT OF TRUTH:THE ANDY
MEYER STORY!!! My friend Andy Meyers killed himself in the documentary film. He
was a troubled man but he had a big heart. Please spread the word! R.I.P. Andrew
"ANDY" Meyers! Forever in our hearts you are not forgotten! CaliforniaKing64 4
months ago chicagolandfan 4 months ago oh my god you can see people falling.
chicagolandfan 4 months ago laurennn764 4 months ago Woooow some of u have some
serious shit u need to work out. I'm American, and if this happened to any other country
I wouldn't b saying shit like "HAHAHA look at them they deserved it!!!! YEAHHH
terrorists!" u ppl are big fuckers, alright? So go die. Some people find this scary because it
is scary! I'm 12 and I'm mature then alot of u on here so stfu and go away if ur gunna hate
on the Americans. laurennn764 4 months ago animesk8er96 4 months ago the US Gov.
planned this im not qonna explain it aqain animesk8er96 4 months ago Yadiefy 4 months
ago I'm just shocked. How can someone do something like that? It's so terrible. :( Yadiefy
4 months ago GodTowardSociety 4 months ago :O im so like in shock, geez all of those
people gone its not far, frig the terrorists they can all burn in those terrorists who did
that. :@ GodTowardSociety 4 months ago Colafreakz 4 months ago
@GodTowardSociety Yeah, they should totally burn bush. Colafreakz 4 months ago
GodTowardSociety 4 months ago @Colafreakz 100% true they should he knew about it
and did nothing like when katrina hit in new orleans and he ignored them for months, he
was a badddddd president GodTowardSociety 4 months ago YOUx3Lynn 4 months ago
waiit around 7:30 doesnt someone jump out , she didnt notice?? YOUx3Lynn 4 months
ago hotep89 4 months ago pause at 7:56 and see the flashes on the different floors
hotep89 4 months ago Sirriiih 4 months ago bush have do this shit Sirriiih 4 months ago
spielverderber9 4 months ago missile hit the wtc towers and pentagon. All wtc towers
(wtc1,2 and 7) ist demolition with bombs spielverderber9 4 months ago corvettez0910 4
months ago the music makes it kinda eerie corvettez0910 4 months ago The911watch 4
months ago This was an inside job, done by the US gvt in order to attack the middle east.
Start rioting. The911watch 4 months ago leilad91 4 months ago Je pense que ça a du être
stressant et terrifiant de voir ça. J'avais 10 ans quand cela c'est produit et en france on
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était en début d'après midi, je me souviens que mon maitre de CM2 nous avait dit "hey
c'est incroyable les tours du World Trade Center se sont effondrées y'a pas longtemps"
J'étais petite et ça m'avais horrifiée !! leilad91 4 months ago NYsentinel 4 months ago
When the jews return to zion and a coments rips the sky When the Holy Roman Empire
Rises then you and I must die From the eternal sea he rises creating armies on either shore
Turning man against his brother till man exist no more -The Anti-Christ (The Omen)
NYsentinel 4 months ago aruss717 4 months ago This was about 8 or 9 years ago, but I
give credit to the woman who filmed this, I would be absolutely terrified. I was in grade 4
so I didn't really understand it. But now I have finished school and understand it
completely. My heart and prays go out to the people who died that day and to their
families. May they Rest In Peace. aruss717 4 months ago Arnetrumpet915 4 months ago
@ifuckzebras fuck you Just go doing what your name is Arnetrumpet915 4 months ago
spielverderber9 4 months ago 9/11 insidejob, missile hit the wtc towers, no plane. missile
hit the pentagon to. the towers is demolition with bombs. the afghanistan war is also
illegal. spielverderber9 4 months ago CopperFusion 4 months ago @spielverderber9 You
speak the truth CopperFusion 4 months ago spielverderber9 4 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @CopperFusion hallo,Keep spreading the truth.
wtc is demolition with boms. spielverderber9 4 months ago bruce8911 4 months ago it
was a planned attack man! there were no people on the plane it was a milatary planee if
you look at a slow mo of the video you see before the plane even hits the building a
missle comes out and 2 weeks prior to this attack there were "technicians" doing a
routiene check up in the boiler romms which they were planting bombs which you see
explode simotanisly throughout it man. just think about it bruce8911 4 months ago
cocaB7ksa 4 months ago its not a terrorists job wake up people !!!!!!! its from the US
goverment .. and president bush there is no way that the world trade center will cullapce
with 2 airplanes ... there were explosives were made in the first floor .. and in the
basement . ITS THE NEW WORLD ORDER ! cocaB7ksa 4 months ago gracewang2010
4 months ago hey bhagwan...RIP victimes..:(:( gracewang2010 4 months ago
KRIMINALKurtis 4 months ago This video is super sad. I bleed for all of the lost lives
on 911. And for all of thoes fag suicide bombing arabian iraq worthless douchbags they
can all burn in hell for what they did to us americans and they have no idea how strong
we are and what they have started KRIMINALKurtis 4 months ago nycsentinel 4
months ago When the jews return to zion and a coments rips the sky The Holy Roman
Empire Rises then you and I must die From the eternal sea he rises creating armies either
shore Turning man against his brother till man exist no more -The Anti-Christ (The
Omen) nycsentinel 4 months ago olicool16 4 months ago I agree with 1313dufferin but i
dont understand how terorist can be so stupid... How someone can want to kill people
and destroy a beautyful building olicool16 4 months ago 1313dufferin 4 months ago 2
NWO is what is going on. With the technology we have now we would have notice those
planes diverting its course and immediatly taken down. The only terrorist Is the US
goverment muslims really aint this smart to do this, please people wake up 1313dufferin
4 months ago 2 x0x0x3 4 months ago @1313dufferin yeah but what would happen to the
economy then if people found out the president gives orders to shoot its own plane
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down. no one would want to go on a plane again. thats why it wasnt the U.S.
government. x0x0x3 4 months ago happyseralstudent012 4 months ago 2 The dust is
hazerdous and we are only now realizing the health effects of this toxin.
happyseralstudent012 4 months ago 2 masterkirby999 4 months ago ...no words
masterkirby999 4 months ago bpdx155 4 months ago Guys these was an awful day but I
mean bomb afganstin isn't gonna help because that's gonna kill millions of people there
which is bad and I mean we should hate that country but not all people there are bad but
yes people who are actually joking about this in YouTube are being stupid God would
not be proud of you bpdx155 4 months ago MrSnoopyfan121 4 months ago to sad
MrSnoopyfan121 4 months ago MrSnoopyfan121 4 months ago 18 the world trade
center is stil standing in our hearts and they cant be desroyed. UNITED WE FELL,
UNITED WE SHALL STAND!!!!!! MrSnoopyfan121 4 months ago 18 coolmitchg 4
months ago @MrSnoopyfan121 Wow there really not, there gone. And those people
who tried sky diving, They fail so much. Go die americans! coolmitchg 4 months ago
xliver4 4 months ago @coolmitchg go fuck yourself xliver4 4 months ago
thewachamacallitshow 4 months ago 4 @coolmitchg You know 2,823 exact people died
on the World Trade Center and many more on Flight 93 and the Pentagon, I would rather
fight for our country than listen to you fag about you saying to our country to die
americans! So shut ur fucking mouth!!!!!!!! What if you were in the USA and you were
there and you died!!!!!!! FUCK YOU! thewachamacallitshow 4 months ago 4
AbbyShillWhore 4 months ago @thewachamacallitshow pity a lot more of you arrogant
fat bastards didn't die. Scum of the earth AbbyShillWhore 4 months ago TheAeroflotbitch
4 months ago @coolmitchg .....ROFL LMAO !!!! TheAeroflotbitch 4 months ago
coolmitchg 4 months ago @TheAeroflotbitch :) coolmitchg 4 months ago
crazybasham911 4 months ago @coolmitchg you fail at being a human. go to hell
crazybasham911 4 months ago coolmitchg 4 months ago @crazybasham911 na becuase
any human knows that Usa sucks so much. The rest of the world are happy that you
poor lil americans are hurt. Go Die you redneck. And and DEATH TO JEWS. LONG
LVIE HITLER! coolmitchg 4 months ago jadebuch 4 months ago @coolmitchg what kind
of person goes to a video of innocent people dying and laughs about it--i hope someone in
your family gets killed then maybe you will gain a little bit of perspective jadebuch 4
months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @jadebuch Utter assholes. Sharky2055 4 months
ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @jadebuch -cont'd- That's who do that. Had to add that.
Didn't want you to misunderstand. Sharky2055 4 months ago wakaphwap 4 months ago i
know it was very bad but nice backgound music wakaphwap 4 months ago XxPxFxCxX 4
months ago Tako vam i treba!!!! XxPxFxCxX 4 months ago Perixx73 4 months ago Allah
Akbar! Perixx73 4 months ago 1exotic 4 months ago @Perixx73 it's a trap 1exotic 4
months ago wartoonic 4 months ago 2 @Perixx73 allah akbar what ???? asshole , people
were dying and you say allah akbar ????? what sick fucking retareded are you ? what kind
of muslim are you ? asshole , you are the one who give a bad name for muslims .. i hope
that youtube banned ur account and the people who act like you , fucking terrorist shit i
Vote to banned that account . thumbs up for it please . wartoonic 4 months ago 2
wartoonic 4 months ago @wartoonic because this is wrong and muslims are NOT
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terrorist , im muslim and i dont agree with this actions and non of my family or country
men agree about it , that was really sad day , and unforgottenable :(( wartoonic 4 months
ago batmanisthegreatest 4 months ago @Perixx73 wtf is the matter with you
batmanisthegreatest 4 months ago marshfishy 4 months ago fk dat hoe marshfishy 4
months ago raparchdio 4 months ago Atomic's BOMB on Afghanistan ! raparchdio 4
months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago I said this before and I will say it again this was
probably a terrorist attack. Our gov poured stimulous money into the market to keep it
from crashing. They continue to do this and falsely inflate the market. This can't go on
our economy is going to crash. johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago
Plunge in US equities remains a mystery By Michael Mackenzie and Henny Sender in
New York Published: May 7, 2010 The day after $1,000bn was briefly wiped off the
market value of US equities, traders were still trying to work out what caused share
prices to plunge and then rebound so dramatically in a matter of minutes. johntitorlives 4
months ago burtonandi 4 months ago terrible thing that should not happen anymore :(
burtonandi 4 months ago SWEET66611 4 months ago td que dura poco SWEET66611 4
months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago Megabamboy, what I think pissed off the guy
who said a cow is crying is the woman who shot this seems to have some serious issues.
It was the way she was crying not that she cried. It wasn't right. Not much later she was
talking in a normal conversation voice it was strange. At the beginning of the video she
says in a bizarre unemotional voice that her kid was in day care there. Maybe she's in
shock but I think she's mental. johntitorlives 4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam TheGreatRicardo Damn Illuminati.
12 hours ago Yes you got it right. Most people dont . Heads up their asses. johntitorlives
4 months ago selena1557julianna 4 months ago My bf was born on dis day
selena1557julianna 4 months ago narutons15 4 months ago Jeżeli to sprawka
Irakijczyków to przydało by się więcej takich akcji tylko tak aby niewinni ludzie nie
ucierpieli przy tym. Np. taki Biały Dom byłby dobrym celem. Pewnie czytając to
myślicie sobie, że jestem wychowany przez rodziców "terrorystów" ale obejżyjcie sobie
co ci Amerykanie wyprawiają w krajach gdzie toczy się wojna. Czy są warci
współczucia: /watch?v=k94ZotxYuY8&feature=r-elated narutons15 4 months ago
Hoolygan4ever 4 months ago 'Terrorists' my white ass. everyone knows this was bush's
legacy for the american people. God bless us all, fuck AMERICA!!! Hoolygan4ever 4
months ago pkbreakers 4 months ago ya if we werent all such greedy fucks then the
world wudnt be this way. but even if u replace all the corrupt ppl in power you would do
the fucking same after humans get a certain amount of power the think there a fukin god
soooo we dont need no fucking gov. pkbreakers 4 months ago southernmagnus 4 months
ago This happened on George Bush's watch. No one elses. southernmagnus 4 months ago
ssssskimannnnn 4 months ago the money we made on just the put options is enough for
Osama and us to retire like kings...silly americans ssssskimannnnn 4 months ago
pizdauskas1 4 months ago It was the happiest day for poland and lithuania. Jump oh
yeah jump! United Suckers of Anal! You are idiots and terrorists! Haha! pizdauskas1 4
months ago Arnetrumpet915 4 months ago 15 Fucking terrorists!!!! Arnetrumpet915 4
months ago 15 mandarin102 4 months ago @Arnetrumpet915 COOL!!! ALLAH
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AKBAR mandarin102 4 months ago ifuckzebras 4 months ago @Arnetrumpet915
terrorist are the best ifuckzebras 4 months ago irminlean 4 months ago This is the saddest
day for America :.(( irminlean 4 months ago AbbyShillWhore 4 months ago Why don't
Americans make comedies like this anymore? AbbyShillWhore 4 months ago
MedjaiTheWarrior 4 months ago .....You know, I was wondering why the women who
were seeing this didn't call 9-1-1. Although when I think about it, I might not have either.
I would keep thinking 'this is not real' over and over....because, it's just and very slim
chance to happen and you being there to catch it right? oh god...to see it though,
horrifying :(. Bone-chilling horror... MedjaiTheWarrior 4 months ago WoWerrty 4
months ago This is the most horrible thing ive ever seen, R.I.P everyone that lost their
lives, all brave firemen trying to save all and everyone! / Adam, 13 WoWerrty 4 months
ago kooch28 4 months ago how convenient for them to edit the 2nd plane out of the
video!! kooch28 4 months ago TheGreatRicardo 4 months ago Damn Illuminati.
TheGreatRicardo 4 months ago mohammadali22 4 months ago i did this mohammadali22
4 months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago ny210sean @anthony4life4life They know
where OBL is. They said in 24 hrs he was responsible for 9-11. That is because some in
our gov new it was coming and where it came from. They don't want to kill him and they
wouldnt know what to do with him if they captured him alive. johntitorlives 4 months
ago PsychoMonkey75 4 months ago Does anyone else find the fact that a nursery-rhyme
is playing in the background disturbing? I'm not trying to knock on the video or this
horrible event. I just found it to be creepy. PsychoMonkey75 4 months ago
TheDrunkenTrooper 4 months ago I hope it dus we have carved this planet up like a
roasted bird and now we are reduced to fighting over the scraps we humans are the most
self destructive idiotic and pathetic organisams to walk this batterd and scared world
TheDrunkenTrooper 4 months ago hillbillylily 4 months ago @TheDrunkenTrooper I
agree with you. And now there is the oil dilemma in the Gulf of Mexico. It is as if the goal
of human kind is to destroy the planet. It's like putting a horse into a corral that has a
shade tree. The horse eats the leaves from the tree and then wonders why there isn't any
shade. hillbillylily 4 months ago TheDrunkenTrooper 4 months ago @hillbillylily Yea I
know the really sad thing is that we (humans) are capable of so much more than this but
we are to greedy and short sighted to ever change the way we live it's fukin retarded the
irony of it is when there is nuthing left to take from this world is when we will reliz
where we have gone but it will be to late TheDrunkenTrooper 4 months ago johntitorlives
4 months ago The smart ones have stocked up on food and supllies also. I do not get
alarmed easily but I get a bad feeling now something is about to go down. johntitorlives 4
months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago Yesterday a truck was abandoned on a NY bridge
the guy ran away from it probably was a dry run. Too many enemies now inside our
border. I never thought I would be this concerned for our country. I feel something big is
coming. WMD's from more than one country will hit us and our economy will be rigged
to crash. I am glad lots of people have bought arms and ammunition. johntitorlives 4
months ago johntitorlives 4 months ago They lied about the stock market crash today. It
was no computer glitch. Most likely another terrorist attack attempt again. Stimulous
money helped stop the crash but the gov will never admit to it. They are artificially
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propping the stock market up but it won't last.. It is like trying to stop a raging river with
sandbags. If China's economy crashes then all bets are off. When big things happen like
these before a world war is not far off. johntitorlives 4 months ago TheDrunkenTrooper 4
months ago @tyvulpine ur government and ur country 4 that matter are greedy fukin
opertunists maybe it wasent an inside job but it was an opertunity to invade and murder
and u fucks couldent pull the trigger fast enuf u fukin American scum bags make me sick
but not ad much as my country who follows u into these masicers hoping to get left sum
scraps TheDrunkenTrooper 4 months ago SuperKamaki 4 months ago Puhun ja kirjoitan
suomea paremmin kuin englantia. Tämä wtc-juttu kuitenkin koskettaa. SuperKamaki 4
months ago SuperKamaki 4 months ago Maybe. Sorry my language is "bad" . I learn
english. <3 SuperKamaki 4 months ago KarateKidWDMA 4 months ago so yeah if it was
a controlled demo... where are the blasts from the explosives used? funny how no one has
ever answered this question... KarateKidWDMA 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago
@KarateKidWDMA No blasting caps, no detonation wires, no sticks of dynamite,
nothing to even remotely hint at an explosion, plus when the Towers fell, there was NO
"pre-collapse" balls of fire or flashes of light to indicate detonation. Of course, the
Conspiracy theorists/anti-government people "forget" to mention that. TyVulpine 4
months ago JDaKingman 4 months ago @TyVulpine how can aluminum planes cut
through steel and concrete like a hot knife through butter? 9/11 was a fucking FRAUD
JDaKingman 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @JDaKingman I'm sure you've
heard of Newton's Third Law? TyVulpine 4 months ago SuperKamaki 4 months ago
Where is osama bin "shit" laden ? SuperKamaki 4 months ago Iceclimber93 4 months ago
If you watch a controlled demolision it collapses the same way the WTC buildings
collapsed. It really doesn't take a genius to figure it out, buildings don't fall like that from
a hit. How could the building collapse when it got hit from the top? The fire magically
made its way to the base of the building and then made it fall at free fall speed? sure. this
is all bullshit. Iceclimber93 4 months ago Megabamboy 4 months ago I cant belive this
would happen....omqq.....it feels like if it happen yesterday....i pray for the 911
jumpers,the united plane people,i hope the terroists WILL GO TO HELL!!!!.....God
Bless America..... Megabamboy 4 months ago anthony4life4life 4 months ago when they
catch osama.. they should torture him, not kill him.. >:O anthony4life4life 4 months ago
ny210sean 4 months ago @anthony4life4life Almost 9 years since the 9/11 attack and
you really think osama is still alive - if he is then our military hasn't done enough to find
him(which I doubt)! ny210sean 4 months ago 1redpill4u1 4 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Wake up now! type into Youtube old world
secrets the omega project codes this movie will blow your mind. 1redpill4u1 4 months
ago sytorra1996 4 months ago omg wtf how could i miss dat...............dat shyt
EXCLUSAF sytorra1996 4 months ago TheShawnHBKmicheals 4 months ago go to my
channel TheShawnHBKmicheals 4 months ago bvestationfan 4 months ago the one
fucking thing that caused this is religon. If u ask me religon is BS bvestationfan 4 months
ago djamilou777 4 months ago nul djamilou777 4 months ago N3W3RA3DDI 4 months
ago i live in germany and i has cry because when i think when my brother or anythink
part of family on this in the wtc was i dont can belive !fucking terrorists N3W3RA3DDI
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4 months ago djcountry1985 4 months ago FUCK AMERICA STUPID PIGS
djcountry1985 4 months ago Megabamboy 4 months ago @djcountry1985 FUK U
BITCH.....how can u say that!?!?!??! Megabamboy 4 months ago mtsagk 4 months ago
14:30 a stupid cow is crying mtsagk 4 months ago Megabamboy 4 months ago 15
@mtsagk if u making fun of the lady who is crying for those passengers nd the world
trade center.....GO FUK UR SELF!!!!! Megabamboy 4 months ago 15 Ciara3911 4
months ago @mtsagk go f urself Ciara3911 4 months ago mtsagk 4 months ago
@Ciara3911 mtsagk 4 months ago mtsagk 4 months ago @Ciara3911 has this fucking rich
cow ever cried for children in iraq? mtsagk 4 months ago allaboutgamez 4 months ago can
you understand now israel, wow so many america haters here, unbelievable, a lot of
people died and you're happy!? allaboutgamez 4 months ago chikencito12 4 months ago
UN VIDEO DE 26 MINUTOS COMO!! chikencito12 4 months ago WeMakeTuts 4
months ago 10 Most horrible thing ever, thank you so much for this video, Brought tear's
to my eye's R.I.P dad. WeMakeTuts 4 months ago 10 ryhorn100 4 months ago
@WeMakeTuts Wow, you're brave to mention that on YouTube. Respect. ryhorn100 4
months ago sabir7220 4 months ago MasaAllah! Ehudi Murda Mad Islam Jindabad Islam
Jindabad Islam Jindabad sabir7220 4 months ago MagicJigPipe 4 months ago @sabir7220
You're from Java. MagicJigPipe 4 months ago mulatify 4 months ago es ist zu krass was
damals geschah mulatify 4 months ago mandarin102 4 months ago COOL!!! ALLAH
AKBAR mandarin102 4 months ago AbbyShillWhore 4 months ago Cheney & Bush will
pay the ultimate price for their crimes. AbbyShillWhore 4 months ago TyVulpine 4
months ago @AbbyShillWhore Innocent until proven guilty, so please enlighten us with
the evidence you've found that implicates them. Otherwise it's just baseless bullshit as is
all the other BS conspiracy theorists/anti-government people throw out on the internet.
TyVulpine 4 months ago Taimoor03 4 months ago funny how steel melted in the fire yet
they found the passport of M.Atta and say oh yeh he did it Taimoor03 4 months ago
FlightDirDan 4 months ago @Taimoor03 Not to debate the central point (because I agree
on a lot of it) however, if you will recall, a number of moments when papers were falling
from the building especially from the impact sites. Indeed it seems less than conceivable
that a passport could escape a firey explosion. FlightDirDan 4 months ago
SexyAbigailxxxxx 4 months ago i remember waking up to this. i thought is was a film on
the tele till i found out it was real. R.I.P to all those who unfortunalty didnt make it. it is
sooo sad...x SexyAbigailxxxxx 4 months ago Moe45678RS 4 months ago Lol background
music :P Moe45678RS 4 months ago TheMuslumPedophile 4 months ago This is
amazing, RUN YOU AMERICAN SHITHEADS! BUILDING COMING DOWN! God
I hope there were children in the building, would make the slaughter of that day even
more sweet and orgasm inducing. Fuck you Americans TheMuslumPedophile 4 months
ago MsNotonight 4 months ago @TheMuslumPedophile fuck you shithead
MsNotonight 4 months ago TheSteppedRacer 4 months ago @TheMuslumPedophile
you creepie little son of a bitch TheSteppedRacer 4 months ago faradtube 4 months ago
This
has
been
flagged
as
spam
show
hide
Not
Spam
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAH. you americans are the most stupid
humans in the world.!!! even your own president atacs your own country like this.. you
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are shame and every body in the world thinks you are funny or patetic.. stupid
americans. yhe world hates you and youre fucking war mentality. FUCKERS! faradtube
4 months ago filipinobloodline10 4 months ago @faradtube Dude, you can't even spell.
SO, STFU Please :) filipinobloodline10 4 months ago MsNotonight 4 months ago
@faradtube fuck you motherfucker MsNotonight 4 months ago mjchitown 4 months ago
Without a doubt this was done by Wacko murderers brainwashed by Islam mjchitown 4
months ago ny210sean 4 months ago WITHOUT A DOUBT - 9/11 was a "Inside Job"
and if you don't believe me then look at the video "Loose Change - 9/11".The best
documentory dvd I have seen to date! ny210sean 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago
@ny210sean Funny that you don't mention that Loose Change has been remade several
times because the claims in it have been debunked every time. TyVulpine 4 months ago
ny210sean 4 months ago @TyVulpine If that is true then that just goes to show how
much the goverment is willing to tell people. The Twin Towers free fall in a matter of
seconds,but yet the goverment says it was due to fire. Even if that was true,how is it that
after the towers fell most of the rubble turned into dust and it took 4 MONTHS to take
out the fire - do anyone see a problem here! ny210sean 4 months ago TyVulpine 4
months ago @ny210sean Don't believe the government but swallow whatever the
conspiracy theorists/anti-government people claim and don't ask the CTs/AGs questions?
Sorry, but you hardly give any substantial proof of anything there. TyVulpine 4 months
ago ny210sean 4 months ago @TyVulpine I saw what you said to KarateKidWDMA
that no explosions,no detonation wires I mean come on. Terrorists can plant a truck 200
feet away in a parking garage and set off bombs AND looking at the videos numberous
people said they heard explosions. So you mean to tell us thats all commenting about this
is that those people who were actually THERE is lying - I think your the one who need a
reality check! ny210sean 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @ny210sean Like I
said, NO evidence of detonation was found. No blasting caps, no detonation wires, no
dynamite sticks, no "flash of light" before the collapse, no fireball before the collapse.
People say they "heard explosions", but that is HARDLY proof of anything. Hearing and
SEEING are two different things. The JFK assasination, not everyone at the Plaza can
agree on which direction the shots came from. TyVulpine 4 months ago mandarin102 4
months ago @TyVulpine COOL!!! ALLAH AKBAR mandarin102 4 months ago
JibMasterFlex 4 months ago this video should of been given to the news JibMasterFlex 4
months ago aseriousedoude 4 months ago These people are totally calm?? aseriousedoude
4 months ago RomanticRebel267 4 months ago @aseriousedoude Somewhat. They're
trying their best to keep filming without panicking. RomanticRebel267 4 months ago
ilovemusic843 4 months ago wow is all i can say... ilovemusic843 4 months ago
massimilianodario 4 months ago bin laden sei come quel BASTARDO DI HITLER
massimilianodario 4 months ago fizban1977 4 months ago The Illuminati exist. There is a
reason they chose the day 9/11/01. The next 9/11 will be this year. In my channel I show
why, and exactly what they believe in. Watch Invisible Empire. Why would you be afraid
of CIA documents and old media clips? fizban1977 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months
ago @fizban1977 The Illuminati exist? So do the Men In Black, Bigfoot, Nessie, E.T.,
Elvis really does work in a 7-11 in Las Vegas, there really is a helicopter hovering over
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your house atm. Better put on your tinfoil hat asap! Before those brainwashing radio
waves reach you! TyVulpine 4 months ago JDaKingman 4 months ago @TyVulpine
you're terribly brainwashed by the govt... JDaKingman 4 months ago TyVulpine 4
months ago @JDaKingman I just love morons that claim anyone that doesn't believe shit
posted on the internet is "brainwashed" or "a sheep". Here's an suggestion, jackass:
BACK YOUR CLAIMS UP WITH EVIDENCE AND PROOF. Simply claiming "it was
a fraud" then backpedaling when people don't buy it just destroys your credibility.
TyVulpine 4 months ago JDaKingman 4 months ago @TyVulpine I do have evidence and
proof. If you take the time to watch and examine my EVIDENCE and PROOF,if you
find any faults in it,please tell me about it. Bombs were not used on 9/11 watch?v=QWvv-JpGoQ Planes weren't hijacked watch?v=EtPkLB7xfRE Al-Quada doesn't exist
watch?v=208rbCz93HQ JDaKingman 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago
@JDaKingman Oh great, another "no-planer:. Even most conspiracy theorists concede
that planes WERE used, dumbass. People SAW planes hit the WTC and the Pentagon
and crash in the field, dumbass. TyVulpine 4 months ago JDaKingman 4 months ago
@TyVulpine whats up with you insulting me? anyways,how do you know it was a
PLANE it could've been something that LOOKS LIKE planes. For alll we know,It could
have been Project Bluebeam. BTW i'm not a conspiracy theorist. As i said you should
watch the vids i gave to you. my EVIDENCE that you thought i didn't have...
JDaKingman 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @JDaKingman I have a co-worker
that was on I-395 on Sept 11 directly in front of the Pentagon and had a perfect view as
the plane flew right above his car. RIGHT ABOVE. And that early in the morning, I-395
can be packed with traffic. TyVulpine 4 months ago JDaKingman 4 months ago
@TyVulpine as i said before,it could've been something that looks like a plane...
JDaKingman 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @JDaKingman NO, it was a 757
that hit the Pentagon. It was seen before during and after. Sharky2055 4 months ago
JDaKingman 4 months ago @Sharky2055 There's only one known piece of evidence of
that happening and it's a video at a gaurd post or something. it just looks like an explosion
happens,but idk. JDaKingman 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @JDaKingman I'd
rather believe my coworker than a faceless conspiracy theorist on the internet that can't
back up anything he claims. TyVulpine 4 months ago JDaKingman 4 months ago
@TyVulpine I've showed you my evidence,and yet you still say i can't backup my
claims. Truth is the Truth whether you know it or not, whether you like it or not,
whether you believe it or not. Truth doesn't give a shit about our opinions, feelings,
experiences, whatever. Experience isn't truth. But it's your'e choice rather you wanna
know the Truth or not... JDaKingman 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago
@JDaKingman What evidence? Oh, you mean the shit that's been debunked time and
again? TyVulpine 4 months ago JDaKingman 4 months ago @TyVulpine So The Laws of
Physics has been DEBUNKED lol JDaKingman 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago
@JDaKingman You can't debunk science, moron. TyVulpine 4 months ago JDaKingman
4 months ago @JDaKingman lol i was according to what you said. You said my claims
were DEBUNKED. By who? When? Where? where's the evidence that my claims were
debunked. lol! according to you my claims were debunked,which means the Laws of
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Physics has been DEBUNKED. lol Where are you coming from with this? you debunk
science fool... JDaKingman 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @JDaKingman You
really expect a plane travelling several hundred miles per hour to just suddenly STOP
AND FALL STRAIGHT DOWN? The faster an object goes, the more momentum and
more force an object has. Why do you think straws and pieces of wood have been found
in solid panes of glass without the glass breaking or cracking? TyVulpine 4 months ago
JDaKingman 4 months ago @TyVulpine you're so obstinae,but okay,i tire of this,you
win.... JDaKingman 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @JDaKingman No, I just
decline to believe the inane claims of a nameless/faceless person on the internet. "OMG, if
it's posted on the internet, it MUST be true!" SNORT You can't even back yourself up
with proof that hasn't been debunked time and again. You claim "no planes", conveniently
ignoring hundreds of EYEWITNESSES to show otherwise. TyVulpine 4 months ago
The911watch 4 months ago @TyVulpine hello, I just read the past threads and realized
you actually believe some islamic terrorists did this, and the US gvt had nothing to do
with it. Even though they did not send one military plane in an attack that lasted 2 hours,
even though they wrote a document one year before stating they needed a new pearl
harbour, even though we've found military explosives on the remains of the (3) buildings
that all, fell, miraculously, in a controlled demolition type of way. Is this true ?
The911watch 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @The911watch They didn't send
any military aircraft because prior to 9/11, there was NO policy for such a thing inside
US borders. Hijacking an aircraft over US airspace just didn't happen so no policy was
instituted. And NO, absolutely NO explosives were found. No blasting caps. No
detonation wires. No dynamite remnants. NOTHING. TyVulpine 4 months ago
Fimaman 4 months ago No facts? The statement of the FEMA to the reasons of the
WTC Collapses was "The fire had melt the beems so they fall down" Okay, the Melting
temperature of steel is 1500° Celsius, I don't know what that is in Fahrenheit, and the
highest temperature that burning cerosin can reach is 600°C, and the dark smoke recalls to
a very low oxygen-share in the air, so the Fire couldn't be so hot. That is just one FACT
of the others, for example interesting things about the "plane" in the pentagon Fimaman 4
months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @Fimaman At 1800 F, steel has 10% the strength it
has at room temperature. So it didn't need to "melt", just weaken and with the damage
sustained to the trusses on the impacts, the steel could no longer support the upper
floors. The jet fuel and the force of the impact blew off the protective coating the steel
had, so directly exposed to the fireball and ensuing fires. And with the wind that blows
hard at that altitude, that fueled the fires. The steel sagged until it gave way. TyVulpine 4
months ago The911watch 4 months ago @TyVulpine are you serious ? no really, because
if you're going to enter this debate you really need to have some knowledge instead of
making things up. Off course there were procedures to take in case of high jackings!!!
Only in the period 1973-82, there was an average of 9.3 hijacking attempts in the United
States per year. Off course the FAA and NORAD have procedurs to follow under high
jackings!! NONE of them were followed, and nobody got fired for this. Those
responsible got promoted! The911watch 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago
@The911watch I'm sure you've seen an airport control tower rader screen? Several
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HUNDRED to a THOUSAND blips of aircraft, and trying to find ONE heading in the
LAST KNOWN direction (when in fact heading the OPPOSITE direction, actually) and
that aircraft's transponder has been deactivated, and you expect them to scramble a fighter
and FIND the correct aircraft? When they have NO IDEA where the plane is? TyVulpine
4 months ago The911watch 4 months ago @TyVulpine well that kind of argument could
work for the first 45 minutes, (and even then, they still have protocols to follow in case
of high jackings that they didn't follow), but when an attack lasts for 2 hours, with a hit
on the pentagone, and still no fighter plane is scrambled, its just plain fucking
incomprehensible. Ad to that Norman Minetta, transportation secretary, witnessing and
testifying, that Cheney knew about the flight path. I would say Bush has a pretty bad
case on this. The911watch 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @The911watch They
didn't scramble fighters? That's hilarious, because they DID. Two F-16s flew over my
apartment and NIST in Gaithersburg, Md at supersonic speed. TyVulpine 4 months ago
The911watch 4 months ago @TyVulpine Oh thats weird, because it's not mentioned in
the 9 / 11 rapport that during the attack, planes were scrambled. And if they did, they
didn't do a very good job, did they ? Plaese read the 9-11 repport, its full of holes.
The911watch 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @The911watch I love how you
claim the 9-11 "repport" (whatever THAT is) is "full of holes" yet you
CONVENIENTLY ignore how many times the conspiracy theorists' claims have been
debunked. That's one reason why I don't believe "Truthers" or conspiracy theorists.
Their "truth" is one-sided and full of lies and half-truths. TyVulpine 4 months ago
The911watch 4 months ago @TyVulpine thats where your whole perception of reality is
completly flawed ! What the hell do you think, that all people not believieng G W Bushs
lies belongs to this weird sect ? a bizarre "truther" cult with rituals and dances ? Wake up,
more and more people realise Bush lied all trough his mandates and probably lied on this
as well. They don't trust him (partly because he lied to the UN in order to invade Iraq),
and just want to know the truth. The911watch 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago
@The911watch Oh, yes, I'm "asleep" because I don't buy the lies and half-truths you and
every other conspiracy theorist/"Truther" try to sell. I see why you spend your entire
time on the internet instead of getting off your fat fucking ass (and out of your parents
basement!) and go get that irrefutable proof. TyVulpine 4 months ago TyVulpine 4
months ago @TyVulpine The internet is the only place where you can make yourself
seem oh-so-important whereas if you were to stand on a street corner yelling this shit,
someone would throw you under an oncoming bus. TyVulpine 4 months ago
The911watch 4 months ago @TyVulpine are you for real ?? its because of the internet
major scandals (like the latest one from "wikileaks") come out. Its because of internet,
people can independently do research, and not believe every crap your TV serves you.
You can reach thousands on the web, wheras you can only reach a some in the streets.
You know that Tony Blair said that all people believing they attacked iraq for the oil,
were conspiracy theorists? Well I guess there are a lot of conspiracy theorists around
then The911watch 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @The911watch Yet you
expect people to swallow the crap you're spreading here... "Do as I say, not as I do!" and
"Wake up and think for yourselves, but you'd better think the exact same way I do or I'll
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call you 'asleep' or a 'sheep' because I'm intolerant of any viewpoint that doesn't match
mine!" TyVulpine 4 months ago The911watch 4 months ago @TyVulpine No I just say,
you have pretty strong views for someone who hasn't done any reserche on it, thats all.
And there aren't many alternate truths, there is only one truth the rest is lies. And the lie
you're spreading helped the US invade and bomb 2 countries, killing over 500 000
civilians. and is helping them do the same thing to another Oil rich country : Iran
The911watch 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @The911watch They do 9/11 to
supposedly go to war supposedly for oil, nearly 3 years AfTER? How does that seem
reasonable? Iraq leased Oil Tracks last year, and NOT 1 of them went to a US oil
company. How is it reasonable? Sharky2055 4 months ago The911watch 4 months ago
@Sharky2055 how do you explain they wrote about invading the middle east and Iraq, in
a document called "Rebuilding Americas Defenses" 1 year BEFORE 9/11, and even stated
they needed a "new pearl harbour" to do so (type:"PNAC). So it was planned long before
9/11. The911watch 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @The911watch Easy, the
Good Ol' Boys in the Whitehouse at the time saw Saddamm Hussein as threat. More than
likely, they viewed as a threat, which he was. Hussein kept sqawking and I'm betting
they didn't like how the rest of the world viewed it. There's ALOT more to it. But they
saw Hussein as a mess with a potential to create lots more trouble, and decided to clean
up the mess. Sharky2055 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @The911watch That's
BS. There's nothing in it about 9/11. 9/11 was nearly 3 years before. That's YEARS,
NOT a few weeks. There's 100% proof that Islamic extremists from al-Qaeda.
Sharky2055 4 months ago The911watch 4 months ago @Sharky2055 no, come on, this is
tiering : PNAC (the neocon think tank) was established in 1997. "Rebuilding Americas
Defenses" (the document ) came out in septembre 2000 (one year before 9-11). Just read
it, I don't have time to explain all this. Do your research before commenting. Please.
The911watch 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @The911watch I'm curious, if you
were in charge of creating a "new" investigation, how many people and who would you
have on it? TyVulpine 4 months ago Fimaman 4 months ago @TyVulpine That was ,
what the FEMA said! And the FEMA simulated the collapse of the towers in a
computer, but they had manipulated the Values of the heat and the mass of the flames.
And: What is with the Core pillars? They should extend one hundred meters in the air!
And why decayed all of the houses to ash? What is with the explosions in the
underground level B2 BEFORE the plane crashed into the building? Fimaman 4 months
ago The911watch 4 months ago @TyVulpine well most likely, I'd have commisionairies
that don't feel that they have to write a book on how badly the investigation was lead,
and how elements og the US gvt, refused to give them access to key witnesses, key
evidence and key documents. (This is a reference to the book "without precedent" written
by chairmen of the 9-11 comission Keen and Hamilton) The911watch 4 months ago
TyVulpine 4 months ago @The911watch I'm curious how my government officials, how
many "Truthers" and how many "conspiracy-skeptics" (those that don't believe the
CTs/Truthers claims) you would have. Oh, wait. You'd probably solely make up the
team of ONLY "Truthers" and conspiracy theorists, amirite? Personally, I'd have 3
"Truthers"/CTs, 3 government officals, you, me, and 3 "conspiracy-skeptics". That way
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neither side can claim a "flawed" report. TyVulpine 4 months ago The911watch 4 months
ago @TyVulpine well if you want to go into a completly hypothetical debate (where
"truthers" are still part of some weird, religious like, sect, and not individuals that
mistrust the oficial story, like the chairmen of the last comission does), then why not.
Let's also have Bin Laden to testify, and Sadam Hussein to be brought back from the dead
(maybe by cloning) so they can give their side of the story to..... No seriously, your
hypothetical question is ridiculous.. The911watch 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago
@The911watch That's what I thought. Someone steps up and stands up to you and
offers a suggestion and like any CT, you backpedal and refuse to play ball. You're too
chickenshit scared to do it, because you know there's the possibility you'd be WRONG,
and the ONLY "answer" you'd accept is that the government is "guilty" and anything else
is "wrong". TyVulpine 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @The911watch 1 has
nothing at all to do with the other. I've done my research. Perhaps, you should START
doing yours, away from twuther sites, and Loose Change. Sharky2055 4 months ago
The911watch 4 months ago @Sharky2055 what ? PNAC has nothing to do with
"Rebuilding Americas defenses " ? are you serious, or do you mean that that the
document "Rebuilding Americas defenses " stating that America must be invading the
midle east have nothing to do with the fact that they invaded the midle east by America ?
Get real. These wars were planned long before 9/11 The911watch 4 months ago
Sharky2055 4 months ago @The911watch WRONG. It has nothing to do with 9/11. It's
just wishful thinking and an unfounded opinion, NO more. Al-Qaeda has been attacking
us since 1992. You've still got nothing. I'm glad I could assist you. Sharky2055 4 months
ago The911watch 4 months ago @Sharky2055 you must be, by far, the most gullible
person I've seen here : Cheney, rumsfeflt, wolvowitz, Libby and all the other neocons in
power on 9-11, write a document (a year before 9-11), where they say the US need: - to
invade Iraq - invade afghanistan - have control over oil ressources - increase military
sepnding They also say this will be difficult without a "new pearl harbour"
EVERYTHING in that document happens, and you say it has nothing to do with 9-11
??!! get real The911watch 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @The911watch NO,
definitely not gullible. That document never spoke about war. It didn't talk about flying
planes into highrises, killing thousands of their own people and blaming it on Islamic
extremists that have been attacking already. Yeah, let's just antagonize them even more!
No. The US doesn't have control over any oil resources, except the US govt, reserves,
which are have been full for many years. The Irag govt control & is charge of its oil, has
been. Sharky2055 4 months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @The911watch Military
spending means $ out the door, as in not cmoing back and creates a even larger deficit.
That tends to piss of voters, not a good thing. Nothng you mention is in those
documents. NO, it has nothing to do with 9/11. You haven't proven anything. Your say
so, doesn't prove it. There's not anything even reasonable about it to even support a
founded opinion. Sharky2055 4 months ago The911watch 4 months ago @Sharky2055
You havent even read the report, have you ? because i'm not talking about "reports" i'm
talking about A report called "Rebuilding Americas Defenses" written by Wolvowitz. in
2000. They clearly say that they need to invade the midle east and Iraq and increase
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military spending. And what the hell do you think this means : "Further, the process of
transformation, (...), is likely to be a long one, absent some catastrophic and catalyzing
eventlike a new Pearl Harbor" ?!!! The911watch 4 months ago SEB94KLV 4 months ago
@The911watch All this is true i also think that all of u should read about "operation
Northwoods". USA has planned (and im sure they planned 9-11) to make attack against
them self so they have a reason to invade a country. FUCK THE US GOVERMENT
ALL THEY ARE OUT FOR IS MONEY SEB94KLV 4 months ago The911watch 4
months ago @TyVulpine AND military explosives weren't found ??? 9 scientists worked
for 2 years, with the leading professor Niels Harrit of the University of Copenhagen, and
found traces of Nano thermate (a military, high tech, not available on the market,
explosive). This rapport got published in april 2009. Its been talked about since. IF there
was military explosives, where did it come from (a part from the military), ?? Please get
informed on these issues, its crucial. The911watch 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months
ago @The911watch If there were military explosives, why haven't a SINGLE
DEMOLITION EXPERT backed it up? So far, EVERY DEMOLITION
EXPERT/COMPANY has refuted the demolition claims. Plus the fact that the collapse
started AT THE TOP, something NO demolition expert would EVER do. You simply
DON'T start a demolition by blowing the top first, you have to take out the base first.
And guess what? No flashes, no explosions, no bangs whatsoever from the ground floors
that would hint at implosion. TyVulpine 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago
@TyVulpine Plus NO demo company would slap explosives just ANYWHERE. A
demolition takes DAYS of planning and careful placing of the explosvies. But somehow
they were able to MARK AND PLANT the explosives with NOBODY catching on
before the collapse? TyVulpine 4 months ago The911watch 4 months ago @TyVulpine
No really, you have to stop making things up!!! Danny Jawenko a dutch demolition
expert refutes the oficial explanation, and that just one of the first guys. Why the hell do
you think organisations such as "architects and enginers for truth", "pilots for truth",
"Lawyers for Truth", "Firemen for truth" etc.. keeps mushrooming ?? The911watch 4
months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @The911watch Uh huh....what about the other
demolition experts that refute? Funny you're quick to mention Jawenko, but dismiss any
that refute the demolition claims, which have NEVER been proven beyond a reasonable
doubt, I might add! The only people claiming it are the "Truthers" and conspiracy
theorists. And as for the "(name) for truth", is it YOUR "truth" the only one allowed?
Nobody with an opposing viewpoint "truth" allowed? TyVulpine 4 months ago
The911watch 4 months ago @TyVulpine oh no you don't understand, you said, I quote
:"why haven't a SINGLE DEMOLITION EXPERT backed it up" I said : "Danny
Jawenko a dutch demolition expert refutes the oficial explanation" (wich is true) so, to
that statement, you were WRONG. As wrong as you are on all your other points !! AS
to your whole, weird question (" is it YOUR "truth" the only one allowed?" ) : There is
only one truth!! The rest is lies. Thats why they demand a new investigation!!
The911watch 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @The911watch And what happens
if the "new investigation" turns up THE EXACT SAME RESULTS? What then? Will
you claim those results to be "lies" too? TyVulpine 4 months ago The911watch 4 months
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ago @TyVulpine if an INDEPENDENT investigation is lead (wich was not the case on
the last one, and it was so badly lead, that the chairmen of the commission even wrote a
book about it) and they manage to logically explain all the incredible, incomprehensible
stuff that remains unanswerd today, then yes I might believe it. The911watch 4 months
ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @The911watch coughbullshitcough You'd nitpick and
whine and come up 1,001 "reasons" why it's "wrong" and not the "truth" because it
doesn't coincide with YOUR "reality". TyVulpine 4 months ago The911watch 4 months
ago @TyVulpine have you done any research on this? because if not you're wasting my
time. You're making things up, you have no facts, basically you don't know shit. Please
come back, when you've read a bit about this. Or you can watch my chanel, where its
pretty explanatory The911watch 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @The911watch
Yep, I've done research. Too bad my results are different than your's. Too bad your head
is so far up your ass you can't respect anyone that has a different viewpoint and doesn't
buy your debunked claims. TyVulpine 4 months ago The911watch 4 months ago
@TyVulpine Sorry, but with all the inaccurancies you posted the in last threads, I
seriously doubt, your research was very deep. The911watch 4 months ago TyVulpine 4
months ago @The911watch Your "research" wasn't that deep. The "no military aircraft"
claim? Despite the FACT that it's been PROVEN that fighter jets WERE scrambled???
TyVulpine 4 months ago bfs7999766 4 months ago @JDaKingman planed def did it, this
was a planned attack, i believe the planed ment to do it bfs7999766 4 months ago
JDaKingman 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
@TyVulpine i said you was bainwashed because the media wants people to think
"Anyone who thinks the US govt is full of shit is considered a threat to national security"
and "Conspirators are extremists and "conspirators" seem dumb,crazy,or stupid" i also
have proof for that (watch?v=BfX7oHGTzIE) JDaKingman 4 months ago
MrKoenig1985 4 months ago Looks like the work of cold-blooded psychopaths, not of a
bearded caveman and his hijackers. MrKoenig1985 4 months ago lilsweetheart2 5 months
ago rest in peace... lilsweetheart2 5 months ago 55904753zxx 5 months ago 5 5:33 is that
a UFO?! 55904753zxx 5 months ago 5 MelodySeriesRox2 5 months ago show hide
@55904753zxx you're a dipshit MelodySeriesRox2 5 months ago coasterdork26 4
months ago @55904753zxx no that was a plane you idiot coasterdork26 4 months ago
55904753zxx 4 months ago @coasterdork26 just joking gringo 55904753zxx 4 months
ago 55904753zxx 4 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@coasterdork26 just joking gringo 55904753zxx 4 months ago Isildur0815 4 months ago
@55904753zxx I think you are an Fucking UFO Hahahahahahahahahahahaha!!!! UFO
Hahahahahahahaha Isildur0815 4 months ago 55904753zxx 4 months ago @Isildur0815
ummm ok.... just keep going to school 55904753zxx 4 months ago cassio1234567890able
5 months ago This is a free world and i can say my opinions, I give all my respects for all
the people who fought to save their lifes in the United 93 that got crushed in a camp in
Shanksville, Pensilvania. Let´s ask our Lord to help us each day. Hope this comment that
i made enter at the bottom of your hearts, as this catastrophic incident entered to mine.
Thanks for your atenttion by reading this comment and God bless our home, The United
States of America :) cassio1234567890able 5 months ago TheRevealingTruth 5 months
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ago notice the smoke, smoke indicates that fire is low in oxygen and will not remain a lit
for much longer. How in the world would a non-consisting fire cause the collapse of a 110
story building under free fall speed?? TheRevealingTruth 5 months ago Sharky2055 4
months ago @TheRevealingTruth NO, it doesn't. The planes made huge gaping holes the
oxygen was sucked into that fed the fires. You've no idea what you're referring to.
Sharky2055 4 months ago agkreider 4 months ago @Sharky2055 No YOU have no ide
what you're referring to...thick black smoke means the fire is deprived of oxygen. And
about the gaping holes how come there weren't "gaping holes at the pentagon? The hole
there was not consistent to what we saw on tower 1 & 2....Now I know your going to
come back with some stupid comment talking about how i need to look it up and blah
blah blah so just save your breath cuz I really don't care about your opinion agkreider 4
months ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @agkreider Yes, I DO KNOW what I'm referring
to. There was a gaping whole at the Pentagon, before and even larger after the collapse.
You're not going to see the same whole as you did at the WTC Twin Towers. The 767s
there didn't fly into obstacles before plowing into the Pentagon. It's you that needs to
support your inside job theories. I don't need to support anything. My case has been
proven. Sharky2055 4 months ago ChopinGimly 4 months ago @TheRevealingTruth
isn't there somethine about bombs? I heard they were put there before the plane crashe so
they made sure the buildings collapsed... Could it be true? ChopinGimly 4 months ago
ChopinGimly 4 months ago @ChopinGimly (no "e" in crash) ChopinGimly 4 months
ago SawFergie 5 months ago I'm very scared after see it. I just never understood why it
hapened, i think that everyone didn't SawFergie 5 months ago TheSteppedRacer 5
months ago This is a free world and i can say my opinions, I give all my respects for all
the people who fought to save their lives in the United 93 that got crushed in a camp in
Shanksville, Pensilvania. Let´s ask our Lord to help us each day. Hope this comment that
i made enter at the bottom of your hearts, as this catastrophic incident entered to mine.
Thanks for your attention by reading this comment and God bless our home, The United
States of America :) TheSteppedRacer 5 months ago TheSteppedRacer 5 months ago
This made lots of people cry and those insensible people didn´t know how does it feels
to lose a valuable possession. Some of them say that is the fault of the Ex-President of
the United States George W. Bush, but the true is that the "Sinister Plan" was made up
by "Intelligent Assholes", Im not neither the side of Bush nor the side of the "Terrorists",
I don´t give such a GREAT BIG fuck if you say something about me. TheSteppedRacer
5 months ago TheSteppedRacer 5 months ago Ladies and Gentleman, friends and foes,
today, almost 10 years of loosing the most valuable possession of The United States of
America, The World Trade Center or maybe like other people use to say "The Twin
Towers". This catastrophic incident that shaped the History of The United States of
America on September 11 2001 has a name: "Terrorism by the bastards".
TheSteppedRacer 5 months ago TheSteppedRacer 5 months ago This is a free world and i
can say my opinions, I give all my respects for all the people who fought to save their
lifes in the United 93 that got crushed in a camp in Shanksville, Pensilvania. Let´s ask our
Lord to help us each day. Hope this comment that i made enter at the bottom of your
hearts, as this catastrophic incident entered to mine. Thanks for your atenttion by reading
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this comment and God bless our home, The United States of America :)
TheSteppedRacer 5 months ago TheSteppedRacer 5 months ago "Terrorism by the
bastards". This made lots of people cry and those insensible people didn´t know how
does it feel to lose a valuable posession. Some of them say that is the fault of the ExPresident of the United States George W. Bush, but the true is that the "Sinister Plan"
was made up by "Intelligent Assholes", Im not neither the side of Bush nor the side of
the "Terrorists", i don´t give such a GREAT fuck if you say something about me
TheSteppedRacer 5 months ago TheSteppedRacer 5 months ago Ladies and Gentleman,
friends and foes, today, almost 10 years of loosing the most valuable posession of The
United States of America, The World Trade Center or maybe like other people use to say
"The Twin Towers". This catastrophic incident that shaped the History of The United
States of America on September 11 2001 has a name: TheSteppedRacer 5 months ago
hubster21 5 months ago She says quote,"It was a military plane". hubster21 5 months
ago eliasmouawad 5 months ago Search for "OBAMA MADNESS PROGRESS"
eliasmouawad 5 months ago cragzh 5 months ago when i see this video it for me justifies
why our boys are in afghanistan, im english and im proud of the way people come
together when things like this happen. cragzh 5 months ago uhrzeiger99 5 months ago
@cragzh thats exactly what your gov. wanted uhrzeiger99 5 months ago
AnatomyofPaparazzi 5 months ago 13 still can't believe this was about 10 years ago.
feels like it was just yesterday AnatomyofPaparazzi 5 months ago 13 roelranger1 5
months ago @AnatomyofPaparazzi got the same thing roelranger1 5 months ago
SuperVinsanity 4 months ago @AnatomyofPaparazzi i know right SuperVinsanity 4
months ago dinovella 5 months ago this is such a good vid, this person was so smart to
pick up the camera. god bless america dinovella 5 months ago TheWingedthing 5 months
ago How could people do something like this...I'm speechless... TheWingedthing 5
months ago iTrollzor 5 months ago Haha, that was awesome! :D iTrollzor 5 months ago
Spencer8654 5 months ago @iTrollzor u have fucked up mind Spencer8654 5 months ago
iTrollzor 5 months ago @Spencer8654 Yeah. I know right. But it was awesome! O:!
iTrollzor 5 months ago ryhorn100 5 months ago That is, without the slightest of doubt,
one of the most horrific sights I've ever seen. May our Lord Jesus Christ comfort these
poor souls where they are now. ryhorn100 5 months ago UpInSmokeeee 5 months ago
still cant get osama bin laden its sad usa been over there for 1`0 years now and still have
not captured him, big wast of time UpInSmokeeee 5 months ago johntitorlives 5 months
ago I don't believe Jews were behind Sept 11. Even the muslim terrorists aren't fully to
blame and this is not a religious war. The one worlders are behind and fund these attacks,
they are in our government, they manipulate world economies, the stock market, profit
from wars, and so on. They are anti-religious and without souls. They feed off greed and
power. johntitorlives 5 months ago johntitorlives 5 months ago Sharky, even experts who
look at the still photos of the plane going into the building cannot fully determine what
kind of plane it is. I do believe the commercial planes were hijacked. I don't know what
happened on that day. I have also heard there are secret landing strips our gov have built
but I don't know what those are for. I believe there are people in our gov that were in on
this. Things aren't always as they seem. johntitorlives 5 months ago 916rafa 5 months ago
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I was not near where this happened, I live in California, but I still remember exactly what
i was doing when this happened...i will never forget this day. i can't imagine what the
people who lived through this went through and those that witness this...i still get teary
eyed and wish this was only a dream...thoughts and prayers to all those who never made
it alive and who lived it. 916rafa 5 months ago MrSlik25 5 months ago cOME on nOW
tHIS anGLE woULD hAVE coMPLETLY sHOWED whAt KIND oF PLAnE IT
wAS...THESE PEOPLE WERE ObVIOUSLy PAId miLLIONS oF dOLLARS fOR THE
ORIGINAL taPE...PROLLY BILLIONS..OR HAD THEIR ENtire family trees wiped
out. MrSlik25 5 months ago johntitorlives 5 months ago agkreider @Sharky2055 I agree
with you also. Both women described the "military" looking plane and yet it is not on
the video. Anyone know of a plane crash where the witnesses said the plane looked like a
military plane when it was a commercial plane? Think hard because this is probably the
one time. Many other witnesses said they saw a military plane which has very distinct
features even to a non-military person. johntitorlives 5 months ago talltatguy 5 months
ago @johntitorlives MAYBE THAT IS WHY IT WAS SO IMPORTANT FOR THE
BLACK BOX'S IN THESE PLANES TO NOT BE FOUND! talltatguy 5 months ago
Sharky2055 5 months ago @johntitorlives A couple of people out of thousands and the
millions on TV? Also, flight attendants called from those planes and told their airlines
they'd been hijacked. There was NO military plane. The commerical Boeing 767 left
pieces of itself in the towers and on the streets below. There's no way it was a
commerical plane. Truthers ever wishful thinking doesn't make it so. Sharky2055 5
months ago germogess 5 months ago jews of America absolutely did that ??? wake up
boys ,,Disintegration of the world has caused by the American dumb government ,when
you get people killed every where then you you should pay for it from your own pocket
,,,kill the cancer of the world (jews ) before you kill poor people germogess 5 months ago
Sharky2055 5 months ago @germogess Jews are NOT the cancer of the world. BUt it
was from a hateful mind much like yours that the , 'Da Juus did 9/11', theories came from.
Think with your commonsense engaged, not ignorance led by hatred. Sharky2055 5
months ago BritishTwits 5 months ago It's just awful that people can believe stupid
conspiracies. BritishTwits 5 months ago agkreider 5 months ago @Sharky2055 youre
right it wasnt...but the fact the the most single signifacant part of the entire video is
obviously edited out seems a little suspicous and "funny" agkreider 5 months ago
Sharky2055 5 months ago @agkreider It's NOT suspicious! People are allowed to edit
their videos of 9/11 and do so for different reasons. If you have a problem with that then
PM the uploader of it. Maybe they wanted the most horrific part cut out because it's
been seen enough, thought about that? NO, there's nothing funny about it either way.
Sharky2055 5 months ago agkreider 4 months ago @Sharky2055 Dude you are an
idiot...its people like you who can't think for themselves and have to go by what your
political party says, religious belief or what you hear on tv...open your damn eyes and
connect the fkn dots agkreider 4 months ago TyVulpine 4 months ago @agkreider Why
should we believe a nameless faceless person on the internet like you that has to bash and
insult rather than back up his/her big dirty mouth with facts and evidence? There's a little
saying in this country "innocent until PROVEN guilty". So, PROVE IT. THAT is why
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the people YOU call "sheep' or "brainwashed" don't buy the filth you conspiracy
theorists spew, you're all talk no substance. TyVulpine 4 months ago MagicJigPipe 4
months ago @TyVulpine For the most part I feel you are correct. MagicJigPipe 4 months
ago Sharky2055 4 months ago @agkreider You've no idea who I am. I very much think for
myself! I'm also a registered INDEPENDENT. Thanks for making a complete iditiot of
yourself. It demonstrates that truthers don't care to wield facts. They just assume,
assume, assume as you have. They assumed their idiot theories have facts & correct
information. If they ever dared to check them, they'd find out they don't. Sharky2055 4
months ago StopTheCorruption1 5 months ago 9/11 was an inside job...
StopTheCorruption1 5 months ago barkitos90 5 months ago Das haben die Amerikaner
selber gemacht es gibt Filme die das beweissen barkitos90 5 months ago shiftet 5 months
ago hitler atack shiftet 5 months ago 66Money66 5 months ago omg i hope they dont do
this again in new york 66Money66 5 months ago PeterHantsen 5 months ago youtube
search No Plane oder 911 entschlüsselt german PeterHantsen 5 months ago
1993keano1993 5 months ago sad stuff 1993keano1993 5 months ago dragonel200 5
months ago what's even more fucked up about this event is that there weren't any
terrorists... the motherfucking USA leaders did this... if you think i'm talking snack...
watch ZeitGeist Movie 1, Chapter 2 ( the first chapter is about religion and the third is
about the second world war ) ... dragonel200 5 months ago xvPRIMETIMExv 5 months
ago @dragonel200 ur fucking dumb xvPRIMETIMExv 5 months ago TheAndreas15 5
months ago I CAN HEAR HER HEART WOW!so loud! TheAndreas15 5 months ago
Highway420Music 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Politics, money, war, death, religion, freedom, 420, 9/11, 2012, Planet X, what? huh?
Maybe it'll come together for you in my new music video, maybe not. You tell me. The
video will be my comment. To see it for yourself, click on my user name or search
youtube for "The Urban Legend of Planet X" or "Highway420Music" Please leave a
comment. Send it to your friends. Thanks for allowing me to post i'll return the favor thc
Highway420Music 5 months ago KotorMMO 5 months ago Starting at 7:34, I hope
that's just debris falling from the building... KotorM MO 5 months ago enhonoramomo 5
months ago what's the name of the song? enhonoramomo 5 months ago cs45933 5 months
ago Wat I hate is when people make fun of 9/11 (That r living in America) If they don't
care about it they should go back 2 own damn country and shout there mouth cs45933 5
months ago A1gregjockca 5 months ago "it's so awful... boo hooo, sob, boo hoo... it's so
awful... but LET'S KEEP TAPIN' THIS SHIT CUZ WE'LL MAKE MILLIONS OFF
THE VIDEO!!!" lol. what a bunch of sick ass hypocrites. i love capitalism. A1gregjockca
5 months ago higgy996 5 months ago @A1gregjockca man fuck u to alright were u there
when it happend probably not so dont talk shit about wat u dont know higgy996 5
months ago A1gregjockca 5 months ago Comment removed A1gregjockca 5 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @A1gregjockca @higgy996 if i was
there, the last thing i'd be doing is videotaping it cuz i wasn't dropped on my head when i
was a baby, cunt. A1gregjockca 5 months ago cs45933 5 months ago 9/11 was the day
america had fallin to terrisom It does make u wonder that we haven't had war on our land
But we stayed strong cs45933 5 months ago miniamp117 5 months ago my dad saw the
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first plane hit. he was a few miles away miniamp117 5 months ago AllanXRLTS3 5
months ago wow how'd you stay scalm i'd be spacing out as soon as I heard those sirens
shrieks and that face in the smoke AllanXRLTS3 5 months ago EmoKoolaidKid 5 months
ago Damn. I was 3 when that happened. But no one ever told me about it. and i was living
in N.Y. at the time... EmoKoolaidKid 5 months ago miniamp117 5 months ago
@EmoKoolaidKid i was 6 miniamp117 5 months ago ifuckzebras 5 months ago
hahahahahahahahahahahahaha funny ass shit hahahahahahahah ifuckzebras 5 months ago
higgy996 5 months ago @ifuckzebras dude WAT THE FUCK IS WRONG WITH YOU
i swear to everything tht is holy i will find out were u live and beat the shit out of you for
saying tht this is not funny to the leaste thousands of people died tht day and are
continuously dieng to protect this land we call out home and if u think this is funny then
u must not be american higgy996 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @higgy996
Don't bother, that's just another jackass troll. Thumb them down, mark them spam
please. Sharky2055 5 months ago TheRebento 5 months ago Free Forever. "You believe
at last!" - John 16:31 - rebento point com TheRebento 5 months ago slayanat0r 5 months
ago @XxEmoGuitarxX yes he did sadly :( it was just off the cam. the scary thing is "at
9:11 which happend on 9/11 slayanat0r 5 months ago TruthSmack 5 months ago I
strongly recommend watching: money as debt, freedom to fascism, ring of power, 911
mysteries, viberation creates form, behold a pale horse, 2012 enigma, esoteric agenda,
anthrax war, endgame, Jim Marrs the 4th reich, the polarity matrix field, Graham Hancock
- Quest for the Lost Civilization, Michael Tsarion - Architects of Control Program, Tom
& Jerry Illuminati Pyramid, The Celestine Prophecy, 911 b4 911- The Lone Gunmen,
Think Free : Bursting Bubbles of Gov, ALEX COLLIER at the Camelot... TruthSmack 5
months ago RhinierZ 5 months ago @TheMsa123 I went on your channel to hate on you
'cuz I'm American, and I ended up watching the Russell Peters clips. RhinierZ 5 months
ago AB1998YT 5 months ago you people are calm over that AB1998YT 5 months ago
attalid82 5 months ago Это ужасно! жалко не здания, а людей которые погибли(((
attalid82 5 months ago RhinierZ 5 months ago Is it just me or are the most crucial
moments of the video missing? RhinierZ 5 months ago toncookie337 5 months ago MY
BLADDER WON'T CLOSE!! toncookie337 5 months ago fizban1977 5 months ago 11
was an inside job. It is but a small part of the Illuminati's grand plans. 9 years from 2001
is 2010. WW3 will start this year, 2012 (11 years from 2001) will be the crowning of the
antichrist. The Shroud of Turin will be the biggest hoax in world history. Are you
prepared? View my video channel. fizban1977 5 months ago nayrphantom 5 months ago
This was an extremely sad moment in history. Very good filming though. I've never seen
anything else like it. nayrphantom 5 months ago Lautneerloveer1996 5 months ago This
was a very sad event! Well always remember the event and carry it in our hearts!
Lautneerloveer1996 5 months ago Lookylook2010 5 months ago All terrorists are
cowards.. i hope there is a life after dead, and hope they will burn in hell 4- ever... That
you live so close and have to see all those horrible things i was watching tv on that
moment and i was shaking in my chair. My heart goes to all those poor people R.I.P
Lookylook2010 5 months ago turquoise770 5 months ago 29 main st chester ny
turquoise770 5 months ago UpInSmokeeee 5 months ago those guys where brainwashed
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by bin laden, hes planing more shit like this and they still havent got him, and they have
been over there for years and years goin over 10 years now i just cant believe they cant
catch him, UpInSmokeeee 5 months ago modestos1991 5 months ago Horrible day..Death
has no funny parts.For every people ,everywhere. modestos1991 5 months ago
xxxNiceLifexxx 5 months ago watch NATIONAL SECURITY ALERT this is scientific
evidence and the most important 9/11 source! SHARE with everyone you can or you
L.I.H.O.P. xxxNiceLifexxx 5 months ago 487mip 5 months ago September11, 2001 was an
Al Qaeda terrorist attack. 487mip 5 months ago gessIsRaunchy 5 months ago @487mip
u've got no idea don't u? how can people who are living in caves organize such a big thing?
and how do they pay that?? 9/11 was a false flag attack gessIsRaunchy 5 months ago
johntitorlives 5 months ago May 2, 2010 Car bomb terrorism will begin to happen more
frequently in this country. This is a new era. We cannot go by the same rules and expect
to survive. Seal the borders and deport all radical Muslims immediately. johntitorlives 5
months ago johntitorlives 5 months ago We are now going to be like Isreal and live with
the thought of being blown up by a car bomb. Thank you Pres Carter, Clinton, both
Bushes and Obama for putting political correctness ahead of the safety of the citizens of
this country. Shut down most of the mosques in this country since it has been proven the
majority of them preach radical Islam and hatred toward this country. Deport ANY
Muslim who preaches this hate. johntitorlives 5 months ago QuitePossiblyANinja 5
months ago that is TYRANNY. freedom of religion is in the bill of rights for every
citizen. if we dont have our morals then what do we have? survival?
QuitePossiblyANinja 5 months ago ifuckzebras 5 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 made my boner grow ifuckzebras 5 months ago
Cherwinator 5 months ago 2 @ifuckzebras You are a waste of human life Cherwinator 5
months ago 2 dandiacalbody 5 months ago somebody definetly knows something
dandiacalbody 5 months ago putz33 5 months ago wow at 10:45 you can see a guy in the
roof look over the edge then jump putz33 5 months ago jujurik 5 months ago EXTREME
FIRM PROOFS how the news cooperate,TYPE>>> september clues jujurik 5 months
ago csimkin10 5 months ago HA HA HA "I think it's just smoke" he says. More like it's
pulverized Concrete and Asbestos. Then they missed the second plane hitting and say it
was a military plane. The difference is night and day. These people see fucking passenger
planes everyday! They don't know the difference? csimkin10 5 months ago Veratule 5
months ago There is a weird wobbling siren sound that starts around 6:43 and get much
louder at around 7:02-7:10. I've never really heard a siren like that and am curious about
what is making that noise. Anyone know? Veratule 5 months ago Fridabeekman 5 months
ago @Veratule Fire truck I think. Fridabeekman 5 months ago csimkin10 5 months ago
Wow one in a million csimkin10 5 months ago fitsam5 5 months ago so muh smoke
fitsam5 5 months ago Indianpeoplesuck1 5 months ago Muslims are retarded I can't
believe they could do that I mean I wish they wouldn't exist because they piss me off and
I get scared seeing them because they are terrorists!!! Indianpeoplesuck1 5 months ago
love4koko 5 months ago actually you fucking retard your own fucking country did that nt
muslims. but of course they would blame it on them because they want them all to look
bad but your so fucking stupid and believe everything that your corrupt government tells
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you. think about it retard. fucking idiot. love4koko 5 months ago foshan31 5 months ago
@love4koko lol foshan31 5 months ago janoman911 5 months ago so sad but yes i do
think there were bombs that were implanted into both buildings because theres no way in
hell 2 planes can take down both entire buildings... its impossible.. if you dont trust me
then do some research hope to god our government had nothing to do with this horrible
attack janoman911 5 months ago xxxNiceLifexxx 5 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam watch "NATIONAL SECURITY ALERT "----- released
less than a year ago is by far the most important 9/11 source its SCIENTIFIC
EVIDENCE that the official story is far away from the truth...ready for SUPREME
COURT please SHARE IT with everyone you know ! xxxNiceLifexxx 5 months ago
BRT0803 5 months ago @mgarza956 wow dude. you are fuckin faggot. go choke on a
cock and die you stupid misinformed fuck. BRT0803 5 months ago mgarza956 5 months
ago @BRT0803 go fuck your mom fagget mgarza956 5 months ago BRT0803 5 months
ago Comment removed kornukaz 5 months ago @DORproductions117 Shut Your trap
idiot. YOU is the one who needs to get the story straight. And, please, pretty
fuckingPLEASE, slap yourself in the dumb ass head!!! kornukaz 5 months ago
2010vidkid 5 months ago Comment removed MissBabyRosie 5 months ago i cant belive
that you actually had to witness all of this, all of these people just dieing, right infront of
your eyes.RIP the victims of this horrific tragedy. MissBabyRosie 5 months ago
AmberPott3r 5 months ago @DORproductions117 dats right ! n i'm glad u said 'terrorists
' instead of muslims! AmberPott3r 5 months ago AmberPott3r 5 months ago
@DORproductions117 AmberPott3r 5 months ago shynotscaredhinata4 5 months ago
How did you tape that? I would have been bawling my eyes out! I WAS bawling my
eyes out! I still cry when I think about it! I even cried while watching this video! How
did you tape it?!?!?!?! shynotscaredhinata4 5 months ago 2010vidkid 5 months ago
Comment removed drumeff 5 months ago 2 they cut out details of the second collapse as
well drumeff 5 months ago 2 drumeff 5 months ago 2 12:16-12:20 "-Looked like a
military plane! -It was a military plane!" WHY IS THE CRASH CUT OUT? drumeff 5
months ago 2 Prev 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 Next Reply Block User Unblock User
Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners
Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode:
Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear
all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active
list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading
playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions
Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27
Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,737,095 Respond to this video...
characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments
(47,032) expedition16 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
when you were going "oh my god" i remember i was fucking you in the ass during that
time. expedition16 5 months ago WhiteFox5Studios 5 months ago @expedition16 what
the fuck is wrong with you? WhiteFox5Studios 5 months ago captainjjb84 5 months ago I
remeber being in New York at the time, and witnessing the plane crashes and the towers
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falling. captainjjb84 5 months ago noiron13 5 months ago sound pleure all deaths deaths
this tragedy, courage has New York, ever ca, c 'est a date to engrave in my memory, me n
'oublierai never. that God keeps l 'amérique catherine de france noiron13 5 months ago
ekoslosky 5 months ago 9:20, I think I heard fire trucks coming very fast! ekoslosky 5
months ago Jhillock4 5 months ago as her son / or daughter is watching barney Jhillock4 5
months ago beastcam98 5 months ago whats with the music beastcam98 5 months ago
Broezzz 5 months ago wow at that time I was at school and I had no idea what was going
on. when I came home I saw it on tv and I was like: holy... Broezzz 5 months ago
adib811 5 months ago i like it adib811 5 months ago Deathlypvp 5 months ago stoji a toci
misto too aby tam sla treba aspon trosku pomoct, a jeste je zda se podle lasu uplne v
klidu Deathlypvp 5 months ago TheMsa123 5 months ago this is so fucking beautifull ..
you fucking americans .. fuck you bitches .. hahaha TheMsa123 5 months ago apperera89
5 months ago i miss you uncle! you didnt even get to test out facebook, lol, and i know
you would love it, = (..... R.I.P idk why i keep watching these videos, b/c they kill me.....
i miss you so much, to this day... i realy hate the fact that you arent around.... apperera89
5 months ago TheKashifkkka 5 months ago 9/11 was inside job to target only Muslim
countries TheKashifkkka 5 months ago mmk82192 5 months ago RIP to all those lost
that day, and i hope god blessed and continues to bless the families and friends of those
left behind <3 :( mmk82192 5 months ago bigben6713 5 months ago No, I dont think the
goverment had anything to do with 9/11 because that would be impossible. First of all,
think of all the people that would have had to have been involved. It would have taken
thousands. And think about how much money those people would have all had to have
been paid. And chances are one or two of those people would have come forward with
proof. But no. None of that happend. bigben6713 5 months ago d3athf3st 5 months ago
oh my god... this is so sad.. :( i almost cried. d3athf3st 5 months ago rule1406 5 months
ago allah wa akbar rule1406 5 months ago darklordprophecy 5 months ago
weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee-eeeeeeeeeeeeeee darklordprophecy 5 months ago
nycsentinel 5 months ago Obama Bush Pt 2 Derpy Slurpy nycsentinel 5 months ago
francisjairam 5 months ago 2 It was al qaeda they caused 9/11 francisjairam 5 months ago
2 TheZeeya 5 months ago We've gotta remember not too judge all muslims for this. Yes,
These people were assholes. But blaming all muslims isn't right. You brought this on your
own america. I'm not happy too say it, But you did. TheZeeya 5 months ago
MrJerryman13 5 months ago most people in da middle got out rite??? MrJerryman13 5
months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago Archangel St Micheal Defend us in battle against
the wicked nycsentinel 5 months ago Drucef 5 months ago @nycsentinel: Derpy da derp
a derp Jesus derp! Drucef 5 months ago Hallo2203 5 months ago die amys haben das
wirklich verdient nach all den kriegen (dieses video zeigt gerechtigkeit) Hallo2203 5
months ago herrrob14 5 months ago @Hallo2203 Wer sind die Amys? Meinst du Amis?
Naja wenn wir das verdient haben, stell dir vor was die Deutschen und Oesterreicher
verdeint haben. Alle die Juden der Welt sollen sie ermordern!! Das waere auch
Gerechtigkeit!!! herrrob14 5 months ago ddelga1234 5 months ago vary sad :( ddelga1234
5 months ago TwinTowersWTCTribute 5 months ago omg!,this is so scary!
TwinTowersWTCTribute 5 months ago littlemomsu 5 months ago God blessyou every
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single day !!!! thanks for this video im really sad littlemomsu 5 months ago
sophatyler2010 5 months ago Don't call me a whuss but i'm cryin me eyes out ere :'(
R.I.P all them people, that couple who jumped from the building are now united in
heaven, a happy place <3 sophatyler2010 5 months ago TheZeeya 5 months ago where's
the couple who jumped? TheZeeya 5 months ago xdgtrel 5 months ago How very sad
xdgtrel 5 months ago mixieeees 5 months ago 6000
m●rano
911w
mixieeees 5 months ago MADHATERINUTUBE 5 months ago 10 rip to all
MADHATERINUTUBE 5 months ago 10 mixieeees 5 months ago
Sharky2055
w
w
CIA
w mixieeees 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months
ago @mixieeees What??? Sharky2055 5 months ago BJHBNE 5 months ago Reopening of
the 911 investegation now! BJHBNE 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago
@BJHBNE Re-open it, fine with me. What's NOT fine with me is using $ for it when
that $'s much needed for schools, fire, paramedics and police. If $ from the govt was used
& it turns out not in your favor, you'll cry foul once more. What will you do then? Will
you concede you were wrong or cry out for another investigation? Sharky2055 5 months
ago Gwunty 5 months ago Those are some pretty good windows if she had to open them
to hear all that after it was totally silent! But really, she said it herself, it was a military
plane, and she was seeing this live. That's all I need for my beliefs to be confirmed. I just
wish it wouldn't cut out the part of it actually hitting it so I could see for myself.
Gwunty 5 months ago blavatsky3 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam Government knew about Corrosion inside Twin Towers and had to FastTrack their de-commissioning by 2007 . NYC council forbid Controlled Demolition and
the people who tendered the corrosion and de-commissioning research have destroyed all
their files and had people sign forms saying they will never talk about this as per
Thomas-Scott Gordon Search Thomas Scott Gordon and corrosion? of the Twin Towers
keep posting this link vv vv vv dot 911oz dot c om and search Thomas Scott Gordon
blavatsky3 5 months ago blavatsky3 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam Government knew about Corrosion inside Twin Towers and had to FastTrack their de-commissioning by 2007 . NYC council forbid Controlled Demolition and
the people who tendered the corrosion and de-commissioning research have destroyed all
their files and had people sign forms saying they will never talk about this as per
Thomas-Scott Gordon Search Thomas Scott Gordon and corrosion? of the Twin Towers
keep posting this link vv vv vv dot 911oz dot c om and search Thomas Scott Gordon
blavatsky3 5 months ago 1redpill4u1 5 months ago If you want to see why 9/11
happened type into Youtube old world secrets the omega project codes. You have to
watch it all too fully understand but after I did it took a while for me to pick my jaw up
off the floor. 1redpill4u1 5 months ago agkreider 5 months ago lol why is the crash cut
out? agkreider 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @agkreider There's nothing funny
about that attack. Sharky2055 5 months ago MrApplejacks2012 5 months ago
@agkreider becuz maybe someone doesn't want to watch the crash. people still have
nightmares from this like i did last night. MrApplejacks2012 5 months ago Husinan1996
5 months ago I think this is th best way to show what really happened in 2001. It's just
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without comments from Reporters or journalists! It's reallity! It's so horrible! I cried
when I saw that happening! Husinan1996 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago “I
picked up the phone, dialled 411, got the number, and tried it–busy. So I called the
Mayor’s Office of Emergency Management”–which was in 7 World Trade. “All circuits
were busy. I couldn’t get through.” -Mark Loizeaux John Seabrook “WHY THE
TOWERS FELL nycsentinel 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago I went down to the
scene and we set up headquarters at 75 Barkley Street, which was right there with the
police commissioner, the fire commissioner, the head of emergency management, and we
were operating out of there when we were told that the World Trade Center was going to
collapse. -Rudolph Giuliani nycsentinel 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago To our
knowledge, none of the [fire] chiefs present believed that a total collapse of either tower
was possible. [9/11 Commission Report] But right before the south tower collapsed, I
noticed a lot of people just left the lobby, and I heard we had a crew of all different
people, high-level people in government, everybody was gone, almost like they had
information that we didn't have. [Joseph Pfeifer, Battalion Chief (F.D.N.Y.)] nycsentinel
5 months ago SaschaCapo123 5 months ago At 10:20 you can see molten (iron??)
comming out of a steel column!! What is going on there?? German: ab 10:20 sieht man
geschmolzenes (eisen??) aus den Stahlsäulen herauskommen. Was passiert da?
SaschaCapo123 5 months ago chvyant 5 months ago nice apartment chvyant 5 months
ago KyleCom 5 months ago Inside job right here. Do you really believe that a billion
dollar security defense was defeated by a small group of men who live in caves ? Unlike
the media, I beg that you do your own research and not just take my word for it. Hitler
framed terrorists attacks as well to remove peoples liberties in the name of security. This
is nothing new at all. Also it was 3 buildings that fell that day, not two. Please research
Architects and Engineers for 911 truth people! wake up before it's too late! KyleCom 5
months ago aaallenania 5 months ago @KyleCom A great documentary to get valuable
information from, is, Terrorstorm 2. It not only explains about Hitler, and 9-11, it talks
about other acts of power and greed. aaallenania 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago
@KyleCom What billion dollar security system? Do you really think they all live in
caves? That's ignorant. Sharky2055 5 months ago Redbaron011 5 months ago Fucking
awesome. Redbaron011 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @Redbaron011 What
was awesome about this? Sharky2055 5 months ago rebelq1 5 months ago Sharky2055,
you are retarded whore, calling jews not disgusting! People who sympathize with jews
are even more disgusting than them! rebelq1 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago
@rebelq1 aka MusicAYkay Aykaymusic Where did I say I sympathize with Jews?
You're only saying that because, more than likely, The Big You Tube Mommy has
spanked you, suspended you, AGAIN for spewing your hateful words here. Sharky2055
5 months ago cookiieloverrx 5 months ago oh my god,this is so sad. I remember me and
my family drove by the WTC (in 2009) we drove by that street on 2:03 (or the other
side) , I felt like i heard these really loud firetrucks and people ,crying and breathing
heavily . cookiieloverrx 5 months ago Polars2011 5 months ago God bless the familys
who lost someone RIP Polars2011 5 months ago canayamacan 5 months ago ﻱﺍﺱﻉﻭﺩﻱﻱﻥ
ﻱﺍﺏﻝﺩﺍء ﻱﺍﻥﺝﺱﻱﻥ ﻡﺍﺯﻝﺕﻡ ﻡﻥﻑﻭﺥﻱﻥ ﺝﺩﺁ ﻉﻝﻯ ﺇﻱﻩ ؟؟؟ ﻡﻥ ﻉﻩﺩ ﻥﺏﻯ ﺍﻝﻥﻙﺍﺡ ﻭﺍﻝﺝﻭﺍﺭﻯ ﻡﺡﻡﺩ ﺇﻝﻯ ﻉﻩﺩ
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 ﺃﺭﺽﻙﻡ ﺍﻝﻕﺍﺡﻝﺓ ﺍﻝﻡﻉﻑﻥﺓ ﻝﻡ ﺕﻕﺩﻡ ﻝﻝﺏﺵﺭﻱﺓ ﺱﻭﻯ ﺍﻝﺝﺍﻩﻝﻱﺓ ﺙﻡ ﺍﻝﺥﺭﺍﻑﺍﺕ... ﺍﻝﻡﻉﺕﻭﻩ ﺍﺱﺍﻡﺓ
ﻭﺭﺝﻡ ﺍﻝﻥﺱﺍء ﻭﺍﻝﺃﺭﻩﺍﺏ ﻭﺍﻝﺃﻑﺕﺥﺍﺭ ﺏﺍﻝﺏﻝﺍﺩﺓ ﻭﻥﺵﺭ ﺕﻝﺍﻝﻡﺡﻡﺩﻱﺓ ( ﺍﻝﻕﺭﺁﻥ ) ﻭﺍﻝﺝﻩﻝ ﻭﺍﻝﻕﻡﻉ ﻭﺍﻝﻕ
canayamacan 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago Full El Al flight took off on ﺍﻝﺃﺭﻩﺍﺏ
9/11 from JFK to Tel Aviv (WMR) -- WMR has learned from two El Al sources who
worked for the Israeli airline at New York’s John F. Kennedy airport that on 9/11, hours
after the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) grounded all civilian domestic and
international incoming and outgoing flights to and from the United States, a full El Al
Boeing 747 took off from JFK bound for Tel Aviv’s Ben Gurion International Airport. Wayne Madsen nycsentinel 5 months ago shigueru93100 5 months ago "oh my god" "oh
my god" SHUT UP ! shigueru93100 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago To our
knowledge, none of the [fire] chiefs present believed that a total collapse of either tower
was possible. [9/11 Commission Report] But right before the south tower collapsed, I
noticed a lot of people just left the lobby, and I heard we had a crew of all different
people, high-level people in government, everybody was gone, almost like they had
information that we didn't have. [Joseph Pfeifer, Battalion Chief (F.D.N.Y.)] nycsentinel
5 months ago rouhollah678 5 months ago fucking osama why would he do such a thing
rouhollah678 5 months ago mgarza956 5 months ago @rouhollah678 actually osama had
nothing to do with it.....go to google and search up ZEITGEIST WORLD TRADE
CENTER....and youll find out the whole truth...it will make you realize how sick and
crule the US government really is...its a shame... mgarza956 5 months ago Redbaron011 5
months ago Because we're an imperialist power fucking over the globe. Some people don't
like being fucked over. Redbaron011 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago "It is one
hundred percent certain that 9-11 was a Mossad operation - period." - Dr. Alan
Sabrosky, former director of Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College
nycsentinel 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago But right before the south tower
collapsed, I noticed a lot of people just left the lobby, and I heard we had a crew of all
different people, high-level people in government, everybody was gone, almost like they
had information that we didn't have. -Joseph Pfeifer, Battalion Chief (FDNY) nycsentinel
5 months ago alopez850 5 months ago i feel bad who died on the buildings. ='( alopez850
5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago ”I thought, Somebody’s got to tell the Fire
Department to get out of there,” Loizeaux told me. “I picked up the phone, dialled 411,
got the number, and tried it–busy. So I called the Mayor’s Office of Emergency
Management”–which was in 7 World Trade. “All circuits were busy. I couldn’t get
through.” -John Seabrook “WHY THE TOWERS FELL nycsentinel 5 months ago
nycsentinel 5 months ago “I went down to the scene and we set up headquarters at 75
Barkley Street, which was right there with the police commissioner, the fire
commissioner, the head of emergency management, and we were operating out of there
when we were told that the World Trade Center was going to collapse." -Rudolph
Giuliani nycsentinel 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago “After the Bombing of the
WTC on Feburary 26, 1993, Melvin Schweitzer, a member of the Port Authority Board
of Commissioners, Told me [Dennis Smith] that he repeatedly inquired of the Port
Authority about the possibility of a plane’s running into the towers.” page 193 Report
from Ground Zero (Dennis Smith) nycsentinel 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago ...
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we still had 7 World Trade Center, which was STILL BURNING also. we were worried
about that collapsing, and it did collapse, about six hours later. THERE WAS A
CONSCIOUS DECISION TO LET THAT BUILDING BURN AND JUST KEEP
EVERYBODY CLEAR.” FDNY Deputy Chief Pete Hayden Commander, Division 1
Page 32 Report from Ground Zero Dennis Smith nycsentinel 5 months ago nycsentinel 5
months ago Shortly after September 11th, Judith [Nathan] got me a copy of Yossef
Bodansky's "Bin Laden: The Man Who Declared War On America". Soon it was covered
in highliter and notes. I met with Bodansky to discuss his book and sat down with Henry
Kissinger to talk about world terrorism and get his perspective on its history and
ramifications." -Rudy Page 291 Leadership Rudolph W Giuliani [KBE] nycsentinel 5
months ago giubin286 5 months ago in an accident one, two no three skyscrapers have
fallen on their base: the work of demolition with explosives is an incredibly easy then ....
use engineers in their workgroup just to increase the price of controlled demolition if the
buildings collapse alone in their base even if hit by planes in random points ... giubin286 5
months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago "Yama ' Architech Of Terror" "The World Trade
Center was Yamasaki's most prestigious, highly visible commission. ...Yamasaki HAD
ENGINEERED HIS TOWERS TO WITHSTAND THE FORCE OF A 747 SHEARING
INTO THEM-THE NIGHTMARE SCENARIO OF AN EARLIER, MORE
"INNOCENT" ERA..." Page 117 "Divided We Stand: A Biography of New York's World
Trade Center" Eric Darton (1999) nycsentinel 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago
"Shortly before the building collapsed, several NYPD officers and Con-Edison workers
told me that Larry Silverstein, the property developer of One World Financial Center was
on the phone with his insurance carrier to see if they would authorize the controlled
demolition of the building" -Foxnews nycsentinel 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago
“AS SHOCKING AS THIS CRASH [911] WAS, WE HAD ACTUALLY PLANNED
FOR JUST SUCH A CATASTROPHY." -"Rudy" Page 4 Leadership Rudolph W
Giuliani nycsentinel 5 months ago giubin286 5 months ago I loved America. they killed
my dream. nothing more has been the same since 9-11. helped me to open my eyes here
in Italy for the things that happen to us.I'm talking about real terrorism ... who invented
terrorism. giubin286 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @giubin286 Islamic
extremist terrorist is alive and unfortunately well and has been for many years.
Sharky2055 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago A medical investigation into
suspicious outbreaks and propaganda used to sell drugs and vaccines has exposed
investment bankers at JP Morgan-Chase (JPMC) and Goldman Sachs (GS) for plotting to
shock/stress, frighten, poison, and kill billions of people most profitably-pharmaceutically---according to the Editor-in-Chief of Medical Veritas journal.
nycsentinel 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago Mineta testified before the 9/11
Commission that Cheney was aware of special orders concerning a plane heading toward
Washington. Mineta said: “During the time that the airplane was coming into the
Pentagon, there was a young man who would come in and say to the vice president . . .
the plane is 50 miles out . . . the plane is 30 miles out. . . . and when it got down to the
plane is 10 miles out, the young man also said to the vice president ‘do the orders still
stand?’ 911(Ommission)Commission nycsentinel 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago
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My shit has 2 credible sources 1. FBI 2. On scene Ret FDNY Yours is asswipe Bullshit,
Douche nycsentinel 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @nycsentinel Truther
movement has nothing to back it. Grow up. Sharky2055 5 months ago nycsentinel 5
months ago Day 2, September 12: "THE DESTRUCTION AT THE WTC IS A CLEARCUT ACT OF TERRORISM, BUT IN READING THE PAPERS THIS MORNING I
FIND THAT PEOPLE AROUND THE WORLD ARE NOT CONVINCED THAT
OSAMA BIN LADEN IS RESPONSIBLE FOR IT." -Dennis Smith Page 190 Report
From Ground Zero (Dennis Smith) nycsentinel 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago
[OBL] The Rewards For Justice Program, United States Department of State, is offering
a reward of up to $25 million for information leading directly to the apprehension or
conviction of Usama Bin Laden. An additional $2 million is being offered through a
program developed and funded by the Airline Pilots Association and the Air Transport
Association. -FBI 10Most Wanted nycsentinel 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago
Eat shit cocksucker nycsentinel 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @nycsentinel
The problem is everyone's eating your shit here. Sharky2055 5 months ago nycsentinel 5
months ago USAMA BIN LADEN IS WANTED IN CONNECTION WITH THE
AUGUST 7, 1998, BOMBINGS OF THE UNITED STATES EMBASSIES IN DAR ES
SALAAM, TANZANIA, AND NAIROBI, KENYA. THESE ATTACKS KILLED
OVER 200 PEOPLE. IN ADDITION, BIN LADEN IS A SUSPECT IN OTHER
TERRORIST ATTACKS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. -FBI Not wanted for 911
nycsentinel 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago Those who think muslims jews or
christians did this are wrong Satan Did this nycsentinel 5 months ago Sharky2055 5
months ago @nycsentinel Spam your crap elsewhere troll. Sharky2055 5 months ago
MNikola1 5 months ago It looks like a bad dream. I continue to ask myself, is that real.
How terrible it is for the people who have seen the attack. How terrible it is for people
who are family members or Friends have lost. Because of the World Trade Center, I
always wanted to travel to Manhattan. But now it's too late. MNikola1 5 months ago
equalizerjane001 5 months ago i remember everything from this day and im in
michigan...... i can only imagine what it was like for you guys.....god bless all those who
survived and let us never forget those who were not that lucky. equalizerjane001 5
months ago mechanamer 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Fuck islam! ☻/ This is paedophile muhammad. /▌ Copy and paste him / \
mechanamer 5 months ago rikkardnovacat2000 5 months ago lol, thats what i thought, a
terorist attack... mhm rikkardnovacat2000 5 months ago msmsmmss 5 months ago bob
and bri....shut yer faces..."we didnt know if we could release ou r powerful imagery"...duh
msmsmmss 5 months ago youhavenoidea09 5 months ago COOL VIDEO
youhavenoidea09 5 months ago nickolas177 5 months ago bullshit nickolas177 5 months
ago TheSophist2007 5 months ago quite a sight smoke TheSophist2007 5 months ago
ramsammy688 5 months ago :"( i feel so srry :'( ramsammy688 5 months ago
theoperationfreedom 5 months ago Trade center 7,3rd building to fall, 300 feet/football
field awa, 47 supporting beams and structure turned into powder n 10 seconds, y does
the official 9/11 commission report ensure the free fall collapse was from fire? Why have
so many died, yet no valid threats turned over? How can you watch the videos of 9/11
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and not ask not wonder, how? is questioning bad? could the real answers prevent the
reoccurrence of such disasters? or leave it as is and bury your head in the sand.....
theoperationfreedom 5 months ago HalfDeadFatGuy0 5 months ago unbelievable. every
time i see this footage, i get chills. people are fucking morons and say our government did
this. fuck them all. 9-11 was a day that will never be forgotten. fuck terrorists, and god
bless america. support our troops. thats why we're in the mid east HalfDeadFatGuy0 5
months ago alexfoti76 5 months ago how can you be so stupid how explain this to me
you think that was only a simple terrorist attack fool thats why they count to your
stupitidy to tell you such lies and you believe them omg what a moron alexfoti76 5
months ago ellendegeneresinamin 5 months ago That must have been so scary to be that
close. Good idea to record it though. I can't even imagine what it was like to be there and
see it happen like you did. I wish I could go back in time and warn all of those people.
Next year it will be 10 years since that horrible day of Tuesday, September 11, 2001.
ellendegeneresinamin 5 months ago ellendegeneresinamin 5 months ago That must have
been so scary to be that close. Good idea to record it though. I can't even imagine what it
was like to be there and see it happen like you did. I wish I could go back in time and
warn all of those people. Next year it will be 10 years since that horrible day of Tuesday,
September 11, 2001. ellendegeneresinamin 5 months ago Ringlord3434 5 months ago 3:40
yeah... why didnt the FDNY think of that? Ringlord3434 5 months ago giubin286 5
months ago Bush bought your souls. where are videos of the pentagon. There are
hundreds of cameras ... If I was American I would have demanded. and explanations for
the WTC 7??? giubin286 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @giubin286 Bush is
too stupid to buy anything. The video of the Pentagon's been shown. It's CCTV footage.
WTC 7 was explained and several FDNY chiefs expected it to collapse that day.
Sharky2055 5 months ago giubin286 5 months ago @Sharky2055 are everyone crazy?
CCTV had reveal any airplane? there are thousand of cameras and no one picture about an
airplane? in the world no skyscraper is collapse but 9-11 three had follow the ground in
few hours. giubin286 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @giubin286 What
thousands of cameras? Name a skyscraper that was hit by a 767 doing 400-500 mph with
10,000 gallons of jetfuel onboard. Sharky2055 5 months ago giubin286 5 months ago
@Sharky2055 do you believe if an engeneer say that your elevator can bring up maximum
four people? believe that the engineer allows the technology to work your magic phone
wireless? very well: believe the designer (engineer) of the twin towers that said he had
planned the same for multiple impacts of jet airline. giubin286 5 months ago Sharky2055
5 months ago @giubin286 No, he didn't. He planned for 1 impact, but not all the fuel. ht
tp : // w w w. lera. com/sep11. htm Sharky2055 5 months ago giubin286 5 months ago
@Sharky2055 feel ... defend their media strategies with the crackles? I cry every day ... I
would not believe..But in an audio-visual interviews, designer claims to have designed for
multiple impacts ... and almost all aircraft in flight with fuel ... I hope giubin286 5 months
ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @giubin286 Media cackles, what? Lost me with that.
Neither Skiiing nor Robertson have claimed it was designed to withstand multiple
impacts. There was an estimate of 10,000 gallons of jetfuel onboard, that the engineer that
designed the towers say it couldn't comphensate for. I gave you a link to that statement.
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Sharky2055 5 months ago giubin286 5 months ago @Sharky2055 what thousands?the
Pentagon is the most guarded and secure place in the world... it also has automatic antiaircraft batteries...if the pope's plane passes without authorized military transponder is
shot down automatically. giubin286 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @giubin286
Did you just watch, Loose Change? Most secure? So secure it has tours! So secure
tourists could go in. So secure it has a major transit center out in front of it and a major
highway alongside of it. There are NO anti-aircraft batteries. NO commerical plane is ever
shot down automatically over US airspace! NO military aricraft would be shot down
right away either. Sharky2055 5 months ago giubin286 5 months ago @Sharky2055 why
don't you try to fly over the pentagon or the white house with a cessna? giubin286 5
months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @giubin286 No thank, I don't like the confied
space of a cessna. They wouldn't autmomaitically shoot it down. There is still a process
that has to be engaged from the air traffic controllers informing their supervisors, to those
supervisors informing the FAA & the FAA in turn telling NORAD/NEADS they have a
problem. Then from information the FAA gives them and what informaiton NEADS has
they call the Whitehouse where the President would give permission to shoot down the
plane or not. Sharky2055 5 months ago giubin286 5 months ago @Sharky2055 and the
presinent or vice in 9-11 said to not shot it down? giubin286 5 months ago giubin286 5
months ago @Sharky2055 if one your parent was dead, would you like a bit more
explanation? giubin286 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @giubin286 What the
hell are you referring to? Sharky2055 5 months ago meiueder 5 months ago if God had
blessed america, Bush Jr. wouldn't be in it.... meiueder 5 months ago redarmy97 5 months
ago I live in the country of Panama. At my school we are currently doing a project on
9/11... GOD BLESS AMERICA. redarmy97 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago
@redarmy97 Look up on You Tube, National Geographics, "Inside 9/11", and "9/11Zero Hour". You can get them on DVD and there's a site on the National Geographic site
online, that will help you even more with your project. Those will help alot. Good luck.
Never forget. Sharky2055 5 months ago Jaffixo 5 months ago @Bananaandapples2008
Are you normal?! What do you think with: "you need to be found and shot dead."? I
can´t help myself but this is typically american behaviour. What would you do without
guns and wars? Do you think that you are the best nation that is intented for corrections
another ones? Begin in the your country. "you need to be found and shot down." - really
I would like to meet man, who says this. You must be a well-bred young man. Jaffixo 5
months ago Anna94Esdr 5 months ago Hi! I'm from Sweden and I say "God Bless
America" because of this accident. I don't know if this was an accident but this was
terrible to see. I feel sorry for the Americans. I was just 6 years old when this happened
and 3 days before my birthday. :( I will always love America. God Bless you all in
America. From Anna <3 Anna94Esdr 5 months ago HalfDeadFatGuy0 5 months ago
@Anna94Esdr thank you for being a decent person. i was six at the time too. it was an
awful day. i remember it perfectly, but nothing else from that year. september 11th was
caused by a group of terrorists. if u hear of our government doing it, dont believe them.
theyre idiots. thank you again HalfDeadFatGuy0 5 months ago ranabananafofanna 5
months ago 19:39 right about then id be shitting myself. ranabananafofanna 5 months ago
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Jaffixo 5 months ago /watch?v=UHiuaGJ46zo Jaffixo 5 months ago Daniel123boy 5
months ago :( its sad! Daniel123boy 5 months ago Jaffixo 5 months ago I think this will
show you the real true It is one big demolition with special effects Jaffixo 5 months ago
Jaffixo 5 months ago @Jaffixo I meant this: /watch?v=UHiuaGJ46zo Jaffixo 5 months
ago Jaffixo 5 months ago @Jaffixo Jaffixo 5 months ago Bananaandapples2008 5 months
ago @Jaffixo you need to be found and shot dead. Bananaandapples2008 5 months ago
Carlosr600 5 months ago jeeez at 7:34 , one brave person Carlosr600 5 months ago
Drucef 5 months ago Why the hell did these people edit out the crash into the 2nd tower?
"Waaa, I'm so sensitive, so I'm going to censor this!" Idiots. Drucef 5 months ago
laveritee1 5 months ago C'etais les deux plus belle tour du monde ! je veux juste dire que
les arabes kon fait on que sa a faire faire chier les gens des gens sont mort et et eux aussi
des familles brisé un père mort , une mère un fils ou une fille . Je n'ai qu'un mot a dire hala
on t'encule et toutes les religions aussi les guerre continurons encore et toujours tant que
les religion existerons .. Vive la Révolution ..... laveritee1 5 months ago koveras13 5
months ago at 07:34 you can see a jumper koveras13 5 months ago stewartho724 5
months ago this is a bad day of usa stewartho724 5 months ago koveras13 5 months ago
hahah ... thay are attacking the world trade center not us?? she is stupid... they are
attacking whole new york and whole usa! koveras13 5 months ago koveras13 5 months
ago at 05:32 you can see a plane on the sky !! do you think its the plane wich is going to
flew into the 2hird tower? koveras13 5 months ago Drucef 5 months ago @koveras13:
2hird tower? wtf? Anyway, no. It's going the wrong direction. Drucef 5 months ago
Alchemistz123 5 months ago Allahu Akbar! Alchemistz123 5 months ago mixieeees 5
months ago Hydrogen bomb Cancer Cancer Cancer orz watch?v=6HENbLXwA6o
mixieeees 5 months ago MOLOTOV0077 5 months ago It was the government of the U.S
they don't care if people are killed the illuminati was part of it! MOLOTOV0077 5
months ago elpoderosohungaro 5 months ago 20:42 "The WTC it's no more" Just
Horrible 9/11 was one of these days that change your life and the whole world in the
blink of a eye... elpoderosohungaro 5 months ago elpoderosohungaro 5 months ago I think
all days you learn something, And all the world learned something that Fuckin' day. 9/11
was one of these days that changes your life and the whole world in the blink of an eye.
elpoderosohungaro 5 months ago R34LiSM 5 months ago 2 Just read the grammar of
these people claiming this was a conspiracy. They sound like small children, that got their
hands onto their parent's computer. If your brain is too simple to string together a
sentence, then your opinion simply does not matter. R34LiSM 5 months ago 2 Drucef 5
months ago @R34LiSM: Riiiiiight...because the evidence is SO overwhelming proving
this was only Islamic extremists. Bin Laden isn't even wanted for the 9/11 attacks
according ot the FBI website. Maybe you should do some research before you open
your cock holster. Oh wait...you're a blindly led right-wing American "patriot", so you
believe everything you're told. Let me guess, you believe everything they tell you in
church too...? Drucef 5 months ago landenrud 5 months ago @Drucef hes not wanted
cause the taliban admitted to the crime u insenitive bastard this asshole osama organized
this entire thing theres no conspiracy at all if u think theres a conspiricay ur a communist
nazt landenrud 5 months ago Drucef 5 months ago @landenrud: "he's not wanted cause
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the taliban admitted to the crime...this asshole osama organized this entire thing..."
Communist Nazi's are the religious right in this country who want to destroy Muslims.
YOU ARE AN IDIOT. Drucef 5 months ago R34LiSM 5 months ago @Drucef Actually
I'm not a Christian, nor am I a Republican.. Quite ironic after you just finished calling me
"blindly led," isn't it? It's amazing how you believe that anybody who is against the 9/11
conspiracies must be a right-wing Christian. Sounds like you need to stop believing
everything you hear on TV, kid. And honestly, I've probably researched this issue more
than you, and half of the other conspirators have. But as I said before, your brain is just
too simple to grasp that concept. R34LiSM 5 months ago Drucef 5 months ago
@R34LiSM: You haven't researched jack shit. Drucef 5 months ago R34LiSM 5 months
ago @Drucef Back to your pathetic, assuming comments I see.. You're worthless. You
have no logic behind anything you say. It bewilders me that people as unintelligent as
yourself publicly display their moronic way of thinking. R34LiSM 5 months ago Drucef
5 months ago @R34LiSM: No logic? ...and you think the Bush administration or the
Bilderberg group had nothing to do with this? FAIL. Drucef 5 months ago
DORproductions117 5 months ago 15 @Drucef you fucking conspiracy theorists are
really starting to piss me off. The fact is, we were attack by terrorist assholes who hate
America. End of story. First you morons say Bush is stupid, then you say he's a criminal
mastermind. Make up your fucking minds, get your story straight, and then, when you
realize how stupid you are, slap yourself in the face for me. Now shut the fuck up.
DORproductions117 5 months ago 15 KyleCom 5 months ago @DORproductions117
You poor sheep! I encourage you to look up and research this stuff yourself, don't just
take the medias words for it and conclude it at that. This was an inside job, a false flag
attack all the evidence shows that. You need to understand that the government can gain
from attacking themselves and blaming it on others. Hitler framed terrorists attacks as
well, you hear "those who do not learn from history are doomed to repeat it." there you
have it. KyleCom 5 months ago KyleCom 5 months ago @DORproductions117 You are
too much of a coward to learn the truth yourself and stand up to the government, enjoy
the tyranny that you helped create. either visit cms.ae911truth . org/ or go play with your
star wars dolls that you made a video on. my guess is you'll play with your star wars
dolls, that's more important inst it? have fun with your dolls little boy ;) KyleCom 5
months ago Drucef 5 months ago @DORproductions117: hahahahaha...somebody can't
do their research. "End of story" you say. Typical brainwashed retard. You will believe
anything won't you? Ok, in your opinion, why do you think these "terrorist assholes"
attacked us? By the way, Bush IS a retard. I don't know anyone who said Bush himself
masterminded anything behind 9/11. Bilderberg group, yes. The Bush administration
knew, but not necessarily planned it. Read a book. Drucef 5 months ago Sharky2055 5
months ago @Drucef It's you that needs to do your research and stop listening to the
conman, Alex Jones. Sharky2055 5 months ago Drucef 5 months ago @Sharky2055:
"Conman"? So do you think Bush was not a conman? What about the various members of
his administration? Someone needs to do their research....and that someone is you.
However, of course you won't, because you're an American. You believe everything
you're told without reading up on stuff (a.k.a. right-wing "patriot"). You don't know shit
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about what's going on, do you? Drucef 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @Drucef
Doesn't matter what I think of Dufus W and his administration. They're long gone now.
I've done my research and found there's no validation to the 9/11 conspiracy theories.
You really shouldn't assume anything where I;m concerned, nor any other American. I'm
no right winger. Tis you that knows crap about what's going on. Sharky2055 5 months
ago Drucef 5 months ago @Sharky2055: I know crap? You realize that remnants of
thermite WAS in fact found at the world trade center site, right? Also, as I mentioned
before...go to the FBI website. Bin Laden is not wanted for the 9/11 terrorist attacks.
Know why? Because there's simply not enough evidence. Bush was an idiot, but his
administration conned you and the rest of the western world. Drucef 5 months ago
Sally721431 5 months ago @DORproductions117 9/11 was an insidejob! Sally721431 5
months ago herrrob14 5 months ago @DORproductions117 Thank you. The whole idea
that an administration as inept as George Bush's could mastermind something as
sophisticated as 911 is ridiculous. These conspiracy theorist come across so desperate
herrrob14 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @herrrob14 AGREED!! Sharky2055
5 months ago declanc134 5 months ago @DORproductions117 BOOOOOM. that was
awesome :P declanc134 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @declanc134 NO, it was
NOT. Sharky2055 5 months ago marcomariaz26 5 months ago @DORproductions117 W
is stupid. Cheney is a mastermind. Got it?? Cheney allowed it to happen to further his
Project For the New American Century plan to go forward at warp speed, thus ensuring
the power of the Presidency would be enhanced, as he wished. What has happened since
9/11 has borne out everything I say, you have no rebuttal, so don't even try. Good day
and good luck. marcomariaz26 5 months ago Drucef 5 months ago
@DORproductions117: Google PNAC idiot. America is the new Nazi party. We are
trying to take over the world. Nazi Germany had some of the best technology and a
superior army, and just like the Germans, they thought they were right, but most of the
rest of the world knew they needed to be stopped. Today, most Americans are just
simply stupid and they think patriotism and Christianity shall prevail over everything
else. Wake the fuck up sheep. Drucef 5 months ago NzNexus2 5 months ago i remember
this day, i was home it was evening a nd i got a phone call someone said turn on the TV
world war 3 has started and i see on all channels full of news. .. one of the scariest days
NzNexus2 5 months ago cortinasa24 5 months ago there peep sayin there werent even
terriorst they said us own americans hijacked tht plane an framed sum muslims tht dnt
exist no more cortinasa24 5 months ago PeliculasIlluminatis 5 months ago big conspiracy ,
is a big inside job, detoned bombs. i am spanish, look videos truth 9/11 . test, test, test,
and more tests PeliculasIlluminatis 5 months ago ilovejb123ify 5 months ago I LOVE
THE USA ilovejb123ify 5 months ago T0y0Tac0roll4 5 months ago it happened cus the
USA is stealing the oil from the middle east especially from iraq T0y0Tac0roll4 5 months
ago 3434343434utubeguy 5 months ago I wish you didn't edit any of this.
3434343434utubeguy 5 months ago 01chrfol 5 months ago @justagirlinthehood what
about the civilians in irak, afghanistan. how many have lost their lifes there. us killed more
people then sadam did. civilians died. many more then wtc.. vietnam. they killed civilians
there too. i think the goverment us need to stop playing worlds police. couse i dont want
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an unfair countrylike us to help my country if my country needed help. the media in
europe sends us pictures from the war there we see dumb american soldiers playing with
their gun.maybeeitsthemedia? 01chrfol 5 months ago sherbert1017 5 months ago was not
a miltary plane jesus lady no offense sherbert1017 5 months ago adamkyler 5 months ago
They blow up our building, we should blow up their whole fucking country. Send them
all to hell. They obviously didn't give a damn about innocents, why should we? We need
to show all of these bastard theocratic nations that we will completely destroy any
country that attacks us. adamkyler 5 months ago Rabascan 5 months ago @adamkyler
They didn't gave a damn about innocents. Why should we? Because we are better than
these assholes who did that. You can't fight terror with terror. Doing this is like fucking
for virginity Rabascan 5 months ago FranklinKostas 5 months ago @adamkyler It wasn't
the country that attacked us it was the terrorist group. That's what makes it so tricky is
that they have no real land in their name that we can completely annihilate.
FranklinKostas 5 months ago LifesFitfulFever 5 months ago @FranklinKostas haha and
Disney is just a simple, innocent company. yea. sure. LifesFitfulFever 5 months ago
chvyant 5 months ago @LifesFitfulFever They used to be the richest company in the
world, ofc they did illegal stuff a lot 8> chvyant 5 months ago souravbardhan79 5 months
ago kill all the mothe fuckers fudametalist bastards souravbardhan79 5 months ago
amphaynes 5 months ago god i wish some people had some common sense. how could a
building with 70 some odd untouched floors fall at free fall speed. then 7 hours later a
building that wasnt even hit by a plane fall perfectly. amphaynes 5 months ago
Sharky2055 5 months ago @amphaynes There was NO freefall speed. WTC 7 didn't fall
perfectly. It fell across the street, Bay Street if I remember correctly. Sharky2055 5
months ago amphaynes 5 months ago @Sharky2055 ..dude watch the god damn video of
building 7 and stop being a fuckin puppet amphaynes 5 months ago Sharky2055 5
months ago @amphaynes I'm no one's puppet. I'll go with the FDNY when it comes to
WTC 7, instead of trwoofers. Sharky2055 5 months ago amphaynes 5 months ago
@Sharky2055 ..yeah i go with firefighters for 9/11 truth...come on larry silverstein told
the firefighters building 7 was gonna fall then miraculously it did...use some common
sense amphaynes 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @amphaynes As far as I know
NONE of the 'firefighters for truth', were there on 9/11. NO, the FDNY told Silverstein
WTC 7 was going to collapse. Silverstein didn't have the power to do anything but order
lunch for the firefighters that day. YOU need to use some commonsense. The FDNY
were large and in charge that day. Sharky2055 5 months ago drunkmick27 5 months ago
@amphaynes what video? the cbs video of building 7, were it clearly shows the collapse
lasted over 20 seconds? the one were mr. jones admitted after seeing it that their free fall
theory was wrong? drunkmick27 5 months ago amphaynes 5 months ago @drunkmick27
..nice bold face lie right there. i have no idea what building you were watching that took
20 seconds to fall, you might wanna watch the video again. so i guess silverstein had his
building rigged 24/7 for demolition just incase something like this were to happen.
amphaynes 5 months ago drunkmick27 5 months ago @amphaynes i figured you would
ignore your lies i pointed out to you! watch the cbs video of wtc7! the mechanical
penthouse on the roof on the eastside completely collapses a full 15 seconds before the
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onset of global collapse! which suggest, which you ignore, there was internal collapse
going on long before the onset of global collapse! now you do remember in 5th grade you
learned cause and effect? drunkmick27 5 months ago RadovanEdmond 5 months ago
intresting date like 911....u know the police ?! RadovanEdmond 5 months ago
gherkinspeiler 5 months ago It seems super fake to me. The women keep adding
conjecture, which if you listen is directed at the viewer. Some music in the background is
subconsciously connected to Barney. The phone call has perfect one sided audio. They
have background commentary with talks about Osama Bin Laden before the second tower
is down. gherkinspeiler 5 months ago SuperBandstand 5 months ago funny that theres no
birds flying in this vid....looks fake to me SuperBandstand 5 months ago NEXOLIO 5
months ago The world is a FUCKED UP place to be... NEXOLIO 5 months ago
Mustyrat 5 months ago Niceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee. I love it. "She heard the NOISE of
a plane." No plane. Good shit. Mustyrat 5 months ago Rabascan 5 months ago That what
happened was... the word "terrible" is not strong enough to describe this. I'm not an
american, but I was also full of anger and sadness. I am a muslim. I say, that 9/11 was a
massacre. I do not agree with these goddamn terrorists. They say, that it was gods/allahs
will. That is WRONG. It can't be the will of allah or another god to kill even one man, and
thousands died because some fanatics thought, that it was his will. Thats blasphemic and
wrong. Rabascan 5 months ago kanistor22 5 months ago @Rabascan your almost right..
But its not blasphemy, it's a shared psychosis. The people responsible have nothing else
in their life, than this imaginary character... allah. Religion can be a dangerous thing, and
can drive people crazy. kanistor22 5 months ago LightningStash 5 months ago
@Rabascan Thank you for highlighting this Rabascan. Yes former unjustice has been
seen, yet hardly ever observed from the Leabenon, to Gulf Wars at the hands of former
Soldiers at the call of past American Leaders which has seen many Buildings destroyed &
many lives taken, but there is no reason forthis kind of barbaric act upon other innoccent
Civillians. LightningStash 5 months ago LightningStash 5 months ago @Rabascan If we
do not learn to keep harmoney between nations, & seek compromise rather than force,
many more events like 9/11 will surely take place. Hopefully from your speech, others
will see that not all Muslims are like the ones whom took part in this attack.
LightningStash 5 months ago Rabascan 5 months ago @LightningStash It's only kind of
neverending madness... The terrorists have killed one or two million people with this
attac, not "only" three thousand. And even one live would be too much... We can only
hope, that we can do it better... Rabascan 5 months ago LightningStash 5 months ago
@Rabascan What do you mean we can do it better? LightningStash 5 months ago
Rabascan 5 months ago @LightningStash Don't fighting a "terror against terror" fight like
Bush said. Don't being manipulated by people who use god to protect their interests.
Doing something against all these terrible things that happen. Oh, only for the people
who cry "They want a "dschihad", that means killing for god!": "Dschihad" means
fighting for god, but that "fight" is not a fight with weapons, it's a fight in yourself and a
fight for god's ideals: peace, freedom, tolerance...You know. Rabascan 5 months ago
LightningStash 5 months ago @Rabascan Okay now I see what you mean. And yes I
agree with you totally! LightningStash 5 months ago Rabascan 5 months ago
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@LightningStash Thanks, man. But not everybody does in this way. Rabascan 5 months
ago LightningStash 5 months ago @Rabascan It is a shame, but let us hope they do so, &
accept others for whom they are! All the best! LightningStash 5 months ago
CHIPSTERO7 5 months ago Bah! The US has waged two illegal wars since 9/11 and
these wars have amounted to a death toll easily overshadowing 9/11 so the argument that
the US govt wouldn't kill unlawfully is, of course, nonsensical. Plus, look up "Operation
Northwoods", which was a falseflag plan in the 60's to engender war with Cuba by
creating dummy terrorist attacks and then blaming them on Cuba. Luckily, it was stymied
by Kennedy. CHIPSTERO7 5 months ago huligomo 5 months ago the music is not
good... huligomo 5 months ago tuzian 5 months ago it was not muslims morons. and
planes don't make buildings fall into their own footprint. meticulous planning and serious
mathematics makes a building fall into it's own footprint. the same applies to three
buildings falling into their own footprint. tuzian 5 months ago undercover343 5 months
ago America just got served! All that falling concrete must've been hard to swallow!
undercover343 5 months ago zelphia1 5 months ago @undercover343 What the hell kind
of comment was that! You need you head checked!!! THis was one of the worst days in
history! Alot of people lost their lives that day!! zelphia1 5 months ago undercover343 5
months ago @zelphia1, You're using incorrect spelling and you're telling me that I need to
be checked? undercover343 5 months ago zelphia1 5 months ago @undercover343 What
did I spell wrong u idiot!! Get a life!! zelphia1 5 months ago undercover343 5 months ago
@zelphia1, Go and rape your momma, motherfuckerrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr! undercover343 5
months ago zelphia1 5 months ago @undercover343 Srry dear but I don't think so, you
sound to me to be that type!! zelphia1 5 months ago capinbutt 5 months ago rip people
we will revenge the victims deaths. capinbutt 5 months ago oeyesea 5 months ago This
wasn't even the first time Al Qaeda attacked the WTC. Conspiracy theorists are stupid.
Usama even sent out videos on his declaration of jihad against the US, and assassinated
one of the key Afghanistani resistance leaders before 9-11. oeyesea 5 months ago
shuiboureuz 5 months ago good god :o this is awesome :D shuiboureuz 5 months ago
MpoloBeatsSupport 5 months ago @shuiboureuz blöder behinderter wixxer du !
MpoloBeatsSupport 5 months ago mattius83 5 months ago If 9/11 is an "inside job," it
wouldn't be the first time our nation utilized false flag terror attacks. In 1953, we
overthrew the first democratically-elected leader of Iran, using these tactics, killing 300
people. Our government lied about going into Vietnam through the "Gulf Of Tonkin
Incident," and we even allowed Israeli Naval and Air forces to attack the USS Liberty,
killing 34 and wounding 171, in 1967. Don't forget "Operation Northwoods." But JFK
was not about to kill his own people. mattius83 5 months ago IceyHedgehogTV 5
months ago This had to be a setup IceyHedgehogTV 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months
ago @IceyHedgehogTV Yes it was by Islamic extremist terrorists from al -Qaeda.
Sharky2055 5 months ago drsimi776 5 months ago HELL YEAH, BABY!!!!!!!!!!!!!
drsimi776 5 months ago sunglass3333 5 months ago 5 i try not to hate all muslims, or all
people in the middle east for this... but i think of friends and family that died in these
attacks, and i can't help but feel hatred and rage . sunglass3333 5 months ago 5
Sharky2055 5 months ago @sunglass3333 It's understandable. But it would be wrong to
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blame all Muslims for what these homicidal zealots did. Sharky2055 5 months ago
MOMOarabe 5 months ago @sunglass3333 i dont understand why americans should
hate all muslims and arabs because of a group of terrorist?? us arabe we have been victim
of terrorism that killed much more than 9/11 attacks( at least 200.000 civils death in
algeria during the 90's). so we hate thoes son of bitches as much as you and personally i
think this a conspiracy, bush is behind all this shit MOMOarabe 5 months ago
bradyischamp 5 months ago that knick knack paddy wack tune playing in the background
made this video INCREDIBLY eerie bradyischamp 5 months ago Ar1886 5 months ago
Please wak up and watch this !!!! watch?v=6a08ny5X2Q4&feature=re-lated Ar1886 5
months ago reythepker 5 months ago osama binladen reythepker 5 months ago
MrNoNaMe1107 5 months ago wat happened at 9/11? MrNoNaMe1107 5 months ago
icedwithin 5 months ago That's the best and the truthful viveo I've ever seen. thanks for
posting. So sorry for all the people we missed and for their parents and friends.
icedwithin 5 months ago rolex936 5 months ago i was in english class in 3rd grade my
teacher ms.longoria came in criying and whe went home early that day rolex936 5 months
ago couturebabex33 5 months ago I remember this day. I was in school and everyones
parents were picking them up. My mom had worked in the city at the time. I was hearing
multiple rumors that a plane had crashed, a boat sank, and many different ones. As one of
the last kids in the classroom, I didn't know what to think. Luckily my mom escaped and
came home safely to me. RIP to those who died. couturebabex33 5 months ago vlad5548
5 months ago Fuck USA !!! vlad5548 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago
@vlad5548 Why? Sharky2055 5 months ago playerjensa 5 months ago @vlad5548 fuck
you too ASHOOLE playerjensa 5 months ago jasonrazor123 5 months ago @vlad5548
FUCK YOU jasonrazor123 5 months ago vlad5548 5 months ago Fuck USA !!! vlad5548
5 months ago steelershardcore 5 months ago @vlad5548 for all the us fuck u
steelershardcore 5 months ago UniversalPark 5 months ago @vlad5548 Fuck You, you
stupid crout UniversalPark 5 months ago HARD1ROCK1VIDEOS 5 months ago it's
terrible.... HARD1ROCK1VIDEOS 5 months ago IslamicCunt 5 months ago 8 This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam It was the muslims that obviously did this.
So if I were the American Government I would wait for a period where Mecca is at its
most fullest and carpet bomb the fuck out of the muzzy fuckers. IslamicCunt 5 months
ago 8 ataye1 5 months ago @IslamicCunt nine of them are still alive check it out look up
911 hijackers still alive ataye1 5 months ago Jayesmoothe 5 months ago @IslamicCunt
obviously you're not a military strategist. What do you think would happen within our
borders if that were to happen knowing that the US has over 10 million muslims within
our borders? Not well thought out huh? And most muslims aren't walking around with
turbans on their heads so how whould you identify the enemy? So in other words you're
just talking straight outta your ass. So shut up and let the real soldiers handle the fighting.
Jayesmoothe 5 months ago IslamicCunt 5 months ago @Jayesmoothe No need to get all
technical with your life story yeh. By the way, how could have I been talking straight out
the crack of my arse when your mum's tongue was up it. IslamicCunt 5 months ago
playerjensa 5 months ago @IslamicCunt .I´m with you and yoy´r american
people..always and forewer..sorry for my bad english//jens from sweden playerjensa 5
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months ago MrOmeMan 5 months ago @IslamicCunt oh stfu, you know nothing about
anything. Bomb Mecca? For what? Those Muslims had nothing to do with 9/11... it
was... never mind... look who I'm talking to. Educate yourself. I sure am glad you aren't
president. MrOmeMan 5 months ago IslamicCunt 5 months ago Comment removed
IslamicCunt 5 months ago Comment removed Sharky2055 5 months ago @IslamicCunt
NOT all Muslims act, think, believe or believe alike. Sharky2055 5 months ago
MrOmeMan 5 months ago @IslamicCunt Well you don't appear to be educated past the
3rd grade. You're just another ignorant American that makes America look bad... people
like you are the reason why the world hates America. So spiteful, so full of vengeance, so
greedy, so selfish, no heart, no compassion, no understanding, no deep thinking. You're
shallow minded and simple to come up with a conclusion like so... what man has the
power to grant death and say that it is correct? No thinking man. MrOmeMan 5 months
ago IslamicCunt 5 months ago @MrOmeMan Don't worry I am educated, I study at
Oxford Uni. But what I was saying is that muslims are racist and do not like people you
are non muslim. They are out to convert everyone. One more thing don't try to correct me
again you cheeky fucker. For that silly counter comment I hope cancer spreads to your
bollocks you fat bastard. IslamicCunt 5 months ago quazauazlag 5 months ago
@IslamicCunt Yes of course all muslims approved of bombing WTC. Of course all
muslims are terrorists and must be killed... You sir are smart as fuck and everyone should
listen to you. If we bombed Mecca and even more innocent people died, it would be
amazing. Your opinions really make the world a better place. quazauazlag 5 months ago
rotz001 5 months ago @IslamicCunt Correction, it was Al-qaeda rotz001 5 months ago
IslamicCunt 5 months ago @rotz001 Well the al-qaeda are muslims. Do you have shit for
brains? IslamicCunt 5 months ago rotz001 5 months ago @IslamicCunt I have shit for
brains? I was correcting the fact that you said it were the muslims, while not all muslims
are terrorists. Think before you post you fcking moron. rotz001 5 months ago
IslamicCunt 5 months ago @rotz001 Yes you do have shite for brains. IslamicCunt 5
months ago rotz001 5 months ago @IslamicCunt Unbelievable. Why don't you go back to
touching yourself and watching animal porn. Cause those statements are just as logic as
yours. Im not going to argue with such an incompetent dick as yourself. Next time you
post, think of the friends you have and will make while doing it. So please, stop
commenting and go fuck yourself. rotz001 5 months ago IslamicCunt 5 months ago
@rotz001 You wha? IslamicCunt 5 months ago SamuelTecun 5 months ago @
Stealthkill117:Hey guess what? your the stupid fuckin american asshole bitch dickface
you cunt! go fuck yourself!!!!!!!!!!!! SamuelTecun 5 months ago notthisthingagain 5
months ago Comment removed Browndice2010 5 months ago Always, there looks like a
small flash of light, like an explosion. at 7:40 - 7:46. On the bottom of the screen. and
seconds later, more flashes on the top of the building. You won't miss it. Browndice2010
5 months ago Browndice2010 5 months ago On this video at 5:30, there is an flying
object or a plane on the right side of the video... what is that? Browndice2010 5 months
ago steelershardcore 5 months ago @Browndice2010 its the plane that went down in
penn. steelershardcore 5 months ago Browndice2010 5 months ago @steelershardcore
Really? because it looks like explosine. Its an inside job i have to say. Browndice2010 5
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months ago juelz46 5 months ago i told em i mean i mean jus stop it if some happen to
me you gone die juelz46 5 months ago juelz46 5 months ago yall dint think nuthin was
gone happen aint nobody findin osama i told em it was gone happen and they dint listen
so............................-........... juelz46 5 months ago 5eurocups2005 5 months ago The U.S
Government did this and i am not even a conspiracy idiot, Do you actually think that Al
Queda/Talaban whatever are Capable of doing this to the biggest and most Powerful
country in the world and who have the Best Defense system as well, there are tons of
evidence pointing towards an inside job it's unreal. (Respect to the Victims)
5eurocups2005 5 months ago MultiYouthtube 5 months ago al quida had a pact.osama
was in lahore at that time.mohammad shariff was the mastermind.and the next attack will
be in 2013 on EMPIRE STATE.GOOD LUCK AMERICA........ MultiYouthtube 5
months ago MultiYouthtube 5 months ago NOBODY KNOWS THE HIDDEN.the
planning was done in 1999 on dec 23 TO Destroy the building. MultiYouthtube 5
months ago MultiYouthtube 5 months ago the planning was done MultiYouthtube 5
months ago MultiYouthtube 5 months ago poor people MultiYouthtube 5 months ago
tyIer0896 5 months ago 9/11 Was and Inside Job done by the Bush Administration and
the CIA. Check out my page. tyIer0896 5 months ago RIZE2theOccasion 5 months ago
When watching these you cant help but be overcame by anger and sadness!!!
RIZE2theOccasion 5 months ago noridemo 5 months ago fucking junkcuts here and there,
why cant we see the whole video ? noridemo 5 months ago n00bivore666 5 months ago
Comment removed tyIer0896 5 months ago @n00bivore666 Even though 9/11 Was done
by the US Goverment. You are truly a brainwashed moron. tyIer0896 5 months ago
RaqeTube 5 months ago @n00bivore666 - chill out dude, the US started this story in the
beginning, or have you ignore what is happening in the Middle East because of America &
Israel? don't you get it? the Israel start the war since 1948 and she wont do anything
without the support from the US government. so we wasn't gonna see these events if
America did not begin to interfere in the affairs of others! we do not support violence, but
this is the truth! RaqeTube 5 months ago GansoMen 5 months ago Jesus... GansoMen 5
months ago treymillz3 5 months ago this is sad treymillz3 5 months ago Bjoe455 5
months ago :( very sad day for me Bjoe455 5 months ago Bjoe455 5 months ago
@Bjoe455 on that day of 9/11 and 9/11 2006 Bjoe455 5 months ago DaniKretschmann 5
months ago THOSE MOTHER FUCKERS! not to worry AMERICANS. they will
regret pulling this sorry shit! I SERVE FOR ALL IN THE ARMY AND ALL
BRANCHES. YOU ARE GUIDED FOR SURE!! gosh this makes me so MAD!!! and
sad! bless all of us! AMEN. DaniKretschmann 5 months ago Muetzze 5 months ago The
Music in Background... oO Muetzze 5 months ago Stealthkill117 5 months ago EPIC i
need some popcorn WOOOO Stealthkill117 5 months ago SuperWeaves 5 months ago
@Stealthkill117 terrorist SuperWeaves 5 months ago 1234567loading 5 months ago US
killed innocent 166,000 civilians in Hiroshima and 80,000 in Nagasak during world war ll
1234567loading 5 months ago jimbob150555 5 months ago Why did you cut out the
plane hitting the building ?? jimbob150555 5 months ago Kosackk 5 months ago
@jimbob150555 Because the american goverment told them to Kosackk 5 months ago
Sharky2055 5 months ago @Kosackk The president told them to do what? Sharky2055 5
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months ago Kosackk 5 months ago @Sharky2055 My guess is that the goverment or
someone around that area told the people that recorded this to cut and edit it Kosackk 5
months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @Kosackk Your guess is wrong. Try again.
Sharky2055 5 months ago Kosackk 5 months ago @Sharky2055 Whats your fucking
guess then if i may ask? Kosackk 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @Kosackk
Guess for what? Sharky2055 5 months ago Kosackk 5 months ago @Sharky2055 Why
some of the parts in this video is cutted out ?! Kosackk 5 months ago Sharky2055 5
months ago @Kosackk Why are you asking me, when I didn't upload it? How would I
know the ansswer to that unless I uploaded it? You're certainly not the brightest crayon
in the box. Sharky2055 5 months ago arnold4life476 5 months ago thats how it feels
imagine how other people in other countries, when they got attacked arnold4life476 5
months ago SaveSharks16 5 months ago 3 omg, can you imagine the people that jumped
out of the building?! SaveSharks16 5 months ago 3 playerjensa 5 months ago
@SaveSharks16 I feel sorry from theme..fuckin chickens from islam and where the fuck
the are from...not from mother earth I gess..presumably from hell...sorry for my bad
english playerjensa 5 months ago UniversalPark 5 months ago @SaveSharks16 you black
out before you kit the ground, vs. burning alive. I feel so week every time september 11
comes around UniversalPark 5 months ago Sweety5599 5 months ago were one of you
crying? Sweety5599 5 months ago SamuelTecun 5 months ago @ iansayfol: Fuck you,
what if that was you in that horrible moment, I think you should die bitch! SamuelTecun
5 months ago Stealthkill117 5 months ago @SamuelTecun LOL it was funny i mean HA
owned stupid fuckin american Stealthkill117 5 months ago SuperWeaves 5 months ago
Comment removed spencerhill95 5 months ago how many minutes after the first plane
crash has the beginning of the video been filmed spencerhill95 5 months ago
xMissMelinax 5 months ago Do you think you can add the time in to the video with one
of those bubble things? Just a few times, for reference. I'm curious. Thanks xMissMelinax
5 months ago DisneyGirl4Fun 5 months ago When the second tower collapsed, and I
could saw this huge cloud ... I got goose bumps and I almost cried. For the people who
have watched it so well, it must have been more than just terrible. If you know that
people die in front of your own doorstep or just a few meters away ... it must be a shitty
rough feeling. R.I.P. to all the people who die on this tragedy. (sorry for my bad english;
I'm german.) DisneyGirl4Fun 5 months ago MrHippopotomus 5 months ago "the world
trade centre is no more..." Gives me goosebumps, such a evil act by sad, sad people.
MrHippopotomus 5 months ago ashleyy2k8 5 months ago Killuminati ashleyy2k8 5
months ago MrSean1011 5 months ago did that little girl die who was said in this
MrSean1011 5 months ago misschocywoccydoodah 5 months ago 2 what the fuck?
laughing at this? what the fuck is wrong with you all? misschocywoccydoodah 5 months
ago 2 akkowakko 5 months ago Fuck u all!! This was a tradgedy which shoukd nevet
have happened in the first place! They have proven that thr builders of the WTC rushed
the job and used the wrong weaker material just to make a quick buck!!! And to all u
fuckers who think this is funny... U guys a screwed in the head and need to grow up!
Alot of innocent people died in this and they were people who should still be here today
in this world! akkowakko 5 months ago diegensehaut 5 months ago R.I.P. for every cictim
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from 9/11 diegensehaut 5 months ago iansayfol 5 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam haha this is a funny vid, i completely lol'd at the people
screaming and dying, made me happy iansayfol 5 months ago wtvfd622 5 months ago
heyy lady its dangerous wtvfd622 5 months ago paisleyization 5 months ago That is the
most amazing footage, thank you for posting. It's the most personal footage I've ever seen
on the World Trade Centre. I'm very moved by it. paisleyization 5 months ago
ifuckzebras 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 gave
makes me horny 9/11 gave makes me horny 9/11 gave makes me horny 9/11 gave makes
me horny 9/11 gave makes me horny 9/11 gave makes me horny 9/11 gave makes me
horny 9/11 gave makes me horny 9/11 gave makes me horny 9/11 gave makes me horny
9/11 gave makes me horny 9/11 gave makes me horny 9/11 gave makes me horny 9/11
gave makes me horny 9/11 gave makes me horny 9/11 gave makes me horny 9/11 gave
makes me horny 9/11 gave makes me horny ifuckzebras 5 months ago Zen12332 5
months ago i think the plane would have done some more damage to the building
Zen12332 5 months ago supersoldier10123 5 months ago jesus fucking christ staring at a
building for 20 minutes well fuckeing spent supersoldier10123 5 months ago
supersoldier10123 5 months ago 1.holy shit that smoke came to her window 2.hAd to be
someone bombing before this happend 3.the sign of 2012 supersoldier10123 5 months
ago supersoldier10123 5 months ago 4.alien attack would be EPIC supersoldier10123 5
months ago Lilin1989 5 months ago did 911 took away alot of Jobs? Lilin1989 5 months
ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @Lilin1989 Yes, it did. Sharky2055 5 months ago
175PkmnFan700 5 months ago I thought the building fell down NOT turn into a big
explosion. 175PkmnFan700 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago “AS SHOCKING
AS THIS CRASH [911] WAS, WE HAD ACTUALLY PLANNED FOR JUST SUCH
A CATASTROPHY." -"Rudy" Page 4 Leadership Rudolph W Giuliani nycsentinel 5
months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago Citigroup memo “Plutonomy: Buying Luxury,
Explaining Global Imbalances” nycsentinel 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago
Shortly before the building collapsed, several NYPD officers and Con-Edison workers
told me that Larry Silverstein, the property developer of One World Financial Center was
on the phone with his insurance carrier to see if they would authorize the controlled
demolition of the building -Foxnews nycsentinel 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago
President, Barack Obama, who since taking office has installed in his government so many
Goldman Sachs and other Wall Street banking elites that a former chief economist of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) warned that the US finance industry had effectively
captured the US government in a “quiet coup”. -Sorcha Faal nycsentinel 5 months ago
nycsentinel 5 months ago No better example, either, can be found at how much contempt
this elite 1% of America’s richest monsters hold towards the other 99% of the United
States citizens then in new reports showing that their largest corporations have begun
taking out life insurance on their workers they shockingly call “Dead Peasants” payable
not to their families, but to them. -Sorcha Faal nycsentinel 5 months ago simmy0987 5
months ago the core columns were cut. what more proof do you need that these buildings
were demolished? simmy0987 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @simmy0987
They were cut during rescue and recovery efforts Sharky2055 5 months ago 1redpill4u1 5
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months ago If you want to see why this was done type into Youtube old world secrets
the omega project codes. You have to watch it all too fully understand but after I did it
took a while for me to pick my jaw up off the floor. 1redpill4u1 5 months ago ortenzi369
5 months ago i wanna see the hole thing ortenzi369 5 months ago natureboy84 5 months
ago Notice how they cut the "airplane" out of the picture right when it was coming in?
That's because these idiots work for the media. They didn't want anyone to know what
REALLY hit the towers. Let's face it people. They used missiles on 9/11 making us all
believe that 4 airplanes were hijacked that day. It's all bullshit! Let me call this video out
right now. Look at the gash on the right side. See it moving? That's called additional
coverup!! Check the other videos and then report back. natureboy84 5 months ago
Sharky2055 5 months ago @natureboy84 Please pull your head form your ass.
Sharky2055 5 months ago natureboy84 5 months ago @Sharky2055 I kindly ask you to
do the same thing since all you do is believe everything our stupid government tells us.
WAKE UP DOUCHE! natureboy84 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago
@natureboy84 Why do you assume I believe everything the government tells me? I do
not. Sharky2055 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago "According to Enoch, It would
seem that the rebel watchers took mortals into their beds, and their mistresses gave birth
to "giants" who were virtually ungovernable. They began to "devour" human beings and
develped a tast for blood." "The offspring of the watchers became violent and war-like"
Page 189 The Atlantis BluePrint nycsentinel 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago
"rubonix" Those threats mean 1. Youre not a muslim 2. Youre a tool 3. You work for the
same "animals" who did this Have a nice day cointel nycsentinel 5 months ago imjgg44 5
months ago inside joc cuz they blamed everything on muslims and osama .the ones who
did it are the cia cuz thats the new world order and how could and air plan take down the
world trad center it was desined to not fell down by air planes and the demolition experts
put thermite bombs that made the world trade center fell seeeeeeee. imjgg44 5 months ago
ItsChrisCross90 5 months ago 9/11 Inside Job.. The Americans sponsert the taliban in
the 80´s and bin laden was a good man for the americans... And the terrorism wich we
have now was only aided bye the gouverment!! ItsChrisCross90 5 months ago rubonxz 5
months ago terrific day for u american bastards.. but guess what ur govt is the one who
did it.. haha ... u worry about the 2500 lifes of americans and what about the 20 000
afghans killed in afghanistan by the war us has begun.. u theives want out petrol our
natural resources.. fuck u all.. i pray to god something like this or even worse happen
again rubonxz 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @rubonxz Guess what, you're a
dumbass! Our government didn't do this. No one is taking any natural resources. The
government owns their oil and gal industries, and would be the first to start hollering if
any oil/gas was being stolen as they much prefer to SELL it. Sharky2055 5 months ago
rubonxz 5 months ago @Sharky2055 guess what ur a dumbass cuz u trust ur govt oh well
u should cuz u are urself coward like ur govt.. the govt own there own oil but where are
they getting from?? it costs them and the world is left with very little oil so they want it
all anyways y do u think saddam burned more than 300 oil wells?? cuz us wanted to steal
it u dumb fuck and they wouldnt be worried about oil being stolen if they wre doing it
themselves now would they rubonxz 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @rubonxz
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Where did I say I trust my government? I didn't. The govt buys oil from US oil
companies. There's NO oil being stolen. When the US government needs oil, they BUY
IT. If it were for oil, the hijackers would've been Iraqis.14 of them were saudis, so why
didn't we invade Saudi Arabia? Canada and Riussia have far larger supplies of oil. Why
not invade them? It's far cheaper& less hassle to BUY it. Makes NO sense to go to war
for it, especially nearly 3 yrs after 9/11. Sharky2055 5 months ago killakid879 5 months
ago OMG why would those people do that i hate terrist RIP people killakid879 5
months ago ItsChrisCross90 5 months ago @killakid879 haha u think that was a
terrorist?? omg haha ItsChrisCross90 5 months ago natureboy84 5 months ago
@killakid879 It wasn't Muslim Terrorists. It was YOUR government! natureboy84 5
months ago xXxPainWithinxXx 5 months ago i wasnt even there, i was very young and i
didnt know anything. But now in middle school when we were studying the Middle East
the subject of 9/11. It interested me deeply. And whenever someone mentions 9/11 i
shiver and my heart starts racing. i hope it never happens again, ever. xXxPainWithinxXx
5 months ago BOMBSYY 5 months ago This movie maker made other movie that
explains reasons behind. Movie is online for free on- movie 25 side (google movie 25).
Invisible Empire: A New World Order Defined (2010) BOMBSYY 5 months ago
Sharky2055 5 months ago @BOMBSYY There is NO New World Order all evil entity!
That's straight out of an old James Bond movie with Blofeld. Alex Jones is a fraud. Jason
Bermas is a dumbass! NONE of the conpsiracy theories surrounding 9/11 are true.
Sharky2055 5 months ago eliasmouawad 5 months ago Search for "DEBT SCARY
COMPARISONS" amazing eliasmouawad 5 months ago 27bubblez27 5 months ago i
waz just asking my father what he saw and how he felt. now i understand...this is
something that you will remember till death. 27bubblez27 5 months ago
NoNORADon911 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
O_N_E T_H_O_U_S_A_N_D O_N_E H_U_N_D_R_E_D E_I_G_H_T_Y F_I_V_E
(1,185) ARCHITECTS + ENGINEERS CHALLENGE the ''OFFICIAL ACCOUNT'' 911-01 AE911TRUTH . ORG NoNORADon911 5 months ago gotch09 5 months ago No
matter how many comments I make I rest assured you will respond. You have to "have
the last word". That's what it boils down to, "setting me straight" has nothing to do with
it. Now you tell me who "needs to grow up". Looking forward to the response I know
will come. I still think your a controlling sexual deviant. gotch09 5 months ago
danielpausinipotter 5 months ago O_O danielpausinipotter 5 months ago
Tetrahydrocanbnl 5 months ago thats fucked up, the US should take all the middle east
out every fucking country kill everyone Tetrahydrocanbnl 5 months ago COTwl 5
months ago Nine Eleven was an inside Job. The middle east has nothing to do with it...
COTwl 5 months ago darkkiie123789 5 months ago 2 I cant believe people did that.. and
why? in none of the religionbooks they say to have war? or to crash in the buildings and
kill hundreds of people? darkkiie123789 5 months ago 2 gabekid123 5 months ago fold a
20$ bill like and airplane you will see the WTC's burning and if u have a 20$bill -100$bill
fold them u will see the WTC attacks in order in each bill. If u can fold a 20$ bill to spell
osama gabekid123 5 months ago MultiGameTv 5 months ago 0_o MultiGameTv 5
months ago slayanat0r 5 months ago at 9:11 u can see at the upper right corner of the
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tower theres a man about to jump form the window. slayanat0r 5 months ago
XxEmoGuitarxX 5 months ago @slayanat0r; did he jump? XxEmoGuitarxX 5 months ago
binki1977 5 months ago this video made me cry since i lost a familly member that day
binki1977 5 months ago Erich745 5 months ago @binki1977 Lol, he got blown up, lol
Erich745 5 months ago dzsabertooth 5 months ago @cloud Payback? The fuck u mean
payback?! That was a terrable day for us u fucking bastard dzsabertooth 5 months ago
cloudbook1994 5 months ago payback! cloudbook1994 5 months ago AlpineWolf444 5
months ago in this video were you crying? AlpineWolf444 5 months ago emymares 5
months ago 9 years have passed and still hurts, i still cry when i see the images of this.
emymares 5 months ago supervitor2000 5 months ago look at 5:30... the plane...
supervitor2000 5 months ago MrApplejacks2012 5 months ago @supervitor2000 naw i
dont think that was united 175. MrApplejacks2012 5 months ago tomboyredneck 5
months ago @MrApplejacks2012 Yea actually it was United 175. You can look it up on
the internet. tomboyredneck 5 months ago chipper9792 5 months ago im not a
conspiracy guru but hard to believe those planes are what brought the towers down....
seen other videos of ground zero at the bottom of the towers and bombs are going off.
what people would do these days for powwer and politics chipper9792 5 months ago
MegaMegaNinja 5 months ago man that sucked 4 all does people that were in der...thank
god 4 some of the fire fighters who saved some of the people MegaMegaNinja 5 months
ago itsthecurrencystupid 5 months ago You can see the explosive jet fuel burn off when
the planes hit - but what made the buildings explode? The explosive force to turn the
buildings to dust is hard to comprehend... not to mention liquifying steel... have they not
figured out what brought down these steel structures after 10 years? itsthecurrencystupid
5 months ago socceric17 5 months ago Watch "Loose Change". Best documentary ever on
9/11. In less than 5 minutes, you'll have a whole new perspective on what really
happened that day. Guaranteed. socceric17 5 months ago katielucydaisy 5 months ago i
think someone is fallin at 10:34 :'( katielucydaisy 5 months ago aburrito144 5 months ago
whwn you hear the sirens it really shakes you aburrito144 5 months ago khansteve 5
months ago RIP khansteve 5 months ago nycsentinel 5 months ago "According to Enoch,
It would seem that the rebel watchers took mortals into their beds, and their mistresses
gave birth to "giants" who were virtually ungovernable. They began to "devour" human
beings and develped a tast for blood." "The offspring of the watchers became violent and
war-like" Page 189 The Atlantis BluePrint nycsentinel 5 months ago kinkas1130 5
months ago god bless the ny fire departmentand all fire departments. u guys risk your life
to save others THANK YOU kinkas1130 5 months ago jokercompany 5 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Official death toll of Afghani
civilians is 30,000 to 60,000 a year. Amercican made 9/11 propoganda death toll 2000
people. Who is the biggest terrorist ? jokercompany 5 months ago thetitanicisdead 5
months ago as the video progresses you can see the smoke actually breaking out of places
it didnt before and the smoke becoming hevier thetitanicisdead 5 months ago bjox1234 5
months ago oh my god? bjox1234 5 months ago james62789 5 months ago lol I don't why
tony blair helped the American Goverment it had nothing what so ever to do with the
British Goverment at all if it was me I leave the to there doom ha ha james62789 5
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months ago Kalkazaar 5 months ago People that say the goverment did this, seriously
need to GTFO with their low IQ. Kalkazaar 5 months ago davidkzoo 5 months ago 1
question... @ 5:00 why is there a firetruck going away from the trade centers?? I'm no
conspiracy theorist but that is odd. davidkzoo 5 months ago emirates259 5 months ago
@davidkzoo maybe they were moving around the bulding, or maybe they were ready for
it to collapse. emirates259 5 months ago johntitorlives 5 months ago Bush's incompetance
played a part in 9-11 that is for sure. I don't believe he was behind it. He is stupid not
evil. Obama on the other hand, the mysterious Obama who bows down to dictators like a
good Muslim, won't tell us most of his past like what he did in college, his strange
communist friends, the hundreds of millions of dollars of campaign money that came from
the middle east, so many many secrets surrounding this guy. Show us your birth
certificate you fraud! johntitorlives 5 months ago meccaturbo 5 months ago
@johntitorlives, very good points you make about Obama being a fraud. So true...
meccaturbo 5 months ago johntitorlives 5 months ago Most americans don't trust the
government and many of them believe there are people in our gov working for our
enemies. I believe that also. johntitorlives 5 months ago S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v 5 months
ago Comment removed S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v 5 months ago TERRORISTS"= your
government!!!!!!! "TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!! "TERRORISTS"= your
government!!!!!!! "TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!! S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v 5
months ago gotch09 5 months ago @S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v What in hell, is the point of
sitting there typing the same crap over and over? It makes not sense, plus it makes you
look stupid and crazy as hell. gotch09 5 months ago S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v 5 months ago
@gotch09 you are dick! 1111 S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v 5 months ago gotch09 5 months ago
@S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v Well,if I were male I probably would be. BTW, what's wrong
with YOU? You have a tiny pecker? gotch09 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago
@gotch09 Very tiny. Tiny brain too. Sharky2055 5 months ago gotch09 5 months ago
@Sharky2055 Glad you own up to it, "Li'l Pecker". gotch09 5 months ago Sharky2055 5
months ago @gotch09 Why would I own up to something I don't have? Sharky2055 5
months ago gotch09 5 months ago @Sharky2055 I've been around the block long enough
to know when a man has a little pecker. And you show every classic symptom. Fess up
to it, you aren't fooling anybody. YOU HAVE A TINY PECKER!!! gotch09 5 months
ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @gotch09 Wrong. I'm most definitely a WOman and have
been all my life. I'm in a position to know this for a fact, whereas you are NOT.
Sharky2055 5 months ago gotch09 5 months ago @Sharky2055 You can't fool me-you
can wear all the skirts and dresses you want, but you have a little pecker under there. You
wouldn't keep sending me messages if you didn't. So it's either you have a little pecker, or
you're some form of sexual deviant. gotch09 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago
@gotch09 Sounds like you're tyring to convince others. Petulant drivel from a punk like
you means nothing to me, seeing as how my husband of 21 years knows as I do that
you're wrong. Sounds like you're just trying to scrounge up some drama to entertain
yourself with. Buzz off. Sharky2055 5 months ago gotch09 5 months ago @Sharky2055
How does some one 59 years old constitute a punk:? How do I know that your a woman
married for 21 years. That may be a conspiracy as far as I know. I still think you have a
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little pecker. Drop dead. gotch09 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @gotch09 59 is
your physical age. That doesn't mean you're as mature as a 59 year old. My profile says
I'm a woman. I just told you I'm married. All you had to do in the beginning was ask
instead of assuming. Go back to fermenting in your pondscum, kid. Sharky2055 5
months ago gotch09 5 months ago @Sharky2055 Apparently you didn't read my profile
either, skank. What I am telling you is this: I have no proof that you're married or
anything else you say you are.I THINK YOU MAY BE,IN REALITY, A SEXUAL
DEVIANT. gotch09 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @gotch09 I'm telling you,
what you think is irrelevant because you can't tell anything about me. In reality, I think
you're just another asshole on the internet that I couldn't care less about.. Sharky2055 5
months ago gotch09 5 months ago @Sharky2055 And yet YOU keep responding to ME.
Now tell me who the dumb-ass idiot is. If it didn't "matter" you wouldn't keep
responding. So you must care,slut-puppy. gotch09 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months
ago @gotch09 It's called setting you straight. It's obvious someone needs to. Grow up.
Sharky2055 5 months ago gotch09 5 months ago @S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v Yeah,"Li'l
Pecker". gotch09 5 months ago S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v 5 months ago So you thing it is
muslim`s find it out on Judgement Day !! !!!!!!1111 S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v 5 months ago
S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v 5 months ago Bush is dick 1111 S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v 5 months
ago S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v 5 months ago Bush also will go to hell very soon 11111
S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v 5 months ago meccaturbo 5 months ago @S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v,
actually you probably will too, you retarded loser. meccaturbo 5 months ago
S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v 5 months ago @meccaturbo actually you probably will too, you
retarded loser !! !!!!!!!1111 S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v 5 months ago meccaturbo 5 months
ago @S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v, the only retarded loser here is you. Now get back to your
mommy's basement and continue jerking off to your Youtube videos, you fucking
retarded scumbag loser. 5pm will come soon, and daddy will be home and fuck you up
the ass, furthering your extreme case of mental retardation. What an idiot you are.
meccaturbo 5 months ago S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v 5 months ago Comment removed
hogsonquads 5 months ago "TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!! "TERRORISTS"=
your government!!!!!!! "TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!! "TERRORISTS"=
your government!!!!!!! hogsonquads 5 months ago hogsonquads 5 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam "TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!!
"TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!! "TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!!
"TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!! hogsonquads 5 months ago hogsonquads 5
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam "TERRORISTS"= your
government!!!!!!! "TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!! "TERRORISTS"= your
government!!!!!!! "TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!! hogsonquads 5 months ago
hogsonquads 5 months ago "TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!! "TERRORISTS"=
your government!!!!!!! "TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!! "TERRORISTS"=
your government!!!!!!! hogsonquads 5 months ago hogsonquads 5 months ago
"TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!! "TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!!
"TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!! "TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!!
hogsonquads 5 months ago hogsonquads 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam
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show hide Not Spam "TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!! hogsonquads 5 months
ago hogsonquads 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
"TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!! hogsonquads 5 months ago hogsonquads 5
months ago "TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!! hogsonquads 5 months ago
hogsonquads 5 months ago "TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!! hogsonquads 5
months ago hogsonquads 5 months ago "TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!!
hogsonquads 5 months ago hogsonquads 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam "TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!! hogsonquads 5 months
ago hogsonquads 5 months ago "TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!!! hogsonquads 5
months ago hogsonquads 5 months ago "TERRORISTS"= your government!!!!!
hogsonquads 5 months ago ryandav08 5 months ago i think there is somone falling at 7 :
34 ryandav08 5 months ago cumagli 5 months ago amerika kendini vurdu bu tamamen bir
stratejik oyun.ancak bu şekilde afkanistana ve ıraka a girebilirdi inanmayın bunlar
tamamen bir oyundur !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! cumagli 5 months ago TekkenTabz 5 months ago
Thing is that bulidings collapse like that with implosions. The bombs were already placed
so that the building fell like that. thats sad but true :( TekkenTabz 5 months ago yolian1 5
months ago @TekkenTabz no ur wrong... yolian1 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months
ago @TekkenTabz The sound form an implosion for a tower would be thundeorus. So
where was it? Did the explosives forget to be noisy? Did the US government tell them to
be quiet? Where were the concussions? Did the US govt tell them to just vanish and not
be felt? NO, don't think so. Please, apply some commonsense. Sharky2055 5 months ago
TekkenTabz 5 months ago @Sharky2055 This video didnt show the tower falling. And
also, the bombs were not super powerful ones. They were small ones with shockwaves
big enough to make the building collapse like that. Besides, go look at other vids and you
will see the newly made smoke from bombs being deposited into the air. Buildings dont
implode in that way unless planned out. TekkenTabz 5 months ago Sharky2055 5
months ago @TekkenTabz What??"Not super powerful ones"?? Surely you jest. get back
to me when you've got a clue of what the hell you're referring to. Sharky2055 5 months
ago kristenawesome 5 months ago i only got to 5 mins, and im already crying, this was
the most tragic day in america....i remember i was 9 years old sitting in class and all the
sudden the intercom comes on and says that one of the twin towers in NYC has been
hit... :( kristenawesome 5 months ago mawadhassib 5 months ago from a beautiful view of
2 big buildings and the water behind it to a gray smoke that killed many many peoples.
R.I.P mawadhassib 5 months ago Leandro14GB 5 months ago Cool ! Leandro14GB 5
months ago quiteobserver 5 months ago why this dust was so toxic? Had read that many
people died from inhaling it couple months later quiteobserver 5 months ago
fenderjaguar1985 5 months ago @quiteobserver asbestos insulation. fenderjaguar1985 5
months ago cayc1 5 months ago Great video man, if you want to see a movie that will
blow your mind type into Youtube old world secrets the omega project codes. cayc1 5
months ago skatezombie83 5 months ago stoners watching the destruction of life lol.
skatezombie83 5 months ago Leeroymason11 5 months ago Government funded false flag
operation to get into yet another war that CANNOT be won.......how daft are you
people???? you cant believe it because it is unbelievable, thats how your government gets
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away with it,wake up you are being duped time and again. Cave dwellers did this??? You
fools, how many people do you have to hear for sense to finally prevail? Leeroymason11
5 months ago serialshiters 5 months ago Came get me pinkky serialshiters 5 months ago
serialshiters 5 months ago 17 alderhurst cr bayswater Perth wa Australia can and get me
I'll do to you what I did to the other 14 people. Matt serialshiters 5 months ago
serialshiters 5 months ago 17 alderhurst cr bayswater Perth wa Australia can and get me
I'll do to you what I did to the other 14 people. Matt serialshiters 5 months ago
serialshiters 5 months ago Not religen serialshiters 5 months ago PinkDolphin57 5
months ago @serialshiters YOU HOLD ONTO THAT THOUGHT BABY... ;) ;) :) P.S.
LEARN HOW TO SPELL PinkDolphin57 5 months ago serialshiters 5 months ago Come
jugdement day I will be jugdes but not for 9/11 I kill for fun do religen serialshiters 5
months ago serialshiters 5 months ago Still smilling And what can you do about it.
serialshiters 5 months ago PinkDolphin57 5 months ago @serialshiters COME
JUDGEMENT DAY, YOU WILL PAY FOR ANY PART YOU MAY HAVE HAD IN
9/11/2001 AS WELL AS ANYONE FROM ANY COUNTRY INCLUDING THE
U.S.A. PinkDolphin57 5 months ago PinkDolphin57 5 months ago @serialshiters
WHERE ARE YOU...YOU'RE A COWARD HIDING IN SOME DARK SCUMMY
HOLE WHERE YOU BELONG PinkDolphin57 5 months ago amyclaire90 5 months ago
TERRORISMO AMERICANO IN ATTO amyclaire90 5 months ago Zun2k 5 months
ago fucken iraqian mother fuckers.. ill kill them all Zun2k 5 months ago anh757 5 months
ago I think it's really important for Americans to see this footage so we are always
reminded. It could happen again. I dont want it to, but we cant get too comforable.
anh757 5 months ago thi711 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam This is my last attempt to warn everyone out there... please look up FEMA
PRISON CAMPS!! I cannot believe people would waste their time to watch "charlie bit
my finger" but they can't take out just 1 minute to look at the truth that's all around us.
Look up FEMA PRISON CAMPS everyone!! We must know the truth before the army
starts herding everyone into these concentration camps! When the day comes when
everyone is imprisoned... I'm gonna say FUCK YOU ALL for not listening to me! thi711
5 months ago money4304 5 months ago god bless to the familys that lost some one
money4304 5 months ago Chicoortuzar 5 months ago 11;52 is the ufo?????? Chicoortuzar
5 months ago midpol 5 months ago ..the successfull day for Larry silverstein to do world
order mission.. Now he start to build the new one in the place where suppose to be a
memorial park or monument or what ever it is... NOT A NEW TOWER!!!..what a greedy
man...just same thing with his fellas doing to be 3rd time mayor on the city.. first time in
US history...or it just a coinsident? midpol 5 months ago hogsonquads 5 months ago
@midpol That dude should be sued by the people and insurance companies!!!
hogsonquads
5
months
ago
ifuckzebras
5
months
ago
hahahahahahahahahahaahahahahha-hahahahahahahahahaahahahahhaha-hahahahahahahahaa
hahahahhahaha-hahahahahahahaahahahahhahahaha-hahahahahahaahahahahhahahahaah-aha
hhahahahahahahahahahaahahah-ahhahahahahahahahahahaahahahah-hahahahahahahahahah
aahahahahha-hahahahh 9/11 made me horny 9/11 made me horny 9/11 made me horny
9/11 made me horny 9/11 made me horny 9/11 made me horny 9/11 made me horny 9/11
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made me horny 9/11 made me horny 9/11 made me horny 9/11 made me horny 9/11 made
me horny ifuckzebras 5 months ago anh757 5 months ago @ifuckzebras There's a special
place in hell for you. Thousands of people dying makes you horny? anh757 5 months ago
Richardhedditch261 5 months ago Coded message for all those units concerned ; including
'trainees' : the cat sat on the mat ; and 12 over 3 is definately time to fire up. When the
dice shows as a peanuckle ; and the red green yellow rectangular box lights up, then issue
boarding passes for your one-way flights. Allah be praised ! Richardhedditch261 5
months ago bballsnapz 5 months ago wow dat was touching.................... remember all da
people who died 4 our country bballsnapz 5 months ago a329740 5 months ago
@bballsnapz these people did not die for your country...they died needlessly BECAUSE
of your country a329740 5 months ago hogsonquads 5 months ago Your government did
it!!!! hogsonquads 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @hogsonquads The US
government didn't do this. Sharky2055 5 months ago hogsonquads 5 months ago
@Sharky2055 Sure! So the so the U.S. government just let 4 planes rome around for
hours and attack the usa! and some how the trade towers fell! and building 7 fell ith out
being hit by a plane! yall are BRAINWASHED IDIOTS!! it is impossible for jet fuel that
burns at 549.5 F to melt steel that burns at 2700F. hogsonquads 5 months ago
Sharky2055 5 months ago @hogsonquads No, I'm not brainwashed. Apparently, you
believe the US govt and all its agencies are all perfect and do everything
competently.They're all omnipotent!! They didn't just let them roam our airspace. But
please, feel free to live in yiur ignorance. So you think the FDNY are responsible for
WTC7, ay? You make no sense. Jetfuel 800-1500F, Gas Turbine Engine Handbook (Jet
Engine) by Meherwan P. Boyce Sharky2055 5 months ago hogsonquads 5 months ago
@Sharky2055 you have been brainwashed!! hogsonquads 5 months ago Sharky2055 5
months ago @hogsonquads NO, not brainwashed. That's what the Taliban does to little
boys in their schools (madrassas). Sharky2055 5 months ago hogsonquads 5 months ago
@Sharky2055 You just denie to seek the truth! but hey go ahead and live your little lie
that the government is good while they raise your taxes bring illegals in, comit terrorists
attacks to there own people, ruin the economy and control it with the federal reserve!
that is why they have never audit it!! Just keep telling your self that the government is
good! While they keep screwing you up the rear! hogsonquads 5 months ago Vectic 5
months ago @hogsonquads There are many theories and all we have for evidence of what
we hear from others. Many survivors say they heard an explosion as though there was a
bomb!!! only those who are dead know the actual truth and the ones in charge. I'm just
saying don't act like the U.S.A has never lied before. So to say they are telling us 100%
fact is more a sign of being controlled than being skeptikal. with skepticism comes the
want of truth. Acceptance of all info is just pure laziness. Vectic 5 months ago Vectic 5
months ago @hogsonquads I can see everyone who witnessed it says that it was a
military plane. But we all here it was a passenger flight. RIIIIIIIIGHT!! Vectic 5 months
ago hogsonquads 5 months ago @Vectic YOUR POINT? hogsonquads 5 months ago
Vectic 5 months ago @hogsonquads I guess your reffering to the quote I said on all
people saying that the jets they saw were military ones. The news states they were
commercil flights thats my point. You cn't deny seperate accounts from different people
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just a coincidence they know what they saw. A commercial airline and a military jet.
Honestly don't be quick to judge others without checking the facts of both sides thats
called ignorance which leads to brainwash. Vectic 5 months ago MrApplejacks2012 5
months ago why would you guys be fighting about something on a video like this? Come
on have some respect! MrApplejacks2012 5 months ago meccaturbo 5 months ago
@serialshiters, you're the last person who should be talking about fat and lazy.....because
the British sent all the fat, lazy, crime-ridden losers to Australia. That's how you're
country was founded and you're one of the idiots the British rightfully banished to
Australia. So, go fuck yourself, you Aussie scumbag. meccaturbo 5 months ago a329740
5 months ago @meccaturbo well all those crime ridden losers did a fine job building a
country with better living standards than your own (check HDI rankings).... a329740 5
months ago bubbaloopa1014 5 months ago Hold on every one let me quote this piece of
shit "Yes yes I would I would laugh. When I first shaw the towers fall I could not stop
smilling for weeks" ..... Now does that not seem like the biggest most ignorent douche
you have ever heard. Come on someone needs to back me up with this, if your an
American you should be disgusted by this quote. What kind of evil being smiles for such
a tragic event no matter what country it happens in a loss of inocent lifes is never a
reason to smile bubbaloopa1014 5 months ago bubbaloopa1014 5 months ago
@serialshiters Like all the countrys we help like Haiti o and i think that puts a big ass
hole in your theory. America donated over 1.13 Billion dollars to haiti, how much did
your country give? Your an ignorent piece of shit who needs to shut the fuck up
bubbaloopa1014 5 months ago bubbaloopa1014 5 months ago @serialshiters........ I think
its pretty funny how you said the rest of the world wont shed a tear for us if we fall, O
because you speak for the billions of people in this world? I didnt know anyone could do
that. But if America were ever to fall i dont think you know how many non-Americans it
would affect. bubbaloopa1014 5 months ago bubbaloopa1014 5 months ago
@serialshiters Seriously, how dare you come on to an American made sight and insult us
on such a tragic and serious video. I dont know what country your from but obviously
where your from brain washes their children. Just get the fuck off this sight, trust me i
think im talking for all Americans when i say this. You are so disrespectful to commet
something like this on this video. bubbaloopa1014 5 months ago alonokirkwood 5 months
ago HAHAHAH alonokirkwood 5 months ago McGurnaghan 5 months ago @voodooros
well said. McGurnaghan 5 months ago vini0120 5 months ago muslims did this vini0120
5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @vini0120 Correction, Radical Muslims, did
this. To say otherwise is to give people the impression you believe all Muslims are
terrorists. I hope that's not the case. Sharky2055 5 months ago vini0120 5 months ago
@hogsonquads bollox vini0120 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @vini0120
Agreed! Sharky2055 5 months ago serialshiters 5 months ago @Sharky2055 Over
250'000 people were asked over a 3 year time span but no muslims or Americans were
asked. serialshiters 5 months ago NFSMW1AMW 5 months ago @Sharky2055 no i dnt
its all bull shit unless if it is me who is gonna rule this planet and do it right
NFSMW1AMW 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @hogsonquads Which other
way was it supposed to fall down, zig zaging? Freefall didn't happen. Debris was falling
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ahead of the collapsing portions of the towers. That negates freefall. Read, "We Have
Some Planes", in the 9/11 Comm Report and there's your answer to the strongest
military. Jetfuel burns 800-1500F. Steels loses 50% strength at 1100F. Weakened steel is
bendable, that's what happened. Sharky2055 5 months ago hogsonquads 5 months ago
@Sharky2055 That shit aint crap! that has come out of the mouth of your presidents! it
is written on your dollar bill(novas orda seclorum)!! hogsonquads 5 months ago
Sharky2055 5 months ago @hogsonquads What the hell are you referring to? Sharky2055
5 months ago hogsonquads 5 months ago @Sharky2055 As in what? Novas orda
seclorum? hogsonquads 5 months ago Prev 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 Next Reply Block
User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders &
Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety
mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist
Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to
active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue
Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel
Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001
Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this
video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All
Comments (47,036) serialshiters 5 months ago @Sharky2055 Over 250'000 people were
asked over a 3 year time span but no muslims or Americans were asked. serialshiters 5
months ago REdFlame498 5 months ago Why do these things have to happen......
REdFlame498 5 months ago marcoderelfer 5 months ago much love from germany
marcoderelfer 5 months ago kewlioclub 5 months ago @paradisecuties64 , they
eventually evacuated. they just didn't record it. i was eventually evacuated as well
because i live in an apartment in NYC. thank god i didn't know anyone who worked there.
but i also was evacuated 2 days after. if you didn't know, there was a scare about anthrax
in 30 Rockefeller Plaza. Actually, it wasn't even a scare. it WAS anthrax. i luckily didn't
get anywhere near that. Only 1 person died, it was unfortunately an old women who
received it from opening an envelope. kewlioclub 5 months ago newsense87 5 months ago
Much love to all Americans from Ireland. newsense87 5 months ago paradisecuties64 5
months ago that smoke is sooo close to yall how did it NOT get in yalls room? could u
smell it. REPLY paradisecuties64 5 months ago buddyynot1 5 months ago
@paradisecuties64 i was talking to a guy that lived in the broncks just the other day, he
said he could smell it all the way down there, so i'm sure they could smell it. buddyynot1
5 months ago MsSpiritolibero 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam Se volete vedere cosa c'è oggi al posto delle Torri abbattute ed il memorial
realizzato a Ground Zero per le vittime innocenti di quella strage, potete vederlo sul mio
canale. MsSpiritolibero 5 months ago lletah 5 months ago Those who did that must
receive a sentence the maximal punishment lletah 5 months ago serialshiters 5 months ago
Did you know that in a recent survey over 70% of the world population ( yes that's right
they is a world outside the US ) say they rather get rid of all americans then muslims. So
stop fooling yourselves the whole world hates you. So send in your rude replies and swar
at me but I did not make the servay a college in the us did. serialshiters 5 months ago
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Sharky2055 5 months ago @serialshiters Where's this urvey at? How many people were
surveyed? Where was the survey taken? Sharky2055 5 months ago kingskater4 5 months
ago i'm very happy that the world trade center is being rebuilt now, i can't wait to see
how it will look in the future. kingskater4 5 months ago RSdanskguide 5 months ago bad
for the almost 3000 peoples who died this day :( RSdanskguide 5 months ago
BigKiwiLad 5 months ago very, very good quality film for a home hand camera
BigKiwiLad 5 months ago jokercompany 5 months ago Official death toll of Afghani
civilians is 30,000 to 60,000 a year. Amercican made 9/11 propoganda death toll 2000
people. Who is the biggest terrorist ? jokercompany 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months
ago @jokercompany Please share your source for that. Sharky2055 5 months ago
tbower67 5 months ago @jokercompany I hope someone finds you and executes you,
you fuck. tbower67 5 months ago InfomaniacJack 5 months ago This made me cry... No
matter who it was, or why it was destroyed ( for safety reasons after the initial attack or
as a direct consequence of it ), you deserve the truth! InfomaniacJack 5 months ago
alprazolam710 5 months ago make sure you know who is muslim is and who isnt. just
because you have a beard and are colored doesnt mean your a muslim. They may be
Indian, a Punjabi at that in which case the complete opposite of a muslim. They have
faught many wars against muslim extremist aging hundreds of years. So please make sure
you know your facts.India has had problems with islam way before America.
alprazolam710 5 months ago psalm1992 5 months ago fuck you terrorist psalm1992 5
months ago GallipoIi 5 months ago its of bus and ermanian clubs job GallipoIi 5 months
ago NFSMW1AMW 5 months ago notin but bullshit. i hate all this bull propaganda thats
what osama planned of this whole time and no one ever noticed. he wants us to kill each
other alive. now thats why we no longer have a good governmet, all because of ppl that
believe in new world order, world domination, or the apocalypse. Notin is gonna happen,
it is all lies to scare ppl. we will all die because of these type of ppl. NFSMW1AMW 5
months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @NFSMW1AMW Do you believe in that New
World Order crap? Sharky2055 5 months ago hogsonquads 5 months ago @Sharky2055
That shit aint crap! that has come out of the mouth of your presidents! it is written on
your dollar bill(novas orda seclorum)!! hogsonquads 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months
ago @hogsonquads What the hell are you referring to? Sharky2055 5 months ago
NFSMW1AMW 5 months ago @Sharky2055 no i dnt its all bull shit unless if it is me
who is gonna rule this planet and do it right NFSMW1AMW 5 months ago shkirka84 5
months ago muslims are guilty shkirka84 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago
@shkirka84 Islamic extremist terrorists are responsible. Sharky2055 5 months ago
oliclarke1000 5 months ago i would just like to add that why did the terrorists actually
admit to their actions if they didnt do it (they did do it ) also it doesnt matter who did it
.you have to remember the helpless people stuck in those buildings, its your peronal view
on wether bush did it . Yes there are conspiricies that the government did this to start a
war but i really doubt it. i was at the actual site today and i was very moved and just
remember as the poeple were running away the firemen were running towards
oliclarke1000 5 months ago jurgencrnokrak 5 months ago This is sad very sad. We should
never forget things like this. Never let them be pushed to the rear of things and be
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forgotten. jurgencrnokrak 5 months ago goochie94 5 months ago clubmimo shut tha fuck
up u deserve to die bitch goochie94 5 months ago kocots1991 5 months ago such an
emotional experience.... kocots1991 5 months ago GmasterRED 5 months ago I like how
everything is calm. In most other videos, newscasters are yelling or people are running
and cursing. In this one, It's not loud. GmasterRED 5 months ago lemonite1 5 months ago
Ever seen Broadway completely lifeless, looking like a ghost town, at 12:00 noon on a
weekday? I have...... and it was REALLY WEIRD, spooky, eerie. lemonite1 5 months
ago hogsonquads 5 months ago INSIDEJOB! youtube-loose change-911 Mysteries
Demolitions(part1) hogsonquads 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @hogsonquads
Those are tall tales, nothing more. 9/11 was NO inside job. Sharky2055 5 months ago
hogsonquads 5 months ago @Sharky2055 ok! Then tell me how a building falls perfectly
straight down in 8 sec/freefall speed!! Tell me how the best military wasnt able to take
down 4 planes! tell me why we havent caught "binladen?" Tell me why jet fuel open air
burning reaches 287.5 °C (549.5 °F) and steel begans to melt and weakin at 2750F! Get a
life! 9/11 INSIDE JOB!!!! hogsonquads 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago
@hogsonquads Which other way was it supposed to fall down, zig zaging? Freefall didn't
happen. Debris was falling ahead of the collapsing portions of the towers. That negates
freefall. Read, "We Have Some Planes", in the 9/11 Comm Report and there's your
answer to the strongest military. Jetfuel burns 800-1500F. Steels loses 50% strength at
1100F. Weakened steel is bendable, that's what happened. Sharky2055 5 months ago
hogsonquads 5 months ago INSIDEJOB! youtube-loose change-911 Mysteries
Demolitions(part1) hogsonquads 5 months ago YourParentsNeedaSlap 5 months ago
BOOM SHAKE SHAKE SHAKE DA ROOM!!! YourParentsNeedaSlap 5 months ago
voodooros 5 months ago I think Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs were bigger terrorist
events than this, if we follow the definition of terrorism, killing innocent people. People
aren't emotional about 400,000 innocent people who died in Japan at that time, as there
wasn't video facility to show how terrific can atom bomb be. voodooros 5 months ago
Dabba23 5 months ago @voodooros You're forgetting a little important detail here. WE
WERE AT WAR WITH JAPAN. This attack was not meant to stop the deaths of
people in the future, or to end a war, but rather simply to strike fear into America and
weaken her. Oh, and btw, there are PLENTY of people who complain about the bombs
that were dropped in Japan. Dabba23 5 months ago T4rDKnoT666fun 5 months ago
@voodooros, except nagasaki and hiroshima and nagasaki were necessary as this was not.
millions of japanese civilians and american lives would have been lost in the invasion of
Japan. it would have been bad, real bad, because the japanese were actually telling their
people to commit suicide for japan during the invasion by climbing under american tanks
and strapping explosive backpacks to themselves. see that was necessary, but there was
no reason those people in those towers had to die, not one T4rDKnoT666fun 5 months
ago Borgen95 5 months ago it was the fucking Arabs who did it fuck them! Borgen95 5
months ago serialshiters 5 months ago Lost what serialshiters 5 months ago
pocketfreak1234 5 months ago My mother was there woking and i lost it
pocketfreak1234 5 months ago horizondark 5 months ago @pocketfreak1234 O_O....my
condolences ç-ç horizondark 5 months ago serialshiters 5 months ago What do you meen
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other people in America I'm not american serialshiters 5 months ago legallyinsane456 5
months ago why are these comments so hateful against other people in america......calm
down legallyinsane456 5 months ago Scannor 5 months ago An inside job, just like Hitler
destroyed Reichtag. Fuck the US goverment! Scannor 5 months ago serialshiters 5 months
ago But the rest of the world does not care about your greed and power becaues we know
your schooling sucks in the us and your teens are fat and lazzy not willing to work for
things so then your fathers and mother go from power and lever you in charge to FAIL.
Just like ever great empire in history England, Rome, Germany to will fall and the rest of
the world will not Shad a tear for you. serialshiters 5 months ago serialshiters 5 months
ago @Damonkat26 Yes yes I would I would laugh. When I first shaw the towers fall I
could not stop smilling for weeks. You Americans change history for your own egos and
needs. You thing you are the only people that matter on earth well your wrong so wrong
there is so many other worlds out they and people that matter but you kick them to the
cove unless they give the sumthing for your help. serialshiters 5 months ago
IRhapeZombies 5 months ago @serialshiters You should really shut the fuck up mkay
thanks. Not all americans are the same. and it's not funny. It's really sad. IRhapeZombies
5 months ago meccaturbo 5 months ago @serialshiters, dude we don't see it like
that....this country is not perfect but neither is yours.....and a bunch of innocents don't
deserve to die for any cause. So go fuck yourself, and remove the dildo from your asshole,
because clearly it's making you into a pathetic retarded fool. meccaturbo 5 months ago
serialshiters 5 months ago Lol serialshiters 5 months ago 09prizefighter09 5 months ago
watching this again its been a couple of years.....still scares me the wait for horror...gets
my eyes watery...i was in chemistry in highschool sophmore when i took my lunch
peroid it was all over the school TVs 09prizefighter09 5 months ago arougie 5 months ago
kill the dumb sand nigers worthless fucks arougie 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago
@arougie That's a stupid asinine racist way to refer to them. It's also ignorant.
Sharky2055 5 months ago TackyNames 5 months ago I remember when it happened. I
lived in Washington DC, and when the Pentagon got hit our school went into lockdown
for 3 hours. We were about 6 miles away. TackyNames 5 months ago gatsnrivals 5
months ago wow I finally got a chance to see it, so damn emotional, seriously. thanx to
cameras now day tech can now capture anything and see, history. gatsnrivals 5 months
ago DavidKuhn83 5 months ago o mai goad ... DavidKuhn83 5 months ago kfuker 5
months ago u sons of a bitches terrorists ull pay u mother fuckers kfuker 5 months ago
SkipperRA 5 months ago What the fuck did America do to deserve this!? Have the
criminals who did this think we were really bad enough to have this happen to us? We've
already suffered Pearl Harbor. Now this? We're not a perfect country but no one
derserves this to happen to them. SkipperRA 5 months ago OURTIMEISNOW2009 5
months ago GOVERNMENT JOB DEFINITELY OURTIMEISNOW2009 5 months
ago kabukifreak1 5 months ago i was so shocked when I saw this... my uncle was in there
when it happened. screw the terrorists!!!! kabukifreak1 5 months ago JerYip 5 months
ago I swear if i was one of those soldiers going to war for US even tho im canadian, i
would of fucking tortured those people who did this and fucking do what harmful things
they did to the US. Dicks.! JerYip 5 months ago lilguy1171 5 months ago wow bush is
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awsome! lilguy1171 5 months ago piethingy7 5 months ago Fake. piethingy7 5 months
ago JerYip 5 months ago @piethingy7 how the fuck is this fake u fucking turd. JerYip 5
months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @piethingy7 You're fake. Sharky2055 5 months
ago StarBakugan 5 months ago I remember watching this on the news when I was four.
(The TV was on, I was in the living room for a minute by myself when the news came
on) I thought it was a movie... :( It's so freaking scary, that's just not something that
happens everyday, the whole dm building collapsing like that... (Don't make fun of me
because I thought it was a movie... God I was only four years old...) StarBakugan 5
months
ago
UNSCSpartanClan
5
months
ago
@StarBakugan
hahahahahhhahahahahahahahhahah-ahahahahahhahahahahahahahhahah-ahhahahahahahaha
hahahhahahahah-ahahhahahahahaha
you
thought
it
was
a
movie
hahahahhahahahahahahahahahahah-ahhahahahahahhahahahahahahahah-ahahahahahahahha
haha UNSCSpartanClan 5 months ago StarBakugan 5 months ago @UNSCSpartanClan
Screw you asshole. StarBakugan 5 months ago MrMixculture 5 months ago no bin laden
is bush the maker of this shit,, MrMixculture 5 months ago clubmimo123 5 months ago
muslims are not guilty.The U.S president is the one who did it clubmimo123 5 months
ago bassaros 5 months ago @clubmimo123 Are You Retarded Why would the president
blow up the building killing Our citizens bassaros 5 months ago hogsonquads 5 months
ago @bassaros Maybe cause they have of plan of world government in mind! And need
to brain wash the people with 9/11 so they can pass there laws, go into iraq and set up
there bases and other! hogsonquads 5 months ago GmasterRED 5 months ago
@clubmimo123 Really? I didn't know George Bush flew hijacked 4 planes. How can he
be 4 places at once? And how did he get out before he crashed them, so he could get in
front of the cameras? Unless all those Geroge Bush's were just decoys, of course.
GmasterRED 5 months ago DanesBrain 5 months ago @GmasterRED You fucking
dumbass clearly nobody meant that he flew the planes himself. Your head = Justin
Biebers little penis DanesBrain 5 months ago GmasterRED 5 months ago @DanesBrain
And you dumbass. I was clearly being sarcastic. The fuckhead above needs to rephrase
his statement. "The U.S president is the one who did it " That's a fucking retarded thing
to say. GmasterRED 5 months ago GmasterRED 5 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam @DanesBrain And you dumbass. I was clearly being
sarcastic. The fuckhead above needs to rephrase his statement. "The U.S president is the
one who did it " That's a fucking retarded thing to say. GmasterRED 5 months ago
intrepidgalaxy 5 months ago @clubmimo123 You know what....let's just blame bush for
the holocaust, the armenian genocide, the boer wars, the millions killed in communist
china, the crusades, etc... cause i'm pretty sure he planned all of those too :p get a grip on
reality, we know who did it, and it wasn't bush.....ur acting like a conspiratorial nutcase
intrepidgalaxy 5 months ago GallipoIi 5 months ago ts of bush and ermanian clubs job
GallipoIi 5 months ago Adaskiss1 5 months ago in 5:37 you can see another plane
Adaskiss1 5 months ago dimdiesel 5 months ago Fucking idiot "I think its all about the
World Trade Centre" NO SHIT SHERLOCK! dimdiesel 5 months ago shuiboureuz 5
months ago fuck whoever did this..and fuck you too dick heads..this was a conspiracy
which was planned by the CIA and bush administration....their only target was the oil in
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the mid-east...they knew that americans were fools and they would elect him again even if
they kill a couple of thousand americans if they accuse some Moslems for the attack...he
killed your brothers and sisters...what did you do? elect him as the president again and
give him all the money through tax? I m ashamed to b livin in America shuiboureuz 5
months ago StarBakugan 5 months ago @shuiboureuz O-e WtF?! StarBakugan 5 months
ago YoBludclart 5 months ago watch?v=uOuvnPrJhfo&feature=fv-st check this out.
albert pike and his 3 world war theory which i guess the illuminati are using. YoBludclart
5 months ago 0Dre010 5 months ago Fucking conspiracy that's all, goodbye folks.
0Dre010 5 months ago Wallhammer1337 5 months ago wow one hit on the way top of
the building..look how huge the building is..and it call coms down free fall speed with
nothing sticking up...OOOMMMFFFGGGG Wallhammer1337 5 months ago
YoBludclart 5 months ago watch?v=uOuvnPrJhfo&feature=fv-st check this out. albert
pike and his 3 world war theory which i guess the illuminati are using. YoBludclart 5
months ago alexjones4president 5 months ago Osama Bush Cheney did this.
alexjones4president 5 months ago CammieKazi 5 months ago question!! Why has this
footage been cut at 11:46? preciselly at the point of impact with second (whatever)
hitting the tower. This footage has been done privately, not by the media. The only
footage you see a plane go in wtc is fabricated media footage. There to many questions
with regards to this. Which raises suspicion with the validity of the medias coverage. For
future reference, dont believe what you see when it comes from the media, its a tool of
mass persausion. CammieKazi 5 months ago shoshanagleit 5 months ago @CammieKazi I
saw them collapse in person. Stop trying to spread conspiracy theories. You just sound
stupid. shoshanagleit 5 months ago CammieKazi 5 months ago @shoshanagleit everyone
is intitled to there opinion. obviously you,ve took mine personally. Also i was,nt talking
bout the collapse. my point is bout the media. CammieKazi 5 months ago dbzvsnaruto 5
months ago FUCK MUSLIMS! dbzvsnaruto 5 months ago Wallhammer1337 5 months
ago @dbzvsnaruto the didnt fuckin do it asshoel......usa goverment = world domination
Wallhammer1337 5 months ago viski12345 5 months ago im a muslim, am from Kosova,
its not that every muslim is like these fucking terrorist, we hate these terrorists and we
are with AMERICA..! viski12345 5 months ago slosh29 5 months ago Even now close to
10 years later I still find footage I have not seen. I was at work when it happened and
only had a radio to go by.I had no tv at home at the time and only got to see about 1/2 of
the news at someones house.I did not get to see alot of the footage until after the fact
when dvds started coming out.I only had radio and newspapers and magazines to go by.
It still makes me speechless. slosh29 5 months ago getowned84able 5 months ago what
was editied b4 you said it was a mil plane ? getowned84able 5 months ago
BrandonBoston2 5 months ago So why is the plane coming into the south tower as well
as the first collapse of the towers not in the video? This is an 'interesting' omission!
Hmmmmm? BrandonBoston2 5 months ago greenyoshi48 5 months ago on 7:34 is that a
person commiting suicide? greenyoshi48 5 months ago theoperationfreedom 5 months ago
why does 9/11 commission state that WTC 7 fell from a fire? theoperationfreedom 5
months ago trellwilson76 5 months ago y would u take a video of this said moment
trellwilson76 5 months ago jolley4671 5 months ago Brilliant footage but for a very very
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sad occasion. jolley4671 5 months ago henf5671 5 months ago If you're one of those
people that believe in those absurd conspiracy theories then here is where your IQ falls
ranging from smartest to your iq... 1. humanity 2. dogs 3. sharks 4. trash 5. dung beetles
6. dung beetle feces 7. YOU henf5671 5 months ago MrDeezyTre 5 months ago 4 Fuck
every last one of those alle babas who did this.. those stupid ass mother fucking smelly
shitheaded assholes.. go rot in pits you worthless fuckfaces MrDeezyTre 5 months ago 4
MrMixculture 5 months ago @MrDeezyTre is bush idiot MrMixculture 5 months ago
gatsnrivals 5 months ago wow I finally got a chance to see it, so damn emotional,
seriously. thanx to cameras now day tech can now capture anything and see, history.
gatsnrivals 5 months ago ampthilluk 5 months ago from 4:57 when the windows are
opened, that noise is just amazing ampthilluk 5 months ago BJHBNE 5 months ago 911
the day america lost its innocence, now the whole world knows the real america.
BJHBNE 5 months ago StarBakugan 5 months ago @BJHBNE WHAT?! Screw you! WE
were the ones attacked! StarBakugan 5 months ago lucas198 5 months ago apparently
they're trying to make the new building 'terrorist-proof'. i think they should just build a
giant mosque. or even better, a runway. lucas198 5 months ago underlinedbluetext 5
months ago Thank you for sharing this. A front row to history to say the least.
underlinedbluetext 5 months ago JOSHxLUFC 5 months ago fckin pakis nuke them
america fuckin nuke the cunts JOSHxLUFC 5 months ago capevideo 5 months ago Don't
you realize that you are very important witnesses to what really took place on 9-11???
You said the magic words "IT WAS A MILITARY PLANE" !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! This is a huge
government cover-up that will be exposed. This "terror attack", was done to start the
invasion of the middle east. AMERICA......WAKE UP! The New World Order has
begun! And, they are planning WW3 right now, with the goal of killing 80% of the worlds
population. capevideo 5 months ago lizardman563 5 months ago @capevideo I laughed
my ass off at your comment. While your at it you might as well inform people that the
"alien invasion" is coming LOL! The thing about you conspiracists is, they are usually
lefted winged. And lefted winged hate their government SO MUCH that they would post
shit like this guy and only care about their own political party rather than OUR
COUNTRY. Capevido, you are as radical as the fucking radical muslims that did this,
lizardman563 5 months ago capevideo 5 months ago @lizardman563 A man who is blind
can truly see. A man who can see is truly blind. capevideo 5 months ago IIB20VTEC 5
months ago Man it was nice today, so I went for a run...feels great! IIB20VTEC 5
months ago thatsafaceforradio 5 months ago @capevideo Okay so if it's a cover up why
did Bin Laden admit to AND brag about it then? And I doubt that Bush (yes he's an idiot
but still) would've targeted the Pentagon as well! thatsafaceforradio 5 months ago
zapper9595 5 months ago 5:33 to the left is that a ufo?o_O zapper9595 5 months ago
aceridgey 5 months ago inside job... they didnt even see a comemrcial jet.. seriously sad
sad day for world history,, worse thing on the video is the shadows falling down the
building aceridgey 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @aceridgey Who didn't?
Thousands saw a commercial jet. Sharky2055 5 months ago ampthilluk 5 months ago
@aceridgey there are countless videos of the planes... ampthilluk 5 months ago ashbug30
5 months ago the ppl who did that...should be a shamed of their seleves. Causing fires,
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and building to go down and especially children....GOD we didn't ask for this...the actual
american ppl do not want fights and wars...but ppl can't just let things go...I swear...some
ppl deserve hell for what they did. PPL who particapated in this at all should burn for
ever !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-!!!!!! ashbug30 5 months ago
antonnTO96 5 months ago sucks antonnTO96 5 months ago hurstwood123 5 months ago
OMG hurstwood123 5 months ago ThePs3ftw 5 months ago thats sik man ThePs3ftw 5
months ago 1redpill4u1 5 months ago If you want to see who was behind 911 and what
they are planning type into Youtube old world secrets the omega project codes, its all
about the zodiac. (Its a Killer) 1redpill4u1 5 months ago allpurposecheeze 5 months ago
idk if im suposta like or dislike allpurposecheeze 5 months ago UniverseIndistries 5
months ago This is so sad for me to etch this. The muslims (which all are not bad) did
this.Only two count it TWO created this mass destruction, and my God have mercy on
any ones soul who Dares make a mockery of these poor souls and the losses that there
familys had to suffer. UniverseIndistries 5 months ago shenniEMO 5 months ago it
makes me cry up to now :(( shenniEMO 5 months ago serialshiters 5 months ago It's
funny to watch serialshiters 5 months ago allpurposecheeze 5 months ago @serialshiters
ur are horrible allpurposecheeze 5 months ago damonkat26 5 months ago @serialshiters i
know right! if your mom was in there it would be histerical damonkat26 5 months ago
da4kgr3y 5 months ago Your enemiesare not muslims, your enemy is US Governement!
da4kgr3y 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @da4kgr3y Wrong it was Radical
Muslims that did this. Sharky2055 5 months ago edvinas135 5 months ago september
sucks edvinas135 5 months ago FlappesL 5 months ago it´s not so good it´s bad to see it
oh me god shit FlappesL 5 months ago capevideo 5 months ago This was all planned by
David Rockefeller and his gang of world bankers and the secret government that runs our
country. Remember when you said, "it was a military plane" ?? It was. A new "world
order" has now started. We as a people must come together to defeat them. capevideo 5
months ago Buuriar 5 months ago this is such amazing footage! thanks bob and bri.
Buuriar 5 months ago elfitouri22 5 months ago um dude not all muslims are bad our
religon is to care for the sick and poor we give half of our income to the poor we. during
the crusade the muslims gave medicne to the christens and jews we healed the wound and
sick we taught europe medicene they had bad medicine that helped move the pain not to
heal yo right away. so ya :) elfitouri22 5 months ago TheHumanUnity 5 months ago
Science flies you to the moon. Religion flies you into buildings. TheHumanUnity 5
months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @TheHumanUnity Radical Islam is NOT a
religion. It's really more like a cult. Sharky2055 5 months ago 000vortex 5 months ago 10
000 000 000 (10 billion people) х50 000 conventional units (half the cost of a standard 60
m flat) = 500 000 000 000 000 (500 trillion units) for crediting of habitation in turn,on the
measure of distribution of identifiers. Always construction. 000vortex 5 months ago
garyisbald 5 months ago LOL garyisbald 5 months ago FlappesL 5 months ago
@garyisbald nix lol das ist häftig suber häftig stell mal for du wärst da drun FlappesL 5
months ago parkergmatas 5 months ago 2:15 "it was a military plane" parkergmatas 5
months ago TheeTurbanator 5 months ago People of the West, rise up against the
Muslim infadel, blood will run in the streets....muslim blood. The legends of the profit
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mohammed will be proven false and the truth of christ will be revealed in this holy
crusade. Rape their woman, torch their houses, leave none alive. Reduce their homelands
to radioactive vapour and we shall have peace. Basically get to fuck you paki fucks
mohammeds a bum-boy TheeTurbanator 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago
@TheeTurbanator That's horrible. Not all Muslims are bad people. There's never an
excuse for genocide. You're NO better than the Islamic extremist terrorists spewing the
infidel crap against the West. Sharky2055 5 months ago Manisha612 5 months ago no
only bin laden Manisha612 5 months ago Manisha612 5 months ago i hate muslims
Manisha612 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @Manisha612 All of them?
Sharky2055 5 months ago Crazyweiner85 5 months ago that music makes it even scarier
Crazyweiner85 5 months ago anonarob 5 months ago truly the worst ever terrorist attack.
the west should just send a fuck load of nukes toward all these paki bastards. get the
forces who are over there now to evacuate as many civies as possible and all western
forces. then............. over.....done...... then we cant say we didnt try......... anonarob 5
months ago LVile666 5 months ago The "booms" you hurd, were bombs that were preset
inside the building before the planes hit. LVile666 5 months ago theadmin970 5 months
ago :'( theadmin970 5 months ago YouSuckLemon 5 months ago Why do people think
Muslims did this? They had nothing to do with it... =/ the only people you should be
blaming is the government... since they keep covering shit up... it's so obvious silverstien
is behind since he said himself "that the towers would fall terrorist attacks" how the hell
was he suppose to know a head of time.. it makes no sense.. YouSuckLemon 5 months
ago onesteptosuicide 5 months ago @YouSuckLemon yea they all put it on the arab
people an explosion happened in america arabs did it onesteptosuicide 5 months ago
Rmoafe 5 months ago Why is there a cut on the film when the first building colapses?
You where film continuasly, i´m i wright? Rmoafe 5 months ago santamonica330 5
months ago you did, youve caught raw footage that is so close and personal. It is historic.
Because you were normal people catching this and not the news. New perspective ive
never seen before the content is just so real. santamonica330 5 months ago Gothgrl102 5
months ago .... I feel nothing.... >_> Don't call me heartless or something. Just saying.
Gothgrl102 5 months ago AzianBoi28 5 months ago @JamieT96 dude I'm Muslim.. Nd
Muslims dnt bomb pple. It just happens dat wen the suicided, it's a Muslim dude. So
stfu bitch nd dnt say nun bout ma god Allah! AzianBoi28 5 months ago JamieT96 5
months ago This was an act of Allah. JamieT96 5 months ago TheRussellicious 5 months
ago @JamieT96 go sujud, retarded muslim. TheRussellicious 5 months ago kaliakaena 5
months ago @TheRussellicious Bush did it, not muslim, ben laden is only an american
actor made by the united states of america....American grouvernment is very retarded to
kill their american people just to steal petrol for free and play war with arabian for
fun......very sad kaliakaena 5 months ago TheRussellicious 5 months ago @kaliakaena
bush is not a president about for a year TheRussellicious 5 months ago karate861 5
months ago NUKE THE BASTARDS!!! karate861 5 months ago GUILLERMO70ful 5
months ago @karate861 OH YEAH, KILL MORE PEOPLE, WHAT A BRILLIANT
SOLUTION !!! GUILLERMO70ful 5 months ago pokefan098 5 months ago The people
who did this were extremists and bad people, but not at all representative of muslims in
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general. pokefan098 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @karate861 Nukes aren't
the answer since they'd kill thousands of innocent people too. They'd also render a huge
portion of land useless. Kill thousands of animals. NUkes aren't the way to go.
Sharky2055 5 months ago meligirl731 5 months ago i cried my eyeballs out. meligirl731 5
months ago scythian0528 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam ✈ ▌▌boom killing streak! scythian0528 5 months ago sofianbelhedi 5 months ago
there is a 5000 years old technique used again and again to reach enlightenment. wich is :
sit streight,close your eyes,and listen carefully to your breath goin in as well as your
breath goin out. do it everyday.the more the better. buddha used it him self. spread the
technique to others sofianbelhedi 5 months ago PeterHantsen 5 months ago youtube
search No Plane oder 911 entschlüsselt german PeterHantsen 5 months ago
Sarah01181225 5 months ago This is so sad to watch.... Sarah01181225 5 months ago
666MetaIHead 5 months ago cool 666MetaIHead 5 months ago alfaceandrice 5 months
ago Man, the voice of this woman in the video looks like Celine Dion's voice.
alfaceandrice 5 months ago boldinhoRJ 5 months ago obama is the antichrist boldinhoRJ 5
months ago Boderlands 5 months ago :((((( Boderlands 5 months ago OXOTHUK101 5
months ago this is sad ((( OXOTHUK101 5 months ago MultiHeyhey22 5 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i hope he blow america too hell!
MultiHeyhey22 5 months ago lolofigoful 5 months ago how many new yorker belive in
the theorie that 9/11 was an inside job, can anybody tell? lolofigoful 5 months ago
Kelleygarret 5 months ago @lolofigoful probrobly not but i believe it was Kelleygarret 5
months ago MrSakker 5 months ago bravooooooooo MrSakker 5 months ago
erstguteslabel 5 months ago :-( erstguteslabel 5 months ago TheRussellicious 5 months
ago ALLIAH WAKBAR!!!!!11111 TheRussellicious 5 months ago 9tiin 5 months ago
@TheRussellicious stop faking,you even spelled it wrong,bother lol 9tiin 5 months ago
GANGSTAR604 5 months ago search the movie zeitgeist. it will tell u the real storie
behind 911. when the buildings collapse ull see that on the bottom of the steal poles that
there cut in a slanted way with a lot of molting metal around it. why would that be.
GANGSTAR604 5 months ago FaithIsAnnoyed 5 months ago Well that's not something
you wake up to everyday. You should feel unlucky at witnessing tragedy, but lucky at
the same time to have witnessed such an event that will live on for eternity. Amazing
footage. FaithIsAnnoyed 5 months ago 2coldstones 5 months ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam I was really happy when this happened as a child.. ♥
.^_^ ♥ 2coldstones 5 months ago dartilla 5 months ago @2coldstones idiot... dartilla 5
months ago Dodi9914 5 months ago
"
Dodi9914 5 months ago EvelinaWelch 5 months ago I remember this.I was in my
apartment and I was looking at the world trade center and then BOOM a plane crashes.
holy shit was it loud near my apartment.very sad. i used t work there until 2000. very
scary and sad. i hated to see it fall :'( EvelinaWelch 5 months ago mrreggin1 5 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ʎɐs ı ʇɐɥʍ pɐǝɹ puɐ pɐǝɥ ɹnoʎ
uɹnʇ noʎ ǝpɐɯ ı pooʍɹǝʞɔǝd ɐɥ ɐɥ mrreggin1 5 months ago BobbyJEL101 5 months
ago I kind of wish I were there to witness it in your building, Even though I still get the
heebee jeebies 9 years later... tragic BobbyJEL101 5 months ago nourali2 5 months ago I
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heard from someone who works for the government that 9/11 was a video game
simulation... guys we are totally fucked nourali2 5 months ago f66gh3 5 months ago fuck
off bitch ungratfun basterd homo asshole whore slut come on you communist from smart
guy to DUCH BAG f66gh3 5 months ago takic4life13 5 months ago yes this is what
happens if ur a capitalist and facist gaggot xaxaxaxaaxaxa congrats @ al queda takic4life13
5 months ago KeybladeKorney 5 months ago Now thats a fat cloud of smoke!
KeybladeKorney 5 months ago msowefy 5 months ago I hope this won't happen again in
the usa or in any other country I'm an arab , muslim , usa has created it's enemy, created it
against russia , it's not a part of islam it's a part of the usa, usa has created BIN LADEN ,
AL QAIDA , TALBAN , ISRAEL stop that and don't blame muslims and arabs just
blame yourselves msowefy 5 months ago PlikixD 5 months ago fck arabes, nueva york
venezuela los ama! PlikixD 5 months ago johntitorlives 5 months ago toukan6, at least we
know how to fight in wars you yellow-bellied pansies. tavish1979, your callousness is
utterly shocking. She is crying for the people in the buildings that were dying you stupid
little child. johntitorlives 5 months ago toukan6 5 months ago lolz look at 25:55 i that
christmis lights in september gosh u americans are such a fail toukan6 5 months ago
tavish1979 5 months ago what she crying for!!!!!!! she is a safe distance away, i
understand that it was an awful thing however the US and britian have had it coming for
years, i think terroist attacks are wrong,however people in glass houses should not throw
stones. tavish1979 5 months ago bounce107 5 months ago @tavish1979 she was crying
coz she was worried if people were in the building bounce107 5 months ago
xGAMINGx3 5 months ago the firetrucks are crazy and dont this happen again
xGAMINGx3 5 months ago 555mksc1982 5 months ago Jesuspaid4you..... Your so right
...amen 555mksc1982 5 months ago JesusPaid4You 5 months ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam Jesus Christ (Yeshua) is the Messiah! All are guilty of sin
and the penalty is death! The good news is God Loves us, so He sent His Son Jesus
Christ, who died for our sins and rose again, so that whoever believes in Him will not
perish, but have everlasting life. JesusPaid4You 5 months ago bofors7715 5 months ago
9/11 was an Inside Job. Wake up, morons! bofors7715 5 months ago Krlwow 5 months
ago @bofors7715 I think you're right, but why should they? Krlwow 5 months ago
WackoZack 5 months ago This is hilarious WackoZack 5 months ago OneBigmutha1109
5 months ago @WackoZack I know you dont have any friends and even if you really are
a worthless towel head, do you feel good now that you got the attention on what a cunt
loser you are, and I'm sure you were probably fucked in the ass by your fatfher, brother,
and your transy mother. It's ok there sport!! America can give a freak like you a future!!
Stop hating, come on Howard and tell us how you like your dad banging your asshole!!!
We will understand.! OneBigmutha1109 5 months ago dannyme764 5 months ago go to
hell osama bin laden.......wow this happened three days after my brother was born....
dannyme764 5 months ago f66gh3 5 months ago GET EVERY FUCKIN 911 VIDEO
THERE IS AND ERASE THEM WE ARE NOT PROUD OF THAT THAT IS NOT
FUNNY AND I THINK THAT THERE SHOULD BE A LAW SAYING YOU CAN
NOT HAVE OR SHOW ANY OF THESE VIDEOS GOD BLESS AMERICA AND
GET RID OF IT NOW !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! THANKS, f66gh3 f66gh3 5 months ago
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M Mlover94 5 months ago @f66gh3 Dude...are you fucking serious? Thats like saying we
shouldnt learn about Pearl Harbor or the Holicaust in school! This is a valuble piece of
information and i believe every one should watch these videos! God bless America for
letting us see these videos! I got to high school and we even have an assembely every year
on sept. 11 and we have the oportunety to see this video I really cant believe you
commente that..Fagot MMlover94 5 months ago WeeSexyTC 5 months ago Well at least
we know that the retarded waste of cum crazy religion freaks are in hell having to suck on
the devil's balls. And sniff his smelly fat penis xD WeeSexyTC 5 months ago
victorhugodass 5 months ago hahaha I love it,is the best thing that I watched
victorhugodass 5 months ago f66gh3 5 months ago @victorhugodass fuck off you un
greatfu peice of shit you non american get off youtube f66gh3 5 months ago
OneBigmutha1109 5 months ago @victorhugodass Well well, another cunt mole looking
for attention. Well I'll give you worthless fuck your line of fame. Even if your not a towel
head muslim glob of cum, you are still a coward. A fucking tool that laughs on you tube,
in the saftey of his mommys home. Or under the rock you call home. You are a bitch,
most likely beat up as a kid, and never will win anything in life. NOW! I understand your
comment. OneBigmutha1109 5 months ago OopaintingLflowersoO 5 months ago What
was that rivers name? I would run into that river if that smoke was coming at me. :/ At
least my pants would get washed from crapping them... Anyways, just watching this
makes me sweat and make my heart race... God Bless every single person who was in any
way affected by this. R.I.P to those who died. OopaintingLflowersoO 5 months ago
nwBoy95 5 months ago sorry for that stupid question, but where is the second tower in
this building?? is it right behind? or did it already crushed nwBoy95 5 months ago
JonahW55 5 months ago @nwBoy95 the two towers are right next to each other
JonahW55 5 months ago madernwarfaretwo 5 months ago i wish i was there to shoot
down the airplanes this is beyond terrible cant believe it happened madernwarfaretwo 5
months ago 1redpill4u1 5 months ago If you want to see a movie that explains who was
behind 9/11, why they did it, and what they are planning, type into Youtube old world
secrets the omega project codes. Its all about the zodiac. (Its a killer) 1redpill4u1 5
months ago iamasau0 5 months ago words can't describe these events. Every time I watch
any film related to the 9/11 attacks, I start crying like a kid. It's like nothing else. Truly
awful. iamasau0 5 months ago malekmahmoud 5 months ago ISRAEL did that , and who
heard that arab or Asian did it was a lie , cause they have no pletiful planes for losing
them malekmahmoud 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @malekmahmoud Wrong!
Al-Qaeda did this. There's proof. There's entirely NO evidence Israel did it, despite what
many Jew/Zionist hating arabs would have others believe. Sharky2055 5 months ago
HelpMyWii 5 months ago She played knick nack on my knee with a knick nack
padywack, this old man came rolling come... R.I.P. HelpMyWii 5 months ago
MrCallmesexy 5 months ago nick nack paddy wack give the dog his bone =(
MrCallmesexy 5 months ago Kiki4sm 5 months ago I live in germany and I was 10 when
this horrible thing happend. I can not imagen how many fear you must have, when you
filmed this scene so close to the world trade center. We can just hope that most of the
people who have to die because of the attac had a short and painless deth. Kiki4sm 5
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months ago lrystalclear 5 months ago Very sad.. R.I.P to all victims. lrystalclear 5 months
ago mees462 5 months ago Don't know what's would be worse, in the building or in the
plane. Even in Holland, it was a horrible day. mees462 5 months ago reallife47 5 months
ago camera quality is great for a supprise terrorist attack reallife47 5 months ago
paulochinak 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam A sad
day for all mankind... paulochinak 5 months ago isaiahgava 5 months ago Wow.. To think
all that noise was screaming and cops... isaiahgava 5 months ago Homemcardoso 5
months ago why was 9/11 commission so secret? why can´t we all know what happend?
Homemcardoso 5 months ago PREZILLA2009 5 months ago Ugh Unbelievable.
PREZILLA2009 5 months ago gus5985 5 months ago this would have to be the most
amazing thing you could have possibly seen. gus5985 5 months ago TheEliminator1992 5
months ago whoever these cowards did this deserve to die. END OF STORY
TheEliminator1992 5 months ago BeakyRed 5 months ago sorry but you really have no
idea BeakyRed 5 months ago TheEliminator1992 5 months ago @BeakyRed .....and what
does that mean? TheEliminator1992 5 months ago bagelbeater 5 months ago cant imagine
how it would have felt to witness this.... bagelbeater 5 months ago ifuckzebras 5 months
ago terrorist are cool for doing this ifuckzebras 5 months ago mkf272 5 months ago Sign
the petition at the WTC2011 website to rebuild our TWIN TOWERS and ditch the
terrible freedom tower!! mkf272 5 months ago patrickmc999 5 months ago Pwned
patrickmc999 5 months ago patrickmc999 5 months ago Pwned. patrickmc999 5 months
ago MrLipoxd 5 months ago Fuck Osama Binladen !!!!!!! MrLipoxd 5 months ago
Xendrius 5 months ago @MrLipoxd Osama didnt do it, the FBI and Cheney themselves
said there is no proof whatsoever connecting him to 911 in any way, they can't even keep
their stories straight. As for 911 on my channel (latest video) I prove that this attack was
planned by the secret government, cfr Illuminati CIA agents. Oh, they are planning more
of these events very soon, this time casulaties will be in 10s of thousands. Xendrius 5
months ago burnik2000 5 months ago @Xendrius just call up robert langdon to solve the
case burnik2000 5 months ago Xendrius 5 months ago @burnik2000 Don't know who
that guy is, as for 911, 8 min video on my channel enough to show you some startling
footage of 911 that you probably never researchd or saw yourself. Xendrius 5 months
ago burnik2000 5 months ago @Xendrius im kinda joking you know... ever heard of the
book "angels and demons"? his an expert on scyrptology particularly on the Illuminati...
hehe haven't finished it BTW. burnik2000 5 months ago Xendrius 5 months ago
@burnik2000 Dude yes, Angels and Demons is fictional, The Bavarian Illuminati is
another thing, these people obviously don't want people to take it serious and it is
achieved by making silly fictional movies, videogames and books. Xendrius 5 months ago
burnik2000 5 months ago @Xendrius oh. so your saying that ILLUMINATI is the one
who created the book angels and demons? LOL there are video games about
ILLUMINATI too? were could i get those? that would be wicked dude!! burnik2000 5
months ago Xendrius 5 months ago @burnik2000 They are behind most the ideas, since
the Illuminati is a secretive organisation which noone spoke of (expept when about the
conspiracy) it makes perfect sense to believe that the idea behind the book angels and
demons was inspired by one who knew the truth. Yes they made alot of subliminal
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videogames about it, you will find it in the tomb raider movie, the game assassins creed
and alot more minor subliminals all over the gaming industry. They pay for the making of
most entertainmnt Xendrius 5 months ago SalenTinaBabe 5 months ago by 20:05 i see the
face of the devil SalenTinaBabe 5 months ago TheZero4life 5 months ago What hurt us
only made us stonger TheZero4life 5 months ago charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago
This
has
been
flagged
as
spam
show
hide
Not
Spam
charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago 1redpill4u1 5 months ago If you want to see a
movie that explains who was behind 9/11, why they did it, and what they are planning,
type into Youtube old world secrets the omega project codes. Its all about the zodiac. (Its
a killer) 1redpill4u1 5 months ago NuxlyStardust 5 months ago @1redpill4u1
zeitgeistmovie . com - See Zeitgeist (2007), the second part is about 9/11 NuxlyStardust 5
months ago charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide
Not
Spam
@1redpill4u1
charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago johntitorlives 5 months ago one worlders behind
this you are right. they behind most trouble in the world. johntitorlives 5 months ago
charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam
@johntitorlives
charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago justagirlinthehood 5 months ago Bush
administration used the 9-11 attacks as an excuse to go after Saddam they wanted him for
a long time. Bush wasn't behind the attacks. The one worlders were probably the
materminds and funders behind 9-11. They create wars to make billions of dollars on oil,
military contracts, etc. justagirlinthehood 5 months ago charlesmanson1488btk 5 months
ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @justagirlinthehood
charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago This has
been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @justagirlinthehood
charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago justagirlinthehood 5 months ago No Bush took
off prior to 9-11 for a month because he heard something big might be coming. He didn't
know where or exactly when. He wasn't in on it he's a stupid puppet for the one
worlders. justagirlinthehood 5 months ago charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago This has
been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @justagirlinthehood
charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago This has
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@justagirlinthehood

charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago justagirlinthehood 5 months ago There probably
were people in our gov who knew about this maybe even helped in some way. Bush
didn't know that is why he took off for a month before the attacks unheard of for a Pres
at the beginning of his term. Bush was elected because he is stupid and could be easily
manipulated by the one worlders. Bush Sr. is part of that he is behind lots of bad stuff.
Was the head of the CIA, was in Dallas when JFK was shot, skull and bones, etc. Shady
dude. justagirlinthehood 5 months ago charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago This has been
flagged
as
spam
show
hide
Not
Spam
@justagirlinthehood
charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago justagirlinthehood 5 months ago Who knows if
there was traces of explosives found there. You don't know anymore what is true
anymore. Maybe the terrorists somehow got bombs on board like they said. God knows
our airport security was a joke then just as it is now. justagirlinthehood 5 months ago
charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam
@justagirlinthehood
charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago justagirlinthehood 5 months ago We do not need
to stage an attack to attack other countries. The tower that was hit second fell first
because the damage was near the middle of the building. There was more weight above the
damage which caused it to collapse. The second tower to fall which was hit first burned
longer then fell. If there was explosives they would have pulled them sooner when the
buildings were full of people. justagirlinthehood 5 months ago charlesmanson1488btk 5
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @justagirlinthehood
charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago KevinMerck 5 months ago It has been established
that the WTC was brought down by controlled demolition. High-tech explosives and
incendiaries (available only to the military) were positively identified in the dust from
ground zero. Where's all the patriotism now? Any coward can mindlessly defend an
obvious lie. It takes courage to face up to the fact that 911 was a staged false flag attack
to justify the invasion of Iraq and Afghanistan. KevinMerck 5 months ago
charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam
@KevinMerck
charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago justagirlinthehood 5 months ago I can't believe we
haven't seen more videos from people inside who made it out that took it from their cell
phones. I know they were very scared but you would think one person would have taped
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what they saw going on inside there after the plane hit. It must have been complete chaos.
There were many shots of the plane going right over head of people filming it when it the
building. That was also terrifying yet they taped it. justagirlinthehood 5 months ago
charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam
@justagirlinthehood
charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago cckarlo100 5 months ago the terrorists dont
distroyed your wtc only your president has destroyed the wtc he killed you to start a
new war cckarlo100 5 months ago djronniejames 5 months ago great video...
djronniejames 5 months ago peacock821 5 months ago This is excellent footage and you
where very brave to stay and record the whole thing. I know it was not easy. Base on
what you saw do you think that all the damage was done from the planes or where there
other explosion inside the building. peacock821 5 months ago b0j43 5 months ago At
12:17 she says it was a military plane? I thought the aircraft supposedly used were
commercial aircraft? Strange how the alleged terrorists manage to steal a military plane?
b0j43 5 months ago ezzo2711 5 months ago fake ezzo2711 5 months ago KevinMerck 5
months ago Care about the victims? Then you need to support a real investigation. You
don't need to believe in a "conspiracy theory" to demand a real investigation. All you
need is a fucking conscience. KevinMerck 5 months ago coldin1222 5 months ago i am
very sad people had to jump off the building cuz the stupid terrorists coldin1222 5
months ago CockpitpilotB737 5 months ago @coldin1222 were you there?
CockpitpilotB737 5 months ago carstenp975 5 months ago @CockpitpilotB737 it looks
like it is a cellphone video so ya... and a horreble dag it was :/ carstenp975 5 months ago
feiscool 5 months ago 16 A horrible day, I can't forget it feiscool 5 months ago 16
charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam
@feiscool
charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago ifuckzebras 5 months ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam @feiscool sexy day i will always remember how big my
boner got on this day ifuckzebras 5 months ago smilo87 5 months ago 20 : 32 moved a
ufo from right too left (bewegt sich ein ufo fon rechts naxh links) smilo87 5 months ago
smilo87 5 months ago 20:32--33 ufo links oben ^^ smilo87 5 months ago
TheXenomorph1980 5 months ago 12:17 "it was a military plane" The terrorists
K3wlness are right here in our backyard and they've only just started.
TheXenomorph1980 5 months ago guppykaratemann 5 months ago oh men the terrorist
think they were the holyest people of the world because they think of god and all other
people were unholy!!!! but here we can see that this terrorist are really crazy they kill
other people and herself ..and the one and only reason is the religion i dont know how to
explain this because my english is very bad .... i hope you understand me
guppykaratemann 5 months ago PeterHantsen 5 months ago youtube search No Plane
oder 911 entschlüsselt german PeterHantsen 5 months ago akki915 5 months ago Its
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USA´s fault Look at loose change akki915 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago
@akki915 You're kidding, right? Sharky2055 5 months ago akki915 5 months ago
@Sharky2055 No Why akki915 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @akki915 What
are you referring to? Sharky2055 5 months ago lind21a 5 months ago
, , may i use
it for report? lind21a 5 months ago Kenny15961 5 months ago @Planckstime there are
enough other vids where u can see how the plane crashs in the world trade center
Kenny15961 5 months ago halflifeproductionz 5 months ago damn muslim bafoons, why
did the people have to suffer because of the government. halflifeproductionz 5 months
ago inzilicious911 5 months ago the US should be dropping nukes on al-qaeda
whereabouts, not shitty little missiles from F-22s and Apaches inzilicious911 5 months
ago chris1986123 5 months ago @inzilicious911 yeah, that's all the world needs, US
government bullies nuking random hillsides... That'll gain a lot of support and sympathy
for the US from innocent local people who will undoubtedly love their largely UScontrolled governments for allowing it to happen... chris1986123 5 months ago
PlancksTime 5 months ago Stupid bitch, she should have been recording the tower all the
time. We could have had good video of the whole crash. Idiot behind the camera, wasted
good evidence PlancksTime 5 months ago AlcanHwy 5 months ago We Will Never Forget
You! AlcanHwy 5 months ago JonnyRello 5 months ago Where's the planes hittin?
That's what I need to see. But I suppose I already know... JonnyRello 5 months ago
theslinger9 5 months ago fuck u ifuckzebras theslinger9 5 months ago kbaby2luvsu 5
months ago check out the video at the 19 min and 45 secs... what is those 2 miny smoke
clouds coming from the building? kbaby2luvsu 5 months ago ifuckzebras 5 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @kbaby2luvsu 9/11 made me horny
skeet skeet skeet ifuckzebras 5 months ago superlyrical1987 5 months ago 2 wow
thousands of innocent people died and pieces of shit like you are still around thats a
fucking shame... superlyrical1987 5 months ago 2 ifuckzebras 5 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 made my boner bigger ifuckzebras 5 months
ago NYsentinel 5 months ago Last Days for Brooklyn's Giants; Twin Tanks Carry a
Love-Hate Reputation to the End By ANDY NEWMAN Published: July 9, 2001 It
won't be long now. The explosives arrived on Friday. At 7 a.m. Sunday, while most of
the city sleeps, two mammoth natural-gas storage tanks that have defined the landscape
of northern Brooklyn for decades will fall with a shudder and a boom... NYsentinel 5
months ago thaoyale 5 months ago damn this is really sad.. thaoyale 5 months ago
K3wlness 5 months ago 25 Fuck you, terrorists! K3wlness 5 months ago 25 peacock821
5 months ago @K3wlness peacock821 5 months ago Lennoxisonfire 5 months ago
@K3wlness You mean Bush ha? Lennoxisonfire 5 months ago K3wlness 5 months ago
@Lennoxisonfire Him as well :) But I don't want to start a political debate or nothin'.
K3wlness 5 months ago charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago This has been flagged as
spam
show
hide
Not
Spam
@K3wlness
charlesmanson1488btk 5 months ago justagirlinthehood 5 months ago I will never
forget also hearing Matt Lauer on the tv in the background of this video saying we don't
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know the extent of injuries or casualties just as the clouds of ash and people are slowly
rising up to the heavens. justagirlinthehood 5 months ago justagirlinthehood 5 months ago
The sirens and billowing clouds of smoke coming out of the towers is forever etched in
my mind. justagirlinthehood 5 months ago Momo5775 5 months ago We can see
somebody at a window at 9:11 (what irony :( ) Momo5775 5 months ago Tehkniib 5
months ago @Momo5775 U saw it at 9:11..... Tehkniib 5 months ago yakusapp 5
months ago happy 09/11 ! Eh Bush...presentinho pra vc !!! yakusapp 5 months ago
sighbrmom 5 months ago thank you for posting this. We must NEVER forget this horror.
sighbrmom 5 months ago YankeeNyLaX 5 months ago 2 @ThastTheGuyisBack You're a
stupid idiot.. i hate terrorists and people like you. I love to shot you in your head... -.-"
YankeeNyLaX 5 months ago 2 ThastTheGuyisBack 5 months ago i love terrorist
ThastTheGuyisBack 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @ThastTheGuyisBack
Then go join them. Sharky2055 5 months ago narutot79 5 months ago 2 fucking terrorists
narutot79 5 months ago 2 NYsentinel 5 months ago “I went down to the scene and we set
up headquarters at 75 Barkley Street, which was right there with the police
commissioner, the fire commissioner, the head of emergency management, and we were
operating out of there when we were told that the World Trade Center was going to
collapse." -Rudolph Giuliani KBE (911 Commission) NYsentinel 5 months ago
jezbritanniahigh 5 months ago choquant.. quel horreur. jezbritanniahigh 5 months ago
NYsentinel 5 months ago ”I thought, Somebody’s got to tell the Fire Department to get
out of there,” Loizeaux told me. “I picked up the phone, dialled 411, got the number, and
tried it–busy. So I called the Mayor’s Office of Emergency Management”–which was in 7
World Trade. “All circuits were busy. I couldn’t get through.” -John Seabrook “WHY
THE TOWERS FELL NYsentinel 5 months ago NYsentinel 5 months ago "Late Friday
night 14 Sept 2001- “I had to be at a meeting that wasn’t on my schedule. I didn’t even
mention it to my closest staff. The topic was biological and chemical warfare, which I
feared would be the next terrorist move. ” -Rudy KBE Page 357 Leadership Rudolph W
Giuliani NYsentinel 5 months ago NYsentinel 5 months ago "The reason Pier 92 was
selected as a command center was because on the next day, on September 12, Pier 92 was
going to have a drill, it had HUNDREDS of people here, from FEMA, from the Federal
Government, from the State, from the State Emergency Management Office" -Rudolph
Giuliani KBE NYsentinel 5 months ago NYsentinel 5 months ago “We’re currently one of
the first teams that was deployed to support the city of New York for THIS
DISASTER. We arrived on late Monday night, and went into action on Tuesday morning.
And not until today did we get a full opportunity to work the entire site.” - Tom Kenny
FEMA-USAR / Mass.Sept 13, 2001 NYsentinel 5 months ago NYsentinel 5 months ago
Kissinger Effectively Gave Go-Ahead for Terrorist Attack on US Soil in 1976 According
to declassified documents released by the National Security Archive today, former
secretary of state and longtime Bilderberger Henry Kissinger rescinded instructions that
would have prevented one of the worst terrorist attacks on US soil before September 11,
2001, from occurring. NYsentinel 5 months ago NYsentinel 5 months ago [Note: The
Bonus Army leaders were held and executed in Florida’s then nearly abandoned Fort
Pickens that had previously held as prisoner of war the Apache Indians including their
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leader Geronimo.] NYsentinel 5 months ago NYsentinel 5 months ago After the 1932
destruction of the Bonus Army the new American President Franklin Roosevelt ordered
the construction of massive WPA labor camps throughout the United States in order to
“contain and suppress” the growing rebellion facing the elites in his countr NYsentinel 5
months ago NYsentinel 5 months ago Ms. Whitman issued a statement that the air was
fine, Traveler's saved a lot of money by not having to pay claims. NYsentinel 5 months
ago NYsentinel 5 months ago Ms. Whitman is the wife of a former CitiGroup officer who
now manages about $800 million of CitiGroup's investments. CitiGroup owns Travelers'
Insurance, the insurance company of many buildings in the WTC area. NYsentinel 5
months ago NYsentinel 5 months ago Death Camps Warned Being Prepared As Millions
In US Left Hopeless A FEMA Camp? A chilling Russian Space Forces (VKS) report
prepared for Prime Minister Putin is warning today the United States is in the process of
constructing at least 300 massive “death camps” in 11 of their Western States NYsentinel
5 months ago NYsentinel 5 months ago US General Curtis LeMay who said, “There are
no innocent civilians. It is their government and you are fighting a people, you are not
trying to fight an armed force anymore. So it doesn't bother me so much to be killing the
so-called innocent bystanders.”] NYsentinel 5 months ago NYsentinel 5 months ago
19:22 "Thats a B...!" (-Bri) 19:40 "OMG !!!" (-Male Voice) 19:41 North Tower
Collapses NYsentinel 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @NYsentinel Don't forget
to shovel up after yourself. Sharky2055 5 months ago IfuckTurks1 5 months ago The
music who sounds at 1:40 fits with it IfuckTurks1 5 months ago thugzlyfe 5 months ago
3 biggest bullshit ever,an inside job. thugzlyfe 5 months ago 3 MttHawk22 5 months ago
did that womans husband at 20:00 just say that that was awsome? MttHawk22 5 months
ago 28PaulS 5 months ago @MttHawk22 no, he says 'aww, it's awful' 28PaulS 5 months
ago Billuboosta 5 months ago 7 19:42 =,( Billuboosta 5 months ago 7 aimmaster18 5
months ago 2 This was such a devastating event , that it will haunt everyone till the end
of his life. People jumping out of the skyscraper , the sound of alarms , desperate people
, counteless deaths and fear... and all that because of some sick , bastard assholes.. Not to
forget the innocent passengers of the planes.. This nice day ended as a big incurable
wound... My great respect to the families... and R.I.P to all lost souls... :( aimmaster18 5
months ago 2 deiatheo 5 months ago HOW SAD :( deiatheo 5 months ago
ThastTheGuyisBack 5 months ago americans deserved this for being gay
ThastTheGuyisBack 5 months ago Minty Meh123 5 months ago @ThastTheGuyisBack
Shut The Fuck Up.Americans Can Take Yo Country Out If The Fucking Wanted To.!!
MintyMeh123 5 months ago MintyMeh123 5 months ago @MintyMeh123 Yea I
Agree!! MintyMeh123 5 months ago ThastTheGuyisBack 5 months ago
@MintyMeh123 we have hydrogen bombs and we muslims could take you out less then
a minute your country stinks and iraq the best ThastTheGuyisBack 5 months ago 1joel8
5 months ago @ThastTheGuyisBack fuck off 1joel8 5 months ago boatofcoins 5 months
ago everything about the day was questionable. do not trust your governments people
because they are doing what all world leaders have been doing for all of human history.
They are ready for world governments, and they don't care if we're not. boatofcoins 5
months ago ifuckzebras 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
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Spam boner ifuckzebras 5 months ago ifuckzebras 5 months ago This has been flagged as
spam
show
hide
Not
Spam
hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha-hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha-hahahahahahahaha
hahahahahahhah-ahahahahahahahahahahahahahahah-ahahahahahahahahahahahahahahah-ah
ahahahahahahahahahahahahahah-ahahahahahahahahahahahahahahah-ahahahahahahahahaha
hahahahahah-ahahahahahahahahahahahahahahah-ahahahahahahahahahahahahahahah-ahaha
hahahahahahahahahahahahah-ahahahahahahahahahahahahahahah-ahahahahahahahahahaha
hahahahah-ahahahahahahahahahahahahahahah-ahahahahahahahahahahahahahaaha-hahahah
ahahahahahahahahahahaha- ifuckzebras 5 months ago KevinMerck 5 months ago The
WTC was brought down by controlled demolition as sure as the sun rises in the east and
sets in the west, as sure as each snowflake and fingerprint are unique, as sure as the nose
on your face. That's to an absolute certainty; there are no two ways about it. The laws of
physics never lie, but we all know that people sure as hell do. Controlled demolition of
WTC 1, 2, & 7 is an undeniable fact of life. Support a real investigation if you have an
ounce of human decency. KevinMerck 5 months ago adrianfrodo 5 months ago
@KevinMerck I totally agree with you and I'm also sure. Controled demolision, so the
people have to thank Bush and friends for that show and people in another countries like
Afghanistan, thank Bush too for all your dead people. I can't understand why that
criminal is free!!! adrianfrodo 5 months ago justagirlinthehood 5 months ago Imagine being
on the top floors of the tower that hadn't collapsed yet and watching the other one fall to
the ground. With no way down those people were in sheer hell. What a horrible way to
die. justagirlinthehood 5 months ago stealthpakfa 5 months ago inside job. stealthpakfa 5
months ago DatenshiStudio 5 months ago Doesnt mather which it was the american
government or terrorists, this event is one of the worst things ever happened & it breaks
my heart to see those towers collapse .... DatenshiStudio 5 months ago justagirlinthehood
5 months ago Stop the Islamisation of America before it's too late. Type in Muslim
Demographics on utube to watch an important video. Share it with your friends.
justagirlinthehood 5 months ago cayc1 5 months ago So sad man, if you dont know who
was behind this, what they are planning, and why they did it, type into youtube old
world secrets the omega project codes. You have to watch all 13 parts to fully understand
the level of deception they have and are planning but when you do, your jaw will drop to
the floor. cayc1 5 months ago edenojack 5 months ago I believe someone said it was a
military plane in the video. That could explain the explosives. But the destruction caused
by this is horrific, people living and working in that area must have lost almost
everything. edenojack 5 months ago KevinMerck 5 months ago The fact that WTC 1, 2,
& 7 were controlled demolition is a fact of life. When 9/11 happened, I wanted to see Bin
Laden's head on a plate. I was fooled just like most others, but once I had access to the
facts, the truth became self evident. I still want to see the real perps pay with their lives.
There needs to be a legitimate no-holds-barred investigation to find out exactly who they
are. They need to be tried and sentenced to death for this cowardly act of treason.
KevinMerck 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @KevinMerck I've left questions
for you regarding your posts 4 times in the last 2 days. It would seem you're ignoring
them. Curious. Sharky2055 5 months ago theedwardashford 5 months ago AAAHHHH!
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I wish I was goku! I'd kill them all! theedwardashford 5 months ago 123kaleb456 5
months ago you danm muslims go back to hell where you belong 123kaleb456 5 months
ago squillysk8 5 months ago @123kaleb456 haha ignoramus squillysk8 5 months ago
squillysk8 5 months ago @squillysk8 ignoramus squillysk8 5 months ago
broklyng4life32 5 months ago this was not a terrorist attack american goverment set this
upp broklyng4life32 5 months ago buddyrebel 5 months ago ahahahah the backround
music is from Barney?? wtf. buddyrebel 5 months ago theedwardashford 5 months ago
@buddyrebel lol barneys a terrorist theedwardashford 5 months ago Hungaryboy96 5
months ago fucking terrorist! Hungaryboy96 5 months ago NowyYcer 5 months ago
@Hungaryboy96 it's not a terrorist, my frend :( NowyYcer 5 months ago wdvjt 5
months ago i like to see it! do you know whay?? cuz im a iraqi and fuck bush he thought
that iraqi people have done this but nooo!! wdvjt 5 months ago JackMotionFilm 5
months ago Those fking iraq bastards. Why? Why did they kill so many innocent people.
There fking retards JackMotionFilm 5 months ago laxdefense22 5 months ago
@JackMotionFilm we didnt go to war with iraq over 9/11. in the days following 9/11 we
went to war in Afghanistan. We went to war with Iraq in 2003, because we believed along
with the UN, that saddam hussein had WMDs. He did at one point because he was
gassing the kurds, but by the time we got there they were gone. laxdefense22 5 months
ago JackMotionFilm 5 months ago @laxdefense22 ow. uh sorry JackMotionFilm 5
months ago Sharky2OSS 5 months ago @JackMotionFilm There is more than 45,000
confirmed civilian Iraqis fatalities.... Why? why do your taxes kill so much innocent
people? Sharky2OSS 5 months ago Stasonix 5 months ago Action Stasonix 5 months ago
KevinMerck 5 months ago For those who haven't heard yet, it has now been established
that WTC 1, 2, & 7 were brought down by controlled demolition. (nano-thermite,
explosives and incendiaries, available only to the military, were found in WTC dust) (You
guys in the military need to honor your oath) (See A&E911truth) You don't need to
believe in one of the conspiracy theories to support a legitimate investigation. All you
need is a conscience. KevinMerck 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago
@KevinMerck Why is it you haven't answered my questions, despite my posting them 3
times? Sharky2055 5 months ago TrutherD1 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Check this rare video of Building 7 where you can see the blast
charges going off. watch?v=972ETepp4GI TrutherD1 5 months ago 61Deliqanli 5
months ago so stupid, just 3000 deads, and they start to cry, over 650.000 ppl died in
iraq, u fking shit head, 61Deliqanli 5 months ago musicaykay 5 months ago @61Deliqanli
America brought it on themselves, they're just too arrogant and self obsessed to see it.
musicaykay 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @musicaykay
Morocco,Yemen,Tunisia,Tanzania-,Turkey,SaudiArabia,Spain,Engl-and,Indonesia,Somali
a,Jordan,A-lgeria & Pakistan. Did the people in all those countries deserve it too?
Sharky2055 5 months ago pklip001 5 months ago @61Deliqanli 1 white person is worth
1,000 stinky towqel heads. You are just too arrogant and self obsessed to see it. pklip001
5 months ago MiladyDARLING 5 months ago ifmrcuica25: The most emtion video what
I watch. - Yeh, that is true. :( MiladyDARLING 5 months ago RevengeOfGoku 5 months
ago theres a plane at 8:37 RevengeOfGoku 5 months ago ifmrcuica25 5 months ago The
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most emtion video what I watch ifmrcuica25 5 months ago AnnaUndSarahShow 5
months ago it makes me cry! AnnaUndSarahShow 5 months ago DannyLena325 5
months ago ohh no I DannyLena325 5 months ago MrWrestlemania316 5 months ago
fuck you uploader!!! MrWrestlemania316 5 months ago ifuckzebras 5 months ago this
makes me horny ifuckzebras 5 months ago bfmv3652 5 months ago @ifuckzebras what!
bfmv3652 5 months ago ifuckzebras 5 months ago @bfmv3652 i said this makes me
horny ifuckzebras 5 months ago uxbridgehatesposers 5 months ago this is incredible
uxbridgehatesposers 5 months ago justagirlinthehood 5 months ago She is probably on
anti-depressants like so many people. They make people act nutty. justagirlinthehood 5
months ago justagirlinthehood 5 months ago oprahisevil, (love the name by the way) Yes
the woman filming seems strangly detached from what is happening before her eyes. In
the beginning she asks in a semi-calm manner, so and so goes to day care there. I was
thinking is this her daughter? If so why wouldn't she be sounding a bit hysterical at that
point. Even if it wasn't her kid obviously she knew her so I don't understand her tone of
voice. She did break down at one point but it seemed fake as she quickly started filming
again. justagirlinthehood 5 months ago oprahisevil 5 months ago This woman sounds like
a total prostitute oprahisevil 5 months ago oprahisevil 5 months ago The people who
filmed this are strange people. The buildings basically collapse on their apartment and
they stay inside their place and play music and get snacks. Wacko oprahisevil 5 months
ago justagirlinthehood 5 months ago Name one other commercial airline crash where the
witnesses described the plane as a military plane. Even a seasoned reporter said it was a
large military or cargo plane. One of the real mysteries of this day. justagirlinthehood 5
months ago justagirlinthehood 5 months ago We are spared witnessing the chaos and
absolute fear those people were going through. Only when we saw some of them jump
from a hundred floors up did we realize how bad it was in there. The masterminds must
be held accountable which are the one-worlders. Bin Laden and the terrorists are puppets,
Islam is a recruiting tool to get the terrorists to carry out these attacks. There are people
in our own gov working for our enemies. They all must be stopped. justagirlinthehood 5
months ago jayjayn1000 5 months ago xD my brithday xD jayjayn1000 5 months ago
KevinMerck 5 months ago For those who mat not have heard yet, it has now been
established that WTC 1, 2, & 7 were destroyed by controlled demolition. (See
A&E911truth) (Patriotsfor911truth) You don't need to believe in one of the conspiracy
theories to support a real investigation. All you need is a conscience. KevinMerck 5
months ago Trev07051984 5 months ago @KevinMerck when did that happen? I cant
find that anywhere. Trev07051984 5 months ago NicolaMG 5 months ago still so hard to
comprehend that 3000 ppl died in the space of 90mins, including pentagon and flight 93,,,
3000 wiped out because of terrorists,, in america.. remember every single thing i did that
day, and cant believe its nearly 9 years anniversary this sept NicolaMG 5 months ago
jfizzay 5 months ago why is the part with the second plane edited out...? jfizzay 5
months ago Devoratorul 5 months ago nice demolition,look at minute 19:43-19:44,very
nice work indeed.ehh,its a pity for all those lives but a nice work for a demolition and
who cares for some human resource,there is plenty more ;) Devoratorul 5 months ago
chemtrail2009 5 months ago youtube search No Plane or 911 entschlüsselt chemtrail2009
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5 months ago h2opolodan11 5 months ago One of the most valuable videos of 9/11 I have
seen. I was shaking throughout, imagining what it was like. I'm glad you decided to submit
this, God Bless!!! h2opolodan11 5 months ago KevinMerck 5 months ago The murders
which take place in the following video happen every day in Iraq and have for the last 7
years. If you have one iota of human decency and/or common sense, you'll rally behind a
real investigation of 9/11. If you don't actively support a legitimate investigation, it may
as well have been you piloting the chopper in question, murdering innocent civilians.
watch?v=LF9P5vIzYyE KevinMerck 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago 2
@KevinMerck You really have no clue what you're inanely prattling on about. The
people dying in Iraq these days are being killed by bomb attacks perpetrated by islamic
extremist insurgents. A real investigation has been done. Who is going to pay for the one
you want, tax payers, aka the US govt? What if the results are the same, will you blame
the govt? Who is going to appoint who does it, truthers or the government? Sharky2055 5
months ago 2 brian78045 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Read the current article on NORAD posted at DNotice (org). You wont believe
your eyes when you read what the 9/11 Commission Report admits about NORAD
before and on 9/11: "Controllers at NEADS located an unknown primary radar track
[Flight 77]..." "NEADS was never able to locate United 93 on radar BECAUSE it was
already in the ground." "NEADS never lost track of Delta 1989..." Pass the article on to
9/11 Truth skeptics! brian78045 5 months ago wolfensteingirl 5 months ago Imagine how
much important paper, money, and people were in that building!! wolfensteingirl 5
months ago starwarslegos8 5 months ago i cant beleive this happend,on my birth dy.ya it
september 11th. starwarslegos8 5 months ago Johngtr13 5 months ago Respectfully: If i
was a firefighter and told to go into one of those towers I would say "NO". You fire me,
but I'm not going in. Johngtr13 5 months ago laiscristina12 5 months ago 15:20 I stay
there,I see people goin crazy. BAD DAY i'm crying now ='/ laiscristina12 5 months ago
MrUbister 5 months ago why do all people make such a big deal about this, there where
much worst attack by terrorists, i dont give a fuck. There whas a tsunami in sri lanka,
there where much more deads but nobody cares unless it happens i the united fucks of
america!!! assholes... MrUbister 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @MrUbister
People from all over the world died in these attacks. If you can't figure out why a huge
deal is made out of these attacks, then you're one sorry heartless person. Sharky2055 5
months ago ieddieable 5 months ago im crying now ieddieable 5 months ago imluvinit777
5 months ago this still blows my mind.... it's like a movie or something, i can't believe this
really happened. how can people be so stupid and hateful? imluvinit777 5 months ago
twilightmelovejasper 5 months ago gosh.... i started crying at the same time the girl did
when the first bilding fell twilightmelovejasper 5 months ago Mehdi121284 5 months ago
good day. God curse USA Mehdi121284 5 months ago alessio3600 5 months ago
yeahyeah, im gonna start my own groep of terrorist and blow that shithole mekka away
you fucking asshole alessio3600 5 months ago tommy19470rocks 5 months ago wow its
like your about to go in a cloud at 20:42 it must be horrible to see this and some of that
smoke was prob ppl desinigrated bodies wow wtf kinda osama bull sh is this
tommy19470rocks 5 months ago tommy19470rocks 5 months ago @tommy19470rocks
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wow i dident notice till i posted but i posted 20:42 to wow thats wierd
tommy19470rocks 5 months ago taterfrickintot 5 months ago this is amazing footage.
thanks for posting. taterfrickintot 5 months ago ifuckzebras 5 months ago show hide
lololollol funny funny verry funny ifuckzebras 5 months ago Ollieisanarchy54 5 months
ago @ifuckzebras What's funny about it? It's horrible if you ask me. Ollieisanarchy54 5
months ago ifuckzebras 5 months ago show hide i whack off to this ifuckzebras 5 months
ago Victorhs13 5 months ago look at those guys at 21:04 book it across the field
Victorhs13 5 months ago InfectionTV 5 months ago This is the lords of Conspiracy
1.pesident bush 2.rc planes bombs in buildings by demolition 3.4 oil and war to have
bases in the middle east for russian intelligence wake up america this is a message to the
government we are not stupid we are not children we no what happened that day and
they will never get away with it InfectionTV 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago
@InfectionTV Did you just watch Loose Change? Sharky2055 5 months ago
taterfrickintot 5 months ago @InfectionTV you're an idiot. taterfrickintot 5 months ago
Berangere92390 5 months ago J'en ai mal au ventre à revoir ces images :( je vais jamais
pouvoir trouver le sommeil après ça (chez moi en France il est 2h38 du matin), ça va me
hanter .. Berangere92390 5 months ago Berangere92390 5 months ago C'est horrible ..
Mon dieu, en revoyant ces images je ne cesse de pleurer . Je suis si triste pour ces milliers
de personnes décédé, ces jeunes gens qui débutaient leur vie, ces enfants orphelins, ces
pompiers et flics tué en essayant de les sauver ...Ils n'avaient aucun echapatoire, aucune
chance de survie ... Comment peut on faire ça ? C'est inhumain, je suis affligée ... :(
Berangere92390 5 months ago Kuntawas 5 months ago You know i don't wish people the
worst.., Exept of THEM-.- Justice will win stupid idiot Kuntawas 5 months ago
jeepdogpet 5 months ago I really hope this was al-qaeda cause if it was planed by George
bush..... jeepdogpet 5 months ago feiscool 5 months ago @01chrfol How has the USA
killed many people? Iraq was a search for WMDs and fighting back for the 911 attacks.
Hiroshima and Nagasaki was not only the quickest way to end WWII but it also saved
many lives because if bombs had not been dropped the war would have gone on. Think
about Pearl Harbor too, and might I remind you that the USA warned the Japanese
TWICE that if they did not surrender they could expect destruction. feiscool 5 months
ago NorthCitySider 5 months ago @feiscool you're obviously one of those people that
believe the government's sugarcoded intentions. NorthCitySider 5 months ago
Deadlytank3 5 months ago @Kuntawas u are right people who laugh at this can go to hell
for all we care I hope all these nazi bastard will just die already :D Deadlytank3 5 months
ago kenmaster777 5 months ago man i fell your pain thank god you and youre friend
surrive thank goodness you was at the basement part of the wrold tade center.sob sob
sob kenmaster777 5 months ago jbiegen 5 months ago Comment removed NicolaMG 5
months ago @jbiegen well over 200 ppl jumped to their deaths mainly from first tower
hit, as second one had started to be evacuated when hit 15 mins later but 200 ppl did
jump to their deaths and were found on top of marriot hotel, and on streets around the
towers,,, obviously none of them survived,, around 40 jumped onto marriot hotel roof,
maybe thought it would be less of a fall but still all died NicolaMG 5 months ago
thebloodyxx 5 months ago why did u jump over when they crash on the tower !!??
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thebloodyxx 5 months ago thebloodyxx 5 months ago @thebloodyxx why did u cut the
part thebloodyxx 5 months ago BenHuntLive 5 months ago @Kuntawas lol at this video.
it's funny! :D BenHuntLive 5 months ago mikyman27 5 months ago usa may have killed
many people with the atom bome but it was for the freedom of contrys every where i
dont agree with killing inocent people but it stoped WW2 mikyman27 5 months ago
ShananagansOnYou 5 months ago @01chrfol Fucking DIE you fucking NIGGER
ShananagansOnYou 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @ShananagansOnYou NO
excuse for using the N-word! STOP IT! Sharky2055 5 months ago ShananagansOnYou 5
months ago @Sharky2055 Are you kidding me ?????? My wife was in Trade 2 faggot and
the fucking Muslims YES the sand Niggers killed 3000 people that day and my wife so
FUCKING DIE!!! ShananagansOnYou 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago
@ShananagansOnYou HI Skully! Shame on you for using those racist slurs! Shame on
your for using a hateful gay slur! Not all Muslims are alike! I see your userId. You're only
fooling yourself. Sharky2055 5 months ago ShananagansOnYou 5 months ago
@Sharky2055 Fuck you and suck my DICK with those nigger lips bitch
ShananagansOnYou 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @ShananagansOnYou Well,
if I ever had the slightest incination and weren't married, I'd have to spent 3 hours with a
megatron microscope and some Tweezers searching for the sorry excuse of a male
appendage to being with. I'm just not willing to do that for a scumbag racist. It's
Mrs.Bitch, to you. Sharky2055 5 months ago LASTMAN024 5 months ago Movements
of criminals without any authority intercepted of usage of the same latency of braindata
in relation to queen snitch of netherlands, in relation to the family, whereby the relation
of 9.11 is proven, attempts of displacement or abuse of buffer zone now punished with
DTP, irreversible. LASTMAN024 5 months ago LASTMAN024 5 months ago TDP
Active against your culture. Interception of movement of adversity against AIVC
intercepted. Multiple STC connections to family murderers intercepted. Derealization of
truth intercepted, psychological abuse of reality intercepted. LASTMAN024 5 months
ago headshot1003 5 months ago them hijackers deserved to die headshot1003 5 months
ago hybrid212 5 months ago Is this dangerous? No, it's just smoke.. hell yeah, just
azbestos, furnitue, carpets, computers, tables, glass, pulverized concrete and thermite
hybrid212 5 months ago Deadlytank3 5 months ago @hybrid212 wat da fuck do u mean
this this dangerous no it just smoke wat da hell ur a fucken faggit just like every other
fucker who makes fun of 9/11 u should just die already D:< Deadlytank3 5 months ago
KevinMerck 5 months ago This happens practically every single day in Iraq and has been
for the last 7 years. If you have an ounce of human decency and/or an ounce of common
sense, you'll get behind a legitimate investigation of 9/11. If you don't actively support a
real investigation, it may as well be you piloting that chopper, murdering innocent
civilians. watch?v=LF9P5vIzYyE KevinMerck 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago
@KevinMerck What chopper? There already have been legitimate investigations. If you
had any ounce of human decency you would NOT dismiss victims statements as you
would your trash, wouldn't mispresent firefighters statements and open to factual
answers when they're given to you. Who is going to pay for this grandios investigation
you seek? The tax payers aka the govt? Are you prepared for the results if they're
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bascially the same, al-Qaeda did the attacks? Sharky2055 5 months ago MeggannBlonde 5
months ago Omg :( I just watched Remember Me Today at the cinema and it reminded me
of this:( RIP everyone that was in the buildings , the taliban terroists should be caughtt
this is sick and horrible and i cant beleive anyone would actually do something like that to
kill so many people x MeggannBlonde 5 months ago martinisipe 5 months ago @01chrfol
You are correct. The USA has never had war in their own land. Except for the civil war,
and pearl harbor. The Usa has never go to war unprovoked. Hiroshima. I know we killed
75000 japanese. But it was to save MILLIONS more. We have a free country but dont
fuck with us or we will go to war and we WILL WIN. The USA fights with precision.
They dont murder civilians. They put to justice what these sick bastards did. Hooah.
martinisipe 5 months ago luuzann 5 months ago What movie is this ? Hollywood man
trilers amzeing plz anyone tell the movie namee luuzann 5 months ago CodGOTT 5
months ago holy shiiit.. but it wasn't because of those fucking planes.. they have had
bombs inside of these towers.. r.i.p. to the people who must gave their lifes because of
this motherfucking muslims. CodGOTT 5 months ago MrPhsycodude999 5 months ago I
hope we catch Osama and they chain him in the wall and EVERYONE in American who
be leaves it was a TARRIEST attack and not the GOVERNMENT gets a swing at him,
yes!!! MrPhsycodude999 5 months ago 6ostking9 5 months ago the music coundnt be
bader 6ostking9 5 months ago darthvader567 5 months ago 9-11 was a false flag operation
by our government!!! darthvader567 5 months ago gray14jamie 5 months ago that was so
sad when it happen R.I.P gray14jamie 5 months ago davo16747 5 months ago This was a
sad sad day for America davo16747 5 months ago martinisipe 5 months ago @davo16747
This was a sad day for the world my friend. martinisipe 5 months ago cocofamily1 5
months ago @PaigeDmytrasz thanks i quesss its know tht i understand more im 13 and it
still hits me hard .. my cousin was in school and he remembered everything because he
was staring out the window watching everything happen... DAMN TERRIOST !
cocofamily1 5 months ago PaigeDmytrasz 5 months ago @cocofamily1 aww thats sad,
im english, but still, its sad. :'( PaigeDmytrasz 5 months ago cocofamily1 5 months ago
@PaigeDmytrasz i know but it was a memory i cant forget n my cousin was born of sept
11 so its even worse cocofamily1 5 months ago l3enIsEvil 5 months ago I was 3.. almost
4.. when this happened, which means yes, I'm 11. I don't remember any if this but my
mom has told me about some of is. RIP all of those who had to witness this. I wish peace
to those who have lost loved ones. -Cassie on her brother's channel l3enIsEvil 5 months
ago ninjasks89 5 months ago I can't believe it's been 9 years already ninjasks89 5 months
ago 3442grunge 5 months ago I cried 3442grunge 5 months ago KevinMerck 5 months ago
WTC 1, 2, & 7 were controlled demolition, that's been established. If you care about the
victims, you need to support a real investigation, which even the 9/11 Commission
admits, never happened. KevinMerck 5 months ago D1lly786 5 months ago this was a
good day maybe america felt a little of what people in palestine afghanistan and iraq feel
everyday..so GOOD..wow 5000? ppl died in a terrorist attack..the us killed over 50
thousand CIVILLIANS in 1 week of bombing iraq..the us n england need to learn that this
wouldnt have happened if they just kept the fuck out of other countries business and
now theyre stuck in a war where its costing them lives and money and they aint gettin no
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where ...9/11? a wake up call ..and a lil revenge D1lly786 5 months ago the0rat0master 5
months ago we are trying to help the world by keeping wmds from blowing the crap out
of people you call your self an american bull die a slow and painful death @D1lly786
the0rat0master 5 months ago DJDrSprayer 5 months ago genau am 11.sep.2001 war ich
austausch schüler in New York un ich hab das mitbekommen das war keine schöner tag in
New York DJDrSprayer 5 months ago Dappe1000 5 months ago
@germany2010germany hey A BABY FACE,,Yaa are out of order m8 Dappe1000 5
months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @rancidfan39 Why do you hate thousands of
people you don't even know? Sharky2055 5 months ago rancidfan39 5 months ago
@Sharky2055 because their retards rancidfan39 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago
@rancidfan39 They're NOT all 'retards'. You really are quite ignorant remark. It's not as if
people ask to be born with Down Syndrome. It's not as if they go to Walmart and ask for
it or ask for a new brian if they have it. Frankly, one could argue you have it because your
remark was so asinine. Sharky2055 5 months ago rancidfan39 5 months ago
@Sharky2055 One could argue that YOUR a retard. Obviously there not retards. Their
dead. You ever heard of a JOKE son. Your a retard for whining about one little harmless
comment rancidfan39 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @rancidfan39 NO, they
really couldn't without looking like a mentally challenged person themself. It's NOT,
"YOUR" . IT'S , "YOU ARE, THEN CONTRACTED TO, "YOU'RE". It's not
"THEIR". It's, "THEY ARE", contracted to "THEY'RE". There's NOTHING harmless
about your ignorant & asinine remark. NO way was that a joke. It was extremely ugly
and egregiously horridly dispicable. 3000 died horribly that day. They didn't get
murdered to entertain you. Only LOSERS make those kind of comments about 9/11.
Sharky2055 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @rancidfan39 BTW, I'm NOT a
"son". Sharky2055 5 months ago rancidfan39 5 months ago @Sharky2055 btw you suck
rancidfan39 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago @rancidfan39 Don't blame me for
what YOU DID. Sharky2055 5 months ago rancidfan39 5 months ago @Sharky2055 I
dont care about freakin grammar on a freakin you tube video you looser. Get a life and
stop wasting your time whining at me for making a joke at a youtube video. I AM
blaming you for what you did, which is start flippin out over things a minuscule over
grammar on a youtube video comment. Believe me, the people in the september 11
attacks would want you to GET A LIFE. rancidfan39 5 months ago Sharky2055 5
months ago @rancidfan39 You missed the point. Don't call people retard when you can't
bother to use basic grammer correctly. You shouldn't call anyone a LOSER if you can't
spell it correctly. It wasn't the grammer I pegged you for. It was your horrid comment.
The people involved in the attacks would be horrified with your original comment. Get a
heart. Sharky2055 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago Correction, retarded"
Sharky2055 5 months ago rancidfan39 5 months ago @Sharky2055 No you missed the
point. you were pegging me for my grammar. You are allowed to call people a loser if you
can't BE BOTHERED to spell it properly on a youtube video. The people involved in
the attacks wouldn't care. They'd just think im some random person on the internet with
too much time on their hands (as you clearly are aswell if you waste this much time and
energy aruing with me) rancidfan39 5 months ago Prev 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 Next
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Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright
Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location:
Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as
a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different
playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to:
Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My
Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September
11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond
to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all
All Comments (47,036) Dappe1000 5 months ago we hate them all here,,,if we can kill al
qeada one and for all fucking idiots all of them Dappe1000 5 months ago ijdhg87id 5
months ago (002.008) And of the people are some who say, "We believe in Allah and the
Last Day," but they are not believers. And when it is said to them, "Do not cause
corruption on the earth," they say, "We are but reformers. Unquestionably, it is they
who are the corrupters, but they perceive [it] not. And when it is said to them, "Believe
as the people have believed," they say, "Should we believe as the foolish have believed?"
Unquestionably, it is they who are the foolish, but they know [it] not ijdhg87id 5 months
ago Lugiarulz233 5 months ago Terrorists nowadays are so moronic, I mean they killed
thousands of people in the World Trade Center! Fuck you Al Qeada! Lugiarulz233 5
months ago rancidfan39 5 months ago I fucking HATE the innocent people who died in
september 11 rancidfan39 5 months ago chupepo 5 months ago i'm sorry for all the
families who lost their beloved childs, husbands, mothers, wife's etc, but all you'r country
have killed and destroyed families in many countries, and thats what yo all get for the
incompetence of your govement, keep suporting palestina, afganistan and all those islamic
countries, anyway you'll like to critic israel and what they do with palestines, in that
country they live this all the day's of there lifes. chupepo 5 months ago
EventuallyWeMerge 5 months ago Whoever did this to our country is going to burn very
slowly in a lake of fire. For eternity. I don't know who you are or why the fuck you did
this to us, but I do know one thing......You are a fucking bastard, if not the Devil himself.
EventuallyWeMerge 5 months ago hyderbaba 5 months ago @EventuallyWeMerge I
consider all those who breathed their last on 11 Sept, as innocents and the place of
innocents is heaven. May their soul rest in peace. Amen! The feelings that you have
posted here should be addressed to George W Bush. He is the person who has to answer
- to you, to me, to innocent Iraqis, to innocent children of Afghanistan and to 9/11 truth
commission. TRUTH SHALL PREVAIL. hyderbaba 5 months ago EventuallyWeMerge
5 months ago @hyderbaba You cannot blame Bush for this. How do you know that he
was behind this? Just because he was the president of our country doesn't mean he had
anything to do with this. For all we know, this could have been ANYBODY. And I mean
anybody. EventuallyWeMerge 5 months ago hyderbaba 5 months ago
@EventuallyWeMerge Dear with malice towards none my honest submission is that
when George Bush said that it is the handiwork of Al-Qaida and in particular Osama bin
Laden, it is his (and his successor's) responsibility to prove to the humanity that the
accusations were based on facts and proof. It was this accusation that led to American
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carpet bombing an already devastated Afghanistan which took killed innocent children
women and old. CONTINUED PART II... hyderbaba 5 months ago hyderbaba 5 months
ago @EventuallyWeMerge CONTINUED PART II.... A person with a heart that beats
for innocents does not differentiate between "My innocent and Your innocent". Why do I
name George Bush? The answer is WMDs in Iraq. Iraq has been razed to dust in the
name of WMDs. We need to hold the parliamentarians accountable for their actions. Our
survival is in asking WHO did it and WHY it was done. Please do not draw a conclusion
that I am an Iraqi or an Afghani or a Muslim. I am from India and a non muslim.
hyderbaba 5 months ago TheRAVE97 5 months ago my birthday is september 11..... i
was 4 i think TheRAVE97 5 months ago NickLover172534 5 months ago 911 was a bad
day NickLover172534 5 months ago KevinMerck 5 months ago Controlled demolition is
a fact of life. If you care about the victims and your own future, you need to get behind a
real investigation. KevinMerck 5 months ago justagirlinthehood 5 months ago 01chrfol
Why should these people pay for what our government does? Why should any civilians
pay for what their country does? It's us that end up suffering and dying not them. We are
all just chess pieces in these war games for oil, greed and power. justagirlinthehood 5
months ago MARDIUNO 5 months ago makes me really MAD knowing that this was
only brothers killing brothers for money................DAMN MARDIUNO 5 months ago
maarten833 5 months ago at 9:16 OMG I think I saw people jumping :O maarten833 5
months ago StopABUSE12 5 months ago this is the most stupidest video ever. They
purposely edit the video so they can cover the conspiracy. They most likely were paid
off. StopABUSE12 5 months ago MARDIUNO 5 months ago @StopABUSE12 YES
INDEED SIR... MARDIUNO 5 months ago 01chrfol 5 months ago 5 america has nothing
to whine abaut. what about all people they have killed. all the famelyes america has
destroyed. in irak. afganistan. hiroshima in japan. this is nothing. and usa has never had
real war in their own land. but world trade center attack it died 5000 people. think about
that. world trade center is nothing... but its sad... i feel sorry for the familyes who lost
they them loved... but usa has killed many many more! 01chrfol 5 months ago 5
spamberg1986 5 months ago COOL!!!! spamberg1986 5 months ago PaigeDmytrasz 5
months ago Comment removed PaigeDmytrasz 5 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Some people really are sick evil twisted bastards, i just cant
understand why they have to be so patheticly immature. Don't you want to cry,
PEOPLE FUCKING DIED. What if it had been you, or your mum or your brother or
your child. You wouldnt have been making jokes would you. Okay, so you might not
want to listen to some random 14 yr old girl, but thats just something to think about,
before you start to comment or make stupid and pathetic remarks. PaigeDmytrasz 5
months ago PaigeDmytrasz 5 months ago Comment removed PaigeDmytrasz 5 months
ago Some people really are sick evil twisted bastards, i just cant understand why they
have to be so patheticly immature. Don't you want to cry, PEOPLE FUCKING DIED.
What if it had been you, or your mum or your brother or your child. You wouldnt have
been making jokes would you. Okay, so you might not want to listen to some random 14
yr old girl, but thats just something to think about, before you start to comment or make
stupid and pathetic remarks. PaigeDmytrasz 5 months ago PaigeDmytrasz 5 months ago
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Comment removed PaigeDmytrasz 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam Fiances, brothers, sisters, even probably some children were tragically
killed, WHATEVER the circumstances and HOWEVER they were killed, we shouldn't be
trying to figure out, we should be remembering and showing our respects to all the people
that were lost that day. So you might have some joke or theories to make, but all the same
thousands of innocent people, living their everyday lives like us were killed. So don't you
DARE insult them with your jokes. PaigeDmytrasz 5 months ago PaigeDmytrasz 5
months ago Fiances, brothers, sisters, even probably some children were tragically killed,
WHATEVER the circumstances and HOWEVER they were killed, we shouldn't be trying
to figure out, we should be remembering and showing our respects to all the people that
were lost that day. So you might have some joke or theories to make, but all the same
thousands of innocent people, living their everyday lives like us were killed. Don't you
DARE insult them with your jokes. PaigeDmytrasz 5 months ago cocofamily1 5 months
ago i remember 9-11 i cant even stand watchinq this because my sort of uncle jumped out
the window i cant stand watching it anymore watchin ppl jump to kill them selfs by
hitting the floor so hard.. rip :'( cocofamily1 5 months ago PaigeDmytrasz 5 months ago
@cocofamily1 sorry for your loss, it horrible and it should never have happened.
PaigeDmytrasz 5 months ago MajorTom106 5 months ago I was 7 when this happened.
Didn't understand it then. Very impactful video. MajorTom106 5 months ago
EmpireTubeVlogging 5 months ago That day was the worst day of my life. We will never
forget get :( EmpireTubeVlogging 5 months ago henf5671 5 months ago If you want to
find out the truth about 911, then strap on your seatbelt and choose the red pill over the
blue pill and see how far down the rabbit hole really goes. henf5671 5 months ago
Kuntawas 5 months ago 26 People who laugh about this or something should die ugly, i
mean this is no joke!! How would you feel if your family is in there, would you laugh?!
Come on, people who write this comments are just ill, i mean: they deserve the ugly and
painfull Death! Kuntawas 5 months ago 26 henf5671 5 months ago Comment removed
Pampky345 5 months ago 2002 numb nuts Pampky345 5 months ago henf5671 5
months ago Comment removed GOTHICforLIFE1 5 months ago WTF is the point with
the terrorist attacks, what's their goal. I mean, does it help them to kill innocent people???
GOTHICforLIFE1 5 months ago raul63866 5 months ago wow. Hasta donde llega la
violencia del ser humano. Esto si q no tiene nombre. raul63866 5 months ago Secretfear89
5 months ago NO hmmmm u are fucked hehe am i wrong???? Secretfear89 5 months ago
Secretfear89 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam wiht
nukes it would not be interested amers would lose instant Secretfear89 5 months ago
Secretfear89 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam wiht
nukes it would not be interested amers would lose instant Secretfear89 5 months ago
Secretfear89 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam with
nukes it just would not be interested amers would lose instant Secretfear89 5 months ago
Secretfear89 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam with
nukes it just would not be interested amers would lose instant Secretfear89 5 months ago
Secretfear89 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam with
nukes it just would not be interested amers would lose instant Secretfear89 5 months ago
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Secretfear89 5 months ago with nukes it just would not be interested amers would lose
instant Secretfear89 5 months ago Secretfear89 5 months ago with nukes it just would not
be interested amers would lose instant Secretfear89 5 months ago Secretfear89 5 months
ago ahahahaha so funny how did americans shit their pants when their country is under
attack what by 4 plains lol what would happen if Russians attacked and marched with
about 10 000 tanks lololololololololol. Secretfear89 5 months ago kfactor1421 5 months
ago are u serious that is digusting this was a terriost attack do suggest that is digusting and
u are esscentially disrespecting all of those people that died not only are you sick
mentally but you have the hurt all those people that have participated in this.
kfactor1421 5 months ago NWOisgoingDOWN 5 months ago 9/11 was done from the
inside not through terrorists from the outside. The Illuminati and New World Order
scumbags have acting out false flag terror throughout history, including the biggest 9/11.
NWOisgoingDOWN 5 months ago neotri45 5 months ago how could this person remain
so calm when they were so close to this? I would be going ape shit. I do think I could
even hold the camera let alone focus it. Amazing shot tho. neotri45 5 months ago
KevinMerck 5 months ago How many of us would buy a car without test-driving it or
without popping the hood to have a look? How many of us would buy the car from
someone who started calling you a "kook" for wanting to take it to a mechanic to have it
checked out? Selling the official conspiracy theory depends 100% on you not being able
to investigate the story. If there's an investigation, it would be impossible for anyone in
their right mind to buy the trash they're peddling. KevinMerck 5 months ago
RobaczekBaczek 5 months ago 7 I'm from Poland. 9/11/01 I was 8 but everything I
remember well. I'll never forget what happend. RIP RobaczekBaczek 5 months ago 7
greenangel0078 5 months ago even know im not american, i live in the center of europe, i
cant forget 9/11, it touched my heart a lot... RIP greenangel0078 5 months ago
MadSkillsJohn 5 months ago wow i think i saw the second plane coming in the distance
MadSkillsJohn 5 months ago greenangel0078 5 months ago even know im not american, i
live in the center of europe, i cant forget 9/11, it touched my heart a lot... RIP
greenangel0078 5 months ago timetravelerjohn 5 months ago It was attacted for one
reason -to get even with the Jews-there were mostly Jewish bank and companies in
there.The USA has helped Isreal for so long to kill palestinas and the Chickens have come
home the roust. timetravelerjohn 5 months ago TheYoucanttouchme 5 months ago This
has
been
flagged
as
spam
show
hide
Not
Spam
burnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn-nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn-nnnnnnnnnn
nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn-nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn-nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
nnnnnnnnnn-nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn-nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
-nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn-nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn-nnnnnnnnn
nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn-nnnnnnnnnnnnnn
hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha-hahahahahahah TheYoucanttouchme 5 months ago
mattcover3 5 months ago @TheYoucanttouchme You are fucked up mattcover3 5 months
ago antsman14 5 months ago I'm Canadian and I remember this day really well. I was in
Kindergarten at the time and I remember watching this on TV. I saw these two buildings
with smoke coming out of them. Later on in the day when I came home I was told what
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happened. And for a 6 year old kid I understood everything. But today now that Im 14 I
look back on this and I still can't believe it. I wont forget that day . And If anyone thinks
this is funny they can F OFF. antsman14 5 months ago weedarnc123 5 months ago lol
weedarnc123 5 months ago KevinMerck 5 months ago Controlled demolition of the WTC
complex is a fact of life. Every soldier killed in this war has died in vain and countless
innocent people have been brutally murdered. That's the inescapable conclusion that must
be reached in face of the fact that the WTC complex was brought down by controlled
demolition. The only way to attain justice for everyone concerned is to bring the real
perpetrators to justice. KevinMerck 5 months ago Sharky2055 5 months ago
@KevinMerck NO, it's no fact. There's no evidence to support your illconcieved claim.
Sharky2055 5 months ago taibatech25 5 months ago . you support jewish to kill the
muslims children... we dont have nothing with the american people but you should know
that your system drive u to shit taibatech25 5 months ago TheAeroth 5 months ago
hahaha i am from Romania and an ortodox but i laughed my ass out. islam 1 - 0 yankee
TheAeroth 5 months ago McCartnee 5 months ago Can anyone make out what is falling
from the building at 7:34? McCartnee 5 months ago streetcredwolfe 5 months ago
@McCartnee yeh it is a person duh....... streetcredwolfe 5 months ago
MrWrestlemania316 5 months ago will you please get over it already it happened almost
nine years ago so just shut the fuck up unless you want to relive it again
hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha Hay Hitler MrWrestlemania316 5 months ago
germany2010germany 5 months ago @MrWrestlemania316 HAHAHHAHAHHA Hay
Hitler germany2010germany 5 months ago misqovo 5 months ago i po co wam takie
gigantycznie wielkie budynki??!! terroryści właśnie na takie coś czekają!!! misqovo 5
months ago kokym8 5 months ago wish i was on the north tower at that day to
heeeeeeeeeeeelp ! i don't y but i love the 89th floor at the north tower i don't know
whyyyyy !? kokym8 5 months ago TRILL785 5 months ago R.I.P people on 9/11 we
will miss u
TRILL785 5 months
ago TRILL785 5 months ago Dang... I was In the 6th grade after this happen on 9/11.
TRILL785 5 months ago lilysama 5 months ago Wow. What amazing footage. Thanks for
sharing. I live nowhere near NY but on 9/11 I was really shaken watching the news
footage. I was in 8th grade and a bunch of teachers were gathered in my english class
watching the tv. You grow up in America with this naive idea that nothing like this will
happen, When it does, there's no going back to the previous mentality. lilysama 5 months
ago jefersonADA 5 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I
laughed a lot that day BIN LADEN and fuck jefersonADA 5 months ago jefersonADA 5
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I laughed a lot that day
Sadan and fuck jefersonADA 5 months ago KevinMerck 5 months ago If you care about
the victims, you are actively supporting a real investigation. The rest is just hollow talk.
KevinMerck 5 months ago KardoPlayer77 5 months ago cool^^ KardoPlayer77 5 months
ago tanner1467 5 months ago god bless those lives that were taken that day and even say
1 prayer about this...love is all we have left =( tanner1467 5 months ago iTzXpReSioNz
6 months ago You can actually see the second plane at 3:07-3:08 top left of the green
building iTzXpReSioNz 6 months ago DoYouCareAboutTruth 6 months ago 100+
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Testimonies of Explosions on 911: Want to see footage of Over 100+ Firefighters, Police
Officers, 1st Responders and Mainstream Newscasters reporting Secondary Explosions?
It even has the Head of Safety for the NY Fire Department saying - We need to get out.
There appears to be secondary explosives planted through out the building. They kept
going off and we had to get our men out. Mainstream TV footage from 9/11 of everyone
talking about the explosives @ watch?v=8n-nT-luFIw DoYouCareAboutTruth 6 months
ago DoYouCareAboutTruth 6 months ago On June 5, 2006, author Ed Haas contacted the
Federal Bureau of Investigation headquarters to ask why, while claiming that bin Laden is
wanted for multiple events, but not 9/11! Rex Tomb, Chief of Investigative Publicity for
the FBI responded, The reason why 9/11 is not mentioned on Osama bin Ladens Most
Wanted page is because the FBI has no hard evidence connecting bin Laden to 9/11. Tomb
continued, Bin Laden has not been formally charged in connection to 9/11.
DoYouCareAboutTruth 6 months ago blablapeepants 6 months ago When u said "i am
shaking" i was shaking to. When that happened i was only 3 years old and it was my first
day of preschool. Later that day we recieved note that my first day had been cancled. I
dont remember when we found out but my uncle died on that day. He was a brave firef
ighter Also i live in staten island and had a view of it two. i remember when my mom told
me how she saw smoke and i do remember seeing the news. blablapeepants 6 months ago
blablapeepants 6 months ago When u said "i am shaking" i was shaking to. When that
happened i was only 3 years old and it was my first day of preschool. Later that day we
recieved note that my first day had been cancled. I dont remember when we found out but
my uncle died on that day. He was a brave firef ighter blablapeepants 6 months ago
PrototypeCagefighter 6 months ago NeonFlush44.........this is a video of one of the
saddest events of American History, two planes crash into the Twin Towers, and about
3,000 people died in this event, WHY THE FUCK ARE YOU ADVERTISING ABOUT
A WEBSITE INSTEAD OF SHOWING RESPECT??????!!!!!!!! PrototypeCagefighter 6
months ago LegoMan8675309 6 months ago @PrototypeCagefighter you better Fucking
belive it man. fuck this stupied prick. Rock on Prototype. LegoMan8675309 6 months
ago xAdemx2 6 months ago Lucky Strike selbst heute kommen sahen heraus wo der
beweis da ist das ihr selbst das gemacht habt nun ja eine hand wäscht die andere zu jeder
sachen gehüren 2 sihe Bosna mudzahedine haben das land gerettet und ihr sagt terror
hmmm schaut auf die Nazis dan siht ihr wer der wahre terror ist xAdemx2 6 months ago
EatMyShitYumYum 6 months ago BOOM BOOM BOOM !!! hahahahahahaha!!!
EatMyShitYumYum 6 months ago cookiebean1112 6 months ago @EatMyShitYumYum
FUCK YOU FUCK YOU FUCK YOU! U HAVE NO RIGHT TO WATCH THIS
VIDEO LET ALONE LIVE. ITS NOT FUCKING FUNNY. WHAT HAPPENED
HERE WAS A GOD DAMN DISASTER. STFU cookiebean1112 6 months ago
BrumStarBoi 6 months ago i was only 4 when this happened, but omg all those poor
people! hope they survived, i would of jumped in the water at 21:00 BrumStarBoi 6
months ago stinkybum10 6 months ago @BrumStarBoi "would have" not "would of" you
dumb fuck! stinkybum10 6 months ago wwefan226 6 months ago Really? You're gunna
insult someone on this type of video? Just leave this country You have no care for
anyone but your self. wwefan226 6 months ago BrumStarBoi 6 months ago
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@stinkybum10 who u callin dumb fuck u gay little faggot??? BrumStarBoi 6 months ago
NeonFlush44 6 months ago Hello, I would like to intraduce you to greatest website of all
times,Cool free prizes for doing nothing,all you need to do is collect points and redeem
your prize,to earn points is very simple,you get points for watching videos,just for loging
in and answering the daily question,how simple is that? :) If you are intrested, then send
me an e-mail to n e o n l i f e 4 @ y a h o o . c o m And i will send a invite to your
email,becouse you need an invite to sing up in this website. NeonFlush44 6 months ago
foxehownd 6 months ago Ha ha ha! Get what you deserve, infidels! foxehownd 6 months
ago cookiebean1112 6 months ago @foxehownd u better hope ur not takling to us u
ungrateful hopeless shit bag. cookiebean1112 6 months ago cookiebean1112 6 months ago
@foxehownd u better hope ur not takling to us u ungrateful hopeless shit bag.
cookiebean1112 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago Did you know that it's now
been established that WTC 1, 2, & 7 were all brought down with controlled demolition? If
not, check out A&Efor911truth to get the facts. KevinMerck 6 months ago jmroche 6
months ago God bless you people, that stood and videotaped this. God bless you.
Almost ten years later. I will never forget. My heart is still broken. jmroche 6 months ago
champmerle 6 months ago @jmroche i do not understand, what you want to say. the
whole official story of 911 is a completely lie. no aeroplanes attaqued the wtc, only in
computer simulations. the explosions were an inside job. never heard about?! better you
would complain by your own gouvernement and would accuse them. champmerle 6
months ago MP1932 6 months ago 19:43 crashhhh !!!!!! D; MP1932 6 months ago
sonnyridoc 6 months ago Why is there an edit when the second plane hits the towers?
Does anyone know? The woman says "it was a military plane". Or am I mistaken? Was
this person ever called to testify before the 9/11 Commission? I doubt it...... Sleep Tight
America.... sonnyridoc 6 months ago elchatoist 6 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam oh good lord, you cut out the buildings collapsing too!! Why
bother showing anything then. elchatoist 6 months ago elchatoist 6 months ago oh good
lord, you cut out the buildings collapsing too!! Why bother showing anything then.
elchatoist 6 months ago elchatoist 6 months ago this is excellent footage you have here. I
think it's been long enough now though to where you don't need to have the crashing of
the second plane edited out anymore. elchatoist 6 months ago blueheart26 6 months ago
@olliefoo they'll be waiting for you in hell. Don't worry, you'll be there soon!
blueheart26 6 months ago blueheart26 6 months ago @sharky2055 so I'm the bad guy
here when I'm simply responding to someone who made fun of this tragedy. I don't know
about you, but I fucking love my country and it hurts and pisses me off that someone
(who's probably here illegally) makes fun of the deaths of innocent people. blueheart26 6
months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @blueheart26 You don't need to do it and be
racist! I love my country too! But you don't see me spouting racist crap at people just
because I get pissed off at the idiotic heartless crap they write. YOu didn't kneed to be
racist about it. It makes you no better than them. Sharky2055 6 months ago olliefoo 6
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam LOL ALL THOSE
STUPID FAGGOTS DIED IN 9/11 WHAT DUMB ASSES NOT KNOWING A
PLANE WAS COMING I MEAN WoW THEY DESERVED TO DIE I HOPE SATAN
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HAD ENOUGH ROOM FoR ALL THOSE IDIOTS! olliefoo 6 months ago barquedust
6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam please visit my blog
for important information regarding the hijacking and rapid decline of our country - we've
got to take the power back!!: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.-(com) barquedust 6
months ago EatMyShitYumYum 6 months ago i love 9/11 EatMyShitYumYum 6 months
ago KevinMerck 6 months ago Care about the victims? Then support a real investigation.
Go to A&E911truth t get involved. KevinMerck 6 months ago chemtrail2009 6 months
ago search- no plane chemtrail2009 6 months ago blueheart26 6 months ago
@arturodavid13 you fucking Mexican! Son of a bitch, go to hell!! How dare you make
fun of what happened to the US?! This is why you and your people are hated. You infest
our country and yet you talk shit about it. I hope you get deported back to Mexico (if
you live in the US) and live like a rat, which is what you are: a filthy animal!! Then we
are the racists.... blueheart26 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @blueheart26
That's sick. Take your racist crap for a hike off You Tube! Sharky2055 6 months ago
csnirre1 6 months ago Damn Terrorist attack! Kill fucking terrorister!! csnirre1 6 months
ago KillaCarta 6 months ago lets face it america had something like this coming to them,
im not trying to be a dick but when you try to control the world and bully smaller
countries for there resources such as oil your bound to make yourself a massive target, its
harsh to say but its only a matter of time before something like this happens again in
america because there government never learn.. shame because all these inocent people are
getting effected by there power obsessed government KillaCarta 6 months ago
Sharky2055 6 months ago @KillaCarta NO government ever had this coming. Only a
heartless jackas would write that. Sharky2055 6 months ago KillaCarta 6 months ago
@Sharky2055 america have done alot worse to other countries only difference is there all
poor defenceless countries that no1 cares about so nobody makes a big deal. im not sayin
this attack was rite, im just sayin wen you go around acting the big shot trying to control
the world its bound to happen... its like a bully smakin the shit out of every1 then one
day he gets his ass kicked, he had it comin n thats the same with USA KillaCarta 6
months ago KyleRuffinSB 6 months ago @KillaCarta killa carta you have no idea what ur
talking about KyleRuffinSB 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @KillaCarta What??
It's certain you don't have a grasp on what goes on in the world. NO ONE would have
this coming. Sharky2055 6 months ago 101Xboxfanatic 6 months ago They actually don't
know who attacked them they just made up osama bin laden so they can blame it all on
him y do u think they haven't found him yet it's cuz he's not real. Pleaz don't hater this I
work for the Canadian gov so don't say anything 101Xboxfanatic 6 months ago
flavio1047 6 months ago so Jesus pode da direção objetos estranhos aparecem nas
imagem flavio1047 6 months ago flavio1047 6 months ago so Jesus pode da direção
objetos estranhos aparecem nas imagem flavio1047 6 months ago shmuorgi 6 months ago i
saw when it happened i was 7 years old there was my grandpa in that building shmuorgi
6 months ago amphaynes 6 months ago its a conspiracy fact, the govt consired to do this.
the official govt report is the "theory" of what happened as it contains no logic of how
this happened. amphaynes 6 months ago mesofly22 6 months ago Thank You!
mesofly22 6 months ago bigdaddyx2009 6 months ago Still brings strong emotions and
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tears to my eyes, may we not forget t those lost on that day and their families
bigdaddyx2009 6 months ago arturodavid13 6 months ago very good much dead's
hehehehe u.s.a is shit viva mexico arturodavid13 6 months ago TheRYANMAN2000 6
months ago @arturodavid13 u sad git im from england in europe and even i find this
emotional TheRYANMAN2000 6 months ago BrumStarBoi 6 months ago
@arturodavid13 show some god damn respect! BrumStarBoi 6 months ago arturodavid13
6 months ago very good much dead's hehehehe u.s.a is shit viva mexico arturodavid13 6
months ago tjs468 6 months ago oh my gosh not god tjs468 6 months ago IlayaJanina 6
months ago Omg Um die 20 Minuten ist es am schlimmsten IlayaJanina 6 months ago
IlayaJanina 6 months ago Omg Um die 20 Minuten ist es am schlimmsten IlayaJanina 6
months ago mcgyvr2009i 6 months ago I know this is nine years old but we still need to
catch this guy! mcgyvr2009i 6 months ago MetallicaChiliPepper 6 months ago its an
inside fuckin job man ! open your eyes!! the "terrorists" are scapegoats for eveything, the
evidence it was the govt(both uk and us) is plain and solid, and terrorism? thats plain
gullability MetallicaChiliPepper 6 months ago TheLastAmericanHero 6 months ago
@MetallicaChiliPepper Why is it so hard for you people to believe that Islamic extremist
flew planes into the World Trade Center because they hate us?! TheLastAmericanHero 6
months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago You don't need to believe in one of the
"conspiracy theories" to support a real investigation. All you need is a conscience.
KevinMerck 6 months ago EventuallyWeMerge 6 months ago The moment those towers
fell to the ground is the most fucked up moment in history, and every FUCKING time I
watch that shit, I die a little bit inside. We will never know who did this to us, but we do
know one thing: The bastards that did are in for one HELL of an eternity.
EventuallyWeMerge 6 months ago dominikxisxcool 6 months ago I HOPE ALL
TERRORISTS DIE......... dominikxisxcool 6 months ago nguoicongai21 6 months ago
@dominikxisxcool I know. I hope all terrorists die and I hope all people laugh in hate
when see this vid die too BECAUSE they are worst than animals. I love animals but I
don't love any heartless beasts or digusting elements such as fifthy hateful dogs like them
:). They are harm to us and we need to get rid of them. 911 is a good example for
Americans to open their eyes to see those animals. nguoicongai21 6 months ago
problemior 6 months ago 2 This is why i hate Terrorist's. problemior 6 months ago 2
svanteman1 6 months ago that is a huuuuuuuuuge building..... it must be sad for those
that builded it ;( svanteman1 6 months ago amphaynes 6 months ago false flag operation
carried out by the govt for the purpose of the war in iraq. nice how everyone is
brainwashed to where the govts official report superceeds scientifical evidence that these
buildings couldnt have collapsed without controlled demolition, amphaynes 6 months ago
loulove321 6 months ago I know u may find me horrible but i think those horrible
terrorists should of lived after and then we could of killed them ourselfs beacause id hate
to be in tht building and i saw remember me and he died in 911 i cried and im depressed
now loulove321 6 months ago HelloMyNameIs16ful 6 months ago this sounds stupid
but i like the sound sirens though HelloMyNameIs16ful 6 months ago
TopGearSeason12Epi1 6 months ago holy shit TopGearSeason12Epi1 6 months ago
EventuallyWeMerge 6 months ago Whoever did this to our beautiful country, go FUCK
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yourself, and suck my FUCKING cock. Bastards, you're going to burn in an eternity of
flame. EventuallyWeMerge 6 months ago megabbfan 6 months ago thats how the
terrorists want u to react. I know its upsetting for you because of these bastards but you
must stay calm, because they will do it again. megabbfan 6 months ago
xmenofunderstandingx 6 months ago This was an inside job, watch some vids, and get
learned, instead of having that farmer mentality of yours xmenofunderstandingx 6 months
ago noobtuber2009 6 months ago @xmenofunderstandingx yeah watch some vids.... on
the internet... that cant be held credible. 9/11 was not an inside job. I do not understand
why its hard for people like you to grasp this concept. noobtuber2009 6 months ago
redsoxfan426 6 months ago It is haunting to hear the fire rigs air horns blasting. Most
likely the firefighters blasting those horns died less than 2 hours later. redsoxfan426 6
months ago dennsaat 6 months ago u guys arer stupid if u think if this was planted there
was just a plain that flew into the towers so look it over and then think of the pentogon
there would have been bombs there to if they tryed goin into that so think it
over..........................-. AND MAYBE we should go build som big towers in the ocean
someplace and let them keep destroing those. dennsaat 6 months ago edimk25 6 months
ago well we should build big towers anymore as we can see here they can be brouth
down easly ! edimk25 6 months ago edimk25 6 months ago military plane? edimk25 6
months ago edimk25 6 months ago i get it they must planted explosives when they wore
building the towers ...... dont know but i just cant belive that building like that can go
down from one hit ! edimk25 6 months ago edimk25 6 months ago i get it they must
planted explosives when they wore building the towers ...... dont know but i just cant
belive that building like that can go down from one hit ! edimk25 6 months ago
purpleinkxx 6 months ago i have a question, why did they attack us? purpleinkxx 6
months ago TheLastAmericanHero 6 months ago 2 @purpleinkxx The same reason why
people would be cheering and burning American flags in foreign countries days after this
happened. Because some people hate US society and culture. Savages that can't be
reasoned with or negotiated. TheLastAmericanHero 6 months ago 2 EventuallyWeMerge
6 months ago @TheLastAmericanHero Exactly. Some people can't be bought or bullied.
They hate structure, and what better way to show their hatred for "structure" than to
attack the very boldness that symbolizes our country, the Twin Towers. God, Rest in
Peace to the victims in this video. I'm starting to believe in God, after all these years,
because......I'm starting to believe that the Devil attacked the USA on this day.
EventuallyWeMerge 6 months ago amphaynes 6 months ago @purpleinkxx ...good
question, why did our own govt attack us? well pretty simple, they needed some reason
to carriy out the plans to invade iraq and this is oppurtunity at its finest. THE
BOTTOM LINE IS THAT YOU ARE UNAMERICAN NOT TO QUESTION THIS
AND NOT TO WANT AN ACTUAL INVESTIGATION DONE. amphaynes 6
months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago There's a veritable mountain of credible, scientific
evidence, which establishes the fact WTC 1, 2, and 7 were all brought down by controlled
demolition. Go to A&E911truth to get all the facts. You don't need to believe in any of
the "conspiracy theories" to support a real investigation. All you need is a conscience.
KevinMerck 6 months ago 3gz0n9991 6 months ago 2 when you hear the woman cry you
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almost wan't to cry with her :( R.I.P 9/11 3gz0n9991 6 months ago 2
NaturalSelection9837 6 months ago I still can´t fuckin believe it...... NaturalSelection9837
6 months ago refrigerator111 6 months ago Even hearing this couple's reaction, and seeing
what's happening in this video, for some reason it's not until you hear the news anchor go
"They're gone, the World Trade Center is no more" that it really hits home, and it hits
home hard. refrigerator111 6 months ago AngieBcn1 6 months ago And the question is..
Was It a genocide? AngieBcn1 6 months ago AngieBcn1 6 months ago Comment removed
AngieBcn1 6 months ago Comment removed AngieBcn1 6 months ago I cry very much...
It was a shok and I hope that the whole people who died, now this in a better place.
AngieBcn1 6 months ago markeith0701 6 months ago your a dumb ass if you are blind
you shouldn't write about stuff that normal people can clearly see government inside job
markeith0701 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @markeith0701 It clearly was
NOT an inside job. There's NO evidence of it. People that wield commonsense well, can
see right through the 9/11 truther crap claims. Sharky2055 6 months ago
Nylonheellover72 6 months ago I am so sorry for you, girl. i cry with you.
Nylonheellover72 6 months ago foxehownd 6 months ago Leave Hitler alone you cunts!
He was a sensitive guy! foxehownd 6 months ago markeith0701 6 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam your crazy first off I wont condone shit
about 911 but I wont stand here and watch u say kill people your a fucking idiot this is
why our world is so fucked up people who think like you are fucked up but hey u might
get recruited by the nwo real fast thinking like that markeith0701 6 months ago
markeith0701 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam your
crazy first off I wont condone shit about 911 but I wont stand here and watch u say kill
people your a fucking idiot this is why our world is so fucked up people who think like
you are fucked up but hey u might get recruited by the nwo real fast thinking like that
markeith0701 6 months ago markeith0701 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam your crazy first off I wont condone shit about 911 but I wont stand
here and watch u say kill people your a fucking idiot this is why our world is so fucked
up people who think like you are fucked up but hey u might get recruited by the nwo real
fast thinking like that markeith0701 6 months ago markeith0701 6 months ago your crazy
first off I wont condone shit about 911 but I wont stand here and watch u say kill people
your a fucking idiot this is why our world is so fucked up people who think like you are
fucked up but hey u might get recruited by the nwo real fast thinking like that
markeith0701 6 months ago markeith0701 6 months ago around 7:45 in look at the
explosions on the floors going down government markeith0701 6 months ago
MrWrestlemania316
6
months
ago
@markeith0701
hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha-haha HAY HITLER MrWrestlemania316 6 months
ago LabLaughs 6 months ago @MrWrestlemania316 Your dumb. Its heil Hitler. Now you
look like a dumbass. LabLaughs 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @markeith0701
Those aren't detonations. Sharky2055 6 months ago MrWrestlemania316 6 months ago
ah, i remember when i saw it on the news fo the first time, a huge smile came across my
face, i mean, what is better than getting rid of 3000+ "inocent" american men, women, and
espacially babies hahahahahahahahahahahahahaha Fuck 9/11 MrWrestlemania316 6
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months ago M3GAD3TH07 6 months ago 2 @MrWrestlemania316 HAHAHAHA!!!!
Many
people
probably died! did he died? OMMM M M M M M MG
HAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHA M3GAD3TH07 6 months ago 2 11matt1 6
months ago @M3GAD3TH07 have some respect you piece of shit 11matt1 6 months
ago M3GAD3TH07 6 months ago @11matt1 respect? what are you? not white? naah, im
just joking you. sirry amelicans! I wish I was there M3GAD3TH07 6 months ago
MrWrestlemania316 6 months ago @11matt1 fuck u fuck usa fuck 9/11
hahahahahahahahahaha Hay HITLER MrWrestlemania316 6 months ago 11matt1 6
months ago @MrWrestlemania316 well im not american im just sayin have some respect
you dirty, hairy, ugly, ignorant, european hitler haying peice of fucking shit... thats all i
was saying.. 11matt1 6 months ago 11matt1 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @MrWrestlemania316 well im not american im just sayin have
some respect you dirty, hairy, ugly, ignorant, european hitler haying peice of fucking
shit... thats all i was saying.. 11matt1 6 months ago 11matt1 6 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @MrWrestlemania316 well im not american im
just sayin have some respect you dirty, hairy, ugly, ignorant, european hitler haying peice
of fucking shit... thats all i was saying.. 11matt1 6 months ago WHEREISGODD 6
months ago please take a look at my chanel , i have some interesting videos about 9.11
WHEREISGODD 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago Dealing with 9/11 is our
nation's only salvation. People without a conscience have no future and a past no one
would want. Don't be a "Good German." We all know what happens to Good Germans.
You don't need to believe in a "conspiracy theory" to support a legitimate investigation.
All you need is a conscience. KevinMerck 6 months ago xmenofunderstandingx 6 months
ago Devil Deception of America, So Clear There was boms in the building, it suddenly
collapsed, and this could not be because of a little jet plaine,, this is An Inside Job for
sure, xmenofunderstandingx 6 months ago sonicfan23 6 months ago
@xmenofunderstandingx i agree sonicfan23 6 months ago sonicfan23 6 months ago
@xmenofunderstandingx i agree sonicfan23 6 months ago LabLaughs 6 months ago
Comment removed TheWaferbaby 6 months ago no offence cause my friend lost some
one in 9/11 but get planes to drop water on it is that woman seriouse TheWaferbaby 6
months ago jahnsmikey 6 months ago thats weird. it looks like the building was hit by a
jet liner or something. jahnsmikey 6 months ago AnnaMango1 6 months ago Wow.. I was
in Kindergarten around this time and The teachers made everyone go to the gym and
everyone was freaked out and our principal was telling us what was happening and our
school was let out early. :/ AnnaMango1 6 months ago football11871194 6 months ago
and packi asked why were bombing them football11871194 6 months ago victorhugodass
6 months ago well done to the stupid Americans victorhugodass 6 months ago
victorhugodass 6 months ago hahahah I laugh victorhugodass 6 months ago XIronxDudeX
6 months ago I can hear Children song in the back ground by the way. LOL
XIronxDudeX 6 months ago XIronxDudeX 6 months ago I was only 11 when I was on
my way to school and the news said that the tower was hit. At first I thought it was an
accident when the plane went out of control. But as soon as i heard the second tower
crash I had chills running down my spine and gravity pulled me down. I was so freaked
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out I knew this was a terrorist attack. XIronxDudeX 6 months ago lillianshayna12 6
months ago this day was a terrible day. I also feel bad for the people who taped this or
others who watched all of this happen right in front of their eyes. Something you can
never forget. RIP those who died. lillianshayna12 6 months ago sonicheros121 6 months
ago i was one of them sonicheros121 6 months ago sonicheros121 6 months ago i was one
of them sonicheros121 6 months ago sonicheros121 6 months ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam i was one of them sonicheros121 6 months ago PNSB101
6 months ago I can't believe this shit happened. PNSB101 6 months ago MultiInko 6
months ago good hd view MultiInko 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago No matter
what evidence is presented, 9/11 truth deniers won't admit that there needs to be an
independent and honest investigation. Truth deniers have made it abundantly clear that
their "belief" in the official conspiracy theory is as unshakable as any religious faith.
They see George Bush as their God and the NIST Report as their Bible. All the more
basis for responsible people to demand a legitimate investigation. KevinMerck 6 months
ago mohaafan1 6 months ago bad boys :( stupid teroorists mohaafan1 6 months ago
TheAnarhist2009 6 months ago It is a pity to me to the USA and all people the victim in
this awful act of terrorism TheAnarhist2009 6 months ago Eloshly 6 months ago see no
american helicopters around to stop onother one no rescu helicopters i think bush was
waching this some were becous how do we know that he had not done it not saying he
did but how do we nkow he didn't Eloshly 6 months ago vinaykumardwd 6 months ago
Hello, It is heartning see the vidieo and also sad about USA.. The people who lost there
lives,wounded in the wake of attack by the cowered people.However USA come out of it
sencibly. God bless america. vinaykumardwd 6 months ago oneeyedhobbit 6 months ago
What thoughtful people. OMG ARE WE OK HONEY??? "Yeah, I think we're ok" OMG
WHAT IF THEY HAD CHILDREN LIKE PLAYING OUTSIDE??" Glad that money
doesn't make the world go round, because you sound so concerned and intelligent. Here's
hoping you and yours were next door. oneeyedhobbit 6 months ago sarangKPOP10 6
months ago i had a friend there. now i'll never see her again. I am sorry for anyone who
had a loss in this...i hope nothing like this will happen in south korea and i hope nothing
like this will happen again in america or anywhere else. sarangKPOP10 6 months ago
Toddstyl 6 months ago i will cry to this video even tho none of my family or friends
were there cuz thousands of ppl died D: it was horrible Toddstyl 6 months ago
ThastTheGuyisBack 6 months ago show hide fuck america ThastTheGuyisBack 6
months ago parisplatinum 6 months ago @ThastTheGuyisBack fuck you parisplatinum
6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @parisplatinum ThastTheGuyisBack IS JUST
A DOUCHEBAG troll. Sharky2055 6 months ago Justjessica10 6 months ago Comment
removed DoYouCareAboutTruth 6 months ago BoomBoom/Sharky is a shill and doesn't
care about truth BoomBoom2055: No, that's an outright lie. I want a new investigation. In
the past I wanted 'truthers' to pay for it. But now, hell, if we could get one, and have it
exactly the way 'truthers' want it done, maybe it would shut all of you up! Sharky
doesn't care that the current Final Report defies physics. All she cares about is shutting
up the people asking the questions leading to the actual new investigation, she claims to
support. DoYouCareAboutTruth 6 months ago DoYouCareAboutTruth 6 months ago
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How does that make any sense? How can Sharky/BoomBoom's main motive be truth,
when she wants to "just shut up" those who are showing scientific reasons why there
should be the new investigation in the first place? If she really cares about the truth, why
is it all to shut up those looking for truth? Boomboom doesn't think that the victims
families of 911 deserve to have a Final report that doesn't defy the laws of physics - And
regularly makes fun of those asking the same questions as them. DoYouCareAboutTruth
6 months ago jefri53 6 months ago @DoYouCareAboutTruth , every truth seeker should
see this youtube and think: The New Age Deception - the invisible zionist empire jefri53
6 months ago HannaBard 6 months ago I am very sad about what happened on 9/11 and
what struck me most is the fact that some people can be so filled with hate and
fanaticism. That makes me very sad. I'm not American, I'm Swedish, and I was 13 on
9/11. I thought a lot about it and I am very sad about the people that died. I know that
the terrorists were extremists, but sometimes I just can't understand. It's very, very sad.
Peace HannaBard 6 months ago HannaBard 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam I am very sad about what happened on 9/11 and what struck me
most is the fact that some people can be so filled with hate and fanaticism. That makes
me very sad. I'm not American, I'm Swedish, and I was 13 on 9/11. I thought a lot about it
and I am very sad about the people that died. I know that the terrorists were extremists,
but sometimes I just can't understand. It's very, very sad. Peace HannaBard 6 months ago
HannaBard 6 months ago Comment removed MrJoshandzach 6 months ago
@Du31Ar3nAzZx you can slightly see it wrecked on the bottom MrJoshandzach 6
months ago Rct3Man94 6 months ago that looks beautiful Rct3Man94 6 months ago
p154831 6 months ago that must have been so fuckn scary!!! i remember i was supposed
to go to school that day woke up and i saw the 2nd plane crash into the other tower on
the news p154831 6 months ago Du3lAr3nAzZx 6 months ago Where on earth is the
other tower?? Du3lAr3nAzZx 6 months ago 9gent 6 months ago you can see people
hanging out the window!!!! 9gent 6 months ago abccolo9 6 months ago @9gent Were I
cant abccolo9 6 months ago cayc1 6 months ago Great video man, if you want to see a
movie that will blow your mind type into youtube old world secrets the omega project
codes cayc1 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago You don't need to believe in a
conspiracy theory to support a real investigation. The 9/11 Commission admitted there
was no legitimate investigation and that they were "set up to fail." All you need to
support a real investigation is a conscience. KevinMerck 6 months ago susannahterry 6
months ago stop arguing and just watch......then in your minds for just a second
imagine...imagine the fear and absolute desperation that those poor people must have
faced in the minutes that passed before they died. I think a lot has been lost in all the
conversation about conspiracy theories. It was a lost cause that nobody could have
imagined in those first few minutes. rest in peace. one more thing to think about.. those
people had three choices..jump, suffocate, or burn to death.. what would you do
susannahterry 6 months ago BaradaNels 6 months ago @susannahterry AMEN!
Remember the fallen! Those INNOCENT PEOPLE! Remember the ones that jumped,
suffocated, or burnt to death (or worse). Also NEVER FORGET the 60,000 first
responders that are dieing EVERYDAY while we argue the who is right. Bottom line . . .
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most of the 9/11 truthers only want a REAL investigation and those responsible finally
brought to justice. If the 12-20% that still believe Uncle Sam would see that . . . then we
could finally start respecting and honoring the dead. BaradaNels 6 months ago
MrLotrmaniac 6 months ago 12 what do you know about pain both my parents died
there plz stop comment any of the 9 11 videos plz MrLotrmaniac 6 months ago 12
sonicheros121 6 months ago my dad almost to so I'm with ya sonicheros121 6 months
ago 123ullis123 6 months ago 6 Poor all them how died='( My dad was there='(
123ullis123 6 months ago 6 FSXFS2OO4 6 months ago I feel New York's pain .. I feel
Americans's pain .. I feel the whole world's pain on the day it happened. I still cry inside.
It hurts!. It does really hurt .. When the towers collapsed, my world collapsed too. I sat
at home in my apartment with my mom .. I sat and ate breakfast .. We saw some morning
TV .. Suddenly .. I saw 2 towers .... An aircraft .. It suddenly smashed into the tower ..
My mom and I cried .. It was terrible .. I still feel the harsh pain deep inside .. I am
Danish. RIP! FSXFS2OO4 6 months ago xxnwaxx1 6 months ago Watch from 19:33 just
after she says "People are jumping" look at the lower part of the building you would see a
couple of flashes they're really hard to see just focus really close then you'll see those are
bombs to a controlled demolition. xxnwaxx1 6 months ago Triaka 6 months ago
@xxnwaxx1 um..thats paper.... and u see a lot of paper around there.. and if u dont think
so...this is mainly an office building and many people like Glossy paper...also you have
to factory in that there is plastic and metal and many other shiny things. Plus...if there
where explosions why is there no sound? oh well regardless i haven't seen an ACTUAL
"truther" or w/e the heck they are called, convince me in ANYWAY this was an inside
job...I know what i saw, i live right across... Triaka 6 months ago xxnwaxx1 6 months ago
@Triaka Are you serious? You know how dumb that sounds, you really think a paper
can be seen from how far they were? Hell no. Those are clearly flashes within the floors
that move from north to south like a control demolition, you must be blind. Check this
video out /watch?v=vdJTDuYB_h8&feature=r-elated and see this one again and notice
how the towers fall inwards thats a sign of a controlled Demo, what this does, it keeps
the building from falling outward and cause damage to others.C for ur self xxnwaxx1 6
months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @xxnwaxx1 NO, there were NO flashes. Looking
LIKE one, doesn't mean it was one. There's NO evidence to support it being one.
Sharky2055 6 months ago ThastTheGuyisBack 6 months ago such a great day
ThastTheGuyisBack 6 months ago XblSid3Swipe3v2 6 months ago Ok lets get this
cleaned up, First off not all Muslims are bad, just the ones who are extremist, those are
the ones who attacked us. Second Americans aren't scum or idiots, expect the bimbo
holding the camera because she couldn't put two and two together and get four. Next
There was a memo put out by an FBI agent saying within 3 months or so terrorist would
attack us with planes. So stop bitching at one another and making threats it happened we
moved on and are doing better than we were. XblSid3Swipe3v2 6 months ago flyboyfx 6
months ago THANKS Ass holes... Sick muslims.. flyboyfx 6 months ago
ghandiluvsthehash 6 months ago @flyboyfx You seriously have to be ignorant to blame
muslims. ghandiluvsthehash 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago You don't need to
believe in some grand conspiracy theory in order to support a legitimate investigation into
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the brutal murder of 3000 people and an incident that has led to countless deaths around
the world. All you need to believe in is the rule of law. The 9/11 Commission admits they
were lied to by the Bush administration. They said there was no real investigation and
that they were "set up to fail." All you need to support a real investigation is a
conscience. KevinMerck 6 months ago brian78045 6 months ago Read the current article
on NORAD posted at DNotice (org). You wont believe your eyes when you read what
the 9/11 Commission Report admits about NORAD before and on 9/11: "Controllers at
NEADS located an unknown primary radar track [Flight 77]..." "NEADS was never able
to locate United 93 on radar BECAUSE it was already in the ground." "NEADS never
lost track of Delta 1989..." Pass the article on to 9/11 Truth skeptics! brian78045 6
months ago BringBackMy90s 6 months ago boy...you can clearly see that the collapse
wasnt caused by the planes... BringBackMy90s 6 months ago waTskiLLz 6 months ago
wat im concernd is that before the building fell, there seems to be an explosion in the
middle of the towers. was 9/11 planned out? maybe. think about it waTskiLLz 6 months
ago BirminghamYOuth 6 months ago Look Closely At 07:34 BirminghamYOuth 6
months ago MyWittlePuppy 6 months ago omg was that a person jumping?
MyWittlePuppy 6 months ago UNITEDWEMARCH 6 months ago the heroism of these
people is astonishing. i remember seeing this here in England and bieng shocked. we will
get revenge on these scummy people. UNITEDWEMARCH 6 months ago
125undertaker521 6 months ago dude fuck you... the government knew this was gonna
happen and didn't do shit about it... what the hell kind of scum americans live here...
when i heard that the government didn't tell anyone that this was gonna happen... i
thought that i would rather go and live with iraq and attack america some more...
AMERICANS ARE SCUM!!! 125undertaker521 6 months ago MyWittlePuppy 6
months ago FUCK U ASSHOLE MyWittlePuppy 6 months ago sexygecko313 6 months
ago shut the fuck up you mother fucker!!!!! americans are not scums they are like
everyone in this planet now if you have a problem with americans go and tell them in
front of them not behind a screen bet your too fat to get up... sexygecko313 6 months ago
cheekyegg 6 months ago @sexygecko313 no thats americans cheekyegg 6 months ago
olliefoo 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ALL THE
PIECES OF SHIT WHO DIED ON 9/11 DESERVED lT FOR BEING STUPID
CUNTS. olliefoo 6 months ago SOADLOST 6 months ago @olliefoo Im GOING TO
KILL YOU! SOADLOST 6 months ago ghandiluvsthehash 6 months ago @SOADLOST
Shut the fuck up you tubby bitch. ghandiluvsthehash 6 months ago SOADLOST 6
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @olliefoo Im GOING
TO KILL YOU! SOADLOST 6 months ago nifur1 6 months ago Tak się niszczy
swój(rzekomo) Naród. nifur1 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago Come on you
guys, where's all the Patriotism? Every good American knows you can trust whatever the
government tells you. Just ask any Native American! To hell with those who defend the
official lies! They're no more patriotic than Benedict Arnold. They're by far the worst
cowards and traitors to ever walk the streets of America, if they don't want a real
investigation, which even the 911 Commission admits never happened. KevinMerck 6
months ago Farnaldo7 6 months ago jews did it Farnaldo7 6 months ago 187Lexa187 6
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months ago That's what happens when one puts on people with the falch 187Lexa187 6
months ago Cashilysh 6 months ago why r they so calm abbout this ? Cashilysh 6
months ago rasfi1 6 months ago before the second plane hits i thought it was an accident
inside the building rasfi1 6 months ago keepitwitmine 6 months ago @ rasfi1 i thought the
same thing too. i only saw the second plane hit though keepitwitmine 6 months ago
napolean34 6 months ago Comment removed brian78045 6 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Read the current article on NORAD posted at
DNotice (org). You wont believe your eyes when you read what the 9/11 Commission
Report admits about NORAD before and on 9/11: "Controllers at NEADS located an
unknown primary radar track [Flight 77]..." "NEADS was never able to locate United 93
on radar BECAUSE it was already in the ground." "NEADS never lost track of Delta
1989..." Pass the article on to 9/11 Truth skeptics! brian78045 6 months ago KevinMerck
6 months ago The most important duty of government is equal protection of the people.
When the government stops protecting its citizens equally, they become a "domestic
enemy". The victims of 9/11 have been deprived the equal protection of our laws because
their murders have not been properly investigated. Every murder that happens must be
investigated to the full extent of law enforcement's capabilities for there to be any
semblance of law and order. Demand a legitimate investigation. KevinMerck 6 months ago
hyphymovement3579 6 months ago 2 this video was edited hyphymovement3579 6
months ago 2 112742Jimijoejimi 6 months ago Obviously...it would've been too long
otherwise 112742Jimijoejimi 6 months ago SaturnSputnik 6 months ago Why do so many
Americans ponder why we are at war? September 11th, 2001 is the reason why we are at
war! SaturnSputnik 6 months ago rafnagud009 6 months ago Although Rome is often
designated as such, Jerusalem as it existed in the time of Christ was also known to be a
'City of Seven Hills.' In the Pirke de-Rabbi Eliezer, an 8th century A.D. talmudic
narrative (Section 10), the writer mentioned without commentary (showing that the
understanding was well known and required no defense) that, "Jerusalem is situated on
seven hills." Word up: Rev. 18:4-5 (and stop writing her checks). rafnagud009 6 months
ago rafnagud009 6 months ago The (UN gentile-created) State of Israel is BABYLON
THE GREAT. Pull out yer Bibles, then read em (and weep: Ezekiel 16:15, Isaiah 1:21,
Isaiah 57:3, Jeremiah 3:3...). The Scarlet Woman in The Book Of Revelation (THE
APOCALYPSE) is not (as jews and protestants would have most believe) the so-called
holy roman empire slash church. Nope. THE WHORE IS ISRAEL. Modern Judaism is
Babylonian (that's a talmudic fact). Babylon the Great will deceive the world (even the
elect). Word up: Rev. 18:4-5. rafnagud009 6 months ago rapidification 6 months ago 9-11
IS MUSLIMS FAULT. rapidification 6 months ago SocalDNM 6 months ago
@rapidification Agreed SocalDNM 6 months ago IraqiBomber7 6 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam R.I.P. to all the hijackers caught in this
natural disaster. Hopefully they found peace from this cold world in heaven. R.I.P to
Mohamed Atta, Waleed M. Alshehri, Wail M. Alshehri, Abdulaziz Alomari, Satam M.A.
Al Suqami, Marwan Al-Shehhi, Fayez Rashid, Ahmed Hassan Al Qadi Banihammad,
Ahmed Alghamdi, Hamza Alghamdi, Saeed Alghamdi, Ahmed Ibrahim A. Al Haznawi,
Ahmed Alnami, Ziad Samir Jarrah IraqiBomber7 6 months ago Salazar26 6 months ago
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All of you conspirocy theroists can go to fucking hell and burn. I am not a fan of George
Bush But he would never do something like this to his own country. I wish you assholes
would have more respect for those who died that day. I lost a good friend that day
because of terrorists not George Bush. He was there for a conference when he and other
EMS workers from Toronto Canada where I am from went to help there comrads and lost
there lives. You assholes make me sick to my stomach. Salazar26 6 months ago
doctorbob1954 6 months ago @Salazar26 how rude you seem.,,.take a look dude
doctorbob1954 6 months ago Salazar26 6 months ago @doctorbob1954 Enlighten me
What am I looking for? Salazar26 6 months ago AlmightyJerk 6 months ago Don't mind
Sharky2055. Its just a Shill, here to spread disinformation. And is the equivelent, of the
detritus upon which the whale turd rests! 9-11 WAS AN INSIDE JOB!!! Research it....
Here's a good place to start. Search... AE911truth or go to AE911truth(dot)org. They
show plenty of evidence of explosives going off in the buildings. AlmightyJerk 6 months
ago KevinMerck 6 months ago NIST was the agency in charge of the so-called
investigation and they had to be granted immunity from prosecution or they refused to lie
for the government. They will not release any of the computer models they used to reach
their preposterous conclusions, claiming it would "endanger public safety" to do so. None
of their work is peer reviewed science, it was all done behind closed doors and they won't
release data requested through the FOIA. What kind of investigation is that? KevinMerck
6 months ago doctorbob1954 6 months ago @KevinMerck the freedom of information act
takes a back seat to the patriot act,,that bush pushed thru doctorbob1954 6 months ago
doctorbob1954 6 months ago up untill a year ago i sounded like sharky2550..the truthers
were posting half quotes of witnesses..losing credibility with me,.,.then i looked at a
website from Denmark..it opened my eyes..so i kept looking.. there is something going on
that 9/11 is only a part of..a means to justify the ends.. google Prescott Bush and read all
you can..many things have been hushed up doctorbob1954 6 months ago Sharky2055 6
months ago @doctorbob1954 I find that extremely hard to believe. Sharky2055 6 months
ago KevinMerck 6 months ago Every American soldier killed in this war has died in vain
and countless innocent people have been brutally murdered. This is the inescapable
conclusion that must be reached in face of the fact that the WTC complex was brought
down by controlled demolition. The only way to attain justice for everyone concerned is
to bring the real perpetrators to justice. KevinMerck 6 months ago YourBreakfast 6
months ago Comment removed KevinMerck 6 months ago Just months before his death
from cancer at age 41, NYPD Sgt. Michael Ryan described the rushed and incomplete
search for WTC victims at Fresh Kills: "We drove our cars right up to the landfill. We
didn't know then, nobody knew, that they were dumping truckfuls of debris from the
World Trade Center. I was just handed a rake and told, "There's your pile, see what you
can find." He was handed a rake to look for human remains in a pile of twisted steel.
Doesn't this bother anyone? KevinMerck 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
@KevinMerck Yes, it bothers me. But what else were they supposed to do? Sharky2055
6 months ago TheLexi1991 6 months ago Fuck you sick people wow you guys are
pathetic you act like you don't even care which pissis me off so fuck you and go to
helll!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! TheLexi1991 6 months ago fahad415 6 months ago @chaclapa lol you
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speek arabic soooooo do that fahad415 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago The
evidence is conclusive. It has been established that the WTC complex was destroyed by
controlled demolition. The ability to bring down 3 skyscrapers with explosives is beyond
the capabilities of a bogyman. People need to make a choice. Either you choose to respect
the rule of law by supporting an investigation aimed at bringing the real perpetrators to
justice or you choose to be an enemy of the world's people. Unlike the bogyman, there
will be no place for you to hide. KevinMerck 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
@KevinMerck It's only conclusive in the minds of those that don't require facts or
accurate information. Sharky2055 6 months ago LOLCATS3111 6 months ago
MORONmerck - the 9/11 criminal investigation by the FBI, NYPD, FDNY, PAPD and
24 other state and local law enforcement agencies was the largest criminal investigation in
history ...... EITHER YOU ARE TOO STUPID TO COMPREHEND THAT or A
PAID CONSPIRCAY SHILL WITH A POLITICAL AGENDA !!!! LOLCATS3111 6
months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago 9/11 is by far the most important event in modern
history. It's the excuse for passing the Patriot Act. It has been used to justify war in the
Middle East. It will be the excuse for ever more draconian measures to enslave the world's
people. There needs to be a legitimate investigation which is something even the 9/11
Commission admits never happened. Even someone who honestly believes the official
conspiracy theory should be able to understand that. KevinMerck 6 months ago
Sharky2055 6 months ago @KevinMerck A legitimate investigation has been done. If you
want another investigation, YOU pay for it and DO IT YOURSELVES. It's about time
after 8 years you truthers got off your asses instead of waiting for it. Sharky2055 6
months ago Martiiinperss0n 6 months ago This was a very horrible day! R.I.P to all the
innocent people who were died in that day! Martiiinperss0n 6 months ago chaclapa 6
months ago @Martiiinperss0n No one died they knew it was gonna happen, they were
told by the government, it was all set up from the begining, some civils were on the street
down there they saw american military jets patrolling around till they get the order, those
civils tried to inform the gov, but the gov ignored em, cuz it was a set up... There are no
terrorists in Iraq grow up dummies! its just Afghanistan, Bin Ladin is a douchebag of
course but he didn't bring down the World Trade Center... wake up! chaclapa 6 months
ago musicaykay 6 months ago Inside job by your corrupt govt. musicaykay 6 months ago
Sharky2055 6 months ago @musicaykay NO inside job. No corrupt govt. Some people
might be corrupt witin , but that doesn't mean they all are, but then that concept must be
difficult for you to understand. Sharky2055 6 months ago musicaykay 6 months ago Not
all are corrupt, just a big enough majority to pull this off. musicaykay 6 months ago
Sharky2055 6 months ago @musicaykay Only the truly delusional would believe that,
Mikey. Been to any Asian websites lately? Sharky2055 6 months ago fahad415 6 months
ago  ﺡـﺍﻡﻱـﻩـﺍ ﺡـﺭﺍﻡـﻱـﻩﺍ ﻡﻥﻙﻡfahad415 6 months ago chaclapa 6 months ago ﻭﻑﻱﻙـﻡ
@fahad415 Nice one haha I speak arabic but guess what, you arabs are not better, look
up your history... chaclapa 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago Everyone in
America knows you can trust everything the government tells you. Just ask any Native
American. KevinMerck 6 months ago liam92017 6 months ago give up truthers. you look
dumber every day liam92017 6 months ago BaradaNels 6 months ago LMAO . . . and
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there are fewer of you every day. You = American Nazi . . . those who do NOT want to
know the truth. Recent polls show 70% of all Americans know the truth . . . keep holding
on to the lies your told . . . you are the dumb one. And before you say anything . . . did
you read the 9-11 Commission Report? I did . . . and what a bunch of lies and deceit. I
can see why the American Nazis are so confused. Our government lie? NAH!!!
BaradaNels 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @BaradaNels What "recent polls"?
How many people were polled in them? 70%? That's bullshit. To get any percentage
you'd have to poll every American. So why don't YOU start by telling the truth.
Sharky2055 6 months ago BaradaNels 6 months ago @Sharky2055 983 American Adults
= 4% margin of error . . . remember that! BaradaNels 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months
ago @BaradaNels What is that suppposed to represent? There aren't as many truthers as
truthers would have others, including themselves, to believe. It was no inside job. The
claims regarding it was dismiss victims testimonies thereby effectively tossing them away
like garbage. Sharky2055 6 months ago BaradaNels 6 months ago @Sharky2055 So you
are saying that The New York Times and CBS News with their Oct 5 - Oct 8 2006 poll
of 983 American adults is just: "truthers believing there are alot of truthers out there."
Get real! You asked what recent polls and I showed just one . . . now you wish to write it
off because it is convenient to your FAILING cause . . . I CALL AMERICAN NAZI
ON THAT!!! Take that type of thinking back to Nazi Germany because 77% - 85% of
us are tired of your lame excuses!!! BaradaNels 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
@BaradaNels Show me a poll that every single American has taken part of, then you can
sputter on about polls. Out of the millions of Americans, 983 isn't diddly. You can call all
the juvenile insignificant insults you want, it doesn't make you right. Sharky2055 6
months ago BaradaNels 6 months ago Comment removed Sharky2055 6 months ago
@BaradaNels No BS there. No, I wanted to see the source of the poll becuz some
truthers have been posting numbers that are too stupid to believe, fudging them in the
process. That's why I asked for the source and you post NewYorkTimes blah blah blah,
with no link. What you posted is basically useless. Unless you poll every American it's
still useless. I really don't care what 983 people out of the milions that live in the US
think. Sharky2055 6 months ago BaradaNels 6 months ago Comment removed
Sharky2055 6 months ago Comment removed Sharky2055 6 months ago @BaradaNels
Yes, you can post the link. It doesn't matter because it's NOT representative of the whole
country. I'm not closeminded. I just know my facts about 9/11 are supported. None of
the inside job claims are true. Did you support that the inside job claims are truth? NO. A
poll, isn't proof of anything excpet what a hnadful of deluded people believe. Why are
you calling me a "Nazi"? Are you trying to make me angry? You fail. Sharky2055 6
months ago BaradaNels 6 months ago Comment removed BaradaNels 6 months ago
Comment removed BaradaNels 6 months ago Comment removed BaradaNels 6 months
ago @Sharky2055 HOLD, HOLD, STOP, HOLD . . . Sharky2005 . . . your a woman?!?!
If, so . . . then I take back ALMOST everything I said . . . I still consider myself one of
the few gentlemen left in this world. IE I do not debate / argue with women. You are not
an American Nazi, my dear. You are only misinformed. I do beg your pardon for my
actions . . . although I would never expect it of you! Our communications CEASE NOW!
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Madam, I bid you adieu! BaradaNels 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
@BaradaNels That's such bullshit. Fine, Our communications cease now. 4/2/2010 4:41
Pm PST, You Tube time Sharky2055 6 months ago BaradaNels 6 months ago Comment
removed LOLCATS3111 6 months ago BaradaNels - 70 % ????? kevinmerck said it was
84% ????? you two better get your nonexistent made up poll numbers straight !!!!!
LOLCATS3111 6 months ago BaradaNels 6 months ago @LOLCATS3111 Check your
comments . . . those nonexistent poll numbers were linked on your page! Will you allow
the comment or hid behind your blanket of lies? New York Times & CBS = know more
than you, sir! Remember this! BaradaNels 6 months ago BaradaNels 6 months ago
@liam92017 Truthers looking dumber every day . . . FACT: Between Oct 5 - Oct 8
2006, The New York Times and CBS News conducted phone surveys asking 983
American adults their opinion on 911. The Survey had a margin of error of 4%. Only 1220% believed the Government's story . . . . 77-85% believed they lied or were involved in
9/11 . . . Who's looking dumber every day? Time to hop the bandwagon . . . because it is
just plain dumb not too! LMAO!!! BaradaNels 6 months ago LOLCATS3111 6 months
ago @BaradaNels 77-85% !?!?!?!? is that why for the last NY 9/11 Truth meeting in
December of 2009 FOUR PEOPLE SHOWED UP, is that why there were only 150 at
the NY9/11 Truth protests at Ground Zero on 9/11/09, is that NYCAN was only able to
get 80,000 signatures on a petition for a new 9/11 investigation when the Greater New
York metropolitan area has a population of 22.232 million people ????? ............... the
truth is you guys ONLY exist on internet forums and you are insignificant
LOLCATS3111 6 months ago BaradaNels 6 months ago @LOLCATS3111 I linked you
proof of my findings . . . LINK YOURS! I will be more than happy to review and debunk
everyone of them . . . you know why? BECAUSE THE FACTS ARE ON 77-85% OF
AMERICAS SIDE AS PER NEW YORK TIMES & NBC NEWS!!! (Oct 2006 - Linked
to YOU) THATS RIGHT WE GOT FACTS WHAT YOU GOT???? UNFOUNDED
STATEMENTS!!!! THATS WHAT YOU GOT!!!! BaradaNels 6 months ago
BaradaNels 6 months ago @LOLCATS3111 Are you referring to this 2009 9-11 Truthers
meeting in NYC?: /watch?v=cABIQX6f-g0 LOOKS LIKE MORE THAN 4 PEOPLE
SHOWED UP! Do you mean this 9/11/09 Ground Zero Protest?:
/watch?v=KcJJi6vGlmA LOOKS LIKE MORE THAN 150 PERSONS THERE!!! AND
OMG YOU ARE ACTUALLY RIGHT ABOUT TH E80,000 NEW YORKERS THAT
SIGNED A PETITION FOR A NEW INVESTIGATION . . . via ONLY word of mouth,
posters, flyers, etc . . . Sorry 12-20 dude . . . your the insignificant one!!! BaradaNels 6
months ago LOLCATS3111 6 months ago @BaradaNels NO MORON, I was NOT
talking about the press confrence protesting the plan to bring the 9/11 terrorist
conspirators to trial in New York City !!!! I was talking about NY9/11 Truth and their
monthly meeting ....... like MOST twoof tards your attention to details sucks balls
LOLCATS3111 6 months ago BaradaNels 6 months ago @LOLCATS3111 Well, sir, if
my "attention to detail sucks balls" why have I sent you 3 different links so far
debunking everything you have said . . . Then I asked you to send me links to prove your
statements. WHICH YOU STILL HAVEN'T. Apparently, your (if you will allow me to
borrow your words): "attention to detail sucks balls. Keep being completely ignorant . . .
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this history of comments is proving your just lazy, ignorant, . . . and completely
oblivious to our current state of affairs. BaradaNels 6 months ago BaradaNels 6 months
ago @LOLCATS3111 Google and Yahoo are showing no results on their first 5 pages for
anything you mentioned when worded: "only four 9/11 truthers show at meeting" I
challenge all to see for themselves . . . LOLCATS3111 you NEED to be more specific . . .
do you mean Scholars for Truth? Architects and Engineers for Truth? 9/11 Family
Steering Committee? 9/11 Citizens Watch? Scholars for 9/11 Truth & Justice? You see . .
. there are so many of us . . . we are in MULTIPLE GROUPS!!! BaradaNels 6 months
ago KevinMerck 6 months ago If you don't support a real investigation, something even
the 911 Commission admits never happened - you have already forgotten. Every murder
needs to be investigated to the full capabilities of law enforcement or else none of us is
safe. If it wasn't controlled demolition then what are they trying so desperately to hide?
KevinMerck 6 months ago iToxicProductions 6 months ago DUMFUCK STFU you
dont even know what the hell your talking about ass they did investigate it the only
reason u think that because some asshole on utube said it was so stfu iToxicProductions 6
months ago Sand3r17 6 months ago Чёрт, почему все интересные моменты так плохо
сняты?! Damn, why all interesting moments record so terrible? Sand3r17 6 months ago
Centurion101st 6 months ago show hide whoever filmed this is a FUCKING PIECE OF
SHIT. i hope u suffer terribly. what the fuck happens at 11:45????? answer that, oh its
fake footage, clearly. what a fucking joke, only a moron would fall for this shit. burn in
hell cunt Centurion101st 6 months ago Centurion101st 6 months ago show hide what a
crappy and boring and long clip. BIG THUMBS DOWN Centurion101st 6 months ago
doctorbob1954 6 months ago i'm not gonna say anymore on the subject..you will have to
do your own research if you really want to know...first..look outside the USA if you
want to know what happened..start with Manitoba University in Canada..the architects
and engineer departments..good luck doctorbob1954 6 months ago poiuytrewq6641 6
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I think, IRAN is a
World leader of Terrorist Groups Organizations through out the world.. We MUST
STOP IRAN as soon as possible before IRAN starts NUKING ISRAEL anytime very
soon!!! I think this is a serious THREAT to the ISRAEL & THE U.S.A. security.!!!!
poiuytrewq6641 6 months ago aaallenania 6 months ago Good video. It is important not
to forget the horror of this infamous day. Making it even more tragic, is the fact of
deliberate murder on the part of a faction of our own government. Cheney, Bush,
Silverstein and a few others are going down in the anus of history as monsters. aaallenania
6 months ago HeatherHonkers 6 months ago 2 aaallenania why am I not surprised that a
"man" and I use the term loosely, such as yourself, would have to mention an anus? btw
President Bush and Vice President Cheney did a wonderful job of keeping us safe after
the initial attack took place. Why is it that so many of you people just do not give credit
where credit is due? HeatherHonkers 6 months ago 2 doctorbob1954 6 months ago this
comment section wont let me post links?? Marvin Bush was on board of directors for
securacom..brows here for the proof doctorbob1954 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months
ago @doctorbob1954 Yes you can. Bush stepped down in June of 2000. ht tp : // w w w.
tms. org/pubs/journals/JOM/0112/Eag-ar/Eagar-0112. ht ml Sharky2055 6 months ago
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POWERSALVATRUCHO13 6 months ago good video'' rip all the people died
POWERSALVATRUCHO13 6 months ago nadiel1994 6 months ago Omg Fking
Terrorist nadiel1994 6 months ago ThatVideoGameGirl123 6 months ago HOLY MOLY
SHZ! ThatVideoGameGirl123 6 months ago struckeranduong 6 months ago R.I.P.
struckeranduong 6 months ago jayyhaze 6 months ago This is an Inside Job by the U.S
Government, yes, Innocent people died, but they did it in the morning for a reason; Less
deaths. YOUTUBE CHANNEL: 911insidejob81 Read the TRUE story, and LIES that
you've been told by this corrupt country. jayyhaze 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months
ago @jayyhaze There's nothing to support that crap. Sharky2055 6 months ago
doctorbob1954 6 months ago @Sharky2055 why wont this link post? doctorbob1954 6
months ago LifeRegenRevolution 6 months ago @jayyhaze You are correct, heres video
proof to support
your claims THEORY OF GHOSTPLANE 911 TABOO
SEPTEMBER CLUES JOHN LEAR 911 911 CONTINUOUS PIECES ZERO 9/11
LifeRegenRevolution 6 months ago justin68434 6 months ago Damn! 19:42 justin68434 6
months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago In a perfect world, the cowards who defend the
official lies would have died in the towers. Instead, innocent people died. They were
victims who would have certainly wanted to know the truth. They would have wanted a
legitimate investigation. Only the lowest of the low would claim that we honor the dead
by not investigating how they were murdered. Only the most despicable cowards and
traitors imaginable want to see the real perpetrators walk away from this crime.
KevinMerck 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @KevinMerck It HAS been
investigated. Your not liking the results, doesn't negate them.Cowards are the ones that
can't face the truth. They also spew lies that dismiss testimonies of victims, tossing them
aside as if they're trash. THAT is a FACT. It's also dispicable. Sharky2055 6 months ago
LifeRegenRevolution 6 months ago @KevinMerck Kevin, check out my favs, definite
inside Job and NO planes were used LifeRegenRevolution 6 months ago Canaderek 6
months ago Unbelievable! The MORMONS have proved the Troofers right! Google
"Utah Muller and the Temple of Truth" NOW!!! Canaderek 6 months ago
doctorbob1954 6 months ago @Canaderek .,ok canaderek,.i read it.,are you saying the
people that were on the original flights are being held prisoners ???/ doctorbob1954 6
months ago cortspop 6 months ago OMG is that a man falling down at 7:34?!? This is so
sad! cortspop 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago 2 WTC 1, 2, & 7 were controlled
demolition, that's been established to an absolute certainty. All the evidence necessary to
silence any critiques is still at fresh Kills landfill and in a warehouse at JFK. The victims
are being denied the equal protection of our laws because their murders are going
uninvestigated. How would you like your murder going uninvestigated? How would it
make you feel to know that nobody cared enough to find out the truth? Demand a real
investigation. KevinMerck 6 months ago 2 Sharky2055 6 months ago @KevinMerck Real
investigations have been done. NO demolitions took place. There's nothing to support
that claim. Sharky2055 6 months ago doctorbob1954 6 months ago @Sharky2055 the
owner admitted building 7 was intentionally pulled doctorbob1954 6 months ago
Sharky2055 6 months ago @doctorbob1954 What does "pulled" mean? Sharky2055 6
months ago doctorbob1954 6 months ago @Sharky2055 pulled is the term they use when
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they demo or implode a building.. larry silverstein said the fireman made that desision for
safety,,they said they did not,.,.it takes several days to rig a building with explosives to
implode a building that size doctorbob1954 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
@doctorbob1954 Please show me at least 2 demolition companies that uses that term for
detonating explosives. Why would the FDNY implode a building for safety reasons?
Please show me the statement from the fireman sayign they didn't make that statement. It
takes several months to rig a building with explosives to implode a building of that size.
That kind of activity would not go unnoticed by 24/7 security inside and out provided by
the NYPA. Sharky2055 6 months ago doctorbob1954 6 months ago @Sharky2055 ok,.i'll
get link for larry silverstein saying it.,and you are right about the time it takes to do that
building,. google Securacom security,,they did the security for WTC...look who is on
board of directors....lol...i'll be right back.:) doctorbob1954 6 months ago Sharky2055 6
months ago @doctorbob1954 "larry silverstein said the fireman made that desision for
safety,,they said they did not,." This is what I want a statement for, please. NO
Securacom was not the physical presence of security. The NEW YORK PORT
AUTHORITY POLICE WERE/ARE STILL. Sharky2055 6 months ago doctorbob1954 6
months ago @Sharky2055 securacom was the WTC security team that silverstein hired
to oversee the elevator refitting when he bought the WTC,.they were there for over 3
months doctorbob1954 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @doctorbob1954 Show
me your source for that claim please. The New York Port Authority owns the land the
WTCs sit on. They owned the WTC Towers. Sharky2055 6 months ago HeatherHonkers
6 months ago I just love you Sharky you are always spot on! HeatherHonkers 6 months
ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @doctorbob1954 ht t p : // w w w. panynj. gov/about/
Sharky2055 6 months ago LifeRegenRevolution 6 months ago @doctorbob1954 check
out my Favs, 911 was definitely an inside Job LifeRegenRevolution 6 months ago
Conker864 6 months ago 2 @LifeRegenRevolution Yep your definitely retarded.
Conker864 6 months ago 2 Sharky2055 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @Conker864 LifeRegenRevolution is a mentally challenged
buffoon. Sharky2055 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago Just months before his
death from cancer at age 41, NYPD Sgt. Michael Ryan described the rushed and
incomplete search for WTC victims at Fresh Kills: "We drove our cars right up to the
landfill. We didn't know then, nobody knew, that they were dumping truckfuls of debris
from the World Trade Center. I was just handed a rake and told, "There's your pile, see
what you can find." He was handed a rake to look for human remains in a pile of twisted
steel? Doesn't this bother anyone? KevinMerck 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
@KevinMerck It was known they were doing the next day. Sharky2055 6 months ago
7898ritchie 6 months ago 2 y would they do that too new york. new york is allsome
7898ritchie 6 months ago 2 Semimentalman2 6 months ago oh my god Semimentalman2 6
months ago My Maroe 6 months ago show hide fuck new york love Al qaida MyMaroe 6
months ago micon29082908 6 months ago Comment removed micon29082908 6 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @MyMaroe: son of a bitch
fuck you and all your ancestors micon29082908 6 months ago lolfrompak 6 months ago
fuck usa, love taliban :) die american motherfuckers lolfrompak 6 months ago
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AldaaaSchwede 6 months ago 7:33 the men jumb from the world trade center :(
AldaaaSchwede 6 months ago Jorka20999 6 months ago im not shure Jorka20999 6
months ago mtlfinest123 6 months ago Look at 6:41 exactly.. You see two Bombs
blowing at the exact same time at the same level. This is something! Plus building colapse
at free fall speed. Completely impossible if it's not a controlled demolition. mtlfinest123
6 months ago Highway420Music 6 months ago Politics, money, war, death, religion,
freedom, 420, 9/11, 2012, Planet X, what? huh? Maybe it'll come together for you in my
new music video, maybe not. You tell me. The video will be my comment. To see it for
yourself, click on my user name or search youtube for "The Urban Legend of Planet X"
or "Highway420Music" Please leave a comment. Send it to your friends. HELP ME
MAKE THIS THING GO VIRAL! thanks thc Highway420Music 6 months ago
djlunacee 6 months ago @KevinMerck evidence? djlunacee 6 months ago djlunacee 6
months ago @umahuma4 the 911 commission report was not a scientific paper. djlunacee
6 months ago largonoobstick 6 months ago awesome! 5/5 largonoobstick 6 months ago
emilysmycat 6 months ago I really don't understand why someone would want to hijack a
plane and kill thousands of innocent people. All this bombing stuff is absolutly crazy.
The fact that it was SOO many people who did no harm to these monsters is the thing
that gets me. So many kids lost a parent and thousands lost friends/husbands/wives.
emilysmycat 6 months ago enisingaprizreni 6 months ago God Bless America and Fuck
those people who is taking advantage from This beautifull country GWBush and his
crew Included enisingaprizreni 6 months ago PeachYogurtFTW 6 months ago show hide
hilarious!! watch those people die xD PeachYogurtFTW 6 months ago rfoey 6 months
ago this was an inside job for sure rfoey 6 months ago marick626 6 months ago That not
ash, its dirt and stuff : P marick626 6 months ago thiagogracino 6 months ago Que
covardia fizeram com os americanos, e o Bush sabia que isso iria acontecer, e a perguta
fica em nossas mentes, porque ele não fez nada? Tudo para eliminar a população. Deus
seja com todos!!! thiagogracino 6 months ago TrutherD1 6 months ago Sharky2055 tracked 5513 posts on 99 videos | 24 hours: 67 | 48 hours: 150 | 72 hours: 215 | 1 week:
525 TrutherD1 6 months ago lolfrompak 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam i was so happy that day :) sad that not many american kids didnt
die on this attack lolfrompak 6 months ago lolfrompak 6 months ago show hide i was so
happy that day :) sad that not many american kids didnt die on this attack lolfrompak 6
months ago 0Blaire0 6 months ago dude..... this is not a joke... 0Blaire0 6 months ago
hermionegranger79 6 months ago 2 You know, these comments dissing America are
ridiculous. I mean, can you even imagine the trauma Americans went through, and are still
going through, because of this event? We know it was a terrorist attack, and that it was
by no means an accident. So y'all need to stop being so dang rude. It's not fair. STOP
IT!!!! Think about those who lost family and friends. It's not fair that they have to read
things from people like you. I said not one rude word and aimed this at no one person. get
a life. hermionegranger79 6 months ago 2 TellinITstraight1 6 months ago erm your profile
says you are 13 so please keep you uneducated comments to yourself... you are just
saying what the media has told you and THEY NEVER tell you the full story...you will
learn when you grow up... TellinITstraight1 6 months ago LifeRegenRevolution 6 months
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ago @TellinITstraight1 watch vids THEORY OF GHOSTPLANE 911 TABOO
LifeRegenRevolution 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @LifeRegenRevolution HI
Skullybutt! Sharky2055 6 months ago hermionegranger79 6 months ago
@TellinITstraight1 look, i KNOW how old I am, but I've got freedom of speech, and,
personally, I'm not too terrible pleased with 9/11. go ahead and live like you're
TOTALLY unaware of the damned world around you FUCK OFF hermionegranger79 6
months ago TellinITstraight1 6 months ago yes you are right to have freedom of
speech...or in your case its should be called freedom of UNEDUCATED speech... Even if
you are older than 13 it is clear that you have not studied for a degree in any scientific
based subject , so you opinion on this case are ABSOLUTELY IRRELEVANT, stop
poisoning like minded dumb Americans like yourself with your dribble.... There are some
people in this world trying to show you the way, but the government has made you think
they love you so you wont listen TellinITstraight1 6 months ago TellinITstraight1 6
months ago BTW you just go to prove my point because you had to resort to profanities
therefore showing you dont have the articulation to argue like and adult.... also you line of
'you're totally unaware' is a silly line considering im trying to show YOU exactly that.. i
think you confused yourself...lol ill leave you with this thought for the FUTURE..when
you grow old enough to understand please look up..... WHO OWNS THE FEDERAL
RESERVE!!!??? LOVE FROM ENGLAND :) TellinITstraight1 6 months ago
KevinMerck 6 months ago Any government, which fails to afford all its citizens, the
equal protection of its laws, loses its authority to govern, and becomes a "domestic
enemy". The victims of 9/11 are being denied the equal protection of our laws by not
investigating their murders. All murders need to be investigated to the full capabilities of
law enforcement for there to be any semblance of law and order. There is no good excuse
for not investigating 9/11 and we need to fully understand that. KevinMerck 6 months
ago F13rce187 6 months ago show hide If u think 9/11 was an inside job you must b the
stupidest fuckin piece of shit on earth and I hope you fuckin die in a fire and if u have
Kids I hope they die some painful death as well that way I could dig them up and shit on
them thanks F13rce187 6 months ago BigKevO117 6 months ago @F13rce187 Woah
man, calm down. BigKevO117 6 months ago cayc1 6 months ago Great video man, you
want to see a movie that will blow your mind type into youtube old world secrets the
omega project codes cayc1 6 months ago MICHIGANMAN103 6 months ago please
people no hate full things this is a video respecting all the live lost on this horrible day i
lived in iraq at the time and all the people around me were shocked and appauled when
they heard this and yea i now live in America. MICHIGANMAN103 6 months ago
MonkeyNinjaMan1 6 months ago this wasn't an inside job or demolition. why would we
kill hundreds of people for no reason like that? i mean, imagine being on the top floor.
you have to choose a fiery death, or jump out the window. MonkeyNinjaMan1 6 months
ago Lmao4Life2010 6 months ago @MonkeyNinjaMan1 We??? You and the Gov ain't
the same. If you know about NWO then u know this is an inside job. Your in the
MATRIX, Im not wake up. Lmao4Life2010 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
@Lmao4Life2010 Ther eise NOW all evil entity known as the NWO. Have you been
watching old James Bond #007 movies lately by chance? Sharky2055 6 months ago
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drjuancarlosvega2 6 months ago Yet you still can't grasp the difference between "your"
and "you're". drjuancarlosvega2 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago Did you know
that about 84% of Americans don't buy all or part of the official conspiracy theory?
(84% is considered "mainstream" for those who were never very good at the math) Some
36% understand that WTC 1, 2, & 7 were controlled demolition. Only 16% have
swallowed the official conspiracy theory, hook, line and sinker. (16% is not considered
"mainstream" for those "kooks" who believe the official hogwash and think of themselves
as mainstream) Like it or not, that's the real deal. KevinMerck 6 months ago
Lmao4Life2010 6 months ago @KevinMerck thats A LIE. DON'T POST FALSE
PERCENTAGES ON HERE. YOU A FOOL IF YOU THINK THE GOV CARES
ABOUT YOU. Lmao4Life2010 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @KevinMerck
Why do you keep usung false percentages ?? You've no idea how moronic that makes you
look, do you? As if you could possibly look anymore moronic than you already do....
Sharky2055 6 months ago ibananei 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam thank you for uploading this! i think 9/11 = INSIDEJOB and the fu#!ed
TERRORIST WHY CANT THE USA ONLY USE A LITTLE ATOMBOM AND ON
THE TERRORIST. ibananei 6 months ago pufycino 6 months ago Pearl Harbor, the
sinking of Lucitannia ann now the Tower "terrorist attack". hahahaaaa The same old
scenario played oer and over again. The USA neede a reason to invade Iraq and kill
Saddam; he had just ditched the dollar and had just switched from selling oil for dollars to
selling oil for euros. THAT WAS WORSE THAN A WAR AGAINST THE USA. So
urgent action was needed, the tower story was put into place. The same as with
Lucitannia and Pearl Harbor. The masses are too dumb to understand shit. pufycino 6
months ago shadowclan25 6 months ago Henf shut up u don't know what ur talking about
shadowclan25 6 months ago henf5671 6 months ago Comment removed henf5671 6
months ago Comment removed henf5671 6 months ago Comment removed
hollymatterson 6 months ago Illuminati...a secret society do exist. hollymatterson 6
months ago caferisque 6 months ago WTC buildings were controlled demolition jobs. And
there are so many innocent civillians who have been killed in Iraq. The war was a bad
mistake. caferisque 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @caferisque Yet there's
absolutely no evidence to support your claim. Sharky2055 6 months ago djlunacee 6
months ago @caferisque how can you be so sure? no controlled demolition expert in the
world agrees with you, none. so why should I believe you? djlunacee 6 months ago
ShineySugar27 6 months ago Why would people come to America and sin like this. It's
terrible! WWJD that's all I'm saying. I'm a big Christian and I know this was NOT part of
God's plan. ShineySugar27 6 months ago 9tiin 6 months ago @shiney.this is the work of
the devil in the backyard,not from some other place.research! 9tiin 6 months ago
Sharky2055 6 months ago @9tiin It's the work of al-Qaeda. Sharky2055 6 months ago
9tiin 6 months ago @sharky2055.use your head and do the math.you think exactly how
they want you to.the architects and engineers are investigating 9tiin 6 months ago
Sharky2055 6 months ago @9tiin What the hell are you rambling on about?? Sharky2055
6 months ago 9tiin 6 months ago it irritates me to see your ignorance 9tiin 6 months ago
Sharky2055 6 months ago @9tiin The ignorance is all yours. Your continued dismissmal
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of victims testimonies is your burden to carry. It's sad that you don't even care.
Sharky2055 6 months ago 9tiin 6 months ago @sharky.they see us as sheep,we mean
nothing to the controllers.wake up 9tiin 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @9tiin I
don't want to know about the voices in your head controlling you. They sure as hell don't
control ME. Sharky2055 6 months ago 9tiin 6 months ago @sharky.i feel sorry for ppl
like you.they have you by your skull,and you think they love you. 9tiin 6 months ago
Sharky2055 6 months ago @9tiin NO, they sure don't. This was no inside job. Remarks
like that, don't help you nor do they prove anything except that you're ignorant.
Sharky2055 6 months ago 9tiin 6 months ago @sharky2055.i am only 1 of thousands and
more who see something isn't right 9tiin 6 months ago djlunacee 6 months ago @9tiin I
really hope you are not putting your hopes on richard gage and company....that would be
sadder than the events of 911 themselves. engineers from MIT, Purdue University,and
the NIST have already investigated this and determined that a CD is wrong, want math?
try Bazant and Le, Dr. Frank Greening if you are insisting on thermite, how about NASA
engineer Ryan Mackey's whitepaper, how about the ASCE findings? So you do some
research and math, and you will find your claims bogus, and wrong. djlunacee 6 months
ago 9tiin 6 months ago @djlunacee.sure ill do that,and more 9tiin 6 months ago 9tiin 6
months ago @djlunacee.can you even begin to explain why bld#7 fell?don't tell me it was
fire.money is the answer. 9tiin 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @9tiin It was
fire. It was NOT money. Sharky2055 6 months ago 9tiin 6 months ago @sharky.the
firefighters,eye witnesses,and physics all point to the truth.are you............ 9tiin 6
months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @9tiin The truth is these attacks were no inside
job. There's evidence to support your claim. Sharky2055 6 months ago 9tiin 6 months
ago @sharky.the info is all over the place.every one tells about the explosions they
heard.hellow? 9tiin 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @9tiin Explosions do not
always equate to explosives being used. There's NO physical evidence of explosives
having been used on 9/11. NOONE spoke of them literally being there or that they were
the literally the cause for the collapse. Sharky2055 6 months ago 9tiin 6 months ago
@sharky.what will make you know the truth.blgd 7 wasn't hit by anything,but fell
perfectly.why? 9tiin 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @9tiin The area around
WTC 7 was evacuated. So the FDNY, NYPD, NYPA was around #7 keeping people out
of the area surrounding it. So you might as well accuse them of doing it even though
several FDNY chiefs conferred and were concerned it would collapse. When it did, there
was nothing neat about it as it fell across the street. I'll go with the FDNY's assessment of
WTC 7 that day, then a truthers. Sharky2055 6 months ago 9tiin 6 months ago
@sharky2055.you cant understand what happened to #7,you are puzzled too,admit it!
9tiin 6 months ago TellinITstraight1 6 months ago ITS ok Sharky, i see you are 43
therefore too far gone past the stage where you might be able to question the government
you are already a SHEEP I doubt you have studied a scientific degree to even make an
educated comment on the collapse so your opinions are therefore IRRELEVANT. Let me
try to say something that might make you think... PLEASE LOOK up..... WHO OWNS
THE FEDERAL RESERVE!!?? do you think that England would let you have TOTAL
independence after ruling most the WORLD? TellinITstraight1 6 months ago Sharky2055
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6 months ago @TellinITstraight1 What the hell are you prattling on about now? I don't
offer opinions about the collapse. I offer facts from well educated people from MIT for
instance. Sharky2055 6 months ago TellinITstraight1 6 months ago oh and one more thing
forget the explosion for a second, its clear you want to see one go off in front of your face
before you believe what witnesses heard... But ask yourself why wont your BELOVED
government (lol) release pictures of the pentagon plane? Oh but the plane vaporised
right? all that titanium, aluminium and steel? But they were still able to identify some
bodies as they claimed, oh yeh that ties together nicely Human bones are more resilient
that earth METALS Grow a brain cell TellinITstraight1 6 months ago Sharky2055 6
months ago @TellinITstraight1 NO, it's not infront of our faces. That's your
misperception, not mine. MY beloved govt? I don't love my government. One doesn't
have to in order to nor and tell the truth about 9/11, which is that al-Qaeda did dit.
Footage of the 757 at the Pentagon has been released. Who told you the plane vaporized?
There are photos of wreckage, and bodies. There's evidence of an inside job. You'd know
that if you paid attention to the evidence leading to proof. Sharky2055 6 months ago 9tiin
6 months ago @sharky.you must be crazy,deaf,dumb,and blind.lady 9tiin 6 months ago
Sharky2055 6 months ago @9tiin Typical truther, you make an insipid claim, offer no
support. Instead of showing, support you hurl insults. Sharky2055 6 months ago
bitemypillow 6 months ago they are running away! no shit! bitemypillow 6 months ago
KevinMerck 6 months ago There are people who find it extremely hard to accept that
WTC 1, 2, & 7 were brought down by controlled demolition, but the fact remains that
they were. There are also people who refuse to accept that they're an alcoholic, addicted
to drugs, hooked on gambling, or that their spouse is having an affair, even when it's
painfully obvious to others - it's called being in DENIAL. It's a form of insanity Any
sane folks reading this should check out A&E911truth to get the facts. KevinMerck 6
months ago StarbucksJr 6 months ago This attack was stupid and foolish. I wish this day
never came... StarbucksJr 6 months ago Niinc33 6 months ago omg it´s horrible :((
Niinc33 6 months ago DemFlykids 6 months ago omg man like str8 dropzz messsed up
we luv you guyz DemFlykids 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago show hide Care
about the 3000 murder victims and the over 5000 troops who needlessly died? Care about
the countless others who've needlessly paid with their lives? Then support a legitimate
investigation, which is something even the 9/11 Commission admits never happened. If
you don't support a real investigation, it should have been - YOU - in the towers, because
I'm sure the victims would've wanted to know who murdered you. KevinMerck 6 months
ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @KevinMerck How was it needless when Iraqis now have
freedom and democracy? Before march 2003, they couldn't openly criticize their govt.
They'd get tossed in prison then beaten for days. The atrocities that went on un
Hussein's rule were horrific. Iraqis agree. Their past election amidst bomb attacks there
was a 62% turnout. A legitimate investigation DID happen. We do KNOW who
murdered those victims, al-Qaeda. Sharky2055 6 months ago TheGreatRaper1 6 months
ago @Sharky2055 You know that's not the reason for the invasion....Why don't U.S. just
invade e.g. North Korea for the same reasons as you just mentioned... TheGreatRaper1 6
months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @TheGreatRaper1 The reason doesn't natter
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anymore because it's not going to be pursued by the present administration. It's not going
to change anything now. Also, Iraq is now a beacon of democracy instead a country filled
with oppression, terror and nothing in the way of freedom. There's no more homicidal
megalomaniac that wants to take over his neighboring countries and TRIES despite of
how miserably his military is equipped. The Iraqis don't seem to mind he's gone.
Sharky2055 6 months ago Idolcruisefix 6 months ago @Sharky2055 ok, and now, who
put Hussein in power in the first place? Idolcruisefix 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months
ago @Idolcruisefix HUswsein rose to power on his own through the Bathe party.
Sharky2055 6 months ago Idolcruisefix 6 months ago @Sharky2055 you think the world
is just some peitri dish that has little organization and beings and collonies just do what
they do with little grand plan other then their own survival and their immediate goals,
well your wrong, the baath party is another front like the tea party turned into/it's
all'good to the people of the middle east at first and then the U.S. sells your crazy powerleader (funny how so many are loons) chemical weapons and he starts gassing everyone.
hmm history does repeat Idolcruisefix 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
@Idolcruisefix Oh please, pull your head from your ass. Sharky2055 6 months ago
Idolcruisefix 6 months ago @Sharky2055 don't you see a little too much repitition that
includes mega-deaths into the millions to call it just the natural order of things, this shit,
these tons of wars, it's orchastrated, it's all power moves, moving on you and me and all
human activity and freedom. Idolcruisefix 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
@Idolcruisefix You've been listening to that fruad, that nutjob, Alex Jones way too long.
It's obvious your critical thinking skills are shot. Pull your head out and you might stand
a chance at recovering and beign able to percieve the reality around you. Sharky2055 6
months ago Idolcruisefix 6 months ago @Sharky2055, so you think the fight and genocide
in america had nothing to do with a few european families trying to set up global empire?
Idolcruisefix 6 months ago Idolcruisefix 6 months ago @Sharky2055 @Sharky2055, do
you know how much land is owned by a church that allows trusted men to rape children
continuously without repremanding them in any way????????????????????? Idolcruisefix
6 months ago Idolcruisefix 6 months ago @Idolcruisefix answer: most of it Idolcruisefix 6
months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @Idolcruisefix Advice: PULL YOUR HEAD
OUT, NOW. Sharky2055 6 months ago Idolcruisefix 6 months ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam @Sharky2055 so you think the fight and genocide in
america had nothing to do with a few european families trying to set up global empire?
well if that's what you think, then i respect your completely daft outlook on history.
Idolcruisefix 6 months ago TheTubeTater 6 months ago @Sharky2055 you know the
truthers teabaggers etc etc TheTubeTater 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
@TheTubeTater Birthers, truthers, teabaggers and holocaust deniers all have something in
common: Intense, hate, anger, and denial. Sharky2055 6 months ago Lmao4Life2010 6
months ago @Sharky2055 Yor answer is STUPID SON. 007 Movie are you serious?? oo
I SEE U AINT FROM NY SO YOU DONT CARE. I ran from the clouds and smoke and
there is still no DECENT INVESTIGATION TILL THIS DAY. Did you see the video
about the firemen that spoke out for the first time about america cleaning up the
evidence?? CLOSE YA BLIND MOUTH YOU SHEEP. Lmao4Life2010 6 months ago
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Sharky2055 6 months ago Lmao4Life NO. Stupid is assuming, I'm a "Son". Just because
I'm not from New York doesn't mean I don't care. Quite the contrary. There has been
DECENT investigations. There's been a trial proving al-Qaeda did this. Cleaning up
evidence? Plenty of evidence was taken. Plenty of evidence exists. It's truthers that are
sheep that parrot claims aimlessly& senselessly to each other without ?'ing them. All
truthers asininely spit out ?'s they already have the answers, even though they're the
wrong. Sharky2055 6 months ago AngusYoung219 6 months ago okay THATS a bit
harsh O.O NO one deserved to be in those towers AngusYoung219 6 months ago
Sharky2055 6 months ago @umahuma4 "inaccursies" With what?? Please explain how
exposing the Bush administrations's false linking of al-Qaeda to Saddamm Hussein a huge
flop? Sharky2055 6 months ago doctorbob1954 6 months ago the film was edited,.the
plane came from the right.,,.she said it was a military plane,.so it should have been on film
if SHE saw it doctorbob1954 6 months ago unpredictable420 6 months ago
@doctorbob1954 Word. Horrible editing. unpredictable420 6 months ago spyknife 6
months ago Anyone reckon 9/11 was done by Mossad agents ? This would result in
promoting a US cold war against Islamic nations ?! spyknife 6 months ago Heldin33 6
months ago thanks for that video. RESPECT! It ook my breath away.... 9 years later! I'm
from Europe Heldin33 6 months ago umahuma4 6 months ago Logic is not needed here,!
logic is not needed here! umahuma4 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @umahuma4
Apparently it's not needed for 9/11 truthers, birthers, Holocause deniers,
Tea(Party)baggers etc.... Sharky2055 6 months ago TheTubeTater 6 months ago @
sharky lol crying shame isn't it? TheTubeTater 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
@TheTubeTater What's a crying shame? Sharky2055 6 months ago ItBrandonSilver 6
months ago America did this, therefore making America the WORST country in the
world. ItBrandonSilver 6 months ago donnadoo4 6 months ago you really need to know
what you're talking about before you comment... America didnt bomb themselves.. thats
the stupidest thing ive ever heard. donnadoo4 6 months ago TheKiks62567 6 months ago
you are an idiot if it wasn't for America you might be a slave are dead people like you
make me sick itbradonsilver you are an idiot TheKiks62567 6 months ago
ItBrandonSilver 6 months ago America is the WORST country in the world. GET OVER
IT. ItBrandonSilver 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @ItBrandonSilver Then
why do people seek refuge here? Why do people come vacation here from around the
world in the thousands every year? Why do thousands risk their lives every year to come
work and live in America? Sharky2055 6 months ago Prev 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 Next
Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright
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Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as
a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different
playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to:
Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My
Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September
11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond
to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all
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All Comments (47,036) spyknife 6 months ago Anyone reckon 9/11 was done by
Mossad agents ? This would result in promoting a US cold war against Islamic nations ?!
spyknife 6 months ago Heldin33 6 months ago thanks for that video. RESPECT! It ook
my breath away.... 9 years later! I'm from Europe Heldin33 6 months ago umahuma4 6
months ago the childrens song in the background made it all the more erie. umahuma4 6
months ago TheChrisGUZ 6 months ago Oh my TheChrisGUZ 6 months ago
doctorbob1954 6 months ago why was the hit of the second plane cut out ?
doctorbob1954 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @doctorbob1954 Ask the
person that uploaded it. Sharky2055 6 months ago doctorbob1954 6 months ago
@Sharky2055 i think i will try to ask,.ty i can only imagine how the people filming this
felt,.living so close.,the dust cloud coming at them,.quick thinking,shutting off A/C and
making sure windows closed,., doctorbob1954 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago 2
@doctorbob1954 That must've been a horrific day to live there. Not only was that dust
from drywall/sheetrock which is horrible to off stuff, but there were particles of plastic,
steel, people and who knows what else in it. But also, terrorists were attacking us with
our own planes. Even though the planes were all grounded, no one knew what would
come next. That was a terrifying day there, and around the nation. But that's why it's
called terrorism. Never forget........RIP Sharky2055 6 months ago 2 umahuma4 6 months
ago because the south building was behind the north building, or by seversa umahuma4 6
months ago 9tiin 6 months ago it was a military plane,she said! hmmm 9tiin 6 months ago
olliefoo 6 months ago show hide LOL 9/11 WAS So FUNNY! ALL THOSE STUPID
WORTHLESS PEOPLE DIED, IT WAS EXTREMELY FUNNY WHEN PEOPLE
ACTUALLY JUMPED OFF. THEY SHOULD HAVE JUST BURNED TO HELL
LIKE THEY DESERVED. HAHAHAHa 9/11 IS DEFINITELY MY FAVORITE
HOLIDAY. olliefoo 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago LADES AND
GENTLEMEN, There's enough hatred in this world without comments like these being
left in view. Please make a concerted effort to remove this needless senseless hatred.
Please, for the people that perished horribly this day, REPORT THIS AS
HATESPEECH. Sharky2055 6 months ago sigtgu 6 months ago show hide Google
'ISRAEL DID 9/11' for all the proof you need. sigtgu 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months
ago @sigtgu It doesn't matter how many times you spam this on 9/11 videos. It doesn't
make it factual by doing that. There's no evidence to support it. Sharky2055 6 months
ago KevinMerck 6 months ago 9/11 is the issue that separates men and women who have
the courage to honestly look at the evidence and reach an unbiased conclusion based on
the laws of physics ... And the little boys and girls who believe whatever they're told by
their government officials and media, both of which have been bought and paid for many
times over. The events of 911 give new meaning to the immortal words ... "These are the
times that try men's souls." KevinMerck 6 months ago StarbucksJr 6 months ago i was 3
when this happend and i still remember what i was doing. i was in my living room, my
mom and my dad were at work, i was with my grandmother. we were watching a t.v
show when it interupted by saying there was a terrorist attack on the world trade centers
in america. then it started showing people on the phone from inside the building. I will
never forget that moment..... StarbucksJr 6 months ago SemblanteRojo 6 months ago
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Karma? SemblanteRojo 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @SemblanteRojo NO,
it's TERRORISM. Sharky2055 6 months ago SemblanteRojo 6 months ago Comment
removed senatorskywalker2100 6 months ago i read a story that when the towers were
being built a guy put a tight rope between the two buildings and he did a balancing act
from one building to the other senatorskywalker2100 6 months ago Stassen010 6 months
ago show hide Hi to everyone. I strongly suggest that everyone watch 911thology that
could be found here on Youtube. Do it now, before it is removed by the authorities !!!
This is the most awful 9/11 revelation I have ever seen !!! Stassen010 6 months ago
umahuma4 6 months ago everything is terrible, give us all your money before it is to late.
umahuma4 6 months ago Origin305 6 months ago 24 Wherefore, the Lord commandeth
you, when ye shall see these things come among you that ye shall awake to a sense of
your awful situation, because of this secret combination which shall be among you; or wo
be unto it, because of the blood of them who have been slain; for they cry from the dust
for vengeance upon it, and also upon those who built it up. Origin305 6 months ago
Intheflesh44 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I think
we're being lied to everyday. There is enough evidence to prove it was a setup. NORAD
mysteriously failed four times in one morning when it has always been 100% accurate in
tests, men in white coats were seen mysteriously doing "repairs" in the towers in the
weeks leading up to the event, building 7 collapsed in a signature demolition fashion when
there were fires on only two floors and no steel building has ever collapsed from a
structure fire, the towers beams were cut diagonally... Intheflesh44 6 months ago
natlkarom 6 months ago holy shit. ohmygood god. natlkarom 6 months ago
321headshotable 6 months ago whats up with the music 321headshotable 6 months ago
KevinMerck 6 months ago Sometimes you have to risk everything you own, maybe even
your life, in order to keep it. This is one of those times. Your soul is on trial here. Don't
let future generations suffer for your cowardice. The very least we all should - and can do
- is stop giving these criminals our money in the form of income tax and it also happens
to be perfectly legal. (See "Freedom to Fascism") If 9/11 isn't a good enough reason to
stop giving them your money then what will it take? KevinMerck 6 months ago
Origin305 6 months ago @KevinMerck I dont know what can be done now. We given
them too much power already. I bet you anything our 2nd amendment is going to go
soon. This is disgusting., just disgusting. True Americans would fight up and take back
their country. People need to wake up and stop beleiving the government. That is one big
mistake the founding fathers always warned us about. They are winning. Origin305 6
months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago @Origin305 Maybe the more appropriate
question is - What is each of us doing to help bring this extremely important issue to
light? There's no other issue more important than 9/11 It will take a concerted effort on
the part of everyone who has questions to make this happen. We need to demand a
legitimate investigation aimed at apprehending the real perpetrators There is no question
that this was in fact controlled demolition. Each of us has to care enough about our future
to take action KevinMerck 6 months ago Origin305 6 months ago @KevinMerck yeah
but devided we are nothing. There needs to be a good unification of the people who want
to know the truth. Not small groups going around ground zero making a fool of
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themselves. We need harcore proof. Post this proof on FACEBOOK. Dont be afraid of
peoples opinions. The majority will back up hardcore evidence. Going around on protests
has yet to accomplish anything. In the old days for the brace men, this would be a call for
arms from a militia. Origin305 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @KevinMerck
You're not helping at all by making asinine assertions while also dismissing victims
testimonies as they're both trash. The real perps are dead, in prison, about to be put on
trial and still on the run. They're al-Qaeda, NOT our governmentt. Sharky2055 6 months
ago 9tiin 6 months ago @sharky2055what,are you that damn dumb or what?people,wake
the fuck up! 9tiin 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @9tiin No, I'm certainly NOT
dumb. It's YOU that needs to wake up. Sharky2055 6 months ago umahuma4 6 months
ago Logic is not needed here,! logic is not needed here! umahuma4 6 months ago
umahuma4 6 months ago I agree that the 9/11 Commision Report was a huge flop filled
with scientific inaccursies. A legitimate investiagation does need to be conducted with all
angles shown and the scietific evidense not ignored umahuma4 6 months ago bigpak420 6
months ago i was in high school..15 sitting in my 3rd period art class and one of the kids
in my class was training to become a VF and had a walkie talkie and listened as the towers
went down, i knew a fire fighter that died that day and my father worked very close to
the towers...RIP bigpak420 6 months ago dafsr2 6 months ago its not rocket science 2
know the truth because 1/4 of all americans are stupid thinking bush did this!!!!!!!!!when
its obvious terriost did it duh! dafsr2 6 months ago dafsr2 6 months ago its not rocket
science 2 know the truth because 1/4 of all americans are stupid thinking bush did
this!!!!!!!!!when its obviou terriost did u assholes! dafsr2 6 months ago dafsr2 6 months
ago listen u guys terriost did it and u know 1/4 of the americans are retarded because they
believe that bush did this when terriost did!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! dafsr2 6 months ago
PersianPaladin 6 months ago Go to google and type "the facts speak for themselves" and
then click "I'm feeling lucky". The article that you will see is rather interesting, and is full
of sources from the mainstream media. PersianPaladin 6 months ago PinkyG16 6 months
ago Bush knew the whole time . PinkyG16 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
@PinkyG16 NO, Osama bin Laden knew. Sharky2055 6 months ago kestral12345 6
months ago I have some thing to say about 9/11 ;o did you know it never happened, it
was a lie. As well as the holocaust that was a lie to. kestral12345 6 months ago
SOADLOST 6 months ago @kestral12345 FUCK OFF YOU LITTLE DOUCHBAG!
say 1 more fucking thing like that and you will get fucked up SOADLOST 6 months ago
HonorableMinisterRay 6 months ago @SOADLOST 911 happened because of America's
sins! HonorableMinisterRay 6 months ago studbudder 6 months ago @Sharky2055 and
@kestral12345 Maybe if this juvie little SCLdotCC braintrust you guys got going on
didn't QUACK so much like a duck (sockpuppet clinic), then maybe you two could post
up ALL the troll accounts each of you has. Sharky attempts his usual decoy trick of
calling the kettle black using Kestral12345. This is supposed to cammoflage AntiTruthers like Sharky who've trolled 9/11 vids for ovr 4yrs. Other Kestral's include:
123456, 1234, 123, 12, 1, and just plain kestral. studbudder 6 months ago Sharky2055 6
months ago @studbutt Take your fruitcake show on down the road, delusional fool.
Sharky2055 6 months ago kestral12345 6 months ago Haha your abit weird :P. Your
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saying and what i assume to be insults are abit strange. kestral12345 6 months ago
Sharky2055 6 months ago @kestral12345 No, I'm not weird at all. 9/11 truthers are renown for making multiple userids and not telling people it's them in another username.
Now if you don't have anything to dicuss about 9/11, I'll move along. Sharky2055 6
months ago Gabor930 6 months ago what's that thing at 11:51 on the right side.A little
small white something Gabor930 6 months ago raygos17 6 months ago plane? helicopter?
raygos17 6 months ago Gabor930 6 months ago @raygos17 Yes but it's vanished :o
Gabor930 6 months ago NoGripRacingGTR2 6 months ago I like muslims, they're nice
people. NoGripRacingGTR2 6 months ago bomber2491 6 months ago "Get planes and
drop water on it because it is so high" ?????? What was she thinking?? bomber2491 6
months ago Heike0815 6 months ago geht ganz schön unter die Haut, v.a. die entsetzten
Live-Kommentare und die langsame Staubwolke. Ich weiß noch, wie es im TV kam
damals... Heike0815 6 months ago xYASSiiNEx 6 months ago Shockin' =| xYASSiiNEx 6
months ago alexey641 6 months ago чурки суки alexey641 6 months ago roses00000 6
months ago that's how the new movie ended...the movie's called remember me.... so sad!!
T_T roses00000 6 months ago SuperRAWRify 6 months ago :O
NOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!! i left my half empty water bottle in there!!! R.I.P.water bottle
)': SuperRAWRify 6 months ago cayc1 6 months ago Great video man, if you want to see
a movie that will blow your mind type into youtube old world secrets the omega project
codes cayc1 6 months ago pandadust1 6 months ago it is all the government this
governments stupid me and my buddies are going to expose the truth and some of my
buddies are very very famouse. pandadust1 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago At
least 84% of the American people don't buy the official conspiracy theory. Some 35%
understand that WTC 1, 2, & 7 were brought down by controlled demolition. Only 16%
have swallowed the official conspiracy theory, hook, line and sinker. Mainstream folks
are very open to the fact that the government is lying to us about 9/11. Only a small
percentage of misinformed "kooks" are completely sold on the official lies. That's the
truth and most people know it. KevinMerck 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
@KevinMerck That 84% is bullshit and you KNOW it or you're a MORON. You'd have
to know what 100%, every single American says about it to get that 84% or 16%. Only a
kook would believe otherwise or spew it as you did, to others. Sharky2055 6 months ago
creepindeath420 6 months ago My first Son was three month's old when this went down.
Thank you for reminding me why my friends are there today. Support Our Troops!
Whether you agree with the war or not, Our solders need your support! They
volunteered to serve and protect our country, our way of life, and our constitution. They
deserve all the respect in the world! creepindeath420 6 months ago xXHelloKristinaXx 6
months ago What happened was that a commercial plane got high jacked and hit the South
tower from the 80th floor or something so every below would of gotten but everyone else
that was on top would of gone up the stair wells all the way to the top waiting for help.
Then another commercial plane crashed into the North Tower and hit the 70th floor or
near that and they did the same thing. There was a book called "We All Fall Down" and it
talks about it. xXHelloKristinaXx 6 months ago Ollie5400 6 months ago September 11,
2001. god bless all those lost, and thank god for those who stood up on flight 93.
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Ollie5400 6 months ago jonathan24421 6 months ago watching that vid maid me feel like i
was there.....and im only 13 this happend wen i was like 4 so i didnt no what was
happening jonathan24421 6 months ago sonbobpants66 6 months ago I'm 13 too. I live in
New York. But I dont remember it.... sonbobpants66 6 months ago ThiBlackSmoke 6
months ago lol ThiBlackSmoke 6 months ago sonbobpants66 6 months ago
@ThiBlackSmoke Hows that funny? sonbobpants66 6 months ago kestral12345 6
months ago show hide This made me laugh. kestral12345 6 months ago Sharky2055 6
months ago @kestral12345 Why did it make you laugh? Sharky2055 6 months ago
kestral12345 6 months ago I never admitted to it, and by the way you try and force a
appearance on some one such as you are to me, shows your quite idiotic and most likely
a American patriot. kestral12345 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @kestral12345
I didn't force anyone to do anything, little sockpuppet. Sharky2055 6 months ago
SyKo8861 6 months ago @kestral12345 ur a little fag that is lucky they didnt lose
anyone if i fuckin saw u nd u made fun of this shit i swear 2 god i would fuck up ur
world. SyKo8861 6 months ago wswbalvis 6 months ago Fuck al Qaeda i wish i could kill
him wswbalvis 6 months ago ebtricks 6 months ago Al Qaeda isn't an individual, kid. It's
a terrorist organization consisting of thousands of people. Do some research. ebtricks 6
months ago Airsoftman67 6 months ago osama bin laden promised more attacks on
america on a live messange a couple months ago. Airsoftman67 6 months ago pampalule 6
months ago FUCKING INSIDE JOB !!! pampalule 6 months ago MrHebeejebies 6
months ago 1/4 of americans are retarted, canonjac is in that 1/4 MrHebeejebies 6 months
ago KevinMerck 6 months ago There are some people who find it extremely hard to
understand that WTC 1, 2, & 7 were destroyed by controlled demolition, but the fact
remains that they were. There are also some people who cant believe they're an alcoholic,
addicted to drugs, or hooked on gambling, or that their wife is having an affair, it's called
DENIAL. It's a form of insanity Any sane folks reading this should check out
A&E911truth to get the facts. KevinMerck 6 months ago musicaykay 6 months ago This
video gets 5 stars for comedy value musicaykay 6 months ago MrDestop 6 months ago er
henf5671. using vulgarities to describe the forces and damages or wadever doesnt show
how mch u care for this matter dude. it doesnt make u look good either by shooting ur
mouth off liddat MrDestop 6 months ago henf5671 6 months ago Comment removed
henf5671 6 months ago Comment removed dragoonboy0 6 months ago 4 God bless the
people who survived 9/11 and RIP to those who died. dragoonboy0 6 months ago 4
henf5671 6 months ago Comment removed henf5671 6 months ago after the steel buckles
what the fuck do you expect? it's going to weaken the structure more and more and
eventually that area holding the upper floors isn't going to stand that weight any more so
it's going to fucking collapse. when it fucking collapses the force due to the upper floors
slamming down into the lower floors will send a big ass fucking shock wave down
through the building turning the building into mush which makes it look like the damn
building is being collapsed all at once. henf5671 6 months ago henf5671 6 months ago
Comment removed henf5671 6 months ago look at timothy mcveigh's case for example.
even if he managed to get away. he'd still get caught. his footprints would trail behind him
without him realizing it. it's just a matter of time for you to be caught. 7 years maximum.
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these "inside job people" would be caught by now if it truly was an inside job. henf5671
6 months ago henf5671 6 months ago Comment removed henf5671 6 months ago
Comment removed KevinMerck 6 months ago 3 Care about the 3000 murder victims and
the over 5000 troops who needlessly died? Care about the countless others whove
needlessly paid with their lives? Then support a legitimate investigation, which is
something even the 9/11 Commission admits never happened. If you don't support a real
investigation, it should have been - YOU - in the towers, because I'm sure the victims
would've wanted to know who murdered you. KevinMerck 6 months ago 3 peterson553
6 months ago 2 There can be no denying that an investigation should occur. We spent
more money investigating a blow job than we did 9/11. Disgusting. peterson553 6 months
ago 2 Idolcruisefix 6 months ago 5 bottom line is, if you don't think control freaks are in
control of most stuff in the world then you are dumb and should read.... if the
"government" had anything to do with this they are not the government they are
criminals, just like "catholic priests" don't rape children, psychos do, they whould be liars
acting like priests. They can't be catholic priests, they are crazy people who should be
made into chaingangs or death rows. Idolcruisefix 6 months ago 5 whatsthelimitsssss 6
months ago If you want to see what it is all about what they are planning and who is
behind it type into youtube old world secrets the omega project codes whatsthelimitsssss
6 months ago gaditanorota 6 months ago que fuerte gaditanorota 6 months ago
californiaskyhawk 6 months ago What a touching video, to allow us to be inside your
home and share this most horrific event with all of youtube. We need to always remember
this day. Your video was simply pure information. Both on the events of the day and
how it impacted yourselfs. Thank you for being brave enough to post this incredible
footage. I wish this had never happened, but since it did, we should keep it fresh in our
minds and hearts. My most sincere thanks and gratitude. God Bless America
californiaskyhawk 6 months ago inkorrekt2010 6 months ago hahaha inkorrekt2010 6
months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @inkorrekt2010 There's nothing funny about this.
Would it be funny if your mother had been in that plane or tower? Sharky2055 6 months
ago kestral12345 6 months ago I'am not the person your replying to, but that would make
my day. kestral12345 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @kestral12345 Why is
that, little sockpuppet? Sharky2055 6 months ago kestral12345 6 months ago Sock
puppet xD? kestral12345 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @kestral12345
@kestral12345 How many little sock puppets do you have? Do you use your huge
variety of Userids to make up for certain physical inadequacies? Sharky2055 6 months
ago kestral12345 6 months ago Haha, i would love to know what makes you think like
that, it must be quite a mentally or emotionally damaged brain you have there.
kestral12345 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @kestral12345 You're the one
using little sockpuppets, not I. My brain's just fine, thanks! Sharky2055 6 months ago
KevinMerck 6 months ago If you care about the victims AT ALL you need to actively
support a real investigation, (which is something even the 9/11 Commission admits never
happened) or else your words of consolation to the victims are hollow and meaningless.
The truth is you don't care and you've already forgotten. KevinMerck 6 months ago
Yisalamiri 6 months ago Guyz lemme tell you something... you shouldnt Blame the
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islam.... in Kur'an there is nothing, that sais about killing.... really!!!! this were this special
guyz that tell this holy shit and i think itz Prejudicing against all Muslims to blame them
because of this terrorists Yisalamiri 6 months ago Highway420Music 6 months ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Politics, money, war, death, religion,
freedom, 420, 9/11, 2012, Planet X, what? huh? Maybe it'll come together for you in my
new music video, maybe not. You tell me. The video will be my comment. To see it for
yourself, click on my user name or search youtube for "The Urban Legend of Planet X"
or "Highway420Music" Please leave a comment. Send it to your friends. HELP ME
MAKE THIS THING GO VIRAL! thanks thc Highway420Music 6 months ago
ained1988 6 months ago 12.16/17.... It was a military plane....???? ained1988 6 months
ago 911thology 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I
suggest you searching Youtube for '911thology' and watch all parts of the video. There is
an exact explanation in them of what actually happened with the WTC along with
explanation of why it happened. 911thology 6 months ago GKandPebbles 6 months ago
'They are going to have to get planes to drop water on it' the lady says. ON WHAT? The
smoke???? And if she says Oh My God one more time I am going to jump out a building
myself. You have a very good camera by the way. Honestly this is truly tragic and
nobody should forget this day. Rest in Peace all the people who perished on this horrific
day. GKandPebbles 6 months ago joeiblome1 6 months ago If you were her on that day
you would be saying oh my god too. This is one of the most tragic days that the United
States has EVER seen. joeiblome1 6 months ago Porslain 6 months ago Thank you, for
putting this up. Watching this on a random day during the year, and it touches me in a
unique way to hear someone crying at the smoke engulfing everything when the building
collapsed, to hear you breathing behind the camera, and to hear the child's song in the
background. A painfully ordinary family, sharing such a personal experience. Again,
thank you. America will never forget September 11, 2001. Porslain 6 months ago
rocksoliddude1 6 months ago president bush's finest moment rocksoliddude1 6 months
ago musicluver85 6 months ago Omg....this...is....crazy.... musicluver85 6 months ago
KevinMerck 6 months ago The criminals at NIST now admit free-fall, (after being
exposed as liars by a high school physics teacher) even if official conspiracy theory
fanatics won't. Controlled demolition is an absolute certainty. There is no serious debate
on the issue. A&Efor911truth has all the facts. KevinMerck 6 months ago StarRangerfan1
6 months ago my school (bmcc) is around there. though I was in 7th grade when this
happened and i was far away from it. StarRangerfan1 6 months ago hotmailguy1 6
months ago it was a inside job I mean how can such a strong structure come down so
quickly and with such cordination its just like CONTROLLED demolittions.
hotmailguy1 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @hotmailguy1 NO, it was NO inside job. This is how: ht tp : // w
w w. tms. org/pubs/journals/JOM/0112/Eag-ar/Eagar-0112. ht ml ht tp : // 911-engineers.
blogspot. com/2007/04/inferno-at-world-t-rade-center-towers-by. ht ml Sharky2055 6
months ago gusmx6 6 months ago I agree that they fell in 15 sec. and 22 but still a little
too quickly for them to fall like that. It they say the buildings collapsed in pancake fasion
it would of taken more that 22 secs. What about the witnesses inside the buildings. They
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heard and were part of some explosions. Plus what about building 7, that was obviously
demolished, the owner even said they decided to pull it. gusmx6 6 months ago
DuncanL7979 6 months ago check out this sick freestyle watch?v=NuD7iEn6y84
DuncanL7979 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago The towers at free-fall in a
vacuum = 9.2 seconds. The towers fell in 10 to 12 seconds respectively according to
seismographic data. However, video analysis of the collapse indicates it may have taken
12 to 15 seconds respectively. NIST has already admitted partial free-fall of WTC 7.
(Except for a small portion of the penthouse that collapsed 4 to 5 seconds before global
collapse which took 7 seconds) 22 seconds exists only in the minds of official conspiracy
theory fanatics. KevinMerck 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @KevinMerck
There was no freefall. Seismographic evidence says there were NO detonations. Why do
you keep spewing inaccurate information? Sharky2055 6 months ago MightyWizard1970
6 months ago What a fake movie, at min 19.41 when the tower starts to fall the imagens
are fake , even a cut on the movie lol MightyWizard1970 6 months ago EmoMoodSwings
6 months ago @MightyWizard1970 -_- EmoMoodSwings 6 months ago Sharky2055 6
months ago @MightyWizard1970 There was nothing fake about 9/11. Sharky2055 6
months ago Goudvisjee 6 months ago Sooo awefull! It must be really hard to see that
happen with your own eyes. I'm not an American (I'm from the Netherlands), but It
really touched me. It happened on my birthday.. and out of respect, I don't celebrate it on
that day anymore. It's just so sad.. Goudvisjee 6 months ago liquidsnakexxxxxx 6 months
ago SHE EDIT OUT THE GOOD PARTS!! FLAGGED LOL.They wont do nothing
but im stimm flagging!! Why this dumb cunt edit the video??!! LOL liquidsnakexxxxxx 6
months ago edwardpham1 6 months ago i remember when my dad was in there. he was a
fire men. his body was never found edwardpham1 6 months ago edwardpham1 6 months
ago Comment removed KevinMerck 6 months ago Every single American solider who
died in this war has died in vein and countless innocent people have been murdered for no
good reason. This is the inescapable conclusion that must be reached in face of the fact
that the WTC complex was demolished by controlled demolition. The only way to attain
justice for everyone concerned is to bring the real perpetrators to justice. KevinMerck 6
months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @KevinMerck It wasn't in vain. 62% of Iraqis
turned out to vote even braving bomb attacks by those seeking to take their newfound
democracy and freedoms away from them. Meanwhile Americans give a pathetic 42%
turnout in 1 of the highest turnouts in many years. There was NO inside job. Al-Qaeda
did it. There's no evidence to support any of the inside job claims. Sharky2055 6 months
ago afshin021 6 months ago @Sharky2055 cheyney is thar u behind the pc there? coz ur
talking enough shit to fertilize a feild,thoasands died so cheyney and the rest of the oil
companies could line there pockets afshin021 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
@afshin021 Cheney's out hunting. Hopefully, he won't shoot anyone this time. What
shit? USA oil companies were just turned DOWN for oil fields in Iraq. They went to
Russia. Sharky2055 6 months ago pmutskcirtap 6 months ago 2 I remember sitting in my
classroom, I was in fifth grade when this happened. Everyone was singing happy
birthday to me, I couldn't have been a happier kid. All of a sudden, the principal gets on
the intercom and shares what had happened. My whole world crashed around me. I know
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I was young, but I was old enough to know just how tragic it all was. For all who lost
their lives by just going to work that morning, may you rest in peace. pmutskcirtap 6
months ago 2 KevinMerck 6 months ago In a perfect world, the cowards who defend the
official lies would have died in the towers. Instead, innocent people died. They were
victims who would have certainly wanted to know the truth. They would have wanted a
legitimate investigation. Only the lowest of the low would claim that we honor the dead
by not investigating how they were murdered. Only the most despicable cowards and
traitors imaginable want to see the real perpetrators walk away from this crime.
KevinMerck 6 months ago DEATHMOBER1 6 months ago Its so sad its hard as an
American watch our own people die. Its very disturbing to see it was such a sad day and
will live in the hearts of Americans forever! DEATHMOBER1 6 months ago Restinq 6
months ago What where those blinks at 7:48 Restinq 6 months ago basebmaniac 6 months
ago 3 KevinMerck you are a fuckin dumbass for what you say. If you were even close to
me i would beat the shit out of your damn face. You are dumb as shit and really need to
die now!! basebmaniac 6 months ago 3 Nikola24able 6 months ago YOU ARE AN
asshole if you think that a building can crash like that from a plane crash......building only
can crash like that if its foundations were MINED, and as far as I know official report is
that building go down because of the plane crash..... Nikola24able 6 months ago
Sharky2055 6 months ago @Nikola24able It was the jetfuel from the plane, plus the
damage that it did to the fire suppression systems and knocking fire proofing off trusses.
Sharky2055 6 months ago 8musikgirl8 6 months ago what really PISSES me f is that
when the first tower got hit they didn't evacualte the 2nd tower, instead they said oh stay
calm everything is fine go back to work, like wtf, why didn't they evacuate it would've
save MANY lives R.I.P 8musikgirl8 6 months ago 1darius85 6 months ago inside job
1darius85 6 months ago november281995 6 months ago the thing is what i dont get is
about the fire men they cant do nothing its 2 high for them 2 do crap o.o
november281995 6 months ago OnThatPowder 6 months ago man this is all too Fcked
up.....im still messed up about this OnThatPowder 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months
ago This was controlled demolition as sure as the sun rises in the east and sets in the
west. As sure as each snowflake is unique. As sure as the nose on your face. Support a
real investigation, which is something even the 9/11 Commission admits never happened.
KevinMerck 6 months ago wfcxrutz 6 months ago I dont have a nose you asshole
wfcxrutz 6 months ago PGMEagle 6 months ago Horrible horrible morning. I was in
Philiadelphia working that day and you could see the smoke from Center City from the
top of the bulding I was working at. PGMEagle 6 months ago andymanookyan 6 months
ago Fkin U.S. government should have not done this to the people andymanookyan 6
months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @andymanookyan The US government didn't do
it. Sharky2055 6 months ago gamer045 6 months ago yes they did gamer045 6 months
ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @gamer045 No, they did not. There's no evidence of it.
Sharky2055 6 months ago maxi4342 6 months ago 19:38 us just horrible to watch :(
maxi4342 6 months ago martinavizcomm 6 months ago I didn't see a plane.......
martinavizcomm 6 months ago dariusandleland 6 months ago the woman in the back
ground is sooooooo anoyoing dariusandleland 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago
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Think you're smarter than a 5th grader? If you are, you know this was controlled
demolition. KevinMerck 6 months ago xXxKingKong420xXx 6 months ago
@KevinMerck controlled demolition makes the building fall at free fall speeds. if you do
the math thats roughly 9.5 seconds for both buildings. the north building fell in roughly
15 seconds. the south in roughly 22. Think your smarter than a 5th grader? then you
know 9.5 does not equal 15 or 22 xXxKingKong420xXx 6 months ago cheekkiller 6
months ago 5:30 United 93 RIP cheekkiller 6 months ago daenumen 6 months ago Why
did you suddenly assume it was a terrorist attack???? WHY DIDNT THEY DROP
WATER FROM PLANES?!?!?! ok after plane 2 id think it was a terrorist attack,
ANOTHER GOOD POINT, if two planes hadnt hit the WTC it would have seemed far
more likely to be an accident than a terrorist attack. daenumen 6 months ago 12hetlegioen
6 months ago theyre just shocked... like i am thinking abouth it, that it's proberly you're
own gouverment that put these attacks on theyre own people... brainwashing theyre
loyal people that its iraq or islam thats youre enemy wel infact youre gouverment is the
worlds enemy... not you ore youre country its the gouverment thats stinks 12hetlegioen 6
months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @12hetlegioen NO, It was Islamic extremists from
al-Qaeda then on 9/11/2001. They've wreaked terrorist havaoc all over the world since
1992. Sharky2055 6 months ago 12hetlegioen 6 months ago @Sharky2055 believe me,
most people that think it was bin laden and it was the muslim religeon for a fact don't
even know all the naigbours they have by name! or don't even know the people that live
in theyre own naigbourhood. BUT yes they do know for a fact it was THEM. (them are
to people the gouverment want you too believe its them.) you can either agree with me on
this, or just be wrong! think twice, you are enslaved and are thinking what they want you
to think! wake up! 12hetlegioen 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @12hetlegioen
There's evidence leading to proof that al-Qaeda did indeed do these attacks. Sharky2055 6
months ago 12hetlegioen 6 months ago @Sharky2055 there also evidence youre
gouverment did it? if they have evidence i did it, would you believe? sure you would, but
you didn't know for sure! i gotta see the proof with my own eye's, like that plane that
went into the pentagon??? the most save building on earth except on 9/11???
12hetlegioen 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @12hetlegioen There's no evidence
the US government did 9/11. Sharky2055 6 months ago 12hetlegioen 6 months ago
@Sharky2055 you know that for sure? you really think el quida, bin laden ore some of
them did it???? LOL they can point a finger in any direction and you would still believe
them. plz think 4 youre self and look at the big picture, whos getting rich over youre
corpses! you are nothing more than a dummy to youre gouverment. so am i! "watch this
video; wake up call remasterd" google it its inerresting. 12hetlegioen 6 months ago
Sharky2055 6 months ago @12hetlegioen Yes, I know for sure. Why do you assume I'd
believe them ? Truther experts are getting richer over these corpses. I'm no doummy. I've
seen the evidence leading to proof. It's been used in a US court of law rendering guilty
verdicts and will again soon, no doubt. I suggest you take a look at it. Sharky2055 6
months ago Canonjac 6 months ago How the fuck has Al-Qaeda commited terror all over
the worl since 1992? Canonjac 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @Canonjac If
you knew anythign about al-Qaeda, you'd knwo the answer to that. I suggest you do
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some research, away from '9/11 truther/inside job' sites. Sharky2055 6 months ago
pandadust1 6 months ago i think when people are afraid they can't think clearly, if they
wouldv'e conquered their fear...they would have conquered death...thus by slideing down
the buildings instead of jumping... pandadust1 6 months ago muffinojustice 6 months ago
where is the second plane! i want to see a beautiful explosion already muffinojustice 6
months ago GMODLAU 6 months ago omg fucking muslim terorists and yet some ppl
think that 9/11 was an inside job but they are godless terrorists themselves to think that
the government could kill 3000 of its own citizens...... GMODLAU 6 months ago
Amare1980 6 months ago R.I.P. :( Amare1980 6 months ago spielverderber9 6 months
ago has a responsibility to notify the stated authorities. Therefore, the undersigned
citizen of the United States of America, in accordance with the law pertaining to
Misprision of treason, agrees to file the following evidence to some judge of the United
States, or . . . governor or . . .judge or justice of a particular State. spielverderber9 6
months ago spielverderber9 6 months ago Comment removed spielverderber9 6 months
ago Comment removed MARINNOMARTINS 6 months ago grettiings alkaeda!!
MARINNOMARTINS 6 months ago Saiytek 6 months ago There was a bombs and
plant it CIA Saiytek 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @Saiytek NO bombs. CIA
didn't do this, al-Qaeda did. Sharky2055 6 months ago The1979Warriors 6 months ago
How does she no if it is a military plane btw!!! and wouldnt the 2 buildings hav blocked
her view of the second crash The1979Warriors 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
@The1979Warriors What??? Sharky2055 6 months ago theoperationfreedom 6 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The truth is questions are
unanswered, the wars are without motive, the terrorists were funded by usa to do its
dirtywork. and now recources and industrialists drive politics. theoperationfreedom 6
months ago tractlife 6 months ago 3 are you guys fucking retarted. these people reacted
perfectly. this was one of the most emotional days of the lives of new yorkers. dont be
disrespectful. tractlife 6 months ago 3 MrIlikebagels 6 months ago the people who filmed
this completely under exaggerated it, my parents reacted more and they were watching
this on the news from california MrIlikebagels 6 months ago onehotminutex 6 months ago
it was a miltary plane? onehotminutex 6 months ago 487mip 6 months ago
@onehotminutex No this was not a military plane, but a commercial airliner hijacked by
Islamic terrorists. They flew them into the towers. 487mip 6 months ago
TechMoviesOfCod 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i
dont know why they made a big deal about this, people die worser ways this was a
stupid thing to panic about TechMoviesOfCod 6 months ago guuuuiiiinnnnssss56 6
months ago 2 WTF?? OVER 2,000 PPL DIED!!! SHUT UP guuuuiiiinnnnssss56 6
months ago 2 pandadust1 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam y not just slide down the buildings? pandadust1 6 months ago johnmrgn68 6
months ago actually, i can see small explosions at 7:50 - 8:00... johnmrgn68 6 months ago
johnmrgn68 6 months ago terrorism... the best enemy... now they can fight any war
against anyone because nuclear weapons, biological weapons... used for TERRORISM.
9/11 was a tragedy.. yes... it's shocking this video. it provoked fear... and it gave a perfect
enemy to invade countrys just because they suspect about these kind of weapons. I
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didn't believe too at first. But now I think it's possible... this attack was planned...
johnmrgn68 6 months ago monstrmigit 6 months ago also 7:50 a bomb goes off! do you
see it monstrmigit 6 months ago monstrmigit 6 months ago 7:53 a bomb goes off! look at
the middle monstrmigit 6 months ago EIIiot4199 6 months ago Why did those idiots edit
the video??? EIIiot4199 6 months ago carlos4u123 6 months ago that sucks carlos4u123 6
months ago took3y 6 months ago @supermansucks234 YOU ARE AN AROGANT
ASSHOLE... AMERICA DIDNT DESERVE THIS.. WE DONT MAKE THE
PRESIDENTS DECISIONS, CAUSE IF WE DID IT DAMN SHO WOULDNT HAVE
BEEN A 9 11... U NEED TO THINK BOUT STUFF BEFORE U SAY IT ALOT OF
PEOPLE LOST ALOT OF LOVED ONESNOW IMAGINE IF YOU AND YA
WHOLE FAMILY WAS IN THAT BULIDING U WOULDNT BE SAYIN THAT!!
took3y 6 months ago mogo79 6 months ago bush killah mogo79 6 months ago
xJ4RH3ADx1369 6 months ago i know someone who died in those attacks
xJ4RH3ADx1369 6 months ago KristenF2815 6 months ago How can people say we
deserved this.! We didn't do crap to anyone. They come to are country. Decide there
gonna hurt and kill all of us and yet were to blame. There's a war yeah I understand. But
why would you wanna kill and Hurt inncocent people you dont even know. I'm not
trying to start stuff and u believe why u believe. But it's something you have to think
bout.!!! :( KristenF2815 6 months ago Rockheads528 6 months ago superman you're a
disgrace Rockheads528 6 months ago alnemer3 6 months ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam 9 11 was an inside job alnemer3 6 months ago
GiRlSk8TeR44 6 months ago I remember when I woke up that day, about 8:45 and it was
on the news before I went to school. I was in 1st grade and I cant even beleive they had
school that day. GiRlSk8TeR44 6 months ago longsolid9 6 months ago Dont make fun of
taliban! I was one...and danced my ass on chatroullette (no i'm not a tali I dressed like one
and danced) longsolid9 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @longsolid9 Why?
Sharky2055 6 months ago longsolid9 6 months ago sCuase it was really really funny...the
only un-funny thing about it was that I did it at night, that is the time of the Penis. so
many perv guys in the site I was in beating off. longsolid9 6 months ago
Supermansucks234 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
LMAO america got thier ass pwned!!!! lol they deserve 9/11 Supermansucks234 6
months ago natureboy84 6 months ago @Supermansucks234. You are one stupid
motherfucker! The American government was involved in this and did this to its own
people. I bet if you had a family member or good friend who died inside the world trade
center, you would not be saying such garbage. Go fuck yourself! natureboy84 6 months
ago Rockheads528 6 months ago superman wtf r u tlking bout ur f high of something you
C S Rockheads528 6 months ago reboceros1951 6 months ago listen u sorry sack of shit, i
hope u burn in hell u son of a bitch! reboceros1951 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months
ago @Supermansucks234 Why are you laughing? Why do you think they deserved it?
Sharky2055 6 months ago bphussar 6 months ago We got owned? Fuck you, you
pathetic dumbass. bphussar 6 months ago 123theawesomeshow 6 months ago fuck you
dude. america will kick what ever country your ass is from! 123theawesomeshow 6
months ago shiningstars109 6 months ago @Supermansucks234 No one deserves to die
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like that. shiningstars109 6 months ago Darnell666blackpride 6 months ago whites
deserve to die like that we killin em taken they bitchs, white bitchs suckin muh dick
makin blacks with whites in the ened the world will be dark, gangsta style, bitchs
everywhere anytime we want em like we desove. die whitos and still ya keep suckin ou
dicks haaha Darnell666blackpride 6 months ago 246golf 6 months ago Ohhhhhhhhhh
snap 246golf 6 months ago JuniorCarlos83 6 months ago made in U.S.A + Zionist İsrael.
since 2001 i say it ;) JuniorCarlos83 6 months ago Riana718 6 months ago God caused
9/11 (Isaiah 45:7) Riana718 6 months ago ReveretheHood 6 months ago @Riana718
AHHHHHHHH AHHHHHHHHAHHHHH! You actually believe that!!!!
BUUUAAAAHHHHHHHH! (America 1:1) He who doth fuck with the USA shall pay
100 fold kid. It's true, look it up. No really, it's in a book much like yours, only less gay,
and more factual. It's called reality!!! Oh and you might say "Karma's a bitch" but a
devout Christian doesn't believe in such things. Go pray somewhere else child.
ReveretheHood 6 months ago miltz95 6 months ago every time i watch something about
9/11 i just cant get over it and get sooo angry miltz95 6 months ago Anss95 6 months ago
wij hebben vandaag op school 2uur nederlands ook documantaires enzo zitten kijken over
dit. Niks klopt ervan, US hebben het zelf voorbereid enzo .. Het wtc kunnen ook nooit
helemaal recht naar beneden storten. en er is ook een filmpje dat bush zei dat ie op school
was dat hij het op tv zag, wat helemaal niet kan , want het was niet live op tv ;p en nog
meer.. Anss95 6 months ago joe4632 6 months ago Was sorry very much my English is
not good! I do not know " WOOT" Is assorted the meaning! The above writing is
translates with the network language translato. I am sad regarding 911 events ! Hoped
that my Chinese character has not let you misunderstand joe4632 6 months ago
theoperationfreedom 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
To all those who listen, to all those who hear, a voice is crying out, yet you turn in fear?
when blood is shed, the ground red, no more lies should be fed, no more fluoride should
be drank, were did the amendments go? or did they just sink? Like in the gulf of tonkin,
lies= 58,000 lives? Now iraq one million die, no wmd found? is iran next? Is oil controling
politics? does the rabbit hole go deeper? "The Truth is heavy, therefore few choose to
carry it theoperationfreedom 6 months ago gangunit584 6 months ago 2 you know whats
funny everyone thats posted on this saying the US government did it you basically have
to decypher what they typed.......reasons im serving 1.THEY ATTACKED AT OUR
HOME 2.THEY ATTACKED OUR PEOPLE 3.BECAUSE I LOVE MY FUCKING
COUNTRY i am also praying for the NY fire department and police department and all
that tried to help. and i am also thanking and praying to those who had families in the NY
trade centers and the Firemen and women and policemen and women who lost lives.
gangunit584 6 months ago 2 ReveretheHood 6 months ago +1 gang Hell yes.
ReveretheHood 6 months ago Canonjac 6 months ago Really in my eyes "truthers" want
to find out the "THEY' part. Why do people in your country hate the truthers so much.
Legit truthers really just want the TRUTH and a re-investigation to find out what really
happened. I really don't get ignorant people and how there mind works. Canonjac 6
months ago SuperHockey56 6 months ago 07:35 Is that a Man/girl? :'( SuperHockey56 6
months ago DIIBENIIC 6 months ago i am from germany. i think its so sad what
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happend at this horrible mornig. but when the planes get into the towers, and the towers
shut down after 15minutes, did other peoples help there? i mean where there people who
want it? i am very sad about this. R.I.P. DIIBENIIC 6 months ago king12191 6 months
ago @diibeniic yes hundereds of firefighters and policemen lost their lives trying to save
the people trapped above the impact zone however they couldnt get to it because all the
stairways where deystroyed and only 1 stariway was passable in the other tower not to
mention they couldnt use the elevators king12191 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months
ago @king12191 They also, just didn't have enough time because it took so long to climb
the stairs, wearing their gear and carrying their equipment about 100lbs each fireifghter.
Sharky2055 6 months ago ctrackmonger 6 months ago 100 LBS each? I doubt that to high
extents. I am no firefighter but I was in the Army and with all of our equipment with
ballistic vest and kevlar helmet and plates. Along with minimum 210 rounds plus weapon
and a 40 lb ruck sack only weighed 110 lbs. ctrackmonger 6 months ago barquedust 6
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Do you get the feeling
that your vote doesn't matter? That your country is being stolen from you? I was once an
apathetic American who felt "out of the loop" until I realized what was at stake. Please
visit my website for important information and help stop the hijacking of our once great
country - theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.-(com). Thanks!! barquedust 6 months ago
R3D1111 6 months ago Taking your world you need to easily and without tax! Terrorism
is a U.S. and Israeli history is witness What is called Maeval in Palestine, Afghanistan,
Chechnya? Is it not terrorism? Now come to reap the harvest of America's worst
R3D1111 6 months ago mdsz11 6 months ago Very nice Taking your world you need to
easily and without tax! Terrorism is a US-Israeli. What is called Maeval in Palestine,
Afghanistan, Chechnya and ..? Alice is the focus of terrorism? Now come to reap what
planted the American production of the world hate them And the next most beautiful
mdsz11 6 months ago TDABUCKSFAN 6 months ago its just so sad did lilly survive
TDABUCKSFAN 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago 'Architects and Engineers for
9II Truth recentIy received acknowIedgement from the FBl's counterterrorism division,
which concIuded that the organization's core evidence deserves - and wiII get - FBl
scrutiny. In a letter, Deputy Director MichaeI Heimbach assessed AE 9II's presentation
as "backed by thorough research and anaIysis.' -SiIicon WeekIy Are the FBl just a bunch
of kooks now? Support a real investigation if you have a conscience. KevinMerck 6
months ago longsolid9 6 months ago be grateful the terrorist had kind of heart not to nuke
us longsolid9 6 months ago ReveretheHood 6 months ago @longsolid9 What??? Nuke?
WTF planet are you from? Interhollywood of course. Nuclear weapons are of course
easy to obtain, move and employ. Turn off the TV son. ReveretheHood 6 months ago
ctrackmonger 6 months ago Yes and when the Government would lock down boarders it
would not be easy to get into America because they are also easy to detect they release so
much radiation before detonation they can be easy to find. ctrackmonger 6 months ago
juliarompeculos 6 months ago bien hecho jajajajajajajajaja muerte al pueblo de USA ¡¡¡
viva Al Qaeda !!! juliarompeculos 6 months ago xXGuitarXGirlXx1 6 months ago
@juliarompeculos ............. xXGuitarXGirlXx1 6 months ago RetSquid 6 months ago
Why do people assume that the government is good enough to do this without any
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people leaking anything, yet can't find (or plant) any WMD to 'justify' a war????
RetSquid 6 months ago scallywag86 6 months ago missiles don`t smoke as much as a
crashed aircraft with jet fuelwould have dissipated within a few minutes scallywag86 6
months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @scallywag86 No, it would take around 20
minutes to burn off. But it started the fire at a temp between 800-1500F, and it was kept
at that temp as the fires spread and grew. Sharky2055 6 months ago ctrackmonger 6
months ago @Sharky2055 No It would take 10-15 minutes to burn off. Also it does not
burn at 1500oC. I have taken my test to transport class 1 explosives and class 122
flammables. It it only gets to 800oC when sustained over a longer period of ime. You
have no clue go look up the MSDS of JP8 then get back at me with a real answer.
ctrackmonger 6 months ago ctrackmonger 6 months ago @ctrackmonger Class 2
flammables I meant to say fucking shills making it so I can not write comments right on
here I am a person not a computer MY MESSAGE IS NOT SPAM. ctrackmonger 6
months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @ctrackmonger It burns at 800-1500 F.
Sharky2055 6 months ago ctrackmonger 6 months ago @Sharky2055 From NIST FINAL
REPORT OF WTC7. "NIST concluded that the only fires that could have led to
structural weakening of WTC7 were those on the 7th through 9th and 11th through 13th
floors" "Figure 3-9 shows an example of the extent of structural damage from the fires, in
this case for the 13th floor at both 3.5 and 4.o H connections, floor beams, and girders
were damaged or had failed steel at temperatures that were approximately 400o C
(750oF) or less. ctrackmonger 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @ctrackmonger
When it comes to 7, I'll go with the FDNY. Are they ignorant? FDNY chiefs conferred
early that day because they were very worried it would collapse. I'll go with them.
Sharky2055 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @ctrackmonger The most important
operational decision to be made that afternoon was the collapse had damaged 7 World
Trade Center, which is about a 50 story building, at Vesey between West Broadway and
Washington Street. It had very heavy fire on many floors and I ordered the evacuation of
an area sufficient around to protect our members..... ht tp : // graphics8. nytimes.
com/packages/pdf/nyregion/2005-0812_WTC_GRAPHIC/9110154. PDF Sharky2055 6
months ago ctrackmonger 6 months ago @Sharky2055 The fires started at 1pm. The
building fell at 5 pm. So lets gor 1300 was when the fires started and the building fell at
1700. This means less then an hour before collapse the fire was only 400oC. You are a
total fail . Sorry i know what is in that report it is saved to my hard drive. Yoou have no
clue. You just proved that you are ignorant. I can go all day on what it says in the
PAPER. ctrackmonger 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @ctrackmonger What
time did the fires start? When did you specify you were referring to WTC 7? Sharky2055
6 months ago ctrackmonger 6 months ago @Sharky2055 They are the same for WTC 1
and 2 not above 800oC should I QUOTE that REPORT also? I have no problem with
that at all. Jet fuel does not burn that hot. If it burned so hot then engines would melt.
That is life. You have no clue about what you are saying. Sorry to let you in on that
secrwet. ctrackmonger 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @ctrackmonger Are you
kidding? What do you think those engines are made out of, aluminum? JETFUEL 8001500F - According to Gas Turbine Engine Handbook (Jet Engine) by Meherwan P.
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Boyce Sharky2055 6 months ago ctrackmonger 6 months ago @Sharky2055 Are you
kidding me? The engine has multiple parts. I am no Turbine Engine Mechanic but I can
tell you that if it gets hotter then 800oC the thing would have melted the outer shell
which was aluminum. Second they get hot at running speeds. That means it does not
jump from one temp to the other. Second that is constant fuel and friction made by
moving parts. Notice I state 800oC. 800oC is 1600oF. Steel weakens at 1600oC not F got
it? ctrackmonger 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @ctrackmonger Senior engineer
Farid Alfawak-hiri of the American Institute of Steel Construction, said that. I'll take his
word over YOU. Sharky2055 6 months ago ctrackmonger 6 months ago @Sharky2055
Sorry those are not my words those are scientific tests that were done. You can take the
words of anyone but it takes a real person to look into it themselves. There wouldn't be
1000+ engineers and scientists that have come forward if the official story were true.
People do not just put their carrers on the line for no reason. Sorry investigate it all
yourself. You came at me with half investigated comments. I set you straight. Research
more. Then you will see the truth. ctrackmonger 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
@ctrackmonger You're all over the place. Oh yes, there would be. Are there people that
believe we never landed on the moon? YES. Intelligence doesn't mean that a person can
wield good commonsense. I'm done trying to follow you. Sharky2055 6 months ago
ctrackmonger 6 months ago @Sharky2055 Maybe you do not understand what I was
saying.MSDS of CARBON STELL states that it melts at 2650oC which is over 4500oF.
That is from the manufacturer. I am telling you not what I think but FACT. When I tell
you about what NIST report says is because I read it. What it states is against the laws of
physics. They are about to be put in front of a grand jury for lying. This is not what I
saw not my opinion. They are facts. Research yourself don't take someones word for it.
ctrackmonger 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @ctrackmonger You need to do
some research instead of pulling crap from your ass and going all over the place. Good
luck with that! Sharky2055 6 months ago ctrackmonger 6 months ago @Sharky2055
Pulling crap out of my ass? You are uneducated. One appendix of project 6 includes an
interesting analysis of a dropping floor. [8] According to the results, however,
temperatures of 400 to 700 °C are needed in order for the collapse to be initiated.
Unfortunately, the destruction of evidence at Ground Zero was so complete that NIST
can now only say that the steel components recovered demonstrate that there was
"limited exposure if any above 250 °C." ctrackmonger 6 months ago Sharky2055 6
months ago @ctrackmonger Good luck with that! Sharky2055 6 months ago Sharky2055
6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @ctrackmonger You
have no clue even NIST reported that it did not burn hotter then 800oC -said
ctrackmonger 800 degree Celsius = 1472 degree Fahrenheit "Steel loses about 50 percent
of its strength at 1100°F," notes senior engineer Farid Alfawak-hiri of the American
Institute of Steel Construction. "And at 1800° it is probably at less than 10 percent."
Sharky2055 6 months ago Canonjac 6 months ago Sharky WTF are you doing hanging out
at this video argueing with people? I scroll down the comments and for days and days its
always YOU fighting with someone. FUCKING SHEEP FOUR LEGS GOOD TWO
LEGS BAD Canonjac 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @Canonjac None of your
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business. I'm not fighting with anyone. I'm definitely NOT a sheep. Truthers are sheep.
Sharky2055 6 months ago elhelwozz 6 months ago ﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩ ﻁﻱﺯﻙ-ﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩ
 ﺏﻕﺹﺓelhelwozz 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @elhelwozz ﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩ ﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩ ﻁﻱﺯﻙelhelwozz@ ﺏﻕﺹﺓ
Hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha
ﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩ
Ass
story
TRANSLATION:
Hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha  ﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩAss story = You're an ASShole. Sharky2055 6
months ago cool3929 6 months ago @elhelwozz fuck allah and his fake book the koran!
cool3929 6 months ago assymgee12 6 months ago @cool3929 Fuck Christians and the
"holy" bible!!! only thing holy about it is the hipocrisy! there are misguided christians
and then there are cunt christians! Islam is the way. assymgee12 6 months ago
Sharky2055 6 months ago @assymgee12 MIsguided is lumping alll Christians and
condemning them together. NOT all Christians act, do, think, feel and believe the ways.
Sharky2055 6 months ago yosh11lerappeurpak1 6 months ago show hide this is SOOO
FUNNYYYY ahahahahahahah yosh11lerappeurpak1 6 months ago DIIBENIIC 6 months
ago you be an real ashole, whats funny there? over 1000 people went to their death at
this morning and you laughing? i am from germany, maybe when you had stay there you
have a other opinion now. nobody can help you DIIBENIIC 6 months ago cullinane8888
6 months ago bush should be hung for this i mean babara the lot of them who washead of
security for the world trad centres bushs brother cullinane8888 6 months ago pgjr00 6
months ago @cullinane8888 I think 9/11 was an attack on Bush foreign polices! What
retards voted for him? pgjr00 6 months ago ReveretheHood 6 months ago Hey dumbass,
Bush was in office for seven months before the attack! BTW it was Clinton's soft ass
policies that bread this shit! "The world needs a hug" gives America 3000 dead civilians!
On more than one occasion Clinton had the chance to take that POS out. He did not!
Now your boy Obama plans to finish the job! Hope your life insurance is paid up, oh
wait Big Brother's got you covered now. Good luck w/that. ReveretheHood 6 months ago
Kolt73 6 months ago i do not think that the government would be willing to put
thousands of lives on the line to cover up something? you know what i mean? it is just
too suden to be the government man? two planes hit the world trade center on a normal
day in new york city man i mean it is just too sudden! too surreal! Kolt73 6 months ago
KevinMerck 6 months ago Well over 1100 architects and engineers aren't wrong and
neither are hundreds of scientists, scholars, military intelligence officers, firefighters,
retired military personnel and veterans of every rank and service, legal and media
professionals and last but not least, many of the family members of the victims are not all
wrong. There needs to be a legitimate investigation no matter what - the law requires it.
The 911 Commission admitted there was no legitimate investigation. KevinMerck 6
months ago ReveretheHood 6 months ago @KevinMerck of what? didn't you see the
video? Yep, two aircraft targeted the twin towers. Terrorist brought the towers down.
WTF more proof do you need? I guess you saw different video than the rest of us. God, I
hope they wern't from Mars... ReveretheHood 6 months ago jmarchantwilson 6 months
ago Oh yeah, this had to be the US government because there are no terrorist groups out
there that have ever attacked anyone or any place before. And defiinitely no groups of
people who hate Western Culture and see all westerners at the epitome of all that is evil
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in the world--yep none of those, had to be the government, same goes for the terrorist
attacks in London, Paris, etc....please jmarchantwilson 6 months ago MrBorisBo 6
months ago hey jmarchantwilson, of course are many people who hate the western
culture, but this is not the question. the question is how is it possible that a steal building
like WTC 7 collapses temporarily in free fall? thats not possible without isochronic
controlled demolition and its fact that wtc 7 collapsed in free fall for 2.25 seconds, that
means a hight of 8 floors collapsed without resistance. 911 was an inside job MrBorisBo
6 months ago massd07 6 months ago these towers are cleary demolsihed by explosion
besides the impact of the aircraft. 9 seconds collapse hahah massd07 6 months ago
gangunit584 6 months ago at least someone on here has a fucking head if somthing terrible
happens like this its the US government........you know iit makes you sick doesnt it but
there at home right now kickin it talkin shit on the internet speaking ENGLISH AM I
RIGHT gangunit584 6 months ago TheMocha1013 6 months ago how meny peole dided
TheMocha1013 6 months ago mcdeanfan 6 months ago @TheMocha1013 ova 3.000
people died that day R.I.P mcdeanfan 6 months ago shawnchi 6 months ago @mcdeanfan
no. 2995 deaths, 5 short of 3000. shawnchi 6 months ago jonasklj 6 months ago
@TheMocha1013 i think a little over 3000 jonasklj 6 months ago malgk89 6 months ago
@TheMocha1013 over 3000 malgk89 6 months ago ReveretheHood 6 months ago
@malgk89 No boys, I think youre missing the point. 20K anti coalition forces have been
eradicated since 9/11. And more on the way ReveretheHood 6 months ago Daariax3 6
months ago 2 terrible. its so sad. Daariax3 6 months ago 2 joe4632 6 months ago 3
..
.
joe4632 6 months ago 3
3321Gamer 6 months ago i agree wait woot? 3321Gamer 6 months ago ZachClosedROFL
6 months ago Good lord at 20:30 O__o ZachClosedROFL 6 months ago Kolt73 6 months
ago hi everyone i have a good question for everyone. Why were we attacked? Kolt73 6
months ago rockss2000 6 months ago @Kolt73 It was a huge set up. USA government
did it, to make it look like some terrorist did it Don't ask me why, the governments are
crazy! rockss2000 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago At least 84% of the
American people don't buy the official conspiracy theory. 35% understand that WTC 1,
2, & 7 were brought down by controlled demolition. Only 16% have swallowed the
official conspiracy theory, hook, line and sinker. Mainstream folks are very open to the
fact that the government is lying to us about 9/11. Only a small percentage of
misinformed "kooks" are completely sold on the lies. Thats the real deal, like it or not.
KevinMerck 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Quote: At this time NYC CAN is
trying to raise $4,850 to commission a Zogby poll on New Yorkers' attitudes about 9/11
and $2,500 for the Vote For Answers New Hampshire ballot initiative campaign it is
sponsoring in New Hampshire. 67% of your donation will go toward the Zogby poll and
33% will go toward the Vote For Answers New Hampshire campaign. So this is a new
appeal for money from NYCCAN'T. What happened to all the money they raised for the
failed ballot initiative? -Orphia Nay JREF nycsentinel 6 months ago dbzhottie123 6
months ago Does it really matter how it happened or why it happened? The point is it
happened and innocent people died!! RIP 9/11 VICTIMS AND FAMILIES!! FROM
BRIDGET WITH LOTS OF <3 dbzhottie123 6 months ago ffinch247 6 months ago The
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music in the background gives it a real haunting quality ffinch247 6 months ago
ZingMingWingBing 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Fuck USA ZingMingWingBing 6 months ago gareler 6 months ago lol the music gareler 6
months ago RuchazieRab 6 months ago americans= problems all over the world
RuchazieRab 6 months ago audiboost26 6 months ago @RuchazieRab where are you
from thats so much better asshole? audiboost26 6 months ago ReveretheHood 6 months
ago @RuchazieRab If the rest of the world didn't act like monkeys slinging fesses. Then
America wouldn't have to be the worlds police. i.e. WW I, WWII ReveretheHood 6
months ago lauravsTyra 6 months ago i just went to see 'remember me'. & now i think
about all of this. if youre a new yorker or really really connected to all of this. dont go see
the movie, its gonna kill you. lauravsTyra 6 months ago lauravsTyra 6 months ago i just
saw 'remember me'. & now i just think about all this. please all of you americans that are
actually really connected to this emotionally, do not go see the movie. its gonna kill you.
lauravsTyra 6 months ago Olsss0nFFS 6 months ago to all the dead... R I P ! <3
Olsss0nFFS 6 months ago henryhall118 6 months ago 3 Horrific day for all...brave
putting footage on youtbe 5stars from me henryhall118 6 months ago 3 KevinMerck 6
months ago "I cannot tell you how happy I am that you are doing this extremely smart
campaign ... nothing can be more important at this point. The aides tell me they've been
inundated with calls from all over the country." Join in the "building WHAT" telephone
campaign at NYC CAN or A&E911truth. Day two was also a very big success ! Spread
the word and make this happen !! KevinMerck 6 months ago amphaynes 6 months ago i
like how when these planes hit they were obviously obliterated, yet one of the terrorist
passports survived this inferno and was conveniently found a day or so later. bottom line
is that if these buildings collapsed without assistance from explosives then they wouldnt
have turned to dust and wouldnt have fallen perfectly straight down into each other at
free fall speed amphaynes 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @amphaynes Many
things survived the collapse. They didn't fall perfectly straight down. Freefall isn't a
speed. What you're referring to didn't happen because debris from the collapse was falling
AHEAD of the collapsing portions of the towers. Creating 16 acres of destruction
destroying and damaging other buildings in the process. They did collapse but with
assistence from the jetfuel and the damage form the impact. Sharky2055 6 months ago
kikotte1 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam it goes. so do
it when you are so ugly ha ha ha. I hate the negro ha ha. kikotte1 6 months ago kikotte1 6
months ago it goes. so do it when you are so ugly ha ha ha. I hate the negro ha ha.
kikotte1 6 months ago albertaberg 6 months ago 4 still cant believe this actually happened
albertaberg 6 months ago 4 kikotte1 6 months ago cool. ha ha ha ha ha :) kikotte1 6
months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @kikotte1 What is so cool about people dying and
loved ones osing them? Sharky2055 6 months ago Melissamia9 6 months ago
@masterofelements155 DID YOUR MOTHER BITCH SLAP YOU WHEN YOU
WERE BORN? YOU MUST BE THE MOST IGNORANT DUMB ASS . YOUR DAY
WILL COME ...EVERYONES DOES, YOU MAY FEEL FINE RIGHT NOW BUT
WAIT UNTIL THE DAY YOU DIE YOUR GONNA BE BEGGIN FOR YOUR LIFE
LIKE A LITTLE BITCH LOL! YOU SHOULD KEEP YOUR NASTY OPINION TO
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YOURSELF OR MAKE A VIDEO OF YOUR OWN SO WE COULD SEE YOUR
UGLY FACE Melissamia9 6 months ago tucanolp 6 months ago Comment removed
MrLeeman11 6 months ago were supposed to believe that that damaged upper section
drove the rest of the building down to the ground. everyone around the world knows that
there was some other force involved to bring them down. like explosives. therefore the
government needs to investigate it. when they will we never know. MrLeeman11 6
months ago Raiden266 6 months ago @MrLeeman11 OMFG THANK
YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! AND WHY DID PRESIDENT BUSH HAVE DINNER WITH
THAT GUY FROM IRAQ'S PARENTS SEVERAL DAYS BEFORE THIS
HAPPENED!!!!!!!!! THERE WAS A FUKING BOMB IN THE BOTTOM FLOOR
THIS WAS FUKING PLANNED!!!!! Raiden266 6 months ago TheCasualTim 6 months
ago 2 @MrLeeman11 force of gravity brought it down and the other force would be
burning jet fuel going down an elevator shaft aka bombs there all conspiracies solved and
how about you regular americans try being president you'll grey within the hour
TheCasualTim 6 months ago 2 audiboost26 6 months ago @MrLeeman11 dont see how
thats gonna solve anything, especially if the government is in on it audiboost26 6 months
ago Monkey9162 6 months ago the us govenment is ot going to invetgat because they are
te ones who set everything up..they put the bombs in that bulding...Bush is the
antichrist!! Monkey9162 6 months ago gangunit584 6 months ago hmmm i see your just
having a good ol time.....talking shit on the computer your just havin fun at home not dead
arnt you gangunit584 6 months ago InformationPollution 6 months ago How senseless.
InformationPollution 6 months ago pandadust1 6 months ago y not just slide down the
buildings? pandadust1 6 months ago mc7019 6 months ago 7:36 guy falls off the tower
mc7019 6 months ago mc7019 6 months ago if you look closely at the tower at 7:36 you
will see a guy fall off the tower mc7019 6 months ago theoperationfreedom 6 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam just uploaded green zone video
theoperationfreedom 6 months ago 911NoAnswer 6 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam read: the new pearl harbor by david griffin read: american
conspiracies by jesse ventura Read: 9/11 mystery plane by mark h gaffney Read:the
terror conspiracy by jim marrs Read: the tyranny of oil by antonio juhasz Watch loose
change american coup, truth vids, green zone watch fahrenheight 9/11, Watch food inc,
watch who killed the electric car, watch ne documentary about iraq , Listen to muse: the
uprising, Actor: charlie sheen. 911NoAnswer 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago The
World Trade towers used the perimeter walls, rather than the core, to brace the buildings
against the wind, a concept that recalled the first generation of high-rises. As Robertson
described the models and experiments he had devised to test how the towers would stand
up to external forces that might topple them, -John Seabrook "Why The Towdrs Fell"
NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago The Twin Towers would be
perforated steel boxes surrounding a hollow steel core. The outer box would be two
hundred and eight feet on each side, and made of fourteen-inch-wide steel columns that
were spaced on forty-inch centers--much closer than the fifteen-to-thirty-foot spaces that
separate most supporting columns in a building. Like the cast-iron buildings of the
previous century, the exterior walls would be load-bearing; -John Seabrook Why The
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Towers Fell NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago The fact that the
terrorists chose to hit the buildings on opposite faces suggests to some that they intended
to knock the buildings over--which would have increased the destruction and loss of life.
"Ninety-nine per cent of all buildings would collapse immediately when hit by a 767," Jon Magnusson (John Seabrook Why The Towers Fell) Yet, they went strait down in
their foot prints NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago The trick to
designing tall buildings in windy places (like New York City and Chicago) is to endow
them with enough elasticity to move with the wind but enough stiffness so that the
people working on the upper floors don't know the building is moving. The World Trade
towers used the perimeter walls, rather than the core, to brace the buildings against the
wind, -John Seabrook Why The Towers Fell NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6
months ago Yamasaki liked the design because it reminded him of a bamboo tube, an
important totem for him. The Port Authority liked the design because, among other
things, the towers would offer the single largest expanse of column-free office space in
Manhattan--a realtor's dream. -John Seabrook Why The Towers Fell NYsentinel 6
months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago And you didnt have to "Donate" anything to shady
for profit "twoof moment" gimmick to see that NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6
months ago “I went down to the scene and we set up headquarters at 75 Barkley Street,
which was right there with the police commissioner, the fire commissioner, the head of
emergency management, and we were operating out of there when we were told that the
World Trade Center was going to collapse. And it did collapse... -Rudolph Giuliani (Peter
Jenning interview) NYsentinel 6 months ago Hingis 6 months ago 9/11 was an inside job !
Hingis 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago "I thought, Somebody's got to tell the Fire
Department to get out of there," Loizeaux told me. "I picked up the phone, dialled 411,
got the number, and tried it--busy. So I called the Mayor's Office of Emergency
Management"--which was in 7 World Trade. "All circuits were busy. I couldn't get
through." -Mark Loizeaux CDI (John Seabrook -Why The Towers Fell) NYsentinel 6
months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago (Mark) Loizeaux said that when he demolishes
buildings he sometimes tries to make the top twist and fall sideways, which can generate
enough "reverse thrust" to push the rest of the building the other way. "The top part of
the south tower almost did fall off, which is what would happen in most buildings. Did
you see how, when that top part started to fall, it began to rotate?" -Mark Loizeaux
(John Seabrook- Why The Towers Fell) NYsentinel 6 months ago Innocentlive24 6
months ago porque saltaron el segundo impacto.?.osea el impacto del segundo avion fue
editado??para que? Innocentlive24 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago (cont) Unlike
the earlier generation of skyscrapers, which used concrete and masonry to protect the
structural steel, many of the newer buildings employed sheetrock and spray-on fire
protection. -John Seabrook Why The Towers Fell So when firemen reached the 78th floor
reported they only needed 2 more lines they were going to knock down the fire
NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago In 1976, the New York City Fire
Commissioner, John O'Hagan, published a book entitled "High Rise/Fire and Life Safety,"
in which he called attention to the serious fire-safety issues in most high-rise buildings
constructed since 1970, referring to such buildings as "semi-combustible." -John Seabrook
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Why The Towers Fell NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago Each floor was
aprox 12ft S/T impact 78flr-watch 77MER flr at collapse time E/W N/T impact 93flr-no
video showing S/E wall exploding at collapse time. 47 -re-enforced box steel frame
=multible catastrophic floor failures Acordian banana peel shoot NYsentinel 6 months
ago SexualTyrannosaurus1 6 months ago I forgot. SexualTyrannosaurus1 6 months ago
NYsentinel 6 months ago Take an empty alluminum can Crush it from top down. Not
hard at all, Right? Now imagine 47 cellery stick? How much downward force would it
take? NYsentinel 6 months ago nitro300 6 months ago i was in school not to far from the
towers scary shit nitro300 6 months ago lynxluver719 6 months ago is this the twin
towers or world trade center?? lynxluver719 6 months ago nitro300 6 months ago
@lynxluver719 world trade centers but there the same height and same look. nitro300 6
months ago felinecatapult 6 months ago all of you horrible people need to shut up, this
was a really sad event that thousands of people are sensitive to, so if you have even an
ounce of decency, shut the hell up. felinecatapult 6 months ago HAMODX 6 months ago
so nice HAMODX 6 months ago chimbo91 6 months ago oh my god, so scary chimbo91
6 months ago telmosaloio 6 months ago I am afraid of life that we are paying for the
boldness of an empire that is thought sovereign in the world. U.S. politics has a Democrat
elected by the people of the same people that elected presidents have declared war on
vietnam-cambodia-korea-laus-Af-ghanistan-Iraq - I am afraid of thousands of children
victims of the atomic bombs that were once only used by americanos.e was really sad so
sad ............ as I said at the beginning of human life sentence. telmosaloio 6 months ago
siemensengineer 6 months ago Thank you for sharing this with the viewing audience. I can
not imagine the horror your family experienced watching this. I live in the middle of no
where and the only attack i could think of where I live is a Raccoon on my Garbage can. I
do remember where I was when this happened....I stopped at a store and in the
electronics section/TV's in Grand Haven Michigan and watched the second plane go
in...that was terrible siemensengineer 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago Let's all get
involved in the "Building WHAT" telephone campaign at NYC CAN or A&E911truth.
Yesterday was the first day and it was a big success! We need to continue to pour on the
pressure in order to assure a proper investigation. KevinMerck 6 months ago NYsentinel
6 months ago WTC7 was serverly damaged after NT fell building was listing with heavy
damage to south wall NYsentinel 6 months ago Kitagamimimi 6 months ago show hide
somebody sex meeeeee. Kitagamimimi 6 months ago MoonMoney1 6 months ago 8
Linkin Park should've been on the plane. MoonMoney1 6 months ago 8 M3gaCowlick 6
months ago @MoonMoney1 lol wats dis suppose to mean =.= M3gaCowlick 6 months
ago benmoonrocks 6 months ago @M3gaCowlick that is supposed to mean thta linkin
park should have been in that plane and they all blow up and die. Moonmoney1, thats
harsh. benmoonrocks 6 months ago The1979Warriors 6 months ago @benmoonrocks wtf
hss linkin park got to do with 9/11 The1979Warriors 6 months ago benmoonrocks 6
months ago well moonmoney1 hates linkin park obsessively. she cannot control her
whining about linkin park and canada. benmoonrocks 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months
ago @benmoonrocks This has nothing to do with Linkin Park. Sharky2055 6 months ago
benmoonrocks 6 months ago nooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo-oooooooooo
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moonmoney1 said "linkin park shouldve been on the plane". then someone said lol whats
that supposed to mean and i replied ok> benmoonrocks 6 months ago Sharky2055 6
months ago @benmoonrocks There's nothing funny about this day. 3000 people didn't
die a horrible death so people could mock them with that crap. It doesn't need to be added
to. Seriously. Get a grip! Sharky2055 6 months ago benmoonrocks 6 months ago what?
benmoonrocks 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @benmoonrocks Use Google
translate if you don't understand. Sharky2055 6 months ago cool3929 6 months ago
@MoonMoney1 Try bands like Slipknot, Mettalica and all the other HORRIBLE bands
out there, shut up you CUNT!! cool3929 6 months ago MoonMoney1 6 months ago
@cool3929 No, Linkin Park is a terrible band that deserves to have their plane flown into
a skyscraper. MoonMoney1 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @cool3929 This
isn't about music. Respect the victims that died. Sharky2055 6 months ago ctrackmonger
6 months ago You have no clue even NIST reported that it did not burn hotter then
800oC. To stupid to understand what that means? Those were copied from the MSDS of
JP8 that means when it gets hotter then 300oC that the fire auto ignites. This means that
the fuel that boils and evaporates then auto ignites can not get much hotter then 300oC.
What this means is the 800oC that a diesel engine runs at would melt the motor. Sorry I
am a mechanic I know the running temps. Try to misinform others. ctrackmonger 6
months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago You have no clue even NIST reported that it did
not burn hotter then 800oC -ctrackmonger 800 degree Celsius = 1472 degree Fahrenheit
Sharky2055 6 months ago barquedust 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam Do you get the sense that your freedoms are being taken from you? They
are!! The state of our nation is no accident! Find out more at:
theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) barquedust 6 months ago HardBodyNyC 6
months ago 4:55 when she opens the window , you can really feel the difference between
the suddle chaos and what was about to happen HardBodyNyC 6 months ago
NYsentinel 6 months ago "Architects and Engineers are trained to design buildings...
9/11... presented us with a body of evidence (i.e.controlled demolition) that was clearly
outside the scope of our training and experience." "Twenty-seven hundred people were
murdered in what we can now safely call demolitions," "We need many thousands of
dollars per month to realize our goals." --Richard "the hamburgler" gage NYsentinel 6
months ago stupidcrapcanyonlake 6 months ago @NYsentinel if it was a controlled
demolition, then where were the explosives at ground zero, where were the multiple
flashes and bangs as they collapsed? if you are a controlled demolition expert like me, you
would know it was NOT a contolled demolition. stupidcrapcanyonlake 6 months ago
alucard1931 6 months ago 9/11 Truthers are like Teabaggers...no sense of logic. The real
crime of 9/11 is the sub-standard construction of the buildings themselves. They were
built during the late 60's-early 70's, the developers and contractors dodged countless fire
safety codes. The towers had cheap spray-on fireproofing on the ceiling trusses and
sheetrock to protect the steel core walls. The floors only had 4" of concrete. They were
built to exploit every square foot of office space without columns. alucard1931 6 months
ago NYsentinel 6 months ago (loccysmif) truther Kevin Mercks good buddy NYsentinel
6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago HON. SHERRY KLEIN HEITLER
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ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE loccysmif (1 week ago) 0 Reply | Spam "She received this
Have a nice day idiot" motherFUCK "Sherry Klein Heitler; administrative judge". I hope
she dies. Slowly, and painfully. -loccysmif loccysmif (1 week ago) +1 Reply | Spam
NYsentinel: MotherFUCK Hellerstein. I hope he dies. Now.... what are you going to do
about that? -loccysmif NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago Their
December 2007 newsletter promises the following: "In addition to our flagship products
our store will soon stock AE911Truth(dot)org T-shirts, bumper stickers, and vinyl
banners for responsible street action visibility. We will also stock a host of books and
other DVD's. Before the year ends we will be stocking enveloped 9/11 Blueprint for
Truth DVD's and audio CD's which you can buy in quantity at extremely low prices."
AE911Truth Store NYsentinel 6 months ago ovrdze 6 months ago 5000 jews called in
sick! here you go thats the answer lol fucking jews do it and put an image of bin ladin and
he do not exist ovrdze 6 months ago minwild30 6 months ago I was going to ignore your
racist comment but have to correct you on on Osama's name. It is Laden not Ladin.
minwild30 6 months ago Oscar847 6 months ago edited video. voice put after recording _- Oscar847 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago 84% of the American people don't
buy the official conspiracy theory. A full 35% understand that WTC 1, 2, & 7 were
brought down by controlled demolition. Only 16% have swallowed the official
conspiracy theory, hook, line and sinker. The mainstream is very open to the fact that the
government is lying to us about 9/11. Only a small percentage of misinformed "kooks" are
completely sold on the official lies. That's the reality of the situation, like it or not.
KevinMerck 6 months ago minwild30 6 months ago I want a reference to your biased
statistics if you don't mind. minwild30 6 months ago ctrackmonger 6 months ago Seconds
before they said "people are jumping" Don't think it was so much jumping as being blown
out of the windows due to explosions then the towers fell. ctrackmonger 6 months ago
pandadust1 6 months ago y not just slide down the buildings? pandadust1 6 months ago
cajunas 6 months ago You bitch bushhh!!! cajunas 6 months ago
OsamaBinLadenPwnsYou 6 months ago LOL america sux OsamaBinLadenPwnsYou 6
months ago luvmyhataz1on1 6 months ago how were u so calm during this???? i wud be
hysterically crying.... luvmyhataz1on1 6 months ago ane2s 6 months ago G.bush is
teroriste nuber 1 president coy boy fuck israel ane2s 6 months ago Kakauzu 6 months
ago 07:34 is that one some falling down? Kakauzu 6 months ago crabber338 6 months ago
It's terrible that ~3000 people died that day, but the US massacred many times that
number afterward. Many were innocent and only had their geographic birthplace as their
only perceived 'sin'. This American ignorance will continue to fuel hatred and only
continue to make our world less safe. We have gained nothing... And lost identity in the
process... crabber338 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam There's a new telephone campaign today for a real
investigation. You can get involved at A&Efor911truth. Keep the momentum going. This
is a fight we cannot afford to lose. KevinMerck 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago
NYC CAN started a telephone campaign today for a real investigation. You can also get
involved at A&Efor911truth. Keep the momentum going. This is a fight we can't afford to
lose. KevinMerck 6 months ago TheTwinsModel 6 months ago Fuck 9/11
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TheTwinsModel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago "Architects and Engineers are
trained to design buildings... 9/11... presented us with a body of evidence (i.e.controlled
demolition) that was clearly outside the scope of our training and experience." "Twentyseven hundred people were murdered in what we can now safely call demolitions," "We
need many thousands of dollars per month to realize our goals." --Richard "the
hamburgler" gage NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago Reference: We can
now divulge that FBI Division 5 informant Alex Jones, along with his main reporter Luke
Rudkowski have been tied to a major embezzlement of donations for New York City
Firefighters who suffered 9/11 injuries. We can now also reveal that Luke Rudkowski's
organization "We are Change" is a known FBI Division 5 cointelpro operation funded
with laundered funds that were originally donated to the 9/11 New York City
Firefighters. NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago US Military Flag
Officers Ready to Declare National Emergency ... Nov 28, 2009 … We can now also
reveal that Luke Rudkowski's organization "We are Change" is a known FBI Division 5
cointelpro -Steww Webb The Hamburgler is next NYsentinel 6 months ago regixx2 6
months ago Bluestrapsify, in tutto il mondo non ci crede nessuno che quelle torri sono
cadute da sole. In all world nobody believe that two tower fall down in that manner.
regixx2 6 months ago cheekkiller 6 months ago 5:31 = United Arlines 93 RIP cheekkiller 6
months ago cheekkiller 6 months ago 5:31= United Arlines 93 RIP cheekkiller 6 months
ago bluestrapsify 6 months ago All the conspiracy therorists have forgotten that two
friggin planes full of highly flamable jet fuels had crashed into the towers How could they
have not have both colapsed like they did. Planes destroyed the suport systems of the
buildings bluestrapsify 6 months ago dudessjoddie 6 months ago @bluestrapsify as much
as I don't want to sound out of my mind...the kerosene and extreme high majority of the
planes were consumed on impact as the black smoke demonstrates, clearly a 'starved' fire.
Plus the towers were designed to withstand impact from planes when built due to how
hight the towers were...granted that at the time planes weren't as big! dudessjoddie 6
months ago The1979Warriors 6 months ago @bluestrapsify exactly The1979Warriors 6
months ago AndyBoy2oo7 6 months ago Because Jet Fuel dosnt melt steel, never has
until then. fool AndyBoy2oo7 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @AndyBoy2oo7
But it can and does soften it. That's all that needed to happen. Sharky2055 6 months ago
ctrackmonger 6 months ago @bluestrapsify You said it yourself HIGHLY
FLAMMABLE. 80% was burned off in 15 minutes. And to FYI the planes did not
destroy the composite concrete floor with rebar and floor trusses how to you expect tin
to cut through MASSIVE CORE COLUMNS. You can find pictures to look at that
measure them against a man. You can also clearly see that the fusilage from an airplane
would only hit two columns. The wings should have been instantly destroyed with
contact to steel skin and composite flooring. ctrackmonger 6 months ago Sharky2055 6
months ago @ctrackmonger Yes, they did. They destroyed and compremised 287 of
them. They wouldn't instantly be destroyed because of mass x velcoity = force equasion.
The jetufel began the fire at 800-1500F, the temp never went down. Everythign in the
offices kept it hot and running rampantly. Sharky2055 6 months ago ctrackmonger 6
months ago @bluestrapsify So when you find these pictures and if you can't I will PM
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you the links. Then you can make a decision for yourself. But there is no way possible
that a JET did that to the towers. ctrackmonger 6 months ago AliOsmanYomra 6 months
ago @bluestrapsify it s controlled demolition............just open youre eyes and watch
AliOsmanYomra 6 months ago karoldoran 6 months ago you're an idiot karoldoran 6
months ago LamboK28992 6 months ago @AliOsmanYomra I see two planes hitting two
buildings. LamboK28992 6 months ago AliOsmanYomra 6 months ago show hide
@bluestrapsify and what about the Solomon building???? did that one got hit by a plane
or anything else?? AliOsmanYomra 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago
bushcrimefamily says: March 12, 2010 at 11:18 pm Well…why is the money from We
Are Change in a personal bank account? Don’t they call that MONEY LAUNDERING
or was it FRAUD? Lol NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago Uh YT is run
by the same people running luke and hamburgler So im forbidin from posting further
evidence NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago America - Slipping into
Fascism - 2009 Join Alex Jones, Luke Rudkowski and others as they set out on a mission
..... We Are Change is a citizens based grassroots peace and social justice movement ....
Education as defined by Webster's College Dictionary:T impart knowledge to; provide
with information; … NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago The Information
Underground • View topic- Rudkowski uses We Are ... 3 posts - Last post: 13 hours ago
Luke Rudkowski uses We Are Change Donations to Pay For College NYsentinel 6
months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago Help Our NYPD 9/11 Hero. DONATE NOW!
Please donate whatever you can to help our 911 NYPD Hero Kevin O'Connor. Give what
you because can every little bit helps. Go to wearechange(dot)org and DONATE NOW
!!! -Luke Rudkowski Bwa ha ha NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago
Guess whos next Kevin? "The Hamburgler" ring a bell? NYsentinel 6 months ago
NYsentinel 6 months ago We fight corruption no matter what or who. We have been
investigating We Are Change New York’s practices with the finances since we had
chapters deleted just for simply Asking Questions and Demanding Answers. (noteably
WAC Latino and WAC Pennsylvania) -Louie Bee NYsentinel 6 months ago
Bobalithmiss1 6 months ago fuck religion Bobalithmiss1 6 months ago NYsentinel 6
months ago Louie Bee says: March 14, 2010 at 1:51 am Well Julian Why dont you hold
off on Judgement before all the documents come out. And please use common sense and
not speak purly from emotion because you will have to ask from what paypal account is
he withdrawing $10,000 from if not from WACs paypal. "We need thousands of dollars
per mont to realize our goal" -Richard Gage NYsentinel 6 months ago aStrimbu 6 months
ago Why did you cut the 2nd plane hit... aStrimbu 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago
Stock information is applicable to domestic business corporations. Name History Filing
Date Name Type Entity Name JUN 23, 2009 Actual WE ARE CHANGE INC. For
Profit Just like Richard Gage NYsentinel 6 months ago theoperationfreedom 6 months
ago Debunker/shill:I spend my time talking over people's opinion I use mindless taunts
instead of offering logical views I think DAVID GRIFFIN is a nutcase I LOVE
CHARLIE SHEEN WITH ALL MY HEART! I choose not to watch Loose CHANGE
an american coup I beleive the gulf of tonkin really happened I beleive 1 million iraqi's
died because they had nuclear weapons I beleive world trade center seven fell at freefall
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from fire I did? a lot of research. theoperationfreedom 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months
ago 1. You can see that the only deposits are coming from the WE ARE CHANGE
PayPal account. This is the money you donated going into his private bank account. 2.
Then you can see him paying for his College Tuition at Brooklyn College. THAT IS
NOT WE ARE CHANGE BUSINESS! -Louie Bee NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel
6 months ago Hey kevin Seems luke rudkowski has been busted for using wearechange
donafions to pay BK College tuitions Guess whos next to be investigated? NYsentinel 6
months ago theoperationfreedom 6 months ago To all those who listen, to? all those who
hear, a voice is crying out, yet you turn in fear? when blood? is shed, the ground red, no
more lies should be fed, when the walls divide us, governments grow to such heights that
the people? no longer see the light.and still there is no end? in sight, when wars are?
fought for wealth, instead of promoting peace and freedom., that when to ask. "The Truth
is heavy, therefore few choose to carry it theoperationfreedom 6 months ago KevinMerck
6 months ago NYCCAN is starting a telephone campaign on 3/15/10 to lobby for a real
investigation. You can also get involved at A&Efor911truth. Everyone needs to get
involved to keep the momentum going. This is a fight we can't afford to lose. Let's show
em the meaning of "LET'S ROLL" KevinMerck 6 months ago theoperationfreedom 6
months ago To all those who listen, to? all those who hear, a voice is crying out, yet you
turn in fear? when blood? is shed, the ground red, no more lies should be fed, when the
walls divide us, governments grow to such heights that the people? no longer see the
light.and still there is no end? in sight, when wars are? fought for wealth, instead of
promoting peace and freedom., that when to ask. "The Truth is heavy, therefore few
choose to carry it theoperationfreedom 6 months ago Krisando 6 months ago I say again...
just smoke.. lolOL!?!? Krisando 6 months ago yapalapdapa16 6 months ago To All you
people who think these conspiracy theories are crazy the joke's on you. These pacific
Theories may not be correct or right on ,but I hope you don't believe That we as
Americans were attacked on 9/11,nothing more nothing less.I understand you want to
think Normal and use Common sense,but you can't when nothing common has occur. It's
Much deeper than you think guys. yapalapdapa16 6 months ago tr316000 6 months ago
wow i felt like i was there.amazing tr316000 6 months ago Krisando 6 months ago
Smoke.... ASBESTOS cloud! Krisando 6 months ago estuaria02 6 months ago GOD
BLESS AMERICA.... after i hear this BIG NEWS from america (the world trade center
collapse) my first i said is. where`s the GOD to save people? estuaria02 6 months ago
nma715 6 months ago God saved plenty of people that day... And, when those towers
filled the windshields of those airplanes, you better believe that the Fear of God overcame
those bastards as they realized they were absolutely wrong, but there was nothing they
could do to stop it... It's fine that you don't believe in God... She doesn't believe in you,
either. nma715 6 months ago beatlesloverrr 6 months ago I'm so sorry :( beatlesloverrr 6
months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago Hey Kevin, Why wont you let place this on the
AE911truth "Let me know when you fire" video Come on buddy take my of the "bann"
Bwa ha ha NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago "Architects and Engineers
are trained to design buildings... 9/11... presented us with a body of evidence
(i.e.controlled demolition) that was clearly outside the scope of our training and
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experience." "Twenty-seven hundred people were murdered in what we can now safely
call demolitions," "We need many thousands of dollars per month to realize our goals." -Richard "the hamburgler" gage NYsentinel 6 months ago jdahdaluo 6 months ago This is
terrible. When does this happend? Was it an accident? jdahdaluo 6 months ago Krisando 6
months ago Terrorist attack, where were you? Krisando 6 months ago
mattkaythetimelord 6 months ago all i can say is.... nothing. There is nothing to say.
mattkaythetimelord 6 months ago FEMA1DEATH1CAMPS 6 months ago 9/11 was
done by CIA RIP 9/11 victims please research building 7 collapse building 7 ( World
Trade Center complex building 7) was 47 story building, which collapsed on September
11th at 5:20 pm it was obvious controlled demolition ( according to mainstream media
and government official version building 7 collapsed because fire brought it down? , lol
what a joke ) explosions can be seen , while building 7 collapsed in this video
watch?v=972ETepp4GI FEMA1DEATH1CAMPS 6 months ago alihammad1 6 months
ago If u cry from these things ... what could u say if u were in the Middle East ??? ...
Israel and America kill us always ... destroy buildings ,,,, blood is everywhere .... I really
want u to feel how we are feeling ... I hope it will happen again and again ... alihammad1 6
months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @alihammad1 I don't see the USA or Isreal trying
to blow up voters, blowing up market places, police stations, roadblocks, Islamic
extremist suicide bombers are doing that. Islamic extremist militants / terrorists factions
are doing that. Your hoping this happens again, makes you NO better at all. Sharky2055
6 months ago sireofdarkness 6 months ago me too bro it was kinda awesome :) they
deserve it and more sireofdarkness 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago Care about
the 3000 murder victims and the over 5000 troops who needlessly died? Care about the
countless others who've needlessly paid with their lives? Then support a legitimate
investigation, which is something even the 9/11 Commission admits never happened. If
you don't support a real investigation, it's - YOU - that deserved to die in the towers.
KevinMerck 6 months ago Piotr5551 6 months ago shine God's this terrible tragedy
women over souls of these which went away in this sondny day and protect from such
events whole world Piotr5551 6 months ago theoperationfreedom 6 months ago To all
those who listen, to all those who hear, a voice is crying out, yet you turn in fear? when
blood is shed, the ground red, no more lies should be fed, when the walls divide us,
governments grow to such heights that the people no longer see the light.and still there is
no end in sight, when wars are fought for wealth, instead of promoting peace and
freedom., that when to ask. "The Truth is heavy, therefore few choose to carry it
theoperationfreedom 6 months ago valstarr101 6 months ago i dnt kno what abu ghraib is
and nor do i care..... americas gonna bomb them anyways and i hope they do and yes
INNOCENT people.. who ever was in the twin towers didnt do anythin to die... come
into the real world and jus relize tht 9/11 jus wasnt fair valstarr101 6 months ago
Ronnie4091 6 months ago the amount of hate I hold each and every time I watch vids
relating towards 9/11 is just beyond belief... all those innocent people, just killed. Omg...
it hurts so much to see this. Ugh, if I can give my life to repair one aspect of my history,
it would definitely be this... Ronnie4091 6 months ago aidan54847 6 months ago terrible
aidan54847 6 months ago TheCoolerchecker 6 months ago Ehy Das Gericht was können
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die Muslime für du voll idiot^^ Das sin Islamisten^^ Spast Deine Mutter ist Gut zu
mir^^ TheCoolerchecker 6 months ago The1979Warriors 6 months ago How does she
know if it is a military plane!!!? The1979Warriors 6 months ago dang1eros 6 months ago
[] dang1eros 6 months ago KVStarStruck22 6 months ago I remembered getting out of
class one day when this happened. Students, teachers, and parents were all saying, " Did
you hear about the airplane crash?" I had no idea what was going on until I got home and
my mom was watching the news and started to cry. I was devastated and said to myself
what has the world got into? Till that day, I won't forget this event. May victims R.I.P.
KVStarStruck22 6 months ago khaledlife2007 6 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam ﻡﻥ ﻱﺡﺏﻥﻱ ﻭﻱﺡﺕﺭﻡﻥﻱ ﺏﻍﺽ ﻱﺱ ﺍﻉﺩﺍء ﺍﻥﺍ ﺍﺡﺏﺍﻥﺍ ﻡﺱﻝﻡ ﺍﻥﺍ ﻝ
khaledlife2007 6 months ago usernamegrant 6 months ago fuck  ﺍﻝﻥﻅﺭ ﻉﻥ ﺍﻝﺩﻱﺍﻥﻩyou
usernamegrant 6 months ago khaledlife2007 6 months ago Comment removed nma715 6
months ago 3 In order for conspiracy theories to be true, President Bush would have to
be an evil genius capable of keeping a tremendous secret within a government that can
keep no secrets. nma715 6 months ago 3 nma715 6 months ago These acts accomplished
nothing more than to re-awaken the sleeping Giant and fill Him with a terrible resolve.
nma715 6 months ago xdeliriumx1 6 months ago nothing else than that? Are you kidding
or something? xdeliriumx1 6 months ago nma715 6 months ago 3 Well, Lady Liberty did
shed a tear... And then Her torch re-ignited forever brighter, She placed a tighter grip on
Her Rule of Law, and marched forever forward, forever stronger nma715 6 months ago 3
maiser16xvi 6 months ago At what Kevin merick said if that's true then that means of
1400 people and about 20000 body parts that means these bodies were split into an
average of about 15 pieces. And if it was a collapse then maybe limbs like arms and legs
fall out but no way there were DEFENITLY EXPLOSIVES IN BOTH THE TOWERS.
maiser16xvi 6 months ago aidan54847 6 months ago yes i know! aidan54847 6 months
ago MiLoTi85 6 months ago She said it was a military plane ... i know it was May god
punish those who did this.. BOB and Bri thanks for sharing this video. MiLoTi85 6
months ago shadowlion96 6 months ago How come it said "Bob and Bri, 9/11/2006"?
Didn't the plane crash at 2001? shadowlion96 6 months ago ritvarrs 6 months ago Read
the title... ritvarrs 6 months ago knights4379 6 months ago @shadowlion96 i believe the
2006 is when they posted the video knights4379 6 months ago Ionlywantfreedom86 6
months ago learn how to talk first :) Ionlywantfreedom86 6 months ago DasGericht 6
months ago show hide Fuck the muslim terrorists. DasGericht 6 months ago pandadust1
6 months ago do u like waffles? pandadust1 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago
There were 19,858 body parts recovered at ground zero. Only 289 of the 2819 killed
were found somewhat intact. Over 1400 of the victims had no body parts recovered at all.
Over 1400 victims were "vaporized" and no trace of them was every found. The question
that should be burning in every sane person's mind is ... How on God's Green Earth does
this happen from a gravity collapse? Of course the only sane answer is that it can't
happen without the use of explosives. KevinMerck 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @KevinMerck Of course the
only sane answer is that it can't happen without the use of explosives. >>>>>>>>>>>>>
Show your source to support that claim. Or are you just pulling another claim out of
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your ass? Sharky2055 6 months ago Foxx249 6 months ago You can't even speak correct
english, retard. You said that we planted them in the building, but right after that you said
terrorists did? Learn to fucking differentiate idiot. Foxx249 6 months ago pfctink 6
months ago People are thinking this is funny, I'm getting sick and tired of people saying
"LMFAO" on 9/11, they're freaking assholes. pfctink 6 months ago SirPrankalot 6
months ago @DeedsResearcher Yes of course you succeeded. Thank you Police Officer
United States!! SirPrankalot 6 months ago DeedsResearcher 6 months ago We had every
right to go back to Iraq. You've obviously forgotten all about Operation Desert Storm,
which ended with a CeaseFire agreement. One of the key points of that agreement was
that Saddam would allow us unlimited weapons inspections. He did right up until 9/11, at
which time he said "no more inspections". In breaking that agreement, it gave us every
right to go back and finish the job. Next time, KEEP YOUR DAMNED WORD!
DeedsResearcher 6 months ago mdsz11 6 months ago Search yotuTube of American
stupidity and hopes that people stupid How do you enforce the law of silence? You call
democracy and freedom and you are war criminals You must Evelt Bush of the trial
prosecutors Ya-called democracy, something actually funny America is a country of
chance and will go as they came by accident mdsz11 6 months ago Bitsonpieces79 6
months ago Any jackasses still think this was a conspiracy ? Bitsonpieces79 6 months
ago amphaynes 6 months ago @Bitsonpieces79 ...the govt's version is the conspiracy, the
fact that these 3 buildings couldnt fall at free fall speed without assistance from controlled
demolition is the truth...so looks like you are a dipshit amphaynes 6 months ago
CreaturesOfTheDay 6 months ago 5 why the fuck are they cutting the most miportant
parts like the 2nd plane? CreaturesOfTheDay 6 months ago 5 KevinMerck 6 months ago
In the real world, any collapse of #7 would've been a partial collapse in the damaged area.
The worst case scenario for 1 & 2 would've been a partial collapse at the point of impact
leaving the rest of the building standing. The upper structure being of much lighter design
than the lower structure could never crush the lower portion at any rate of speed, much
less that of near free-fall. That would be strictly impossible. Like it or not, this is
controlled demolition. KevinMerck 6 months ago amphaynes 6 months ago
@KevinMerck ...amen, but instead of using logic and basic physics people would rather
take NIST's bogus report that doesnt even mention building 7 amphaynes 6 months ago
Sharky2055 6 months ago @KevinMerck In the real world, any collapse of #7 would've
been a partial collapse in the damaged area. >>>>>>>>>>> Where's your source for that?
Where's your source for anything, like MIT, Cambridge, American Insitute of Steel etc.?
Sharky2055 6 months ago MERCURHILLMANIAC 6 months ago ITS CALLED
COMMON SENSE FUCKIN TARD!! MERCURHILLMANIAC 6 months ago
ALINSTYLER 6 months ago oh shit ALINSTYLER 6 months ago ngaudio021 6 months
ago Tell me, how can a 747 crashed into a building, not make a building collapse? Steel
holds up a building, when that steel is destroyed, by the plane, the building cannot
support itself, the weight of the floors will push down on the remaining frame. and cause
a collapse. Now if the building has just erupted into flame with NO structural damage,
then it would not have collapsed like that. But it did have structural damage. ngaudio021
6 months ago Ionlywantfreedom86 6 months ago Yeah and who brained washed you with
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this lie, George Bush? Listen dear I recommend this book for you to read: 9/11: The Big
Lie by Thierry Meyssan. Maybe you'll get an idea about what I am talking about. This
book has evidence that proves 9/11 was an inside job. At least look at the recent plane
crash into the IRS building in Texas. How come it didn't collapse just like the WTC did?
It seems that you American have a special way to express your feelings. YOU CRASH
INTO BUILDINGS! Ionlywantfreedom86 6 months ago ngaudio021 6 months ago That's
a far smaller building than the WTC towers, therefore there is less weight coming down
on the damaged floors, also that guy flew a single engine aircraft into the building. It's not
going to dig very deep into the building, nor is there going to be a lot of fuel. It's also not
GUARANTEED to collapse, it's just likely. There are hundreds of things that can make
something look planned. I've watched documentaries supporting both sides, it's ridiculous
to think this was planned. ngaudio021 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
@Ionlywantfreedom86 No, there's no evidence at all of an inside job. Sharky2055 6
months ago DeedsResearcher 6 months ago The plane that crashed into the IRS building
was a very small one, nothing to compare to a 757 or 767. It did not have 30000 gallons
of jet fuel in it, either. The IRS building also did not have the same amount of weight
above the impact zone. Your book may have assertions, but I'd hardly call it "evidence"
that would stand up in a court of law. Oh, it was not Americans who flew those planes
into the WTC: It was turban-wearing barbarians from the Middle East. DeedsResearcher
6 months ago Ionlywantfreedom86 6 months ago Comment removed
Ionlywantfreedom86 6 months ago Yeah and let me add some things to your "succeed"
list. Speaking if prisons, do you want me to remind u what your gay soldiers had done to
the Iraqi prisoners? You destroyed a whole nation! I know Saddam was a dictator, but
why didn't you leave Saddam and Iraq to his people? Why didn't you let them choose
what was best for them? You always stick you nose in everything and what you end up
with FAILING! How many years have you been fighting Taliban? and Osama bin Laden?
YOU ALWAYS FAIL! Ionlywantfreedom86 6 months ago htcfujyikytedhyj5538 6
months ago OMG!!!! htcfujyikytedhyj5538 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago
"According to Enoch, It would seem that the rebel watchers took mortals into their beds,
and their mistresses gave birth to "giants" who were virtually ungovernable. They began
to "devour" human beings and develped a tast for blood." "The offspring of the watchers
became violent and war-like" Page 189 The Atlantis BluePrint NYsentinel 6 months ago
NYsentinel 6 months ago Remember when moses came down from the mountain top and
saw those who refused hashem and worshipping the golden calf The Adult Bull sits sits
at the bigining of Broadway "The Bull Market" They arent "jews" "muslims" or
"christians" NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago Those who dont learn
from history are doomed to repeat it Evil is the religion of those who committed the
dispicable act NYsentinel 6 months ago GhostOfAnAssassin 6 months ago God may
they have peace now, This was tragic i was only in 4th grade when thius happened but
now i understand why it happed I can say nothing more. GhostOfAnAssassin 6 months
ago drumrrgurl 6 months ago @TheTrueDavid Are you nuts? You know, the Nazis
blamed the Jews for the troubles in Germany...have you learned nothing from any of this?
Hate is destroying the world. I can't believe that you could see all of this and still say
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something like that. What happened was terrible, and we should hold those who are
guilty responsible, not just go around blaming whoever. If we keep hating others, this will
just keep happening. It's time for it to stop. drumrrgurl 6 months ago Prev 37 38 39 40
41 42 43 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy
Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language:
English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more
Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue
Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon
close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) NYsentinel 6 months ago Jews werent
behind 911 Muslims werent Christians werent Cause on 911 they worked together The
Dijal was responsible and his capitalistic greedy friends NYsentinel 6 months ago
NYsentinel 6 months ago To hell and back In GOD We Trust Good days and bad days
Always True to the game NYsentinel 6 months ago TheTrueDavid 6 months ago Jews are
the cause for September 11. TheTrueDavid 6 months ago valstarr101 6 months ago 2 9/11
was absolutly horrible... all those familys children men and women who died.. was that
even fair? why do innocent people get killed like that? wtf!!every terrirorist who was
part of this and is still living needs to go burn in hell valstarr101 6 months ago 2
molestandopendejos 6 months ago jaja whats is your opinion about the abuse in abu
ghraib ?? inocent people ? jajajaja just bur in hell nasty faggot molestandopendejos 6
months ago mdsz11 6 months ago What happened in Abu Ghraib prison from the U.S.
military abnormal? You you encourage homosexuality, and homosexuality Everyone has
seen what he has done from female U.S. soldiers, and expose the prisoners, and this
shows that Dell does not have men in America! Homosexuals, Lady Boy, man marrying
men and a girl's marriage to a girl. Is this your lives!? Democracy? mdsz11 6 months ago
My Merlin1 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Does
American Superpower really exist or is it all HOLLYWOOD HYPE ? They never seem
to win any wars on their own , they lost the Vietnam War , 9/11 they was running around
like headless chickens , even today they are struggling in Iraq and Afghanistan.
My Merlin1 6 months ago Fokface7 6 months ago show hide Hahahahaha, this is fucking
awesome! Fokface7 6 months ago drumrrgurl 6 months ago @Fokface7 Are you kidding
me? I feel sorry for you that you can hate that much! I can't imagine how burdensome it
must be for you to hate your fellow human beings that much. drumrrgurl 6 months ago
Fokface7 6 months ago show hide Seeing americans get assraped just doesn't get old. In
god we trust? Sure, keep on dreaming, future china. Fokface7 6 months ago
Highway420Music 6 months ago Politics, money, war, death, religion, freedom, 420,
9/11, 2012, Planet X, what? huh? Maybe it'll come together for you in my new music
video, maybe not. You tell me. The video will be my comment. To see it for yourself,
click on my user name or search youtube for "The Urban Legend of Planet X" or
"Highway420Music" Please leave a comment. Send it to your friends. HELP ME MAKE
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THIS THING GO VIRAL! thanks thc Highway420Music 6 months ago
Ionlywantfreedom86 6 months ago Yeah! and a plane just did that?!!! Aha, even a 4 year
old won't believe that. I feel sorry for you Americans if u still believe this was done by
terrorists. Yes, just like what the Iranian president said few days ago : "It's a lie!" There is
no way a plane can cause a building to collapse like that. These building became dust!
Don't you see?! Don't you get it? Bombs caused these building to collapse like that. Just
an excuse to invade Iraq, and what have you done in Iraq?! NOTHING! YOU FAILED!
Ionlywantfreedom86 6 months ago Foxx249 6 months ago "I feel sorry for you
Americans if u still believe this was done by terrorists." Are you a fucking idiot? You are
saying we believe it is done by terrorists, although you are saying that you believe it was
done by bombs via terrorists. Fucking idiot. Foxx249 6 months ago DeedsResearcher 6
months ago Failed? Let's see, we toppled the tyrannical regime of Saddam. We toppled
his statue. We closed down his prison with it's torture chambers and rape rooms (used by
Saddam's sons). Major news networks showed people celebrating in the streets, shouting
"Thank you George Bush". Yes, we liberated a nation that wanted to be liberated from
the oppression of a dictator. They now have free elections. All in all, I'd say we
succeeded quite nicely, thank you very much! DeedsResearcher 6 months ago LinaPeace
6 months ago @DeedsResearcher You need a reality check, mate. Iraq is in devastation.
Free elections for the price of what? Children dying, women and girls being raped (by
your so-called "heroes") and men being tortured. Fair enough it wasn't exactly la la land
before but it isn't any better now either oh aside from the fact that they now have "free
elections". LinaPeace 6 months ago DeedsResearcher 6 months ago Is it the fault of the
USA that there are religious insurgents who don't like the fact that they are no longer in
power? Of course not! Saddam's rape rooms are no longer in operation, thankfully. I have
friends serving in the US Marines, one of whom is doing his 4th tour of duty in Iraq.
They see things that the liberal press won't report because it makes us look like we are
doing something good over there. We are, like it or not. Have a nice day. DeedsResearcher
6 months ago barquedust 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Do you get the sense that your freedoms are being taken from you? They are!! The
state of our nation is no accident! Find out more at: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.
(com) barquedust 6 months ago mdsz11 6 months ago In the name of God the Merciful,
Mr. Bush could understand the way things are well known in America and the presence
of Mr. Murdoch's Fox News network, but what about a free media in Europe, nobody
goes out on the air and say some frank .. Yashbab I am talking about the alleged fathers of
democracy, Europe and America, so we asked for U.S. President George Bush remains on
the table and strongly ... how do you do that? How can the imposition of code of silence?
mdsz11 6 months ago mdsz11 6 months ago The same day that the explosion happened,
many of the Israelis did not go to work! Sufficient laughed and falsification of the facts
On the whole the American people stupid famous place, even if they made planes, cars,
etc.. People do not know the culture, but its name. Search youtube and type "stupid
American" and laugh like you want to mdsz11 6 months ago theoperationfreedom 6
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam To all those who listen,
to all those who hear, a voice is crying out, yet you turn in fear? when blood is shed, the
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ground red, no more lies should be fed, when the walls divide us, governments grow to
such heights that the people no longer see the light.and still there is no end in sight, when
wars are fought for wealth, instead of promoting peace and freedom., that when to ask.
"The Truth is heavy, therefore few choose to carry it theoperationfreedom 6 months ago
theoperationfreedom 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
To all those who listen, to all those who hear, a voice is crying out, yet you turn in fear?
when blood is shed, the ground red, no more lies should be fed, when the walls divide us,
governments grow to such heights that the people no longer see the light.and still there is
no end in sight, when wars are fought for wealth, instead of promoting peace and
freedom., that when to ask. "The Truth is heavy, therefore few choose to carry it
theoperationfreedom 6 months ago mdsz11 6 months ago Israel and the U.S. Senate and
kill women and children in Iraq, Palestine and Afghanistan! And wants to fight terrorism?
Hehehehe Would not live in America and Israel safe to live it in reality in Palestine and in
arabia .. Quote mdsz11 6 months ago brickley2000 6 months ago Interesting that the
people filming and watching say,.... "IT WAS A MILITARY PLANE" brickley2000 6
months ago DeedsResearcher 6 months ago For what it's worth: The lady who was
making the running commentary during the taping did not seem to have enough
intelligence to be able to make a clear and accurate determination as to what sort of plane
it really was. We DO know that two commercial airplanes scheduled for cross-country
flights crashed in NYC on 9/11. We do know that some 417 fire fighters, police officers,
and medical rescue workers died that day in NYC and at the Pentagon. None of them died
due to any "military planes". DeedsResearcher 6 months ago furonman 6 months ago 2
wtf we should drop a fukn nuclear bomb on thos fukn terriorist before somtin else
happens furonman 6 months ago 2 wwebren54 6 months ago RIP wwebren54 6 months
ago brian78045 6 months ago Read the current article on NORAD posted at DNotice
(org). You wont believe your eyes when you read what the 9/11 Commission Report
admits about NORAD before and on 9/11: "Controllers at NEADS located an unknown
primary radar track [Flight 77]..." "NEADS was never able to locate United 93 on radar
BECAUSE it was already in the ground." "NEADS never lost track of Delta 1989..." Pass
the article on to 9/11 Truth skeptics! brian78045 6 months ago The1979Warriors 6
months ago If they demolished the building then why did they set the bombs off above
the impact zone? usually they demolish a building at the base of the building!! answer
that truther scum The1979Warriors 6 months ago Pettept 6 months ago 2 Horrible
Horrible I can't watch this!! my uncle was in there!! Pettept 6 months ago 2 wwebren54
6 months ago DID HE DIE?:( wwebren54 6 months ago Pettept 6 months ago Of course
:( Pettept 6 months ago Pettept 6 months ago 3 This is the most horrible I ever seen in
my life, GO TO HELL BIN FUCKING LADEN. Pettept 6 months ago 3 letysalcido 6
months ago 3 this video is very sad letysalcido 6 months ago 3 NYsentinel 6 months ago
"Architects and Engineers are trained to design buildings... 9/11... presented us with a
body of evidence (i.e.controlled demolition) that was clearly outside the scope of our
training and experience." "Twenty-seven hundred people were murdered in what we can
now safely call demolitions," "We need many thousands of dollars per month to realize
our goals." --Richard "the hamburgler" gage NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6
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months ago "We will also stock a host of books and other DVD's. Before the year ends
we will be stocking enveloped 9/11 Blueprint for Truth DVD's and audio CD's which you
can buy in quantity at extremely low prices." --Richard "the hamburgler" Gage
AE911Truth Store? Price check on isle 0 !! NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6
months ago Their December 2007 newsletter promises the following: "In addition to our
flagship products our store will soon stock AE911Truth(dot)org T-shirts, bumper
stickers, and vinyl bannersfor responsible street action visibility..." AE911Truth Store?
NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago So kevin merck shills for ae911twoof?
Promotes "911 dancing arabs" lie Tape show no date Did you know richard gage has a
ae911truth STORE? NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago Check comment
of "Kevin Merck" then AE911Truth "let me know when you see fire" video This asshole
cursed out a 911 first responder and this video removed a 311 memorial dedication from
post There were no "dancing Arabs" KM Guess who runs the group? NYsentinel 6
months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago For all practical purposes the debate is over.
People still clinging to the official 9/11 conspiracy theory are ignoring vast amounts of
irrefutable, scientific evidence, in favor of mindless propaganda. The laws of physics
never lie. Propaganda is nothing but lies. This event has robbed us of our Constitution
and without our Constitution we have absolutely nothing. Face the truth or be callously
governed by mass murderers ... It's your choice. KevinMerck 6 months ago MizzVixs 6
months ago i agree MizzVixs 6 months ago theoperationfreedom 6 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam To all those who listen, to all those who
hear, a voice is crying out, yet you turn in fear? when blood is shed, the ground red, no
more lies should be fed, when the walls divide us, governments grow to such heights that
the people no longer see the light.and still there is no end in sight, when wars are fought
for wealth, instead of promoting peace and freedom., that when to ask. "The Truth is
heavy, therefore few choose to carry it theoperationfreedom 6 months ago ka6880200 6
months ago RIP fuck american government RIP plane passagers,terrorist... ka6880200 6
months ago brian78045 6 months ago Read the current article on NORAD posted at
DNotice (org). You wont believe your eyes when you read what the 9/11 Commission
Report admits about NORAD before and on 9/11: "Controllers at NEADS located an
unknown primary radar track [Flight 77]..." "NEADS was never able to locate United 93
on radar BECAUSE it was already in the ground." "NEADS never lost track of Delta
1989..." Pass the article on to 9/11 Truth skeptics! brian78045 6 months ago
MsDon1952 6 months ago i am from poland it was on my birthday 11 september :((
MsDon1952 6 months ago pampalule 6 months ago LOL..yeah yeah the evil
muslims,fucking idiots,the twin towers have been Controlled Demolition by the US
government and CIA. 9/11 WAS A FUCKING INSIDE JOB HER FUCKING
MORONS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! pampalule 6 months ago Jaxis1337 6 months ago Some was
some wasn't, the muslims crashed the planes into the WTC but, demolitions were planted
inside the WTC also.... Jaxis1337 6 months ago Hanii33 6 months ago :( nepochpím ty
teroristy :( tak děsivý :( soo scary :'( Funnyforlike20: oh yes :'( Hanii33 6 months ago
brian78045 6 months ago Comment removed theoperationfreedom 6 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam To all those who listen, to all those who
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hear, a voice is crying out, yet you turn in fear? when blood is shed, the ground red, no
more lies should be fed, when the walls divide us, governments grow to such heights that
the people no longer see the light.and still there is no end in sight, when wars are fought
for wealth, instead of promoting peace and freedom., that when to ask. "The Truth is
heavy, therefore few choose to carry it " theoperationfreedom 6 months ago
Funnyforlike20 6 months ago 6 FUCK MUSLIMS Funnyforlike20 6 months ago 6
parannoyance 6 months ago @Funnyforlike20 if u want to,there are porn sites,go figure.
parannoyance 6 months ago liquidsnakexxxxxx 6 months ago hearing that music in the
background mad it erie liquidsnakexxxxxx 6 months ago HariPuttar1 6 months ago you
know....not ALL muslims are bad.....only SOME HariPuttar1 6 months ago
NazIsFueled4Lyf 6 months ago @HariPuttar1 Not at christians are bad, only some!
NazIsFueled4Lyf 6 months ago hackas123 6 months ago 6 God bless America and may
every terrorist rot in hell! hackas123 6 months ago 6 NYsentinel 6 months ago
"Architects and Engineers are trained to design buildings that function well and withstand
potentially destructive forces. However, the 3 high-rise buildings at the World Trade
Center which ‘collapsed’ on 9/11 (the Twin Towers plus WTC Building #7) presented us
with a body of evidence (i.e.controlled demolition) that was clearly outside the scope of
our training and experience." -Richard Gage NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6
months ago Hey Richard Gage, How do you hear silent explosions? When did thermate
start exploding? What are you talking about? To see what the explosions described by
some firemen actually were, see here and here. AE911truth(dot)info NYsentinel 6 months
ago theoperationfreedom 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam To all those who listen, to all those who hear, a voice is crying out, yet you turn in
fear? when blood is shed, the ground red, no more lies should be fed, when the walls
divide us, governments grow to such heights that the people no longer see the light.and
still there is no end in sight, when wars are fought for wealth, instead of promoting peace
and freedom., that when to ask. "The Truth is heavy, therefore few choose to carry it
theoperationfreedom 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago Donate $any amount Take
any size A/E firm to lunch! AE911Truth Hero $911 monthly 20 DVD's + 1000 of each
card For $10932/year you can become a AE911Truth Hero. Sounds like an insanely huge
amount of money, considering the reward. NYsentinel 6 months ago yazzzin1 6 months
ago 2 holy fuck fuck islam terrerist sandmonkey faggots yazzzin1 6 months ago 2
MuhammedTerrorist 6 months ago Islam = 9/11 Muslims = Killers Muhammed = Hitler
Any questions? MuhammedTerrorist 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago What he
does: presents the slide presentation made by others makes radio appearances stating the
claims made by others asks for huge amounts of money makes uninformed phone calls
and letters to NIST has an online petition demanding an independent investigation
exaggerates his popularity encourages people to mass e-mail his material and links to his
site NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago We have this man, who admits
demolition is clearly outside the scope of his expertise has made no original claims or
calculations, and written no articles copies the works of Griffin, Hoffman and Jones (who
are also no experts of demolition) has not even put together his own slide presentation
doesn’t know the basics of engineering NYsentinel 6 months ago brian78045 6 months
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ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Read the current article on
NORAD posted at DNotice (org). You wont believe your eyes when you read what the
9/11 Commission Report admits about NORAD before and on 9/11: "Controllers at
NEADS located an unknown primary radar track [Flight 77]..." "NEADS was never able
to locate United 93 on radar BECAUSE it was already in the ground." "NEADS never
lost track of Delta 1989..." Pass the article on to 9/11 Truth skeptics! brian78045 6
months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago "We need many thousands of dollars per month to
realize our goals." -Richard Gage NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago
Richard Gage himself admits, that controlled demolition is clearly outside the scope of his
expertise. Yet, all his evidence consists of arguments trying to prove the demolition of the
3 towers. "Twenty-seven hundred people were murdered in what we can now safely call
demolitions," Gage said. IE : FRAUD NYsentinel 6 months ago theoperationfreedom 6
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam To all those who listen,
to all those who hear, a voice is crying out, yet you turn in fear? when blood is shed, the
ground red, no more lies should be fed, when the walls divide us, governments grow to
such heights that the people no longer see the light.and still there is no end in sight, when
wars are fought for wealth, instead of promoting peace and freedom., that when to ask.
"The Truth is heavy, therefore few choose to carry it. theoperationfreedom 6 months ago
NYsentinel 6 months ago Test NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago
Innocent people died But dont worry cause richard "happy meal" gage is more than
happy to exploit them and their loved all the way to the bank Investigate 911twoof
NYsentinel 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago Innocent people died in those
towers on 9/11 while the cowards and traitors who defend the official lies tell us that we
disrespect the dead by demanding that their deaths receive a legitimate investigation. Even
the 9/11 Commission admits that there was no real investigation. They admitted that they
were lied to by the Bush administration and that they were "set up to fail". Only the
most deplorable cowards and traitors would not want the real perpetrators brought to
justice. KevinMerck 6 months ago bowerhill255 6 months ago sad video bowerhill255 6
months ago WhiteChocolut 6 months ago ha ha funny day PWNED ! WhiteChocolut 6
months ago TheJoaoShow 6 months ago these fuckers killed my brother he was just 24
years old TheJoaoShow 6 months ago jpatc4 6 months ago amazing...horrible...but
amazing jpatc4 6 months ago themainakid 6 months ago tragic........ nobody deserves to
die like that.......bin laden will suffer themainakid 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago
KevinMerck Says: Aug 31, 2009 - Oh that's right, you're the scumbag pretending to be a
NYC firefighter. If you are, you're a disgrace to the uniform. If you were there, you were
probably cowering underneath a truck while your buddies paid with their lives. Reveal
your identity coward, or shut your mouth. post to Ret-FDNY Lt John Rigolini Sept 11
first responder Richard Gage promoter NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months
ago HON. SHERRY KLEIN HEITLER ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE loccysmif (1 week
ago) 0 Reply | Spam motherFUCK "Sherry Klein Heitler; administrative judge". I hope
she dies. Slowly, and painfully. -loccysmif loccysmif (1 week ago) +1 Reply | Spam
NYsentinel: MotherFUCK Hellerstein. I hope he dies. Now.... what are you going to do
about that? -loccysmif NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago But they kept
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kevin merck who cursed out 911 firefighter to remain cause kevin merck tosses a great
salad NYsentinel 6 months ago NYsentinel 6 months ago AE911Truth "let me know
when you see fire" Vid just censored 911 evidence from their comments Including one
memorial dedicated to the people of madrid bombing Fraud NYsentinel 6 months ago
sandrasandrasandraa 6 months ago this is the worst and scariest thing i've ever seen :<
sandrasandrasandraa 6 months ago mitcheyboy66 6 months ago is this before the 2nd
plane crashed or before mitcheyboy66 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago In a
perfect world, the cowards who cling to the official lies would have died in the towers.
Instead innocent people died. They were victims who would have certainly wanted to
know the truth of what happened. They would have wanted a legitimate investigation.
Only the lowest of the low, claim that we honor the dead, by not investigating how they
were murdered. Only the most despicable cowards and traitors imaginable want to see the
real perpetrators walk away from this crime. KevinMerck 6 months ago
YourFriendlySimmer 6 months ago i kno theres nothing "funny" about 9/11 but um...
These people sat there, so calm, and just talked and filmed.. YourFriendlySimmer 6
months ago focus123kimo 6 months ago nice shot very clear. focus123kimo 6 months ago
ka6880200 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam FUCK
AMERICAN Governement !!! WHY AMERICAN ATTACKING THE WTC
ka6880200 6 months ago lucariorox54 6 months ago it was terrorist fucknut there the
ones to blame. lucariorox54 6 months ago Breyerlover312 6 months ago screw off. all of u
naysayers. i hate muslims too. USMC MOM Breyerlover312 6 months ago Dennga94 6
months ago Just one word.... "terrible".... Dennga94 6 months ago Mooooohd3h 6
months ago I am a Muslim and this work is not of Islam never Mooooohd3h 6 months
ago theoperationfreedom 6 months ago Watch: MY video from the olympic movie 2010
read: the new pearl harbor by david griffin read: american conspiracies by jesse ventura
Read: 9/11 mystery plane by mark h gaffney Read:the terror conspiracy by jim marrs
Read: the tyranny of oil by antonio juhasz Watch my upload of loose change american
coup, watch fahrenheight 9/11, Watch food inc, watch who killed the electric car, watch
ne documentary about iraq , Listen to muse: the uprising, Actor: charlie sheen,
(google:cinfosource) theoperationfreedom 6 months ago Neanshoo 6 months ago federal
income taxes are anti constitutional But you're still paying, because you don't know your
own country's fucking laws, and are ready to swallow every single thing your governors
will say, even if it doesn't make any sense, just like 9/11. Bush was elected twice, even
though less than half of the American people voted for him. Tell me, is this really
democracy? IS IT? DID THE PEOPLE REALLY WANT HIM ? Neanshoo 6 months
ago DeedsResearcher 6 months ago For the record: America is NOT a "democracy". We
are a Republic! Want proof? From the Pledge of Allegiance, the words are "...and to the
Republic for which it stands..." Also, Ben Franklin was once asked "What sort of
government have you given us?" His reply was "A Republic, if you can keep it!" Point:
America is NOT a "democracy". We never were, and I hope we never will be. The
Founding Fathers had it right. DeedsResearcher 6 months ago TerrierBram 6 months ago
2 America was a republic, it is now a fascistic state. But you probably think not that
way, because the telly said otherwise. TerrierBram 6 months ago 2 megarato1000 6
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months ago a cada vez eu me suprendo com essas tragedias quando tera fim ?
megarato1000 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago It's really a shame that the people
who so desperately cling to the outrageous official con-theory weren't in the towers.
They're the ones who truly deserved to die that day. The victims would want a real
investigation into whom/what killed them, as would anyone. Saying that we honor the
dead by not investigating their murders is the most perverse nonsense I've heard in my
life. Support a real investigation or expose yourself for what you are ... a psychopath
defending mass murder. KevinMerck 6 months ago hrvatska1989 6 months ago fuck
moslems hrvatska1989 6 months ago pampalule 6 months ago Controlled Demolition !!!
look at 7:40 - 8:00,you can see explosions on the tower.Wake up peoples this have
nothing to do with this stupid 19 terrorist,it was the US government for a new war in
irak,for oil and money !!! 9/11 was the biggest lie ever !!! INSIDE JOB,FALSE FLAG
OPERATION !!! pampalule 6 months ago Ryokenai 6 months ago Alright, wackjob. And
after that, they're going to destroy the evil robot monkey's using the oil to build and
superlaser made out of toasters. Get off the web, moron. Show some respect for the
people who died. Ryokenai 6 months ago DAMMAMA 6 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam For the same reason that bin Laden destroyed the
World Trade Center used by the Americans in throwing the Japanese atomic bomb, and I
think that the Christian people and bin Laden are two sides of one coin DAMMAMA 6
months ago TKHFTA 6 months ago Wow it's fun to see the american public keep reaffirming what was meant to be achieved by the september 11 attacks. Think for a second
the psychological attack this attack had on the people who lost their families in the
attack. They had to rewatch over and over as their family members died. Sorry for
bringing the morbid line but this is pretty damn ass morbid TKHFTA 6 months ago
Shadeslayer20666 6 months ago y'noe, i can never understand y people do this
Shadeslayer20666 6 months ago packets1 6 months ago whoever filmed this has a terrible
taste in music i'll say that packets1 6 months ago TheZedmore 6 months ago if you are
looking REALY CLOSE then you can see someone faling at 7:34 !!!! i hate
terorists!!!!!!!!!!!!!! TheZedmore 6 months ago LoserBo1 6 months ago actually i think it
may have been a piece of debris.....i dont think a human beong cudve been seen from this
far. when she points the camera down u cant even see the ppl on the streets. LoserBo1 6
months ago TheZedmore 6 months ago weel i think i can see.... i think he was jumping (if
he was jumping) because he knowed that he never should get down in time.... and he
jumped from that plase who wass on fire... TheZedmore 6 months ago LoserBo1 6
months ago ok well my opinion is that it was debris.....ppl did jump but like i said earlier
i dont think u can see them from this distance. LoserBo1 6 months ago TheZedmore 6
months ago Well,,, i can almost not see him jumping because it is so far away.....
TheZedmore 6 months ago Highway420Music 6 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Politics, money, war, death, religion, freedom, 420, 9/11,
2012, Planet X, what? huh? Maybe it'll come together for you in my new music video,
maybe not. You tell me. The video will be my comment. To see it for yourself, click on
my user name or search youtube for "The Urban Legend of Planet X" or
"Highway420Music" Please leave a comment. Send it to your friends. HELP ME MAKE
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THIS THING GO VIRAL! thanks thc Highway420Music 6 months ago
theoperationfreedom 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
To all those who listen, to all those who hear, a voice is crying out, yet you turn in fear?
when blood is shed, the ground red, no more lies should be fed, when the walls divide us,
governments grow to such heights that the people no longer see the light.and still there is
no end in sight, when wars are fought for wealth, instead of promoting peace and
freedom., that when to ask. "The Truth is heavy, therefore few choose to carry it.
theoperationfreedom 6 months ago hprada88 6 months ago those fucking ass holes
hprada88 6 months ago Animalols 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam 9/11 was a pretty funny huh. Animalols 6 months ago aaallenania 6
months ago Animalols, were you born an asshole or have you been working at it your
whole life? Either way it works out fine. Because your an asshole tonight aaallenania 6
months ago KrazedKitten 6 months ago Animalols You stupid ignorant, son-of-a-bitch
dumb bastard. Jesus Christ I've met some dumb bastards in my time but you out do them
all KrazedKitten 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago If you care about the victims
of 9/11, both at home and abroad, you need to actively support a legitimate investigation.
The people who died would support an investigation if it were you in the towers.
Consider joining the nearly 70,000,000 law abiding Americans who choose not to pay the
federal income tax. If 9/11 isn't a good enough reason to stop giving these people your
money, then what will it take? Watch "Freedom to Fascism" to learn more. KevinMerck
6 months ago Jeffrizel1986 6 months ago 2 People 9/11 is just the tip of the iceburg...
we're headed for something very major soon!! Be prepared my people I will pray for us
all! Jeffrizel1986 6 months ago 2 hottguy84 6 months ago u cut out the bad parts i no its
bad but i want to see what really happend please hottguy84 6 months ago drk13324 6
months ago Still over nine years you fucking conspiracy theorists wonder about fucking
9/11 all we fucking know is that 2 planes crashed in the WTC and the pentagon. I've seen
fucked up shit in my life you wana see some real FUCKED UP SHIT? TRUTHLIVES
9/11 SMOKE DEMONS LOOK IT UP! drk13324 6 months ago drk13324 6 months ago
Still over nine years you fucking conspiracy theorists wonder about fucking 9/11 all we
fucking know is that 2 planes crashed in the WTC and the pentagon. I've seen fucked up
shit in my life you wana see some real FUCKED UP SHIT? drk13324 6 months ago
TeenNewsLive 6 months ago lawls at 20:00 TeenNewsLive 6 months ago TeenNewsLive
6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11/01 is so bleh like
no one really cares if a few hundred people and if its a thousand i stand corrected but still
its just a few people we have billions of them in the world and no don't say what if that
was your mom or whatever because if one of my family members died I would've been
upset but that's my problem and no one should really care. The truth is millions of
people die daily and if this is their death then oh well its not like there's a god. Don't
Flame TY =) TeenNewsLive 6 months ago supermario897 6 months ago asshole u
terriost too arent you supermario897 6 months ago Schnuddel278 6 months ago The
biggest Lie ever! Schnuddel278 6 months ago bigpaulothe1st 6 months ago and there but
for the grace of god...... bigpaulothe1st 6 months ago ray0098 6 months ago the people
that did this need to be put up a wall and shot with no mercy the fuckers did the same to
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us in the uk ray0098 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago Support a real
investigation or live on your knees, in shame, with no Constitutional rights. It's your
choice. KevinMerck 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @KevinMerck Want an
investigation, fine. Who is going to pay for it? Are you expecting the govt to pay for it?
The same govt, you're not believing??? Hope you like bakesales. Sharky2055 6 months
ago theoperationfreedom 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam To all those who listen, to all those who hear, a voice is crying out, yet you turn in
fear? when blood is shed, the ground red, no more lies should be fed, when the walls
divide us, governments grow to such heights that the people no longer see the light.and
still there is no end in sight, when wars are fought for wealth, instead of promoting peace
and freedom., that when to ask. "The Truth is heavy, therefore few choose to carry it.
theoperationfreedom 6 months ago theoperationfreedom 6 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Debunker/shill:I spend my time talking over
people's opinion I use mindless taunts instead of offering logical views I think DAVID
GRIFFIN is a nutcase I LOVE CHARLIE SHEEN WITH ALL MY HEART! I choose
not to watch Loose CHANGE an american coup I beleive the gulf of tonkin really
happened I beleive 1 million iraqi's died because they had nuclear weapons I beleive world
trade center seven fell at freefall from fire I did a lot of research. theoperationfreedom 6
months ago theoperationfreedom 6 months ago read: the new pearl harbor by david griffin
read: american conspiracies by jesse ventura Read: 9/11 mystery plane by mark h gaffney
Read:the terror conspiracy by jim marrs Read: the tyranny of oil by antonio juhasz
Watch my upload of loose change american coup, watch fahrenheight 9/11, Watch food
inc, watch who killed the electric car, watch ne documentary about iraq , Listen to muse:
the uprising, Actor: charlie sheen, visit ae9/11 truth or . (google: cinfosource)
theoperationfreedom 6 months ago ctcole77 6 months ago 3 QUESTIONS 911
TRUTHERS DON'T WANT YOU TO ASK THEM: Since the govt. committed 9/11,
why arent truthers demanding the release of Khalid Sheikh Mohammed who is on trial for
his life for a crime truthers claim he did not commit? If there was no flight 93, please
explain how 95% of the plane debris was recovered? If there was no flight 77, please
explain the over 150 witnesses who saw a plane? ctcole77 6 months ago
The1979Warriors 6 months ago @ctcole77 hahaha good questions dude lol lets see these
truthers work them out lol The1979Warriors 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago
09:16 T1(W/wall) the wind is very strong pushing south east the paper ejecting against
the wind ? Cause? nycsentinel 6 months ago IrfanandIman 6 months ago Saw a black
flying object at 05:33. What is it? IrfanandIman 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago
05:35 - WTC7 N/wall(upper/middle) nycsentinel 6 months ago theoperationfreedom 6
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Debunker/shill:I spend
my time talking over people's opinion I use mindless taunts instead of offering logical
views I think DAVID GRIFFIN is a nutcase I LOVE CHARLIE SHEEN WITH ALL
MY HEART! I choose not to watch Loose CHANGE an american coup I beleive the gulf
of tonkin really happened I beleive 1 million iraqi's died because they had nuclear
weapons I beleive world trade center seven fell at freefall from fire I did a lot of research.
theoperationfreedom 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago " we were operating out of
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there when (WE WERE TOLD) that the World Trade Center was going to collapse. And
it did collapse..." -Rudolph Giuliani /Peter Jennings interview nycsentinel 6 months ago
zoonylk 6 months ago 03:00 What's that sound in the background? zoonylk 6 months ago
cjkss5 6 months ago This must have been so auful for yu guys to watch. great video
cjkss5 6 months ago tecnolover2642 6 months ago Thanks so much for sharing this
amazing video. Truly incredible footage. tecnolover2642 6 months ago xWhatupxx 6
months ago It's awful what happend back then ;s I feel very sorry for those people, that
was in all this.. And I feel sorry for your lost.. I saw it here in Denmark for 9 years ago,
and I still remember as it happend yesterday.. xWhatupxx 6 months ago MrStei9 6
months ago COME TO MY PAGE FOR FUNNY STUFF! MrStei9 6 months ago
RomJonno15 6 months ago Thank you, u shown us the video of WTC. Rebuild the WTC
to return the memories. RomJonno15 6 months ago genesisparadise 6 months ago i can
still remember just about the whole day of 9/11/01. It doesn't feel like 8 1/2 years ago. I
can remember channel surfing that night and tuning to Food Network, the channel just
showed with flowers in the background and a message that said because of the tragic
events of today our associates are with their families with sad touching music in the
background. I know that memory is kind of random but it sticks for some reason. And is
painful to think about :( genesisparadise 6 months ago princess011181 6 months ago
wow, great video! This is amazing, the best quality ever. Thanks for posting!
princess011181 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago Think about this ... What kind
of future do we have in a country where 9/11 is not exposed and dealt with? Sometimes a
person needs to risk everything, including their life, in order to keep it. People need to
think very seriously about the consequences of not pursuing every peaceful means
necessary to expose the truth about 9/11. Every peaceful means at our disposal should be
relentlessly pursued. No one in their right mind wants to let the real perpetrators walk
away from this. KevinMerck 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago @KevinMerck It
has been exposed. It has and is still being dealt with. It was no inside job. There's nothing
to support your asinine theories. It's time you allow that to sink in. Sharky2055 6
months ago aaallenania 6 months ago KevinMerck, you are correct. If we do not keep
pressing for truth, that leaves the path clear for another tragic event. The more noise we
make, the better! aaallenania 6 months ago sadicim1000 6 months ago yuh a.k aaaa aaaa
aaaaa sadicim1000 6 months ago erichunk11 6 months ago How can it be a millatary Abe
then were did the passengers crew members go did sucide were are they u can only know
by the stupid bush that we had erichunk11 6 months ago drk13324 6 months ago Mostly
some things are just better left off..... drk13324 6 months ago drk13324 6 months ago It
was basically your fault......why? You knew, all of you knew, it was damaged again again
and again and the breaking point was finally struck you monkeys. I mean Nostradamus
(fuckd up oracle), OUR OWN MONEY I MEAN REALLY? You are a fucking
BLONDE if you never noticed that bullshit secret on our own money OUR OWN
DAMN MONEY. drk13324 6 months ago drk13324 6 months ago I saw this when i was
5 i didn't KNOW SHIT OK? Now later on i understand about the conspiracy theorists,
2012, WW3, FUTURE EVENTS. Just by a simple damn cloud you think it looks like
fucking bin laden, well thats our LATEST suspect from this event and why did he
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escape? To just leave our damn soldiers in the army when they should be back HOME?
"Why are the questions are never answered we won't know, till death is upon us all
drk13324 6 months ago pandadust1 6 months ago y not just slide down the buildings?
pandadust1 6 months ago drk13324 6 months ago Why the government? So many damn
reasons yet its blind to the minds of others. Who knows for all we fucking believed is
people in the middle east, now at 12:19 she even new it was a military plane, or did you
here it from the news? Because now they have these conspiracies of bombs on the plane
and she didn't even SEE the plane. We will never know. You look so closely and tragically
at the past the may have a similar attack in the future. "Oh Saudi Arabia...." drk13324 6
months ago barquedust 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Do you get the sense that your freedoms are being taken from you? They are!! The
state of our nation is no accident! Find out more at: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.
(com) barquedust 6 months ago drk13324 6 months ago Why oh why how most of you
unsophisticated monkeys just stand around there and enjoy the damn view fucking run
would've been the smart thing, BUT OH NO some out all of you down there died from
the collapse i mean the 911 departments were just doing there damn job, but you sat there
and watch as it burned and tumbled down like a wall of shit bricks, also yet you thought
it would never come YOU DENIED the fact of it most of you didn't. What if the
terrorists were people from our government? drk13324 6 months ago drk13324 6 months
ago Many things we have seen are tragic yet this is one of the many terrible events that
has happened in the 20th century i mean look around you now an earthquake in haiti and
now chile but thats just nature yet we may never know the REAL truth about 9/11 100%
but when we do, that is when we'll be at our own end. Until we die and know the
truth(How earth began,when life began, why this, WHY US) When we die we can never
tell any1 the REAL truth of everything THEY know, because we will be already dead
drk13324 6 months ago whjdmum 6 months ago sad video whjdmum 6 months ago
theoperationfreedom 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
read: the new pearl harbor by david griffin read: american conspiracies by jesse ventura
Read: 9/11 mystery plane by mark h gaffney Read:the terror conspiracy by jim marrs
Read: the tyranny of oil by antonio juhasz Watch my upload of loose change american
coup, watch fahrenheight 9/11, Watch food inc, watch who killed the electric car, watch
ne documentary about iraq , Listen to muse: the uprising, Actor: charlie sheen, visit
ae9/11 truth 1000 architects ask for a new investigation. theoperationfreedom 6 months
ago nycsentinel 6 months ago "Ms. Whitman is the wife of a former CitiGroup officer
who now manages about $800 million of CitiGroup's investments. CitiGroup owns
Travelers' Insurance, the insurance company of many buildings in the WTC area. He
charges that because Ms. Whitman issued a statement that the air was fine, Traveler's
saved a lot of money by not having to pay claims." - EPA Ombusdman Robert Martin
nycsentinel 6 months ago DeedsResearcher 6 months ago I've done some research on that
question. Based on the flight path, the wings of the plane would have clipped several
poles before striking the building. Depending on the speed of the plane, that could have
caused enough damage to weaken the support structure of the wings, causing them to
"collapse" when the plane hit the building. When the planes hit the Twin Towers,
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however, there were no poles to hit, so the wings left their marks when they crashed into
the buildings. Logical, and correct. DeedsResearcher 6 months ago ssssskimannnnn 6
months ago I do agree with you on the flight path and the poles, but you are still avoiding
that magic question! Where are the debris of the wings on the grass lawn or near the
pentagon? there is absolutely nothing, wouldn't your LOGIC tell you there would be big
pieces lying around on the grass???? you said yourself they could of collapsed before the
impact so were are they? what you say is very likely but highly impossible based on the
evidence, my friend in any court case its all about the EVIDENCE. ssssskimannnnn 6
months ago ssssskimannnnn 6 months ago In all of aviation history only 4 planes have
ever disintegrated with little pieces of debris left for evidence, and we are talking about
the black boxes made from titanium, engines made from titanium and they all crashed on
9/11 you don't find that strange? the plane hitting twin towers caused an inferno but the
pentagon crash fire was just a little trickle with computer screens and open books still
visible with no damage! you don't find that strange? ssssskimannnnn 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago “I went down to the scene and we set up headquarters at 75
Barkley Street, which was right there with the police commissioner, the fire
commissioner, the head of emergency management, and we were operating out of there
when we were told that the World Trade Center was going to collapse. And it did
collapse... -Rudolph Giuliani nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Did
Rudy say something wrong? “… the reason Pier 92 was selected as a command center
was because on the next day, on September 12, Pier 92 was going to have a drill, it had
hundreds of people here, from FEMA, from the Federal Government, from the State,
from the State Emergency Management Office... -Rudolph W Giuliani nycsentinel 6
months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago “We’re currently one of the first teams that was
deployed to support the city of New York for THIS DISASTER. We arrived on late
Monday night, and went into action on Tuesday morning. And not until today did we get
a full opportunity to work the entire site.” - Tom Kenny FEMA-USAR / Mass.Sept 13,
2001 nycsentinel 6 months ago kaleb821 6 months ago ok guys... first off planes are main
of aluminum... if you guys throw a normal 12 fl oz can at a 4x5 concrete wall.. does the
fucking can break throught the wall? now you people might say "well the cans going 2
mph... not 500!" do the research... planes can fly at 700ft at more than 376mph... the air
is just to dense and the plane would start to break up... secondly look closely at the
upper right hand corner at 5:31... thats a private military plane btw evry1 who thinks iraq
did this can die :) kaleb821 6 months ago DeedsResearcher 6 months ago You're
comparing an aluminum soda can to a 767? Sorry, but that just does not work. Aluminum
cans are designed to hold liquids, while 767s are designed to hold people engines, etc. The
aluminum of a 767 is MUCH thicker and stronger than that of a can of soda or beer.
Besides, as long as the main body of the plane was lined with with the windows, it is
easy to see how the plane could have broken through. DeedsResearcher 6 months ago
TheMimicks 6 months ago thats really sad......at 7:34 a guy falls out of the hole...:(
TheMimicks 6 months ago theoperationfreedom 6 months ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam Debunker/shill:I spend my time talking over people's
opinion I use mindless taunts instead of offering logical views I think DAVID GRIFFIN
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is a nutcase I LOVE CHARLIE SHEEN WITH ALL MY HEART! I choose not to watch
Loose CHANGE an american coup I beleive the gulf of tonkin really happened I beleive 1
million iraqi's died because they had nuclear weapons I beleive world trade center seven
fell at freefall from fire I did a lot of research. theoperationfreedom 6 months ago
theoperationfreedom 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Debunker/shill:I spend my time talking over people's opinion I use mindless taunts
instead of offering logical views I think DAVID GRIFFIN is a nutcase I LOVE
CHARLIE SHEEN WITH ALL MY HEART! I choose not to watch Loose CHANGE
an american coup I beleive the gulf of tonkin really happened I beleive 1 million iraqi's
died because they had nuclear weapons I beleive world trade center seven fell at freefall
from fire I did a lot of research. theoperationfreedom 6 months ago theoperationfreedom 6
months ago read: the new pearl harbor by david griffin read: american conspiracies by
jesse ventura Read: 9/11 mystery plane by mark h gaffney Read:the terror conspiracy by
jim marrs Read: the tyranny of oil by antonio juhasz Watch my upload of loose change
american coup, watch fahrenheight 9/11, Watch food inc, watch who killed the electric
car, watch ne documentary about iraq , Listen to muse: the uprising, Actor: charlie sheen,
visit ae9/11 truth 1000 architects ask for a new investigation. theoperationfreedom 6
months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago @2210ethan The only "conspiracy theory" is the
official conspiracy theory. All credible claims to the contrary are backed by sound logic
and irrefutable science. The crackpot theories (no planes, mini-nukes, "Jews", space
weapons) are all straw-men created by truth deniers like you to obfuscate the facts.
Deputy Director MichaeI Heimbach (FBI) assessed AE911truth's presentation as
"backed by thorough research and analysis" Support a legitimate investigation at
AEfor911truth. KevinMerck 6 months ago brian78045 6 months ago Read the new article
on NORAD posted at DNotice (org). You wont believe your eyes when you read what
the 9/11 Commission Report admits about NORAD before and on 9/11. I accidentally
found the previously unnoticed commission report passages on NORAD last month.
Enjoy! brian78045 6 months ago brian78045 6 months ago Comment removed mogo79 6
months ago israel bitches mogo79 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @mogo79 " israel bitches" What does that mean?
Sharky2055 6 months ago 7therocker7 6 months ago COME To my page
plizzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 7therocker7 6 months ago arturdaxurupita 6 months ago Beautiful
- arturdaxurupita 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago For all practical purposes the
debate is over. People still clinging to the official conspiracy theory are ignoring vast
amounts of irrefutable, scientific evidence, in favor of mindless propaganda. The laws of
physics never lie. Propaganda is nothing but lies. This event has robbed us of our
Constitution and without our Constitution we have absolutely nothing. Face the truth or
be callously governed by mass murderers ... It's your choice. KevinMerck 6 months ago
2210ethan 6 months ago @KevinMerck I agree with the first part of what you wrote, for
all practical purposes the debate is over. I also agree that the laws of physics never lie. I
agree too, that we should face the truth. What evidence are people ignoring? A few
websites and the ramblings of some architects? The spewings of the 'truth movement'
which includes people who believe that the Jews/shapeshifters/spaceweapon-s did it?
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How about the latest edition of loose change, is it #5 now? 2210ethan 6 months ago
Sharky2055 6 months ago @KevinMerck Yes, it's over because there was NO inside job.
Sharky2055 6 months ago Hardcore11411 6 months ago This video captures the
atmosphere of attacks :( Hardcore11411 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Test
nycsentinel 6 months ago www666LC 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam This is my message: Fligth Q33 NY = New York + 33 is the Age of
Jesus by Crucification. God gives and he takes it again - the People jumping from the
WTC Twin Tower Building, is a synonym of the Hell-jump of the sinners. Look at my
Website, and see the YouTube Video "The Reality of Hell" as a Light for Your Homerun
to the Eternal-Father in Heaven (He waits for your Comeback by your Confession in the
Kath. Church!) - don't let the Time past.. - real Hell exists! www666LC 6 months ago
S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
How can bush say that he`s seen the plane hit the tower it was not on T.V. yet so how
he say he seen plane on t.v it was not on t.v. yet but how can anyone say that it was on
t.v !!?? so yes did bush satup 9.11.2001 !!!!!!!!!!!!1111 S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v 6 months
ago S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam How can bush say that he`s seen the plane hit the tower it was not on T.V. yet so
how he say he seen plane on t.v it was not on t.v. yet but how can anyone say that it was
on t.v !!?? so yes did bush satup 9.11.2001 !!!!!!!!!!!!1111 S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v 6
months ago S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam How can bush say that he`s seen the plane hit the tower it was not on
T.V. yet so how he say he seen plane on t.v it was not on t.v. yet but how can anyone
say that it was on t.v !!?? so yes did bush satup 9.11.2001 !!!!!!!!!!!!1111
S5rTNrN3S6Tw6T5v 6 months ago Denni2play 6 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam I've seen in Germany in the tv. live documentation. I did not
believe what I saw. I was 9 years old. I asked my parents is it real? I was shocked.
Denni2play 6 months ago Denni2play 6 months ago Comment removed
UglyKidMetallica81 6 months ago creepy when she opened the window..the sound of
the world ending ! UglyKidMetallica81 6 months ago Denni2play 6 months ago
Comment removed KevinMerck 6 months ago The only conspiracy theory out there is
the official conspiracy theory. All of the credible claims to the contrary are backed by
sound logic and irrefutable science. The crackpot theories (no planes, mini-nukes, directed
energy weapons) are all straw-men created by truth deniers to obfuscate the facts.
Deputy Director MichaeI Heimbach (FBI) assessed AE911truth's presentation as
"backed by thorough research and analysis". Support a legitimate investigation at
AEfor911truth. KevinMerck 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago @36DivPRC
Although initially declaring the People’s Republic of China as a multinational state7 in
1949, the Communist Party’s Anti Rightist Policy of 1957 opposed “local nationalism”
among ethnic minorities and clamped down on religions. A decade later, the harsh Cultural
Revolution (1966-76) saw many even greater injustices against ethnic minorities. At least
you can still say that BS in the USA nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago
@36Division... That spells T-O-O-L for you, Sir nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6
months ago Re: the erosion of Muslim culture in China, Professor Dru Gladney,
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president of the Pacific Basin Institute at Pomona College “The religious awareness of the
new generation of Hui Muslims in China is not as strong as that of my grandparents’
generation”, Wang said. “Centralized state education has been one of the most powerful
means of integrating Muslims into the Chinese nation state. nycsentinel 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago @36division... "white filthy trash" Thats the best you got?
They had to find some I-D-I-O-T from way out at the 36th division toilet brigade? Toilet
Jockey Bwa ha ha nycsentinel 6 months ago 36thdivisionCCP 6 months ago Look at
those filthy white trash jumping from the window lol 36thdivisionCCP 6 months ago
36thdivisionCCP 6 months ago alahu akbar, long live 911 we really fucked the Americunt
up Long live PRC China and the Hui Muslim community What a bunch of losers :)
36thdivisionCCP 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago “Res Ipsa Loquitur” -- “The
Thing Speaks For Itself”. FRAUD !!! Conspiracy to defraud the public using 911 as a
cheap stunt nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago We need DONATIONS
as well !!! Generous Donors are appreciated! We are not in this for the Money I promise
you that!! However... It takes Money to make things happen! -Erik Lawyer nycsentinel
6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Pretty odd how Youtube will allow fraudulant
activity to thrive on their service but posting evidence proving always seems to come
back "youtube not available" Nice work Youtube nycsentinel 6 months ago Animalols 6
months ago 9/11 was a pretty funny guy huh Animalols 6 months ago camshaft53149 6
months ago the most tragic event in my lifetime... i am now 16 years old in 2010, i was
about 7 years old, and the horror we saw in my class room as the towers fell, i cannot
beleive this happened, i am sorry for all the losses and i feel for you all, never forget
9/11/01. camshaft53149 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago PLEASE SEND THIS
TO EVERY Firefighter, Police, SWAT, 1st Responders, Rescue Workers, Military,
Hospital Workers, Public Service Providers, Etc. YOU POSSIBLY CAN!!!! Referring
them to OUR Site. -FF911T aka Fraud nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months
ago So lets see Kevin Merck wont show the source of his FDNY Lt statement I'll call
FDNY HQ then Law Enforcement to see who kevin merck is One minute curse first
responders the next quoting them Spooky nycsentinel 6 months ago KevinMerck 6
months ago "#7 is the smoking gun. Not hit by a plane, with few fires, it came down in a
classic crimp and implosion, something only precise demolition can do, which takes days
or weeks to prepare. The 911 Commission didn't mention it, and FEMA displayed
willful ignorance. Brothers, the implications are almost unthinkable, but the official story
is utter nonsense, and 343 murdered brothers are crying out for justice. Demand a real
investigation into 911!" -Anton Vodvarka, Lt. FDNY (ret) KevinMerck 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago Ok. So let's put this all into perspective. Alex Jones started in
Austin as a conspiracy tv/call in host. He's reading newspaper clips, talking about the
new world order, and EVEN PREDICTING 9/11!! So we know the following facts to be
true: 1) Alex Jones knew about 9/11 in advance. He predicted it on his radio show 2) Alex
Jones made a lot of money after 9/11. Enough money in order to be able to move into a
bigger and nicer house. -Alex Jones chasing 911 to the bank nycsentinel 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago Cont. Now, if we do what all conspiracy peope do and "follow
the money", it becomes painfully clear who was behind 9/11: 2,974 people were killed on
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the day of September 11, 2001. Mr. Jones paid $183,000 for his house. Let's see, that
works out to about $16 of profit per victim for Mr. Jones. -Alex Jones chasing 911 to the
bank nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Luke Rudkowski is dating Dan's
girlfriend. They used her lie that she was a family member of a victim to gain access to the
memorial service at Ground Zero this year, in order to yell at Rudy Guiliani. -Mark
Roberts "Gravy" Do you see what I see? nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months
ago He(Dan Wallace) only knew Luke for 3-4 months, so this was all new to him. From
what i know Rivera (Sabrina) manages all the money coming in for the fund raiser of
selling t-shirts for the Feal good foundation and wearechange donations. she claims all the
money goes go to the feal good foundation but i think it's a lie... -NLarosa / Dans Uncle
nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago You know what really pisses me off
about this? It’s not that Luke lied about Dan’s death or Infowars is using a corpse for
their gains, butthat I am completely unshocked by this entire situation. I’ve been dealing
with these psychos for over a year and seen their tactics. This does not surprise me NLarosa (Dans Uncle) nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago A few weeks
after this turbulent meeting Dan Wallace died (or was killed) and “We Are Change”
initiated when Luke and Les Jamieson, the leader of 9/11 “Truth” parted ways.” Dan
Wallace(RIP) son of FDNY Lt Robert Wallace E205 (911-RIP) Kevin "jerk" Merck like
cursing out 911 responders trying to get justice for 911 families nycsentinel 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago KevinMerck Says: Aug 31, 2009 - Oh that's right, you're the
scumbag pretending to be a NYC firefighter. If you are, you're a disgrace to the uniform.
If you were there, you were probably cowering underneath a truck while your buddies
paid with their lives. Reveal your identity coward, or shut your mouth. Posted to: RetFDNY Lt John " bigrigol23" Rigolini Sept 11th First Responder So if youre a spook
looking to screw up any chances for 911 families to get justice just do like kevin jerk does
nycsentinel 6 months ago MaRKG82100 6 months ago 2 fuck osama MaRKG82100 6
months ago 2 swimmer4ever200687 6 months ago @MaRKG82100 he didnt take
programming to hack the boeng system , fuck the person who blowed this building , fuck
the hijackers not him swimmer4ever200687 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago If
you do not support a legitimate investigation of 9/11 you've already forgotten. Don't be a
phony trying to sound politically correct. Support a real investigation. KevinMerck 6
months ago xXjuggalo555Xx 6 months ago thank you for posting this video, means very
much to me and millions of others. My heart goes out to all though who have lost their
lives and to all their loved ones. You will not be forgotten, you will always be in my
heart! God Bless America! i love you xXjuggalo555Xx 6 months ago Core2IV 6 months
ago I watch this whole video, very interesting for sure. I still wish i was there to help out
:( Core2IV 6 months ago whataGreenDay 6 months ago fuck al quaida whataGreenDay 6
months ago mike198748 6 months ago 2 no fuck obama fuck them all every politician is a
lying bag of shit! mike198748 6 months ago 2 mrATZE10ATZEN4EVER 6 months ago
4 bush fuck you!! mrATZE10ATZEN4EVER 6 months ago 4 Deeforcer 6 months ago I
will just say: Guantanamo Bay Naval Base you will never be closed :-P (because of this)!
Deeforcer 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago In June, 2008, Gage's website appeal
for money from "sustaining members" says, "We now have five staff who volunteer most
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of their time," yet in 2009 his PowerPoint presentation still claims that he has a dozen
staff. -Mark "Percy" Roberts nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago "In
email received today, Gage told me that only two of his staff members, who work for the
organization close to full time, are paid stipends of only $250 per month. The staff also
includes about ten other people who don’t get paid at all." -Actual 911truther questions
Mr Happy Meal nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Richard Gage, AIA
Richard Gage, AIA, while on the phone with Jason Bermas of the Alex Jones Radio
Show, unwittingly brings new light on the subject … Does AIA support Richard Gage
Theory? Why does AIA no longer appear? nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6
months ago "(Alex) Jones then called in the FBI and made bogus claims that Counts was a
terrorist and possessed child pornography and got the bureau to raid Fringeware to get
Counts’ address. According to the Web page, the bureau later dropped the investigation.
"Jarhead" The Parking Lot Incident nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago
"He created Social security fraud, child pornography, and terrorism charges so he could
bring in the Feds" "Jarhead" The Parking Lot Incident 1. Jamieson 2. Gage 3. Jones See
the pattern? nycsentinel 6 months ago cardonaedgardo 6 months ago It's really terrible
what happened in sept. 11, 2001. Not to mention, my grandfather worked in the
construction of the world trade center back in the 1970s. He was a construction worker
and was working in building one of them back in the days. I don't know which toward
was in in construction in, either the one with the antenna or the one without the antenna.
I forgot which one was he working in. cardonaedgardo 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months
ago "When the cops came, Jarhead was ranting and changing his story with each breath…
began to talk of his importance… and his families wealth… and his relatives in the
FBI!!!" "Jarhead" The Parking Lot Incident 911twoof nycsentinel 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago Les has contacts in the Obama Admin Richard "happy meal"
Gage gets an FBI assesment Uh huh nycsentinel 6 months ago The3000truth 6 months
ago
lol..lmao....lmao...lol..ll..l-lmaaaaaaaooooooooooooooooooooo-.....lol..lol..
The3000truth 6 months ago DAMMAMA 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Fascism , Hiroshima and Nagasaki, ,Vietnam,Nazi,Atomic bomb
Racism,Palestine Invasion,Weapons of mass destruction,Global warming =made in
Christian countries DAMMAMA 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago 'Architects
and Engineers for 9II Truth recentIy received acknowIedgement from the FBl's
counterterrorism division, which concIuded that the organization's core evidence deserves
- and wiII get - FBl scrutiny. In a letter, Deputy Director MichaeI Heimbach assessed AE
9II's presentation as "backed by thorough research and anaIysis.' -SiIicon WeekIy The
Fbl knows there is scientific evidence that cannot be ignored and so do most people
around the globe. Support a real investigation. KevinMerck 6 months ago nycsentinel 6
months ago “My sources in the Obama Administration also inform me that Federal
agents are planning a raid…” Les Jamieson | 13 April 2009 911twoof nycsentinel 6
months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago ‘It said it felt like I was stepping over people, but I
never saw them. You know, that’s the way they [the 'Loose Change' makers] portrayed
me and I didn’t appreciate that so I told them to pull my interview. Do I think that our
government would do something like that to its people? No. I honestly don’t believe that’
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(Barry Jennings’ comments – 47 minutes 36-47:51). Then they wondered why the PI
gave them back their money stating "never to conact him again" 911twoof nycsentinel 6
months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago "Jimmy Walters, who appeared at St Marks church
at a 911 event and showed a film focusing on the sexual habbits, homosexuality,
beastiality and sexual perversions (IN DETAIL !!!) of members of the Bush
administration. Many of those in attendance left, appalled at the content being presented
at a les jamieson promoted event." Les Jamieson National Coordinator NYC Ballot
Initiative / NYCCAN Please Donate More... How truthie nycsentinel 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago "When we donate money to the first responders!" -Korey
Rowe - Loosechange (Avery Foundation) nycsentinel 6 months ago AbbyShillWhore 6
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Sharky, the govt.
disinfo agent Abby Scott, now trolls 89 videos on YT spreading her hate and contempt
for the victims of 911 Please support the families call for an independent investigation on
nyccan(.)org AbbyShillWhore 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago SUNDAY,
MARCH 7, 2010 The Creators of Loose Change Slam ABC News Reporter Dylan
Avery and Korey Rowe disarming the typical loaded 9/11 questions at the Treason in
America Conference on 3/6/2010. 1. Korey - Mr awol stated he was arrested by us army
for being awol then released 2. Dylan - Financed by Debra Simon (check lc credits
thanking her) nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Duh, I believe whatever
strangers tell Then give them alot of money Cause theyre starving Especially Richard
Gage "Take an Architech to lunch" nycsentinel 6 months ago theoperationfreedom 6
months ago Debunker/shill:I spend my time talking over people's opinion I use mindless
taunts instead of offering logical views I think DAVID GRIFFIN is a nutcase I think
Charlie sheen is a nutcase I choose not to watch Loose CHANGE an american coup I
beleive the gulf of tonkin really happened I beleive 1 million iraqi's died because they had
nuclear weapons I beleive world trade center seven fell at freefall from fire I did a lot of
research. theoperationfreedom 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Im sorry, Ive
insulted the sacred wolf Theyre jackyls nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months
ago See how they just keep repeating the same commercialised 911twoof propaganda?
They are the wolves nycsentinel 6 months ago theoperationfreedom 6 months ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam read: the new pearl harbor by david
griffin read: american conspiracies by jesse ventura Read: 9/11 mystery plane by mark h
gaffney Read:the terror conspiracy by jim marrs Read: the tyranny of oil by antonio
juhasz Watch my upload of loose change american coup, watch fahrenheight 9/11, Watch
food inc, watch who killed the electric car, watch ne documentary about iraq , Listen to
muse: the uprising, Actor: charlie sheen, visit ae9/11 truth 1000 architects ask for a new
investigation. theoperationfreedom 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago The Hyksos
worshiped (set) the storm god whom most egyptians considered the god of evil
nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Uh oh Youtube at again nycsentinel 6
months ago hrvat1995 6 months ago its ok my blind american friend...its OK....btw. poor
people in those buildings...i remember that day watching on tv.....that was a
nightamare....but americans killed so many people around the world for their
"democracy"......now you know how it is when you saw in your country.....sorry for bad
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english hrvat1995 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Test nycsentinel 6 months ago
KingGMervaNn 6 months ago i´m from germany peace :D thats terrible thats so errible
i´´m sad KingGMervaNn 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago @hrvat1995 That made
absolutely no sence what so ever Thanks for playing nycsentinel 6 months ago hrvat1995
6 months ago stupid Americans kill themselves ... blame the Jews who manipulate and
control the United States hrvat1995 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago This is what
happens when you dont follow the law of Torah nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6
months ago In Hebrew, Purim means lots, named after the lottery Haman used to choose
the day for the massacre. The Persian word is Pur. On this day, the Talmud gives
permission, even encouragement, to getting drunk, cursing, reviling and spitting on
Christians. nycsentinel 6 months ago EatMyShitYumYum 6 months ago hahahaha i'm
happy lol EatMyShitYumYum 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago None of which
hi-lights any isreali involvement w/ 911 "The Jew is to say on Purim Day: ... cursed be all
non-Jews, blessed be all Jews." Orach Chaim, 660, 16. nycsentinel 6 months ago
theoperationfreedom 6 months ago read: the new pearl harbor by david griffin read:
american conspiracies by jesse ventura Read: 9/11 mystery plane by mark h gaffney
Read:the terror conspiracy by jim marrs Read: the tyranny of oil by antonio juhasz
Watch my upload of loose change american coup, watch fahrenheight 9/11, Watch food
inc, watch who killed the electric car, watch ne documentary about iraq , Listen to muse:
the uprising, Actor: charlie sheen, visit ae9/11 truth 1000 architects ask for a new
investigation. theoperationfreedom 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago ADAM
PEARLMAN - AKA AL QUEDA ADAM GADAHN ARRESTED IN PAKISTAN DOES AL QUEDA KNOW HE'S A JEW? It does not mention his real name is Adam
Pearlman and he is the grandson of Carl K. Pearlman, member of Board of AntiDefamation League, Urologist of Orange County, and the ADL was convicted in 1993 of
spying on Americans for Isreal in California. nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6
months ago Steven Plaut is a professor at Haifa University. He can be contacted at
steveneplaut@yahoo(dot)com nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Rachel
Corrie's Parents Get Nasty Letter From Professor At Haifa University From Steven E.
Plaut Dear Mr. and Mrs. Corrie, You are coming to our lovely town to sue Israel,
claiming that your daughter was "killed by an Israeli bulldozer." But you neglect to
mention the circumstances under which she was so killed (nor the fact that she died from
her injuries while under Palestinian medical care). nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6
months ago Rachel Corrie's Parents Get Vile Letter From Haifa Univ From Dick Eastman
3-8-10 "On behalf of the citizens of Haifa, all of whom your daughter's Hamas friends are
trying to murder, I remain," Steven Plaut nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months
ago Rachel Corrie's Parents Get Vile Letter From Haifa Univ From Dick Eastman 3-8-10
"You want the world to mourn for your daughter, who died while working with monsters
out to murder our children. On the pages of anti-Semitic propaganda web magazines you
denounce Israel, but you do not have a single word of sympathy for the families of the
thousands of innocent Israeli victims of the terrorists with whom your daughter chose to
ally herself." Steven Plaut nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Cant be an
anti-semite if I wasnt there. But it does make it anti-american if you murder 3000+
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innocent people in the USA. Palestinians are semites too nycsentinel 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago Ennahar Online - Algerians and Moroccans in El Qaida training
camps in Israel Fake Ids 9/11 Fake Ids Dubai "were not your problem, the palestinians
are your problem" -Busted dancing Isreali on 911 Ect ect ect... nycsentinel 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago Hate to break this to you,but, isreal isnt a jewish state (Rabbi
Mordeccai Freedman) Cause it would be following torah and wouldnt have just
slaughtered 350 gazan children for fun ( as shown by the "morons" celebrating in isreal)
But know nikky wants a bed time story Night night sweet prince nycsentinel 6 months
ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Should make you angry cause youre either getting your info
from the damn boob-tube or from dillutions of grandior Why didnt william rodrigez who
worked for ABM which controled tv-cameras around wtc, ask for the footage from before
during and after the attacks? nycsentinel 6 months ago nikola0974 6 months ago how I
would love that all these morons just once could shut up in face of such a tragedy...but
no, always their stupid theories about jews, arabs, cia...not many things make me angry,
this people do. nikola0974 6 months ago Highway420Music 6 months ago Politics,
money, war, death, religion, freedom, 420, 9/11, 2012, Planet X, what? huh? Maybe it'll
come together for you in my new music video, maybe not. You tell me. The video will be
my comment. To see it for yourself, click on my user name or search youtube for "The
Urban Legend of Planet X" or "Highway420Music" Please leave a comment. Send it to
your friends. HELP ME MAKE THIS THING GO VIRAL! thanks thc
Highway420Music 6 months ago barquedust 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Do you get the sense that your freedoms are being taken from you?
They are!! The state of our nation is no accident! Find out more at:
theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) barquedust 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months
ago Algerians and Moroccans in El Qaida training camps in Israel ennahar 16 April, 2009
12:45:00 According to sources well informed on the case and the activities of El Qaeda,
Israel would have created about a year, training camps on its territory for elements from
Arab countries. nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago See Its all the same
crap distraction The "watchers" are watching Are you? nycsentinel 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon … said that al-Qaeda
militants were operating in the Gaza Strip and Lebanon. “We know that they are there.
We know that they are in Lebanon, working closely with Hezbollah. We know that they
are in the region,” he said. [BBC News - 12/5/2002 nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel
6 months ago Officials from the Palestinian Authority have accused the Israeli spy
agency Mossad of setting up a fake al-Qaeda terrorist cell in Gaza. Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat said that Israel had set up the mock cell in order to justify attacks in
Palestinian areas. [BBC News - 12/8/2002] nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6
months ago A NEW ISRAELI CONNECTION to the tragic events of Sept. 11, 2001 has
recently been unveiled. Buried in a New York Times story on Feb. 19 was the eyeopening revelation that a Lebanese Muslim Arab who has been taken into custody by
Lebanon—which has accused him of being a spy for some 25 years for Israeli
intelligence— just happens to be a cousin of one of the Muslims alleged to have been one
of the 9-11 hijackers. nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago "According to
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Enoch, It would seem that the rebel watchers took mortals into their beds, and their
mistresses gave birth to "giants" who were virtually ungovernable. They began to
"devour" human beings and develped a tast for blood." "The offspring of the watchers
became violent and war-like" Page 189 The Atlantis BluePrint nycsentinel 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago Yet, as horrible as the day was what made 911 a miracle is the
way jews muslims and christians came together to fight evil as one against evil
nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago There are three kinds of 9/11 truth
seekers: (i) Those who can connect the dots. (ii) Agents employed by the perpetrators to
muddy the waters. (iii) Those who have been misled and misdirected by the latter group.
Deborah Simon is linked to Phil Jayhan (who runs letsroll911(dot)org Tom Flocco, Karl
Schwarz (aka Jon Carlson), John Kaminski, and is also believed to have financed the
Loose Change video after a meeting with Dylan Avery. -Very Wise Patriot Check the end
credits on Loosechange nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago It has now
emerged that Deborah Simon – a woman who married into a wealthy family of Zionist
billionaires – is a common link between many of the phony truth seekers and Zionist real
estate billionaires who are in regular contact with Benjamin Netanyahu and the Israeli
State. -Very Wise Patriot nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago WTF does
inside job mean? Werent Isrealis the ones who benefited the most from this issue? Wasnt
Isreali dual citizens in charge of security? Nothing against the jewish religion Just
question about confirmed spies being released after 911 nycsentinel 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago Im a sept 11th survivor looking for answers "911truth" is a
criminal network engaged in conspiracy to defraud the public nycsentinel 6 months ago
MsCux 6 months ago yah good jap Bin Laden MsCux 6 months ago theoperationfreedom
6 months ago read: the new pearl harbor by david griffin read: american conspiracies by
jesse ventura Read: 9/11 mystery plane by mark h gaffney Read:the terror conspiracy by
jim marrs Read: the tyranny of oil by antonio juhasz Watch my upload of loose change
american coup, watch fahrenheight 9/11, Watch food inc, watch who killed the electric
car, watch ne documentary about iraq , Listen to muse: the uprising, Actor: charlie sheen,
visit ae9/11 truth 1000 architects ask for a new investigation. theoperationfreedom 6
months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago William Rodriguez tried to skip out of work on
911. His boss had to order him into work. nycsentinel 6 months ago Sharky2055 6
months ago William Rodriguez IS A LOWLIFE SCUMBAG. Sharky2055 6 months ago
mudman1998 6 months ago tinybear1???? how could they get payed if there wasting their
lifes anyways lmao? mudman1998 6 months ago tinybears1 6 months ago there was no
terrorist attack.... there was not a terrorist even on the plane, two men were paid, the
seccond loud bang you hear after the second plane hit was the bombs going off to
demolish the first building, the man that owns the building put a certain type of insurance
on those buildings two days before they were hit and was not "in the office that day"... it
is a shame that ppl had to die, and my heart broke when i saw this happen.. but people
DO YOUR RESEARCH... PAY ATTENTION tinybears1 6 months ago Sharky2055 6
months ago tinybears1 You tell people to research, and you haven't even done any
yourself. What you've written is incorrect. The WTC Twin Towers is The New York
Port Authority, who leased them to a company named Westfield Shopping Malls& Larry
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Silverstein with the latter taking on the most of the finanicial burden. The lease was
signed in June 2001 & it was incumbant on LS to insure it for terrorist attacks since it'd
been bombed back in 1993. He was going to a DR's appointment that morning.
Sharky2055 6 months ago 0xVx0 6 months ago RIP 0xVx0 6 months ago 0xVx0 6 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam This is so scary 0xVx0 6
months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago "The American People should be ashamed of
themselves for not seeking the truth of what happened on September 11, 2001, a day of
deception that changed their world. Many Americans simply ignore serious problems
with an official narrative in which they have been led to believe." -Daniel Sanjatta "I have
it on good authority that the real budget for LCAC was about $50,000; at least some of
that was for Sunjata. I hope to have some more details soon." Pat Curley | Homepage |
09.26.09 – 2:21 am nycsentinel 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago nycsentinel ARE
YOU A 9/11 TRUTHER? DO YOU BELIEVE 9/11 WAS AN INSIDE JOB? WHAT IS
IT YOU"RE TRYING TO SAY?? Sharky2055 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago
Alex Jones exposes attempt to demonize 9/11 Truth on Geraldo, Fox News Geraldo Foxnews Sanjatta - FX/Fox Loosechange - Promoted by Fox See the pattern? nycsentinel
6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @nycsentinel nycsentinel said: Jones exposes attempt to demonize 9/11 Truth on
Geraldo, Fox News Geraldo - Foxnews Sanjatta - FX/Fox Loosechange - Promoted by
Fox See the pattern? >>>>>>>>>>>>>> Yes, I call it, hypocrite extremism. Sharky2055
6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago As the founder of Firefighters for 9-11 Truth...
One of the things we are trying to change is the public’s and firefighters blind faith in
“authority” and the media. It is absolutely critical that we don’t blindly believe what
“authority”, the media, or anybody tells us. I personally contacted Infowars, and advised
them of this and asked them to remove it, but they did not. This hurts our credibility. Erik Lawyer nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Breaking: Adam Godan
American Al Quaida just got arrested by pakistani intelligence nycsentinel 6 months ago
CoolVideoGameVideos 6 months ago Seeing that smoke pour into the streets with the
crying sent shivers down my spine. CoolVideoGameVideos 6 months ago nycsentinel 6
months ago This person says that even if you aren’t who the pledge indicates you should
be in order to sign this petition, you can sign it anyway. It’s from Firefighters For 9-11
Truth. If you aren’t into being lied to, and if you think committing fraud in the name of
firefighters who you neither speak for nor represent, do us a favor and let them know.
Posted by Neighborhood Rationalist8:16 AM nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6
months ago Firefighters for 9/11 Truth: Not For Firefighters, Not For Truth After
sending out a message about our upcoming debate in Toronto I got the following
“petition” in my inbox. Please sign this and send it out to as many as you can k[sic]!
::Very Important Petition from Firefighters:: To: US Congress Oh wait, thats purgery !!!
nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago 911 was a crime that people in
position of power then and wish would just go away The investigation was a half baked
farce -William Manning nycsentinel 6 months ago gabekid123 6 months ago the people
jumping out of the windows creeped me out gabekid123 6 months ago nycsentinel 6
months ago According to the domain registration, the owner of 911truth(dot)org has
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chosen to hide their identity from the public. I then checked ae911truth(dot)org . The
owner of that site has also hidden their identity from public view. (For those not domain
savvy it means that they chose to sign up the site through a proxy service to make the
owner's names anonymous.) nycsentinel 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
nycsentinel Do you believe 9/11 was an inside job or not? Sharky2055 6 months ago
blackjerryboymetal 6 months ago @Sharky2055 I think they are finally waking up
Sharky, Took 9 yrs, but I think they are realizing we are at war in Afg against Al-Queda
and jihadists. blackjerryboymetal 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
blackjerryboymetal Let's hope so! Sharky2055 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago
At a Luke Rudkowski-run 9/11-related meeting in the balcony of a midtown deli, I talked
very briefly with Sabrina... As I recall it was at that point that the dour and
uncommunicative Rudkowski placed himself between Sabrina and me and ordered me to
stop asking questions. I responded by telling him not to tell me what to do. -Tom Weiss
nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago (Dan) Wallace had previously
witnessed the multiple harassments of me by people like Les Jamieson and Frank
Morales and had taken it upon himself to do a video interview with me outside St. Mark's
on one of the evenings I had been physically barred from entering by Jamieson's and
Morales' thugs. -Tom Weiss nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago You
don’t actually have to be a firefighter to join “Firefighters for 9/11 Truth” – JREF Forum
Instead of accusing the Great Mythical Multi-headed “JREF” of being… pretty much
anything you don’t like… why don’t you take a minute and recognize what’s really going
on? A group- claiming to be FIREFIGHTERS and representing your blessed fantasy
movement is nothing of the sort, as pointed out by the fact that anyone- including fake
and multiple identities can sign up. nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago
They fight fires in seattle? 911twoof nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago
Stand-Pipe and Sprinkler Operations Suggested Strategy 1. Pre-plan the location of
sprinkler system shut-offs and siameses. 2. Commit supply lines to sprinler siamese
early, providing proper valume and pressure. 3. Get handlines in place, staffed by masked
equiped members. (cont) -Chief John Norman Page 147 Fire Officers Handbook of
Tactics nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Stand-Pipe and Sprinkler
Operations Suggested Strategy (cont) 4. Ventilate the area, anticipating difficulties and
using proper techniques 5. Only after the fire is definately under control, shut down the
sprinkler system drain it and restore it to service -Chief John Norman Page 147 Fire
Officers Handbook of Tactics nycsentinel 6 months ago barquedust 6 months ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Do you get the sense that your freedoms
are being taken from you? They are!! The state of our nation is no accident! Find out
more at: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) barquedust 6 months ago nycsentinel 6
months ago I know seattle fd is not as big as nyc but you would think even they would
know about turn-out gear temperature limits May I suggest "fire officers handbook on
tactics" by John Norman (chief spec-op) He signed my copy 911twoof nycsentinel 6
months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Erik Lawyer is a prossional Firefighter You saying
he didnt know this already? How many "real" firefighters in firefighters for 911 twoof?
nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Consider that FDNY Firemarshall
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Ronald P Bucca (fmr US Army Spec- Forces)(RIP) who also reached the 78Flr was not
wearing full modern day turn-out gear. He was only wearing only a turn-out coat.
Consider that modern day turn out gear can with stand temperatures of 1200-1250
degrees. -Me Major Lower Extremity Exposure nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6
months ago On 911 Chief Orio Palmer(RIP) Stated upon reaching the 78 floor "We need
two lines for two isolated pockets of fire." "We have a house line stretched we could use
some water." Meaning Chief Palmer would have presumed water was available for stand
pipe operations since they stretched a "house line" -Me nycsentinel 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago “Ironically, some of our supply of the anthrax antidoteCipro
had been stored in the Command Center in 7 World Trade Center. Knowing that we lost
whatever had been in 7 World Trade, I aked Richie if we were now entirely without cipro
and Doxyecycline and the rest. He reassured me: “WE PREPARED FOR THIS. WE
HAD ALREADY SPREAD THE ANTIDOTE THROUGHOUT THE FACILITIES IN
ALL FIVE BOROUGHS.”PAGE 358Leadership Rudolph W Giuliani Ditto Investigate
"911twoof" nycsentinel 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago Well over a thousand
architects and engineers aren't mistaken and neither are hundreds of scientists, scholars,
military intelligence officers, firefighters, retired military personnel and veterans of every
rank and service, legal and media professionals and last but not least, many of the family
members of the victims are not all wrong. There needs to be a legitimate investigation ...
that's the law. Even the 911 Commission admits there was no legitimate investigation!
KevinMerck 6 months ago handsomedevill1001 6 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Oh, I almost forgot. I just heard that the president of
Iran...that's right, that psycho, stated that he believes that 911 was a conspiracy.
LOL...figures.... Well you conspiracy asshs are in good company now. Birds of a feather.
Do you guys realize what that means? You are in agreement with Ahmadinejad. Talk
about pathetic....LMFAO handsomedevill1001 6 months ago best333WillC 6 months ago
Explosives were used on 9/11. Its obvious to any rational, critical thinking person. Its
even obvious to what you call psycho's. best333WillC 6 months ago nycsentinel 6
months ago The people who would know best are the people who deal with structural
collapse every day of their careers.... structural demolition technicians. These guys...
Protecservices(dot)com They were on the scene immediately after the collapse and
stayed there for months removing debris. Wanna hear what they have to say about it?
They say that you (and the architects at AE911truth) are ----ing kooks.... -Mechanic (Hat
Trick) nycsentinel 6 months ago best333WillC 6 months ago 9/11 was an inside job. Its
obvious to any rational, critical thinking person, that explosives were used. Just because
protecservices(dot)com were paid to say otherwise, like mainstream tv, doesn't mean you
should give away your critical thinking ability and say, I believe whatever you tell me, o
television. best333WillC 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Re: Ex-CIA Chief James
Woolsey handed down gag-order to 9/11 Firefighters “I want to say that Paul Isaac has
sent me enough material by e-mail to make it look as though his claim Woolsey was never
responsible for a gag order is likely valid. At the very least his outspokenness on the very
subjects that were supposedly made off-limits for police and firemen to discuss is proof
enough for me that he was misquoted.” -Mark Graffis 11-5-09 re: false woolsey article
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nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Day 2 (Weds) September 12: "Some
of them HAVE ALREADY ARRIVED, for I saw the group from Seattle and another
from Texas, all in very identifiable dark blue coveralls, with the initials USAR in large
letters across their backs. Each team includes about fifty men and women specially
trained in rescue work." (Author) Page203 Report From Ground Zero (Dennis Smith)
Erik Lawyer FEMA? Erik Lawyer in NY-9/10? Accessory before during and after the
fact? nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Firefighters For 9/11 Truth |
World for 9/11 Truth | W9T(dot)org Oct 20, 2009 .. This tale begins during and shortly
after 9/11/2001, .. Police Officer, Paul Isaac Jr. It's a head-spinner… .. "Paul Isaac Emails
us all the time" -Erik Lawyer you knowingly post disinformation without check the
source nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Dan Wallace of NY911Truth,
Fallen Firefighter's Son, Found Dead ... One of our most prominent, courageous and
dedicated young members of NY911Truth and CHANGE, Dan Wallace is no longer with
us. … Mysterious Death of '911 Truth Seeker' Dan Wallace Mar 25, 2007 … Dan
Wallace was a teenager when his father, Lt. Robert Wallace, a New York City firefighter,
died during the … nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago It was a few weeks
after that interview that I learned that Mr. Wallace was dead. I recall much outward
"mourning" behavior by people including the now political enemies Jamieson and Luke
Rudkowski. -Tom Weiss nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago
Mr.(Dan)Wallace interrupted to tell me that he had been harassed by LaRouche people
for some time. At that point his "girlfriend", identifying herself as "Sabrina", appeared
and confirmed what Mr. Wallace was telling me. -Tom Weiss nycsentinel 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago KevinMerck Says: Aug 31, 2009 - Oh that's right, you're the
scumbag pretending to be a NYC firefighter. If you are, you're a disgrace to the uniform.
If you were there, you were probably cowering underneath a truck while your buddies
paid with their lives. Reveal your identity coward, or shut your mouth. (The poster was
addressing FDNY Ret. John Rigolini) 911Twoofer nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel
6 months ago "Dont pretend to care if you dont want the real murderers brought to
justice" -Kevin Merck aka Tool nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago
“The 9/11 Movement in NYC is really strong, both in this group, and in the other
important group, We Are Change. I’m active with both groups, as a part of laying the
groundwork for planning the big 9/11/09 conference, “Real Change and Transparency.” Les Jamieson nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago they used Danny and
his fathers name so they can push their own ideas on people. It is not a movement for
truth but a movement for their thoughts and propaganda to be pushed on victims of 911
and the america people. -NLarosa (Dans Uncle) nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6
months ago A few weeks after this turbulent meeting Dan Wallace died (or was killed)
and “We Are Change” initiated when Luke and Les Jamieson, the leader of 9/11 “Truth”
parted ways.” -Paula Gloria Erik Lawyers 911twoof buddies nycsentinel 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago You know what really pisses me off about this? It’s not that
Luke lied about Dan’s death or Infowars is using a corpse for their gains, but that I am
completely unshocked by this entire situation. I’ve been dealing with these psychos for
over a year and seen their tactics. This does not surprise me -NLarosa (Dan Wallaces
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Uncle) son of 911FDNY Lt Robert Wallace nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6
months ago “Paul Isaac Jr. emails me all the time and he appears to be bipolar. I just
personally called FDNY headquarters to confirm they have no auxliary fire department,
and they haven’t for many years. Isaac is known throughout the firefighting forums as
being mentally unstable, and having no real ties to the fire department. Not good for our
orginization.” -Erik Lawyer Lol nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago As
the founder of Firefighters for 9-11 Truth I have received several emails about this article.
I would like to clear up some misinformation. (re:false woolsey article) The person this
article sources (Paul Isaac, Jr) is either a disinformation agent, or mentally ill. He emails
us all the time nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Kenney: "We're
currently one of the first teams that was deployed to support the city of New York for
THIS DISASTER. We arrived on late Monday night, and went into action on Tuesday
morning. And not until today did we get a full opportunity to work the entire site." (Tom
Kenny FEMA-USAR Mass Sept 13, 2001 nycsentinel 6 months ago KevinMerck 6
months ago The only people who care about the victims are supporting a real
investigation. The 9/11 Commission amitted there was no real investigation. They stated
that the government was lying to them and that they were "set up to fail". Don't pretend
to care if you don't want the real murderers brought to justice. KevinMerck 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago Day 2 September 12: “Some of them HAVE ALREADY
ARRIVED, for I saw the group from (Seattle) and another from Texas, all in very
identifiable dark blue coveralls, with the initials USAR in large letters across their backs.
Each team includes about fifty men and womenn specially trained in rescue work.”
(Author) Page203 Report From Ground Zero (Dennis Smith) Is/was Erik Lawyer
FEMA? Was Erik Lawyer at pier 92 9/10? nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6
months ago That it didnt cost THE PEOPLE a cent to see that Justice or fraud?
nycsentinel 6 months ago LuigiMario59 6 months ago For me, i think the cloud on the
right looks like a hand with claws grabing it! 8| WEIRD AND CREEPY LuigiMario59 6
months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago He charges that because Ms. Whitman issued a
statement that the air was fine, Traveler's saved a lot of money by not having to pay
claims. -the Former EPA guy nycsentinel 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
nycsentinel What's the point you're trying to make? Sharky2055 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago ...accused EPA Administrator Christie Whitman of withholding
data on toxic levels of pollution and poisons in the air at the World Trade Center for
personal gain. - EPA Ombusdman Robert Martin nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6
months ago Whitman is the wife of a former CitiGroup officer who now manages about
$800 million of CitiGroup's investments. CitiGroup owns Travelers' Insurance, the
insurance company of many buildings in the WTC area. Eh? nycsentinel 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago If theres a place worse than hell Im in it -Abraham Lincoln In
my world hell is a club med weekend -Me Fomerly w/TenHouse 98/99 FDNY Aux/Lt
Never Forget nycsentinel 6 months ago qazmlp1234567890 6 months ago Haha that bitch
omg
boo
hop
hahahahahahaahahahaahahahhahah-aahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha-hahahahahahhosam
a for prez qazmlp1234567890 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago They Say They
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Were Sickened Working at Ground Zero - FDNY News by theBravest(dot)com
Someones got some splainin to do... nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago
You want real research? Look here... (Prothink Interviews NYC (911) First Responder
Paul Isaac) Please NO RELIGOUS INTOLERANCE CRAP !!! nycsentinel 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago ...i’d like to speak ahead of time for him and say that this article
right here…“I know 911 was an inside job, the police know its an inside job, and the
firemen know it too” Yeah total bullshit !!! -Dylan Avery nycsentinel 6 months ago
theoperationfreedom 6 months ago To all those who listen, to all those who hear, a voice
is crying out, yet you turn in fear? when blood is shed, and answers not given lies we are
fed, its time to say, when the walls that divide governments and people grow to such
heights that the people no longer see the light. and there is no end in sight, when wars are
fought in the name of recources and money, instead of promoting peace, when freedom is
tested, maybe thats when we need to start fighting back theoperationfreedom 6 months
ago nycsentinel 6 months ago "Jimmy Walters, who appeared at St Marks church at a
911 event and showed a film focusing on the sexual habbits, homosexuality, beastiality
and sexual perversions (IN DETAIL !!!) of members of the Bush administration. Many
of those in attendance left, appalled at the content being presented at a les jamieson
promoted event." Les Jamieson National Coordinator NYC Ballot Initiative / NYCCAN
Please Donate More... nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Local author
makes publishing accessible to all writers Thorn's short story, "The Blow-up Doll", for
instance, tells the story of a young boy's first wet dream. … nycsentinel 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago I see garbage put in these comments all damn day But putting
evidence of criminal fraud and either YT or the video poster is blkg my post. Great job
nycsentinel 6 months ago 1166925 6 months ago death to israel they started 9-11 and
framed the muslims 1166925 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Les Jamieson like
wingtv even though he is aware of them producing boarderline CHILD
PORNAGRAPHY !!! nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago When I spoke
at St Marks in 2006 as a guest of Les Jamieson, Richard Gage copied and pasted my
picture from that night on his website. The c/p photo had me making the false wingtv
quote " I know 911 was an insise job" It took threatening a lawsuit to remove it Hes a
lying POS nycsentinel 6 months ago stonee206 6 months ago I can see why you did'nt
react so very much before the towers collapsed... I would not be so very scared at once.
stonee206 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago "#7 is the "smoking gun". Not hit by
a plane, with few fires, it came down in a classic crimp and implosion, something only
precise demolition can do, which takes days or weeks to prepare. The 911 Commission
didn't mention it, and FEMA displayed willful ignorance. Brothers, the implications are
almost unthinkable, but the official story is utter nonsense, and 343 murdered brothers
are crying out for justice. Demand a real investigation into 911!" -Anton Vodvarka, Lt.
FDNY (ret) KevinMerck 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago KevinMerck Where's
your link to the source for that 'quote'? Sharky2055 6 months ago TheElyaouti900 6
months ago that was me on the plane muahahhahaha il bomb 7 eleven next! beware
TheElyaouti900 6 months ago Aggrobilly 6 months ago Inside job- to install the police
state and controll the world! stay informend people its not a lie!im not a freak when i say
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this world is dominated by evils and the good people must die......think about it bevore
write stupid things,thanks. Aggrobilly 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
Aggrobilly 9 years, and where's this police state at?? Sharky2055 6 months ago
martunezocholle 6 months ago 19.43 worst fucking thing i ever have seen ;s
martunezocholle 6 months ago fotbollskillen7 6 months ago omg fotbollskillen7 6 months
ago Osmand777 6 months ago i like my penis in vagina Osmand777 6 months ago
t250ceeent 6 months ago i was there t250ceeent 6 months ago flamegod7 6 months ago
Everyone, support a new investigation into 9/11. Without one, corporate America will do
whatever it takes to keep the nation in the shadows so that their true ambitions won't be
discovered. flamegod7 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago flamegod7 Corporate
America didn't do 9/11. Sharky2055 6 months ago spielverderber9 6 months ago
@Sharky2055, do you get money for your stupid comments? spielverderber9 6 months
ago Sinistersinc 6 months ago flamegod7 and what would their dark intentions be ?
Sinistersinc 6 months ago flamegod7 6 months ago Profit, need I say more? flamegod7 6
months ago barquedust 6 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Do you get the sense that your freedoms are being taken from you? They are!! The
state of our nation is no accident! Find out more at: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.
(com) barquedust 6 months ago Connomb11 6 months ago let us never forget this terrible
incident. Connomb11 6 months ago theoperationfreedom 6 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam To all those who? listen, to all those who hear, a
voice is crying out, yet you turn in fear? when blood is shed, and answers not given lies
we are fed when the walls that divide governments and people grow to such heights that
the people no longer see the light. and there is no end in sight, when wars are fought in the
name of recources and money, instead of promoting peace, when freedom is tested,
maybe thats when we need to start fighting back, maybe thats when truth needs to be on
track theoperationfreedom 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Until May 2008, the
AIA logo had been displayed quite prominently on most promotional material from
AE911Truth. But after they tried to "crash" an AIA convention, the logo disappeared.
No explanation has been given as to why the AIA logo was pulled -AE911truth(dot)info
nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago $30 entry fee for the unemployed
nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Have you seen this one ?
"TreasonInAmericaConference" Check out the cover charge nycsentinel 6 months ago
Sharky2055 6 months ago nycsentinel No, I haven't seen this. Fascinating. Sharky2055 6
months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago AIA is being mistepresented because its not into
demolition work Its a false "Appeal to Authority" gimmick Richard Gage admits that
demolition is outside of his expertise He makes his money from speculation nycsentinel 6
months ago rapman102 6 months ago 19:42 . rapman102 6 months ago christytina81 6
months ago You can see a person near the top right corner of the building waving when
she zooms in on the north tower. christytina81 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago
The search for truth and justice for 911 victims and famies gets my support The criminal
exploitation and disrespect of 911 victims and families gets my wrath nycsentinel 6
months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Google: "Richard Gage still begging for dollars"
Also seems the AIA logo is no longer on the sign. nycsentinel 6 months ago Sharky2055
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6 months ago nycsentinel That's because A!A bitterly complained about it being used
because they don't want to be associated with the truther-fool movement, which never
moves. . Sharky2055 6 months ago EatMyShitYumYum 6 months ago hahahahahahaha
lol lol...love this video! EatMyShitYumYum 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago One
thing that AE911Truth needs is money, lots and lots of money. There are constant
appeals for cash at their website and in every appearance by Richard Gage.
AE911truth(dot)info nycsentinel 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago nycsentinel
They also charge for their information. I'm not referring to their fiction laden dvds.
Sharky2055 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago "#7 is the smoking gun". Not hit by
a plane, with few fires, it came down in a classic crimp and implosion, something only
precise demolition can do, which takes days or weeks to prepare. The 911 Commission
didn't mention it, and FEMA displayed willful ignorance. Brothers, the implications are
almost unthinkable, but the official story is utter nonsense, and 343 murdered brothers
are crying out for justice. Demand a real investigation into 911!" -Anton Vodvarka, Lt.
FDNY (ret) KevinMerck 6 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago KevinMerck Where is
the source for this, Anton Vodvarka, Lt. FDNY (ret) ? Sharky2055 6 months ago
nycsentinel 6 months ago If monthly donations just aren't your thing, then AE911Truth
will accept a one-time donation as well. This is delightfully know as Take an Architect to
Lunch! (Richard Gage is an architect, right?) -AE911truth(dot)info nycsentinel 6 months
ago nycsentinel 6 months ago Citizen / Student $10 monthly 20 WTC AE911Truth Hero
$911 monthly 20 DVD's + 1000 of each card FRAUD !!! nycsentinel 6 months ago
Sharky2055 6 months ago nycsentinel They charge to be part of their movement, to be on
their site????? Sharky2055 6 months ago KevinMerck 6 months ago Well over a thousand
architects and engineers aren't wrong and neither are hundreds of scientists, scholars,
military intelligence officers, firefighters, retired military personnel and veterans of every
rank and service, legal and media professionals and last but not least, many of the family
members of the victims are not all wrong. There needs to be a legitimate investigation...
that's the law. Even the 911 Commission admits there was no legitimate investigation!
KevinMerck 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago HON. SHERRY KLEIN HEITLER
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE loccysmif (1 week ago) 0 Reply | Spam motherFUCK
"Sherry Klein Heitler; administrative judge". I hope she dies. Slowly, and painfully.
loccysmif (1 week ago) +1 Reply | Spam NYsentinel: MotherFUCK Hellerstein. I hope
he dies. Now.... what are you going to do about that? Two knuckleheads pushing the
same fraud nycsentinel 6 months ago nycsentinel 6 months ago @Kevin Merck
KevinMerck Says: Aug 31, 2009 - Oh that's right, you're the scumbag pretending to be a
NYC firefighter. If you are, you're a disgrace to the uniform. If you were there, you were
probably cowering underneath a truck while your buddies paid with their lives. Reveal
your identity coward, or shut your mouth. Its obvious youre either a tool or a plant
nycsentinel 6 months ago TheJoniscool 6 months ago the only thing more sad than the
planes crashing into the tower is that it took the planes crashing into the tower to bring us
all together in peace TheJoniscool 6 months ago Sakkaes27 6 months ago Thank you ... I
really wanted to watch this but i did not know where is good video about it ... You filmed
it great ! Thanks my family watched this with me ... That was scared ! When the second
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building falled down ... Oh my god ... Sakkaes27 6 months ago Cytube1001 6 months ago
absolute horror Cytube1001 6 months ago karen9119 6 months ago as the hole world
stood still R.I.P TO ALL NEVER FORGOTTIN this day will live with us all forever
karen9119 6 months ago mrdagangaman 6 months ago Comment removed hubbabub1 7
months ago that was not so fun :( hubbabub1 7 months ago jessehardy 7 months ago
Thank you for filming this!! RIP :'( jessehardy 7 months ago buonvolere 7 months ago So
u really on 2001 a Sick man Named (Tim Osmam GOOGLE IT, Ex CIA/ aka Osama bin
Laden) that needed every 3 days a Dialyse because he was very sick,and ist hiding in
Mountains was the one that made this Buildungs Crush??so funny..read the Facts..u will
be shocked and u see that the CIA/FBI together with G.W Bush killt they Own
People...oh by the way..OSAMA BIN LADEN DIED 2001 like i said..he visited every 3
days the Hospital in Pakistan. Bye and PEACE ON EARTH. buonvolere 7 months ago
fleuryy7 7 months ago It completely change the face of the world , I remember see this on
tv ,I had a strange feeling about that . fleuryy7 7 months ago best333WillC 7 months ago
Footage of the second plane striking the second building was cut of out of this film. You
can see a glitch, in the timing of the film. Then you can hear voices saying it was a
military plane. Why was the footage cut out of this video? Watch directly at 11:44 into
the video. best333WillC 7 months ago Xprank11 6 months ago I think it wasn't cut out,
she just didn't film it Xprank11 6 months ago best333WillC 7 months ago 9 11 was an
inside job....The buildings were brought down with explosives. Investiage 9/11!
best333WillC 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago The only people who really care
about the victims are actively supporting a legitimate investigation. How much do you
care about a person you allow to be murdered without a real investigation? I wouldn't
want you caring about me, that's for damn sure. Support a real investigation or you're as
phony as they come. KevinMerck 7 months ago electricrox96 7 months ago :O :////// R.I.P
electricrox96 7 months ago hejjlouise 7 months ago omg that's so horrible imagine the fear
those people had ! :O hejjlouise 7 months ago flippinxgymnast 7 months ago rip </3
flippinxgymnast 7 months ago mynameispatrick1234 7 months ago @ LoveTibia1 R.I.P
your lilbrother Michael,and im sorry that that happened to your brother
mynameispatrick1234 7 months ago LoveTibia1 7 months ago 2 This is a message to all
the peoples that care about this ! R.I.P every1 that died this day .. U to Michael My
lillbrother . Every1 that cares about this attack Please write R.I.P ! LoveTibia1 7 months
ago 2 Arkzats 7 months ago R.I.P. Arkzats 7 months ago Sharky2055 6 months ago
LoveTibia1 Please accept my deepest condolences. Sorry for your loss. R. I. P. , NEVER
FORGET Sharky2055 6 months ago EatMyShitYumYum 7 months ago show hide fuckin
pathtic ammericans you deserve that you motherfuckers i HOPE ALL OF YOU BURN
IN HELL YOU FUCKIN BITCCHES!! EatMyShitYumYum 7 months ago tbone9873 7
months ago @EatMyShitYumYum WTF is wrong with you, your an ass tbone9873 7
months ago bime33 7 months ago What about his ass? bime33 7 months ago Sharky2055
6 months ago EatMyShitYumYum = troll please do not feed the trolls. Sharky2055 6
months ago BolgOfTheNorth 7 months ago Can't believe how many morons think this
was instigated by the US government so they could steal some oil, you idiots really
should get out more. Some retard even said this video is fake! How can anyone be so
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fucking stupid. BolgOfTheNorth 7 months ago nycsentinel 7 months ago You don’t
actually have to be a firefighter to join “Firefighters for 9/11 Truth” – JREF Forum
"Instead of accusing the Great Mythical Multi-headed “JREF” of being… pretty much
anything you don’t like… why don’t you take a minute and recognize what’s really going
on? A group- claiming to be FIREFIGHTERS and representing your blessed fantasy
movement is nothing of the sort, as pointed out by the fact that anyone- including fake
and multiple identities can sign up. " nycsentinel 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Do you get the sense that your
freedoms are being taken from you? They are!! The state of our nation is no accident!
Find out more at: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) barquedust 7 months ago
KevinMerck 7 months ago Paraphrased quote of survivor Brian Clark: "The second plane
hit six floors below us. We made our way down to where the plane hit and there was no
fire to speak of, just a few flames licking up the wall. As we proceeded down the stairs, a
couple floors below impact, conditions were normal. The lights were on and fresh air was
coming up from below." watch?v=sSPyrmXYZLA The only flames burning out of
control are in the minds of those who believe the official conspiracy theory. KevinMerck
7 months ago Lubo217 7 months ago interestnig... Lubo217 7 months ago shelmanjojo 7
months ago @xRulerxLS conspiracy? dude the whole story was fucking fake! except
those innocent people who got killed for the sake of the Zionists common man just open
your fucking eyes and think about it! shelmanjojo 7 months ago amphaynes 7 months ago
Fact: molten metal and thermite were at all 3 sites amphaynes 7 months ago shelmanjojo
7 months ago @Travianmaster234 and who is the terrorist exactly? shelmanjojo 7 months
ago shelmanjojo 7 months ago @Travianmaster234 you must be an Israeli! your ignorance
can tell the truth! shelmanjojo 7 months ago Travianmaster234 7 months ago I'm
american, so my ingnorance is low, I am in GT and Got higher on an SAT then 28% of
highschool kids. In the 7th grade. So screw you Travianmaster234 7 months ago
shelmanjojo 7 months ago @Travianmaster234 your ignorance is low coz you are an
American? is that a joke? till now i was thinking Americans are bunch of LOW IQs sorry
my apology! shelmanjojo 7 months ago shelmanjojo 7 months ago @Akaufmannnn oh
yea sure and it starts from your own fucking country shelmanjojo 7 months ago
shelmanjojo 7 months ago your foolishness is appalling! i am stunned by some of the
comments that i read on this page! you fools after 9 years still thinking that was a
terrorist attack? shelmanjojo 7 months ago nycsentinel 7 months ago @Sharky2055
Google "Richard Gage still begging for dollars" Very informative nycsentinel 7 months
ago SammyFrodoMarcel 7 months ago 11:45 SammyFrodoMarcel 7 months ago
nycsentinel 7 months ago @Sharky2055 What makes it more suspicious is Richard Gage
admitting "CD is out of his range of expertise" Check out the door charge on the latest
presentation "unemployed $ students" nycsentinel 7 months ago ahyeahhbaby 7 months
ago That is just proof that you cant trust your own goverment and president so just go to
gods law the quran and islam ahyeahhbaby 7 months ago www666LC 7 months ago Hell
is real - 666 is our time! www666LC 7 months ago The1979Warriors 7 months ago
@xRulerxLS yo dude!! i do believe its a piece of debris thats falling from the impact zone.
After watching this vid more than once i think it is debris The1979Warriors 7 months ago
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myrkeyjones 7 months ago I can't believe it's nearly to tenth anniversary. myrkeyjones 7
months ago demariojason 7 months ago So to the people who apparently was not there,
(you people here on youtube, which seems to know MORE than the actual eye
witnesses) About the young ladies who said: "it was a millitary plane" What were they
referring to??! The plane that hit the building?? demariojason 7 months ago njskiinglegend
7 months ago gives me chills... horrible, terrible chills njskiinglegend 7 months ago
ahyeahhbaby 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
@njskiinglegend That is just proof that you cant trust your own goverment and
president so just go to gods law the quran and islam ahyeahhbaby 7 months ago
nycsentinel 7 months ago Fraud Erik? nycsentinel 7 months ago nycsentinel 7 months ago
This person says that even if you aren’t who the pledge indicates you should be in order
to sign this petition, you can sign it anyway. It’s from Firefighters For 9-11 Truth. If you
aren’t into being lied to, and if you think committing fraud in the name of firefighters who
you neither speak for nor represent, do us a favor and let them know. Posted by
Neighborhood Rationalist8:16 AM nycsentinel 7 months ago nycsentinel 7 months ago
(2) "Another of Angelini's sons, Mike Angelini, an auxiliary firefighter, was standing
alongside Fire Chaplain Mychal Judge, helping the injured who poured out of the twin
towers. He escaped death, even as the beloved cleric was killed." How much heartbreak
must family bear? BY MICHELE MCPHEE DAILY NEWS STAFF WRITER
Wednesday, September 19th 2001, 2:23AM Note: 911 Responder on-duty
w/NYFP2BKlyn nycsentinel 7 months ago nycsentinel 7 months ago As the founder of
Firefighters for 9-11 Truth... The person this article sources (Paul Isaac, Jr) "False
Woolsey Gag-Order" "There is no Auxiliary Dept. within the FDNY, and hasn’t been for
many many years. So, he’s making statements from a position of an authority that
doesn’t even exist." Slander Erik? nycsentinel 7 months ago nycsentinel 7 months ago
“We’re currently one of the first teams that was deployed to support the city of New
York for THIS DISASTER. We arrived on late Monday night, and went into action on
Tuesday morning. And not until today did we get a full opportunity to work the entire
site.” Tom Kenny FEMA-USAR Mass Sept 13, 2001 Was Erik in NYC 9/10?
nycsentinel 7 months ago nycsentinel 7 months ago Day 2 Weds September 12: “Some of
them HAVE ALREADY ARRIVED, for I saw the group from Seattle and another from
Texas, all in very identifiable dark blue coveralls, with the initials USAR in large letters
across their backs. Each team includes about fifty men and women specially trained in
rescue work.” (Author) Page203 Report From Ground Zero (Dennis Smith) 50 members
on each Task Force Was Erik Lawyer in NYC 9/10? Does Erik Lawyer support your
rants agains 911 first responders? nycsentinel 7 months ago andstuff100 7 months ago
vagina andstuff100 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Please help to support a legitimate investigation! 9/11 was a setup.
The collapse of the American economy is a setup. Fight for your country. The future is
in our hands! For interesting, scientifically based information, please visit:
theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) Please leave your thoughtful comments and share
pertinent information. Thanks! barquedust 7 months ago nycsentinel 7 months ago HON.
SHERRY KLEIN HEITLER ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE loccysmif (1 week ago) 0
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Reply | Spam motherFUCK "Sherry Klein Heitler; administrative judge". I hope she dies.
Slowly, and painfully. loccysmif (1 week ago) +1 Reply | Spam MotherFUCK
Hellerstein. I hope he dies. Now.... what are you going to do about that? Say hello to
your buddy Erik Lawyer of Seattle Fire Department nycsentinel 7 months ago
nycsentinel 7 months ago According to the domain registration, the owner of
911truth(dot)com has chosen to hide their identity from the public. I then checked
ae911truth(dot)com . The owner of that site has also hidden their identity from public
view. (For those not domain savvy it means that they chose to sign up the site through a
proxy service to make the owner's names anonymous.) nycsentinel 7 months ago
KevinMerck 7 months ago I want you sane folks out there to watch this video.
watch?v=gZFDsAH-CLA Erik Lawyer of Firefighters for 9/11 Truth explains what was
missing from the investigation that should raise all kinds of red flags with any decent
human being. KevinMerck 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago Any firefighter in the
world worth their salt wants the most thorough investigation that can possibly be done.
Watch the video and listen to what Lawyer has to say. I personally don't give a rat's ass if
he was at ground zero or not. At least the man has the balls to admit that there wasn't a
real investigation. Let me say it again, any firefighter in the WORLD who doesn't think
there needs to be a legitimate investigation is a DISGRACE to his uniform. KevinMerck 7
months ago nycsentinel 7 months ago @Kevin Merck Your kind of truth, KM? You
know you like making homo-sexual remarks but... nycsentinel 7 months ago Sharky2055
7 months ago nycsentinel (5 hours ago) Reply | Spam @Kevin Merck Your kind of truth,
KM? >>>>>>>>>>>>> You know, the trwoofy fool fictional truth. Something to add to
your notes about, ae911truth . If their goal is to spread their socalled truth, then why are
they charging people for their reports? I'm not referring to their dvds. Loose Change sells
inkstamps, sweatshirts, bumper sitckers. Gage and these experts make $ speaking. They
get paid to lie. Hope they can live with themselves..... Sharky2055 7 months ago
spielverderber9 7 months ago Haben die afghanischen Widerstandskämpfer bzw. die
Taliban einen NATO-Staat angegriffen? Haben sie irgendwo auf der Welt jemals einen
Terrorangriff durchgeführt? Haben überhaupt Afghanen am 9/11 teilgenommen? Nein!!
haben sie nicht. Sie wehren sich nur gegen die verdammten Besatzungssoldaten die in
ihrem Land wüten und ihre Familien töten. spielverderber9 7 months ago buonvolere 7
months ago 100% richtig...verblendete menschen die alles glaube was die Bezahlten
Medien berichten werden dies NIE rausfinden. buonvolere 7 months ago nycsentinel 7
months ago "Jimmy Walters, who appeared at St Marks church at a 911 event and
showed a film focusing on the sexual habbits, homosexuality, beastiality and sexual
perversions (IN DETAIL !!!) of members of the Bush administration. Many of those in
attendance left, appalled at the content being presented at a les jamieson promoted
event." Les Jamieson National Coordinator NYC Ballot Initiative / NYCCAN Please
Donate More... nycsentinel 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago The comment I was
responding to was made by "bigriglo23" who refused to identify himself by name.
Anyone can get on YT pretending to be a firefighter making inflammatory remarks and
using abusive language. If this was John Rigolini, why is nycsentinel (another coward
hiding under the pointed-hood of anonymity) making this comment? If "bigriglo23" or
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"nycsentinel" think there doesn't need to be a legitimate investigation they are both
cowards and traitors. KevinMerck 7 months ago nycsentinel 7 months ago @Kevin
Merck Day 2- Weds September 12: “Some of them HAVE ALREADY ARRIVED, for I
saw the group from Seattle and another from Texas, all in very identifiable dark blue
coveralls, with the initials USAR in large letters across their backs. Each team includes
about fifty men and women specially trained in rescue work.” (Author) Page203 Report
From Ground Zero (Dennis Smith) 1. Is/Was Erik Lawyer a member of FEMA? 2. Was
Erik Lawyer in NYC on 9/10? nycsentinel 7 months ago CoolVideoGameVideos 7
months ago You people who say it's an "inside job" are heartless assholes, this was an act
of terrorism, and I too saw these towers collapse, that memory and those pictures are
drilled into my brain forever. And I wish I never did see it like I did, it was more horrible
than you can ever describe. CoolVideoGameVideos 7 months ago CoolVideoGameVideos
7 months ago Comment removed Guiga280498 7 months ago Nice camera, anyway it's
sad ='( Guiga280498 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Please help to support a legitimate investigation! 9/11 was a
setup. The collapse of the American economy is a setup. Fight for your country. The
future is in our hands! For interesting, scientifically based information, please visit:
theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) Please leave your thoughtful comments and share
pertinent information. Thanks! barquedust 7 months ago nycsentinel 7 months ago
KevinMerck Says: Aug 31, 2009 - Oh that's right, you're the scumbag pretending to be a
NYC firefighter. If you are, you're a disgrace to the uniform. If you were there, you were
probably cowering underneath a truck while your buddies paid with their lives. Reveal
your identity coward, or shut your mouth. Posted to John "bigriglo23" Rigolini RetFDNY Lt Sept 11Th First Responder nycsentinel 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months
ago @nycsentinel Posted one week ago. Eric Lawyer nails it! The so-called
"investigation" is nothing short of a criminal cover-up and obstruction of justice. Any
firefighter on the face of this earth who thinks there was no need for a legitimate
investigation is a disgrace to his uniform. Eric is a true patriot and genuine American hero!
watch?v=gZFDsAH-CLA I stand behind what I said to that big mouth coward if he
thinks there doesn't need to be a legitimate investigation. KevinMerck 7 months ago
buonvolere 7 months ago SAY THANK U TO GEORGE W BUSH..for killing his own
people to sell u a Story from the Bad Man in Afghanistan LOL..incredbile..by the
way..TIM OSMAM..(ex CIA) aka Osama bin Laden died 2001 ,he needed every 3 day a
Dialyse in Pakistan Hospital he was a very sick men...u people in the USA a believing
Lies from URE CORRUPT GOVERMENTS AND PRESIDENTS...u are very poor
people 8( and i feel sorry. I hope everything will come out soon. buonvolere 7 months
ago mike198748 7 months ago and of course you know this beyond a shadow of a
doubt?? everyone of you on herre think you know so much,,, noone will ever know the
truth cut it loose the truth will never be known mike198748 7 months ago buonvolere 7
months ago its easy listen to the true facts what has let the towers go down ..it was a
planned EXPLOSION and a NEW Chemical weapon that has only the CIA and FBI.Ask
the Builder of the Twin Towers...then u know the truth.,,i mean how blind can people in
the USA be????? DIDNT U SEE THE FACTS???THE REASON FOR A WAR ????..etc
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etc..dawm..The Movie Matrix is a Shi.t against the Real USA!!!!! buonvolere 7 months
ago JoeCHC 7 months ago @36thdivisionCCP I'd like to put you on that building, the
very day. See you're little nerd ass shit itself after feeling what they went through. They
were inncoent people. You'd be crying your fucking head off you little faggot. Think
about it. God you make me sick fuck you and your family. You stupid ass nerd just
hiding away through youtube. Fuck you. JoeCHC 7 months ago buonvolere 7 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam OBAMA IS GOIN ON WITH
WHAT BUSH FINIS´HED..incredible.. THE REAL TEERRORIST ON THIS WORLD
IS THE USA!..everything Corrupt... 9/11 they KILLED ure OWN people. CIA FBI
.Bildenburgs,Rothchild,Rockefe llers..incredible..WHEN WILL U PEOPLE WAKE UP
OVER THERE??..this insane people has to be stopped.Now they wanna go from
Afghanistan to IRAN next War..to get the OPIUM Fields.Oh another thing TIM
OSMAM..Aka Osama Bin Laden (Ex CIA) Died 2001.He needed 2001 every 3 days a
Dialyse in Pakistan Hospital buonvolere 7 months ago kajizlenet 7 months ago YOU
KEEP DREAMING ass hole... kajizlenet 7 months ago stomp777111222 7 months ago
So sad =( stomp777111222 7 months ago cayc1 7 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Great video, if you want to see a movie that will blow your
mind type into youtube old world secrets the omega project codes cayc1 7 months ago
FallenSouldiers 7 months ago it is al fake it iwas total set up it was controlled demolition
because the buildig was attacked at the top and it fell fromt he bottom it was c4 there is
evidence controlled demolition all cuz of bush FallenSouldiers 7 months ago marcpinke 7
months ago @FallenSouldiers , you are absolutely right. Problem is people naturally get
offended when you write something like this because even Hitler (who Bushes moneylaundered for during WW2) said that 'if you tell a lie big enough everyone will believe it).
Fuck, even I was fooled. This video, by the way is fake. Now, before ppl want to get
tough and write nasty comments, go and see SEPTEMBER CLUES A and watch the
series. Shut off Springer, u can do it! 'SEPTEMBER CLUES A' don't be scared to look
marcpinke 7 months ago stonee206 7 months ago My god! I was in 1st grade in school, 6
years, so i didnt really knew what happened, and i live in Norway.. =O stonee206 7
months ago MadheKroatia 7 months ago mynameispatrick1234 salim se^^ MadheKroatia
7 months ago MadheKroatia 7 months ago mynameispatrick1234
fu you !
MadheKroatia 7 months ago mynameispatrick1234 7 months ago stupid fucking
terrorists!im from croatia,but when i fucking see this,i would rather fucking take fucking
AK-47 and kill from 1. terrorist to last.stupid fucking terrorist fegets!!
mynameispatrick1234 7 months ago buonvolere 7 months ago if u wanna start killing
terrorist then start please in the US Goverment..first the whole Corrupt
Presidents.:Bush..Obama..etc..-.Rockefeller and Bildenburgs Familys..CIA and FBI..then
u have the REAL TERRORIST ..cause they Lied to ALL PEOPLE and killed they OWN
people for having a Reason to go inside the MIDDLE EAST TO GET THE OIL..the
Next will be IRAN they have OPIUM FIELDS..u will see.They will find another
SCHOCKING Lied Reason for it..and with media help u will believe it again buonvolere 7
months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago Buon This wasn't done by the US govt. US govt
doesn't procure oil for the US's privately owned oil industry. The inside job theories are
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fiction. Sharky2055 7 months ago 466519 7 months ago You call terrirists cowards? Who
is the real coward? You drop bombs on live sectors... killing 1000 of innocent victims...
Just like in vietnam... Burning ground. Yaeh, i know I'm talking here the shit, and I'm not a
terrorist >_> I feel sorry hor all killed people> really.... But the ones who did this sitting
right now in white house or iBar and drinkin peacefully their caffe/beer =(( 466519 7
months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago Show that you care about the victims by
supporting a real investigation. Even the 9/11 Commission admits there was no real
investigation. KevinMerck 7 months ago SammyFrodoMarcel 7 months ago Sad
SammyFrodoMarcel 7 months ago MastaKillahCZ 7 months ago God... Can you tell me
what happend in 19:40?? Was that another plane?? And where is the 2nd building?? I'm
very sorry about this event MastaKillahCZ 7 months ago Poul4545 7 months ago Omg..
Why do they do it? Just bomb it. So sad. Poul4545 7 months ago marcoddy 7 months ago
Watch 'Blueprint for truth' if you really want to know who was behind this awful act.
RIP victims of 9/11. marcoddy 7 months ago 29jug11 7 months ago Thank you for
sharing this, one of the most harrowing events ever seen live on TV that never to be
forgotten day: Rest in Peace all those that perished except for the perpetrators: 29jug11 7
months ago Smokie1306 7 months ago terrorist are fake.... this was the NWO
Smokie1306 7 months ago thekidracer 7 months ago fucking terrorist thekidracer 7
months ago K0oks0n 7 months ago lol K0oks0n 7 months ago The1979Warriors 7
months ago How does she know its a military plane exactly? The1979Warriors 7 months
ago The1979Warriors 7 months ago 3 Fuck the terrorist cowards who did this!!! Rot in
hell for all eternity u cowards!!! RIP innocent victims of 9/11 The1979Warriors 7 months
ago 3 marcoddy 7 months ago 2 The 'terrorists' are the New World Order. Watch World
trade centre 7 - a 47 storey skyscraper fall down exactly like a controlled demolition...
You're right, terrorists did this... but not the ones the news tells us. Watch '9/11 blueprint
for truth' Presentation by Architects & Engineers for 9/11 truth. over 1000 professionals
who question the official story. Peace. marcoddy 7 months ago 2 K0oks0n 7 months ago
u.d.a. men were responsible more specifically JARTIN. no really, i feel for these people, i
once crashed my bike into a hedge.get over it pussies K0oks0n 7 months ago
DeichmannFilms 7 months ago omg omfg its so fucking sad ;'( DeichmannFilms 7 months
ago barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) Please leave your thoughtful comments and share
pertinent information. Thanks! barquedust 7 months ago MariuszND 7 months ago this
is the true ... i know it's hard to belive that but if you put yourself some questions you
will understand ;) even now after 9 years why they didn't catch Osama ? Why after the
first plane entered in the WTC comes another one, America doesn't have haunting planes?
Why White house wasn't hit by the plane who was destinated for that... try to found
those questions answer ;) MariuszND 7 months ago Prev 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 Next
Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright
Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location:
Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as
a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different
playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to:
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Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My
Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September
11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond
to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all
All Comments (47,036) K0oks0n 7 months ago u.d.a. men were responsible more
specifically JARTIN. no really, i feel for these people, i once crashed my bike into a
hedge.get over it pussies K0oks0n 7 months ago DeichmannFilms 7 months ago omg
omfg its so fucking sad ;'( DeichmannFilms 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com)
Please leave your thoughtful comments and share pertinent information. Thanks!
barquedust 7 months ago GardnerDylan 7 months ago The day the world stood stiil.
GardnerDylan 7 months ago missmanxee 7 months ago @MariuszND and 466519 shame
on you both. I don't think you both realise that thousands of workers and firemen have
lost their lives from this terrorist attack. your both so horrible and mallicious to even post
such evil comments like that. I hope you both burn in hell. RIP to everyone who lost
their lives on 9/11. missmanxee 7 months ago MariuszND 7 months ago this is the true ...
i know it's hard to belive that but if you put yourself some questions you will understand
;) even now after 9 years why they didn't catch Osama ? Why after the first plane entered
in the WTC comes another one, America doesn't have haunting planes? Why White house
wasn't hit by the plane who was destinated for that... try to found those questions
answer ;) MariuszND 7 months ago MariuszND 7 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Forget about terrorists, all this was planned by your own
government... Why? To start the war, to steal the Oil, to sell guns.... That was a
necessary show... MariuszND 7 months ago 466519 7 months ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam Yeah, baby! Thats was cool! Forget about terrorists, all
this was planned by your own government... Why? To start the war, to steal the Oil, to
sell guns.... That was a necessary show... 466519 7 months ago 466519 7 months ago
Comment removed CLIPPAGE1994 7 months ago 7:33 a man is jumping 19:30 !!!!!
CLIPPAGE1994 7 months ago ssssskimannnnn 7 months ago Hi everyone, I was just
wondering....if a boeing jumbo plane hits a building would the wings leave wing marks in
that building? I have watched the plane hitting the pentagon over and over and over again
and I can't see any wing marks on the pentagon building! Does anybody know if boeing
have come out with planes with no wings? PLEASE HELP VERY CONFUSED
ssssskimannnnn 7 months ago hsalghazal 7 months ago friends, why do you think guys
such work is done by muslims? hsalghazal 7 months ago theoperationfreedom 7 months
ago To all those who listen, to all those who hear, a voice is crying out, yet you turn in
fear? when blood is shed, and questions left unanswered, its time to say, give me truth,
give me truth! when the walls that divide governments and people grow to such heights
that the people no longer see the light. when wars are fought in the name of recources and
money, instead of promoting peace, when freedom is tested, maybe thats when we need
to start fighting back theoperationfreedom 7 months ago theoperationfreedom 7 months
ago To all those who listen, to all those who hear, a voice is crying out, yet you turn in
fear? when blood is shed, and questions left unanswered, its time to say, give me truth,
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give me truth! when the walls that divide governments and people grow to such heights
that the people no longer see the light. when wars are fought in the name of recources and
money, instead of promoting peace, when freedom is tested, maybe thats when we need
to start fighting back theoperationfreedom 7 months ago eric251982 7 months ago With
that much time between the first plane hitting the building.....how could they have not
had time to get some military jets to shoot down the second off-course plane?!
eric251982 7 months ago PeacefulColours 7 months ago I lost a great friend on this day.
He was my rival on our cross country team in high school. But more importantly for the
first time in my life as an American, I feared for the safety for myself and my family as I
am sure all Americans did that day. I pray to God we no one ever experiences anything
like that ever no matter what country they live in. PeacefulColours 7 months ago JoeCHC
7 months ago Fuck those stinky ass terrosist. Get the fuck out all those ugly ass fucks.
God damn I want to nuke their asses. Jesus it was like a movie when the person opened
the window. JoeCHC 7 months ago hsalghazal 7 months ago No one love terrorists,
neither Islam nor Muslims. I'm not standing against those poeple, if they were muslims in
the the feeling that led them to do so, if, and only if muslims did that, however, I strongly
disagree with the wrong behavior they did, if they did. Because Islam forbids killing any
innocent soul, NAFS hsalghazal 7 months ago yingyangtriplets 7 months ago man that is
fucked up. its sad. yingyangtriplets 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago Please help to
support a legitimate investigation! 9/11 was a setup. The collapse of the American
economy is a setup. Fight for your country. The future is in our hands! For interesting,
scientifically based information, please visit: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com)
Please leave your thoughtful comments and share pertinent information. Thanks
barquedust 7 months ago dumpzter 7 months ago this might be the 50% of the green
house gasses xD dumpzter 7 months ago Dappe1000 7 months ago close the border to
them ,,and let en stay there,,we whant not have them in sweden to Dappe1000 7 months
ago Dappe1000 7 months ago yaa m8 ,,,we are take they down....kick all out are the best
,,,,,,,,,,,,and they can see after the next life Dappe1000 7 months ago Akaufmannnn 7
months ago its funny most people dont realize u cant get rid of terrorists... there
everywere not just middle east.... Akaufmannnn 7 months ago Travianmaster234 7
months ago Fuck terrorists... Travianmaster234 7 months ago xRulerxLS 7 months ago
Does anybody know what fell from the building at 7:30? And please only, respond to my
comment if you know what it was, or if you have a legitimate idea. Don't reply if you're a
conspiracy dumbshit. xRulerxLS 7 months ago Akaufmannnn 7 months ago hey ive seen
many vids of that,,, its been prven to be debree but there were many many people who
jumped out the building.. i live in NYC its not a nice site to c belive me Akaufmannnn 7
months ago dumpzter 7 months ago @xRulerxLS its either a piece of the wall or a person
trying to fly? XD dumpzter 7 months ago xRulerxLS 7 months ago @ dumpzter When I
first saw it, it didn't look like a person falling to me because it doesn't fall straight, but the
person could have hit the side of the building and changed the trajectory of their body....
What a shitty day. I was only in first grade when this happened, so ZI had no idea what
was going on. At least we went to Iraq and Afghanistan and started fucking people up.
xRulerxLS 7 months ago Dappe1000 7 months ago you are out if ya belive it,,,my frend
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se it,,it was NOT a military plane Dappe1000 7 months ago shelmanjojo 7 months ago i
wan an inside job! so guys please don't fool yourself! the scenes of the plane crashing
into the building was not shown and i found it interesting when she said i was a military
plane! so what you think now? shelmanjojo 7 months ago theoperationfreedom 7 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam To all those who listen, to all
those who hear, a voice is crying out, yet you turn in fear? when blood is shed, and
questions left unanswered, its time to say, give me truth, give me truth! when the walls
that divide governments and people grow to such heights that the people no longer see
the light. when wars are fought in the name of recources and money, instead of promoting
peace, when freedom is tested, maybe thats when we need to start fighting back
theoperationfreedom 7 months ago roflpwnful 7 months ago all of you anti-americans can
go get drilled in the asshole by your fathers. this really hurt the united states culturally
and financially. so fuck you roflpwnful 7 months ago Dappe1000 7 months ago Goo to
fucking hell m8...ya never make it,,,and take the pedofile whit yaa Dappe1000 7 months
ago 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago Islam will conquer the world :) Look at you piece of
shit, Long live Hui Muslims :) 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago Travianmaster234 7
months ago Lol, we'll blow Islam of the map if we have to keep the world safe from
terrorists. XD 36thdivisionCCP Travianmaster234 7 months ago 36thdivisionCCP 7
months ago Islam is the best 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago 36thdivisionCCP 7 months
ago Islam is Great, just ask my friend 36thdivisionROC 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago
36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago allalalaalhaa fuckbar I weill ride my camel and will come
behead all you infidels :) 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago
We will kill all americunt on this planet :) 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago
36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago We Hui Muslim we kill Americunt, we belong to the
most superior race on this planet, the Chinese race :) We will wipe the whole Asia like we
are genociding all the Tibetan :) 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago 36thdivisionCCP 7
months ago Americans are just a bunch of losers, haha raped :) 36thdivisionCCP 7
months ago 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago We Chinese will dominate the world, Hui
Muslims forever hahah Suckers, Afghans really raped you in the butt :) 36thdivisionCCP
7 months ago talltatguy 7 months ago If you want to see a film of the TV antenna
dropping before any of the rest of the building, watch Improbable Collapse. The antenna
actually drops about 12 ft straight down, before any of the building even moves. The
only way that is possible is if the core columns dropped before any of the rest of the
building. Check it out. talltatguy 7 months ago blklblrider84 7 months ago sept. 11th was
an inside job. its called a "false flag" its a plan to get the public engaged in a war, john f
kennedy refused to carry out a false flag attack on cuba in which american soldiers would
dress up as cuban militants and bomb buildings. google operation northwoods. when
kennedy refused to sign that document he was killed. George bush would have been killed
as well if he didnt allow this to happen. everybody that looks at this video needs to
watch "loose change" blklblrider84 7 months ago galatasarayHELL 7 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam fuck ermenia!!!! fuck stupid usa!!!! no we
can obama!!!!!! galatasarayHELL 7 months ago Secretfear89 7 months ago Only wrong in
this world are u americans and u are terrible, world would be so much better place
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without you. Secretfear89 7 months ago EZnewby 7 months ago oh my god...i never
actually saw this video, or any real video of this..when the tower just fell down...my
body just shook..this is so terrible...wow. it makes you think of all the things we take for
granted and everything wrong in the world....simply terrible.. EZnewby 7 months ago
Secretfear89 7 months ago Where are marines,where are plains,navy seals,where is that
defense system where is that POWER,and in even this kind of situation u americans still
think
that
they
can
fly
just
like
that
OUT
OF
WINDOW........................-.............................. at least they give a shoot. Secretfear89 7
months ago 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago We Hui muslims from China will burn you all
infidels, long live 911 :) Good job, it was an inside job, you guys got fucked :)
36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago 36thdivisionCCP is a TROLL
spewing HATESPEECH. PLEASE REPORT IT TO YOU TUBE. Click on "HELP" then
click on, "Contact Us", then click on "Abuse and Policy Center", then "Hateful
Content", and continue. Make sure to copy & paste this video when asked to seclect one.
Sharky2055 7 months ago 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago allalalalala fuckbar kill all
infidels :) 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago Chicken :)
36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago Murder all infidels, good
job, we really fucked those 2 towers inshalla allalalalala Muhammed JIhad Stupid
motherfucking Americunts We Hui Chinese are more pure than any of you!
36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago DaGOonie69 7 months ago Fuck you CUNT you fucking
slopehead filthy scum cunt i will eat your mother and father and rape your sister you
fucking sinister cunt australians died too .You know what ive seen an asian cunt been
stabbed before in sydney and imma get you soon Ha Ha Ha :) DaGOonie69 7 months ago
36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago Yeah right, you don't got the guts to go say it on my real
channel which is: 36thdivisionROC, come and get me there if you can :) I will fuck you in
the anus like we fuck all Tibetans with our katanas :) 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago
DaGOonie69 7 months ago All i can sense is weakness from you.You poor troubled
child,Better go running back to mummy for a lil hug,Better be careful cos i blew a massive
load over herface,Maybe you get lucky and find some leftovers.But you would like that
.you fucking gay CUNT DaGOonie69 7 months ago 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago I
know you don't got the courage to go on 36thdivisionROC :) LOSER 36thdivisionCCP 7
months ago 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago Why am I so ingnorant? I am a Hui Muslim :)
36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago ThePaulepaddelboot 7 months ago oh mein gott diese
staubwolke wie schlimm ThePaulepaddelboot 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago
Well over a thousand architects and engineers can't be wrong and neither are hundreds of
scientists, scholars, military intelligence officers, firefighters, retired military personnel
and veterans of every rank and service, legal and media professionals and last but not
least, many of the family members of the victims are not all wrong. There needs to be a
legitimate investigation ... that's the law. Even the 911 Commission admits there was no
legitimate investigation! KevinMerck 7 months ago mixieeees 7 months ago GRADE E-9
CHOPPER5 mixieeees 7 months ago servusasasa 7 months ago unglaublich schrecklich!
servusasasa 7 months ago CLIPPAGE1994 7 months ago 7:33 19:30 CLIPPAGE1994 7
months ago TylerNessss 7 months ago Once again blood of Americans is used to gain
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control, money and absolute power.. Its so obvious and in our face every day.. How can
you ever take a financial crisis serious when you know the facts?? People are living in a
dream.. A nightmare.. Its time to wake up and face facts TylerNessss 7 months ago
TylerNessss 7 months ago Comment removed MissusDani 7 months ago
@36thdivisionCCP - How much of an asshole do you have to be!! Have some fucking
respect for these people!! PEOPLE LIKE YOU MAKE ME FUCKIING SICK! GROW
UP!!!! seriously. My heart goes out t all people who lost their lives in 9/11, even all
these years on... Im going to New York in May and visiting ground zero... i doubt i would
b able to hold back the tears... ='[ MissusDani 7 months ago 36thdivisionCCP 7 months
ago China is the best, I a Hui Muslim can guarantee you that :) 36thdivisionCCP 7
months ago 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago Fuck Americunts, look how great is Islam, we
fucked you up real good. AHHAHAHAHAHHA Long live 911 36thdivisionCCP 7
months ago theoperationfreedom 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam To all those who listen, to all those who hear, a voice is crying out, yet you
turn in fear? when blood is shed, and questions left unanswered, its time to say, give me
truth, give me truth! when the walls that divide governments and people grow to such
heights that the people no longer see the light. when wars are fought in the name of
recources and money, instead of promoting peace, when freedom is tested, maybe thats
when we need to start fighting back theoperationfreedom 7 months ago jefri53 7 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam THE TRUTH IS HERE:
patriotsquestion911DOTcom
thepetitionsiteDOTcom/takeacti
on/929981172?ltl=1141667399 jefri53 7 months ago Paperst37 7 months ago why is this
bitch laughing Paperst37 7 months ago tandatokita 7 months ago @36thdivisionCCP: s.o
always shouts out loud ... that person is just loser no more... I give u a knife . dare u kill a
dog ??? ... tandatokita 7 months ago theoperationfreedom 7 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam To all those who listen, to all those who hear, a
voice is crying out, yet you turn in fear? when blood is shed, and questions left
unanswered, its time to say, give me truth, give me truth! when the walls that divide
governments and people grow to such heights that the people no longer see the light.
when wars are fought in the name of recources and money, instead of promoting peace,
when freedom is tested, maybe thats when we need to start fighting back
theoperationfreedom 7 months ago bitterbanana777 7 months ago INSIDE JOB
bitterbanana777 7 months ago JustCallMeLuis20 7 months ago Fuck all u stupid asses
would u like ur country attacked think of lives whats with all the hate ignorant bastards I
hate wars but if we get into a WW3 I wish you'll see wholl win allies will stick together
fuck u commies fuck asians islams middle east all u racist haters deserve to die if u cant
appreciate life then go kill urself JustCallMeLuis20 7 months ago 36thdivisionCCP 7
months ago CCP is the best! Come and spread the world on my real channel
36thdivisionROC :) 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago hbrtmran 7 months ago
@JustCallMeLuis20: you're not doing a very good job for us Americans. you're making
us seem like angry hate filled ass holes. start off with counting the number of "fucks" in
your post you hate-loving fuck hbrtmran 7 months ago 487mip 7 months ago Al Qaeda ,
Islamic terrorists attacked America on 9-11-2001. 487mip 7 months ago 36thdivisionCCP
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7 months ago Stupid Americunts, China is great and Islam is the best religion on earth
Murder all fucking infidels ALLALLA FUCKBAR 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago
ItsMeShirazi 7 months ago @36thdivisionCCP Why are you so ignorant? ItsMeShirazi 7
months ago ThatsTheguy666 7 months ago 9/11 just makes me wanna hi jack some air
planes and fly em in the white house ThatsTheguy666 7 months ago JustCallMeLuis20 7
months ago @ThatsTheguy666 Retards like u make me wanna just to be tortured, get ur
balls cut off stick it in ur mouth cut ur dick off shove it up ur terriost ass stab u in the
eyes and feed you to the dogs stupid ass pussy bitch!!!! JustCallMeLuis20 7 months ago
ThatsTheguy666 7 months ago @JustCallMeLuis20 stfu u pussy ThatsTheguy666 7
months ago 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago Woohoo, yeah fuck USA, China is the best,
we are the best shithole on this planet 36thdivisionCCP 7 months ago tandatokita 7
months ago @36thdivisionCCP: china is the best ??? best of what ?? ... best of shit
collection ???? fukin' chinese. what would u all become now if there was no Russia ??? ..
just a colony of japan no more. tandatokita 7 months ago moose2121 7 months ago agreed
the world would go to shit without america moose2121 7 months ago obijord 7 months
ago newtatguy- show a little respect what happens if your family members were in that
plane obijord 7 months ago talltatguy 7 months ago How in any way have I been
disrespectful to the dead? talltatguy 7 months ago wwwtotalitaerde 7 months ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam My brother Markus Bott had been
tortured during five and a half years by the German BND, which is the former
GESTAPO. I recorded more than 100 videotapes which ended up in the legal system.
My brother was tortured during 1.5 years despite several legal procedures pending.
Markus Bott was assassinated on July 11th 2009 because of our homepage, linked on my
channel, and our book Der Totalitäre Staat. If my homepage disappears, the BND will
have assassinated me as well. Martin Bott wwwtotalitaerde 7 months ago barquedust 7
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Please help to support
a legitimate investigation! 9/11 was a setup. The collapse of the American economy is a
setup. Fight for your country. The future is in our hands! For interesting, scientifically
based information, please visit: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) Please leave your
thoughtful comments and share pertinent information. Thanks! barquedust 7 months ago
KevinMerck 7 months ago Show a little respect for the daed by supporting a real
investigation. Even the 9/11 Commission admits there was no legitimate investigation.
Don't pretend to care if you don't want the real perpetrators brought to justice.
KevinMerck 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago KevinMerck Show respect for the
dead by not dismissing victims testimonies thereby tossing them away as if they're
garbage. Sharky2055 7 months ago talltatguy 7 months ago Show respect for all the
firefighters, paramedics and police who were there and DID hear explosions. New York
Times Oral Histories of 9/11. talltatguy 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago TALL
THEY DID NOT MENTION EXPLOSIVES LITERALLY. There were explosions, as in
a generic sense, nothing specific was mentioned. NONE of the FDNY that mentioned
explosions believe they were literally explosives, nor that explosives were the cause of
the collapse. Sharky2055 7 months ago talltatguy 7 months ago I mean I don,t know
about you, but explosions are explosions, especially when the majority of them were
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heard before, and after impact of the planes. That is like saying that the fire in towers was
massive because of all the smoke. just because there is a lot of smoke, in no way is that an
indication of a hot fire. talltatguy 7 months ago torrie1234567890 7 months ago mouth b4
my birthday :) sorry had to say that lol torrie1234567890 7 months ago damonkat26 7
months ago i was watching a show on the conspiracies. they say the fire was to big to be
caused by a plane even the explosion was to big. it makes me laugh because wasnt there
supposed to be a hijaker with a bomb? damonkat26 7 months ago ratattack6 7 months
ago i think a person. however it doesn't fall straight ratattack6 7 months ago
spielverderber9 7 months ago the world people arround the world is wake up please
watch watch?v=CUmGvyUIU_E&feature=em-ail spielverderber9 7 months ago
newtatguy 7 months ago You will not find it speaking with Sharky. newtatguy 7 months
ago Sharky2055 7 months ago newtatguy Yes they will. You've yet to prove otherwise.
Stop being so bitter about it. Take yourself and your 20 different sock puppet accounts
and shoo! Sharky2055 7 months ago newtatguy 7 months ago I only have 2 unlike you.
newtatguy 7 months ago obijord 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam @newtatguy show a little respect what happens if your family members were
in that plane obijord 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago newtatguy I'm doubting
that. Mine are listed in my profiles. Sharky2055 7 months ago talltatguy 7 months ago
Newtatguy and talltatguy, both are mine, both are almost identical in forum and topic.
talltatguy 7 months ago semjon02 7 months ago thats one of the terriblest things that
heappend :-( semjon02 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago @janicepjam They get
pretty emotional later in the video. What bothers me is that there are some people who
know that this was a false flag terror attack to justify war in the Middle East and they
don't actively support a real investigation to bring the actual perpetrators to justice. The
emotion I felt on 9/11 is absolutely nothing compared to the emotion I feel knowing this
was perpetrated by elements of the U.S. government. People who care actively support a
real investigation. KevinMerck 7 months ago ka6880200 7 months ago American
government is responsible ka6880200 7 months ago 487mip 7 months ago 9-11-2001 is
an Islamic terrorist attack by Al Qaeda. No conspiracy. Conspiracy theories are lies.
487mip 7 months ago spielverderber9 7 months ago @Sharky2055, without a doubt,
you're a secret agent. Do you work for CIA or FBI? spielverderber9 7 months ago
Sharky2055 7 months ago spielverderber9 YES! WOW, you got me! You found me out!
I'm agent #2055 of the CIA. #007, James Bond and I are pals, real close. Sharky2055 7
months ago spielverderber9 7 months ago @Sharky2055, It may be that you are a bad
secret? The 9 / 11 was a insidejob is that even know of New York birds. spielverderber9 7
months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago spielverderber9 I'm not a bad secret. I'm GOOD,
but no secret. Please, give me a list of the birds statements, notarized please. I kid!
Islamic extremists from al-Qaeda flew airliners right inside the WTC twin towers. Your
English is all of the sudden much better. Hmmmmmmm, do you work for Hezzbollah?
Sharky2055 7 months ago spielverderber9 7 months ago i am looking for truth....... and i
see, wtc is demolition with bombs...... spielverderber9 7 months ago Sharky2055 7
months ago spielverderber9 If you were looking for the truth then you would see there's
NO demolition. Even demolition companies don't see one happening there that day. ht tp
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: // channel. nationalgeographic. com/episode/9-11-science-and-c-onspiracy-4067/blog-2 ht
tp : // w w w. jnani. org/mrking/writings/911/king91-1. htm Sharky2055 7 months ago
spielverderber9 7 months ago NWO is evil. This group has made 9 / 11. Muslims are
peaceful people. U.S. soldier killed in Iraq and Afghanistan, many innocent civilians.
spielverderber9 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago They get pretty emotional later
in the video. What bothers me is that there are huge numbers of people who now know
that this was a false flag terror attack to justify war in the Middle East and they don't
actively support a real investigation to bring the actual perpetrators to justice. The
emotion I felt on 9/11 is nothing compared to the emotion I feel knowing this was
perpetrated by elements of the U.S. government. People who care actively support a real
investigation. KevinMerck 7 months ago theoperationfreedom 7 months ago There is no
doubt and any disinformants simply taunt mindlessly, if you are skeptical or have
questions i implore you to visit google:cinfosource My work as an independent journalist
is to expose the 20,000 9/11 responders dieing slowly of cancer, and tumors, teeth rotting
and lungs collapsing. while the government refuses to provide healthcare. For their sake
and yours open your eyes your mind and your heart. theoperationfreedom 7 months ago
alinkillerul 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam This is
terrible. RIP : Trist sa vezi cum mor atatia oameni ..... alinkillerul 7 months ago
janicepjam 7 months ago the people recording this are so lacking in emotion despite what
they just saw.... janicepjam 7 months ago OBEYAUGGY 7 months ago This is THE
REAL... OBEYAUGGY 7 months ago anml619 7 months ago this is so sad!!!!!!!!!
anml619 7 months ago cody2008nridge 7 months ago what is up with all you fucking
conspiracy theorists. dont you know who osama fucking bin ladin is god damnit
cody2008nridge 7 months ago oilers1go1 7 months ago Two Jetliners reducing 2-110
Story buildings along with several other buildings, into Twisted Metal, Ash, and Smoke.
Physically Impossible. oilers1go1 7 months ago kurage3yurayura 7 months ago
kurage3yurayura 7 months ago spielverderber9 7 months ago Alex Jones, Infowars and
Jason Bermas announce the highly anticipated release of 'Invisible Empire: A New World
Order Defined', a powerful documentary that has been in the works for well over a year.
It is the culmination of research deep into the actions of the New World Order over the
past century, whose activists have been working in the shadows to bring world
government to life. spielverderber9 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago
spielverderber9 That documentary is laughable. I had a good time watching it. Alex E
Jones is clearly the instigator of the NWO claims as they make him look like a hero
fighting for what's right in the world. He was clearly a showman in it. He's nothing but a
paranoid monger doing a long informercial aka a fraud. Sharky2055 7 months ago
spielverderber9 7 months ago The proof is beyond denial. From the shadow government
program, their organizations, the UN takeover, the Climategate scandal, the occult
connections of the elite, the targeting of American citizens and military veterans and even
callboys inside the White House, filmmaker and researcher Jason Bermas exposes it all.
spielverderber9 7 months ago spielverderber9 7 months ago What is the New World
Order? Presidents, congressmen and high-level advisors have all spoken of it. Dictators
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and visionaries have helped its rise. It's actions are secret, but no one is beyond its power
and scope. spielverderber9 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago spielverderber9 There
IS NO New World Order. It's a phantom entity some geeks made up so they could feel
self-important trying to fight a supposed evil entity. New world order is a TERM, not an
all evil entity that belongs in an old James Bond movie. Sharky2055 7 months ago
ronero12 7 months ago Who would do such a thing? Its in human. And for everyone who
thinks this is good fuck you ronero12 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago
@ronero12 Islamic extremists known as al-Qaeda would and did. ht tp : // w w w.
infoplease. com/spot/al-qaeda-terrorism. ht ml Sharky2055 7 months ago spielverderber9
7 months ago extremist cia people has make 9/11. missile hit the pentagon and the wtc
towers. wtc is demolition with thermit-bombs. all amerikan people, please wartch the
videos on my site. that is the truth. spielverderber9 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months
ago @spielverderber9 No, you're mistaken. That is all incorrect. Sharky2055 7 months
ago spielverderber9 7 months ago watch?v=FNahk3TmYqI&feature=em-ail
spielverderber9 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago spielverderber9 Oh please, Jason
Bermas is a dumb ass! He also lied about the collapse time of WTC 7. He helped make
Loose Change which is horseshit. Sharky2055 7 months ago 17mrbrightside 7 months ago
@spielverderber9 yeah dude...beacause those PLANES totally look like missiles from our
military 17mrbrightside 7 months ago TommyDestroy 7 months ago Unless it's a
materials strength test, the laws of physics still work on "little cardboard boxes to
simulate the collapse". What's wrong with having an architectural model that you can
afford? TommyDestroy 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @TommyDestroy NOt
when he parrots Loose Change claims as ignorantly as the next Jason Bermas.
Sharky2055 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @TommyDestroy Jetfuel burns at
800-1500F, steel loses 50% strength at 1100F. Fire suppression systems were destroyed
in the impact, and its believed the fireproofing was knocked off. Elevators weren't all
working. Not all stairways were passable. So firefighters had to walk up 80 floors with
70lbs of gear. At 10:04am NYPD aviation noted the top over the impact zone of WTC 2
listing to the side, and kept listing as time went on which indicates the steel was hot
enough to be softened. Sharky2055 7 months ago oilers1go1 7 months ago Jet fuel doesn't
burn at 800-1500 deg., it barely even reaches 600 deg. in open air. The load bearing
supports and impact can account for the TOP part of the building listing, simply from
the structures integrity being compromised in the impact. It still doesn't explain how, not
one, but BOTH WTC towers collapsed as well as WTC 7. That's 3 buildings reduced to
rubble from Jet Fuel?! You would have to be daft to think so. Only sections above the
impact zone should have TOPPLED. oilers1go1 7 months ago thugbulletproof 7 months
ago @oilers1go1 HI MATE WATCH THE MOVIE AGAIN AND LOOK CLOSELY
AT 7.35 ON WARDS KEEP YOU EYE ON THE TOWER "YOU CLEARLY SEE
FLASHES" WHICH ARE THERMITE SOME 1 PLANTED THESE IN THE
BUILDING BECUASE THERMITE CAN BURN THROUGH METAL SO THATS
WHAT TOOK THE BUILDING DOWN! thugbulletproof 7 months ago Sharky2055 7
months ago thugbulletproof NO thermite didn't bring the towers down. There's no
evidence of it. Sharky2055 7 months ago thugbulletproof 7 months ago yes their is
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evidence, ther is even a documentry about it on youtube!! a scientist took a sample of
debri and some metal from the ground zero and CONFIRMED THAT THEIR WAS
THERMITE USED!! SO PLEASE DON'T TRYING AND THINK THAT I DON'T
KNOW ANYTHING OK thugbulletproof 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago
thugbulletproof NO, that's not what happened. A sample of dust was taken from a
woman's apartment outside of Ground Zero. No metal was ever confirmed either. There's
been no chain of custody, & no one but truthers have been allowed to test it. No
indepedent parties were involved at all. Also, the same agents in thermite are found in
many construction materials. To even have used it would've been physically impossible
to do,without being caught, considering the extensive preperation involved. Sharky2055 7
months ago IonicStormFront 7 months ago @Sharky2055 You Lie! IonicStormFront 7
months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago IonicStormFront No, Sen. Joe Wilson, I sure
haven't. Sharky2055 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago oilers1go1 Yes, it does,
According to Gas Turbine Engine Handbook (Jet Engine) by Meherwan P. Boyce, the
achievable temperture can be 2500-F. No, it can't. It means steel's bending slowly.
According to NIST it wasn't from impact. Are you open to an explanation? If you don't
understand how the collapse happened you can't claim anyone's daft. Frankly, to think it
would've toppled is daft. If you're open to the explanation I'll supply you with it. If not,
I won't waste my time. Sharky2055 7 months ago nzkid1994 7 months ago How could
anyone beleive that this was beautiful. It was Fucking terrible. nzkid1994 7 months ago
Sharky2055 7 months ago masterofelements155 Why are you saying that?? Sharky2055
7 months ago dxproductions100 7 months ago @masterofelements155 shut the fuck up
ur probley a terrorist that was laughing this whole time!!!! shut the fuck off!!!! we
fucking destroyed half of ur country looking for your fucked up people!!!! go back to
fucking india!!!! dxproductions100 7 months ago blehmail1 7 months ago
masterofelements155...idk who the fuck you think you are, how dare you say anything
bad about this country and its people. your just an peice of shit, worthless person and i
hope you die a painfull death very very soon. how fucking dare you put down all the
people of the fdny and nypd, you are an arrogant person and i wish i knew who you
were, so i could beat the shit out of you myself. FUCK YOU blehmail1 7 months ago
KevinMerck 7 months ago 2 Show some respect for the dead. Support a legitimate
investigation. KevinMerck 7 months ago 2 Sharky2055 7 months ago KevinMerck Show
some respect for the dead by NOT dismissing their testimonies thereby tossing them
aside as if they're trash. Sharky2055 7 months ago zackster11 7 months ago praise ala
zackster11 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago WHy Zackster? Sharky2055 7
months ago Kasar101 7 months ago ddddddd543 im not starting an argument but how do
you know muslims did it why would you say something like that not all muslims are
terrorists ok havent you ever heard the saying "dont judge a book by its cover" im sure
alot of muslims are tired of people like you accusing them its a shame we have peple like
you im our world let alone your country Kasar101 7 months ago barquedust 7 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Please help to support a
legitimate investigation! 9/11 was a setup. The collapse of the American economy is a
setup. Fight for your country. The future is in our hands! For interesting, scientifically
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based information, please visit: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) Please leave your
thoughtful comments and share pertinent information. Thanks! barquedust 7 months ago
TakinInc 7 months ago niggers TakinInc 7 months ago TurboDubz 7 months ago Thank
you for posting this, Thats amazing footage, How could the U.S government do
something like this?? TurboDubz 7 months ago povman 7 months ago wow.. amazing
footage.. and i cant believe ppl are still talking about this povman 7 months ago
ddddddd543 7 months ago why are muslims even allowed in our country? ddddddd543 7
months ago Reverseflush 7 months ago @ddddddd543 ﺍﻝﺝﻩﺍﺩ ﺽﺩ ﺃﻡﻱﺭﻙﺍ ﻑﻱ ﺱﺏﻱﻝ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ
ﺃﺱﺍﻡﺓ ﺏﻥLOL Reverseflush 7 months ago gallagherrkevin 7 months ago middle east ﻝﺍﺩﻥ
shit ass cunt gallagherrkevin 7 months ago VRAIDISCIPLE 7 months ago
@gallagherrkevin do your research before you blame the middle east VRAIDISCIPLE 7
months ago fastjump94 7 months ago @Reverseflush that doesn't give any meaning rly
xD fastjump94 7 months ago Reverseflush 7 months ago @fastjump94 Your right I forgot
to space it. Can you red this?  ﻱﺃﻙﻝﻭﻥ ﺍﻝﺥﺭﺍءReverseflush 7 months ago Sharky2055 7
months ago ddddddd543 Because they're NOT all Muslims are islamic extremists
terrorists. Sharky2055 7 months ago pandadust1 7 months ago what people don't
understand is y not just slide down the buildings? look at the new building plans...
pandadust1 7 months ago RosieeJaneeShoww 7 months ago I lost my Best Friend in the
9/11:(. She moved to America because her dad gotta new job. I miss her :'( R.I.P Flickxxxx
RosieeJaneeShoww 7 months ago theoperationfreedom 7 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Its time to wake up, 20,000 9/11 responders die
slowly while we ignorantly turn a cold shoulder, since the EPA declared the air safe and
provides little medical support, our government turns the same cold shoulder. 900 have
died so far how much longer can the 20,000 wait for us to ask questions?
google:cinfosouce and open your eyes, your mind, and your heart! theoperationfreedom 7
months ago thomasmoonman 7 months ago 19:41 is fucked. unbelieveable. i cannot get
over this, still to this day thomasmoonman 7 months ago thomasmoonman 7 months ago
2 might wanna ask why this video is edited at the point of when the collapse began?
Hmmmmm? Interesting. This smells fishy to me. thomasmoonman 7 months ago 2
thomasmoonman 7 months ago why is it this ladies hand held camera shows a crystal
clear image....blue sky, perfect detail..and NBC, CBC, FOX, And EVERY other stations
top notch cameras show anything but clear images liek these? so obvious something isnt
right with the footage its insane? thomasmoonman 7 months ago countys32 7 months ago
@thomasmoonman I totally agree weird shit alright countys32 7 months ago
Reverseflush 7 months ago show hide  ﻍﻯﻕﺭﺅﻱﻍﺍﻝﻡﻥﻁﺩ۹۱۱ ﻑﻝﻉﺓﺙﻱﻱﺹ ﺹﺙﺏءﺹ
ﺥﺩﺱﺵﺉﺅ ﻁﻙﻯﻝﺙ ﺏﻕﻑﻝﻍ ﺍﻯﻉﺕﺕﺕﺍﻯ ﺓﻭﻡﻅﻙﺝﺥReversefl  ﻩﻉﺕﺽﺵﺱءﺅﺍush 7 months ago
barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Please
help to support a legitimate investigation! 9/11 was a setup. The collapse of the
American economy is a setup. Fight for your country. The future is in our hands! For
interesting, scientifically based information, please visit: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.
(com) Please leave your thoughtful comments and share pertinent information. Thanks!
barquedust 7 months ago IR0NMAN51 7 months ago reminds me everyday why i want
to join the marines.... Cant wait to get my revenge IR0NMAN51 7 months ago
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thomasmoonman 7 months ago know your enemy. they arent in Arabia my friend
thomasmoonman 7 months ago Luddeman206 7 months ago Owned Luddeman206 7
months ago IR0NMAN51 7 months ago fuck you people died in there IR0NMAN51 7
months ago HonerIpp123 7 months ago shut up man. thats horrible HonerIpp123 7
months ago Hawkefilms 7 months ago What the hell??? Hawkefilms 7 months ago
XzFOZZYzX 7 months ago i was there the day before at the top shit XzFOZZYzX 7
months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago It does not matter what any of us thinks. Whether
it was 19 hijackers or 19 tons of nano-thermite makes absolutely no difference. There
needs to be a legitimate investigation regardless. That's the law. It's real simple, the good
guys want a real investigation and the bad guys don't. Even the 9/11 Commission admits
there was no real investigation and that they were "set up to fail". It takes an utter
scumbag to say that there doesn't need to be a legitimate investigation. KevinMerck 7
months ago HamidTariqi 7 months ago @KevinMerck You're absolutely right! It doesn't
matter who did it, but It must have been a new investigation!!! The ones who agree = are
the good guys And the ones who don't = are the bad guys. HamidTariqi 7 months ago
thomasmoonman 7 months ago fucking right. they spent 40 million on Clinton getting a
blow job(investigation) and 12 million on this? FUCK ME!!!!! BS. thomasmoonman 7
months ago spodeful 7 months ago asome movi and the myth if you look at it it coming
devils faces all over the place and its true. se the movie agin and try to see how many
faces you see. i goted it to over 40. try self. spodeful 7 months ago pandadust1 7 months
ago y not just slide down the buildings? pandadust1 7 months ago applicoto301 7 months
ago @pandadust1 well u see there about 1000 or so feet in the air..slide down. straight
down wood kill them regardless. really. it was luck if they got out of there. applicoto301
7 months ago davecash3 7 months ago Comment removed davecash3 7 months ago
Comment removed KhaledPoland 7 months ago ohhh U.S.A Deserve that .... just try to
ask yourself you as an American ... why did the attacker do that ???!!! or all American
forgot what do they did to Palestine and Afghanistan those are humans and those are
Animals ??? and by the way all American Media are Against Arab and they do not give
you all the details about what really happening in Palestinian and Afghanistan just all
media told that arab and arab only ...... ((( America is next )).... remember that
KhaledPoland 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago 2 @KhaledPoland NO the USA
did NOT deserve this. The American govt didn't do anythign to Palestine. We didn't
anything to Afghnistan alone. There are many countries in Afghanistan because this was
done to the USA and the same netowrk of people have attacked other countries as well.
It's a NATO effort in Afghanistan. NOT American media are against Arabs. What
details? I'm sure NOT going to rely on Iranian government sponsored news outlets.
Sharky2055 7 months ago 2 ERHQCbox 7 months ago It's hard for one thing just to
watch it over the video but it's even harder to watch it happen while your there. The 9/11
attack was the most hardest and the most biggest terrorist attack we've probably had in
America. It's still a miracle that some of the people from the World Trade Centers
survived the collapse but even though, it's still a tragedy that more have died. So for those
that thought this was beautiful, funny, etc., I would watch what you say cause people
died in and outside! ERHQCbox 7 months ago Serb100Percent 7 months ago Thats
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entertainment:). Serb100Percent 7 months ago theoperationfreedom 7 months ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam the question we need to be asking is why
are 20,000 9/11 responders dieing SLOWLY from cancer, tumors, while their teeth rot
and lungs collapse? why have 900 people died from the toxic dust? why did the EPA say
the air was safe yet will not support the responders dieing as a result? the answers?
google:cinfosource and open your eyes your mind and your heart theoperationfreedom 7
months ago TheChocolateCheese 7 months ago Was lily ok? TheChocolateCheese 7
months ago MehganFox 7 months ago 2 Rip MehganFox 7 months ago 2
LoganandKoltynPro 7 months ago Y is everyone saying it's beautiful every time I watch
it?!?!? It's not beautiful watching a million ppl die!! It's sad LoganandKoltynPro 7
months ago Birgeyful 7 months ago The 9/11 commission appears to have ignored
obvious clues that its account of the 9/11 plot and Al Qaeda's history relied heavily on
information obtained from detainees who had been subjected to torture, or something not
far from it. That has troubling implications for the credibility of the commission's final
report. google newsweek The 9/11 Commission's blind spot Birgeyful 7 months ago
Sharky2055 7 months ago @Birgeyful NO, it really doesn't. There's physical evidence,
testimonies from many witnesses and more that went into the Commissions findings.
Sharky2055 7 months ago Birgeyful 7 months ago Bush received 40 warnings face to face
from the director of central intelligence that a major al-Qaeda attack was going to take
place some of the 9/11 Commissioners pointed out, this was in marked contrast to the
way the government operated in December of 1999, when it had similar information and
it successfully thwarted attacks. google Clarke: Rice testimony Birgeyful 7 months ago
Birgeyful 7 months ago G. W.Bush Claims "Bin Laden Determined to Attack in US"
Memo Said Nothing about an Attack The text of the PDB was released the day before
and in fact the PDB does very clearly discuss an imminent attack it says that FBI
information indicates patterns of suspicious activity in this country consistent with
preparations for hijackings and mentions a call to a US embassy saying that a group of
bin Laden supporters was in the US planning attacks with explosives google Bush: FBI
Was Doing Its Job Birgeyful 7 months ago Birgeyful 7 months ago the Mossad gives the
CIA a list of 19 terrorists living in the US and say that they appear to be planning to
carry out an attack in the near future. Four names on the list are known, and these four
will be 9/11 hijackers: Nawaf Alhazmi, Khalid Almihdhar, Marwan Alshehhi, and
Mohamed Atta. google bbc Report details US 'intelligence failures Birgeyful 7 months ago
dereci53 7 months ago show hide it is beatifull every time i watch it dereci53 7 months
ago ChrJen83 7 months ago Please define what you meat Salih Dereci ChrJen83 7 months
ago ddddddd543 7 months ago @dereci53 you are a piece of shit no joke. ddddddd543 7
months ago XWHITEXCHAPELXx 7 months ago This is terrible. RIP
XWHITEXCHAPELXx 7 months ago Reverseflush 7 months ago Comment removed
Wadrukstyle 7 months ago this is horrible Wadrukstyle 7 months ago Reverseflush 7
months ago @Wadrukstyle Horrible as in extra crispy American yuppies or horrible that
it only happened once? Reverseflush 7 months ago TheAktivision 7 months ago I was 11
& watched it live on T.V with my mother TheAktivision 7 months ago
theoperationfreedom 7 months ago YES! ABBY SPEAK OUT! google:cinfosource
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20,000 9/11 responders are dieing and have little time! 900 have died already its time to
open our eyes our minds and our hearts! theoperationfreedom 7 months ago
samvado2010 7 months ago Governments are little more than a front for the elite banking
cartels. They interface with the public via the media, acting to facilitate social change in a
manner that maintains relative social stability, while ensuring any course the elite wish it
to pursue. Governments do not usually allow the public to pick who becomes their
political representative, merely to choose between individuals selected by the party
hierarchy. To say that this system is open to abuse is a understatement. samvado2010 7
months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago It doesn't matter who any of us thinks did this.
Whether it was 19 hijackers or 19 tons of nano-thermite makes no difference. There needs
to be a legitimate investigation regardless. That's the law. It's real simple, the good guys
want a real investigation and the bad guys don't want one. Even the 9/11 Commission
admits there was no real investigation and that they were "set up to fail". It takes a real
scumbag to say that there doesn't need to be a legitimate investigation. KevinMerck 7
months ago AbbyShillWhore 7 months ago The City Of New York is obviously run by
scumbags They're blocking the families' requests for an investigation. nyccan(.)org
AbbyShillWhore 7 months ago EIIiot4199 7 months ago Comment removed yhini 7
months ago R.I.P. Why they have to attack these buliding and kill these guiltless people?
They have their family, and many people need them I know there must be something
wrong with the U.S. president before but I don't think problems can be solved by
attacking the U.S. Oh my god!! Wake up everybody!! Why can't we just live in peace?
yhini 7 months ago sparteca 7 months ago doesnt make sense, want to be suicide bombers
then why hide in rat holes like coward?? you see that beardo used his pipal, why didnt he
face his death and be martyr?......and the idiot suicidos blurdy dont see that....wat da hell
martyr, daz insane sick!! be a martyr for heaven?? lol dumbos, god gona kick u out d very
moment u reach dea for the disaster u do down here!! Soul rest in peace my frnds K.
NARAYAN New Zealand sparteca 7 months ago YourMistakes 7 months ago those
fucking terrorist killed more Muslims in Iraq and a Afghanistan then the people got killed
in 9/11. in your situation you said Americans and Muslims. what an Iraqi who lost his
little brothers and sister with his mom by a suicide bomber while they are shopping in
traditional market would think. do you think the iraqi think the Muslims attacked him ,
HELL NO because he know what and how REAL Muslims act .nothing more valuable
then human soul and god bless all good people. YourMistakes 7 months ago
AbbyShillWhore 7 months ago American terrorism caused 911 AbbyShillWhore 7
months ago hines57stunts 7 months ago is that a serious question? "y not just slide down
the building?" are you kidding me do u kno how high up that it and the panick your in
how slippery your hands would be with sweat... thats the stupiest question, y dont you
try climbing down the side of a 6 or 7 story motel n let me kno if you make it down that,
nevermind a skyscraper... idiot no disrespect to the other comments or towards 9/11
hines57stunts 7 months ago pandadust1 7 months ago show hide y not just slide down
the buildings?? pandadust1 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago WTC 1, 2, & 7 were
controlled demolition to an absolute certainty. Don't pretend to care if you don't want to
stand up for justice. KevinMerck 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago KevinMerck
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Do you believe al-Qaeda did these attacks? Sharky2055 7 months ago snoopelite 7
months ago Omfg . . . . at 7:33 you can see man jumping . . . . thats just FUcking!
distrubing! snoopelite 7 months ago MyNameNoLongerExists 7 months ago the people
recording seem really calm even though there is so much exploding and smoke
MyNameNoLongerExists 7 months ago MrPeachlover 7 months ago WOW you were
that close im glad youre okay 9 yrs later I would have been video taping too if i was that
close MrPeachlover 7 months ago Susan2Duncan 7 months ago omg i was so little then i
was only 5, and now i know it better then before that's so sad Susan2Duncan 7 months
ago gmw2k 7 months ago wtf gmw2k 7 months ago roger199013 7 months ago Thank
you so much for this video. It gives a much better view of what happened that day.
Regardless of who did it, it's something that people need to see and never forget about all
the innocent lives lost that day. roger199013 7 months ago gothgirl0850 7 months ago
how do you guyz know that no planers were involed the news clearly states that thier
were planes found and seen during the indicent gothgirl0850 7 months ago ktmbillyjr 7
months ago is that the other plane? 5:32 ktmbillyjr 7 months ago snoopelite 7 months ago
@ktmbillyjr I was thinking the same thing, that little black speck going through on the
left? ya i think it is not sure snoopelite 7 months ago ratattack6 7 months ago that's a
chopper. the second hit has been cut at 11.45 ratattack6 7 months ago crabcakes21 7
months ago this is like, seriously sad crabcakes21 7 months ago odg1189 7 months ago
god my heart is thumping when watching this video god i just feel so mad at those damn
bitches i will fucking burn them to death those assholes odg1189 7 months ago
norfolkline1 7 months ago oh man this is man .... there was boms norfolkline1 7 months
ago romanceboyaang 7 months ago This event gives a bad name to islamic people. Not all
of us are terrorists! romanceboyaang 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago
romanceboyaang You're very very right. It's wrng to label all Muslims as bad people or
worse, terrorists. Please, gather your Muslim friends and speak out condemning these
heinous attacks. Sharky2055 7 months ago spielverderber9 7 months ago The
worldpeople condemned the attacks. But the hatred goes to innocent. Muslims were
NOT involved in 9 / 11. It was an attack by the then U.S. government. Please watch the
first Video on my site. WTC is demolition with BOMBS. spielverderber9 7 months ago
KevinMerck 7 months ago Sane people want a legitimate investigation of the most
important event in modern history, which is something even the 9/11 Commissions
admits never happened. Controlled demolition is an absolute certainty. Face reality or live
under the tyranny of people who don't know the meaning of truth, reason and justice. It's
your choice. KevinMerck 7 months ago gothgirl0850 7 months ago @pmdm94 who the
hell are you talking about the terrriost or the many AMERICANs who had families this a
tradedy not a comedy which you can laugh at and this is our country who is being attack
by terriosts its not something to laugh at gothgirl0850 7 months ago pmdm94 7 months
ago HAHA SUCKERS pmdm94 7 months ago fodapraacharumnome 7 months ago 17:21
UFO!!!!! fodapraacharumnome 7 months ago pandadust1 7 months ago y not just slide
down the buildings? pandadust1 7 months ago HakitoJin 7 months ago 4 It seems like
there are still a few morons ho don't understand that 9/11 was a setup so they can attack
Iraq. The only terrorists are in the government. All they think about is money, they want
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more and more money, if killing the entire planet will bring them money, then they will
kill us all. I am tired of fucking retards ho think the government is protecting us. They
took our fucking freedom, and our lives! Just for money. This isn't the end, it just started.
HakitoJin 7 months ago 4 Sharky2055 7 months ago I'm tired of truthers believing and
sputtering horseshit that dismisses victims as if they're garbage. Sharky2055 7 months
ago TommyDestroy 7 months ago And I'm tired of everyone being so obsessed with
people dying - which happens EVERY DAY - but not bothering to acknowledge that the
architect lost his life's greatest accomplishment. Anyway. You truly want to support all
the people who died? Get a decent investigation so their death can ent it from happing
again. That way it doesn't have to be meaningless. TommyDestroy 7 months ago
Sharky2055 7 months ago @TommyDestroy No support the people that perished means
believing their last words about what happened in the planes and in the towers that day.
To do otherwise is to dismiss them, as if they're garbage. Sharky2055 7 months ago
MonsterIsrael 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Alsolets-not-deny-the-HUGE-is raeli-citizens-in-American-gov ernment. Attorney General Michael Mukasey Head of Homeland Security - Michael Chertoff Chairman Pentagons
Defense Policy Board - Richard Perle Under Secretary of Defense - Douglas Feith
National Security Council Advisor - Elliott Abrams White House Deputy Chief of Staff Joshua Bolten Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs - Marc Grossman Inside job
by Israeli-American to make Islamic phobia and make issue to invade Iraq MonsterIsrael
7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @pandadust1 Go find out and tell us all about it.
Sharky2055 7 months ago troy28790 7 months ago very well terrorist.Keep killing
fucking american troy28790 7 months ago Birgeyful 7 months ago 9/11 Truth Movement
Gaining Scientific Credibility with more than 1000 architects and engineers signing a
petition for a new investigation. including around 40 of the best professional demolition
engineers have signed this petition!! ae911truth . org Birgeyful 7 months ago ctcole77 7
months ago 3 QUESTIONS 911 TRUTHERS DON'T WANT YOU TO ASK THEM:
How can Architects & Engineers for 911 Truth be considered a professional organization
when over 80% of its members are students? Why did Dr. Steven Jones circumvent the
peer review process by not showing his nanothermite paper to the chief editor and
printing it without her approval? How many times has Loose Change been edited for
errors and re-released? ctcole77 7 months ago MKinney 7 months ago 2 I actually felt
horrified watching the tower fall again... MKinney 7 months ago 2 barquedust 7 months
ago Please help to support a legitimate investigation! 9/11 was a setup. The collapse of
the American economy is a setup. Fight for your country. The future is in our hands! For
interesting, scientifically based information, please visit: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.
(com) Please leave your thoughtful comments and share pertinent information. Thanks!
barquedust 7 months ago spielverderber9 7 months ago please watch,
watch?v=3RMX__oMKNA&feature=em-ail 9/11 is a bombjob and no airplane job wtc is
definitly collapse with bombs spielverderber9 7 months ago Haley974 7 months ago at
11:50 something pops up on the right side of the screen and is just a little white thing.
What is that??? like a helicopter? Haley974 7 months ago carmuchita 7 months ago i like
this video. it's so sad, but this video is coming from a witness's perspective and it's not a
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combo of news footages. that must have been the most HORRIBLE thing to witness.... i
visted ground zero 2 years ago and it just felt so eerie and you could only imagine how
that day was to everyone that was there... carmuchita 7 months ago velvetrevolver94 7
months ago I remember that day: Free fireworks velvetrevolver94 7 months ago
ilikeapplepie1 7 months ago even it was america that did this, it wuld be for patriotism.
after 9.11 the number of military voluneers went thru the roof. before this not so much.
because of the threat of the war in iraq getting more and more intense, they needed mmore
sodiers ilikeapplepie1 7 months ago 123whatmeworry 7 months ago omg at 7:41 u can
just c some1 falloutof the tower!!! 123whatmeworry 7 months ago mrcrackerboy 7
months ago this is really sad im really sorry u had to watch this R.I.P. everyone who died
in this horrible attack :( mrcrackerboy 7 months ago pandadust1 7 months ago hey, why
not just slide down the buildings? pandadust1 7 months ago JTACIJ 7 months ago are
you an asshole , maybe we should report you to the FBI , i hope you just wrote this
wrong JTACIJ 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago JTACIJ Who are you
addressing? Sharky2055 7 months ago guyfromcanadayup 7 months ago i see 5 firetrucks
. man this was such a terrible day i actually seen the 2nd plane hit the tower on tv live.
guyfromcanadayup 7 months ago Smokeyanna1 7 months ago I hope the girl that was in
the Day Care is alright! Smokeyanna1 7 months ago rjamesl 7 months ago It's a peculiar
juxtaposition that "This Old Man" is playing in the background! rjamesl 7 months ago
ryuhayahusa 7 months ago YEAH THATS WHAT CHRISTYS DESERVE ryuhayahusa
7 months ago spielverderber9 7 months ago we Europeans think Americans are smart
people. but it is probably not. All worldpeople can see, wtc is demolition with bombs,
But American people is sleeping and the us goverment is bombing you in the
towers........... bombing civilian people around the world.......... spielverderber9 7 months
ago JulianLoverboy 7 months ago Good Video. JulianLoverboy 7 months ago
spielverderber9 7 months ago All independent research have proven that 9/11 was an
inside job. spielverderber9 7 months ago penguinstudios1 7 months ago ill never forget
that day penguinstudios1 7 months ago GingaDensetsuCarlene 7 months ago I am so
sorry that you had to watch this terrible thing. Rest in peace, all those who were in the
buildings. <3 GingaDensetsuCarlene 7 months ago doun69 7 months ago regarder bien a
votre droite de l'écran a 11min 50sec,,,,,,,,,serais-ce un ovni????? doun69 7 months ago
Foufouvideos 7 months ago je crois un hélicopter Foufouvideos 7 months ago
buffykidd1971 7 months ago I just don't understand how anyone can be nasty about this
peole from 87 countries around the world died here, just remember that when you're
dissing americans, I am not from US but they were HUMAN BEINGS that died respect
that if you can;t anything else buffykidd1971 7 months ago ZingMingWingBing 7 months
ago Fuck Dumbass American People ZingMingWingBing 7 months ago TheRetroZombie
7 months ago alright, good luck with your socialist government TheRetroZombie 7
months ago guywith3shoes 7 months ago hahaha guywith3shoes 7 months ago
InfiniteMaC 7 months ago 2:00 WS Highway... HOLY FUCKING SHIT!!!! I was 13
years old when that happened, I was sitting in class and all of a sudden everyone rushes
to the Auditorium... I was in shock because the smoke reached my school in brooklyn and
it's located on Kings Highway and coney island! InfiniteMaC 7 months ago mixieeees 7
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mixieeees 7 months ago spielverderber9 7 months ago without a doubt, this
has made us the government itself. 9/11 insidejob. WTC is demolition with bombs.
Missile hit the wtc towers and pentagon. spielverderber9 7 months ago
TheMexOfAmerica 7 months ago @spielverderber9 why do you think it was an inside
job you have no proof but we do have proof that it was a terrosist attack.
TheMexOfAmerica 7 months ago spielverderber9 7 months ago @TheMexOfAmerica,
please watch the Videos on my site. Please. America MUST wake up. your government
is killing on 9/11 3000 Amerikan people. Your gouverment makes illegal wars. Your
gouverment kill civilian people in the wars with illegal bombs, with uranmunition,.....
spielverderber9 7 months ago CPenha 7 months ago You are right....we make illegal
wars..we kill civilians...and American politics and rulers are under the influence of
someone..powerful. Watch Lucifer's world, part 1 to part 11 and find the truth of our
world and the American society! CPenha 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago
spielverderber9 NO, it was NOT done by the US government. There was no demolition.
Al-Qaeda did the attacks of 9/11. Sharky2055 7 months ago spielverderber9 7 months ago
@Sharky2055, WTC Towers is demolitions with bombs. It was not a el Kaida job. It was
a el CIA Job. Missile hit the pentagon and the towers. spielverderber9 7 months ago
Gemmenkeli 7 months ago @spielverderber9 I agree with you. It had nothing to do with
Arabian terrorists. am convinced it was done by U.S. government. Gemmenkeli 7 months
ago Sharky2055 7 months ago Gemmenkeli Do you thinkIslamic extremist don't exist? Do
you think al-Qaeda doesn't exist? Sharky2055 7 months ago theeking247 7 months ago
wtf wake up faggot! al Kaida is behind this, they will be the first to admit it too! jeez!
this was work by terrorist and AIRPLANES!!!!!! not missiles and bombs jesus!
theeking247 7 months ago spielverderber9 7 months ago @theeking247, no, because I can
not see any airplane. But the crater fits right into a missile. The images confirm a
demolition of the towers with bombs. That is a fact. spielverderber9 7 months ago
Sharky2055 7 months ago spielverderber9 You've already shown me you haven't
researched much, if at all, past truther sites. Go do some research on NON-truther sites.
Then come back and reply. Sharky2055 7 months ago spielverderber9 7 months ago I
have probably been much researched and the result, without doubt, definitely missile hit
wtc, definitely it is a bomb job controlled demolition. And you are a disinformation agent
for the CIA. spielverderber9 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago spielverderber9 No,
you have no because there's no evidence of that. Missiles don't call their iarline to let
them know they'd been hijacked or call their loved ones to tell them the same. There was
nothing to indicate a controlled demolition. Why would ask a silly question like that?
Sharky2055 7 months ago spielverderber9 7 months ago @Sharky2055, Yes sir, al Qaeda
is a produkt of CIA. CIA makes arround the world terrorattaks and said it was make
alqaida. Islamic estremist dont exist. You are the topterrorist nummer one of the world.
You are definitely, without doubt, a disinformationsagent. spielverderber9 7 months ago
Sharky2055 7 months ago spielverderber9 Are you assuming I'm a, "sir"? Al-Qaeda's a
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product of radical islam and depraved Islamic extremist Imams and mullahs alike. What
the hell is a "Topterrorist nummer""? If you've done you research, then you can answer
my question. Please, tell me why al-Qaeda's attacking the US, its interests & allies since
1992, as THEY have told us their reasons are, can you? Sharky2055 7 months ago
spielverderber9 7 months ago @Sharky2055, we world nation, we have examined, there
were no hijacked planes on 9 / 11. The aircraft were copied by Holograms into the film, as
the airplane noise. The abducted passengers are a lie. We found no airplane parts in front
of the Pentagon. Without zweiel, 9 / 11 is a gigantic lie. God save the world from the
aggressor al CIA. spielverderber9 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago spielverderber9
Are you saying you believe there were NO planes at all hijacked on 9/11/2001?
Sharky2055 7 months ago spielverderber9 7 months ago yes Sharky2055, No planes
hijacked on 9/11. Rockets hit wtc and pentagon. No hijacked airplanes on 9 / 11. no
passengers on hijacked 9 / 11. No pilots hijacked 9 / 11. No kerosene fire on 9 / 11, no no
no .............. wtc demolition with bombs is definitely related, with thermite, nanothermit,
secret military explosives ?, I did not proof it, but certainly without doubt destroyed
with bombs. spielverderber9 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago spielverderber9
There's absolutely no truth to what you're ignorantly sputtering. If you don't believe the
planes were part of 9/11 then you're a waste of my time. Please go crawl back into the
fruitcake tin you escaped from and stop wearing it. Sharky2055 7 months ago
spielverderber9 7 months ago @Sharky2055, yes you can disappear here, 9 / 11 was
staged. attack under a false flag. spielverderber9 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago
Spiel I don't discuss 9/11 with people that don't believe 4 planes were involved that day.
NO planers are a complete waste of time. Please go banter your ludicrous claims with
someone else. Your mind make me sick. Sharky2055 7 months ago spielverderber9 7
months ago @Sharky2055, this here is a public comment forum. I will comment further.
You can even disappear. spielverderber9 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago
spielverderber9 I never said nor inferred you couldn't. I just want you to banter them to
me. I'm not going to disappear. believe me, I'll be here preserving that which people like
you so carelessessly, senselessly and heartlessly try to shove aside and ignore.
Sharky2055 7 months ago spielverderber9 7 months ago @Sharky2055, I'm spreading the
truth. I'm spreading the truth. I'm spreading the truth. 9/11 insidejob. WTC is demolition
with boms. spielverderber9 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago spielverderber9 No,
you're spreading the stale crumbs of your fruitcake that's crumbling as time goes on.
Sharky2055 7 months ago bantermelon 7 months ago it was those fucking extremist
muslims so shut the fuck up bantermelon 7 months ago spielverderber9 7 months ago no,
it was a extremist al CIA job. wtc is demolition with bombs. spielverderber9 7 months
ago GGcaptmandrake 7 months ago Then why is it, that if the CIA actually has all this
power to contol OTHER nations, did they "stage" the 9/11 attacks on American soil?
They would be more likely to stage an invasion somewhere else, where it wouldnt be so
verifiable! This is why you truthers fail! GGcaptmandrake 7 months ago spielverderber9
7 months ago @GGcaptmandrake, that is Manipulationspschologie, they deliberately
harm themselves, brings manipulated evidence Interresse is long wars .........
spielverderber9 7 months ago GGcaptmandrake 7 months ago There is no need for that,
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since this supposed almighty CIA, is the most powerful agency in the world, capable of
world conquest, seemingly at the touch of a button! GGcaptmandrake 7 months ago
Sharky2055 7 months ago GGcaptmandrake NO planers are the most asinine of the 9/11
truther buffoons and a waste of time. Sharky2055 7 months ago JakiRuuska 7 months ago
This happened on my Birthday JakiRuuska 7 months ago lovingyousomuch15 7 months
ago @JOSHIIin we did really land on the moon... lovingyousomuch15 7 months ago
Tattooedromeo 7 months ago @lovingyousomuch15 no, ur wrong. Tattooedromeo 7
months ago Reverseflush 7 months ago Comment removed lolipopboy4u 7 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam American deserve this. Subhan
Allah Astafigurullah lolipopboy4u 7 months ago KarateKidWDMA 7 months ago
@lolipopboy4u you know your "brothers" shot at me in afghanistan on multiple
occasions, and after finding bodies of civilians with their hands cut off by the taliban so
they couldn't cast ballots to vote, i was more than happy to shoot back.
KarateKidWDMA 7 months ago trantrix 7 months ago fuck you and your fucking rase
trantrix 7 months ago madmoneykev 7 months ago never forget this day madmoneykev 7
months ago dreadnaught2 7 months ago If fire is not a threat to steel beams, then why do
they put fireproofing on said beams? dreadnaught2 7 months ago RavenGunner95 7
months ago You guys are lucky that the smoke didn't affect you and get to your place.
RavenGunner95 7 months ago JOSHllin 7 months ago I think it was done purposely, just
like our government lying about us landing on the moon JOSHllin 7 months ago
commandization 7 months ago 911 is KYLE FAULT!!! BURN HIM commandization 7
months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago Did you notice that she thought it was a military
plane? Did you notice the white smoke pouring out of the substructure just before Tower
#2 collapsed. Did you know that controlled demolition is now an absolute certainty? Did
you know that over 1000 architects and engineers, hundreds of scientists and other
professionals, plus a vast majority of the American people supports a legitimate
investigation? Did you know that people around the globe are waking up to these facts?
KevinMerck 7 months ago xrxelementxrx 7 months ago shut up, it was a terrorist attack?
xrxelementxrx 7 months ago alexandradorothy 7 months ago @KevinMerck . please could
you say more? alexandradorothy 7 months ago timin770 7 months ago "...controlled
demolition is now an absolute certainty?..." Do you know where your local mental
hospital is? You should go there without delay. timin770 7 months ago pandadust1 7
months ago Why not just slide down the buildings? you can slide down 100ft ladders
easily. pandadust1 7 months ago oscarmay25 7 months ago brit oscarmay25 7 months
ago Paschka147 7 months ago nwo propaganda video Paschka147 7 months ago lolspoon
7 months ago show hide close your eyes and it sounds like a porno lolspoon 7 months
ago teddezac 7 months ago 9 Sad.. RIP everyone teddezac 7 months ago 9 barquedust 7
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Please help to support
a legitimate investigation! 9/11 was a setup. The collapse of the American economy is a
setup. Fight for your country. The future is in our hands! For interesting, scientifically
based information, please visit: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) Please leave your
thoughtful comments and share pertinent information. Thanks! barquedust 7 months ago
mixieeees
7
months
ago
Condoleezza
Rice
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mixieeees 7 months ago goldmosaic 7 months ago 2 I have watched this video many times
over. and i am very sad at the loss of life and actually quite upset over it, but i do need to
ask what happend to the video at 11:32 and at the other interval when the video stoped
recording but then a short time after started again goldmosaic 7 months ago 2 Wodskou18
7 months ago Lady: omg omg omg omg omg omg omg omg omg omg omg omg omg omg
omg omg Wodskou18 7 months ago birgiwithtaur 7 months ago show hide rahim ul alla ill
il fakiir ul amrika e burn ul into ash ul jihad birgiwithtaur 7 months ago kevinka007 7
months ago I watched the whole video..its a sad thing ;( kevinka007 7 months ago
gomulkaa 7 months ago Comment removed Rawr1990 7 months ago show hide LMFAO
all she could say is "OH MY GOD OH MY GOD " cry cry lol. Do something
productive stupid bitch. Also i really like that smoke effect :) i think Spielberg really out
did himself in this movie I love this trailer for cloverfield 2 :D Rawr1990 7 months ago
dmben84 7 months ago 25% comes from Canada, 24% from Mexico, 14% from
Venezuela and 9% from the Middle East of which half is from Saudi Arabia. But the
whole concept is bs and I don't care to be politically correct either. This was carried out
by Islamic Terrorists as a result of their sick culture, twisted doctrine and corrupted sense
of piety. dmben84 7 months ago PuffingTheHerbs 7 months ago what you mean we didnt
see this coming?your telling me that with the CIA the FBI the NSA and others that they
didnt know about the attacks?of coarse they knew and i believe they let it happen to gain
support from the public to invade iraq,this was all about oil,wheter or not they had a
hand in planning the attacks is another story but of which i dont agrree.the goverment
knew PuffingTheHerbs 7 months ago Thelogeys 7 months ago the fact we didnt see this
comin was our fault but we'll NEVER EVER! let somethin like that happen EVER again
Thelogeys 7 months ago Rawr1990 7 months ago @Thelogeys it happened last week...
nice one Rawr1990 7 months ago Pacentro2009 7 months ago This is amazing, thank you
for uploading this. You witnessed history unfold, just about 10 years ago now...
Pacentro2009 7 months ago gamerguy322 7 months ago 2 why the hell are all these
people calling this an "inside job" why the fuck would we do that? i mean we get 90% of
our oil from CANADA! gamerguy322 7 months ago 2 OmegaTrooper 7 months ago its
true. most of our oil does come from canada. OmegaTrooper 7 months ago pandadust1 7
months ago y not just slide down the buildings? pandadust1 7 months ago SatanicKrieg 7
months ago America just paid the price of fucking 'peace'. If usa can do some wars, why
dont get in the conflicts in Africa, why not? Only in the fucking petroleum areas??This is
colonialism. Pay the price and live with this fucking fear, poor nation. SatanicKrieg 7
months ago Jan347 7 months ago you are rigt... we (the rich country) should help the
poor people all other the world, and not only the Industry. Solidarity withe people, not
withe states. Jan347 7 months ago mastercheif79 7 months ago u are just jealous that we
can live free and that our army doesnt have wusses mastercheif79 7 months ago
GaGaFAN29 7 months ago quit cryin bitch u was probably poppin popcorn
GaGaFAN29 7 months ago ThunderTigers 7 months ago @superflytono you must be a
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terrorist, aint you? if i would see you irl i would stick a fucking tree up your ass..
ThunderTigers 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Please help to support a legitimate investigation! 9/11 was a setup.
The collapse of the American economy is a setup. Fight for your country. The future is
in our hands! For interesting, scientifically based information, please visit:
theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) Please leave your thoughtful comments and share
pertinent information. Thanks! barquedust 7 months ago mojo100mo 7 months ago 4 I
would like that a journalist would ask one of responsables of NIST, "what is the
difference of a 56 minutes fire in WTC and a 36 hour fire in a hotel skyscaper in Peking"
and "what is his explanation that the Hotel in Peking did not collaps and the WTC
collapsed after only 56 Minutes?" The heat in both buidlings was the same and the
Peking hotel is still standing - after 36 hours of full fire? Why did we not see that much
fire in the WTC? mojo100mo 7 months ago 4 mojo100mo 7 months ago One more
question to the filmer of this video: are you able to uopload the video with time code
regardint to real time whten this tragedy did happen? mojo100mo 7 months ago
mojo100mo 7 months ago Maybe some american can give me (a German) some info. As I
am used too, that in the USA are a many of smaller TV-stations and indepedent camteams. On the 9/11 we only saw News from all the big stations? Was there anyone
arround of all this smaller TV-stations? Thanks fopr helpin one, who belives that this
was an inside job. mojo100mo 7 months ago arus199456 7 months ago [] arus199456 7
months ago hamadzaid666 7 months ago ﺝﻉﻝﻙﻡ ﻡﻥhamadzai ............  ﺫﺍ ﺍﻝﺡﺍﻝ ﻭ ﺍﺭﺩﻯd666 7
months ago hubster21 7 months ago Why didnt they Air Force do shit? hubster21 7
months ago jamesdgolding 7 months ago hey superflytono if I could get to you i would
punch your damn face in so bad nobody would figure out who you were what the hell are
you saying you punk you need to suffer the pain and agony and death everone endured in
9/11 you BASTARD jamesdgolding 7 months ago 773chewy 7 months ago 2
superflytono fuck u disrespectfull ass lil kid 773chewy 7 months ago 2 KevinMerck 7
months ago A&E9/11TRUTH is pushing for a grand jury investigation of Shyam Sunder
and John Gross of NIST. We all know that the 9/11 Commission admitted there was no
legitimate investigation and it's criminals like Gross and Sunder who are partially
responsible for that. We all should know the only people who really care about the
victims, the war dead, and our civil liberties, are on the front lines of this historic fight for
justice. What side of history will you be on? KevinMerck 7 months ago
HeadLessMunkees 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Everyone knows this countries Security went to hell under bill and hills presidency. See
the movie -Path to 911 - here on utube. HeadLessMunkees 7 months ago
Highway420Music 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Politics, money, war, death, religion, freedom, 420, 9/11, 2012, Planet X, what? huh?
Maybe it'll come together for you in my new music video, maybe not. You tell me. The
video will be my comment. To see it for yourself, click on my user name or search
youtube for "The Urban Legend of Planet X" or "Highway420Music" Please leave a
comment. Send it to your friends. HELP ME MAKE THIS THING GO VIRAL! thanks
thc Highway420Music 7 months ago mytr101 7 months ago mnlj mytr101 7 months ago
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superflytono 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam LOL,
that tower got owned. I feel glad that the families of the people who died got what they
deserved. superflytono 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago 3 This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam superflytono Only sick people make comments like that
on 9/11 videos. Sharky2055 7 months ago 3 MeLikeVideos62 7 months ago 2 First of all,
why?? MeLikeVideos62 7 months ago 2 Chippychops7 7 months ago Planes and drop
water onto it. I don't think they would of hit the fire lol Chippychops7 7 months ago
jeffreyya1997 7 months ago Why are you saying the Jewish did this,unless your a
nazi!Yeah it fits perfectly nazis blamed the jewosh people for all their problems and all
the problemns in the world.Nazi! jeffreyya1997 7 months ago qademoon1 7 months ago
oh my GOD , think about it people . jewish are behind all of what has haben for sure ..
just think about all the jewish workers who did not show up to work that day !
qademoon1 7 months ago ownagemum 7 months ago ur a fucking retard cunt ownagemum
7 months ago snoops2456789 7 months ago @qademoon1 you racist bastard. jews had
nothin to do wit anythin at that time you dick eater snoops2456789 7 months ago
qademoon1 7 months ago @snoops2456789, oh yes they do ... dirty mouth ! qademoon1
7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Please help to support a legitimate investigation! 9/11 was a setup. The collapse of
the American economy is a setup. Fight for your country. The future is in our hands! For
interesting, scientifically based information, please visit: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.
(com) Please leave your thoughtful comments and share pertinent information. Thanks!
barquedust 7 months ago qademoon1 7 months ago Please think about it . jewish are
behind all of what has haben for sure .. just think about the jewish workers who did not
show up to work that day they know what was going to haben belive me jew know them
self they all mussad terrorist ! qademoon1 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago
Qademoon Jewish workers DID show up that day. Islamic extremist terrorists did this.
Sharky2055 7 months ago sparteca 7 months ago 4 if someones religion says to kill
people (innocent people who left home without knowing the day is last time they step
out)......i dun beleive in that religion!!! damn the people behind this...i cant think of d
worst death ada then sumthing worth thousands n thousand of tonnes fall on ya so that
you die....... soul rest in peace my friends..... sparteca 7 months ago 4 GOD719 7 months
ago Look at 20:02. The building didn't free fall. There are heavy beams sticking up in the
middle of the debree cloud. Those a probably the core columns GOD719 7 months ago
listentodylan 7 months ago that is one of the worst days in history listentodylan 7
months ago Rocksolidvb 7 months ago no, its when i stubbed my toe, that was the worst
day in history, not thousands of people dieing Rocksolidvb 7 months ago
computerchris122 7 months ago Rocksolidvb you sick fuck computerchris122 7 months
ago Sharky2055 7 months ago Agreed. Only sick people make comments like that on 9/11
videos. Sharky2055 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago 7 Rocksolidvb Are you
trying to be funny? You're not. This day thousands of people lost their MOTHER,
FATHER, BROTHER, SISTER, UNCLE AUNT, COUSIN, LOVER ETC. They were
lost as in THEY DIED horrible deaths. Those 3000 didn't die those horrible death so you
could make a mockery of this day. Sharky2055 7 months ago 7 angel1234567890able 7
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months ago this is so crazzy it si scarry angel1234567890able 7 months ago MrShane737
7 months ago "it was a military plane" MrShane737 7 months ago MrShane737 7 months
ago sad....fuckin sad... to rape the innocence from their very lives and try to dictate a once
free and true country...fuckin shame... MrShane737 7 months ago pamphhh 7 months ago
show hide American goverment is killing our people pinche fucks and its a huge delimma
to fix. we fucking have to sue america for all its money for shit like this! obvious Set up
for oil. pamphhh 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago We all should know that the
only people who really care about the victims are actively supporting a legitimate
investigation. The 9/11 Commission admits there was no real investigation and that they
were "set up to fail" Support a grand jury investigation of Shyam Sunder and John Gross
of NIST at A&E911TRUTH. If you don't support a real investigation, you don't really
care about the victims. How could you? KevinMerck 7 months ago barquedust 7 months
ago 2 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Please help to support a
legitimate investigation! 9/11 was a setup. The collapse of the American economy is a
setup. Fight for your country. The future is in our hands! For interesting, scientifically
based information, please visit: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) Please leave your
thoughtful comments and share pertinent information. Thanks! barquedust 7 months ago
2 Mr911insidejob 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
washington times covers 911 architects and engineers!!!! finally!! washingtontimes (dot
com)
/news/2010/feb/22/inside-the-b
eltway-70128635/?feat=home_col
umns
Mr911insidejob 7 months ago Birgeyful 7 months ago 2 more than 1000 profesional
architects and engineers calls for a new investigation into the collapses, including around
40 demolition engineers! ae911truth . org Family members and victims to the toxic air
calls for a real criminal investigation, we never had one NYCCAN . org Birgeyful 7
months ago 2 Birgeyful 7 months ago towers accelerated without interruption in free fall
as if the lower 90 floors of the building did not exist. what force could pulverize 200,000
tons of steel in 11.4 seconds US engineer Neel Ginson: "In order to bring down this kind
of mass in such a short period of time the material must have been artificially exploded
outwards, looking closely, one can see small explosions in the Twin Towers always
occurring before the floors are reached by the collapse line look /watch?v=XLFklFQX-dE
Birgeyful 7 months ago Birgeyful 7 months ago gravity? NIST admitted a 2.25 second
period of freefall, but buried it in a deceptive framework and ignored the obvious
implications Freefall can only occur if ALL resistance has been removed, simultaneously
across the whole width of the building within a small fraction of a second. This is a
smoking gun for use of explosives. NIST refused to even look for evidence of explosives,
and release the results, even though its standard investigation procedure, and required by
fire protection codes Birgeyful 7 months ago Birgeyful 7 months ago it took the federal
government 442 days to establish the federal 9/11 Commission to investigate the attacks.
by comparison, the Warren Commission was established to investigate the assassination
of President John F. Kennedy seven days after his assassination,13 and the first of nine
investigations into Pearl Harbor (which lasted five and a half years) began two days after
the attack Birgeyful 7 months ago Birgeyful 7 months ago governments delayed response
in investigating 9/11 is explained in large part by the Bush Administrations unwillingness
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to investigate the attacks. On January 25, 2002, Vice President Dick Cheney asked Senate
majority leader Tom Daschle to limit an upcoming congressional inquiry into intelligence
failures. President Bush repeated the request to Daschle in a private meeting with
congressional leaders on January 29, 2002. google "CNN Bush asks Daschle to limit Sept.
11 probes" Birgeyful 7 months ago Birgeyful 7 months ago google "newsweek The 9/11
Commission's blind spot" Birgeyful 7 months ago Birgeyful 7 months ago Newsweek
The commission appears to have ignored obvious clues throughout 2003 and 2004 that its
account of the 9/11 plot and Al Qaeda's history relied heavily on information obtained
from detainees who had been subjected to torture, or something not far from it. That has
troubling implications for the credibility of the commission's final report. " Birgeyful 7
months ago slogabiceporazvragu 7 months ago watch?v=xX_lvzBPR9k&feature=re-lated
slogabiceporazvragu 7 months ago yourweedsux 7 months ago 26 minutes of nothing.
yourweedsux 7 months ago TheJBabyy 7 months ago wat really happened? im so
confused? wat lies? wat cover ups? it was a terroist attack right? TheJBabyy 7 months
ago benoitdidnotdoit 7 months ago yeah but who was the terrorist and the terrorist group
osama bin ladan the taliklan and Al Gayda or Bush and the New World Order
benoitdidnotdoit 7 months ago beccalovesapril 7 months ago Watch Lose Change It might
change a few opinions about what really happened on September 11th. It sure did to me.
So many lies, cover ups, the lot.. Same when we were hit here in England. Xxxx
beccalovesapril 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago beccalovesapril Loose Change is
not factual. It began as a fictional film project and stayed fictional. About the only bit
that's right is the date, 9/11/2001. Sharky2055 7 months ago scramkitten 7 months ago
bob and bri full of shite why did you cutt out the "plane" scramkitten 7 months ago
airbag97 7 months ago 3 Notice that at 11:44 there's a cut to hide something. I know
what. airbag97 7 months ago 3 newtatguy 7 months ago No terrorist attack here, nothing
to see, move along. newtatguy 7 months ago rockmorhenno1 7 months ago Your Wrong.
Inside Job As Diana Princess of Wales. Cant Move on. I know She and Doddi And the
Driver were Killed. A Ecu Chip can make any Car,wathever be uncontrollable. Please e
mail me with your thoughts. rockmorhenno1 7 months ago newtatguy 7 months ago I was
being ironic! newtatguy 7 months ago Blazedragun0 7 months ago world war 3 started in
yr 200 n its goin 2 get loads worse folks Blazedragun0 7 months ago Blazedragun0 7
months ago u think this is bad u w8 n c what al queda has got in store 4 us brits this is
fuck all things r gonna get a lot worse mr nostradamus predicted world war 1 n 2 n 3 but
was wrong 2 say world war will start in yr 2000 but it has now hasnt it its goin 2 get a lot
worse trust me BELIEVE Blazedragun0 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago There's
no evidence of this being an inside job. Sharky2055 7 months ago Eylexithymia 7 months
ago How is thus an inside job? Why would te gov. Do this to us? Eylexithymia 7 months
ago dbsknada 7 months ago to gain your trust and start a war in iraq dbsknada 7 months
ago Bloom0578 7 months ago wow Bloom0578 7 months ago pandadust1 7 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam y not just slide down the buildings?
pandadust1 7 months ago adnan381978 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam INSIDEJOB adnan381978 7 months ago rockmorhenno1 7 months
ago @adnan381978 Tottaly Concer sorry cant spell. Please e mail me with your
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thoughts. Thanks Chris. rockmorhenno1 7 months ago kyren241 7 months ago 4 INSIDE
JOB kyren241 7 months ago 4 Minsa1998 7 months ago 4 IN SIDE JOB Minsa1998 7
months ago 4 rockmorhenno1 7 months ago @Minsa1998 i Agree but why. Thoes
bulding came down to quick,if one mentions it,its as though you cant speek. Please e mail
me with your thoughts. My Couson was killed in the North tower. I really Need Closure.
rockmorhenno1 7 months ago Minsa1998 7 months ago 2 @rockmorhenno1 i watched
some documentaries, and the architect of the towers said, that one tower was able t bear
even 2 planes. And it isnt possible that the kerosine of the planes tank got so hot, that
the steel of the towers melted. I think the building was blown up with thermite cuz only
this can get so hot and melt steel. Minsa1998 7 months ago 2 freethinker4ever 7 months
ago 3 I N S I D E J O B freethinker4ever 7 months ago 3 barquedust 7 months ago 2 This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Please support a legitimate investigation!
Show your patriotism as well as your respect for the victims and their families. 9/11 was
a setup. The collapse of the American economy is a setup. Fight for your country. The
future is in our hands! Please visit: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) for interesting,
important and scientifically based information. Please leave your thoughtful comments
and share pertinent information. Thanks! barquedust 7 months ago 2 blaze5466 7 months
ago terroristas bastardos blaze5466 7 months ago BJHBNE 7 months ago If the
government in USA really are innocent, why dont they not follow the request of the
victims and families of 911 for a reopening of the case with a independent investegation?,
the victims have been asking about that every year since 911? And people still die of
respotary problems and coughing up blood in their hundreds or thousands in New York
according to the families, because the government said immediatly that the air was safe to
breathe. BJHBNE 7 months ago pandadust1 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam y not just slide down the buidings? pandadust1 7 months ago
dmxezz 7 months ago This is one of the biggest lies, to win fucking OIL! You americen
did always do such things, that the people have a motivation for a "WAR". but this is no
war in iraq, this is all is just made for money! dmxezz 7 months ago GovernmentSham912
7 months ago you think obama is going to save us? GovernmentSham912 7 months ago
mezher13 7 months ago i just dont like suicides bomber look what they did !!!!!!
mezher13 7 months ago Prups 7 months ago Comment removed merged 7 months ago
911 was an inside job. merged 7 months ago SparrowSaltskin 7 months ago The only
"inside job" was in your brain - but it was not a good one... SparrowSaltskin 7 months
ago KevinMerck 7 months ago Care about the 3000 killed in the attack? Care about the
5000 troops who died in vein? Care about the countless others who've paid with their
lives? Care about the Patriot Act and our loss of civil liberties? Care enough to support a
legitimate investigation? Go to A&Efor9/11Truth to get involved. KevinMerck 7 months
ago allstarsVIP13 7 months ago care about at least 10 000 people died in american attack
on serbia 1999 !!!!! care about 1 000 000 people died in amercan attack on iraq !!!
allstarsVIP13 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Please help to support a legitimate investigation! 9/11 was a setup.
The collapse of the American economy is a setup. Fight for your country. The future is
in our hands! For interesting, scientifically based information, please visit:
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theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) Please leave your thoughtful comments and share
pertinent information. Thanks! barquedust 7 months ago bagdadthug23 7 months ago
aaaaaaaah bububuu i feel so bad for you .....nooot how many people died that they it can
be as much as you killd in iraq SO WALK IT OUT hahahahahaha bagdadthug23 7
months ago rebecca8658403 7 months ago i was 4 when this happened and i still
remember watching this on tv with my mom and dad and i was crying and so were my
parents... RIP everyone that was killed rebecca8658403 7 months ago JattSoorma 7
months ago Comment removed sixaxis171 7 months ago @JattSoorma FUCK U!!!! U
fucking sick fucking bastard i hope u rot in hell for the rest of ur fucking miserable life u
louzy piece of shit!!!! sixaxis171 7 months ago roloug95 7 months ago @sixaxis171 dont
even give him the satisfaction of replying its exactly what he wants hes just sick and he
knows it roloug95 7 months ago britishlad121 7 months ago JattSoorma im not a american
but what you said is evil those people was innocent your nothing more than a sick cunt
britishlad121 7 months ago allstarsVIP13 7 months ago amercian troops killed about 10
000 innocent people in serbia 1999 !!! allstarsVIP13 7 months ago pandadust1 7 months
ago y not just slide down the buildings? pandadust1 7 months ago Skorete 7 months ago
Because sliding down the buildings is impossible... The building is standing straight up, if
they were to "slide" down it, they would just fall straight down. Which is basically what
they did... so in a way a lot of people died "sliding" down the buildings... Skorete 7
months ago kimmers1495 7 months ago incredible video. this is something you'll want to
keep for the rest of your life. unbelievable. kimmers1495 7 months ago upurarse1 7
months ago terrible, this makes me mad everytime i watch it. And then declaring war on
Iraq.....wtf. bullshit upurarse1 7 months ago oknor57 7 months ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam So lets get this all straight, 19 muslims under the direction
of Osama Binladin who was living in a cave with kidney dialisis machines hooked up to
him, gave the orders to use BOXCUTTERS to gain control of not 1, not2, not 3, BUT
FOUR commercial airliners? OK, then they fly into WTC 1, 25 mins later hit WTC 2?It
gets better, 75 mins go buy and yet another hijacked plane hits Pentagon? WHO WRITES
THIS SHIT? You serius, thee most restricted airspace in the world, and the USAF
remains on tarmac? oknor57 7 months ago ohwahwah 7 months ago This has been flagged
as spam
show hide Not Spam what the fucking american government kills 3000
americans to take iraqi oil. ohwahwah 7 months ago airbag97 7 months ago 3 why the
second impact is not visible? the vid has been cut [...] airbag97 7 months ago 3 hebovis 7
months ago "... of what happend that horrible morning ..." - -US-citizens - it doesn't like
you ?! hebovis 7 months ago DoYouCareAboutTruth 7 months ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam 41 U.S. Counter-Terrorism and Intelligence Agency
Veterans Challenge the Official Account of 9/11: "a Cover-up" "Terribly Flawed," "Laced
with Contradictions," "a Joke," PatriotsQuestion911.(com) - Remove ()s to view link.
Zero (by a Nobel Prize Winner) @ watch?v=ofXKiXNDDYA ---- 84% of New Yorker's
Reject the Official 9/11 Story - Saying there is a cover up. In 2006 CBS and NY Times
ran an extensive poll with these results. tinyurl(dot)com/yek5c5s DoYouCareAboutTruth
7 months ago DoYouCareAboutTruth 7 months ago This isn't about Party or Bush
Bashing. Its about our Country! You owe it to your country to look into both sides of
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the 9/11 debate. There are many well researched videos, unlike Loose change. Good
places to start 911 Connect the Dots is a great 18 min video @ watch?v=HfmliaqIRBE
Zero (by a Nobel Prize Winner) @ watch?v=ofXKiXNDDYA WTC7 Freefall - No
Longer
Controversial.
Scientifically
Proven
and
self
verifiable.
@
watch?v=rP9Qp5QWRMQ Science and Physics - 911 truth @ watch?v=K2Mor7udxJI&
DoYouCareAboutTruth 7 months ago Mr911insidejob 7 months ago
@DoYouCareAboutTruth all u gotta say is that all the polls say that on average, about
90 percent say the government is lying. the only reason to keep pushing for 911 truth is
so people dont get tricked again like that. (really its their faults for being ignorant...) -----GOOGLE SEARCH CYBERSECURITY BILL!!! CALL YOUR SENATORS!! NO
INTERNET CENSORSHIP!!!!! Mr911insidejob 7 months ago airbag97 7 months ago
Comment removed KevinMerck 7 months ago Care about the 3000 killed in the attack?
Care about the 5000 troops who died in vein? Care about the countless others who've
paid with their lives? Care about the Patriot Act and our loss of civil liberties? Care
enough to support a legitimate investigation? Go to A&Efor9/11Truth to get involved.
KevinMerck 7 months ago micheleraenichols 7 months ago thank you my best friend was
up there in window on the world.. i wondered what happened to her now i know..
sheould not have surviced the smoke... micheleraenichols 7 months ago 256Bonnie 7
months ago I still remember hearing all about this when I was 7 years old...those poor
people who died... Why can't everyone just get along...why does there have to be
terrorism in this world? 256Bonnie 7 months ago sosah1420 7 months ago show hide
allah akbar die americans sosah1420 7 months ago Lubo217 7 months ago tu mace kokoci
zato jaky ste tupci Lubo217 7 months ago Reverseflush 7 months ago How is this a
"Tribute"? Seeing New York taking a hit like this isn't a tribute. Seeing New York with
those towers is and seeing New York overcome those Islamic pieces of shit is a tribute.
This is a tribute to terror not New York. Reverseflush 7 months ago kenboy756 7 months
ago i was in 5th grade....... we were watching this on the school moniters 2 kids threw up
everyone was crying including me. im in college now but this is just fucking insane...
kenboy756 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam Please help to support a legitimate investigation! 9/11 was a setup. The
collapse of the American economy is a setup. Fight for your country. The future is in our
hands!
For
interesting,
scientifically
based
information,
please
visit:
theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) Please leave your thoughtful comments and share
pertinent information. Thanks! barquedust 7 months ago theguruwill 7 months ago 3
wow my heart goes out to every one, watching this footage over 10 years later sill brings
a tear to my eyes even no i have no connection to America, as i live in Australia i still feel
so much sadness for what happen that day, you have captured some amazing footage.
theguruwill 7 months ago 3 wenebeinhart 7 months ago 11:50 a plane the next plane 17:20
wenebeinhart 7 months ago MMM M M M M M MlMMM M M M M M M 7 months ago
why there are some cut at 11:45 & 14:08 ?? MMM M M M M M MlMMM M M M M M M
7 months ago belacanbusuk21 7 months ago 3 this all planing from bush...hell
yeaahh...fuck bush ass hole! belacanbusuk21 7 months ago 3 ellanaism 7 months ago it
was not bush it was terrorist ellanaism 7 months ago crbeab 7 months ago This has been
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flagged as spam show hide Not Spam They were not bombs that caused the WTC to fall
down.... They were reports of giant steel and concrete eating Rats patrolling around the
WTC that morning. I think the Rats gnawed their way through the bottom of the building
and they fell down.... it's just a spooky coincidence that two planes happened to crash
into them as well......... crbeab 7 months ago KRKahn87 7 months ago This was not an
"attack", it was an atrocity. An attack is an event like Pearl Harbor, such as an identified
military striking another militaristic target. 9/11 was an atrocity, which a large killing of
civilians. Oh, and it was NOT a fucking conspiracy you idiots. KRKahn87 7 months ago
3DGAR1000 7 months ago DAMN YOU GUYS STILL WITH THIS SHIT
3DGAR1000 7 months ago kurdistan0911 7 months ago since when? thats illegal how
can u run a country knowing that women can vote too? we train kids from their birth to
know how to act in the real world, theres no love above hate towards the mixed up races
kurdistan0911 7 months ago ellanaism 7 months ago since 1920. its called Women's
Suffrage. 19 amendment! wow why r u hating a country u know nothing about! 2 years
ago a women ran for president too. and there is nothing wrong with being biracial! im
black and if i want mixed kids i can have mixed kids! its as simple as that! ellanaism 7
months ago ellanaism 7 months ago or do wat your country does to men with ilegitamate
children. ellanaism 7 months ago ellanaism 7 months ago Comment removed
kurdistan0911 7 months ago when u cannot comprehend the english language do not
bother trying, and its better letting them know how the real world better knowing than
not knowing typical american idiot duno the principle in such phrases kurdistan0911 7
months ago ellanaism 7 months ago how do you have the room to say I dont know the
english language? oh but your right right about the last part though. americans find it
tremendously hard to understand putting a gun in a childs hand ellanaism 7 months ago
ellanaism 7 months ago come on fighting dosent have to be the real world. u can help end
it for your childs sake.thats wat MLK taught us. ellanaism 7 months ago kurdistan0911 7
months ago racial hatred is well known, this MLK ur speaking about is just another
randomer who just got lucky with his own shit. thats another typical thing u americans
do, u live in your imaginary world with no hate and racism, yet you cannot face the fact
that theres such things all over the world, we still got you pretty good 9/11 is there a
coincidence that i was born on that date? no theres no, cus here we dont believe in such
shit. allah sent me from above to make u miserable kurdistan0911 7 months ago ellanaism
7 months ago uh dude, do you even know who MLK was. Martin Luther King wanted
everyone to be free in america(back in the 60's) he was black and was treated really
bad...well long story short, he got wat he wanted with out even using violence.he was
shot and killed but changed thE WORLD! that is wat we teach youth about in the usa.
and if u knew about black people in the usa i dont think u would have said that thing
about us not realizing racial hatered. ellanaism 7 months ago kurdistan0911 7 months ago
thanks for the history lessons there are only 2 kind of blks the gangsters and the idiots
who are still believeing in such shit as mlk, that bus woman, obama e.g.. this is where you
come in, you care to much about the paste and you are still denying that the whites look
down at you, even the mexicans does as they are taking over your country, you speak of
your contry as its the central of the world, but all in all you are going down slowly, the
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economy will fuck you all up kurdistan0911 7 months ago ellanaism 7 months ago i know
good and well people will ALWAYS look down on me. i know about sexism too. 1 man
cant change all minds. but please it dose not have to be like this for you. it just dosent. i
have mexicans in my classroom along with whites,muslims asians too. they are not ALL
like that! please make peace. america is slowly getting better if u start now it america
WILL be good for your sons and daughters. (sorry for the cheesy speech. i just really
believe this) ellanaism 7 months ago kurdistan0911 7 months ago this is why i do not
agree with you, face reality, that is why obama was elected in the first place, ppl think
that 1 man can make a differ when he has alrdy failed at it. when ur daughters or apes
whatever you wanna call em grow up the world would be so terrorized that it will burn to
the ground, then when all start from the beginning, you can believe in your oldfashion
crap about peace and MLK faggot kurdistan0911 7 months ago ellanaism 7 months ago
its not 1 man its senators ,surpreme court.cops all of them. we have been doing this
forever! and it works so try it! god put me here to spread peace i will never for get it! i
swear no disrespect but did ur mom rais u like this? ellanaism 7 months ago
kurdistan0911 7 months ago top of it all theres 1 blk man. his voice is what matters to the
world, nobody givea a shit about the rest there. your beloved god, does not but
destroying everything, you talk about god like hes the boss, but all in all you know that
there should only be 1 religion in this world, ISLAM is the way to go. kurdistan0911 7
months ago ellanaism 7 months ago whoa there you go again! i wasnt rude about allah so
why dis my god? you know what i dont have time for this i have SCHOOL to go to
tomorrow. you know a reason to acually get up in the morning. ellanaism 7 months ago
kurdistan0911 7 months ago Do not bother going to school.. Apparently your school is
total shit and doesn't even aware you of all the threats coming from islam. kurdistan0911
7 months ago kurdistan0911 7 months ago why are you trying to defend something you
do not know anything about. its pathetic, why are you still replying, go get me some
cotton while you are out there thinking bout a reply nigger kurdistan0911 7 months ago
ellanaism 7 months ago nigger is a word WHITE people have to say to make effective
sweetheart. ellanaism 7 months ago kurdistan0911 7 months ago dry your tears, in the
ghetto where you belong. ive used the slur once and to be honest look how efficient it is,
you got all crushy about it. if someone here is racist, its you kurdistan0911 7 months ago
ellanaism 7 months ago how in any way am i racist! come on! i dont live in the ghetto my
mom worked really hard to bring us up right! jesus bless her ellanaism 7 months ago
kurdistan0911 7 months ago you talk about the middle east like we have always been the
badasses in the world, just because we express ourselves in another way like 9/11 and the
london happening, we still have our boundries kurdistan0911 7 months ago ellanaism 7
months ago o ya its called sarcasm. somthing only native english speakers get i guess...
ellanaism 7 months ago 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 Next Reply Block User Unblock User
Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners
Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode:
Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear
all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active
list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading
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playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions
Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27
Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video...
characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments
(47,036) kurdistan0911 7 months ago how do we solve mass population in the world?
terrorize another building in the us kurdistan0911 7 months ago imscapepk 7 months ago
to everyone who believe this is a act of terrorism i am sorry to crush your dreams this is a
inside job by your own country to wage war... imscapepk 7 months ago ellanaism 7
months ago hey ur supossed to be our ally! ellanaism 7 months ago RBNY9 7 months ago
Is video fully release because theres more in things that are not showed in this video stuff
that is fast foward RBNY9 7 months ago mixieeees 7 months ago
moon
CIA
Multi
Account
- w mixieeees 7 months ago
kurdistan0911 7 months ago america fags, we got you pretty gd there or what? lmao u
shit ur pants when we said we do it again, pussys with gd technology lmfao gl in future
when ur collapsing we will take ur country by force and shit on u amerifags
kurdistan0911 7 months ago 3DGAR1000 7 months ago @ kurdistan0911 Bitch My Dad
Was In Thier An I Will Be More Than Happy To Kill You!!!!!!!! 3DGAR1000 7
months ago ellanaism 7 months ago dont you EVER talk about our country that way!
you are so jealous of everthing we have created. do you realize how hard you are making
this people from your country who have the SENSE to move here????????? you give
pakistan a VERY BAD NAME! i was only 6 when this all happened and kids my age are
still enraged by people like YOU. why did they do it? oh ya and p.s. never talk down on
a country were i can one day marry a man who wont beat me senseless. we are strong and
we WILL recover. ellanaism 7 months ago ellanaism 7 months ago just so everyone
knows, i was talking to kurdistan0911. ellanaism 7 months ago 3DGAR1000 7 months
ago @ kurdistan0911 And Oh Yeah How Will You Like It If WE BOMBED YOUR
HOUSE WITH YOUR FAMILY IN SIDE TIED UP TO THE COUCH!!!!!!!!
3DGAR1000 7 months ago ellanaism 7 months ago please come down. remember what
martin luther king jr. taught us :) peace ellanaism 7 months ago kurdistan0911 7 months
ago u have alrdy rushed iraq and afghanistan for wat good purpose? u still fucking suck in
our country we praise the hijackers and adore them like they were legends from the
oldtimes u americafags dont realize that its more to life than food we help u open ur eyes
this vid is fucking funny hopefully we will have another atk again kurdistan0911 7
months ago 3DGAR1000 7 months ago @ kurdistan0911 as i see it you guys are doing
this beacuse you ppl are scared we will wipe you guys of the map!!!!!! jealousy of our
freedom something you guys dont have MEXICAN AMERICAN 4 LIFE MATHA
FUCKA!!!!!!!! FUCK YOU AND YOUR JEALOUS PPL WHO DONT HAVE A
FUCKIN CLUE WHO YOU FUCKIN WITH 3DGAR1000 7 months ago
kurdistan0911 7 months ago we dont make vids 2 praise the beloved mofos who died in
wtc we dont give a shit if 1 person dies we just make another 1 u cant nuke anything but
ur KFC u sir are a caps lock legend, im sure that u r the jealous ones that we rock the
world with our terrorism we will bring you into the ground kurdistan0911 7 months ago
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ellanaism 7 months ago Oh just so you know im a female. i can go to school,be whatever i
feel like being(musician),and marry who i want...hmmm why would i be jealous! we are in
a RECSESSION and still have it made even after what you all did! we are still more
advanced than you u have or ever will be! ha and we r young! get a clue do what we do!
ellanaism 7 months ago kurdistan0911 7 months ago females cannot vote yet, they got no
rights so another phrase of urs that is unwanted and invalid. its kinda funny when u
cannot spell for shit and u even caps locked the word makes u a total failure, ur far from
more advanced than us when u send 30,000 men to us 2 capture one man. we are like
ninjas u see us when we want u 2 not otherwise dipshit kurdistan0911 7 months ago
ellanaism 7 months ago OMG! that is my point exactly women CAN vote! knowing that,
how in any way r u more advanced than us! wow ur silly! ellanaism 7 months ago
ellanaism 7 months ago your people kill children! what have they ever done to anyone?
they were innocent! u wish u were american! just shut up and ask for help! oh but your
to busy beating on your wife and daughter... ellanaism 7 months ago kurdistan0911 7
months ago im a kid myself u lil turd we live by wilderness rules; hunt or get hunted thats
how men roll not by going to kfc, when ur country's majority r alrdy failing why would u
bother trying anything else, like i said it last comment we dont give a shit, if 1 die we
make new ones.. ur so called insults r invalid due 2 ur own stupidity kurdistan0911 7
months ago ellanaism 7 months ago oh jesus(since WE can worship who we want) youve
been brainwashed in to hate! im so sorry for you! you dont realize the MAJORITY OF
THE WORLD is on our side! u will be gone way before we get a little shaky honey i
promise! ellanaism 7 months ago DeepRedBlue 7 months ago @kurdistan0911 yeah
because terrorism is really BRAVE... if you were brave and strong you'd fight a real war,
instead of attacking unarmed civilians... DeepRedBlue 7 months ago barquedust 7 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Please help to support a
legitimate investigation! 9/11 was a setup. The collapse of the American economy is a
setup. Fight for your country. The future is in our hands! For interesting, scientifically
based information, please visit: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) Please leave your
thoughtful comments and share pertinent information. Thanks! barquedust 7 months ago
mydickm16 7 months ago When it it colapse your like HOLY SHIT mydickm16 7
months ago leov93 7 months ago This video was recorded from the ''Tribeca Pointe''
building, not? leov93 7 months ago elf1956 7 months ago mankind is so crule elf1956 7
months ago yungdimpz 7 months ago show hide that shit was cool i was there...
yungdimpz 7 months ago TECpeds94 7 months ago how can u bee so cruel saying it was
cool TECpeds94 7 months ago fsfslehqi 7 months ago show hide FUCK USA I
CELEBRATED THIS fsfslehqi 7 months ago NJisAsexyASS 7 months ago 2 why the
fuck would it matter who it was? people fucking died you asshole. NJisAsexyASS 7
months ago 2 fsfslehqi 7 months ago show hide I will kill you yankee fucker. You no
understando? I HATE AMEEEERICCCCA fsfslehqi 7 months ago Sharky2055 7
months ago @fsfslehqi Why do you hate a country full of people from all over the
world? Sharky2055 7 months ago ellanaism 7 months ago JEALOUS ellanaism 7 months
ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @fsfslehqi WHY?? Sharky2055 7 months ago elf1956 7
months ago u sick goat fucker elf1956 7 months ago D7Pyoopascoopa133 7 months ago
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This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Al'qaeda FTW
D7Pyoopascoopa133 7 months ago Sputnik11 7 months ago Considering the "goverment
official" claim that "No-one would have thought that people would use planes as
wepons".. was completely proven a LIE when it was revealed that NORAD had a
"Tactical Response" to and had "trained" for this very scenario. For the public to find
that it was So Obviously Lied to on this Fact adding to this that BUSH would not give a
testiomony UNDER OATH when investigated. How Are People supposed to find it in
themselves to Believe the "Official Version" as TRUTH? Sputnik11 7 months ago
brownacademy 7 months ago Thank you for sharing these moments you captured.
brownacademy 7 months ago STEELERAZ1 7 months ago nobody talks about the
explosion in the basement before the plane hits or that they never found the black boxes
for the first time in history. false flag. STEELERAZ1 7 months ago Sharky2055 7
months ago @STEELERAZ1 That's because there were no explosions before the plane
hit. Sharky2055 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Please help to support a legitimate investigation! 9/11 was a setup.
The collapse of the American economy is a setup. Fight for your country. The future is
in our hands! For interesting, scientifically based information, please visit:
theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) Please leave your thoughtful comments and share
pertinent information. Thanks! barquedust 7 months ago Firespectrum122 7 months ago
Interesting video. Firespectrum122 7 months ago sexseek23 7 months ago i think that it
will become again on 11 september 2011!!Somewhere else this time!!i have the
presentiment. sexseek23 7 months ago cutielover146 7 months ago hey u pandadust1 if
they sli ddown the building they would still die dummy cutielover146 7 months ago
cutieface2007 7 months ago oh one more thing what kind of camera did you use?
cutieface2007 7 months ago cutieface2007 7 months ago i was gonna visit the world trade
center but they fell so i couldnt see them no more cutieface2007 7 months ago takeanote 7
months ago @pandadust1 wat??slide down the buildings how? takeanote 7 months ago
wallyisbeautiful 7 months ago Did anyone know how many people died? wallyisbeautiful
7 months ago pandadust1 7 months ago y not just slide down the buildings? pandadust1
7 months ago cODhAXbgalex 7 months ago Comment removed Tamplier12345 7 months
ago Fuck the fucking fuckers :D Tamplier12345 7 months ago UnsilentStormBand 7
months ago this day, it was the first day i went to school, i will never forget. we were
sitting the first lesson in out classroom and when we came back home we watched the
news and saw this. UnsilentStormBand 7 months ago popcornspecial 7 months ago at
7.34 is that a person jumping out??? r.i.p all who have died popcornspecial 7 months ago
PFD9023 7 months ago 5 I am a firefighter in new jersey, It brings tears to my eyes
watching thiis video, The many brave bravve men and women who gave their lives trying
to save others. Those 343 will never be forgotten, God bless america, god bless our
troops and God Bless tthose 343 men and women PFD9023 7 months ago 5 KevinMerck
7 months ago We should all know by now that the only people who really care about the
victims are actively supporting a legitimate investigation. We all should know that the
9/11 Commission said there was no legitimate investigation and that they were "set up to
fail". If you're not actively supporting a real investigation then you sure as hell don't care
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about the victims in any way, shape or form. KevinMerck 7 months ago barquedust 7
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was a setup. The
collapse of the American economy is a setup. For interesting, scientifically based
information, please visit: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) Please leave your
thoughtful comments and share pertinent information. Thanks! barquedust 7 months ago
robbiewrx 7 months ago So sorry to the people that have lost someone there!! America
its a great country i hope that the guiltys burn in hell!!! I am with the american People
and is Great Country! AMERICA!! robbiewrx 7 months ago rhschwede 7 months ago
thats so terrible why must fall the tower? rhschwede 7 months ago MrLiMpBiZkIt13 7
months ago Rest in Piece from Germany MrLiMpBiZkIt13 7 months ago ellanaism 7
months ago thanx ellanaism 7 months ago sfingaaa 7 months ago 2 I can not imagine how
you felt in that moment...whole world was in shock... sfingaaa 7 months ago 2
PostHuman2113 7 months ago BURN IN HELL AMERICA. PostHuman2113 7 months
ago sf987photo 7 months ago @PostHuman2113 FUCK AMERICA. FUCK THE
GOVERNMENT. amen sf987photo 7 months ago NYsentinel 7 months ago
@KevinMerck, Who are we to call for investigation when we allow criminals
impersonating "truth" to defraud the public in the name of justice? Not on my watch
NYsentinel 7 months ago NYsentinel 7 months ago @KevinMerck, The credibility comes
into question when "we" can't or won't pick up after ourselves Or take account for the
crooks on our side of the fence NYsentinel 7 months ago Einsz0r 7 months ago show hide
greatest day in american history Einsz0r 7 months ago wassup481 7 months ago damn u
osama bin laden wassup481 7 months ago robbiewrx 7 months ago 2 Die in hell Osama
bin laden!! Hope that someone cut your head off!!! robbiewrx 7 months ago 2
KevinMerck 7 months ago We all know the only people who really care about the
victims are actively supporting a legitimate investigation. We all know that the 9/11
Commission said there was no legitimate investigation and that they were "set up to fail".
If you're not actively supporting a real investigation you don't care about the victims at
all. KevinMerck 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @KevinMerck Legitimate
investigations were already done. if you want another, get off your ass and do it!
Sharky2055 7 months ago NYsentinel 7 months ago "Thorn's(wingtv) short story, "The
Blow-up Doll", for instance, tells the story of a young boy's first wet dream..." Richard
Gage quoted these mutts NYsentinel 7 months ago NYsentinel 7 months ago The
AE/911Twoof domain courtesy of "Nostradamus" Scepcop forum NYsentinel 7 months
ago NYsentinel 7 months ago Jimmy Walters, who appeared at St Marks church at a 9/11
Truth event and showed a film focusing on the sexual habits, homosexuality, bestiality
and sexual perversions (in detail) of members of the Bush administration. Many of those
in attendance left, appalled at the content being presented at a Les Jamieson promoted
9/11 event. Les Jamieson National Coordinator NYC 9/11 Ballot Initiative / NYCCAN
NYsentinel 7 months ago NYsentinel 7 months ago LOL NYsentinel 7 months ago
NYsentinel 7 months ago "Until May 2008, the AIA logo had been displayed quite
prominently on most promotional material from AE911Truth. But after they tried to
"crash" an AIA convention, the logo disappeared. No explanation has been given as to
why the AIA logo was pulled." -Admin / AE911truth(dot)info NYsentinel 7 months ago
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NYsentinel 7 months ago "And yes, none of Richard Gage's arguments are new. He
ripped them off from Jim Hoffman, David Ray Griffin and Steven Jones. He uses his
profession as an appeal to authority. He has authored exactly zero papers on the twins
collapses." -Unlovedrebel JREF NYsentinel 7 months ago NYsentinel 7 months ago
"First off, he took AIA's logo off his website, probably because they threatened legal
action. And yes, he is trying to say 'hey, AIA backs my claims!' And yes, none of
Richard Gage's arguments are new." -Unlovedrebel JREF NYsentinel 7 months ago
NYsentinel 7 months ago One thing Gage's staff not doing very well is verifying
credentials. There are over 60 members whose credentials are yet to be verified. One of
these is Mohsin Drabu, our very own mjd1982, who is listed as ' Architecture- Degreed'.
mjd1982 told us he had a degree in French. -Sleahead JREF LOL NYsentinel 7 months
ago NYsentinel 7 months ago Google: "Richard Gage still begging for dollars" He's
supported by Les Jamieson (con artist) Who is (in my Invst) a POI in the suspicious
death of Dan Wallace NYsentinel 7 months ago metraxas 7 months ago Where are ure
GI.Joe´s on 9.11? this dumb woman says 48x"oh my god" in 26 minutes löl metraxas 7
months ago Dappe1000 7 months ago france agree with it,,kill em slow Dappe1000 7
months ago canayamacan 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam ﻱﺍﺱﻉﻭﺩﻱﻱﻥ ﻱﺍﺏﻝﺩﺍء ﻱﺍﻥﺝﺱﻱﻥ ﻡﺍﺯﻝﺕﻡ ﻡﻥﻑﻭﺥﻱﻥ ﺝﺩﺁ ﻉﻝﻯ ﺇﻱﻩ ؟؟؟ ﻡﻥ ﻉﻩﺩ ﻥﺏﻯ ﺍﻝﻥﻙﺍﺡ
 ﺃﺭﺽﻙﻡ... ﺍﻝﻕﺍﺡﻝﺓ ﺍﻝﻡﻉﻑﻥﺓ ﻝﻡ ﺕﻕﺩﻡ ﻝﻝﺏﺵﺭﻱﺓ ﺱﻭﻯ ﻭﺍﻝﺝﻭﺍﺭﻯ ﻡﺡﻡﺩ ﺇﻝﻯ ﻉﻩﺩ ﺍﻝﻡﻉﺕﻭﻩ ﺍﺱﺍﻡﺓ
ﺍء ﻭﺍﻝﺃﺭﻩﺍﺏ ﺍﻝﺝﺍﻩﻝﻱﺓ ﺙﻡ ﺍﻝﺥﺭﺍﻑﺍﺕ ﺍﻝﻡﺡﻡﺩﻱﺓ ( ﺍﻝﻕﺭﺁﻥ ) ﻭﺍﻝﺝﻩﻝ ﻭﺍﻝﻕﻡﻉ ﻭﺍﻝﻕﺕﻝ ﻭﺭﺝﻡ ﺍﻝﻥﺱ
canayamacan 7 months ago coltsuperocean10 7 months . ﻭﺍﻝﺃﻑﺕﺥﺍﺭ ﺏﺍﻝﺏﻝﺍﺩﺓ ﻭﻥﺵﺭ ﺍﻝﺃﺭﻩﺍﺏ
ago There is no chance in the world that a pair of muslim retards could hijack 2 US planes
and get them to hit the twin towers!! No chance at all, unless the US helped them to do
it!! Which is what happened!! 9/11 was an inside job. Bilderberg. coltsuperocean10 7
months ago CEYWrestlingTime 7 months ago What!!! r u psycho! how could the usa
HElp them!!!! CEYWrestlingTime 7 months ago Sputnik11 7 months ago "Why the
NIST report is unscientific and false: watch?v=2V0WQFztLyg" Sputnik11 7 months ago
NYsentinel 7 months ago According to the domain registration, the owner of
911thruth(dot)orghas chosen to hide their identity from the public. I then checked
ae911truth(dot)org . The owner of that site has also hidden their identity from public
view. (For those not domain savvy it means that they chose to sign up the site through a
proxy service to make the owner's names anonymous.) Please Donate More... NYsentinel
7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @NYsentinel I've also noticed that Gage has
taken the Plumbing aspect out of his profile..now it just shows he's an architect, one that
plays with little cardboard boxes to simulate the collapse and parrots the claims as if he
just watched, "Loose Change". Sharky2055 7 months ago HaloForge149 7 months ago
What is that black plate that falls at 7:33 and takes a minute to fall? HaloForge149 7
months ago CEYWrestlingTime 7 months ago i think that was a person because i know
that they jumped off just to get out of the smoke. it was a horrible thing
CEYWrestlingTime 7 months ago TiltschMaster 7 months ago You fools talk of peace
and within the same sentence you talk of slaughtering muslims. Nice one. Realy.
TiltschMaster 7 months ago nozomi125A 7 months ago What ! Oh! KAMIKAZE
attack!! looked like PEARL HARBOR. nozomi125A 7 months ago FromFrance27700 7
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months ago FUCK ALL THE MUSLIM TERRORIST !!!! Peace and Pork and burn the
muslim in the mosquer ! FromFrance27700 7 months ago sf987photo 7 months ago
@FromFrance27700 That sure is humane. And definitely the key to peace! sarcasm
sf987photo 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam 9/11 was a setup. The collapse of the American economy is a setup. For
interesting, scientifically based information, please visit: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.
(com) Please leave your thoughtful comments and share pertinent information. Thanks!
barquedust 7 months ago lateti82 7 months ago ODIO al terrorismo!!!! Esto fue un
ataque a la LIBERTAD de TODOS!!!!! lateti82 7 months ago Mootjjee 7 months ago
Free muslims Free Ghaza This is Amateur shit Mootjjee 7 months ago NYsentinel 7
months ago In response to "Muslim terrorist" Judge Richard Goldstone(Zionist Jew)
Report states Isrealis are terrorist Mass Murderers 350 children of Gaza NYsentinel 7
months ago EminemBase 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam All buildings were 100% demolished. Anybody who has seen and understood all of
the EVIDENCE and thinks this is not the case is either in denial or plain ignorant. It is
IMPOSSIBLE for the buildings to have collapsed in the fashion and time that they did
without explosives. EminemBase 7 months ago ernestasv 7 months ago In this case
american governement are terorists, not muslims. If u still beliving that it`s some muslim
terorists job, u must be just somestupid dushebag. For more information check Zeitgeist
movie, or just read sciencifical investigation of 911 ernestasv 7 months ago
3891stratocaster 7 months ago @ernstasv thanks for your suggestion to watch Zeitgeist
movie... everybody should watch it before making any decision to go pro or con in the
matter... it's really an eye openner... the most scarry part is the "chip" 3891stratocaster 7
months ago musicaykay 7 months ago Sharky2055 = MrWarriorsMom = LouLou5 =
Abby Scott, US Govt, disinfo whore musicaykay 7 months ago Yoshifan151 7 months
ago Fucking Muslim terrorist niggers Yoshifan151 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months
ago @Yoshifan151 Don't use racist slurs, it's wrong! Sharky2055 7 months ago
PostHuman2113 7 months ago THAT was an amazing video. Thanks for posting. What a
sad day. PostHuman2113 7 months ago NYsentinel 7 months ago DLMA = David
Rockefeller NYsentinel 7 months ago deagla2 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Illuminati=ET kin aka gods, Ea, Sirians, Satan, Pepsi,
angels/demons, dragons, hulu, vampires, bluebloods, Al Gore, Windsors, Rothschilds,
Rockefellars etc who rule cults like Freemasonry. Their agenda: continually cull/victimize
people via vaccines/other toxins, Codex Alimentarius, carbon taxes, internet 2, WW3 then
stage an alien invasion to get a fascist world government/religion with us chipped.
Support Dr Deagle, Stewart Swerdlow, Oracle Broadcasting, gardeners and free-energy
technology! deagla2 7 months ago NYsentinel 7 months ago “The Downtown Lower
Manhattan Association and Department of City Planning, in their joint 1993 Plan for
Lower Manhattan, proposed RADICALLY CULLING THE HERD OF OLDER
BUILDINGS. The suggestion of even broader plazas, in place of OBSOLETE
SKYSCRAPPERS, put a positive spin on an OFF-THE RECORD OBSERVATION BY
THE DLMA spokesman that in order to stabilize property values, SEVERAL DOZEN
DOWNTOWN OFFICE BUILDINGS WOULD SIMPLY HAVE TO BE RAZED.”Page
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206 Divided We Stand Eric Darton(1999) NYsentinel 7 months ago Mr911insidejob 7
months ago @NYsentinel I didnt ever read about that, kinda interesting actually.
Mr911insidejob 7 months ago Maxwedge12000 7 months ago "How lucky we are...." Is
that woman nuts? Maxwedge12000 7 months ago TheRaGiTe 7 months ago 2 Well what
is she supposed to say when she sees two sky scrapers fall to the ground? What would
you say? People say and do things to cope with the situation, like the guy wiping the ash
off the car. What is that going to do? He's trying to cope by doing the small thing he can
think of. And the small thing this woman can think of right then in that second is that she
and her close ones are safe. TheRaGiTe 7 months ago 2 Maxwedge12000 7 months ago
Understood. But out the countless things she could have said, "we're lucky" should have
been at the very bottom of the list. Maxwedge12000 7 months ago Maxwedge12000 7
months ago I wonder if she thought Australia was lucky when 88 of them were blown up
in Bali? Maxwedge12000 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam For a source of excellent information check out:
theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) Comments and input are welcome! barquedust 7
months ago SAKATAKE1 7 months ago 2 Sad video ! SAKATAKE1 7 months ago 2
himkornfan 7 months ago bob and bri....let me thank you for such an outstanding images
you are sharing with us; i dont want to make a comment on the event but just on the
video, it is clear and not shaky which makes it even better than some of the videos that
we watch on tv that day.....with nothing more else to say but THANK YOU for such a
video and i hope your "baby" at that time is a great kid. himkornfan 7 months ago
blindbrad11 7 months ago 11:05-11:11 it looks like you can see the jumpers :(
blindbrad11 7 months ago PostHuman2113 7 months ago I read they didn't jump, they
were jostled out in the crush as the windows as the rooms burned or fell as they leaned
out of windows to avoid the burning rooms. PostHuman2113 7 months ago mjwjr1201 7
months ago that must have been hell for you i remember it like it was yesterday i was 5
years old. i have i peice of glass and a bolt from their my dad works with a guy who was
working on the clean up crew and got it from one of the machines mjwjr1201 7 months
ago MrSlasher00 7 months ago I hope all will remember this day in infamy. One of
America's worst disasters in history, I was only 6 when It happened, but like many
thousands I too lost a family members to this tragedy. It was so sudden, because of it I
have only 3 of my family left. I will never forget or forgive those who terrorize the world.
As they took everything from me. 9/11 shall not be forgotten. MrSlasher00 7 months ago
DarkKnightOO1 7 months ago I was wakeing up to go to school when I turned on the
TV, I though it was a bad movie. When I turned the channel, I knew it was real. I still
whent to school only for our profesor tell us that there was no school for the day. He got
a TV and had the news on. I saw the first tower fall. There was a terrible silences in the
room. Then every started to cry. When the other tower fell, everyone was stunned and
cryed I grabed a white candle, light it, got on my knees and prayed. DarkKnightOO1 7
months ago jappmusixluuver 7 months ago This is soo horrible. I was probably 2 years
old. And my dad's birthday was on 9 11. I didn't know exactly why he hated it so much.
And i didn't know why everyone was crying , but once my dad past away , and i heard
about it, thats when i then realized, the tragedy of all the loses. All those innocent people.
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Dying , just puts us to tears. I will pray for these people. God bless those poor souls.
jappmusixluuver 7 months ago Azzedup 7 months ago I remember the day after the
attacks, in school. Everybody was talking about what had happened. It was horrible :( I
was 12 when this happened. I remember asking my dad why some people could be so
evil and do such terrible things. To this day I still don't understand why... God bless the
lives lost 9/11/01 <3 Azzedup 7 months ago ExperienceGamer 7 months ago proberly
statue of libertie after :( ExperienceGamer 7 months ago mjwjr1201 7 months ago
@ExperienceGamer no it was supose to be the white house mjwjr1201 7 months ago
steerock66 7 months ago The world never will be the same, i was like 5 years old and i
pass every that day asking to my parents "Why? why this happening?" steerock66 7
months ago 125undertaker521 7 months ago This Bitch Needs To Stop Fucking Crying
125undertaker521 7 months ago 125undertaker521 7 months ago FAKE
125undertaker521 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago 125undertaker521 = TROLL
Please DON'T FEED THE TROLLS. Sharky2055 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months
ago About the only people in the world who still don't understand that the U.S.
government is lying about 911 are still in the third grade mentally. Now that many of you
are all grown-up it should make sense to you that a crime of this magnitude needs to be
thoroughly investigated, which is something even the 9/11 Commission admits never
happened. Show your legitimate concern by supporting a real investigation. KevinMerck
7 months ago jacobbowen777 7 months ago one of the most devestating attacks on
american soil i remember in 3rd grade my school vice principal and secretary slaming open
classroom doors saying turn your tv on the world trade center has been destoryed and
when the 1st tower collapsed the loudest sigh and the most people crying at one time
may god bless the victims of the 9/11 attack and the allmighty USA may she never fall
jacobbowen777 7 months ago vickitoldme 7 months ago Thank you for posting this. I
remember like it was yesterday. And it still hurts. I will never forget. vickitoldme 7
months ago whodoweshoot 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam check out samuel prescott bush. the grandfather of george bush. s. p. bush was a
key financer of hitler. s. p. bush owned the biggest production facilities in the middle of
the nazi concentration camps in auschwitz, germany. his son, bush sen. was best friends
with the bin ladens, since 1979... search for illuminati, NWO, CFR, trilateral comission,
bilderberger, bohemian grove, scull and bones, etc... whodoweshoot 7 months ago
Nynnemp 7 months ago It's horrible. I remember seeing it in the news at the age of seven,
I'm from Denmark. It's just horrible, and you feel useless because you can't help! Oh my
god. :-( Nynnemp 7 months ago PukkaPieKid 7 months ago good on you for releasing the
video i wouldnt have had the guts PukkaPieKid 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago
If you don't support a legitimate investigation you may as well have been flying one of
the planes. If you care about anyone other than #1, you need to ACTIVELY support a
real investigation. KevinMerck 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam For a source of excellent information check out:
theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.-(com) Comments and input are welcome! barquedust 7
months ago hackerpaj 7 months ago horrible, just horrible ;( R.I.P To all the people that
died in that buildings. hackerpaj 7 months ago mixieeees 7 months ago
w
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mixieeees 7 months ago aussieivan 7 months ago NOBODY took out Hitler, learn your
history. He shot himself you dumb fuck aussieivan 7 months ago Stefanovitch85 7
months ago Wow. When i saw this on the news it looked very intimidating. But looking
at it from this angle gives me even more goosebumps. A black, black day for human kind.
But it's good to see that New York is recovering, as far as that is possible. Have been
there myself last september. It looks just like a big construction site. And still because of
it's story, very impressive. Stefanovitch85 7 months ago smantha127 7 months ago u
know wat all of u guys shut the fuck up and have respect for this people who died in the
horrible attack. and if u laugh at it i will kick ur ass. family,kids died in that attack and it
wasnt Obama, OR THE CIA so shut up and have respect wat if it was you who was in
that building and u died nd other people laughed at ur death ya u would be pissed. sorry if
any of this people didnt take it serouisly and im 13 i was born in 1996 and i still watched
it and have respsect 4 it thanks for showing it smantha127 7 months ago aussieivan 7
months ago then who the fuck was it? aussieivan 7 months ago hackerpaj 7 months ago it
was hitler himself?? lol.. hackerpaj 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago People who
pretend to care about the victims but don't even understand that there's never been a real
investigation are pathetic hypocrites. If you care about what happened you need to get
off your fat-ass and support a legitimate investigation. KevinMerck 7 months ago
TuskenMaster 7 months ago Such soundproof windows, I wish I had those in my home
TuskenMaster 7 months ago Croxy1988 7 months ago This is nothing compared to how
many people died 1991 in former Yugoslavia cous of american politics... Anyway these
are inocent people i wish that was pentagon... Croxy1988 7 months ago Mr911insidejob
7 months ago @croxy1988 yeah exactly, people dont realize that we (america) have done
wayyyy more fucked up shit to other nations than 911. (which was a self inflicted
wound anyways). the people in power (banks, corporations, military industrial complex,
etc.) will do anything and everything to further their agenda. look back at history, was
there ever not a time that someone was trying to rule the world? nope. Mr911insidejob 7
months ago 911insidejob81 7 months ago 9/11 was done by CIA RIP 9/11 victims please
research building 7 collapse building 7 ( World Trade Center complex building 7) was 47
story building, which collapsed on September 11th at 5:20 pm it was obvious controlled
demolition ( according to mainstream media and government official version building 7
collapsed because fire brought it down? , lol what a joke ) explosions can be seen , while
building 7 collapsed in this video watch?v=972ETepp4GI 911insidejob81 7 months ago
Bondianwolf 7 months ago Please don't procreate. Bondianwolf 7 months ago
SuperSirius11 7 months ago Totally was the CIA rolls eyes. Those "explosions" are the
concrete getting pulverized by the weight of tons and tons of more concrete and steel.
Epic fail. SuperSirius11 7 months ago Khaledh100 7 months ago show hide Fire to the
america...americans bastards,,,Bin Laden, I love you! Khaledh100 7 months ago lillawicca
7 months ago @Khaledh100 fucking terrorist. lillawicca 7 months ago Khaledh100 7
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @lillawicca, fuck
you,,,Bin Laden is a very good men, the terrorist is bush and obama,,,son of bitch
Khaledh100 7 months ago Eckel4nka 7 months ago Okey,why is Bin laden a good man?
Eckel4nka 7 months ago aussieivan 7 months ago yeah, righto. cock-head aussieivan 7
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months ago miami371 7 months ago You really don't know what you're saying, do you?
First of all, it is so sad to see that there are people like you filled with such hate in this
world. May God bless you. I'll pray for you because I feel sorry for you. How can you
watch this video and come on here and post you're ignorant hate-filled comments? We
Americans will stick together and we will never forget the people who died on Sept. 11th,
2001 because of hate-filled Islamic extremists. miami371 7 months ago ernestasv 7
months ago You are just some fuking asshole, beliving the shit told by your governement,
911 has nothing to do with Islamic religion, Bush does ernestasv 7 months ago miami371
7 months ago @ernestasv Oh really? Who are you to call me an "asshole?" Did I ever say
that it had to do with the Islamic religion itself? No, I don't believe I did. I said it had to
do with Islamic extremists. Now, if you can prove me wrong and tell me that it wasn't
Islamic extremists, then go for it. I highly doubt you can though, considering the proof
that have come directly from the Islamic extremists themselves. I have nothing against the
Islamic religion at all. miami371 7 months ago miami371 7 months ago @ernestasv
Furthermore, I think the real issue that I was trying to address was the fact that some
people commenting on this video have made it a point to express how happy they are
this event happened. That's not right at all. We all have our own opinions on who is at
fault for this event. That is all about perception. God Bless the victims of the horrible
acts committed on 9/11/01. miami371 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @ernestas
WRONG. Islamic extremist terrorists did this for their bastardized version of their
religion which is more like a cult. The govt didn't tell us what happened. The people that
lived it did. Some of those that did died because of it. You're are the asshole for dismissing
their testimonies as if they're garbage in favor of moronic ignorance laden fictions made up
by fools. Sharky2055 7 months ago BigEZEEE 7 months ago @Khaledh100 If you're
going to insult us, learn how to speak English you ignorant piece of shit. You know what
shit is don't you? Just look at your mother and father if they didn't abandon you and you
will figure out what shit is. God Bless You. BigEZEEE 7 months ago
DallasCowboysGirl25 7 months ago Depressing video, it drove me to tears :( May all the
souls lost that day be in GOD's kingdom. GOD bless AMERICA. DallasCowboysGirl25
7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago Don't pretend to care about the victims if you
don't support a legitimate investigation. Even the 9/11 Commission admitted we didn't
have a real investigation. Those people died in vein, and in a just world, those who didn't
want a real investigation deserve to be next. KevinMerck 7 months ago Bondianwolf 7
months ago You're telling others not to pretend to care and in the same thought wishing
death on people you've never met or know anything about? Bondianwolf 7 months ago
boekentasvernietiger 7 months ago I want to know who did it and why I hope the man
will tell it before he dies.. boekentasvernietiger 7 months ago ankenpanken 7 months ago
it happened 9/11=911!!!!!!!!! (sarkasm) ankenpanken 7 months ago MrRainbowCupcake
7 months ago yeah, learn how to spell sarcasm before you use it. MrRainbowCupcake 7
months ago thcbass420 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Politics, money, war, death, religion, freedom, 9/11, 2012, Planet X, what? huh?
Maybe it'll come together for you in my new music video, maybe not. You tell me. The
video will be my comment. To see it for yourself, search youtube for "The Urban Legend
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of Planet X" or "Highway420Music" Please leave a comment. Send it to your friends.
HELP ME MAKE THIS THING GO VIRAL! thanks thc thcbass420 7 months ago
kb5819 7 months ago Who is the real terrorist??? BUSH OR ISLAM?? kb5819 7 months
ago 26851920 7 months ago @kb5819 BUSH, who sucked Rockefellers cock 26851920 7
months ago kb5819 7 months ago @26851920 Bush work for the jews...hope Obama not
like that... kb5819 7 months ago Bondianwolf 7 months ago Islam Bondianwolf 7 months
ago lillawicca 7 months ago @kb5819 But he didn't kill those people. I don't like Bush
but are you happy that some muslim people for killing 1000 of people. ARE YOU? NO
lillawicca 7 months ago standardv 7 months ago I wonder why the plane crashing is cut
out? standardv 7 months ago mcgyvr2009i 7 months ago @standardv They did that
because it was enough drama to see the world trade centers collaps :-( mcgyvr2009i 7
months ago bmytuber 7 months ago 3 Thank you for sharing your experience of 911, In
light of the subject matter, you did an excellent job of recording the event. bmytuber 7
months ago 3 barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam We've got to UNITE to FIGHT! Please leave your thoughtful comments and share
relavent information at: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) barquedust 7 months ago
MegaReltih 7 months ago Coisas dos humanos... MegaReltih 7 months ago
ELECTROWILDSTYLE 7 months ago controled demolition. ELECTROWILDSTYLE 7
months ago slogabiceporazvragu 7 months ago @ELECTROWILDSTYLE TRUE!!!
slogabiceporazvragu 7 months ago unltd1986 7 months ago oh man its just crazy how
people can make something like this and the backround music makes it more creepy
unltd1986 7 months ago ginabeana388 7 months ago that's what i'm saying. nick nack
patty wack?? ginabeana388 7 months ago Horizon6144 7 months ago a near me man died
there Horizon6144 7 months ago Sputnik11 7 months ago "I feel the way M Tsarion
puts it fits well...."the Question is Not "Have i been sold a Lie" ...the true Question to
ask is "Have I Bought a Lie" ....remember the "salesman" was only doing their job". "If
you don't want to slip up tomorrow, speak the truth today." BL." Sputnik11 7 months
ago talltatguy 7 months ago Everything that happened on 9/11 was related in one way or
another. If it can be shown that any agency, pfficial or organization, covered up, lied, or
outright mislead anyone in any way regarding any of the events of that day, then ALL the
events of that day come into question. 85 admitted videos of or related to the Pentagon
attack, 85. The number released to the public, 2. Initially the Pentagon lied about having
these videos. What else have they lied about? talltatguy 7 months ago KrazedKitten 7
months ago talltatguy so true! In 2006, The Washington Post reported..."Suspicion of
wrongdoing ran so deep that the 10-member commission, in a secret meeting at the end of
its tenure in summer 2004, debated referring the matter to the Justice Department for
criminal investigation, according to several commission sources. KrazedKitten 7 months
ago KrazedKitten 7 months ago Staff members and some commissioners thought that emails and other evidence provided enough probable cause to believe that military and
aviation officials violated the law by making false statements to Congress and to the
commission..." KrazedKitten 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Kitten and Tatguy - Good comments! We've got
to UNITE to FIGHT! Please leave your thoughtful comments and share relavent
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information at: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) barquedust 7 months ago
RakkoonFruit 7 months ago i was still in school when this happened. i remember hearing
it on the radio in art class but didn't know just how bad it was until i got home for lunch. i
cried so much. all those people. RakkoonFruit 7 months ago KrazedKitten 7 months ago
It was very odd to me when I learned that FEMA and several other federal agencies had
already moved into position at their command center at Pier 92 on September 10th, one
day before the attacks. — Kurt Sonnenfeld, former Director of Broadcast Operations for
FEMAs National Emergency Response Team KrazedKitten 7 months ago KevinMerck 7
months ago We need to show a little respect for the people who died in this attack by
demanding that the circumstances of their deaths are thoroughly investigated, which is
something even the 9/11 commission admits has not happened. Support a real
investigation; it's the best way to show that your grief is genuine. If you don't care about
the circumstances of their deaths, then you DON'T care about them at all. KevinMerck 7
months ago KrazedKitten 7 months ago KevinMerck Exactly! There are too many
unanswered questions. And when people who were on the official 9-11 Commission
Report, such as John Farmer, say most of the report was based on lies, that should wake
up the sheeple. KrazedKitten 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago @KrazedKitten It
might help if you stop calling them sheeple. A lot of people were misled and confused by
9/11, that doesn't make them sheeple. Thanks for supporting a legitimate investigation.
KevinMerck 7 months ago KrazedKitten 7 months ago KevinMerck true back then most
people believed the government story, including myself. But people who get on here day
after day pushing the lies are either sheeple or shills. KrazedKitten 7 months ago
tanafazaba 7 months ago les gouvernements font les betises et le peuple payent la facture
tanafazaba 7 months ago LotBountyHunter 7 months ago i pop champagne every
september 11th its a celebration day for me"!!!!!!! the day amerikkka arttacked itself
loooool LotBountyHunter 7 months ago BigEZEEE 7 months ago @LotBountyHunter
Who are you kidding, you can't afford champagne to celebrate. The only thing you could
do to celebrate would be do rape your mother. That wouldn't cost you anything you
piece of shit. God Bless though. BigEZEEE 7 months ago CBSparky9 7 months ago
@DogmaticDestruction was da for me?? sayin i sound lik a retard jus cs da way i type?
CBSparky9 7 months ago CCCrone 7 months ago Tell Us the thue ... CCCrone 7 months
ago 3113cj 7 months ago oh my god, at 7:33 you can see someone jump from the main
hole on the tower, you have to look closely though 3113cj 7 months ago Banden2333 7
months ago yea i saw it darn looked creepy Banden2333 7 months ago 3113cj 7 months
ago 3:05 there is what looks like a plane in the background on the right of the burning
tower. does anyone know if this is the second plane? 3113cj 7 months ago bahaasubaev95
7 months ago kiss my ass amerika))))) bahaasubaev95 7 months ago abuSHNB11 7
months ago show hide i love 11September i love osama bin laden abuSHNB11 7 months
ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @abuSHNB11 Why do you? Sharky2055 7 months ago
FryPuppsTube 7 months ago 3 why, thats a disgusting and terible thing to say
FryPuppsTube 7 months ago 3 atenco01 7 months ago I witnessed this too from New
Jersey...My heart tightended again while viewing this...God Bless...! atenco01 7 months
ago 487mip 7 months ago @atenco01 Did you see both planes hit the towers? 487mip 7
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months ago 666theshred 7 months ago You are a poor ass camera person to own a
expensive camera. If your not going to use it well, don't try to use one then. I mean you
missed both airplane crashes! 666theshred 7 months ago wongf129 7 months ago 2 5:32
there's another plain, i think so wongf129 7 months ago 2 Arkanii1 7 months ago I don't
care, make a second Hiroshima of Iraq, drop a nuclear bomb on this fucking country and
burn them all. Civilians or not, let them all die. I am from Germany and many soldiers are
there too, but there is so much hate in me!!! Arkanii1 7 months ago foodstamp007 7
months ago 3:10 shows a plane on the bottom right screen. i thought they grounded all
flights when the planes disappeared? or am i misunderstanding the time line?
foodstamp007 7 months ago CBSparky9 7 months ago tat was an incredible vid.. tanks
for sharin it...... was d government behind dis?? and d glow every1 saw be4 d plane hit d
towers, was da not jus d speed of d plane hittin d tower?? CBSparky9 7 months ago
DogmaticDestruction 7 months ago Don't be a fucking idiot. Not the questions, by the
way, the questions are legitimate, but you sound like a fucking retard when you type like
that, seriously. DogmaticDestruction 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam If you love your country but don't like where
its headed then please visit my website for some great, factual and scientifically based
information: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.
(com) barquedust 7 months ago
tinoman2007 7 months ago thanks for sharing this video...that was horrible...
tinoman2007 7 months ago bosnaladyy 7 months ago hahahaha bosnaladyy 7 months ago
Sputnik11 7 months ago I recommend anyone interested in 9/11 look at the Channel listed
below.... DavidChandler911 Sputnik11 7 months ago XxZpain13xX 7 months ago Im
definatly showing my history teacher. this is the best video of the trade center. im glad
you guys were all ok. God Bless. XxZpain13xX 7 months ago rey619mysteryio 7
months ago thats what happens with r sercuity its fucked up n i know people who died
in that event but ist a cycle of life live n u die dont play that game with me you lose just
like the bridge colapse witch i was almost about to crosss. rey619mysteryio 7 months
ago hotgirl95551 7 months ago pray for these poor people hotgirl95551 7 months ago
NefariousEquivocator 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
1031 architectural and engineering professionals and 6529 other supporters including
A&E students have signed the petition demanding of Congress a truly independent
investigation. NefariousEquivocator 7 months ago mariachuana 7 months ago FUCK
NEW WORLD ORDER and Bush and Obama. This is our Bloodline. mariachuana 7
months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @mariachuana There's no all evil New World
Order. Obama's not going to enslave everyone and eat us up for lunch. Sharky2055 7
months ago Bondianwolf 7 months ago Obama is the puppet of Al Queda. Bush was our
last chance to defeat them. Bondianwolf 7 months ago TheHans1976 7 months ago Good
Job Georg W. Bush ....! TheHans1976 7 months ago chr15green 7 months ago weird
seeing it without music behind it or off the news.. chr15green 7 months ago
cameronbrandon1234 7 months ago 3 Honestly I think that the fire, ambulence, police
ect. Did an exelent job at evactuating the perimeter cameronbrandon1234 7 months ago 3
hubster21 7 months ago I personally think America did this hubster21 7 months ago
Sharky2055 7 months ago @hubster21 Your thinking is wrong. Sharky2055 7 months ago
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MrPurple6996 7 months ago who cares, quit whining, get a life MrPurple6996 7 months
ago nizole22 7 months ago are you full of shit?! 'who cares'? how stupid are you? do u
have any idea how many people died that day? Start using ur brain if u have one before
you say stuff like that nizole22 7 months ago sidoforever94 7 months ago This has been
flagged
as
spam
show
hide
Not
Spam
jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj-jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj-jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj-jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj-jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj
jjjjjjjjjjjj-jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj-jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj-jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj-jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj-jjjjj
jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj-jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj-jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj-jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj-jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj
jjjjjjj-jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj-jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj-jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj sidoforever94 7 months ago
sidoforever94 7 months ago das war so scheise UND ihc Mein SCHEISE soll sonst
werdenken was er will sidoforever94 7 months ago minimemy 7 months ago about 7
minutes i saw some body faling of the roof if you soom in minimemy 7 months ago
ZIPPTPH77 7 months ago Clinton caused 911 because he failed to kill or capture Bin
laden at least 5 times that we know about. So bush was left to clean up Clinton's mess!
ZIPPTPH77 7 months ago gremoskotare 7 months ago i didn't notice that Bush became
US president on that day . gremoskotare 7 months ago BummelumBumBum 7 months
ago he became president on the 20th of January 2001 BummelumBumBum 7 months ago
pandadust1 7 months ago y not jsut slide down the buildings? pandadust1 7 months ago
bioshockfan1 7 months ago My guess would be the building was far to wide for a persons
arm span to reach onto and slide down or that the sides of the towers had nothing to grip
onto. bioshockfan1 7 months ago wallachei12 7 months ago ..Hallo Frau
BUNDESKANZLERIN!!! ..schon gesehen. Das ist das wirkliche Leben!!! Diese Frau in
Ihrem Wohnzimmer sagt. ". a militäry plain, it was a military plain" !!!! Ab mit Ihnen
zum europäischen Gerichtshof, erstatten Sie Anzeige im Namen der Menschenrechte,..
Aber Sie bauen ja lieber in Palästina wider neue Mauern auf. Und bitte Ihr
MASSENmedien, scheiß auf eure Nachrichten wenn ihr so etwas nicht postet. Zeigt dies
und ihr könnt Vorrichten! wallachei12 7 months ago Anya1100 7 months ago show hide
Its all ur fucking Bush...He killed those ppl in the WTC...Attack was planning..
Anya1100 7 months ago Creatix1986 7 months ago what happend to the scene when the
so called "military plane" hit the secons tower? why was it erased from the video?
Creatix1986 7 months ago Sputnik11 7 months ago It really does make the mind wonder
WHY the tape is edited Right at the part of the "2nd strike" adding to this we see the
"fire ball"of the "explosion" but we dont Hear it in the Audio ...given that light is so much
faster than sound??? ...suggests a Fake Audio on this vid....considering the
"Appropriately" timed Editing...might make one think the Whole thing is just a Fake??..
However I'm not saying it is ...just a pondering of thoughts. Sputnik11 7 months ago
wenebeinhart 7 months ago was a inside job from the bush mafia wenebeinhart 7 months
ago ansta1978 7 months ago ΔΕΝ ΥΠΑΡΧΕΙ!!!! ansta1978 7 months ago bthefuckinga 7
months ago 07:50 After the whistle-----Boom! A planned explosion bthefuckinga 7
months ago mixieeees 7 months ago
=CIA Al-Qaeda=CIA
OSAMA=CIA
=CIA mixieeees 7
months ago BigEZEEE 7 months ago @mixieeees mixieeees = dumbpieceofshit
BigEZEEE 7 months ago 487mip 7 months ago @blnboy1992 Was that even English you
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attempted? I see you mentioned your hate of America and Jews. You seem to be one of
those muslims living in Germany. Figures. 487mip 7 months ago MrHDGDL 7 months
ago the houses see like that it was made with a computer MrHDGDL 7 months ago
barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam If you
love your country but don't like where its headed then please visit my website for some
great, factual and scientifically based information: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com)
barquedust 7 months ago blnboy1992 7 months ago show hide I am pleased that the
towers have collapsed shit hahahah I'm glad others never complains believe especially
MUSLIM blnboy1992 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @blnboy1992 WHY?
Sharky2055 7 months ago bradr738 7 months ago go and die bradr738 7 months ago
blnboy1992 7 months ago show hide So I'm glad this happens it's their shit americans
paid with your insults about the islam has .. croaked her shit jews blnboy1992 7 months
ago orangeluva56 7 months ago thats why the kkk was invented orangeluva56 7 months
ago Sharky2055 7 months ago 2 @orangeluva56 The KKK are ignorant jackass scumbag
losers. Sharky2055 7 months ago 2 omgjamesisgay 7 months ago God bless Afghanistan.
omgjamesisgay 7 months ago Astrojax259 7 months ago i know where the people live
Warren Street Astrojax259 7 months ago RABOD 7 months ago 9:29 bottom left... makes
you feel helpless RABOD 7 months ago 0121ryanh117 7 months ago Can someone
explain what the hell happened to the footage at about 14:04 It HAS been editted. Why
the fuck would you do that? 0121ryanh117 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam If you love your country but don't like
where its headed then please visit my website for some great, factual and scientifically
based information: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com barquedust 7 months ago
Sputnik11 7 months ago I Urge people to look at this Video ...NEW VIDEO!! NIST
report EXPOSED on WTC7 Collapse!! @/watch?v=DAVCOSkm7Z8 people need to
Support a New Investigation.. Sputnik11 7 months ago solaiman1234 7 months ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ISLAM means PEACE Many Muslims (
especially Turks ) fought in western Europe and some part of Middle East. Turks is more
better than U.S Soldiers. Turks hold a mighty sword riding in a camel . But U.S soldier
hold a machine gun or SMG and riding in a TANK or Metal Vehicle. We Muslims has
more experience in fighting and conquering. NOT ALL MUSLIM are BAD like Osama
Bin Laden you just hate MUSLIMS because some of muslims bomb and kill innocent
people. solaiman1234 7 months ago ihatethemfuckingnigs 7 months ago show hide THIS
IS HILARIOUS ihatethemfuckingnigs 7 months ago jazzythegreatest 7 months ago cunt
jazzythegreatest 7 months ago IcedHit 7 months ago If you do not know anything about
ISLAM then do not post anything your not sure off. Maybe consider reading the qura'an
and then post it! where the quraan states that every human being is able and free to
believe in whatever and however they want, Without mocking or any of that! And im
really sorry for those innocent people that died that day. May there soulds rest in peace.
IcedHit 7 months ago bthefuckinga 7 months ago When you look at the World Trade
Center you can see and hear an explosion. 07:45 - 08:00 bthefuckinga 7 months ago
JT09973 7 months ago i don't remember this too well because i was in kindergarten but,
that was and still is, terrible JT09973 7 months ago lolocaust900 7 months ago This has
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been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ALLAHU AKHBAR! lolocaust900 7
months ago mattie75 7 months ago Why don't you go say that in New York, sport? See
how well you do there... mattie75 7 months ago PeaceLuva882 7 months ago no matter
who did it and why, i think we can all agree that that day in Americas history was a
horrible day. I have a friend whos dad died in the attack on the world trade center.... We
should be happy we are alive, and stop pointing fingers. Who ever did this should better
be happy with themselves! PeaceLuva882 7 months ago Momo5775 7 months ago 2 WE
DON'T CARE ABOUT THIS FUCKING CONSPIRATION. All you know to do is
post comments on youtube. Act, do something. Please stop, stop saying the same thing
all the day. Maybe there is one, maybe not. But even if there is one, post comments on
youtube won't change the things. Momo5775 7 months ago 2 jmanavis 7 months ago
Comment removed Bleedingbox 7 months ago @jmanavis nom nom troll Bleedingbox 7
months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @jmanavis No, not so. NOT ALL Americans are
alike. NOT ALL Americans elected Clinton nor Bush. So it's ignorant for you to condemn
all Americans. Sharky2055 7 months ago jmanavis 7 months ago @Sharky Ok then...told
you i believe in Obama..i hope you won't make again the same mistake you did for so
many years..just for your own good.. jmanavis 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago
@jmanavis I didnt't make a mistake. We have a choice between 2 people, bad and worse.
We vote and HOPE for better. I hope Obama can do great things in the next 3 years. Lord
knows he's got alot of crap to clean up from the last 3 presidents. But then as I said we
vote for hoping for a good outcome. That's what we hope for every time we vote.
Sharky2055 7 months ago aaronbolivarleiva 7 months ago yep. you are right
aaronbolivarleiva 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @aaronbolivarleiva Thank you
for the support. Sharky2055 7 months ago BigEZEEE 7 months ago @jmanavis Yeah,
Americans care so much about money that they give the most in foreign aid. I know
America helped promote world peace when they took out Hitler and his regime. I guess
you forgot about the millions of lives they saved with that war. Russia and China will
never wipe America off the map you idiot. But keep bathing in your hate and trying to
convince yourself that you're not heartless. I don't hope that where you live is wiped off
the map cause I'm not heartless. God Bless. BigEZEEE 7 months ago LaLindaDH 7
months ago Diablo,R.I.P con todo LaLindaDH 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago 2
Did you notice she thought it was a military plane? Did you notice the white smoke
pouring out of the substructure just before Tower #2 collapsed. Did you know that
controlled demolition is now established beyond a reasonable doubt? Did you know that
over 1000 architects and engineers, hundreds of scientists and other professionals, plus a
vast majority of the American people support a legitimate investigation? Did you know
that people around the globe are waking up to these facts? KevinMerck 7 months ago 2
UFCextra 7 months ago you are a stupid idiot - just stupid - you bite when the media
says " the government did this" - you're just so stupid - so stupid the dumbest of the
dumb - Osama Bin Laden is responsible UFCextra 7 months ago MFGROCKS 7 months
ago I watched this whole video thinking about how it would feel how to be on that plane
and in that building. All those inicent people killed becuz of those freking terrorists. After
this the world has sucked. And we get back at them . But it never works as much as they
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hurt us because we use presision. MFGROCKS 7 months ago Highclasschild 7 months
ago 3 I feel sorry for the deads families. RIP Highclasschild 7 months ago 3 bpisports 7
months ago 3 What a horrific, tragic day...RIP to all those that died in these attacks on 911-2001. Thank you for posting this video, I only wish I could have been that close to
understand the true impact of what happened. As far as the conspiracy theorists go...if
you can't accept the fact that we saw something that never happened before and God
willing will never happen again, then you're failing to see the truth. When has anyone ever
seen a 747-767 fly full throttle (400-600MPH) into 110 story build bpisports 7 months
ago 3 barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam If
you love your country but don't like where its headed then please visit my website for
some great, factual and scientifically based information: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.
(com) barquedust 7 months ago wickbush 7 months ago its sad that all those people
passed away that day but i think that the government had something to do with it. And
they know more then they are saying wickbush 7 months ago teebeutelrap 7 months ago
Rest in peace, all the people... STOP WAR teebeutelrap 7 months ago jbabe514 7 months
ago i faved this is so sadi cryed wen it fell sorry that u had to see that :'( jbabe514 7
months ago MrBarbieb0y 7 months ago wow first time watching this and my hearth is
broken.....i just feel bad for those who had families. how can there be soo much hate in the
world. r.i.p those people. MrBarbieb0y 7 months ago PASTORRODOLFORABELL 7
months ago How terrible,!!and sad is This!!,salvation is here now!!Repent of your
sends,you see all this...is revelations,read the bible,JESUS,GOD! IS LOVE!!but also is
fire testroller!!BE BLESS! PASTORRODOLFORABELL 7 months ago pandadust1 7
months ago y not just slide down the buildings? pandadust1 7 months ago BJHBNE 7
months ago video about 911 attacks and pentagon watch?v=LUI3f83hmXI The plane
does not fit in that hole BJHBNE 7 months ago Sputnik11 7 months ago Please watch
this video done by a Noble Prize Winner... Zero: An Investigation into 9/11
@/watch?v=ofXKiXNDDYA @/watch?v=ofXKiXNDDYA Sputnik11 7 months ago
sickilikness 7 months ago I agree as well..... sickilikness 7 months ago
PASTORRODOLFORABELL
7
months
ago
@sickilikness
I
don't!
PASTORRODOLFORABELL 7 months ago jmanavis 7 months ago What about
Somalia,Yugoslavia,Iraq,Afgani-stan...YOU
still
kill
people
there
without
reason..innocent people,families,children..ever-y day.Tell me...the incident on 11/9 was a
tragedy and these incidents i speak of are not??JUST ANSWER ME
AMERICANS,,,btw i am greek and christian,just if you think that i am muslim or
whatever else... jmanavis 7 months ago Blazinblack777 7 months ago @jmanavis ur right!
Blazinblack777 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @jmanavis Sommolia I believe
US govt was asked for help. Yugoslaiva was NATO effort as in many countries were
there. We went into Iraq to rid the world of Hussein & don't see many Iraqis protesting
his being gone. US govt went into Afghanistan to because of these terrorists, al-Qaeda &
the Taliban supporting and harboring them. I don't care what religion you are because if
you can't discern the difference this and the others you mentioned you're ignorant and
heartless. Sharky2055 7 months ago jmanavis 7 months ago Comment removed
Sharky2055 7 months ago @jman No, those are facts. My nation isn't heartless. Those
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weren't excuses. I was correcting you because u didn't have the facts right. When NATO's
involved it means many countries are involved, NOT just the USA. Saddamm Hussein is
dead because the crimes he committed against his own people. He was put on tril &
convicted by the Iraq govt. We can't just pick up & leave Iraq until Iraq is ready to
protect itself. Believe me me I'd prefer we were done w/ it already. Crappy? That's ur
opinion. Sharky2055 7 months ago jmanavis 7 months ago And who asked for your
help???Iraqi people want you to leave so the Talibans will stop...You invade their own
home..Ok then let's say that Osama invaded your country to solve some problems you
had in it..And why you still hit the Palestinians along with Israel?? I am just curious..the
only thing you manage is to send your own people to their death..I just don't get it..who
could do that in our world??Ow sorry man i forgot..maybe the heartless americans,who
don't care for theis people at all !! jmanavis 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago
@jmanavis I'm NOT the one that's there. I know of many Iraqis that are indeed thankful
they're liberated. I don't see many protesting that we did either, especially when they
actually got to elect their own government.. It's not smart to just pick up & walk away
from Iraq. What d mean Plaestine , Israel, and what else??? Americans aren't heartless.
Why are you confusing the US with what their government does? That's asinine. If you're
for the Taliban taking over Afghan then YOU're heartless. Sharky2055 7 months ago
musicaykay 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Sharky is
a paid govt disinfo agent 571 posts in the last week on 69 videos and that's just under this
alias, she has dozens others in current use are MrWarriorsMom and LouLou5
musicaykay 7 months ago Azarel011 7 months ago it was obviously the own
government. It was the CIA, Israeli Mosad and even the Pakistani secret service was
involved. Over 50% of amercians know that is was their own government. And even the
main-stream media stopped saying that it is just a conspiracy theory. Ask yourself who
is the real Terrorist. Azarel011 7 months ago PASTORRODOLFORABELL 7 months
ago @Azarel011 The Reall Terrorist is The devil!!!! PASTORRODOLFORABELL 7
months ago Azarel011 7 months ago The Devil is the enemy of human beeings. But many
human beeings are friends of the devil. So is the american government. Friend and servant
of Devil, and soon they will be gathered in hell. And Shaytan(Devil) will say, that he is
not guilty, because they were criminals themselfes. Azarel011 7 months ago Azarel011 7
months ago Comment removed AndreiSeven84 7 months ago I dont think Osama do
this...i think the government is involved...to get his hands on the petrol in Irak... All liders
are the same.. money money money...no hart, no soul... AndreiSeven84 7 months ago
windfried88 7 months ago Blaaaa....! windfried88 7 months ago AndreiSeven84 7 months
ago Comment removed Mekki6 7 months ago show hide osama will burn in hell! all of
this terrosrists will burn in hell! i totally obsolete em! Mekki6 7 months ago
LotBountyHunter 7 months ago @Mekki6 oh shut up you idiot alot of people know that
the american government did this attack fucking wake up you fool LotBountyHunter 7
months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @LotBountyHunter There's no evidence the US
govt did this. Sharky2055 7 months ago LotBountyHunter 7 months ago vice versa!!!!
LotBountyHunter 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @LotBountyHunter Wrong.
There's proof al-Qaeda did this. Sharky2055 7 months ago jcshiluliTV 7 months ago i was
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born in kenya (africa) 1999 and like i was just coming to the state then. in 2001 o i was
only 2! sad. jcshiluliTV 7 months ago Mekki6 7 months ago @jcshiluliTV now you are
11? Mekki6 7 months ago jmanavis 7 months ago Comment removed mickymst1 7
months ago america is one fuckked up country dnt b fooled this was by no means a
terrorist attack total scandal by the us goverment mickymst1 7 months ago snickerz0123
7 months ago show hide ok all you people that think its the govern ments falt that
thousands of thousands of people died get a life cuz iran is a fuck faced bitch
snickerz0123 7 months ago dzergy 7 months ago 2 @snickerz0123 Iran? You dumbfuck
dzergy 7 months ago 2 snickerz0123 7 months ago ok so i dont know crap bout history i
barely know what i did last year lol so dumb bitch shut the fuck up poor ass puto
snickerz0123 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam If you love your country but don't like where its headed then please
visit my website for some great, factual and scientifically based information:
theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) barquedust 7 months ago jccp18 7 months ago I
know Innocent people died their but its all Karma to the US for all the shit they have
done and its sad that Innocent people had to die to receive Karma but be real people the
US has been doing things that are NOT too good,and life has laws,RIP to the Innocent
people that died but the US Government is scanless,they condem Hitler for the Holucost
but ehy go and drop a Atomic bomb on Japan and kill many Innocent people just like the
terrrist did NYC jccp18 7 months ago ellanaism 7 months ago well if thats the case why
did childen die who never ever HEARD this kind of thing? were their minds corrupt to?
ellanaism 7 months ago mailomail 7 months ago Let`s pay homage and let`s pray for
innocent people who died in WTC in 2001. Let`s also pray for the victims in Hiroshima
and Nagasaki who were killed by American terrorists in 1945. May God bless them all.
mailomail 7 months ago pestaparquesol 7 months ago no words, just one: unbelieveable
pestaparquesol 7 months ago GPunktmod 7 months ago 20:00 hahaha, Hold me, She was
trying to get laid GPunktmod 7 months ago 23tboz23 7 months ago 11 mins and 43
secs............right side of the screen.........thats another plane isn't it? 23tboz23 7 months
ago 23tboz23 7 months ago more so around the 50 second mark..........you'll see it don't
worry..........12:14 "it was a military plane!" 23tboz23 7 months ago nepalitan 7 months
ago 2 fuckin muslim terrorists!! nepalitan 7 months ago 2 tjs468 7 months ago oh boy at
14:46 tjs468 7 months ago Telebubbie 7 months ago Guys, who cares was it the muslim
terrorists, or the fucked up government? People died and that's the only thing that
matters. Please accept condolence from Russia. Telebubbie 7 months ago
TheAnksunamoon 7 months ago и как всегда погибли ни в чём не повинные
люди..пиздец TheAnksunamoon 7 months ago eliasvogt 7 months ago the media has
never lied, or presented a story in such a way as to lead the public to a certain
predetermined conclusion before. this must have been a terrorist attack driven by
american hating muslims. it's so simple. .. eliasvogt 7 months ago aqualeah 7 months ago
This brings back pain. How had I forgotten? The people climbing down the building they were brave. I know this was hard to post, but I thank you. Thank you for
preserving this for people to see. I hope peace revisits you again and again. God bless
America, the land that we all love. aqualeah 7 months ago bloodistwin 7 months ago Fuck
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u osama bloodistwin 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam If you love your country but don't like where its headed
then please visit my website for some great, factual and scientifically based information:
theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) barquedust 7 months ago iwantruth911 7 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam No Black boxes from the WTC
1,2 and 7, the Pentagon or Flight 93. No bodies, no luggage, no engines,no tail sections, no
fuselages. Videos from the Pentagon withheld.Bombs reported by Firemen and other
witnesses going off in WTC 1,2, and 7.Bush stonewalls 911 investigation for 2 years and
refuses to testify unless accompanied by Dick Cheney and questioned without being
under oath. Dick Cheney ordered Norad to stand down.Bush state he saw the 1st Plane
hit on TV. The lies go on. CONSPIRACY!!!!!! iwantruth911 7 months ago livinglifeslies
7 months ago @iwantruth911 youre full of shit they recovered all that stuff livinglifeslies
7 months ago Jh5kRadio 7 months ago I always thought it was just pilot error. Turns out
it was intentional. Reason Unknown. Kinda makes me wanna tell BOTH George Bush
AND those terrorists, "Can't we all just get along?" Though I'd fear that either one, other,
or both would slap+ me for that. I see wars nowadays as "the (uber) worst case scenario
of immaturity". 'Nuff said KTHXBAI. Jh5kRadio 7 months ago zivsahar 7 months ago
@Jh5kRadio unknown? are serious? islam wants all the world DEAD.. that's what
mohamd said.. be muslim or DIE. zivsahar 7 months ago 28PaulS 7 months ago
errr..zivsahar, where in the Qu'ran does it say 'Islam wants all the world dead'? please
enlighten me, because i have this strange feeling you made that quote up. 28PaulS 7
months ago Jh5kRadio 7 months ago In either case, I still just want to tell both parties
"Can't we just get along? Do we really have to fight over religious reasons?" I won't be
surprised if either one, other, or both parties slap+ me for saying that. This entire "be
muslim or DIE" creed that you speak of only further proves that these types of attacks
are "the (uber) worst case scenario of immaturity". I know I repeated myself. I just
wanted to make a point. Now 'Nuff said KTHXBAI. Jh5kRadio 7 months ago Onisionify
7 months ago Sick FUCKS Onisionify 7 months ago Onisionify 7 months ago 2 this
makes me wish the terrorists that drove these planes were still alive so today i could have
them in a room and slowly yank their sick teeth out one by one then take a cleaver and
skin those fucked up terrorists use a blender to make it into a meat slushie and sell it to
their families Onisionify 7 months ago 2 SelenaGomezFullPromo 7 months ago yes, Me
to! SelenaGomezFullPromo 7 months ago ryang123100 7 months ago well actually this is
all goerge w bush's falt because he knew about this and he was the one who told the
people to let the stupid people drive a plane so i hate bush now so blame it all on bush
and he lied and said he saw the vid on the tv which there is proof that he was in a school
building watching kids.. ryang123100 7 months ago krackerboy10 7 months ago 4 if you
seriously think this was an inside job you are fucking retarded. krackerboy10 7 months
ago 4 arlekym5 7 months ago this was a punishment for polluting the world so much and
iroshima. arlekym5 7 months ago nelly609 7 months ago FUCK YOU you piece of shit i
wanna fuck your shit up so bad right now nelly609 7 months ago Clockninja 7 months
ago lolz Clockninja 7 months ago pandadust1 7 months ago y not just slide down the
buildings? pandadust1 7 months ago natnatnatdemdemdem 7 months ago such a terrible
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shame. natnatnatdemdemdem 7 months ago gangsterdi 7 months ago very sad.. gangsterdi
7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Please visit my website for some great, factual and scientifically based information:
theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.-(com) barquedust 7 months ago peacelovezebra11 7
months ago shame on everyone...9/11 happened because of sick cruel terrorist. may all
the innocent people rip... you will never be forgotten.... sweet angels peacelovezebra11 7
months ago jihanefuterpopstar1 7 months ago wat do u mean about michael jackson?
jihanefuterpopstar1 7 months ago scowry 7 months ago its a song by mj and its all about
wat people will do for money and 9/11 is perfect example scowry 7 months ago
CoverTwindouble 7 months ago 19:41 i remember this...........my mom was balling her
eyes out........why.........my dad worked in the south tower.........but he got out because he
worked on 16th floor CoverTwindouble 7 months ago KusinerneAF 7 months ago This is
horrible. Violence just brings more violence. KusinerneAF 7 months ago DAISUKEEz 7
months ago 5:33 on left side is a fail-jacked plane DAISUKEEz 7 months ago
hunhun09087 7 months ago oh my gosh ALESJO123 you are probably the most dumb
idiot i've ever heard in my life.. your parents are probably terrorist for defending this kind
of tragedy.. its stupid of you to think that two planes that clearly maneuvered its way to
the world center is an accident... shame on you hunhun09087 7 months ago BukaBeatz 7
months ago 5:33 theres an ufo on the left side :D BukaBeatz 7 months ago DAISUKEEz
7 months ago haha n1 DAISUKEEz 7 months ago KusinerneAF 7 months ago
@BukaBeatz It's just a plaine. But i belive, a little, maybe on ufos too. But i don't belive
it is aliens. I think that it's maybe people from the future. And they don't disturb us,
because that it would might chance the fututre... I like science fiction! KusinerneAF 7
months ago alesjo123 7 months ago YOU GUYS ARE SO STUPID! You believe a story
which live simply because people make money of it. There is nothing strange that a
building collapse like this. Go to the university and you may learn how heat effect
materials. alesjo123 7 months ago kingklick77 7 months ago @alesjo123 Can you please
explain your university theory on how a building collapses that quick? kingklick77 7
months ago Barnakos 7 months ago We live in A fantasy world... Where aluminium
deeply penetrates steel, and where jetFuel melts ASTM structure.... it's like a fairytail
Barnakos 7 months ago cavegirl1985 7 months ago All you People know 9/11 was an
inside job. cavegirl1985 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago It's too bad the people
who defend mass murder and treason on youtube weren't in the towers on 911. Innocent
people lost their lives while the scum who defend the official conspiracy theory are alive
and free. The only other people I wish were in there are scumbags who work for youtube
spamming good comments and promoting the hate speech of a terrorist domestic enemy
for profit. 911 will be exposed despite the best efforts of criminals on or @ youtube.
KevinMerck 7 months ago nasafakedit 7 months ago US New World Order Govt is busy
destroying America with the Bail Outs Whats going on in the USA is pretty sick and sad.
That great country is being destroyed by its leaders 9/11 False Flag INSIDE JOB US
NWO Govt Maths 2 alleged planes destroy 3 buildings Wonder what the next FALSE
FLAG is? nasafakedit 7 months ago nasafakedit 7 months ago US NWO Govt murdered
3000 Americans on 9/11 TREASON INSIDE JOB FALSE FLAG nasafakedit 7 months
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ago camcwf 7 months ago RIP camcwf 7 months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago The 9/11
Commission now tells us that the official version of 9/11 was based on false testimony
and documents and is almost entirely untrue. The details of this massive cover-up are
carefully outlined in a book by John Farmer, who was the Senior Counsel for the 9/11
Commission. Larzabeth 7 months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago The 9/11 Commission
head, Thomas Kean, was the Republican governor of New Jersey. He had the following
to say... We to this day dont know why NORAD [the North American Aerospace
Command] told us what they told us, it was just so far from the truth. . . " When Bush's
own handpicked commission failed to go along with the cover up and requested a criminal
investigation, why was nothing done? Larzabeth 7 months ago brdispatch05 7 months
ago If you don't mind me saying; I personally came to watch this to see this event from a
different perspective, and wanted to find the time mark when the 2nd plane hits in the
video that someone would have posted in their comment. It took me nearly five minutes
of scrolling through your shit to find it, and I didn't read a word you said. Just thought I
should let you know to keep up the good work, making a difference! brdispatch05 7
months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago LOL! Well that is not even all of it. There is a lot
more where that came from and other places too! If you are curious about more times on
this date you can Google search 911 timeline. It is very interesting to read through the
events of that day. Sad too. :( Larzabeth 7 months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago 2
PseudoSkeptics are fond of saying, "There's no evidence no matter how much evidence is
shown to them, even if it's a mountainful. Larzabeth 7 months ago 2 rainingshoes 7
months ago And on that great comment, Larzabeth, I shall leave you to argue with the
willfully ignorant. Yawn. rainingshoes 7 months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago No,
rainingshoes he has become boring with all of his disinformation and outright lies. He can
stay here and play with himself. LOL Larzabeth 7 months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago
Closed-minded skepticism is extremely difficult to shift because his/her skepticism is
'electrically wired' into the skeptic's neurological, psychological, intellectual and emotional
belief system. Thus with absolute certainty, this skeptic inexorably loses all sense of
empirical equanimity. Larzabeth 7 months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The problem for pseudoskeptics is that their
denial and cognitive dissonance does NOT erase the evidence from reality. It may erase it
from their own minds, but it does not the erase the evidence itself. Thus, it can be said
that they are deluded and do not face up toreality. Larzabeth 7 months ago GINO868 7
months ago and again the conspiracy theorists have yet 2 offer up any evidence that
conatradicts any of the official report! after all these years and no evidence plus nothing
but lies, its no wonder their numbers are declining! GINO868 7 months ago Larzabeth 7
months ago You are a liar! Larzabeth 7 months ago rainingshoes 7 months ago What
sandbank have you got your head buried in? rainingshoes 7 months ago Larzabeth 7
months ago rainingshoes I do not think it is a sandbank that his head is buried in, it is his
poop shoot.. LOL Larzabeth 7 months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago The problem for
pseudoskeptics is that their denial and cognitive dissonance does NOT erase the evidence
from reality. It may erase it from their own minds, but it does not the erase the evidence
itself. Thus, it can be said that they are deluded and do not face up toreality. Larzabeth 7
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months ago GINO868 7 months ago c there u go making a bunch of stump speeches that
lack substance typical truther b.s. so far uve offered NO evidence of anything just make a
bunch of hoaky decalrative statements! why bother if ur not going 2 provide a decent
argument as 2 why the official report is "A joke"? GINO868 7 months ago rainingshoes 7
months ago I would like to know how 19 hijackers, that have been named, died on 9-11
when there is proof that at least 5 of them were alive 3 years afterwards? rainingshoes 7
months ago barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam A great source of legitimate, verifiable evidence and information can be found at:
theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.-(com) barquedust 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months
ago The real problem here is not people like Sharky. He should be pitied not scorned. The
real problem is that youtube allows people like Sharky to attack and harass people
making comments. It's against the law to do what Sharky does all day, every day, and
youtube is partially to blame. I guess they'll have to be sued and held accountable.
Unfortunately that's what it usually takes. KevinMerck 7 months ago Larzabeth 7
months ago People like Sharky are obviously in a state of perpetual denial and cognitive
dissonance. They deny and filter out anything that doesn't fit into their materialistic
reductionistic view of reality, especially anything that has to do with paranormal or
conspiracies, no matter what evidence is presented, even if its documented and scientific.
Larzabeth 7 months ago GINO868 7 months ago whats funny is that there has yet 2 b
any evidence presented that would serve to refute the official account of the events that
day! nice try! GINO868 7 months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago GINO868 what is really
funny is that the "official account" was a joke! LOL! Larzabeth 7 months ago GINO868
7 months ago whats even more funny, is that retards like you are going around spamming
that obama is an imposter, an illegal citizen that has usurped the presidency, yet dont
beleive that 19 guys hijacked planes and attacked us on 9/11! the joke is the degenerates
like you who buy this crap hook line and sinker! GINO868 7 months ago Larzabeth 7
months ago GINO868 what is funny is that you are a liar because I have never said that.
Do you always resort to lies when you have nothing else to say? Larzabeth 7 months ago
GINO868 7 months ago r u gonna actually put up an argument/evidence, or just call
people like sharky oblivious, with nothing 2 back up UR claims? at least i ask a legitimate
question! GINO868 7 months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago I will start with some
omissions in the official report. # The Report fails to acknowledge that no steel-framed
high-rise building has ever collapsed due to fires. # The Report fails to mention the total
collapse of 47-story steel-framed skyscraper Building 7 at 5:20 on the day of the attack.
The Report contains no mention of the interview in which the owner of Building 7 states
that he and the Fire Department decided to "pull" Building 7 -- Larzabeth 7 months ago
Larzabeth 7 months ago # The Report fails to mention the rapid removal and recycling of
the structural steel from the collapsed World Trade Center buildings, even to make
excuses for it. # The Report makes no mention of a statement by then-Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani to Peter Jennings indicating he had foreknowledge of the collapses: "We were
operating out of there when we were told that the World Trade Center was gonna
collapse, and it did collapse before we could get out of the building." Larzabeth 7 months
ago Larzabeth 7 months ago # The Report contains no mentions of eyewitness accounts
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of explosions preceding the collapse of South Towers. # The Report fails to mention that
George W. Bush's brother, Marvin Bush, and his cousin, Wirt Walker III, were principals
in the company that had the contract to provide security for the World Trade Center,
Stratesec, nor does it mention the company Larzabeth 7 months ago Larzabeth 7 months
ago # The Report makes no mention of the fact that a new lessor took control of the
World Trade Center complex just six weeks before the attack, obtained an insurance
policy covering terrorist attacks, and successfully sued the insurance companies to obtain
twice the multi-billion-dollar value of the policy. # The Report repeats the list of 19
suspects identified by the FBI within days of the attack, while failing to mention that six
of them reported themselves alive after the attack. Larzabeth 7 months ago Larzabeth 7
months ago # The Report fails to mention any of the reports of behavior by the alleged
hijackers before the attack that belie the official story that they were devout Muslims on
a suicide mission for Allah. Larzabeth 7 months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago # The
Report fails to mention that the published passenger lists contained no Arab names -- a
fact publicized by skeptics of the official story. # The Report fails to ask why the plane
that crashed into the Pentagon was not stopped by anti-aircraft missile batteries that
presumably ring the building. # The Report fails to mention that no credible footage of
the Pentagon attack has been made public, despite public knowledge that the FBI seized
footage of the attack from nearby businesses. Larzabeth 7 months ago Larzabeth 7
months ago The Report does not ask why the Secret Service did not obtain air cover for
the President's motorcade from the Sarasota school to the airport, nor for Air Force One,
which took off at about 9:54, until about 11:10. Larzabeth 7 months ago Larzabeth 7
months ago The Report avoids mentioning several reports that government officials and
business leaders received warnings and avoided targets of the attacks, including: A
warning by the FBI advising Attorney General John Ashcroft to avoid flying on
commercial airlines. The report that Pentagon officials suddenly canceled travel plans the
evening before the attack. The cancellation of plans by Ariel Sharon to attend an event in
New York City on 9/11/01. Larzabeth 7 months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago A warning
to San Francisco Mayor Willie Brown to avoid flying. The grounding of Salman Rushdie
by Scotland Yard. Larzabeth 7 months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago There are more
omissions but let us switch to falsehoods; The Report's Notes state: "the interior core of
the [Twin Towers] was a hollow steel shaft, in which the elevators and stairwells were
grouped." In fact, the core structures were composed of bundles of steel columns
numbering 47 and having outside dimensions, in most cases, of 36 by 16 inches and 54 by
22 inches. Larzabeth 7 months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago The Report states that the
"South Tower collapsed in ten seconds," when it actually took about 15 seconds. While
one might expect that the Commission would overstate rather than understate the
collapse time, the fact that the Commission did not even consider a collapse time within
one second of the vacuum free-fall time of 9.2 seconds a problem for the official
explanation is evidence that the Commission would endorse that explanation no matter
what the facts. Larzabeth 7 months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago Regarding the failure to
promptly move George W. Bush from the known location of the Sarasota classroom, the
Report states that "No one in the traveling party had any information during this time
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that other aircraft were hijacked or missing." Yet, according to evidence assembled by
David Griffin, the Secret Service has open lines to the FAA, whose top operations
people in the northeast corridor thought that as many as 11 planes had been hijacked
Larzabeth 7 months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago The Report states: "The threat of
terrorists hijacking commercial airliners within the United States -- and using them as
guided missiles -- was not recognized by NORAD before 9/11." (The Report repeats the
assertion three times.) Yet media reports, such as the USA Today article entitled
"NORAD had drills of jets as weapons" describe pre-9/11 NORAD drills involving
hijacked jetliners crashing into the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. Larzabeth 7
months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago The Report states: "The protocols did not
contemplate an intercept. They assumed the fighter escort would be discreet, 'vectored to
a position five miles directly behind the hijacked aircraft,' where it could perform its
mission to monitor the aircraft's flight path." Yet the order referenced by the footnote for
this statement (Order 7610.4J: Special Military Operations), states: 7-2-1. FACILITY
NOTIFICATION Larzabeth 7 months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago The FAA hijack
coordinator will advise the appropriate center/control tower of the identification of the
military unit and location tasked to provide the hijack escort. The center/control tower
shall coordinate with the designated NORAD SOCC/ROCC/military unit advising of the
hijack aircraft's location, direction of flight, altitude, type aircraft and recommended flight
plan to intercept the hijack aircraft. The center/control tower shall file the coordinated
flight plan. Larzabeth 7 months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago To address the charge that
Saudi nationals were flown out of the country before the post-9/11 flight ban was lifted,
the Report states: "we found no evidence that any flights of Saudi nationals, domestic or
international, took place before the reopening of national airspace on the morning of
September 13, 2001." In fact national airspace was only open to commercial airliners on a
case-by-case basis on September 13, 2001. Larzabeth 7 months ago Larzabeth 7 months
ago It was not until September 15th that the skies were opened to general aviation
(privately owned aircraft). 5 Yet the Lear Jet that flew Saudi nationals from Tampa, FL
to Lexington, KY on September 13th was a private plane. Larzabeth 7 months ago
GINO868 7 months ago ur a dumb-ass citing the 9/11 commision report! this was a
commision set up to identify breaches in national security of course bldg 7 wouldnt be
mentioned! The Larry Silverstein thing is a joke as well b cuz if u listen 2 what he sayd in
that interview he says "They made the decision to pull!" that's in reference 2 the fire
dept! so u have 2 say that the fire dept "Demo'd" the bdlg! what a lush! GINO868 7
months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago Now GINO868 has added childish name calling into
his argument. LOL! Larzabeth 7 months ago GINO868 7 months ago so they have no
evidence of explosives therefore it isnt mentioned in the official report and u find fault
with this? what a retard! there was no evidence of explosives found! this is why there
was no mention of explosives in the O.R.! GINO868 7 months ago GINO868 7 months
ago literally all unsubatantiated claims this is not going 2 be mentioned in the report if
there were no witnesses 2 back up any of these claims! find another fairy tale! GINO868
7 months ago GINO868 7 months ago heres another question: why is it that u refuse 2
mention the findings of NIST and only refer 2 the CR this is one of the most ignorant
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things i think ive ran into in a long time! GINO868 7 months ago GINO868 7 months ago
Silverstein was referring to the order that was given 6 hours earlier! this is what he meant
when he later said "...then we watched as the building collapsed..." GINO868 7 months
ago rainingshoes 7 months ago Wrong! rainingshoes 7 months ago GINO868 7 months
ago 100% correct! GINO868 7 months ago rainingshoes 7 months ago Bologna!
rainingshoes 7 months ago GINO868 7 months ago yup ur claims r Bologna! GINO868 7
months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago rainingshoes this person, Gino868 is in a state of
perpetual denial and cognitive dissonance. Larzabeth 7 months ago GINO868 7 months
ago it took the airforce 76 minutes to locate Payne Stewarts jet that went out of control!
ATC is the one that notifies NORAD in this case since NORAD is looking outward
instead of over domestic airspace! then the controller has to clear the area of all VFR
traffic! one lie on top of another here! GINO868 7 months ago rainingshoes 7 months ago
NORAD did not respond by sending jets after the hijacked planes, because Cheney was
in control at that time. That is documented. rainingshoes 7 months ago GINO868 7
months ago "NORAD did not respond by sending jets after the hijacked planes, because
Chaney was in control at that time. That is documented" try telling that to the fighter
pilots that were scrambled that day! as said before it took 76 minutes for the fighters that
were scrambled to track down Payne Stewarts jet to find it! with the planes on 9/11 there
had to be pinpoint precision as to the planes whereabouts! they had 2 track planes with
NO transponder response! GINO868 7 months ago GINO868 7 months ago and they
had to verify that the plane was infact hijacked they got a message from one of the planes
that there was a bomb on board! this is something that would have to be verified with a
particular squak code and there wasnt the correct code being squaked! remember that the
hijackers were commercially rated - 3 of them, and at least had instrument ratings!
GINO868 7 months ago GINO868 7 months ago and again the desparate attempts at
trying to present evidence where there is none is quite laughable and without the net,
there would be no truth movement! so sad! GINO868 7 months ago GINO868 7 months
ago i mean look at what u clowns actually said: there were no fighters scrambled that day
because Chaeny was in charge! how does him being in charge preclude him from ordering
jets 2 b scrambled? oh i c because it fits nice and neatly in ur little fairy-tale so it had 2 b!
I get it now! GINO868 7 months ago GINO868 7 months ago I bet u r one of the "noplaners"! that is probably what's coming down the pike next id imagine! GINO868 7
months ago nasafakedit 7 months ago GINO the shill propaganda whore Go fuck your
flag scum kid nasafakedit 7 months ago rainingshoes 7 months ago Hey, moron! Except
for the number of jets you could count on the fingers of one hand, they were off on
practice games. Google for the: Chairman of The Joing Chiefs of Staff to see the proof of
Cheney in control of NORAD. rainingshoes 7 months ago Larzabeth 7 months ago The
only liar here at the moment is GINO868. LOL! Larzabeth 7 months ago rainingshoes 7
months ago Silverstein later changed his tune about what he meant by "pulling" the
building. His new meaning was to have firefighters pulled from the building. However, the
firefighters had been ordered out of the building a good 6 hours iously. The man was
covering his posterior. rainingshoes 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago People
should be able to make comments without some asshole like sharky sitting on the video
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all day, day after day, harassing people making comments. YouTube is responsible for
this, they choose to propagate hate speech and they will be held accountable.
KevinMerck 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago Some freak at youtube is probably
getting his/her jollies seeing people lash out at each other. They could deal with abusive
comments and harassment very easily by blocking people who do it. They choose not to
and should be held accountable for the hate speech. KevinMerck 7 months ago
KevinMerck 7 months ago YouTube is the real whore here. They want to profit from
ignorance and hate. They hate to see an intelligent comment and mark most of them as
spam. KevinMerck 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago Keep it up guys. This is
what youtube likes. They like mindless little blurps where people attack each other.
Constructive comments are marked as spam. KevinMerck 7 months ago nasafakedit 7
months ago Sharky used to be sharkgoddess and sharkgoddess2 etc This low life shill
propaganda whore has been trolling and spamming on 9/11 youtube videos for over 3
years. This bitch is far too retarded to get a real government job thats why she trolls on
youtube for $20 a day pimping her infected self PURE EVIL nasafakedit 7 months ago
nasafakedit 7 months ago Sharky2055 used to be sharkgoddess and sharkgoddess2 etc
This low life shill propaganda whore has been trolling and spamming on 9/11 youtube
videos for over 3 years. This bitch is far too retarded to get a real government job thats
why she trolls on youtube for $10 a day pimping her infected self nasafakedit 7 months
ago KevinMerck 7 months ago @nasafakedit Did you see the pig on his feature video?
That's the type of sick fuck who defends the official conspiracy theory. I usually don't
make comments like this but it's about all youtube doesn't mark as spam. KevinMerck 7
months ago nasafakedit 7 months ago @KevinMerck sharky is a female bitch and i never
watch her propaganda whore videos I agree the only way to deal with shill scum like her
is insults etc nasafakedit 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago @nasafakedit No, I
didn't watch the video, I'm talking about the pig he has on his feature video when you
click on his channel. Wow, what a disgusting pig, and that's what defends the official
version. I think most of them are satan worshipers. See "Ted Gunderson 2007"
KevinMerck 7 months ago nasafakedit 7 months ago sharky the bitch is pure scum evil to
the core nasafakedit 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @nasafakedit NO, YOU
ARE EVIL. I am The Light. It's MRS.Bitch to you! Sharky2055 7 months ago
nasafakedit 7 months ago Sharky you are an evil infected cunt Fucking whore nasafakedit
7 months ago nasafakedit 7 months ago sharky the evil witch is back nasafakedit 7
months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @nasafakedit A w w w still angry I exposed as the
fool you are......You've yet to prove I've posted ANY propaganda. All you do is accuse
accuse accuse and inanely at that. ALL yYOU CAN DO IS INSULT BECAUSE
YOU'VE GOT NOTHING ELSE, FOOL AKA TROLL. It's Mrs.Bitch to you!
Sharky2055 7 months ago nasafakedit 7 months ago sharky the slimey old whore i have
had you kicked off youtube many times lying cunt nasafakedit 7 months ago Sharky2055
7 months ago @nasafakedit You've yet to support nor porove any of your claims. YOU
ARE the one SPAMMING, Chepickle. You've got NOTHING. You're DOING exactly
what you're accusing me of doing. The difference is there's NOTHING to support YOU,
as always. Sharky2055 7 months ago nasafakedit 7 months ago Sharky shit for brains Did
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you get your infected cunt seen to propaganda whore? nasafakedit 7 months ago
nasafakedit 7 months ago US New World Order Govt is busy destroying America with
the Bail Outs Whats going on in the USA is pretty sick and sad. That great country is
being destroyed by its leaders 9/11 False Flag INSIDE JOB US NWO Govt Maths 2
alleged planes destroy 3 buildings Wonder what the next FALSE FLAG is? nasafakedit 7
months ago gladfelter17 7 months ago Do you really believe that...? Do you really think
America would do that? gladfelter17 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago
@gladfelter17 He's NOT the brighter crayon in the box. NO one should give him anything
sharper than a crayon for fear he'll inadvertedly harm himself or someone because he's an
idiot that would rather live in a world made of fantasies and self-made delusions.
Sharky2055 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago @Sharky2055 You're just a sick
fucking mental case defending mass murder and treason. So why don't you shut the fuck
up and let people make comments without harassing them. KevinMerck 7 months ago
nasafakedit 7 months ago @Sharky2055 shit for brains The infection in your cunt has
spread to you head whore nasafakedit 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago
@nasafakedit What's Drath Vader's cell phone number? Sharky2055 7 months ago
nasafakedit 7 months ago @Sharky2055 the infected shill propaganda bitch dumb as hell
nasafakedit 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago A great source of legitimate, verifiable
evidence and information can be found at: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.-(com)
barquedust 7 months ago Birgeyful 7 months ago NSA released documents in 2005 that
cast doubt on the existence of an attack on a US warship by the North Vietnamese in the
Gulf of Tonkin on 4 August 1964 NSA's own historian: "the intelligence shows beyond
doubt that no attack happened that night" Three days later, President Johnson asked
Congress to empower him to take "all necessary steps", opening the way for a war that
resulted in the deaths of 58,000 Americans and three million Vietnamese. news. bbc. co.
uk/2/hi/americas/4492190.stm Birgeyful 7 months ago slxmann 7 months ago This plan
Jewish israel and bush for attack ırak and afghanistan.. slxmann 7 months ago Sharky2055
7 months ago @slxmann Please show 1 shred of evidence to support your statement.
Sharky2055 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago @Sharky2055 Show one shred of
evidence that you are not just a sick fucking coward defending mass murder and treason.
KevinMerck 7 months ago nasafakedit 7 months ago @KevinMerck well said this
infected bitch sharky the propaganda whore gets paid $10 a day to troll on youtube for
the past 3 years nasafakedit 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @nasafakedit Too
bad the other half of your ass hasn't figured out I'm not replying to their sorry TROLL
1/2 of ass. Sharky2055 7 months ago nasafakedit 7 months ago sharky the bitch you are a
TROLL get a real govt job whore instead of spamming bullshit lies 24'7 nasafakedit 7
months ago GINO868 7 months ago nasafakedit: get a real conspiracy that people can
actually buy into! this inside job nonsense is so played! when will u actually come up
with some evidence that refutes the findings of that day? its been over 8 years! GINO868
7 months ago infernus9876 7 months ago one of my aunties friends was supposed to be
in the tower at the time, but she was kept back due to a train delay. infernus9876 7
months ago alish911 7 months ago i wish this video was shot better, it was cut most of
the times alish911 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago Did you notice she thought it
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was a military plane? Did you notice the white smoke pouring out of the substructure
just before Tower #2 collapsed. Did you know that controlled demolition is now
established beyond a reasonable doubt? Did you know that over 1000 architects and
engineers, hundreds of scientists and other professionals, plus a vast majority of the
American people supports a legitimate investigation? Did you know that people around
the world are waking up to these facts? KevinMerck 7 months ago Trev07051984 7
months ago @KevinMerck Did you know most people think you a fucking idiot...
Pathetic, tasteless, douchbag? Trev07051984 7 months ago FunkLocke 7 months ago
@KevinMerck This is even more sad, when u inform yourself and know that KevinM. is
right... i hate this world FunkLocke 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago
@FunkLocke You know whats really sick is that YT encourages the hate-speech of
deranged freaks like Trev (below) but treats good comments like spam. I would rather
read a good comment on several different videos than have to tolerate the hate-speech of a
few deranged lunatics. YouTube is in the business of promoting mindless drivel for
people too ignorant to care about anything but themselves. The people who run YouTube
need to be held accountable for the hate-speech they promote. KevinMerck 7 months ago
poncebeto 7 months ago por qwe si los americanos son muy patriotas y con helicopteros
en el aire,los pilotos no dieron su vida estrellando su helicoptero con el segundo avion
poncebeto 7 months ago steelershardcore 7 months ago i think its the plane that landed in
the field in penn st. steelershardcore 7 months ago wamibach1 7 months ago this is extrem
in year 2020 is freedowntower 500 metre in newyork in dis street wamibach1 7 months
ago fridaysabtu 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Watch my video watch?v=j7I_eFoIk64 It's about earth shift. Earth shift: One huge
continent became 2 continents, then 5 (or 6) and then? fridaysabtu 7 months ago
KevinMerck 7 months ago Comment removed barquedust 7 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam A great source of legitimate, verifiable evidence
and information can be found at: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.-(com) barquedust 7
months ago lasdivinagirl 7 months ago this is soooooooo awful lasdivinagirl 7 months ago
Too1609 7 months ago hey guys what's on the left in the sky at 5:31 ? Too1609 7
months ago Goodlad180 7 months ago 2 so sad Goodlad180 7 months ago 2 moyssess 7
months ago show hide i cant believe,,,you had the chance of your life of filming a very
valuable video and you didnt,,,,,we dont see the kind of planes that really crashed into the
buildings,,,not a close up to view the explosions of the controled demolition that took
place....men,,,,what a waste. moyssess 7 months ago KrazedKitten 7 months ago Yeah,
our illustrious government would never do anything that was bad for us. "In an admission
that took the intelligence community and its critics by surprise, Director of National
Intelligence Dennis Blair acknowledged in a congressional hearing Wednesday that the
U.S. may, with executive approval, deliberately target and kill U.S. citizens who are
suspected of being involved in terrorism." They don't even have to prove somebody is
involved in terrorism to kill them. KrazedKitten 7 months ago KrazedKitten 7 months
ago Why don't they investigate bush and cheney for war crimes?! KrazedKitten 7 months
ago EvilStar109 7 months ago Why don't we investigate YOU for hate crimes, bitch!
EvilStar109 7 months ago KrazedKitten 7 months ago EvilStar109 go ahead.
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KrazedKitten 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @odetoinsolence You've been in
that goldfish bowl too long. Your psychotic tendentcies are showing again. Sharky2055 7
months ago odetoinsolence 7 months ago @Sharky2055 Yes, but now I've moved up to
the big tank with all the bubbles in it in the Chinese restaurant, with all the rest of you
who stand against the Truffles! odetoinsolence 7 months ago rainingshoes 7 months ago
Boy, are you ever wearing thick blinders! Buildings that aren't professionally demolished
by setting charges, do not fall into their own footprints. They also take longer than freefall speed to go down. Photos of the cut beams in the basement are proof. rainingshoes 7
months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @rainingshoes The WTcs didn't fall in their own
footprint. They created 16 acres pf destruction taking out other buildings as well. But
please show me your source for that claim. Please show me your source for your next
claim, " They also take longer than free-fall speed to go down." The buildings that
collapsed didn't fall at freefall speed. There's no such thing as freefall speed. It's NOT a
speed. The debris falling ahead of the collapsing portion of the buildings negates that
claim. Sharky2055 7 months ago KrazedKitten 7 months ago Hey Sharky, I see you keep
asking for proof of claims by people yet you have yet to tell us who is responsible and
your proof of it like you said you had. KrazedKitten 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months
ago @rainingshoes NO the cut beams are not proof. How do you think they made the
steel beams slamm enough to transport in the trucks? How do you think they cut them to
recover survivors and later bodies or pieces thereof? They CUT THEM. If the towers
had been cut beforehand it would've taken far more damage in the impact. I'm a girl, by
the way......... Sharky2055 7 months ago b0m83d 7 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam all those dead americans ^_^ b0m83d 7 months ago 40 41
42 43 44 45 46 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety
Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug
Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0)
Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show
your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading...
Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home
Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account
Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From:
NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or
Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) b0m83d 7 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam all those dead americans ^_^
b0m83d 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam For excellent information that we all should know, please visit:
theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.-(com) barquedust 7 months ago canayamacan 7 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ﻱﺍﺱﻉﻭﺩﻱﻱﻥ ﻱﺍﺏﻝﺩﺍء ﻱﺍﻥﺝﺱﻱﻥ
... ﻡﺍﺯﻝﺕﻡ ﻡﻥﻑﻭﺥﻱﻥ ﺝﺩﺁ ﻉﻝﻯ ﺇﻱﻩ ؟؟؟ ﻡﻥ ﻉﻩﺩ ﻥﺏﻯ ﺍﻝﻥﻙﺍﺡ ﻭﺍﻝﺝﻭﺍﺭﻯ ﻡﺡﻡﺩ ﺇﻝﻯ ﻉﻩﺩ ﺍﻝﻡﻉﺕﻭﻩ ﺍﺱﺍﻡﺓ
) ﺃﺭﺽﻙﻡ ﺍﻝﻕﺍﺡﻝﺓ ﺍﻝﻡﻉﻑﻥﺓ ﻝﻡ ﺕﻕﺩﻡ ﻝﻝﺏﺵﺭﻱﺓ ﺱﻭﻯ ﺍﻝﺝﺍﻩﻝﻱﺓ ﺙﻡ ﺍﻝﺥﺭﺍﻑﺍﺕ ﺍﻝﻡﺡﻡﺩﻱﺓ ( ﺍﻝﻕﺭﺁﻥ
 ﻭﺍﻝﺝﻩﻝ ﻭﺍﻝﻕﻡﻉ ﻭﺍﻝﻕﺕﻝ ﻭﺭﺝﻡ ﺍﻝﻥﺱﺍء ﻭﺍﻝﺃﺭﻩﺍﺏ ﻭﺍﻝﺃﻑﺕﺥﺍﺭ ﺏﺍﻝﺏﻝﺍﺩﺓcanayamacan . ﻭﻥﺵﺭ ﺍﻝﺃﺭﻩﺍﺏ
7 months ago ThomasJehhh 7 months ago the background music xD ThomasJehhh 7
months ago KevinMerck 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
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Spam I don't think any sane person wants to believe that our government is responsible
for orchestrating 9/11, but the fact is that WTC 1, 2 and 7 were controlled demolition.
Even the 911 Commission admits there has been no legitimate investigation. This incident
has led to countless deaths, robbed us of our Constitution, and will determine policy for
generations to come. We need to expose the truth about 9/11. Check out A&E for 9/11
truth to learn more. KevinMerck 7 months ago marie81794 7 months ago OMG this is
horible marie81794 7 months ago PaddelIsBitch 7 months ago Oh my God...I'm so Sorry
for you all...! Sincere condolences PaddelIsBitch 7 months ago gtaviciosbr 7 months ago
That buildings collapse because have bombs! Two planes dont make that alone (Sorry my
too bad english) gtaviciosbr 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @gtaviciosbr NO, no
bombs were there. Sharky2055 7 months ago odetoinsolence 7 months ago You tell 'im,
Sharky - NO bombs WERE tHeRe! We don't even need an investigation, cuz we were
TOLD. When you're TOLD something by the president, it must be TruE! Don't
question! Don't tolerate outrageous conspiracy theories - only accept those conspiracy
theories dictated to you by AUTHORITY! The US government is Santa Caus's right
hand! They execute Santa's clauses with impugnity! To question is to sin! To Question is
treason! To question is eternal damnation!!! Die Truffle scum!!! odetoinsolence 7 months
ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @odetoinsolence Poor thing. Are you getting lonely in
your goldfish bowl, goldy?? Am I not giving you enough attention? Is your mommy not
giving you enough attention? Poor baby! Sharky2055 7 months ago odetoinsolence 7
months ago Lonely? Me? ILoIL - I know you're always THINKING about me, Sharkles
(we have EvilStar109's profile to see that it is so!) You can't get enough insolence! Isn't it
great to now be working together to fight the 9/11 Truffles' bowel movements! We need
to kick them out of our country! These scum should never be allowed even to poop
again! odetoinsolence 7 months ago rainingshoes 7 months ago Boy, are you ever wearing
thick blinders! Buildings that aren't professionally demolished by setting charges, do not
fall into their own footprints. They also take longer than free-fall speed to go down.
Photos of the cut beams in the basement are proof. rainingshoes 7 months ago poncebeto
7 months ago yo no se porqwe el odio de ustedes los americanos hacia nosotros los
latinos,no olviden qwyen fue el qwe tumbo sus torres poncebeto 7 months ago
barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam please
review some very important information at: theconspiracyexosed.blogspot.(-com)
barquedust 7 months ago BrokenSidezid07cj 7 months ago fucking Al-Qaeda
BrokenSidezid07cj 7 months ago madrugada45 7 months ago In 1996 I spent a summer in
New York. My friends there joked that when they were kids, they wouldnt have been
released from school even if Armageddon hit. Did New York City public schools close
when September 11 happened? madrugada45 7 months ago Birgeyful 7 months ago This
was a false-flag attack carried out by CIA and MOSSAD, to make war with muslims and
limit our liberties Birgeyful 7 months ago Captive107 7 months ago may be died 2000 in
the towers .... but more than 20000000 person lost there live by USE terrors amd every
day hundreds dies in palestine by Israel and more in Iraq & afghanistan by use army
Captive107 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @Captive107 Hundreds aren't dying
in In Iraq, Afghanistan nor Palestine everyday. You've NO idea what you're stupidly
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rambing about. Sharky2055 7 months ago Captive107 7 months ago oh yeah american
army and peace full israel army just playing soccer in these countries and what about the
14 yo girls how raped and killed by 6 use soldier in iraq and after that kill her and her
family.. Captive107 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @Captive107 What the hell
are you rambling on about now?? Sharky2055 7 months ago Captive107 7 months ago
...funny joke .describe the world situation bush and blair said we decide to kill 20000000
muslims + a dentist and the people said why you want to kill a dentist bush said to blair i
told U they will not ask about the 2000000 muslims Captive107 7 months ago
Captive107 7 months ago may be died 2000 in the towers .... but more than 20000000
person lost there live by USE terrors amd every day hundreds dies in palestine by Israel
and more in Iraq & afghanistan by use army Captive107 7 months ago KesiIshtar 7
months ago 3 Why do you people fight over how this happened!?!? I don't care what the
diferent theries are! I will just say this, God bless all those who died and to their familes,
that they will live on and prey to the loved ones they have lost. KesiIshtar 7 months ago
3 GRYannisGR 7 months ago watch the zeitgeist movement!!! GRYannisGR 7 months
ago TheTodd1977 7 months ago @GRYannisGR DID ANYONE DIED? TheTodd1977
7 months ago dbetsa 7 months ago If you can watch the vidioes of the wtc collapse and
pretend that you do not see massive explosions then you are blind, stupid, or a sock
puppet traitor. Treason is punishible by death. dbetsa 7 months ago firsttakemanhattan 7
months ago 2 Some 7500 have signed the petition at Architects & Engineers for 9/11
Truth. But, what is the population of US? 300,000,000? What is going on here? Are we
asleep? Don't we care? firsttakemanhattan 7 months ago 2 KrazedKitten 7 months ago
Good questions firsttakemanhattan. KrazedKitten 7 months ago wence80 7 months ago
how is that a good question... not even one percent of the population (1026 eng and arch.
and 6420 "others") wence80 7 months ago firsttakemanhattan 7 months ago Comment
removed firsttakemanhattan 7 months ago Comment removed barquedust 7 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam a source of legitimate information
for those seeking truth - please visit: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) barquedust 7
months ago jparsons233 7 months ago my god that was so sad i am 15 so i was 7 then i
am cryin right now they can replace the buildings but never the ones lost on that terable
day and plus my birthday was the september the 9th ill never forget this day jparsons233
7 months ago b0m83d 7 months ago Comment removed TRUEMAN8919 7 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam after reviewing the two positions
that are in favor that this was a conspiracy and those who are against this for me was
obviously an inside job as President Bush did not plan to not have the intelligence to do
so may find that these attacks were planned by part of the military industrial complex or
as an intelligence service Mossad TRUEMAN8919 7 months ago KevinMerck 7 months
ago Many know by now that Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth has surpassed the
1000 mark, but the best part is that it's just the beginning. Some will say that 1000 is a
small fraction of A&E, but the truth is that it's far more than have signed on in writing
with the official conspiracy theory. The FBl and 84% of the American people are also on
board, why wouldn't they be? Demand a Iegitimate investigation now. If it wasn't
controlled demolition, then what's there to hide? KevinMerck 7 months ago ALHQLS 7
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months ago 12:15 IT WAS AMELTARY PLAN ALHQLS 7 months ago TheTristan999
7 months ago You all are fucked up! everyone has an opinion so dont argue about it
fuckheads!! TheTristan999 7 months ago wence80 7 months ago I am sorry Tristan I just
have to get some answers wence80 7 months ago USalltheway96 7 months ago When you
really look at 911, you see it is a conspiracy. But when you really look at the conspiracy,
you see it is bullshit USalltheway96 7 months ago k726xaalo 7 months ago ...thats
reporter from television station ??? k726xaalo 7 months ago bachterman 7 months ago the
condo where they filmed from is on chambers street. bachterman 7 months ago
pandadust1 7 months ago this is the movie pandadust1 7 months ago KevinMerck 7
months ago Did you notice she thought it was a military plane? Did you notice the white
smoke pouring out of the substructure just before Tower #2 collapsed. Did you know
that controlled demolition is now established beyond a reasonable doubt? Did you know
that over 1000 architects and engineers, hundreds of scientists and other professionals,
plus a vast majority of the American people supports a legitimate investigation? Did you
know that people around the world are waking up to these facts? KevinMerck 7 months
ago wence80 7 months ago prove it wence80 7 months ago FrumBeermingum 7 months
ago  ﺍﻝﺃﻍﻥﻱﺓ ﺍﻝﺵﻭﻙﻭﻝﺍﺕﻩ ﺍﻝﻡﻁﺭ ﺭﻙﻝﺍﺕ ﺍﻝﺡﻡﺍﺭFrumBeermingum 7 months ago Sharky2055 7
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @FrumBeermingum
Arabic to English courtesy of Googletranslate. com ﺍﻝﻡﻁﺭ ﺭﻙﻝﺍﺕ ﺍﻝﺡﻡﺍﺭ ﺍﻝﺃﻍﻥﻱﺓ ﺍﻝﺵﻭﻙﻭﻝﺍﺕﻩ
Chocolate rain song kicks ass Sharky2055 7 months ago brendandawna 7 months ago it's
their own personal video, these aren't journalists... and keep in mind they'll likely be in
shock.... Thank you for sharing. brendandawna 7 months ago 1707054 7 months ago A
picture says a thousand words, but may not tell the truth ...think first, speak second.
Thank you. 1707054 7 months ago Birgeyful 7 months ago Intelligence officials say alQaeda will try to attack U.S. in next 6 months - Washinton Post Senators Warned of
Terror Attack on U.S. by July - New York Times February 2nd 2010 911 investigation
fake: John Farmer, the General Council for the 911 commission says he doesn't believe
the 911 report and he helped write it. In his book he say the testimony and evidence
given turned out to be 90% false. patriotsquestion911 . com 911summary . com
911blogger . com 911speakout . org ae911truth . org Birgeyful 7 months ago kingklick77 7
months ago illuminati shit... kingklick77 7 months ago kingklick77 7 months ago why did
they edit the collapses? plus the people in the apartment buildings need to die, fucking
fake ass reactions. Fakest shit ive ever heard, nothing but actors... kingklick77 7 months
ago SparrowSaltskin 7 months ago kingklick77: didn't spend much time in school, didn't
you? And yet, there is a chance to be smarter than other people, than all the experts, the
whole government: on YOUTUBE! On YOUTUBE every loser can post videos,
comments and theories - that hide the simple fact... - that he is still a moron!
SparrowSaltskin 7 months ago kingklick77 7 months ago okay? that didnt make any
sense... i dont even know what to say besides the fact that youre full of shit kingklick77 7
months ago wence80 7 months ago The conspiracy theorist are lame on facts.. Ive seen
the 'documentaries" utter bullshit wence80 7 months ago kingklick77 7 months ago fuck
you dude. how OLD are you? how obvious was it at 11:46, the whole movie goes uncut
and then all of a sudden it just so happens to get cut off when the plane hits... whats up
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with that? plus the buildings fall at free fall speed... when you got that tower in spain
which burned for hours on end. I hope you were kidding kingklick77 7 months ago
wence80 7 months ago idiot keep spewing your senseless b.s. wence80 7 months ago
kingklick77 7 months ago okay. keep spewing your ignorance and we can keep it all in
balance kingklick77 7 months ago wence80 7 months ago the funny thing is this isnt
about a conspiracy.. it is about your own delusions and dislike of our country... tell me 1.
How did the "government" get thousands of people to include themselves in this
conspiracy? 2. Why would the "government" do this? wence80 7 months ago kingklick77
7 months ago dude the illuminati ... even if theres thousands of them theres how many
people in this world, more than 6 billion? and there are thousands... im sure upon
thousands of people included in the society to one degree or another. mother fucker
theres a freemason building in atlanta for fucks sake. type in illuminati backwards on your
webbrowswer and see where it takes you. kingklick77 7 months ago DeanoIV 7 months
ago Comment removed scowry 7 months ago Anything,anythang anythin for money,lie
for you die for you even sell my soul to the DEVIL!!! Michael Jackson-Money true
though no other reason!! scowry 7 months ago StickmanPaul 7 months ago that was
strange...... StickmanPaul 7 months ago rainingshoes 7 months ago I did what you
suggested and typed iliuminati backwards to Google. Can you hear my teeth chattering?
How scary! I'm afraid to open any of those links. rainingshoes 7 months ago kingklick77
7 months ago @rainingshoes It just goes to the national security agency... makes sense in
my case kingklick77 7 months ago rainingshoes 7 months ago All it takes, wence80, is
money, threats, and a lot of convincing. Be aware that this plot began years before the
event. The government as a whole wouldn't do this. It was a select few we can call Black
World Operatives. It was all about power and greed. rainingshoes 7 months ago wence80
7 months ago It seems moronic to me to deny that planes didn't hit those buildings, and
take them down? Where is the conspiracy starting? What was its purpose? You're trying
to tell me our incompetent gov could pull off something like this? Without any whistle
blowers to elude to a person's guilt of intention? So we could start a war that has't made
ANYONE profitable? A war that has not made any difference for the americans or
government. WHO IS WINNING IN THIS CONSPIRACY wence80 7 months ago
wence80 7 months ago OH and another thing be careful how you answer because "they"
are fucking watching you!!!!!!!!!!! wence80 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago
@wence80 As if "THEY" actually give a damn what we little peons say on You Tube,
unless you're an Islamic extremists. Sharky2055 7 months ago wence80 7 months ago you
are a fucking cunt and I am done arguing with you wence80 7 months ago Sharky2055 7
months ago @wence80 I have one and am NOT one. I haven't to argue with you to begin
with. Sharky2055 7 months ago wence80 7 months ago 2 and don't answer my questions
because I have checked out your channel.. and you are a crazy fuck! wence80 7 months
ago 2 aaallenania 7 months ago Catch up time, Sharky. A logical adult would not say they
don't want to check sources, and because of that, claim other people are wrong. Then;
There would not have been enough time to set demo charges in #7 to bring it down when
it fell. Those charges were already there. Then; It certainly is public record that Cheney
had control of NORAD. The order is on paper, dated in June 01. Then; where are you
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getting your information? A box of Cracker Jacks? aaallenania 7 months ago SCHEDTER
7 months ago this is an inside job ! this september it was hot outside. i remember.
SCHEDTER 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @aaallenania Yet truthers shoot
down credible sources all the time, including the FDNY as a source....The charges weren't
there because NONE went off to begin with. None of the FDNY testified there were
literal explosives literally present at any of the collapses. NONE of them testified or have
said they believe explosives to be the cause of any of them. I'll take their word & good ol'
commonsense that says people would've been caught before they could've planted them,
instead of a troofer. Sharky2055 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @aaallenania
Please show me where on record it says Cheney was in charge. If I'm mistaken I'll say so.
However, there was NO stand down. A jet was launched and was too late. Sharky2055 7
months ago aaallenania 7 months ago LOL Sharky. You could sell your brain to science.
aaallenania 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @aaallenania Yet, you've not shown
me 1 source, not supported 1 claim that you spewed....How very telling of the socalled
truth movement. Fascinating. Sharky2055 7 months ago KrazedKitten 7 months ago
Sharky...before you head for the hills again, please tell me who did the attacks and prove
it like you said you could. KrazedKitten 7 months ago KrazedKitten 7 months ago Hey
Sharky, if it was hot enough to melt the steel, then why were people able to stand in the
holes where the plane went in without it melting them? KrazedKitten 7 months ago
rainingshoes 7 months ago Boy are you a dummy. If I was aaallenania I wouldn't debate
with you again. Don't bother replying to me, because I am not about to discuss anything
with a retard. rainingshoes 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @rainingshoes
Really? Well, where was anything to aaallenania's lame claims? They didn't post a thing.
Typical truthers. They don't post them because they KNOW they won't hold up to
scrunity. I'm definitely NOT as you so inappropiately put it, a "retard". Besides that it's
not as if people with down syndrome can help it. It's not as if they can cruise down to
their local Walmart pick up and install a new brain. I really don't care if you discuss it
with me or not. Sharky2055 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @rainingshoes
Almost forgot to ask, whose lillte sockpuppet are you? Please, don't try to deny it
because it's very blatant. Sharky2055 7 months ago BAYAREA510FINEST 7 months
ago u seen that ufo on da right side of da screen at min 11:52 BAYAREA510FINEST 7
months ago waterman888 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam
ahahahahahahahahahahahahahahah
ahahahaahahahahahahahahahahaha
hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha
hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha
hahahahahahahahahahahhihihihih
ihihihhiihihihihihihihihihihih
ihihihihihihihihihihihihihihih ihihihihihihihihihihihihihihih ihihihihihihihihihihihihihihih
ihihihihihihihihihihihihihihih
ihihihihihihihihihihihihihihih
ihihihihihihihihihihih
waterman888 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam a source of legitimate information for those seeking truth - please
visit: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.-(com) barquedust 7 months ago Sharky2055 7
months ago @barquedust I see, you'd rather spam videos than answer my questions.
That says alot. Sharky2055 7 months ago ThatsTheguy666 7 months ago This has been
flagged
as
spam
show
hide
Not
Spam
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hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha-hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha-hahahahahahahaha
hahahahahahaha-hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha-hahahahahahahahahahahahahahhah-ah
ahahahahahahahahahahahahahah-ahahahahahahahahahahahahahahah-ahahahahahhahahaha
hahahahahaha-hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha-hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha-haha
hahahahahahahahahahahahaha-hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha-hahahahhahahahahahah
ahahahahah-ahahahahahahahahahahahahahahah-ahahahahahahahahahahhahahahaha-hahaha
hahahahahahahahahahahaha-hahah= ThatsTheguy666 7 months ago Salmaster123 7
months ago 3 those iraq and afganistan people are stupid retards! Salmaster123 7 months
ago 3 apatienceofeternity 7 months ago I agree with TheKong4youuu apatienceofeternity
7 months ago HiddenICU 7 months ago People. This is no game. This is the real life... and
you only get one chance... So don't waste it like those guys driving the planes... Be true to
your self and don't try anything like that... don't even think about it... We are all the same
and we are all equal HiddenICU 7 months ago trainingmonkeys 7 months ago i love what
uve done with the skyline trainingmonkeys 7 months ago TheKong4youuu 7 months ago
It doesn't matter if it's a conspiracy or not...This video is real and many people died that
day... TheKong4youuu 7 months ago SunStridar 7 months ago Yes. But many more died
after this event. SunStridar 7 months ago SRIspicee 7 months ago Vengeance. SRIspicee 7
months ago curea229 7 months ago Yes it was. curea229 7 months ago barquedust 7
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam If you love your
country
but
don't
like
where
it's
heading,
please
visit:
theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.-(com) barquedust 7 months ago discoeyam 7 months ago
2 Whatever the truth this video is a terrific document of the days events, i take my hat off
to the cute sounding lady behind the camera. discoeyam 7 months ago 2 pthizzy12 7
months ago wtf fool, therees people dying here fucker pthizzy12 7 months ago
discoeyam 7 months ago Wide your neck in kid, less of the foul language as well, my
comment had nothing negative in it. discoeyam 7 months ago TheTodd1977 7 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Boring................. TheTodd1977 7
months ago aaallenania 7 months ago Why weren't Air Force jets sent up after the plane
impacted the first tower? Or after the second plane hit? An hour & 20 minutes passed
before the Pentagon was hit. Still no planes. Why? Because Cheney had taken control of
NORAD and ordered the military to stand down. That is public knowledge. aaallenania 7
months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago 2 @aaallenania They weren't sent up because of
delays, misinformation, confusion & more.1 was eventually launched but was too late.
Basically, it was botched by several agencies. It recently happened again when pilots
flying out of San Diego to back east,overshot their landing destination & were out of
contact for over an hour while they say they argued about company policies. Cheney
didn't have control of NORAD.There was NO standdown order given. That's truther
"knowledge", NOT public. Sharky2055 7 months ago 2 aaallenania 7 months ago On 911-01, Jane Stanley, a BBC anchor woman, said on live tv, that building #7 had collapsed.
She even turned around and pointed out the window behind her, saying the building was
down. But it was still standing, and didn't fall for another few minutes. A CNN
broadcaster announced #7 was down, 20 minutes before it collapsed. aaallenania 7 months
ago Sharky2055 7 months ago 2 @aaallenania ON 9/11 there were many FDNY chiefs
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that conferred & agreed that WTC 7 was a goner & were very concerned it would collapse
because it wasn't stable. The final decision fell on the Chief of Ops Nigro. He made it and
it was relayed. There were erroneous reports thoroughout the day. Such is watching a
disaster happen live & the results unfolding.That doesn't mean all reporting will be
accurate. WTC 7 was no exception. It's called a mistake. People in broadcasting do make
them. Sharky2055 7 months ago 2 barquedust 7 months ago so at what point did the
demolitions experts arrive to WTC 7 and rig the building with explosives? do you contend
that the controlled demolition of that building was planned and executed all from the time
that 1 and 2 were hit? just curious. barquedust 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago
@barquedust They didn't. There were NO controlled demolitions on 9/11 in Manhattan.
Sharky2055 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago ahhh, I get your point now. you
believe that all 3 buildings just completely collapsed because of the fire. well, that's
reasonable...it happens all the time. every time a high rise building catches fire it happens.
oh, wait. i forgot...IT HAD NEVER EVER HAPPENED BEFORE 9/11, BUT
AMAZINGLY IT HAPPENED 3 TIMES IN THE SAME DAY, ONE OF WHICH
WAS HIT BY NOTHING BUT DEBRIS. You must be playing devils advocate with me
because nobody could be that blind in the face of so much PROOF! barquedust 7 months
ago AFredCalledFred 7 months ago Ok, I've watched Zeitguist (or however you spell it)
and they do make reasonable arguments for why this could have been a controlled
demolition....BUT, what was the motive? I mean seriously? What is the point of killing a
whole bunch of people? I know Bush wasn't the greatest leader to ever walk the Earth but
come one, a homicidal maniac? How does he or anyone els in the government benefit from
this? A never ending war that is costing tons of money? AFredCalledFred 7 months ago
barquedust 7 months ago The murder of innocent people was just the price that had to be
paid in order to accomplish the real objectives. Such as, the justified reason to invade an
oil yielding country and establish a government. Keep citizens in line through fear.
Destroying incriminating evidence of other crimes. And who knows what else. Study
history and you'll learn why we war. The agenda is above Bush, Obama and many other
figureheads. Keep researching - you'll find the truth if you're really looking. barquedust 7
months ago AFredCalledFred 7 months ago I doubt the capital from the oil would cover
the large cost of the war. The idea of destroying incriminating evidence seems a little far
fetched. As for the history of war, WWI was because of mounting tensions between two
powerful alliances. The trigger was the assassination of Franz Ferdinand by a Serbian,
this created a domino of countries declaring war on each other. As for WWII, this was a
mad man wanting to take over the world. Bush was dumb, not a manacle Tyrant.
AFredCalledFred 7 months ago AFredCalledFred 7 months ago Sorry, ran out of
character count. Anyway, the reason destroying incriminating evidence is a bit far fetched
is because the USA has committed far worse crimes and gotten away with them before.
For example, everyone knows that dropping two atom bombs on Japan was a blatant war
crime. The fire bombing of several German cities is also not far from a war crime. Why
would the USA bother covering up crimes that would be small in comparison when
everyone knows that they probably won't be punished? AFredCalledFred 7 months ago
aaallenania 7 months ago I believe the "Black World Operatives" prefer to keep their
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nasty little secrets. They are banking on most of the people remaining ignorant. If the
vast majority wises up, they are doomed. aaallenania 7 months ago AFredCalledFred 7
months ago I'm sorry but this sounds far too much like a bad thriller movie trying to be
clever. AFredCalledFred 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @barquedust
Commonsense & reading what MIT, CAmbridge and other fine institutions like the
FDNY have helped me conclude that because of the circumstances involved with the
fires. When was the last time an airliner impacted a skyscraper with about 10,0000
gallons of jetfuel onboard? THAT had never happened before. ZWhat are you had never
happened before that day, buildings collapsing due to fire?? There's NO proof 9/11 was
an inside job. There's no evidence either. Sharky2055 7 months ago aaallenania 7 months
ago Sharky, jet fuel is kerosene. When it ignites, it goes Boom in seconds, and then is
gone. It would take another heat source to cause moltent steel to pour from the towers.
I.E.., thermate. Also 9-11 was the first time in recorded history that skyscrapers fell due
to fire. aaallenania 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @aaallenania WRONG. It's
kerosense and gasoline plus additives depending on the climate & burns 800-1500F.
There was NO molten steel liquifued steel. Thermite once ignited has a short finite life.
That means whatever it was in contact with would've cooled down rapidly after it burned
out. 9/11 was the first time in recorded history that a skyscraper was hit by an airliner
carrying 10,000 gallons of jetfuel. Sharky2055 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago
@aaallenania Oh BTW, jetfuel atomizies in open air in seconds. Once ignited inside as it
was in the towers, it can burn up to 20 minutes. It acted as an acelerant. Sharky2055 7
months ago barquedust 7 months ago interesting, isn't it? barquedust 7 months ago
aaallenania 7 months ago Sharky, I most certainly have told you where to check the info
I've given. You simply refuse to respond like a logical adult. aaallenania 7 months ago
Sharky2055 7 months ago 2 @aaallenania I HAVE responded like a logical adult.
Sharky2055 7 months ago 2 barquedust 7 months ago sharky offers no evidence to
substantiate his stand. and yet, for some reason, he will not spend any time reviewing the
proffered evidence. i don't think its fun enough for him or perhaps he has s short
attention span and is unable to make it through a complete presentation. his mind is
closed and sealed...debating with him is a waste of time. we need to move on to spread
the information to intelligent, unbiased truth seekers. barquedust 7 months ago
DaveRapoza 7 months ago @barquedust Not to start any sort of argument or whatever
else... But putting people down by assuming theyre unintelligent and biased is not gonna
turn people to your point of view. If anything it just holds back the theory and whatever
truth it would have. Not saying its true or not or that its a conspiracy... But you can't
just hope to get your point across by typing in all caps and then insulting people.
DaveRapoza 7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago I appreciate your comment. I try
not to resort to insults, but sometimes it just comes down to the fact that some people
are simple enough to be satisfied to have a resolute opinion and argue it in deliberate
ignorance. But you're right. I have recently let a few personal attacks against me get under
my skin and have reacted against my better judgement. Thank you and point taken!
barquedust 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @barquedust Why do you assume
I'm Male? I've lots of evidence to offer. What would you like? Is it fun for you to dismiss
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the victims of these attacks as if they're garbage? My mind is open. I know who did these
attacks. I can prove it. Tis you that can't say the same truthfully. It's YOUR mind that
really is the closed one. Others can decide for themselmes who is a waste of time to
debate with and who isn't. You're spreading misinformation, misconceptions and lies,
nothing more. Sharky2055 7 months ago aaallenania 7 months ago Sharky, prove who did
the attacks? Are you going to ask one of the 9 that are still alive to confess? aaallenania 7
months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @aaallenania It's been proven. You need to prove
to me al-Qaeda did NOT do it. NONE of the hijackers are alive. They didn't have magic
carpets to escape the crashes. Flight attendants reported 19 hijackers. They didn't have
magical powers like Harry Power. If they did a truther would've shown an interview of
the said, supposed, "alive hijackers" , post 9/11/2001. THAT has NOT occured.
Sharky2055 7 months ago aaallenania 7 months ago You are wrong, Sharky. You flatly
refuse to believe documentaries from various sources. You are willfully ignorant and
talking to you is a total waste of time. Keep on believing what the government wishes.
You will forever be their "patsy". aaallenania 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago 3
@aaallenania NO, I'm not, they're called facts. You should try wielding them once in a
while. It's not the govt that wants me to believe it. It's the FLIGHT ATTENDANTS,
THE PASSENGERS, THE FDNY, NYPD , NYPA AND MORE THAT PERISHED
THAT DAY, vYlonteer Fire Department of Shanksville, Arlington County Virginia Fire
department and many more that want me to believe and told the truth about about. So I
DO BELIEVE THEM. Sharky2055 7 months ago 3 KrazedKitten 7 months ago @
Sharky2055 who did the attacks? And prove it. KrazedKitten 7 months ago
KrazedKitten 7 months ago Come on Sharky, the world is waiting.. KrazedKitten 7
months ago Willow08spectro 7 months ago i bet the terrorist were nazi Willow08spectro
7 months ago barquedust 7 months ago If you love your country but don't like where it's
headed, then please visit: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.-(com) barquedust 7 months
ago pandadust1 7 months ago i would say it was the government but not even the cia
could pull somthin like this off pandadust1 7 months ago RAMDACs 7 months ago "Oh
my god... oh my god, oh my godness..." This false flag operation has tremendously
weakened America's prestige. - The entire world knows that it was a (not very well
orchestrated) Inside Job. As for the 3000 victims of Babel... DO NOT R.I.P. as long as
your murder is still alive and free!!! RAMDACs 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago
@RAMDACs Please show all the statements from everyone in the world. Start with the
USA please. Sharky2055 7 months ago RAMDACs 7 months ago @Sharky2055 If I do
NOT respond to you, OR I STOP RESPONDING it's 1 of these reasons: 1) You're
someone I do NOT want to have any contact and you've been told to leave me alone. You
know who you are, don't try to fool me with a sockpuppet account. 2) You're a troll and
I can't be bothered sometimes to put you in your place because I'm too busy with more
important matters. 3) I've no interest in replying because it's too idiiotic to waste my
valuable time on. RAMDACs 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago 2 @RAMDACs
Oh good you can copy and paste! Wow! I'm proud of you! You even copied it from my
profile! I'm so not impressed! Sharky2055 7 months ago 2 TheTodd1977 7 months ago
@Sharky2055 HI!! TheTodd1977 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago
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@TheTodd1977 Yes, what do you want? Who are you? Sharky2055 7 months ago
TheTodd1977 7 months ago @Sharky2055 I am he, the bornless one. TheTodd1977 7
months ago apatienceofeternity 7 months ago ur insane apatienceofeternity 7 months ago
TheTodd1977 7 months ago A few pissed German students fucked-over the most
powerful country in the world.... RESPECT!!! TheTodd1977 7 months ago
SpecialFirework 7 months ago Pass mal auf was du sagst, Tüppes. SpecialFirework 7
months ago TheTodd1977 7 months ago @SpecialFirework DEUTSCHLAND!!!
TheTodd1977 7 months ago pinpongboy 7 months ago i think it was ufo ??????????
pinpongboy 7 months ago officerrule 7 months ago 2 God Bless the victoms of 9/11 and
my fellow firefighter harry magolle, south tower when it collapsed. officerrule 7 months
ago 2 BaileysMariner 7 months ago Cool apartment. BaileysMariner 7 months ago jefri53
7 months ago @Sharky2055 , the real victims of 911 are still crying, you can ask donna.
find her there: Donna Marsh O'Connor Begs Media To Question 911 jefri53 7 months
ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @jefri53 I bet they are because some of the victims are
being dismissed as if they're garbage. Sharky2055 7 months ago mitkoman 7 months ago
that what you deserve pigs!!!your own government will kill you all one day!! mitkoman
7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @mitkoman Why do you say that? Sharky2055
7 months ago piraat6666 7 months ago more like shadow government piraat6666 7
months ago mitkoman 7 months ago too bad only few thousand died on 9/11,should be all
of you stupid amarican mothefakers,i hope the worldwide hate for you grow bigger and
bigger for for leading wars and killing millions around the world!hope america levels flat
someday and you all die-a lot better world!! mitkoman 7 months ago TheLaurenkent 7
months ago 3 Okay you're retarded and such a hypocrite. You're saying that Americans
are bad because we kill millions of people, and yet here you are saying that we should all
be dead. You shouldn't judge someone based on where they are from. And the only reason
Americans get involved in wars is because we're trying to help out the innocent countries.
What you're saying isn't peaceful at all, and people like you are what make the world a
bad place. TheLaurenkent 7 months ago 3 ziutek998 7 months ago Thats what you get
when you got sooo high building. MAKE IT HIGHER! ziutek998 7 months ago
TheJoseph80 7 months ago Fa impressione ancora adesso pensare a quei disgraziati
rimasti lassù a bruciare vivi o morire asfissiati ... Questo video non l'avevo mai visto, per
rendersi conto, video che fa venire la pelle d'oca ... "ve l'ho immaginate" TheJoseph80 7
months ago SV2609 7 months ago The lady says "....they are attacking the World Trade
Center; not us" what does it means!! This is what modern society has come down to the
levels of worms!! SV2609 7 months ago robinap99 7 months ago 3 I hate terrorists
robinap99 7 months ago 3 jefri53 7 months ago truthseekers , dont bother with sharky,
she is one of those misinformers, lets help others. jefri53 7 months ago Sharky2055 7
months ago @jefri53 That's NOT true. I've proferred correct information. It's not my
fault you truthers can't and in most cases on this video, don't even try to refute it. It's
definitely truthers that are in need of help. That's why I'm here. Sharky2055 7 months
ago mixieeees 7 months ago CIA
w mixieeees 7 months ago
dbetsa 7 months ago Hey Sharky2055 If you can watch the collapse of the WTC and
pretend that you don't see a massive explosion throwing giant beams steel and pulverized
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concrete hundreds of feet, then you are blind, stupid, or a paid sock puppet troll. You are
a traitor. You are a humilation to the thousands of victims of the ongoing fraud of 911.
dbetsa 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @dbetsa Wrong. There's nothing that
suggests nor points to the collapses being caused by explosives. It's truthers that are a
humilation and disrespctful of the victims of 9/11. Sharky2055 7 months ago Sharky2055
7 months ago @hailsatan Why? Sharky2055 7 months ago aaallenania 7 months ago
Solicitor General Theodore Olson, whose wife, Barbara, was killed on 9-11-01 is quoted
as saying: "It's easy to imagine an infinite number of situations where the government
might legitimately give out false information. It's an unfortunate reality that the issuance
of incomplete information and even misinformation by government may sometimes be
perceived as necessary to protect vital interests." aaallenania 7 months ago Sharky2055 7
months ago @aaallenania Yet, the surviving Mr.Olsen, doesn't subscribe to the inside job
theories. It in of itself is not evidence either. Sharky2055 7 months ago justme10able 7
months ago This won't happen cuz we got barack Obama ya kno justme10able 7 months
ago justme10able 7 months ago Olliefoo ur a Cunt wat if u nf ur fam was in der the
people won't be worthless now will they justme10able 7 months ago barquedust 7
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Investigate the truth...
please visit: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) barquedust 7 months ago olliefoo 7
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam LOL 9/11 IS SO
FUCKING FUNNY. ALL THOSE WORTHLESS PEOPLE DIED HAHAHAHAha
olliefoo 7 months ago praetorian2150 7 months ago not from a conspiracy point of view
but it does seem a bit odd the whole tower comes down over an upper or almost half way
breach but i guess weight freefalling can topple anything praetorian2150 7 months ago
Sharky2055 7 months ago @praetorian2150 It didn't seem odd to MIT, Standford,
Columbia, North Western College, American Institute of Steel, National Academy of
Engineering, Protec Demolition, Controlled Demolition Inc., 1 of the lead engineers Leslie
E. Robertson, Cambridge Uni, Department of Fire Protection Engineering - Worcester
Polytechnic Institute & more... Sharky2055 7 months ago aaallenania 7 months ago
praetorian2150, you are wrong about free fall. Check out controlled demolition. Also, if
the basements of the trade center hadn't been blasted by explosives, a lot more of the
towers would have been above ground, rather than in those basements. aaallenania 7
months ago praetorian2150 7 months ago yeah but its been proven nonsense that a team
came in over night and wired the whole building noob. it would take weeks to and they
did it in a night, get real praetorian2150 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago
@praetorian2150 No, it hasn't. Overnight? 110 storreys x 2, overnight. Surely you jest. It
took Controlled Demolition Inc 4 month of 6 day weeks working12-14 hour days to prep
the old Las Vegas Aladdin with explosives. You've no idea what you're suggesting.
Sharky2055 7 months ago aaallenania 7 months ago Of course it took weeks to set the
charges that would ultimately reduce the towers to rubble. Nobody said it was done over
night. aaallenania 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @aaallenania Please, tell me
how they could manage that with 24/7 security inside & out without that security, the
WTC Construction Management Department, all the businesses the workers in them,
visitors, tourists, shoppers, customers NOT noticing the huge amount of materials,
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workers, resources being used and the explosives being kept onsite away from anything
else, because that's what they do(they have to be handled carefully), without those afore
mentioned people noticing? Sharky2055 7 months ago aaallenania 7 months ago You
should honestly watch some of the documentaries about 9-11, instead of declaring your
opinions. Loose Change, Coincidences, and Terrorstorm II. aaallenania 7 months ago
Sharky2055 7 months ago @aaallenania I'm not declaring opinions. I'm reciting truth as
I've researched it. It's a shame you can't or won't do the same. Why can't you answer my
question? What say you to the information I've corrected of yours? What say you to the
facts I've given? Telling me to watch fiction filled videos is not an answer. They certainly
are NOT evidence of any kind. Sharky2055 7 months ago aaallenania 7 months ago
Sharky, answering your questions is a waste of time. You will nix everything, but you
won't view doccumentaries. You will not take for fact what demo experts say. You will
only continue to lie. aaallenania 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago 2 @aaallenania
In other words you can't support your claims with anything BUT those little fiction
laden videos. That's a same. I've already watched a few of those and frankly am not in the
mood to watch more fictional truther folly. You have YET to prove any lies. Why won't
you take expert expert statements from the leader in the industry? Would you like
another demolition company's point of view? Sharky2055 7 months ago 2 Sharky2055 7
months ago @aaallenania Freefall? In every photo and every video, you can see columns
far outpacing the collapse of the building. Not only are the columns falling faster than the
building but they are also falling faster than the debris cloud which is ALSO falling faster
than the building. This proves the buildings fell well below free fall speed. That is, unless
the beams had a rocket pointed to the ground. There were NO explosives, certainly none
before the plane hit. Sharky2055 7 months ago aaallenania 7 months ago Wrong, Sharky.
The buildings fell in roughly 10 seconds. Iron beams in the basement were cut the exact
way to set thermate charges. 6 weeks afterwards, there was "filmed" the molten metal in
all 3 buildings. #7 wasn't hit by a plane, so how did that glowing metal get there?
aaallenania 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @aaallenania Where's the answer to
my quetion? Sharky2055 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @aaallenania No,
neither fell in 10 seconds. Please, show me a source that says if a tower wiith fires
ravaging it collapses down in 10 seconds it must be due to explosives having been used.
I'd prefer one of an MIT caliber. Sharky2055 7 months ago aaallenania 7 months ago I
guess you didn't watch the towers collapse after all. Both fell in roughly 10 seconds. #7
didn't take that long. I watched them fall on live tv, as did millions of people. Do your
research, if you are capable. aaallenania 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago 2
@aaallenania Yes, I have watched the towers fall. Where's your source that says a
building on fire that collapses must've have been feeled by explosives? Surely, you must
have a creditible professional source in the demoltion or fire industry to show. I'm still
waiting for it. My question was put forth simply enough, why can't you simply ansewer
it? Why can't you show a source? Sharky2055 7 months ago 2 KevinMerck 8 months ago
If you wonder where people like "Headlessmunkees, Greywolf, ctcole, Sharky, LOCATS
and PoetryHound" come from watch this video. "Interview with Ted Gunderson in
September 2007" This former FBI Chief of 28 years explains where the government
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recruits people to help carry out their agenda. When you see "Headlessmunkees,
Greywolf, ctcole, Sharky, LOCATS and Poetryhound" think about the nearly 700,000
children who go missing every year in America and are never seen again. KevinMerck 8
months ago poopstain2439 8 months ago almost as funny as the holocaust
poopstain2439 8 months ago mixieeees 8 months ago Bribe(CIA)=Cut footage(Missile)
mixieeees 8 months ago barquedust 8 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam please visit: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) barquedust 8 months
ago aaallenania 8 months ago I stand corrected, Sharky. Silverstein didn't own the towers,
he had them on a 100 year lease. It is public knowledge that he made a killing by
increasing the insurance. Do your own research on the Carlyle Group. aaallenania 8
months ago KrazedKitten 8 months ago aaallenania by your comments, it appears you've
been chumming the waters for shark. LOL Sharks have never been known to be intelligent
creatures. LOL KrazedKitten 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago @aaallenania No,
he didn't make a killing on them. 1st off, insurance companies don't hand over billion $
checks right away. Silverstein had to fight them for it. If the insurance companies had
thought there was fraud involved they would've investigated for themselves. They didn't.
They fought on the grounds it was 1 attack & not 2 as Silverstein had claimed. It's
incumbant on Silverstein as part of the lease to rebuild the WTC Towers. THAT is where
his settlement $ went & isn't enough. Sharky2055 8 months ago aaallenania 7 months ago
You have been nibbling the wrong bait, Sharky. Silverstein paid 15 Million dollars for the
towers on the lease agreement. The insurance settlement was 7 BILLION dollars. I'd say
that was a slight increase. aaallenania 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago
@aaallenania You've been nibbling wrong. 1st, the settlement he fought for & won was
$4.26billion approx. That $ doesn't go to Silverstein. It remains in an account waiting for
the rebuilding of the towers because as part of the lease it is incumbant on him to rebuild
them w/ the NYPA. Also, insurance companies don't just hand over billion$ checks if
they suspect fraud. They'll investigate it themself. Also,Westfield Shopping Malls also
leased the tower. In fact there's huge deficit to rebuild Sharky2055 7 months ago
Sharky2055 7 months ago @aaallenania The insurance policies obtained in July 2001 for
World Trade Center buildings 1, 2, 4 and 5 had a collective face amount of $3.55 billion.
Following the September 11, 2001 attacks, Silverstein sought to collect double the face
amount (~$7.1 billion) on the basis that the two separate airplane strikes into two
separate buildings constituted two occurrences within the meaning of the policies It was
$4.55 billion, I was mistaken - Bloomberg. com - If you'd like the link,ask. Sharky2055 7
months ago aaallenania 8 months ago MORE Morgan Stanleys share price fell from
$48.90 to $42.50 in the aftermath of the attacks. Assuming that 2,000 of these options
contracts were bought based upon knowledge of the approaching attacks, their purchasers
could have profited by at least $1.2 million. aaallenania 8 months ago aaallenania 8
months ago Morgan Stanley Dean Witter & Co., which occupied 22 floors of the World
Trade Center, saw 2,157 of its October $45 put options bought in the three trading days
before Black Tuesday; this compares to an average of 27 contracts per day before
September 6. aaallenania 8 months ago aaallenania 8 months ago MORE And in the wake
of the events of September 11th and the invasion of Iraq, its power and influence have
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become significantly stronger. The company operates within the so-called iron-triangle of
industry, government and the military. Its list of former and current advisers and
associates includes a vast array of some of the most powerful men in America and indeed
around the world. Its precent status is one of the largest defence contractors in the world.
aaallenania 8 months ago KrazedKitten 8 months ago Well aaallenania the Iraq Inquiry
that is going on in the UK seems to be shedding a lot of light on what really happened.
Such as; A SENIOR Welsh MP said last night he knew for certain Tony Blair and George
Bush struck a deal to invade Iraq at their notorious Crawford Ranch meeting in 2002 a
year before war was declared. KrazedKitten 8 months ago KrazedKitten 8 months ago So
they're trying to get to the root of it in the UK, meanwhile, here in the US "we aren't
looking back". So the Bush crime family gets away with murder. KrazedKitten 8 months
ago aaallenania 8 months ago The Bush family, the Saudi Royal family, Osama Bin
Laden's family and Donald Rumsfeld's inner circle - these are just some of the high profile
figures who have played a direct role in the rise of one of the most powerful and
influential and secretive firms in Washington. The company is called The Carlyle Group.
aaallenania 8 months ago NEDM1991 8 months ago curious as to why you cut out the
moments of each specific event.. NEDM1991 8 months ago hoopsgirl35 8 months ago
Ok...Um Just sayin...If you think that Bush was behind this...you are high hoopsgirl35 8
months ago KevinMerck 8 months ago Some would have us believe that 10 hijackers
brought down 3 NYC skyscrapers, at near free-fall speed, through the path of greatest
resistance, with 2 airplanes. Some want you to believe that office fires are capable of
melting steel only when hijacked planes are flown into them. Some will call you a kook or
much worse, not because you are denying facts, rather, because you want the facts to be
fairly investigated. This is the unmitigated insanity of the 911 truth denier. KevinMerck 8
months ago blazedgator15 8 months ago Who ever says 9/11 was an "inside job" are
complete ignoramuses! RIP to the 9/11 victims blazedgator15 8 months ago tjg98 8
months ago it was an inside job you stupid motherfucker why do you think people who
got out said they heard explosions in the basement before the plains even showed up and
bushes story keeps changen about this shit hes fucken fake bush and the government
plained this shit so we could have a reason to go to war the same reason pearl harbor was
attacked that was an inside job too get your story fucken straight before you talk and my
proof is commen sence fuck the president, government, and the U.S. fuck it!! tjg98 8
months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago @tjg98 Yes,it surely was an inside job when 19
pissed off Islamic extremists seeking to martyrs themselves through a mass homicide via
their suicides flew 767s & 757s right inside the WTC Twin Towers, the Pentagon & the
ground in Shanksville, Penn. Yes, it was an inside job brought to you by those asolutely
monsterously screwed up Islamic jihadist terrorists that are of one of the largest terrorist
organizations created by OBL & his Eye doctor partner, Zarhawi called al-Qaeda.
Sharky2055 8 months ago stuttgart69 8 months ago inside job-fuck the freemasons
killuminati -fuck the famous freemasons-madonna,jay-z,ladyg-aga....... fuck bush
stuttgart69 8 months ago 13karamurat 8 months ago 1 terorist is masons terorist 2 is bush
3 is bin laden and .other 13karamurat 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago
@13karamurat What the hell?? Sharky2055 8 months ago ICEWORLD222 8 months ago
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the planes were real ok heres the thing if u go to the front desk of united and american
they will tell u that they crashed into the world trade center and the pentagon and into the
ground! ICEWORLD222 8 months ago smunp 8 months ago @ ICEWORLD222 What
the fuck kind of evidence would you have that United American is telling you the truth?
On what grounds would they base their information on? smunp 8 months ago
911insidejob81 8 months ago RIP 9/11 victims STOP this horrible cover up 9/11 was an
inside job it was done by CIA to invade Iraq and Afghanistan proof - building 7 collapse
was controlled demolition it means explosives were set up before September 11th
911insidejob81 8 months ago aaallenania 8 months ago 911insidejob81, don't forget it was
on live tv, a news woman sitting in front of a window saying building #7 had collapsed.
But the building was in plain sight behind her for a few more minutes before it fell. I saw
it fall on live tv. aaallenania 8 months ago mackenzie081990 8 months ago 2 wat no
airplanes u saw a video mmmmmmmwho should we believe you or THE PEOPLE WHO
WERE ACTUALLY THERE DUMNUTS THEY SAW IT mackenzie081990 8 months
ago 2 bloodasa 8 months ago she hope there are no money hahahha bloodasa 8 months
ago 1for2for3 8 months ago you guys are all stupid,9/11 wasent caused by a plane i saw
the real 9/11 video i saw no airplanes,and heard explosions 1for2for3 8 months ago
jls4eva1 8 months ago @1for2for3 it was airoplanes thats wat ive always got taught and
told wat was it then jls4eva1 8 months ago BitterHappiness 8 months ago show hide
LMAO 9/11/2001 was the best day ever. I laugh at all those worthless pigs who jumped
from the WTC, were crushed, burned, or suffocated. This is the price they pay for
supporting the Zionist genocide of the Arab people in the Middle East and they deserve
the worst terror possible! It is my only hope that they will suffer immeasurably worse in
the life after this. I spit on the scum who died and praise the heroes who sacrificed
themselves to bring this glory to Islam! BitterHappiness 8 months ago k9nobarkjusbite 8
months ago an thas the responce i expect from people with no morales or respect for life,
your people are scum, your people dont like the way people live in the west but your
happy to come live in the west and take benefits from the country, scummy little cunt,
9/11 was a sad day an its worst knowing u wasn in tthe building i jus hope ur family wer
on the plane cunt!!! k9nobarkjusbite 8 months ago mackenzie081990 8 months ago im
sorry do u live here in the us???? go outside and say that and see wat happens ;) and if
you dont like us so much y r u here??? mackenzie081990 8 months ago burntporky 8
months ago ThatsTheGuy and MANDISHWASHER you should both go to hell. this
event was a terrible thing that all of America hope to never re-live. If you guys actually go
onto youtube to watch 9/11 vids and post that shit, then you are some pretty sick
bastards. burntporky 8 months ago ChangeAvatar 8 months ago I don't know what to
say. I almost cried! But one thing I don't understand at all. The first one, stands up very
long befor it falls down. It's wrong... Like some says: It must be bombs... And I'm really
sorry if you lost someone.. ChangeAvatar 8 months ago MANDISHWASHER 8 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam HAHhaahah, just the thought of
all those fat americans dying inside those towers makes me laugh so hard im crying.
MANDISHWASHER 8 months ago mindissilent 8 months ago Gee, you made milk to
come out of my nose. You're a crazy persuader, one day something bad will happen to
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you and we'll see you laughing, unless it already did, that would make you an even more
crazy person, considering that after what happened you learned nothing, but instead,
took the "dark side". Please, go read Aristotle and get some understanding about justice
and good you big child. mindissilent 8 months ago blondecowdude 8 months ago 2 I am a
flight attendant and have been for 12 years, I was working on that horrible day, I lost 3
friends, and there is still talk of it being fake, for real??? blondecowdude 8 months ago 2
ohnzee 8 months ago Its not fake it really happened, but the question is, was it a terrorist
attack, or another false flag.. I dont know but this same tactics we all saw it before Hitler
came to power. ohnzee 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago @blondecowdude I'm
sorry for your loss. It's dispicable how 9/11 truthers dismiss the testimonies of the flight
attendants that perished that day as if they're garbage. Some 9/11 truthers don't believe
there were people on the planes. But it was definitely real. It was an awful day. It's a
shame how some people choose to sully it with such filth. NEVER FORGET.
Sharky2055 8 months ago ThatsTheguy666 8 months ago 9/11 just is really funny and
the best porn movie ThatsTheguy666 8 months ago ChangeAvatar 8 months ago Get the
fuck off! Hundreds or thousands of people died! THINK IF YOU OR YOUR FAMILY
WHERE THERE! ChangeAvatar 8 months ago ThatsTheguy666 8 months ago
@ChangeAvatar 9/1 always makes meb laugh ThatsTheguy666 8 months ago
19jakethesnake96 8 months ago Mmmmm so sad.... thank you so much for posting its
interesting to see it from a different perspective.... again thank you a lot..RIP
19jakethesnake96 8 months ago LetArtsLive 8 months ago lest we never forget so sad
LetArtsLive 8 months ago LetArtsLive 8 months ago i am glad so glad you put this on.A
really different view" other than the news" an 10 sec camcorder tape. LetArtsLive 8
months ago pandadust1 8 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam the american government is beaming voices into kids heads to brainwash them its
inhumane torture/experiamentation! pandadust1 8 months ago Someguyfromazoo 8
months ago 2 I'm not racist. i just hate the way people look at this. Someguyfromazoo 8
months ago 2 Someguyfromazoo 8 months ago 3 Okay. Everyone just shut the fuck up
and listen. 9/11 was a tragedy caused by terrorists that don't want to reform their ways in
a western culture type way. What they want is to grip everyone in fear to realize that
"Hey! Stop messing with our culture!" But when you think about it, their culture is
barbaric. They treat women like whores, and anyone who trys to set things right, ends up
dead. The terrorists are the real enemies. (Why the hell would it be an inside job?)
Someguyfromazoo 8 months ago 3 aaallenania 8 months ago Someguy, the reason 9-11
was an inside job is $. Silverstein who owned the towers, increased insurance a very few
months before the event. Bush's company the Carlyle Group made billions from the
resulting war with Iraq. Tip of the iceburg. aaallenania 8 months ago Sharky2055 8
months ago @aaallenania That's false. Silverstein didn't OWN the towers. He LEASED
them.The New York New Jersey Port Authority OWNS the towers and the land all of
the WTC buildings sat on. It was part of the lease that the LEASE obtain insurance,and
it's law that real estate gets insured. The lease was signed in June 2001, these attacks
happened on 9/11/2001. The Iraq war has nothing to do with this. Also, please show me
where it is says Bush owns the Carlye Group. So far, you only have misinformation.
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Sharky2055 8 months ago ohnzee 8 months ago The iraqi war happened because of 9/11
dude.. ohnzee 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago @ohnzee NO, the Iraq war doesn't
have anything to do with 9/11. It has to do with The Bush administration talking out
Hussein because he wasn't playing nice anymore. Those good ol' boys Washington DC
don't like it when you don't play nice with them. Sharky2055 8 months ago
mackenzie081990 8 months ago right right i can agree to that mackenzie081990 8 months
ago Sharky2055 8 months ago @mackenzie081990 Agree with? I'm afraid I'm not sure
what you're referring to. Sharky2055 8 months ago mackenzie081990 7 months ago about
iraq dont have nuthin to do with 911 and saddam mackenzie081990 7 months ago
Sharky2055 7 months ago @mackenzie081990 I didn't say it did. Sharky2055 7 months
ago ohnzee 8 months ago lol are you kidding me? its all because of 9/11 sir! everybody
knows that, its not a conspiracy or anything its a fact. Bush gov. needs a pearl harbor
kind of event to launch a strike like that yah know... And i wont be surprised if USA will
threaten Iran aswell. ohnzee 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago @ohnzee
"Everybody". really? Well, please show their statements! I'd like to see them! Bush didn't
need a "Pearl harbor", false flag because the Bush administration proved they could make
it all up on their own, I.e. invasion of Iraq 2003.They proved they didn't need to make up
a "pearl harbor" event when they could manufacture it based on what they already had.
Actually, it's been Iran that's been prodding the US. Their murals on their
buildings,"Death to America!", doesn't help either. Sharky2055 8 months ago ohnzee 7
months ago Lol you are really fucking serious that 9/11 has nothing to do with the Iraqi
war??? omg... ohnzee 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @ohnzee Even the govt
admitted it didn't, well, that was after the 9/11 Commission found out and EXPOSED IT.
Besides that, 9/11/2001 and the Iraq war started Match 2003. Don't, "OMG", when
you've nothing to support your claim. Sharky2055 7 months ago ohnzee 7 months ago 4
lol Okay, ask your self what was the reason USA attacked Iraq? USA attack afghanistan
because of 9/11 because of Bin Laden (allegedly behind the attack and his dance crew al
qaeda). If your going to believe everything your government tells you, then your no better
than a ship. They made you believe of WMD stockpiled in Iraq. That was the main
reason for attacking them. But were you able to find any WMD in there? none , nada,
nidcht. ohnzee 7 months ago 4 ohnzee 7 months ago pardon my grammatical errors lols
ohnzee 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @ohnzee Nush wanted to fisnish the job
his daddy didn't. HUssein wasn't playing nice anymore and had turned into a loose
cannon. Obviously the Bush administrations good ol' boys didn't want that homocidal
megalomaniac that enjoyed slaughtering his own people & others running loose in the
world anymore. The way the Bush admin went about doing it was wrong. It as nothing to
do with 9/11/2001. Sharky2055 7 months ago ohnzee 7 months ago lol? 9/11 was the
catalyst. to attacak Afghanistan and Iraq and now to threat Iran. Iraq was attacked
because of the Petro dollar. Omg how old are you? its like im trying to prove a already
proven fact and still you would still believe another.. im odne mate. I think your crazy..
Last response from me. Have a nice day and take care Jah love.. ohnzee 7 months ago
aaallenania 7 months ago ohnzee, Sharky is spreading disinformation to assist the
government cover-up of 9-11. Whether he is being paid by them, or is simply mentally
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handicapped doesn't matter. Lies are lies. 9-11 was an inside job, no doubt about it.
aaallenania 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @aaallenania Yet, you haven't shown
they're lies. I've supported them with facts. I'm a she by the way. Don't know why you'd
assume my gender. If I'm being paid, will you kindly hand over a paycheck because I
haven't seen any. So far, you've not shown anything to prove anything you've stated,
which is rather sad. Sharky2055 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months ago @ohnzee No it
sure wasn't. What you've got there is called an unfounded opinion, not evidence.
Sharky2055 7 months ago ohnzee 7 months ago Then i would say the same thing to you..
and yours is more insane btw ehehe.. peace ohnzee 7 months ago Sharky2055 7 months
ago @ohnzee NO. I'm not making claims. I'm citing facts, and supporting them with
sources which are sane. Truthers have a very hard time doing the same. Sharky2055 7
months ago tranpulse 7 months ago i concur. tranpulse 7 months ago Sharky2055 7
months ago @tranpulse Thanks for the support. Sharky2055 7 months ago pandadust1 8
months ago the american government beams voices into kids heads pandadust1 8 months
ago essssa2009 8 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam stop
fucking with arabs , otherwise you will see 9/11/2010. if Osama didnt , i would .
americans r terrorists . alot of children were crying in Iraq and plastina just like this girl in
tha video arent u humans???????????!!!!! arent americans humans ?????? essssa2009 8
months ago Pr3dat0r5000 8 months ago ILLUMINATI Pr3dat0r5000 8 months ago
Dappe1000 8 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam don´t
think this are a inside job ...this is of year of planning to do these thing...and they we
coming do them when we have all im i jail..... Dappe1000 8 months ago bighomerjay1 8
months ago That´s the result of playing "world police"!!! bighomerjay1 8 months ago
wickedtitanicfreak1 8 months ago how the hell can people say this was a good thing? this
shook me up. essssa2009 you are a fucking asshole and a terrorist bush is not a traitor
this was not an inside job you fucking assholes this is one of the worst things mankind
has done wickedtitanicfreak1 8 months ago mejawmeyaw 8 months ago show hide
hahahahaha cool i want it 2 happen again .. but this time israel will take it :D
mejawmeyaw 8 months ago qwerty1239628 8 months ago stupid mothafucka
qwerty1239628 8 months ago mejawmeyaw 8 months ago @qwerty1239628 omg u cant
say this ... ur mama didnt teach u that stuff ill tell her mejawmeyaw 8 months ago
Sharky2055 8 months ago @mejawmeyaw Why? Sharky2055 8 months ago
mejawmeyaw 8 months ago @Sharky2055 cuz !! mejawmeyaw 8 months ago
Sharky2055 8 months ago @mejawmeyaw Because WHY? Sharky2055 8 months ago
KevinMerck 8 months ago 'Architects and Engineers for 9II Truth recentIy received
acknowIedgement from the FBl's counterterrorism division, which concIuded that the
organization's core evidence deserves - and wiII get - FBl scrutiny. In a letter, Deputy
Director MichaeI Heimbach assessed AE 9II's presentation as "backed by thorough
research and anaIysis.' - SiIicon WeekIy 84% reject the official 9II conspiracy theory
according to NYT/CBS News PoII. Dont let a misguided minority obstruct justice.
KevinMerck 8 months ago ItsASuicideMachine 8 months ago 2 fascinating and horrible. I
remember watching the 2nd tower go down live on the news, when i got home from
school. I was only ten but i remember it perfectly. RIP. ItsASuicideMachine 8 months
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ago 2 a3laaaa 8 months ago Comment removed essssa2009 8 months ago show hide stop
fucking with arabs , otherwise you will see 9/11/2010. if Osama didnt , i would .
americans r terrorists . alot of children were crying in Iraq and plastina just like this girl in
tha video arent u humans???????????!!!!! arent americans humans ?????? essssa2009 8
months ago nasafakedit 8 months ago 3 9/11 INSIDE JOB False Flag US NWO Govt and
the traitors Bush the retard and Cheyney scum nasafakedit 8 months ago 3 tommy1441 8
months ago show hide Fake tommy1441 8 months ago k9nobarkjusbite 8 months ago 2 u
stupid fucking muslim go suck a bomb u prick!!! k9nobarkjusbite 8 months ago 2
Bigbrix323 8 months ago 4 Theres alot of fuckin stupid ass comments for dis video!
Bigbrix323 8 months ago 4 Davblaz 8 months ago I was also in fifth grade, woke up,
watched the news thinking it was a movie, then saw that it was real and wasnt an accident
but an attack, went to school and the the teachers were crying, and we we're all really
upset. And im Australian. What id like to know though, is how did a plane reach the
pentagon? Davblaz 8 months ago MrPriestcraft 8 months ago @ Davblaz: here'a clue:
google: israel did 9 11 all the proof in the world+information underground MrPriestcraft 8
months ago kittylover62 8 months ago I was in fifth grade when this happened. all I
remember is playing in the gym and some of my classmates were crying and I didn't know
why. The teachers just turned on the TV and watched it. I had no idea what happened
until the following day when I saw the front page in the paper. Just goes to show you:
ignorance is not always bliss kittylover62 8 months ago BkLyNzZzBabii 8 months ago i
was in 3rd grade when this happened & i was with my class in the skool library wen i
saw the plane hit the towers i was the first to notice it and wen i did i droped all of my
stuff & i started to cry the librarian asked me what was wrong & all i could do was raise
my arm & point to the window & right wen she looked at the window she said omg &
every1 in my class stood up & looked with us..the librarian ran straight to the phone &
called the principal & told her wat had just happened BkLyNzZzBabii 8 months ago
theMASKSdudexxx 8 months ago "WHEN SUDDENLY IT CHANGES VIOLENTLY
IT CHANGES VIOLENTLY" -down with the sickness they will pay for this with their
lives theMASKSdudexxx 8 months ago pastotorchris 8 months ago ed11561 Aviation fuel
burns black.. and its also really hot. steel expands and warps around 1000 degrees which
is easily achieved by burning aviation fuel. Grayish yellow smoke that comes off in big
clouds means its oxygen deficient. pastotorchris 8 months ago b4gm4n 8 months ago I
would say...and i hate to say it because it's so unbelievable... that 911 was perpetrated by
proxy (keeping your hands clean while following up with surprise and outrage) for those
officials we have seen on American TV screens filling our minds with hatred and
propaganda, the war machine, the backers and bankers the dark heart of government, yet
America is going back to bed... your government has it all under control.. they got your
man recently right? no sign of Osama anymore, night night b4gm4n 8 months ago
ed11561 8 months ago WATCHING THE NORTH TOWER BARELY BURN IS
TOTAL PROOF THAT THE BUILDING DID NOT COME DOWN FROM
RAGING FIRES-the building was hardly on fire at all.BLACK SMOKE=OXYGEN
STARVED FIRE. NO WAY DID STEEL MELT FROM THIS BULLSHIT.911WAS
AN INSIDE JOB. ed11561 8 months ago MANDISHWASHER 8 months ago This has
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been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam AHAHAHAHA. Me and my friends laugh
SO HARD every time we watch this LOLOL. Its the perfect video to show, if you
wanna spice up the evening. MANDISHWASHER 8 months ago ed11561 8 months ago
@MANDISHWASHER U r a braindead assholemoron who should die a painful death &
burn in hell eternally scumbag. ed11561 8 months ago alexjones4president 8 months ago
Weapons of Mass Destruction, Global Warming, Swine Flu...come on people!! Wake up
and smell the corruption. 9/11 was an inside job. We`ve been duped! How many people
lost money during this well planned recession?? How many of you are under water on
your mortgages?? Stop wasting your time on the main stream media and please think for
yourselves. alexjones4president 8 months ago peraklio5 8 months ago Do Americans hate
Serbia ???????........and how loves serbia then click on the good comment icon to be a good
comment. peraklio5 8 months ago ed11561 8 months ago @peraklio5 Americans don't
eve hink 1 way or the other about Serbia,They don't know anything about it. ed11561 8
months ago connorbright73 8 months ago bush knocked down the towers connorbright73
8 months ago nasafakedit 8 months ago 2 Bush the Traitor nasafakedit 8 months ago 2
prichemkonkretnotak 8 months ago but when you have destroy all the fucking Yankees
prichemkonkretnotak 8 months ago prichemkonkretnotak 8 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam God bless the terrorists......fucking Americans
prichemkonkretnotak 8 months ago MrGaiten42 8 months ago Comment removed
MrGaiten42 8 months ago 2 Fuck the terrorists MrGaiten42 8 months ago 2
prichemkonkretnotak 8 months ago Comment removed prichemkonkretnotak 8 months
ago Fuck you dirty nigger .. I am not a terrorist .. я просто очень люблю когда убивают
вас ёбанные янки хахахахахаха prichemkonkretnotak 8 months ago KevinMerck 8
months ago "Those who truly care about obtaining a real 9/11 investigation had better do
whatever they are going to do to help make that happen, before those who run the Land
of the Free make it any more difficult . We have been warned." That's a quote from a
recent article posted on the A&E9/11Truth's website. Most people know the truth about
9/11, but that makes no difference if they aren't willing to take action based on the
knowledge. NYCCAN said it best: Talkers Talk - Patriots Act. KevinMerck 8 months
ago OKNZMN 8 months ago im taliban who will fuck me !!! hehe OKNZMN 8 months
ago lukegss10 8 months ago 4 R.I.P from Germany ;) lukegss10 8 months ago 4
prichemkonkretnotak 8 months ago not skis they ass .. do not disgrace Germany
prichemkonkretnotak 8 months ago lukegss10 8 months ago good or not sory i can not
good english ??? lukegss10 8 months ago wekosoad 8 months ago But, I HATE THE
AMERICAN ! But, i respect the victims ! Bye ! wekosoad 8 months ago pastotorchris 8
months ago Trust me the American hates you too.. fucking pussy pastotorchris 8 months
ago wekosoad 8 months ago And R.I.P. has all victims. They should have attacked the
white house ! wekosoad 8 months ago wekosoad 8 months ago Mouhahaha ! FUCK THE
USA ! wekosoad 8 months ago AFredCalledFred 7 months ago LOL! You are so evil! I
laughed when I read this. Which probably doesn't make me any better. AFredCalledFred
7 months ago nasafakedit 8 months ago US NWO GOVT Maths 2 Planes destroy 3
buildings 9/11 INSIDE JOB US NWO Criminal Govt is busy destroying America with
the bail outs nasafakedit 8 months ago nasafakedit 8 months ago 9/11 False Flag US
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NWO Govt Maths 2 alleged planes destroy 3 buildings I wonder what the next False Flag
is? nasafakedit 8 months ago pt1gard 8 months ago @nasafakedit fruit of the loom
bomber was one pt1gard 8 months ago jimbobillybob1202 8 months ago @nasafakedit ,
Here's what i dont get about this persons video, why did she cut out the footage of the
second plane hitting. This would have been the clearest footage of the second plane,
which was described by many people as military. And as you heard the people on this
tape had a real close view. Just find it kinda strange that they cut out that footage.
jimbobillybob1202 8 months ago ed11561 8 months ago @jimbobillybob1202 At their
position-their whole view would have been obstructed from the towers-they were on the
north & the 2nd plan came form the south.They should have included more though, rather
than starting it as the explosion is aready happening.This proves that the North Tower
was NOT brought down by RAGING FIRES like these scumbags say. ed11561 8
months ago nasafakedit 8 months ago @jimbobillybob1202 there was no 2nd plane don't
forget that this video is not the one the US NWO Govt aired on TV nasafakedit 8 months
ago Colafreakz 8 months ago Why is it cut exactly when the plane crashes? You can see
how the movie cuts.. and after that there's a little explosion. I want too see the airplane
goddammit :O Colafreakz 8 months ago fhoody20 8 months ago ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺍﻙﺏﺭ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺍﻙﺏﺭ
fhoody20 8 months ago Charlie697297 8 months ago u can see a person fall  ﺍﻙﺏﺭat 7:34!
Charlie697297 8 months ago ThatsTheguy666 8 months ago @Charlie697297 that part
showing the fag jumping made me laugh real hard hahahahahhaha ThatsTheguy666 8
months ago sirbumbum 8 months ago 2 Go fuck yourself faggot. Oh and go have satan
fuck you in the ass you fucking 666 nerd. you have no friends in school and wear goth
spikes around your neck... get some friends lose weight and then go kill yourself.
sirbumbum 8 months ago 2 ThatsTheguy666 8 months ago show hide i love satan and he
will kill u and rape u hahahaha stupid cunt ThatsTheguy666 8 months ago
bluepheonex1989 8 months ago 4 Bob & Bri. One day, we will bring justice to the scum
that did this to your country. Best Wishes, from England. ps. those people who are
disgusting enough to write what you have put here.. you are no different from the filthy
cowards who did this. bluepheonex1989 8 months ago 4 bigtrevman 8 months ago
@bluepheonex1989 bob and bri, Its been years since this terrible tragedy happened but
watching your video, was even more scary now years later because it shows how you
were having just a normal morning and experienced it first hand. This video made me
numb inside. Seeing it on the news and other videos was one thing, but this is just totally
different. Thank you for sharing it. And Rest in Peace to all those who died. I feel awful
for the families. bigtrevman 8 months ago fhoody20 8 months ago ﻩﻩﻩ-ﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩ
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh  ﺍﻝﻝﻩfhoody20 8 months ago afgpower81 8 months ago This has ﺍﻙﺏﺭ
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Wie kann ein mann der in einer Höhle lebt die
stärkste streitkraft der Welt angreifen Unlogischer gehts garnicht da stecken 100% die
Amerikaner selbst dahinter so läuft doch eure Politik Iraq und Iran haben Öl ohne ende
und ihr scheiss Amis braucht das Öl doch afgpower81 8 months ago theterrifictiffany 8
months ago 2 dont listen to that lady it was a normal airline plane so calm down but fuck
those terrorist theterrifictiffany 8 months ago 2 moejoeko 8 months ago holy moejoeko 8
months ago dirtfreak20 8 months ago she said it was an militäry plane !!! that says all ..
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9/11 was an inside job !!!! dirtfreak20 8 months ago ogkiller88 8 months ago fuck this, go
to Iraq or Afghanistan. Those poor people witness this shit everyday. Wake up: USA
elite's sold out the world. They are behind the 9/11 and behind the current WAR! USA
government is the REAL terrorist!!!!!!!! I also feel sorry for innocent people in USA,
don't take this personal! Allah is the greatest, he know the truth. ogkiller88 8 months ago
Everythingisfuck 8 months ago @ greaguy92 It's so easy to come on here and be
anonymous. Just like the terrorists that day; slinking in the shadows justifying evil.
Everythingisfuck 8 months ago greaguy92 8 months ago Meh I'm from Finland and I still
think thi was horrible, like a nightmare, but I'm just saying, they didn't blow them up for
no reason... USA can blame themshelves...Besides the amount of people who die for
hunger per day is same than 200 full jet planes would crash, every day... Well I'm sorry
for those who lost their husband/wife/cousin whatever... This was just a matter of time
tbh greaguy92 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago @greaguy92 NO, they US can
NOT blame themselves for this. It should NEVER HAVE HAPPENED. Don't you
understand it was absolutely wrong & UTTERLY EVIL attack? Terrorism and world
hunger and two entirely different issues. Don't say you're sorry for those that perished
after saying they can blame themselves. That's messed up! YOU're messed up!
Sharky2055 8 months ago sandybeach888 8 months ago i turned four on that day !!!! my
birthday is september 11th sandybeach888 8 months ago Narkoteksss 8 months ago
oooommmggg Narkoteksss 8 months ago ThePhantoManiaC 8 months ago I thought I
saw all the 9/11 videos but I didn't saw this one. Nice video of that terrible day.. Respect
for all the people who died and witnessed that day. 5 ThePhantoManiaC 8 months ago
sropres 8 months ago what we must see at 20:16 i see a just a cloud...This is very big
tragedy. sropres 8 months ago essssa2009 8 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam hahaha i like this show . it makes my day better . lets say someone
killed ur son , what would u do ?? at least u go and blow him up . that exactly what
happend when americans and jews kill billions of people and children in Iraq . just
opinion essssa2009 8 months ago popups46okay 8 months ago If look very carefully at
20:16 the darkest part of the smoke at the middle of the screen. You will find a face of a
devil. popups46okay 8 months ago Fyski 8 months ago no way! Fyski 8 months ago
popups46okay 8 months ago Did you see it? in the middle of the very darkest part of the
smoke. popups46okay 8 months ago Fyski 8 months ago YEAH! Scary Fyski 8 months
ago AzatSFU 8 months ago I was 8 when, i was sitting at home with my parents in front
of TV late at night watching cartoons...suddenly the phone rang, and my uncle said that
two big buildings are crashing in NY...we changed the channel, and i started crying may be
after 5sec later,,,i can't describe my feeling at that time...i'm still sorrowing now with all
American people, there is so huge hole somewhere in heart...how could someone did
this...NY and all World will never forget that horrible date of september... AzatSFU 8
months ago Fyski 8 months ago 19:42 Fyski 8 months ago Everythingisfuck 8 months
ago This is the worst thing I have ever seen. And here we are, almost 10 years later, and
we still feel pain inside. The man responsible for this is still out there making videos.
Even if we found him, there is no reversing this. I didn't need another reason to beg the
sky for justice in an afterlife. Everythingisfuck 8 months ago ThatsTheguy666 8 months
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ago 14:20 lmfao to the max hahahahaha ThatsTheguy666 8 months ago lanimarie95 8
months ago to anyone who says that americans are to blame are wrong. we did not start
this war and we did not intend to either. also, to anyone that says that americans are fat,
stupid, and ignorant are wrong! i stand up to wat i believe and i beleive that the effin
towel heads did this, not the americans. they call america the home of the free for a
reason! and no, we wont stop crying over 3 buildings that fell down! lanimarie95 8
months ago breno105 8 months ago thats so sad. breno105 8 months ago anothercritic7 8
months ago them noobs got fucken pwned anothercritic7 8 months ago samsananda 8
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Israel did 9/11 - The
Proof h tt p: / / w w w. bibliotecapleyades. net / sociopolitica / sociopol _ 911zion _ 01.
htm samsananda 8 months ago TomosLeszno 8 months ago 14:20 : (((( TomosLeszno 8
months ago KevinMerck 8 months ago The "Six Pillars" (Dwain Deets NASA) that prove
CD beyond a reasonable doubt are Horizontal ejections of multi-ton steel sections up to
600 ft at 60 mph Asymmetrical damage resulting in symmetrical "collapse" "Collapse" at
near free-fall acceleration Positive identification of Nano-Thermite Tons of molten iron
under all three structures Temperatures well above those possible in a hydrocarbon fire
under the alleged conditions Go to A&E for 9/11 Truth to get the facts. KevinMerck 8
months ago Bullets765 8 months ago ur all a bunch of hippys Bullets765 8 months ago
kasp1js 8 months ago Americans are useless, they failed in Vietnam, they cant achieve
anything in Afganistan Irak....they can't even find bin laden also they are ignorant fat
stupid racists who cant stop crying about three buildings that fell down, but they can
justify sending thousands troops to kill innocent muslims. YOU FUCKING DESEVED
IT. STUPID BASTARDS. kasp1js 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago @kasp1js
No, ignorant and stupid is lumping all Americans together as if they're the same, like you
just did. America's made up of people from all over the world. People from all over the
world come to live in America. Why would they deserve anything like this? Sharky2055
8 months ago Deathnotez123 8 months ago Ignore the haters and misguided nutjobs
posting. I never even approached this from a civilian standpoint in the surrounding
vicinity wondering if it was a series of attacks being perpetrated on the entire city or
what. Glad you posted this so i did. Deathnotez123 8 months ago NWOmustfall 8
months ago INSIDE JOOOBBBBBBB the REAL terrorists are our own government
people! look it up! building 7 fell at freefall speed. falling due to fire? this is the FIRST
time in history that a steel framed building has ever fell due to fire! NWOmustfall 8
months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago @NWOmustfall No steel buildings collapsed due
to fire. Except the Sight and Sound Theater in Pennsylvania, McCormick Center in
Chicago, the Kader Toy Factory in Thailand, Dogwood Elementary School in Reston, and
an unnamed apartment complex in Harlem. Other than that, you're right. No steel
buildings. Ever. San Francisco steel bridge melts: sfgate. com/cgi-bin/article.
cgi?f=/c/a/2007/04/29/BAGVOPHQ-U46. DTL Sharky2055 8 months ago foshfoshu 8
months ago 2 I felt so sad with this movie. As a REAL Muslim I'm so sad and I hope I
can understand you. FUCK Islamic Extremism, FUCK hand-made Islam, FUCK fake
Islam, FUCK Radical Muslims, Hail real Muslims, Hail USA, HAIL PEACE foshfoshu 8
months ago 2 Sharky2055 8 months ago @foshfoshu Please explain to people there's a
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huge difference between you and the Islamic extremist monsters that did this. Sharky2055
8 months ago MrNavruz 8 months ago Muslims are not to blame! George W. Bush made
MrNavruz 8 months ago Andrewso10 8 months ago It's all because America needs
oil,that's why towers had to collapsed,that's because US couldn't start a war without a
reason! Is it not? Andrewso10 8 months ago MrNavruz 8 months ago Muslims are not to
blame! George W. Bush made MrNavruz 8 months ago spielverderber9 8 months ago wtc
is bombing. Missile hit the pentagon. Missile hit the twin towers to. What hit wtc 7 ?
WTC 7 is controlled demolition and wtc 1 and 2 is controlled demolition to. Amerikan
people wake up. Please watch the videos on my site. Please. spielverderber9 8 months
ago MissSaraBlack 8 months ago Oh my god. Thanks for sharing, it must have been
horrible. MissSaraBlack 8 months ago KevinMerck 8 months ago Did you notice she
thought it was a military plane? Did you notice the white smoke pouring out of the
substructure just before Tower #2 collapsed. Did you know that controlled demolition is
now established beyond a reasonable doubt? Did you know that over 1000 architects and
engineers, hundreds of scientists and other professionals, plus a vast majority of the
American people supports a legitimate investigation? Did you know that people around
the world are waking up to these facts? KevinMerck 8 months ago DaGoalieSniper 8
months ago Comment removed so511os 8 months ago  ﺍﻝﻝﻩso511os 8 months ago ﺍﻙﺏﺭ
themetalhead456 8 months ago fuck u themetalhead456 8 months ago boskey10 8 months
ago I'll Tell everybody right now those buildings where built to last. Most of its strength
is in the outter steel columns, the lattice as you can say.The floors where self supporting
steels trusses thousands of them where in each building the central core had 48 MASSIVE
STEEL columns with 99 elevators 3 stairwells.The outter steel lattice was the weight
bearer if all esle fails it can holds it own by 2000%, now there gonna tell us 6-10 floors
colapsed 2 110 floor buildings in 10 seconds get real! boskey10 8 months ago
ShadowLuigi333 8 months ago I was 4 and was on vacation there -__- I was in the North
Tower Lobby at 8:46 and we thought that it was a little shake in the building but I ran
right out. I remember. WORSE VACATION EVER! ShadowLuigi333 8 months ago
marcoaslan 8 months ago iraquies? marcoaslan 8 months ago MegaDoormat 8 months ago
this was one of the best days of my life, watching our country fail miserably to a third
world piece of shit, to hell with nyc MegaDoormat 8 months ago swishship 8 months ago
2 Hello,i'm brazillian and i have 18th years old.When it happenned i was really
young...but now i see the orrible...so many deaths...i pray for everyone that was there...i
hope that this never heppen again... Good work!!! swishship 8 months ago 2 LAtoOC 8
months ago 2 1. At 12:15 why do they say it was a military plane? 2. Nice video thanks
for sharing. 3. Why did 9-11 happen? LAtoOC 8 months ago 2 boskey10 8 months ago
hey latooc at 12:15 your totally right and if you look at the tape they edited big time
because theres know way they did not get the second plane hitting the south tower it
would be really good evindence because the camera qaulity is very clear. boskey10 8
months ago barquedust 8 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Calling All Patriots and Truthseekers!! Please Visit My Blog:
theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com) barquedust 8 months ago KevinMerck 8 months
ago The "Six Pillars" (Dwain Deets NASA) that prove CD beyond a reasonable doubt are
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Horizontal ejections of multi-ton steel sections up to 600 ft at 60 mph Asymmetrical
damage resulting in symmetrical "collapse" "Collapse" at near free-fall acceleration
Positive identification of Nano-Thermite Tons of molten iron under all three structures
Temperatures well above those possible in a hydrocarbon fire under the alleged
conditions Go to A&E for 9/11 Truth to get the facts. KevinMerck 8 months ago
daydream2day 8 months ago it's those horns from the fire truck that make me tear up
daydream2day 8 months ago PureEducation 8 months ago man she was so calm/.... sheesh
PureEducation 8 months ago asianninja808 8 months ago this is horrible... i was really
really young nd didnt understand any of it... now i noe... so many deaths of loved ones...
asianninja808 8 months ago Robin87150 8 months ago Hello I comes frorm Germany .
And I find this very pity. Robin87150 8 months ago LucienLachance007 8 months ago
Nice fake crying, btw. LucienLachance007 8 months ago TheSecretWindowSpott 8
months ago LOL..sooo many strange noises out ther after the fire truck left:p i find it
kinda funny..bad i was like 11 when this happened..i guess i was a kind of a freak back
then! Rest in peace all victims from that day! Your all missed & loved.
TheSecretWindowSpott 8 months ago LucienLachance007 8 months ago thats great work.
LucienLachance007 8 months ago rofvr 8 months ago a big lie....this is what 9/11 is rofvr
8 months ago jmfigone209 8 months ago And for all of you who enjoy this go to google
and type in freedom tower. jmfigone209 8 months ago jmfigone209 8 months ago For
everyone who is talking about the US government and the conspiracy surrounding the
world trade center. There has been conspiracy theories for every major event in US
history; from ww1, pearl harbor to JFK and Martin Luther king, and all the way to Pepsi
sabotaging coca colas soda formula. You guys are all uneducated loons of the far left. Get
a fucking life and realize the facts, I am sick of people who are not even from the United
States getting there facts wrong. jmfigone209 8 months ago Sequelve 8 months ago USA
TERROR Sequelve 8 months ago massix5 8 months ago Oh my god...Verdäämmmt alder,
VERÄMMT massix5 8 months ago ibnbaxtuta 8 months ago oh my god i cant watch this
anymore... i was so young at the time i didnt know what was happening. i kept telling my
mom that she shouldnt cry, it was just a movie, untill my dad came home covered in
blood. he was helping out on the sene. ibnbaxtuta 8 months ago BaronvonRichthofen 8
months ago damn man that's heavy BaronvonRichthofen 8 months ago cushtoe 8 months
ago 2 not one part of 9/11 was terrorists, it was all george wanker bush that done this to
his own country, all so he could declare a war with the iraqis o r whoever cushtoe 8
months ago 2 Sharky2055 8 months ago @cushtoe And you have evidence of this,
where? Sharky2055 8 months ago vnsheb70 8 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam TODAY, AMERICAN THIS MAIN TERRORISTS of the
WORLD And you have evidence of this, where? YOU have DESTROYED SCOLDED
INHABITANTS of YOUR COUNTRY - have SIMPLY TAKEN And blunt have
DESTROYED vnsheb70 8 months ago barquedust 8 months ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam please visit theconspiracyexposed.blogspot. (com)
barquedust 8 months ago prichemkonkretnotak 8 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam thanks terrorists))))) fuck america prichemkonkretnotak 8
months ago kleingeorg65 8 months ago Ist Einfach nur der Hammer was da Passiert ist Ich
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hoffe das wird Nie mehr dazu kommen kleingeorg65 kleingeorg65 8 months ago
ThatsTheguy666 8 months ago show hide this fills me with joy wacthing dumb americans
getting killed ThatsTheguy666 8 months ago ShadowLuigi333 8 months ago Stupid
british mate, they attacked spain and London too so don't act like they only hate us you
ugly teeth fucker! ShadowLuigi333 8 months ago ThatsTheguy666 8 months ago we
attactk everyone but we like to attackt the us more because it sucks ThatsTheguy666 8
months ago rubbersk8man1 8 months ago fuck you,you stupid fuck you caused 9/11
rubbersk8man1 8 months ago ShadowLuigi333 8 months ago How Im no arab
ShadowLuigi333
8
months
ago
YUNALUNA0911
8
months
ago
9 11
YUNALUNA0911 8 months ago X4SerioX4ese 8
months ago 24:18 another UFO. Like 4 UFO's X4SerioX4ese 8 months ago Sharky2055
8 months ago X4SerioX4ese = TROLL PLEASE DO NOT FEED THE TROLLS.
Sharky2055 8 months ago X4SerioX4ese 8 months ago UFO's rigth in the front of your
camara.!! X4SerioX4ese 8 months ago X4SerioX4ese 8 months ago OMG at 21:42 if you
were talking about maneuvers, you can see them omg UFO's some not cool maneuvers.
X4SerioX4ese 8 months ago X4SerioX4ese 8 months ago at 20:32 you can see the light
moving again in the sky. X4SerioX4ese 8 months ago X4SerioX4ese 8 months ago
Helicopters don't use lights like that during the day. Must had been something else like a
UFO.!!! X4SerioX4ese 8 months ago X4SerioX4ese 8 months ago Plane maneuvers.?
Sounded like a rocket.? 11:52 there's something flying not sure, if thats a helicopter. Is a
the light moving.? X4SerioX4ese 8 months ago MrBICKUS9 8 months ago It was a
conspiricy, real shame innocent people had to suffer for the dumb fuck George bush, just
so he had an excuse to invade Iraq, cunt MrBICKUS9 8 months ago viacool991 8 months
ago This is so tragic..... viacool991 8 months ago jujurik 8 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam RARE VIDEO 9 11 A DECEPTION???!!!paste it
on youtube .... watch?v=5V3wvFk5j7g ... !!! UFOaccelerates almost 3000mph while the
plane crash !!!... watch?v=T7ZO2hiwD2s jujurik 8 months ago Pocketwatchable 8
months ago I remember watching the news unfolding at home in the uk, in utter disbelief.
I seriously thought this was gonna start the 3rd world war. My heart goes out to all the
families of those poor people lost that day ( excluding the bastards responsible of
course). If you seriously believe that a president from the heart of American soil played
any part in this, your crazy. You can make a victory look like a loss by using partial
"evidence" and using it to tell a different story. No conspiracy people! Pocketwatchable 8
months ago KevinMerck 8 months ago "This isn't about party, it isn't about Bush
Bashing. It's about our country, our constitution, and our future ... Your countrymen have
been murdered and the more you delve into it the more it looks as though they were
murdered by our government, who used it as an excuse to murder other people thousands
of miles away" - Lt. Col. Shelton F. Lankford, U.S. Marine Corps (ret) Col. Lankford is a
true patriot and genuine hero. Do the right thing; support a legitimate investigation.
KevinMerck 8 months ago Corysaurus 8 months ago amazing video!!!! Corysaurus 8
months ago PartyFishy 8 months ago 9/11 was a conspiracy by the American
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Government so that they could get money. Muslim's should not be blamed for the
attacks. PartyFishy 8 months ago mrmitchell78 8 months ago idiot - what money where
the government going to get? They certainly used 9/11 as a factor to getting into war with
Iraq, but the event was not a conspiracy - extremists hijacked planes and slammed them
into the towers to cause TERROR - as simple and horrifying as that. 9/11 has cost the
US government an enormous sum of money - no financial reward. mrmitchell78 8 months
ago michaeljacksonNEMO 8 months ago wat do u mean muslims are not to blame
michaeljacksonNEMO 8 months ago nerblebun 8 months ago At 20:06 the cloud looks
like the head of Jerry Garcia.I'm not trying to demean anyone or anything on this horrible
day.Just making an observation. nerblebun 8 months ago Vorash2002 8 months ago No
evidence that muslims did this? ALL of the fucking hijackers were fucking muslim. WTF
are you talking about??? Vorash2002 8 months ago Multimorten 8 months ago personally
i think that the only way these people would do this, would be if they where sure this is
what their religion preaches. I think they did what islam stands for. Multimorten 8
months ago BulletNot 8 months ago So your saying that islam stands for terror?!
BulletNot 8 months ago Multimorten 8 months ago yeah i guess i am Multimorten 8
months ago MelodisticPiano 8 months ago in 2001, i was in 1st grade. I had just turned 8
years old 6 days before the event. When my parents told me of what had happened, i
didn't understand the significance of it. Looking at this video now, my body shakes with
fear as i stare at my comp screen. its 2010. im 16. and im so scared. MelodisticPiano 8
months ago nomore00000 8 months ago who wouldnt want to be inside that plane! i
mean cmon its like the ultimate rollercoaster ride! "Pls put your seat belts everyone for
we are about to go to a exciting journey! Crashing the plane in WTC! YAHOOOOO!"
Kaboom LOL nomore00000 8 months ago ziey0484 8 months ago Muslim didn't do this
!! conspiracy!! ziey0484 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago @ziey0484 Radical
Muslims DID it. Sharky2055 8 months ago ziey0484 8 months ago @Sharky2055 you
can see 911 hidden in hollywood..why many films have 9/11 symbolism before 9-112001? ziey0484 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago @ziey0484 So who do you
think did it? Sharky2055 8 months ago ziey0484 8 months ago @Sharky2055 i think this
is one conspiracy an american goverment ziey0484 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months
ago @ziey0484 YOU're thinking wrong then. But please give me a sliver of evidence of
what you think. Sharky2055 8 months ago EFXC 8 months ago We will never forget that
day ... thank you for sharing God Bless you EFXC 8 months ago dylbagsmcawsum 8
months ago @reload95 too soon my friend dylbagsmcawsum 8 months ago
TheIslandoasis 8 months ago i don't think i could find a person on earth to do this. remote
control. TheIslandoasis 8 months ago X9Intelectual 8 months ago UFOs kinnaped a plane
and sended course to crash buildings. X9Intelectual 8 months ago Sunclief 8 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Well Done Bin Ladin we Salute you
may Allah bless your every step and may every sun rise be a blessing to you and all your
followers. Fight the good fight to the last man fight for what you know is right and you
will win the good fight. Sunclief 8 months ago jnoort 8 months ago 2 It was horrible
seeing it on tv, must have been even worse being that close to the whole scene...
Impressive video. jnoort 8 months ago 2 X9Intelectual 8 months ago Best landing place
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ever!!! Fuck USA ^-^ X9Intelectual 8 months ago X9Intelectual 8 months ago Comment
removed croagramknight 8 months ago stupid video, didnt record two best part - airplane
crash and first tower colapse croagramknight 8 months ago croagramknight 8 months ago
Comment removed KevinMerck 8 months ago "There's no question in my mind that
there's enough evidence to justify a very comprehensive and hard hitting investigation of a
kind that we've not seen, with subpoenas, general questioning of people, and raising the
release of a lot of documents, there's no question that very serious questions have been
raised, about how much they knew beforehand and how much involvement there may
have been." - Daniel Ellsberg (Calling for 9/11 investigation) KevinMerck 8 months ago
Sunclief 8 months ago Withnailsdrunk: What ever happend to loyalty is it common
practice for American and British to betray your friends as you did with Rhodesia and
South Africa? When you do things like that be prepared to earn an enemy at the same
time. I feel nothing for you and your nation and I will support your enemy as you did
with mine! END OF. Sunclief 8 months ago forevanesce 8 months ago They don't
worship allah, they fucking worship the devil. forevanesce 8 months ago Sunclief 8
months ago Well Done Bin Ladin we Salute you may Allah bless your every step and
may every sun rise be a blessing to you and all your followers. Fight the good fight to the
last man fight for what you know is right and you will win the good fight. Sunclief 8
months ago WithnailsDrunk 8 months ago @Sunclief what happened to peace be with
you WithnailsDrunk 8 months ago X9Intelectual 8 months ago Bin ladin didn't do this it
was alliens from mars. X9Intelectual 8 months ago Sunclief 8 months ago Only a yankie
would come to that conclusion! Sunclief 8 months ago X9Intelectual 8 months ago 21:29
21:42 20:32 11:52 24:18 24:17 17:22 Look at the video X9Intelectual 8 months ago
chiantirose21 8 months ago fuck you asshole allah doesnt codone violence learn your
fucking religion chiantirose21 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago 2 @chiantirose21
DEcent people that are Muslims know that and abide by it. But that's NOT what Islamic
extremists terrorists do. They twist verses in their religion to try to justify their evil acts.
Sharky2055 8 months ago 2 ziey0484 8 months ago @Sharky2055 Muslim is not
terrorist..no evidence Muslim did it ziey0484 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago 2
@ziey0484 There ARE Muslim extremists terrorists in the world. Tthere IS evidence.
watch?v=-RYmEDnRons
watch?v=KUmdDRyD2R0
There's LOTs
more.....
Sharky2055 8 months ago 2 Sharky2055 8 months ago @ziey0484
watch?v=MmNwJIwO9jI ht tp : // 911research. wtc7. net/planes/evidence/flight93cv-r.
ht ml 09:45:25 Inform them, and tell him to talk to the pilot. Bring the pilot back. From
transcript of CVR recording translated from arabic: 09:45:57 In the name of Allah. In the
name of Allah. I bear witness that there is no other God, but Allah. 09:47:31
Unintelligible. 09:47:40 Allah knows. Sharky2055 8 months ago Sunclief 8 months ago 2
Chiantirose21: Maybe you should take the time and read it (Korran) for your self maybe
then you can talk. Sunclief 8 months ago 2 chiantirose21 8 months ago okay so your so
called religion and faith says to go out and kill innocent people i dont believe in any one
faith because they argue with each other about which one is right what i believe is there is
one GOD no matter what we call him stories are going to be told in many ways whether
jesus actually existed or whether he was the son of GOD or just a prophet does it really
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matter by no means does any religion condone slaughtering innocent people learn your
religions chiantirose21 8 months ago Sunclief 8 months ago Before you carry on yankie go
read your bible a bit more and see the violance in it. You yankies are the most adulterous
hypocrite nation on the face of this earth next to that is britain. Sunclief 8 months ago
Kjakagery 8 months ago lol why fuck afgahnistan? this was u.s.a self! u are
motherfuckers only big stupid peoples with no brain! all life in a lie! ihr gottverdammten
hornochsen ja pierdoled to Kjakagery 8 months ago foxboxer4 8 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam amazing abiutiful thats great work born down
america ben laden great man i like thats man foxboxer4 8 months ago Sharky2055 8
months ago @foxboxer4 Why do you say that? Sharky2055 8 months ago robby9022 8
months ago You sir, need to work on your english. robby9022 8 months ago
WithnailsDrunk 8 months ago @foxboxer4 chips kebab ? WithnailsDrunk 8 months ago
KevinMerck 8 months ago "I haven't looked at it very close, but I did go to Georgia Tech
and I did learn some physics and I know enough physics to know that it is strictly
impossible for those buildings to collapse in their own footprint, at free-fall speed except
under controlled demolition. Those buildings did not come down the way the 9-11 report
says. It is strictly impossible; in fact, the account in the 911 report is a total contradiction
to the laws of physics." - Paul Craig Roberts KevinMerck 8 months ago minkukiki 8
months ago this attack will never be forgoten from the hearts of people of NY minkukiki
8 months ago mixieeees 8 months ago osama=cia mixieeees 8 months ago kamboocha2 8
months ago 2 Look at the left side of the building 5:31 you will see another plane
kamboocha2 8 months ago 2 DEFNL0 8 months ago 2 fuk osama fuk all those afganistans
bitch ass ma fukaz wear bed sheetz as clothes all they good for is serving me at the dairy!
DEFNL0 8 months ago 2 GuilhermeRuneScape 8 months ago 3 fuck osama. I will
terminate him. GuilhermeRuneScape 8 months ago 3 Dodi9914 8 months ago that attack
happened because America supports Israels occupation of Palestine !!! Blame your
government America and get over it ! Dodi9914 8 months ago straj0 8 months ago there
wont be an investigation, bush blew up the towers, blamed it on the people of iraq and
afganistan and called them tarrorists because they are muslim and they wear diffrent
clothing, the world population is way over so they are at war with iraq to kill them, this
world is so fucked up, who knows what really happend thats just what i think, RIP all of
the people that have died there and all of the soldiers and people that are invovled and
that horibble stupid war in iraq, get our troops out. straj0 8 months ago HCW619 8
months ago 5:30 looks like a plane.... maby the 2nd plane? HCW619 8 months ago
ChangingPeople 8 months ago 9/11 A Day We Will Never Forget... ChangingPeople 8
months ago choffee12 8 months ago Dang it was absolutley quiet before she opened the
window.. Nice sound proof R.I.P all victims choffee12 8 months ago kubko852 8 months
ago they are laugh kubko852 8 months ago CrysisLTU2 8 months ago 5:30 I see UFO or
something, maybe it's a plane. CrysisLTU2 8 months ago KevinMerck 8 months ago
Over 1000 architects and engineers are demanding a legitimate investigation. There are
also hundreds of reputable scientists, firefighters, scholars, legal professionals, media
professionals, retired military personnel of every service and rank, members of congress
and former politicians of every description, plus an overwhelming majority of the
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American people, yet there remains a virtual media blackout on the issue. What's wrong
with this picture? Support a legitimate investigation. KevinMerck 8 months ago
michigankid 8 months ago 2 @KevinMerck : you are mistaken. michigankid 8 months ago
2 bloodasa 8 months ago wow i like that bloodasa 8 months ago LILbing69 8 months ago
ok after the first tower was hit how come there wasnt any air defence then, i mean cmon
LILbing69 8 months ago mrbibite 8 months ago 2 Fuck you arab people mrbibite 8
months ago 2 Fiorwestcoast 8 months ago just so you people know it was America who
did this...its just people fear the govenment and dont want to question...it should be the
opposite folks. Fiorwestcoast 8 months ago itsolnyme93 8 months ago omg the most
tragic day of my life i remember i was in 3rd grade at that time wow a while ago but all i
remember was all the channels was turned to the twin towers itsolnyme93 8 months ago
froggie2 8 months ago i was in the 6th grade. froggie2 8 months ago snowleopardcat 8
months ago I didn't know it was so bad. There was so much smoke, I could't believe
people were jumping out of the building but I saw someone waving out of the window at
around 9:08 near the corner at the middle of the video. The worst must have been the
quiet after it. snowleopardcat 8 months ago bodyharvester18 8 months ago I died that
day in the north tower bodyharvester18 8 months ago 7kmetz 8 months ago 2 Thats sad
7kmetz 8 months ago 2 missfunnygirl46 8 months ago Yea and I saw ppl jumping out of
the building too missfunnygirl46 8 months ago patashkin 8 months ago amerika petushinij
kraj tak vam i nada patashkin 8 months ago KevinMerck 8 months ago "Asahi" means
"morning sun" in Japanese. The Asahi Shimbun (the national newspaper with a
circulation of over eight million - making it one of the largest newspapers in the world)
has afforded respectful coverage of AE911Truth's message in its newsmagazine, Asahi
Weekly, which is further evidence that the mainstream dawn of 9/11 truth is imminent.
Citizens of more than 90 countries were casualties of 9/11. The world has a huge stake in
knowing the absolute truth about 9/11. KevinMerck 8 months ago vnsheb70 8 months
ago USA - an EMPIRE of the ILL!!! ВОЙНА - ДВОРЦА!М! ПУСТЬ ВОЙНА
ПРИХОДИТ В ДОМ ГДЕ ОНА РОДИЛАСЬ! USA - an EMPIRE of the ILL!!! THE
WAR - a FAT RICH MAN! LET, the WAR COMES To HOUSE WHERE SHE WAS
born! USA EXAMPLE to DEMOCRACIES FOR AMERICAN! FOR the WORLD
USA THIS TERROR! vnsheb70 8 months ago peraklio5 8 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam long live alkaida!!!!!!!!!!!!! peraklio5 8 months ago
xxnigerxx 8 months ago Yeah, long live the country you can can't even spell right!
xxnigerxx 8 months ago 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 Next Reply Block User Unblock User
Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners
Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode:
Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear
all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active
list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading
playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions
Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27
Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video...
characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments
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(47,036) vnsheb70 8 months ago elmatadorddin - тебе Спасибо БОЛЬШОЕ! ВОЙНУ ДВОРЦАМ, пусть приходит туда откуда она исходит! USA - an EMPIRE of the
ILL!!! vnsheb70 8 months ago elmatadorddin 8 months ago to many poeple know thats
do america, but american soldier goes iraq,afghanistan,jemen i think in 10 years all arab
countrys an than come to china russian i hope that world goes thats come under . Fuck
america Fuck jewes heil hitler heil elmatadorddin 8 months ago agony5895 8 months ago 2
its facking american stats russua fucking you ass!! agony5895 8 months ago 2 SGotlibeH
8 months ago More, and more people start to belive this was all a set-up by the American
Government. SGotlibeH 8 months ago tyrie1996 8 months ago you guys see 40;13 when
the building fail look like a shape of a monster tyrie1996 8 months ago tyrie1996 8
months ago if you look at 10'44 you will see the somke going backwards tyrie1996 8
months ago kevinoux1989 8 months ago à nos vie perdu kevinoux1989 8 months ago
ellsbury20 8 months ago 3 I Know, Its Heartbreaking To Watch, But Thank You For
Posting This Video, So We Will Never Forget, I live In Boston, But I Always Go To
NYC, Since That Day I Developed Panick Attacks and i just Watched on TV!!!
ellsbury20 8 months ago 3 khristo007 8 months ago 4 I'm against killing innocent people
but... Hiroshima and nagasaki....Those two words says it all khristo007 8 months ago 4
OnaBoat2007 8 months ago 2 Could you hear any explosions after the plans had hit?
OnaBoat2007 8 months ago 2 KevinMerck 8 months ago 'Architects and Engineers for
9II Truth recentIy received acknowIedgement from the FBl's counterterrorism division,
which concIuded that the organization's core evidence deserves - and wiII get - FBl
scrutiny. In a letter, Deputy Director MichaeI Heimbach assessed AE 9II's presentation
as "backed by thorough research and anaIysis.' - SiIicon WeekIy 84% reject the official
9II conspiracy theory according to NYT/CBS News PoII. Don't let a misguided minority
obstruct justice. KevinMerck 8 months ago sabbbsify 8 months ago omg what happened
to the part where the plane? hit? why was it edited? how come the cnn etc professional
footage as a coloured filter over them,when it was a clear day? sabbbsify 8 months ago
whatifiwasme 8 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i love
this clip. whenever i watch this clip I ALWAYS laugh. hahaha. whatifiwasme 8 months
ago kitenyos 8 months ago why would u say that? kitenyos 8 months ago michaeldj5 8
months ago Almost everytime I see this, I still start to cry. I will never, ever forget!
michaeldj5 8 months ago 773chewy 8 months ago man i hope yall aint rite man 4 reall i
gotta see thin 4 my own where can i watch this at 773chewy 8 months ago jujurik 8
months ago RARE VIDEO 9 11 A DECEPTION???!!! Paste this on youtube ...
watch?v=5V3wvFk5j7g jujurik 8 months ago KevinMerck 8 months ago Al CIADA said
that Osama Bin Hidden is now claiming responsibility for the underwear bomber. Whoda
thunk it? Go to A&E for 9/11 Truth to get a dose of reality. WTC 1, 2, & 7 were
controlled demolition beyond a reasonable doubt. This was not accomplished by a
bogeyman in a cave somewhere. High-tech explosives were found in 4 separate dust
samples taken from ground zero. KevinMerck 8 months ago cornskid 8 months ago
@KevinMerck Yeah go there. The US position is that OBL had nothing to do with the
underware bombing, that he is just trying to appear to be in control, it has been clearly
stated and emphasized on morning news shows ad-nauseam since the story broke
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yesterday. Caught you yet again Kevin, it's starting to get a bit old, don't you think?.
cornskid 8 months ago macky111222 8 months ago 2 @KevinMerck i hate sad
conspiracy theorists like you macky111222 8 months ago 2 aqua235 8 months ago My
heart sank when it fell. When this happened I was still in elementary school(3rd grade)
and I remember the only thing I could think about is that my sister was in that area that
day... aqua235 8 months ago jakubITF 8 months ago its sad about innocent people in the
WTC, but its alarming that someone in america planted those explosives and kill thousand
americans only for purpose to be able attack terrorists in iraq, and its very funny the
hysteric comentary of the woman... jakubITF 8 months ago Sputnik11 8 months ago if
you watch from (11:45) to (11:55) you will notice something missing... not only is the
"production" edited for the period leading up to, and when the plane hits ...but it is
something else thats missing Sputnik11 8 months ago jakubITF 8 months ago what is
missing? jakubITF 8 months ago Sputnik11 8 months ago Funny how the take is edited
right at the part where the 2nd "strike" takes place ..edited out? why? Sputnik11 8
months ago clezZ1995 8 months ago damn! i must cry! alot of people die ... clezZ1995 8
months ago rainingshoes 8 months ago Sure 9-11 was an event planned by at least part of
the U.S. government. Bush, Cheney, then there's Silverstein who upped his insurance on
the towers shortly to the event. Also shortly before the basement of a tower was secured
and guard dogs removed. Then workers moved in. Hope they are sick at heart.
rainingshoes 8 months ago cwlldoran 8 months ago In its court papers, Swiss Re shows
how Silverstein first tried to buy just $1.5 billion in property damage and businessinterruption coverage. When his lenders objected, he discussed buying a $5 billion policy.
Ultimately, he settled on the $3.5 billion figure, which was less than the likely cost of
rebuilding. cwlldoran 8 months ago latinodecalle 8 months ago This is real sad!!!!
Innocent by standards died that day. Just one day! IN COLOMBIA WE HAVE LIVED
THIS FOR OVER 50 YEARS......! US beef is over oil and politics ours is for selling drugs
and fight poverty. this is the world that the former Soviet Union and the US had started
since the mid 1900's. Selling weapons and ideas to the rest of the nations. U only visited
terror for one day not 50 YEARS latinodecalle 8 months ago snipedyou123 8 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam long live allah! snipedyou123 8
months ago HellN0Kittee 8 months ago Hard to believe that anybody is stupid enough to
think that dumb shits with box cutters were actually responsible for this. What a moron.
HellN0Kittee 8 months ago ff160 8 months ago ﻭﺍﻝﺝﺍﻱ ﻑﺕﺡ ﻡﻥ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﻭﻥﺹﺭ ﻕﺭﻱﺏ ﻩﺫﺍ ﻕﻝﻱﻝ
ff160 8 months ago StarrRosaria 8 months ag ﺍﻉﺽﻡ ﻱﺍﺥﻥﺍﺯﻱﺭo This is absolutely terrible,
I have family in newyork and I can't imagine if....prayers for all who suffered during this
StarrRosaria 8 months ago johnb112794 8 months ago well miss the trade centers thanks
for recording! johnb112794 8 months ago Dodi9914 8 months ago ISRAEL SAKATA !
just learn about mossad ! Dodi9914 8 months ago ghostofnewriver 8 months ago Thanks
for sharing this video. ghostofnewriver 8 months ago 205kolo 8 months ago tradegedia
205kolo 8 months ago hmaster1231 8 months ago impossible for me to belive that
cavemen actually done this attack. hmaster1231 8 months ago KevinMerck 8 months ago
@hmaster1231 Good point. I'm not going to pretend I know exactly who was behind
9/11. What I do know is that WTC 1, 2, & 7 were controlled demolition. High-tech,
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military grade, nano-thermite was found in the WTC dust and that's just part of the
overwhelming evidence. Let's ask the people targeted by the high-tech, military grade,
anthrax, who they think may have been behind the demolition. You can bet your life it
wasn't orchestrated by a bogeyman in a cave somewhere. KevinMerck 8 months ago
hmaster1231 8 months ago @KevinMerck lol i know, we all just need a bit of common
sense to know that this attack wasnt done by cavemen. but i got to say is amazing how
the government can brain wash most of the people then these people support them to go
to war with Afghanistan and Iraq and kill more innocent people and we don't see a
glimpse in the news! But hopefully the truth will come and the real people who was
behind these attack will suffer. And i hope they do suffer badly. hmaster1231 8 months
ago SuperDogman23 8 months ago fuck the jew nazi fat fucked freaks SuperDogman23 8
months ago vnsheb70 8 months ago nimoyt99 and orangkuatskali88 - YOU nazis!!! Will
Let be accursed all who destroyed and destroys the city, who they were not! vnsheb70 8
months ago vnsheb70 8 months ago nimoyt99 and orangkuatskali88 - YOU nazis!!! Will
Let be accursed all who destroyed and destroys the city, who they were not! vnsheb70 8
months ago callofpaul 8 months ago can't belive the own US govermant did this...
callofpaul 8 months ago lordpeimei 8 months ago @callofpaul go search . laser in iraq.. u
dont know.. u just dont know :( lordpeimei 8 months ago dontrickrollme 8 months ago
You are positive they did? dontrickrollme 8 months ago vnsheb70 8 months ago Want to
say that my opinion, written yesterday, simply disappeared thence! ...Someone its has
destroyed! Here is she FREEDOM OF SPEECH on Amenrikanskiy! ))) But MY
FAMILY MIRACULOUSLY REMAINED LIVING In THAT MORNING 22 INYA
1941 In fortresses Brest - a RUSSIAN PEARL- HARBOL! vnsheb70 8 months ago
Mclusterable 8 months ago at 7:33 you see something fallout the building Mclusterable 8
months ago usofa12 8 months ago I want to flip the guys that drove the plane usofa12 8
months ago KevinMerck 8 months ago Did you notice that she thought it was a military
plane? Did you see the white smoke at ground level pouring out of the substructure just
before "collapse" initiation? Have you studied the science enough to know what really
happened that day? Why get nostalgic over a false flag terror attack likely perpetrated
against America by elements of our own government. What will unite this country, and
the world, is dealing with the truth about 9/11. KevinMerck 8 months ago
wetfootmusic78 8 months ago wow just wow don't no if you should post it .
wetfootmusic78 8 months ago Lada1MS 8 months ago Tragédie,je mi smutno Lada1MS 8
months ago gjordan12198 8 months ago Excellent footage! It is heart breaking, tragic and
shows a view that I haven't seen before. September 11th brought the U.S. together, yet,
almost 9 years later, people of the U.S. seem to have forgotten this. We are now the way
we were before these attacks...the unity we had after this has trickled away..it saddens
me. And orangkuatskali88...go fuck yourself you jew-nazi motherfucker!!!!!
gjordan12198 8 months ago nimoyt99 8 months ago This is not enough and america will
sea nimoyt99 8 months ago orangkuatskali88 8 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam good very good die america orangkuatskali88 8 months ago
ChicanoBoi23 8 months ago wow this is the best footage of 9/11 ChicanoBoi23 8 months
ago kelvinickable 8 months ago oh my gosh...what a major pollution kelvinickable 8
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months ago kelvinickable 8 months ago 2 i saw people dropping down...scary..
kelvinickable 8 months ago 2 kageteki 8 months ago 2 oh my god....... It is hoped as soon
as possible that the world becomes peaceful....... kageteki 8 months ago 2 rad4life1 8
months ago Hmmm...a bloody nose a reason to cry murder? rad4life1 8 months ago
honestech100 8 months ago Will be repeated such acts of terrorism .. However, the orders
to stop the U.S. war against Palestine Saudi Arabia honestech100 8 months ago
Sharky2055 8 months ago honestech100 There is NO US war against Palestine NOT
against Saudi Arabia. Sharky2055 8 months ago TCGUNNZ 8 months ago we are too
damn giving and then when it happens here all you bleeding heart faggots want to cry that
its OUR FAULT. NO FUCKING WAY...> THE SHIT BAG TERRORISTS DID THIS
AND THERE ENTIRE COUNTRIES SHOULD BE DESROYED FOR IT...Bring our
troops home and let lem destroy themselves..then our troops can get rid of all the SHIT
BAGS we have in the US...Secure the Border and the rest of the world can deal with the
SHIT BAGS that should have stayed were they were at to begin with....... TCGUNNZ 8
months ago TCGUNNZ 8 months ago Anyone that is bitching about a past war and
comparing it to this you are a FUCKING moron...yes there were atrocities in past wars,
HELLO this was not part of a WAR...this was some Incredibley cowardous individuals
who killed alot of innocent people from all races on OUR SOIL....FOR NO OTHER
REASON OTHER TO GET THIS NATION TO ATTACK ITSELF...you are all
ignorant to the fact that we need to help the US FIRST AND LET THE DIRT BAG
COUNTRIES SUFFER .... TCGUNNZ 8 months ago biped19 8 months ago What is
with the editing at 19:40??? "Oh my god. Oh, my g. . ." WTF, she just can't angle the
camera up? We cannot see the collapse initiating from the top. How annoying. As the
structure free falls, I think you can make out the remnants of the core at 19:55. biped19 8
months ago KevinMerck 8 months ago "Asahi" means "morning sun" in Japanese. The
Asahi Shimbun (the national newspaper with a circulation of over eight million - making it
one of the largest newspapers in the world) has afforded respectful coverage of
AE911Truth's message in its newsmagazine, Asahi Weekly, which is further evidence
that the mainstream dawn of 9/11 truth is imminent. Citizens of more than 90 countries
were casualties of 9/11. The world has a huge stake in knowing the absolute truth about
9/11. KevinMerck 8 months ago upthedub1 8 months ago america is asking for trouble.
thinking that you can take over the world. your like ENGLAND thinking your BIG all
the time HAAAAAAAA, id say it was a shock when america was hit hard, you people
think, that side of the world is UNTOUCHABLE. WELL YOUR NOT. upthedub1 8
months ago JUGGERNAUTII7 8 months ago 2 people jumping i feel sick and fuck all
you conspeiarise thoeriys its not allways the gov JUGGERNAUTII7 8 months ago 2
elviskajmic 8 months ago wow,., first of all. i'd like to say that this is a tradical event that
shouldn't have taken place, no matter what the sittuation is, second of all i read some of
these comments below. and you guys are ignorent who ever believes that it was the
muslims that did this,, elviskajmic 8 months ago upthedub1 8 months ago serbia go and
have a wank you bitch.)) all the way IRELAND R.I.P. upthedub1 8 months ago
ReaLizZe7 8 months ago A small group of Islamic extremists dide the attacks. They did
so due to America robbing them of their culture, such as when America decided to drill for
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oil in the Middle East. They felt that they had lost their culture and lost their identity. So
a small group of extremists thought that this was a punishment from God and went back
to the pure forms of Islam which is where they try to take over the world and convert
everyone. That's why 9/11 happened. ReaLizZe7 8 months ago islamtoparadise1 8
months ago and this attack put america down...its economic get poor take my advice
please and watch the West and the Dark Tunnel 11 parts islamtoparadise1 8 months ago
WarriorKewan1 8 months ago Comment removed dulcemaria215 8 months ago i wanna
cry =( dulcemaria215 8 months ago so08s 8 months ago i made me cry agan
marcos,19,turkey so08s 8 months ago bryansteeksma 8 months ago 2 "military plane"
bryansteeksma 8 months ago 2 streetsmarts990 8 months ago :((((((((( streetsmarts990 8
months ago jonasedwin 8 months ago ya i miss hte twin tower jonasedwin 8 months ago
Jeezy42O 8 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Everyone
go to my channel to see the truth about 911! Jeezy42O 8 months ago KevinMerck 8
months ago Visible squib 40 stories below sequence Rapid onset of collapse Symmetrical collapse Sounds of explosions - Imploded into its own footprint Expanding
pyroclastic dust clouds - Positive ID of Nano-Thermite Several tons of molten iron Rapid oxidation and intergranular melting Microspheres of molten iron - 1400 victims
blown into tiny fragments Total building destruction - Complete dismemberment of steel
frame Mid-air pulverization of 90,000 tons of concrete & metal decking KevinMerck 8
months ago cwlldoran 8 months ago How many tons of explosives are required to
pulverize 90,000 tons of concrete? All of the floors of the WTC would have to be drilled
for explosives,while people were working there. cwlldoran 8 months ago KevinMerck 8
months ago Temperatures well above what is possible under alleged conditions
Destruction through path of greatest resistance at near free-fall Over 100 first responders
reported explosions and flashes Muti-ton steel sections ejected laterally 600 ft at 60 mph
Evidence of foreknowledge - Expert corroboration The last fire burned itself out on
12/19/2001 Sum of Evidence = Controlled Demolition Check out A&E for 9/11 Truth to
get the facts and get involved. KevinMerck 8 months ago MrBullfrog9876 8 months ago
Please don't confuse everyone with all the facts, a sick bearded man living in a cave did all
of this ==our govt. told us so and our mommys told us always to trust our govt.
MrBullfrog9876 8 months ago c3rz 8 months ago oh now u cry??? U bombed my
country in '99 c3rz 8 months ago jakeblandjk47 8 months ago 2 fuck off. i just wish the
people of the world would GROW THE FUCK UP AND STOP BOMBING
EACHOTHER... we're not fucking cavemen... what the Fuck happened to civilisation,
negotiation, democracy... the world is run by arrogant money grabbing FUCKING
ASSHOLES and worst of all Terrorists jakeblandjk47 8 months ago 2 MrBullfrog9876 8
months ago What country are you from? We have bombed so many countries in the last
20 years, I get them all mixed up. MrBullfrog9876 8 months ago c3rz 8 months ago ur
evil...im from Serbia...i was happy when i saw this... c3rz 8 months ago CaptainRhodesK
8 months ago I'm from kosovo you fucking cannibal my state was on war with serbia and
U.S.A helped us and i'm gonna kick your fucking face bastard and dont leve coments on
this video you bastard go fuck your mom :@ CaptainRhodesK 8 months ago
CaptainRhodesK 8 months ago @ c3rz CaptainRhodesK 8 months ago vnsheb70 8
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months ago there is facts that this ACT was organized WASHINGTON! vnsheb70 8
months ago vnsheb70 8 months ago I know! there is facts that this ACT was organized
WASHINGTON! vnsheb70 8 months ago vnsheb70 8 months ago MEANINGLESS
BOMBING AMERICAN AVIATION GERMAN CITY In 1945. THERE WERE are
COMPLETELY DESTROYED, In BURNING WATERSPOUT, HAMBURG,
KYOLIN, LEIPZIG And ELSE MUCH CITIES. GENERALS SPOKE PILOT - do NOT
ARE able DOLETETI BEFORE PLANT, BOMB PEOPLE, BURNING SMECHI
RAGED ON MANY HOURS, OXYGEN BURNED;BURNT, PEOPLE
ZADYHALISI.POGIBLO 22 MILLION GERMAN After Germany USA started to
bomb Japan - Tokyo and the other city, but Hiroshima and Nagasaki have left for happy
day.... vnsheb70 8 months ago XiAoHawHaW 8 months ago this is what american's
punishment, dont try to control people's country, america government not the god.
XiAoHawHaW 8 months ago WakoKevin 8 months ago Fuck you. WakoKevin 8 months
ago gronda85 8 months ago someone translate first words in italian please gronda85 8
months ago shadowsonic9991 8 months ago gomet aloiut shadowsonic9991 8 months ago
Aemulator 8 months ago @gronda85 5 anni fa, noi vedemmo e filmammo l'attacco al
WTC dalla finestra di casa, al 36esimo piano, lontani 500 yards (> 457 metri) dalla torre
nord. La pubblicazione di questo video fu una difficile decisione per noi per via della sua
natura fortemente emotiva e personale, e la sua manipolabilità. Aemulator 8 months ago
Aemulator 8 months ago @gronda85 Noi pensiamo, comunque, che l'unicità della nostra
prospettiva abbia un importante valore storico e mostra l'orrore di quel giorno senza
colonne sonore o slogan spesso visti in altri video. Vi preghiamo di essere rispettosi dei
contenuti di questo video e stare attenti dato che qualcuno potrebbe essere disturbato
emotivamente dalle scene di questo video. Siete pregati di condividere il video solamente
nella sua interezza. Aemulator 8 months ago Aemulator 8 months ago @gronda85 Noi
abbiamo scelto Revver per distribuire il nostro video per via dei suo termini di licenza
favorevoli per gli artisti e perchè supporta la "Creative Commons" Bob and Bri 9/11/2006
Aemulator 8 months ago gronda85 8 months ago ciao aemulator ti ringrazio molto
dell'aiuto, ma la mia curiosità era rivolta alla prima frase che dice la donna che registra il
video mi sembra di aver capito che parla del rumore di un' esplosione mi sbaglio? grazie
ancora per la disponibilità gronda85 8 months ago Aemulator 8 months ago @gronda85
alla lettera non so dirti perchè non sento bene sul portatile (magari a casa ti rispondo
meglio) ad ogni modo dice che ha sentito un forte "Boom" e chiede all'amica se lo ha
sentito anche lei e se sa dov'è l'aereo, l'amica risponde che ha visto l'aereo arrivare e poi ha
visto l'esplosione ai piani alti, l'altra dice che spera che non ci fosse nessuno al lavoro.
Aemulator 8 months ago CaptainRhodesK 8 months ago 2 God damed :| Fuck Bin Ladem
CaptainRhodesK 8 months ago 2 felipeman11 8 months ago yeah, the motherfucker must
die. felipeman11 8 months ago Masterpulha 8 months ago before anyone gives his
opinion, please listen the experts. watch?v=ssuAMNas1us Masterpulha 8 months ago
Trondyard 8 months ago "It was a huge plane!" - "It was a huge phantasie!" is more
realistic. What a fucking fake. Many lives ended just for power and money. Fuck the
government!!! Trondyard 8 months ago Vieteran09 8 months ago witness the power of a
twisted goverment organization, an excuse to set foot in iraq soil, u white dumb fucks u
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actually think its the people from afghan that did this?. you idiots have a brain so use it.
put the puzzle together, i dont have to explain myself. u believe everything that the media
portrays to you. thats like saying you read a book based on ghost so then u believe in
ghost yet u never witnessed one ever in your life. Vieteran09 8 months ago trbl98 8
months ago astaghfirullah hell is for you paganist... trbl98 8 months ago trbl98 8 months
ago As'salamualaikum Al Qaida make a good job... trbl98 8 months ago dthain 8 months
ago burn in hell forever, you son of a whore Hagar and Ishmael dthain 8 months ago
SchweetNiblets 8 months ago Fuck the government. SchweetNiblets 8 months ago
youngerjeezy123 8 months ago 2 rip those who didnt survive youngerjeezy123 8 months
ago 2 adriana1889 8 months ago after 9 years I still can not believe this, I was at NY last
december and I also visited Ground Zero it is so sad what happened there, I feel sorry for
all those who lost their family in this tragic event...+ adriana1889 8 months ago
rosseaualfa 8 months ago 2 This is very tragic! I feel so sorry for you americans, no
words can describe this. Im from Denmark, and I went to visit NY and Ground zero this
summer. Love your city and love the people. You have our respect and understanding
here in Denmark. rosseaualfa 8 months ago 2 Abracazabraa 8 months ago They should get
rid of all religion.... THOSE FUCKERS HAVE KILLED TOO MANY PEOPLE NOW.
FUCKING APAULING ^^ Abracazabraa 8 months ago TrutherD1 8 months ago
@Abracazabraa, The religions didn't put the spin on the media... Most people just want
to live and love. The powers that be chose to radicalize Muslims. TrutherD1 8 months
ago 80240210 8 months ago This is so sad! They were just playing with hundreds of
people's life... I can't even imagine the suffering of those above the area the plain hit...
80240210 8 months ago androidseason 8 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam LMAO! THIS WAS HILARIOUS! androidseason 8 months ago
newtatguy 8 months ago Does anyone else notice that their are frames cut out of this
video? newtatguy 8 months ago TheTempestSpark 8 months ago Amazing footage! so
sad tho. TheTempestSpark 8 months ago isheetmydrawers99 8 months ago iraquies have
a heart of a black soul they will die in hell them sons of biches isheetmydrawers99 8
months ago barquedust 8 months ago please visit: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.-(com)
barquedust 8 months ago kb1234561 8 months ago 3 7:34 Someone jumped. I feel so
sorry for the people up there. R.I.P to everyone who died. kb1234561 8 months ago 3
unclesamnephew666 8 months ago Sharky2055, Edgeman, and PoetryHound and many
other usernames are all the same person. He's just a shill debunker who lives on youtube.
unclesamnephew666 8 months ago gamerbob34 8 months ago don't you ever forget about
this america......this is why were in Iraq, this is our reason to fight......god bless
America!!! gamerbob34 8 months ago gamerbob34 8 months ago people seem to forget
that the rules of war do not exist in the minds of terrorist. Yet we seem to follow them as
we fight agaist them. It's not ok to kill1 civilian accidently, but it's ok for them to kill
thousands purposely?......what happened America....what the hell hppened?!?
gamerbob34 8 months ago CoD5rOcKs11 8 months ago yay yay yay yay
CoD5rOcKs11 8 months ago quarkmuffin37 8 months ago To sharky2055. What a
douche you are. Are you going to send supercilious replies to all the conspiracy nuts who
discount the official narrative? Perhaps go for alex jones, charlie sheen and david ray
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griffin first. Cmon get busy you can change the world one lunatic at a time - youve got a
lot of work to do! Douchebag extraordinaire!! quarkmuffin37 8 months ago Sharky2055 8
months ago quarkmuffin No, I'm not, but if I did it's my biz. Alex Jones, Charlie Sheen
and Ray Giffin are BUFFOONs. I'll do what I like, thanks. Sharky2055 8 months ago
GoldRevolver25 8 months ago R.I.P GoldRevolver25 8 months ago barquedust 8 months
ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam please visit:
theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.-(com) barquedust 8 months ago KevinMerck 8 months
ago 1000 architects and engineers are demanding a legitimate investigation. There are also
hundreds of reputable scientists, firefighters, scholars, legal professionals, media
professionals, retired military personnel of every service and rank, members of congress
and former politicians of every description, plus an overwhelming majority of the
American people, yet there remains a virtual media blackout on the issue. What's wrong
with this picture? Support a legitimate investigation. KevinMerck 8 months ago
barquedust 8 months ago Kevin - You are 100% correct!! The facts are completely
verifiable and obvious if we will just take a little time to study it intelligently. We must
ignore all of the nonsense out there and research the FACTS!!! IT IS OUR DUTY AS
CITIZENS OF THIS COUNTRY. barquedust 8 months ago KevinMerck 8 months ago
@barquedust We must ignore all of the nonsense out there and research the FACTS!!! IT
IS OUR DUTY AS CITIZENS OF THIS COUNTRY. That's right. Truth be known,
there's just a very small cadre of criminals actively intimidating people to accept the
official conspiracy theory. The vast majority of people don't believe the official
nonsense. Time to take a more proactive stance. See "Freedom to Fascism" and consider
refusing to pay income tax. It's perfectly legal and non-violent. KevinMerck 8 months ago
barquedust 8 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam please
visit: theconspiracyexposed.blogspot.-(com) barquedust 8 months ago Neergo 8 months
ago In the "original" video can´t be seen that the building has taken damage, only can be
seen when it explodes! In addition, the explosion came from within, but not because the
plane (which incidentally did not exist) has exploded ... It was something else! Neergo 8
months ago Neergo 8 months ago Why should a collapse if Skyskraper embarks on the
upper third of an airplane? or why it should collapse into itself like a blast? or why is the
first "original" video from the BBC (or CNN, I do not really know) no plane visible, but
later, when the video is shown Once again, suddenly a plane flew into the WTC? very
strange! Think about it! Neergo 8 months ago germanistic 8 months ago oh my gott! you
see the jumper. i dont know wats going on with the world. why makes every body no
better. i am so sorry but the jews oh my gott... why this for mony or wat. the fucking
mony!!! germanistic 8 months ago Dryzaum 8 months ago " God forgive them, they dont
know what they're doing" We tried to kill Him, He survived and more than 2 thousand
years later the man still dont know what he is doing. Will he know some day? I hope so.
Dryzaum 8 months ago jewishcrimenetwork 8 months ago 9/11 was a mossad operation.
Calling me antisemite (by the way 95% of semites are Arabs) means nothing cause the
truth is the truth. See 911missinglinks,com to know about mossad terrorism.
jewishcrimenetwork 8 months ago REMESES123 8 months ago Without %'s I dont
know! After long time am still thinking a same tinks witch i was have 19 years on that
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time.. that is was Companis I mean Contys & Antisemites businiss (miss deal)
REMESES123 8 months ago Reality9O 8 months ago Fireworks! Reality9O 8 months
ago eminemfan3333 8 months ago 2 all u people fighting each other with comments about
god, satan etc.... As a great philosopher said (dont remember which one): "Those who
believe in god cant prove he exists, and those who dont cant prove he doesnt exist". In the
end, arguing if god exists or not leads nowhere.... eminemfan3333 8 months ago 2
Blinkadams 8 months ago show hide America, the embarrasment of the world deserved it.
In arabia, USA or Canada means porn and slut women. Don't let a hooker raise your kids
Blinkadams 8 months ago HotTopic1218 8 months ago what do you mean America the
embarrassment of the world deserved it? what did we Americans do to the Arabian
countries? Not a damn thing. And hookers have nothing to do with this and with raising
our children. America didn't deserve to lose innocent people. The people whom are at
fault are the Arabian Countries who hijacked the plans and crashed into the towers.
America Isn't an embarrassment. America Is our home. We should take pride in where we
live. And hope justices comes to the terrorist. HotTopic1218 8 months ago borikat18 8
months ago hey satans devowar! wen i die im gonna see you and i will kick ur fucking
homsapien ass! i will kill u even in death death has death too! there is a god! and thats
jesus christ! christian rull the earth u demons will suffer! we will see in the end if who
wins in this fight! bwahahahahaha faggot gay looser guy! praise the lord! GOD BLESS
AMERICA AND PHILLIPHINES! borikat18 8 months ago GATOXV31 8 months ago
WOOW Q MALA ONDA GATOXV31 8 months ago Blinkadams 8 months ago ﺍﻝﻝﻩ
. ﺃﻙﺏﺭBlinkadams 8 months ago ViennasNachos 8 months ago @Blinkadams what do you
say, "Allahu Akbar"? Islam is an evil ideology, not a religion, and your prophet fucked a
child called Aisha who was 9 years old (!) check the dirty quran ViennasNachos 8 months
ago TrutherD1 8 months ago @ViennasNachos, Don't get sucked in... people are paid to
incite anger on YouTube. the real enemy is the shadow govt / New World Order... they
hide technology, ETs, cosmic events, etc. from us... they created all religions... check
"Ring of Power" @ watch?v=H2CVAnRByfg · We need to wake up and seek truth and
see the real enemy before it's too late. TrutherD1 8 months ago ViennasNachos 8 months
ago @TrutherD1 And you think 9/11 was an inside job right? lol Terrorists on the one
side, and twoofers at the other really funny ViennasNachos 8 months ago TrutherD1 8
months ago @ViennasNachos, I think there's a lot of evidence most people are NEVER
SHOWN. That doesn't bother you? TrutherD1 8 months ago Neergo 8 months ago And
you believe everything the government and the media is to tell you the truth? Very naive!
I think not all of the conspiracy is true, but nevertheless I am convinced that never any
aircraft crashed into the WTC! Its the biggest FAKE in the hole humans history! If not,
refute the conspiracy theories! Neergo 8 months ago TrutherD1 8 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam watch?v=8YaFGSPErKU - Molten steel
found 6 & 8 weeks later watch?v=74qazOMbl6k - Molten Steel vs. Molten Aluminum
watch?v=IhJ-woz1Y-A - Larry Silverstein, owner of WTC7 suggests CD
watch?v=C7SwOT29gbc - BBC reports WTC7 collapse early TrutherD1 8 months ago
killlgod666 8 months ago for every asshole thats trying to figure out what happened: shut
the fuck up already , no one is gonna find out what really happened , so stop talking
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about it , stupid christians!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-666 killlgod666 8 months ago TrutherD1 8
months ago watch?v=8YaFGSPErKU - Molten steel found 6 & 8 weeks later
watch?v=zAwtmun_aj8 - Pentagon cover-up watch?v=TsDEA77dgaU - Pentagon attack
- Where's the plane?! watch?v=BmP2Vy8K0i0 - Pentagon not hit by airliner TrutherD1 8
months ago CooINewYorker 8 months ago These blessed and successful strikes are but in
reaction to what happened in our lands .. in Palestine and in Iraq and in other places.
CooINewYorker 8 months ago 487mip 8 months ago I can't believe morons still believe in
conspiracy theorys. Al Qaeda, Islamic terrorists attacked the U.S.A. on 9-11-2001. The
Rockefellers, Aaron Russo, no Al Qaeda? Paranoid moronic bullshit. 487mip 8 months
ago Xendrius 8 months ago Haha you are the one that believes that there is some super
secret orginasation out there lurking to attack you, talk about paranoid. As for me visual
evidence is enough, little Marvin bush and his team rigged the buildings, removed the
security cameras and shut the power of in the building the whole weekend before the
attacks. And the planes were no commercial planes either, all of it proved without a
shadow of a doubt. But hey go believe in the boogeyman. You deserev what's coming
again. Xendrius 8 months ago 487mip 8 months ago @Xendrius Unfortunately you
sound like you believe in the boogeyman. Al Qaeda attacked the U.S. Stop wasting your
time with paranoid bullshit or you might get what is coming next attack. Just think man.
487mip 8 months ago Xendrius 8 months ago Dude, I have researched the foundation and
history of AQ, AQ was created by the CIA, it was a database of recruits that were
trained and financed by the CIA, Bin Laden was in buisness with the Bush family so he
was made the head of the team. AQ means 'the base' and is no orginisation that exists
today, the CIA is AQ, the CIA often just pay some muslim money to do the job for
them, FBI paid Ahmad Salam 1 million dollars to planet bombs in the WTC 1993. 2001
they finished the job. Xendrius 8 months ago Xendrius 8 months ago And sorry it took
me 5 minutes, yes 5 minutes of research to see that 9/11 was a setup, it is unbelievable
how anyone can believe the official thoery anymore with any kind of research. Evidence
that should not be there is available in the TONS to prove without the shadow of a doubt
that the 9/11 attacks were staged by the CIA using planted evidence, bombs, thermate,
remote controlled planes and what not. All of it is shown in my channel's featured video.
Start using your brain bro. Xendrius 8 months ago 487mip 8 months ago @Xendrius
Listen don't waste your time with paranoid bullshit. It took you five minutes? You must
be genius. No inside job. I wish conspiracy theorist would start using their brain as well
bro. 487mip 8 months ago Xendrius 8 months ago Explain to me how unreacted thermite
chips, marvin bush removing bomb sniffing dogs, the demolition squips, the bombs killing
people in the lobby before the planes hit, Dick Cheney controllong norad disabling
defense fit into your 'omg fully unprepared AQ attack'? And please, you just ignored
every fact stated from me, unless you refute all of them the attacks stay what they are, a
pure 110% inside job with no international assience operation. All facts also presented on
the video featured. Xendrius 8 months ago Xendrius 8 months ago Conspiracy theorists?
No sadly, I just look at the evidence and I don't let some paid cooks on Fox news tell me
what to believe. Xendrius 8 months ago 487mip 8 months ago @Xendrius Yes
conspiracy theorist don't care about evidence they believe in any ridiculous bullshit out
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there. I looked at evidence for years. And I don't care about any news station. 487mip 8
months ago ThoughtWave64 8 months ago @487mip Who doesn't care about evidence?
The FBI's list of 19 hijackers has never been amended even though it is a fact that at least
nine of the persons on that list are proven to be innocent, alive and well, having had
nothing to do with the attacks. Why has the list not been changed? Does the FBI or the
Government have no concern over facts and or evidence? Open your eyes man!
ThoughtWave64 8 months ago 487mip 8 months ago @ThoughtWave64 Really it is a
fact that 19 hijackers are alive even though they were killed when the planes crashed.
That doesn't even make sense. Open your eyes man. Where are the hijackers then , show
me proof and don't just say something you got off of conspiracy theory vids. 487mip 8
months ago ThoughtWave64 8 months ago @487mip Do you read these posts or do you
just guess what they say? I never said 19 were alive. I said at least 9...NINE...have been
proven to be innocent or have come forward to prove they are alive and had nothing to do
with this. If you had any sense you would realize this means the FBI has their head up
their asses otherwise they would address this slight problem in there investigation and
adjust the "wanted" list so it no longer has these particular people on the list.
ThoughtWave64 8 months ago 487mip 8 months ago @ThoughtWave64 You are right.
My mistake you did say nine. I am corrected. But my other point still stands . Where are
they ? Show me something to support this bullshit. But my point about thte hijackers
stands, nobody can be alive if they all died on the planes that crashed. 487mip 8 months
ago ThoughtWave64 8 months ago @487mip I have seen one of the accused and his
father on a news report. Sorry if I cannot offer you the report I saw. You just have to
take my word for it. He had nothing to do with the attack, yet the FBI will not remove
him or eight other innocent guys from the 911 wanted terrorist list. Why is that? The
other thing is, why did America attack Afghanistan and Iraq if all of the accused hijackers
(and Bin Laden) are from Saudi Arabia? Basically to me there are too many things that
don't add up. ThoughtWave64 8 months ago TrutherD1 8 months ago
@ThoughtWave64, He's a disinfo-idiot... Don't waste too much time :D TrutherD1 8
months ago 487mip 8 months ago @TrutherD1 Hey scumbag still stalking people crazy
man. See any UFO s moron? LOL 487mip 8 months ago TrutherD1 8 months ago
@487mip, Yeah, your brain :P TrutherD1 8 months ago 487mip 8 months ago
@TrutherD1 That does not even make sense crazy man. :P Go watch for aliens nutjob.
487mip 8 months ago TrutherD1 8 months ago @487mip, Hahah. You're cute when you
use smileys. TrutherD1 8 months ago 487mip 8 months ago @TrutherD1 haha you're
sick in the head. And I like it too psyco :P 9-11-2001 is an Islamic attack. No inside job
moron. 487mip 8 months ago Neergo 8 months ago Islamistc I do not laugh! How do you
know it was the Islamists? They were terrorists, it is not matter which religion the
terrorists had! Neergo 8 months ago 487mip 8 months ago 2 @Neergo Are you for real?
It does matter because that is their motivation, the Islamic religion. And there are many
other terrorist acts they have committed against us. 487mip 8 months ago 2 Neergo 8
months ago And the Christians have never used their faith? (I am a Christian, but ...) I am
thinking of the crusades ... and then to Bush! When he gets out he has the right to do
something like this? Start a war! Nothing justifies a war! Religion is often blamed for
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something where it is not at fault! Neergo 8 months ago 487mip 8 months ago @Neergo
Yes they have. Bush or whoever was in charge has the right to go after Islamic terrorists
after they attacked us on 9-11. Enough is enough. That is justified war. Islam is an evil
religion. 487mip 8 months ago Neergo 8 months ago The U.S. says it was Islamists who
want to ask but how do you know if it's true? 911 was very very sad but Repekt at all,
the official version is a lie and that is demonstrated on several occasions! I'm sorry but I
can not shut my eyes, just because it is the simple "truth"! Neergo 8 months ago 487mip
8 months ago 3 @Neergo It is what the evidence shows. Al Qaeda admitted they planned
and pulled off the attack. Conspiracy theories are lies. You seem reasonable. Don't waste
your time on them. You shut your eyes when you believe it was not Islamic scumbag
terrorists. 487mip 8 months ago 3 Neergo 8 months ago It does not matter whether they
were Islamists or whoever ... Yes, it was very bad, but worse, it is a war to kill thousands
more people! Think about it closely, not only soldiers to die in a war, also innocent
people die! Not "only" 3,000 people, much much more die in a war! War is bad and
nothing excuses it! Neergo 8 months ago 487mip 8 months ago @Neergo It does matter
pal. I told you already that is the motivation behind the attacks. Islam. All terrorists need
to die. Wait until you or someone you love is attacked . Then talk to me. 487mip 8
months ago killlgod666 8 months ago @Neergo , erything is religion's fault
dumbshit!!!!!!!!! think about it! btw, its so funny how that bitch in the video is crying
when she's fucking safe!! lol killlgod666 8 months ago Xendrius 8 months ago I can't
believe you morons who believe this was done by AQ, christ sake, AQ was created by
the CIA, it does not exist anymore. Rockfeller already told Aaron Russo that the 911
attackw would be staged (by the CIA) just like they did with the 1993 bombings where
they paid Ahmad Salem 1 million dollars to blow up the WTC lobby. Xendrius 8 months
ago XxBICKBOSSxX 8 months ago O_o XxBICKBOSSxX 8 months ago RedLego391 8
months ago F-u-c-k terrorists.FU-CK TERRORISTS!! RedLego391 8 months ago
TrutherD1 8 months ago @RedLego391, Watch "Ring of Power" TrutherD1 8 months
ago Xendrius 8 months ago Haha moron, the CIA and FBI caused the attacks, there's
hours of material available to prove it. Xendrius 8 months ago gazer22142 8 months ago
prove it cockass gazer22142 8 months ago Xendrius 8 months ago I am, on my channel
even. Xendrius 8 months ago xXdarkdogXx1 8 months ago wow you have a far zoom
xXdarkdogXx1 8 months ago acb43211 8 months ago Those noises of firetrucks and
police around 5:00 minutes in still haunt me.. acb43211 8 months ago CooINewYorker 8
months ago FUCK USA FOR EVER CooINewYorker 8 months ago dakabuade 8 months
ago 5:03 - 6:00 dakabuade 8 months ago killlgod666 8 months ago so when this hystoric
type of shit happens and kills millions, i ask myself...... where is your god now??????
probably masturbating in heaven, lololol killlgod666 8 months ago eminemfan3333 8
months ago i dont disagree man, and i dont have an answer for that, but by using such a
username (killgod666), u just show how weak u feel towards this fake/real god, why try
to insult something u believe does not exist? Or are u just doing it to piss off people?
Really, u dont help at all, u are against god (not sayin that this is wrong), but using such a
username shows just how much u are afraid of him, if u believe he doesnt exist, just let
believers "masturbate" with their thoughts and beliefs.... eminemfan3333 8 months ago
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killlgod666 8 months ago i use this username because i workship satan and because i hate
stupid little christians, (the most fake people in the world), and btw , i do believe that god
exists, but i scincerely hope he burns in hell:) fuck 9/11, fuck america and fuck you queer
killlgod666 8 months ago 19ERICCARR94 8 months ago fuck afganistan
19ERICCARR94 8 months ago waggi66 8 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam fuck off religion waggi66 8 months ago owlcu 8 months ago
Comment removed alex99cfr 8 months ago on 14:$@ its smoock alex99cfr 8 months ago
aabbklll101 8 months ago them buildings didnt do nothin they stood there being
champions and some stupid idiot with some stupid idea does this shit aabbklll101 8
months ago KillYourTeeVee 8 months ago Watch the documentary 'The End of America 10 Steps To Fascism' available on YouTube. KillYourTeeVee 8 months ago
punjabi1988king 8 months ago "9/11 Inside Job - The Most Damning Evidence Yet!"
punjabi1988king 8 months ago punjabi1988king 8 months ago 666falsemessiah is a fukin
idiot.. go shoot urself.. 4 anyone who wants 2 know the truth and y OUR OWN govt
was behind it youtube search"ZEITGEIST II ADDENDUM (FULL MOVIE!) PLEASE SHARE" punjabi1988king 8 months ago 666falsemessiah 8 months ago am
100% american , and i think this is exactly what needed to happen. we americans think
we're the kings of the world ,well guess what? we are not. what happened to the bombing
of hiroshima that killed millions, i guess that was okay because america did it, well fuck
america, now we know that people can fuck with us too:) 666falsemessiah 8 months ago
angryatheistdotnet 8 months ago The bombing of Hiroshima only killed about 100,000.
angryatheistdotnet 8 months ago RobWarrens 8 months ago For sure man, The wtc
buildings were definitely controlled demolition jobs. RobWarrens 8 months ago
ElectroPunsh 8 months ago this is a FUCKING CONSIPRACY!!!!!! terrorist???? no
way.. it was tooo perfect... that's the true face of our lovely americans... ElectroPunsh 8
months ago TrutherD1 8 months ago Consider: watch?v=8YaFGSPErKU - Molten steel
found 6 & 8 weeks later watch?v=74qazOMbl6k - Molten Steel vs. Molten Aluminum
watch?v=IhJ-woz1Y-A - Larry Silverstein, owner of WTC7 admits CD
watch?v=C7SwOT29gbc - BBC reports WTC7 collapse early TrutherD1 8 months ago
pokefreak525 8 months ago hey, if you believe this was an inside job, THEN WHY THE
FUCK ARE YOU STILL LIVING IN THIS COUNTRY!!!!! WHY ARE YOU STILL
LIVING UNDERNEATH OUR GOVERNMENT!!!!! pokefreak525 8 months ago
banderazulyblanca 8 months ago @pokefreak525 you dont understand a shit my friend.
The last thing you are is an american. Maybe you are the american idiot.
banderazulyblanca 8 months ago ashhole820 8 months ago Yes, it was an inside job
because a couple colleges saw that they sort of look like controlled demolitions. The
thousands of experts are wrong, compared to the very few who side with the conspiracy
theorists. Makes perfect sense. ashhole820 8 months ago zain200579 8 months ago
INSIDE JOB........military plane!!!! planned demolision.....a normal buildings does not
come down like that....look at the building...nothing wrong wrong with the bottom half
even after the plane hit!!!!!!.......couple of weeks before 9/11 both buildings were insured
for billions of dollars!!!....the gov has put dust over your eyes my fellow people.
zain200579 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago zain200579 The lease for the towers
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was signed 6 weeks before tis happened. Part of that lease and it's law that real estate
insurance. The towers are worth billions so they must be insured for billions. Also, when
was the last time you saw a 767 full of fuel hit a tower? Each floor was designed &
constructed to support its own weight. Trusses sagged, bowing in the
supports,eventually supports tore away. The portion above the impact slams down
below. Tower wasn't designed to withstand that. Sharky2055 8 months ago connibonni 8
months ago thats SO sad and terrible... i think i would have peed my pants seeing this!
but a nice location for an apartment ^^ connibonni 8 months ago Felixalbertodk 8 months
ago It makes me mad! why did they have to do it?? THOSE FREAKIN TERRORISt
Felixalbertodk 8 months ago psiop7 8 months ago @Felixalbertodk because they believed
they would get riches or 70 virgens or what ever because thats what they believe in thats
there religion psiop7 8 months ago zain200579 8 months ago inside job my friend....its
black and white....that the gov has set it up....look at the facts zain200579 8 months ago
psiop7 8 months ago look i dont care if it was a inside job or if so bunch of wackos from
half way across the world did it, all i know is over 2000 people and maybe 3000 people
died in 9/11 all of them inocent psiop7 8 months ago Ivanichma 8 months ago sad, i
remeber war in croatia, sometimes we all live like it never happend, but this remind me, it
so so sad, there is to much evil, people forget, go and live their small lifes, forget there is
allway punishment of some kind.its sad we didint learn anything from events like this.
Ivanichma 8 months ago RyuzakiLRyuuga 8 months ago 911, 911, 911,Terrorist,
Terrorist, Terroris. Be afraid be very afraid of the Evil Terrorist the person right next to
you is eaither a Terrorist or has Suan Plu.. "If you tell a lie long enough loud enough and
often enough the people will believe it." RyuzakiLRyuuga 8 months ago JaysonBeesley 8
months ago Comment removed fhfhfhsaa 8 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam @JaysonBeesley hello people,,im gay from serbia,,i would love to
meet some gay guys,,if anyone is intersted please tell me add me,subscribe to my channel
please,,im 20 years old and single,looking for a boyfriend,,long live GAYS, gay pride
worldwide!!!!!! MY NAME IS NIKOLA. kosovo is serbia!!!!! fhfhfhsaa 8 months ago
2s01s2 8 months ago 9 11 was an inside job 2s01s2 8 months ago jewishcrimenetwork 8
months ago 9/11 was a mossad operation. See 911missinglinks,com and learn.
jewishcrimenetwork 8 months ago EvilStar109 8 months ago @ jewiscrimenetwork Go
fuck yourself you anti-semetic, anti-American piece of shit!!! EvilStar109 8 months ago
SoccerBoyAlen 8 months ago u live almost few meter away wow SoccerBoyAlen 8
months ago PenBitter 8 months ago It's heartbreaking listening to that woman crying in
the background! PenBitter 8 months ago starfusion2008 8 months ago Holy shit, that was
just, whoa. The second building falls, it's just so exhilarating to see. It's my first time
seeing this, I was still young when it happened. starfusion2008 8 months ago
White13111 8 months ago I loled for a few hours afte i watched this. It was a good time ;)
White13111 8 months ago ctsittin 8 months ago huh ctsittin 8 months ago Sebert98 8
months ago fuck u i hope u burn in hell Sebert98 8 months ago jjw91190 8 months ago
this happened on my golden birthday =( i feel really bad for the people that were caught
inside jjw91190 8 months ago 11mistermann11 8 months ago when people were talking
about 9/11 they all sound enthusiastic, sadistic, happy... WHY? 11mistermann11 8
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months ago jpado 8 months ago at 7:36 is that dot a person jumping out couse if it is
thats terrible jpado 8 months ago KevinMerck 8 months ago Richard Gage vs. Ron Craig
If you have an interest in learning the truth about 9/11 you need to listen to this debate. It
can be downloaded at the A&E website. watch?v=HAQJ_fHbhBs Gage masterfully
handles this truth denier. Craig was in denial of irrefutable evidence throughout the entire
debate, which is the hallmark of either an insane person or criminal, that's up to you. Poll
results: Controlled Demolition 85% Official Conspiracy Theory 12% Undecided 3%
KevinMerck 8 months ago hsh31 8 months ago zionists did this !! hsh31 8 months ago
TrutherD1 8 months ago watch?v=74qazOMbl6k - Molten Steel vs. Molten Aluminum
watch?v=8YaFGSPErKU - Molten steel found 6 & 8 weeks later
watch?v=8T2_nedORjw - WTC7 watch?v=GsUtvOW6SR0 - Al Qaeda actors exposed
watch?v=Sm73wOuPL60 - Bush caught lying about Sep 11 TrutherD1 8 months ago
mit858585 8 months ago fuck off religion mit858585 8 months ago mit858585 8 months
ago Comment removed quarkmuffin37 8 months ago well 2 things are conveniently
missing from this video. 1 - the footage alluded to by the camera operators ie "it was a
military plane". Num 2 - the moments just before north tower collapse where an
explosion below the impact site should be visible. very fishy. quarkmuffin37 8 months
ago Sharky2055 8 months ago 2 quarkmuffin37 You're incorrect about both. Sharky2055
8 months ago 2 Johnnyman67 8 months ago Guys, I'm a proud Christian American, trust
me, I live in D.C, But YES there IS a difference between a Muslim(Peace lovers) and Al
Qaeda(Extremists) I believe extremists are "Jihadists" and believe all Infidels deserve to
die NOT, I repeat NOT, like Muslims, who love peace. Johnnyman67 8 months ago
Sharky2055 8 months ago 2 Johnnyman67 You're right. Sharky2055 8 months ago 2
ghettoksa 8 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i wish if i
see onther 9.11 in america wow i loved that moment . and u ppl deserve it ghettoksa 8
months ago ny220 8 months ago fucking prick ny220 8 months ago jewishcrimenetwork
8 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was a jew job.
See 911missinglinsk,com and watch for yourself. jewishcrimenetwork 8 months ago
Sharky2055 8 months ago jewishcrimenetwork NO, it was an Islamic extremist terrorist
job! ht tp : // w w w. vaed. uscourts. gov/notablecases/moussaoui/exh-ibits/prosecution.
ht ml Sharky2055 8 months ago xxphatknightx 8 months ago Since theres muslims here
flameing us we should flame them :) Muslim jokes - Q: How do you get a Muslim woman
pregnant? A: Dress her up as a goat. Did you hear the one about the Muslim who won a
Nobel Prize in Mathematics? Neither did I. Q. How many muslims does it take to change
a roll of toilet paper? A. What's toilet paper? Q. What do Muslim men do during
foreplay? A. Tickle the goat under the chin. Q: What do female Muslims use for birth
control? A: Their faces. xxphatknightx 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago
xxphatknightx Keep that crap to yourself. NOT ALL Muslims are alike! They don't all
believe think and act alike, you ignorant ass. Sharky2055 8 months ago xxphatknightx 8
months ago @Sharky2055 but most of them do xxphatknightx 8 months ago Sharky2055
8 months ago 2 xxphatknightx To make that statement in a factual matter as you have
means you know what ALL of them do. So let's see the statement from every Muslims in
the world that you have, you have them don't you to make that determination? You do,
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right? Sharky2055 8 months ago 2 xxphatknightx 8 months ago @Sharky2055 Fine
support terrorists, I dont care. xxphatknightx 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago 4
xxphatknightx I DON'T support terrorists. I'm not the one being ignorant and calling most
Muslims terrorists when they're NOT. That would be YOU. Sharky2055 8 months ago 4
JakeT35 8 months ago im glad the barrett .50 was invented. JakeT35 8 months ago
greendaychickad 8 months ago this is so sad you can see people jumping from the
building. greendaychickad 8 months ago danyboyzero 8 months ago even if a lot of
people hate america, i must say that it has a lot of beautiful cities, i mean, new york is the
best city of the world, and america has other amazing places such as las vegas, los angeles,
chicago, washignton, dallas, among others! danyboyzero 8 months ago nycsentinel 8
months ago 2 What kind of dipshit puss name is "Dodi" Anyone ever tell you your
momma calls you funny names Fargin POS? nycsentinel 8 months ago 2 scrnavyman 8
months ago 3 God Bless America and the men and woman who risked and lost their lives
trying to save innocent people from this tragedy and let those bastards responsible rot in
hell for eternity. scrnavyman 8 months ago 3 Dodi9914 8 months ago show hide God
hates America :):) come on ! stop saying "God Bless America" the word does not belong
to America ! LOL Dodi9914 8 months ago Dodi9914 8 months ago show hide americans
are assholes and porn addicted dumbass !!! Dodi9914 8 months ago Sharky2055 8
months ago 3 Dodi9914 Only a dumbass would lump all Americans together that way.
NOT all Americans do, act, think, feel believe the same way. America's made up of
people from ALL over the world. People from all over the world come to live in America.
people from all over the world take oaths of citizenship every day. Try to make a
concerted effort not to be so asininely ignorant anymore. Sharky2055 8 months ago 3
EvilStar109 8 months ago Dodi9914 is one of those shitbags from the Westboro Baptist
Church. EvilStar109 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago EvilStar109 Probably a
member of the God Hates fags church. They're freakin lunatics!!!!!! Sharky2055 8
months ago greendaychickad 8 months ago who are you to judge americans? you know
nothing about us. We are a strong country that comes together in times of crisis such as
this. i don't understand why people hate america for no reason. We try our best to be the
best and i for one am proud to live here so all the haters can take all their crap and shove
it because they can't bring us down. greendaychickad 8 months ago xxphatknightx 8
months ago @Dodi9914 At least we can affored to waste money on porn unlike your
fucked up country :) xxphatknightx 8 months ago mtattrain 8 months ago Well, see you,
Cortlandt st (1) station. :( mtattrain 8 months ago HungLikeSaddam 8 months ago show
hide lol i felt like in heaven when the tower crumbled down. I wish I was there to see it. I
want to see something like that hit the empire state building HungLikeSaddam 8 months
ago scrnavyman 8 months ago 2 @HungLikeSaddam woow really? your pathetic you sick
bastard scrnavyman 8 months ago 2 ny220 8 months ago your a fucking piece of shit go
burn i hell u scum bag ny220 8 months ago 666falsemessiah 8 months ago @ny220 ,
maybe i will burn in hell, but at least am not burning in hell right now like all those bitches
that fell from the tower ;) 666falsemessiah 8 months ago killlgod666 8 months ago
@666falsemessiah , fuck yeah, i totally agree with you on that one, nice job man
killlgod666 8 months ago gazer22142 8 months ago i agree with it too. cause i really hope
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you and your little falsemessiah butt-buddy go to hell and get fucked in the ass by your
precious satan's dick. bitchass motherfucker gazer22142 8 months ago Xendrius 8 months
ago I know I was dealing with a retard as soon as I saw that you believe the official
theory which insults the intelligence of a 5 year old. I have some manners so I will not
even bother insult you back. When martial law comes to america soon I hope they have
one of their FEMA coffins left for you? If I were you I'd check what FEMA coffins are.
Xendrius 8 months ago ny220 8 months ago yo fuck u i lot 2 family members on 9/11 u
fucking prick ny220 8 months ago HailToTheSkunk 8 months ago I remember coming
back from school and my brother telling me that the most powerful country on the planet
has been invaded and their would be a world war and Id die. dam him HailToTheSkunk 8
months ago KevinMerck 8 months ago Richard Gage vs. Ron Craig If you have an
interest in learning the truth about 9/11 you need to listen to this debate. It can be
downloaded at the A&E website. Gage masterfully handles this truth denier in classic
form. Craig was in denial of irrefutable evidence throughout the entire debate, which is the
hallmark of either an insane person or criminal, thats up to you. Poll results: Controlled
Demolition 85% Official Conspiracy Theory 12% Undecided 3% KevinMerck 8 months
ago ApocalypticRedIX 8 months ago the mayor of new york city knew one of the towers
was going to come down very shortly but he didnt tell them, so many firefighters,police,
and rescue units were in the building....it just came down..it wasnt suppose to come
down. ApocalypticRedIX 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago No, he didn't.
Sharky2055 8 months ago ApocalypticRedIX 8 months ago yeah he did, HE actually said
they were going to come down in the news, and then 6 years later activists began to
question him about why he didnt warned the firefighrers and he had no comment
ApocalypticRedIX 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago 2 Saying they're coming
down as a warning doesn'tmake him responsible. AlQaeda's responsible for it.
Sharky2055 8 months ago 2 Alaa6653 8 months ago i know innocent people died but
after all fair enough who voted for bush please check out what israel and the american
troops doing to other then judge it after Alaa6653 8 months ago rainfire462 8 months ago
I watched this the morning it happened, I was sick at home rainfire462 8 months ago
mikhasw 8 months ago You were like 3 years old. You don't even understand what
happened. mikhasw 8 months ago rainfire462 8 months ago I was 6, and I actually knew
what was going on, so stop replying every comment i put on a video. and anyways you
probably dont even know what happened rainfire462 8 months ago mikhasw 8 months
ago I know what happened. I remember I laughed at all the infidel Americans' deaths
while I ate my breakfast. mikhasw 8 months ago dastardlydave45 8 months ago yeah
mikhasw, just like how I laugh whenever our great military bombs one of your piece of
shit, 3rd world countries to rubble. oh yeah, and allah sucks satan's cock. That is all.
dastardlydave45 8 months ago mikhasw 8 months ago That's racist. How typical of the
dimwitted and bigoted Americans. mikhasw 8 months ago rainfire462 8 months ago oh
since you think you know what happened, then who was the mastermind and who was
the leader of alcheida at the time rainfire462 8 months ago mikhasw 8 months ago Adolf
Hitler, you idiot. Everyone knows that. Oh wait, you haven't taken a history class yet
since you're in grade 4. mikhasw 8 months ago rainfire462 8 months ago Adolf hitler was
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dead way before that and he comitted suicide because he ouldnt live with himself. Im in
seventh grade and i have an A in history and iknow more about WW1, WW2, The Cold
War, and more. So you should shut up if you dont know what your talking about
rainfire462 8 months ago rainfire462 8 months ago so what country are you from? you
planning to be a terrorrist when you grow up? You sound like a persn who has no life so
they go on yt and get into figts so they htink they have a life rainfire462 8 months ago
MattyBoy7777 8 months ago 2 Thanks for posting this, an amazing first hand account of
what happened! MattyBoy7777 8 months ago 2 Dodi9914 8 months ago show hide poor
americans ! hahahahahaha GET OVER IT !!! Dodi9914 8 months ago scrnavyman 8
months ago 2 @Dodi9914 and what country r u from asshole ? because when it happens
to you im sure ur ass will cry for our help then who will be being told to get over it?
scrnavyman 8 months ago 2 TrutherD1 8 months ago Inside job. Ignore idiot disinfoagents like Sharky2055. Search for 9/11 and use your brain. TrutherD1 8 months ago
irrovoodoofan 8 months ago kill sadam husein kill musulman countrys go to the terrorist
schools in afganistan kill harachi !!! irak hermadena !!!! every terrorist country !!!!!
irrovoodoofan 8 months ago rainfire462 8 months ago Sadam has been dead since
December 30, 2006 rainfire462 8 months ago Casshern1456 8 months ago is this after or
before the second plane flew in? Casshern1456 8 months ago Shadpro 8 months ago
before> 11:44 Shadpro 8 months ago marsidka 8 months ago SO scary! who did that,
must burn in the hell! marsidka 8 months ago mikeyadonis1 8 months ago america had 1
day of terrorism . northern ireland had 30 years. and who funded the ira? new yorkers. i
wonder how many victims of the world trade center were guilty of donating money to the
ira? so when you are saying prayers for the victims of new york save some for the
innocent victims of northern ireland. hang your heads in shame . you helped destroy the
uk for 30 years. like i said you had 1 day do the maths. you can`t pick the good from the
bad terrorists they`re all the same. mikeyadonis1 8 months ago Carlosvillalba13 8 months
ago The music in the beginning just made it look even more eerrie. Carlosvillalba13 8
months ago MrAmigoman 8 months ago It was all George Fagot Bush's fault..... And the
dumbass american FAGOTS who voted for him. - FUCK YOU! LOALA! MrAmigoman
8 months ago 1989davidmt 8 months ago do not watch the "loose change" documentary it
is crap that is not based on fact. totally anti american 1989davidmt 8 months ago
MrAmigoman 8 months ago Bullshit Amigo..... MrAmigoman 8 months ago
XxVictorValentineXx 8 months ago thats why religion is stupid. XxVictorValentineXx 8
months ago omar58603 8 months ago watch the "Loose Change documentary"
omar58603 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago omar58603 Loose Change is loose
bullshit that's, "NOT 100% backed by facts". The maker of it admitted that. It started
out as fiction per the words of its creator, and ended that way too. Sharky2055 8 months
ago fhd511 8 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam in this
year 2010. the world will know the real story of the Osama Bin ladin and the fake
alqaidah Plans. Hey Americans,please ask your self "where did the moset of US Gold and
Money of the last 8 years go..? " fhd511 8 months ago roflpwnful 8 months ago the jews
did it roflpwnful 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago roflpwnful = TROLL PLEASE
DON'T FEED THE TROLLS. Sharky2055 8 months ago frole6 8 months ago sharky =
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butthurt over the internet frole6 8 months ago GGcaptmandrake 8 months ago frole6 =
cyberstalker! GGcaptmandrake 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago FRole You're
assuming something you can't possibly know. Stop assuming, jackass. You've been
OWNED: watch?v=kv4s3fn8jDc Sharky2055 8 months ago MrAmigoman 8 months ago
Fuck you amigo.....LOALA! MrAmigoman 8 months ago MarkY925 8 months ago
Muslim is not a religion anymore... It's a terrorist organization..They should start killing
themselves MarkY925 8 months ago thinkinawink1 8 months ago 3 not all Muslims are
extremist just like there are some Christians that kill abortion doctors and other dont
thinkinawink1 8 months ago 3 Sharky2055 8 months ago MarkY925 NOT ALL Muslims
believe alike. many are kind peaceful people. NOT all of them believe, think act or feel as
the Islamic extremists do. The Islamic extremists have stolen islam to serve their own evil
and ignorant agenda through terrorist means. Sharky2055 8 months ago mgxtreme2 8
months ago When you stepped outside and you hear all hte noise it looked like the whole
city was on fire. So much firetrucks mgxtreme2 8 months ago nickfkd76 8 months ago
Thank you for posting your video. It was a sad day and we will never forget. Its funny
how the news never said it was a military plane. nickfkd76 8 months ago wamku 8
months ago ohhhh shit !!!!!!!!!!!! 19:43 wamku 8 months ago DJHUSA 8 months ago
allah ukber masalla DJHUSA 8 months ago violetadigital 8 months ago Infelizmente já
fazem alguns anos... mas está fresco na memória de quem passou por esse trauma... Chega
a ser um mundo doente... violetadigital 8 months ago POPOderneger 8 months ago
watch?v=yr4jD4XyKAk POPOderneger 8 months ago jewishcrimenetwork 8 months ago
wanna know who really did 9/11? You really wanna know? See .911missinglinks,com and
be surprised. Warning: the truth is horrible. jewishcrimenetwork 8 months ago
Sharky2055 8 months ago @######crimenetwork It was Muslim extremists that did this.
That site has ALOT missing, like facts for instance. Sharky2055 8 months ago madme93
8 months ago R.I.P i love you uncle :'( madme93 8 months ago jefri53 8 months ago
Bluesbrothe, SORRY bro.. obama=bush=LIAR SHOW US WHICH PROMISES HE
MADE N WHICH HE DELIVER jefri53 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago Obama
can't be equated to or with Bush at all. they're entirely different people and entirely
different politcal views. President Obama's a good guy and a smart guy, unlike the bastard
idiot Bush. Sharky2055 8 months ago jefri53 8 months ago justagirlinthehood , If u
believe wtc 7 was demolished on purpose, then why not wtc 1 n 2 ,,, only diff was, in
former the debri was not blown out where as in 1 n 2 it was mushrooming for better
visual effect. the plane crashes were just icing tomake the cake mord palatable jefri53 8
months ago truthbahal 8 months ago well i still remember the victims from iranair 1989 ok
americans? how is it do u like this? eat this u bastards truthbahal 8 months ago nickfkd76
8 months ago I still remember your Nazi Germany you stupid fuck! Watch what you say
concerning 9/11 and get your facts straight. Most of us Americans believe it was the
doing of Bush and our corrupted government. And they will all burn in hell for it. Just
like your Hitler did you un-educated moron! nickfkd76 8 months ago Sharky2055 8
months ago nickfkd76 "Most" ???? NO, try a handful. Most of us embrace reality that is
was Al-Qaeda. Sharky2055 8 months ago nadjasund95 8 months ago 19:43 what the
facking hell :o nadjasund95 8 months ago nadjasund95 8 months ago Comment removed
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Bluesbrothe 8 months ago bush is THE MOST FUCKING ASSHOLE all over the world.
He arranged the attack. I am sure. Would Obama do something like that? I don't believe.
Obama is very good for the USA. Bluesbrothe 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago
Bluesbrothe Bush is too stupid to do this attack. he didn't arrange it either it. Al-Qaeda
did. Sharky2055 8 months ago XatarKing 8 months ago fuck georg bush he is a terorist
XatarKing 8 months ago brom001 8 months ago fucking terrorists! brom001 8 months
ago hana707chan 8 months ago @brom001 exactly hana707chan 8 months ago
love187punk 8 months ago Your time to expire, nobody cry everyyone attacks muslims
gotta die love187punk 8 months ago GodfatherB3 8 months ago FUCK amerika ..thats
wat ganna be for a amn who kill people in the medelleast GodfatherB3 8 months ago
summmerday 8 months ago I believe the government had something to do with this
attack. Maybe A excuse to start a war, or maybe some reason we do not know. But I
would not trust this government for nothing. American's BEWARE of this so called land
of the free.. summmerday 8 months ago farleysbro2 8 months ago I couldn't agree more,
and the fucked up thing is, my brother is fighting overseas for a cause that I don't even
think HE supports. farleysbro2 8 months ago nicobelic344 8 months ago give me a
thumbs up if this attack was only a fluke and America still lives on and stronger than
ever!!! nicobelic344 8 months ago ChristianManForPeace 8 months ago The attacks were
blamed on Muslims, but I believe that Muslim terrorists had nothing to do with it at all. I
believe that the government had prior knowledge of what was to come. Why would
FEMA have been sent to NY City the night before for an attack scenario training that just
"coincidentally" happened? The WTC buildings fell symetrically down and looked just
like a controlled demolition job. We are supposed to believe that 3 steel framed buildings
completely collapsed like that? ChristianManForPeace 8 months ago romella1982 8
months ago did the fbi or faa threatened the camerawoman to erase / not show the actual
footage, leaves a lot to say about the government romella1982 8 months ago romella1982
8 months ago stupid this video they dont show anything everything is cut off, fast
forwarded or not shown romella1982 8 months ago romella1982 8 months ago what
happened to the second hit that we didnt see and she says it was a military plane, wth
romella1982 8 months ago KevinMerck 8 months ago For anyone new to these videos ...
It has now been established with absolute certainty, well beyond a reasonable doubt, that
the destruction of WTC 1, 2, & 7 were in fact controlled demolition. Please go to
Architects and Engineers for 9/11 Truth to learn more and get involved. KevinMerck 8
months ago ChalicoKiks008 8 months ago @BenOmarbaOmar What are you trying to
say? You are defending that? ChalicoKiks008 8 months ago Benny7101986 8 months ago
viele grüße aus Deutschland, dieses video zeigt wie weit sich das feuer im wtc ausbreitet
... ich habe bisher nicht so richtig daran geglaubt das es sich um einen terroranschlag
handelt aber je mehr videos ich mir ansehe desto mehr wird mir klar das es terroristen
waren die die twintowers zerstört haben. good bless america Benny7101986 8 months
ago Yoshimitsu483 8 months ago yea...my mom and i were right there when it began and
after it was over...i wouldnt stop crying for 3 whole days, yea it was tht scary, thts why
we moved away from NYC Yoshimitsu483 8 months ago tomytza123 8 months ago why
second crash is "skiped" or censored ? did u give the tape to fbi first dontcha ?
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tomytza123 8 months ago Matu1 8 months ago They say that top part crushed below
floors but the top part is missing and building is just getting blown in to pieces, i feel very
sad for all those people who had to die that day, you should ask your government
questions, you can see that this didnt happen like they are telling you. Matu1 8 months
ago DJprickable 8 months ago Comment removed slowd1982 8 months ago Wow they
live really close. I would be scared to live there after this slowd1982 8 months ago
ReptilianoCia 8 months ago army of Judas club of the eleven ReptilianoCia 8 months ago
BenOmarbaOmar 8 months ago after this attack more then 600 thousand people or more
become Muslims in NYC the Islamic Fighter didnt start this go read the history and you
will see who started this war Allah give Death and Life when the day comes no money no
child or life will help you only who comes with clean heart. BenOmarbaOmar 8 months
ago mixieeees 8 months ago 2nd missile watch?v=615-k4PgYNo 5:46 mixieeees 8 months
ago GodfatherB3 8 months ago Amerika hat in den letzten 20 jahre in middeleast
getan,was nie ein Emperya vorher getan hat.amerika hat israel geholfen damit israel die
palastinensa immer jeden tag mit amerikanischen Raketen angrifft. amerika hat einen
großen Einfluss auf israel !! wie viel mal hat amerika ihren Einsatz in arabischen Länder
für Umbringen von Menschen benutzt? unschuldige menschen sterben jeden tag in gazza
in Afghanistan in Iraq.was will amerika überhaupt??????????????? GodfatherB3 8 months
ago GodfatherB3 8 months ago thats ganna haben for a man who kill people and arabspeople in Iraq and Palastine in the last 20 years in the medileast every every day. ( dies
muss passieren für eines Land,dessen Regierungführer bringt millionen von menschen und
millionen arabische kinder,Frauen,Eltern jeden tag im mittlenOsten um. kann jeder sich
vorstellen warum ist das geschehen wurde?!!.ja die Antwort ist klar...wenn Israel grifft
palastina jeden tag mit Raketen an auch in Afghanstan GodfatherB3 8 months ago
amandapandacmt 8 months ago Why did they cut out the footage of the 2nd plane? They
would have had a perfect view of it. I don't understand amandapandacmt 8 months ago
sevenseasify 8 months ago maybe really there has never been any such 2nd plane...
sevenseasify 8 months ago amandapandacmt 8 months ago Where was the second
plane????? Video editing? amandapandacmt 8 months ago bluecheezbox 8 months ago and
this is a piece of american history... caught on film... raw history... thats your service to
america... priceless bluecheezbox 8 months ago GodfatherB3 8 months ago thats
goooooooooood cooooool fuck america fuck israel fuck jewe..das ist sehr gut . so
verdienen die schweine wenn sie unsere kinder und alte leute von uns erschiessen und
toten. hehehheheh LOL ..GOOOOOOOD GodfatherB3 8 months ago westie420uk 8
months ago What happened to the impact footage of the 2nd plane? westie420uk 8
months ago Matachilangos 8 months ago here is a very simple way to rule out that
Osama bin Laden or Al Qaeda had anything to do with the 'terrorist attacks' on the
United States. They had to lie and create a war so they could steal a pipeline right-of-way
and hide their lies and agendas behind a bogus Global War on Terror. That simple!
Matachilangos 8 months ago WingrR12 8 months ago My dad is in the Military and I
showed him a video of the South Towers impact, he even said It was a Mlitary Plane
WingrR12 8 months ago justagirlinthehood 8 months ago 12:20 It was a military plane, it
was a military plane.... Most eye witnesses turn out to be correct. Most of the things the
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gov will tell you is bullshit. justagirlinthehood 8 months ago justagirlinthehood 8 months
ago ROTTIWORLD, name one time when a jetliner crashed into a skyscraper? It is not
JUST the fire but the impact and massive damage from the planes that made the towers
collapse. People seem to forget the plane part for some reason. Do I believe we were told
the truth about everything that day? No. But I don't believe at all that bombs were used
on the twin towers. Tower 7, yes, I believe it was blown up on purpose not by terrorists
though. justagirlinthehood 8 months ago ROTTIWORLD 8 months ago tom4cheesewhat's with the name calling.that's a sign that your not sure with yourself.the truth hurts
sometime. ROTTIWORLD 8 months ago fuzzypuppies1234 8 months ago :( now I
understand! :( fuzzypuppies1234 8 months ago circuitmob888 8 months ago now u
understand?? what didnt u get? circuitmob888 8 months ago fuzzypuppies1234 8
months ago I didn't get how it happened, but I knew it was because of a terrist
fuzzypuppies1234 8 months ago WTCnucleardemolition 8 months ago Google "Many
Small Fission Nukes at the WTC" WTCnucleardemolition 8 months ago Lboossey1 8
months ago if it was not for those dumn niggas the twin towers wouldd still be there u
niggas Lboossey1 8 months ago nickjonasfkinsux 8 months ago 2 What a very fucked up
decade. nickjonasfkinsux 8 months ago 2 asianwannabeamerican 8 months ago
@nickjonasfkinsux Couldn't agree more. asianwannabeamerican 8 months ago
ROTTIWORLD 8 months ago fire brought the buildings down,my ass.if it was fire,why
did tower 2 come down first,when it was hit last.besides,fire has not caused a skyscraper
to collapse ever before. ROTTIWORLD 8 months ago Tom4Cheese 8 months ago
@ROTTIWORLD Sorry, did you not see the jet plane and the explosion? It has been
proven that fire and massive damage can cause floors and supports to fail, which is
exactly what happened here. You're a fucking idiot. Tom4Cheese 8 months ago
asianwannabeamerican 8 months ago @ROTTIWORLD Tower 2 was hit lower.
Therefore it was bearing a heavier weight above it. Like comparing a broken leg to a
broken arm. The lower it is, the tougher it is to hold up something right? Same concept
here. asianwannabeamerican 8 months ago madnessdude87 8 months ago who ever did
that to the twin towers is really screwed up and has some real big time issues
madnessdude87 8 months ago sousique 8 months ago the exposion was controled.
sousique
8
months
ago
mixieeees
8
months
ago
mixieeees 8 months ago nosebone69 8 months ago
im not usually a hateful person, but if theres one thing i cannot stand its conspiracy
theorists. "the evidence is over-whelming that 'bombs' went off before the planes hit"?
pull your head out of your ass. im all for thinking for yourself, but this isnt kurt cobain's
murder/suicide. there were no bombs. there is no conspiracy. nosebone69 8 months ago
sungifu 8 months ago I live in US and I'm not a native English speaker. After nine years, I
still can't stop crying when watching 911 video. No one should controlled, killed innocent
people. I hope we don't forget 911 and all the things. And once, don't forget peace and
love. sungifu 8 months ago RobWarrens 8 months ago All 3 WTC buildings were
controlled demolition jobs. The evidence is overwelming. Workers in building 7 as well as
firemen stated that there were explosions in building 7 before the Twin Towers were even
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hit. RobWarrens 8 months ago asianwannabeamerican 8 months ago @RobWarrens Please
indicate your evidence. Chances are, there's plenty of holes in that evidence as there are in
the official story. asianwannabeamerican 8 months ago geterdonein01 8 months ago 2
That always interested me, fire fighting air tankers may have been useful in helping stop
the blaze. geterdonein01 8 months ago 2 geterdonein01 8 months ago uhhh have you ever
seen one of those birds? they are huge. they certainly aren't little single engine airplanes
that hobbyists fly. alot of fuel as well. no doubt it would be a big explosion.
geterdonein01 8 months ago geterdonein01 8 months ago That might be military
geterdonein01 8 months ago PORKCHOP101190 8 months ago That's really sad what
happened that day PORKCHOP101190 8 months ago modysemeniuk 8 months ago
Scary modysemeniuk 8 months ago modysemeniuk 8 months ago Omg I don't want it to
be 2012 modysemeniuk 8 months ago KevinMerck 8 months ago Pumping huge amounts
of oil out of the ground un-metered and selling it at artificially inflated prices is what's
called making money off the death of innocent victims ... hundreds of thousands of them.
The heroin trade in Afghanistan is not small potatoes either. But the real profiteers are
making outrageous amounts of cash selling tee-shirts and informational material to raise
awareness about 9/11. This is the unadulterated insanity of the 9/11 truth denier.
KevinMerck 8 months ago 19joseph91 8 months ago Obviously a false-flag operation.
Anyone who buys the official story, defacated out by shills like Bill o'reilly, Glenn beck
and others is a coprophagist...... Sorry, but wake the fuck up. It was the NWO's 21st
century reichstag. 19joseph91 8 months ago KozakZaDunaem 8 months ago Это Вам не
Бин ладена по горам ганять! А ваще есть мысль, что это все Ваш президент Буш
устроил, чтобы получить карт-бланш на операцию в Ираке! И что - обосрались вы
там по-полной! Не шутите с Исламистами, они вас изведут в горах, а потом барбекю
устроят из американских солдат. KozakZaDunaem 8 months ago alpharben 8 months
ago Thank you VERY much for sharing this very important video. alpharben 8 months
ago thesofieh 8 months ago great video! it's a real tragedy! r.i.p I feel sick after wathing
this video... thesofieh 8 months ago tylerk27 8 months ago such a GREAT video!
tylerk27 8 months ago mixieeees 8 months ago molten steel pools at wtc basements
created by hydrogen bomb. mixieeees 8 months ago mixieeees 8 months ago
watch?v=615-k4PgYNo mixieeees 8 months ago TrutherD1 8 months ago Do more
research. Search: "9/11 second explosion" "fema 9/11 tuesday" "news error 9/11"
"building 7" "9/11 molten steel" TrutherD1 8 months ago Microtubuli 8 months ago
Thank you. it is a great view of that 's whta's "great" happaning. My english is very bad I
know. I was 15 y. when I saw this pictures but I can remember every second. Thank you
to show this personal view. I was in NYC but I was in the University at a f. studend.
Good luck for you :-) I will prey Microtubuli 8 months ago RobWarrens 8 months ago
That was a controlled demolition job. RobWarrens 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months
ago No, it wasn't. No evidence of it at all,Warrens. Sharky2055 8 months ago mixieeees 8
months ago Nuke Hydrogen bomb mixieeees 8 months ago ukab333 8 months ago it
maybe 9 years ago, but thousands of US soldiers are paying with their lives in Iraq &
Afghanistan because of the Bush/Cheney criminals and liars ukab333 8 months ago
shaneinkster 8 months ago its 9 years ago now shaneinkster 8 months ago ukab333 8
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months ago its so sad for all those innocent ppl who lost their lives, and their families.
Zionist evil knows no limits. They, with their neo-con supporters and extremists in
AIPAC, will stoop to the lowest depths of immorality - killing their own citizens - to
achieve their extremist aims. ukab333 8 months ago Sharky2055 8 months ago You must
be a troll. Sharky2055 8 months ago ukab333 8 months ago The dancing israelils all
worked at Urban Moving Systems, Israeli owned, and established i nNew York for years.
If in Manhattan, make some enquiries - find out why its owner ran back to Israel the day
after 9/11 - leaving his office open with cups of tea and all his equipment there - in the
panic. ukab333 8 months ago ukab333 8 months ago Those who think al-qaeda did this,
have much to answer. Lets start with the Dancing Israelis seen by mutiple witnesses,
congratulating each other on rooftop of nearby building, then in nearby park, then driving
a white van with explosives towards a bridge. 9/11 was an Israeli plot designed to be
pinned falsely on arabs. ukab333 8 months ago stacey323661 8 months ago no, no 7:33,
something falling? stacey323661 8 months ago H0b0j0nes 8 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @stacey323661 Prolly A person... :( H0b0j0nes 8
months ago SelfmadeHacks 8 months ago @stacey, i saw that too, very weird ! but it
wasnt a person, cuz its not falling down straight, going from left to right ... maybe a jacket
or smthnn. SelfmadeHacks 8 months ago stacey323661 8 months ago does anyone else
see something falling at 6:59? o.o stacey323661 8 months ago H0b0j0nes 8 months ago
@stacey323661
Prolly
A
person...
:(
H0b0j0nes
8
months
ago
INTOXiCATEDMONkEY925 8 months ago 2 omg it was my b day. GO TO HELL AL
QUIDA! this was so sad. INTOXiCATEDMONkEY925 8 months ago 2 hatemenow87
8 months ago i meant to say they took everything people also. my grandma was in those
buildings thank god shes alive.let god be with all that are lost. they will be missed also the
buildings which i loved. hatemenow87 8 months ago WakingUpTheMasses 8 months ago
911letsroll you are the one lieing. There were people who felt blasts and people in the
basement got slammed into walls and were hospitalized with broken bones and other
severe injuries. Even firemen have stated the same thing. WakingUpTheMasses 8 months
ago pigonthedesk 8 months ago @WakingUpTheMasses Agree 100%. pigonthedesk 8
months ago hatemenow87 8 months ago i pass this street everyday and im still mad bout
it till this day 2010 they took our best building down. nothing can replace it
hatemenow87 8 months ago pigonthedesk 8 months ago @hatemenow87...maybe you
just worded this wrong, but it sounded incredibly selfish and unintelligent. You're mad
because they took down the "best" building?? What about all of the innocent people who
died? pigonthedesk 8 months ago kiwi2567 8 months ago i feel so bad for all those people
kiwi2567 8 months ago ians2cool2 8 months ago pretty obvious that they are cia
informants.. good acting job ians2cool2 8 months ago Rikokaspar28 8 months ago damn ,
all these people who saw this, i think they see dream of that day every night. it is so sad
to think about the people who were in the buildin when world trade center exploded.
Rikokaspar28 8 months ago anmllvr234 8 months ago 3 why do humans build these tall
buildings.. and this is what happens anmllvr234 8 months ago 3 WakingUpTheMasses 8
months ago That was a controlled demolition job. Many eyewitnessses said that they
witnessed explosions going off before the Twin Towers were even hit. Many say that all
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the windows of the lobby of building 7 were blasted out before the Twin Towers were
even hit. WakingUpTheMasses 8 months ago 911letsroll 8 months ago 2
@WakingUpTheMasses - noone "saw" explosions going off. only "heard" seeing and
hearing are 2 very different things. not every bang is an explosion. and ur lieing about
windows being blasted out (before) the hits. maybe afterwards. and wtc7s wernt blasted
out until the south tower collapse. belive what u want but not lies please. 911letsroll 8
months ago 2 webkinzlover93ify1 8 months ago WOW at 19:96 woah
webkinzlover93ify1 8 months ago snarf807 8 months ago i was 4 1/2 years old when this
happend. what i remember is that me and my grandma were going to back cookies and my
grandpa screamed "TURN ON THE NEW! TRAIT CENTER WAS BOMBED!" i didn't
exactly know what it ment but all i knew is that we wern't going to back cookies. Thank
you for putting up the video!! you did it was very informal!! P.S. whoever lucy was i
hope she didn't go to daycare that day! snarf807 8 months ago KevinMerck 8 months ago
Notice that shortly after the second impact she states that ... "Oh my God, it was a
military plane". If any of you still think this wasn't a false flag attack, you're very sick
people. It's an absolute certainty that WTC 1, 2, and 7 were controlled demolition. Check
out A&E for 9/11 Truth to get the facts. KevinMerck 8 months ago 911letsroll 8 months
ago @KevinMerck - if ur truthers are so certain. why havent you ever made a court date
out of it? im curious. 911letsroll 8 months ago hockeytank14 8 months ago you should
check the facts, because clearly the collapses werent anything near a controlled
demolition. the first thing during a cxontrolled demolition is an explosion at the base of
the building, which was absent in 9/11 hockeytank14 8 months ago nerblebun 8 months
ago @hockeytank14 ..Policemen,Firemen,and a janitor who worked in the WTC all
reported explosions in the basement.The janitor was blown down by the force of the
explosion. See "Last man out." nerblebun 8 months ago Corey12345ify11 8 months ago
omg that was an aweful day Corey12345ify11 8 months ago SJhalli101 8 months ago 3
FUCK YOU OSAMA BIN LADEN SJhalli101 8 months ago 3 XxRymenxX 8 months
ago Osama wasn't responsible Get with the times man!! XxRymenxX 8 months ago
xXstraybu11etsXx 8 months ago @SJhalli101 osama waesnt responsible for this. it was
the al-Quida. i just finished a report on it xXstraybu11etsXx 8 months ago tdj1974 8
months ago i think this has to be one of the saddest and worst moments ever caught on
cam,god bless you all who lost thier lives on that day,R.I.P. tdj1974 8 months ago
tubeshok 8 months ago "The Council on Foreign Relations is the American branch of a
society which originated in England ... [and] ... believes national boundaries should be
obliterated and one-world rule established." Dr. Carroll Quigley : Cheney was the director
of CFR and a US Traitor: Cheney boast about it with fellow traitors.
/watch?v=lBjdWh44OPA tubeshok 8 months ago featherleafpurr 8 months ago when it
hit the ground, it looked like a fluff cloud. but i seriously wish people had the brains to
leave the buildings alone. but its too late now anyway. my dad worked in the other end of
manhattan and he saw it on the news. featherleafpurr 8 months ago 7thThunder 8 months
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was a good day. Al Qaeda
is not the enemy nor the terrorist, america is the real terrorist and the real enemy. america
deserved 9/11, america will soon burn... 7thThunder 8 months ago nedihivem 8 months
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ago know you it better ???????????????? nedihivem 8 months ago The99steelers1 8
months ago omg,thats really real The99steelers1 8 months ago Alexoriasx33 8 months ago
Oh my God it's so terrible. I hope all the people are resting in peace. Alexoriasx33 8
months ago Shirazi92 8 months ago INSIDE JOB! Shirazi92 8 months ago
musicmonkey90 8 months ago you are an idiot. ppl like you need to be shot.
musicmonkey90 8 months ago majorjoe046 8 months ago /watch?v=Q2KHovGh22Y
majorjoe046 8 months ago liamvidnut 8 months ago Its All The Pakis All they do is cause
Trouble, Usa / Uk Bomb Iraq, Bomb Pakistan! liamvidnut 8 months ago KevinMerck 8
months ago 3 Notice that shortly after the second impact she states that ... Oh my God,
it was a military plane. If any of you still think this wasn't a false flag attack, you're very
sick people. It's an absolute certainty that WTC 1, 2, and 7 were controlled demolition.
Check out A&E for 9/11 Truth to get the facts. KevinMerck 8 months ago 3 wiz9496 8
months ago @KevinMerck You are fucking retarded. You conspiracy nuts need to shut
up. wiz9496 8 months ago SelfmadeHacks 8 months ago shit they weren't recording the
second plane ?! ... SelfmadeHacks 8 months ago KevinMerck 8 months ago
@SelfmadeHacks It looks to me as though that part was edited out. KevinMerck 8
months ago SelfmadeHacks 8 months ago kinda weird Ò.ó maybe they are hiding
something xD SelfmadeHacks 8 months ago didel123 8 months ago The laws which are
made to protect people from terrorists can also be used to control and oppress the
people. If these laws are made because of a lie ( 9/11 ) this should make everyone think
about it. didel123 8 months ago goodlad22 8 months ago no money is more important to
them, governments are controlled by a secret society. N W O. wt7 what the fuck
happend to that never been in the media goodlad22 8 months ago RazorAceYU 8 months
ago 2 How could the us government be so cruel as to stage an attack on it's country and
kill it's own people is beyond me. :/ Is oil more precious than human lives? RazorAceYU
8 months ago 2 rainingshoes 8 months ago They had drills on 9/11, that's why NORAD
stood down. Cheney was in control of the whole thing. Stanley Hilton has now gotten
documents about how Bush ordered the whole operation. And I'll tell you right now, his
life is in danger, rainingshoes 8 months ago carloslarraldellamas 8 months ago that just
make me cry.. mtf.. get the muslims out of the USA carloslarraldellamas 8 months ago
bahrest 8 months ago @carloslarraldellamas lol bahrest 8 months ago niceguy243446 8
months ago Dude, OSama bin laden is in the USA - he is bush.lol wake up !
niceguy243446 8 months ago SaLTLiFe4TL 8 months ago that makes no sence
SaLTLiFe4TL 8 months ago Portharian 8 months ago Its been how long now since this
happened and all we have done is get further into debt! We all have choice of religion but
when it comes that you want to die for your God then we have a problem. I am proud of
how far we have come these days with racism and we must stand together to rid out these
anti americans! I dont understand the reason why Bin Laden isnt caught with all the
technology we have and the resources. This video really is deep! As a firefighter myself it
was hard to watch. Portharian 8 months ago KevinMerck 8 months ago 3 Facts speak for
themselves. "Overwhelming and irrefutable" leaves little room for debate. The laws of
physics never lie but people sure as hell do. For instance, there's no need to argue about
the holocaust because there's "overwhelming and irrefutable proof" that it happened. By
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arguing the point you've lowered yourself to the level of the holocaust denier. WTC 1, 2,
& 7 were controlled demolition and that's an undeniable fact. Go to A&E for 9/11 Truth
to learn why. KevinMerck 8 months ago 3 justagirlinthehood 8 months ago And blacks
who were born here belong here. Bringing Muslims into this country when it doesn't take
many of them to create more 9-11 is beyond stupid it is suicidal !!!! justagirlinthehood 8
months ago justagirlinthehood 8 months ago aznbl4ckdud369 (1 hour ago) , there ain't no
blacks from my neighborhood hijacking airplanes and flying them into buildings. the latest
terrorist is black but more importantly he is a MUSLIM. THAT is the common
denominator here. You are so damn concerned about so called 'racism' you have
absolutely NO clue on how to protect yourself against known enemies. Very pathetic and
sad. justagirlinthehood 8 months ago elijah56565656 8 months ago just imagine, if this
was one of the worst tragedies in the united states, imagine a nuclear weapon...
elijah56565656 8 months ago justagirlinthehood 8 months ago someone emailed me saying
not all muslims are bad so we should keep letting them in here. not all are bad but we dont
know which ones want to do us harm. aside from terrorism, third world immigrants are
ruining this country just like they are ruining the UK. when they come here they change
our language and culture, make our cost of living go up since many are on public
assistance, they have lots of kids needing to be schooled and so on. all that is tax funded.
it must stop now. justagirlinthehood 8 months ago aznbl4ckdud369 8 months ago I hope
you are not black... because everything you just said contradicts yourself...
aznbl4ckdud369 8 months ago justagirlinthehood 8 months ago there are many problems
with the bomb therory in the towers. one is why would they wait so long letting so many
people get out to detonate them? they were wanting the highest body count possible so
logically they would have set them off much sooner when the buildings were full of
people. the 911 calls of people in the buildings said they felt the tremendous heat from
the fires. the floors felt like an oven. using planes and bombs on a target is overdone.
terrorists use one thing. justagirlinthehood 8 months ago thebigmacross 8 months ago shut
the fuck up. We are getting far too many immigrants in Britain. Immigration needs to be
extremely limited otherwise we are just stocking up on fucking asians robbing all our
benefits and getting free houses then having 15 kids in our country. It's a total joke.
thebigmacross 8 months ago thebigmacross 8 months ago I totally agree. I am not racist at
all but why do the government think our immigration is such a shamballs. About 600,000
immigrants now come in each year and it was predicted to be 60,000. Cities like Bradford
and London now have less English than they do western asian. thebigmacross 8 months
ago LokenKristanna 8 months ago Да разбомбить всю планету к чЁртовой матери и
дело с концом! LokenKristanna 8 months ago justagirlinthehood 8 months ago there is
now and has always been people in our government working with our enemies. bush was
told something big was about to go down they just didn't know when or where. he took
that extended vacation at the beginning of his term. people were suspicious then why he
did it. he knew something was coming. bldg 7 was demolished but that has nothing to do
with the towers. the planes and fires did significant damage causing them to collapse.
thank god they didn't fall sideways. justagirlinthehood 8 months ago KevinMerck 8
months ago 'I knew from September 18, 2001, that the official story about 9/11 was false
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... I have taken off my uniform as a US Army intelligence officer, but I have not taken
back my oath of loyalty to the United States of America and its Constitution. If it comes
to a fight to the finish for my nation: count me in!" Gregory M. Zeigler, PhD, U.S Army
Former U.S. Army Intelligence Officer Greg is a true patriot and genuine American hero.
Those who ignore the truth are cowards and traitors. KevinMerck 8 months ago
KevinMerck 8 months ago In the real world, any collapse of building 7 would have been a
partial collapse in the direction of the damaged area. The worst case scenario for 1 and 2
would have been a partial collapse at the point of impact leaving the rest of the building
standing. There is no way on God's green earth that they could have collapsed at near
free-fall speed through the path of greatest resistance without the use of controlled
demolition. That would be strictly impossible. KevinMerck 8 months ago Paralyzer 8
months ago go fuck yourself, you really think your own goverment is mass murderers and
the families of the victims is in on it.. you Ignorant douchebag Paralyzer 8 months ago
abosakeeb 8 months ago Good job we want some more. abosakeeb 8 months ago
badboy16700 8 months ago bad badboy16700 8 months ago Paralyzer 8 months ago and
for the record! I was there on 911 On vaccation. i saw it happend! you people who think
911 is fake, do you think the families of the victims were on it. they are missing their
loved ones! no person in the world would go along with some goverment plot, if they lost
a loved one... go kill yourselfs, the world would be better without you Paralyzer 8
months ago XoDarkchyldeoX 8 months ago 2 @Paralyzer actually, noone is saying it is
''fake'', they are saying it was real, however planned and organized by the united states
government, the taliban was then made the scapegoats. this is becuase the US government
needed a cause for problem/reaction/solution to wage war on nations with high
concentrations of oil reserves. ..far from anyone claiming this is ''fake'' as well as the
above ''theory'' has actually been proven time and time agian as fact. respond for
references. XoDarkchyldeoX 8 months ago 2 ridealong4u 8 months ago xodarkchyldeox-Your to far gone,, brain wise,, to EVER come back.. Reality for you is just a cartoon
picture in your fucked up head.. What you need is a brain transplant, being yours is toast
from LACK of fresh air being so far up your own ass. I hope someday you graduate from
first grade. The world needs smarter people than what you have to offer. ridealong4u 8
months ago jenny4u4ever 8 months ago @XoDarkchyldeoX your absolutely right
jenny4u4ever 8 months ago gamefan405 8 months ago don't be a clown, you obviously
have no fucking clue what your talking about...obviously it really happened, god i thought
we were supposed to be the ignorant ones and europeans were supposed to be so
smart...there's a 95 percent chance id say that the plan was carried out and allowed to
happen by our government gamefan405 8 months ago Paralyzer 8 months ago and youre
obviously so Stupid to think your own goverment is mass murderers. listen to your self.
your goverment kills it's own people and the families of the victims killed that day is in
on it hahaha you really think 3000 Families of the victims is on some goverment plot.
haha that's the stupidiest thing I ever heard in my life! you ignorant Fuckface Paralyzer 8
months ago Paralyzer 8 months ago Listen you Fucking Douchebags! 911 is not Fake!!! it
was real, and I'm not an american!!! it really happend. are u guys fucking stupid, why the
fuck would the US government be mass murderers. you people who belivie it's fake
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You're the lowest form of life on earth! You're not even human fucking beings! You are
nothing but unorganized grabastic pieces of amphibian shit! Go fuck a dog... cuz that's the
only pussy you people are going to get Paralyzer 8 months ago CooINewYorker 8
months ago show hide Fuck Dumbass American People CooINewYorker 8 months ago
MrCamaro93 8 months ago fuck you man MrCamaro93 8 months ago TheTripleDKrew
8 months ago how the fuck is 9 11 fake TheTripleDKrew 8 months ago The911watch 8
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9-11 was an inside job.
watch my channel to see videos and additional information that can't be debunked or
argued with The911watch 8 months ago 03bhoney 8 months ago loser 03bhoney 8
months ago IamTHEaceOFcakes 8 months ago how scary IamTHEaceOFcakes 8 months
ago 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help
About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising
Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon
Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your
Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next
Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists...
YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My
Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3
years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters
remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036)
The911watch 8 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9-11
was an inside job. watch my channel to see videos and additional information that can't be
debunked or argued with The911watch 8 months ago IamTHEaceOFcakes 8 months ago
how scary IamTHEaceOFcakes 8 months ago BrAdOsT1980 8 months ago i have never
seen a cleaver terrorist like bush,, ,, guys dont be stupid look what he done 2 the
world,,,im not christian and muslim and i dont believe them anyways,,, BrAdOsT1980 8
months ago jimg1971 8 months ago show hide Fake jimg1971 8 months ago
justagirlinthehood 8 months ago The UK will be under Muslim rule in 20 years if they do
not stop letting in these ingrades also. They are breeding like rabbits and will
overpopulate the country then radical Islamists will take over. Everyone sees it coming.
They need to stop them from coming in right now and kick out the ones that are causing
so much trouble. Italy, Germany, France, and many others will all be ruled by Muslims if
something is not done soon. justagirlinthehood 8 months ago 03bhoney 8 months ago
loser 03bhoney 8 months ago BritishSoldier19 8 months ago Dont worry america the
british have your backs. BritishSoldier19 8 months ago BritishSoldier19 8 months ago
Dont worry america the britsh have your backs. BritishSoldier19 8 months ago
justagirlinthehood 8 months ago And by the way the next Pres of the US, we have to
demand that we stop allowing these rats to immigrate here from Muslim countries. WE
MUST STOP THEM FROM COMING IN HERE. DO NOT CARE ABOUT BEING
CALLED A RACIST. THE PEOPLE IN THE TOWERS DIED BECAUSE OF
POLITICAL CORRECTNESS. WE DO NOT OWE IT TO THE WORLD TO TAKE
IN DANGEROUS AND HATEFUL PEOPLE. STOP IT NOW. justagirlinthehood 8
months ago diamond8910 8 months ago what the hek is wroung will u, ok it was osama
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bin ladin's people who did this not some random muslum people, yes mabey there people
did this but others should not suffer because of some moronic terrorist like bin laden.
diamond8910 8 months ago justagirlinthehood 8 months ago Usamabinladenaccount, what
a sad person you are. If were are ever on the same plane and you plan on blowing it up I
guarantee myself and other passengers will jump on you and beat the living daylights out
of you. As it was proven recently on the Amsterdam flight people aren't going to take
this shit from you ingrades anymore. You want a real war then bring it on bitch.
justagirlinthehood 8 months ago mikael005 8 months ago they found some powder in the
dust, som explosive powder so i dont think just the plane did all that maybe. mikael005 8
months ago Usamabinladenaccount 8 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam Allah al akber! A great celebration day for the jihad freedom movement!
USA IS THE EVIL INFIDEL ALLAH AL AKBER!ALLAH AL AKBER!ALLAH AL
AKBER!ALLAH AL AKBER!ALLAH AL AKBER!ALLAH AL AKBER!ALLAH AL
AKBER!ALLAH AL AKBER!ALLAH AL AKBER!ALLAH AL AKBER!ALLAH AL
AKBER!ALLAH AL AKBER!ALLAH AL AKBER!ALLAH AL AKBER!ALLAH AL
AKBER!ALLAH AL AKBER!ALLAH AL AKBER!ALLAH AL AKBER!ALLAH AL
AKBER!ALLAH AL AKBER!ALLAH AL AKBER!ALLAH AL AKBER!ALLAH AL
AKBER!ALLAH AL AKBER!ALLAH AL AKBER!ALLAH AL AKBER!
Usamabinladenaccount 8 months ago Usamabinladenaccount 8 months ago Allah al akber
to my freedom fighters for the name of jihad who died here! May you rest in peace and
america may burn in hell. But the good thing is that more americans died as jihad fighters
Usamabinladenaccount 8 months ago omar58603 8 months ago controlled demolition
omar58603 8 months ago flareblitz1472 8 months ago @omar58603 I saw a bunch of
controlled demolition explosions in this. flareblitz1472 8 months ago roydsrocks 8
months ago yup right there is a perfect example of what these towel heads like to do to
us...cause harm. They have no regard for human life...this is proof roydsrocks 8 months
ago ugurrro35 8 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Allah u
akbar ugurrro35 8 months ago xlglobetrotterxl 8 months ago hm.amcsik.megizleltétek
milyen amikor titeket rombolnak.magyarország több mint 1000 éve ezt kapja.többek
között ti is ezt tettétek a II. világháborúban.nem felejtünk.megérdemeltétek
xlglobetrotterxl 8 months ago Paralyzer 8 months ago why is the woman crying. They are
safe! Paralyzer 8 months ago AMvideos321 8 months ago it looks like that was a
controlled demolition--the falling of the towers AMvideos321 8 months ago byobilly1 8
months ago at 24:48 idk if its just me but in the smoke to the left the rising smoke i kinda
saw a skull this was a very sad moment indeed byobilly1 8 months ago C3rv4nteS 8
months ago JAJAJA Bien merecido se lo tienen gringos hijos de perra !! VIVA EL 11 DE
SETIEMBRE !! C3rv4nteS 8 months ago BullangueroSnbk 8 months ago Eres un idiota
puto hijo de perra?. Fuck yourself. USA - CHILE UNITED TO FUCK THIS BITCHES!
BullangueroSnbk 8 months ago KevinMerck 8 months ago In the following video (911
Mysteries "Demolitions") at 1:03 you see a misfire producing a squib some 40 or more
stories below collapse initiation that cannot be mistaken for anything but explosives
because it happens precisely at the beginning of the demolition sequence.
watch?v=cjfoXbyffso Just another in a long line of smoking-guns that prove controlled
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demolition beyond a resonable doubt. KevinMerck 8 months ago PSYCHoPeRVeRTo 8
months ago true true true bravo for the video maker :D PSYCHoPeRVeRTo 8 months ago
charlieisgone 8 months ago Super Smart technology of hollywood Sci fi blockbuster is
nothing against this video. Man , just look at the smoke storm at the end. If this was
happen to our country, every citizen would have been in Afghanistan, Middle east to
rumble them. charlieisgone 8 months ago andiehowell 8 months ago Comment removed
Sh4d0wP1asma 8 months ago it looks like the tower is leaning for some reason...
Sh4d0wP1asma 8 months ago Momme1994 8 months ago Fucking bush Momme1994 8
months ago KevinMerck 8 months ago Neither FEMA nor NIST performed any tests for
explosives! Any sane person will not have a problem understanding that you can't rule
out explosives if you never even tested for them. Over 100 first reponders reported
flashes and explosions! Independent investigators had no trouble finding all kinds of
evidence for explosives and lots of it too. Check out A&E for 9/11 Truth to get the facts.
KevinMerck 8 months ago brianmoran1973 8 months ago 2 The american people did not
deserve this, they should not suffer for the actions of narrow interests in the US
government..Just as the people of Iraq do not deserve their fate.Its an old struggle
between the haves and the have nots brianmoran1973 8 months ago 2 janbillian 8 months
ago and between the brians and the morons, I mean, morans. janbillian 8 months ago
hunterbot1234 8 months ago 7:33 was a person just falling fron the world trade center?
hunterbot1234 8 months ago ScaryBunnyMonster 8 months ago looks to big i dont think
you would have seen a person ScaryBunnyMonster 8 months ago Sh4d0wP1asma 8
months ago @hunterbot1234 i think that was a piece of paper or something it looked to
slow to be a person falling Sh4d0wP1asma 8 months ago hunterbot22 8 months ago yeah
it maybe was a desk or something hunterbot22 8 months ago ATOUCHOFLASS 8
months ago something does not add up about this video.too many skipped part
ATOUCHOFLASS 8 months ago crazypanda666 8 months ago dont be pissed just cuz
america got what they deserve dumb fuck crazypanda666 8 months ago BoomBoom2055
8 months ago crazypanda666 America's made up of people from all over the world. There
were people from all over the world that died in those attacks on 9/11/2001. Why do you
say people from all over the world deserve this? BoomBoom2055 8 months ago ljoseluisl
8 months ago open your fucking windows and shot up your fucking mount Bitch!!!!
ljoseluisl 8 months ago crazypanda666 8 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam hahaha its soo funny watching those people die :) hail satan!!!!!
crazypanda666 8 months ago eliasisnemesis 8 months ago GO GET YOUR
MICROCHIP YOU SHEEP eliasisnemesis 8 months ago DrunkPolitic 8 months ago Is
this the new sim city game? or is it a movie? DrunkPolitic 8 months ago
yabitchonmydikk 8 months ago people beleiving in in things like 'allah' gets innocent
people killed, you fucking pakis will suck cock in hell for what you did, APOLOGIZE
FOR 9/11 YOU GOD DAM PAKIS yabitchonmydikk 8 months ago pit743 8 months
ago this is not truhe pit743 8 months ago ted508 8 months ago the video is not real but
9/11 is real ted508 8 months ago TalbertComedy 8 months ago Just a little reminder: DO
NOT FEED THE TROLLS!!!! TalbertComedy 8 months ago gysmo100 8 months ago
die moslems sollten für solche taten bestraft werden! gysmo100 8 months ago
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Hirokupurple 8 months ago Okay, all of you stupid ass holes calling this video shit and
saying America sucks, FUCK YOU. HOW THE FUCK WOULD YOU LIKE IT IF I
CAME TO YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD AND BOMBED THE SCHOOL? OR MAYBE
THE HOSPITAL OR SENIOR CITIZENS HOME? HUH? WOULD YOU FUCKING
LIKE THAT?! STFU ASS WIPES! Thank you for posting this video, and I am sorry to
see all of these assholes ignoring your request of respecting the video. God Bless
America. Hirokupurple 8 months ago subcomplete 8 months ago I survived a war in
Croatia...and I know what bombs, explosions and all that stuff is...so sad cause of killed
people that day in WTC...and HIROKUPURPLE, just for your information, America is
not the only continent in this WORLD, did you know that? Shit is happening all the time
everywhere. And yes, you came to Iraq and Afgan..you did bomb schools and
hospitals..the point is 9/11 shouldn`t be excuse for shit happening now..from your side..;)
Respect. subcomplete 8 months ago westside159 8 months ago shut up retard , go back
to that hole in satanville iraq westside159 8 months ago Dodi9914 9 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam you deserved that ! american bastards !!!
Dodi9914 9 months ago Laabbbeee 9 months ago show hide islam are the best:D:D:D:D
Laabbbeee 9 months ago angtp 9 months ago 6 I came back to Houston from my first
time to New York City just 3 days ago. I visited Ground Zero while I was there. It was
so heart-wrenching to think what went on that day. My heart goes out to the families and
friends that lost loved ones that day. Thank you, Bob and Bri, for sharing this with the
world. angtp 9 months ago 6 KevinMerck 9 months ago "The second plane hit six floors
below us. We made our way down the stairs to where the plane hit and there was no fire
to speak of, just a few flames licking up the wall. As we proceeded down the stairs, a
couple floors below the impact, conditions were normal. The lights were on and there was
fresh air coming up from below" "Two small pockets of fire, two lines to knock them
down" Where are all these raging fires capable of melting tons of steel and causing global
collapse? KevinMerck 9 months ago ipsofacto297 9 months ago Hello Kevin, I see your
name on these 9/11 video's quite a bit. Not sure if you are aware that Richard Gage of
AE9/11Truth is trying to put together a petition for a new investigation. With all the
supposed Truther's on here spouting-off, he actually only has 6000 signatures. Very sad
considering how many that are on here promoting the truth. Did you sign it yourself? I
did...spread the word! ipsofacto297 9 months ago KevinMerck 9 months ago Good point
ipsofacto. No less important than the petition for a legitimate investigation is the fact that
it will not happen without people chipping in a few bucks. Ron Paul raised millions for
his campaign to nowhere. If people want this to go forward they are going to have to start
contributing a little to the effort. Pitching in what you can afford is a small price to pay
for our freedom. I'm not a sustaining member yet, but I contribute what I can to their
"chip-in" efforts. KevinMerck 9 months ago linkcoolnice 9 months ago 14:30 HOLY
SHIT POOR PEOPLE linkcoolnice 9 months ago VeritasTruthEmet 9 months ago 3 this
makes me so fucking angry. may They rest in peace. Solidarity from Ontario Canada. G-d
bless the USA. VeritasTruthEmet 9 months ago 3 DBRMatrix 9 months ago 5 When i
read some of the comments left here, I see the devil at work.. What is wrong with people.
There is no conspiracy. The planes entered the buildings almost perfectly for maximum
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damage. Massive amounts of fuel was released and ignited. Much of which fell to the
lower floors. Every floor has a huge amount of material which would ignite further fires..
The buildings were already destabilized on impact.. It is no surprise they eventually fell..
DBRMatrix 9 months ago 5 aaallenania 9 months ago You have a lot to learn. aaallenania
9 months ago ken1792 9 months ago when was this? i dont remember this happening.
was this in London? Mmm.. dont know. ken1792 9 months ago emusheen 9 months ago
This has tipped the hat on illuminati... Everyones finding out emusheen 9 months ago
emusheen 9 months ago The Reason Why There Are So Many Dumb People
Commenting Is Because They Have Drugged The Water. emusheen 9 months ago
crazypanda666 9 months ago show hide who gives a shit , they died because they had to,
hail satan!!!!! crazypanda666 9 months ago KevinMerck 9 months ago 3 "It sounded like
gunfire, boom, boom, boom, boom, boom, boom, boom and then three big explosions"
"There were explosions going off all around me. I didn't know where to turn. There were
explosions going off all around me" "It was holy hell coming down those stairs, with all
the explosions, and then at the mezzanine level there was another huge explosion that
knocked me to the floor" How do we explain all these explosions where there was no fire?
KevinMerck 9 months ago 3 dprague 9 months ago 3 This was a very sad day. Not just
for the USA, but for the world. dprague 9 months ago 3 mrdojob 9 months ago George
Bush is a dick but not a big enough dick to do something like that. Inside job people get a
life. mrdojob 9 months ago CharlisBakleh 9 months ago dude this is is a nuclear explosion
seriously check out why on google google it CharlisBakleh 9 months ago Dipps08 9
months ago Ok I watched millions of 9/11 vids the WTC had explosives inside steel melts
at 160 degrees and the fuel the plane uses burns at 110 degrees so only an explosive could
put more heat on the steel, aswell the buildings would have fell to a side but they fell
straight down but there is a reason for it as the plane crashed on the expected 71st floor
on one of the centre's Dipps08 9 months ago CantStayAwake 9 months ago @Dipps08
perhaps the steel got very weak from the heat and initial impact and the weight of all the
floors above caused them to fall down? hmm?? CantStayAwake 9 months ago
proudfemale 9 months ago so you're an expert on buildings, construction, explosives are
you pity you arent an expert on the sources of whats in your koran its always amusing
that muslims are so desperate to believe its an inside job (yet a job of that size would
involve MANY ) when your leaders acknowledge it was your good pious muslim bro's
proudfemale 9 months ago bensterxxoo2 9 months ago fuck you dude bensterxxoo2 9
months ago pantyhose911 9 months ago insidejob pantyhose911 9 months ago
giovanna805 9 months ago Everybody should know by now that it wasn't Bin Laden, the
only people who were allowed to fly next day were Bin Laden's family .Figure that
out!!!!!!!!! giovanna805 9 months ago GelirGecer 9 months ago show hide go to hell
UassA the world dont want you i hope you motherfuckers all die.leave the world alone
im not a islamic but damn good joob by bin laden this guy knows how to fuck
gaymericans haha GelirGecer 9 months ago VRvale46 9 months ago Comment removed
xGODLYxSKiLLeDx666x 8 months ago fuck you bitch people like you make me sick go
fuck your self!! xGODLYxSKiLLeDx666x 8 months ago 7thThunder 9 months ago
america is the real killer...next time it's goona be mushroom clouds! america has killed
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Billions! someone has to pay for the blood. america has to die... 7thThunder 9 months
ago VRvale46 9 months ago Comment removed Didntsaythat 9 months ago Excellent
video! Great job capturing the event and the emotion! Really puts you right there. Oh but
to all those that want to believe bombs are rigged in the buildings it is just silly. Did you
guys happen to see the two large jets full of fuel to travel overseas hit the buildings?
Yeah, there's a good chance that those planes have something to do with it. Haahaa!
Didntsaythat 9 months ago shadowfax02 9 months ago Its not actually bin laden, its
Tony Blaire and Bush! shadowfax02 9 months ago KevinMerck 9 months ago If there's
any question in your mind as to whether 9/11 was controlled demolition you should
watch "Blueprint for Truth". Richard Gage gives essentially the same presentation
wherever he goes with very predictable results. Virtually everyone who sees the
presentation comes away with the understanding that WTC 1, 2, & 7 were controlled
demolition beyond a reasonable doubt. Check it out on YouTube. KevinMerck 9 months
ago Didntsaythat 9 months ago Well i watched that silly video "Blueprint for Truth".
Don't waste your time everyone. I watched it just to be open minded. There was nothing
to see in it but a long boring lecture on theories of melting temps of metal. I kept hoping
he would show pictures of some bomb components. Something physical to support such
outrageous claims. It's not in that video. I know firefighters and investgators crawled all
through that debris for weeks looking for anything. Are they all in your conspiracy too?
Didntsaythat 9 months ago TheMadonnaManiac 9 months ago OH MY GOD IS ALL I
CAN SAY TheMadonnaManiac 9 months ago WTCnucleardemolition 9 months ago
Google "Many Small Fission Nukes at the WTC" WTCnucleardemolition 9 months ago
laborday9 9 months ago To Big ok what happened it was terrible, it was horrible. Yet
you talk about to all those who think we need to end the war. Get it in your head they are
right and your wrong of course we need to end this war it's riduclous. It's going to go back
and forth no matter what, etheir way both sides are screwed. laborday9 9 months ago
GetBigOrDie 9 months ago to all you pus who think we need to end this needless war
watch this and try to remember real hard why they--------not we------------ started it and
why we need to finish what was started GetBigOrDie 9 months ago reggaegottheit 9
months ago i have saw many reports were is shown that the towers were blast down
reggaegottheit 9 months ago oCzAnGo 9 months ago Can a clever person please tell me,
then the first tower collapses, and the smoke is coming towards them (the filmers) how
fast is it travelling approx? in MPH preferably, thanks. Everyone lost someone that day,
R.I.P. oCzAnGo 9 months ago SandiByrd 9 months ago still so damn sad to watch - rip
to the victims and the ones who lost someone they love. SandiByrd 9 months ago
PaddelIsBitch 9 months ago What would you say? You can say what you wan't it does'nt
bring the dead people back...I'm still crying...God, we all trust in you? Hope they've now
a better live... :'(( PaddelIsBitch 9 months ago TheDangerousman101 9 months ago show
hide not very good footage....is that all that bitch can say is"Oh my God"....breakdown
chick TheDangerousman101 9 months ago Nickmen80 9 months ago Жесть!!! Видео
впечатляет! Nickmen80 9 months ago lamborghinikid13 9 months ago I was 4 when this
horrible terrorist happened and god bless the familys who lost relatives and the scary
thing I heard on the news one day there was a plot that was thankfully stopped, terrorist
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were thinking of crashing a plane in to the willis tower in chicago lamborghinikid13 9
months ago oooMTBMTBooo 9 months ago your idiot you dont know how to spell
oooMTBMTBooo 9 months ago SpartaClan 9 months ago You're an idiot. You don't
know how to write. SpartaClan 9 months ago PrimalConcrete50 9 months ago This event
was nightmarish. For anybody who thinks they can spread this kind of terror upon our
people from this point on, be forewarned, it will not stand. We will win, or die, and you
are fucked. PrimalConcrete50 9 months ago akias2000k 9 months ago Terrorism is a
problem that underling of a much wrose problem: the money as we conceived it. It is
responsible of terrorism, sale of weapons, poverty, drug traffiking, pollution, corruption
and much more suffering. I have in my account some solutions (to who is interested it).
Politicans do not show the true problems and I am scared for what could be happening
really. "The money as we conceived it". It aware you can always see some documentarys.
akias2000k 9 months ago mcca99 9 months ago Yeah im sure Bin Laden is thinking he is
''fucked'' aswell. He is probably living it up in the middle east somewere. The USA are
fools. And this is coming from a Brit. mcca99 9 months ago xGODLYxSKiLLeDx666x 8
months ago fuck you bitch youtr the fool!! xGODLYxSKiLLeDx666x 8 months ago
PrimalConcrete50 8 months ago So somebody wanted to weigh in but didn't want to do it
publicly. I will. "Yeah im sure Bin Laden is thinking he is ''fucked'' aswell. He is probably
living it up in the middle east somewere. The USA are fools. And this is coming from a
Brit." Ok pal, like we give a shit what the Brits think anyway. Wow, so much to say
with no text to say it! Goes to show, you couldn't say it public. I wonder how you'd feel
if Buckingham Palace was hit. God knows your country is perfect. PrimalConcrete50 8
months ago roorroorroorroor 9 months ago smoke from burning garbage (mostly Dossin)
passes through my walls...not smelled? i would do blood tests.. roorroorroorroor 9
months ago toslosnicktanpillaos 9 months ago You look really calm in the video O.o
toslosnicktanpillaos 9 months ago Falisia11 9 months ago if 9/11 was real then why
attack iraq for? bush said they have WMD and it wasnt found. they blamed osama bin
laden, he only one man with his small group, so why blame a whole faith belived by 1.4
billion ppl on earth? why blame us? dont u thnk thats cowardness and loking for
escapegoat just like the germans did to the jewish on the holocust? Falisia11 9 months ago
000000000000ify 9 months ago R.I.P in pce who died in the twin tower and I know who
did this 000000000000ify 9 months ago TrutherD1 9 months ago The New World Order
want to continue their epic quest for continual enslavement of humanity on Earth. To do
so will require killing many of us and bringing in a new age of ignorance. Will the powers
above them allow it? Or will we be set free to take part in a world we know so little
about? TrutherD1 9 months ago MrKingofWisdom 9 months ago I was only 7 years old,
but these moments will be there forever. RIP all people which have died on 9/11
MrKingofWisdom 9 months ago ccreck6 9 months ago @MrKingofWisdom i was 6 and i
saw everything. and i agree with you. RIP those who died on 9.11 ccreck6 9 months ago
TrutherD1 9 months ago Aye... the elite have really messed up this planet! TrutherD1 9
months ago akias2000k 9 months ago Terrorism is a problem that comes of a much wrose
problem: the money as we conceive it. It is responsible of terrorism, sale of weapons,
drug traffiking, polluion, poverty, corruption and so much suffering. I have in my account
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some solutions (to who is interested it). Politicans do not show the true problems and I
am scared for what could be happening really. "The money as we conceive it". And you
can always some documentarys. akias2000k 9 months ago youarethisone 9 months ago
FALSE FLAG OPERATION BY CIA-MOSSAD,... FOLLOWED BY INVASION OF
IRAK AND AFGHANISTAN. THIS IS THE NEW FORM OF IMPERIALISM,..more
than 3000 Americans had to give there lifes for that on that day. It is horrific and sad.
youarethisone 9 months ago TrutherD1 9 months ago Jet fuel... lol. Yeah right.
TrutherD1 9 months ago slebron17 9 months ago everyone is entitled to their own
opinion on what happened on 9/11... but you should all show respect for the lives the
were lost as a result of this incident... many innocent people died on this day and many
people are dying overseas. whether you are american or anti-american you should still
show respect for the human lives lost... I'm american and I love my country, that doesn't
mean I disrespect the innocent people who were killed during this war (on both sides)
SHOW SOME RESPECT. slebron17 9 months ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago
slebron17 NO, they're NOT entitiled to it when it goes against or completely dismisses
victims testimonies, which all the inside claims DO. NO matter what people should be
showing these people respect. You're right about that! BoomBoom2055 9 months ago
DukeTheMan22 9 months ago whats funny is that i dont hear crying wow
DukeTheMan22 9 months ago opinionator66 9 months ago Shit happens. Conspiracy or
no conspiracy, this was a pretty bad day for some people. Just remember that when you
try and tell them that their own government did this to them... opinionator66 9 months
ago
360atGOD
9
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ago
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m
__________Zionism_______Zionis
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__________Zionism_______Zionism
ZionismZionismZion_______Zioni
sm
ZionismZionismZion_______Zioni sm 360atGOD 9 months ago BoomBoom2055 9
months ago @360atGOD What about it? BoomBoom2055 9 months ago seboufdu59 9
months ago At 12.16, she's saying "'it was a military plane'" and she's right ... Think
about it seboufdu59 9 months ago KevinMerck 9 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam As if there were any need of another smoking gun ... here's
another one. This clip shows squibs being blasted out the corner of the WTC which had
no windows. watch?v=T1ZlAiVwZ1c This video shows that the 14" box column in that
location is being cut in preparation for the final detonation sequence. This is molten steel,
not aluminum, as some claim. Molten aluminum is silver in color.
watch?v=_wVLeKwSkXA Check out A&E for 9/11 Truth to get the facts. KevinMerck
9 months ago ghettoksa 9 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam FUCK USA TO THE HELL U FUCKING PIGS ghettoksa 9 months ago
MrTikimon 9 months ago Comment removed MrSupersyd 9 months ago Fuck u
Ghettoksa there were alot of people who died and alot of family members lost so go fuck
urself homo!!!! im Australian but i still like Americans i have friends who are Americans
so go screw yourself!!!! MrSupersyd 9 months ago MrTikimon 9 months ago
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@MrSupersyd this guy is cool but ghettoksa u fucking pig MrTikimon 9 months ago
BoomBoom2055 9 months ago ghettoksa Why did you write that??? BoomBoom2055 9
months ago LibertadorXXL 9 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam FUNNY HA HA HA FUCK USA!!!!!!! LibertadorXXL 9 months ago MrTikimon
9 months ago @LibertadorXXL THATS NOT FUNNY U ARE THE SCUM OF THE
WORLD GO FUCK UR SELF MrTikimon 9 months ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago
LibertadorXXL Why do you find this funny? BoomBoom2055 9 months ago
brianmoran1973 9 months ago The 15 saudis could well see themselves as defending
themselves on US soil, Where does this get anyone brianmoran1973 9 months ago
fissaqueen 9 months ago Comment removed brianmoran1973 9 months ago Who protects
nicaragua, chile,haiti,cuba,indonesia,Vie-tnam,korea,Okinawa,guatamala,V-enesuela and
more from the US government,Have they then the right to protect themselves from
greater agression By bombing the US,Idont think so. The US has over 700 military bases
worldwide.Their defence budget will bankrupt the people of America brianmoran1973 9
months ago brianmoran1973 9 months ago I agree ,there is a huge difference between the
cia and the American people,Defending your country on their soil??does this justify the
japaneese attack on pearl harbour, who had far better reason to attack given the US
publications at the time, and they attacked military hardware brianmoran1973 9 months
ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago brianmoran1973 The Japanese weren't defending their
nation. They pissed off about an oil embargo. BoomBoom2055 9 months ago lelo30001 9
months ago the video is very good high definition, no one would write something like, as
can be so much hatred? nothing justifies what happened or hatred or resentment against a
nation God bless america .. lelo30001 9 months ago americajn768 9 months ago the
people who knocked those buildings down will hear all of us soon americajn768 9 months
ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago americajn768 They already are in Iran, Afghanistan,
Pakistan and in Yemen. BoomBoom2055 9 months ago americajn768 9 months ago ya i
kbow i meant the people here in the usa americajn768 9 months ago BoomBoom2055 9
months ago @americajn768 Please elaborate. BoomBoom2055 9 months ago
americajn768 9 months ago what do u mean americajn768 9 months ago BoomBoom2055
9 months ago americajn768 Tell me more about why you wrote that to begin with, please.
That's what elaborate means. BoomBoom2055 9 months ago brianmoran1973 9 months
ago The US placed sadaam there , supported him through his wosrt crimes,but still iraqis
had nothing to do with 911 Most were from saudi arabia, Also the retaliation of The US
on Afganistan was a bigger crime than 911 brianmoran1973 9 months ago
BoomBoom2055 9 months ago 2 Brian NO, we didn't place Saddamm there.That's a
misgnomber. We didn't support him. The CIA supposedly did w/out the American
people's knowledge. No, Iraq had nothing to do with 9/11. They wanted Hussein out of
the picture. NO, the retaliation wasn't bigger than 9/.11 itself. That was called defending
our country on their soil. We have every right to do that when their own govt can't
contain them. BoomBoom2055 9 months ago 2 brianmoran1973 9 months ago As in
nuremberg when you wage illegal aggressive war you are responsible for the
consequences..the propoganda is huge though it may not seem deliberate.What the US
government calls terrorism it cant define because their own actions would fall into the
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same definition brianmoran1973 9 months ago brianmoran1973 9 months ago Boom
Boom. 1.2 million is not exact.the Oxford research Beaurau (as reputable as you can get)
claims 1.3 million, also the Lancet claims an extra 300000 deaths of children from the UN
sanctions( one of bin ladens reasons for 911).Islamic retaliation is real, as real as any
reaction to any invasion brianmoran1973 9 months ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago
brianmoran1973 Those were sanctions Hussein could've easily dealt with. I doubt the 1
mil highly, unless they're counting all the Iraqis that fled Iraq since. Iraqis I've spoken to
are glad we invaded and captured Hussein. BoomBoom2055 9 months ago gracom1977 9
months ago watch the 42 second video of william cooper predicts 9/11 gracom1977 9
months ago ghettoksa 9 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
9/11 loved that moment :P america to the hell ghettoksa 9 months ago BoomBoom2055 9
months ago ghettoksa WHY???? BoomBoom2055 9 months ago brianmoran1973 9
months ago It is very refreshing to seehow many americanscan see the truth about
american imperialism despite the massive propoganda effortsto distract you. at this point
1.2million Iraqis have died as a result of the bush invasion, thats 500 times the 9/11
deaths brianmoran1973 9 months ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago brianmoran1973 1.2
million iraqis haven't died since the Invasion of Iraq. That's a bogus figure. How many
have been killed by other Muslims,Islamic estremist inurgents and I.E. Terrorists? 60 died
yestersday in Pakistan at a volleyball game. There's no massive proganda to distract
anyone. Islamic extremist terrorism is very real. BoomBoom2055 9 months ago
DemonBird2 9 months ago Yea but it was the Bush admin fucking in the hornets nest that
unleashed the hell that is Iraq. DemonBird2 9 months ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago
DemonBird2 It was an Allied Coalition that did it. BoomBoom2055 9 months ago
ccreck6 9 months ago @BoomBoom2055 oh yea! u saw the news too? they bombed that
volleyball game in pakistan ccreck6 9 months ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago ccreck6
Islamic extremists terrorists known as the Taliban have taken responsibility for that.
Most of those that perished were teens. Islamic extremist terrorism is very real.
BoomBoom2055 9 months ago zami0969 9 months ago show hide FUCK AMERICA!
zami0969 9 months ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago zami0969 No thanks.
BoomBoom2055 9 months ago JacobsJaffa 9 months ago It is shocking how something so
catastrophic and horrific, George Bush managed to turn into a reason for the World to
hate America. That took some doing George, but you managed it! JacobsJaffa 9 months
ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago George W didn't do this. BoomBoom2055 9 months
ago JacobsJaffa 9 months ago I'm not saying GW did this if you understood my post
properly, I am saying he managed to turn World sympathy at this horrific event into
World hate towards America by his subsequent actions. To make the world go from
loving you and feeling sorry for you to hating you took some doing and George Bush
managed to do that. Does your narrow mind understand that? JacobsJaffa 9 months ago
BoomBoom2055 9 months ago Jacob I'm too used to reading comments of Bush bashers,
and American haters. Sorry I misunderstood you and jumped the gun. Please, don't call
me narrowminded because I'm definitely not. BoomBoom2055 9 months ago JacobsJaffa
9 months ago Fair enough, I respect anyone that can admit they were wrong. Shame your
ex-president and my ex-prime minister don't share that value. JacobsJaffa 9 months ago
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BoomBoom2055 9 months ago JacobsJaffa The problem is, they don't share that vlue and
don't think they were wrong to do it. Sure world's better off without a loose cannon
hanging around. Certainly Iraq's better off without the bastard Hussein or his sons who
were just as monsterously evil and sadistic as he was. Still, they should've gone about it
in a much different way that wouldn't have cost us our national reputation.
BoomBoom2055 9 months ago youarethisone 9 months ago 2 @BoomBoom2055
,....saddam hussein had nothing to do with this, a reason was needed to go into irak and
afghanistan. It is called blood for oil. Wallstreet rules and Obama is a puppet on a string
selling you democracy,...911 is yet another false flag operation,....it is all about the middle
east, selling weapons, securing oil , etc. etc. .....wake up. youarethisone 9 months ago 2
stormgx 9 months ago 5 What really pisses me off is instead of mourning those who died
this day, people decide to become anti-bush fanatics saying he co-ordinated the 9/11
attacks, he wasn't the best president but i doubt he'd find people to help him, let alone
attack his own country. All in all terrorists attacked the world trade centre, and the
pentagon. and hadn't it been for passengers on the other plane, the white house as well.
God bless all those who perished and those who lost someone that day. stormgx 9
months ago 5 ElAmericanistaDonut 9 months ago i just got one thing to say about this...
BUSH ElAmericanistaDonut 9 months ago TKCKLAV 9 months ago All, I know for
sure is thousands of people died that day, I will remember that sad day, as long as. I live.
TKCKLAV 9 months ago Falisia11 9 months ago 9/11 was scum and fake... bush that
fagot was behind it........justice will come soon, bush burn in hell for blaming inocent ppl
for ur crime,, Falisia11 9 months ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago 2 @Falisia11 It
wasn't fake. It was real. George W Bush is too stupid to do anything like 9/11. al-Qaeda
did this and it's been proven. BoomBoom2055 9 months ago 2
16thTURKISHCOMPANY 9 months ago why attack irak generally?
16thTURKISHCOMPANY 9 months ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago
16thTURKISHCOMPANY To get Saddamm Hussein out of there. He was a wild loose
cnannon they couldn't control. BoomBoom2055 9 months ago wearerocketscientist 9
months ago odd. you dont sound panicked. wearerocketscientist 9 months ago
freetube1to1 9 months ago the video is a sham !!!!, this video produces the opposite
effect than intended, 9/11 Freemason and Egyptian new year ! freetube1to1 9 months ago
Fa300 9 months ago i prefered cloverfield. less budget but than 9 11 but better story and
better camera angles Fa300 9 months ago thatstheguy777 9 months ago show hide 9/11
funny thatstheguy777 9 months ago Thepivotgun 9 months ago yeah because almost
3000 people dieing for no purpose in front of our eyes is funny r ass hole Thepivotgun 9
months ago murfman100 9 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam murfssilverinfo.webs . com click on some adds and support my cause please which
is to free us from tyranny infowars . com Alex Jones the leader for the next revolution
this site tells you about the true nature of the government and the banking system and
how we are already in the first stages of a police state and nation and how world
government and the new world order and taking over our right and freedoms. God bless
America !! and the entire world!! murfman100 9 months ago realizedvidoe 9 months ago
what ever the truth is, it was captured by this woman on this vide, but it was edited,
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why? it only tells that 911 is such a big lie. realizedvidoe 9 months ago loppezz 9 months
ago fu...cking fake no planes, no explosives shown... looks like GVM movie loppezz 9
months ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago loppezz Do you believe there were no planes
hijacked and purposefully crashed that day? BoomBoom2055 9 months ago realizedvidoe
9 months ago Hey, what is going on? the video was cut just before the second impact,
why is that? realizedvidoe 9 months ago KhyberBoy09 9 months ago happy new year
everybody ! even though I don't celebrate new year. I only celebrate September 11,
February 26 and December 7. KhyberBoy09 9 months ago SummerSunshine1988 9
months ago You're a member of WBC, aren't you? SummerSunshine1988 9 months ago
Quantum20000 9 months ago Why do you wish Bin Laden dead because of this? Wow
people are ignorant! Do you know something the FBI & CIA dont? Please let us know if
you do! theres no evidence AT ALL that Bin Laden did it could be any one of Americas
enemies, yet minutes after the attack news stations were saying bin laden did it?! lol kid
sort your life out. Read a book or two learn something Quantum20000 9 months ago
MassTransit999 9 months ago Regardless if he had anything to do with September 11th
or not you stupid prick, he is still a terrorist that was carrying out attacks on americans
and other countries well before 9/11. I wish bin laden dead and ignorant cunts like you.
MassTransit999 9 months ago Quantum20000 9 months ago I never said anything like
that, I didnt say he isnt a terrorist, dont put words in my mouth and dont act like you
know me at all, cunts like me? You havnt got the first clue about who I am prick, what I
just said are facts no bullshit so who is the real ignorant prick? And likewise I also wish
death to you and your family this new year prick Quantum20000 9 months ago
MassTransit999 9 months ago More ignorant words from an ignorant stupid cunt.
Nobody listen to this stupid fool. He is obviously sympathetic to people that murder
and is a low life. MassTransit999 9 months ago Quantum20000 9 months ago haha is that
all you can say? I'm not sympethetic to bin laden at all, or anyone like him. Is that the
only bullshit you can come up with? and btw looking at your channel it would appear
that you are the Low-Life not me Quantum20000 9 months ago bluzer2222 9 months ago
seems the recording had technical difficulties at the most unfortunate moments. par.
bluzer2222 9 months ago giggy529 9 months ago fuck all terrorists i will kill them
personally i hate them so much im german but i see it with the german army in
afghanistan ! German Army and US Army should work together against the terrorism in
our world ! giggy529 9 months ago spyknife 9 months ago How about your work with
the Japanese and italians and bring back the axis powers instead. Heil Mein Fuhrer !
spyknife 9 months ago giggy529 9 months ago @spyknife you piece of shit you
americans say ever germans are nazis because of the WW2 !!! BUT WHAT HAS THE
AMERICAN DONE IN VIETNAM,KOREA....!!! FUCK YOUR MOTHER YOU
AMERICAN RACIST !!! giggy529 9 months ago spyknife 9 months ago show hide It
was the people of Germany who voted to bring Hitler to power. Your grandfathers
murdered thousands of jews,americans,british,poles and many more. Where was your
fight against terrorism then ? Did the German people not know the difference between
right and wrong ? spyknife 9 months ago giggy529 9 months ago @spyknife or what have
you do with the african slaves ??? dont judge about the germans !!! you can say nothing
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about us !!!! i know what the germans have done was not good, but the americans also
have a bad past !!! LEARN YOUR OWN HISTORY !!! giggy529 9 months ago spyknife
9 months ago Yes, the Americans are not perfect either but they never gassed a million
Jews to death in concentration camps. spyknife 9 months ago Quantum20000 9 months
ago 2 I thought it is widley beleived that 6 million Jews alone died in the hololcaust? Not
1 million? And are the American people responsible for the Crimes of Bush & Co. ? No
you are not! You are just as bad if thats the case, the German people are not responsible
for that, so lets not get stupid Quantum20000 9 months ago 2 Quantum20000 9 months
ago & Im British No German relation what so ever... so Im not being Bias Quantum20000
9 months ago spyknife 9 months ago I lost count about how many jews died during the
holocaust the exact figure is somewhat disputed. And I dont think the crimes of Bush and
co are the same level as Hitler and co. spyknife 9 months ago BoomBoom2055 9 months
ago giggy529 During the height of slavery in the early days, brazil had 4 times more
slaves than the the US did. Having slaves was in NO way limited at any to just the USA.
BoomBoom2055 9 months ago kloppify 9 months ago Fuck usa, you racist cunts. I bet
you'll call me a terrorist just coz I don't like you. The definition of a terrorist is not
"Someone who does not like USA." Shows how dumb you are. Quit whining about your
twin penises getting smashed and stop calling yourself 'patriots' because that's just an
excuse for being racist. kloppify 9 months ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago Klop I
wouldn't call you a racist. Asininely ignorant fits better since you're lumping all
Americans together as if we all think, do, act nd believe alike, when in fact we do NOT.
Also, America's made up of people from all over the world. So you're casting hate and
derision in a very asininely ignorant way towards a generalized lump of people that have
nothing to do with your accusations. Please refrain from posting such stupidity in the
future. BoomBoom2055 9 months ago RonaldinhoPopper 9 months ago This IS a bad
event, but America is making so much more of a deal out of this 3000 (I think) casualty
event than other much worse events like the >20000 casualty tsunami.
RonaldinhoPopper 9 months ago TheAntialban 9 months ago it is so tragic.stupid
muslims TheAntialban 9 months ago Brendansanatomy 9 months ago this is very hard to
watch. breaks my heart. Brendansanatomy 9 months ago MGCZIPPERMIKE 9 months
ago how did you get a 26 minute video on here? MGCZIPPERMIKE 9 months ago
livefreediestrungout 9 months ago "it buchs fault plus now that obama is president
everything is starting to cool" You sir who said that are stupid......very stupid indeed
livefreediestrungout 9 months ago kristinn18 9 months ago Texas doesn't look all that
great, to be honest. But this is so tragic, but, I'm happy, because just a few days before
that happened, my aunt was in there. It was a miracle that she left when she did..
kristinn18 9 months ago legennd3 9 months ago starting a war is EVIL. why is everybody
ignoring that issue. motives dont matter, starting a war takes a special type of people namely evil ones. and arguments are never enough to convince them of their own guilt
(there are countless examples throughout history) this is the new Third Reich in the
making. read about american faschism, its there and growing. legennd3 9 months ago
KhyberBoy09 9 months ago I didn't say all those people were evil, but their country,
state and values sure are new york is so disgusting, texas is so much better KhyberBoy09
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9 months ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago Yes, Khyrberboy, YOU DID. You didn't
make ANY dffirentiations. Perhaps you should think about what you write here,
BEFORE you engage your fingers to the keyboard. BoomBoom2055 9 months ago
deseispuntas 9 months ago Im from chile and after watching the movie 9/11 with nicholas
cage I came to utube to watch footage of this tragedy. Im very touched by what you did,
recording this is having a piece of history on your hands. thank u very much.
deseispuntas 9 months ago lollipopyumness 9 months ago everyone shut the fuck up.
lollipopyumness 9 months ago buccos2324 9 months ago yes, please. 9/11 sucked. Why
the heck are we bringing in Hitler, the IRA, and FOOTBALL. Granted I love football
(soccer), but what does this have to do with 9/11. Last time I checked, the WTC looks
nothing like a soccer ball, and a plane looks nothing like a foot. buccos2324 9 months ago
wearerocketscientist 9 months ago your comment made me LOL. wearerocketscientist 9
months ago spyknife 9 months ago You idiot, dont you dare try anything during the
world cup or I kick your ass. No one cares about the olympics tho so have a blast !
spyknife 9 months ago MrPatrioticUSA 9 months ago I find it the other way around. No
one gives a shit about soccer, but the olympics, that's a big thing. MrPatrioticUSA 9
months ago spyknife 9 months ago First of all its not soccer, its football because: (a) they
use their foot in the game (b) they use a ball in the game which by definition is a round
circular object e.g bowling BALL, golf BALL,tennis BALL. Football is the most popular
sport in the world apart from the US, who suck at it. And far more interesting than the
olympics. spyknife 9 months ago kowalik307 9 months ago Jebac Billadena kowalik307 9
months ago mekicklx 9 months ago 2 i hope bin laden burns in hell!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! i wish ben
laden was the only person iin that building! mekicklx 9 months ago 2 Trevor10 9 months
ago on the day of, basicly every witness interviewed said there were multiple explosions
right after another, after the initial day, no news station dared to air any evidence of the
excsess explosions.. work of the government no doubt, they control the media.. they have
that power, fuck obama has the power to turn off the internet now!! democracy's only an
illusion Trevor10 9 months ago Trevor10 9 months ago buildings dont colapse like that
without preporation, there is absolutly no way that the government wasnt behind this
Trevor10 9 months ago KhyberBoy09 9 months ago show hide The day that GOD
SMILED KhyberBoy09 9 months ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago KhyberBoy09
Why do you say that? BoomBoom2055 9 months ago KhyberBoy09 9 months ago God
smiled on this joyous day, because evil america/satan was in grief KhyberBoy09 9
months ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago KhyberBoy00 Just how were the 3000 that
died evil? Please tell me how you think all Americans are evil. Please tell me what led you
to be so insipidly ignorant so as to lump an entire nation of people that come from all
over the world together as one, as if they all do, act, believe and think alike.
BoomBoom2055 9 months ago spyknife 9 months ago US has killed thousands of
innocent civilians since the war on Iraq/Afghanistan started in 2003. US soldiers tortured
innocent civilians in Abu graib.But no one gives a damn about them ?! spyknife 9 months
ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago spyknife NO, the US has NOT. There were many
different militaries, still are, from many different countries in volved in Iraq. Right now
Ilsmic extremist Muslims are killing iraqis. Where are your complaints about them
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blowing up shopping malls? When you no one you're really being ignorant. there's NO
possible way you can know how everyone feels abotu that. BoomBoom2055 9 months
ago spyknife 9 months ago They are not islamic extremists. You just dont know or
understand the facts and are only seeing one side of the story. Islam is divided into two
different faiths shia's and sunni's (eg catholicism and protestants) It is the former ruling
elite of Iraq the sunni's who are attacking the shia's - who represent the majority of the
population. spyknife 9 months ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago Both is happening in
Iraq right now. Yes they are extremist if they're killing other Muslims. In Islam it's
considered a sin to kill other people, even more so if they're Muslims. BoomBoom2055 9
months ago spyknife 9 months ago In every religion it is a sin to kill. Ironic considering
US citizens were formerly supporting the IRA in murdering British citizens. spyknife 9
months ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago spyknife Yet, NOT all US citizens are
religious. And NOT ALL US citizens supported the IRA while many OPPOSED it.
Please, don't lump all Americans together like that. That's not really a smart move.
BoomBoom2055 9 months ago lollipopyumness 9 months ago god wouldn't want this.
lollipopyumness 9 months ago D4rkisara1i 9 months ago dude your such a idiot its not
americas fault it buchs fault plus now that obama is president everything is starting to
cool down so wait another b4 u start to criticise america D4rkisara1i 9 months ago
schuleistbloed 9 months ago Bin Laden sucks BIGTIME. schuleistbloed 9 months ago
PerverserYoda 9 months ago that is your own earnings, America PerverserYoda 9 months
ago szaboleventedavid 9 months ago 19:40 szaboleventedavid 9 months ago
goblinking169 9 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 4
million views, and you know one of them would be Bin Larden himself. Hi uncle Bin :)
Hope you are doing well. Death to America goblinking169 9 months ago goblinking169 9
months ago lol poor america goblinking169 9 months ago kittyownd 9 months ago
Bwahahahahahahahahaha kittyownd 9 months ago stpartin 9 months ago your an idiot
DM1790, you must hate the U.S because you don't live here, and you never will with
that attitude stpartin 9 months ago DM1790 9 months ago don't get me wrong I really
feel bad for the people and families affected by this, but when you attempt to invade
another landmass, whether rich or poor, you better expect retaliation. The US deserved
everything coming to them, FUCK YOU GEORGE BUSH, thanks to you now more of
the world hates the US than ever before! DM1790 9 months ago stpartin 9 months ago
Are you kidding me with that comment, what are you 12 or just stupid, That was a
terrible day for our country , and anyone that thinks different or wishes harm on the U.S
or any other country is just plan CRAZY . So before you start wrighting crazy stuff on
our UNITED STATES MADE WEBSITE , Put your computer to rest , and keep your
nasty ,stupid,immature comments to yourself stpartin 9 months ago DM1790 9 months
ago how can people be so blind. George Bush even informed everyone of the mission in
the middle east before Septmeber 11, everyone new something was going to happen! I am
not 12 and not immature, but you have to see the truth that the US did start this war not
them! It's simple economics, United States is the most powerful country in the world and
they thought they could have more. They have the #1 oil supply in the world over there
and the US wanted to control it! DM1790 9 months ago BoomBoom2055 9 months ago
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DM1790 Bush warned everyone? Please show evidence of this. BoomBoom2055 9
months ago DM1790 9 months ago The US is going to fail just like germany did in WWII.
War is never the answer DM1790 9 months ago fungus37 9 months ago Look at how
many users are "trolling down the avenue". fungus37 9 months ago ariel1379 9 months
ago listen 2 what they said, 00:12:16 video time,,, ariel1379 9 months ago 74DFM 9
months ago I think that the american government and the CIA planned this attacks just to
justify the invasion of Afganistan and Irak, among other things. 74DFM 9 months ago
wishmynamewasnemo 9 months ago those stupid ppl who flew the plaine really hurt
many lives of ppl families nd some pplz family memer lik mine wishmynamewasnemo 9
months ago AnonRymal 9 months ago Although a terrible sight it is spectacular. I'm not
saying it was a good deal, it was something remarkable. A terrible event. I feel sorry for
the families who lost loved ones. I'm sure the people who are responsible for it will feel
the sadness we do in a day to come. AnonRymal 9 months ago Dompl90 9 months ago
released 5 years later? half an hour of footage, and the 2nd strike is cut out? Dompl90 9
months ago 487mip 9 months ago If you do think 9-11 is funny then you should kill your
self and rot in hell. 487mip 9 months ago thatstheguy777 9 months ago if u dont think
this is funny then go kill your self thatstheguy777 9 months ago KevinMerck 9 months
ago "After 4+ years of research, I'm 100% convinced that the attacks of 9/11 were
planned and committed by treasonous perpetrators that have infiltrated the highest levels
of government. It's time to take our country back. We can't let the pursuit of justice fail.
We took an oath to "support and defend the Constitution of the United States against all
enemies, foreign and domestic." Just because we've retired doesn't make that oath invalid,
so it's our responsibility and our duty ... KevinMerck 9 months ago KevinMerck 9
months ago to expose the real perpetrators of 9/11 and bring them to justice, regardless of
the hardships. We owe it to those who've gone before us and to those in Iraq and
Afghanistan right now. Those of us who joined the military and faithfully executed orders
that were given us had to trust our leaders. The violation and abuse of that trust is not
only heinous, but ultimately the most accurate definition of treason!" - Lt. Col. Guy S.
Razer, MS Aeronautical Science, U.S. Air Force (ret) KevinMerck 9 months ago
mattdobz 9 months ago is it a bird? is it a plane? no its superma... oh wait its a plane
mattdobz 9 months ago CSXRP 9 months ago We Americans are not cowards we are a
strong nation, the reason behind these attacks were because we don't believe and worship
Mohammad like you pathetic muslims do, so just for that reason you bomb a tower
carrying thousands of innocent that shows who the bullies really are. CSXRP 9 months
ago drsimi776 9 months ago I´m NOT a muslim. In fact i was born a roman catholic but
now I use my brain and I´m an AGNOSTIC, thank GOD!! drsimi776 9 months ago 051l
9 months ago Why America! why 9/11 I know why Because America is supporting Israel
against us Bush (dog) he is the reason And must be on Barack Obama to stop support
Israel or..... America's sacrifice for Israel ...!! why ... Americans must be know the
reason.. for stop this 051l 9 months ago MrPatrioticUSA 9 months ago 051l, you know
why thousands of muslims are dying everyday? Because of their support for Palestine. A
war with America is an unwinable war, so they best stop sooner or later.
MrPatrioticUSA 9 months ago goblinking169 9 months ago This has been flagged as
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spam show hide Not Spam unwinable war lol. look.. a couple of americans die in 2
buildings. You cry like girls and u think u can win a war??? bahaha goblinking169 9
months ago jonathanbain14 9 months ago whats funny about crying like girls? she is a girl
you dumbfuck and its about the fact that literally thousands of people just died before
her eyes, your emotionally blind if you wouldnt find that upsetting. jonathanbain14 9
months ago MrPatrioticUSA 9 months ago What does that have to do with war dumbass?
People die in every war, and people mourn them. Explain to me how this was a logical
reply to my comment. are you perposely trying to sound retarded? MrPatrioticUSA 9
months ago Mescaay 9 months ago Unwinable war? what about vietnam? Mescaay 9
months ago MrPatrioticUSA 9 months ago We didn't win or lose, we withdrawled from
the war. We didn't finish it. Is America still standing? Yup. Al-Qaeda wants to destroy
America, and like I said, they are fighting an unwinable war. MrPatrioticUSA 9 months
ago MrPatrioticUSA 9 months ago You shouldn't joke about that MrEricanddylan,
making terrorist threats is a crime, whether you mean it or not. If I were to report that
comment to the FBI, they would take that seriously. MrPatrioticUSA 9 months ago
EvilStar109 9 months ago Shitheads. EvilStar109 9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months ago
Agreed! Sharky2055 9 months ago drsimi776 9 months ago show hide Hear that bitch
crying like a baby... Pathethic... drsimi776 9 months ago Petkincze 9 months ago
@drsimi776 you are idiot Petkincze 9 months ago Mescaay 9 months ago @drsimi776
by jusy typing that it shows that u are mentally ill.. even it it was joke ur sick.. seek help.
Mescaay 9 months ago D4rkisara1i 9 months ago you are the biggest most stupid ass
hole ever D4rkisara1i 9 months ago shaneanus 9 months ago why is it missing parts..??
EDITED!! shaneanus 9 months ago KevinMerck 9 months ago "This isn't about party, it
isn't about Bush Bashing. It's about our country, our constitution, and our future ... Your
countrymen have been murdered and the more you delve into it the more it looks as
though they were murdered by our government, who used it as an excuse to murder other
people thousands of miles away" - Lt. Col. Shelton F. Lankford, U.S. Marine Corps (ret)
Col. Lankford is a true patriot and hero. Those who turn their backs on the truth are
traitors. KevinMerck 9 months ago draconianrush 9 months ago I'm sorry for your losses,
but blame your ex-government Bush and his very, very stupid father. 9/11 was their fault.
They picked on the middle-east for years and sooked when someone fought back.
draconianrush 9 months ago AwesomePenguingirl 9 months ago My uncle was in the
pentagon when it was hit AwesomePenguingirl 9 months ago Neckomack 9 months ago
why do u cry ?... or the ppl i can hear ? Neckomack 9 months ago ghostbuster1296 9
months ago RAWritsapples, how the hell is this a lol??!? People were killed that day and
hundreds more wounded! Do you have feelings at all? ghostbuster1296 9 months ago
doofusandgoofus 9 months ago whts up with the backround music doofusandgoofus 9
months ago MrDELIJA90 9 months ago ma sjajno super snimak....... MrDELIJA90 9
months ago RAWRitsApples 9 months ago lol guys..lol RAWRitsApples 9 months ago
2012TheAndromeda 9 months ago the pentagon was NOT hit by an airplane, it was
missled, go to "rare pentagon 9-11 surveillance camera video of impact"
2012TheAndromeda 9 months ago fungus37 9 months ago Yup, 2012THeAndromeda. A
plane would have a difficult time fitting into a hole that even a school bus would not go
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through. Also, the "engine parts" found there aren't from the engines on the "officially
declared" plane. Poor planning. LOL fungus37 9 months ago MrPatrioticUSA 9 months
ago Let me guess fungus, the bodies of the passengers who were on the plane, all found at
the crash site, were planted there? The goverment must have fired a missile at the
pentagon, flying the plane to a seperate location, killed and burned the passengers, then
planted them at the site. All of that, of course, was because they couldn't just fly a plane
into the pentagon like the WTC, only a missile could... I don't know, I'm not a truther.
Help me out here. I'm curious to how you morons think MrPatrioticUSA 9 months ago
fungus37 9 months ago MrPatrioticUSA, if you saw the doccumentary footage of the
Pentagon after it was hit, you saw a round hole in the building that even a school bus
couldn't fit through. If you saw pictres of that hole you had to notice the hole didn't
include space for plane wings. Wings weren't laying on the ground outside of the building,
either. No victims were found from a plane. Planted or otherwise. Researchor get a life.
fungus37 9 months ago MrPatrioticUSA 9 months ago No victims were found?! Are you
batshit retarded! I want you to provide me with the source that tells you "no victims
were found." Do have a brain? MrPatrioticUSA 9 months ago fungus37 9 months ago I've
already told you where to look for the information, MrPatrioticUSA. If you don't want
to go there, then you won't see for yourself what really went on. fungus37 9 months ago
2012TheAndromeda 9 months ago 5833ktdd i seen it, it disappeared.
2012TheAndromeda 9 months ago magoblanco12 9 months ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam read , copy and gift a book of Frank Hatem call
Reptilliansconspire... explains the manual of gestion iluminatti and reptilian to humanity
magoblanco12 9 months ago heska100 9 months ago XD roflmao heska100 9 months ago
RealBleeder 9 months ago this video is cut. RealBleeder 9 months ago Muttaggen 9
months ago woman can not say anything other than oh my god?? Muttaggen 9 months
ago Muttaggen 9 months ago oh my god oh my god...omg .............. Muttaggen 9 months
ago yyeppesz 9 months ago you said the same thing in 2 comments within 2 minutes
yyeppesz 9 months ago Muttaggen 9 months ago So what ?! Muttaggen 9 months ago
Dmetrey437 9 months ago 5833ktdd, you silly. Its superman!! Dmetrey437 9 months
ago 5833ktdd 9 months ago When you watch the video at 11:54 which is right after the
2nd plane crashes, what is the thing flying on the right. Nobody was allowed in the air
after the 1st plane hit so how was that aircraft able to be flying around? 5833ktdd 9
months ago 2012TheAndromeda 9 months ago for some reason, to me, it seems like a
code or something, 2012 (End of World) 9/11 (Terrist attack) 2012TheAndromeda 9
months ago 051l 9 months ago there planet will hit the earth soon 2012 051l 9 months
ago 2012TheAndromeda 9 months ago Sharky2055 what do you mean, there really are
bomb marks. 2012TheAndromeda 9 months ago KevinMerck 9 months ago "The issue of
knowing who was behind the 9/11 attacks is of paramount importance to the future of
our country, because the "official" story ... has led directly to the deplorable Patriot Act,
the illegal Iraq war, NSA spying on ordinary Americans, repudiation of the Geneva
Conventions, and the repeal of habeas corpus (a fundamental point of law that has been
with us since the signing of the Magna Carta in 1215)" - David L. Griscom, PhD Seek the
truth or be a slave. It's your choice. KevinMerck 9 months ago foshooooooo 9 months
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ago No, the American guards are going to fuck the living shit out of you. They dont just
let weapons and bombs into the Olympics you dumb spic. foshooooooo 9 months ago
ClassyKittyLove 9 months ago ow my gosh is crash im with u ClassyKittyLove 9
months ago TheHomer121 9 months ago Fuckin Bush it was its fault, bitch whole my life
i hated people like you basterd, burn in hell motherfucker, you wines at these people and
you answer to God for them R.I.P for all thous people who died in there ;( TheHomer121
9 months ago radngnarlysk8 9 months ago my brain hurts for all these 'oh my gods' R.I.P. 9-11 victims radngnarlysk8 9 months ago MrBellaAlleb 9 months ago Это просто
кошмар!!! Голливудские фильмы отдыхают ... Очень жаль людей,которые там тогда
погибли... RIP all of you ... MrBellaAlleb 9 months ago 4468977521003 9 months ago I
remember this,in fact the twin towers were on every single channel on t.v. and thats why
i moved out of new york cause i was scared of terrorist coming to new york.I got
download some of my videos of the observation deck of the wtc,those videos were taking
in 1999,and thats where i met my wife-good times!!!!! 4468977521003 9 months ago
2012TheAndromeda 9 months ago on 5:30 is that a ufo or an airplane?
2012TheAndromeda 9 months ago 2012TheAndromeda 9 months ago on 2:40 ther were
bomb marks 2012TheAndromeda 9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months ago
2012TheAndromeda ON your brain maybe. Sharky2055 9 months ago AtlasShruggery 9
months ago 9-11-2001. Bush and Cheney asleep at the switch with their pants down
despite all the warnings. AtlasShruggery 9 months ago kajeyerdo 9 months ago show hide
FUCK AMERİCA!!! kajeyerdo 9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months ago kajeyerdo
Why? What is America? Sharky2055 9 months ago bleedblue83 9 months ago at 7:39 you
can see a guy falling from the building... scary. bleedblue83 9 months ago DreiHundertftw
9 months ago 4 I'm appreciative of the people who recorded this. It's a very important
piece of history. I remember 9/11 as the first thing that ever happened that wasn't okay
the next day. As a young kid, every time something went wrong, it was okay the next
day. And today, 9 years after the fact, its effects are still apparent. DreiHundertftw 9
months ago 4 radngnarlysk8 9 months ago very strong words dude radngnarlysk8 9
months ago kamenton 9 months ago I love USA. Kamenton from Ukraine. kamenton 9
months ago ad1987col 9 months ago We all know American's are a strange race, ok so
they build massive buildings only to demolish and blame it on al qaeda. It is not a set up!
A even current events as Umar Farouk Abdul Mutallab tried to bomb a plane today
linked to al qaeda! It has fuck all to do with peoples opinions (aka shitty comments)
Greed is linked to this and as we all know greed has brought the recession!!! Grow up
people!!! ad1987col 9 months ago radngnarlysk8 9 months ago what a retard this guy
doesnt have a clue of whats going on in the vid radngnarlysk8 9 months ago
DreiHundertftw 9 months ago He didn't have 9 years to figure it out. DreiHundertftw 9
months ago radngnarlysk8 9 months ago not beeing a jerk and all but at 21:58 it sounds
like shes playing with minifigures radngnarlysk8 9 months ago Orgi69ILM 9 months ago
show hide Bin Laden isn't a Terrorist Orgi69ILM 9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months
ago 2 Osama bin Laden IS in fact a terrorist. Sharky2055 9 months ago 2 drsimi776 9
months ago show hide You are wrong. Osama is a true hero, a very brave man and one of
the most notable people in the XX century. The world needs more Bin Ladens. drsimi776
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9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months ago 2 drsimi776 = TROLL Sharky2055 9 months
ago 2 MetalTampon 9 months ago If he was a brave person, he wouldn't be hiding in rat
holes, you dumb fuck! MetalTampon 9 months ago drsimi776 9 months ago He had the
braveness to hit the big bully. Americans are the true cowards who spend their life
bullying small nations. Have you ever thought of taking it againsts China or Russia??? Of
course not, you damn cowards. Hope another 9/11 attack stikes you soon. YOU
DESERVED 9/11 AND YOU WILL HAVE SOME MORE, BE SURE ABOUT IT
ASSHOLE!!! drsimi776 9 months ago CSXRP 9 months ago Have fun burning and
rotting in hell in fire infinity times infinity hotter than the sun in the sky, and enjoy
hearing the loud screams of all the people who don't believe in christ like we americans do
from being beaten and stabbed by the demons FOREVER and there is no turning back and
look forward to dealing with pain and suffering from the cruelty of the demons also the
smell of rotting flesh. All this happens at once. You can not die in hell because thats how
God created it. CSXRP 9 months ago drsimi776 9 months ago You are just another
ignorant deluded fundamentalist redneck!!! Open you fucking eyes: GOD DOES NOT
EXIST!!! Christ is just an INVENTION of smart guys to get control of assholes like
YOU!!! drsimi776 9 months ago LionclawsProductions 9 months ago 2 its actully pretty
unique to see a building that big just crash from a little plane. But yet, this is a day no one
will ever forget... LionclawsProductions 9 months ago 2 royalsteven 9 months ago The
world trade center is the center of business and trade, economics. Why would america
destroy it's own economics? Conspiracy theories are nice but they are conspiracies not
for nothing -__- royalsteven 9 months ago panterajoey 9 months ago show hide how the
fuck can this toqwer fall with that damage. what fucking bullshit. didnt you fuckers play
with legos as a kid?? that fucking building was demoed panterajoey 9 months ago
Sharky2055 9 months ago panterajoey You obviously have no idea of the damage that
was inflicted or what the jetfuel did. Educate yourself with an explanation from MIT: ht
tp : // w w w. scientificamerican. com/article. cfm?id=when-the-twin-towers-fe-ll
Sharky2055 9 months ago panterajoey 9 months ago YOu have no idea what i know or
what i don't know. "Obviously" you can not come up with any evidence or a releavant
and logical argument so you are going to toss some false claims about MIT. and try and
insult peoples intelligence. I have done extensive research on this and i can name several
very credible very knowledgable people who hold degrees in many many areas of study
who also believe this was an inside job based on the "physics" involved alone. Nevermind
Motives. panterajoey 9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months ago Yes, I do KNOW because
there's NO credible source out there that says the damage inflicted by the 767 loaded w/
10,000 gallons of jetfuel doign 5000mph couldn't do enough damage to bring down the
towers.There are NO false claims by MIT. There are many entities that explain the
collapse the same way and do NOT subscribe to the demolitioncrap claims, which
includes the FDNY that were there and survived. NONE said they literally heard
explosives going off, NONE. Did they make false claims? Sharky2055 9 months ago
TIMMAAHHrabbit 9 months ago 5000 mph eh? did it have alienware?!?!?!
TIMMAAHHrabbit 9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months ago It's obviously a typo,
jackass! Sharky2055 9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months ago Panteraboy Degrees mean
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nothing when they don't apply commonsense, facts, correct infomation and actual
physics without misconceptions the way truther fools have. Sharky2055 9 months ago
panterajoey 9 months ago Comment removed panterajoey 9 months ago there like "aww,
i heard an explosion, hmmm. no big deal we will just video tabe lol panterajoey 9 months
ago SwenkyK9 9 months ago Terrorists?Are you shiting me?I'm from Europe and even
we know that the US Government was behind this,duh.How can you people believe such
things?U.S has incredible military techologies and you're telling me that a few skinny old
people with beards did this?The US can track any of them if they want to,any time of the
day,but they just wanted to have a reason to get to Iraq and Afghanistan,all this for
oil,keep in mind. SwenkyK9 9 months ago panterajoey 9 months ago m american and i
agree. i think its funny how calm these people are talking in the video. these cant be the
original camera people. panterajoey 9 months ago blakesmalleyhateskkk 9 months ago i
was there during this. was few blocks away. blakesmalleyhateskkk 9 months ago jefri53 9
months ago IExposeMormonism,u r right..see: september clues a to h cherubfemur , u r
right..see: 9/11: Blueprint For Truth (part 13 of 13) Millions still believed it is an inside
job, tht why, today 911 is still relevant see; Donna Marsh O'Connor Begs Media To
Question 911 Toronto324 AND vnsr5 , IF U R CONVINCED PLZ GIVE YR
SUPPORT, SIGN THE PETITION... ITS IN THE ENDING OF: 9/11: Blueprint For
Truth (part 13 of 13) jefri53 9 months ago soton000 9 months ago What ever happend
whe should accept it and not dig any more terrorists did it and we have to fight against
them `` war on terror is a god thingfirst iraq then afghanistan , then iran and then the rest
of them western world will domnate them soton000 9 months ago yichen100 9 months
ago and who know perhape one day the east like china or japan domnate them yichen100
9 months ago ohkeepa2012 9 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Search THE OBAMA DECEPTION on youtube. Resist the new world order.
Wake up and realize the illuminati has you in their control. Left wing and right wing don't
matter, they are both the same. infowars . com ohkeepa2012 9 months ago mchoby 9
months ago so weird that this video was uploaded in 2006 and if you look at the
comments section there is always recent comments, more than 4 million people is still
thinking about this... so sad.... mchoby 9 months ago cherubfemur 9 months ago 9/11 was
a controlled demolition job. cherubfemur 9 months ago darthvader815 9 months ago 2
damn terrorists darthvader815 9 months ago 2 Toronto324 9 months ago i actually cried
watchin this vid! mostly out of 60 of 100 families live in NEW YORK CITY FOR ME!
=( Toronto324 9 months ago Toronto324 9 months ago george bush did this!!! not osama
bin laden!!!! I swear!.. RIP FALLEN BROTHERS OF F.D.N.Y. AND N.Y.P.D.
Toronto324 9 months ago drawing11 9 months ago that smoke at 20:40 is just insane.
holy fuck thats alot. so tragic god bless everyone involved. drawing11 9 months ago vnsr5
9 months ago OMG!! this video is super sad!! ;[ I feel bad for all the victims of 9-11 ;(
vnsr5 9 months ago cornskid 9 months ago 2 hell of a thing to see out your living room
window cornskid 9 months ago 2 IExposeMormonism 9 months ago 911 was an inside
job and a media job. And bob and bri or someone deleted the 2nd hit. IExposeMormonism
9 months ago 32Paul81 9 months ago Comment removed VOvA1806 9 months ago
Американцы вы что не догадываетесь кто в этом виноват виноваты евреи .Это они
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причина всех бед на земле. VOvA1806 9 months ago gesoxxxx 9 months ago capitalism
is still alive .... fuck gesoxxxx 9 months ago omgsawyer 9 months ago 2 fucking
terrorists....i can't believe they did that...great tragedy...my courage from greece
omgsawyer 9 months ago 2 333GenericFeeling333 9 months ago could al quieada have
planted the bombs in the towers? 333GenericFeeling333 9 months ago RighteousRiaden 9
months ago You done the right things putting this onto he internet. I honestly believe
your view of the attack is probably the most consistant and reliable. though you missed
the plane hitting, it makes it less hard to watch the movie. RighteousRiaden 9 months ago
ElderAaronDavis 9 months ago kinda sad. i hope i could live in manhattan like the
recording person tho ElderAaronDavis 9 months ago davego76 9 months ago americans
rock davego76 9 months ago IRAQxISTHExBEST 9 months ago i love these movie.
espacially when america got trick bye there president hahahahaha and the best part is wen
they jumped off :) IRAQxISTHExBEST 9 months ago sasseybeachgirl 9 months ago she
was correct about needing plains to drop water on it. sasseybeachgirl 9 months ago
aaronrus 9 months ago its fucking sad that these people edited out the 2nd "plane"
crash.... aaronrus 9 months ago LiesOF11september 9 months ago 2 The woman who
filmed "this" deserves our respect for her patience, courage, tears and emotions. It's not
easy for a woman to stay strong and watch the murder of thousands people. It s a terrible
tragedy. Bob and Bri ! if you are alive, peace to you and your family!!!!!
LiesOF11september 9 months ago 2 honda2674 9 months ago i saw the plane crash i was
there honda2674 9 months ago gohito456 9 months ago lol same i was fucking scared
dude!!!!im muslim but my people didnt do this islam isnt the same as terrorism
gohito456 9 months ago ABBiGO 9 months ago Was Lily OK? D: ABBiGO 9 months
ago Antdizzle1989 9 months ago very nice footage i woulda been running Antdizzle1989
9 months ago Max26SCT 9 months ago 0mg ! Ò.ó Max26SCT 9 months ago KH3LID 9
months ago  ﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩKH3LID 9 months ago michaelmyers5 9 months ago ﺃﺏﺝﺩﻱﺓ
 ﻉﺭﺏﻱﺓmichaelmyers5 9 months ago aaallenania 9 months ago It is mind boggling how
those responsible for this inside job are not being brought to justice. They are
untouchable even though the vast majority know they are guilty. Yet if one of us is seen
throwing a candy wrapper out of our car window, we are in deep crapiola. aaallenania 9
months ago JonMichael1087 9 months ago ..... dude you suck JonMichael1087 9 months
ago aaallenania 9 months ago Let's not get personal, JonMichael1087. aaallenania 9
months ago NSAdisinformation 9 months ago @ 12:22 they both say it was a military
plane!?! NSAdisinformation 9 months ago tubub 9 months ago @NSAdisinformation
Because they don't know wtf is going on... Fucking troll tubub 9 months ago
PvtGaryRoach 9 months ago @tubub exactly. americans didn't know what the hell was
happening. it came out of the blue for us. PvtGaryRoach 9 months ago fernhedges 9
months ago Anyone that spends any reasonable time reviewing footage of this event &
still believes it was the doing of foreign terrorism, has been conditioned & brainwashed by
media and government..so many lives lost to domestic terrorism. fernhedges 9 months ago
SuperJobey 9 months ago this was very sad SuperJobey 9 months ago KevinMerck 9
months ago We need to get involved as though our freedom and possibly even our lives
depended on it. The most important thing we can do is talk to our friends, family,
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coworkers and classmates. Be persistent ! Well succeed in bringing these criminals to
justice through bravery, hard work and perseverance. Most people I talk to know it was
controlled demolition or suspect government involvement. Very few believe the official
lies. Lets teach these criminals the meaning of LETS ROLL" KevinMerck 9 months ago
slowd1982 9 months ago 20:14 Is this dangerous? What do you think? Also at 20:30 the
news reporter said the top of the building collapsed. No dumbass the WHOLE building
collapsed!!! slowd1982 9 months ago georgebHD 9 months ago what happened between
11:44 to 11:46 ?? What happened to the second plane footage ?? georgebHD 9 months
ago gizmopilotdk47 9 months ago 2 I would like to know why so important shots are
being cut out? gizmopilotdk47 9 months ago 2 labidala 9 months ago I remember watching
this on TV the day it happened. Every... EVERY channel showed this... labidala 9
months ago eksman187 9 months ago they showed it again and again and again and again
and said then TERRORISTS TERRORISTS ! aha ? PROPAGANDA 1000X times thru
the TV. l i e ? eksman187 9 months ago Dodi9914 9 months ago show hide hahahahaha
poor innocent americans ! hahaha Dodi9914 9 months ago PvtGaryRoach 9 months ago
you have to be there to feel how frighting it is PvtGaryRoach 9 months ago dontbsilly 9
months ago You cut some very crucial parts..thats all Im gonna say! dontbsilly 9 months
ago diegoalce1991 9 months ago eso fue una explosión, es imposible que en un desplome
salgan tanatos pedazos del edifico volando de manera horizontal diegoalce1991 9 months
ago ipodnazar 9 months ago 5:00 so noisy! ipodnazar 9 months ago Lynzii2009 9 months
ago 2 OSAMA KING OF TE WORLD?!?!?! u r one fucked up person Goguetassj5 get a
life u dick Lynzii2009 9 months ago 2 KevinMerck 9 months ago I'm not going to pretend
I know exactly who was behind 9/11. What I do know is that WTC 1, 2, & 7 were
controlled demolition. High-tech, military grade, nano-thermite was found in the WTC
dust and that's just part of the overwhelming evidence. Let's ask the people targeted by
the high-tech, military grade, anthrax, who they think may have been behind the
demolition. You can bet your life it wasn't orchestrated by a bogeyman in a cave
somewhere. KevinMerck 9 months ago Goguetassj5 9 months ago Osama the king of the
world! GO GO GO! Goguetassj5 9 months ago miralomamountainlion 9 months ago
20:12 HOLY SHIT!!!!! miralomamountainlion 9 months ago acdc7673 9 months ago 3
dos'nt watching this make you want to really want to know what happened on that
fateful day? i dont think a terrorist in a cave on the otherside of the earth could have done
this. acdc7673 9 months ago 3 courtgrip 9 months ago omg. my birthday's on sept 11..
and i still remembered i was 8 yrs old back then, enjoying my birthday party when i saw
it on tv. and i cried. courtgrip 9 months ago PvtGaryRoach 9 months ago being serious?
PvtGaryRoach 9 months ago courtgrip 9 months ago yeah. and my frens kept making fun
of me every sept 11 and making 'boom' sounds. inferring me like im a terrorist or sth. so
pissed off. damn. courtgrip 9 months ago kaswksws1 9 months ago hey guys who do u
think made this incident? kaswksws1 9 months ago brbedel 9 months ago the childrens
songs playing in the background is so surreal brbedel 9 months ago ktownwildcatz 9
months ago show hide LMAO go terrorists! I love those guys ktownwildcatz 9 months
ago TrutherD1 9 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ALCIA-DUH Watch out for paid disinfo agents all over YouTube!! TrutherD1 9 months ago
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TheOrgdude 9 months ago 4 why is everything we watch always edited????!!! where's
the truth and real footage???!!! TheOrgdude 9 months ago 4 shatwood 9 months ago
@TheOrgdude Oh Oh my God Dude! Maybe the people that attacked us in '93 did it
again! Talk about a conspiracy! The terrorist group that attacked the WTC in '93, the
embassy's in Africa in '98 and the USS Cole in 2000 decided to attack the US again
THERE IS NO FCKING CONSPIRACY. THERE ARE PEOPLE THAT HATE THE
WEST, AND DID SOMETHING ABOUT IT. WAKE THE FCK UP! shatwood 9
months ago klextro 9 months ago FINALLY! Someone with a god damn brain in their
head. klextro 9 months ago TheOrgdude 9 months ago oooohhh SHATWOOD!!!!!! PAY
ATTENTION!!!! my comment never said anything about conspiracy! it is a simple
statement of fact. i'm intelligent enough to make my own decisions about something if i
have the complete info without it being edited or censored. so even to this day i can draw
no opinion or conclusion without the complete info. REMEMBER THIS SHATWOOD..
SLOW TO ANGER--SLOW TO SPEAK-- BUT QUICK TO LISTEN!!! TheOrgdude 9
months ago Julian24151 9 months ago @TheOrgdude its not edited, she just didnt record
the whole time Julian24151 9 months ago TheOrgdude 9 months ago Julian, i am not
talking about straight editing per-say but as shatwood speaks about both 93's, 98, and
2000 incidents, it was 5-15 years later that the truth was revealed..... Nothing negative to
you or the filmer, it is just that it needs to play in its entirity as it was filmed. Because if i
am going to spend 26 minutes watching it,.... i might as well spend 27, 28, 45, or an hour
watching the real footage whether it reveals anything or not... TheOrgdude 9 months ago
HCW619 9 months ago wow HCW619 9 months ago Goguetassj5 9 months ago Osama
Goguetassj5 9 months ago otacon122 9 months ago To the poster of the video: You could
have invested in a tripod and stopped moving the camera around so much. otacon122 9
months ago 487mip 9 months ago 9-11-2001 was an Islamic attack on the U.S. Al Qaeda
did this. No conspiracy. 487mip 9 months ago Lynzii2009 9 months ago cool? did u just
say cool? how the fuck is that cool? loads of people lots their lifes from this and ur sayin
its cool? u sick fuck :I RIP Lynzii2009 9 months ago ra3icmr 9 months ago go Osama
goooooo ra3icmr 9 months ago DAVID41811 9 months ago So Sad! DAVID41811 9
months ago merobabyface 9 months ago rip to everyone who got lost in there
merobabyface 9 months ago goruu 9 months ago Rip everyone. Because they dont need a
corpse in one piece. goruu 9 months ago crenshaw59silo 9 months ago cool
crenshaw59silo 9 months ago TrutherD1 9 months ago 9/11 wasn't Al-Qaeda or the "US
govt" it was the NWO, bilderberg, UN, IMF, WHO, FEMA, DHS, CFR, FBI, CIA
Check NufffRespect's "9/11 Coincidences" watch?v=Odp1FO0Vmuw TrutherD1 9
months ago jodan2118 9 months ago well no shit sherlock of corse they are gonna run
away..... its not like there gonna run towards it! jodan2118 9 months ago TrutherD1 9
months ago 9/11 is a small part of the New World Order. Watch Endgame, Fall of the
Republic, Ring of Power. TrutherD1 9 months ago TrutherD1 9 months ago Sharky the
wonder-troll Sharky2055 - tracked 291 posts on 20 videos | 24 hours: 32 | 48 hours: 86 |
72 hours: 103 | 1 week: 175 Go away, disinfo agent. TrutherD1 9 months ago
wildthing986 9 months ago why this day? september 11th 2001 aka 9/11 many ppl called
that number that day. with all these storys ive herd and read this was planned by
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terrorists yes but are we blaming the wrong people? i think we are to blame because we
always think were safe and secure and after this day we have gotten a shock of our lives
that we arent as safe as we thought, plain and simple... The USA planned this attack and
theres so much evidence to prove it all. you all need to do your research to see the truth!
wildthing986 9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months ago The USA didn't plan this attack.
Do some research. Sharky2055 9 months ago mercurygm757 9 months ago I wish i could
see the non-edited version, because i know they have it all, i'm afraid they edited for
security reasons, c'mon show us the truth you people!!!!!! mercurygm757 9 months ago
drumer671 9 months ago I was only five at time and from Canada this changed the world
today I feel so sorry for all these people :( drumer671 9 months ago emac012345 9
months ago No shit its fucken terrorism. What pisses me off is we let towelheaded
terrorists into our country all the time and they are supposedly "peaceloving" Does this
look peaceloving too you? God bless america and fuck the stupid dune monkeys that did
this too our fine country. emac012345 9 months ago JohnyKimbled 9 months ago 5 when
I watch this, it makes me happy to have served as a Canadian soldier in Afghanistan. This
is why I joined. Sometimes I forget that. JohnyKimbled 9 months ago 5 Carley331 9
months ago Was Lilly okay? you mentioned a lilly going to daycare there Carley331 9
months ago jaden4844 9 months ago ppl r mean these days...)= jaden4844 9 months ago
Jekiterio 9 months ago jews who controles the media and dont let the truth out -_Jekiterio 9 months ago uzummaki 9 months ago i don t think terrorist did this , germans
and french people did lot of researchs and said it s an inside job , but media can say
anything to people and they believe it uzummaki 9 months ago BarCash333 9 months ago
I am german! And a cameraman. I watched the 2. plane hit the building live, and shortly
BEFORE the crash there was a short blackout on every tv signal.I wondered why on hell
is there a blackout on the most important footage in our century? But I did not think
about it 7 Years! Now I know why! And where is all the HD material! Look in the
archive of cnn, nbc and the rest of the TV stations, you will find no HD material! Why
why why? So many questions... BarCash333 9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months ago
BarCash333 There was NO HD then! You're full of shit! Sharky2055 9 months ago
BarCash333 9 months ago @sharky2055: why you get personal?Why i am full of shit?
Explain that please. Since 1996 you have HD in USA, and since 1998 you get HD
camcorder there. Facts cannot lie. And now you. BarCash333 9 months ago Sharky2055
9 months ago BarCash333 Because you're full of shit. Stop writing your bullshit.
Sharky2055 9 months ago BarCash333 9 months ago oh sharky2055 you have no
arguments. who are you? Why you get personal? I will not do that, i respect you and
your opinion, but what is your opinion? BarCash333 9 months ago 55longboard55 9
months ago i agree 55longboard55 9 months ago itsashley66 9 months ago When the
second building went down there was so much smoke like if yu were outside near the
building at that time you wouldve been gone , thats justg crazy like why would someone
even do that ? itsashley66 9 months ago bigkittypsych75 9 months ago lik dude, u
terrorist or something bigkittypsych75 9 months ago geekfreak41 9 months ago at 7:33 i
think i see someone falling! geekfreak41 9 months ago itsashley66 9 months ago
@geekfreak41 thats just probly a part of the plane or something , it could be someone
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falling tho . itsashley66 9 months ago likfrikbik 9 months ago what terrorism? All that
you saw is just one very big "mind control". did anyone of you watched zeitgeist movie?
if not i have news for you. this tower are not destroyed because of terrorist you
think,this towers are destroyed by you,americans. watch zeitgeist and you will change
the way you percpetion of the world. likfrikbik 9 months ago parfy1000 9 months ago I
do belive that is terrorism. parfy1000 9 months ago Cotenated 9 months ago 3 It's
obvious that the plane crash didn't cause the building to collapse,there's aa next part of
the story which is either being hidden or not seen. Cotenated 9 months ago 3
dominguezkids 9 months ago wtf? why are you guys even discussing sarah palin?
something like this happensa nd thats all you can say? and you Dodi9914, please dont
post anything like that. its extremely ignorant and immature. dominguezkids 9 months
ago LUCKYJ3SS3 9 months ago where was spiderman? LUCKYJ3SS3 9 months ago
TrutherD1 9 months ago Do more research then decide. Consider: "9/11 second
explosion" "fema 9/11 tuesday" "news error 9/11" "building 7" "9/11 molten steel" Don't
let the paid agents all over YouTube waste your time with stupid arguments. The most
important thing you can do is learn more and wake others ASAP. Good luck! TrutherD1
9 months ago 1redboy4 9 months ago thats was so sad .lots of ppl .made it but then way
more .died 1redboy4 9 months ago hyper522 9 months ago Comment removed
nycsentinel 9 months ago Correction: BrigGen George Custer nycsentinel 9 months ago
Dodi9914 9 months ago Americans loved Sarah Palin because she looks like a porn
actress Dodi9914 9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months ago NO, NOT all of America loves
Sarah Palin. Few people in America love that idiot Sarah Palin. Sharky2055 9 months ago
Dodi9914 9 months ago Go fuck yourself ! Dodi9914 9 months ago Sharky2055 9
months ago NO thanks, DODO9914. Not my fault you posted something stupidly
ignorant. Sharky2055 9 months ago BreakDancer1973 9 months ago I am speechless, so
sad - even now, so many years after that... BreakDancer1973 9 months ago
cemalettinyanik 9 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam that
was INSIDE JOB !!..... that was FASCIST AMERICAN GOVERMENT COMPLO
!!.... USA saw at 9/11 his GRANDMOTHER PUSSY or USA saw GRANDMOTHER
PUSSY at 9/11... AL-QAIDE is one FASCIST AMERICAN TERRORIST GROUP....
CIA and FBI are both helping AL-QAIDE !!.... FASCIST AMERICA DESERVED
THAT SO MUCHHHH !! cemalettinyanik 9 months ago drpepper576 9 months ago this
is extremely disturbing. we will never forget 9/11/01 drpepper576 9 months ago
BanzayCobra6 9 months ago catastrofe in a september 11 y em very sorry from u.s.a or
dead on people in a world trei center inocent police BanzayCobra6 9 months ago
KevinMerck 9 months ago Another major concern is that our troops are still being used
for profit under the guise of this heinous false flag attack. Many of these troops have
been forced against their will to serve 3 or 4 tours of duty under stop-loss provisions.
The fact that so many of these victims supported Ron Paul in the election tells me that
they don't believe in the mission. Our troops have been lied to like everyone else and we
need to bring them home. Obama now has the blood on his hands. KevinMerck 9 months
ago zenoist2 9 months ago decent american people lied to and conned zenoist2 9 months
ago AGPfilms 9 months ago looooooooooooool, jenga fail AGPfilms 9 months ago
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julian6850 9 months ago ab der 19:40 min stüzzt das Haus ein julian6850 9 months ago
xxVeronica92xx 9 months ago i'll never forget the day i was only in grade 6 when it
happened i live in canada tho and when i heard the news about this happening on the
morning announcements it was really sad! rip! xxVeronica92xx 9 months ago TrutherD1 9
months ago Shush it, disinfo agent here every day. TrutherD1 9 months ago 487mip 9
months ago 2 No conspiracy . Islamic terrorists attacked America. Stop believing in
bullshit conspiracy. 487mip 9 months ago 2 cemalettinyanik 9 months ago islamic
terror?... i dont think... maybe christianity terror cemalettinyanik 9 months ago
nycsentinel 9 months ago "There is something to say about Glory You can take it with
you when it's your time to go" Col George Custer 7Th Michigan Calvery nycsentinel 9
months ago nycsentinel 9 months ago "Next to war everything else pales by
comparrison" General George S Patton US Army 3ID "War Is a Rackett" General
Smedley Buttler USMC nycsentinel 9 months ago WayneRooney10TheBest 9 months
ago R.I.P ;( WayneRooney10TheBest 9 months ago 6105popo 9 months ago wtf
6105popo 9 months ago 6105popo 9 months ago how the fuck is it funny over 400
thousand ppl died 6105popo 9 months ago Flerg3 9 months ago i really feel bad for the
poor brainwashed soldier thinking he's fighting for a reason. it was a total inside job. the
evidence is there. face it, we're in the shitter people. Flerg3 9 months ago NFLGuru22 9
months ago People like you are a plague to society, Flerg. You, TheGriffin, guy who
plays Franco on Rescue Me. You are all blinded by hate, and it's sad. NFLGuru22 9
months ago TheGriffin1988 9 months ago never forget what bush did the bastard , how
could you kill over 3k of your own people TheGriffin1988 9 months ago AngryTimmay
9 months ago your an idiot. Don't get involved with our country AngryTimmay 9 months
ago KevinMerck 9 months ago Dwain Deets, (former NASA engineering executive for
over 37 years) is speaking out on the fact that WTC 1, 2, & 7 were controlled demolition.
Mr. Deets states unequivocally that these buildings were brought down with high-tech,
military grade, nano-thermite. DEETS - audio interview part 1/6 watch?v=fckLLs_RdU4
Congress needs to look at the overwhelming evidence which proves that 9/11 was CD
beyond a reasonable doubt. Check out A&E for 9/11 Truth to get the facts. KevinMerck
9 months ago NecroFrost1990 9 months ago At least you felt, like all the Serbs under
your bombs. Too bad it was actually CIA, but I'll be glad to see Russian or Chinese
bombers burning your fucking cities to the ground. Pigs.. NecroFrost1990 9 months ago
lubus007 9 months ago fuck off yank lubus007 9 months ago habibisaid 9 months ago
MOSSAD, not BIN LADEN! habibisaid 9 months ago Joshuaguss 9 months ago
September 11th is like New York's Birthday. Joshuaguss 9 months ago NiKkiBluEyEz05
9 months ago The planes weren't needed, except to make the public think that they
caused the towers come down. Researchers have tested the WTC dust, and have
identified the chips of unexploded high explosive they found in it. Hundreds of thousands
of pounds of it blew the twin towers to dust, starting from the top. Search for "Google
Video 4617650616903609314#" by Architects and Engineers For 9/11 Truth
NiKkiBluEyEz05 9 months ago samiwantha 9 months ago I was in 2nd grade when this
happened and i remember how none of the teachers said anything was wrong and how the
other kids kept getting taken out of class. I remember wondering what happened and how
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my uncle had picked me up from our house since my mom worked in Brooklynn at the
time and the traffic was terrible and my dad had been called to help evacuate people from
the wtc since he's a cop. samiwantha 9 months ago Dodi9914 9 months ago MOSSAD
knew that attack was coming ! several Israeli agents were arrested in New-York that day !
Dodi9914 9 months ago BritishWarLord 9 months ago What Film is this ? Looks
awesome BritishWarLord 9 months ago TeeHee711 9 months ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam did he die? TeeHee711 9 months ago warlock4831 9
months ago my father was on the top level of the building. warlock4831 9 months ago
littlekid97 9 months ago did he survive littlekid97 9 months ago CleoV95 9 months ago 2
was he died? CleoV95 9 months ago 2 XxiL0VEMUSiiCxX 9 months ago OMG
XxiL0VEMUSiiCxX 9 months ago blackjocker56 9 months ago all them smoked ganja
blackjocker56 9 months ago MegaSpudgun 9 months ago its a funny old world
MegaSpudgun 9 months ago beckync555 9 months ago Why are these People sooooo
Calm?? beckync555 9 months ago gjd4u2nv 9 months ago there is such tranquility in this
video at the beginning its ironic....a huge terrorist attack outside and just quiet in this
apartment until the window opens and all hell is heard. gjd4u2nv 9 months ago bushra786
9 months ago so sad.... bushra786 9 months ago 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 Next Reply
Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright
Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location:
Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as
a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different
playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to:
Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My
Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September
11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond
to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all
All Comments (47,036) bushra786 9 months ago how come everyone in video so calm...
bushra786 9 months ago CTEstudios1 9 months ago look at the comment by Marklar15
on the page be4 this page.....marklar15, go to hell jackass CTEstudios1 9 months ago
streetsoldier108 9 months ago unmm if its just a plane why is there so much smoke was
there a type of bomb that was suppose to melt the metal and eventually take the building
down? streetsoldier108 9 months ago TheBriperch 9 months ago interesting how it cuts
out as soon as the "plane" hits. TheBriperch 9 months ago TrutherD1 9 months ago
Learn the method behind this madness. Check out "Esoteric Agenda". The attacks were
carefully planned to coordinate with the cosmos. It's an occult thing. TrutherD1 9 months
ago IMSOCHAOTIC 9 months ago this is sooo sad IMSOCHAOTIC 9 months ago
select899 9 months ago R.I.P select899 9 months ago Marklar15 9 months ago This has
been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam fuck americans HAHAHA they are
douchebags Fuck jesus ;D Marklar15 9 months ago hyper522 9 months ago I
THOUGHT THIS WAS FUNNY!! hyper522 9 months ago 487mip 9 months ago Al
Qaeda attacked the U.S.A. on 9-11-2001. They are Islamic terrorists. Conspiracy
theorists are paranoid and delusional. 487mip 9 months ago q8sniper2 9 months ago that
was a little tinny thing from God .. :) hav Fun america ! @@ q8sniper2 9 months ago
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q8sniper2 9 months ago America behind everything ,, Russians proved that it wasn't from
Taliban and benladin q8sniper2 9 months ago gothzinger1 9 months ago this happened so
many years ago, the lady sobbing after the building collapsed made me want to cry, this is
so crazy. gothzinger1 9 months ago TheSturgeonGeneral 9 months ago the passengers on
the planes outnumbered the hijackers 10 to 1, why didn't the passengers just try to stop
them when they found out what was going to happen? TheSturgeonGeneral 9 months ago
hyper522 9 months ago HE LOCK THE DOOR PROB hyper522 9 months ago
realtalkzz 9 months ago cuz they had knifes, tear gas and pepper spray and porbably
some other weapons...so yea even though there were more people than the jackers it
didnt mean that they could actully do anything...so yea....use ur common fukin
sense..dumbass realtalkzz 9 months ago TheSturgeonGeneral 9 months ago if they were
going to die either way I'd think the 80 something passengers could have at least tried to
keep the hijackers from killing 3000 people. ooooh knives and pepper spray I'm so
scared. they would have at least had a chance to live if they fought. ur a dumbass
TheSturgeonGeneral 9 months ago realtalkzz 9 months ago um...yah they could have ur
right...but it's called fear, trauma, frightened and panic. When some one is in any of those
state of mind. Either they do something or they do nothing at all because at that moment
they are just thinking on impulse not logic and rational behavior. and sry for callin yu a
dumbass i didnt mean to....sry again realtalkzz 9 months ago TheSturgeonGeneral 9
months ago agree to disagree (kind of) I'm sorry for calling you a dumbass too
TheSturgeonGeneral 9 months ago realtalkzz 9 months ago no worries :) realtalkzz 9
months ago erdomavi 9 months ago For years after, Operation Northwoods existed as a
rumor, but it was finally revealed to be true when top-secret documents describing the
plan were made public in 1997 as part of a release of government papers relating to the
Kennedy assassination. erdomavi 9 months ago erdomavi 9 months ago This would drum
up support for a war against the communists and lead to an eventual military operation to
remove Fidel Castro from power. The plan was drafted and signed by the Joint Chiefs of
Staff and presented to President John F. Kennedy, who personally rejected it, and it was
subsequently abandoned. erdomavi 9 months ago erdomavi 9 months ago In the early
1960s, when the Cold War was in full swing and fear of communism was rampant, a plan
dubbed Operation Northwoods was proposed within the American CIA. In short, it
called for the government to perform a series of violent terrorist actions in U.S. cities
including bombings, hijackings, phony riots, and sabotage, all of which could then be
blamed on Cuba. erdomavi 9 months ago TrutherD1 9 months ago It wasn't Al-qaeda it
was the NWO. Learn about it. Watch Endgame or Obama Deception TrutherD1 9 months
ago undisputedchamp1986 9 months ago Comment removed 11yeason 9 months ago Ok
Sara we killed so many because of this we didn't start the war. We just finished it
11yeason 9 months ago 11yeason 9 months ago Ok sara honey. We killed so many
because of this we didn't start the war. We just finished it 11yeason 9 months ago
42CONS 9 months ago 2 Waffeq, in the US pilots are allowed to be Muslim and
Arabic....their religion isnt an issue as with almost any job in the US. And I dont beleive
we have any surface to air missiles just sitting in Manhattan to stop random planes...it
wasnt a fighter jet that attacked us... 42CONS 9 months ago 2 Hlover01 9 months ago
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9/11 is a hoax Hlover01 9 months ago Dodi9914 9 months ago Poor Americans.........
Living in deep ignorance and stupid pride !!! Dodi9914 9 months ago ThePupellafashion
9 months ago you guys were so close to the crash were you scared ??? ThePupellafashion
9 months ago barmtrail 9 months ago That is clearly an aircraft impact hole and not a
missle, which so many conspiracy nuts claim. Why will the conspiracy guys not leave
this alone? The victims and the families have suffered greatly from this tragedy. 9/11
truthers shouls be ashamed of all that they have created. Fires DO weaken steel, and then
cross member supports give way and the concrete floors fell. Very simple. No mystery
here. The fire burned for along time. Stop believing the conspiracy nuts. barmtrail 9
months ago KoSurfHouse 9 months ago stupid KoSurfHouse 9 months ago
smiffypop333 9 months ago i didn't realise it was so bad. i didn't know they collapsed. i
feel so bad... smiffypop333 9 months ago buffydabomb 9 months ago Comment removed
wafeeq11 9 months ago PLEASE READ IT ALL IMPORTANT FOR WHO WANT
guys you know that U.S.A the strongest country in the world and it have technology that
can stop the plain before it get to the building so please ask your selfs why they did not
stop this to happened and anther question when the U.S.A allowed to ARBICS and
MOSLMS to work in this kind of jobs i men to be a" pilot". you need to start think not
to listen to every one there is something happening no one will tell you about it you have
to discover it wafeeq11 9 months ago Hlover01 9 months ago cause the government
wanted them to attack it Hlover01 9 months ago JMSSZS 9 months ago ...oh my god... I
just see it on my TV in Switzerland... I've got school at this day. We had 3:00 pm when
the second plane hit the center... JMSSZS 9 months ago robboholic2 9 months ago
Comment removed robboholic2 9 months ago Comment removed sara19866 9 months ago
2 If american soldiers stopped to kill so many innocent people, this would NEVER
happen! sara19866 9 months ago 2 TrutherD1 9 months ago It wasn't Al-qaeda it was the
New World Order. Learn about it. Watch Endgame or Obama Deception or Fall of the
Republic TrutherD1 9 months ago TheCOOLEYDOG 9 months ago this was a very
serious and tragic event that killed almost 2500 people and left many others without
loved ones. it is very sad and many suffered.........however im going to disrespect them for
one moment and be brutality honest. if they finish rebuilding the tower by the end of
2013 and someone destroys the towers again. i will laugh soooooooo hard. not at the
death and evil but at the fact that we did not see it coming and we were not prepared after
the first attack. hope it does not happen. TheCOOLEYDOG 9 months ago pinx1984 9
months ago You won't be getting your men and women. Also because you advertised you
do know that if something happens it can be traced back to you. Also how original on the
name dude, thats the lamest ever, I would have chosen reb and vodka myself.... pinx1984
9 months ago pinx1984 9 months ago I think that very sad thing about this is that in the
beginning no one knew what was going on. Even in the video the lady was saying how she
thought it was a military plane. It must have been very very scary to be filming that!
pinx1984 9 months ago GohanMaster2112 9 months ago man thats was an accident :(
GohanMaster2112 9 months ago Jiggsaw1000 9 months ago my moms birthday was in
september 11....... that happend on here birthday Jiggsaw1000 9 months ago
justagirlinthehood 9 months ago MrEricanddylan , You're wasting your time. Americans
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don't give a crap about soccer or the Olympics. justagirlinthehood 9 months ago
thedrcastillo44 9 months ago you do? thedrcastillo44 9 months ago RONNIVOX 9
months ago doi o coracao ver esse video .... RONNIVOX 9 months ago ElTantaran86 9
months ago lol you know the feds are gonna come after this dumbass ElTantaran86 9
months ago officialbabyloca 9 months ago I know it would have been so traumatizing but
I actually wish I were there that day. officialbabyloca 9 months ago NYsentinel 9 months
ago Never Forget NYsentinel 9 months ago aram3103 9 months ago I'm in shock: (
aram3103 9 months ago wickedshit45 9 months ago bush did it he is a liary and now we
have obama a nigger who cant do shit wickedshit45 9 months ago ankit05s 9 months ago
show hide lol! ankit05s 9 months ago SVWERDERBREMEN189993 9 months ago R.I.P.
SVWERDERBREMEN189993 9 months ago WASSUPXXX14 9 months ago OSAMA
BIN LADEN ist schuld WASSUPXXX14 9 months ago MrAlpia 9 months ago fick dich
du hurensohn das war bestimmt nicht bin laden du bastard MrAlpia 9 months ago
WASSUPXXX14 9 months ago es sind terroriste gse du arsch gefickter mother fucker
WASSUPXXX14 9 months ago GeOviDiu13e 9 months ago waw GeOviDiu13e 9
months ago manutdownsengland 9 months ago Comment removed maister123456 9
months ago it was terrorist that did this maister123456 9 months ago ronaldenho1000 9
months ago show hide  ﺍﻝﻩﻡronaldenho1000 9 months ago ﺩﻡﺭ ﺍﻡﻱﺭﻙﺓ ﻱﻕﻥﺏﻝﺓ ﻥﻭﻭﻱﺓ
manzil21 9 months ago Shame on you. manzil21 9 months ago mercaldi22 9 months ago 7
You guys are so fuckin retarded to think that dirty cave clowns didnt do this mercaldi22 9
months ago 7 11yeason 9 months ago All right for all you idiots out there who think bush
did this you so stupid 1 we know who high jacked the plane. Not Americans 2 why
would we do something that kills hundreds of our own people. You freaking idiots
11yeason 9 months ago GunzOfJustice 9 months ago 2 That guy does a great job of
keeping them calm, and he too remains calm, good on him GunzOfJustice 9 months ago 2
KevinMerck 9 months ago Dwain Deets, (former NASA engineering executive for over 37
years) is speaking out on the fact that WTC 1, 2, & 7 were controlled demolition. Mr.
Deets states unequivocally that these buildings were brought down with high-tech,
military grade, nano-thermite. DEETS - audio interview part 1/6 watch?v=fckLLs_RdU4
KevinMerck 9 months ago greywolf424 9 months ago "Mr. Deets states unequivocally
that these buildings were brought down with high-tech, military grade, nano-thermite. " of
course, you failed to mention Mr. Deets doesn't have any relevant training or education to
support his claims greywolf424 9 months ago 1kronas1 9 months ago
/watch?v=3vfouhgEUY4 /watch?v=KEc5t-m-8_c 1kronas1 9 months ago greywolf424 9
months ago NOT EVIDENCE greywolf424 9 months ago 1kronas1 9 months ago
Evidence 100% 1kronas1 9 months ago greywolf424 9 months ago Liar, perhaps you
should look up the meaning of the word greywolf424 9 months ago greywolf424 9
months ago Take your LAUGHABLE "EVIDENCE" into court greywolf424 9 months
ago 1kronas1 9 months ago The horrors of Abu Ghraib (Some images may offend the
sensibilities) /watch?v=h7KCo4VX_mI 1kronas1 9 months ago greywolf424 9 months
ago Not evidence greywolf424 9 months ago 1kronas1 9 months ago hidden 9/11
summary of 9-11 /watch?v=xkT5yAlmDoA ... 1kronas1 9 months ago dumazz86 9
months ago You terrorists think that you are doing God or who you call allah a favor?
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The terrorists who killed all those people on 9/11 are burning right now in HELL for their
crimes!!!! dumazz86 9 months ago snallakillen 9 months ago Bush administration blew it
up...So they could go to war against "terrorism"...A big building like that cant go down
like that without any help... snallakillen 9 months ago greywolf424 9 months ago "Bush
administration blew it up...So they could go to war against "terrorism"..." You assholes
have been claiming this for 8 1/2 years and still haven't produced a shred of evidence. "A
big building like that cant go down like that without any help..." PROVE IT. greywolf424
9 months ago GunzOfJustice 9 months ago @greywolf424 we already did, look it up
GunzOfJustice 9 months ago greywolf424 9 months ago Oh I have "looked it up"
FUNNY THING, twoof movement has failed to produce a single shred of legally
actionable or scientifically verifiable evidence in 8 1/2, explains why not one has ever set
foot in court to press charges. greywolf424 9 months ago Party85050 9 months ago
@snallakillen- People like you are so ignorant. It fell from the top down, look at the
videos. How else would they bring it down? Party85050 9 months ago GunzOfJustice 9
months ago @snallakillen agreed GunzOfJustice 9 months ago dumazz86 9 months ago
What would you say if some one told you to go and drive a plane into a building?
dumazz86 9 months ago diehardpatriotfan 9 months ago Yeah you dumb lady. Lets just
stay in this building next to the WTC. Lucky others didnt crash into that one
diehardpatriotfan 9 months ago bluh18ify 9 months ago why do i hear a song thats nice in
the backround bluh18ify 9 months ago enmosley1 9 months ago the video is so long!!
enmosley1 9 months ago 1kronas1 9 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam what "they" dont want you to know! /watch?v=FxVv0OxRl2I 1kronas1 9
months ago nxmai 9 months ago imagina o sufuco que esse povo passou hein meu deus
nxmai 9 months ago flareblitz1472 9 months ago 19:44 look closely... Explosives...
flareblitz1472 9 months ago amndolsen 9 months ago this video seems to be missing a
couple of seconds in key parts. like just prior to the next plane hitting the tower after the
lady says its a military plan. has this video been edited? and if so by who? amndolsen 9
months ago batfly 9 months ago @amndolsen Yeah Why is the second plane , "a military
plane", as was stated by the camera operator... Why is that missing??? God Damn It all
to hell! batfly 9 months ago franbabygirl 9 months ago Look.This is a fact.Everyone has
to die,it's the life's nature,some die sleeping,some with strokes or heartattack....other in
tragics accidents....like plain crashes or terrorism.Nobody scapes.Less work to God,kuz a
bounch gone at the same time, franbabygirl 9 months ago Kelseymartel098 9 months ago
shut up. everyone knows this. just shut up. Kelseymartel098 9 months ago 1kronas1 9
months ago /watch?v=7lz47dgW8bA 1kronas1 9 months ago MrShaziman 9 months ago
Israel did 911 and the "War on Terror" is a fraud. Check out 911missinglinksdotcom and
hugequestionsdotcom for more info MrShaziman 9 months ago cornskid 9 months ago If
Israel had done 911 the HJs would have been Iranian or Syrian not Saudis, they would
not have been based in Afganistan which wasn't and isn't and has no possibility of
becomming a threat to Israel. You deny terrorism? cornskid 9 months ago Sharky2055 9
months ago Bingo! You're correct! Sharky2055 9 months ago dumazz86 9 months ago I
think I will relocate to South America or Canada until all of this war and terrorism is over.
dumazz86 9 months ago sdsvfgs9 9 months ago 11:01-11:08 jumper sdsvfgs9 9 months
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ago sdsvfgs9 9 months ago 9:05 someone hanging out above impact waving sdsvfgs9 9
months ago Garyankan 9 months ago 20:05 Look at the top of the smoke. It looks like a
face! Garyankan 9 months ago jameslongoria00 9 months ago yeah the government,
conspiracy all that noise............didnt osama admit to doing this? jameslongoria00 9
months ago d0r1705 9 months ago I really dont know what to believe now. Its been years
already since that attack to the US. Many events have happened in the US that have been
screwing us Americans over. I have nothing else to believe but that the Government was
behind this. It sickens me to actually be proud of being an American. I was always proud
of living in this country. There might not be solid proof of all these events being glued
together since that day, but it makes perfectly good sense. It really saddens me. d0r1705
9 months ago analiliar 9 months ago omg!!! look at 9:18- 9:21 where the red flames are ....
it looks like a ghost walking to the right side ...omg!!!! u need to c over and over again and
u can see something... analiliar 9 months ago diehardpatriotfan 9 months ago Yeah, a
Ghost made out of flying paper. diehardpatriotfan 9 months ago analiliar 9 months ago lol
weird.... analiliar 9 months ago dumazz86 9 months ago I heard that there will be another
terrorist attack on America, this time it will be in Los Angeles on September 11, 2011. Is
this true or is it just a rumor? I need to know because I have relatives living in Los
Angeles. dumazz86 9 months ago pedrolegion 9 months ago GOD BLESS AMERICA
Semper Fidelis Sat Cong Fuck Muslim, fuck terrorists Fuck Islam pedrolegion 9 months
ago WinwinLS 9 months ago Another retard.. WinwinLS 9 months ago pedrolegion 9
months ago Comment removed butterz18252 9 months ago 1 more then your country is a
peice of fucking shit that smells like ass butterz18252 9 months ago TheOverheard 9
months ago india smells just like ur queef TheOverheard 9 months ago WinwinLS 9
months ago Saying "fuck islam" and "fuck muslims" AND "fuck terrorists" in the same
sentence = retarded WinwinLS 9 months ago 123romell 9 months ago I saw the thing or
person jump out on 7:34 123romell 9 months ago ishotkillstraight 9 months ago Omg
look at 7:34 about you can see some1 jumping out! ishotkillstraight 9 months ago analiliar
9 months ago look at 9:18-9:21 analiliar 9 months ago justagirlinthehood 9 months ago
1kronas1 , I see you are suffering from the same kind of mental illness that liberals have.
If you want to see true horrors look at what these bastards did to some of our troops.
They burned them then hung them from a bridge. If that has no effect on you think about
all the Muslims they torture and kill in their own country. These subhumans that you
want to defend would cut your throat and your families thrats justagirlinthehood 9
months ago 1kronas1 9 months ago I did not give estimates. But if you want .. U.S.
government organized these explosions in the towers. Americans were killing people in
Serbia, Vietnam, Afghanistan, Iraq, Japan ... The Americans are helping the murderer
Saakashvili. Think, think and think again! 1kronas1 9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months
ago US govt didn't organize any explosions in any towers that day. That's simply your
sick and stupid wishful thinking. Serbs committed GENOCIDE which is why NATO
stepped in and stopped it. Sharky2055 9 months ago 1kronas1 9 months ago
/watch?v=3vfouhgEUY4 /watch?v=KEc5t-m-8_c Your brains are washed with BBC,
CNN, Fox. 1kronas1 9 months ago sdsvfgs9 9 months ago Comment removed
Sharky2055 9 months ago Nope, not brainwashed at all. I've got the truth as in factual
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and accurate information. Sharky2055 9 months ago 1kronas1 9 months ago The U.S.
government, the chief sponsor of terrorism. Who created the Taliban? Who helped them
in the war against the USSR? Who supplies weapons to Saakashvili? Who bombed
Belgrade in Serbia? 1kronas1 9 months ago 1kronas1 9 months ago The horrors of Abu
Ghraib /watch?v=h7KCo4VX_mI ... 1kronas1 9 months ago dumazz86 9 months ago
Some people say that George Bush knew that the WTC was going to be attacked and he
did absolutely nothing about it. Bush said that the WTC being attacked would give
America a reason to attack Iraq. If what people are saying is true, how can a president
betray his country like that? How could he do this to his own country? The people who
died in the WTC attack, what did they do to deserve such a horrible death? dumazz86 9
months ago kittyownd 9 months ago 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02
0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02
0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02
0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02
0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02
0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:02
kittyownd 9 months ago eliaslaing12 9 months ago show hide Hope you learned from this
stupid Americans.....Be more like Canada and maybe ppl will love you eliaslaing12 9
months ago dumazz86 9 months ago My family is from South America. South America
never gets involved in war with other countries, why can't North America do the same?
Why can't you Palestinians and you Israelis keep the fight over land between yourselves
or is it America that continues to get involved in your buisness? dumazz86 9 months ago
dumazz86 9 months ago Why can't America worry about its own country and its own
people and leave other countries alone? Why does America always have to be dragged
into war? Everytime there is a war in another country, does America always have to be
involved? dumazz86 9 months ago ana20s 9 months ago these attacks are the result of
American wars in poor countries.the only one to blame is American policy.and terrorists
are victims as well.they have been brainwashed to commit these actions so they can help
their country.I feel sorry for those Americans that have been killed but we cannot ignore
the millions of people that have been killed during Iraq and other wars by Americans.
ana20s 9 months ago spielverderber9 9 months ago I read 9 / 11 is zionist job, wrc
destroyed by bombs, the wars which are currently conducting usa thus illegal, too many
civilians are dying, us soldiers die there enough, the war must be stopped 9 / 11 must be
re-examined will be the perpetrators severely punished spielverderber9 9 months ago
Blistio11 9 months ago 9. 11. 2001. 9+11+2+1=23 coincidence maybe? Blistio11 9
months ago TrutherD1 9 months ago CooINewYorker is a paid agent. Don't let him waste
your time. Wake others. TrutherD1 9 months ago tokyobakabon 9 months ago
tokyobakabon 9 months ago Blistio11 9 months ago
:) Blistio11 9 months ago CooINewYorker 9 months ago These
blessed and successful strikes are but in reaction to what happened in our lands .. in
Palestine and in Iraq and in other places. CooINewYorker 9 months ago jefri53 9 months
ago for truth seekers.... go see: 911 coincidences SEPTEMBER CLUES A Donna Marsh
O'Connor Begs Media To Question 911 jefri53 9 months ago jefri53 9 months ago only a
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devil will call religion the perpetrator of violence. Why ...becos his name is the DEVIL ,
THE ONE WHO LOVES EVIL DEEDS. All religion teaches GOODNESS, only human
beings who cant diff betwn RIGHT N WRONG end up as friends of the DEVIL, You can
find them in every religion . In 911 they try to pin it on "islamic terrorists" when
everybody knows tht terrorists hv no religion but DEVIL in them. jefri53 9 months ago
dumazz86 9 months ago How in the world can someone sit behind the wheel of an
airplane and drive the airplane into a building? Terrorists are nothing but a bunch of sick,
twisted, demented and brainwashed jackasses!!! The United States will NEVER and I
mean NEVER convert to Islam, so get over it you damn terrorists!!! dumazz86 9 months
ago Rudumb467 9 months ago @dumazz86 I do agree with you, How can someone fly a
plane in a building killing thousands of ppl. But I believe in the conspiracy and that the
goverment is behind all this. But that dont change that this is the most dramatic attack
ever... Rudumb467 9 months ago Mattxw 9 months ago You may not like the United
states and you dont have to but thousands of people were murdered on this day. People
that would not harm anyone from anywhere At least have some respect when posting
comments on this video political views aside. Thank you Mattxw 9 months ago ciglite 9
months ago i'm a londoner, we know all about terrorism, i r a scum for instance but not
only americans were killed that day 67 brits aswell for a start, it was an attack on the
world by a bunch of deluded fucked up religious maniac bastards!! ciglite 9 months ago
dumazz86 9 months ago Comment removed Forts2496 9 months ago yes fuck USA
Forts2496 9 months ago 0071947008 9 months ago seee jusr seee u mother fucker sister
fucker white black and other bastard amercian terrorist clowns.this how it feels when
someone attack ur country.u bastards not only attack muslims but occupy there holy
land ,exploit there resources.shame on u mother fucker americans just shame on uuuu
akkkkkkkkkkkkkkk thuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu 0071947008 9 months ago
MsWeber2009 9 months ago Islam is the religion of violence. "Allah" is the god of
violence and suicides MsWeber2009 9 months ago thehipsterofnewyork 9 months ago
Yeah, webber. That's why it says in the Quran that God doesn't like the aggressors. Yep,
that's why it says in the Quran that if you kill yourself you go to hell. And when you add
up the fact that the 19 arab hijackers love drinking and partying and doing sick things and
at least one of them did drugs you get the feeling that maybe something is wrong with this
sick fairy tale. thehipsterofnewyork 9 months ago CooINewYorker 9 months ago Fuck
USA CooINewYorker 9 months ago viavlad 9 months ago why? viavlad 9 months ago
dumazz86 9 months ago Do you really think that there ever will be civil war on american
soil? dumazz86 9 months ago drumbum12191 9 months ago um ya, how about the Civil
War drumbum12191 9 months ago dumazz86 9 months ago Comment removed
jarusalemguy2009 9 months ago 9/11 was the rightfull time to exterminate white folks
who were in that building. September 11, 2011.....Los Angeles is next jarusalemguy2009 9
months ago dumazz86 9 months ago Who the hell is the antichrist? dumazz86 9 months
ago Cornbag 9 months ago Jew Job. Cornbag 9 months ago Nokitfer 9 months ago Why
did you take out the most important scenes, how do you expect people to know what it
was like ? Nokitfer 9 months ago 0071947008 9 months ago sharky 2055 u know how
many iraqi kids doe due to american made scantions in iraq? u know ur fucking america
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provide chemical weapons to saddam hussian which he uses to stop iran and against
kurds muslims? ur bush bastard starts the war if u deny it u r the biggest fool in this
planet earth.u dont even have ur puppet security council aprroval.fuck u ur american
ancestors create isreal with britishers help and still america is the biggest supoorter of
isreal.fuck u 0071947008 9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months ago How many kids have
died because of islamic extremists setting off suicide bombs, IEDS & more in Iraq? 130
Iraqis and many of them kids died yesterday because of a string of Islamic extremist
bombings. Bush wasn't mine. The rest is just more of your hateful babbling I'm not even
going to address at anymore length than this. Sharky2055 9 months ago shasizle 9 months
ago ah ah ah the american government not the people. and i fucking hate the corrupt
governments of the 1rst world countries. shasizle 9 months ago AaronNeckerman 9
months ago Video is again so edited so it doesn't show the second plane or the explosions
inside the WTC that actually bring the tower down. I can't believe the people in USA still
think this is "terrorist atack" . I mean .. how stupid you are? your own government did
this. And all the rest of the world knows it. Only you are blind and mindabsent like
sheeps. AaronNeckerman 9 months ago men808 9 months ago 3 i cried like hell when this
happend men808 9 months ago 3 Flash11I19 9 months ago Because your a pussy.
Flash11I19 9 months ago soostamas82 9 months ago 19:40 --- uhhh soostamas82 9
months ago Chrisman11000 9 months ago mi pregunta es porque le extraen partes
importantes al video?; my quiestion is, why removed important parts to the video?
Chrisman11000 9 months ago sporeman2678 9 months ago WTF I hear barney in back
ground sporeman2678 9 months ago esa1810 9 months ago if I had a rocket
launcher..some sand nigger would die. esa1810 9 months ago GGcaptmandrake 9 months
ago Tell Me about it! GGcaptmandrake 9 months ago GGcaptmandrake 9 months ago
LOL!!! NO. Sweedish banks, are now under investigation, [I guess from the IMF] for
their financial transactions with known terror groups! GGcaptmandrake 9 months ago
coasterman2 9 months ago You all should be ashamed. This is no place to argue. It does
not matter what country you are from, this was an awful sneak attack made by some
awful people. No matter who you are, what country you are from, always respect the
innocent lost, and never forget 9/11. coasterman2 9 months ago XaversGod 9 months ago
(im from the U.S. so dont take this literlatly) ima laugh my ass off when U.S. brags about
there missiles and then japan comes over with giant robots and then who has a tiny
penis.....the japanese -.- XaversGod 9 months ago Fatima917 9 months ago 3 i feel so
sorry for all these people :( Fatima917 9 months ago 3 dumazz86 9 months ago Do you
really think that there is any country in the world who is planning to do a nuclear attack
on the United States? Do you really think they have the GUTS to do something like that?
dumazz86 9 months ago Degestoordewereld 9 months ago Believe me this is the work of
buhs, a building collapsed in another Buhs has never let dynamite places! He has agreed
with the arebieren. Degestoordewereld 9 months ago 0071947008 9 months ago if i cant
spell conspiracy word right.i would say i dont care.if my english is not right its not my
language i got my own tongue and thousends of years of old culture. 0071947008 9
months ago 0071947008 9 months ago king faisal of saudi arbia uses oil as a weapon
aginst america and its policies.he was killed. saddam hussian who was used by america
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aginst iran and kurds.whom usa gives chemical weapons.when he turn against america he
was also killed. american central command head quaters r in qatar.they r there with the
permission of pro american qatari king.shame shame. 0071947008 9 months ago
Sharky2055 9 months ago Americans are NOT responsible for all their government does.
Have no idea what the hell you're trying to write besides more drivel. Sharky2055 9
months ago Dodi9914 9 months ago Americans live in ignorance and stupidity ! that day,
they paid for the what their government did in the past ! God Damn USA ! Dodi9914 9
months ago Sharky2055 9 months ago Dodi9914 People all over the world live in
ignorance and stupidity. You're living proof of that! Sharky2055 9 months ago Dodi9914
9 months ago lol in 2003, US proposed to invade Irak, then puppets followed ! USA are
responsible for the killing of thousand and thousand innocent people ! therefore, you
deserved that attack ! Thank Ossama :):) go fuck yourself ! dumbass ! Dodi9914 9
months ago Sharky2055 9 months ago NO puppets followed. They knew what they
were getting into. NO the USA ISN'T responsible for killing thousands. NO, there's NO
deserving this attack. You're NO better for saying the USA did. But hey, feel free to strap
on a bomb belt and show us just how pissed off you are. Sharky2055 9 months ago
Dodi9914 9 months ago hahahaha all nations hate your stupid country ! USA are in
decline ! Thanks God !!! God bless Ossama ! Dodi9914 9 months ago Sharky2055 9
months ago Dodi9914 Thank you for your display of utter ignorance and extreme
stupidity. You've no idea how all the people all over the world feel about America. USA
is not in decline. Your wishful thinking doesn't make it so, bobblehead. Sharky2055 9
months ago GGcaptmandrake 9 months ago Don't You just love the vaccuous, declarative
statments these kooks make? GGcaptmandrake 9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months ago
GGcaptmandrake Yeah, there's real idiots here. Dodi's just one of them. Sharky2055 9
months ago Dodi9914 9 months ago I think you're refering to Switzerland !!! you must be
an american ignorant ! @Sharky2055 your stupid soldiers are dying in Afghanistan: very
funny !!!! Dodi9914 9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months ago Dodi9914 There's a hell of
alot of Taliban and AlQaeda jackasses biting the dust. Just ask the drones! Sharky2055 9
months ago Fata182 9 months ago @Dodi9914 terrorists using Iraqi/Afghani civilians as
meat shields? you brainwashed into thinking that terrorism is just and a coalition of
countries invading those 2 countries is unjust? Al-Qaeda/Taliban have nothing good to
contribute to their own countries or the world... they dont give a fuck about their own
innocent civilians Fata182 9 months ago GGcaptmandrake 9 months ago Besides a safe
haven for terrorists finances: What has Sweeden ever done for the world?
GGcaptmandrake 9 months ago Fata182 9 months ago @Dodi9914 learn how to spell
Iraq you fucking retard makes your whole comment idiotic. also, then explain how every
country included in NATO, the UN, etc joined the war effort in Afghanistan. you're
accusing the UK, australia, Canada, Germany, France, and the other countless countries
of all being in on the American conspiracy, and the only people who arent are
muslim/islam? Fata182 9 months ago 0071947008 9 months ago yes u americans are
responsible becuase they r ur bloody eected governments.if u got no idea what ur
government is doing all around world its not my fault. 0071947008 9 months ago
Sharky2055 9 months ago 2 0071947008 NO, we're NOT responsible. We can't control
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everything our government does. We vote for who we think will do the best job and hope
for the best when they're elected. We don't have strings attached to our government to
control what they do or don't do. So again your accusations are pathetically idiotic.
Sharky2055 9 months ago 2 0071947008 9 months ago if jews have right to come after
centuries and say ohh that land belong to us get lost u arab palestainis who r living there
for centuries.than u whites should go back to europe and give back
australia,america,newziland,so-uth africa to local people. 0071947008 9 months ago
0071947008 9 months ago sharky millions of iraq die some one has to pay for it.u
occupy iraq atleast u have accpet it.u r giving vote to governments who kill muslim
people,invade there lands,occupy there lands,toppeld regimes who r aginst american
terrorism,support dictators who r infavour of usa. example:creation of israel on the land
of palestinis,supporting those arab dictators kings who r in fvour of usa and provide
bases
to
them(qatar,kuwait,saudi
arabia,egypt
etc),ocuppying
countries
(iraq,afghnaistan,palestin) 0071947008 9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months ago
0071947008 Millions of Iraqis haven't died, fool. Many countries are occupying Iraq. I'm
giving them my vote to kill Islamic EXTREMISTS terrorists/murderers. Just ask the
families of 130 DEAD people including many children in Bagdahd who were murdered by
ISLAMIC EXTREMIST TERRORISTS. Present America has nothign to do with the
creation of the country of Israel. Islamic extremist terrorists are attacking The West
because the US govt supports Israel. Doesn't mean all Americans agree with that.
Sharky2055 9 months ago Dodi9914 9 months ago you're an ignorant dumbass ! USA are
responsible for the war in Irak, not other countries ! Bush invaded Irak for oil ! Israel
occupied illegal territories ! Dodi9914 9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months ago MANY
countries are responsible for the war in Iraq. However, the people killing people there
now are Islamic extremist Muslims. It was NOT invaded for oil. That's stupid! Countries
don't create a war for oil when they can BUY it for far less hassle and money. Israel is a
legal country. But I don't agree with the settlements. Sharky2055 9 months ago
makeithurtful 9 months ago holy shit the view of how the second tower that collapses
and how the smoke and dust just complete mountains over everything, fuckin insane
view. makeithurtful 9 months ago dumazz86 9 months ago The Israelis and the
palestinians have been fighting over land for hundreds of years. America sides with Israel
and so that is why the terrorists hate America? dumazz86 9 months ago cornskid 9
months ago That's partially correct. The mid-east was a cold war battle ground with wars
fought by proxy. A lot of the problem is hung over from that. The religeos angle is
probably more significant now, but the 700 pound gorilla in the room is still all those
billions and billions of dollars worth of oil. It is allways in someones financial interest to
forment conflict with that much money at stake. Basically the oil supplies the worlds
infrastructure meaning that whoever has the oil controls the world cornskid 9 months ago
dumazz86 9 months ago Comment removed xSwift2strikex 9 months ago "Terrorism is
the best political weapon for nothing brings people more fear than sudden death" Adolf
Hitler The person we are seen to hate the most (which we should) tells us the truth
behind what he was doing in his reign, And what is happening now... Always question
your government and all the institutions within, once you stop wondering all is lost
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xSwift2strikex 9 months ago 0071947008 9 months ago tit for tat 0071947008 9 months
ago 0071947008 9 months ago muslims dont go to ur country and exploit ur resources u
americans do that.muslims dont involved in conspiracys to topal down regimes and to
support dictators it was usa who did it on muslim world. 0071947008 9 months ago
Sharky2055 9 months ago AGAIN, resources in lands we're in are NOT being exploited.
As for the rest of that post it's again, just your delusional as in bullshit thinking that's not
based in reality. Sharky2055 9 months ago 0071947008 9 months ago yes atleast for
muslim world every problem has roots came from america west and from jews.those were
not muslims who created isreal it was u and jews who occupy muslims holy land.
0071947008 9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months ago 0071947008 Jewish people did not
create all the problems in the world. Yes jewish people live in land Muslim consider
theirs. Israel belongs to Israelis, Jewish people, so GET OVER IT. Sharky2055 9 months
ago 0071947008 9 months ago sharky ur views r based on american extremism.palestaini
land belongs to the people who were living there from centuries and that was arbs.jews
were gone and they were droven out by romans. 0071947008 9 months ago 0071947008
9 months ago america and zionist lobby with a conspiracy put many jews from all around
the wrold in palestain 0071947008 9 months ago rushindulen 9 months ago FAKE
rushindulen 9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months ago rushindulen There's nothing fake
about this at all. Perhaps your intelligence is fake. Sharky2055 9 months ago dumazz86 9
months ago You terrorists want death and destruction and America wants peace and
harmony, that is the difference between us!!!! dumazz86 9 months ago dumazz86 9
months ago UNITED WE STAND WITH ISRAEL!!!! dumazz86 9 months ago
dumazz86 9 months ago Comment removed SoundwaveX7 9 months ago Thank you for
posting your home video of what had happened on 9/11. I'm very disgusted at the users
who are spamming your page, it just makes me so damn angry! SoundwaveX7 9 months
ago 0071947008 9 months ago these bastard terrorist american cant accept the truth that
heroshima and nagasaki were the greatest terrorist acts done by americans.fuck u fuck ur
democrasy and freedom propoganda. 0071947008 9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months
ago 0071947008 Heroshima and Negasaki have nothing to do with 9/11. Americans aren't
the terrorists. To generalize Americans in such a way is idiotic. Democracy and freedom
aren't propaganda. Pull your head from out between your legs before writing anything
more. Sharky2055 9 months ago 0071947008 9 months ago 3 sharky these are ur
american double standards.u kill innocent people in heroshima and nagasaki and u
innocently cry for jews and were champion for the protection of jews in ww2.and yes
this was ur act of terrorism that history has no other example. yes democrasy and
freedom r propognad.dictators which accept americas supremacy america use them as its
puppet to control the country.but where the government is anti american . 0071947008 9
months ago 3 Sharky2055 9 months ago 0071947008 NO hypocrisy's involved at all. It's
insidious that you lump all Americans together as you have. It's ridiculous & wrong. The
entire world and its problems do not revovle around Jewish people. The US hasn't
engaged in acts of terrorism. As for the rest it's nothing but nonsense. It's a shame you
can't diffferentiate between your fantasy and reality. Sharky2055 9 months ago
0071947008 9 months ago there is hypocrasy in american acts and sayings.and u cant ran
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away from it.u maericans vote for governments who kill muslims and expliot there
resources and occupy there land. 0071947008 9 months ago Sharky2055 9 months ago
You can't even spell hypocrisy let alone apply it correctly,0071947008. I run from
nothing. We vote for governments that kill terrorists that are radical Muslims. NO
resources at all are being exploited. I'd like to see you support that statement with a
credible source. We're occupying only Iraq right however the Iraqi govt is in control of the
country as they are in Afghanistan. Sharky2055 9 months ago Dodi9914 9 months ago
you will be defeated in Afghanistan ! hahaha 8 years and still there ! Bush' Slave !!!
innocent americans ! filthy ignorant ! Dodi9914 9 months ago hipeter924 9 months ago
Comment removed xray606 9 months ago I swear, you couldn't pay me to live in
Canada... You people gotta be the most ignorant fs on the planet... Canadian soldiers are
over there too genius. Every time I see a comment like this it's from one of you Canadian
morons. If it wasn't for us, the Russians would have come over and stomped all over your
dumb aes a long time ago. I guess Canada is so freakn' boring, all you idiots can think to
do is post anti American crap on youtube. What a pathetic bunch of losers... ha ha!
xray606 9 months ago Dodi9914 9 months ago at least Canada is not governed by private
corporations ! hahahaha you're a slave ! US Dollar rules you ! stupid dumbass !
americans are a bunch of ignorant assholes !!! Dodi9914 9 months ago deeher10 9 months
ago and you're an ignorant asshole so you must be american. :) deeher10 9 months ago
Sharky2055 9 months ago deeher10 That in itself is an IGNORANT comment to make
considering there are ignorant assholes in every country. Sharky2055 9 months ago
0071947008 9 months ago so u r also responsible.and if heroshima and nagasaki r not
terror acts than i think 9/11 was nothing. 0071947008 9 months ago Sharky2055 9
months ago 0071947008\ NO, I'm not responsible for those bombs being dropped.
Remember an event called Pearl Harbor when the Japanese attacked us brutally? Probably
not with your inability to comprehend reality. Sharky2055 9 months ago 0071947008 9
months ago sharky pearl harbour was attack on american navy not on american
poeple.and ur terrorist america drop bombs on innocent people.and funny thing u were
fighting with hitler that he is killing jews.and u killed innocent japanese.what a
propognad. 0071947008 9 months ago 0071947008 9 months ago the american
estznlishment starts doing propognad against that government to destablize it and to put
its own favourite government.shame on u americans. 0071947008 9 months ago
darkentity88 9 months ago ....That's a description of hell in general NOT 9/11.
darkentity88 9 months ago premiummeat 9 months ago @hipeter924 im so sick of people
like you, not only do we have to stand up to the corrupt institutions, we also have to
drag your dumbasses with us, and you benefit off of hard, brave work. so you and your
kids have place to live. And heres so food for thought smart guy, who do you think
makes more money the documentarians that know most of their stuff is downloaded for
free anyways, or Viacom, G.E., Disney. (tv networks) if you didn't know. Idiot
premiummeat 9 months ago smoothoperator1986 9 months ago Comment removed
hollandamerica2004 10 months ago GOD HAVE MERCY ON THEM!!!
hollandamerica2004 10 months ago 0071947008 10 months ago now american will learn a
lesson how does it feels when u attack civilians,cities countries of others.dame u
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americans dame u 0071947008 10 months ago zach11985 9 months ago your an idiot, and
learn to speak English you fuck. zach11985 9 months ago 0071947008 9 months ago you
mother fucker american pig fuck u and fuck ur english language 0071947008 9 months ago
Brookexxxxxx 10 months ago Fuck u terrorists and anyone on here defending them...Your
all sick deranged people..& i hope you all die in a horrific way..Then i will laugh at
you!!!!!!!!!! SIck people!!! Brookexxxxxx 10 months ago Ulkaaa11 10 months ago Jestem
Polka i jestem z szokowana tym wydarzeniem pomimo ze minelo juz tyle lat ale ciagle
ogladam you tube i nie moge uwierzyc w ta tragedie. czesc ich pamieci[] Ulkaaa11 10
months ago 0071947008 10 months ago u bloody terrorist american 1st define what
terrorism is???? indian army is killing innocent kashmiris is it not terrorism? russians r
killing chechen people is this not terrorism??/ america helps to create isreal on the land of
arab palestinis and isreali zionists r killing innocent palestinis is this not a terrorism? what
america done in heroshima,nagasaki,veitnam,ira-q and afghnistan is not terrorism???
0071947008 10 months ago redbig2160 10 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam fuck you bitch redbig2160 10 months ago alen040871 10 months
ago мачить надо буша alen040871 10 months ago DrWizardMan 10 months ago Every
single victim of 9/11, in essence, were taking part of an imperialist power. They deserved
what they got. DrWizardMan 10 months ago TheTerminator45 10 months ago wow!
TheTerminator45 10 months ago CrazyRay7979 10 months ago "Releasing this tape was
a difficult decision for us because of its emotional and personal nature"but we needed the
money CrazyRay7979 10 months ago 2beeeornot2beee 10 months ago what about
hiroshima and vitenam wars and my shit the usa did motherfuckers this 9 11 aint shit
besides you dont own the world no body does 2beeeornot2beee 10 months ago
matisyahup613 10 months ago wow must have been scary to have been that close
matisyahup613 10 months ago Firebirdking61 10 months ago That is the only video I
have seen were there was no hype or anything. It was just the raw terrifing hour of when
the towers fell. I can't even imagine how emotional that whole exsperiance was.Did you
photograph or video anything else after 9/11? The hours days and weeks following. I
heard you mention something about the documentary type of person in you. Thanks for
sharing your footage. You really do get a feeling of what it was like that morning. Scary as
hell Firebirdking61 10 months ago djkayomayo 10 months ago Whats falling at 7:33?
djkayomayo 10 months ago StewartStylez 10 months ago that's an inoccent person who
had to jumb cuz some fuckin terrorists puted a flight in this building StewartStylez 10
months ago milosvajic 10 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam I am from Serbia and Montenegro... I am happy to see America is crushing, becouse
they have bombarded my country milosvajic 10 months ago StewartStylez 10 months ago
nobody cares for serbia you serbians killed kosovarians , albanians , and a lot of other
inoccent people so fuck off before i let you crushing StewartStylez 10 months ago
koki039 10 months ago WORD! koki039 10 months ago milosvajic 9 months ago axaxa
yes, and we will kill all of you americans milosvajic 9 months ago StewartStylez 9
months ago hahaha albania and kosova removed you already you can't destroy america oh
my godness !!!! seriously , what kind of person you are ?! StewartStylez 9 months ago
StewartStylez 10 months ago 2 as an afro-arabian i'm not responseble for that what this
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arabian maniacs did they dinn't just killed themself they killed a lot of innocent people
God bless and save these people !! from Algeria StewartStylez 10 months ago 2
TheTruthRising 10 months ago All we need is a global, spiritual ,political awakening and
this new world order will fall like a house of cards, but in saying that, some people are so
helplesly dependant on the system, they will do almost anything to defend it, because
that is all they know. Terrorism is a lie, it is specificaly designed to never be won or lost,
just sustained, to control us through fear. Problem, reaction, solution. Keep up the fight
for what is right, cause this is a fight worth fighting for. TheTruthRising 10 months ago
badeesh 10 months ago oh my god sorry for what happened to those ppl we will not
forget this fukin day.... kisses from kuwait city badeesh 10 months ago spitzhacke2007
10 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam OSAMA YOU
KING OF PLANET !!!!!! Al-Qaeda FOREVER spitzhacke2007 10 months ago
vetchlurker 10 months ago you fuck witt vetchlurker 10 months ago StewartStylez 10
months ago you asshole motherfucker you love al-qaida and i love to kill you you damn
asshole bitch StewartStylez 10 months ago spitzhacke2007 10 months ago show hide I
LOVE OSAMA, I LOVE YOU MAN, YOU IS MAIS KINK, Al Qaeda spitzhacke2007
10 months ago driEs199o 10 months ago @spitzhacke2007 lol, go to hell u ass shit and
get a life there driEs199o 10 months ago urway2lo 10 months ago stupid fucking camel
jockey, too bad you have to travel on your dirt roads. Too bad that pussy is still hiding in
a cave. urway2lo 10 months ago xxgusandhoneyxx3 10 months ago from what i heard, he
was caught and getting tried in new york? not sure though xxgusandhoneyxx3 10 months
ago Mac44598 10 months ago Osama! I'm comin to get you! Mac44598 10 months ago
bossgangsta1 10 months ago como se puede estar tan loco bossgangsta1 10 months ago
ViperXXXXXXX 10 months ago We don't get to see the plane fly into the tower? She
even says she'll show it to him. That sucks. ViperXXXXXXX 10 months ago
TheEchechech 10 months ago This would never have happen if they would have hired
toucan sam as security at the twin towers, and have had two servings of vegetables with
beef stroganoff . TheEchechech 10 months ago CooINewYorker 10 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Fuck USA CooINewYorker 10 months ago
syncstation 10 months ago best porno ever. syncstation 10 months ago BrendanWhelan
10 months ago you have mental issues and I hope you get help. BrendanWhelan 10
months ago TheEchechech 10 months ago i have help its called, ech ech ech, you should
as a joke ride a tricycle down a hill with ass-less chaps while also wearing french fries that
where made to fit, if that doesnt work you could also play disco music and sleep in a
dental office TheEchechech 10 months ago 1993marci 10 months ago so wollte ich doch
auch noch mal daruf gehen auf den WTC, aber jetzt!?... es war einfach schrecklich! ich
bemitleide die ihre familie verloren haben, am den Anschlag. ich muss immer weinen wenn
ich solche dinger sehe, nur leider sind diese immer wahr :( 1993marci 10 months ago
peter880221 10 months ago iNSIDE JOB!!!!!!! peter880221 10 months ago 24chancer 10
months ago 2 tragic 24chancer 10 months ago 2 kittyownd 10 months ago GAS THE
JEWS kittyownd 10 months ago ESP4thaWin 10 months ago 1 star because of the
editting fu ESP4thaWin 10 months ago endroo93 10 months ago Where did those guys
learn to fly? Friggin arabian tourists! Well, accidents happen endroo93 10 months ago
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mcloudmaster101 10 months ago it wasnt an acident they said it was a fighter plane from
afganistan thats why were still at war with them for blowing up our tower
mcloudmaster101 10 months ago analyst2004 10 months ago thats bad dont blame the
pilots blame those who trained them. if only he d shown them what safety means first lol
analyst2004 10 months ago kevintheplaya 10 months ago show hide ich frag mich was die
da rumgeheult haben war doch garnich so schlimm ... kevintheplaya 10 months ago
silentwayz 10 months ago pause at 20:06 to see a face of a skull in the smoke silentwayz
10 months ago brwhizz 10 months ago Ooh, so mysterious and evil. it must have been
intentional. brwhizz 10 months ago EastCoastOp 10 months ago 2 who the fuck edited
out the plane flying into the south tower and the collapse? EastCoastOp 10 months ago 2
the1andonlyboss 10 months ago this chick sounds like a retard. OMG OMG OMG
OMG OMG WHATS HAPPENING i think its about the world trade center.
nooooooooooooo really, fucking dumbshit. the1andonlyboss 10 months ago dothack12
10 months ago great times man fuck us and a dothack12 10 months ago bterwin9887 10
months ago lmao bterwin9887 10 months ago naphtha132x 10 months ago look at 11:45
when the second plane hits.....right after you can see another plane (it really doesnt look
like debris it is metallic and keeps a straight flight path) flying on the right side of the
screen, in the direction the second impact plane was flying. were all planes downed at this
point or not? naphtha132x 10 months ago moe929560 10 months ago i bet the film
belongs to a jew..jews are all behind this if u dont believe me check this((4,000 Jewish
employees skipped work at the World Trade Center on September 11. This was first
reported on September 17 by the Lebanese Hezbollah-owned satellite television channel
Al-Manar))... u must be a retarrd if u didnt get it moe929560 10 months ago
BIGL6969nWo4life 10 months ago you probably voted for Obama you Muslim
sympothizer. Bush and Cheney kicked Iraq and Afghanistans asses to avenge this attack.
Obama is Al Qaeda and will be exposed cause hes a raghead muslim. God bless a nuke on
Iraq, Iran, and Afghanistan and the whole Islamic world. BIGL6969nWo4life 10 months
ago raymi13 10 months ago @BIGL6969nWo4life Hello moron boy. Bush kicked Iraq
and Afghanistan's ass'? Why are we still there?? raymi13 10 months ago Sharky2055 10
months ago BIGL6969nWo4life Yet, Iraq 's then govt didn't have anything to do with this
attack. Sharky2055 10 months ago Sharky2055 10 months ago moe929560 No, it doesn't.
There were Jewish workers at the WTC that day. That Lebanesse website made up that
number and claim. It's a LIE that was created after a Jewish website sent well wishes to
4000 Jewish people that worked there. Only idiots believe that Jewish people did this.
Sharky2055 10 months ago oralbpulsar2 10 months ago why didn't they used a
helicopters like Chinook, to lift up people from the top of a building ? : O oralbpulsar2
10 months ago Tolik73 10 months ago фак ю Tolik73 10 months ago bigalwillis 10
months ago huh? bigalwillis 10 months ago bigalwillis 10 months ago right at 9:10 in the
upper right corner you can see a person waving a whit shirt ....... sad very sad! bigalwillis
10 months ago SuperGameReviewz 10 months ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam 9/11 was a conspiricy check out my channel to see the full story
SuperGameReviewz 10 months ago doomedamerica 10 months ago all of you dummies
just shutup....quit complaining and thinking you could do something...for
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stupid....america is doomed you numbskulls doomedamerica 10 months ago TopSideUp
10 months ago Its blatantly obvious explosives were in the building , you can see that
there are no large chunks on the building to weigh the rest down. as a matter of fact, you
can see those sections convieniently being blown slightly upwards and outwards, which
is physically impossible with the retarded pancake theory which is impossible because
you can see that the building was blown to peices and ejected outwards, rather then
pancaking. It was a lie to big to see. TopSideUp 10 months ago kimistirednow 10 months
ago dude i wached till 2:50 somehting. couldnt wach the rest kimistirednow 10 months
ago beer779 10 months ago fuck you if the uk is that much of a shit hole why is it filled
of you black cunts beer779 10 months ago DJJanesVanDyke 10 months ago My Video
about the Gunmen of Winenden is very sad. DJJanesVanDyke 10 months ago
angelBAKESCOOKIES 10 months ago hahaha, "that is silly" WHO SAYS THAT
DURING 9/11 XD angelBAKESCOOKIES 10 months ago angelBAKESCOOKIES 10
months ago Okay, one- this is stupid. two- she is like "shit, lilly is there... let's keep
recording it." Now she is bawling because obviously she is DEAD. (: This is amazing
footage if it wasn't so fucking long. But she should've gone to get that child, instead of
allowing it all to happen. bust out that camera, and dgaf. angelBAKESCOOKIES 10
months ago shortysashious22 10 months ago Even if she did put the camera down to go
get the child, no one would've allowed her to get near the building. Obviously. The
firemen and policemen would've told her they are doing all they can to get everyone out.
Everyone knew there were children in that building. She didn't allow anything to happen.
shortysashious22 10 months ago shortysashious22 10 months ago And if you listen to
her at 20:03 you clearly hear her say, 'oh baby hold lily.' so she stated that her daughter
went to daycare there but wasn't actually in daycare that day. People are too quick to
judge without listening. shortysashious22 10 months ago Tolik73 10 months ago хахахха
лохи ебашут сами себя))) Tolik73 10 months ago Theshow540 10 months ago AHahah
This how society is, Imagine if a nuclear bomb went off, Miles away, i mean miles so the
blast woulnt hit you, We would just sit there on our asses and take out our video camras
its sad , its really sad. Theshow540 10 months ago kittyownd 10 months ago KILL
FRENZY! kittyownd 10 months ago shikakahh 10 months ago i which i could make such
smoke bombs shikakahh 10 months ago senoritasombrero 10 months ago fuckin idiot.
senoritasombrero 10 months ago ThatsChaosForNowsMum 10 months ago I know,
really they are ignorant saying shit like that about us for no damn reason And it is a
socialized shithole with a poor health and education system, high air pollution, and
London and Liverpool smell like shit Miami so Pwns that shithole in everyway. .
ThatsChaosForNowsMum 10 months ago che10guevara01 10 months ago show hide usa
Deserve that che10guevara01 10 months ago lwarzazi 10 months ago  ﻱﺍ ﻝﻝﻩﻭﻝlwarzazi 10
months ago beer779 10 months ago wejewsruleyougoyHAHA what you mean hahahaha
you fucin sick niggers beer779 10 months ago fookziz 10 months ago 2 I shed tears at this
video in the end. This is terrible. I am a peaceful person and I want to kill someone for
this. It is pure evil. fookziz 10 months ago 2 Trexmaster12 10 months ago By saying "I
want to kill someone" you ain't anymore. Trexmaster12 10 months ago bigalwillis 10
months ago if ya pause at 19:43 and look closely at the building it sure seems to look as if
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two demo charges are going off as the buildings falling. bigalwillis 10 months ago
venturafor2012 10 months ago they are demo charges... venturafor2012 10 months ago
reign99 10 months ago Why would they set demo charges off when the building is already
falling? I hope you have you tin foil hat on while you ponder that question, or you might
hurt yourself. reign99 10 months ago venturafor2012 10 months ago IF the building
collapsed (with out explosives) only the top would have fallen off But having explosives
in the building allows the ENTIRE building to collapse venturafor2012 10 months ago
reign99 10 months ago Dude, that is so freaking stupid I don't even know how to
respond. Only the top would have fallen off? What to the side? WTF does that even
mean? Following your logic, they would have needed demo charges on each floor in order
to ensure it kept falling down instead of just falling over. My only consolation here is
that you are far to stupid to ever influence anything outside of your own mind. reign99
10 months ago jocinondemhaterzmen 10 months ago 911 happened respects to the
victims, Bosnian War look at what NATO and the IMF did to that place former
Yugoslavia became obsolete and divided like the USSR. Y? if the IMF decides to shock
and awe a given country, theyve the full support of the UN, NATO, HSA, etc IRAQ and
GERMANY WW2 but GER is a 1st world country unlike IRAQ but same shit happened
to them 'loan' them money with interest, if they cant pay it back, well the IMF will send
the troops in and plunder and bleed your country dry jocinondemhaterzmen 10 months
ago KevinMerck 10 months ago Many know by now that Architects & Engineers for
9/11 Truth has surpassed the 900 mark, (972) but the best part is that it's just the
beginning. Some will say that 972 is a small fraction of A&E, but the truth is that it's far
more than have signed on in writing with the official conspiracy theory. The FBl and 84%
of the American people are also on board, why wouldn't they be? Demand a Iegitimate
investigation now. If it wasn't controlled demolition, then what's there to hide?
KevinMerck 10 months ago chadsolidsnake 10 months ago Why are you anti-americans
posting all over you tube, which is an american company? If you hate the US why don't
you develop your own search engines and companies? YOU Hypocrits. Now that's
funny! I guess keep posting so government can keep track of you, hopefully you won't
ever get into the US and if you are here, you will be removed. YEAH!!!!!!! Dumbasses!
chadsolidsnake 10 months ago reign99 10 months ago What is it that scares all of you
conspiracy theorists so much that you're afraid to recognize the truth? Is it the thought
that so few, "normal" religious zealots were able to do so much damage? Does it comfort
you more to think our government is so powerful as to be able to purport such a scheme?
It is absolutely perplexing to me. Many in the ME were cheering in the streets on 9/11,
yet you find it hard to believe someone from that region instigated the attack? Pathetic.
reign99 10 months ago reign99 10 months ago It makes me so sad that the average
intelligence globally is this pathetically low. Do you do this because you need to feel
special? I don't get it. Was the ious attack on the WTC a government plot also? How
about all of the airline hijackings over the past thirty years? What about the attacks in
London and Spain? All Bush's doing? Jesus man why don't you just go get a job, a
girlfriend, and STFU. Morons I swear. reign99 10 months ago fookziz 10 months ago
Governments are bastards, we all know it. Never trust them entirely. Afghanistan and
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Iraq were a little too significant geo-politically... know what I mean? And what better
excuse? Forgive me, but suspicion, at least, is always legitimate. Nietzsche said 'Convictions are a more dangerous enemy of truth than lies,' meaning: one must forever
keep an open mind. Don't misunderstand me - I am a proud Brit who would still die for
the magnificent ideals of your constitution. Incredible video... fookziz 10 months ago
foxboxer4 10 months ago thats great thing biautiful foxboxer4 10 months ago
chadsolidsnake 10 months ago it is spelled beautiful, dumbass, do you like amercian
companies? chadsolidsnake 10 months ago hardgnar 10 months ago thanks for sharing the
footage. I think was the right thing to do we will avenged this day hardgnar 10 months ago
kazachkoff 10 months ago Great footage. kazachkoff 10 months ago hopsluvr 10 months
ago To all the families and friends of those killed on 9/11, as well as those of our fallen or
injured soldiers fighting this "WAR AGAINST TERROR", please try to find comfort &
solace in the words Jesus spoke while being crucified: "Father forgive them, for they
know not what they do" Luke 23:34. All this hateful and thoughtless commentary about
your loved ones is impossible to understand. Forgiving them is the only way we can find
a reprieve from their insane words, thoughts, and deeds. hopsluvr 10 months ago
jazzythegreatest 10 months ago 3 I think Borat cause 9/11. jazzythegreatest 10 months
ago 3 aramsalar 10 months ago i think ur mum caused it aramsalar 10 months ago
moe929560 10 months ago dont hate arabs . hate the jews who r behind this. do u ppl
know that no jew has been killed that die??? does that rings anything moe929560 10
months ago AboutHreinzi 10 months ago 2 i dont hate Hebrews nor Arabs but i do hate it
when something bad is happening that people cant be resonall and AboutHreinzi 10
months ago 2 endroo93 10 months ago Didn't you know that America is a jew nation? Ur
stupid or what? endroo93 10 months ago krazydude34 10 months ago uhm America's
largest religion is Catholic not Jewish krazydude34 10 months ago Noniythegamer 10
months ago @krazydude34 Christian actually, which has branched off of Judaism..
Christianity uses the new testament. Judaism uses the old testament. 34% of the world is
Christian, about 17% catholic. Noniythegamer 10 months ago krazydude34 10 months
ago well im not arguing how Christianiy was started or how much the world believes in it.
im saying in the USA catholic is the biggest krazydude34 10 months ago moe929560 10
months ago die america dieeeeeeee hahahhaha just kiddin, what a sad day..... u ppl killed
lots of ppl n thats what u get moe929560 10 months ago mjlover565 10 months ago has
the 2 plane hit yet mjlover565 10 months ago Slayedjudas666 10 months ago Listen what
the woman says at 22.17 you Moslem man hating scumbags Slayedjudas666 10 months
ago JullesKay 10 months ago 3 For those of you in the comments section disrespecting,
mocking and laughing at this video and 9/11... you have no soul and no heart. Please stop
with all the conspiracy theories and bashing of America and Americans in the comments.
Show some respect!! JullesKay 10 months ago 3 1914Schnappi 10 months ago HA HA
fuckin 9/11 yeh...kill em! HA HA 1914Schnappi 10 months ago TheIphone3gsfan 10
months ago 1914Schnappi, shut the fuck up! you suck for saying that. i hope you die a
horrible death. this goes for anyone who thinks that 9/11 was funny and has anything bad
to say TheIphone3gsfan 10 months ago Jordans97 10 months ago 1914schnappi is right
pull the troops out and fucking nuke the place!!! Jordans97 10 months ago
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pokemoniscool900 10 months ago Dude if we did that then it would start a nuclear war!
Don't you people get it? Obama is pulling the troops out, and when they're all out,
afghanistan will come overseas and try to beat the shit out of us and take over the US!
Can't you see the obvious? pokemoniscool900 10 months ago phillyeagles217 10 months
ago die slow. when u die ill shit on your grave dig up your body cut it open, burn it and
hang it on a tree for the birds to eat your flesh. but ill make sure you die in the PROCESS
when i get all of that done. phillyeagles217 10 months ago xXxTUBER420xXx 10 months
ago hey man I don't think you should be equating people thinking 9-11 being an inside job
and laughing at the victims of 9-11 as somehow being the same thing xXxTUBER420xXx
10 months ago JullesKay 10 months ago That was by no means my intention - at all.
Sorry if I didn't make that clear enough. I just see this video as a way to remember that
horrible day and think of and honor those lifes which it impacted. Not to start babbling
about (in my eyes) far-fetched accusations of inside jobs, OR - even worse - to start
wishing death upon people and mock the victims of 9/11. I just find all of it to be
disrespectful. JullesKay 10 months ago wsup11 10 months ago i witchu on that one
gejunot wsup11 10 months ago TheMichaelpoop 10 months ago yah well i live in america
thats such bullshit you know it was not the teriost it was the goverment because how did
they get wepons on the planes you know thats so fucked up and now were statoined in
Iraq whichis whore shit so fuck god and if god is real why didnt he stop this???
TheMichaelpoop 10 months ago pescadovoraz 10 months ago False flag attack. Bush
killed americans. pescadovoraz 10 months ago MrRizzo221 10 months ago 2 new find in
your video looks like a spirit walking from 5:20 to 5:30 its clear as day! MrRizzo221 10
months ago 2 eivindrew 10 months ago Yeah! eivindrew 10 months ago MrKAMIKAZIS
10 months ago show hide ha ha hahaha!!!What a tragedy!!!That was a sock to the
Americans who think that they can kill innocent people and start wars for nothing.9/11
WAS GOD'S WILL.Americans will pay for the crimes that they commited!!!And leave
Osama alone gays!!! MrKAMIKAZIS 10 months ago oOoSoldieroOo 10 months ago
your a idiot ..the us government did 9/11 idiotic puppet ..cut your strings.and maybe
youll see the truth.then maybe your dumbass will wake up to the fact americans arent the
problem.. Ignorance and stupidity world wide is.. oOoSoldieroOo 10 months ago
MrKAMIKAZIS 10 months ago I agree,americans arent the problem.....Jews are the
world's problem MrKAMIKAZIS 10 months ago oOoSoldieroOo 10 months ago its
people in general.. oOoSoldieroOo 10 months ago 1914Schnappi 10 months ago
100percent correct. After all, they did kill Christ! GAS THEM ALL 1914Schnappi 10
months ago MrKAMIKAZIS 10 months ago If i offended Americans ,sorry.Americans
are just obsesed with guns and warlovers.The fact is that Jews/Juden cause killing over
the world.JUDEN RAUS!!! MrKAMIKAZIS 10 months ago nickycasey 10 months ago
to realisticHomeboy, if this isn't a real problem what is? people was toucht all over the
world, even here in Denmark it went live. So just shut the fuck up and go and have a
wank you puf nickycasey 10 months ago ll0lliip0p 10 months ago ces putains d'arabes de
merde qui ont fait ça méritent de crever !!!!!!!!!! a par ça r.e.p toutes les personnes qui
sont mortes ce jour la ... ll0lliip0p 10 months ago honestxxx 10 months ago 2 This was an
inside Job. Wake up americans honestxxx 10 months ago 2 cbr6864 10 months ago dont
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even bother people wont wake up until its to late. cbr6864 10 months ago Shub0ne 10
months ago show hide yeah fck the usa.. nice video.. Shub0ne 10 months ago
FancyPantz32 10 months ago get a life pervert! ur sucha terrorist, u FancyPantz32 10
months ago bigblunt05 10 months ago fuck you, im not even american but thats just
disrespectful u fuckin nazi chimp bigblunt05 10 months ago jfdhjgdh2010 10 months ago
i fucking jizzed when i saw this live on TV. jfdhjgdh2010 10 months ago dhwiener 10
months ago show hide the christians did it!!!!! dhwiener 10 months ago Panamainiac1 10
months ago XD Yeah The jews did it! Panamainiac1 10 months ago HarvestMoonWish
10 months ago 2 @Panamainiac1 I'm a Jew and I feel very offended. The hell we didn't do
it. Do you even know what I've gone through the past years? I was only 5! I can't go any
places higher than 20 stories and I can't fly in a plane without crying and praying for my
life. So the hell with your jokes, I couldn't fall asleep in 2001-2002 because of this shit.
So do NOT do that to me or I will hunt you down and hurt you. Do NOT underestimate
me. HarvestMoonWish 10 months ago 2 missteetee88 10 months ago 2 wow
missteetee88 10 months ago 2 Sharky2055 10 months ago Panamainiac1 NO, jewish
people didn't do this. Do some research before you spew horseshit like that. Sharky2055
10 months ago Matny93 10 months ago too much pain and deaths because of this fucking
politics:@ :( I remember I saw it in the news this was everywhere, i remember but i was
only 8 years old Matny93 10 months ago jfdhjgdh2010 10 months ago 3,000 dead new
yorkers are now having anal sex with satan and getting to know what burn baby burn
really means. jfdhjgdh2010 10 months ago Dodi9914 10 months ago 85 0000 Irakis have
died because of the stupid invasion ! we dont give a damn about americans !!!! Dodi9914
10 months ago ciglite 10 months ago you fuckin twat it wasnt just new yorkers it was
people from all over the world, fuckin retard!! ciglite 10 months ago R0ckAndTr011 10
months ago HAHAHAHA THATS FUCKING HILARIOUS R0ckAndTr011 10
months ago TheIphone3gsfan 10 months ago R0ckAndTr011=shit. you are a fucking
retard. it is not funny or hilarious. fuck anyone who says its funny, die americans, and
some religion did it, and its fake. 9/11 WAS REAL! GET A FUCKING LIFE IF YOU
SAY SOMETHING LIKE THIS!!!!!!!!! 9/11 was the saddest day ever TheIphone3gsfan
10 months ago bullenboimusic 10 months ago Do you see at 07:50 that some sort of
light? what is that? bullenboimusic 10 months ago Adahimo 10 months ago Maybe it's
something that is falling (broken glass maybe) and is reflecting by the sun...? Adahimo 10
months ago vitalux1 10 months ago i had no idea of that big smoke cloud, oh my god :X
vitalux1 10 months ago BTJIM1995 10 months ago Did you see that?? on 11:51 you see
a white object flying on the right:O BTJIM1995 10 months ago shantz158 10 months ago
at 5:30 there is a plane flying in the background on the left... shantz158 10 months ago
TheIphone3gsfan 10 months ago hey wael0643, you are a fucking retard. i hope you get
killed. how would you like it if you were on the 90th floor of the North Tower that day?
3000 people were killed in this incident. so stfu wael0643. think of the families who lost
a loved one in the WTC. this vid still brings tears. :(.......... TheIphone3gsfan 10 months
ago FancyPantz32 10 months ago u tell him!! FancyPantz32 10 months ago barryblut 10
months ago my brother was in greece during the gulf war of 1991. he said tv was not
restricted for friendly viewing. he saw so many Iraqi civilian dead tragged out of buildings,
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scenes us westerners never saw. Americans regarded the native indians toally inferior and
made westerns glorifying there genicide..... the world trade centre is a small price to pay
for a nation that has sponserd more terrorist organizations than any other. barryblut 10
months ago Richardhedditch261 10 months ago May we forget about this trivial incident
called 9/11, which Americans dickheads go on and on about. Lest we forget - and forget
about it completely. Richardhedditch261 10 months ago Dodi9914 10 months ago
miiiiiiiiiiiiaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa-aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa-aaaaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhh
hhhh-hhhhhhhhhhh Dodi9914 10 months ago 1914Schnappi 10 months ago 911 is the
work of BUSH and BLAIR they are a pair of evil crooks and they KNOW they have
blood on their hands. They staged this so they could invade Iraq. FOR THE OIL AND
THE HEROIN Fucking dirty slags. I hope they get assasinated soon 1914Schnappi 10
months ago stu3para 10 months ago 'FOR THE OIL AND THE HEROIN', what heroin
in Iraq? Get your facts right before you talk utter shite. stu3para 10 months ago
plaplaandtoto
10
months
ago
show
hide
hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha-hahahahahahahahahhahahah plaplaandtoto 10 months
ago Lotta2009 10 months ago Donald Rumsfeld lost on 10th Sept. ´01 Billions of
BloodDollars... and one day after Bush sit in the kindergarden and knocks us out for a
moment in time. BUT we stand up, from ashes, from the dust and we will fight und we
will win. Mary asks; Who ? "Free-Jane" Lotta2009 10 months ago jfdhjgdh2010 10
months ago noo joyzee and noo yawk are just gay. grandpa and daddy both are dining
with the devil! jfdhjgdh2010 10 months ago jfdhjgdh2010 10 months ago wow i remember
taking a piss and then next thing i see are the twin towers on fire and smoke lol
jfdhjgdh2010 10 months ago nicke1022 10 months ago dude shut the fuck up why r u
laughing about it. 3,000 people innocent americans died that day nicke1022 10 months
ago realisticHomeboy 10 months ago get the fuck over it. It's 8 years ago and it's not a big
deal anyway. Far more innocent people have died as a result of the americans going
around the world thinking they own the shit. realisticHomeboy 10 months ago mikee8100
10 months ago Not a big deal right? and ONLY 8 years ago. Why don't you try to tell
that to every new yorker and every person who lost someone that day. Myself, I lost a
close friend of mine so why don't you go fuck yourself mikee8100 10 months ago
realisticHomeboy 10 months ago Lots of people lose friends and relatives every day.
There are far worse things that happen every year around the world, to even more
people. Stop dwelling over 911. Nobody gives a shit. It's not worse, just because it's
americans. Spend some effort on real problems instead going on right now, like saving the
people in your country now. The victims from the hurricane in florida still are not helped
properly, because you are playing war while whining about 911 instead.
realisticHomeboy 10 months ago glassprison1974 10 months ago I would love to see you
face to face so I could pull you apart while reciting this most idiotic statemnt you have
made. This event changed how we have to think FOREVER and you want us to think
about a hurricane. THAT HAPPENS EVERY YEAR. Pleas die. glassprison1974 10
months ago Sharky2055 10 months ago realisticHomeboy Do yourself a favor and pull
your head from your ass before you write anything else. Sharky2055 10 months ago
CourageousM 10 months ago it was an inside job,and I care about what happen,sorry for
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ur lose. CourageousM 10 months ago CourageousM 10 months ago it was an inside
job,and I care about what happen.sorry for ur lost CourageousM 10 months ago
DVDCollector1992 10 months ago not only americans DVDCollector1992 10 months ago
hroch322 10 months ago R.I.P hroch322 10 months ago NotunD 10 months ago 3 Its
bush NotunD 10 months ago 3 darthgabriel97 10 months ago I know the U.S Government
was behind it so they could march into Irak and afghanistan and stuff! ; (
//Darthgabriel97// darthgabriel97 10 months ago baron8672 10 months ago if u that
ingnerent spell iraq right baron8672 10 months ago Iwillgetyou2 10 months ago Next time
we must build Air defence systems within Iwillgetyou2 10 months ago thetoadwarrior 10
months ago I found this movie too wordy which ruined my ability to concentrate while
trying to masturbate so I was unable to blow my wad when the tower fell. I give it 0 out
of 5 stars. thetoadwarrior 10 months ago premiummeat 9 months ago @thetoadwarrior
your a retarded fuck. you should be shot in the dick in front of all the families that lost
family members and friends. Then thrown off the sears tower. Better yet just make a
three story building. premiummeat 9 months ago thetoadwarrior 9 months ago 3 stories
isn't much. I think people could survive that. thetoadwarrior 9 months ago
christmeslightscraxy 10 months ago Thank you fo sharing this christmeslightscraxy 10
months ago 333ayse 10 months ago FUCK ISRAEL 333ayse 10 months ago Bubbzis 10
months ago 2 Christmas music in september ? lol everything okay ? Bubbzis 10 months
ago 2 MasterJCop 10 months ago o my god o my god o my god MasterJCop 10 months
ago orangesocksxx 10 months ago 3 my daddy died in this..:"[ i know how everyone feels
who lost someone special in this horrible accident. r.i.p :[ orangesocksxx 10 months ago 3
VoiXer 10 months ago I'm sorry for you. But this wasn't an accident. This was an attack..
VoiXer 10 months ago orangesocksxx 10 months ago thanks...oh yeh it was wasn't
it..sorry orangesocksxx 10 months ago wael0643 10 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam bin laden :D ! ilove u osama bin laden ur realy hero kill usa
fuck usa they kill us in iraq kill them wael0643 10 months ago Blattzz802 10 months ago
Watching this video and hearing those PASS alarms going off in the background makes me
sick. For all of my brothers and sisters of the fire and police services I feel for you. Ive
been honored and privileged enough to don both fire and police uniforms in my short life.
Even though its been 8 years I still feel sick to my stomach.I think its time for me to do
more for my country. RIP NYPD and FDNY members I thank you from the bottom of
my heart and I know my colleagues feel the same. Blattzz802 10 months ago
mamasbakehouse 10 months ago (why is it so rude to not write anything in a comment??)
mamasbakehouse 10 months ago xyz0mx 10 months ago R.I.P :( xyz0mx 10 months ago
misterwubba 10 months ago remarkable footage misterwubba 10 months ago Omegatide
10 months ago @misterwubba , remarkable footage??? Try cut, and edited. Omegatide 10
months ago misterwubba 10 months ago Not sure how that makes things less
remarkable... >:o misterwubba 10 months ago DAMNHiGHCLASS 10 months ago .....
DAMNHiGHCLASS 10 months ago sonicaadvance2424 10 months ago WOW, ill never
forget this day for as long as i live sonicaadvance2424 10 months ago huhjunsuk 10
months ago god, shut the fuck up lady huhjunsuk 10 months ago blowersho 10 months
ago Payback, gotta love it. blowersho 10 months ago serger2010 10 months ago
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@blowersho what do you mean by that serger2010 10 months ago Sayshn 10 months ago
это САТОНА!!!! жеееесть. Sayshn 10 months ago RagnarokIsHellaCool 10 months ago
watch?v=1KyBYAfzhMk unreleased footage of 9/11 RagnarokIsHellaCool 10 months
ago XxBrandonBaileyxX 10 months ago if the "unreleased footage" is on the internet,
then it has been released. retard XxBrandonBaileyxX 10 months ago Hogaboga101 10
months ago show hide Best day of my life! Hogaboga101 10 months ago Shub0ne 10
months ago show hide I Remember that day... it was so great to see how these little tiny
mini terrorist fucked this big country.. thanks for this movie i'll watch it everytime when i
be depressive, its makes me smiling, specially at 14:30.. can you hear that american cunt
whining? Shub0ne 10 months ago DuecePiece 10 months ago fuck you dick! RIP all who
passed, wether our government did it or not doesnt matter cuz its sad nonetheless. still
tho, SEEK THE TRUTH! DuecePiece 10 months ago xXLove1LustXx 10 months ago
Your a fucking mad man..I hope you burn in the deepest parts of hell.. xXLove1LustXx
10 months ago lionpride006 10 months ago If 9-11 was an inside job, then how do you
explain that the 1993 bombing wasnt an inside job when Clinton was in office.
lionpride006 10 months ago XOmbiesInccnIInccnI 10 months ago screw anyone who
glorifies this crime. XOmbiesInccnIInccnI 10 months ago trunx6 10 months ago fuckers
fuckers fuckers. i hate em more than anything in the world trunx6 10 months ago
Drenicaku1965 10 months ago SERBS TERRORIST END BINLADEN Drenicaku1965
10 months ago MrFad1998 10 months ago  ﺍﻝﻝﻩMrFad1998 10 months ago ﺃﻙﺏﺭ
Andrey16rus 10 months ago In big politics - a big mystery:) And can the U.S. covertly
support terrorism? It does not say the war for oil, for influence in the region:) The fight
against terrorism sounds better:)! Write! I very much want to hear comments on this
topic! Andrey16rus 10 months ago Andrey16rus 10 months ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Question everything! U.S. citizens simply do not get me
wrong:) Who is worse: the terrorist (who killed 1,000 civilians)? Or country (eg USA)
have officially, legally drop bombs on civilians? Killing tens of thousands of civilians ...
After the residents were beaten, raped (both sexual violence), torture and humiliation of
those who disagree with the occupation ... Andrey16rus 10 months ago deathwing98 10
months ago This is the reason why i fight. I willl avenge my country and the citizens of
the U.S. THIS I SWEAR deathwing98 10 months ago ashleythabest 10 months ago 3 Im
Still Sad About Dis But Hey gotta move on ashleythabest 10 months ago 3 UponInfinity
10 months ago Probably because they turned the camera off between events. To save
space and/or battery. UponInfinity 10 months ago peanuttheminpin 10 months ago
where's the south tower peanuttheminpin 10 months ago BMANEH1994 10 months ago
where's the second plane? BMANEH1994 10 months ago taka2k9 10 months ago
alhamdulillah im muslim and i think who ever done this should ROTT IN HELL as far as
im concerned... taka2k9 10 months ago lolisho0 10 months ago i agree ! im muslim too
and may bush and the ones responseble in this rott in hell ! ! lolisho0 10 months ago
kittycat1299 10 months ago the one who planned the attake was ossoma binlotten
kittycat1299 10 months ago lolisho0 10 months ago and how do u know that? bush cud
make a lie about that i mean he owned the fucking country ! and im not a guy in osamas
side cuz i h8 him to ! belive me im not a arabic guy im just from kurdistan ! lolisho0 10
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months ago MrMikeMyers2009 10 months ago this is the first time ive seen this and
omfg!!! MrMikeMyers2009 10 months ago KelSnoopy 10 months ago How bush can
make it! Devil!! KelSnoopy 10 months ago LucaYune 10 months ago was that UFO at
17:20? LucaYune 10 months ago Talor9298 10 months ago 2 I could have swore that it
would have been the saddest day of 2001!!!!!!!!!!!! Talor9298 10 months ago 2
jdoggKARATEMAN 10 months ago shut up mick ur a complete faggot
jdoggKARATEMAN 10 months ago TheFiatLux 10 months ago Great video TheFiatLux
10 months ago UponInfinity 10 months ago They didn't fall at free fall speed. There's a
wonderful video here that explains. watch?v=qLShZOvxVe4 Also, if they had fallen at
free-fall speed, the collapse wouldn't have produced the 'mushrooming' effect seen as the
towers went down (from the debris on top hitting the remnants of the tower and being
dispersed as it collapsed). As for WTC 7, which sustained heavy damage from the
collapse, probably multiple causes of its own collapse. UponInfinity 10 months ago
surfn123 10 months ago Hi UponInfinity Thanks for an intelligent response. I am not use
to intelligent discourse of ideas on YouTube. Although, I am unable to see the video from
the link you posted. It didn't work. And I am unaware of the 'mushrooming affect'. I have
heard of the 'pancake theory' and 'controlled demolition theory'. Is the there a new theory
out there? surfn123 10 months ago UponInfinity 10 months ago The mushroom effect is
purely visual. The cascade of debris as it falls. The debris is pushed to the sides as each
successive floor comes apart because it has nowhere else to go. If the tower collapses at
free-fall. The debris would not be pushed to the sides, because the tower underneath
would be falling as fast as the debris is. The link works, btw, you just have to paste it
after the slash in the youtube address. They won't let me post the entire link.
UponInfinity 10 months ago surfn123 10 months ago Hi UponInfinity, I got that video
to work. Not sure why it didn't work before. I think that is really thin. The looks at those
buildings weren't good at all. There are alot of other views that are clearer. Why didn't
they use them? You can't really see from there videos. Also, if the inner core really did
remain as it should have, what happened to it? If the falling building didn't bring it down,
then what did? surfn123 10 months ago GlitterSparklefly 10 months ago where is the
other tower?? arent they the twin towers GlitterSparklefly 10 months ago JCBHMLTN
10 months ago wow this makes my heart break all the time mike ur an idiot shutup ok
from the american goverment? u stupid communist leave the us if u think that
JCBHMLTN 10 months ago WtfPwnInCyberSpace 10 months ago "omg, it was a
military plane" O.o? WtfPwnInCyberSpace 10 months ago 7187187DBLOCK 10
months ago look closely! at 7:35, u will see a jumper, so sad. 7187187DBLOCK 10
months ago presbb 10 months ago Lol'd presbb 10 months ago mikel7482 10 months ago
it certainly was a terrorist attack a terrorist attack with the help of the american
government...... mikel7482 10 months ago Cheeseiest1 10 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam you fucking moron. Cheeseiest1 10 months ago
mickjoG 10 months ago a sad tragic waste of innocent lives. makes me so angry & upset
when seeing footage still to this day. It would be naive to think that this wouldn't happen
again, if not in some other city anywhere in the allied western world. Obama should take
all troops out of Iraq & send them to Afghanistan to finish the job there. mickjoG 10
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months ago TheTodd1977 10 months ago Outside job... The Hamburg Cell.
TheTodd1977 10 months ago JuiceCraft 10 months ago All believers of the official story,
watch "Zeitgeist" Then tell me if you think it was a "Terroist Act" It's all lies. JuiceCraft
10 months ago Morbidyouth1 10 months ago i know its been 8 years since this tragedy
but OSAMA BIN LADEN wil face Justice and it will not be merciful. im proud to be
U.S. Army Soldier. Morbidyouth1 10 months ago WhiteChocolut 10 months ago
@Morbidyouth1 Bin LAden? LOL u in da army an u fagits have 8 years to catch him an
u not do it? u bitches been ova in 2 cuntrys all dat time an aint did shit? me and my crew
wuld have beat Alkayduh by now WhiteChocolut 10 months ago Morbidyouth1 10
months ago Comment removed Morbidyouth1 10 months ago Comment removed
TanukiTengu 10 months ago you are? really? TanukiTengu 10 months ago EdMan2012
10 months ago what the hell happened to the 2nd plane impact footage? EdMan2012 10
months ago episcot 10 months ago Comment removed episcot 10 months ago Edman
2012 - if you want to see the footage with the second plane you need CNN's or a
different set of footage episcot 10 months ago coreva 10 months ago Is 1 of the women in
this video Australia? coreva 10 months ago Sharky2055 10 months ago There's no such
thing as an evil Illuminati that did any inside job on 9/11. That's fiction. Sharky2055 10
months ago stuttgart69 10 months ago It is her target believe the people allow that it is a
fiction .if you believe it or not this is your opinion. in the United States dominated the
pyramidal and the eye of ra and not mr.president. and other many presidents in the
world. stuttgart69 10 months ago Sharky2055 10 months ago Every floor was built to
hold itself. There was NO freefall speed collapse when the debris field fell FASTER, thus
AHEAD, of the collapsing portion of the towers, which is clearly visable in the footage
of it for both collapses. Both collapsed towers caused 16 acres of destruction.
Demolitions do NOT do that. There was also no concussions & no sounds of thousands
of explosives going off in succession as there would be in a demolition. Also, NO steel is
impervious to extreme heat. Sharky2055 10 months ago parasitesarefunny 10 months ago
Your so full of shit little troll. parasitesarefunny 10 months ago omegaman196601 10
months ago You 9/11 conspiracy folks are some real fucking nutjobs. I would suggest less
masturbation, moving out of your parents' basement, and getting a job, in that order.
Miserable fucking pieces of shit omegaman196601 10 months ago icanmyshoetie 10
months ago @omegaman196601 I know..This was A terrible thing that Happened.I want
to see those people say that to the Families of the Plane crash and Tower Victims.They
would get Knocked out cold... icanmyshoetie 10 months ago EdMan2012 10 months ago
your opinion means nothing. you call 9/11 conspiracy people nutjobs, but all they're
doing is offering a counter viewpoint than what is presented in the media & gov't officials.
Are you the type that doesn't ask questions and believes everything at face value? If you
are this type of person, then trust me, your opinion means nothing. EdMan2012 10
months ago youngy1 10 months ago scum youngy1 10 months ago justagirlinthehood 10
months ago don't blame the american people for what any president does. they are all
lairs and swindlers. they play these war games so their billionaire friends can make money
on the oil and military contracts. those rich SOB's weren't the ones jumping from the
towers that day. justagirlinthehood 10 months ago 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 Next Reply
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Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright
Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location:
Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as
a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different
playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to:
Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My
Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September
11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond
to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all
All Comments (47,036) justagirlinthehood 10 months ago don't blame the american
people for what any president does. they are all lairs and swindlers. they play these war
games so their billionaire friends can make money on the oil and military contracts. those
rich SOB's weren't the ones jumping from the towers that day. justagirlinthehood 10
months ago Youill45 10 months ago 2 ok dont blame me to harsh for this - but USA
always think they are worth more than like arabs ( i mean like BUSH) , the military are
killing more in Irak that died in the towers ... and USA like to play world cops often. But
i think this avent were terribble and also for the PEOPLE of USA ...... Youill45 10
months ago 2 Sayshn 10 months ago ужасть! Sayshn 10 months ago parasitesarefunny
10 months ago Take a good look at that STEEL building. NOTHING below the impact
site, which only damaged ONE side of the outer building and 15% of the interior columns
on 6 upper floors was damaged. The entire building below that impact site was as strong
as the day it was built. IMPOSSIBLE to fall straight down at freefall speed, 9 sec for one
building and 11 Sec for the other (9/11), through all that strong Steel. WTC 7 is a
complete JOKE. DEMOLITION JOB done by a little foreign country that hates Arabs
parasitesarefunny 10 months ago PanterkaRandi 10 months ago Жуткое видео(((
Понятно, что снимали из здания по соседству......Самое страшное в этом-полная
безымоциональность "оператора" и его окружения...Слышно только "О, мой Бог!"
абсолютно ровными беспристрасными голосами. Такая трагедия, а вы как рыбы
мороженые.Роботы бесчувственные! PanterkaRandi 10 months ago stuttgart69 10
months ago inside job from the illuminati killuminati stuttgart69 10 months ago kathiri99
10 months ago show hide ﻭ ﺃﺏﻉﺩﻱ ﺏﻉﺩﺍﻩ ﻱﺍ ﺃﺱﺍﻡﻩ ﺏﻥ ﻝﺍﺩﻥ ﻉﺯ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺍﻥﻙ ﺫﻱﺏ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﻱﻭﻑﻕﻙ
kathiri99 10 months ago simonshack 10 months ago It is emerging that most of ﻱﻥﺹﺭﻙ
the names listed as casualties in the WTC (and in the airplanes) are fictitious, computergenerated identities. If you have any personal information about any of the victims, it
would be of utmost value in order to establish if anyone at all died in reality that day. For
more info, please go to: septembercluesDOTinfo and read these articles: - "The Memorial
Scams" - "The Vicsim Report" Thanks! simonshack 10 months ago Arnarkusaga 10
months ago It's very eerie with the small child's nursery rhymes playing in the
background. Arnarkusaga 10 months ago whiteguy808 10 months ago why would you
film a bunch of parked cars instead of the building.. whiteguy808 10 months ago
justbyhinder 10 months ago no plane hit the pentagon, or near pittsburgh . no bodies, 9
supposed hijackers are still alive... if they crashed these planes why are they alive?
justbyhinder 10 months ago justbyhinder 10 months ago have you looked at the
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evidence? no way all the events surrounding this day were coincidence! pull your head
out of your ass! justbyhinder 10 months ago hipeter924 10 months ago It was not an
inside job, it was a terrorist attack. 9/11 conspiracies are run by people who want to
make money out of lies, and other people's suffering (doom merchants), in that respect
they are worse than the terrorists who caused 9/11 in the first place. hipeter924 10
months ago justbyhinder 10 months ago dont blame the muslims! it was an inside job.
blame the bush admin. and company. watch 9/11 loose change and tell me muslims were
responsible. the terrorists are the ones closest to home! justbyhinder 10 months ago
guardian1955 10 months ago show hide Fuck all Muslims and islams they deserve to be
tortured to death guardian1955 10 months ago Shilahhh 10 months ago Fuck you asshole.
Not every Muslim wanted this..? There are some fucked up people.. who those these
kind of things.. just to take revenge, Got it M.T.F Shilahhh 10 months ago bollo3000 10
months ago 3 If every American was like you, 911 would be entirely justified. bollo3000
10 months ago 3 pumpkin656 10 months ago Comment removed ouleyouki 10 months
ago Is the worst things i see of my life... Very shoked by this... I'm with you... God bless
and protect familly of victim... French Friend ouleyouki 10 months ago MissThang303
10 months ago 3 I miss you Grandpa and Daddy. 9\11\01. It's been eight years. You both
should have lived, you didn't deserve to die. MissThang303 10 months ago 3 val4514 10
months ago fuck bin ladem and fuck his friends,go hell!!!go hell!!!bin ladem and his
friends are our enemys, viva united states and viva brazil!!! val4514 10 months ago
CooINewYorker 10 months ago show hide i just wanna so GOD bless Osama bin Ladin
and may God Bring so many more Osama bin Ladin like this in the world and make me as
well like em and happens this again and again CooINewYorker 10 months ago Samaani93
10 months ago i think how it must feel if someone was sleeping and when he wake up and
the towers were gone like WTF... r.i.p Samaani93 10 months ago wecanstopnwo 10
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam WE CAN STOP NEW
WORLD ORDER !!!!!!! wecanstopnwo 10 months ago HexagonicDistortion 10 months
ago Ok.. Lets say that a steelstructure can collapse att freefall speed. Lets say that
building 7 was damaged enough to implode. Lets say that there is a fair reason for the
metal to melt. And let us find a plausable caus for thermite residue to be found at the site.
Let us for argueing sake assume there is a terrorist network called Al-Quida. Hell.. lets
ignore all facts! I still believe us-goverment is behind it all! Realize you are being
brainwashed! the rest of the world can see it clear as day! HexagonicDistortion 10 months
ago gjpuqvrt 10 months ago the whites must have been proud when they blew up their
own buildings. only for an excuse to occupy iraq. pathetic pig race. gjpuqvrt 10 months
ago 917893678251 10 months ago No Islamic terrorists blew it up 917893678251 10
months ago MatthewTheShortKid 10 months ago the whites didnt do it jews did it
MatthewTheShortKid 10 months ago gjpuqvrt 10 months ago @MatthewTheShortKid
True, but the whites were the sheep that retaliated on the Arab world. Not that I like
those towelheads, but you know what I mean. gjpuqvrt 10 months ago
MatthewTheShortKid 10 months ago yes i get what you mean exactly
MatthewTheShortKid 10 months ago t0xictreasure 10 months ago fake t0xictreasure 10
months ago 88forlive 10 months ago R.I.P. grandpa! i'll never forget ya! <3 ='( 88forlive
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10 months ago UponInfinity 10 months ago Let me ask the conspiracy guys something.
If fire has no effect on steel, why did the builders feel it necessary to fire-proof all the
supports? The same fire-proofing that was broken away when the structure of the plane
cut through them? UponInfinity 10 months ago surfn123 10 months ago to UponInfinity,
Fire can heat steel enough to cause it to lose some strength and thereby cause a partial
collapse. The WTCs could have toppled. But I don't see how the fires can cause all 3
WTCs to fall at free fall speeds, and what created the pools of molten metal? surfn123 10
months ago smitty121981 10 months ago UponInfinity, you asked "why do they fireproof steel" and the answer is: to stop the steel from being heated to the point of failure.
Case in point, NIST says that the fireproofing in WTC7 did it's job and the core columns
were all BELOW 200C when it fell. The vast majority of perimeter columns were colder
than 150 C (with the exception of one small part, where they got to 300C) This is WELL
WELL below the temperature that they would be weakened. (which is greater than
500C)!!!! smitty121981 10 months ago bugimaki 10 months ago wheres another tower?
bugimaki 10 months ago killstone0 10 months ago in the backside killstone0 10 months
ago cbass5511 10 months ago I feel bad for the people that still think the planes alone
made the buildings collapse. cbass5511 10 months ago premiummeat 10 months ago
actually, i might of just fuckt myself for what i wrote, i didnt realize this video was so
popular, go america, down with the terrorists, p.s. turn your tv off, and defend the
internet=information premiummeat 10 months ago premiummeat 10 months ago and its
very easy to look this up so just do your homework rather than post another comment,
and to quincythedog7, im kind of curios what and who your screaming at premiummeat
10 months ago premiummeat 10 months ago lolcats311, first of all they have, its been
reviewed by many professors and people in the industry, not only have they wrote
reports but ae9/11 have had lectures and have made domumentaries for people aren't in
the industry to be exposed to this research, so do you homework before you speak, or
rather post a comment premiummeat 10 months ago ThePeewee1 10 months ago you
can`t see everything, cause it was an inside job. and the cia skippt the video! thats it. Did
you hear ..oh my god it was a military plane... ThePeewee1 10 months ago sinojtjej 10
months ago she skipped the second attack!!! and the first collapse!!! :@ and you cant
even see the second coolapse WTF this was a great angle a great view a great VIDEO but
why cant you see anything sinojtjej 10 months ago premiummeat 10 months ago by the
way, at the risk of my family and I being labeled terrorists by the gov, it was a false flag
attack, and if you dont believe me do more research on the subject. you can start by
looking at ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS FOR 9/11 TRUTH premiummeat 10
months ago LOLCATS3111 10 months ago premiummeat it's been 8 years when will the
goofballs at AE9/11 write a paper refuting the NIST reports and have it peer reviewed in
an engineering journal ???? I AM GUESSING NEVER SINCE THEY ARE A BUNCH
OF RANK AMATEURS WHEN IT COMES TO BUILDING COLLAPSES AND
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING !!!!1 LOLCATS3111 10 months ago premiummeat 10
months ago 3 why is the second plane hit edited, why is the first collapse edited, and
maybe the second collapse, if this edit was done on purpose, thats disgusting to take out
all the scientific evidence out of the video to make it almost worthless. premiummeat 10
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months ago 3 bogobogs 10 months ago shit she skip the fucking next attack bogobogs 10
months ago angel5barca 10 months ago 2 Comment removed HACKadri 10 months ago
YES HACKadri 10 months ago quincythedog7 10 months ago what? you think thats
good? well? if you do, THANKS FOR THE AMERICAN SUPPORT,
MUTHERFUCKER!!!! ): quincythedog7 10 months ago angel5barca 10 months ago this
job is for BUSH :) not Taliban angel5barca 10 months ago bangboom101 10 months ago
wow thats all i can say bangboom101 10 months ago Jozzdozz 10 months ago It takes
weeks to rig a building with enough thermite to bring it down. How come it took
firefighters a matter of hours to bring down WTC 7. I'm British, I feel for you guys I
really really do. But you've got to ask how the hell did they do that? Please.......
Jozzdozz 10 months ago KYLIEM2000 10 months ago Good lesson for america.Couple
of stupid islamists made this for you,think what can do professionals like russians or one
day Europe Call of Duty Modern Warfare 4 KYLIEM2000 10 months ago 777basti777
10 months ago fucking freak... how you can compare this with a fucking game?
777basti777 10 months ago stefanfhenry0 10 months ago so sad stefanfhenry0 10
months ago 8478275 10 months ago 2 R.I.P to all the brave firefighters that lost their
lives to save the people.... and to the people that died also :'( 8478275 10 months ago 2
atticus735 10 months ago you obviously cut that plane hit out for a reason..."omg, it's a
military plane!"....END OF STORY! CONSPIRICY!!! Scary shit tho...I would've liked
to see that shot but of course its not there...typical atticus735 10 months ago TheXzay
10 months ago 6 September 11- biggest lie in ever. TheXzay 10 months ago 6
FlyinRyanProductions 10 months ago true somebody with just an wee bit of knowledge
and inteligence could figure that out but they just cant face the fact the our us government
lies to us the biggest farce in us history FlyinRyanProductions 10 months ago
pezgrl4ever 10 months ago It was 9/11/01!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! pezgrl4ever 10 months ago
Elite1987 10 months ago 2006 is when this was posted. Elite1987 10 months ago
turboboy94 10 months ago That must of been freaky turboboy94 10 months ago
mancpester911 10 months ago if everyone in have just run down as quickly as possible
alots more would survived mancpester911 10 months ago mancpester911 10 months ago
Comment removed LifeIsGood123q 10 months ago CRU FBR did it LifeIsGood123q 10
months ago Passco666 10 months ago omg, omg omg.. cry!! Fucking American IDIOTS
... Passco666 10 months ago Sharky2055 10 months ago show hide (/11 was done by
AlQaeda. NEVER FORGET. RIP Sharky2055 10 months ago rahulva 10 months ago 2 A
bunch of lies Post -1 What has been officially revealed for 9/11 is nothing but a bunch of
lies. This is a well planned conspiracy for misguiding the public. The major factor is 2
WTC towers falling like it was controlled demolition. The icing on the cake is the WTC 7
which also came down even though no planes hit it. rahulva 10 months ago 2
DavidAtleePhilips 10 months ago Yeah, WTC 7 is bullshit! That's how I know it was a
conspiracy... So sad and disappointing to find that out about your Government. It's
mainly the banksters and the Bush family... I swear, after I found out about grand-daddy
Prescott Bush's Nazi money laundering activities and the stuff about George Bush Sr. and
Richard Nixon's involvement in the JFK assassination... ...almost no telling how deep the
conspiracy rabbit hole goes. We've been lied to for so long... DavidAtleePhilips 10
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months ago rahulva 10 months ago A bunch of lies Post 2 For even novice, WTC 7 is
clearly a controlled demolition. But the US Govt will not admit it but again falls for
another bunch of lies. Because even if they have to admit that WTC 7 as a controlled
demolition, they will also need to admit that explosives were planted at least 2 weeks
before demolition which will reveal the conspiracy. rahulva 10 months ago rahulva 10
months ago 2 A bunch of lies Post 3 Again on Pentagon - one of the most secured places
on Earth, they do NOT have any video footage of the plane hitting it when hundreds of
cameras are surveilling it 24/7. Even the story of Plane flying almost ground level to hit
the Pentagon defies logic. rahulva 10 months ago 2 kaferere 10 months ago That audio
track is so badly dubbed it's pathetic. There's far too much low frequency. A camera that
high up would never in a million years pick up the lower frequencies of those sirens. Also
there would be way, way more phase shift and doppler effect, especially when the
camera moves. If you're going to fake the audio then at least consult someone who knows
what they're doing. This video is an insult. BTW, Anyone see a plane? Absolutely
amazing, no planes yet again. kaferere 10 months ago wissam280 10 months ago all the
muslimsss like to do fights fights fights fights fights fightss i hate muslim ppllllll isreal
and americaaa gonna fuk all the muslimssss in the worlddddddd and u bitches know that
mohamad he used fights all the timesssss rightt????now afghanestan iran pakistan
palestian iraq lebanon im wrong mother fukerr??? u better tern christian because the end
its to soon and jesus he gonna show up very soon i wish when he show up he will kill al
the muslim ppl in the word in fireeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee wissam280 10 months ago
wissam280 10 months ago i should put my 11 inches dick in fatima ass and mohamad can
suck it no problem but he have to wait after i finish from the whore fatimaa wissam280
10 months ago slimnroses 10 months ago tehe im sure it was fun to be in that building,
lots of pruddy fireworks going off, must of been really nice, shame they all got a bit
burned. feel very sorry the poor sod who has to clear that mess up, i would just a
spatchula :) slimnroses 10 months ago B747A300 10 months ago SICK BASTARD!
B747A300 10 months ago jazzythegreatest 10 months ago show hide I give a 9 to a
couple of the people jumping. This is better than watching George Lopez. So funny.
jazzythegreatest 10 months ago Locker77 10 months ago MILITARY PLANE????? Isn't
that
what
the fox news reporter
said as
well on that
day
HMMM M M M M M M M M M M?????????? Locker77 10 months ago Patterson1011 10
months ago This does not happen without an INSANE belief system!--- All the killing
throughout history over something that does not even exist!!! --- Religion is a product of
schizophrenia.-(visions--voice-s).---Please get help. Patterson1011 10 months ago
wissam280 10 months ago fukall the muslims ppll fuk mohamad fuk kurannnn muslimm
pplllll are aidssssssssssssssssssssssssss wissam280 10 months ago jazzythegreatest 10
months ago Learn to spell and make sense. jazzythegreatest 10 months ago
islammedeniyeti 10 months ago wissam280 .ı think you should be killed . idiot person ,
infidel. you should turn muslim, otherwise you go hell islammedeniyeti 10 months ago
islammedeniyeti 10 months ago Muslim's aren't terrorist. I think amerika is the biggest
terrorist in the world islammedeniyeti 10 months ago sakurasoh 10 months ago Don't
make such remarks like this. No one is judging muslim here so pls don't start this.
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sakurasoh 10 months ago leeroy75 10 months ago WOW that's weird how you both said
its a military plane with some conviction.. im suprised u haven't been approached by
someone on that statement.. leeroy75 10 months ago leeroy75 10 months ago or maybe
you have thats why it's cut when the 2nd plane hit's its not in any shot of the
skyline..this was an incredibly real and accurate footage... leeroy75 10 months ago
LUKOALDO 10 months ago everybody knows who is responsible but some people are
untouchable and they can do whatever they want. i dont understand how some people
cant see these nasty things LUKOALDO 10 months ago deadat50 10 months ago OMG,
first of all i have seem footage many many times before , however i have never seen such
detail, i honestly felt as if i were in the living room with you, the noise sound like
something from the movies, i can imagine ur fright when you say the smoke towards you,
you did am great job and with all my heart i wish all americans god blessings. i am
canadian i wish i could have done more to help. deadat50 10 months ago timmytoes1990
10 months ago it was them terrorist ur theories epically fail timmytoes1990 10 months
ago littlebigman3030 10 months ago show hide LOL @ THIS VIDEO! littlebigman3030
10 months ago 3DiegoF 10 months ago inside! that big ass tower couldve hold more than
a plane crashing into it, 3DiegoF 10 months ago batflies 10 months ago inside job. batflies
10 months ago wajunge2009 10 months ago 4 Thanks to Mr. Bush for that great show!
The biggest Terrorist of the World! Watch at the 2. Plane! She said - it was an military
plane! And she isn't the only one! A lot of people see an military plane crash into wtc! It
was an INSIDE JOB! wajunge2009 10 months ago 4 Panamainiac1 10 months ago Haha
"INSIDE JOB" No... Since the 1993 bombings of the WorldTrade Center in the garage
below, there were gaurds posted EVERYWHERE. No one was gonna bring ANY
explosives in the Building. Rick, theperson in charge of keeping the buildings safe, had
guards everywhere. They had bag checks on every visitor coming in. And Im sure they
had metal detectors and bombdogs too. no bombs were able to get in there. Inside job? No
Panamainiac1 10 months ago ThErEdPiLl09 10 months ago you obviously havn't looked
at ANY of the facts about how it happened ThErEdPiLl09 10 months ago fahimyouyou
10 months ago Oh LUL ............... when you have some exceptional plan then you don't
go through normal gates and guards ..................and here plan made by Jews , very HiTech people not lul Muslims fahimyouyou 10 months ago airbusguy1 10 months ago i
dont wanna be mean but plz stfu.ok.just shut up.theyy know when american 11 was
lost.and 175 was lost.if u look from other views 175 hit the plane is grey nd blue at the
bottom.thats the old united airline colors.ok. airbusguy1 10 months ago
christophermcfarlane 10 months ago "gjpuqvrt " i have already terrorised a mosque with
hatred and wrote fuck islam on it, i am just waiting for my first kill now
christophermcfarlane 10 months ago Halo4Lyf 10 months ago Good boy. Remember:
shoot for center of mass, and use double taps. Don't waste ammo. Pick your shots, shoot
for center of mass. Halo4Lyf 10 months ago weman2004 10 months ago 3 gjpuqvrt your
an idiot, there were around 90 different nationality's of people killed in the attacks. hence
why it was called the world trade centre. what ever nationality you are im sure someone
from your nationality died in the attacks. so your insulting your own people. weman2004
10 months ago 3 gjpuqvrt 10 months ago good, kill those pale faces. I wonder what those
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dirty whites were thinking before they got squashed hahaha gjpuqvrt 10 months ago
MegaAmodeo 10 months ago So many more of your people have died as a result,i assume
your a muslim, nothing comes from all these war's and bullshit, muslims ,jew's and
christians should live apart. MegaAmodeo 10 months ago Halo4Lyf 10 months ago Jews
and Christians can usually get along just fine. Muslims, on the other hand... not so much.
They should be kept separate from the rest of society. Actually, they should just be
refused entrance into Western society in the first place. Let them keep South, Central,
and Southeast Asia, and kick their asses out of Africa. Halo4Lyf 10 months ago
Panamainiac1 10 months ago Thats what my dad said, My dad is an american, he loves
the USA but he doesnt get why we are so stupid as to allow those terrorists in our
country Panamainiac1 10 months ago Kring44 10 months ago WTF is wrrong with u, u
motherfucker ! Kring44 10 months ago gjpuqvrt 10 months ago faglover gjpuqvrt 10
months ago jebbadiah 10 months ago Why is the part of the second plane cut out?
jebbadiah 10 months ago becketthoworth 10 months ago "it was a military plane"
FFFFFFFFFFFUUUUUUUUUUUU becketthoworth 10 months ago four20gurlie 10
months ago Bob & Bri, thank you for allowing us to see this tragedy the way you seen it.
Of all the videos out there, this is probably the most compelling footage I've seen.
Unbelievable still... If there's anyone out there that wonders why we're still at war, watch
this once so you can be reminded. I hope and pray that the families who were most
effected have found peace. For our soldier's fighting for this, may God bless you.
four20gurlie 10 months ago Andylong99 10 months ago my condolences to the families
that lost loved ones during this horrible tragedy and may they find peace Andylong99 10
months ago gjpuqvrt 10 months ago @Andylong99 You may say that to your white
friend bush (that white cracker with hook nose) who blew up the tower. Dirty white race.
gjpuqvrt 10 months ago Andylong99 10 months ago OMG man that was insane me and
my folks plus my little brother were going to California for Summer Vacation when
september 11th went down when we got to the airport the Airport security Did a Body
Search for anything Suspicious in pockets in my bags and what not Andylong99 10
months ago cubangoddess32 10 months ago u can tell the people tht recorded this hav
alot of respect for the families n friends of everyone tht had any involvement in this
tragedy. i have alot of respect for these poeple... oh and naggeranus i kno the world hates
u n thts prolly why u have so much hostility towards ppl BUT I KNOW FOR A FACT
THAT U DIDNT KNOW ANY OF THE VICTIMS SO THERE IS NO WAY IN HELL
THT ANY ONE OF THESE PPL COULD HAVE WORNGED U IN ANY WAY AND
FOR U TO LAUGH AT SUCH A HORRIBLE HAPPENING.... THTS SICK AS
FCK.... cubangoddess32 10 months ago batflies 10 months ago inside job. batflies 10
months ago RockiesFan712 10 months ago good joke RockiesFan712 10 months ago
LibbyGardner 10 months ago Im 15 years old and i know this day happend. My uncle
was in the pentgon and guess wat his alive today but with many problems! Ya'll yall have
problems if yall think this is funny do u know how many people died! oh wait i 4 got
yall dont care LibbyGardner 10 months ago domi382 10 months ago i can understand
when you cry but i know it was like th hell... i cry tooo domi382 10 months ago domi382
10 months ago holy shit 20:58 domi382 10 months ago stupidben999 10 months ago 3
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R.I.P 9/11 stupidben999 10 months ago 3 Naggeranus 10 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam HAHAHAHAHAHAHA fucking BEST DAY
EVER! I WOKE UP AND LAUGHED SO DAMN HARDQQQQQ!!! Naggeranus 10
months ago stheero 10 months ago @Naggeranus many ppl will do the same thing at the
they you die stheero 10 months ago alvinhogoalkeeper 10 months ago O.O GO TO
HELL SON OF A BITCH Naggeranus alvinhogoalkeeper 10 months ago sl0wm03 10
months ago pussy would only say it online sl0wm03 10 months ago 3DiegoF 10 months
ago 7 Imagine how japanesse felt when hiroshima n nagasaki were bombed that was even
worse than this, this is nothing compare to that think about it 3DiegoF 10 months ago 7
newfielad47 10 months ago 20:04 to about 20:10 in time you can see that evil face it's not
something Im trying to see Im not saying that it is what I'm saying it is, only that it does
look like it wow let me know msg me newfielad47 10 months ago newfielad47 10 months
ago 20:04 you can see an evel face looking up and to the left who else can see tha?
newfielad47 10 months ago SacTownVideos 10 months ago US gov't wuldnt kill
thousands of people for no reason.. if u think there is a reason plz let me know u .. ur a
bad american if u do SacTownVideos 10 months ago Zolbat 10 months ago 4 MONEY,
thats all Zolbat 10 months ago 4 viagalaxiagalact 10 months ago las bellas torres gemelas
las seguimos extrañando,eran preciosas,ahora solo nos quedan los recuerdos en nuestra
memorias y las llevamos en nuestros corazones ojala que esten en el cielo porque todo lo
que muere o desaparece se va con dios,todos pero todos nacimos para morir es la regla de
dios,el cielo y la tierra pasara mas su palabra no pasara bendice a los que estaban a
bordo,solo dios sabe porque,pasa esto dios es el creador del cielo y la tierra de este mundo
bello y perverso, viagalaxiagalact 10 months ago tb152 10 months ago islammedeniyeti,
you bring much dishonor on your religion if you justify this with the word of your God
or comment on it with the word of your God. If you indeed think this was the work of
your Lord, and not of some ignorant, sick fucks instead, who are only seeking power by
abusing your religion, then you are an imbecile sick fuck yourself and your Lord is the
Devil, so I would hope a JDAM will hit you in your ass and send you to hell where you
belong. tb152 10 months ago IIMRTHEILII 10 months ago innocent america? lol.. you
deserved it IIMRTHEILII 10 months ago Sharky2055 10 months ago America's made up
of people from all over the world, literally. People from all over the world died that day.
None of them did anything to deserve that. Only an ignorant asinine slug would say what
you dod did. Sharky2055 10 months ago ATBparkour 10 months ago I'm from England
but watching this... Makes 7/7 bombings look like nothing. So sad tbh. ATBparkour 10
months ago kuvhlubelye 10 months ago 2 OMG....This video breaks my heart all over
again.....it's unbelievable.....especially filming right from home.... kuvhlubelye 10 months
ago 2 goofymandan83 10 months ago im glad it didnt go farther than this goofymandan83
10 months ago MurlocFever 10 months ago I appreciate your comment, it makes sence,
but even the most evil person must understand that god would not kill to prove a point,
the US are idiots ofc, but that dosent mean they should be punished...look..if god wanted
to kill, then why dosent he just kill random people himself? he cant. so, no matter what
religion you are, all are good and have correct meanings, God doe's NOT insinuate that he
wants anybody to kill MurlocFever 10 months ago islammedeniyeti 10 months ago
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Comment removed islammedeniyeti 10 months ago Comment removed islammedeniyeti
10 months ago Comment removed islammedeniyeti 10 months ago Comment removed
islammedeniyeti 10 months ago Comment removed eksman187 10 months ago Why did
collapse WTC 7 ? Hussein crushed with a bus right into the building... I swear Hussein
with a Bus, a Bus, a Bus it was hussein it was all an inside job people ! eksman187 10
months ago bqureshi390 10 months ago i can't believe the government was behind
this..but is true.. bqureshi390 10 months ago nebulousjourney23 10 months ago The
juxtaposition of that serene music in the beginning of the video with the nightmare
unfolding outside the building is way too eerie...May all those who passed that day rest
in peace. nebulousjourney23 10 months ago charms71 10 months ago same thought
here...very overwhelming charms71 10 months ago discoer 10 months ago why is this
edited? You failed to catch the planes hitting and the buildings falling? Is that too
sensitive? discoer 10 months ago StarryStarify 10 months ago 3 I bet all the people who
died in that voted for Bush. Ironic. StarryStarify 10 months ago 3 TrolinTrolinTrolin1 10
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I bet the 79,000 pakis
who died in the 2005 earthquake voted for Obama TrolinTrolinTrolin1 10 months ago
lararox 10 months ago yes im sure al queda made a list of all of th people who voted for
bush and got them into the world trade center and killed them....ha lararox 10 months ago
bobossama 10 months ago fake you fake you fake you bobossama 10 months ago
systemmechanic7932 10 months ago .......... systemmechanic7932 10 months ago Keepsu
10 months ago No plane and no collapse---what a bunch of edited bullshit. Keepsu 10
months ago geterdonein01 10 months ago 2 how do you edit real life? you obviously
weren't there. im not saying the US Gov't didn't do it, but it certainly happened.
geterdonein01 10 months ago 2 CaptainTappy 10 months ago where is your god now?
CaptainTappy 10 months ago meolongvang 10 months ago 7 The US created Al-Queda,
The US created Osama .... ...and The US received all of them!!!! meolongvang 10 months
ago 7 TrolinTrolinTrolin1 10 months ago show hide death to all backs and muslim men
women and children. you had your chance to behave and pull together. you chose to be
rapists and theocrats. you laugh at 9/11 now we're coming to clean the planet
TrolinTrolinTrolin1 10 months ago SchoolgirlCrush121 10 months ago 3 Uh-huh. I'm
sure every black or muslim person was sitting at home wetting themselves. I'm sure there
were no African Americans IN the buildings at the time. By the way, how's that working
out for you? The narcissistic racism, I mean. Are you, you know, really getting places in
life? Wait, what a dumb question. I'm sure you go for a job interview - 'What would you
say your strengths are?' 'Racism. Yeah, I really know how to hate them niggers and
islamic sons of bitches.' 'YOU'RE HIRED!' Idiot. SchoolgirlCrush121 10 months ago 3
TrolinTrolinTrolin1 10 months ago you're a twat. thats all. TrolinTrolinTrolin1 10
months ago SchoolgirlCrush121 10 months ago Yes, I'm the twat. For not supporting
ignorant racism. I'm sorry for not believing every black or muslim person in the world
deserves to die because a bunch of crazy, religious nutjobs decided America is what's
wrong with the world. If you judge people based on what a couple of other people from
their country have done, then really it's white people who you should hate. Whites have
been invading countries and enslaving other races for centuries, if you haven't noticed.
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SchoolgirlCrush121 10 months ago TrolinTrolinTrolin1 10 months ago I'm not reading
your gay little essay. You're a twat. end of story TrolinTrolinTrolin1 10 months ago
Verrie77 10 months ago the firetruck in america really sounds horrible....try fix that
broken horn ? Verrie77 10 months ago Nerdsansintelligence 10 months ago Dear God,
someone committed suicide at 7:35 Nerdsansintelligence 10 months ago DakL111 10
months ago hello, watsh the video Endgame or the video Zeitgeist and Zeitgeist 2 that is
HORIBLE DakL111 10 months ago xEvoked 10 months ago Thieven i think you should
shut the fuck up, you are a bastard who has massive issues. I've got no more to say to a
prick like you. xEvoked 10 months ago mileydemifan95 10 months ago omg its so
horrible i always cry =( why people do this nobody can think that is ok ?!? the poor
peoples it the world trade center :( and at the end in the worl trade center workes
muslimes too and they are killed too...what the terrorists thought ?! they have to rot in
hell mileydemifan95 10 months ago METEKHAN31 10 months ago oil wars...nothing
more. only the show for your revenge emotions...psychological mass mobilization!
METEKHAN31 10 months ago TheSimpleplan98ludde 10 months ago :`(
TheSimpleplan98ludde 10 months ago MrDrowsOne 10 months ago ive got a project on
9 11 and if anyone could give me their opinion it would be much appreciated : - D just
message me MrDrowsOne 10 months ago withloveshirley 10 months ago i also have a
project on this. very hard to do sia . LOL withloveshirley 10 months ago TheYanh81 10
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam It's so horrible...
TheYanh81 10 months ago SacTownVideos 10 months ago ..... her crying is so sad
SacTownVideos 10 months ago jocinondemhaterzmen 10 months ago i dont mean for an
argument, i was just basically saying neither Muslims nor Americans are to blame for
this, its the unseen forces controlling the government that is...as the senator guy from film
"Shooter": there are no Sunnis nor Shiites, Democrats nor Republicans its not about
religion nor national identity its these manipulative bastards using 9/11 to introduce acts
like USA Patriot Act to remove freedom of information and betray the
Amendment/constitution. every US president bar 2 masons jocinondemhaterzmen 10
months ago LightningMan21 10 months ago i did not like the bush government...but didnt
you all hear the lady at 12:17/18...it was a military plane....smells like a cover up & that
bush who ever else with him we're behind this whole thing!!!!!! along with numerous
other videos showing that the building was rigged with demo explosives, along with
building 7 as well, the last of the buildings to fall! LightningMan21 10 months ago dbizley
10 months ago Whilst it was a tragedy, don't get me wrong, it certainly was - You gotta
say that the American reaction of invading two countries and killing 850,000 Iraqis (and
however many Afghanis) was just a tad OTT, surely? Should have taken a class in
"Proportionate response to terrorism 101" dbizley 10 months ago SSColonelA18 10
months ago show hide TIMMMBBBERRRR!!!!! at 14:09 lol SSColonelA18 10 months
ago inaciom116 10 months ago Those fucki'n talibans are just jaleous for still being living
in caves while the rest of the world lives in tall high-tech buildings, i bet. WW2 was a big
disaster for hummanity indeed (some of my familiy members died in it) but i think that
this situation wihth the talibans can be worst. If they ever manage to lay their filthy
hands onto a nuclear bomb, we (infidels), are pretty much fucked. they wont be needong
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to crate a hhuge army, just drop the bomb and its done. inaciom116 10 months ago
MJlova07 10 months ago Do your research before you jump to stupid conclusions You
sound so soppy about the talibans being jealous. MJlova07 10 months ago coooooombi
10 months ago Q33 NY ( Q33 the number from the aircraft ) Type in "Q33 NY" in word
and Text type "Wingdings" coooooombi 10 months ago MJlova07 10 months ago I
already have done What's your point? MJlova07 10 months ago coooooombi 10 months
ago Text type must be "Wingdings" coooooombi 10 months ago MJlova07 10 months ago
You trying to be funny? I tried that about a year ago it's a plane, two towers,skull and
bones and the star of david Like I said so what's your point? MJlova07 10 months ago
TheYanh81 10 months ago Comment removed AlishaandGeorgina123 10 months ago 5
horrible its just horrible... AlishaandGeorgina123 10 months ago 5 EmoSkywalker7 10
months ago :(:(:(:( EmoSkywalker7 10 months ago aabmmd 10 months ago show hide
hahahahahaha aabmmd 10 months ago lararox 10 months ago not all muslims hate
america? really now....isn't it in their "holy book" to "hate" and "kill" all people who are
not Muslim, or belong to their country....sounds like they do sir lararox 10 months ago
islammedeniyeti 10 months ago ı think stupidben999 is enemy of muslims . muslims are
not terrorist. islammedeniyeti 10 months ago stupidben999 10 months ago i am so sorry.
it is few of them are extreme, i should not think both of them are like this. anyway, the
muslim who was extreme and ATTACK INNOCENT AMERICAN IN 9/11, WE
SHOULD HATE. stupidben999 10 months ago islammedeniyeti 10 months ago
Comment removed prozie286 10 months ago Is it just me or can you hear her heart
beating in the beginning??!!! OMG prozie286 10 months ago HeyyyGuyyy 10 months
ago All those musslim fuckers need to die a very very painful slow death HeyyyGuyyy
10 months ago J3FFH4RDYRUL3S 10 months ago 19:43 Holy dam
J3FFH4RDYRUL3S 10 months ago Lanverkabelung 10 months ago 9/11: The biggest lie
in history! Lanverkabelung 10 months ago dedskull23onrs 10 months ago :((
dedskull23onrs 10 months ago DreadfulDisasterXD 10 months ago I feel sorry for all that
lost their life than. I´m also feel sorry for them who lost someone close. Rest in peace!<3
DreadfulDisasterXD 10 months ago pnorbi93 10 months ago 2 there was hell pnorbi93
10 months ago 2 KevinMerck 10 months ago 'Architects and Engineers for 911 Truth
recentIy received acknowIedgement from the FBl's counterterrorism division, which
concIuded that the organization's core evidence deserves - and wiII get - FBl scrutiny. In a
letter, Deputy Director MichaeI Heimbach assessed AE 911's presentation as "backed by
thorough research and anaIysis.' - SiIicon WeekIy 84% of Americans reject offcial 9/11
story in NYT/CBS News PoII. Don't let a smaII and misguided minority stand in the way
of justice. KevinMerck 10 months ago ilikemenmecolin 10 months ago show hide why
never forget 9/11??? what happend? something good? ilikemenmecolin 10 months ago
cavegirl1985 10 months ago 2 people if you really wanna know the truth about
9/11search for the documentry 'ZERO' trust me it wiil all make sense. cavegirl1985 10
months ago 2 mabelmann11 10 months ago das ist ja schreklich wiso hatten die militer
flugzeuge?? mabelmann11 10 months ago Moo0sh 10 months ago George bush is fucked
up! Moo0sh 10 months ago ajogg 10 months ago What a dumbass ajogg 10 months ago
ravishethwala 10 months ago this is sad! ravishethwala 10 months ago ravishethwala 10
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months ago was there military plane! ravishethwala 10 months ago icannot403 10 months
ago 3 It is saddening and disappointing to come to a video that pays tribute to a horrible
event in the lives of millions of people and see nothing but hate and bitterness on the
comments. God bless America. God bless the world. And let's hope that someday, the
immaturity will stop. icannot403 10 months ago 3 cavegirl1985 10 months ago
@icannot403 your right it is saddening to see all this hate in the world,but there are some
facts about 9/11 that havent been answerd,i have tried to move on and ignore it, but its
too diffuclut to ignore,who ever done this horendus crime will have to pay and i hope the
truth comes out. r.i.p everyone who lost their life on 11/9/01 cavegirl1985 10 months ago
JessaSara1981 10 months ago Are you and Idiot...no one deserve this to happen, no one.
Not the US not the middle east. You are a jacka! How could you say what goes around
comes around? How could you say that the people in those building, on the plane and on
the ground deserved to die that way? They didn't you idiot!!! No one deserves what
happened, no one. People lost family members and it is just not right at all. I just can't
understand why you said that, I just don't get it??? JessaSara1981 10 months ago
avatar51 10 months ago show hide USA got a taste of their own medicine. Yes no one
"INNOCENT" deserves to die, but comon its ok to shoot down a civilian plain with
INNOCENT people because the crew on the navy ship was looking for "ACTION" they
even got a celebration when they returned back to port!. Even to this day the usa invading
iraq innocent lives that were lost because of it!!! so what we turn a blind eye to that but
the whole world must care when USA got attacked? no sorry i dont give a shit and i hope
it happens again avatar51 10 months ago avatar51 10 months ago I was watching the Iran
Air flight 655 where the US navy ship shot them down i could not believe it and yes they
still maintained their innocence Now i feel better after sep 11 what goes around comes
around US had this coming and then some avatar51 10 months ago maddenDOG3000 10
months ago how long did it take to post this video maddenDOG3000 10 months ago
Qoable 10 months ago Remember .. there are worst thing happen in this world .. than
world trade center attack .. America is overeacted! Like this is the worst shit that has ever
happen in the whole universe .. Qoable 10 months ago Qoable 10 months ago Dont blame
all muslim for what the terrorist did .. come on .. we are all smarter than that .. just
because those terrorist was a muslim doesnt mean aaaaaaall muslim are! .. i think if Usa
have a better president then George Bush .. none of this would happen .. they hate Bush
cause he killed many muslim like in Iraq .. and whos paying for his mistake? innocent
people .. hes the worst president Usa ever had .. remember .. Qoable 10 months ago
PegasusCharlotte 10 months ago this video made me speechless, i can't imagine the horror
these people went through, i feel sick to my stomach just watching it, knowing that
thousands have been killed. To experience firsthand like those people filming it did...must
have been traumatizing for them PegasusCharlotte 10 months ago kevy06 10 months ago
always look out the towers for planes whistles akways look out the towers for planes
whistles kevy06 10 months ago unconnected123 10 months ago omg at 7:34 you can see
the guy falling out of the tower its a lilltle black dot falling down unconnected123 10
months ago stupidben999 10 months ago Comment removed stupidben999 10 months
ago Comment removed jocinondemhaterzmen 10 months ago so its ok for the US (Jesuit,
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Mason) to pillage countries and fund outlier agents in order to hide their involvement and
identity and use the atomic bomb, the worst weapon in the history of the world but for a
"terrorist" attack that was just a pretext for something deeper (like pearl harbour) the US
in all its "might" invade and bleed the country of former Persia dry...its just sickening
how the people that govern the government cannot be stopped in their quest to gain more
power jocinondemhaterzmen 10 months ago awesomecdiperson 10 months ago your an
idiot. Don't bother responding to this because you will not change my opinion. sure the
United States is corrupt as hell but there was no excuse for this idiotic terrorist attack
awesomecdiperson 10 months ago maxwolf20594 10 months ago I must say thats the
best Video of the 11th September 2001! I had never seen so great film material!! So great
this video maxwolf20594 10 months ago Slimcase85 10 months ago 2 Thanks for
uploading this great material. Literally gives it all a new wiev. Slimcase85 10 months ago 2
MrDavidsalazar12 10 months ago IDGAF wat happened here. who care our lord is
coming 4 us n were all goin 2 be saved by him n his angels. MrDavidsalazar12 10 months
ago thaistreet408 10 months ago Comment removed cylinder4ify 10 months ago Sky
mommy in the background, narrating, crying and keepin us all infomed. Yes, we see all the
people running away ;( cylinder4ify 10 months ago Dodi9914 10 months ago show hide
kabooooooooooooom !!!!! Dodi9914 10 months ago Muppet933 10 months ago 7 fuck
you dodi9914 Muppet933 10 months ago 7 stupidben999 10 months ago fuck you
dodi9914 lots of people died in this attack i dont think this is funny stupidben999 10
months ago MrSkaterboyz 10 months ago well the key suspect is osama bin lantin
MrSkaterboyz 10 months ago dfse12 10 months ago Comment removed
clk4301111111111 10 months ago Comment removed betteboop57 10 months ago Thank
you for sharing your terrifying footage. Thank goodness for whiever that man was with
you. He was quite calm. I'd like to have him with me in any kind of emergency. God
Bless all those we lost that horrific day. betteboop57 10 months ago baronvoncazin 10
months ago Booooom! Owned baronvoncazin 10 months ago CaptainTappy 10 months
ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam FAAAAAAAKE!!!
CaptainTappy 10 months ago lewisjohn282 10 months ago that shit was real
lewisjohn282 10 months ago kingofcrazylegs 10 months ago yep kingofcrazylegs 10
months ago lilt5113 10 months ago thats not fake you dumb ass thats real! lilt5113 10
months ago stupidben999 10 months ago Comment removed CaptainTappy 10 months
ago ''connect the police then'' wtf you gonna say ''(puts on FUCKING retarded american
accent) Duuuhh hello is this 911, it is? ok there is this guy on yourtubes and he says 911
is fake, duuuuuuh can u arrest him'' lol fucking reject peace out praise Allah
CaptainTappy 10 months ago scorchers18 10 months ago Fuck you and your Allah there
is no reason for you to ddiscriminate america what hav we done to the muslim? For
Christ's sakes we have one as our damn president! All who was behind this attack is
getting what they diserve! an all around great American Ass Whoopin'! I just feel sorry
for our troops that have to be over there defending our country so that everyone can have
a damn youtube to diss this country. scorchers18 10 months ago scorchers18 10 months
ago That was to Captain Tippy BTW scorchers18 10 months ago thieven 10 months ago
you're obviously a moron....you should do the world a favor and not talk...hmm what
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have the americans done to muslims? this little response box is not enough room for me to
elaborate, but trust me....along with the muslim world your precious country has been
steadily ass-fucking most of the world since it began stealing Africans to build up its
wealth through their slave labor...go read some books about US and C.I.A. involvment in
Asia, Africa, the Middle East, South America... thieven 10 months ago TYLERTOMS 10
months ago amricans rule TYLERTOMS 10 months ago thieven 10 months ago at
what....sucking cock? save your nationalism...china's set to squash you thieven 10 months
ago MissingnoFiles 10 months ago Yes but do we have black slaves now? No maybe for
farmers today to hire them to pick fruit for pay but not slaves moron MissingnoFiles 10
months ago thieven 10 months ago ok...i'm just gonna assume you're not white and just
stupid because you missed the point, which is Americans need to stop acting ignorant
and take notice of what the people representing America do globally and take action or
face more attacks... I was responding to the ass that asked what America has ever done to
anybody. thieven 10 months ago thieven 10 months ago And although this conversation
has nothing to do with race over 1/3 of the 2.3+ million inmates are black male and your
penal system is nothing more than glorified forced labor camps which have been
compared to China's labor camps...put it together... poverty+ war on drugs+large amount
of incarcerated black men+forced labor in the prison systems= yes, you do still have
enslaved black ppl asshole. thieven 10 months ago thieven 10 months ago I dont believe
in war....period....and I'm not muslim...but reality is reality...go around fucking with
people all over the world and sooner or later some shit like this will pop off...and 850000
dead Iraqis had nothing to do with this, did they get what they deserve? You should
support your troops coming home safely instead of being sent off to kill and die...and
your president ISN'T muslim...honestly the stupidity of your general population is
painful to think about. thieven 10 months ago jacqueline509 10 months ago uhm... wow.
very graphic =[ jacqueline509 10 months ago zaiagamble 10 months ago DONT
BELIEVE WHAT HAPPENED zaiagamble 10 months ago RoxyGirlFly 10 months ago
yo..i think you could see the smoke from pennsylvania and new jersey.. :O RoxyGirlFly
10 months ago dmode325 10 months ago hahah i think i heard barney in the background!
but outstanding video, i must say! dmode325 10 months ago CooINewYorker 10 months
ago show hide USA=House of Israe GO TO THE HELL USA CooINewYorker 10
months ago beastking55 10 months ago screw you you dont like it here then get out ass
hole beastking55 10 months ago stupidben999 10 months ago Comment removed
islammedeniyeti 10 months ago And if you are in doubt as to that which We have
revealed to Our servant, then produce a chapter like it and call on your witnesses besides
Allah if you are truthful. But if you do (it) not and never shall you do (it), then be on
your guard against the fire of which men and stones are the fuel; it is prepared for the
unbelievers.(from QURAN) islammedeniyeti 10 months ago islammedeniyeti 10 months
ago The love of desires, of women and sons and hoarded treasures of gold and silver and
well bred horses and cattle and tilth, is made to seem fair to men; this is the provision of
the life of this world; and Allah is He with Whom is the good goal (of life).
(thefamilyofimran14) islammedeniyeti 10 months ago islammedeniyeti 10 months ago
Say:Shall I tell you what is better than these? For those who guard (against evil) are
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gardens with their Lord, beneath which rivers flow, to abide in them, and pure mates and
Allah's pleasure; and Allah sees the servants.(thefamilyofimran 15) islammedeniyeti 10
months ago giantgreenbuddy 10 months ago ok.....WHY....couldnt we see the shot of the
military plane??? it seems to be edited out...hasnt anyone else noticed? giantgreenbuddy
10 months ago 4ninja1 10 months ago show hide shutup islam everyone hopes you die in
your sleep fucking fag lots of ppl died because of your contry so fuck off and go back
4ninja1 10 months ago islammedeniyeti 10 months ago 2 ı'm from turkey. ı'm from not
ırak, not afghanistan , and iranıen. ı'm only a muslim.ı have not killed any person up to
now , muslims are not terrorist islammedeniyeti 10 months ago 2 Sharky2055 10 months
ago islammedeniyeti The Islamic extremist terrorists claim to be Muslims. Sharky2055 10
months ago Tabipk 10 months ago show hide wht do u think abt America who has ruined
Iraq and Afghanistan and killed innocnet people. U USA dman stop fucking up their
asshole and shutup sucking muslims cocks Tabipk 10 months ago islammedeniyeti 10
months ago But if you do(it)not and never shall you do(it),then be on your guard against
the fire of which men and stones are the fuel;it is prepared for the unbelievers(from Quran
) islammedeniyeti 10 months ago sernerone 10 months ago tutto questo è stato
assurdo...dopo quasi 9 anni sembra tutto un ricordo di un vecchio film.. tutto tace come
quelle 3000 povere vite..... sernerone 10 months ago stupidben999 10 months ago fuck
islamic extremists and , they killed lots of innocent amercians ! although they are
unhappy about USA government, they can't did this ! we are so sad ! i really want to kill
all the people who was from Iraq !! stupidben999 10 months ago islammedeniyeti 10
months ago we are not terrorist islammedeniyeti 10 months ago zyphoid666 10 months
ago 3 Iraq didn't do this dumbshit... zyphoid666 10 months ago 3 FEMKE2631 10
months ago it must not happing r.i.p allll FEMKE2631 10 months ago ezeegang 10
months ago 5 i support islammedeniyeti..... ezeegang 10 months ago 5 stupidben999 10
months ago Comment removed cavegirl1985 10 months ago @stupidben999 iraq had
nothing to do with 9/11. americas the real terrorists. 2 million people in vietnam. 1.5
million in iraq were killed. you obvously wont see that on the 'televisons',because your
ignorant. BUT 9/11 WAS STILL WRONG,THERES NO WAY TO JUSTIFY KILLING
INNOCENT PEOPLE. cavegirl1985 10 months ago stupidben999 10 months ago
Comment removed cavegirl1985 10 months ago @stupidben999 your english is awful,i
cant understand you. cavegirl1985 10 months ago FEMKE2631 10 months ago hi this not
funnny it noob the plain are crased that are noobd FEMKE2631 10 months ago
islammedeniyeti 10 months ago 2 The seven heavens declare His glory and the earth
(too), and those who are in them; and there is not a single thing but glorifies Him with His
praise, but you do not understand their glorification; surely He is Forbearing, Forgiving.
(The Israelites 44) islammedeniyeti 10 months ago 2 islammedeniyeti 10 months ago 2
And if you are in doubt as to that which We have revealed to Our servant, then produce a
chapter like it and call on your witnesses besides Allah if you are truthful. But if you do
(it) not and never shall you do (it), then be on your guard against the fire of which men
and stones are the fuel; it is prepared for the unbelievers.(the cow 23-24) this is in the
Quran which is our holy book islammedeniyeti 10 months ago 2 islammedeniyeti 10
months ago 3 The love of desires, of women and sons and hoarded treasures of gold and
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silver and well bred horses and cattle and tilth, is made to seem fair to men; this is the
provision of the life of this world; and Allah is He with Whom is the good goal (of life)
Say:Shall I tell you what is better than these? For those who guard (against evil) are
gardens with their Lord, beneath which rivers flow, to abide in them,and pure mates and
Allah's pleasure;and Allah sees the servants(thefamily of imran14-15) islammedeniyeti 10
months ago 3 islammedeniyeti 10 months ago 2 The last holy book is QURAN. GOD İS
THE GREATEST. America has been killed many innocent muslim people up to now.
some times muslims can attack like you,.I don't sure whether september 11 is muslim
attack or not. . Muslims are good people in daily life, we are not terrorist.
islammedeniyeti 10 months ago 2 matty2384 10 months ago i was 4 blocks away. it felt
like a nightmare. RIP. I miss you Jenna and Claudia my beautiful sisters. ill see you again
in Heaven. I Love You from Matt your little brother matty2384 10 months ago
stupidben999 10 months ago Comment removed islammedeniyeti 10 months ago 3 The
last holy book is QURAN.America has been killed many innocent muslim people up to
now.some times muslims can attack like you.I don't sure whether september 11 is muslim
attack or not. .Muslims are good people in daily life, we are not terrorist islammedeniyeti
10 months ago 3 bxnyfordham 10 months ago i remember watching this from the roof of
my fordham university dorm. I was a newa freshman. i will never forget that till I die. The
words of these people were what we all were thinking bxnyfordham 10 months ago
dehPears 10 months ago oh god! thats lots of smoke!!! dehPears 10 months ago
ClayOllett 10 months ago show hide lol this is funny i like the beggining ClayOllett 10
months ago shiko3010 10 months ago You have seen in this day happens every day in
Gaza, women and children and the elderly, and men die without doing anything ..
shiko3010 10 months ago henkeshhenkesh 10 months ago Death to america the cildren
murder,,burn mother fucker burn henkeshhenkesh 10 months ago Sharky2055 10 months
ago @henkeshhenkesh Why? Sharky2055 10 months ago NAMENAMESS 10 months
ago good osame very goood NAMENAMESS 10 months ago NAMENAMESS 10
months ago ah ah ah innocent Americans...fuckking americanssss yeaaahhh.osame fuck
bitchhh americansss.. NAMENAMESS 10 months ago gothgirl128 10 months ago That
tragical horrible event was so heartbreaking that I cried for 45 minutes!! R.I.P & God
Bless America gothgirl128 10 months ago Dodi9914 10 months ago This has been flagged
as spam
show hide Not Spam God damn America !!! Dodi9914 10 months ago
Dodi9914 10 months ago God save the Queen ! Dodi9914 10 months ago lucascalypso1
10 months ago NOSSA INPRESSIONANTE lucascalypso1 10 months ago NanduDas 10
months ago there was some idiot in my school who thought they were tore down to build
a park NanduDas 10 months ago DAVENATER911 10 months ago omg she wasent even
freaking out. If that was me i would be trippin DAVENATER911 10 months ago
mike05005 10 months ago IMPACTANT!!!!! mike05005 10 months ago skatering42 10
months ago america is'nt bombing china cause they can actually defend themselfs
zyphoid.thats why we cant do shit about north korea building nuclear bombs.north korea
actually named places they would bomb if the us tried to stop them.we were thinking
about bombing iran cause there somewhat still a third world country.but if russia is
backing them up then its out of the question..face it the u.s has lost fucking half of the
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worlds support and has made that many more enemys for our childrean skatering42 10
months ago mike05005 10 months ago OH MY GOD!!! How FEELS be you!!! THAT
WAS SHOKING!!!! All that cloud on your FACE!!!! mike05005 10 months ago azerager
10 months ago Yes it not sure but there was many exercises of terrorists attacks made by
military on WTC twin towers before 9/11 making by military. It's very credible that it
was a military operation. Witness afirm that the aircraft didnt looks like 757 and it didnt
have windows. Surely the aircrafts got a rockets under hull and it has benn detonated in
moment when aircrafts hit twin towers. There are many videos showing this accident like
a strong flash. azerager 10 months ago elvee88 10 months ago it was a military plane ?
elvee88 10 months ago stupidben999 10 months ago Comment removed stupidben999 10
months ago Rest in peace to who die in 911 air-crash stupidben999 10 months ago
skatering42 10 months ago cause i live all the way in san francisco C.A
hahahahah.......fuck...we safe from attacks like this.only bitch ass new yorkers get
attacked.hahahahaha go terriorst....go osama...goo islam....booo america..death to
america.....death to you......listen to the bitch crying in the backround..hahah shut up
bitch...i just wished they could had killed more at the pentagon and the plane that went
down reached its target..that would had been epic skatering42 10 months ago
stupidben999 10 months ago you are a horrible person, 911 had not just died new
yorkers, where is your mind? why we should feel sad about it ? stupidben999 10 months
ago MichaelJacksonEverXD 10 months ago Something's wrong with you.. I hope you are
gonna get help some day.. Poor you, your fucking psycho.. MichaelJacksonEverXD 10
months ago PoetryHound 10 months ago All of America's misdeeds are well-documented,
just as the Al Qaeda attack on 9/11 is well documented. There are plenty of books,
investigative reports, official and unofficial appraisals, etc. So instead we should believe
Joe Blow's unaccountable, piece-of-shit conspiracy video? Sure, that just makes a lot of
sense. PoetryHound 10 months ago cylinder4ify 10 months ago I think its about time
Youtube archive this material, or just remove it. I mean c'mon, at this point in time, its no
longer informative and serves no other purpose but to gloat over peoples fate.
cylinder4ify 10 months ago skatering42 10 months ago whats sooo sad!!!!!americans
have killed thousands of innocent ppl but dont seem to care.....fuck america.i was happy
when the towers came down...why could'nt more ppl die..fuck skatering42 10 months ago
MindMyFist 10 months ago You are a sad strange individual. Im just glad I have
something to shot at in Iraq. MindMyFist 10 months ago apollosage 10 months ago why
couldnt you have died in the towers..fuck apollosage 10 months ago este5107 10 months
ago U r so lucky i dont know were u live cause i would kill ur fuckin terrorist ass just for
saying that, do u know how many ppl died just to make sure ur safe and ur gonna make
fun of that, grow the fuck up or shut the fuck up b4 i make u este5107 10 months ago
bobossama 10 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha-hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha-hahahahahahahaha
winnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn islam bobossama 10 months ago iancrav 10 months ago you
need ya head choppin off ya sick bastard! iancrav 10 months ago cylinder4ify 10 months
ago Dont worry about it. If one chooses to be in a constant state of hate, then thats there
problem. Do let it affect 'your' health and personality. The more u hate, the more aspirin
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u take;) cylinder4ify 10 months ago Patsbug66 10 months ago i cant fucking believe this
fuck. My dad is over in afganistan fighting shits fucks who did this. As a famous man
once said, "Why can't we all just get along" and truly, why cant we Patsbug66 10 months
ago Arkanii1 10 months ago I am from Germany and i remember that day:'( makes me
sad.. I feel pure hate, and when i would be the president, i would drop nuclear weapons
the same day on their country!! Arkanii1 10 months ago JanaeJaelin 10 months ago i
really appreciate this my brothers band from grants pass oregon this year was a tribute to
this and were going to the macys day parade nxt year too JanaeJaelin 10 months ago
TheLexiconDevil 10 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 911 was an inside job. TheLexiconDevil 10 months ago TheHumanSpirit 10 months ago
what happened was this: ISLAMISTS indiscriminately murdered thousands of people
that day: wives, husbands, brothers, sisters, mothers, fathers, sons and daughters...men,
women & children. and this is NOT fake, you malleable-minded imbecile... should it
really surprise us? consider all the terrorist attacks of recent times - ALL by islam. and of
ALL the major conflicts in the world today, nearly every last one of them is an instance
of islam INCAPABLE of getting along with its neighbor. TheHumanSpirit 10 months ago
ViperAti 10 months ago FAKE!!! ViperAti 10 months ago Sharky2055 10 months ago
There's nothing fake about 9/11. It happened, and Islamic extremists from Al Qaeda did
it. Sharky2055 10 months ago daewonsongpingpong 10 months ago I am an Australian
totally against terrorism i do not know who did it but i hope they burn in hell
daewonsongpingpong 10 months ago berloes 10 months ago well we all know it happened
there is evidence... you knoww videos showing the towers fell.. duh. but as to who did it..
cmon it wasnt islamic extremists... try and prove it.. with real evidence not some.. oh
they said it on the news and shit... berloes 10 months ago stupidben999 10 months ago
Comment removed MrJj23456789 10 months ago omg i would like to be there
MrJj23456789 10 months ago TheAmericanThinker 10 months ago 911 was an inside
job. infowars com TheAmericanThinker 10 months ago GoldenNik 10 months ago George
bush do it GoldenNik 10 months ago stupa95 10 months ago yes!! stupa95 10 months
ago Amyve1995 10 months ago I'm speechless.. This is so horrible. Amyve1995 10
months ago SWEMAGIC 10 months ago if you look closely you can see a falling
man/women SWEMAGIC 10 months ago Caiashit 10 months ago How can you people
say such horrible things?! I wish you where in that building and not all those innocent
people. Go play in the traffic you fucking loosers. Caiashit 10 months ago chicco80 10
months ago why it's cutted on minute 11:40? Why we can't see the plane? chicco80 10
months ago NIsForNice 10 months ago americans are retarded but no one deserves this.
NIsForNice 10 months ago Hasun2009 10 months ago show hide jaaaaaaaa
hAHHAHAHAHHA AMERICA = SHIT // America hats verdient zu verrecken !!!!!!
weiter so ich hoffe auf mehrer anschläge !! lg Hasun2009 10 months ago eaglesheavyhitter
10 months ago fuck you dude that shits not funny eaglesheavyhitter 10 months ago
Herzlos666 10 months ago dann jag du dich doch in die luft, euch kanacken braucht eh
keiner, ausser eure esel, die ihr in den arsch fickt^^ Herzlos666 10 months ago
Hasun2009 10 months ago @Herzlos666 ich will dich in den arsch ficken !! ;);)
Hasun2009 10 months ago Mcmonroe36 10 months ago Amazing heartbreaking video!
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And to all the people that have something negative to say about America and how 'We'
had this coming, I just want to say God have mercy on you're souls, cause you're going to
need it. This was an awful thing to happen to anyone and it broke my heart even if I was
11 hours away from NYC. God Bless America and much <3 to ALL of us! Mcmonroe36
10 months ago henf5671 10 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam hahaha. what are you going to say next? that the landing on the moon was fake too?
please listen to yourself. the landing on the moon was real and 911 was not an inside job.
henf5671 10 months ago henf5671 10 months ago Comment removed DrGreenthumb911
10 months ago show hide this is cool DrGreenthumb911 10 months ago dandrec7 10
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam this is some funny ass
shit,death to america dandrec7 10 months ago crumitieblvd 10 months ago Geez you
people are pretty repulsive. Someone uploades a video showing the twin towers crashing,
which killed so many people, and you guys are bashing on people with the same
ethnicity of the terrorists that destroyed the tower. It was TERRORISTS not all indian,
muslum, hindu african people.. I didn't know anyone in the tower, nore was i even there,
but you people need to learn to respect other people. TO THE OWNER OF THIS
VIDEO, i think you should disable comments :l crumitieblvd 10 months ago TeenTards
10 months ago show hide this is what you get for killing women and children in overseas
and different countries for decades. everything has a consquence my friends. TeenTards
10 months ago crumitieblvd 10 months ago What a horrible person you are. I know a man
who went to save all these people and he developed a lung disorder because of this.
There's no reason why this should happen. Idk what race you are or w.e but every
country has done something horrible, and this is by no means something to make up for
it. crumitieblvd 10 months ago DeedsResearcher 10 months ago TeenTards, you
obviously have not read much History. We don't go to war for the purposes of conquest.
We HAVE gone to war in order to liberate others, such as in WW I and II. During WW II,
we sent 16,000,000 of our best half-way around the world in BOTH directions. We
Liberated France, and all we asked was enough land to bury our own dead. Nothing else.
We fought Japan AFTER they atttacked us at Pearl Harbor. Understand this: We have
the right to defend ourselves, and we will continue to do so. DeedsResearcher 10 months
ago berloes 10 months ago deedsresearcher.. interesting coincidence that you just mention
the cases in which the US had a real reason for invading a sovereign country.. lets see..
just after WWII (only a few): 1953 - Iranian Coup d'etat (CIA planned) 1959-75 Vietnam War 1961 - Bay of Pigs 1963 - US backed assasination of South Vietnam
President Diem 1965 - Dominican Republic 1968 - Cambodia and Laos 1973 - Funding
Israel in Yom Kippur War 1973 - Coup in Chile. Assasinating President Salvador
Allende. berloes 10 months ago berloes 10 months ago cont. 1973 - After killing
democratically elected Allende, US installs dictator Pinochet. 1977 - CIA supports
military leaders in El Salvador 1980 - Training Bin Laden to kill Soviets 1980-87 - IranIraq War (funding both sides at the same time) 1981 - Training Contras for conflict in
Nicaragua 1989 - Killing Manuel Noriega, President of Panama, also a CIA agent and drug
dealer, after illegaly helping him gain power. 1999 - Kosovo conflict 2001 - Afghanistan
2003 - Iraq need i say more?? berloes 10 months ago DeedsResearcher 10 months ago 2
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Much that needs to be said but space is short. VietNam:we were opposing the spread of
Communism. Good fight.Afghanistan and Iraq: we are fighting terrorism. Good fight!
Keep them busy there so they don't have the opportunity to spread their garbage here.
Funding Israel was to support the only Democracy in the Middle East. Good one. In all
of these cases, the USA did not seek territory, so we were not there to conquer. Conquest
was never our objective. Case closed. DeedsResearcher 10 months ago 2 zyphoid666 10
months ago Vietnam was proven to be wrong and what if Middle Eastern countries don't
want Americanized democracy? Iraq had nothing to do with this event btw. China isn't an
American-style democracy but the U.S. isn't fuckbombing the hell out of them and
they've got some serious human rights problems going on. Many many holes abound in
your horseshit "rah rah kill'em all" logic. zyphoid666 10 months ago DeedsResearcher 10
months ago Stopping the spread of communism can never be considered "wrong". It's an
evil system where the government tells you what you have to do. The end of
Communism was good for the free world. Youngsters like yourself need to learn the
realities of life before making rash judgements. As for democracy, Israel IS a democracy,
and has been since it's inception. We will continue to support them because they do
believe in freedom for their people. End of discussion, son. DeedsResearcher 10 months
ago zyphoid666 10 months ago Well dad, I'm 31 and China is a communist country but
the U.S. isn't doing jack shit about that so way to fail. Vietnam was indeed wrong and has
been proven as such time and again (I guess you get all giggly inside over the photos of
those children who were burned by napalm running from that village thinking "yay ending
communism"). Geezers like yourself should be way better researched in the realities of
war and geopolitics before casting stones. End of discussion gramps. zyphoid666 10
months ago berloes 10 months ago ok so you americans claim to represent freedom.. yet
you attack and see as evil anyone who doesn't think like you do.. do you know that the
definition of sovereignty is?? it means you dont go to another fucking country and bomb
the hell out of it just cause you dont agree with it. What wrong was Vietnam doing to the
US?? Nicaragua?? Panama?? Chile?? Afghanistan?? Support democracy in the ME?? The
israeli prime minister is a puppet for the US and NATO.. yet you say that is democracy?
berloes 10 months ago foshooooooo 10 months ago You are a fucking idiot. I dont need to
explain further. foshooooooo 10 months ago scorchers18 10 months ago berloes stfu you
dont have any damn clue what your talking about get a damn education before you start
running your mouth about this country. scorchers18 10 months ago berloes 10 months
ago why is it that you say i have no clue about what im talking about? give me facts you
moron not just your stupid opinion. is it so hard to face the fact that the US throughout
its whole history (especially after WWII) has been attacking and defame any country that
doesn't follow the same ideology as you?? tell me why is it so wrong (and a reason to be
invaded) to believe that socialism is the correct system (example)? isn't freedom what you
praise yourselves on (freedom of thought in this case)? berloes 10 months ago
scorchers18 10 months ago socialism takes away freedom dumbass. there is absolutely no
freedom involved in socialism and has far surpassed capitalism in both economic
malfunction and moral cruelty. scorchers18 10 months ago Dodi9914 10 months ago
show hide fuck you! US does not represent freedom at all! fuck Oncle Sam ! Dodi9914
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10 months ago ItsRonBitches 10 months ago apparently wherever you're from doesn't
represent literacy...it's Uncle Sam..Clown ItsRonBitches 10 months ago zyphoid666 10
months ago Yeah The Patriot Act is a beacon of civil liberties... zyphoid666 10 months
ago absnl 10 months ago you're stupid! these were innocent people, you heartless. absnl
10 months ago Touboulie6 10 months ago show hide it was not a terrorist attack it the
government Touboulie6 10 months ago MyFlipNWorld 10 months ago 2 OMG
MyFlipNWorld 10 months ago 2 PS3GAM3R4LIF3 10 months ago damn sucks you
guys had to watch that shit PS3GAM3R4LIF3 10 months ago apathysucksb7 10 months
ago can u say CONTROLLED DEMOLITION? apathysucksb7 10 months ago
gethigh213 10 months ago if you look at thge smoke comin to the window at the time of
20:46 second you see SATIN commin out of the smoke and looks like hes commin from
the ground thats scary stuff ..... God Bless the people that died in this moment and BLess
there Familys.. gethigh213 10 months ago ingram2431 10 months ago id shit my pants
seein the dust comig twards me ingram2431 10 months ago jihaaaaad 10 months ago
VICTORY AGAINST THE INFIDEL! jihaaaaad 10 months ago dblasonato 10 months
ago why dont you just leave this pathetic video commenting out and get to what you do
best....bashing up your wife then make some more evil babies. and when they turn 12 give
them an AK-47 for their birthday....and maybe a grenade or 2 if they have behaved.
dblasonato 10 months ago u4getit 10 months ago go fuck your sheep asshole u4getit 10
months ago indianpatriot 10 months ago 3 U got internet in Afghanistan? indianpatriot 10
months ago 3 DonPhilip84 10 months ago thank you for sharing this very private video
of your experience of that horrile sad and shocking event. can't believe some of the
comments that are still being made about this day. my best wishes and kind regards from
germany. DonPhilip84 10 months ago jfarris4417 10 months ago Comment removed
Angelberry08 10 months ago I wont Angelberry08 10 months ago boroboy99999 10
months ago very scary but how did she manage too miss everything or was it just editing
boroboy99999 10 months ago AboutHreinzi 10 months ago religious fanaticism is the
main cause of this no government,no corporations just religious nuts AboutHreinzi 10
months ago 22kiki33 10 months ago tht must of been so scary watchin the dust and
smoke come towards you 22kiki33 10 months ago wildnutria 10 months ago 12:16, now
think about this, seen first hand... wildnutria 10 months ago wildnutria 10 months ago
WOW what a USA inside job, people wake up, your goverment is a big part of this.....It
was a military plane!!!! wildnutria 10 months ago GhostHunterification 10 months ago
@wildnutria it was not a military plane! It was a passengers plane but not with
passengers, or I dont know what I belive on but on thing I know, it was US who did this
thing. They need a reason to attack Iraq, after 9/11 they get it. That what I belive on, but
I don't think it was a military plane. GhostHunterification 10 months ago wildnutria 10
months ago 12:16 listen what they say.. wildnutria 10 months ago GhostHunterification
10 months ago So if I said, it was a helicopter, should you belive me? Just same thing that
I said 1+1=22. You can't belive anyone without prove. We can't see the crash so we
doesn't know if it was a military plane or not. Sorry for VERY bad english
GhostHunterification 10 months ago PS3GAM3R4LIF3 10 months ago But they did and
thats what they say they saw so thats what it must have been PS3GAM3R4LIF3 10
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months ago GhostHunterification 10 months ago Everyone look at the North Tower
when Flight 175 crash into the South Tower and decied what it was for sort of plane it
impossible, I mean the planes had a speed over 800KM/H. For ours eyes it is impossible
to see which plane it was. Your choice. GhostHunterification 10 months ago
DeedsResearcher 10 months ago 800 KM per hour is some 500 Miles per hour. While
they are capable of such speeds, neither plane was flying anywhere near that speed just
prior to impact. There are enough videos to prove that fact! DeedsResearcher 10 months
ago GhostHunterification 10 months ago I live in Sweden, and I have seen couple of
movies on swedish and in every movie the name the speed, they said'' it is impossible to
the airplane to fly so low and so fast. I belive on my thing and you belive on yours.
GhostHunterification 10 months ago DeedsResearcher 10 months ago Very bad
English...ESPECIALLY if you are Swedish and attended Swedish schools, where English
is compulsory for 6 years. I've hosted exchange students from Sweden, and all had
excellent skills in English. You can do better, but you need some work. Good luck!
DeedsResearcher 10 months ago GhostHunterification 10 months ago We are nine(9)
millions who live in Sweden. Some people can talk English very good but can't write it so
good. Some people can write good but don't talk good. I think it is wrong to compare
what other people do. We talk about WTC, not about my grammar or my English. I've
still young and I still learning. GhostHunterification 10 months ago ServeTheServents 10
months ago Man.. This is so sad... You can only imagine the horror of the people in the
buildings aswel as the passengers in the planes.. It would be so much more than the rest
of America and the world went through. ServeTheServents 10 months ago cornskid 10
months ago You can figure out which building she was in when she filmed it by using
google earth. Last year when the Airbus ditched in the river I believe this would have been
visible from the same vantage point, I hope she saw it as well. It would be nice if she
did....no one was killed in that one. Either way you look at it, it's a hell of a view.
cornskid 10 months ago Blazerkid007 10 months ago it is very sad Blazerkid007 10
months ago Andreware 10 months ago Thank you for uploading this. Can't believe the
comments though. Andreware 10 months ago irisstars 10 months ago this also shows the
ufo so i knw i aint crazyafter the second hit!!! irisstars 10 months ago svaughn4 10
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam MUSLIMS ROCK!
svaughn4 10 months ago Leonterminator990 10 months ago 911? Leonterminator990 10
months ago thecowsgomoo1 10 months ago 2 wtf? theyer just watching the world trade
center burn down and say oh no there might be a tarerist in a calm voice!! crap them
thecowsgomoo1 10 months ago 2 devilishcow999 10 months ago cuz they dont kno wats
happening devilishcow999 10 months ago frontin111 10 months ago cool new yorker ur a
gay fag and a discrase to the usa y did u say f usa ur a gay frontin111 10 months ago
steelcells 11 months ago i think you were too cocky with your time in the video camera
because of that now i dont know what the explodtions looked like steelcells 11 months
ago filthynumber1 11 months ago i find it very ironic that the one piece of footage i was
interested in seeing the most is the one piece of footage u are missing in the entire
video!...how u missed it i dont know filthynumber1 11 months ago FreakyForrest 11
months ago The only thing more painful than watching this video is listening to these
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douches share thier completely idiodic commentary. FreakyForrest 11 months ago
timmythefishingguy 11 months ago It's a bird, it's a plane. Oh no it's a plane!!!
timmythefishingguy 11 months ago CooINewYorker 11 months ago show hide thank you
Bin Ladn Fuck USA CooINewYorker 11 months ago karlosx8 11 months ago thank you
USA FUCK YOU karlosx8 11 months ago BinLadenFan1 11 months ago yeah! ALA
bless osama! BinLadenFan1 11 months ago fawaz8000 11 months ago U have to see
LOOCE CHANGE movie fawaz8000 11 months ago mentexbrazil 11 months ago Fodase os EUA. mentexbrazil 11 months ago jord8609 11 months ago how the fuck can she
say its a military plane..how fucking dumb jord8609 11 months ago Undebunkable 11
months ago Poor Edna. 9/11 inside job! Undebunkable 11 months ago gretaoberg 11
months ago rest in peace<3 gretaoberg 11 months ago henf5671 11 months ago Comment
removed jfarris4417 11 months ago REASONABLE SUSPICION Reasonable suspicion
is a legal standard in United States law that a person has been, is, or is about to be
engaged in criminal activity. A combination of particular facts, even if each is individually
innocuous, can form the basis of reasonable suspicion. PNAC, Iraq, Afghanistan =
Motive WTC Steel removal, 411 days until official investigation = Coverup 9/11
Commission Report = Incomplete 9/11 Perpetrators = ? Bush/Cheney = Guilty
Demeanor RE-INVESTIGATE 9/11!! jfarris4417 11 months ago Sharky2055 11 months
ago Farris You've got NO motive there.The steel had to be removed. Did you expect them
to leave the entire 4 storrey pile there with all the steel, debris, bodies until you 'truthers'
could come there and inspect it? The 9/11 Commission report was complete. The perps
are AlQaeda & has been proven in a US court of law. This isn't AlQaeda's 1st attack &
won't be the last. They've been attackign us & other countries all over the world since
1992. Are all the govt of those countries lying? Sharky2055 11 months ago jfarris4417 11
months ago You're either blind, ignorant or completely retarded. I like how you call
people who demand the truth "truthers", as if that is an insult. What should I call you
then? You're more like the three little monkeys, see no evil-hear no evil-speak no evil.
Get real. jfarris4417 11 months ago Sharky2055 11 months ago I'm neither. the truth
movement has more in common with a bowel movement, and far less appeal than one,
than anything else. Call me a realist. You've got nothing but conjectures, misconceptions
and inacurrate information that you've based your beliefs on. Sharky2055 11 months ago
jfarris4417 11 months ago I am not going to argue specifics with you fools anymore, if
you truly have an open mind (which most of you don't) the truth is out there waiting for
you to investigate. I am done with specific shit, you find it, I don't need specifics-because I have REASONABLE SUSPICION. And that is enough, no right minded sane
individual can honestly deny that there is REASONABLE SUSPICION. That alone
warrants another probe into 9/11. jfarris4417 11 months ago Sharky2055 11 months ago
You don't have any specific to go into. Infact, you've got nothing. That video you sent me
is a cartoon, as in it's fiction. There's NO reasonable suspicion unless you're a paranoid
crackpot, of which I'm certainly not. Sharky2055 11 months ago jfarris4417 11 months
ago You say paranoid crackpot, I say Reasonable Suspicion. There is Reasonable
Suspicion, if there weren't there would not be so many scientists, physicists, architects
and engineers arguing that there needs to be another investigation. You say my good
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government I say government plot. Did you watch the whole video? Did you watch the
part about thermite particles found in the dust of the WTC collapse? How could a gravity
induced collapse make powder of victims bones? Too many things don't add up.
jfarris4417 11 months ago Sharky2055 11 months ago There's nothing reasonable about it
because your conjections are based on misconceptions and false information. That's not
that hard to understand, is it? So many? There's a handful vs a world full. There was NO
thermite found in the dust. Thermite isn't even feasible to have been used. Steel beams
thousands pounds of concrete dirven by momentum & force can crush human bones.
When a human body is cremated the remains can be smashed with a mere mallet. Try
again. Sharky2055 11 months ago jfarris4417 11 months ago There are a lot of specifics
for "truthers" (or people who want the truth) to go on. There are many unanswered
questions about 9/11. I know you and the other "Government Believers" have heard
many specifics, you choose to ignore them, or you believe the trumped up explanations
the Gov't has provided for you. Just the fact that three steel framed buildings collapsed at
nearly free fall speed after 2 planes hit 2 buildings should raise questions. 3 birds with 2
stones? Doesn't make sense. jfarris4417 11 months ago Sharky2055 11 months ago
Jafarris There's only unanswered questions to those that can't comprehend or don't want
to comprehend the truth. Those explanations are sound, based on facts, science and
witnesses. The govt didn't provide what happened. They provided an accounting of it
based on evidence physical and as witnessed, given by everyday people going about their
mornings. Some of them died & some survived & some contributed in other ways. Steel
isn't impervious. If you knew what happened it would make sense. Sharky2055 11
months ago jfarris4417 11 months ago The physical evidence was never evaluated! The
steel from WTC was immediately removed. They never looked at the event from any
other angle other than a plane impact+fire induced collapse. They completely ignored any
evidence that might point to another explanation. It would be like someone being
murdered and the investigators immediately pointing the finger at one person, ignoring
anyone else. They built a case on only one explanation, and a flimsy case at that. 9/11
Commission Report is BS. jfarris4417 11 months ago DeedsResearcher 10 months ago
When Lee Harvey Oswald was murdered by Jack Ruby, they did not focus their
attention on anyone else, nor should they have bothered to do so. They had plenty of
film and photos of that murder. And yet, Ruby killed a man who had not yet been tried in
a court of law, as our country required before guilt is pronounced. Legally, Lee Harvey
Oswald is still not guilty of any crime. DeedsResearcher 10 months ago jfarris4417 11
months ago You call me and other "truthers" conspiracy theorists, yet you are
completely ignorant to the fact that the 9/11 Commission Report IS ALSO a conspiracy
theory. Why does the 9/11 commission report not have one single sentence about the
collapse of building 7? If that alone doesn't raise questions then you are just not willing to
ask questions. All of the unanswered questions in this case, however innocuous you
believe each one is, all add up to one thing--REASONABLE SUSPICION. Re-investigate
9/11 jfarris4417 11 months ago Sharky2055 11 months ago No, I'm not the ignorant one,
you are. The Commission REport a conspriacy, really? Why would they expose there
was NO link between Al-Qaeda & Hussein? Why would they expose that NORAD &
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the FAA bungled the intercept that day? Why would they expose the CIA & FBI along
w/ other agencies weren't working together or even sharing info/intell. WTC 7 was
collateral damage. It was NOT attacked as the WTCTowers were. Many FDNY chiefs
were concerned 7 would come down. I'm more than willing, when warranted Sharky2055
11 months ago jfarris4417 11 months ago I'm hardly ignorant, and I didn't mean to call
you ignorant. I'm not into personal attacks. There are many very credible people who do
not believe the Gov't explanation including people in the Gov't. Those things you listed
are even more of a reason to ask more questions. Bush/Cheney admin are known liars and
war profiteers. The very fact that we've concluded Sadaam had no WMD's, and the
reasons for going into Iraq are bogus, should lead one to ask questions about 9/11. 9/11 is
a shady deal too jfarris4417 11 months ago Sharky2055 11 months ago That's not a
personal attack. That's a fact. You're ignorant when it comes to 9/11. You don't know
your facts. If you did you'd know all this. Also, you wouldn't be basing your beliefs on
false information. I'm not interested in those that don't believe. They're also ignorant. It is
possible for people to live in a level of denial that can best be described as moronic. A
person can be genius in some respect & an idiot in others. Our govt isn't perfect, that
doesn't make it criminal. Sharky2055 11 months ago Sharky2055 11 months ago The govt
did NOT profit from the wars. IN fact it's bleeding our country dry in many ways.Iraq
has nothign to do with 9/11. The govt didn't provide it. They gave an accounting of it.
There were many people that died & survived giving evidence. eye witness accounts or
physical evidence. There were many local officials involved & hundreds of volunteers
from all over the country heilped in the days following. The govt wasn't in the Towers,
nor the planes. They just put the account of it 2gether Sharky2055 11 months ago
jfarris4417 11 months ago It's funny you would use the words "collateral damage". Do
you know the definition of those words? Here goes: Collateral damage" denotes accidental
damage to civilians and non-military property or lands during war, due to actions that did
not violate the laws of war. (Further) ....some feel the phrase is used these days as a
cynical euphemism for deaths of civilians. The term came into popular use among the
general public during the 1991 Gulf War. How true that Freudian slip was. jfarris4417 11
months ago Sharky2055 11 months ago NO, it was NO slip. We're AT war with islamic
extremists. They declared war on us back in 1992. They bombed Army barracks, US
embassies, the USS cole, hotels, nightclubs in different parts of the world. Then they
brought it to American soil in 1993, & still continue to wage war on us around the world
as well. So you're far off. The term's been in use for decades. Please, try to catch up now.
Sharky2055 11 months ago jfarris4417 11 months ago Comment removed TheJacqui2509
11 months ago this is the most saddest thing i have seen. just knowing that people were
dying as you were filming. my heart goes out to the families that have lost loved ones.
TheJacqui2509 11 months ago browxpr1d3r 11 months ago that shit was funny
browxpr1d3r 11 months ago Dodi9914 11 months ago on récolte ce que l'on sème....
Dodi9914 11 months ago bradbradallen 11 months ago 19:39... wow...just wow...
bradbradallen 11 months ago oOoThIeFoOo 11 months ago fucking Pakistan of shit and
this god dam bin laden can also die this mother fucker oOoThIeFoOo 11 months ago
Dodi9914 11 months ago tu es vraiment un con toi ! go fuck yourself.... Dodi9914 11
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months ago littlekaz3 11 months ago Thank you very much, I can rember that day like it
was yesterrday. i was in the forth grade and when i got home my parents told me what
had happened, but i had also relized how my grandfather was working on wall st at that
very time. he tells storys about this devestating attack. I rember our Great commander
and chife saying thoes encorging words at ground zero how he brought america back
toghter agian. Thank you for this great video littlekaz3 11 months ago Cuntlickerr 11
months ago a building is burning next door and u guys are filming?the logical and rational
thing is to get away from the danger-what if the terrorists decided to blow all the
buildings in the area? Cuntlickerr 11 months ago kafekahnela 11 months ago no one
realized at first that it was an actual attack.. most just thought it was a plane crash, an
accident.. no one thought it was deliberate at first kafekahnela 11 months ago
benzner4700 11 months ago I think it was the bush government who did this. zeitgeist
movie!!! benzner4700 11 months ago BinLadenFan1 11 months ago bin Laden destroyed
the Twin Towers because they did not stop the war with Pakistan, which suffered
thousands of villages ... He stopped wars and building peace, United States wishes to his
death ... BinLadenFan1 11 months ago fourthelder 11 months ago you gullable fuckball.
the government has had equipment for 30 years to say whatever the fuck they want to
say with whoevers voice they want to use. YOU DO YOUR RESEARCH FUCKING
UNEDUCATED MORON fourthelder 11 months ago MaxShamko 11 months ago This
is the most deatailed video of that day thx very much MaxShamko 11 months ago
Drenicaku1965 11 months ago SERBS TERRORIST END ALKAIDA Drenicaku1965 11
months ago jfarris4417 11 months ago Comment removed littlekaz3 11 months ago You
are stupit to belive this jfarris4417 bush did not do this. littlekaz3 11 months ago dark33r
11 months ago very authentic ! i think the best video recorded in there .. rest in peace all
those victims. dark33r 11 months ago lillyvalley65 11 months ago Que Deus ilumine
todas as almas perdidas nesta catastrofe. Death to Bin Laden and Alqaeda. lillyvalley65
11 months ago HazyStudioVideos 11 months ago dont seem very freaked out
HazyStudioVideos 11 months ago benjalez 11 months ago amen Honda benjalez 11
months ago polkovnik50 11 months ago Да, это ужасно... polkovnik50 11 months ago
ndzordz 11 months ago Да.. ужас!!! ndzordz 11 months ago iPawd65 11 months ago my
uncle's first wife died when 9/11 happened :( iPawd65 11 months ago Wakesetter1421 11
months ago 2 why is this video edited before the plane strikes the building
Wakesetter1421 11 months ago 2 nathanJazz 11 months ago any body heard that it was a
"millitary plane" ?? she said so her self 12:16!! nathanJazz 11 months ago Korbs21 10
months ago why the hell would a military plane crash into their own buildings... still sad
:(
RIP
Korbs21
10
months
ago
TheTodd1977
11
months
ago
zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz-zzzzz..... TheTodd1977 11 months ago
purequality08 11 months ago shut up honda900 your the ignerant person innocent
people died that day so show some fucking consideration purequality08 11 months ago
FaithIsAnnoyed 11 months ago Comment removed honda900fz 11 months ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam any towers have ever done this a war started
in Iraq over a lie to get oil that was the only reason. aid's started by the new world order
to kill the American ppl bird ful swine flu same thing man made earth quakes to kill more
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people its all out there its all been proven all your got to do is look on the net its all there
you say this to the American ppl you get no were they are to ignorant to listen all
festering away under the us soil the new world order look it up you all carry on about >
honda900fz 11 months ago honda900fz 11 months ago any towers have ever done this a
war started in Iraq over a lie to get oil that was the only reason. aid's started by the new
world order to kill the American ppl bird ful swine flu same thing man made earth quakes
to kill more people its all out there its all been proven all your got to do is look on the net
its all there you say this to the American ppl you get no were they are to ignorant to
listen all festering away under the us soil the new world order look it up you all carry on
about > honda900fz 11 months ago sst008 11 months ago My mom Died :,( sst008 11
months ago honda900fz 11 months ago you know the sad sad part about all this the
ignorance of the American people after this has happened this here was the work of the
American underground and the new world order 2 buildings hit by planes a third building
tower 7 also part of the trade centers also burning to the ground there were other
buildings around in witch none were touched only those 3 this for a start should get you
thinking secondly they fall down in there own foot print first time in history
continued>>> honda900fz 11 months ago TheRobertchampion 11 months ago i can't get
over the music in the background TheRobertchampion 11 months ago lasvegasyahoo 11
months ago This day ruined USA's reputation. After this, the blam game started and look
where we stand now! 2 wars that do not seem to end and the ecomomy, where money
that WE NEED is going to fighting a lie on top of a lie!!! lasvegasyahoo 11 months ago
Meggabear1988 11 months ago the usa's reputation was ruined? lol, where have you
been? I'm american, and our reputation has been fucked up ever sense we stopped living
"for the people, and by the people" Meggabear1988 11 months ago planetdancerkh 11
months ago i just got chills.. =[ i remember this day too well. planetdancerkh 11 months
ago markientado 11 months ago fucking terorism???? markientado 11 months ago
YesicaZamarripa 11 months ago You must be such a bassterd in person, we are all
incocent people that pay for mistakes of the countrys that can't just get allong. This is
not are land this is God's we are just visiting it will we all die. So you must be such an
ugly person in the inside I'll pray for God to forgive you!!! People like you should not
excist in this world. People like you should die slowly an see what good inocent people
feel to die in such a harable way. YesicaZamarripa 11 months ago CrueRock 11 months
ago ok this is the way i see it, They did thi s2 us, we return the favor. They kill out 1 of
our troops, we bomb them, they threten us, we KILL them. god bless the lives lost on
that faitfull day CrueRock 11 months ago redchris34 11 months ago omg i was 2 years
old when this happen god bless them this is soooo sad : { redchris34 11 months ago
NickInfante92 11 months ago when i ever watch a video of the 9/11 attack it often brings
up this burning question. did notradamus predicted that 9/11 was gonna happen?
NickInfante92 11 months ago benji6677 11 months ago dont know why anyone would
wanna hide my comment from yesterday, ill just say it again.. At 7:20 and forward u se
something dark falling, look again... after that u can see alot of flashing going on in upper
left and upper central strucure.. Im not saying it is ConDem, im asking what it is?
someone seeing this? IS IT FAKE? benji6677 11 months ago benji6677 11 months ago
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this must be fake, someone mixed with the tape benji6677 11 months ago Pikahasarrived
11 months ago Yeah that is suppose to be a person falling down apparently from the
building...i wonder if they lived Pikahasarrived 11 months ago 911insidejob81 11 months
ago RIP 9/11 victims God bless them 911insidejob81 11 months ago 911insidejob81 11
months ago wtc7 collapsed on September 11th at 5:20 pm. It looked like controlled
demolition! And it was!!!! If it was controlled demolition than they knew about 9/11
before it took place. It takes days to plan and prepare for controlled demolition. ( not 8
hours) 911insidejob81 11 months ago PLTimes 11 months ago What the fuck are you
talking about? PLTimes 11 months ago 911insidejob81 11 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam "Operation Northwoods" in 1962 was a plan by
government to stage acts of real terrorism on US soil and against U.S. interests and then
put the blame of these acts on Cuba in order to generate U.S. public support for military
action against the Cuban government of Fidel Castro.Kennedy did not approve it in
1962.Bush did in 2001. 9/11 inside job. It is in wikipedia!!! google "Operation
Northwoods" 911insidejob81 11 months ago 911insidejob81 11 months ago 4 9/11 was
an inside job Criminal Elements within the US Government staged a "False Flag" Terror
Attack on its own citizens,in order to manipulate public perception into supporting its
agenda. WTC7 collapse was controlled demolition! 911 was an Inside Job . please watch
"9/11 coincidences part 7" 911insidejob81 11 months ago 4 Meggabear1988 11 months
ago I completely agree with you. its really scary to know that I live in a country that have
the stomach to do that to its people. but being American, i'm not really welcomed
anywhere else in this world anymore. Meggabear1988 11 months ago reclutaRX 11
months ago lo tienen bien medecido hijos de puta bastardos de la fuck mierda reclutaRX
11 months ago Arkanix 11 months ago 3 Please do not tell me that 19 men with box
cutters with no flight training other than a book managed to hit 75% of their targets.
Please explain to me how a pilot,...who is sealed in the cockpit would allow that to
happen. Let alone patriotic American people who would not take that. Explain to me
how people why the second tower started exploding from the bottom up before the plane
finaly crashed. If you can do that...Ill change my oppinion Arkanix 11 months ago 3
mygoalisMesa 11 months ago yuppers mygoalisMesa 11 months ago Arkanix 11 months
ago 2 Nothing about 9/11 makes sense to me. But never call me stupid because I am a
sympathizer to the American people!!! No building with a steel frame construction goes
down like that. An explosion in the top portion of the building would not explode from
the bottom up! It's a horror story, and I think it was one of the worse things that could
have ever happened in our era...but it defies physics. Arkanix 11 months ago 2
IMINTHEMOMENTRU 11 months ago yesica mmm why do u think these guys did
this they live like its 20k year ago koko religious so when u say god i dont like it they
think there going 2 see ala there nuts u die u r not going anywere and these people kill
there distant cousin for nothing real simple religion got 2 go soon athiest is the order get
with it or go kill yourself when i die if uwant 2 find me just feel the wind or unturn a rock
and i will be there from the first true atiest and the most misunderstood man ever jesus
fact IMINTHEMOMENTRU 11 months ago YesicaZamarripa 11 months ago 2 You
really must have no heart, How can you say that about New York, or the USA We are
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inoccent people caught up in the mess of the contrys an no inocent people should die. No
matter what country you live in. I'll pray for God to forgive you. YesicaZamarripa 11
months ago 2 machine25s 11 months ago when i saw this video it really hurt me deep, so
i said whatever i said, but if you think about it, its right, no innocent deserve to die.
machine25s 11 months ago Meggabear1988 11 months ago these people dont deserve to
die. and everyone that my country has killed does not deserve to die. I know how horrible
it sounds, but there is only one person i think deserves to die. and thats George Bush and
whoever else helped him plan this. This is either arranged or provoked,,,just like pearl
harbor. dont be blind. We fuck our selves over more then anything else, but there people
did not DESERVE to die! Meggabear1988 11 months ago Meggabear1988 11 months ago
I am american. and for the past 7-8 years, I have been ashamed of that. other countries
make the mistake of thinking that we are a "free country" its all a bunch of bs. I have no
part in the crap my country does. The families and children in iraq, iran and
afganistan...must feel like "jews with nazis". People invading their home trying to change
their way of life killing their people. we all know lives are being lost. And I am appauled
that people are saying that these people deserved to die Meggabear1988 11 months ago
machine25s 11 months ago well that was World war 2 you fag, it wasn't only us, and we
didnt started that shit. actually it was a pretty good example to show what will happen
when you fuck with us. machine25s 11 months ago anikin69 11 months ago 3 typical
fucking yank bastard...its always about America isn't it??? well how about the innocent
women, children, babies who were nuked in Hiroshima and Nagasaki???? WHAT
ABOUT THEM??? FUCKING PIG? YOU YANK WANKERS ARE JUST A BUNCH
OF HYPOCRITES anikin69 11 months ago 3 YesicaZamarripa 11 months ago You really
have no heart no people in general. I fill so Sorry for You, all that hate can't be good.
YesicaZamarripa 11 months ago AlexGudesblat 10 months ago That was then, this is
now. Everybody's right to live in peace. AlexGudesblat 10 months ago machine25s 11
months ago I can say whatever the fuck i wanna say, because we are Americans we can
rule you like we rule the world. machine25s 11 months ago anikin69 11 months ago
hhahhahahah...rule the world?? yea mate until you can pull your asses out of 2 military
quagmires in iraq and afghanistan you ain't ruling shit....you've been fighting cave men for
the past 9 years fucking yanks....you dont rule jack shit...have fun with your tumbling
economy and your worst recession since the great depression...HAHAHAHAH pwned
anikin69 11 months ago machine25s 11 months ago Al least we accomplished what we
wanted to accomplish, we brought Sadam all way here, so he can kiss our ass. what did
your country accomplish? machine25s 11 months ago anikin69 11 months ago you
fucking ungrateful american piece of shit...my country supported america when we took
down saddahm hussein...we are helping your fucking country in iraq and
afghanistan...fucking ungrateful fucking yank bastard. anikin69 11 months ago 45 46 47
48 49 50 51 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety
Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug
Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0)
Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show
your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading...
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Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home
Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account
Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From:
NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or
Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) machine25s 11 months
ago Islam = Terrorism, Fuck Islam machine25s 11 months agoMeggabear1988 11 months
ago you dumbass dont discriminate. Meggabear1988 11 months agoanikin69 11 months
ago HAHAHAHAHAHA...this video is so funny cause americans are dying...payback
for dropping a nuclear bomb on 1 million innocent people fucking yank fuckers...deserve
it bitch...the entire city of new york shouldve been blasted out of this planet....oh yeah an
fuck israel too anikin69 11 months agoMeggabear1988 11 months ago you can go to hell. i
wish i could kill you slowly myself for saying that. Do you have any idea how many
children had no mothers of fathers coming home after that day? you peice of shit.
Meggabear1988 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago Dodi9914 (1 minute ago)
You moron. justagirlinthehood 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago i am not a
fan of any religion probably more people have been killed in the name of religion that
anything else. if it wasn't for the oil these muslim countries have people would not be
kissing muslims ass. our politicians say they respect that religion. total bull crap. it is all
about money and the bottom line. justagirlinthehood 11 months agoDodi9914 11 months
ago Allahu Akbar ! BUSH: TERRORIST NUMBER ONE ! Dodi9914 11 months
agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago islam is a total bullshit 'religion'. this Allah character
is a child molester who married a nine year old girl. the relgion is used to bring death and
violence on non-muslims, suppress women and treats them like animals. islam is NOT
compatable with modern society. in twenty years Europe will be under muslim rule.
everyone knows it is coming. are we going to be next? justagirlinthehood 11 months
agoyellohmelon 11 months ago 2 you are confusing a legitimate religion (just like
christianity and judaism) with extremists who twist the teachings around. every religion
can be twisted to "bring death and violence" like you said. it's like those crazy mothers
who kill their children because "God told me to" yellohmelon 11 months ago 2benji6677
11 months ago 3 After 7:43 u se flashes in up left structure, after that a little boom and
some more flashes in central strucure... dont think its ppl taking picure.. my question is,
what is that? benji6677 11 months ago 3actiongirlbarbieman 11 months ago ahh now
come on you cant hate islam for what a handful of people do, thats just sad
actiongirlbarbieman 11 months agonwfklan 11 months ago :'( nwfklan 11 months
agoArkanix 11 months ago There is no possible way through physics that this building...a
steel built building would ever fall like it did. Never. Worse things have happened to
buildings that were less strong that the WTC buildings. This was a definate controlled
demolition. Arkanix 11 months ago1Freeman 11 months ago Comment
removedMissZiana 11 months ago how can you say it was a controlled demolishment?!
do you really think fire fighters and other people that stuck around to try help knowing
that it was going to be demolished?! thats the most stupid thing ive ever heard. and plus,
it happened suddenly, the first plane that hit the tower, nobody knew it was going to
happen so how could they get bombs in there. dont be stupid! MissZiana 11 months
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agobenji6677 11 months ago r u serius? im saying it is a possibility, n ofcourse
firefighters didnt know about it.. n if it was controlled demolishen they stuffed the towers
for months with explosives benji6677 11 months agoAlexGudesblat 11 months ago I
think conspiracy theorists are shy people who starve for attention. AlexGudesblat 11
months agoTheAdvant 11 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam everytime i watch a 9-11 video and i see people jumping from the towers i can't
help but laugh out loud. hahaha TheAdvant 11 months agoreginaldbailey 11 months ago I
don't know you man, nor do I live in NYC or did I have any relatives/friends killed in the
attacks. But how could you write something like that. Thats like laughing at the innocent
Japanese incinerated by the atomic bombs in Nagasaki or Hiroshima. That is truly fucked
up, and you are a piece of shit. reginaldbailey 11 months agoTheAdvant 11 months ago
You are too stupid to see the irony in your own post. Don't you get it? Americans DID
laugh at horishima you dumb ass. LOL Thats why its ok to laugh at 9-11 because america
deserved it. :D lol stupid little reginaldbailey has sooo much to learn hahahaaha
TheAdvant 11 months agoreginaldbailey 11 months ago I'm not one for Youtube arguing.
You are entitled to your own opinion, and there is no irony in my comment. I don't laugh
at victims of Nagasaki or Hiroshima even though it happened over 60 years ago and I'm
American. Americans have done very terrible things in the past, there is no doubt about
that, but innocent civilians regardless of nationality, race, sex or anything like that deserve
to die an unneccesary death like that. reginaldbailey 11 months agoJwc2442 11 months
ago Go fuck yourself America hating duches. Jwc2442 11 months agospeechpessi 11
months ago 2 15:49 Do you see anything weird here ? Watch the smoke speechpessi 11
months ago 2MrDan644 11 months ago That was fucking freaky, i saw the smoke form a
shape of a demonic face! shivers o.0 MrDan644 11 months agoJulian24151 11 months
ago no what was it? Julian24151 11 months agoDodi9914 11 months ago Americans love
to victimize themselves !!! They kill innocent people from around the World since the
foundation of their fcking country then they cry when they pay for the consequences !!!
Poor stupid nation !!! Dodi9914 11 months agoLittlemams11 11 months ago hey go fuck
urself. Littlemams11 11 months agowalker2988 11 months ago you should really consider
suicide faggot walker2988 11 months agoklemsin66 11 months ago haha! I agree and Im
from America....Dont let the American Government make your judgement on all
americans...There are some good people here...FUCK THE NEW WORLD ORDER
klemsin66 11 months agoSharky2055 11 months ago There's NO all evil entity called
New Worl order. It's a term! There's no all evil Galatic Empire coming! There's NO all
evil Death Star being built! Stop believing in fiction. Luke Skywalker is NOT coming to
your rescue. Sharky2055 11 months agoklemsin66 11 months ago your cute klemsin66 11
months agosushiforever999 11 months ago Every nation does that. sushiforever999 11
months agoSamirIslam95 11 months ago anyone think it was a conspiracy SamirIslam95
11 months agomickles21486 11 months ago i do. i dont want to get into any debates
because nobody knows EVERYTHING that happened that day. there are just too many
coincidences. mickles21486 11 months agochodemaster2009 11 months ago nope not at
all. theres very few coincidences, and just a lot of lies spread by conspiracy theorists
chodemaster2009 11 months agosebofbtz 11 months ago i'ts just horrible ! sebofbtz 11
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months agoMommy2MNMM 11 months ago WOW, thank you for sharing this with us
all, very good video! Mommy2MNMM 11 months agomariontande 11 months ago
Thank you for this video. I was right there that morning with my husband to be and the
blue fresh clear sky in new York will never be the same. MT mariontande 11 months
agoNotFitted 11 months ago show hide I remember that,,, I was inside that building, that
building collapsed because my friend fucking lit a dubie in that elevater and farted really
loud NotFitted 11 months agoNovaCKY 11 months ago such a shit joke mate NovaCKY
11 months agolulincita 11 months ago So sad I want to cry .... :( lulincita 11 months
ago5p4cem4n 11 months ago How could a plane possibly do that? The complete and
total destruction of such massive structures. I hope they get to the bottom of this in my
time. Heads need to roll. 5p4cem4n 11 months agosam2dolly 11 months ago hey
marrinomartin... looks like you ve lost it..not even the craziest would say such a thing
only if someone from your family was up there u would realize..its a shame.. im an indian
and this tragedy has affected the whole world its time grow up. sam2dolly 11 months
agocharlyx 11 months ago i was 15 when this tragedy happened omg! many people
including Thai's and Filipino people.yeah America is helping the world but the Muslims
would wrath to them because they feel that they are being oppressed by the
Americans.but surely jealously can't be skip by the other countries especially to those
who wants to be the great among the rest. charlyx 11 months agoMeAndMy M14 11
months ago hey marinnomartin did you seriously watch this video and laugh at the
picture of thousands of people dieing? and saying to yourself america deserves this and
all the families deserve this. i am an american and since obviously dont live here you cant
say something like that. its a "lesson". no this is a tradegy. ass MeAndMyM14 11
months agojaywinzy 11 months ago IT'S A LESSON BUT THE CITIZENS WHERE
INNOCENT WTF ARE U TALKING ABOUT. @marinnomartin I HOPE HE/SHE
DIES AN HORRIBLE DEATH FUCKKIN ASS-HOLE. jaywinzy 11 months
agoMeAndMyM14 11 months ago u are the biggest douche bag i have ever met in my
life. MeAndMy M14 11 months agoretroman360 11 months ago fuck man. i remember al
of this. i was about 8 when this happened and i remember it being on all canadian
channels even the kids channels. god bless all who lost loved ones retroman360 11
months agoNiniTheGangsta 11 months ago Yeah, I was 8 also. I remember watching this
on TV. I was like what is going on?!?? Now when I think back on it, it's so sad. Just
watching the other plane go into the other building is awfull. NiniTheGangsta 11 months
agojenmom11 11 months ago my heart does go out to all of you.... I was not there or
experienced your pain, you are stronger then me. jenmom11 11 months
agoaifammafiaaifam 11 months ago interesting no helicopters or birds in this vidio.....
aifammafiaaifam 11 months agoKippest 11 months ago top down demolition Kippest 11
months agoMARINNOMARTINS 11 months ago this is one great leson for arrogance
american!!!! grettings!!!! alkaeda, hhesbolah, and alls forces anti semities and americans
republicans... the next wiil been the cowtry full!!!!! MARINNOMARTINS 11 months
agoSharky2055 11 months ago What the hell are you babbling about? Sharky2055 11
months agoMARINNOMARTINS 11 months ago i live in my paradise cowtry of my
mind.. because do not makes freee war in my lifes.. heheheheehhe
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MARINNOMARTINS 11 months agoSharky2055 11 months ago Yes, it does appear as
if you live in an entirely different world in your head. Sharky2055 11 months
agojaywinzy 11 months ago you re a CAPITAL FOOL... U BASTARD BITCH ASS
MUTHA FUCKKA... HOPE U DIE AN HORRIBLE DEATH. jaywinzy 11 months
agoJoefreiheit 11 months ago All 3 WTC buildings were controlled demolition jobs.
Joefreiheit 11 months agomoon2285 11 months ago to you all,,to know the truth about
america and israel..just watch the full seris of the"the arrival" you will know everything
goes in this world..you wll know the truth...and also u will know that 9 11 its inside
job!!! just watch this series and u will know the truth about everything!!! moon2285 11
months agobigfatder1 11 months ago Death to salafi jihadis. Kill them all. We will have
revenge for our murdered friends and family. bigfatder1 11 months agoTheBigBenz99 11
months ago 11:52 WTF is this flying Object in the right side of the view????
TheBigBenz99 11 months agohola333454 11 months ago Its probably a peice of
paper..or maybe a helicopter. hola333454 11 months agohola333454 11 months ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Its probably a peice of paper..or maybe a
helicopter. hola333454 11 months agoMissZiana 11 months ago This really touched me :(
it is SO sad... im from Scotland and didnt realise the damage done... God bless everyone
effected <3 and R.I.P MissZiana 11 months agomeyerphillip 11 months ago yawn
....inside job. meyerphillip 11 months agojammydonut4 11 months ago wow! i never
knew how tall these buildings were. i was in New York 3 days ago and looking at the
building to the right with the green roof i thought was huge, the WTC looks nearly twice
the height! jammydonut4 11 months agohisham123hemdan 11 months ago how the 2
planes make afalling of them?? hisham123hemdan 11 months agojammydonut4 11
months ago i ment they look twice the height in the video and like i sed "i never knew
how tall these buildings WERE" jammydonut4 11 months agohisham123hemdan 11
months ago iam so sad about this accident :( hisham123hemdan 11 months
agoTwistedDramatics 11 months ago 3 It was no accident. TwistedDramatics 11 months
ago 3ilovemusik117 11 months ago y a un ovni a 5 minutes trente de la vidéo ^^
ilovemusik117 11 months agoucballday01 11 months ago and thats why im enlisting in
the marine corps. ucballday01 11 months agostockchalet 11 months ago I am a pilot for
AA and planes cannot fly over 400 mph at sea level with any control, never mind a pilot
that has never flown before END OF STORY, it was a missile and controlled demolition,
NIST and the government agreed that the falling of the buildings was free fall and was
IMPOSSIBLE explaining it any other way. read the NIST explanation on WTC7,
stockchalet 11 months agojammydonut4 11 months ago 2 do u honestly think that the
terrorists flying the planes weren't trained to fly a plane? to increase the chance of
successfully hitting the buildings instead of just crashing anywhere jammydonut4 11
months ago 22242bzo 11 months ago Yeah, right. I can see now how a six foot six inch
angry Arab living in a cave who needs dialysis penetrated the world's mightiest defenses
and cause two giant steel building to fall. Now I see. Thank God we're free. Thank God
we're free. Now shut up and go watch Dancing with the Stars. Your government has
everything under control. 2242bzo 11 months agozurrell 11 months ago 2 the people that
actually make fun of this and wish death on all those people are too sick in the head to
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realize how pathetic they are so there is no point in trying to correct them. zurrell 11
months ago 2Memotihac 11 months ago it remimded me the film "Cloverfield"
Memotihac 11 months agosaraavery13 11 months ago God Bless America. the people
who comment on this blog saying that you hate america and bush. you people are all
cruel.... there is a special place hell for you people. I dont care what country your in i
wouldn't want you dead. that is way too extreme. and i know that you all dont mean it.
saraavery13 11 months agorwcbanzai 11 months ago 3 Rest In Peace faithful friend...
David Aoyama! 8/28/53 - 9/11/01 The Horrors of War... documented.... "Give Peace a
Chance" Lennon, NY,NY rwcbanzai 11 months ago 3ImOnly1Person 11 months ago I
cant believe how many people talk on here with such filth spraying out of there mouths.
To say the twin towers had bombs planted in them and saying such things as "I'm glad
these people died" is complete abomination. Its absolutely disgusting! Its clear that the
twin towers were taken down by two passenger jets that carry thousands and thousands
of pounds of jet fuel. Some of these people have be traumatized for life and I feel ever bit
of sorrow and disgust for any person involved with this. ImOnly1Person 11 months
agomucker1982 11 months ago ....THX.... mucker1982 11 months agostockchalet 11
months ago They showed the explosions, there were NO AIRPLANES, all you hear is
Oh my god, does anyone know anyone that actually saw any plane, I dont think so.
Planes dont go 550 mph at sea level. Americans are so stupid they believe anything!
stockchalet 11 months agoSharky2055 11 months ago Yes, the plane exploded when it
went in. MIllions of people saw the planes. Anyone that says there weren't planes that
crashed into the WTC towers is wilfully stupid. Sharky2055 11 months agotaledarkside
11 months ago I'm a pilot and planes do go 550mph at sea level. so your a fucking moron
taledarkside 11 months agoTheSuperlazer1 11 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam FUCK YOU I HATE THE TOWERS!! DIE! HAHA!
TheSuperlazer1 11 months agoixowoxi 11 months ago LOL !!! ixowoxi 11 months
agoamillionbrokenpeices 11 months ago was 7:33 a person falling/jumping o? Omg. This
is so horrible. amillionbrokenpeices 11 months agouAozzie 11 months ago show hide
americans diieeing yayy uAozzie 11 months agoAbitNutz 11 months ago If I had known
Bush was such a genius to pull this off I would have voted for him. It all makes sense
now, The Kennedy assassination, the faked moon landing, Roswell New Mexico
aliens...even Hurricane Katrina! The super competent, ultra capable, mega genius U.S.
government set all this up! The same government that can't can't run cash for clunkers...go
figure. The only thing they're better at than puling all of this off is making people they're
too stupid to walk and chew gum. AbitNutz 11 months agojennifer3alan 11 months ago r
u serious 4salt5 does it matter what color they were they all suffered because of bush this
was no terriost attack jennifer3alan 11 months agotaledarkside 11 months ago 2 lack of
education causes you to believe anything, now does it? taledarkside 11 months ago
2Kid222 11 months ago lol, 20:02, smoke above the ruins created osama's face! Kid222
11 months agoUNTC321 11 months ago Yes Bush killed everyone on 911, but Obama is
covering it up. UNTC321 11 months agoSharky2055 11 months ago UNTC321 Now
that a new claim and a very moronic one as well. Try again, sparky. Sharky2055 11
months agonorekos 11 months ago Bush killed your family's!!! norekos 11 months
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agoSharky2055 11 months ago norekos No, he didn't, try again. Sharky2055 11 months
agostockchalet 11 months ago obviously this film is not in its entirety as described at the
beginning. Whoever edited this is of the most evil form of being on earth. stockchalet 11
months agorenaissancemann 11 months ago WT?, editing, evil??...It's apparent that the
camera was turned off, and then turned on again at times, including seconds after the
second plane hit the building...You don't know if there was any editing done at all, and
even if there had been, how would you possibly classify it as an evil act?...Think before
you judge, and try to use some logic before spewing hateful assumptions! BTW, this may
be one of the few videos of 9/11 that hasn't been edited in one way or another.
renaissancemann 11 months agostockchalet 11 months ago why did they cut out the
plane hitting the building, I assume it is because there was no plane. There can be no other
explanation stockchalet 11 months agoAlligatorDinosaur 11 months ago I am at a loss for
words while i watch this stunning footage. AlligatorDinosaur 11 months agospitty4986
11 months ago a tragic day spitty4986 11 months ago4salt5 11 months ago I WONDER
WHAT THE percentage WAS OF WHITES VERSUS MINORITIES THAT DIED IN
THE TOWERS 4salt5 11 months agomattfactsof911 11 months ago steel loses 50 %
strength at 1100 F steel loses 90% strength at 1800 F typical office fire 1450 F once the
impact floor collapsed the mass accelerated at 9.8 m/p/s overloading the intact floor
bellow by a factor of 30, thus the collapse was mathematically determined to be complete
at near free fall speed question for all truthers out there why is there fire proofing
regulations for structural steel if it is impervious to fire? why have other steel buildings
collapsed from fire mattfactsof911 11 months agorio90graus 11 months ago Fg terrorists.
Burn in HELL! rio90graus 11 months agoimmuntocrap 11 months ago Nice vid but the
crybaby behind the cam spoils it. immuntocrap 11 months agoKevinMerck 11 months
ago Destruction through path of greatest resistance at near free-fall Total building
destruction - Complete dismemberment of steel frame Mid-air pulverization of 90,000
tons of concrete & metal decking Over 100 first responders reported explosions and
flashes Muti-ton steel sections ejected laterally 600 ft at 60 mph Positive identification of
Nano-Thermite Sum of evidence = Controlled Demolition These are not opinions to be
debated; these are facts to be dealt with. KevinMerck 11 months agosfirthy11 11 months
ago Can anybody tell me what the blurry looking thing is on the bottom third of the north
tower, its on the corner facing the camera? sfirthy11 11 months agohcnuup 11 months
ago show hide Man it's beautiful. We need more things like these. hcnuup 11 months
agomkf272 11 months ago Its beautiful that innocent people die? Your fucked in the head
man. Nobody deserves to die. mkf272 11 months agototalcutiexxxx 11 months ago ifeel
sorry for the people who died totalcutiexxxx 11 months agoJanTurelur 11 months ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Ein bisschen Spaß muss sein, dann
ist die Welt voll Sonnenschein. So gut wie wir uns heute verstehn, so soll es weitergehn.
Ein bisschen Spaß muss sein, dann kommt das Glück von ganz allein. Drum singen wir
tagaus und tagein, ein bisschen Spaß muss sein. Heute Nacht feiern wir, machen durch bis
um vier. Fragen nicht nach Zeit und Geld, weil es Dir und auch mir so gefällt. JanTurelur
11 months agoMegaRageman 11 months ago this is the first time i saw a nine 11 vid its
not as hectic as i thought but8x bigger tho MegaRageman 11 months
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agoBoredLoserOnYewtewb 11 months ago Im Disturbed my xome of the viewers who
think this is funny, its not. How would YOU feel if the tower was falling and you were
inside of it? Think about it. i wouldint make fun of these people. So think next time about
making fun of over 1000 who lost their lives....think about it.. BoredLoserOnYewtewb 11
months agomattdobz 11 months ago 19:40: the tower got down with the groooove..
mattdobz 11 months agoImOnly1Person 11 months ago I hope all those people with
their fear, pain and terror found comfort in a time of horror. I also pray that their
beautiful souls and courageous attempts at survival were relieved by the doors of heaven.
ImOnly1Person 11 months ago975mas 11 months ago 2 god bless their lives 975mas 11
months ago 2guitargod1981 11 months ago very sad but the biggest mistake that america
did was help the afgans when soviets were invading. im russain so i admit i didnt like that
but since they supplied them with all the stuff and weapons they turned on us. many
think that if we didnt do anything then they would attack us but i doubt it RIP all the
people of this day guitargod1981 11 months agoKtSF4maS27 11 months ago je suis
desoler se qui vous ete arriver quand j ai vue c est image jai eu la rage il faut tue c est putin
terroriste vive amerique et vive la france a mort au terroriste very sorry my friend = usa
KtSF4maS27 11 months agokevinr9111 11 months ago sorry... I should have not tell that
:S kevinr9111 11 months agokevinr9111 11 months ago every people in this building
needed to die ! Hurray for Terrorists !!! kevinr9111 11 months agoalex91328 11 months
ago u know how cold you are right now do you know how many people in that building
had famlilies,children? do you know how it feels to have lost someone in an incident that
changed the world? how is it that even YOU are happy of that many innocent people
died for that and they all had jobs people and things to care about and THIS is how you
talk have you no respect for the dead, have you know soul? you shuld be ashamed for
yourself how do you know how it feels to lose someone you love? alex91328 11 months
agoSharky2055 11 months ago kevinr9111 Why did they? Sharky2055 11 months
agoJanTurelur 11 months ago Because they were not important for their gouvernment.
JanTurelur 11 months agoSharky2055 11 months ago WHAT??? Sharky2055 11 months
agoJanTurelur 11 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam If
you're happy and you know it, clap your hands. If you're happy and you know it, clap
your hands. If you're happy and you know it and you really want to show it, If you're
happy and you know it, clap your hands. If you're happy and you know it, slap your
sides. If you're happy and you know it, slap your sides. If you're happy and you know it
and you really want to show it, If you're happy and you know it, slap your sides.
JanTurelur 11 months agojunioretheridge 11 months ago Comment removedKtSF4maS27
11 months ago la france vous soutien KtSF4maS27 11 months agoConnornichols 11
months ago thanks for shareing this. R.I.P for all thoose who died Connornichols 11
months agoigotagirlfriend1 11 months ago er3shkigal you can suck my dick you mother
fucker why the hell would you laugh at 9/11 thousands of people died on that day. my
father died on the second plane and it aint funny so blame george w. bush i just want to
cut his nuts of with a knife igotagirlfriend1 11 months agosebi14943 11 months ago
wohow live sebi14943 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago "it was a military
plane, it was a military plane...." justagirlinthehood 11 months agoAngelberry08 11
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months ago 2 my friends b-day was 9-13 Angelberry08 11 months ago 2MTSguitarsllc
11 months ago my friends birthday is 9/11. MTSguitarsllc 11 months agomyssacek 11
months ago Upřímně - Američané a i celé vedení o těchto útocích vědělo.A byli v tom
hlavně finannční zájmy.Svou vinu na tom nese i bývalí prezident USA J.Bush mladší.A
svou politikou si sami Američané tento útok zavinili sami. myssacek 11 months
agoEr3shkigal 11 months ago Hah fat americunts got pnad n.n. It's funny how you QQ
non stop for years when ONE BUILDING with a few thousand people inside gets blown
up but Hiroshima and bombing Iraq 24/7 is OK. I'm really happy about 9/11 and I lol'd
my socks off when I watched it from TV. Btw, I believe there is much more coming your
way, either from the muslims, chinese or Nort-Korean. Kiss your loved ones good bye
every morning because they could be vaporized by the evening ^^. And God bless
America. Er3shkigal 11 months agoMTSguitarsllc 11 months ago oh so you laughed at
9/11 us because were fat? You dispise fat people? fat people could kick your ass
MTSguitarsllc 11 months agoSmoothisher 11 months ago 2 planes on film neither hit the
tower but are in the air. How come the news didn't show those planes like this video did.
Especially since they were already calling it terrorist attacks. Smoothisher 11 months
agoninendowii2000 11 months ago hey we aint fat loser ! ninendowii2000 11 months
agoninendowii2000 11 months ago gta iv any one , ninendowii2000 11 months
agosyedkho 11 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam long live
the america syedkho 11 months agocreationistliars 11 months ago waaaaa waaaa now you
see em... now you dont! what did i touch a nerve, there is a lesson there dont piss off the
pakis... oh btw nicely put elz1234 nothing like the smell of crushed fatties:L
creationistliars 11 months agoellzs1234 11 months ago the world certainly got lighter that
day so many americans died ellzs1234 11 months agoCarstenOepping 11 months ago
each day many thousand people all over the world die because of hunger and disease.
mostly in this country's where the government is corrupt and protected by the CIA. CIA
= hunger ,disease,war,dead,police state,torture,mass-murdering,m-anipulation,terror
CarstenOepping 11 months agoBHXC11 11 months ago did it cut out the part where the
other building gets hit? BHXC11 11 months agoCarstenOepping 11 months ago why is
this video cutted at
the most importend parts? CarstenOepping 11 months
agodanielteeboom 11 months ago Well obviously it was plane, the real conspiracy is that
there were no buildings. danielteeboom 11 months agoTheSilhouette 11 months ago The
Barney music in the background is rather surreal. TheSilhouette 11 months agoiggy6 11
months ago I have trouble believing this video when they obviously cut away at 11:34
and again at 11:46. Then they say "it was a military plane". IF it was, why did they edit
it? See the documentary "September Clues" available online for all the editing that was
also done by networks on the morning of. THey had only 3 live shots and 2 of them were
so fake looking, they stopped showing them after that 1st day. THankfully lots of us
recorded multiple channels that morning so we got them. iggy6 11 months agoTheAdvant
11 months ago Kevin Bacon is responsible for 9-11 TheAdvant 11 months agobadasschill
11 months ago welll Duhhhhhh! badasschill 11 months agoskaterdude4909 11 months ago
anyone who watches this is cursed, fuck you bad hearted bastards for arguing and cursing
when thousands of people died that day skaterdude4909 11 months agoskaterdude4909
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11 months ago anyone who watches this, is cursed. fuck all you bad hearted people
skaterdude4909 11 months agoNotoriousFcukeR 11 months ago osama uncle keep
blasting NotoriousFcukeR 11 months agowhereswaldo22 11 months ago i nwas 12 when
this happen the nosie scared me the boom whereswaldo22 11 months
agodeutschkartoffelkind 11 months ago fuck of the government and the bastards who
killed this people deutschkartoffelkind 11 months agodenizkaminsky 11 months ago
fucking americans with his bullshits denizkaminsky 11 months agokikmehi5 11 months
ago fuck u nigga, dont say fuck tha americans, bitch if u came down here. ur ass will be in
a bodybag. kikmehi5 11 months agoHoneymouu 11 months ago 2 rest in peace. this was
mass murder Honeymouu 11 months ago 2Honeymouu 11 months ago please do not
think i am being selfish. i just see the hollywood film makers makeinfg millions along with
the alex jones people! Honeymouu 11 months agoHoneymouu 11 months ago am i wrong
for thinking that the couple who filmed this should have charged 75 cent to a dollar for
public viewing of the raw footage. i mean this is america Honeymouu 11 months
agojfkstyla 11 months ago 2 and R.I.P from germany jfkstyla 11 months ago 2jfkstyla 11
months ago @ cow00333 you are quiet a fucking loser i hope you die an angonizing death
damn mother f jfkstyla 11 months agoGBautist 11 months ago ur not talking about me
right ur talking about cow00333 GBautist 11 months agoNYsentinel 11 months ago
Archangel St Micheal Defend Us In Battle... NYsentinel 11 months agoNYsentinel 11
months ago Hey D, Maybe next time youll be sitting on the toilet (probally dont use it)
and theyll aim the plane up your ass, douchebag Then youll get your wish Have a nice
day NYsentinel 11 months agogestuerm 11 months ago "inside job 9 11" at google
120.000.000 hits,for relation "hitler": 39.500.000 P.S.:the impact was cut out and both
women said "it was a military plane" gestuerm 11 months agocow00333 11 months ago
show hide I wish more people died in this attack D= cow00333 11 months agoGBautist
11 months ago y do u wish more people died in these attacks that awful? GBautist 11
months agoHardcoregamer2008 11 months ago he is a littel motherfer Hardcoregamer2008
11 months agoSarcosho177 11 months ago You feckin dum son of a bitch. i wish yo be
tha next innicent person being in the basement of those two towers and just knowing that
you will get ripped apart,, or get caught in debris and get burnt. if you dont show some
respect.. im no mean person but this was just, gosh!!! Sarcosho177 11 months agodazilb
11 months ago 3 omg u sick petulant bastard tbh after the people who died in this attack
would haunt u and if they were alive and read that comment and they were victims of
9/11 they wud wish u was init like i do right now dazilb 11 months ago 3kikmehi5 11
months ago cow where do u live, so i can put ur ass in a bodybag, this made a lot of ppl
cry, how can u be disrepectful bout it kikmehi5 11 months agoQuitenno 11 months ago
why there is a cut the plane hit? Quitenno 11 months agoThymzaWayston 11 months
ago 2 Bin Laden will burn in hell. ThymzaWayston 11 months ago 2NYsentinel 11
months ago But if the message wasnt for me Sorry My bad NYsentinel 11 months
agoNYsentinel 11 months ago Censorship? Takes a real American to Censor Patriots
Cause I live through 911 I served via TenHouse B4 911 Thanks NYsentinel 11 months
agoKwitschibo1986 11 months ago Islam and christs sucks Kwitschibo1986 11 months
agoproust72 11 months ago pity the poor soul at 08.55 proust72 11 months
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agoturkiyevatanim 11 months ago 2 this is islam not this is al kaida al kaida is not reel
islam .reel islam is peac .FUCK AL KAIDA turkiyevatanim 11 months ago
2666Sonder666 11 months ago ae se fuderam e.u.a de merda chupem minha rola
666Sonder666 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago I wouldn't go to Greece
ever. They treat animals horribly there worse than in this country. Thousands of
homeless dogs and cats are poisoned every year sick heartless people. Their gov also
poisoned tens of thousands of dogs and cats before they had the stupid olympics there.
Spay and neuter the animals that is the humane way to reduce their numbers. They could
pay for it if they wanted to. Their gov wastes money just like ours. Poison the terrorists
instead. justagirlinthehood 11 months agomattoandalexomovies 11 months ago i went
there two days ago and got attacked by a stray dog XD mattoandalexomovies 11 months
agoIamSupportingAJ 11 months ago this was probobly filmed by CIA agents , am i right
IamSupportingAJ 11 months agoYankeeClippa 11 months ago Why was it edited?
YankeeClippa 11 months agoterkhosher 11 months ago islam sucks terkhosher 11 months
agotzsk8crew 11 months ago somebody jumps out at 7:34 if you look really close you
can see them tzsk8crew 11 months agoRudyUSA123 11 months ago i meant to say
WHEN they could just blow up the white house sorry RudyUSA123 11 months
agoterkhosher 11 months ago death toll terkhosher 11 months agoRudyUSA123 11
months ago hi guys, plz dont call me a retard etc for asking this question because i know
it is proboraly dumb, but why blow up WTC then they could just blow up the white
house ? thank you RudyUSA123 11 months agogr14120047 11 months ago come to
greece for safer holidays gr14120047 11 months agodptower 11 months ago 2 and another
flying away to the right at 11:51 dptower 11 months ago 2dptower 11 months ago 2
theres a flying object flying away at 5:30 dptower 11 months ago 2rockvalley50 11
months ago 2 GOOD VIDEO GOOD rockvalley50 11 months ago 2justagirlinthehood 11
months ago allamerikanallie (6 hours ago) What does wanting to know the truth about
why these people died have to do with being disrespectful? I never understood that.
justagirlinthehood 11 months agoACEBAKER911 11 months ago NO Planes were used,
its a fact Watch CONTINUOUS PIECES 9/11 SEPTEMBER CLUES 911 TABOO
ACEBAKER911 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago charlesm131992 (3
hours ago) They should be lucky they died in a way that people will remember? I fear we
have a nation of ignoramouses like you. The radical islamists are not going to have any
trouble taking us over with such bleeping idiots in this country. justagirlinthehood 11
months agomattoandalexomovies 11 months ago please watch my 9/11 tribute video it
wouldbe much appreciated :) mattoandalexomovies 11 months agoACEBAKER911 11
months ago Definite inside Job ! watch THEORY OF GHOSTPLANE ACEBAKER911
11 months agofaithnlight 11 months ago i was just a little kid when this was going on. and
now . a few years later i realize..how tragic that day was faithnlight 11 months
agoACEBAKER911 11 months ago get the facts, Watch JOHN LEAR 911 REMOTE
ACEBAKER911 11 months agocharlesm131992 11 months ago all this nonsense over
two buildings crashing and over 3000 people dying. about the same number of people die
each day. about the same number of people are born each day. it was just their time. they
should be lucky that they died in an incident where everyone will remember and not just
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in their sleep or by cancer. charlesm131992 11 months agoNYsentinel 11 months ago pm
“...All of a sudden, I could see the facade of the south tower falling against battery park
city. And then all hell broke loose and BOOM BOOM BOOM. Everything came
crashing In. A tremendous wind comes Through” Captain Tim Pearson NYPD PSA
(Police Service Area) 2 Page 136 Report From Ground Zero (Dennis Smith) NYsentinel
11 months agoallamerikanallie 11 months ago could everyone talking about conspericy
theories leave and show some respect for the people who died? there are other movies
where you can write your opinions on that, but this video the victums should be
respected allamerikanallie 11 months agoNYsentinel 11 months ago Test NYsentinel 11
months agomanu4ever246 11 months ago watch at 5:30 till 5:39 watch the side of the
building and you'l see a thing flying and it don't look like a helicopter manu4ever246 11
months agoezscottitall 11 months ago america did this to its self ... they planted bombs in
the building... techniqly it was imposible for the building to colaps ezscottitall 11 months
agoballoonfunzy 11 months ago oh my goodness. i will never ever forget this day. even
living across the country it was almost 7 AM over here when it came on the news and
everyone was FREAKING OUT. no one understood why this was happening. worst day
ever balloonfunzy 11 months agoBradleyBadder 11 months ago This is Brilliant Footage
but I Don't know what it must have felt like to be there because it sends Chills down my
spine More than Eight Years on and I'm just watching a Video..... BradleyBadder 11
months agoAgent0range67 11 months ago it all over baby Agent0range67 11 months
agoLouLou2u2 11 months ago tonycomitto1 has replied to your comment on September
11 2001 Video.: HAHAHA fuck you dumb slut get the fuck out of my country ^ ^ Love
the msg I received..Lord knows what I said, but the faggot decided to send me this
nethertheless..he should be kicked out of Australia..Tonicommitto, go and committo
suicide moron.. LouLou2u2 11 months ago199tinkerbell 11 months ago why is it that the
u.s gets fucked in the ass every september? 199tinkerbell 11 months agospursfan4life817
11 months ago VenusSanctuary I hope you are joking. spursfan4life817 11 months
agohoardt1 11 months ago for all you people out there that want to believe in some myth
that this wasnt by the people over seas your sick...think about all the familys and people
who died in this incident and all the brave people still fighting for this.. Support them and
stop making up B.S. reasons and support your country u make me sick hoardt1 11
months ago199tinkerbell 11 months ago become a CEO and make some jobs! Do that and
then you can talk about youre great nation. 199tinkerbell 11 months agokbron126 11
months ago nunca habia visto algo hasi kbron126 11 months agoVenusSanctuary 11
months ago wow ! :D i liked the part when the girl was crying xD VenusSanctuary 11
months agoBjork523 11 months ago Thank you for posting this video. I was a freshman
in High School and three blocks away. It is horribly disturbing watching your footage and
comparing it to my memories. Pure horror. Bjork523 11 months agocodybrownnypd 11
months ago it was 01 not 06 but that was a sad day codybrownnypd 11 months
agoWAZindustries 11 months ago are u fuckin kidding me u didnt know it was in 2001
WAZindustries 11 months agoBjork523 11 months ago She posted the date she put it
up... hence the "5 years after." Bjork523 11 months agokonvict0000 11 months ago ooh
dear god konvict0000 11 months agojclair66 11 months ago I was senior in high school
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sitting in Algebra class watching it on Channel One when this happened! It's got to be
more insane watching it outside your window! jclair66 11 months agoGalodude 11
months ago :'( Galodude 11 months agorico2kii9 11 months ago 3 god help the people in
heaven amen rico2kii9 11 months ago 3thththtthththtthth 11 months ago
daimmmmmm...i wonder who did this????? i dont know what 2 bealive anymore
thththtthththtthth 11 months agomarkkicknutts 11 months ago well the one thing i know
is that it was the terrist and Osama Bin Laden is behind all this. He is top 10 wanted
markkicknutts 11 months agoMrCaptainWho 11 months ago What is that song playing
from 0:31 to 0:36? MrCaptainWho 11 months ago300rip 11 months ago this is how they
can control us. by keeping us int the dark and afraid of wat will happen next. i wasnt alive
then, but looking back through records, this down hill fall started with reagan 300rip 11
months ago300rip 11 months ago i dont want to hear any thing about the constitution...
all of yall are basically saying the same thing. we really have no idea wat the hell is really
going on in this country anymore. the constitution has been balled up and thrown to the
side. i personaaly think that half the shit thats happening now is being let happen so the
government can feel important and needed. everytime something like this happens, the
american people cry and run to the government for "help and support" conti. 300rip 11
months agoKevinMerck 11 months ago I don't think any sane person wants to believe
that our government is responsible for orchestrating 9/11, but the fact is that WTC 1, 2
and 7 were controlled demolition. To date there has been no legitimate investigation into
the events of 9/11. This incident has led to the death of millions, robbed us of our
Constitution, and will determine policy for generations to come. We need a real
investigation. Check out A&E for 9/11 truth to learn more. KevinMerck 11 months
agojazzx251 11 months ago You believe the government deliberately murdered over 3000
people. You must have a motive. jazzx251 11 months agoChangingPeople 11 months ago
(Video Response 2/2) Plus, On the day when this happend, my teacher (not releasing any
names) said that this day was going to go down in history, when she saw her baby girl
speaking, not realizing that this happened a few hours later. ChangingPeople 11 months
agoChangingPeople 11 months ago I am in the Civil Air Patrol, and when I watch this
video, I think of all the lives lost, plus the day still haunts me. Plus I have a few questions
to the government. Why wasn't the EAS activated, Why wasn't there enough security,
why wasn't security on planes back then, Why did over 1 thousand people lost their
lives, etc... Now nothing is going to be right in this world anymore (to me).
ChangingPeople 11 months agoNYsentinel 11 months ago 'It said it felt like I was
stepping over people, but I never saw them. You know, that’s the way they [the 'Loose
Change' makers] portrayed me and I didn’t appreciate that so I told them to pull my
interview. Do I think that our government would do something like that to its people?
No. I honestly don’t believe that’ (Barry Jennings' comments - 47 minutes 36-47:51).
NYsentinel 11 months agodazza210890 11 months ago wow so many negative comments
about such a tragedy! its unbelieveable really how some people get misled and start
talking about the bible it doesnt say blow a buildihng up in the bible so why did the
people do it theres no moral excuse! its disgusting really RIP for everyone that lost
someone that day i really feel for you amd from the pit pf my heart i mean it many
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thanks for this video its inspired me to help more people! xxx dazza210890 11 months
agoJKoss618 11 months ago 3 You have a really good camera. JKoss618 11 months ago
3musicman69123 11 months ago 3 Its terrible what happened on 9/11. However, we
must not blame Islam or innocent Muslim people. I feel sorry for Muslims at airports
that are discriminated against. musicman69123 11 months ago 3fantof12 11 months ago
God gave us everything,and look what we do.we kill each other,why do we always need
to fight... fantof12 11 months agobongmygong1991 11 months ago A peaceful world is
impossible, and if it isn't, it wont be for an extremely long time. bongmygong1991 11
months agoemusheen 11 months ago bongmygong1991-- Thats kind of a bad way to look
at things. Be optimistic. It's true humans will never be 'satisfied' or without conflict, but
intelligence has preceded with time and will continue to precede with time and with
intelligence comes respect, manners, and the consciousness of realizing we are all equal.
Peace I believe is not too far away, and so is a revolution to stabilize this atrocity of an
event. emusheen 11 months agobongmygong1991 11 months ago No, I know I came of
like some pessimist, but it is quite unrealistic, despite your valid point of, 'with
intelligence comes respect, manners...', in a reference to the Enlightenment and rational,
logical thought, touching on quality etc. However, with intelligence there will always be a
negative aspect, such as modernized weaponry and so on and so forth. There will always
be an underlining sense of ignorance, which of course can have its negatives aspects etc.
Just being a dull realist i guess. bongmygong1991 11 months agobongmygong1991 11
months ago Equality bongmygong1991 11 months agoemusheen 11 months ago Ya
because there are people like you who aren't willing to change themselves. Negative
aspects are what intelligence strives to fix! With intelligence comes the realization of the
true beauty to the world. With intelligence comes the realizing that "God" is us, "God" is
every living thing you rarely actually SEE around you, from a simple yet exquisite
mosquito to mammals, etc. Negativity always hits a dead end I've realized, prove me
wrong. Intelligence and positivity seems to just flourish. emusheen 11 months
agobongmygong1991 11 months ago Hey I'm a happy person, I'm not religious though.
With intelligence there must be rational thought. I just think it is rational to think
complete harmony on earth (which would render 'heaven' less significant) is an
impossibility, well especially for our generation and the next. Intelligence can be a
positive thing, but there will always be a sense of ignorance like I said before. Also, many
would say for tranquility we need to go back to innocence over experience (experience
being knowledge). bongmygong1991 11 months agoemusheen 11 months ago Hey
bongmygong1991, I'm so happy to talk to people like you. A rationalist and openminded! It's true innocence over experience... but the innocent will be controlled by the
experienced if we left it at that... With experience comes innocence. I'm so glad this world
isn't JUST filled with sheep and their are people like you who actually seem to be ABLE
to think for themselves.. It's a fucked time we're going through and I wish i could be
ignorant and forget about the New World Order, but I can't emusheen 11 months
agobongmygong1991 11 months ago I agree with you totally. bongmygong1991 11
months agoadrienthebadass 11 months ago Sawur a fuken idiot, theres always gotta be
someone talkin shi t, you dont know wat ur talkin about so go saw ur fuken teeth off and
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shatt up!!!! adrienthebadass 11 months agorogerrodd 11 months ago In between the
camerawomen's 300 "oh my Gods", she did say 1 item of importance and filmed another.
1. "It was a military plane" was her live eyewitness account. 2. An unidentified jet flying
could clearly be seen over the WTCs. rogerrodd 11 months agoDannyBoy777777 11
months ago roggerrodd: She was not an eyewitness. She didn't even see it, it occurred over
the other side of the building. Besides, she was wrong. The hundreds of other cameras
filming it identified it as an American Airlines aircraft. And that "unidentified jet" is a
helicoptor. DannyBoy777777 11 months agorogerrodd 11 months ago OK let's do your
way. Countless other eyewitnesses, many from the professional media who were
broadcasting live at the scene, deny your already incorrect statement. It was purported to
be UA not AA & it was never filmed or video recorded by anyone I've ever seen with
ANY airline's logos. It was traveling at a distance, or ever further than its height off the
ground, where all of my life I've been able to immediately discern those markings with
ease at 1 glance. Helicopter? My eyes disagree. rogerrodd 11 months
agoDannyBoy777777 11 months ago Not incorrect at all. Why is it conspiracy theorists
ignore all the other evidence that doesn't fit their theory and then hail the left overs as the
only possible conclusion? The Jet was IDENTIFIED. The flight was IDENTIFIED.
Besides, if was so difficult to see the markings, why are you confident it was a military
aircraft? DannyBoy777777 11 months agorogerrodd 11 months ago Your claim it was an
AA jet IS incorrect. The person ignoring evidence & making selective conclusions is you
& all else who parrot the gov's version. The 9/11 report did just that. I'm not claiming to
know that it was a military jet, or a cargo jet, or anything countless other witnesses,
many from the media, described it as. I reiterate that I've never seen 1 conclusive
commercial jet picture. I wasn't there but unlike you, I don't call those who were liars
because my gov told me so.(part 1) rogerrodd 11 months agoDannyBoy777777 11
months ago That is the biggest load of B.S I've heard; and I have heard some crap related
to 9/11 conspiracies. I don't call anyone a liar - indicative of a dishonest person is one
who makes things up. "Conspiracy facts" - that's a laugh - a real contradiction in terms.
Conspiracy 'facts' have not proved anything. They have been rejected and disproven the
world over; by people unrelated to the US government. I feel sorry for, not angry at you.
DannyBoy777777 11 months agoemusheen 11 months ago We feel sorry for you at the
same time 'DannyBoy'. Fighting for a New World Order you are... but sadly you can't
realize it... if you try to it will be hard. Modern day brainwash has it so you
automatically fight- "Anti-Conspiracy!".... Keep on fighting for anti-conspiracy you
slave. At least our cause has a real issue. Stopping the new Communism (Capitalism)
from taking over the world. Your fighting to help keep it a secret, and your doing it
subconsciously! Please, Everyone needs to wake up. emusheen 11 months agorogerrodd
11 months ago ( 2) The real conspiracy theorists are those who buy the "official version".
I don't deal with conspiracy theories. I deal with conspiracy facts. The gov's lies have
been exposed by numerous reliable researchers-not with conflicting eyewitness reports &
possibly altered pics/video. They cite & document the abused & deleted evidence the gov
claims in the report that Bush/Cheney tried to stop. The jet issue is my personal
revelation to these proven lies, & you want me to disbelieve my own eyes. rogerrodd 11
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months agoDannyBoy777777 11 months ago I would also add; bull shit conspiracy
theorists like this ruin genuine questions about other things; RFK, JFK and MLK, and
their assasinations. Its just another descrediting circus with no evidence to back it up, and
all the evidence pointing the other way. DannyBoy777777 11 months agorogerrodd 11
months ago You certainly sound angry and I need zero sympathy from you. Let's cut to
the chase. Public debate, neutral panel and moderator, loser pays air,hotel, all event costs,
and 10K to the winner. Then you can present all of your "facts" and I'll present mine.
Just be advised. In a formal debate, you won't be able to twist statements and play 3rd
grader make wrong arguments as you are so prone to do. Either get in touch to make the
arrangements or find somebody else to play with. rogerrodd 11 months
agoDannyBoy777777 11 months ago Stop throwing other peoples positions back at
them, it is most unoriginal. I ain't agree. I do think you need help - and sympathy. And it
certainly sounds like you have money to burn - the saying "more money than sense"
springs to mind. It would be too easy. A pathetic disingenuous 'offer' by some nutter
conspiracy theorist that has nothing. DannyBoy777777 11 months agorogerrodd 11
months ago In short, your alligator mouth over loaded your hummingbird ass. I don't have
money to burn-you're just an easy target. Your intellect is best summarized with "I ain't
agree" in addition to your phony sympathy towards someone who just shoved your own
moronic point of view down your throat. That said you can now flail away like the little
simple mind that you are & think that you won the argument with another of your weak
"last words". I have no more attention to give to you & you're blocked. rogerrodd 11
months agoDannyBoy777777 11 months ago "I ain't agree" is a saying dumbass. Given
idiots like you need to be told with inverted commas, perhaps I should have done so. You
are lying turd. You hav'nt proved anything - you've just wailed a load of bile and bull shit.
The measure of a man is his ability to debate and compromise - you havn't done either.
DannyBoy777777 11 months agoACEBAKER911 11 months ago Why was there NO
flying object in this video ? It was obviously edited out to show if anything hit the Bldg.
Fact is NO planes were used, Watch ZERO 9/11 ACEBAKER911 11 months
agomantinizz 11 months ago watch the film zeitgeist mantinizz 11 months
agoStephanesar 11 months ago Military aircrafts E 10 hits WTC They are grey with a
shape under. Also WTC 1.2.7 prepared before with thermite. They lauch missile on FL93
and pentagone. Mission over Stephanesar 11 months agoBabyMesoxD 11 months ago
George bushs fault he kills to many people in irak. (Revenge) BabyMesoxD 11 months
agoYouBoob85 11 months ago Iraq YouBoob85 11 months agoBabyMesoxD 11 months
ago USA's fault.. BUT OMG POOR PPL THEY MAKE ME CRY,, BabyMesoxD 11
months agoBabyMesoxD 11 months ago Comment removeddanesalserocya 11 months
ago great video wow man GodBless America danesalserocya 11 months agowatercupk 11
months ago never forget... watercupk 11 months agoMrAntichrist89 11 months ago show
hide I love it when this shit happens, in fact i cant sleep at night if no less then 10
Americans died. p.s if u would like 2 call me a name or tell me off in some way please
message me, & fuck u 2. MrAntichrist89 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago
They should build two identical towers in the middle of nowhere and fly two indentical
planes into them to show buildings can collapse from the intense heat, fire AND SEVERE
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STRUCTURAL DAMAGE. Why do a lot of people forget this part? The planes tore
through the beams as if they were toothpicks destroying everything in their paths. Did
you see the enormous holes in the buildings? Nothing is holding up the top of the building
there it is empty space. Thank God they didn't fall sideways. justagirlinthehood 11
months agoRinaNight 11 months ago 2 It was all controlled. If what you say was the case
then it would have DEFINITELY fallen sideways. Not STRAIGHT down like a planned
demolition. RinaNight 11 months ago 2Mynameisaw 11 months ago 2 If it was controlled
it'd of collapsed at the bottom first like a planned demolition, the top half wouldn't of
jutted sideways and gone through the rest of the building like it did. Mynameisaw 11
months ago 2justagirlinthehood 11 months ago Comment removedSe7enEvan 11 months
ago 3 Jesus fucking christ. Some people are so damn heartless. Many people died this
day, a tragic day, and some of you people actually have the fucking guts to spam,
criticize and hate. So many people's families went through hell trying to forget this, and
the people that died. Deep down, we all know its there. Nobody could forget a day like
the 9/11. Se7enEvan 11 months ago 3TheDonkeydonk 11 months ago lets not over
exagerate planes hit them buildings...look at the hole in tower...media and bored people
just lead america in the wrong direction...we are a nation under god and would never do
this to our own... TheDonkeydonk 11 months agoSharky2055 11 months ago The US
didn't do this to their own. Sharky2055 11 months agoar1ymon 11 months ago YOU
ARE STUPID. These builduings collapsed RIGHT DOWN, IT'S IMPOSSIBLE! YOUR
GOVERmENT EXPLOSED COLUMS! ar1ymon 11 months agoSharky2055 11 months
ago ar1ymon Where's your source that says it's impossible? Sharky2055 11 months
agoMynameisaw 11 months ago Maybe you should learn structural engineering. The
planes hit, ripping through the central structural support. They would of fallen sideways
IF they had collapsed when the plane hit. Intsead the collapsed from the fire and the
immense heat, meaning that the structural support was destroyed from the inside.
MEANING it collapsed straight down. Jesus your an idiot. Mynameisaw 11 months
agoNateskate140 11 months ago I know this is gonng to sound bad but what kind of
cammra do you think is that it was amazing home video! God bless america and everyone
who died on that day! Nateskate140 11 months agoboos506boos 11 months ago nice!
boos506boos 11 months agojahsper 11 months ago show hide Praise Alla jahsper 11
months agomk072280 11 months ago i was hoping to get a clear unaldultered view of the
collaspe. this is some of the best uncut footage there is of that day and somebody has
edited out a couple seconds right at the beginning of the collaspe. hmmm WHY, why
aren,t we allowed to see this. i'd like to know if she submitted this to the authorities
before release. somebody did the editing. 19:40 i think mk072280 11 months
agoACEBAKER911 11 months ago show hide It was an Inside job and NO planes were
used, its now very easy to Prove , Watch SEPTEMBER CLUES 911 TABOO THEORY
OF GHOSTPLANE ACEBAKER911 11 months agokennethmartin2 11 months ago I
will never forget this day... God Bless America... my home sweet home... kennethmartin2
11 months agokaleea12 11 months ago oh shut up god bless america my home sweeeeet
hooommmmeeeeeeee blaaaaaaaaaaaablaaaaaabla kaleea12 11 months agosearchformulder
11 months ago all you see this.. and still you go vote. searchformulder 11 months
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agohatelyIII 11 months ago People should watch this everyday and remember hatelyIII
11 months agoBuckeyesinfor6 11 months ago this was probably one of the worst days of
my life..... it sickens me, Buckeyesinfor6 11 months agocyberbard 11 months ago
Haunting. It still feels as surreal as it did on that very day. cyberbard 11 months
agodcapangoras 11 months ago en el minuto 12 :15 la senora dijo un avion militar nunca
menciona un boig 747 ni nada parecido,,ella estaba lo mas cerca posible y no se puede
equibocar o no??? o que piensan ustedes dcapangoras 11 months agoandrew09211 11
months ago this video is garbage andrew09211 11 months agodcapangoras 11 months ago
malditos americanos la senora de este video lo miro todo y dise claramente que fue un
misil militar y no aviones como dices ,,putos mentirosos yanquis y acusan a fidel castro
de ser un mal gobernador , putos los deven de castrar y hacerles comer sus bolas ,,,
dcapangoras 11 months agomahershalahashbash 11 months ago really tho? 0/10, 4real
0/10...wut kinda fuckin stupid vide is this... mahershalahashbash 11 months agothugftw
11 months ago go 2 hell? its 9/11 kid thugftw 11 months agoskaterguy613 11 months ago
americans are so dumb...attacking other countries over the ages isn't big deal...but when 2
towers go down and almost 3.000 people die it's tragedy, the enemy is so evil...cmon'....
3.000 people...they aren't so many compared to casualties done BY americans
skaterguy613 11 months agoOsamaBinLadenPwnsYou 11 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam LOL everytime i see dis i roll on de floor laughing
OsamaBinLadenPwnsYou 11 months agoRebiin 11 months ago 0/10 Rebiin 11 months
agoIfUCmeUWontLikeme 11 months ago Thank you for posting this very important
video. I will send as far and wide as possible. IfUCmeUWontLikeme 11 months
agoar1ymon 11 months ago excuse me, Iraq ar1ymon 11 months agoar1ymon 11 months
ago show hide damn you americans, the goverment knew about that attack, they did it
specifically, because they wanted to make a reason to attack Iran! Make a sense.
ar1ymon 11 months agojerrysmith34 11 months ago I agree Ironshirt32 jerrysmith34 11
months agoRioEllington 11 months ago The background music...chilling. RioEllington 11
months agoVolcombabe95 11 months ago 2 the sound of the fire trucks just sends shivers
down my spine. this was such a bad day and i will never forget it Volcombabe95 11
months ago 2AGPfilms 11 months ago holy shit that was cool AGPfilms 11 months
agoPyrotiny 11 months ago WTF Pyrotiny 11 months agoIronshirt32 11 months ago 4
Thank you for posting this. This video is extremely important for history and I think
everyone in the world should see this video. Ironshirt32 11 months ago 4Dagannoth500
11 months ago Terrorist attack Dagannoth500 11 months agoaudigyer 11 months ago lol
photoshop :p haha fuck u xxxtomstaxx u fuckiing idiot u are the one that is idiotic
audigyer 11 months agoPyrotiny 11 months ago WTF Pyrotiny 11 months
agoRockZEZE 11 months ago Damn!!! Fuck You Sudia Arabic to make that's in my
Contry Fuck All Arabin Sudia And United Arbin Kingdom Fuk Fuk....We Hit All Arin
terroset RockZEZE 11 months agoxXTomstaXx 11 months ago about 80 percent off all
muslims are idiotic or ignorant- fact xXTomstaXx 11 months agosegentich 11 months ago
3 its horrible FUCK YOU TERRORISM FUCK YOU TERRORISTS. i am half american
and half turkish in Turkey we had the same thing from PKK FUCK TERRORISM
FUCK ALL OF YOU segentich 11 months ago 3x3IF1nalSoraXIx3 11 months ago that
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wars microsoft x3IF1nalSoraXIx3 11 months agothedetriotmachinegun 11 months ago its
such a shame this happened and nowlook more american people dieing in the war a shame
thedetriotmachinegun 11 months agoxxxLINJIxxx 11 months ago 2 horrible xxxLINJIxxx
11 months ago 2ThePhilion777 11 months ago 12:14 ThePhilion777 11 months
agotoolenjoi 11 months ago Bush did this shit.. We are the Terroists!!! toolenjoi 11
months agoACEBAKER911 11 months ago show hide i got news for you, NO planes
were used Watch these Vids, 911 TABOO SEPTEMBER CLUES ACEBAKER911 11
months agosmile4ever8D 11 months ago fuck those tererests or how ever the hell they
spell it those ppl fucking suffered ppl lost there family members wat the fuck is rong wit
these bitchs smile4ever8D 11 months agoACEBAKER911 11 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 911 was an inside Job ! Watch ZERO 9/11
ACEBAKER911 11 months agowwwCssH4xNet 11 months ago i know the day i was at
home at germany and saw this in tv.. wwwCssH4xNet 11 months agoizCrimea 11
months ago почему самые важные кадры вырезаны? ----- все из-за этих гребаных
денег! вам что мало бабла, мало бухла, может вам мало шлюх? все вам мало... но
ваши заработаные деньги жизнь вам не купят! - умрете также как и все! а в аду вам
доллары ваши не пригодятся. izCrimea 11 months agoNYsentinel 11 months ago What
were 300 Goldman Sachs employees doing at Offutt AFB with Warren Buffet when the
President landed on the morning of 9/11? NYsentinel 11 months agoNYsentinel 11
months ago Watch WTC7 at 5:36 north wall towards the top. Nice day for window
washing, eh? NYsentinel 11 months agoNYsentinel 11 months ago Yeah 19 hijackers with
false IDs. Kook NYsentinel 11 months agotr1pzz 11 months ago 9 on which are alive
tr1pzz 11 months agosethsquatch420 11 months ago why didn't they show the second
crash sethsquatch420 11 months agoXdarkelveX 11 months ago 14:17 he says "oh shit"
XdarkelveX 11 months agoskovie23232 11 months ago 2 Very dark time for america
skovie23232 11 months ago 2captainshitto 11 months ago wicked special effects!
captainshitto 11 months agoPoetryHound 11 months ago "acknowledgement from the
FBl's counterterrorism division" If 9/11 was an "inside job," the conspirators would never
allow the FBI to undermine the plot. This is just some bullshit misinterpretation by the
conspiracy kooks. But if you think the FBI is credible, note that they identified the 19
hijackers as being responsible for the attacks. PoetryHound 11 months agoPoetryHound
11 months ago "Over half the people want a real investigation" Bullshit. Prove it.
PoetryHound 11 months agoKevinMerck 11 months ago 'Architects and Engineers for
911 Truth recently received acknowledgement from the FBl's counterterrorism division,
which concluded that the organization's core evidence deserves - and will get - FBl
scrutiny. In a letter, Deputy Director MichaeI Heimbach assessed AE 911's presentation
as "backed by thorough research and analysis.' - SiIicon WeakIy Over half the people
want a real investigation and they should. If it was controIIed demoIition, (it was) then
we need to address that. KevinMerck 11 months agomatt92hun 11 months ago Actually
Pearl Harbor was just a reason to join ww2, the reconnaissance knew that the Japans
were coming, just didnt tell them. Just like when the US sent a sip to German waters to
join ww1 and in September 11 they directed this to attack the Middle-East for their oil.
And dont say thats not true, because if it wasnt, the WTC woldnt collaps onto its own
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substructure... The best nation? Americans are all Spanish, French, British and other
european people... matt92hun 11 months agoLilFreeq 11 months ago Thank jesus for not
protecting america , for not stopping the plane , for not saving the ones who jumped off
the building . i am beginning to think jesus isnt real and he isnt god's son and i dont think
god is even real coz if he was real , he wulda save them ppl . god and jesus isnt real , well
now i'm going to convert to muslim . Well i know i shouldnt say this coz i'm not a muslim
yet but what the heck eh? ALLAHUAKHBAR!!! Muslims will dominate the world!
LilFreeq 11 months agocallmetucker 11 months ago wow! 11;51 the right side of the
screen above the building with the point is a circle thing!! wtf is it!!1!! callmetucker 11
months agosethsquatch420 11 months ago don't see it sethsquatch420 11 months
agoasomeman1223 11 months ago right now,they are so low on techknology and are
poor.......more like they will dominate my ass asomeman1223 11 months
agoasomeman1223 11 months ago america is one of the most powerfull countries in the
world,the only thing your countrys dominate is oil and shit asomeman1223 11 months
agoviharsarok 11 months ago show hide "america is one of the most powerfull countries
in the world" Not for long. America is losing its edge. Its economy is extremely
dependent on oil, that's why they have to invade foreign countries for oil even in the face
of huge financial losses. But as oil runs out and is harder to mine, America is unavoidably
going down. The new world leader is going to be China. There is a new era coming soon.
viharsarok 11 months agoviharsarok 11 months ago I have a joke, bitches. Q: Tell me a
compound word that contains plane. A: SKYSCRAPER! viharsarok 11 months
ago2010mustang1 11 months ago I hate teeth! I was 5 and I lost one a day before this
happend I hate teeth! 2010mustang1 11 months agoNellyHockey9 11 months ago Who
fricken cares???? NellyHockey9 11 months ago2010mustang1 11 months ago the gay
tooth fairy 2010mustang1 11 months agoNellyHockey9 11 months ago 9-11 was a doing
of the horrible al-qaeda of afgjanistan. It was a conspiracy that took the lives of many. A
day never to forget. So anyone who thinks it was not a conspiracy, screw off
NellyHockey9 11 months agoBoDaveMark 11 months ago What a horrible day , that was
!!! I was not as close to it as you were but was there in NYC when it happened , Was
some of your footage used by the BBC ? BoDaveMark 11 months agourmortal 11
months ago Very good Nys, And dont over look that Logic says the terrorists ie, the
master minds knew that WTC 7 had to go if the operation were to be successful. The
23rd floor of Building 7 had received 15 million dollars' worth of renovations to create an
emergency command center for then-Mayor Rudolf Giuliani. All video feeds streaming
into the command center of the WTC property were saved onto the computers located at
WTC 7 But where are the backups tapes there have to backups somewhere urmortal 11
months agoNYsentinel 11 months ago " the reason Pier 92 was selected as a command
center was because on the next day, on September 12, Pier 92 was going to have a drill, it
had hundreds of people here, from FEMA, from the Federal Government, from the State,
from the State Emergency Management Office, and they were getting ready for a drill for
biochemical attack." --Rudolph W Giuliani NYsentinel 11 months agoNYsentinel 11
months ago Debunkers just use ad hominum attacks but wont debate anyone who knows
the issues Jayep and the JREF are famous for it. NYsentinel 11 months agoNYsentinel 11
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months ago “We got there TWENTY MINUTES after the towers came down and Parked
on the other side of City Hall..." “FEMA WAS ACTIVATED, AND THEY SHOWED
UP WITH EQUIPMENT THAT HAD TO BE STACKED.” NYPD Police Officer
Anita Rosato Emergency Services Unit, Truck 10 Page 126 Report from Ground Zero
(Dennis Smith FDNY Ret) NYsentinel 11 months agoNYsentinel 11 months ago “We’re
currently one of the first teams that was deployed to support the city of New York for
THIS DISASTER. We arrived on late Monday night, and went into action on Tuesday
morning. And not until today did we get a full opportunity to work the entire site.” Tom
Kenney FEMA / USAR - Mass. Sept 13 2001 NYsentinel 11 months agoNYsentinel 11
months ago "We were concerned about additional collapses, stability of the hotel and the
rest of facade there; plus, we still had 7 World Trade Center which was burning also. We
were worried about that collapsing, and it did collapse, about 6 hours later. There was a
conscious decision to let that building burn and just keep everybody clear." FDNY
Deputy Chief Division 1 Pete Hayden NYsentinel 11 months agoNYsentinel 11 months
ago (Right after T1 Collapse) "We went into one of the command post right across from
Cityhall, and I wound up hooking up with some of the members of Rescue with Chief
John Norman. We were notified through our command that were also part of Urban
Search and Rescue Task Force through the Federal Emergency Management Agency,
which was bringing equipment and tools to the scene by boat. LT Micheal Pena FDNY
Rescue 1 Page 128 Report From Ground Zero Dennis Smith NYsentinel 11 months
agoNYsentinel 11 months ago I guess you didnt read the comments or you must be living
in some dillusional state of mind. 911 was a criminal conspiracy committed by criminals
just like OKC and 93 Have a nice day NYsentinel 11 months agoHoustonboihou 11
months ago wow yall had a up close and personal view..thats too damn
close.heartbreaking Houstonboihou 11 months agodviesq 11 months ago After 8 years of
intrepid investigation the twoof movement has come up with 0 (zero) facts to support
their inside job theories. Conjecture, speculation, delusions, allegations do not equal facts,
contrary to twoofer sites assertions. Perseveration is not perseverance. dviesq 11 months
agoJswens91 11 months ago I was in the north tower only on the third floor and made it
out ok it still pains me today to think that all the people that died I worked with and one
of them just as easily could of been me. The worste day of my life. Jswens91 11 months
agoStepherella15 11 months ago Yeah 3000 Lifes Were Taken ! Who Thinks That Is
Awesome ? If So Your Messed Stepherella15 11 months agonickmartini413 11 months
ago i knew one of the security guards in the second tower . nickmartini413 11 months
agoTexarkanaPla 11 months ago The guy that was saying we are ok..Let me just say first
and formost fuck you..Yeah dumbass your ok you wasn't in the building..But the 3000
lifes that was? TexarkanaPla 11 months agoLallaCs1337 11 months ago terrible !! :(
LallaCs1337 11 months agojedidouglas111 11 months ago how can they be so calm!?!
jedidouglas111 11 months agoseanki98 11 months ago remember, the WTC can be far
from where the video was taken. seanki98 11 months agoStepherella15 11 months ago
Wow That Was Insane. Trade Center Is Still Here In Memory. They Re-Build One But It
Can't Replace Out First One Though. And Is Someone Crying In The Background ? If So
It's Ok Stepherella15 11 months agoStepherella15 11 months ago Some Where Near The
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Beginning And 8:00 Looks Like A Person Did Jump Out ! Stepherella15 11 months
agoNYsentinel 11 months ago “when the President formally declares a national
emergency, he may seize property, organize and control the means of production, seize
commodities, assign military forces abroad, institute martial law, seize and control all
transportation and communication, regulate the operation of private enterprise, restrict
travel, and, in a variety of ways, control the lives of United States citizens.” NYsentinel
11 months agoNachalnika 11 months ago 11:50 to 11:54 another ufo wonder if anyone
noticed it, but true during that time of crysis and panic who would care about looking up
the sky, everyone was busy with the situation, so those ufo guys the aliens so called
were watching us and probably thinking how evil we humans are hehe, aliens exists its
true really ! they are called nefilim ! Nachalnika 11 months agoNachalnika 11 months ago
5:28 to 5:32 thats umm 100% confirmed UFO BY THA WAY ! Nachalnika 11 months
agocotyslick 11 months ago hahahahaha awsome cotyslick 11 months agoTexarkanaPla
11 months ago Awesome huh?stfu you little nerd.. TexarkanaPla 11 months agocotyslick
11 months ago i said the aliens were awsome asshole cotyslick 11 months
agoTexarkanaPla 11 months ago Well i said your a lil nerd you punk bitch..Be more
specific next time TexarkanaPla 11 months agojabram89 11 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam many people was died in world trade center
jabram89 11 months agoKiescht92 11 months ago das ist alles so schrecklich traurich
Kiescht92 11 months agoFunasenbaer 11 months ago schreiben lernen. Funasenbaer 11
months agounicornmagics 11 months ago 2:34 isnt that a person??! unicornmagics 11
months agoEspadaNegative5 11 months ago nope thats just a stick in the roof...u kno
those things EspadaNegative5 11 months agoFrostyChilli 11 months ago antennas :)
FrostyChilli 11 months agounicornmagics 11 months ago Comment removedNYsentinel
11 months ago SUNDAY STANDARD Sunday, June 27, 2004 Kenyan-born US Senate
hopeful, Barrack Obama, appeared set to take over the Illinois Senate seat... —AP
Copyright © 2004 The Standard Ltd NYsentinel 11 months agoNYsentinel 11 months
ago Diplomats said Afghan Interior Minister Mohammad Hanif Atmar, a Pashtun who
has received his higher education in the UK, was still operating under the British
guidance. The Interior Ministry is accused of enabling the provision of arms and
ammunition for the north-based militants by the Pashtun police force. NYsentinel 11
months agoNYsentinel 11 months ago Opium Bumper Crop NYsentinel 11 months
agoNYsentinel 11 months ago The Afghan president said based on unconfirmed reports,
the helicopters have been taking gunmen to Baghlan, Kunduz and Samangan provinces
overnight for about five months now. NYsentinel 11 months agoNYsentinel 11 months
ago Earlier in the week, Afghan President Hamid Karzai was quoted by the BBC Persian
as having ordered an investigation into reports of 'unknown' army helicopters carrying
gunmen to the north. NYsentinel 11 months agoNYsentinel 11 months ago UK army
'providing' Taliban with air transport Sat, 17 Oct 2009 17:47:38 GMT Font size : A
British Air Force Chinook helicopter The British army has been relocating Taliban
insurgents from southern Afghanistan to the north by providing transportation means,
diplomats say. NYsentinel 11 months agoNYsentinel 11 months ago CRAZY WAR:
Italy paid the TALIBAN…UK provided copters? NYsentinel 11 months agofazzamalla
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11 months ago well 2:36 isnt that a person fazzamalla 11 months agot4ds 11 months ago
11:45 ? t4ds 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago Comment
removedbuddyfreakinholly 11 months ago Bin Laden had nothing to do with 9/11. The
buildings were controlled demolition jobs. buddyfreakinholly 11 months
agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago Bin Laden plays the same game. He uses Islam to
recruit terrorists to carry out these attacks. He uses Islam as a tool and is being funded by
the one worlders, the oil billionaires, the people who profit from these wars. I don't think
Islam is a real religion but I don't really care. I think most religions are full of crap. Islam
should be modernized and ban radical teachings in these mosques. Then maybe Bin Laden
would have a harder time getting people to blow themselves up over it. justagirlinthehood
11 months agoNickmen80 11 months ago Super video! катастрофа хорошо снята
Nickmen80 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago The person who said religion
is not the reason for war is right. Atleast for wars in our time. Wars now are fought for
money and power. Bush said we went to war to defend our freedoms. Bullcrap, nobody
believes that. Our crazy big brother government that puts cameras on every street corner
and wants to control everything you do in your life IS what is taking away our freedoms.
Not Saddam not even BinLaden. justagirlinthehood 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11
months ago I did not say anywhere that all muslims are terrorists. They don't have to be
one to be threat to a country. They just have to immigrate to a country, breed out of
control, and simply take over when they outnumber everyone else. That is what is going
to happen in the US if something is not done to stop it. It's not only muslims that
threaten this country by mass immigration it is all third world immigrants who are
flooding in here and disolving our language and culture. It has to be stopped
justagirlinthehood 11 months agoTiago3501 11 months ago i have a question, when the
plane crashed did it go inside the building, or did it fall to the ground??? its weird i would
have thought that a boeing would do a much bigger hole on the tower. Tiago3501 11
months agoBelowZeroFarm101 11 months ago it was still inside:( BelowZeroFarm101 11
months agoMondoMedia7 11 months ago And Barack Insane Obama is continuing this
conspiracy every day he does not stop the war in the Middle East by pulling ALL of the
troops home and admitting that Bush flew the airliners into the towers by remote control
in order to steal all of the oil in Iraq! MondoMedia7 11 months agodancingwithyourself
11 months ago you cant just pull out all the troops...ugh people are soo politically
challenged..plz by god please I know people who died there and all the conspiracy's were
proven wrong, you don"t know how nerve wracking it was to be there..and you just need
to think off all the people who died there..yes we blow up countries..but not by random,
this was a surprise...we blow up countries for defense or standing up for what is right.
God Bless America dancingwithyourself 11 months agohorseloverfyi 11 months ago
9/11/01 was a horrible day in split second america was turned upside down and by the
time the day closed so many lives had been lost.lives of mothers fathers grandmothers
grandfathers how could some body do this?how could they not think twice before they
took so many people away from there loved ones cant you see that little girl sitting at
home waiting for her daddy to come kiss her good night but he never will that hurts so
bad i feel for all those little girls poor inocent people got killed!! horseloverfyi 11 months
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agoAkardiKrissiJoe 11 months ago oh my god!!!!! it must have been extremely terrible to
watch it fall! AkardiKrissiJoe 11 months agoshazaegypt 11 months ago I repeat again
that religion is used and becomes a cover for economical and political targets. Religion is
not the reason for war. That religous wars are a just a form of violence .if there a violence
in our mind, we will find a way to declare it with or without religion . shazaegypt 11
months agoshazaegypt 11 months ago Dear justagirlinthehood One would wonder why
all this animosity towards Islam and Muslims!and why you always called Islam is
Radical ..It does mean No Radical in Christianity, Jewess, then what abt Zionism or
killing innocent by Basque Fatherland and Liberty -ETA -Brigate Rosse in Italian -dolf
Hitler and Nazism -IRA -Do you wana to persuading me there is no redical Christianity,
Jewess only Islam. come on..It seems like a war against Islam which focus only on bad
actions of minority . shazaegypt 11 months agoshazaegypt 11 months ago Dear,
justagirlinthehood's,What about Sabra and Shatila massacre, Qana and Gaza...etc Well tell
me, when the modern Europe moved and made a decision to protect Muslims in serbi net
sa massacre in Bosnia. And Now you ask about Radical Islam???????????? Then who
made it ...the unfair way in handling their cases. We also hate the extremists people in
different forms too. shazaegypt 11 months agobelcherman 11 months ago I would say.
taek him for a ride up the empire state building. Do it at xmas.. put some bellls on his feet
and toss him over.. have all the networks cover it.. Im really ashamed hat the usa with all
its resources hasnt cuagh thtis guy yet.. If he owed 500 bucks on taces he woudl be in jail
now. belcherman 11 months agomorthrop 11 months ago Death to Bin Ladin and his
throng of pig-fucking terrorists. God bless America. morthrop 11 months
agoxXdethrowXx 11 months ago ya! those sandmonkeys can go to hell. xXdethrowXx 11
months agoGuyaneseJumbie 11 months ago Everything looked normal when she looked
down with the camera until she opened the window and moved the camera angle up.. Just
plain disaster. GuyaneseJumbie 11 months agoxurbancampx 11 months ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was a controlled demolition staged as a
terrorist attack, check this video for proof: watch?v=SXD3bAbZCow xurbancampx 11
months agofawnie1208 11 months ago This is the day that all of America cried. There
was such a horrible loss of life of ordinary working people just trying to make a living. I
am from NY. I will always remember 911. fawnie1208 11 months agoCALIGULAV 11
months ago no al islam el islam se expande x toda la tierra CALIGULAV 11 months
agojameschristi1 11 months ago kill the packies jameschristi1 11 months
agoBinLadenFan1 11 months ago awesome video! to favorites!! BinLadenFan1 11
months agoNYsentinel 11 months ago 3 Type-O Correction "THOU SHALL NOT KILL
!!!" FUCK TERRORISM !!! NYsentinel 11 months ago 3NYsentinel 11 months ago
"Thor Shalt Not Kill" Muslims follow this Jews follow this Christians follow this Satan
is the terrorist of 911 I went through this "Next To War Everything Pales in
Comparrison" --General George Patton USA 3ID NYsentinel 11 months agocaptainshitto
11 months ago show hide that looks quite nasty....i hope nobody got injured.
captainshitto 11 months agoDrPhilyyM 11 months ago oh... hundreds of lives were lost
that day. :( DrPhilyyM 11 months agojuStjoKinG67 11 months ago are u serious
juStjoKinG67 11 months agocaptainshitto 11 months ago yeah captainshitto 11 months
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agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago Most of the mosques in this country are no doubt
teaching radical islam. We can't even go in there to investigate, we don't want to be
politically incorrect and seem like we are targeting muslims. Target them you fools! We
deserve another 9-11 since we have no backbone and are going to allow these terrorists to
kill more innocent people. We cannot allow them to keep coming in here they will breed
quickly like in France and will change our laws, language, culture, then the country is
theirs. justagirlinthehood 11 months agoshazaegypt 11 months ago Dear, I wish if you
can switch your place with other for a while. Then ask ur self who's invent people like
Osama so please read a little of Middle East, Africa and Asia history and follow the
double standard of justice since Equation Eon till Today that left country as Algeria with
The two natures reflect the way in which Algerian identity was cleaved in half by 132
years of French colonial rule or Egypt with 72 years under British equation and later the
Tripartite Aggression. shazaegypt 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago
shazaegypt (4 hours ago) Tell us where all these mosques are being attacked by
nonmuslims? Muslims have been killing each other forever but where has a mosque been
attacked in the US? I have seen reports on the news about Jews being attacked by
muslims in France. They can't even go into these sacred "muslim only" neighborhoods.
Europe will be gone in 20 yrs. It is being taken over by radical islamists AND these so
called moderate islmanists who are going to outnumber whites/blacks. justagirlinthehood
11 months agoshazaegypt 11 months ago You weeping about immigrants' issue then what
about The Third Crusade at the past and did you hear about what Master Bush said
before 8 years ago. As for me and my people we want peace and we do live with
Christians and Jews and various people in peace in my country. shazaegypt 11 months
agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago shazaegypt (4 hours ago) Not all muslims are
terrorists but nearly all terrorists are muslims these days. As for the Oaklahoma city
bombing, there is compelling evidence, most of which the gov has tried to cover up,
linking this bombing with muslims terrorists. Come on, does anyone think Timothy
McVey was acting with just Terry Nichols? Nobody can interview Nichols and they
killed McVey so quickly nobody got to talk to him either. The gov wants that case closed
for good. justagirlinthehood 11 months agoskeet612 11 months ago I do find it unfair that
a whole religion is branded as "terrorists" when only a select few from those religions
took part. Unfortunately some people cant get past the fact that it was a high-jacking and
instead blame bush and the government. skeet612 11 months agoshazaegypt 11 months
ago Muslims against all those who killed and terrorized the innocents In 11/9, or who
permit the killing civilians,children, women too,anywhere.Must be brought to justice in
an impartial court of law (punished).Islam has declared the spilling of blood and the
destruction of property as absolute prohibitions until the Day of Judgment. shazaegypt
11 months agoshazaegypt 11 months ago Firstly,I advice ppl who judge on Islam thru
feud and evil that try to kno or read a little about Islam as the way of Senator,Mark
Seljender. shazaegypt 11 months agoshazaegypt 11 months ago I reject labeling any
religion or culture with terrorism, as the situation now is for Islam and Muslims.
shazaegypt 11 months agoshazaegypt 11 months ago My heart goes out to those
Muslims around the world who are being unfairly treated. I've read about stoning of
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Muslims in Australia, dog faces being put through letterboxes in England. Mosques being
attacked all over the world. shazaegypt 11 months agoFaddleonLSD 11 months ago
Hahahahahaha. They got front row seats with shit music in the background, sipping
champagne thinking 'what a blowout'. Then when the buildings imploded the facade sorta
took over and we got the crocodile tears of feigned indignation. Noone cares if someone
they don't know dies in a secular society, this isn't the 1920s, so pls spare me the crying
game. 'They're going to get planes to drop water onto it' 'i hope there's nobody at
work....it's before nine' Dumb bitch. FaddleonLSD 11 months agomadzane94 11 months
ago '""" IT WAS A MILLLITARY PLANE!!!''' thank you for sayin that! madzane94 11
months agomadzane94 11 months ago hmm, skipped the other plane hittin oh well :'(
madzane94 11 months agoarabeea 11 months ago 2 I was in South Dakota, sitting on my
couch eating oatmeal with two pieces of toast when the first tower was hit. For as long as
I live the entire ordeal is seared into my memory. My eye's still tear when thinking about
it. arabeea 11 months ago 2NYsentinel 11 months ago Tom Kenney: “We’re currently
one of the first teams that was deployed to support the city of New York for THIS
DISASTER. We arrived on late Monday night, and went into action on Tuesday morning.
And not until today did we get a full opportunity to work the entire site.” (Tom Kenny FEMA/USAR Mass.) Sept 13, 2001 "THIS DISASTER"!!! NYsentinel 11 months
agoheeromistress 11 months ago 2 9.05 that poor person waving for help :( heeromistress
11 months ago 2NYsentinel 11 months ago The 9/11 Commission, however — with the
same studied indifference it showed towards the Mineta testimony — failed even to
mention these contradictions in its Report, let alone explain them away NYsentinel 11
months agoNYsentinel 11 months ago In point of fact, the CIA, the NSA, the FAA and
NORAD had planned and trained for just such a possibility. Indeed, the record shows
training exercises involving such a potential attack had in fact been carried on at the
Pentagon in October, 2000 and May, 2001, and that NORAD had begun planning in July,
2001, for a training exercise in which the premise would be that a hijacked airliner was
crashed into the World Trade Center. NYsentinel 11 months agoNYsentinel 11 months
ago SUNDAY STANDARD Sunday, June 27, 2004 Kenyan-born Obama all set for US
Senate "Kenyan-born US Senate hopeful, Barrack Obama, appeared set to take over the
Illinois Senate seat after his main rival, Jack Ryan, dropped out of the race on Friday
night amid a furor over lurid sex club allegations..." NYsentinel 11 months
agoeddieboyle25 11 months ago Comment removedjaysonrules 11 months ago 3 Fuck
you all terrorists. Bastards. Regards to american people from Brazil. jaysonrules 11
months ago 3a13b9 11 months ago i heard that over 1238 people where killed when the
first tower calapsed a13b9 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago 74% of
people polled recently said they believed we were not told the whole story about 9-11.
Which means they think the gov is full of it. justagirlinthehood 11 months
agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago If you bothered to read a lot of people's opinions,
and that is what the comment section is for! Then you would see they know this was
done by terrorists but they do not think they did this alone. Many people, educated, in
the military, etc. feel this way. As American's we have every right to know who was
involved with 9-11 and we should also bring THEM to justice. If you want to stick your
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head in the sand then that is your right. justagirlinthehood 11 months agoAlexGudesblat
11 months ago 2 To all conspiracy theorists: can't you see it's pointless? Who do you
want to convince? You want to play the intellectual but you're very bad actors. Each and
every one of you is a bluff. Nobody takes you seriously. Noboby gives a damn to your
"analysis" or "revealing theories." 9/11 was done by terrorists. That's all we need to
know. They were criminals, murderers. They were beasts with no face and no name. May
their victims rest in peace. May they be in God's loving and meriful hands.
AlexGudesblat 11 months ago 2xxx3killer 11 months ago 3 I laugh at people who say the
Jews did it. Yeah right, why would the Jews attack their ally!?. Blame the Jews for all
your problems, that's the easiest thing to do. xxx3killer 11 months ago 3Gonken88 11
months ago one possible reason could be to blame their worst enemy maybe thus
strengthen their bonds with their ally. but I don't really have an opinion. Gonken88 11
months agoTheSighthound 11 months ago i bet it you did invent a time machine and go
back and stop the planes hitting the twins, America would still be at war/murdering the
little brown people for there oil. wake up usa ye are being duped. peace man
TheSighthound 11 months agoazharuddin57 11 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam American saw this happens in there country first time but countries
like iraq, afganistan, palestine watching every single day what do you thing about them.
American people are just selfish they only like the country which is rich in some essntial
things. They now in saudi arabia for fuel. They were in iraq for fuel. They made
friendship with india for because india also going with huge power. American's worried
about the countries like china, russia,etc. American's are selfish and nothing azharuddin57
11 months agoazharuddin57 11 months ago 2 American saw this happens in there
country first time but countries like iraq, afganistan, palestine watching every single day
what do you thing about them. American people are just selfish they only like the
country which is rich in some essntial things. They now in saudi arabia for fuel. They
were in iraq for fuel. They made friendship with india for because india also going with
huge power. American's worried about the countries like china, russia,etc. American's are
selfish and nothing azharuddin57 11 months ago 2nebiliyimyaaa 11 months ago Beautiful
video, but i have a question. American people is living only one terrible day, but
Palestine, Iraq and Afghanistan are lives (every) terrible days... What can i say?
nebiliyimyaaa 11 months agoAlexGudesblat 11 months ago There are people who get
shot every day in every country of the world including America. Not every day jumbo
jets are flown into buildings and then 3,000 people die in less than 100 minutes. That's
quite a difference to me. AlexGudesblat 11 months agonebiliyimyaaa 11 months ago You
are right, but i want to say; the clear world is right of everyone... nebiliyimyaaa 11
months agoeMMskiieS 11 months ago no matter what the reason of this was. no one
deserves to die this way r.i.p eMMskiieS 11 months agoweysuckusoff 11 months ago
This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam yes i would. fuck you
weysuckusoff 11 months agoweysuckusoff 11 months ago See the likes of you yank
cunts are unbelievable. I fuckin hate your shitty war mongering country. If it wasnt for
Britain pulling you out the shit from all the pointless conflict you cause,you fuckers
would be fucked. I think 9/11 was hilarious and i hope more things like that happen in the
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future. PEACE!!! weysuckusoff 11 months agoSCHSTrumpet 11 months ago Hm... I've
never heard anyone EVER call it a military plane until I saw this video. That's very
interesting. Come to think of it, I've never seen a video in which I could see the logo of the
Airline Company on either plane. I always thought the planes looked unusual anyway.
SCHSTrumpet 11 months agoFreedomFighter2002 11 months ago 9/11 WAS an INSIDEJOB ... and the whole world know it, only the stupid and brainwashed americans think it
was binLaden. FreedomFighter2002 11 months agoTheRSBandosBoys 11 months ago
How Was It An Inside Job? .TERRORISTS. Saw a news broadcast that after the towers
were built the construction worker said "the only thing that could bring these buildings
down are two 737's" now explain to me how it was an inside job?? TheRSBandosBoys
11 months agomorover50 11 months ago Beautiful video, thank you for posting,
morover50 11 months agorenay11 11 months ago it was the jews i tell you... renay11 11
months agomelvinleveque 11 months ago hahhahahahahhahahahahahahhahah-a =]
melvinleveque 11 months agoRDFilmsExtras 11 months ago 2 I wasn't old enough to
know what EXACTLY happened. and OMG u saw it u were there omg omg omg omg
omg omg omg omg omg omg omg omg omg omg omg omg omg omg omg omg omg omg
omg omg omg omg omg omg omg omg RDFilmsExtras 11 months ago 2aifammafiaaifam
11 months ago this disaster did effect the whole world not just america and when people
start to point out dicrepancies you ask yourself why so many points that dont fit,there
are more questions than answers,thats a fact !!!. aifammafiaaifam 11 months
agoskibunny1000 11 months ago Not to burst your bubble, but the rest of the world
believed that the US had it coming. There is no denying the sheer evil of what happened
September 11, it did not affect the majority of the world. The only countries it impacted
were the USA, Canada (many of our firemen went to help and some of us were related to
the innocent civilians), and Afghanistan. skibunny1000 11 months agojustagirlinthehood
11 months ago 2 But there are bigger questions about that day than this video. The
military plane question is one. I will ask again since nobody could show me, where is a
video or photo of either planes that hit the towers that show either a plane logo (TWA)
or windows or some other distiinguishable feature proving it was a passenger jet. Every
video or picture I see was too dark, blurry or too far away to see what kinds of planes
they were. I believe one had to be a military cargo plane. justagirlinthehood 11 months
ago 2justagirlinthehood 11 months ago cbaothjoruus2009 (3 hours ago) Yes I wondered
the same thing. Some of the best footage of the towers and yet not one second of the
second plane hitting. The woman fliming this describes the plane she saw, calling it a
military plane (by the way can you think of any other airline crash where witnesses
mistake a passenger jet for a military plane? There were plenty that said this that day)
but going back to the fact that she saw this and filmed this but the plane is not in the
video. justagirlinthehood 11 months agoxXxARMANIxXx1 11 months ago viva amereca
ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﻡﻉ ﺃﺱﺍﻡﺓ ﺍﻝﻙﻝﺏ ﻡﻑﺕﺥﺭ ﺏﻡﺝﺍﻩﺩﻱﻥ ﻉﻡﻝﺍء ﻱﻕﺕﻝﻭﻥ ﺍﻝﺃﺏﺭﻱﺍء ? ﺇﻝﻯ ﺝﻩﻥﻡ ﺏﺃﺫﻥ
xXxARMANIxXx1 11 months agoaifammafiaaifam 11 months ago did bin laden profit
from this ans no did iraq benifit no did the bush family profit yes did the military profit
yes did the owner profit yes dont ask whos to blame ask who benifited,are the
blackwater army in packistan for oil reasons in the caspian seawhere there is 2 trillion
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barrals of oil a year ready to be taken facts not fiction. aifammafiaaifam 11 months
agoSharky2055 11 months ago aifammafiaaifam NOTHING you've written is true. It's
ALL WRONG, INACCURATE, FICTION. Sharky2055 11 months agoaifammafiaaifam
11 months ago erm why didnt the tv studios have footage as clear as this ps two towers
goes back as far as the book of enoch,these building were knwn in the building trade as
white elephants.two towers is very simbolic in masonary terms,insurance fraud opps
there i said it,weres the gold? aifammafiaaifam 11 months agoaifammafiaaifam 11 months
ago osama bin laden anagram= a none bad islam.........think about it another good anagram
the writing is on the walls twin tower all his the sign...this video looks amazingly suspect
like most of the ones ive seen on you tube ps do you trust the media? aifammafiaaifam 11
months agocbaothjoruus2009 11 months ago you would have to say they show nothing
other than 2 smoking towers yet had a fantastic view point...this video had shit loads cut
out by them or at someones advice. I have to question their motives on why they released
one of the best quality pictures filmed of the WTC that shows NOTHING !!!!
cbaothjoruus2009 11 months agocbaothjoruus2009 11 months ago mmm strange how
people see just what they want.. did no one queston a few strange facts about this video?
it conveniantly does not show the second plane flying towards the WTC (yet they had a
panoramic view of the sky surrounding) and neither does it show the second plane when
it crashes into the WTC, it shows the last split seconds of the explosion, and neither does
it show either of the towers other than from the dust cloud view aiming at the
bottom..who cut the rest of the vid out? cbaothjoruus2009 11 months agoorangie159 11
months ago All thoughts and prays go out to those on 9/11/01. orangie159 11 months
agosvitri2 11 months ago Religion sucks, this is the evidense svitri2 11 months
agoSharky2055 11 months ago NO, people that ABUSE their religion suck. THAT's
what this is proof of. Sharky2055 11 months agoronnn111 11 months ago For all the
responders: I DONT have problems with muslims. the thing is, when some nation starts
to gain control on big parts of the world (show me ONE country without muslims?!) it
makes me scare... our children will leave in the islamic world that agree with the idea to
KILL in the name of alla! does it make any sense?! the muslims should live only in their
countries (and there's a lot of them!) and not take over on ours- on beatiful Paris,
Belgium, The netherlands and many many more. ronnn111 11 months agoguitarboyben97
11 months ago HAHAHAHAHAHA guitarboyben97 11 months agoSharky2055 11
months ago guitarboyben97 Will it be funny when it's your MOTHER or
GRANDMOTHER in those planes or Towers? Sharky2055 11 months
agoLOLMONEYYY 11 months ago are you serious? fucking asshole.. LOLMONEYYY
11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago TKRJ1 (45 minutes ago) That is the kind
of naiveness that is going to allow muslims to take over your country. You think because
the ones that are your neighbors are 'nice' which they might be or not, your country will
not fall under muslim rule. It will, most people see this coming. Muslims are
overpopulating many of the major countries now. They are wiping out their language and
culture and bringing in radical islam which will change their laws and ultimately bring
down their country. justagirlinthehood 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago
lolga14 It sounds like you are a product of our public school system that brainwashes
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kids into believing this crap. When was the last time a Christian flew a plane into a
building or strapped a suicide bomb belt onto himself and blew up innocent people. I am
sure many teachers are telling impressionable kids that Chrisianity is bad and Islam is just
a misunderstood peaceful religion. They are now telling kids Columbus was a murderous
evil man. justagirlinthehood 11 months agoshazaegypt 11 months ago No body know
what happened in New York... remember the Oklahoma bombing which was committed
by an American citizen.... the Americans seem to have forgotten this. shazaegypt 11
months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago "cultured european" Ha ha ha !!!! thanks,
needed the laugh. justagirlinthehood 11 months agololgal4 11 months ago 2 I dont hate
muslims I hate terorists. I bet allot of people kill for Christianity lolgal4 11 months ago
2sdfg512 11 months ago wow fukin terrorest and shit fucking not even funny this is
fucking sad to see for fuck sakes... sdfg512 11 months agorahan 11 months ago Reading
the comments on here makes me truly sad. Almost as sad as the video itself. People can
be so... ugly. rahan 11 months agobunsenbernard11 11 months ago no im a cultured
european not some dumb slack jawed yokel of a yank bunsenbernard11 11 months
agonadinewoodell 11 months ago you are right terrorists did not do that fucking muslims
did.and they will get thers belive me . nadinewoodell 11 months agoSkyBindi 11 months
ago terrorists did not do this... the government did.. planes did not make the buildings
collapse,, bombs did... many witnesses and survivors said the same.. SkyBindi 11 months
agoxXHavokXx95 11 months ago Fuck me, this happened because of religion? Such
bullshit. The world is so fucked up. What is this coming too. They believe there is a god,
but does this look like there is? FFS, Do they really believe killing is what god wants.
Mother fuckers. I hope they all burn in hell. xXHavokXx95 11 months agoshazaegypt 11
months ago No Dear, not because of religion....but religion is used and becomes a cover
for economical and political targets. Religion is not the reason for war. That religous wars
are a just a form of violence .if there a violence in our mind, we will find a way to declare
it with or without religion . shazaegypt 11 months agonibiruin 11 months ago Also see a
song geo aur Geenay do by Asjad Qizilbash on Peace nibiruin 11 months
agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago listen to ronnn111 (3 hours ago) He is speaking the
truth. Listen up America! Do we want to end up like Europe under a Muslim rule? It will
happen if you don't stop them. justagirlinthehood 11 months agoTKRJ1 11 months ago
first of all, we are not under a Muslim rule. We may have a lot of them here but most are
as nice as your neighbour. nog as to this video: it makes me realize how big the gaping
hole and towers really were. on the telly it all seemed so small but here it's really showing
the big nature of the horrible events that took place that day. TKRJ1 11 months
agoMrFluffay 11 months ago lol MrFluffay 11 months agoronnn111 11 months ago
STOP the Islamic immigration to Europe!!! soon whole europe will be muslim! Do you
wanna live a life of war and back to the Middle Ages? because this is the Islam. 666 I live
in israel, and yeah, in israel we have a lots of muslims. I met and worked with couple of
them, and they were quite nice. BUT you can't let them to gain control, unless you wanna
see 9/11 again and again.... think about it, and dear muslims responders: please don't
mention Alla in the comments, I am sick of him! thanks! ronnn111 11 months
agoOFFICIALKAUDIO 11 months ago YOUR STUPID OFFICIALKAUDIO 11
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months agoLaCorka 11 months ago Who cares about the damn UFO!?!?! What if that
was YOU in the building? LaCorka 11 months ago Prev 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 Next
Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright
Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location:
Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as
a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different
playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to:
Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My
Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September
11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond
to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all
All Comments (47,036) Anikan1005 11 months ago 2 Im going to invent a time machine.
Im going to 9/11/01 and stop that plane. Im going to kill the terriost on there, im going to
land the plane into the ocean. Im going to rescue thousands of ppl. Live Strong. Live
Army Strong. Cpt. McFarlane of the US Marines Anikan1005 11 months ago 2yt604 11
months ago That's a nice dream... except the terrorists are the secret societies that control
the world. Search Google Video for "Empire of the city" for an excellent documentary
about Jesus and the Illuminati families yt604 11 months agoscreenieplay 11 months ago
UFO had the time machine already. I found a UFO at 11:51 -- Ignore the explosion and
OMG. Look there it is... UFO .... Look at the right. Just like my video.
watch?v=fTb6fpThIDk I knew it. It's UFO... They were the witness of crime. They need
send the message. What's the message they are sending?!? screenieplay 11 months
agoyt604 11 months ago That's just a helicopter. There are some very evil men to fear.
We'll worry about the aliens later. yt604 11 months agoAnikan1005 11 months ago I
don't c the ing ufo Anikan1005 11 months agoscreenieplay 11 months ago I don't get it.
There's polar illusion on that video? Where's the UFO and birds? It shown right here on
new 911 video watch?v=fTb6fpThIDk screenieplay 11 months agonadinewoodell 11
months ago first of all americans are not scum.where would the world be with out
them.second all muslims think they go to allah when they die, wrong they go stright to
hell.we should do with them what HITLER did gas them.they are the scumbags not the
normal people.god bless the USA!!!!! nadinewoodell 11 months agoploarice 11 months
ago show hide the world would be a better place without whites, jews, christians, and
espicially any sort of American... Americas got to go ploarice 11 months
agomark15051994 11 months ago 2 shut the fuck up you fucking rasict!!! mark15051994
11 months ago 2bunsenbernard11 11 months ago racist is how u spell it first of all.....you
fucking stupid yanky monkey..........americans are the lowest of the low ....scum...
bunsenbernard11 11 months agomark15051994 11 months ago fuck you bitch!! what are
you? an arab? mark15051994 11 months agoAliTheGayArab 11 months ago show hide i
am building up my ass for allah and other fellow muslims. so dont come to be with a
substandard penis. lube it up and put the jizz back in jizzlam bruvver! AliTheGayArab
11 months agoAustraliaIsMine 11 months ago I have a question...why were the fire
engines making so much noise? Like the constant honking. I know it would have been
important to get down there, but by all means the street looks empty from the inital
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exposition. AustraliaIsMine 11 months agoRambjjjo 11 months ago Probably a lot people
running around the streets, looking at the towers instead of the road. Rambjjjo 11 months
agoShadowHedgehog11 11 months ago idk what i said but my youtube acc got hacked so
sorry ShadowHedgehog11 11 months agoWarRogers 11 months ago The murder of those
people has never been avenged WarRogers 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months
ago and dont call me a moron when you can't even spell check right. justagirlinthehood 11
months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago he could probably get more insurance
money if it was demolished so he had the fire dept. pull it. the insurance co. would pay
out if they said the building was unsafe to stay up. this guy is a billionaire. unlike us he
can do whatever he wants. i think he owns some of the other buildings. justagirlinthehood
11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago Comment removedjustagirlinthehood 11
months ago Comment removedjustagirlinthehood 11 months ago i want to see the video
or photos of the wing marks on the pentagon. flight 93 left very visible long wing marks
on the ground. there is an ariel view on some sites. the video and photos i saw of the
pentagon showed a clean hole in the wall. there should be some marks. I cannot explain
how these terrorists hit the pentagon. they had only one chance. flight instructors said
they had average or below average flying abilities. very hard to control a plane going 500
mph. it is so bizarre. justagirlinthehood 11 months agoilaffedat911 11 months ago show
hide HAHAHAAH ¬! ilaffedat911 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago i
think building 7 was pulled and it was done for greed. the guy who owned it could
probably get more insurance money that way. i don't think this proves or disproves
anything about 9-11. it was a separate incident. i think there was enough heat from the
fires and the impact from the planes to make the towers fall. people say is there any
other steel building that collapsed from a fire but those didnt have planes flown into them
at 500 mph. justagirlinthehood 11 months agodynamic717 11 months ago You're a moron.
If Building 7 was pulled down deliberately for the insurance money, did "the guy who
owned it" get his payout? Do you not think an insurance company would investigate the
cause of the collapse before handing over a cheque? dynamic717 11 months
agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago 12:15 BOTH women definitively said it was a
military plane. the one said it was a "huge" plane. they had a close view of it. people
know something when they see it. i don't have a lot of knowledge about planes but i can
tell the difference between a passenger jet and a military cargo plane. justagirlinthehood
11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago I believe a passenger jet hit the pentagon
because some of the wreckage with the planes writing was on the lawn. But I can't explan
why the hole was so small and didn't look as if a plane with a wide wingspan went into it.
Too many questions not enough believeable answers. justagirlinthehood 11 months
agoExmech2 11 months ago "But I can't explan why the hole was so small" The answer is
quite simple... Dylan Avery, the high school dropout, lied. The hole in the Pentagon was
quite larger than 16ft. And damage from the wings was quite visible. Exmech2 11 months
agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago People are emailing me with weak and elementary
arguements. Is there any footage out there of the two planes that hit the towers that
shows either the plane logo (TWA) or shows the windows or something else that could
show it was a passenger jet? All the videos I have seen shows planes that are too dark,
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too blurry or too far away to make out. justagirlinthehood 11 months agokerrigor154 11
months ago I think the most interesting part of 9/11 was the seemingly controlled
collapse of Building 7. kerrigor154 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago
people ask why would thegovernment want to cover something like this up. if they
screwed up so badly and it made the CIA and FBI look so incompetent then that is a
very good reason why they don't want the whole story to get out. justagirlinthehood 11
months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago anything is possible. there may be much
more that happened on that day that we will never know about. one of the passenger jets
could have been hijacked taken to an arab country or flown into the sea, the people killed
and we would never know if our government didn't want us to know about it. If anyone
thinks the government is 100% truthful about everything then you are incredibly naive.
justagirlinthehood 11 months ago1bchrisd1 11 months ago the most intersting part of
9/11 is the conspiracy behind it! 1bchrisd1 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months
ago What kind of engine was laying on the street near the trade centers? These are crazy
thoughts but the whole thing is crazy. justagirlinthehood 11 months agojustagirlinthehood
11 months ago Comment removedjustagirlinthehood 11 months ago I cannot understand
why so many people reported seeing a military plane crash into one of the towers. I
cannot think of another airline crash where witnesses said they saw a military plane when
it was a passenger jet that crashed. Some people will say it was a 727 or a 737 but never
mistake it for a military plane. We saw the parts of the passenger jet that hit the
pentagon. There was an engine that landed in the street from one of the planes that hit
one of the towers. justagirlinthehood 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago
Comment removed33EHShounds 11 months ago allah whatever.. you are a dumbshit.
This was the most important event in american history, how do u not effing know the
date of that. ARE YOU SMOKING CRACK? 33EHShounds 11 months agojdoug0234
11 months ago your asking when this happend? ARE YOU AN IDIOT!!!! talking to
allah12311 here jdoug0234 11 months agoddam23 11 months ago full blooded native, and
i hear why they assume were dumb.. ddam23 11 months agoallah12311 11 months ago
wow when did this happen? allah12311 11 months agoWindows446 11 months ago
9/11/2001 Windows446 11 months agostarwarsworld 11 months ago wetf, this is one of
the most world changing events in fucking HISTORY! u damn retard starwarsworld 11
months agonicholasandre 11 months ago it waas a military plane. not the one the
government said it was nicholasandre 11 months agoangeliclayerfan 11 months ago A
military plane? angeliclayerfan 11 months agotubtom1 11 months ago 4 I'm sorry you had
to see that ;( Very interesting video, you basically caught everything that happend to
those buildings that day :( I'll be going to visit ground zero to pay my respects in about 2
weeks. tubtom1 11 months ago 4j47336 11 months ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam FUCK USA. !!! Ellos se hicieron eso aproposito! j47336 11
months agofsxloverboy 11 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam get cancer..! i hate usa fsxloverboy 11 months agoCWFoster1995 11 months ago i
hate u. by the way the usa does too CWFoster1995 11 months agojayoung472 11
months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam hey, fuck you pal!
jayoung472 11 months agoyumagetbullet 11 months ago nobody worked on that day in
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entire new york i believe.. everyone was looking to that. yumagetbullet 11 months
agowrathsy13 11 months ago some pissed off muslims bombed the twin towers. That's
all that happened. Quit it with your phoney conspiracies ya nerdy weirdos and get out of
your basement >=0 wrathsy13 11 months agostrippes499 11 months ago 2 it was like a
dream to me i thought it wasnt happinng. strippes499 11 months ago 2BSCtha315 11
months ago en el minuto 9:11 se ve una persona asomando la mano por una ventana por
encima del humo BSCtha315 11 months agomeloaleo 11 months ago I wish i was there to
see it In real life :( meloaleo 11 months agolsdproject 11 months ago אלוהים אדירים כואב לי
:  (' הלב שאני רואה את זהI wish all the Arabs will die love from israel lsdproject 11 months
agomindmineral 11 months ago God is the best of ALL Judges. mindmineral 11 months
agonidal2003 11 months ago yes shazaegypt i knew that killing people in islam is big...
and iam not with acaully who killing people like in the video but i tell you that event
came at a time that all muslims were vulnerable and in a lots of troubles because America
and Isreal... after all i want from all people to read about Islam before they judge by what
they saw from some people who thing that is the right way to give America a lesson in
Islam because people are not responsible for what the government is doing nidal2003 11
months agoPsychologicalSioux 11 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam i am so happy sparta is dying of leukemia. the day he dies, sparta will toss,
writhe in pain. "Meow, meow," he will mutter, coughing and wheezing. he will vomit his
meal from a week ago. then sparta's body will twist and turn, his fur falling off in clusters.
with blood oozing from his eye sockets and nostrils, sparta will take his final gasp and
drop dead in front of his grieving owner. then the owner will slice open sparta's belly,
pull out the guts, and feed them to loki. PsychologicalSioux 11 months agospielverderber9
11 months ago pleasa America watch this video 9/11 insidejob wtc is bombing heare is the
truth wake up Amerika please watch: /watch?v=fG19iN7xP-A spielverderber9 11
months agoshazaegypt 11 months ago what the guilty of the innocents People who wake
up at morning for going to their work and killed for nothing....Muslims reject violence as a
method to gain power becareful dear where your informations come from.....???.....In our
Holy Book, the Qur'an, the word of God as it was revealed to "If you kill one person it's
as if you kill all humanity" . We have to pray for their families to find peace . And Suport
Our rulers to fight the terrorism every where.. shazaegypt 11 months agonidal2003 11
months ago yes i said... i said before not because the people that dead over there but for
the U.S.A that kill the muslims in all the world now... nidal2003 11 months
agoshazaegypt 11 months ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam what
the guilty of the innocents People who wake up at morning for going to their work and
killed for nothing....Muslims reject violence as a method to gain power becareful dear
where your informations come from.....???.....In our Holy Book, the Qur'an, the word of
God as it was revealed to "If you kill one person it's as if you kill all humanity" . We have
to pray for their families to find peace . And Suport Our rulers to fight the terrorism
every where.. shazaegypt 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago nidal, you said
you felt happy when you watched the video. justagirlinthehood 11 months agoelriver51
11 months ago 20;42 FUCK THATS A CRAZY ASS FOOTAGE elriver51 11 months
agonidal2003 11 months ago our religion is the really peace.. but maybe sometime some
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people doesn't follow it really like what does Islam need in the final Islam is not just a
religion that you must to believe in...Islam is a live that you worship your really God... I
sorry for my bad English for now and i hope you understand what did i said.. Nidal
mohammad nidal2003 11 months agonidal2003 11 months ago no justagirlinthehood for
sorry we were knew all what is happen in this world from our Quran and Sunah... so
don't worry we knew how this world will be... if you don't...so please read the history of
Islam... the Islam has a men love the death like how you love the live... and when christian
or jews be a believers they will not afraid from the death like now because they are not a
realy believers at all our religion is the same from the old till now, but who does follow it
real nidal2003 11 months agoredspecial27 11 months ago fuckin raghead bastards. no
respect for anyone or anything. redspecial27 11 months agorampageriley99 11 months
ago racist rampageriley99 11 months agoKannrykidd95 11 months ago God Bless all
those people who game their lives to save others. God bless those people who tried to get
out. I feel for you all and thank-you for showing this. Its so extreme...idk how to describe
this in words. Kannrykidd95 11 months agoSUPERFUCKAMERICA1 11 months ago I
GOT THES MOVIE REMIX FROM IRAQ SUPERFUCKAMERICA1 11 months
agoNYsentinel 11 months ago Tom Kenney: "We're currently one of the first teams that
was deployed to support the city of New York for THIS DISASTER. We arrived on late
Monday night, and went into action on Tuesday morning. And not until today did we get
a full opportunity to work the entire site." (Tom Kenny FEMA/USAR-Mass Sept 13,
2001 NYsentinel 11 months agoNYsentinel 11 months ago “The Port Authority closed
the 1990s with a stream of press releases announcing the rental of unimaginable huges
quantities of Trade Center office space to “Cutting Edge” firms like Sun Microsystems.
Yet around the complex A MILLION SQAURE FEET STOOD EMPTY, and the
building originaly intended as great catalizing chambers of world trade were by degrees,
transforming into a kind of DISJUNTIVE REAL ESTATE LAYER-CAKE." Pages 191192 Divided We Stand Eric Darton (1999) NYsentinel 11 months agoNYsentinel 11
months ago “ One story above the carpeted, wood- paneled offices of a Japanese
securities firm, A GROUP OF ARTIST FILLED BARE WALL WITH BOLDLY
COLORED IMAGES AND HUNG SCULPURES FROM THE EXPOSED CEILING
GIRDERS OF VAST ECHOING CAVERNS." Pages 191-192 Divided We Stand Eric
Darton (1999) NYsentinel 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago No Nidal, you
have it wrong. It is not a war against Islam. Islam is at war with the world. Islamists
cannot get along with their neighbors. They have terrorist cells in most major countries.
They will be behind the next terror attacks that will happen in the US, Europe and Asia.
Islamic terrorists are funded by one worlders who manipulate the stock market and world
economies. They also control our government to a great extent. justagirlinthehood 11
months agoNYsentinel 11 months ago “As part of the Lower Manhattan Cultural Council
program that TURN SOME OF THE VACANT SPACE IN THE TOWER OVER TO
ARTIST RENT FREE, 40.000 SQUARE FEET OF CONCRETE FLOOR lay painted
and strewn with the Raw materials of creative urge that has never been easily reconciled
with the imperatives of a bottom line. " Pages 191-192 Divided We Stand Eric Darton
(1999) NYsentinel 11 months agoNYsentinel 11 months ago Home | News | Algerians and
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Moroccans in El Qaida training camps in Israel Algerians and Moroccans in El Qaida
training camps in Israel Font size: ennahar 16 April, 2009 01:45:00 NYsentinel 11
months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months ago Why don't you tell us Nidal, since you are a
muslim, why you feel happy when you see this video? Tell us why since you belong to
the religion of peace? People wake up. justagirlinthehood 11 months agoNYsentinel 11
months ago "The military training and intelligence are provided in preparation for
possible terrorist operations against the interests of foreign countries in the Arab
countries who are regarded by Israel as a threat to its security and its strategic interests"
NYsentinel 11 months agoNYsentinel 11 months ago "According to our sources, the
camps include Arabs from Algeria, Morocco and Yemen who came in, with false
passports, from Europe and carrying Jewish names." NYsentinel 11 months
agoNYsentinel 11 months ago Ennahar Online - Algerians and Moroccans in El Qaida
training camps in Israel NYsentinel 11 months agonidal2003 11 months ago hi iam nidal
mohammad and iam a muslim acaully i don't know why i feling happy when i saw this
show every time with this two towers ofcourse not good that killing women and children
because prophets Mohammad peace be up on him wasn't kill women and childrens and
old men in the wars... but that to know all america that there a lot of families were killed
in Gaza and Iraq and no one ask... but as always from 1400 years till now :)... It's the war
on the Islam... See you later. nidal2003 11 months agoNYsentinel 11 months ago "The
Mossad had relations with the branches of El Qaeda and the operations committed
against foreign interests, mainly American, and in connection with the events in Iraq and
the Middle East." NYsentinel 11 months agoNYsentinel 11 months ago Breaking News:
Algerian daily confirms Mossad training camps for al-Qaida? NYsentinel 11 months
agoNYsentinel 11 months ago Breaking News: Algerian daily confirms Mossad training
camps for al-Qaida? NYsentinel 11 months agoTheLyricsGurl2 11 months ago This made
me cry. TheLyricsGurl2 11 months agoFedrick1992 11 months ago A morte i terroristi
islamici! Fedrick1992 11 months agoBfhErikLeet 11 months ago One of the planes had no
windows. o.o BfhErikLeet 11 months agoKAMuK90 11 months ago This pseudo-Islam
They hide behind the Islamic religion KAMuK90 11 months agoDianaAwa 11 months
ago i truelly feel sorry for u americans.. u are stupid and manipulated..we know now, in
2009, that this wasn't an action of arabian/muslim terrorists, but a terrorist action of the
us goverment and the power-crazy, money-holding idiots that's now controlling america
and you idiots don't even see it truelly feel sorry for u. time to make up maybee? please
see these dokumentaries: "zeitgeist" "the obama deception" and if you dont belive what u
see google everything and see the facts for yourself DianaAwa 11 months agoTheAdvant
11 months ago The day of 9-11 i was taking a really long shit on the toilet while watching
the tv. My poop was coming out in pieces and had corn nibblettes in it and as each piece
fell out my ass and splashed into the toilet water, i noticed people jumping out of
buildings. I was really stoned so i thought people were jumping out the building because
my poop was really stinky. TheAdvant 11 months agovonggg 11 months ago lmfao
vonggg 11 months agoMaciek93PL 11 months ago fuck islam shit religion Maciek93PL
11 months agoloxwood7 11 months ago 2 nothing to do with islam, its bush ;) loxwood7
11 months ago 2g3org33r3 11 months ago er no g3org33r3 11 months agoGutek070707
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11 months ago o my god o my god o my god o my god Gutek070707 11 months
agoNYsentinel 11 months ago DLMA = David Rockefeller NYsentinel 11 months
agoNYsentinel 11 months ago “The Downtown Lower Manhattan Association and
Department of City Planning, in their joint 1993 Plan for Lower Manhattan, proposed
RADICALLY CULLING THE HERD OF OLDER BUILDINGS. The suggestion of
even broader plazas, in place of OBSOLETE SKYSCRAPPERS, put a positive spin on
an OFF-THE RECORD OBSERVATION BY THE DLMA spokesman that in order to
stabilize property values, SEVERAL DOZEN DOWNTOWN OFFICE BUILDINGS
WOULD SIMPLY HAVE TO BE RAZED.”Page 206 Divided We Stand Eric
Darton(1999) NYsentinel 11 months agoJoshuaguss 11 months ago She sounds funny.
Oh my God, I told you. 19:47 Joshuaguss 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 11 months
ago Report: Global Muslim population hits 1.57 billion By ERIC GORSKI (AP) 20
hours ago The global Muslim population stands at 1.57 billion, meaning that nearly 1 in 4
people in the world practice Islam, according to a report Wednesday billed as the most
comprehensive of its kind. If you want to save your country then you better act soon.
Do it for your children and your grandchildren. justagirlinthehood 11 months
agoiamhassword 11 months ago ...what? iamhassword 11 months agoblink4me57 11
months ago those of you who think its funny :(. thats awful blink4me57 11 months
agoUnaVidaInfeliz 11 months ago I will never ever forget this day! I was only 7 but it
still saddens me. R.I.P. UnaVidaInfeliz 11 months agosloooo5m 11 months ago that day
was the day when the world changed sloooo5m 11 months agofsxloverboy 11 months ago
hahahahahhahahaha it's was the best mmnts in my life hahahaha fsxloverboy 11 months
agoutubia1958 11 months ago there are filthy dirty humans all over the world wanting to
see people hurt and killed. Sad. little pitiful humans they are! America is the greatest
county because we are the greatest people! utubia1958 11 months agotoxendon 11
months ago -.- toxendon 11 months agoSharky2055 11 months ago fsxloverboy Would it
still be the best moment of your life if your MOTHER or GRANDMOTHER had
burned to death in this attack? Next time it could be them or your sorry scum ass.
Sharky2055 11 months agoBfhErikLeet 11 months ago It was 3 planes, one was a
millitary, and the rest passenger planes? BfhErikLeet 11 months agoSharky2055 11
months ago NO, all 4 were commerical airliners. Sharky2055 11 months agoszafiro2007
11 months ago fuck osama bin laden and all terrorist afghanistan and iraq and from all that
starnge countries szafiro2007 11 months agojonypurple89 11 months ago FUCK YOU
AMERICAN! jonypurple89 11 months agokurnir99 11 months ago interesting How
many soccer players are allow for one team in the field? Guess, 11 10+1=11 Stop that
bullshit Fucking goverment could prevented from happening. kurnir99 11 months
ago1TheTruthChannel1 11 months ago I still can't believe this attack was allowed to
happen so sad. 1TheTruthChannel1 11 months agoutubia1958 11 months ago Why did
you allow itto happen? utubia1958 11 months ago1TheTruthChannel1 11 months ago I
didn't allow it lol. It's simple have you heard of the patriot act. 1TheTruthChannel1 11
months agoutubia1958 11 months ago In my job I have to obey the Patriot Act. What do
you know of it? utubia1958 11 months agoKikidetkaKannibal 11 months ago and now
the most interesting part after which i got shocked 1. go to Microsoft Word and type :
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Q33 NY. this is a name of the plane that crushed on the september 11th 2. highlight Q33
NY 3. change it to 48 (so it will be bigger) 4. make it WINDINGS (WINDINGS 1) style
P.S. and now look at what you see. wow.....now lets wait until 2012 =)
KikidetkaKannibal 11 months agomattgardner20 11 months ago I tried it out, interesting
mattgardner20 11 months agokenpachi3733 11 months ago HOLY FRICKIN' SHITE,
DUDE!!! that is crazy.. kenpachi3733 11 months agoKikidetkaKannibal 11 months ago
5. Emergency number - 911 (9+1+1=11); hmmmmm 1)the total number of ppl that died
on that day were 254 (2+5+4 =11) 2) sep 11th is the 254th day of the year 3) 3.11.2004
crushes in Madride (3+1+1+2+0+0+4 =11) 4) the tragedy in Madride happened after 911
days after the tragedy in New York (9+1+1=11) anddd the tragedy in New York
happened in 2001. 2001 + 11 = 2012 and we all know that ppl are talking about
something that will happen this year (i dont believ ein the end of the world)
KikidetkaKannibal 11 months agoKikidetkaKannibal 11 months ago interesting 1)in (New
York City) we got -11 letters 2) in (Afghanistan) = 11 letters 3) Ramsin Yuseb a terrorist
who planed a crash in 1993 = 11 letters 4) (George W Bush) = 11 letters maybe its just a
match but look down 1. New York is the 11th state in goverment 2. on the plane number
11 were flying 92 passangers (9+2 = 11) 3. on a plane 77, that got crashed on the
september 11, were 65 passangers (6+5 =11) 4. the tragedy happend on the september
11th , KikidetkaKannibal 11 months agoedgar3432 11 months ago rip to all the victims of
this horrible attack... god bless edgar3432 11 months agoghaith66 11 months ago i
wounder how much they payed the girl that was taping this...?? 10000 mabe..?? ghaith66
11 months agobigjoesteeleca 11 months ago 19:40 bigjoesteeleca 11 months agof89276704
11 months ago First time I watched this is a few years now. Brought tears to my eyes, so
sad. I'm in the Navy and I remember that day so clearly. They recalled all ships
companies and had us all prepare to go to sea and possibly to war. It was the first time I
really felt a nervous fear. I hope we never see something like this again. f89276704 11
months agothetweedtweeker 11 months ago Im wondering has youtube edited this
video??? its just that you dont see the second plane hit or either tower falling....
thetweedtweeker 11 months agoThiWhiteBoii 1 year ago man am a man i start cying
sometimes ifeel so horribel i was only 4 i wished i could have been there helped people
who at least i gave my life up for saving pp, man i see tears out of me iwish iw as thwere
ThiWhiteBoii 1 year agofielding6726 1 year ago 3 how the fuck everone so calm about
this??? fielding6726 1 year ago 3MytubeNotyourz 1 year ago wow. you can see the
smoke on the other buldings as it collapses. oh my god. i would have had a heart attack.
RIP Victims.RIP Soldiers. <3 MytubeNotyourz 1 year agoBladeBoy24 1 year ago This
is an amazing video. It shows an up close perspective of the day. Really interesting. Sad
day. BladeBoy24 1 year agodiscokjel 1 year ago wonder if they plan another attack like
2010 2011 the 11th september. would be horrible discokjel 1 year agoa3rivas 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam sad but true a3rivas 1 year
agoNishkid641 1 year ago Fuck Afghanistan, Fuck Taliban, Fuck Al-Qaeda, Fuck Bin
Landen, Fuck the Arab world, Fuck Saudi Arabia. Most of terrorists are from the Middle
East. Nishkid641 1 year ago1TheTruthChannel1 11 months ago Our own Government
had a little bit more to do with this than was told by the corporate media.
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1TheTruthChannel1 11 months agoSharky2055 11 months ago NO, they didn't. AlQaeda
did. Sharky2055 11 months ago1TheTruthChannel1 11 months ago BIn Laden never said
he was responsible for these attacks and the U.S. admits they don't have enough evidence
to blame him. He was a CIA Operative prior which is documented as well just google it.
That all sounds really fishy. High ranking officials in our Government had to have aided
in some way for these to be successful. The Evidence supports it as well, no way those
guys in caves set something like this up and had it work this successfully.
1TheTruthChannel1 11 months agoSharky2055 11 months ago Yes, he has. nytimes.
com/2004/10/29/international/3-0osamaCND. ht ml watch?v=qloshSGAJ1s Tell us how
19 pissed radical Muslims wanting to marytr themselves armed with mace and folding
utility knives trained in hand to hand combat by other terrorists with only a flight
attendant and a flimsy door between them and in flight crew strapped in by a 5 point
harness seatbelt in a tight confined space with their attention focused ahead of them could
NOT have done this, in detail, can you? Sharky2055 11 months ago1TheTruthChannel1
11 months ago Maybe I'll make a video it is too long a story to lay out on here. Those
Muslims had no reason to be pissed especially the common reason of Oh they hate our
freedom give me a break. 9/11 was simply a way of stripping us of nearly all our rights
and freedoms. And this wasn't the first false flag terror attack in history. People are like
sheep there followers. So when you tell the average American give up all your
rights(Patriot Act) for the sake of safety. You lose both. 1TheTruthChannel1 11 months
agoSharky2055 11 months ago Yes, they did according to THEIR beliefs. They hate what
our freedom has done to us. They believe our freedom's made us evil and corrupt, as a
whole. there's alot more to it than that. It's 'truthers' that are sheep. You've obviously not
done any research into what you 'truthers call, the official story. This wasn't a false flag
attack. Please tell me the reasons AlQaeda have told us they're attackiing us, as they've
spelled it out. Please, tell me what rights have been given up. Sharky2055 11 months
agoSharky2055 11 months ago ht tp : // w w w. infoplease. com/spot/al-qaeda-terrorism.
ht ml Ideology and Goals The principal stated aims of al-Qaeda are to drive Americans
and American influence out of all Muslim nations, especially Saudi Arabia; destroy Israel;
and topple pro-Western dictatorships around the Middle East. Bin Laden has also said
that he wishes to unite all Muslims and establish, by force if necessary, an Islamic nation
adhering to the rule of the first Caliphs. Sharky2055 11 months agoloxwood7 11 months
ago rather than spouting off non-sense do some actual research, actually look at some of
the conspiracy videos. loxwood7 11 months agog3org33r3 11 months ago fine then i
suppose you think that it was the govornment that attacked the wtc in 1993 YES?!?!?!
g3org33r3 11 months ago1TheTruthChannel1 11 months ago Right now Im not sure I
haven't done much research on that one to be sure. I know the plan that day was for them
to be knocked down which failed, dang I forget what went wrong. But maybe it failing
rules out the government being involved because usually there stuff works they are in
charge of security ect. That's why they ran drills the day of Sept. 11th so flight
controllers and other security wouldn't take the hijacks seriously. Without the drills I
believe this attack never happens. 1TheTruthChannel1 11 months agog3org33r3 11
months ago we will never know g3org33r3 11 months agojustagirlinthehood 1 year ago
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from a person who escaped this dangerous religion, and i mean escape not leave, he stated
the Koran compares Jews to pigs and says killing nonbelievers is not murder. he is now
living in hiding because of death threats. justagirlinthehood 1 year agojustagirlinthehood 1
year ago this so called religion is used to recruit terrorists and kill people. we have
mosques in this country, some called super mosques that breed hate and terrorists who
will one day want to kill Americans. we have to start putting ourselves first, not worry
about the politcally correct bull-bleep. we need to grow a backbone and prevent more
muslims from coming to this country. we DO NOT want to end up like Europe that is
being taken over by radical islamists. Europe will be gone in 20 years. justagirlinthehood 1
year agopitbullpower90 1 year ago such a shame still it amazes me how the building
colapses, please do not blame the muslim world for this attack this is the work of evil,
and islam is not evil, i just want to add that i'm not defending these 'people' who did this
they are getting their punishment this minute. When god is asking you why you will need
an answer a good one because you cant fool god!! God bless America pitbullpower90 1
year agojustagirlinthehood 1 year ago it is unbelieveable that only a short time later we
have a muslim in the white house. if you dont want to lose your country then DO
SOMETHING ABOUT IT. justagirlinthehood 1 year agojustagirlinthehood 1 year ago as
i watch this i am telling the fire fighters don't go up don't go up! there is no way to put
out the fire and you will just end up dying. if they only knew it wasn't going to do any
good. brave men and women who died because of greed, power and the faux 'religion' of
islam. justagirlinthehood 1 year agostarclone501 1 year ago its not so funny...some
people must been died.... starclone501 1 year agocutieerica 1 year ago I will say this is the
scariest footage I've seen on this event. It was hard to watch and hold back the tears. I
will never forget. cutieerica 1 year agoTKRJ1 1 year ago I have to agree with you there.
very disturbing footage. I wish they would build it all over again; :( TKRJ1 1 year
agoWWEREYMYSTERIOFAN2 1 year ago if they did then they would just do it again
WWEREYMYSTERIOFAN2 1 year agoWWEREYMYSTERIOFAN2 1 year ago Just
like ur face WWEREYMYSTERIOFAN2 1 year agojuzeppe91 1 year ago буш ваш
президент juzeppe91 1 year agounclewooly 1 year ago you're just a fuck stain. Karma
will deal with you unclewooly 1 year agocatfeet67 1 year ago Popovich3rd... You poor
misguided soul. : ) catfeet67 1 year agoLuftschutzpolizei 1 year ago you know what go
fuck your self i hope you fucking die since u said that you sick fucker Luftschutzpolizei
1 year agomrpapafunky7879 1 year ago on wikipedia u can hear actual recordings of the
terrorists and a phone message from 1 of the flight attedants b 4 she died.VERY
sad.NOW we know when they say we want some demands..its bs and im fucking u
up.they were out numbered 10 to 1!NEVER AGAIN mrpapafunky7879 1 year
agorussianchika18 1 year ago 2 you know wat??!!?!?!? wat if that was YOU, splatting on
the ground like pancakes?? would you want people joking around like that?? thats just
cruel!! russianchika18 1 year ago 2Luftschutzpolizei 1 year ago thank you for saying
that. Luftschutzpolizei 1 year agohelloangel143 1 year ago i kno rite.... popvinch3rd ur a
sick moron helloangel143 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Why?? Sharky2055 1 year
agoxs0heavenly 1 year ago 2 Incredible footage. Thanks for sharing. xs0heavenly 1 year
ago 2helloangel143 1 year ago 11:02 , 10:35 omg u can see people falling. :( this is sooo
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sad... R.I.P to all that people who were in tht horrible crash helloangel143 1 year
agohomerbear46 1 year ago so your camera JUST "cut out" at 1135...and at 1145...? you
just happened to "MISS"...BOTH...."planes"? I didn't see any "plane" (military or
otherwise) no-matter how many times you ACTORS say it.(check this channel...NY
Theatre
ACTORS)
..I
saw
a
FIREBALL.
homerbear46
1
year
agoWWEREYMYSTERIOFAN2 1 year ago Just to let ur retarded self know, a hamster
doesn't fucking matter. That's 1 animal! This is THOUSNDETHS of people! Show some
damn respect and get ur thumb out ur ass! WWEREYMYSTERIOFAN2 1 year
agoWWEREYMYSTERIOFAN2 1 year ago dude, ur going to hell
WWEREYMYSTERIOFAN2 1 year agogothgirl128 1 year ago I like the part when the
girl freaks out over the second plane crash on the South Tower!!!! And pause at 10:35 it
looks like somebody is jumping out of the North Tower of the World Trade Center in
New York City in Lower Manhattan!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! R.I.P for the
people that died in this horrible disaster , for the people that did this go to hell!!!!!!!!!!!!!
gothgirl128 1 year agodanivlad73 1 year ago is someone over there!!!!is a man!!!pause at
10;35 someone jump of the building danivlad73 1 year agoAlexGudesblat 1 year ago
There are people who get shot every day in every country of the world including
America. Not every day jumbo jets are flown into buildings and then 3,000 people die in
less than 100 minutes. That's quite a difference to me. AlexGudesblat 1 year
agoJJK271195 1 year ago I agree with you, I'm not American, but America would
NEVER EVER do something like this to her own country! Fuck the people who think
differently!! JJK271195 1 year agopingu02 1 year ago 2 WE GOTTA SUPPORT WAR!
war is a beautiful thing! America deserves her people to love her! by supporting war you
show your country that you love her! GOD BLESS AMERICA-and NO place else!!!
only American people have aright to live and be free, the rest of the world is here to serve
American smart people! Oh God how I love America! love your God, Guns and
Government! Hitler was so wrong due killing people, but AMERICA? hell NO! America
has all rights to interfere in rest of the world and dominate:) pingu02 1 year ago
2Marko0190 1 year ago Comment removedpingu02 1 year ago ALL OF YOU who think
9/11 was a conspiracy, FUCK YOU! America would NEVER do something like that to
its own citizens! America loves you, and it has right to dominate the world, in GOD we
trust, so we can kill in HIS name! Jesus said: love your neighbor, forgive, love each other,
don't kill etc...but obviously he forgot to say: America is an exception, so I say it now! :
AMERICA GO AND KILL US ALL! WE LOVE YOU pingu02 1 year agosquidyz 1
year ago WOW!!! all of you dicks that say its america's fault SCREW YOU ! you wont
be saying that if you were at 911 or even in the world trade center would you ! squidyz 1
year agoVuze2143 1 year ago RIP Vuze2143 1 year agoImtiaz383 1 year ago i couldn't
see the 2nd place hitting : ( Imtiaz383 1 year agoTazarZero 1 year ago I agree with
shakemeshakeme (quite a few dozen posts down), why is this video chopped up?
Especially when the second plane hits and the first tower falls?? If you were going for
"Historic" status on this video, you missed it because of those cut-outs. Other then that,
it's still a rare look at 9/11/01, so thanks any way for posting this. TazarZero 1 year
agospielverderber9 1 year ago 3 wake up Amerika 9/11 insidejob please watch:
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/watch?v=fG19iN7xP-A
/watch?v=fG19iN7xP-A
/watch?v=fG19iN7xP-A
/watch?v=fG19iN7xP-A wtc Towers is bombing. spielverderber9 1 year ago 3frijolero791
1 year ago "We have awakened a sleeping giant." by Admiral Yamamoto, December 7,
1941 REMEMBER SEPTEMBER 11TH!! The most darkest day ever in world history.
frijolero791 1 year agoFelchBelcher 1 year ago WOW! a post on youtube about
September the 11th! I've never seen this before, this enter net thing is really great.
FelchBelcher 1 year agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago "Architects and Engineers for 9/11
Truth" ae911truth . org Their membership is steadily growing. They now have 907
architectural and engineering professional members. They and 5062 other supporters
including A&E students have signed the petition demanding of Congress a truly
independent investigation. They also support nyccan . org efforts to let New Yorkers
vote on having a new INDEPENDENT 9/11 investigation with subpoena power.
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year agoSethandnew233 1 year ago sorry Sethandnew233 1 year
agoSethandnew233 1 year ago Some of those people fell out. Sethandnew233 1 year
agoSethandnew233 1 year ago 2 Yes you can get another dog, but don't call the people
that died idiots!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! You punk! Sethandnew233 1 year ago 2alienjuicy 1
year ago i hope everyone here knows that our own government did this...see/think about
the obvious that was mistaken......... also, have you seen zeitgeist? part 2 of that movie
shows proof that our own country did it.. alienjuicy 1 year agoLesPaulization 1 year ago
America didn't do this. LesPaulization 1 year agoteezze 1 year ago well she did a good job
at stating the obvious.... =| teezze 1 year agosexiestchic123 1 year ago I have to do a
report on this, and I dont want to because I always cry when I think about:(...all those
poor innocent people that died that day:(. sexiestchic123 1 year agoLesPaulization 1 year
ago I was in 3rd grade when it happened. And I was in Brooklyn. LesPaulization 1 year
agoJayGlocks
1
year
ago
Same
my
brotha.
JayGlocks
1
year
agoALLvideogamesFANBOY1 1 year ago i was in 2nd ALLvideogamesFANBOY1 1
year agoLesPaulization 1 year ago Im guessing your about 14 now :) LesPaulization 1
year agoScofield7654 1 year ago I'm 13 and i'm clueless about politics... But I know war
is wrong... But I think in my opinion we should stay with the war and wipe out Al
Queda... All of the people that the US government did this you are the most gullible
people ever... BOMB THE FUCK OUT OF THEM! Scofield7654 1 year
agoJingles20008 1 year ago OMG! im 14 and my parents were tlking about that. i still
cant belive that it happen. Jingles20008 1 year agobesweetmydearr 1 year ago Hi , i'm
searching for someone that can help me with something , i need someone that saw it all
happen , i need a person i admire.. and i'm sorry my english is not so good because i'm
from Belgium. And we will never forget them . rip besweetmydearr 1 year
agojazzythegreatest 1 year ago R.I.P from the united kingdom. I thought the London
bombings were bad but this was on a different level. jazzythegreatest 1 year
agospielverderber9 1 year ago 9/11 insidejob watch?v=fG19iN7xP-A please watch wtc is
bombing spielverderber9 1 year agolevel242 1 year ago T_T level242 1 year
agoSuperBabygirl73 1 year ago 2 May we never forget those who lost their lives on
9/11/01. May their families , friends, and loved ones know they did not die in vain. WE
WILL NEVER FORGET!!!! SuperBabygirl73 1 year ago 230Snake30 1 year ago :'( :'( :'(
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30Snake30 1 year agopakwing84 1 year ago my apartment is was very close to the WTC
2 pakwing84 1 year agoSarcosho177 1 year ago i can see my own O.o Sarcosho177 1 year
agojustagirlinthehood 1 year ago The story is now coming out that Hitler did not
committed suicide and the skull that they have been saying all along was his and has been
on display in a museum, is really that of a woman. They now believe it was his mistress
instead. I will bet the people who doubted he really shot himself were also called
conspiracy theorists. justagirlinthehood 1 year agoEsePablito1966 1 year ago se lo
meresen por gachos EsePablito1966 1 year agosonvek 1 year ago allah , god , jesus,
superman , batman spiderman, superted, all great story lines shame none are real sonvek 1
year agofluffyelf2 1 year ago That comment may not have been towards me but still...I
stick by what I said, people get upset by this because it was a real event, real people it
wasn't some "movie" people were hurt children lost parents and peoples lives have been
ruined, compassion was never and will never be a bad thing. fluffyelf2 1 year
agoBECKIRIBOVIC 1 year ago omg it´s soooo hard to see that . more than 100 people
died because of this attack it´s so horrible . everyone is crying :( i can´t see that it´s very
very very hard :( Rest in Peace for the people who died! :( i wish it doesn´t happend
again!! i feel so sorry :( BECKIRIBOVIC 1 year agofluffyelf2 1 year ago Yeah...i'm not a
muslim....I don't believe in the virgin theory, kudos on your intelligent remark though ......
How old are you? fluffyelf2 1 year ago2005underdog 1 year ago after 10 minutes of
crying...i just wanna say this....my theory is remember the plane that was heading
torwards the white house and went down in the middle of the dessert because supposivly
the americans fought back on the plane..... well i think that it was ordered to be shot
down before it desrtoyed the white house or killed the president...i think they were
murdered by the goverment and then was covered up....thats what i think
happened....think about it 2005underdog 1 year agoptcruzr 1 year ago you are one dumb
fuck sir... do some reading, look up flight 93 ptcruzr 1 year agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year
ago 2005underdog, or since the government has been so intent on not letting the truth
about 9/11 out, they're likely directly involved. If the passengers stopped the plane from
going to its intended target, the government would want to silence any witnesses and
hijackers who might expose the government. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year agoSocalDNM 1
year ago You are fucking stupid. Arab muslims did 9/11 idiot! SocalDNM 1 year
agoTrueDBZfansHateDBE 1 year ago well then your stupid. TrueDBZfansHateDBE 1
year agoSocalDNM 1 year ago You are, you dumb motherfucker. SocalDNM 1 year
agoLauqqyEnergy 1 year ago LOL the president was not at the white house when the
events happened. Oh and the official person in charge of the inspection/report of the
crash CLEARLY says there was nothing else but a hole filled random debris (cars, home
electric equipment such as washmachines etc) but not a single plane debris, not a single
part of human body, not a single drop of blood: just a stupid hole. This person talked to
medias officially you should research it. LauqqyEnergy 1 year agofluffyelf2 1 year ago I'll
add to that, that swearing is a sin to true muslims therefore it is a sin to Allah/Jehovah.
Do you think you match up to his standards? Are you a true muslim? Do you know
what and who your really supporting? I think not...............Hedgehog fluffyelf2 1 year
agofluffyelf2 1 year ago The people that did this are going to be punished by their Allah,
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it teaches in their own Quran that he is a god of love and peace and despises all things
bad, terrorists, God/Allah despises what you did because killing is a SIN and so is
SUICIDE you should really read your holy book sometime. fluffyelf2 1 year
agoShadowHedgehog11 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Fuck america! you stupid littel shit deserved to die! i hope it happons again !!!!
ALLAH!!!!!! ShadowHedgehog11 1 year agosonvek 1 year ago is allah a duck? if not im
pretty sure its some gay guy either way fuck him fuck him in the ass then ask him to
swallow sonvek 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Poor duck! Sharky2055 1 year
agosonvek 1 year ago yeah i know i feel more sorry for it than i do my toilet duck cleaner
cos they both have to get into the rim and clean it hahaha sonvek 1 year
agoAhmedHatem12 1 year ago LOL... Man chill :D I'm Arabian too Man why r u so sad
cuz all the americans think we're terrorists... Man I'm Egyptian and PROUD! :D We
don't care what ppl think about us... WE'RE WHO WE ARE :D:D:D So Be
CoOoOoOoOoL mAnNnNnn ;) AhmedHatem12 1 year agoLesPaulization 1 year ago
Your retarded. LesPaulization 1 year agoDiggityDoglikeDogg 1 year ago woah
somebody's not getting their virgins. chill. DiggityDoglikeDogg 1 year agoSharky2055 1
year ago ShadowHedgehog11 Why do you America deserved to die? What have those
millions of people from all over the world done to you? There are Muslims living in
America, did you know that? Sharky2055 1 year agobilloben 1 year ago You want to
untherstand what happenned on the 11/09/2001 ? Ok just digite on google:"The new
american Century" . Writen on 1996 and was a project for the next century of america.
Rumsfield Cheney, Perles and Wolfwitz was part of the writers of this project. After you
have read the contents of this project , you will conclude that those people was the
autors of 09/11 attack to the WTC. billoben 1 year agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago
billoben, to see this ALL IN ONE VIDEO, go to mefeedia . com, and search for
"hijacking-casastrophe-9-11". The video is titled hijacking casastrophe: 9-11, fear and the
selling of american empire. It starts with "the Wolfowitz Doctrine" and on to the PNAC,
naming pretty much them all, and their plans. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year
agospielverderber9 1 year ago wake up amerika your militry is killing hunderttausends of
zivil people in iraq and afganistan 9/11 insidejob WTC and pentagon is hit a missile
watch?v=qWBgOIhhtdM&feature=r%-20esponse_watch
spielverderber9 1
year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago spielverderber9 Wrong, sparky! Try again! Sharky2055 1 year
agoDanielleloux3 1 year ago rimosh44 you SICK& TWISTED PIECE OF SHIT! omg i
cant believe you just said that ! yeaa, il just come & fly into one of your fucking land
marks shall i?! your a dickhead, and you should rot in hell. r.i.p to all of those people
who died in that incident :( Danielleloux3 1 year agoitisashley 1 year ago i think that is a
good video but that smoke gives cancer. its not just smoke itisashley 1 year
agoTheLegendz4Ever 1 year ago she cry.... =[ TheLegendz4Ever 1 year ago13b1cdw8g 1
year ago A MILITARY PLANE!! SHE SAID IT WAS A MILITARY PLANE!! am i the
only one thats hearing this! WAKE UP AMERICA!!!! 13b1cdw8g 1 year
agomrincredibleoo 1 year ago sorry, but thats ridicilous mrincredibleoo 1 year
agoNoTiMe2FighT 1 year ago 4 rimosh44 FUCK you NoTiMe2FighT 1 year ago
4rimosh44 1 year ago Comment removedshepboy8 1 year ago go to hell you stupid sand
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nigger shepboy8 1 year agosteelstrings1312 1 year ago 3 I hope that every politician that
was behind this murderous scheme rots in hell for eternity. no one that can do such a
thing should deserve a place in this world eating our food and using our supplies.
steelstrings1312 1 year ago 3TheDebackschuck 1 year ago 2 this is why we are at war
with those animals TheDebackschuck 1 year ago 2NYsentinel 1 year ago 4 A Terrorist is
a terrorist Theres no islamic or christian or jewish or hindu ect ect ect terrorist All
religeons outlaw murder of innocent people NYsentinel 1 year ago 4NYsentinel 1 year
ago Osama bin Laden, among the FBI's "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives": Why ... Osama bin
Laden, among the FBI's "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives": Why was he never indicted for
his alleged role in 9/11 .. NYsentinel 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago DarkAngelRocket
Anyone that believes that crap, likes to believe fantasy over facts. Sharky2055 1 year
agoLauqqyEnergy 1 year ago I don t understand why american people are sad watching 2
towers collapsing and 3000 ppl dying in their country but kill, rape and starve millions
worldwide without concerns. Oh, and the twin towers cannot physically collapse by the
impacts of the 2 planes, and if you ask me proofs you should start looking WHY by your
self and turn your TV off. LauqqyEnergy 1 year agoilOVEPuPPIES1996 1 year ago You
fail, You fail. FAILURE. FAIL. Fail, ASDAADA Americans are sad to watch teh towers
fall because it was part of america that kept the economy going, ALOT OF PEOPLE
DIED BURNING PEOPLE DIED BEING SMUSHED! AND IT MUST OF HURT
ALOT! AMERICANS ARE SAD WHEN THEY SEE PEOPLE ON THE NEWS THAT
WERE RAPED.. BUT WE CANT LIKE.. WE CANT JUST TRANSPORT AND HELP
THAT PERSON NOW CAN WE? WE DONT EVEN KNOW IF THAT PERSON IS
BEING RAPED NO. THIS WASNT AN INSIDE JOB. NOTHING IS PERFECT.
THEY COLLAPSED THE END ilOVEPuPPIES1996 1 year agoLauqqyEnergy 1 year
ago 2 Anyway the only country where a major part of the population still believes
terrorists organised the attacks and you must crusade against the muslim world is...
America! Listen, 800 architects, pilots and experts in demolitions and chemistry have
gathered in an organisation to claim the truth on 9/11 BECAUSE they prove the planes
cannot ever possibly make these towers collapse at this speed and the official version
explains NOTHING (NADA). People must start to look in depth to what happened.
LauqqyEnergy 1 year ago 2Sharky2055 1 year ago PLEASE REFRAIN FROM
POSTING ABOUT SOMETHING YOU OBVIOSULY HAVE NO KNOWLEDGE
OF, ilOVEPuPPIES1996 . Sharky2055 1 year agoMrAMERICANxMUSCLE 1 year ago
yeah theres a shit load of proof against it. looks more true than this. but i still wouldnt get
why the government would kill people for no reason. MrAMERICANxMUSCLE 1 year
agoLauqqyEnergy 1 year ago I think there are reasons...quite obvious LauqqyEnergy 1
year agoMrAMERICANxMUSCLE 1 year ago reason on a inside job=yes. reason on
why
kill
innocent
americans=none.
MrAMERICANxMUSCLE
1
year
agoALLvideogamesFANBOY1 1 year ago WTF WERE DO U LIVE pssh i cant belive u
said that ALLvideogamesFANBOY1 1 year agoLauqqyEnergy 1 year ago you lack of
time investment in fact researching. I m french, I grew up in africa and live in Australia, I
also have a bachelor degree and 2 master degrees. I have a vague idea what researching and
sourcing information means. now go spend around 400 hours exploring the topic online
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and you might notice WHY people DENUNCIATE this joke of terrorist attack.
LauqqyEnergy 1 year agoALLvideogamesFANBOY1 1 year ago lmao did i say i didnt
know what happened? ALLvideogamesFANBOY1 1 year agoMrAfstv1984 1 year ago 2
INSIDE JOB all the way !!!!!!!!!!!!! MrAfstv1984 1 year ago 2Sharky2055 1 year ago
MrAfstv1984 Yes, planes awere hijacked by Islamic extremists and flown right into the
WTC towers. Sharky2055 1 year agoFSN1977 1 year ago Comment removedKifly95 1
year ago go fukk urself Kifly95 1 year agoWilliepool2 1 year ago 2 When i commented
earlier i was up to the reading point of the video. Even though i signed out i just had to
sign in again. I live in the midwest i had no friends or family "That i know of" that were
there that day. But i remember where i was the second i saw the news reports. I can't
even begin to think of what you watched with your own 2 eyes. The nightmare of that
day, sadly will probably stick with you and your family and all of those in New
York/New Jersey that saw it. R.I.P to all that died Williepool2 1 year ago 2Williepool2 1
year ago Good video thanks for sharing it with us. Also on a side note and not to be rude
in anyway but when you posted it on 9/11/06 that would be 4 years not 5. But either
way thank you for the video.. Williepool2 1 year agobrittneyman2003 1 year ago this so
sad everthing is so miserable it is bad and i live in arizona so i can't copare but i know
how everybody feels. brittneyman2003 1 year agojustagirlinthehood 1 year ago
weysuckusoff- and we won't have any sympathy for you when you burn in hell you
miserable SOB. justagirlinthehood 1 year agoweysuckusoff 1 year ago show hide I have
absolutely no sympathy for anyone or the victims. This was brought on its self by sheer
greed and arrogance. UNLUCKY. Turns out oil ain't that cheap. weysuckusoff 1 year
agoronmann606 1 year ago I have sympathy for innocent people dying whether its
American civilians or Afghan civilians. You are part of a small minority of people who
enjoy suffering, pain, and death. You better keep quiet because the good people want to
kill you. ronmann606 1 year agoilOVEPuPPIES1996 1 year ago Comment
removedyounadim123 1 year ago 2 I FUCKEN HATE THE GUY WHO DID THIS!!! i
live in canada and we almost lost our house cuz my dad's job wasnt busy people from the
state werent ordering any parts!! so fucken the people who highjacked the plane!!!!
younadim123 1 year ago 2xoiluvanimexo 1 year ago omg....i was very young when it
happend...i lived in new york when it happend my dadwas a police men their...today i
can still hug him hes ok...but this is crazy...i never even gave my twosence to what other
people felt like till i saw this you you and your family deal with this xoiluvanimexo 1
year agorzain1 1 year ago 3 Watch how and when explosives could have been planted into
the WTC building. cunning operations!!!. Watch this video: 9/11 coincidences (part nine)
rzain1 1 year ago 3loch70 1 year ago 2 whats wrong with the world...everytime i get
remind of this i feel sick. loch70 1 year ago 2mallamoozoo 1 year ago The Butler did it! :)
mallamoozoo 1 year agobus140808 1 year ago Did you just say your child went to
daycare in the world trade centre?? bus140808 1 year agoTehYuuki 1 year ago @
SocalDNM Don't be saying "You shouldn't open your mouth you FILIPINO piece of
shit. Maybe we should of let japan take over your country instead of saving you, you
ungrateful piece of shit." You shouldn't need to cuss. Saying piece of shit of us Filipinos.
BTW. It's not YOUR country. It's OUR country.~ Lots of us live in the United States as
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well. You don't need to say we have a shitty small country. Think what you want to
say/type before you type/say it. I live in California fag. TehYuuki 1 year agocnovisc 1
year ago fuck those muslim terrorists cnovisc 1 year agocrawford7803 1 year ago hell
yeah crawford7803 1 year agojd12843 1 year ago That day changed the world forever (for
worse). If I ever saw binladen, I'd make im wish he was never born. jd12843 1 year
agoshakemeshakeme 1 year ago why the fuck did you chop the video all up
shakemeshakeme 1 year agotayness07 1 year ago Wow. This is really horrible and sad! :(
Those people were so innocent! They don't deserve this! I remembered that the news
said the hijackers did this. How could they...? tayness07 1 year agojustagirlinthehood 1
year ago Nothing has been more of a threat to world peace than the faux religion of Islam.
If it were somehow wipped out along with all its followers, both the terrorists and the
Muslims who quietly support them who live right here in the US and try to pass
themselves off as 'peaceful Muslims', if it were wiped off the planet, then the rest of
humanity could then breathe a huge sigh of relief. It is a cancer that is spreading and
infecting every corner of this planet and it will kill us if we let it. justagirlinthehood 1 year
agoNivel87 1 year ago Este planeta esta enfermo porque existen las religiones, todas, no
solo el Islam. También porque existe gente que piensa como tu y sobre todo porque hay
dirigentes que piensan como tu. El mayor terrorista en este asunto es el cerdo de Bush y
los capullos que le siguieron, Blair y Aznar. Debes saber que tu país no es muy querido
en muchos lugares del mundo y que no hace nada por arreglarlo, solo crea conflictos y la
paz no se consigue mediante la guerra, el odio solo trae odio. Nivel87 1 year
agoSocalDNM 1 year ago I agree SocalDNM 1 year agoTellurdioxid 1 year ago
Unvergesslich1 stink! Tellurdioxid 1 year agostuCkay1 1 year ago whos lily that goes to
daycare ? is she ok ? stuCkay1 1 year agovoltey 1 year ago This is by far the best footage
i've. Congrats to the people who filmed it. Brave as hell. voltey 1 year agoguitargod1981
1 year ago thoes terroists bastereds were all happy that day and sayong like we did it we
acomplished our mission there lucky that the us will not nuke them because if i were
president i would guitargod1981 1 year agoSalamtakmenelaah 1 year ago dude stfu , your
government helped that "terro" by putting boms in the 2 buildings ok , and they knew
when and who and why this mission is coming so stfu Salamtakmenelaah 1 year
agoguitargod1981 1 year ago were the fuck did u get me put bombs in the trade center are
you fucking mentally retarded u fucking muslim piece of shit no one loves you go suck on
bin ladins cock you fucking muslim shit tell allah to kiss my ass u fuck guitargod1981 1
year agoSalamtakmenelaah 1 year ago dude this information not from my home its from
ur gov it self , u all fukin moron , ur gov killed u coz of oil , see what happend after 11/9 ,
think dude Salamtakmenelaah 1 year agoguitargod1981 1 year ago thats becuase bush
fucked up the country i dont blame u for saying that he fucked it up so bad that it can
never be fixed and i dont give a shit about government because all politics and stuff our
crooks so i dont give a shit about politics all i know is that the world is fucked up and
will neever be better guitargod1981 1 year agousuckatguitar 1 year ago i like to masterbate
do u usuckatguitar 1 year agoterrorpath 1 year ago you stupid fuck, it was mr. Bush the
manipulated puppet who did this to you. Stop blaming the Islam and shit. Watch and
learn, coz you might be next on their list! I'm not telling this because of any personal
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reasons, I'm telling you the truth, because the eyes can't lye. Even if WTC was the
terrorist, who the fuck was behind Pentagon? you stupid punk ass bch. See some of the
videos and learn. I'm not supporting the terrorism, but I do fucking hate on manipulated
people like you. terrorpath 1 year agoguitargod1981 1 year ago wow if i were willing to
write this long of a message to me then that means u love me and scondly shut he fuck up
just shut the fuck up no one loves you or cares about just stfu guitargod1981 1 year
agoterrorpath 1 year ago you're seriously an asshole, booowi ! you gay ass motherbitch,
go fuck yo mama. Or I'll do it for you : ) terrorpath 1 year agoguitargod1981 1 year ago
its okay i allready fucked your mom guitargod1981 1 year agoterrorpath 1 year ago it's
ok, son. You dont need to be scared of the terrorism. I already told your mom to tell you
this ever since we broke up. I feel sorry that I left you, son. And now I'm totaly gone...
say good bye to your mom as well... terrorpath 1 year agoguitargod1981 1 year ago wow
ur fucking cool u fucking piece of shit mother fucking dick sucking cock licking bitch
mother fucker fuck u u asswipe shit mother fucking whore u FUCK guitargod1981 1 year
agodrumman5678 1 year ago are u a faggot lets see yes u r making stupid comments like
this on this type of video get a life u FUCKER drumman5678 1 year agoSocalDNM 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam You are from norway,
know nothing of USA. ALl you do is watch youtube videos and say thats your evidence.
You are nothing but a jealous foreigner. Why? Cause USA is better than your shitty small
country. HAHAHAHA SocalDNM 1 year agopoptheman1 1 year ago thats racist.
poptheman1 1 year agoSocalDNM 1 year ago I'll say whatever I want to protect myself
and my country. You shouldnt open your mouth you filipino piece of shit. Maybe we
should of let japan take over your country instead of saving you, you ungrateful piece of
shit. SocalDNM 1 year agopoptheman1 1 year ago and how do you know that im
filipino? poptheman1 1 year agoCouilledefeu 1 year ago We must do the same thing with
Islam, put it down forever. Couilledefeu 1 year agobolboy10 1 year ago Who doesn't
know this is real Then your so fuckin Dumb And it weren't milions people who died but
3000
-5000
bolboy10
1
year
agoTheVelikiBlack
1
year
ago
FAKE,FAKE,FAKE,FAKE!!!!!! TheVelikiBlack 1 year agolucky7dragon 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Take a look at my new video
upload, with over 118 million views already!!! But do not watch if easily offended!!!
lucky7dragon 1 year agoikpakjou 1 year ago fake ikpakjou 1 year agopopocool44 1 year
ago 3 you suck, this was true! milions people died and you say it's fake! popocool44 1
year ago 3hemojay 1 year ago My cousin Abdu Malahi died on 9/11 as a hero! He was
the audio-visual engineer (at the Marriott Hotel at the World Trade Center)! He ignored
warnings to flee the building and stayed to help evacuate hotel guest.. He died at age 37,
he had 2 beautiful children that were waiting for him to come home... He was a Muslim,
and real true Muslims who understand the religion right-help save peoples lives, like
Abdu Malahi! hemojay 1 year agoearthrocker48 1 year ago wow, you really saw that, in
your own home, wow, I saw the whole thing getting ready for kindergarden, and I was 5
with my black kitten, and I remember telling my mom that I saw it on TV, in my
apartment :O earthrocker48 1 year agorzain1 1 year ago What how and when explosives
could have been planted into the building. cunning operations!!!. Watch this video: 9/11
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coincidences (part nine) rzain1 1 year agoTheLegalAddiction 1 year ago WOW it is like a
science fiction movie. This was influenced by the NWO. People will choose not to
believe it, because it is too scary to believe we allow it to happen. Keep sleeping people.
TheLegalAddiction 1 year agobohemiangrove 1 year ago well said, the ultimate proof that
people don't care. governments can what ever they want. bohemiangrove 1 year
agoOmdullla 1 year ago 07:35 - is that a man/woman who jumped? Omdullla 1 year
agoSarcosho177 1 year ago nop because they would be coming down in under 7 seconds...
It must have been a piece of the building or something like that. but nice noticed mate:)
Sarcosho177 1 year agomartexdragon 1 year ago 3 what the fuck is wrong with these
terrorist.. there not geting shit out of this! and no matter what race or religion they where
the will be in hell.. and in that building there was all different kinds of people in there so
they have killed there own people to martexdragon 1 year ago 3TMXtomah89 1 year ago
they want americans to be all muslim, but the terrorist arnt real muslims TMXtomah89 1
year agoAnimettv 1 year ago 2 thats the point they dont get anything from this unlike the
U.S they get a reason to attack and make war and other stuff. this was an inside job
Animettv 1 year ago 2NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago martexdragon, You are you SO right!
The big question is "Who Benefited from 9/11". A lot of the answers are in this video:
watch?v=dXbZnuahGX4 titled, "9/11, Who Benefitted from September 11th?"
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year agosha3lol 1 year ago they arent muslims they r crazy ppl we
muslim hate them 2 they did the same thing in saudi arabia and all muslim counties r
araints them NOT with them and were not proud about what they did infact i love USA i
was born in L.A my point is ppl shouldnt call them muslims cause ther NOT sha3lol 1
year agoRatmenKamikadze 1 year ago oh man... i didnt even go to New York and go in
those buildings.... they were staying there for long time, but i didnt get in them...
RatmenKamikadze 1 year agoTheLegalAddiction 1 year ago The bigger shame is that I
lived here all my life and I took the buildings for granted. I always went in but never to
the top. :( TheLegalAddiction 1 year agowilljustice89 1 year ago No shame. It's not your
fault.. no one had the slightest clue that something like this would happen. Nobody ever
thought that there were people in the world stupid enough to do something like this.
You'll have a chance w/ the proposed Freedom Tower set to open in 2013. willjustice89 1
year agocheeseylemons 1 year ago if this was done by terroists how can they believe in a
god were killing innocent people is good! cheeseylemons 1 year agoFraukeMann 1 year
ago Please watch my video: IN MEMORY OF THE WORLD TRADE CENTER It's
nothing new but I spent a lot of time to make it good greetings from Germany
FraukeMann 1 year agometsfan88 1 year ago The day after this happened, I have never
heard NY be so quiet....forget all claims if it was a conspiracy or whatever, just think
about all those kids who have/had to grow up without their moms and dads, and all those
moms and dads who have to live without their sons and daughters....either way you put
it, its still such a tragedy...my heart goes out to anyone and everyone who lost someone
that day. metsfan88 1 year agoLiderWolf 1 year ago 2 if you look carefully since 11:46 to
11:58 a strange flying object appears at the right side of the video maybe a plane maybe
something weird?!! LiderWolf 1 year ago 2BRAVEHERO42 1 year ago the new tower
their gonna build in that spot is gonna be a HUGE middle finger to iraq and alll those
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other ratchet muslim countries BRAVEHERO42 1 year agogamalocka 1 year ago Why do
you think that Muslims did that? gamalocka 1 year agoTMXtomah89 1 year ago get
some education TMXtomah89 1 year agoAnimettv 1 year ago they didnt do anything.
Animettv 1 year agoKlaudia249249 1 year ago wow. This broke my heart, all the dead
innocent people... i wish they told us the truth on what hapened. Klaudia249249 1 year
agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Suspicious evacuation of 8 or 10 Black SUVs, 1 hour
before the first plane hit: watch?v=G34hBFDTAEE NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year
agoMrNowhere53 1 year ago without words... MrNowhere53 1 year
agojustagirlinthehood 1 year ago Just because I say we aren't being told the whole story
doesn't mean I believe in the bomb theory. I can see how the towers collapsed from the
fire and the impact from the planes. Are we really supposed to believe these amature
pilots hit the Pentagon so perfectly with only one chance and the plane didn't leave one
skid mark on the ground? Release the tapes UNEDITED. The ones we have seen have
parts missing. I love this country, I dont trust the gov. Nobody should. justagirlinthehood
1 year agoFraukeMann 1 year ago I think there isn't anything edited to hide on this video.
And I also don't belive that the towers collapsed through any other explosions. It's logical
that they collapsed after these temperatures. You people who don't belive what happend
are wasting your time FraukeMann 1 year agoprdator40009 1 year ago look! in 5:30 you
can see the other plane in the backround prdator40009 1 year agojustagirlinthehood 1
year ago "what we saw" Bullshit. Why is this tape edited? We haven't been told the
whole story about what went on that day just like the Oklahoma city bombing with the
blank two minutes of security cameras tape before the explosion(s) that the gov released.
If you aren't hiding anything then the tapes should be blank or edited. justagirlinthehood 1
year agorzain1 1 year ago 'Coincidences'to ponder: 24. Two employees at New Yorkbased instant messaging start-up Odigo received IM warnings about two hours before the
aerial attacks in two U.S cities, the company confirmed (ABC News) rzain1 1 year
agoHotMix106 1 year ago nothing to ponder, thats just bullshit HotMix106 1 year
agoGreekBoy2007 1 year ago fake cunt ...you collected one cent from yer oh my god.s
and staged performances you have belong in jail. GreekBoy2007 1 year agomoochie1965
1 year ago If I had been Pres. Bush... I would have had some of their planes hijacked and
crashed them right into The Ka'ba. Then point our nukes to the Middle East and
exterminated anything that flinched! Fuck them! moochie1965 1 year agoGreekBoy2007
1 year ago NOT attacking "you "stupid bitch boo hoo GreekBoy2007 1 year
agoguroderkurde 1 year ago that is not real this video haha loser peace germany
guroderkurde 1 year agosucker915 1 year ago sweet sucker915 1 year agosucker915 1
year ago haha sucker915 1 year agoellefan01 1 year ago You're pathetic. That's all I have
to say to you. Bye! ellefan01 1 year agosucker915 1 year ago BYE! sucker915 1 year
agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago The families, first responders and survivors of 9/11 are
fighting to get a new INDEPENDENT investigation into 9/11 and answers to the 250
questions they've been waiting 8 years for. "The New York City Coalition for
Accountability Now" has signatures of 80,000 New York voters on their petition. Their
website is nyccan(dot)org NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year agoRinske13 1 year ago ik heb lekker
een aarbeie ijsje en jij lekker niet?XD Rinske13 1 year agoArsenique82 1 year ago Yeah, I
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understand what you mean, really! But, that's shitty. We don't need this. We have enough
"war" in our common life. I don't want to impose my opinion on you. But, if one side
won't start the fight the other side don't have the reason to answer. Sure, if someone
would try to rape me, i would kick him in the crotch ;-) But I wouldn't kill his famile or
so, do you know what I mean??? When there's a war, the innocent people are the victims,
you and me...not the politicians... Arsenique82 1 year agoArsenique82 1 year ago I guess
a few politicians are religious. So they believe in heaven & hell. They know, due to their
decisions a lot of innocent people have to die. Aren't they afraid to go to hell? Because
they are murders...I know, they do everything in their best willingness, but they kill
people, like an executioner... Arsenique82 1 year agomichealmyers2555 1 year ago yea
keep crying america sucks plus 9/11 was by the goverment michealmyers2555 1 year
agomrsandmanxj9 1 year ago you are competently right about 9\11 and i not jokeing
mrsandmanxj9 1 year agoArsenique82 1 year ago That's right. But hey, it's not the point
if people are from Europe, America or Iraq, isn't it? They believe or not. It's their own
decision, and that's totally fine. But why do they think that they (or only a few of them)
are allowed to kill other people.That's not really religious, maybe they need only an
argument for their immanent hatred?! It's always easy to hate other people, but it's not
easy to thought about yourself or to change yourself. Why should we chuck our lives
away? Arsenique82 1 year agoTrudragon88 1 year ago what the fuck are they listening
to? Trudragon88 1 year agoArsenique82 1 year ago MAKE ♥ NOT WAR!!! Arsenique82
1 year agomrsandmanxj9 1 year ago fuck you the muslims didn't cause 9'11 if your going
to say stuff like that get it right mrsandmanxj9 1 year agoLongLostDrummer 1 year ago
Comment removedArsenique82 1 year ago Like I said, NO ONE SHOULD DIE because
of war. War is stupid! Humans battle against humans, the world is no football pitch,
damn! How many people on the world have to die until the humanity will understand
that??? I guess the nature will break this off with its own security force: Earthquakes,
Tsunamis... Well, maybe we deserve it... Arsenique82 1 year agoArsenique82 1 year ago
Exactly! I'm very sad about these kids and I hope they are fine somehow somewhere! It's
always the same shit, mighty politicians made their decisions and a lot of people must
die. But I don't want to kill people and I don't want to be killed, so I need to make my
own decisions and try to be a good person. This is the best that people can do, in my
opinion. Arsenique82 1 year agonajkoo 1 year ago yea well its sad that so many people,
little kids are getting killed in iraq for what nothing just because bush wanted to start a
war with them and blow up the buldings lied to his people that it was an terorriest atteck
just so he can start the war with iraq and have americans support his dumb ass, i just
wish americans would get there heads tougether and figure out what really happend so
everyone can know the truth and not the bull there government is telling them its sad
stuff najkoo 1 year agoArsenique82 1 year ago HollandSucksDicks, do you think that
America is the one and only superpower on earth? This is crap. people are people,
nothing more. I'm German with Jewish roots, but I'm a CITIZEN OF THE WORLD. It's
sooooo stupid and small minded to divide the life in racist categories. Really, this is a
waste of valuable lifetime. Think about it. Don't waste your time with Hitler, Osama Bin
Laden, Bush, Obama, Merkel or someone else. Be a power of your own, you are a citizen
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of the world, so the world is yours Arsenique82 1 year agonajkoo 1 year ago its was the
fucken government that had a lot to do with this and they crashed a plane in the
pantagan,towers because they wanted to start the war with iraq, osama had nothing to do
with this bushes hands wore all over thissorry if the spelling is bad im live in italy and im
still learing english. najkoo 1 year agoshadowhunter388 1 year ago man this is sad
shadowhunter388 1
year
agoshadowhunter388 1
year
ago Comment
removedshadowhunter388 1 year ago Best comment I read so far. "America is so much
better in terms of EQUALITY for different races, etc. I lived in both places, LOVE THE
U.S. and fucking hate Europe." Its about time somone says a good thing about america
shadowhunter388 1 year agoshadowhunter388 1 year ago Comment removedTheJguitare
1 year ago Comment removedSuperFatFighter 1 year ago HollandSucks dick...have you
looked over what you written? you say you like open mindedness, but call Clausewittz a
dumbass...and btw america has the same god as europeeans..Christianity. Get your facts
right if you are gonna go multi racial. In my opinion..your a damn fool and your words are
as empty as the belief in Allah. Go and stone a woman becouse she has shown her face in
public or whatever you do on a day off! SuperFatFighter 1 year agoTKaussie 1 year ago
you can see a chair or something falling out the building at 9:16...probably used to break a
window causing all the papers the fly out. TKaussie 1 year agoserverdude1 1 year ago
god this makes me sad to watch this now i remember when i was a kid and saw this i
didn't know what was going on and how bad it was till i watched this video R.I.P
everyone how was killed on that day. serverdude1 1 year agokathydid47 1 year ago 2
Very painful to watch. It is truly a different perspective from the news channels. Must
have been just so horrifying to see up close and personal. The "Loose Change"
documentary raises some interesting questions that have never been answered. Worth
downloading. Truly. kathydid47 1 year ago 2Redbaron011 1 year ago 2 Are you fucking
high? They hit us because we're raping them of their oil and shoving our disgusting culture
of shamelessness. All of that religious bullshit was just a way of getting idiots mobilized.
"Those who make you believe absurdities can make you commit atrocities."-Voltaire. At
it's heart, the issue is very simple. They hit us because we were stealing from them. And
open your fucking eyes, The Patriot Act, Indefinite Preventive Detention, The
Department of Homeland Security, etc. -> Redbaron011 1 year ago 2samarasisace 1 year
ago RedBaron - Finally someone on youtube with abit of common sense! samarasisace 1
year agoClausewitzz 1 year ago Well i agree that America handels better with equality.
But thats becaus its America and Europe is Europe. And with the inceasing hate against
the arrogance, demands, violence and terrorists from muslims in Europe you mabey better
off in America. You can better go in the next decade becaus i doubt situations will
improve between Europe and Islam, wich means it will eventually escalate. Then we can
either end up with some Hitler figure who removes all muslims. Or sharia dictators.
Clausewitzz 1 year agoClausewitzz 1 year ago Lolz thanks to brainless fools like you
spamming your frustration everywhere the hate against muslims will keep on growing as
it has been since 911. And when this doesnt stop we get a situation like a century ago
against the jews, who also were arrogant and lived on their own ways and demanded more
and more etc.... And im sure you know how it ended with the jews... Do you want the
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west to hate muslims that much? Once the tipping point is reached nobody will care just
like the jews. Clausewitzz 1 year ago3racecar 1 year ago fucking die hollandsucks shove
allah up your ass fucking slim 3racecar 1 year agoTheNickSab 1 year ago 2 At 7:34
someone jumped out of the wtc TheNickSab 1 year ago 2patarreragt 1 year ago fuck you
dirty bastard patarreragt 1 year agoimudger 1 year ago its clear america starts wars for
their own make benifit i honestly believe this is afganistans way of saying america will
not boss us around our oil is our oil.They didnt want what happened to sadam in iran he
got executed for war crimes and what were these war crimes?? refusing america their
oil.America needs to stop bullying the rest of the world for things like this to stop
terrorism feeds on hate and the whole world hates america imudger 1 year agoimytopgun
1 year ago Omg!!! imytopgun 1 year agoJKDLIFER 1 year ago 2 At about 7:32 or so
observe the where the smoke is coming from and it looks as if something is fallinf along
side the building. I wonder if that was one of the many jumpers on that day. What a
terrible sight this is. It has brought me back to that day and the horror in seeing this all
over again. I pray that those who perished didn't suffer long. One of the worst days in
American and World history. JKDLIFER 1 year ago 2Mr2x41990 1 year ago How can
someone do such a thing? America strives to be a better nation for ALL, yet a group of
cowards attempt something like this to destroy the hard work of countless men and
women who helped this nation become what we all know and love. i hope the future
holds something peacefull for all of mankind and nations despite who you are and despite
your nations sins...... Mr2x41990 1 year agoclassics86 1 year ago Very difficult to watch.
They did a great job with documenting this, but it's too heartbreaking to watch again.
classics86 1 year agotheoriginalcoolkid 1 year ago Why is it cut out when the second
plane hits and when the first building collapses?? theoriginalcoolkid 1 year
agoenclosedfury 1 year ago Wow, in the beginning of the video (About 32 seconds in) if
you listen closely, you can hear what sounds like a heartbeat. You might need
headphones. It lasts for a while. You can tell this person is scared (If this is indeed a
heartbeat). enclosedfury 1 year agosdawson689 1 year ago I was 14 and it was my
birthday.......So sad, yet this is what hate does isnt it? sdawson689 1 year
agoTheG00dNews 1 year ago Jehovah The personal name of the only true God. His own
self-designation. Jehovah is the Creator and, rightfully, the Sovereign Ruler of the
universe. Jehovah is translated from the Hebrew Tetragrammaton, יהוה, which means He
Causes to Become. These four Hebrew letters are represented in many languages by the
letters JHVH or YHWH. Mark 1: 14 Now after John was put under arrest Jesus went
into Gal´i•lee, preaching the good news of God TheG00dNews 1 year agohuntersteal305
1 year ago my stomach is sad and my body is shivering just looking at it huntersteal305 1
year agoaussiewomen 1 year ago Did anyone notice the UFO that was hovering for quite
awhile just at the left of the burning tower - tower 1, just in front of a rectangular
building. It was there until the buildings collapsed. You can see it cast a shadow on the
brown building with the pointy roof. aussiewomen 1 year agosmarty3000 1 year ago
Gosh...this truly was a scary day. Felt like the end of western civilization. smarty3000 1
year agopokethebadger 1 year ago I was a junior in high school and every TV in the
school was turned to the news. I was already upset (obviously), but watching the actual
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buildings collapse in real time was too much. I wasn't scared, really, just devastated
because at that point we still didn't know how many people were actually in the
buildings, plus there were all those people on the ground. All I could think was that I had
just watched several thousand people die, and my heart was breaking for their families.
Terrible. pokethebadger 1 year agorealword27 1 year ago im not sure about the right side
but dam on the left side it looks like some demon or something dude i swear realword27 1
year agomariosmashfann 1 year ago september 11 2000 and fun mariosmashfann 1 year
agorealword27 1 year ago sorry everyone i meant 20:51 pause at 20:51 and check the left
side of the screen realword27 1 year agodamonandhimself 1 year ago i dont know if im
right but at 20:51 i see something on the right side of the screen twards the bottam
damonandhimself 1 year agorealword27 1 year ago everyone pause at 20:50 and look at
the left side of the screen the smoke forms the shape of the devils face anyone if you see
this then let me know realword27 1 year agorealword27 1 year ago it was a military jet
that crashed intot he towers?...i thought it was 2 jumbo jets? realword27 1 year
agoxtremephoto 1 year ago thank you for sharing this video with the world. xtremephoto
1 year agoJattmafia313 1 year ago lets go kill some hajis Jattmafia313 1 year agomiomirm
1 year ago TO VAS BOG KAZNIO ZA 1999 !!! miomirm 1 year agocpal11 1 year ago I
find it so strange that they didn't release a raw version of this video... without the
awkward cuts and fade aways. cpal11 1 year agoLinkedQuinn 1 year ago this was a sad
day... LinkedQuinn 1 year agofelineshadow0221 1 year ago the fact that barney is playing
in the background is just creepy felineshadow0221 1 year agolonghornnation 1 year ago
Anyone wanna take a stab at WTF was flying around [over] the tower at the 17:20
mark?! Weren't ALL aircraft grounded by that point? R.I.P. that video was amazing listening to the whole thing was like living that day all over again - the least we can all do,
sometimes. longhornnation 1 year agoPLTimes 1 year ago Military fighter jet. PLTimes 1
year agogablet12 1 year ago that was one of the fighter jets...they sent it to guard for
anymore attacks gablet12 1 year agobonotee 1 year ago Whattt??? Are you completely
stupid or did you get that way over night?? If radical muslims are what you saw in the
space ship, then what you saw was righht!! bonotee 1 year agogablet12 1 year ago That
wasn't a space ship, and anyone who thinks it is . is just stupid...AMERICA sent fighter
jets to fly around the perimeter of the area to watch for anymore attacks...god you guys
are so stupid gablet12 1 year agofiffer100 1 year ago Why are everyone screaming!? Its
not like anyone got hurt from this. fiffer100 1 year agofytr6 1 year ago here wouldn't u
screem a buliding with over 200 people in it has just collapased in front of ur face fytr6 1
year ago540135 1 year ago alot more than 200 people 540135 1 year agofytr6 1 year ago
sorry 2000 people fytr6 1 year agoMeerkats360 1 year ago RIP Meerkats360 1 year
ago02matt70 1 year ago New york fire departments new favourite song, Its raining men
02matt70 1 year agoguitarboyben97 1 year ago thats cold guitarboyben97 1 year
agoPiromanu2009 1 year ago It's a film zeigeist ..watch this movie and after you will see
the real true..... Piromanu2009 1 year agoalvinox73 1 year ago just for info : Since the
second world war USA attacks 72 countries directly and indirectly !!! alvinox73 1 year
agolouisemurphy19 1 year ago this is the beging louisemurphy19 1 year agoender029 1
year ago thank you so much for posting it it means alot to some people ender029 1 year
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agohannahbananza44 1 year ago omg!!!!!!!!!!!!!! pause at 15:09 look at the cloud of
smoke i see a faceand a lions paw! frieckn satan did this! hannahbananza44 1 year
agoender029 1 year ago it dosent matter about pics it was satans plan all along ender029 1
year agoboomyamom 1 year ago equivalent exchange fools nothing sad about this, it was
our own doing boomyamom 1 year agoguitarboyben97 1 year ago umm what are you
talking about guitarboyben97 1 year agoMrGeorgedubya 1 year ago thank you for the
post , it breaks my heart MrGeorgedubya 1 year agoRichardhedditch261 1 year ago The
police and the firemen had to enter the stricken Towers, even though they know they're
going to be most likely added to the casualty toll, because of the possibility that there
were people already in there that could be saved; so they had to enter a doomed hazard,
even though they were safely on the ground when the attacks occured.
Richardhedditch261 1 year agohumanity0true0way 1 year ago I feel pity for those poor
policemen running to WTCtrying bravely to help rescue the poor people trapped inside
... both simple and kind unaware that their government is going to burn them alife !!!
humanity0true0way 1 year agosheah111 1 year ago I think this is a awesome video. I
think this is one of the saddest things to ever happen during my lifetime. However this
video is haunting and shows really how real this day really was. The comment on making
money, I hope you go to hell. Or die a horrific death. Bastard. sheah111 1 year agovind3x
1 year ago The ones in that room, and (I suppose) the girl that filmed this really should
have felt they were in the Apocalypse. vind3x 1 year agovind3x 1 year ago I see it once
again, and I see it, but a part of me still can't believe it really happened that so beautiful
morning... I was just a kid when it happened, and even at that age, I couldn't realize what
was on my TV that day vind3x 1 year agowhereswaldo22 1 year ago i was on the ground
it was like fucking nuclear winter whereswaldo22 1 year agosimoneravn 1 year ago
perfect disaster. simoneravn 1 year agohyper522 1 year ago i was there take dead people
money haha! it was funnt i made 7000£ wen i went back to england i was rich w00t
hyper522 1 year agoEnforcedFXS 1 year ago fucking idiot EnforcedFXS 1 year
agowhereswaldo22 1 year ago enojy your fucking money u selffish basterd
whereswaldo22 1 year agovind3x 1 year ago You're sicker than Bush for sure vind3x 1
year agovind3x 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Y pensar
que gringolandia se creía tan intocable jajajajaja! Bin Laden, los hiciste MI3RDA! xDDD!
vind3x 1 year agovind3x 1 year ago Comment removedstefanoBN 1 year ago Did you see
planes? Why the video "jump" during the impact or during the collaps? stefanoBN 1 year
agoannekaete 1 year ago i am shoked annekaete 1 year agoSHMUJEW 1 year ago what
was done to the twin towers is what the muslim we elected is doing to the united states
so that islam can take over SHMUJEW 1 year agoJanTurelur 1 year ago §;oP JanTurelur
1 year agopayasofeo69 1 year ago Inside job. read Charlie Sheen 20 minutes with Obama.
Stop being sheeps. The land of freedom is now under control. payasofeo69 1 year
agomojoboy1984 1 year ago All of you who thinks these things foll down without
explosive should get pig flu virus and die.Then we could build better world with much
less idiots ! mojoboy1984 1 year agodanjo5 1 year ago 7:53 flashes of detonation, you
can see and hear them! danjo5 1 year agolevyazul 1 year ago oh my levyazul 1 year
agowachifo666333 1 year ago minuto 7:40 se tira uno jajajaj wachifo666333 1 year
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agoboarini2003 1 year ago sos un hijo de puta! boarini2003 1 year agomariosmashfann 1
year ago september 11 2000 and fun mariosmashfann 1 year agobreyerluver456 1 year
ago I'm guessing the terrosists knew they were going to die as well..the worst day of all...
breyerluver456 1 year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago Ditto What UntouchableNY said... A
RawDog New York Style asswip Fucking Douchebag Skel NYsentinel 1 year
agoUntouchableNYsee 1 year ago one day someone is going to hurt you real bad...and
when your lying there needed help from some one....i hope they piss on you where u
stand, you have the balls to say what you say because you hide behind a computer, even
though I'm a 40 yr old man, and have more brains in my little pinky, than you have in
that fuckin empty skull of yours...I would still kick the living shit out of you..i would let
you beg me to end your pathetic life. ... Oh and by the way, your mother should have
swallowed UntouchableNYsee 1 year agomvp91593 1 year ago r u talkin to me?
mvp91593 1 year agomjlover995 1 year ago o lost my grandfather and sister in 9/11 =[
mjlover995 1 year agoreyesfever85 1 year ago you know what mzp91593 you are an
asshoe without us the womens men would anything because you need us to vave bbies
where the fuck do you think that you came out when you was born stupid you came
from a women. puto. reyesfever85 1 year agomvp91593 1 year ago Comment
removedmvp91593 1 year ago typical women who cries in time of danger............thats y
the men are the founding fathers of america cuz women just sat on their fat asses and
expected everything like they do today mvp91593 1 year agoamangel1 1 year ago go
away. amangel1 1 year ago0o167o0 1 year ago inside job! 0o167o0 1 year agoSharky2055
1 year ago 0o167o0 Guess again! Sharky2055 1 year agoTayshaun100 1 year ago no i
mean you spend extended hours on youtube Tayshaun100 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year
ago No Tay, sure don't. I'm here off and on. Sharky2055 1 year agocatherinecartoons1 1
year ago i hate terrorists. catherinecartoons1 1 year agobizzer1 1 year ago 4 it all was
directed by the US government, because Bush wanted to start a war againts Arabic
countries to get more and more oil, and it was the reason, why they could attack iran. the
planes had no windows, and the explosion of the 2nd tower was before the crash...
othervise, they wanted to destroy the towers, bevase they were in a bad condition... now,
USA wants to get the oil of iran, and their reason now is the nuclear bomb... strange, that
US finds problems only in arabia, not in EU for e.g.. bizzer1 1 year ago 4rgraf101 1 year
ago Your like really smart! lol rgraf101 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago bizzer1 Nothing
at all you said was correct. Try again, sport! Sharky2055 1 year agobredekrist 1 year ago
dude no one knows wtf happened so dont say thats what happened. its only a theory. it
could even been some old people rebelling or someshit bredekrist 1 year agorapo85 1 year
ago u can ask about this "action" your fukkking noob bush.. rapo85 1 year agonaanoruvan
1 year ago What a nice shot! American shouls deserve it. naanoruvan 1 year agojrichca 1
year ago god bless america ;) jrichca 1 year agoMrClawson9 1 year ago 3 I believe the US
HAARP program can create holographs in the sky as seen from different videos on
youtube but I am not sure it was used on 9/11. I believe there were planes but it was the
Bush administration who flew them into the trade centers and some kind of explosive to
take all three buildings down. Anyone look at Charlie Sheens 20 questions to the
president. MrClawson9 1 year ago 3text68 1 year ago I need to see the scholarly article or
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data collection where you got the 85% figure, because there's no way in hell that's even
close to correct. It's probably around 30 and I'm willing to bet that's even pushing it.
text68 1 year agolowriderbanana 1 year ago 10:40 o.0 lowriderbanana 1 year
agoplaylistchannel1 1 year ago show hide haha dead fuckers everywhere!
playlistchannel1 1 year agosuperheart1 1 year ago 2 When I Saw The Second Tower
Collapsed I Started Tearing Up And When I Heard It Collapse The Sound Was So Scary I
Almost Covered My Ears. Inside Job Or Not Who Ever Did This Deserves To Pay That
Day They Took Many Lives And They Caused Shock Not Just Throughout New York
But America. superheart1 1 year ago 2jplazard1 1 year ago 85% of the world huh where
did you get this survey from twat or did you just pull it out somewhere get an education
then come play on figures jplazard1 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago jplazard1 Don't
mind ,wayne5649 , he's just the local village idiot. Sharky2055 1 year agoTayshaun100 1
year ago you must live on youtube Tayshaun100 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago NO, I
sure don't. NO one can live "On You Tube". Again, your ignorance is boundless. Go
away, FOOL. Sharky2055 1 year agoxXMicHi93Xx 1 year ago omg... r.i.p all those
people who died in there... im scared... the al kaida said they'll do terror attacks here in
germany at the parliamentary elections.. xXMicHi93Xx 1 year agoExotictitan 1 year ago
do you guys get it 911 the number for police and 9(september) 11 Exotictitan 1 year
agoGrayEyedWolf 1 year ago no, nobody else got it except you. because it's original, and
not hard at all to figure out (: GrayEyedWolf 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago 3 san112
NO country deserves this. Sharky2055 1 year ago 3Sharky2055 1 year ago Anyone that
believe 9/11 was an inside job is not too bright. Sharky2055 1 year
agotheoneyoucantstand 1 year ago I was there when it happened, not something I want to
see ever again. I was on Barclay St. driving towards it, but I got stopped.
theoneyoucantstand 1 year agowayne5649 1 year ago text68 85% of the world know it
was a inside job, because of the way it happen and facts from the American gov and CIA
about that day 9/11, but yes terrorism from arab countrys is real, America have been
bombing them for years now, and your right about It is a Holy War for them against
Christians, 9/11 was a set up to make war or to take some thing from them that the USA
was out off, because there is terrorism in arab countrys G.W. Bush seen it as a target that
he will get away with. wayne5649 1 year agomcataa 1 year ago many people died mcataa
1 year agomcataa 1 year ago Omg i cant believe i saw this video.. its very sad :( mcataa 1
year agojoshblair100 1 year ago A bunch of assholes. joshblair100 1 year
agoTayshaun100 1 year ago ive met you before. you go around sayin it wasnt an inside
job...i met you on your BoomBoom2055 account. just stfu Tayshaun100 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago Tayshaun100 Don't expect me to remember every asshole I
run into here. You're 1 among many, and nothing special. It wasn't an inside job, that I
say it wasn't, fool. I don't "say" there's NO one talking on these comments because
there's NO audio on these comments. Clearly since you mentioned to "shut up", you
believe there is. Clearly it would be in your best interest to see your physician ASAP.
Just sayin. Sharky2055 1 year agoTayshaun100 1 year ago what the hell are you talkin
about? Tayshaun100 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Tayshaun100 You're not exactly 1
of the brighter crayons in the box. LOL The point was, I was NOT talking. These are
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written words. They are NOT spoken words. Hopefully that helps you. Poor fool.
Sharky2055 1 year agoTayshaun100 1 year ago who the fuck said anything about talking?
Tayshaun100 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Tayshaun100 YOU did BUFFOON! lol
"What the hell are you TALKIN about?", "Shut up," aka "STFU", & "...u g`o around
SAYIN 9/11 wasnt an inside"...YOU DID. Stupid is as stupid does. YOU've done stupid
very well! Sharky2055 1 year agoPlayaNunoNo1 1 year ago i am from germany but i love
the only USA PlayaNunoNo1 1 year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago The Gov is just an
instrument Its the monsters pulling the strings that need to be put in check NYsentinel 1
year agodeltahoernchen 1 year ago this is fucking incredible i cant belive this i´ve never
seen a movie like this about the 11 september there is so much smoke..... incredible realy
deltahoernchen 1 year agoXizora209 1 year ago thank you for sharing this video
Xizora209 1 year agoRivendelRostov 1 year ago Clearly we cant trust in our
government... our goverment killed our own citizens in the Maine Ship to can start a war
to Spain... they killed they own citizens to make a war... what tells you that from US
government...''OUR GOVERNMENT'' RivendelRostov 1 year agoRivendelRostov 1 year
ago We, the US citizens have to think if we really are willing to continue giving our sons
lives in US goverment wars that just are for the big corporations and companies benefits.
It worthwhile keeping losing our sons and brothers and fathers to enrich the big U.S.
companies??? RivendelRostov 1 year ago Prev 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 Next Reply
Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright
Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location:
Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as
a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different
playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to:
Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My
Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September
11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond
to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all
All Comments (47,036) RivendelRostov 1 year ago ..... Definitively, Us isnt the great
nation that born in the 18 century; they great bases have been broken; and US citizens
have been involved in a ''American Dream'', distracting them with a world of goods,
purchasing, etc; to blind their eyes for the horrible things that are doing Us goverment
with their Country and security... RivendelRostov 1 year agoRivendelRostov 1 year ago
This attacks was nothing if we compare with the atomic bombs that USA launched in
Japan. Many innocent people die in that attack from USA; thousands people just vanish
in a second!!! The most deathly attack in the history; and wasnt Japan who was
threatening with atomic bombs, was Germany... But in the same way many innocent
people die in the WTC attack too; because was the US goverment who are fucking other
countrys, not WTC workers. RivendelRostov 1 year agocolmhearne 1 year ago This is so
horrible I wish I could forget about it colmhearne 1 year agoMastaEazy 1 year ago show
hide good times :) MastaEazy 1 year agosan1122 1 year ago lol eazy its right they
deserve it san1122 1 year agotext68 1 year ago 5 Good times?! How the hell is that good
times? text68 1 year ago 5beyoncebabe1 1 year ago 2 this is shocking beyoncebabe1 1
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year ago 2ZiCKeDeluxxx 1 year ago oh my god :'( ZiCKeDeluxxx 1 year agoybrinsani 1
year ago Because of this event, both americans and the rest of the world lost a lot of lives
of their people. It is obvious that this is an inside job of the usa government. the result of
this event is afganistan and iraq wars, for the control of oil. another result is, hate in the
world rise again, people hate each other just because of their ethnic and religion. beyond
this, a lot money gained by the oil and reconstruction of the iraq... sad, for both of the
sides... ybrinsani 1 year agodude4me32 1 year ago honestly i dont think if you have killed
4000 people you wouldnt have the nerve to brag about killing a human being on a website
like this! dude4me32 1 year agoBiggyDogMan 1 year ago why is muslim so mean?
BiggyDogMan 1 year agoDarealDavidSinclair 1 year ago if a plane hit and she saw it why
did she not film the second plane???? think about it people think hard no one in the city
saw a plane only on tv did you see a plane. its just like when you watch football and they
add the yellow first down line you can only see it on tv but it looks like its there right!.
there where no planes look into it! and to the bitch on the vid talking! your going to get
cought for this! enjoy the money well you can! screw the NWO. We are THE NEW
WORLD OF FREEDOM \\// DarealDavidSinclair 1 year agolukasdoorknob 1 year ago
when im 22 im goin after bin laden with the whole army dont say im gonna die
lukasdoorknob 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago 4 IT'S VERY SAD INDEED THAT
INSIDE JOB PEOPLE CAN'T SEE WHAT THEY CLAIM TO SEEK IN BLAMING
THE GOVT & DEFILE ALONG THE WAY, THE TRUTH. THEIR HATE, ANGER,
FRUSTRATION OF THE GOVT HAS SENT THEM ON A JOURNEY
REGARDING 9/11/2001. Critical thinking, higher reasoning, commonsense, logic & basic
decency in some cases gets tossed by the side of the road on their journey to cultlike
zombification. Sharky2055 1 year ago 4ninja0wnzy0u 1 year ago .....=( ninja0wnzy0u 1
year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago Crush Evil !!! NYsentinel 1 year agogutshotFilms 1 year
ago it's a scientific fact sharky. how much more proof do you need?? a building HAS
NEVER fallen due to the explanation given by the 9/11 commission. FIRE has never
taken down any steel structured building. why would anyone choose to ignore the pile of
evidence that SCIENTIFICALLY proves that we've been deceived? simply saying that
everything i said is untrue, doesnt prove your point, all knowing nay sayer. bring
substantial points to the discussion, then we'll talk gutshotFilms 1 year agoSharky2055 1
year ago It has happened. Science has proved we've not been decieved. MIT,
Stanford,Yale,Cambridge, National Academy of Engineers, FDNY, American Institute of
Steel, SDSU, and more. No steel buildings collapsed due to fire. Except the Sight and
Sound Theater in Pennsylvania, McCormick Center in Chicago, the Kader Toy Factory in
Thailand, Dogwood Elementary School in Reston, and an unnamed apartment complex in
Harlem. Other than that, you're right. No steel buildings. Ever. pt 1 Sharky2055 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago Gun Pt 2 There was even a steel bridge that collapsed due to
diesel fuel burning. sfgate. com/cgi-bin/article. cgi?f=/c/a/2007/04/29/BAGVOPHQ-U46.
DTL Just because it's never happened doesn't mean it can never happen when
circumstances are ripe for it. There is NO evidence of an inside job. There was no
discussion started. I told you not to go on unless you wanted to be embarassed like I've
just done. news. bbc. co. uk/2/hi/science/nature/6987965-. stm (Cambridge) Sharky2055 1
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year agoSharky2055 1 year ago gutshotFilms Hint, there is no "talking" here. Sharky2055
1 year agoabualayaah 1 year ago america is falling apart wright now abualayaah 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago abualayaah NO, we're really NOT. Sharky2055 1 year
agomuilav 1 year ago GOD bless, really really bless our tv and cash fucked up minds. I
wish someday we see what money does with mankind, and what people are able to do to
improve their profits and their facism. 911´s a lie! Your TV lies, political dont trust,
investigate yourself. Dont copy what the anchormen says! Feed your mind! muilav 1
year agohicham364 1 year ago keep talking about 11 september 2011/09/11 or
2011/11/11 thats the day where u need to cry about babys caling al muslims terrorists wel
see a izan!! hicham364 1 year agogutshotFilms 1 year ago 1. never has a steel structured
building EVER collapsed due to fire meanwhile 3 happened that day. look up the history
of building fires. multiple accounts where structures endured fire for DAYS and still never
collapsed 2. immediately following the impacts, multiple eye witnesses and news anchors
said that there were no windows on the aircrafts and they looked like military planes. you
can hear witnesses from candid videos in disgust exclaiming "those were not american
airline jets" gutshotFilms 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago gutshotFilms Nothing you
said is true. You've got NOTHING to support it. Now stop spewing that garbage before
I embarass you. Sharky2055 1 year agocheekyegg 1 year ago watch zeitgeist the movie on
google cheekyegg 1 year agocarlos5vp 1 year ago Impresionante .... este video lo vi hace
años y sigue poniéndome el corazón en un puño. carlos5vp 1 year agogutshotFilms 1 year
ago Comment removedsaline1w 1 year ago GOD bless saline1w 1 year
agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Seven CIA Veterans, (sane people, unlike one on this
site) in comments from 1 day ago, are sure that the 9/11 attacks were orchestrated by the
Bush administration, an airliner almost certainly did not hit the Pentagon, and/or that the
9/11 Commission report is a coverup. Their statements lend believability to the Truth
Movement. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year agoAmr2o20 1 year ago i feel so sorry about
that.GOD bless ---AMR--Egypt Amr2o20 1 year agostalingrad66 1 year ago towers
started collapsing from point of impact... you think they were good enough to plant
explosives (that wouldn't be destroyed by plane impact or fire) on every floor and
detonate those at the point of impact ? + wtc7 was reported to have collapsed or to be
about to collapse before it did: the structure looked unsafe, it was no surprised it
collapsed no conspiracy here stalingrad66 1 year agoTayshaun100 1 year ago controlled
demolition... Tayshaun100 1 year agostalingrad66 1 year ago u suck stalingrad66 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago Tayshaun100 NO, try again. Sharky2055 1 year
agoTayshaun100 1 year ago i already know that u go around saying 9/11 wasnt an inside
job but u know it really was so dont waste your time... Tayshaun100 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago Tayshaun100 I do MORE THAN JUST SAY IT. I PROVE
IT. So NO, I don't know it was because IT WAS NOT, IGNORANT ONE. Sharky2055
1 year ago82thadangerous1 1 year ago No impact footage. Perfect example of the
censorship of America. Why would anybody ever put their camera down while filming
this? Buncha crap that excuse is... 82thadangerous1 1 year agopekeniseRthebest 1 year
ago i just finished whatching this movie... pekeniseRthebest 1 year agoMagpie4evar 1
year ago well she missed the second crash.. but whatevvv... Magpie4evar 1 year
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agotoxicze 1 year ago where's the other tower? toxicze 1 year agoshilohgurl1 1 year ago i
was sitting at school at my mom checked me out and told what happened when i heard
how many ppl died i started to cry why would anyone do something like this shilohgurl1
1 year agoKARR5000 1 year ago I was in second grade when I saw this happen. I didn't
understand it but I still remember exactly where I was. KARR5000 1 year
agoCletusquimm 1 year ago Hey there Popovich3rd, So this is all fun and games to you,
huh? Watching innocent people die horrible deaths gives you an orgasm? That's sad,
buddy. You can't get anymore twisted and sick than that. We'll see how funny it is when
you've got a blue-hot pitchfork shoved up your ass, roasting over a fire. My advice is,
don't laugh, somebody you love and care about may be gone tomorrow, and never have a
chance to say goodbye to them. You're too damn dumb to realize it though. Cletusquimm
1 year agopekeniseRthebest 1 year ago i agree with you totally cletusquimm i live in ct
pretty close to new york this is like the saddest thing in the world i dont know anyone
that died but a few from my town did but i was only 2 and im 10 now please reply and
ttell me if you know someone pekeniseRthebest 1 year agopeanuttheminpin 1 year ago I
don't personally know anyone that died that day but maybe a few people from ct died
peanuttheminpin 1 year agoCletusquimm 1 year ago I didn't know anybody personally
that died in the tragedy, but I feel for all of the families that lost a loved one. There's
nothing hysterically funny about it, and there's nothing to praise about it either, it's
awful. Thanks for your support, and God bless. Cletusquimm 1 year
agomarkobooxbolaay 1 year ago mexico siempre recordadara ese dia tragico como nuestro
x que mucha gente que trabaja en el wtc era mexicana markobooxbolaay 1 year
agoxCxNatalieexCx 1 year ago Comment removedDuelistOfLineage 1 year ago 19:42
OMG ....:S DuelistOfLineage 1 year agoMurderJZ 1 year ago I wasn't here to see this
happen but I lived in New Jersey and I was going to new york to see my parents.
MurderJZ 1 year agosppmaster 1 year ago show hide Arabs=Animals sppmaster 1 year
agokimonaked 1 year ago 2 u can't blame the arabs. Im an arab and i don't agree with what
they did kimonaked 1 year ago 2alexproducts 1 year ago WHAT AMERICANS
THINKS ABOUT THIS FILM farenheit 9 11 FROM MICHAEL MOORE WHAT I
SEE IN THAT MOOVIE AND I SEE THIS VIDEO OHHHH BUSH IBUSH
alexproducts 1 year agodonottawaguitar 1 year ago i cant even watch this its to real
donottawaguitar 1 year agomstefa007 1 year ago Comment removedrolando676 1 year
ago 4 dude do you know what you have here....this is to me the proof that there were
something inside those towers...at the 7:50 mark...pay attention to the mid sections of the
tower and the sound of something going off...and you'll see some strange stuff going
off...what could it be...?...thats just strange... rolando676 1 year ago 4AlienVisitor 1 year
ago Good eye man that is weird, whats weirder is theres a whistle or chirp sound just
before, like a que? looks like some type of charge when off see sparks falling off.
AlienVisitor 1 year agoyusuf061993 1 year ago show hide 11/09 4-ever taliban-al-kaida 4ever america 4-never yusuf061993 1 year agowayne5649 1 year ago 2 in respect of every
one in America i am sorry to see such a thing to happen to your country my hart go out
for you all, but i think your American gov and CIA did it to you, not a hijacked aircraft i
was a pilot in the Australian air force i have been in f-18 super hornets f-1.11 bombers
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and 747 air crafts, not even i could hit the towers first go at that speed in that type of air
craft, it is sick that a gov could do this to there country to make war, it is a disturbing
world. wayne5649 1 year ago 2MrButterBalls 1 year ago thanks for this video. it is very
fascinating to say the very least MrButterBalls 1 year agoJulitrox666 1 year ago que
video tan impactante, que muestra lo dramatico de lo ocurrido en ese atentado tan
cobarde...pero lo que más me llama la atención es la valentía de las personas que lo filman,
y que permanecen aún con la sicosis del momento, tan solo para dejar constancia de este
lamentable suceso...Gracias por su importante aportación y Mil felicidades. Julitrox666 1
year agolevyazul 1 year ago oh my good levyazul 1 year agohomiescopies 1 year ago
19:41 why the cut's in the video. am i really supposed to believe that someone would
stop recording when someone yells out OMG! not to mention the gap is so small it
leaves me to wonder if a camera could stop and start recording again so fast. and both
impacts and the onset of both collapses are mysteriously not recorded. {or cut out}
homiescopies 1 year agojennaax814 1 year ago whats going by the left side of the tower
5:31-5:39 jennaax814 1 year agoallen982 1 year ago The doomsday plane. allen982 1 year
agoemogirl78 1 year ago that was the saddest day ever.........it changed everyones lives,the
people who lost their love ones and mainly our nation..............9/11 was and still is the
most memoriable day.......they did a tribute to 9/11 and nearly the whole school swelled
up in tears.......we will miss those who died.............. emogirl78 1 year agoTheunEmo3rio
1 year ago This Shit is fucking crazy!!!! Oh My God TheunEmo3rio 1 year
agoKingJamesMVP23 1 year ago 2 please dont use such vulgar language like that for this
type of event. in respect of everyone that lost their lives. KingJamesMVP23 1 year ago
2wayne5649 1 year ago Comment removedKingJamesMVP23 1 year ago so basically
you are saying it was set up. please state why you think this. KingJamesMVP23 1 year
agowayne5649 1 year ago Comment removedirchywolf 1 year ago surley a real PILOT
would know how to spell PILOT and not PIOLET, just a guess mind. So are u really a
PILOT? irchywolf 1 year agowayne5649 1 year ago shit your right i did spell pilot wrong
i was thinking what to say and i fuck up, but i am a pilot, and my mates at my base
would think it was funny that i spell pilot wrong real bad, but it should not be me that
you investigate, it should be American gov, if your up set with me because i think 11/9
was a inside job by the Amrican gov and CIA i am sorry, but you know what is worse
asking a country to help them fight terrorists and find out it was a lie just think about
what i am saying. wayne5649 1 year agotext68 1 year ago Fight terrorists and find out it
was a lie... What about terrorism is a lie? 9/11 was an act of terrorism, not an inside job.
Look up the Usama Bin Laden videos and see exactly what he says about 9/11. The fact
that he never intended to actually destroy the World Trade Center buildings but the fact
that they went completely down was funny to him. It is a Holy War for them against
Christians, not American's, Australians or other nation, but Christians. text68 1 year
agoMrClawson9 1 year ago Your not very smart are you. Osama Bin Laden had worked
with the US government for years and years. Even a lead member of the CIA came out
and said that. And yes, 9/11 was an inside job. MrClawson9 1 year agowayne5649 1 year
ago over 4000 people have died because of me, for droping bombs on irak in my f-18
hornet, how do you think i am and some of my mate pilots from Australia air force,
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killing people for nothing thats not what Australia are about , and thanks to Australian
gov for going to war with American mad man that he new .G. bush had done, American
people i do like you but g. w. bush and CIA should be shot. wayne5649 1 year
agowayne5649 1 year ago Comment removedKingJamesMVP23 1 year ago ya i guess it's
my stuck up patriotism but i refuse to believe it was a setup. thats just me though.
KingJamesMVP23 1 year agoamdetata 1 year ago To hear the eye witness accounts of
what these people were thinking and feeling at the time is so intense. I can't imagine what
it felt like to witness this tradegy just across the street from your apartment complex.
What a powerful video.... amdetata 1 year agonicks199 1 year ago that one tragic day
changed everything in our nation. the heros on flight 93 that crashed in the pennsylvania
feild that day were the ones who saved the white house and other people as well. this is
sad to watch. :( nicks199 1 year agohomiescopies 1 year ago you need to look at the
pictures of flight 93's crash site. many experts have testified that a passenger jet could
never have crashed there. mainly because titanium and steel engines 6 ft tall would have to
be found in the rubble. they never were. official reason: they evaporated. yeah right. go to
ae911truthorg. homiescopies 1 year agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Check Google Video
" 1599786892835215457 " Flight 93 multiple debris fields 6 to 8 miles away. Also
Google: " 9-11 Research: Flight 93 Crash Site Rural Pennsylvania " and click on " 9-11
Research: Flight 93 Crash Site " Nice maps of the debris fields, plus a link below the last
map that says " analysis of the debris distribution ". NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year
agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Lynne Larkin, CIA Operations Officer in several CIA
foreign stations before being assigned to the CIA's Counter-Intelligence Center. David
MacMichael, PhD, former Senior Estimates Officer / Western Hemisphere Affairs at the
CIA's National Intelligence Council. In late 2004, Larkin and MacMichael and a group of
23 others sent a letter to Congress expressing their concerns about serious shortcomings,
omissions, and major flaws and offered their services for a new investigation.
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Robert David Steele, has 25
years of combined service in the CIA and the U.S. Marine Corps. He also was second
ranking civilian in U.S. Marine Corps Intelligence from 1988-1992: "I am forced to
conclude that 9/11 was at a minimum allowed to happen as a pretext for war, "I'm
absolutely certain that WTC 7 was brought down by controlled demolition " "There's no
way that building could have come down without controlled demolition."
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Robert Baer, A 21-year CIA
veteran and specialist in the Middle East. When asked if there was an aspect of 'inside
job' to 9/11 within the U.S. government?" Baer replied, "There is that possibility, the
evidence points at it." Why hasn't anybody been held accountable for 9/11? .Why has
there been no change in command? Why have there been no political repercussions? Why
hasnt there been any sort of exposure on this? It really makes you wonder."
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Raymond McGovern, During
his 27-year CIA career, McGovern personally delivered intelligence briefings to
Presidents Ronald Reagan and George H.W. Bush, It has long been clear that the BushCheney administration cynically exploited the attacks of 9/11 to promote its imperial
designs. But the present volume confronts us with evidence for an even more disturbing
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conclusion: that the 9/11 attacks were themselves orchestrated by this administration
precisely so they could be thus exploited. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year agoNiKkiBluEyEz05
1 year ago Melvin Goodman, PhD, served as Division Chief of the CIAs Office of Soviet
Affairs and Senior Analyst from 1966 - 1990. I want to talk about the [9/11] Commission
itself, about the flawed process of the Commission and finally about the conflict of
interest within the Commission that is extremely important to understand the failure of
the Commission. The final report is ultimately a coverup. I don't know how else to
describe it." NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Seven CIA
Veterans challenge the Official story: William Christison, ret. Director of the CIA's Office
of Regional and Political Analysis said: I now think there is persuasive evidence that the
events of September did not unfold as the Bush administration would have us believe. An
airliner almost certainly did not hit the Pentagon. The North and South Towers of the
World Trade Center almost certainly did not collapse and fall to earth because hijacked
aircraft hit them. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago82thadangerous1 1 year ago His name is
Damiean, of course he is.... 82thadangerous1 1 year agoRct3Mad300 1 year ago Man,
That is some sick mind you have!!!!. Do you realise how many people died and suffered
on that day. Really why say that. what if your family or friend was there and got killed
and you heard someone saying that what would your reaction be.!? ( I dont know anyone
but maybe someone on here has the same thought) YOU ARE SICK! Rct3Mad300 1
year agodamiansanchez3 1 year ago show hide they should of used bigger planes hahaa
damiansanchez3 1 year agoexohexLexaexohex 1 year ago what the hell is wrong with you?
exohexLexaexohex 1 year agoanisete46 1 year ago We all (meaning sane people, unlike one
on this site) know who did this,and that it wasn't Episcopalians, or Amish, or Wiccans,
no more than in the Madrid train station, in the London subway, or at Lockerbie... you
know who they were...that said my sane Muslim friends were all as horrified as I was by
all this and profoundly grieved.....the crazies and their weird conspiracy theories can
never change the facts... anisete46 1 year agosurfersundance 1 year ago This family that
filmed this managed to stay more calm and put everything into perspective more than any
other that I know of that awful day. Most other videos the people behind the cameras are
screaming, understandably so, and in full blown panic. And while disasters that kill many
more happen in other places, I think this affected everyone in a larger way because we all
witnessed it with our own eyes or on live tv, though we still have trouble believing it
sometimes. surfersundance 1 year agojust3simplewords 1 year ago I usually find it really
pathetic when I read arguments on the internet, but you are so right, 9/11 should never be
forgotten, this will go down in history as being one of the worst tragedies. '69changes' - to
what a pathetic name THAT is - is obviously just seeking attention, they'll get what they
deserve eventually, people like them don't deserve the rights you americans have if he
feels and thinks that way. [I'm english btw] I'll never forget that day, and should always
be remembered. just3simplewords 1 year agoClandestinoBR 1 year ago I completely
agree with brategor1, lol ClandestinoBR 1 year agoRand200 1 year ago lol jackass n_n
Rand200 1 year agoTurkishGamer92 1 year ago would be epic if you would have release
uncut this film TurkishGamer92 1 year agoTurkishGamer92 1 year ago idiot
TurkishGamer92 1 year agospielverderber9 1 year ago please watch
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watch?v=XpZEVuic_nQ molten steel , WTC geschmolzenes Stahl unter den WTC
Türmen........mit BEWEISBILDERN...... spielverderber9 1 year agobrategor1 1 year ago
тупые американцы это вам за всё brategor1 1 year agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago
Many are stupid, and many are brainwashed in a subtle manner, through the published
NEWS and the broadcast NEWS. Former Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) Director
William Colby stated , The Central Intelligence Agency owns everyone of any
significance in the major media. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago82thadangerous1 1 year ago
Finally....Someone with a brain on this site. Thank God I'm not alone. 82thadangerous1 1
year agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago 82thadangerous1, Hey thanks. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1
year agoWWEYankee 1 year ago SuperiorSioux ur an ass WWEYankee 1 year
agoWWEYankee 1 year ago u asshole WWEYankee 1 year agophilguitarhero12345 1 year
ago noobs :D:D:D:Dhahahaha rofl philguitarhero12345 1 year agoRexbear97 1 year ago :|
fuck Rexbear97 1 year agothenexthowardstern 1 year ago Then obviously for posting a
comment a week ago, you should really pay attention to the news. Worldwide, at least
3,205 people have died of the virus since it was uncovered in Mexico in April, according
to the World Health Organization. The United States has confirmed more than 600 swine
flu-related deaths. Pay attention. thenexthowardstern 1 year ago4aaaaa4 1 year ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam OPERATION NOTRHWOODS in 1962
was a plan by the Pentagon to stage false acts of terrorism on US soil, against US
interests and kill innocent civilians. Putting the blame of them all on Cuba in order to
generate U.S. public support for military action against the Cuban government. President
Kennedy did not approve it in 1962. Bush administration did in 2001. It is in
Wikipedia!!! Google: OPERATION NORTHWOODS. 9/11 inside job 4aaaaa4 1 year
agoa7madzaen111 1 year ago good making a7madzaen111 1 year agodragdjan 1 year ago
)))))))))))) dragdjan 1 year agodragdjan 1 year ago Islam is actually quite a peaceful
religion. ____ true ____ about who did it - rotshields.. dragdjan 1 year agoSharky2055 1
year ago dragdjan AlQaeda did it. Sharky2055 1 year agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago
How could "The Database" do it? Former British Foreign Secretary Robin Cook says:
The truth is, there is no Islamic army or terrorist group called Al Qaida. And any
informed intelligence officer knows this. But there is a propaganda campaign to make the
public believe in the presence of an identified entity representing the 'devil' only in order
to drive the TV watcher to accept a unified international leadership for a war against
terrorism. The country behind this propaganda is the US. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year
agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago 2 Robin Cook said that Al-Qaida, literally "the
database", was originally the computer file of the thousands of mujahideen who were
recruited and trained with help from the CIA to defeat the Russians. Cook is merely
confirming what others have said. Former National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski
told the Senate that the war on terror is "a mythical historical narrative". Cook died not
long after divulging this. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago 2leelid1 1 year ago I would hate to
be you. leelid1 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Popovich3rd Country:United States
<<<< I could arrange for your ignorant vile asinine happy ass to be on a plane to Iran,
Venezula, Congo, Mynamar, Saudi Arabia or Singapore, take your pick. I'd love for you
to leave. It's about time the trash gets taken out. That would be you, the ungrateful little
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punk treacherous jackass. Sharky2055 1 year agoworldmayhem 1 year ago the truth is
coming and Americans will stage a massive revolt when they discover their gov't was
behind this tragedy. worldmayhem 1 year agojr1216 1 year ago man this was a sad day, i
was like 9 or 10 when this happen, and it was my sister birthday too. i like to say r.i.p to
all the innocent people on the planes and in the buildings. =( jr1216 1 year agoNYsentinel
1 year ago Rockefeller took them down DLMA = David Rockefeller Sterilization =
Eugenics Population Reduction NYsentinel 1 year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago 2 Rockefeller
put them up Rockefeller took them Ludlow Colorado? Rockefeller supported Hitler
NYsentinel 1 year ago 2Lassielurv 1 year ago How ironic that children's music is playing
in the background. Lassielurv 1 year agoballinboy271 1 year ago you stupid dum
american cunt why did you let them bring knives on the plane :) ballinboy271 1 year
agorayhok 1 year ago the people who crashed into the building are idots rayhok 1 year
agosakuranohana123 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i
jumped for joy hearing of the planes crashing into WTC. the sound of the impact was
awesome. i love watching the people in the buildings desperately waving out the window
for help. their cries for help were music to my ear. one by one, they jumped out the
window,fell to their deaths. SPLAT! love the sound of the bodies hitting the ground.
when the towers gave way, people in the buildings and on ground probably got crushed
like pancakes. wish i were there to capture this kodak moment. sakuranohana123 1 year
agoSeabass307 1 year ago A government would never attack itself like this... idiots need
to stfu Seabass307 1 year agochena3 1 year ago 2 oft times you guys that disagree with
911 truth . .you attack us people who call for truth ..try to discredit us..call us crazies
because you can not discredit the data .. argue the facts ..leave the messenger out of this...
THERMITE residue was found in towers rubble scientific peer reviewed published data
proof positive undeniable proof 911 was controlled demolition an inside job .. chena3 1
year ago 2Seabass307 1 year ago Okay, well never discredit the vast majority that claims
the truth to be "terrorist". Every reason behind this being setup has a very rational
explanation that makes allot of sense. Seabass307 1 year agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago
Seabass307: Would you please have Wikipedia remove their entry titled "False Flag"? It
starts out: False flag operations are covert operations conducted by governments,
corporations, or other organizations which are designed to deceive the public in such a
way that the operations appear as though they are being carried out by other entities. The
name is derived from the military concept of flying false colors; that is, flying the flag of a
country other than one's own. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year agochena3 1 year ago 911 was
controlled demolition the government did it to take us to war in afganistan chena3 1 year
agoTheWildAssCopyCat 1 year ago Science flies you to the moon... Religion flies you
into big tall buildings... ^..^ TheWildAssCopyCat 1 year agoAcai05 1 year ago OMG,
this hurts to watch!!!!! i can't believe it. Acai05 1 year agoalankills 1 year ago this makes
me so mad. i want to kill every one of those bastards alankills 1 year
agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago alankills, Yeah... every one of those guys who set up this
False Flag operation should be tried in court, found guilty, and sentenced appropriately,
so that NOBODY in our government would ever DARE try anything like this again!
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year agoC01B3RT 1 year ago First off, the towers fell as they did
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because of the weight of the building crumpling the support beams inside the center of the
tower. When the first beam broke, the rest of them did as well kind of like a domino
effect. The was no fucking bombs planted inside the towers. C01B3RT 1 year
agobergeon20 1 year ago how is it scientifically true that there were bombs inside? its
funny how all you people make assumptions about conspiracies with no base for your
claim except, "the government is corrupt." well if its so corrupt, why did they not make
any conspiracies about the bombing in '93 which was supposed to ruin America?
nothing... there is nothing. because the government is not corrupt, this world is corrupt.
bergeon20 1 year agoexce11er 1 year ago It's probably true that the government didn't
plan 9/11, but they probably had prior knowledge of it. Look up "9 /11 coincidences" on
youtube and watch them. If the government isn't corrupt, then there sure are a lot of
"coincidences" happening. exce11er 1 year agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago bergeon20,
how about this conspiracy?: The person who organized the bombing of the World Trade
Center in 1993, Emad Ali Salem, was both an Egyptian intelligence agent and an operative
of the F.B.I. Emad Ali Salem, under FBI direction, proposed the bombing, and recruited
people to the operation. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year agobergeon20 1 year ago and where is
your source? you say the New York Times says he had been told that there were "live
explosives provided that he thought were fake." the provider for the explosives was NOT
the FBI but instead a man named Clement Rodney Hampton-El. so then he testifies in
court against the bombers. good way to cover your ass i'd say. also later he tells about
other premeditated bombings to the FBI and this time they react and he's rehired. So, he
got his revenge clean and got his job back. good deal bergeon20 1 year
agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago bergeon20, the New York Times reported that Salem
complained that he had been assured by the FBI that fake explosives would be supplied
for this government operation. He claimed to have been unaware that the explosives he
provided were live, and would detonate with their consequent destruction and loss of life.
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year agosuperdog797 1 year ago you should show your girlfriend this
comment superdog797 1 year agodrugmusic92 1 year ago towers fell in almost exactly
freefall speed. meaning their were bombs inside... its scienitifcally true. us government is
corrupt. drugmusic92 1 year agorullzer1 1 year ago and why did the government do this?
:S rullzer1 1 year agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago rullzer1, Easy, just watch " Hijacking
Catastrophe 9/11, Fear & the Selling of American Empire " 1hr - 15min parts 1 and 2 on
livevideo . com The PNAC guys in the Bush Administration wanted a war in Iraq, but
couldn't just START a war. First, they had have a "New Pearl Harbor" attack on our
country to get Americans ANGRY. "Iraq For Sale" on Google video says a lot. about the
Billions of dollars the war made for Cheney's fave company, Halliburton.
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Why would the PNAC want a
war in Iraq? Watch "The Oil Factor: Behind the War on Terror " 1hr - 29min on Google
Video. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year agoanisete46 1 year ago cretin anisete46 1 year
agoalankills 1 year ago no. alankills 1 year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago Correction: 911
FEMA Pier 92 NYsentinel 1 year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago Lessons in Regious
extremism: The inquisition = Extremism Zionism = Extremism Christians Burning
Crosses infront of black peoples homes = Extremisim The Hindu / Muslim Killing in
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India = Extremism Its all the same shit NYsentinel 1 year agoDanishruyu1 1 year ago You
know what's weird, how in the hell did "third world people" manage to attack America
and yet countries all around the world never were able to. America used the same excuse
that they used when Pearl Harbor was attacked, which was the loss of transmition. Weird
isn't it? Danishruyu1 1 year agoTheTodd1977 1 year ago Religion is a fairytale and its
practice is a cult! TheTodd1977 1 year agoXstar1000 1 year ago That morning, I just
woke up, turned the TV on the new... and I saw THAT. I thought: WTF, what's
happening? You think it will be just a normal random day, but then you realises: it ain't.
Always heartbreaking moments Xstar1000 1 year agounlovedbyal 1 year ago This cracks
me up every time i see it. unlovedbyal 1 year agoMrLeeman11 1 year ago i dont believe
that shit. sif fuck a plane. look at how high it hit up. sif a fucking plane made it all
crumble to shit. ive watch heaps of shit about the collapses. i believe that it wasnt just
planes. Inside friggin job. MrLeeman11 1 year agosoleir2 1 year ago estupidez do homem
por que tanto odio por pessoas tem que morrer por inresponsabilidade de pessoas que
nao sabe amar o proximo que deus ilumine essas mentes que controlam o mundo para que
isso nao volte a acontecer em lugar nem um no mundos, nunca mais soleir2 1 year
agoMrLeeman11 1 year ago oh ok. but yeah ive been watching too much conspiracy crap
lol. pretty interested and stupid shit tho MrLeeman11 1 year agoMrLeeman11 1 year ago
poor people in the building :( i hope they got as many people out as they could. still have
no idea how they all collapsed. definately bombs bought them down. not planes
MrLeeman11 1 year agoMotoman232323 1 year ago uh no, building aren't really designed
to take a 747 impact and keep standing. Motoman232323 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year
ago Motoman232323 They withstood more than they designed to take. They were NOT
built/designed to withstand the 10,000 gallons (per 767) that went into it. The 767's also
knocked the fireproofing off the trusses & knocked out fire suppression systems.
Sharky2055 1 year agoMichlimania 1 year ago An estimated 25,000 were successfully
evacuated. Michlimania 1 year agoexranger34 1 year ago this world may one day be a
better and more peaceful place. Ive been in the military and have seen many things, and
alot of you are very very wrong about what really happens. exranger34 1 year
agoexranger34 1 year ago I dont see this a conspiracy, We can even keep Guantanamo
quite,how can we keep a highly under paid military staff quite. If they ordered a launch
someone would know about it, and they would talk.Maybe it was Muslims maybe
not,over all people died that day that didn't deserve to.If all of you would exert your
energy and a more positive way to not let this happen in the future and become more
involved in the world rather than become a lazyboy politician or the next conspiracy film
director exranger34 1 year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago Tom Kenny FEMA / USAR MASS
NYsentinel 1 year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago The Truth is scarier than you think FEMA
was sitting at pier 59 that morning FEMA / USAR-Mass. Team Leader stated they got in
on Mon 9-10 to assist with "This Disaster" NYsentinel 1 year agoGalywka69 1 year ago
вотЪ Galywka69 1 year agoscotty123123 1 year ago Holograms were most likely used to
disguise the real cause of the explosions scotty123123 1 year agomichelangeli23 1 year
ago Planes were simply not there! Most independent researchers are now coming to the
conclusion that some kind of holograms (along with video tampering) were involved. This
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is classified military hologram technology michelangeli23 1 year agolustymouse 1 year
ago truth be told i wouldve shot my self fuck jumpin or waitin to turn into roast beef and
on that day i was laughtin my ass off i dont no y tho XD lustymouse 1 year
agoo0Kurdistan0o 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 911
Mysteries Part 1 - Demolitions (Full - 1ed.) please google this and learn the truth people.
o0Kurdistan0o 1 year agoMrNewchange 1 year ago Read up about hologram technology.
9/11 was done using holograms, no planes were used MrNewchange 1 year
agogovernmentcheese411 1 year ago omg thats more retarded than these untruthers
bullshit. governmentcheese411 1 year agoMrNewchange 1 year ago Everyone knows that
it was done with holographs. We have scientific evidence from examining the video
footage. Holographs are part of the US military's classified research MrNewchange 1 year
agonamm1892 1 year ago rottt in hell.. you so called heroes.. YOUR NOT GOING TO
PARADISE you EVIL EVIL CUNTS your off to HELL where you and your people
belong. namm1892 1 year agosucker915 1 year ago show hide 9/11 was hilarious
sucker915 1 year agoellefan01 1 year ago NO IT WASN'T!!!!!! Would it have been
hilarious if you would have been there, if you would have died? I don't think so! ellefan01
1 year agosucker915 1 year ago it'd be hilarious sucker915 1 year agoellefan01 1 year ago
2 No, it wouldn't. I guess you're one of those heartless terrorists! That's sooo gross.. Do
you realize how many people lost their lives?!?!? Almost 3,000 people, and a lot of those
were parents, or grandparents of children, but there were also a lot of children on that
plane... That's not right. They thought they were helping their country? They thought
killing people, while killing themselves was an act of heroism? No. That's just being
stupid. ellefan01 1 year ago 2twentyzed 1 year ago I hate to sound like i don't care
because i do... but 3000 people is a drop in the ocean compared to other atrocities.
MILLIONS of innocent people have died because of ILLEGAL invasions and
occupations. 9/11 was a spectacular and yet truly tragic event. But i still believe those
who think it was solely a gang called Al Qaeda needs there heads testing. twentyzed 1
year agosuperdog797 1 year ago 2 enough jokes about 9/11 being a conspiracy
superdog797 1 year ago 2governmentcheese411 1 year ago eat my ass with a spoon you
piece of shit for saying something so horrible. i hope you die slow and alone you
fucktard. governmentcheese411 1 year agomunchkinjdr 1 year ago Yeah that dude did fall
at 7 45 I rather be crippld Dan die munchkinjdr 1 year agogovernmentcheese411 1 year
ago crippled!...dude their all DEAD! they jumped from like 90 floors up.800-900 feet.
there's no wheel chair for that shit. governmentcheese411 1 year agoCollegeLoheart 1 year
ago - No disrespct towards the people who lost their lives that day. May they be in
heaven and let God bless America. - But I have a question. In times like this day would
you ever think that if we had a real "Superman" he could of saved those people and stop
that 2nd plane or even the first from all of this happening? CollegeLoheart 1 year
agoallagashlover9999 1 year ago wow u guys are retarted, america helped iraq so much,
and its not the point that a lot of people died its that they were making a point that they
could beat even the country with the best military, they almost killed the president they
destoreyed part of our military intel base and destroyed our biggest bussiness center,
they are the ones that are bastards, they fucking kill anyone that isnt muslim
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allagashlover9999 1 year agodeadman141322 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Muslims will cut American peoples penis then Muslims will give
that to american girls and they gonna eat that. Americans are biggest bastards of the
world. They are like fucking their mothers and they were born. a 6 inch bamboo should be
put in their ass hole! deadman141322 1 year agoellefan01 1 year ago You're gross!
Americans aren't like that! Okay? So if you don't like America, don't impose on its
business!!!!!!!! ellefan01 1 year agoTheHumanHedge 1 year ago what r u talking about
were not going over ther an killing insant people were killing who ever shoots at us
TheHumanHedge 1 year agoJosephandalice 1 year ago 4 We should have wiped all the
muslims off the planet once and for all. These savages cause jihad and terrorism
everywhere they go in the world. Anywhere muslims go its suicide bombings, beheadings
, stonings, honor killings, forcing women to wear veils etc. Anywhere muslims go its the
same thing over and over. Theres sometnig really really wrong with this religion. People.
Josephandalice 1 year ago 4stewiegriffin31094 1 year ago Omg did anyone see at 7:45
that guy fell for his life that's so sad (salute here) stewiegriffin31094 1 year agoBabyV03
1 year ago im not sure if that was a person or not BabyV03 1 year agoflipinsweet 1 year
ago buildings just dont collapse on themselves you know.hit the top part of a building
and you destroy the top levels of the building.jesus, theres more to this story than just a
plane crash people.or atleast they would fall over, not fall straight down damn it.
flipinsweet 1 year agoArtificiallyFlav 1 year ago wtf ArtificiallyFlav 1 year
agoastrosfan198 1 year ago FUCK U UR DA TERRORIST! astrosfan198 1 year
agogre68 1 year ago 2 why would they say its a militairy plane??? they would have
recongnized a commercial plane from that close, not? gre68 1 year ago 2junglepolle 1 year
ago 5 the terrorists are sick in there head...... Burn in hell all fucking terrorist. junglepolle 1
year ago 5mrcooban 1 year ago the cloud sort of crawls and grabs and twists round
buildings awful god bless mrcooban 1 year agoTheTodd1977 1 year ago Outside job! The
''Hamburg Cell.'' TheTodd1977 1 year agoMartin1983CSS 1 year ago Comment
removedMartin1983CSS 1 year ago Comment removedazalea313 1 year ago does anyone
know the name of that movie they showed on tv before 9/11 with the same exact scenario
azalea313 1 year agominganwolf 1 year ago TPapania, yes we did drop those bombs 60
years ago. And yes us as Americans admit that we killed innocent people, and shant deny
such a claim. However this was during wartime which is to be expected. The attack on the
World Trade centers however was not an act of war, but rather an act of terrorism. There
is a difference. I'm not saying one reason is more valid than the other, because honestly I
don't condone war....sadly however, my voice doesn't matter in a sea of souls gone astray.
minganwolf 1 year agominganwolf 1 year ago This video, only brings back sad memories.
I was 11 years old and in school at the time of this occurrence. All I can remember is
being so confused as to how people can be so cruel......it makes me ill at my stomach to
relive this memory, from a perspective of someone else. May those who'm have perished,
and those who's lives will never be the same find peace. My heart still to this day goes
out to everyone afflicted by this horrible act of hatred, God Bless. minganwolf 1 year
agoalexlovesjb101 1 year ago oh my gosh ! i was like 6 when this happened ! i would be
scared to be in a high building like you guys cause i would think the plane would hit that
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building too ! alexlovesjb101 1 year agoyochen1996 1 year ago What happen for the one
who jump down from the window? I know most peopIe who stay inside dies, but
window jumpers die too? yochen1996 1 year agoseanashleycasey 1 year ago 2 of course
the jumpers die. that's why they jump. it's stay there and die or jump and die. you cant
possibly jump from that tall of a sky scraper and survive. seanashleycasey 1 year ago
2jackuy12345 1 year ago lol actually i think only one of the jumper survive, i think it was
a lady, she got saved by the tree that is what i heared... but there were no trees around
twin tower, lol i heard this from my friend jackuy12345 1 year agoMegaSinger4Life 1
year ago and the morral of the story is "Dont build tall buildings like that..." but RIP to
those inside MegaSinger4Life 1 year agoSuperShoplifter 1 year ago the morral is everyone
has an opion about us and how war is this was cause because they believed we were the
devil and greedy they were taught that SuperShoplifter 1 year agoBRYAN351 1 year ago
MegaSinger, that's the moral you draw from 911?? Gee, how about we never build
subways again, or trains, or Pentagons, or jumbo jets? You half-witted twit. The real
moral we should draw is to never let international bankers hijack the governments of the
industrialized world, stage false-flag attacks, and trigger wars that give them the excuse to
expand their power, put countries into greater debt, which makes them richer, and
increases their enslavement over us. How about that for a moral? BRYAN351 1 year
agoTPapania 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 60 years
ago Americans dropped 2 atomic bombs killing hundreds of thousands of innocent civilian
men women & children in Japan. It was to send a message to the government of the day.
Now it looks like someone has done the same to you guys & sent a message to your
government. Who killed the most people the American. There is no excuse that can be
offered Americans please be objective in your replys. Someone's terrorist is someones
freedom fighter. It just depends which side of the fence u r on TPapania 1 year
agobigganokay 1 year ago One can just agree bigganokay 1 year agoYungblaqs 1 year ago
you know, I was just browsing you tube watching videos and I started from computer
game to, racism, to interracial dating and the problem that follow. And I clicked on this
related video on the side and just the first five minute had me just quiet....life is so fucked
up. I have no emotion watching video coz I'm not sure how to feel; upset, angry....life is
just fucked... Yungblaqs 1 year agoyochen1996 1 year ago Are you Japanese? Bomb on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki kiIIs 300 thousands or even more Japaneses? Ya, I Iearn that
from history book =P The text books says the two atomic bomb bring the great world
war to the end :o (since if american invade Japanese, it wiII cause more death, and
Japanaese general refuse to forfeit), and yes, for those who died in Hiroshima/Nagasaki
are innocent. PeopIe who died in 9/11 are innocent to0. Thats becuz u think this is the
pay back doesn't mean they deserve to die =\ yochen1996 1 year agoindoorin 1 year ago
The people who hit the twin towers wern't japs. indoorin 1 year agoBRYAN351 1 year
ago TPapania, to be a "freedom fighter", one must be fighting for FREEDOM. Do
terrorists murder people to achieve real freedom in their countries? Beheading women for
committing adultery, executing people for practicing the wrong religion, no civil rights, no
free press, etc. Is that freedom?? But anyway, 911 was an inside job, orchestrated by the
American government (and the international bankers, the true rulers of the world), to give
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them the excuse to expand their size and power. Wake up. BRYAN351 1 year
agoindoorin 1 year ago We were at war with them. This caused the war. And besides the
japs started the boll rolling into the whole atomic bomb dropping. indoorin 1 year
agoy3sBl30 1 year ago R.I.P y3sBl30 1 year agokamakazisis 1 year ago i was 4 years old
when this happen. why.... thos innocence people... rest in pecace kamakazisis 1 year
agozonexcito 1 year ago horrible imagen! hasta el dia de hoy me sorprendo. Horrible
picture! Till day now i'm Shocking zonexcito 1 year agoTheGr8testbeing 1 year ago 3 my
teacher was showing this clip in class and as i noticed i was only crying...some of the
others thought it was funny because they were saying shit and fuck.....but my heart goes
out to every person who lost somebody in September 11,2001 TheGr8testbeing 1 year
ago 3SantinotheGUNZboy 1 year ago i dont get why terrorists are so hatered they just
want to kill everybody.. :( SantinotheGUNZboy 1 year agoMIBFreakPack 1 year ago if i
were you, i would probably drop the camera... THere's no way i could just film it....
You're very brave for filming this in my opinion.... MIBFreakPack 1 year agoSarris007 1
year ago You must have steel nerves ... Sarris007 1 year agoredSOXnation1988 1 year ago
it doenst take a genius/terrorist to get a few guys/terrorists send them to the u.s to learn
how to fly comercial airplanes ..... make them highjack a couple of flights and blast them
right onto the world trade center... they bombed it in 93 so they did it again in 2001
redSOXnation1988 1 year agokurianchandy 1 year ago show hide There is no God but
Allah, Muhammad is the messenger of God. Let us all kill innocent mortals with
scourging pain so that we may reach the highest heavens. Allah hu Akbhaar!
kurianchandy 1 year agoMichlimania 1 year ago we will fry everyone of you smelly, subhuman arabs before it's all over... Fuck Islam and Fuck Mohammad Nuke Iran!!!!
Michlimania 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Michlimania Are you talking about all
Muslims or just the Islamic extremists? Sharky2055 1 year agoantoniohauaji 1 year ago
Holy shit, it was just by the end of the video that she realized that "there was no more
WTC"... antoniohauaji 1 year agoSvenskaSkonhet 1 year ago Did someone teach you to
be stupid, or do you just do it all by yourself, filthy racist. SvenskaSkonhet 1 year
agofroschschenkel666 1 year ago You sound like hitler.. Dont be that stupid plz
froschschenkel666 1 year agospielverderber9 1 year ago please watch 9/11Mysteries
Amerika wake up 9/11 insidejob spielverderber9 1 year agoredSOXnation1988 1 year ago
yahh sure ..... its an inside job .... just like they say the world is gonna end in 2012 and
that davinci code that jesus had a wife .......... redSOXnation1988 1 year
agospielverderber9 1 year ago 9/11 is insidejob, the biggest terrorist of the world is the us
militäry please watch 9/11mysteries spielverderber9 1 year agodidhediedmember1 1 year
ago did they died? didhediedmember1 1 year agobrategor1 1 year ago тупые американцы
brategor1 1 year agovergessenheit 1 year ago 2 This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam 9/11 = INSIDE JOB vergessenheit 1 year ago 2kudra22 1 year ago 2 It is
difficult to accept that i know, but terrorists hijacked four planes eight years ago Ckooln
and smashed two of them in wtc, you cant espect when you hit the building with 767 at
speed of 900 kph and 20 000 galeons of jet fuel that building with stand long. kudra22 1
year ago 2girlyshaker20 1 year ago Das ist einfach nur unglaublich... girlyshaker20 1 year
agoCkooln 1 year ago theres no way a plane could do that shit. i know, not all, but most
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people are trying to be scientific with this shit but look at reality that this shit was prolly
set up. Ckooln 1 year agoMBooker86 1 year ago 2 Yea, ok then, you actually think that
your government would kill thousands just for the sake of it?! NO!!!!!! PATHETIC!
Respect the dead, don't make up crap about how they died. MBooker86 1 year ago
2lolyloku 1 year ago what the hell is that flying next to the WTC tower what has been hit
its a disk and im not jokeing that ant a set up its a round disk shaped thing just hovering
around it lolyloku 1 year agollpkauai 1 year ago At: 11:56 you can see the E4B
Doomsday plane it is a speck in the right in the sky what a drag 9/11 was an inside job it
is such a betrayal to this nation listen to the reality this is the truth
watch?v=DnYaODGHuJY&feature=Pl-ayList&p=80E2607977172320&inde-x=91
llpkauai 1 year agololyloku 1 year ago there is a disk flying next to it but funnaly inuff
they havnt seen it hmm lolyloku 1 year agoQONASIN 1 year ago gooooooood fuck
merican QONASIN 1 year agofhofmann 1 year ago 2 It is so obvius that was set up.
fhofmann 1 year ago 2MrStrongBlackMan 1 year ago lets all pray this shit happen again
cept this time gotta be even betta like a nuke or some shit. I want to see so many crackas
die that I wont need porn to wack off for the rest of my life. I a fuckin hard ass dick when
thinkin about crackas screamin and dyin like this and when i fuck white bitches in the
tight asshole sometimes this what i think about. i just wish i would have been there fuckin
a white hoe and drenchin her in cum while crackas were jumpin out the buildins and dyin
and shit MrStrongBlackMan 1 year agotorontogangster 1 year ago yo nigga ur soft talking
about this this was sad shit but when hurricane kat happend all u niggas were crying for
help doesnt matter if u white or black or azn or brown were all same ppl and this was shit
is sad alot of familys where hurt from this torontogangster 1 year agowecallplce 1 year
ago U uneducated ass fool, as nigga. If your black stupid ass cant' see what's real about
this fool, then you R soft and a coward, cause that put you on the side of the problem,
not the solution. Ppl wasn't crying or help fool, most of them was workin ppl, not drug
peddlers, N gang bangers. They paid taxes, they deserved assistance fool.With the
hurricane situation. And everyone is not the same ppl, might have the same God, but
everyone is different You see how we see things differently! wecallplce 1 year agoCkooln
1 year ago you got fuckin issues Ckooln 1 year agotheboss9190 1 year ago You need to
fucking die you imbecile. theboss9190 1 year agozeuqzavaj 1 year ago how do the
firefighter chirpers reach up 36stories zeuqzavaj 1 year agojakebearsrawr 1 year ago 4
9/11 was a set up. jakebearsrawr 1 year ago 4zeuqzavaj 1 year ago beautiful view of
WTC7 a country mile away. greed, insurance fraud, insider trading. programs...get yer
programs, can't tell one crook from another without it zeuqzavaj 1 year agorMvArs 1
year ago 2 US did it themselves. how tha fuck that massive buillding goes down from a
plane? there were explosions clearly rMvArs 1 year ago 2jakebearsrawr 1 year ago Also
the claims from many survivors of multiple explosions after the planes crashing.
ALSO..the World Trade Center was built to withstand such things as natural disasters
and was probably made to survive a plane crash. Especially since WTC was hit before.
And how the building collapses perfectly straight down and collapses at all from a plane
crash.? Common sense.. jakebearsrawr 1 year agoMrNoisirmao 1 year ago Everything
comes to our own well. MrNoisirmao 1 year agoputijo0 1 year ago Many cuts putijo0 1
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year agoputijo0 1 year ago Thank you for the vid, this is the true. putijo0 1 year
agoputijo0 1 year ago Comment removedputijo0 1 year ago It´s behind, idiot putijo0 1
year agofordcity75 1 year ago wheres the 2nd building??? fordcity75 1 year
agosunforever1 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam If you
want to see what it is all about, who is behind it, and what they are planning, type old
world secrets the omega project codes into youtube. Watch all 13 parts. Everything about
it has been tampered with from the very beginning. Write it down, watch it later if you
have to, but watch it all. It has things in it we have never been taught. Copy and paste
this message so you will remember; copy and paste it so you can paste it somewhere
else. Help wake the people up! sunforever1 1 year agonas4x 1 year ago As a senior
estimator for large buildings its is impossible for a building to implode on its self with out
blowing up the podium deck which holds the upper levels, also key note they said a
military plane hit the 2nd building. This is just the begining Wash D.C next w/ D.C out it
will be easy to bring the New World Order I say somthing is going to happen between
sep 09 and oct 09 the date that has come to me is 10-11-09 In Ca CHP are getting trained
4 road blocks for H1N1 vac's/ mandatory. 11:11 nas4x 1 year agoIRonNBlaCkoouTTT 1
year ago What do you mean by "something is going to happen"?, and how about H1N1whats that? and 10-11-09 IRonNBlaCkoouTTT 1 year agoMistaKT 1 year ago Thank
you for the video MistaKT 1 year agomicroblastr9 1 year ago how bout 19:44 lolz talk
bout epic failzorz microblastr9 1 year agoscotty123123 1 year ago holograms were used
in order to disguise the navy launched missiles at the towers scotty123123 1 year
agoXJOJO411X 1 year ago 2 people die in this u assholes stop saying it awsome
XJOJO411X 1 year ago 2ggjr9807 1 year ago 2 for u bitchs that think yhis is cool go fuck
yourself go to hell bitchs u mother fuckers i fucking hate all u mother fuckers who think
this is cool u all can go and rot to hell for all who thinks this is a tragic moment in history
i agree this will be a moment we will never forget ggjr9807 1 year ago 2lolocaust900 1
year ago show hide lolz america got pwned! id love to see that myself :D lolocaust900 1
year agoschnuckieSN 1 year ago das ist krass... mein MANN ist da drin.. schnuckieSN 1
year ago00MSS00 1 year ago Americans are overconfident that bombards them all the
praise they know everything 00MSS00 1 year agolAmTheUrmominbed 1 year ago show
hide FUCKING AWESOME lAmTheUrmominbed 1 year agomarkylawd 1 year ago
tower fail markylawd 1 year agotelebambam 1 year ago My God. Thank you for sharing.
telebambam 1 year agotresanjos 1 year ago Comment removedKNSGluvr6 1 year ago 3
you are very brave KNSGluvr6 1 year ago 3KNSGluvr6 1 year ago sad and haunting,
being young and watching this happen was scary, but i can't image being older and just
watching it out my window KNSGluvr6 1 year agoThe43110 1 year ago September 11
was a terrible day. The terroist who did this forgot that we are all human. We all have
hearts, souls, lives, and families. There is no geater crime than to rip someone's life away.
My prayers go out to the families that had a loved one die in 911 and to the people who
had to witness it. May we never forget the souls that were lost that day. The43110 1
year agowedziss 1 year ago 3 the whole american goverment knew that its gonna happen
and didnt do anything,infact they seemed to be for this impact,so that they could start
war against the azians... poor civilian people... wedziss 1 year ago 3nimamalek 1 year ago
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12:15 "IT WAS A MILITARY PLANE" hmmm nimamalek 1 year agoAlmightyJerk 1
year ago How about the one the shows up at 11:54. Could have been a nice position for
the guy using the remote. Yea, yea. All speculation. Just another piece to fit into the
puzzle later. AlmightyJerk 1 year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago Luke Rudkowski
wearechange NY is now a "for-profit" company. He used to like wearing a pinn depicting
the image of someone shooting a police officer. Now hes the number one 911 sick
responder advocate. "911infowarrior" actually posted evidence off the 911 street action
video. They are the phoney 911 truth movement NYsentinel 1 year agobenrocks07 1 year
ago The only good people who died were the 19 freedom fighters who gave their lives to
change the course of history!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-!!!!!!!!! benrocks07 1 year agoNYsentinel
1 year ago NYCCAN is a fraud. They send out people to get signatures but they never
mention thats its about 911 conspiracy. They load the signatures under the false pretence
of the air pollution. When anyone ask them to clarify their position the hush up. Les
Jamieson once showed a Beastiality movie in st marks church. NYsentinel 1 year
agoBl0oodLust 1 year ago Wow. One of my classmates was there that day and actually
took a vid of it too. She showed it too our class. It looked really scary. Bl0oodLust 1 year
agosmafz123 1 year ago lats kill usa becouse the amercan pepole stupid smafz123 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago smafz123 How is it right to kill people for being stupid? If it
were, you'd be at the top of the list. But I don't believe it's right to do that. Sharky2055 1
year ago1max101 1 year ago ronaldo do you have a mental condition? what the hell are
you talking about??? the middle east is the cause of terrorism. down with Osama
Binladen. 1max101 1 year agobrittneyDubyah 1 year ago As americans we shall prevail.
we always do. they need to hurry up and rebuild ground zero. it's rather embarassing that
we have yet to get shit started. brittneyDubyah 1 year agobrittneyDubyah 1 year ago 3 i
to this day still can't believe what happened. can you imagine the urgency that the
poeople who were out there felt. i was in the 8th grade and when we were dismissed early
i seen so much people walking around with debris on them. still, i couldn't understand the
full extent to the heinous act until i went home to my sobbing mother. she turned on the
news and there it was. my towers that i loved to see when i entered back into NYC from
traveling. seeing them let me know i made it home. brittneyDubyah 1 year ago
3Ronaldo123571 1 year ago Don't mass with middle east. Leave this people alone. Get
the fucking military out of there. Ronaldo123571 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Shove
it where the sun don't shine, Ronaldo123571 . Sharky2055 1 year agobiggunsupstairs1 1
year ago You. You fuckin pussy. I swear to fuckin god, if I hear anybody else badmouth
what happened on that day, I will personally come over there and fuckin destroy your
god. Piece of shit goddam asshole biggunsupstairs1 1 year agosilentzedsorrow 1 year ago
damn i was in 4th grade when this happened. Really sad stuff, but atleast i got to see
them earlier in 2001 when they were still there silentzedsorrow 1 year agoGhostStalker01
1 year ago show hide What happenned on the 9th of November (9/11) anyway?
GhostStalker01 1 year agosasukeuzumaki001 1 year ago not 9th of november, its
september 11th, its put that way becasue in america the month is said before the day, im
sure you know what happened on the 11th of september 2001 sasukeuzumaki001 1 year
agoBugman3188 1 year ago I heard that the terrorist chose september 11th cuz if you just
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see the numbers without thinking it says 911 like the emergency number Bugman3188 1
year agodiscopadonag 1 year ago By Nostradamus the world end will start when two
twins die in the new world. discopadonag 1 year agobatmansonaboat 1 year ago wow i
was in first grade when this happened, and i remember, when all of us, had to ride home
with the kindgardners and preschoolers, and i was so mad because i didnt know what was
happeneing. than i went to my daycare and watched live on t.v. but i thought it was fake.
Cuz, the terriost, took some plans from portland Maine. and yeahh. SCARRY. :O...
batmansonaboat 1 year agostonejame1 1 year ago :( oh gawd, i wanna cry. New York
didn't deserve this no one deserved it, if anythink planes filled with asians should go
crashing in fukin pakistan! i mean im from birmingham in england and theres asians
bowling it down the road being loud and spitting and am like eeee look at the background
behind you people, 'terrosists' evil bastards. All asians to be thrown in a tortue chamber.
Bet you dnt see and asians walking around newyork lol spitting and being loud. What a
beautiful city xxx stonejame1 1 year agoSIKININ 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam PLEASE view my new 911 song/video, fav and rate it and
spread the word Thank You SIKININ SIKININ 1 year agoAnonybon 1 year ago For
anyone who's interested, the Bureau of Transport Statistics hold no records for AA11
and AA77 leaving the airports, even though records were kept for flights which took off
before and after the times AA11 and AA77 were due to depart. Coincidentally, the BTS
did keep records for UA93 and UA175, showing that records were kept for planes that
never reached their destinations and it's not down to lack of data... Anonybon 1 year
agoEUROTRASHSPAMMER 1 year ago Well, that's simply absolutely crazy.
EUROTRASHSPAMMER 1 year agoAnonybon 1 year ago Petronas Towers have 88
floors, the World Trade Center had 110. Despite the big difference in floor count, they
were very similar in height, although the World Trade Center was still taller... Anonybon
1 year agoeternalpk 1 year ago This is really sad.. =/ eternalpk 1 year agost69fuck 1 year
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam FUCK AMERICA KILL EM
ALL st69fuck 1 year agosoulkiss31 1 year ago Walk down the street in Manhatten, New
York and say that you chickenshit fuck! soulkiss31 1 year agonusakara 1 year ago Why
was the 2nd impact cut out? nusakara 1 year agodittzyfae 1 year ago This is the first time
I've watched any of the footage since it happened. It still gives me chills. dittzyfae 1 year
agoeucenterllc 1 year ago Lindenberger's eucenterllc 1 year agokengthegodz 1 year ago
thanks thos terrorist!!! maybe almost half or more country in this world do hate USA!!!
kengthegodz 1 year agomwhite1994 1 year ago I don't know if you're a fundamentalist or
just completely insane and twisted, but there is absolutely NO EXCUSE for killing
people. Your "god" doesn't want it, and belief in supernatural, fake, invisible sky men
does not clear your filthy conscience. No matter how bad things are, nobody, ever,
deserves to die, and these attacks only raised awareness to the evils of religion. I don't like
the US either at the moment, but what you have said here is dispicable, and if there was a
"hell", you'd go. mwhite1994 1 year agololocaust900 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Fuck USA and thank god for 9/11 lolocaust900 1 year
agosundaybloodynaruto 1 year ago I cannot believe you just said that. Why is the worst
terrorist attack on the us in history remotely funny? Cause there is about a billion
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Americans an other nations that would disagree with you. sundaybloodynaruto 1 year
agoTheDicamillo 1 year ago show hide 9/11 was a good thing. it was soooo funny.
TheDicamillo 1 year agoXiloveKoRnX 1 year ago The image that will never leave my
head are the people who jumped to their deaths, because that was their only escape from
a slow, and painful death in the flames. Everytime I think about it, I tear up. Like now.
XiloveKoRnX 1 year agoasidic31indy 1 year ago ya. that was sad watching that. a lot of
them made the sign of the cross and jumped. so sad. i remember i was only 9 and i still
wanted to go and be the 1 to kill osama asidic31indy 1 year ago737800pilot4life 1 year
ago SUY CREW 4 LIFE This video has been tagged by suy crew bitches.
737800pilot4life 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago 737800pilot4life Is Suy Crew a gang?
Sharky2055 1 year ago737800pilot4life 1 year ago H A P P Y 737800pilot4life 1 year
ago737800pilot4life 1 year ago 9 1 1 737800pilot4life 1 year agosonicfan23 1 year ago
when the buildings collapsed i just get the chills to this day whenever i watch it happen..
sonicfan23 1 year agoFeraligatr9000 1 year ago lol to the music in the back that was such
a sad day Feraligatr9000 1 year agoflyindutchmanfilms 1 year ago epic lolzorz indeed
flyindutchmanfilms 1 year agoblueash28 1 year ago I tell u what will be justice and
something of significant 10 nuclear bombs blown in 10 top american cities one of them
NY That will be equal to what america did to Red indian to Black to Middle east and
interfering all over the world blueash28 1 year agoblueash28 1 year ago WTC is nothing
for what amercian govertment does and American standing behind the govertment they
should get much much worse blueash28 1 year agoricetry97 1 year ago it is sad that they
cut this tape up this bad....they had some of the best footage and held back,,,r.i.p...wtc
ricetry97 1 year agostfunradrew 1 year ago Amimalols your a dipshit and your trying to
get a rise out of people so go fuck yourself.. Happy? stfunradrew 1 year agoAnimalols 1
year ago show hide 9/11 was pretty cool huh Animalols 1 year agohollistergirl1013451 1
year ago it wasnt cool it was a very terrifying and sad moment think if one of ur loved
ones was there would it be funny or cool?.........................-....no r.i.p hollistergirl1013451
1 year agotheAMAZINGdesi 1 year ago im all for what you said but he's probably an
arab... he doesnt care regardless theAMAZINGdesi 1 year agoSaveVMK145 1 year ago 2
I am sooooooooooo completely sad and terrified SaveVMK145 1 year ago 2drugmusic92
1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam our government is
corrupt. terrorists didnt do anything.not in ny anyway. open ur eyes.stupid fucks.this
attack was build on corruption and money in pockets.(insurance money) look up loose
change. on google. drugmusic92 1 year agojoshuavalencia1 1 year ago obviously terrorist
did do something joshuavalencia1 1 year agoXeretza 1 year ago /watch?v=kfQiy0_6BIo
Xeretza 1 year agocynicalbarbs 1 year ago Here's TRUTH: What I know will knock you
to the floor. The time has come to face reality. There will be no denying this any longer.
Do YOU want to see 100% proof that Martial Law will be coming soon to America?
Please send me a private message to see the SHOCKING proof, taken straight from the
military. This is real and relevant information. I'm a regular citizen trying to spread the
truth. I am not a spammer. Thank You. cynicalbarbs 1 year agoNerdyAndJerkish 1 year
ago stuff like this happens often now. NerdyAndJerkish 1 year agorvbfanhalo 1 year ago
no stuff like this don't happen now, there's usually not usually 356 million (americans)
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people affected like this in one day. asshole. rvbfanhalo 1 year agoNerdyAndJerkish 1
year ago still it is sad NerdyAndJerkish 1 year agoredsoxsuckhaha 1 year ago so sad rip
redsoxsuckhaha 1 year agocupcake30001 1 year ago wow were's the other building. i only
see 1 were is the other 1. cupcake30001 1 year agoredsoxsuckhaha 1 year ago it,s pro on
the other side were u couldent see the other side from her angle redsoxsuckhaha 1 year
agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago " thousands of New Yorkers are demanding an
independent investigation into the events of 9/11 " If you want the NEWS, you have to
go outside the United States. Watch YouTube video " Stop the 9/11 cover-up "
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago There was no 9/11
investigation, At least none by our government. It was a fraud, a coverup done to appease
those who wanted an investigation. The co-chairs of the 9/11 Commission (Thomas
Keane and Lee Hamilton) said that the CIA (and likely the White House) obstructed our
investigation. " The Commission largely operated based upon political considerations."
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year agojposkitt 1 year ago just hearing that man say on the
television, "the world trade center is no more." just.....gives me shivers. still can't believe
this happened.... jposkitt 1 year agonadbakbira 1 year ago Ben Laden called Obama : i'm
caming to visit USA that's really great ! but i'm using a plane :) nadbakbira 1 year
agopachuck2000 1 year ago you whack jobs are still at it? Get a life. pachuck2000 1 year
agoajerrod 1 year ago No. I meant the terrorists. ajerrod 1 year agonadbakbira 1 year ago
what the heck ! this the holy crap i have ever seen :) it's a hollywood show :) nadbakbira
1 year agonextpapoose 1 year ago this so fucking said danm nextpapoose 1 year
agoGokuFan13 1 year ago I totally agree with you. GokuFan13 1 year agorick60055 1
year ago pheneviox .. WRONG. No planes crashed into the buildings.. Only fake modded
controlled planes, filled with explosives. The real planes, wre escprted to a secret airbase
e.g. Area 51 and shit, where all witnesses were shot by Americans. Americans played the
whole thing. It's true. You have to believe it, or be forced to be witness to the biggest
amount of bullshit since Pearl Harbour. rick60055 1 year agodamiano3490 1 year ago bin
laden muori paralizzato sei la rovina del mondo damiano3490 1 year agojimjam69 1 year
ago Ty for posting ...this day will never be forgotten...God Bless the victims ! jimjam69 1
year agoCosmoZorzi 1 year ago 9/11 was a no planer CosmoZorzi 1 year agopheneviox 1
year ago Asshole, There was a plane and the truth is that the planes weren't what toke it
out it was explosive devices in the base of the building that collapsed it at free fall speed
like no other building before it i urge u to watch" 9/11 coincedences" on youtube so you'll
get it pheneviox 1 year agoCosmoZorzi 1 year ago no planes dipshit, ive been looking at
it back when you still had mommas titties in yur mouth....bitch CosmoZorzi 1 year
agoboumse25 1 year ago 2 it was a MILITARY plane...... it was a MILITARY plane......
omg.... i gues who whant's to se the truth ,will see it . there are no coincidence in this
world!! boumse25 1 year ago 2CannabisExpress 1 year ago 4 whats the rent?
CannabisExpress 1 year ago 4mdelesie 1 year ago Video also seems to be cut just when
the first tower begins to collapse, ans a couple other places as well..... o.0 I find it
amazing how people can still be so easily influenced with propaganda, given how well
documented it's effects are in recent history. Share the truth brother! Excellent trailer btw
=) mdelesie 1 year agoliljuve13 1 year ago u guys need to show respect to tall the people
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that died for our own federal government liljuve13 1 year agoliljuve13 1 year ago i meant
all the people lol liljuve13 1 year agoethanswish123 1 year ago What I think is that we
should fucking drop a nuke of those samolian iraqy son's of a bitches and fry them all
especially when their fucking faces melt off and then ill fucking piss in their burns!!!
ethanswish123 1 year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago Neads Col. Was recorded asking "If were
still watching flight 11, what hit the north towet? There a YT video showing a reporter
pointing to a map still showing flight 175 still airborn after it supposedly hit tower 2.
NYsentinel 1 year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago NY CBS Channel 2 stated the south tower
was hit by Flight 77 and Unk hit pentagon History Channel had a news record from 911
stating south tower plane came NWK-Liberty NYsentinel 1 year agoproceo12 1 year ago
LOL at you for not showing any fucking respect demon proceo12 1 year
agopimpdogpatrick 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam how
is this funny? Explain to me! pimpdogpatrick 1 year agosweJN 1 year ago 2 i wana see
whole clip when the plane flies in. sweJN 1 year ago 2marcpinke 1 year ago sweJN...they
cut it out so u cannot see the planes fly thru SUCH A COINCIDENCE WOW LOL This
amateur vid was doctored up. U know what's really hilarious about this vid...is when the
tape gets 'regurgitated' and eaten up precisely 17 seconds before impact...as were all the
major TV networks. FUNNY how a DIGITAL CAMERA can eat up a CASSETTE
TAPE Hey you guys should watch 'September Clues A' ...key that in.... marcpinke 1
year agosweJN 1 year ago why do they not let us see that? sweJN 1 year agorololoo 1
year ago Just by taking a brief look at your profile I've gathered you're a stupid
FUCKING RETARD. STFU rololoo 1 year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago Big question you
should be asking yourself is Will you be ready for the "brightlight" at "midnight" ?
NYsentinel 1 year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago Boing dropped the nukes on hiroshima and
nagasaki. Fire Bomb dresden hamberg Ect Ect Ect Bad Kharma comes back around
NYsentinel 1 year agoispamyouuuu 1 year ago show hide fun day ispamyouuuu 1 year
agogennyens 1 year ago OMG it so scary gennyens 1 year agoNiLeYfReAk18 1 year ago
whoa NiLeYfReAk18 1 year agocanadia7x 1 year ago there were no military planes! How
can none of you see that American Airlines and United Reported these planes missing?
These flights existed and they're gone. They would have been recorded as defunct. It's a
commercial jet, not anything else canadia7x 1 year agoAaaaaayyy18 1 year ago c at 12:18
she said "its a military plane" not a Boeing Aaaaaayyy18 1 year
agoWWEJOHNCENAFAN3
1
year
ago
dude,
ur going
to
hell...
WWEJOHNCENAFAN3 1 year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago Tears? I stopped crying
before 911 Bring a Sword NYsentinel 1 year agonadbakbira 1 year ago wtf nadbakbira 1
year agopimpdogpatrick 1 year ago dude you don't even know me so shut the fuck up.
pimpdogpatrick 1 year agoTanith0709 1 year ago 9/11 is a day that anyone who was
around and remembers what happened will remember it for the rest of there life. But the
next generation wont. They will have the same reaction to it as most of us have to say:
World War 2. 9/11 should not be a day to mourn (which is want the terrorists want:
fear/sadness) but rather a day to live life. Which is what I think Obama was trying to do
this year. Tanith0709 1 year agoRyanbaysl2 1 year ago Comment removedender029 1
year ago really ur a real piece of fuckin shit so shut the fuck up bitch ender029 1 year
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agoworldmayhem 1 year ago to get an idea of how sick some of these debunkers are, look
at the profile of MarcusBritish. he thinks 9/11 i= funny. worldmayhem 1 year
agoanthonyhic 1 year ago fuck you u mother fuckin bitch u cunt face i wounder how u
will fell if you were in that buliding u heartless fuck go fuck the arbs u bitch fucccck u fkn
ass anthonyhic 1 year agoxxJillx3x 1 year ago oh my god.... at 6:47 in the closest side of
the build, it looks like an evily... smiling face- and im not trying to be funny its reallt
there- the large triangle (upsidown triangle) shap mouth, and the smaller hole bove it
looks like the eye.... xxJillx3x 1 year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago 5:36 WTC7 NYsentinel 1
year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago On this video at 5:36 wtc north wall around 48flr you see
what looks like an explosion. This seems also to occure on the outer walls of the towers.
Sorry but if you look at FBI OBL page theres nothing there about 911. Close to 6000
military with more than 850 911 responders have died since 911. We owe it to them to
bring truth and justice NYsentinel 1 year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago “The Port Authority
closed the 1990s with a stream of press releases announcing the rental of unimaginable
huges quantities of Trade Center office space to “Cutting Edge” firms like Sun
Microsystems. Yet around the complex A MILLION SQAURE FEET STOOD
EMPTY, and the building originaly intended as great catalizing chambers of world trade
were by degrees, transforming into a kind of DISJUNTIVE REAL ESTATE LAYERCAKE." Pages 191-192 Divided We Stand Eric Darton (1999) NYsentinel 1 year
agonadbakbira 1 year ago allez vous enculez tous, nique tout le monde :) nadbakbira 1
year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago "One story above the carpeted, wood- paneled offices of a
Japanese securities firm, A GROUP OF ARTIST FILLED BARE WALL WITH
BOLDLY COLLORED IMAGES AND HUNG SCULPURES FROM THE EXPOSED
CEILING GIRDERS OF VAST ECHOING CAVERNS." Pages 191-192 Divided We
Stand Eric Darton (1999) NYsentinel 1 year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago " As part of the
Lower Manhattan Cultural Council program that TURN SOME OF THE VACANT
SPACE IN THE TOWER OVER TO ARTIST RENT FREE, 40.000 SQUARE FEET
OF CONCRETE FLOOR lay painted and strewn with the Raw materials of creative urge
that has never been easily reconciled with the imperatives of a bottom line." Pages 191192 Divided We Stand Eric Darton (1999) NYsentinel 1 year agovictrix3 1 year ago inside
job.. probably going to get thumbs down for this but there is so much evidence to prove
it. victrix3 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago victrix3 There's NO evidence to prove it.
There IS proof it was a conspiracy. Islamic extremists from AlQaeda conspired against
the USA & killed 3000 people that day. Sharky2055 1 year agovictrix3 1 year ago Then
please explain to me why there was thermite in the building? victrix3 1 year agoliljuve13 1
year ago explain to you why there was bombs in the building? because the government
planned this liljuve13 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago liljuve13 there were no bombs
exploding on 9/11. No one on 9/11 reported any explosives literally going off.
Sharky2055 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago victrix3 There was NO thermite in the
building. Thermite to be effective had to have been placed directly on the trusses. This
means they would've HAD TO move out all business on 110 floors, jack up the concrete
floors right down to the BARE steel beam, place the thermite w/ detonator wire,timing
wire & slave wire, hide them, repour the concrete floor, put everything back in businesses
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without the business employers&employees,visitors & 24/7 insideout security NYPA
Police noticing.Impossible Sharky2055 1 year agovictrix3 1 year ago weeks before 9/11
people who worked in those buildings reported that whole floors were evacuated. They
heard lots of construction going on, so much that the floors were shaking. They even said
there was dust all over the walls and furniture. Why were the steel beams cut diagonally
just like a controlled demolition? Why was there magma oozing out of the building? Why
were the sniffer dogs taken out whilst these evacuations occurred? Explosives maybe?
Tell me. victrix3 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Victrix Read my reply again. You've no
idea what an undertaking. It would take more than a little temporary construction. They
would have to go all the way down to exposing the steel beams. Read that again. Beams
were cut in the rescue & recovery efforts. There was no magma flowing anywhere.
Magma comes from the center of the Earth! The bombing sniffing dogs were there. 1 of
them died! Explosives, NO. Sharky2055 1 year agovictrix3 1 year ago Why diagonally?
What was that glowing red substance...how could it possibly be there then? Witnesses
heard explosions within the building. If you watch videos just when the plane hit you can
see massive puffs of smoke explode out of the building a few levels below. I really can't
be bothered arguing. Please go watch videos or documentaries which show that it was an
inside job and if you still don't believe you must be one very ignorant person. victrix3 1
year agoCosmoZorzi 1 year ago i would like to see silverstein and bush holding hands as
they jump from 110 stories CosmoZorzi 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago CosmoZorzi
Why? Neither one is responsible for 9/11/2001. Sharky2055 1 year agoCosmoZorzi 1
year ago guilty by association CosmoZorzi 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago
CosmoZorzi They weren't associated with the perpetrators. Sharky2055 1 year
agoCosmoZorzi 1 year ago did i miss the investigation? how the fuck do you know
CosmoZorzi 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago CosmoZorzi It's called factual information
in the form of evidence leading to proof.Yes, apparently, you did miss the boat.
Sharky2055 1 year agoCosmoZorzi 1 year ago what proof have you presented here? 0%
CosmoZorzi 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago victrix3 Why NOT diagonally? What
glowing red substance? Explosions do not always equate to explosives being used. What
puffs? Actually, you're the very ignorant because everything you've written is pure
fiction with absolutely nothing to support it. If you can't be bothered to have a civil
discussion about it then ,don't start one. Sharky2055 1 year agovictrix3 1 year ago They
could have easily cut horizontally which would take alot less time. The owner of building
7 said that they were going to "pull" (demolish) the buidling. When this occured there
were still people in there! The twin towers are meant to withstand airplane collisions!
This was stated by people who built them and many architects. Even if the twin towers
collapsed by an airplane the steel beams should still be standing unless there were no steel
beams at all. victrix3 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago victrix3 NO, they couldn't. It
they'd done it before the impact, well., the tower wouldn't have stayed standing
afterwards, commonsense. If it were afterwards, then when did they have time to take out
all the furniture, cabinets, offce equipment, flooring, jackhammer up 4-5 inches of
concrete, dig everything up to reveal the bare steel beams to cut them on 110 floors
without people noticing? IMpossible. Owner of 7 had no authority to tell the FDNY to
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do anything. Order was given to evacuate. Sharky2055 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago
victrix3 I ordered the evacuation of an area sufficient around to protect our members, so
we had to give up some rescue operations that were going on at the time and back the
people away far enough so that if 7 World Trade did collapse, we [wouldn't] lose any
more people. We continued to operate on what we could from that distance and
approximately an hour and a half after that order was [given], at 5:30 in the afternoon,
World Trade Center collapsed completely" - Daniel Nigro, Chief of Dept Sharky2055 1
year agoSharky2055 1 year ago victrix3 Towers were built to withstand 1 impact of a
much slower smaller airliner, seeking to land, at the end of its journey. Apparently you
read the statement incorrectly. Please show your source for your last statement.
Sharky2055 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago VIC We designed the towers to resist the
accidental impact of a Boeing 707, perhaps lost in the fog while seeking to land. The
impact of the Boeing 767s, commandeered by the terrorists, even though larger and flying
much faster, was still unable to bring down the towers. The fire-resistive systems,
however, did not and could not have contemplated the subsequent fire fueled by
thousands of gallons of jet fuel. -1 of the chief engineers Leslie Robertson ht tp : // w w
w. lera. com/sep11. htm Sharky2055 1 year agovictrix3 1 year ago Then please explain
how Buidling 7 collapsed? Why was there no plane wreckage at the pentagon? Why did
the CIA confiscate video footage and cover the whole area with gravel instead of
investigating it? Oh..and jet fuel can't melt steel! Especially the amount of steal beams the
twin towers had. Can you please tell me...have you researched? Have you watched
documentaries and statements of eye witnesses and survivors? If not please do then
maybe you would agree with me. victrix3 1 year agoafenic 1 year ago Building 7 collapsed
because two enormous towers fell on top of it. There was plane wreckage at the Pentagon
and extensive wreckage at the WTC site. There were hundreds of air calls from people in
the planes. All the people in the aircraft and the aircraft themselves are missing. The steel
did not melt it weakened which resulted in structural collapse of the towers. I have
watched the "documentaries" claiming 9/11 was a conspiracy and they are excrement.
afenic 1 year agoafenic 1 year ago If your "theory" is correct, where are the four planes
and all the people in them? Why have none of the thousands who would have had to
cover this up come forward? How did a new novice President recruit thousands of US
citizens to betray their country and stay silent about it for nearly a decade? How do you
explain the mountains of evidence collected since 9/11 which has been verified by people
who could not have been involved in a conspiracy? afenic 1 year agovictrix3 1 year ago
Where have u been? There have been many witnesses who said they heard multiple
explosions within the building and in the basements! The second plane did not even look
like a commercial plane which was stated many times. And you haven't answered my
question about building 7.. where are the enormous towers that fell on it??? A worker
who was in building 7 only JUST survived before the building collapsed. He revealed alot.
Why didn't the gov allow any investigations? victrix3 1 year ago911TruthMatters 1 year
ago victrix - all your points have been dealt with time and time again. Do some proper
research and get yer head out of Dylan Avery's arsehole. 911TruthMatters 1 year
agojoelvinson 1 year ago How about you shut the fuck up and shove your conspiracy
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theories up your ass. I lost friends during this. So unless you could find them, the lost
city of Atlantis, Xanadu, and some unicorns, then go fuck yourself and learn some
fucking tact. joelvinson 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago victrix3 Google NIST WTC 7
August 2008 report. They can explain it to. There was wreckage at the Pentagon, or do
you think the civilian riefighters that were there are lying? Who said it needed to melt?
But 1 definition of to melt is to soften (Merriam-Webster. com 2009). That's all that had
to happen as gravity took over pulling the soften bendable trusses which took the
supports inwards. I've watched MANY documentries & programs on it w/ lots of
witnesses. Sharky2055 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago victrix3 NO thermite was found
at ground zero. the sample that started it all was taken form a woman's apartment outside
of Ground Zero & the man that began that obtained it, Steven Jones, has admitted that.
He also admitted to LYING about the collapse time of WTC 7. Some of the componants
are found in construction materials, like drywall for instance. There's no evidence of
thermite at all. Sharky2055 1 year agoCosmoZorzi 1 year ago its called ground zero
because they nuked that shit CosmoZorzi 1 year agopimpdogpatrick 1 year ago look you
fucking bitch you got a lot of fucking nerve running your fucking mouth talking your shit.
You are probably a fucking conservative in my country we call them fuck trophys. So
shut the fuck up talking your shit before i hit you with so many lefts you'll be beggin for
a right. pimpdogpatrick 1 year agonickyboy926 1 year ago Never Forget<3 nickyboy926
1 year agombscil 1 year ago omfg i missed the plane crash becouse u go crap camera skills.
mbscil 1 year agodavemanning53 1 year ago and where is it you call home?
davemanning53 1 year agond03ltz 1 year ago 2 these evil terrorists who are brainwashed
think they are goin to a better place. They will burn in hell thats the place they will go.
The people resonsible shud be put in a room with the victims families and let the families
torture them. RIP from England. nd03ltz 1 year ago 2superhotglue 1 year ago This.
superhotglue 1 year agoAguti98 1 year ago 2 motherfuckers terrorists! suckerss! suck my
cock terrorist!!!! Aguti98 1 year ago 2EAxisVideos 1 year ago This shit makes me want
to cry EAxisVideos 1 year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago FDNY Aux/Lt Firefighter
E10(1998/99) (NYsentinel) Google: "NYsentinel Responds" For more Information on
Pre-911 WTC Issues Strength and Honor Never Forget NYsentinel 1 year agoNYsentinel
1 year ago “The Downtown Lower Manhattan Association and Department of City
Planning, in their joint 1993 Plan for Lower Manhattan, proposed RADICALLY
CULLING THE HERD OF OLDER BUILDINGS. The suggestion of even broader
plazas, in place of OBSOLETE SKYSCRAPPERS..." Page 206 Divided We Stand Eric
Darton (1999) NYsentinel 1 year agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago NYsentinel The Port
Authority had tried repeatedly and unsuccessfully to get demolition permits for the Twin
Towers, but you already knew that. The other viewers probably would find that
interesting, though. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year agokimra12 1 year ago fuck this terosists
kimra12 1 year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago "... put a positive spin on an OFF-THE
RECORD OBSERVATION BY THE DLMA spokesman that in order to stabilize
property values, SEVERAL DOZEN DOWNTOWN OFFICE BUILDINGS WOULD
SIMPLY HAVE TO BE RAZED.”Page 206 Divided We Stand Eric Darton(1999)
NYsentinel 1 year agoNYsentinel 1 year ago Test NYsentinel 1 year agopiNoYYoNiq 1
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year ago 2 Fuck you popovich atleast we dont blow ourselves up to just to fuck 7
fucking virgins. you're the fuckign cunt here. don't ever go to my neighborhood or i'll
shoot you right in the fucking forehead. you hear me boy? piNoYYoNiq 1 year ago
2samborna1002 1 year ago Amen samborna1002 1 year agoCRACKPOTy 1 year ago
:OOO CRACKPOTy 1 year agoJohnDH1977 1 year ago Thats so true man..I'd like to
see one of those idiots who think that the people jumped was funny up some burning
skyscraper and see how much they laugh then...Retards! Makes me retch in disgust.
Along with all the other dumbass socalled truthers....Bush can't even pronounce the word
America and they'd have us believe that he masterminded it all..Idiots! JohnDH1977 1
year agoJohnDH1977 1 year ago Just a glitch in the sound that probablly occured when
the video was uploaded.. JohnDH1977 1 year agoworldmayhem 1 year ago ATTN:
nagasama is a hacker, block him and report him if you see that your comments have
changed. Take a screen shot and report him. worldmayhem 1 year agoSaiytek 1 year ago
This is stupid cartoon !!!!!!!!! Saiytek 1 year agoSaiytek 1 year ago 2 In wtc is bomb the
fu ck ing cia and world elite is real terrorist Saiytek 1 year ago 2VTSGoteborgTriton 1
year ago For how long time was south manhattan (the building where this was shot from)
covered in dust and smoke? VTSGoteborgTriton 1 year agobilbao1984 1 year ago les
américains doivent payer pour le mal k'ils ont fait, k'ils font et k'ils continueront à faire !
bilbao1984 1 year agonadbakbira 1 year ago nique les américains et nique Ben Laden, vous
tous des imbéciles :) nadbakbira 1 year agonriab23 1 year ago I wonder how much their
apartment costs? nriab23 1 year agomatt92hun 1 year ago show hide That was not made
by terrorist. It was directed by your own government. And there were much worse
disasters, i dont understand why people care so much with this. matt92hun 1 year
agodyeell0499 1 year ago watch the video and see why dumb ass. It was unprovoked out
of nowhere. We (US) bombed Japan to save our own lives and soldiers lives, they
shouldn't have chosen war against the best nation in the world, and defiantly shouldn't
have attacked Pearl Harbor. dyeell0499 1 year agoMrDmXclan 1 year ago americans
noobs 8-) MrDmXclan 1 year agoZx2895 1 year ago :| i felt sorry :D Zx2895 1 year
agoBlackSmitcz 1 year ago [] Odważni ludzie ratowali ludzi Szacunek Respect!
BlackSmitcz 1 year agoerdin56 1 year ago Dude, you can suck my balls. People like you
need some serious mentoring. erdin56 1 year agobrandbroy 1 year ago c'est l'oevre des
juifs brandbroy 1 year agobenbdm1984 1 year ago why dont u see the 2nd plane hit? why
does it cut out? can the person who filmed this please explain! and what made u so sure it
was a military plane benbdm1984 1 year agoMagicFingering 1 year ago show hide they
deserved it allah akbar! MagicFingering 1 year agodavidecheverri 1 year ago Millions of
people believe it was a controled demolition, an inside job davidecheverri 1 year
agokikmehi5 1 year ago jan shut tha fuck up, man im gonna put a knife in ur fuckin head,
show respect nigga kikmehi5 1 year agocrazzer123 1 year ago says the racist. crazzer123
1 year agoJanTurelur 1 year ago show hide FUNNY DAY JanTurelur 1 year
agoNapalmxxx2 1 year ago how about I hypocrite my foot down your fucking throat you
judgemental sack of shit. Napalmxxx2 1 year agoHealthFacts 1 year ago I was in 2nd
grade when 9/11 happened... wow. HealthFacts 1 year agoFuzzyBassGuitar 1 year ago
thers no way those buildings collapsed perfectly downward thats like unheard of i'm
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pretty sure i agree with the conspiracy revolving around 9/11 my respects to those lost
may they rest in peace FuzzyBassGuitar 1 year agosixflaggsmass 1 year ago kill all
teroists filth creeps i hope they all sufer and burrrrrrn in hel sixflaggsmass 1 year
agonadbakbira 1 year ago vous êtes tous des idiots :) nadbakbira 1 year
agoSantinotheGUNZboy 1 year ago 2 whats wierd is that they fell down straight
SantinotheGUNZboy 1 year ago 2nadbakbira 1 year ago nique Bush et Nique Ben Laden
nadbakbira 1 year agohotman2234 1 year ago burn in HELLL!!!!!!! BITCH I HOPE
GOD KILLS YOU I HOPE U SUFFER THE WAY THOSE INNOCENT PEOPLE
HAD TO BEING COVERED IN FLAMES BLACK SMOKE AND BEING
CRUSHED AND WHEN YOU DIE THE SAME WILL KEEP HAPPENING IN HELL
WEN U GO THERE hotman2234 1 year agoSantinotheGUNZboy 1 year ago to who?
SantinotheGUNZboy 1 year agokratoes911 1 year ago calm down BITCH kratoes911 1
year agomred6554 1 year ago im pretty sure you would freak out too you stupid fuck
mred6554 1 year agotg72211 1 year ago Shut up kratoes. and shut up hotman i hate you
both . tg72211 1 year agotg72211 1 year ago I hate you. tg72211 1 year
agomonkeynut000 1 year ago this happend my first day of pre school before my bday
darn monkeynut000 1 year agotripleAAA501 1 year ago i fell bad what a sad tragedy
tripleAAA501 1 year agoanthonyhic 1 year ago poor ppl = ( anthonyhic 1 year
agoleopardspotsu 1 year ago DiamondSiouxll is a stalker who has stolen the pics and vids
he uses as his background, this is not that girl that is making these comments!!!!!
leopardspotsu 1 year agoballhard006 1 year ago wow i didn't know how bad this really
was if i was on the top i would panicked jumped off that building? no thank u i feel sorry
for everyone who jumped on died period ballhard006 1 year agoballhard006 1 year ago
only will make things worse =[ ballhard006 1 year agoxChiika 1 year ago Like The Gurl
Said , OMGG xChiika 1 year agoChelleex0 1 year ago youre fucking disgusting..
Chelleex0 1 year agojUsTiNbIeBiEbErLuVeR 1 year ago :[ thats so sad /:
jUsTiNbIeBiEbErLuVeR 1 year agoboxingisbest 1 year ago doesent it make sense? how
did the towers collapse when the airplanes crashed almost at the top of them?
boxingisbest 1 year agoGrandTheftAirsoft 1 year ago There was bombs planted in the
structure of the building. Thats how it collapsed. GrandTheftAirsoft 1 year
agobatmansfan4400 1 year ago 4 no there wasnt.. the supports for the building were steel
and the planes crashing gave off so much heat the steel beams melted and the building had
no support and just collapsed,,, there were no bombs batmansfan4400 1 year ago
40nPlanB 1 year ago wow both of you look at yourselves. this is obviously an emotional
video for some people and you want to sit here and play the blame game? go do it
privately, don't make a scene. 0nPlanB 1 year agoFDNYRulz009 1 year ago 5:00-6:00 all
the sirens and fire trucks....wow :\ FDNYRulz009 1 year agomustangcobain65 1 year ago
You sound very uneducated. And that would start ALOT of problems. ALOT MORE
THAN WE NEED. mustangcobain65 1 year agohippiepeece 1 year ago Bin Laden is
dead. he has been for quite some time. Aim your guns at Bush and Cheney since Bush
and Bin Laden were such good friends. hippiepeece 1 year agolucrativefiction 1 year ago
you're a fucking idiot. it's Clinton's fault. he had Bin Laden in his possesion during his
time in office and decided to let him go. lucrativefiction 1 year agohippiepeece 1 year ago
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Your personal insults solve nothing. It doesn't really matter Clinton and Bush were
working for the same people as is Obama. hippiepeece 1 year agohippiepeece 1 year ago
EPIC FAIL hippiepeece 1 year ago Prev 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 Next Reply Block
User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders &
Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety
mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist
Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to
active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue
Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel
Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001
Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this
video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All
Comments (47,036) jUsTiNbIeBiEbErLuVeR 1 year ago :[ thats so sad /:
jUsTiNbIeBiEbErLuVeR 1 year ago0nPlanB 1 year ago wow both of you look at
yourselves. this is obviously an emotional video for some people and you want to sit
here and play the blame game? go do it privately, don't make a scene. 0nPlanB 1 year
agoFDNYRulz009 1 year ago 5:00-6:00 all the sirens and fire trucks....wow :\
FDNYRulz009 1 year agocatchmania242 1 year ago 4130746 VIEUW 21729
SUBSCRIBE WAAA catchmania242 1 year ago8mdai 1 year ago they just need 2 drop a
bomb on da fuckin country (afghanistan) and kill all da bastards 8mdai 1 year
agohippiepeece 1 year ago EPIC FAIL hippiepeece 1 year agomustangcobain65 1 year
ago You sound very uneducated. And that would start ALOT of problems. ALOT
MORE THAN WE NEED. mustangcobain65 1 year agoktuluag 1 year ago ur awesome
ktuluag 1 year agojordanianwarrior 1 year ago show hide Lol, I'm sorry guys but this is
just funny! I am not a terrorist though. jordanianwarrior 1 year agoiTzBboyBRian 1 year
ago thats really sad i didnt quite understand what happend cuz i was only like 5
iTzBboyBRian 1 year agoLytleRed69 1 year ago how about I splat your fucking face
against my fist? you camel fucking loser. LytleRed69 1 year agopatrick10147 1 year ago
2 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Fuck you asshole!!! patrick10147
1 year ago 2shawnlshs 1 year ago 2 Dude you have issues! shawnlshs 1 year ago
2shawnlshs 1 year ago Damn Muslims and the Islam religion. shawnlshs 1 year
agoktuluag 1 year ago although I agree, they had nothing that major to do with why this
happened, they were just the ones blamed so that people like you can hate them because
of it. ktuluag 1 year agohabaneroLV426 1 year ago 2 The five-star "Awesome" rating does
not properly fit why this footage is so important and historic. We've all seen the towers
fall, but no one video has ever captured the raw emotion. habaneroLV426 1 year ago
2dymfoning 1 year ago Comment removedmajdaldeen87 1 year ago "military plane"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!! majdaldeen87 1 year agosmokeyakadayday 1 year ago this happend two
days before my birthday smokeyakadayday 1 year agojokerfanhenders 1 year ago respect
jokerfanhenders 1 year agosungaf 1 year ago that was scary I also wrote a report too
sungaf 1 year agoMrDmXclan 1 year ago ПЫЩЬ!ПЫщь! ЧоЧо? MrDmXclan 1 year
agoMagicFingering 1 year ago show hide they fucking deserved it! allah akbar!
MagicFingering 1 year agoccg1171 1 year ago Comment removedccg1171 1 year ago
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You're a fucking towel head moron ccg1171 1 year agoboxingisbest 1 year ago the truth is
that it was terrorists that crashed all the planes. the government placed explosives in the
towers to make em fall straight down otherwise if they fell to the side it would cause alot
more damage, the government could not know if the towers actuly where going to
collapse if they dident blow them up. and last the government could never tell anyone the
truth cause then they would get blamed for killing those people who where trapped inside
the towers boxingisbest 1 year agoPerudua 1 year ago you're a fucking moron Perudua 1
year agoboxingisbest 1 year ago doesent it make sense? how did the towers collapse when
the airplanes crashed almost at the top of them? boxingisbest 1 year
agoGrandTheftAirsoft 1 year ago There was bombs planted in the structure of the
building. Thats how it collapsed. GrandTheftAirsoft 1 year agoncheatboy1 1 year ago
was ist bush ???? ncheatboy1 1 year agoJuice34tr 1 year ago What the fuck is wrong with
you people , im not a muslim but muslim doesnt means terrorist , its a fuckin religion just
like christians , you guys just dont get it at all . Juice34tr 1 year agoMattyBoi12 1 year
ago haha are u fuckin serious.... smoke an mirrors my arse mate MattyBoi12 1 year
agohenf5671 1 year ago another thing i want to point out is that not only did casual
innocent people died, but some famous innocent people died as well. that's another
reason why this can NOT be an inside job. do you really believe that the government
would intentionally kill David Angell? i don't think so. that guy was awesome. for those
of you who don't know who david angell is...he is the creator of the show "frasier"
henf5671 1 year agoparusaca 1 year ago People who think it was an inside job, are a
disgrace to the nation. Open a book, get the facts together and then open your mouth.
parusaca 1 year agotwentyzed 1 year ago 2 There is a not a fine line you can draw
through these events. It is not a case of a) Al Qaeda or b) Inside job. No way is it that cut
and dry. Anyone who believes it is, is insulting their own intelligence and everyone elses.
twentyzed 1 year ago 2ERICHMAN20 1 year ago wtf smoke and mirrors? are you
serious ERICHMAN20 1 year agoERICHMAN20 1 year ago who the fuck are these ppl
saying this shit about america should be blown up and that our government did this. sad..
i just hope they arent americans. oh and by the way for the ppl who actually believe that
shit its been looked at by many many engineres and scientist fire can melt steal you
fuckin tards how do you think its made. get the fuck out of our free country!
ERICHMAN20 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago you got that right. killerofcerotes is a
fucking dumbass. in fact worse than that. that's the dumbest thing i've read on youtube so
far. so i would say he or she has an IQ of less than a cockroach turd. this was a real event
and its sad. and i thank you for believing this is real. henf5671 1 year
agojustagirlinthehood 1 year ago Obama would LOVE for us to forget all about 9-11. He
wants this day to be used as a day to do volunteer work and not think anymore that
Islamists did this to us with possibly the help of people inside our own government.. He
is a naked communist and wants to erase our past. He is dangerously brilliant, determined
and persuasive. The best thing you can do is to not play the right vs left political game.
See people for who they are and pay close attention to what they say and do.
justagirlinthehood 1 year agoNapalmxxx2 1 year ago here's why Obama wants us to forget
this day: HES A MUSLUM. Napalmxxx2 1 year agoDontBotherTETRiS 1 year ago You
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ignorant fuck, crawl up from under your damn rock and read up on things or just stay
there and shut up cause your making yourself look real bad. DontBotherTETRiS 1 year
agoNapalmxxx2 1 year ago I dunno what your smoking but ya might wanna lay off it and
dont judge people you fucking prick I hope your death is slow and horrible. Napalmxxx2
1 year agoshawnlshs 1 year ago I like how you are saying don't judge people and you are
judging me. Good job on being a hypocrite. shawnlshs 1 year agogibson4ever28 1 year
ago that was planned by the US. gouvernment. there were war plannes before 9/11,
people heard explosions. the buliding was build that no plane could destroy it and never
before collapsed a building made of steel because of fire. gibson4ever28 1 year
agoAdolf357 1 year ago Here if in America a nuclear bomb have blown up then it would
be good! Adolf357 1 year agoAdolf357 1 year ago Few Americans are a pity were lost....
Adolf357 1 year agoIIIAmericanIII 1 year ago thank you for those who lost their life in
this "terrorist attack", now we control all the oil fields in Iraq...thank you so much haha.
It is such a huge profit for the country haha. IIIAmericanIII 1 year agoelnazii10 1 year
ago you're just a damn Yankee.soon we will kill you all. elnazii10 1 year ago69changes 1
year ago honestly i think we need to let this 9/11 thing go. yes it was fucked up that it
happened and i feel bad for those who lost there lives and their families but were not the
1st country to be attacked. look at pearl harbor. we let that go. i barley hear anything
about pearl harbor on its anniversary 69changes 1 year agomrsbreite 1 year ago 2 I am
sorry, but you are wrong! It is still too fresh to let go and damit this attack is what lead to
the military being in the state it is still CURRENTLY in. We still have soldiers that are
fucking loosing thier lives serving this country and it started b/c of the 9/11 attacks...SO
NO WE DO NOT NEED TO LET IT GO....IT IS STILL AN OPEN WOUND. In
addition, if you knew anything about your freaking history....when the USA has
experienced a tragic event we honor and remember it for decades!!!! mrsbreite 1 year ago
269changes 1 year ago bull shit this isnt the only fucking thing that caused all this shit.
this shits been going on before 9/11. we need to let it go the more we hold on the more
theyre gonna keep doing shit. fuck america i say we destroy it all. our government is
corrupt kill em all. 69changes 1 year agomrsbreite 1 year ago 2 Do your fucking history,
we had not mobilized ANY troops to Afghanistan until AFTER they fucking came and
attacked us on our own country. Yes we mobilized troops during Desert Storm, but our
troops then only maintained a presence in Kuwait. 9/11 started the ball rolling and YES
our troops invading Iraq was a direct result of the 9/11 attack. I hate mother fuckers like
you, it absolutely sickens me that our soldiers have died and given their lives to protect
fucking idiots that have NO RESPECT. mrsbreite 1 year ago 2mrsbreite 1 year ago You
think it is so bad, THEN GET THE FUCK OUT, GO LIVE SOMEWHERE ELSE!!!!!
But don't sit there & take advantage of the rights our soldiers, my fucking husband, have
& is protecting by stepping the fuck up & doing what needs to be done, just for a
complete fucker to sit there & bitch about shit!!! GET THE FUCK OUT OF THIS
COUNTRY IF IT IS SO BAD. How dare you say ANY american should be killed...you
are a disgrace and you will meet your maker in a dark horrible place!!! Burn in HELL!!!!!!
mrsbreite 1 year ago69changes 1 year ago my brother was the fuck over there. he was the
1st wave over. i will burn in hell. im a satanist. hail satan cock sucker. 69changes 1 year
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agomrsbreite 1 year ago My husband was front line infatry during the frist wave as
well....and regardless of your ignorant decision to be a satanist, your brother should
disown you for your lack of respect, lack of knowledge, and lack of intelligence. Still...if
you do not like this country...GET THE FUCK OUT OF IT. But let it be shouted,
NEVER FORGET 9/11...ALWAYS REMEMBER THE PEOPLE WHO DIED AND
THE SOLDIERS STILL DIEING. They are all heros; unlike this piece of shit...talking
about your brother...you are a JOKE! mrsbreite 1 year agogetodude 1 year ago why did
you edited some parts out? getodude 1 year agoImwitbob 1 year ago show hide hahahah
this is so fake Imwitbob 1 year agoSpartanM621 1 year ago 3 Okay, what was fake, the
Thousands of people who died or the two largest buildings disintegrating within
themselves? Prick SpartanM621 1 year ago 3lobodude03 1 year ago 2 You're an idiot! Do
you realize these people lost their lives and all you have to say is "this is so fake, haha."
what a loser i might say... ...that's really sad. enjoy your sad life nimrod! lobodude03 1
year ago 2Ecm51 1 year ago They don't give a damn, it wasn't any skin off their ass.
There wasn't anything fake about 9/11. And there's nothing funny about it either. Ecm51
1 year agoneeble113 1 year ago 2 You're obviously an idiot... and a very messed up one at
that. neeble113 1 year ago 2theboughers 1 year ago +which is more dead;y?That tragic
day or swine flu? theboughers 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago probably that day because
the only people that had died from the H1N1 flu are from 3rd world countries that don't
have enough health insurance or medical assistance. i haven't even heard of an american
dying from this flu. henf5671 1 year agojackuy12345 1 year ago wow dude... a lot of
american died from h1n1 already... do u watch news? jackuy12345 1 year
agoSpartanM621 1 year ago As of April 30th 2009, there have been 109 confirmed cases
and 1 death in Texas. Hahaha, Do YOU watch the news? By the looks of it..it seems as
though only one of 'American' died. It may have increases, but as far as I know, its one.
SpartanM621 1 year agomrsbreite 1 year ago 3 Does it really fucking matter, NOTHING
should be compared to this day. I really wish some people knew how to honor &
respesct the people who died on that day. The people who were on the 4 airplanes, that
we turned into waepons. The innocent people in the buildings; firefighters, police
officers, paramedics who died trying to evacuate the injured; bystandards trying to help;
& people in the armed forces still dieing today protecting us!! Always remember &
RESPECT today...don't compare...disgrace mrsbreite 1 year ago 3deewan666 1 year ago
Man you youtube post-video upload re edditing illuminate assholes are really good at
concealing the truth, eh. deewan666 1 year agotheboughers 1 year ago 1.those clouds look
like you can touch em. 2.the clouds also look like there gonna grab you and eat you.
theboughers 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago for all you shit heads that actually believe
that 911 was an inside job, do some fucking research. go to wikipedia and look up
mohammed atta and listen to the two announcements he's made to the FAA control
center. research the hijackers and read where they came from and how alqaeda
brainwashed them. also watch this video. the url is watch?v=61fmUCrquCA henf5671 1
year agojustagirlinthehood 1 year ago 2 She said she saw the plane. It looked like a
military plane yet it is not on the tape. Wasn't she the one filming this? How could she
see this but not capture it on the video. Was this edited? justagirlinthehood 1 year ago
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2henf5671 1 year ago 2 yeah i think it was edited because i saw this video before and the
second plane isn't shown at all only the explosion from it and they show a cloud of
billowing smoke coming down to the ground but don't actually show the collapse.
henf5671 1 year ago 2luigibros777 1 year ago yeah this is obiusly edited, there are too
many cut scenes in it luigibros777 1 year agomartinwithlove 1 year ago 2 We all know
that after the 9/11 tragedy, Mr Bush invaded Irak without reason, as he knew Irak had no
weapons of mass destruction, that was confirmed by UN independant officials too. So,
the question is: Why did Mr Bush lie about Irak's weapons? Is this horrible hypothesis
of this "war" that will benefit, and it did, Texan Oil companies maybe true? Why did
Bush lie when he was asked "when" he knew about this "attack"? So many innoncent
died, and are still dying... why? martinwithlove 1 year ago 2ktuluag 1 year ago 3 Too
many people lost their lives just so the government has an excuse to make people hate
Islamics. ktuluag 1 year ago 38314811 1 year ago I cant believe all of you who said
horrible things about this video! that was a tragic day and those people were very
generous to let us see what they saw. i was only six when this happened and i was
looking for some way to learn about it and this video helped very much! thank you! 9-11
was one of the worst terrorist attacks ever so i think we all need to respect it and
remember it! thank you again for the video!! 8314811 1 year agoJock013 1 year ago 3
Fuck Osama Bin Laden Fuck'Em ALL their Dumstupid shit FUCKERS!!! Jock013 1
year ago 3J3susF1rst90 1 year ago They rot the bastards who did this.! Sorry for the
insult but wtf! that crazy! ._. J3susF1rst90 1 year agoNathansgirl1989 1 year ago 11:32,
What was that sound? Nathansgirl1989 1 year agorename007 1 year ago muslims are
always in denial.they like to play the victim role,very twisted people!its not their fault,
its the book that dictates them. rename007 1 year agoMsProudmuslim 1 year ago
Comment removedlethalreno 1 year ago 8 Its not really muslims. Its Muslim
EXTREMISTS! Islam is actually quite a peaceful religion. Its just fuck-heads like these
who just don't seem to get it and decide to "interpret" the book for themselves. One of
my best friends is a Muslim and she couldn't be sweeter or kinder. (She's liked by all.)
lethalreno 1 year ago 8Febnig 1 year ago that was horrible Febnig 1 year
agoigottadonttrustme 1 year ago that was soo fucked up igottadonttrustme 1 year
agoLadyrover62 1 year ago What a moving video of a very tragic day in our history.
Thank you for sharing. Ladyrover62 1 year agoIIIAmericanIII 1 year ago 2 don't forget
what the US government did to us!!! IIIAmericanIII 1 year ago 2gasdorf 1 year ago thier
shutting down the economy then ...the ownership of firearms ..then we will be all chiped
pretty much slaves gasdorf 1 year agolilyrosetinsley1 1 year ago My heart died after
watching this and i just couldnt stop crying for all those whom lost their life, fought, this
has effeacted the world im from england and not a day passies by that i dont think about
all of thoses and the twin towers, I was only 12 years old when this happend and to look
back on what did happen it is heart breaking thousands of people gone but never missed
they live with in everyones hearts and memories RIP my heart goes out thoes who was
there so very sorry :( lilyrosetinsley1 1 year agoMesopotamianGaurdian 1 year ago
watch?v=Jq5diFtd7CA MesopotamianGaurdian 1 year agofella6860 1 year ago at 11:02
u see a body falling to the right. fella6860 1 year agogransebi1983 1 year ago
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increible......:( gransebi1983 1 year agoash060806 1 year ago Go to hell you shit ass.
ash060806 1 year agoMckennith 1 year ago 2 never forget!! Mckennith 1 year ago
2bratzloverfeather 1 year ago omg i was 1 or 2 wen this happened omg and it fell holly
crap i would cry so much if i was in tht tower bratzloverfeather 1 year agoSylonth 1 year
ago Mohammed Atta and Marwan al-Shehhi - you got us good. I got to hand it to you,
you got us good. Osama said "drive a plane into the WTC buildings while I hide on the
other side of the world. You kill yourself but I will remain alive." Your lives were
worthless and this deed proves it. 2993 matyrs gave their lives for your deed. I am sure
that you have gone thru your virgins promised to you by now. The favor will be
returned.....you will see or at least Osama will see now that you are daed. Sylonth 1 year
agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Sylonth, wasn't it interesting that Mahmoud Ahmad, the
head of the Pakistani ISI (their CIA), instructed Saeed Sheikh to wire $100,000 to
Mohamed Atta in Florida, not long before 9/11? Also interesting was that Mahmoud
Ahmad had flown to the US on Sept. 4, and at the time of the attacks, Lt General Ahmad
was at a breakfast meeting at the Capitol with the chairmen of the House and Senate
Intelligence Committees Sen Bob Graham and Rep Porter Goss. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year
agoTim92G 1 year ago At 7:30, was that a piece of debris falling, or did a person jump?
Tim92G 1 year agomeekochic 1 year ago debri meekochic 1 year agobladeofsarrow 1 year
ago like what im saying or not im still think the us govenment did bladeofsarrow 1 year
agodamax1243 1 year ago some guy in youtube says theres not a war going on thats bull
shit we are at war with iraq and he says were not wat a jackass got to hell osama
damax1243 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago You conspiracy nuts make me want to
vomit....I suppose the Pearl Harbor attack was also an inside job? It was crazy ass
muslims that did 9/11 FUCK ISLAM and its pervert prophet muhammed 87buickgn10 1
year agoIIIAmericanIII 1 year ago There are many new comers just like you who are still
inside the "education system" and don't know a shit. Whatever lol, you kids choose to be
ignorant fool, I would be happy to swallow you all, just like what those elites did to my
generation. You are just somebody else's kid anyway haha. IIIAmericanIII 1 year
ago87buickgn10 1 year ago IIIAmericanIII....Dont ever try and talk down to me you
filthy prick.I can tell by your gibberish that you're a camel jockey, go educate
yourself.And "swallow me",well that sounds just nasty,but you can go blow your camel.
87buickgn10 1 year agojulinmorgan 1 year ago I really don't care. 3,000 people died, that's
less than 2% of the people that died @ Hiroshima/Nagasaki julinmorgan 1 year
agolalaworld186 1 year ago 4 i seriously can't believe people are saying things like
'america deserves this' and 'f the victims.' i dont see americans hijacking planes and
crashing them into buildings. this is such a horrible tradgedy :( lalaworld186 1 year ago
4lamunecadog 1 year ago apparently you are an alqueada terrorist. LET YOUR BODY
HIT THE FLOOR. lamunecadog 1 year agoDeathbyomega 1 year ago That's a horrible
argument of saying it wasn't an inside job. Deathbyomega 1 year agoIvipink14 1 year ago
2 u kno i fuckin hate it when ppl make fun of dis the ones who do should be the ones dat
died dat day Ivipink14 1 year ago 2whereswaldo22 1 year ago i lost my older brother in
there god rest bill opters 1976 -2001 whereswaldo22 1 year agoballsman2 1 year ago
They should have got 1 of thoose big sheets so people could jump and land. safely. not
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jump and die. ballsman2 1 year agowhereswaldo22 1 year ago i know like 10000 feet
around the bulding whereswaldo22 1 year agounclerukus2 1 year ago I can see your
haveing fun Provokeing people. But I honestly could care less. unclerukus2 1 year
agonick9520chiefs 1 year ago you are the most fucked up person ive ever come into
contact with on youtube nick9520chiefs 1 year agoFightForYourRights01 1 year ago
Apparently, you have never encountered dbootsthediva! FightForYourRights01 1 year
agounclerukus2 1 year ago ... unclerukus2 1 year agoprozie286 1 year ago More like....
25:30 sums it up best. prozie286 1 year agoXugla 1 year ago 11:46 was that the sekund
plane? Xugla 1 year agoRiHaCkO 1 year ago i guess so... RiHaCkO 1 year
agododgechargercop 1 year ago when you read this please bow your head and give and 5
second moment of silence for the men and women of law enforcement and the people
who worked in the WTC....... also pray for there families this was a very bad thing that
happened to the United States. thank you for you prayers and everything else
dodgechargercop 1 year agounclerukus2 1 year ago ????? Comie unclerukus2 1 year
agostormchaser420 1 year ago the way the building free falls...its soo obvious there were
bombs in there already. stormchaser420 1 year agounclerukus2 1 year ago Dont get
started on that conspiracy shit please unclerukus2 1 year agoEricSes 1 year ago If you
really believe this, then you need some serious help. EricSes 1 year agohenf5671 1 year
ago it collapsed the way it did because the intense heat weakened the metal beams which
ultimately bowed and the weight from the upper floors came crashing down in a domino
effect resulting in this "free-fall" collapse. henf5671 1 year agounclerukus2 1 year ago I
remember to to well. Just sitting In the Barracks with the Fella's,The alarm go's off. We
go to Briefing, Then we scarmbled to our jet's. By then,,,To late -1st Lt Ellen, Chris Us
Airforce unclerukus2 1 year agombartlett44 1 year ago 2 you are so full of shit. 9/11 was
an inside job used as a pretext for war mbartlett44 1 year ago 2henf5671 1 year ago
where's your fucking evidence that 9/11 was an inside job? i'm majoring in history you
dumbfuck and i know all the facts about US history and what happened that day. the
facts are in textbooks, internet sites, some youtube videos,etc. so if haven't got any
evidence to back up you inside job bull shit then i suggest you shut the fuck up you
fucktard. henf5671 1 year agoFightForYourRights01 1 year ago Don't mind the
"trooothers" they are just retarded conspiracy nuts. FightForYourRights01 1 year
agounclerukus2 1 year ago Funny it really is. You no nothing of war At all. So you go
Join the Marine for 15 years. Get a purple heart or two. Look up some facts. Then come
talk to me when you unfuck yourself unclerukus2 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago maybe i
dont' know anything of war but do you honestly think that this was an inside job? by the
way, what is "A-town"? henf5671 1 year agoS00rabh 1 year ago When will ppl
understand who acctually did this.. Its not even BUSH, these are same ppl who bought
WWI and WWII.. Now its this!!! S00rabh 1 year agozebratailproductions 1 year ago 2
Pray for the families that have lost loved ones and pray for those who lost their
firemen....oh my gosh.... :( zebratailproductions 1 year ago 2bigart2fyt 1 year ago why
the hell did she say it was a military plain? bigart2fyt 1 year agothealternatemedia 1 year
ago i think 20:32 sums it up well. thealternatemedia 1 year agosubwayEatFatjared 1 year
ago GoldenSiouxX, HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA! yeah, you are right...
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watching people fall out windows & die is hilarious!!!! LOLOLOLOL.... NOT. shut the
fuck up, and respect these people, you scumbag. R.I.P. all who died. subwayEatFatjared
1 year agoEdgeHead579 1 year ago O_o wat the hell is wrong with you! dont even bother
sending me back a comment no need i wont read it wat if that was you!? EdgeHead579 1
year agocarnation254 1 year ago i can't imagine what it'd be like to have someone you love
in one of those towers and to flip on the T.V. and see it collapse.. carnation254 1 year
agothememoryrose 1 year ago You lousy piece of shit thememoryrose 1 year agorzain1 1
year ago 2 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam More 'Coincidences' to
Ponder: 6. President Bush's cousin Jim Pierce escaped death at the WTC thanks to a
'schedule change' the night before (Ananova 9/18/'01) 7. WTC tenant said weeks before
attacks they had "unusual" amount of evacuations from WTC, thinks "they had an inkling
something was going on." (People magazine 10/1/'01) 8. NY mayor Rudy Giuliani says he
was told South WTC was going to collapse (ABC video) 9. Passport of 'hijackers' always
survive even when titanium engines burnt! rzain1 1 year ago 2rzain1 1 year ago 2 This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 'Coincidences' to ponder: 1. Insurance
purchase specifically covering act of terrorism before 9/11 for WTC buildings! 2. Put
options were made on UA and AA on 9/10 i.e. 12x the normal volume!
(NewsMax,6/3/'02) 3. BBC broadcast WTC7 Collapse ahead of time! Live! Big time
screw up! 4. Condoleeza Rice warned San Francisco Mayor Willie Brown not to travel 8
hours before attacks (SF Chronicle) 5. Senior Pentagon officials canceled flights on Sept
10 for the following day (Newsweek, 9/24/2001) rzain1 1 year ago 2altinicoolx58 1 year
ago i saw it 8 years ago :S altinicoolx58 1 year agopancakeowl 1 year ago ccreck6, I
actually agree with you, it is the US's fault, we deliberately gave them weapons to defend
themselves against their own enemies, we helped them, and they turned against us.
pancakeowl 1 year agoccreck6 1 year ago wow america is beyond retarded. they trained
osama bin laden and gave him weapons. and look at the result of it. i feel so sorry for the
people who died on that day. it's all USA's fault. ccreck6 1 year agoatvizory2000 1 year
ago ignorant atvizory2000 1 year agoevanescencefan106 1 year ago 2 Never forget
9/11/01 :( evanescencefan106 1 year ago 2brandywine888 1 year ago 2 Hearing her cry
breaks my heart :( What a horrible day. brandywine888 1 year ago 2eToNimO 1 year ago
I See in TV. I live in Lithuania and we see this disaster. eToNimO 1 year agogrumpyzrp 1
year ago Hopefully a party to remember the people fallen. grumpyzrp 1 year
agothehaleybug9700 1 year ago 2 9/11 will always be remebered, and I am sorry to any
people or persons who lost anyone that day thehaleybug9700 1 year ago 2grumpyzrp 1
year ago NO, GOD BLESS THE USA. grumpyzrp 1 year agoahmedelfak 1 year ago I feel
sorry for your dad ahmedelfak 1 year agoyoujacqueline 1 year ago duh deres ppl at work
youjacqueline 1 year agoxlovinsummerx 1 year ago amazing video! i will never forget the
day this happened xlovinsummerx 1 year agohomerbhoy1 1 year ago nice video girls
although not what we expect to see when we wake in the morning and also nobody
deserves an attack like this ........ homerbhoy1 1 year agoworldmayhem 1 year ago I will
spread the word around that 9/11 was inside. I just read that families of the victims are
demanding a NEW investigation. seems I am not crazy after all. To the debunkers: you
have failed! worldmayhem 1 year agoihatedemocrats11 1 year ago you are seriously crazy
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if u think 911 was a inside job ihatedemocrats11 1 year agoworldmayhem 1 year ago your
username says so much. I dont have time to waste on people like you. worldmayhem 1
year agoiluvhoneypuff 1 year ago idk for sure....but in the sence you are a republican it
explains alot....considering bush is republican and you've just been brainwashed like all
the other ignorant people in this world. sigh people like you are going to be the cause of
the fall of our nation because you have your heads so far up your asses you won't take
the time to even open your minds to some REAL knowledge. you doing exactly what the
government wants you to.... iluvhoneypuff 1 year agoMRBLAKFOX45 1 year ago talkin
to driodbait, not bout the video. MRBLAKFOX45 1 year agobrettbrett24 1 year ago i
wish they cud make another wtc brettbrett24 1 year agotottenham06 1 year ago this shit
was set up by the american goverment but the yanks are too stupid to see it they live in
there own little world DUMD FUCKS tottenham06 1 year agoLivercool92 1 year ago
haha this wasn't even a disaster it has no right to be replayed and replayed over and over
again. This is nothing compared to the London Blitz. Imagine 9/11 happening every night
of the week for five years and then it would be worthy. But yet you don't see us making
constant movie's and documentaries about it. Livercool92 1 year agoTitanicGoggles 1
year ago all those lifes lost! R.I.P. This is why we souldnt allow people like that in the
UK and United States :'( TitanicGoggles 1 year agoalexgiambi 1 year ago Whats wrong
with the lady who taped this? She like doesnt even care that the twin towers got hit.
alexgiambi 1 year agoAlexIsRecording 1 year ago she was probably in shock.
AlexIsRecording 1 year agoBrawlinBaird 1 year ago honestly i wouldn't do any different
than this lady. knowing me, if i were to experience something like this i would just try to
recollect what the fuck was happening..frozen with confusion and fear i guess.
BrawlinBaird 1 year agomagalybernal 1 year ago 2 I was in New York for the last time
two months mefore this terrible thing happened to the United States People. I watched
the images directed on the tv. and i felt so bad and right now i cried for it. Non of this
should happen. Life is precious and people must respect others innocent lifes. I am a
Colmbian person. magalybernal 1 year ago 2amjadkhan322 1 year ago at 7:20 you could
see a man jumping off but ot's so hard to unless u could see a black point going straight
down.Alot Of Christian People Believe That Muslim Did Not Cause All This.Proof Ok :
How Come There Was A Fighter Plane That Came Directly From Area 51 ???? How ????
2Nd Ok : B4 The Plane Hit's A Bomb Gets Detonated Only 2 Inches Far ??? And Tell
George Bush What HE Done That Day! 9/11 Was A Planed Day Not By Muslim But
By George Bush. amjadkhan322 1 year agochapinrey 1 year ago You are stupid !there
was no fighter plane in that area, that is a lie , second the explosions that followed are due
to the extreme heat in the building that caused other flamable containers etc to explode
.and are not planted bombs you stupid idiots , have som common sense . chapinrey 1
year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago amjadkhan....First of all your comment is simply
retarded,but I realize muslims arent that intelligent. A. Area 51 is in Nevada,some 2000
miles away B. the flash you see before the plane hits is not a bomb its kinetic
energy(physics) Im sure your not intelligent enough to understand,filth. 87buickgn10 1
year agoBlackPride1000 1 year ago THIS IS DUE TO 400 YEARS OF SLAVERY
BlackPride1000 1 year agoSakeroz 1 year ago show hide this is why i don't like Jews &
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islam...or WTF Sakeroz 1 year agodincepok 1 year ago u stupid...ISLAM is the
BEST...!!! dincepok 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago The best at killing and
destruction,do you realize muslims are the root cause of 99% of all major wars and
conflicts in the world today?...Where theres muslims there is fighting and killing,even
muslim against muslim.. So yes if thats the best,whats the worst?..lol 87buickgn10 1 year
agoTitanicGoggles 1 year ago yeah when they do shit like that :@ There stupid! All those
lifes lost! TitanicGoggles 1 year agodrunkscanbefun 1 year ago SHUT THE FUCK UP
drunkscanbefun 1 year agosantoro2020 1 year ago Are you stupid or something?
santoro2020 1 year agobeachbum717 1 year ago 8 People lost their lives out there. They
were just at work and their lives were instantly swept away from them. Their loved ones
were at home, and with the snap of a finger, their lives changed forever. So many family
members were sacrificed in this horrible tragedy. It makes me very sad, and somewhat
angry, to see people laughing about this. People jumped out of the building for they
wouldn't be burned alive, and some people on here think this is funny. It's not at all, it's
horrible. beachbum717 1 year ago 8Walfyboy 1 year ago It was a horrible day. I hope
nothing like that happens again. Walfyboy 1 year agoSashok007 1 year ago there is a
necessity to kill arabs, or not? Sashok007 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago This is how
much muslims hate America. watch?v=q-9JpRytCx0 87buickgn10 1 year agocalling90291
1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam God Bless America!
calling90291 1 year agofirefighterlovexo 1 year ago how could you say such a thing! you
are an a and should not be allowed to talk or think. Innocent people died that day. Brave
firemen and policemen went into those buildings to try and save the people and most of
them died. They are heroes. You saying those things make you a coward. You are a
coward and never forget that. God Bless the men and women who died that day.
firefighterlovexo 1 year agoarmadda08 1 year ago I agree completely armadda08 1 year
ago87buickgn10 1 year ago 3 Dont you people see how vile these muslim comments
are?????? They love destruction and killing,dont trust any muslim even the sweet talking
bastards. Islam OUT of the United States! 87buickgn10 1 year ago 3drummerdude1243 1
year ago do you really have any idea of what you are talking about? Only a small
percentage of Muslims are terrorists and its not that they like killing and destruction, but
in their perspective they are doing good for the world and following their beliefs. Don't
forget that Islam CAME from CHRISTIANITY and the only difference being that they
have different names for god (Allah) and the bible (the Quran) and a belief in a different
prophet (muhammed). It is ignorant coments like that that is ruining US
drummerdude1243 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago drummerdude....Only a small
percentage commited terorists attacks but a majority in the muslim communities
supported those actions...Now as far as islam coming from christianity,thats totally false.
This allah was a pagan moon god worshiped by arabs(pre-islamic).Does that sound like
the Christian faith to you? So you should learn history before commenting,especially on
islam to me. 87buickgn10 1 year agodrummerdude1243 1 year ago I have learned my
history. Islam didn't just come out of thin air. It was based off of Christianity and
Judaism. Once Muhammad came around the Christians and Jews decided whether they
would believe that Muhammad what the prophet or someone else which is where is came
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from CHRISTIANITY Besides who are you to say that somebody who believes in
someone should leave America? Isn't the whole belief behind America that you can live
and not have to worry about being persecuted because of your religion?
drummerdude1243 1 year agodesibomb 1 year ago That is bluddy sick man how cud u
say that desibomb 1 year agoezscottitall 1 year ago show hide i gota agree with goldey
there sep 11 posibley one of the greatist days ever LOVE IT hahahahahahha so funny
people jumping out the windows lol LOL i wonder if they called there love ones mid
flight hay honey im gona be a bit late today a plane crashed into the office LOL its all on
fire n people r jumpin out windows yeh pregnet lady's on fire better put my dinner in the
oven luv ya sand monkeys 1 american cunts 0 ezscottitall 1 year agocalling90291 1 year
ago How dare you are, GoldenXX. There's a lot of innocent people died on that day. As
American you should pay your respect to those people who lost their life, if you not pay
any respect, you don't deserved to be an American. calling90291 1 year agocrazy2hazy 1
year ago I wouldn't be surprised if the FBI was hunting you down at this very moment,
you worthless peice of crap. crazy2hazy 1 year agowaiting4it2happen 1 year ago You're
a jerk, grow up. Have some respect for the people who lost loved ones in this terrible
attack. Regardless of whether you're American or not you should respect and understand
this day for what it is. Honestly, you're an idiot. waiting4it2happen 1 year
agoMrDarkdude34 1 year ago its too bad for so many innocent lives were lost that day.
MrDarkdude34 1 year agoTheTodd1977 1 year ago Walt Disney was the mastermind of
9/11. TheTodd1977 1 year agotplaxer19 1 year ago 2 This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam god bless america tplaxer19 1 year ago 2Natnalexfan96 1 year ago I
want to see you jumping out of the window....it´s not funny......I HATE YOU FOR
SAYING THIS Natnalexfan96 1 year agoNatnalexfan96 1 year ago you are so right....
Natnalexfan96 1 year agodjgpal 1 year ago 12:17 "It was a military plane" djgpal 1 year
agobigganokay 1 year ago And how many innocent lifes has USA taken in
Afghanistan/Irak? bigganokay 1 year agocrazy2hazy 1 year ago They have taken many
innocent lives, but that is not the point. Things like this should never happen in this day
and age. We should use our talents and technology to better the human race, not destroy
it. crazy2hazy 1 year agoNatnalexfan96 1 year ago how can this be good???? I want you
to be there in these towers....than i can say ...it´s good.you are a crazy person....I can´t
believe it ASSHOLE!!!!! it´s sad....so many people died!!!! Natnalexfan96 1 year
agoMRBLAKFOX45 1 year ago No, I'm talking to somebody else, not about that video.
i'm American, and yes, the 9/11 attacks will never be forgotten. MRBLAKFOX45 1 year
agoNatnalexfan96 1 year ago ich auch...es ist so ein schlag im bauch wenn man das
sieht.und dann sieht man da auch leute die von da oben runterspringen.....It´s a really Sad
Video.... and Day Natnalexfan96 1 year agoACDCisMYlyf 1 year ago did they choose
this date becos you Americans dial 911 for help?...just sounds like a sick joke, i was
watchin an amazing doco on this! its like a moive, i still cant believe it.. ACDCisMYlyf 1
year agopacificsteven 1 year ago "sad thing is it only killed 2000 ppl" That is one of the
most disgusting things ive ever heard in my life. pacificsteven 1 year
agoxXAfghaniiiDeluxxeXx 1 year ago BIGCROATIA u littl motherfuckkerr !!!!!! i am
muslim too but im no terrorist this fucking terrosrist OmG they arent good muslims they
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are fukking wrong muslims xXAfghaniiiDeluxxeXx 1 year agoBIGCR0ATIA 1 year ago G
O D B L E S S U S A ! ! ! BIGCR0ATIA 1 year agoHazmat295 1 year ago no not nuke
burn is till the sand is glass Hazmat295 1 year agoOsasha 1 year ago show hide The sad
thing it had killed only 2000 people ... FUCK YOU Osasha 1 year agoBIGCR0ATIA 1
year ago you motherfuckin muslim...die bitch BIGCR0ATIA 1 year agoNatnalexfan96 1
year ago Only???????? are you crazy or something...FUCK YOU!!!! Natnalexfan96 1
year agolinuxscurvy 1 year ago i don't think an airplane can cause so much damage and
can cause a building that high to collapse...there's got to be an internal interference.
linuxscurvy 1 year agomccafar 1 year ago If terrorists were smart enough to plan and
execute such an impeccable action they should have also understood that terrorist acts
will bring to benefit to them. Yes, it was muslims who did it, but they have surely been
directed by Bush, Cheney and other damn neocons mccafar 1 year agoLangroten 1 year
ago I guess thats a person.. :´( Langroten 1 year agoLangroten 1 year ago at 07:35
Langroten 1 year agofoolinfection1 1 year ago Standing there at the window with all the
smoke coming at you looks really scary. Let alone seeing a building collapse right in front
of you... foolinfection1 1 year agoCalerTube 1 year ago 3 Like I've suggested for the past
8 years, we should just nuke Iraq! ^_^ CalerTube 1 year ago 3mro2021 1 year ago 2
America, FUCK YEAH! Freedom is the only way yeah, Terrorist your game is through
cause now you have to answer too, America, FUCK YEAH! So lick my butt, and suck on
my balls, America, FUCK YEAH! What you going to do when we come for you now, its
the dream that we all share; its the hope for tomorrow mro2021 1 year ago
2flUidLiqUidfLow 1 year ago The US Government are the ones who carried out the
September 11 attacks...Please do your research... flUidLiqUidfLow 1 year agoCemurkay
1 year ago ﺍﻝﻝﻩ. ﻙﻥﺕ ﻙﻝ ﺍﻝﺍﺥﻑﺍﻕﺍﺕCemurkay 1 year agoIndoril5 1 year ago ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃﻙﺏﺭ ﻥﻙﺡ
Indoril5 1 year agoCemurkay 1 year ago  ﻥﻙﺍﺡCemurkay 1 year agothememoryrose 1 ﻡﺡﻡﺩ
year ago 5 God bless every soul who died on this day. thememoryrose 1 year ago
5Cemurkay 1 year ago OUR concentration camps are ready should such another attack
ever happen on American soil. Islam will perish in the United States. Cemurkay 1 year
agomil640 1 year ago Its shame, that US cant still capture Bin Laden. US has lot to learn
from Sri Lankan Military, which crushed LTTE, the worlds most ruthless terrorists, with
limited resources. I think US military can win only in Hollywood Movies. mil640 1 year
agomastercooly7 1 year ago No they shuldn't . Sri Lankan Military killed civilians,
innocent civilians. They used inhumane techiniques that's why they don;t allow media
coverage and disagree with news reporter.s It's why those of the Tamil ethinic
community protest in the UK, France, Germany , Canada and the USA. Don't compare
what USa should do to what the SLA did. They're racists, they treat Tamils as second
class citizens, as thhey ( Singhalese) outnumber the small Tamil ethnic group by so much.
mastercooly7 1 year agoajmphilly 1 year ago show hide fuck america you guys had it
coming. those people were all guilty by association. fuck america you guys are the real
terrorists. 9.11 was an inside job anyway. ajmphilly 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago
ajmphilly.....typical muslim scum 87buickgn10 1 year agoTheSeanZee 1 year ago You
should die were you stand! Your just jealous that your not an American. You should
probably start reading the bible because as of right now your going to Hell! I would say
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more but I don't want to insult you as much as you just insulted me and my country.
And FYI (I don't really care if your not intelligent enough to know what FYI mean's) I
didn't mean to give you a thumbs up. Yeah I made a mistake sorry. (See I'm nice enough
as an AMERICAN to say sorry.) We never got an apology this! GBA!!! TheSeanZee 1
year agoSleetyTrash 1 year ago i 100% agree with you,the american government are the
real terrorists,and 9/11 was an inside job SleetyTrash 1 year agoeviscero 1 year ago That's
because you smoke too much hash. eviscero 1 year agoLPLandingZone 1 year ago No
plane at this time....just jews detonating explosives from the inside USS LIBERTY ALL
OVER AGAIN!!!! LPLandingZone 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago You are a fucking
idiot....the first plane had the most passengers,I suppose they were all jews with
detonating bombs??? Go strap on a bomb hadji...! 87buickgn10 1 year agorosannamfan 1
year ago 2 Aw this still hurts my heart :( RIP to the ones who died on 9/11/01
rosannamfan 1 year ago 2HOTMAIL4eVeR98 1 year ago 2 My Social Study's teacher's
husband was on that plane HOTMAIL4eVeR98 1 year ago 2xxReachingOutxx 1 year ago
Some of the nicest people I know are muslim. My three friends had to leave their
hometown because of the war, so please stop talking badly about them. xxReachingOutxx
1 year agowigglethemiddle 1 year ago I am surprised at how apathetic the photographer
was - it's almost as if she sees things in cartoon cut-outs: 'oh gosh (she says nonchalantly)
no more world trade center'; 'I hope there's nobody in there', 'look at all those people'. . .
the lack of understanding of what had happened when it was happening is frightening. Oh
look, thousands of people probably died. Sorry, can't help but comment on this.
wigglethemiddle 1 year agobluntbeast 1 year ago same bluntbeast 1 year agobluntbeast 1
year ago im sorry but her saying ''oh my god'' is fucking annoying. SHIT bluntbeast 1
year agobluntbeast 1 year ago naw that cant be it bcuz it would of hit by now. or am i
wong. idk. why would i be flying away bluntbeast 1 year agoTheBipolarSteve 1 year ago
This was a cool tribute to my big bud bro, who turned 66 this September 11. Happy
Birthday, big bud bro, Sterl! I love my big bud, & his daughter Amy! Amy pops out a lot
of Mexican babies! That's what America is about, Mexicans! I love them, along with
Amy & my bud bro, who was born September 11, 1943! Sterl was born in Saint
Elizabeth's mental institution. I think this was a tribute, from his friends. God bless
America, & Amy's Mexican schizophrenic babies! Sterl is good, he is my only friend
TheBipolarSteve 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago 2 This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Christians & Jewish martyrs say; "I will die for what I believe". A
Muslim martyr says; "you will die for what I believe".... 87buickgn10 1 year ago
2beturlifeonit 1 year ago I AGREE! beturlifeonit 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago
beturlifeonit.....FINALLY someone with some sense...thanks....people forget how vile
these muslims really are...At a local college(near D.C.) muslims threw a party on the night
of 9/11/01,they are fucking filth. 87buickgn10 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago This is
what muslims do...they set aroung with their sun fried brains thinking of ways to
kill....NEVER trust any muslim,NOT EVEN the sweet talking pricks. 87buickgn10 1 year
agoalbanian363 1 year ago wtf is ur problem? dude chill out its the terrorists not muslims
so shut up! albanian363 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago albanian363...fuck you
asshole,dont tell me to shut up you filthy muslim prick. 87buickgn10 1 year
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agoLUPITA760 1 year ago it sucks that innocent ppl had to die! just because of politics!
=[ =[ so sad LUPITA760 1 year agoRawr5299 1 year ago Silly super man, you don't fly
through buildings... Rawr5299 1 year agozappasoul 1 year ago I'm not muslim, nor a
fuckin' fanatic, and i say... GOOD FOR YOU AMERICA! Keep on killing... zappasoul 1
year agoShoptillyadrop12 1 year ago I'm glad you decided to show this video. It's very
sad. God bless us all. Shoptillyadrop12 1 year agosantoro2020 1 year ago Actually 2976
died and there were TERRORISTS who stormed the cockpit and killed the PILOTS.
There a few flying the plane and a few in the back watching the people. ALL PLANES
WERE HIJACKED AND THE COCKPITS WERE STORMED AND THE
EXPERIENCED PILOTS DIDN'T KNOW IT AND THEY WERE KILLED RIGHT
AWAY WITHOUT A FIGHT!!!!!!!!!!!!!! IF A REAL PILOT FLEW LIKE THAT,
HE'D BE FIRED RIGHT AWAY AND NO RETARD FLIES LIKE THAT. I'm using
CAPS because you DON'T KNOW ANYTHING!!! santoro2020 1 year agohenf5671 1
year ago dude I believe everything you just said so i don't know why you told me that i
don't know anything. everything you said was true except for the death toll. i have my 911 book here as i write this and it says more than 3000 people died in all four planes and
all three buildings. maybe 2976 people died in the twin towers, but not total. henf5671 1
year agosantoro2020 1 year ago I looked on wiki (i knows its not the best) Deaths
(excluding hijackers) New York CityWorld Trade Center2,605 American 1187 United
17560 ArlingtonPentagon125 American 7759[35] ShanksvilleUnited 9340 Total2,976
The 9/11 attack killed 2,973 people, including Americans and foreign nationals but
excluding the terrorists. The 9/11 death toll was calculated by CNN. By 2004, 2992 were
presumed dead. If your book says 'more than 3000', than it might be like less than 3050
people... santoro2020 1 year agoIloveShannon75 1 year ago I was at Ground Zero today,
what a sad sight. IloveShannon75 1 year agosantoro2020 1 year ago If anyones curious,
this is what bluntbeast said, before you read, I do not speak Arabic, I'm 100% American,
I used Word 2007 to translate, here you go: Stronger a hidden camera over ﺵﻑﺕﻩﺍ,
frankness, 4.2.1.13.1 ﺽﺡﻙﻩ...  ﺕﺵﻭﻑﻭﻥﻩﺍBint positions comic laughter position and their
own people's attitudes horror spectre-taking camera. santoro2020 1 year agobluntbeast 1
year ago Comment removedtravelchanel 1 year ago OMG! when she opens Da wiindoW
u can...hear the fear in the city! travelchanel 1 year agobluntbeast 1 year ago show hide
ﺽﺡﻙ ﻡﻭﺍﻕﻑ..ﻝﺍﺯﻡ ﺕﺵﻭﻑﻭﻥﻩﺍ,, ﻡﺽﺡﻙﺓ ﺽﺡﻙﻩ ﺍﻕﻭﻯ ﻙﺍﻡﻱﺭﺍ ﺥﻑﻱﻩ ﺵﻑﺕﻩﺍ ﻭﻡﺭﺕ ﻉﻝﻱ ﺍﻝﺹﺭﺍﺡﻩ
b ﺏﻥﺕ ﻡﻭﻕﻑ ﻡﻭﺍﻕﻑ ﺭﻉﺏ ﻭﻥﺍﺱﺓ ﻙﺍﻡﻱﺭﺓ ﺝﻥﻱ ﺵﺏﺡluntbeast 1 year agosantoro2020 1 year
ago I found out what you said, what does it mean? Next, time, speak English!
santoro2020 1 year agobluntbeast 1 year ago dude chill out. u keep sendin the same shit
idk care wut it means bluntbeast 1 year agosantoro2020 1 year ago Sorry, then why did
you put it if you didn't know what it means? santoro2020 1 year agojoshuabrinton 1 year
ago Fuck you joshuabrinton 1 year agosummersweetie14 1 year ago loved not lived.
summersweetie14 1 year agosummersweetie14 1 year ago 5 someone i know who works
there everyday decided to get coffee before work, and wasnt in the WTC. but someone
else i know, for the first time had a meeting there and is no longer with us. god bless the
usa and the families who no longer have others with them. and for those up above, you
will always be lived and remembered. summersweetie14 1 year ago 5xxReachingOutxx 1
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year ago 3 Also, one of the teachers at my school, his older brother was a few blocks
away, due for a meeting in one of the buildings, and was killed by flying debris. I travel
by plane to visit my dad every summer, and I can't even imagine how terrified the
passengers of all four planes must have been, or the terror of the people inside the
buildings and all of the people who knew them. Yesterday, when I saw the rain storms, I
believe it was the heavens weeping for our loved ones. God bless <3 xxReachingOutxx 1
year ago 3xxReachingOutxx 1 year ago 3 At 9:27 was there people waving white flags out
of the windows? I am overwhelmed with sadness, watching this. Every time I'm in NYC
and see that empty space in the middle of the WTC buildings, memories and emotions
overtake me. I remember visiting Ground Zero in June 2001, I was eight, and there were
roses and pictures stuck in the fences surrounding the sight. So sad.. xxReachingOutxx 1
year ago 3TanyaRossLive 1 year ago sob TanyaRossLive 1 year agomikeferruggia 1 year
ago 4 Thank you for deciding to release this. Like many of us, I am still affected by 9/11,
and it's very personal to see your video without the tv news commentators. God Bless
America. mikeferruggia 1 year ago 4emiilee1geez 1 year ago i wuz 4 when this happened
god bless usa and god bless the peolpe tht lost someone tht day emiilee1geez 1 year
agoIdkwhatausernameis45 1 year ago My PC Applications teacher worked on those top
floors that day. He decided to work at the Airport that day instead, due to the fact he is
an Architect who works at both jobs. Idkwhatausernameis45 1 year agothebohemianlover
1 year ago 3 I remember the day perfectly. walking down the streets and hearing people
sobbing at every corner. not being able to sleep after seeing the news reports. I love New
York forever and always. thebohemianlover 1 year ago 3kev19960 1 year ago god bless
america =( god bless those tht have lost someone tht day. kev19960 1 year
agokrptOwnage 1 year ago im so sorry to hear that and god bless you. may u share a little
bit more if thats ok? krptOwnage 1 year agokrptOwnage 1 year ago thanku for ur respect
krptOwnage 1 year agokrptOwnage 1 year ago wow i was like 6 years old i stil remember
everything. when i went 2 sleep that night i kept havin nightmares of trying to escape the
towers. im 14 now and every memory of this day is still inside krptOwnage 1 year
agoNauticus89 1 year ago I was 12 when this happened.. I'm 20 now, and this is the first
time seeing this that I've been affected emotionally. Nauticus89 1 year agokrptOwnage 1
year ago it seems like yesterday. and when it rained on September 11,2009 on long island,
it was like all the victims tears from the heavens were falling over us krptOwnage 1 year
agoPRETTYJAZZYRE 1 year ago i am actully crying RIP victims x x
PRETTYJAZZYRE 1 year agoRafaPissicotico 1 year ago 8 years :( RafaPissicotico 1
year agoTupac4Everz 1 year ago omg... over 3000 DIED in this fucking 11september
2001 Tupac4Everz 1 year agokrptOwnage 1 year ago 3 also im gonna tell a realife story.
on september 11, 2001 there was students who were going to a field trip to the world
trade center. luckly their bus broke down half way there. just to think a little bad luck can
save your life from the really bad luck. TRUE STORY krptOwnage 1 year ago
3Whateverman1413 1 year ago i dont even want to think that 9/11 was planned, because
if it was, then it will be one hell of a day for the gov, or whoever planned it.
Whateverman1413 1 year agokrptOwnage 1 year ago every time i look at these too
towers i get a warm feeling in my heart. y bcuz how it proudly stood tall representing
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america. but then again i get sick. y bcuz of the events that had happend. i always wonder
wat if those towers would still stand unharmed. i'll tell u what if they were no.1 we
wouldnt be over fighting a war, no.2 we wouldnt be having this conversation krptOwnage
1 year agoWaltSidney2 1 year ago Was this taken in the basement of the second tower?
WaltSidney2 1 year agoMuetzze 1 year ago Nice music in the Background Muetzze 1
year agomegs393 1 year ago America is the best thing ever and all who hurt her will
pay...big time. Yes i'm talkin to you Bin Laden! I HATE YOU!!!!! megs393 1 year
agoAshprr 1 year ago I prefer you to watch 11/9 conspiracy video.. and make your own
judgment.. Ashprr 1 year agoAlexGudesblat 1 year ago You're not alone. I'm with you. I
hate him, too. AlexGudesblat 1 year agowolfden3000 1 year ago 4 i dont know why we
try to reason with bin laden... we should let our guns to the talking wolfden3000 1 year
ago 4hippiepeece 1 year ago Bin Laden is dead. he has been for quite some time. Aim
your guns at Bush and Cheney since Bush and Bin Laden were such good friends.
hippiepeece 1 year agolucrativefiction 1 year ago you're a fucking idiot. it's Clinton's
fault. he had Bin Laden in his possesion during his time in office and decided to let him
go. lucrativefiction 1 year agokrptOwnage 1 year ago i know during the beginning ive also
defended america of course. but now its toning down krptOwnage 1 year agoufoodsk 1
year ago Drakedog777 are you a Muslim? If so it is people like you give a bad name to
Islam. You think the people of America are to blamed. Do you have any clue as to who
the real terrorists were that day? If not I suggest you do the research, ask if you need
help. As I am a Muslim and reading such comments annoys the heck out of me as many
Muslims are falling for their deception. Peace. ufoodsk 1 year agokrptOwnage 1 year ago
well ive also heard that people heard secondary explosions that led them to believe c4's
were used in a prior planned explosion. but others say it was the plane hitting the towers
and exploding. but this was heard during the collapse. i think it was many different oil
tank explosions but then again wat exactly caused the collapse? krptOwnage 1 year
agoBigMatt5290 1 year ago it was the elevator shafts exploding when they hit the bottom
you will see it during collapse BigMatt5290 1 year agokrptOwnage 1 year ago i agree
thers no doubt whoever did this should be punnished but now i realize fighting aint the
answer or else we'll all be dead if we keep fighting. krptOwnage 1 year agoufoodsk 1 year
ago 2 Fighting is not the answer, JUSTICE IS THE ANSWER, peace. ufoodsk 1 year ago
2aerosmithdude83 1 year ago "DrakeDog" I hope your mom rots in fucking hell.
Fireifhgters and the innocent people died this day, because of stupid terrosists, and
they're crazy beliefs. Suck a pig's dick, pro favor. aerosmithdude83 1 year
agotootsiepop98 1 year ago you know what who cares if it doesnt make a difference!
they need to be punished! killed people who were loved and those familys who never see
the faces of the ones they love ever again or to tell them i love you one last time! its
sick!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! tootsiepop98 1 year agokrptOwnage 1 year ago bro there is no truth.
we may never no exactly wat happened. trust me ive heard all of the reasons. the only
people who know are the people who experienced it themselves krptOwnage 1 year
agoufoodsk 1 year ago That is wot we all are believed 2 think, thanks 2 our media. The
truth is right here, it is only if you really want 2 know wot happened that day. If you
want I can give you proof that these buildings did not collapse due to fire. Also most
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people remember two buildings collapsing that day which were the two towers. ufoodsk
1 year agoufoodsk 1 year ago In fact there were 3 high rise buildings that collapsed to the
ground, do the maths 2 planes 3 building. YOU ALL HAVE BEEN LIED 2. The truth is
out the evidence is out, but how many of you know? ufoodsk 1 year agoufoodsk 1 year
ago You all want 2 know who caused this day 2 happen then watch my trailer 2 my up
coming film. This will give you an insight that might guide you 2 the truth.
watch?v=d5nYRa_ZwdA ufoodsk 1 year agokrptOwnage 1 year ago 2 yet god didnt
create us to have conflicts and destroy eachother, he created us to help eachother, to unite
as 1 hand 1 army 1 soul. he gave us knowledge to explore outside of wat we already know
together. to be together for the good times and the the unfortunate times. if we keep
fighting then we cant live the life god has thankfully giving us. im no saint but its true. we
are a world of 1 that are supposed to create peace as1 krptOwnage 1 year ago 2ufoodsk 1
year ago Well said brother or sister, we all need to unite. Without UNITY the evil in this
world will make a mockery out of everyone, peace. ufoodsk 1 year agoufoodsk 1 year ago
2 The soldiers of America, Britain and other nations have been pawned into the biggest lie
known to man. They had witnessed innocent lives murdered on 9/11 only to kill more
innocent lives. When a dog bites you do you bite the dog back? In this case most of you
dont know who the dog is. If you all knew, then you will quickly see were your so called
freedom disappeared to, peace. ufoodsk 1 year ago 2terrorist4life1337 1 year ago go
humanity! i shake your sweaty hand, and our sweat shall mix and create the scent of a
satifying, hard fought tie. terrorist4life1337 1 year agoqpanz 1 year ago that's kind of a
disgusting metaphor, dude. qpanz 1 year agokrptOwnage 1 year ago yes i dop respect
and lets not call any1 americans or terrorist, lets just call us HUMANS. im sorry if ive
hurt u guys by defendin the troops and america, but sometimes things need to be said.
thamk you for understanding, now i'll join u for a moment of silence for HUMANITY
krptOwnage 1 year agoTheChattingBox 1 year ago Whatever you say man, but insulting
any country, or anybody won't make a difference. TheChattingBox 1 year
agoDrakedog777 1 year ago long live Osama Binladen Drakedog777 1 year agoufoodsk 1
year ago Osama is long gone, his time as CIA agent did not go as he might have wished
for. These people must have paid him poorly. Also him being a Muslim, he knows killing
one innocent person is like killing the whole humanity as it is stated in the Quran. In fact
he even mentioned this in the so call claim of his doing of the 9/11 attack. Wake up
people every Muslim knows killing innocent people dont give you a place in heaven,
peace. ufoodsk 1 year agonotebokluver 1 year ago what the freaking fuck!?!?!?! ALL
THESE DAMN PEOPLE ARE GIVING THEIR FUCKING LIVES FOR US! AND U
CHOOSE TO TAKE THE DAMN TERRIOST'S SIDES?!?!?! MY DADS BEST
FRIEND WAS ONE OF THE FIRE FIGHTERS WHO DIED THERE, AND MY
BROTHER WAS IN THE DAMN BULIDINGS!!!!!! GO ROTT IN DAMN HELL
notebokluver 1 year agoSaTaNiCv2 1 year ago i hope this happens again in las vegas this
time! SaTaNiCv2 1 year agoterrorist4life1337 1 year ago ok buddy, i understand now. I
understand niether side of this arguement is right. 9/11 shouldn't be an arguement, it
should remain in the minds of all 3,000 families- even the "terrorist"'s families- of the
people who died that day. Let's be respectful to all of the souls who died that day. And
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with that, lets share a moment for silence for all who died- me for the americans and you
for the terrorists. Let's share the memory, and not argue over who's right. I hope you
respect what i had to say. terrorist4life1337 1 year agokrptOwnage 1 year ago chatting
box, that was the most touching thing ive ever heard. i couldnt sum it up any better. with
that u get a good comment and thanku for reminding every1 krptOwnage 1 year
agoTheChattingBox 1 year ago Look at us all, fighting with commenting on the internet,
it't terrible, we may all come from different countries, we may speak in different tongues,
we may have different religions, but we are one world, one place, and we should be
helping each other in these times, no matter where we are from. Because there is no killing
our love, respect, and trust in each other, god bless the world, god bless us all. It's simple,
take my word for it, or go on with the cruelty. TheChattingBox 1 year agomezzybaby2 1
year ago 2 Im Muslim mezzybaby2 1 year ago 2krptOwnage 1 year ago ok lets put our
differences aside and have a friendly conversation, wat do you guys want to talk about
away from this subject? krptOwnage 1 year agoufoodsk 1 year ago The whole point of
commenting here is so that it is based on this matter, what you all want to get out you
blankets and let it pass by and still think men in caves master planed all this. All you
want to talk about music, cars, money and women. WAKE UP, THIS IS DEEPER
THEN SOME OF YOU THINK. Stop letting your fears over come you and start really
questioning what you all saw that day. Dont change the subject as I will never as long as
know innocent people were murdered that day. ufoodsk 1 year agobriantheking08 1 year
ago REPORT HIM THEY WILL TRACE HIM briantheking08 1 year
agoterrorist4life1337 1 year ago hey, and i just took a crap and it looked like and orangeybrown funnelcake! terrorist4life1337 1 year agokrptOwnage 1 year ago the only reason
im commenting is to stand up for americans and for the people who have no word bcuz
their lives have been taken away for no reason. every1 understands that right?
krptOwnage 1 year agoterrorist4life1337 1 year ago HEY, man, take it easy! we have
different views, and we got sucked into a big fight. Let me have my views, you have
yours, and let 9/11 remain in the memories in all of us for our own reasons. And with that
respectful post, we have won this comment war! terrorist4life1337 1 year
agoTheChattingBox 1 year ago I would never hate a person because of their religon
TheChattingBox 1 year agokrptOwnage 1 year ago no i dont hate bcuz of religion. but if
your religion is to think killing innocent people is right, then yes i will hate a religion in
those terms. krptOwnage 1 year agobriantheking08 1 year ago everyone just report this
guy they state will trace him and have him cuffed in minutes even if he is fake this needs
to stop briantheking08 1 year agoTheChattingBox 1 year ago As Red Forman has said:
"America has never lost a damn war!" TheChattingBox 1 year agoHolySausage 1 year ago
vietnam? HolySausage 1 year agoterrorist4life1337 1 year ago besides, you are hating
because of RELIGION. We are defending because of your ACTIONS terrorist4life1337 1
year agokrptOwnage 1 year ago thats right go sleep 5 feet under krptOwnage 1 year
agobriantheking08 1 year ago i dont get why we didnt just blow up iraq and all the
muslems lol briantheking08 1 year agokrptOwnage 1 year ago once again americans
wouldnt have to drop a bomb on japan if pearl harbor never occured,. doesnt it make
sense to u. the only way weve americans got involved was from response . krptOwnage 1
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year agoterrorist4life1337 1 year ago we win you lose now its my bed time got to go and
drink some warm milk terrorist4life1337 1 year agoxtremhunter5876 1 year ago All I
Gotta Say, Fuck Terrorist, Fuck These Wannabees, Go America, and Go Lockheed
Martin, Keep Makin those bombs so damn good to blow these muslim fucks straight to
their fuckin death, u wonder why u live in a fuckin desert? cause you are a damned
sandmonkey deemed unfit to live in the promise land of america, go fuck your goat and
stop tryin to blow us up with shoe bombs and water bottles xtremhunter5876 1 year
agosantoro2020 1 year ago WOW! Someone who understands me! =) . My uncle works
at lockheed... oh no that was Grumman, whatever, but he helped build and design the B-2,
maybe mix Lockheed bombs and Grumman planes to killed the sand niggers (aka:
sandmonkeys)!!! santoro2020 1 year agobriantheking08 1 year ago and this andrew kid
why not varrock? briantheking08 1 year agoterrorist4life1337 1 year ago 5 besides,
americans killed MILLIONS of innocent people with the dropping of the A-bombs in
japan terrorist4life1337 1 year ago 5TheChattingBox 1 year ago That was years ago!!!!
Plus many of them came to america to live there, my friend is japanese! TheChattingBox
1 year agoIndyfilms123 1 year ago You want a reason why we did that? Ask the bastards
who bombed us at Pearl Harbor. They attacked us first. Indyfilms123 1 year
agobriantheking08 1 year ago Comment removedIgot2MuchSwag 1 year ago white
americains has tiny wee-wee. Black americains like me have huge dick Igot2MuchSwag 1
year agoterrorist4life1337 1 year ago hicks just lost the comment battle for you, by
saying how Americans level the villages of innocent people in the middle east... you just
made america look even worse terrorist4life1337 1 year agoufoodsk 1 year ago You all
want 2 know who caused this day 2 happen then watch my trailer 2 my up coming film.
This will give you an insight that might guide you 2 the truth. Also the person that took
this footage can you please tell me if you captured the plane hitting the tower and why
say military plane? Also I think I might be right 2 say this footage has been tempered
with as the video goes out of place soon as the tower gets hit. Did this person capture the
plane hitting the tower? Peace watch?v=d5nYRa_ZwdA ufoodsk 1 year agokrptOwnage
1 year ago sorry i miss typed! krptOwnage 1 year agokrptOwnage 1 year ago y cant you
guys just have a heart. do terrorist have a heart. well if they did no.1 9/11 wouldnt exist,
no. 2 they wont be called terrorist, no.3 they wouldnt kill innocent people, and no.3 if u
agree with me keep comenting. if u dont agree stop commenting. if u didnt listen well ur
as stupid as stupid possibly can get krptOwnage 1 year agoandrewcaiforprez 1 year ago I
shall lynch your dirty bodies and you will end up back in Lumbridge you dirty cow shit
Jew Nazi piece of horseshit. So go why don't you go suck King Black Dragon's Almighty
Cock! ALL HAIL THE MUSLIM WORLD ALL HAIL KING OSAMA ALL HAIL
THE FALLEN SADDAM HUSSEIN ALL HAIL THE BRAVE TERRORISTS ALL
HAIL AL-QUEADA ALL HAIL KIM JONG-IL GO FUCK YOURSELF AND A
GOAT YOU DIRTY PIECE OF AMERICAN SHIT. GO GET FUCKED SO HARD
THE COCK IS RIPPED THROUGH YOUR SPINE! andrewcaiforprez 1 year
agoterrorist4life1337 1 year ago it is important to view both sides of the arguement when
trying to think of where you stand. Just let your soul run through the fingers of 20,000
innocent men with families, and not 3,000 rich, snobby buisness men! terrorist4life1337 1
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year agoinfowwarsdotcom456 1 year ago Limbaugh, 'The View', and O'Reilly denounced
Charlie Sheen, but have you heard what he said!!?? Charlie Sheen's Video Message to
President Obama(title of 6 min video) /watch?v=ZyKR2-A0KPU best 911 info here:
ae911truth-org kickthemallout-com ( see free video library) info never shown on TV
infowwarsdotcom456 1 year agoterrorist4life1337 1 year ago i don't think 9/11 should of
ever happened, but americans pushed our patience to the brink and we had to act (im not
really a "terrorist", im just defending them) terrorist4life1337 1 year agobriantheking08 1
year ago you think these are terroist its no lifers sitting in there moms basment lol idiots
briantheking08 1 year agoterrorist4life1337 1 year ago iM Not pro-terrorist, im pro
heroes! terrorist4life1337 1 year agoEstalonge2007 1 year ago It's probably less fun than
seeing the U.S. killing Iraqi children Estalonge2007 1 year agoIgot2MuchSwag 1 year ago
Lol listen to the way she said it "I just heard a loud boom" LMAO Igot2MuchSwag 1
year agokrptOwnage 1 year ago well america should make a holiday when we slit the
throats of every pro terrorist, and watch terrorist burn in hell where they belong.
krptOwnage 1 year agoandrewcaiforprez 1 year ago We should have a holiday when
every single piece of shit American are skinned alive and boiled into little pieces and hung
on a barbed rope on the highest tree in the village. Then we shall eat the testicles of every
American and throw the bodies into the Euphrates River and let the sharks and fish eat
the intestines and flesh of your leftover bodies. The day that comes we shall be
celebrating with all the virgins and be content that you dirty Americans are wiped out
from the face of the Earth. andrewcaiforprez 1 year agoKoolAwesomeDude137 1 year
ago fuck u shit ass balls lickers. go suck America's big ass cock! KoolAwesomeDude137 1
year agoandrewcaiforprez 1 year ago America has no cock. All they have is a little velcro
strap-on that they call a big veiny cock. You Americans can go suck the Muslims cock
but you would be dead and in hell by then because the cock will already out of your
asshole you dirty fucking dirty jews. andrewcaiforprez 1 year agoerothAmerica 1 year
ago uhhhh :( its the uneducated child again please let some smart person educated person
teach you learning to much for the muslims and if you dont know im using a bit a=of
sarcacm erothAmerica 1 year agoufoodsk 1 year ago Hey what do you think youre doing,
I am a Muslim and offended by your comment. We Muslim had nothing to do with 9/11,
you say they are Jews. These people that were behind it do come from Israel but they are
not Jews. As our fellow Jewish brother and sisters are not to be blamed but the
ZIONISTS that infiltrated them and hijacked their religion to hide their secret agenda.
ufoodsk 1 year agoufoodsk 1 year ago Zionists are what these people are called not
JEWS, MUSLIMS OR CHRISTIANS. These religions are one God believers, Zionists
are of an agenda that will shock you for life if you only knew what their agenda is based
on, peace. ufoodsk 1 year agoerothAmerica 1 year ago poor poor uneducated child maybe
one day when ur older you(andrewcaiforprez) will understand erothAmerica 1 year
agoIgot2MuchSwag 1 year ago this vid is making my penis hard. Igot2MuchSwag 1 year
agoTheChattingBox 1 year ago I can't stand listening to her crying, it makes me sad
myself. TheChattingBox 1 year agoterrorist4life1337 1 year ago hey asshole, do you
think we call ourselves TERRORISTS!? terrorist4life1337 1 year agojacobswolfgirl112 1
year ago 2 How can you possibbly think this is funny many people died, what if
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someone you loved was killed by it? what if you even wittnesed some americans jumping
of the buildings? jacobswolfgirl112 1 year ago 2infowwarsdotcom456 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Limbaugh, 'The View', and O'Reilly
denounced Charlie Sheen, but have you heard what he said!!?? Charlie Sheen's Video
Message to President Obama(title of 6 min video) /watch?v=ZyKR2-A0KPU best 911
info here: ae911truth-org kickthemallout-com ( see free video library) info never shown
on TV infowwarsdotcom456 1 year agokrptOwnage 1 year ago u snoby bitches, if
terrorist are good then they have no reason to be called terrorist. american troops are
doing the right thing to help pertect america and defeat cowards who attack us for no
reason. if terrorists never did that, we wouldnt be over there risking our life. krptOwnage
1 year agoandrewcaiforprez 1 year ago Where American troops belong are Guantanamo
Bay! They should be eating cock meat sandwiches not us innocent "terrorists". Some day
all you dirty American fuck pieces of fuckin jew blacky piece of cow shit camel piss
hairy assholes shall bow down to King Osama and kissing his left testicle! Then he shall
behead you and keep your head as a tropy to hang next to his bed! andrewcaiforprez 1
year agoTheChattingBox 1 year ago You mean President Obama? :) Just keep up the
talking dude, it won't make any difference with what you say TheChattingBox 1 year
agoterrorist4life1337 1 year ago ESTALONGE2007, join the team! terrorist4life1337 1
year agoEstalonge2007 1 year ago Excuse my ignorance. But how? Estalonge2007 1 year
agoterrorist4life1337 1 year ago BESIDES, ME AND andrewcaiforprez ARE TOTALLY
WINNING RIGHT NOW... AND I'M PROUD TO BE DEFENDING MY BELIEFS
AND NOTHING YOU AMERICANS DO CAN STOP ME FROM LOVING MY
PEOPLE! terrorist4life1337 1 year agoEstalonge2007 1 year ago Of course this is a
cowardice against innocent people. But the U.S. use the same cowardice to invade
countries and kill more innocent people. Estalonge2007 1 year agoterrorist4life1337 1
year ago that doesn't mean he doesn't have a valid opinion to express! One that i for one
agree with! terrorist4life1337 1 year agoTheChattingBox 1 year ago I don't even care what
stupid, lame insults you come up with, that was the saddest day for america, you can say
all the crap you want about how terrible america is, but I'm proud to be an american.
TheChattingBox 1 year agoandrewcaiforprez 1 year ago Hohoho while you dirty
Americans are crying and cutting off the balls for your fellow dirty jews, we here in the
land of the Muslims are celebrating over the death of thousands of Americans! Hohoho!
And you think that your new airport security rules will prevent that from happening? A
goat can bypass your rules. We shall make a holiday for this wonderful day!
andrewcaiforprez 1 year agoMsCelticwonder 1 year ago Okay why are Americans dirty
?What have they done to you..except support you buying your filthy oil?!?You
idiots!You filthy muslim pieces of crap! You are a stupid, hateful person. Hating
Americans because you have nothing better to do... so go have fun blowing up....God
hates the foolish and violent! MsCelticwonder 1 year agoterrorist4life1337 1 year ago oh,
and we are killing americans because they invaded are home and are trying to KILL US!
terrorist4life1337 1 year agoterrorist4life1337 1 year ago No, we are really men... none of
you americans are brave enough to strap a bomb to your chest and run into a group of
heavily armed white people... we are brave like lions! Americans are brown grasshoppers!
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TASTY brown grasshoppers! terrorist4life1337 1 year agoTheChattingBox 1 year ago
We are brave to fight for our country, not to do something stupid that would kill us all.
TheChattingBox 1 year agoxtremhunter5876 1 year ago Lol My Bad, Sorry for hogging all
the freedom and hapiness, we'll try to share some next time we carpet bomb you
xtremhunter5876 1 year agoTheChattingBox 1 year ago See? That's how vile you are.
TheChattingBox 1 year agoandrewcaiforprez 1 year ago You are made up of vile goat shit.
Go bite off you mother's cock filthy earwigs. andrewcaiforprez 1 year
agoTheChattingBox 1 year ago That's the best you came up with? Whoop-de-doo
TheChattingBox 1 year agoandrewcaiforprez 1 year ago I shall castrate you dirty demon!
Come out of your mother's asshole and face me! You dirty Americans are too pussy to
fight back. Our king Osama will defile you dirty pigs! I hope that when you wake up
yourself will be hanging from the highest tree in your village! I shall come to your village
and cut off your testes and feed them to the cockroaches! Indeed Osama will be satisfied
with one out of the hundreds of millions of dirty nazis are dead and hanging by a piece of
flesh! andrewcaiforprez 1 year agoTheChattingBox 1 year ago I don't live in a village, and
why on earth would I give out my address? I'm sorry man, but I'm just defending my
country. TheChattingBox 1 year agohicks2892 1 year ago first of all we dont live in
villages you idiot..we actually have the means to become a civilized country...we also are
called the land of the free and the home of the brave for a reason....as far as us americans
being pussys....we showed our face while we were leveling your "VILLAGE"...You call
us stupid for not strapping bombs to our chests and killing innocent people...You are the
stupid ones for doing that because of ONE idiots belief. hicks2892 1 year
agoterrorist4life1337 1 year ago besides, the twin towers were ugly... the NYC skyline
looks MUCH better now terrorist4life1337 1 year agotony2798 1 year ago i saw da devil
tony2798 1 year agoxtremhunter5876 1 year ago With All Due Respect, Please, Burn In
Hell xtremhunter5876 1 year agoandrewcaiforprez 1 year ago You American's are already
in hell. Except that you are not burning dirty goat fuckin nazis. andrewcaiforprez 1 year
agoterrorist4life1337 1 year ago Krptownage, terrorists don't cause terror, it's just a racist
stereotype given by filthy americans... i prefer "HEROES" terrorist4life1337 1 year
agoTheChattingBox 1 year ago If they don't cause terror, then why are they killing us
americans?! Killing innocent children you vile person. TheChattingBox 1 year
agoandrewcaiforprez 1 year ago The "King of Crap" was a negro man. He should have
been tied to the ceiling with two goats on his sides at the top of the twin tower the day
America got raped. andrewcaiforprez 1 year agoTheChattingBox 1 year ago He wasn't
raped genius, Michael was guilty, they did every test they could to him to find out if he
really did, and he didn't. We americans can forgive what he has done, and plus he donoted
to so many children's charities. TheChattingBox 1 year agoandrewcaiforprez 1 year ago
Would the 10,000 Muslim children fondled by Jackson's negro hands forgive his actions?
andrewcaiforprez
1
year
agoTheChattingBox
1
year
ago
Comment
removedandrewcaiforprez 1 year ago Fine then you or not jews. You are dirty American
hitlers. andrewcaiforprez 1 year agokrptOwnage 1 year ago i also find it interesting that
ur using the word terrorists almost in the way that ur defending them. and yes i do think
its right that americans are killing terrorist cause if u had an ounce of sense terrorist
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CAUSE terror. krptOwnage 1 year agoandrewcaiforprez 1 year ago Terrorists Cause
beauty. Two days after my son was bombed, two terrorists kidnapped me and tortured
me for 2 weeks. But when they set me free, they said," The Virgins are waiting for you
my friend. God Bless You and Americans can go screw a goat." That made me happier
then I had ever been. andrewcaiforprez 1 year agoterrorist4life1337 1 year ago DEATH
TO ALL AMERICANS!!!! - you all sicken me! Thank you Allah for that miracle you
performed on 9/11/01! It was amazing seeing those building explode! You Americans
sicken me, you stupid people think that a dead king of pop deserves a front page cover
over a dead Iraqy child! Everday hundreds of innosent iraq's die because of you filthy
americans! terrorist4life1337 1 year agotricksurfr01 1 year ago 2 haha fuck you muslim
fuck. I have personally killed dozens of you disgusting mongoloids. Wiping your ass with
your hands and screwing little boys. You are the nugget terd of the world, everyone in the
world hates you. You're a fucking bane where ever you go. If your such an awesome
terrorist, what is your name you're fucking mix between camel shit and and goat piss. You
don't have the balls. Typical fucking muslim fucking pussy, won't fight like a man. You
just screw little boys, faggot. tricksurfr01 1 year ago 2andrewcaiforprez 1 year ago Say
that to Osama Bind Laden our King, and wake up in your bed chained up and in a pit of
scorpions. You shall be fucking a goat soon. American's are dirty Nazi Jews and everyone
in the entire world hates you. Asians, Negros, Jews, Canadians, Austrailians, Mexicans
hate you. We are loved by all and by the Osama King and our lord. All you Americans are
lazy pieces of Pig Crap. All you do is fuck little boys and chain them in your basements.
Go fuck goats you dirty American piece of jew shit. andrewcaiforprez 1 year
agotricksurfr01 1 year ago 3 Why dont you list your name and address
andrewfagforprez? Because you are a little fucking faggot hiding in mommy and daddy's
basement. If your faggot ass came out you would get your ass kicked. If you did list your
name, people like me would show up, beat your old man's ass , get head from your whore
mom then beat your bitch ass while you play world of warcraft tricksurfr01 1 year ago
3TheChattingBox 1 year ago 2 Um, dude, mexicans, canadians, and many others come to
america to live there. And americans get there heritage from other countries.
TheChattingBox 1 year ago 2krptOwnage 1 year ago u know wat andrew go fuck
yourself, if your family died in a horrible way like that u will be in tears to. the terrorists
may have taken our tours but they cant take away our pride for being an american
krptOwnage 1 year agoandrewcaiforprez 1 year ago My daughter was raped by the
talibans and shot in the stomach. We stayed with her for 3 hours before she bled too
death... My wife commited suicide over that by jumping into the lake. My son was killed
when Americans bombed our farmhouse. Dirty American Jews think too much of
themselves. GOD BLESS NON-AMERICANS andrewcaiforprez 1 year
agoandrewcaiforprez 1 year ago 2 You know, all terrorists in the middle east have loving
families too. Do you think it's right that americans are over there killing them now? The
army has probably doubled the casualties of 9/11 overseas fighting innocent people who
are only fighting back to defend their political and religious beliefs! andrewcaiforprez 1
year ago 2TheChattingBox 1 year ago Terriorists are cruel though. Terrorists attack
innocent lives also. We americans were trying to help iraq, but some didn't want help. Us
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americans are here to fight for freedom. TheChattingBox 1 year agoDashapell 1 year ago
WTF 22 hours and 21,303 comments i mean c'mon WTF Dashapell 1 year
agoandrewcaiforprez 1 year ago show hide The 9/11 Attack never actually happened. It
was all just an illusion caused by the weather and smoke. So shut up you dirty Americans
and forget about this "event." Stop crying over something that has never happened. We
should all be celebrating that Michael Jackson died. You dirty, rancid, putrid, Americans.
andrewcaiforprez
1
year
agoTheChattingBox
1
year
ago
Comment
removedandrewcaiforprez 1 year ago At least they got to call their wives and children. Do
you think the wonderful terrorists had any time time to say something to their family
before dirty American Jew like you shot their head, ripped apart their arteries and feed
them to the dogs? No, so you can go fuck a goat you dirty American piece of shit.
andrewcaiforprez 1 year agoTheChattingBox 1 year ago Guess what, lots of people died
before they got to say good-bye as well, so don't think iraq is the only place. And why
do you bring the king of pop into this discussion? Why does it matter where he was
from? He had great music, and that's all that matters. TheChattingBox 1 year
agokrptOwnage 1 year ago i know right people are so fucking disrespectful. RIP for the
victims and get a life for the people who think this is funny krptOwnage 1 year
agoipiikay 1 year ago ddoctriness,how could you put lol? ipiikay 1 year agokrptOwnage
1 year ago wat the hell is wrong with u people commenting about sex. maybe take a
minute to realize that thousands of people died on this day. regular hardworking souls
who were loved by many. so have some respect and if u have something stupid to say
just dont say it. go to hell terrorist, and god bless america which im proud to be 1 and god
bless the brave men and women who sacrificed their lives to help save other. fucking
"terrorist4...." FUCK U man krptOwnage 1 year agoandrewcaiforprez 1 year ago
Comment removedFr3ak0ut900 1 year ago Comment removedFr3ak0ut900 1 year ago
The planes didn't cause the collapse, explosives like c4 did. Watch the movie Zeitgeist
and see by youself. I really don't know what to say, I really wonder if this was a terrorist
attack after seeing that movie as it tells us that Al-Quaida doesn't even exist and so much
more... Fr3ak0ut900 1 year agoSoupMan1010 1 year ago God I was eather in 1st or
kindergarden when this happened. My mom never told me until I was like 8 or 9. This
was the worst day in history :-(. And the person who put the "lol" is cruel.
SoupMan1010 1 year agoThePinkLadies96 1 year ago i was the same age to!
ThePinkLadies96 1 year agosabrina290394 1 year ago it was a orrible day and i'll never
and never forget this!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! sabrina290394 1 year agoIgot2MuchSwag 1 year ago
This vid give me an erection. Igot2MuchSwag 1 year agoSuperTruthful 1 year ago igo-- It
really is a shame that God allow a piece of human waste like you to live..May you get an
erection when it happens to your family..I hope you watch them die and cum all over
yourself..wishing a fucked up life..OOPPS! you already have one. SuperTruthful 1 year
agoyehyasucks 1 year ago at 11:04 you can see somebody jump off to the right
yehyasucks 1 year agosk8yk8t 1 year ago wow i was in 1st grade when this happened i
remember coming home and my mom was like, You will not beleive what happened.. i
was in total shock =( sk8yk8t 1 year agotakemetotexas 1 year ago 2 I was in 3rd grade
and I woke up to get ready for school and it was weird because the TV was on, and we
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weren't allowed to watch TV on school mornings. But my mom told me something had
happened that was bad and I didn't know what had happened at all. I just remember
sitting on the step in my living room thinking it was like a movie. So sad. takemetotexas 1
year ago 2Lyia2 1 year ago did you get to go out there when it all cleared up and get a
piace of the world trade center Lyia2 1 year agoPennsylvaniaRyan 1 year ago Thank you
so much for sharing your video. PennsylvaniaRyan 1 year agoterrorist4life1337 1 year
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Get LAID 2-night! Real
professional services! 100% amatuer free guaranteed! 24/7 day or night! whenever you
want! Assistants are waiting for your call sexy! terrorist4life1337 1 year
agoladyobxana18 1 year ago i saw one on the window. about 9:06 mins. Ü :( that was sad.
ladyobxana18 1 year agoIndoril5 1 year ago ALLAH U'AKBAR Indoril5 1 year
agoterrorist4life1337 1 year ago Allah u, akbar indeed la salam alaken! terrorist4life1337 1
year agoNCT1 1 year ago Wow thewilberforces is a fuckin asshole, That is not funny, I
like to see your house collapse with you in it, oh wait you probably don't even live in a
house, you probably live in some shack in some 3rd world country, where you have to
fear for your pathetic life everyday, you have no life, rot in hell all you haters and
terrorists who think badly of America, you can go suck your boyfriends arab Iraqi,
Whatever kind of breed of untaimed animal you are. NCT1 1 year agoddoctriness 1 year
ago show hide lol ddoctriness 1 year agoredcherries022 1 year ago 9:39 wow.
redcherries022 1 year agoLyia2 1 year ago i was in 2nd grade when this happened Lyia2 1
year agomagicmountain08 1 year ago kindergarten. i thought aliens attacked a huge
building magicmountain08 1 year agoAmericanMuscle1011 1 year ago I was in 2nd grade
too. AmericanMuscle1011 1 year agotupsiesoc 1 year ago oh no theres some on on
minute 9:06 outside the window. tupsiesoc 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago most people
believe you can see satan's face in the cloud of smoke. personally i think its all bullshit.
henf5671 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago you may want to tell nappy1987 to not make
comments like that. before this comment made by nappy1987 i didn't have a problem
with muslims at all. now i don't know what to think of muslims? i guess most of them are
good but you may want to tell nappy to stop these comments before non-islams like me
put all muslims in the same box. i'm just giving you some insight. henf5671 1 year
agorb1624 1 year ago Untouchablemkwo, This video is not about revenge. This is people
looking back on a day that obviously will always be remembered. I find it interesting that
you are on YouTube searching a 911 video, on 9/11, and have the audacity to tell these
people who are only showing there respect to the almost 3,000 lives lost, to get over it.
Do yourself a favor and read some history books, we still reflect on a lot of days, some
that happened years and years ago. Do us all a favor, and go fuck yourself. rb1624 1 year
agohenf5671 1 year ago i agree man. that fucker putinloh1 thinks he's all bad making those
comments on youtube. well if he's got any balls he'd face us like a real man and say that
shit to our face. in our country i already know those comments he's making would
definitely get him shot to death. henf5671 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago Comment
removed87buickgn10 1 year ago 9/11/01....islam at its best !!! fuck that crazy cult of
fanatics,and by the way,NEVER trust any muslim,even the sweet talking pricks....they
secretly hate your guts,they're brainwashed to. 87buickgn10 1 year agoinitiatrix 1 year
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ago They got us thinking Muslims like making bombs, but real Muslims believe in
paradise and resist the Shaitan. initiatrix 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago you seriously
need serious help to get your fucking head on straight. this is youtube not a porno place
where post comments like that. YOU CAN BURN IN HELL WITH SATAN FOR
SAYING THAT. henf5671 1 year agoCyanDreadlow 1 year ago I swear to god I think I
hear the HSM song in the background CyanDreadlow 1 year agosarangjogi 1 year ago
look at those buildings, look fake sarangjogi 1 year agothewilberforces 1 year ago Happy
Eighth Anniversary, Americans. I baked a twin towers cake to celebrate, but when I lit
the candles it collapsed. thewilberforces 1 year agosamjam43 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam your going to hell samjam43 1 year agoSeron321 1
year ago doesn't exist so i'm not worried. Seron321 1 year agoShilukITheMongrel 1 year
ago 2 the ladys talking like nothings happening! show some emotions and respect lady!
ShilukITheMongrel 1 year ago 2antisipation 1 year ago 9/11 was in an inside job. This i
will believe untill shown proper evidence it was not, antisipation 1 year agohenf5671 1
year ago middle east = satan. the source of all evil you fucking cunt. henf5671 1 year
agohenf5671 1 year ago wow! I can't believe what a fucking cunt you are. you actually
believe that we're gonna die on 12 21 2012. where is your fucking mind? do have any
sense of reality or science at all? obviously not. the only way all of humanity can die is if
we blew each other up in a huge war like wwIII. that movie called 2012 looks exciting but
is in fact truly absurd. how can a tsunami come towering down over mt. everst.
absurd.what are the odds that many meteorites would come to earth? use your brain!!!!!
henf5671 1 year agoEdgeHead579 1 year ago Osamas a douchebag. May he rot in hell for
ever. EdgeHead579 1 year agojulesville87 1 year ago 2 Sooo sad. Couldn't they have
rescued people by helicopter who were above where the planes hit? Obviously they did
all they could to save them but I was just wondering why they didn't try helicopter
rescue, there was enough time right? RIP everyone who died apart from the scum that did
this! julesville87 1 year ago 2MapleClericBoy 1 year ago well the smoke coming out, and
they get out more from the bottom(you cant get much people on a helicopter). also at
first they thouught the towers were strong enough to hold MapleClericBoy 1 year
agoofficialbabyloca 1 year ago it's all George bush dumbass fault!!!! he started the war...if
it wasn't for him..all those people would still be here and Al-Qaeda wouldn't exist!
officialbabyloca 1 year agoPantherRugger10 1 year ago Wow it's sad how ignorant you
are....the Al-Qaeda was around along time before this (um World Trade Center bombing in
1993 anyone?) and the war against Iraq started AFTER 9-11. So no, "my friend," all
these people would not still be here. PantherRugger10 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam This was NOT an inside job. If it is
then prove it. show me all your evidence to back up your bullshit because the real facts
are in history books, textbooks, internet sites, and other news media around the world.
the planes were hijacked by 19 extremist muslims and flew them into the twin towers,
pentagon, and a field. if you don't have any evidence of your stupid pathetic lame inside
job crap than i suggest you shut the fuck up and not comment anymore. henf5671 1 year
agohenf5671 1 year ago Comment removedxkillem109 1 year ago I was in kindergarden
when this happened. and i still remember this...its so crazy...so unreal its like a horror
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movie....i can see people...waving shirts, or cloth or something like that.....and....its just
words cant describe it xkillem109 1 year agohicham364 1 year ago show hide you fucking
dumb people stil dont know the trouth bush did this he payd peole!! busch did thiss
george busch hicham364 1 year agorsgueglia10 1 year ago learn how to spell his name you
dick face before you speak rsgueglia10 1 year agoPantherRugger10 1 year ago please do
us all a favor and learn how to spell, than you may post your ignorant ramblings
PantherRugger10 1 year agoHolquin117 1 year ago 2 that was freaking crazy i feel sorry
for all of those innocent people.. Holquin117 1 year ago 2FACTUNTHJU 1 year ago I
have put in brackets your mistake,should it say 'view' ? A september 11 2001 tribute, and
a watch of what happend that horrible morning near World Trade Center buildings, A
terrible (saw) of what happend on the towers basements also. Never Forget 9/11/01
FACTUNTHJU 1 year agololocaust900 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam LOL AT MORONS JUMPOING! PWNED by boxcutter weilding
terrorissts lolocaust900 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago go to hell. henf5671 1 year
agoAreeanna1 1 year ago Let's see what you would do in that situation. Wow the
stupidity in some of the comments on here is astounding. I pray you're not an American.
Areeanna1 1 year agoroggerogre27 1 year ago Ok go hide in your sand cave and support
people who murder innocent men, women, and children. You're a coward. roggerogre27 1
year agoDrakedog777 1 year ago first, I'm not hiding second, I'm fighting to protect my
country and religion from you invaders third, america is the country that rape and murder
innocent women and children, not to mention that you support the landless country
israel, that kill innocent women and children. binladen has proved that you are nothing to
be feared, you deserve what happened to you and I pray that more happens to you
cowards Drakedog777 1 year agosydboy84 1 year ago Amen to that. Say it like it is!
sydboy84 1 year agoroggerogre27 1 year ago Ok the US didn't invade you because of
your religion. If you didn't already know the US practices freedom of religion, were every
religion is welcomed without prejudice. We did invade you however because your
country supports terrorism which claims the lives of innocent civilians, which is seen in
this video. roggerogre27 1 year ago1997EVAN 1 year ago u r on the other side??
1997EVAN 1 year agoroggerogre27 1 year ago What side? roggerogre27 1 year
ago1997EVAN 1 year ago the umm... nevermind i missread that 1997EVAN 1 year
agoDrakedog777 1 year ago you forgot the oil and lust for blood Drakedog777 1 year
agolinkinpark489 1 year ago yeah it's more depressing if u see it yourself :'( linkinpark489
1 year agoIVI4SSG3N0CYD3 1 year ago thats so true IVI4SSG3N0CYD3 1 year
agodan325013 1 year ago Jeez, I was only 13 when all this happened. dan325013 1 year
agoterrorist4life1337 1 year ago show hide AMERICA GOT RAPED! terrorist4life1337
1 year agodingdongditcher69 1 year ago wow... thats sad.. just die.. dingdongditcher69 1
year agodan325013 1 year ago Really? Like seriously? dan325013 1 year
agojustinlablance123 1 year ago hey im not american but who really cares that was the
most sickest thing ever what those people did there was thousands of people kid and
some people find it funny wow u guys are twisted justinlablance123 1 year
agoBaldBritneyTheBugger 1 year ago LOL well done u muslims america=pwned
BaldBritneyTheBugger 1 year agololocaust900 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
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show hide Not Spam R.I.P to all those brave terrorists. May you have many virgins in
paradise. lolocaust900 1 year agodingdongditcher69 1 year ago another fag
dingdongditcher69 1 year agoAromitus 1 year ago GOD SHOULD'VE MADE
SUPERHEROES :'( Aromitus 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago EllLoQUILLO America's
made up of people from different nations. Sharky2055 1 year agoTHISMUSTBEVALID
1 year ago 3 You do NOT talk about Americans that way! Thousands of innocent people
were murdered that day, and you are going to laugh about it? Some advice, shut up and
screw off you piece of crap! THISMUSTBEVALID 1 year ago 3MRBLAKFOX45 1
year ago a terrorist, someone who thinks there doing right by killing. That's why were
blowing up terrorist camps. Unfortunately, we don't know how to "brain wash" so the
only way to kill terrorism is like killing bugs. Makin' um go splat MRBLAKFOX45 1
year agoMRBLAKFOX45 1 year ago hey, i know ur pissed but don't use cunt, that's
probably the most offensive word int he English language. MRBLAKFOX45 1 year
agolinkinpark489 1 year ago i'm sorry :( excuse my language but this really gets on my
nerves though i'm not american-_- linkinpark489 1 year ago Prev 49 50 51 52 53 54
55 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms
Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English
Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your
Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a
different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close
Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) EllLoQUILLO 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam lol lol lol lol lol lo lol lol lol
jajajajajajajajajajajajajajaja-jajajaja!!!!!!!!!!!!!FUCKING
ASSHOLES
AMERICANS
EllLoQUILLO 1 year agotmush217 1 year ago 2 most people on youtube are idiots. you
make fun of americans for getting killed, meanwhile 9/11 killed more then just americans.
people from all over the world got killed there. think you idiots. your making fun of
people dieing. tmush217 1 year ago 2biguidibela 1 year ago que mamadas son esas de
mandar bomberos...jajaja!! biguidibela 1 year agodroidbait 1 year ago we did an entire
double period history lesson on this on friday 11th droidbait 1 year
agoMRBLAKFOX45 1 year ago thats good MRBLAKFOX45 1 year
agoFOoRMnUeLA 1 year ago My aunt and uncle watched the entire thing unfold on the
roof of their hotel. They were scheduled to eat breakfast in one of the towers earlier that
morning, but they decided to stay in the hotel. FOoRMnUeLA 1 year agofaisalkkol 1
year ago i dont thinks o. lier........... faisalkkol 1 year agolinkinpark489 1 year ago your the
cunt u stupid faggot:@ fucking virgin get a life :@ linkinpark489 1 year agomaminoune56
1 year ago it was office so lot people in the immeuble and all that for what , it's very
tragédic and sade i'm so sory for the family of victime maminoune56 1 year
agoCocaColaGirl77 1 year ago bush lied he said that he saw the first plane on tv but no
one saw the first plane CocaColaGirl77 1 year agochesneyluvzlovepuppy 1 year ago at
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19:41 the twin tower calpysed how ever you spell it chesneyluvzlovepuppy 1 year
agoRachNCarrie 1 year ago It's creepy @ the beginning of the video, u hear music in the
backround. wait in the begining is the camera woman in the 2nd tower??? RachNCarrie 1
year agobrendanmo11 1 year ago 19:48 problably caused lots of pollution brendanmo11 1
year agoayeitskylie1212 1 year ago 7:35 There is a person! Thats sad..... :'''(
ayeitskylie1212 1 year agozachpatrick1 1 year ago They are rebuliding only one tower in
that same location called the Freedom tower. zachpatrick1 1 year agojeffersooonxd 1 year
ago bush i hate you jeffersooonxd 1 year agonickstick56 1 year ago was 17:19 a fighter jet
nickstick56 1 year agolinkinpark489 1 year ago yeah probably idk why it's there
though...:'( linkinpark489 1 year agoImSoChillProductions 1 year ago Osama Bin
Laden=retard who likes death ImSoChillProductions 1 year agostormchaser420 1 year ago
wasnt bin laden..was bush who was behind this... stormchaser420 1 year
agochesneyluvzlovepuppy 1 year ago that jerk who hit the twin towers was a death lover
chesneyluvzlovepuppy 1 year agolinkinpark489 1 year ago why do ppl keep saying it's
bush?? please tell me pleaseee linkinpark489 1 year agoJuicyisbliss 1 year ago They
should have just rebuilt them instead of the freedom tower option. ;/ Its like the saying
when you fall off the horse.. you get back on. New York City just isn't the same without
them. Juicyisbliss 1 year agoILuvvTeeAreVee 1 year ago You can rebuild the towers but
you can't bring back the people, I personally think it'd almost be insulting to rebuild the
towers, I can't explain why I just do. ILuvvTeeAreVee 1 year agoTheDest747 1 year ago
Skip to 19:41 and the building collapses. RIP all those people that died... TheDest747 1
year agogUrAcoX463 1 year ago 19:40 to 21:03 is some of the scariest crap ive ever seen,
can u imagine being chased by a smoke cloud that fast on the ground? god... gUrAcoX463
1 year agospudlymac 1 year ago i remember being at shool that day and being sent home
early because of this. spudlymac 1 year agolynninator30 1 year ago 7:35.....is that a
person lynninator30 1 year agocubs197 1 year ago Oh man, I new people were doing this,
but, man, I didn't see that cubs197 1 year agocubs197 1 year ago :'( cubs197 1 year
agoandymccars 1 year ago wow what one terrorist attack will do to the u.s andymccars 1
year agowolfden3000 1 year ago biggist tragity in world history wolfden3000 1 year
agoDeradundrum 1 year ago It's really bad but IDK about the worst. Think about the
holocaust, or the 2004 tsunamis. It was horrible though. R.I.P. Deradundrum 1 year
agoILuvvTeeAreVee 1 year ago Well the holocaust isn't America's history, and the
tsunamis isn't either. When people say it's the worst tragedy, generally speaking I'd say
they're talking about America, ): It was absolutely awful :( ILuvvTeeAreVee 1 year
agosubliminallz 1 year ago Lol weve done this to other countries dosens probably
hundreds of times. And things like the holocaust and american slavery were way worse
than this subliminallz 1 year agoadamned19 1 year ago 11 September is an event the
world has changed, and deep impression on almost everyone who has seen the images.
The natural question was, of course, who sat behind. Soon, Al Qaeda and Osama bin
Laden called, and within days the names and photos were published of the nineteen
hijackers, and the first steps were taken to the attack on the perpetrators. But soon
crossed the first conspiracy theories head on, adamned19 1 year agostephhome7 1 year
ago if u turn it up u can hear her heart beating scary .......... stephhome7 1 year
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agoJT22772 1 year ago sora123 thats a plane god this is scary JT22772 1 year
agosydXoXrocks 1 year ago R.I.P sydXoXrocks 1 year agosora123oblivion 1 year ago
Omg, if you look close at 5:31, you can see someting on the left flying. LOOKS LIKE A
UFO. I am also sorry about how many people died in this event. When I was little I
would always go to that center. sora123oblivion 1 year agogUrAcoX463 1 year ago ive
been seeing videos thru utube saying that gUrAcoX463 1 year agoTRowePrice666 1 year
ago RIP cant belive its been 8 years TRowePrice666 1 year agonetherlanicperson19 1
year ago i remember watching this in the afternoon in holland. i was 12 years old and it
was terrible. everything has changed since then netherlanicperson19 1 year
agoElaineKouya 1 year ago Comment removedulmeruniversity 1 year ago GoldenSiouxX,
u r crazy. wen i see 9-11 movies and videos i start crying. if u were in there burning to
death. u would be laughing? i dont think so. and if u were faced with the decision to jump
or burn to death. wat would u do. u sicken me. and all the people that just sat and laughed
or thought that this was funny wen u were watching it. ulmeruniversity 1 year
agoiluvjustinbieber67 1 year ago i am 13 years old now. when i was 5 i had to experiencce
this. i lived a mile away. when i was 6 i movedd to massachusetts. i was always
troubleded by this. a year ago i met lukas montano. his father died in the 9/11 attack. i
just wanted to say thank you for making tis video. iluvjustinbieber67 1 year
agokillzone2000 1 year ago i was in grade 1 when this happened didnt learn about it until
i got home from school and saw lots of shit happening on the news (i was flipping chans
to watch cartoons i saw alot of breaking news things) killzone2000 1 year
agoBriansTubeAccount 1 year ago ok, I feel like comments should be disabled You know
over the internet people would say things that they really dont mean They just feel like
getting attention over the computer... Obviously they dont mean what they say they just
want to cause some trouble to make away with time... BriansTubeAccount 1 year
agoVGgameplay 1 year ago You sir either have a bad sense of humour or you have no
appreciation of life. VGgameplay 1 year agoBriansTubeAccount 1 year ago Tragedy
BriansTubeAccount 1 year agoIchigoNote 1 year ago Religous people do sicken me a
bit... Not only is Religion an excellent base for wars, but saying stuff like thank god ...
after something like that? It's just like...a Miracle! A little Baby survived the
Tornado...well 50 People died but god saved the Baby! I mean come on... IchigoNote 1
year agoSicoe6256 1 year ago So sad. R.I.P to all the people who died on that horrible
day!!! Sicoe6256 1 year agoBassachusetts 1 year ago Thank you for deciding to release
this video. Me and my family really enjoyed seeing a public shot video tribute instead of
worldwide news shots that last a whole 2 minutes.... Bassachusetts 1 year
agobabydiamand 1 year ago my teacher showed me this video in class yesterday and my
friend was crying i was soo sad so many lives were lost D= babydiamand 1 year
agoMcGolgatha 1 year ago thank you for this never show in TV pics. A personally gift
for the world! Thank you for holding the camera all the time. 8 Years ago, and im
Shocked! McGolgatha 1 year agohalo23forever 1 year ago 2 R.I.P all of those who died
that day halo23forever 1 year ago 2TheTodd1977 1 year ago RIP to all the innocent
Arabs Americans have killed! TheTodd1977 1 year agoalleycat0725 1 year ago thats so
sad alleycat0725 1 year agomilkaholic123 1 year ago So sad. I'll never forget.
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milkaholic123 1 year agogre68 1 year ago how can 2 such big structures impode straight
down???? gre68 1 year agometalgear492 1 year ago pakis metalgear492 1 year
agoArchitecture4less 1 year ago 2 STUPID pop6199 what are YOU a terrorist? thats not
funny. Oh by the way, awseme footege. sad though Architecture4less 1 year ago
2pop6199 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam lol funny shit
amirite? pop6199 1 year agoDamianMan01 1 year ago you are crazy!! you are stupid!!
DamianMan01 1 year agonikicayeypr 1 year ago they should nuke those freken contrris
to helll and kill em alll nuke them 15 times send in your military kill them alll kill em
all!!!!!!!!!!!! nikicayeypr 1 year agobcwdrums 1 year ago 3 This was pure
evil.................... bcwdrums 1 year ago 3raybl 1 year ago The Italian Prime Minister on
record said 9-11 was the CIA and Mossad. Open your eyes, everything has been a lie
since they shot JFK in the face. raybl 1 year agopeyoteugly 1 year ago very chilling and
eerie to see it from your point of view. the shot of the firetrucks and the deafening
sirens....jeesh. peyoteugly 1 year agoabualayaah 1 year ago show hide America did that 2
themselves, U guys should have not try 2 take over lol... and this what u get in return
people dying 4 there rights and there family, nothing 2 do with islam. dummies but 4
there own sake. it's even white muslims that from america so, its not religon it's just there
opion to commit suicide to kill yall abualayaah 1 year agostfuxcali 1 year ago bull shit. 1st
off, learn to fucking talk normal. I don't know where you got your fucking information
but this IS for the sake of their religion. So we really deserved this? We deserved all the
innocent people dying because America is trying to protect us? Go to hell. stfuxcali 1
year agoPninja885 1 year ago 3 Im gonna smah your face i swear to god Its not about
america doing something wrong. Its about faggets doing something wrong to innocent
people. Pninja885 1 year ago 3tenshinakai 1 year ago I believe the term you're looking for
is "idiot." Let's not use offessive terms where they don't apply, dear. tenshinakai 1 year
agotenshinakai 1 year ago Religion is the whole reason the middle east is in the shitter.
They can't see past their own religious prejudices to even consider a life where seeing a
bomb on the street is not commonplace. It's called jihad. It's been that way since before
whatever god you worship even thought of you. Oh and by the way, there is no
justification for terrorism. It's stupid, pointless especially in a place like america. I mean
what did they expect them to do, fall just because a couple of their buildings did?
tenshinakai 1 year agohank67hill 1 year ago A chilling perspective. Thanks for sharing.
It's sad Clinton and Bush didn't stop Osama. Now Obama apologizes to foreign nations
for the American way of life. hank67hill 1 year agobeautygirljess 1 year ago stupid islam
stupid muslim stupid arabs stupid terrorist NEVER TRAVEL TO DOHA, QATAR. IT
IS NEAR DUBAI AND THEY HAVE TERRORISTS beautygirljess 1 year
agolinkinpark489 1 year ago i saw ur channel and it says ur from Qatar:S............
linkinpark489 1 year agoGinsha88 1 year ago Its on of the most terribel things that
happened in the History! Ginsha88 1 year agoahar2919 1 year ago Well , I think bombing
Hiroshima and Nakazaki were more horroe ahar2919 1 year agoTRISTARENT1 1 year
ago LOL FUCK U DOG SHIT TRISTARENT1 1 year agofreelutv 1 year ago you
horrible person freelutv 1 year agomaddiejohnson3 1 year ago who in the right mind
would do this? i cry everytime i watch this.. maddiejohnson3 1 year agocpedie20 1 year
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ago controlled demolition cpedie20 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam USA is the head of global terror-hiroshima
nagasaki slavery indian holocaust killing 12 million indian landowner that rightful defend
their land wich equals4time as much as hitler killed jews-level out finacial disasters on
cost of innocent nations after making up lies to legitimate armed economical robberiestrue global terrorism is based in washington dc-USA the worst negative threat that
violatebasic human rights globalwide in over a century-USA=united sadist agency
Mr19pedro78 1 year agoSecretsoftami 1 year ago this is soo sad Secretsoftami 1 year
agobodnit 1 year ago yeah Fuck u Arabs! Nieder mit diesen islamistischen TerrorSchweinen bodnit 1 year agoNemsiBre 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam I hope that you will once more something like this happen you say this
Sprski people who have experienced trauma during the bombing of Serbia in your
NemsiBre 1 year agoGenkarmenik 1 year ago 2 The world has been fooled. Money rules
the world. Genkarmenik 1 year ago 2Drakedog777 1 year ago show hide perfectly done
job, thank god then osama Drakedog777 1 year agomonsnap1 1 year ago It's so so
upsetting hearing the silence after the first collapse, just hearing nothing but an echoing
siren :'( monsnap1 1 year agoOsamaBinLaden957 1 year ago Open your eyes, Americans
themselves have treated themselves to September 11, because the planes do with it, in
fact, the building collapsed from-controlled demolition OsamaBinLaden957 1 year
agoOsamaBinLaden957 1 year ago Comment removedshr444 1 year ago 3 FUCK YOU
ARABS! FUCK U ARABIC COUNTRIES! FUCK U BIN LADEN! for every single
person who dies there we will kill 23423 people! fuckin goats! i hate u all ur the trash of
the world we need to nuke u all! with one nuclear bomb! shr444 1 year ago
3rockeurpunkeur 1 year ago 2 Don't forget... rockeurpunkeur 1 year ago 2k3lliiii 1 year
ago OMG ! ='( k3lliiii 1 year agowhafah 1 year ago Comooon ,, American r u that stupid
to beilive that poor arabians did it :)))) U still belive it like you still beilive louis amstrong
was the 1st man to walk in the moon :))) americans are soo stupid litterally:)))) whafah 1
year agojeziiman 1 year ago you are stupid! jeziiman 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago
whafah....go suck a camel cock you rag head prick... 87buickgn10 1 year
agoinfowwarsdotcom456 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Limbaugh, 'The View', and O'Reilly denounced Charlie Sheen, but have you heard what he
said!!?? Charlie Sheen's Video Message to President Obama(title of 6 min video)
/watch?v=ZyKR2-A0KPU best 911 info here: ae911truth-org kickthemallout-com ( see
free video library) info never shown on TV infowwarsdotcom456 1 year
agoEyeOfTheStorm123 1 year ago omg thats rly scary , i would be scared as hell if i saw
it from tht close Oo EyeOfTheStorm123 1 year agoAdolf357 1 year ago Eternal memory
to the Arabian brothers to heroes of jihad!!! Adolf357 1 year agosantoro2020 1 year ago
Why the negative comments?!?! This was a terrible day and imagine your just working in
there and a plane struck it and your on the top! No way getting down besides...
Jumping... Imagine getting crushed from the collapse. Imagine something like saying bye
to your mom or dad if you were young and they never came home... I don't see why there
are negative comments..... Never forget 9/11 santoro2020 1 year agobrinimaus 1 year ago
boah ich hab so ne dicke Gänsehaut gekriegt..... brinimaus 1 year agoLogox22 1 year ago
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omg das ist unglaublich !!! :( Logox22 1 year agoAdolf357 1 year ago Eternal memory to
heroes which have thrown down a challenge to dirty America!!! Adolf357 1 year
agoLavenderFlower1 1 year ago 2 People who worked on the first floor or near it...but i
feel sooooo sorry for the people that worked right were the plane struck!!!
LavenderFlower1 1 year ago 2lyllypoika 1 year ago Watch time 14.00!!! Why there
smoking down the street??? lyllypoika 1 year ago111Marilyn1 1 year ago :( very sad!
111Marilyn1 1 year agowitchy901 1 year ago 4 oh my god that's scary i can't believe it's
nearly 10 years since it happened i feel sorry for those who died ;[ witchy901 1 year ago
4milmilishikhardi 1 year ago 5 i really felt sorry 'bout the innocent people died in the
event & I always condemn inhuman acts, but u americans have u ever thought 'bout wat
ur ancestors have done & doin' right now to other innocent people.....? milmilishikhardi 1
year ago 5melskim 1 year ago that day was to awful to discuss if someone was entertain
with it or not, we should respect the people who died, who lost someone there. melskim
1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago henf so pls dont say i hate united states for their
citizens but i admit i hate their suspicious leaders and ways of leading a nation on
scandalous ways and intrigues, for some reason u guys always see a threat in nations that
are rich on some goods u know. i dont blame u american citizens cause as another part of
the sythem is that ur goverment fool u guys with lies over ur medias to get the needed
backup to suceed their beneficial aims on the cost of innocent people Mr19pedro78 1
year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago i dispice the 9-11 attack, even more cause many many
things speak for an inside job i spend months long to compare the facts that speak for
that its done as an inside job. i dispice al quaida but i cant forget that cia schooled osama
and made him get the power, i dispice saddam but i cant forget the time usa moved that
man in its position after putching the former iraqi king, i dispice hitler but i cant forget
that usa massively suported hitler 12 years long be4 worldwar2 Mr19pedro78 1 year
agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago im not siding middle eastern at all and i dont hate u cause ur
american ur wrong for saying that, but in fact u guys are a victim urself of ur criminal lead
intrigant leaders that have no face using lies to achieve goals legitimate armed economical
robberies on the cost of other nations even though we all learnd of each others mistakes
on globe living in 2009 ur nation is doing global crime 120 times in 115 years wich i can
date till now aday Mr19pedro78 1 year agoCharliBurger 1 year ago look guys, im not
defending anyone, but the only similarity between the events of september 11th and the
hiroshima and nagasaki bombimgs is that they were both atrocities committed against
other nations. thye shouldnt really be compared, as american people get understandably
upset about 9/11, as do japanese people about the bombings. neither party can be
impartial. and youtube is hardly the place to dicuss this either. CharliBurger 1 year
agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago great done of usa to use the international ilegal nuke weapon
against another one just cause those short grown japanese with a heart big like an elephant
kicked ur asses so u couldnt accept the checkmate they made on u and used it, so in fact u
guys proof u use the nuke in bad times even its ilegal but u try to tell other nations that
never used it not to be allowed to own them to. ur a sorry nonsense fool trilled by ur
intrigant leaders that hammer their lies in ur brain over the medias Mr19pedro78 1 year
agorockinghh12 1 year ago 4 the wrost day ever rockinghh12 1 year ago 4Mr19pedro78 1
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year ago hiroshima was a even worse terrorist attack than 9-11 cause now 60 years after
the babies are still victims getting born mutated with 1 hand or no legs u god damn son of
hoes Mr19pedro78 1 year agoThriceDog 1 year ago Do you know what a terrorist attack
is? The USA told Japan to surrender, if not they'd drop a nuclear warhead on them, they
didnt surrender, they had a nuclear warhead dropped on them. ThriceDog 1 year
agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago yes henf u just proof urself that u isa citizens of the stolen
country cant handle the truth so to hide behind ur crimes and want in return to discus
what oters do, one more spic that wants the world to think how good u are and everyone
else is the bad one but u fuckers drove the largest crime till now aday against almost
everybody on this globe Mr19pedro78 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago i thought you said
this was a sad day. so what 's will all the indecisiveness. can't you make up your mind?
another thing is i noticed you're from germany so why are you siding with the middle
eastern people? henf5671 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago I COULD BE MAKING
FLAMING ALL FUCKING DAY IF YOU WANT ME TO. SO IF YOU DON'T
WANT TO GET INSULTED AND FACE MY UGLIER COMMENTS then do
yourself a favor and leave now and take this shit somewhere else, henf5671 1 year
agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago 9-11 isnt funny i feel sad that innocent ones had to die of
that mean inside job to legitimate the oilmission, much more sad i feel for 3015 lives there
and their families but much more sad i fell for 12 million indian landowner of that country
had to die in cruel massacres driven by u. their kids families wifes, u son of bitches dont
cry over those 12 millions u killed in that holocaust to take their land but akt like its the
end of the world when comparely small akts happen in return Mr19pedro78 1 year
agohenf5671 1 year ago who the fuck raised you? by this sickening disturbing comment i
can deduce that SATAN IS YOUR FATHER AND MOTHER. SO FUCK OFF AND
BURN YOUR ASS IN HELL FOR THINKING THAT 911 IS FUNNY henf5671 1
year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago FACTs- USA is the head of global terror, hiroshima
nagasaki slavery indian holocaust killing 12 million indians that rightfully defend their
land wich equals 4 times as much as hitler killed jews, level out financial disasters on the
cost of innocent nations after making up lies to legitimate armed economial robberies, true
global terror is based in washington dc usa is the worst negative threat that violates basic
human rights globalwide in over a century till today, USA= united sadist agency
Mr19pedro78 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago i agree. in order to be saved one of the
requirements according to the christian faith is to be an american. next you have to
profess your faith that you believe in god then you are saved. SatiricalTruth, correct me if
i'm wrong. if i'm right then tell me that i'm right. thanks. henf5671 1 year
agoGABEUDEU 1 year ago No ideology can excuse this acte , I want to share my
sympathy, my support to all the victimes of this , alsoin memory of the firemen and so
many heros sacrificed their life. A tribute from France to the New yorkers and Americans
GABEUDEU 1 year agouczet 1 year ago ...One dolars wow ! dolars lol...gott is dolars...
uczet 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago show hide go eat shit and burn in hell. henf5671 1
year agohenf5671 1 year ago i like your thinking! henf5671 1 year agohenf5671 1 year
ago actually the world would fail if america didn't exist. think of it this way...in a rock
band you need a drummer, guitars, and bass. ok the US is the drummer. without a
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drummer in a rock band you'd have no rhythm and you'd get fucking chaotic noise. so
without the powerful drummer aka US the whole damn world would be in chaos and
unable to function. henf5671 1 year agoPoppingSanta 1 year ago That's the fun thing with
you Americans. You think that you're so good and is the most important country in the
world. Well i got some news for you... YOU'RE NOT ! No country is. PoppingSanta 1
year agohenf5671 1 year ago what country are you from? henf5671 1 year
agoCinematicGlow 1 year ago Sad as this is, it is completely true. There is no ignoring it.
CinematicGlow 1 year agoDawaGermany 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam F A K E !!!!!!!!!! DawaGermany 1 year agoDecay1994 1 year ago
3 is this a plane of the terrorists ? Decay1994 1 year ago 3anouchka100 1 year ago 4 your
so sick if you do something like this anouchka100 1 year ago 4gamervanboxmeer 1 year
ago 3 at 5.30 you can see on the left side a plane flying. you most look really closely but
you can see a black point flying away from the building!!! gamervanboxmeer 1 year ago
3Sedorewk 1 year ago you know how they said the planes were like 2 mintues apart.
That could have been one I don't know Sedorewk 1 year agogamervanboxmeer 1 year ago
that is what I think to ! gamervanboxmeer 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago 3 the real
fucking cunts in this world are people who think killing other people is funny. that means
you're a cunt along with your satanic country you murderous demons. henf5671 1 year
ago 3OperaGhost24HR 1 year ago your referring to America and Hiroshima right?
OperaGhost24HR 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago when i mentioned "satanic country", i
mean the entire middle eastern countries who think its funny to see people burning to
death or falling from the WTC.. henf5671 1 year agoronss1 1 year ago 4 why would you
not want to show this video., it should be shown on national tv every 9/11...horrific acts
like this should not be hidden, regardless of those envolved...there are folks in the world
that hate us, and want us killed... ronss1 1 year ago 4henf5671 1 year ago 2 this is all
made up bullshit. there's no way you'd be able to run even if you somehow survived that
fall. just imagine the incredible g-force. let me just say that if you really fell 40 stories you
wouldn't even be alive sitting at your computer. you'd be dead. remember what i said
about the g-force. that's an incredible amount of g-force there. so don't feed me this
bullshit. i know about physics so dont try to tell me that im wrong. henf5671 1 year ago
2ronss1 1 year ago Comment removedhenf5671 1 year ago let me correct you, you
ignorant piece of shit. 2996 people died, there were 4 planes total 2 of which hit the twin
towers which were not useless. they were office buildings in which people who were A
LOT smarter than you could use for their personal office space. and your fuckwad pilots
were the worst in the world. they didn't even want to know how to land a plane. they
just wanted to fly it. sounds fucking stupid to me. this also rose some suspicious about
them. so shut up! henf5671 1 year agowowyeawow 1 year ago 5 i remeber this like it was
yesterday wowyeawow 1 year ago 5GANGLIAGOROTUS 1 year ago 2 Fuck, YouTube
is filled with ignorant fucktards from all sides GANGLIAGOROTUS 1 year ago
2henf5671 1 year ago YES GOOD IDEA. we should have another event like august 6
1945 except of course it would be on iraq soil and our troops would be back home and
then we americans can celebrate after wards. henf5671 1 year agoultimateillusion 1 year
ago 2 I <3 usa, those that attack her WILL BE CRUSHED make no mistake.
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ultimateillusion 1 year ago 2roryemurphy 1 year ago I was in 6th grade... I cud not believe
wat I was seeing... I was young at the time but my mind could not get around to believing
that that was actually happening... I cry every time I even think of it... GOD watch over
the famlies and for all those who died on this horrific day!!!! roryemurphy 1 year
agoStMichaelsCrew 1 year ago Thank You. Thank You So Much. StMichaelsCrew 1 year
agothewilberforces 1 year ago I've just put a deposit down on a Porsche and mentioned it
on Twitter, I can't understand why the Americans are so upset. All I said was "I can't
wait for the new 911" However, 4000 Pakistanis are now following me thewilberforces 1
year agohenf5671 1 year ago when you said that you can't wait for the new 911, you are
basically saying you can't wait to see more americans die. that's why americans such as
me and other people are pissed off at you and the reason why 4000 pakistans are
following you. henf5671 1 year agoHyperactivecrazy1 1 year ago Some of the things
people are saying on here are pretty shitty. Like this bullshit that it wasn't a terrorist
attack and that this happened cause the president wanted oil? YES he hired people to
crash into buildings and kill people cause he wanted oil. Great if you don't fucking agree
with this but have some respect for those families of the victims. GOD some of you are
pathetic! Hyperactivecrazy1 1 year agothewilberforces 1 year ago US soldiers in
Afghanistan have completed a 9.11km run to mark the day. I see you'll use the metric
system when it suits you... lazy cunts. thewilberforces 1 year agoQuartermaine4Ever 1
year ago Thank you for sharing with us! Quartermaine4Ever 1 year agoZenithson05 1
year ago how are they gonna shoot water up there they should have sent like tons and
tons of roflcopterz to put out teh fire coz roflcopters are godlike Zenithson05 1 year
agoflavfive 1 year ago i cried about this in fith grade it was so sad tear tear flavfive 1 year
ago32369 1 year ago 7 we are americans and before 9/11 we thought we were
invincible.......look now our troops are stuck in a bum fucked country doing what..fighting
terrorism? barrack do us a fucking favor and drop a nuke on afghanistan afterall were
looking for osama ...........iraq can fuck them selves off fukking piss country lest we forget
all the innocent lives lost on 9/11 32369 1 year ago 7henf5671 1 year ago Comment
removedGeneralLudwigBeck 1 year ago Yeah, that's everything you can do: drop a nuke
on somebody. For fighting, you always have been too coward. It was your own
government, your jew-ruled Wall-Street around Silverstein etc. And it was you, who
caused the finance crises. Yeah, the world loves America. "We're all living in Amerika,
Amerika ist wunderbar..." GeneralLudwigBeck 1 year agoleifshady 1 year ago afisher,
thats not cool, man leifshady 1 year agothegoodefamily5 1 year ago well well, honestly i
know people might not believe this, but 911 was planned, a building doesnt fall out of no
where after its been hit, the president just wanted a reason to get some oil from ohter
countries....unfortunately. Many architects have proven that. i do care baout the fallen,
but i dont eat the fact that was a terrorist attack....check 19:45....wow out of no where the
building collapse all the way down, the problem was at the top, not the bottom...but idk
just my opinion.... thegoodefamily5 1 year agothedeadgirlwalks 1 year ago
thegoodefamily5: the top where it was hit collapsed in on itself which caused it to fall...
to think we have been fighting for 8 years and we still haven't accomplished anything
eccept for blood shed, death, and murder what a nice world we live in :( thedeadgirlwalks
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1 year agoUntouchablemkwo 1 year ago I agree with you, this war is pointless
Untouchablemkwo 1 year agoSilverVonRaven 1 year ago So many people have died. Not
only the 2993 people of 90 different Nations that died on this day, but the thousands,
who have been killed since, in war, revenge, hate crimes, and so forth. This is but one
image of a much larger picture. :( RIP SilverVonRaven 1 year agoLOKOGONO 1 year
ago "this happens every day in the middle east" ??? 22.00 LOKOGONO 1 year
agoUntouchablemkwo 1 year ago I state I don't give half a damn about this 9/11 crap yes
it was a tragedy lives were lost I get it but I just don't care it was 8 fucking years ago, let
go of the past if you keep dwelling on the events of the past you will live in them forever
just move on remember the ones who you knew and the memories you have of them but
let go of the god damn event I'm sorry if I offended any of you but I'm tired of this.
Untouchablemkwo 1 year agoShiathkiller 1 year ago 2 do you realize how stupid you
sound? well if u don't u sound pretty stupid. 9-11 is a day of remembrance, what the hell
do you not understand about that? Shiathkiller 1 year ago 2coolrob11 1 year ago come on
its 1 day of the year to show some gratitude to thousands of lives its only 1 day u can
handle that... coolrob11 1 year agoWaldo1026 1 year ago wow untouchableemkwo are u
even america Waldo1026 1 year agoUntouchablemkwo 1 year ago Yea, but I'm not gonna
be a kiss ass just because of what happened, we all done horrible things every country is
not innocent, we all killed innocent people. We had pleanty of time to get revenge in the
War in Iraq and what did that accomplish? Nothing. Untouchablemkwo 1 year
agokimkab0om 1 year ago if you don't care, then why are you watching 9/11 videos?
doesn't make sense. kimkab0om 1 year agoUntouchablemkwo 1 year ago People should
be bale to state their own opinions, so why not in the videos that they show about it.
Untouchablemkwo 1 year agoLOKOGONO 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam rip michael jackson LOKOGONO 1 year agoChloeHollyWood2 1
year ago I'm watching this on tv rite now!!! ChloeHollyWood2 1 year agoazsutter 1 year
ago R.I.P. People who died for us and our freedom. God Bless America! azsutter 1 year
agoJord2929 1 year ago RIP to the Heroes of that day! God Bless the United States of
America!!! Jord2929 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago watch?v=cZ-8jYpa1-o
87buickgn10 1 year agoWOWfirebug 1 year ago that comment was for thewilberforces by
the way WOWfirebug 1 year agoShAySlIm130 1 year ago 9/11...We Will Never
Forget...May the souls of the victims rest in Eternity ShAySlIm130 1 year agonigapriva 1
year ago i watched this on the news when i was in india so me and my friends ran to
nearest temple and wished that it wud rain so the fire wud stop. R.I.P. nigapriva 1 year
agoTheMrTomoto 1 year ago holy crap this is real footage TheMrTomoto 1 year
agokentaroh8 1 year ago i watched this live on tv nd i first thought that was a movie
but.... i cant believe it was real i still sort of cant believe kentaroh8 1 year
agodigitalmonster7 1 year ago R.I.P to the ones who died digitalmonster7 1 year
agoathenascurse 1 year ago Thank you very much for posting this. I cried to. RIP all who
died. athenascurse 1 year agothewilberforces 1 year ago There is a 9/11 conspiracy that
says the twin towers collapsed due to a controlled demolition. Why don't they tell us the
truth, it was the weight 50,000 fat americunts all having their morning doughnuts.
thewilberforces 1 year agoafisher042 1 year ago you're an idiot. afisher042 1 year
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agoWOWfirebug 1 year ago may the souls of your children and grandchildren and your
whole family be sodomized by hellfire WOWfirebug 1 year agoopher36 1 year ago i cant
stop crying for those who had to go thro that and the familes left alone. i give a big thnx
to every one that helped in that as the fire fighters and cope...etc GOD BLESS
AMERICA ..be lucky we r FREE opher36 1 year agolittlecooner 1 year ago i want to kill
those fucktards that did this littlecooner 1 year agoaugustgirl515 1 year ago 2 I'm sorry
that you guys had to see this first hand. It's gut wrenching and emotional enough seeing it
through a screen, but as a personal experience it must have been unbarable! I hear the
woman in the background crying and I just want to give her a hug. Peace to you all. :(
augustgirl515 1 year ago 2jason135xxx 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam motherfuck the usa jason135xxx 1 year agoRandomGuy59 1 year ago
Shock. Apprehension. Anxiety. Shock. Sadness, shock. Apprehension. Desperation.
Shock. Sadness. Remorse. Anger. Vengeance. RandomGuy59 1 year agojotaerre08 1 year
ago when an object falls at about 7.32 minute: look at the minutes: 7.34 7.38 7.46 7.54 in
each of those minutes of clear note explosions or flashes of light over the building. horror.
,,, jotaerre08 1 year agoauntnancy 1 year ago This is just devastating. Thanks for posting
it. auntnancy 1 year agoPalin123Sucks 1 year ago It was 8 years ago today. . .when
CHENEY'S BITCH was sitting in a classroom reading "My Pet Goat". Nice.
AMERICA? WILL NEVER FORGET!!! Palin123Sucks 1 year agokappler16354 1 year
ago that was bush not cheney kappler16354 1 year agoisabel3116 1 year ago I rely want
to FIND THE SECURITY TAPE OF THE INSIDE BUILDINGS BUT RIP ALL PPL
THAT DIED THAT DAY IT RlY MAKeS U THINK BOUT THE PEOPLE THAT
SURVIVED THIS THEY MUST HAVE AN EMOTICONAL SCAR SEEING ALL
THEIR FRIENDS AND COWORKERS DIE OR STRUGLE TO GET OUT nd to
KNOW THAT THEY COULDNT DO ANYTHING TO HELP THEM it must be real
painful and some of the ppl commenting this dont realize how sirious this matter is u
should never wish someone death even if their ur worst enemy (excuse my spellin)
isabel3116 1 year agomelissagay1825 1 year ago This is horrible and very tragic for
america and everyone citizen! melissagay1825 1 year agoLMA629 1 year ago i was 10
when this happened....they announced at the end of the day in 5th grade that something
had happened in new york city. i didnt get home until 6 or so & i was afraid that i had
missed it on the news!!! boy was i wrong......the next day we all went back to school and
told each other what we had heard on the news. later everyone was making flag pins and
hanging american flags everywhere. we then pushed colored plastic cups into the
playground chain link fence spelling "God bless the USA" LMA629 1 year
ago14steelersgurl 1 year ago this is sadd 14steelersgurl 1 year agoYouEatTurds 1 year ago
show hide i totally forgot 9/11 even happened. u know how they say "we'll never
forget"? well i guess i forgot. sue me YouEatTurds 1 year agoBigMatt5290 1 year ago
thats not right this was the worst ever terrorist attack on American Soil since Pearl
Harbor we should remember if we dont it could come back and bite us because history
repeats itself if we get carless. we forgot Pearl Harbor and we didnt pay attention to
warnings and then the Biggest Office Buildings in The World collapsed because of Human
Carelessness BigMatt5290 1 year agoYouEatTurds 1 year ago i didn't really forget you
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corny mother fucker! jesus christ you're a peice of work! how insightful you are lol.
stupid faggot YouEatTurds 1 year agomarkmata44 1 year ago 4 Why don't we just
respect the people who passed, not put rude comments...please pay some respect.
markmata44 1 year ago 4partyprin101 1 year ago 5 i was only 3 or 4 when this happened
and to this day i still want to know what happened that day. everytime i here stories or
listen to the songs i want to cry cuz i feel so sorry for all those people. God bless them,
their family, and AMERICA. partyprin101 1 year ago 5ladytee9191 1 year ago 2 OMG
it is just so unreal it just i'm speachless STILL AND IT HAS BEEN 8 YEARS!!! : (....
ladytee9191 1 year ago 2Foxnaruto30 1 year ago RIP EVERYONE Foxnaruto30 1 year
agochargers702 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam hey big
favor plzz can you watch my video [war's pain and suffering] comment n rate plz its on
the video response of this video just above the comments my name is CHARGERS just
click on that video plz thank you. chargers702 1 year agosqueeky95 1 year ago :(...
squeeky95 1 year agorahgozar44 1 year ago Iranian revolution gaurds participated in this
attack. rahgozar44 1 year agoamericanillusionist 1 year ago 8 they should have rebuilt the
towers in the same fashion and taller as an act of defiance! americanillusionist 1 year ago
8Mauromaster8 1 year ago 2 I felt so bad for u people. the crash was sick Mauromaster8
1 year ago 2mohawksoccerplayer 1 year ago 2 im really crying in real
mohawksoccerplayer 1 year ago 2rockbandnerd3 1 year ago oh i get it september is 9 and
it happened on the 11.................VIVA MEXICO CABRONES!!!1 rockbandnerd3 1 year
agoinfowwarsdotcom456 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Charlie Sheen's Video Message to President Obama(title of 6 min video)
/watch?v=ZyKR2-A0KPU Google this: Active Thermitic Material Discovered in Dust
from the 9/11 World Trade Center Catastrophe best 911-wtc vids: kickthemallout-com
see Free_Video_Library infowwarsdotcom456 1 year agocarribiancutie 1 year ago RIP
Victims of September 11,2001 One of the most devestating moments in history that no
one will forget. carribiancutie 1 year agoemailperrydd 1 year ago Never forget. Never, ever
forget. emailperrydd 1 year agocastrolis 1 year ago thats kharma. for whta the usa did in
11/9/1973 in chile castrolis 1 year agoFrogstomp121 1 year ago Well every American
knows what happens to their own 9/11, but couldn't tell you about 9/11 in Chile when
their country overthrew a democratically-elected government and put in a reign of terror
called Pinochet. Most people seem to refuse to educate themselves. Frogstomp121 1 year
agoSuicideOnMyMind 1 year ago r.i.p and saddens me to think eventually this day may
become a holiday where instead of rememebring there will be sales and parties like what
they turned memorial day into. SuicideOnMyMind 1 year agoBrentsimo 1 year ago
Another example of why terrosism MUST be stopped. And also The Pentagon was
attacked. May the souls of the victims of 9/11 Rest in Peace. Brentsimo 1 year
agonikkibbean 1 year ago oh my goodness. nikkibbean 1 year agoJord2929 1 year ago 3
To the couple who filmed this. I can't imagine how hard this was for you. I was 20 when
it happened and saw it on TV. But like everyone else I will never forget that day. I'm
went to the site in 2006 to pay my respects. I'm sorry for what happened to your
wonderful city. God Bless!! Jord2929 1 year ago 3KELSCENE 1 year ago what an eerie
video. made even more so by the soundtrack of the city. horrific really, may god bless the
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families of the fallen especially on this day and may his mercy be a reminder to all of us.
KELSCENE 1 year agotime4muzic 1 year ago RIP Victims of the September 11th
attacks. 9/11/01. time4muzic 1 year agovandalz48 1 year ago sometimes i ask my self the
same thing vandalz48 1 year agoletskillmusic 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam I get up, and nothing gets me down. You got it tough. I've seen the
toughest soul around. And I know, baby, just how you feel. You've got to roll with the
punches to get to what's real Oh can't you see me standing here, I've got my back against
the record machine I ain't the worst that you've seen. Oh can't you see what I mean ?
Might as well jump (JUMP !) Might as well jump. Go ahead, jump (JUMP !) Go ahead,
jump. letskillmusic 1 year agoXoxMissHeather 1 year ago i cant even to begin to wonder
what those people in the top floors went through. Having to jump from like the 100th
floor knowing its that or burn to death. Gosh damn. Imagine looking up and seeing bodies
falling down from the sky. I probably would have fainted right there and then. Never
Forget September 11th <33 XoxMissHeather 1 year agoxtremist1904 1 year ago 3
OSAMMMAAAA!!!! YOU BASTARD WE WILL KIL YOU i was in secound grade
when this happened its been 8 years now we will kill you YOU SON OF A BITCH!!!!!
xtremist1904 1 year ago 3TheMondoTv 1 year ago Hey i was in the second grade also
when this happend. TheMondoTv 1 year agoeweezy13 1 year ago me too eweezy13 1
year agoseedzer 1 year ago Happy brithday even though everyone is curseing on this day
. seedzer 1 year agoXoxMissHeather 1 year ago 2 i remember going to school the next day
and my teacher cried during the pledge of alligance when we asked her why she told us
that she couldn't get a hold of her brother he was a firefighter i dont think she ever found
him ): XoxMissHeather 1 year ago 2stuntduad 1 year ago =( this is so sad! stuntduad 1
year agoKozgirl13 1 year ago I remember being in Kindergarten and this happening. I got
an early dismissal from school and was really scared. This video is really sad and
devastating. I feel for those who lost lives and lost loved ones. This rememberence is
something we as Americans should be lucky. We have people fighting for us and risking
their lives to save us. This video is hard to watch because it's so sad. I will never forget
this. God Bless America and R.I.P for all those who have died in this sad day. Kozgirl13
1 year agoAdamKnowsStuff 1 year ago i was 4 when this happened... God bless America
AdamKnowsStuff 1 year agoKojack12son 1 year ago i was 5 wen this happened my
birthday 2 days after this. Kojack12son 1 year agoJord2929 1 year ago To the couple
who chose filmed this... Thank you for posting it, so We Will Never Forget. Jord2929 1
year agoxMushiSushii 1 year ago i was in kindergarten when this happended. and my
heart just broke when the towers fell down. god bless america. xMushiSushii 1 year
agoMauromaster8 1 year ago me too. I was 2 Mauromaster8 1 year agoJord2929 1 year
ago 2 RIP to all the HEROES!! To those who laughed at this and who hate the USA and
the West...FUCK YOU!!! I Hope you rot in hell!!! God Bless The United States Of
America!!!! Jord2929 1 year ago 2TheAmpad 1 year ago There is no hell or heaven.
TheAmpad 1 year agoSolidSnake217 1 year ago tonight, as a matter of fact SolidSnake217
1 year agohaaleyy 1 year ago I was in first grade. Can't believe it's been eight years... I
didn't really know what happened until many years later when I researched it. Now, I'll
never forget. haaleyy 1 year agomimi7mmd 1 year ago 3 September 11 is my birthday
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which was yesterday. Since then, i do not like celebrating it for a couple of reasons. 1.
My father was in that building and passed away. I was not born on the day it happened,
it was on my 5th birthday. 2. It feels wrong to be celebrating something on the day that
we are supposed to be remembering those who passed on. mimi7mmd 1 year ago
3benai14 1 year ago wow...what a story..i felt compelled to reply to u. May God
continue to richly bless u and watch over u and your family. this day cant be easy for u..i
cant imagine. God bless u benai14 1 year agoPokegirl506 1 year ago Rot in Hell the
bastards that did this! Pokegirl506 1 year agoTheAmpad 1 year ago show hide Let us all
get over it. This happened 8 years ago for pete sake. TheAmpad 1 year agoSolidSnake217
1 year ago i really hope you die in your sleep SolidSnake217 1 year agoTheAmpad 1 year
ago You don't know how much I want to die in my sleep. If I do die in my sleep, and 8
years later, I will still be dead. Don't you agree. TheAmpad 1 year
agoPurplePrincess7196 1 year ago omg. its people like you that make this world a bad
place. if your family member died in this event you would never forget it. shame on you.
PurplePrincess7196 1 year agoTheAmpad 1 year ago My family member didn't die in
this event. If there was a God, where was he at. Why do we supposedly have a God?
What is God's purpose. TheAmpad 1 year agoPoco1997 1 year ago 9/11/09 8 yr
anniversary, may we never forget Poco1997 1 year agosupergiggle 1 year ago Yeah
terrorists did it all right and right after 911 10,000 afghans tried to flee their SHITTY
country because of the fear of a United States response. God Bless my Country (P.S. it
wasnt done by the U.S. you idiots Explain the Hi-Jack reports, the profiles and tape
recordings of the 19 Hi-jackers involved?? supergiggle 1 year agoTHANUMBA1NIGGA
1 year ago I will never forget this day the date September 11th dosent even stand out as a
regular date anymore thanks to those Terrorist bitches every time we hear September 11
only one thing comes to our minds..... RIP to all of those innocent hundreds maybe
thousands of lives dat was in the 9/11 attack. Bin Ladin...... WATCH YO ASS BITCH
CUZ A CAP IS GOIN RIGHT IN IT!! THANUMBA1NIGGA 1 year
agoMex09Damian66six 1 year ago show hide Tis is just a warning stop crying were gunna
die in 12 21 2012 anyway Mex09Damian66six 1 year agoMex09Damian66six 1 year ago
this is warning ok its not sad for people to die, they go wit god. so stop crying
Mex09Damian66six 1 year agoBr556 1 year ago I was in 1st grade when this happened. I
was 6 years old. ;( This is tragic... I feel bad when this happened. A LOT. Ever since the
day it happened. :( Br556 1 year agopipaamabrasil 1 year ago September 11th was
probably the scariest day of my life. pipaamabrasil 1 year agoblobman2000 1 year ago
god bless america blobman2000 1 year agoJonathanL100 1 year ago who ever laughted at
this try hearing your father die on the phine then talk to me JonathanL100 1 year
agoSpikester555 1 year ago Oh my god....... Spikester555 1 year agoitakecareofbusiness2
1 year ago someone explain this nonsense itakecareofbusiness2 1 year
agoitakecareofbusiness2 1 year ago what is this itakecareofbusiness2 1 year
agoRussianMan13 1 year ago It's Bush attacked America!!! RussianMan13 1 year
agoTheEd78 1 year ago It was Russia. TheEd78 1 year agoRussianMan13 1 year ago
show hide Fuck you idiot!!! Its Bush attacked USA and he killed more people in Iraq! !
RussianMan13 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago And hes going to get you next. TheEd78 1
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year agomexicancarri 1 year ago for those people that think this is funny or something!
where is your respect! grow up! innocent people died cause of this! its really sad! rest in
peace 911 victims we love you forever! mexicancarri 1 year agoPsychomorgan 1 year ago
I remember being in 3rd grade and class was just starting and all of a sudden a teacher
came in and talked to my homeroom teacher then they turned the news on and I saw that
and everyone was freaking out then my mum came and got me from school....we thank
the people who were brave enough to risk their lives on that day Psychomorgan 1 year
agochrisdakid15 1 year ago Same For Me chrisdakid15 1 year agovineschr000 1 year ago
ass hole burn in hell vineschr000 1 year agoslyjose202 1 year ago i hope who did this or i
mean that planed it burens in hell why wouled thay do that man that just sad :,[
slyjose202 1 year agobabaganush00 1 year ago the people who did this were terrorists.
babaganush00 1 year agoSonicVoltage98 1 year ago For some reason, the sounds of
multiple fire trucks around 7 mins just got to me. :'( SonicVoltage98 1 year agoval7797 1
year ago Today is 9/11/09 8 years ago it was 9/11/01 times change and America will never
forget that date. R.I.P all the Heros and victims who died that day. Haters hate. Mourners
mourn. I don't care and nobody should get worked over what the terrorist lovers say in
the comments......... val7797 1 year agojuliabautista59 1 year ago To MemeSnowdin,
HOW THE FUCK YOU THINK THIS IS FUNNY?! People fucking died & you think
it's funny?! Cold, heartless person.. juliabautista59 1 year agoVampireApple 1 year ago
Bless our heros and their families. VampireApple 1 year agoelyssalover21 1 year ago omg
this waz the most saddest day of the year i cant beleave this just happend this is really
sad day no one should have done this that was really mean just after all that these people
should have been arested for that to attect the world trade center (WTC) that is not right
that is mean espealey when there was people in the building not right dont let it happen
again elyssalover21 1 year agolilazn2grl 1 year ago Brave people who risk their live to
save other people What a sad day in America it was Why would they even want to do
that ughhh...MAke me mad when i think bout it But You cant destroy the US!!!!
lilazn2grl 1 year agoRowleyinleeds 1 year ago R.I.P!!! truly is anoying that decent people
dyed because of so called evil religion n as for the immature little kids on here that leave
vile comments GROW UP!! u sad bastards!!!! would u be saying the same thing if your
mam or dad was in there crying down the phone KNOWING its there last words??
Rowleyinleeds 1 year agoStarcloud413 1 year ago TWIN TOWERS ARE TWO
TOWERS!!!!!! u showed us one! Starcloud413 1 year agogamerman2934 1 year ago the
others on the other side gamerman2934 1 year agoMemeSnowdin 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam lol this vid is funny lol every time i watch it
(with my popcorn) i just fall off the chair laughing at the terrorists MemeSnowdin 1 year
agogamerman2934 1 year ago ASSHOLE! gamerman2934 1 year ago305cuban4ever 1
year ago u r a fuckin idiot,screw u asshole 305cuban4ever 1 year agoerickito713 1 year
ago i hope you burn in hell this shit isnt funny many people lost their lives! if you lose a
love one you wouldnt want some putting a comment like "HAHAH your mom died"!
erickito713 1 year agosk8ska 1 year ago i was there! sk8ska 1 year
agoErinKatieJonasFans 1 year ago saddd... :/ ErinKatieJonasFans 1 year
agodisturbedfan2781 1 year ago 2 How do you think this is funny? Do you even know
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how many people died? disturbedfan2781 1 year ago 2MusiqLady 1 year ago ignorance
runs everywhere. people young and old lost their lives and assholes like some of ya dont
seem to get it. wat if it happen to ur love one. wont be so fuckin funny then. MusiqLady
1 year agoval7797 1 year ago Today is 9/11/09 8 years ago it was 9/11/01 times change
and America will never forget that date. R.I.P all the Heros and victims who died that
day. Haters hate. Mourners mourn. I don't care and nobody should get worked over what
the terrorist lovers say in the comments......... val7797 1 year agoIcecream901 1 year ago
R.I.P to the people sad :.} Icecream901 1 year agokerroppi100 1 year ago stupid people i
wish they were dead to pay there crime kerroppi100 1 year agokerroppi100 1 year ago
there was a person on the top. stupid mother fuckers they nbkilled my moms best friend
:( kerroppi100 1 year agoelyssalover21 1 year ago 2 this is not funny u stupied head
elyssalover21 1 year ago 2Drakedog777 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam cry more Drakedog777 1 year agoDrakedog777 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam who the heck said that I live in a garbage waste
called america? I live in the middle east and hoping to destroy even bit of ur pathetic land
Drakedog777 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago Ya right, Youll destroy yourself first before
you can even attempt to destroy the US. TheEd78 1 year agoDrakedog777 1 year ago ill
be sure to take you with me Drakedog777 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago Good luck.
TheEd78 1 year agoDrakedog777 1 year ago I dont need it Drakedog777 1 year
agoTheEd78 1 year ago Comment removedTheEd78 1 year ago Thats right youre in the
Middle East so you probably already get attacked everyday by your own people so I'm
sure youre used to it. TheEd78 1 year agoroggerogre27 1 year ago Your an asshole
roggerogre27 1 year agoDrakedog777 1 year ago your mother is an asshole Drakedog777 1
year agodragonm292 1 year ago 5 R.I.P to all the people that died during the horrible day
dragonm292 1 year ago 5metru2222 1 year ago September 11 was the day that America
learnt that it was not invincible, and that several men could shake it to its core, it was also
the day they learnt that actions have consequences, the only way they could avoid this
happening again would be to learn these lessons, and never forget metru2222 1 year
agosonamy78 1 year ago 4 its just horriable what happend...... R.I.P our fallen heros
sonamy78 1 year ago 4Schnitzels123 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam burn in hell. Schnitzels123 1 year agofrankjarquin 1 year ago EVERYONE
SWITCH TO HISTORY CHANNEL frankjarquin 1 year agomikeCz24 1 year ago why
mikeCz24 1 year agoIknowabout911 1 year ago Why edit the video!?!? We deserve to see
the whole clip. Iknowabout911 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago I dont think it was edited.
I looks like the person videotaping stopped the film to save battery or film when all of a
sudden the building started to collapse and they started filming again. I know everything
has to be coinpiracy with some people. TheEd78 1 year agoFokogrilo 1 year ago
Condolences from Portugal Fokogrilo 1 year agoivonygirl 1 year ago omg, all the people
that died..may they rest in peace ;( ivonygirl 1 year agomyohmia1 1 year ago I remember
8 years ago, I was in 2nd grade. I woke up and I hear the tv, and I see two towers being
attacked. I was soo scared . :( God bless the families who lost their loved ones and all
who sacrificed their life. myohmia1 1 year agoItsJeffreyShow 1 year ago Im So sad from
watching this, it makes me cry :( i feel so sorry, we knew a family of someone who died
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in the tower ItsJeffreyShow 1 year agoBARBAGUAIT 1 year ago 12 years of
glory...thanks Osama...thanks for all budy... BARBAGUAIT
1
year
agocheeseroxmyworld 1 year ago may everyone killed in this devistating attack rest in
peace for all years to come. -_- cheeseroxmyworld 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago If you
truthers have so many questions how come this one never come up? Tower 1 was hit
first but tower 2 collapsed first. What's your reasoning considering you must have
noticed that minor detail. TheEd78 1 year agoHoboBassist 1 year ago The way they were
hit, what's there to question? HoboBassist 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago You tell me, I
thought the planes had nothing to do with the collapse according to Truthers. TheEd78 1
year agohorsenina1 1 year ago so it proves that it could be a beautiful day then one
second can turn 2 tragedy........and we all know it was a tourist attack not the usa
horsenina1 1 year agoMrJas1991 1 year ago That audio in the back is such a foil to the
situation it's really weird MrJas1991 1 year agoTheChristianFairy 1 year ago 8 years
later this still brings tears to my eyes. TheChristianFairy 1 year
agoTheRyanAndChrisShow 1 year ago R.I.P Love Life Lost TheRyanAndChrisShow 1
year agogottobeme789 1 year ago 2 omg that is scary!!!! NEVER NEVER EVER EVER
FORGET THIS DAY IT IS IMPOTANT DAY IN EVERYBODYS LIFE!!!!!!
gottobeme789 1 year ago 2bengtsson45 1 year ago RIP bengtsson45 1 year agoPhilly589
1 year ago Wow already 8 years since it happened just wow. I was watching when the
2nd plane hit. I'll never forget that moment for the rest of my life. For those that think
this is a conspiracy its not. There would be thousands in on the job, setting explosives in
the buildings, fake planes crashing into the buildings and covering up for over eight years
without a word said of it? For those who approve of these attacks and wars I have one
question, why is violence the answer? To kill more innocent people? Philly589 1 year
agoPhilly589 1 year ago 2 Also, what about all those innocent Iraq Afghan civillians that
have no doing in this act, die for no reason, just trying to live their lives like us? Humans
are a class act. Killing each other based on views, religion, and money. Great species aren't
we? However, God bless all those that have died in 9/11 and their families. they didn't
deserve to die. Also to those that have died because of this event. RIP 9/11/2001
Philly589 1 year ago 291101wasaninsidejobv 1 year ago Philly589, did you ever ask
yourself HOW building 7 fell? HOW Pentagon was hit? WHY we never saw ANY of the
hundreds videos from Pentagon? nothing but a few small, missing pixels videos from
parking lot. do you really believe that Pentagon didn't have any better surveillance system
than that??? you simply naive if you think that no one asking questions but just small
group of ppl. by now millions have woken up, including ppl from our military, some
politicians, famous ppl. I wish you the same. 91101wasaninsidejobv 1 year
agometalptron 1 year ago them terrorists are a bunch of sick bastards i feel sorry for the
families and people who witnessed or were hurt by the inconsiderate dicks who did that
GBAMERICA and our troops metalptron 1 year agolitter354 1 year ago Oh my god!!! i
saw someone during the video jump from the building!!! THE HORROR!!!! litter354 1
year agomissmanal123 1 year ago OMG thts sooo sad n scary R.I.P missmanal123 1 year
agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago thats a obvious inside job Mr19pedro78 1 year agoTheEd78
1 year ago Its obvious youre a nut job. TheEd78 1 year agolinkinpark489 1 year ago
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explain............. linkinpark489 1 year ago972Victoria 1 year ago 4 Gob bless those who
have fought for our country. 9/11 should have never happened it is something that will
never change. All those people who lost a loved one in 9/11 I'm very sorry and I wish I
could bring them back to you. 972Victoria 1 year ago 4Liam1721 1 year ago omg
Liam1721 1 year agojudenihalmusic 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam it would be funny if my death date would be september 11. judenihalmusic 1
year agounitedcrew345 1 year ago Ive seen a lot of footage and what still amazes me is
how some people got it spot on so quickly like in this one 'i thought it was a terrorist
attack' most people were still like was it a plane? R.I.P unitedcrew345 1 year
agotwinkieQT214 1 year ago I kept seeing babies faces in the smoke twinkieQT214 1
year agounitedcrew345 1 year ago 2 MissThang, im sorry for your loss I am British and
will never fully get to grips with what happened, i still find it so hard to believe even
eight years on, when i see footage that this was real 9/11 innocent victims may you rest in
peace unitedcrew345 1 year ago 2Seron321 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam I had a party. Seron321 1 year agocotullaguy 1 year ago at 12:20
she says it was a military plane cotullaguy 1 year agoSeron321 1 year ago oh no some
people in my country died let's all get really big ego's and be angry forever about it.
Seron321 1 year agoChristina36182 1 year ago 7 this is by far the most amazing 911
footage i have ever seen. all lives will be remembered. daughters, sons, mothers, fathers,
brothers, sisters, etc. can't believe were getting close to 10 years. devastating. R.I.P.!
Christina36182 1 year ago 74aaaaa4 1 year ago You know you are living in a sad place
when those who earnestly seek Answers and look at theTruth are called a
"MOVEMENT" .. And are persecuted..! And no one even cares how perverted this is.
The brainwashed Nazi fanatics high on Koolaid. lol ..No Worries, ..The loud war Nazi
fanatics only SEEM to be everywhere... But the truth is, there are only millions of the
brainwashed Nazis, .vs. Billions of awakening ppl on Earth who can see them for exactly
what they are. ________ 4aaaaa4 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago 3 Truthers are lunatics
because all they do is "ask questions" but never listen to the answers. TheEd78 1 year
ago 391101wasaninsidejobv 1 year ago there are no answers... can you answer all of the
questions 800+ architects and engineers have on ae911truth org?? on that website you can
see Names, Photos, Addresses, Phone numbers, Bio info including profession and
education, and Statements about 911 of over 800 architects and engineers! ppl like you
are the reason WHY 911 happened because you are too easy to be fooled, too blind to
see, and too stupid to ask questions! and they knew they could rely on YOU to cover up
for them.. 91101wasaninsidejobv 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago Those 800+ architects
are activists and no matter what answer you give them they dont accept it so I could care
less what they think considering 9/11 was the most studied collapse in history and 800
out of hundreds of thousands can think whatever they want. TheEd78 1 year
ago91101wasaninsidejobv 1 year ago oh really!??? the most studied?? how about another
two facts: 1. we've spent only $14 million on investigation of 9/11.. 2. we spent almost
$40 million on investigation of Clinton/Lewinsky affair... most studied???
91101wasaninsidejobv 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago Right, I bet most of your
professors cant even say which tower was hit 1st and which tower collapsed 1st.
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TheEd78 1 year ago91101wasaninsidejobv 1 year ago apparently you have problems
with math yourself. 91101wasaninsidejobv 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago How much did
you truther professors spend on the research $0.00? And they claim to know the "truth".
Lame ass hypocrites. TheEd78 1 year ago91101wasaninsidejobv 1 year ago Ed78... well
they do have dust from the towers which contains thermite. if you have any clue what
that means. every sample of it has it in it, from all over the area. 91101wasaninsidejobv 1
year agoTheEd78 1 year ago After 8 years Im still waiting for these lunatic truthers to
provide any evidence of demolition wires or blast caps from the debris. And the termite
wouldve ignited on the planes impact not an hour later. TheEd78 1 year
agoTriasTheBetrayer 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Fake. TriasTheBetrayer 1 year agoOdn37 1 year ago Agreed Odn37 1 year agoBr556 1
year ago Not fake..the other tower is behind it. You can't see it. Br556 1 year
agodawgyblack 1 year ago I was there in NY when that happened but i was in the Bronx
getting ready for a class. Remember the Subway were closed off and a patrol car at the
entrance. there were also a fighter jet that flew over dawgyblack 1 year agoMr19pedro78
1 year ago show hide not believer but knowing that this was a inside job to legitimate the
armed robbery on oil Mr19pedro78 1 year agoTheArJist 1 year ago Investigate 9/11 now!
don't be afraid to speak out! A true American loves his country, but questions every part
of their government. wire tapping, a war, and our economy. ask questions get answers.
TheArJist 1 year agoahmir23 1 year ago 6 Bless their Souls ,Father God! 9/11 Never
Forget!! ahmir23 1 year ago 6cotullaguy 1 year ago they never show the actual planes
here as they know they are military planes...they edited it out. cotullaguy 1 year
agoTitliest07 1 year ago you are a beliver that the us did it right? Titliest07 1 year
agocotullaguy 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i know the
usa was behind it cotullaguy 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago 3 Right, because terrorists
would never try to attack us. TheEd78 1 year ago 3cotullaguy 1 year ago Terrorists have
never attacked us here in America. Never. If they really did, I can guarantee you we
would see real concern about closing the borders. But, they do not want that as they
want to push thru the Amero. If we were really worried about terrorism, they would put
up fences. cotullaguy 1 year agoLynxx7Supreme 1 year ago this was all a set up by the
cia 15years ago,,WAKE UP PEOPLE,, they showed you signs in movies and cartoons,,
Lynxx7Supreme 1 year agoIceSkater926 1 year ago now i get scared everytime i hear a
plane its so tradgic i hate the ppl who did it there dumbasses. whats wrong with them y
would they wanna kill so many people!!!!!!!!!!! IceSkater926 1 year agoxxAnnilexiaxx 1
year ago 2 Supposedly this was Due to their hatred of America And the lack of "dignity"
for this country. That we "let our women loose", etc... That they attacked the buildings
before- But we ignored it. Then they hated us so much that they did this, Believing they
can get into "Heaven" For relieving the world of "shame". But how can they get into
"heaven" after MURDERING A MASS NUMBER OF LIVING BEINGS!?!? They
should have thought of that... xxAnnilexiaxx 1 year ago 2cotullaguy 1 year ago "at 12:20
she says it was a Military Plane" it was out military that did the strike...wake up...watch
"terrorstorm" by alex jones....why do you think we never have caught Osama Bin Laden.
OBL is not even wanted by the FBI for crimes of 9/11. it is the globalists that are pulling
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the strings same as the bailouts which have stolen trillions from us...wake up.. cotullaguy
1 year agoxxAnnilexiaxx 1 year ago 4 There were too many (innocents) dead... Killing
others is NOT going to Get the terrorists into "heaven".. We are all LIVING (beings). We
are sort of all of the same (family). They are basically killing their Fathers, Mothers,
Brothers, Sisters, Children What GOOD is it to kill your own kind? And in what way is
that REWARDING??? xxAnnilexiaxx 1 year ago 4henf5671 1 year ago i agree with you.
we all are living beings and killing other is NOT rewarding. it is a sin according to
christians such as me and as a result they will have to face being sent to hell with satan.
henf5671 1 year agomunited9812 1 year ago god bless america. thats all that needs to be
said munited9812 1 year agoJimpsterz 1 year ago id like see see some of you foul people
that bad comment on this put in a room with a few firemen that was heros on that day..
id like them to see them puch you wak brain in proper that would be funny Jimpsterz 1
year agoMrKidrocker 1 year ago All those who lost a loved one in these attacks-god bless
you and no matter what, dont let those sick comments get to your head. You're loved
ones are heroes. I swear that one day all those who are evil and support these attacks will
be killed, if I have to do it myself I will. God Bless MrKidrocker 1 year agoxxAnnilexiaxx
1 year ago I watched this video earlier today For the first time in my English class... It
was very emotional and I cried several times. xxAnnilexiaxx 1 year agocotullaguy 1 year
ago well, then watch "911 Zero" here on youtube and understand how it was done
cotullaguy 1 year agoScarface1894 1 year ago Ultimatereality345-If your not a US
Citizen, then why do you care so much about how blind and gullible we are? Idiot
Scarface1894 1 year agoWazzupDiana 1 year ago is it just me,or does anyone have a
feeling that there will be another plane crash like this,on this same day again?I just have
dat feelinf 4 some reason... WazzupDiana 1 year agoMochaCoffeeR 1 year ago ): As
most people have said before, RIP to all the 9/11 victims. MochaCoffeeR 1 year
agoginner7581 1 year ago RIP to all the victims of 9/11, hopefully justice will prevail one
day, and we will find that coward in them caves!! ginner7581 1 year agodoodata1 1 year
ago were all just evil we do stuff like that to get even we mankind are not supposed.
doodata1 1 year agojosechilito1 1 year ago I was 8 years old and it is still emotion. My
heart and paryers go to those who lost someone in this terrible tragedy! josechilito1 1
year agoSedorewk 1 year ago 2 My daddy and mommy were both in the towers. Thank
you God for saving mommy. RIP daddy October 5, 1966 - September 11, 2001 :'( :'( :'(
Sedorewk 1 year ago 2ginner7581 1 year ago RIP to all the victims of 9/11, hopefully
justice will prevail one day, and we will find that coward in them caves!! ginner7581 1
year agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago ginner7581.... I didn't know that Bush and Cheney
and the PNAC went to hide in caves. Are they finally feeling guilt for their despicable
plot? NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year agoxSJG20 1 year ago True that. xSJG20 1 year
agoDominique1970 1 year ago I cannot imagine being that close,and not going totally
frozen from fear! Dominique1970 1 year agonastrashiadumbass 1 year ago your crazy
why are you even on youtube you ass nastrashiadumbass 1 year agoxSJG20 1 year ago
Why do you hate Americans? You don't know all of us. I don't know where you are from
but you people need to stop basing your opinions about us on what politicians and other
non-Americans say. Those people who were killed were normal, hard-working people,
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with families. Don't hate Americans, I bet we're just like you. xSJG20 1 year
agoSatiricalTruth 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Without america evil will take over the world. Thanks to america, there is still hope.
America is god's people. We are the chosen ones to the free the world from evil. Because
all americans are good. And all americans will end up in the kingdom of god. SatiricalTruth
1 year agoSkiller450 1 year ago wow this happen 8 years ago Skiller450 1 year
agoxannaxxhxc 1 year ago 4 no matter how many times i watch this.. when it hits the 5:00
mark and the sirens start pourin in it brings me to tears every time... xannaxxhxc 1 year
ago 4drmayo99 1 year ago wow drmayo99 1 year agocotullaguy 1 year ago FBI
Whistleblower Sibel Edmonds, a translator for the fbi until she was fired in 2002, says
Osama Bin Laden was working for cia up till 9/11/01. Col. Grand-Pre, U.S. Army says
that flight 93 was intercepted by national guard pilots from fargo, north dakota that were
stationed at langley and shot down 93...he claims pilots/passengers on each plane were
gassed to death in the first few minutes of the flights and then remote controlled by awax
planes. From book "The Vipers Venom". cotullaguy 1 year agoScarface1894 1 year ago
Rest In Peace everyone who lost their lives this day. All the Firemen, EMT's, and Police
officers and Civilians. We must ignore the people who make Horrible comments. Usually
they have no reason to hate the USA besides there own opinions. We must Stay proud .
Scarface1894 1 year agomattstheboss 1 year ago wtc 7 came down like the twin towers
and no plane hit it ? very interestingcheck it out on youtube . mattstheboss 1 year
agotmush217 1 year ago how can you idiots talk like that? this was a tragic moment for
everybody. i cant understand how you can make fun of someone dieing just because their
an american.... R.I.P. from Pittsburgh tmush217 1 year agosing4eva311 1 year ago O my
gosh i just realized how close you were to the world trade center. Pray for all of the
families who lost loved ones or people who were incredibly injured.. This day 8 years ago
was a terrible day :( but its amazing to see footage of it sing4eva311 1 year
agoxXxBlueMoonLunaxXx 1 year ago okay all joking aside i would have probably
jumped off too. -Jalixa Resendez age 13 8th grade xXxBlueMoonLunaxXx 1 year
agoxSJG20 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Go suck a
dick you fucking piece of shit. xSJG20 1 year agoJimpsterz 1 year ago 4 Any one who
jokes about this, or thinks it's somehow ok, has a big personality or serious mental
disorder. rip the victims of 9 11 Jimpsterz 1 year ago 4Seron321 1 year ago show hide I
thought it was hilarious when people were jumping. Stupid people. Good day, I got to
miss school Seron321 1 year agoStokatal 1 year ago 2 fuck you you fucking prick
Stokatal 1 year ago 2litchfieldroetzel 1 year ago you cock sucker!!!!! why dont you go
fuck yourself you asshole!!! how can you even say anything like that. you dont deserve
obe alive. you really dont. litchfieldroetzel 1 year agoubenstupen 1 year ago does this
mean you fornicate with yourself? ubenstupen 1 year agoxNoSc0p3dx200 1 year ago now
ill say it was sad but when the people were jumping out :'( o my god 8 years now
xNoSc0p3dx200 1 year agocotullaguy 1 year ago and you are a moron...the pilots for 911
truth organization say they could not have done it..they are former commercial pilots and
military pilots... next, A group of military and civilian US pilots, under the chairmanship
of Colonel Donn de Grand-Pre, after deliberating non-stop for 72 hours, has concluded
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that the flight crews of the four passenger airliners, involved in the September 11th
tragedy, had no control over their aircraft. cotullaguy 1 year agoMultiAmericanGirl 1 year
ago OSAMA BIN LADEN IS A @#U2i3i4 MultiAmericanGirl 1 year agochutubeme 1
year ago it wasn't muslims !!!!!!! CIA that's the real terrorist it was a FALSE FLAG
ATTACK by OUR OWN U.S. GOVT !!! and for your information ALLAH is GOD of
the bible !! muslims don't believe in Jesus as their saviour and allah is how you say God
in their language just like Dios in spanish ...too many people are ignorant chutubeme 1
year agothe7thsageofhyrule 1 year ago .....your retarded the7thsageofhyrule 1 year
agochutubeme 1 year ago is that all you can say ?? do you even know till this day
FAMILY member of the victims have NO ANSWERS shut the fuck up before you open
up your ignorant brainwashed mouth!! you don't know ANYTHING !! you weren't there
!!!! chutubeme 1 year agosinghatar0912 1 year ago fuck yu asshole it wasnt are govermen
you dick it was bin ladin you fuckin retard im in 6th grade and i know more than you
dumass allah is the god of muslms you faggot christ is dumass your just trying to defend
the iggest terrorist you fucking retardreply to chutubeme singhatar0912 1 year
agochutubeme 1 year ago yup blame it all on bin laden OH and don't forget the CIA
visited Bin laden in the hospital when he had Dyalisys !! ; ) chutubeme 1 year
agosinghatar0912 1 year ago 2 your an asshole your jujst trying to defend binladen if you
love him so much suck his dick o wait you can because hes fucking rotting in hell
singhatar0912 1 year ago 2chutubeme 1 year ago who is defending bin laden ?? can you
even think for yourself ?? CIA was involved and their involved in a lot of things !! it was
a FALSE FLAG attack if you don't know what that means than google it !! chutubeme 1
year agosinghatar0912 1 year ago your a fucking retard a million people agree with me
olny 2 people like agree with you fag singhatar0912 1 year agochutubeme 1 year ago you
have herd mentality huh ?? just because a million people follow you doesn't mean your
right !!! you know the revolution started with very few people and well they were
right.... chutubeme 1 year agoGANGLIAGOROTUS 1 year ago ...What?
GANGLIAGOROTUS 1 year agopiratewcat3 1 year ago 4 Ok why would we kill people
in our own country if u watch histry channel youll see the plane reactment and see tht it
WAS terriests SO ha piratewcat3 1 year ago 4cotullaguy 1 year ago moron, the history
channel is owned by who? why won't they show "terrorstorm", loose change, Zero 911?
all of these documentarys have experts on them that say 9/11 was an inside job and show
evidence that proves it... cotullaguy 1 year agosinghatar0912 1 year ago yea exactly i was
right that bastard did blow up the two towers you fag whos the moron now
singhatar0912 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago 2 So whats your proof? Alex Jones? Loose
Change? Freedom to Fascism? The illuminati conspiracy? Any pictures of demolition
wires or blast caps? Nope, just stupid conspiracy theories with no believable evidence.
With your logic I guess the 1993 wtc bombings were also a false flag operations, and the
SS Cole in 2000 and the US embassy Bombings in 1998. The Y2K Bombers we stopped.
God forbid theres another attack, well know which side you traitors are on. TheEd78 1
year ago 2Atletico0991 1 year ago 5 R.I.P from Germany. Atletico0991 1 year ago
5xSJG20 1 year ago Thank you. xSJG20 1 year agoursubataus 1 year ago u right man ...
but my opinion was for other people... ursubataus 1 year agoScarface1894 1 year ago
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show hide September 11th 2000 and fun, 2 pies to the face and 1 in a field in
Pennsylvania ----- Family Guy Season 7,Just a little Humor RIP 343-and many more
Rest In Peace God Bless Scarface1894 1 year agoBigMatt5290 1 year ago first off fuck
you no time for humor i hate assholes like you trying to joke around about this stuff my
friend does that and its annoying many people cry you know. Second, September 11th,
2001 BigMatt5290 1 year agoMissThang303 1 year ago 19 Rip Grandpa, I miss you.
December 7 1947---September 11 2009 MissThang303 1 year ago 19gunnybunnyz12 1
year ago aw! gunnybunnyz12 1 year agomsHARRYjudd 1 year ago do you mean 2001 or
did he just die today? In any case, I'm sorry for your loss. msHARRYjudd 1 year
agomattstheboss 1 year ago now type in new world order mattstheboss 1 year
agosuperbikefreak10 1 year ago 3 My prayers go out to the families. superbikefreak10 1
year ago 3SatiricalTruth 1 year ago 2 Without america evil will take over the world.
Thanks to america, there is still hope. America is god's people. We are the chosen ones to
the free the world from evil. Because all americans are good. And all americans will end up
in the kingdom of god. SatiricalTruth 1 year ago 2fayelysher 1 year ago 2 9/11 was a huge
tragedy all those people who died those horrible deaths just because they went to work
those people on the fourth plane who tried to take over the plane were heroes to the
fullest RIP fayelysher 1 year ago 2qweeere 1 year ago 2 i feel sick just watching this
qweeere 1 year ago 2THEKINKS08 1 year ago 3 U.S.A, U.S.A, U.S.A. , ciao from Italy.
R.I.P., tears down from my eyes. THEKINKS08 1 year ago 3cotullaguy 1 year ago Joe
Pags from WOAI is a paid shill. 9/11 was a complete inside job. Thermite found at
ground zero. It was carried out by our military with help from Mossad. 833 Architects
and Engineers now have signed a petition wanting a new investigation as they do not
accept the official story. cotullaguy 1 year agoubenstupen 1 year ago let me guess you
also believe aliens somehow visited the earth and left us messages hidden in Beatles
records but only people with the proper gene can hear it... An investigation into this
wont prove a thing. IF it was an inside job, the damn evidence is lone gone and buried. It
wont help this country, it wont bring back the dead, it wont help anyone that lost family.
ubenstupen 1 year agocotullaguy 1 year ago let me guess, you believe that 19 cavemen
from afghanistan were smarter than our entire military industrial complex and able to
hijack 4 planes hit 75% of their targets all in one day using box cutters? you are a bright
one aren't you? cotullaguy 1 year agojjllmont 1 year ago national geographic channel has a
special on the science of 9/11 terrorist takeovers and attacks-google and watch-u may lrn
something-ALL scientific evidence and experiments prove that an inside job wld hv been
impossible-editor from rolling stone mag even sd conspiracy is too far of a stretch. plus,
not the day to be saying that shit u insensitive asshole-whatever u may blieve, thousands
died, show some respect and may the victims and first responders RIP-the terrorists cn
rot in hell jjllmont 1 year agoeliza1408 1 year ago I remember that day I was in first grade
while I saw those buildings fall I just started to run out of air cause I just couldn't stop
crying for all those people I was freakin out!:'( eliza1408 1 year agogullwing14 1 year ago
i was in first grade too!!! gullwing14 1 year agonangleigh 1 year ago You're just saying
this to get attention and congrats is worked. I see you're from the US. I'm saddened that I
have to share this land with such an ugly person like you. I pray for your soul. nangleigh
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1 year agosovietluigi 1 year ago it was a inside job, evil americans. i hate the US but rip all
of those innocent people sovietluigi 1 year agothe7thsageofhyrule 1 year ago shut up you
asshole!this happend because some Middle Eastern basterds hijacked four commercial
airplanes! the7thsageofhyrule 1 year agoJimpsterz 1 year ago Comment
removedtescarpita0696 1 year ago So he was born one day after you posted the comment
wow you must have traveled in to the future! tescarpita0696 1 year agotricksurfr01 1
year ago Haha you're such a fucking homo, sitting in your mom's basement, taking time
out of your busy day of playing world of warcraft and not getting laid. Maybe if you
were not such a fat, zit faced fucking loser you would not be getting your jollies off
making stupid ass comments. Instead you hide behind a gay ass screen name, because if
you said these comments in public, your fat, soft, bitch ass would get your shit pushed in
and be back hiding next to mom's washing machine. Douchebag. tricksurfr01 1 year
agoCartmen66 1 year ago I was in second grade that day and school was only an hour or
so that day because of the attack. We came at 8 and left around 10 well then it was two
hours. and I don't remember much but I remember my mom was crying and I was scared
after I saw the first plane hit. RIP for those who died that day Cartmen66 1 year
agofayelysher 1 year ago 2 my uncle and brother died in 9/11 rip fayelysher 1 year ago
2linkinpark489 1 year ago :'( i'm sorry linkinpark489 1 year agofayelysher 1 year ago my
uncle and brother died in 9/11 rip fayelysher 1 year agoonlyawhisper816 1 year ago god
right now i am pissed off at those terrorists! if i ever join the army im gonna freakin kill
alot of them!!!! onlyawhisper816 1 year agoLrg8607 1 year ago Comment
removedpeenoySK8er 1 year ago 2 Imagine the terror of the people watching this. I have
soo much respect to those who lost their lives trying their hardest to save the workers.
Rest in Peace to the 3000 that died in this horrific day in history. peenoySK8er 1 year
ago 2ShadowCarnie 1 year ago 4 Whether you believe its a conspiricy, or a terrorist
attack, so many people died, and we should remember that day, for those who were lost
in all this-because no matter what really happened, this was senseless and shouldn't have
happened... ShadowCarnie 1 year ago 4saskaenarut1 1 year ago i dont rmember this well
cuz i was in kindergarden at the time. my dad came and picked me up and i was like WTF
IS GOING ON??? and then i realized wut was happening. it was so scary T.T
saskaenarut1 1 year agoafromanreturns28 1 year ago i was in kindergarten and we were
talking about it all day. then most of the parents just took their kids home. what a
disaster. god bless this nation. afromanreturns28 1 year agoMJforlife14 1 year ago OMG
this is soooo sad i was 6 wen this happened so i was to young to understand this, but
now I do. We will never forget 9/11/01. MJforlife14 1 year agoMrKidrocker 1 year ago 7
Ultimate reality, you should truely, and I mean this deeply, burn in hell. I dont care your
religion or poltical view, but celebrating the death of innocent people tells people you are
a sick fuck. MrKidrocker 1 year ago 7erikjr1234 1 year ago i am still pissed why did dey
du dizz to america i just hope dat teh terrorist family pay for diz even if dey didnt du
anyting and sorry to all da people whu lost someone dat day erikjr1234 1 year
agonovemberjam 1 year ago who is the ' they ' and the terrorist family you are referring
to? hope you aren't referring to bin laden ( although he wasn't exactly a very nice man )
novemberjam 1 year agoPhotoFilmEffect 1 year ago please leave your politically stupid
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theories out of here. This is to commemorate those who lost their lives. Were you not
born with common sense? PhotoFilmEffect 1 year agojezzerangel 1 year ago Comment
removedwwmsmacdaddy 1 year ago 6 FUCK OSAMA NIGGA wwmsmacdaddy 1 year
ago 6jezzerangel 1 year ago this is a dayy i will never forget i remeber i, wass in the 2nd
grade and i remeber i didnt go to skool and my mom terned on the tv and on every channel
we seen it was the news talking bout the twin towers when i seen that i was sad nd scared
didnt no what to do in my heart i felt this sadness in me i just wishh i was there to help
people nd the kidz this is a day im never ever going to forget im sorry for the people who
lost there lives in this horrible dayyy you will always be missed :,( jezzerangel 1 year
agoScabbyNubtail 1 year ago Ultimate asshole is more like it! ScabbyNubtail 1 year
agosoccerhockeykid55 1 year ago i can't belive it soccerhockeykid55 1 year
agoblakelylord 1 year ago i remember this day like it was yesterday. i was in first grade
going to music and my teacher turned the tv on and i saw a big building on fire. it was so
scary. blakelylord 1 year agoPhotoFilmEffect 1 year ago so your a FRESHMAN
PhotoFilmEffect 1 year agoMrZombiekiller23 1 year ago i remeber going to my nursery
school nd i heard and boom nd looked out the window and a terrble sight of an explosion
MrZombiekiller23 1 year agonangleigh 1 year ago I'm thankful that the Lord let me be
born in the greatest nation in the world. I may not agree with our government, but I
support the men and women who give their lives for my freedom. This country is full of
great and wonderful people. There is more to America than the politicians you see on the
tube. It's a beautiful place with different landscapes and cultures. No other place in the
world has such diversity among its people and yet for the most part we get along with
each other. nangleigh 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam FACTs- USA is the head of global terror, hiroshima nagasaki
slavery indian holocaust killing 12 million indians that rightfully defend their land wich
equals 4 times as much as hitler killed jews, level out financial disaters on the cost of
innocent nations after making up lies to legitimate armed economial robberies, true global
terror is based in washington dc usa is the worst negative threat that violates basic human
rights globalwide in over a century till today, USA= united sadist agency Mr19pedro78 1
year agomollymae100 1 year ago 2 today is my days that i get scared! I have thoughts
that it might happen to my family members!! SORRY TO ALL OF THOSE PEOPLE
THAT LOST FAMILY AND FRIENDS!!!I AM VERY SORRY mollymae100 1 year
ago 2SatiricalTruth 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Without america evil will take over the world. Thanks to america, there is still hope.
America is god's people. We are the chosen ones to the free the world from evil. Because
all americans are good. And all americans will end up in the kingdom of god. SatiricalTruth
1 year agoJoeJonasLover953 1 year ago 2 Not all Muslims are terrorists!! I am arabian
and muslim and I feel sorry for everyone who lost their family :( JoeJonasLover953 1
year ago 2chevyman5436 1 year ago 2 if the terrorists were still alive, there would be no
good enough punishment, not even death RIP those who lost their lives on 9-11-01
chevyman5436 1 year ago 2Sharky2055 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam God bless ALL involved in 9/11: ALL victims, their families,
investigators, AirTrafficControllers, dogs & handlers, 1st responders & cleanup crews.
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NEVER FORGET.... Sharky2055 1 year agoubenstupen 1 year ago it does exist, but it
doesnt show on the internet where people can hide behind keyboards. why show love
when you can spit venom and watch the chaos? ...yea i could listen to my own
words..hmm doh! ubenstupen 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam FACTs- USA is the head of global terror, hiroshima
nagasaki slavery indian holocaust killing 12 million indians that rightfully defend their
land wich equals 4 times as much as hitler killed jews, level out financial disaters on the
cost of innocent nations after making up lies to legitimate armed economial robberies, true
global terror is based in washington dc usa is the worst negative threat that violates basic
human rights globalwide in over a century till today, USA= united sadist agency
Mr19pedro78 1 year ago4aaaaa4 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam Over 2 Million Iraq ppl were slaughtered as a direct result of the '03
USAggression / occupation. Millions more die in agony afflicted Plus over 5 Million ppl
fled for their lives, now beg to survive in foriegn nations USAgression targeted Iraq's
infrastructure for corporate takeover. Killed Iraqi Workers, Engineers, Farmers ect. And
replaced them with it's own corporations. Via 130,000 armed civilian
mercenaries(colonists)+US Forces This form of Civilian & Economic Colonization is War
Crime 4aaaaa4 1 year agoWerewolf2030 1 year ago 4 this is horible I was in 2nd grade
when this happend It's sooo sad and I feel bad for everyone who lost their loved ones.
Werewolf2030 1 year ago 4hootyhaha 1 year ago 2 I can't believe it's been 8 years. It feels
like just a couple years ago. I was laying on my couch trying to wake up for college that
day.. flipping channels, then came across it. Called my family and we thought what all
others thought. A horrible plane crash. I was even cussing the pilot who was flying it at
first. Then when the second plane it . . I knew I was wrong, and something was up.
hootyhaha 1 year ago 2hootyhaha 1 year ago Shortly after 4:15 she talks about an
interview her friend was going to be at .. either close to their, or in the building. This same
footage was in a documentary on The National Geographic Channel, they had a big
compilation of other people's footage that was gathered together. hootyhaha 1 year
agomeliaMaZing 1 year ago OMG! meliaMaZing 1 year agoHoRiiZo7V 1 year ago may
every person harmed or killed in this attack R.I.P. discluding the attackers, and every
family, may you go on and be as strong as you can be. HoRiiZo7V 1 year
agoflies1with1tucans 1 year ago id your saying that you have to be an American to go to
heaven and for God to love you then.YOU ARE WRONG.I am a christian and an
American and i KNOW that God loves all people wether or not they are christian or not.
flies1with1tucans 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago FACTs- USA is the head of global
terror, hiroshima nagasaki slavery indian holocaust killing 12 million indians that
rightfully defend their land wich equals 4 times as much as hitler killed jews, level out
financial disaters on the cost of innocent nations after making up lies to legitimate armed
economial robberies, true global terror is based in washington dc usa is the worst negative
threat that violates basic human rights globalwide in over a century till today, USA=
united sadist agency Mr19pedro78 1 year agodisposableteens220 1 year ago all you need
is love all you need is love all you need is love love love is all you need
disposableteens220 1 year agoflies1with1tucans 1 year ago go to fucking hell
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flies1with1tucans 1 year agoTreborsohood 1 year ago why Treborsohood 1 year
agopolarbearisawsomable 1 year ago victims of 9 11 rip polarbearisawsomable 1 year ago
Prev 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help
About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising
Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon
Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your
Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next
Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists...
YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My
Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3
years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters
remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036)
bakerinfantry 1 year ago 2 thank you so much for posting this, so that ppl actually
remembers, im fighting for what happen this day, rather or not anybody believes that, i
do, and i am serving my country for all you ignorant liberal bastards who post dumb ass
comments all day long....but to the subscriber..thank you bakerinfantry 1 year ago
2ETV101 1 year ago sad day and today makes 8 years of a devastating day on the U.S.
and across the world ETV101 1 year agoPickleLuva6 1 year ago 2 excess my french but
all those terrorist who did this! let them rot in ! PickleLuva6 1 year ago 2lovelione28 1
year ago where is the love people>? lovelione28 1 year agobluespartan21 1 year ago It
doesn't exist.='( bluespartan21 1 year agolovehilaryerhardduff 1 year ago 2 Just
Remember guys...all the ppl posting egregious comments on here will be put in their place
eventually...THANK GOD AND GOD BLESS AMERICA lovehilaryerhardduff 1 year
ago 2SatiricalTruth 1 year ago Only evils exists outside america. All Americans bleed pure
and innocent blood. We are not capable of evil. God is on our side. God has given us the
power to rid the forces of evil around the world. If you want to be pure and good as we
are, be an american citizen. Then god may open the gates of heaven for you. If not I will
pray for you and ask god for pardon. SatiricalTruth 1 year agoSilencehawk191 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam God has abandoned you americans.
God is just and he does not believe in your country's justice. Your country has caused
more pain and suffering to other countries then 9/11 did to your precious little world
Silencehawk191 1 year ago4aaaaa4 1 year ago Over 2 Million Iraq ppl were slaughtered as
a direct result of the '03 USAggression / occupation. Millions more die in agony afflicted
Plus over 5 Million ppl fled for their lives, now beg to survive in foriegn nations
USAgression targeted Iraq's infrastructure for corporate takeover. Killed Iraqi Workers,
Engineers, Farmers ect. And replaced them with it's own corporations. Via 130,000 armed
civilian mercenaries(colonists)+US Forces This form of Civilian & Economic
Colonization is War Crime 4aaaaa4 1 year agoJimpsterz 1 year ago 2 this attack was
totaly wrong and an attack on innocent people. if anyone thinks thats ok, they need
locking up and throwing away the key Jimpsterz 1 year ago 2xaaliyo09 1 year ago fuck
you guys islam is not the people who did this yo and am sure that is the juds pple
becouse when u use ur idea did usama bin ladin has air plane nop his poor ok ok and all
the muslim didnt do this ok and am not supporting usama but am muslim and i;m
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american 2 and i fill so sad of my country all the pple that die in there i just wanna say
god bless you all and your familys xaaliyo09 1 year agolovehilaryerhardduff 1 year ago
mr19Pedro78 i want to see u get scared shitless and and beg for ur life like u see in
movies...ppl like u deserve that lovehilaryerhardduff 1 year agoCaliforniaElement 1 year
ago A very sad loss. I feel bad for all the people who were not killed quickly, but who felt
the burn, and for the terrorists, who never rested peace dead or alive, and for all the loved
ones of the people who were lost. God bless you. CaliforniaElement 1 year
agoteamrocket26 1 year ago i felt like i was about to cry,when my middle school teacher
showed my class THIS exact same video. 9/11/01 was a REALLY devastating day. R.I.P
The People Who Died in the Twin Towers in New York ,September 11,2001 I am
sorry,to the People whose family members,friends and partners lost their lives in the
crash. Lupita Martinez teamrocket26 1 year agoSatiricalTruth 1 year ago Without america
evil will take over the world. Thanks to america, there is still hope. America is god's
people. We are the chosen ones to the free the world from evil. Because all americans are
good. And all americans will end up in the kingdom of god. SatiricalTruth 1 year
agoDaBaleno 1 year ago stfu!!!!!!!! DaBaleno 1 year agoSatiricalTruth 1 year ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Without america evil will take over the
world. Thanks to america, there is still hope. America is god's people. We are the chosen
ones to the free the world from evil. Because all americans are good. And all americans
will end up in the kingdom of god. SatiricalTruth 1 year agoubenstupen 1 year ago while
this sounds great i dont really believe it ST. I thought Israel was the holy land, not
America. shrugs ..but thats the amazing thing about our country, we are allowed to
believe whatever we want. Good luck on the Kingdom thing, i myself will be ready with
the pitchfork and asbestos red suit. ubenstupen 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago usa
killed 4 times as much indians as hitker jews Mr19pedro78 1 year agopooladrian 1 year
ago All of Islam will DIE IN HELL!!!!!!!!!!!!! God won't forgive them. America should
drop an atomic bomb on there country and show them who is boss. pooladrian 1 year
agotreehuggingphsyco 1 year ago not everyone there is bad there are just a lot of bad
people im an american to but please dnt group them all as stereotypes treehuggingphsyco
1 year agokingjohnkk 1 year ago people are fucked up... how can anyone just do that... i
dont understand their pyschology its like their needs is so demanding they need to use
the most narssist way to show it. fuck assholes those fuckers they brought this
crazingess onto us they did! kingjohnkk 1 year agoSamanthaNellie4EVER 1 year ago I
remember 9-11-01 I was in third grade and a lot of parents came to my school to pick up
their kids cuz they didn't know if they were gonna hit Chicago ( I only live like 25 min.
away from the city). And I remember coming home on the bus and my mom brought the
little TV upstairs and put it on the kitchen table (which she NEVER does) and I asked her
what happened and she said "The terrorists attacked" and I didn't know what terrorst
meant then. But they showed the plane crashing over and over. SamanthaNellie4EVER 1
year agotevao69 1 year ago 3 If its another country americans say "they deserve it" I
mean , WHO DESERVE TO DIE??? Its not about pass;;; Lokk at now!! Many pepole
getting died on iraq and all you hear is: "Poor soldiers" Just cus they carry a fucking 3
color flag. Nobody cares about inocent Iraq people getting killed there; When its them
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"They deserve it" When its us "Mothafuckers! " Dont you realize that, the "evil side"
doesnt exist? tevao69 1 year ago 3disposableteens220 1 year ago i was 8 years years old
when i saw the 2nd plane hit. i was putting my shoes on to go to school. that gave me
nightmares i lived in the country where the planes and jets have to go over my house. i
was so scared to go to bed cause they would go over at night and they were loud. its not
fair what happened its not fair for who were in there and it wasnt fair for who ever saw
it. im 16 now it still gives me nightmares disposableteens220 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1
year ago usa forces already were asskicked of small japanese man with a heart big like an
elephant, they surprised u on pearl harbor and now tell me that ur army in war ever tell
the enemy tomorrow that time i will attack u there? no it was strategie and since they
fucked ur terrorist state up u guys used the international illegal weapon as only nation
every and now try to tell others not being allowed own some too but in return ur the only
ones used it Mr19pedro78 1 year ago4aaaaa4 1 year ago Over 2 Million Iraq ppl were
slaughtered as a direct result of the '03 USAggression / occupation. Millions more die in
agony afflicted Plus over 5 Million ppl fled for their lives, now beg to survive in foriegn
nations USAgression targeted Iraq's infrastructure for corporate takeover. Killed Iraqi
Workers, Engineers, Farmers ect. And replaced them with it's own corporations. Via
130,000 armed civilian mercenaries(colonists)+US Forces This form of Civilian &
Economic Colonization is War Crime 4aaaaa4 1 year agoTheMattMarinelli 1 year ago
good kill em all fucking terrorists TheMattMarinelli 1 year agolexchoc 1 year ago IVery
sad !!!! NO NO OH MY GOD lexchoc 1 year agojanet20099 1 year ago my prayers go
out to the victims, their family and friends. Anyone that was impacted that day. May
those poor people have peace. You are never forgotten, many heros have arisen from that
day. janet20099 1 year ago11393rbd 1 year ago SAD 11393rbd 1 year agoMr19pedro78
1 year ago u asshole pearl harbor was warstrategie but u uzsed atomary weapon cause
they kicked ur ass like real man and now 60 years after hiroshima they still do birth of
mutated babies and pearl harbor is ur next crime that u killed the hawaiian kingsfamily and
now many hawaiians fight ur goverment on court for independency while u stole their
place Mr19pedro78 1 year agoubenstupen 1 year ago ...oh god you fool.. Germany
slaughtered millions of people just because they were not "pure" and your giving me shit
over this? im done arguing with you, your a waste of skin. ubenstupen 1 year
agoKISSMAJUICYASS 1 year ago OMG AT 7:33 U CAN SEE A MAN FALLING
OFF KISSMAJUICYASS 1 year agolovehilaryerhardduff 1 year ago i said america is like
the patirots and steelers dumb ass...and the nfl is like the world...without the pats and
steelers the nfl would fail just like the world would without america lovehilaryerhardduff
1 year agoAdoreWasAmazing 1 year ago obviously i understood your original point.. but
the world wouldn't fail if america didn't exist. AdoreWasAmazing 1 year agocitycat71 1
year ago all these people going on about hiroshim, as if thats got anything to do with it,
they did do pearl harbour, its not like they did it for no reason like these scumbags did
citycat71 1 year agoAdoreWasAmazing 1 year ago no reason? are you serious?
AdoreWasAmazing 1 year agoandrew39611 1 year ago I was in 1st grade. I remember my
mom picking me up early. I live in the NYC metro area, and my Dad works in the city,
and I know many stories of 9/11, both sad and good. We wont to pick up my dad at the
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airport, after he was stuck on the runway for about 2 hours, they eventually canceled his
flight. We still had no idea what was going on. I went home and i went to my room and all
of a sudden i hear my mom crying hystically. I go downstairs and my parents tell me
what happened in a very strict andrew39611 1 year agosocceriznotdumb 1 year ago 2
fuck alcada socceriznotdumb 1 year ago 2Mr19pedro78 1 year ago 2 asshole japan kicked
ur scandalous ass and to change the game u used that international illegal weapon cause u
couldnt take small man with a big heart to kick ur ass Mr19pedro78 1 year ago
2MrChristorpedo 1 year ago HaHa MrChristorpedo 1 year ago101punkchick 1 year ago
WAT THE HECK!!!!!!!!in the beggining u where just staring at the towers and in the
background u can hear lovley music?!!!! 101punkchick 1 year agotevao69 1 year ago Just
for refreshing the memory before calling anyone a Terrorist. Cuz thats a Fact. USA
GOVERNEMENT acted many times like TERRORIST to. In Vietnam torwin Nepalm
on Villages, Atomic Bombs on Japan, Afeghanistan, And now Iraq. I SEE TERRORIST
IN THE BOTH SIDES. tevao69 1 year agolovelione28 1 year ago sad.. lovelione28 1 year
agolovehilaryerhardduff 1 year ago Japan caused Hiroshima when they attacked us...if
they hadnt it would of never happened...so in my opinion japan is at fault for hiroshima
and all the innocent ppl that died is just very unfortunate lovehilaryerhardduff 1 year
agoAdoreWasAmazing 1 year ago We'll America was in the middle east first so your
logic...... America's fault for 9/11? AdoreWasAmazing 1 year agohayleyclips 1 year ago
Bush sorted out those sand niggers :) pitty he isn't still president. hayleyclips 1 year
agopurplebubblegum1 1 year ago uh, actually it's not happy at all. purplebubblegum1 1
year agoheelylover117 1 year ago 8 years from 2day.when i was at middle school,the girls
that give the school news were talking about it.i fell bad....... heelylover117 1 year
agotevao69 1 year ago And it was a Building.... Imagine a WHOLE CITY yeah, why there
any video showing Hiroshima Victims? America simply trown an atomic bomb in 2 citys!
tevao69 1 year agoubenstupen 1 year ago Hiroshima was bombed in a WAR over 60
damn years ago. Japan now is one of the leading members of NATO and has one hell of a
industry. god damn dude its like me trying to dig up dirt on the usa just because my
bloodline is cherokee. Kill whitie, bring me his scalp shit. Ok fine you want the past..here
it is, japan sneak attacked first, the usa finished the war. Get the hell over it. ubenstupen
1 year agopivot3214313 1 year ago I am an American and in my opinion: It was sad and
terrible to see both sides die. Yeah. The Terrorist need to die. You shouldn't count
citizens and Children as terrorist, Unless they're coming after you with a fucking bomb or
trying to attack you. I think bush over reacted. And why are there pricks dogging on this
video? This is a fucking tribute video: No one needs your stupid, stoned out asses say
"Fuck America or 9/11 was an inside job" pivot3214313 1 year agoWebkinzLover83197
1 year ago wow! this is so unbelievable and sad.....i thank god i wasnt there or my family
friends, but my moms friend died in there :''( WebkinzLover83197 1 year
agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago TRUTHTIME USA is the head of terror. true global
terrorclan is called usa, slavery hiroshima nagasaki- indian holocaust 12 million indians
massacred and rob their land, level financial disaters on the cost of innocent nations after
making up lies to legitimate their armed robberies, usa is the worst terrorist. USA= united
sadist agency, terrorism is based in washington dc Mr19pedro78 1 year agoubenstupen 1
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year ago Lol whats the matter mr shit stick? cant handle peoples comments on your own
little youtube page? What a tough person you are, hiding behind your keyboard. go away
you troll. ubenstupen 1 year ago77slespaul 1 year ago Look like Irak. 77slespaul 1 year
agoCadVentor 1 year ago bush is da man,good game CadVentor 1 year agocloverfan6 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam tribute to the world trade
center cloverfan6 1 year agoCleanUPWashington 1 year ago 2 How can anyone say
anything bad about the USA on such a sad day? All i'm gonna say is that we own you
guys! CleanUPWashington 1 year ago 2tevao69 1 year ago Ok, Im not telling this, but,
everybody cring on that, cause their neighboors. But arent Vietnam and Iraquians humans
to? Are you sad for them to? Cause really now, there are american soldiers shooting up
inocent people that has nothing to do with this on Iraq; Iraq has no relationship whit this
attack. tevao69 1 year agoJimpsterz 1 year ago the reason why someone would think this
is funny or good, is because they are a complete fuckin cock Jimpsterz 1 year
agolovehilaryerhardduff 1 year ago What does America do...they help every1 out becuz
they r the strongest country...what do we get in return? a bunch of lame remarks from
idiots who wouldn't be here without america....the world needs america plain and
simple...its almost like football...lots of ppl hate the patriots and steelers but if the nfl
lost them wut a big loss that would be lovehilaryerhardduff 1 year agoAdoreWasAmazing
1 year ago I'd agree America is like football... a bunch of overpaid dumb asses ramming
into each other and when things don't go their way they cry to the ref.
AdoreWasAmazing 1 year ago7863440817 1 year ago why whats ur problem if i may ask
7863440817 1 year agoTiradeFaction 1 year ago Happy 9-11 everyone! TiradeFaction 1
year agoNyhoodie55 1 year ago God Bless the USA! Nyhoodie55 1 year agogrumpyzrp
1 year ago GOD BLESS THE USA grumpyzrp 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago this is a
sad event and i'm sick of the mid eatern people on here saying how funny this is. it is
NOT funny you degenerate fucks. MIDDLE EAST= SATAN! FUCK YOU ALL
henf5671 1 year agotevao69 1 year ago Very sad Indeed... But i dont see anybody crying
for children that died on Iraq, for American boms trown... Neither on Vietnam. Nobady
cried for the thousand of innocent victims. Killed by american soldiers. Shame on USA
tevao69 1 year agoWESTSIDEBULLITZ 1 year ago amen for that brother UR totally
right WESTSIDEBULLITZ 1 year ago7863440817 1 year ago yeah because people in the
usa dont even bother to hear news or anything thats why 7863440817 1 year
agotwowaystreet8 1 year ago Quit fighting amongst yourselves in comments... Unless it's
against some anti-American/U.S. idiot. This hits home with me and I wish you would
show some respect. This is a tribute to 9/11/01... Never Forget. But meme snowdin,
you're stupid for saying that. twowaystreet8 1 year agobaronised 1 year ago 2 nobody
deserves being attacked no matter what..how could you say that? baronised 1 year ago
2nicasalva 1 year ago this is so sad!:( nicasalva 1 year agoKatesyska 1 year ago it was a
terrible day for all of us, not only americans. Not only they died in that atac. It was a
attack for innacent people and free world. Is incredible that WE people we are albe to kill
like that.... Katesyska 1 year agoGeRmANpWR52 1 year ago at 5:30 there is a plane in
the backround on the left GeRmANpWR52 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago show
hide USA is the head of terror. true global terrorclan is called usa, slavery hiroshima
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nagasaki- indian holocaust 12 million indians massacred and rob their land, level financial
disaters on the cost of innocent nations after making up lies to legitimate their armed
robberies, usa is the worst terrorist. USA= united sadist agency Mr19pedro78 1 year
agodallasdave100 1 year ago 2 mr pedro i would like to meet you so i could beat the living
shit out of you .. with a name like pedro you must be 1 of many wet backs living in the
land of greatness.. the world needs one less of people like you ... i wish you all bad luck
on you and i hope something tragic happens to you!!! in the famed last words...... EAT
SHIT AND DIE!!!!!!!!! dallasdave100 1 year ago 2Jimpsterz 1 year ago 3 those who
have no sadness about this horrid event are just pure scum that no one realy like anyway,
and they are realy dumb, and will prob end up with a realy shit death anyway unloved
Jimpsterz 1 year ago 3henf5671 1 year ago i'm an american and i hope the scum you
mentioned get what they deserve and rot in hell for eternity. henf5671 1 year
agoKRAZZYNIKKY 1 year ago tragedy...never forget god bless america. damn the
terrorist! KRAZZYNIKKY 1 year agolovehilaryerhardduff 1 year ago People that like
9/11 r the reasons this world isn't peaceful...thank GOD u ppl will be put in ur place
eventually lovehilaryerhardduff 1 year agoTriggerGuben 1 year ago thats so unbelievable
=`( but i think the Wolrd Trade Center Colapsed cause it was blown up .... my opinion
TriggerGuben 1 year agolovehilaryerhardduff 1 year ago actually it collasped becuz the
fire spread and spread and melted the steel and stuff and it was only a matter of time b4 it
would collaspe. lovehilaryerhardduff 1 year agokumagokathy123 1 year ago what is
wrong with people these days no one deserves to die for mistakes there country has made
in the passed.God some people really need to get a life. kumagokathy123 1 year
agoMissSavannaKaye09 1 year ago 2 okay, meme snowdin, seriously, why would you
say that. Half of my family died in that, so please be respectful. I don't see you with no
parents and grandparents. MissSavannaKaye09 1 year ago 2Tweeks101 1 year ago who
me? Tweeks101 1 year agoLissyLuvsYou 1 year ago wow you must of been really scared
LissyLuvsYou 1 year agoBlackAndWhiteZebra4 1 year ago wow... thats sooooo sad:( i
will never forget 9/11 oh my... R.I.P BlackAndWhiteZebra4 1 year agoMemeSnowdin 1
year ago show hide i LOVE THIS VIDEO I FAVED IT those people in the building were
so defensless it pretty cute =DDD MemeSnowdin 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago i hope
you burn in HELL with SATAN for thinking this is funny YOU FUCKING WHORE
AKA SATAN'S LITTLE HELPER. GO TO HELL ALREADY henf5671 1 year
agoTweeks101 1 year ago 2 memesnowdin UR a disgrace to this earth u fucking pussy
why would u say that to so many people who died trying to save themeselves or save
others. go to hell u fuckin faggot Tweeks101 1 year ago 2Jimpsterz 1 year ago 3 rip to all
the innocent that died on 9 11, from london England Jimpsterz 1 year ago
3RAPOODDARAPPER 1 year ago 8 years... 8 fuckin' years are ago... so many people..
gotta die for NOTHING, those people get killed without a fuckin' reason.. and for all son
of a bitches who don't care bout 9/11 and his victims should die instead of these innocent
peoples! R.I.P. RAPOODDARAPPER 1 year agomelissabell141 1 year ago those poor
innocent ppl! ;_; melissabell141 1 year ago77slespaul 1 year ago Bad like Hiroshima and
Nagasaki!! 77slespaul 1 year agobskulldragon100 1 year ago ur heart LESS HOW CAN U
SAY THT INOSENT PEOPLE DIED DEATH, DO U KNOW WHT ITS LIKE JST
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BECAUSE SOME PEOPLE SAID STUFF U END THERE WHOLE CITY U AL
QAEDA BASTRD IM MUSLIM UR NOT bskulldragon100 1 year agoRunepalidan1 1
year ago I agree with you about him. Runepalidan1 1 year agoproductionidontcare1 1
year ago 3 Damn Terrorists... productionidontcare1 1 year ago 3MemeSnowdin 1 year
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam america sucks i am a skank and
9 11 is fucking awesome.. im happy that all those people died their a disgrace to earth
LOL MemeSnowdin 1 year agoRunepalidan1 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam What is wrong with you? Runepalidan1 1 year agotomfulery1 1
year ago learn to spell before you post. tomfulery1 1 year agoRunepalidan1 1 year ago 2
you're a heartless person too. They're not a discrace to earth. you are. Runepalidan1 1
year ago 2oath50 1 year ago 2 You are a disgrace for being born. oath50 1 year ago
2henf5671 1 year ago 2 yeah i noticed you're a skank. you're actually worse than that.
you are a fucking WHORE and YOU ARE GOING TO HELL FOR THINKING THIS
IS FUNNY AND I HOPE YOU FUCKING BURN IN HELL WITH ALL YOUR 19
TERRORIST FRIENDS. FUCK YOU henf5671 1 year ago 2Mr19pedro78 1 year ago
ivnjeremy u are dumb u guys was done killing indians in 1890 ok read ur own history
thats when usa already exist as a nation ok Mr19pedro78 1 year agomisuluvugoodn8 1
year ago Rest in PEACE ! misuluvugoodn8 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago the
atomary bomb of americans on hiroshima was the same terror attack as this video, how u
feel for these innocent families there that does still birth of mutated babies after almost 70
years being nuked of usa. did u ever see ur kid being born without legs or 1 hand?
Mr19pedro78 1 year agoChl2043 1 year ago You guys are really really really sick! How
can you say something like that when thousands of innocent people died on this day?
Then you really don't have a life. RIP (L) Chl2043 1 year agolvnjeremy 1 year ago just to
give you a quick history lesson: it wasn't Americans who stole Indian land. America
didn't exist yet. it was the English the French the Spanish the Dutch and every other
European country that took a piece of land back in the 16 and 1700's. NOT US!!! we
don't have that blood on our hands! but you do! you and your country do! so when you
decide to do a little research and get get the facts straight then u can comment but till then
shut you mouth!!!! lvnjeremy 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago how bad do u feel for
the 12 million killed indians that got killed of u and how u feel bad for their families and
named their land usa after u whiped out the true american landowner tribes called indians?
Mr19pedro78 1 year agoMemeSnowdin 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam LOL america sucks ass 9 11 is the best afganistan is awesome for doing
this THANK YOU SO MUCH BIN LADIN <3333 MemeSnowdin 1 year agobriahays 1
year ago stupid ass don't say that briahays 1 year agoMetallicGod07 1 year ago Don't
say that you, asshole. MetallicGod07 1 year ago55jasquiriliver55 1 year ago 3 wow very
sad and will never for get 55jasquiriliver55 1 year ago 3coderman76 1 year ago 4 i hate
terrorists and yea im a 13 year old boy whos crying because i love my great country.
coderman76 1 year ago 4misuluvugoodn8 1 year ago THANKYOU!!! dito!!
misuluvugoodn8 1 year agoStigmatized1987 1 year ago Amazing Video thank you for
sharing! I cant even imagine being there I live in NJ and it was Scary God Bless America
Stigmatized1987 1 year agoRabbiHater 1 year ago 2 thats right america has helped many
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countries when they are in trouble. whoever said fuck america get the fuck out
RabbiHater 1 year ago 2Mr19pedro78 1 year ago of course i feel sad for the 3015
innocent that died on this inside job to legitimate the oilmission but way more i feel sorry
for the 12 million indian true american landowner u guys massacred in crowds just cause
they defend their land wich u stole and named it usa, now whats more cruel?
Mr19pedro78 1 year agoStitchboy13 1 year ago 2 RIP Stitchboy13 1 year ago 2czorno5
1 year ago 2 R.I.P czorno5 1 year ago 2Coeemer 1 year ago I'm literally crying
remembering how many people died. It's just so sad. OMG just really sad. Coeemer 1
year agolily902322 1 year ago today is 9 11 b-day lily902322 1 year agosingingchik123 1
year ago 2 Wow some of you guys are really rude about this. This is clearly a personal
thing to this person who posted this. I know it would be personal to me if I were in this
persons place. This was a horrible day. God bless the people who died in 9/11
singingchik123 1 year ago 2TheEnd004500 1 year ago RIP those who died on 9/11. I live
in New York and I remember that day. God bless America and everywhere else.
TheEnd004500 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago true global terrorism is based in
washington dc as this inside job proofs and every lied on american citizen that believes in
his criminal leaders lies and back them up is an suporting terrorist wich is steered of their
intrigant leaders in a total wrong direction to find the enemy. result= USA is the head of
global terrorism Mr19pedro78 1 year agotechlover86 1 year ago RIP From Canada
techlover86 1 year agoTeamDXSuckitv1 1 year ago R.I.P TeamDXSuckitv1 1 year
agoyammaster 1 year ago R.I.P from italy after 8 years my heart cant stop to cray
yammaster 1 year agoconan280 1 year ago so sad conan280 1 year agoMemeSnowdin 1
year ago show hide im happy that 9 11 happened..fuck america LOL MemeSnowdin 1
year agolittlejib56 1 year ago dont say that. littlejib56 1 year agocoderman76 1 year ago
listen you fucking asswipe i hope u burn in the depths of hell 4ever 4 saying that i just
watched the sadest video and u say 1 more thing about usa i will personally kick ur
fucking ass. coderman76 1 year agoRachenicia 1 year ago 2 whats wrong with you...
Rachenicia 1 year ago 2TheEnd004500 1 year ago 3 And when your country is in trouble
who comes running to your aid? America, Britain, and others. And you say fuck
America? But I bet you would like to live here. TheEnd004500 1 year ago 3BreannIsLove
1 year ago 2 for everyone who , talks shit about America & you live in America, i hope
you fucking die. A lot of people died in the twin towers & in that plane & if you think of
this as a great moment then yer sick & go move to Iran or Afghanistan. Cause that where
you fucking belong , with all them stupid terrorist , who all they live for is killing
themselve for some "god" , fuck that ima live my life & its going to be protected by the
miltary! <3 BreannIsLove 1 year ago 2henf5671 1 year ago 2 i agree everyone who mocks
america and is constantly saying 911 was an inside job and other shit should die.
henf5671 1 year ago 2turnecla 1 year ago one day, your god will look upon you for this.
That day, and only that day, you will really understand what you said. People like you...
are a friend of no one. turnecla 1 year agoChl2043 1 year ago RIP. It's terrible how these
innocent people died.. Chl2043 1 year agoMegCarShow 1 year ago wow! MegCarShow 1
year agolvnjeremy 1 year ago well u must have been fighting a handicapped American cuz
i know id kick your mother fucking ass if i ever met you douche bag! you must be a really
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fucked up person if you would say something like that about 9-11 its because of those
attacks that the rest of the world has become aware of these bastards and kept you and
your country safer!! jackass lvnjeremy 1 year agoualaxer2990 1 year ago Go to fucking
hell you pice of shit i dont give a flying fuck where you come from becuase you have no
moral no matter how fucked up people they never desreive it. Wow man holy shit cant
bleave you fucktard ualaxer2990 1 year agotrekillzone 1 year ago 2 God Bless America.
Remember 9/11/01 forever. trekillzone 1 year ago 2turnecla 1 year ago Never forget.
Never forgive. turnecla 1 year agosmit919ballersclick 1 year ago Amen.
smit919ballersclick 1 year agoussaviation99 1 year ago seriously people. It doesnt matter
where you stand politically around these attacks - the point is that it was an unnecessary
loss of life that resulted in more deaths. Be civil. Please. Its the least you can do to
respect the departed and their families. ussaviation99 1 year agokontestator77 1 year ago
9/11...8 years ago....R.I.P.! kontestator77 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago 911 was not an
inside job so shut the fuck up. henf5671 1 year agoShmizzyMcGriddles 1 year ago
Absolutely haunting. ShmizzyMcGriddles 1 year agopachuck2000 1 year ago I'm not
coming back to this site - most of you are whack jobs. Why all the anger? pachuck2000 1
year agoXxResidentEvilGodXx 1 year ago sad =[ all fuckers that think this is great go 6ft
under!!! ill even help ill dig the 6ft hole!!!! XxResidentEvilGodXx 1 year agoBancho789 1
year ago shuriken angel is 1000 times right Bancho789 1 year agokahlanii2 1 year ago
sucks i was in 3rd grade and everyone got out of school early i didnt know why until i
came home and found out my god mother and my moms 2 friends died, horrible day
kahlanii2 1 year agopimpdogpatrick 1 year ago I'm sorry. I am so sorry for your loss at
least you know they're watching over you making sure you're safe. pimpdogpatrick 1
year agoiy8686 1 year ago Damn man im sorry to hear that :( iy8686 1 year
agoShurikenAngel 1 year ago Iran2freedom FUCK YOU DIRT SON OF A FUCKING
BITCH. NO ONE FUCKING DESERVES THIS SHIT YOU FUCKER. I EVEN
THOUGH I AM LIVE IN AMERICA I LOVE AMERICA IT MAKES NO
DIFFERENCE 3000 PEOPLE LOST THEIR LIVES FOR WHAT!!??! NOTHING
BECAUSE SOME SHIT HEADS WANT TO OWN THE WORLD FOR THEIR
SELVES AND FORCE OTHERS TO BE LIKE THEM. FUCK YOU IRAN I COULD
CAR LESS WHAT RACE RELIGION YOU ARE BUT YOUR A SCUM OF THE
EARTH AND YOU CAN ROT IN HELL YOU PIG FUCKER. REMEMBER 9/11
NEVER FORGET ShurikenAngel 1 year agobrw147 1 year ago 2 man, this is so surreal
watching this. brw147 1 year ago 2xslayr03 1 year ago Iran 2 freedom, FUCK YOU, your
country is poor xslayr03 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago show hide u guys are
victims of ur own intrigant criminal leaders that fool u around with the cia controlled
medias that press their lies in ur small brains to move u guys into the position they need
u to be to get ur needed backup going that way they choose and sad u guys dont see what
the entire world already noticed. i dont hate americans not at all but we all hate ur criminal
driven terrorits leaders wich are based in washington dc, u guys are innocent victims
urself of them just like everybody Mr19pedro78 1 year agolvnjeremy 1 year ago your an
asshole! lvnjeremy 1 year agoshezan1nonly 1 year ago rememeber tht day shezan1nonly
1 year agoalexafhal 1 year ago 2 R.I.P. alexafhal 1 year ago 2xslayr03 1 year ago
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Iran2freedom, FUCK YOU xslayr03 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago Comment
removedschilltube 1 year ago 3 why cant we just have peace fuck this stupid world
humans have created schilltube 1 year ago 3DeidaraR0X 1 year ago i was in kindergarten
:[[ DeidaraR0X 1 year agoxhsx08 1 year ago 2 you people are sick! you should respect
the people that lost their lives, and all the firemen and police that tried to help! you
wouldn't be saying stuff like that if it was your family who died! R.I.P <3 xhsx08 1 year
ago 2precious27qt 1 year ago complete tradegy, goosebumps all over. RIP <3 nobody
deserved this. precious27qt 1 year agolegkid345 1 year ago Never Forget legkid345 1 year
agoXxXbloodyloveXxX1 1 year ago stfu dude.. today is not the time.
XxXbloodyloveXxX1 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago every nation has somehow
done something wrong but the sad part is that after all what we learned of each others
mistakes living in 2009 ur nation still does armed robberies to level ur finances on cost of
innocent nations that u guys make up lies against to legitimate the war to be able grab
their stuff. in fact sad u guys do modern legal criminal stuff till now aday like a coward
without face while using lies to achieve ur interests just as this inside job to success the
oilmission Mr19pedro78 1 year agoIran2freedom 1 year ago show hide america is the
source of all evil. try to force the world to be like them - you got what you deserve.
Iran2freedom 1 year agopimpdogpatrick 1 year ago What the fuck are you talking about
you got a lot of fucking nerve coming on here saying some fucked up shit like that.
America didn't deserve this, Virginia Tech, or columbine. You're a fucking arrogant prick
for saying that. If you ask me you're the one whose the source of all evil. Fuck you.
You're probably some damn fucking conervative you fucking prick. Think about other
people you fucking prick. pimpdogpatrick 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago why don't you
leave this video now and shut the fuck up you douche bag fuck wad. i'm a christian and
the last time i checked killing was a sin so from my point of view the middle east is the
great SATAN! FUCK OFF YOU SCUM FUCK WAD SON OF A BITCH. henf5671 1
year agoyogosun21 1 year ago let allah be wid u yogosun21 1 year agoIran2freedom 1
year ago show hide 3000 less stupid americans - who cares? if it were 3000 arabs would
you care?no you would not. Iran2freedom 1 year agoCoreysaurus 1 year ago 2 RIP
mom<3 And all the brave and innocent people who lost their lives this day<3 I'll never
forget this day. Coreysaurus 1 year ago 2afgpower22 1 year ago inside job! afgpower22 1
year agoChupacabra129 1 year ago you would think they would be more concerned,
IDIOTS! Chupacabra129 1 year agoAnnaSophiaCristi 1 year ago soo hard for this people
:( i am romanian and i live in america , denver and i am so sorry for people 2473 people is
dead in this tragic accident :( RIP for World Trade Center AnnaSophiaCristi 1 year
agoCroome2 1 year ago 2 Its sad how it took a tragic event to make us all come together
and help each other. Croome2 1 year ago 2xTrmVelocity 1 year ago We are helping each
other? xTrmVelocity 1 year agodaytripper18 1 year ago And how long did that last?
daytripper18 1 year agojoe2hot007 1 year ago like an hour joe2hot007 1 year
agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago i can imagine damn well what the families went through of
the 300 people- can u imagine how the 12 million indians felt when u killed them and took
their land, americans are sick and after finishing of u guys opened a museum of the
indiowars with genitals of the indians and boobs and ears u cut off them and dont deny or
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i will send u link of the pics of the museum now tell me who is trully sick Mr19pedro78
1 year agoxTrmVelocity 1 year ago yes I am sure your countrymen has never done
anything wrong. xTrmVelocity 1 year agoJACKOFSPADES253 1 year ago show hide
Happy Jenga Day JACKOFSPADES253 1 year agovideogamer697 1 year ago that is so
cruel saying that videogamer697 1 year agokittenluver2006 1 year ago 2 9/11 - We will
never forget kittenluver2006 1 year ago 2Mr19pedro78 1 year ago naruto its all good
americans are worldwide known for never admit their crimes, why u cry for what others
do to u while u are proud do that to others in return and now pls tell me how many
millions died cause of ur modern legal criminal intrigant lead goverments responsibility? u
guys violate basic human rights globalwide for 120 years till now aday and level ur
finacial disaters on the cost of innocent nations Mr19pedro78 1 year
agoworriesovernothing 1 year ago how could i or you ever forget... to all the brave and
innocent ones who lost their lives that morning... R.I.P America.... worriesovernothing 1
year agoYankeeSpike 1 year ago i cant even watch this. its still so terrible. YankeeSpike 1
year agoHeadbangForChrist777 1 year ago This was a sad day. GOD BLESS
AMERICA! HeadbangForChrist777 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago of course u can
call that a same move as holocaust cause u completely whiped out indian tribes and what
makes u more worse than the jewish holocaust is that hitler did his crime here on them
but u scandalous cultureless folks went to their indians land and slaughtered them just
cause they defend their land wich u guys robbed in massacres, here comes the truth
straight in ur face and dont forget u guys was done finish of the true americans just 35
years be4 hitler became dictator Mr19pedro78 1 year agofatezor 1 year ago 3 its ok, the
jokes on the terrorists, when they arrive in the afterlife, they dont get 100 virgins, just
jesus's foot up their asses. (or something) fatezor 1 year ago 3skatergirl5011 1 year ago 2
♥R.I.P to those who died♥ skatergirl5011 1 year ago 2thlvr91 1 year ago 3 I remember i
was 8 when this happend and i thought the world was ending.....this was the sadest day 4
everybody and im not white im hispanic and this really hits me its sad thlvr91 1 year ago
3rocklee8350 1 year ago ill calledl police on u rocklee8350 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year
ago -TRUTH_how sad i feel for the 3015 innocent that died and their families, now
imagine how much more sad i feel for the 12 million indio u guys slaughtered to rob them
for their land wich equals 4 times as much as hitler killed jews in fact and after u guys
named usa and conquer till today, lets all pray together today to make god forgive those
devil driven americans for their sins and hope that god will be more gracious with them
and let them become better people Mr19pedro78 1 year agoMrTuckerpoo 1 year ago 2
wow the hatred in this world. what is really the purpose for all this hate? we are all
human. fight for your own rights, not trying to destroy everyone elses. its pointless.
MrTuckerpoo 1 year ago 27thThunder 1 year ago KARMA! 7thThunder 1 year
agohenf5671 1 year ago God Bless America! May God be with each and every innocent
person who died that day. As for the terroists, I hope they burn and rot in hell for
eternity. henf5671 1 year agoDESHAY12 1 year ago My prayers go out to all the
families who lost someone on this drastic day. This is so horrible and devastating. I cried
all the way through I remember when I first seen the news the day of actual event I
couldn't help but cry. My mouth was wide open with shock. DESHAY12 1 year
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agoRSRSisterhood 1 year ago thats COMPLETLEY RACIST and very wrong. americans
are PEOPLE just like you. rasicm wont get you anywhere RSRSisterhood 1 year
agowellwillhey 1 year ago this devastated our country forever. we will always remember
this day. R.I.P. all men and women who died for their country. wellwillhey 1 year
agoLenburgProductions 1 year ago 3 Fuck all of you ignorant assholes who have no
respect for society, this is so fuckign wrong. Atleast have some respect for the people
who died for christ sakes, they did nothing to deserve what happened on this day. I bet if
someone you loved was in that building and died from this day, you would think
otherwise. PUt yourself in someonelses shoes before you say shit that might offend
them, LenburgProductions 1 year ago 3orochimaruisugly 1 year ago Today is my
birthday. orochimaruisugly 1 year agoT4Texas1 1 year ago 4 Naruto... Whatever the fuck
your names. You don't deserve to live for saying you fucking piece of shit. Do us all
favor. Go play in traffic. This was a sad day for ppl who actually care. We don't need
you in the way of our mourning. Rest in heavenly peace for all those involved in 9/11
attacks. We will remember you always. Love, America! T4Texas1 1 year ago
4narutozrasengan 1 year ago Answer me one thing. Did you have a relative that died
during 9/11? narutozrasengan 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago Comment
removedbananas691 1 year ago 4 This is devastating. i cant even imagine what you went
through watching this the day it actually happened. watching it sitting at my computer i
started balling my eyes out. and SuperModelxp15 my heart goes out to you and your
family. the same goes for all other people who lost their family members and friends. I
WILL NEVER FORGET!</3 bananas691 1 year ago 4kenzerbenzerbee 1 year ago 10
What is wrong with all of you? These were innocent people. Nobody deserves to die like
this. NOBODY. These people had families, children.. show some respect and stop saying
such hateful things. I'm 15 years old and I have more respect for this day than some of
you. So either wake up or shut up. No one cares about your hateful comments, so you
may as well leave. We're here to pay our respects, and you're not going to change our
minds with your crap. kenzerbenzerbee 1 year ago 10TheHDvideomaker 1 year ago 2 Say
this prayer, "Dear Jesus we are sorry for those who died that day... Let us give them
some respect and hope that those who can't move on will find a way to move on. "
TheHDvideomaker 1 year ago 2T4Texas1 1 year ago 4 God bless all of the families and
everyone involved with these attacks. We will never forget those who parishes. R.I.P!
God bless America. T4Texas1 1 year ago 4lovesethclearwater 1 year ago r.i.p. all those
who died because of those mean and heartless terrorists lovesethclearwater 1 year
ago58firefox 1 year ago 2 Read the comments, world is sick... 58firefox 1 year ago
21981z28camaro 1 year ago show hide isn't it weird, how were not even trying to look
for Osama Bin Laden? gee with all these high tech satellites that can read the time off
your watch. hmm very interesting. oh? you dont say, the company that helped rebuild
after the Oklahoma CIty Bombing was Bin Laden Construction. oh well, I can't piece
anything together, I'm a moron sheep, it was terrorists yeah sure. let's get those
"terrorists" 1981z28camaro 1 year agostownbulls55 1 year ago 3 everytime i see this shit
it just makes me so angry...living on the island i remember the day so vividly and i was
only in 4th grade...i want every fuckin person dead who was involved in this completely
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messed up act....i wana fuckin blow up the whole middle east...wat do you have say to
that obama stownbulls55 1 year ago 3splinter01110 1 year ago 2 On that morning me and
my family were watching TV....we saw it live on CNN...it was terrible...my mom who
has nothing to do with the USA (we are Hungarians) started to cry... Those minutes I'll
never forget... RIP those who have died on that day...and God bless America!
splinter01110 1 year ago 2henf5671 1 year ago 2 Thank you for showing some respect to
America. henf5671 1 year ago 2woohoohockey1 1 year ago guy jumps at 11:00
woohoohockey1 1 year agoGracesCRUNKK 1 year ago oh my god, this is so sad. i have
the chills. i remember when it happened, i was around 6 and at the beach. i remember
crying my eyes out, i didnt know what was going on, i knew it wasnt good though. i dont
think about it that much. now seeing this, i should. god bless the people that survived,
and their families. god bless the ones in heaven now. GracesCRUNKK 1 year
agocongueroboricua 1 year ago I am still today with total grief .... R.I.P. congueroboricua
1 year agoiceblaze19 1 year ago bin laden has been found check the news!!!!!!!!!1
iceblaze19 1 year agomegamiggit14 1 year ago jerk megamiggit14 1 year
agoInTeNsEplayer4 1 year ago If u read the comments below and u are american u will be
pissed. That was a sad day, a horrible day, and the creature that could find this in any
way funny or amusing has no heart or soul. You laugh at this video, you will die by my
hand. even if ur comment is a joke, you have no right. InTeNsEplayer4 1 year
agonarutozrasengan 1 year ago Haha. Kill me, you ignorant prick. I'm American, I have a
heart AND a soul, and by reading these comments posted beforehand, and I am not
pissed. This is only so "shocking" to you, because it actually happened on our soil. If
this was a foreign affair, you would read it in the headline of a newspaper, or hear about it
on the news, and then continue on eating your cheerios. Don't give me your righteous
attitude bullshit. narutozrasengan 1 year agoNFLGuru22 1 year ago 3 Your ignorance, and
arrogance is sickening, naruto. NFLGuru22 1 year ago 3narutozrasengan 1 year ago What
are you talking about? Can you seriously compare this to the Holocaust, or an other
international slaughter? If so, that's more sickening than my alleged ignorance. Know this,
I'm not a person that will mock 9/11, or disregard it as an important and tragic event. If
some of my family died in 9/11, I would be mourning to, but they didn't. And that's why
I'm thankful of the people that didn't die, moreso than those who did. narutozrasengan 1
year agonarutozrasengan 1 year ago Seriously though, you can't teach people morals or
what's right and wrong, when you can't even embrance anothers' opinion. One of which is
as equally valid as yours. When you proclaim that you will kill any other people for
mocking this event, you're no better than the terrorists that blew up these buildings, and
that is, without a doubt, sickening. narutozrasengan 1 year agobender1011001 1 year ago
Nuratozrasengan Nobody is giving you righteous attitude. You know why you came to
this video. You just wanted to cause more hurt. I don't care what you respond with. I
JUST DON'T FUCKING CARE. You are pathetic. bender1011001 1 year
agonarutozrasengan 1 year ago I came to this video to remember the day that 3000 people
died for no reason except for slaughter. Just because I realize things that you people don't
want to admit does not make me pathetic, you have no idea the hardship the victim's
families went through, as nor do I. But you have the nerve to think that you've shared the
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same experience. Mourning for 8 years over the death of 3000 people that didn't do
anything to deserve it doesn't even compare to the pain other countries feel everyday.
narutozrasengan 1 year agobender1011001 1 year ago narutozrasengan. I never would be
stupid enough to say I shared the very same experience as the people dieing in this video.
You choose to take everyone's words as a claim to that. I feel for these people. I gain
nothing for it. I hate to see innocent people die. Even in other countries. Even at the hand
of our own military. Its wrong no matter who or where. There is nothing wrong with
remembering. bender1011001 1 year agozOMGLaserGunzPewPew 1 year ago People
like you are the reason people hate the U.S. and it's citizens so much. If we could keep
our fucking noses out of other country's business this wouldn't have happened. That said
though, this is a tragedy, and those responsible will get what's coming if they haven't
already. zOMGLaserGunzPewPew 1 year agoClanUnleashedVideos 1 year ago show
hide HAPPY 9/11 EVERYONE! ClanUnleashedVideos 1 year agostownbulls55 1 year
ago are you fuckin kidding me....i dont care if youre kidding or not, thatspeople died you
scum stownbulls55 1 year agojelo895 1 year ago it makes me sad to read all these awful
comments... something awful happened that day and we should show some respect for
the dead. instead people are hating. thats just wrong. but thanks for posting the video.
gave me goosebumps. RIP and God Bless jelo895 1 year agoeskil9800 1 year ago ✈ ▌▌
eskil9800 1 year agoTaurusaud 1 year ago Can you imagine what people will think about
this who are born after it happened and only have textbooks and videos like this to fall
back on? It was so messed up when it happened but now looking back on it it doesn't
seem real. Its strange having horrific events like this and seeing what lots and lots of time
does to them, how they distort and how the future (our present) was affected by this one
event. I can't find the words to explain it. RIP Taurusaud 1 year agoHotPinkLov 1 year
ago R.I.P For the thousands of innocent lives that were lost:( P.S. My B-DAY is on
September 11:( I have the saddest B-day ever!!! HotPinkLov 1 year agoholygolfer 1 year
ago you guys can call me a liar but w/e. today in school we were praying (i go to to a
catholic high school) for all the victims and the families. and right as we are going through
the slide show of pictures of the attack some douche fuck next to me says, "hey did
anyone notice that the cloud of smoke and fire next to tower #2 kinda looks like a
hotdog?" and i swear to god the kid sitting to the right of me was sucked in the face right
there and then by a senior. the senior didnt get in trouble. god holygolfer 1 year
agopie4006 1 year ago 3 R.I.P fellow americans.Burn in hell osama followers pie4006 1
year ago 3jxk2790 1 year ago ohh..you're cool now! youre a foreigner who commented
rudely on an emotional video. you cant even speak english well. your grammer is horrible
you retard. so what youve killed two americans. didnt get you famous now did it? before
you even talk again, get the sand out of your vagina fuckhead. jxk2790 1 year
agoa5559341 1 year ago will millions of people died in Iraq and nobody cray it theem
a5559341 1 year agoholygolfer 1 year ago you guys can call me a liar but w/e. today in
school we were praying (i go to to a catholic high school) for all the victims and the
families. and right as we are going through the slide show of pictures of the attack some
douche fuck next to me says, "hey did anyone notice that the cloud of smoke and fire next
to tower #2 kinda looks like a hotdog?" and i swear to god the kid sitting to the right of
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me was sucked in the face right there and then by a senior. the senior didnt get in trouble.
god holygolfer 1 year agoNFLGuru22 1 year ago This is very surreal, and it's giving me
shivers. I don't live in NYC, but I almost feel like I was there. Thank you for this video. I
believe that we should never forget the animosity shown that day, but we should also
never forget the MANY heros on that day. God Bless ALL of them. We will never forget.
NFLGuru22 1 year agoMesGodz 1 year ago narutozrasengan your one fucking asshole I
wish I had the privaledge to punch in the mouth with my fists man..honestly ..HAVE
SOME RESPECT MesGodz 1 year agoSuperModelxp15 1 year ago i just cant stop
cryning.. my sister died in the south tower SuperModelxp15 1 year ago44Bearcat 1 year
ago dude narutorasengan..you are a fuckin prick..you don't get it because you're probably
a fucking moron...seriously get a life faggot 44Bearcat 1 year agoFallicIdol 1 year ago
Truthers are as retarded and ridiculous as people who believe in fairies, magic and the
Easter Bunny. Yes, the world puts you in the same category as them and rightfully so.
Please do us a favor and never breed, you retarded fuckwads. FallicIdol 1 year
agojoaombn1 1 year ago 2 The United States of America suffered a major attack but not
only the towers but also in their pride, I do not approve of terrorism but do not believe
that this attack was terrorism, there are political interests behind this ataque.Mas the U.S.
is like the Phoenix renacer and ashes. joaombn1 1 year ago 2djanderson89 1 year ago 3
God Bless America! Never forget what happened this day! djanderson89 1 year ago
3The1Houstongirl 1 year ago i have never seen fotage like this call me late whatever this
is something the didnt show on the news i tell you that much wow i know this was up
close and personal i hope all is well with you and your family and hope the lil kid you
talked about that went to daycare is well The1Houstongirl 1 year agorjznhjkfkmnltk 1
year ago kill all terrorists from Federal Reserve rjznhjkfkmnltk 1 year agolemonskunk2 1
year ago Not all Muslims are terrorist, but most terrorists are Muslims lemonskunk2 1
year agokatloveslife 1 year ago 2 and America or not America, an event like this is tragic.
So think twice before you speak you jackasses. My heart will always go out to those
who were lost on this day & to friends, families, and loved ones of those who were lost.
God bless America. PEACE ON EARTH. spread Love around. Anybody who thinks it's
alright to hurt other people should seriously get their mind fixed. katloveslife 1 year ago
2jinsherpa 1 year ago 2 fuck the terrorists and burn them alive in hell with out Mersey
jinsherpa 1 year ago 2katloveslife 1 year ago 3 Some of you are complete & total heartless
fools. This event changed people's lives forever. Think about all of the people that died.
Then think about their families and loved ones. To those of you saying "Get over it, it's
in the past" and "the government set this up" and "haha stupid America", HAVE A
HEART. Think before you say DUMBASS things like that. Thousands of people's lives
were lost. So hell yeah, we are still going to mourn for them today. katloveslife 1 year ago
3henf5671 1 year ago 2 i agree with you 100 percent. i do have a heart and i'm getting sick
of people saying that the america government did this and people who think its funny
that people were killed. those people are fucking stupid and needs to show some respect
to all those victims. henf5671 1 year ago 2narutozrasengan 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam That makes no sense. Why mourn for people who
died 8 years ago? It's pointless. If you, or even me, died in that building, would the
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people you're mourning for mourn for you? Most likely not. So, with all due respect, get
over it. Losing 1 or 2 family members, and 3000 people overall is like a drop in the ocean
compared to other horendous events. Like, oh idk, the Holocaust. THOSE PEOPLE are
worth mourning for, because they were starved and tortured, these people died a quicker
death. narutozrasengan 1 year agotravguitar413 1 year ago 2 are you serious?..you have to
be cold hearted to not feel sad for the families and innocent people who died. That is a
tragic event in our countries history and you can kick rocks if you dont want to remember
the americans we lost. travguitar413 1 year ago 2HotPinkLov 1 year ago I get your point
of view! But every single life is worth more than you think! Our love ones died for no
reason! HotPinkLov 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago something like this we can't get over.
people died in those buildings and planes. even if the people we're mourning for didn't
mourn for us that doesn't make it right for us to not mourn for them. you don't do unto
people as they do unto you. that attitude sucks. what would jesus do? he would mourn
for the people who died period. henf5671 1 year agohottiehotme 1 year ago well still
what happened to them was very scary. and ridiculously sad. they were innocent people.
The people of the holocauset were equally innocent and what happened to them was
extrememly sad as well. And you know what? when you love someone and they're gone..
you WILL miss them. thats just life. hottiehotme 1 year agobender1011001 1 year ago
katloveslife you are right. These people who could find humor in this are just sick.
Pathetic! EVIL IS ALIVE AND WELL ON YOUTUBE. Theres not a single country on
earth I would rather live in. There are somany good people here. MY VERY BEST TO
THE FAMILIES OF THE INNOCENT VICTIMS THAT WERE NOT JUST
AMERICANS, BUT FROM OTHER COUNTRIES AS WELL. bender1011001 1 year
agokatloveslife 1 year ago 5 thank you for agreeing. some people are so heartless. I
bawled my eyes out while watching this video by the way. I started crying when the
person filming the video said, "I hope nobody's working there," (or something like that)
and didn't stop after that. It just got worse & worse. katloveslife 1 year ago 5vika08gr 1
year ago i just cannot understand how can american goverment kill its people,american
people,innocent people.... vika08gr 1 year agosarashanana 1 year ago wht terriost did this
not americans!! They were people from a nother countnry did this. We could not stop
them in the air. lets just pray for the familys who loved ones died and not point fingers at
anyone sarashanana 1 year agojolinas100 1 year ago R.I.P from ROMANIA jolinas100 1
year agohottieyouranottie 1 year ago kill all terrorites hottieyouranottie 1 year
agoTheGrimester88 1 year ago loooooooooool TheGrimester88 1 year
agoWashDCDemocrat 1 year ago 2 I appreciate the decision you made to release the
video. It's a reminder to not forget the attacks eight years ago, even as they fade into our
textbooks and into the pages of history. We lived history on that day. WashDCDemocrat
1 year ago 2MALAKASMALAKAS14 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam o yea i love to see americans dieng.go taliban go russia fuck america!
MALAKASMALAKAS14 1 year agoTheSuperlazer1 1 year ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha-hahahahahaha i hate
stupid america DEATH TO OBAMA!!!!!! FROM BRITAN!! TheSuperlazer1 1 year
agoWashDCDemocrat 1 year ago thats not even worth responding to. To other users:
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that comment isn't worht responding to, so don't. WashDCDemocrat 1 year agohenf5671
1 year ago Comment removedlogansmyname1 1 year ago you fucking coward! Obama
doesnt represent what we all feel. You useless slime bag 3000 people died. show some
respect logansmyname1 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago FUCK YOU ASS HOLE! why
the hell would you post something like? what did america do to you? are you possessed
by satan? yeah i think you are so why don't you go to hell where you belong and fuck
off. henf5671 1 year agovika08gr 1 year ago why? go check history first stupid and then
talk...so many catastrofes in america have been done by the goverment for
power...americans don't have to do with that.....the goverment only ....go fuck your ass
vika08gr 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago First of all why don't you fuck your ass and shut
the up you RETARD. do you know how people check history? by reading different
books and internet sites you fuckwad. so shut the fuck up and burn in hell you mother
fucker. henf5671 1 year agomishetuu 1 year ago i heard that the people are jumping out of
that building .. jumping of hundred floors just bicouse they dont want to burn ...they
were jumped and diyng there . just horrible. RIP for the death mishetuu 1 year
agocelticsfan400 1 year ago 3 4 all u haters on america FUCK YOU this was not done by
the goverment and stop hateing ass holes celticsfan400 1 year ago 3henf5671 1 year ago I
agree. What's with all those people believing that the american government did this?
there's know way they could've done this. and even if they did they would already be
caught and probably already faced the death penalty. henf5671 1 year
agoBBall3Shooter12 1 year ago To say that the government did it is sooo fuckin stupid!!
BBall3Shooter12 1 year agomoenovapoder 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam come on people grow up..this happens before and you still dont get
it...go to do something usefull for your lives ok? this is past right? GET OVER IT!!!!
moenovapoder 1 year agoYonca001 1 year ago it makes me cry...oh my god..::( so
saddddddddd Yonca001 1 year agoCavalierTwins 1 year ago Responding to england
colors: I dont believe in any of the "conspiracy theorys" but some people believe Bush
wanted to look for a reason to go to war. But I really doubt our goverment would ever go
to anything as far as this. But lets not make this a debate. Pray for the vicitms and their
familys. I live 10 minutes away from NYC and I will never forget this day. God bless
america. CavalierTwins 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago Comment removedjustingenius1 1
year ago 2 God bless America. Pray for world peace. (And please be respectful
everybody) justingenius1 1 year ago 2TheNumberonecreedfan 1 year ago This is
sooooooo sad. It makes me want to cry. TheNumberonecreedfan 1 year agokangaroo4589
1 year ago gelir dude FUCK U do not make fu of the vid kangaroo4589 1 year
agoZzatch321 1 year ago 911 you idiot. Show some fucking respect Zzatch321 1 year
agohemi817 1 year ago im sorry to all the all the people that died in this 9-11 plz
remenber all the people hemi817 1 year agoappleseed024 1 year ago 3 12:17.... "it was a
military plane".....that's creepy appleseed024 1 year ago 3hp189pt 1 year ago you can't
blame anyone for this. Human's are the scum of this planet and will always find a reason
to create tension and conflict. the only solution is for the entire planet to be destroyed by
an asteroid. I hope it will be in my life time as will enjoy everyone forgetting about about
all the every day BS that is meaningless. hp189pt 1 year agoKinesis17 1 year ago show
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hide I love watching this, it's hilarious listening to the dip shit who recorded it. Kinesis17
1 year agolvnjeremy 1 year ago theres nothing funny about people dieing asshole
lvnjeremy 1 year agodelgado4652 1 year ago What is wrong with people?? I could care
less about the "you deserved it America" people cuz they're just retarded and will
probably get shot very soon, so we just have to wait until that glorious day they do. But
those 9/11 truthers are pissing me off!! They have the audacity to say it's faked right to a
policeman's face who probably lost a fellow agent, right to the families that lost dads,
moms, or children....If you don't like America, don't live here. You're ruining the world by
living delgado4652 1 year agoCavalierTwins 1 year ago How dare people can post some
comments like people actualy diserved this. Complete disregard for their familys and
human life! Disgusting! NO ONE deserves this but the people who caused it. GOD
BLESS THE USA! CavalierTwins 1 year agoGelirGecer 1 year ago show hide Im not a
radical Islamist but fuck Al Qaida 4-ever fucking american bitches you deserved it all the
whole world is behind Bin Laden go Bin Laden youre the best PRAY THE GAY USA
AWAY sieg heil GelirGecer 1 year agoConcorX 1 year ago shut the fuck up you little
candy ass faggot bitch ConcorX 1 year agoGelirGecer 1 year ago go and and fuck the
3000 dead americans in their dead asses haha GelirGecer 1 year agoWelle92 1 year ago
fuck u german nazi motherfucker, i hope u die slow u motherfucker Welle92 1 year
agoreid0291 1 year ago You do realize it wasn't only americans who lost their lives, right?
Hell, i'd wager a few from your own country died, too. It's New York City, by far the
most diverse and international city in the world. reid0291 1 year agoIloveLiaSophiajewels
1 year ago Thank you so very much for posting the story from your eyes. We must never
forget the complete disregard for life. I was amazed at how calm you all were as it
unfolded. I cannot say that I was that calm. God Bless you and your family. God Bless
America! IloveLiaSophiajewels 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago fuckin usa goverment
but sad the innocent had to die on the inside job driven by their modern legal criminal
leaders to legitimate the oilwar to level their finacial disaters on cost of innocent, how sad
i also feel of the 12 millions indio natives that got killed of americans in the same land and
robbed their place and named it usa, result= true global terrorism is based in washington
dc Mr19pedro78 1 year agolemonskunk2 1 year ago obama probably celebrated today,
like he has done every year since 9/11. lemonskunk2 1 year agolemonskunk2 1 year ago I
hope they catch and torture osama bin laden, to hell with radical islam, its the enemy,
cant beleive that osama hasnt been caught after 8 years, thats rediculous. osama needs to
be caught and dragged behind a truck, and then mutilated, and burned, until he dies. osama
bin laden deserves a painful agonizing drawn out death, and it should be broadcast on live
T.V. for the world to see, they should also kill osama bin ladens entire family.
lemonskunk2 1 year agoobobyu 1 year ago show hide Not all Americans are bad. But
America desrved it all. And even vorse. And even more. And it will be. obobyu 1 year
agokmparr02 1 year ago 3 omg thats so sad. god bless america. god bless the people that
died on 9/11/2001 kmparr02 1 year ago 3Mr19pedro78 1 year ago inside job and usa
citizens too dumb and low blessed on iq to notice who trully killed their family members
Mr19pedro78 1 year agopachuck2000 1 year ago 2 Why don't all of you radical islamists
turn your AK-47's on yourselves and get your virgins. pachuck2000 1 year ago 2akim202
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1 year ago Don't respond to the nonsense of other bloggers, the comments are made to get
an angry reaction from you, although your comment isn't any better.... akim202 1 year
agoduffbeer714 1 year ago All Hail Allah! Down with Americans! Allah! duffbeer714 1
year agoduffbeer714 1 year ago Rohmid Bushall to America! Hail Allah!! The people that
did this are heroes. We should remember there lives today. duffbeer714 1 year
agoenglandcolors 1 year ago wtf englandcolors 1 year agoMrBeast9000 1 year ago good
video horrible to watch still, screw off to the deniers, MrBeast9000 1 year
agoduffbeer714 1 year ago All Hail Allah! Down with America! duffbeer714 1 year
agodramasmooth123 1 year ago They should make a movie about september 11. R.I.P to
thoses people dramasmooth123 1 year agoMijonococoxD 1 year ago fuck you and your
friend x) MijonococoxD 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago watch?v=q-9JpRytCx0
87buickgn10 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam lo malo es que los maricones de estados inidos y los simios insular ingles
tambien fueron acerrimos enemigos, pero now aday they are bond like shit and
toiletpaper as the most disgusting human combination en este mundo man. no hay
derecho y esto es tan solo el aperitivo of thei criminal lead intrigant bondage- result USA=
esto es una porqueria Mr19pedro78 1 year agoTHEOFFICIALCANDYSHOP 1 year ago
R.I.P. 9/11/09 THEOFFICIALCANDYSHOP 1 year agoajve34 1 year ago Everone if
you want to see a vid of alll the nnatural disaters type in Kevin Van Ess Lords Prayer
ajve34 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago lo malo es que los maricones de estados inidos
y los simios insular ingles tambien fueron acerrimos enemigos, pero now aday they are
bond like shit and toiletpaper as the most disgusting human combination en este mundo
man. no hay derecho y esto es tan solo el aperitivo of thei criminal lead intrigant bondageresult USA= esto es una porqueria Mr19pedro78 1 year agomadera85 1 year ago 2 My
cousin was in ny visiting she was suppose to eat breakfast in the world trade that
morning but her alarm clock didn't go off madera85 1 year ago 2tdmnyd 1 year ago I hope
their proud of all the mislead Muslums who were killed and are being killed in the wake of
this. tdmnyd 1 year agoLadiiSkittlez91 1 year ago smfh...i was in 5th grade nd my mom
worked like down da block frum it and my dad is a traffic officer....dat day i thought i lost
both of dem LadiiSkittlez91 1 year agoralliart2000 1 year ago 8 Rest In Peace to all the
innocent people who died on that day. ralliart2000 1 year ago 8bartekwtrpl 1 year ago 2
condolences from Poland bartekwtrpl 1 year ago 2MetallicaPantera2010 1 year ago 3
3000 plus dead, RIP from OHIO MetallicaPantera2010 1 year ago 3ledandelion 1 year
ago Thank you so much for sharing this with us. Seeing it filmed from someone's home
makes it all the more real and offers a very interesting perspective. ledandelion 1 year
agotomjal25 1 year ago In 7:35 something falling down... what is it???? tomjal25 1 year
agocloudgirl105 1 year ago To answer your question tomjal25 it could have been either a
piece of the building, or even a person (since some tried to jump and fall to their deaths
instead of stay stuck in the towers) cloudgirl105 1 year agobigEB184 1 year ago Never,
EVER forget! God Bless America! Never EVER forget! bigEB184 1 year
agoMijonococoxD 1 year ago just one question ... WHERE IS THE SPIDER MAN????
=O MijonococoxD 1 year agoMeganNdMeProductions 1 year ago God Bless to all the
people that died on 9/11/2001. MeganNdMeProductions 1 year agokellyc612 1 year ago
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Don't get offended so easily by the odd comment. Welcome to the internet. Yes, they're
stupid and pathetic. But it's easy to type such things on here... remember that the
Internet is also a fabulous thing, and the vast majority of us have an enormous amount of
respect for those who suffered in the 9/11 attacks. RIP. kellyc612 1 year agoFoxnaruto30
1 year ago fuck you moron america is the greatest country on earth if u have studied ur
histoy then u should know that we've never given up to anyone.we would rather die than
lose and be slaves to another poor selfish and cruel country.we tried. we already had our
vietnam now u and the rest of the world fighting in the war will have urs. USA
Forever!!!!! Foxnaruto30 1 year agoHolyBomb 1 year ago "america is the greatest
country on earth" lol just lol HolyBomb 1 year agodeppehcoey 1 year ago I agree. Inside
Job. deppehcoey 1 year agoenglandcolors 1 year ago why do u think that?? my teacher
said the same but why? englandcolors 1 year agodeppehcoey 1 year ago Because of the
evidence they've shown, the lies, the mistakes. It's all there, people, you can deny it, but
it's true. This is for anyone else who doesn't agree, You can thumb down my comments,
it doesn't change what I think or feel, doesn't change the TRUTH! deppehcoey 1 year
agoenglandcolors 1 year ago i still dont understand ur saying this because the ppl who
hijacked the plan lived in america?? englandcolors 1 year agodeppehcoey 1 year ago Nah
mate, I'm saying that The American government did it. Not hijackers. That's what I think.
I'm entitled to an opinion, and it seems many more agree with me, even some Americans.
deppehcoey 1 year agoenglandcolors 1 year ago oh but were do u get that idiea from im
curiouse why would america hurt theselves??? just curiouse i dont want to change ur
mind or anything if that what u think englandcolors 1 year agodeppehcoey 1 year ago It's
fine I understand. Just from all the info I have read and the doco's I have watched. I just
looked a little deeper into it and didn't believe everything that was said or shown in the
media. Try watching 'loose Change' One of many doco's. deppehcoey 1 year agohenf5671
1 year ago what news do you watch or what internet sites do you go to? or do you like
making up information? check out some books on 9-11 and read it. the american
government did NOT do it. those 19 hijackers pictured in some of those 9-11 books are
the evil dumbshits who killed that many people. henf5671 1 year agodeppehcoey 1 year
ago Look I'm not saying what happened was good, people died, it's horrible. And no
Einstein, I don't make up information to suit me. The part about the hijackers, how come
many of them are still alive today? I have the right to an opinion, just as much as you.
The end. deppehcoey 1 year agoRehabIsForQuitterss 1 year ago "We would rather die
than lose" sums up everything you said to me... RehabIsForQuitterss 1 year
agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago how sad the people had to die of the inside job driven by
modern legal criminal leaders in washington dc that fool its own citizens to get the needed
backup to legitimate the oilmission to level the finacial american disasters on the cost of
innocent nations. result=true global terrorism is based in washington dc and every
american citizen that suport its criminal leaders is a terrorist too cause of supporting
criminal itrigues to the full Mr19pedro78 1 year agomlpoplin 1 year ago Thank you for
sharing that with us. That must have been so scary for you and your family. mlpoplin 1
year agopachuck2000 1 year ago More people have been killed in the name of GOD than
for any other reason. Why can't the people who practice intolerance in their religions
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value life more - no matter who your GOD is? pachuck2000 1 year
agoRehabIsForQuitterss 1 year ago Your an Idiot... RehabIsForQuitterss 1 year
agoEeveefan100 1 year ago I hope no one will ever forget this Eeveefan100 1 year
agoFoxnaruto30 1 year ago god is hate osama if i ever find him i will kill him im not
kidding! Foxnaruto30 1 year agoakim202 1 year ago The tragedy had NOTHING to do
with Islam, the terrorists where Muslim extremists, the actions they committed were due
to their PERSONAL views, Islam itself does NOT preach such inhumanity... akim202 1
year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago akim...bullshit!!!!!...this is exactly what perert
muhammed and his cronies would appreciate. 87buickgn10 1 year agoakim202 1 year ago
You're very wrong... akim202 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago akim...am I
WRONG???? watch?v=q-9JpRytCx0 We will never forget ! 87buickgn10 1 year
agoakim202 1 year ago Nor have I... akim202 1 year agoashlayyydose 1 year ago this
made me cry.. i don't understand how anyone could do this. just aweful ashlayyydose 1
year agoNatalie357x 1 year ago thats really upseting =( poor people that were inside
them and theyre families Natalie357x 1 year agoFriandsFan 1 year ago OMG
LLEtrangere1 !!!!!! This kileld 1,000 people !!!!! Thats funny to you ? OMG ! HAVE
SOME RESPECT ! FriandsFan 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago americans arent too
bad, the bad thing on the nation is that they get fooled by own leaders and are not that
clever to notice the truth what the rest of the world did, so call it they innocently do
ordered crime on legal made ways to level their finances. its like a zoo of dumb people
getting feed over their medias and just stand in the yard like a strange buffalo that dont
have anything better to do than let his ass think more than his brain and love the zoo
workers cause they feed him Mr19pedro78 1 year agoItachi21x 1 year ago show hide I
laughed... Osama Bin Laden worked for the US till 911 i dont deny the fact that there
were terorist who captured the planes and flew into the wtc but i dont believe the wtc did
collapse due to the collisions / heat ... it was a controlled demo Itachi21x 1 year
agoLuvdance990 1 year ago 3 LLEtrangere1 get a damn life that shit is not funny
Luvdance990 1 year ago 3ryeabvil 1 year ago i was in 6th grade when this happened. i
was out of the country but i watched this live in the news. heartbreaking. ryeabvil 1 year
agoAJx408x 1 year ago 5th grade for me. horrible AJx408x 1 year agoLLEtrangere1 1 year
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam loooooooooool ahhahahahahaha
looooooooool hahahahah stupid americanos hahahahahahah lol bomb bomb bomb bomb
bomb bomb bomb bomb bomb ps CHARITY ANGEL LLEtrangere1 1 year
ago87buickgn10 1 year ago LLEtrangrer1....fuck you muslim filth....Fuck islam
87buickgn10 1 year agostockwizard1000 1 year ago Don't take his bait. Just look at our
country years after! Islamic Fascism is on the run, and we are winning against these
cowards. If they had any guts or honor at all, they would face us in the battlefield instead
of hiding behind women and children. The only virgins that will be awaiting these pathetic
human beings are ones that will be sodomizing these Islamic Fascists. stockwizard1000 1
year agoralliart2000 1 year ago Spot on. ralliart2000 1 year agoryeabvil 1 year ago you're
the one who's stupid for posting your stupid comment. ryeabvil 1 year agoIGbullshark 1
year ago What the fuck is you problem? i hope a fucking jet falls on your house and you
burn alive. you sound like someone who wishes that they lived in America but since your
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not lucky enough to you make fun of Americans. seriously, fucking grow up IGbullshark
1 year agobuccieri 1 year ago 2 i can't beleive it's already been 8 years buccieri 1 year ago
2FinestCitizen 1 year ago Obama bin Laden. FinestCitizen 1 year agolawnchaircrew 1
year ago That footage was incredible. It bothers me as much today as it did then. I cant
imagine being trapped in a room with fire on one side and an open window on the other.
Burn alive or jump? I say we give the terrorists the same option. Jump alive or burn alive.
lawnchaircrew 1 year agoMrDan644 1 year ago 2 I saddens me to know that this only
happened 8 years ago! I still can't believe two fucking cowards crash themselves into the
twin towers just to fulfill a mission by Osama Bin Ladin!! May they perish for eternity
for what they did to the innocent lives of many on September 11th 2001 MrDan644 1
year ago 2zazose 1 year ago 2 Thank you for sharing this historical footage that you took
on 9-11 ... I hope that you and your family are fine and all is well now with you ... I
would call it a Citizen 9-11 view ...you captured both the impact and emotional zazose 1
year ago 2gfluckor107 1 year ago How can somebody square this with his conscience.
gfluckor107 1 year agoviceboy26 1 year ago Osama is product of the CIA viceboy26 1
year agolureepatrick 1 year ago What - seriously? LOL - get a clue man - you are a moron
to think that. lureepatrick 1 year agoJACKDMM 1 year ago I'm not exactly a fan of the
american foreign policy but terrorism is the most abominable, cowardly and repugnant
way to be heard. Violence only brings more violence. How many innocent lives will be
wasted until mankind learns this simple lesson? JACKDMM 1 year agoLuperon90 1
year ago That day is the epitome of lessons in the fragility of life, the cowardice of
terrorism, the courage of survivors and the strength of the American spirit. It will not be
forgotten. Luperon90 1 year agolawnchaircrew 1 year ago 4aaaaa4... are you fuckin
retarded? somebody cut his/her tougue out and deport them lawnchaircrew 1 year
agoviceboy26 1 year ago The government of the US taught to Osama and his fellows to
do this viceboy26 1 year agolureepatrick 1 year ago hmmm - again - you're a moron.
lureepatrick 1 year ago4aaaaa4 1 year ago ~ IF I was a 9-11 victim, It would agonize me
being killed by my own military ..False Flag attacking like they wanted to do in
OPERATION NORTHWOODS. BUT I WOULD BE BALLISTIC ABOUT THE
FACT THAT THEY DID IT TO USE MY NAME ...to kill tens of millions of beautiful
innocent people ..all for the purpose of corporate expansion. And to begin a Nazi style
fanaticism which restructures the minds of even my own family into looking away from
the truth. And truth itself. How could I rest? ______ 4aaaaa4 1 year agomaiteherrerias 1
year ago As a daughter of two immigrants, my mother seeking freedom from communism
and my father seeking a better life with more opportunities, I have a deep appreciation
for my country. I was born and raised here and I remember this day for all the heroes who
ran to these buildings to save lives. These are the great americans who make this country
grand. PS: THANK YOU FOR POSTING maiteherrerias 1 year agotmvnes 1 year ago
stunning and shocking video....brings me back to when it happened...leaves me broken....
tmvnes 1 year agomaiteherrerias 1 year ago As a daughter of two immigrants, my mother
seeking freedom from communism and my father seeking a better life with more
opportunities, I have a deep appreciation for my country. I was born and raised here and
I remember this day for all the heroes who ran to these buildings to save lives. These are
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the great americans who make this country grand. maiteherrerias 1 year agoSatiricalTruth
1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Without America evil
would take over the world. Thanks to America there is still hope. America is Gods
people. We are the chosen ones to free the world from evil. Because all Americans are
good. And all Americans will end up in the Kingdom of God. SatiricalTruth 1 year
agoSupersoccer32 1 year ago This whole day and all the death people are really sad and
terrible. But if all the people in this world who talk about it as if it would be something
that could change the world ,would know how many people the government of the USA
has killed, they wouldn't think so. In September 11 1973 for example the USA putsched
the Chilean President (Salvador Allende) out of his position and killed 30.000 Chilean
Kommunists in the next months Supersoccer32 1 year agojudenihal 1 year ago Today is a
good time to play every single video on YouTube relating to 9/11. This is one of them
since its a 20 minuite 'good' footage video. This happened 8 years ago :( judenihal 1 year
agoletskillmusic 1 year ago So.. drink milk everyday kids! letskillmusic 1 year
agoSimonBolivarX 1 year ago I hope for humanity sake u are learning something:P
QUEEN & DAVID BOWIE: Under Pressure SimonBolivarX 1 year agoSonofCimmeria 1
year ago 7 There are two things we should never forget: the Americans who lost their
lives in these attacks; and the politicians who exploited this tragedy for their own
political and economic interests. SonofCimmeria 1 year ago 7seventy5cent832 1 year ago
I will never forget, anyone who forgets this must not know the value of life and freedom,
and its price. seventy5cent832 1 year agoZeppln8989 1 year ago It saddens me to believe
people have forgotten. Zeppln8989 1 year agoJustALittleKayee 1 year ago You think
people have forgotten? Why? JustALittleKayee 1 year agoZeppln8989 1 year ago I don't
see anybody take out their flags anymore. Nobody I see brings up the topic or anything
that relates to it. Zeppln8989 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam This is what muslims do....dont be fooled by the sweet
talking ones either,they secretly hide in the shadows and support this kind of
bullshit!!!....FUCK ISLAM 87buickgn10 1 year agoAmadeus1066 1 year ago 8 Not all
Muslims are terrorists. You're just perpetuating a racial stereotype. Amadeus1066 1 year
ago 8katcop20 1 year ago show hide Yes but most Terrorists are Muslims!! katcop20 1
year agogigatron4 1 year ago ....and colombians... gigatron4 1 year agoluisa0209 1 year ago
soooo sad:(.. luisa0209 1 year agolaluna1964 1 year ago Saw the face. It's evil...
laluna1964 1 year agoxjonathan08x 1 year ago OVNI mint 11:51 xjonathan08x 1 year
agoAWESOMEGodisMy 1 year ago RIP you all will never be forgetten
AWESOMEGodisMy 1 year agoCalibratt16 1 year ago 3 I was a Freshmen in High
School when this happened and 8 years later it feels like it was only yesterday!! As I
drove to work today I saw a man and his wife hanging American flag's on the overpass of
the freeway I it brought tears to my eyes right away and it makes me proud to be an
American!! My life changed forever this day 8 years ago as did everyone elses and shall
we NEVER forget and always remember the men and women who lost their lives on
September 11, 2001 and may they all Rest In Peace! Calibratt16 1 year ago
3SatiricalTruth 1 year ago Without America evil would take over the world. Thanks to
America there is still hope. America is gods people. We are the chosen ones to free the
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world from evil. Because all Americans are good. And all Americans will end up in the
kingdom of God. SatiricalTruth 1 year agoraulurrutia 1 year ago owned raulurrutia 1 year
ago117Icedflame 1 year ago Fuck you Asshole why dont you just blow your head off
right now jackass 117Icedflame 1 year agojasiu19pl 1 year ago yea it did it kinda freacky
thing no lie jasiu19pl 1 year agosporeodst 1 year ago i watch this and remember how
lucky i am R.I.P to all on the plane and in the building sporeodst 1 year agocpchevi 1 year
ago Is there an unedited version of this video?? cpchevi 1 year agoCALB22291 1 year ago
Ok... Can anybody please just watch a video without making comments about this video?
Making comments about President Bush and stuff like that... This was a terrible time in
our country and still is and our world and lives would be a lot easier if you didnt have to
add your personal views or comments because people like you use disasters like this for
your own personal agendas.. So please shut up.. this is a time fo remeberance, not you to
make an ass of yourself CALB22291 1 year agopitmoti 1 year ago MY Gosh.... thats the
felling of death.. Israel..Israel..Israel... pitmoti 1 year agojasiu19pl 1 year ago at 20:05
stop it exactly tht time and u see a hugeeee face made up of all the smoke, it so weird let
me kno if you see it jasiu19pl 1 year agoNnefit 1 year ago yeah I can see it. it looks like it
looks to the left Nnefit 1 year agolaluna1964 1 year ago saw it; its evil laluna1964 1 year
agoTheVozdovac 1 year ago u saw what??? TheVozdovac 1 year agobullheadcopyshop 1
year ago I'll always remember the victims of this day. R.I.P. bullheadcopyshop 1 year
agoSatiricalTruth 1 year ago Dont forget the 2.4 million Americans who sacrificed their
lives in 2008. SatiricalTruth 1 year agoricardokdt 1 year ago Q.E.P.D ricardokdt 1 year
ago09lovinlyfe 1 year ago R.I.P. to all the ones we lost. I would like to send my thoughts
and prayers out to the families of the ones we lost. 09lovinlyfe 1 year
agobrunosoneca1983 1 year ago They are good people indeed. But they lack common
sense. Otherwise they wouldn't re-elect that SOB Bush. brunosoneca1983 1 year
agoMrCpsven 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam heil hitler
MrCpsven 1 year agortsunityjet 1 year ago 3 As a Canadian I can honestly say some of
the remarks being posted by some on this video are highly disrespectful and unnecessary.
This was a terrible and tragic event, and regardless of whatever feelings people may have
against america, its just not the appropriate place to say negative things. I will never
forget turning on the TV to see this. Its this day and the election of Obama that will be
etched in my memory forever. RIP rtsunityjet 1 year ago 3taijicheng 1 year ago may
peace prevail! may we have the inner peace that will ultimately end the conflicts, hatred,
hostility, wars outside! may we consider the needs of others before ours! may we all have
more love and compassion for others! taijicheng 1 year agolaurah9307 1 year ago why did
people automatically think it was a terrorist attack, especially when it was the 1st plane
crash?? I dont understand laurah9307 1 year agonightshade7206 1 year ago 2 Thank you
for posting and the editing done was more then respectfull. again thank you. I am 37 yrs
old now the mohter of two strong healthy children. I watch the memorial as those
mothers stand and speak and I wonder where they get their strength. God Bless you all,
God Bless America. Never forget the price we have paid. nightshade7206 1 year ago
2andrew15124 1 year ago 3 America is a great nation. With a mixture of people from
every race and religion. A country that has been built off strong morals. Founded upon
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the ideas of working hard to create what you want in life. We are a nation that stands
together. Anyone else putting negative comments on here are just full of hate. American's
are full of compassion for their country and their people. You all should be ashamed for
those hateful comments. andrew15124 1 year ago 3HungKiet 1 year ago 2 my heart and
prayers be with you<3 God bless America HungKiet 1 year ago 2rawlf0o1 1 year ago 2
R.I.P and God bless xxx rawlf0o1 1 year ago 2gravy702 1 year ago Amen genesunshine!
Not to mention that Hiroshima was the end result of us being attacked first again!
gravy702 1 year agoTheAlexanderDeLarge 1 year ago RIP victims of 9/11 terrorist
attacks :( TheAlexanderDeLarge 1 year agogenesunshine 1 year ago to the individual that
mentioned Hiroshima was much worse, I guess you forgot we were involved in a little
known event at the time: World War II. I grew up in Long Island as a kid in the 70's, and
my uncle worked on the Towers. This will live in my soul forever. I wear a memorial
tattoo on my right bicep to never forget this day. Love and Peace to All. genesunshine 1
year agoJNprince07 1 year ago R.I.P from the Netherlands JNprince07 1 year
agoRantbak 1 year ago Coool Rantbak 1 year agocoldhotairballoon 1 year ago shut the
fuck up drakdog it doesnt make this any less tramatic!!! its still one of the most upsetting
events of american history so dont u even dare say that! coldhotairballoon 1 year
agoFreedomFighter49 1 year ago die usa hat den anschlag gepalt /erlaubt damit die ein
grund haben auf die mittle-east anzugreifen ! leider :( ! and al kaide is die puppe der Usa !
:@ R.I.P ALL ... :( from kurdistan ! pkk freedom fighter... FreedomFighter49 1 year
agosimmsdamon 1 year ago Millions of innocents have died at the hands of the good ol'
US of A - I am sorry but I fail to see how a few thousand dying in the US overshadows
all of this slaughter and destruction. I have nothing against America - nor against
Americans. I am not a Muslim, nor am I from the Middle East. But I do feel that the US
was warned about this a number of times and yet persisted in their actions. RIP all who
died, let's make sure it doesn't happen again. T simmsdamon 1 year agogenesunshine 1
year ago Why do so many comments involve this event trying to "overshadow" other
world horrors. Obviously, there are other world events that make 9-11 look real minor
(the Holocaust, World Wars, Dictators who killed millions). I do know that we as
Americans have a strong desire to remember the worst one day civil event in this
country's history. That's it. genesunshine 1 year agofuturamark 1 year ago 8 year
anniversary...RIP to all the innocent victims ...sad day today..mark from malta
futuramark 1 year agogravy702 1 year ago R.I.P. Never forget this day! Prayers to all that
died and thier families! Don't let asshole pussies like this fucking drakedog777 tarnish our
memories of our fallen brothers and sisters! Pussies like drakedog777 like to talk shit on a
computer because they are just like these unholy terrorist who hijacked the planes that
day...COWARDS! GOD BLESS AMERICA! gravy702 1 year agosehpatr 1 year ago
RIP all civilians... I lost my old boss that day, he was like father to me. From Turkey...
sehpatr 1 year agomrdom2210 1 year ago I am a 52 year old man from SW Florida As I
sit here and watch this horrible moment I am crying and asking why. God please keep
blessing all who lost there lives, So Sad, So Sad. mrdom2210 1 year agokidkong65 1 year
ago on this day september 11th 2001 the world literally stood still in ah as 4 commercial
airline planes were hijacked. the hijackings were not reported for they could not be
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reported and the first plane crashed into the north and south towers of the trade center.
the second plane was taken over by the passengers and crashed into a small field in
shanksville pennsilvania. the third plane meet its desination in the fifth side of the
pentagon may the 100,000 people that gave and lost there lives RIP kidkong65 1 year
agoxPrettyTiedUpxx 1 year ago this is one of the most unnerving things i've ever seen in
my entire life. even within the first minute, you just see the building standing still. it's
such a quiet scene, and you can only imagine the terror going on inside. Thank you for
posting this. RIP </3 Never forget. xPrettyTiedUpxx 1 year agotruthsoldier7 1 year ago
What I noticed after the tower collapsed is that you can see alot of faces in the smoke and
i was thinking it was those peoples souls. It was really strange truthsoldier7 1 year
agodakelhdenes 1 year ago just like that in an instant the trade centers are gone and blood
of the innocent have been spilled on earth !!! dakelhdenes 1 year agocalabriaable 1 year
ago hallo america.hätte fast keiner gemerkt.aber ihr dürft eins nicht vergessen:der ur
amerikaner ist ein europaer.und um ein europaer für dumm zu verkaufen gehört ein wenig
mehr dazu.fürs nächste mal.schade um all die opfer.naia,es gibt ja noch ein gewissen.gruss
europa. calabriaable 1 year agonightshade7206 1 year ago I hear those sirens and I cry. I
want to scream and mourn for I know what is going to happen, I know the suffering to
come. May God Bless this nation of America. This was no false flag, this was a real
attack on our soil from terrorists. It will forever stand as a day in infamy. nightshade7206
1 year agocynthianymami 1 year ago 2 ii Was Only 11 Years Old When This Happend ; ii
Was In School in The Bronx ;; Saddest Day Ever .. R.I.P And To All ya People that Talk
SHiit Bout This Is Pathetic !! Stop Hatting On Us Americans! Ya peach of shiit!
cynthianymami 1 year ago 2vivianflorez 1 year ago 2 GOD BLESS U R.I.P vivianflorez 1
year ago 2Drakedog777 1 year ago this is nothing compared to hiroshima u filthy bastard
americans Drakedog777 1 year agovgerber53 1 year ago 2 If you dont like america may I
suggest you move back to wherever the hell you came from. vgerber53 1 year ago
2luvdolphins5 1 year ago 9 11 today... I rember wathcing this on the news live i could not
beleave my eyes!! R.I.P to whoever died... luvdolphins5 1 year agoEnriqueandcris 1 year
ago Oh my god .... I till don't know what to think ! its just disgraceful ! Enriqueandcris 1
year agovikingpatrioten 1 year ago 19:41 omg !! T.C. vikingpatrioten 1 year agohotgal73
1 year ago R.I.P ... Tears flow from my eyes when i watch this.... Man to man is so
unjust we dont kno who to trust. hotgal73 1 year agoBlueEmt21 1 year ago I lost 343
fellow brother firefighters 8 years ago today I shall NEVER FORGET!!!! BlueEmt21 1
year agondgreenaway 1 year ago thanks for the upload...seeing more personal videos
makes the whole thing more real..unlike from the news networks etc..so its a fascinating
and eerie watch ndgreenaway 1 year agopetereuropa 1 year ago RIP from Sweden again. I
stand by your side USA as long as I'm alive. petereuropa 1 year agobajspackare93 1 year
ago R..I.P from sweden bajspackare93 1 year agosimmsdamon 1 year ago When will you
learn America, you bought this down on your own heads. Lebanon, Afghanistan, Iraq ring any bells? A few thousand dead Americans and you expect the world to stop thousands of Palestinians will go to school and work tomorrow in fear of their lives - do
you give a shit about them? Or that your government is the one financing their
oppressors? 9/11 was a wake up call, and one you didn't hear. simmsdamon 1 year
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agoMegastock0 1 year ago R.I.P from Sweden! So terrible! Megastock0 1 year
agocalabriaable 1 year ago hallo calabriaable 1 year agooutskool100 1 year ago america,s
problem nice terrorist good work u americans want freedom but u steal in von irak and
afanistan then u must know why the attack happends get out of irak americans!
outskool100 1 year agopachuck2000 1 year ago You fool. 9/11 happened before
America's involvement in Afghanistan and Iraq. It's why we went in so we could stop
this from happening again. pachuck2000 1 year agosimmsdamon 1 year ago Don't call me
a fool - your approach to stopping violence was to create more. Listen to Osama's
speeches. Even better, listen to speeches coming from your own government that started
the whole damn thing. I know Iraq and Afghanistan happened after 9/11. The point is
that you seem to think you own the damn world. Leave the children of the middle east to
live in peace. I note you neglected to comment on the Israel Palestine issue? Idiot
simmsdamon 1 year agoXxSilentFightaxX 1 year ago its shit like this that make me want
to join the marines 4 years to enlist XxSilentFightaxX 1 year agoSliz3rman 1 year ago
R.I.P from Sweden. Sliz3rman 1 year agodavidmoyesbluearmy 1 year ago i was only 9
years old at the time but remember what happened such an awful day. rembering all those
who went to work that day and never came home r.i.p davidmoyesbluearmy 1 year
agobarracuda246 1 year ago FUBAR... barracuda246 1 year agoalejoses 1 year ago obama
= bush = iluminati alejoses 1 year agoVenusBlue4u 1 year ago That footage was so good I
felt like I could smell it and needed to cough. VenusBlue4u 1 year agoSeth6786 1 year ago
2 I never forget this day in my live R.I.P :-( from Germany Seth6786 1 year ago
2Midnightryder7 1 year ago it's been 8 yrs since the 911 attacts...and still they can't find
Bin laden..BUT..they did find Saddam in a hole in the ground...But they can't find Bin
ladden in a cave..Please give me a break...911 was an inside job Midnightryder7 1 year
agoxWarmonger95x 1 year ago huh, interesting theory, too bad no one will listen to you.
You cant even spell attacks right...heh...genius xWarmonger95x 1 year agofilmsinfocus 1
year ago One of the best POV video ever made! filmsinfocus 1 year agoalliu23 1 year ago
Thank you for sharing that video. Never forget all those lost that day. alliu23 1 year
agocoldstaind 1 year ago i think thermite helped coldstaind 1 year agomil640 1 year ago
Its shame, that US cant still capture Bin Laden. US has lot to learn from Sri Lankan
Military, which crushed LTTE, the worlds most ruthless terrorists, with limited
resources. I think US military can win only in Hollywood Movies. mil640 1 year
agoORIANA250 1 year ago Its because there not looking for him. they say they are but
there not. ORIANA250 1 year agobuffyrocz 1 year ago with all due respect for ur right
to free speech but, FCK YOU AND THE HORSE U RODE IN ON!! buffyrocz 1 year
agokidkong65 1 year ago you know what the US military may not know alot but we have
the spirit of the gods them selves we have won wars that we didnt need to be in have
freed the jews and won our freedom in a war that was only made up of farmers we grew
from a small insignificant counrty to a powerful yet somewhat retarded nation we won
wars that seemed hopless and we have the strength of the world on our side kidkong65 1
year agojasmeet015 1 year ago rest in peace :( jasmeet015 1 year agocarbonpoly 1 year
ago Sorry,We can't take back the past R.I.P. carbonpoly 1 year agoCuicio07 1 year ago im
sorry.. but planes being flown into buildings and over 3,000 people dying in less than 8
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hours doesn't happen everyday. People getting shot happens everyday, not this Cuicio07
1 year ago4aaaaa4 1 year ago Common sense tells us that the Military-Industrial Complex
has plans for another, more convincing false flag operation. They need it to continue their
insane invasions and military occupations They need it to again command sympathy
from the world 9-11 was a Pentagon operation see OPERATION NORTHWOODS but
get beyond all that. Asking for answers = grabbing a tiger by the tail to stop it. Instead
start preparing for the NEXT false flag. The puppets are all set up & more bodies will
drop 4aaaaa4 1 year agoTheKhalsaraj 1 year ago what do u get by killing innocent people
kill all that politicians..... TheKhalsaraj 1 year agoORIANA250 1 year ago them killing
the innocent gets them control over the rest of the population. the people Killing the
politicians would not solve any thing as they are puppets controlled by some one else.
you need to get to the root of the problem. ORIANA250 1 year agoORIANA250 1 year
ago there are a hand full of rats leading a great nation, there is only a small percentage of
americans that are low lifes. the majority are good people. Don't judge a whole nation
because of a few bad eggs. ORIANA250 1 year agoCAWdeaconbomb 1 year ago I feel
sorry for those who died and today marking eight years i prayed for 2 hours to those who
died R.I.P. I hope the planner is killed who is in jail now the death penalty should happen
now! CAWdeaconbomb 1 year agosandamtod 1 year ago This is exactly my point. You
are talking about the American nation and it's history as a whole. It says on your channel
you are from Germany should I cast dispersions on you about your ancestors? No. that
wouldn't be fair. I haven't killed any "indios" in my lifetime. I have as much control over
the past as you do. None. Why are you so angry anyway... sandamtod 1 year ago Prev
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About
Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a
bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0)
Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show
your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading...
Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home
Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account
Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From:
NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or
Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) kangchao118 1 year
ago by 19:42 you can see the second tower colaps kangchao118 1 year agoLiameboy1 1
year ago R.I.P Liameboy1 1 year agotheplayer346 1 year ago im just confused ! there is
something wrong about that day its new york how come planes disappeard from the best
radars of the world and it was normals planes how come !! second first plane hit what
about the second one how come there was no missles ready to hit every single mistake
could happen above newyork and they let the second plane hit as well from my opinion
its all MADE IN USA SO THEY HAVE A REASON TO GO TO ARAB COUNTRIES
AND TAKE PETROL !!!! THEIR REASON IS THAT ! theplayer346 1 year
agoTheWannabePker 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
good for the fucking ppl who died there they own fault moslims are the best u fucking
other ppl go get a life we always win this moslims will take all over the world=D
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TheWannabePker 1 year agoBlacklaser24 1 year ago 2 Wish I could Erase the day or
make it never happen! Blacklaser24 1 year ago 2KamayaMom919 1 year ago It is sad
when anyone has to lose their life over this senseless shit.But people being innocently
killed happens in so many countries everyday... im sick of America acting like it was such
a travesty because it happened on our soil. KamayaMom919 1 year agoORIANA250 1
year ago That is definitely controlled demolition. the real conspiracy theory is that jet
fuel did that and not planted explosives. ORIANA250 1 year agoxslay94 1 year ago was
müssen das für kranke wixer gewesen sein wo da nei geflogen sind. gut das die
bundeswehr afghanistan angegriffen hat! xslay94 1 year agojordsxo7 1 year ago 2 i was in
second grade when this happened, i remember we got out of school early and i was so
confused. jordsxo7 1 year ago 2fuckamericansful 1 year ago great vedio espicially about
the reality. Don't great job! want to see more real in America. fuckamericansful 1 year
agomdbcam 1 year ago 2 i was at daycare when this hapened. i still remember that day.
9/11/09 RIP every one who died that day. mdbcam 1 year ago 2jordsxo7 1 year ago
Comment removedMr19pedro78 1 year ago cause ur nation is too low blessed with iq to
invent useful high quality stuff and drive the sales on on export busines to make money
on honorable ways so u guys rather prefer to do globalwide armed robberies , one day the
world united marches into washington dc and displace their criminal leaders and charge
every single one of their crime and suporting legal crime driven by usa Mr19pedro78 1
year agofuckamericansful 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Listen Americans! You should get listen from the 9/11 outstanding achievements by the
Al-Qada! Osama is my great fan! I hate and fuck americans! Hhahahahahah Pakistan
Zindabad! fuckamericansful 1 year agoNatron091 1 year ago its september 11th 2009, its
gone so fast since this this terrible disaster happened im from the uk and whenever i
watch something on tv about this i feel terribly saddened by it and feel strongly for the
victims and families that suffered Natron091 1 year agoluigidg85 1 year ago never forget
what men (not human) can do... luigidg85 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago
originalslush u are right u speak out the truth of honorable way making money- i am
selfemployed sweating my ass off every day on a honorable way to help my economy
thats why europe is the world leading economial superpower while ur criminal state make
up lies and intrigues to level their finacial disaters on the cost of innocent nations thats
the reason why ur terror leaders in washington did that inside job and sadly own people
had to die to legitimate this oilmission Mr19pedro78 1 year agohurricaneheardy111 1
year ago R.I.P from Wales to the Twin Tower victims :( 8 years on, I wrote this on
September, 11 2009 hurricaneheardy111 1 year agojesuszavala18 1 year ago yea keep
crying baby jesuszavala18 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago USA means in spanish
DIABLO modern legal criminal state with no face while usimg lies to achive set up goals
on cost of innocent nations. u scandalous devils cant call me radical muslim cause i am
christian and i hate the terror leaders of washington dc and those citizens that back them
up being fooled of their intrigant leaders, its also a terrorgroup cause many americans
know the truth but cant say free what they want that is called terror patriotism.
Mr19pedro78 1 year agobiboba1 1 year ago indeed biboba1 1 year agogreenradman123 1
year ago i was in kindergarden andi still remember this greenradman123 1 year
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agobrainstorming123 1 year ago gutes englisch :D deutsch? brainstorming123 1 year
agowrfrock 1 year ago show hide ur fucking stupid for uploading this video wrfrock 1
year agoMartinez1887 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
the usa deserves it every single day, but it shows the double standard, americans are
massmurdering iraqis every single day, over a million civilists got killed there for oil, are
there any ppl who are sad about it? they dont even show them i hate americans so much,
i wish all of them die, they massmurdered ppl on every single continent,
southamericans,africans,asians etc. burn in hell usGAY Martinez1887 1 year
agoclwhite1127 1 year ago At least we give you advance warning before we kill you....
clwhite1127 1 year agobrainstorming123 1 year ago omg osama has a youtube account
brainstorming123 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago show hide eosaurora u are right
every nation had that but in fact ur nations backround is based on straigh crime and its
not that but the fact is after all we learned in the world living in 2009 usa still does that
till now aday level their finances out on the cost of innocent nations after making up lies
being able to do armed robberies, than smaller groups that became somehow a victim of u
gets called terrorists but they just strike back with their small posibilities they r small but
usa big terrorists Mr19pedro78 1 year agoCPLRichard 1 year ago your rambling
stupidity shows your not very smart. have no facts and just a hate monger, why hate the
USA seems everyone wants to come here even if it means breaking the law, CPLRichard
1 year agopowell647 1 year ago 3 Wow, thank you for posting this. It still makes me cry,
even 8 years later, just like it was yesterday. powell647 1 year ago 3Drakedog777 1 year
ago cry more Drakedog777 1 year agozqa20 1 year ago i know UK+american dont rly get
along but yeh nobody deserves to die like this ;/ zqa20 1 year agothedugleyboz54 1 year
ago rip fuck osama bin laden and god bless usa thedugleyboz54 1 year agoeosaurora13 1
year ago May God watch over the families of those who lost their lives eight years ago
and may He watch over our brave men and women overseas. To those who take pleasure
in the suffering we experienced on this day, go to Hell and join the al Qaeda terroristsyou're no better than they are! GOD BLESS THE USA!!! eosaurora13 1 year
agoAlexGudesblat 1 year ago Rest In Peace. They are in God's loving and merciful hands.
AlexGudesblat 1 year agoMartinez1887 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam no americans go straight to hell, if you are born american, u are a bad
person, its a fact, just look at your ppl...disgusting rats Martinez1887 1 year
agowhoopass13780 1 year ago you small minded twat you need to get a life i lost family
in this attack so shut the fuck up you sad little person and go back to you sad pathetic
little life whoopass13780 1 year agojesuszavala18 1 year ago cuz its every american thats
out murderin people rite, youre being really ignorant by saying that what great country
are you from that you can say this jesuszavala18 1 year agoledzep126 1 year ago Hard to
believe it's been 8 yrs. We are still no safer than we were then. My thoughts & prayers
will always be with the families that lost someone. God Bless them. ledzep126 1 year
agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago u fuckin ignorat american cultureless snobs always crying
what happen 2u, what about the million innocent in history that died of ur modern legal
criminal driven goverments responsibilities are u god or are u in fact the only nation with
no own culture since u killed 12 million indio landowner and named their place usa, true
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global terrorism is based in washington dc and americans are terrorists suporting their
terrorleaders by backing up all those global attacks fooled by their own medias
Mr19pedro78 1 year agoeosaurora13 1 year ago 5 Is it a crime to be sad and remember? If
you're going to bash Americans, bash every other race and creed as well- at some point in
everyone's history there were people who took land from others. It wasn't just us. And
never call me a fucking ignorant American! eosaurora13 1 year ago 5konservburq 1 year
ago allahu akhbar konservburq 1 year agoSomebodysFreak88 1 year ago 2 I cried when I
watched the building fall.. It's the fact that there was so many people that died... I
remember I was in 7th grade and I was in Sience class as I watched this... It sent chills
down my spine. SomebodysFreak88 1 year ago 2riatochenkov 1 year ago The Americans
were not deserving it, but they themselves looked for it riatochenkov 1 year agoIDmadge
1 year ago I needed to cry with someone today, to remember. This was a hard video to
watch, but I went all the way through it. The hardest part was listening to the family in
the background, and knowing what they didn't know, knowing what would happen next.
Listening to the "Knick Knack Paddy Whack" in the background at the beginning was
surreal, too. IDmadge 1 year agodiegokarmona 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam R.I.P from Spain=( diegokarmona 1 year agoxNadiax24 1 year ago
R.I.P from the Middle East. no-one deserves it. Those who are hating on America and the
Middle East are retarded! no-one deserves to die like this. think aboiut their family, and
friends. May we all hope for PEACE one day. xNadiax24 1 year agoMuetze1993 1 year
ago 19:10 Muetze1993 1 year agoQeTuShaaa 1 year ago I am not American But this was
tragedy for me too. and it must be tragedy for everyone!!! No one deserves it because lots
of innocent people died!! what happened between two countries wasnt their fault!! and
that who thinks America deserved it is sick!! QeTuShaaa 1 year agoBrianboy9494 1 year
ago "God, give us grace to accept with serenity the things that cannot be changed, courage
to change the things which should be changed, and the wisdom to distinguish the one from
the other." that about such inhuman comments. 9/11 We will never forget! my deepest
condolences to everybody who lost somebody that day. god bless america!
Brianboy9494 1 year agoBlazeSwordX 1 year ago R.I.P from UK BlazeSwordX 1 year
agosandamtod 1 year ago 7 Regardless of what many think of American Culture or
Government the average Americans involved in this tragedy did not deserve what
happened to them. Just because you may live in a country that doesn't start or make war
does not mean war won't come to you. When it does, I believe soundly America will be
there to help. If you don't like America as a whole, fine, but to have hate for every
average American is just as ignorant as hating all Muslims because they are Muslim,
People need to wisen up. sandamtod 1 year ago 7Mr19pedro78 1 year ago show hide
what u talk of american culture? usa is the only nation in the whole world that dont own a
culture since u guys killed 12 million indios wich equals 4 times as much as hitler killed
jews by rob them for their land and named it usa, the cruel terrorist is u not others while
ur history and backrounds are based on scandalous crime Mr19pedro78 1 year
agooriginalslushey 1 year ago It is 2009. How about you get over things you weren't even
alive for and clearly haven't educated yourself enough on and spend the energy you are
wasting hating people you don't know or know anything about and istead put it to good
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use to build a life for yourself and your family in a postitive and honest way? How about
THAT as an idea? Never crossed your mind now did it? Why? Because you are too busy
hating people you don't even know who work hard and honestly to build lives for their
families. originalslushey 1 year agoe3hartwick 1 year ago 3 RIP. GOD BLESS
AMERICA AND ALL THE FAMILIES WHO LOST LOVED ONES ON THIS
HORRIBLE DAY!! FUCK al qaeda. You better keep hiding osama because the US
military is looking for your ass! e3hartwick 1 year ago 3Mr19pedro78 1 year ago lo malo
es que los maricones de estados unidos y los simios insular ingles tambien fueron
acerrimos enemigos, pero now aday they are bond like shit and toiletpaper as the most
disgusting human combination en este mundo man. no hay derecho y esto es tan solo el
aperitivo of their criminal lead intrigant bondage- result USA= esto es una porqueria
Mr19pedro78 1 year agohkymike 1 year ago 2 David you are a fucking prick and hope
you enjoy a long and painful death you asshole. hkymike 1 year ago 2davidverabo 1 year
ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam I remember with great
happiness that wonderful DAY, WAS VERY BEAUTIFUL VIEW THE JUSTICE OF
GOD. I PRAY TO SEE MORE AMERICANS DIE davidverabo 1 year agohkymike 1
year ago 9-11 Always in my heart. Never forget. hkymike 1 year agoxblack0utx 1 year
ago you're a piece of shit xblack0utx 1 year agominxamo 1 year ago how the fuck can you
live with yourself, even if that was some kind of sick joke. and if you think this was an
"act of god" then does that mean that you think god is vengeful, and would murder
thousands of innocent people for no reason? well if that's what god is like, then I'm glad
I'm an atheist minxamo 1 year agoeliseyfab 1 year ago 2 R.I.P From England eliseyfab 1
year ago 2Mr19pedro78 1 year ago malylord so all out there who say this will be burn in
hell u just said`? what about all the innocent dead globalwide that ur scandalous nation is
responsible for what happen to them? 12 million indio as well to rob their land so in fact
u burrn too? usa is the hell and that day god the almighty lit the hellfire to set a sighn not
just to burn others but also get burned in return u lowblessed iq victim Mr19pedro78 1
year agomartineuhh 1 year ago c fou ben raide la fumee !!!! what a smoke my gosh!!
martineuhh 1 year agoPampalaaa 1 year ago R.I.P from Slovakia :( Pampalaaa 1 year
agoMalyoryd 1 year ago I hope you people know whether you are white, black, asian,
chinese, arab, whatever you are....You can stand up for America and believe we stand as
One Nation Under God. All of you out there that say America deserved this...I hope you
know YOU WILL BURN IN HELL FOR ETERNITY. You are contributing to the attack
by even saying things. Nappy1987 you are sick. Enjoy hell!!! Malyoryd 1 year
agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago lo malo es que los maricones de estados unidos y los simios
insular ingles tambien fueron acerrimos enemigos, pero now aday they are bond like shit
and toiletpaper as the most disgusting human combination en este mundo man. no hay
derecho y esto es tan solo el aperitivo of their criminal lead intrigant bondage- result
USA= esto es una porqueria Mr19pedro78 1 year agowulvireen 1 year ago this is why I
want PEACE wulvireen 1 year agoJill499 1 year ago This could happen again-anywhere
anytime. God help us!!! Live each day like it is your last and hold your loved ones close.
Jill499 1 year agomarinecorp179 1 year ago This is why I want to Fight. marinecorp179 1
year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago usa is a land based on criminal backrounds karma goes
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around and that was a inside job, slavery atomary bomb stole the country after killing 12
million indios wich equals 4 times as much as hitler killed jews then name the conquered
land usa. level finacial disasters on the cost of innocent nations, in fact after killing the
true landowner usa is the only nation on globe with no own culture wich speak for a
bastardized population taught with the ways of their criminal ancestors-outMr19pedro78 1 year agoBostonDFi 1 year ago even if I agree with you, and I don't your
math is off on the 4 times part BostonDFi 1 year agoMintie2008 1 year ago I'll always
remember what I was doing on this very sad day....My thoughs and prayers are with the
families and friends of all those who lost a loved on that day. Mintie2008 1 year
agoliljokernladyjoker 1 year ago wow yall ppl r sick im hispanic n believe me i dnt wish
this to anyone it sux seen how people jump pout the window i wish the world wasnt as
fukd up as it is! .... r.i.p to all those fathers mothers daugthers n everyone that died ,,,
liljokernladyjoker 1 year agoxamyxdouganx 1 year ago wow. 8 years today ):
xamyxdouganx 1 year agoLagandofus 1 year ago I'm always close to tears when I see
these pictures... Lagandofus 1 year agopatriots20051 1 year ago HMMM - there are no
bad people in other countries???? Everyone else in the world are angels???? patriots20051
1 year agoTheXeus 1 year ago RIP for all victims. I'm Italian, but that day i think
everybody are became americans brothers. I hope terrorism will be eliminated from the
earth face...islam is not a religion....is a fucking control system.... TheXeus 1 year
agoSatiricalTruth 1 year ago Every American that has died since its birth has only died
for good. No American has ever done any evil. We dont have the ability to do any
mistake. All americans actions are done by the good grace of god. People outside America
will have to earn gods blessings unfortunately. I will pray for you. SatiricalTruth 1 year
agoTommos34 1 year ago hey I remeber that day. I was still in elementary school. then i
had an early dismisall becasse of it...alhtough it does suck for the people taht died
Tommos34 1 year agoKesumaofEO 1 year ago R.I.P to all those people who lost their
lives on that horrible day. As for you ebu63 and Nappy1987, I hope you go to hell when
you die for saying such cruel things KesumaofEO 1 year agoplaycallers 1 year ago We
Will Never Forget!! I Will Keep Fighting So That This Never Happens Again!! Long Live
Freedom!! -2LT Johnson playcallers 1 year agoseacoastbill 1 year ago Thank you for
posting this. People need to remember how horrible this attack was. seacoastbill 1 year
agoOriginalMissBHaven 1 year ago Whoever was behind the attacks - people died in
there and that's the tragedy. I remember this as clear as day....it's so weird. I will NEVER
forget. OriginalMissBHaven 1 year agopatriots20051 1 year ago I am appalled at all the
hateful comments. We all only have only one life to live. Why do we have so much hate
in this world. Why can't we teach our children to all get along. Nothing like this should
ever happen again, anywhere in this world!! patriots20051 1 year agojasonmark101 1
year ago We will never forget. God bless America. jasonmark101 1 year agoNoelg28 1
year ago RIP. Very heart wrenching watching this video. :( Noelg28 1 year agoscottbfdc 1
year ago Comment removedebu63 1 year ago show hide a good job al quaida thank you :)
usa sucks ebu63 1 year agobreezy2281 1 year ago 2 LOLOCAUST SHOULD BE SHOT,
YOU ARE SICK breezy2281 1 year ago 2Nappy1987 1 year ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 BEST DAY EVER FOR US ISLAM 4 LIFE
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Nappy1987 1 year agoxNadiax24 1 year ago Nappy1987, people like you make islam
look bad. im a Muslim and i find Sept 11 so sad. so many people died in it!! no matter
what race/culture or whatever you from, its still people who are dying. 9/11 is a sad day
to all those who care about everyone else. go get a life. xNadiax24 1 year
agoOriginalMissBHaven 1 year ago yeah, right....get yourself an education.
OriginalMissBHaven 1 year agoMeandmySara 1 year ago 2 I am not usually this rude to
people I don't know, but Nappy1987, you make me ashamed to be a human being. What
you have just said is so... I don't even have any words to describe what you have done how it makes me feel. You disgrace yourself, you disgrace your religion - I am not a
Muslim, but I'm sure that what you are talking about is not the true Islam. Most religions
want peace - you are sickening. MeandmySara 1 year ago 2Nappy1987 1 year ago
Comment removedbreezy2281 1 year ago RIP to all those who lost their lives on this
terrible day in history, never forget THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL
breezy2281 1 year agololocaust900 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam Hope they burned long and squaled like little pigs! lolocaust900 1 year
ago917401666 1 year ago ;-( 917401666 1 year ago1luv4now 1 year ago 3 you people
should be ashame of your selfs! this is a very serious moment! alot of people died that
day! that means alot of people lost thier husbands, fathers, mothers, sisters, brothers,
sons, daughters, uncle, aunts, etc! now imagine if you lost someone you cared about or all
the people you cared about in that! 1luv4now 1 year ago 3selmasoo 1 year ago 2 What a
sad, sad day. RIP from West Virginia. =( =( =( selmasoo 1 year ago 2Langroten 1 year
ago Let's just hope that nothing like that ever happen again. how can people be that evil?
R.I.P everybody that died.. you're keeped in ligth memory .... Langroten 1 year
agokert474 1 year ago i were 3 years old when it happened kert474 1 year
agoQueenAdele 1 year ago I cant' believe you sat there in your tower and didn't try get
down there and do something to help the bewildered people down there QueenAdele 1
year agoMeandmySara 1 year ago 2 THat is ridiculous - how dare you? What on Earth do
you imagine she could do?! I cannot believe your ignorance. MeandmySara 1 year ago
2strobuz 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Dear Mr.
George Bush. Look what you've done! NEVER FORGET! Rest in Peace :( strobuz 1
year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago show hide u motherfucker stole the land of the indians
after u whiped them out and still conquer their place till now, so in fact ur the only nation
in whole world without a own culture, u are a mixed fucking bastard nation with
scandalous backrounds of all the global crime u drive of own interets after making up lies.
thats KARMA and god did let this happen to set a sighn of all the deads on globe that u
are responsible for Mr19pedro78 1 year agoMagicalNinjaSamurai 1 year ago Dude ur
sick. Go read a history book. Every country has their wars and skirmish's. God DID
NOT LET THIS HAPPEN! And America, the people, there didnt deserve this!
MagicalNinjaSamurai 1 year agoMidnightryder7 1 year ago Fuck you.. Midnightryder7 1
year agoViper3615 1 year ago idiot musilms have nothing to do with 911. the terrorists
have flying the plane yeah they are muslims just a cupel of muslims are terrorists!
Viper3615
1
year
agobeccy2486
1
year
ago
8
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beccy2486 1 year agotejpreetpahwa 1 year ago may god bless the soul of all the
people who died on that deadly day........... perople who had done this god will punish
them for their evilness...........God bless america............. tejpreetpahwa 1 year
agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago laureen what u just said not even sinned? remember the
scandalous based history u guys took that land with? 12 million indio folks killed to steel
their land? that equals 4 times as much true american landowner killed as hitler killed jews
now tell me who is in dreams me or u? ur whole country is based on criminal ways
violating basic human rights globalwide to achive ur goals to level ur financial disaters on
cost of others Mr19pedro78 1 year agomikey2653 1 year ago I Hate muslims now.
mikey2653 1 year agokert474 1 year ago they think it was america kert474 1 year
agoButterfly8695 1 year ago RIP From Belgium Butterfly8695 1 year
agoEvilTheKillaNeko 1 year ago I always try not to cry because its so damn sad.
EvilTheKillaNeko 1 year agostrobuz 1 year ago Dear Mr. George Bush Look what you've
done! strobuz 1 year agodreamwarrior2008 1 year ago NEVER FORGET!!!!
dreamwarrior2008 1 year agomikey2653 1 year ago people who play the lottery number
911today should see this! I will not play it today for any of my lottery customers. rest in
peace! mikey2653 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago KARMA is a gods gift, what goes
around comes around Mr19pedro78 1 year agozahid177 1 year ago just remeber Muslim
is the great zahid177 1 year agobelkly 1 year ago happy 911 belkly 1 year agoKatieLainee
1 year ago PArenekk you are beyond ignorant. KatieLainee 1 year agoKatieLainee 1 year
ago There is no need to throw the blame on the government or onto the terrorists. Quit
wasting your breath on the hatred that is associated with this day. Instead, pause and
remember where you were the moment you first knew of the attacks. Think back hard
feel those emotions that flooded through your mind. ALWAYS REMEMBER those who
were trapped, those who made it out, and those who ran into the buildings to save lives
but never came out. Remember those who were pinned below. Rejoice for the saved
KatieLainee 1 year agothugbulletproof 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam hey george bush was behind this attack! think how could bush get the
nations support to attack iraq for oil because saddam hussein was doing oil business in
DOLLARS but changed to EUROS so american economy was dropping dramatically,, so
bush did this to create fear scare people to do that was to kill some of his own american
citizens, thats what he did and every1 jumped on his band wagon of pack of lies,, it was
to get full control of iraqi oil!! just watch "ron pauls PETRODOLLAR" documenty.
thugbulletproof 1 year agozwollerick 1 year ago R.I.P. from the netherlands zwollerick 1
year agokodz4k 1 year ago [] kodz4k 1 year agolarkushet 1 year ago 8 years have passed,
I saw those videos many times and I'm still in shock.. America, be stronge- we are with
you and always will be ! R.I.P from Israel larkushet 1 year agoSatiricalTruth 1 year ago
Please people dont forget the Americans who died yesterday and the day before. Which
equal about 14,000 victims. Please dont forget them, because they sacrificed their lives for
the worlds freedom and goodness. Because we are the only ones bless by the lord. No
American has ever sinned. SatiricalTruth 1 year agolaurensboot 1 year ago No American
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has ever sinned? Right.... keep living in the dream world buddy... laurensboot 1 year
agoSatiricalTruth 1 year ago Its not a dream its reality. The good God only lives through
americans. Only the blessed are born in America. Because god has the gates of the
kingdom of heaven only freely open to Americans. Everyone else born outside America
has to earn it. SatiricalTruth 1 year agokalage 1 year ago 3 you must be joking
........................ kalage 1 year ago 3iphonefanatic123 1 year ago you must really joking! as
an aussie, this whole 9/11 thing still shocks me 8 years on, but what you say about you
being the best people in the world? thats why the terroists attacked you, you are just so
full of yourselves. iphonefanatic123 1 year agoSatiricalTruth 1 year ago Unfortunately
you have to be citizen of America to get all yours sins cleansed and then have the gates of
heaven open to you when die. Because Americans are innocent to all evil. We only do
good here. We dont hurt eachother, and if it seemingly looks that way is because its only
done for good. SatiricalTruth 1 year agoMidnightryder7 1 year ago Sad that all these
people had to die over nothing...911 was an inside job Midnightryder7 1 year
agoPArenekk 1 year ago terrorists are not guilty here , FBI are arranged It to enter the
armies in Afgan for the purpose of capture of oil deposits I hate you America Your Gods
are fast food and MCdonslds restrauns PArenekk 1 year agoYunaLovePL 1 year ago
R.I.P From Poland.:(( YunaLovePL 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago gasreserves last
just 17 to 25 years, usa dont touch their oil in alaska till they are the last ones that own
oil so they can control the price but in return gas is about to replace oil so usa already see
a threat in the gascountries like russia and iran, thats the explanation why us.missleramps
get closer around those, thats a long run planned game while us.soldier feel brave in desert
their leaders plan already their next missions years ahead to level finaces on others costs.
Mr19pedro78 1 year agoyouraveragegirl 1 year ago 9/11 still gives me goosebumps.
youraveragegirl 1 year agoyunfella727 1 year ago RI.P. FROM ST. PETERSBURG FL.
yunfella727 1 year agoomgitsfilip 1 year ago Why did that woman start to cry? Did she
know anybody in the towers? : / omgitsfilip 1 year agoYunaLovePL 1 year ago Man, she
cried, cuz in this attack thousands of ppl have lost their life.. YunaLovePL 1 year
agoEntenvater1 1 year ago Omg.. :'( R.I.P Entenvater1 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago
thugbullet u are right and i agree on u all the way, usa planned that oilmission on the long
run with the intrigues lead by their cia and nsa to legitimate that oilwar so in sake their
own citizens had to bite in the grass how cruel. iran and irak were bound real tight till usa
made them fight each other planned on the long run so iraq has no military suport against
usa years later when this mission finaly happen and now usa missleramps tie closer
around rich gas countries Mr19pedro78 1 year agoHenrySims 1 year ago I still was a litle
kid when I saw this and it was just terrifying, there is no words for what happened. R.I.P
from Portugal HenrySims 1 year agobutik13 1 year ago Ubermann88HH...like you know
how many Jews died! Stupid! butik13 1 year agozvajcak 1 year ago R.I.P from
SLOVAKIA :( zvajcak 1 year agoRIDICULOUSpictures 1 year ago america did not
deserve this - GOD BLESS AMERICA RIDICULOUSpictures 1 year agoSatiricalTruth
1 year ago Americans dont deserve to die. Because they are not capable of evil. America
is bless by the lord. All american citizens are pure and innocent. We are gods people, fuck
everyone else in the world. SatiricalTruth 1 year agoMaDuke 1 year ago nobody deserves
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this...God Bless America and Everywhere else MaDuke 1 year agoKagomeHigurashi 1
year ago officially been 8 years RIP. KagomeHigurashi 1 year agoGigigirl01 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam R.I.P. from Hungary Gigigirl01 1
year agoSatiricalTruth 1 year ago 2 7000 americans die every day. God bless them all,
because only the good live in America. SatiricalTruth 1 year ago 2thugbulletproof 1 year
ago hey george bush was behind this attack! think how could bush get the nations
support to attack iraq for oil because saddam hussein was doing oil business in
DOLLARS but changed to EUROS so american economy was dropping dramatically,, so
bush did this to create fear scare people to do that was to kill some of his own american
citizens, thats what his did and every1 jump on his band wagon of pack of lies,, it was to
get full control of iraqi oil!! just watch "ron pauls PETRODOLLAR" documenty.
thugbulletproof 1 year agoFenerlisadik 1 year ago but where was bush on that day ??? he
was in holidays in a kindergarden^^ -.- Fenerlisadik 1 year agoKagomeHigurashi 1 year
ago yah because he didnt know it was oging to happen. KagomeHigurashi 1 year
agoFenerlisadik 1 year ago but he knew that Fenerlisadik 1 year agoBugzy7500 1 year ago
R.I.P from Denmark Bugzy7500 1 year agoMuffinsausen 1 year ago R.I.P. Best Regards
from Germany Muffinsausen 1 year agoDeaKhp 1 year ago omg das is so scheizze
hoffenlich werden die terroristen gefasst un zu tode gefoltert mal im ernst -.- DeaKhp 1
year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago inside job driven by own leaders to get the finger on oil
in the middle east im familiar to true american intrigues to level their finances
Mr19pedro78 1 year agothugbulletproof 1 year ago hey dude i agree with you 100% it
just shows that how far the government leaders are willing to go to protect their future
interest by killing inicient people.. thugbulletproof 1 year agoAngieeBabyy81 1 year ago I
wish I just could go back in time. Fix this. Save those moms, and dads, and brothers and
sisters, and daughters and sons. I wish you selfish bottom-feeders who say this day is a
day to celebrate the cruelest karma possible. This day was NO day to celebrate. Think of
YOUR friends, YOUR family, these innocent people didn't do anything to you, didn't do
anything to your way of life, and deserve RESPECT. If you want to blame someone,
blame our government, or blame yourself. AngieeBabyy81 1 year agokonservburq 1 year
ago allahu akhbar !!! konservburq 1 year agoXxXbloodyloveXxX1 1 year ago 2 R.I.P
mom XxXbloodyloveXxX1 1 year ago 2DejfDejfDejf 1 year ago :( :( :( DejfDejfDejf 1
year agoMitzilinPrintzesuk 1 year ago Did you shot it on 11 Septemprie 2001 How were
you inspired? hear someone there, what? laughing or crying MitzilinPrintzesuk 1 year
agoMrIncredible3004 1 year ago In Memory of 09/11 - R.I.P. God Bless America and
The World Of Freedom MrIncredible3004 1 year agoMr19pedro78 1 year ago this was a
sad day on that washington dc did that inside jop to legitimate the intrigant oilmission to
level their finances on the cost of other nations and in sake of that many innocent had to
die, this is cruel american intrigues lead by criminal leaders, result= true terrorism is based
in washington dc Mr19pedro78 1 year agoDarzadaron 1 year ago R.I.P. Darzadaron 1
year agoUbermann88HH 1 year ago show hide God Bless the 20 martyrs that summoned
their lives 8 years ago. God Bless them for killing so many infidels and Jews.
Ubermann88HH 1 year agofranzrko 1 year ago man you must be fuckin crazy.. insane,
get some consulence. franzrko 1 year agoacheruns277 1 year ago are we really so
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differient ??? really we must kill to each others - i thing its not about you - or me - its
about places where we live - iˇve never met ( i hope ) no one who will be able to kill some
one innocent .....will you be able to do something similar??? acheruns277 1 year
agokaidaj666 1 year ago It's simply sad and terrible what happend that day. I was a kid
back then and altough I'm not American I just had to cry that day. I couldn't get away
from watching it on TV all day long. May God be with all of us. I wish that something
like it never happens again, nowhere. kaidaj666 1 year agoBigpapakispest 1 year ago A
csaj mást sem tud mondani, csak hogy Oh, My God! Akkor hol volt az istened? Ezért
vagyok ateista. Minden történik, amiért történik. Amúgy 100%, hogy ez irányított
robbanás volt, mert mind a két torony önmagára omlott össze és nem eldőltek. Más
épületben (új épületben ) nem esett kár. Bigpapakispest 1 year agocrufolie 1 year ago I'm
french and when i saw it i was just naive and innocent..i didn't understood how could
human can do this..it was just awful...innocents fathers brothers baby mothers grand
mothers... One day i hope just the responsable will be punished and hear the reason oh an
act like that... I'm sorry for them but what is it inside the members of these family..
Excuse me for my bad english i'm just chock by people and their way ... crufolie 1 year
agoalina111093a 1 year ago hasse teroristen wie kann man nur selbst miord begehn das ist
ja aber noch nicht alles sie reissen tausenden menschen mit in den tot und dann nicht mal
gerade zu stehen für diesen fehler diesen vertahlen fehler ist menschen verachten und
respekt loss ich wünschte ich hätte helfen können bin immer in gedanken bei den toten die
rache kommt noch auf die teroristen ich glaube an so was bin immer bei den menschen und
beiu den verwanden mein herzzliches beileidddd:)sory i kann not enlisch thanks
alina111093a 1 year agoSamusch89 1 year ago 5 FUCK TERRORISTS!!! Samusch89 1
year ago 5Heextravagantlyloves 1 year ago Never forgotten Heextravagantlyloves 1 year
agoAngieeBabyy81 1 year ago Ever wish you could go back in time- and change what
happened? I was only seven, but if I could, I would have flown myself over to New York
a days prior, and pulled a fire alarm, evacuated the building with an excuse,
SOMETHING to help those people out of there before they were to perish. This breaks
my heart.. AngieeBabyy81 1 year agotylerdurden39 1 year ago This is horrible. I can't
imagine what it would have been like to watch this first hand. tylerdurden39 1 year
agoGeorgeTheCretan 1 year ago Thats the results of your fucking systems and
goverments, i agree they are innocent,,, but just think how many innocent people america
has killed,,, only that how many people america has killed,,, the life of an american
doesn't worth more than a man who lives in Vietnam, Serbia, Iraq, Afganistan, Pakistan,
Japanese and many other nationalities, ok guys??? GeorgeTheCretan 1 year
agoAngieeBabyy81 1 year ago 2 Eight years ago today. AngieeBabyy81 1 year ago
2DALLASBEN10 1 year ago Wow, its sad to see all these ignorant, uncivilized people
people posting comments here. Well guys, at the end of the day America will always be
the greatest nation on earth with the greatest people in the world. I am proud to be an
American! DALLASBEN10 1 year agoacheruns277 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam please i need your help - who is uncivilized people ????
acheruns277 1 year agoacheruns277 1 year ago B.T.W - did you noticed how fast changed
comments from sad comments to agresive comment - ??? thinking about ti , men , because
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, this way people really thing and US - thanks got cant dictate thairs idealse aroud the
world acheruns277 1 year agogafalcon7 1 year ago My heart bumps so fast when
watching this gafalcon7 1 year agogafalcon7 1 year ago One of the sadiest days of my life.
gafalcon7 1 year agomirek761 1 year ago terrible! mirek761 1 year agoEldarion92 1 year
ago INSIDE JOB! Eldarion92 1 year agoacheruns277 1 year ago i worked like firefieghter
( in czech republic ) more than 10 years , and i´ve seen so teribble things, but ... when i
look this video i cried permanently more the half of hours - JESUS CRIST how my
coleaguese must feel when they known they go to dead . .. and how must feel people
intere its qutite so long , but dangerous is still here btw.only 1% of us people now feel
dangerous from terorist and nearly 40% feel dangerous from insurance politcs .czech
republic ..but sorry sní it crazy.M.Ruhe acheruns277 1 year agoBeantownJim 1 year ago
Never forget! BeantownJim 1 year agoisengaurd8 1 year ago September 11,RIP DEATH
TO THE SAND NIGGERS isengaurd8 1 year agokonservburq 1 year ago show hide
hahahah allahu akhbar death to U.S.A konservburq 1 year agoMohand21 1 year ago h'mar
your so stupid Mohand21 1 year agoStlyDutch 1 year ago I was shocked when I saw this
live on tv and it still seems unreal. StlyDutch 1 year agoneggaschit 1 year ago america do
that neggaschit 1 year agoCalluum94 1 year ago wthis a toy version Calluum94 1 year
agoDreadwins 1 year ago 2 It's been 8 years now and I still think WTC was epic pwnage
Dreadwins 1 year ago 2fse30 1 year ago Very impressive recording and vintage point
from which you witnessed this amazing yet horrible event... I suppose as they say one
never chooses to be part of witness tho these kind of historic events, but I praise you
decided to share this for all of us to remember this day. fse30 1 year agosaltif31 1 year
ago u felt the pain the muslims go through, on this day, u got your just deserts, if u find
another 911 again, u only got yourselves to blame saltif31 1 year agoprncesskarleigh 1
year ago Fuck you. These innocent people have nothing to do with government
corruption and poor policies. I thought your religion preaches love and understanding???
prncesskarleigh 1 year agoacheruns277 1 year ago mayby you´re asking me .... i don´t
believe in god - but i lived se long in komunizm system , and i loved USA .... but now ...
???? did you foreget so fast ???? we have similar probems in europe - but i ... this is
simpe horrible .... there died people ....not from my country ..but people ...thihg about
it... acheruns277 1 year agoDanitnk 1 year ago dude beacous here it the begining of teror
and in falestine is the war in the terorists Danitnk 1 year agoAEK21ORIGINALR 1 year
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam the people who died on
September 11 were innocent but we did not say the same for the children killed by the
Jews in Palestine and the Americans in Iraq... AEK21ORIGINALR 1 year
agoRagHeadKILLER1 1 year ago 2 The unique American freedoms and wealth have
always caused resentment and jealousy throughout the rest of the world, especially in the
Middle East. The fact that the US didn't vaporize every sandbar between Tehran and
Kabul is proof we only want to punish the guilty and not the innocent. Make no mistake
that Osama and Al-Quida will eventually be brought to justice and that the USA is STILL
the most powerful nation on the face of this planet. RagHeadKILLER1 1 year ago
2DotsyOO7 1 year ago Very sad day r.i.p but the likes of the Brtish government and
these powerful gorvenments should stop colonising countyrs bullying them for oil ad land
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and terrorism might come to an end, im not justifying it im saying look at the bigger
picture. DotsyOO7 1 year agosweettrippleds 1 year ago This is the most amazing
footage I have seen of the attack, amazing you could keep your composure and tape,
Thank you Job well done. GOD BLESS THE USA!!! sweettrippleds 1 year
agoGLASGOWBOY1990 1 year ago 2 r.i.p to all the wtc victims. And fuck all the
retards on here saying bad things about this,fuckin grow up.. GLASGOWBOY1990 1
year ago 2putinloh1 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
American prematurely born, you will all die, soon to be are new terrorist attack, even
steeper than this. putinloh1 1 year agolemonskunk2 1 year ago osama bin laden needs to
be caught and tortured to death. lemonskunk2 1 year agodimm73 1 year ago It's very sad
and shocking to see again videos like this one. It is even more sad and disappointing, that
people (mostly governments) all over the world, fail to see the cause and the fundamental
reasons that lead to such actions. Humans need to rethink and restructure their social
bindings, and stop being absolute and fanatic about each ones' beliefs. The true meanings
of freedom and democracy have been lost away-and in their name, are comitted the most
tragic crimes. dimm73 1 year ago1Bulgaria1 1 year ago Holly God fucking tragedy , so
many oeple died because of the stupid terrorists ! 1Bulgaria1 1 year agomrsngeorge 1 year
ago 2 R.I.P Victims of WTC mrsngeorge 1 year ago 2AlexRmF 1 year ago 2 I'm not from
the States, but I remember even now that tragic day. and I think I will remember it for the
rest of my life. for all the people lost that day.. Rest In Peace. AlexRmF 1 year ago
2deathmetal925 1 year ago The attacks that occured on this day still live fresh in my
mind everytime I see an airplane.I have personal beliefs on the events that occured that
morning but I'll keep em to myself out of respect for the loved ones lost that day.
deathmetal925 1 year agobonazza03 1 year ago un saluto a tutti gli angeli caduti in qst
tragedia 9 anni fa'...r.i.p. bonazza03 1 year agoTheGraceofChrist 1 year ago The woman
doing most of the talking in this video is a total sweetheart. God bless all the survivors
and loved ones of those who were murdered in this tragedy. TheGraceofChrist 1 year
agosalem8908 1 year ago its hard to even watch this video. i couldnt even imagine seeing
history like this for yourself when it was happening. salem8908 1 year agoFangnclawX 1
year ago Septemebr 11th 2001♥ Fly the flag Y_Y Never forget FangnclawX 1 year
agonewroza75018 1 year ago may you all rest in peace I will never forget Je n'oublierai
jamais, toujour dans mon coeur love newroza75018 1 year agoMrHumerousify 1 year
ago well...at least today is the day americans got fued by osama..LOL!haha
MrHumerousify 1 year agofrostwill 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not
Spam
Read
this
amazing
account
from
inside
the
WTC:
thehappeningstory(dot)blogspot-(dot)com . Cut and paste and replace each (dot) with a
period. frostwill 1 year agoGoldenpinklady 1 year ago RIP Good Bless Amerika
Goldenpinklady 1 year agohaelcyon 1 year ago 9/11 We Will Always Remember. God
Bless America. Peace to all Americans on this day of rememberance. 1 luv haelcyon 1
year agoUPASR 1 year ago How about the 2.4 million people who died in American in
2008? Did you remember them? Also, how about God Bless the World? Peace to all in
the world? UPASR 1 year agoEazy920318 1 year ago 8 years from that attack
Eazy920318 1 year agoUPASR 1 year ago Search for these videos: Bush Caught Lying
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About 9/11 Zeigeist 9/11 Chronicles: Truth Rising 9/11 Blueprint for Truth Loose
Change UPASR 1 year agomopeYo 1 year ago You get what you deserve. God hates
America. mopeYo 1 year agolizetyo 1 year ago Gotta love idiots like you. lizetyo 1 year
agoathinaikara 1 year ago american terrorists athinaikara 1 year agocastanonzalama 1 year
ago This footage is just incredible. A historical document really... castanonzalama 1 year
agowackoxjackoisdead 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i
wish NOTHING BUT PAIN AND SORROW FOR THE FAMILIES THAT HAVE
LOST FRIENDS AND FAMILY IN THE WORLD TRADE CENTER ATTACKS
AND I HOPE THAT THE PEOPLE IN THE TOWERS DIED TERRIBLE
AGONIZING DEATHS IT BRINGS ME GREAT JOY JUST THINKING OF THE
PEOPLE IN THE WORLD TRADE CENTER SLOWLY ROASTING TO DEATH,
AND THEN DECIDING TO JUMP OUT OF THE TOWER TO AVOID BURNING
TO DEATH AND TUMBLE TO THEIR PATHETIC AND WELL DESERVED
DEATHS. TODAY IS 9/11 AGAIN AND I WILL CELEBRATE THIS DAY MAY
YOUR THOUGHTS BE SAD ONES wackoxjackoisdead 1 year agoBoredKid1110 1
year ago can't believe our government would come up with some crazy plot like this, all
for money. billions and billions of dollars... all you people that still believe that all this
wasnt an inside job, you really need to get your head on straight and take a look at reality.
Our government killing thousands of people, for money. BoredKid1110 1 year
agocosmeticnerd 1 year ago please all they have to do is withhold social security &
medicare, thats BILLIONS of dollars, you loons cosmeticnerd 1 year agoCaribDude815 1
year ago 3 On This Day 8 Years Ago. We Remember The Heroes that Gave Their Lives
to Help Save Us From The 9/11 Attacks. We Think About How Many of Us Americans
Lost their Lives On This Tragic Day.. But Still, We are Stronger No Matter What. God
Bless America & RIP 9/11 Victims. CaribDude815 1 year ago 3CaribDude815 1 year ago
i was in 6th grade when this happened and i was 11 years old in middle school. now i am
19 years old & fixing to get into college. RIP 9/11 Victims CaribDude815 1 year
agoBrandonDBlack 1 year ago 9/11 will never be forgotten i wrote a tribute song for 9/11
it is on my page BrandonDBlack 1 year agoDaSlug32 1 year ago I was in Chicago on
business at the time, from South Africa, hell is was scary. All BinLaden did was to paint
a target on the Muslim countries. He did his people no favours. DaSlug32 1 year
agoputinloh1 1 year ago w w w.youtube.c o m/watch?v=ey-zzy3wPUE A nation of
idiots putinloh1 1 year agoMadameFecale 1 year ago Thank you so much for sharing this.
I think that it's important for Americans to now, nearly a decade later, to see your
personal expirience, and remember. MadameFecale 1 year agodaniellzz 1 year ago never
forget 9/11..i was 9 then daniellzz 1 year agobisFHcrew 1 year ago :,( bisFHcrew 1 year
agomilyana3 1 year ago i was a senior in high school when this went down! I had to sit
there and watch a classmate know his aunt was working that day in the wtc milyana3 1
year agokennyb002 1 year ago Finally someone who actually has a brain! These people
with their rediculous theories are nuts. They need to start listening to what they are
saying... it really doesn't make any sense at all kennyb002 1 year agoBrionyMae 1 year
ago the music in the backround ruins the mood. why would you be listening to that music
at a time like that? BrionyMae 1 year agoYouEatTurds 1 year ago This has been flagged
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as spam show hide Not Spam i was in that tower that morning. i was one of the people
who jumped. i fell from 40 stories up. i landed on my feet and ran away before the tower
collapsed. you see, i drank A LOT of milk so my bones were exceptionally strong. it hurt
a little to jump from so high up but i knew i had to start running when my feet hit the
ground. it collapsed about 2 minutes after i jumped. YouEatTurds 1 year
agoDJLee1993Pride 1 year ago oi cunt your a fuckwit my father died he was on one of
the planes if i find you im gunna fucking kill you cunt i do muay thai and tae kwon do i
will torch you cunt DJLee1993Pride 1 year agoYouEatTurds 1 year ago big mistake
leaving a death threat little boy. sorry to hear about your dad. i meant no disrespect, but
i'm just telling my story. i really did jump from the building and survive. has nothing to
do with your dad. why u gotta hate on me for being a super hero? oh well you better go, i
think that dingo is eating your baby! OI!! I'M RUPERT MURDOCH!! OI!!!
YouEatTurds 1 year agoJanTurelur 1 year ago Alles Gute zum Geburtstag Ground Zero.
Bleib einfach wie du bist. Und schön Feiern! JanTurelur 1 year agomelli34 1 year ago lol
makaber aber gut @87buickn10 we german love muslims fight for you idiots in afganistan
melli34 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago Yeah I see how much the germans love
muslims,everywhere muslims live in germany has turned into regular shitholes. Living like
the 7th century barbarians you really are! 87buickgn10 1 year agomelli34 1 year ago rasist
mehr sag ich net sei einfach ruhig melli34 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago 2 How
typical calling me a racist...What race is islam????? your nothing but useless muslim
shit,go strap on a bomb and do yourself in 87buickgn10 1 year ago 287buickgn10 1 year
ago  ﺍﻝﻕﺫﺍﺭﺓ.87buickgn10 1 year agoUPASR 1 year ago Search these videos ﺍﻝﻡﺱﻝﻡﻱﻥ
Zeitgeist 9/11 Chronicles: Truth Rising 9/11 Blue Print For Truth Loose Change UPASR
1 year agoWaKoSaKo 1 year ago he jumped at 07:34 :( WaKoSaKo 1 year agolswdew 1
year ago Thank you for sharing your very personal video with us and for recording and
sharing the events of that fateful day in America where we were attacked on our own soil.
May God bless you and yours. lswdew 1 year agoajpunk21 1 year ago To this day, this
is a remarkable piece of footage and so sad. ajpunk21 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago
NEVER FORGET!!!...Also never forget that filthy muslim pricks did this.Never trust
any muslim,dont let their sweet talk fool you,they hate you....islam out of the United
States! Islam has done NOTHING for the US except cause destruction as it does all over
the globe. 87buickgn10 1 year agomelli34 1 year ago jajaja sad muslims its okay see the
truth and heare what she say OH MY GOOD IT WHAS AN MILLITARY AIRPLAIN
melli34 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago melli34.......what? 87buickgn10 1 year
agomelli34 1 year ago i say @87buickgn at the momend that the 2 plain crashed in the
other tower she say oh my god its an millitary airplain also see the truth i say more not
melli34 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago melli32...Have you ever seen or heard of
civilian passengers on a military plane?? I havent!....all of this was done my muslim
FILTH,,,God help them if it were to ever happen on US soil again! 87buickgn10 1 year
agomelli34 1 year ago give me your email i send you pics from live boing 747 and
millitary airplains melli34 1 year ago87buickgn10 1 year ago Look you fucking retard,I
was in the air force I know the differences....You just keep your filthy muslim loving ass
in Germany!! 87buickgn10 1 year agomelli34 1 year ago laber laber melli34 1 year
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ago87buickgn10 1 year ago Schmutz Schmutz 87buickgn10 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year
ago Wrong, it was a commerical airliner. Sharky2055 1 year agoSevisstillalive 1 year ago
thsi video makes me cry R.I.P brother and thousands of people R.I.P NEVER FORGET
SEPTEMBER 11 Sevisstillalive 1 year agoAnonymosPers 1 year ago Oh man, i'm so sad!
My Grandma Dies there :( R.I.P AnonymosPers 1 year agoevildewar001 1 year ago I am
always horrified to see these videos, but as a Canadian.... why hasnt Osama been cought
yet??? Hopefully today he isnt having tea with the Bush family. evildewar001 1 year
agotlittle5 1 year ago never forget I LOVE THIS COUNTRY tlittle5 1 year
agoNiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago New York - In a last minute decision, lawyers? for the
City of New York have conceded that the New York City Coalition for Accountability
Now (NYCCAN), a group comprising 9/11 family members, first responders and
survivors, indeed did submit over 30,000 valid signatures to put the referendum for a new
9/11 investigation before the voters of New York City this November. NiKkiBluEyEz05
1 year agoMERCEDESBENI 1 year ago QUE HORROR!!!! MERCEDESBENI 1 year
agoxSAFDARx 1 year ago this is very sad sad and sad accident in usa but this is for all
the world very bad an sad accident for all the world we never forget this accident and ""
who r the people which do not want to live with peace we have to find them and give
them and teach them a lesson THEN THEY WILL NEVER FORGET TO FIGHT WITH
AMERICAN PEOPLE "" IM CRYING WHEN IM SEE THIS VIDEO I ALWAYS
WITH THE PEOPLE OF AMERICA AND ALL THE PEOPLE WHO DIED IN THIS
ACCIDENT xSAFDARx 1 year agosoccerrules50 1 year ago Comment
removedpattycunningham 1 year ago 2 god bless america! rest in peace uncle donny.
NEVER EVER FORGET pattycunningham 1 year ago 22009Austin2009 1 year ago 2
R.I.P. To all victims of 9/11 Copy and paste to all video's you watch 2009Austin2009 1
year ago 2FrederickofAmerica 1 year ago we still need to get that fucker bin laden. that
should have been the goal from the motherfucking start. FrederickofAmerica 1 year
agopanuson1808 1 year ago Human life is indeed wondrous. You may be ill physically,
but as long as your mental state is strong, it most certainly will exert a positive influence
on your body. There may be no better remedy than hope. Daisaku Ikeda: panuson1808 1
year agotulpoy 1 year ago scariest video so far. tulpoy 1 year agojinsabin879 1 year ago
they should have shackled osama bin laden and made him clean up every ounce of rubble,
if they found him jinsabin879 1 year agotheartstation 1 year ago Eight YEARS ago our
country was changed...... We have POSTED a Tribute to 9/11 on our channel...... NEVER
FORGET.. The Art Station Team theartstation 1 year agoskateworks1011 1 year ago
show hide HAHAHAHAA skateworks1011 1 year agoCadetbe2 1 year ago May we
never forget Cadetbe2 1 year agovincentrodriguez123 1 year ago RIP in peace
vincentrodriguez123 1 year agowillfag2009 1 year ago show hide AHAHAHA , GAME
OVER MOTHERFUCKERS willfag2009 1 year agoflamecry99 1 year ago I was clueless
when this happened until I saw what had happened with my own eyes.Just let them
rest,these people are sadly no longer here on earth with us they cannot defend
themselves! and for those of you who are leaving hate comments saying they deserved it
or "it was commin",guess what life is NOT perfect! we die like a battery but its up to us
to help each other to stop this hatred. flamecry99 1 year agopopmusiclovingirl 1 year ago
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This is heartbreaking, absolutely heartbreaking. popmusiclovingirl 1 year
agoItsJustSteven 1 year ago stupid fuckers, my kindergarden teacher turned it off so i
didnt see it. i had to watch replays. at that time i didnt know what was going on.
ItsJustSteven 1 year agoLalis97 1 year ago like u stupid ur not helping anyone with this
video Lalis97 1 year agoRoseh77 1 year ago Merry 9/11 my dear American friends, on
this joyous day, let us give thanks for the many dead Americans, and hope the future
brings many wonderous occasions such as this. Roseh77 1 year agoAekthor 1 year ago
SOB! Aekthor 1 year agofignewt318 1 year ago one day judgement will fall upon
you...prepare now for an eternity in hell fignewt318 1 year agoMCrazyF 1 year ago 2
how dare you? you are a coward. I am no one to say that i hate all muslims and that any
race or group of people should die. What kind of sick individual are you to wish death
upon anyone? wow. i honestly am shocked that you would even say that. you are a true
coward. MCrazyF 1 year ago 2deanybeany87 1 year ago I'm reporting this b/c it is
inciting terrorism and death. May you rot. deanybeany87 1 year agomelli34 1 year ago
warum wurde das erst 2006 veröfentlicht?????? Kommisch oder aber es gibt gott sei dank
menschen die wahrheitsbewusst sind trotzdem traurig für die menschen die sterben
mussten melli34 1 year agoeasterlingcaptain 1 year ago fuck my ass i hate muslims
easterlingcaptain 1 year ago94jakubmeed 1 year ago omg is that filmed from your home?
94jakubmeed 1 year agoownwar8 1 year ago everyone who is disrespecting us and
everyone who died that day, this is at you. I hope you and your family are kidnapped
and your limbs are cut off. After that, you have to eat them. And finally you are buried
alive. ownwar8 1 year agoputinloh1 1 year ago A nation of idiots w w w.youtube.c o
m/watch?v=ey-zzy3wPUE putinloh1 1 year agodirector2555 1 year ago Oh, say! can
you see by the dawn's early light What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last
gleaming; Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight, O'er the
ramparts we watched were so gallantly streaming? And the rocket's red glare, the bombs
bursting in air, Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there: Oh, say! does
that star-spangled banner yet wave O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
director2555 1 year agocharmedfover 1 year ago tomorrow is the 8th anniversary of
September 11 2001. 2,996 lives were lost that day these people include Grandmothers,
Grandfathers, Mothers, Fathers, Wives, Husbands, Children, Grandchildren, Friends.
Some time during the day please take a moment of silence to think about the people who
were lost that horrible morning on September 11, 2001. Pass this message along!!!!!
charmedfover 1 year agoputinloh1 1 year ago Stupid Americans w w w.youtube.c o
m/watch?v=fJuNgBkloFE putinloh1 1 year agoTecholover21 1 year ago FUK U !! UR
STUPID BITCH! Techolover21 1 year agoputinloh1 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam Soon you will die, wait for another terrorist attack.
putinloh1 1 year agomac151247 1 year ago it wasnt or fault it was ppl against us u
retard! mac151247 1 year agoKiLL2OPIA 1 year ago Mohammad was behind this all,
him and his followers Fuck Islam KiLL2OPIA 1 year agoXxTh3mAnxX23 1 year ago
KiLL20PIA watch your bloody mouth! Islam did not make all this. This ppl are from a
different religion. They claim to be from Islam but they are not. So next if you want to
make a statement, get your facts right first. XxTh3mAnxX23 1 year agoBoilingclay 1
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year ago seriously people...like seriously all you haters are commy bastards wtf! most of
u r saying ur GLAD PEOPLE DIED! ruthless garbage u people r that wud say such a
thing Boilingclay 1 year agoshegotyagood 1 year ago Oh, yes, that's right,
Humanmonkeys2, the entire attack from the terrorists taking flight lessons only one way,
up until today, is Bush's vast right-wing conspiracy. and, how little is your d?
shegotyagood 1 year agoAtillaelfun 1 year ago 6 R.I.P all those who perished, especially
any children on the way, as well as those upon U.A flight 93. Your actions upon 93 were
a service to humanity, and you shall be praised for it. Also on a side note: 9/11 truthers,
please shut the fuck up. The most that you could argue is that the USA knew something
was gonna happen but they could not know when exactly. (Probably true too) But we
were hit by terrorists so, kthxbi. Atillaelfun 1 year ago 6putinloh1 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam September 11th is a holiday all over the
world! I am glad that many Americans died. Expect soon to be more attacks. Just do not
shoot each other in schools, and we have no one to kill. P.S. Where else have this fucking
country like the U.S., where kids are shooting each other in school?? putinloh1 1 year
agooxLoveStonedxo 1 year ago 2 you son of a bitch! how dare you wish for our people to
die! don't you understand thousands of lives were lost in hell fire that struck the world? if
i could i would place you on a pedstal in the middle of times square with a engraving of
what you just said now and those people will tear you to shreds. brave men and women
gave up their lives! the pentagon, flight 93, world trade centers and thousands of more
perished. i hope you fucking get beat up for saying that. oxLoveStonedxo 1 year ago
2sirensealight 1 year ago Darling~you need a chill pill. You have serious issues and should
go seek a doctor's care. You sound young and misinformed. Next time ask your momma
for permission before logging on. sirensealight 1 year agoputinloh1 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam American bastards, you will all die soon be
another terrorist attack, is steeper than this. putinloh1 1 year agostanleydubiel 1 year ago
idiot stanleydubiel 1 year agointernetpolice911 1 year ago Comment
removedcoreysixstring 1 year ago wow you're a big fucking guy sitting behind your little
fucking computer coreysixstring 1 year agokrateros79 1 year ago 2 respect for the dead
people .δυναµη στις οικογενειες των θυµατων.rest in heaven.(GREECE) krateros79 1
year ago 2tigger654321 1 year ago omg this is horrible. we had to watch a video on this in
school and i started crying tigger654321 1 year agojohndavis1010 1 year ago 6 hey
putinloh1 shut the fuck up u cowardly bitch...come to this country and talk shit like that
and see if u dont get ur ass shot ur a little bitch u think ur hard cuz he hit one american
guy n a pub....ill beat ur fuckin ass faggot ....dont talk shit bout my country little bitch
johndavis1010 1 year ago 6putinloh1 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam September 11th is a holiday all over the world! I am glad that many
Americans died. Expect soon to be more attacks. putinloh1 1 year agonikkiboobear911 1
year ago omg get a fucking life u bitch! nikkiboobear911 1 year agoburtonsnowbo04 1
year ago I will FUCK YOU UP pussy ass cunt. COM TO AMERICA LET ME
FUCKING KILL YOUR ASS burtonsnowbo04 1 year agomartel732 1 year ago You
want a boot up your ass? martel732 1 year agoCrazySoksLuv89 1 year ago Go to hell
you demonic ass hole CrazySoksLuv89 1 year agoTheDasher45 1 year ago that was
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crazy TheDasher45 1 year agoPhilipV21 1 year ago redneckville? PhilipV21 1 year
agogmharris888 1 year ago 17 god bless to all those all those who lost there lives that
tradgic sad day i will never foget where i was that day. god bless to america! peace! george
(england) p.s fuck any haters. gmharris888 1 year ago 17needo277 1 year ago 2 on
9/11/2001 sry needo277 1 year ago 2needo277 1 year ago show hide my friend was born
on 9/11/09 needo277 1 year agoputinloh1 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Americans cowardly bitch. I recently beat the American in a pub, so
it is as much wet my pants. All Americans cocksucker. putinloh1 1 year
agosteveo4716able 1 year ago 6 an apsolute tragedy and hope those fuckers at the heart
of this get whats coming to them,amaerica and scotland forever steveo4716able 1 year ago
6putinloh1 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam American
bastards all of you'll die! We will continue to blow you! I will do everything that
American asshole fewer on the ground. I live in Europe, and has personally killed two
Americans! Death USA! putinloh1 1 year agobarbuster 1 year ago hey putinloh . . . you
can definitely continue to blow us . . .so easy to lie on youtube you haven't killed shit
you ignorant cock . . . barbuster 1 year agoDJLee1993Pride 1 year ago your an absolute
cunt im aussie an i dnt like that shit go to a dentist you fucking twat DJLee1993Pride 1
year agoputinloh1 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
American prematurely born, you will all die, soon to be are new terrorist attack, even
steeper than this. putinloh1 1 year agobiggunsupstairs1 1 year ago Dude, you fuck with
us, we fuck with you. This country is better than every other country out there, man. If
you diss America, bad things will happen. So you better shut the fuck up before we
fuckin rip your face off. Muthafucka. biggunsupstairs1 1 year agozotmommy2004 1 year
ago Actually the best country is Canada because us canadians we live in peace and do not
make war. The reason y this happened is because ur government keeps going to war with
every country. zotmommy2004 1 year agoSatiricalTruth 1 year ago Canada cant even
concieve the idea of peace. Look how violent hockey is. No way, good people are not
born to be as violent as Canadians. Only in America is where the good people live.
SatiricalTruth 1 year agothemsboy2 1 year ago ‹ N'oublions jamais le 11/09/01... › En ce
vendredi 11 Septembre 2009, ayez une pensée pour toute les victimes du World Trade
Center... themsboy2 1 year agoputinloh1 1 year ago TheEd7 8 biggunsupstairs 1 Suck my
dick. putinloh1 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago show hide Dont get your hopes up.
TheEd78 1 year agoTheVegetAryan 1 year ago RIP TheVegetAryan 1 year agoOneSoccer
1 year ago R.I.P OneSoccer 1 year agogbbpkbilo 1 year ago RIP gbbpkbilo 1 year
agobiggunsupstairs1 1 year ago putinloh: On behalf of the entire United States of
America, the greatest fucking place ever; Fuck. You. USA may be the nation of fat, but
it's the greatest nation of fat in the fucking world. We may get into other people's affairs,
but that's how the entire human race is! Yeah, so what, we're stupid. We're fucking
dumbasses. But we're fucking proud of it. So fuck your views on america, fuck what you
think in general, and of course, fuck you. To the owners of this video, I'm sorry for my
language biggunsupstairs1 1 year agoabetyt 1 year ago I remember watching this on tv at
school when I was in third grade. I was only little, so I didn't really understand what was
going on. But when I saw the infamous clip of the buildings collapsing in on themselves, I
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suddenly realized how awful it was ,and how many people had died that day. And that
moment sticks in my brain, I remember it so vividly. RIP <3 abetyt 1 year agoputinloh1
1 year ago The Yankees, you never thought about why Americans do not like the world?
There are four reasons: 1. Americans - murderers. The Americans have killed many
people. Americans are constantly at war! 2. Americans climb into other people's affairs.
Americans everywhere shoved his long nose. Americans are all taught to live, though they
do not know how. Americans are arrogant people. Americans do not respect anyone.
3.Americans stupid. Americans are idiots. Americans dress like morons. putinloh1 1 year
agoputinloh1 1 year ago 4. And most importantly - the Americans are fat asses! USA is
the nation of fat! putinloh1 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago At least America isnt a culture
of death like the Muslims in Middle East who have been killing each other and everyone
else about 1000 years before America existed. TheEd78 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago
America owns you bitch. TheEd78 1 year agoPhilipV21 1 year ago 3 No. It's just a
European colony. PhilipV21 1 year ago 3TheEd78 1 year ago At least the the Europeans
colonies brought technology and ingenuity for the worlds benefit unlike Islam who has
thought the world how to hate by blaming all its problems on Jews and endlessly
spreading death even amongst themselves. TheEd78 1 year agoPuhovac 1 year ago
Modern technology would not exist as we know it now if there were not Islam... trust
me.. Puhovac 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago Among other societies throughout history,
unfortunately Islam has lost sight of ingenuity to radicalism. TheEd78 1 year
agotestnumberone1 1 year ago you know part of that might actually be true
testnumberone1 1 year agodemonx808 1 year ago if we all die in 2012 it will be a bleasing
demonx808 1 year agobiggunsupstairs1 1 year ago 2 I was in second grade when this
happened. I remember my class was watching a video on insects and our principal came
on the PA and told the teachers to meet in the teacher's lounge; something terrible had just
happened. Our teachers were gone for at least a half hour. When the came back they told
us to pack our backpacks and get ready to be picked up by our parents. My father was at
work in Boston so my neighbor had to pick me up. I will never forget this day. Rest in
peace. biggunsupstairs1 1 year ago 2SunDevilMarine 1 year ago you piece of shit
motherfucker, how dare you say something like that. SunDevilMarine 1 year
agozabuzashadow101 1 year ago rest in peace zabuzashadow101 1 year ago6289711 1
year ago yall ar all fucked up 6289711 1 year agoIgot2MuchSwag 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Im getting so horny watching this. My dick
is getting soooo hard. Igot2MuchSwag 1 year agoorenco 1 year ago 6 Rest in peace...
orenco 1 year ago 6fabriz975 1 year ago 5 These were the first collapse of the american
empire, then will be the economy to ruins, and in the end, the ex president Bush. Now all
american people learned humility and probably now they are citizen of the world more
than before. My condolences for the victims, I hope no other tragic lessons like this.
fabriz975 1 year ago 5OriginalMissBHaven 1 year ago thisnt wasnt the collapse this was
only the beginning of the american supremacy......type in "9/11 coincidence" and watch
part 5 where they say that all America needed to regain supremacy was another Pearl
Harbor.... OriginalMissBHaven 1 year agozoodayz 1 year ago It all comes down to no
one deserves death. And only God can decide who should live or die. So lets all remember
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9-11 tomorrow. By starting today as one around the world and be men for once and not
boys and have a drink or a moment of silence in remembrance to all. Cheers!! zoodayz 1
year agoriley1010 1 year ago This is the most humble and intelligent comment that has
been posted here. Thank you for your compassion. I wish there were more people like
you....so that tragedies like these never have to happen. riley1010 1 year agomelli34 1
year ago das problem bei euch amis ist das ihr alles auf andere schiebt mal selbst in den
eigenen reihen schauen ist und wird auch niemals möglich sein für euch waren es die bösen
muslime was anderes kommt für euch garnicht in die tütte ,ja wir haben viele muslime in
deutschland und das sind genauso menschen wie ihr auch aber das man ja von euch
gewohnt selbst schwarze leute hasst ihr oder mexikaner na ja melli34 1 year agomelli34 1
year ago you are so an bad ashole melli34 1 year agoUPASR 1 year ago Put this in
perspective Odds of dying by percentage: Heart Attack - 40% chance Cancer - 20%
chance Road Accident - 0.0125% chance Drowning in Bath - 0.00014% chance Falling out
of Bed - 0.0000482% chance Terrorist Attack - 0.000010% chance So what is the real
threat? UPASR 1 year agofreqeist 1 year ago wake up America, please. freqeist 1 year
agoputinloh1 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam America
will wake up then when Russia will put a nuclear attack across the USA! putinloh1 1
year agoOriginalMissBHaven 1 year ago I highly doubt ANYONE will literally wake up
after a nuclear war you dumb fuck. OriginalMissBHaven 1 year agoHGSchulz 1 year ago
Well, the USA (their goverment) ain't angels, that's for sure. But also other coutries did
evil and bad things in the past. Even Vietnam and all the others. If you all have been good
in history you will know what I'm talking about. But, for those attacks like this, there is
no reason for. It is just sick! HGSchulz 1 year agoputinloh1 1 year ago show hide There
is no difference between explosions of houses and bombardment of Yugoslavia and Iraq.
From the American bombs was lost more people than from acts of terrorism. putinloh1 1
year agoburtonsnowbo04 1 year ago suck my raw testice dick head. prick
burtonsnowbo04 1 year agozoodayz 1 year ago Oh a spelling nazi huh. Forgot we all
were back in school again. retard. Oh sorry. nazi should be capitalized also tho only if
you like to show respect. Retard. zoodayz 1 year agozoodayz 1 year ago Thousands of
Iraqi children do not forget saddam hussein useing test bombs on the poor people in north
iraq also.. zoodayz 1 year agoputinloh1 1 year ago In fact that Saddam Hussein killed
people, good Americans were killing Iraqi children. putinloh1 1 year agoimpakigirl 1 year
ago hey w8 a min...... wot proove do u hav dat sadaam kiled people nd secondly iv he
really did den olso u shuld hav lil humanity becoz americanz r killing kids u r really animal
...... i wish u die lyk a doG nd u vl for sure ..... asshole impakigirl 1 year agoputinloh1 1
year ago Yankees why you are fat asses that even skyscrapers fall? Because it eats shit at
McDonald's. putinloh1 1 year agoMarrrkkk10 1 year ago 3 bro cmon. show some respect
and be a man. idc what stereo types you believe in just dont disrespect america in such a
way that you try and make so many peoples death funny. grow up man. Marrrkkk10 1
year ago 3StFuMoThErFuCkEr 1 year ago 8 yrs ago. StFuMoThErFuCkEr 1 year
agoStFuMoThErFuCkEr 1 year ago Comment removedputinloh1 1 year ago show hide
U.S. is Satan! U.S. is a killer! So many people killed as the U.S. did not kill anybody.
Remember Vietnam, Korea, Cuba, Yugoslavia, Iraq. All American blood on their hands to
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the elbows! Americans deserve the attack. putinloh1 1 year agoparkerekrap 1 year ago
my mom told me that i was in jk she didnot send me to school because we lived near the
airport in toronto parkerekrap 1 year agosmartmathew1995 1 year ago god save the queen
smartmathew1995 1 year agoFPVsean 1 year ago fuck the queen, shes a hoe, KILL THE
BIOTCH... never did us any good, wank. FPVsean 1 year agoCjmolina007 1 year ago 2
my mom saw the plane that crashed into the pentegon. i remember i was in the 3rd grade
when this happened, we got a bomb threat at school and my mom came to pick me and
my cousin up and she told us what she saw and when we got home and turned on the tv
we watched the second tower fall ill never forget that day Cjmolina007 1 year ago
2putinloh1 1 year ago Thousands of Iraqi children do not forget the American bombing!
putinloh1 1 year agoputinloh1 1 year ago American nits, it's you for what you bombed
Yugoslavia! putinloh1 1 year agoboomberklart 1 year ago nuts boomberklart 1 year
agozoodayz 1 year ago actually the total number for abortion is not 4,000 but rather over
one hundred thousand every so many years. So as a example that would be apx: one 9-11
attack every two days.. The only difference is here is Obama is using your tax dollars to
pay for it. zoodayz 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago ISLAM = Culture of death TheEd78 1
year agoimpakigirl 1 year ago u bloody piG .... moroon u r sick..... islam hav top culture
tradition nd everything..... nd remember this there will a tym cum wen whole global wrld
vl b foolowing islam..... jus remember duz u pimp nd neva try evr to say nything widout
thinking idiot dick sucker!!!!!! i pry u Go in h3ll...... nd u vl so gud luck fuckin nasty
piG..... impakigirl 1 year agoFPVsean 1 year ago learn to spell retard.. FPVsean 1 year
agoputinloh1 1 year ago U.S. and Russia - is the evil empire! putinloh1 1 year
agoTheEd78 1 year ago If Obama gets his way we will be but we arent letting it happen.
TheEd78 1 year agotravisk08 1 year ago i was in school and my was up here talkin about
where under attack and was i like wtf u r talkin about untill i herd that plane hit it than i
almost pissed on my self travisk08 1 year agoputinloh1 1 year ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam Hey, you American bastards, why erase my comment?
And what about your fucking democracy? putinloh1 1 year agozoodayz 1 year ago Over
4,000+ died on 9/11 and the whole world is sad. Yet over 4,000 babies die every day from
abortion around the world and no one cares. This is not a matter of terrorists or Muslim.
But rather a seed of hate from around the world. Wake up!! zoodayz 1 year
agoflyinghindu42 1 year ago actually the official death toll was 2983 not 4000+ but thats
still alot of people and very sad flyinghindu42 1 year agozoodayz 1 year ago May god
bless those who lost there lives on 9-11 and remember them. Also may god Damn those
to hell who were at the cause of 9-11. zoodayz 1 year agoYasharkilla123 1 year ago 3
people make fun of countries like calling iran terrorists, but America is EXACTLY THE
SAME AS IRAN! good people but shitty government, American people are very good
and have good common sense unlike their government. Yasharkilla123 1 year ago
3TheEd78 1 year ago Then move to Iran. TheEd78 1 year agoYasharkilla123 1 year ago i
live in iran Yasharkilla123 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago Good stay there. TheEd78 1
year agoYasharkilla123 1 year ago what is your problem? Yasharkilla123 1 year
agoTheEd78 1 year ago I thought Iran wasnt allowed to use the internet. I guess that only
during your dictators "election". TheEd78 1 year agoYasharkilla123 1 year ago proxy
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Yasharkilla123 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago Well in America we dont need to use
"Proxy" to get on the internet so I guess were not the same as Iran. Unless Obama
controls the internet to stifle free speech like hes trying. TheEd78 1 year
agoYasharkilla123 1 year ago its a temporary thing, just like every problem
Yasharkilla123 1 year agoYasharkilla123 1 year ago you sir are very ignorant
Yasharkilla123 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago Well you didnt see woman getting shot by
the government because they speak against the president in America like they do in Irajn.
Im truly sorry for you people over there, and if you believe America is the same as Iran
you're Naive. TheEd78 1 year agoYasharkilla123 1 year ago as i said, iran is the same as
america in terms of government is not quiet there, but the people on both sides are very
good people. Don't judge a place until you have been there yourself... Yasharkilla123 1
year agoTheEd78 1 year ago We're not quite there yet but with Obama we're heading
there. Fortunately Woman dont get murdered by the government by protesting like they
do in Iran. I truly feel sorry for the people of Iran, your government is shit. TheEd78 1
year agoTheEd78 1 year ago Fuck Muslims, Fuck Liberals. The Middle East will destroy
itself. Allah is a sham and he seeks the destruction of you Muslim Sheep. TheEd78 1
year agoBigrz15 1 year ago u can see the airplane sticking out Bigrz15 1 year agoTheEd78
1 year ago IT'S NWA TheEd78 1 year agooStrikeRo 1 year ago There is no any terrorism
in such forms we see on TV, crazy people with only one religion in their heads can not
plane such operation, by the way, there is many prooves that it was inpossible. It was
done to scary people It was done just to begin war, just to controll people. Its terrible
that people die for goverment. Its terrible that people dead... sorry for my English. Main
terrorist is USA goverment and their ambitions, do not belive any goverment. Artem,
Ukraine. oStrikeRo 1 year agoloupblanc358 1 year ago en mémoire de tous ceux qui ont
perdu la vie RIP........ La vieille Europe devrait se réveiller Bruxelles Belgique Belgium
loupblanc358 1 year agoputinloh1 1 year ago ... and launch a nuclear strike on the U.S.!
putinloh1 1 year agoputinloh1 1 year ago This is for Yugoslavia bastards! putinloh1 1
year agoputinloh1 1 year ago The biggest terrorists are the USA and Russia. When the
U.S. and Russia destroy each other, then there will be a paradise on earth. U.S. and
Russia - is evil. putinloh1 1 year agobubblegumrea 1 year ago even if they did destroy
each other it wouldn't solve anything because there would soon be two more
superpowers fighting for control. bubblegumrea 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago The
biggest terrorists are the MUSLIMS who have been murdering each other for 1,400 years.
TheEd78 1 year agoPseudologic 1 year ago Humans were killing each other for 250,000
years. I think humans are bigger terrorists. Pseudologic 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago
Except some countries have evolved but the Middle east is still stuck 250,000 years ago.
TheEd78 1 year agoYasharkilla123 1 year ago racist much? if we have not evolved how
can i be talking to you on youtube? Yasharkilla123 1 year agoPseudologic 1 year ago
Maybe your country, but not necessarily you. Pseudologic 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year
ago Your name says it all "Pseudologic" TheEd78 1 year agoYasharkilla123 1 year ago
well american people are not perfect just like in every country, there are a few assholes
just like you, which are pimples on the ass of socieity. . . you obviously cant give good
support to any of your answers when i said "Don't judge a place until you have been
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there yourself..." so bring on your lame comeback because i won't even read it
Yasharkilla123 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago My parents used to live in Iran. TheEd78 1
year agoPseudologic 1 year ago Your name doesn't mean a thing to me. Pseudologic 1 year
agomrcoffeerush 1 year ago not all muslims are terrorists. keep in mind they're catholic
terrorists too! mrcoffeerush 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago Except almost all terrorists are
Muslim. What Catholics hijack airplanes? Fly planes into skyscrapers? Suicide bomb
each other? Think they will have 72 nine year old virgins if they kill infidels? TheEd78 1
year agomrcoffeerush 1 year ago hmmm... what about the IRA they're catholic
mrcoffeerush 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago Nice try considering theres only like 50 of
them compared to 50 billion radical Muslims. TheEd78 1 year agomrcoffeerush 1 year
ago okay i don't want to get into a huge arguement about this i'm just trying to say that
not all muslims are terrorists. mrcoffeerush 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago Im not saying
all Muslims are terrorists but I am saying most terrorists are Muslim. TheEd78 1 year
agokaromanah 1 year ago 3 I am muslim and today 9/10/2009 I pray for all the innocent
people who died that day God bless and mercy their souls and God mercy those who
were killed in palestine too. I am against terrorists not religions or nationalities.
karomanah 1 year ago 3putinloh1 1 year ago American woman who rented a crap.
putinloh1 1 year agodreamworker777 1 year ago And wtf you were expecting??
Strangling all the world?? WTF? You should already be known that just americans love
America. dreamworker777 1 year agoShehzadHBK 1 year ago What we have done to Us.!
We all just fight each-other & argue that you suck & I'm good, why? don't we stop this
War, & why can't we just...! Ohh it is already Fucking up my mind that ,all the blame is
on upon us.! that TALIBAAN & AL-QAIDA they should be Vanished from this Planet,
They DICK-HEADS. ShehzadHBK 1 year agosimdre89 1 year ago RIP from Germany
and comfort to all those families that were torn apart this day. simdre89 1 year
agolandyspoon 1 year ago My sadness has remained on my face.. Click on my nickname
and see How to find love.. landyspoon 1 year agopsyc18 1 year ago Completelly
deserved it !!!!!! psyc18 1 year agoScopeyy 1 year ago SUCK MY SHIT Scopeyy 1
year agopetidiable 1 year ago I am french from paris and when my father woke me to see
live what happened I did not manage to believe in it I am so sad. If only we could fine the
bastards who organize that! Bon courage les Américains pour demain, on aura le coeur
triste nous aussi... on vous adores! petidiable 1 year agoUAE254 1 year ago AMERICA
OWNS THE WORLD NOW !! UAE254 1 year agopaffosny 1 year ago ameica terrorist
number 1 !!!!!!!!! FUCK ALLAH FUCK AMERICA! paffosny 1 year agoUAE254 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam GOD BLESS AMERICA
!! UAE254 1 year agogozimus 1 year ago Are you replying to Igot2MuchSwag? If so, I'm
with you. This person is an insane Jesus Freak. Don't loose your composure with a
NARROW MINDED TOOL like this. gozimus 1 year agojorgemacopty 1 year ago
please tell me you guys dont still think it was terrorists..for the love of humanity
pllleeeaasseee wake the fK up!! jorgemacopty 1 year agogozimus 1 year ago Destroys
God? And who are you to say YOUR GOD is the right one? I'm as American as apple
pie, but it's stoods like you that keep us in the dark ages. Your black-and-white god has
no place in this country, dinosaur. gozimus 1 year agoSweBlackArmy 1 year ago
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tomorrow is the day i will never forget! R.I.P. SweBlackArmy 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year
ago Fuck Allah!!! Islam is a sham. You Islamic idiots will suffer as you have been under
your own religion for centuries like a disease. Bush was right trying to rid the world of
this cancer. TheEd78 1 year agojaazztastic 1 year ago USA .you have killed ordinary
every day folks all over the world and USA have funded ,iraq against iran .afghan against
russia.tried to kill the president of cuba many times ,funded the IRA to kill Brits.shot
down iran passenger plane .then we have panam over lockerbie crash.THEN YOU
WONDER WHY THE TOWERS CAME DOWN . jaazztastic 1 year agonehpetsmw 1
year ago where is the 2nd tower in relation to this? nehpetsmw 1 year
agoscratchwhiplash 1 year ago right behind the one you see scratchwhiplash 1 year
ago6lfsinger 1 year ago september the 11th is my birthday . tommorow i turn 12 .
6lfsinger 1 year agoimpakigirl 1 year ago happy bday hunnie impakigirl 1 year
agocamillaTom 1 year ago im just saying camillaTom 1 year agocamillaTom 1 year ago so
she said it was a military plane, but why is that part missin?lol camillaTom 1 year
agoSpooch106 1 year ago what gets me thinking is that, how did she see that??? One; that
part ent showin in the vid.... 2; wouldn't she be able to get that on film... clearly???
Spooch106 1 year ago4aaaaa4 1 year ago See what real pilots are talking about visit the
"pilots for 9 1 1" website None of the Pentagon "eyewitnesses" described hearing the
jumbo roaring growing louder from a distance..? It was even reported as a " bomb"
explosion by MANY. And over the news as well. Not only were all local security films
confiscated, but no one came forward from surrounding areas described how they heard a
loud jumbo jet closing in. Those jumbo-jets are audible from over TEN miles away. 4aaaaa4 1 year agoOsasha 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam fuck you america we will kill you as what you did in iraq as what israel did in
palestaine .... fuck youuuuuuuuuuu Osasha 1 year agoMastahracoon 1 year ago 3 so allah
can give you a couple of virgins? man.. go fuck urself.. Mastahracoon 1 year ago
3SearchingYT 1 year ago dude just shut the fuck up. SearchingYT 1 year agocymro1987 1
year ago Osasha your a dirty sausage jockey! cymro1987 1 year agogozimus 1 year ago
Osasha? Clueless! gozimus 1 year agodagavaq1 1 year ago stop starting shit..n move on..
dagavaq1 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago 3 Ha ha. You wish. You Muslim losers cant even
get laid on earth so you have to kill people to go to heaven to get laid. What a dumbshit
religion. Fuck Allah and burn in hell. TheEd78 1 year ago 3gozimus 1 year ago Dude!
This land is built on religious freedom. You're going to hell, you narrow minded, Neo-con.
I'm from Chicago, and we don't like anchors ... like you. Progressive thinking, white
trash. gozimus 1 year agoTheEd78 1 year ago Dude!!! The only Narrow Minded People
are you Neo-libs that sell this country out to socialism and terrorists. Actually Im not
White, Republican, nor Christian you racist closed Minded Bigot. TheEd78 1 year
agoadeem89 1 year ago she said: this was a militiary plane... adeem89 1 year
agoSKYSURVEYOR 1 year ago My Friends ! Keep the Faith Tomorrow 11th Sept 2009
EBE PUBLIC CONTACT 777 FOR HE PEACE ON EARTH available Watch the Sky
my Friends ! SKYSURVEYOR 1 year agoSearchingYT 1 year ago lol what? SearchingYT
1 year agoskitz75 1 year ago you people need to open your eyes stop watching the news
and read a book if you wanna find out what really happened in 9/11 message me and ill
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send you some seriously banned books on that day which will change anyones
perspective on it im not saying that arabs had nothing to do with it but you shouldnt
brush everone with the same brush i know some arabs and they were just as shocked and
appalled at what happened that day the person you should blame is BUSH and his father
skitz75 1 year agoursubataus 1 year ago man...i hate americans cuz they are stupid ... but
not all of them are...but this kind of vid make me sad... this cannot be real... this is
unhuman... wtf people is with u ... why attack inocent peoples ?? i feel sorry for all the
americans who died in this tragic attack ... RIP ursubataus 1 year agoZidaNe10ChawShiN
1 year ago this was us plan ZidaNe10ChawShiN 1 year agoKBJAG1 1 year ago 3 This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam At all the People in the World, let us
remember at all the People who died in WTC on 9/11. I´m so sad and angry when i see
the Videos an Pictures. I´ll say to all the Bin Ladens and other Terrorists in the World
"FUCK YOU" and DIE KBJAG1 1 year ago 3xxanjelajxx 1 year ago just everyday
average people on those planes. to die just like that. so sad :{ xxanjelajxx 1 year
agocrazyb1tch85 1 year ago My heart bleeds whenever I watch this; when I see small
children die of malnutritions; when people do nothing but hate when they are in pain.
Why do this? they are full of hate, regardless of religion or ethnicity. Hate only leads to
more hate, no one will accomplish anything from it but pain. Let's not brew more hate
from hate, let's cherish the lives that are gone and the lives that are still burning now
equally. Let's keep their memory close to us and let's do good out of something bad.
crazyb1tch85 1 year agoJSweetie329 1 year ago 2 WE WILL NEVER FORGET. Honor
the memory of the victims, celebrate the lives of the survivors on 9-11-09. May Osama
bin Laden ROT IN HELL along with his bastard followers. MAY YOU BURN IN
HELL. JSweetie329 1 year ago 2123dool 1 year ago JSweetie329, honor the memory of
the victims, celebrate the lives of the survivors on 9-11-09 by visiting this website:
"NYCCAN . ORG" The organization was established by victims' families, first
responders, and survivors of September 11. 123dool 1 year agohenf5671 1 year ago
Comment removedEcm51 1 year ago I agree with you, the ones that carried out the
terrorist acts were not heroes. And they certainly aren't having tea parties with cake and
ice cream right now, where they are at. Ecm51 1 year agochfd175 1 year ago 2 Anyone
who thinks that terrorists are heros needs to go drive off a cliff. chfd175 1 year ago
2TheDutchways 1 year ago And those people need to call me before taking the drive to a
cliff, because I would deffinatly love to help them get of the cliff. TheDutchways 1 year
agoEcm51 1 year ago No, we'll never forget. The real heroes of that tragic day were the
Police Officers, the Firemen, and everybody else that was involved in trying to save as
many lives as possible. I feel for the victims' families very much. God bless America.
Ecm51 1 year ago123dool 1 year ago Ecm51, the real heroes were censored: FDNY
interviewed with firefighters & emergency workers; 118 of them reported explosions,
flashes, & they even named it-controlled demolition. Their testimonies were withheld
from public for years until after the 9/11 commission report was out. The testimonies
were not even released willingly but under force-after a long battle in courts between the
victims families and the city of New York (Mayor Michael Bloomberg's admin). Google
explosive testimonies 123dool 1 year agochfd175 1 year ago here here, Death to all Arabs
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and those who defy/hate america. chfd175 1 year agoTheDutchways 1 year ago Totaly
agree with you! The best for all US folks tomorrow! NY congr. with the 400 years!
Cheers from the Netherlands. TheDutchways 1 year agodrivercraig1 1 year ago 3 that
was the saddest thing i had ever watched drivercraig1 1 year ago 3mattius83 1 year ago 3
Steel, a mixture of alloy and carbon, melts at 2500 degrees. Because the smoke was black,
this indicates the fire was oxygen deprived and could not burn to its maximum capacity.
This past year, The Beijing Mandarin Oriental Hotel, a 520-foot skyscraper, was
engulfed and burned out of control for 3 hours. This occurred on February 9, 2009. It did
not collapse. So, how could WTC South fall after burning for less than one hour; and how
could WTC North fall, having only burned for a mere two hours? mattius83 1 year ago
3mattius83 1 year ago Considering this information, how can one buy into the
propaganda given to us by the 9/11 Commission and the Bush Administration? Thomas
Jefferson said: Dissent is the greatest form of patriotism. Hence, I am in disagreement
with the doctrine given to us by our government, regarding the 9/11 attacks. I do not
know what hit the towers. However, I do not believe the story and investigative theories
the government has presented to the American people. mattius83 1 year ago Prev 52 53
54 55 56 57 58 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety
Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug
Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0)
Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show
your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading...
Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home
Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account
Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From:
NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or
Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) drivercraig1 1 year ago
3 that was the saddest thing i had ever watched drivercraig1 1 year ago 3 christian894 1
year ago 2 FUCK everybody who thinks this was americas fault cause it wasn't. It was
some RACIST FUCK and its not fucking funny christian894 1 year ago 2 KevinMerck 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Nano-thermite in the trade
center dust is a reality we must deal with. See "South Tower Smoking Guns (follow-up)"
to see nano-thermite in action. "North Tower Exploding" is also a must see. David
Chandler nails it with his collection of very informative videos. Check out A&E for 9/11
truth to get the facts. "Blueprint for Truth" is a comprehensive examination of the
evidence for controlled demolition. KevinMerck 1 year ago moffy79 1 year ago I'm from
England I am shocked everytime I see the footage. I don't think much about America but
no one deserves that. Good footage though you done well keeping the film going. My
heart goes out to anyone who lost someone involved in 911 apart from the evil scum who
carried this horrific act of terrorism out moffy79 1 year ago ih8tu100 1 year ago
Comment removed bakebooey 1 year ago Everything in loose change(brains) was
debunked you idiots still won't believe it no matter how much bin laden wants to take
credit for it. wow even he's laughing at you bakebooey 1 year ago TheRealYummyapple 1
year ago 2 days away......2........then we will all moarn this sad sad day for america really
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sad TheRealYummyapple 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Comment removed
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Comment removed ashevaasheva 1 year ago 3 america didn't
deserve this, no one deserves this dickheads.. ashevaasheva 1 year ago 3 brian78045 1
year ago In 1997 NORAD said they insure, "Aircraft flying over our air space are
monitored seven days a week, 24 hours a day." In 2004 the Air Force contradictorily
said, "Before 2001, 1st Air Force was charged with keeping an eye on the nations
borders, usually looking for threats in the form of Russian aircraft skirting too close for
comfort to the mainland. In those few hours, the commands mission went from looking
outward to looking inward." See the 5 articles on NORAD at DNotice (org). brian78045 1
year ago pimpfang1 1 year ago i was a freshmen in highschool i rememebr what class i
was in and even what period i was in auto collusion pepair 3rd period pimpfang1 1 year
ago SabsNrw 1 year ago das is soo schlimm :( die armen menschen müssten wegen
solchen biestern sterben... bald ist wiede der 11 september... :( für die angehörigen famylie
und freunde... mein beeileid SabsNrw 1 year ago toriparx 1 year ago they closed
everything in town that day and locked the school doors that morning. I live in Iowa.
toriparx 1 year ago nkyboi0707 1 year ago same, and same what town do u live in?
nkyboi0707 1 year ago fizubh 1 year ago I was in school, we were having homeroom, and
one of the teachers turned on the T.V in class, and we watched the second plane hit on
CNN live. fizubh 1 year ago Liptonater 1 year ago everybody who doesn't think al-qaida
has nothing to do with it is crazy.... come on.. blaming bush for it. Crazy conspiracies.
afcourse this was a terrorist attack... Liptonater 1 year ago arr0wsfr0mh3ll 1 year ago
show hide I agree a bunch of pissed of muslims did this but america deserved it
arr0wsfr0mh3ll 1 year ago IHIoMiCiDe 1 year ago 2 its not americas fault its the fuckers
running it. IHIoMiCiDe 1 year ago 2 thrasher025 1 year ago 5 bush really fucked
everything up.... thrasher025 1 year ago 5 IHIoMiCiDe 1 year ago agreed.. IHIoMiCiDe
1 year ago PatchCornAdams721 1 year ago 3 You're just sour and jealous that your
country hasnt developed and thrived and that all your country can ever hope for is
packing grocery bags and flipping burgers. Nobody deserves to die like that. Show some
fucking respect. PatchCornAdams721 1 year ago 3 endlessmountain 1 year ago Cheney
you are wanted for the crimes on 9/11 and Bush, you are also wanted If you haven't seen
through the lies yet, you are still asleep endlessmountain 1 year ago Staszek1987050806
1 year ago devastating Staszek1987050806 1 year ago cocainesnooter 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam the 8th annerversory almost here il celebrate
with a bottle of voda n splifs while bangin an amercan whore in the ASS. the twin tower
falling realy makes me hard FOCK DA AMERICAN cocainesnooter 1 year ago tubemech
1 year ago An American boy whore probably, you little fag. Fuck da Manc homo.
tubemech 1 year ago cocainesnooter 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam Na man i bang american girl ripe age of 16 my big cock going up da whores
ASS il snatch the bitch coming frm schools FOCK AMERICAN cocainesnooter 1 year
ago Cletusquimm 1 year ago You sound so intelligent. It's like I told some other guy on
here last night, get the racist shit out of your system, it doesn't get you anywhere. And
furthermore, if you don't have anything good to say about anybody, don't say it at all.
And I'll do the same. Cletusquimm 1 year ago TrollingForBooty 1 year ago since when
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were americans considered a race? TrollingForBooty 1 year ago Crijevo 1 year ago The
'Zeitgeist' movie tries to explain it all quite logically... Crijevo 1 year ago MrLounge1 1
year ago Very sorry for those people who died that day! but in some extent, America
itself is to blame for the incident MrLounge1 1 year ago Lisamei62 1 year ago 3 God bless
those poor souls...and the heroes who lost their lives to try to save them... Lisamei62 1
year ago 3 fudi27275 1 year ago it was not a terrorist attac! it was bush fudi27275 1 year
ago endlessmountain 1 year ago yes it was a terrorist attack, but you were right in it being
orchestrated by bush, making our former president the suicide terrorist. endlessmountain
1 year ago TheBrittBoy 1 year ago IT'S NWO TheBrittBoy 1 year ago sbandat90 1 year
ago responsably? Saudi Arabia,not America sbandat90 1 year ago davidvillajr 1 year ago 4
It's not your fault America :! davidvillajr 1 year ago 4 gsims77 1 year ago
trollingforpopovich'sbooty both your mothers suck cocks in hell too bad the best part of
both of you wound up as cumstains on the dirty mattresses in the crackhouses you were
conceived in gsims77 1 year ago brian78045 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam The April 2000 Air Force Instruction, as in effect on 9/11/01, said,
"The First Air Force...provides SURVEILLANCE AND CONTROL OF THE
AIRSPACE OF THE UNITED STATES..." In 2004 the Air Force contradictorily said,
"Before 2001, 1st Air Force was charged with keeping an eye on the nations borders,
usually looking for threats in the form of Russian aircraft skirting too close for comfort to
the mainland. In those few hours, the commands mission went from looking outward to
looking inward." brian78045 1 year ago devsterify 1 year ago an inside job huh? what
planet are you from. its so sad and disturbing that americans think it was an inside job.
you people who think this and started this big theory we did it and what not, you should
go live in the middle east. make me sick so sick. devsterify 1 year ago tubemech 1 year
ago There is a very good documentary - I forget what it is called, but it analyses the way
the towers collapsed and shows close ups of a series of small explosions that many
experts believe to be charges placed inside the building. There are also many reports
(some from firefighters themselves), of how bomb/sniffer dogs and their guards were
asked to go on leave a few days before the attacks, very suspicious. tubemech 1 year ago
tubemech 1 year ago Also, there are some very interesting conclusions about the type of
plane hit the Pentagon -the explosion differed from the type of blast a plane filled with
fuel would make, and was more similar to one that a smaller craft filled with explosives
(such as a missile) would make. The hole left in the Pentagon was 16 ft in diametre - how
could a Boeing 757 travelling at around 500mph leave such a small hole? Also very
suspicious. A very sad day - whoever did it is the epitome of evil. : ( tubemech 1 year ago
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago tubemech, Whatever hit the Pentagon, impacted the ground
floor. If a 757 were placed on the ground, resting on its engines, its nose would be about
fifteen feet above the ground. So the engines would have been dragging in the Pentagon
lawn to make that hole on the ground floor, but the lawn was untouched. Take a look at
YouTube video "j5FhQc" "NATIONAL SECURITY ALERT - SENSITIVE
INFORMATION". Thirteen witnesses including Police officers reporting the ACTUAL
flight path of the plane. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago tubemech 1 year ago Yeah, I have
seen - lots of other stuff too on route just b4 it hit was untouched, like street lights, road
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signs etc. Also, they claimed they had found a small engine (or possibly a component
from an engine, I cant remeber) that came from the tail piece - Rolls Royce have denied
this part was used in the construction of the plane/engine, which they made. tubemech 1
year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Also, ultra-low-level flight of an airliner at 400 to
500mph is aerodynamically impossible, because the reactive force of the powerful ground
effect, coupled with the compressibility effects of the tip vortices, will not allow the
aircraft to get any lower to the ground than approximately one half the distance of its
wingspan - until speed is DRASTICALLY reduced, which, of course, is what happens
when a plane comes in for a normal landing." NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago In the video "NATIONAL SECURITY ALERT SENSITIVE INFORMATION" , witness testimony has placed "the plane" on a path
that is the wrong trajectory to have made the actual path of destruction through the 3
rings of the Pentagon. In fact two witnesses saw the plane climb as it approached the
Pentagon, and one witness saw the plane fly off just above the treetops on the opposite
side of the Pentagon, after the flyover. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago maturityis2overrated
1 year ago 2 For everyone who thinks it was government run or some other conspiracy
theory i would like to point out that no matter who did it there are still 3,051 children
without parents and 1,717 family's with no answers and 1,609 people that lost the love
of their life in this attack. it is and will be the worst attack ever on American soil.
maturityis2overrated 1 year ago 2 Cletusquimm 1 year ago You'll lose somebody you
love, someday, something you cherish, and then I'm going to make fun of your ass.
Maybe it won't be me to do it, but somebody will take you down. You've got a rotten
attitude towards people Get the racist sawblade out of your ass. Cletusquimm 1 year ago
TrollingForBooty 1 year ago ill pretend i give a shit about your little sob story. also,
cletus is a very appropriate name for a redneck americunt. OLOLOL
WHYSOBUTTHURT AMERIFAG? TrollingForBooty 1 year ago Cletusquimm 1 year
ago Cletus isn't my real name, thank you very much. Is butthurt your favorite word? If
you want 'butthurt" shove a roman candle up your ass, and light it, that'll give you a
butthurt. But then again, you don't have enough sense to get out of the rain anyways.
Bottom line.......racism gets you no where. It's people with your kind of hatred that have
it in them to become a terroist. Cletusquimm 1 year ago TrollingForBooty 1 year ago
tl;dr. long story short: you are butthurt, and lulz is generated from 9/11 americunts.
TrollingForBooty 1 year ago Cletusquimm 1 year ago Enough. You're not worth my time
nor effort, and you clearly have no respect for anybody or anybody's feelings, probably
not even your own. I just pray you grow a heart somewhere down the line. Remember,
what goes around, comes around. Got that, butthurt? Good. Now do me a HUGE favor,
will you please? Don't bother innocent people, Americans, Australians, the British,
Chinese, whatever. It really makes you look bad laughing at a tradgegy. Bye bye,
"butthurt." And kiss my ass. Ciao! :) Cletusquimm 1 year ago TrollingForBooty 1 year
ago haha i bet you don't even know what butthurt means ya tool. olol thats right run
away butthurt OLOLWHYSOBUTTHURT AMERICUNT? TrollingForBooty 1 year
ago TrollingForBooty 1 year ago this is the funniest thing ive ever seen in my life.
TrollingForBooty 1 year ago Cletusquimm 1 year ago So watching buildings fall and
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people die a horrible death is funny to you, huh? You're a piss poor excuse for a human
being. That's all that can be said. Cletusquimm 1 year ago TrollingForBooty 1 year ago at
first it wasn't funny, but then i realized they were americans. TrollingForBooty 1 year
ago Cletusquimm 1 year ago 2 You just showed how intelligent you are. Your comments
won't last an hour on here. Remember, your brain is in your head, not your dick.
Cletusquimm 1 year ago 2 TrollingForBooty 1 year ago ololol cletus = butthurt over my
comments. the Jews did WTC, by the way. TrollingForBooty 1 year ago alphamale1994
1 year ago Fuck you u fucking bitch i hope you go to fucking hell you mother fucker die
drop the fuck dead you bitch that isnt even fucking funny you fucker alphamale1994 1
year ago taeyungking 1 year ago fuck you,,, danm stupid,... it was a tragic event in the
history of the world, I HOPE IT NEVER HAPPEND AGAIN..."GOD BLESS
AMERICA" taeyungking 1 year ago bellapalmer3 1 year ago ive seen footage of this a
million times, and i still cant believe it could happen... so terribly tragic.... bellapalmer3 1
year ago KillaRacist1000 1 year ago if you ever come to america and say that, we wont be
the only ones that fuk you up...it would be the whole nation. KillaRacist1000 1 year ago
jillrocks98 1 year ago thats soo sad jillrocks98 1 year ago tigrescampeon81 1 year ago a
casi 8 años de los sucesos esto todavia no se olvida opjala y nunca suceda algo similar
tigrescampeon81 1 year ago vpzm 1 year ago anniversery is coming.We should drownd
the issues on the media follow the camera everywhere it goes w/ a 911 truth sighn in the
background. vpzm 1 year ago daewonsongpingpong 1 year ago Man you are strong if i
were you id be crying daewonsongpingpong 1 year ago DWDBL 1 year ago It was an
inside job!!! What about the building that collapsed long after the impact? What about the
invisble plane that crushed into the pentagon! There are 2 possibilities: 1. the gov. did it
themselves. 2. the gov. knwe all about the terrorists plans and about the date of the
"terrorist attack" Only damn stupid americans still believe that it was "osamas" work.
DWDBL 1 year ago bennude10 1 year ago It's funny how every single conspiracy out
there all do the same exact thing. The Kennedy Assassanation, the Moon landing, UFO's,
Roswell, 9/11, ect. The conspirator theorist having nothing else better to do all say,
"Look closely!" or "Right there proves the government did it!", blah blah blah. Everyone
knows all governments are corrupt and find excuses to go to war, but do you actually
believe things hundreds of random people thought up? I mean, talk about gullible. Same
goes with religion. bennude10 1 year ago WormClark 1 year ago 2 how can you laugh at
this? get your head checked out. WormClark 1 year ago 2 WormClark 1 year ago
Comment removed barmtrail 1 year ago I never any explosions before the buildings
collapsed. Like so many people have claimed. The filmaker here did a wonderful job of
capturing a moment in history. If there was ever any dougt about the planes that hit, or
the buildings c oming down due to planted demo, this video should clear that absurd
notion. God Bless america. I fear we however have forgotten this terrible day. We still
have people in this country that say it happened at the hands of our government. Shame
on them!!! barmtrail 1 year ago atollado 1 year ago R.I.P dear Adriana. atollado 1 year ago
XLuv2DanceX8 1 year ago 2 R.I.P every1 who died in 9 11, i nearly cried wen i saw the
clips that people made. :( xx XLuv2DanceX8 1 year ago 2 knobrot1980 1 year ago well
said Babog. knobrot1980 1 year ago arr0wsfr0mh3ll 1 year ago This has been flagged as
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spam show hide Not Spam HAHAHAHAHAH GAY AMERICANS THATS WHAT
THEY GET. I LAUGHED MY ASS OFF WHEN I SEEN THIS ON THE NEWS IT
WAS SO HILLARIOUS AMERICANS oooh wahhh wahhh we took ther oil they
retaliated and we got butthurt wahhh wahhh arr0wsfr0mh3ll 1 year ago babog2007 1 year
ago Idiot! babog2007 1 year ago Ecm51 1 year ago Hey arr0wsfr0h3ll, It isn't funny at all,
you're a moron. Ecm51 1 year ago camtheman1114 1 year ago wtf! u asshole! its not
funny at all u retard! camtheman1114 1 year ago getlolhowdidulol 1 year ago you are just
a pathetic piece of shit and thats it getlolhowdidulol 1 year ago arr0wsfr0mh3ll 1 year ago
Lol so sad because some pissed off muslims drove a plane into a buildin lemme shed a
tear for you D': FUCK NO this shit is hillarious they all got butthurt arr0wsfr0mh3ll 1
year ago CaRo614 1 year ago dam nikka you got no heart huh? CaRo614 1 year ago
arr0wsfr0mh3ll 1 year ago nahhhh girl they had it comin takin there oil. what they got is
what they deserved arr0wsfr0mh3ll 1 year ago ThePatrioticPanther 1 year ago you
wouldnt call us gay in front of an abrams tank or a specter gunship and even a marine or
ranger, ur just a lil kid in his or her rebelious stage ThePatrioticPanther 1 year ago
arr0wsfr0mh3ll 1 year ago Pffft a BRITISH kid to be more exact and i would i would
laugh in there face and say "hahaha your mostly likely gonna die hahahaha im gonna live"
and then i would walk up to the leader of the marines and wipe my self with a united
states flag. arr0wsfr0mh3ll 1 year ago arr0wsfr0mh3ll 1 year ago And since your such a
patriot for America, Heres a little fact qutoed by General lee washington "Patriots always
speak off dieing for there country and never for killing for it. Thats why we need to draft"
arr0wsfr0mh3ll 1 year ago dylans8 1 year ago an amazingly touching tribute I visited the
site in May and I was overcome with sorrow it is now a place of goodness dylans8 1 year
ago terreurdu63 1 year ago Al-Qaida... FUCK YOU MOTHER FUCKER! terreurdu63 1
year ago endlessmountain 1 year ago 2 al-qaida had nothing to do with it. I am sorry you
believe the lies of the terrorists called the united states government endlessmountain 1
year ago 2 billybillytimmy 1 year ago fuck you terrorist fuckers go burn in hell
billybillytimmy 1 year ago endlessmountain 1 year ago 3 I agree with you for wanting
Cheney and Bush to burn in hell. They are mass murderers endlessmountain 1 year ago 3
Livsangel 1 year ago 2 Horrible is a way too soft word for this. My deepest sympathies
for those who lost their lives and their family and friends. RIP. Livsangel 1 year ago 2
idontknow78 1 year ago This is a horrific scene, i'm so sorry for anyone that had to
witness it or lose someone in it... Thank you for uploading this, it showed a true
experience of this scarring attack. I was only 8 when 9/11 occurred and i did not
understand anything that was happening. But I can anyone truly understand such a
frightening thing... idontknow78 1 year ago RelRael 1 year ago My cousin was born on
9/11 2001...wow.. RelRael 1 year ago acdcrocks619 1 year ago Fuck u arrow onearcher
we waited till the second plane hit to offically call it a terrorist attack so so suck a dick
acdcrocks619 1 year ago MegaJesus1976 1 year ago EUA vs JAPAN "Hiroshima e
Nagasaki" (EUA 1 JAPAN 0) 11/09 IRAQUE,AFEGANISTAN 1 EUA 0
MegaJesus1976 1 year ago MegaJesus1976 1 year ago EUA vs JAPAN Hiroshima e
Nagasaki (EUA 1 JAPAN 0) 09/11 IRAQUE,AFEGANISTAN 1 EUA 0
MegaJesus1976 1 year ago arrow1archer 1 year ago you americans think everything is a
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terroist attack when i was there we heard something all you americans go it is a terriost
attack arrow1archer 1 year ago lozzi205733391 1 year ago i was 7 when this happened,i
remember watching it on the news and everything:/ such a shame tbf x lozzi205733391 1
year ago mimikayuko 1 year ago wow....i was scared when that happend i was 8 years
old when it happend mimikayuko 1 year ago ssnx27 1 year ago Americans undermined
two towers twins and lay an islam to it ssnx27 1 year ago crysmesh101 1 year ago
whoever did this is an evil...i'm a filipino but it's heartbreaking to see innocent people die
with a very tragic chance.... i think i'm just 6 years young that time...huhu poor people..
damn all those behemoths!!!!!! crysmesh101 1 year ago ssnx27 1 year ago может
обрадують опять что то взорвут :) ssnx27 1 year ago MassiahYahushua 1 year ago
makes me cry, those poor people. its hearbreaking. x MassiahYahushua 1 year ago
Cleansation515 1 year ago "Elevators ?! I dont have time for that shit" Cleansation515 1
year ago 1300maddi 1 year ago 2 this is disgusting what kind of monsters thinks this is
the right thing to do?? 1300maddi 1 year ago 2 sandaraback 1 year ago Comment removed
dumdum212 1 year ago Anyone got some marshmallows? dumdum212 1 year ago vault83
1 year ago show hide sept 11, 2009......??? vault83 1 year ago kba2b 1 year ago jesus r u
stupid you dick head kba2b 1 year ago ntstick06 1 year ago you need your ass beat dumb
fuck ntstick06 1 year ago Ecm51 1 year ago 4 I've seen comments from a few people
saying they enjoyed watching this. This is nothing to enjoy, it's sickening. There is
nothing "heroic" about the attacks. Ecm51 1 year ago 4 baltimoreOhs 1 year ago 2 inside
job. do your own research. wtc 7 why did they demo wtc 7? why were explosives
already in place at wtc 7? wtc 1 & 2 were built to withstand commercial airliner impact.
do your own research. baltimoreOhs 1 year ago 2 Sharky2055 1 year ago baltimoreOhs
There's no evidence of an inside job. The towers were NOT built to comphensate for the
massive amounts of jetfuel that were spilled into them. Sharky2055 1 year ago
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Sharky2055, just because the CIA /corporate/government
controlled media told you that it was Muslim terrorists, doesn't mean it's the truth. I was
just watching "Core of Corruption" on cable Public Access TV. Try even finding the
EXISTENCE of THAT video on mainstream media. It exposes that Saudi Arabia and
Pakistan directly funded 9/11, and that Israelis were set up to film the event, even before
it happened. One of their vans had a mural of a plane crashing into the towers.
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago It's impossible to
FABRICATE an expose of this magnitude, because it uses actual news reports,
interviews with FBI and CIA and other whistleblowers. Google: "Google Video
4874421830690006054" It runs for 2hrs 27min, so you'll have to focus your attention if
you want to understand it. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago
"Core of Corruption" Google: "Google Video 4874421830690006054" It runs for 2hrs
27min NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago DASPEN666Devil 1 year ago Dont worry
everybody I am sure those little bitches are being tortured in hell for all the eternity!!!
FUCK YOU TERRORISTS DASPEN666Devil 1 year ago SaBaThSlazH 1 year ago and
bush =) SaBaThSlazH 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam n8tivguitar ... That would be a good idea if they were only
dealing with jet fuel and office fires. Researchers who aren't paid to hide the truth, have
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found in all the WTC dust samples, chips of high tech explosives that only the
government knew how to make. They also found very very small iron spheres in the
dust, which is a by-product of those explosives. The EPA's Erik Swartz, said that 1-3
Diphenylpropane was present at extreme levels. Some say that it was also from those
explosives. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago loveiswonderful13 1 year ago Really makes you
think about life you know, really dont get how anything like that could happen till it does
loveiswonderful13 1 year ago flooppy25 1 year ago (11:54) UFO right side of the image.
flooppy25 1 year ago turtlev1996 1 year ago 2 thiz iz crazy and i feel for everybody who
lost members of there family!!!!!!!! :[ turtlev1996 1 year ago 2 Angelbaby392 1 year ago
thank you.I lost my mom and dad.they were in the build visting friends on holidays.
Angelbaby392 1 year ago loveiswonderful13 1 year ago Oh my god i am so sorry. now
after i heard this makes me greatful I have my family loveiswonderful13 1 year ago
Epineu09 1 year ago 3 R.I.P for all those people who lost their lives in this horrible
attacks.I never been to New York but if i will can i want to see back the Twin Towers
how they were because i don't like Freedom Tower.Those attack's change the
world.Never forget.Rebuild The Twin Towers! Most people want this! Epineu09 1 year
ago 3 chelmhold 1 year ago Something falls out of the left side at 7:34 chelmhold 1 year
ago ssaymyname 1 year ago Pretty positive, that was a person. ;( ssaymyname 1 year
ago mrover69 1 year ago wow mrover69 1 year ago anneofgreengables100 1 year ago 4:58
gives me shudders. anneofgreengables100 1 year ago philocon 1 year ago dang dude the
twin towers were modern marvels philocon 1 year ago karribeangirl 1 year ago omg!!!!
karribeangirl 1 year ago billybillytimmy 1 year ago 6 fucking terrorist fucks
billybillytimmy 1 year ago 6 ssnx27 1 year ago дятел этож вы терористы ! вы ж сами
все подорвали чтоб на ирак на пасть ssnx27 1 year ago DiseIe 1 year ago look at
this....does god exist?.... DiseIe 1 year ago littlekidwithdahat 1 year ago yes God exists. If
you have a Bible go and read Revelation. It talks about the end times. Stuff like this is
going to be more and more frequent towards Christ's returning. God Bless All!
littlekidwithdahat 1 year ago mrskipper1234 1 year ago 2 its not up to god what our own
goverment does mrskipper1234 1 year ago 2 billybillytimmy 1 year ago Comment
removed mattius83 1 year ago Historical skyscraper fires: First, on August 5, 1970, The
1 New York Plaza, a 50-story office tower, burned for 6 hours. It suffered a severe fire
and explosion. But the building did not collapse. Second, The First Interstate Bank
Building fire, located in Los Angeles, is 62-stories high. In 1988, the fire there lasted 3 ½
hours. But the building did not collapse. Third, in 1991 the Meridian Plaza, a 38-floor
skyscraper, burned for 19 hours and did not collapse. So, what made WTC so unique?
mattius83 1 year ago clarko95 1 year ago Oh let me think, maybe it was the force of 2
massive jetliners slicing their way through the upper floors. And maybe it was the force
of sagging floors which the weakend beams couldn't take. And oh, i dunno, maybe it was
the top 1/4 of the building pancaking down on top of the rest of the building. So tell me,
mattius38, what DID make the collapse of the World Trade Center so unique, ignoring
the fact that nearly 3,000 people were killed. Can you tell me? clarko95 1 year ago
mattius83 1 year ago 3 Steel, a mixture of alloy and carbon, melts at 2500 degrees.
Because the smoke was black, this indicates the fire was oxygen deprived and could not
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burn to its maximum capacity. This past year, The Beijing Mandarin Oriental Hotel, a
520-foot skyscraper, was engulfed and burned out of control for 3 hours. This occurred
on February 9, 2009. It did not collapse. So, how could WTC South fall after burning for
less than one hour; and how could WTC North fall, having only burned for a mere two
hours? mattius83 1 year ago 3 mattius83 1 year ago Considering this information, how
can one buy into the propaganda given to us by the 9/11 Commission and the Bush
Administration? Thomas Jefferson said: Dissent is the greatest form of patriotism.
Hence, I am in disagreement with the doctrine given to us by our government, regarding
the 9/11 attacks. I do not know what hit the towers. However, I do not believe the story
and investigative theories the government has presented to the American people.
mattius83 1 year ago GallowsFFC 1 year ago It was definetly a inside job , the only way
america could go to war with iraq and afganistan was if a terrorist attack occured.
GallowsFFC 1 year ago TheCommentifyer 1 year ago IT WAS NOT AN INSIDE
JOB!!!!!, there is no evidence supporting it was! TheCommentifyer 1 year ago
Republikaner123 1 year ago Fucking Islam the Satanisten! Republikaner123 1 year ago
secretwatcher100 1 year ago Soooo sad secretwatcher100 1 year ago juvinile2009 1 year
ago 3 god bless america, im british and i really think u guys r brave and heroic. you had to
go through something so horrific but u came out the other side. GOD BLESS YOU
AMERICA. xxxxx juvinile2009 1 year ago 3 mcdougalld 1 year ago Shut up! brave and
Heroic? What about the "Attacks" we've had? This was a set up anyway mcdougalld 1
year ago hamaadfd 1 year ago what a terrible thing that happen just so sad hamaadfd 1
year ago mhraerox2003 1 year ago OMG there died over 2.600 people and you say
"America you think you can do what you want.. NO" It´ unbelieveable how reckless and
burtal humanity is!!!!! ... FACT IS there died 2600 INNOCENT people mhraerox2003 1
year ago Videomakera 1 year ago There you have it america THERE YOU HAVE IT!
You think you can do what you want? NO. Videomakera 1 year ago AvocadoCake 1 year
ago 7:38 is that a person jumping or just debris? AvocadoCake 1 year ago maxgagaone 1
year ago i have no clue it looked like person but of cours there was a lot of poeple
jumping :( maxgagaone 1 year ago MeHawddcore 1 year ago i was 3 and i still rememberr
watching it on the news like it was just yesterdayyyyy ): MeHawddcore 1 year ago
itsAjessi 1 year ago 3 Islam is of the devil!!! America needs to wake up and see the truth
about this opressive demonic religion. Islam is not love and peace - it is of the devil and it
will take over america if we don't stand for the truth. Jesus Christ is the only way. He is
the son of the living God - that dxied on the cross and is raised from the dead. ALLA IS
NOT GOD itsAjessi 1 year ago 3 Drnam1964 1 year ago Your right man!!! Thanks for
posting the truth man!!! Finally someone is speaking the truth!!!!!!! God Bless you man
Drnam1964 1 year ago MrJoeDZ 1 year ago This Terrorist attack on America pulled our
nation together for a short period but polorized our politics forever it seems. MrJoeDZ 1
year ago ssnx27 1 year ago ой это ж скоро 11 сентября ;) ssnx27 1 year ago ssnx27 1
year ago пидарасы америкосы пидарасы ! ssnx27 1 year ago Tammy1012012 1 year ago
that was really a horrible disaster , I feel so sorry about what had happened that day ,
May Allah Bless the victims , Tammy1012012 1 year ago siberiantiger76 1 year ago yeah
i believe is a conspiracy. I remember specifically that they were playing enya music while
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the planes were crashing into the two towers. like it was a movie to us instead of reality.
As the person who did this video states ''without soundtracks or hype often seen on all
news stations here in the usa. from watching michael more on 9/11/01 opened my eyes
even more on whats going on behind closed gov. doors. keep safe everyone.
siberiantiger76 1 year ago omglolwtffffff 1 year ago WTC was just a puppet of them.
omglolwtffffff 1 year ago omglolwtffffff 1 year ago THIS WORLD IS CONTROLLED
BY
WEALTHY
FAMILIES
SUCH
AS
ROTHCHILDS,ROCKEFELLERS,KENEDD-YS AND ETC. 9 11 was a set up to make
an excuse to invade the middle east. The most important thing they have to keep in mind
is OIL. OIL OIL OIL OIL! omglolwtffffff 1 year ago Evil619Gustavo 1 year ago i really
agree dude!!! it was an inside job Evil619Gustavo 1 year ago Drnam1964 1 year ago Lol,
man this was not an inside job. Think about it. After 9/11/01 we had a economy crash,
why would America want that? why was it a inside job? for what reason and purpose
would it be a inside job man? Drnam1964 1 year ago 123dool 1 year ago Drnam, "why
was it a inside job?" Whether it was or wasn't, we have to deal with the evidence in hand!
There is hard evidence of explosive "nanothermite" discovered in 9/11 dust. FEMA
reported unusual attacks on the steel & recommended further studies-NIST failed to
explain the phenomena & omitted everything relating to it in its final report (Google
FEMA APPENDIX C). 118 firefighters reported explosions, flashes, & even named it:
controlled demolition (Google "EXPLOSIVE TESTIMONIES" ) 123dool 1 year ago
gaming0wiz 1 year ago I desigree, even if some one contemplated that they would be
FUCKING sick in the head. I was 6 when this all this unfolded so i realy can't remember
anything and i just watched that and nothing can describe that ruthless act. BASTAR>DS
gaming0wiz 1 year ago wowdude999 1 year ago I was in 4th grade when this happens,
when we were pledging the allegiance...the north tower collapsed. wowdude999 1 year
ago jbrad95342 1 year ago show hide For every U.S citizen that died in those attacks, ten
million muslims should die. jbrad95342 1 year ago mattius83 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Steel melts at 2500 degrees. Because the smoke
was black, this indicates the fire was oxygen deprived and could not burn to its maximum
capacity. However, explosives, used by demolitionists, can exceed 3000 degrees.
Scientifically, this will indeed melt steel. Also, in 1991 the Meridian Plaza, a 38-floor
skyscraper, burned for 19 hours and did not collapse. So, how could WTC South fall after
burning for less than one hour; and how could WTC North fall, having only burned for a
mere two hours? mattius83 1 year ago Ecm51 1 year ago This was the most awful thing
to ever happen to my people, and my heart goes out to the families that lost their loved
ones on that horrible day. May it never happen again in America, or anywhere else on
Earth. Nobody deserves this. Ecm51 1 year ago theartstation 1 year ago We have just
POSTED a 9/11 video that we think all of you will ENJOY... Please vist our CHANNEL
to pay your RESPECTS to 9/11........... The Art Station theartstation 1 year ago aczzz01
1 year ago what happened at 22:00???????? aczzz01 1 year ago troydboy1976 1 year ago
so you think there were bombs on the ground??? you idiot!!!!!!! bombs on the ground
would never of made the towers fall the way they did troydboy1976 1 year ago 123dool
1 year ago Following 9/11, FDNY interviewed with firefighters and emergency workers;
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118 of them reported explosions, flashes, and they even named it-controlled demolition;
their testimonies were withheld from public for years until after the 9/11 commission
report was already out. The testimonies were not even released willingly but under forceafter a long battle in courts between the victims families and the city of New York (under
Mayor Michael Bloomberg's admin). Google explosive testimonies 123dool 1 year ago
123dool 1 year ago Check the evidence of high tech, red/gray chips discovered in 9/11
dust in abundance. When ignited, they released energies higher than well known
explosives-TNT, TATB, & HMX. Following the violent reactions, iron rich spheres
were observed-nano thermite residue. The evidence was documented in a scientific paper
titled: Active Thermitic Material Discovered in Dust from the 9/11 World Trade Center
Catastrophe Google the paper, the lead scientist: Niels Harrit, or nanothermite Demand
justice! 123dool 1 year ago n8tivguitar 1 year ago the women say they need planes to
drop water on it sounds stupid but i bet a slurry drop on it might have bought some time
for people to escape. n8tivguitar 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Comment
removed redlion83 1 year ago 2 Amazing video!! God you were so close-thank God you
weren't hurt---God Bless all of the people in those buildings that day. redlion83 1 year
ago 2 nickandmileyluvrs5 1 year ago omg barney is playin in the background??????
nickandmileyluvrs5 1 year ago BRANDON85L 1 year ago lol BRANDON85L 1 year ago
heatedgnasher 1 year ago such a sad day, yet so obvious osama bin laden was a CIA asset
and the real terrorists are those in the military industrial complex working for the new
world order to carry out this false flag operation look up operation northwoods, wtc
building 7, nano thermite etc heatedgnasher 1 year ago saiq 1 year ago these scenes are
upsetting, it is still unbelievable that this actually happened and that there was such a
magnitude of lives lost in such a terrible way. Those commenting with insenstive
comments need to just pause for a moment and actually realise that they are disrespecting
the memories of not only the victims of the planes and those in the buildings, but also
those individual police officers and fire fighters on that day, these hero's risk their lives
everyday to save people like you and I. saiq 1 year ago srebrenika 1 year ago The more
you read about the World Trade Centre tragedy, the less it seems that the truth is being
told. It is certainly a terrible thing to ever happen, but there are too many inconsistencies
- what happened to the remains of the plane that hit the Pentagon? What happened to the
plane that crashed in Pennsylvania? No tail section was found? I doubt that the truth will
come out until God brings the perpetrators to justice - whichever side they might have
been on. srebrenika 1 year ago wopstation 1 year ago I never know what's behind it all ....
really islam? economic disparity? caused by the Jews in this century? until now the truth
about this incident has not been answered ... walker bush responsible for the greatest
humanitarian tragedies of this century ... save the world from greedy people ... revenge ...
ambitious ... is the name of religion or anything ... wopstation 1 year ago scott35803 1
year ago a terrible thing.i felt for all those who died. scott35803 1 year ago DirectingJack
1 year ago Spectacularly devastating in the detail captured of that terrible day in
American history. Lest we ever forget! God Bless the memory of all who died (except the
terrorist murderers obviously)!! DirectingJack 1 year ago Tornadoty 1 year ago Could
have seen it comin really the bombed it in 93 Which I belive was a plan to waeken the
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buildings Tornadoty 1 year ago 44aLQaida145 1 year ago show hide 11/9/09 is comin' !!
motherfucker !!!!!!! hell yeaahhh... 44aLQaida145 1 year ago danfultank 1 year ago U
CUNT! danfultank 1 year ago 4aaaaa4 1 year ago MESSAGE FROM 9-11 VICTIMS It's
very bad being murdered And much worse that it was done by my Own Home Military
see OPERATION NORTHWOODS but THE VERY WORST PART The reason they
did The Savage Plan: To use MY NAME to begin a barbaric, never-ending genocidal plot
upon entire civilizations. Slaughtering TENS OF MILLIONS ppl. Using a Nazi-style
Fanaticism against a race & religion, restructuring the minds of even my own family into
looking away from the truth and embracing blind fanaticism 4aaaaa4 1 year ago Drex2O2
1 year ago best DEMOLITION ever Drex2O2 1 year ago cdesimone28 1 year ago This is
heart wrenching...it seems so surreal that this has actually happened. Those victims of
9/11 and all their loved ones, and anyone who was affected by this event, my heart still
goes out to you and still in my prayers. R.I.P 9/11...so unbelievable this tragic event
actually happened... cdesimone28 1 year ago xsexyminxyx 1 year ago i will never forget
what happened that day. i was a 7 year old kid in england coming out of primary school,
with my friends, seeing as our parents rushed together tlking and weeping amonst
themselves. 8 years later and i feel the rest of the worlds pain experienced back then - nd
now. heartless people... the people who died in those towers now rest peacefully, in a
never ending and happy life.... 9/11 T.T xsexyminxyx 1 year ago wolflink12 1 year ago if
you think thats bad..imagine living a river away from the horrendous sight and witnessing
people coming over on boats...it was horrible wolflink12 1 year ago ross00207 1 year ago
Why is the collision of the second plane cut out of this video??? Surely you captured all
of the footage via the use of your camera. ross00207 1 year ago KptHirni 1 year ago
11:42 The Windowcleaner on WTC 7 is higher. Where is the film ? Cut ? KptHirni 1 year
ago flyleafy 1 year ago 9:09 you can see someone hanging out of a window on the left and
waving around a white jacket/cloth. flyleafy 1 year ago Purplexold 1 year ago show hide
owned Purplexold 1 year ago Waterbender90z 1 year ago the hell is wrong with you
purplexold.??? You make me sick.. Waterbender90z 1 year ago TheWeeklyRecap 1 year
ago excuse me? TheWeeklyRecap 1 year ago CentralPerkHangout 1 year ago Stop the
9|11 coverup. The government, im sure, had nothing to do with this. But i am a bit
skeptical that Bush lied about how he found out........?? CentralPerkHangout 1 year ago
Drex2O2 1 year ago oh cmon this was an interjob Drex2O2 1 year ago Armorbeast 1 year
ago He was reading a story to a group of school children and the moment he found out
was recorded on video... how he found out is not even the question nor is it one the
Democrats themselves ask because the proof speaks for itself Armorbeast 1 year ago
ssnx27 1 year ago америкосы вы далбаебы ! fuck usa ssnx27 1 year ago akdmehp 1 year
ago а ты хуесос пидарский akdmehp 1 year ago ssnx27 1 year ago обмарок вам уже и
так пизда ! ssnx27 1 year ago YaikonMetal 1 year ago fucking russian i hope you burn in
hell YaikonMetal 1 year ago ariana123123123 1 year ago wtf!?! ariana123123123 1 year
ago Armorbeast 1 year ago Yeah, you just want vengeance for what we did to your
momma making you a bastard son. Armorbeast 1 year ago davidlimond 1 year ago I hate
that younger women in the room saying only moments after the second tower collapses
"this happened every day in the middle east" No i dont think it fucking did davidlimond 1
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year ago MrJordanHsodmg 1 year ago say for example the plane hit maybe about ten or
15 floors higher wouldve it still collpased, give me your opinion on this people
MrJordanHsodmg 1 year ago c4ssey 1 year ago thanks for this video :( i never before saw
it c4ssey 1 year ago MrHumerousify 1 year ago show hide YES IM GLAD THIS
HAPPEN....americans will finally know what is like to get a taste of being killed and
humanity....for what they did to us?.....i support the iraqis....george bush can go to
hell...HE STARTED THIS WAR...HELL WE ENDED THIS WAR MrHumerousify 1
year ago thepockyrainbow 1 year ago 3 Americans already had a taste of being killed long
before 9/11. Your support for others to die is sickening. thepockyrainbow 1 year ago 3
MrHumerousify 1 year ago show hide you all american fuckers.....u all can say what you
all want what makes hundreds of my citizens killed every day long before ur 9/11..what
can u compare to a dead king of pop deserves to be in the front of the newspaper more
than a dead iraqi child every day...so this stupid vid no less compare to us suffering
now...hell you all better get all ur fuckin troops and go back...AMERICA SUCKS
MrHumerousify 1 year ago thepockyrainbow 1 year ago 2 When children die, it is a deal.
it's everywhere. It doesn't last as long for the reason of their status. That doesn't just go
for America. That goes for any where on this planet. The fact is, the more popular get the
most attention. Saying America is the only place to do this is wrong. Besides, you're
talking in very recent terms. When girls died from Ted Bundy, you can bet it was on the
news for years. Maybe you should do your research first. thepockyrainbow 1 year ago 2
NWOisOWN 1 year ago Lot of us now what is realy going on ! and whe are fighting to
get the truth out !! 911 londen madrid mumbai all inside job . and my queen is part of the
crap game , but a lot more leaders .. Look for the occult devil hand singnals all oure leaders
make .. peace to all good from holland NWOisOWN 1 year ago Ecm51 1 year ago I agree
with you totally, anybody that wishes any kind of an attack such as 9/11 against any
country or supports killing innocent people is a sick bastard. Ecm51 1 year ago
crazytattooguy 1 year ago im not american but do you know how patheticly sick you
sound you prick show some fuckin respect !!!!!!!!!!! crazytattooguy 1 year ago
ImSoChillProductions 1 year ago Comment removed MrJordanHsodmg 1 year ago
somene jumps at 07:34 minutes put oon fullscreen to see clearly MrJordanHsodmg 1
year ago c4ssey 1 year ago i guess it wasnt a human being it was too big c4ssey 1 year
ago MrJordanHsodmg 1 year ago watch between05;34 and 05;50 you can see an object on
the left hand orner move from the smoke going left MrJordanHsodmg 1 year ago
beatupguy1 1 year ago RIP twin towers 9/11 was the most horrible tragic event ever and
we all remember the fallen and hope to osama one day! beatupguy1 1 year ago mikel7482
1 year ago i actually believe the only terrorists at work on this day was the bush
government. They r the ones responsible for this attack and bin laden and saddam were
just a couple of blokes with whom they passed the buck onto to throw people off, im not
supporting any of these people by saying this, all those involved deserve to die big time
and they will get theirs eventually.but i truely believe george bush and his croonies are the
ones that are most directly responsible for the terrible tradgedy.RIP. mikel7482 1 year
ago nightninja25 1 year ago as a seventeen year old now i still remember being in art class
during the fourth grade and hearing our principle say teachers and staff, boys and girls
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america is under attack. teachers please turn on your televisions for thirty minutes only. i
remember the teachers crying the everyone was terrified. i remember this like it was
yesterday. watching this makes you realize how many people died trying to save others
RIP to all who died on this day whether you be an innocent civilian or fire fighter
nightninja25 1 year ago Halo4Lyf 1 year ago Yes. Because it makes so much sense to
shoot a Hellfire with a 20 lbs. warhead at a massive building that masses literally half a
million tons. Halo4Lyf 1 year ago 4aaaaa4 1 year ago MESSAGE FROM 9-11 VICTIMS
Being murdered is bad Even worse is being murdered by my own nation's military. see
"Operation NORTHWOODS" Worse still. The reason for my murder. The savage plan
to use MY NAME to begin a barbaric, never ending genocidal plot upon entire
civilizations. Slaughtering TENS OF MILLIONS ppl. Using a Nazi-style Fanaticism
(gwot) against a race & religion, restructuring the minds of even my own family into
looking away from the truth. Embracing blind fanaticism - 4aaaaa4 1 year ago
farmgirlnicole 1 year ago to think that the men and women in those fire trucks we saw at
the start of the video may be those of the ones who gave their lives terrible farmgirlnicole
1 year ago EmoDuckVids 1 year ago 3 i cried at this bless all those people every one
EmoDuckVids 1 year ago 3 googlymoogly16 1 year ago this is just incredible footage
googlymoogly16 1 year ago Waterbender90z 1 year ago 2 Thank you jack113kid. I lost
someone close to me in 9/11, My cousin. I just hate to see how some people are so cruel,
I hope those terriost are burning in hell for killing 3000 innocent people, Including my
cousin. Waterbender90z 1 year ago 2 Halo4Lyf 1 year ago I'm sorry for your loss. Was
he in the towers or on one of the planes? Halo4Lyf 1 year ago Waterbender90z 1 year ago
He was a officer helping the people get out of the towers, He gave his life to save many.
Waterbender90z 1 year ago nightninja25 1 year ago i know so many people who lost
loved ones the same way. may your cousin RIP. i also hope he realizes how many people
he saved. anyone willing to die to save others deserves praise. GBA. nightninja25 1 year
ago JayeCWSpade 1 year ago 2 i know how u feel man my aunt lost ppl close to her(and
probably to me idk yet) USA FOR LIFE GOD BLESS AMERICA JayeCWSpade 1 year
ago 2 Ecm51 1 year ago They are, believe me. They are getting what they deserve for
killing 3,000 innocent lives. Nobody, and no country deserves any kind of attack like
9/11. Ecm51 1 year ago jack113kid 1 year ago 6 R.I.P... Feel Sorry For All The Familys
That Lost There Relations In This Tragic Event That Shook The World. jack113kid 1
year ago 6 laurasotogonzalez 1 year ago Cada vez que veo estos videos termino llorando
no entiendo por que hay gente con tanta maldad en este mundo dios nos libre y
bendiciones para los caidos laurasotogonzalez 1 year ago mcflyloveme 1 year ago this is
worse than any kind of horror movie you could imagine, so utterly horrifying.
mcflyloveme 1 year ago LittleBritianTV 1 year ago 2 This is just horrible. LittleBritianTV
1 year ago 2 midozaher 1 year ago MY GOD, that was the most terrible day in the human
history i didnt stop crying that day as i saw 3000 innocent people dying for nothing,
actually im egyptian i felt like the pyramid is collapsing that day... i hope w can stop
fuckin' terrorism before its too late midozaher 1 year ago GuitarsAreCool1000 1 year ago
if u look very closely at the left side of the tower a little lower than half way down the
screen from about 5:31 to 5:39 u can see what i think is a plane flying toward the left side
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of the screen, could be one of the terrorists. GuitarsAreCool1000 1 year ago hartkhan 1
year ago you know what. 9/11 hasn't just killed americans. Its has hurt the muslim and all
middle eastern culture. People think middle eastern and then automatically think
terrorists. Its was only a hundred people involved at the most...not 8 billion middle
eastern people. hartkhan 1 year ago JDBLANKENSHIP 1 year ago 2 all of u gues r
stupid. do u guys realise that u r arguing on a 9/11 video. O.o JDBLANKENSHIP 1 year
ago 2 NachiN9400 1 year ago Ese atentado sin dusa fue el peor en los Estados Unidos de
America. Que orrible¡ NachiN9400 1 year ago 1111bulletz1111 1 year ago it was the
terrorist who did this the terrorist called the Government 1111bulletz1111 1 year ago
Rasengax 1 year ago show hide USA is guilty and will be punished. Goverment caused
that demolition. Rasengax 1 year ago Omegaorgcom 1 year ago 2 You disgust me. 3000
innocent lives lost and that's what you have to say. Burn in hell you fucking ass hole.
Omegaorgcom 1 year ago 2 Ecm51 1 year ago Thank you! I totally agree with you, some
people have no regards for anything, or anybody else. Thumbs up. Ecm51 1 year ago
sprayframe 1 year ago shut the fuck up you jealous muslim piece of shit sprayframe 1
year ago rawly2003 1 year ago And you probably think the moon landing was a hoax,
Elvis is alive, Hitler mis-understood, and all because you've read it! These stupid
comments are shameful and disrespectful but you lack eduction and I pitty you because
of your lack of understanding. Only when you have been effected by such a tragedy will
you understand. The loss and memory still as clear as yesterday. rawly2003 1 year ago
clarko95 1 year ago Amen to that. clarko95 1 year ago TheUnknownchicken 1 year ago
Comment removed Malachi1979 1 year ago 9.11 was an INSIDE JOB! Controlled
demolitions were used on BOTH twin towers, AND building #7 (which may I add, was
NOT touched by ANYTHING)! A scud missile was fired into the pentagon, and United
93 was blown out of the sky. This country can KISS MY ASS! Down with AmeriKa!
Malachi1979 1 year ago rawly2003 1 year ago Cossacks needs to work on his education
bless him, one day he will grow up and realise what a moron he was. Let the memories of
those died on that tragic day never fade. I miss you brother x. rawly2003 1 year ago
the1911guy1 1 year ago 3 i cant express my anger when i watch this. the1911guy1 1 year
ago 3 rawly2003 1 year ago This must never happen again. This was not the work of the
US Government but an act of Terrorism of it's worse kind. This is the reason we are
fighting oversea at present and the reason so many young men and women are defending
their country to prevent any such threat in the future. Let us never forget the people who
died that day and God Bless America. rawly2003 1 year ago CossacksChampion 1 year
ago god bless your blindness too ! Any aggressor in the past created reasons to attack
other countries. the nazis with the so caled " Polish raid on the Gleiwitz radio station",
the incident of Pearl Harbor when the USA knew about the attack but let it happen. Or in
first world war when the German government kindly warned to the USA to pass certain
areas on the sea, because there were many submarines. The USA let the Lusitania pass
and German submarines shot. This is just one more created reason. CossacksChampion 1
year ago AliTheGayArab 1 year ago silence infidel! Now beg for Allah's forgiveness. Anal
light is coming. AliTheGayArab 1 year ago Halo4Lyf 1 year ago You, sir, are a master of
parody. I bow before your awesome power. :p Halo4Lyf 1 year ago bed8head 1 year ago
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so so sad!! after all these years i cant believe this happened ! bed8head 1 year ago
123dool 1 year ago Check the evidence of high tech, red/gray chips discovered in 9/11
dust. When ignited, they released energies higher than well known explosives like TNT,
TATB, & HMX. Following the violent reactions, iron rich spheres were observed-nano
thermite residue. The evidence was documented in a scientific paper titled: Active
Thermitic Material Discovered in Dust from the 9/11 World Trade Center Catastrophe
Google the paper, the lead scientist: Niels Harrit, or nanothermite Demand justice!
123dool 1 year ago iHeartHepburn 1 year ago sigh :( it's just so... unbelieveably sad...
iHeartHepburn 1 year ago warriorchick1506 1 year ago I just am not sure about this
video. Although the footage great, was it really taken by an ameteur camera woman and
why does she sound like she is acting? listen to the crying! not saying it is fake but it
makes you wonder! If i was watching this unfold in front of my eyes i wouldn't be acting
like her. plus when do windows that high up open?! warriorchick1506 1 year ago
AliTheGayArab 1 year ago true knowledge comes from allah's anal light. follow the path
of allah's anus and great wisdom shall be upon you. The infidels shall see a great
vengeance brought apon them if they deny O LORD's existence and his anal light. Such
anal light leads to the splendors of anal heaven. Us PussLims are always praying and
awaiting the second cumming of Jesus and Mohammed by performing blow jobs on them.
A spit roast of the jihotties is essential for a galatical masturbation. SALAM. fly into anal
heaven AliTheGayArab 1 year ago tinasofly22 1 year ago wOwersz RIP all dOes
inOcent kidsz and peOple ! tinasofly22 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago
KellyRebeccaSan (6 days ago) I think its equally true to say "Not all Politicians are
Terrorists". They're not all like Bush, Cheney, Ashcroft, Rumsfeld, Wolfowitz,, etc.
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago frizbieman 1 year ago show hide KOOL frizbieman 1 year
ago marfaaa 1 year ago ...it was all too much to take in&they were jittering around with
the camera. If it was a government operation i think by now, some one would have
cracked though. I doubt the whole government and media are in on it. But what do we
know? We're just members of the public who have video's like this to rely on. I'm unsure
about the military plane thing, because i can't find any proper videos that are clear
enough. 9/11 is so baffling. Whoever was responsible, i hope they are shamed forever.
marfaaa 1 year ago marfaaa 1 year ago i think it's really sad that people are being so
personal and vicious about this. Whoever was responsible; people died, and it was a
tragic day for many and we should all be more considerate and empathetic. It could have
been Bush, and when Bin Laden did his "confession", he could have been forced into it,
but we don't know. Reading all the comments makes me wonder if this video is genuine or
whether they are actors, and i am suspicious of the big glitches - but it could be because...
marfaaa 1 year ago APiratezLife4Me91 1 year ago 2 Oh my god...that had to be so scary
to witness this so closely...I actually saw it live when the first tower collapsed on a TV
theyd set up in my schools library and all the teachers freaked out. I wish I was older so I
could've understood what was happening...I was only 10 APiratezLife4Me91 1 year ago
2 rixtrix0779 1 year ago This video has to be the most respectful vodeo of the World
Trade Centre on here, with many idiotic people putting stupod music in their videos.
This happened when I was only young, 12 years old but seeing it on the international
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news I could feel my spine tingling from top to bottom. The families will still have the
memories and nobody can take those away. R.I.P People who lost their lives, America is
a beautiful country, I LOVE YOU!!!!!!! XOXO rixtrix0779 1 year ago 00cheesey 1 year
ago 5 shame on anyone who left mean comments. I'm sorry to anyone who was related to
this disaster. 00cheesey 1 year ago 5 Blarksel 1 year ago Nice show, nice actors.. "oh its
collapsed" - woohooo, now i see it by myself.. thanks. What about the Jet passing at
17:20, i can see it, i can hear it. What was that? Why? And in this moment they turn off
the camera? lol .... disinformation, bullst... oh moment, maybe not, but wait years to
release it? Uh right, manipulation takes some time, hu? Hey people, so thats it: a tribute
to MEDIA. .. Turn off TV, go out. Live.. Blarksel 1 year ago velosarapper 1 year ago
how come no second impact and whats with all the glitches on your hi ernd camera
velosarapper 1 year ago EhKinMuh 1 year ago It's show bush just .. EhKinMuh 1 year
ago TheUnknownchicken 1 year ago Mit jelent ez? TheUnknownchicken 1 year ago
TheNextone092 1 year ago SLOVAKIA---nemate sa miesat do vsetkych vojn na svete!!
TheNextone092 1 year ago TheUnknownchicken 1 year ago Just a quick question relating
to 20:01. Is that the core is still standing? Then at 20:08 the core collapsing? Or it is just
or is it just smoke clearing. TheUnknownchicken 1 year ago TheUnknownchicken 1 year
ago It looks like the core supports of the building collapse after the rest of the building
had already fell. between 20:00 and 20:09 but i'm not sure what it reallly is.
TheUnknownchicken 1 year ago 123dool 1 year ago 2 Check for yourself the evidence of
high tech, red/gray chips discovered in 9/11 dust. When ignited, they produced energies
higher than well known explosives like TNT, TATB, & HMX. Following the violent
reactions, iron rich spheres were observed-nano thermite residue. The evidence was
documented in a recent, scientific paper titled: Active Thermitic Material Discovered in
Dust from the 9/11 World Trade Center Catastrophe Google the paper, the lead scientist:
Niels Harrit, or nanothermite 123dool 1 year ago 2 ESTEVAOCR 1 year ago The
journalistic cubertura was good !!!!!! ESTEVAOCR 1 year ago ESTEVAOCR 1 year ago
The journalistic cubertura was good !!!!!! ESTEVAOCR 1 year ago GGW81 1 year ago 3
I can't believe we are coming up to the 8 year anniversary. I am sure most remember it
like it was yesterday, in particular those that lost someone they loved. GGW81 1 year
ago 3 marcpinke 1 year ago Dude, Obama is not a 'nigger' in the least. The days of that are
long gone. He is a true intelligent, intellectual gentleman, great fucking speaker, etc....the
REAL problem with him is he is bought and paid for by Wall Street just like many other
presidents. You guys need to read up on ZeitGeist Federal Reserve. Doesn't matter what
color, flavor, political descent, side, etc ur man comes from...what's important to note is
that we are all in the same sinking boat together...Federal Reserve!!!!! marcpinke 1 year
ago marcpinke 1 year ago Hey that's my mom!!! LOL marcpinke 1 year ago DBZ150 1
year ago 6 Hard to believe it's almost been 8 years since that horrible day. May all the
people who died that day rest in peace. DBZ150 1 year ago 6 NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year
ago crazyforcanada... "The Top Ten Connections Between NIST and Nano-Thermites"
by Kevin R. Ryan, 7-02-08 Sol-gel nano-thermites were developed by US government
scientists, at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories. These scientists reported that -The sol-gel process is very amenable to dip-, spin-, and spray-coating technologies to
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coat surfaces. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago I suspect that
the people who planned this thought that sol-gel nano-thermites would make a DANDY
coating to use in place of that NASTY old Asbestos that was used in part of the towers.
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago EXPLOSIVE sol-gel nanothermites were developed by US government scientists NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago
AliTheGayArab 1 year ago yes baby keep on telling the truth! just like they denied
allah's anal light! 9/11 was an inside job muh butt fuckin benjamin bruuvvvvver!
AliTheGayArab 1 year ago BigBoss1827 1 year ago 2 dont u find it strange they come to
your country learn how to pilot a plane and blow up a building BigBoss1827 1 year ago 2
salsaq20 1 year ago 3 MY GOD! You people are EVIL!!! This day was not for your
enjoyment! No wonder this World is Getting worse.... salsaq20 1 year ago 3
souzaalexdeboni 1 year ago I agree souzaalexdeboni 1 year ago paimansli 1 year ago i
enjoyed every second of it! paimansli 1 year ago lovekillsslowly36 1 year ago are you
stupid? lovekillsslowly36 1 year ago crazyforcanada 1 year ago 3 Yes: for 9 months prior
to 9/11 the WTC elevator shafts were being renovated, guarded by Securicom, with
Marvin Bush, GB's younger brother on the board of directors. Elevator renovations were
ongoing at the time the planes hit. The elevator shafts were the sole access to the CORE
columns, the SOLE place where countless chemical charges could be quietly planted over
9 months without suspicion. The WTC was professionally demolished like Building 7.
crazyforcanada 1 year ago 3 ajv72586 1 year ago Wow a 9/11 truther? Too bad George
Bush wasn't even president 9 months before Sept 11. i guess Clinton did it. ajv72586 1
year ago crazyforcanada 1 year ago 3 You're right. Building 7 was demolished to dust.
The A&E for 9/11 Truth by PROFESSIONAL architects and engineers captures footage
in which there is a demolition COUNTDOWN 3-2-1 yelled out just as people are told to
run. Building 7 was taken down by demolition. And people in NY public services KNEW
it. Moreover, HOW LONG does it take to plan charges in a building like #7 to bring it
down? Certainly more than a few hours. And how many people to do it? This was PREPLANNED! Not spontaneous. crazyforcanada 1 year ago 3 crazyforcanada 1 year ago It
was for a lot of things. Oil being one. However, North American Union is an important
target of 9/11. Look at the world map today, and you see UNIONS (federations) forming
on all continents. European Union was the first. African Union & Asian Union (APEC+)
are currently forming. South American Union (UNASUR) was signed 23 May 2008.
North American Union (NAU) is scheduled for 2010 to eliminate the USA and Canada.
Google this: "gomberg scribd 13846978" and then "gomberg scribd 13848564".
crazyforcanada 1 year ago godzilla1077 1 year ago You must have failed physics because
if the plane was built "like a tank", 3/4 of the plane would have went through. Passenger
planes are aluminum but they also weigh a whole lot especially when running a full tank
of fuel. Only fragments came out the other end because it got shredded in the building
upon impact. If you expected a passenger plane to break off like legos, you're wrong.
godzilla1077 1 year ago peteypablo556 1 year ago 7:34 person jumping peteypablo556 1
year ago spam1237 1 year ago Yeah when you die. spam1237 1 year ago crazyforcanada
1 year ago Hi, NiKkiBluEyz05 - you're right. And see this: youtube [dot] com [ / ]
watch?v=b74naeawdCs Forensics on 9/11 proving remotely controlled explosive
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demolition by countless chemical charges placed on the core columns. Marvin Bush,
younger brother of GB, was on the Board of Directors of Securicom that "guarded" the
Twin Tower elevators during renovations still ongoing at the 9-month point on 9/11. Also
a third building "fell" to dust same day, Building 7, ignored by media. A&E exposes all.
crazyforcanada 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago I have that DVD: "9/11:
Blueprint For Truth The Architecture of Destruction, 2008 research edition".
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Someone doesn't want the
following info to get out... they removed it from my post of 1 day ago: "it's not muslims.
It was the PNAC terrorists. They asked Clinton to go to war in the Mideast in January,
1998, and take out Saddam. When Clinton wouldn't, they used crooked elections to get in
power, staged 9/11, faked evidence of WMDs, and started the Iraq war that they planned
back in the '90's." NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago To see more
subterfuge of 9/11 , watch "Fabled Enemies (Super High Quality, full movie)" (1hr,
42min) on Google video, and also watch "Core Of Corruption Volume 1: In The Shadows
{Full Film}" on YouTube Search for video "_9uB64ghcq8" 2hrs 27min :-P
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago lilchris0293, you sound like
you think Muslim Terrorists did this. watch "9/11: Press For Truth" [by 9/11 widows]
to see the Bush administration's cover up. The video PROVES the gov't lied about
EVERYTHING about the "attack". You get to SEE the lies in this video. YouTube won't
show this video, but it's on Google Video. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago newkyle1 1 year
ago i have fellling they will strike aain newkyle1 1 year ago papoulos2 1 year ago
Comment removed ajahni 1 year ago Here is absolute proof that 9-11 was an inside job.
WITH A PERSON THAT WAS USED IN THE COVER UP FINALLY ADMITTING
IT. I feel sorry for the guy. youtube[dot]com/watch?v=j5FhQc--LJ-o In the link above
there maybe a space between the c and the L Close the space and any other spaces in the
link and it will work. Replace [dot] with an actual period Or type in NATIONAL
SECURITY ALERT - SENSITIVE INFORMATION in your youtube browser. Turn off
the phone and the TV and watch the Video!!! ajahni 1 year ago TaMiChiry 1 year ago 5
fucking Bush TaMiChiry 1 year ago 5 marcpinke 1 year ago This video is HILARIOUS!
So funny how the 'tape' regurgitates itself @ precisely 17 seconds before the moment of
impact so that the moment of impact isn't registered (for public viewing on this video).
Hilarious because DIGITAL CAMERAS don't REGURGITATE TAPE CASSETTES
LOL. You know what's even funnier. What's even funnier is how a) CNN + b) Fox News
show the same ZOOM-OUT/FADE TO BLACK @ precisely the same time the 'plane'
hits. Wow, such a coincidence. Oh, the 17 sec's u can read about on Utube marcpinke 1
year ago pgpeachess 1 year ago 2 WHAT A JOKE!!! the video and sound run together
with no interruptions up to 11: 32, then there is a disruption to muff the sound -that's
where is was doctored and that's why we didn't see this for so long- and at 11:45, when
the 2nd tower was hit, there is a cut, so we can't see that it was not a plane that hit, only
to be informed by the fake "o my God!" voice that it was a military plane (just to add
more to the controversy). pgpeachess 1 year ago 2 marcpinke 1 year ago Hey, watch the
September Clues 'A' (they are alphabetical from A-Z (I think). Anyway, I have watched
in many, many times. Both A) CNN and B) Fox News cut out @ precisely the same
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time! They explain why. marcpinke 1 year ago pgpeachess 1 year ago thank you
markpine! i never saw that analysis until now. pgpeachess 1 year ago crazyforcanada 1
year ago No, it probably WAS likely a military plane, built like a tank for the purpose.
Remember that in commercial plane crashes, the planes are MADE to fall apart, the tail
section comes off first. Planes are aluminum and fragile regardless of how big. They
CRUMPLE when they hit something. Whatever hit the WTC not only did not crumple,
left no tail section in the street or wing parts, it went through the towers like a TANK
from one side to the other. Not normal aircraft! crazyforcanada 1 year ago pgpeachess 1
year ago are you talking to me? do you see the poinT i'm trying to make? THIS VIDEO
IS DOCTORED JUST LIKE THE REST. pgpeachess 1 year ago gdwag01 1 year ago I
have never seen this video gdwag01 1 year ago lilchris0293 1 year ago the terriorists chose
the WTC because it was the tallest buildings in New York. They were a symbol of our
Nation, and the New York skyline was known for them. They thought if they took out
our tallest buildings then we would be torn down as well. It was supposed to tear us
apart, but I don't believe that they succeded. lilchris0293 1 year ago ranaslyn88 1 year
ago I totally agree, this brought our nation closer and people became more patriotic than
ever after this event ranaslyn88 1 year ago iHeartHepburn 1 year ago and scared...
iHeartHepburn 1 year ago GbahOne 1 year ago it wasnt terrorists... it was bush.. he
wanted a excuse to send troops into afganistan so he can get all the fucking oil GbahOne 1
year ago soulkiss31 1 year ago Yeah...sure Mr. Internet detective... I think it was Mrs.
Scarlet, in the study, with the candlestick... soulkiss31 1 year ago 09Koolie 1 year ago 2 i
agree with u about the blame being on bush but do u really think it was for oil ? regardless
that mother fucker needs to die! 09Koolie 1 year ago 2 rapidbu 1 year ago o bombardat
Yugoslavia si Avganistanu,de geaba dicteaza banu , e razboi pe resurse lumea e pe o pista
falsa o mintzit cu armele de distrugere in masa,11 septambrie e regizat un fel de pretext
modern.... rapidbu 1 year ago keinfreiername2 1 year ago Another question is why the
terrorists choose the WTC for the attack.. keinfreiername2 1 year ago platano11354 1
year ago hahhahaha bitch wtf u crying about ,ski ski bang bang bitch ,bangaladash ,bu bu
shaca shuca,ka ka boom platano11354 1 year ago PoliticalPorno 1 year ago 12:15 Why is
the second impact cut out? PoliticalPorno 1 year ago marcpinke 1 year ago
PoliticalPorno! You raise an excellent point! I will tell you why!!! First, the seismic time
which recorded the explosion was precisely 17 sec's BEFORE the 'real-time' network
stations showed it. During this time, they were cleaning up the nose-in/nose-out glitch
whereby they overlaid a vid graphic of a plan coming in on top of a relayed camera
footage background. The two layers were married up. Problem is, the copter taking the
real background of the towers shifted to the left. So when the... marcpinke 1 year ago
marcpinke 1 year ago so when the to layers married up, it showed the 'plane' from the
fake vid grapic hitting the plane out of sync and therefore u notice the 'plane' hitting the
tower and the nose of the plane shoots out of the other end of the tower UNSCATHED!
Now, a) Fox showed this first so when the glitch comes they FADE TO BLACK that
second it hits then 6 mins later when b) CNN goes 2 present the same footage they have
their CNN BANNER cover up the glitch. Isn't it funny this totally 'random' take HAS
SAME???? marcpinke 1 year ago PoliticalPorno 1 year ago Why would they need to
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overlay if it was a military plane? I live in an area where I see aircraft traffic over home
my daily. Even from 5000 feet I can tell if it is a Fed Ex, United, or American Airline, yet
on the 9-11 videos, no windows no logos, no nothin! PoliticalPorno 1 year ago marcpinke
1 year ago There was no plane. Period. I will dig up the link to one of the September
Clues videos that shows the 'total coincidence' zoom that the cam makes during time of
impact (and 2 seconds before as it shows the 'plane' coming in). Then, the September
Clues guy reverses the camera zoom and for us and we can back up and see that 3
seconds, 4 seconds, 5 seconds (all the way up to 15 seconds) prior, there were ZERO
planes in that path. Getting u that now. marcpinke 1 year ago PoliticalPorno 1 year ago I
am familiar with the "no plane" theory, why does the maker of this video state, "That
was a miliatry plane!" Do you think this video is just a plant for the truth movement?
PoliticalPorno 1 year ago marcpinke 1 year ago No. If it was a military plane/cruise
missile/planted bombs, then the gov't wouldn't need to edit it out. I think if someone in a
movement was trying to 'plant' something then they would doctor the above images in.
You also aren't ranting/raving/swearing like most Americans on this and you speak
logically so u probably are gov't anyway LOL just teasing. marcpinke 1 year ago
marcpinke 1 year ago watch?v=AXda5Kn2LAM here it is Funny how @ time of 'impact'
a) Fox shows a Fade to Black and b) CNN displays their banner and c) this video
'glitches' and makes a sound like the 'tape' is being gargled in the camera at time of impact
(funny, for a DIGITAL camera) and d) several other 'amateur' videos all show some sort
of glitch or fade to black that precise moment. Not a conspiracy theorist but this is all a
little too coincidental. marcpinke 1 year ago thelastcenturion 1 year ago Thank you for
posting this, it brought tears to me eyes as the anniversary of this day always does, i
can't imagine how emotional it was for you being so close to the towers. Obama is scaring
me and fear another day like this is at hand, I hope I'm wrong. thelastcenturion 1 year ago
Worrier316 1 year ago You idiot. Who was President when this happened? GEORGE W.
BUSH, not Obama. Worrier316 1 year ago Worrier316 1 year ago I'm sad for the victims
and I'll never forget this terrible day. However, BUSH was president when this
happened, not Obama. Worrier316 1 year ago Kriejar 1 year ago o |_. OL Das ist der
kleine Dr. Schäuble. Du musst ihm helfen Youtube zu überwachen und zu bespitzeln
Dazu musst du ihn nur Kopieren und ihn in jedes Video was du siehts einfügen. SO
MACHT ÜBERWACHUNG SPASS! Kriejar 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago
Shadia Drury is professor of political theory at the University of Regina in
Saskatchewan. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago punktify 1 year ago das gelaber stört ja mal
total!!!!!!!!!!! punktify 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Shadia Drury wrote
"Strauss thinks that a political order can be stable only if it is united by an external threat.
Following Machiavelli, he maintained that if no external threat exists then one has to be
manufactured. Perpetual war, not perpetual peace, is what Straussians believe in. "
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago The PNAC said that their
plans would progress very slowly, absent a catastrophe like a new pearl harbor. The
PNAC populated the Bush administration to an extreme degree. Check into the teachings
of Professor Leo Strauss, and note the number of Straussians in the PNAC and the Bush
administration. Author Shadia Drury argues that Strauss teaches that "perpetual
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deception of the citizens by those in power is critical." NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Thom Hartmann's "Independent Thinker"book review of
Shadia Drury's "Leo Strauss and the American Right" asks: How is it, some have
wondered, that the Republican Party has been taken over by a relatively small band of
radical ideologues who don't believe in democracy or honesty or any specific religion, but
relentlessly flog the language of "freedom", "honor", and "Christianity"?
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago TheMan0092 1 year ago ''I think its just smoke'' When you
blend the concrete you put chemicals in it so its not just smoke. TheMan0092 1 year ago
MrPillo95 1 year ago wow! i so sad look this :( MrPillo95 1 year ago jazza699 1 year ago
show hide PRAISE ULLA - fuck americans, jazza699 1 year ago StarBakugan 1 year ago
2 Did you just say fuck amereicans? You are so WRONG! StarBakugan 1 year ago 2
Sharky2055 1 year ago jazza699 Why? America's made up of people from all over the
world. Sharky2055 1 year ago thugzlyfe 1 year ago 100% WTC bomber inside job! fukk
aipac and bush admin... thugzlyfe 1 year ago weespat 1 year ago 2 1000 virgins? Wow are
you full of shit. I mean REALLY, you think you're going to get 1000 virgins?? when I
haven't met one on EARTH!! Besides, I'd rather have 1000 hookers, because at least they
know what the fuck they're doing. weespat 1 year ago 2 weespat 1 year ago Racist bitchfucker. Burn in hell you stupid cock sucker weespat 1 year ago nowstdfree1 1 year ago
......what?..what i say? nowstdfree1 1 year ago weespat 1 year ago 2 Dude, if you talk
like that on a daily basis, then yeah, you're retarded. weespat 1 year ago 2 afgpower22 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam its to hard.... afgpower22 1
year ago afgpower22 1 year ago Comment removed dukelasXD 1 year ago wow its not
funny dukelasXD 1 year ago 10Etznab 1 year ago 2 to Pokernazi: "Voice or no voice, the
people can always be brought to the bidding of the leaders. This is easy. All you have to
do is tell them they are being attacked, and denounce the pacifists for lack of patriotism
and for exposing the country to danger. It works the same in every country. --- Hermann
Goering, Hitler's reich leader Don't be like one of the Germans who never realized what
their country was doing until it was too late. 10Etznab 1 year ago 2 gaamgoooom 1 year
ago 3 why u blame the muslims ?? CUZ u dont know any thing about muslim and u swer
them cuz ur stupid fuck soo for all who swer muslims go and check out what muslims are
like!!! gaamgoooom 1 year ago 3 thepokernazi 1 year ago To all the truthers that may be
posting here... from a firefighter's point of view, and all my fellow firemen, fuck you.
thepokernazi 1 year ago badcock1 1 year ago at 7:30, what was that falling? badcock1 1
year ago JellyBabeXoXo 1 year ago people were jumping out of the building
JellyBabeXoXo 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Here's a logical reason to
implode from the top - down... If there's a partial failure of the demolition charges at the
base of a TALL TOWER, you could topple the whole structure over, and REALLY do
some damage to nearby buildings. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year
ago Hijacking Catastrophe NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago
Hijacking Catastrophe: 9/11, Fear and the Selling of American Empire. they had it
removed from Google Video. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago
doctorwhobw, I'm trying to post the name of a very informative video to refer you to,
but someone is blocking even mentioning it. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago doctorwhobw 1
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year ago what could anyone gain out of this? doctorwhobw 1 year ago
xxSweeTxxInsanitYxx 1 year ago yea yea always blame the muslims,ok do u really belive
dat we can do such a major terrorism operation,and the CIA the most powrful of the
world have no clue of it,damn guys plz all watch the movie long kiss goodnight and u ll
know the scnario of wht really happened bk there,ur gouvernemet betrayed u and sold u 4
weapons and petrol,u killd jean kennedy,u bombed the world tread centre
xxSweeTxxInsanitYxx 1 year ago pagani11336 1 year ago RIP from india .......why did
these muslims do it?? pagani11336 1 year ago CraiG10021 1 year ago Their beleives.
Simple as that. Stupid FUCKING beliefs CraiG10021 1 year ago Future747Pilot 1 year
ago Ughh... 9/11 anniversary is coming up =( Future747Pilot 1 year ago CrazyVT22 1
year ago muslims are peace ful maybe 1/1,000,000 is a terorist they were just bad people
that did that CrazyVT22 1 year ago ocossa 1 year ago 3 R.I.P. Though you are all
strangers to me, I see you as friends i did not get to meet ocossa 1 year ago 3 EAgamie 1
year ago over 8 days is it 9/11! r.i.p to who dead is in this tragedy. from the
netherlands(dutch) EAgamie 1 year ago jazzythegreatest 1 year ago R.I.P from the UK.
We know what terroism is like after the london bombings, but not on this scale. R.I.P
jazzythegreatest 1 year ago memoinlove2010 1 year ago Ahh, Come on Humans, Give
muslims a break, all they do is living by their own, these ppl with no brains u call
terrorists can be jews christians or mus, in the end they r out of their religions, CUZ
there's is no religion would would accept such acts. These ppl DO NOT have a religion,
so DO NOT say muslims or jews or any body. the only diff between muslims n
christians is that mus believe in only one god, n christians believe in 3, SEARCH n
READ, both relegions r ordering us to the SAME stuff. memoinlove2010 1 year ago
katillah 1 year ago No Muslim on this World can be a Terrorist. katillah 1 year ago
memoinlove2010 1 year ago 2 gosh, FEAR WENT RIGHT INTO MY HEART.... R.I.P
To All Who Died In This tragedy!!! memoinlove2010 1 year ago 2 ishurgrl 1 year ago
thank you for sharing this i love to see these videos ishurgrl 1 year ago BabyMissa 1 year
ago muslim extremists =/= all muslims BabyMissa 1 year ago mexicanoykepedo 1 year
ago 2 this is so sad.... it makes me cry... ='[ i dont know why a lot of people dont like
immigrants.... immigrants dont do this... we are here to work hard! I love USA!
mexicanoykepedo 1 year ago 2 eetleal 1 year ago 3 É realmente uma pena que os yankees
não aceitem os mexicanos como irmãos, mesmo tendo roubado tantas terras do México.
Toda solidariedade do povo brasileiro para com os imigrantes de todo o mundo. Quem
migra não é por escolha, e sim por falta de escolha. eetleal 1 year ago 3 mexicanoykepedo
1 year ago gracias por tu apollo! = ] Saludos a Brasil! =] mexicanoykepedo 1 year ago
TheQueerPalestinian 1 year ago Silence Infidel!! Allah will bring forth furious anger if you
bring his attention away from oral sex. He issues fingers the grand mufti's anus every
night so that the dear beloved Grand Mufti can issue 2000 fatwas on many trusting
thirsty subject's mouths. The semen enlightens the true follower of Islam OH JizzLam
Pissmillah COCKBAR AMEEN Indeed Brother. Allah's anus is there and it is for you
not thine true devil souls to misguide you! The galactical orgasm can be reached by
finding anal heaven TheQueerPalestinian 1 year ago gaamgoooom 1 year ago every word u
write it is RIGHT thank u (imfuturepara) gaamgoooom 1 year ago gaamgoooom 1 year
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ago all muslims hate the terrorists muslims cuz we all know that when the terrorists
muslims do explosives and like what happened to usa they think god will love them and
we(muslims) will love them too sooo thier think is going wrong and we all love christians
and they love us too gaamgoooom 1 year ago hi789012 1 year ago Y did u skip threw the
Part where the building was FALLING! and when the SECOND PLANE HIT! i wanted
to see that part... hi789012 1 year ago BabyMissa 1 year ago The video is not here for
your entertainment. The people who released the tape said that this was very
emotionally difficult for them to release in the first place. BabyMissa 1 year ago
UnderthePie1 1 year ago 'Terrorists' in ur WTC, killin ur d00ds. UnderthePie1 1 year ago
gaamgoooom 1 year ago 2 im A muslim and im sad for what happened for USA so dont
think all muslims are same of another muslima cuz there is alot of muslims sad about
what happend (DR000) !!!!!!!!! gaamgoooom 1 year ago 2 ImFuturePara 1 year ago 4 It's
not muslims who cause things like this, it's terrorists. Don't worry mate, to me Muslims
are just like Christians. They follow allah like Christians follow god. Terrorists on the
other hand, cause explosions and are what racist and stupid people think are muslims.
ImFuturePara 1 year ago 4 Sharky2055 1 year ago ImFuturePara Yes, it was Muslims
extremists terrorists! Sharky2055 1 year ago donnieleb 1 year ago show hide yes and
THESE terrotists are MUSLIMS!! donnieleb 1 year ago ImFuturePara 1 year ago 4 But
when people think of Muslims, they think of a terrorist. Not all muslims are terrorists.
ImFuturePara 1 year ago 4 NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago ImFuturePara, you're right that
it's not muslims. It was the PNAC terrorists. They asked Clinton to go to war in the
Mideast in January, 1998, and take out Saddam. When Clinton wouldn't, they used
crooked elections to get in power, staged 9/11, faked evidence of WMDs, and started the
Iraq war that they planned back in the '90's. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago taeng69 1 year
ago das war das schlimmste, was ich in meinem leben gesehen habe. immer wieder
bekomme ich gänsehaut, wenn ich die bilder sehe. taeng69 1 year ago marcpinke 1 year
ago Rather interesting the 'Fade To Black' and focus-loss/re-focus that occurs @ precisely
11:45 in this video. (That is the precise second the 2nd tower gets hit). Did you know
that a) CNN and b) Fox News also had their cameras glitch as well @ precisely that same
second. Not a conspiracy theorist, but I'm starting to question things. marcpinke 1 year
ago acotytamwiesz 1 year ago our dicks glitch the same second we cum on your face
nigger bitch pick my cotton acotytamwiesz 1 year ago 93Essendon 1 year ago 20:52 That would have made me panic so much. 93Essendon 1 year ago Spectatorru 1 year ago
Your government has to play with you like a brainless fools! Blowing you and destroy!
And they say that they are terrorists! Frankly Stalin repressions kakzhetsya with their
child compared with the games the U.S. government! Spectatorru 1 year ago lalitobond 1
year ago pwned lalitobond 1 year ago LOLmanTHE 1 year ago definitely pwned
LOLmanTHE 1 year ago amandawonderboy 1 year ago There is a documentary of 9/11
showing on National Geographic on Monday August 31. Please watch. We will never
forget. amandawonderboy 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago The documentaries
that aren't rigged aren't paid for by the big corporations that own the media. Watch "9/11:
Press For Truth" by widows of 9/11; also watch "9/11: Blueprint for Truth, The
Architecture of Destruction, 2008 research edition", a forensic investigation by
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Architects, Engineers and Scientists. Other investigative documentaries that don't lie are:
"Loose Change, final cut"; "Fabled Enemies"; and "Core of Corruption, IN THE
SHADOWS". NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago amandawonderboy 1 year ago I am worrying
that the documentary will be rigged. I pray it won't be. If it is, all I can say is that God
sees the evil of this world and that no person will be able to lie to God about what really
happened. God Bless the families and victims of 9/11. amandawonderboy 1 year ago
DR000 1 year ago lol, thanks God for helping on 9/11. Praying totally worked there.
DR000 1 year ago amandawonderboy 1 year ago 3 The Obama Deception. Watch on
youtube. amandawonderboy 1 year ago 3 KevinMerck 1 year ago This has been flagged
as spam
show hide Not Spam There are now over 800 Architects and Engineers
demanding a real investigation into the events of 9/11. More importantly, over half of the
American people want a real investigation. You don't need to be an engineer to see this
was controlled demolition, just a little common sense and a basic understanding of
physics, and you must be able to comprehend that kerosene can't melt steel. Check out
A&E and get involved. KevinMerck 1 year ago mikey131695 1 year ago fuck you dude
mikey131695 1 year ago abigmusicfan13 1 year ago If you died, I would lol : ))
abigmusicfan13 1 year ago illusionoftime22 1 year ago show hide Theres no real legit
reasons to believe 9/11 was an inside job, and all these supposed "facts" kids regurgitate
to make their case are never backed up with concrete sources or any kind of factual
evidence what so ever. Grow up children illusionoftime22 1 year ago illusionoftime22 1
year ago show hide These are pretty much the same tykes whos think the tsunami in
thailand was caused by unnatural forces, because natural disasters NEVER happen by
themselves... ^^ illusionoftime22 1 year ago DR000 1 year ago Comment removed
airsoftmaniac17 1 year ago bush had to do some shit with 9/11 he hired the terrosrists!!!
watch the thing type in bush caused 9/11 documentary airsoftmaniac17 1 year ago
amandawonderboy 1 year ago There is going to be a documentary about 9/11 Monday
August 31 on National Geographic. Hopefully it is not a rigged documentary. Please
watch and tell friends to watch! amandawonderboy 1 year ago melissakight1 1 year ago
what is wrong with american ppl, they try to get their point across by killing, lieing, and
name calling, just try to talk it out...but of course when our dumb aericans try to talk it
out all you get is more violence melissakight1 1 year ago melissakight1 1 year ago i meant
americans melissakight1 1 year ago spam1237 1 year ago yeah and so do people from
other countries. spam1237 1 year ago melissakight1 1 year ago the twin towers was a
good to america until them retarded terrorists thought they could just run it down, those
terrorists need to burn in hell, for all i care, they dont need to build another twin towers it
wouldn't look right because the original twin towers are gone. melissakight1 1 year ago
MrBusyReader 1 year ago 4 Name calling has never gotten a point across. Let's get rid of
our emotional debate and try to explain some very simple scientific questions: Why did
all three buildings (WTC plus building 7) collapse at free fall speed, 9.81 m/s²? Why was
molten iron found at ground zero, but also in the basement of building 7 while none of the
fires were anywhere near hot enough to melt steel? Why were bomb sniffing dogs
removed just days before the attacks? Let's search answers instead of insults.
MrBusyReader 1 year ago 4 69BossBig 1 year ago fukin bitch....show the whole thing
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next time sum like this happens... 69BossBig 1 year ago DaisyDenise11 1 year ago
Intense. Thanks for sharing. DaisyDenise11 1 year ago BAMitsZAK 1 year ago
americans are fat BAMitsZAK 1 year ago soulkiss31 1 year ago And Brits have
hallatosis and fucked up ass teeth... soulkiss31 1 year ago spam1237 1 year ago Really? I
live here and don't see any. spam1237 1 year ago BAMitsZAK 1 year ago you live in
America? wow I feel sorry for you never mind though, it isn't your fault you're a yank
BAMitsZAK 1 year ago spam1237 1 year ago Yep your a yank. I feel sorry for you all
bad teeth. Go have triscuits and tea with the queen. Rot your teeth out some more.
spam1237 1 year ago BrerTheDwarf 1 year ago ^_^ BrerTheDwarf 1 year ago gestuerm 1
year ago wickedinUS:look at point 3 in my"strategy for anticonsiracy":bring the theorie
in the near of other ridiculous theories.Well done! gestuerm 1 year ago wickedinUS 1 year
ago Black people are behind it. There just mad because there ghetto and stupid people
who eats alot fried chicken. wickedinUS 1 year ago hlovele 1 year ago hi me to am arab
muslim and i live in jordan we dont do something like thise but as we know the most of
the us ppl they are dump all of us know that haiii all of u know just one thing the jueash
do it and read books ppl stop felling yes felling think and read mabey some day u will
know the fact send it by muslim ppl alah o akbr hlovele 1 year ago gozimus 1 year ago
9/11 was an inside job. Wanna know what's going to happen next? Watch Zeitgeist: The
Movie gozimus 1 year ago clarko95 1 year ago Zeitgeist is shit. First, it destroys God.
Then, through the lenses of 9/11, it introduces a "bizzaro-god". Instead of an
omniscent,omnipotent being who loves and cares for you, there is instead a group of
omniscent, omnipotent beings who hate you and want to take all your rights away, if not
lock you up in a prison camp forever. Zeitgeist is the Da Vinci code on steroids. Now i
ask you, how can, lets say less than 1,000 people suppress 6.5 billion people?you really
think they wont revolt? clarko95 1 year ago Igot2MuchSwag 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam This video is giving me such a huge boner.
Igot2MuchSwag 1 year ago chevygearhead454 1 year ago fuck you your a goddamn homo
and dont deserve lif u stupid prick go to fucking hell chevygearhead454 1 year ago
soulkiss31 1 year ago HAHAHA - You're a fucking moron... soulkiss31 1 year ago
CheeseyVagina 1 year ago It happens at 19:26 for anyone wondering Never forget
CheeseyVagina 1 year ago Eurofighterable 1 year ago all your theories are bullshit it was
the terrorists that is all geez get over it .... NO CONSPIRACY Eurofighterable 1 year ago
phillyeagles217 1 year ago If you were given 2 options. Die in the building or Die in the
plane I'd go with the plane. Because you can still fight. phillyeagles217 1 year ago
gestuerm 1 year ago strategys for anticonspiracy : 1.rebuke people cause they have no
deference with the victims 2. bring conspiracy in the near of atisemitism 3. bring the
theorie in the near of other ridiculous theories4. explain the "paranoia"in the motivation of
critics 5.refer to the "authority" of NIST and FEMA gestuerm 1 year ago UAE254 1 year
ago 6 9/11 was a Black day to America and the world .. We wont forget this day !! God
Bless America ! UAE254 1 year ago 6 gabrielforever 1 year ago 6 Ho my god! i wacht
this events from my tv, here in dominican republic. But you post a video, this video,
showing the events fron a very close place, very impresionant for me... very
impresionant...i have tears in my eyes. Thanks for this video and sorry for my english.
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God bless you. gabrielforever 1 year ago 6 TheQueerPalestinian 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam my fellow palestinians were clapping on the day
of this event. I am fluent in Ebonics, English and Arabic. Oh I'm sorry, I digress. The
point is that my sexy fine ass trutha brotha down below is making his point clear. There
was a great inside job that day and no one wants to here the facts. But I digress again. My
local sheikh has to suck me off tonight. "I dontz let it dribble dribble..I swallowz it fo
shizzle shizzle" HOMOS recruitment message. Arouse me, Allah! TheQueerPalestinian 1
year ago acotytamwiesz 1 year ago show hide rotfl. so many infidels dead. Allahu Akbar.
acotytamwiesz 1 year ago TheQueerPalestinian 1 year ago ameen indeed brother. The
Grand Mufti was very happy that day. He issued four fatwas on my mouth and I had
trouble digesting his semen. Allahu COCKBAR..may allah grace my already loose anus
with his merciful cock. HE is the most hiiighhhhh. TheQueerPalestinian 1 year ago
DR000 1 year ago Islam is the shittiest religion ever. Seriously, your prophet is a fucking
pedophile. Go kill yourself faggot. DR000 1 year ago BijiKurdiSikenCcC 1 year ago show
hide and your mother sucks cocks in hell Are you proud on Jews Are you proud on bush
Are you proud that you haven't a religion and beeing full hatefull You are a pest disease
BijiKurdiSikenCcC 1 year ago DR000 1 year ago 4 No seriously, Islam sucks. Followers
of Islam are perverse men who don't allow their women any rights. Fuck you guys. Your
prophet had sex with a 9 year old girl, that's fucked up. DR000 1 year ago 4
BijiKurdiSikenCcC 1 year ago maybe having a girl in that time was quote normal, but
keeping your own daughter for more the 20 years is also normal (Fritzl ?) so beein
christian is a shame BijiKurdiSikenCcC 1 year ago DR000 1 year ago No, it's called
pedophilia. Also, I never said I was Christian. Also, I never heard stories of Jesus having
sex with little kids. DR000 1 year ago cooliomanful 1 year ago screw u jews u know
nothing about religion u heartless asshole cooliomanful 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
BijiKurdiSikenCcC You're not making much sense. You're most definitely the one
sounding HATEFUL. Sharky2055 1 year ago foxmotoracing4 1 year ago 3 Never Forget
foxmotoracing4 1 year ago 3 KevinMerck 1 year ago There are now over 800 Architects
and Engineers demanding a real investigation into the events of 9/11. More importantly,
over half of the American people want a real investigation. You don't need to be an
engineer to see this was controlled demolition, just a little common sense and a basic
understanding of physics, and you must be able to comprehend that kerosene can't melt
steel. Check out A&E and get involved. KevinMerck 1 year ago Precision127 1 year ago
how would this be a controlled demolition? controlled demolitions start at the lower
floors of buildings. Precision127 1 year ago KevinMerck 1 year ago Check out A&E to
learn the answer to your question. They have compiled a detailed analysis of the
demolition. It would be much easier for you to just visit their website and study the
scientific evidence, than to expect people on comment boards to answer them with a 500
character limit. If your question is sincere, that is, if you really care about the truth, you'll
find all the answers you need by simply doing some honest fact finding. KevinMerck 1
year ago Precision127 1 year ago i understand, butwhy wouldn't the demolitionists
inform the public instead of making a demolition? Precision127 1 year ago DR000 1 year
ago Obviously the demolitionists guys were paid by the government. Probably an inside
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job by the CIA. The demonlitionists were most likely CIA trained. There is a theory that
Building 7 was the base of operations, where the inside job was orchestrated. After it was
done, they demolished building 7 so no evidence at all remains. DR000 1 year ago
Precision127 1 year ago yes but why were there peope inside Precision127 1 year ago
DR000 1 year ago So they can watch it happening from right outside. They had to escape
obviously before they blew it up. DR000 1 year ago nickydoodley 1 year ago i hate
people like you it was not planned!!!!! stop being an attention seeking retard that all you
are you don't have one shred of compasion in your heart for the people that died! This
just shows you are selfish because you always have to be in the attention nickydoodley 1
year ago DR000 1 year ago Shut the fuck up you dumb patriotic bitch. People like you
are the reason America is in a pointless war. Those people in the attacks were
unfortunately sacrificed to go to war. Just like the seamen in Pearl Harbor, who were also
sacrificed for a reason to war. Why did Building 7 fall the way it did? It fell because it
was controlled. DR000 1 year ago YouAreAFuckinFaggot 1 year ago You're fucking
stupid for believe that 9/11 was executed by our own government. Idiots like you should
kill themselves. YouAreAFuckinFaggot 1 year ago DR000 1 year ago With a name like
that, you should seriously shut the fuck up. I bet you're one of the dumb rednecks who
voted for Bush. Seriously, fuck you. DR000 1 year ago YouAreAFuckinFaggot 1 year
ago I don't vote. You're a fucking retard for believing that our own government planned
and executed an attack which resulted in the deaths of over 3,000 American citizens. Are
you honestly that fucking stupid? Kill yourself! YouAreAFuckinFaggot 1 year ago
DR000 1 year ago 3000 civilians aint shit when it gives you the potential to make billions
of dollars from oil for you and your rich friends. DR000 1 year ago knicholas83107 1
year ago it feel because of damage from the other towers falling idiot knicholas83107 1
year ago DR000 1 year ago 3 Other damage from buildings? You bought that? Pathetic.
The Twin Towers fell into themselves, the debris could not have penetrated WTC7 to the
same magnitude of the planes causing an identical collapse. The whole situation was
fishy. 911 = inside job. DR000 1 year ago 3 NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Right. There's
never more than one way to do anything. Cars have gasoline engines, so electric cars are
impossible. Airplanes have the wing in the middle of the fuselage, so "canard" aircraft
must be impossible. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Unless
they decided that for very tall towers, it worked better from the top. NiKkiBluEyEz05 1
year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago thgis was in resoponse to Precision127 , who asked
how it could be controlled demolition,which usually starts at the bottom.
NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago abbba2 1 year ago Death to you!!!!!!!!!!!!! abbba2 1 year
ago motsmart 1 year ago Hmmmm, this movie is missing the most important part! which
is demolition of WTC! motsmart 1 year ago abbba2 1 year ago 3 fuck you im arab and
muslim and I Wouldnt do that so stop blamming all muslims and arab . I understand that
i'll go angry cause someone killed my ppl but stop blaming ppl who didnt and who
wouldnt do that please. abbba2 1 year ago 3 RTD8481 1 year ago How do you explain
the confirmed piece found of American Flight 77 that hit the Pentagon? If it was a
conspiracy? fact was there is no conspiracy! RTD8481 1 year ago Drewerd615 1 year
ago I always wonder how bad it must of been up there that the better option would have
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been to jump... May all of you rest in peace that left our world because of this tragedy.
Drewerd615 1 year ago TheguardianofIran 1 year ago it happens everyday in the middle
east? WTF yeh only since the americans moved in TheguardianofIran 1 year ago
XxRainbowxXBear 1 year ago in ways i wish i was in New York when 9/11 happened to
see it happen in real life. but in other ways im glad i wasn't there but on the other side of
the country. to not see the devistating things that happened that day. R.I.P. to everyone
who died and risked their lives that day. XxRainbowxXBear 1 year ago AdemaLevel 1
year ago michael jackson did it he moon walked on the plane and it fell to bow Thats why
hes dead now AdemaLevel 1 year ago KellyRebeccaSan 1 year ago I suppose what
happened, happened for a reason. I know it's gone, but aren't they re-building it? Not all
Muslims are terrorist's either, people jump to conclusion. KellyRebeccaSan 1 year ago
aifammafiaaifam 1 year ago wierd smoke screen aifammafiaaifam 1 year ago
RealMadridBalkan 1 year ago cool RealMadridBalkan 1 year ago Lizluvschicken 1 year
ago this is scary...i heard in a documentary that the black box 4 both pales was never
found but they found the passport of one of the "terrorist" in the street they said it flew
off when the plane crushed into the buildin...they actually show a lot of scaryfacts about
9 11 its very scary Lizluvschicken 1 year ago twentyzed 1 year ago They actually found
two passports... both terrorists (coincidentally) at wtc and shanksville. At shanksville
they also found a red bandana..!!!! Suspicious? twentyzed 1 year ago AdemaLevel 1 year
ago yea and the terrorist was still alive in saudi lol see it on the news it was a stolen
passport from some arab who said he lost it while a visit in america AdemaLevel 1 year
ago Lizluvschicken 1 year ago yeah???never heard that they also said that they never
found parts of the plane that was heading to the white house witch "felt in pennsylvania"
and that the airplane actually landed witha different flight number in a airport that had
been evacuated but dont remember exactly where it was scary all the stuff that they were
pointing out...not just about the air planes basically everything points to the U.S
goverment very frightning Lizluvschicken 1 year ago pcomputer 1 year ago nice
apartment pcomputer 1 year ago incropera76 1 year ago America, you should cry when
you see this. incropera76 1 year ago incropera76 1 year ago 2 If these fucking Muslims
want war...They've got war. We should punish them like Hitler punished the Jews.
incropera76 1 year ago 2 areudead7 1 year ago little bitch it wasnt the muslims it was ppl,
trying to make the muslims look bad whore!! areudead7 1 year ago soulkiss31 1 year ago
You sound just as stupid as UFC pride - One of my closest friends is Muslim - Should
we flog him for what had happened on 9/11? soulkiss31 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1
year ago Google "was_the_2004_election_stolen" by Robert F. Kennedy Jr. He pretty
well proved that the election was illegal..... Watch "Unprecedented: The 2000 Presidential
election" a disturbing picture of an election marred by suspicious irregularities, electoral
injustices, and sinister voter purges in a state governed by the winning candidate's
brother. George W. Bush stole the presidency of the United States and got away with it.
" NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago ufcpride101 1 year ago OMG your such a hipocrite, you
just said you don't judge a country as a whole, by the actions of their government, and at
the end of your comment you say - you stupid uneducated pussies should die, lmao what
an idiot. ufcpride101 1 year ago soulkiss31 1 year ago Exactly, you dumbfuck - I'm
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referring to uneducated fucking dipshits such as yourself on this forum and all those that
judge an entire country by the actions of their government - Shall I break it down for you?
OK, I will - If every citizen in Russia judges America as a whole, then yes, I am referring
to your ENTIRE country - If only 1 fuckhead Russian, such as yourself judges America
as a whole, then I'm only referring to you - See the light? I can't break it down any more
than that... soulkiss31 1 year ago wickedinUS 1 year ago Go see legally blonde the muscal
on tour. See the tour website to see if it's comming to you wickedinUS 1 year ago 4aaaaa4
1 year ago 9-11 was a Pentagon operation (see: "Operation NORTHWOODS") But Get
Beyond All That. (asking for answers is =to trying to stop a tiger by grabbing it's tail)
Start worrying about the NEXT False Flag attack they have planned for us. Common
sense indicates that the Military-Industrial Complex has plans for another more
convincing false flag attack They need it to continue thier invasions / occupations They
need it to again command sympathy from the world & The puppets are all set up 4aaaaa4
1 year ago kuugkcjhj 1 year ago who the fuck would do that kuugkcjhj 1 year ago
Necromora 1 year ago Patriotic i respect that Necromora 1 year ago Prev 53 54 55 56
57 58 59 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy
Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language:
English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more
Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue
Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon
close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) maiddarlene 1 year ago NEVER FORGIVE
NEVER FORGET!!!!! Mid East needs to be melted down. those people have not been
able to get along since the the beginning of recorded history. 3 major religions in 20 square
miles. BLOW IT UP AND START OVER!! maiddarlene 1 year ago carlosgemini3 1 year
ago huh its ok its just bad day carlosgemini3 1 year ago monkeynuts76 1 year ago This
what america gets for voting that fuck clown g.w. bush in office. i bet he was seeing dollar
signs that day monkeynuts76 1 year ago sgttysar 1 year ago Shut the fuck up it wasnt
Our fault And bush didnt Do nothing Its the DAmn terroist U peice of Trash I hope You
die... GOD BLESS AMERICA sgttysar 1 year ago rafhaelirsg 1 year ago que triste cara...
sem palavras, esse video cala a boca de muita gente que não gosta dos EUA... assim
espero! rafhaelirsg 1 year ago alphawinger 1 year ago how could she possibly see that it
was a military plane if it came from the other side... all you saw on the camera was a
explosion alphawinger 1 year ago gestuerm 1 year ago please investigate
NANOTHERMIT,it was found in the WTC Dust. gestuerm 1 year ago Cardinals2113 1
year ago what is nano thermit Cardinals2113 1 year ago 7514328 1 year ago I believe
most americans are the most intelligent species on the universe, but here is out problam.
Instead of talking so much ignorant smack, why not do something intelligent about it? We
can do most anything, but we limit our own selves. Einstein once stated, "Imagination is
more important than knowledge". Lets imagine our futures and create it and not allow
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knowledge to be our slave. You are all great and don't even realise it. Its our life. 7514328
1 year ago alphawinger 1 year ago americans are the biggest idiots in the western world,
thinking they control the world. amerika is the reason we are at war (I support that one
though) they are the reason the financial world is in chaos. and so on and so on
alphawinger 1 year ago maiddarlene 1 year ago Here Here !! maiddarlene 1 year ago
Vausgorn 1 year ago show hide bush planned this out no damn terrorists did this even if
they claimed to ROFL IT MAKES ME LAUGH SEEING THIS, the idiocy of bush
takes control of americans Vausgorn 1 year ago freddie244 1 year ago 2 sow some respect
u retard freddie244 1 year ago 2 TrollinLikeIts1764 1 year ago show hide Wait so what
happened? I forget. TrollinLikeIts1764 1 year ago ajerrod 1 year ago 4 So sad. And even
worse, the conspiracy folks disgrace the memory of all who died (minus the terrorists).
May thier souls rot in hell for eternity. ajerrod 1 year ago 4 Cardinals2113 1 year ago you
are mean, you just said may thier souls rot for eternity and you mean people who died
Cardinals2113 1 year ago vdasdny 1 year ago "The truth is, there is no Islamic army or
terrorist group called Al Qaeda. And any informed intelligence officer knows this. But
there is a propaganda campaign to make the public believe in the presence of an identified
entity representing the devil only in order to drive the TV watcher to accept a unified
international leadership for a war against terrorism. The country behind this propaganda
is the US." Robin Cook British Foreign Secretary vdasdny 1 year ago ness123456798 1
year ago igtbutit ness123456798 1 year ago tmanfender 1 year ago why did these men
have to take this building? tmanfender 1 year ago Spuduneed 1 year ago sorry but its the
womens crying when the towers fall that getts me :( R.I.P :( Spuduneed 1 year ago
19smokey19 1 year ago Comment removed gestuerm 1 year ago Filbertiano:too late!
Investigate DEPLETED URANIUM gestuerm 1 year ago whoyoube305 1 year ago all
those sirens are getting to me whoyoube305 1 year ago Filbertiano 1 year ago NEVER
FORGET AND NEVER FORGIVE!!! If we do on Osama,same thing like on Saddam,we
will really become equal to those terrorists.Crime for crime is wrong. Life time sentence is
O.K.!!! Filbertiano 1 year ago RiaDenKel 1 year ago Why are you guys making shit of
the hole situation? It happened 8 years ago.. So please just have respect for the people
who died and family etc. You piece of shit!! RiaDenKel 1 year ago MLGprogamer95 1
year ago yeah man thats cool MLGprogamer95 1 year ago gestuerm 1 year ago She said
IT WAS A MILITARY PLANE gestuerm 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago It was a
civilian commerical jet. Just ask the loved ones that got pieces of the victims form the
planes, if they were that fortunate. Sharky2055 1 year ago ceilydoris 1 year ago sorry abt
that~~ ceilydoris 1 year ago widowb 1 year ago Much part of this video has been erased!
widowb 1 year ago beaco1989 1 year ago i dont come from america but iam suprised how
many of them continually question and dont trust their own government. 9/11 was a well
organized terrorist attack but you can believe it was conspiracy , so u can critisize the
government for something it didnt do beaco1989 1 year ago GayTruthaBrotha 1 year ago
i know dey aint be so called theories cuz i know dey be da troof! I iz right muh butt
jabbin tribe of gay bruuvers! 9/11 be da inside job cuz i hear it fo sum respectin
professuh. He came straight of duh loony bin last year but i be believin him. dey say dat
da facts dont mattuh cuz it be lies YO!!! YO!!! believin wat truthaz say is KOOL YO!!
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GayTruthaBrotha 1 year ago rajutel 1 year ago gaand marwao amrikiyo. rajutel 1 year ago
gestuerm 1 year ago "In a world of universal deception,telling the truth is a revolutionary
act." Georg Orwell 1984 gestuerm 1 year ago gestuerm 1 year ago Comment removed
gestuerm 1 year ago the internet is the only way to investigate the facts! Don t be
irritated by those who try to blame you and call you a fool,if you are even censorious !
WAKE UP gestuerm 1 year ago gestuerm 1 year ago WakoKevin, in my country we had
the "Reichstagsbrand".Our own gouvernment burned this building and use it as an excuse
for disempowering democracy!!!Look what has happend in your country since 9/11 !
gestuerm 1 year ago GayTruthaBrotha 1 year ago i know dey aint be so called theories
cuz i know dey be da troof! I iz right muh butt jabbin tribe of gay bruuvers! 9/11 be da
inside job cuz i hear it fo sum respectin professuh. He came straight of duh loony bin last
year but i be believin him. dey say dat da facts dont mattuh cuz it be lies YO!!! YO!!!
believin wat truthaz say is KOOL YO!!! GayTruthaBrotha 1 year ago chris19rothera91 1
year ago how can anybody take you seriously, or even care about your opinions, when
you speak like that... chris19rothera91 1 year ago gestuerm 1 year ago EXACTLY
BETWEEN 6:56 and 6:59 there is an EXPLOSION !!! gestuerm 1 year ago gestuerm 1
year ago THE SAME NOISE AT 9:16!At 19:42 you can see EXPLOSIONS under the
main damage!!! gestuerm 1 year ago gestuerm 1 year ago THERE IS AN EXPLOSION
AT 6:58 !You can hear it,and there is also a short vibration in the smoke !!!! OMG
gestuerm 1 year ago wtfitsjess2389 1 year ago doesn't make sense if we had no warnings
why then some were called to not come in to work that day. wtfitsjess2389 1 year ago
KevinMerck 1 year ago 2 The numbers keep growing! There are now 790 Architects and
Engineers demanding a real investigation into the events of 9/11. More importantly, over
half of the American people have serious questions about 9/11 and want a real
investigation. You don't need to be an engineer to see this was controlled demolition, just
a little old fashioned common sense and a basic understanding of physics and you must
be able to comprehend that kerosene can't melt steel. It really is that simple. KevinMerck
1 year ago 2 WakoKevin 1 year ago Grow up, stop using Wikipedia and youtube for
facts. I'd like to know where you get the numbers...oh wait it's fake. Those Terrorist did
this tragedy you nut. WakoKevin 1 year ago pissandwind 1 year ago Damn straight
pissandwind 1 year ago perseo2012 1 year ago it is the punishment of God by all the
people whom to killed the United States, always justice arrives perseo2012 1 year ago
lukeBAM 1 year ago god isn't real. lukeBAM 1 year ago yondji91 1 year ago why would
u say that imbicile yondji91 1 year ago lukeBAM 1 year ago somone said he is. and he's
not...... lukeBAM 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago Watch [Lt. Col. Bob Bowman:
"Who Were the [9/11] Conspirators?"] video v=U6Ls6sifFJo . Also watch [ Richard
Gage on KMPH Fox 26 in Fresno, CA ] v=oO2yT0uBQbM NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year
ago imagunyou 1 year ago no u people talking about how invincible ur countrys are ur all
wrong ur stupid if u think ur safe if u idiots only knew how easly the world could be
destroyed by nukes and stuff... imagunyou 1 year ago tphomer69 1 year ago Leave an
ignorant american locked in a room on his own and he would pick a fight with himself They aren't as evolved as everyone else ! tphomer69 1 year ago soulkiss31 1 year ago
Leave tphomo69 in a room by himself and he would find a way to suck his own dick...
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soulkiss31 1 year ago RandomSpewBros1 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam I'm an American, sir. I am proud of that military jet pilot who aimed
so carefully at the building. It's not as easy as one would think. I remember when this
attack happened. My wife ran in the room screaming about the wtc being attacked. I told
her to shut the fuck up because I was reading the sports section of the paper. I finally had
to kick her down the basement stairs. RandomSpewBros1 1 year ago maiddarlene 1 year
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam you are an asshole maiddarlene
1 year ago 30percentplusreturns 1 year ago The collapse is only beginning. Check out
moneypirates com. Its an awesome website I found trying to expose the federal reserve
and corrupt politicians. Spread the word. 30percentplusreturns 1 year ago nvn94 1 year
ago Minuto 5, 30: ¿avión? ¿vuelo 175? Minuto 14,03: ¿humo en los bajos por explosion
justo antes del colapso torre sur? nvn94 1 year ago CookieMonstersTattoo 1 year ago
tphomer, you suck! Networklive can remove anytime he/she wants to! If she thinks your
comment is nonsense than she has a right to remove it! And you think you right? WELL
YOUR NOT. YOUR ONLY THINKING ABOUT YOUR STUPID SELF YOU
NICOMPOOP. YOU SUCK! SUCK SUCK SUCK SUCK. CookieMonstersTattoo 1
year ago ShyDream3r 1 year ago Such a horrible day :( Sad.. you can hear the terror when
she steps outside. The chaos of screaming and sirens. I was gutted and felt real bad
watching it 3000 miles away on TV. Must have been horrible witnessing it.. And then the
building collapse... which i bet civilians watching did not expect happen. God Bless those
who perished x ShyDream3r 1 year ago tphomer69 1 year ago I notice you are removing
comments 'Networklive' - I take it you didn't like the way that conversation was going,
Two intelligent people are harder to discredit are they ? 911 was an inside job tphomer69
1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 tphomer69 Only the uploader, writer of the comment
& You Tube can remove a comment. All 4 planes were real. Don't even be so foolish to
suggest they weren't. You know nothing about 9/11. Go do some research. Sharky2055 1
year ago 2 tphomer69 1 year ago American Power brokers used 911 as a trigger to invade
(liberate) countries and then bebuild the infrastructure with their own companies (thereby
making massive profits) - not to even mention the money the arms manufacturers make in
wartime - They used the sinking of the Lusitania in World War I and Pearl Harbour in
WW II in the same way, except this time it was their own people and there is no
aggressor , there is no tangible network of Islamic Terrorism, It's all a con made possible
by the tphomer69 1 year ago tphomer69 1 year ago watch 'fake planes' and analysis of
live coverage - 911 ripple effoect - 911 co-incidences - make up your own mind - choose
for yourself - Hitler said 'If a lie is big enough, the Whole World will believe it' - He knew
all about propaganda. tphomer69 1 year ago CookieMonstersTattoo 1 year ago
Tphomer67, i really dont give a fudge, think about the people who lost there lives, before
you go on thinking about the goverment. CookieMonstersTattoo 1 year ago tphomer69 1
year ago 911 WAS an inside job - Conspiracy for anyone with the brains to see it - The
rest of You - Especially Americans - go fuck yourselves - you deserve 911 every day !
tphomer69 1 year ago xrichpkx 1 year ago i hear barney in the backround xrichpkx 1 year
ago tphomer69 1 year ago Utter Nonsense, I cannot believe you really believe that - how
can you be so foolish - Are you an American? you must be to be so dense. tphomer69 1
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year ago whatwhy12 1 year ago Comment removed whatwhy12 1 year ago I don't think
this was an inside job, no fucking conspiracy but 5 suicide bombers mission to destroy
American finances and defense controlled by their belief in Allah and probably sent by
Bin Laden. In their twisted eyes this was a strong message for America to not get
involved with affairs in middle east. This tragic event was on the cards for a long time.
whatwhy12 1 year ago ThePrettyblackgirl 1 year ago thank you torro321!! I was so sad
on that day!! OMG!! I'm an American and Proud of it!!! All I do is thank god everyday
that I live here!! ThePrettyblackgirl 1 year ago ThePrettyblackgirl 1 year ago you have a
devil in you!!! You need to bring god back to your life ThePrettyblackgirl 1 year ago
tphomer69 1 year ago You have stupidity tphomer69 1 year ago tphomer69 1 year ago
Not a different country - Your Country!! Igamine how all those poor people you're
'liberating' feel when your imbecile troops kill their families ? - you can't because you're
too ignorant YOUR country did this to you - NO-ONE else - open your eyes or shut up
fool tphomer69 1 year ago styx102 1 year ago well the militarys mission is to stop
terrorism and when they see a terrorist they will shoot if they shoot first they dont kill
families now i will admit there is the innocent civilians killed by bad intel or just a bomb
but they dont massacre families and if a solider did they are in jail for ever styx102 1 year
ago UKSEANJW 1 year ago oh forgot to say thank you for posting this video up ive
never seen oe that shows it all. I cant believe u kept filming but most people would they
dont know wat to do so they keeping watching and not move UKSEANJW 1 year ago
jkl8045 1 year ago if anyone thinks this was genious or good then you are a horrible
fucking person. thoursands of people died that day including my dad because he was a
fireman. dont you dare say anything until youve lost someone and can feel the pain of
having there life taken for no reason, because some assholes from a different country
decide to drive planes into our wtc jkl8045 1 year ago ThePrettyblackgirl 1 year ago
OMG I'm sssssooo sorry!! that must have been horrible!! Ya I agree with you anyone
who thinks this was awesome is a bad person ThePrettyblackgirl 1 year ago
UKSEANJW 1 year ago This is a really good video of this i rember this day coz everyone
forgot it was my birthday and did't come to my party oh well almost 17 now and this be
my first birthday i hope i can call a good day. somit always happens on my birthdays lol.
This was a really bad thing but i can understand why someone would do this but i dont
think its a good idea UKSEANJW 1 year ago anetucha03 1 year ago o my God! Im from
Poland and i all the time cant believe that it was happened! Im very sorry for these
people ;( horror... anetucha03 1 year ago tphomer69 1 year ago if YOU would like to see
interesting stuff on this subject Watch :- 911 Ripple Effect, Fake plane stuff by Saltydog,
911 Co-incidences, analysis of live coverage - lots and lots and lots of it, anyone who IS
open-minded and interested, go check it out- You cannot fail to see that building come
down with explosives if you have eyes that work, Asshole Americans go fuck yourselves
if you're too scared to face the face. tphomer69 1 year ago tphomer69 1 year ago It WAS
a good job - but the Power brokers have been doing this sort of thing for a long time Americans are so ignorant that they will literally believe any old shit if some cock on TV
tells them its the truth. Don't bother arguing with Americans, its like trying to argue with
an eggplant. (both very similar in IQ) tphomer69 1 year ago ThePrettyblackgirl 1 year ago
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shut up!! We are all people!! Americans have a great life!! We have freedom!!
ThePrettyblackgirl 1 year ago crimsontoxic 1 year ago This attack was PURE GENIUS.
Kudos, either to Mr. Taliban or to the CIA (or, most likely, to both). Always on my
mind! crimsontoxic 1 year ago LiamsMummyx 1 year ago fuckin little pakis
LiamsMummyx 1 year ago epicbiatch 1 year ago =( so heftig =( epicbiatch 1 year ago
eliwoood1 1 year ago BTW, after reading through the comments I've seen lots of
fascistoid comments :( That's all america has come to today? A bunch of FOX news
propaganda ridden flag waving fascists? Pff. eliwoood1 1 year ago tphomer69 1 year ago
2 typically intelligent comments from Americans there tphomer69 1 year ago
partyboy394 1 year ago ya there is no way the government could've done this you re a
retard if you think that those dirty muslim sons a bitches did this and now there paying
for it by gettin ther asses kicked in there own country fuck them all and God Bless
America partyboy394 1 year ago merged 1 year ago oh my god! I didn't see the people
falling ! merged 1 year ago tphomer69 1 year ago 3 Americans are too stupid to see what
really happened, thats why their Government got away with it, wouldn't happen
anywhere else and some of them are just smart enough to know this. The rest of them are
human vegatables good only at abuse and firing guns (Spohisticated !) - Do me a favour
Yanks, fuck off back to the States and stay there. tphomer69 1 year ago 3 MrBlades1889
1 year ago Comment removed MrBlades1889 1 year ago u sick fuck people like you dont
deserve 2 live MrBlades1889 1 year ago soulkiss31 1 year ago HAHAHA - You're a
fucking moron - You don't know jack shit about what happened - Where are your
sources? Loose Change? soulkiss31 1 year ago Vegemite4life 1 year ago if u look
throughout the video when the tower is still standing u see little flashes whcih have been
suspected to be bombs connected to the framework which the government said there was
a desgin error and once the last flash happens the building goes down Vegemite4life 1 year
ago juicedup14 1 year ago lol get planes and drop water on the buliding juicedup14 1 year
ago mohammedoos 1 year ago wooow thats so funny :D mohammedoos 1 year ago
biped1of1pandemonium 1 year ago Hey mohammed, do you know where I can get
another bin laden target? mine's so shot full of holes that I can't recognize him anymore.
Gotta stay in practice you know. biped1of1pandemonium 1 year ago NiKkiBluEyEz05 1
year ago Watch Richard Gage on KMPH Fox 26 in Fresno, CA
watch?v=oO2yT0uBQbM NiKkiBluEyEz05 1 year ago crusaderwww 1 year ago
Fucking Arabs,fucking Muslims Bunch of terrorists and camel jokeys fucking up with
Americans crusaderwww 1 year ago CmackDaPersian 1 year ago dude idk who u are but
stfu be afraid of god cuz u will pay n u dont no bout it CmackDaPersian 1 year ago
knadal83 1 year ago hahaha khef kaluk' americans...this is exactly what i want. next target
will be on march 2011. SFO bridge and kinder morgan huge plant.... knadal83 1 year ago
biped1of1pandemonium 1 year ago See you on the battlefield you phillipino monkey. (to
knadal83) biped1of1pandemonium 1 year ago ufcpride101 1 year ago Haa stupid
americans, die motherfuckers die!!! I can't tell you how much the eastern world was
celebrating this day, i remember all of Moscow was going nuts!!! I went to a nice dinner,
had some booze, omg good times. ufcpride101 1 year ago bobjones123100 1 year ago
ufcpride101 this brought us together more than it did to hurt us remember we save ur ass
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in WWII bobjones123100 1 year ago ufcpride101 1 year ago Save our ass in ww2 lmao,
when hitler ordered the nazis into russia, about 50km in they realized that they wheren't
going to make it, their trucks stared dying down, and nazi's froze their balls off, russia
helped liberate auszwits or whatever the fuck its called, fuck the usa, did you know you
have over 2000 children serving life behind bars you barbarians. ufcpride101 1 year ago
bobjones123100 1 year ago u want to know why we do because are country kids love 2
fight so when some of the kids get out of jail and join the army they'll no how to kick ur
asses bobjones123100 1 year ago biped1of1pandemonium 1 year ago ufcpride who the
hell are you to call us barbarians? a RUSSIAN of all people. biped1of1pandemonium 1
year ago ufcpride101 1 year ago 2 You, your country are nothing but a bunch of war
mongoring dick heads, take a look at your country, its always at war or trying to provoke
one, by constantly getting into other countries business, and you still don't understand
that this was an inside job from your government, just another ixcuse to start up a war,
even pilots said that there is no way they would have known how to pilot a 767, if they
trained in a small cessina. ufcpride101 1 year ago 2 ryan125g 1 year ago well u have no
fuckin idea wat it like untill u lived here in america,, i dont know what fuckin slim ball
fucking country, but usa is the best country in the world,,, nd another thing, u judge the
people of our nation by the acts of the goverment, most americans dontt want to be in
war, so fuck your life,,,, and there is no way 9/11 was an inside job,, fuck urself and ur
gay as country USA USA USA ryan125g 1 year ago 94massari 1 year ago Every one
thinks his or her country is the best and every ones country is the best, but you can't go
telling people their country suck, i am from Iraq and like i said in other comments we are
thankful for you coming in and killing Saddam and his family, but you fucking old
president bush left the boarders open, told the people he is going to create a new army
and we had the 4th strongest, and it is okay, but because of leaving the boarders open
terrorist came in Iraq and American got killed 94massari 1 year ago ryan125g 1 year ago
yes you are very right ryan125g 1 year ago 94massari 1 year ago I don't know if you are
American, But i am from Iraq, and we the people there and here in USA are very thankful
for what you guys did to saddam, the only fucking, bush done wrong is leaving the
boarders open so all the terrorist came in with their weapons and many people died, 1
week ago 8 car bombs went off killing 1000 people and injuring another 1000 and 200
cars were burned down and buildings went down, and we still you guys did some good
and some bad you government fault never the people 94massari 1 year ago soulkiss31 1
year ago I love how dumbfucks such as yourself and tphomo69 assume our government
did this - Ok Mr. Youtube detective, I'll bite - Lets say our government did do this - What
would be the motive smart guy? soulkiss31 1 year ago eliwoood1 1 year ago a reason to
attack the middle east for its oil :) anti usa! eliwoood1 1 year ago ufcpride101 1 year ago I
just wrote the motive in the last post you fucking half head yank, to invade an oil rich
middle eastern country, kill all the women and children, torture their men and exploit their
natural resources, bring your style democracy tame the citizens and try to acchieve
maybe the 51st state, tell me, why is your military there, they ruled out weapons os
mass destruction, why are they there, does your stupid people think they can just invade
a country and not expect a fight by the locals, evil ppl. ufcpride101 1 year ago soulkiss31
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1 year ago Hahaha - You stupid fucker - You run your mouth about our country when
you had people like Josef Stalin - HAHAHA - I love to laugh at ignorant fucks such as
yourself - And your pathetic government can't even fund its own military - Better watch
out - China is just around the corner and will annihilate your ass! soulkiss31 1 year ago
ufcpride101 1 year ago lmao, Russia is invinsible to attack you loser, its too big, China
would never dare to attack us, because we are friends, if any thing we will team up and
destory your pathetic country Russia + China = death to us of a. ufcpride101 1 year ago
soulkiss31 1 year ago Hahaha - Fuck you, dickhead - If your country is so fucking tough,
why haven't you attacked yet, bitch? Is your country so pathetic that you have to have
China on your side to defeat us? Remember, just about every American has a firearm and
I am one of them - Invade us please -- I dare you and I would blow your head off with
my Romanian AK-47, a weapon designed by Mikail Kalishnikov who lives in your
country - God how I love the irony! soulkiss31 1 year ago ufcpride101 1 year ago
Because our country doesn't attack another country for childish things, things that we
aren't fully sure of, our country is not going to invade other countries over inbred losers
over youtube, you don't think many russians have guns idiot, you see what happens
when your the most hated country in the world, people fly planes into your buildings,
yet your still bilnd to realize why your hated, its because of your people's ignorance and
arrogance, thinking that the world revolves around you. fag. ufcpride101 1 year ago
soulkiss31 1 year ago Oh really? Pick up a history book and read FAG - I certainly
remember Russia or formally The Soviet Union, invading Afganistan back in the late
1970's - Does that mean the Soviet/Russian people are bad? Absolutely not - I don't think
like the rest of you ignorant, pathetic fucks on here - I don't judge an entire country as a
whole, because the actions of their government - You stupid uneducated pussies should
die! soulkiss31 1 year ago AlexeyFromRussia 1 year ago One russian humorist sad good
thing. People and their government are different nations, are different countries, are
different creatures. AlexeyFromRussia 1 year ago ArminRF 1 year ago Ohhh my good
since over fifty years you repeated the same story again and again like a old gramophone
record, because there is nothing new, btw. Josef Stalin was from Georgia in Caucasus
(americas best friend) like Mr. Sakashvilli. ArminRF 1 year ago TheWitchcultoday 1 year
ago 2 3,000 people killed by republican masterminds. TheWitchcultoday 1 year ago 2
redmeens 1 year ago You were so close you should have moved! redmeens 1 year ago
webstedge1099 1 year ago the freedom tower is a joke a great big joke if that gets built the
people in iraq and al quida will celabrate sayin "we won the american people are scared
babies" we as americans cant let that happen REBUILD THE TWIN TOWERS
webstedge1099 1 year ago Cookies506 1 year ago show hide how fake Cookies506 1 year
ago XtvNetwork 1 year ago COOKIES506 is a ASSTARD HOW IS THIS FAKE
XtvNetwork 1 year ago 7514328 1 year ago I could care less about the World Trade
towers or the Pentagon. This is an evil US country and many, many people have died as
result of what it has done to other countries. Fuck 'em. 7514328 1 year ago cpearson123
1 year ago give one example of an unjustifiable incursion by the United States. In fact give
an example of one Empire in history which hasn't caused others suffering in order to
expand in geography and influence? cpearson123 1 year ago MarcusBritish 1 year ago
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The Black Hills. On July 23, 1980, in United States v. Sioux Nation of Indians, the
Supreme Court of the United States ruled that the Black Hills were illegally taken and
that remuneration of the initial offering price plus interest — nearly $106 million — be
paid. Self-admission. =D LOL! MarcusBritish 1 year ago blb9499 1 year ago 2 Just
because an incursion takes place, doesn't make it justified. Whether for oil, gold or other
natural resources, or even geopolitical influence as in the case of Afganistan. It doesn't
make it right. And killing 3000 of it's own citizens, in order to get the population to rally
behind the flag, that makes it even worse! Now with Obamas poll numbers dropping like
a stone, expect another false flag in the very near future!! blb9499 1 year ago 2 7514328 1
year ago 2 Read the "Ponzi scheme" newspapers today. Stated "more troops needed in
Afphganistan". I laughed out loud. What a bunch of goddamn liars. Send the media,
banksters and UN over there. I want to see them get shot in the streets. 7514328 1 year
ago 2 Cristalship88 1 year ago Its very easy to say shit through a computer when you
know damn well you would get your ass kicked if you said it someones face. Your a piece
of shit Cristalship88 1 year ago 7514328 1 year ago 2 Cristalship: No I am the shit. After
8 years in the Marines and completing my tours I earned my right to say it how it is. Its
shitheads like yourself that I feel sorry I ever served in the first place. You, your media,
Banksters and profiteers can suck my ass. 7514328 1 year ago 2 vorebuddy2 1 year ago i
need help in my investigation anyone tell anything they know any info will be useful i
will figure out who did this but i need help from anyone who has a heart..... vorebuddy2 1
year ago vukovisrbija 1 year ago this is fear for all countrys see this they have not fear
Vojska Srbije ( Kobre) like me,and any one serb. vukovisrbija 1 year ago vukovisrbija 1
year ago u liares.plain hit the top of building how can all building fall down.if u look
better u will see that on the middle how bombs exploude and take down building.
vukovisrbija 1 year ago fakkenzzi 1 year ago 2 in that towers were many inocent people
but americans are bastards,the worst people on the planet,fuck you americans,and fuck
you all who support them motherfuckers fakkenzzi 1 year ago 2 cpearson123 1 year ago
Why? Can you provide an explanation as to why you think so or are you just a fool?
cpearson123 1 year ago diddychelsea 1 year ago How would u like it to happen to ur
country and we all laugh in ur faces fair enough if it happend to people who did stuff but
to thousends of inicent people the americans may be dick heads to u but u dont have the
right to say they desevered to die u wouldent have the guts to say that live to a group of
people but u will say it on you tube cause no one can kill you ur the people who deserve
to die ur the kinda people who let the world down u guys are dicke heads and im not
american im british!! diddychelsea 1 year ago eightninchpianist 1 year ago YEEAAHHh!
Burn baby burn! GOD I hate americans!!!! eightninchpianist 1 year ago FactoryGaming 1
year ago you deserve to die modafuka i would enjou ripping your skin off and but yer
fucking eyes u fucking hater.Well you guess what? after your shitty comment a lot of
people hate you too.You should be injected with gasoline and then be lit on fire lololo
FactoryGaming 1 year ago Behringergx212 1 year ago show hide What the fuck is wrong
with you? Behringergx212 1 year ago fakkenzzi 1 year ago YEAHHH!We all do
fakkenzzi 1 year ago glitcherman64 1 year ago Lets see your country get taken over and
who is going to save you. Not your country the Americans. In fact we saved the French
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in WW2! There army did shit but the Americans lost lifes just for another country!
glitcherman64 1 year ago fakkenzzi 1 year ago Dont shit,how many SERBS lost lifes for
another countries? fakkenzzi 1 year ago agatesky 1 year ago If I was sitting on virtually
unlimited mineral and oil reserves and had millions of labourers and skilled scientists I
could take over the world no problem fuckwit. agatesky 1 year ago icbm235 1 year ago
America and jews lol icbm235 1 year ago ThePrettyblackgirl 1 year ago Excuse me Jesus
was a jew!!! Please just go to church ThePrettyblackgirl 1 year ago TheImpalerPrince 1
year ago Okay, to all those who have contacted the username ImpalerPrince recently id
like to apologize: I let my friend onto my youtube account while I was away on family
buisness. His words and feelings toward 9/11 are not mine and I am truely sorry for his
actions and for any loses you've experienced. Please don't hate ImpalerPrince, hate the
coldheartedness of my friend. TheImpalerPrince 1 year ago xxXDCXxxx 1 year ago 7:34
you can see a jumper comefrom the bottom right of the snow. R.I.P xxXDCXxxx 1 year
ago sjk187 1 year ago Damn, i'll "Never" forget the assholes who attacked us on 9/11. We
should stay in afghanastan for another 2000 years so this will never happen again!
Although i don't live anywhere near N.Y. i was still shocked for years after this
happened. R.I.P. all the unfortunate people caught anywhere near the buildings. sjk187 1
year ago davidhonourable 1 year ago the most horribal bit off 9/11 in my opinon is the
towwers falling and all that dust floating almost magesticaly threw the streets. but the
worst bit about that is the dust is people. the thought mekes me sick. my thoughts still
even so long after go out to thos who lost love ones that day. davidhonourable 1 year ago
kokoroyer 1 year ago some dust is probably part of the building. kokoroyer 1 year ago
tomw121314 1 year ago thats what i always think tomw121314 1 year ago puzzaalcazzo
1 year ago .............. puzzaalcazzo 1 year ago onexlovexinxLife 1 year ago 2 wow this
video is unbelievable onexlovexinxLife 1 year ago 2 emperoryu2000 1 year ago No matter
the cause, no matter the reason, there is NO excuse, there's NO justification.
emperoryu2000 1 year ago Khaled4life 1 year ago Yep there are no excuses for Americas
terrorism over the years. Khaled4life 1 year ago Serganer 1 year ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam ON MY CHANNEL YoU CAN SEE ALL COCKPIT
VIEWS OF THE PLANE CRASHES ON 9/11 +++ Serganer 1 year ago KhyberBoy09 1
year ago we must never forget the horrific events of 7-eleven. KhyberBoy09 1 year ago
lfroggyl 1 year ago stop hiding behind an internet screen name. say that to someones face
and they will kill you. except your terrorist friends. go fuck yourself. this is a joke to you
so plz fuck off. lfroggyl 1 year ago lfroggyl 1 year ago your dumb. t hats why he had one
of the lowest approval ratings EVER. go fuck yourself. lfroggyl 1 year ago
ExNihiloJimmy 1 year ago best t.v i have ever seen ExNihiloJimmy 1 year ago
TheImpalerPrince 1 year ago Listen, I've lost my share of friends and relatives and quite
frankly...I DONT GIVE A SHIT. As I said, whats a few more deaths, Now Im sorry if
you hate me for this but if your friend was truely devot then they should be okay, right?
So why grief, their happy and way better off then us. TheImpalerPrince 1 year ago
TheImpalerPrince 1 year ago Okay, sorry... Hundreds of thousands of people die
everyday. Soooooo....WHAT is a few pitiful thousand more? Its 2009 people, time to get
over it. Besides, GWB did it so why cry? TheImpalerPrince 1 year ago DancerAC 1 year
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ago ...Ok. But, do thousands of people die everyday in ONE single place in ONE single
moment of time? No. That's why it's heart-wrenching to know that thousands died in that
one district of New York and that those who wanted to help were unable to do so. I
ought to slap your bastard mother for raising such an incompassionate cur. DancerAC 1
year ago horuseyes 1 year ago Even build 7 with just some sporadic fires came down in a
free fall. How come USA ppl dont ask how a reinforced buidling, with just some small
fires comes down like a crontrolled demolition. I dont dont get you americans... You
really dont mind about what happen to your sons and fathers at WTC 9/11? horuseyes 1
year ago EvilJesus20 1 year ago Ever notice how the tower falls down, not over even
though it has been hit directly by a plane from one side... EvilJesus20 1 year ago
davodevil 1 year ago no puede ser!!! spiderman por que no hiciste nada!!! davodevil 1
year ago Droopysilentme 1 year ago Ummm.......Where is the second tower i see the first
but the second is gone? Oh and response to all dumb shits who say billions of people die
every day its only about 300,000 mabye a little over that cause most face books or site
round up the numbers to the nearest 100. Droopysilentme 1 year ago 113000816 1 year
ago u guys, this is real, the Arab nations is against us, U.S.A 113000816 1 year ago
thelookout782 1 year ago Death To Islam!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! thelookout782 1 year ago
j4v4x 1 year ago Normally I wouldn't waste effort in replying to imbecile teenagers, but
this video has stirred up emotion in me. To you thoughtless pieces of childish human
garbage I say that only in the United States of America would you have the freedom of
speech to post such inflammatory drivel. And, I assure you, we have not forgotten what
happened. j4v4x 1 year ago TheImpalerPrince 1 year ago Hey Beleive, WAKE UP!!!
BILLIONS OF PEOPLE DIE EVERY FUCKING DAY!!! I just think the whole "Holy
shit, someone finally bombed our slow asses" routine is old. Anyway how am I an ass?
Do you realize how many Vietamese people losed their loved ones in war? You realize
how many JEWS LOVED ONES WERE FUCKING SLAUGHTERED IN FRONT OF
THEM? Whats a few thousand? TheImpalerPrince 1 year ago Torro321 1 year ago
Billions of people?! The world's population is 8 billion. WTF is wrong with you
anyways? This was a devastating event? How can you even say that. You're a dick
Torro321 1 year ago MyAccountNameSucks 1 year ago No. 6. In 10 years, it will be 7.
MyAccountNameSucks 1 year ago darkneji7 1 year ago 2 yay! more stupid comments
made by stupid people. I swear America Haters have some of the most baseless
accusations about us darkneji7 1 year ago 2 ThePrettyblackgirl 1 year ago lol i know
right!! americans are the best ThePrettyblackgirl 1 year ago TheImpalerPrince 1 year ago
DarkAngelRocket, I'm with you bro, do it again and again. This video is fucking hilarious.
TheImpalerPrince 1 year ago beleiveunbeleiveable 1 year ago ur AN ASS thounds of
people lost there lives and thounds of people lost loved ones i cant beleive u would say
that u can go hell u ass hole beleiveunbeleiveable 1 year ago Crip2093 1 year ago show
hide yo this bitch in this vedio is pissing me off stop fucken sayin omg every fucken
second and whys she cryin its not like one of her family members is in there only
americans cry one day and forget the next its true Crip2093 1 year ago xxSirshakeNxx 1
year ago Where the heck is your heart?! If we had forgotten about this, this video
wouldn't even be up here. There would be no memorial. We wouldn't be making another
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trade center. Nearly three thousand innocent people were either burned or crushed to
death. Where ever your heart is, it's black and rotten. xxSirshakeNxx 1 year ago pokpokv
1 year ago Pains me to think many of those service personel won't be coming home...8'(
pokpokv 1 year ago iPodCreations 1 year ago -|- iPodCreations 1 year ago vorebuddy2 1
year ago i agree with alot of people about it being a inside job because like alot of people
said the metal takes alot of heat to melt also i heard that 2 days before the incident
engineering companies were working on the building so that could have been the
goverment making the building weaker if anyone has any information please tell because if
i have enough information i can figure it out but i need help =') vorebuddy2 1 year ago
fahaz78 1 year ago ye and like the remains of the towers burnt for like 2 months! ye cos a
plane explosion would burn for 2 months when a plane goes down it burns for what 1
day tops? thermite burns for a long long time so im told fahaz78 1 year ago
Midnightryder7 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam go to
my channel and look at my playlist..that will tell u alot my friend Midnightryder7 1 year
ago boogie636 1 year ago i agree with emptycloudpl the goverment is killing us. citizens
of a america are dying because of GOERGE BUSH!!!! boogie636 1 year ago
eightninchpianist 1 year ago There's too many Americans in the world anyway, what's a
few thousand less? eightninchpianist 1 year ago XxN1NjAsFaLLxX 1 year ago wow how
would you feel if your family died it would only be a few less think before you type jack
ass XxN1NjAsFaLLxX 1 year ago Torro321 1 year ago WHat is wrong with you?! Why
don't you tell the parents of the victims. My best friend's brother died to this. You are
truly fucked up Torro321 1 year ago 113000816 1 year ago i agree with u man, y don't
these people care of this, this is FUCKED UP MAN. 113000816 1 year ago
TheImpalerPrince 1 year ago Dude 1) America is fucked up, hence me. 2) for your
information, I make it a habit of telling the parents, the brothers and sister, anyone with
emotional ties to 9/11 how I feel. Also: Its not YOUR brother so who give a shit? you
shouldn't. TheImpalerPrince 1 year ago Torro321 1 year ago He was a very good friend to
me asshole. America is the strongest country in the world with the best allies in the world
too. It would take a lot of betrayal to bring down the U.S.. You should burn in hell, you
believe in satan anyways. How can a person be as sick as you. What is your son or
daughter died. Would you say, "It's only a couple thousand, we'll get over it." Torro321 1
year ago klauwn17 1 year ago everyone who still doubts, that 9/11 was an inside job,
maybe you should listen to your former, murdered president JFK:
watch?v=DxnpujfanUM&feature=re-lated he died for his attempt to warn you. klauwn17
1 year ago EmptyCloudPL 1 year ago 5 government usa is killing own citizens....
EmptyCloudPL 1 year ago 5 sk8trgurl191 1 year ago this is the best video i have ever
seen of this... i just recently was at ground zero and was very upset to see and find out
their building a retail store on top of that area sk8trgurl191 1 year ago Turboprinz27 1
year ago Nobody knows what i would do with Osama if i will get him betwen my
fingers...RIP Turboprinz27 1 year ago sandyny 1 year ago at school wow dangerous. pfft
get over yourself i bet you wernt even in new york sandyny 1 year ago lfroggyl 1 year
ago wow sandyny u sure are a tough guy..... /sarcasm. go troll somewhere else asshole.
lfroggyl 1 year ago Fifa155 1 year ago AmeriKKKA, very Weird Country. RIP all 9/11.
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Fifa155 1 year ago DDRoyalmike 1 year ago Pssssssssssssssssssst check out
youtube/DDRoyal theres a message there for everyone DDRoyalmike 1 year ago
partridgecaravan 1 year ago I remember that supposed ring leader of this attack was Atta
! and his passport was found two blocks away from the world trade center , I saw it on
the internet on the FBI website and after three days it was taked down and no one ever
talk about it again. I lovely controlled demolition which need more than thousand
dinamite to bring it down in its own foot print with less than 10 second free fall speed.
The tower which was hit later fall first!! Shame on US government the oil thief!
partridgecaravan 1 year ago ORKOBERST 1 year ago When you saw it on the Internet
on FBI website 3 days after attack?? ORKOBERST 1 year ago partridgecaravan 1 year
ago the passport was on the webpage three days from the day it happened and it was
two passport of Satam al Suqami and Mohammad Atta. It was taken down after three
days. I had the opportunity to see it on the webpage half burnt but his picture was
clearly visible. please goole it ...´´mysterious passport of Satam al Suqami´ or atta
passport wtc etc. partridgecaravan 1 year ago cranKe1100 1 year ago I was born on 9\11.
Im not even kidding it was a sad B-Day for me. cranKe1100 1 year ago jasminecoby19 1
year ago Yeah my friend was born then aswell :( jasminecoby19 1 year ago Golemoid 1
year ago damn man thats terrible. If strangers would see you celebrating you Birthday,
they could think that youre celebrating 9/11 attack :S Golemoid 1 year ago
ThePrettyblackgirl 1 year ago so was my friend ThePrettyblackgirl 1 year ago MrHbk32
1 year ago el dia mas terrorifico en la historia del mundo MrHbk32 1 year ago DaYunus 1
year ago Violence is according to me never acceptable, no matter if it is in defending
purposes or attacking But this attack should however not have been a surprise, I mean
come on! If the US keeps attacking country after country isn't it just natural that one of
them eventually strikes back? DaYunus 1 year ago jabbawockeezrock101 1 year ago
imagine just doing Ur own businesses and all of a sudden a plane goes into the room
freaky its sad that this happened jabbawockeezrock101 1 year ago Nationalismismysoul
1 year ago Guys, conspiracies don't magically come to life to sate your blame-thesuperpower complex. zaiagamble, you're an idiot. If America wanted to rule the world we
wouldn't be leaving Iraq. I kind of have to agree with the part on the UN, though.
Nationalismismysoul 1 year ago zaiagamble 1 year ago military plane FOR SURE
zaiagamble 1 year ago zaiagamble 1 year ago ARE U GUYS MORON'S U THINK 3,000
PEOPLE IS ALOT? im sorry but ALL of u are brain washed........do u not know what
911 was for??!?!?!?!?!? it was to control the world.....if u think 3,000 is alot just wait
until they start killing us with MAN MADE VIRUS'S AND DISEASES AND ALL
THAT GOOD STUFF THEY HAVE IN STORE FOR US......AMERICA IS THE
DEVIL FOLKS....... UNITED NATIONS IS THE ANTI CHRIST. zaiagamble 1 year
ago LeeKwangEng 1 year ago 2 I like to rephrased our words, 911 is a false flag operation,
intention was to get America and the world into agreeing in attacking Afagnistan and later
Iraq, and force the countries to have a War with Terrorism which you can never defeat..
War is the most profitable busniess. Follow the money. LeeKwangEng 1 year ago 2
bigceej69 1 year ago america america god bless other nations 2 be as great as art tho
bigceej69 1 year ago rasfi1 1 year ago i was there really but i don't care rasfi1 1 year ago
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listen2me33 1 year ago it wasnt even a plane it was my mate dave after a curry upstairs
listen2me33 1 year ago bigceej69 1 year ago i love america it the greatest country in the
world, i hate taliban and i dont think a curry could do tht much damage douchebag god
bless the USA bigceej69 1 year ago listen2me33 1 year ago proper u reek of kfc
listen2me33 1 year ago bigceej69 1 year ago its upsetting to see all that damage they were
beautiful buildings and now in all the old films they are there which dates the film harshly
bigceej69 1 year ago listen2me33 1 year ago your that same doosh who goes around
saying how class the taliban are.and how u would love to smash america in more so go
and swivvel with ure racist views. listen2me33 1 year ago TayleRX222 1 year ago Did
you see the object at 5:30, on the left hand side? TayleRX222 1 year ago shazroul 1 year
ago this video is sad. my hands are shakin.. shazroul 1 year ago Dancegroup31 1 year ago
these were the Americans themselves were not the terrorists Dancegroup31 1 year ago
KhyberBoy09 1 year ago We shall NEVER forget the horrific events of 7-eleven. Even
though they sell those delicious Slurpee's. KhyberBoy09 1 year ago Sinnlosunwichtig 1
year ago Oh my good, Oh my good D: Sinnlosunwichtig 1 year ago TeresaG310 1 year
ago omg .. that must of been horrific.. im sorry you had to go through that im so sorry..
and for the familys of 9-11 im so sorry....this was a documentry that was to that being ..
thank yyou and i am am so sorry TeresaG310 1 year ago alderbaran1 1 year ago Thank
you for keeping your head during this horrific event, and keeping your camera trained on
what was happening. You deserve a lot of credit. alderbaran1 1 year ago Sinnlosunwichtig
1 year ago show hide Fake Sinnlosunwichtig 1 year ago kelly394 1 year ago i can tell you
one thing. thats is not fake.. kelly394 1 year ago nowstdfree1 1 year ago i don't give a
fuck what yall kkkrakkkaz think. yall aint gon be here much longer anyways.hotep.
nowstdfree1 1 year ago kelly394 1 year ago why are you saying shit on a video. this
happend. a long time ago but this happend google it bitch kelly394 1 year ago
KevinMerck 1 year ago There are now 777 Architects and Engineers demanding a real
investigation into the events of 9/11. More importantly, over half of the American people
have serious questions about 9/11 and want a real investigation. Any questions about the
fact that WTC 1, 2 and 7 were brought down by controlled demolition can be answered
by watching Blueprint for Truth. Virtually everyone who sees it comes away with the
understanding that 9/11 was controlled demolition. KevinMerck 1 year ago nowstdfree1 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9 / 11 = funniest thing ever
happend. dead white people lol nowstdfree1 1 year ago IRideBmxBikesForFun 1 year
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam fuck you obama loving nigger
IRideBmxBikesForFun 1 year ago CooldudetteCANADA 1 year ago how dare you say
something like that. CooldudetteCANADA 1 year ago nowstdfree1 1 year ago
.....what?...what i say? nowstdfree1 1 year ago killerinstinct1111 1 year ago u can go burn
in hell 4 saying 9/11 was funny >:O many ppl lost famliy and friends when this
happened. it was so funny all because u think all that died were whites ur racist 2 >:( i
hope u burn in hell killerinstinct1111 1 year ago nowstdfree1 1 year ago krispy little
kkkrakkkaz..... it was like christmas for me. nowstdfree1 1 year ago killerinstinct1111 1
year ago Christmas 4 u well i am not going 2 argue with u but wat u wrote offended ppl
killerinstinct1111 1 year ago soundsrightprod 1 year ago i hope your whole family dies in
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something that should have never happened too! you wake up one day and you realize
that you dont have a family. you know how much that hurts? i guess u dont.
soundsrightprod 1 year ago nowstdfree1 1 year ago drammatic little dramma queen
nowstdfree1 1 year ago soundsrightprod 1 year ago Yeah apparantelly you didnt lose
anyone on that day. You dont know what it means you piece of shit. I hope you rot in
hell! soundsrightprod 1 year ago sauyeh2008 1 year ago Comment removed InhaLe18 1
year ago she must have been pretty shocked because she really had like no reaction "oh
no the other tower just collapsed make sure the AC is off" I would have been like pacing
and like grabbing my head, this shit is unbelievable! fuck towel heads!! InhaLe18 1 year
ago crystal14w 1 year ago god bless those people crystal14w 1 year ago ElvisCamillo 1
year ago 2 "It was a military plain." Yeah. I still think it was a government shit.
ElvisCamillo 1 year ago 2 volcano67800 1 year ago 2 i agree with you.this is a military
and goverment shit volcano67800 1 year ago 2 NerijusGudelis 1 year ago 2 for those who
believe that this did some kind of terrorists, watch a movie called "zeitgeist" :)
NerijusGudelis 1 year ago 2 lrodzen 1 year ago You had a really intense view from where
you live. I only saw 9/11 from the news videos and this video changed the way I look at
this event. It seems like they sent in NYPD and NYFD without a real plan to make sure
the towers don't collapse. It's almost as if they got sent in to do nothing, wait for the
buildings to collapse, and hope there's still people left to pick up all the pieces. This
video is a horrific account of the 9/11 tragedy. lrodzen 1 year ago ChristyAngel8798 1
year ago scary ChristyAngel8798 1 year ago Shadowburn110 1 year ago I dont give a
fucking shit what it done to your country. All i know, that americans always put their
noses in a places you shouldnt put in, and that what you get, terrorist attacks.
Shadowburn110 1 year ago destroyerofearth 1 year ago you're beast....brainless.. i hate
human being......sad.... destroyerofearth 1 year ago msmiah777 1 year ago evil
america.....us govt killed all those innocent people by staging this.......then blamed it on
the muslims..............american wankers........jus shows you how the media can manipulate
ones way of thinking!!!!!! msmiah777 1 year ago nowstdfree1 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9 / 11 = funniest thing ever happend. dead white
people lol nowstdfree1 1 year ago triner157 1 year ago aint funny wat if it was u in the
building u would be dead stfu triner157 1 year ago Midnightryder7 1 year ago You're an
ass for saying that Midnightryder7 1 year ago xxforgexx 1 year ago nowstdfree1 BURN
IN HELL that would be funny since you said that..... xxforgexx 1 year ago nowstdfree1 1
year ago there is no hell dumbass. i love dead white folk, krispy little kkkrakkkaz!!!! lol
nowstdfree1 1 year ago xxforgexx 1 year ago Nigger there is a hell google it read the bible
You should be hung until death xxforgexx 1 year ago nowstdfree1 1 year ago show hide
the bible lol what a dumbass. the god dillusion, lol. yea join us in the 21st century why
don't you. you know the earth is round don't you lol nowstdfree1 1 year ago
elwoodzmake 1 year ago damn elwoodzmake 1 year ago blueicefairy11 1 year ago
wow.....i just dont hav words to express how i feel,,,,I had never seen video like this,,,,so
close,,,,,,,this was horrible,,poor people. blueicefairy11 1 year ago KevinMerck 1 year
ago There are now 772 Architects and Engineers demanding a real investigation into the
events of 9/11. More importantly, over half of the American people have serious
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questions about 9/11 and want a real investigation. Any questions about the fact that
WTC 1, 2 and 7 were brought down by controlled demolition can be answered by
watching Blueprint for Truth. Virtually everyone who sees it comes away with the
understanding that 9/11 was controlled demolition. KevinMerck 1 year ago
Midnightryder7 1 year ago I'm with u on that one..Please feel free to view my favorites
on my channel it speaks about the inside job...interesting how building 7 went down also
at 5pm that night and no plane hit it Midnightryder7 1 year ago lk3hjduio 1 year ago
UFOs did it lk3hjduio 1 year ago Midnightryder7 1 year ago Grow up Midnightryder7 1
year ago jeremyBtyler 1 year ago Comment removed Bbabyluva 1 year ago soooo sad!!
Bbabyluva 1 year ago Ciaresayton 1 year ago ciaciaciaciaicia Ciaresayton 1 year ago
jihaaaaad 1 year ago ALLAHU AKBAR! jihaaaaad 1 year ago Sasounistan 1 year ago
Allah wakbar Oudu billa min shatan nir rajeem Sasounistan 1 year ago maiddarlene 1 year
ago Fuck you asshole! We will get you fuckers! maiddarlene 1 year ago Shadowburn110 1
year ago wtf? This bitch said OMG word like fucking 10000000 times. What a whore.
Shadowburn110 1 year ago Sterg514 1 year ago Dude its the World Trade center. do you
not know how much this has done to our country? Sterg514 1 year ago Midnightryder7 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 911 was an inside job
Midnightryder7 1 year ago iona11n 1 year ago after I heard what this girl in the video
comented I am more convinced that americans are very stupid people, no comment I don't
have any words. iona11n 1 year ago nba2020 1 year ago im not liberal, but not
conservative either, but its a dumb imitation. nba2020 1 year ago gullungen84 1 year ago
release the whole film plz gullungen84 1 year ago TheTodd1977 1 year ago You can buy
it on dvd.. So far and away the best doco. concerning this morning!!!! I have the ringleader
on my channel if you would like to visit!!! TheTodd1977 1 year ago YouthfulStone 1
year ago I'll never forget how united we were as a country the day after this happened. It
was as if we had just won the Revolutionary War once again... I wish it could've stayed
like that forever. YouthfulStone 1 year ago Midnightryder7 1 year ago why wouldn't the
planes go right through the building and out the other side?..Can someone exsplain that to
me?..thanxs Midnightryder7 1 year ago Sleeky10x 1 year ago cause the bombs that were
placed in the building stopped it from continueing You do know there were bombs placed
inside right? Sleeky10x 1 year ago IIIRobIII 1 year ago aluminum planes with extreme
speed against massive cement and steel...ever heard of something like inertia? IIIRobIII 1
year ago t6reaper 1 year ago to bad they diddn't stand... t6reaper 1 year ago
TheHighwaysun 1 year ago People that think this was done by our own government are
idiots. Do you have any idea what type of planning this would take? Oh... sorry don't
mind us we are just rigging C-4 into the voids of you're building.... This day was the
worst day of my life. TheHighwaysun 1 year ago usbclan 1 year ago It was by our own
government. Idiot. Remember the plane that hitted Pentagon ? Somehow, it vanished, no
plane traces at all... 1 More time TDC , was built to hold off such things. Thoose STEEL
Collums can hold anything, unless they are cuted in 45 degrees angle, that's the way how
buildings are demolished by profesionals. usbclan 1 year ago chillgirlette 1 year ago
Between 11:45 and 11:46, at the moment when the second tower was hit, the video was
edited. I want to see the split second that was cut. I'd also like to get a close up on the
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plane that you can see flying away to the right, after the second tower was hit.
chillgirlette 1 year ago godofcod2 1 year ago 3 god bless america and all the people in the
usa godofcod2 1 year ago 3 feiscool 1 year ago 2 Everytime I see this I get shivers. God
Bless the USA feiscool 1 year ago 2 Haosking1 1 year ago i was just in kindergarden wen
this happend...my mom came rushing in and picked me up and just was in a hurry and
told me to get in the car...i was terrified...but also freaked out cause ive never seen my
mom get that pushy and russhy...wen i got home...she turned on the news...i saw at wen
it hit at 19:40, then i was freaked out...we didnt know if it was goin to hit SC next...so we
was freakin out Haosking1 1 year ago usbclan 1 year ago I mean WHAT THE FUCK?!
WHO CAN SURVIVE THAT?! I don't have anything against USA, but its government
sucks. Comment was too long, so i splited it. usbclan 1 year ago usbclan 1 year ago Oh
my god people, haven't you saw documentary about CIA, back in 1993 when they
attacked TDC? It's American government, who made this. Building couldn't collapse from
a plain crash! And what about Building 7th? He just collapsed from air , no plain hitted
him, he collapsed from intern explosion like both TDC. You should watch movie called
"Zeitgeist", which explains everything. USA government said that some of thoose
"terorists" which were at the plains are still alive?! usbclan 1 year ago nba2020 1 year ago
u r sick nba2020 1 year ago carlosmmglfc25 1 year ago Increible el ver este video... no
puedo creer que en realidad en este mundo exista gente que acabe con la vida de los demas
sin importales nada ni nadie !! carlosmmglfc25 1 year ago neverseperat 1 year ago 2 Even
today this brings shivers through my spine and tears to my eyes... neverseperat 1 year
ago 2 heysuciuhey 1 year ago sooo sad :( ive always wanted to visit the world trade
center, but i guess that will never happen :( heysuciuhey 1 year ago cotterell55 1 year ago
why is nick nack paddy wack playing in the background? lol cotterell55 1 year ago
Meatbagz 1 year ago show hide The girl crying needs to shut the fuck up Meatbagz 1
year ago ChomFa 1 year ago Never forget who did it, the Prophet that inspired it, the
insane religion that condoned it and the evil god whose name it was all done for. Islam is
in America and its intentions are clear. Fight them now....or later, when they are stronger.
ChomFa 1 year ago Tobias8164 1 year ago show hide hahaha what a ass puppet. hey r u
an israli that spreds internet propaganda... and who was dancing while the wtc was going
down. we americans know that is was our goverment u israeli terrorist. 9/11 is an inside
job. our goverment is terrorists Tobias8164 1 year ago Kyovan 1 year ago 2 I hate human
beings! Kyovan 1 year ago 2 Robbaz 1 year ago God job america arming the talibans to
fight the russians. That plan both worked and backfired, this is why republicans shouldn't
be in the white house. Robbaz 1 year ago DonFahadd 1 year ago iam arabian and i hate
terrorists :) DonFahadd 1 year ago BloodySun18 1 year ago omg fucking people go kill
yourself not other people BloodySun18 1 year ago marekholandia1991 1 year ago fuck
arabic people . why do they did to America.. greetings from holland marekholandia1991 1
year ago jessesfamous 1 year ago cause we were trying to help end there dictatorship.
jessesfamous 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago What dictatorship? Some troops ARE
clming home, others are going to Afghanistan. Sharky2055 1 year ago beebe50 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam this is funny!!!!!!!!!! beebe50 1
year ago WorldTradeCenter92 1 year ago fuck you!!!!!!!! WorldTradeCenter92 1 year
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ago alexjones4president 1 year ago Comment removed immortalmutation 1 year ago show
hide if the U.S stayed away from the middle east, this would probably not happen.
immortalmutation 1 year ago jessesfamous 1 year ago i think so too like i am from
american and i think that if us american just minded our own buisness this wouldnt of
ever happened. Now obama claims to be bringing home the troops which will probably
never happen jessesfamous 1 year ago Pillat07 1 year ago Obama seems to be getting
fucked by the Senate Pillat07 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago immortalmutation Are
you a psychic? No. Sharky2055 1 year ago Alessandro574 1 year ago 2 fucking
terrorists.. i come from germany and i dont speak good enlish but iam very unlucky about
this video i hate the talibans/ terrorist... i will kill all... =( =( Alessandro574 1 year ago 2
Muskimooooooo 1 year ago Fucking Taliban Muskimooooooo 1 year ago crabasas99 1
year ago Rip from Rus crabasas99 1 year ago earendil008 1 year ago 4 this is really a
"good" video. good means that you can see the perspective of an eye witness. i think it is
really interesting to see how people who were present acted. I was too young to realize
it, when it happened... but today. i remember the day in sadness earendil008 1 year ago 4
intheknow7 1 year ago 2 For the younger generation:Truth such a rare quality that it is
NEVER freely received, but must fight its way into the world. Ur generation has
AWESOME TOOLS for exposing these megalomaniacs w/psychopathic
personalities;funded by Rothschilds/Rockefellers and their ilk. DO NOT ALLOW
THEM DECEIVE YOU as they have my generation which should be ashamed of our
complicity & cowardice. The surest way for evil to prevail is for good men to do nothing.
intheknow7 1 year ago 2 intheknow7 1 year ago This US Army Veteran knows Covert
Ops when he sees them-Rules of Covert Warfare being applied to civilian population-in
this case the American public (sheeple, useless eaters) The notion there were gaping holes
in U.S. Air Defense System allowing an asymmetrical attack of this nature is
preposterous. What the hell is NORAD for? Mr. VP Cheney where were U on 9-11
BEFORE the impacts? intheknow7 1 year ago Marcatgarden 1 year ago 2 Sad, so sad!!!
And all after that they don't know that the smoke was toxic... Marcatgarden 1 year ago 2
diegokarmona 1 year ago 4 GOD BLESS 9/11 VICTIMS...=(=( diegokarmona 1 year ago
4 iluvmyjill 1 year ago at 11:48 the other plane hit the other WTC iluvmyjill 1 year ago
silverdust1 1 year ago aT 10:35 YOU CAUGHT SOMEONE JUMPING OFF
silverdust1 1 year ago usmc325 1 year ago The video is sad! I fought 2 years in Iraq! I
suggest you upload the video again and mute all of your comments and reactions! It really
makes it more tragic hearing you in the background! usmc325 1 year ago r543214 1 year
ago SHUTT DA HELL UP BITCH r543214 1 year ago jafaru 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Horrible events.. all these Muslim terrorists......
jafaru 1 year ago snake7154 1 year ago If I was President at that time,on September 12
2001 I would of nuked the whole middle eastern part of the world.Men,women,children
and beasts.Kill them all and let God sort the bastards out!!!!!!!!!! snake7154 1 year ago
Violetbelle117 1 year ago 2 That's not a nice thing to say. Two wrongs don't make a right.
Just because a lot of them are evil doesn't mean they all are. I have Middle Eastern friends
and they're some of the nicest people I know. Violetbelle117 1 year ago 2 vasily192 1
year ago You're a complete moron...The scary thing is morons actually get elected...
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vasily192 1 year ago coby077 1 year ago you sir, snake7154, are a dumbass! If you
nuked them all, that would give russia, and all the other countries that dont like us, more
than enough reason to nuke us because we would then be a threat. That would be the
beginning of the end of the world as we know it. Dumbass! coby077 1 year ago
JRTerrier14 1 year ago I think we're all glad you're not president then. Why kill the
innocent? They weren't all guilty of this attack. JRTerrier14 1 year ago senorme1 1 year
ago bih terrorists rip victims senorme1 1 year ago smoggyben 1 year ago show hide ﺵﺭﺍﺏ
smoggyben 1 year ago countthetacobells 1 year ago This has been ﻭﻑﻱ ﺃﻡ ﺇﻥﻙﻡ ﺱﻭﻑ ﻱﻑﻥﻯ
flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Pee on me. countthetacobells 1 year ago
GayTruthaBrotha 1 year ago show hide nigga i aint retarded...i think youz iz
cute..DAYUM..cute boyz everywhere..OH LAWDY..youz iz fine boy! but if youz iz a
trutha brotha den you be way mo cute WAY MO CUTE..aiight brotha..pass da reefer on
to da next brotha... GayTruthaBrotha 1 year ago GayTruthaBrotha 1 year ago show hide
nigga iz youz kinda cute..aiight GayTruthaBrotha 1 year ago KevinMerck 1 year ago
There are now 756 Architects and Engineers demanding a real investigation into the
events of 9/11. More importantly, over half of the American people have serious
questions about 9/11 and want a real investigation. Any questions about the fact that
WTC 1, 2 and 7 were brought down by controlled demolition can be answered by
watching Blueprint for Truth. Virtually everyone who sees it comes away with the
understanding that 9/11 was controlled demolition. KevinMerck 1 year ago
GayTruthaBrotha 1 year ago speak up, son!!! youz iz tellin da truth! conspiracy theories
be facts cuz i learn back in da school dat facts and theories are da same..so speak on
brotha!! call me anytime..i think youz iz so sexy. GayTruthaBrotha 1 year ago
RockAndRollHey 1 year ago Imagine the survivor's guilt people would have had. I heard
there were a lot of suicides because of it. I hope everyone killed rests in peace, and
everyone else mainly affected lead long, happy lives. RockAndRollHey 1 year ago
vorebuddy2 1 year ago i feel for everyone because one of my friends was crushed by
some rubble ='( vorebuddy2 1 year ago vorebuddy2 1 year ago Comment removed
vorebuddy2 1 year ago i was on holiday when this happened and live near the place i
threw up when my friends told me...... vorebuddy2 1 year ago ILBaller20 1 year ago wow
this was creepy watching on T.V. in Minnesota just think of watching it live, just
hundreds of feet away. The scariest part is when the last tower collapsed and everywhere
below them was filling with that huge dust cloud ILBaller20 1 year ago GunnarJS 1 year
ago show hide hahahahahhaha you kids think bombs were under the building?? lollolololol
idiots GunnarJS 1 year ago GayTruthaBrotha 1 year ago show hide nigga diz was a inside
job..da loose change video said so..any of da conspiracy theories are da facts cuz i be
learnin from muh teachuh dat theories be facts back in school..niggaz like u dun wanna
learn.. GayTruthaBrotha 1 year ago loosechangeexposed 1 year ago my videos have some
facts but the book has all the facts including that sept 11th was about corruption of
money, in the book i explain how god wants the corrupt scum bags to return money to
people who it belongs to like repairations from slavery yes i demand money paid back to
black people, i am white and the order has to come from a white person, repairations like
only having black people pay half the taxes as every other american check out my video
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9/11 appearence of god and know i have facts loosechangeexposed 1 year ago
GayTruthaBrotha 1 year ago nigga youz iz not be tellin da truth..dat sexy ass white boy
in dat video loose change be tellin da truth cuz he a sexy trutha brotha..all dem trutha
brothaz be tellin da trutha..cuz den dey wouldnt be called trutha brothaz!!! you
understandin me, son? aiight watch da alex jones videos and youz will find 'bout da true
conspiracy!!! 9/11 be an inside job YO!! YO FO REAL RITE!! AHA YO
WASSUP..aiight dis reefer feels good. I gotz da proof and da papers... GayTruthaBrotha
1 year ago dgammon9032 1 year ago negitive it is positive that bombs were placed in the
lobby area inorder to get the building to collapse one plane cannot bend the steel in order
for it to fall it takes alot of pressure and extream heat to bend steel take welding you will
find out also dont believe me feel like countering with nonsense of ur opinion man in the
real life facts always have beaten opinion . dgammon9032 1 year ago GayTruthaBrotha 1
year ago aiight..YO WASSUP..it do look like da ting was a big inside job..it be so real..i
dun have facts right naw but i be gettin closuh! anywayz..if youz iz a sexy trutha brotha
den DAYUM..cuz you BOYZ be sexy..fine too. aiight..i be readin sum mo conspiracy
theories.cuz da theory is a fact already occordin to muh facts..aiight.. GayTruthaBrotha 1
year ago LilMiszNeeNee 1 year ago wow all that smoke coming so close to the window it
looks so scary to see it up close like that smh all those innocent people lost :(
LilMiszNeeNee 1 year ago loosechangeexposed 1 year ago look at the bottom of the
north tower in the beginning of the video and notice where it is white, that was caused by
the plane hitting and bending the building and that is how the lobby floor of that tower's
windows were broken out and the marble panels were knocked off of the walls, i explain
it in my video titled loose change answer number 118 loosechangeexposed 1 year ago
GayTruthaBrotha 1 year ago nigga youz iz just wack! da loose change video has all da
facts nigga..cuz dat sexy ass white boy said so and da trutha brothaz are always
right..conspiracy theories be facts cuz dey be facts..theories are facts..nigga DAYUM..get
sum of dat intellygentcie..cuz i be laughin at yo weak dumbass. GayTruthaBrotha 1 year
ago albir1deburdanyak 1 year ago hiç bir ölüm kabul edilecek birşey değil bunu yapanlar
teröristtir. Her müslümanı böyle görmeyin. Terörün dini yoktur. ama ülkeniz amerika
fakir ülkeleri sömürmek yerine onlara yardım etmesi gerekir. amerika ülkelerin
kaynaklarını kendine ayırıp o ülkenin insanlarına bir imkan vermiyor sonra böyle şeyler
olur biri yer biri bakar kıyamet bundan kopar. albir1deburdanyak 1 year ago
garyperkins07 1 year ago i thoght youtube only allowed 10.00 min upload how did u get
away qwit this garyperkins07 1 year ago junkers1337 1 year ago i still dont understand
why we just didnt rebuild them. it would have showed defaince to the terrorist. sure it
would be weird and kinda wrong but it would have showed them their efforts have gone
to waste. junkers1337 1 year ago FredJohn09 1 year ago they are being rebuilding the
trade center.. will be done in 2012.. I will message the you the link to the video... The new
building is called The Freedom Tower. FredJohn09 1 year ago Shibidadoo 1 year ago
everyone look at 10:23 i think that is someone jumping :( Shibidadoo 1 year ago
AlexGudesblat 1 year ago Rest In Peace. They are in God's loving and merciful hands.
AlexGudesblat 1 year ago TheBlauSchlumpf 1 year ago why?????????????
TheBlauSchlumpf 1 year ago marcandgod 1 year ago the reason this building failed is
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because of the jet fuel im 100% sure because when the plane hit it all the supports r on
the out side not in the middle and when the plane hit it the jet fule drop down more floors
and ct more floors on fire then it fell and the bottom could not hold the top from flin so
the buildin just fail marcandgod 1 year ago LVAzippy 1 year ago What about the nano
thermite someone just found in the dust? LVAzippy 1 year ago ABCpoppyDEF 1 year
ago 2 well done for gettin this all recorded i wud ave been to scared to look :(
ABCpoppyDEF 1 year ago 2 blackmamba721 1 year ago Judgment Day blackmamba721
1 year ago 323Andre22 1 year ago You sell this to CNN? 323Andre22 1 year ago
arieltsafrir 1 year ago it was scary i almost killd!!!!!!!!!!! arieltsafrir 1 year ago alialsaddi 1
year ago plane or roct or denamit what ever there are incet people dead alialsaddi 1 year
ago FredJohn09 1 year ago USMC --- 0311 ready to kick some fuckin ass and get some
revenge for 9/11 and 7/7! god damn I can't wait till i ship to basic FredJohn09 1 year ago
mycoochstinks 1 year ago I'm proud of you brave person. May God bless you and aid
you in protecting the innocent. May Gods security be upon you. His blessings and
mercy may they be upon you. Trust in God for those that put their trust in Him will
never be ashamed. May God be willing that I will join the fight. But I will enlist in the
Army. May God grant me the power and the ability to do so. I am not ashamed to die for
a just cause. mycoochstinks 1 year ago FredJohn09 1 year ago Thank You man.
FredJohn09 1 year ago loosechangeexposed 1 year ago check out my video of actual audio
of the engines from flight 11 free falling down two elevator shafts in the north tower on
9/11 loosechangeexposed 1 year ago masterousscheme 1 year ago I just had an erection
while I was thinking about all those americans dying......... masterousscheme 1 year ago
mycoochstinks 1 year ago Truly you believe that your hatred for men is pious. You
believe it pleases God, but you are terribly wrong. Remember what I tell you: this day
forward if you do not turn way from your evil you will be judged. God will surely punish
you. But if you repent you are at Gods mercy. He forgives who he pleases and he
punishes whom he pleases. My words will surely come to pass. On that day you will
remember my word. mycoochstinks 1 year ago masterousscheme 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I fucked Jesus Christ up the ass. And he
liked it. He's my bitch, and so are you. masterousscheme 1 year ago mycoochstinks 1
year ago Your stupid. What are you? What's your religion?-I know your not Jewish or
Christian. And if your Muslim then your fake and you hate people for no reason.
Because Muslims respect Jesus. Your probably just a little kid. mycoochstinks 1 year
ago DaNiEl6995 1 year ago and then i cummed DaNiEl6995 1 year ago
Conceptskatemedia 1 year ago The fucking us goverment done this!!!!!!!!!!!
Conceptskatemedia 1 year ago sonicblue100 1 year ago dun dun daaa sonicblue100 1 year
ago heavy6161 1 year ago For all the people that haven't seen ZEITGEIST, I recommend
widely to see some excellent documentariescalled ZEITGEIST both ZEITGEIST and
ZEITGEIST ADDENDUM. heavy6161 1 year ago Cards239 1 year ago Sorry that you
had to witness that first hand. It must have been terrible. How long was it before the dust
cleared and you had a clear view of ground zero? R.I.P all those killed on that day.
Cards239 1 year ago greendayypedro12 1 year ago Did a relative die in there?
greendayypedro12 1 year ago GayConspiracyDude 1 year ago DAYUM..it really be a
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conspiracy..dey be tryin to control ma mind..WAKE UP, niggas. YO FO REAL wake
up..nigga..dis illuminati be sum kind of reptile kind of people. ya know what i be
sayin..listen to da guy named DAVID ICKE. he be tellin da truth..DAYUM..aiight..pass
the reefer, nigga. GayConspiracyDude 1 year ago marcandgod 1 year ago 2 for all u
people that thinks this is funny it aint funny theres people in there dieing and burnin up
and yall r jokein about this it aint funny stupid asses marcandgod 1 year ago 2
GayConspiracyDude 1 year ago YO NIGGA FO REAL..dis be da jokes cuz it be an
inside JOB..yo nigga FO REAL i gots da facts i dun know where da facts are rite
now..but I BE TELLIN DA TRUTH. aiight..dis reefer be COOL AS FUCK..DAYUM
my asshole gettin looser by da minute. nigga please..i gotta watch sum loose change cuz it
have all da facts becuz dat sexy ass white boy be tellin da truth cuz he be a sexy ass
trutha! GayConspiracyDude 1 year ago IseeYouNewb 1 year ago 2 shut up fuckin retard
kill your self to do the world a favor IseeYouNewb 1 year ago 2 Conceptskatemedia 1
year ago do you have to type like a retard? Conceptskatemedia 1 year ago heavy6161 1
year ago No! It's not funny!!! Supposing that it was a rely terrorist attack (and not and
inside job as everybody knows on these days!) see this please: /watch?v=g7fc-7UxN4w
IS NOT FUNNY TO KILL PEOPLE! heavy6161 1 year ago dannyd12100 1 year ago
Lol fat yanks dannyd12100 1 year ago shirakou1 1 year ago i saw this live on tv news
with my family it was so shocking! shirakou1 1 year ago Clodetti 1 year ago Same thing
with me and my family: It was late afternoon in Germany and we just had a cup of coffee
when this came on tv, on the radio - everywhere. You couldn't escape it. Sad thing is that
at first we didn't believe this was real. A tragedy. Clodetti 1 year ago anas667889994332
1 year ago you should see this to know who did this muslims or israel anas667889994332
1 year ago GayConspiracyDude 1 year ago YO NIGGA....SAY WAT??? aiight
nigga..pass the reefer and shove that sexy hard as a rock 9 inch dick up my loose asshole.
DAYUM...it really be a inside job. Cuz dat loose change video said so and da sexy ass
white boy in dat video gotta be right cuz he be a sexy ass trutha...DAYUM..it really be a
conspiracy. we gotta speak 'bout dat tyranny. anyone of yo sexy truthas can hit me up at
my cell phone number and talk about sexy trutha stuff! DAYUM..my dick be hard as
steel. aiight i wanna suck dick. GayConspiracyDude 1 year ago GayConspiracyDude 1
year ago yo nigga..you can all da other sexy fine ass trutha brothas and we can help shove
10 dicks in my loose asshole..aiight, nigga. tonite we be talkin 'bout dat conspiracy and
tyranny while yous be shovin dat dick up my loose asshole. i got da loosest asshole dere
be nigga FO SHO pass the reefer, my nigga. Yous no dat my dick gets hard as steel when i
see dose pictures of yo sexy fine ass trutha body! truthas are sexy DAYUM..you can
fuck me anytime honey! DAYUM..lets watch some loose change video!
GayConspiracyDude 1 year ago kingsleyrocckk 1 year ago 2 sad kingsleyrocckk 1 year
ago 2 paniauboy 1 year ago hows the fucked music their listening to paniauboy 1 year ago
gh2master101 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam my penis
is 10 inches long, i measured it last night. gh2master101 1 year ago extremegirl948 1 year
ago wow great camera! extremegirl948 1 year ago masterousscheme 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I was there at the moment of the attacks, one
guy tripped in front of me and asked for help. I pissed on his face and broke his leg. He
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died afterwards because a giant rock fell on him. His blood was everywhere. I had an
erection when I saw that. masterousscheme 1 year ago dave11755 1 year ago 3 Not that
your comment deserves a response. But your words alone show how poor of an example
you are of a human being. God bless ALL the brave souls that were there that day, and
God bless America. The battle still rages and the war WILL be won. dave11755 1 year
ago 3 duzildorf 1 year ago 2 Well Bush... MISSION ACCOMPLISHED!! duzildorf 1
year ago 2 kyuubitamer 1 year ago it´s completely impossible that two AMERICAN
built skyscrapers collapse because planes crashed ¡¡¡AT THE TOP¡¡¡¡ kyuubitamer 1
year ago blackmamba721 1 year ago even when you see it you still don't
belive?.......stupid americans blackmamba721 1 year ago kyuubitamer 1 year ago at least i
did research and i know that the official reason given to people by the government was
that where the plains crashed was so hot it weakened the metal and made it collapse but
there is a video showing people at the crash spot waving when they were supposed to be
melting and burning one of them was edna something and also at that moment a few miles
away a building collapsed for no reason kyuubitamer 1 year ago catmusically 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam America deserved
that!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-! catmusically 1 year ago trejojr 1 year ago WTF!?!?! Where u
from iraq, god u fucken terriost!!!!!!!!! trejojr 1 year ago kingsleyrocckk 1 year ago ur
dam stupid america is awesome kingsleyrocckk 1 year ago xXxMcLucyxXx 1 year ago
Comment removed xXxMcLucyxXx 1 year ago Comment removed xKingPola3ux 1 year
ago The illuminati was not done by terrorists. It was done by the illuminati. REsearch
them and their plan of world domination, youtube videos will suffice in giving the
information./ xKingPola3ux 1 year ago GayConspiracyDude 1 year ago yo nigga. dat
illuminati stuff be crazy YO!!!! YO nigga..i wanna talk to sum of dem sexy ass trutha
brothas..uh u know where i can find anyone of da brothas? my dick gets hard as steel
lookin at dem sexy truthas! My boyfriend doesnt know cuz he be havin sex with other
truthas! LOL DAYUM..i know..crazy as shit, DAWG..yo know wats i be sayin. gotta
talk about dat tyranny, domination and da satan stuff YO! YO NIGGA YO! aiight pass
the reefer, my nigga. GayConspiracyDude 1 year ago Tiestofan7 1 year ago WTF is
wrong with you?? GayConspiracyDude do the world a favor and kill yourself.
Tiestofan7 1 year ago GayConspiracyDude 1 year ago show hide nigga they aint nothin
wrong with me..aiight nigga YO DAWG FO REAL RITE YO DAWG SHIT BE
REAL..AHHHH YO WASSUP..LONG TIME NO SEE. you still talkin to dem sexy ass
trutha brothas. AY YO hit me up on my cell phone tonite and bring da otha sexy trutha
brothas and we can talk 'bout dat interestin CONVOSASHUN..DATS HOW WE SAY
IT DOWN IN DA HOOD..amirite AHAHAHAHA NIGGA DIS REEFER BE COOL
AS FUCK. DAYUM..my asshole be loose! aiight..peace out brotha.
GayConspiracyDude 1 year ago budda10000 1 year ago he is just trolling, ignore him.
They get off on reactions. budda10000 1 year ago Tiestofan7 1 year ago Im not brotha
you little bitch. Somebody please kill this moron, it is of great disrespect to all the people
that died while filming this video. Tiestofan7 1 year ago MrGibliz 1 year ago God damn
terrorist I'm so pissed that Obama took Guantamino Bay out. I think he should watch
this again. And you may say its "Torture" to the terrorist. Think of the toture they have
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done to us. In my Opinion I think we should maximise Guantamino bay by 40 X
MrGibliz 1 year ago xKingPola3ux 1 year ago hahah lo, ur so stupid. Blind hatred. Will
you not look at the retaliation put in by the governement of America after? xKingPola3ux
1 year ago cTw2108 1 year ago oh my..you could see someone who jumped out of the
window.. :( cTw2108 1 year ago AndriyShut 1 year ago Буш и его псы красиво все
спланировали. А все из за нефти. AndriyShut 1 year ago TKSMinhocA13 1 year ago : (
) = TKSMinhocA13 1 year ago joshuanoguera12 1 year ago whoah that was totally sad
all those people down there... joshuanoguera12 1 year ago xiamadamx 1 year ago God
Bless. x xiamadamx 1 year ago xXxMcLucyxXx 1 year ago i cant believe the women that
is filming this isnt scared it looks as though she is high up in a building you think she
would of wanted to get out of there, and one more thing can somene tell me wha
thappend to the world trade center ? did it colapse of did it just get torn down?
xXxMcLucyxXx 1 year ago Johnnysturgis 1 year ago Collapsed, both of them did. Very
weird consideing the impact was so high up on the building.They only just finished
clearing the smoke from the streets a few years ago. Quite a lot of people died from
inhaling of the smoke :/ Johnnysturgis 1 year ago xXxMcLucyxXx 1 year ago Your joking,
There was still smoke after all those years? Thats crazy as, I don't know why I started
watching this, I had never actually seen the crash so I was curious, Really got to me
though, It's such a terrible thing, My brother and his girlfriend Left for the states on
Tuesday and they where terrified to get on the plane but from what I have heard they are
having a great time there, Would love to go there on my 21st, New York would defintely
be on my top places to go! xXxMcLucyxXx 1 year ago Johnnysturgis 1 year ago Well the
smoke isn't actually in the air it's on the ground and it's not really smoke it's just black
ash. At Ground Zero (where the twin towers were) when one of them collapsed two
girders ended in a shape of a cross. That's still there. They're building a memorial building
as well there, that's gonna be as big as the empire state. i was in New York a week ago, it's
absolutely bloody fantastic. I'd really recommend going there! You'll love it! And the city
lights up at night :D xx Johnnysturgis 1 year ago nickthehawk 1 year ago Listen
Conspiracy Or Not People lost Dads Mums Brothers Sisters Sons Daughters so lets
Remember that not oil ok weirdos!! R.I.P nickthehawk 1 year ago mucker1982 1 year ago
THX from germany! love uh.... mucker1982 1 year ago NYsentinel 1 year ago WTC7
north wall middle towards the top (5:35) NYsentinel 1 year ago NYsentinel 1 year ago
Margret Sanger NYsentinel 1 year ago 1996madden 1 year ago where's the other tower
1996madden 1 year ago PublicOwner 1 year ago : | :| :| PublicOwner 1 year ago gaga477 1
year ago 2 well done osama exalent gift of Amaricans where is your w.w bush crazy man
gaga477 1 year ago 2 pompei1968 1 year ago it was a military plane...this is an inside job
pompei1968 1 year ago sxdirtbikedudemx 1 year ago 3 Great video - so let me ask you
something... why did you edit out the 2nd plane hitting? All we hear is that it was a
military plane... why edit out the collapse of the first building? sxdirtbikedudemx 1 year
ago 3 yourvidisbad101 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
boom boom bitch! those building were so fucking tall lol!! haha if u look up and try to see
the whole thing u would fall on ur back... i find it funny how the fire trucks ar at the
bottom of the building and cant to anything about the fire because the bulding is so
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fucking high!!! hahaahahahahaha stuiped terrorists lol americans r pretty dumb though...
why the fuck would u make a fulding so tall that fire trucks couldnt hope to reach it and
an airplain can crash into it who agrees with me huh? yourvidisbad101 1 year ago jdl558 1
year ago go die yourvidsisbad jdl558 1 year ago poipoiop 1 year ago are u a monkey??
poipoiop 1 year ago MrEmil20 1 year ago So lots of smoke, I have never seen before in
my entire life! MrEmil20 1 year ago REALLRAPMUSIC 1 year ago since soviet collapse
usa been doin wdf they wanna do takin control of w/e dominate drinkin all the money
from all over the world what do you expect? not that im support this kinda shit but i
have a point aint i? REALLRAPMUSIC 1 year ago Mesthesi 1 year ago R.I.P. to all
those people who died that day. I have heard some of the conspiracy theories, theres
some valid points that need questioning but I can hardly believe a government decided to
kill almost 3000 of it's citizens for oil. Mesthesi 1 year ago er1c175 1 year ago If you can
belive that a thug out inna street can kill pepole for money Then the govt can be that
same thug/gangsta who goes on somebody elses turf and kill to take what they got!
Whatever negetive action that you see on the street, the govt is doing it on a broader level
just like a gang! It does what it wants without reguard to human life or the envirmnt! You
want proof? Just look whats happening now(Health Care, foreclosers, job losses) and
thats the way they want it! er1c175 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago er1c175 What's
happening now healthcare etc, has no bearing on 9/11. It certainly isn't proof of anything
having to do with whom did 9/11. Sharky2055 1 year ago nickthehawk 1 year ago some
people have problems!!im english and live in england and evn though some people hate
america i dont ok and whoever said this was nice i hope you go to hell actuali i already
know you will you disgusting vile bastard!! nickthehawk 1 year ago ImbiboLibido 1 year
ago So if I dropped a cinder block from the top of the old wtc towers, it would turn into a
fine powder when it hit the ground? Are all of America's journalists just too afraid to
approach these questions? What's holding them back? Maybe I should put together a
powerpoint and take cnn over with a bazooka. All I need is 30 min. of airtime...lol...
ImbiboLibido 1 year ago Vampire69xoxo 1 year ago what about the jewish...
Vampire69xoxo 1 year ago TheQyshauvizca 1 year ago 99% Moeslems in this world,
hates and curse terrorist, victims and kind of like that. Al-Qur'an always teach us about
love, caring, giving, respect, forgiving and one for sure is Islam was a peacefull
faith/religion. don't hates Moeslems because of this and don't hates Christian because of
that. One thing for sure is, politics is behind this issue. Islam not allows moeslems to kill
or makes other people suffer. American army killed many moeslem why don't we said
christian was bad ?? PEACE 4 all. TheQyshauvizca 1 year ago FDNY813 1 year ago Are
you kidding me, you sick mother fer, you are the worst person ever! FDNY813 1 year
ago masterousscheme 1 year ago show hide There's nothing more beautiful than watching
americans die. masterousscheme 1 year ago ChAoSxHaVoK 1 year ago Fuck you, you fat
mother fucker. I will take a fucking fork, shove it so far up your ass, you will love
America when i'm done with you. You mother fucking cock sucking dick head. Bitch ass,
mother fucker. SUCK MY BALLS BUSTA ChAoSxHaVoK 1 year ago Aghento69 1
year ago Us goverment nicely done! GOOD BUSH :DDDDDD You faggots tried to
make this look like terrorists did this and this looks so obvious that there was bombs
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inside that building. Aghento69 1 year ago manjo214 1 year ago It makes me feel sad
though, how can these guys do such thing to a lot of innocent people. They should burn
in hell...God Bless America... manjo214 1 year ago TakinInc 1 year ago god bless america?
for what , being the number 1 enemy ? you guys are the biggest ass holes in the world.
TakinInc 1 year ago tonynoyes 1 year ago 2 But please, have respect for the people who
died. You don't have to go slandering the names of America and it's people, and if you do,
I guess i have nothing to say but I hope you get what you deserve, an eternity in Hell. I
for one love my country, although I think there are people who are severely fucking it up.
So please, just stop slandering, the hate talk, and the conspiracies. It wasn't a conspiracy,
and the people who died at least deserve that respect. God Bless America! tonynoyes 1
year ago 2 tonynoyes 1 year ago Okay, I have got to say this. First off, please stp saying
"They did 9/11" like its a verb. It's not. Second, you people who say that the September
Eleventh attacks were an inside job disgust me. It is one thing for 3,000 Americans to die
tragically at the hands of terrorists who hate our country because our beliefs, but another
thing completely to say that out government is at fault. If you want to go take a shit on
the victim's graves, that's your problem. tonynoyes 1 year ago foxxyroller 1 year ago wtf
r.i.p foxxyroller 1 year ago zaiagamble 1 year ago show hide hahahahahahah AMERICA
GOT FUCKIN OWND.... even tho AMERICA KILLED those PEOPLE PURPOSLY!
OIL IS VALUED MORE THEN BLOOD AND ITS ALL BECAUSE U PIECE OF
SHITS ARE RETARTED DUMB FUCKS zaiagamble 1 year ago SatanicDoomElf 1 year
ago If I find you I will kill you. SatanicDoomElf 1 year ago chadortom 1 year ago I could
talk to you about how Canada will be remembered as a country of surender weasels who
couldn't handle joining a war to catch WORLD WIDE TERRORISTS. But I'm American,
and I'm better than that, unlike you and your friends and family who wouldn't stand up
for anything. (to zaiagamble) chadortom 1 year ago irishlord 1 year ago 3 Amazing
footage. Im sorry u had to witness that kind of devastation but ur video helps people to
remember how horrific that day was. May it never happen again! irishlord 1 year ago 3
Upinsmokemate 1 year ago show hide Thats what happend when you fuck a stranger in
the ass. You get thousands of kills in your own contry. How does it feels yankees? How
do you think people from Hiroshima and Nagasaki felt when you killed all women,
children, pregnant women, old people, etc.? Fuck USA Upinsmokemate 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago Upinsmokemate This has nothing to do with the dropping of
those bombs. It's like comparing an apple to a piano. It wasn't the whole of America that
did it. It certainly wasn't generations afterwards that did either, yet you're addressing
America as both. That's not only extremely ignorant it's WRONG. Don't play that
America's so bad game because there are extremely few countries that haven't killed
thousands of people at 1 point in history. Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago
That's just idiocy. kryp10yt 1 year ago SatanicDoomElf 1 year ago If I find you I will kill
you. SatanicDoomElf 1 year ago Psycho2k6 1 year ago seniorcitizenful - retard.
Psycho2k6 1 year ago chacalpg 1 year ago OW MY GOD... TRIBUTE FROM BRAZIL
chacalpg 1 year ago clantagger 1 year ago seniorcitizenful Yeah right, clantagger 1 year ago
seniorcitizenful 1 year ago show hide This video is fake! The twin towers never existed!
Proof of that is abundant in lots of photos and films where they are absent prior to 2001.
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I was in Manhattan in -82 and I don´t recall seeing them. seniorcitizenful 1 year ago
Sudano66 1 year ago You must be as dumb as a retard then. I'm sorry to hear that, I hope
you don't get picked on. Sudano66 1 year ago BLACKPOWER707 1 year ago yaaaa man
i suppose that means that the picture that i have of myself infront of them just captured
the twin towers but they dont actually exist..yeaaa BLACKPOWER707 1 year ago
analturtle 1 year ago LOL "i just heard a loud boom " lol analturtle 1 year ago Asterixx46
1 year ago That isn't LOL!!!!! Asterixx46 1 year ago heroworldwide 1 year ago sniff ...
ooooh those naaaaasty terrorists ... booooo booooo snifffff and a pity that THEY have all
the oil booooo booooo snifffff booooo ... oh let's bomb some countries ... yippiieeeeh
hooooraaaah - ROTFL. heroworldwide 1 year ago liveyoungdiefast91 1 year ago I came
here to be amused at the comment war between 911 truthers/conspiracists and 911
mainstream account believers. I'm amused. Bye. liveyoungdiefast91 1 year ago adiosk8tr8
1 year ago show hide lmao adiosk8tr8 1 year ago mrbasura 1 year ago en le lado derecho
de la torre en el minuto 16:20 se mira la cara como de un borrego no sean pendejos. y que
bueno que les paso eso por culeros los putos ojala y les pase otra ves que ya no les falta
mucho arriba el diablo y la santa muerte........ mrbasura 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
kryp10yt Why is it you can't address the questions I put to you? It's not hearsay.
There's physical evidence. The evidence came from people that were going about their
morning going on their way to work,school errands, an appointments or a day of play.
They either gave testimonies as to what they saw, heard, experienced or found that day.
They volunteered in some way. They also rescued, recovered people, or pieces of them
or the wreckage. Govt entities just put all those pieces together. Sharky2055 1 year ago
kryp10yt 1 year ago Ok so you touched this evidence, smelt it, saw it with your own
eyes. I was under the impression that you just got your information from the media. My
mistake. kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt Again, your ignorance
besieges you. Stop thinking you know what I believe and why or where I get my
information from. I use many sources. If you're right then why don't you answer my
questions?? Why did you ruide roughshod right over them if you're so correct, if your
informaiton is all so accurate? Why didn't you know what AlQaeda's mission is? Again,
you've nothing. You know nothing factual. That's a shame. Sharky2055 1 year ago
kryp10yt 1 year ago Quite, and likewise with you. You are now getting flustered because
you have trouble wrapping your head around the logic. I even give you quite a simple
example and yet the concept somehow escapes you. I also never claimed that any of the
information I presented was 100% factual as unlike you I do not rely on blind faith for
proof of factuality. That being said, it is in fact you who are ignorant. Habeas corpus.
You seem to think that I am arguing one point or the other but you are very wrong.
kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt Now you're writing to yourself.
Again, nothing. You presented nothing factual and were in fact debunked with sources.
What did you use to support you? A biologist that used to be an electrician that's now a
doctor that I've also debunked. I'm not arguing. I'm telling u, you've been trounced with a
sound debunking. Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago I'll explain it to you then,
as if you were a child. First: I'm not arguing a side but presenting information.
Understand? Second: You contradict yourself and render your point moot and this is
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why. You claim I haven't presented any real facts, I do not disagree. You claim that you
DO present facts and I disagree completely as you yourself have failed to be able to
confirm this information for yourself. kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago I'm
not a child. I haven't contradicted myself You haven't presented anything to prove me
incorrect. You've not supported anything you've spewed. I have and you've agreed with
me to a point. My information's confirmed. Your disaggreeing with it without presenting
anytning doesn't negate that fact. Not all your disbelief in your mind can negate that
you've presented nothing to disprove anything I've said. You've not even attempted to
answer my questions, because you can't. Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago
Here, yet again is my example. Please answer the following question with a simple yes or
no. Do you personally know and converse with either myself or any member of the
government that has been involved with the investigation of this incident. Remember just
simply say yes or no. kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago flowgirl123 Terrorists
tend not to want to solve anything peacefully. Sharky2055 1 year ago MrAmerica1995 1
year ago Lol. quit your bitching and get a life. MrAmerica1995 1 year ago Cardinals2113
1 year ago i dont care if it was military plane or what ever plane it was, if this didnt
happen then all people in new york would be fine. did alot of people survive?
Cardinals2113 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago Well that is an oddly phrased question.
Nearly 7 billion people survived according to your question. kryp10yt 1 year ago
countthetacobells 1 year ago I was taking a shit when this happened. countthetacobells 1
year ago gracom1977 1 year ago put it back gracom1977 1 year ago ATPdrumz1 1 year
ago I was in kindergarten when this happened and we got to school and had to to go right
back home. This makes me so sad. ATPdrumz1 1 year ago Cardinals2113 1 year ago why
did you have to go home when you were at school, you probly didnt live near the wtc?
Cardinals2113 1 year ago JENheartsJB 1 year ago Awe.. I was in first grade lol
JENheartsJB 1 year ago bob1724 1 year ago same bob1724 1 year ago dillparker 1 year
ago dumbass... dillparker 1 year ago Shaddock2009 1 year ago 2 what about your prayers
for the 100 000 iraqis you murdered? Shaddock2009 1 year ago 2 Prev 54 55 56 57 58
59 60 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy
Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language:
English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more
Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue
Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon
close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) warddj05 1 year ago All These Dumbasses
That think 9/11 Was Actually Terrorists, Consider The Facts And Footage...It Doesnt
Add Up! Its obvious Bombs Were Planted In There Cos I Mean You Can Clearly See
Smoke Coming Out Of The Floors Below The Ones Collapsing. And Before The Plane
Hits, There is A Bomb That Explodes And Dont Give Me That Crap That Its Friction
Cos Thats Fucking Bullshit. We Need To Uncover The Truth For Those Who Lost Their
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Lives! warddj05 1 year ago abuela1960 1 year ago Justo en el mismo momento que tu lo
mirabas lo miraba yo y me duele mucho mi estomago estoy impresionada de todo lo que
pasó el 11 de septiembre del 2001.......¡¡oooh my stomake!! mi estómago me duele
mucho!! abuela1960 1 year ago whatisaywhat 1 year ago Yo no como árboles de estropeo
porque los sueños anaranjados de la leche bailan con las arañas y se derrumban en una pila
de galletas de seda de la mantequilla del pulmón. whatisaywhat 1 year ago abuela1960 1
year ago no tiene lógica lo que haz escrito.........o es parábola? abuela1960 1 year ago
LilMiszNeeNee 1 year ago u really do c a devil face btw dha ppl who videotaped this had
an awesome view wow so close LilMiszNeeNee 1 year ago daveoganna023 1 year ago my
Heart goes out to all the peoples lost on this day it was a very sad day threw out the
united states even here in Barrow,alaska my prayers are with all the people that helped
and that was lost on this day!!!!!!!!! daveoganna023 1 year ago Shaddock2009 1 year ago
2 what about your prayers for the 100 000 iraqis you murdered? Shaddock2009 1 year
ago 2 3dollarbird 1 year ago Oh man, that's chilling. I saw it all live on tv. I woke up to a
hummer from this skag I picked up at Arby's the night before so I flicked on CNN like I
do every day for my morning Paula Zahn wank since I was gonna blow my wad anyway.
They were showing the north tower on fire, so I flipped her over and started plugging her
ass so I could see better. Man, when that second plane hit, I pulled out so fast she shit all
over my bed. Digested Beef 'n Cheddars EVERYWHERE. What a terrible day. 3dollarbird
1 year ago CodroStyle 1 year ago I live in aus. And I remember calling my mum In to the
room on this day and asking her what's happening, I was only young and didn't
understand why she was crying. I never realy understood how this would realy feel but
this vid had helped me see more clearly. I hope this was a terrist attack because if america
did this to itself? I don't even know what I would say. Thanks for opening this up for
everyone to see. CodroStyle 1 year ago PeaceLoveAndVicodin 1 year ago 2 I gotta say, if
it WAS our government, get prepared to have me as a neighbor, 'cuz I'm sure gettin the
hell out of here! PeaceLoveAndVicodin 1 year ago 2 mowwam 1 year ago Where you
guys are in this block,is it a nice part of new york? bless you all x mowwam 1 year ago
oggeac 1 year ago the second plane? oggeac 1 year ago zakinferna 1 year ago Człowiek
Rasa-człowiek posiada zdolność analizowania i pojmowania Gatunek-najgłupsze i
najokrutniejsze zwierze na Ziemi ! Czyni zło z pełną świadomoścą zakinferna 1 year ago
mrbasura 1 year ago i see a devil face watch minute 16:20 mrbasura 1 year ago ahbobsaget
1 year ago ppl like you are the cause of things like this ahbobsaget 1 year ago SPlaymaker
1 year ago fuck you and a devil face. Ok?! SPlaymaker 1 year ago acedaface954 1 year ago
i remember where i was at when this happened. i was in my neighborhood walmart and
wasnt even sure of what we were even looking at. when i got back home and cut on the
tube what i saw at walmart was on like every channel. i coult NOT believe my eyes
dawg. i'm still in shock. acedaface954 1 year ago flowgirl123 1 year ago 4 This Is So Sad. .
.Why Couldnt We Have Just Settled This Peacefully insted Of THOUSANDS Of People
Dieng!!!!! :( i Lost Alot Of family & Friends That Day.. R.I.P TONY R.I.P.ANGIE
R.I.P. MIKE R.I.P.CHUKIEE R.I.P.NICOLE R.I.P.MARK && R.I.P BECCA...
Grandma still crys out ur name every once in a while..i Hope one day i will see you guys
all up there in heaven. . . & Fianally have that family party Mark always wanted :( i Love
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You Guys Very Much! Rest in Peace.! <3 ---Ana flowgirl123 1 year ago 4 mikaplexus 1
year ago you both are on the same side, so shut up mikaplexus 1 year ago
Richardhedditch261 1 year ago "The Plane! The Plane!" Richardhedditch261 1 year ago
Richardhedditch261 1 year ago The Al-Jazeera terrorists had always had the Twin
Towers as their prime target. They didn't miss this time. What a pack of dickheads - to
destroy The very flagship of American commercial endeavour and American business
enterprise:The World Trade Center! No wonder the American Eagle sheds tears for the
violent and bloody events of September 11, 2001. Richardhedditch261 1 year ago
alloverurbody 1 year ago why would anyone wanna watch this alloverurbody 1 year ago
whatisaywhat 1 year ago WTF? Somebody flew a plane into these buildings???
whatisaywhat 1 year ago idkyoo 1 year ago fake... idkyoo 1 year ago xosinglendhappyxo
1 year ago you said lilly is going to daycare there......is she okayyyy xosinglendhappyxo
1 year ago Veloce3 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Do
you seriously believe that your Government is a Government of the people, by the
people and for the people?............. It's very apparent to all, that if you answer yes to the
above, you have been intensively conditioned and indoctrinated into a methodology that
offers you NO alternatives. In short YOUR opinion is worthless......But you know that
already...... watch?v=UGHezV7m9-0 Veloce3 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago Truth
kryp10yt 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago What point would there have been in placing
explosives no matter who did it. If caught doing it the plan would be ruined, a fully fueled
767 impacting in a kamikazi style attack would provide enough dramatis for anyones
plans, it does prove the motives of you nitwit twooftards however doesn't it? cornskid 1
year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago What are they going to do turn themselves into themselves?
Who's watching the watchmen? kryp10yt 1 year ago themachine9999 1 year ago fuck
you terroist cunts i hope you choke on yur food and the maggots eat yu alive you will
never win the war because there is no war you dumb arab fucks !! themachine9999 1 year
ago BrodyLuv2 1 year ago Yeah...This is a well know fraudulent video..The images are
real enough but the voices were added at a later date. Sorry. BrodyLuv2 1 year ago
issimad 1 year ago jaa issimad 1 year ago vengancer1 1 year ago =) how funny! plz hatemail me vengancer1 1 year ago HippieKillingMonster 1 year ago 7:34 A leaper. My
stomach turned when I realized. HippieKillingMonster 1 year ago cheetah333 1 year ago
What Bush and Cheney did to these people and their families on 9/11 is absolutely
inexcusable. I hope one day the truth comes out. BTW, for salemcripple, you can find
VERY clear video on youtube of the charges being set off every tenth floor or so, it's
actually highlighted in the video, clear as day. These people have no conscience just to be
able to start a war in Iraq to get the oil and pump BILLIONS in to the military industrial
complex. They sacrificed the lives of all those soldiers. cheetah333 1 year ago
HippieKillingMonster 1 year ago You're a dimwit. HippieKillingMonster 1 year ago
cheetah333 1 year ago You desecrate the graves of all these people AND soldiers that
died you communist butt pirate. cheetah333 1 year ago HippieKillingMonster 1 year ago
You fucking scumbag. Die twice. HippieKillingMonster 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year
ago cheetah333 And yet none of that is true. Yo, time for you to join reality. Sharky2055
1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago I just noticed something else about this...if it really was
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the fire...then why did the tower that was hit SECOND collapse first? kryp10yt 1 year
ago HippieKillingMonster 1 year ago Bigger plane. Hit lower, hit harder. More fuel.
Burned hotter. Anything else? HippieKillingMonster 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago
More fuel does not burn hotter than less fuel, nice try though. The maximum burning
temperature of the jet fuel in that aircraft is 1,796 degrees fahrenheit provided it has
adequate oxygen. The melting point of steel is 2,400 degrees fahrenheit. So even you
rounded it the MAXIMUM burning temperature of the jet fuel it still isn't enough to
weaken the steel. But for the sake of argument let's say the jet fuel did magically melt the
steel.... kryp10yt 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago Do you know at what point steel looses
50 percent of its strength asshole? The only ones to claim NISTs position is that the steel
melted are twooftards such as yourself......prickface. cornskid 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year
ago Yes and it's about 1652 degrees Fahrenheit, however it has been acknowledged by a
MIT engineer as well as the engineers who designed the building that this even when
combined with the impact are simply not enough to bring down the building much less
bring it down perfectly on top of itself. The core columns that had stairwells and
elevators were hermetically sealed to prevent the spread of fire to other floors. Which is
why people could be evacuated through the stairwells and.... kryp10yt 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt It was the jetfuel that let to its demise. It didn't come
down perfectly it on itself. It created 16 acres of destrctuion taking out WTC 6, part of 3
& 5 plus made a huge gouge in WTC 7. Doesn't sound so perfect to me. Sharky2055 1
year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago Well admittedly the term 'perfect' was used loosely and in
an exaggeratory manner. However the weight of the top section of the tower is still not
enough to make the entire tower collapse on itself. kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1
year ago kryp10yt Please show me a source that says exactly why a 110 storry tower
can't come straight down when MIT, Cambridge, North Western College, National
Academy of Engineering, Department of Fire Protection Engineering - Worcester
Polytechnic Institute, FDNY, plus Chief engineer that designed all say its possible & it
happened plus: icivilengineer. com/News/WTC/structure. php architectureweek.
com/2002/0515/news_1-1.
ht
ml
(MIT)
eagar.
mit.
edu/EagarPresentations/WTC_TMS-_2002. pdf Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year
ago why even if we assume the idiotic fire theory is correct in some way. It would have
only affected a few floors near the impact and the only part that would collapse would
have been that part near the top. I did not claim that was their position but was implying
that the only way for that kind of failure to occur is through the melting of the steel by jet
fuel or by explosive charges. YouTube search MIT engineer Jeff King. I suppose he's an
idiot too especially since he associates with MIT. kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1
year ago Jeff King specialty BIOLOGY & electronics if I'm not mistaken. He's not at all
qualified to make any offocial statements about it. The FDNY are more qualified than he
is to discuss it. Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago Yes and around a decade in
the electrical and mechanical engineering fields. Yes FDNY reported hearing multiple
explosions including explosions in the basement prior to the plane hitting the tower. They
even cited people being injured from the blast. There were also other witnesses to this
including WTC employees. How about you watch the video of Jeff King and then try to
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refute that argument and if successful than I may consider otherwise. kryp10yt 1 year
ago Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt Explosions do not automatically equate to
explosives being used. None of them in fact NO one mentioned explosives literally being
there or literally being the cause of the explosions. I've discussed it with him before,
"PlaquePuppy", & he left embarassed by me I'm sure. The fact is it'd be impossible to
even prep 110 x 2 storrys without being noticed. It would take a huge amout of time
involving 100's of ppl& huge amount of noise, tons of materials & resources that... part 1
Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago Oh so magical fairies created the explosions
BEFORE the plane even hit. Not impossible because renovation was being done in the
area near the inner columns and somehow the document concerning that were
lost/destroyed. kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt There were no
explosions before the plane hit. Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago prt 2 That
would've been readily noticed by the 100's of upscale businesses, WTC Construction
Management Department & the NYPA Police which are stationed in the towers 24/7
inside and out. Even then there would've been 1000's of explosives going off in succession
from the bottom, a pause for the bottom to crumple then going up that would've
produced considrable sound & concussions that people would've seen, heard & felt yet
didn't & would've taken out windows all around fron to back. Sharky2055 1 year ago
kryp10yt 1 year ago Um...who said they would explode from the bottom? In fact that
wouldn't even make sense because by doing that tower is allowed to sway and possibly
fall left, right, etc. Numerous fire drills andemergency evacuation of the building were
conducted prior to 9/11. So there was plenty of opportunity between that and the
renovations being done. The explosive would have been placed at the core columns so the
only ones to hear it would have died anyway. kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year
ago kryp10yt To bring down a tower controlled demolition towers rely heavily on
gravity when they need them to come down inplace. This means they have to crumple
the base, so the detonations MUST begin at the bottom then progress upwards. The
leader of the construction dept conducted firedrills regularly. He also died making sure
people got out of their offices, going door to door,floor to floor. When he was he noticed
considerable damage & structual failure happening in an elevator shaft pt 1 Sharky2055 1
year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago Exactly so the explosions in the basement weakened the
bottom support structures. He did not die, in fact he is very alive and I don't know where
you got that information from. Philip Morelli also witnessed the basement explosions.
kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt Frank De Martini,the fmr head of
the WTC Construction Management Department perished in the collapse. Ask his
family, his wife and kids miss him very much. Again, explosions doN'T always equate to
explosives being used. There were NONE before the impact. The basement is 4 evels
below the street level. That means NO1 knew a plane hit the tower or could see a plane
hit the tower to time it against the explosions. They didn't know what hit them to they
emerged on the street& were told Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago Yeah I said
that already. And again I already said I agree that they don't ALWAYS mean explosions.
However, the time of the explosions isn't all that relevant because whether before, after,
or during they still happened. kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt (10
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yes, it IS relevant since they were caused by the impact of the plane, exploding in the
building send part of that explosion down elevator shaft into the basement. Sharky2055 1
year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago Yeah, an explosion traveled DOWNWARDS all the way
BELOW THE LOBBY. You say yourself on tv, the impact and explosion wasn't even
that big and certainly not that powerful. The majority of the kinetic energy was
transferred into the structure itself and most was directed horizontally rather than
vertically as that was the way the aircraft traveled. kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1
year ago kryp10yt NO< they did not. They would've been hurt & FELT, concussions are
FELT. They have force to them which means windows would've been blown out acorss
the street all the way around front to back. Just ask the folks at Controlled Demolition
Inc, the leaders in the industry. They also were consulted to deal with the aftermath.
Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago They were hurt, the witness talks about
them being injured and having to have reconstructive surgery from the injuries the
sustained from the explosion. kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt It's
done, you're trounced with fact, stick a fork in it. Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year
ago Indeed and yet so are you. Interesting how that works. Have you watched Jeff King's
video yet? Probably not. Because you do not wish to be bothered with something you
deem to be an impossibility in your mind. A government that put thousands of JapaneseAmerican citizens in camps and stripped of their rights who detained and tortured people
against our own policy and against the Geneva Conventions which all of us in the military
are expected to comply with. kryp10yt 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago The same
government that imposes an illegal and unconstitutional income tax despite the ruling of
the Supreme Court. Not even being able to point to an actual law and say this is why you
pay income tax. The same government that put our economy in the hands of a group of
privately owned banks who are moderately regulated at best. kryp10yt 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt PT2 He radiod down to the FDNY chiefs that they
needed to get a struturual engineer onsite immediately to assess the towers. Renovations
are not preppring a 110 floors x 2 with 100's of miles of wires, 3 of which are used to
connect it all together and ductape. They also take out huge portions of the walls inside
and out to help faciilitate the collapse in place. There'd be no way they could've done it
without the Bomb sniffign dogs knowing in all the time it'd take. Sharky2055 1 year ago
kryp10yt 1 year ago Well first off they wouldn't need wires. Welcome to the age of
technology where we have wireless technology now! What a concept. Bomb sniffing dogs
that happened to belong the government. lol you assume there is not corruption and you
also assume that bomb sniffing dogs were used which they or may not have. kryp10yt 1
year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago David W. Lim, Police Officer, PAPD K-9: "Officers
from every rank (Superintendent to Police Officer) as well as my partner, explosive
detector K-9 Sirius were killed in the attack. Many would ask what the PAPD was doing
in the World Trade Center. A little known fact was that we were always there." ht tp : //
query.
nytimes.
com/gst/fullpage.
html?res=9B05EEDA1F39F93AA1575-BC0A9659C8B63 (Frank Martini/Pablo Ortiz)
Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago Conveniently kill the witnesses who may
have actually detected it. Not a very solid argument you got there seeing as they are all
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dead. kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt NO witnesses have been
killed by the US govt. Now you're claiming that because you can refute NOTHINNG else
because you've been thoroughly debunked. Well, I'll make this trouncing complete by
filling you in. The bombsniffing dogs were owned and operated by the New York Port
Authority Police, which lost 41 people that day. CDemotilitionist don't use wireless in
big cities because of all the frequenties used in cities for many things that could detonate
too early. Those dogs were used Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago Ok bomb
sniffing dogs and their handlers who are dead. CIVILIANS don't normally because of the
lack of technology, however, I bet you didn't know an explosive can be detonated via
satellite? kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt SAttellite? The prep
couldn't evne been done. You haven't got past square 1. You've got nothing that shows a
demoltiion. It took Controlled Demolition Inc 4 months of 6 days a week 12-14 hrs a
days to prep the Aladdin in Las vegas for demo. That didn't even have the floors ofr a
WTC tower. Plus, NO flashes, NO sound & no concussions in the thousands that
would've been heard seen & felt for blocks, yet witnesses reported none of it. Also, there
were NO remnants of it found by FDNY. Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago
You still haven't accepted that this has been a long time coming. kryp10yt 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt Apparently you're not getting it. The New York Port
Authority owns the towers, and the land it sits on. The New York Port Authority has its
own police for security the New York Port Authority Police who were/are 24/7 security
inside and outside. 41 of them PERISHED. They were humanbeings that died in the line
of duty. Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago Yeah and human beings are
responsible for their deaths...what's your point? kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year
ago kryp10yt Yes and they were Islamic extremists that were part of AlQaeda. That's the
truth, proven in a court of US law beyond a reasonable doubt. Sharky2055 1 year ago
kryp10yt 1 year ago Yeah you mean Al Qaeda "the database" which was computer
program used by the CIA or Al Qaeda that roughly translates into taking a shit? You
mean the one with Osama Bin Laden the former employee of the CIA to help disrupt the
Russians in Afghanistan? kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Again, you've
based your beliefs on incorrect information that doesn't even make sense. Do you know
what AlQaeda's mission is as they've told us it is? Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1
year ago than kryp10yt 1 year ago Sebweb85 1 year ago i know it was the terrorists, but i
think us knew it was goign to happen and let it happen, it makes sense, they get the us
peoples permission to invade iraq, iraq has oil, us needs oil, we know now that the us let
pearl harbor happen, im not saying they planned it but they didnt do anyting to stop it,
maybe im wrong, but its an interesting theory no? Sebweb85 1 year ago Sharky2055 1
year ago Iraq owns its oil industry & sell their oil through OPEC. If we needed more oil
we'd invaded Saudi as most the hijackers were from there. We invaded Afghan to go after
AlQaeda & the Taliban in October 01. We invaded iraq in March 03. The USgovt doesn't
get oil for our privatized oil industry. All that industry has to do is negotiate for more
from sources they've got, like Canada. So there's no theory there. Sharky2055 1 year ago
HippieKillingMonster 1 year ago Who said it had to MELT? When steel beams have
several hundred thousand tons of weight to bear, even a 10-20% reduction in tensile
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strength is significant. And who said the only fuel source was jet fuel? Lots of shit in
those buildings was flammable. A BIGGER fire means more secondary fuel sources, and
the fact is that the impact site was bigger and had more weight above it. Conspiracy ya
mama. HippieKillingMonster 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago Yes and those secondary
fuel sources did not even come close to the burning temperature of the jet fuel so that
point is moot. kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago But jet fuel wasn't the only
thing burning, notes Forman Williams, a professor of engineering at the University of
California, San Diego, and one of seven structural engineers and fire experts that PM
consulted. He says that while the jet fuel was the catalyst for the WTC fires, the resulting
inferno was intensified by the combustible material inside the buildings, including rugs,
curtains, furniture and paper. NIST reports that pockets of fire hit 1832°F Sharky2055 1
year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago "I have never seen melted steel in a building fire," says
retired New York deputy fire chief Vincent Dunn, author of The Collapse Of Burning
Buildings: A Guide To Fireground Safety. "But I've seen a lot of twisted, warped, bent
and sagging steel. What happens is that the steel tries to expand at both ends, but when it
can no longer expand, it sags and the surrounding concrete cracks." Sharky2055 1 year ago
kryp10yt 1 year ago Yeah except the molten steel found in the wreckage of the of the
towers and building 7. kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago There was molten
steel as it in was glowing molten It was no in a liquifued from. It was found in the piles
for the WTC 1, not 7. King is a bio engineer, with an antiqued electrical background who
is a doctor today. His video's, yes, I'veit and it's irrelevant because of all I've mentioned.
The Japanese Amewrican matter has nothing to do with 9/11 at all. Sharky2055 1 year
ago kryp10yt 1 year ago Hahahaha kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
kryp10yt This isn't a laughing matter. You just debunked yourself saying explosion.
There was none. It would take 1000's of explosives. None of the witnesses felt
concussions, & windows would've been blown out all around them. No prep could've
taken place. No remnants of explosives were found. Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1
year ago Oh you're one of THOSE people. Pretending that the facts presented to you
don't exist. kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt You haven't presented
any facts, of that I'm certain. You've agreed with me up to a point. You haven't presented
facts, I have. Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago Wow you're more brainwashed
that I first suspected. Oh well just be glad that I, along with others. Fight to protect your
freedom. kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt Is that all you can refute
me with, personal attacks & inaccurate info. And it's clear you don't even know what
AlQaeda's mission is, which tells me you haven't done any proper research on this
matter. AlQaeda'a mission as they've told us is, to get the US military/USgovt out of the
mideast, get the US gvot out of mideast conflicts & to stop the US govt's support of
Israel. This is 1 of many attacks on us on US soil & abroad plus. Many nations have been
attacked by AlQaeda. Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago Again you assume
they are a real organization. You haven't even researched this info yet. See, I used to be
like you until I entered the Air Force and began to see things that most people don't and
so I began to wonder about other things and researched more and more. I will no longer
debate with you as it is obvious you dare not venture out of your safe little box. So go
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ahead and say that you are the victor if it please you as I wish not to waste anymore
time. The info is out there. kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Assume? Only a
fool would believe they're not real. They're a network that psans the globe. This isn't a
matter of winning or not. It's a matter of you accepting reality, as I have.
Morocco,Yemen,Tunisia,Tanzania-,Turkey,Istanbul,SaudiArabia,S-pain,England,Indonesi
a,Somalia-,Jordan,Algeria & Pakistan. Are the governments in all those countries lying
about AlQaeda? Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago Where is your proof? Sure
there is hearsay. There is also hearsay to the opposite effect. Just like a religion your
belief is based on nothing more than blind faith. However, much like god, I can not at this
point prove that it does not exist. However, the fact that we can't prove it's existence is
reason enough to question the official view. kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
kryp10yt I thought you were done. My belief is based on facts that I've shown you.
Also been proven in a US court of law beyond a reasonable doubt. Sharky2055 1 year ago
kryp10yt 1 year ago I was, however I will leave you with this. You must approach this
in a logical manner. You have not met these men in person or observed them in front of
you in the real world. You assume that what the U.S court tells you is the truth.
Something is not proven to oneself unless it is tangible. So just like you wouldn't believe
me if I said I had a unicorn that I rode around even if I showed you a picture. Why would
you believe the U.S Government? I'll tell you why... kryp10yt 1 year ago kryp10yt 1
year ago Because you trust them, correct? But what is that trust really based on? You've
never met these people nor do you ever see what goes on when no one is watching them.
Essentially your trust is based on nothing more than faith. People believe in Allah and
God and Jesus because of a book that itself does exist. But that book may very well have
been written by evil men with cruel intentions. All I'm saying is that most people in the
world have been conditioned to accept whatever the people in power kryp10yt 1 year
ago kryp10yt 1 year ago May you find happiness in your life regardless of where you
may end up. Best wishes and best of luck on your journey throughout this vast world of
mysteries. Ciao kryp10yt 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago You're a woman. That explains
the ruthlessness and unwavering conviction lol. Only a woman could stand her ground so
soundly without budging an inch and on that note I will concede this battle of wits and
hand over to you the spoils of victory, whatever that may be. Do not take offense to that
statement as it is meant as a compliment. kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
kryp10yt I'll take that as a compliment and hope you'll explore those links I proffered.
Thank you and I wish you well. Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt
Morocco,Yemen,Tunisia,Tanzania-,Turkey,Istanbul,SaudiArabia,S-pain,England,Indonesi
a,Somalia-,Jordan,Algeria & Pakistan. Are the governments in all those countries lying
about AlQaeda? Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt My freedoms
aren't going anywhere without me. You're not fighting to keep anyone's freedom because
they're not going anywhere. The truth movement is stagnant having no movement at all,
literally. 8 plus years & nothing's happened. That's because you've got nothing. You don't
even have factual and correct knowledge of the matter to begin with. You've refuted
nothing with facts nor anything to support it. I have. Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1
year ago how is it that the tower that was hit first and was exposed to burning jet fuel for
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a longer period of time fall AFTER the second tower to be struck? Keep in mind that all
the materials of the building, including office furniture, carpet etc where flame retardant
for safety. And that the building itself was designed to contain fires on their respected
floors by minimizing air flow between floors and throughout the core columns which
were hermetically sealed. Cute explanation though. kryp10yt 1 year ago BrodyLuv2 1
year ago Wow,Wow....Are you just a child or are you joking? You must be joking,right? I
appriciate your ideas or rather excuses but really, if you want to try and disprove
something at least first make sure you have read and know all the offical papers that have
tryed to explain away the temporary glitch in the Laws of Physics esp. motion..What
you have suggested is way,way off base with the official reports..if your gonna be a bell
make sure you chime with the rest of them. Peace and good luck. BrodyLuv2 1 year ago
Toyo4255 1 year ago but u don't know the truth so shut up..... Toyo4255 1 year ago
taraisastar 1 year ago the very sad thing is the sound of all the people dying, when the
second plane hits, it is like a roar that goes up. it is audible, horific. taraisastar 1 year ago
taraisastar 1 year ago they said it "it was a military plane" spooky, rogue elements?
hijacked military, maybe a reason for George Bushes irrational war on Iraq? Does anyone
remeber the guy in San Diego who hijacked the tank? These are obv. much more sinister
elements, but a MILITARY PLANE! taraisastar 1 year ago bubblepopelictric 1 year ago I
can't believe people can be so heartless and write stupid comments on this video where
people died innocent people died who cares how this happened and all your theories
thats life their will never be peace on earth because we don't let their be peace on earth
instead of commenting respecfully you are all fighting. the world is complicated because
we made it complicated. bubblepopelictric 1 year ago rollenhardnow 1 year ago wow
rollenhardnow 1 year ago brainsplatty 1 year ago So much for the 300 billion dollars
wasted in defending us from evil doers. Why does the fire burn in a straight line around
the building? It starts as a diagonal hole with smoke and random fires but before it
collapses there's a perfect black line stretching around it. I'm going to side with the "crazy
conspiracy theorists" on this one. Also, HOW THE HECK DID BOTH OF THOSE
TOWERS DISINTEGRATE IDENTICALLY? ...and doesn't the pentagon have some
kind of missile defense system and more cameras? brainsplatty 1 year ago snizzle515151
1 year ago that cant be right 3 trillion dollars a year vanished from the u.s military
budget......someones pocketing that snizzle515151 1 year ago salemcripple 1 year ago A:
Because fire spreads, it doesn't just burn in one small area and go out. B: Because that is
the way buildings fall, PERIOD, there is no controlled demo. The impact and the fire
weakened the structure enough, and the buildings fell under it's own weight. C: No the
pentagon doesn't have a missle defense system (don't believe that Hollywood bullshit)
The only guns it has, are those in the hands of security forces. And yes they do have
TONS of cameras, but only one caught the plane. salemcripple 1 year ago brainsplatty 1
year ago I dunno. I just don't believe some uneducated foreighn fanatics could carry out
this operation and succeed on such a mass scale without being caught before or during. If
that's true then we're more screwed than if it was carried out by a rogue military group
and this shit would be happening all the time & with all the terrorists in the past none of
them have even come close to killing that many people, maybe they're just unlucky, lazier
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evil doers. brainsplatty 1 year ago salemcripple 1 year ago Well, terrorism is
EXTREMELY hard to catch. Because anyone, and i do mean anyone can be a terrorist.
The only way to be absolutely sure, is to be suspicious of everyone, which of course is
unfair, and bias against.... well everyone. There is a difference between uneducated and
stupid, these guys were in no way stupid. Misguided yes, but stupid no. These guys
were professionally trained, licensed pilots. And instructors don't give stupid people that
kind of training. salemcripple 1 year ago salemcripple 1 year ago pt2: And yes they were
lucky, i don't even think that in their wildest dreams, did they think they were going to
cause that much damage. The cold hard reality of the matter is Terrorism can strike
anywhere, any time, and there isn't much we can do to stop it. salemcripple 1 year ago
kryp10yt 1 year ago Yeah so conveniently so that even YOU could be one. In fact
according the new U.S laws anyone who defends the Constitution, owns guns, is against
abortion, is an individual or is Christian can be classified as a terrorist. kryp10yt 1 year
ago HippieKillingMonster 1 year ago 9 guys. Try to catch 9 guys in a nation of
300,000,000. The union army had trouble finding Lee's army of 80,000 half the time and
they KNEW where to look. Try finding 9 guys. HippieKillingMonster 1 year ago
kryp10yt 1 year ago A: This building is specifically designed to prevent the spread of
fire. Fire could not have reached temperatures to melt steal. The majority of the weight
was below the strike and would not collapse under the small chunk of the top.
B:Buildings do NOT just free fall in a nice neat pile you moron especially ones that have
steel columns in the center for support. C: Yeah so the around $130 Billion spent on a
missile defense system was an illusion that millions of Americans all were present for.
kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt a) Fireproofing knocke doff by
impact,fire suppression systems knocked out during impact b) Was no freefall or near
freefall. The people that ended their lives by jumping fell at freefall speed. Can you
comprehend that? They didn't jump because they didn't want to roast marshmellows.
The falling debris outpaced the collapsing protions of the buildings, therefore there could
be NO frefall or near freefall. c) Where was that defense system, in the bushes?
Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago The fire suppression system is the building
and building materials itself and you can't just knock off fire proofing, although yes, the
fireproofing would have been damaged where the plane hit and is evident by the burning
on those floors. It was absolutely 100% near or at free fall speeds as the 110 story
towers fell in about 10 seconds. As for the falling debris...try dropping one object before
you drop the other, the second cannot catch up to the first.... kryp10yt 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt Yes, you can. It was on the beams 1 inch thick and was
knocked off by the impact of the plane. Apparently you're not comprehending this
comcept. When the debris OUTPACES the collapsing portions of the building it is NOT
falling at freefall or NEAR freefall speed. It is impossible because the debris is FALLING
FIRST, AHEAD OF IT. Hence the example of the people that jumped to their deaths
was used. Horrible,but they jumped & achieved freefall speed. THEY FELL IN 17 SECS
AND 22 SECS Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago We designed the towers to
resist the accidental impact of a Boeing 707, perhaps lost in the fog while seeking to land.
The impact of the Boeing 767s, commandeered by the terrorists, even though larger and
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flying much faster, was still unable to bring down the towers. The fire-resistive systems,
however, did not and could not have contemplated the subsequent fire fueled by
thousands of gallons of jet fuel. Exceprt from statement made by 1 of Chief Engineers of
the WTC lera. com/sep11. htm Sharky2055 1 year ago kryp10yt 1 year ago As for the
defense system, did you even go to school? How have you never heard of the Star Wars
program during the cold war? In any case those are irrelevant anyway. NORAD should
have been responding to the hijackings and had scrambled jets in the air in 10 mins.
However it took about 80 mins before the jets got near their objectives. NORAD was
conducting exercises that very same morning...one of them was a scenario of hijacked
planes crashing into buildings...some coincidence. kryp10yt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1
year ago kryp10t Star Wars was NEVER implemented. NORAD/NEADS @ the time
relied on the FAA to let them know when there was a problem with commerical aircraft.
They literally waited for the FAA to call them then as per their policy THEN. FAA
failed that day as did NORAD when they DID get the call. FAA was still discussing the
1st hijacking & impact when the 2nd happened. It's not at all unusaul for NORAD or any
military intallation to conduct exercises to stay sharp. Somexs a cioincidence is just that
Sharky2055 1 year ago GREYGBALD 1 year ago je to už 8 let ale to co jse ten den stalo
je jak sci-fi film to neni ani možny co jse ten den stalo a co tenhle utok odstartoval na
celim světě GREYGBALD 1 year ago Veloce3 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Clearly the reliance and quoting of official governmental sources is
wholly unreliable, highly inaccurate and very mis-leading, but finely tuned & designed for
a specific audience,all of which will keep taking the fluoride,just because they've been told
to do so.These few remaining intensively conditioned(they will call it patriotic) revel in
their ignorance and will protect the opportunity to do so no matter what. They have
simply given up, like lambs to slaughter. watch?v=MiaVTnSPbIg Veloce3 1 year ago
snakesnoozer 1 year ago the people in this apartment or whatever seem prett calm no
offense but they do. " oh good thing you got out of there before it collapsed" she said it
like I would say to someone good thing you got inside before the rain I mean they werent
even prepared incase they had to evacuate or anything snakesnoozer 1 year ago ortonfan7
1 year ago its kinda weird that they have perfect footage. of the tower. ortonfan7 1 year
ago salemcripple 1 year ago It's the WTC. It was photographed thousands of times a day
by visitors and residents alike. Some news cameras would have been focused on them 24
hrs a day, just to have weather shots with a nice background. salemcripple 1 year ago
DALDO1 1 year ago They edited the planes out of this video for a reason. Hello, is there
anybody out there? DALDO1 1 year ago DALDO1 1 year ago "It was a military plane."
Listen up people. Open your ears and eyes. DALDO1 1 year ago GrandadmiralThakain 1
year ago Welcome in the new world order ! Noobs ! This is a inside job ! I hate the USA
administration the are all war crimes ! CIA FBI WATERGATE kill arround the earth
millions of humans ! GrandadmiralThakain 1 year ago tstrongmets20 1 year ago i
remember i was in 3rd grade n when i heard i didnt care i just keep playing wit my friends
now i feel so bad that i didnt give a shit at the time tstrongmets20 1 year ago
cybercrazymike 1 year ago gut-wrenching footage....simply gut-wrenching...
cybercrazymike 1 year ago goldengirlsben 1 year ago This video, despite what is
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happening of course is amazing, I can not imagine what it'd be like to be so close to the
action like these people - yet at the same time, this video gives you an insight to how it
would be to be so close to it. Especially when the smoke comes towards their window.
goldengirlsben 1 year ago selenajulie74 1 year ago Americans are really smart if not they
wouldn't be the super power of the world. So everybody stop putting down Americans
especially if that is your adopted country. selenajulie74 1 year ago KozakZaDunaem 1
year ago show hide All americans - stupid people!!!! KozakZaDunaem 1 year ago
getzalife 1 year ago wat r u a fucking afgan or something cunt fucker im an australian and
wat happened that day nobody deserves that shit ur just a bunch of gutless fags....
getzalife 1 year ago MyOtherBeaver 1 year ago what do afgans have to do with anything?
MyOtherBeaver 1 year ago getzalife 1 year ago fuck off cunt dont evan reply to me
getzalife 1 year ago MyOtherBeaver 1 year ago sorry I wont reply again your right Iam a
cunt fucker MyOtherBeaver 1 year ago mrceebees14 1 year ago "Was it a plane?" No,
someone threw a flaming Boulder through the Towers windows a 120 floors up. Idiot.
mrceebees14 1 year ago mrceebees14 1 year ago Native New Yorker here. Was on the R
train back to Queens from Manhattan when the first Plane hit. When I got off the train I
could tell something was odd, there weren't droves of people waiting for the Train like
their usually is. When I got to street level my mouth almost hit the ground, those droves
of people were now lining Queens Blvd. My phone starts going off(they hadn't knocked
out cellular phones yet.) with about 10 missed calls. That is how I found out and it hurt
like shit. mrceebees14 1 year ago the12thfactor 1 year ago hard to believe this happened 8
years ago. seems like yesterday. the12thfactor 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
DarkAngelRocket Well, no one will ever mistake you for a humanbeing. Sharky2055 1
year ago JorgeHGPR 1 year ago Man... Thanks for the video... JorgeHGPR 1 year ago
HabsfanCed 1 year ago Youre Mad HabsfanCed 1 year ago QueenBexi 1 year ago :(....so
many people walking... So gray.. so....sad so..depressing. So much death.. QueenBexi 1
year ago scotty2hotty1705 1 year ago i am absolutely speachless, i mean no one should
have died that day, not a single soul and they go and do such an event like this, what is
the point their is no need at all scotty2hotty1705 1 year ago QueenBexi 1 year ago WHY
DOES SHE KEEP SAYING OMG. SHE IS SCARING ME. My anxiety, WHY CANT
IT BE GOSH POOR PEOPLE I shouldnt be watching this QueenBexi 1 year ago
COREkilz 1 year ago wooow it looked so cool COREkilz 1 year ago zacefronlover212 1
year ago My cousin was in the last tower to get hit and he saw what happened to the
first one and said i am getting out of here. he got out just in time. i remember all of this
because i was home sick zacefronlover212 1 year ago KhyberBoy09 1 year ago show hide
biggest pwnage in history. a few men changed the face of new york forever. total
makeover hahahahahahahahhah KhyberBoy09 1 year ago dadecountyhustler305 1 year
ago What does waffles and Belgiums have in common? They both crumble in the hands of
the Germans. hahahahahahahahhah dadecountyhustler305 1 year ago Doublexx1005 1
year ago fucking el quida Doublexx1005 1 year ago tntpeach 1 year ago I can't stop
crying............. tntpeach 1 year ago tntpeach 1 year ago I've just watched this for the first
time, and I can't stop crying... tntpeach 1 year ago 3w3lyn 1 year ago wow 3w3lyn 1
year ago habbit11 1 year ago dont belivee it was a insider jop from usa g.w.bush has mak
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it so habbit11 1 year ago JohnDH1977 1 year ago Am I the only one who got a chill when
they heard the noise from outside? 2 days in my life I'll never forget where I was.
September 11, 2001 and January 28, 1986 JohnDH1977 1 year ago JRTerrier14 1 year
ago No, you certainly weren't the only one. The first time I watched this video, and saw
the second tower go down.. my stomach dropped. :( I remember exactly where I was. At
school. JRTerrier14 1 year ago lamunecadog 1 year ago we will never forget 9/11.
lamunecadog 1 year ago IamPerplexity 1 year ago 3 inside Job! IamPerplexity 1 year ago
3 andrew18651 1 year ago this is entertainment andrew18651 1 year ago daleskill1 1 year
ago background music made me cry daleskill1 1 year ago LadyMagiccc 1 year ago omg...
this is so sad... LadyMagiccc 1 year ago anukasia 1 year ago :(( anukasia 1 year ago
TheBunkerBoy99 1 year ago this is why america is the way it is today, we STILL havent
pulled up after this TheBunkerBoy99 1 year ago bubblezcookielove 1 year ago i know
there are alot of conspiracy theroies that the government had something to do with it. I
would like to believe that that is not true our government is retarded but if they could do
something like this imagine what else they could do i was in 4th grade when this
happened and to this day 2009 i still can't believe it bubblezcookielove 1 year ago
funnygirlyouknow123 1 year ago september 11th was a horrible day. Many innocent
people died. Its just horribe. no words to describe it... funnygirlyouknow123 1 year ago
LUCKYJ3SS3 1 year ago lol =] ., thank you god for letting this happen.. comment allez
vous muthafuckers in hell?? comment allez vous?? LUCKYJ3SS3 1 year ago 2pac4life400
1 year ago u suck monkey ballz get of utube 2pac4life400 1 year ago BeatlesFanatic64 1
year ago OMG what year did this happen BeatlesFanatic64 1 year ago LadyMagiccc 1
year ago 2001 LadyMagiccc 1 year ago 2pac4life400 1 year ago 2001 2pac4life400 1 year
ago TheCANADIANGIRL20 1 year ago that was so sad !!! im so sorry bout the family
that have gone trhough this and all the ppl talking so much shit shut your mouth becasue
reality what if that was your mother our sister our wife in the place ..!! how would u feel
..who kares whos blue black yello brown ...we are people and are human ...ppl lost the
ones they loved ,,,,god bless TheCANADIANGIRL20 1 year ago Legomygrego19 1 year
ago @ Chaosmage2008, no we Americans piss on your religion and chase your leaders
into caves like rats. America is the #1 country in the world, and we make any arabs who
want to attack us our bitches.... just like I pimped your mother to homeless canines.
Legomygrego19 1 year ago LowCostVideo 1 year ago @Lego. I am American. I wish that
we did make any arabs who attack us our bitches. but unfortunately, we dont. Osama Bin
Laden hasn't been captured or found. so, no, we didnt make him our bitch. he made us his.
bin laden made a fool out of us, he attacks and we couldnt find or capture him even with
all our military might and the billions we spent in iraq was completely wasted. Look at
the reality without your american pride. we look like the fools of the world and our govt
is stupid. LowCostVideo 1 year ago dadecountyhustler305 1 year ago @ Lowcostvideo I
don't think you understand the bigger picture of Iraq and the war on terror. And no its not
about oil. dadecountyhustler305 1 year ago LowCostVideo 1 year ago oh, then please, by
all means, enlighten me. LowCostVideo 1 year ago MyOtherBeaver 1 year ago what is it
about then? MyOtherBeaver 1 year ago chaosmage2008 1 year ago show hide lol how
many "omg"s are in this video stupid americans i fuck your women chaosmage2008 1
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year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 chaosmage2008 = TROLL Sharky2055 1 year ago 2
chaosmage2008 1 year ago NO I am not a mythilogical creature I am a human being how
dare you. chaosmage2008 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago chaosmage2008 How dare
YOU!.After reading your previous remark, NO ONE should mistake you for a
humanbeing. Sharky2055 1 year ago TheRattleSnake93 1 year ago 4 this is wrong, now i
saw a movie called "flight 93" and it was very sad, poor americans...fuck terorists
TheRattleSnake93 1 year ago 4 NSRacerMods 1 year ago show hide there were no
terrorists!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! NSRacerMods 1 year ago paddywatson 1 year ago to think... all
those conspiracys and ive never thought about the people in them towers until now.. to
think someone actaully planned to kill all those people... whether it was bush or bin laden
doesnt matter.. it was a tradegy either way... RIP to all the victims paddywatson 1 year
ago richard56780 1 year ago lol well done iraq made my day richard56780 1 year ago
KozakZaDunaem 1 year ago It's work Bush!!!! 100% KozakZaDunaem 1 year ago
laiscristina12 1 year ago I Cry! laiscristina12 1 year ago LUCKYJ3SS3 1 year ago pussy
take it like a man o wait your a chick my bad hoe LUCKYJ3SS3 1 year ago xDINOrawwr
1 year ago 2 this is sad :( xDINOrawwr 1 year ago 2 celticpredator97 1 year ago CANT
WE ALL JUST GET ALONG celticpredator97 1 year ago SuperSupersonic1 1 year ago
omg SuperSupersonic1 1 year ago xcowbellx1 1 year ago wat the fuck is pples problem
on here xcowbellx1 1 year ago LUCKYJ3SS3 1 year ago show hide haha you stupid
americans disorve that, fuck you americans LUCKYJ3SS3 1 year ago nicki362 1 year ago
very silly nicki362 1 year ago cesarisaias95 1 year ago Shut the fuck up you stupid
bitch!! cesarisaias95 1 year ago proARTbi 1 year ago 2 no u stupid mother fucker, the
innocent people dont deserve this! proARTbi 1 year ago 2 jv9ufxcy 1 year ago for some
strange reason i dreamt the attack and the plane crashed near my school bus and the
towers metal bars were on fire jv9ufxcy 1 year ago KozakZaDunaem 1 year ago show
hide fuck American's, motherfucker's and blueman!!! Soon Irak and Irak fuck you more
for the war in the Irak. And Russia fuck also!!!! KozakZaDunaem 1 year ago loly617 1
year ago 2 they are safe in gods loving arms loly617 1 year ago 2 TRIGG911 1 year ago 2
fuck god fuck religion fuck terrorist none of this awful shit would be happening if there
were no religions IM CATHOLIC and belive in god but what the fuck? 9/11,bali
attacks,terrorist stopped in melbourne terrorist will never die TRIGG911 1 year ago 2
serlrd 1 year ago Bible Revelation 9:11 "And they had a king over them, which is the
angel of the bottomless pit, whose name in the Hebrew tongue is Abaddon, but in the
Greek tongue hath his name Apollyon." serlrd 1 year ago LibraSaint 1 year ago Comment
removed TheWidowmaker9569 1 year ago cmon do u really think it would have made a
difference on that scale i would like u to be right but no chance TheWidowmaker9569 1
year ago TheWidowmaker9569 1 year ago muslims are the scum of this earth i couldnt
give a fuck if u all burn in hell u murdering bastards of good decent people so just die all
of you do us all a fuckin favour TheWidowmaker9569 1 year ago reverenderin 1 year ago
I was 19 years old when this happend, and I still can't believe how much hate people feel
for our country. I pray and hope that nothing EVER happens like this again...all those
people who lost their lives because some crazy extremist...why haven't we found him
yet? If you want to see something even worse that radical group westboro baptist church
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has a music video thanking God for 9/11 saying that's God's way of punishing our
country full of sinners...What sick bastards reverenderin 1 year ago Schnuffelboy123 1
year ago Hello i com from germany end i find thies dukumentation ohhh gott i have this
shautet in the germany TV and i can thies not anderstand. In Memory To September 11,
2001 Schnuffelboy123 1 year ago SoraInuyashaAsh 1 year ago ............ v.v
SoraInuyashaAsh 1 year ago mrMrclicky1 1 year ago y dont they just call the millitary
plains mrMrclicky1 1 year ago jacksite2007 1 year ago its planes jacksite2007 1 year ago
riccardo699 1 year ago Who the fuck is that idiot cunt talking -- she sounds seriously
retarded....... riccardo699 1 year ago loly617 1 year ago lets see how you feel when you
see over 2000 people die in front you in under 7 seconds and someone calls you retarded
shame on you! loly617 1 year ago fear614 1 year ago And of course, after looking at your
profile, you're only 16. You're a kid, not even out of high school. Make no wonder you're
uneducated. You have NO place in this discussion. You were 8 years old when this attack
happened. You're a kid who thinks you know everything when in reality what youk now
is limited to Youtube and TV. Experience life, and then come back in 10 years. We'll see if
you have the same foolish viewpoint on the world around you. fear614 1 year ago
youngdre95 1 year ago o my god...o my god....o my god youngdre95 1 year ago
carlinjohnston 1 year ago Man I feel for you, this is sad footgae, R.I.P all in the towers =(
carlinjohnston 1 year ago kaleluk31 1 year ago 11:46 looks "strangly" edited when the
second plane hit kaleluk31 1 year ago prsobotka 1 year ago thanks for sharing your pain,
we as americans need to see this. why are we in Iraq and Afganistan, you just watched it,
God Bless You, God Bless our troops,And mostly GOD BLESS AMERICA prsobotka
1 year ago ochs42 1 year ago This would be just the beginning. If Al Quida aquires nukes,
one US city would be screwed ( probably N.Y.C), but 2 days later most of Iran would be
a crater. ochs42 1 year ago Lumadil 1 year ago Why would Iran become a crater? Al
Qaeda and Iran arent allies. As much as Iran dislikes the US, they severely hate Al Qaeda
even more. Iran is a majority Shiite country, Al Qaeda is a majority Sunni organization.
The history of hatred between those two tribes goes back to around 7th-8th century AD.
Plus Al Qaeda has been carrying out terrorist attacks inside Iran for quite awhile now..
No matter the case, sept 11th was a tragic day. Lumadil 1 year ago FaithChristianFellow
1 year ago For the middle eastern people talking shit learn to write english before you
comment assholes. Even with all of the shit they caused we let them stay in this country
becuase it is free. That is what America is freedom to have any religon unlike some
Islamic countries. Don't try to deny I've been over there and have family over there,
killing people and crap if you not a muslim. If the reverse was to happen over there they
would kill every American. FaithChristianFellow 1 year ago KrisnShell69 1 year ago Firt
off what even gives the US goverment the right to say who can come and go from this
country? Do you even know the history behind how the United States was created. You
talk about Muslims killing people well news flash buddy nobody in history has killed as
many people as christians. Just 50 years ago Christians were hanging Blacks from trees.
Now they are over sees invading countries and killing off whole communities all over
greed. So learn your history. KrisnShell69 1 year ago manggon88 1 year ago good i hope
they kill every person in the middle east i hate every muslim and im not christian either
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so fuck offf i dont even know why stupid americans let you muslims in theyre country
so fuck you manggon88 1 year ago mrpunk85 1 year ago i remember this day like it was
yesterday sadest day ever r.i.p 2 all the ppl in the building and all they firefighters tht
lost there life aswell am not even american am scottish but it was the sadest day ever
mrpunk85 1 year ago jairorxr 1 year ago dumb ass americans of shit, you were betrayed
by his own Government. Stupids for that!!!!They accomplished what they were wanting
and they told them what you were needing to hear, but the truth is other. They achieved
what they were wanting and they told them what you were needing to hear, but the truth
is other. 9/11 truth. jairorxr 1 year ago rvdandsensei 1 year ago f@k bush ! rvdandsensei 1
year ago osip667 1 year ago lol ) osip667 1 year ago borsak7 1 year ago The best day in
my life. borsak7 1 year ago borsak7 1 year ago You deserved it... I'm sorry but it's true!
borsak7 1 year ago Richardhedditch261 1 year ago Umm.. errr.. They're not "Rag Heads",
for Allah's sake! They're "Camel Jockeys"! Any half-witted idiot could tell you that.
That's why I'm telling you all right now. So, get your sweet Western asses in gear, from
now on - sort of like I have! Richardhedditch261 1 year ago MrShero123 1 year ago the
muslims wasent involved in this. MrShero123 1 year ago prstnrssll 1 year ago this is gay
to u. the fact that people lost their lives and now me and my brothersin arms are over
fighting so that ur ungrateful ass can have the freedom to sit at home on ur moms
computer and bitch and complain about people who saw it first hand. ur pathetic u really
r. prstnrssll 1 year ago krylon2009 1 year ago i believe that the buildings were brought
down by bombs krylon2009 1 year ago osip667 1 year ago I think they were brought
down by bomb and thats why i dont like americans politic. osip667 1 year ago thirdleg74
1 year ago Punk Ass Rag Heads thirdleg74 1 year ago elderelite 1 year ago For the real
check John Doe' DEATH TO HIP HOP. elderelite 1 year ago forthashorteez 1 year ago
the jews did 9/11, there is only one way to stop all this... we must go through with the
fine ol' solution forthashorteez 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago NO, Jewish people
didn't do 9/11. I bet you believe there was no Holocaust either. Sharky2055 1 year ago
MrJJackYT 1 year ago 5 Here are a few facts that idiots should learn: 1) America landed
men on the moon, beginning in 1969. 2) FDR did not purposely allow Pearl Harbor to be
attacked. 3) Kennedy was shot by Oswald. 4) 9/11 was caused by Muslim terrorists. If
any of you nut jobs has any questions, don't hesitate not to email me. Thanks!
MrJJackYT 1 year ago 5 jacksite2007 1 year ago but the photos on the moon were fakethey may have landed- not saying they didn't but the photos were a load of rubbish. and
yeh- agreed with u it was to do with muslims and not the message below that it was an
inside job jacksite2007 1 year ago MrJJackYT 1 year ago Gay... MrJJackYT 1 year ago
krylon2009 1 year ago why is this gay to you? krylon2009 1 year ago MrJJackYT 1 year
ago ......gay MrJJackYT 1 year ago jacksite2007 1 year ago 2 nice to see u acting like a
prick on a video where people actually got killed- u must be a muslim or someone who
doesn't give a damn for anyone jacksite2007 1 year ago 2 MrJJackYT 1 year ago Gay....
MrJJackYT 1 year ago manggon88 1 year ago he probably muslim theyre all pigs
manggon88 1 year ago fear614 1 year ago and YOU must be a typical racist who also
doesnt give a damn for anyone. fear614 1 year ago jacksite2007 1 year ago so u r a muslim
who hates the US, and then the UK for joining the war? no? yes? maybe? hummmm?
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jacksite2007 1 year ago fear614 1 year ago Nope, I'm a Canadian who LOVES the US,
and who loves the UK. Quite frankly I even support the war. What I don't support is
like-minded people like yourself who play the race/religion card. Truth is you are
uneducated on the topic yet you feel the need to run your mouth, but you just end up
looking foolish. You're the type of people we should be sending off to war, not the ones
who actually have a clue. fear614 1 year ago jimmyburke 1 year ago thank you. so often
on youtube i feel like the only sensible person. how the hell do people get suckered into
such stupid conspiracy theories jimmyburke 1 year ago Rafael1977Nico 1 year ago Agree
with you, I make your own words mine. Rafael1977Nico 1 year ago firstbooob 1 year ago
VERY PRIVATE MOMENTS IN TIME. firstbooob 1 year ago kieranmac7 1 year ago
robbie if the top just collapses down it falls and collects more and more on the way down
there was no bomb at all you dont know anything the frame gave out from the intense
heat and collapsed kieranmac7 1 year ago ACEBAKER911 1 year ago 911 was an inside
Job and NO planes were used heres the proof, watch 911 Taboo September Clues
Theory of Ghostplane 911 Mysteries ACEBAKER911 1 year ago robbieonguitar 1 year
ago The World Trade Center's infrastructure was made of steel. Its funny that this is the
FIRST time that a building of that size and structure goes into freefall that quickly. Fire
cannot do that. There must have been something else, a bomb from the inside perhaps?.
The US government needs to give some fucking answers. robbieonguitar 1 year ago
HKragh 1 year ago 2 Each of you questions has been answered SO FUCKING MANY
TIMES, it's not even funny any more. What are you people? Just plain stupid? You just
need these conspiracy theories to feel part of some hollywood blockbuster? Damn...
HKragh 1 year ago 2 robbieonguitar 1 year ago No i'm not "plain stupid". If that were the
case, i'd just go along with what the American government is saying. Ok i'm English, even
i would like the truth to come out. The American government wouldn't even have any
detailed investigation into these "attacks". Just for your information, did you know
Osama Bin Laden tried to BLOW UP these buildings in 1993? Thats actually a fact. He
tried doing it from the underground car parks, but was stopped due to inside knowledge.
robbieonguitar 1 year ago arg3nyz63 1 year ago They also blocked when the building
collapsed and stuff. For Some people its too hard to watch arg3nyz63 1 year ago
andyandudok 1 year ago yeah it makes me sick but curiosity takes me crazy places
andyandudok 1 year ago ronnieknotts 1 year ago 2 an inquiry is needed! ronnieknotts 1
year ago 2 makaylamp10 1 year ago i cryed when i watched this :[[ makaylamp10 1 year
ago Langward09 1 year ago It is all has made government of America... It has killed the
citizens... Langward09 1 year ago souleeze 1 year ago anyone else notice at 11:43 the tape
seems to be edited then the second explosion. souleeze 1 year ago arg3nyz63 1 year ago
Yeah i guess it was because they didnt want to show the airplane actually just go in
arg3nyz63 1 year ago HKragh 1 year ago Maybe turned the camera on and off a couple of
times? For me it just looks as though they swiftly turn it on, as soon as they see the sec.
plane, and then only get the explosion itself... HKragh 1 year ago luciuswake 1 year ago
John Kerry killed Tim Russert John Kerry and his shadowy friends are due for a sh!!te
kicking Don't Taze Me Bro!!! These things along with the obvious demolition of the 3
buildings on 9-11 are all on John Kerry and his shadow leaguers. THe leaders of the US
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are not American!!! They are servants of their own pursuits of materialism. They are
servants of the SAudi Elite. luciuswake 1 year ago luciuswake 1 year ago The people who
assasinated Pat Tillman did this sick demolition too. Tim Osman is a CIA asset, aka.
Osama Bin Laden. Skull and Bones Bohemian Grove You cowards will be run through
and quartered for your impolsion of these people in these buildings You cowards hide
behind your official offices and titles These Psuedo_masons liquidate their own US Gi's
for War Profits. The liquidation of the US people by their own leaders hasn't been so
clear since the Vietnam underclass draft luciuswake 1 year ago kelswa07 1 year ago I will
always remember where I was when the September 11th attacks happened. It was as if
time stood still. I love this country! kelswa07 1 year ago firstbooob 1 year ago THE 1
JUST TAKING THE PICTURE.... firstbooob 1 year ago Hickthu06 1 year ago 3 I was
in 8th grade when this happend. Almost everyone left school early that day to go home
with their families. Just for that one day, it was as if everyone in the US came together.
We were all sharing the same moment in history, a tragic moment that will live with us for
the rest of our lives. It was like the entire world for those few moments came to a hault,
time literally froze...unbelievably tragic day.. Hickthu06 1 year ago 3 Wasndalos92 1 year
ago I will never forget, that somepeople jump out of the windows. Wasndalos92 1 year
ago LarsPeter50 1 year ago 19:42 HOLY SHIT! Didnt see that before :O THERES NO
PLANES IN THIS VIDEO? WASTE OF TIME :@ LarsPeter50 1 year ago TBSfAn707
1 year ago what is that a 5:35 to the left? TBSfAn707 1 year ago Yluya85 1 year ago
sorry! it's americon versions! go russion! cool! Yluya85 1 year ago heydonsky 1 year ago
muslims heydonsky 1 year ago magnisus 1 year ago 2 this is all just a power game by the
few powerful in the world who control our life, no body in any country hates other
people, so people must rise above there normal lifes and identify those who are
manipulating them. the only way we can thwart these people( you may call them
anything like illumanati) is to join hands together. The problem with the common people
is that they do not wake up until the danger is at their doorsteps. Wake up people, this is
exactly how the civilizations die. magnisus 1 year ago 2 sshiftyp 1 year ago 2 to many
facts about it being rigged with bombs.. and more then 1 news show said a plain hit the
wtc even before it happend sshiftyp 1 year ago 2 Emocrash 1 year ago You know Satan
wasn "evil" untill medieval times when teh church started to scare the shit outa people so
they dont lose their power. He was more than a servant to god according to old scripture.
And btw. ahahahahahahaha you cant be serious XD Welcome to the 21. century
Emocrash 1 year ago AlexGudesblat 1 year ago Satan was "evil" from the very begining.
Who do you think the serpent in Genesis is? And btw, aahahahahahaha I live in the 21st
century and I'm serious. AlexGudesblat 1 year ago magnisus 1 year ago the serpent is
genesis is my pet snake who got lost. If you find it, please return it to me magnisus 1
year ago Emocrash 1 year ago I think the snake in the Bible was a fairytalesnake. The
bible is fulll of storys the jews told each other in the desert and some wrote those storys
down. Its furthermore nowhere mentioned in the bible that the serpent was Satan.
NOWHERE. Emocrash 1 year ago AlexGudesblat 1 year ago "The great dragon was
hurled down -that ancient serpent called the devil, or Satan, who leads the whole world
astray. He was hurled to the earth, and his angles with him." Revelation 12:9 "He seized
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the dragon, the ancient serpent, who is the devil or Satan, and bound him for a thousand
years." Revelation 20:2 AlexGudesblat 1 year ago stuckupcow90 1 year ago Cool story
bro. stuckupcow90 1 year ago fear614 1 year ago If I wanted a bedtime story I would
have asked for one. fear614 1 year ago santuder 1 year ago horrible O.O fucking terrorists
santuder 1 year ago EmptyGaze 1 year ago You mean fucking government? EmptyGaze 1
year ago GameReviewsAreBad 1 year ago This is more important than going green.
GameReviewsAreBad 1 year ago DrPsycho78 1 year ago 4 it was an inside job and they
blame osama Bin Laden DrPsycho78 1 year ago 4 taza95 1 year ago 4 that must of been
horroble to witness taza95 1 year ago 4 Veloce3 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Do you seriously believe that your Government is a Government of
the people, by the people and for the people?............. It's very apparent to all, that if
you answer yes to the above, you have been intensively conditioned and indoctrinated
into a methodology that offers you NO alternatives. In short YOUR opinion is
worthless......But you know that already...... watch?v=UGHezV7m9-0 Veloce3 1 year
ago tusistrun 1 year ago A distanza di anni questi video sono ancora molto
sconvolgenti.Sono addolorato per tutte le persone che hanno perso i loro cari in quel
tragico giorno ,e da questo video ho potuto percepire la paura che vi era in quel giorno l'
italia vi è ancora vicino bye andrea tusistrun 1 year ago goNorthKoreagoIrango 1 year ago
if it wasnt for hilary clinton none of that shit would of happened. she complained to bil.
(instead of understaniung why he cheating.) then bill had the military send missles to the
taliban to avoid going to court. the taliban only retaliated. goNorthKoreagoIrango 1 year
ago Onsube 1 year ago The WORLD TRADE CENTERS NEVER ACTUALLY
COLLAPSED. THEY ARE STILL STANDING TO THIS DAY. 9/11 IS A LIE.
ANYONE WHO SAYS OTHERWISE IS A FILTHY SHEEPLE WHO BELIEVES THE
MAN'S LIES. THE GOVERNMENT FALSIFIED THE VIDEOS. THERE WERE NO
ATTACKS. OPEN YOUR EYES, SHEEPLE! Onsube 1 year ago Beckerz19 1 year ago
you honestly think that didn't happen?? wtf Beckerz19 1 year ago sonicfreak12 1 year
ago I'd like to see your reaction when you visit New York. People like you are a disgrace
on the people who died on that day. sonicfreak12 1 year ago KCBOY122166 1 year ago
Where the fuck are you from? This happened on live television you stupid dickhead. If
they are still standing, then what the fuck is that huge hole in ground in lower Manhattan?
I am so sick and fucking tired of you conspiracy theory douche bags. GO FUCK
YOURSELF!!!!!! KCBOY122166 1 year ago XkurbX 1 year ago your retarded XkurbX
1 year ago JaykeShifty 1 year ago wtf is the song in the background i was in victoria
london and it was silence and a shiver the sound when she opens the window is awful rip
9/11 victims JaykeShifty 1 year ago magnisus 1 year ago Comment removed
xosinglendhappyxo 1 year ago my aunt dies in 9/11 so what thts all a lie are you not
american y dont you go to new york and see for your self if there still there or not
xosinglendhappyxo 1 year ago MrCondome 1 year ago show hide This is definitely
FAKE !!! Typical USA show !!! MrCondome 1 year ago Halometroidfan1117 1 year
ago your a dumbass Halometroidfan1117 1 year ago godzilla1077 1 year ago The guy is
german. He's too busy saluting Hitler. godzilla1077 1 year ago Beckerz19 1 year ago no
shit. where exactly did are they if they didn't collapse?? they're in millions of pieces still
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being found. Beckerz19 1 year ago fspablo28 1 year ago Look for the wings of the
Pentagon's Attack plane!, a plane without wings is not a plane, it's a missile, and look for
the 4th plane, there is no one!. Jajaja, It's a cover operation to start the war! fspablo28 1
year ago TheLuckau 1 year ago Als das erste Flugzeug einschlug war es in Deutschland (
ich wohne in Ostdeutschland) gerade 14:45 Uhr Nachmittag und es ist wirklich so: ich
weiß noch ganz genau was ich damals gerade zu Hause machte. Mein Gott; ich bügelte
damals gerade meine Hemden. Alles ist noch immer so furchtbar, wenn ich heute an die
damaligen Opfer in New York zurück denke. TheLuckau 1 year ago Richardhedditch261 1
year ago Helter Skelter... Comin' down Fast.... Helter Skelter. Don't Let Me Break You!
Comin' Down Fast! Helter Skeeeeelter! Richardhedditch261 1 year ago PaulB2Kool 1
year ago is this supposed 2 be funny? PaulB2Kool 1 year ago iXanderz 1 year ago
@PaulB2Kool, get off of the internet. How dare you disrespect the victims of 9/11. RIP
victims of 9/11 iXanderz 1 year ago PaulB2Kool 1 year ago no i was talking about wat
sum1 else said PaulB2Kool 1 year ago breakeurfou 1 year ago RIP from France ..
breakeurfou 1 year ago indestructablepie 1 year ago omg that is so sad all those poor
people...dead. indestructablepie 1 year ago whitestdudeyouknow 1 year ago my sister
was born on the same month same year of this she was born on 9 20 9+11=20 9 20 we
just figured this out so i showed her this whitestdudeyouknow 1 year ago DarkesLuk 1
year ago wtf is dat suppose to mean? DarkesLuk 1 year ago ispyspyda 1 year ago
Comment removed MassTransit999 1 year ago Isn't it funny now that Bush is out of
office...all of these nutjob idiots are calling it the Obama Conspiracy.....fucking morons
MassTransit999 1 year ago et1900k 1 year ago Comment removed starrygraphite 1 year
ago the part when they say something like "can you imagine how this happens in the
middle east every day? i'm so glad i don't live over there - that must be horrible" (i
completely paraphrased that) ... that struck me as both ironic and heartwarming. before
the huge outlash of hatred and revenge against the middle east as a whole as a result of
these attacks, some average bystanders showed a very humanitarian and sane piece of
compassion. starrygraphite 1 year ago afghani4eva 1 year ago this is so
sad>>>>>>>>ppl watch dis its about obama and dat he is a puppet (Alex Jones-The
Obama Deception Part 1 of 11) and watch all da parts and also watch (20 dolar bill) its
got to do wiv da 9/11 an dat it was da US plan.............you can find dese by typing it in at
da top in the search afghani4eva 1 year ago KrisnShell69 1 year ago This video need to be
investigated by a independent source. They is so much evidence in this video that points
at controlled demolition as being the primary cause of this collapse. This is a wake up call
to all of us in the world you can not believe what you hear or half of what you see. The
plains were simply a distraction used to draw our attention away from the true cause of
the collapse. No steel structural building has ever collapsed from structural fires EVER!!!
KrisnShell69 1 year ago MrDEagle86 1 year ago madness MrDEagle86 1 year ago
gumdokim 1 year ago Is it true that there were bombs placed in one of the towers'
basement? gumdokim 1 year ago Richardhedditch261 1 year ago The International
diplomatic situation looked like getting out of hand in the immediate aftermath of 9 - 11,
until the Foreign Minister of the government of Fiji issued a timely and justified call for
sanity and self-restraint to be exercised, and which the Fijian Foreign augmented with a
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strident and categorical condemnation of all acts of international terrorism.
Richardhedditch261 1 year ago asithesky22 1 year ago it was a military plane? wtf how
does anyone get away with some shit like this asithesky22 1 year ago Michaeltanase 1
year ago Jess, was one of those who jumped....SAD! Michaeltanase 1 year ago
MiiZzJ0kEr 1 year ago 2 7:34 u can see a person jump out....wow!! MiiZzJ0kEr 1 year
ago 2 JinKazamaGirLx3 1 year ago I start to cry when i saw this , thx -.JinKazamaGirLx3 1 year ago utepstudent12 1 year ago did Lily make it out?
utepstudent12 1 year ago utepstudent12 1 year ago whyd it cut when the 2nd plane hit
the other tower? utepstudent12 1 year ago lebutzki 1 year ago they probably did it out of
respect or maybe they didn't have a great angle. Personally, I am kind of glad they didn't
show it. lebutzki 1 year ago danielhulanmakiokej 1 year ago 19:50 i love you?
danielhulanmakiokej 1 year ago rhgamecock1971 1 year ago the building just collapsed! uh
ya think! rhgamecock1971 1 year ago Perker 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam beautiful i love it. Perker 1 year ago Macek331 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Fuck Iraq! Nothing you do not, you just hurt
and killed thousands of people .. You do not have the heart to perform this! My dream
was to see one of the twins in the (World Trade Center), when our teacher at primary
school told how beautiful it is there, so here now Wedel what I want ...! I see here in NY
and especially to the twins ... But now I can look just as shit :'(... For fuckin 'terrorists ...
Numi nothing else than to kill, injure, kill !!!:-/:-/:-/... I have no words ... :'(:'(:'( Macek331
1 year ago Macek331 1 year ago Comment removed Richardhedditch261 1 year ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Its all the fault of the people inside the
World Trade Center [Twin Towers]. They should watch out where the planes are going so they don't get in the way, man! Richardhedditch261 1 year ago lobodude03 1 year ago
Your a dumbass.. lobodude03 1 year ago GundamHealer 1 year ago you are a fuck head
GundamHealer 1 year ago 999etoo 1 year ago  ﺍﻝﻝﻩ999etoo 1 year ago lindbergh007 ﺍﻙﺏﺭ
1 year ago YOU MEEN Allahu Akbar ( Allah is Greater than anything and everything) i
think that is out of place here lindbergh007 1 year ago BloodclawGoesWild 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam KILL THE FUCKING MUSLIMS
! BloodclawGoesWild 1 year ago GnRrocker 1 year ago correction: Kill the rockefeller's
and the Rothchild's...my friend you are soo far from the truth, as I once was, that it is not
funny any more! The terrorist lye within the bilderburg group...search it on youtube. 9/11
was NOT an inside job, it was conducted by an outside force far greater than the taliban
and the al queada, and the U. S. government for that matter!! it was the Rothchilds and
the rockefeller's!! this is truly how far the rabbit hole goes!! time to WAKE UP!!!!
GnRrocker 1 year ago CommandanteBratwurst 1 year ago stfu CommandanteBratwurst 1
year ago sofistafunk 1 year ago indeed kill them sofistafunk 1 year ago 236error 1 year
ago listen very carefully for the first 4 or 5 minutes..You can hear the music in the
peoples house...it sounds like barney 236error 1 year ago Slaneee 1 year ago 2 One of the
thing that amazes me through this tragic footage, is that you and your friends don't seam
to swear! R.I.P x Slaneee 1 year ago 2 mike05005 1 year ago OH MY GOD!! 07:34
mike05005 1 year ago pein573 1 year ago lol arab pein573 1 year ago 236error 1 year ago
the music in the background is so terrifying.... 236error 1 year ago JoeJluver15 1 year ago
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2 there is no music JoeJluver15 1 year ago 2 Mowhaman 1 year ago Look at 7:35Min. I
think', a men falls down. A little black point infront of the WCT near the big smoke.
That's hard. Mowhaman 1 year ago Golil987 1 year ago DAMMM THAT FUCKIN
OSAMA BIN LADEN Golil987 1 year ago 1Rozza 1 year ago at 7.33 u can see a black
figure fall from the building, :0 1Rozza 1 year ago 01097 1 year ago You are the devil!! xD
01097 1 year ago TheLuckau 1 year ago Ich finde es sehr, sehr erschütternd was am
11.September 2001 in New York geschah. Die Menschen, die damals umkamen tun mir
wirklich leid. Einfach nur furchtbar. TheLuckau 1 year ago virangad 1 year ago america
deserved it looking at what america did in retaliation to an innocent country. iraq was
never part of al qaida. any moron could see that. you idiots voted for bush for a second
term. america's in some ways is the worlds worst democrazy. even britain in most areas is
better. then usa. virangad 1 year ago magnisus 1 year ago i think that the decision of
attacking iraq at that time was right, as america was under threat at that time, and it was
essential that all the potential threats to the country be removed. But americans have
overdid it so much that it is making a negative impact on them only. They must learn
when to stop. And as in the countries which support terrorism, the millitants are not a
seperate army but is mixed with the civilians as well, so poor civilians also died due to
those terrorists magnisus 1 year ago virangad 1 year ago its not the terrorists fault its the
murdering american soldiers. raping woman in iraq. virangad 1 year ago magnisus 1 year
ago do you seriously think that the american soldiers are the ONLY people doing that in
that country? and that All the american soldiers do that. There are evil in both the
american army and the terrorists magnisus 1 year ago 001Montreal 1 year ago R.I.P TO
ALL 001Montreal 1 year ago omimihaa 1 year ago Military plane? wow! omimihaa 1
year ago gafalcon7 1 year ago It wasn't Military Plane it was a United Boeing 767-300 Jet
Airliner gafalcon7 1 year ago OneEyedBeastTV 1 year ago a military plane? 12:30
OneEyedBeastTV 1 year ago 7nooon 1 year ago you now the fucked up thing that
muslims couldnt finish there studies because this shit its the fucken jos basterds 7nooon 1
year ago 055L 1 year ago I Know why event this. watch?v=of3uFj2U03w 055L 1 year
ago richard56780 1 year ago america deservd it lmao fadyb56 iz talkin truth richard56780
1 year ago MasterShot2k5 1 year ago 6 I almost believe america deserved this with all the
hate and corruption they spread. Then that one building collapses and they send
somebody to war. The ppl at my job called me a stupid 17 year old brat because of the
way I think and say "You hate america" things Americans don't understand if we go by
our own contradicting logic we just used 911 as a crappy excuse to get more people to die
in war as a petty reason to hate more people for yet ANOTHER reason the government
tries to make us think MasterShot2k5 1 year ago 6 MasterShot2k5 1 year ago Let's not
forget that almost everyone in america will start yelling and bitching at the mere mention
of 9/11 because they say "Shut up! people i knew were in there!!!" y'know what these
people i talk to about it have in common? They all hate me and want me to look terrible if
everyone in America said that "People I knew were in there" and they usually do then
nearly everyone in america would be related Fat chance. MasterShot2k5 1 year ago
neo14085 1 year ago agreed. they get people thinking "OMFG they blew up our bulding
for no reason, lets war!". pretty sad todays world :/ neo14085 1 year ago qtarleton 1 year
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ago wow you the devil buddy! qtarleton 1 year ago 1pokemon2 1 year ago fuck u mother
fuck i hope u rot and burn in hell u fucking bitch dum fucking rag head mother fucker
DIE!!!!!!!!!!! 1pokemon2 1 year ago MasterShot2k5 1 year ago Besides on this matter
I'm not on Americas side nor am I on islams side nor am i neutral I'm simply against those
who condone conflict. Man the stuff Obama has to deal with..... MasterShot2k5 1 year
ago MasterShot2k5 1 year ago Fuck the side of Islam that is manipulating it's people to
blow themselves and everything around them up. Fuck Americans who agree to send
troops into the middle east to justify for events like this. MasterShot2k5 1 year ago
fadyb56 1 year ago 2 how ignorant can a person be well i just found out america
intentionally did these attack and they paid some arabs to take the blame so they can
have a reason to invade iraq , afg and iran is next it is all a plan and u stupid americans
blame bush he is just a stupid guys who takes blames from people and a face to spit on
there r people controlling this country that u dont even heard off that plan behind the
curtains something tells me most of them jews i wonder why fadyb56 1 year ago 2
MasterShot2k5 1 year ago what part of the "side" thats manipulating and the "parts" of
americans did i not make clear? okay lemme rephrase that. This event was a day of
infamy we are being used by the govt and if you JUST found out they paid them to take
blame then u are late man this was old news. The government killing its own people to get
something to keep money up. This comes off as a surprise to you how? MasterShot2k5
1 year ago fadyb56 1 year ago 2 am not talking about me ur whatever am talking about the
americans there still some that believe it is arabs and muslims and just so u know am not
muslim fadyb56 1 year ago 2 vincedelgato 1 year ago very well done - I hope you will
consider my response. ~j vincedelgato 1 year ago Fr1tzEuro 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Ah, i love 9/11 as its so funny! i like plane crashes
and seeing the massive massive explosions. it was the best thing that has happened to this
world ever. george bush did 9/11. the american government did 9/11. theres no question
about it! if 9/11 didnt happen the world would be a different place now. 9/11 was so
FUNNY! i want george bush to do another 9/11 soon. i like watching people jumping out
of windows like little ragdolls. 9/11 was food for our souls and you all know it! from
rafael x Fr1tzEuro 1 year ago SPARTAMONGOLITO 1 year ago YOU PIECE OF
SHIT! SPARTAMONGOLITO 1 year ago ph174699 1 year ago fascinating home
footage from a native New Yorker. I can understand your hesitation in sharing, but
hearing your TV set, the conversation about your room, the sounds on the street - what a
slice of life! ph174699 1 year ago deathhamster22 1 year ago A MILITARY PLANE!
deathhamster22 1 year ago NOonH8TE 1 year ago NEVER FORGET. NOonH8TE 1
year ago crisdryan 1 year ago This is a real tragedy and i really sorry for the families of
the victims...But i think that this horrible event is a consequence of been the first power
in the word...and that position had been building in base of good things and really bad
things..i mean millions and millions of lost souls...just justified in 4 word...control of the
OIL....or that is wrong mr.David Rockefeller..or mr.Henry kissinger..? crisdryan 1 year
ago fordyboy95622468 1 year ago I see your angst over whether to post this or not, but i
think you made the right choice. You potentially have one of the most accurate pieces of
video footage that there was right here. fordyboy95622468 1 year ago dlteodorian 1 year
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ago 26 mins...how? dlteodorian 1 year ago nightflyer777 1 year ago dlteodorian, when
you have your status set to director you can have your videos longer than 10 mins.
nightflyer777 1 year ago vaati000 1 year ago That's not true. While they allowed that a
while ago, around 2007 they disabled that feature. Now only people with accounts before
then can upload 11+ minute videos. vaati000 1 year ago niiksha 1 year ago fuck this its
anyway created by the american politicians it self that wasnt rly a attack its just a lie that
your dumbass people live in U FUKIN SLAVES WAKE UP peace niiksha 1 year ago
beastieguy12 1 year ago you guys shouldnt be laffin about this really beastieguy12 1 year
ago LVL100000 1 year ago I can't believe it happened. People jumping? Oh gosh, i hope
they repented. 19:42 wanted to make me cry. I still can't believe a plane like THAT
crashed right in! LVL100000 1 year ago Indaianaolis0276 1 year ago Osama Bin Ladin the
United States and her allys, will find you and we will make you pay for every man,
woman, and child. Indaianaolis0276 1 year ago pants7956 1 year ago what was amazing
about that ya dick pants7956 1 year ago pants7956 1 year ago what was amazing about
that ya dick pants7956 1 year ago lisajason111 1 year ago i feel like at that moment the
US government abandoned those ppl... i hope there will be a judgement day...
lisajason111 1 year ago lisajason111 1 year ago 2 It is indeed hard to believe a plane of
that size can bring down a tower of THAT SIZE. Seriously, its like an arrow shot into a
tree.... lisajason111 1 year ago 2 DDRoyalmike 1 year ago I was 16 blocks away that day
Politics......... Check out YouTube/DDRoyal/Patriotic America Theres a message there for
everyone and Osama is stil in the desert? how is this possible? DDRoyalmike 1 year ago
simplicity818 1 year ago 2 i was there wen it happend): simplicity818 1 year ago 2
hylton7 1 year ago fuck religion hylton7 1 year ago Pttheproducer 1 year ago the two
buildings that took 5 years to complete...collapse in 7 seconds R.I.P Pttheproducer 1 year
ago alexotgh2009 1 year ago 4 magnific video !! it is horrible and very courage for they !!!
alexotgh2009 1 year ago 4 HBX27 1 year ago and they didnt take the stairs to get out of
the building why? HBX27 1 year ago maraki40 1 year ago φρίκη και παλι φρικη maraki40
1 year ago chubchubisfat 1 year ago show hide Two little buildings fall and everyyyyone
gets all moody... chubchubisfat 1 year ago JACKiLUFFsY0O 1 year ago Yes, millions of
people died and everyone gets moody. Get a heart :| JACKiLUFFsY0O 1 year ago
deepphreeze 1 year ago 3 3,000. not millions deepphreeze 1 year ago 3 bonkadventure2 1
year ago Not millions, less then 3,000. How come you guys don't get all moody about the
approximately 101,006 deaths in Iraq?! bonkadventure2 1 year ago lickface 1 year ago
probably because they don't consider Iraqi lives to be worth as much as American lives.
That's typical of Americans (and most people, really). lickface 1 year ago Sharky2055 1
year ago bonkadventure2 That number of deaths is bullshit. Sharky2055 1 year ago
TheBuxxx 1 year ago show hide Millions of people were in the tower?AMAZING!
TheBuxxx 1 year ago appappa 1 year ago I love explosions appappa 1 year ago myruin25
1 year ago why didn't you show the impact of the second plane? myruin25 1 year ago
murdokul 1 year ago poor firemans....died so many...:( for what??? that the fuckers who
"rule" the planet one day they will pay!! big time!!! murdokul 1 year ago acollyer12 1
year ago ...idea why dnt u go back to cunt land and go suck sum camel dick and see what
they have to offer besides a fucking bomb shoved up yur ass... seriously go jump off a
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cliff and die a slow painfull death acollyer12 1 year ago acollyer12 1 year ago hey dick
weed ... wackoxjackoisdead .... fuck u go back to wher u came from nd see wht they hav
to offer u ... americas da best damn country in da world... dont be jealous cause yur sum
fucking towel head or w.e and evry 1 makes fun of u... men gave their life for people to be
free and live their life with freedom...i have an acollyer12 1 year ago zarajuanmartin 1 year
ago sadddddd zarajuanmartin 1 year ago wwwAE911TRUTHorg 1 year ago inside job,
US government with explosions here in youtube: 9/11 Revisited: Were explosives used?
look! wwwAE911TRUTHorg 1 year ago 911insidejo8 1 year ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam Of course it was, even the slowest individuals with
learning defects ought to be able to see something so obvious should they have studied
the case. Those who actually think the government was not involved in this obviously
have not studied the case. Like Senior Council Farmer stated, nearly everything the
government and the mainstream media told us about 911 is false. 911insidejo8 1 year ago
wackoxjackoisdead 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i
wish NOTHING BUT PAIN AND SORROW FOR THE FAMILIES THAT HAVE
LOST FRIENDS AND FAMILY IN THE WORLD TRADE CENETER ATTACKS,
AND I HOPE THAT THE PEOPLE IN THE TOWERS DIED TERRIBLE
AGONIZING DEATHS, THAT BRINGS ME GREAT JOY JUST THINKING OF
THE PEOPLE IN THE WORLD TRADE CENTER BURNING TO DEATH, AND
THEN DECIDING TO JUMP OUT OF THE TOWER AND TUMBLE TO THEIR
PATHETIC AND WELL DESERVED DEATHS. I PRAY SOMETHING LIKE THIS
HAPPENES AGAIN, AMERICA DESE wackoxjackoisdead 1 year ago gocolts1490 1
year ago i pray that you die right now. kill yourself cuz no one wants you in this world.
gocolts1490 1 year ago metallicasparky90 1 year ago You are a pathetic mother fucker
you know that! metallicasparky90 1 year ago asacco121021 1 year ago fuck get out of
america go bak to ur own country asacco121021 1 year ago skippyproduction 1 year ago
that is super inappropriate and pathetic to post ur hate through the internet, just becuz u
have no life and spend all day in front of a computer with no frendz doesn't mean u have
to post a low life comment, have fun in hell kid.... skippyproduction 1 year ago
Racerxgal13 1 year ago tha was so sadd....... it still iss. ... and nice music in the backround
for sumthin this badd... Racerxgal13 1 year ago ohkeepa2009 1 year ago this was the new
pearl harbor Search THE OBAMA DECEPTION on youtube. The globalist agenda is set
but we have to stop the New World Order. As far as left or right is concerned, there is no
right or left only right or wrong. 9/11 was an inside job. Wake up and realize the economic
collapse was planned. This isn't conspiracy theory, its a matter of control in the hands of
a few wealthy people. Know the truth, infowars . com ohkeepa2009 1 year ago
LilGuyane5eBoi 1 year ago 2 ;'( LilGuyane5eBoi 1 year ago 2 howrse155 1 year ago
OMG i saw a person falling down at 7:36, look closely at the building.OMG howrse155
1 year ago leklek69 1 year ago show hide lol this is fake leklek69 1 year ago nomadd1979
1 year ago yeh looks really fake dont it :/...fock off nomadd1979 1 year ago gorazd01 1
year ago show hide Viva Bin Laden! gorazd01 1 year ago zarajuanmartin 1 year ago bin
laden tiene k morir!! quemarse en el infierno ok zarajuanmartin 1 year ago
videogamespoofer 1 year ago if i was there and understood what was going on i would've
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thought it was the russians videogamespoofer 1 year ago iSnowbAlLxx2 1 year ago show
hide fuck the cops they were in it too fucking misusing their power faggots
iSnowbAlLxx2 1 year ago islandguy83 1 year ago show hide sick fuckin aphgans who the
hell do they think they are islandguy83 1 year ago marka1236 1 year ago what a view,
thats like ring side tickets to the biggest disaster ever, sad day ,but also amazing to see,
marka1236 1 year ago videogamespoofer 1 year ago pearl harbor was worse cause that
fucked up our country videogamespoofer 1 year ago gorazd01 1 year ago I hope it wasn't
the last time! gorazd01 1 year ago ownagemum 1 year ago fuck you dick head go fucking
die in a hole u sad cunt ownagemum 1 year ago localvic 1 year ago Don't hate the player,
Hate the Game! localvic 1 year ago 789conejo 1 year ago okey fuck bush 789conejo 1
year ago rustyshakleferd753 1 year ago o god rustyshakleferd753 1 year ago 789conejo 1
year ago 3 omy god i was crying that day fucken terrorist 789conejo 1 year ago 3
wkruk1979 1 year ago allah akbar wkruk1979 1 year ago worldmovement 1 year ago How
can you watch that, and not hurt for people. Everyone deserves death, but how can you
not love all those jerks out there, knowing that you're one of "them?" worldmovement 1
year ago worldmovement 1 year ago we the people will NEVER forget. Bless the people
risked their lives. worldmovement 1 year ago three6zachary 1 year ago FUCK THOSE
PEOPLE! three6zachary 1 year ago Zorere 1 year ago 6 Nobody deserves to die in like
that, ever. I wish I could erase that day from happening.. R.I.P to all those lost who lost
their lives on that day and god bless to their friends and families. I'll never forget 9/11
Zorere 1 year ago 6 gorazd01 1 year ago God doesn' t give a fuck about Americans.
gorazd01 1 year ago malaka131981 1 year ago yeah ok but he gives a fuck about goat
herding sand niggers like you??? that's why he stuck you in a third world country and
gave you only camels for transportation, and filthy hairy women to fuck with cottage
cheese like vaginal discharge..... I feel sorry for you sand monkeys, i really do. And
especially for you goraz... i know it must be very difficult having a cunt for a mother....
Praise Allah! malaka131981 1 year ago maddog46360 1 year ago fuck allah maddog46360
1 year ago malaka131981 1 year ago i 'm agreeing with you you dumb fuck, read the rest
of the comment before posting you dumb ignorant fuck........... i hate sand niggers too
malaka131981 1 year ago maddog46360 1 year ago hey dick, i understand that, i was just
making a statement!!! so now look at whos the ignorant one maddog46360 1 year ago
gorazd01 1 year ago Tipicaly answers for Stupid americans. This idiot MALAKA stil
thinks, that we Europeans are black. Hey, Europe is not in Africa, Europe is a continent
northen from Africa. And if enyone is an ape (wich is professional term for monkies),
that's you Stupid americans. BTW Who is fuckin' alah? Actually, I don't belive in
fairytale creatures like god, alah, dragons or fays. Didn't you know, that god does even
exist? And after all! Put a police baton in your ass and enjoy the pleasur. gorazd01 1 year
ago malaka131981 1 year ago if you don't believe in god then why say "god hates
america" go fuck your stupid cunt of a mother " europe is a continent northern from
africa" lmao at your mastery of the language... regardless if god exists or not, some "being"
has cursed you with a pea brain and a cunt for a mother... it's alot to overcome, just try to
do your best malaka131981 1 year ago fotografka1 1 year ago why ???????!! fotografka1
1 year ago gorazd01 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
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Americans deserved it. gorazd01 1 year ago FullmetalJ93 1 year ago fuck you.
FullmetalJ93 1 year ago vv5w 1 year ago watch?v=of3uFj2U03w vv5w 1 year ago
fotografka1 1 year ago I don't belive ... fotografka1 1 year ago meric2 1 year ago Jenga
meric2 1 year ago kurdistanimal 1 year ago what are fire trucks gonna do when the fire is
100 stories high kurdistanimal 1 year ago GinjaAleluva 1 year ago Well if anybody says
ANYTHING that people from Iraq had to do with it.. i will kill them.. not kidding.. cause
they didnt have anything to do with 9/11... GinjaAleluva 1 year ago LeaPL 1 year ago
well, they could hav something got to do with it but its just guessing; i dont think that
iraq had anything to do with it, it could be anyone... not the "terrorists" LeaPL 1 year ago
SpermCannon 1 year ago Wheres the footage of the plane hitting the pentegon? You
would think as large as the population is in DC, some tourist or local had to be walking
around with a camera or camcorder that day. But then again that whole situation gets lost
in the whole 911 nightmare. SpermCannon 1 year ago HrvatZagreb 1 year ago zeitgeist
HrvatZagreb 1 year ago MKIVowner 1 year ago it was fixable just call half of mexico and
they would of fixed it!!! MKIVowner 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago I work with 2
Mexicans and they can out work any else I ever met and I'm 52 years old, and they do it
with a smile on their face, cornskid 1 year ago Tracneflyflytec 1 year ago stop crying
bitch that piss me off Tracneflyflytec 1 year ago swfc13 1 year ago did your daughter get
out in time? swfc13 1 year ago Pizzaboy721 1 year ago Thanks For sharing that
gruesome moment Pizzaboy721 1 year ago SongsRoc 1 year ago this vid wuz good. but i
wish u didn't go to tha fire trucks every 2-4 minutes it gets real annoying when ur
watching something and pple just roam with their cameras SongsRoc 1 year ago
cottonbud1818 1 year ago If it wasnt us who came over and discovered America years
before the wars you wouldnt be either cottonbud1818 1 year ago ajjki456 1 year ago Omg
this video is awesome thanks for share! ajjki456 1 year ago djxarri 1 year ago :(
unfogettable djxarri 1 year ago thelleana001 1 year ago QQ merrrda thelleana001 1 year
ago jerichomutant 1 year ago Wow, you sound pretty calm. Normal people would be
freaking out. jerichomutant 1 year ago geistdermirabelle 1 year ago show hide the planes
are a digital fake. this video too geistdermirabelle 1 year ago jamesgers08 1 year ago shut
the fuck up u fuckin idiot jamesgers08 1 year ago TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago
geistdermirabelle You're a fake. You're nothign but a digital re-creation of your former fake
self. TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago multivan2001 1 year ago Unforgettable pictures, so
sad. multivan2001 1 year ago jacobwii 1 year ago R I P people jacobwii 1 year ago
dannyjay12345 1 year ago Thanks for sharing Bob & Bri. R.I.P all that died!
dannyjay12345 1 year ago ipodman142 1 year ago 4 R.I.P ,,,DAD,,, ipodman142 1 year
ago 4 dane1964lw 1 year ago i just hear a lout boom omg men grow up dane1964lw 1 year
ago dane1964lw 1 year ago Comment removed RamsMax1 1 year ago say thx to bush and
the US gouverment RamsMax1 1 year ago sukitakardecista 1 year ago Such sad
images...brakes my heart... :'( sukitakardecista 1 year ago volcomx484 1 year ago 3 i
remember this day i was in new york couldnt sleep volcomx484 1 year ago 3 volcomx484
1 year ago isnt planes mad out of alnumum and the building out of steel it dosent make
sence so many numbers explinations i am meaning no disrespect towards you!
volcomx484 1 year ago DARILyankee 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
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hide Not Spam thats why i always use a CONDOM... DARILyankee 1 year ago
jahjahisthebest 1 year ago wtf is you talking about jahjahisthebest 1 year ago kabool2010
1 year ago u hall stubed kabool2010 1 year ago thesouthsimpsonsguy 1 year ago 7 i was 2
young to understand what happened when it happened but now i know and knowing
hurts thesouthsimpsonsguy 1 year ago 7 beteigt 1 year ago i must cry when i saw this
beteigt 1 year ago MrGeorgedubya 1 year ago 2 very sad day MrGeorgedubya 1 year ago
2 djdfres93 1 year ago ok what does that have to do with any thing? djdfres93 1 year ago
Prev 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help
About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising
Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon
Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your
Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next
Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists...
YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My
Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3
years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters
remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036)
SirSniffalot1 1 year ago So thats when the first person got aids. SirSniffalot1 1 year ago
olivererdensejste 1 year ago Idiot ! olivererdensejste 1 year ago MartinStarFlash 1 year
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam LOL MartinStarFlash 1 year
ago MartinStarFlash 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
LOL MartinStarFlash 1 year ago MartinStarFlash 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam LOL MartinStarFlash 1 year ago MartinStarFlash 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam LOL MartinStarFlash 1 year ago
MartinStarFlash 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam LOL
MartinStarFlash 1 year ago MartinStarFlash 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam LOL MartinStarFlash 1 year ago Stixman41 1 year ago Very
emotional, always remembered. Stixman41 1 year ago MartinStarFlash 1 year ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i lol'd MartinStarFlash 1 year ago
merishane 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
ADVENTURE BOUND SCHOOL OUTSIDE OF CHARLOTTESVILLE V.A. 19851987 IF YOU ATTENED THERE AT THAT TIME PLEASE CONTACT ME @
merishane ON YOU-TUBE !!! CSC/09 IN LYNCHBURG V.A. !! merishane 1 year ago
howhgih 1 year ago when Im Angry for killing people on Iraq and Palestine i watch this
video becose he makes me happy and little Grateful best Memories ever.. howhgih 1 year
ago DarkAngelbat 1 year ago no Fire on impact DarkAngelbat 1 year ago DarkAngelbat 1
year ago impact no Fire DarkAngelbat 1 year ago xXxShawn8xXx 1 year ago I was only 8
years old in 2001 and this is the first time im watching it now and Im 16 so yeah that was
horrible. I dont understand how in the beginning the girl filming this seemed to be so calm
"oh yeah that building is burning" yawns"" xXxShawn8xXx 1 year ago firemanst6 1 year
ago Why is it that all the brittish hate the US. They forget that they would be speaking
german or be slaves to germany if the US didnt come and save their asses twice in WW1
and WW2 so before you brits talk crap bout the US remeber if it wasnt for us you
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wouldnt be. firemanst6 1 year ago vampspikess 1 year ago Ummm USA FOUNDED the
germans coughs there jets could not even run without the fuel of the USA look it up
stupid vampspikess 1 year ago fstavr 1 year ago Listen i am not german but i am an
engineer. And i can tell you that for sure..Everything that todays engineering uses(and i
mean everything) has already been researched many many years ago..Whether that is
turbochargers or aircraft engines.. fstavr 1 year ago UnlucklyDuck 1 year ago America did
it . . .. . UnlucklyDuck 1 year ago hcronos 1 year ago this remind me of "Fight Club" u
know at the end when all hell broke lose hcronos 1 year ago 4aaaaa4 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam + + MESSAGE FROM 9-11 VICTIMS +
Dying is sad + Being murdered is worse + Being murdered so our killer can profit is way
worse + But even worse is when our killer is our very own nation's military (see
Operation Northwoods), who spilled our blood to begin a savage & barbaric genocidal
aggression upon innocent, noble Civilizations. And to begin a Nazi-style Fanaticism
(GWOT) which manipulates even our own families into looking away from the truth.
Imagine Nazi fanaticism - American style 4aaaaa4 1 year ago FritzEur0 1 year ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was the best thing ever to happen to
this world. It's true, if you don't like it, fuck off. There is a video on my profile which
explains why i love 9/11 so much but ive had to censor a few words so that it is allowed
on YouTube. 9/11 was good. I love watching the explosions. They are big, better than
fireworks. Plane crashes are awesome. I love seeing it break apart and destruction! 9/11
was food for our souls. George bush did 9/11! I want there to be another 9/11 soon!
FritzEur0 1 year ago Myles0Harcourt 1 year ago If there is I hope you're on it.
Myles0Harcourt 1 year ago abitesizedcow 1 year ago Comment removed tibib14 1 year
ago tűzoltókocsi mondja: tütűűt.... tibib14 1 year ago GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago
Then these clever Israelis investigated the upcoming event and found out that Laden was
about to demolish Silverstein's buildings. The bad thing about these Israelis was that they
didn't tell us Gentiles about it. They just let Laden go through with it...
GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago The Fox Jews joke
about the crimes: watch?v=JWpWc_suPWo Prior to 9/11 some Israelis pretended to be
students, because they live their lives pretending, and they infiltrated everything in the
government by repeatedly saying they wanted to sell some cheap art. Everyone was
fooled by this trick because the Israelis are so smart. They even infiltrated secret offices
and unlisted private homes of law enforcement officers. GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago
GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago ...I was the most optimistic of them all. Due to my
experience in this field, I was thinking that the fire from the gas in the plane would melt
the iron structure of the building and collapse the area where the plane hit and all the
floors above it only. This is all that we had hoped for." This Laden knew who was
working at those floors at that time. He had calculated the casualties in advance. Due to
hies experience in miracles and because he had read parts of the official manuscript...
GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago ...he thought that the
top floors would disappear. But his experience wasn't good enough, he should have read
the whole script and his calculations were a waste of time. GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year
ago Anon00000000 1 year ago I was about to get laid. The fucking bitch thought the
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silence was alkward, so she turned on the T.V. and THIS happened. Nineteen pissed off
Muslims, and a bunch of faggy New Yorkers cock-blocked me. Fuck 9/11, fuck muslims,
and fuck New York. Anon00000000 1 year ago Anon00000000 1 year ago WHO GIVES
A FLYING FUCK? Anon00000000 1 year ago Trajan3876 1 year ago I think that the
attack was done by those who have proudly claimed responsibility for them. 9/11 was a
perfect example of Occam's razor. Trajan3876 1 year ago GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year
ago Yeah, I demolished Sileverstein's buildings. If you're talking about Osama, he said
17th of Sptembe, ""I stress that I have not carried out this act, which appears to have
been carried out by individuals with their own motivation." The fake FBI-Laden from
december is ridiculous: ""We calculated in advance the number of casualties from the
enemy, who would be killed based on the position of the tower. We calculated that the
floors that would be hit would be three or four floors... GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago
whoremoanhormone 1 year ago i masturbated to the towers falling whoremoanhormone 1
year ago conwizzlo717 1 year ago hahahahaha WTF conwizzlo717 1 year ago ZAML12
1 year ago this day is a happiest day in my life you must remembers our killds in
Palestine-Iraq-Afghanistan, etc. ZAML12 1 year ago Kirstenmilton 1 year ago Very sad.
R.I.P Kirstenmilton 1 year ago rudyeilabouni 1 year ago 7 Fuck whoever did this attack!
If its was the US or the Quida or anyone! If I know who was he or they ill eat him allive!
I didnt loose any one in that accident, I dont even live in the Us I live in Israel, but I am
very sad for those who died! R.I.P all rudyeilabouni 1 year ago 7 gitm61 1 year ago Listen
GAC I certainly can understand your sentiment, it has been too long the 'might makes
right' policy of the US has gone on unchecked, but you are reacting exactly the same way
they did when they made all the policies you so hate. So if you don't want the future to
be a series of blood letting then take the morale high ground and beat them at their own
game. gitm61 1 year ago GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago Fischer seems confident that
Laden now will demolish all the Jewish buildings in America. 9/11 was just the start...
Fischer was still a Jewish liar, pretending he wasn't. Martin Luther, also a Jew,
pretending to be Christian Jew hater. Jews are behind much of the Jew hating themselves.
It gives them some sort of protection. Jewish Mel Gibson is also a fake Jew hater.
GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago show hide ...And now,
what goes around, comes around, they're getting it back, finally. Praise God... Hallelujah,
this is a wonderful day. Fuck the United States. Cry, you crybabies! Whine, you
bastards! Now your time is coming! The US is getting what is coming to it. This is just
the beginning." Yet another Jew pretending to hate Jews. He tells the truth about
Holocaust but pretends to think that bin Laden demolished Silverstein's buildings.
GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago show hide Jewish
Bobby Fischer on 9/11: "I say death to President Bush, I say death to the United States.
Fuck the United States, fuck the Jews, the Jews are a criminal people, they mutilate their
children, they are murderous, criminal, thieving, lying, bastards. They made up the
Holocaust, there's not a word of truth to it. They are the worst liars and bastards...
GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago gitm61 1 year ago Which in my humble opinion, was
exactly what Bin Laden had hoped for, but I am sure even he was surprised when the US
began a 'nonsense' war in Iraq, set up Guantánamo Bay, Abu Ghraib, etc. his recruitment
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drive really took off. Learn from this once and for all. gitm61 1 year ago gitm61 1 year ago
Now some 8 years later, had we brought the planners behind this to justice and then
tackled the issues that brought it about, these deaths would not have been in vain. But
allowing our leaders to abandon the fundamental principles of law (principles won at such
huge human expense, less than 50 years ago) for the sake of expediency and revenge this
was the start of a new tragedy between the US and the victims of it's middle-eastern
foreign policy. gitm61 1 year ago blazerx920 1 year ago what do you want her to do ?
hold the building? blazerx920 1 year ago GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago Adolf Hitler Jewish Frank Collin, the leader of the American Nazi Party - Jewish David Irving Jewish Ernst Zundel - Jewish Vigrid, a group here in Norway, who hates muslims,
pakistanis, negros and Jews, and expose 9/11 as an inside Zionist Job - Jewish They're
being extreme on purpose and get attention by the Jewish media, so that anyone who
speaks negatively about Jews would be connected to this group. The leader has even been
in court for speaking badly about Jews. GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago blazerx920 1
year ago omg if you are trying to make a bad name for the jews at least make it sounds
real ... hitler was jewish ....right............... dumbass ...i hate arabs and i never even met one
blazerx920 1 year ago GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago Hitler dressed some prisoners up
as Polish soldiers, placed them by the border and shot them dead. He claimed Poland had
attacked and used that as an excuse to invade Poland. False Flag Operation = Jewish
Operation. Daryl Smith and Eric Hufschmid are Jews, pretending to be Jew haters.
GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago GentilesAgainstCrime What
crimes are Jewish people supposedly doing? Are they part of the suuposed all evil
NWO, Illuminati, Rothchilds, Bilderburg, Freemasons ?? Sharky2055 1 year ago
GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago The Pentagon, which is formed as the center of a
pentagram, which Jewish Eliphas Levi identified as a symbol of evil, had its
groundbreaking ceremony on 9/11-1941. Exactly 60 years later the Jewish mass murderer
Larry Silverstein demolished his buildings. Bill Clinton, John Kerry, George Bush, Ron
Paul and Barack Obama are lying Jews. GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago Sharky2055 1
year ago GentilesAgainstCrime What do you have to support your claims? Sharky2055 1
year ago gunsuka33 1 year ago dude its not her fault that she cant help if she trys to help
she will put her self in harms way and get killed and we all fukin hate terroist gunsuka33
1 year ago okreset 1 year ago Comment removed cornskid 1 year ago What do you
propose she should have done? I find it quite an importent record and quite compe3lling
as well. Imagine seeing that outside your living room window, it really brings it home. I
hope she was there when the Airbus crashed in the Hudson a few months ago, everyone
lived through that and I believe it would have been visible from her location. cornskid 1
year ago GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago ...Even when they get caught, they figure out
how to trick the stupid people into letting them get away with their crime. They got
caught in 1946 when they bombed the King David Hotel, and they tricked the stupid
British into letting them get away with it. They get caught in 1967 when they bombed the
US Navy ship, and they tricked the stupid Americans into letting them get away with it.
They outsmart everybody. If you are not careful, they will outsmart you, also.
GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago As for you fucktard, I'll put my
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brain up against yours any day. I hold a bs in mechanical engineering and a minor in
history from one of the finest colleges in the world. Our company has 5 patents on
production equipment and my name is prominent on all of them, you're simply an antisemite piece of crap. cornskid 1 year ago GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago You're more
like a comedian. Arabs are Semites. George Bush is an anti-semite for blaming Arabs for
his own crime. GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago In a purely academic
sense you are correct, but it's come to mean Jewish and your position on that is perfectly
clear. cornskid 1 year ago GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago "come to mean Jewish" Jews
have changed the meaning, so that they can throw it anyone who expose their crimes.
"Don't listen to that guy! He's sick! He's an anti-Semite!" GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year
ago cornskid 1 year ago Didn't the last time you went to jail for exposing yourself teach
you anything? Some people never learn. cornskid 1 year ago GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year
ago I confronted Hufschmid with evidence and he changed tone and started to brag about
the Jews. I said to him, "Have you forgotten that 9/11 was a Jew Job? You're mentally
disturbed. You'll look good covering my lamps," pissed at him for lying to me all the time
we had exchanged emails, pretending to be a good friend. He replied: Why are you so
upset? The Jews are involved in lots of crime, but the reason they are so successful is
because they are smart... GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year
ago So I started to exchange emails with Eric Hufschmid, who also said in some videos
that the truth movement was run by people who mixed truth with lies. He said they were
Zionist. I had never heard the word before. When he said "Goyim" I thought the word
meant something like "us stupid brainwashed people". I learned that Silverstein and
Wolfowitz were Jews, had gathered a list of Jewish media owners, and in March 2007 I
realized that Hufschmid was in on the conspiracy too. GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago
GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago So i started to investigate the case, since it obviously
wasn't solved. I exchanged emails with Steven E. Jones and Jim Fetzer from Scholars For
9/11 Truth for almost a year before I realized they were liars mixing truth with lies. I
became aware that we have professors and others in our society who live their lives with
fake identities. I didn't know anything about Jews. Didn't even know there lived any Jews
in Israel. Religion never interested me. GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago
GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago Until december 2005 I had never heard of conspiracy
theories regarding 9/11. I never watch TV and on 9/11 I watched TV for about 15
minutes. I hadn't heard that any buildings had "collapsed" and hadn't heard about WTC7.
All I had heard was that Osama had hijacked some planes and crashed them into WTC.
Then I saw a couple of videos on the net and I saw the twin towers explode and WTC7
sink down to earth. I realized that everything I had heard about the case was a big lie.
GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago mesner5 1 year ago i think this is the only vid i could
find that was actually up close to the World Trade Cntr, I cn see why yu were hesitant to
put it on yutube. Well, the movie was pretty tragic too, did they use real footage of the
tower in the movie and just digitised the smoke??? mesner5 1 year ago
GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago The Pentagon, which is formed as the center of a
pentagram, which Jewish Eliphas Levi identified as a symbol of evil, had its
groundbreaking ceremony on 9/11-1941. Exactly 60 years later the Jewish mass murderer
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Larry Silverstein demolished his buildings. Bill Clinton, John Kerry, George Bush, Ron
Paul and Barack Obama are lying Jews. GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago cornskid 1 year
ago I would love to meet you and discuss these issues face to face cornskid 1 year ago
GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago What's the point of that? The evidence is on the
internet. GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago I've seen your evidence, it's
retarded bullshit. Either you're incredibly stupid or what is much more likely your
parents raised you to be a prejudiced bigot, and their parents before did the same. It's a
generational thing. I parroted stupid shit when I was a kid. My grandfather got wind of it
and sat me down and made me read the collected works of Thomas Jefferson "We hold
these truths to be self evident that everyones the fucking same" paraphrased but still
beautifully true after 230 years. cornskid 1 year ago GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago
"I've seen your evidence" You've seen WTC7 sink down to earth like it was suddenly
standing in the middle of the ocean? And you still think Osama did it? You're either
brainwashed and stupid, or you're a liar. GentilesAgainstCrime 1 year ago russianrider93
1 year ago this was a sad day i was only 8 but remember siting at my fathers police
barracks with guards carrying large guns and 2 guarding me i was scared out of my mind
russianrider93 1 year ago GComputerSpecialist 1 year ago US Military airplanes if you
have NETFLIX account please watch [9/11: in plane site] or look for it here on youtube
GComputerSpecialist 1 year ago csm1013 1 year ago Never forget or forgive. God bless
all Americans. A British citizen. csm1013 1 year ago PierceXpress 1 year ago They were
tall, RIP to all who died, Good video sad but the best I've seen. What is the latest on the
new One World Trade Center ?? PierceXpress 1 year ago mesner5 1 year ago a new
World Trade Cntr?! i didn't even know that they were talking about building another one!
mesner5 1 year ago azndragoon402 1 year ago thank for sharing, my friend dad was in
there, but lucky for him he got off work before it hit the tower. azndragoon402 1 year ago
Shuffle3956 1 year ago lol "is this dangerous" "no you just watch" lil pussies Shuffle3956
1 year ago kcflood 1 year ago thanks for sharing your video. so scary. so sad. kcflood 1
year ago recoveredcutter 1 year ago bush made up a big ass lie saying he was at a school
"waiting" to go in a class room and he saw a tv on, and he said he saw the first plane hit
the WTC.. its some where on youtube recoveredcutter 1 year ago dasweetstranger 1 year
ago yes dasweetstranger 1 year ago halleochen 1 year ago Comment removed halleochen 1
year ago Comment removed halleochen 1 year ago Comment removed halleochen 1 year
ago Comment removed shqiptarZz 1 year ago BUSH DID THIS SIMPEL shqiptarZz 1
year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago shqiptarZz Do tell how Bush did supposedly this when
in office for 8 months. Sharky2055 1 year ago WillyWonkaIsSatanic 1 year ago it sure is
simpel, youve won me over with your intense display of intelligence.
WillyWonkaIsSatanic 1 year ago fowlera7 1 year ago whilst it is a terrible thing perhaps
all the americans that funded the ira in 70`s and 80`s may realise what terrorism is
now!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! fowlera7 1 year ago kingklick77 1 year ago how come the camera did
that when the second plane hit? she turned it back on right when the second plane hit?
kingklick77 1 year ago dieguteFee1 1 year ago watch?v=a8ZFxHSL9NU&feature=re-lated
the truth is wtc is bombing with thermit dieguteFee1 1 year ago qroot33 1 year ago for
me, It was the beginning of second grade. we watched it live in our class. qroot33 1 year
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ago crevent45 1 year ago I was 4 when this happened i remember seeing it on TV and my
mom crying her heart out. I didn't know what was going on :(:(:(:(:( crevent45 1 year ago
PRINCESSCRASH1 1 year ago I was a kid when this happened. Now im older and
realize what this horrid tragedy did. Not only does it make me appreciate my family that
mean the world to me but it got me more involved in whats going on out there. You have
to see some of the laws that are being passed and it makes me so mad when i see this
video and whats going on now its as if nothing ever happened. What has become of this
country? PRINCESSCRASH1 1 year ago sk8teraj77 1 year ago 2 i was in first grade
when this shit went down and now im 14 and im just now starting to get all this shti. i
feel like a dumbass sk8teraj77 1 year ago 2 Crazie4Friends 1 year ago all gave
some...some gave all Crazie4Friends 1 year ago KrisnShell69 1 year ago WAR IS
TERRORISM!! Who ever disagrees is a blood thirsty savage. People always talk about
how great this nation is but yet we have the highest incarceration population in the world
but yet we are free. Nothing in this country or world is free we all look for higher
authority to give us validation. Anybody in there right mind knows that this was not
done by al queda or Osama Bin Laden or Usama Bin Laden or what ever you chose his
name to be. WAR IS TERRORISM !! Wake UP!! KrisnShell69 1 year ago
dennisdennis15 1 year ago u know u say that we look to higher authority...i dont...in fact
i cant stand our elected officials...there all a bunch of weasels dennisdennis15 1 year ago
xdaviix18 1 year ago cuando ella dice: oh my god ,se ve un OVNI en el lado derecho.
xdaviix18 1 year ago Ssteaua79 1 year ago unfortunatelly was an internal affair...sept.11th
was planned by "illuminati".dead of MJ was by illuminati.why u people r so
blind??why??THE NEW WORLD ORDER...LOOK EUROPEAN UNION.FOR 60
YEARS THEY TRY TO LEAD THE WORLD.OUR GOVERNMENT.THERE IS
"NO"GOVERNMENT.THERE IS "NO" FREEDOM.USA ITS A FASCIST
COUNTRY RIGHT NOW.OUR LAWS R FUCKED UP.AND PEOPLE THEY R
MEAN AND RUDE BECAUSE THE SYSTEM IS LIKE THAT.WHY WE HAVE ALL
THE FOREIGNERS COMING TO US??WHY??THEY R HONEST AND
DIFFERENT THAN US.WE R FAKE. Ssteaua79 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
Somewhere there's an empty fruitcake tin anxiously waiting for your return........
Sharky2055 1 year ago jordansme1234567 1 year ago Comment removed niallerz9693 1
year ago well you know wat dey say ' always sit at d back of a plane cause u never see a
plane reversing into a building ' niallerz9693 1 year ago max432156 1 year ago SHIT
MAN you can actually see someone jumping down the building at 7:33. Fucking sad...
max432156 1 year ago ICYURABUT 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam after 3 years of watching this video over and over again i have stumbled
across an incredible revalation that will change the way you and everyone else thinks. i
have discover the true secret as to how and why 9-11 happened. are you ready? well you
better be because im about to blow the hood off whether it was a conspiracy or not! are
you ready?.....................oka-y i have discovered that the secret behind the truth of nine
eleven is............................-...........people are idiots!!! ICYURABUT 1 year ago
ICYURABUT 1 year ago after 3 years of watching this video over and over again i have
stumbled across an incredible revalation that will change the way you and everyone else
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thinks. i have discover the true secret as to how and why 9-11 happened. are you ready?
well you better be because im about to blow the hood off whether it was a conspiracy or
not! are you ready?.....................oka-y i have discovered that the secret behind the truth
of nine eleven is............................-...........people are idiots!!! ICYURABUT 1 year ago
halleochen 1 year ago inside job!!!!!! halleochen 1 year ago venomfanatic 1 year ago did
bin landen destroy the twin towers that day with the aeroplane??? venomfanatic 1 year
ago MasterTerran 1 year ago no,it was the illuminati,but the unaware useless eaters don't
understand,a person who doesn't use his/her intelligence,is not better than an animal who
doesn't have. MasterTerran 1 year ago SimaStrah 1 year ago Comment removed xludacrixx
1 year ago Wow the woman in this vid says such stupid shit. I know it was traumatic but
seriously. xludacrixx 1 year ago LaurenMurrayx3 1 year ago oh no man:-| yous arent
honestly arguin over 9/11 get a fucking grip. practically no-one will ever know what trully
happened:S get a grip! LaurenMurrayx3 1 year ago y0lDaS 1 year ago fuck afghanistan ...
y0lDaS 1 year ago halleochen 1 year ago show hide fuck amerika---> inside job!!
halleochen 1 year ago DO1PAL 1 year ago PRC what is wrong with you, few people
deserve to die and especially not in a terrorist attack, what you have said is out of order
DO1PAL 1 year ago PRCForever 1 year ago Americans deserve 9/11 Your government
goes around funding terrorist organisations and does it in the name of "freedom". Way
more people died in Iraq than 9/11. When will the merciless despicable Americans become
more civilised and realise 9/11 is only a small fraction compared to what they did to the
middle east. PRCForever 1 year ago WillyWonkaIsSatanic 1 year ago Really? really? i
mean .. come on.. really? you think that weve done half the damage to iraq as what
happened to the world trade center? your terrible with math, dying isnt the only
drawback from what happened on 9/11.. the money it cost is still affecting the usa to this
day.. but since you cannot think that way its useless to try to get you to understand the
full ramifications of all thats happened. have a nice day imbecile WillyWonkaIsSatanic 1
year ago ligomi 1 year ago so you think less then 3000 some people have died in Iraq?
ligomi 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago 4 Iraq has nothing to do with 9/11 Sharky2055
1 year ago 4 ligomi 1 year ago very good, any other obvious comments? ligomi 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago ligomi To those of us with good commonsense and living in the
real world, yes. Sharky2055 1 year ago ligomi 1 year ago well,lets hear them...... ligomi 1
year ago WillyWonkaIsSatanic 1 year ago no, im just not naive enough to think that the
only way to be a casualty of war is through death. WillyWonkaIsSatanic 1 year ago
rodneymullet19 1 year ago if i ever fucking see you or find out who you are i will fuck
you up in the name of "freedom" people like you deserve to live in a shit hole like iraq
rodneymullet19 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Instead of directly replying to this
jackass, please report them instead. Sharky2055 1 year ago TheChosenBurrito 1 year ago
2 dude american people didn't ask for this you think 100% of our people are happy with
our government? smart, educated people know the hypocricies and the stupidity of our
gov, and if anything, i charge my fellow americans with the fact that our nation's people
are too afraid to rise up against our gov. Americans have no control over their own free
will. the hypocricy of our democracy kills me, and kills people all over the globe
everyday. don't be so selfish, people share your thoughts TheChosenBurrito 1 year ago 2
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PRCForever 1 year ago You guys only have 2 political parties... despite differences in
ideals, they share pretty much the same ideals in terms of "spreading freedoms" using
force around the world. So whoever u vote for will generally be the same No country can
guarantee 100%, but it is true to say that a LARGE majority of Americans truthfully and
honestly believe that America is the "freest" in the world. PRCForever 1 year ago
davemanning53 1 year ago there are actually more than 2 political parties, those are just
that 2 major ones, but there's always canidates from 3 other parites... davemanning53 1
year ago TheChosenBurrito 1 year ago people like me that live in America know and are
fully aware that the two major political parties [conservative and liberal] are purely a
facade. They're used by the gov to mindfuck the people of America into believing that
thay actually do make a choice for themselves, when really, after all the old farts are
elected, the American people don't see another ballot for 2 [or 4] years. People outside of
America need to realize that there are people on the inside that know wtf is goin on, and
not- TheChosenBurrito 1 year ago sedod66 1 year ago there really are some fucking idiots
out there to believe americans killed their own people to go to war and get some oil. they
coulda bought all the oil legitamatley with the finantial cost of the war. its about alot more
than that, and they coulda gone to war on a whole bunch of different reasons without
having to destroy a major tourist landmark and wipe out thousands of their own people.
dont be so fucking stupid. sedod66 1 year ago PRCForever 1 year ago haha dude... the
war costs AMERICA money but the oil is for the imbeciles within the American
government such as the Bush family that are involved in the oil industry. The American
oil industry isnt as rich as the American government's annual tax coffers. PRCForever 1
year ago kableguy7091 1 year ago inside job, plain and simple and the truth will come out
soon . just give it more time and all americans will wake up to what the whole world
already knows that it was a falsed flag kableguy7091 1 year ago Xendrius 1 year ago
PEOPLE RESEARCH 911 CONSPIRACY VIDEOS. DO NOT BELIEVE THIS
TERRORIST BULLSHIT. They found proof of tons and tons of thermate placed in
those towers to bring them down as soon as possible. Watch Zeitgeist 9/11. Xendrius 1
year ago Run4RuneScape 1 year ago im germany and the date 11 9 2001 is the sadest day
ever! Run4RuneScape 1 year ago jumadful 1 year ago i did cry during the time of this
video i still remember this tragical day i honestly cant see the whole video god bless all
the familys whom lost there love ones! jumadful 1 year ago bcmrcool 1 year ago it was
done by pissed off muslims bcmrcool 1 year ago Xendrius 1 year ago No....................
Xendrius 1 year ago sanddmann3 1 year ago I love it when these assholes from third
world muslim countries creep out of the wood work to comment on 911.GO WATCH A
BIN LADEN FAG VIDEO.Nobody cares what you cave dwellers think. sanddmann3 1
year ago baxawan74 1 year ago 3 i m kurdish fom north irak and i fuck osame bin ladn and
all alkaeda got bles kurdistan and usa and israel baxawan74 1 year ago 3 dennisdennis15 1
year ago good for u dennisdennis15 1 year ago ImrIyawesome 1 year ago I laughed for 26
minutes straight. ImrIyawesome 1 year ago Xquu 1 year ago what was so funny about it?
Xquu 1 year ago GOOGLE244444444 1 year ago what is so funny about this?
GOOGLE244444444 1 year ago nmit0623 1 year ago this sh makes me cry nmit0623 1
year ago TheAmericanThinker 1 year ago 9/11 was an inside job people! wake up!
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TheAmericanThinker 1 year ago dennisdennis15 1 year ago REALLY? wow, i will admit
the bush administration could have stopped it, but it was not at all an inside job, if u look
at it from a logical point of view...cmon look at the facts and do ur own research...
dennisdennis15 1 year ago TheAmericanThinker 1 year ago Actually I did do my
research. Do you know about building 7? Fell at free fall speed and wasnt hit by an
airplane. Nano-Thermate was found in the wtc dust which is proof of explosives. The
towers were brought down in a controlled demolition. YT Richard Gage YT Niels Harrit
TheAmericanThinker 1 year ago dennisdennis15 1 year ago wow.....U EVER THINK
THAT THER WAS NANO THERMATE CUZ THERE WERE 2 PLANES THAT
SLAMMED INTO THE BUILDING USE YOUR HEAD MAN dennisdennis15 1 year
ago TheAmericanThinker 1 year ago Wow you actually are a little kid. Get out of here
and go debate pokemon cards. This topic is too much for you. TheAmericanThinker 1
year ago dennisdennis15 1 year ago wow, so u thwart ur whole argument by resorting to
that...nano thermite is made out of JET FUEL, aluminum, and carbon...hmmm...thats
funny cuz all were present at the site.....once again do ur research and dont just resort to
name calling and lets have an honest debate dennisdennis15 1 year ago
TheAmericanThinker 1 year ago Youre wrong actually. And on top of it, all the JET
FUEL was burned in the air when the planes hit. But im done with you because you
really dont know anything. Good day. TheAmericanThinker 1 year ago
WillyWonkaIsSatanic 1 year ago According to you, almost no one knows anything.
Obviously you pride yourself on thinking, yet you havent demonstrated anything but a
lack there of. Has it ever occured to you that your possibly fucking crazy? Good day.
WillyWonkaIsSatanic 1 year ago TheAmericanThinker 1 year ago I dont pride myself on
thinking as you say, I just do it :) Crazy? nah Dont be afraid of facts my friend.
TheAmericanThinker 1 year ago WillyWonkaIsSatanic 1 year ago yes there are facts that
make 9/11 suspicious but the american government did it? really? it took em what 2 years
to persue the war you say is a lie.. wouldnt they have jumped right on the war they were
trying to cause instead of waiting for so long? they would have had at least double the
support for the war if they had got right on it. based on logic, it wasnt the govt. so this
begs the question what the fuck happened. we dont know and your blowin smoke out
your ass callin it fact WillyWonkaIsSatanic 1 year ago davemanning53 1 year ago they
jumped on it to go into afghanistan which is where everyone said Osama was, 2 years
later, well more like 1.5 years later they went into Iraq davemanning53 1 year ago
lolgast77 1 year ago on these moments im glad i live i crappy old boring holland o.O
lolgast77 1 year ago howhgih 1 year ago Best movie ever..... howhgih 1 year ago
asdfghjklzxcvbnm1970 1 year ago why are u guys so fucking calm about this ?
asdfghjklzxcvbnm1970 1 year ago brian78045 1 year ago In 1997 NORAD said they
insure, "Aircraft flying over our air space are monitored seven days a week, 24 hours a
day." In 2004 the Air Force contradictorily said, "Before 2001, 1st Air Force was charged
with keeping an eye on the nations borders, usually looking for threats in the form of
Russian aircraft skirting too close for comfort to the mainland. In those few hours, the
commands mission went from looking outward to looking inward." See the 5 articles on
NORAD at DNotice (org). brian78045 1 year ago JuddExcilon 1 year ago Brian, so your
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saying they were keeping an eye out for Russian aircrafts instead of the real threat that
could have been out there? JuddExcilon 1 year ago manavj999 1 year ago I hated watching
this on television that year!!!! manavj999 1 year ago studentbrown 1 year ago This is soo
sad to watch, all of those people, RIP, the smoke kinda reminded me of when japan got
nuked except the people that servived that had nothing left. thank god Nukes arnt in the
wrong hands, well kinda, no 1 should have nukes. studentbrown 1 year ago
TheAmericanThinker 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
9.11 was an inside job TheAmericanThinker 1 year ago sedod66 1 year ago 4 rest in peace
to all those who lost there lives here, this video is an important reminder, with all the
recent soldiers deaths in afghanistan its easy to forget why we are fighting. sedod66 1
year ago 4 bizzeeboi 1 year ago Ok so 3000 people die in America is a license to kill
hundreds of thousands in Afghanistan and Iraq...what about their families? Have your
own opinions but whats their fault...they DON"T live in the US....and dammit your
soldiers aren't fighting, they're fucking raping over there. bizzeeboi 1 year ago sedod66 1
year ago gegt your fucking head down and stop talking shit you wanker. have you been
over there? obviously not, firstly cause you wouldnt have the balls and secondly cause ud
then know that the only raping that goes on over there is done by the afghan men, who
fuck the little boys. sedod66 1 year ago Southrengal 1 year ago do what know if that dont
want the ar then dont start it i cant even imagine what the hell was going through you
mind when you wrote this! heres some advice for you if you dont like you live in
afghanistan and then tell me how much you love! Southrengal 1 year ago bizzeeboi 1 year
ago WTF! So wat ur saying is dat the iraqi people started this.!? US fucking started the
war because those dipshit leaders of yours thought there were WMD's over there which
they later didn't find. What the fuck are u blabering about? AL-Qaeda and Iraqi citizens
are two different things homo-retard. bizzeeboi 1 year ago sedod66 1 year ago next time
write in english and i might understand what you are saying. sedod66 1 year ago ski4432
1 year ago das war nicht bin laden, das waren die amis selbst und dann überall lügen
verbreiten ski4432 1 year ago sedod66 1 year ago Comment removed simonjames999 1
year ago Well which OTHER September 11th do you think Idiot!!!! simonjames999 1
year ago sedod66 1 year ago lol theres always some idiot who falls for it. winding up
some of you guys is just too easy. sedod66 1 year ago simonjames999 1 year ago
Oh...that was hilarious.......you were just PRETENDING to be a complete bran dead
moron? simonjames999 1 year ago sedod66 1 year ago 2 bran dead?? whats that like? are
you just PRETENDING to be an illiterate fucking retard? sedod66 1 year ago 2
EpicLoLFail 1 year ago fuck yr self EpicLoLFail 1 year ago sedod66 1 year ago is that a
question? as in..do i fuck myself? or a suggestion? like i should go fuck myself? and by
typing "yr" do you really mean your! or are you just a fucking spastic? sedod66 1 year
ago ILoveDisneyTo1000 1 year ago 2 I was 10 when I first saw this on the knews, and I
remember that my hands was still shaking 6 hours after I saw this. Even that I live in
Sweden so was I really scared and I couldn't sleep that night. I love USA and this was
very hard to me to understand that this could happen in a country like USA. I'm so sorry
for the families who lost their families and friends in this attack! I can't understand this
even today! D; ILoveDisneyTo1000 1 year ago 2 thewdragosnips 1 year ago bin laden
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greift an ich finds geil flugzeug enführn und rerin in die türme bin laden attacks i find this
cool in the air and inside the tower lol thewdragosnips 1 year ago twentyzed 1 year ago
Security exercises on the morning of 9/11 - scenarios included hijacked planes hitting
buildings. Then it actually happened in real life. Security exercises on 7/7 - scenario
includes terrorist bombings at certain locations in London. Then they actually happened
in real life AT THE SAME LOCATIONS. Do you know what the chances are of it
happening once? Must be more then a million to one. But it happened twice twentyzed 1
year ago s7unfa 1 year ago Americani Buffoni, tutto organizzato. vergogna. s7unfa 1 year
ago imagesk8r6969 1 year ago disturbing footage here... )'': imagesk8r6969 1 year ago
Snow4april 1 year ago 2 it's called gravity sl3ptsolong Snow4april 1 year ago 2 phialen 1
year ago don't watch this, don't blame the man george w., yes our "government" kill it's
own people, we call them heroes phialen 1 year ago Snow4april 1 year ago you guys are
all fcking idiots Snow4april 1 year ago indyproject 1 year ago I recommend you watching
this first: watch?v=lPfHs4YwP0g then this watch?v=0Odg8nDgMQQ and if you still
have doubts and believe official story (or real conspiracy) please watch - this song is
about you: watch?v=RaP0q_ONLYI indyproject 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
Where did the official story come from, indyproject ? Sharky2055 1 year ago bizzeeboi 1
year ago Everybody thinks that there is no way that george bush or government could kill
their own people; but in reality this is not the case...we by human nature are driven to do
things for our benifit and wether it is our intention or not, we end up being selfish by
depriving someone else of that commodity...even jobs or scholarships, we ruin someone
else's desires...so there is no reason that the government would refrain from killing a
minute contingent 4 personal benifit. bizzeeboi 1 year ago ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year
ago I can't believe your comparing getting a job and receiving a scholarship to mass
murder. Idiot. So are you saying that you would gladly kill thousands of people to get
what you want? ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago bizzeeboi 1 year ago Look...If i was a
stupid SOB cock muncher like George Bush at the head of the most powerful government
in the world, i wouldn't hesitate for a second to kill 3000 people out of a total of the 300
MILLION population of US...U could make the case that they are innocent lives but if he
really did value life, there is now way he would have ordered the death of hundreds of
thousands of people in Iraq and Afghanistan not to mention ruining millions more. WAR
IS MASS MURDER any way you look at it. bizzeeboi 1 year ago ICouldLiveOnMusic 1
year ago He does value life. Why do you think he would declare a war on terrorism if he
didn't!? Terrorist have killed people all over the world, so yes he does value innocent
lives. I agree that it's sad that people have to die in war, but IT HAPPENS IN EVERY
WAR! I agree that war is mass murder, but it takes BOTH SIDES! You can't say that
innocent lives are being lost on one side and not on another! You can't say that one side
has made all the mistakes. ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year
ago I agree that the US has made mistakes in this war and many mistakes throughout its
history, but once again, you can't lay all the fault on us! Geeze, you have to know that
the US had GOOD INTENTIONS going into this war, but we weren't prepared for how
complicated it would get! ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago orokamarou16 1 year ago fuck
ben ladin orokamarou16 1 year ago xKillaDx 1 year ago noob bin ladin dident have
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anything to do with it usa did it to them selfs so they can still the oil from them retarts
xKillaDx 1 year ago WillyWonkaIsSatanic 1 year ago If your going to say something so
radically hateful, then you should probably at least know why your saying it. I seriously
doubt you do since you even mispelled his name. WillyWonkaIsSatanic 1 year ago
Medina11997 1 year ago Where's the 2nd one? Medina11997 1 year ago
ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago behind the first tower. at 11:45 they turn the video
camera back on because the second plane has just hit. ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago
ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago well said, i agree. i hate when people misrepresent our
countries. ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago insiderAir23 1 year ago George Bush hat das
getahn und nicht die terroristen ich will damit nicht die terroristen in schutz nehemen
diese schweine sollen alle sich verpissen aber ich sage die wahrheit das mit dem 11sept
hat Bush zutuhn insiderAir23 1 year ago animetionlover 1 year ago u deserve to die! none
of those people did anything to antagonize anyone! animetionlover 1 year ago
speaktruth2power 1 year ago why did they cut off the second plane off from this film "it
was a military plane???" speaktruth2power 1 year ago Sukii 1 year ago what does that
say V V V V V Sukii 1 year ago bluetooth1qatar 1 year ago 3,513,996 views ﺍﻩﺏ
ﺫﻱ ﺍﻝﻱ ﻙﺍﻥﻩﺍ ﻕﻭﺍﻁﻱ ﻑﺍﻱﻥ ﻱﺍﻝﺕﺱﻝﺍﺏ ﻭﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﻱﺍﻥﻙﻡ ﺯﻕﻱﺕﻭﻩﺍ ﻝﻡﻯ ﺵﻑﺕﻭﺍ ﺍﻝﻡﺏﺍﻥﻱ
bluetooth1qatar 1 year ago MachinimaCinemas 1 year ago that was so sad and terrifing :(
MachinimaCinemas 1 year ago Croucer2 1 year ago this is all american complot Croucer2
1 year ago ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago you are seriously retarded if you believe any
shit like that ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago zionallheart50 1 year ago i had family that
died in there zionallheart50 1 year ago randomuserofmuse 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam take that you fucking amreicans alalalalalalalalaal
randomuserofmuse 1 year ago nana5445445445 1 year ago how can a human say such
horrible things? this is human lives. what are you, an alien? nana5445445445 1 year ago
ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago i hope you know that it wasn't only Americans who died
in those attacks. 90 countries lost people--including your own. You are a disgrace to your
country and the human race. ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago TheBallsCollector205 1
year ago Well, no one's going to mistake randomuserofmuse for a humanbeing.
TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago sirhendrix93 1 year ago go fuck yourself. sirhendrix93 1
year ago Kyle2387 1 year ago flamer Kyle2387 1 year ago Medina11997 1 year ago Are
you saying that 'cause she didn't catch the 2nd plane? Medina11997 1 year ago
ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago Comment removed Sulfurscar180 1 year ago Holy
crackers! I just hope that history doesnt repeat itself. 8( Sulfurscar180 1 year ago
AlexGudesblat 1 year ago 3 To all "conspirationalist:" enough is enough. There's been a
lot of argumentation trying to "prove" Bush or the CIA actually involved in the attack.
Here's what I've got to say to to these "intellectuals:" please leave us alone. It's annoying.
You have your views and we have ours. You'd better keep your "analysis" to yourselves
as you know very well you're not going to convince anyone here -much less me. NO
MORE CONSPIRATIONAL THEORIES. God bless the USA. I'm not going to change
that, either. AlexGudesblat 1 year ago 3 martinrothen 1 year ago They knew ahead of
time because it was an inside job, theres no doubt... martinrothen 1 year ago aislandiego 1
year ago 2 My feellings for who died that day. =( aislandiego 1 year ago 2 Sulfurscar180 1
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year ago mine as well. jeez, freakin terrorists I HATE you!!!!!! Sulfurscar180 1 year ago
AwesomeStrPwnage 1 year ago this is so sad.. AwesomeStrPwnage 1 year ago
indyproject 1 year ago finally officially prooved and signed: /watch?v=0Odg8nDgMQQ
indyproject 1 year ago TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago That only proves that people
can be very gullible. TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago flamecry99 1 year ago 2:31 some
one is on top of the tower! flamecry99 1 year ago CaptainJohnBates 1 year ago show
hide This is fake bullshit. I was in NY for the 4th, and the Twin Towers were still there.
CaptainJohnBates 1 year ago illiniman06 1 year ago the 4th??? probably because it
happened on the 11th lol illiniman06 1 year ago cagedrazor13 1 year ago i was in my
college class when this happend.. cagedrazor13 1 year ago barfoo24 1 year ago show hide
fake barfoo24 1 year ago TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago NO, this was all too real.
TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago quasiphatpaul 1 year ago WAKE UP PEOPLE 9/11 IS
A FRACTION quasiphatpaul 1 year ago WillyWonkaIsSatanic 1 year ago lol
WillyWonkaIsSatanic 1 year ago tamahawk68 1 year ago is this funny? tamahawk68 1
year ago WillyWonkaIsSatanic 1 year ago are you stupid? WillyWonkaIsSatanic 1 year
ago babylonsfalling 1 year ago are you? babylonsfalling 1 year ago howhgih 1 year ago
Comment removed biggzman 1 year ago scandle....all a lie... biggzman 1 year ago
theTman323 1 year ago alexgudesblat is totally right there r two faces at the top left of
the tower in 13:08!! holy shit theTman323 1 year ago flamecry99 1 year ago Well I can
see someone on top of the building you just have to look close.and you will see that the
person is gone after the smoke clears. flamecry99 1 year ago WillHammerhead 1 year ago
im still kinda thinking about whether or not this is a conspiracy because of the molten
metal weeks after this occured which indicates bombs did it and also how fast they fell if
they collapsed from the top they woulda fell slower if bombs made it fall it would fall at
almost free fall speed as shown here and also there are plenty of reports of extra
explosions of course i wasnt there so ill never know also the fact that air was traveling up
the staircase of the building indicates bombs but idk WillHammerhead 1 year ago
TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago 5 There was molten steel in the sense that it glowed
red,not that it was liquifued. It was not, it was just glowing. There's nothing at all
including that supposed freefall claim to indicate `there were bombs. Just prepping it
would've been impossible. TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago 5 sl3ptsolong 1 year ago ive
seen video footage where you see yellow lava type substance seeping out of the towers.
Squibs coming out the side of the buildings as they fell below! the floor collapses.
Explosions heard after the planes hit. The fact most of the building was pulverised into
dust. The fact the buildings fell straight down into their own footprints. I mean whats the
point of controlled demolitions at all if you can take it down a building perfectly with one
randomly placed explosion ie the plane. sl3ptsolong 1 year ago TheBallsCollector205 1
year ago What you saw was most likely a mixture of aluminum and other metals &
plastics from the office &the 767 came to rest there. Aluminum changes colors from silver
to orange to whitish straw colored when it's liquified. No they didn't fall straight down.
they created 16 acres of destruction taking out WTC 6, part of 5 and made a huge gouge
in WTC 7. There's NO way to have even done the prep for a controlled demotion. It'd be
too huge of a job, too invasive w/ security,NYPA police, in there 24/7.
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TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago sl3ptsolong 1 year ago With enough money you can do
anything. You're a bit naive in that respect. The heat created by the plane wasnt enough
to take down the building. After the initial impact if the building stands it stays standing.
Something else took it down. They fell straight down in the context of how they should
have fell. The 16 acres proves the controlled demolition the explosions pulverised the
building blowing it that far out. Creating such a huge cloud of dust inches think around the
site. sl3ptsolong 1 year ago TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago NO, $ can't buy everything.
They didn't fall exactly straight down. They took out part of WTC 5, all of WTC 6 &
gouged WTC 7. It'd be impossible to prep a 110 occupied floors of x 2. The businesses
would notice the walls being cut out, & their areas being wired up by many workers,
materials & resources being used. So would the WTC Construction Manangement Dept
whose job it is, is to be on top of that kind of thing. They'd also have to contend with the
inside outside 24/7 security, NYPA police. TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago sl3ptsolong
1 year ago Inches thick Explosions were heard everywhere on TV by numerous people.
That cant be denied. Its not been talked about though its been sweeped under the carpet.
The same as the pentagon camera's the fact there was no debris or FIRE that supposadly
took down the twin towers at the scene of flight 93. WTC7 which no report has given
any sort of explaination on. "Gouge" or not that building shoudlnt have fell. Internal
damage would have been zero only fire. sl3ptsolong 1 year ago TheBallsCollector205 1
year ago Explosions do not always equate to explosives being used. NO one said anything
about explosions being literally caused by literal explosives. There was lots of debris at
the Pentagon. There is a explanation of WTC 7. FDNY chiefs were extremely concerned
it would collapse, thus they evacuated their personnel & created a collapse zone around
it. If U question WTC 7 then go talk to the those chiefs. You don't know if it shouldn't
have fallen or not. You weren't there. About Flt93, made no sense. TheBallsCollector205
1 year ago indyproject 1 year ago :) it really proves that you are gullible if you believed
the official version government dropped for sheeple and now you are trying to defend it
all and way around and overcome scientific proves and obvious cause of the collapse. The
real root of the problem actually is that you still believe that government is for the people
and your mind just can't let it go. wake up - governments are corrupted over the top and
does not represent people in this time of century. indyproject 1 year ago
z1000slappyhours 1 year ago I would have to disagree and say that it is you who's
gullible. I know what delirious idiots like you believe, that 9-11 was "inside job".
unfortunately you are not bright enough to even consider the evidence and facts that are
right in front of you. I don't have enough room to list all the flaws in your conspiracy
theory and the shitty logic behind it so I will just have to leave this link and hope that
you have the mental capacity to understand it's contents z1000slappyhours 1 year ago
TheAmericanThinker 1 year ago YT Richard Gage YT Niels Harrit 9/11 was an inside
job! TheAmericanThinker 1 year ago indyproject 1 year ago really? I don't need to believe
anything I just KNOW that. You have to be clueless idiot who actually believes a
conspiracy that washed your brains. Explain us mister "Bright" one in details or provide a
link where I can read and start believing you and your governments absurd. I feel sorry
there's people with brains like yours exist, But well... that's why I'll wait for a day when
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all cock suckers like you wake up in the shame and disgust of yourselves. indyproject 1
year ago ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago Funny, we could say exactly the same thing to
you. You should be ashamed that you foster these absurd conspiracy theories. There is
no proof for what you believe, or rather what you claim to "just KNOW." lol, I feel sorry
for you. Actually, no I don't because you deserve your idiocy. ICouldLiveOnMusic 1
year ago sl3ptsolong 1 year ago We see it with our eyes. You cant deny the fact that the
twin towers collapse has more in common with a controlled demolition than a fire.
Especially WTC7 which proves us right without a doubt. No building structure fails due
to fire then falls straight down into its own footprint at freefall speed. Only an idiot
wouldnt question it. The fact we question it puts us on the moral high ground. The fact
you believe the official story without question makes you blind. sl3ptsolong 1 year ago
ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago "We see it with our eyes."LOL, you obviously see
nothing with your eyes. And I'm blind to the truth, am I? Nah, I definitely use my eyes,
and I'm beginning to see (and marvel) at the stupidity of people in the world today. Yes,
you included. Why is it that every major tragedy HAS to be a "conspiracy." How can
you honestly blame this attack on the US government over terrorists? Do you even hear
how ridiculous that sounds!? ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago sl3ptsolong 1 year ago Its
ridiculous only in the context of your belief in your own country. Someone did it. Both
sides are human beings. You say terrorist we think evil... you say US Govenment we
think American flag, Freedom la dee da stars in the sky. I'm not American .... I love cocacola but its not enough to believe this bullshit. sl3ptsolong 1 year ago
ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago Yeah, I agree that both sides are human beings, but this is
what terrorists do. It makes no sense that the US would terrorize it's own country. And
is it so wrong to believe in my country? Do you hate your country or something? Did
they do something so cruel to you that you've lost faith in every single government in the
world? Or rather, is it that you just hate America and feel the need to blame us for all the
problems in the world? ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago sl3ptsolong 1 year ago Its called a
false flag operation where you create such an event to go to war with another country.
The Nazi's did it with the communists and the fire of the Reichstag but it was the Nazi's.
Americans have killed thousands of people since 9/11 in the name of counter terrorism so
i have the right to question. Your Government publicly kills for its ideals ie afghanastan
and iraq. If a country can take over another i think a govenment 9/11 would be a much
simpler task. sl3ptsolong 1 year ago ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago so now your
comparing my government to the nazis? screw you. yes we have killed thousands of
people since 9/11, but it is in response to the thousands the terrorists killed in that attack
and on our soil. i do believe that it was a mistake to go to war. it was way more than we
could handle. but do you really expect a country to sit back and do nothing when they are
attacked like that? ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago
somebody needed to step up and fight terrorism, but yes,it could have been done in a
better way. just because we made a mistake does not justify your conspiracy theory.
ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago sl3ptsolong 1 year ago You can fight terrorism you idiot!
War on terror is in itself a cover story. You cant fight people set on blowing themselves
up. The fact you went to war because of a handful of terrorists is beyond me. If me and
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my mates decided to blow up the twin towers would you attack scotland for it? The IRA
blew up many innocents in Britain but we didnt invade Ireland. All that talk about finding
osama bin laden at the time now nothing. Your government never cared about finding him.
sl3ptsolong 1 year ago ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago no we wouldn't attack scotland
for it because you and your friends aren't part of a terrorist organization. and yes, they
did care about finding him, but then they got stuck in the mess of this current war (which
i've already agreed was the wrong way to go about it --don't you listen???). Go on
believing your childish theories. But I hope one day you grow out of it.
ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago sl3ptsolong 1 year ago And everybody in Afghanastan
are? grow up! Al Qaiada is a myth its not nearly as powerful as they say. Just like Bush
said Iraq had weapons of mass destruction. Lie upon lie. No weapons.. no "terrorist
organisation" Its ridiculous. Its make believe. sl3ptsolong 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year
ago 2 We've been in AlQaeda since October 2001. AlQaed'as not a myth, just ask
Pakistan,
Afghanistan,
Morocco,
Turkey,Algeria,
Tanzania,
Kenya,
Mumbai,Iraq,SaudiArabia,Somoli-a,Yemen,India, Jakarta, all attacked by factions of
AlQaeda. Are those govts lying? Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year
ago 2 No everyone in Afghanastan is not...that's why it's a war on terrorism, not a war on
Afghanastan retard. This is pointless argument because neither of us is going to change
our opinion. We could go argue for years and get nowhere. ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year
ago 2 illiniman06 1 year ago your very right Al Queda isnt powerful when it comes to
numbers...however they are powerful when it comes to resources and areas they
occupy...and friends they have..in which can fight wars for them..thats why...we have
killed WAY WAY WAY more Taliban and other groups...than al queda :P learn your
facts illiniman06 1 year ago illiniman06 1 year ago actually they had WMDS...those were
what the USA gave them in the Iran Iraq War (and they used them, look it up) we had the
fear Saddam would supply it to the enemy, Saddam also was very well known with
connections to many terrorist organizations and he would not help fight the terrorist
groups inside..like Saudi Arabia did...its very simple stuff buddy :P illiniman06 1 year ago
indyproject 1 year ago yeah, I see now you are one o those brainwashed sheeples who
still believes government is on peoples side:) you are so funny people here. When da hell
you will wake up and realize that all power politicians are involved in corruption. It can
be just in America that so many idiots believe in government. when in the gods sake you
will realize that GLOBALISTS RULE THE WORLD and they have their own
AGENDA and they are WORKING ON IT SUCCESSFULLY SO FAR. It is the same as
to believe a Pro-Wrestling. indyproject 1 year ago ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago and to
you indyproject i'm done with you because i can't understand what you're trying to say
half of the time...but go ahead and read my comment to sl3ptsolong because it's for you
too. ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago indyproject 1 year ago ashamed of truth? I will never
be ashamed of truth. It is you that should be ashamed of yourself! even simplest proof
that 100 SCIENTISTS found tons of thermyte in the ruble is not proof for you. Buildings
does not collapse on free fall speed - go to kinder garden and play with lego cubes if you
so dumb to realise. indyproject 1 year ago z1000slappyhours 1 year ago show me the
proof the building fell at free fall speeds you dumb piece of shit z1000slappyhours 1
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year ago sl3ptsolong 1 year ago Where is the explanation on WTC7 I'd like to see it. The
BBC reported WTC7 had fallen BEFORE it did. How did they know this? They created
a zone because they knew they were "pulling it". Buildings dont fall due to fire especially
STRAIGHT DOWN. None have in history until this day. Flight 93 no wreckage and no
fire... fire that was said to take down twin towers... in another site shows little evidence
of a plane whatsoever?! Absolutely crazy. You just have to look at this to have so many
question sl3ptsolong 1 year ago ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago You want an
explanation. Here's a good one: I can't post the link, but go to the debunking911 website
and click the World Trade Center 7 link on the left hand side. There's your explanation,
you pathetic fool. ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago the
explosions that they heard were the floors falling on top of each other genius.
ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago sl3ptsolong 1 year ago You kidding? if floors fell before
the collapse sounding like explosions as you say... it would have collapsed due to your
"pancake theory" !! your just spouting out anything you can think of now sl3ptsolong 1
year ago ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago did you not read the website i sent to you??
obviously you just refuse to believe anything other than your bizarre theories.
ICouldLiveOnMusic 1 year ago sl3ptsolong 1 year ago I read it but the fact still stands
buildings dont fall straight down at freefall speed floor by floor without help. Even if
they did pull part of the building unless they stood below the building and sucked it in
from the ground it wouldnt go straight down into nothing. Its not bizarre its backed up by
the laws of science which yours clearly isnt. You show some pictures of a damaged
building and expect us to believe it will collapse into itself? no way sl3ptsolong 1 year
ago Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 sl3ptsolong The people that jumped fell at freefall speed.
the towers didn't collapse at freefall or near freefalls because the falling debris OUTpaced
the collapsing portions of the towers. They didn't fall straight down when they caused 16
acres of destruction, took out WTC 6, part of 5 and gouged WTC 7. There are no laws of
science that back up the 9/11 inside job claims. Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 illiniman06 1
year ago have u ever seen a skyscraper collapse??? didnt think so.. a tower can easily
collapse that way given the weakening of its interior and the weight of the area above it,
this is why the 2nd tower fell first..because it was hit lower..thus more weight on
top..when u have tons of metal falling from above..all floors will give in...its very very
very simple physics illiniman06 1 year ago Madeinbritain94 1 year ago Im concerned
about the security of my country the UK, america had 9/11 which is obviously your
emergency number so they did it by that well ours is 999, september the 9th is coming up
which makes it 9/9/9 9th month=september day=9th year=09 9/9/9 hope they dont
attack our country on that date, it could well happen, possible attacks-big ben, houses of
parliment, some others. Madeinbritain94 1 year ago hiphopinot1 1 year ago i didnt see
any second plane an wots that to the right at 11.53 hiphopinot1 1 year ago
AlexGudesblat 1 year ago Stop the video at 13:08. Look at the top of the tower at the left
side. There's the face of Satan, author of the attack. God bless the USA. AlexGudesblat 1
year ago coatzy15 1 year ago 'i hope there is nobody a work' IS SHE FUCKING
STUPID coatzy15 1 year ago kokym8 1 year ago i miss the north tower i love the north
tower so much so so so so so so so soooooooooooo much :( :( :( :( i wanna them both
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come baack!! kokym8 1 year ago sytaXD 1 year ago there is a ovni in the minute 5:31 see
itttttt sytaXD 1 year ago jakthemak 1 year ago y would some1 do dat day to 2 brilliant
buildings we cant get closer to heaVEN anymore jakthemak 1 year ago simiantitalent 1
year ago allles abgemacht aajajaj simiantitalent 1 year ago TheBallsCollector205 1 year
ago What are you agreeing about? TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago Twenty2oh7 1 year
ago jimmyW12 you know what day i wont forget....when your mom gave it up to me
once again thanks for tht =D does she miss me? Twenty2oh7 1 year ago Twenty2oh7 1
year ago 2 damn dudes show your respect for the dead you fuckin cunts "oh im gonna be
funny nd make jokes bc no one tlks to me in school fucking twots Twenty2oh7 1 year
ago 2 WillyWonkaIsSatanic 1 year ago lol i like your name, its my apt number..
WillyWonkaIsSatanic 1 year ago beans4breakfast 1 year ago show hide Michael Jackson
is responsible for 9/11 and Tupac's death. beans4breakfast 1 year ago jonasvalero 1 year
ago troller! jonasvalero 1 year ago HeyDudeImDerek 1 year ago Nobody deserves to die
this way. :( HeyDudeImDerek 1 year ago HeyDudeImDerek 1 year ago Rest In Peace to
all lives who were lost that tragic day. And best wishes to all families who lost their loved
ones on that absolutely horrible event. :( My utmost respect and best wishes.
HeyDudeImDerek 1 year ago voodoohamsterdoll 1 year ago It's amazing how there's the
slogan, "Never forget 9/11", yet people don't say "Never forget August 6th+9th, 1945".
Sure, 9/11 was a tragedy, many people died in a horrible way, but the U.S is responsible
for millions of deaths in comparison to terrorists. The Bush admin simply used the event
as an excuse to go to war, as the govt in 1941 used Pearl Harbour to rally support to enter
WW2. "Remember, Hiroshima & Nagasaki" "Remember Vietnam" "Remember the U.S
support of Saddam" The list goes on... voodoohamsterdoll 1 year ago
WillyWonkaIsSatanic 1 year ago i bet half of the people here dont even know what the
hell happened in 1945 that they shouldnt forget. but since your bringing that up why not
bring up every war and tragedy in history?yea no shit no one says, "Never forget August
6th+9th, 1945".... 9/11 is still basically fresh in our memory, none of that other stuff is..
WillyWonkaIsSatanic 1 year ago TheAmericanThinker 1 year ago 9/11 was an inside job!
People wake up! TheAmericanThinker 1 year ago stewlamb 1 year ago no it wasnt it was
danny dyer stewlamb 1 year ago illiniman06 1 year ago we were at war with Japan in
1945...it was either invade and destroy the entire population (since the japanese typically
fought until the last man) or bomb them to death...and killed 100s of thousands what do u
prefer millions or thousands??? your choice illiniman06 1 year ago sl3ptsolong 1 year ago
The fact is America knew in advance about Pearl Harbour thats fact. There was no need
to fight back with that amount of force in the first place. America just wanted to text its
new baby. sl3ptsolong 1 year ago illiniman06 1 year ago LOL so your telling me the USA
should have invaded Japan? illiniman06 1 year ago TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago NO,
that's NOT a fact. They did NOT know ahead of time. TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago
TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago DarkAngelRocket Yet you won't say why. Curious.
TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago patrick560sl 1 year ago what an amazing
video...(amazing that you caught the footage you did) you have captured history! and
thank you for staying calm...it was very emotional! and what is wrong with you dark
angel? patrick560sl 1 year ago Seattlekid8 1 year ago 4 Here's three more words Go To
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Hell. Seattlekid8 1 year ago 4 rocketdogforlife 1 year ago 2 I said what the heck is wrong
with you to DarkAngelRocket rocketdogforlife 1 year ago 2 patrick560sl 1 year ago its
amazing how people can say best day ever on a video like this... patrick560sl 1 year ago
rocketdogforlife 1 year ago O.o WHAT THE HECK IS WRONG WITH YOU?!?!?!
rocketdogforlife 1 year ago diablocodyify 1 year ago sell hatred, ignorance and better than
somewhere else....like you would sell bullshit to your own spouses, brothers, sisters,
friends, generations, and people and will eternally have no right to wonder why it wasnt
done to you by you for you for the benefit of youget your dir off my shoulders and shut
the fuck up until you have to ask why your next monstrosity was ripped a triple
convergence ass fucking, pusssy fucking and ear fucking as tom freidan osconds for
SLAKE and his dirty LIMBO diablocodyify 1 year ago 123dool 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Google "Scientist Niels Harrit", and watch him
talking about the newly found evidence of unignited, explosive Nano Thermite in the
rubble of the WTC. The interview is on Danish TV2 News with subtitle. Watch and
judge for yourself; do not let others think for you! 123dool 1 year ago 123dool 1 year ago
Comment removed TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago 3 DarkAngelRocket Why do you
think it's the best day when thousands of innocent people from all over the world died
horribly in a horrific terrorist attack? TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago 3 gavrfc09 1 year
ago 4 pray for everyone lost on this day gavrfc09 1 year ago 4 nepehead 1 year ago i bet
it was the same us goverment.. nepehead 1 year ago xjenna15x 1 year ago 2 three words
WHAT THE FUCK xjenna15x 1 year ago 2 tessa477 1 year ago my children and i are
servivors of the world trade center attack. we where there when it was attacked tessa477
1 year ago coiscarraig1234 1 year ago Check out my chanell to watch a 9/11 tribute
coiscarraig1234 1 year ago luiwimmes 1 year ago The burning and collapse of the
TOWERS TWIN Is like the burning and collapse of the REICHSTAG im BERLIN The
forces behind the incendiary flame are just the same The question just remain sssss , who
is to blaim sssssss ? luiwimmes 1 year ago OhhLaLaz 1 year ago i thought this was twin
towers ;S how come theres only one OhhLaLaz 1 year ago bkxnyxmxx 1 year ago theres
is 2 the ohter one is in the back u dunb ass bkxnyxmxx 1 year ago xjenna15x 1 year ago its
taken from a different angle, so you can only see the north tower i think xjenna15x 1 year
ago kareem87said5 1 year ago 2 Muslims destroyed twin towers. They did in in the name
of allah kareem87said5 1 year ago 2 GentilesAgainstWar 1 year ago "Muslims destroyed
twin towers." Are you a liar or are you brainwashed? GentilesAgainstWar 1 year ago
winck20010 1 year ago i rember this i was injured in the event..... it will haunt me forever
winck20010 1 year ago jimmyW12 1 year ago show hide one of the best days in history.
3000 waste of space yanks are burning in hell where they belong! I will never forget this
great day!!! jimmyW12 1 year ago TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago 2 jimmyW12 Why
do you say that? Do you realize that people from many countries died that day? Has it
occured to you that people from all over the world live in the USA? Probably not,
ignorance and intolerance has blinded you. TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago 2 zacub 1
year ago Go fuck yourself you piece of shit. Your mother is a slut. who sticks frogs in he
vagina. zacub 1 year ago TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago jimmyW12 Thanks for proving
you're a complete and utter imbecile. TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago AlexGudesblat 1
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year ago Comment removed MileyCisTheBest 1 year ago ihr Armen, ihr tut mir so leid,
dass ihr das alles hautnaherleben musstest. Mein Beileid. Die Emotions-Ausbrüche sind
völlig okay. Ein schrecklicher Tag fuer die menschheit .. ='( MileyCisTheBest 1 year ago
polkaspotsss 1 year ago If you are an American, you are an idiot. This was done by the
government to create an enemy image so that you can go into war--and make money from
death. It happened with the Lusitania in WWI, Pearl Harbor in WWII, and the Gulf of
Tonkin in Vietnam. Something insane happens and America all of a sudden wants to go
into war. It's happened 3 times. We all figured you would have caught on by now. Do
you honestly believe America has been innocently attacked for over 80 years? OPEN
YOUR EYES. polkaspotsss 1 year ago nationalsocialist3 1 year ago I am agree with you
man nationalsocialist3 1 year ago nationalsocialist3 1 year ago its not osama binladen its
FBI nationalsocialist3 1 year ago AlexGudesblat 1 year ago it's osama binladen
AlexGudesblat 1 year ago nationalsocialist3 1 year ago watch Zeitgeist Part 2
nationalsocialist3 1 year ago jakthemak 1 year ago the building next to the twin towers (to
the right) looks like canary wharf jakthemak 1 year ago bkxnyxmxx 1 year ago iam not
even gonna say more this is why america is so blind thank u all bkxnyxmxx 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago You're NOT going to say anymore because you've got nothing to
say to support yourself, bkxnyxmxx . Sharky2055 1 year ago bkxnyxmxx 1 year ago yeah
ur right sharky you win ok bye bkxnyxmxx 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago I know I'm
right, thanks. But there's no I win you lose here. No one wins with 9/11. It's not a
competition. It's not a game. You'd do well to learn that, bkxnyxmxx Sharky2055 1 year
ago bkxnyxmxx 1 year ago ok kool ur right thanxz have a good one bkxnyxmxx 1 year ago
death2kufars 1 year ago your christianity is a mystery you can not explain the trinity and
you can not understand it because it is foolish the bible is not the book it used to be
because you filthy christians edited with your own pleasure! the cross is fake and you are
polytheists for worshiping 3 gods and Allah has no substitutes and he clearly say this but
you ignore it! you are just like all american swine you are ignorant foolish arrogant and
evil! go suck off a jew whore! death2kufars 1 year ago TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago
death2kufars Christianity doesn't belong to me. But yes the trinity has been explained.
It's not my fault U can't grasp it. Do U really think the Koran hasn't been edited by
humanbeings? Of course you'll believe anything anyways as long as it suits your evil
cult's ways. Christians AREN'T filthy. I don't see any strapping on bomb belts &
blowing thmselves up on a regular basis. They've never flown planes into buildings on
purpose. You've nothing intelligent to retort w/ so U call me a Jew,DUMB
TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago death2kufars Jackass,
EVERY religion has people that chop off a hunk of it to make it their own to abuse and
bastardize for their own selfish reasons to fulfil their own selfish desires.EXTREME
Islam is NOT any different, All religions have people that abuse them. Extreme Islam
goes above and way beyond that. Your sputterings were weke illconcieved and idiotic.
Come back when you've got a clue, which because you're an Islamic EXTREMIST, will
be never. TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago belewscreekfiredept 1 year ago well I can see
why you're called "TheBallsCollector." X)lol You should really be a lawyer or
something,because you are a proffesional arguer:) Have a good one! belewscreekfiredept 1
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year ago TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago 2 Thank you! YOu have a good one too.
TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago 2 TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago BY the way, I'm
Sharky2055.............. TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago belewscreekfiredept 1 year ago
You make me want to join the U.S. Marines right now.Ever considered a career as a
recruiter? :)lol Have fun in Hell buddy:) I'll be relaxing with JESUS CHRIST.
(Sharky2055,are you single and how old are you?) :) belewscreekfiredept 1 year ago
death2kufars 1 year ago show hide why don't join the marines so I can kill your pussy
american ass and hang your head out side my door! your just another christian polytheist
fool so go worship your substitute god because I have the real and and only God who has
no substitutes on my side and His name is Allah! death2kufars 1 year ago
TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago death2kufars I wish I could so I could pry camel
humping extremists like you off their poor camels! You'd never even get on the same
continent with me. Besides, you're not worthy enough to be in my presence. I've NO
substitute God. I sure as hell don't believe a God worth worshipping is 1 that would want
me to murder 1000's of innocent people or commit suicide for them. Also,U know those
72 virgins you've been promised. They're actually 72 others like U pissed off that they
were lied to. TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago death2kufars 1 year ago and you would
never be in the same world as me because you are going to hell... and yes your god is a
substitute for the real God because christianity is not a monotheistic religion because it
believes in 3 gods... your bible is not the bible it used to be because your people removed
and added things that were not oringinally in there just to suit your needs... and you are
ignorant Jihad says do not kill innocents and i don't know were you get the part about
virgins.. and how many innocents have death2kufars 1 year ago TheBallsCollector205 1
year ago death2kufars NO, I'm definitely going to HEAVEN. I've got a 1 way ticket
already with my name on it. You're 1 it believe in 1 God, Jesus ios the Son Of God, and
there's the Holy Ghost, but they're ALL 1 God. There's NO way U can tell me with all
honesty that your Koran wasn't made the same way. It wasn't to suit my needs. Yes,
about Jihad, it is to kill innocents. 30 people killed in a marketplace by a suicide in Iraq
where women & children are& theere's hundreds more like it. TheBallsCollector205 1
year ago TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago On 9/11 alone you killed innocents. Jihad
attacks aren't targeted to specific people but an area of people. Jihadists are told they're
martying themselves and will be rewarded with 72 virgins in paradise when they die.
There's no way to justify what you do. TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago
TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago belewscreekfiredept Thanks! I've never considered that.
used to work with Marines, Navy guys etc. Great guys! I've been married for 21 yrs, to
the same guy. Thanks again! :) TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago death2kufars 1 year ago
your country killed? 100x more then we have... your country was the first one to use
nuclear weapon, you killed thousands of indian, and you make the nation of israel over
the blood of Palestinians! you are warmongering pigs who need to be slaughtered by the
brave defenders of Islam! In Jihad we defend ourselves from tyranny and evil and america
and israel is the tyranny and evil! AMERICA IS THE REAL TERRORISTS! THE
OPPRESED ARE CALLED THE OPPRESSORS AND THE OPPRESSORS ARE
CALLED THE OPPRESSED! death2kufars 1 year ago TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago
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death2kufars I didn't kill anyone. You're talking about events that this generation had NO
control over.That's not right. I can't change the past. It's not the way I would've liked it.
But then, again, I didn't have a choice in it. YOU and yours DO have a choice. I have
NOTHING to do with the Pals. Hamas &Hezzbollah have murdered 1000's of innocents
as well. You're not defending yourselves, Also, in case U haven't noticed Obama ISN'T
going to support israel unconditionally, which I like. TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago
death2kufars 1 year ago Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God is one Lord. (Deuteronomy
6:4) The first of all the commandments is, Hear, O Israel; the Lord our God is one Lord.
(Mark 12:29) And your God is One God: there is no God but He... (Quran 2:163) They
do blaspheme who say: Allah is one of three in a Trinity, for there is no god except One
God (Quran 5:73) your God is One God: whoever expects to meet his Lord, let him work
righteousness, in the worship of his Lord, admit no one as partner. (Quran 18:110)
death2kufars 1 year ago TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago death2kufar U see you're
already again, in the wrong. You're trying to hold an entire nation responsible for
something they've NO control over,& all have different beliefs about. U see I don't care
for the way Israel treats the Pals. But then I don't support the terrorists attacks against it.
We're NOT terrorists. We're NOt making U do anything that U have to defend
yourselves. If U wanted something to be down about it then U should behave in a civil
manner & discuss it like civilized adults. TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago death2kufars 1
year ago ... take not, with God, another object of worship, lest you should be thrown into
Hell, blameworthy and rejected. (Quran 17:39) ... I am your Lord and Cherisher:
therefore, serve Me (and no other) ... (Quran 21:92) death2kufars 1 year ago
TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago They're 1 in the same. TheBallsCollector205 1 year ago
death2kufars 1 year ago They do blaspheme who say: Allah is one of three in a Trinity,
for there is no god except One God (Quran 5:73) death2kufars 1 year ago pregoragoo 1
year ago Lol.... pregoragoo 1 year ago NecroticDeath 1 year ago What the fuck Is wrong
with you??? NecroticDeath 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago pregoragoo Well, no one's
going to mistake you for a humanbeing. Sharky2055 1 year ago death2kufars 1 year ago
Fuck America inshallah more attacks will come death to america death to kufars death to
Jew empire death to America Allah Akbar!! death2kufars 1 year ago kidsaser 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam FUCK YOU BITCH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
kidsaser 1 year ago NeavesTwin 1 year ago You are a sickening display of fanaticism.
America and Israel shall never fall-God is on their side. NeavesTwin 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago death2kufars How does with death on 2 nations of people make
you any better? In the koran it states Muslims are forbidden from committing murder and
suicide, pretty sure wishing death on entire nations is right there with it. Sharky2055 1
year ago death2kufars 1 year ago in the Quran it also says to defend against aggressors
and WE ARE!!! All you who oppose Islam are among the loosers and Allah will send u
to hell!!! death2kufars 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Where does it say you can kill
supposed aggressors? What verse? WHo is opposing islam? The US govt doesn't oppose
islam. They oppose the murderous acts you say are in the name of islam but really don't
ahve any part of islam. the whole radical view of islam is based on idealogy that's not
even part of Islam. I've been told by Muslims that Islam is a religion of peace and love.
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Your view of Islam is an abused bastardized version. You're NO better than who U
accuse. Sharky2055 1 year ago death2kufars 1 year ago ﻕﻡﺕ ﺍﻝﻕﻁﻉﺓ ﻝﺍ ﺡﺱﻥ ﻡﻥ ﺥﺩﺍﻉ
 ﺍﻝﺥﻥﺍﺯﻱﺭ ﺏﻕﺕﻝ ﻉﺍﺉﻝﺕﻙdeath2kufars 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago  ﺃﻥﺕ، ﻭﺍﺝﻩﺕﻩﺍ
 ﻝﻱﺱ ﻝﺩﻱ ﺃﻱ ﻡﻥﺍﻑ. ﺭﺝﺍﻝ ﺍﻝﻭﻉﻅ ﻝﺍﻥﻙ ﺍﻝﻡﺥﺍﺩﻉﻭﻥ. ﺍﻝﺍﺱﻝﺍﻡ ﺍﻝﺭﺍﺩﻱﻙﺍﻝﻱ ﺝﺩﺍ ﺥﺩﺍﻉ.ﻕ ﺍﻝﻡﺕﻁﺭﻑﺓ
 ﺍﻝﺍﺱﻝﺍﻡ ﺍﻝﻡﺕﻁﺭﻑﺓ. ﻝﻭ ﻙﻥﺕ ﻑﻉﻝﺕ ﻝﻙ ﻕﻁ ﻑﻱ ﺃﻱ ﻡﻙﺍﻥ ﺏﺍﻝﻕﺭﺏ ﻡﻥ ﺫﻝﻙ.ﺥﻥﺯﻱﺭ ﻝﻙ ﺍﻝﻕﺕﻝ
Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Face it, you're a hypocrite ﺍﻝﻕﺫﺭﺓ ﻭﺍﻝﺵﺭ
extremist. Radical islam is very deceiving. The men preaching it to you are deceivers. I
have NO pig for you to kill. If I did I'd never let you anywhere near it. EXTREME Islam
is filthy and evil. I'm NOT saying ALL of Islam is evil because it's NOT. Isn't Google
translate great?! Sharky2055 1 year ago death2kufars 1 year ago you are arab? then y you
say these things you are disgrace! death2kufars 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
death2kufars Google translate is grand, isn't it? Are you saying it's Arab to want and
support the murder thousands of people because they don't want to follow your
corrupted bastardized screwed up and EVIL cult you try to pass off as a religion? No,
that's called being scummy, pathetic, horrid, heinous, IGNORANT, intolerant and EVIL.
Guess what, you were just trounced, by an American, WOMAN!!!!! Sharky2055 1 year
ago SpaceManHobo 1 year ago Don't bother with this guy. For all we know his whole
account could be set up to provoke people like you. I know you're right, but you won't
accomplish anything by wasting time on this idiot. SpaceManHobo 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago Either way, I found it amusing. And it gets the message out that
Radical Islam is nothing but an evil cult. Sharky2055 1 year ago Chuckygoes 1 year ago
Es ist die Wahrheit! WACH AUF VERDAMMT!!! ÖFFNET EURE AUGEN!!!!!!!!!!!
Chuckygoes 1 year ago bkxnyxmxx 1 year ago this was an in side job opean ur eyes
stupid americans! bkxnyxmxx 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago bkxnyxmxx Yes, 2
Boeing 767's were fllown right inside those towers by islamic extremist terrorists from
AlQaeda. You're right! Sharky2055 1 year ago TwilightSuckedBalls 1 year ago No it
wasn't. TwilightSuckedBalls 1 year ago bkxnyxmxx 1 year ago yes it was plz dont ur
resarch and dont get me wrong iam not tryin to fight bkxnyxmxx 1 year ago
TwilightSuckedBalls 1 year ago Neither am I just making an arguement. I'll give you the
benefit of the doubt. Even if it was, not even the president can fake a plane crashing in a
field in Pennsylvania. And he cant make airport logbooks lose 4 flights, or create 4 fights
for the sake of a cover-up of the inside job. The airports would have reported that the
planes existed/didnt exist. al-Qaeda has also taken credit for it. TwilightSuckedBalls 1
year ago MiJrgens6302 1 year ago If a Plane hit the tower, the steel had to go from
outside in. But at 10:35 you can see steel from inside out. That only happens, if a bomb
explodes inside the building MiJrgens6302 1 year ago TwilightSuckedBalls 1 year ago It
was the fuel blowing up from inside the tower that caused that effect.
TwilightSuckedBalls 1 year ago MiJrgens6302 1 year ago Keep on dreaming.
MiJrgens6302 1 year ago TwilightSuckedBalls 1 year ago What a waste of a comment. . .
TwilightSuckedBalls 1 year ago tylermcfar 1 year ago 2 Mazzuocco666 wat is wrong
with u y do u honour a terrorist tylermcfar 1 year ago 2 belewscreekfiredept 1 year ago It
is disrespectful to the firemen and civilians that lost their lives on that day to say that the
government did it.Grow up people,and quit buying every little bit of propaganda people
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feed you.If you have no idea what you are talking about,then keep your mouth shut.The
buildings were Type 1 construction,concrete encasing steel rods,or rubar.@ 1000
degrees,steel elongates 10" for every 10'. Jet fuel burns VERY hot,well over 1000
degrees.Steel weakened,concrete gave.GOD BLESS OUR FALLEN BROTHERS
belewscreekfiredept 1 year ago nexypointy 1 year ago but it's possible. nexypointy 1
year ago JiM182AvA 1 year ago this is a bullshit video that has been edited cuz u cant
see the planes hit the building! y wud they skip at that stage??? there were no planes the
was bombs planted inside the building n the government photoshoped the 4or 5 only
available views of the buildings exploding so it looks like there were planes!!! it sounds
crazy but researh it! each vid shows the planes approaching at different angles and
different hights!!! trust me - inside job. there were definatly explosives inside the
building! JiM182AvA 1 year ago dencalin 1 year ago its so weird to me to actually see
the building smoking like that and damaged. idk why, I cant imagine sitting there watching
that. dencalin 1 year ago nem1901 1 year ago the wHoLe thing was planned NOT by any
Terrorists but BY pOliticians & the ppl whose pockets they sit iN ~ when ppl die liKe
this & die iN waR, We cry & suffer & protest ~ but NeVer 4GeT OtHers aRe PrOfiting
& GaininG & dont care 2much that ppl are dying Because iTs not their Family ~ & thats
the way they see iT ~ nem1901 1 year ago calvinis28 1 year ago r.i.p calvinis28 1 year
ago FritzEur0 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was
Brilliant. i think that it actually the best thing that has happened to this world. it was
funny and amazing and beautiful. The explosion was amazing and loud which is cool, the
explosion was beautiful and spectacular. george bush did 9/11 and it was funny!!! i think
that george bush or barak obama should do another 9/11 plane crash again. it was so cool.
i want to be in a plane one day when it crashes. 9/11 was Awesome. FritzEur0 1 year ago
JiM182AvA 1 year ago i saw no 2nd plane??? inside job!!! JiM182AvA 1 year ago
Fr0gEyE 1 year ago ive never seen this footage b4 Fr0gEyE 1 year ago
msguidedproductions 1 year ago :'( my dad was so close to being on one of them planes...
He was heading to new york that day for GE and they canceled his flight. I was only 6
when this happened... msguidedproductions 1 year ago WTCnucleardemolition 1 year ago
Google "9/11 Cancers" WTCnucleardemolition 1 year ago JiM182AvA 1 year ago is that
the vids bout no planes - inside explosives??? if so im wiv u mate!!! JiM182AvA 1 year
ago KYLIEM2000 1 year ago It's Michael Jackson not UFO KYLIEM2000 1 year ago
NordkurveMG1900 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Fight against the terrorism! NordkurveMG1900 1 year ago HorseLife369 1 year ago R.I.P
All of the people who died. I am crying my eyes out! HorseLife369 1 year ago geisweide
1 year ago At 11.53 what ist that object on the right side the light the yellow light ??? not
a plane and not a helicopter I think thats an UFO geisweide 1 year ago mannyo420 1 year
ago dude how can u say its funny not cool dude ppl lost there lifes that day u think ur
funny u honestly dont no how ignorant u sound :/ mannyo420 1 year ago TheDudeheimer
1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam lol this day was funny
:D TheDudeheimer 1 year ago patcat3 1 year ago wow how can u say that.. if i ever met
you id MURDER YOUR FUCKIN LIFE patcat3 1 year ago ecuanegro 1 year ago r.i.p.
the people who died this day always in our heart 4 ever ecuanegro 1 year ago
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ICYURABUT 1 year ago all physical evidence points to a conspiracy but all the
information that the government gave us on the news tv points to terrorists...............thats
why we invaded 3 countries, killed a dictator and took 27 of their oil refineries. all
because the "terrorists" blew up skyscrapers with airpl........wait one of the airplanes was
black and oh.... there are no black commercial airplanes. also the pentagon has anti air
defenses. darn you terrorists how could you! but the capital building survivd!
ICYURABUT 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago NO, all physical evidence points to the
terrorists and it's been proven in a US court of law beyond a reasonable doubt,
Sharky2055 1 year ago KrisnShell69 1 year ago If it has been proven Sharky tell me why
then Osama the supposed mastermind of the attack is on the FBI watch list and his listed
crimes do not include 911 there is no reference to it what so ever. How can you prove a
case when you don't even have the suspects in custody who did they prosecute in the
court of law their ghost? So what physical evidence are you referring to hell I havent even
seen plane wreckage from wtc have you? I havent even heard of the black boxes here or
the pentagon. KrisnShell69 1 year ago jedaaa 1 year ago he wasent the mastermind at all,
the origional plan was to crash 16 planes in the pacific ocean but the CIA got wind of it
so it was dropped, later a guy aproched osame about the WTC wich was initially rejected
by osama, he changed his mind, all he did was finance it. jedaaa 1 year ago GnRrocker 1
year ago source please? GnRrocker 1 year ago jedaaa 1 year ago from a biographer of the
bin laden family, pre and post 9/11 i got the book from a library about 10 years ago so i
forget his name. also it's common knowlege if you stay away from the usuall media bull
and read about him from people who knew him before he became the goverment
posterboy for terrorism. jedaaa 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago He became the
posterboy because he had fatwas issued, organized a terrorist organization to help other
terrorists carry out attacks and eventually they did them themselves, AlQaeda. He's the
posterboy for it because he's carried out attacks all over the world. Sharky2055 1 year
ago jedaaa 1 year ago yeah but there is, have been and are still tonnes of guys who carryd
out WAY more attacks the world over, but you never heard/hear there names untill
america got hit. never gave a shit before it came to americas doorstep. then all of a sudden
(and im not saying you buddy) act like an authority on the subject. look at the boundless
slaughter that goes on in africa, why arnt we helping them from terrorists? i know you
know the answer mate ..peace jedaaa 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago jedaaa why do
you think we're in Afghanistan and now Pakistan? yes, we did hear names just not often
as we have since 9/11. Yes it DID come to America's doorstep in 1993, the WTC was
bombed & thankfully the terrorist screwed up so not as many as could've died did. He's
in a supermax prison. Also the USS Cole was attacked, US Embassies in Africa & many
more. pt 1 Sharky2055 1 year ago jedaaa 1 year ago Afghanistan and Pakistan, sorry pal
but you left out about 100 other countrys that have terrorists running around that we do
fuck all about first off afganistan has a huge opium market worth zillions, pakistan is a
pretty unstable country that has nukes that could in the forseeable future end up in the
hands of an unfreindly regime. the african and astrilasian part of the world by contrast
have dick all we need so i guess we just let them tear themselves apart hay, not our
problem right....... jedaaa 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Jedaa How do you know
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nothing's been done in those countries? The terrorist faction they're concentrating on is
the one responsble for the attacks, AlQaeda. There aren't terrorists from any African
countries committing terrorist attacks on us, THAT's why they're NOT being
concentrated on. Excuse them for concentrating on the terrorists that are part of a faction
that's actually attacked us. Opium is fueling AlQaeda &the Taliban& Pakistan is where
some of them hide.They're both a huge problem Sharky2055 1 year ago jedaaa 1 year ago
sharky, i dont really have a problem with any of the points your making, there valid
points. what im getting at is the U.S gov since 9/11 said we will be fighting a "global" war
on terror were ever it rears its head. and instead only focused on 3 countrys one of wich
had fuck all to do with any of it (iraq) another (pakistan) cant possably controll who
comes back and fourth over the mountain borders and yet we strong arm them about it.
jedaaa 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago jedaa What you need to understand about
AlQaeda is that IT IS global. There are hundreds of groups/cells of AlQaeda members &
associated other terrorist groups spread out all over the world. The main portions are
where they're cracking down. Iraq was totally different&it was bungled in many ways.
Pakistan's military & govt have been & are being very hardlined about where the USgovt
troups can & can't go, do & can't do in Pakistan. They're trying to control it so there' no 1
stronghold anymore Sharky2055 1 year ago jedaaa 1 year ago "How do you know
nothing's been done in those countries?" granted some special forces stuff might be taking
place but if we were really committed to helping the gov, mine and your respectivly
wouldnt let us hear the end of those noble efforts. jedaaa 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year
ago Jedaa "your respectively", who is that? Noble? There's nothing noble about it unless
you're the ones wearing 100lb of gear with sand in your crotch minutes after you
showered & been away from home for 16 months getting shot at & watching your friends
get blown to pieces by IEDs or suicide bombers. Sharky2055 1 year ago jedaaa 1 year ago
sorry i ment "mine and your goverments" not soldiers. what i need to understand about
Al Qaeda is its global with hundreds of cells ........ and so on,oh really? so were are all the
attacks that the mighty Al Qaeda in there thousands and thousands are commiting? its
fearmongering from our politicians. if i were so inclined, it wouldnt be that hard for me to
do another london boming AT ALL given a few weeks planning yet i dont see big bad Al
Qaeda doing shit. why? jedaaa 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Jedaa It's no
fearmongering. There've been plots thwarted out of the UK. The suicide bombings in Iraq,
AlQaeda. AQ's not just a terrorist org. It's unique. It's a 1 stop place for terrorists to be
trained,get funded, get recruits, get spiritual support to do their own attacks, & they do
attacks themselves. It's not fearmongering attacks & plots have taken place & like I said,
some thwarted. We as a world community are much more aware now,so it's harder for
AQ now. Would U prefer another 9/11? Sharky2055 1 year ago jedaaa 1 year ago because
there intentions have been exaggerated beyond belife by the media jedaaa 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago No their intentions have been exaggerated at all. They've made it
clear in messages to us. infoplease. com/spot/al-qaeda-terrorism. html september11news .
com/OsamaEvidence . htm Sharky2055 1 year ago jedaaa 1 year ago at the risk of repeting
myself "then were are thay? " it would be SOOOO easy for them 2 bomb a new place
each week if thay wanted to.also the london bombings was NOT Al Qaeda. it was just a
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bunch of young angry fools acting alone with no affiliation to any group what so ever.
(fox news much?) sorry i couldnt resist that mate. and of corse i wouldnt want another
9/11. its just a shame you've been led to belive thats whats gonna happen jedaaa 1 year
ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Jedaaa How easy? Yes, it was AlQaeda, they've taken
responsibility for it. I get my news from many sources, none are Fox. I've not been led to
believe any such thing WILL happen. It's enough to know they've the capability. But I
don't spend all my 24/7 worrying about it either. I don't let it control my life. I even went
on vacation the month after it happened. A new era was ushered in with those attacks.
That doesn't mean I'm going to live my life afraid of it. Screw that! Sharky2055 1 year ago
jedaaa 1 year ago of corse thay took responsibility the IRA used to take responsibility
everytime a british cop got stabbed in the street when thay had feck all to do with it.
those kids WERE NOT part of Al Qaeda lmfao. jedaaa 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
The last 3 plots that have been thwarted have been in the UK. Yes it was AlQaeda that
did it. It's no laughing matter at all. Sharky2055 1 year ago jedaaa 1 year ago no it wasnt
mate sorry and we found it highly amusing when thay try'd glasgow as a target if theres
any people in the world who you cant terrorise its the scots thay couldnt have picked a
worse place on planet earth than glasgow were else will a random guy beat down a guy
laden with explosives as he's screaming allah then kick fuck out of him while hes already
on fire. oh how we laughed we see this kind of thing a little differently this side of the
pond. we say bring it on. we had worse b4 jedaaa 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago we
see this kind of thing a little differently this side of the pond - So I've noticed. The humor
really is different across the pond. Look at what happened to Graham Norton, did fab
there, bombed here. But either way, I just can't find terrorism funny. So we differ on that.
Thank you for the nice civil mature discussion. That's very refreshing. :) Sharky2055 1
year ago jedaaa 1 year ago hehehe yeah i think i remember seeing him on letterman, dont
think he got asked back lol i wonder why he bombed? and its not that i find what
terrorists do funny, just the adopted mentality thay think thats how thay will achive
there goals. thats a problem with religion, the moderate's facilitate the extremists when
thay dont stand against them, since london, bali, ect, i dont remember the muslim
community ever collectivly denouncing the attacks. jedaaa 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year
ago It's the people not necessarily the religion. People have been using and abusing
religion since its birth. Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago pt2 Yes,they can
act like an authority on it since our allies have been attacked as well as us all over the
world. The problems in Africa's countries go much deeper than that. If there's no stable or
UNcorrupt govt to deal w/ the problem to help them w/, forget it because it's a no go. The
problem's stem from corruption, deeply embedded corruption & much more. Yes,they
should be helped, & the UN's helping them. It'll take more than the US to any good there.
Besides the USgovt would screw it up Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago No,
he wasn't the mastermind. That's KSM who'll be on trial soon. OBL financed, recruited
people for it and made sure it was carried out. He's 100% responsible. Sharky2055 1 year
ago ICYURABUT 1 year ago whoever did it be it terrorists or our government we did not
have to be so dumb as to attack the capital of a country, Baghdad. and invade Iran. they
said it was terrorists not a country...... terrorists got it !!!!!!!!!!not the entire middle east.
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i dont believe it was our country but i have to admit it takes a shitload of force for the top
of a skyscraper to crush the entire middle and bottom of a skyscraper with gravity. i will
admit their is evidence it was us but we will never know for sure ICYURABUT 1 year
ago QueenMinii 1 year ago BUSH DID THAT! DO RESEARCH! QueenMinii 1 year
ago tovenissen 1 year ago Knock Knock. Who's there? Sebtember 11th sebtember 11th
who? YOU SAID YOU WOULD NEVER FORGET!!!! tovenissen 1 year ago
HowTheJokerGotScars 1 year ago and i heard a voice in the mist of the four beasts, and I
looked and beholed a pale horse, and its name that sat on him was death...and hell
followed with him. HowTheJokerGotScars 1 year ago maTTisawsome1132 1 year ago
why would any one say something like that? i am not lying maTTisawsome1132 1 year
ago KYLIEM2000 1 year ago I've seen coules of your posts and I can tell you what must
be done to have peace on the whole World : all muslims must be killed, all american must
be humilated. KYLIEM2000 1 year ago xxnacho22zxx 1 year ago 2 hate and killing creates
more of it, we need to respect each other, no need of killing. Muslims don't need to kill,
you don't need to kill, I dont need to kill. We need peace, give peace a chance.
xxnacho22zxx 1 year ago 2 Sharky2055 1 year ago KYLIE must stop spewing bullshit.
Sharky2055 1 year ago suavelyphe 1 year ago Illuminati and Jews did they control
america and your mind! suavelyphe 1 year ago twentyzed 1 year ago Osama Bin Laden
Sept 28th 2001 - "I have already said that I am not involved in the 11 September attacks
in the United States. As a Muslim, I try my best to avoid telling a lie. I had no knowledge
of these attacks, nor do I consider the killing of innocent women, children and other
humans as an appreciable act. Islam strictly forbids causing harm to innocent women,
children and other people. Such a practice is forbidden even in the course of a battle"
twentyzed 1 year ago AnYmynE 1 year ago AWESOME! getmovies4free(dot)tk
AnYmynE 1 year ago MrPeperonio 1 year ago it wasnt just muslims im crishtan its sad
MrPeperonio 1 year ago 1YuNgSlicK1 1 year ago im from germany .. and i just can say
dis day was crazy rest in peace all the people they was died 1YuNgSlicK1 1 year ago
HordesOfEvilMarch 1 year ago Haha what really gets me is how people doubt and wont
believe 9/11 was an inside job, but yet they believe some invisible man lives in the sky
and watches every move you do. and that he parted a red ocean and turned water into
wine give me a break. HordesOfEvilMarch 1 year ago williamsterz 1 year ago whoever
did this he deserves death !!! torture than a terrible death !!! almost 3000 victims, am a
muslim, don't forgot what happend early this year ( 2009 ) to ghaza !!!! they sufferd
death for a whole month, !!! so shut up you fucking loosers williamsterz 1 year ago
PapaGonzales 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The
terrorist attacks on 9-11 were planned and headed by terrorist mastermind DONKEY
KONG, NOT OSAMA BIN LADEN! Copy & paste this on 5 videos if you are one of
the FEW who know the TRUTH behind 9-11! PapaGonzales 1 year ago
MrSupersprinkles 1 year ago fuck muslims MrSupersprinkles 1 year ago ceycey86 1
year ago Watch "Loose Change" ... and dont hate us muslims please. ceycey86 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago ceycey86 Loose Change is a joke. It's 98% fiction. Its maker has
even admitted it not 100% backed by facts. Watch here: Loose Change Debunks, "Loose
Change" Sharky2055 1 year ago ceycey86 1 year ago LOOOOOOOOOOL when we
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muslims done this shit, why i'am so sad about it? muslims = sad terrorists = happy i dont
believe in vids 100%. I've books of the religions, and read it and know that the tv,media
tell us not the truth. turn off your tv and see the real world. sorry for my english.
ceycey86 1 year ago TheFuckingPig 1 year ago Ceycey how the fuck do you expect 6
BILLION people to travel around doing shit to see 'the real world' hey dumbfuck, its
expensive, its a waste of time and its not rewarding shut the fuck up and go to sleep
TheFuckingPig 1 year ago williamsterz 1 year ago what does they have to do with this,
fuck who did this not muslims you fucking bastard williamsterz 1 year ago
DarkDialga416 1 year ago 19:35 = Epic explotion. =:( (sad face) Yet 19:35 IS pretty epic.
DarkDialga416 1 year ago PapaGonzales 1 year ago September 11th was the BEST day
of my life. Why can't something like this happen again? PapaGonzales 1 year ago
EmilieM91 1 year ago Comment removed Spriggangirl 1 year ago You're nothing but an
asshole to think like that. >:( Spriggangirl 1 year ago maTTisawsome1132 1 year ago i did
not write that comment, and i am soo sory, it was my little brother maTTisawsome1132
1 year ago kmherpplrule 1 year ago LIES! kmherpplrule 1 year ago BlitznAnnex 1 year
ago it was patritism and we were upset and did what many dont and fought back and are
winning so wtf is your deal BlitznAnnex 1 year ago SovyetskiyPolkovnik 1 year ago In
the name of patriotism? Who the fuck kills millions of innocent civilians in foreign
countries in the name of "patriotism?!" I laugh at your overwhelming ignorance,
BlitznAnnex. SovyetskiyPolkovnik 1 year ago mario1136 1 year ago If i could, i would
stop this from happpening. mario1136 1 year ago ilovechickenwingsgeg 1 year ago there
was no plain at all, thats why footage from people never show the begining because the
government wont let them , guys i study politics and the new world order every week.
and there would have been a siren or something to detect the plane, its the
GOVERNMENT, they can do anything.. there used to be the real vid, the ONLY real
vid, but youtube deleted it, there were no planes. ilovechickenwingsgeg 1 year ago
ManFromRF 1 year ago i never forget this... ManFromRF 1 year ago tritontrojanfan1 1
year ago another thing like that will get us in war! tritontrojanfan1 1 year ago brian78045
1 year ago In 1997 NORAD said they insure, "Aircraft flying over our air space are
monitored seven days a week, 24 hours a day." In 2004 the Air Force contradictorily
said, "Before 2001, 1st Air Force was charged with keeping an eye on the nations
borders, usually looking for threats in the form of Russian aircraft skirting too close for
comfort to the mainland. In those few hours, the commands mission went from looking
outward to looking inward." See the 5 articles on NORAD at DNotice (org). brian78045 1
year ago AnNoYiNsPo0n 1 year ago 4 R.I.P to all who died on that day Bit strange why
bush invaded a WHOLE country for 1 man..... AnNoYiNsPo0n 1 year ago 4 flamexxic 1
year ago Yeah lol America retarded much? Wow Osama is a pro hiding from America and
he's like a second Hitler but props to him he's a pro hiding from the Army,FBI,CIA,and
etc. But R.I.P to those that died flamexxic 1 year ago slipknotnava1 1 year ago 11:47 a
UFO on the right side!!!!!!! slipknotnava1 1 year ago flamexxic 1 year ago its a plane
flamexxic 1 year ago maTTisawsome1132 1 year ago i am glad that they did it
maTTisawsome1132 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Why don't you go join them,
MATT? Sharky2055 1 year ago BlitznAnnex 1 year ago yeah join em and see what it is
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like to be a target of an M1A2Abrams and then think "oh im a dumbass" BlitznAnnex 1
year ago RamaLamaDingDon 1 year ago Thanks dude, you really made my day you
asshole! That's NOT FUCKING FUNNY! RamaLamaDingDon 1 year ago
TheFuckingPig 1 year ago No problem, hey asshole how about you cry me a fucking river
so that I wont pay water bills anymore and while your at it go cry some more because of
some shit that happened - like what - 8 years ago?? Dipshit grow some balls
TheFuckingPig 1 year ago RamaLamaDingDon 1 year ago I bet you wouldn't be so happy
if your dad would die in there! I wish you would have died in that! Fucking asshole go to
hell where you deserve to be! RamaLamaDingDon 1 year ago TheFuckingPig 1 year ago
How are you sure he didn't? And be carefull if i get to hell first, I may rule that world too
TheFuckingPig 1 year ago RamaLamaDingDon 1 year ago You rule hell? Haha!! :D But
you will go to hell first, thats for sure. So fuck you pig! RamaLamaDingDon 1 year ago
TheFuckingPig 1 year ago So? Il rule that shit and put the devil back in his place, and
even if i get there you idiot, i will always be more sucessfull then you, more happy and
more rich and youll join me pretty soon TheFuckingPig 1 year ago TheChosenBurrito 1
year ago you motherfuckers need Jesus haha sorry to butt into the conversation, i jus
always wanted to say some shit like that carry on with the Hatriotism TheChosenBurrito
1 year ago abitesizedcow 1 year ago rule that world too? what have you done of ANY
significance in your life? abitesizedcow 1 year ago FCWahnsinn 1 year ago wos
FCWahnsinn 1 year ago tonyminnick 1 year ago i was in kindergarden tonyminnick 1
year ago brian78045 1 year ago In 1997 NORAD said they insure, "Aircraft flying over
our air space are monitored seven days a week, 24 hours a day." In 2004 the Air Force
contradictorily said, "Before 2001, 1st Air Force was charged with keeping an eye on the
nations borders, usually looking for threats in the form of Russian aircraft skirting too
close for comfort to the mainland. In those few hours, the commands mission went from
looking outward to looking inward." See the 5 articles on NORAD at DNotice (org).
brian78045 1 year ago rockyhard1 1 year ago 2 In the decade before 9/11, NORAD
intercepted only one plane over North America: golfer Payne Stewart's Learjet, in
October 1999. With passengers and crew unconscious from cabin decompression, the
plane lost radio contact but remained in transponder contact until it crashed. Even so, it
took an F-16 1, 22 minutes to reach the stricken jet. Rules in effect back then, and on 911,
prohibited supersonic flight on intercepts. Prior to 911, all other NORAD interceptions
were limited to offshore ADIZ rockyhard1 1 year ago 2 brian78045 1 year ago
rockyhard1, you're full of propaganda shit! "The First Air Force Commander (1 AF/CC),
in his role as the CONUS NORAD Region Commander, provides
CINCNORAD/Commander US Element NORAD with TW/AA, surveillance and control
of the airspace of the United States and appropriate response against air attack." -- Air
Force Instruction 13-1AD, Volumn 3, April 2000. The ADIZ is NOT the air space of the
United States. Guess what is? The air space over New York, Pennsylvania and Virginia!
brian78045 1 year ago rockyhard1 1 year ago I suppose tying the same thing 300 times
on every page to build self-confidence makes so much more sense than my "Propaganda
Shit"? It's Massachusettes, Pennsylvania, and Virginia. After 9/11, NORAD and the
FAA increased cooperation, setting up hotlines between ATCs and NORAD command
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centers, according to officials from both agencies. NORAD has also increased its fighter
coverage and has installed radar to monitor airspace over the continent. Before the even,
however, sonic airtravel was limited rockyhard1 1 year ago brian78045 1 year ago
rockyhard, stop quoting Popular Mechanics! Nobody does that anymore! Since the Air
Force instruction in effect on September 11, 2001 says NORAD did monitor the air
space of the United States, we now know that Popular Mechanics is nothing more than a
cheap lying rag. That idiot Davin Coburn must have fact checked the PM 9/11 article,
because it is strewn with other falsehoods. That PM article has not weathered well!
brian78045 1 year ago alfyshiuzzi 1 year ago 07:34 something jumps alfyshiuzzi 1 year
ago 2008hshab2008 1 year ago (_) 2008hshab2008 1 year ago joyjam95 1 year ago 2
Thank you. i so agree :) joyjam95 1 year ago 2 Sharky2055 1 year ago You're welcome,
Joyjam! Sharky2055 1 year ago Manbaman 1 year ago cool,, :) thanx Manbaman 1 year
ago vistocan 1 year ago I recommend that title, is said by the people in the video as many
do not understand what they say, thanks vistocan 1 year ago sublime3332000 1 year ago
thank you for sharing sublime3332000 1 year ago eyuel 1 year ago THATS SUCKS eyuel
1 year ago Prev 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 Next Reply Block User Unblock User
Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners
Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode:
Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear
all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active
list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading
playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions
Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27
Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video...
characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments
(47,036) vistocan 1 year ago I recommend that title, is said by the people in the video as
many do not understand what they say, thanks vistocan 1 year ago sublime3332000 1
year ago thank you for sharing sublime3332000 1 year ago eyuel 1 year ago THATS
SUCKS eyuel 1 year ago 2008hshab2008 1 year ago 3 ﺍﻕﻭ ﺝﺭﻱﻩ ﺱﻭﻩﺍ ﺍﻝﺱﻉﻭﺩﻱﻩ ﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩ
2008hshab2008 1 year ago 3 Sharky2055 1 year ago Translation: He said Saudi Arabia
Jarayeh Suha Hahahahahahaha >>>> Not funny. Sharky2055 1 year ago SamyOmar89 1
year ago what the fuck is a sand nigger ???? lol SamyOmar89 1 year ago Sharky2055 1
year ago 3 It's a racist term for someone from the mideast. It's usually used by people
that are ignorant. Sharky2055 1 year ago 3 SophieFatal01 1 year ago stupid sand niggers
SophieFatal01 1 year ago TheCarloCoxxx 1 year ago holy shit....thats not funny :(
TheCarloCoxxx 1 year ago liljuve13 1 year ago EagleEye liljuve13 1 year ago blackpettit 1
year ago 2 Thanks for sharing! Horrible day, never forget! blackpettit 1 year ago 2
loui980 1 year ago 3 this ant a fukin joke about man this is some fucked up shit people
who laught at this are twisted !! loui980 1 year ago 3 forevertony2006 1 year ago 3
amazing footage thanks for sharing forevertony2006 1 year ago 3 brian78045 1 year ago
In 1997 NORAD said they insure, "Aircraft flying over our air space are monitored seven
days a week, 24 hours a day." In 2004 the Air Force contradictorily said, "Before 2001,
1st Air Force was charged with keeping an eye on the nations borders, usually looking for
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threats in the form of Russian aircraft skirting too close for comfort to the mainland. In
those few hours, the commands mission went from looking outward to looking inward."
See the 5 articles on NORAD at DNotice (org). brian78045 1 year ago Naturzustand7 1
year ago Come one! You People in the USA... whats's going on with you? Self-evident
this was a false flag operation, the evidence is irrefutable! You have to inform yourself, to
form your opinion instead to parrot propagates! You are a clever und educated folk. ... at
least in my view. Naturzustand7 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago Despite your exclamation
points there's no evidence at all, quite the contrary in fact. That's why your country has
gone downhill. Germans used to be able to discern truth with science, what the hell has
happened to you? cornskid 1 year ago oboeplayer2211 1 year ago they were also going
for the white house but they planned it why do you think they never made it to crash
there because they planned it oboeplayer2211 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago then why
wasn't Bush there you goddamn idiot? Why did he just sit there looking like he was
shitting his pants? Why didn't he do the Churchill "finest hour" thing? cornskid 1 year
ago TheFuckingPig 1 year ago show hide Im not, forget your father you dipshit
TheFuckingPig 1 year ago oblivion5423 1 year ago 3 im sorry to hear about that rama
oblivion5423 1 year ago 3 RamaLamaDingDon 1 year ago My father died in that <;(((
RamaLamaDingDon 1 year ago evfich 1 year ago sweet. evfich 1 year ago
RamaLamaDingDon 1 year ago 2 Sweet?? I wouldn't say so! :( RamaLamaDingDon 1
year ago 2 blackpettit 1 year ago 4 im sorry for you... R.I.P everyone who died here. .
what did they do? nothing huh? R.I.P! blackpettit 1 year ago 4 kurtsloane 1 year ago it
was made by the usa goverment... 911 = skiping God kurtsloane 1 year ago Sharky2055 1
year ago NO, it wasn't done by the US govt. Sharky2055 1 year ago kingsoku 1 year ago
Yes, yes it actually was done by the US government. kingsoku 1 year ago Sharky2055 1
year ago NO, it was factually NOT. There's no evidence of such lunacy. Sharky2055 1
year ago cutypie550 1 year ago hey guys between 11:50 and 12:00 look on the right half
of the screen and kinda in the middle. if you look kinda closely there is a small white
dot.... that is another airplane unacounted for. if watch other videos about the secrets of
this youll see that to. cutypie550 1 year ago KYLIEM2000 1 year ago "If Russia beat
them then why did our troops go through half of Germany and control West Germany?"
Cos Stalin let you to do it.Check the maps you will see what was West Germany,half of
Berlin and couple of sq. meters. Russia can eat all USA and Europe in 7 days if they
want.I am not Russian but I know them very good and what can do their army.
KYLIEM2000 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago 2 The biggest fights were indeed in the east,
the Soviets did more fighting and after a while they fought as well as any however they
would never have overun Berlin without USA, Britian, what part of allied effort do you
not understand....the krauts are goddamn tough, I'm glad they're on our side now and I
sincerely hope it stays that way cornskid 1 year ago 2 Sauermanofnick 1 year ago lol.
looks like they are burning up the stock market! Sauermanofnick 1 year ago
KYLIEM2000 1 year ago American stupid cowards. You figth with weak countrys,you
rob them,ruin them for fun,you cocksuckers.Try fight with Russia or Europe they will
fcuk you strait away in yours black assholes. KYLIEM2000 1 year ago
Skinnyoompalumpa 1 year ago 2 1st learn to spell 2nd dont be a racist 3rd kill yourself
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Skinnyoompalumpa 1 year ago 2 hatewine 1 year ago Or we will do to them what we did
to Germany and its allies in WWII. If you are too weak to fight us, don't mess with us. If
you suck to bad to keep us out of your country, keep your mouth shut and do what we
tell you. We are world police after all! hatewine 1 year ago KYLIEM2000 1 year ago
Learn history asshole. Russia kicks Germans not you idiots. Rocket technology maybe is
yours too? You stoled form Germans like everything else. Yours "technology" is made in
other countries. KYLIEM2000 1 year ago hatewine 1 year ago If Russia beat them then
why did our troops go through half of Germany and control West Germany? And so
what if we took it. History is writen by the victor and the spoils of war go to the
strongest. And tell me why Russia had to pawn off its navy and the US still has it's?
Because we are stronger than them. So why dont you learn history? I have a minor in
history and would have a major if there was use for it. And most of it was American
history. hatewine 1 year ago copper4eva 1 year ago what the hell is that all about just
because we are with war with pakistan doesnt mean we like to fight them copper4eva 1
year ago KYLIEM2000 1 year ago USA and Pakistan is in state of war? lol,another proof
of your stupidy. KYLIEM2000 1 year ago Metzky94 1 year ago actually we already
fought russia and kicked their ass and russia was "supposedly" exposed to be tough we
havent lost a war yet my friend lets see you take on our modern infantry and weapons of
mass destruction big boy Metzky94 1 year ago CraWlinGiNmYsKiN111 1 year ago hey,
smartass, the cold war doesn't fucking count. my country and the texans were defending
themselves, both had many weapons and were afraid of attacks from the other
CraWlinGiNmYsKiN111 1 year ago brian78045 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam In 1997 NORAD said they insure, "Aircraft flying over our air
space are monitored seven days a week, 24 hours a day." In 2004 the Air Force
contradictorily said, "Before 2001, 1st Air Force was charged with keeping an eye on the
nations borders, usually looking for threats in the form of Russian aircraft skirting too
close for comfort to the mainland. In those few hours, the commands mission went from
looking outward to looking inward." See the 5 articles on NORAD at DNotice (org).
brian78045 1 year ago tina130785 1 year ago in 20:07 theres a face in the smoke...freaky
tina130785 1 year ago maccasme 1 year ago if your one of those dick heads that said this
attack was fake ur a dick head maccasme 1 year ago bcire3k 1 year ago It's a funny world
we live in, only in the most morbid fashion. It's hard to say whether justice will ever
come, in the meantime, enjoy life. Don't pay attention to someone who will never ever
meet you or have any affect on you besides the fraction of a moment that just passed.
Don't get angry when you see these obsurd posts, be happy you aren't in their sad
position. and remember, ignorance is bliss bcire3k 1 year ago melikepuddingalot 1 year
ago fake melikepuddingalot 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago melikepuddingalot =
FAKE, NOT REAL Sharky2055 1 year ago dude8543958 1 year ago dude your even
more retarded then that other guy (but he has provein a point though) but WTF! you are
by far the most retarded person i have ever seen. Who would think that this would be
fake? dude8543958 1 year ago inblackboots 1 year ago 3 Thank you for posting this, and
I'm sorry that some people are so disrespectful as to use the text space on your video to
be so crass, no matter their opinions. Again, thank you for sharing your very personal
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experience. inblackboots 1 year ago 3 tholiotisbasilis 1 year ago in the video somewhere
the woman says why they did that??first who did that???osama????i dont think so..(ha
has a lot of compnies in america and i dont think that he had something to earn from
this)...i think lets say bush????why not??after that they busted in iraq.why all this
disaster??PETROL.thats why so many people died that day.because of petrol.and u
elected him for a second time.just a greek guy who studies a lot tholiotisbasilis 1 year ago
April777Dawn 1 year ago its terrible that this happend. it may have been years ago but it
is still sad. April777Dawn 1 year ago baybeeuneek 1 year ago omgod poor people
imagine the pain they went threw god bless those lost that day baybeeuneek 1 year ago
TheFuckingPig 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Dumbass
trolls no one gives a shit about 9/11 TheFuckingPig 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago No
one should mistake TheFuckingPig for a humanbeing. Sharky2055 1 year ago
TheFuckingPig 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Boo
Woo, cry me a fucking river! Its over!! this shit was in 2001 no one cares anymore, all of
you fucks can stop commenting on this video you fucking inbred morons, 9/11 IS DEAD
TheFuckingPig 1 year ago steekboy10 1 year ago excuse me but we should be think of
this we never know if this might happen again after the attack no one went to disney land
for a month because they thought it was the next target steekboy10 1 year ago lrox2009 1
year ago Comment removed lrox2009 1 year ago Perfect name for you PIG. You are a
FUCKING PRICK lrox2009 1 year ago maurigian1 1 year ago soon you will die in a
terrorist attack too..can you feel it closing in on you? maurigian1 1 year ago maurigian1 1
year ago Why are you watching this video then?...You surely have an interest in the
subject your contradicting your own suggestions stupid life form...your just an attention
whore typical of youtube, please nobody reply to dumb attention-whores like this, their
most likely acne faced teenage boys who have nothing better to do and dont deserve our
attention. maurigian1 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Thousands of people
OBVIOUSLY DO care because they're commenting on videos all over You Tube
regarding 9/11/2001. Only asininely ignorant heartless inhuman pondscumsucking
pathetic waste of skin and bones make the extremely vile and ignorant comments that no
one cares about it. Sharky2055 1 year ago Jm4nu3l 1 year ago QQ horrorrr... pero q buen
video... de verdad!! Jm4nu3l 1 year ago MsSined 1 year ago show hide 911 was bush not
terrorist or muslims only bush MsSined 1 year ago miamiforlyfe 1 year ago your the
bigest dumbass!! miamiforlyfe 1 year ago maurigian1 1 year ago Now, I wont deny you
that the US like ALL other countries has committed it share of atrocities, but that does
not give you the right at all to to point to the US as the sole source of all your problems.
On the other hand your gonna say that Russia invented rockets and the US stole the
idea.... I can say how Russia stole ideas from the US to make modern medicine which has
"saved" not killed, millions and I can go on. maurigian1 1 year ago SovyetskiyPolkovnik 1
year ago show hide LOL 9/11 LOL SovyetskiyPolkovnik 1 year ago dude8543958 1 year
ago 2 SovyetskiyPolkovnik: Seriously dude? what kind of retarded person are you? you
are by far the most retarded person i have ever seen that you would LOL to 9/11. DUDE!
tons of people died on that day and your laughing about it? I hope you burn in hell you
fucking piece of shit! dude8543958 1 year ago 2 SovyetskiyPolkovnik 1 year ago Close
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to 3000 to be exact. And your point is? SovyetskiyPolkovnik 1 year ago dude8543958 1
year ago My point is that you are fucking retarded. dude8543958 1 year ago
SovyetskiyPolkovnik 1 year ago Cry all you want over 9/11. Expect more "terrorist
attacks" when you keep voting for corporatocratic imperialist leaders.
SovyetskiyPolkovnik 1 year ago maurigian1 1 year ago 4 So keep hating the US as much
as you want because hopefully your ignorant futile comments(which according to you is
world facts) only have one place, and that is on YouTube. maurigian1 1 year ago 4
Sharky2055 1 year ago Instead of replying directly to this troll, which is what they
want., just thumb it down, mark it spam or report it. Sharky2055 1 year ago maurigian1 1
year ago 3 If your so enlightened why don't you help your country out of the "misery"
that according to you the US has inflicted in it? It beats wasting your time on theoretical
stupidity. In fact I would not be surprised if you are actually living in the US yourself, it
is not uncommon for some foreigners to migrate to the US and then bash it once they
achive the things that their communist, suppressive, religious-dictatorship regimes would
never allow them to. maurigian1 1 year ago 3 sven3790160565785992 1 year ago i agree
sven3790160565785992 1 year ago maurigian1 1 year ago You laugh at my ignorance? I
laugh at your stupidity! Look at your comment, none of it is has any relevance with
reality. DO you have conclusive evidence of all the BS you just said? I bet you don't. All
you have is a theory, and as we all know theory is only beneficial to science, it has no
place in judgement. It is however human nature to come to all kinds of wild theories when
you are dealing with something greater than your current understanding. maurigian1 1
year ago SovyetskiyPolkovnik 1 year ago Read history, you moron. It's all there.
SovyetskiyPolkovnik 1 year ago oboeplayer2211 1 year ago the government made up the
history idiot oboeplayer2211 1 year ago SovyetskiyPolkovnik 1 year ago What an
intellectually challenged comment from an intellectually challenged American.
SovyetskiyPolkovnik 1 year ago lobbles69 1 year ago i have something i need help with
but i dont know who to turn to. I have a dilemma regarding my 13 year old son. I think he
may have some sexual issues. He always locks the door when he goes to wee now. He
used to do it with the door open (even when he was pooing) , so i fear he might feel
uncomfortable with me watching him these days. He also doesnt like talking about his dad
and asked me if its normal for dads to touch their sons wendals. Is this normal ? or should
i ground him? im worried :( lobbles69 1 year ago Roflfilms13 1 year ago So your worried
that your 13 year old son, doesn't want you to see his penis? Are you a 'new' parent?
Roflfilms13 1 year ago uchixazu 1 year ago The propriety of the United States is a
Hiroshima atomic bomb. 1000 times this uchixazu 1 year ago twentyzed 1 year ago
Osama Bin Laden Sept 28th 2001 - "I have already said that I am not involved in the 11
September attacks in the United States. As a Muslim, I try my best to avoid telling a lie. I
had no knowledge of these attacks, nor do I consider the killing of innocent women,
children and other humans as an appreciable act. Islam strictly forbids causing harm to
innocent women, children and other people. Such a practice is forbidden even in the
course of a battle" twentyzed 1 year ago chickenlo1 1 year ago OMG 9/11 a sign to call
the police that day -.- chickenlo1 1 year ago Bora199420 1 year ago shit the whole smoke
covered the whole area Bora199420 1 year ago peppilepiu 1 year ago This was a terrible
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day..and a horrible tragedy. And hose who would try to justify this act...or skip
compassion and go directly into defensive posture, they need to re-examine
themeselves/their souls, cuz hey are probably moving around in a wasteland of hate. We
need to pray for them and our country. And those who are atheist my want to heed the
call of Vonnegut and just not indulge in hate. peppilepiu 1 year ago LSGLieskau 1 year
ago Kylie & ather stupids: Where is your Heart? LSGLieskau 1 year ago KYLIEM2000 1
year ago one smple question for american assholes: if you are so wonderfull why all
world hate you? 3000 ppl innocent?no,they pay money for killing another people.You
killed milions. Your country must rob another to have petrol and soon food and
water.Rats are better than you. KYLIEM2000 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 KYlie,
you ignorant idiot, it's your mere unfounded crappy opinion all the world hates America.
No country was robbed of petrol, fool. Nothing you've stated is true. Keep your dark
warped fantasies to yourself. Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 Artifactsofmars 1 year ago 5 A)
We don't treat our women like livestock the way you do. B) We can vote for the
candidate of our choice, instead of fearing for our lives, the way you do with your
"mullahs". C) We don't teach our children to strap on suicide vests and go blowing others
up. D) Our people don't live in the 6th century. Artifactsofmars 1 year ago 5 maurigian1
1 year ago One simple answer ..if you hate america so much why are you on an american
website first of all? You can't avoid it! Your way of life has been shaped and
unfortunately improved most likely because of america and american inventions. So why
don't you crawl back to your shithole and stop criticizing that which your stuck up shitfor-brains cannot comprehend. Morons will never win a fight with progress. maurigian1 1
year ago SovyetskiyPolkovnik 1 year ago America is the enemy of progress. Who do you
think stunted the technological and sociological development in Iraq? Who displaced and
killed nearly a million Iraqis? You tyrants did it. For profit. Who napalmed innocent
civilians in Vietnam and Cambodia? You tyrants. You bigots. Who's keeping Africa in
such a poorly developed state? The dictators which AMERICA artificially installed with
the pretext of ending previous dictatorships. I laugh at your ignorance.
SovyetskiyPolkovnik 1 year ago dude8543958 1 year ago I actually take that back your
not retarded at all, I apologize for my ignorance. but still you LOL at this? wow.
dude8543958 1 year ago SovyetskiyPolkovnik 1 year ago Because Americans can taste
what they're supporting, except on their own territory. War. They can finally learn at
least a fraction of what it means to be threatened, to be invaded... SovyetskiyPolkovnik 1
year ago hatewine 1 year ago We will not fell the threat again because we learn from our
mistakes. We are smarter than the rest of you in that we don't mess with the bull unless
we have bigger horns. Ask Japan! They bit off more than they could chew and got
destroyed. hatewine 1 year ago SovyetskiyPolkovnik 1 year ago Learned from your
mistakes? Haha, don't make me laugh. If you did learn from your mistakes, 9/11 wouldn't
have happened. That's like poking the snake with a stick and then blaming it when it bites
you. SovyetskiyPolkovnik 1 year ago DingleShandee 1 year ago how come theres only 1
of the towers in this video :S where is the other. DingleShandee 1 year ago
CunnyFunt333 1 year ago honestly where do you actually think? i mean really think
about it. CunnyFunt333 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago Go to google earth and navigate to
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the WTC it's easy to determine the building this video was taken from. The rteason the
other tower is not visible is that it is behind the visible one. cornskid 1 year ago cricky011
1 year ago 2 I have to say that I am British and I am disgusted by what some people are
saying. "Only 3k ppl die? fuck americans" for example. Only 3,000 people? How can
you say that?! 3,000 innocent people going about their lives when they we're killed by a
bunch of cowards. Here's another horrible comment "Yes, they deserve to die cos of
american stupidity". As far as I'm concerned, these sort of people are no better then the
people who did this and they should be ashamed of themselves. cricky011 1 year ago 2
Metzky94 1 year ago jesus christ get over yourself those people had families and children
so go chew your fucking crumpet and sip your tea you motherfucking cocksucking
inconsiderat son of a bitch YOU she be ashamed of how you mocked these people fuck
YOU Metzky94 1 year ago cricky011 1 year ago What the hell are you on about? I'm
saying that these idiots from my country are posting disgusting comments about 9/11. I
would never dare mock something like 9/11, I was young at the time and it still horrifies
me today. Those comments in my post are from other stupid inhuman idiots who have
been posting on this video. You should think before you post because I was defending
Americans and all other people who find this event horrific and upsetting. cricky011 1
year ago montanahartz2008 1 year ago this footage is amazing in a way. I don't like to
think about 9/11 because i was young when it happened and it freaks me out. I didn't live
in NYC when it happened I lived in Missouri but I got out of school early because of it.
But I wasn't happy about that. I remember it like it was yesterday and I know why
people are freaked out all the time in NYC cause this was super terrible event going on.
Just aweful, I hope that this never happens again. montanahartz2008 1 year ago AaByx 1
year ago I wanna hear the explosions...! AaByx 1 year ago dudesthatlovesports 1 year ago
wow um yea british guys got attacked by terrorist to u dicks i mean shit this was all of
the sudden the biggest attack in US history thats more dead than u guys had in a single
attack i always have respected brits but after seeing how u guys represent the UK u guys
are little fuckin bitches and america kicked the brits ass in the american revolution
assholes dudesthatlovesports 1 year ago coco09cosminel 1 year ago 3 Rip:(:(:(
coco09cosminel 1 year ago 3 MrLDTT 1 year ago show hide Only 3k ppl die? fuck
americans MrLDTT 1 year ago KYLIEM2000 1 year ago "Not typical American"-What
is it? You are all the same,Plastic People,without brains. KYLIEM2000 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago KYLIEM2000 NO, KYLIEM0000 , the people without a brains
are the ones extremely idiotic ones that lump all Americans together as if they're all the
same when it's a physiological fact we're NOT. Sharky2055 1 year ago IsotoniKK 1 year
ago it is clear, that this was no "terrorist attack".. it was your former president.. maann..
when will you wake up? you really concerne me.. IsotoniKK 1 year ago Veloce3 1 year
ago We now see just a few remaining eyes wide shut conformists, clutching for any minor
scrap of immaterial absurdity that they can, desperate to hold on to the security that has
been promised, by their authoritarian masters. The 9/11 debate is conclusively without
question over, the momentum for the TRUTH is now unstoppable.There was complicity
in the Highest echelons of Policy makers and Military command and it is now just a
question of time before all is exposed. watch?v=77PeeUwmNgo&feature Veloce3 1 year
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ago cornskid 1 year ago Your declaration of victory is premature as is your premise.
Inmaterial absurdity? Well I admit you're an expert on that as well as false accusations
and outright lies. You also threatened me and my family 2 months ago, I never worried
about it as you are an essentially flacid....person (for want of a better word, though I
don't consider you to be human) you're garbage, abortion material that slipped through
the cracks....nothing more. cornskid 1 year ago 7514328 1 year ago Have we caught the
evil-doers that did this? As soon as we finds those WMD's in Iraq, we should get those
evil-doers. 7514328 1 year ago Schragmeister 1 year ago I'm American. Not typical
American - I like my free thinking. For those of you saying we deserved this, it's funny,
ect. We didn't Some Americans did, but most likely none of those 3,000 dead. The US
may be seen as bigots, haters, racists, what have you, and maybe we are. But we will fuck
your shit up, holmes. I love the government, I hate politics and I fear big business. But I
have faith that we have a very large "fuck your shit up" factor. America didn't deserve the
deaths of 3000 that day. Schragmeister 1 year ago KYLIEM2000 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam It's something worst than terrorist attac,you
idiots have black president,it's awesome. It's like let monkey drive the car,the blacks will
ruin your country like they ruined South Africa( if you know where is it),hehehe
KYLIEM2000 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Save that crap for a KKK rally. I'm sure
you know there'll be one next. Sharky2055 1 year ago KYLIEM2000 1 year ago "Is
aircondition turned off?"-funny American hipocryts," oh my god I told you" -they ruined
my nice view Yes, they deserve to die cos of american stupidity. fcuk them all.
KYLIEM2000 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago NO, NONE deserved this. The stupid
one is YOU for lumping all Americans together as if we all act, think, do, believe and feel
alike when it's a physiological fact we're NOT. Your saying we deserve it makes YOU
NO BETTER. Sharky2055 1 year ago 555133666 1 year ago You communist bastard! I
will hunt you down and kill you myself 555133666 1 year ago KYLIEM2000 1 year ago
show hide come to London you american cocksucker. KYLIEM2000 1 year ago
miamiforlyfe 1 year ago fuck London!! miamiforlyfe 1 year ago ilovehumanflesh 1 year
ago more people should have died. then we would have fucked the Middle East harder. Im
kinda wanting to get attacked like BIG TIME so we'll fuck everyone else with a reason.
:D ilovehumanflesh 1 year ago stevedaslay 1 year ago show hide hahahahaha lots of
people died! FUNNY FUNNY! lmao lol lawl lmfao ROAR! stupid fags deserved to die
stevedaslay 1 year ago ilovehumanflesh 1 year ago show hide yes they did deserve to die!
ilovehumanflesh 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 NO, NONE of them deserved to die,
you inhuman scumbag. Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 Grow up little
inhuman troll. Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 anchal84 1 year ago 4 Start respecting lives.... if
our generation will not start respecting all people alike then we will make the same
mistakes as our ancestors and there will be more world wars and chaos.... peace is
required and peace will prevail anchal84 1 year ago 4 AlHamzi44 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam ALLAH UH AKBAR ALLAH UH
AKBAR ALLAH UH AKBAR LIBANON PALESTINA fuck amerika...go and suck da
cock of the falling man hahahahaha AlHamzi44 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Shove
it, you inhuman jackass. Sharky2055 1 year ago miamiforlyfe 1 year ago go fuck your
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mama you faggot miamiforlyfe 1 year ago AcidusEvito 1 year ago show hide I love this
video... I wish the Benny Hills Theme was playing in the background as all these
cocksuckers burn to death. Hehe... Falling man is the funniest documentary I've ever seen.
FUCK YOU AMERICA! SEPTEMBER 11 WAS HILARIOUS!!!! AcidusEvito 1 year
ago tedgoh 1 year ago question: how safe do you think the internet is? Do you think this
site is a safehaven to protect your identity? we know who you are, where you live...
you're in trouble mate. tedgoh 1 year ago AcidusEvito 1 year ago Then who the fuck am I
and where do I live, cunt nugget? Thats what I thought. Go fuck yourself. AcidusEvito 1
year ago ru1n3dsc4p3 1 year ago thanks a lot u fucking al Qayda ru1n3dsc4p3 1 year ago
rico6297 1 year ago Comment removed rico6297 1 year ago you call a plane crashing into
a building and people dying is funny!!!!your sick,burn in hell!!!!i hope you family and
everyone else you see die!!!!! rico6297 1 year ago dreadlorz 1 year ago lol ur such a
funny person..go 2 hell bitch dreadlorz 1 year ago DecriminalizeLiberty 1 year ago i've
read a lot of your comments please see past the media & into the big picture.
DecriminalizeLiberty 1 year ago DecriminalizeLiberty 1 year ago I have never seen this
video. DecriminalizeLiberty 1 year ago sanddmann3 1 year ago thers all kind of hate goof
balls on this one sanddmann3 1 year ago Veloce3 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam We now see just a few remaining eyes wide shut
conformists, clutching for any minor scrap of immaterial absurdity that they can,
desperate to hold on to the security that has been promised, by their authoritarian
masters. The 9/11 debate is conclusively without question over, the momentum for the
TRUTH is now unstoppable.There was complicity in the Highest echelons of Policy
makers and Military command and it is now just a question of time before all is exposed.
watch?v=77PeeUwmNgo&feature Veloce3 1 year ago AcidusEvito 1 year ago show hide
DIE, FIREFIGHTERS, DIE!!! AcidusEvito 1 year ago arrobeach82 1 year ago fuck you
man have some fucking respect ! arrobeach82 1 year ago MuRKiinCooNz 1 year ago
Your a fucking asshole MuRKiinCooNz 1 year ago TheTodd1977 1 year ago This movie
stars: Mohamed Atta and Marwan al-shehhi. Directed by: Khalid Sheihk Mohamed.
Produced by: Osama Bin Laden. TheTodd1977 1 year ago NUestiUunPICcamPROST 1
year ago SUA....SUCK FOR EVER...i love this video...i hate SUA.....democracy??? big
shit.... NUestiUunPICcamPROST 1 year ago tohickon27 1 year ago I'm not going to
make any excuses for the Japan bombing because, well... they deserved it. They fucked
with us without warning so they're going to feel some sort of wrath from the USA. No
cowardice here. And yes, killing innocent civilians is an issue sure I agree with you there,
but USA is the reason many countries aren't already blown to pieces and will continue to
interject where we're needed tohickon27 1 year ago apacheslim 1 year ago nah mate,
Roosevelt knew they wanted a war for bank profits federal reserve profits and to save he
economy. Look it up im sure you will be convinced . USA tried to invade japan years ago
but couldnt when they weretaking cuba , puerto Rico Hawaii, during the spanish american
war but couldnt, when ww2 came they finally got their chance. Not the USA but the
people who leach upon it at the very top apacheslim 1 year ago twentyzed 1 year ago
Bill Cooper - He predicated (in June 2001) that there would be an "attack" on the US and
it would be blamed on Bin Laden. After the event he talked about this a lot. Three months
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later he was dead - watch?v=EPcia9hQohY&feature=re-lated Bill Hicks - Witnessing the
siege at WACO with his own eyes he saw, "Bradley tanks shooting fire into the
compound". This was not picked up by any major news network. He talked about this a
lot. Less then a year later he was dead - watch?v=VONKNsklN48 twentyzed 1 year ago
cornskid 1 year ago Many, many people predicted there would be an "attack" on the US
dipshit, and most thought BinLadin would be behind it, turdface. A Bradley is an APC
not a Tank idiot. I watched the Waco thing on tv because I come from a town 30 miles
south of there. No Bradleys fired, not that the govt didn't dick the dog totally on that.
Koresh used to jog to McDonalds once a week, local sherriff says he could have been
arested there with no problem, idiot ATF wanted a show for the news, goddamn fucktard
moron cornskid 1 year ago ThEgSd131 1 year ago 2 my teacher friend worked at the place
and was late on the day that terrorists attacked ThEgSd131 1 year ago 2 AcidusEvito 1
year ago That sucks... I hoped that bitch would die. AcidusEvito 1 year ago hunterneri 1
year ago all terrorists should be put into a blender and then have to lay in sal, then their
limbs cut off,then shot in the legs, then..wel..idk. hunterneri 1 year ago AcidusEvito 1
year ago Bitch:"Is the air conditioner turned off\ in the room? And the windows closed in
the bedroom?" Axel: "It's not like it matters. The dust only kiulls firefighters. And it
takes years of suffering for that to finally happen. Poor terrorists though. Those are some
brave men we will never gert back tear Rest in peace dear soldiers of Allah." AcidusEvito
1 year ago 2theunknowndoor 1 year ago DEATH TO ALL TERRORISTS!!!!
2theunknowndoor 1 year ago AcidusEvito 1 year ago Terrorism = SEX. AcidusEvito 1
year ago AcidusEvito 1 year ago 19:40... Is she having an orgasm? Because I know I
would be. :) AcidusEvito 1 year ago AcidusEvito 1 year ago My favourite part was when
the people jumped! The special effects in this movie aren't all that great, though... What
movie is this? It's a romantic comedy, right? AcidusEvito 1 year ago aaron090994 1 year
ago 19:40 WTF DUDE>>!! aaron090994 1 year ago BADMAN042000 1 year ago Fuck
Terrorism fuck Pisslam fuck mohammad fuck Osama fuck pakistan fuck iran fuck all
muslims. BADMAN042000 1 year ago 5460180 1 year ago fuck you! 5460180 1 year
ago empadoeiro 1 year ago where was the fuckin FBI, secret services, militar technology
and all that stuff that prevents this to happening? Only in movies i guess.. empadoeiro 1
year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago They weren't sharing info or working together, that's
where. Sharky2055 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago Additionally, despite what truthers
claim we live in an essentially free society. But freedom has a price and it's not supposed
to be cheap. Our forfathers reckoned it was worth their lives, their fortunes and their
sacred honor....and they paid. On 9-11-01 almost 3,000 Americans also paid. Any of us
can be asked to pay up at any time and we must be willing to do so or we will lose what
we've fought so hard to gain. cornskid 1 year ago mautz85 1 year ago show hide Fuck
USA Fuck Fucking Israel mautz85 1 year ago wameed98 1 year ago 2 Why dont you just
shut your mouth and mind your own beeswax wameed98 1 year ago 2 Sharky2055 1 year
ago mautz85 Why are you saying that? Sharky2055 1 year ago aolgrozn 1 year ago God
bless america. i hope it is never repeat. US Be Strong ! aolgrozn 1 year ago ibiza1989 1
year ago all i can say is fuck all them terorsits they'l get wots comin 2 them there all a
bunch of dumb wankers who think that by killing a mass abount of people is ok, and to
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that stupid prick AIHAMZI44 hope u die a painful death u sick bastard! ibiza1989 1
year ago sumdaws 1 year ago it's kind of pathetic that you have to post your opinion on
youtube about something so traumatic. I'm just glad that we can pretty much destroy
your entire country in a matter of seconds, not that its worth anything to anyone, but
have fun never being recognized in the modern world. P.S.-We punished you. sumdaws 1
year ago AlHamzi44 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
allah uh akbar, allah uh akbar !!!! hahahahahaha look at that shit peoples in the building
hahahaha they jump out of the wtc hahahahahha go died us duuudes more terror to the
usa fuck bush fuck obama i hop the terrorists killed kids an women of this fucking
country allah bless the terrorists hahahah look at the peoples i cant stop laughing wehn i
see that fucking dudes jumps....hehehehe allah ne mutlu arabic forces diyene bura sin
irkandis dürüm dürüm dürüm dürüm kolbasti sen bok us AlHamzi44 1 year ago
KrisnShell69 1 year ago Fuck you sick fuck. You cant really considered yourself as a
human being. How could any body in their right mind say the stupid nonsense you are
saying and be able to live with themselves. I agree that the US goverment has been
bullying other nations for to long but thats no reason to wish death to all americans. This
whole world is full of corrupt goverments that do nothing but suck the blood out of its
citizens some more then others but in the end the citizens are the victims. So once Fuck
YOU KrisnShell69 1 year ago Mike88DK 1 year ago i, i hope u die. i just hope u fucking
die, i hoppe some one slits ur throat u fucker. i dont care how i am saying this, i hope u
die dude. suck the devil's red cock dude Mike88DK 1 year ago essexboy240 1 year ago
Are you planning on blowing yourself up anytime soon? essexboy240 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago Why are you saying that? Sharky2055 1 year ago GeekMoron 1
year ago I love how Republicans, Fox News, and their radio buddies use 9/11 to gain
power. GeekMoron 1 year ago Fairywings23 1 year ago 2 just think if u were in the top
of the tower knowing theres no escape. imagine if u were on the ground running from
smoke coming at u like a plague and theres no hope and like the dude said at the very end
"the world trade center is no more" i cried my eyes out Fairywings23 1 year ago 2
tlmillwood 1 year ago 3 GOD BLESS AMERICA....united we stand tlmillwood 1 year
ago 3 zombiesrule765 1 year ago fuck those terrorist mother fuckers! burn em all and fuck
em all. keep droppin the fucking bombs. OOHAH! zombiesrule765 1 year ago
KrisnShell69 1 year ago You are just as bad as a terrorist, how would you like it if
another country was occupying us and dropping bombs on us everyday, that concept
would not be so cool then. KrisnShell69 1 year ago xfactorcheergrl 1 year ago i was going
through all of our old pictures, and i found the magazines and newspapers that my
parents kept from this tragic day. one thing is true: us americans came together during
that time of need and stood as one. god bless xfactorcheergrl 1 year ago wendyblue7 1
year ago 8 R.I.P. to all those who lost their lives in the buildings and all of those who died
trying to save them. wendyblue7 1 year ago 8 grundy901 1 year ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam god bless the united states of america grundy901 1 year
ago mattstirrup 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Lol that
looks well funny. I personally think it never happened and was all done in a film studio
mattstirrup 1 year ago bigVP13 1 year ago REALLYYYYY?????? :P bigVP13 1 year ago
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Kingzise1993 1 year ago scheiße ey ich komme aus deutschland(Germany) aber ich hab
geweint als ich das gesehn hab Kingzise1993 1 year ago AlHamzi44 1 year ago Comment
removed Sharky2055 1 year ago AlHamzi44 said- The Americans think they would
because of their great country a world power. But they are wrong. Whether 9 / 11 was a
conspiracy, Islam is bigger than it all together. Power so on and soon you have the next
2000 death in your land. Shit on America. Power is not based on strong and powerful.
Look at you like you just because rumheult towers collapse 2. FUCK OF AMERICA!
Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago AlHamzi44 Like it or not, America's a
great nation. Are you saying there will be another attack? It says in the koran that
Muslims that commit murder or suicide are sinning. Sharky2055 1 year ago krishanthan 1
year ago Its not a Airline, no windows on Flight.... krishanthan 1 year ago jakthemak 1
year ago wat gets mi is that y would terroists want to destroy a center where the worlds
trade comes from including iraq jakthemak 1 year ago SilverStarCutie94 1 year ago i was
like OH MY GOD when the smoke came into their house. SilverStarCutie94 1 year ago
COD9280SAM 1 year ago what puzzles me is people say ''america deserved this'' when
the WORLD trade center was destroyed, meaning people from around the world died,
including muslim countries. i know americans can wind people up sometimes, but they
deserve credit for coping well with this. well done. COD9280SAM 1 year ago
kareem87said5 1 year ago George Bush invented so-called "terorrist attack" because he
needed to have a reason to attack Iraq and Avganistan. He did it because of the oil and
sources of clean water. In 1999 USA criminals attacked Yugoslavia and they killed at least
3000 innocent people. They used radioactive weapon which is prohibited by UN. That
was also act of terrorism. kareem87said5 1 year ago 111HELLRASIER1111 1 year ago
you my friend are the retard of the day. 111HELLRASIER1111 1 year ago VViRrRu5 1
year ago and another point is, that now they can watch pupil better. with the "terroristattack" they say they need to improve the controls of internet etc. VViRrRu5 1 year ago
radchix 1 year ago wow , thank u for the video, I feel hyonoured to have captured this
just like you did radchix 1 year ago GnRrocker 1 year ago did she say military plane??
GnRrocker 1 year ago GnRrocker 1 year ago To the Lost Loves of that day!! may you
rest GnRrocker 1 year ago shatroghistro 1 year ago Perfect video, sick zoom. Horrifying
event shatroghistro 1 year ago jazziscool123 1 year ago Wow how did you get a 26
minute vid? Also Thanks jazziscool123 1 year ago Plofkoek 1 year ago show hide boom
boom boom boom , i want you in my room .. OMFG !! NOT A PLAIN !!! Plofkoek 1
year ago MegaLegiao 1 year ago stupid indiot american só chama por Deus nessa hora.
MegaLegiao 1 year ago subucky 1 year ago Kill yourself. subucky 1 year ago MegaLegiao
1 year ago 3449625 exibições MegaLegiao 1 year ago lilmatzo 1 year ago omg 2:35 ? it is a
human!! lilmatzo 1 year ago lilmatzo 1 year ago omg i cant imagne how sad and exciting it
would feel to be in your place right there, AND WAIT! your guys dident know what it
was right? you thought i cud be a rocket? you wasent scare that they would attack the
building you were in to?? lilmatzo 1 year ago killerfan1111 1 year ago this is sad ;(
killerfan1111 1 year ago tecna64 1 year ago funny since 911 is the emergency call and this
disaster happened on 9/11... R.I.P all those people who died in this horrible terror attack
tecna64 1 year ago DisturbiaVampireGirl 1 year ago Oh my god. A person jumped
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DisturbiaVampireGirl 1 year ago fan62 1 year ago not just one... tens of people jumped...
fan62 1 year ago ddbd 1 year ago ONLY A NINJA CAN KILL A NINJA ddbd 1 year
ago DanielleJordan 1 year ago You can totally see a person falling at 7:39. Oh my
goodness. My heart totally sunk in my chest. DanielleJordan 1 year ago eginteractive 1
year ago You dumbasses. There was no "inside job" as you would think. Was it
something to the government took advantage of to go back in and start a war over oil?
Most certainly, but it was not a deliberate attack by our own nation. eginteractive 1 year
ago Springmaus2007 1 year ago Holy shit,do you actually believe someone is able to
watch that shit and hear the shit you are talking for about 26 minutes?! Springmaus2007
1 year ago SpanishInAustralia 1 year ago probably some Muslim are masturbating wile
they are watching this video we have to finish them like the Nazis try with jews but the
last ones are innocent SpanishInAustralia 1 year ago Springmaus2007 1 year ago says the
spanish niggerhunter...LOL,how funny,maybe all the people from south America and
Africa will masturbate while watching your useless folk dying in the gas chamber.
Springmaus2007 1 year ago SpanishInAustralia 1 year ago I know you from Austria is
cold there ? I know is true because I have been there for 2 long years no sun not beaches ,
cold like my refrigerator no fun a lot of fatties expensive boring this is you country of my
eyes also they are fucking racist with people who done nothing against you country my
king is from Austria fucking retard so you say my folk dying so you say to kill one of the
Austria most important families I know when i spiking whit scum SpanishInAustralia 1
year ago rodman332 1 year ago most OBVIOUS inside job ever! do some damn research!
rodman332 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago rodman332 NO, it's not obvious. If people
do some research they'd know that. Sharky2055 1 year ago rodman332 1 year ago Well
thats why you also have to think. Your not going to find a website with UNDENIABLE
100% proof 9/11 was an inside job...but you put the pieces together. Look up Illuminati
card game from 1995... rodman332 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Rodman NO, it's
what I KNOW & can PROVE. That's 100% more than you can. There are no pieces to
put together. Look up, the all evil Illuminati is a dark FANTASY. Sharky2055 1 year ago
rodman332 1 year ago BRAINWASHEDDDDDDDDDDDD rodman332 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago No, I can assure you, my mind is quite dirty. Sharky2055 1 year
ago kroznot 1 year ago watch the obama deception. go back and look at the way the
international bankers have gradually centralized power in america around the executive
branch and then sponsored people into the presidency to their bidding. he is working for
the bankers. he doesn't care about the people and the change he will bring is more fascism
to america kroznot 1 year ago kroznot 1 year ago the iraq war was about establishing a
permanent military presence in the middle east. most of it is outlined in project for the
new american century. kroznot 1 year ago guetseler 1 year ago FUCK! guetseler 1 year
ago 123dool 1 year ago The government wants us to believe that the top, small part of
that tall building pushed the whole building down, and in 10 seconds. Hell no! Bring the
true criminals behind bars! People: Google "Niels Harrit" and learn about the truth!
(Unignited, explosive Nano Thermite material found in the rubble of WTC.) 123dool 1
year ago luigifan470 1 year ago myspaceisbetter, how can you say 9/11 is gay? it was one
of the worst days in american history luigifan470 1 year ago maudeleon 1 year ago it was
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gay that it happened maudeleon 1 year ago Giharl21 1 year ago Um... i don't recall hearing
about any gay activity on 9/11. Giharl21 1 year ago AyrtonSennaUno 1 year ago WHY,
IS THERE A JUMP BETWEEN THE FRAMES 6:59 to 7:00min IN THIS VIDEO?
WHY IS THERE A CUT, WHICH IS OBVIOUS.JUST WATCH THE SMOKE AND
THE FLAMES SECONDS BEFORE 6:55 AND KEEP LOOKING:.....YOU CAN SEE
A CUT IN THIS SCENE, THE SMOKE CHANGES AND FOR SOME REASON WE
SHALL NOT SEE THIS?!? OR WAS THAT INTENDED:....:I DONT THINK
SO.PLEASE,ANYBODY COMMENT!!!!!!!! AyrtonSennaUno 1 year ago
hockeyman134 1 year ago it might have been like a tiny frezze up in the footage. cameras
do that sometimes. i dont think it was intended. hockeyman134 1 year ago wowforfan 1
year ago Sounds like she was takin a picture. screen freeze... wowforfan 1 year ago
flapjaques 1 year ago The real question is WHY ARE YOU SO FREAKED OUT
ABOUT IT?!?!?!?! flapjaques 1 year ago myspaceisbetter 1 year ago ouch my building
hurts myspaceisbetter 1 year ago funkybrain 1 year ago what's that bright red flash at
12:08 on the front edge of the tower? U still believe now no planes hit wtc? they CANT
fly so fast at this altitude like the gov want us 2 believe (550 mph)! air is 3 times thicker
at sealevel. it would require 6 times of thrust from the planes engines...on 9/11 funkybrain
1 year ago ajlwilkes 1 year ago R I P to all those that died, may you rest in peace for
eternity. Best regards to the families !!! ajlwilkes 1 year ago kazekagekid 1 year ago you
are right. kazekagekid 1 year ago kazekagekid 1 year ago she isnt, infact itshould be
deleted. kazekagekid 1 year ago GymnazticsFan98 1 year ago wow thts sad and 9/11 is
not gay GymnazticsFan98 1 year ago 7514328 1 year ago Reparations need to be paid to
the indigenous children, women and men of Iraq. I am in tears that so much death and
destruction has been bestoyed upon an indigenous nation that had nothing to do with
911. 7514328 1 year ago 1919SALERNITANA 1 year ago r i p 1919SALERNITANA 1
year ago mohamedchebyshev 1 year ago the jews did not come to the trade center
bulidings that day can any body tell me why?????????? mohamedchebyshev 1 year ago
cornskid 1 year ago I can tell you that you're lying or misinformed, several hundred Jews
were killed that day, probably the first person killed was Jewish. A Captain in the Israeli
secret service was on one of the flights, seated in 1st class. 5 to 1 is pretty long odds even
for an Israeli badass, if he had won it might never have happened but you can bet he
tried....dipshit. cornskid 1 year ago dano62778 1 year ago inside job dano62778 1 year
ago randomyetawesome 1 year ago show hide waah waahh waaah i'm gonna go cry about
my dead family now randomyetawesome 1 year ago myspaceisbetter 1 year ago show
hide 9/11 is gay myspaceisbetter 1 year ago coolalving2 1 year ago ur fucking gay do u
know how many people lost there lives u selfish basterd coolalving2 1 year ago
aandagape 1 year ago So much pain... aandagape 1 year ago cavsfan1031 1 year ago i
would never want to be in that house, who knows what would of happened, the sadest
dy is history, everyone has to agree with that, except for those fucking ppl who crashed
into the WTC cavsfan1031 1 year ago TheHaiyahhs 1 year ago It had to be scary, but ill
tell you what dude, you do kinda wish you lived in that building, because where its
located, someone has some SERIOUS money to live there. TheHaiyahhs 1 year ago
ReprogramurMind 1 year ago GOOGLE tavistock institute. There main purpose is the
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science of manipulation through crisis creation! google john oneil. ReprogramurMind 1
year ago withintemptation73 1 year ago R.I.P. to all those who lost their lives in the
buildings and all of those who died trying to save them. withintemptation73 1 year ago
withintemptation73 1 year ago My God...I was in shock watching this where I live...I
can't even imagine what this would be like being right there....:( withintemptation73 1
year ago merged 1 year ago here's some info about "the airplanes"
911bloggerDOTcom/node/20456 merged 1 year ago lukejone641988 1 year ago 7:37
someone jumpin!! very sad R.I.P lukejone641988 1 year ago hotomotoyes 1 year ago i
see people on the ground who seems to be there for no reason, they shouldn't be there at
all, we all know by watching other tv shows how the building that size when collasped
will cause so much damaged on the ground below. it was a boeing jet and with full fuel on
it there. i am thinking why those people except firefighter were there. hotomotoyes 1
year ago abcYADEAD 1 year ago more of a reason to join the army....may god be with us
abcYADEAD 1 year ago jeremye02 1 year ago this is probably one of the clearest videos.
i'm just wondering why the 2nd plane hitting, and both collapses were cut out. jeremye02
1 year ago PRoFEED4 1 year ago !!!!! Shit of George Bush !!!!! PRoFEED4 1 year ago
remus1982 1 year ago 11.09.1991 Bush Sr. announces the NWO, in 11.09.2001, the New
Pearl Harbour starts the unseen war, a war wich does not have end, does not have limits,
in wich, the regulations says, "everybody can be a terorist", even you. All "terorist"
activities in the past from: Italy, Kenya, Britain, Japan, .....were CIA and local secret
service work, the filles exists, but the reasons are for fouls only. For a period of "safety"
you are giving away your liberties(patriotact, possecomitatus,chipedlikedogs) remus1982
1 year ago MJB919 1 year ago Typical consiracy nuts who waste their lives away
posting fiction on 9/11 tribute videos MJB919 1 year ago SuperSiddall123 1 year ago
Conspiracy nuts eh? So you believe 19 hijackers with box cutters who could barely fly a
small aircraft, outsmarted the most advanced aerospace defence in the world NORAD?
And you call us conspiracy nuts. SuperSiddall123 1 year ago CheerleaderHottie320 1
year ago RIP Keving O'Rourke and Peter Martin! CheerleaderHottie320 1 year ago
Eideyo 1 year ago People are running away... hmm well they aint stupid Eideyo 1 year
ago mestament 1 year ago per le migliaia di persone morte, un riposate in pace...... mah
questo capita solo quando ti credi di essere il padrone del mondo mestament 1 year ago
paokthes 1 year ago When the buildings collapsed it's like God rised a huge towel of
smoke for u not to be ready to see what's horrible paokthes 1 year ago Eksilewsh 1 year
ago better if u said Devil rised a huge towel of smoke... Eksilewsh 1 year ago Hungary999
1 year ago Borzasztó!:( R.I.P Hungary999 1 year ago RodStewartfan1 1 year ago 4 I live
outside of NYC about 45 minutes by train. I was in class while this was going on. You
were very brave to videotape the whole thing. May everyone who perished in the towers
R.I.P. My heart goes out to the victims families. RodStewartfan1 1 year ago 4
egypt4ever1 1 year ago hi just i want to say ( ESLAM) not say kill any one , but this is
ALQADA grup .. qada is mouslim but they make this baybe they dont like us
goverment>>> finaly congruatlion usa 1/0 usa vs egypt in gohansberg football
egypt4ever1 1 year ago ChrisnLily 1 year ago Not ever ymuslim is behind this. The
people behind this were a bunch of pist of middle easterns known as Al-Queda
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ChrisnLily 1 year ago tonydamned 1 year ago this is the best quality video , why did you
edited all those parts tonydamned 1 year ago histube17 1 year ago 3 US Government
create 9/11...end of story. histube17 1 year ago 3 boystalker 1 year ago Are you really
that stupid, your wrong the US GOVERMENT DID NOT create 9/11, i'm sooo sick and
tired of people saying "the us goverment created it, the us goverment created it" THEY
DID NOT!!! your frickin crazy boystalker 1 year ago h8o7m6i5e3 1 year ago yes they
did h8o7m6i5e3 1 year ago akshatwarm 1 year ago u mother fuker muslim , u guys were
the reason behind it , ass hole filth on the planet akshatwarm 1 year ago ChrisnLily 1 year
ago histube: why would the government even want to blow up thier own towers and kill
2000 of thier own people? ChrisnLily 1 year ago SuperSiddall123 1 year ago Principals in
US foreign policy under the Bush administration (including Cheney, Rumsfeld,
Wolfowitz, Perle and others) have been instrumental in developing long-running plans for
worldwide military hegemony, including an invasion of the Middle East, dating back to
the Ford, Reagan and Bush Sr. administrations. They reiterated these plans in the late
1990s as members of the "Project for a New American Century," and stated a clear intent
to invade Iraq for the purpose of regime change. SuperSiddall123 1 year ago histube17 1
year ago Don't you see a bigger picture...?? It is a false flag operations. They blew the
WTC so that they can blame someone to be responsibility. In 9/11 they blame terrorist in
Iraq & Afghanistan. Therefore they invade Iraq. But do you know, american military
company gains a profit from this war. This is their objective. For example Halliburton,
company owned by Cheney. They get an oil contract in Afghanistan after the invasion.
This is a huge giant scheme of war business. histube17 1 year ago MJB919 1 year ago
The bigger picture tis that you are a poory educated conspiracy theorist who has a
twisted view of how the world works. MJB919 1 year ago ReprogramurMind 1 year ago
The microwave mind control technology must be strong in your area. Yes it is being used
against you right now. dont believe me google tavistock university. You are exactly the
product that they wish to create. GooGle john O'neil Google marvin bush "In our dreams
people yield themselves with perfect docility to our molding hands" fredrick gates
ReprogramurMind 1 year ago histube17 1 year ago You have your own belief and i also
have my belief. And what i wrote in here is what i believe. So whether you accept it or
not, i still stand with my opinion. I just try to think out of the box. histube17 1 year ago
remus1982 1 year ago government? :) u are talking about those people who are put there
to be ellected to give u the impresion that u have a choice? why Italy government killed
200 of their own in the 60's, why US killed thousands in Pearl Harbour (they had the
information about the japanese), why irak killed theyr own, why Britain killed their own?
It's a big question wich u won't find in the mainstream media. We are so used to be lyed
that we can't do the differnce now betwen truth and lye. remus1982 1 year ago
thehandsomedevils 1 year ago I never been to NY but I loved that city for all my life.
Why dont they re build the twin towers? thehandsomedevils 1 year ago masterchiefodst 1
year ago They are building something on top of ground zero, it will be the new world
trade centers, but they will be named the Freedom Towers. They won't be the exact same,
they will look much more advanced. Go on google image and type freedom towers and
you'll see. masterchiefodst 1 year ago AnarchistGoth 1 year ago They still don't know
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how much it will cost exactly. The plans for rebuilding the towers or a new tower keep
changing. AnarchistGoth 1 year ago shaahidk 1 year ago waw what a nice........... i really
liked its adorable really nice shaahidk 1 year ago DeathWish196 1 year ago what sad is
that everybody above the floors the planes hit had no way to escape. They fought there
were to the roof in hope of helicopters to save them only to learn that they wernt coming
for them. :( DeathWish196 1 year ago meisterly 1 year ago WTC Chief Window Cleaner
at 9:26am: 'Oh man?!' meisterly 1 year ago AmericanDiplomat 1 year ago 2 If you kill all
the terrorists in the world, how does that make you any better than them?
AmericanDiplomat 1 year ago 2 Dopearmyking88 1 year ago Terrorist must die!! All
over the world. These fucking Bastarts are killing people!!! Dopearmyking88 1 year ago
ImPrEzAbEaTbOx 1 year ago AT 7.34 7.35 there is something falling does anyone know
what it is. ImPrEzAbEaTbOx 1 year ago boos506boos 1 year ago Jews and Israel to do
so. Damn them boos506boos 1 year ago lunchboxxy 1 year ago 2 i CANNOT EVEN
IMAGINE seeing this happen in person; i would be in complete shock, traumatized
lunchboxxy 1 year ago 2 stewardmemo2008 1 year ago 2 you are very brave posting this
video..if i was you i didnt know if i would of posted this..=[ never forget 9/11
stewardmemo2008 1 year ago 2 carter20081985 1 year ago planes to drop water on it
now thats a smart idea carter20081985 1 year ago lunchboxxy 1 year ago well i thought
helicopters would be better; but still, yes, a smart idea lunchboxxy 1 year ago
carter20081985 1 year ago you would think if you had a building that size you would
want to think of a way to put fire out that you couldnt reach. i think this sounds very
lodgical carter20081985 1 year ago 7514328 1 year ago God bless the Iraqi children,
women and men who were killed in their indigenous country. Iraq had nothing to do with
911. How do we pay reparations to the indigenous lives lost in Iraq? How does an
indigenous people and country protect themselves from foreign invaders? Would we do
the same? 7514328 1 year ago ARG82NAN 1 year ago God bless the people who died in
iraq criminal invasion too ARG82NAN 1 year ago alovalge 1 year ago 2 R.I.P god bless
you all. Greetings from Estonia alovalge 1 year ago 2 lionhart81 1 year ago FritzEur0 so
you think it's funny? your so lucky i can't find you because i would rip your tounge out
of your mouth. i'm so sick of people like you i hope you get yours. God bless every one
killed in the 911 attacks and their famly's. lionhart81 1 year ago FritzEur0 1 year ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was so funny! im glad that it
happened. george bush did 9/11. we all know this. he did it for engertainment. I want him
to do another 9/11 soon! We make a video on our channel about how we find 9/11 funny.
go on there and watch it and rate and post comment!!! FritzEur0 1 year ago
weaponxdawkins20 1 year ago I'm glad you find 2,794 people dying funny you sick fuck.
The world is the way it is because of people like you. Go to hell weaponxdawkins20 1
year ago MaakaKarin17 1 year ago You sick bastard. I'm with weaponxdawkins20, 9/11
happened because of sick motherfuckers like you. God bless the people who died that
day and the people who were traumatized by it. MaakaKarin17 1 year ago Spriggangirl 1
year ago That shit ain't fuckin' funny. How would you like it if one of your family
members got killed in 9/11, huh? Spriggangirl 1 year ago SmrtFasizmu1988 1 year ago like
those who lost their parents/children in iraq cause of your criminal invasion.
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SmrtFasizmu1988 1 year ago ARG82NAN 1 year ago good coment SmrtFasizmu1988
ARG82NAN 1 year ago Spriggangirl 1 year ago I'm not an idiot like those assholes who
made it look like it's funny like FritzEur0. That guy pissed me off for that shit.
Spriggangirl 1 year ago laxfreek8 1 year ago you sick faggot, thousands of innocent people
died that day laxfreek8 1 year ago liveydoolb 1 year ago Bin Laden was a wanted man
before 9/11 for numerous terrorist acts. Then in early 2001 a CNN reporter found him,
walked into his hideout and interviewed him...!!!!!!! This led Bill Cooper to predict that
America was going to be attacked and Bin Laden was going to be blamed. Three months
later this prediction came true. In November 2001 Bill Cooper was shot dead outside his
home. This man spoke the truth therefore he was a threat (and he did not trust Alex
Jones) liveydoolb 1 year ago GetHalo350s 1 year ago They are building new WTC ! it
will be done 2014 look it up ! ON google ! search " Freedom Tower " GetHalo350s 1
year ago lilguy1171 1 year ago i think it'll be done longer like in 2036 or more lilguy1171
1 year ago MegaBeU 1 year ago Guys Bush did it coz he want to do continue the war
with Irak.... I hate that F$#@ guy!!!! MegaBeU 1 year ago ServeTheServents 1 year ago I
aggree with Sharky2055 ServeTheServents 1 year ago g3org33r3 1 year ago and some
people wonder why we hate muslims. g3org33r3 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
g3org33r3 It's not right to lump all Muslims together. It's not right to hate them either.
They DON'T all act, feel, believe alike. Take them on an individual basis, as you'd like
them to take NON-Muslims. When you hate them blindly as if they're all alike, you're no
better than the terrorists that perpetrated this. Sharky2055 1 year ago Dhaune 1 year ago
the planes were holograms, except for the fourth one which crashed onto the ground, the
US government partially controlled by outside forces was the cause of over 3000 deaths
on that day, obama knows it all the western governments know it and now you know it
also Dhaune 1 year ago ChihuahuaRules123 1 year ago What a horrible day.
ChihuahuaRules123 1 year ago jannenorring 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show
hide
Not
Spam
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA-HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
AHAHASHAHAHAH-AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH-AAHA
HAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH-AHAHAHHAHAHAHHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAH-AHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAH-AHAHAHAH
AHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHA You deserved it, he deserved it... Fuck it, Your
country deserved it. Why do you promote them to do it. Just someday I wish I can see
USA burn... jannenorring 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Yet you can't give an
intelligent answer as to why. Your saying that about millions of people from all over the
world doesn't make YOU any better. These innocent people didn't die these horrible
deaths so you could mock them. Only a heartless and very ignorant person would make
those statements you have, jannenorring. Sharky2055 1 year ago OmgCameronWasHere 1
year ago 2 Thanks for the video. The military needs to get these idiots (al Qaeda) and
show them what they've done to us Americans. How can people blame the American
government and President Bush for this? People just need to stop blaming George Bush
for everything wrong in the world. To: Osama bin Laden and all other Terrorists - GO
OFF AND DIE. OmgCameronWasHere 1 year ago 2 hugh6910 1 year ago LOL OWNED
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hugh6910 1 year ago jullann95 1 year ago OMG! jullann95 1 year ago StephanCoaster 1
year ago horrible StephanCoaster 1 year ago RHCristobal 1 year ago Dog bless amerifaggs
RHCristobal 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago RHCristobal Why the hell would you say
something as horrid and as ignorant as that? Sharky2055 1 year ago HenryGarnon 1 year
ago It isn't the plane who has destroyed the towers... It is the fire provocated by the
plane. HenryGarnon 1 year ago lueckinger1985 1 year ago fucking faker, 3500 people
died, fuck!!! lueckinger1985 1 year ago jannenorring 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam Well you guys deserved it! jannenorring 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago Jannenorring Why do you say that? Sharky2055 1 year ago
jannenorring 1 year ago Well I just wanted to let you know. Maybe not all of you but still
most of you, Americans. jannenorring 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago WHo are you to
judge who deserved a terrorist act and which person didn't? NO ONE, THAT is who.
Sharky2055 1 year ago JackOneil28 1 year ago This video is a total shit, no plane can be
seen colliding with the tower, no collapse, only dust. I SAY: That the most important
scenes were cut out, so nothing usefull, assholes. JackOneil28 1 year ago liveydoolb 1
year ago Sharky - Even if people dismiss flight 93 (through the obvious lack of evidence)
then they are NOT dismissing the victims. Have the victims turned up alive and well? No
they haven't. So we can all be sure that they died on 9/11. It could be argued that Bill
Cooper solved 9/11 before it even happened. Therefore before anyone died he said it was
not going to Bin Laden - is that disrespecting the victims? Stop using them to guilt trip
people, its not on. liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Livey Yes they are. The
victims did NOT turn up alive, just ask their loved ones that buried PIECES of those
victims. When you do make sure you dress for an ice hockey game, wear ear plugs& have
your medical insurance up to date. Passengers & flt attendants tesitfied they'd been
hijacked & what happened before they perished. 'Truthers claims also twist & mispresent
the 1st responders statements. So any way U try to spin your claims they dismiss &
dehumanize those victims. Sharky2055 1 year ago liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky - Oh my
god. What the fuck are you talking about? I know they didn't turn up alive. NO-ONE is
saying they did. NO-ONE is saying they are not dead. NO-ONE. Is that clear enough for
you???? When someone has been killed and then the WRONG person is blamed. That is
disrespectful. It is disrespectful to the victims and those who were blamed. You are
talking absolute rubbish. The evidence that points to Al Qaeda is ridiculous. A fucking
suitcase full of evidence - COME ON NOW. liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year
ago LIvey Yes, they are saying it. Many 'truthers' think Flight 93 was diverted to another
airport. There was even a claim being circulated recently about Flight 175 not even hitting
the tower but it being another plane. So you can't say, "no one'. NO, the evidence that
points to AlQaeda including their confessions has proven it in a court of US law beyond a
reasonable doubt. So there's no 'come on now'. 'Truthers' are dismissing &disrespecting
the victims & their families. Sharky2055 1 year ago liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky Confessions? KSM admitted to every crime under the sun, he was tortured wasn't he?
Bin Laden... he says a lot of things. You have a lot of faith in the words of some
untrustworthy people. Mohammed Atta - you believe he had a suitcase with all his plans
in, plus photos of everyone involved? Why where they carrying passports on internal
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flights? Its all bullshit and its obvious bullshit too. If it is disrespectful to the families
then why are the families part of the truth movement? liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky2055
1 year ago About Atta, why not? He was boarding the plane with it. It's not as if they
were going to search it. He really didn't care if it'd blown up with him. It was airport
employees that found it & turned it over to the FBI. What families are in the 'truth'
movement? 2? And it DOS disrespectful & dehumanizes the victims. Sharky2055 1 year
ago liveydoolb 1 year ago "And it DOS disrespectful & dehumanizes the victims" - Stop
repeating yourself. We know what you think. "About Atta, why not?" - Use your
fucking brain for once. Why would he need details of the crime? WHY? And why the
fuck would he have full details of everyone involved plus photos? That is retarded. This
makes him the dumbest terrorist ever. What if something had gone wrong? Then he is
risking life in prison before he had done anything. IT MAKES NO SENSE. liveydoolb 1
year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago LIvey I won't stop repeating myself just becuz you can't
handle the truth. Sharky2055 1 year ago liveydoolb 1 year ago "you can't handle the
truth" - You have NO idea what the truth is. You fail to answer the simplest of questions
and believe in utter nonsense. liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Livey You
need to use YOUR brain. They didn't care if people found out they'd perpetuated the
crime after the fact. All Atta wanted was to get on the plane. It's not as if they were
planning on landing SAFELY & getting off the plane. It does make perfect sense. They're
terrorists, meaning they wanted to ON the plane and once there it would all be destroyed
with him. Atta didn't have any control over where his luggage went. The airline screwed
up & put it on another plane. Sharky2055 1 year ago liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky - You
are missing the point entirely. FIRST - Why would he have all those details in his fucking
suitcase? Why have the details at all? SECOND - What if there was a problem with the
plane and it was delayed or cancelled for some reason? Then he has just blown the entire
plan with his dumb suitcase. Also why carry passports on internal flight? liveydoolb 1
year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago LIvey NO, it's YOU that's missing the point. He was
obviously carrying them on the plane thinking they'd be destroyed with the destruction
of the plane. Who said they didn't call ahead to see if there was a delay? either way it
didn't matter because it was checked in & going on the plane with him. Delayed or
cancelled he'd be getting it back. By the way you're admitting the details were in the
suticase to begin with. Sharky2055 1 year ago liveydoolb 1 year ago "By the way you're
admitting the details were in the suticase to begin with" - hahahahahahahahah I really am
talking to a moron, wow. liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago When proven you
just lied, hurl insults, that is the way of the 'twoofer', which is you. Sharky2055 1 year
ago liveydoolb 1 year ago "When proven you just lied, hurl insults, that is the way of the
'twoofer', which is you" ahahahaha, stop it, your killing me here liveydoolb 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago Yes, the truth hurts, poor thing, not\w stop whining. Sharky2055
1 year ago liveydoolb 1 year ago You have yet to point me to a phone call. You have no
photos that prove there was a plane crash. You cannot explain why Atta had a suitcase
full of evidence. And your attempt to talk in riddles is pathetic. You believe in 100%
nonsense and fail to remotely explain beliefs. liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year
ago If you'd bothered to look at those links you'd see I did indeed. And yes, I did prove
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there was a plane crash there. Or do you think the Volunteer Fire Department of
Shanksville are lying? Sharky2055 1 year ago liveydoolb 1 year ago There is NO photos
of a plane crash. I do not believe in things I have not seen for myself. I do not have that
much faith and nor should anyone else. Close up photos of "debris" that could have been
taken anywhere are not proof of a plane crash. You fail to point me to ONE phone call.
You fail to explain why Atta carried a suitcase full of evidence. And you fail to prove a
plane crashed. liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago NO, I didn't fail to. If you'd
looked at those links you'd have found what you requested. Sharky2055 1 year ago
liveydoolb 1 year ago I asked for ONE phone call example, not a load of links. I asked for
ONE photo of a plane crash, not a load of links. And common sense cannot be applied to
Atta's suitcase whatsoever. liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago liVEY You got
what you asked for. I don't care if you're too lazy to go through them to find it. As far as
commonsense goes you have none, so of course you can't apply it. If you're not happy
with the replies about the suticase, tough shit. If U had any commonsense You'd be able
to comprehend it. Sharky2055 1 year ago liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky - Here is how it
works... A photo of the crash - look here..... (link) An example of a phone call - look
here... (link) Not a list of about 10 links that do not relate to what I was asking. Thats like
saying here is the haystack now find your needle. MORON. liveydoolb 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago Livey AGAIN, those links are what YOU asked for. Stop being
so lazy you little baby and dig into them. Or are you afraid they'll prove you wrong
entirely? It's all information about flight 93. If you can't handle that, don't whine anymore
to me about it. Sharky2055 1 year ago liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky - Why did he have
the details in the suitcase? Explain that to me at least. Why would he carry a record of
everything with him? liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Ask Atta.
Sharky2055 1 year ago liveydoolb 1 year ago "Ask Atta" - Pathetic. You do not even
understand what you believe liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago No, not
patehtic. Asking the same question after I've answered it already a couple of times is
moronic. He obviously thought it would be destroyed with the plane. Past that, I'm not
going to try think why he might. Sharky2055 1 year ago liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky You have not answered it whatsoever. You said told me ask a "dead" person. Say a
criminal robs a bank - would it be wise for him to take a suitcase with full details of the
plans and everyone involved? liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Atta was
going on a plane that he was going to destroy. It's not wise to fly a plane into a building,
but then, the point is he didn't care. His mission was to get on the plane, take it over and
plow it into his target. Past that you'll have to ask him yourself. I can't pretend to read
his mind. I'm just employing commonsense to what their mission was that day.
Sharky2055 1 year ago liveydoolb 1 year ago "I'm just employing commonsense to what
their mission was that day" - You have no common sense. You comment does not explain
the suitcase whatsoever. liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago I've already
explained it to you. I can't be held responsible for your inability to comprehend it.
Sharky2055 1 year ago liveydoolb 1 year ago You have explained NOTHING and shown
me NOTHING. Sure you have attempted to explain things but your attempts failed.
liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Livey I have explained it and have shown.
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It's not my fualt you can't discern your parroted fictions from the factual information I've
given you. Sharky2055 1 year ago liveydoolb 1 year ago Do yo not think I have read
everything relating to 9/11 already??? I have. I have read it over and over and over. None
of your links show a photo of a plane crash do they? I asked you to mention or point to
ONE phone call but instead you give me lots of links. I was thinking you had something
new but you don't. You have the same old shit I read ages ago. liveydoolb 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago Yes, they do show it. Do you think the Volunteer Fire
Department of Shanksville are lying about what was there? They saw pieces of flight 93
that crashed there. Stop whining and look at them. Sharky2055 1 year ago liveydoolb 1
year ago Sharky - I am not surprised people talk about flight 93. There is not one photo
of debris. NOT ONE. Hardly convincing is it? Point me to one phone call from that flight
that sounds genuine. Go on... point me to one. They found a letter in the debris? Do me a
favour. And a passport? These passports are pretty durable wouldn't you say? (They
turn up at two crash sites) You believe in extremely flawed stories therefore it is difficult
to take you seriously liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Livey There was
debris. People, volunteers, searched on their hands and knees for it at time. Those
phonecalls were very real. A few 'truthers' denying they are doesn't make those 'twoofers'
right. Right there you just dehumanized & dismissed the victims. They made those
phonecalls. There were some things that survived. It's not my fault you can't grasp
reality. Stop blaming your inability to grasp it on me. Sharky2055 1 year ago liveydoolb
1 year ago "Those phonecalls were very real" - Then point me to ONE and I will listen to
it. "There was debris" - Then point me to a photo of it. "Right there you just
dehumanized & dismissed the victims" - Stop repeating yourself, its boring. "you can't
grasp reality" - hahahahahahaha liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago ht tp : //
911research. wtc7. net/planes/evidence/photos/ind-ex. ht ml#shanksville ht tp : // w w w.
911myths. com/html/flight_93_photos. ht ml ht tp : // newsimg. bbc. co.
uk/media/images/41554000/jpg/_-41554892_416wreckage_ap. jpg Here's the reality you
can't grasp. Sharky2055 1 year ago liveydoolb 1 year ago No debris at shanksville that I
can see. Just close ups of what could be parts of a plane. Do you have any idea what a
plane crash looks like? THAT DOESN'T LOOK LIKE ONE. None of those photos look
like one. NOT ONE. The peices of "plane" are close ups that could have been taken in
someones back yard. You dumb fuck liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
hahahahahahaha = Childish Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago ht tp : //
wtc7lies. googlepages. com/flight93page3 ht tp : // wtc7lies. googlepages.
com/flight93page2 ht tp : // wtc7lies. googlepages. com/flight93page1 Here's more......
Sharky2055 1 year ago liveydoolb 1 year ago Again... lots of writing but - NO PHOTOS
OF A PLANE CRASH. I asked for a photo of the plane crash. Not close ups of "debris"
and indestructable passports. liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago You said not
1 photo of debris and I proved you wrong, your words, ' There is not one photo of
debris. NOT ONE '. THAT is what you asked for. Sharky2055 1 year ago liveydoolb 1
year ago "You said not 1 photo of debris and I proved you wrong, your words, ' There is
not one photo of debris. NOT ONE '. THAT is what you asked for" Again, more prove
I'm talking to a moron liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Livey Your post,
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back on page 2 right now clearly said DEBRIS. Read this again, DEBRIS, D-E-B-R-I-S,
not CRASH. Sharky2055 1 year ago FritzEur0 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam 9/11 was: 1. Funny 2. Good for the world in general 3. Done by the
US Government 4. Provided and still provides entertainment for the world even though
noone admits to it, secretly they fap to 9/11 when noone's around 5. Food for our souls. I
love 9/11 because: 1. I love plane crashes, they're funny and I love to watch them. I want
to be in a plane crash one day as it would be amazing 2. Big explosion 3. People jump out
building 4. It's pure entertainment! FritzEur0 1 year ago iSulfur 1 year ago 2 what plane is
that from 5:32 thru 5:38? iSulfur 1 year ago 2 DidTheyDied 1 year ago did they died?
DidTheyDied 1 year ago shaneinkster 1 year ago you miss him?...sorry to hear that
shaneinkster 1 year ago komet1979 1 year ago Conspiracy aside, the video quality is
good. It's the clearest that I've seen. komet1979 1 year ago Gogreen365 1 year ago 2 my
cousin died in this. so terrible. but thank you making the video. it did make my cry =(
Gogreen365 1 year ago 2 shaneinkster 1 year ago aaa sorry for you then shaneinkster 1
year ago taimurdar 1 year ago Movie has everything including the collapse BUT the
second ''''plane'''' hit has been cut out of the video for some odd reason....i wonder?!?!
taimurdar 1 year ago picassoenzo 1 year ago show hide american idiots!!!! picassoenzo 1
year ago shaneinkster 1 year ago Comment removed shaneinkster 1 year ago picassoenzo
why? shaneinkster 1 year ago MrKaan35 1 year ago show hide Fuck USA hahahaha 11
sep... MrKaan35 1 year ago oceangust 1 year ago What the FUCK is wrong with you?
Those are innocent people you dumb, sick fuck. oceangust 1 year ago shaneinkster 1 year
ago laugh 1 mor time and i will kick your ass shaneinkster 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year
ago 2 MrKaan35 WHY? Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 chill19112 1 year ago 4 at the start the
building was just burning couldn't some of the people got a helicopter off the building?
p.s RIP victims of 9/11 chill19112 1 year ago 4 Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 There was too
much smoke to get that close to the towers. Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 Gogreen365 1 year
ago my cousin was killed. such a terrible thing Gogreen365 1 year ago schmoopiedude 1
year ago then leave the country rodman your just extremely stupid. leave the country so
we can be free of people like u and so you can be free of our american 'terrorist'
government. schmoopiedude 1 year ago MelonManMedia 1 year ago Great video guys.
MelonManMedia 1 year ago ClubCrew 1 year ago Hug your loved ones and tell them
you love them. Thanks for this video. ClubCrew 1 year ago batman205801 1 year ago
PHUCK DA TERRORISTS batman205801 1 year ago trane1965 1 year ago 6 Yeah Fuck
George Bush trane1965 1 year ago 6 Sharky2055 1 year ago MrKaan35 ( Sharky2055 1
year ago shaneinkster 1 year ago to let you know i don't like MrKaan35. do you think
he's related to Osama Bin Laden? evin thow he lives in germany? ps i don't like Osama
eather. shaneinkster 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Shane No, but he could be a
Muslim extremist. Or he could be a mere troll. Sharky2055 1 year ago dnbpimaz 1 year
ago 9/11 was an inside job continue to share this information! dnbpimaz 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago Yes, dnbpimaz it surely was an inside job when 19 pissed off
Islamic extremists seeking to martyrs themselves through a mass homicide via their
suicides flew 767s & 757s right inside the WTC Twin Towers, the Pentagon & the
ground in Shanksville, Penn. Yes, it was an inside job brought to you by those asolutely
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monsterously screwed up Islamic jihadist terrorists that are of one of the largest terrorist
organizations created by OBL & his Eye doctor partner, Zarhawi called AlQaeda.
Sharky2055 1 year ago dnbpimaz 1 year ago do you really belive in the official story m8
? sorry but i dont ! this official story is so papetic for me that make me laugth about it!
why goverment would extreminate their own people ? the anwers are simple : money and
more power and more wars more money ! i we must wake up dnbpimaz 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago dnb I believe the evidence I've seen. The US govt didn't do this.
Where did that official story come from? How do you feel about the victims and the first
responders that perished that day? Sharky2055 1 year ago rodman332 1 year ago I think
they did..actually I KNOW they did. That doest change the fact that I feel very sorry for
the victims and the family. rodman332 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago If you felt sorry
for the victims and the families you wouldn't spew theories that dismiss them!
Sharky2055 1 year ago rodman332 1 year ago Like I said...I actually feel even worse for
them because they were victims of a Luciferian tyrannical government. rodman332 1 year
ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Thanks for displaying your fruitcakeness! Sharky2055 1 year
ago liveydoolb 1 year ago This crime was a mass murder and everyone is trying to figure
it out for themselves. To come up with theories, no matter how bizarre, is not
disrespectful to the victims. It is absolutely pathetic and disgraceful that you try to guilt
trip people like this. Attempting to solve the crime is in no way disrespectful to the
victims. You should be ashamed of yourself trying to speak for people who are not here.
liveydoolb 1 year ago liveydoolb 1 year ago This comment is to Sharky and anyone else
who tries this. Its pathetic and in my opinion disrespectful. liveydoolb 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago NO Livey These claims you 9/11 inside job people perpetuate so
inanely dismiss victims which dehumanizes them. That is heinous! You people aren't
attempting to solve any crime. You're doing nothing but parroting absurd claims&
spouting garbage. When anyone gives you correct information& the truth to replace your
fictions& inaccurate info all U idiotic people do is slap it away& cling to your moronic
denial instead. You'd all rather dismiss &dehumanize those victims than accept the truth.
Sharky2055 1 year ago liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky - Your a gullible fool who believes
the official line in its entirety - even the wacky suitcase full of clues part..!!! It is murder you may think it is solved but it isn't - so get over yourself. You believe in idiotic notions
therefore your opinion is more then worthless. No-one is dismissing victims or
dehumanizing anyone, your deluded and stupid. Since when has looking into a crime been
disrespectful to the victims? liveydoolb 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago liveydoolb Yes
you are dismissing them! Where do you think some of the testimonies came from before
they perished? Anyone that spouts claims that says flight 93 and flight 77 wasn't
commandeered by terrorists and plowed into Shanksville and the Pentagon is dismissing
the victims in those planes! Anyone that claims those 4 planes weren't commandeered by
terrorists from AlQaeda is dismissing the flight attendants and the passengers. it's vile,
heinous and pathetic! Sharky2055 1 year ago julhippo 1 year ago 2 those poor people
that were in that building. god bless them and there families <3 julhippo 1 year ago 2
StinkShark 1 year ago 9/11 was a huge cover up by the Bush administration. Dick Cheney
stood NORAD down the morning of. They stalled the investigation for 14 months. No
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evidence of Flight 93 or Flight 77 at their proposed crash sites. WTC was a controlled
demolition. Please check this documentary out if you are having doubts. Zero: An
Investigation Into 9/11 StinkShark 1 year ago SwiftheartWildClan 1 year ago 2 I still
remember that tragedic day. It's a shame that all of these people had died. I understand
that the terrorists doesn't like or agree with United States' way of life but it doesn't give
them the right to kill thousands of innocent people; people with families, hopes, dreams
and futures. SwiftheartWildClan 1 year ago 2 cCcBOZZI42cCc 1 year ago dont think that
all moslems are terrorist cCcBOZZI42cCc 1 year ago Michaelnikeman 1 year ago rofl
Michaelnikeman 1 year ago FritzEur0 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam What's wrong with you ignorant silly little people?!? 9/11 was so funny
and entertaining for me, you, iraq, afghanistan, america, france, brazil, every country in
the world to watch and have fun watching. YOU ARE ALL PLAIN FUCKING
STUPID!!!!!!!!!!! FritzEur0 1 year ago Detmort 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam ATTENTION YOUTUBE PEOPLE!!!!!!
WORLD WAR3 begins? CHECK OUT
MY CHANNEL Detmort 1 year ago bobsaget384158 1 year ago OMG IS RIGHT!
bobsaget384158 1 year ago bobsaget384158 1 year ago I would just like to say that i am
sorry that you actualy had to view this in person. I am very happy that you released this
video! Thank you so much. God bless you, and your famely bobsaget384158 1 year ago
jamabar 1 year ago 2 this could've been avoided uf the US had better security on their
planes and in their airports, like australia. jamabar 1 year ago 2 sonicSLASHman 1 year
ago they do now. sonicSLASHman 1 year ago jamabar 1 year ago yes that is true, which
is good but the problem is that these changes happen when its too late, after something
bad has happened for not just the US but everywhere in the world. jamabar 1 year ago
jamieperrydude 1 year ago security in every country has been stepped up now, before
9/11 security wasnt great anywhere in the world. jamieperrydude 1 year ago fireguye4 1
year ago its comments like that,that make me wonder about some peoples integrity
fireguye4 1 year ago MtlDelta 1 year ago USA fuck up more poeple than that a year.
friendlyfire... U get what u deserve ... MtlDelta 1 year ago Canaderek 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Time to wake-up (or, "Waco" up), sheeple!
Google "flojo Alex Jones" for latest info on the REAL NWO. Canaderek 1 year ago
EmileesClub 1 year ago im speachless EmileesClub 1 year ago randompieceoftoast 1 year
ago check up on your facts. the government did this. this country's very own government
did this. randompieceoftoast 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 Yet, you've nothing to
support that statement. Amazing how you 'truthers' bluff yourselves.......... Sharky2055
1 year ago 2 randompieceoftoast 1 year ago it was all a conspiracy. why don't you go out
and do the research yourself? i'm not about to be your mommy and teach you the truth.
i've my reasons to believe what i do. do you have reasons to believe the united states isn't
the real terrorist in this? good thing i'm moving the hell away from this pathetic country.
randompieceoftoast 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago good ridance, and your little dog too
cornskid 1 year ago wrathvenge 1 year ago it may be, it may not be. there is proof for and
against the topic. wrathvenge 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago randompieceoftoast I
have researched it and there's no evidence of an inside job. There is evidence of a
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conspiracy. Islamic extremist terrorists conspired against us. Sharky2055 1 year ago
RKOPanda18 1 year ago 2 I have a friend thats arabic and everyone calls him a terrorist
its not right so shut up people RKOPanda18 1 year ago 2 Sharky2055 1 year ago RKO
NO, that's not right at all. NOT all Arabs, Persians or people from the mideast in general
are Islamic extremist terrorists. It's extremely ignorant and wrong to lump them all
together as terrorists when they aren't. Sharky2055 1 year ago cutiepopsgirl 1 year ago 2
I HATE people like that. It's like saying all white people are KKK and all blacks are in
street gangs. People are too stupid sometimes! cutiepopsgirl 1 year ago 2 uncledevo 1
year ago watch?v=j5FhQc-LJ-o uncledevo 1 year ago arabboss33 1 year ago diese welt
wird von einer hand voll zionistischen terroristen regiert arabboss33 1 year ago
koreangirl1985 1 year ago 4 i belive bush is the real terrorist he is the main cause for this
mess koreangirl1985 1 year ago 4 Sharky2055 1 year ago Bush wasn't a terrorist and
didn't do this. Sharky2055 1 year ago XgetiX 1 year ago i hate every fuckin dumb ass
people who think every muslim is a fuckkin terrist damn it every one uses now adays and
they dont even no what it means XgetiX 1 year ago NewSalomon 1 year ago Comment
removed NewSalomon 1 year ago Comment removed FritzEur0 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam "haha 9/11 was so fucking funny. i fucking love
plane crashes so much. they entertainment. i want george bush and his government to do
another 9/11. who ever voted barack obama is cunt. george bush forever. i like to watch
bombs and plane crashes. id love to be in one one day. i love plane crashes so much. i
want to be in plane when it crashes!!! would be amazing. i love them. they funny!!! what
does everyone else think??? i also make a video on how much i love plane crashes!!!
FritzEur0 1 year ago joeyzee123 1 year ago hectic. joeyzee123 1 year ago Sharky2055 1
year ago The US govt didn't take over anyone's oil supplies. Iraq owns its oil industry
before we invaded, during and after it. They sell their oil through OPEC. NO govt's taking
any oil from Iraq. Sharky2055 1 year ago Scck6 1 year ago hát ezt megszivtátok
muhahahah Scck6 1 year ago ffcrisiscore 1 year ago ISLAM = terrorists islam = kill every
none-muslim and you people don't want me to hate islam fuck it i'm arabian and not
every arabian is a muslim i'm an ex muslim and that makes me hate islam more than
everyone Check my Channel and you'll see i'm going to be killed !!!!!!!! fucking muslims
ffcrisiscore 1 year ago vidy95 1 year ago how many people died and survieved? vidy95 1
year ago 8aaaaaaaathebestclas 1 year ago goood job 8aaaaaaaathebestclas 1 year ago
JHFEWSXC 1 year ago I am curious why you don't see second plane hit. Looks like it
was edited at that point.? There was a comment that it was a military plane, shame we
don't see it because it looks like you would have had best footage of it. JHFEWSXC 1
year ago Dianna129 1 year ago Anyone who thinks this is bush's fault is a freakin idiot! It
was terrorists you dumb asses!!! Dianna129 1 year ago jihadjared 1 year ago Dianna129,
we all know you are a CIA paid Troll. Get the fuck off this channel. You are
disrespectful. Get a real job! You are not even representing the CIA very well with your
weak tactics. You should hit up prisonplanet/com and troll the hell out of those members.
You would be in heaven! But honestly, why are you agents so hellbent on keeping your
own species deceived? You are a sick fuck. End of story. The joke is over. You loose.
maybe in 2001-2002 you could win, but not today! jihadjared 1 year ago DeathAdderX 1
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year ago Jihadjared, that was the most idiotic comment I've ever seen. DeathAdderX 1
year ago moakley 1 year ago you would think they would turn on the news and not have
Barney moakley 1 year ago Joshuaguss 1 year ago A-lot of people died that day. But I
don't give a fuck, because none of them people was in my family and I don't live in New
York. I live in New Orleans. Nothing I can say and nothing I can do to bring them back to
life. They're gone, and they not coming back. Joshuaguss 1 year ago amourtheneto 1 year
ago you don´t give a fuck? Damn you are one stupid fuck aren´t you? May next time this
happen to you so that you feel some more sympathy for the relatives of those who lost
their lives that day you little asshole... amourtheneto 1 year ago mcbrizzle82 1 year ago
my god! As a new yorker, i can remember this to the tee! One of the scariest and most
come together times ever! mcbrizzle82 1 year ago s0ulblad3404 1 year ago i love it when
people reply to my stupid comments :) s0ulblad3404 1 year ago lightcute109 1 year ago
if i were you, i would oh.. let me see? RUN FOR MY FUCKING LIFE> LOLL
lightcute109 1 year ago juliano777mjl 1 year ago bush done it... and the people pay for
that.. juliano777mjl 1 year ago gurdin8 1 year ago why would bush do it !?! gurdin8 1
year ago joey513ja 1 year ago no he didn't asshole he might mot be smart, but he would
never attack his own country, something wrong with u or something joey513ja 1 year ago
1010barbara1010 1 year ago 3 This would had not happened if the world would just
simply get along. WHY? WHY can't we just do that? Why do we let anger and Violence
take our soul away? WHY? WHY cant we just be happy? WHY? WHy cant we just
accept the people who we are and atatch our relationships together? WHY? WHY dont
we just listin to god and remember that We are all brothers and sisters. We cant accept
eachother than we cant accept ourselfs. Hope you liked my speech. IM 13 years old.
1010barbara1010 1 year ago 3 irateify 1 year ago smart kid! : ) irateify 1 year ago
shaneinkster 1 year ago you are 13? mmmm I was 13 when that happend i was concern'd
that day in school September 11 2001 i even had a fhoto tacond with a concern'd look on
my face shaneinkster 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Iraq's government owns its oil
industry. Iraq has been selling its oil out of OPEC and still is. They're very happy with
the profit they're making. There's neem no war for oil. That claim's rubbish. Sharky2055
1 year ago Hoizaeme8 1 year ago Wieso habt ihr dieses schöne Gebäuder zerstört???
Hoizaeme8 1 year ago ANONONJEWTUBE 1 year ago Well said.
ANONONJEWTUBE 1 year ago GoldHaze09 1 year ago Leute , der voraussager Mayas
und Nostredamos habe das schon vor paar 100JAHRE gesacht und gemeint dasder
GOTT das als eine vorwarnung gemeint hate . was isdt dann 2012 zu erwarten ??wenn
wir uns nicht endern MANN USA VERDAMMT NOCHMAL HANDELT FEHR
BUSCH DER HURENSOHN BITCH.werd wach GoldHaze09 1 year ago p7656 1 year
ago Comment removed GoldHaze09 1 year ago Rassia s nami GoldHaze09 1 year ago
arturik132 1 year ago Do you know who did it ? Bull shit Government ! arturik132 1
year ago KrisnShell69 1 year ago This is the most extreme demolition that has ever taken
place in the history of mankind. Anybody that doubts that this building was imploded
needed to be thrown into the pools of molten steel that they were finding under the ruble
months after the demo. To all the inside job deniers what happened to building 7?? It was
never hit by a plane but yet it fell in the same fashion as the twin towers. KrisnShell69 1
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year ago FDNYRulz009 1 year ago your a moron. have a nice day. FDNYRulz009 1 year
ago tyrantvsnemesis 1 year ago i saw an object fly away at 5:30. looks like a plane.
tyrantvsnemesis 1 year ago TheKid20001 1 year ago it dont matter how big it is people
jumped out of those buildings TheKid20001 1 year ago FritzEur0 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam haha 9/11 was so fucking funny. i fucking
love plane crashes so much. they entertainment. i want george bush and his government to
do another 9/11. who ever voted barack obama is cunt. george bush forever. i like to watch
bombs and plane crashes. id love to be in one one day. i love plane crashes so much. i
want to be in plane when it crashes!!! would be amazing. i love them. they funny!!! what
does everyone else think??? i also make a video on how much i love plane crashes.!!!
FritzEur0 1 year ago eliaspapayas1 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam wtf is your problem? eliaspapayas1 1 year ago em2191zabe 1 year ago you
sick fucking piece of shit, do you even have a soul!!! em2191zabe 1 year ago
FDNYRulz009 1 year ago you are a sick fuck. FDNYRulz009 1 year ago C0DZ0R 1
year ago ahahaha C0DZ0R 1 year ago shaneinkster 1 year ago thats not funny fucker
shaneinkster 1 year ago C0DZ0R 1 year ago phuck you C0DZ0R 1 year ago shaneinkster
1 year ago phuck you 2..........penis head shaneinkster 1 year ago aaronwhines 1 year ago
NEVAR FORGET aaronwhines 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago probably not our worst
day but certainly not a good one. cornskid 1 year ago AutisticMonk 1 year ago thanks for
the video, RIP... AutisticMonk 1 year ago bofors7715 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam 650+ Architects & Engineers demand real investigation into
9/11: AE911Truth (dot) org 911Blogger (dot) com Infowars (dot) com bofors7715 1 year
ago Prev 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help
About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising
Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon
Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your
Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next
Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists...
YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My
Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3
years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters
remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036)
TheHaiyahhs 1 year ago 3 Amazing video. TheHaiyahhs 1 year ago 3 alphawolf446 1
year ago show hide LOL terrorists alphawolf446 1 year ago kevinrivet 1 year ago true
mybelle89 there nothing to say about this we should all know what to think about it.....
kevinrivet 1 year ago emmesas14 1 year ago stephenielikes purple is right emmesas14 1
year ago stephanielikespurple 1 year ago 2 ...wow. this is simply devastating. i wasn't
even in US when this happened, and i found out about this about 2-3 years ago, and
really didn't give a crap about it.. but as i watch it now.. it's simply.. shocking. :| and you
guys should stop saying bad things about Bre&Bob, because they actually took their time
to make this video so others could see what happened on the worst day of US history.
stephanielikespurple 1 year ago 2 Jumpstyla1234 1 year ago An dem tag hatte ich
geburtstag. Und an dem Tag hatte ich Grippe. Das war auch ein krasser Zufall. :( Ich finde
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es schrecklich was dort passiert ist. Mein beileit. Jumpstyla1234 1 year ago s0ulblad3404
1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam this was 8 bloodly years
ago... get on with your lifes we dont need this holding us all back! s0ulblad3404 1 year
ago mpfay2 1 year ago 5 get on with your lives? tell that to the husbands and wives of
the passengers on those planes. tell that to the mothers and fathers of the police officers
and firefighters who never made it out of the building. tell that to the little girls who will
never have a dad to walk them down the aisle at their wedding. their loved ones were their
lives! no amount of time will ever change that. refrain from making insensitive comments
like this again. we don't need your ignorance holding us all back. mpfay2 1 year ago 5
TheKoumuin 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Watch
`9/11 Coincidences Part 1/12` before youtube removes them all. TheKoumuin 1 year ago
mybelle89 1 year ago I've watched the conspiracy theory videos and I thought they were
ridiculous (until now), the fact that this video just happens to skip at the important parts
just screams conspiracy. I wonder who edited it before authorising it's release. mybelle89
1 year ago falseistrue 1 year ago BOB AND BRE can SUCK MY DICK!! THEY are
fucking FEDS!!! They cant even cry real...They are not even excited... HOW THE FUCK
THEY SEEN THE PLANE AND NOONE KNOWS ABOUT THEM IN THE
NEWS..THEY HAD FRONT ROW SEATS!!!!!!! THEN THIS BITCH BRE IS
TALKING ABOUT the plane was not a military plane although she said it..then she said
it was a fucking SILHOUETTE that seemed like a MILITARY PLANE...IT was a
BRIGHT AND CLEAR FUCKING DAY BRE...LOL! I seen this video years ago its full
of shit.. falseistrue 1 year ago TheKid20001 1 year ago 2 you see on 07:34 somebody
jump out.....Damn..... TheKid20001 1 year ago 2 philosopherking34 1 year ago That
quite clearly isn't a person. Think how big it is philosopherking34 1 year ago Carle9991 1
year ago In someway it skipped when sometihng happen??? bad shit bad shit Carle9991
1 year ago EngCharles20XX 1 year ago Comment removed ifyoufly 1 year ago 3:36
...here comes one now. ifyoufly 1 year ago IFIRIEIEID 1 year ago no shit bob.
IFIRIEIEID 1 year ago pacey006 1 year ago 5:36 i think you can see the next plane, im
not sure pacey006 1 year ago FillTheirVoid 1 year ago Typical swede, I'm almost
ashamed to be of the same bloodline. FillTheirVoid 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
People, please report this hatespeech by scrolling down to your bottom left and clicking
on, 'Contact Us'. Sharky2055 1 year ago agnostikus 1 year ago very good video. But very
important parts are missing. agnostikus 1 year ago Rmg12 1 year ago your video is one of
the best i have seen, it will have great historic value Rmg12 1 year ago RaedGamer 1 year
ago YAY RaedGamer 1 year ago TheBeatZone 1 year ago so sad.. TheBeatZone 1 year
ago 50centonlineNetworks 1 year ago @ onepieceofpizza when was u born ???
50centonlineNetworks 1 year ago PavelTaganrog 1 year ago have so much for planned
special services usa PavelTaganrog 1 year ago onepieceofpizza 1 year ago Wtf! When did
this happen? onepieceofpizza 1 year ago randomnator 1 year ago ur jking right? 9/11/01
randomnator 1 year ago bhombonie 1 year ago this video made me feel horrified...... i hope
people up ther were saved before they died.... bhombonie 1 year ago Katkootahmed 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Coool!! Don't mess with
Osamah bin Laden : ( Katkootahmed 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Osama's a freakin
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COWARD. Sharky2055 1 year ago Katkootahmed 1 year ago I know my friend. But let
me tell something what happened in sep 11 is happening almost everyday in Palistain
Iraq & Afghanistan so the man who lost three or 2 or 1 or all his family wants to take
revenge so he take the plane and do it with the help from Osamah. If u say Osamah is a
terrorist that's right and me too I will say USA is a terrorist u know how many chlidren
they kill everyday if I am the one who lost his chlidren I am going to take my revenge for
sure!! USA are the COWARD okay! Katkootahmed 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago We
didn't start it, we did not respect you and we supported people who would be on our
side in the cold war but that's about it until Bush went insane and invaded Iraq. Still we're
a country of law, BinLaden is a terrorist offering nothing but more death; he lead Bush
around for 8 years like Bush had a ring in his nose, after 911 the taliban had an obligation
to us to turn them over, that's true anywhere civilization exist, are you saying that you're
not civilized? Or act begits act? cornskid 1 year ago Katkootahmed 1 year ago I feel sorry
for all the civilians who got killed anywhere on this planet!! American not giving
Freedom. America wants to suck our OIL want to make base in Asia on our land America
never give freedom okay it only thinks about itself. ( leave them alone they will leave u
alone) USA destroyed a lot of building and killed a lot of civilians more than ten times
from sep 11!! KEEP ur langauge clean plzzz Katkootahmed 1 year ago michaelisthewolf
1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Fuck you. That is all.
michaelisthewolf 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago If America wanted more oil then we'd
simply buy it from our leading supplier which is Canada, or start dirlling ourselves. You
should feel sorry for the people that have died at the hands of Islamic extremist terrorists.
What they're doing is completely wrong. Sharky2055 1 year ago EngCharles20XX 1 year
ago Comment removed cornskid 1 year ago roger that cornskid 1 year ago johnnyuss 1
year ago good comment johnnyuss 1 year ago tohickon27 1 year ago Without getting into
the ridiculousness of that comment and how factually incorrect it was, I'm just going to
discredit everything you just said because you lack all grammar skills... USA are the
COWARD??? Right... And you is a fucking idiot tohickon27 1 year ago Katkootahmed 1
year ago I know my English is weak as my third language. Sorry about that, this is my
first year studing it! okay Mr.Hero if US are not cowards then who dropped the nuclear
bombs on japan my friend who killed millions of civilians in Iraq & Afghanistan. I know
u're going to give me stupid reasons like by mistakes from jet's up the clouds my friend
this is a war and WAR IS NOT FAIR okay!!! I am going to keep my lagauage clean with
u beacause I am not ur level sorry. Katkootahmed 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
Katkoo Those bombs were dropped on Jpan to stop a war. That's an entirely different
affair than these terrorist acts. There haven't been any millions of ppl killed in
Afghanistan or Iraq. We're in Afghan to obliterate AlQaeda & the Taliban who support
AQ. Also, we erradicated a monster in Iraq. We're leaving it in the spring of 2010.
Already we're turning provinces over to the Iraq govt. Sharky2055 1 year ago osamah89 1
year ago America made this to make Iraqi ppl busy to such the oil. more than milllion ppl
because of bush. America want to leave in 2010 such a lie in 2010 u will see my friend!!
why don't they leave now ha what r they waiting for??? (OIL) u know iraq has 1/3 of
earth's oil !! about japan how can a bomb end a war ha??? they droped it on civilians u
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know that google it! osamah89 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago What the hell are you
blithering on about, osamah? Sharky2055 1 year ago sopheee 1 year ago umm pretty sure
they dont leave because they're trying to stop international terrorism.... if they leave and
dont defeat islamic extremists, the extremists will make their own state and then where
will the world be.. sopheee 1 year ago metalmosher18 1 year ago no by international
terrorism you mean george bush's greed for the oil supplies.... and the terrorism is a plane
attack.... it killed 2000 people.... now thats not right... but i bet you'd all love it if some
country took americas oil supply so america just nuked 'em i bet it wouldnt be wrong
through everyones eyes then metalmosher18 1 year ago osamah89 1 year ago America
made this to make Iraqi ppl busy to such the oil. more than milllion ppl because of bush.
America want to leave in 2010 such a lie in 2010 u will see my friend!! why don't they
leave now ha what r they waiting for??? (OIL) u know iraq has 1/3 of earth's oil !! about
japan how can a bomb end a war ha??? they droped it on civilians u know that google it!
osamah89 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Katko We didn't start this war. Islamic
Extremists known as Al Qaeda, headed by Zarhawi& Osama bin Laden DID back in
1992. We aren't those ppl's enemy Isalmic extremists are, including the Taliban. HE IS a
terrorist. The USA is merely defending itself. Are we just supposed to let him bomb our
buildings, bomb our Navel vessels& fly planes into our towers & NOT defend ourselves?
NO, that's NOT going to happen. We will not let terrorists attack w/ impunity. They
should've talk 1st, not attack. Sharky2055 1 year ago terroriste84 1 year ago bien fait
oussama terroriste84 1 year ago TheDude72727 1 year ago We all know the reason the
world trade centers blew up was Obama and Mcain. They are the same person, you
idiots. What the fuck is wrong with you people? Can't you see the truth? The
government is out to get us. They will put us down, by whatever means possible. Fuck
you niggers. TheDude72727 1 year ago THEMasterConnman 1 year ago I understand
where your coming from, but there is no need to call them niggers. We are all hurt from
this THEMasterConnman 1 year ago TheGigigurl 1 year ago Comment removed
MrSpike97 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i miss the
World Trade Center MrSpike97 1 year ago ISmellPussyClan 1 year ago did u edit out the
second plane or were you just not recording it at the time? ISmellPussyClan 1 year ago
ArionRuff94 1 year ago 3 thats fuckin depressing ArionRuff94 1 year ago 3 PRoFEED4
1 year ago 10 George Bush I hate you I hate you I hate you I hate you I hate you So
much PRoFEED4 1 year ago 10 876youtu 1 year ago and that means you cant trust
anyone wow ur life must suck 876youtu 1 year ago aflunky 1 year ago 5 wow, even after
8 years, it still is hard to understand. Billions in damage, All the people who died, the city
which suffered unspeakable horror, a nation in shock and forever changed. I was in college
in San Diego. I didn't see the planes hit, but I saw the buildings collapse on the news.
Let's hope that horror like this never happens again. aflunky 1 year ago 5 negative80 1
year ago 2 i think i would have freaked if i had been there. god that must have been hell on
earth. negative80 1 year ago 2 LENNIERoger3816 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam Se xy ebony gets boobs fcked and creamed 1TUBEXXX[.]COM LENNIERoger3816 1 year ago ISmellPussyClan 1 year ago out of
all the videos on youtube, you just had to pick this one? ISmellPussyClan 1 year ago
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aha45 1 year ago Woman acted like an infant... but still a disturbing video aha45 1 year
ago Rmg12 1 year ago wouldn't you if you lived right opposite. this is one of the worst
things (amazing though - i dont mean in a good way) Rmg12 1 year ago chrisxhockeyx15
1 year ago 3 this was just unspeakable, my dad was a firefighter on call and luckily he
made it home. and i am now a firefighter. never forget our fallen brothers in the fire service
and peace keepers. chrisxhockeyx15 1 year ago 3 MaalleloX 1 year ago fucking the
terrorist...! im mexico:) MaalleloX 1 year ago KingElenaFoReal 1 year ago I was only 8
years old, it was 2 days after my birthday and I watched this in the news with my dad
and mom, they just started to cry and when i realized what happend i just couldnt say
anything. it was so horrible ! i will never forget this day ! rip for all people who died this
day. KingElenaFoReal 1 year ago maddenfanpembo 1 year ago omg, it was bad watching
it on tv but experiencing it first hand like you did must of been awful, maddenfanpembo 1
year ago dRsrb 1 year ago Is this video anywhere in full length (without the cuts)
available? dRsrb 1 year ago MrSaddamHussein 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam LOL, PWNED! MUAHAHAHAHA! I love 9/11
MrSaddamHussein 1 year ago dmp11bairborne 1 year ago this is sad, i may have only
been 10 at the time this happened, but i remeber the very moment this happened. i was
sittin in class when the school made the announcement about what had happened then all
the teachers ran in the hall then came back a few minutes later and turned the TV on( we
had cable) 2 the news and we sat and watched it for a while. now almost 8 yrs later were
still fighting this war and i wanna the help U.S. win it. ~future 11B airborne army soldier
dmp11bairborne 1 year ago FeMac11 1 year ago This act of terror made by CIA
FeMac11 1 year ago bujapu101 1 year ago i will never forget that day bujapu101 1 year
ago jamez4991 1 year ago the really sick thing is that as soon as i noticed the falling body
my music player started blurting out mc hammer- cant touch this :s jamez4991 1 year ago
mjfanatic0 1 year ago wen is the falling body? i never saw it mjfanatic0 1 year ago
jamez4991 1 year ago 7:33 look very closley under the hole at the top jamez4991 1 year
ago Rabbayazzaa 1 year ago OMFG A GUY JUMPED? Rabbayazzaa 1 year ago clctah
1 year ago somebody took a header??? That has to suck........ what a horrible feeling. Like
the firefighter said "how bad must it be up there when the better option is to jump"?
clctah 1 year ago chilly22 1 year ago kinda strange this happening with nik nack
paddywack playing in the background chilly22 1 year ago chilly22 1 year ago why didnt
you show the second plane hitting? chilly22 1 year ago gtwiggy 1 year ago congratilations
for the video i think the 9/11 was a inside job =/ gtwiggy 1 year ago shattersoul 1 year ago
such convenient edits.... shattersoul 1 year ago igotapk 1 year ago can fire melt steel?
igotapk 1 year ago loudLEE420 1 year ago just keep bombing iraq... loudLEE420 1 year
ago arunred20 1 year ago Hmm, Read your policy history towards other nations since
1960, you have either supported or contributed the most inhumane or stupidest deeds
which are meant against Soviets, or communism or the Muslims. All this mess is a result
of that, you must suffer now. I personally am against terrorism, I lost a friend in a blast in
2007, I say that the American govt is one such organization with a saint appearance
arunred20 1 year ago arunred20 1 year ago Its a result of your foreign policies for
decades, You then scored an A+ on that day,,,,, arunred20 1 year ago gorobal 1 year ago
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Inside job. gorobal 1 year ago jamez4991 1 year ago omg look at 7:32 just under the
smoke theres someone falling it looks like a little black dot jamez4991 1 year ago
coolestdudeisUS 1 year ago I know its sad, I bet it was horrible those 10 sec before they
hit the ground coolestdudeisUS 1 year ago coolestdudeisUS 1 year ago wow I know thats
inapopriate at first but on a 911 video??? you can just die you horrible person
coolestdudeisUS 1 year ago michaelmank 1 year ago Oh cram it, dipshit. michaelmank 1
year ago michaelmank 1 year ago I'm not trying to disrespect the victims of 9/11 here but
I find it reeeeeally annoying how the girl in the background is constantly crying. "Uh
huh.. uh huh.. it's sooo awful!" Yes we know, shutup and keep it to yourself. And then
after the guy tells here "We're ok" several times she says "Are we ok?" GEEZ she ruined
the emotional impact of this video for me -.- michaelmank 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago
it's her video dipshit and I find it quite compelling. cornskid 1 year ago diiane6492 1 year
ago i think you're not so compressive, also, what did you make when you see that?! I
think i 'd cry too :| PS: sorry, english isn't my motherlanguage diiane6492 1 year ago
rhskiddles 1 year ago Could anyone please explain to me why there is an edit between
11:45 and 11:46? Why would you edit out the 2nd plane strike? If the original footage
showed nothing but a commercial flight striking the tower, then don't they understand by
cutting it out they're adding fuel to the conspiratorial fire? If this were nothing more than
an unintentional edit at the time of filming, then Bob and Bri should have told everyone
this fact when they released the video. This pisses me off!!! rhskiddles 1 year ago
musicluvn 1 year ago i was wondering the same thing. i'm guessing though that maybe
they thought that was the only plane, so they stopped filming or something. but then
they saw the other plane crash and hurried up to get their camera again. that's the only
explanation i can come up with. musicluvn 1 year ago Bloodthirst1011 1 year ago So
uhm, at least it wasnt bad weather that day? One good thing about 9/11? Bloodthirst1011
1 year ago jameswsparker 1 year ago 2 You can go fuck yourself. Wrong advertisement on
the wrong video dweed. jameswsparker 1 year ago 2 Banez1991 1 year ago rofl
Banez1991 1 year ago frzntundra92 1 year ago Comment removed FunkJunker 1 year ago
3 12:10..... "OMG it was an military plane" did i hear wrong? im german maybe im wrong
FunkJunker 1 year ago 3 Aktiv137 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam FUCK THE USA! Aktiv137 1 year ago Aktiv137 1 year ago Scheiss mal auf
die drecks tauer!! Täglich sterben über 30 000 Menschen an hunger!! Aktiv137 1 year ago
dukapaja 1 year ago Comment removed madcat0149 1 year ago lol madcat0149 1 year ago
trainolove88 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was
the best day of my life, i'm glad all those people died they deserved it, praise allah
trainolove88 1 year ago dukapaja 1 year ago watch my comment - you do not understand
Allah. Allah made a mistake. dukapaja 1 year ago thebrit5000 1 year ago fuk u cunt
thebrit5000 1 year ago DTheHempfling 1 year ago allah is fake DTheHempfling 1 year
ago trainolove88 1 year ago 2 so is jesus trainolove88 1 year ago 2 DTheHempfling 1 year
ago You're a fucking moron! FAIL! Jesus did walk the Earth! God's son or not. Learn
History you fucking idiot. DTheHempfling 1 year ago trainolove88 1 year ago I do know
my history. I know that there is no evidence that a man named Jesus Christ lived and did
the things that he is said to have done. trainolove88 1 year ago DTheHempfling 1 year
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ago Yeah there is evidence he walked the earth. who said anything about the things people
claimed he had done? Your ignorance is far beyond belief. Take your religious bullshit
shove it up your ass and get the fuck off youtube. Goodbye now. DTheHempfling 1 year
ago trainolove88 1 year ago There's no history of him whatsoever and I'm not religious,
fuck religion, fuck god trainolove88 1 year ago DTheHempfling 1 year ago Lol. you sound
like a retard on crack. DTheHempfling 1 year ago frzntundra92 1 year ago 2 This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Trainolove88, your comment is incredibly
disrespectful and has no place on this video. Thousands of people lost their lives that
day, and regardless of whether or not you agree with the policies of America, it was still a
loss of human life. This was due to the many people, including you, it seems, who submit
to the radical Islamic belief, of which even Allah himself would not be proud. I hope you
think about what occurred that day and consider removing your comment. frzntundra92 1
year ago 2 Sharky2055 1 year ago trainolove88 Why do you say that? Sharky2055 1 year
ago abe12121 1 year ago show hide If these guys were terrorists, then America's army are
demons, america has wayyyy worse than and killed far more innocent people for no
reason, at least these guys had a religious reason abe12121 1 year ago yandirtty21 1 year
ago amazing footage but to bad this had to happen yandirtty21 1 year ago punksnail1993
1 year ago I'm so sorry for the person filming this. It must have been so horrible to have
witnessed this as it was happening. This is the 1st time i've watched the attack, I refused
to watch it when it happened. It was too upsetting punksnail1993 1 year ago cornskid 1
year ago Hell of a thing to kill people for. cornskid 1 year ago youshot3 1 year ago
fucking jew who down it youshot3 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago youshot3 Why do
you say that? Sharky2055 1 year ago youshot3 1 year ago Winner Winner Winner!!
Congrats WE've won the Ignorant ASS of the Week award!! youshot3 1 year ago
mustangman622 1 year ago we bombed japan to prove a point you dont fuck with
america mustangman622 1 year ago plep02 1 year ago what u call this? plep02 1 year ago
EvilSlyGuy 1 year ago Thanks Clinton for paying more attention to Monica rather than
Osama in the 90's. Thanks again slick. EvilSlyGuy 1 year ago Veloce3 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam "The CIA owns everyone of any significance
in the major media" If you think that you live in a free and democratic society where
information of any significance is not distorted, you are severely conditioned or
psychologically defective or just very ignorant(fortunately, this one is easily reversed) If
after watching this you are still convinced of the official CON , you will always remain so
watch?v=dhHq-8yF-sc&feature Veloce3 1 year ago haybusacheif2119 1 year ago 3
following the events of 911 from the other side of the world only one thing comes to
mind; THE ART OF ILLUSION. It is sad to imagine your govt. went to these measures
simply to cause DISTRACTION haybusacheif2119 1 year ago 3 cornskid 1 year ago so
why imagine it, it's not true....shitwad cornskid 1 year ago youshot3 1 year ago do u cry
when its happen in middleast? when we bomb them? youshot3 1 year ago cornskid 1
year ago I didn't cry on 911, look we had no choice in Afganistan and as far as Iraq goes,
I'm still trying to figure it out. I mean we went in there and didn't steal the gas. WTF what
was the point? Bush didn't even send a couple of CIA guys over there in an old Buick to
plant some Plutonium on them. I absolutely fail to see the logic in the Iraq thing from any
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point of view. I am very much afraid it was based on redneck crap said during the high5s
after the first war, "shoulda hung Saddam" circa 1991. cornskid 1 year ago yandirtty21 1
year ago u make a good point but they are mentaly insane and made the first attack
yandirtty21 1 year ago youshot3 1 year ago take this: America give weapons to qaida to
fight Russia from and kick em from Afghanistan,when they did,america told them to brig
back the weapons,but qaida wont! so they bomb em,and made this 9/11 (USA did it) to
(invasion) Afghanistan,1st goal to be near to (lack ) where is the biggest oil reserve in
world! youshot3 1 year ago yandirtty21 1 year ago We gave the Afghanistan gov. the
weapons not al-queda, besides they do this to everyone not just us and everyone doesnt
bomb them. They didnt do this because the dispute over the weapons they did this
because they believe we are disbelievers of their cult. by the way r u an american cause u
dont sound like one u sound like one of them yandirtty21 1 year ago youshot3 1 year ago
trust me, am muslim suuni, i hate qaida and taliban,but if u still playing this game of
taking any country or talking bad about religions, we will never have peace youshot3 1
year ago yandirtty21 1 year ago I don't hate muslims I hate muslim extremists that
terrorise other countries. They need to be brought to justice. The muslim religion is
corrupted if u havent noticed. They believe that this Allah figure tells them to destroy the
other religions. and what do u mean by america taking any country. yandirtty21 1 year
ago mcflyworldofficial 1 year ago No...In the Muslim Religion...Allah doesnt tell them to
destro other religion He tell them to respect them mcflyworldofficial 1 year ago
yandirtty21 1 year ago then explain this bud yandirtty21 1 year ago mcflyworldofficial 1
year ago Well its some stupid muslim that wanted to kill some americains I do think that
they are stupid But not all Muslim's are like that Its like saying that all americans are like
Bush mcflyworldofficial 1 year ago yandirtty21 1 year ago Bush kind of is like alot of
Americans besides his politics he is a patriot yandirtty21 1 year ago mcflyworldofficial 1
year ago Sorry But Bush is shit And who cares if hes a patriot Look at the economy right
now...Its all because of him ...And now Obama <3 needs too take care of all Bush's
problame mcflyworldofficial 1 year ago yandirtty21 1 year ago r u fucking kidding me.
you've been watching to much CNN the president can't destroy the economy only the
investors can. By selling stocks when the market is low and living beyond your means.
The whole experiences this problem, not just America. Never trust the liberals.
yandirtty21 1 year ago mcflyworldofficial 1 year ago No...I actually dont watch CNN Its
just that every one is talking about it And seriously...Im not gonna have an argument with
someone like you Im just wasting my time I believe what i wanna believe Annd you
believe what you want to believe mcflyworldofficial 1 year ago aairsoftsuckss 1 year ago
all Obama has done is cause inflation by pumping money into the market. the economy
will be doing worse now because of job cuts you un american shit aairsoftsuckss 1 year
ago wind2040 1 year ago obama ain't doin shit he's fucc'd our country up even more
where are workin dumbass coz of him my both my jobs turned to shit wind2040 1 year
ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Did you expect Obama to snap his fingers and everything
would be okay in a few months? It took 8 years for Bush to turn our country to shit. So
you'll have to forgive Obama if it takes more than 5 months to get some shit straightened
out. Sharky2055 1 year ago wind2040 1 year ago you kno wht he's knoes nothing i didnt
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vote coz either we wer getin a douchebag or an asshole or a pice of shit sad to say we
voted for a pice of shit so dont get snappy with me obama just fuccin ruin my career in
music an in construction he did that in 5 months i kno tht much wind2040 1 year ago
cornskid 1 year ago You didn't vote? Then you should shut the fuck up and bend
over....again. cornskid 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago wind2040 What the hell about
you babbling on about? Is that supposed to be English? Sharky2055 1 year ago zx2011 1
year ago amazing footage but a very sad moment zx2011 1 year ago Pinkbury 1 year ago
and at 11:05 you can see the same person that jumped but on the left side now. very eery
and sad. NETWORKLIVE, did u notice that? Pinkbury 1 year ago Pinkbury 1 year ago
omg at 11:02 on the right u can see someone jumping! thats so eery. sorry u had to
witness this but thank you for sharing it. i remember watching it in 9th grade in high
school while it was going on and we all saw the 2nd plane hit, but its strange seeing it
from BEFORE the fire trucks came Pinkbury 1 year ago marirri 1 year ago omg i feel bad
you had to watch this im sure it changed your life marirri 1 year ago nbalebron17 1 year
ago R.I.P heroes nbalebron17 1 year ago mastouris69 1 year ago III III III III III III III III
:'( mastouris69 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago 9/11 was an inside job please NEW
investigation in 9/11 and if you live in New York you can sign for new investigation? in
9/11 please go to w w w .nyccan.o r g 911insidejob81 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year
ago 3 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was an inside job
Criminal Elements within the US Government staged a "False Flag" Terror Attack on its
own citizens,in order to manipulate public perception into supporting its agenda. WTC7
collapse was controlled demolition! 911 was an Inside Job . please watch "9/11
coincidences part 7" 911insidejob81 1 year ago 3 mhector3500 1 year ago dont wast your
time, apperently everyone believes everything the government tells them. mhector3500 1
year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago mhector3500 Please list every single person in the
world's statement on the matter. Sharky2055 1 year ago shani350 1 year ago Big stupid
fucking ass hole \/ shani350 1 year ago Aeroo123 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Was sad all this here...but America was asking for it to be
honest...Americans are sooo BIG-HEADED...everyone hates them Aeroo123 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago Aeroo123 NO ONE in America asked for it. Your hateful
ignorance is astounding. America is made up of people from ALL OVER THE WORLD.
NOT ALL AMERICANS ARE ALIKE. I'd like to see every person's statement you've
gathered from all over the world of those that supposedly hate Americans. YOU are the
sad one, a loser and a scumbag. Sharky2055 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago Normally I
agree with you 100% Sharky, but not in this case. We never respected those people. We
used them like pawns in the cold war and then abandonded them, it could have been so
different if we had just pushed our stated principals and treated them with respect. It
goes with the territory of being on top I guess. I like Obama and it doesn't bother me one
damn bit if he respectfully bows to anyone he damn well feels like. If we could just lose
the pride and arrogence we can still win. cornskid 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
cornskid Used who?I do agree the US govt has a bad habit of using leaders as pawns then
drop kicking them to the curb once they'd served their purpose. We did that to Hussein.
We supported his war against Iran. That was wrong. But hey Iran is getting its revenge
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by helping insurgents in iraq. Anyways, when Hussein turned on the US govt they didn't
like it. Even they couldn't predict what a literally bloodthirsty monster he'd turn into. As
for the rest, I congur. Sharky2055 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago You understand that we
are responsible for the govt of Iran as well? I thought the Shaw was pretty cool at the
time but in truth he was an asshole, unfortunately we did it all over the world, I remember
it, at the time I remember thinking, so what? It's not like they're Americans cornskid 1
year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Yes, I understand that point we messed with Iran as
well. I don't condone that. I wish the govt would just learn from the past & stop doing
such asinine not to mention just plain wrong crap like that. However, they're not doing
what other countries don't do. That brings me to this point that we should ve above that.
Our govt should set the example to follow. Unfortunately, all we can do is vote, call our
reps/senators etc & hope for the best. I believe a new day has dawned. Let's keep that
hope. Sharky2055 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago Fuckin A from an old Cold Warrior
cornskid 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago I concur Sharky2055 1 year ago Aeroo123 1
year ago your my herooooooooooooooooooooooooooo-. Aeroo123 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago Aeroo123 Thanks! :) Sharky2055 1 year ago Aeroo123 1 year ago
^^ :D Aeroo123 1 year ago sifuentes20088 1 year ago what is the web page?
sifuentes20088 1 year ago merged 1 year ago Please educate (learn) yourselves, to put in
jail those who killed almost 3000 american citizens, read (google) the "911 commission"
then read FACTS that they left out "911 commission omissions and distortions" merged
1 year ago 88bentley88 1 year ago these girls r retarded .. gets planes to drop water omg..
88bentley88 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago 2 she came up with that on the fly, what
would you propose.....standing in the background calling people retarded? cornskid 1 year
ago 2 abe12121 1 year ago show hide 9/11 was the greatest display of fireworks ever, it
was so beautiful i cried abe12121 1 year ago rdfgdghdfh 1 year ago what the hell is wrong
wiht you? this is serious rdfgdghdfh 1 year ago mhector3500 1 year ago
....................Those flames could in no way possible be able to generate that kind of
temperature, especially concidering that the impact was on the top portion of the
building, it would have been posible if the impact would have been on the very bottom
because the of the stress of all the weight. In conclusion, this was a CONTROLLED
DEMOLITION PERFORMED BY THE US GOVERNMENT!! PERIOD. it would
take like 15 minutes for a stealth fighter or something to have taken the second airplane
down. mhector3500 1 year ago mhector3500 1 year ago in the second tower that
collapses, it is almost impossible for those flames to weaken the frames of the towers,
which has melting point of 3,000 degree. continued........... mhector3500 1 year ago
EvilSlyGuy 1 year ago The steel didn't need to melt to lose it's strength, just bend and
warp a bit by about 1000 degrees of heat from say an airplane crashing into a building
going 550 mph with wings full of jet fuel. Don't be so paranoid. EvilSlyGuy 1 year ago
mhector3500 1 year ago who's been paranoid? of course it doesn't need to melt, but then
again, i guess nobody really cares. Cheers. mhector3500 1 year ago EvilSlyGuy 1 year ago
Nobody cares? I care about this subject alot! EvilSlyGuy 1 year ago mhector3500 1 year
ago Yeah, me too. mhector3500 1 year ago EvilSlyGuy 1 year ago Many many people
care about this event and we will never forget. EvilSlyGuy 1 year ago desimunda116 1
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year ago what the fuck are you smoking...fucking terrorists attacked the US and
thousands died, this is another day that will live in infamy and really, why don't you try
and say that to the loved ones of the people that were murdered that day huh. "nobody
cares"...really if this is your belief go fuck yourself desimunda116 1 year ago armadyloo 1
year ago America sucks son. I came to America to unload my shit on it. America is going
down because we immigrants had taken it over, and you yankee gringos can do nothing
about it armadyloo 1 year ago desimunda116 1 year ago America sucks huh? Then why is
it still the number one country in the world. True its not doing its best right now, but
with Obama, this country is gonna go back to the way it was during the Clinton years. So
shut the fuck up you fucking bohunk desimunda116 1 year ago mhector3500 1 year ago
lol this shows how mature you are lol.... believe what you want you want to believe.
Take Care. mhector3500 1 year ago TinTheNinja 1 year ago osama-obama scrary
TinTheNinja 1 year ago sca87 1 year ago yeah is true bush did this!!!!!!!!!!! sca87 1 year
ago EvilSlyGuy 1 year ago Osama did this, not Bush, Cheney and his buddies from
Haliburton. Bottom line is that terrorists have been attacking us long before Bush was
even near the White House. EvilSlyGuy 1 year ago armadyloo 1 year ago I thank God
that all these bunch of uneducated hill billy Americans died in that building. America
sucks. It's a piece of shit, but at least I find some work here so I can get rich from you
dumb American gringos armadyloo 1 year ago mhector3500 1 year ago first of all, you
must be sick to be saying what your saying, they were people just like all of us, and
second, most of those people actually were in college, so i dont see where the uneducated
part comes to all this, finally, you should be the one that should be educated.
mhector3500 1 year ago magicnelson14 1 year ago 7 fuck you, you are sick. These were
innocent Americans in their offices. How are they hillbillies? magicnelson14 1 year ago 7
isisqueenafrika 1 year ago This was preventable, but the government was too busy
protecting those corporations that were stealing from the citizens of this country to pay
attention to the prevention of terrorism. isisqueenafrika 1 year ago isisqueenafrika 1 year
ago The United States Govenment failed its citizens. isisqueenafrika 1 year ago seka1986
1 year ago USA ALL THE WAY, WE WILL NEVER FORGET! seka1986 1 year ago
armadyloo 1 year ago America sucks. The USA is a piece of shit, but at least I get a job
here so I can leech all the money and send it to my country. America was actually built
by immigrants armadyloo 1 year ago EvilSlyGuy 1 year ago 2 Yea, LEGAL immigrants,
must be a new concept for you. If you hate it so much go crawl back under that rock from
where you came. EvilSlyGuy 1 year ago 2 seka1986 1 year ago Send as much back to
your country as you can because the shit hole you come from needs it. You'll never fit in
no matter where you go. seka1986 1 year ago clarko95 1 year ago This is sad. So many
died. RIP. What a way to start out the new century, i wonder what the next 91 years
have in store. We can only imagine....... Sigh clarko95 1 year ago
WWFWCWECWOldSkoolFan 1 year ago If you voted for Bush, YOU did this.
WWFWCWECWOldSkoolFan 1 year ago Robyn408 1 year ago Please tell me how Bush
dis this? Robyn408 1 year ago MrRokie98 1 year ago the good title for this video is`Gift
from hell to america'.,by the way shark or sharky.?,ah.,wat ever.!!,u & bush,both go to
hell...fucker!!!! MrRokie98 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago You mean the conspirators?
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You are absolutely correct. The evidence would not be admissible, their civil rights were
violated. The law must be the same for all. Bush totally fucked it up, I wish they'd a
found him in a hotel room in Bangkok with a rope around his weenie. Yet they seek
martyrdom. Let them go.....in lower Manhatten. cornskid 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago
Bob and Bri have a web page where some quesrtions are answered cornskid 1 year ago
merged 1 year ago sharkey, give a GOOD explanation why the airplane is NOT shown
when it hits the south tower.,,, merged 1 year ago wilmergamboa 1 year ago im so sorry
for all the people who died this day, and for the people who loves them... Im sure of one
thing, JUSTICE, the people who did that, will pay for their crimes. And we will know
the thruth of the facts of september 11. Thanks for the video!!! wilmergamboa 1 year ago
cornskid 1 year ago we do know the truth stupid, it's called history fucktard cornskid 1
year ago cornskid 1 year ago You have opinion with no content, accusation with no
evidence and condemnation without logic. Why didn't we "find" WMD in Iraq? Why
didn't Bush do the Churchill "finest hour" thing during the attacks? Why did the head of
security John Patrick O'neill go up to save people if demo charges were rigged? cornskid 1
year ago kendle8Starr 1 year ago You know 911 will always be in the minds of the
American people as a terrible day of shock. There is no doubt in my mind it was an inside
job done out of greed, just like the situation we have now with the housing and car
industries, and the greedy banks. They knew they were charging to much for houses, cars
and bank loans and taking advantage of the american people, the Gov.gives our tax money
to these greedy over charging bastards who should be put in jail. And let the workers run
GM. kendle8Starr 1 year ago DaisyDyva 1 year ago 9-11 was da worst day in American
history.I was 10 when it happened,and still i remember it like it was yesterday.next year
i'm going to New York,my brother and i have already planned to visit ground zero
DaisyDyva 1 year ago RightWingDarren 1 year ago same here,i went to new york 2 years
ago and went to where they stood it was pretty powerfull. RightWingDarren 1 year ago
deano791 1 year ago The American government just need to spew the word terrorist and
your nation is eating from the palm of their hand deano791 1 year ago markx99 1 year ago
all terrorists must die..... stupid evil fucks can't believe they did such a thing markx99 1
year ago kittenluver2006 1 year ago i know......this is terrible! I hope their is NEVER
another 9/11 terrorist attack.....It's soooooo sad :'( kittenluver2006 1 year ago EvilSlyGuy
1 year ago If only Clinton had got Osama when he had the chance in the late 90's. If
only... EvilSlyGuy 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago He had 4 chances..........
Sharky2055 1 year ago twhitegurl 1 year ago 2 Bush needs to be executed. Thanks you
fucking douche bag. I hope Bush goes to hell and burns for eternity, screaming fo rhis dear
life, oh wait, he has no life. Fag. twhitegurl 1 year ago 2 Sharky2055 1 year ago 2
twhitegurl Why do you say he needs to be executed? Why did you use the term "fag" to
demean him? You're demeaning all homosexual men when you do. That's not right. It's not
their fault Bush is an idiot. Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 twhitegurl 1 year ago Don't think he
needs to be executed? No, hun, I'm not demeaning all homosexual men when I use the
term "fag". I don't refer to them as "fags" I refer to them as Gay. Thanks for your input,
though. I'm not accusing the "fags" of Bush's idioticy. If you read comments involving
Bush, a good amount of them say worse. EVERYBODY has their own opinion on things.
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It's a free country. So let me have my word? I have nada against Gays, I'm Bi. Thank you
very much for your consern. Have a nice day twhitegurl 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year
ago NO, he's done nothing to warrant execution. Are you an Iranian Mulla? U seem all
too eager to execute innocent ppl! Fact, the term, 'fag', is a DEROGOTORY ONE,
THAT DEMEANS HOMOSEXUAL MALES. Plus when USED in a deorogotory
manner it demeans not only the person its being hurled at but homosexual males as well.
It's heinous that U see nothing wrong with hurling it so freely. It's also heinous how U
want to execute a person based on YOUR OPINIONS about them! That's smacks again
of Iranian Mullas! Sharky2055 1 year ago ploopable 1 year ago mericans are morons.
C'mon. BUSH? jezus youre fucking idiots ploopable 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
What are 'mericans'? Please elaborate on your statement. Sharky2055 1 year ago
kittenluver2006 1 year ago No! Americans are NOT morons. You are the moron for even
saying that!!! kittenluver2006 1 year ago merged 1 year ago sharky....why do you think
this "amateur" video doesn't show "the airplane"..? are you that stupid? go three pages
back....they deny that engines of "the airplanes" have serial numbers, they fake the
passenger's mainfest, they refuse to give information about the "debris" recovered from all
4 flights,,,,etc etc,,,, merged 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Merged It's YOU that's
stupid. Why don't you go ask the loved ones of the victims from the 4 planes? Be sure
that you're dressed to play ice hockey and are wearing ear plugs when U do. I hope U
don't get hurt. But I doubt they'll be very warmly receptive after spew your bullshit
about there being no planes on 9/11. Sharky2055 1 year ago merged 1 year ago only
SMART and people with COMMON SENSE need to watch the "september clues"
videos, merged 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago that's correct, it's way beyond the average
intellect. cornskid 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago ONly smart people with common
sense you say Merged. Well, that leaves YOU OUT. Sharky2055 1 year ago DWOY 1
year ago WHY is the second impact cut? DWOY 1 year ago merged 1 year ago
Tenasoud888 google "september clues".....we were dupped by the mainstream media..
merged 1 year ago TheNoobinator94 1 year ago Quite Obviously A Conspiracy, Bush
And The CIA Allowed This To Happen, So They Could Go To Afghanistan And Steal
All Of Their Oil, And So That The CIA Can Get The Power That They've Always
Wanted eg. Listening In On Phone Converstations, Holding Suspected Terrorists For
Weeks So They Can Go And Gather Their Evidence, I'm Not Saying That 9/11 Wasn't
An Awful Event, I'm Just Saying That The Government Allowed It To Happen.
TheNoobinator94 1 year ago HauptmannT5 1 year ago thanks, bush. HauptmannT5 1
year ago megadeth805 1 year ago 2 im thirteen years old and live in cali. i remember when
i was getting ready for kindergarden, my mom stopped me and the family to watch the
news. i was very young so i hardly remember. although i do remember every channel
having this scene. i had a dream about 9 11 last night so i decided to look it up. i cried a
little bit around 15:00. this is history that i will never forget. megadeth805 1 year ago 2
letshakehands 1 year ago 2 15:00 onwards is unreal. words can not describe the fear that
people must have gone through. thankyou for sharing this. letshakehands 1 year ago 2
erlonkabelo 1 year ago Comment removed generalbullmoose 1 year ago Let's have the
conspiracy theorists ask Ted Olson where his wife is. Or let them ask the Los Angeles
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Kings hockey club where Ace Bailey is. generalbullmoose 1 year ago
mohammedullahAFGHANI 1 year ago ths wz the plan if CIA...
mohammedullahAFGHANI 1 year ago MrDgamer 1 year ago 2 this is really the worrest
thing ive ever saw, we have the movie and my bro actually cried MrDgamer 1 year ago 2
merged 1 year ago Comment removed TenaciousD888 1 year ago there was No plane??
TenaciousD888 1 year ago amysheil 1 year ago I am and Australian 15 year old girl and i
remember watching this on the news that morning getting ready for school i was only in
year two and it was the day after my sisters birthday. it was such a terrible day for
everyone in the world. i feel sorry for all those people who died in that building. such a
terrible thing for watching this from your own home amysheil 1 year ago laggedoff 1 year
ago they thought that to die a fiery death was worse so they jumped. there were no exits.
laggedoff 1 year ago hauntednitemare 1 year ago what is that sparkling light 11:51
hauntednitemare 1 year ago bonesherenow 1 year ago helicopter perhaps? bonesherenow
1 year ago Killlllian 1 year ago i think a helicopter from the TV or what do u mean?
Killlllian 1 year ago starstruck14 1 year ago 11:48 I DIDNT SEE THE 2ND PLANE
starstruck14 1 year ago asaf92 1 year ago Because they stoped filming for 7-8 minutes
and started again when the 2nd one stroke. Can't you see the video is cut? asaf92 1 year
ago starstruck14 1 year ago yes and i see the the 2nd plane crash on ccn video thanks! and
aleksaa1.. im nt a american im a filipino but america is our mother country ur the one who
suck my dick! asshole! starstruck14 1 year ago aleksaa1 1 year ago show hide i am so
happy when i lokin this..die american stupid retards...HAHAHAHAHAH aleksaa1 1
year ago norwegiankitty 1 year ago 3 You must be a very sick individual to write
something as disrespectful like that! I am not American and I still think this is one of the
worst tragedies in the modern times. And by the way aleksaa1...It was the World
TRADE center! People of many ethnicities died in this catastrophe, many might have
been European, Asian, African... No one deserved to die in this horrible, horrible attack,
other than the people who took over the planes and send all the passengers and 3000
others to their death! norwegiankitty 1 year ago 3 norwegiankitty 1 year ago 2 You my
dear youtuber, are a really sick person...and I suggest you seek out help immediately!
norwegiankitty 1 year ago 2 kungfufreak360 1 year ago 2 You look like the true retard to
me kungfufreak360 1 year ago 2 76thurs 1 year ago Seek IMMEDIATE psychiatric help!
Do NOT pass go! Do NOT collect 200 dollars! That was rude and disrespectful. The
World Trade Center was a building with representatives from virtually EVERY country
making up over 200 corporations. This was NOT just an attack on the United States, this
was an attack on the WORLD! So quit acting as if you could give a shit..... 76thurs 1 year
ago asaf92 1 year ago Why do you even try to reason with this guy? He's probebly some
14 year old stupid half-retarded kid who would never say anything close to that outside
of the Internet asaf92 1 year ago ecdcheergurl96 1 year ago no one deserves to die and u
my well never mind no one that is an actaull person doesnt have such a small heart if one
at all. i would never go up to you an say that or think it for that matter. Seriously I bet
some of the nicest people die that day and u are celebrating gosh! and I am 12 and I even
see it that. My parents are both firefighters and I am scred to death becasue people like u
will do anything just to hurt them and its people like u who will end up killing many who
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dont deserve it ecdcheergurl96 1 year ago DidHeDied 1 year ago did he died? DidHeDied
1 year ago wazzumichael 1 year ago 2 "They're attcking the World Trade Center not us"
.....what a stupid fucking bitch wazzumichael 1 year ago 2 merged 1 year ago google..........
"september clues" merged 1 year ago pyrorockztar 1 year ago wow.. pyrorockztar 1 year
ago merged 1 year ago haven't you people ask this question yourselves why that bitch
doesn't show when " the airplane hits the south tower"? merged 1 year ago
SegothikaHedgehog 1 year ago 3 Look people...God has nothing to do with the murders
that goes on in this world. Humans are the ones that commits murder out of hate, greed,
jealousy, & vengeance. Enough talk of God killing people. Alright? SegothikaHedgehog 1
year ago 3 iceAKAbozz 1 year ago wtf why does this women stay so calm? must be
smth wrong with her.... iceAKAbozz 1 year ago hopsluvr 1 year ago What are you
talking about?! She starts sobbing uncontrollably (as did most of the country) at the
14:10 mark. Thats when the buildings start to collapse and everyone realizes the huge
death toll from this insane act of cowardice. hopsluvr 1 year ago iceAKAbozz 1 year ago
ok gotta agree....i just watched the first 10minutes when i posted my comment, my bad
:D iceAKAbozz 1 year ago myredpip 1 year ago it only shows one building myredpip 1
year ago kimberley008 1 year ago Yes, but behind the South Tower, you see the North
Tower.. kimberley008 1 year ago merged 1 year ago reconstruction of flihght 175, last 4
mins. 40 secs.......................... youtube(dot)com/watch?v=Jop84C-peFrk merged 1 year
ago merged
1
year
ago black
boxes
serial numbers
"disappear"
911blogger(DOT)com/node/14081 merged 1 year ago merged 1 year ago passengers lists
were
fake................
apfn(DOT)net/messageboard/03-0-9-05/discussion.cgi.36.html
merged 1 year ago merged 1 year ago this website don't show any photo of debris from all
4 flights................ airdisaster(dot)com/cgi-bin/da-tabase.cgi merged 1 year ago merged 1
year
ago
there's
no
records
from
the
airpalnes....
911blogger(DOT)com/node/19428#-co%20mment merged 1 year ago jermeen 1 year ago 3
Hello...this is Jermeen Nasr I'm muslim and egyptian obama was here today ...he is an
awesome man with thoughts,Morals and beliefs,i loved his speech,i just wanna say that
what happned in this video is against islam and muslims and not all muslims are
terrorists,those were people who wanted to destroy humanity and kill innocent
men,women and children,whose totally innocent,Dont judge islam just fight violence and
terrorism,Alll together as one nation to live in peace,God bless their souls all.. jermeen 1
year ago 3 SegothikaHedgehog 1 year ago Agreed. SegothikaHedgehog 1 year ago
justanotherkevin 1 year ago First of all Obama has no more morals than George Bush has,
or had. They belong to the same organization that is known as CFR. John McCain is also
a member. We were given two people to choose from and either one would produce the
same result. Of course islam was not responsible for 9/11. If you seek the truth then seek
it. You can and will find the truth if you truly look for it. Have you ever heard of the
Hollywood movie producer Aaron Russo? justanotherkevin 1 year ago STEVEBLAKES
1 year ago wot da fuck r u talkin about?? if somebody crashes into your house just to
destroy you and everybody u luv wot r u gon do?? sit back and accept it?? u dont belong
to usa bitch STEVEBLAKES 1 year ago tarmuetnh 1 year ago Terrorists are a MYTH
used to hide the truth. Bin Laden / Al Qaeda have admitted to numerous acts of terrorism
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BUT there is NO solid evidence to support these claims. What is the easiest country or
embassy to bomb in the world? Who are the easiest people to manipulate, terrorise and
control? Answer - YOUR OWN. This realisation may come as a shock to you but it's
about time you all WAKE UP. tarmuetnh 1 year ago justanotherkevin 1 year ago If Bin
Laden really did it, and he really claimed responsibility then why isn't he wanted by the
FBI for the crimes of 9/11? If you look at the top ten most wanted men on the FBI's web
site he is listed, but not for 9/11. There is actually no mention of it at all. People need to
reassess what they think they know. A good starting point is the interview with Aaron
Russo. He produced the movie Trading Places with Eddie Murphy. justanotherkevin 1
year ago 76thurs 1 year ago While it is true that Bin Laden is responsible for 9/11 (he
confessed) there needs to be sufficient evidence that someone committed the crime, to be
on FBI most wanted list. There is no evidence, forensic, physical, circumstantial, etc that
Bin Laden is responsible for the attacks. Everyone, including the FBI knows he did do it
because he confessed and even boasted about it, but there is no evidence of it, he cannot
be on the wanted list for 9/11 76thurs 1 year ago mattybobattys 1 year ago im no expert
but im prety sure a confession is about the best fukn evidence u can get lol
mattybobattys 1 year ago 76thurs 1 year ago Policy is policy...... There needs to be some
kind of evidence the wanted individual was involved with the crime. It cannot be based on
confession. That's just how it works. 76thurs 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago Tou're an
idiot Kevin. If tjhe govt did it, it would require cooporation from the FBI as well as
thousands of others. So if govt did it then BinLaden would be at the top of their list
stupid. That's what being blinded by prejudice does to you. Makes you tarded cornskid 1
year ago stemplel 1 year ago this woman is an idiot. and why cant we see the second
plane hit? its just goes straight in to"OHH MY GOD WHATS GOIN ON? " stemplel 1
year ago hoverila 1 year ago yea, whole europe knows, that Bush is killer. hoverila 1 year
ago dvdhouse 1 year ago 2 notice you dont see the plane hit the WTC at time line 11:46
and the video footage jumps to the moment the flames explode from the building?? why
can the plane not be seen in any of the skyline like 30 seconds before it hits? Fabricated
video my guess. Why leave this 5 years to release. dvdhouse 1 year ago 2 drabeblaine 1
year ago bush did this to us you idiot there is no such thing as alqaeda you guys are
retards drabeblaine 1 year ago Paivren 1 year ago are u an idiot? Paivren 1 year ago
nellerboy2000 1 year ago 4 Really, Bush did this to us eh? Why did he do that then?
More retarded conspiracy theories? nellerboy2000 1 year ago 4 marzoo2 1 year ago I'm
Muslim from Egypt , i just want tell that in our religion the tourism is forbidden and we
know every one here heat the tourism , and know yours president now in my country
and i will give my word that he will return to you not because the 100000 sniper who
take with him but because out people will defense him against any one can heart him.
finally gos bless us and every one else marzoo2 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
marzoo2 I've never heard of tourism being forbidden in Islam. Surely Allah would want us
all to visit other countries to see all the beauty He's created. By the way, what are you
talking about when U mentioned our president Obama? He's reached out to the Muslim
world where other president have shut the door. Why don't you embrace him?
Sharky2055 1 year ago italianotampa 1 year ago I am going to report you, they will track
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you down by IP and make your muslim but pay! italianotampa 1 year ago italianotampa
1 year ago I will report you and they will track you down by IP.... italianotampa 1 year
ago Cracksmokinscumbag 1 year ago Controlled demolition? The ragheads flew a fucking
plane into those buildings. Filthy raghead move all the way. I say kill the women and
children first to prevent another move like this. Oh wait. Barack is gonna talk to them and
smooth things over. Its cool! Cracksmokinscumbag 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
Cracksmokinscumbag Not all Muslims are alike. You really shouldn't refer to them with
such a hateful racist term or you're no better than the Islamic extremists that call us
"infidel dogs". Sharky2055 1 year ago justanotherkevin 1 year ago Building 7 was not hit
by a plane and it fell down too. Watch the videos of Building 7 collpapsing. That was a
controlled demolition. WTC 4, 5, and 6 had a lot more damage than 7 did and they didn't
fall. Look at pictures of WTC 4, 5, and 6. Then look at pictures of 7. justanotherkevin 1
year ago Mrtrustno1 1 year ago al queda hates everyone not just the USA Mrtrustno1 1
year ago uplings 1 year ago i Still miss my dad :( uplings 1 year ago xxxilikechickenxxx 1
year ago did your dad died on 9/11 xxxilikechickenxxx 1 year ago uplings 1 year ago Yes
he died. :( uplings 1 year ago kimberley008 1 year ago Oh my lord, i'm so sorry for you!!
I hope your dad has find his peace in heaven. kimberley008 1 year ago ijigne 1 year ago
kaeda not existe only bush how make this history yes muslims innocent every one know
that ijigne 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago ijigne AlQaeda DOES exist. There's not a
country in the world that will say it doesn't. Many countries have been attacked by
AlQaeda or groups that AlQaeda's supported in some way since 1992 when they
declared war on the The West/The US and invited all Muslims to join them in it.
Sharky2055 1 year ago esotericfilms 1 year ago it's the illuminati. esotericfilms 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago esotericfilms Well please, don't let me get in the way of your
running from those reptilian human hybrids! While you are, please listen this! YOU
KNOW THEY'RE OUT TO GET YA!!!! watch?v=s7vFmJ2BHrI Sharky2055 1 year
ago Skibobdebop 1 year ago Bless them all. Skibobdebop 1 year ago oneminute9 1 year
ago 9/11 Blueprint for Truth .... oneminute9 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago 9/11
Blueprint for Truth = Garbage Sharky2055 1 year ago oneminute9 1 year ago
sharky,dirty garbage are you. 9/11 Blueprint for Truth at googlevideo is the TRUTH. We
people in the world are now 9/11 is a insidejob from USA and not from elKaida.
oneminute9 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam See my profile, sockpuppet. Sharky2055 1 year ago sandra2376 1 year ago So
long ago but when i see this video... it makes so angry again. oh my god... I remember
where i was at this time .... :-( Many many greetings from Germany..... GOD BLESS
.................... sandra2376 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago wtc7 collapsed in
11.september at 5:20 pm. It looked like controlled demolition! And it was!!!! If it was
controlled demolition than they knew about 9/11 before it took place. It takes days to
plan and prepare for controlled demolition. ( not 8 hours) 911insidejob81 1 year ago
SoronII 1 year ago Well that's what the terrorists behind 9/11 did, they planned the
attack... SoronII 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam "Operation Northwoods" in 1962 was a plan by governament to
stage acts of real terrorism on US soil and against U.S. interests and then put the blame of
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these acts on Cuba in order to generate U.S. public support for military action against the
Cuban government of Fidel Castro.Kennedy did not approve it in 1962.Bush did in 2001.
9/11 inside job. It is in wikipedia!!! google "Operation Northwoods" 911insidejob81 1
year ago DidHeDied 1 year ago did he died? DidHeDied 1 year ago bararum2 1 year ago i
egread with masterbastersnow. George bush was a tereble president bararum2 1 year ago
masterbastersnow 1 year ago it's goverment's fault.....especially George Buss that he was
the worst president of united states masterbastersnow 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
masterbastersnow NO, it's NOT the US govt's fault. It's Al-Qaeda's fault. Sharky2055 1
year ago masterbastersnow 1 year ago the worst comming ............the day that all we
should pay for everythimg we did...this is nothing..i know that this is a bad event but it's
not the end of the world,,,.... masterbastersnow 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago God I
wish all you fundementalist would get over this end of the world crap.Read the goddamn
bible (I've read it) believe it or not, it's not about the end of the world. Your preachers just
harp on it because it puts butts in the pews. I'm not a christian but I respect the real ones.
I don't respect you. cornskid 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago masterbastersnow Who is
"We", you and the mouse in your pocket? Sharky2055 1 year ago job90038498 1 year
ago i am a muslim i am so sorry fot thouse innocent people who died in 9/11.. Islam
divided to many group and one of them called wahabia which has radical thoughts
howevere this party thinks that they are right and others are wrong therefore they not
only kill christian but muslim either all muslims form pakistan to morraco suffered from
their terrorist action in addition muslims in western countries are responsible for
something they didnt do it job90038498 1 year ago Echenzi 1 year ago If you believe in
God, then God acted with just against America on that day. 3000 people, mostly
innocent people, died because America had promoted violence in her foreign policy. How
many Vietnamese, Iraqis, Slavs, Japanese, German, South American, Afghani, etc have
WE killed. What LEGIT reason can you give to the killing of those people? What LEGIT
reason was their for the Terrorists to kill 3000 Americans? Echenzi 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago Echenzi Please stop blithering on about something you've no clue
about. Sharky2055 1 year ago harmankardonbose 1 year ago 3 GOD blees all deceased
people that day harmankardonbose 1 year ago 3 Eskimop16 1 year ago also i just gtta add
so sorry whoever feel offended or oppose my response but i can see that you captured
people falling (and i think dat was also one of the major disasters aside the 9/11 as a
awhole) Eskimop16 1 year ago metalleeca 1 year ago That for me was the worst part of it
all, seeing ppl jump to their deaths was just horrific. I think that day will stay with me
for the rest of my life and I'm not even American! Peace! metalleeca 1 year ago
Eskimop16 1 year ago same here, england but the horror dat struck me about the people
who fell/jumped...the height jesus only real desperate measures wud cause sumone to
jump but for those who fell obv its accident wise....eitehr way many cudnt
escape....sends shivers down my spine =/ Eskimop16 1 year ago mjfanatic0 1 year ago
when were they jumnping? mjfanatic0 1 year ago mjfanatic0 1 year ago what second did
they fall at mjfanatic0 1 year ago Eskimop16 1 year ago nt too sure but try 9.15 onwards
for abit and try looking at far right from 11.03 cud be debris or a life you know
Eskimop16 1 year ago Eskimop16 1 year ago I had jus started year 5 in primary school
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that week and never realised how huge the ordeal was i jus saw the newspapers n tv dat it
was jus a plane(s) crashe dinto wtc towers n didnt understand the trauma the event had
caused till after few years Eskimop16 1 year ago metalleeca 1 year ago Just watched this,
unbelievable footage, I remember watching this all day on the news, I didn't go to work,
and I'm English! It was just one of those monumental days that you never forget. Went to
see Biohazard in Birmingham, England 5 days later I think, they dedicated a song to the
victims and couldn't believe it when 12,000 English ppl started chatnting "U.S.A, U.S.A"
to show our support for our brothers across the ocean! Peace! metalleeca 1 year ago
Veloce3 1 year ago The alternative to the official conspiracy theory has the momentum,
unquestionably. There are 3 types involved on this subject. The truth movement, the
Government sympathisers and the middle ground(not aware or not bothered) The
Government support is on it's knees and literally there are just a few remaining...The fight
is for the middle ground, they are the people that we must educate..Thanks
watch?v=REyiuyoKE_o&feature Veloce3 1 year ago Dantex626 1 year ago FEMA
camps ordered after 9/11 =)))) Dantex626 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Dantex626
There are no FEMA concentration camps waiting for us. There's no all evil NWO 1 world
govt coming. There's NO Death Star or evil galactic empire being constructed.
Sharky2055 1 year ago Dantex626 1 year ago =) it was osama riiiigggghhhttt????? =)=) or
are osama bin laden a mynth created by media? =) Dantex626 1 year ago Sharky2055 1
year ago Dantex626 Osama is no myth created by the media. He was created by two
humans, his parents. Sharky2055 1 year ago digitty006 1 year ago and also did "LILLY"
MAKE IT OUT if not i am very sorry for your lose digitty006 1 year ago digitty006 1
year ago screw u bush see what u did to the country. and if u dont know bush hired them
to do that so he can screw us all over for 2012. that the day when mexico canada and U.S
are going to unite and take over wrld digitty006 1 year ago Wassups1 1 year ago 2 D: I
was in kindergarten when this happened.... :[ I remember watching the plane smash into
the building and the whole sky black filled with smoke and seeing all the terrified people
screaming and running D: it makes me really sad.. i also had to watch people jump out of
the windows! Sometimes i cry when i think about this.. D: Wassups1 1 year ago 2
TeneoVestriHostilis 1 year ago Believers of the official conspiracy theory, do NOT
google "Niels Harrit". No seriously, don't. TeneoVestriHostilis 1 year ago uncledevo 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Sad day has turned into
long nightmare. No justice for the victims, just payola to the victims families. No forensic
review of the evidence done by authorities, no subpoena of Larry Silverstein, premature
release by Michael Chertoff of the Mossad agents arrested that day. Patriot Act,
Homeland Security Act, unconstitutional legislation. Two illegal wars based on lies. No
independent investigation. Lies on page 558 of 9/11 Commission report about how the
twin towers were built. Shock & awe works. uncledevo 1 year ago uncledevo 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Google: WTC Core Construction
see how massive the center core was? On page 558 The 9/11 Commission said it was
"hollow steel shaft." LIE. Same page The 9/11 Commission said "These exterior walls
bore most of the weight of the building." LIE. The center core, with 47 interlaced steel
box columns supported most of the weight of the building, the exterior walls were
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designed to sway in the wind. Google Storax Sedan, compare pictures of explosion to
"collapse" see the similarity? uncledevo 1 year ago kaminis17 1 year ago respect a tout
ces gens qui ont subis pour ceux qui tiennent les reines d un pays !!! ca me degoute tjs de
voir a quel point les politiques peuvent t foutre leur merde en se servant de civils !
conspiration ou pas !!! ds les deux cas ! l organisateur de tout ca ! est un bon fils de p....
!!!! kaminis17 1 year ago cspalmer 1 year ago THIS movioe has been edited...how come it
does not show the few secods before each critical event...only shows after the first crash,
shows only seconds after the second and same for both collapses....interesting she says
military plane...?? cspalmer 1 year ago hunkyfunkyjunky 1 year ago and?
hunkyfunkyjunky 1 year ago Dirtbiker400 1 year ago It is an interesting view, but I'm
wondering about the edit myself. Dirtbiker400 1 year ago worldunification 1 year ago
9/11 was a very real event.. and trajedy that has touched the heart of millions including
mine... however... we must not let that blind us to the fact that this was created by our
own government... Don't you realize that George Bush made this happen??? Please
OPEN YOUR EYES!!! See the truth!!! worldunification 1 year ago FunOnTheFarm7 1
year ago my dad died there FunOnTheFarm7 1 year ago Oldmanlogan10 1 year ago fuck u
9/11 conspirators i hope u guys meet the family of one of the people who died i don't
think that 7-year old maggie would like the fact that her daddy faked his own death
Oldmanlogan10 1 year ago gpoyt 1 year ago her daddy didn't fake his own death, its
something else. If such a big and powerful country like the US can pretend that they don't
have the power to shoot down a boeing 747 and make such an unbelivable thing believed
by people...they can make up this kind of set up and take all the precautions. Also, the
"calls" made from the plane were not possible at this speed its prooven. They knew the
passenger list before, they tap phones, they got voice reproducers... Watch Zeitgeist
onyoutube please gpoyt 1 year ago SeiLaSperanza 1 year ago errr a call made from a
plane doesn't depend on it's speed, as a matter of fact, just even saying such a statement
is, in the utmost manner, completely and utterly disrespectful and rude to the people
who gave their lives unwillingly on such a day, as well as their families. i think you need
to take a step back, stop being so selfless, and think twice about what you say....
SeiLaSperanza 1 year ago gpoyt 1 year ago I'm not being disrespectful to anyone who
died in this tragedy i respect them(if everybody thougth you died in a plane crash and i
said that you died in another way, that does not mean i disrespect you and your family...)
I thought a lot about it believe me i'm not somekind of crazy conspiracist, i went from
believing hard that it was ossama's hijackers who did this till i said to myself years after:
something is wrong. Watch Zeitgeist on youtube please,youtube already tried to censor
it. gpoyt 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago I cannot believe anyone is stupid enough to be
taken in by Zeitgeist. The only people who believe it are people being told what they
want to hear, an excuse for their own personel failures, don't buy this stupid crap and
don't bend over for anyone...twooftard idiot. cornskid 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
gpoyt YES, YOU ARE BEING EXTREME DISRESPECTFUL to the families and the
victims. Your dismissmal of them is a grave disrespect to them. There was nothing fake
about 9/11. Sharky2055 1 year ago cspalmer 1 year ago BOO THIS MAN! cspalmer 1
year ago tarmuetnh 1 year ago Many family members of those who died are part of the
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9/11 truth movement. What would you say to them? tarmuetnh 1 year ago
waketheoblivious 1 year ago I'd offer a practical solution to what historically has been a
complex problem. Technology required to eliminate political corruption has existed for a
long time. Amend Constitution mandating all politicians & public officials must pass a
weekly test while wired to a lie detector and seated in an electric chair. Appropriately
labeling world bankers World terrorists and dividing their wealth equally all Nations, plus
the Electro-Polygraph's for all Public Officials would solve most problems.
waketheoblivious 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago I would say to them that it's a shame
they got sucked in by a bunch of worthless shit sucking scum like you, btw I don't watch
fox news, I'm not a Christian, I think W was the worst president ever and the only thing
that could make the situation worse is abandonning reason and logical imperitive for the
reach around circle jerks truthers participate in. cornskid 1 year ago tarmuetnh 1 year ago
2 All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed. Second, it is violently
opposed. Third, it is accepted as being self-evident. — Arthur Schopenhauer You are
moving from stage one into stage two. See you at stage three. tarmuetnh 1 year ago 2
TRIALSBRADEN 1 year ago this is some scary footage ive never seen before
TRIALSBRADEN 1 year ago benebeer 1 year ago they took over our government now
they'll take your freedom listen to Alex jones!! benebeer 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year
ago benebeer NO one's taken over our govt. No one's taking our freedom. Alex Jones is a
Pompus ass fear monger that just loves for people like you to eat up everything he says
like candy & make you believe he's a God that knows everything! He feeds off you!
Sharky2055 1 year ago gpoyt 1 year ago Or go to Nufffrespect and earthlasthope
youtube page. gpoyt 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Nufffrespect has no clue what
reality is. He's surrounded himself in a bubble of bullshit. Sharky2055 1 year ago
ddaniel77 1 year ago 2 inside job ddaniel77 1 year ago 2 xenasgirl 1 year ago I was in the
hospital when the planes struck WTC. I heard it first and put on the TV... a day we will
always remember. xenasgirl 1 year ago xOAKE 1 year ago you shouldnt have edited out
the crash. xOAKE 1 year ago mosharr93 1 year ago why was this video edited? is some
one trying to hide some thing? mosharr93 1 year ago Kungfumasterjeff 1 year ago This
the best thing ever happened in America!!! Woothoot!!! But the American assholes still
haven't learned a lesson! Kungfumasterjeff 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
Kungfumasterjeff Why do you say that? Sharky2055 1 year ago michaeldj5 1 year ago
God bless all those who suffered and died that terrible day. God bless New York City,
and God bless America. We will NEVER forget. michaeldj5 1 year ago oneminute9 1 year
ago 2 Wir unterstützen auch die Petition der Architekten und Ingenieure für 9/11 Truth
AE 911 Truth. org für eine neue unabhängige Untersuchung. oneminute9 1 year ago 2
oneminute9 1 year ago 3 Wir glauben es gibt genügend Zweifel an der offiziellen
Geschichte und deshalb muss die 9/11 Untersuchung wieder eröffnet werden und muss
einer möglichen Verwendung von Sprengstoff als tatsächliche Ursache der Zerstörung der
WTC Türme und Gebäude 7 nachgehen. Wegen der Wichtigkeit der Ereignisse vom 11.
September 2001 und den Konsequenzen daraus, glauben wir ist es unsere Pflicht, als
Bürger der Welt, die Wahrheit aufzudecken und für Gerechtigkeit zu sorgen. oneminute9 1
year ago 3 oneminute9 1 year ago 4 AN DIE MITGLIEDER DES
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REPRESENTANTENHAUS UND DES SENATS DER VEREINIGTEN STAATEN
VON AMERIKA BITTE NEHMT ZUR KENNTNIS: Im Namen des Volkes der
Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika, verlangen die weltweiten Unterzeichner der Petition,
eine wirkliche unabhängige und öffentliche Untersuchung mit Vorladungsbefugnis, um die
volle Wahrheit was sich am 11. September 2001 ereignete herauszufinden - speziell den
Zusammenbruch der World Trade Center Türme und Gebäude 7. oneminute9 1 year ago 4
michaeldj5 1 year ago What does all of that say in English, please. michaeldj5 1 year ago
MUHOHAHA 1 year ago i dont know who did or planed this but how could u live with
urself MUHOHAHA 1 year ago Veloce3 1 year ago watch?v=6-Udgp1_w4E&feature
PROOF beyond a reasonable doubt that Building 7 was prepared for demolition. If after
watching this you still are convinced of the validity of the official line, you will never be
able to decipher reality from propaganda Veloce3 1 year ago TierheimBerlin 1 year ago
Gott senkne die zahlreichen unschuldig verstorbene dios santo beneticta los muerrtos
TierheimBerlin 1 year ago xjv8 1 year ago americans are war-criminals and deserve to die
they use anti-muslim-propaganda to get their oil, the dangerous muslims (HAHAHA)
managed to kill 5000 civilists in the west over the last 30 years, fact, while the americans
kill 5000 civilists in one day...i hate americans and israelis, fucking war-criminals, u are as
worst as hitler! u are little nazis, all of u accept for 1-2 percent xjv8 1 year ago
LoisHeartsYuu 1 year ago your such a racist ! LoisHeartsYuu 1 year ago NBunch10 1
year ago Those people had nothing to do with it, and no they didn't deserve that, they
were innocent. NBunch10 1 year ago orson20091 1 year ago their is a hint of revolution
in the air , watch ya back!!!!!!!!!!!!! orson20091 1 year ago EdwinShy 1 year ago Your
right I fogot about the other dark moments of USA history ... EdwinShy 1 year ago
EdwinShy 1 year ago I think 1,025 EdwinShy 1 year ago alasma3 1 year ago what a
shitty video it doesn't show how the towers collapsed!!! it's almost half hour long and it
doesn't show nothing interesting!!!! fuck you alasma3 1 year ago Jatomuzica 1 year ago
Whoever was responsible for blowing up building 7, was also responsible for flying those
planes into the twin towers. Jatomuzica 1 year ago chdskcs 1 year ago it really long but
sad a stroy chdskcs 1 year ago ramoncalypso 1 year ago are baba ramoncalypso 1 year
ago LeeAnne2001 1 year ago thank for an unflinching non conspiracy laden video
LeeAnne2001 1 year ago robert332201 1 year ago 2 That was the most incredible
happening from human history!!! robert332201 1 year ago 2 ZhechoGyumyushev 1 year
ago show hide Anyway, I lol'd so hard. 9/11 is a sign that there is some justice in the
world. The deaths of the victims of American imperialism will one day be avenged as the
USA falls in ruin. Insha'allah we will prevail. ZhechoGyumyushev 1 year ago bosoxyaz8
1 year ago Bulgaria ? ha ha what a stupid ass 3 rd world country. what the fuck has your
silly ass loser country ever done ? NOTHING BUT FUCK GOATS !!!! bosoxyaz8 1
year ago TheUnpromisedOne 1 year ago 3 Fuck you and Afgun2pac for trying to
applaud 9/11. Do you REALLY find the deaths of 3,048 innocent American men, women
and children funny? You actually find death funny, right, you stupid, pathetic, ignorant,
heartless, evil, chickenshit little faggots? I want to beat the shit out of both of you for
having said that evil bullshit. What the fuck are you assholes even DOING on a 9/11
memorial video if you hate the people that died? TheUnpromisedOne 1 year ago 3
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TheUnpromisedOne 1 year ago That comment was towards ZhechoGibberish or
whatever his name is. The guy that bosoxyaz8 above me said was from Bulgaria.
TheUnpromisedOne 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago ZhechoGyumyushev Allah says
in the koran that it's for forbidden for Muslims to commit murder and suicide. So you're
condoning the Muslim extremists that sinned doing this horrible senseless act of
terrorism. Allah's not to happy about that I bet. Sharky2055 1 year ago KrisnShell69 1
year ago Whatever you guys do don't challenge "CORNSKID" because he knows all,
claims physics is his hobby but cant point out the obvious in this video! Im done wasting
the energy it takes to exchange my views with you CORNSKID if the whole world was
as intelligent as you we would be such an advanced planet!! KrisnShell69 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago KrisnShell69 Stop spewing your piiful lies in a lame attempt to
dissuade people form discussiing the truth with Cornskid. You're not good at lying. In
fact in general, you suck. Sharky2055 1 year ago HawkeyeNJ 1 year ago 2 Did you edited
the jumpers? If so place them back in please.... falling building has no impact. However,
one jumping from a fiery high building does. Show the horrors of those poor jumpers...
Truly those visions will NEVER let us forget 911 ! HawkeyeNJ 1 year ago 2 afgun2pac 1
year ago show hide This makes me feel so good this is what you americans deserved dont
mess with muslims any more specially not with afghanistan afgun2pac 1 year ago
Applehead3092 1 year ago I HOPE YOU BURN IN HELL YOU SON-OF-A-BITCH!
you'll learn not to fuck with america... Applehead3092 1 year ago ZhechoGyumyushev 1
year ago show hide Typical Amerifag. You Americunts have harassed the world for too
long. 9/11 is a sign that the world is biting back. Fuck you, you arrogant prick.
ZhechoGyumyushev 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago Exactly someone on youtube gets it.
ZG you may be an enemy but thank you for telling these twooftards how it is. cornskid 1
year ago chopper086 1 year ago 2 cant wait until the day we invade all of your muslim
countries chopper086 1 year ago 2 Oliuxxx 1 year ago 3 1) The word "New York City has
11 letters. 2) The word "Afghanistan" has 11 letters. 3) Rasman Yuseb (terrorist who in
1993 threatened to destroy the twin skyscrapers) has 11 letters. 4) George W Bush has
11 letters. 5) Two twin skyscrapers stood next to each other consists of the number 11.
The further the more interesting 6) The first plane that hit the number of skyscrapers
have been "11." Oliuxxx 1 year ago 3 tnuont 1 year ago so....what happened here???
tnuont 1 year ago Musch45 1 year ago 5 I say ! THIS ! WAS A FUCKING INSIDE JOB
!!! Musch45 1 year ago 5 christStrothman 1 year ago true christStrothman 1 year ago
robert332201 1 year ago "I say ! THIS ! WAS A FUCKING INSIDE JOB !!! " If it's
true we have to believe Man on the Moon was a fraud too. robert332201 1 year ago
Musch45 1 year ago A militaryplain ?! ô.0 Musch45 1 year ago W1JL 1 year ago 3:27 I
can clearly see TWO fire trucks not one. W1JL 1 year ago BDIGITAL11 1 year ago you
americans are SO funny...yet not understandable. in canada and other foreign countries it
is common knowledge that 9/11 was a false-flag operation, yet you guys love to hang
onto the fox, cnn, and abc versions of the incident...it's sad that you guys are so
brainwashed BDIGITAL11 1 year ago AsadMRaja 1 year ago hi! i couln't understand yet
that how can a person think about suside & how can he do to kill others.... but only
answaer: not human thats an animal not belonging from any religion bcs. there is no
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religion which talks for these things.... pls. don't blame Islam.... Thanks! AsadMRaja 1
year ago AdSc0re 1 year ago watch watch?v=GSOZDY03J7Q 9/11 news inside AdSc0re
1 year ago Krupi96 1 year ago 2 Poor people who had to watch this from that a close
range, such a nightmare :( Krupi96 1 year ago 2 ILS8709 1 year ago "IT WAS A
MILITARY PLANE!° ILS8709 1 year ago mosthauntedrules2k8 1 year ago i can hear
you cry at 14:23 Must Of Been Awful That Day mosthauntedrules2k8 1 year ago
vengencefrom1979 1 year ago it only takes a team of one to plant thermite.
vengencefrom1979 1 year ago immuslimtoo 1 year ago 3 Why did not news of the capture
of the plane!!?? Why did not announce the names of those who died inside the plane!!??
Do you expect that the mastermind of all this!! To accuse one another!!?? immuslimtoo 1
year ago 3 mochiKozlov 1 year ago I hope all terrorists will be dead!!! Cowardly pigs!!!
mochiKozlov 1 year ago KrisnShell69 1 year ago Cornskid claims he has a degree in
mechanical engineering. He also has a nerve to tell me I did not finish high school well you
know what SKID MARK or whatever your name be I did not finish high school but I did
happen to recieve my GED a month after I was supposed to walk. I am currently a
business owner and never went to college. The fact that you have a college degree does
not make you intelligent or give you the right to talk down on some one SHITSTAIN!
WAKE UP!! KrisnShell69 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago 3 First of all, congratulations
on your academic accomplishment and welcome to the ranks of the intellectual fraternity.
My statement was based entirely on the supposition that you believed Americans are
taught watered down versions of historical occurrences. I corrected this viewpoint but
failed to realize your underlying motives were deceitful and not the truth of which you
are actually aware. In other words, you're a sorry liar but I still hope the Amway thing
works out. cornskid 1 year ago 3 KrisnShell69 1 year ago You are just too smart!!
Amway lol!! I did not realize they were still around. Im sorry Im not as successful and as
intelligent as you Skid Row. You have a degree in engineering yet you don't understand
basic physics then you question my level of intelligence GO FIGURE! KrisnShell69 1
year ago cornskid 1 year ago I wasn't questioning your level of intelligence, I was making
fun of it. Physics is my hobby son and I come on youtube to sharpen my wit, you want
some seriously good advice? Don't battle me on either issue, you're unarmed. cornskid 1
year ago retabiyo 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam the
world trade center is is no more¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡ retabiyo 1 year ago retabiyo 1 year ago fuck usa,
the goverment did it on purpose¡¡¡¡¡ theres no secrets, they know what they want......
retabiyo 1 year ago schanzenshorty 1 year ago Sharky2055 we did find out because they
cant control it 100%. But the main message is controlled. And the main message is that it
was Bin Laden without any clue. You do not have to censor the media to 100% but just
the main message. schanzenshorty 1 year ago HNDavis1506 1 year ago why da fucc was
da second plain cut out? i wasted 11 mins and like 40 secs waitin for it and u cut it out
why? it makes no sense u said dis is ur view of what happened yet u cut off 1 of da mos
important parts? fuck ouff HNDavis1506 1 year ago gaziler1985 1 year ago fuck usa
gaziler1985 1 year ago mUsr001 1 year ago fuck you! mUsr001 1 year ago AmanS009 1
year ago where do u live AmanS009 1 year ago Triplem619 1 year ago ok this is true but
you can die july. may 20th. 1930. A girl named Ashly Kingsworth was looking for down
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a well and a ghost pushed her down the well. now that you read this you must Copy and
Paste to 2 Other Video's or else tonight at 12:00 she will stand at the end of you're bed
and pull you down the well she died in" less Triplem619 1 year ago JessielynnROX08 1
year ago Comment removed FreeBirdxxxx 1 year ago 3 fuck the taliban rip all victims of
this tragic event FreeBirdxxxx 1 year ago 3 AmanS009 1 year ago wat if it was al-qaeda
AmanS009 1 year ago RussianInfection 1 year ago lolz RussianInfection 1 year ago
terpsfan1982 1 year ago Why did the secret service, upon finding out that the country
was under attack, fail to move President Bush when they had no idea where the terrorist
were going to strike next? Why did Bush Sr. meet with the Bin Laden family? Why was
Bin Laden's family allowed to leave the country? terpsfan1982 1 year ago taj2p 1 year
ago you are truly retarded. the secret service did move president bush after finding out
they were attacked. i don't think the chances were very high of the terrorists blowing up
an elementary school on the off-chance that bush might be in it. after he left, he stayed in
air force one before being cleared to land several hours later. the bush family never did
meet with the bin laden family. bin laden was allowed to leave under the clinton
administration, not bush. read a book, you dumbass. taj2p 1 year ago terpsfan1982 1 year
ago Name calling. Typical of the brain washed lemmings from the right. Need more
pablum? YOU'RE the one who needs to read a book. Answer my questions about Bush
Sr. and the Bin Ladens. Or why, if one of their own was a prime suspect in the worse
attack ever to occur on American soil, they were allowed to leave the country while
Americans were still dying at ground zero. Open your eyes, sheeple. terpsfan1982 1 year
ago cornskid 1 year ago BinLadens family wasn't allowed to leave the country they were
practically whisked out. It's probably the only smart thing that goddamn moron Bush did
during his entire term. I don't know where you're from but over here we don't arrest the
family of criminals. Even if we have a prime idiot like Bush in charge we are still governed
by law, that's why we didn't plant WMD in Iraq and why Abbu Gahrib is still being
uncovered. I know truthers favor rule by innuendo but perhaps you could reconsider?
cornskid 1 year ago ILOVEYEMEN2009 1 year ago this was a good bite for america....^^
i dont know what is going on in this world why dont we have a peace and smiles
ILOVEYEMEN2009 1 year ago bekhitmina 1 year ago This is actually a nice video. I
never seen the 911 attacks from this angle of view.... bekhitmina 1 year ago sugarplumlexi
1 year ago this is when every country started to hate eachother, and if this war goes
farther idk, this is where it all began :'( sugarplumlexi 1 year ago sevensix29 1 year ago
Comment removed menni2006 1 year ago show hide This is humanity: War, Torture,
Rape, Child pornography, Human trafficking..and many more. For over 5000 Years
humans do their best to be evil. Those who died on that day are exactly that way!
Nobody is innocent, the born of a human being itself is a death sin. All Humans must be
Obliterated menni2006 1 year ago sugarplumlexi 1 year ago wtf? u got issues. some
humans are like that not all. sugarplumlexi 1 year ago menni2006 1 year ago ALL are.
Give them power, and everone would be like hitler. Its our nature. As you see in abu
ghraib. Normal women an men...in less the one year they became evil itself menni2006 1
year ago cornskid 1 year ago yes they did, but note that it wasn't swept under the rug
although I do not believe the ranking officers took enough responsibility or received
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enough punnishment. It cost us lives and respect to have those goddamn hillbilly's
guarding prisoners, normally people who are deemed unfit for frontline service are (or
were in the 70s) used to fill such positions. Our govt is based on law, it's far from perfect,
more accountability needs to be added but overall we're still a positive influence. cornskid
1 year ago menni2006 1 year ago look, the thing is: American soldiers or superiors are
never punished. Warcriminals in the east are hunted down by americans and executed on
moral values. But american war crimes,,,,alawys a medal. Its funny how obama get from
Death penalty for child abuse to protect the child abusers. menni2006 1 year ago cornskid
1 year ago Comment removed cornskid 1 year ago What war criminals have we hunted
down and executed? You say we're never punished but the guards have received quite a
few years in jail for their actions. I once received 30 days in the stockade for drunk and
resisting the guard. The UCMJ (uniform code of millitary justice) is quite harsh. cornskid
1 year ago menni2006 1 year ago Lynndie England and sabrina harman reiceived a
ridiculous punishment. And are ALREADY!!!!!!!!!! realeased. Is that punishment enoug
for torture over 100 Prisoners to death? Rape young boys and girls? Beat them, force
them to it shit? Thats bullshit. And even graner i guess will be out in one year menni2006
1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago they didn't torture anyone to death at Abbu Why are you
lying? Do you think by lying you will make yourself seem superior? It's an insult to your
readers, by that I mean you must think people are stupid enough tio believe it when you
write it, What's the point? Only open honesty will work and if you don't know that then
you're the stupid one. cornskid 1 year ago menni2006 1 year ago there were more than
100 dead in abhu ghraib, Do you think what the american say? They all comited suicide?
bullshit. They were beaten to death, or bitten do their death by the dogs. Human rights
oranisations have evidence for that, Wikipedia menni2006 1 year ago menni2006 1 year
ago Manadel al-Jamadi say it all menni2006 1 year ago immuslimtoo 1 year ago 2 "Who
did this, hateful and has no sense and do not care about children or women were not afraid
of God that he thinks is right, but it will not survive the death of God .. God will not
overlook anything Believe me" immuslimtoo 1 year ago 2 drfizzi 1 year ago 2 Why did
you cut out the plane strike? drfizzi 1 year ago 2 mrdjeuro 1 year ago mayb she didnt
catch it on film mrdjeuro 1 year ago argentinoemanuel1 1 year ago que cosa mas horrible...
argentinoemanuel1 1 year ago heysuciuhey 1 year ago thats the day the world
changed......... heysuciuhey 1 year ago zoonylk 1 year ago I live in Sweden and I was only
5 years old that day, Today i'm 12 and I was just thinking back of what I was doing that
terrifying day, I was at my hockeyschool when they turned on the tv there and on the
news it was world trade center. I remember that my mum was crying a lot. Both my dad
and my mum had been on the top of the world trade center before, but I wasn't
understanding what it was. I remember that I saw people running and a huge tower
collapse on the tv. Thank you for uploading! zoonylk 1 year ago schanzenshorty 1 year
ago it wasnt the molims omg wake up it was an inside job like London and Madrid!!!
WAKE UP PEOPLE! schanzenshorty 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago schanzenshorty
Yes,it surely was an inside job when 19 pissed off Islamic extremists seeking to martyrs
themselves through a mass homicide via their suicides flew 767s & 757s right inside the
WTC Twin Towers, the Pentagon & the ground in Shanksville, Penn. Yes, it was an
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inside job brought to you by those asolutely monsterously screwed up Islamic jihadist
terrorists that are of one of the largest terrorist organizations created by OBL & his Eye
doctor partner, Zarhawi called AlQaeda Sharky2055 1 year ago KrisnShell69 1 year ago
Funded and trained by the U.S. Gov. !! KrisnShell69 1 year ago pengsman 1 year ago
wow go to hell pengsman 1 year ago Veloce3 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam We now see just a few remaining eyes wide shut conformists,
clutching for any minor scrap of immaterial absurdity that they can,desperate to hold on
to the security that has been promised, by their authoritarian masters. We need to help
these frightened individuals. The 9/11 debate is conclusively without question, over.
There was complicity in the Highest echelons of Policy makers and Military command
and it is now just a question of time before all is exposed.
watch?v=77PeeUwmNgo&feature Veloce3 1 year ago schanzenshorty 1 year ago there
were no wrecks found at the pentagon and in Pensylvania lol. But yes keep on believe the
massmedia which is controlled by the government. schanzenshorty 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago schanzenshorty According to the fireifghters of the Arlington,
Virginia County Fire Departments who were at the Pentagon and the Volunteers of the
Shanksville Fire Department there was wreckage & carnage. If the massmedia's controlled
by the govt then how did we find out about AbuGaharib,BlackWater,Clinton'-s cigar
sexercises,Watergate,No link between Hussein & AlQaeda,Obama's fmr seat being SOLD
to the highest bidder & Fmr RepublicanSen Larry Craig's gaysex trolling? How did we
find out? Sharky2055 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago yeah you'd think the NWO could
squash a story about a little footsie with a cop in the airport can. Maybe they should
have stuck to wrestling? cornskid 1 year ago wookies3 1 year ago menni i know thats not
true b\c if it was you wouldnt be on youtube whining about it wookies3 1 year ago
menni2006 1 year ago believe me it is true. I can even send you pictures and evidences via
e-mail. I have no reason to lie. Id rather die. Why? because i hate humans...i wouldnt lie to
them, because then i WOULD be like them...that would be hell for me menni2006 1 year
ago immuslimtoo 1 year ago Let's see what you have pictures and other immuslimtoo 1
year ago Suryoyoboy8 1 year ago I erinne me still back to the time of full grief. 9.11.2001
is the day in my favourite buildings destroyt became. New York is not any more what it
was. I hate everything only because of these MOSLEMS.I no Americaner I am dear the
land. Suryoyoboy8 1 year ago weezcan 1 year ago dead to the FUCKING MUSLIMS I
HATE YOU! weezcan 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 weezcan Not all Muslims did
this. They don't all believe in the same view of Islam. It's idiotic to lump them all together
and hate them as one when they're not all the same. Sharky2055 1 year ago 2
911insidejob81 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
"Operation Northwoods" in 1962 was a plan by governament to stage acts of real
terrorism on US soil and against U.S. interests and then put the blame of these acts on
Cuba in order to generate U.S. public support for military action against the Cuban
government of Fidel Castro.Kennedy did not approve it in 1962.Bush did in 2001. 9/11
inside job. It is in wikipedia!!! google "Operation Northwoods" 911insidejob81 1 year
ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago wtc7 collapsed in 11.september at 5:20 pm. It looked like
controlled demolition! And it was!!!! If it was controlled demolition than they knew
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about 9/11 before it took place. It takes days to plan and prepare for controlled
demolition. ( not 8 hours) 911insidejob81 1 year ago mathewtaylor 1 year ago Comment
removed 911insidejob81 1 year ago 2 Why real "terrorists" ( USA elite, CIA) wanted
9/11 terroracts? to round constitutional rights with antiterrorist laws ( Homeland
security, Patriot act, Real id) invade Iraq for oil invade Afganistan for oil and pipelines
big corporation interests in gun trade and chaos in Iraq and Afganistan. turn USA in
police state ( laws controlling "terrorists") terrorist in their thoughts are free US citizens
Real id coming to us! search youtube for "Real ID" and "Fema concentration camps"
911insidejob81 1 year ago 2 PassionCollector 1 year ago I'm obsessed with Pokemon? So
you take one video, that doesn't even show me playing pokemon and call me obsessed?
Proves my point, you are an idiot. PassionCollector 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
I'm not idiot. I was basing it also on your demeanor which is immature and obsessed
seeing as how you believe in the 9/11 inside job claims. Sharky2055 1 year ago
KrisnShell69 1 year ago Lets talk about the country that was built on mass murder and
force slave labor, a country that prohibits a 18yr old to drink but has no problem sticking
a gun in his hand so he can go murder people for a living, lets talk about a country that
will invade other countrys in the name of GOD. Lets talk about a country that left
Katrina victims stranded while babies and senior citizens died in the streets. lets talk
about a country that lets police officer run around terroizing civilans& murdering
KrisnShell69 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Except for Katrina, you could be talking
about many countries. Sharky2055 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago I don't know, tell me a
country that has a better record, and I don't mind cops, they let me get away with a lot
more than I ever deserved. What country did we invade in the name of god? cornskid 1
year ago KrisnShell69 1 year ago Learn our history you know the real American History
not the water down version they teach you in there brainwashing institution called
school. KrisnShell69 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago Yes the history taught primary
schoolchildren is quite watered down. I however went to college, my degree is in
mechanical engineering with a minor in history. Your comment afirms my supposition
that you never finished high school let alone attended college, I do not believe you are
qualified to judge any form of education beyond primary as you have no experience in
that area. cornskid 1 year ago MyTanzania 1 year ago TANZANIA:: A friend to
investors and tourists with natural wonders ranging from snow in the tropics atop mount
KILIMANJARO and wild animals dotting the landscape of the SERENGETI, to picture
perfect beaches spanning the coastline, game parks and historical towns and sites
including ZANZIBAR TANZANIA is a world of diverse opportunity for both tourism
and investment. Whether for holidays or for investiment TANZANIA is a friend to all
PEACE TO THE WORLD MyTanzania 1 year ago kalnaemi 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I want every one to know specially Muslims
people & people whom practice Islam that Islam is a very dangerous, harmful & violated
religion, supports killing for what the call it Jihad We can obviously tell for what
happened on September 11, people should change thier Holly book (Qoran) in order to
prvint thier believe of word Jehad & killing kalnaemi 1 year ago Tarik360 1 year ago have
you ever read the Qur'an? Tarik360 1 year ago tafelpoot39 1 year ago what a gay music
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on the background tafelpoot39 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago No, I cannot understand
real hate, I haven't got in me, I bet you are young and have never experienced real
suffering or comradeship or seen people exceed themselves in achievment. The universe
came into existence 13.7 billion years ago. Intelligence and life itself is probably a recent
manifestation of the evolutionary process. Denial or rejection on your part does not have
lasting effects nor does it denote you as anything other than a diseased and misinformed
stupid little fuck. cornskid 1 year ago menni2006 1 year ago You dont know what
suffering is. The love of my life was raped, tortured and killed. I saw the ones
responsible. but at the court it was statement against statement. They were not punished.
They laughed at my face. That is hate! menni2006 1 year ago dcracing1 1 year ago Go
fucken fast and kill yourself you SCUM SUCKIN MUTHA FUCKA. I will walk up to
your face and ASSASSINATE you point blank, YOU PIECE of SHIT!! I hope they get
you. dcracing1 1 year ago dcracing1 1 year ago Inspirational Video of Tribute and
Memoriam. Every American, Democrats and Republicans alike as well, at least once a
year to recall what AlQuida/Terrorist can do to us at any moment! Don't ever forget y'all.
The Media should have a memoriam show every year. dcracing1 1 year ago mathewtaylor
1 year ago she seemed to have not captured the 2nd plane strike or the building
collapsing. bad edit! mathewtaylor 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago that wasn't the point
oif the video cornskid 1 year ago mathewtaylor 1 year ago never let a woman use the
camera that's all im saying. missed the 2 best bits. mathewtaylor 1 year ago immuslimtoo
1 year ago Who did this, hateful and has no sense and do not care about children or
women were not afraid of God that he thinks is right, but it will not survive the death of
God .. God will not overlook anything Believe me immuslimtoo 1 year ago
hockeyman134 1 year ago it might have been, but from where the camera is distanced
from the tower, it could have been debris. but still a good chance it was a person. Scary.
hockeyman134 1 year ago Prev 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 Next Reply Block User
Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders &
Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety
mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist
Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to
active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue
Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel
Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001
Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this
video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All
Comments (47,036) MrGymnast88 1 year ago Thats horrible-how could anyone hate
someone so much they could do something so terrible MrGymnast88 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago MrGymnast88 The kind of people that bastardize & abuse their
religion to suit their own ignorant hatred & gain their own selfish desires sated. The kind
of people that take mentally challenged teens& use them as suicide bombers.These are the
same people that have special school where young boys are taken to live & are
indoctrinated into radical Islam & its jihad, effectively brainwashed & are told how glorius
dying for it. No matter what Mushjahideen they belong to it's the same. Sharky2055 1
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year ago Veloce3 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
watch?v=d4jw_KE2Wlw Prolonged Detention....Compulsory draft........20,000 New
army Recruits for Homeland Security and many other restrictions planned. Whats going
on? What is their motivation for this? All passed in the blink of an eye!.........NWO is
dangerously close. It must be resisted. Veloce3 1 year ago PassionCollector 1 year ago
Comment removed PassionCollector 1 year ago Are you that retarded? Go fucken read
articles, there were bombs planted in the towers, it was a cover-up by the government.
PassionCollector 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago There are no valid aritcles about
bombs being planted. There's no evidence to suggest that or a govt coverup of one. I sure
wouldn't take the word of a someone obsessed with Po-ke-mon. You really shouldn't use
the word "retarded" to try to demean people. You're demaning mentally challenged
people when you do. It's not as if they can help it. Sharky2055 1 year ago
KeswickCamp08 1 year ago yeah, youre right, a "mentally retarded/slow" person is
smarter then the person youre calling a retard, so its being mean to the "mentally
retarded/slow" to compare them with such an idiot., j/k, but yeah, it really IS mean, and
its not there fault. KeswickCamp08 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago To keep the record
straight, I didn't call anyone by that term. It's more than mean, it's just wrong.
Sharky2055 1 year ago KeswickCamp08 1 year ago i know you didnt KeswickCamp08 1
year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Okay, thanks. Sharky2055 1 year ago hockeyman134 1
year ago its horrible. but the people that did this have views and aspects of life of their
own and stick to them. its just how they think. a lot of people, including i, think its
wrong, but these people don't and they pursue it like that. everyone has their own
personality and beliefs and its hard to change what they think. its just up to us to
determine right from wrong and justify it. I accept the fact that these people hate us, but
that doesnt mean i wont let them make me or anyone else suffer. hockeyman134 1 year
ago copey131 1 year ago omg can you see at about 7:35 a lil black dot dropping from the
side of the building thts a person jumping man tht was just so shocking to watch it makes
u feel so sad man copey131 1 year ago fredclause69 1 year ago omg its so horrible
fredclause69 1 year ago KrisnShell69 1 year ago If we could use jet fuel to melt steel why
do steel manufacturers spend all that money on blast furnaces? Jet fuel is equivalent to
kerosene has anybody kerosene heater ever melted? Can somebody explain how these
three buildings are the first in history to ever collapse from structural fires? The only
conspiracy is the Official Story! KrisnShell69 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Tanker
catches fire, causes Calif. road collapse msnbc. msn. com/id/18380884/ OAKLAND,
Calif. - A stretch of highway near the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge collapsed
Sunday after a gasoline tanker crashed and burst into flames, leaving one of the nations
busiest spans in a state of near paralysis. Officials said traffic could be disrupted for
months. Flames shot 200 feet in the air and the heat was intense enough to melt part of
the freeway and cause the collapse... Sharky2055 1 year ago DrmFrk80127 1 year ago
9/11 was NOT an inside job.......there was no missile and the government didnt take
anything out......freedom of the press its against the constitution and thats
treason.....surely if that was true we woulda found out who it really was.....dumbshits 4
planes were hijacked and 3 made it 2 their target simple as that DrmFrk80127 1 year ago
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ccarstenber 1 year ago Oh my god, it's time to start thinking. of course it WAS inside job.
watch other movies, read, think, there is enough information. !!! ccarstenber 1 year ago
matt270296 1 year ago your english dosent suck and i agree with everything you said!
matt270296 1 year ago ImyManz99 1 year ago The FBI deleted the cruise missile at
11:45... what a bullshit video. Bob and Bri need to tell us why the FBI deleted the socalled "plane" impact, what are they trying to hide??? These screwballs are lying to you
every single day. 9/11 was an inside job. ImyManz99 1 year ago hannigan06 1 year ago
Go fuck your self that would be an inside job. hannigan06 1 year ago ImyManz99 1 year
ago "Go fuck your self that would be an inside job." WOW! Simply amazing, another
brainwashed sheep hybrid "talking the talk". Leave the research to grown ups and go play
your x-box. ImyManz99 1 year ago hannigan06 1 year ago pog mo thoin cherub go die old
man and leave living to the youngsters. Cause your mind is playing tricks on you.
hannigan06 1 year ago menni2006 1 year ago Brilliant! Sadly it was the last assault for a
long time. I hope they burn to death. For all the torture rape and child abuse in abu
ghairab and guantanamo...it seems justice prevails in the End. For every dead american
civilian i will fast one day..its a promise menni2006 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago I'm
sure your fasting will be a great comfort to the families of the deceased. Perhaps you
could do it consequitively? Just under 3,000 about 8 years should do, that may help you
gain perspective on the people who lived through the hollocaust. cornskid 1 year ago
menni2006 1 year ago hollocaust...a wonderful thing. i enjoy every minute reading about
that. i am misanthrop...and the only wish i have in life is to see more death. more Hate.
More destruction. I HATE humans...but someone like you cant understand what real hate
is menni2006 1 year ago lemonboy007 1 year ago Your a fucking cunt. Go die in a hole
you bastard! lemonboy007 1 year ago ImyManz99 1 year ago This video is fail, they
deleted the impact of the missile... pure BS. They want us to believe a 767 hit the WTC,
lmao, you wish Bob and Bri. Tell us who edited your video. 1 star. ImyManz99 1 year
ago skyterror888 1 year ago wow Let; pray to god that we can be like them then we can
die and be famous like Obama skyterror888 1 year ago xxxCHIVONGxxx 1 year ago Can I
ask you what kind of camera you were using? Because that's a very powerful zoom
lenses. xxxCHIVONGxxx 1 year ago rpcheergirl 1 year ago this is probably the most
emotional and best video footage of the wtc on 9/11 I have ever seen. When I started
watching it I felt like being put in that situation and not knowing what is happening next.
I'm kinda speechless now, no words. this is still shocking to me. rpcheergirl 1 year ago
richmondpalmbay62 1 year ago Welcome to nagasaki, Japan it says see hatred want to
see it attacked richmondpalmbay62 1 year ago richmondpalmbay62 1 year ago Kermit
was thought to be in the pentagon atthe time of the explosion and his sibling 50 billion
cops in florida brevard were positive police brutality 400 e sheridan rd. melbourneflorida
richmondpalmbay62 1 year ago wonderbrawl 1 year ago KERBLAMO! wonderbrawl 1
year ago hitandrundude44 1 year ago you asshole hitandrundude44 1 year ago texas224 1
year ago Guess what, the Messiah is inviting danger into our country. texas224 1 year ago
richmondpalmbay62 1 year ago If the plane says air force one on the outside of be quiet
in brevard county florida what it says at patrick air force base florida need psychiatrists
richmondpalmbay62 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago For those of you who don't know,
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lower Manhatten is Jew central, there are thousands there and many were killed on 911.
All religeons were represented in the dramitis of that day. There were real Muslims killed
there as well, I do not count the hijackers, they abandonded their religeon when they
picked up the sword of hate. It's slightly nauseating to see people attempting to steal
AlQuada's "statement" for their own purposses, I'm not certain if there's a term
derrogotory enough for them. cornskid 1 year ago HigHerOrdeR 1 year ago ok, maybe
you are right about that point, i reject my comment. The mistake came from me coz i
didnt investigate the news of that, sorry again. HigHerOrdeR 1 year ago ljusdalkid 1 year
ago ít's horrible that someone can do a ting like that :( ljusdalkid 1 year ago HigHerOrdeR
1 year ago Comment removed cornskid 1 year ago Why would you say that? It's an
absolute lie. Several hundred Jews were killed on 911, probably the 1st person killed was
Jewish. A captain in Israeli secret service was on one of the planes, it's a shame he wasn't
able to deal with the AlQuada operatives but 5-1 is pretty long odds. Son, why did you
post what you posted? Your id says your french, do you think lying to Americans is the
way to influence public opinion? Perhaps it is but if you win then what have you won? I
bet you don't answer. cornskid 1 year ago robinator1234 1 year ago you should die hit
and run...your a peice of shit... my friends mom was a flight atendent on united 93... she
one one of the sweetest mothers ive ever met... fuckin asshole robinator1234 1 year ago
Flasktop07 1 year ago wow, everybody on youtube is a dumbass 10yerar old kid
Flasktop07 1 year ago GraydonW 1 year ago Sounds like the end of the world, listen to
those sirens with your eyes closed >:()! GraydonW 1 year ago hitandrundude44 1 year
ago 19:42 holy crap, thats just insane hitandrundude44 1 year ago Xmaxify 1 year ago We
will get our payback with the RAQ, we already have. still surreal my god Xmaxify 1 year
ago howue1221 1 year ago R.I.P howue1221 1 year ago SSDDdash 1 year ago show hide
yes yes yes. im proud of all people involved in that attack, pay-back time baby.. payback time. now is your turn to feel the heat, you american zionist ignorant bastard. your
greed takes you down..yes yes & now ................. your turn . you fucking with us - you
fucking with the best. thats not everything.. more to come just wait . SSDDdash 1 year
ago Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 SSDDdash What the hell are you babbling on about? You're
NO better than those you're babbling about... Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 voyce0reezon 1
year ago 4 holy crap...you conspiracy nuts are morons...do yourself a favor, quit smoking
pot, move out of your mom's house and give reality a shot.... voyce0reezon 1 year ago 4
KrisnShell69 1 year ago maybe you should try to smoke pot it might help you use the
little bit of brain you have left!! KrisnShell69 1 year ago bigqu33n 1 year ago how many
poeple died that day ??? bigqu33n 1 year ago hannigan06 1 year ago 3,000 hannigan06 1
year ago bigqu33n 1 year ago really sad bigqu33n 1 year ago KrisnShell69 1 year ago If it
was that easy to demo two, tall ass fucking buildings what the fuck do demo contractors
use explosives?? Why don't they use two remote controlled 757 getting ready to be put
out of commission?? The sheep say bah while the people ask questions!! Long Live The
Truth!! KrisnShell69 1 year ago KrisnShell69 1 year ago Also for those who want to tag
me a conspiracy theorist, fuck you! Don't be mad because I rationalize why you just eat
what is fed to you like a fucking farm animal. You all are sheep being lead to the slaughter
you can't even see the obvious if it jumped up and ripped your fucking nose off. For who
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ever has something to sat about the curse words being used fuck you Im grows and pissed
that there are so many people taking the goverments word for it when it comes to this
tragic day!! KrisnShell69 1 year ago hannigan06 1 year ago Conspiracy theorist. At 7:53
7:54 and 7:57 that is one piece of glass rotating as it is falling to the ground. It happens
earlier at 7:39 you can see it and follow it up to 7:44 when it shines due to reflecting the
suns rays. That is what I get from my own studying of this video. No demolition just
some windows bursting because pressure does that. A snake constricts and can cause its
victims eyes to pop out. Same thing with the minutes that I watched. hannigan06 1 year
ago KrisnShell69 1 year ago good try!! KrisnShell69 1 year ago hannigan06 1 year ago
Well its what I saw so thats all I need seeing something with my own eyes. I and the
majority do not need a few like you to tell what it is we see. If any one tells me
something I will go and look it up myself. You go on believing what ever it is that you
believe for what ever reasons. Just keep it to yourself and tell the rest out there like you
the same damn thing. Peace!! hannigan06 1 year ago KrisnShell69 1 year ago Well since
you look things up did you bother looking up the probability of planes hitting buildings
in two different areas but both buildings fell the same way, or even the fact that the
second building that got hit fell first. We don't expect you to believe anything but I expect
you to use your brain. I have never seen so many people ready to defend a lie and so
quick to cast down the ones searching for the truth but that is the whole reason the world
is the way it is. KrisnShell69 1 year ago KrisnShell69 1 year ago I still don't understand
the big debate over this video. A couple of years ago I came across this video and pointed
out some disturbing things like: at 7min 50 sec through the video if you listen closely you
will hear a whistle sound and if you look closely at the building 1-2 sec later you can see
2 flashes of light and a loud sound. After seeing that I watched the video again and seen
the same flashes in different places throughout the building. KrisnShell69 1 year ago
suicune690 1 year ago OMG at 9:26 there are people waving. suicune690 1 year ago
FunnyPetStudios 1 year ago I bet 911 was a false alarm the plane looked like it was
loosing gas then plane blew up before it crashed no when it hit the building this plane
came from America its not a jet fighter or a test plane so it probably was not terrorist....I
belive it wasn't the government or terrorist... FunnyPetStudios 1 year ago 911insidejob81
1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was an inside job
Criminal Elements within the US Government staged a "False Flag" Terror Attack on its
own citizens,in order to manipulate public perception into supporting its agenda. WTC7
collapse was controlled demolition! 911 was an Inside Job . please watch "9/11
coincidences part 7" 911insidejob81 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago 9/11 was an
inside job Criminal Elements within the US Government staged a "False Flag" Terror
Attack on its own citizens,in order to manipulate public perception into supporting its
agenda. WTC7 collapse was controlled demolition! 911 was an Inside Job . please watch
"9/11 coincidences part 7" 911insidejob81 1 year ago DX231 1 year ago ohh god please
give it up DX231 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam wtc7 collapsed in 11.september at 5:20 pm. It looked like controlled
demolition! And it was!!!! If it was controlled demolition than they knew about 9/11
before it took place. It takes days to plan and prepare for controlled demolition. ( not 8
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hours) 911insidejob81 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago Why real "terrorists" ( USA
elite, CIA) wanted 9/11 terroracts? to round constitutional rights with antiterrorist laws (
Homeland security, Patriot act, Real id) invade Iraq for oil invade Afganistan for oil and
pipelines big corporation interests in gun trade and chaos in Iraq and Afganistan. turn
USA in police state ( laws controlling "terrorists") terrorist in their thoughts are free US
citizens Real id coming to us! search youtube for "Real ID" and "Fema concentration
camps" 911insidejob81 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam wtc7 collapsed in 11.september at 5:20 pm. It looked like
controlled demolition! And it was!!!! If it was controlled demolition than they knew
about 9/11 before it took place. It takes days to plan and prepare for controlled
demolition. ( not 8 hours) 911insidejob81 1 year ago fidelcat 1 year ago clearly the audio
is real time the video is not real time fidelcat 1 year ago immuslimtoo 1 year ago 3 You
can pray for the dead and asked God's forgiveness immuslimtoo 1 year ago 3 cornskid 1
year ago Everyone suffers because people cannot let go of hate. My country the USA
once had a great advantage, as Americans we had no long established enemies and we
harbored no hatred....comperetively I mean. Since WW2 however I fear all that's changing,
perhaps it was inevitible but it's still sad. cornskid 1 year ago immuslimtoo 1 year ago 2
God be in their aid ... Please God to have mercy on all the dead were the sons of Adam ...
You know that the people of Iraq and Palestine, see more of this suffering .. immuslimtoo
1 year ago 2 immuslimtoo 1 year ago 2 I swear it was not Muslims God knows the right
... Who work in the denomination of Islam .. Will get punishment from God And
terrorism has no religion immuslimtoo 1 year ago 2 cornskid 1 year ago I agree, they were
criminals, not religeous, they simply use religeon as a cover. No religeon condons murder
in any form. We need keep this option open to all and eventually people will take it.
cornskid 1 year ago Veloce3 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam watch?v=NssOoK7PQcY&feature What was the media doing?....Watch this and
witness a story on 9/11 even more bizarre and unrealistic than Fire obliterating buildings!
Veloce3 1 year ago Vnesful 1 year ago not out of disrepect is that a body falling @ 7:34?
God Bless all that perished that day and their families Vnesful 1 year ago cornskid 1 year
ago almost certainly, over 200 jumped, there are very many stories about it. A
professionel photographer (woman) took some pics from below, it was very dangerous
and people were running by her, but she stayed for a long time, not really taking pics but
looking up. When asked about it she said she could see them looking at her as they fell
and couldn't let them see her walk away and die alone.....absolutely heart breaking.
cornskid 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago He'd have to come. cornskid 1 year ago
westside159 1 year ago it was the taliban , period .. they got camera footage of them
bordering the planes ... get it right and who ordered it guess who yes Bin Laden , and they
still cant find his ass .. crazy westside159 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago yeah, no one has
collected that 25 million yet, the reward was a mistake, shows more contempt and
arrogence, Obama should cancel the reward and call him out. cornskid 1 year ago
IIIDaemon 1 year ago ..heck of a view! why was this video cut at 11:45-46, moment of
impact on wtc2/flt175..? the camera was pointed toward the direction of the planes path
just after the cut.. military plane at 12:18..? fade/transition at 17:22..? thx for sharing the
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video, imho its these cuts and fades in 'independent' and broadcast media videos that help
fuel the conspiracy theories.. IIIDaemon 1 year ago keali93 1 year ago wery goog image c
trés bien cette image gooooooooooooooooooood image keali93 1 year ago
BAMBOOTHEWALK 1 year ago HELPING THE HOMELESS and im promothing
human kindness as i walk across AMERICA for every life lost in 911 2001 and our
soldiers lost, lets change some ones life im calling all millionaires/billionaires/all
celebs/HUMAN BEINGS to walk a mile with me and in that mile help some one so for
every life lost is a life gained ARMAND YOUNG(BAMBOOTHEWALK)UTUBE OR
MAN WALKS AGROSS AMERICA GOD BLESS R TROOPS IM CALLING ALL
ANGELS BAMBOOTHEWALK 1 year ago dorgaorfa 1 year ago thats wat americans do
for being the most violent ace on earth! im not taking sides but americans deserve wat
they got yet there still in iraq 'liberating' it! no wonder americans r jokes lol dorgaorfa 1
year ago DuodenumShot 1 year ago Thumbs up DuodenumShot 1 year ago
HockeyJock6476 1 year ago I wish you were in that building on that day. You don't
deserve to live, you should be killed instantly. HockeyJock6476 1 year ago spitfirecs420
1 year ago Watching this video makes me sick theres nothing else I have to say.
spitfirecs420 1 year ago KevinMerck 1 year ago Anyone interested in the truth needs to
see this video from Architects and Engineers for 911 Truth. 911 Blueprint for Truth The Architecture for Destruction - With Richard Gage, AIA The events of 911 are not a
Liberal versus Conservative issue, and they're not a political issue, they are in fact a
criminal issue. All three towers were brought down by controlled demolition. The world
is waking up to this fact. KevinMerck 1 year ago allamericandude15 1 year ago That
movie is conspiracy theorist propaganda. They take the actual facts, skew them, and
pepper them with quotes taken out of context. allamericandude15 1 year ago kiprux88 1
year ago i was watching tv when all chanells started to show this.. kiprux88 1 year ago
SeanUSA1993 1 year ago I was not old enough at the time of the attack i was only 9 but i
remember how everyone was scared and did not know what to do. SeanUSA1993 1 year
ago marcus2am 1 year ago Oh my goodness! It's actually true. Pay atention around 3:07 3:13, you can see a UFO! But look closely, you can actually see it disappear. :) Now
that's proof. marcus2am 1 year ago mrkskull 1 year ago I saw the UFO! mrkskull 1 year
ago Veloce3 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Bush sits as
victims perish How did he know that attcks weren't going 2 be ongoing and more severe
What was he waiting 4 Snatched video evidence No-WMD Evidence shipped o/seas
PNAC -New Pearl Harbor Prior info of attcks Lied about War games on 9/11 NORAD
disabled FEMA/EPA-the air is safe to breathe 3 Pulverised Building (2 explode
Identically) Vaporised Planes Tangible secondary explosions and a bunch of loons on
Utube objecting to independent critique NEED ANYTHING ELSE 2 CONCLUDE A
COVER UP Veloce3 1 year ago Veloce3 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam I can see it now.. Secret Service: "President, the country is under attack, it
appears that this could be the most devastating attack in our history, 1000's are being
murdered as we speak" President.. "Can't you see I'm trying to read..ask Dick to sort it
out"..The President calls over to the teacher.."Miss , miss, what does this word say"
Anyone who thinks that the President wasn't aware of what was happening before it
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happened, needs a serious reality check.Security protocol was ignored. Veloce3 1 year
ago Danizike 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ALL
YOUTUBERS!!! A massive prank will be pulled on "comedian" Fred on youtube. What
is trying to be done is get everyone that has a subscription to fred, to unsubscribe. If this
is succsesful, then it will make the news, cause controversy, COPY & PASTE IF YOU
SUPPORT
THIS!!
PASTE
ON
OTHER
VIDEOS
ALSO
(THE UNSUBSCRIBING WILL
BEGIN ON JUNE 1st) Paste TO AS MANY VIDEOS AS HUMANLY POSSIBLE
Danizike 1 year ago aminianjan 1 year ago Say fuck to BUSH fuck to CHENEY fuck to
republican Dear people this was completely the decision of fuckin BUSH AND USA
government no Binladan no Alqaida bush usa government knew about this situation
murder bastard bush aminianjan 1 year ago VinceP1974 1 year ago psst... Bush isn't
President anymore... We now have a black communist for president... So much better.
VinceP1974 1 year ago aminianjan 1 year ago Comment removed marine882 1 year ago
they weren't f(&!^# military planes godd@^^!+ people need to get that out of their
heads. F(&. marine882 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam "Operation Northwoods" in 1962 was a plan by
governament to stage acts of real terrorism on US soil and against U.S. interests and then
put the blame of these acts on Cuba in order to generate U.S. public support for military
action against the Cuban government of Fidel Castro.Kennedy did not approve it in
1962.Bush did in 2001. 9/11 inside job. It is in wikipedia!!! google "Operation
Northwoods" 911insidejob81 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam Why real "terrorists" ( USA elite, CIA) wanted 9/11
terroracts? to round constitutional rights with antiterrorist laws ( Homeland security,
Patriot act, Real id) invade Iraq for oil invade Afganistan for oil and pipelines big
corporation interests in gun trade and chaos in Iraq and Afganistan. turn USA in police
state ( laws controlling "terrorists") terrorist in their thoughts are free US citizens Real id
coming to us! search youtube for "Real ID" and "Fema concentration camps"
911insidejob81 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago 2 wtc7 collapsed in 11.september at
5:20 pm. It looked like controlled demolition! And it was!!!! If it was controlled
demolition than they knew about 9/11 before it took place. It takes days to plan and
prepare for controlled demolition. ( not 8 hours) 911insidejob81 1 year ago 2
allamericandude15 1 year ago o...kay. You're saying that the government was like "Ah,
hell, we've knocked down two towers, why not knock down a third"? That building fell
because it was severely damaged when the other two towers fell on it. allamericandude15
1 year ago JMweb22 1 year ago No all 3 buildings were taken down by demolition. Please
educate yourself, with movies such as 9/11 mysteries, loose change, and others.
JMweb22 1 year ago wolfman8325 1 year ago those movies are conspiarcy theorists
propaganda and are completely uneducated and ignorant. wolfman8325 1 year ago
JMweb22 1 year ago Sorry wolfman8325, I did the research and so have many others.
Interesting, how a steel building has never collapsed due to fire in human history. Pretty
unusually how 3 fell in one day, all in the same way, and building 7 which wasn't even
hit. How does it feel to be duped by your own country? JMweb22 1 year ago cornskid 1
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year ago If they did all that then why didn't they plant WMD in Iraq superbrain?
cornskid 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago Well come on you claim to have researched it
what would be the point of arranging 911 then having to leave Iraq in disgrace when by
doing a conspiracy about a million times less involved (planting WMD in Iraq) you could
have justified the whole thing? There's no good answer and you won't admit that you're
either a bigoted fool or an outright liar but there is no third option. cornskid 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago JMweb22 You haven't done any research. Stop kdding yourself.
No steel building. Except the Sight and Sound Theater in Pennsylvania, McCormick
Center in Chicago, the Kader Toy Factory in Thailand, Dogwood Elementary School in
Reston, and an unnamed apartment complex in Harlem. Other than that, you're right. No
steel
buildings.
Ever.
sfgate.
com/cgi-bin/article.
cgi?f=/c/a/2007/04/29/BAGVOPHQ-U46.DTL (SF bridge melts collapses Sharky2055 1
year ago allamericandude15 1 year ago Amen to wolfman8325. I choose to educate myself
with actual facts, not movies (although "Band of Brothers" was pretty good! :-P )
allamericandude15 1 year ago shatwood 1 year ago thank you bro. I'd like to put the 9/11
conspiracy theorists in with the terrorists at club gitmo. shatwood 1 year ago tacquito07
1 year ago They knocked it down because the owners cashed in on TWICE the insurance
money to demolish it. They claimed it was two separate attacks. tacquito07 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago tacquito07 That's incorrect. The owner of the towers is the New
York Port Authority. It leased the WTC towers to Silverstein Properties who as part of
the agreement had to insure it. After the attack they claimed to the insurnace there were 2
planes therefore 2 attacks. After a few years in a courtbattle, they recieved $4.26 billion&
still had to pay the lease& insurance pmyts w/out the income of the tenant payments. As
of right now rebuiding the towers is a few billion$'s short. Sharky2055 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago usatoday. com/money/industries/insurance-/2004-12-07-wtcinsurance_x.
ht
m
insurancejournal.
com/magazines/southcentral/200-2/09/02/features/23196.
ht
m
insurancejournal.
com/news/national/2006/10/19/7-3411. ht m Sharky2055 1 year ago allamericandude15 1
year ago 2 So it's gone from a conspiracy to start an oil war to a conspiracy to make
insurance money. Make up your mind, conspiracy theorists. allamericandude15 1 year
ago 2 robstuk666 1 year ago This will also be an inside job, with special help from the cdc
I'm sure, oh and forced vaccinations. Who are the high ranking officials again with stock in
tamiflu and vaccines? Brings me to another point, who helped pass aspartame? donald
rumsfeld. 80 millions americans drink water contaminated with hospital waste, and
contamination. They don't care if we die, they care about dumbing us down and getting
away with murder, and they like money ALOT. robstuk666 1 year ago robstuk666 1
year ago People who are so quick to assume our Gov't could in no way be involved are
probably unaware of our nations history of false flag attacks, and other various infamous
ventures to persuade public opinion, or just plain out to kill people for profit. Gulf of
tonkin, tuskegee experiments, small pox blankets. Hitler was quoted saying the BIGGER
the lie the more believable it would be to the masses. Guy's we are the new nazi's think
about it. pandemic outbreak, 2010 will be the year of DEATH. robstuk666 1 year ago
JHAAMYEESS 1 year ago 2 the building's collapsed because the plane or the building
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had thermite on it. JHAAMYEESS 1 year ago 2 THP8THPS 1 year ago No, it collapsed
because of the intense heat of the fire, which melted the metal bars holding up the
building. At least that's what I saw on TV THP8THPS 1 year ago AidanNagolxxx 1 year
ago wow! Amazing footage. AidanNagolxxx 1 year ago interstategar 1 year ago 3 the
idiots that beleive it was a us gov't conspiracy are stupid with zero point zero evidence of
that. interstategar 1 year ago 3 maciekdb1994 1 year ago 2 Exacly! Finally someone with
balls! maciekdb1994 1 year ago 2 matti1080 1 year ago I liked the WTC. Why they
blown it up? matti1080 1 year ago Veloce3 1 year ago We now see just a few remaining
eyes wide shut conformists, clutching for any minor scrap of immaterial absurdity that
they can,desperate to hold on to the security that has been promised, by their
authoritarian masters. We need to help these frightened individuals. The 9/11 debate is
conclusively without question over. There was complicity in the Highest echelons of
Policy makers and military command and it is now just a question of time before all is
exposed. watch?v=77PeeUwmNgo&feature Veloce3 1 year ago Willux 1 year ago what
bugs me is how the heck did the building just collapse like that from such an impact? It's
as if it sank to the ground.... normally, this shouldn't happen Willux 1 year ago
interstategar 1 year ago it didn't collapse from the impact. Its stood for 2 hours and then
collapsed. The heat from the fire weaked the the steel floor joists and it collapsed from
the point of the impact then on down. Get your "facts" straight. Think! interstategar 1
year ago laurasIs2c 1 year ago If you are a chemistry expert perhaps you know what you
are talking about, there's no doubt that you are a good person who has the courage to stay
open to the truth no matter what because that is the best treasure. The known truth at
this point is that at no time in history has any fire no matter what the fuel was, not even
the atom bomb in WWII, burned cement into dust and steel into a multant form that
lasted more than three weeks. Beyond that, I can't say much, but that is something.
laurasIs2c 1 year ago Sakoderman 1 year ago America really deseved this, but not the
people in the towers and on the planes. America shouldnt think that they rule the world.
If they didnt interfere with the middle east this would never happen. Hello from Slovenia
Sakoderman 1 year ago clanserver 1 year ago You deserve a plane into your house. Think
before you commend. America might be an arrogant country, but people died up there!
clanserver 1 year ago KanasDragunov 1 year ago World must recognize USA as a terrorist
country... KanasDragunov 1 year ago joinaten 1 year ago When our soldiers were in
Afganistan USA really prepared thousands of talibians. Now USA suffers. I am 16-years
old citizen of Russian Federation. In 2001 I was 9-years old. But I remember that I was
shocked, my parents were shocked, my friends, teachers, all Russia was shocked. Thats
why I will not say "die, stupid americans". I only say: "America, you made an error!".
joinaten 1 year ago shaneinkster 1 year ago i was 13 when this hapend shaneinkster 1
year ago ILoveOsamaBinIaden 1 year ago fucking yanks lol in 25 years i can buy yank
slaves for 5 bucks ILoveOsamaBinIaden 1 year ago ulmovarda 1 year ago 3 Theres a lot
of evil in this world. but i have faith that god will bring them to justice. The terrorist and
the war criminals. I was at school when 9/11 happened. It is very sad and horrific.
ulmovarda 1 year ago 3 beanerhomes 1 year ago wuz sum oone u know the wuz on d
towers cuz i hear a girl crying???? beanerhomes 1 year ago ILoveOsamaBinIaden 1 year
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ago show hide The fucking useless americans got their ass kicked looooool fuck the U.S.A
ILoveOsamaBinIaden 1 year ago 1800shit 1 year ago fuck u ass u sholud of been on the
plane and only u 1800shit 1 year ago shaneinkster 1 year ago 2 you mean god bless the
USA shaneinkster 1 year ago 2 xjv8 1 year ago 2 america made the taliban, when the
russians were in afghanistan, they helped bin laden, they made saddam hussein and
everything ells. americans are war-criminals, no doubt about it, what u need is
punishment. im german and my country did the same shit 70 years ago, but we got our
punishment, u still need it, i pray to god that someday u americans get bombed. Why
were u in iraq? wappons of mass d.? XD u are liars and mass murderers and i hate u
bastard! sry 4 my bad english xjv8 1 year ago 2 Sharky2055 1 year ago xjv8 Wrong! Your
userId should be, FOOL8. Sharky2055 1 year ago ILoveOsamaBinIaden 1 year ago fuckin
yanks OWNED HAHAHAHAHA ILoveOsamaBinIaden 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year
ago ILoveOsamaBinIaden Joined: May 23, 2009 Last Sign In: 6 minutes ago Videos
Watched: 2 Subscribers: 0 Channel Views: 0 Age: 69 Country: Afghanistan
<<<<<<<<<<< Obvious TROLL account.....Yawn...... Sharky2055 1 year ago ulmovarda
1 year ago God knows all, I live in the UK and people feel here that our freedom is in
danger. the uk is the most watched nation on earth from Big Brother. After 9/11 we lost
more freedoms in the uk. Our politions are spending our tax money on there swimming
pools and seconded home for there families. We are slaves to money. before 9/11 we were
not free and after we 9/11 are even more enslaved by terrorist, policed states govements
and greedy bankers. ulmovarda 1 year ago 1110541 1 year ago wake america!!! were
losing our freedom!!! 1110541 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago 1110541 Please tell me
what freedoms you've supposedly lost. Sharky2055 1 year ago joinaten 1 year ago 3
Hey, America! When will you understand that we must be friends on the war counter
terrorism? From Russia. joinaten 1 year ago 3 immuslimtoo 1 year ago Muslims do not
have to do with it ... We do not allow the killing of children and innocent women and
Islam, which does not antagonize You understand about Islam is wrong immuslimtoo 1
year ago filesharedetc 1 year ago fuck muslim! filesharedetc 1 year ago KanasDragunov 1
year ago hey bastard you and your country and cristians are the biggest terrorists in the
world KanasDragunov 1 year ago kiprux88 1 year ago zomg kiprux88 1 year ago zdumbi
1 year ago Great Vid ! zdumbi 1 year ago Coachwkr 1 year ago "We should invade their
countries, kill their leaders and convert them to Christianity." -- Ann Coulter Coachwkr
1 year ago AlextheTitan 1 year ago Is she that retarded blonde woman? AlextheTitan 1
year ago immuslimtoo 1 year ago mr.coachwkr...Is this the Christian Jihad!!? Yes, we
have you started and Iraq is the evidence But the right will appear in the end ... And I
know that the Muslims of the hostile attack on Islam And not allowed to kill innocent
people Muslims have nothing to do with what is happening immuslimtoo 1 year ago
bharatkumargupta 1 year ago thats what they so called islamic fundamentals are
doin,what difference wud then be in em and you? If u hav guns why not eradicate terror
from pak,afghanistan and islamic mentality? Just visit thes nations,see the sufferings of
people thru bad politics,once u do that i gurantee u ll feel much satisfied then sittin n
typing lik this,US bribes terror to us sir,lol they r nothin infront of ur equipped
forces,then why the hell they are there???u temme? bharatkumargupta 1 year ago
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eyeofhell1234 1 year ago thank you for uploading eyeofhell1234 1 year ago bigsoundz 1
year ago Sharky, how do you explain that debris samples taken by different scientists
show trace elements of the same military type explosives? bigsoundz 1 year ago
ngjiwei0108 1 year ago don be sad it has pass ngjiwei0108 1 year ago bigsoundz 1 year
ago Here is a thought experiment about 911 -- they didn't find bodies or luggage, but
magically at all three crash sites they find the passports of the terrorists. Now look at the
debris and ask yourself how that's possible -- i.e., no bodies, no luggage, but passports
and ID cards found. bigsoundz 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago bigsoundz Who told
you that lie? Sharky2055 1 year ago bigsoundz 1 year ago Comment removed bigsoundz
1 year ago Comment removed BDIGITAL11 1 year ago thermite-eaten steel, video of
burning thermite on building, free-fall collapse, sound of explosions, testimonials of
explosions, examples of other building not collapsing after jet impact, collapse of building
7 for a reason being a fire (when people believe this, i literally laugh at loud) ALL OF
THESE VERSUS OSAMA BIN LADEN....lol, this is could be a proof for mind control
BDIGITAL11 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago 1st off the same that was use came from
a woman's apartment, NOT the WTC debris. It was dust from a woman's apartment.
2nd, to use thermite would be impossible. It has to be placed directly on the steel& steel
has to be rigged to be detnated. This means x2 towers @110 floors each 100's of workers
have to take out everything out of the offices,jackham up concrete & exposee those steel
beams, wire it all up, put it all back w/out the biz's&their employees,NYPA&WTC
ConstructionMantDept finding out. Sharky2055 1 year ago BDIGITAL11 1 year ago if
things are well planned, everything is possible. if someone told you 10 years ago that
planes were gonna be hijacked and hit the towers you would be in denial...and believe,
that is MORE far-fetched than thermite being put in a building...remember,
EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE, thats why i welcome everything and agree with it only
when i see proof before my eyes BDIGITAL11 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago BD
Can see you se the problem with that?It couldn't happen without being noticed. Also,
explosions were mentioned in a generic context. None spoke of hearing, seeing or feeling
explosives literally. There was no freefall. Major debris fields fell OUTPACED the
collapsing portions of the towers. So there goes the freefall. WTC collapsed due to the
fires causing thermal expansion. NIST has explained it. Also, FDNY fire chiefs were
greatly concerned it would collapse. It's nothing to laugh at. Sharky2055 1 year ago
bigsoundz 1 year ago People did report of seeing and hearing explosions on 9/11. 2. Of
course, it's possible to rig a building with military grade explosives -- you won't even hear
a noise for certain types of explosives because they eat through steel without sound. Find
a Navy Seal and ask that question. They just needed a few elavator repair type guys to
put charges on the supporting beams with detonators. The planes hit the buildings, but
that's not what brought them down. bigsoundz 1 year ago BDIGITAL11 1 year ago
Comment removed BDIGITAL11 1 year ago are you joking? no one talked about hearing
explosions? you see how media censuring fucks with ppls minds? im really sorry for you
if you consider cnn, abc, or fox news to be reliable. why don't you look for answers on
the internet, or in books?? i dont get you lazy-ass people watchin the evining news and
thinking you know everything about this god-forsaken world!! look for videos on
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youtube of cops and firemen still covered in blood saying they heard explosions before
the collapse! LOOK IT UP BDIGITAL11 1 year ago bigsoundz 1 year ago BDigital: I'm
with you. By the way, boxcutters, false passports, false flag operations are the modus
operandi of the Mossad -- look that up. On youtube check: USS LIBERTY bigsoundz 1
year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago BD Read it again. People reported explosions in a generic
sense. None talked about explosives literally being there or the cause. Not all explosions
equate to explosives being used. How do you know what my sources are? U don't, so U
shouldn't assume. The evidence was given by everyday average people, including some of
the victims that told perished. Why are U dismissing them? That's horrible. The FDNY,
NYPD, NYPA all do NOT subscribe to the explosives theories. There's no evidence of of
it. Sharky2055 1 year ago bigsoundz 1 year ago it's possible to rig a building with military
grade explosives -- you won't even hear a noise for certain types of explosives because
they eat through steel without sound. bigsoundz 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Big
No, it's really not when those towers are crammed with businesseswith exployees and
visitors on 110 floors, x 2 towers. The WTC Construction Management Department
would've been right on top of it because that's their job. The same for the NY PA police
who were/are security inside and out 24/7 for the WTC. Also there were NO explosives
that because NONE of the witnesses felt nor heard heard them. Also, the FDNY
would've found remnants of materials used when they were trying to find victims
Sharky2055 1 year ago robstuk666 1 year ago Even if you can explain away the
demolition do to bombs in the towers, you CAN'T not account for the planes hitting the
towers with knowledge that fires could take down the towers. My point being the so
called military training exercises that were on going leading up to, and the day of 9/11,
what would be the odds of them training for something so radical(specifically, planes
hitting the towers and the pentagon), to have it happen? The players involved were
probably unaware or confused. robstuk666 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago robstuk
There was NO demolition of any kind. There were NO concussions felt by witnesses nor
heard. There wasn't any remnants found. There wouldn't have even been an opportunity
to do it because it would be too huge of an undetaking to go unnoticed. The NYPA Police
were in the towers & out 24/7. Also, it was the WTC Construction Mangt Dept's job to
be on top of things like that. Military training exercises go on all the time. No biggy.
Sharky2055 1 year ago robstuk666 1 year ago You need to re-read my msg to you. I said
even if it wasn't demolition, could still be an inside job. Marvin bush was head of the
security team the weeks leading up to 9/11, updating security in both towers. There was
a RARE weekend power down leading up to 9/11, and the bomb sniffing dogs were also
pulled. So certain members could have been involved from your so-called security team.
Eyewitness accounts of strange construction, and banging sounds on certain no access
floors as well. robstuk666 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago robstu You're incorrect.
MarvinBush was a Chairman of the company that would install a security system into
the WTCs. He stepped down in 2000. The New York Port Authority Police are the
security for the WTC inside & out 24/7. There was no powerdown. The dogs were still
there. As for construction, it's the WTC Construction Management Department's to be
on top of construction, so nothing nefarious could've happened without their knowing.
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All your information is incorrect. Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Port
Authority Police, the New York City Police, the New York City Fire Department, David
W. Lim, Police Officer, PAPD K-9: "Officers from every rank (Superintendent to Police
Officer) as well as my partner, explosive detector K-9 Sirius were killed in the attack.
Many would ask what the PAPD was doing in the World Trade Center. A little known
fact was that we were always there." Sharky2055 1 year ago robstuk666 1 year ago it
doesnt change the fact that flying the planes into the towers was an inside job, with
knowledge that fires could have dropped them. robstuk666 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year
ago robstuk666 Wrong again. Where's your source for such a claim? These hijackers were
sent by AlQaeda. The paper trail leads back to AlQaeda members. AlQaeda declared war
on us in 1992. Bin Laden took responsiblity for the 2001 attack on a video released 1 day
before the election of what would become GW's re-election. Sharky2055 1 year ago
robstuk666 1 year ago Back in the 80's the U.S. Gov't funded alQeada. Why? robstuk666
1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago robstuk666 AlQaeda wasn't formed until 1982 in
Sudan when OBL was harbored & co-habited with the Sudanese government. The US
govt supported a Mujahideen army that fought aginst the Soviets in Afghanistan. That
was when Russia was behind the Iron Curtain still so the US govt didn't want them to
have that land. The US isn't the 1st country to support a military faction that way.
Sharky2055 1 year ago allamericandude15 1 year ago We didn't fund Al Qeada - it wasn't
even a major group yet. We funded Saddam Hussein, and that's because we didn't know
what he was really up to. I know Saddam Hussein and Al Qeada are often spoken of
synonymously, but get your facts straight. allamericandude15 1 year ago cornskid 1 year
ago It's not that we didn't know what Saddam was up to, it's that we didn't care. We
spend 5 billion a year on the CIA and we get this arrogent disconnect as a payoff, they let
us gert blindsided, they dropped the ball and now they tey to torture their way back into
the game, it wouldn't have happened if they were doing their jobs. cornskid 1 year ago
robstuk666 1 year ago The so called muslim agents used for these attacks were U.s.
trained and approved, they were probably part of the training going on that day. Or so
they were led to believe. robstuk666 1 year ago BDIGITAL11 1 year ago Comment
removed KanasDragunov 1 year ago Fool Americans.American state has organized this
terrorist attack. KanasDragunov 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago KanasDragunov NOt
all Americans are fools. It was an organized terrorist attack proven to have been done by
AlQaeda. Sharky2055 1 year ago Paralyzer 1 year ago good to hear! words from a true
american.. glad to hear you dont swallow all the bullshit some people are pouring out
Paralyzer 1 year ago bigsoundz 1 year ago "CBS News reported, meanwhile, that a
passport belonging to one of the hijackers, Satam al-Sugami, was found on the street
minutes after the plane he was aboard crashed into the north tower of the World Trade
Center and before the New York landmark collapsed." Now look at the debris at all three
crash sites and ask yourself how these "magic passports" were found. bigsoundz 1 year
ago Paralyzer 1 year ago According to ABC News and the Associated Press, the passport
of hijacker Satam Al Suqami was found a few blocks from the WTC. 1 2 The Guardian
was skeptical: "the idea that Atta's passport had escaped from that inferno unsinged
[tests] the credulity of the staunchest supporter of the FBI's crackdown on terrorism." 3
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Note the passports did not belong to Atta and sugami, as is commonly claimed Paralyzer
1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Paralyzer Well then the "Guardian" is failing to
remember the thousands of pieces of papers that floated down from the IMPACT zone.
There were some that were singed. Sharky2055 1 year ago KanasDragunov 1 year ago
You are sleeping Sharky.Usa should have had a reason to attack to Iraq and Afghanistan
and to sell more weapons.Usa did it...U.S.A did it KanasDragunov 1 year ago jordenetter
1 year ago yep...theres no doubt in my mind USA did this to
themselves...ourselves...whate-ver... jordenetter 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
KanasDragunov What the hell? The US govt DID believe they had a reason to attack Iraq.
The reason was called Saddamm Mass homicidal megalomaniac. We did do have a reason
to attack Afghanistan, it's called AlQaeda/The Taliban. What do mean sell weapons? The
US govt didn't do the attacks of 9/11/2001. Sharky2055 1 year ago KanasDragunov 1
year ago Saddam and Alqaeda are bullshit reasons which were shown by USA to
world.Where is the biological weapons?Where??? KanasDragunov 1 year ago
KanasDragunov 1 year ago Sharky2055 Look.The biggest weapons companies are based
in USA and they MUST sell weapons to US state or export.If USA does not attack,who
will buy new weapons from these companies?No one.Then the stocks of these
companies will go high and high.Then they will write (-) stock cost and a crisis will start
in US weapon sector.People will be sacked and income taxes will decrease.Because of that
USA MUST attack and they must have a reason like september eleven. KanasDragunov 1
year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Kanas Weapons are sold without or without wars. Those
companies are NOT the US govt. Please stop blithering about that nonsense. Sharky2055
1 year ago rome880932215 1 year ago first was good one!!!!! rome880932215 1 year ago
Paralyzer 1 year ago they never did find the passports of the hijackers that crashed in to
the towers. only the passports of the hijackers of flight 93, you can check it on wikipedia
or everywhere else. Paralyzer 1 year ago bigsoundz 1 year ago It's amazing that 8 years
later you're just learning that they supposedly "found' the passports & IDs of the
hijackers after plane crashes at all 3 sites. bigsoundz 1 year ago Paralyzer 1 year ago I
know they found some IDs in a car mohammed ATA and some other terrorists left
behind in the airport before the flight, thats all I heard about it. but maybe you are correct
I have to look that up. and to refresh your memory there was 4 planes.. not three
Paralyzer 1 year ago Paralyzer 1 year ago 4 crash sites, its amazing after 8 years you dont
even know how many planes there were lol. right back at you Paralyzer 1 year ago
bigsoundz 1 year ago There were 3 sites and 4 planes -- not that it matters. The point is
that it is improbable that they found the passports and IDs of hijackers. It's too
ridiculous. The word "site" means location. bigsoundz 1 year ago Paralyzer 1 year ago
they claimed it was sugamis passport but evidence later revelead it was a hoax... its all
over the internet dude.. Paralyzer 1 year ago bigsoundz 1 year ago actually, I agree with
you; the whole "magic passport" thing is a big hoax -- that's my point too. bigsoundz 1
year ago bigsoundz 1 year ago Keep in mind that supposedly in this mess of dust and
destruction they found the passports of the hijackers. 911 was a terrible tragedy, but if
you look at these scenes and believe that they found the hijacker's passports, you must
also believe in Santa Claus bigsoundz 1 year ago BDIGITAL11 1 year ago haha, they also
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find steel that was eaten by thermite...you guessed right,, fire cannot eat through steel,
but thermite goes through it like butter...so where did the thermite come from....thats
when you realize they fucked with your head...and i love how people still defend them
BDIGITAL11 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago BDIGITAL11 No, they didn't find
thermite. Using thermite wasn't even possible. Sharky2055 1 year ago bigsoundz 1 year
ago They didn't find thermite, but thermAte (super thermite/nano thermite); you can
actually see a European scientist on youtube talking about his analysis of WTC debris.
bigsoundz 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago bigsoundz They didn't find thermite in any
way shape of form. The samples used came from Steven Jones, who acquired them from
a woman who lived in an apartment 300 plus feet from Ground Zero. They're NOT from
the WTC debris as 'truthers' are so foolishly touting. By the way, Jones even stated that's
where the samples came from in his intial laughable opinion. Sharky2055 1 year ago
Paralyzer 1 year ago thats not true what you are saying. they found the passports of the
Hijackers of flight 93 that went down in shanksville. the planes that crashed into the
towers were flight 11 and flight 175 Paralyzer 1 year ago bigsoundz 1 year ago They
supposely found the passports, and IDs of the hijackers at all three plane crash sites -pictures are on the internet and labelled with court exhibit markers. Google it; and watch
the video again. bigsoundz 1 year ago Paralyzer 1 year ago sad video, so sad but great to
see without all the sounds. this is a historical video so thanks for releasing it. rip to all
those who lost their lives on 9/11 excluding the hijackers may they burn in hell Paralyzer
1 year ago brandon99994 1 year ago so sad isnt it brandon99994 1 year ago
mAdMoNkEy012345 1 year ago great video, these home videos are what people need to
see, not media edited propaganda. mAdMoNkEy012345 1 year ago iamamonst3r 1 year
ago 911 is the funniest date in American history, next to pearl harbor. iamamonst3r 1 year
ago rocketsfuel 1 year ago 11:45 - 11:46 is cut ! that the plane never exist is the fucking
reality rocketsfuel 1 year ago Aimee70 1 year ago Stop Islam in the free world!!!
Aimee70 1 year ago stijve5 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Anyone that has studied some of the facts surrounding 9/11 will conclude it is an
inside job. It is so damn obvious. If u are ignorant enough not to believe this check out
one of the documentaries made about it (a good one is "Martial Law 911 - Rise of the
Police State" by Alex Jones, u can check it out on Google-video. "Terrorstorm" is also a
great documentary on this subject). Its pretty sick how the US government controls the
media (and thus the citizen). stijve5 1 year ago KANG07 1 year ago horrifying...nothing
but corruption and nonsense from those bastards @ the top. I hate that bush and
everything he was involved in ever existed KANG07 1 year ago mattzzx2x2 1 year ago
horrible event tht was excact video i was lookin for a home video with reactions u rock for
puttin this on it must hav been scary i added u as a friend mattzzx2x2 1 year ago vdasdny
1 year ago those damn buildings where Polvarized... into DUST...when will people wake
up vdasdny 1 year ago SelectedHandfull 1 year ago wtf from 7:50 to 7:59 there are at
least 4 of those flashes i laugh at conspirocy theorists but what is that? ive seen them in
more videos SelectedHandfull 1 year ago PopandCrank 1 year ago I was 6 and at school
we went home early and everyone was rushing. PopandCrank 1 year ago lovehristenko 1
year ago I remember the day when this started. I was just 8 years old. And I didn't
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understand WHY on a hell every TV channel shows only this. :) Dummy... lovehristenko
1 year ago jelleoelle 1 year ago if you cry from watching this, and you are not even
closely related to anyone who died there, then you are a retard! jelleoelle 1 year ago
jkwan3292 1 year ago you have no soul jkwan3292 1 year ago jelleoelle 1 year ago I do. I
am just not a retard. jelleoelle 1 year ago robdmhaze 1 year ago what ever you say arab!!!
robdmhaze 1 year ago jelleoelle 1 year ago No dog is important. Dogs are just animals,
and a million dogs are less worth than any 1 person. jelleoelle 1 year ago Shadd3r 1 year
ago so one rapist is more worth than 2 dogs who saves life daily? Shadd3r 1 year ago
lovehristenko 1 year ago But it's still an animal. Not a rubbish. lovehristenko 1 year ago
jelleoelle 1 year ago sure, it's not rubbish jelleoelle 1 year ago jelleoelle 1 year ago If you
think it's the worst thing that ever happend, you are a retarded idiot, or you grew up in a
little box, with absolutely no knowledge about what happens in the rest of the world.
jelleoelle 1 year ago Veloce3 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam A statement from William Colby-(Former Director of the CIA) "The CIA owns
everyone of any significance in the major media" If you think that you live in a free and
democratic society where information of any significance is not distorted, you are
severely conditioned or psychologically defective or just very ignorant(fortunately, this
one is easily reversed) If after watching this you are still convinced of the official CON ,
you will always remain so watch?v=dhHq-8yF-sc&feature Veloce3 1 year ago
dontcensormebro 1 year ago Comment removed dontcensormebro 1 year ago Comment
removed Susieshepherd 1 year ago Someone tried to splice the first part of the vid when
the 1st tower was on fire to when the second explosion in the second tower happened,
trying to make it look like continuous video...they did a REALLY SUCKY, SHITTY
JOB...this chick has all this detailed footage of the fires yet the second "plane" (or jet or
missile or whatever the fuck it was) is intentionally cut from a supposed man(woman)made video...do the sickos think we're fucking stupid Susieshepherd 1 year ago
ballersmon 1 year ago i think i'd rather jump.. ballersmon 1 year ago tatulover2120 1 year
ago wow how can those terrorist be so evil,selfish,and jealous of USA tatulover2120 1
year ago BDIGITAL11 1 year ago how old are you, or are you just plain retarded...this
was a textbook operation by the government. HOW THE HELL CAN PEOPLE IN
CAVES COULD PULL THIS OFF, THIS WAS PLANNED FOR YEARS BY THE
GOVERNMENT, do your research, dont trust the media. On that day when you first
saw the raw footage on TV you were in a trauma, where the media could feed you
disinformation which you could hold on for years. GOD, EVEN FIREFIGHTERS
HEARD EXPLOSIONS, AND WHAT ABOUT BUILDING 7??? for all you sheep
morons out there BDIGITAL11 1 year ago oldmanonweed 1 year ago such... a retard....
Don't you think there were things that could explode in that building??? You sir, are a
genuine moron oldmanonweed 1 year ago BDIGITAL11 1 year ago All you say is based
on the media, you havent heard all the civil engineers saying its not possible. Have you
calculated the velocity with which the towers fell? FREE-FALL, go back to school, im
not the retard, you're the ignorant sheep. Tens of buildings suffered fires much worse
than that and didn't collapse, and how do you explain building 7 smart ass? "but noo, its
osama, of course its him, how could it be somone else, the government is too nice, you're
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too brainwashed, get a reality check BDIGITAL11 1 year ago oldmanonweed 1 year ago
Thats just supporting my statement in which i said... You sir, are a genuine moron... A
plane hit the fucking building which was the reason of its collaps..End of story.. And
FYI, I was there that day.. About 5 blocks away buying a new TV and I even saw the
2nd plane hit.. So dont fucking say it was the government... You are just making yourself
look more like an idiot and stop blaming our country for your problems. oldmanonweed 1
year ago oldmanonweed 1 year ago 2 Plus, you called me brainwashed??? Yup sure, I'm
totally brainwashed because I saw it happen that there was nothing to question about
what happened. oldmanonweed 1 year ago 2 BDIGITAL11 1 year ago HAHAHA...u
make me laugh, youre obviously on weed, when the hell did i say that you didnt see
it...WHAT HAPPENED IS ONE THING, WHO DID IT IS ANOTHER...my god dont
you have any logic? the fact that it happened doesn't mean osama did it? I KNOW IT
HAPPENED, EVERYONE KNOWS IT DID, WHEN DID I QUESTION THAT? the
question is who. When you will learn to dissociate those 2 questions i'll welcome your
reply...oh...did i say you were kinda stupid...my IQ is about 135, how about yours? :)
BDIGITAL11 1 year ago oldmanonweed 1 year ago 1st im not on weed 2nd my IQ is
142, 3rd It was a terrorist attack 4th all this (extra explosions) are things from the plane
and building retard.... Don't you think the jet fuel and things such as ink in giant copiers
and printers would make some sort of explosions??? Anyways im not spending my time
talking to an imbecile that wan't even there let alone an american.. You canadian scum..
Blocked. oldmanonweed 1 year ago dickran2142battle 1 year ago u are right
dickran2142battle 1 year ago Darkuser22 1 year ago my parents both worked in tower 2,
and both died. Now im living with my uncle and aunt in los angelas. Darkuser22 1 year
ago xHotRainbowsxo 1 year ago I know this a retarded fact, but did anyone notice that
9/11 is also 911? LMFAO. Anyway, R.I.P. to all who died on this horrible day. ;(
xHotRainbowsxo 1 year ago LoveChainStudios 1 year ago I lived in Puerto Rico when it
happened, so due to the time difference it was 10 in the morning when it happened. I was
only 8, but I remember it being baaaaaaaaad. LoveChainStudios 1 year ago
MatthewTheShortKid 1 year ago when i was little i remember getting up in the moring of
911 and i walked in the tv room and that was right when the second plane hit the tower
and i like was so fucking scared idk why MatthewTheShortKid 1 year ago
MatthewTheShortKid 1 year ago the crazy part is when you watch the vid of the second
plane you see twons of people die at onece MatthewTheShortKid 1 year ago
XxRymenxX 1 year ago Whats your dads name? Bombs! XxRymenxX 1 year ago
XxRymenxX 1 year ago Yes what looked like planes hit the building.But they did not
cause the collapse. XxRymenxX 1 year ago lifeisaplan014 1 year ago what did dumbass
my uncle was killed in the crash lifeisaplan014 1 year ago PuSHeRo4eggg 1 year ago
stupid people! your goverment killing you ? but you can`t see that! good luck! i hope god
save you! PuSHeRo4eggg 1 year ago CJTheKingofHH 1 year ago 1.Bedecke dein Mund
mit deiner rechten Hand 2.Wische über dein Mund 3.Mach mit der Hand eine Faust
4.Halt dir die Hand ans Herz für 5 sek 5.Sende diesen Komentar zu 3 andere Videos
6.Morgen wird dein bester Tag im Leben sein CJTheKingofHH 1 year ago XxRymenxX 1
year ago lmao First she asks.. WAS IT A PLANE????? Then turns around and says it
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was a military plane. Yes there IS evidence on both sides and this is why you have
people asking questions..You know the ones they call conspiracy theorists.We get labeled
for asking questions....ASKING QUESTIONS! We could accept planes taking down the
buildings but EVIDENCE PROVES OTHERWISE! XxRymenxX 1 year ago Sharky2055
1 year ago 2 XxRymenxX Yes they were Boeing 767s. You've got no evidence of
anything. Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 lifeisaplan014 1 year ago what evidence?
lifeisaplan014 1 year ago KrisnShell69 1 year ago I cant believe that so many so called
intelligent people have looked at this video and have not noticed that the lady for one said
there was a military plane and for two there are clear evidence of explosives being
detonated in the building KrisnShell69 1 year ago NasirRocks17 1 year ago
hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha-hahahahahha lmfaoooooooooooo ur so young kiddd go
and play with kids play games NasirRocks17 1 year ago any00any00 1 year ago any one
got a brain he will know that was an inside job george bush need to an excuse to start his
own crusade against muslim and arab that bloody man he killed around million iraqi
innocent ppl. any00any00 1 year ago lamboman32 1 year ago 2 They are Collateral
Damage how do u know 4 a fact that they were all that inoccent some of the kids walk
around throwin rocks and carriyin AK's u tard! And the women r used 4 suicide bombers!
lamboman32 1 year ago 2 fountainsucks1 1 year ago you are offcialy retarted
fountainsucks1 1 year ago wingrove4 1 year ago sell out !!! wingrove4 1 year ago
wingrove4 1 year ago how much did they pay you to edit this tape wingrove4 1 year ago
0011101000101000 1 year ago show hide HAHAHA y'all got owned so bad, the people
at the top should have learned how to fly. 0011101000101000 1 year ago Sharky2055 1
year ago 0011101000101000 It's a sure bet no one ever mistakes you for a humanbeing.
Sharky2055 1 year ago moneymanmoe 1 year ago isreal did this its an inside job
moneymanmoe 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago moneymanmoe Israel didn't do this. It
was no inside job. Sharky2055 1 year ago unrealxXx 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam what are you, high? unrealxXx 1 year ago andyskater9 1 year
ago seth mcfarlane was almost on that plane, he missed the flight by a minute
andyskater9 1 year ago KanasDragunov 1 year ago Usa is the biggest terrorist country in
the world. KanasDragunov 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago KanasDragunov NO it's
NOT. Go stuff yourself!!! Sharky2055 1 year ago GerLegend 1 year ago OMG das ist ja
voll schlimm so heftig GerLegend 1 year ago SelectedHandfull 1 year ago wtf could those
firetrucks make any more annoying noises?? SelectedHandfull 1 year ago fcredsox 1 year
ago are you fucking retarded? do you expect them to make sirens that no one can hear.
this has to be the absolute, hands-down, most retarded comment ever posted. Even 3
year olds know that the sirens on emergency vehicles are supposed to be loud, that's the
point of a siren fcredsox 1 year ago LongjumpPARKOUR 1 year ago I Cry when i see ..
something of war i hate WAR ! LongjumpPARKOUR 1 year ago Shotygun42 1 year ago
WHOA Look at 5:31 on the left side you can see the second plane way before it hit!
Shotygun42 1 year ago energieteppich 1 year ago never!! energieteppich 1 year ago
fountainsucks1 1 year ago maybe or a helecopper fountainsucks1 1 year ago soeasypls 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Now President Obama is
the NWOs Sheeple hearder there Golden Child. American i dont know about you but im
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not ready to go down like this whats our next false flag attack going to be NO/NWO!
soeasypls 1 year ago NasirRocks17 1 year ago show hide omg lmafoooo wtf.... hahahaha
=/ haha anywho was tht chick crying or laughin lmao NasirRocks17 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago NasirRocks17 What do you find funny about this? Sharky2055 1
year ago CarLNYC2009 1 year ago The way those towers came down was like a
controlled demolition, RIP to all those who lost there lifes that day 9-11-01.....NEVER
FORGET CarLNYC2009 1 year ago KANG07 1 year ago 2 ur absolutely right...wtf was
up with the basement getting blown up, thats the only way those buildings could have
collapsed that fast. So much bullshit and corruption. RIP Those involved in the tragedy
KANG07 1 year ago 2 Sharky2055 1 year ago A fireball from the explosion went down
an elevator shaft blowing it out. Please show me your source for, " thats the only way
those buildings could have collapsed that fast. " Sharky2055 1 year ago Dhenuka 1 year
ago Holy shit at 7:34 somone jumped out Dhenuka 1 year ago flyeroftheyear4444 1 year
ago same at 11:03 flyeroftheyear4444 1 year ago mj4ever001 1 year ago OMG
mj4ever001 1 year ago dude8543958 1 year ago notice when after the south tower
collapses before there was all noise and seirens and after the collapse everything got quiet.
Tragic day. dude8543958 1 year ago forest1997 1 year ago whats 9/11? forest1997 1 year
ago snackpack4022 1 year ago President Bush, Thank you for keeping America safe
during your time of presidency. With Obama and his corrupt administration and their
policy towards our enemies, It's only a matter of time before United States is attacked.
Terrorist know that they have an ally in the White House and they have more rights that
the innocent unborn. Some day people will realize what a great president you were and all
the hard work you did to keep us safe.May God always bless you. snackpack4022 1
year ago thefluteplayer896 1 year ago amen to that! thefluteplayer896 1 year ago
NasirRocks17 1 year ago show hide lmfaoooo NasirRocks17 1 year ago SedatedWanderer
1 year ago your an idiot. But when we die, and we all will, you will know what was true
and what was false SedatedWanderer 1 year ago snackpack4022 1 year ago what are you
talking about??? snackpack4022 1 year ago Kaliack 1 year ago But... Can you gimme a
link to a picture to confirm it? Kaliack 1 year ago twinkieboy123 1 year ago 2 anyone
notice at 11:54 on the far right...there's a weird light moving across the sky.....then
disappears.....alot of weird shit on that day...secondary explosions noone can
explain...weird smoke shapes looking like the devil...and thats not picture tricks i've seen
different angles...something happened on that day,it wasn't just a terrorist attack.
twinkieboy123 1 year ago 2 Kaliack 1 year ago I noticed that too! I did remember the
secondary explosens. something else was there... Kaliack 1 year ago liljuve13 1 year ago
yea at first i thought that was a helicopter but then it just disapeared so now that was
wierd tho was that a UFO? liljuve13 1 year ago marc12marc 1 year ago police helicopter.
marc12marc 1 year ago SedatedWanderer 1 year ago I saw the light. but I never seen the
devil so I wouldnt know what he looks like. do you? SedatedWanderer 1 year ago
wolfpassionxo 1 year ago 2 how can you people think this is stupid? like seriously, im
from canada, but this is really tragic. i cried when i watched this. wolfpassionxo 1 year
ago 2 gordonmcp 1 year ago 2 your all talking about the peeps that died. well and good,
but you gotta take back your country from your corrupt government and restore some
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sort of civil rights, in the name of those people that perished. you guys vote these tyrants
into power and look whats happened to the usa. the most hated country in the world all
because of your corrupt system of politics. WAKE UP TO WHAT REALLY IS
HAPPENING, YOU ARE NO LONGER FREE AND DEMOCRACY NO LONGER
FREELY EXCISTS IN UR COUNTRY gordonmcp 1 year ago 2 Sharky2055 1 year ago
and restore some sort of civil rights, <<<<<<<<<<< What civil rights are there to
"restore"? Sharky2055 1 year ago AnastasiaMai03 1 year ago Why is there only one
building? AnastasiaMai03 1 year ago svenbohn007 1 year ago what a stupid question^^
its behind the first one ^^ svenbohn007 1 year ago sklzlm 1 year ago lol sklzlm 1 year ago
EdwinShy 1 year ago 2 9/11 : The darkest day of earth history ... thousands died ... it was
very sad day for every one in USA ... everyone won`t forget the day ... how & why did it
happened ? We may never know... & I hope it never happens again ... EdwinShy 1 year
ago 2 Matsuzaki19415 1 year ago Of course. It was a tragic day for USA but not the
darkest day of earth history! Just think about World War One or Two, about all these
bombs, even that girl in the video mentioned that. Besides, the 9th of September was only
one day, and these wars were happening for years!!! Matsuzaki19415 1 year ago
Matsuzaki19415 1 year ago Sorry, I made mistake. There should be 11th of September.
Matsuzaki19415 1 year ago illumination2006 1 year ago I fucking doesn't matter if the
USA destroyed the towers or some terrorists from middle east. A lot of innocent people
died for no reason, and that's the most important thing. R.I.P!!!! illumination2006 1 year
ago Manowar4lyf 1 year ago Yeah you are right there.Whether Bush had the towers
destroyed himself does not change the fact that thousands of people lost their lives.
Tragic day indeed. I just wish we could have preventedf this from happening in the first
place. I would like those responsible to be locked away forever though, justice needs to
be upheld. Manowar4lyf 1 year ago Manowar4lyf 1 year ago Unless you can actually
physically can prove that it was flight 175 that hit the towers you're a fucking retard that
believes everything he hears, in which case your opinion doesnt matter. Manowar4lyf 1
year ago Sferro89 1 year ago 4 R.I.P. Sferro89 1 year ago 4 lektrokm 1 year ago Actually
negationism is a federal offence and can be internationally tried lektrokm 1 year ago
one2teach1 1 year ago please upload the uncut version of the second impact. thank you.
(fbi allows you that) ;-) one2teach1 1 year ago jcat44444 1 year ago dude your an idiot a
lotta people died you jerk jcat44444 1 year ago MistyGravo 1 year ago My birthday is
September 11. MistyGravo 1 year ago xXusaeverydayXx 1 year ago 3 You other
countries look at this has a joke. You act like the Americans in that building were aware of
anything that was going to happen even if it was part of an inside jobs. Nuclear bombs
were used to end a war. Atleast show respect my god were still human.
xXusaeverydayXx 1 year ago 3 700aaron007 1 year ago your mums still human
700aaron007 1 year ago itsraheel 1 year ago i dont think it coz of hitting plane itsraheel 1
year ago CrunkGeneral 1 year ago that music in the background is sort of erie for the
situation going on in the video CrunkGeneral 1 year ago jelleoelle 1 year ago show hide
just get over it. It's 8 years ago, and it's not even a big deal. So a few thousand people got
killed. Big deal. Buhuu jelleoelle 1 year ago webstaranimations 1 year ago Fuc u Bith! It is
a big deal! Go to hell! webstaranimations 1 year ago xHotRainbowsxo 1 year ago 2 Fuck
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you, asshole. "So a few thousand people got killed. Big deal." YEAH, IT IS A BIG
DEAL. Those few thousand people could've survived instead of passing away if it wasn't
for idiotic people running the United States. -- P.S. Haha, ever heard of a thing called
karma? xHotRainbowsxo 1 year ago 2 TrickBooMTrick 1 year ago If u look closely u can
see a human jump out 7.34 to 7.38. But something is wrong with this video. Why is there
only 1 tower? If the other one collapsed why isnt there smoke on the ground :S
TrickBooMTrick 1 year ago Thedudeinthemask 1 year ago the other tower is there, it's
just hidden by the closer one Thedudeinthemask 1 year ago areaman714 1 year ago it is
comical how people post ad hominem-like attacks on the usa . . . yet neglect to mention
their country of origin . . . areaman714 1 year ago nekanrocker 1 year ago 3 She does
NOT sound high. She sounds mortified which is what anyone with a heart would sound
like watching this terror unfold and all of those people die. This was a horrible day, all
conspiracy theories aside, it doesn't matter. Lives were lost, fathers, mothers,
children...grow a heart nekanrocker 1 year ago 3 Manowar4lyf 1 year ago The damage to
the pentagon was in no way the size a huge 747 plane would do if it really hit the
building. The planes that hit the two towers were NOT airliners. Their resembled military
aircraft. Ask anyone who was there. Watch any news footage. I am fucking right and you
know it. Dont even try to pretend otherwise. Manowar4lyf 1 year ago patsfan7500 1
year ago hey my friends mom was a flight attendant and she was suppoose to be on flight
175 so dont say they were military aircraft u dick and everyone else will u shut ur
mouths like seriously ur just direspecting the famiies of the people that died that day!
patsfan7500 1 year ago Phenom7896 1 year ago i totally agree with you! Phenom7896 1
year ago ellicsod 1 year ago Yes, the woman sounds high and I have no idea how America
ever though it was a good idea to build sky scrapers. In a situation like this everyone dies.
Simply not so swift. I mean there is no protocol for rescuing people from a 11o story
building. It just seems stupid and oh so American. You know what?! Bigger is not always
better. ellicsod 1 year ago Cyllid 1 year ago So, instead of skyscrapers, which consolidate
buildings and help reduce sprawl, and are more efficient than a sprawl of one story
buildings, we should sprawl out everywhere? It's not just America building skyscrapers
either. I'm fine with you saying Americans are stupid, but, try for a better point than,
they built skyscrapers. Cyllid 1 year ago Jeffyito 1 year ago 3 This is the most shocking
video I've ever seen. Jeffyito 1 year ago 3 steamtrain1978 1 year ago Zoundscape! look it
up!Thats your answer. steamtrain1978 1 year ago dontcensormebro 1 year ago Why the
edits.... What's there to hide.... dontcensormebro 1 year ago ToBaer 1 year ago Omg, just
shut the fuck up idiot. ToBaer 1 year ago dontcensormebro 1 year ago im just saying
there's multiple edits douche. some which are very convenient (at impacts). particularly
at 11:46. dontcensormebro 1 year ago MogaViorel 1 year ago oh my god... thats incredible
MogaViorel 1 year ago jaimejames13 1 year ago heartbreaking to watch.... jaimejames13 1
year ago Manowar4lyf 1 year ago If the government werent involved, why did the FBI
sieze ALL footage of anything related to 9/11 and release it with bits missing. Particularly
footage of the planes. Hmm? Its important to question these things, even if it IS your
own government. The perfect excuse to go to war. Bush really is an asshat. But he wasnt
in this alone. Ive watched videos of interviews with workers in the tower reporting
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'maintainece' where it was said they heard drilling in the walls. I kid you not.
Manowar4lyf 1 year ago Cherriez202 1 year ago ya u sound like u know much....not!
Cherriez202 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Manowar4lyf Law enforcement routinely
take footage if they feel it can help them with their case. Your post is full of BS.
Sharky2055 1 year ago BossHossGT500 1 year ago Hey! How do I get my vids to be
over 10 mins?! T_T BossHossGT500 1 year ago machfron 1 year ago 2 There is an
excellent article by John Lear on the Pumpitout site.There were no planes. machfron 1
year ago 2 SAFC442 1 year ago Why did the illuminati do this?! SAFC442 1 year ago
fcredsox 1 year ago you are a moron fcredsox 1 year ago Cyberwolf888 1 year ago Second
plane crash cuted out???? Cyberwolf888 1 year ago jelleoelle 1 year ago show hide Get
over yourselves already. 911 is 8 years ago, and it's not even a big deal. It's funny how
the USA go around the world doing whatever they want in any country, killing and
invading countries, not caring about anything but themselves. But a tiny bit of resistance,
and they are all sobbing about themselves, dwelling over nothing. jelleoelle 1 year ago
liampn233 1 year ago super conspiracy liampn233 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
Liampn Yes, it surely was a super conspiracy when 19 pissed off Islamic extremists
seeking to martyrs themselves through a mass homicide via their suicides flew 767s &
757s right inside the WTC Twin Towers, the Pentagon & the ground in Shanksville,
Penn. Yes, it was an inside job brought to you by those asolutely monsterously screwed
up Islamic jihadist terrorists that are of one of the largest terrorist organizations created
by OBL & his Eye doctor partner, Zarhawi called AlQaeda Sharky2055 1 year ago
redmanshouts 1 year ago 2 Pentagon - where is the planes then? Shanksville - see above
Al Qaeda - no evidence to prove they are involved redmanshouts 1 year ago 2
Sharky2055 1 year ago redmanshouts/ Holocaust Denier You're a waste of time.
Sharky2055 1 year ago redmanshouts 1 year ago Holocaust reviewer - not denier. All
historical events are up for review. 6 Million jews did not die in "death camps". 6 million
is an impossible figure. That is not denying the holocaust. redmanshouts 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago Yawn. Be gone, pest. Sharky2055 1 year ago redmanshouts 1
year ago Exactly all our sentiments regarding you. Go and read the 9/11 commision report
then come back to us and repeat it word for word. In fact, go the whole hog and memorise
wiki, lol redmanshouts 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago redmanshouts Exactly all our
sentiments regarding you. >>>>>>>>>>>>>> Who comprises this "all our"? You and
your most likely having multiple userids don't count. Sharky2055 1 year ago MiszJonas
1 year ago this was really good footage! thanks! 5 stars MiszJonas 1 year ago nemesis447
1 year ago 2 this is nothing compared what america did to hiroshima... nemesis447 1 year
ago 2 Sharky2055 1 year ago nemesis You're comparing two entirely different kinds of
events. Sharky2055 1 year ago straphaelslaves 1 year ago Do be sad guys WE GAVE
THEM HELL AFTER THEY DID THIS SHIT! straphaelslaves 1 year ago jelleoelle 1
year ago no dude, you invaded another country, killed and tortured innocent people,
because you are a bunch of retarded cowboys. USA is as full of religious idiots as Iraq is.
It makes no difference if you are christian or muslim. It's all retarded. jelleoelle 1 year ago
areaman714 1 year ago and your country is???? ftw!! areaman714 1 year ago archntina 1
year ago ok so this is so not funny right i was n 7th grade when this happen so sad.. but
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dnt u think the ladies n the vid r jus 2 calm...i would b going nuts archntina 1 year ago
mosharr93 1 year ago at 7:32 you can hear one of the explosions go of. there wear bombs
in the towers. 911 was an inside job! mosharr93 1 year ago vincelovesdanica 1 year ago
did anyone else see that at 5:31. is that the other plane circling the building
vincelovesdanica 1 year ago amaricansoilder 1 year ago i saw it! amaricansoilder 1 year
ago xXSaintsFanXx 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9-11
was a inside job xXSaintsFanXx 1 year ago joemufc2 1 year ago dno bout u but i wouldnt
be stayin in a building if a plane had just crashed into 1 joemufc2 1 year ago joemufc2 1
year ago 2 any1 who says its an inside job havent half a brain joemufc2 1 year ago 2
machfron 1 year ago And those who don't haven't a quarter. machfron 1 year ago
TyraelTheHoly 1 year ago They all look like litle ants. TyraelTheHoly 1 year ago
machfron 1 year ago 911 was an inside job.There were no planes.Watch 911 Taboo and
September Clues for the truth. machfron 1 year ago kellidancer10 1 year ago what? there
were planes! kellidancer10 1 year ago Raptor64781 1 year ago 9/11 = inside job, look at
that
footage:
watch?v=AoCKnue2K4s&feature=ch-annel
watch?v=RizRzHxh1y4&feature=Pl-ayList&p=1ECEB99F12B4EBBE&play
next=1&playnext_from=PL&index= 4 watch?v=BOnLDckMqfc&feature=re lated
watch?v=Sb11ORqeiFY&feature=re- lated RAPTOR64781 - Seriosität und Kompetenz
Raptor64781 1 year ago jelleoelle 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam Get over it already. It's 8 years ago. Unless you know someone who was
killed, it's no big deal anymore. There are far more important things going on in the world.
jelleoelle 1 year ago csimkin10 1 year ago Ya if it was an inside job it's pretty important
csimkin10 1 year ago merged 1 year ago google this ....... "911 missing links" merged 1
year ago merged 1 year ago watch this video, the building has a "gash"... youtube .
com/watch?v=Wh1L2ew5-Ok&featur-e=related which one is fake? merged 1 year ago
papoulos2 1 year ago I never go back to us visit my family...never....i see on my tv...the
usa go dawn....ei americans...vote again in bush...yes is a good human.... papoulos2 1 year
ago papoulos2 1 year ago Americans....the only terrorist in this is history called
GEORGE WALKER BUSH and you friends.....do u believe? no? Vote again in demon
bush...and u see the apocalipse...go...vote again...stupid americans. I never go back to visit
my family in US...never... papoulos2 1 year ago ParasiteQueen1 1 year ago
Papoulos...don't even get me started.... EDUCATE YOURSELF ParasiteQueen1 1 year
ago merged 1 year ago google this too........... "911 commission report omissions and
distortions" merged 1 year ago ParasiteQueen1 1 year ago And you know what's the sad
thing about this? Why does Obama want to close GITMO--the place where these
terrorists are kept held? Are they the ones that planned 9/11? If they're coming here, I bet
the Department of Homeland Sec. will raise the threat level from ELEVATED to
High.....................and I will be moving to Sydney! ParasiteQueen1 1 year ago machfron 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 911 was an inside job you
stupid bitch. machfron 1 year ago ParasiteQueen1 1 year ago YOU ARE A PATHETIC
LIAR, MACHFON-MORON;there were planes, you idiot. 3000 Americans are dead; we
saw the planes--America saw the planes ON TV. Why don't you ask the survivors who
saw the planes coming directly at them!!!!!!! ParasiteQueen1 1 year ago machfron 1 year
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ago Such as the liar Stanley Praimnath ? Bollocks.There were no planes. machfron 1 year
ago iloveskateboarding20 1 year ago thats sad "omg lilly is going to day care in there"
hope 4 the best 4 yall. iloveskateboarding20 1 year ago pokemonmaster17 1 year ago
This is so weird! No one EVERY said the word"terrorist" until 9/11... A little weird why
everyone in this video,and on 102 minutes(history special) all said terrorist at the same
time.... pokemonmaster17 1 year ago SnoopySuited 1 year ago poke, --No one EVERY
said the word"terrorist" until 9/11-- What!? You're joking right? SnoopySuited 1 year ago
pokemonmaster17 1 year ago I am not a conspiracy theroist. Look at my recent activity!
I go around to every 9/11 video and preach about how terrorists actually did it. Everyone
just needs a reason to hate every president. And 9/11 eleven was perfect for Bush Haters.
pokemonmaster17 1 year ago SoccerBoyAlen 1 year ago how meters was high ??? on vid.
look big SoccerBoyAlen 1 year ago pokemonmaster17 1 year ago What? The wtc was
1,565(1,200 w/o the radio spire on top") feet tall. pokemonmaster17 1 year ago
SoccerBoyAlen 1 year ago WHY THIS HAPPEND ???? SoccerBoyAlen 1 year ago
jelleoelle 1 year ago Get over 911 already. It's 8 years ago. Many things happen that are
worse around the world. jelleoelle 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago jelleoelle Who are
you to tell anyone to get over the biggest and most horrid act of terrorism everagainst the
USA ? NO one. Just becuase it might be percieved worse doesn't in any wau mean this
should be "gotten over" or passed over as if it didn't happen. It's horrible for you to tell
people to "get over it". You are not the judge of when others should or shouldn't get over
such a terrible event in history. Stop pretending U are. Sharky2055 1 year ago
AttackElves2 1 year ago this is a very sad story and all... but i mean... we honor this day
every year but this is of course, not the worst thing ever to happen to the USA we dont
honor the civil war every year and way more people died in that... everyone is just more
concerned because its so recent and what not... idk its sad and all but why are we so much
more concerned about it than other tragedies that were much worse AttackElves2 1 year
ago MH20Zone 1 year ago can anyone tell me the wholy story about? MH20Zone 1 year
ago livepure1 1 year ago 4 whats so fucking funny about that bro, my dad was in that
building when it went down, as millions of other families that suffered the lose of loved
ones.. this was nothing 2 laugh about asshole and one day you may just see how painful
it is 2 lose your father like that 4 no reason..go fuck yourself u fuckin stoner livepure1 1
year ago 4 weedlover00000 1 year ago show hide oh god.. i swear.. my sides are
splitting... hahahahahaha.. 9/11 was the funnyst day in history.. even tho i was like 7 .... i
still was laughing my ass off!!!!!! weedlover00000 1 year ago mrMiagi443 1 year ago
shut the fuck up i dont see everythig funny bout you are a fucking idiot mrMiagi443 1
year ago thezodiac68 1 year ago no way was the fire in the wtc hot enough to melt steel
no way thezodiac68 1 year ago ace666999 1 year ago erm wot in one of the towers ?
ace666999 1 year ago Raptor64781 1 year ago 9/11 = inside job footage:
watch?v=AoCKnue2K4s&feature=ch-annel
watch?v=RizRzHxh1y4&feature=Pl-ayList&p=1ECEB99F12B4EBBE&play-next=1&p
laynext_from=PL&index=-4
watch?v=BOnLDckMqfc&feature=re-lated
watch?v=Sb11ORqeiFY&feature=re-lated RAPTOR64781 Seriosität und Kompetenz
Raptor64781 1 year ago jelleoelle 1 year ago Raptor, what you meant was "retard
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footage" jelleoelle 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Raptor64781 Yes,it surely was an
inside job when 19 pissed off Islamic extremists seeking to martyrs themselves through a
mass homicide via their suicides flew 767s & 757s right inside the WTC Twin Towers,
the Pentagon & the ground in Shanksville, Penn. Yes, it was an inside job brought to you
by those asolutely monsterously screwed up Islamic jihadist terrorists that are of one of
the largest terrorist organizations created by OBL & his Eye doctor partner, Zarhawi
called AlQaeda! Sharky2055 1 year ago darkchild517 1 year ago Theories aside, this was
a tragic day. I can't even begin to imagine how anyone felt, the people that lost their lives
in the buildings, either trapped or trying to save those trapped. Nor can I imagine how
anyone feels watching this happen either close by or from a distance. Those of you that
have unkind things to say, I hope that somewhere deep down you're not all hateful. No
nation deserves to have this happen to them, have such a horrible tragedy and loss of
many lives. darkchild517 1 year ago gramophone7 1 year ago watch?v=8_tf25lx_3o
gramophone7 1 year ago moyadapne 1 year ago 13.07 she says 'should be on here'. (plane
2). And the oddest thing....IT ISN"T. The movie does a sort of jump at the exact moment
of impact. She also says it was a military plane. I ain't no conspiracy buff, but I can see
how some could be. I know lots of posters have noted the cut. Who else had access to the
vid tape after that day. FBI? Look what they did to the Zapruder film. moyadapne 1 year
ago PlayBeyond14 1 year ago FCKAMERICANSNUTUBE me n u r gonna fight u think
this is funny im gonna woop ure ass kid if i ever see u PlayBeyond14 1 year ago
iluvtweety9 1 year ago i was 10 years old wen this happened...and i still to this day
remember were i was and wat i was doing.....i cannot believe on wat happened.......i dont
even live in the US and it still makes me cry.....the amount of people that lost there lives
is discusting.........i only feels like it happened yesterday.......RIP everyone in this tragic
event iluvtweety9 1 year ago TonyZeroman999 1 year ago is it me or did anyone else
notice a white "blur at 11:54 ending at 11:58??? TonyZeroman999 1 year ago
MelonManMedia 1 year ago its a helicopter son MelonManMedia 1 year ago NicolaMG
1 year ago my friends child was born on this day, will be 8 this september... so many
years ago nearly a decade RIP the victims, the childs friends say she was born on a bad
day. NicolaMG 1 year ago sir4ki 1 year ago 11:45 - second "plane" hit cutted...hmmmm
sir4ki 1 year ago rwatts313 1 year ago 2 I am SO pissed seeing this again! rwatts313 1
year ago 2 shecklerkid03 1 year ago asshole go back to your own country then
shecklerkid03 1 year ago wondergrrrl02 1 year ago 2 thanks for showing this video, it
really gave me another look at things, it's such a terrible tragedy. bless all the familys that
lost loved ones. wondergrrrl02 1 year ago 2 megjp614 1 year ago did the little girl, lilly,
make it out? I swear I saw angels rising from the smoke. megjp614 1 year ago
xxkleinertigerxx 1 year ago 4 that's so terrible! and the people who find that funny...are
you sick?! 3000 people died and some idiots finding that hilarious are still alive...that isn't
fair, he? xxkleinertigerxx 1 year ago 4 SoccerBoyAlen 1 year ago how maters was high ??
SoccerBoyAlen 1 year ago cuyesama 1 year ago why was it cut at 11:44? missing a
couple of crucial frames in there ¬¬ cuyesama 1 year ago drsimi776 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam HAHAHHAHAHAH Just hear that crying
bitch at 14:10!!!!! HAHAHHAHAHAHHAHAHHAHA drsimi776 1 year ago
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Sharky2055 1 year ago drsimi776 This post from you is heartless, cruel and needless. It
just shows you're NO better than those you accuse so asininely. Sharky2055 1 year ago
xbjerrex 1 year ago What did drsimi776 wrote that was so wrong? I cant read the message
xbjerrex 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago xbjerrex Click on "Show"m and it'll show you
what he said. Sharky2055 1 year ago PepsiRemix5 1 year ago just hear that bitch crying?
what the fuck is wrong with you? do you know how many people died? thousands of
lives were lost. Hell has emerged a new Demon. Bin Laden. If I was 500 yards away from
the dath of 2000 people, I'd be crying too, especially since they are from my country. I
don't know what kind of screwed up person you are, but I wouldn't laugh at the face of
death if I were you, because one day, death will laugh at you. PepsiRemix5 1 year ago
MusicLover1794 1 year ago That's really mean and not funny,she might of had cried
because loved ones where in that damn buildings do you understand me?!
MusicLover1794 1 year ago MusicChick741 1 year ago why did u cut out the plane
hittin the trade center??? listen: THIS IS ALL BUSHES FAULT. HES THE ONE THAT
MADE THESE TERRORIST MAD. HES THE ONE THAT STARTED THE WAR ,
THE TERRORIZING AND EVERYTHING AND ITS ALL BECUZ OF HIM AND
HIM CHEATIN OVER THE ELECTION! IS ALGORE WAS PRESIDENT NONE OF
THIS WOULD HAPPEN AND GLOBAL WARMING WOULD BE SOLVED BY
NOW! FUCK BUSH! btw thx for lettin us comment........theres vids that wont allow it
and thats really annoyin MusicChick741 1 year ago goodygoody23 1 year ago 3 okay
this goes out to all of the people that believe the conspiracies of 9/11, JFK, Pearl Harbor,
Lincoln, etc. CONSPIRACY THEORIES ARE MADE BY PEOPLE WHO ARE
BORED AND WANT TO EXPLAIN SOME THAT CANNOT BE EXPLAINED.
THERE WERE NO MISSILES LAUNCHED AT THE WTC, THERE WERE NO
BOMBS PREVIOUSLY PLANTED, AND THE US DID NOT KILL OVER 2,000
INNOCENT AMERICANS NOR DID THEY BOMB PEARL HARBOR OR SHOOT
JFK goodygoody23 1 year ago 3 MusicChick741 1 year ago finally somebody sais
somtim MusicChick741 1 year ago PepsiRemix5 1 year ago thank you goody, someone
who has a brain. I totaly agree with you. I don;'t know if you heard this, but i heard a gay
rumor that the CIA assassinated JFK. what kind of ass would believe that? Pearl Harbor
was the Japanese(who are now one of our closest allies), and 9/11 was osama bin laden,
Hell's demon. PepsiRemix5 1 year ago goodygoody23 1 year ago oh ive heard everything
about JFK that you would expect, from the gov't shooting the gun to aliens killing him
just proves how ridiculous conspiracy theories can be goodygoody23 1 year ago
DirtyJerzProductions 1 year ago O o /¯/___________________________ _ __/ | I'MMA
FIRIN MA LAZOR BLAAAAAAAARGG!!! \_\¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯ ¯
¯¯\ DirtyJerzProductions 1 year ago merged 1 year ago have you ask yourself (all of you
plane huggers) ........why this bitch doesn't show "the airplane" when hits the south
tower? merged 1 year ago DirtyJerzProductions 1 year ago they dont show it cuz they
didnt get the camera in time DirtyJerzProductions 1 year ago MusicChick741 1 year ago
exactly i didnt just watch al of that for a tower goin in smoke! so sad MusicChick741 1
year ago Karrakan 1 year ago Kinda weird hearing the fire trucks when you know that
many of them never witnesses next morning Karrakan 1 year ago ArrTwoRRT 1 year ago
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This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam If you're interested in conspiracy
theories I would highly recommend this research site: TEMPORALCHAOS [.] COM
ArrTwoRRT 1 year ago thezodiac68 1 year ago no bdcochran : its ur usa that is
profane,opoinionatet ,filled with hatred going around the world like you think you own
the place........ thezodiac68 1 year ago lebaneseboe 1 year ago loooool man it was never
about religion u stupid dumb ass its about ppl them self im christians and i know muslim
more then my religion and i respect them .......its abt ppl them self they have a fucked up
mind they made muslim religion have a bad reputation and they are complicated they got
complicated because of u americans killing arabs for stupid petrol or watever and
specially Israeli ppl understand something before u say anything lebaneseboe 1 year ago
spiff3n 1 year ago its all about religion. spiff3n 1 year ago discipleofhoudini 1 year ago
freaking muslims man discipleofhoudini 1 year ago UnitedNetizen 1 year ago Dude it's
TERRORISTS, not MUSLIMS. Until you get that right, USA is never gonna regain
peace. UnitedNetizen 1 year ago alengdx 1 year ago terrorists are you americans WHO
FUCKING WANTS TO RULE THE WORLD YOU NEVER REALLY ASKED WHY
THAT HAPPEN BEACUSE YOURE IMPERIALISM IS DESTROYING THE
WORLD AND MUSLIMS HATE CAUSE USA DESTROIED THEIR COUNTRY
alengdx 1 year ago bdcochran 1 year ago You are just the person that everyone wants profane, opinionated, and filled with hatred. Instead of venting, actually do something.
bdcochran 1 year ago alengdx 1 year ago why should i do something when so many are
planning to do it, only you americans think you are the strongest alengdx 1 year ago
UnitedNetizen 1 year ago 5 Profane, opinionated, filled with hatred? Sounds JUST LIKE
the American government (and all the people who were brainwashed by them) after 9/11.
UnitedNetizen 1 year ago 5 fkghi 1 year ago Die you American Dogs... fkghi 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago fkghi Why do you want Americans to die? Sharky2055 1 year ago
fkghi 1 year ago Sharky... Because USA is an Enemy of Islam.. And USA are the worlds
biggest terrorist organisation that have murdered Millions of Innocent people.. They even
Planned sep 11 just to find an excuse to fight other nations. However, I dont think they
realised the Big Monster they are fighing. You just keep praying that we Muslims stay
seeping as we are today..Because once we wake up we will literally behead you dogs with
our finger nails.. fkghi 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago fkghi I don't recall all the millions
of people in the USA declaring war or stating they hate Islam. The USA is no terrorist
organization. NO, the USA didn't do 9/11. That was the work of Islamic extremists. No, I
don't believe you'll be beheading me or millions of Americans anytime soon. We are not
your enemy. Sharky2055 1 year ago ownage41885 1 year ago for one muslim to another il
just say that the USA cannot be blamed for what happened and even if some of the
decisions they made were really stupid, muslim terrorists weren't doing the right thing
either. Islam asks for peace not for war and if anyone believes that islam is a religion of
fighting and war then they're really really wrong ownage41885 1 year ago drsimi776 1
year ago show hide Well said!!!! Americans are just a bunch of bullies who love to go all
over the world MURDERING people and STEALING their resources all in the name of
democracy, freedom and even Jesus Christ!!!!! What a bunch of hypocrites americans
really are!!!! drsimi776 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago drsimi776 No, not well said.
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Yours is even worse. Nothing you've said it factual. In fact it's very ignorant and idiotic.
Why are you lumping all Americans together as if we all act together when we physically
can't and don't? NOT all Americans think, act, do feel nor believe the same. That's a fact.
NO resources are being stolen. They're noT being murdered. Pull your head out of your
anal cavity. Sharky2055 1 year ago UncleMortyTV 1 year ago we should remember to all
the people who died fuck the terroists! UncleMortyTV 1 year ago CalebTheGuitarist 1
year ago POOR LILLY!!!!!!!!!!! omg CalebTheGuitarist 1 year ago Davis54pa 1 year ago
sharky2055 watch?v=6xca6o38ZNY&feature=re-lated Davis54pa 1 year ago Sharky2055
1 year ago Davis54pa Use your head. Do you think the FDNY fire fighters were in on it?
Many were bawling in the days that followed because they lost 343 of their family that
day. Out of all the people Jennings is the only 1 that came up with that flimflam of a
story. I'll take the firefighters over Jennings, thanks. They didn't murder 3000 people.
NO1 that died was in WTC 7. 'Truthers' have NO commonsense, espcially ones like the
asshole that had the gall to make that piece of crap accusing the FDNY. Sharky2055 1
year ago fektubeaccount 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
The Saudi royal prince was sleeping at the White House the night of 9/11 So the Saudi's
have a great alibi where they were at during the israeli attack on 9/11 The israelis were
dancing in the streets of NEW YORK city the day of the 9/11 attack Anyone can google
(DANCING ISRAELI'S 9/11) & see the actual footage from FOX news, ABC, CBS,
NBC, CNBC, HNN, MSNBC, CNN, BBC...ect etc etc fektubeaccount 1 year ago
Davis54pa 1 year ago You should do the same buddy for your safety ! Davis54pa 1 year
ago Davis54pa 1 year ago dude before wtc7 fell several firefighters in the zone said and
heard on record that day that there was a countdown ! and they said "people get back
wtc7 is about to pull up" there are videos ! I've seen them ! for real ! its up to you
Davis54pa 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Davis54pa NO, they did not say any such
thing. There were several FDNY chiefs that were very concerned that the building would
collapse, which is why they pulled their personnel out of there. Sharky2055 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago We headed toward 7. And just around we were about a hundred
yards away and Butch Brandies came running up. He said forget it, nobodys going into 7,
theres creaking, there are noises coming out of there, so we just stopped. And probably
about 10 minutes after that, Visconti, he was on West Street, and I guess he had another
report of further damage either in some basements and things like that, so Visconti said
nobody goes into 7, so that was the final thing & that was abandoned - Chief Boyle
Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Comment removed Sharky2055 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Firehouse: When you had fire on
the 20 floors, was it in one window or many? Boyle: There was a huge gaping hole and it
was scattered throughout there. It was a huge hole. I would say it was probably about a
third of it, right in the middle of it. And so after Visconti came down and said nobody
goes in 7, we said all right, well head back to the command post. We lost touch with him.
I never saw him again that day. - Chief Boyle firehouse. com/terrorist/911/mag. . .
e/gz/boyle. ht ml Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago I just remember it was
tremendous, tremendous fires going on. Finally they pulled us out. They said all right, get
out of that building because that 7, they were really worried about. They pulled us out of
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there and then they regrouped everybody on Vesey Street, between the water and West
Street. They put everybody back in there. Finally it did come down..". - Richard
Banaciski Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago "Then we received an order
from Fellini, were going to make a move on 7. That was the first time really my stomach
tightened up because the building didnt look good. I was figuring probably the standpipe
systems were shot. There was no hydrant pressure. I wasnt really keen on the idea. Then
this other officer Im standing next to said, that building doesnt look straight. So Im
standing there. Im looking at the building. It didnt look right,but,well,well go in, well see."
Chief Boyle Sharky2055 1 year ago MichaelaFaelheart 1 year ago Oh my god, those poor
people on the ground when the building collapsed...and then the people who were still
alive down there but injured or the people just still alive, with all that smoke no one was
coming to help them quickly. MichaelaFaelheart 1 year ago jers59 1 year ago asshole
davis54pa removed his comments but this fool is talking about WTC#7 These lowlife
conspiracy theorist even when they are proved as liars still keep sprewing this BS,#7
came down when tower 1 and 2 collapsed pushing parts of collapsed burning building
into #7 which had large diesel tank for command post in . The Bldg burned out of control
until it collapsed. These useful idiots for moslum terrorist are only helping terrorist. If
you see one kick there puny pussy ass jers59 1 year ago Davis54pa 1 year ago oh Im the
fool? you are so blind, or you don't want to open your eyes? there's total proof that there
were several explosions before both buildings had collapsed wtc7 couldnt just collapsed
for one explosion asshole !! it was controlled demolition there are several eyewitnesses
and is recorded on video ! zombie ! Davis54pa 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
Davis54pa Explosions do not always equte to explosives being used. NO eyewitnesses
that were there here a demoliltiion succession of explosions nor felt them. Nor were any
remnants of any or materials that would've been needed ever found. Sharky2055 1 year
ago jers59 1 year ago asshole lowlife conspiracy theorist keep talking about explosions as
the towers come down Most of Towers were air, asshole and as the towers collapsed that
air was compressed and had to go someplace and that was through the windows,already
explained WTC7 I really want to hurt one of these fucking scumbag conspiracy theorist
jers59 1 year ago Davis54pa 1 year ago THEY TOOK DOWN WTC7 bullshit whatever
else they said ! CONTROLLED DEMOLITION anybody who doesn't believe 911 was
an inside job is an ignorant there is the evidence just take a look to it Davis54pa 1 year
ago jers59 1 year ago takr your meds go to bed jers59 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
Davis54pa No, they didn't and there's no evidence of it. Sharky2055 1 year ago
owenhustler 1 year ago even if the video was tampered with, look at the obvious u fuckin
moron! itstill collapsed!! owenhustler 1 year ago Davis54pa 1 year ago Comment
removed Davis54pa 1 year ago Comment removed Sharky2055 1 year ago The ignorance
is all yours. The official account came to be by everyday average people that provideded
testimonies about what happened, eyewitness reports, physical evidence and more.
That's where the official account of the events of 9/11 came from. Some of them perished
after giving it. To deny that is to dismiss and deny the victims, which 'truthers' do every
day they perpetuate their lies, misconceptions, speculations and misconstrued info.
Sharky2055 1 year ago COBCH17 1 year ago it was the US government COBCH17 1
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year ago HandJobFilms 1 year ago hope they don't make it into a film! wait they already
have HandJobFilms 1 year ago Boxcutter7 1 year ago do you have a video of building 7
that fell down about 5pm that day and was only hit by some debris? Boxcutter7 1 year
ago aokshk123 1 year ago i wish i was there i die Like rest of the people inside the Tower
My Life Suck aokshk123 1 year ago Magi191 1 year ago There is a 17 second gap
between 'live' television, that is the time it takes to travel from the camera to the satalites
and back down to Earth blah blah blah, they used that gap to edit and manipulate your
opinon. Refer to September Clues. Magi191 1 year ago Magi191 1 year ago 2 Oh also,
ever wonder why just a week before this happened several insurance policys were taken
out for a terroist attack and all the bomb sniffing dogs were removed from the building.
Bit susspious, oh also, not to add the count that the Americans needed oil, and going to
war was the perfect way for them to get it. Magi191 1 year ago 2 Magi191 1 year ago
Watch the fucking video idiot, when something hits its cut to after something has hit it.
The fottage has been tampered with. And the woman in the background is probs just
putting on an act. Magi191 1 year ago Magi191 1 year ago This is just another fakery
video, notice the cut before the explosion.... The TV news and the govermeant just
manipulated you into beliveing what they wanted you to belive. Whoever uploaded this
video is clearly an idiot and should be shot dead for attempting to make it look like it was
attacked, way to much tampering with this footage. refer to September Clues for more.
Magi191 1 year ago Achilles94627 1 year ago Even 8 years on, it's still hard to believe
that this actually happened. Achilles94627 1 year ago DownBeatTime 1 year ago I think
to !! and that olso only my opinion ! DownBeatTime 1 year ago XXhardyfan4lifeXX 1
year ago i was in cuba at the time so my flight was cancled XXhardyfan4lifeXX 1 year
ago paulishere94 1 year ago still gives me a chill when i see it. hope noone in your family
got hurt. this is a good case of right place right time. paulishere94 1 year ago Prev 59 60
61 62 63 64 65 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety
Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug
Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0)
Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show
your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading...
Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home
Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account
Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From:
NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or
Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) IXIAdeIXI 1 year ago
i had just got home from school and the first plane had already hit, i was only 8, i didnt
know what the world trade centre was because im from the UK and so young.Now im 16
and having read aboout and researched the Illuminati, personaly i think that the US
government are behind the 9/11 attacks. only my opinion. IXIAdeIXI 1 year ago
TravelingZeppelins 1 year ago Such chilling footage.couldn't imagine what it would have
been like to be in New York that day. TravelingZeppelins 1 year ago ncsoccerbeast16 1
year ago i was 3 yrs. old on 9/11/01 and i was so scared beccause i thought the fired
cometo my appartment. i was on 88th and i could still clearly see it ncsoccerbeast16 1
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year ago disgrl4 1 year ago Amazing, amazing footage... disgrl4 1 year ago locadony 1
year ago I deeply appreciate your actions on posting this video because it helps realize
what a terrible tragedy that happened that day. God Bless R.I.P All those who were
killed by this tragedy on 9/11 locadony 1 year ago Davis54pa 1 year ago You heard that ?
"It was A MILITARY PLANE " most people said that either ! no windows and stuff
they did this INSIDE JOB " besides on another video i swear i heard an explosion right
before it collapses and i know how an explosion sounds in a video ! I RESPECT all of the
innocent people who died that day thats why Im saying the TRUTH WAKE Up people
AND The building collapsed because of the liquid it was thermite something apart from
the fuel INSIDE JOB NO DOUBT ! INSIDE JOB NO DOUBT ! Davis54pa 1 year ago
locadony 1 year ago You dumbass. All youre doing is taking her words out of context and
using it as your evidence for your conspiracy. It was obvious that she didn't know
everything that was taking place as it occured locadony 1 year ago jers59 1 year ago You
lowlife conspiracy theorist should fuck off and die. You miserable bastards are nothing
but useful idiots for islamic terrorist. you rank one step up from child molestors in the
ranking of lowlifes jers59 1 year ago TwiztedAnimator 1 year ago This is live footage.
How is this "conspiracy" footage? You are dumb as a ROCK. You aren't smart enough to
see the truth when it is RIGHT IN YOUR FACE! TwiztedAnimator 1 year ago
mmmikkkeeee 1 year ago 2 If you believe the governments official story, then YOU are
the conspiracy theorist and YOU should fuck off and die. Mindless little pussy sheep.
mmmikkkeeee 1 year ago 2 jers59 1 year ago fuck you little pussy boy 40 years old still
living in parents home but then you are asshole conspiracy theorist no life and no brain
fucking useful idiot for moslum savages jers59 1 year ago cheatrfreeknik 1 year ago 2
everytime i even think of those towers, a tear rolls down my cheek:'( R.I.P. my brother i
miss you:'( cheatrfreeknik 1 year ago 2 trazzicjunior 1 year ago I'm a NC fire fighter RIP
FDNY 343 we will never forget the all the people tht you have tried to save that tragic
day trazzicjunior 1 year ago GoBigBlue2012 1 year ago "i hope there was no one at
work"? ha wow that's the dumbest thing i've heard in a while. i wish there wasn't anyone
working either but c'mon ha. and why were you listening to creepy ass nursery music
during this? GoBigBlue2012 1 year ago brownchocolateboi 1 year ago There is some
smart people here. Our goverment didnt do this! Osama Bin Laden did. Why the hell
would our goverment do this!? brownchocolateboi 1 year ago mdaltafurrahman 1 year ago
To a Reason to attack IRAQ & get OIL from that country...Now you are suffering from
SWINE FLU .....Many more diseases to come from GOD to guys..... mdaltafurrahman 1
year ago shanthiji 1 year ago buddy i dont think innocent people in the World trade center
had anythinmg to do with, The american army attacking Iraq for oil. Calm your hormones
bud. shanthiji 1 year ago saad1505 1 year ago so they will have a reson to start a war on,
and falow there new world order, look it up hitler did the same thing saad1505 1 year ago
LOOLOOMMM 1 year ago If the dont osama bin ladin in the next 24 hours im gonna go
to fucking iraq cut of osamas cock and shove it so far down his throat hell pissing out his
ass for a month!!!! LOOLOOMMM 1 year ago kornjonothon 1 year ago why the hell
didnt u show the second crash? kornjonothon 1 year ago GaarahXD 1 year ago Oh mein
Gott...diese ganzen Menschen.... ich kann es immer noch nicht fassen was damals passiert
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ist... es ist so schrecklich...... GaarahXD 1 year ago gb35gb 1 year ago glaube mir ich bin
deiner meinung ich finde das so schokirend das sowas passirt ist und ich glaube und kan
es immer noch nich fassen als ich es mit mein eigenen augen gesehen hab flossen mir
tränen wegen all den unschuldigen menschen ich bete zu gott das all diese menschen ihr
leben im Himmel schöhn und friedlich weiterleben können ich bin einfach nur traurig
wirklich nur traurig bitte schreib du mir ne andwort PER E-MAIL per youtube bis später
gb35gb 1 year ago Burton9oo 1 year ago FUCK Bin Laden and his FUCKIN Terroist
attacks@@ Burton9oo 1 year ago jst2k09 1 year ago You mean fuck Bush and Cheney
who masterminded this whole event. They must both die jst2k09 1 year ago locadony 1
year ago Comment removed ibanezflynn 1 year ago show hide my dad was in 9/11 lol
ibanezflynn 1 year ago littleminxlet 1 year ago "lol" What the hell? :| littleminxlet 1 year
ago Callum955 1 year ago 4 Osama Bin Laden i wanna rip his fuckin cock off & let a pig
eat it haha Callum955 1 year ago 4 sibawi1 1 year ago caluu bin laden is brave nd u
am,erican deserve that 4 helping israel 2 kill palestinian sibawi1 1 year ago redmanshouts
1 year ago show hide PROOF THE FOOTAGE WAS FAKE...!!!!!! Type the following
into the search - 9 11 amateur part3new These short videos prove without a shadow of a
doubt that footage was faked. I CHALLENGE anyone to watch and still say what they
saw on TV was 100% real. (part3 is the better one but there are another two)
redmanshouts 1 year ago nightcrawler227 1 year ago so sad nightcrawler227 1 year ago
xxeexxeexxeexxee 1 year ago Просто в голове не укладывается как такое могло
произойти... Эти небоскрёбы были просто огромными xxeexxeexxeexxee 1 year ago
FrostMage3000 1 year ago 2 Just does not fit in the head as such things could happen ...
These skyscrapers were just great FrostMage3000 1 year ago 2 ibanezflynn 1 year ago
Comment removed hazzaza1 1 year ago 2 lol so many people just jump to the conclusion
of blaming the terrorists hazzaza1 1 year ago 2 redmanshouts 1 year ago PROOF THE
FOOTAGE WAS FAKE...!!!!!! Type the following into the search - 9 11 amateur
part3new These short videos prove without a shadow of a doubt that footage was faked.
I CHALLENGE anyone to watch and still say what they saw on TV was 100% real.
(part3 is the better one but there are another two) redmanshouts 1 year ago mulang4u 1
year ago With Prooofs In My Channel.. or Write In Youtube Search: Secret Rulers of The
World And See The Jews/Zionist from 9/11 INSIDE JOB.... See The Reality... Write On
Youtube: Secret rulers of the world............ mulang4u 1 year ago MiekaDebo 1 year ago
Redman, you are such a douche-bag. MiekaDebo 1 year ago redmanshouts 1 year ago
"douche bag"... ouch that really hurts coming from someone like you..!!! Get a brain and
learn how to use it. redmanshouts 1 year ago MiekaDebo 1 year ago Oh I'm sorry..I
should have known better...brain-trust's like you are busy proving that Bigfoot exists and
that Elvis is still alive! Get a better hobby you loser. MiekaDebo 1 year ago MiekaDebo
1 year ago If your comment was so PROFOUND..why did you remove it? MiekaDebo 1
year ago redmanshouts 1 year ago Comment removed michellehunter13 1 year ago the
video keeps cutting this is ssoooo sadd itreminds me of another movie fromdieney
michellehunter13 1 year ago mulang4u 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam With Prooofs In My Channel.. or Write In Youtube Search: Secret Rulers
of The World And See The Jews/Zionist from 9/11 INSIDE JOB.... See The Reality...
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Write On Youtube: Secret rulers of the world............ mulang4u 1 year ago ishaq4315 1
year ago man that is so sad but i always wounder if i was the firefighter wat do u do in
that postion where somthin like that happens ishaq4315 1 year ago mimi7mmd 1 year
ago 2 Spetember 11th is my birthday! My cousin Chris was in the building at the time.
He doesn't even live in that country. He came from here in Australia. I miss him so much
and it hurt to see that he passed away on my 5th birthday. I hope that he is there in
heaven watching over me and my family. i am now 12 years old and i still think about him
everyday. its so sad that everyone in the building died and i hope nothing like this ever
happens again mimi7mmd 1 year ago 2 twifan1 1 year ago September 11th is my
birthday! My Aunt Angie was in the building at the time and I do miss her it does hurt to
see that she died on my 4th birthday I wish she were to help me. Every body calls me the
one that made the towers fall but I know there wrong.I am now 11 years old my parents
cry on 9'11 not because that million people died but because it happened on my birthday.
twifan1 1 year ago sono23 1 year ago why in the world would people you know say it
was your fault. that's just plain dumb. and it also sounds sort of selfish of your parents
that they'd cry just cause it's on your birthday, and not that thousands of people died
that day. sono23 1 year ago Joshuaguss 1 year ago Pause at 19:55, the smoke in the
middle looks like a monster with his mouth wide open, with Big teeth. Joshuaguss 1 year
ago BillHABS 1 year ago wait at 12:17 she just said "it was a military plane" ?? Anyway
I have to ask if you are the auther of the video and since you had a terribly good point of
view did you hear any of those secondary explosions that are said to have happened ?
BillHABS 1 year ago neuae 1 year ago proud if Arabs did it, however the dump will
belive it neuae 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago neuae Why would you be proud if
Arabs did this? And they did do this. Sharky2055 1 year ago neuae 1 year ago 2 cuz a
man in cave as UBL cant do all this by his group, inside US government did it neuae 1
year ago 2 rubycheese101 1 year ago i would be freaked out if i was on the ground
rubycheese101 1 year ago LVL100000 1 year ago lady: OH my god!! oh my god! all
these people! Man: yeah, its awful. Lol, it sounds like he doesn't care. D= 19:43
LVL100000 1 year ago rubycheese101 1 year ago okay i hate ppl blmaing races like it
dosent matter on the race its just some ppl have horrible thoughts and do horrible things
dont place blmae the world is evil but i am sorry for all those who where lost :( world be
at peace rubycheese101 1 year ago skotlands2 1 year ago So sad! R.I.P all off ya!
skotlands2 1 year ago parodyrose 1 year ago For a moment I wondered why you guys
didn't know why the second plane hit or anything, and then I remembered it at first
seemed to be an accident...I think I was 8 or 9 when it happened and...just, RIP to
everyone who died from this, and god bless everyone who suffered. I'm glad you guys
posted this, I've never seen the full thing before... parodyrose 1 year ago imafuckwit1 1
year ago two words, loose change, youtube it retards imafuckwit1 1 year ago
TROLLSHITZ 1 year ago makes me wish i had a really long stick and a marshmallow
TROLLSHITZ 1 year ago fosk73 1 year ago bush did it he yust wanna attack irak he
wanna show that he got the power but bush is now powerless the world is a scary and
secret place fosk73 1 year ago buisyman 1 year ago I think you should go back to school
and learn to speak English. the world has always been a dark, scary place, you just never
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knew aboutit, because someof us are here to keep you fromknowing about it so you can
go on with your little lives. buisyman 1 year ago Mega360BMX 1 year ago I don t know
how they can be so fucking stupid in the head that they want to kill people, some JUMP
some burn to death, I do not how they can be so stupid and that they would like to kill
people inside the World Trade Center! Rest in peace all those who died: ( Mega360BMX
1 year ago juice65795 1 year ago USA did it himself juice65795 1 year ago
kyleazzopardi95 1 year ago 3 fuck the nigers that did that kyleazzopardi95 1 year ago 3
Sharky2055 1 year ago kyleazzopardi95 That's a horrid thing to say. Black people didn't
do this. Arabic Islamic extremists did. Sharky2055 1 year ago fabulousgal 1 year ago 2
WOW! There are no words to describe this. May all this soul R.I.P. God Bless their
families. Disturbing! fabulousgal 1 year ago 2 NostraCulpa89 1 year ago Comment
removed tonynoyes 1 year ago This is a perfect example of why people need to love their
country. Just because there are other races here besides whites, does not mean it was our
fault this happened. CriminalMaggot, I hope you burn in hell. God Bless America.
tonynoyes 1 year ago iloveworship93 1 year ago barney in the background. ahaha this
video is amazing i love it iloveworship93 1 year ago LVL100000 1 year ago this wants to
make me cry =( i can't believe it happened. LVL100000 1 year ago IceMan5777 1 year
ago i think usama binLaden or w/e is an agent with the usa, cause they want a bad
reputation with muslims so they made him look like a muslim and they had all this
planned out, cause they say he is hiding in iraq for what 8 years now? wtf? hes probably
in america with the WTA and hes part of the agent of usa. IceMan5777 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago IceMan5777 Who said Usama bin Laden's hiding in Iraq? Iraq???
Do yourself a favor and try not to "think" anymore. Sharky2055 1 year ago
CriminalMaggot 1 year ago it was punishment from the all mighty because america
harbours mexicans and blacks and white niggers. until all filth is removed from america
then soldiers will continue to die. CriminalMaggot 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
CriminalMaggot It's filth like you that needs to be removed from the world. It's a sure bet
you're never mistaken for a humanbeing. Sharky2055 1 year ago MrShigawire 1 year ago
Don't you think there was a reason for these happenings? I do not support these guys,
but i think for such an act there must be a reason. And i think the United States of
America are not innocent. Btw. WTC wasn't the only bulding planes crashed into..
MrShigawire 1 year ago evgenim1 1 year ago usa did it! for war in iraq evgenim1 1 year
ago foofighters781 1 year ago yes thats what i think foofighters781 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago evgenim1 9/11/2001 USA invaded Afghanistan October 2001
USA invaded Iraq March 2003 NO, the US govt didn't d0 9/11 to invade Iraq. Doesn't
even make sense. Sharky2055 1 year ago localibran 1 year ago Sweet Merciful Jesus
Christ, what a day from hell. localibran 1 year ago vertigo1195 1 year ago i hope the
USAF drop the biggest fuckin bomb on that bastard bin ladin head vertigo1195 1 year ago
1995625 1 year ago lololololololololoolool 1995625 1 year ago titi84700 1 year ago 2 ca
me degoute pov gent plain de mort :( titi84700 1 year ago 2 19EATmySHORTSboy83 1
year ago die armen leute!!! ich habe voll mitleid!! RIP 3000 People
19EATmySHORTSboy83 1 year ago sadkaremily 1 year ago that is realy sad
sadkaremily 1 year ago seetangadler 1 year ago never never forgive the islamic bastards of
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terorists, this day i never forgotten , RIP all people and heros they lost the live on this
day ! sry mi bad engl. In unseren Herzen werdet ihr Ewiglich LEBEN. seetangadler 1 year
ago covahydoolb 1 year ago 2 Thats sick Horrible covahydoolb 1 year ago 2 3amoKholio
1 year ago 2 fuck terrorists 3amoKholio 1 year ago 2 poneli27 1 year ago she even said
it...."its a military plane" 12:15 watch play it. poneli27 1 year ago marazita14 1 year ago
R.I.P. marazita14 1 year ago jersotes 1 year ago exelente video jersotes 1 year ago
9Charnel 1 year ago Ahahahaaaa she says "that's what I was thinking, that was terrorist
attack" ahahahaahaaaaaa they brainwashed mass with those terrorists even before 9/11 so
no one would doubt it when it happens. Well done government! 9Charnel 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago 9Charnel The US government didn't do 9/11. Sharky2055 1 year
ago poneli27 1 year ago how can you be so blind poneli27 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year
ago poneli27 MY eyes are wide open. I see the truth. I KNOW the truth. Sharky2055 1
year ago 9Charnel 1 year ago You're fucked up... 9Charnel 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year
ago 9Charnel Why do you say that? Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
poneli27 Educate yourself. eagar. mit. edu/EagarPresentations/WTC_TMS _2002. pdf
civil. northwestern. edu/people/bazant/PDFs/Papers/ 405. pdf news. bbc. co.
uk/2/hi/science/nature/6987965 . stm (Cambridge) civil. usyd. edu. au/wtc. shtml (sydney)
(National Academy of Engineering) nae. edu/nae/bridgecom. nsf/weblinks/CGOZ58NLCB Sharky2055 1 year ago 9Charnel 1 year ago ^^ sweet faith 9Charnel 1 year ago
cookcook23 1 year ago u sick son of a bitch cookcook23 1 year ago xjv8 1 year ago
americans are criminals and terrorists, as well as the jews. they even made the taliban and
saddam hussein, and after they didnt need them anymore they turned against them, and
blamed a religion? how easy are u americans to brainwashed? do the world a favor and
hang yourself. u belive every fucking lie, no matter how stupid the lie is, how the fuck can
u be proud of your country? no1 is responsible for more warcrimes than america since the
second worldwar...fuck every american and jew! xjv8 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
xjv8 = IMBECILE Americans are NOT criminals and terrorists. Neither are Jewish
people. You can't label all of those people like that. It's astoundingly ignorant & asinine
to do that. The US didn't make the Taliban nor Hussein. We're not all brainwashed.
Everything in your post is asininely ignorant. You really need to pull your head from
your inside your anal orifice. Sharky2055 1 year ago dragunlab8 1 year ago burn
dragunlab8 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago dragunlab8 Why do you want it to burn?
Sharky2055 1 year ago legoman191 1 year ago thats weird, she aid it was a military plane
which hit tower two, which the whole conspiracy is based on......and she said it only
seconds after the plane impacted tower 2..... legoman191 1 year ago PoliticialLies 1 year
ago One of the most realistic videos out there. the views of an on watcher. the sounds
during the crisis. the building going down. Everything is upsetting .this is a real view at
what happened that day. PoliticialLies 1 year ago aho97 1 year ago Terrorists can do this
to us, but our own government under new management says we can't waterboard. You
know the difference? Waterboarding didn't kill 3000+ people. Thank you blue states for
creating the weakest country in our history. aho97 1 year ago Fedele12345 1 year ago the
scariest scene is at 19:43 where the tower falls... really devestating Fedele12345 1 year
ago morrocco1 1 year ago allaho akbar islam is layte welcom of islam morrocco1 1 year
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ago doidaocv 1 year ago <<<< 5:30 UFO doidaocv 1 year ago southlandMario 1 year ago
you guys need to watch the south park episode regarding 9/11. itll make you feel better :)
southlandMario 1 year ago steutd08 1 year ago stop it on 11:47 and the devils head is
popping out the twin tower with a hand clenched(a fist) steutd08 1 year ago nufc253 1
year ago that must of been so scary if you were at the bottom nufc253 1 year ago
slicksme5150 1 year ago Quote "Love the background music"..end Quote are you a
complete and udder idiot? you are part of the dumbing down society... keep yourself in a
pen where you belong! slicksme5150 1 year ago dvscorp 1 year ago Love the background
music... dvscorp 1 year ago slicksme5150 1 year ago this video is ridiculously over
editted...where is the original? thats the one I want to see! This is a useless piece of
garbage! Who editted it? and why? slicksme5150 1 year ago yahmon2112 1 year ago 2
What are you talking about??? Shut your mouth, they decided to post this so that we
could see what happened firsthand like they did, so be thankful, i'm glad they posted it, it
made a difference to me so shut up. yahmon2112 1 year ago 2 Westbam5 1 year ago [
 ﺹـﺏـﺭﺍﺍWestbam5 1 year ago ] ﺹـﺏـﺭﺍﺍ ﻱـﺍﻱـﺍ ﻩــﻭﺩ ﺝـﻱـﺵ ﻡـﺡـﻡـﺩ ﺱـﻭﻑ ﻱـﻉـــــﻭﺩ
FrozenEclipse 1 year ago Sand nigger. FrozenEclipse 1 year ago Robfoxman 1 year ago
coming from a pussy country Robfoxman 1 year ago TUMOOOOR 1 year ago [ ﺹـﺏـﺭﺍﺍ
 ] ﺹـﺏـﺭﺍﺍ ﻱـﺍﻱـﺍ ﻩــﻭﺩ ﺝـﻱـﺵ ﻡـﺡـﻡـﺩ ﺱـﻭﻑ ﻱـﻉـــــﻭﺩTUMOOOOR 1 year ago
kuganchenguttuvan 1 year ago is binladen a stupid. kuganchenguttuvan 1 year ago
devilkin9001 1 year ago 3 I was about 7 years old. I was sitting in math class and I heard
the phone ring for my teacher and she went infront of the class and said we're getting out
of school early. I came home and I was wondering why my dad wouldn't come home. No
one would tell me why... In memory of John Kendoms May 15, 1965 - Sep 11, 2001
devilkin9001 1 year ago 3 Sendo1209 1 year ago thats sucks dude... im sorry. Sendo1209
1 year ago Whackedoutpet 1 year ago 3 I'm sorry. May your father rest in peace.
Whackedoutpet 1 year ago 3 mandunya 1 year ago this girl sounds sexy mandunya 1 year
ago TeCkIDeAdZoNe 1 year ago Bin Laden is in saudi arabia u dumb ass u should know
if u care so much. I do care but not as much as u people who still look at this video and
pretend in ur mind it did not happen. Get the fuck over it. And this person talkin... WTF
how do u cry and say ooo look at all the ashes it looks like its snowing. Be fuckin real
nice timing. TeCkIDeAdZoNe 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago TeCkIDeAdZoNe
Osama bin Laden was EXHILED FROM SAUDI ARABIA back in 1992. Sharky2055 1
year ago slicksme5150 1 year ago your an idiot! There is no bin laden, And al qaeda was
created by the government after the assault on 9/11.. think not? How many times had you
ever heard that name al qaeda before that date? I bet none...and if you say you did you are
a true lier! learn your facts before you speak, you only make yourself out to be an ass!
slicksme5150 1 year ago GetCarter08 1 year ago & you're not making yourself look like
an ass, look @ american history, it's based on power/greed! Theorectically if 9-11 was an
inside job, majority of the hijackers were from saudi arabia, with the world's most
lucrative oil exports, why not invade saudi arabia, which saddam hussien wanted to do
after invading kuwait, it's not conceivable to go after some impoverished nation w/o an
agenda GetCarter08 1 year ago MaKaElectric 1 year ago Why does the guy who said 9/11
was an inside job get marked as spam? After all these years it is sad how many people are
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still in denial. All you have to do is watch the movie Loose Change. Our government has
done this before and they will do it again and prob soon. What was up with AF1 flying
over NY? FOR A PICTURE? Yeah right! No more like a test to see what the public
would do. The FAA said they knew people would panic and yet they did it anyway.
TEST! US Government hard at work. MaKaElectric 1 year ago slicksme5150 1 year ago
so true so true, they are fear mongers and thrive on it daily,...ohh my dont look now the
swine flu is an epidemic, just like bird flu, and sars... get a grip people and stop watching
government owned news broadcasts! slicksme5150 1 year ago TeCkIDeAdZoNe 1 year
ago Comment removed onionhead007 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam 9/11 WAS IN INSIDE JOB.... onionhead007 1 year ago buisyman 1 year
ago Just a simple reminder that whatever you do, some people will hate you. A great
reminder of the greatness of Americans. We picked ourselves up, dusted ourselves off,
found the culprits, and did what we had to do. Anyone who says we deserved this can
kiss my fat white hairy American ASS!! buisyman 1 year ago JPOK1000 1 year ago Yes
your definitely an American, what with you talking so much bull-shit! What the fuck you
talking about "you found the culprits"? Have you found Mr Bin Laden yet? NO has the
invasion of Iraq by British & American troops made things any better NO. The threat is
still there & will be for a long time pal! JPOK1000 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
Osama bin Laden agreed to the plot brought to him by KHM and an associate of his.
OBL recruited some of the hijackers & approved all of them particpating in the plot. He
checked on the plan's progress no doubt, admitted to the world that AlQaeda was
responsible after declaring war on us in 1992. Past that there are many more people
involved. 19 are dead, some are in custody awating trial, a few have been to trial and
found guitly. Sharky2055 1 year ago MaKaElectric 1 year ago Did you get any of this
info outside of the mainstream media and if so where? The US is in bed with OBL, he is
part of the Bildaberg Group. This is all part of the NWO master plan. MaKaElectric 1
year ago Whackedoutpet 1 year ago 2 Actually we allowed our President to lead us into a
war based on lies. We bombed a country that had nothing to do with the tragedy that was
9/11, which killed many innocent people in the process. We also bombed a third world
country, because apparently the best way to find the group of people responsible was to
blow an entire nation apart. (Again killing many innocent people) We still haven't found
them or brought them to justice. Yeah we're so superior compared to the rest of the
world... Whackedoutpet 1 year ago 2 shakiraisbest 1 year ago ....So, yes, I'm worried that
a war will break out and I'm worried that the whole world will be punished for one
irresponsible and terrible act of a few' -Shakira I just think it's a great quote. And this was
a horrible thing, but it does not justify to kill innocent people. shakiraisbest 1 year ago
shakiraisbest 1 year ago 'When I received the news I believe that I reacted like the rest of
the millions of people that found out about it at that moment with a great nervousness
and terrible confusion. The fear that I have is that an even bigger tragedy comes from this
tragedy, because it's very easy at this point in time to be filled with rage and spitefulness
and that's how many errors are committed.... shakiraisbest 1 year ago staplerjm 1 year ago
thats crazy when did this happen? why wasnt this reported more?? staplerjm 1 year ago
JPOK1000 1 year ago Shit man what planet have you been living on for the past 8 years?
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As it states at the top of the video September 11 2001. The attack on the world trade
centres that once dominated the skyline of New York city USA. JPOK1000 1 year ago
staplerjm 1 year ago lol dont worry I was joking:P just wanted to see people's reactions. I
was kinda surprised there was no flaming tho staplerjm 1 year ago sujoy007 1 year ago
:DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD you are THE BEST :DDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
sujoy007 1 year ago samfedes 1 year ago que impresionante de verdad que descancen en
paz todas esas personas... nome quiero imaginar lo que se debio haber sentido estando
cerca de ese desastre samfedes 1 year ago somebody1250 1 year ago hitler was a christian
and he used to read the bible and believe in god so please dont put religion in the middle
and dont forget that usa is no different remember japan and the 150000 civilians who
where killed actually the usa is the #2 civilian killer in history after hitler somebody1250
1 year ago danielvlz 1 year ago que en paz descanse las personas que fallecieron hay,
danielvlz 1 year ago exelsis2401 1 year ago thx bush and co exelsis2401 1 year ago
MichaelGareth2008 1 year ago Comment removed bhancock7 1 year ago haha you're an
idiot. you liberal minded douche bag. don't make excused and blame the government for
you being poor or stupid. bhancock7 1 year ago VanSisean 1 year ago Comment removed
535wer 1 year ago where is the other tower? 535wer 1 year ago ThelnfowarsChannel 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Alex Jones is back tell a
friend Guess who's back, Guess who's back , Guess who's back ... ThelnfowarsChannel 1
year ago sir4ki 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam the events
of 9/11 was hypnotizing the whole world, and if u are hypnotized, u believe everything
that u get told...so they told you, it were planes...but now the peoples are waking up
from their hypnosis... sir4ki 1 year ago nvidiafighter33 1 year ago usa was the singel
(sory im swiss) country what take a nuclear bomb in war bush was a shit president
nvidiafighter33 1 year ago ahmad779555 1 year ago people should stop being racist but
the word terroist i also find racist because people didnt call america terroists when they
bombed 2 citys in japan and thats a lot worse than this and then all americans act pussy
and help less like they didnt do anything wrong ahmad779555 1 year ago
GovernmentShill 1 year ago Us dropping 2 bombs on Japan saved millions of lives.
GovernmentShill 1 year ago WarriorOfHeaven100 1 year ago Well that is not now. This
is basicallly a new generation.. So we didnt do anything wrong.. PLUS. It did save
millions of lives in the usa. So japan didnt do anything wrong now. and we didnt either..
So basically it is the terrorists fault. AND Dont say this is not worse.. because it is on
the same scale of horrible scenes and crimes.. WarriorOfHeaven100 1 year ago
ahmad779555 1 year ago one you killed more people so it is worse and 2 you killed
innocent lives that were at stake so it does serve you right not the people of usa but it
shows how other countrys feel ahmad779555 1 year ago 535wer 1 year ago They
attacked us first and we gave them back what they deserved moron. I would have done
the same thing. Hint dont mess with the USA or you be blown up,understand. 535wer 1
year ago Whackedoutpet 1 year ago Hey no offense, but that attitude of basically saying
"mess with the U.S. and we'll blow your country to Hell" is really a big part of the reason
that many people from other countries perceive we Americans as both arrogant and
ignorant. Yes 9/11 was a terrible tragedy, that goes without saying. However, it really
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doesn't justify some of the things we've done since then (i.e. bombing a third world
country while looking for Osama bin Laden responsible, killing many people in the
process). Whackedoutpet 1 year ago Whackedoutpet 1 year ago Not to mention invading
a country that had ABSOLUTELY NOTHING to do with the September 11, attack.
(Thus killing many more innocent people.) I'm not trying to antagonize you in any way.
I'm just saying that we are not nearly as blameless as some people would like to think.
Whackedoutpet 1 year ago ahmad779555 1 year ago so what they attacked you first it
doesnt mean innnocent people shoudl die dumbass. its not like they put a bomb on
america ahmad779555 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago its not like they put a bomb on
america <<<<<<<<<<< They did. They were 767's and 757's. Sharky2055 1 year ago
alexjones4president 1 year ago The International Jewish bankers rule the world through
debt, which is money they create out of nothing. They need world government to ensure
no country defaults or tries to overthrow them. As long as private bankers, instead of
governments, create money the human race is doomed. These bankers and their allies have
bought everything and everyone. - Henry Makow alexjones4president 1 year ago
slicksme5150 1 year ago The International Jewish bankers rule the world through debt,
which is money they create out of nothing. They need world government to ensure no
country defaults or tries to overthrow them. As long as private bankers, instead of
governments, create money the human race is doomed. These bankers and their allies have
bought everything and everyone. That in itself is one of the best statements I have seen
here! But I don't think most will understand what it means...which is the way they want
it!.. slicksme5150 1 year ago slicksme5150 1 year ago Sorry money mongers, the cat is
outta the bag and the war against you shall soon become a reality! You kill in disguise like
on 9/11 and way to many other ways to say here... But you are EXPOSED and the
revolution shall not be underestimated! take heed my friends do the research take the
time, this is your life and your childrens lives at stake here!!! slicksme5150 1 year ago
shazrfc86 1 year ago theres somethin dodgey about the terrorist attacks on the twin
towers there somethin more to it than we know, i think america is involved in some way
shazrfc86 1 year ago linzki 1 year ago I have an important question for Bob and Bri!!!
Where is that part of this video that shows second plane hit the tower, why is it cut right
there? If u have that part too on video, please share it with all of us!!! linzki 1 year ago
unbelievaabblle 1 year ago this is what religion does to the world. religion needs to be
abolished. unbelievaabblle 1 year ago 88lafe 1 year ago it's not the religion what makes
something like this but the money and the will of becoming more powerful: In general;
AMERICA needs to be abolished! 88lafe 1 year ago TediLoL64 1 year ago its not the
religion its the fanaticks but i agree islam should be abolished TediLoL64 1 year ago
XxLadyBat4evaxX 1 year ago okay, no, islam should NOT be abolished because the
religion was not at fault here, it was the power hungry people who made this happen and
the people who caused the events that led to that day XxLadyBat4evaxX 1 year ago
VanSisean 1 year ago That's right...it should be mentioned that Islam and Radical Islam
are two different things. VanSisean 1 year ago Kharis1986 1 year ago fucking muslims
makes people cry... shet... Alexandr Makedonian fucked all muslims in the world and i
hope america do that as well... Kharis1986 1 year ago stiggovicho 1 year ago ah the 2
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plain came from the other side of the tower stiggovicho 1 year ago JacktheSmack 1 year
ago Good video. JacktheSmack 1 year ago bofors7715 1 year ago 640+ Architects &
Engineers are demanding a real investigation into 9/11! AE911Truth (dot) org bofors7715
1 year ago bigmac4216 1 year ago please don't be ignorant look up zeitgeist on google and
watch the second video it will give you a different outlook on life and 9/11 think for
yourself people! bigmac4216 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago bigmac4216 This was
NO inside job. Sharky2055 1 year ago nerdsthatarenerdy 1 year ago watev guys i love
New York!! nerdsthatarenerdy 1 year ago Lory73 1 year ago Will perpetrators of this
ever be punished? Disgusting mass murder way beyond belief. I still feel the sorrow and
pain of everyone tragically involved. Whoever did this, I wish them to reincarnate for the
eternity into something they would never wish to come back as. Lory73 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago 19 of the perpetrators are dead, 1 has been found guilty and
sentenced to death. Other's are awaiting trial. Some have been killed and still others are in
hiding. Sharky2055 1 year ago Andrew19ao 1 year ago why are parts missing. It just cuts
to when the second tower waws hit Andrew19ao 1 year ago ahmad102030 1 year ago
One of the first accurate predictions from the bot program took place in June of 2001.
The program predicted that a life altering event would take place within the next 60-90
days. An occurrence of such proportion that its effects would be felt worldwide. The
program based its prediction on web chatter which ultimately represents the collective
unconscious of society.Regrettably, the bot programs prediction proved accurate and the
Twin Towers fell on 9/11/2001. ahmad102030 1 year ago wowns8451 1 year ago god
bless america wowns8451 1 year ago CYOxyanksx96 1 year ago my uncle was in the shit
CYOxyanksx96 1 year ago nadroj53 1 year ago was he in it when it collapsed? nadroj53 1
year ago Tehhunterr 1 year ago 2 Thats sad how those innocent people lost their life just
for doing their job.... Tehhunterr 1 year ago 2 mauriceD0514 1 year ago LOL. I wasn't a
patriotic American when this happened. I became a patritot on 11/04/2008 at 11pm
Eastern time when Obama was elected President! mauriceD0514 1 year ago
nerdsthatarenerdy 1 year ago Fuck Obama! Fucking muslim nerdsthatarenerdy 1 year ago
gzimsgirl101 1 year ago what the fuck yo dont fuckin say that shit ill kill you
gzimsgirl101 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 nerdsthatarenerdy Obama is a
CHRISTIAN. There are people in his family that are Muslim. Sharky2055 1 year ago 2
EJBPeace13 1 year ago And?... EJBPeace13 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
EJBPeace13 And it was Al-Qaeda. What else would you like to know? Sharky2055 1
year ago EJBPeace13 1 year ago I don't understand why you are comparing Barack
Obama to Al-Qaeda. He's not even Muslim.(His step-father is Muslim). He is our
president and you should respect that. :D EJBPeace13 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
nerdsthatarenerdy (8 hours ago) Hide -2 Fuck Obama! Fucking muslim >>>>>>>>>>>>
I didn't compare him. I said he's a Christian, but some of his family are Muslims. I was
not in any way comparing Al-Qaeda, whom I detest, to Pres.Obama. The comment I
quoted is on the previous page. THAT is what I was referring to. Sharky2055 1 year ago
ahmad779555 1 year ago yeah and your so great aren't you? obama is better than bush
and there is nothing wrong with musim what one man done doesnt mean their all bad cos
if thats the case every religion and country are fucked up ahmad779555 1 year ago
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Napalmivrus 1 year ago Америка,вы не нация. Napalmivrus 1 year ago ItachisChica1 1
year ago 4 LONG LIVE AMERICA!! i live in germany and i really want to go over there
America is my future! it happened morning when did this happen? i feel so sorry for the
ppls in the tower.. ItachisChica1 1 year ago 4 bosuiltje 1 year ago ynwa bosuiltje 1 year
ago Doomcommin 1 year ago Sorry to hear about this girl ''Lilly'' Hope she didnt die,
Thank you for putting this on youtube really! this is VERY good it helped me So much!
for my school project! thank you God bless you and those who passed away
Doomcommin 1 year ago Hisiballah 1 year ago That were the americans by
themselves!!!!!!!!! Hisiballah 1 year ago thecallan0007 1 year ago mis a terrist attack of
this magnatude, not a fucking chance! thecallan0007 1 year ago legomovies6 1 year ago oh
and if i have offended anyone in my commen to freddykisback123 i apollogies it was only
aimed at him legomovies6 1 year ago 1989jase 1 year ago look at 11:52 theres a ufo just to
the right of the tower in the sky freaky 1989jase 1 year ago tigerhearst 1 year ago I
remember exactly where I was when this happened...I was in my room, getting ready to
go to school (college). I remember being in a daze...it seemed so surreal. I will never forget.
tigerhearst 1 year ago IrelyOnearthsSupply 1 year ago I was in the office about to go to
detention when I saw this...scared the shit out of me...so the hole time I thought what the
hell is going on and what if it happens here...heh I was only in 8th grade
IrelyOnearthsSupply 1 year ago Beatles4President 1 year ago i will remember this day
for the rest of my life. what a fucking tragedy. Beatles4President 1 year ago
monty11meals 1 year ago I'll never forget the moment that lives were taken in this crash.
That was the saddest moment in my life. monty11meals 1 year ago annacfc 1 year ago
holy crap. i still cant believe that happened. i remember coming home 4 lunch from skool
and the tv was on with all my family watching and i didnt beleive it was actually
happening, for a sec i thought it was fake. i couldnt beleive when they both fell. such a
chilling and horrible moment. RIP all that died from UK xx annacfc 1 year ago Bekool4eva
1 year ago lol gelirdecer thats why hes hiding from us in a cave right? Bekool4eva 1 year
ago SuperNovaDreamTeam 1 year ago 2 this was a very emotional moment for alot of
people ,. Now if only people would care about others just a little , no matter who it is or
where it happens just think they are your family too THE FAMILY OF HUMANITY>
LOVE AND LIGHT CHERYL NICHOLS SuperNovaDreamTeam 1 year ago 2 bailkg 1
year ago I was in new york when that happend I was scared bailkg 1 year ago
gymnasterz10076 1 year ago my father died from it gymnasterz10076 1 year ago
ImSorichbich12 1 year ago 3 freddykisback123 is fucking terrirst USA is the best country
fagget. ImSorichbich12 1 year ago 3 SylverFilms 1 year ago Why arrent they scared?!?
Theyre right there and not scared and im across the country! SylverFilms 1 year ago
GelirGecer 1 year ago show hide I remember when that happened.I cryed for the poor
terorists but then I made party because of the fucking death americans haha Bin laden 1
USA 0 GelirGecer 1 year ago rettep12345 1 year ago I hope you live a LONG and
PAINFULL life. And after that, you burn in hell!! rettep12345 1 year ago UrsTDI 1 year
ago 4 You really have no ideo what you're saying. Fuck you and your shitty country. I
hate how everyone's always hating on America. PERSONALLY, what the FUCK did we
do to YOU?! I hope this hapens to you one day. Fuck you. UrsTDI 1 year ago 4
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pacoesmellamo 1 year ago your cool your terriost fuck pacoesmellamo 1 year ago
clancg2003 1 year ago Comment removed hammer231984 1 year ago In the words of
Donald S Cherry, "God love 'em" hammer231984 1 year ago freddykisback123 1 year ago
show hide HAHA fuck you America you are not the strongest country . right in the heart
noobs freddykisback123 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 freddykisback123 There's
nothing funny about this. Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 legomovies6 1 year ago Comment
removed legomovies6 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
freddykisback123 this isnt funny at all and for germany you are all sick bastard just look
at the war concentration camps and the mass murder of the jews. germany thought they
were in power all i can say who won the war! UK AND USA and RUSSIA soon turned
against you ADOLF! WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE KIDDING MR HITLER!
have some respect for people who are effected by this event its not only a few people
but a who country think next time! legomovies6 1 year ago coolacro 1 year ago LOOK
19:56 its a demon face in the smoke opening its mouth coolacro 1 year ago
youare2131yoyo 1 year ago the FUCKING lady taping aint even stressed WTF lillys got
daycare WTF any terrorists GET FUCKED youare2131yoyo 1 year ago hauke182 1
year ago 2 yes these fucking terrorists. KILL EM ALL !!!! hauke182 1 year ago 2
rapciraci 1 year ago 4 FUCK ISRAEL FUCK OFF rapciraci 1 year ago 4 manosgun1994
1 year ago terrible.I will remember this day. manosgun1994 1 year ago booyaka1995 1
year ago 09:14 that is people jumping out of the building because of the heat and smoke. i
think booyaka1995 1 year ago supersnozzer95 1 year ago Comment removed
maggot264th 1 year ago This fucking dick head d3mbum i hope you burn in hell and get
torchered for the rest of your ungrateful life you stupid FUCK!! maggot264th 1 year ago
Oriztomakilaz123 1 year ago Take it easy man... Oriztomakilaz123 1 year ago rebtrues 1
year ago wtf is wrong with you you should go to hell just for saying thatyou enjoy
watching people die?? rebtrues 1 year ago d3mbum 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam 911 did the world a favor i was laughing when the planes hit
it and people jumping off the building made me laugh even more hahaha those muslims
were right d3mbum 1 year ago Republikaner123 1 year ago show hide fucking Islam,
fucking mohammed this Satan, Fucking all Moslems in da World! Republikaner123 1 year
ago Vaenra333 1 year ago You dumb unliterate pice of shit Vaenra333 1 year ago
ownagelord123 1 year ago wow u are some racist bastard ownagelord123 1 year ago
ixonixas 1 year ago 11:52 UFO at your right!!! They are waching us and our stupid
peoples... ixonixas 1 year ago CGlass1109 1 year ago the bitch in the background was
fucking annoying. christ! let us wtach the fucking video. CGlass1109 1 year ago UrsTDI
1 year ago 2 I was in 2nd grade when this happened and I remember in the afternoon
when we were all on the bus my busdriver was all upset and was like on the speaker
"Guys..you don't have school tomorrow." And we were all cheering and asked why and
she said to ask our parents. But I was so young that I really didn't understand how
horrible it was. UrsTDI 1 year ago 2 feirce003 1 year ago i was in the second grade two
and we were all like wtf feirce003 1 year ago craigm1995 1 year ago wheres the other
tower lol craigm1995 1 year ago ipodlover200 1 year ago i was four and a hal when this
happened and my mom heard it on the radio when she was driving me to kindergarten
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ipodlover200 1 year ago Dragrider96 1 year ago i lived in Brazil when that happened and
the news kept showing it for like.. 6 months? Dragrider96 1 year ago collegekids08 1 year
ago i rember comin home from school and my mum and dad had it blastin out coz all my
niegbours came to watch and it was really sad R.I.P 9/11 GONE BUT NEVER
FORGOTTEN collegekids08 1 year ago xxfriendsfanxx 1 year ago i was 7 so i really dont
remember..i just remember seeing something on tv..but i really didnt know what was
going on..then later on i knew.. xxfriendsfanxx 1 year ago koolness100 1 year ago show
hide lol i was turing 8 and we put on the news it was horriable not just cuz millions
thousands died but ........... because it was my birthday i just thought it was my birthday
present lol well i guess it was the biggest party i had but no really 9/11 fucked my
birthday up wtf!!!!!!!!!!!!!! i hate that shit koolness100 1 year ago MortenDemant 1 year
ago 2 Fuck your fucking birthday. What about all the dead people? You fuckhead
MortenDemant 1 year ago 2 kisstv1 1 year ago hey !! snap !!! igot the same bday as u ;)
lol - but :( all those people :( kisstv1 1 year ago Arafiq53 1 year ago This was surely one
event that will be remembered in history for a while. But lets put aside terrorists, inside
jobs, and conspiracies, let's ask our selves, what is coming to this world? The answer?
New World Order. Keep your blinds shut. Have a nice day. Arafiq53 1 year ago
aifammafiaaifam 1 year ago 7 seconds of planes crashing ,i dont think so no planes media
involvment bombs controled demolition no planes pentagon no plane shanksville no
terrorists no osama bin laden no more attacks /the right wing on the cnn 2nd plane goes
behind a building 3 blocks away i dont belive the hype or the histerical voices wake up to
your nwo have a nice day aifammafiaaifam 1 year ago joaolisboa27 1 year ago she didnt
take the second hit in this video joaolisboa27 1 year ago hijaker760 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam alah akbar we go again in amerika this taime
to cuts heads not to bomb fuck usa alah akbar ....... we must atack again,,but next taime its
well be 4000000 death not 4000.. fuck amerika,,if u see any amerikan cut her heads and
send this at cnn,this msej before all ok...!!!i swear amerika we come again hijaker760 1
year ago trainz2007 1 year ago because trainz2007 1 year ago jesterua67 1 year ago Why
is this video edited at the moment of the second " Impact " ? These clowns just add fuel
to the fire like , why is there a couple of seconds cut out of this video??? jesterua67 1
year ago Humanzy 1 year ago I was in first grade too but i think i was too young to
understand this Humanzy 1 year ago 3DGAR1000 1 year ago Dame I Was In The First
Grade When This Happend I Was Like Really Scared!!! I Thought We Where All Going
To Die 3DGAR1000 1 year ago tictacs9413 1 year ago same here I was looking at the
news the morning it happened, and I didn't know what was going on and I thought it was
fake I was scared to all hell afterwards (by then I knew it was real), because I was worried
that it was going to happen again and it'd be a lot worse tictacs9413 1 year ago
Priestmyster 1 year ago 2 i hate watching 9/11 because my cousin was in the wtc north
tower when it was hit Priestmyster 1 year ago 2 Sharky2055 1 year ago Priestmyster I'm
sorry for your loss. RIP Sharky2055 1 year ago Filipinogirl2009 1 year ago thank you for
showing Filipinogirl2009 1 year ago DieMyGod 1 year ago Bicthes DieMyGod 1 year
ago soeasypls 1 year ago HEY YOU! YA YOU! We know who you guys are! having fun
watching everybody tearing each other up? guess your plan is working I see there still at
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it at after 7and half years. Did you think it was going to go on this long? You know
freedom fighters will never sweep this under the rug :) Still screening my account? NWOs
= communist assholes soeasypls 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago soeasypls What the
hell are you prattling on about? Sharky2055 1 year ago jokelip 1 year ago This was just
so monstrous, that it's really allmost Impossible to froget this !!! jokelip 1 year ago
jokelip 1 year ago At and after 14:20just keep CRYING after this !!! jokelip 1 year ago
jokelip 1 year ago How so; my sisters Daughter did ring me in about 1hour10min after the
first strike. We here in Finland are so much better with Internet and National
Broadcasting TV:s!!!! jokelip 1 year ago jokelip 1 year ago 01.10 her Mum had already
understood the TRUTH, and it took only some Ours to confess the real situation, which
we here in Finland knew!!! jokelip 1 year ago skizoooooo 1 year ago wáh skizoooooo 1
year ago glooblede 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
FIRST: God is a fake made by the slave drivers of the world. SECOND: On 9/11 there
died some innocent people, but who cares? The important thing is, that Bush has made
the terror against his own country (USA). Osama, Obama or somebody else... They are
all part of the fucking NEW WORLD ORDER! glooblede 1 year ago inromowetrust9 1
year ago this is disgusting y would u make this video i enlisted to protect u wow im
almost ashamed seeing an american to get youtube fame with this this is so disrespectful
to me u have no idea im fighting for these ppl what a shame i could die anyday and these
woman make mockery of this thats y women should never get equal rights im sorry u
must understand inromowetrust9 1 year ago murdercom999 1 year ago Wow you can see
in the beging that its fake no detail in the building BS murdercom999 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago It's not fake, troll. Sharky2055 1 year ago Muttaficker 1 year ago
verdammt schlimm das zu sehn und die frau wie sie weint und das alles wie im film alta
Muttaficker 1 year ago Pontejojken 1 year ago show hide Al Qaida = Sick fuckers who
deserves to be tortured to death... Allah is a fuckin joke and Mohamed is homosexual.
Pontejojken 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Comment removed Sharky2055 1 year ago
Pontejojken NO, they deserve their right to due process, a fair trial & so forth. If we don't
we're no better than them, are we? Their torture will come when they die and find out
there's no 72 virgins waiting for ANY of them, just 72 other pissed off Islamic radical
terrorists. Sharky2055 1 year ago murdercom999 1 year ago show hide 19:43 is coool
murdercom999 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago NO, it's not, troll. Sharky2055 1 year
ago ybmarc93 1 year ago show hide Allah is a motherfucker and Mohamed is Homo
ybmarc93 1 year ago ShawkatMedia 1 year ago FCUK U BITCH ShawkatMedia 1 year
ago g17254 1 year ago oh shit...., how terrible to see that/... g17254 1 year ago
jayhawkballer99 1 year ago i remember that day i was in kindergarten and we were
watching a movie and when it ended it switched back to reg. tv and to the channel the
news was on and it showed the towers being attacked the teacher tryed to shut it off is
fast as she could but we all saw it jayhawkballer99 1 year ago elbitothetacopaco9 1 year
ago no way when i was in gr 1 i was watching a movie and this was on elbitothetacopaco9
1 year ago gaarax9 1 year ago I remember watching this in 2001 when I was 7 :( Although
I was too young to understand such an incident. My uncle saw this though. God bless
America. gaarax9 1 year ago poinset333 1 year ago They are American/Israeli agents.
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poinset333 1 year ago poinset333 1 year ago "al Qa3iida is CIA/MOSSAD. Im a
Lebanese muslim and nobody here believes al Qa3iida is legit. poinset333 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago poinset333 Al-Qaida is LEGIT, and the largest terrorist entity in
the world, the first network of its kind. They were not and are not the CIA or Moussad.
Sharky2055 1 year ago 1965Skorpion 1 year ago What is that funny silverish thing flying
on the right at about 11.54 min .....UFO?? @alfiex...ever heard of "under false flag"?? or
"loose change" watch it, it may change your mind about who started. 1965Skorpion 1
year ago mmkrkrmm 1 year ago Yankees Why do not you feel the pain experienced by
women in Iraq Your pain about the death of 2500 people did not feel the pain of
hundreds of thousands of Iraq dead You are the cause of the war and terrorism Why
Atakrgeon from Iraq and Afghanistan? Lives of thousands of people like animals?! To
Ataliq!! mmkrkrmm 1 year ago alfiex1971 1 year ago u started it u cunt, stop it and we
will. r u that stupid u dont understand????? wot is with all the jihad????? STOP THE
WAR U R CAUSING alfiex1971 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago mmkrkrmm Who are
you to say we didn't feel someone's pain in Iraq? NO ONE. YOU DO NOT KNOW
ALL of us. We are NOT thecause of war AND terrorism. RADICAL ISLAM IS. What
about the thousands of lives Muslims have taken of their own Muslim brothers and
sisters? Why didn't you mention THAT? Sharky2055 1 year ago mmkrkrmm 1 year ago
 ﺵﺥﺹ2500 ﺍﻱﻩﺍ ﺍﻝﺍﻡﺭﻱﻙﻱﻭﻥ ﻝﻡﺍﺫﺍ ﻝﺍ ﺕﺵﻉﺭﻭﻥ ﺏﺍﻝﺍﻝﻡ ﺍﻝﺫﻱ ﺕﻉﻱﺵﻩ ﻥﺱﺍء ﺍﻝﻉﺭﺍﻕ ﺍﻝﺍﻡﻙﻡ ﻡﻭﺕ
ﻡﻥ ﻕﺕﻝﻯ ﺍﻝﻉﺭﺍﻕ ﺍﻥﺕﻡ ﺱﺏﺏ ﻩﺫﻩ ﺍﻝﺡﺭﻭﺏ ﺕﻕﺭﻱﺏﺍ ﻭﻝﻡ ﺕﺵﻉﺭﻭﺍ ﺏﺍﻝﺍﻝﻡ ﻉﻝﻯ ﻡﺉﺍﺕ ﺍﻝﺍﻝﺍﻑ
ﻙﺃﻥﻩﻡ ﺡﻱﻭﺍﻥﺍﺕ؟!! ﻭﺍﻝﺍﺭﻩﺍﺏ ﻝﻡﺍﺫﺍ ﻝﺍﺕﺥﺭﺝﻭﻥ ﻡﻥ ﺍﻝﻉﺭﺍﻕ ﻭﺍﻑﻍﺍﻥﺱﺕﺍﻥ؟ ﺕﻕﺕﻝﻭﻥ ﺍﻝﺍﻝﺍﻑ ﻡﻥ ﺍﻝﻥﺍﺱ ﻭ
 ﺍﻝﺫﻱﻥ ﻱﻕﻭﻝﻭﻥ ﻝﻙ ﻝﺃﻥﻥﺍ ﻝﺍ ﻥﺭﻯmmkrkrmm 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago !!ﻝﺍﺕﻉﻝﻱﻕ
thecause  ﻥﺡﻥ ﻝﺱﻥﺍ. ﻝﺍ ﺕﻉﻝﻡﻭﻥ ﺝﻡﻱﻉﺍ. ﺵﺥﺹ ﺃﻝﻡ ﻑﻱ ﺍﻝﻉﺭﺍﻕ؟ ﻝﺍ ﺃﺡﺩ. ﺍﻝﺕﻁﺭﻑ.ﺍﻝﺡﺭﺏ ﻭﺍﻝﺇﺭﻩﺍﺏ
ﺱﻝﻡﻭﻥ؟ ﻝﻡﺍﺫﺍ ﻝﻡ ﻱﺫﻙﺭ ﻭﻡﺍﺫﺍ ﻉﻥ ﺍﻝﺁﻝﺍﻑ ﻡﻥ ﺍﻝﺃﺭﻭﺍﺡ ﻡﻥ ﺍﻝﻡﺱﻝﻡﻱﻥ ﺍﺕﺥﺫﺕ ﺏﻥﻑﺱﻩﺍ ﺍﻝﺍﺥﻭﺓ ﻭﺍﻝﺍﺥﻭﺍﺕ ﺍﻝﻡ
'Sharky2055 1 year ago Pontejojken 1 year ago Go hang yourself you fuckin  ﺫﻝﻙ؟muslim
Pontejojken 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 Pontejojken I'm NOT a Muslim. You've
no right to tell anyone to go hand themself. That's horrid. It makes you no better than the
Radical Muslims. NOT all Muslims are alike by the way. Sharky2055 1 year ago 2
magnet6969 1 year ago Hey u SOB, go hang ur self u fk head of a Christian. Am i
suppose to blame u and christians to happened in Afgan, Iraq and many of other
countries that u guys have blowen up? Think before u say something u inbread PUFF!
magnet6969 1 year ago shawndddx 1 year ago where is the other tower shawndddx 1 year
ago jmcgill95 1 year ago RIP GOD BLESS jmcgill95 1 year ago mcjimmy301 1 year ago
Tribute for all firemans!! Fire Dep. in Germany mcjimmy301 1 year ago 82abnoff 1 year
ago Huhh? I took the Path from NJ and walked around the Mall on the lower level of the
North Tower. I took that long esculator to the front. I would turn and look up. It took
my breath away. I saw them come down. Wow. 82abnoff 1 year ago motorola374 1 year
ago artist.. lol id rather b on the ground floor :D i watched this on tv and it was a bad
day.. but i was only 6 or sumin so i didnt understand wat was goin on. but i remember it
so clearly motorola374 1 year ago thehman45 1 year ago why would they put this stuff
on youtube to let little kids see this that is just wrong 9/11 was a very bad day they
shuldint watch this. thehman45 1 year ago mycelf38 1 year ago would you rather be
waterboarded or be a person in this building? It is a false choice, but an interesting one.
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mycelf38 1 year ago artist7001 1 year ago U never said what floor. I pick a person in this
building because i pick to be on the FIRST FLOOR artist7001 1 year ago
helloimcalledbob 1 year ago huh? helloimcalledbob 1 year ago yesooof 1 year ago 2 not
muslims!!!!!!!!!! terrorists!!!!! islam calls for peace. yesooof 1 year ago 2 911insidejob81
1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam "Operation
Northwoods" in 1962 was a plan by governament to stage acts of real terrorism on US
soil and against U.S. interests and then put the blame of these acts on Cuba in order to
generate U.S. public support for military action against the Cuban government of Fidel
Castro.Kennedy did not approve it in 1962.Bush did in 2001. 9/11 inside job. It is in
wikipedia!!! google "Operation Northwoods" 911insidejob81 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Why real "terrorists" (
USA elite, CIA) wanted 9/11 terroracts? to round constitutional rights with antiterrorist
laws ( Homeland security, Patriot act, Real id) invade Iraq for oil invade Afganistan for oil
and pipelines big corporation interests in gun trade and chaos in Iraq and Afganistan.
turn USA in police state ( laws controlling "terrorists") terrorist in their thoughts are free
US citizens Real id coming to us! search youtube for "Real ID" and "Fema concentration
camps" 911insidejob81 1 year ago R3demp7tion 1 year ago Thats fucking chaotic! and
the smoke looks like it covered the whole city. im not American but i feel sorry for the
people caught and harmed in that incident. R.I.P R3demp7tion 1 year ago
A5IANSEN5AT10N 1 year ago 2 this was a horrible day in our history. none of us
should ever forget this. may God watch over us and those who died on that day
A5IANSEN5AT10N 1 year ago 2 virus20021 1 year ago This was very sad. So many
innocent people died because of fucking messed up people. I feel so bad for the people
who went to work trying to make a living for their family and died because fucking evil
scum. All the innocent people did was try to work to feed themself or their family. I
hope the scum who did this burn in hell. virus20021 1 year ago nudzy12345 1 year ago
those who got out should be lukcy.. nudzy12345 1 year ago thezodiac68 1 year ago its
not de govenments money its your money i think your from de U.S thezodiac68 1 year
ago thezodiac68 1 year ago no polar bear man he would eat grizzly for breakfast
thezodiac68 1 year ago thezodiac68 1 year ago sharky : google iraq for sale ,if you want
to know thezodiac68 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago thezodiac68 The US government
has spent nearly 1 TRLLION dollars on the invasion and occupation of Iraq. That is
OUTGOING as in going out of the US government being spent and NOT coming back.
MIlitary contractors make money off of the US military defense with or without wars.
Sharky2055 1 year ago gerd22 1 year ago the w gerd22 1 year ago suki9533 1 year ago 2 I
am deeply disturbed by the comments posted by some people. I lost 2 friends in the
North Tower and one on United 93. 8 Years on, I still grieve. I miss them because no
longer are they here to enjoy the life which I have. One day I will know what really
happened and who was responsible. All I know is that I am accountable for all that I do
and when the day comes, I shall be judged by Heavenly Father God. I believe it is then
that I will truly know what forgiveness is. suki9533 1 year ago 2 808wiz 1 year ago I am
truly disturbed by Donald Rumsfeld for making you and countless others feel this way.
Practice forgiveness now. Our father will unfold this drama and bring the conspiring
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members to justice, they may never taste prison food in this lifetime, but an eternity of
hell awaits every single one of them including the Bush family, the Rockefellars, and
Joseph Silverstein. I personally curse them now to a fate worse than death.forgive
now.but never think is was what it seemed 808wiz 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
808wiz Where was their trial? You've convicted them already. You've got nothing to even
speculate their involvement in it. These attacks were done by AlQaeda. That has been on
trial and found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. Sharky2055 1 year ago 808wiz 1 year
ago use the force luke, thank you for your heartfelt responce 808wiz 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago 808wiz You're welcome. It's true. You can curse them, but you're
wrong. They did not commit the attacks of 9/11 nor did they plan them. Sharky2055 1
year ago 808wiz 1 year ago Look me up when the whole thing blows up and apologize.
Open your mind Quaid.....Open your Miiiiiiiiiind.......until then, your attempts to argue
with others opinions are simply a waste of your own energy. who really knows? I'm
waiting for an important fax and have nothing better to do. what is your excuse? no
answer needed:) 808wiz 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago 808 There's not going to be a
need for me to apologize. My mind is more open than you'll ever know. It's for me to
decide when and if it's a waste of time for myself, not you. The victims that gave
testimonies as to who was hijacking the planes knew. The people that dealt with the
hijackers before 9/11/2001 know. Many people know the truth of 9/11/01. It's really very
disgraceful how so many like yourself callousedly dismiss those that perished that told us
who it was. I don't need an excuse Sharky2055 1 year ago thezodiac68 1 year ago a
theater,toy factory,ascool and a unnamed?apartment complex the mcCormick center are
not great comparisions to the wtc and building 7 are they? i watch them buildings fall i
still think it is impossible . this conspiracy theoriey of the U.S government is not great
what popular mechanics and others like them say can be debunked to u have your
conspiracy and i have mine .....debunking 9 11 debunking its on you tube have a
look.......... thezodiac68 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago thezodiac68 You said NO steel
buildings. Why do you think it's impossible? What's the source you're basing that on? As
for the rest, it doesn't make much sense.. Sharky2055 1 year ago convinzionee 1 year ago
that's horrible! :/ i hope youre fine even though you had to actually see all of that!
convinzionee 1 year ago RussianVoron 1 year ago it's horrible=((( RussianVoron 1 year
ago derwer3000 1 year ago I cannot understand the american Government... to make still
more money they also kill their own people, innocent employee, firemen, fathers and
mothers who worked in the buildings... a governenment with no scruple and no sense of
decency. I hope for the world that this situation will change. If not, they will start again
senseless wars. They are sadly the modern Nazis in the world...Peace to the world!!!
derwer3000 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago derwer3000 Please explain how the US
government supposedly made money off this? They in fact spent millions on it.
Makinen, Gail (2002-09-27). "The Economic Effects of 9/11: A Retrospective
Assessment" (PDF). Congressional Research Service. Library of Congress. fas.
org/irp/crs/RL31617. pdf Retrieved on 2008-05-21 As for the Nazi comment, you've
already proven you've no idea what you're spewing about. Sharky2055 1 year ago
derwer3000 1 year ago After that happens, They had a "reason" again to attack again an
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innocent country, in order to steel their natural ressources like oil (more money) and to
make this country addicted to their ideas. It´s like they told us that Iraq would have Mass
Destruction Weapons... and did they found them, did the Weapons ever exist ?! I think
america government behave like Nazis, attacking always countries just for cheap reasons.
derwer3000 1 year ago KCgrunge 1 year ago dude if that would happen in front of my
window : popcorn and bear KCgrunge 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago KCgrunge Why
would you want popcorn and a BEAR? What kind of a bear would it be? Brown,
Grizzly, Polar perhaps? Sharky2055 1 year ago KCgrunge 1 year ago Grizzly- KCgrunge
1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago KCgrunge Why would you want popcorn and a grizzly
bear on a day like 9/11/2001? Sharky2055 1 year ago SpiritofKarate 1 year ago show hide
9\11 is the most beautiful day in my life SpiritofKarate 1 year ago blogcon 1 year ago
perverted idiot blogcon 1 year ago Secon14 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam just fuck you asshole Secon14 1 year ago stardingo747 1 year ago
Yeah, who'd have thought being sadistic racist douchebags would have consequences huh?
stardingo747 1 year ago ind1v1dual 1 year ago i wanted u to be on that plane u terrorist
peice of shit bastard mother fucker rest in peace the lives that were lost ind1v1dual 1 year
ago paintballingfanatic 1 year ago Why the hell is everyone making such a big deal about
it! some people die who cares the end !!""!"!"!"!!! allah i pie .,,,, Who gives a shit about
9-11!! paintballingfanatic 1 year ago inutero10 1 year ago what a shitty fucking world.
inutero10 1 year ago MoronicCommenter 1 year ago show hide NIGGERS!
MoronicCommenter 1 year ago excelsis76 1 year ago wtf wen did this happen?/
excelsis76 1 year ago ssbb2007 1 year ago and the sad thing is like half the class agreed
with these retarded theories, the government commiting 9/11 secretly and the government
secret service agent killing the president on accident; these are COMPLETELY
IDIODIC! i just hope you people here on youtube agree. ssbb2007 1 year ago ssbb2007
1 year ago no we talked about this and other things lik ethis in class and my idiodic
teacher beleived that the government secretly commited 9/11 just to scare us into taking
action and to have a reason to go to iraq and all these otehr stupid reasons they said and
we talked about the kenedy assasination and the teacher beleived that harvey was a lone
assasin but the secret service agent behind him reacted to the first two shots and pulled
out his gun but accidently show him in the head when he pulld itout ssbb2007 1 year ago
khill301 1 year ago 2 notice every time something big happens, the video skips, and you
miss everything leading up to it, such as the second plane flying into the building, all you
see is the explosion, and the video skips the approach khill301 1 year ago 2
Philliesalltheway180 1 year ago i watched a video on this in literacy today and we
actually watched the crash it was awful watch the video about firemen called 9/11. They
made the 9/11 documentary by accident. was suposed to be about the life of a firemen.
and they happened to be filming down the street. They have footage from inside the
building right after it happened. It is crazy. I almost wanted to cry in my class
Philliesalltheway180 1 year ago RunningRiot14 1 year ago pakistani people dident do
anything its that that is the ignorancce that causes racism RunningRiot14 1 year ago
indianangel25 1 year ago 2 What does it matter any more the war is here and it is up to all
of us at home to keep cool and show them that we love our country and are willing to
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fight for it. So lets stop fighting amongst ourselves, hold our heads up high and put our
hearts to good use. I am just as pissed as you are but why argue with people on youtube
it's not going to do any good all it will do is get you in a bad mood. You live longer if you
smile and laugh. I hope this does not upset any of you thats not my way. LOVE
indianangel25 1 year ago 2 Sharky2055 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam "We screwed up. We had never seen the CBS video when we claimed that
it took WTC 7 6.5 seconds to collapse. We only relied on the street video that does not
show the Penthouses. By the time we saw the CBS video, we had so much invested in
the 6.5-second collapse time, we could not disappoint our supporters who were
successfully using the 6.5 free fall time to push 9/11 Truth. We just ignored the
evidence." Steve E Jones. Sharky2055 1 year ago MoronicCommenter 1 year ago
NIGGERS! MoronicCommenter 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago MoronicCommenter
Keep your racist idiotic comments to yourself. Sharky2055 1 year ago milleniumman100
1 year ago werent pakis saudies en muslim god traitoring cunts!!! milleniumman100 1
year ago RayKalmNiam 1 year ago Pakistan is anti-terrorizing, not the other aay around.
RayKalmNiam 1 year ago karlmalonesrjr 1 year ago u fuckin idiot. muslims and christians
have the same god and i muslim and i went to a catholic school u fucker. karlmalonesrjr 1
year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Millenium NOT all Muslims believe in the same views
of Islam, fool. They're NOT all alike. Sharky2055 1 year ago derwer3000 1 year ago But
the same thing with the Christians. not all Christians believe in the views of the Holy
Bible. If it was so, the christian Countries wouldn´t have built gas chambers to kill
millions of innocent persons or how i said once, the Christian Country America wouldn´t
have dropped the Atombomb on millions of innocent children, mothers, families... there
are always people who say the fight for the religion or freedom, but who say this, fights
for themselves to increase their own power..Peace derwer3000 1 year ago Sharky2055 1
year ago derwer3000 I agree Christians have different views of the Bible. Christians didn't
built gas chambers. The Nazi Party were pegans, & engaged in pagan rituals regularly.
You really don't know what you're sputtering about. Christians don't use terrorism. But
Islamic extremists do on a regular basis. Sharky2055 1 year ago derwer3000 1 year ago
I´m sorry, here just some informations for you. The Nazis were christians. I don´t know
what´s written in your american censored history books, but this is fact, read the chapter
about how they misused the church to legitimate their actions against the jews. Another
misuse is when Bush said he was sent by God; this is not funny anymore, that is
blasphemy. And the war is nothing else but terrorism. Just inform youself about facts
before you go on to justify yourself for the action of the US. derwer3000 1 year ago
nikazgrove 1 year ago yeah and u left out the part were the nazis were killers and killed
people for no reasen? nikazgrove 1 year ago myfreakingshow 1 year ago just muslim ppl
was in the plane myfreakingshow 1 year ago Democrat2345 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam CNN interviews terror engine al arabiya! Al
arabiya is pan arab racist terrorist pro saddam+ alqaeda media -pan sunni al arabiya media
has a 100000s iraqi civilians blood on their hands. If USA want fight terrorism so they
have to arrest al arabiya + vahabi. Al arabiya jornalists comming from vahabi network Al arabiya defending vahabi movement with 100000 civilians blood in iraq+ afganistan +
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11 september on his hand. shame on USA talk to this facist al arabiya as a friend jornalist.
Democrat2345 1 year ago footyjack 1 year ago fuck them pakis. shoot them all curry
curry kaminide yamaha footyjack 1 year ago mellowmax 1 year ago the pakis didnt do
anything mellowmax 1 year ago RayKalmNiam 1 year ago Where did you get Pakistanis
from? RayKalmNiam 1 year ago HitZed 1 year ago The sounds at 5:00 was similar to 7/7
ones in london when we got sent home from school. HitZed 1 year ago PDXland37 1
year ago what is that bridge like thing at the bottom of the world tade center 2:02
PDXland37 1 year ago Reptilianmuseum 1 year ago Warning all the banks in the USA are
closing November of 2009! This is not a joke watch "All Banks to be Closed around
August, September?" for leaked info! Reptilianmuseum 1 year ago cakieagle 1 year ago
BUSH + ARIEL SHARON = MONKEY cakieagle 1 year ago jokelip 1 year ago How can
abt 1,3Billions (China) or 1,1Billions(India) of People managed to LIVE in harmony, and
just in islam-countries people just keep killing everyone else, who does not think the
same way! jokelip 1 year ago derwer3000 1 year ago What kind of Idiot you are!!! Are
you from the Bush Clan... you stupid, cowards!!! The truth is that George W. Bush
always lied to the people! Why should he tell after 11 Sept. the truth... the fact is, that
scientist found out, that not the airplaines were the reasons for the collaps of the twin
towers but bombs, that the US Government put there, to make the american people
afraid, because frightened people accept every law that makes them feel safetier... May
the victims rest in peace.... derwer3000 1 year ago jokelip 1 year ago I just keep hating
you muslims, dont even try to come near to me!!!! jokelip 1 year ago derwer3000 1 year
ago Was it a muslim coutry that dropped the atombomb on Hiroshima?! or was it a
muslim country that attacked Vietnam?! Go to school and learn something about history
you motherfucker! derwer3000 1 year ago yomjdid 1 year ago maybe you should hate the
CIA!!!!!! yomjdid 1 year ago rct3zocker 1 year ago ...auch 8 jahre danach ist es
immerwieder erschütternd solche bilder zu sehen...die ganzen mencshen die bei dieser
aktion um gekommen sind...selbst ich krieg nasse augen dabei... mein beileid...am 11.9.
dieses jahres werde ich schweigen und ihr?! rct3zocker 1 year ago jokelip 1 year ago Sorry
my English .-))) jokelip 1 year ago jokelip 1 year ago Why could a Person do something
like this to another. No wonder; why we Christians hate muslims!"!!!! Please you
muslims- just kill me, not our whole country jokelip 1 year ago derwer3000 1 year ago
Jokelip, don´t say christians hate muslims, because YOU hate muslims and not the
christians... there are a lot of intelligent christians and muslims that in live in peace with
each other. There are always some people like you that are loosers in life and tried to hide
behind insults!!! You are a looser, because you misuse the religions! derwer3000 1 year
ago bremerkilla 1 year ago Fuck of hahahahahaaha bremerkilla 1 year ago Sharky2055 1
year ago bremerkilla There's nothing funny about this day. Sharky2055 1 year ago
armelledu62 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam tout ces
morts, toutes ces familles en deuil, pourquoi tout cela ? POUR LA BETISE
HUMAINE.....l humanité se detruira elle meme!!!!!!!!!!!! armelledu62 1 year ago
armelledu62 1 year ago il ne faut jamais oublier, tout ces morts, toutes les familles en
deuil, et cela pour la betise humaine, l humanité se detruira elle meme.... armelledu62 1
year ago FangnclawWasHereX 1 year ago ✈ 9/11 †RIP†☢♥ FangnclawWasHereX 1 year
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ago ANITASKO1980 1 year ago [] ANITASKO1980 1 year ago BMWBuyer15 1 year
ago Stop crying damn >:( BMWBuyer15 1 year ago XxC0RNFL4K3SxX 1 year ago
Never forget 9.11 and u get it rite? 9/11 911 XxC0RNFL4K3SxX 1 year ago Goldstyler87
1 year ago is so bad.. rip Goldstyler87 1 year ago sickxboyx 1 year ago All of life's
problems, All the problems on earth, All the problems with the human race, Its all
because of Money! Money is the problem! Money Money Money! sickxboyx 1 year
ago wilmslowforlife 1 year ago so true wilmslowforlife 1 year ago logansshadowjaryd101
1 year ago planes to frop water on it wow logansshadowjaryd101 1 year ago 123Chablis
1 year ago Is it dangerous?! .... no! comment ... 123Chablis 1 year ago wwetnafan234 1
year ago Fuck Osama and fuck the al-qaeda! wwetnafan234 1 year ago ikhwanazizie 1
year ago lol. where is Osama? USA seems cant find him.. ikhwanazizie 1 year ago
wwetnafan234 1 year ago Some people believe hes dead, but i still think hes alive! die u
fucking terrorist wwetnafan234 1 year ago ikhwanazizie 1 year ago i do think hes still
alive and it seems CIA intelligences are suck at doing their job. ikhwanazizie 1 year ago
SweetJimmee 1 year ago While you're at it, fuck yourself SweetJimmee 1 year ago
koolbeans2008eatit 1 year ago the fact that these are the comments on a video of 9/11/01
is terrible. I do not know how a person could manage to think like this and somebody
sitting here saying that they are very attractive bothers me koolbeans2008eatit 1 year ago
mattedj 1 year ago Wow mattedj 1 year ago philltaylor29 1 year ago come on guy stop
that philltaylor29 1 year ago SugarKowalczyk88 1 year ago This was horrifying enough
watching it on the news from my home in Indiana. I can't imagine how it must have been
to actually BE there. What an absolutely horrific day. SugarKowalczyk88 1 year ago
ikhwanazizie 1 year ago this is history. america should learn from it. ikhwanazizie 1 year
ago Sharky2055 1 year ago ikhwanazizie We did learn. Terrorism is horrid and
inexcusable. That's what was learned. Sharky2055 1 year ago ikhwanazizie 1 year ago yes
it does. but not from the view to the terrorist itself, but also to muslims. THIS will
absolutely will not happen if America itself change their attitude and do not invade
Muslim Coutries. But because of that, they are coming for second attack this big.
ikhwanazizie 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago ikhwanazizie ' What are you talking
about? America is made up of millions of people with different views, ideas and dreams.
American citizens aren't invading any countries. There's NO reason to attack America.
There's NO excuse for the terrorism radical Muslims are so fond of perpetuating. .
Sharky2055 1 year ago ikhwanazizie 1 year ago America invade muslim countries. (Iraq at
the first place in gulf war) and supporting the terrorist Israel by helping them to kill
muslim childrens, therefore, that is the real reasons why. I just wanna say, Bush made a
critical mistake by sending soldiers to Irag and Afghan. Now al-qaeda are going for second
attack. in less than 10 years, another massive attack will occurs in US soil. Im not
supporting terrorism or US, but this is the real deal and the civilians life are at stakes.
ikhwanazizie 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago ikhwanazizie The 1st war in Iraq we
were there to defend Kuwait and Saudi Arabia from the homicidal maniac Hussein. The
American people do not help any terrorists in Israel. It was NO mistake to send soldiers
to Afghnistan. AlQaeda's been trying for a second attacks since 9/11, and their plots have
been thwarted thus far. Sharky2055 1 year ago xjv8 1 year ago 3 u are funny XD america
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helped to build saddam and the taliban, its a fact. No1 is responsible for more warcrimes
than america, since the second worldwar... btw. "terrorism" doesnt excist, somebody
attacks(america in this case) and then they attack back, its just propaganda and lies, and
america and israel are moneyhungry states. Also, many in america are brainwashed, this
war has nothing to do with religion, not even 1%, its 100 political, even bin laden said
that. Sry for my bad english xjv8 1 year ago 3 ikhwanazizie 1 year ago you are right. I am
personally agree. its all about the damn oils. ikhwanazizie 1 year ago ikhwanazizie 1 year
ago it is not terrorist in ISRAEL. The ISRAEL itself is the real terrorist. America lose in
the 1st war in Iraq and still losing in the second battle. The American people help Israel
by buying their imported stuffs. The American people do not boycott any Israelis stuffs.
Thus, you are contribute to the killing of the women and children in GAZA and it sure
looks obvious. How many attack can you thwarted? another one is coming and it will
kept coming. ikhwanazizie 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago ikhwanazizie NO, Israel is
NOT a terrorist. We never lost in Iraq. In case you hadn't noticed Hussein was taken out
of power a few years back. A new government was elected by the Iraqis & slowly
provinces are being turned over to them. We definitely won in Iraq. No, WE do NOT
contibute to the killing of anyone. HAMAS is. Hezzbollah is. We've thwarted 7 attacks
so far. There's never an excuse for the terrorism that Hamas, Hezzbollah & AlQaeda
perpetrate. Discussion would help them. Sharky2055 1 year ago ikhwanazizie 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam yes it does. but not from the view
to the terrorist itself, but also to muslims. THIS will absolutely will not happen if
America itself change their attitude and do not invade Muslim Coutries. But because of
that, they are coming for second attack this big. ikhwanazizie 1 year ago geofftop 1 year
ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam lots of good political
documentaries and other full length content on my channel check out my play lists there's
tons of quality stuff it took me a lot of work geofftop 1 year ago chosica2 1 year ago
FUCK YOU president BUSSHIT.. chosica2 1 year ago s2586201 1 year ago No matter
what the government did, those people didn't do it. Don't blame some abstract concept of
a homogenous national entity when your ire, if legitimate, should be directed at the
government and the state. Killing innocent people completely unconnected to something
is unjustifiable, no matter what the State has done. s2586201 1 year ago s2586201 1 year
ago What are you, a moron? Despite what any government may or may not have done,
the fact of the matter is that the people do not deserve death for that. I feel sorry for the
innocent people killed, of whom the vast majority would be decent, well meaning people
just looking to get by in life. Furthermore, there were people from countries all over the
globe working in those towers. Just because a government does something, does not mean
the citizens should pay! Erroneous, genocidal thinking indeed. s2586201 1 year ago Zei33
1 year ago This Was Terrible Good VIdoe Though (Why Was Nick Nack Patty Whack
Happening In Th Background) Zei33 1 year ago Veloce3 1 year ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam What a surprise Ben Chertoff (Senior Researcher/Author
of Pop Mechanics) is the Cousin of Homeland security Chief, Micheal Chertoff
watch?v=02gWchGvJJo And they put this forward as a credible source. Those of us
whose intelligence is insulted will have an affiliation with integrity, those who aren't,
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clearly will be lacking in any moral conviction. Veloce3 1 year ago joakimdj2 1 year ago
Comment removed Provst3n 1 year ago Stop arguing, you're acting like children. Provst3n
1 year ago cryptidlover101 1 year ago bau that was the worst day in american history. So
plz dont make fun of this. cryptidlover101 1 year ago bauvaumm 1 year ago show hide
19:41! I love this part! With pop corns - enjoy is better! bauvaumm 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago bauvaumm There's nothing at all to enjoy about this day.
Sharky2055 1 year ago tietnhatphi 1 year ago ur suck man. U enjoy this??? U retarded.
Fuck u. tietnhatphi 1 year ago joakimdj2 1 year ago Comment removed SimplyTheVest2
1 year ago me and my nazi friend britishwarlord were gonna crash a plane into the
whitehouse, but after this security was tightened and we couldnt do it SimplyTheVest2 1
year ago TopherMarsh 1 year ago your gay TopherMarsh 1 year ago Kilmartin3310 1
year ago you know when you can't spell "you're" correct while calling someone gay, you
look pretty stupid lol Kilmartin3310 1 year ago SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago hahaha
SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago SimplyTheVest2 What's so funny?
Sharky2055 1 year ago SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago im laughing at someones comment,
anyway you fuck off freedom of speech, stop trying to censor me like a bloody
communist! SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Freedom of speech
comes with responsibilities and knowing what is appropriate and where. Sharky2055 1
year ago SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago yes I know that i'm not fucking stupid I already told
you I was responding to someone's comment SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago
SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago btw I shouldn't have called you a faggott, you can't help your
personality SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago the only thing funny
is that you're a fucking faggott SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
SimplyTheVest2 The funny thing is that you're asininely ignorant you assume I'm a guy
and that I'm gay on top of it. By hurling that remark to try to demean me you made
yourself look like an ASS. I'm a woman, and a hetrosexual one. Besides to know anyone's
gay you'd have to have firsthand knowledge of it. Since I know you don't know me, again
you've made yourself look like an ASS. Sharky2055 1 year ago SimplyTheVest2 1 year
ago Your head's stuck up your own ASS get a sense of humour for God's sake, you're 42
you should have one by now SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
SimplyTheVest2 My hea'ds never been up my ass and never will be. I DO have a great
sense of humor. But I don't find calling a stranger a faggot funny. Sharky2055 1 year ago
SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago wow an invisible stranger called you a faggott, well i'm bored
and unlike you I don't worry about political matters because i'm not middle class and
pretty much grew up by my self, so to entertain myself I insult the kind of people who
would look down on me, middle class people like you who can't take a joke and think you
know everything, well sorry you don't know shit SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago SimplyTheVest2 I know MORE than you think I do. You
revealed quite a bit in your posts. You've no class and are a calloused fool for trying to
"entertain" on a 9/11 video. I don't think I know everything. But I can spot a classless
jackass like you easily. You make it very easy indeed. Sharky2055 1 year ago
SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago well done, your Momma must be so proud SimplyTheVest2
1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago SimplyTheVest2 Thanks, and yes, she is, very proud
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indeed! Sharky2055 1 year ago SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago well i'm not surprised, what
with your amazing work here on you tube highlighting the 9 11 disaster, what Mother
wouldn't be proud SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Exactly! Thanks!
Sharky2055 1 year ago SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago great now we're ok. So wanna fuck
SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago SimplyTheVest2 NO, we're FAR
from okay. As for the other comment. No. I'm married, faithfully, 21 years. Sharky2055
1 year ago SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago do you like the rough stuff, do you like to be
pumped like a skunk SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
SimplyTheVest2 YOU'LL never know........ Sharky2055 1 year ago SimplyTheVest2 1
year ago i already do SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago NO, you really
don't. If you could read my mind you'd be crying like a baby. Sharky2055 1 year ago
SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago you should be flattered! An older gal like you having interest
from a young buck SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago SimplyTheVest2
If that person were a caring and compassionate person not trying to game me, I might be.
Sharky2055 1 year ago SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago if you had any comprehension of
how handsome I was you would jump at the chance to be pumped by a strapping young
buck like myself SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago SimplyTheVest2
No, I wouldn't. I have a personal policy against scumbag losers like yourself. Sharky2055
1 year ago SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago what a dumb fuck can't even spell you're lol!!
SimplyTheVest2 1 year ago ploarice 1 year ago You Americans attack the middle east
first in the 90s you bitches get what you deserve.. FUCK AMERica Death to America
ploarice 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago ploarice You're wishing death on yourself, you
idiot. Sharky2055 1 year ago bytiuj 1 year ago We all know how everything ends up in
the end. God Bless You...And God bless all Cristians... bytiuj 1 year ago patman173 1
year ago by 1939 hitler already took some of europe then he attacked poland.. by then
the world knew he was already really powerful... iraq attacked kuwait and we didnt want
another mistake like ww2 to happen so we DESTROYED i mean DESTROYED iraq in
war.. it noly took 100 hours shows how pathetic you middle easterns are... your nothing
but cowards patman173 1 year ago mingo1990 1 year ago 4:48 it's feels.....scary but in
one way.... I get goosepumps....what a day in lifehistory it was..just a waste of life..
mingo1990 1 year ago respektboy 1 year ago muaahahhaa respektboy 1 year ago
MattMuse4EvaIsFit 1 year ago omg i went to new york last year...the whole site is still
complete mess :( x MattMuse4EvaIsFit 1 year ago sausagedogheaven 1 year ago 9 11
LOOSE CHANGE on YouTube. 9/11 LOOSE CHANGE a documentary available on
YouTube that will blow your mind with 9/11 evidence that the FBI and the US Govt
have tried to suppress.. 9 11 LOOSE CHANGE on YouTube. sausagedogheaven 1 year
ago Sharky2055 1 year ago On You Tube "LOOSE CHANGE DEbunks LOOSE
CHANGE" Sharky2055 1 year ago ashleelovesit 1 year ago whether your christian or
not, people died. Life was lost and that should still be acknowledged! ashleelovesit 1 year
ago Transporter39 1 year ago Noooo....!WhY!?? it 's sooo sad! Transporter39 1 year ago
paurome111596 1 year ago 2 you know what i'm sick of those damn al-qaeda.i'm sick of
bin laden.whatever you call those bastards how do they expect people to like them.how
the hell do they expect people to treat them the way they they want to be treated when
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the keep doing mass murders.filming hostages deaths.i don't care whatever it will take if i
have a chance i will strangle the fuck out those shitheads!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! paurome111596 1
year ago 2 magghriby 1 year ago  ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃﻙﺏﺭmagghriby 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
Translation - "God is great" Yes, and?? Sharky2055 1 year ago PaulWayneBarnett 1 year
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Hear no Evil See no Evil Feel no
Evil..... The truth will set you free.... =D PaulWayneBarnett 1 year ago richkidjman23 1
year ago that was the worst day of my life. richkidjman23 1 year ago bece1988 1 year ago
my too bro i lost my grandma in the towers bece1988 1 year ago steffi28x 1 year ago so
sad :( on family guy peter sees it and goes to lois "must have been a woman pilot". lol
this is sad though. steffi28x 1 year ago vampireone 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam muslim dogs! muslims are filthy swine. vampireone 1 year
ago jeegar15 1 year ago DONT compare all muslims like that! the guy who bomed the
towers were not real muslims! jeegar15 1 year ago Veloce3 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam watch?v=dvFuRYyEkiU&feature Anyone
interested in the facts about 9/11 should see the above video, as it demonstrates the
complete ineptitude of the people that claim the Government conspiracy theory is
accurate. It highlights the contempt that they have for the truth and the obvious attempt
to manipulate people for a PROFIT........Popular Mechanics is touted by all Government
conspiracy loons as being entirely accurate, such is their inability to identify credibility
and integrity Veloce3 1 year ago Veloce3 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam We've got passenger lists with no hijacker names on... We've got snatched
video evidence..... Indestructible, fireproof passports..... No weapons of mass
destruction.. PNAC.. new pearl harbour.. Advanced knowledge of the attacks. War games
on 9/11.. NORAD disabled FEMA..the air is safe to breathe. False Flag Terrorism. 3
Pulverised Buildings (2 exploding Identically) Vaporised Planes and a bunch of loons on
Utube hurling insults at credible questions NEED ANYTHING ELSE TO CONCLUDE
A COVER UP?? Veloce3 1 year ago indianangel25 1 year ago 5 All of the poeple that
died that day just want to be remembered. It doesn't matter what religion you are. You
don't need to be a christian in order to remember those who died. You would want poeple
to remember you. We are all fighting among ourselves over weather Jesus is real or not
when that is not the issue. The issue is to acknowlege the lives that were lost. So lets get
over ourselves and just remember the innocent lives that were lost on that day.
indianangel25 1 year ago 5 RayKalmNiam 1 year ago I love how you put that.. I guess
other nice people do exist. RayKalmNiam 1 year ago cowboyzsuk81 1 year ago those
towel headed bastards cowboyzsuk81 1 year ago rodman332 1 year ago INSIDE JOB
rodman332 1 year ago PsychoFur 1 year ago INSIDE TROLL PsychoFur 1 year ago
rodman332 1 year ago show hide You are all being deceived. TURN TO CHRIST NOW!
rodman332 1 year ago tomobomxbl 1 year ago christ is fake religion is bullshit
tomobomxbl 1 year ago rodman332 1 year ago Trust me...its not. rodman332 1 year ago
tomobomxbl 1 year ago complete bull shite tomobomxbl 1 year ago rodman332 1 year ago
Your complete bullshit. rodman332 1 year ago Newkiller 1 year ago Comment removed
sakalko123 1 year ago 2 you can see now how it was for us during the bombing of
yugoslavia 99, you deserved that.... sakalko123 1 year ago 2 Ackreti 1 year ago 2 "you
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can see now how it was for us during the bombing of yugoslavia 99, you deserved that....
" true Ackreti 1 year ago 2 andythehun08 1 year ago too true,nato bombed serbia to
appease the muslims,they then attacked USA,UK,nato chose the wrong side,serbia is our
real friend,not croatia,albania.,,love serbia from england andythehun08 1 year ago
sarahhaspowers 1 year ago go die sarahhaspowers 1 year ago sarahhaspowers 1 year ago
die sarahhaspowers 1 year ago JoDaddyy 1 year ago Yeah that's Osama Binladen flying
away. JoDaddyy 1 year ago Prev 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 Next Reply Block User
Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders &
Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety
mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist
Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to
active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue
Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel
Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001
Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this
video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All
Comments (47,036) LookinAzz33 1 year ago can you beleive 8 years have pasted im 16 i
was in 4th grade when this happend and when i got home from school my grandpa told
me to hurry up to the living room and we wer both watching it live ): LookinAzz33 1
year ago dyl2210 1 year ago pause at 11:52 is it just me or can you see something flying
away dyl2210 1 year ago q8y3000 1 year ago lol q8y3000 1 year ago vineet123kumar123
1 year ago horrible.. i was there jus a few weeks and it gave me da chylls 2 c da place were
da wtc stood :( vineet123kumar123 1 year ago dyl2210 1 year ago "da" cmon seriously
learn how to spell or speak proper dyl2210 1 year ago ohkeepa2009 1 year ago search the
OBAMA DECEPTION stand up against the globalist bankers know the truth!!!
ohkeepa2009 1 year ago Joshuaguss 1 year ago If you want to see a super fall 19:39
hear's one right here. Joshuaguss 1 year ago timbosite 1 year ago why didn't they show
the second plane??? or the time just before the attack? timbosite 1 year ago sir4ki 1 year
ago cause we are not supposed to see what rly happend sir4ki 1 year ago ChrisVinegar 1
year ago 2 I don't believe what the government told about this attack. (Bin Laden, blabla)
ChrisVinegar 1 year ago 2 hobobilly 1 year ago Wow. This was very sad. I never saw it
the way this film shows it. I can't imagine how scared everyone in NY must have been.
It's really tragic and heartbreaking. hobobilly 1 year ago SILVERBLUNT 1 year ago The
worst edit I have ever seen... SILVERBLUNT 1 year ago Molenator85 1 year ago WTF is
with part of Through The Fire And Flames at 11:32? Weird place for a guitar solo.
Molenator85 1 year ago lomaxrobert 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam "It's very good...will generate sympathy for Israel" (ex-Israeli PM
Netanyahu reacts to 9/11). Five "Dancing Israelis" are arrested in NY, videotaping and
cheering the WTC attack live. "Why would Iraq attack the US? The real threat is to
Israel" (9/11 Commission Director P. Zelikow, Jewish-American). "The Iraq War was
conceived by 25 neoconservative intellectuals, most of them Jewish" (Israel Haaretz
News). Jewish-Americans as % of US troops killed in Iraq = 7/10 of 1% (jewsingreen)
lomaxrobert 1 year ago Fr3shPrince09 1 year ago terroists are hating bekuz they cant live
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in a peacfuly state like us... rip!! inoconcent ppl Fr3shPrince09 1 year ago
workstationAlfa 1 year ago this vid was probably edited before realiesing to public
moment when second plane hit tower was cut off........why ? workstationAlfa 1 year ago
shahnazhassan231 1 year ago  ﻱﺍ ﺡﺭﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﺍﻡshahnazhassan231 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago Translated: " Oh Hraaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaam " Why are you so
happy about this attack? BoomBoom2055 1 year ago Tacky8523 1 year ago Wehn the
first tower fell i remember me and my mama running away from the dabree cloud! sence i
was only in kindergaurden i coulcnt run fast! Tacky8523 1 year ago 7514328 1 year ago
Now, you will all be required to pay hommage to the Saudi Royals, Queen of England and
the Royal hiney of George W. Bush and all his cronies. Is that Jeb Bushwho was in
charge of the security of these buidings? Hmmmm...You sure gotta hand it to those
insurance "scamsters" and "Banksters". In using use National Security as a means to
become wealthy and more so powerful. Mayor Gulliani was like an ostrich with his Rat
faced head in the ground and his ass to the wind, pretending to know nothing. 7514328 1
year ago Bendarunt21 1 year ago lolz Any issue like this one gets people expessing their
views
with
500
word
comments.
whats
the
pointz........................-...zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz Bendarunt21 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago Bend If you can't see the point then you'll never be mistaken for a
humanebing. Sharky2055 1 year ago Bendarunt21 1 year ago Fuck you, I didn't even
readz the commentzzz 2 much acusing people of bieng dumb shite. badz spellingz heh.
Bendarunt21 1 year ago Bendarunt21 1 year ago haha! any video like this gets youtubers
all worked up with 500 word comments lol! Bendarunt21 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam "Operation Northwoods"
in 1962 was a plan by governament to stage acts of real terrorism on US soil and against
U.S. interests and then put the blame of these acts on Cuba in order to generate U.S.
public support for military action against the Cuban government of Fidel Castro.Kennedy
did not approve it in 1962.Bush did in 2001. 9/11 inside job. It is in wikipedia!!! google
"Operation Northwoods" 911insidejob81 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam wtc7 collapsed in 11.september at 5:20 pm.
It looked like controlled demolition! And it was!!!! If it was controlled demolition than
they knew about 9/11 before it took place. It takes days to plan and prepare for
controlled demolition. ( not 8 hours) 911insidejob81 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Why real "terrorists" ( USA elite,
CIA) wanted 9/11 terroracts? to round constitutional rights with antiterrorist laws (
Homeland security, Patriot act, Real id) invade Iraq for oil invade Afganistan for oil and
pipelines big corporation interests in gun trade and chaos in Iraq and Afganistan. turn
USA in police state ( laws controlling "terrorists") terrorist in their thoughts are free US
citizens Real id coming to us! search youtube for "Real ID" and "Fema concentration
camps" 911insidejob81 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam "Operation Northwoods" in 1962 was a plan by
governament to stage acts of real terrorism on US soil and against U.S. interests and then
put the blame of these acts on Cuba in order to generate U.S. public support for military
action against the Cuban government of Fidel Castro.Kennedy did not approve it in
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1962.Bush did in 2001. 9/11 inside job. It is in wikipedia!!! google "Operation
Northwoods" 911insidejob81 1 year ago DONTBESTUPID2 1 year ago Where do these
people get their senes of intitlement? Thire going for the WTC not us?? Crying but still
can't put that camera down. DONTBESTUPID2 1 year ago ChozoL0rd 1 year ago 3
bush is the only one terrorist and the bankers.... they murdered their own peaple...
ChozoL0rd 1 year ago 3 BoomBoom2055 1 year ago ChozoL0rd NO, you're incorrect.
This was NO inside job. It was all outside. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago ChozoL0rd 1
year ago thats what the Tv is calling u .... u all got humbugged of the state.... the whole
world got humbugged there is only a little group which knows what happened its so
rediculous to kill so many peaple just for money... the staate is giving a shit of that what
u want and bush would have killed YOU for 200 Dollars ChozoL0rd 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago ChozoL0rd NO, that what many everyday average American
citizens told me. Many experts told me from various media, mediums. The US
government didn't kill anyone for money. They didn't make any money off of this. IN
fact they've paid out millions because of it. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago ChozoL0rd 1
year ago u ridiculous .... u live in a golden cell the state made for you and get more and
more dumb.... everyone knows the bankers made millions of dollars couse of the 11th
september i will never knee down and i will fight this capitalism bitches fot the rest of my
live..... ChozoL0rd 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago ChozoL0rd NO, the ones
getting dumb and dumber are the ones believing on the 911 inside job conspiracy theories,
the banks did it, the Jews did it, the Israelis did it, Godzilla did it. You name it, it's all
nothing but fiction on their part. It was Muslim Extremists from a terrorist network
known as Al-Qaeda. It's been proven. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago ChozoL0rd 1 year ago
and where u know this from ? who told u ? the Tv told u well i think its senceless couse u
just believe in that what youre TV is telling u and not in the truth ChozoL0rd 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago Chozo I know this form many varied sources. My TV
doesn't talk to me personally. If you think TVs talk to people then you've got issues that
need to be addressed. Some of the victims told the truth before they perished. THAT is
who I listen to. So far, YOU have been senseless. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago dyhop 1
year ago is that an explosion at 12:09 on the right side of the north tower? i saw a little
orange flash. dyhop 1 year ago yshua555 1 year ago this shows how far away America is
from God , when they going to change there screwed up English and stop using the word
damn with god you got millions of people in America saying damn god how do they
expect any help from him when things like this happen ,god bless the queen England and
Australia and other English countries for not letting the devil screw up the language
yshua555 1 year ago celtagas 1 year ago what the fuck are you talking about celtagas 1
year ago bukla 1 year ago 5 Rip to all victims ! My condolences to all of you. God bless
ppl of United States. Love from Kosova! bukla 1 year ago 5 xjv8 1 year ago plus america
made the taliban and saddam hussein! they gave them money and wappons. only stupid
ppl feel bad for americans. If u know the history u will ask yourself why arent they
killing more americans. xjv8 1 year ago Disturbed684 1 year ago Comment removed
HarryBonadio 1 year ago This is a truly sad video, but she does have a lovely view from
her apartment HarryBonadio 1 year ago PcMacLaren 1 year ago it was not a military
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plane damn PcMacLaren 1 year ago HarryBonadio 1 year ago Comment removed
HeSaidIdBeCool 1 year ago 7:52... is it just me.. or.. is that a person falling or something?
:| HeSaidIdBeCool 1 year ago bluethndr 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam This is an orange, watch it. Learn and understand. What controlled
demolition looks like. Then go watch, How to create an Angry American, Then ask
yourself some hard questions, which will naturally come to your mind. bluethndr 1 year
ago WhyWarbo 1 year ago At about 2:50 is that a person on the roof If so that is just
horrible WhyWarbo 1 year ago xXDNsAngelXx 1 year ago no, that's what i thought at
first. i believe it's just one of those pole things on rooftops. i'm not sure what exactly, but
it's not a person. xXDNsAngelXx 1 year ago HGSchulz 1 year ago It's still shocking to
see this. Well, I don't have any words. Even the germans were shocked. I'm a fire fighter
too. The best wishes to all the people out there who lost a friend. HGSchulz 1 year ago
menni2006 1 year ago From that Day, i always drink wine every 11 September
menni2006 1 year ago EIIiot4199 1 year ago Comment removed guideman02 1 year ago 3
fuck the terrorists so many innocent lives R.I.P. guideman02 1 year ago 3 xjv8 1 year ago
america killed more muslims before 9/11, than hitler killed jews. u deserve milllions of
dead ppl, and they arent terrorirtss, americans are. xjv8 1 year ago killerdude003 1 year
ago show hide lololololololololololololololo-lololol, airplane fail. JK killerdude003 1 year
ago Sharky2055 1 year ago killerdude003 This is nothing to joke about at all. Your
comment is in extremely poor taste & very inappropriate. Show these people some
respect. Sharky2055 1 year ago killerdude003 1 year ago my bad, i just really wanted for
some1 like you to comment, lmao killerdude003 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
killerdude003 You're a disgrace. Sharky2055 1 year ago killerdude003 1 year ago hahaha,
your comment just made my day killerdude003 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
killerdude003 Well then, you'll never be mistaken for a humanbeing.... Sharky2055 1 year
ago WhyWarbo 1 year ago Killerdude003, im pretty sure that name in itself sums up
your mental age WhyWarbo 1 year ago mehdieminem 1 year ago 3 its sad all those
firefighters died mehdieminem 1 year ago 3 lucyofbdf 1 year ago 3 how could someone
want to take so many innocent peoples lives? my heart is with the family + friends it's
absolutely sick. This did not just effect U.S, it effected the world! i was in florida when it
happened & it ruined my holiday to be honest,because everyone was just so upset and
shocked! im actualy from the UK but i got back from NY about a week ago and i went to
ground zero & its so sad, my eyes filled with tears, i now wear a tribute to 9/11 band all
the time! to show my respects xx lucyofbdf 1 year ago 3 xjv8 1 year ago agree americans
are terrorists, they are slaughtering the muslims since more than 30 years, they are worse
than hitler was...fuck all americans xjv8 1 year ago iamsam1289 1 year ago your an
asshole!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! iamsam1289 1 year ago Turboloch12 1 year ago They said ,they
need a new Pearl Habor-and they got it. Watch in my Playlists Turboloch12 1 year ago
RyanLikesAmp 1 year ago stfu, its hard enough that so many people died that day. y
would gorge bush want to kill that many people in our own country, do u hav proof that
bin laden is a friend or that it wasnt an attack. no so fuck u RyanLikesAmp 1 year ago
kimberley008 1 year ago 5 I'm sorry for eveyone who died that day! It's just awful..
R.I.P. kimberley008 1 year ago 5 rcplaneguy1 1 year ago you can never cry hard enough
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for this day.... rcplaneguy1 1 year ago bobba1995 1 year ago ohh shit it hurts to see this
pictures. its very hard at 14:12 bobba1995 1 year ago mygirl0891 1 year ago How dare
you people commend the death of Americans in September 11. As much as i wish i could
spit on your faces, i restrain my desires and would NEVER commend the deaths of your
innocent caused by Americans, or justify them for that matter, as you take it upon
youeselves to do for us. You must lack in your humanity.. it pains me deeply to know
that people such as yourselves exist in this world; it makes me nervous for our future,
and quite disheartened. mygirl0891 1 year ago mygirl0891 1 year ago Comment removed
mygirl0891 1 year ago Comment removed mygirl0891 1 year ago Comment removed
BringBackWyners 1 year ago I was only 5 at the time, I got up early and wanted to watch
barney the dinosaur but my mum didnt let me and watched CNN instead where a report
of the Attacks was. BringBackWyners 1 year ago DJHILIGHT 1 year ago So sad
DJHILIGHT 1 year ago cocofamily1 1 year ago im onlii 12 n i cant believe dis happened!
dis was a bad daii 4 a america bcuz ALOT of people died thanx 2 who ever did this n
pluz sum of my FAMILY even died!!!!! cocofamily1 1 year ago HungLikeSaddam 1 year
ago this was indeed....a great day for america HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago xjv8 1 year ago
no matter if terrorist or the american president. America is the reason for it, they are
slaughtering muslims since more than 20 years, they managed to kill 500 000 children in
iraq in only 1 years, and this was before 9/11! read some books and dont let u brainwash,
not even hitler was as worse as america, fuck all americans, accept for the normal ones
who arent brainwashed retards who honestly belive, that "islam" is the reason for any
war.. sry 4 my bad english xjv8 1 year ago MICHAEL1110367 1 year ago 2 I only say
fuck the government who is trying to screw us over. It is up to the American people to
stop U.S. imperialism and events like this from happening again. The government doesn't
care about the people! they only care about their power and wealth. They know that "We
the people" stand in their way. If they put fear in us by doing shit like this then why are
we allowing them to continue. All these lives lost for nothing? NO! We have to take back
America. Which belong to THE PEOPLE!!! MICHAEL1110367 1 year ago 2 5h45j 1
year ago Comment removed CoolVideoGameVideos 1 year ago 2 RIP Walter Siznik 19712001 CoolVideoGameVideos 1 year ago 2 Jreyz 1 year ago wow speachless this make me
wana jux go and kill those Terrorist's Jreyz 1 year ago BringBackWyners 1 year ago many
would, pity their already dead BringBackWyners 1 year ago HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago
R.I.P Mohammad atta and rest of the other hijackers HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago 5h45j 1
year ago Comment removed jorshXIII 1 year ago En el min. 7:52 se ven 2 destellos de
explociones en la parte superior (3/4 tower) jorshXIII 1 year ago demonitachi777 1 year
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Copy & Paste This If All
Terrorist Should Be Dead! demonitachi777 1 year ago demonitachi777 1 year ago R.I.P.
Fuckin Terrorist's! I'am so sorry for this guys. The news that the WTC are attacked by
Terrorist's was one of THE sadest days in my live. R.I.P GO TO FUCKING HELL
YOU STUPID TERRORIST SHITFACES demonitachi777 1 year ago vince0o7 1 year
ago IT wasnt even some terrorist man it was the goverment .wake up man its not that
hard to say that this was planned no plane did it the pentagon and in pensilvania.
vince0o7 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago vince0o7 You're all wrong. It was a network
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of Islamic extremist terrorists, Al-Qaeda. There was plane wreckage found for all 4
planes. Sharky2055 1 year ago vince0o7 1 year ago ya right its easy to put plane debris in
some field and into the pentagon no plane hit the pentagon and if you say that there was
a plane that hit it,youre such an ignorant fuck man! theres something strange vince0o7 1
year ago PoetryHound 1 year ago So vince0o7l, you think the debris was fake and the
plane was fake and the hijackers were fake and the passenger phone calls were fake and
the passengers were fake and the passnger DNA tests were fake and the hundreds of
eyewitnesses to the Pentagon plane crash were fake and recorded flight path was fake and
everything was fake, right? Sure, that just makes a lot of sense. PoetryHound 1 year ago
vince0o7 1 year ago no but its easy to say that it was a plane that it the pentagon and the
calls could be fake vince0o7 1 year ago MICHAEL1110367 1 year ago If you ever watch
the videos outside the Pentagon, the ones the FBI dont have, then you notice that u
cannot see a plane from any direction hit the Pentagon. Not saying there was or wasn't a
plane, just saying you cant see it in the videos. As for eyewitnesses, some eyewitnesses
said that it was a missile they saw hit the Pentagon. There is a lot of evidence that
suggests another plot on September 11. If there was it is such a shame that so many
innocent had to die because of power and greed. MICHAEL1110367 1 year ago wanky3
1 year ago one big dirty conspiracy wanky3 1 year ago StyloBiloOo 1 year ago
HORRIBLE ! StyloBiloOo 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam "Operation Northwoods" in 1962 was a plan by
governament to stage acts of real terrorism on US soil and against U.S. interests and then
put the blame of these acts on Cuba in order to generate U.S. public support for military
action against the Cuban government of Fidel Castro.Kennedy did not approve it in
1962.Bush did in 2001. 9/11 inside job. It is in wikipedia!!! google "Operation
Northwoods" 911insidejob81 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam wtc7 collapsed in 11.september at 5:20 pm. It looked like
controlled demolition! And it was!!!! If it was controlled demolition than they knew
about 9/11 before it took place. It takes days to plan and prepare for controlled
demolition. ( not 8 hours) 911insidejob81 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago Why real
"terrorists" ( USA elite, CIA) wanted 9/11 terroracts? to round constitutional rights with
antiterrorist laws ( Homeland security, Patriot act, Real id) invade Iraq for oil invade
Afganistan for oil and pipelines big corporation interests in gun trade and chaos in Iraq
and Afganistan. turn USA in police state ( laws controlling "terrorists") terrorist in their
thoughts are free US citizens Real id coming to us! search youtube for "Real ID" and
"Fema concentration camps" 911insidejob81 1 year ago carolorifari 1 year ago Comment
removed CapriFire101 1 year ago 3 9/11 was an inside job. The muslims don't have the
competence for such a difficile task. They are bad pilots, bad planners and have a low IQ.
CapriFire101 1 year ago 3 FFM314 1 year ago R.I.P. Fuckin Terrorist's! I'am so sorry for
this guys. The news that the WTC are attacked by Terrorist's was one of THE sadest
days in my live. R.I.P. GUYS AND FUCKIN TERRORISTS AND OTHER
SHITFACES GO DIE!!! FFM314 1 year ago DidHeDied 1 year ago did he died?
DidHeDied 1 year ago kabkazi 1 year ago No, fortunally he survived.. kabkazi 1 year ago
piscean60 1 year ago this video is so eerie especially with the childs song playing in the
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background- and when she opens the window, the noise!!! I can't imagine what it must
have been like downtown- I was a few miles away and I might as well have been on the
moon- nothing to match the armageddon that was lower manhattan that day It's very
stressing to read all the hateful comments- suffering is global, all history is written in
blood- we are all responsible- let's keep our hearts and minds open ok? piscean60 1 year
ago uppsiloves 1 year ago Oh shits, this video makes to me really afraid I ask myself
whether the people not already with the first airplane this fell ran away. Nevertheless,
this is too dangerous. I have wept as me the video saw. it hurts me very much if I I
introduce 100,000 people in the centre died and before the centre died. Sorry, for my Bad
english. uppsiloves 1 year ago JosephRonaldAdam 1 year ago screw you guys us
american should wipe all u fuckers out u hear me bitches america is the best fuck u othere
countries JosephRonaldAdam 1 year ago blabla52340 1 year ago Im from holland but i
like america.. ik agree with you americans. stay cool blabla52340 1 year ago
LokiMatrix3V 1 year ago Don't you see that one of their main tactics is DIVIDE &
CONQUER. WE need to come together as Americans, OBAMA wants to spend his way
to HELL, TRILLION after TRILLION going into a blackhole. They're fomenting another
great depression in order to push NWO with a "just" cause. And we're still arguing about
whether 9/11 was an inside job. Its somewhat irrelevant with all the ( )( ) rapage we're
getting NOW! SAY NO to NWO! WATCH 'OBAMA DECEPTION' ASAP!
LokiMatrix3V 1 year ago uALincolnL10 1 year ago ...............:S uALincolnL10 1 year ago
menni2006 1 year ago I was right. Look yourself:"EMo typ kill yourself" americans ARE
evil. its a fact. You cant chance yourself. I dearly hope...Abhu Garaib Guantanmo....that
is your true FACE! And we all know what you did in the vietnam war! Its time you PAY
for what you did. menni2006 1 year ago mtrapani1234 1 year ago Do you realize why the
world looks at your fanaticism and laughs in your face? You are so pathetic and weak.
Haha. Keep posting your stupidity. It makes everyone laugh at you. mtrapani1234 1
year ago menni2006 1 year ago Humans are pathetic. The only thing you care for is
money sex and power. The only thing you do for thousand and thousand of years is
slaughering each other. You are noting. Worse than shit...shit downst kill each other. One
day will come you will drink out of your own soul..and the unholy gray. You will suffer.
Its your fate menni2006 1 year ago mrsalmon1984 1 year ago LOL! You're funny!
mrsalmon1984 1 year ago Guitarman5150 1 year ago All I can say is you felt you had to
document it, and you did that VERY well. This is one of the best amature footage I have
come across. Guitarman5150 1 year ago grimelab 1 year ago If you seriously believe that
the 9/11 attacks were a U.S. conspiracy, or that the U.S. deserved to be attacked, you
need to seriously re-evaluate your life and take a long hard look at yourself. Seriously.
Childish bullshit abounds here. grimelab 1 year ago ahglbell 1 year ago May the truth of
our current reality be known and understood by all.... May the truth of who we really are
and our ultimate reality be known and understood by all.. There is a deeper truth to be
understood here...however it is an individual journey that each one must take to this place
when the time is right for them... RIP to all those who lost their lives on this day In Spirit
& In Peace ahglbell 1 year ago lezmos 1 year ago 9 11 was an inside job end the federal
reserve end CFR BILDERBERG obama is installed by the scum that control USA look at
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OBAMS MENTOR!!!! BILDERBERG and CFR are NON government agencys who
control america and have the government eating out of their hands FACT FACT FACT!
lezmos 1 year ago kingofgabe 1 year ago CHARMEDTV2009 is retarded kingofgabe 1
year ago benjaminmarker 1 year ago Inside job? Or whatever.. People died!!
benjaminmarker 1 year ago menni2006 1 year ago And no matter what kind of problem
humans are facing, whether it's natural or man-made, I always hope it gets worse
menni2006 1 year ago videogamespoofer 1 year ago U ARE A HUMAN!!!!!! y do u hav
to disrespect the human race!? videogamespoofer 1 year ago menni2006 1 year ago i
prefer Anti-Human, cause i have no contact to homo sapiens anymore. Gladly i have
enough money to live my whole life on my own..so i dont need to see any of you demons
menni2006 1 year ago lilloo31 1 year ago Menni2006...you are about the biggest fucking
idiot for saying all that you have on here... lilloo31 1 year ago menni2006 1 year ago I
look at it this way... For centuries now, man has done everything he can to destroy,
defile, and interfere with nature: clear-cutting forests, strip-mining mountains, poisoning
the atmosphere, over-fishing the oceans, polluting the rivers and lakes, destroying
wetlands and aquifers... so when nature strikes back, and smacks him on the head and
kicks him in the nuts, I enjoy that. I have absolutely no sympathy for human beings
whatsoever. None. menni2006 1 year ago soadpwnsyou 1 year ago So if I raped your
mom and slit her troat.. you wouldn't care. Over fishing the oceans... their fish what are
they doing to do. Pollution is the way of life now. Your an idiot... we are animals too we
live in nature. We develop, and if you had no sympathy, you wouldn't own any human
made objects. Your a fucking little person that loves animals and is going to die and go to
hell and burn. Animals eat each other, but you say its ok. Go kill yourself if you hate
humans you PETA fag. soadpwnsyou 1 year ago menni2006 1 year ago You are picture
of human race...rape cut your throat...that what you think about. You are utterly Evil.
And if i had the power i would out your very souls and tear them apart for the next
thousand years. And i woud drink out of your hearts. EVIL must completely erudicated!"
menni2006 1 year ago soadpwnsyou 1 year ago If you really think evil must completely
be destoryed, then your a fool. Nothing will ever be peace on Earth. No matter if your an
animal or plant. There has to be both Ying and Yang. One cannot survive without each
othe. And if you want Evil eradicated, then you must die to because you said you would
tear them apart. I said if i raped her you wouldn't care! Your a picture of an idiotic human
being that is a fool that is too depressed to be a human. Leave this world if you hate it.
soadpwnsyou 1 year ago menni2006 1 year ago Youre the fool. Human = Evil. If humans
think im evil than im good. If demons thing Angels are bad...you get the point. Yes i
would tear the evl ones apart but never innocents. As long there is light in someone heart i
would never hurt this person. But those who serve the darkness i would kill them. n the
name of the light. But 90% americans are evil. ITS a fact. menni2006 1 year ago iglowat 1
year ago If things are you then evil it is, you dip wad. The only country that ever does
anything good is the United States, Get out stay outof the US, we certainly don't need
the foreign trash that continues to come to the United States to live off our wages and
welfare. Stay in your little hole of a country and I'll stay in mine, but you won't do that
will you. You evil little barbarians always have your hand out and a dagger behind your
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back. :)))) Whatever......................-........ iglowat 1 year ago xjv8 1 year ago hahah america
is worse than my country was 70 years ago...u killed more muslims than hitler killed
jews, and even before 9/11 america is the worse country on the planet, u are terrorists,
mass murderers,liars and son of bitches xjv8 1 year ago soadpwnsyou 1 year ago I said
kill yourself because you are a human and you hate them so go ahead and slit your wrists
and throat you emo bitch. If you hate HUMANS DO IT. soadpwnsyou 1 year ago
Jcvoodoo1 1 year ago 2 Ure all communists. We never knew this was comming. AND we
definately didn't deserve it I stand behind The TROOPS, my brothers and sisters in
ARms.... Piss on anyone who Denounces the American Flag and its people Jcvoodoo1 1
year ago 2 CHARMEDTV2009 1 year ago 9/11 was an inside job WTC7 collapse
controlled demolition please wake up!!!!! its bush´s fault CHARMEDTV2009 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago CHARMEDTV2009 You're absolutely wrong and there's nothing
to support your statement. Sharky2055 1 year ago xjv8 1 year ago america spreads
propaganda all aound the world, just like hitler did, they made u stupid idiots belive that
religion is responsible for the attacks HAAHAH XD cant belive it, its embarassing for
our planet, not only americans are stupid, ppl all around the world are. America started
all that, and who has to bleed for it? iraq,afghanistan nd so on. even saddam was their
product, americans are son of bitches and deserve 9/11 everyday for what they did. what
ells do u deserve? xjv8 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago xjv8 America didn't start all of
it. We do NOT deserve anything like 9/11 nor any other attack. It certainly doesn't make
the Muslim extremists that did it better. Americans didn't make what you're claiming.
You're blaming all that on an entire nation of people which have NO control over it.
THAT is WRONG and very stupid! Sharky2055 1 year ago 2FelixBoy7 1 year ago oh
my got 2FelixBoy7 1 year ago mdjuricic 1 year ago wow............... mdjuricic 1 year ago
xjv8 1 year ago americans made taliban and saddam hussein, they gave them wappons and
money for many many years. and after they couldnt cooperate anymore, america put the
blame on islam XD and the stupid americans belive it, u are brainwashed hateful bastards
who really deserve more than just 9/11...just 3000 americans died, over the last 5 years
more than 1 million civilists died in iraq, and america was responsible for the war, just like
americans are responsible for everything bad on our planet xjv8 1 year ago Sharky2055 1
year ago xjv8 You're an idiot. America didn't make the Taliban nor Hussein. You're the
STUPID one to believe that & that all Americans are alike because we're not. That's a
fact. There is NO 1 million dead Iraqis. That's a bogus figure made up Islamic extremist
propagandists. America's NOT responsible for everything bad on Earth. We didn't make
any Muslim Extremists attack anyone. They do that all on their own. They have freewill.
No one makes them do anything. NO one deserves this. You're no better Sharky2055 1
year ago xjv8 1 year ago u prove how stupid americasn are, its based on facts, they
helped saddam and the taliban for many years, and bought them wappons and money!
And why did they attack america? u know how many muslims got killed by americans?
im talking about the last 30 years, they killed more muslims than adolfs hitler jews, thats
another fact. And thats the reason why they hate u, u would hate them too, if they rape
your sister and kill your whole family. Americans are responsible for it, fuck u stupido!
xjv8 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago xjv8 It was the US govt that helped Hussein
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somewhat, but not the Taliban.How many people have Muslims killed throughout
history? They aren't innocent. NO I'd never hate an entire race of people for what a
handful of them did. THAT is STUPID. I wouldn't hate them for what THEIR
GOVERNMENT DID. THAT IS STUPIDO! Americans are NOT responsible for it.
Our government maybe in some cases. How can U hold us all responsible for what the
our government has done in the past? We've no control over it. Sharky2055 1 year ago
SimoneLouiseJanMaria 1 year ago this is so sad. and when the lady started crying in the
background. i was like bawling my eyes out :( SimoneLouiseJanMaria 1 year ago
MusicYasha 1 year ago it sad D: MusicYasha 1 year ago HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago y
the hell would i blow myself up? I'm way too precious. I have high self-esteem
HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago lilloo31 1 year ago 2 Too precious??? lol... To who? High
self esteem huh? Thats real funny! Obviously you have alot of issues inside your
precious self if you think any of this is funny and deserved in the video and anything else
that happened on 9/11 lilloo31 1 year ago 2 Sharky2055 1 year ago HungLikeSaddam =
IDIOT TROLL TROLL ALERT!! Sharky2055 1 year ago HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago
they WERE in the building actually. Wait, let me be more precise....they went through the
building right on impact lol HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago lilloo31 1 year ago You should
seriously inquire on if anyone needs a suicide bomber and just blow yourself up trying to
put the bomb on, around a bunch of others of your kind and put yourself and everyone
else outta misery! lilloo31 1 year ago lilloo31 1 year ago And by saying your kind... I
Mean the haters out there like you who thinks what happened on 9/11 was great and
funny! lilloo31 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago HungLikeSaddam = IDIOT TROLL
TROLL ALERT!! !!! Sharky2055 1 year ago HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago u need to
realize there are many equivalents of the likes of the bill ayers, timothy mcveys, daniel
andreas', and cho sung hui's in your own backyard. Maybe you are just too oblivious.
Too bad. HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago lilloo31 1 year ago O i am sure there is alot of them
around, but i doubt very highly they were in that building and or around the site giving
their lives saving others and trying to save others. lilloo31 1 year ago HungLikeSaddam 1
year ago including me? lol u got to be kidding me! HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago lilloo31 1
year ago Your American and your talking like that? lilloo31 1 year ago HungLikeSaddam 1
year ago my own people? LOL. I'm just simply sitting back because no offense to anyone
but....this is more entertaining than watching COPS. HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago lilloo31
1 year ago It is an offense to every American that your taking pleasure in this... lilloo31 1
year ago HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago why do some of these imbeciles state that those
"innocent people didn't deserve to die"? How can u be assure of that? I'm confident that a
lot of the people who died that day were not good human beings. Stop portraying every
victim of 9/11 as if they were your sympathetic, and reciprocative old granny neighbour.
I'm sure a lot of did deserve this fate as do some of u on here. HungLikeSaddam 1 year
ago lilloo31 1 year ago you deserve this fate, not the people who were involved in this
disaster... Not everyone is an angel out there but they didnt deserve to die this way
through an act of terrorism... Let god decide their fate when its their time to go not some
dumbass who will kill them selves and others while he sits back and watches like a
fucking coward and hides like a lil bitch! lilloo31 1 year ago lilloo31 1 year ago Still so
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hard to believe this happened and all those people died, it was like something out of a
movie and could never happen for real, but it did and any of the people who commented
about this was great that all these American people died that day, need to be taken and
have cement boots put on ya and thrown in the river, it would only be doing it early for
you cuz if you think this is a good thing that happened you'll probably kill yourself
someday anyways for a worthless piece of shit thats... lilloo31 1 year ago lilloo31 1 year
ago Sitting back and watching his own people kill them selves for the dumbest reasons
ever and if i would ever run into one of you worthless, waste of life pieces of shit talking
like this was a good thing i would beat the shit out of you myself within an inch of your
pathetic worthless life, then when you were ok again i would make it happen for ya all
over again! lilloo31 1 year ago liljuve13 1 year ago  ﻭﻱﻡﻙﻥﻙ، ﺕﺕﺭﺩﺩ ﻑﻱ ﺍﻝﺍﺕﺹﺍﻝ ﺭﺱﺍﻝﺕﻙ
!!! ﻙﻡﺍ ﻱ ﻡﻥ ﺕﻥﻅﻱﻡ ﺍﻝﻕﺍﻉﺩﺓﺃﻱﺽﺍ ﺃﻥ ﺕﻙﻭﻥ ﺝﺯءﺍpraise to allahﻡﻙﻥ ﺍﻝﺕﻭﺍﺹﻝ ﻉﻥ ﻁﺭﻱﻕ ﺍﻝﺏﺭ
liljuve13 1 year ago PawtucketPat12 1 year ago Wow. I sense some jealousy from other
countries leaving comments on this video. That's why this happened, jealousy from
Islamic extremist PIGS. You're all so jealous of America. America is the greatest nation on
Earth, enough said. PawtucketPat12 1 year ago 666loveisdead 1 year ago i remember
riding to school when i was 9 and my bus driver was listening to the radio. he heard what
was going on and he told everyone on the bus what happened. i never really understood
until i grew up but it was awful. i went home to my parents crying. 666loveisdead 1 year
ago BOREDproductions00 1 year ago bush had a lot to do with this!
BOREDproductions00 1 year ago Kaboosh1337 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam GO TO FUCKING HELL Kaboosh1337 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago BOREDproductions00 No, Bush didn't. Sharky2055 1 year ago
Doomlink5513 1 year ago Where the hell were the planes? I didn't see a single plane hit
that building??!! Doomlink5513 1 year ago serg806 1 year ago its preety eerie that u can
listen to music in the background serg806 1 year ago MiLdygIRl 1 year ago 3 I am 16,
don't remember this day, but it's awfhul.... i hate terrorist and alikaida...rest in peace
every1...<3 MiLdygIRl 1 year ago 3 HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago quite to the contrary, i
believe this was a great day for america, conspiracy or not.....and this bitch needs to stop
crying. HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago yandirtty21 1 year ago you need to leave the country
for saying that u basterd yandirtty21 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Stuff it,
HungLikeSaddam =TROLL....... Sharky2055 1 year ago lilloo31 1 year ago You need to
be hung! lilloo31 1 year ago miquelmah 1 year ago ¿WHYYYYYYYYYYYYYY YOU
DONT SEE THE TRUE ABOUT 11S? if you see one of my videos you will see the true
of 11s........the problem is not bin laden/alqaeda.......the problem is the money miquelmah
1 year ago menni2006 1 year ago great! just greaT! at last the american tortures and war
criminals get what they deserve! I hope it wasnt the last time! menni2006 1 year ago
veba5 1 year ago dude, you are sick. Innocent people died in the towers and only wish
the americans what you want yourself too. veba5 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
menni2006 Americans are NOT war criminals. NOT all Americans tortured anyone. NO
country deserves this. You're no better than those you accuse for saying we do.
Sharky2055 1 year ago cenadude321 1 year ago 2 i was there at 9 11 i couldnt belive it
my dad was on the second plane what crashed into the tower i miss him so much i was
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standing outside the building far away then we heard the number of the second plane the
cop mentioned and thats when we realised he was on it now when you read this comment
please spend a cuple of second to remember all the brave people on that plane including
my dad and others cenadude321 1 year ago 2 umarnawazkhan 1 year ago have you Seen
>>> The Arrivals ? umarnawazkhan 1 year ago helloanygoodbye 1 year ago i was there i
was near the building it was so scary i almost fainted i quickly ran for my life and when
the building fall luckily i was away already but some people near the building were not so
lucky! helloanygoodbye 1 year ago shn1zZzzZle 1 year ago geniales browsergame: h t t p
: / / booog.mybrute . c o m kein großen Zeitaufwand! nichmal ein login: einfach nur nen
Namen eingeben und los gehts :) genial! shn1zZzzZle 1 year ago Tybokevryky 1 year ago
how sad Tybokevryky 1 year ago CONCUSSION187 1 year ago her mom heard a
missle? CONCUSSION187 1 year ago CONCUSSION187 1 year ago this video was
obviously cut why did she not get the 2nd plane impact she states i can show it to u on
here CONCUSSION187 1 year ago CONCUSSION187 1 year ago she said it was a
military plane CONCUSSION187 1 year ago nagzul 1 year ago See those lines, the
dividers of the building? The buildings were actually designed for large plane crashes. Not
only that, but the core of this building was song strong that it would not have collapsed
like that. The building would have tipped over as it was falling leaving that strong "apple
core." nagzul 1 year ago vanessa619STM 1 year ago exqctly another reason to why
people think, 9/11, is an inside job. there must have been something that had blown up
down there to cause it to collapse like that. vanessa619STM 1 year ago nagzul 1 year ago
Not only that, but 1)something that had to blow the "apple core" into segments
throughout the building 2)with slant marks to guide the building 'inward.' nagzul 1 year
ago plebface1234 1 year ago i feel so bad that u went through witnessing this tragic event
so many brave souls lost that day none of them will be forgotten R.I.P to every one who
died :( plebface1234 1 year ago goingvertigo 1 year ago that would suck goingvertigo 1
year ago Mileygal7 1 year ago this is rly sad Mileygal7 1 year ago twilightfan1515 1 year
ago u guys r ALL INSANE LOL. CHILL K.=D twilightfan1515 1 year ago
poodlemaster999 1 year ago dude all u guys need to chill out and u texas girl go suk it im
english so go to hell u dont now any thing poodlemaster999 1 year ago cggchick18 1 year
ago XJV8. Forget about your therorys. You are so convinced that everyone around you is
wrong, and that Americans dont know wrong form right. If you think we are such a
fragile, nieve country, then get out ! Your Free. If you are american? I dont know how
you come across from this info. Whether American or not get over your therories of bush
brainwashing... cus hahah wake up !! New beginnings, Bush isnt president anymore.
President: Barack Obama. cggchick18 1 year ago cggchick18 1 year ago I'm from Texas,
and this is the most personal video of 911 that i have ever seen. And to see your
encounter of it is pretty startaling. My heart aches for all who were there when it
happened. My heart goes out to all of the brave men and women who helped that day. It
only reminds me of the day our country grew closer together. Thank you for video taping
this. Now no one can forget what happened that very day, the day that is engraved in all
of our hearts 9/11/01. cggchick18 1 year ago caine115 1 year ago never forgive, never
forget, God Bless America caine115 1 year ago veba5 1 year ago First of all, we not
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exactly know who made the attack, so never forgive to who? Second if you are christian
than remember forgive the others as Jesus forgave you even if you didn't deserv. Thrid if
you aren't believe in christianity than you still should forgive because every1 can make
mistakes and if you kill the one who did this than your not better, and what is more???!!!
you are same as him/her! veba5 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago veba5 We DO know.
This was no mistake. This was done by Islamic Extremists from the terrorist network
known as al-Qaeda. Sharky2055 1 year ago veba5 1 year ago So, you say never forgive to
al-Qaeda and they all deserv death? if you do you are 100% same as them. veba5 1 year
ago Sharky2055 1 year ago veba5 When did I say that? I want them to be placed on trial
if they've committed crimes of terrorism. If they've participated in a mass murder then I
believe they be locked up for life. NO it's not at all the same. I want them to have fair
trials. AlQaeda playing judge,jury and executioner with no questions asked and doing it
via terrorism & their idealogy. Sharky2055 1 year ago soopergeak16 1 year ago 2 I think
its pretty messed up you say Americans derserve a million dead people no matter what
country your from were all still PEOPLE, HUMANS who breathe, eat, sleep, raise
children. NOT a damn country on this planet I dont care if its Afganastan or America
deserves that. Hate is a cycle we kill them they kill us. Lets be honest this WORLD is
messed up as a whole. soopergeak16 1 year ago 2 xjv8 1 year ago for a fact, america is the
biggest terrororganisation on the planet. "terror" as they say doesnt even excist, america
attacks, and finally they attack back. sorry but americans deserve to die, they voted bush
twice and they dont give a fuck about the war crimes america is commiting. xjv8 1 year
ago Fiyalunett 1 year ago You're wrong. They might have voted Bush, but they didn'y
deserved to die that day. This attack was absolutely horrible. The americans haven't
voted to die. They have voted for a man who did bad things, I agree. But saying that they
deserved to die shows that you don't understand the gravity of the situation. It's hard to
stand up against the government and remember that only a minority of americans voted
for Bush; it's just the system that helped this murderer reaching the leads of USA.
Fiyalunett 1 year ago magghriby 1 year ago Comment removed xjv8 1 year ago u should
ask yourself why arent they killing more americans. and dont even talk about bush, u
know when the americans started to kill muslims? do some research and america even
helped the taliban, bush was friends with bin laden family honestly, u deserve million
dead ppl, u are the killers and u are brainwashed idiots who support warcrimes of your
stupid presidents. Belive me americans deserve dead ppl more than anyone ells, its not an
opinion, its a fact. if some1 deserve it, then u xjv8 1 year ago Fiyalunett 1 year ago first
of all, i'm not american. I just wated to make you realize that all these people didn't
deserved to die. Yes, I know that this country wasn't a good example of a peaceful
country, but probably none of the people who commited crimes against humanity had
died that day. That's unfair because it was civilians who died. I've been to NY yesterday,
and the scar of the incidents is still there. No one there is happy about what happened.
The errors of their leaders brought them all that pain. Fiyalunett 1 year ago illqnzboy1 1
year ago i agree with you....very well said....it's too bad the rest of these ignorant idiots
don't know shit illqnzboy1 1 year ago yandirtty21 1 year ago ya and wheres ur proof
you dumbass yandirtty21 1 year ago kboss2011 1 year ago Comment removed
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Sharky2055 1 year ago Xjv8 Stop spewing lies. Stop sputtering on about that which
you're clueless about. Sharky2055 1 year ago lilloo31 1 year ago You deserve to die you
piece of shit! lilloo31 1 year ago alexjones4president 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was an inside job. alexjones4president 1 year ago
alexjones4president 1 year ago Over 1,000,000 Iraqi`s dead. Operation Iraqi Freedom in
full effect. Where are these weapons of mass destruction?? Who`s making the BILLIONS
in no bid contracts and does Dick Cheney have a stake in this company. Here`s a
hint...it`s called Haliburton. Ding Ding Ding...you win a prize! Here`s some depleted
uranium for all your hard work. Enjoy and feel liberated! alexjones4president 1 year ago
Murphy61254 1 year ago I was in the US NAVY when this happened I had just joined
and was in the middle of Bootcamp when I seen this happen I was upset this country for
which I swore an oath to protect had been attacked. I will defend this country from all
enemies foreign and domestic and I will not stand by and watch innocent people die for
idealistic stupidity. People hate us because we are free people hate us cause we are
Americans . Come to my doorstep I will show you how we do it the US NAVY .
Murphy61254 1 year ago Murphy61254 1 year ago I am writing this to the ones who
have posted here and spread there message of hate. Liberty is the Idea for all who live in
America it is a symbol of hope for many people from all walks of life come here to live a
better life from the hate and the violence of there own countries. Murphy61254 1 year
ago lokilokd 1 year ago To JohnBlock1993- You are most likely a dumb fuck Troller, but
in any case. Fuck your fake prophet and your fake God. FUCK ISLAM. You will lose in
the end. Oh yeah, I took a nasty shit this morning and named it Mohammed before I
flushed. lokilokd 1 year ago lokilokd 1 year ago Comment removed lokilokd 1 year ago
Comment removed mygirl0891 1 year ago For all of you evil people commenting on this
video and commending these atrocities, I hope you do not live in our country and dare to
use the freedom and opportunities it provides while also defiling it and causing so much
racism and violence. If you really hate America, don't stay here, we don't want nor need
you.. frankly we are to advanced and strong for you. Go build some sand castles in your
sandles, because that is honestly all people that are as hateful and disgusting like
youaregoodfor. mygirl0891 1 year ago 11isdax 1 year ago poor women crys at 14:14 in
the background :'( R.I.P. to all ppl who payed for their lives at 09/11 and go fuck yourself
Johnblock1993 you fucking kiddy 11isdax 1 year ago reskij 1 year ago fuck all of you
who bomb his self . we have only one god its not allah it is god self . reskij 1 year ago
johnblock1993 1 year ago show hide My name is Omhar Mohammed Death to the
fucking infadel facist bastards they deserved all of this and had it coming for a while down
with america. those capitalist pigs deserve to pay for there crimes against the 3rd world
raping and pillaging them of their resources i say its time for another attack. There is
nothing beter or more favorable then the death of american civilians and the crusaders.
Full pledge JIHAD the crusaders. Mohammed is the only prophet and Allah is the only
god. johnblock1993 1 year ago loveabudge 1 year ago show hide My name is Muhhamed
Achmed. I wish for people to comprehend that the death of these innocent American
citizens was luadable and to be praised. I had masterminded many suicide bombings
myself, afterall, I am Muslim. (Just to eleviate any confusion; yes, coming from a
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Muslim, it is true that all Muslims kill and destroy.) I loved watching the sounds of
children screaming, ablaze and jumping to their deaths that great day, and seeing their
loved ones cry below. Pass on the love, loveabudge loveabudge 1 year ago Lance012012 1
year ago Mother fucking terrorist bitch. Lance012012 1 year ago djdib 1 year ago our own
people behind this ..... good cover up djdib 1 year ago Hatethehater 1 year ago nothing
better than watching america kill herself Hatethehater 1 year ago dtolab 1 year ago poor
americans, living under dictatorship under the name of liberty. i wish for you to
understand islam and read about it from reliable sources to know what means to do justice
and living under it. I wonder why only jews dont want to believe that 911 was an inside
job dtolab 1 year ago quasar953 1 year ago I'm amazed how few people were killed!
quasar953 1 year ago mygirl0891 1 year ago Keep on laughing. I'm sure your insides are
as bright, cheerful, and fulfilling as the evil grin on your faces=]. I take pity on people
such as yourselves, where did your lives go wrong? God Bless America<3 God Bless our
world<3 mygirl0891 1 year ago JoDaddyy 1 year ago just listen to johnny cash's song,
hurt and watch this, it makes you sad. just imagine if you were a child of mother or father
that went away during 9/11. JoDaddyy 1 year ago OsaminhaRS 1 year ago
hahahahhahahaha OsaminhaRS 1 year ago torspeen 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Good job CIA/Laden. I want some more 9/11 action in every
city of america. I am in love with destruction of america. torspeen 1 year ago damonpettit
1 year ago What happened to the moments right before the 2nd plane hit? Why was it
spliced? Was there a good shot of the plane? Pretty important moment. damonpettit 1
year ago Hooklineansinker 1 year ago this is one of the most stunning videos ive ever
seen. im speechless Hooklineansinker 1 year ago calerobobcat 1 year ago is beatiofukl
calerobobcat 1 year ago calerobobcat 1 year ago j a j a ja ja ja ja ja ja ja ja ja ja aj ja ja ja aja
aja ja ja ja ja aja calerobobcat 1 year ago justagirlinthehood 1 year ago I don't believe they
used explosives to take down the twin towers for this reason: If there were explosives the
terrorists would want to set them off at the time whern they would get the most
casualties which would have been early on. The buildings were sitting there smouldering
for a long time before they collapsed. The terrorists would have detonated them way
before that if their motive was to kill the most people. justagirlinthehood 1 year ago
justagirlinthehood 1 year ago Why did the terrorists get pilot training here when they
could have easily gotten the same training in their own country. Having them trained here
took a lot of unneccessary risks. I never bought it when they said one of the terrorists
said he didn't want to learn how to land the plane at training school. That is rediculous. So
much of it doesn't add up. One question leads to another. I am very angry we will
probably never know for sure who did this and why. justagirlinthehood 1 year ago
justagirlinthehood 1 year ago 2 Totally surreal. I feel so badly for the victims and the
people filming this. It is hard enough to watch this on video it must have been terrifying
to witness this in person. justagirlinthehood 1 year ago 2 xeratule 1 year ago I want
Osama bin Laden and the rest of the Terrorists Slaughtered because of 9/11. Damn you
Terrorist, damn you Muslims, and damn Mohammad. xeratule 1 year ago
arcmagesmomsucks 1 year ago but it was our own government who did it.
arcmagesmomsucks 1 year ago AlecZ26041958 1 year ago Thanks for posting. It
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happened almost 8 years ago but it's still horrific to see. Each time I watch 9/11 video's I
go silent. AlecZ26041958 1 year ago arcmagesmomsucks 1 year ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam each time i watch 9/11 videos I laugh! arcmagesmomsucks
1 year ago danonabouncycastle 1 year ago wtf? are you sick? danonabouncycastle 1 year
ago oldnarutoluv3109 1 year ago Y WOULD U LAGH oldnarutoluv3109 1 year ago
carla123abc 1 year ago your sick carla123abc 1 year ago liljuve13 1 year ago ﺕﺕﺭﺩﺩ ﻑﻱ
 ﻭﻱﻡ، ﻙﻡﺍ ﻱﻡﻙﻥ ﺍﻝﺕﻭﺍﺹﻝ ﻉﻥ ﻙﻥﻙ ﺃﻱﺽﺍ ﺃﻥ ﺕﻙﻭﻥ ﺝﺯءﺍ ﻡﻥ ﺕﻥﻅﻱﻡ ﺍﻝﻕﺍﻉﺩﺓﺍﻝﺍﺕﺹﺍﻝ ﺭﺱﺍﻝﺕﻙ
liljuve13 1 year ago feaxlrose 1 year ago There was no .ﻁﺭﻱﻕ ﺍﻝﺏﺭﻱﺩﺍﻝﺇﻝﻙﺕﺭﻭﻥﻱ
terrorism, It's fake, can't u see that? there were no plane crashes... Where are the victims
relatives... feaxlrose 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago feaxlrose Are you being serious or
trying to be funny? Sharky2055 1 year ago heartlessvietboy 1 year ago The victims of
September 11th should be remembered. This is horrific and terrifying. Imagine being on
the plane and in the office. One morning you are in the office, then an instant you are
gone. There may have been rumble in the offices before impact. Smoke covered the entire
upper section. This is why. This is why we need to do something, honestly and
seriously. If we had found ways to better this world even one life on the plane is worth
it. I am sure that person would say so too. heartlessvietboy 1 year ago
COMMANDERBATTLEFIELD 1 year ago Forgive me Steven Spielberg. I know what
you were doing as George W Bush. You were protecting the USA against possible
attacks. The US should be proud that George and Steven came up with a plan to make
sure the USA is a safe place. Forgive me both of you. COMMANDERBATTLEFIELD
1 year ago AlexNdKaliShow 1 year ago Thats seriously the sadest thing I've seen. I
couldnt even think about how horrible it would be to be there. AlexNdKaliShow 1 year
ago COMMANDERBATTLEFIELD 1 year ago Oops. It seems this is a Lego game for
Jesus. I was wrong about George. NO SUCH THING AS HIM DOING THESE
THINGS DAMMIT. Jesus was pissed and twisted my mind (this is not a joke in the
least) He basically turned me into a machine (to its liking vs mortal immortal, never
experimented) WTC is no joke for us, but in the eyes of Jesus it was a good tool to turn
me into his simple line of emotions. Love is a thin line in his eyes it seems. Movie watch
is his game. I'm pissed and forgive me George. COMMANDERBATTLEFIELD 1 year
ago zokunen18 1 year ago how scary it must have been to be there i feel for you really
zokunen18 1 year ago Connor664 1 year ago 19:40 Connor664 1 year ago
xproudAmericanx 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam THEY
KILLED americans in the name of ISLAM thats what matters. your all hypocritical!!!
you keep on telling us your religion is peace while you kill people in the name of allah on
our backs!!! FUCK YOU WE WILL NEVER FORGET Kill every MUSLIM UNTIL
THE LAST xproudAmericanx 1 year ago xproudAmericanx 1 year ago Comment removed
makjep 1 year ago osama is a disgrace to muslims makjep 1 year ago lukehanada 1 year
ago thats the saddest day ever :( lukehanada 1 year ago OsamaBinLadinAccount 1 year
ago  ﻭﻱﻡﻙﻥﻙ ﺃﻱﺽﺍ ﺃﻥ ﺕﻙﻭﻥ ﺝﺯءﺍ ﻡﻥ ﺕﻥﻅﻱﻡ ﺍﻝﻕﺍﻉﺩﺓ ﻙﻡﺍ ﻱﻡﻙﻥ ﺕﺕﺭﺩﺩ ﻑﻱ ﺍﻝﺍﺕﺹﺍﻝ، ﺭﺱﺍﻝﺕﻙ
 ﺍﻝﺕﻭﺍﺹﻝ ﻉﻥ ﻁﺭﻱﻕ ﺍﻝﺏﺭﻱﺩ ﺍﻝﺇﻝﻙﺕﺭﻭOsamaBinLadinAccount 1 year ago lNvisual  ﺍﺱﺍﻡﺓ.ﻥﻱ
1 year ago "Feel free to get your message throw, and you can also be a part of al-Qaeda,
can also communicate via e-mail. Osama" ok lol lNvisual 1 year ago
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OsamaBinLadinAccount 1 year ago Exactly! OsamaBinLadinAccount 1 year ago
WindowsXpHelp 1 year ago are u an iraq person lol WindowsXpHelp 1 year ago
bigkiller90210 1 year ago I still cant believe that something like this happened.
bigkiller90210 1 year ago TheSnowBison 1 year ago Thanks for the courage of both
documenting and showing this. I lived on Duane Street not far from you for many years.
A memorial for an end of an era. TheSnowBison 1 year ago TokageWeasel 1 year ago The
children's music playing in the background in the beginning made the whole situation
EXTREMELY Eery and creepy o__o I would've turned it off immediately. But then
again, I'm sure they were just too much in shock. TokageWeasel 1 year ago azzaharvey1 1
year ago 15:20 hell of alot of smoke... azzaharvey1 1 year ago justagirlinthehood 1 year
ago What about her comment about a "military plane" hitting the tower. So many people
have said this. It's strange she said she saw this at 12:24 but the video didn't show it. Are
these videos edited. I believe Bin Laden pulled this off but a shadow government was
behind it. I believe they were also behind the massive funding of Obama's Presidential
campaign. It is too suspicious that we have a muslim Pres, even though he denies it, so
soon after 9-11. I believe we have been set up. justagirlinthehood 1 year ago tubinal07 1
year ago Its OBAMA NOT OSAMA!!!! GET A DAMN CLUE!!!!!!!!! tubinal07 1 year
ago Blamunge 1 year ago Zhadowthezonecop, Jesus dude, learn how to spell, that's what
I'm making fun of here. Blamunge 1 year ago Zhadowthezonecop 1 year ago yay i known
i suck at spelling, ZO WAT Zhadowthezonecop 1 year ago Zhadowthezonecop 1 year
ago 9/11 was terrorest attack, it wasn't Bush's fault, it was a horrable tragity so...SHUT
THE F#%K UP ALL YOU DA@% INGRATES! THERE ARE PEOPLE OUT THERE
TRYING TO KILL US AND YOUR JUST SITING THERE MAKING JOKES
ABOUT IT!!! Zhadowthezonecop 1 year ago 87313149 1 year ago 4 You all are being
horrible. you realize how many people died. how many children lost one or both of their
parents. I don't care who did it...it still happened so show some respect! 87313149 1 year
ago 4 comuao 1 year ago fuck america fuck bush only a death amy is a good amy! Our
german History is not so bad how the amy history! I Hope Russia or China enfranchised
europe soon! Germany and Austria above all. comuao 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
comuao What have millions of people, from around the world that live in America, done
to you for you to say that? Sharky2055 1 year ago comuao 1 year ago 11 september was
prearranged by bush! America go to Hell. comuao 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
comuao That doesn't answer the question. Why are you telling all of America to go to hell
when you're accusing Bush of doing September 11? Sharky2055 1 year ago caliguy92 1
year ago I still think you're a retard... caliguy92 1 year ago xproudAmericanx 1 year ago
Comment removed tobysminions 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam ☻/ /▌ / \ this is bob copy and paste bob and he will soon take over youtube
tobysminions 1 year ago tobysminions 1 year ago sure tobysminions 1 year ago kmax730
1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ☻/ /▌ / \ this is bob
copy and paste bob and he will soon take over youtube kmax730 1 year ago AshtheYiffer
1 year ago Life's a lie Just a lie AshtheYiffer 1 year ago keyboardarctica 1 year ago To
those who say '' im glad it happened, most people in NY are idiots anyway...'' NO ONE
deserves to die because of stupidity or idioty ... jesus... grow the fudge up!
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keyboardarctica 1 year ago xproudAmericanx 1 year ago LIES LIES LIES
xproudAmericanx 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago xproudAmericanx What lies?
Sharky2055 1 year ago AverysAdidas15 1 year ago dieing is a good thing, you get off this
shithole life is the same just in different patterns AverysAdidas15 1 year ago
xproudAmericanx 1 year ago FUUCK ISLAAAAAAAAM xproudAmericanx 1 year ago
AverysAdidas15 1 year ago ur an idiot 2 AverysAdidas15 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year
ago xproudAmericanx NOT all Muslims did this? NOT all Islam is bad. NOt all Muslims
think alike. Sharky2055 1 year ago zx1777 1 year ago yea zx1777 1 year ago
reptilelover1997 1 year ago OMG reptilelover1997 1 year ago dwandchiifan 1 year ago
Tezarious + AverysAdidas15 - GROW UP dwandchiifan 1 year ago AverysAdidas15 1
year ago why you grow up u fucking twat our government are the people who did it
anyway and all the motherfuckers who died wer gonna die anyway now they'll just be
remembered as a poor sad tragidy so who gives a fuck AverysAdidas15 1 year ago
xproudAmericanx 1 year ago the government did NOTHING your totally brainwashed
by terrorists xproudAmericanx 1 year ago Fbnt1 1 year ago Comment removed Fbnt1 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam and you are totally
brainwashed from bush... omfg ... Many people died because Bush addicts... FBI ...
CIA... Secret Service... All of them are guilty! I would to see every body of them DEAD!
Fbnt1 1 year ago AverysAdidas15 1 year ago go watch some utube videos they make
perfect sense fuck the government AverysAdidas15 1 year ago xproudAmericanx 1 year
ago those videos are made by muslim terrorits faggot theyre brainwashing you you idiot
dumfuck fuck face xproudAmericanx 1 year ago AverysAdidas15 1 year ago can i stick
my penus in your ass AverysAdidas15 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
AverysAdidas15 NO our government DID NOT do these attacks. It's obvious that
people care about it. Show these people some respect! Sharky2055 1 year ago
AverysAdidas15 1 year ago show hide im glad it happened most people in new york are
fucking idiots anyway AverysAdidas15 1 year ago liljuve13 1 year ago yea FUCK NEW
YORK!! liljuve13 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam liljuve13 Joined: December 27, 2006 Last Sign In: 1 hour ago Videos
Watched: 11,404 Subscribers: 3 Channel Views: 1,725 Age: 23 City: LA Hometown: LA
california Country: United States yea FUCK NEW YORK!! <<<<<<<<<<< You're a
disgrace to America. Sharky2055 1 year ago Tezarious 1 year ago haahaa i loved this
event! best tragedy ever! Tezarious 1 year ago PENERGAMES2 1 year ago hä
PENERGAMES2 1 year ago siti1ca 1 year ago then she says, "it was a huge plane, I'm
gonna show it to you on here" (i am gonna assume she meant the video tape?) Please then
show it to us.... siti1ca 1 year ago siti1ca 1 year ago i find it interesting that there is a cut
in the video tape just before the second plane hits. "OMG it was a military plane" siti1ca
1 year ago blackArt2000 1 year ago Funny how no one on Earth has managed to replicate
the collapse using the parameters explained by the US Gov. However Engineers are able
to replicate it when thermite and shape charges are included into the equation. Anyone
who contradicts this - well... you get your maths book out and show the 600 Engineers in
the 911 truth movement that their wrong... blackArt2000 1 year ago iamsilky 1 year ago
Osama is one of the world's greatest contributor to air pollution!!! iamsilky 1 year ago
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myxarenka 1 year ago this is a great day to america hah myxarenka 1 year ago
SharkyssMachine 1 year ago 911 was an inside job.everybody knows it.there is a lot of
proof SharkyssMachine 1 year ago antichistes200x 1 year ago The plane hits too high in
the building, with this video I really can not believe than this planes colapse the entire
building antichistes200x 1 year ago zx1777 1 year ago The first building to get hit was the
one where the plane hit higher up on the building and was the last one to implode. zx1777
1 year ago vjohnso1 1 year ago that mushroom cloud looked like the atom bomb!!!!!!! I
cant believe this was happening and i was in class, i've never seen the view like that
before vjohnso1 1 year ago Drsatan9 1 year ago i think i need to lay off the weed because
im somehow laughing at this Drsatan9 1 year ago switchSTRYKE 1 year ago George
Lucas playing Lego. switchSTRYKE 1 year ago maferbbita 1 year ago OMG... those
towers were SO big. maferbbita 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago FCKA I'm not fighting
with anyone. I own an online business. So I go back and forth throughout the day. Now
go find your mommy and tell her to change your diaper. Sharky2055 1 year ago
hootyhaha 1 year ago Sharky I just busted yall man! I just busted yall .. you're watching
me. I know it. Because you're tracing all the videos I'm watching. And you accidentally
signed on 2 different videos man. I just busted you and whatever network is spying on
me. There's no way in all these 911 videos that you could have coincendentally posted
under the same videos , unless you and whatever network is watching me . . is infact
watching me. hootyhaha 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 hootyhaha Lay off the pot
laced blunts.... Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 bighiyob 1 year ago well sharky.. i watched a
very informative video called loose change. now, reading your previous comments you
sound like a decent human being who can stand a friendly argument. i never wanted to
believe that our gov't was somehow involved in any way, shape, or form. the evidence in
loose change is substantial. the fact that the official report is chalked full of lies, proven
by science and common sense, is astounding. bighiyob 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
bighiyob If you're going by Loose Change then you're believing a video chalked full of
lies. The official report is comprised of evidence of all kinds brought forth by everyday
ordinary non-govt people, including some of the victims. Commonsense should tell you
that Loose Change is nothing but loose crap. It's own maker has debunked it. See for
yourself on You Tube- Loose Change Debunks Loose Change Sharky2055 1 year ago
bighiyob 1 year ago how do you explain the towers falling that quickly after burning for
only an hour or so? didnt you see those other buildings that burned much more severely
for longer that are still intact to this day? what about building 7? the owner of that
building having that demolishing that building on the same day is confusing. i hear it takes
several days for a planned demolition, yet they pull that building on the same day.. i and
thousands of others want an explanation. bighiyob 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
bighiyob How? Read civil. usyd. edu. au/wtc. sht ml Other buildings weren't hit by a 767
w/ 10000 gallons of jetfuel onboard that knocked off the fireproofing & damaged fire
suppression systems. That made all the difference. Jetfuel burns at 800-1500F &
@1100F steel loses 50% of its original strength. The owner didn't have any buildings
demolished that day. "Pull" is NOT a demolition term to detonate explosives for a
demolition. The owner didn't give the over,FDNY Chief Nigro did Sharky2055 1 year ago
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bighiyob 1 year ago the sheer fact that most of that fuel was burned in the explosion
hasnt crossed your mind? its funny how all this stuff just happend all at once on the
same day right? all by chance.. flight 93 never being shown, kinda fishy to me. why hasnt
the government come out and shown the full video of the plane hitting the pentagon? why
all the secrets? like i said i dont want to believe these accusations either, i just want the
truth, whatever it is. bighiyob 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago bighiyob No because it
needs open air to atomize. It was inside the tower when it exploded thereby dumping all
its load into it. Funny how terrorists could co-ordinate their attack after taking a few
years to plan this. It wasn't by chance. It was planned. Flight 93 was indeed shown.
They have shown a full video of the plane hitting the Pentagon. Secrets? What are you
referring to? The truth has been told, evidence for it came from everyday non-govt
people& from some of the victims. Sharky2055 1 year ago bighiyob 1 year ago you keep
saying evidence from everyday people, yet from a lot of the videos i have seen, everyone
seems to have different descriptions of the plane. what was in the big box they carried
away? do we know yet, or is the government telling us what it is without visual evidence?
can you link me to these full videos of the pentagon crash? bighiyob 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago For these reasons I made the decision (without consulting the
owner, the mayor or anyone else - as ranking fire officer, that decision was my
responsibility) to clear a collapse zone surrounding the building and to stop all activity
within that zone. Approximately three hours after that order was given,WTC7 collapsed.
Conspiracy theories abound and I believe firmly that all of them are without merit.
Regards,Dan Nigro Chief of Dept FDNY(ret) 911guide.googlepages. com/danielnigro
Sharky2055 1 year ago mocasvaldo 1 year ago well i think it's simple: after such a huge
plain hit the tower it broke inside the biulding doing heavy damage to the main structure
that hold the tower intact, and adding heat as Sharky2055 said weakens steel and concrete
that much thet it cant hold anymore and hell brakes loose mocasvaldo 1 year ago
MoonyGirl05 1 year ago Mm, I'm not proud to be an American. If I could afford it, I'd go
straight to the UK and denounce any association with the USA. And yet, I think the
horrible comments being made here are totally inappropriate! (naturally, because I have a
heart) MoonyGirl05 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago MoonyGirl05 Why do you want
to denounce your US citizenship? Sharky2055 1 year ago Normpercy 1 year ago did you
hear her she said it was a miltary plane....? Normpercy 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
FCKA Why did you say Auschwitz? To call anyone a "faggotrider" in a matter of fact
way means you have to have firsthand knowledge of it. That means you either watched,
participated or are lying. In this case I KNOW YOU ARE LYING because I'm a married
hetrosexual woman. Now be gone fool. You're dismissed. Sharky2055 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 FCKA I'm definitely NOT an idiot American. You didn't
proove anything, didn't even bother to support your absurd and often idiotic claims. Now
stop embarassing yourself and just concede you were trounced in a fair manner.
Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 thezodiac68 1 year ago dont see that much of a fire or is that
just me thezodiac68 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 FCKA Thanks for proving you
don't know anything about America. You're making yourself look like an IDIOT.
Sharky2055 1 year ago 2 Sharky2055 1 year ago FCKA As I said before stop
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embarassing yourself. Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago FCKA NO, they
don't. They buy it in bulk, make gas out of it and make MUCH MORE more. There's no
evidence that we steal oil for money. You've NO idea what you're talking about. You've
sure got nothing to support what you've said either. Stop embarassing yourself.
Sharky2055 1 year ago sunsealspas 1 year ago good real video - but has any noted the
white light travelling at speed in the video - look from 11:15 ( video time) its just after the
second item hit the WTC. let me know sunsealspas 1 year ago shortyisme 1 year ago i
totally noticed that. thats scary... :( shortyisme 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago FCKA
NO, the USgovt doesn't buy oil for our oil companies. Our oil companies are privately
owned. They buy oil, mostly from Canada. When they need more they buy it. Iraq sells
their oil as U can see for yourself on OPEC DOTcom, Iraq. It's far cheaper& expends less
resources buying oil than creating a war for it. If what you say is true than the hijackers
would've been from Iraq, but were from Saudi Arabia. We invaded Iraq in March 2003.
Thses attacks happened in 2001Afghan was to get AlQaeda Sharky2055 1 year ago
myxarenka 1 year ago great day to america hahaha myxarenka 1 year ago
Sharkboy1234567890 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
HEY FUCK YOU FUCK YOU FUCK YOU Sharkboy1234567890 1 year ago
beefnotfish 1 year ago You are one Sick Mother Fucking Asshole! beefnotfish 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago myxarenka Why do you say that? Sharky2055 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago FKCA You showed me no evidence, DIDN'T ONCE support
anything you've said and hurled insults. Thanks for showing you've got nothing and that
I'm 100% RIGHT. Sharky2055 1 year ago PhyckYiu 1 year ago If i ever see a terrorist i
will hang him. PhyckYiu 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago FKCA It's the truth. They
were recorded on the Cockpit REcorder, and heard by the Air Controllers. You're entitled
to be an aidiot and not believe even when evidence shows you're wrong. Sharky2055 1
year ago depensen 1 year ago  ﺍﻝﺝﻡﻉﻱﺓ. ﺃﻥﺍ ﺇﺭﻩﺍﺏﻱdepensen 1 year ago ﺍﻝﻉﺍﻡﺓ ﺍﻝﺃﻭﻝ ﺍﻉﺕﺩﺍء
Sharky2055 1 year ago FCKA NO, the pilots were American NON-Muslims. The flight
attendants reported they ran up the aisle from their seats, sprayed mace, in a couple of
them they killed a passenger or flight attendant then bashed into the cockpit. Muslim
Extremists this did are revered by other Muslim Extremists: watch?v=ZXtC5CzRbcM
Sharky2055 1 year ago americancutie10 1 year ago where u in ur house watching it?
americancutie10 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago FCKA NO, that is an excerpt from the
COCKPIT VOICE RECORDER, meaning that Muslim EXTREMIST was IN the
COCKPIT piloting the plane. Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago ht tp : // w
w w. timesonline. co. uk/tol/news/world/article65644-0. ece ht tp : // w w w.t imesonline.
co. uk/tol/news/world/article65668-3. ece h ttp : // video. google. com/videoplay?docid=245957737-4096057608 watch?v=fr_sRV6-vAM Sharky2055 1 year ago wasspam 1
year ago Thanks for showing us an objective view from another building, without all the
flags and national anthems like on the other videos. This gives outsiders an idea of what it
looked like if you were in another skyscraper in NY looking at the buildings. wasspam 1
year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago FCKA This is a big clue: 09:45:25 Inform them, and tell
him to talk to the pilot. Bring the pilot back. 09:45:57 In the name of Allah. In the name
of Allah. I bear witness that there is no other God, but Allah. 09:47:31 Unintelligible.
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09:47:40 Allah knows. Transcript of Flight 93's Cockpit Voice Recorder Sharky2055 1
year ago cromequaz 1 year ago thanks dude cromequaz 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
You're welcome. Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 (5 seconds
ago) Show Hide 0 Marked as spam Reply | Remove FCKAUBE The burden is on YOU
to show some evidence. What I've said has already been proven. So show me some
evidence. Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Comment removed cromequaz 1
year ago Oh you already said that it wasn't sorry I didn't see that before cromequaz 1
year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago cromequaz No problem, I'll send it right over.
Sharky2055 1 year ago cromequaz 1 year ago What does FCKAUBE mean?? I'd like the
links thank you :). But you agree that it was an inside job? cromequaz 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago FCKAUBE It's called evidence leading to proof, that's how.
Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago FCKAUBE NO, not my job. You claimed
it, you search it. I've already done my research. It was NO inside job. Sharky2055 1 year
ago cromequaz 1 year ago Um I heard it from a relative. I don't know everything about it
you might be right. Idk... I know that the buildings slid in the basement because they had
some kind of explosives that did that. I have no idea lol cromequaz 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago cromequaz Your relative is wrong and has no evidence to support
their absurd claims. It's not really wise to claim things you've no idea about. Please do
some research. I've some links that would help you, if you'd like to utilize them. Just let
me know and I'll message them to you. :) Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
FCKAUBE NO, you can find unfounded OPINIONS based on misconceptions,
inaccuracies & fabrications. Sharky2055 1 year ago cromequaz 1 year ago The weekend
b4 9/11 the buildings were cleared and people put thermite in the buildings. INSIDE
AND OUTSIDE JOB. cromequaz 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago cromequaz Where's
your source for that? Thermite would've had to have been placed in contact w/ the steel
beams/trusses which were covered w/ the concrete floor on all 110 floors. That means
that everything in the businesses would have to be torn out, then the concrete broken up
& taken out to expose the beams. Then on all 110 floors they'd have wire up the thermite
placed against the trusses& run a slave wire to a detonator box outside the towers& w/out
the NYPA Police noticing. Impossible. Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
FCKAUBE NO, it's no inside job and there's no evidence to support your claim either.
Sharky2055 1 year ago Pr0t0type91 1 year ago Comment removed Sharky2055 1 year
ago FCKAUBE When Muslim extremists are involved and its a terrorist attack chances
are good they did it. Yes, it was an inside job because the Muslim Extremists flew those
767s right inside the WTC Twin Towers! Sharky2055 1 year ago xxlilkaixx 1 year ago
what this must be for hideous look xxlilkaixx 1 year ago Fezzyhough 1 year ago wait a
minute like 2 years after this happened everbody like ohhh it was bin laden 7 years later
yall talkin bout it was an inside job wat the hell if this was really bin laden he got u idiots
fooled Fezzyhough 1 year ago atomi50 1 year ago it was a cool day. atomi50 1 year ago
piaggiociao2 1 year ago du bes ch au en hueresohn io piaggiociao2 1 year ago torres31ace
1 year ago wat a day torres31ace 1 year ago TheDaedricSpork 1 year ago Terrorists Win.
TheDaedricSpork 1 year ago weloveutdwedo 1 year ago for years and years the irish
N.Y.P.D. officers F.D.N.Y.officers held fund raising events for the I.R.A. so that they
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could carry out terrorist attacks in ENGLAND. weloveutdwedo 1 year ago
italainmobster6 1 year ago Show me the proof. italainmobster6 1 year ago aslhes 1 year
ago y didnt u show when the 1st 1 came down aslhes 1 year ago ishakbinhayat 1 year ago
I tell you I am damp bloody tired of all this small bunch of so call Islamic terrorist thing
who think they are better then the general Islamic Community of the world. They just
made their life harder as the fabric of co-existance has been torned. Pity, as the rest of the
world are cursing and doubting them now. ishakbinhayat 1 year ago sketchtheart 1 year
ago NetworkLive, Where were you staying when this happen? sketchtheart 1 year ago
rudy742 1 year ago its the new world order rudy742 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
Yes FCKAU ,it surely was an inside job when 19 pissed off Islamic extremists seeking to
martyrs themselves through a mass homicide via their suicides flew 767s & 757s right
inside the WTC Twin Towers, the Pentagon & the ground in Shanksville, Penn. Yes, it
was an inside job brought to you by those asolutely monsterously screwed up Islamic
jihadist terrorists that are of one of the largest terrorist organizations created by OBL &
his Eye doctor partner, Zarhawi called AlQaeda aka The Base! Sharky2055 1 year ago
wonggongs 1 year ago actually most of the so called flying terrorists were fake.. many are
alive today. its a cover up wonggongs 1 year ago 24GIRL60 1 year ago You are sick if
you find any kind of humor in this depressing event! 24GIRL60 1 year ago ptcruzr 1
year ago theres humor in everything ptcruzr 1 year ago CheerleaderHottie320 1 year ago
NOT IN HORRIBLE, SAD THINGS LIKE THIS CheerleaderHottie320 1 year ago
Sharky2055 1 year ago It was NO inside job. Sharky2055 1 year ago jang270467149o 1
year ago Proove it. jang270467149o 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago jang270467149o
It's been proven. YOU need to prove it was a supposed inside job. Here's a reminder of
that: ldeo. columbia. edu/LCSN/Eq/20010911_wtc. html rcfp. org/moussaoui/ firehouse.
com/terrorist/911/magazine/gz/
september11news.
com/OsamaBinLaden.
htm
september11news. com/OsamaEvidence. htm infoplease. com/spot/al-qaeda-terrorism.
html Sharky2055 1 year ago NexxtGen 1 year ago 2 shut up.. no one cares for this
anymore NexxtGen 1 year ago 2 Carebella909 1 year ago was lily okay? Carebella909 1
year ago liljuve13 1 year ago why do u guys keep talking about a ticket? liljuve13 1 year
ago JonnyNYW 1 year ago I MADE A SONG ABOUT THIS ITS ON MY PAGE
CALLED 'WORST DAY OF MY LIFE' JonnyG JonnyNYW 1 year ago texformer 1
year ago 3 Yes, what Annie said. TissuePaper proves how hateful and violent liberals
truly are. texformer 1 year ago 3 Turboloch12 1 year ago Sorry guys.
watch?v=8_tf25lx_3o I-job proven Turboloch12 1 year ago revsaus 1 year ago search
(zero: an investigation into 9 11 part 1) revsaus 1 year ago ErinJanus 1 year ago I watched
this whole thing. :O I feel so bad for all the people who had to go through this. :(
NOBODY deserves that. Omg. :( Horrible. :'( ErinJanus 1 year ago thepixiesdidit 1 year
ago You got a bloody good camera there! thepixiesdidit 1 year ago Fener2603 1 year ago
why can he upload a video with 26 minutes?! -.- Fener2603 1 year ago hootyhaha 1 year
ago They had an account before 2007. Accounts before then have that option, GOogle
limits accounts after that though to 10 minutes. hootyhaha 1 year ago Fener2603 1 year
ago Ouh ok. Thanks Fener2603 1 year ago BetePete 1 year ago never forget....and still not
believing the 9 11 report.lies.building 7?explain that one. BetePete 1 year ago crapscape 1
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year ago lol trust the americans to sit there and record it but seriously people its not
human to laugh at the people who died ... crapscape 1 year ago Whatyourdad 1 year ago 3
Regardless of your views on the matter, I can tell you that I had a ticket to be on flight 11
that morning, the plane that hit the first tower. It changes your perspective on this matter
when you were a client getting sick in Boston from being on the plane. If you crave
attention by posting negative crap, imagine your entire family being murdered in those
attacks. God bless the families of the victims, and our brave NYPD and FDNY members.
The true heros of America. Whatyourdad 1 year ago 3 nemke1990 1 year ago 2
WOW,that shit with the ticket...arent you a little scared? I mean you cheated death...
nemke1990 1 year ago 2 Whatyourdad 1 year ago Not really, Don't believe in that movie
curse thing. It just wasn't my time to go. I feel badly for those people who's time it was
to go. I visited Ground Zero for the first time since 9/11 this year and it obviously has
special meaning to me, but I implore all of the people talking badly to visit there and just
FEEL the vibe of that area. You'll shut up after that. Whatyourdad 1 year ago
TissuePrices 1 year ago biggest con job ever. TissuePrices 1 year ago hootyhaha 1 year
ago AANNDD You're retarded TissuePrices. hootyhaha 1 year ago TissuePrices 1 year
ago is that the best u got faggot, it was an inside job TissuePrices 1 year ago AnnieLeeTX
1 year ago 4 TissuePrcies, you're so pathetic. You prove with your hateful words how
violent and obscene liberals are. AnnieLeeTX 1 year ago 4 Sharky2055 1 year ago No, it
was NO inisde job, and there's nothing to even speculate that it was. Sharky2055 1 year
ago hsgw555 1 year ago hahahaha!! hsgw555 1 year ago gogetter690 1 year ago rube ,
shut your mouth, be an adult. . gogetter690 1 year ago TheAtrain97 1 year ago HEY
MALLORY12 im also 11 and im in new york for spring break and when i was 5 i found
out about the twin towers and i wanted to see them but it looks like im not TheAtrain97
1 year ago lRubeNll 1 year ago show hide OMG OMG OMG OMG OMG OMG ,
americans idiots... LOL go to hell all the victims! lRubeNll 1 year ago BetePete 1 year ago
I would chop you up and eat you for breakfast. BetePete 1 year ago CologneFan2009 1
year ago What can we do against the terror Its can happen all time . CologneFan2009 1
year ago Mallory12Mcintyre 1 year ago man,i was about tree when this happened,now
im 11 and each time i see this i feel bad. Why can't they make two other WTC's?
Mallory12Mcintyre 1 year ago EmilyTRocks32 1 year ago hey where's the other
building? EmilyTRocks32 1 year ago mrAZcardinal 1 year ago =[ good bless them.
mrAZcardinal 1 year ago redsunrising 1 year ago i think it's awesome that you released
this video. It's a great, personal point of view... I can't imagine what it would have been
like to be there. redsunrising 1 year ago NickJW25 1 year ago You know, all it takes is for
three different ppl from 3 different countries, Serbia, UK, USA to agree on something like
we just did and u have ur foundation to build on. We all 3 feel the same way more or less,
and if we can do that then why cant our leaders and leaders of other nations? NickJW25 1
year ago nemke1990 1 year ago Couse power washes your brain when you get to the
top,man all they think about is themselves and how to get more power...i hate politics
my friend nemke1990 1 year ago NickJW25 1 year ago I understand why ur mad at
america for ur friend, its teh same reason Im mad at terrorists. I know not all middle
eastern ppl are bad, just like I do with the english, or germany, or canada, koreans,
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mexicans, japanese, chinese, etc lol. I know theres good ppl in the world. I didnt after I
lost Joe in 9/11. but he always believed in the good in ppl. He tried teaching me the same.
I see it now. Small ppl like us can make that difference. others will catch on. just hope its
not to late. NickJW25 1 year ago nemke1990 1 year ago We are focusing on the wrong
inocent people nowdays,the real murderers are not only terrorists but our own
leaders,Bush,Clinton(while they were presidents),Milosevic,Kostunic-a,Tadic(Presidents
of my country)...i hope Obama will make some diference...i feel sorry for your loss,i
really do,i know how you feel... nemke1990 1 year ago heartlesssoul666 1 year ago I
guess its harder to understand than it seems NickJW25 =/ heartlesssoul666 1 year ago
NickJW25 1 year ago yes it is, heartlesssoul666, it certainly is. NickJW25 1 year ago
NickJW25 1 year ago Oddly, Nemke1990 may be right, not about we deserved 9/11, but
about America needs to open its eyes. After 9/11, when I lost my best friend, my eyes
opened. I know our government had something to do with it. Its a shame it takes
senseless acts of violence to get us to open our eyes. Just know not all us americans agree
with bombing countries like serbia for no reason. I am sorry u lost ur friend. We need to
focus on commonalities. So we can help prevent that from happening to others. Spare
them. NickJW25 1 year ago heartlesssoul666 1 year ago People on here are disgusting...
they are all saying... oh its America's own fault blah blah blah, 1999 Serbia, Irag Afghan
etc... yeah, it's all bad but your saying America deserved it? If you ask me that's what
terrorism is about, and the end of the dy alot of people died, no matter the toll or place ,
where people die its not to be refered as a given punishment for what that place might
have done... Sheesh no one deserves to die. heartlesssoul666 1 year ago nemke1990 1 year
ago What are you talking about?? You make no sense nemke1990 1 year ago
heartlesssoul666 1 year ago basically... for people who are commenting on here that say
America deserved what happened... are just chatting shit And no person alive deserves to
die in a pointless terrorist attack like that!! heartlesssoul666 1 year ago nemke1990 1 year
ago no person,i dont wish that for no one,just for some people from USA
goverment...and my own goverment... nemke1990 1 year ago heartlesssoul666 1 year ago
Maybe... but i only blame the Al Queda, thats pretty disgusting to go this far? dont
forgot other terrorist attacks like the subway bombing in london where hundreds of
people died down there, being suffocated and its just horrid... and I'm not sayin America
is innocent, I'm not with for what they do. heartlesssoul666 1 year ago nemke1990 1 year
ago ok i got a little far but the point is that America is not onnocent...And i feel sorry for
all those inocent people and i know i sad Americans deserved this but that didnt come up
right...no one should go through that...but in order to stop terror atacks America needs to
keep their noses a little cleaner and stop provoking terror atacks...do you agree??
nemke1990 1 year ago heartlesssoul666 1 year ago I would actually agree Nemke1990, i
know where your coming from but i wouldnt actually like to say it... forgive me
heartlesssoul666 1 year ago nemke1990 1 year ago all right...thats cool nemke1990 1 year
ago Shenanijinx 1 year ago I can understand were your all coming from. Saying we deserve
this and we deserve that. Innocent people didn't. I know that many innocent lives were
taken from each of your own individual country's respectfully. I can understand revenge.
Innocent people in general don't deserve this, Maybe the government and all of those in
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charge of what happened. But not the innocent. You people who claim to have lost loved
ones like this know how the victims feel, such a horrible pain. Shenanijinx 1 year ago
Mhds822 1 year ago thats nothing comparing with what bush did in Iraq and afghanstan
killing thousands of people children old people .. Fuck America .. you americans cant feel
what happened here in middle east .. you deserve that for 3432 times not once . Mhds822
1 year ago nemke1990 1 year ago thanks for support nemke1990 1 year ago nemke1990 1
year ago You Americans are soooo innocent...but what about those videos where your
soldiers rape and torture all those Talibans and Iraqys...and your goverment has you
believing that they are protecting you and shit and all thats hapened in 9/11 has to be
partly their fault...what about secondary bombes in the buildings,why weren't those
planes intercepted??? You Americans are so blind and stupid,OPEN YOUR EYES JUST
A LITTLE BIT AND YOU WILL SEE ALL THE SUFERING AROUND THE
WORLD,not just YOURS!!! nemke1990 1 year ago gabrielestaifo92 1 year ago what the
FUCK is wrong with people?! Are you even listening to what you're saying nowadays?
nemke1990 if i only had the chance to shoot you right in the middle of your eyes i would
do it without thinking twice! NO ONE deserves this, just picture your self up there
INOCENT as well gabrielestaifo92 1 year ago nemke1990 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam in 1999 your country USA bombed my country
SERBIA...2500 people died including my friend... i was just a kid...buildings
collapsed,some public places were hit..SO PLEASE DONT TELL ME THAT YOUR
COUNTRY IS BEING INNOCENT!!!! nemke1990 1 year ago nemke1990 1 year ago
Hey little bitch what do you say about that?!?!?! And there is the AFTERMATH of
1999 bombing...until 1999 there was only about 30,000 cancer cases but after the
bombing that number went up by 3x... nemke1990 1 year ago nemke1990 1 year ago You
Americans deserved that...sorry to say it but you deserved that.. nemke1990 1 year ago
pyro102092 1 year ago so you are saying that 2,740 innocent people deserved to die? for
what? being free? you are an idiot pyro102092 1 year ago nemke1990 1 year ago in 1999
your country USA bombed my country SERBIA...2500 people died including my
friend... i was just a kid...buildings collapsed,some public places were hit..SO PLEASE
DONT TELL ME THAT YOUR COUNTRY IS BEING INNOCENT!!!! nemke1990 1
year ago SiNRookie 1 year ago Desevered what? 2740 people desevered to die for what?
being free? ur an idiot. SiNRookie 1 year ago nemke1990 1 year ago Im sick off you
dumbasses who have nothin else to say but this''For what? Being free?'' Come up with
some better answers...just to let you know my country was in pain in 1999 and i was
to...dumb motherfucking piece of shit nemke1990 1 year ago NickJW25 1 year ago thank
u to all who left respectable comments about my best friend and brother, who gave his
life so these other assholes who are disrespecting him can live. I like to see u assholes give
ur life for someone u didnt know. I bet u dont have the balls. NickJW25 1 year ago dfb92
1 year ago so sooooo sad... and anyone who says anything bad about anyone affected by
this is a coward ass hole dfb92 1 year ago NickJW25 1 year ago 2 And let me tell u
something else, my brother Joe, died a true hero because instead of leaving when he had a
chance he stayed and helped others get out . He was brave in the face of danger, not a
coward. You know why he did it? So he could teach assholes like u was being a hero is.
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He made a choice that was a severe one but I give him all my respect for going out on his
own terms. You wanna call him a coward? Suck my cock. I think being in those towers
used up all the goddamn brave he had. NickJW25 1 year ago 2 FDNYRulz009 1 year ago
Your brother was a hero, i commend him FDNYRulz009 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year
ago NickJW25 Your brother is a hero, 1 among many that came be heroes that day as
well. It's a disgraceful & vile how some disrepect them with such horrenous & needless
comments here. My deepest condonlences to you and your surviving family members.
Much respect to your brother. Never forget. Sharky2055 1 year ago XFLORSLE 1 year
ago xD opfer hahahahahaha<hahaha^^ solche dummen leute XFLORSLE 1 year ago
123JanaCullen123 1 year ago du bist echt son kleiner dummer Hurensohn ja?! du weißt
doch echt gar nich wies den menschen da gegangen is F! 123JanaCullen123 1 year ago
xThoRr 1 year ago is noch alles ok? du würdest natürlich nicht wegrennen, wenn da neben
dir ein wolkenkratzer zusammenstürzt, es ist ja viel schlauer, zu sterben... xThoRr 1 year
ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
"Operation Northwoods" in 1962 was a plan by governament to stage acts of real
terrorism on US soil and against U.S. interests and then put the blame of these acts on
Cuba in order to generate U.S. public support for military action against the Cuban
government of Fidel Castro.Kennedy did not approve it in 1962.Bush did in 2001. 9/11
inside job. It is in wikipedia!!! google "Operation Northwoods" 911insidejob81 1 year
ago Omgduude 1 year ago Ass holes, it´s nothing to laught at. Show some respect, think if
it was you sitting there in the tower. Idiots please think and show pepole respect!
Omgduude 1 year ago amuto13 1 year ago this is not something to laugh about and others
should stop blaming iraq or america being at fault.. what you people should do is pray for
the poor victims.... there are innocent people inside that building... just show them
respect ok... suburamo15 phillippines is not happy with this.. we filipinos are not happy
to see other people hurt and die... this is so sad amuto13 1 year ago amuto13 1 year ago
suburamu... phillippines is not happy to see such tragedy... we filipinos do not want to
see others being hurt or die... i feel really sorry for those who suffered in this footage... it
makes me so sad.... amuto13 1 year ago Rushlin1990 1 year ago It's sad that we did not
have Pres. Obama at the time this happened because he would talk them out of it, they
were his brothers that caused this tragic situation that if he had been president he
would've told them to stop it, and this would never happen. America is so lucky to
finally have a president that is programmed by teleprompters, and is totally brain-dead
when the telly's are absent. Rushlin1990 1 year ago Suburamo15 1 year ago japan china
Russia north Korea Vietnam Philippines were laughing when this happen Suburamo15 1
year ago canyoufeeble 1 year ago hahah ripped. you guys got owned canyoufeeble 1 year
ago Sharky2055 1 year ago canyoufeeble There's nothing funny about this. Thousands
perished horribly that day, many others were wounded by it leaving scars, and some of
those scars will never heal. Sharky2055 1 year ago saechaobuddha 1 year ago blame it on
the US president and governments for being a fagg...cant keep their hands together...
saechaobuddha 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago saechaobuddha It was neither that did
this. It was a Islamic extremist terrorist network known as AlQaeda that did this.
Sharky2055 1 year ago buddygroove 1 year ago 3 That must have been so horible to
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witness. buddygroove 1 year ago 3 NickJW25 1 year ago 2 Hey, shut up asshole! I
understand that everyone is entitled to their opinion, jazoni89, but I lost a brother in the
north tower, my best friend in the whole damn world. I was on the phone with him the
entire time. he was trapped in an elevator 35 floors up, the last thing he said was my
name while he was screaming as that tower fell on him. so u show some goddamn respect.
When a brit fag like u has it happen to u then u will know, until then u can kiss my angry,
sober, pink Irish ass. NickJW25 1 year ago 2 spongebobismylover08 1 year ago im sorri
tht happened 2 u nd people shuldnt say stuff lyk tht cuz its very hard for sum people 2
cope with so i say the same thing nd apparently u dnt hav god n ur lyf cuz no1 diserves
this kind of tragedy nd it is a sin 2 wish pain and suffering apon others no matter who it
is spongebobismylover08 1 year ago CologneFan2009 1 year ago Hey,NickJW25 I´m
CologneFan2009 . I feel with you ,your Family and all Americans whos lost an family
member at this fucking terrorist Attack . R.I.P CologneFan2009 1 year ago
system0fd0wn 1 year ago wow that is crazy system0fd0wn 1 year ago Herzlos666 1
year ago so right! Herzlos666 1 year ago Jazoni89 1 year ago show hide does anyone
know what comedy this is cause i can't stop laughing. America derserved it Jazoni89 1
year ago 1526376 1 year ago inni tho lool! der idiots dey kill innocent muslims in iraq nd
dt so y cnt muslim kill dem inni 1526376 1 year ago bermaeri 1 year ago if i ever heard
anyone say that, i would slit their throat on the spot bermaeri 1 year ago otacs2 1 year
ago when i watch the movie, i still can´t understand that something like this could happen
in the modern western world, it is awfull... otacs2 1 year ago MrPh0t0grapher 1 year ago
;( a very black day MrPh0t0grapher 1 year ago Kbonefan 1 year ago u racist mf... ; )
Kbonefan 1 year ago LittleMrL 1 year ago wow see missed just about everything
LittleMrL 1 year ago 1946coolio 1 year ago ;( R.I.P 1946coolio 1 year ago DemetrisDK 1
year ago oh my god! unbelievable....... what's happend? why's that? DemetrisDK 1 year
ago nkesbe 1 year ago thats crazy nkesbe 1 year ago DRIFTRQ8 1 year ago Oh Gad
DRIFTRQ8 1 year ago jonandkateplus812 1 year ago now i remember, there were peices
of the building on my lawn. idk how they got that far... jonandkateplus812 1 year ago
jonandkateplus812 1 year ago i was 5 and when i came home from kindergarden my dad
was watching it upstairs and i had no clue what was going on. i got scared watching this.
jonandkateplus812 1 year ago CatarinaMusicLover 1 year ago god! this was terrible :o
!!!!! CatarinaMusicLover 1 year ago Bballnerfmvp 1 year ago Terrible day! i was five
when that happened now im almost thirteen. it happened eight days after my birthday!
this must of been very tradgic for you guys.. i was even shaking! WOW OMG
Bballnerfmvp 1 year ago germanboyssZZZzZZz 1 year ago omg Im sorry for you and all
who need to watch this live =O I watched here in GER tv news... and you guys... it must
be an unbelieveble feeling=( a felling, you never wanna have, because, youll never forget I
think. germanboyssZZZzZZz 1 year ago Revoltec84 1 year ago OMG. Thanks for
letting us see this video! Revoltec84 1 year ago Beakle 1 year ago omg...huge smoke ://
Beakle 1 year ago Alexandria54321 1 year ago R.I.P those who fought for the people in
the world trade center, those who were on the planes that took out the twin towers, those
who helped stop the third plane from hitting washington DC, and mostly those who had
no idea what was in store for them that morning of september 11th Alexandria54321 1
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year ago Thor98101 1 year ago one of the secuirity guards planted tnt inside to make it a
bigger explosion, he was working for those freaks that kill themselves because of goerge
bush Thor98101 1 year ago Prev 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 Next Reply Block User
Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders &
Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety
mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist
Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to
active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue
Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel
Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001
Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this
video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All
Comments (47,036) Veloce3 1 year ago Where R the Eng's(Tit Steel-Rsrch it's ability 2
endure).Why the West wing and not the East wing of the Pentgn.Where is the plane that
hit the Pentgn.What are the odds on a terrorists passport surviving the inferno and
introducing itself.Why was molten steel present.Why were the planes not
intercepted.Why were important witness's omitted from reports.Why these targets and
not more devastating ones.How did they match the DNA of the terrorists .Its your
prerogative to B deceived.Many will oblige Veloce3 1 year ago JasonSilvestri 1 year ago
That is some crazy footage! We posted our vid to it if you do not mind. You can post to
our vids JasonSilvestri 1 year ago Veloce3 1 year ago Why did passengers or crew
members on three of the flights all use the term box cutters? Where are the flight
recorders? How did Bush see the first plane crash on live camera? Why did none of the 19
hijackers appear on the passenger lists? Why did Atta place a video "how to fly planes",
a uniform and his last will into his bag, knowing that he would commit suicide? How were
all hijackers identified just 2 days after the attack? Who in the ISI paid $100.000 to
Mohammad Atta? Veloce3 1 year ago Yessssssssss 1 year ago i heard that some of the
elegid "Hijackers" are still alive. I want someone to explain that to me. You have some
good questions though. over all though, it should've never happened and who ever is
responsible deserves. Persoanally, I believe it was terrorists but some would say
otherwise, which is why i said who ever Yessssssssss 1 year ago Veloce3 1 year ago
Yessss-" I believe it was terrorists"...Based on what evidence?...Just because the official
conspiracy theory tells you so???Don't believe everything your told, for the sake of the
victims. When poeple refer to HJ's still alive, they are referring to the alleged HJ's named
by the Government. Clearly the Government were wrong about the identity and to
publish the names without verification implies complicity. 7 of the named HJ's have been
identified as still alive as there identities were stolen. Veloce3 1 year ago metalfist616 1
year ago go on my chanel and check out my NEWEST video! the WTC was demolished!
it is proofen now! and then watch september clues and ask yourself how come, that an
aluminium plane crashes INTO a steel bulding! no wing, NOTHING felt off on the
outside 2 times! metalfist616 1 year ago DarkPhoenixPeach 1 year ago at the end you can
hear the fire fighters alarms going off. DarkPhoenixPeach 1 year ago YoBludclart 1 year
ago 3 RIP those that died. so sad. From England. YoBludclart 1 year ago 3
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BAMBOOTHEWALK 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
☻/ /▌ / \ HELPING THE HOMELESS and im promothing human kindness as i walk
across AMERICA for every life lost in 911 2001 and our soldiers lost, lets change some
ones life im calling all millionaires/billionaires/all celebs/HUMAN BEINGS to walk a mile
with me and in that mile help some one so for every life lost is a life gained ARMAND
YOUNG(BAMBOOTHEWALK)UTUBE OR MAN WALKS AGROSS AMERICA
GOD BLESS R TROOPS IM CALLING ALL ANGELS BAMBOOTHEWALK 1 year
ago S0ZIOPATH 1 year ago So this is the reality. A real catastrophe without emotional
music or something. Starring from the view of this camera and without any other
emotional influence like in movies it seems more sober, It just happens but you no that
there are hundreds of people dying. S0ZIOPATH 1 year ago Undertaker9555 1 year ago
8:45 look at the Airplane form in Town Undertaker9555 1 year ago horselover88s 1 year
ago its so horrible to know that the people who do this are still out there and know that
they can and will do anything to destroy america its just so horrilbe horselover88s 1 year
ago Hisiballah 1 year ago That were the American!! Hisiballah 1 year ago 1946coolio 1
year ago im sure the building next to it is like'wtf!?!?!' and could you imagine working and
BAM a plane crashes into you!!!!!!!! crap!! poor poor poor people! R.I.P 1946coolio 1
year ago nicarama101 1 year ago smjstymshmjsmmfn nicarama101 1 year ago
Turkeybabii1 1 year ago OMG! its so horribble.. i can't understand that, why this were in
New york... if feel so sad... R.I.P on all !" Love.. Aylin.. Turkeybabii1 1 year ago
IMFORRESTFORRESTGUMP 1 year ago At 5:00 to 6:10 this noise tells me terrible
story . IMFORRESTFORRESTGUMP 1 year ago iosca50 1 year ago ildsv iosca50 1
year ago shane1v 1 year ago Dammit she missed the 2nd hit. Or lost/edited it, she says
she got it. shane1v 1 year ago jasoncolleen18 1 year ago Why are key moment s edited?
jasoncolleen18 1 year ago Bully0690 1 year ago thats so sad Bully0690 1 year ago
schoollover4 1 year ago i feel bad schoollover4 1 year ago elmtree 1 year ago I cried when
I watched this... especially as the building fell, I don't think I've ever seen a video that
documents it so well. I can't even begin to imagine how every person there in that
building, and even every person having to stand and watch knowing they couldn't do a
thing to help, must have felt. It's so awful. The comments people are posting are
unbelievably heartless, I don't understand how people can act in such a way. Really don't
get it. elmtree 1 year ago nagaem12 1 year ago 2 Please DISABLE COMMENTS, people
are insane nagaem12 1 year ago 2 sticklets87 1 year ago you sound pretty calm
sticklets87 1 year ago chickychickk 1 year ago a plane a plane a plane... Why not a nose
out like in Simon Shack's Video here on youtube. Read erichufschmid ( dot ) net
chickychickk 1 year ago metsrock928 1 year ago why do people think Bush did this
metsrock928 1 year ago danvidio 1 year ago 2 wtf you should disable comments on this
video because these people are freaks because of what they are writing danvidio 1 year
ago 2 mafiotb 1 year ago fake vid mafiotb 1 year ago imnoobish 1 year ago sure, i feel sry
for those who died in the WTC, but this is fucking hilarious, americans fucking crack me
up imnoobish 1 year ago luvbug4ever10 1 year ago Comment removed luvbug4ever10 1
year ago Comment removed tuncdeoop 1 year ago haha lmfao lol tuncdeoop 1 year ago
RjBlaauw 1 year ago ??????????????? RjBlaauw 1 year ago Frostybeek 1 year ago "gonna
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have to get planes to drop water on it; it's so far up."- stupid Frostybeek 1 year ago
tuncdeoop 1 year ago show hide this is so sad, RIP terriosts, we will never forget you
tuncdeoop 1 year ago RjBlaauw 1 year ago show hide Get Cancer. RjBlaauw 1 year ago
tuncdeoop 1 year ago thats not a very nice thing to say (americans = idiots) tuncdeoop 1
year ago ofyour 1 year ago I am sorry but does anyone know , is this an actual genuine
footage from that day , or is made up , and the voices or everything else from the
background is added ?! Sorry but it would be great to know ! ofyour 1 year ago
sailedchimp 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam GO
AL'KIAD All of you americans make me sick, anyone who died then will burn in the
angry hands of Alla. GOD FUCK AMERICA sailedchimp 1 year ago bacara3 1 year ago
hey, fuck you pussy, i hope you burn in hell bitch bacara3 1 year ago taxista148 1 year
ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam yeaaa america
burnnnnn,mmmm..fuck amerikaaaa, taxista148 1 year ago chaselawlis7853 1 year ago do
you live in america Bitch,fuck you. America is one of the most independent places. i
fuckin mved from America to Korea, this shit sucks. Bitch Fuck where ever ur from .
AMERICA ROCKS. chaselawlis7853 1 year ago bacara3 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam hey, fuck you pussy, i hope you burn in hell bitch
bacara3 1 year ago Carolobgib 1 year ago 3 Thank you for sharing this.... Carolobgib 1
year ago 3 boneshk 1 year ago I would have left the building.. boneshk 1 year ago
supermanalone 1 year ago me 2.. supermanalone 1 year ago XxL4FL4K4xX 1 year ago
my question is were they sucide bombers or were they found?? i was three yearz old and
meh grandma and grandpa (my mom said ) were in the twin towers and jumped out!! i
wuz cryin for the rest of meh life!! XxL4FL4K4xX 1 year ago HungLikeSaddam 1 year
ago i dunno about u guys but I thought this was just brilliant on the part of the hijackers.
Very good orientation and aim with the plane when it crashed into the towers. It takes a
great deal of skill to maneuver an object that size and crash it on pinpoint target. So
please respect the hijackers and let them R.I.P. The others who died are probably in hell
lol HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago tpnviking 1 year ago Fuck u buddy tpnviking 1 year ago
tone69xxx 1 year ago wow the best footage i ever seen tone69xxx 1 year ago
BeAGentlaman 1 year ago INVASTIGATION SOLVED!!! ..WATCH THIS CLIP'S
!!!!!!! watch?v=vuBo4E77ZXo&feature=re lated watch?v=7nD7dbkkBIA&feature=re cHM-r2 watch?v=1ijfWC1LlsI watch?v=D1lFYO5zE-c&feature=re lated BeAGentlaman
1 year ago BeAGentlaman 1 year ago SEE THIS VIDEO ON YOUTUBE:
watch?v=SDBuQya4io8&feature=re- lated BeAGentlaman 1 year ago BeAGentlaman 1
year ago SEE THIS VIDEO ON YOUTUBE: watch?v=Cr82wmGt4_0 BeAGentlaman 1
year ago OsamaBinladen 1 year ago BOOMMM !!! OsamaBinladen 1 year ago tone69xxx
1 year ago moron tone69xxx 1 year ago fenixikkiaries 1 year ago CONTINUED FROM
LAST POST: Once the economy collapses which will happen sometime between now
and MARCH 2010, The U.S will cease to be the most powerful country in the world and
will relinquish it's power to ISRAEL. That's right folks, ISRAEL will be the next
superpower and they will use electronic money to enslave mankind. Our world leaders
are SATAN worshippers! Look up here on youtube:bohemain grove Also recommend
"the arrivals" series. There are so many videos and info but you must look! fenixikkiaries
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1 year ago skaterboy991 1 year ago You're crazy. skaterboy991 1 year ago fenixikkiaries
1 year ago Wake up STUPID people! Leaders worldwide are pushing for a ONE
WORLD GOVERNMENT because they are setting it up for their messiah, known to us
as the antichrist in the book of revelation. 9/11 was purposley done to secure Israel
(where the antichrist will arise from) and this world economic crisis is also part of the
plan. To collapse the U.S economy and bring in the Cashless society that will be
controlled by the Elite through RFID chips implanted into every human. Read my next
post for links. fenixikkiaries 1 year ago BeAGentlaman 1 year ago INVASTIGATION
SOLVED!!! ..WATCH THIS CLIP'S !!!!!!! watch?v=vuBo4E77ZXo&feature=re-lated
watch?v=7nD7dbkkBIA&feature=re-c-HM-r2 watch?v=1ijfWC1LlsI BeAGentlaman 1
year ago BeAGentlaman 1 year ago SEE THIS VIDEO ON YOUTUBE:
watch?v=Cr82wmGt4_0 BeAGentlaman 1 year ago oldnarutoluv3109 1 year ago
tunceadeop it was terrorists becuz y the HE11 WOULD AMERICANS DO THIS
oldnarutoluv3109 1 year ago tuncdeoop 1 year ago wait a minute, does this have
somthing to do with war thats going on in iraq ? tuncdeoop 1 year ago killed2live 1 year
ago tuncdeoop if ur not an american (which u seem to b so proud of) u wouldnt really get
y this is a big deal would u i realize u hate people calling u a dumbass wen ur not u just
arent in our position if u dont c y this is a big deal ok just dont tell others WHO ARE
americans and WHO DO care that this isn't a big deal im an american nd wen we see this
happen we dont no how to act but we dont need someone telling us that something that
might hav killed our families that its not a big deal killed2live 1 year ago old491234 1 year
ago i very much agree i cried wacthing this vidoe old491234 1 year ago skaterboy991 1
year ago Yes.. skaterboy991 1 year ago DystopianAwakening 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ☻/ /▌ / \ Bob is taking a stand against the New
World Order! Copy and paste this so Bob can be seen taking a stand all over Youtube!!!
DystopianAwakening 1 year ago luvbug4ever10 1 year ago How can people not know
about this???! i was 5 and I knew about it. wow. and whoever says they hate america, we
all know your just jelous luvbug4ever10 1 year ago notphilivey 1 year ago Also kill the
idiots that don't know anything about 9 11. Quick death for them. Be merciful to the retards. notphilivey 1 year ago tuncdeoop 1 year ago why am i an idiot, its not really world
famous is it, i bet only half the people no about this accident! tuncdeoop 1 year ago
BeAGentlaman 1 year ago SEE THIS VIDEO ON YOUTUBE: watch?v=Cr82wmGt4_0
BeAGentlaman 1 year ago notphilivey 1 year ago Those who hate America must be
destroyed. Kill them as they killed us. Make them suffer...slowly. notphilivey 1 year ago
jomo265 1 year ago america sucks!!!!!!! jomo265 1 year ago rustybones3115 1 year ago
jomo, your a faggitt, die u fuckin devil rustybones3115 1 year ago jomo265 1 year ago
screw u u an american jomo265 1 year ago tuncdeoop 1 year ago no im not american
(thank god) why do americans think this is important ? tuncdeoop 1 year ago
luvbug4ever10 1 year ago we think it's important because it's like one of the worst
terrorist attacks we have ever had. what do you mean by thank god? luvbug4ever10 1
year ago tuncdeoop 1 year ago i mean im glad im not american and how do you know this
was terrorist's ? isnt that being a bit racist ? tuncdeoop 1 year ago luvbug4ever10 1 year
ago no im not trying to be racist. sorry luvbug4ever10 1 year ago tuncdeoop 1 year ago
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dont worry about it, we all make mistakes tuncdeoop 1 year ago rustybones3115 1 year
ago jomo you are a punk, rustybones3115 1 year ago tuncdeoop 1 year ago thats
proberly why i dont remember it, think i remember seeing somthing on tv about it
tuncdeoop 1 year ago tuncdeoop 1 year ago what are the world trade centers ? was in new
york recently and didnt see them anywere tuncdeoop 1 year ago skatefevur27 1 year ago
No dude.. it was in 2001 skatefevur27 1 year ago tuncdeoop 1 year ago is this real were
did this happen? is it LA? tuncdeoop 1 year ago skatefevur27 1 year ago NO.. HAVE U
BEEN HERE? It is in New York City America at the world trade center where terrorists
hijacked 2 planes and crashed them in to the world trade center skatefevur27 1 year ago
BladeLight52 1 year ago @tuncdeoop: Have you been living under a rock? O_O
BladeLight52 1 year ago tuncdeoop 1 year ago why, its not really anything major
tuncdeoop 1 year ago BladeLight52 1 year ago 3,000 people died on September 11! How
could it not be anything major?! BladeLight52 1 year ago tuncdeoop 1 year ago wow
sorry, what plane was it? how could it hold 3000 people ? tuncdeoop 1 year ago
rustybones3115 1 year ago tuncdeop, stop being a dumbass rustybones3115 1 year ago
tuncdeoop 1 year ago wtf, everyones acting like this was the biggest thing in history, calm
down for gods sake tuncdeoop 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago tuncdeoop It was a
huge life changing moment in history. It changed the course of millions of people's lives
around the world. If you don't understand the repercussions of this day & how it was a
monumentous occasion you're hopelessly narcisstic ass or an ignorant, maybe even both.
Sharky2055 1 year ago msav111 1 year ago the music playing in the beginning is creepy
as hell msav111 1 year ago pavlodaric 1 year ago It was not act of terrorism pavlodaric 1
year ago BeAGentlaman 1 year ago SEE THIS VIDEO ON YOUTUBE:
watch?v=D1lFYO5zE-c&feature=re-lated BeAGentlaman 1 year ago BladeLight52 1 year
ago PLEASE respect the victims. BladeLight52 1 year ago BeAGentlaman 1 year ago SEE
THIS VIDEO ON YOUTUBE: watch?v=Cr82wmGt4_0 BeAGentlaman 1 year ago
aha45 1 year ago They could have gone down there and helped, instead of crying from
their penthouse. aha45 1 year ago ParkerPennsylvania 1 year ago how could they have
helped? just curious ParkerPennsylvania 1 year ago elula01 1 year ago why do you say
that? do you really believe it? elula01 1 year ago MedTv2009 1 year ago 9-11 attack was
from the us state ! sry but .its true !! MedTv2009 1 year ago ManxAliG 1 year ago yes,
Bin Laden isnt a terrorit. he is the kompliz from amerika. The State make this Attack..!¨!¨
R.I.P. ManxAliG 1 year ago 735537 1 year ago i dont believe that, the usa wouldnt
destroy his world trade center 735537 1 year ago colinpetersofficial 1 year ago absolutely
not. the billions and billions of dollars lost from this didn't benefit them in anyway.
you're just jumping on the band wagon like other youtube users do. colinpetersofficial 1
year ago cocksnap123 1 year ago Hey everybody, I have a hot ass chick video, got damn.
If you wanna see some hot fucking ass, see my videos. cocksnap123 1 year ago
xoxdancebabexox 1 year ago ="( this makes me tear!! xoxdancebabexox 1 year ago
catherinecartoons1 1 year ago woah. its been a few weeks when i found out this
happened. i wasn't listening years ago on the news because i was too concerned about my
mums car crash. she's alright now. that happened years ago. catherinecartoons1 1 year ago
dragonknightfans 1 year ago at 05.33 u can see a plane flying pass o.o dragonknightfans 1
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year ago JedrzejKmicic 1 year ago There was no global financial crisis after World Trade
Center collapsed,but now we have ......who caused this ???? JedrzejKmicic 1 year ago
messiahofnone 1 year ago the vantage point is over 500yds...probably double that from
building to building...bout 1700-2000 from actual viewpoint to fire. messiahofnone 1 year
ago JustinBringit 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Everyone knows 9/11 was an inside job. JustinBringit 1 year ago hotassbitch95 1 year
ago i was supose to be in that building for a meeting hotassbitch95 1 year ago cjisask8er 1
year ago wow thats ironic cjisask8er 1 year ago Youngnike21 1 year ago 4 RIP 1000s and
1000s of people Youngnike21 1 year ago 4 gspotkentzoom 1 year ago Im from Scotland.
What happened still haunts me gspotkentzoom 1 year ago sharkfest23 1 year ago very
powerful. sharkfest23 1 year ago okinnkk 1 year ago Here when i found out about 9/11 I
was 11 years old and it was September 11 2008 and at school it stand please be quiet for
9/11 and we watch a video of it and me and my sister was crying okinnkk 1 year ago
dresdendollz 1 year ago There is no way in hell that little hole made by the airplane way
up near the top of the building brought down the whole building. NO WAY !!!!!
dresdendollz 1 year ago Harrydeth 1 year ago There obviously is but i can see you have
been watching too many 9/11 conspiracy theory videos on YT and the net. Harrydeth 1
year ago Beatboxer3lliot 1 year ago yes there is, You see the plane hit and ran through the
building and hit the steel in the centre holding the building up, and so it released the top
and the pressure and burning mean that the top fell on the middle and bottom and all that
weight caused it to collapse (this is my theory) Beatboxer3lliot 1 year ago lomaxrobert 1
year ago "It's very good...will generate sympathy for Israel" (ex-Israeli PM Netanyahu
reacts to 9/11). Five "Dancing Israelis" are arrested in NY, videotaping and cheering the
WTC attack live. "Why would Iraq attack the US? The real threat is to Israel" (9/11
Commission Director P. Zelikow, Jewish-American). "The Iraq War was conceived by 25
neoconservative intellectuals, most of them Jewish" (Israel Haaretz News). JewishAmericans as % of US troops killed in Iraq = 7/10 of 1% (jewsingreen) lomaxrobert 1
year ago Harrydeth 1 year ago People who deny this was done by Islamic extremists are
generally multicultralists who cant admit their multicultural experiment isnt working!
Harrydeth 1 year ago masteropie006 1 year ago Jews love multiculturalism, but not in
Israel, oy vey! masteropie006 1 year ago sugarbabiesdaddy 1 year ago man... I DONT
KNOW. who it was osama or bush...some people even say both...but i know one
thing..this shit didnt have to happen..it saddens me to see how far people will go to make
a point..violence is goin to over power the human race.which will be the fall us..sorry to
say sugarbabiesdaddy 1 year ago stoobs007 1 year ago 3 i remember watching this live on
tv =[ stoobs007 1 year ago 3 Sciaudorevolver 1 year ago la miglior pena di Bin laden
quando verrà preso è quella di fargli fare un giro a New York lui solo, senza polizia che lo
protegge.......e ogni americano si prenderà un pezzo della sua carne fin quando nn ci sarà
più , e poi l'americano quel pezzo lo brucerà.... e........ ci sarà la PACE.......
Sciaudorevolver 1 year ago hannahessx3 1 year ago i hate binladin & terrorists :@ they
need to get a life hannahessx3 1 year ago austinmoore97 1 year ago all who think this was
an inside job should be amoung the victims austinmoore97 1 year ago ghetto2727 1 year
ago binladen ghetto2727 1 year ago Crazyretard2008 1 year ago there are some people
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who say that explosives were planted in the towers. do any of u guys believe it ?
Crazyretard2008 1 year ago maddudeguy2600 1 year ago yes and its not that crazy if
you think about it the way the buildings collapsed like a demolitiion think.
maddudeguy2600 1 year ago Burdjur 1 year ago There are always believers, and nonbelievers, there's also two sides of the same sheet of paper, I belong to those who does
not think this was an inside job. And there is, of course, others who does. Burdjur 1 year
ago petonpaco 1 year ago 1)Experto que testó el acero de la estructura de las torres
gemelas:Solo se fundiría estando expuesto el acero a 1693grados durante varias
horas,cuando la temperatura donde chocó el avion alcanzo un maximo de 1093 y estuvo
una hora ardiendo y la otra torre 55minutos. 2)La temperatura mas alta donde se encontró
acero fundido fue SORPRENDENTEMENTE en las plantas 3 y 4BAJO TIERRA de las
2torres 1mes despues mientras estaban quitando escombros,igual que en las demoliciones
petonpaco 1 year ago MedTv2009 1 year ago that with wtcenter Attacks was the USState !!! al kaide is a toy of USA ! RIP ALL :( MedTv2009 1 year ago Burdjur 1 year ago
If you want to contribute with controversial opinions, at least do it with an argumental
foundation. Burdjur 1 year ago centrino105 1 year ago The debate is over nano thermite
has been conclusively proven to have been used to bring down the WTC towers. search
on google for: Scientists Discover Active Thermitic Material in WTC Dust Those
denying the truth now can safely be disregarded as paid shills or as sad people in deep
denial who cannot face the truth. The proof is in the dust! centrino105 1 year ago
FYANDARA 1 year ago so sad that innocent ppl died for some evil plot..in my opinion
terorism doesn't exists..it just a ''puppet'' who's played by e world powerfull
organization..let's face it...somebody wants to rule and control the whole world...(francmasonery)..any way let them victims rest in peace!! FYANDARA 1 year ago
hcgduhvsdfugv 1 year ago 14: 07 is that a ghost on the little house thing? hcgduhvsdfugv
1 year ago xxjeevesxx 1 year ago Whether or not you agree with the politics of the USA,
thousands of people with little or no influence on US foreign policy needlessly lost their
lives on 9-11. I thank Jesus that I am not so miserable in life that I must make youtube
posts expressing satisfaction at the mass murder of innocent people. Respect for all
humans who lost their lives in needless acts of violence. xxjeevesxx 1 year ago DjKonala 1
year ago whoever supports this is a piece of scum that will burn in hell,probably a brown
bitch DjKonala 1 year ago HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago lol i can't comprehend why this
dumb white bitch is crying at the 14th minute mark. This is an exceptional thing of
beauty and not meant to be mournful event. It was well deserved and I praise the
hijackers for their success. HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago monty1399 1 year ago my aunt
was in the north building at 7:00 am thank god she left monty1399 1 year ago
DylanPointon 1 year ago it was fucken bush he planed this so he could go to war with
iraq just to get the fucken oil i dont like americans much but alot of innocent ppl died
DylanPointon 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago DylanPointon No, they didn't need a
war to get oil. The US govt only buys for its reserves. When they need some Canada has
a much larger pool as does Russia. It would've been far easier & cheaper to buy it from
them. If what you're saying is true then they wouldn't have waited til March 2003. They
also would've used Iraqi hijackers. If it were for oil we would've invaded Saudi Arabia
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because 14 of the hijackers were from there. 9/11 was generated & executed by Al-Qaeda.
Sharky2055 1 year ago xjv8 1 year ago they went into iraq before 2003 u dumbfuck! and
of course they did it for oil too, or whatever the reason was...go and hang your
brainwashed head u retard and al qaeda is americas product. they attacked afghans so they
started hating them and attacking them the funny thing is, bin laden is the one who fights
against terrorism but in the media they talk shit like america fights terrorism HAHAH but
we all know that they are the biggest terrorist ever hiroshima,yugoslavia,sudan,ira-n,irak
nd so on xjv8 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago xjv8 NO, the US govt protected Kuwait
& Saudi Arabia from Iraq. The US govt INVADED Iraq in 2003. The difference is night
at day. AlQaeda was made by Osama bin Laden & his colleague Dr.Zarhawi. It wasn't for
oil. I've already proven that. Iraq's selling their oil. And they're quite happy with their
profits. Just ask their Minister of Oil at Opec. com. Sharky2055 1 year ago 97268324 1
year ago Thank you for uploading this video, may all souls that have been lost rest in
peace. 97268324 1 year ago cassoandchristyo 1 year ago did you know all the 9/11 stuff
was planned out o_O cassoandchristyo 1 year ago nadroj53 1 year ago ohhhhhhh really? i
didnt know that!!! u must've just taught me a lesson! thank you very much, ur cool!!!
nadroj53 1 year ago xjv8 1 year ago im shocked about how stupid ppl are there is no
fucking terrorism, there is only war. and america killed ppl in afghanistan for so many
years before 9/11 happend. how can u be so brainwashed? they blamed a religion for it
HAHAHA i dont know if i should cry or laugh... fuck the world especially america and
all americans who support the war against "terrorism" xjv8 1 year ago Blubbit01 1 year
ago no terrorism huh? well then I guess I just imagined the buildings collapsing and every
9/11 I watch whatever 9/11 video I can find and I watch it the whole night. I don't see
planes crashing into symbolic towers in your country so you shouldn't even be talking.
FUCK YOU!!! Blubbit01 1 year ago xjv8 1 year ago hahaha, and why did they attack the
united states u brainless idiot? XD america attacks them since many years, they killed
their families and tortured them brutaliy, and when they fight back they are "terrorists"
sad world, see this is why i say u americans deserve it...im sure there were another stupid
idiots like u in the world trade center. america is the biggest terrororganisation on the
planet! hiroshiam,yugoslavia,iraq,afgh-anistan,somalia,suda nd so on, so many warcrimes
only in 20 years. xjv8 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago xjv8 Still spewing your bullshit I
see. Are you a Muslim extremist by chance? Sharky2055 1 year ago xjv8 1 year ago no!
and whats a muslim extrimist? haha is some1 who wants freedom for his country evil? the
ones who fight back against the american son of bitches who kill and torture them since
many many years, when they started it u werent even born u little scumbag. America is
the extrimist and america is the terrorist, its no an opinion, its a fact. just liike germany
was 70 years ago with hitler. but what america did over the last 40 years was more evil
than 10 hitlers put together. xjv8 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago xjv8 That's what I
thought. NO The US is a terrorist. Not at all like Hitler. You've no idea what you're
bitching about. It's not the entire country of the USA. It's the US govt you need to bitch
at. Now you're namecalling, that tells me alot about you. And it's not good at all.
Sharky2055 1 year ago xjv8 1 year ago u just prove what i said about the american nation
as well, u defend americas war-crimes. u think that "terrorsim" excists...if america didnt
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attack them, they would never hate or even bomb u, its simple, why u think they hate
america? because they attacked them man! america is the terrorist,and its even worst than
the nazis, because no1 is helping americas "enemies" shame on you, american. xjv8 1 year
ago Sharky2055 1 year ago NO, you didn't prove anything. All you're saying is merely
your OPINION. Sharky2055 1 year ago sportsplaya3 1 year ago everyone, the
government didnt do it the ppl who hijacked the plane they brought razors and slit
throats to get to the pilot and they took flying lessons so hey knew how to fly and in he
vid they said lily is a daycare there and the building collasped i cryed when that happened
i felt so bad :'( it was a horrible terriost attack and the guy who they think did it well
planned it is still on the run his name is osaba ban laden look out for him. saddam hussain
was in a tunnel he migh be too ln cave sportsplaya3 1 year ago xjv8 1 year ago even if it
was bin laden, u still have to blame american for it there is no terrorism in the world,
people who are been walked up on by the elites of our world and anybody who fights
back they call them a terrorist maybe the world need to step back and all of us would
enjoy this world a lot more but greed is a bitch and that is why people rise up against the
system, and defend their self against the oppression that they face daily american=biggest
terrororganisation on the planet! xjv8 1 year ago RefugeeT 1 year ago Inside job razors,
lessons - cover ups osama bin laden is the "accussed" controlled demolition of 3 massive
building by 2 planes? google - operation northwood Peace RefugeeT 1 year ago
skullkid545 1 year ago Sad :( 20:00 skullkid545 1 year ago musiclover9812 1 year ago
who do you think did it?! musiclover9812 1 year ago cheesenips811 1 year ago whoever
caused this attackk..... fuck them all. fuck'em, fuck'em, fuck'em cheesenips811 1 year ago
hanajakjoshaliechris 1 year ago fucking 14:28 made me cry hanajakjoshaliechris 1 year ago
Kasciatevas 1 year ago every thing is imposible these days man ..... goverment did that ..
who cares about pilots when its talk about bilions cash? Kasciatevas 1 year ago
nickElodEoNdErEcHte 1 year ago what a demolution!! they must be proud of it!
nickElodEoNdErEcHte 1 year ago RefugeeT 1 year ago 2 A PERFECT DEMOLITION
MAN - Peace RefugeeT 1 year ago 2 nickElodEoNdErEcHte 1 year ago that was only
one attack of more this time nickElodEoNdErEcHte 1 year ago ac27272727 1 year ago
what do u mean and what do you know? ac27272727 1 year ago LolAmPLiTUde 1 year
ago 22:10 is unbelievable LolAmPLiTUde 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam "Operation Northwoods" in 1962 was a plan
by governament to stage acts of real terrorism on US soil and against U.S. interests and
then put the blame of these acts on Cuba in order to generate U.S. public support for
military action against the Cuban government of Fidel Castro.Kennedy did not approve it
in 1962.Bush did in 2001. 9/11 inside job. It is in wikipedia!!! google "Operation
Northwoods" 911insidejob81 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam Why real "terrorists" ( USA elite, CIA) wanted 9/11
terroracts? to round constitutional rights with antiterrorist laws ( Homeland security,
Patriot act, Real id) invade Iraq for oil invade Afganistan for oil and pipelines big
corporation interests in gun trade and chaos in Iraq and Afganistan. turn USA in police
state ( laws controlling "terrorists") terrorist in their thoughts are free US citizens Real id
coming to us! search youtube for "Real ID" and "Fema concentration camps"
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911insidejob81 1 year ago ranman24 1 year ago omg that is soooo sad i cant beleive that
really happened ! thats just a shocker!!:( ranman24 1 year ago Mirso1994 1 year ago why
you talking shit when you don't know what the fuck you talking about why would the
government kill its own people and bring all this destruction. (dont you see the planes run
into the building. I don't think a usa pilot would crash a plane into a building and kill him
self.) Mirso1994 1 year ago Kasciatevas 1 year ago That wasnt a terrorists! That was the
USA . so they have reason start the war with Iraq and kill all those paoples , becouse
there is plenty of naftas so they wanna control that .. . Fuck Usa goverment Kasciatevas
1 year ago RefugeeT 1 year ago yeah man fuck usa goverment they've done this shit
before >>> Operation Northwoods, or Northwoods, was a false-flag conspiracy plan,
proposed within the United States government in 1962. The plan called for CIA or other
operatives to commit apparent acts of terrorism in U.S. cities to create public support for
a war against Castro-led Cuba. RefugeeT 1 year ago dagamer91 1 year ago refugeeT fuck
you! put ur finger up ur ass u son of a bitch my unkle was there and he almost get killed
dagamer91 1 year ago RefugeeT 1 year ago Dude fuck you back - the goverment did that
shit. Have you ever been to school or maybe read a book before, weigh up the facts
fucker - if you still belive the shit force feed to you in the papers and tv then you jus
another dumb ass ignorant prick in the big u s of a. Where the janitors working that day?
RefugeeT 1 year ago dagamer91 1 year ago i just cant belive this shit u fucker,, do u really
think bush did it?? that he sayd to the pilots: come on, go kill ur self,, crash that plane to
the wtc, do that for america,, do that for the oil,,(that is what the stupid and poor people
like u say) dont make me laugh u fucking dumbass dagamer91 1 year ago yankeesfan48 1
year ago wow!!!!!!!! yankeesfan48 1 year ago gtpck32 1 year ago I live in the US, and I
happen to agree with you. This vicious capitalism is what caused 9/11. The greed and
hunger for power and wealth has led to this, an attack on our own country by our
government. Those mother fuckers (Bush Administration) should have been tried as war
criminals (like Zach de la Rocha said). gtpck32 1 year ago mmtelfen 1 year ago your
goverment did this mmtelfen 1 year ago BSB4everandever 1 year ago 4 it's so terrible to
see this.. it might be 8 years later but still i can't get it out of my head , i'm thinking about
all those people who died and how scared they are .. i just wanne be there for them. i feel
like i'm helpless i have to cry when i think of it i'm so angry at the terrorists. i can't
believe it. 8 years later and still the WTC is not repared. i'm shaking when i'm seeing this
video, you see people jumping out the WTC so horryble.. BSB4everandever 1 year ago 4
RefugeeT 1 year ago your goverment did this RefugeeT 1 year ago yomamsdeath 1 year
ago 3 i say my opinion to just drop a nuclear bomb on all of al kharid yomamsdeath 1
year ago 3 normalboy64 1 year ago I went to ground zero a couple days ago. The place is
just full of creepiness. It's all silent and eerie, to respect the people that died there. it was
sad. normalboy64 1 year ago Marauder999 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Jasarum is a monotypic genus of flowering plants in the Araceae
family. The single species that makes up the genus is Jasarum steyermarkii. It was
discovered in 1960, but wasn't described until 1977 due to classification difficulties with
regards to understanding this species. Jasarum is now believed to be closely related to
Caladiums and it may have evolved from Caladiums that once grew in seasonal swamps.
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Marauder999 1 year ago dekker96 1 year ago i hate terroists they just kill people
dekker96 1 year ago MelindaBeeTV 1 year ago very nice documentry! it reminds me of
'Coverfield' this is very sad/scary =( MelindaBeeTV 1 year ago watchObamaDeception 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Watch the 'Obama
Deception' to learn the truth about Obama! /watch?v=eAaQNACwaLw&yt
watchObamaDeception 1 year ago mrAZcardinal 1 year ago wow....I was in school in
Phoenix, Arizona....5th grade. We had to evacuate as well. =/ mrAZcardinal 1 year ago
OsamaBinladen 1 year ago dfvvvvvvvvvvvvv ff44fffffffffffffffffff BOMM!!!
OsamaBinladen 1 year ago 666failure666 1 year ago "They're gonna have to get planes
and drop water onto it" ------ That wouldn't help anything water cannot extinguish petrol
fires 666failure666 1 year ago BeLiEvEr312 1 year ago I was in like 1st grade, in
Texas,they evacuated us.... BeLiEvEr312 1 year ago DJBertz94 1 year ago you wouldnt b
able to leave manhatten DJBertz94 1 year ago doesithurt09 1 year ago Im fucking dying
to go to Afghanistan and Pakistan and fuck these mother fuckers up with my bear fists.
(Stuart In Glasgow). We will not forget 9/11/01. doesithurt09 1 year ago Sharky2055 1
year ago The best way to 'fuck up' a Muslim Extremist is to walk in some pig shit then
take your shoes and smack them in the fact with it. That's a HUGE personal insult! I
understand your feelings. I'd love to go mess with some Islamic extremist terrorists. I like
tangling with Islamic extremists here. They get so upset and rant on about things they've
no clue about. Sharky2055 1 year ago watchObamaDeception 1 year ago 6 It was our
own government! They are the terrorists! watchObamaDeception 1 year ago 6 RefugeeT
1 year ago Pakistan is an allie of the usa and uk - go read a book RefugeeT 1 year ago
marchingcharger 1 year ago thank you for posting this cause its one thing to see it on tv
but this is even more heart wrenching, my uncle has now done a couple of tours is
afganastan along with his son, and another of my cousins. i was in 3rd grade when this
happened and still remember it vividly and when im 18 im enlisting and kill those mother
fucking, gut less, bastards! marchingcharger 1 year ago alexatb 1 year ago
watch?v=iEuJimaumW4&feature=re-lated alexatb 1 year ago KiiLLaObsT 1 year ago oh
my god.. I'm from Germany... I watch this the second time now and i could cry every
time i see this. every year on september 11th, such videos are in the german TV and
everytime I watch it i can't believe that people can do such terrible things .. (sorry for my
baaaaaad english..) KiiLLaObsT 1 year ago SoccerBoyAlen 1 year ago you living there
omg :'( i m so sorry SoccerBoyAlen 1 year ago katery28 1 year ago i cant believe those
dumb fucks did this. katery28 1 year ago katyyshak101 1 year ago yah i was in 1st or
second grade when it happened and i live in westchester county near yonkers ny and they
evacuated all of us it was a sad day from what i remember katyyshak101 1 year ago
aryannnnn 1 year ago I know i mean I LOVE united states i iam from iraq and i love new
york city the big apple aryannnnn 1 year ago aryannnnn 1 year ago I LOVE AMERICA
aryannnnn 1 year ago TonkyelSonato 1 year ago ? The country is called united states, not
america. America is the continent... TonkyelSonato 1 year ago nascfranz 1 year ago Its
known as America because it was the first country to declare its independence in the
Americas. Since other countries where under other countries control they could not be
officially American. The name just stuck with the US. nascfranz 1 year ago bihsoccer11 1
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year ago maybe he loves america, not the usa^^ bihsoccer11 1 year ago amwaybootcamp
1 year ago I can't believe them Somalians did that amwaybootcamp 1 year ago
premiedusten 1 year ago We'll never forget :'( . . . premiedusten 1 year ago lsdproject 1
year ago poor people.. :'( Death are Arab! alot of love from israel lsdproject 1 year ago
spencerhill95 1 year ago we all remember that horrible day!!! Especially me, because it
was my first day at school! Good thing I was so young and good thing, I am german, I
surly would have neen so scared, that I would have had nightmares for a long time! This
video can show people like me, how it was, to be in America and near to the place of
horror on that damned day! :-( spencerhill95 1 year ago zenarrrow 1 year ago Are the
people in the buildings died? zenarrrow 1 year ago rodman332 1 year ago google:
OPERATION NORTHWOOD rodman332 1 year ago windowskevin 1 year ago o my
god. windowskevin 1 year ago kaities16 1 year ago 2 i was in grade four when this
happened and i was living in ontario canada..i remeber just getting to school and then the
buses came back to get us and i couldnt understand y..when i got home my mom was
watching the news and i saw these planes hitting the towers..i thought it was an action
movie..i feel sorry for everyone who was affected by this..great vid kaities16 1 year ago 2
Ricadani 1 year ago allah is islamic for god. on another note... KILLING SPRRREE,
KILLING FREENNZZYY, OVVVERRKILLL, RUUUNNNINGGG RIIIOOTT,
INNVINCCCIIBLLEEE,
KILLLIONAAIIRREE,
PERFECTTIONN,
KILLAMANJAROO, KILLTACULAR, KILLTASTROPHE. KILLPOCALYPSE
Ricadani 1 year ago KodeBmac 1 year ago poor people :( i hope they died instantly and
painless KodeBmac 1 year ago SupahKeith 1 year ago Wow...I feel for the citizens. I was
7 when this happened, I knew what happened was bad, but I never knew what my
parents were so sad about. SupahKeith 1 year ago TotalFuckingAsshoIe 1 year ago
Those thick streams of smoke from above the impact hole are where the people have
broken windows for air. You can see that more and more of them appear as time goes on.
The smoke must have built terrifyingly fast up there. TotalFuckingAsshoIe 1 year ago
sprdude2123 1 year ago i was young win this happened 8 or 7 but i remeber this day like
if it were yesterday even today i feel like there will be anthor attack in the usa but i dont
know were mabye empire state buliding killing the president bombing the navel base bit i
dont want to experince somting like this ever again sprdude2123 1 year ago NowYaBingi
1 year ago Duckman: Strange Fruits NowYaBingi 1 year ago wilhelmvanoranje 1 year ago
You are one of the saddest creatures that God put breath into. You seek to justify the
death of people on 9/11 by compairin it with the death of the millions of blacks who died
in the slave days and the days for black freedom, it must be comfortable in your nice
middle class world to have these views you ignor the fact that many of the dead would
have included black people, on 9/11. How dare you belittle the memory of slaves and
kynching victims,SHAME ON YOU; SHAME ON YOU; SHAME ON YOU; SHAME
ON wilhelmvanoranje 1 year ago cutedale19 1 year ago i was 120 when this happend
cutedale19 1 year ago wwefan774977 1 year ago people are jumping out of the window
wwefan774977 1 year ago kdshfksdjgf 1 year ago I was 9 or 10 when this happened
kdshfksdjgf 1 year ago lelezena19 1 year ago why cut? lelezena19 1 year ago
IntoTheWildStan 1 year ago Its horrible how people can do this to other humans. I bet it
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was hard to belive it was happening if you were there, it must have been so sad.
IntoTheWildStan 1 year ago carefree1989 1 year ago show hide fuck america ALLAH
carefree1989 1 year ago wwefan774977 1 year ago allah mean?? wwefan774977 1 year
ago sasabubi 1 year ago when this happened...... i was really young too...! I didn´t
realized this! I am German and this seemed to be so far away! But now I´m sitting here
watching this video and it´s so hard! I´m so shoked... I watched so many films about it
but.... it isn´t the same as this sorry for mistakes because english isn´t my motherlanguage.... sasabubi 1 year ago zeroskatr11 1 year ago 19:41 ......... zeroskatr11 1 year
ago celticmaytee 1 year ago i wass 6 when this happend celticmaytee 1 year ago
godwhyisthistaken 1 year ago wow was this flimed by u? this is real intense stuff, wow
this recorded the deaths of thousands of people and this moment in history. this was
very interesting mint footage. godwhyisthistaken 1 year ago imarw 1 year ago yes bush
was!!For waht ,for black gold!!Bush killing amerikan peopel for black gold !Where is
osama ,waht is osama ,fuck osama!! imarw 1 year ago imarw 1 year ago da fehlen mir die
worte? ,ich gib dir gleich ,dann fehlen dir deine zähne!!Wenn ein ami stirbt ,fehlen dir die
worte?Was der ami tat auf der welt ist nicht mehr gut zumachen!!Und sogar ihre eigenen
leute haben sie getötet 11.9.2001 um kriege wider zu spielen und um öl!!Aber dir fehlen
die worte und wenn ein deutscher stirbt ?Führ dich sind die amerikaner nur menschen alle
anderen nicht!! imarw 1 year ago hadie09 1 year ago Für dich ist das schrecklich für mich
ist das ein feiertag hadie09 1 year ago hadie09 1 year ago Der 11 September ist der tag der
feiheit und der tag der feierligkeit USA und busch sind ........... und machen ein das leben
zur hölle hadie09 1 year ago hadie09 1 year ago das ist noch garnichts es sind nur ein paar
amerikaner gekillt worden naunt und da fehlen dir die worte guck dir an was die
amerikaner in anderen länder machen , die amerikaner sind die größten terroristen der welt
die amis töten kinder frauen und männer einfach so in irak und andere länder das ist mir
egal was passiert ist das bischen guck dir an was die juden in libanon gemacht haben da
fehlen dir die worte aber trotzdem libanon hat den krieg gewonnen die starken hisbollah
hadie09 1 year ago JenLindley22 1 year ago echt....da fehlen einem die worte.....
JenLindley22 1 year ago xPrinceSallx 1 year ago lol xPrinceSallx 1 year ago imarw 1 year
ago 2 fuck bush!!The big terrorist !! imarw 1 year ago 2 teamxtream07 1 year ago IS
THAT WHAT YOU ARE GOING TO SAY?? Over 2,000 people died that day! That is
a discrace! It wasnt Bush!! It was Osama Bin Laden teamxtream07 1 year ago RefugeeT 1
year ago It was Bush and his controllers. Peace RefugeeT 1 year ago russe00bushido 1
year ago lol what a zoooooooooooooooom fuck bush . what build they now on the wtc
place? lol why recording you the fuckng police cars and not the tower... -.russe00bushido 1 year ago russe00bushido 1 year ago 26:26 OooO wer darf den sooo viel
hochladen? russe00bushido 1 year ago jormakorva25 1 year ago 19:42 jormakorva25 1
year ago ScouserFightinIrish 1 year ago hunglikesaddam you are one disrespectful prick.
Bastards like you need to be taken out asap. ScouserFightinIrish 1 year ago
HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago i don't get it...how was this the most darkest day in american
history? How could this make you tear up? This was merely a demolition operation
(unorthodox style by using 2 jets) with the intent of taking down two buildings that were
just too old and unfit to accomodate lots of people. Jeez, I mean....it's not like there were
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people in these buildings were there?...what? oh there were? Ah who cares! LOL cheers
HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago 0LD5CHOOL 1 year ago you right... 0LD5CHOOL 1 year
ago wilhelmvanoranje 1 year ago Du MOTTO GANDU MUDDER CHAUR HAI!
HARMI; BAILO; BAHN CHAUR gandu gandu fandi harami! wilhelmvanoranje 1 year
ago DylanHall4625 1 year ago September 11, 2001. The darkest day in American history.
Honor those who were lost and care for their memory as if it were a golden treasure. Our
love and care goes to those who lost and those who were lost. That day will haunt us all
forever. DylanHall4625 1 year ago LHOs911Lies 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Fact is NO PLANES were used on 911 Independent 911
Researcher ACE BAKER is actually offering anyone out there $100,000 for broadcast
quality WTC airplane footage. News companies keep archives. Private citizens keep
tapes too ! Where is the footage ? Show me ONE original quality tape. Just one.
LHOs911Lies 1 year ago ginganinja108 1 year ago MAN THAT IS SO FUNNY DID
YOU SEE THAT GUY FALLING HE WAS LIKE NOOOOOoooooo splat MAN i
agree with HungLikeSaddam this should happen more often so I could laugh at more
americans getting hurt HAHAHAHA ginganinja108 1 year ago Somuchtoplay 1 year ago
wow, you're a real cool and brave guy saying that shit over the internet. I wonder who
taught you that stuff, because I'm sure that you probably don't even know yourself why
you hate americans so much. Can you explain that for me? People like you should be
executed. Freedom-hating cunt Somuchtoplay 1 year ago genecsaid 1 year ago I haven't
seen this video in years. It still brings tears. genecsaid 1 year ago elizabethmarywood 1
year ago People like 'hunglikesaddam' aren't fit to call themselves human. You make me
sick!!! The part that gets me most on this is when she shows the cars in the carpark, andI
think about all the people who will never get to re-claim their cars. R.I.P.
elizabethmarywood 1 year ago amjadoos007 1 year ago Americans are going to the hell
amjadoos007 1 year ago mukraf 1 year ago how would you even survive that building
collapse if you were in the building? you would need a miracle! mukraf 1 year ago
HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago only 4,000 mike? that's a shame. This should happen every
week in america. HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago Joey6134 1 year ago i blame the god damn
government for this crap..just so they can get richer Joey6134 1 year ago mikewylde69 1
year ago Oh I'm sorry...I didn't mention the other 4,000 people who lost their lives after
this when the war kicked off!!! What a thing to laugh at!!! You would sing a different
tune if you woulda been their you SHITHEAD!!!! mikewylde69 1 year ago mikewylde69
1 year ago I think HungLikeSaddam jshould be hung like Saddam!!! Your an ASSHOLE
you stupid FUCKER!!!! 3000 Children and adults lost their lives you FUCKIN
PUNK!!! EAT SHIT and BARK AT THE MOON!!! I HOPE YOU SUCK DICKS IN
HELL!!! mikewylde69 1 year ago RiggaHiga 1 year ago R.I.P Dad and everyone elses
siblings that died on 9/11 RiggaHiga 1 year ago JungleSquid 1 year ago I was watching this
right up until... that's right, you guessed it, 9:11 before it froze. How creepy is that?
JungleSquid 1 year ago BoxingAnalyst08 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam BEST DAY EVER BoxingAnalyst08 1 year ago omar30e 1 year ago Don't
be stupid, no muslim did it. The war on terror is fucking fake. Few days ago the G20
(let's say G2 (usa and china)) met, and if you believe they do the best they can so that
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everyone on this planet will have a decent life, you're blind. They will always find smthg
to make people scared and to walk on our rights. Bankers, military-industrial lobby and
politicians fucked up the planet. Not so-called terrorists from Afghanistan, Irak, Iran or
Pakistan. omar30e 1 year ago 1981z28camaro 1 year ago The Rothschilds setup 9/11 so
they could invade Iraq & Afghanistan, because those 2 countries didn't have their Central
Bank, and now they do, 2 countries taken off the list, now they are going after Iran, Syria,
Venezuela. The Rothscjhilds own the U.S, the money you have in your pocket is called
"Debt" owed to the Rothschilds, and IOU if you will, they started lending money to the
U.S in the very beginning, and collected interest, and still do, people are blind.
1981z28camaro 1 year ago LHOs911Lies 1 year ago google ACE BAKER 911 also
watch on here SEPTEMBER CLUES PAINFUL DECEPTIONS ZERO 9/11 911
TABOO LHOs911Lies 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago omar30e Only a stupid ass
wuld call the War on Terror fake. Sharky2055 1 year ago iznogood21 1 year ago Don't be
stupid, no muslim did it. The war on terror is fucking fake. Few days ago the G20 (let's
say G2 (usa and china)) met, and if you believe they do the best they can so that
everyone on this planet will have a decent life, you're blind. They will always find smthg
to make people scared and to walk on our rights. Bankers, military-industrial lobby and
politicians fucked up the planet. Not so-called terrorists from Afghanistan, Irak, Iran or
Pakistan. FUCK CAPITALISM ! I'm not a number! iznogood21 1 year ago Timstama 1
year ago Wow to be in shock and get footage of 9/11...wow thats huge Timstama 1 year
ago HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago show hide lol i dunno why this white bitch is crying at
the 14th minute mark. While she was crying I was laughing my ass off lol. The nice part
was when the 2nd tower collapsed. That was a good day for us terrorists.
HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago joeboxer128 1 year ago you must not be american to be
laughing your ass off while watching the most tragic thing that has happened to this
country. you are and asshole joeboxer128 1 year ago PrettyKolorzMorgan 1 year ago
SHE IS CRYING ASS HOLE!!!!!!!!!!! PrettyKolorzMorgan 1 year ago bevern112 1 year
ago wer macht schon sowas das sind doch voll die dumme leute alta das kost mich so an
der da fur verant wortlich ist wer wesen was er gamacht hat bevern112 1 year ago
Jaguar79gt 1 year ago oh man, das video kannte ich noch nicht......heftig Jaguar79gt 1 year
ago VERT531CA 1 year ago I will never forgive the terrorists and the people and the
religion that made them do this. WE WILL GET REVENGE! VERT531CA 1 year ago
carlpoisson 1 year ago this is obvioulsy a make-up. Talking about terrorists and plane,
when its only the first plane and at that point nobody could have told what was going on.
she is sayin she asnt seen it but HEARD a big boom so how could she know. Why the
second plane was mysteriously non recorded ? Why is everybody SO calm ? I mean this
is a HUGE thing... Why STILL havent they recorded the collapse ? This is all very very
mysterious video... Like if someone knew what was coming and wanted to do a home
style vide carlpoisson 1 year ago Elenorechan 1 year ago I am german and I have been in
america for holidays when I was 6 I saw a postcard of the twin towers and I told my
mum that I want to seem them next time and my mom promised me to come back again
then two years later I came from school and my mom told me that we may travel to
america this year again my aunt called us and told us to turn on the TV ... I never felt so
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sorry.. Elenorechan 1 year ago tombraiderfreak1 1 year ago good timing tombraiderfreak1
1 year ago KingMerte 1 year ago BroDirk: ist auch komisch das gleich gesagt wurde "ja
terroristen und bin laden, blaaa" usw oder? KingMerte 1 year ago BroDirk 1 year ago
Bedankt euch bei eurer Regierung, die euch das "ereignis" beschert hat....Bin Laden war
nur ein Vorwand....Ground Zero ist eine Machenschaft eurer eigenen Regierung! BroDirk
1 year ago Elenorechan 1 year ago Hahaha noch so ein Verschwörungsfanatiker ihr spinnt
doch alle -.- Elenorechan 1 year ago wilhelmvanoranje 1 year ago BroDirk du bist ein
Arsch mit Ohren! Blöde Fotze! wilhelmvanoranje 1 year ago KingMerte 1 year ago an
den tag kann ich mich erinnern als wenn es gestern gewesen wäre... =( ich war 9 und hab
mit nem kumpel im garten gespielt. es war ein grau-bewölkter nachmittag bei uns in
norddeutschland. wenn ich mich recht erinnere war es ein mittwoch nachmittag um 17 uhr
rum. mein dad hat uns reingerufen mit einer angst in der stimme. diesen tag werde ich NIE
vergessen. das war vielleicht das schrecklichste was ich mit erleben musste..... KingMerte
1 year ago carefree1989 1 year ago Your Next NAZI BOY ! carefree1989 1 year ago
Skeiteritis 1 year ago it's sad to see people doing something like this for religion and hate..
Skeiteritis 1 year ago carefree1989 1 year ago i think its fucking brilliant :d carefree1989 1
year ago rgsk84life 1 year ago this looks like a horror movie rgsk84life 1 year ago
siddharth77777 1 year ago kill these slimy muslims.... fukin pork faced cunts!!
siddharth77777 1 year ago trojanhorse1994 1 year ago Lets kill all this fucking terrorist
they all deserve to die!!!!!! trojanhorse1994 1 year ago trojanhorse1994 1 year ago We
were at the bridge, damn The smoke was huge trojanhorse1994 1 year ago undox25 1 year
ago 2 My BestFriend Died In The South Tower :'( undox25 1 year ago 2
LiLCooKieLovesMuffin 1 year ago 2 ohhh shit :( LiLCooKieLovesMuffin 1 year ago 2
xX1RY1Xx 1 year ago " i hope there was nobody up there " SERIOUSLY? On a
weekday, in the world trade center, of course there's gunna be people up there
xX1RY1Xx 1 year ago titaufle 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam a very good job, script and performance by the Mossad, FBI and CIA, objective
war against Muslims (Afghanistan, Iraq, according to a crusade busch, titaufle 1 year ago
titaufle 1 year ago a very good job, script and performance by the Mossad, FBI and CIA,
objective war against Muslims (Afghanistan, Iraq, according to a crusade busch, titaufle 1
year ago titaufle 1 year ago a very good job, script and performance by the Mossad, FBI
and CIA,... objective war against Muslims (Afghanistan, Iraq and other contries .....,
according to a crusade busch, titaufle 1 year ago swisswinnerboy 1 year ago i'm so sorry
for that... swisswinnerboy 1 year ago dg8383 1 year ago nice video cuting bush lol dg8383
1 year ago carefree1989 1 year ago 2 here here brother fuck bush carefree1989 1 year ago
2 wilhelmvanoranje 1 year ago Comment removed fingtyin 1 year ago Definitely the
greatest cover-up in history of man. We can not accept "the pankake theory", or "the war
on terrorism" fingtyin 1 year ago piggy123454673829 1 year ago poor peoples were in
the center!!! :-( piggy123454673829 1 year ago BandMonrose 1 year ago omg
BandMonrose 1 year ago helennasnap 1 year ago 2 I feel so sorry for all the people how
died in the Center. helennasnap 1 year ago 2 MisterBarbikiu 1 year ago this is the biggest
shit in my life!!! MisterBarbikiu 1 year ago msav111 1 year ago Comment removed
msav111 1 year ago This is a cryptic video but thanks for posting.. information only
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serves a greater good msav111 1 year ago vgamer3 1 year ago i did chicago ill do new york
and indianapolis vgamer3 1 year ago USnavy428 1 year ago All of you who feel no
sympathy whatsoever for all of the families that lost loved ones, should all go to hell.
And hunglikesadam you should get the hell out of our beautiful country and go back to
wherever the hell you came from you maggot. Id like to see you walk around new york
and say stuff like that. See what happens. I dare you... USnavy428 1 year ago
darkbanditEX 1 year ago there is like no point of fire trucks... darkbanditEX 1 year ago
HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago This is very inspirational to me. I wanna do something like
that someday. By the way, why is that stupid white bitch crying at the 14th minute
mark? while she was crying i was laughing lol. The best part was when the 2nd tower
collapsed. HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago Deadperson213 1 year ago Shut up, you're a
pussy and a troll, say that in real life, I can almost garuntee you'd get bitched slapped. Oh
your so bad, you wanna be like OSAMA oh your so impressive. Grow up pussy. Any
body can type that on a youtube message board, and if you wanted to impress anyone
say that bullshit to the face of an american who lost a loved one that day. Deadperson213
1 year ago HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago how can u cry over this shit? this is perfectly
normal. There should be more 9/11's like this in america. I'm in America right now
surveying a specific area. HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago saltman147 1 year ago LOL....
americans saltman147 1 year ago darkbanditEX 1 year ago the fuck is wrong with you?
darkbanditEX 1 year ago saltman147 1 year ago the fuck is wrong with me ? by americans
i meant the average daily middle class stupid americans who take this shit for real and
imagine arabs in caves are comming to fuck with you ... please look around and then tell
me wdf is wrong with me by the way i have no sympathy for any being that has a
intellectual enough do decied for its self the differece between right and WRONG, u may
say there might be something wrong with me i dont mind saltman147 1 year ago
SisterThunder 1 year ago when i heard i asked my mom 'why did the people crash the
plane into the building?" she started crying. it turns out my uncle worked their when i
found out i started crying. Thats why i dont celebrate my birthday i was born on 9/11/96
SisterThunder 1 year ago Deadperson213 1 year ago Shitty day to have a birthday....
Deadperson213 1 year ago classicrock5 1 year ago Religion. classicrock5 1 year ago
kremo79 1 year ago i am a polish guy i was 20 000 miles from that place but i was crying
with you, all who dies and all who lost that day kremo79 1 year ago elitezombieslayer129
1 year ago i was 4 when this happened and i dont remember hearing about it
elitezombieslayer129 1 year ago twochordcool 1 year ago What happened at like 11:44
when the second plane hit - it looks like the movie was spliced and not one continuous
video. twochordcool 1 year ago twochordcool 1 year ago The people - they're running
away - what are they going to do? Run away people. Run away. twochordcool 1 year ago
Avatar321go 1 year ago jaaa das st sehr traurih -_- Avatar321go 1 year ago smokey3c 1
year ago dam nd im a crip nd its like wow... smokey3c 1 year ago twochordcool 1 year
ago Comment removed MissSummer19 1 year ago 2 It hurts so much to see this again.
It's so unbelievable. Even if it is 8 years ago...it's like a horrible dream, i can't believe it.
MissSummer19 1 year ago 2 Adelaide96 1 year ago even though I was very young when
that happened, it touches me very deeply every time I see or hear something from that
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day...praying for a better world Adelaide96 1 year ago MoonlightFreak1995 1 year ago
oh mein gott so ein dummes geschwäts im hintergrund -.- MoonlightFreak1995 1 year ago
Master4st 1 year ago its not a millitary plane the laty in the background is on drugs weat
and crack. Master4st 1 year ago misschocolove 1 year ago Oh My God. I was only 6
years old when it happened but I found it really horrible. misschocolove 1 year ago
abdamit 1 year ago I was 6 too but I am german and I`m don`t understand that =`( poor
poor USA my hart is with you =( abdamit 1 year ago Biggetjepretvet 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @carefree1989 Maybe it's god, but why
would god do this to us? I mean, he's loving and caring and good for people and he
forgives everything, right? Why would he murder all those innocent people? Don't get me
wrong, I believe in god. But I don't believe he would do something like that.
Biggetjepretvet 1 year ago Biggetjepretvet 1 year ago Comment removed carefree1989 1
year ago yea maybe 3000 people did die but ever heard the expression "everything
happens for a reason" quite clearly god intended for this to happen to make people see
that were ruining the earth but obviously the billions of people know better !
carefree1989 1 year ago TNFilms 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam you're an fucking idiot TNFilms 1 year ago SOAS007 1 year ago That would
be consistant with god's prolife policy and other stories from the bible. i.e. Just kill
everyone. Fortunately I don't believe those sort of stories, but the guys that flew the
planes into the towers did.. Lets educate folk in reality somehow. SOAS007 1 year ago
Turboloch12 1 year ago R I . P Turboloch12 1 year ago Turboloch12 1 year ago 2 I-job
to much coincidences and to much lies.Open your mind and wake up. Turboloch12 1 year
ago 2 888Homeboy888 1 year ago 3 in memory of the deaths 888Homeboy888 1 year
ago 3 siddharth77777 1 year ago these muslims r a disgusting breed of pigs on this earth n
we shud exterminate all of em... each single of em so this cannot be repeated in the future
to any other country! siddharth77777 1 year ago lilykeys 1 year ago bullshit! lilykeys 1
year ago DarkBrawlRiver 1 year ago Wow Siddharth77777, you sound like a KKK fag. It
isn't all the muslims. many terrorists aren't even muslim. Get your retarded-ass facts
right. What if I said "kill all whites! They cause war!" DarkBrawlRiver 1 year ago
mogger1 1 year ago Arabic countries are the victims of the west? Im Russian and i
support America they should kill all terrorists in Palestine; Iraq, AFG and in all other
countries. The muslims do not even demonstrate against the terror. So someone has to do
the job. I support the United States and President Obama!! mogger1 1 year ago wwe0004
1 year ago 3 god bless america wwe0004 1 year ago 3 joshmchau 1 year ago You guys
must of been horrified. Blesss the 9/11 souls. RIP Must of been bad to be so close to wtc
joshmchau 1 year ago jamiejohn92 1 year ago and they wonder why some people are
racists jamiejohn92 1 year ago vgamer3 1 year ago i dont care if im a disgrace to america i
own a silencer and a pistol so i can kill ur azz up vgamer3 1 year ago carefree1989 1 year
ago whens the sequel :d carefree1989 1 year ago Rachael131089 1 year ago dick
Rachael131089 1 year ago bballhorseluvr97 1 year ago holy crap man, bballhorseluvr97 1
year ago wwe0004 1 year ago fuck ben laden wwe0004 1 year ago Buakavv 1 year ago as
i said it collapse so perfectly that it didnt touch beuildings around, take some match box
and watch how they are collapse when u take some blocks Buakavv 1 year ago
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raducu120583 1 year ago so you say that ''america was left broken by middle east
militants''..WHERE IS THE FUCKING PROOF???...just one piece of evidence to proof
that osama ben laden was behind the attacks...the say they will present the evidence ''IN
DUE TIME''...8 years have passed and we are still waitng for that evidence...and since
then america started 2 wars based on that evidence..afghanistan and irak raducu120583 1
year ago luniticlethe 1 year ago Wow. Somebody needs to learn to spell. luniticlethe 1
year ago Tobiliono36 1 year ago Wen jeder dieser Menschen das Video sieht versteht er
das wir alle mit einander verbunden sind und mehr gemeinsam haben, als wir denken. Wir
sind nicht getrennt voneinander? Jeder Mensch auf unserer Welt zählt und ist wichtig für
uns und für alle. Wir sind alle dieser Körper Gottes Tobiliono36 1 year ago
bmartin121490 1 year ago i cant believe bush did this bmartin121490 1 year ago
SandiByrd 1 year ago 2 That's because he DIDN'T - and anyone who encourages the 9-11
truth movement has some serious mental issues. Stop allowing the consipiracy mongers
to brainwash you. It was what it was. And America was left broken by middle east
militants. From a place where freedom is a scooby snack to the higher echelon of their
government/religious heads and not a right. Blessings to victims. From a proud Canadian.
SandiByrd 1 year ago 2 TigredelMar77 1 year ago No matter who did it, there are way
too many reasons not to believe the F.. government. The only thing they do well is cover
things up. TigredelMar77 1 year ago mikhyharris 1 year ago the person who is mainly
reponsible for this is Osama Ben Laden ugly A. mikhyharris 1 year ago klanies123 1 year
ago GET OVER IT -.- 4 fak sake klanies123 1 year ago jess941811 1 year ago at 7:40 i
tihnk i saw some 1 fall from the building or its a peice of something jess941811 1 year ago
EwkRocks 1 year ago 3 I give these wonderful people credit for choosing to post this
video. I agree this is disturbing, and i wish to send m condolences to the familes of victims
of 9/11. EwkRocks 1 year ago 3 33hartz 1 year ago It is to bad these people chose to edit
out the most important stages of this. How long will America tolerate the lies and
deception. One day, in the not to distant future, all of this will not matter. Far worse is
on the horizon 33hartz 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago 33hartz What were the "the
most important stages"? What lies and deception are you speaking of? Sharky2055 1
year ago TitmouseOnAcid 1 year ago incredible video... TitmouseOnAcid 1 year ago
EFfan132 1 year ago shit moslems scheiss muslime die hurrensöhne diese scheiss bastarde
EFfan132 1 year ago cheifsrtabomb 1 year ago we need to bomb them back cheifsrtabomb
1 year ago crazyjackfr 1 year ago who? crazyjackfr 1 year ago Neptuneaus 1 year ago
Bomb who exactly? Neptuneaus 1 year ago cheifsrtabomb 1 year ago Iraq cheifsrtabomb
1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Iraq didn't do this. The people we need to capture are
in Afghanistan, Pakistan and spread throughout the world. AlQaeda is a terrorist
network, the first of its kind. Sharky2055 1 year ago SOAS007 1 year ago Correct.
SOAS007 1 year ago Bethybooshow 1 year ago =[ x Bethybooshow 1 year ago
1kissforyou1 1 year ago Oh mein Gott. Schrecklich. 1kissforyou1 1 year ago vgamer3 1
year ago show hide oh the twin towers oh fuk u americans u cry for eveything vgamer3 1
year ago smashc0m 1 year ago 3 Those towers were a symbol for world trade, not only
that, but it was an American symbol and it was destroyed in a manner of hours. Having
something taken from us so quickly is quite devastating. So they aren't "just towers".
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Besides, do you realize how many people were around when the first plane hit?
Thousands died. It was a horrible day. But, I don't wanna hold a grudge... smashc0m 1
year ago 3 Sharky2055 1 year ago vgamer3 Joined: March 09, 2009 Last Sign In: 4 hours
ago Videos Watched: 1,068 Subscribers: 0 Channel Views: 10 Age: 15 Country: United
States >>>>>>>>>> That's dispicable. You're a disgrace to America. Sharky2055 1 year
ago SisterThunder 1 year ago we 'amaricans' cry because alot of our familys and friends
died in that SisterThunder 1 year ago raducu120583 1 year ago and what good would that
do raducu120583 1 year ago raducu120583 1 year ago show hide everybody knows it
was an inside job..the whole world knows it...but they are afraid to stand up and say
something....remember when Bush said to the world : now it's time to choose..u are with
us, or u are with the terrorists...and if anybody dares to question the americans, that
means that they are with the terrorists raducu120583 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
raducu120583 Please start listing everyone in the world's names and their statements as
proof please. Sharky2055 1 year ago JulianSurf3rPR 1 year ago i think he has a point i
mean look how the towers fell it was maybe bombs on the building JulianSurf3rPR 1 year
ago Sharky2055 1 year ago There were no explosive used on 911. Sharky2055 1 year ago
dannybonnar 1 year ago open your eyes dickhead dannybonnar 1 year ago Sharky2055 1
year ago dannybonnar MY eyes are open wide and I see the TRUTH.......AlQaeda
attacked us on 9/11/2001 and has been on US soil & abroad since 1992....... Sharky2055 1
year ago SandiByrd 1 year ago well said. SandiByrd 1 year ago shadmehr99 1 year ago
Sharky2055: You are right. "Thermite is not explosive, but can create short bursts of
extremely high temperatures focused on a very small area for a short period of time."
(Wikipedia) shadmehr99 1 year ago raducu120583 1 year ago all i want is proof...some
footage that shows proof of an actual plane hitting the pentagon..that's all..is that to much
to ask?..with all the cameras around, shurely at least one camera recorded the so ccalled
plane descending on the pentagon...but nothing...u know why?..because there was no
plane raducu120583 1 year ago vectorfive 1 year ago Sry i was asking from where
ftumtd50 got infos that they found bodies still in their seats in pentagon. LHOs911 i have
seen all the sites your talking about and im 100% sure that Bush admin is involved in
those horrible incidents. vectorfive 1 year ago Hindsight2o2o 1 year ago
watch?v=ZZCEOW0-vVw =) Hindsight2o2o 1 year ago LHOs911Lies 1 year ago 11: 45
- 46 wheres the Plane ? LHOs911Lies 1 year ago Pillat07 1 year ago Well, today there
was fighter jet deployed around the city I live. Today, being APRIL 04/09. I think it has
something to do with North Koreas missle launch . I decided to watch this vid bacause it
is pretty much the start of the end. Pillat07 1 year ago SONofEIRE1987 1 year ago when
i was a boy i always wanted to go to New York and those buildings especially being from
ireland i'd say that building at 3:18 on the left is bigger than any in this country, RIP
SONofEIRE1987 1 year ago Riverboy190 1 year ago I was a sixth grader at the time. I
was at home watching this on the news and I actually witnessed the second plane hit. I
was completely in shock. My grandmother had told me that they were being attacked but
I didn't know what she was talking about. I was also scared to death for one of my aunts
who lives in New York City. Riverboy190 1 year ago FTUMTD50 1 year ago i know i
was just trying to reassure you there wasnt a missile and they found bodies that were still
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in the seats from the aircraft FTUMTD50 1 year ago vectorfive 1 year ago your sources
plz? vectorfive 1 year ago LHOs911Lies 1 year ago simply google the following sites
PHYSICS911 NET PILOTS FOR 911 TRUTH ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS
FOR 911 TRUTH NY 9/11 TRUTH 911 MYSTERIES PATRIOTS QUESTION 9/11
the list is Massive ! LHOs911Lies 1 year ago LHOs911Lies 1 year ago ALL BELIEVE
911 WAS AN INSIDE JOB Berg, Philip J. - Deputy Attorney General, Pennsylvania
Bowman, Col. Robert - Director of Advanced Space Programs Development under
Presidents Ford and Carter Burks, Fred - State Department Interpreter for Presidents
George W. Bush and Bill Clinton Christison, William - Director of the CIA's Office of
Regional and Political Analysis Cleland, Senator Max - Member of the 9/11 Commission.
Former U.S. Senator from Georgia LHOs911Lies 1 year ago GaoGao56 1 year ago i
remember seeing this on the news when i was in the 4th grade. no one would tell me what
was going on (not even my parents). GaoGao56 1 year ago blemery88 1 year ago i heard
the news after school and i just got back my trip blemery88 1 year ago
puppynamedmoleson 1 year ago my uncle was on American Airlines flight 77
puppynamedmoleson 1 year ago Karffebon 1 year ago 2 war is war... no one wins at war
Karffebon 1 year ago 2 obroome 1 year ago and damn it didnt work. obroome 1 year ago
obroome 1 year ago 1:17 srry you can spam this. it if i post this comment it will let me
watch the video. obroome 1 year ago blackdragon767 1 year ago This did not affect my
life at all, shit happens. blackdragon767 1 year ago nangirly 1 year ago mee too.. i was
only 8 years old.. and didnt understand so much but i feel so scared and frightened and
sad at the same time.. even im not from usa.. i feel really bad :( nangirly 1 year ago
kaelaann 1 year ago I was in grade 2 when this happened and I always thought it was bad
and my father always told me how this would go down in history forever. being so young
at the time I didn't even understand why, four weeks later, there were men with guns in
the airport. I never really got it... until now. kaelaann 1 year ago FaTTie1992 1 year ago
Omg that must have been HORRIFYING i feel srry for all those lives taken away :( im
doing my speech on this FaTTie1992 1 year ago bballhorseluvr97 1 year ago being right
there must've been scary, cuz, wut if they had another plane to go after apartments!?
thats wut my uncle was thinking! btw, i had two uncles, one died after being forced to
jump from the towers, and another was watching from his apartment, and saw his brother
jump......R.I.P uncle Robby, R.I.P bballhorseluvr97 1 year ago bballhorseluvr97 1 year
ago rest in peace those poor people! i'll never forget actually seeing it on tv!
bballhorseluvr97 1 year ago cathyhello 1 year ago 2 this is horrible. my heart still aches
for them after watching this video. i will never forget. my prayers to their families.
cathyhello 1 year ago 2 raducu120583 1 year ago they say that the plane that hit the
pentagon vaporized on impact...that's why there is no wreckedge...if that's true, it would
be the first time in aviation history....THE PENTAGON WAS HIT BY A CRUISE
MISSLE raducu120583 1 year ago EuroCup2008 1 year ago its not, america just created
there own little explosion, they someone died but acyually no one did. EuroCup2008 1
year ago Riverboy190 1 year ago I'm sorry, but I really do not believe the Pentagon was
hit by a missile. If so.......where did it come from? Riverboy190 1 year ago FTUMTD50
1 year ago my brother was in the pentagon when it hit and there was no fuckin missile
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FTUMTD50 1 year ago Riverboy190 1 year ago I never said a missile hit the pentagon.
Everyone keeps saying that there wasn't any debris left of the airplane so a missile had to
have hit it. I don't believe a missile hit the pentagon!!! Riverboy190 1 year ago
LHOs911Lies 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam reporter
ED HASS contacted the FBI Headquarters to learn why Bin Ladens Most Wanted poster
did not indicate that Osama was also wanted in connection with 9/11. He spoke with
REX TOMB , Chief of Investigative Publicity for the FBI. When asked why there is no
mention of 9/11 on Bin Ladens Most Wanted web page, Tomb said, The reason why 9/11
is not mentioned on Bin Ladens Most Wanted page is because the FBI has no hard
evidence connecting Bin Laden to 9/11. LHOs911Lies 1 year ago xprettyflyx 1 year ago
this is horrible....how could anyone do this on purpose? people went through hell on that
day xprettyflyx 1 year ago ijustinefan407 1 year ago ITS SOUNDS LIKE ALIEN
NOICES ijustinefan407 1 year ago TitoDaMan 1 year ago Why did they cut out the
second impact? TitoDaMan 1 year ago TitoDaMan 1 year ago At 5:30 you can see
another plane flying past the WTC TitoDaMan 1 year ago Zakamaru 1 year ago To think
I was in that 6th grade homeroom class that fateful morning... Rest in peace to those who
died. Zakamaru 1 year ago raducu120583 1 year ago how stupid can you be...it's exactly
the opposite..The WTC was built so that if something catastrophic were to occur,like a
plane hitting it, it would NOT collapse like it did..and what about the pentagon..THE
PENTAGON..the best guarded building in the world, with so many cameras, AND NO
CAMERA RECORDES AN ACTUAL PLANE CMOMING SO LOW AND
HITTING THE BUILDING....and where the hell was the wreckedge????...nothing...
raducu120583 1 year ago LHOs911Lies 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam also be aware of some other excellent sites with more info on them
PILOTS FOR 9/11 TRUTH SCHOLARS FOR 9/11 TRUTH PHYSICS911 NET
911TRUTH ORG NY 911TRUTH ORG VETERANS FOR 911 TRUTH 9/11 TRUTH
EUROPE PATRIOTS QUESTION 911 and sooooo many more LHOs911Lies 1 year
ago LucidDreamer92 1 year ago raducu Dude I am on 'your channel' which people are
beginning to switch to which is 'most' possibily the likely answer.....how could a plane
fly so low and dissolve into The Pentagon? And to dispel the rumours if we are shown
footage of what must have been in 100's of cameras from all angles of a plane actually
doing that then I'd start believing the govt! Also play any "controlled demolition" tape of
old buildings destined for demolition and wow it looks just that way...controlled!
LucidDreamer92 1 year ago UDflyer04 1 year ago bomb iran!!!! UDflyer04 1 year ago
Mickael18 1 year ago i love the little music in background it let have me memory of the
11 septembre Mickael18 1 year ago BaseballMaggot42 1 year ago Probably because they
picked up the camera and started filming after they saw the first one collapse. They
wanted to see what happened afterwards. They weren't filming the first collapse because
they had no idea something was going to happen. BaseballMaggot42 1 year ago
BaseballMaggot42 1 year ago 2 This is for all of you that think that the WTC was an
"inside job". The WTC was built so that if something catastrophic were to occur, it
would collapse like it did: straight down. They designed it like that so it wouldn't lean and
fall and cause more damage to surrounding buildings. No inside job, get it through your
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thick heads people. BaseballMaggot42 1 year ago 2 cleanupman22 1 year ago fuckk...this
vid is raw...damn if i was there i woulda been tripping i woulda needa to smoke a fatty to
calm my nerves cuz thats serious shit.. RIP to those who died cleanupman22 1 year ago
CHRISLEBROCK 1 year ago To all those 'conspirators' who believe in conspiracy to
fulfill their empty lives, spare a thought for the lives you deliberate over in your games.
Coz I for one will never forget! Two planes, two buildings, thousands of heros.
CHRISLEBROCK 1 year ago CHRISLEBROCK 1 year ago 2 was on the 15th Floor of
WTC 1. There were alot of hero's that day. To the point where people couldn't
comprehend it, and many gave their own lives to save others. I may not be American, In
fact I am English, but we all lost someone we loved or cared for that day and I am
personally proud to call myself a New Yorker! CHRISLEBROCK 1 year ago 2 adsheff 1
year ago Funny how the woman talking watches thousands of people die horribly, then
says, "Thank you God" !!! Clearly not all there! adsheff 1 year ago Discofreestyle 1 year
ago 2 Perhaps....and this is just a wild stab in the dark here, but there is just a slight
possibily that during the time when nobody in the city, or worldwide for that matter
knew whether there would be more planes coming, she is thanking god another plane
hasn't hit her building, which was only 500 yards away. Just a thought there Einstein,
before we start saying someone is 'not all there.' Discofreestyle 1 year ago 2 bapen 1 year
ago its built to colapse like that idiot bapen 1 year ago Buakavv 1 year ago i dont agree,
builduing wont collapse so perfeclty Buakavv 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Buakavv
What is perfectly in regards to a collapse of a 110 storry tall tower? Do some research
like from sites such as North western College, MIT, Standford, Cambridge University
and if you want something simpler let me know. I'll gladly provide a few links for you to
read about the collapse. Sharky2055 1 year ago Buakavv 1 year ago inside job, its weird
that it fall down it dont looks that it gonna fall Buakavv 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year
ago Buakavv No, it's not weird at all considering the 767 knocked the fireproofing off the
steel beams, the fire reached temps that caused the steel beams to sag causing the
supports to bow in. Finally the trusses tore away from the supports, thus the
progressive collapse began. Sharky2055 1 year ago Discofreestyle 1 year ago At least
there is one sensible person who actualy bothered to read about how the building
collapsed rather than just jumping on the conspiracy bandwagon. Everything you have
written is absolutely correct. Discofreestyle 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago
Discofreestyle Thanks. Some people really DO apply commonsense and do proper
research about this. Sharky2055 1 year ago raducu120583 1 year ago so..u believe
everything u see on tv.....DON'T! raducu120583 1 year ago raducu120583 1 year ago 26
minutes...and exactly right before the plane hit and the buildings collapsed, it was
cut...why did u cut it??it was very important..we could have seen something different
from what the tv shows us...EVIDENCE..wake up america....911 was an inside job
raducu120583 1 year ago purplemonkeymouth 1 year ago you just cant accept that there
was poor people who was inside a hijacked plane. purplemonkeymouth 1 year ago
cantcrap95 1 year ago you're a dumb ass cantcrap95 1 year ago raducu120583 1 year ago
and again something was cut right before the second building collapsed raducu120583 1
year ago raducu120583 1 year ago why is it not continous???something was cut at 11:45,
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right before the second plane hit....care to explain please raducu120583 1 year ago
Poffan92 1 year ago se wasnt filming the whole day? she started filming becuse she heard
another explosion?????? ask her ur self. Poffan92 1 year ago brandone1983 1 year ago
Hahahaha....greatings from Serbia.... brandone1983 1 year ago Ph3n1kS 1 year ago omfg
people fall in 7:30 Ph3n1kS 1 year ago gamefan101 1 year ago 2 i was in the 5th grade
when this happend after i found out I didnt understand what it meant now im 18 and its
really hard to take in so many people family members and friends died its awful and I will
never forget that day may they all rest in peace 9-11-01 gamefan101 1 year ago 2
electricvibe5 1 year ago 2 omg, when she opens the window and you can hear the chaos
on the streets....wow, so disturbing electricvibe5 1 year ago 2 PengMafia 1 year ago too
fucking long. their lives aren't worth my 26 minutes god bless PengMafia 1 year ago
zobhir100 1 year ago were u laughing or crying in 14:30 zobhir100 1 year ago oxxygen14
1 year ago @zobhir wow..u think some1 could laugh at that?! :-/ oxxygen14 1 year ago
zobhir100 1 year ago ???? what zobhir100 1 year ago xXxJaziiBaybeexXx 1 year ago
Crying. Obviously.. Why would she be laughing. xXxJaziiBaybeexXx 1 year ago
zobhir100 1 year ago omg so distrubing u c people fall in 7:30 zobhir100 1 year ago
Joshuaguss 1 year ago I wish they would have saved that for right after the Giants won
the Super Bowl. That would have knocked the smile off those Giants fans. Joshuaguss 1
year ago Riverboy190 1 year ago This is not something to joke about. Take it some place
else. Riverboy190 1 year ago Joshuaguss 1 year ago I'm not joking man, I'm serious. I hate
New York city, that city is full of Gay people. My brother went visit New York, they
had this guy winked his eye at him. California is full of Gay people too. That's the only
ste where they have Gay marriage.Go on YAHOO Answers and by search put The
gayest state" witch what most people put. Joshuaguss 1 year ago Riverboy190 1 year
ago I respect your opinion but, I took offense to your comment because I have a relative
who lives in New York and California. Just because your brother had one bad experience
there doesn't mean everyone from New York is gay. There is a common misconseption
that everyone from Texas wears boots and talks country. That is obviously not true but
alot of people think that. B.T.W. a wink can have many meanings. It may send the wrong
message but I'm sure your brother probably took it the wrong way. Riverboy190 1 year
ago Sharky2055 1 year ago Joshuaguss There's nothing wrong with being gay. They're
just as human as you are, or perhaps even more so. Sharky2055 1 year ago kalebtowne 1
year ago i just herd a loud boom 00:36 to 00:38 no shit you think??? kalebtowne 1 year
ago JohnCorsale 1 year ago she didnt know what it was JohnCorsale 1 year ago
HobosapiensFTW 1 year ago There is no way of proving 9/11 was an inside job, you
can't prove any of this, so stop making ridiculous assumptions just because you hate this
country, even though you probably live in it. HobosapiensFTW 1 year ago barrelracer36
1 year ago I thank you for posting this! Im not saying people WANT to watch what
happend, but there are SO many shows that have this in it, yet never actually show the
TRUTH of what happend! Man that must have been horrible to be there when this
happend! =[ barrelracer36 1 year ago sylvialu66 1 year ago y r u acting so calm?
sylvialu66 1 year ago Voiding 1 year ago my page is upside down :S Voiding 1 year ago
kellyjellyshelly 1 year ago just delete the flip=1 in the addres bar kellyjellyshelly 1 year
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ago rodman332 1 year ago 2 how the hell is this page backwards....btw 9/11 inside job
rodman332 1 year ago 2 911insidejob81 1 year ago 2 Why real "terrorists" ( USA elite,
CIA) wanted 9/11 terroracts? to round constitutional rights with antiterrorist laws (
Homeland security, Patriot act, Real id) invade Iraq for oil invade Afganistan for oil and
pipelines big corporation interests in gun trade and chaos in Iraq and Afganistan. turn
USA in police state ( laws controlling "terrorists") terrorist in their thoughts are free US
citizens Real id coming to us! search youtube for "Real ID" and "Fema concentration
camps" 911insidejob81 1 year ago 2 911insidejob81 1 year ago 2 9/11 was an inside job
Criminal Elements within the US Government staged a "False Flag" Terror Attack on its
own citizens,in order to manipulate public perception into supporting its agenda. WTC7
collapse was controlled demolition! 911 was an Inside Job . please watch "9/11
coincidences part 7" 911insidejob81 1 year ago 2 rodman332 1 year ago 3 thanks for
spreading the truth! people need to wake up rodman332 1 year ago 3 arabboyffm 1 year
ago NO wonder Amerika is a country funded from the bluth of oder Nations,from the kill
of origen pupulation the indians and slavery or kill of black africans to the wordwars and
atombombs how kill evry thing in hiroshima and nakasaki childern and civiliens , kill of 3
millions vietnames 2 millions irakis and afgans , if that was not terror waht amerika did
and do you have to shame bush and your terrorist troops,your nation is a nation based of
production of terror and buy bombs to destroy evry thing arabboyffm 1 year ago xjv8 1
year ago you are totally right xjv8 1 year ago vebebella 1 year ago 2 that is just so
horrible! vebebella 1 year ago 2 NSSdt 1 year ago 2 what the fuck! did you hear the
explosion at this tape by 7.54min-7.55min and the 2 flashes at the uper level 2/3 of the
tower!? There blow it up! INSIDEJOB!!! man ich has mer tusig mol aglueget..... NSSdt 1
year ago 2 Cassie0z 1 year ago ok user xjv8, did I introduce myself as an America? NO I
didn't, Cause I'm not an American, but I definitely protect them MORE than Muslims or
Iraq's. so if U plan to reply to this one, be sure to read this comment 3 times before you
reply, cause you seem to make mistakes in reading, misunderstanding things.. like this
incident right here! Cassie0z 1 year ago Cassie0z 1 year ago American sorry, my bad.
Cassie0z 1 year ago xjv8 1 year ago defending america today is just like germans
defending hitler, there is no diffrence between them, propaganda,spreading hate and lies
all around the world and then start mass murdering ppl for oil. U are a typical
brainwashed retard, no matter where youre from, retard is retard. should i post u the
warcrimes of the american bastards over the last 30 years in islamic countries. why the
fuck u think many arabs and iraqs hate them? because they murderem them for many
years u dumbass..not religion xjv8 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago xjv8 No, you're
wrong, idiot. The US government didn't start the war for oil. They don't acquire oil for
America's oil companies. The war's nearly cost a trillion dollars. It's by far extremely
cheaper to buy oil from Canada & other resources we buy from regularly. Also, we
invaded Iraq in March 2003. We invaded Afghanistan to extradite AlQaeda in October
2001. If it were oil from Iraq the govt wanted they would've used Iraqi hijackers. No
warcrimes were committed. You're clueless. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago xjv8 1 year ago
iraq has more oil than canada ever will have, and alQaeda is the product of america u
dumbass idiot, u are brainwashed as fuck. After they slaughterd mulsims for many many
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years they started hating america, u would do the same if russians kill and rape your
familiy everyday. America is the biggest terrororganisation on the planet, there is no
doubt about it, its a fact. u commit warcrimes all the time... hiroshima,puerto rico, the
islamic countries, india, everywhere hang yourself pls xjv8 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1
year ago xjv8 Wrong. Canada has 1 of the largest deposits as does Russia. I'm not
brainwashed. AlQaeda is the product of wahabbi & mideastern Muslim's using it to get
what they want by perpetuating terrorism. No,the USA doesn't commit terrorism or
warcrimes. Also,either way it would be the US govt doing it. You can't blame all
Americans for what our govt doesn't or doesn't do. All we do is elect them & HOPE FOR
THE BEST. They're NOT our puppets on a string we can control. PULL YOUR HEAD
FROM YOUR ASS BoomBoom2055 1 year ago eskayne 1 year ago us whites have
raped pillaged and plundered for years and we aint gonna stop now you shit colored
faggit eskayne 1 year ago mdd77mdd77 1 year ago 2 please be respectful mdd77mdd77 1
year ago 2 sdineen557 1 year ago Rest In Peace John E. Moody<3 Your greatly missed!
sdineen557 1 year ago viper7192 1 year ago really hard... really really hard to see what
happened to america at that they viper7192 1 year ago fayik123 1 year ago 2 what is
difficult to believe about highjackers crashing an aircraft into a building. We saw it happen
live. If you can't believe what you se then you need help. fayik123 1 year ago 2 ElComico
1 year ago This is a very haunting video. ElComico 1 year ago extrastoutbeer 1 year ago
Look. I'm Italian. Last time I had a similar discussion, my "opponent" :-) kept saying
American economy is strong blah blah and Italian economy's weak blah blah. And to
maintain his position he made the example of CAR INDUSTRY. Now, Italy is one of the
few countries around that has been little affected by the crisis - in fact Italian car
industries are actually BUYING Chrysler shares! Now, it is surely not your case, but
lots of Americans express opinions they can't even justify. extrastoutbeer 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago extrastoutbeer I don't care who you had a discussion with. It
wasn't me. NOT all Americans are alike. What you're talking about isn't necessarily
ignorance. It's called pride. It's hard for some to admit to people from other countries that
taunt them that America's in the toilet. It's not as if many like having their nose rubbed in
it. Can you blame them? BoomBoom2055 1 year ago extrastoutbeer 1 year ago I already
underlined it wasn't you. In my opinion, going around boasting that one's is the best
country in the world and the rest are crap is NOT pride in the "healthy" sense. I call it
NATIONALISM, I find it a terribly ignorant thing, and this is true regardless of the
"side" it comes from. As you see, I quite agree with you in a way. But I don't think it is
something related to the crisis, since I've always seen such people on facebook or other
and they were mostly American and Balcanians. extrastoutbeer 1 year ago Prev 62 63 64
65 66 67 68 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety
Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug
Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0)
Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show
your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading...
Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home
Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account
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Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From:
NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or
Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) Julianos99 1 year ago
they sound so calm at the beginning! probably in disbelief Julianos99 1 year ago
namaariekai 1 year ago xjv8.. whether you support the terrorists or not.... just stfu... This
was a painful even fo so many people and all you can say is that they deserved it? no one
deserves this, you're so busy accusing everyone else for what happens in the world to
think about the effect you have on people. stop being so selfish namaariekai 1 year ago
mygaboo 1 year ago Listen to what the witness exclaims at 12:16. mygaboo 1 year ago
Dragon123561 1 year ago This has alot of great evidence that was apparently edited
hmmm makes you wonder what really happen. Dragon123561 1 year ago
juanjosemtzvillela 1 year ago ameriicans are normal people they like hambugers and
cocacola ,sbowl,beisball,hotdogs and peanuts ,thaksgivingday ,and rockandroll,lots of sex
and drugs and also they are free and braves,someone has to do the job in the world let
americans be the captains of the mother earth,someone has to be the boss
juanjosemtzvillela 1 year ago AlsterStrela 1 year ago Yeah really fuck you. greetings from
Hamburg AlsterStrela 1 year ago israel4good 1 year ago Comment removed
germanavatarfan 1 year ago 3 @Quatility4: FUCK YOU! germanavatarfan 1 year ago 3
Quatility4 1 year ago show hide go osama bin laden!!!!!! Yeah!!!!! Quatility4 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago Quatility4 " go osama bin laden!!!!!! Yeah!!!!! " Joined:
April 28, 2007 Last Sign In: 2 hours ago Videos Watched: 185 Channel Views: 570
Country: United States <<<<<<<<<<< Why are you so happy that 3000 of
humanbeings, and citizens of the country you reside in died so horribly? Why are you
praising a terrorist? BoomBoom2055 1 year ago Jdplaya47 1 year ago God Bless America
borther Jdplaya47 1 year ago xjv8 1 year ago war crimes of the american assholes in the
last 25years 2003 iraq 2001 afghanistan 1999 yugoslavia 1998 afghanistan 1988 sudan
1993 somalia 1991 iraq 1989 panama 1987 iran 1986 lybia 1983 lebanon this is why
muslims hate u, they were the victims of you assholes many times just like other
countries, and u made the world belive that muslims are evil, that they kill because of
religion? and the stupid americans belive it. if it wasnt an inside job, thx "muslims" u fight
for the right xjv8 1 year ago spamkam 1 year ago Wow, you live in Germany?.... Nuff
said. spamkam 1 year ago xjv8 1 year ago i live in germany, but im not german, and if so,
where is the problem? no1 i responsible for more warcrimes after the second worldwar
than the brainwashed dumb nation of america, who voted a warcriminal twice, in the 21.
century? u and your fat family fuck all americans, all of u deserve bombs in their fat
stupid ass. xjv8 1 year ago spamkam 1 year ago 3 The people in the WTC at that moment
weren't responsible for the government's actions also. And "u and your fat family"? You
immature little brat, I am dutch, not american. I don't like the americans as a country, but
any moron with a good heart should know no one deserves an attack like that. Whether it
is america, holland, germany or israel. So put your degrading little comment in your ass,
when you choose to live in a country who's responsible for the 2 biggest wars of the 20th
century. spamkam 1 year ago 3 xjv8 1 year ago im not german, but after the second
worldwar, no1 killed more ppl, in history of the world, no1 killed more at war than
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americans, hitler was neither responsible for all deaths at the second worldwar, i guess u
dont know xjv8 1 year ago spamkam 1 year ago First of all, the WWI and WWII are all
history. I don't have anything against germany.Imjust saying that, with the arguments
YOU have, you're talking bullshit because you live in a country "responsible" for the
deaths of millions of lives.And your arguments are not my arguments mate. You are
saying;AFTER the second worldwar no1 killed more ppl than the americans... does the
sequence of wars make that much difference then?Not one civilian should be punished
because of the deeds of his/her country spamkam 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
xjv8 NO, we're not responsible for warcrimes. Are you so very ignorant that you blame
ALL Americans for what their government does? Not all voted for Bush. Why do U think
people deserve to die because they're fat and dumb? Again, you're being ignorant by
stereotyping all Americans that way. Americans don't deserve bombs dropped on us. U
are NO better than those U accuse. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago xjv8 1 year ago who ells
is responsible for it? who voted a warcriminal twice? we are now in the 21. century, and u
do it over and over again, u are warcriminals, most ppl in america are brainwashed hateful
ppl, in my opinion they deserve bombs everyday, so they can see what they did, for u its
just another war, but ppl their get killed and raped everyday, the only reason america
attacked them is money, just fucking propaganda made u belive they are right. xjv8 1 year
ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 2 xjv8 NO ONE is. Just electing them does NOT mean
we can control them. Is that what you expect? Do you expect us to vote for them then
attach strings to them so we CAN control them? He's NO war criminal. Unless you've
tolaked to 100% of Americans you've no idea to base your insipid "most ppl" on. It's just
NOT true. WE don't deserve to be bombed. Your opinion is horrid and makes YOU NO
BETTER THAN THOSE YOU ACCUSE. Can you comprehend that? BoomBoom2055
1 year ago 2 extrastoutbeer 1 year ago Well, you have to admit that on youtube there's
plenty of Americans who match the stereotype. Most comments show deep ignorance
about their country's policy. And when you make them notice that from another shore it
was quite apparent from the beginning that Bush would've led to SUCH a crisis, they
start insulting you. extrastoutbeer 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago extrastoutbeer
NO, I don't, so I won't admit to any such insipid thing. THAT's ignorance. Americans do
not deserve to be treated like shit because their government was shit. We vote them in and
hope for the best. That's all we can do. NO ONE should expect us to be abhle to control
our government like they're puppets on strings we hold. That's not realistic at all. There's
NO reason to insult a person what their government has done. BoomBoom2055 1 year
ago extrastoutbeer 1 year ago Look. I'm Italian. Last time I had a similar discussion, my
"opponent" :-) kept saying American economy is strong blah blah and Italian economy's
weak blah blah. And to maintain his position he made the example of CAR INDUSTRY.
Now, Italy is one of the few countries around that has been little affected by the crisis in fact Italian car industries are actually BUYING Chrysler shares! Now, it is surely not
your case, but lots of Americans express opinions they can't even justify. extrastoutbeer
1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago extrastoutbeer I don't care who you had a
discussion with. It wasn't me. NOT all Americans are alike. What you're talking about
isn't necessarily ignorance. It's called pride. It's hard for some to admit to people from
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other countries that taunt them that America's in the toilet. It's not as if many like having
their nose rubbed in it. Can you blame them? BoomBoom2055 1 year ago zizou19844 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam war crimes of the american
assholes in the last 25years 2003 iraq 2001 afghanistan 1999 yugoslavia 1998 afghanistan
1988 sudan 1993 somalia 1991 iraq 1989 panama 1987 iran 1986 lybia 1983 lebanon this
is why muslims hate u, they were the victims of you assholes many times just like other
countries, and u made the world belive that muslims are evil, that they kill because of
religion? and the stupid americans belive it. if it wasnt an inside job, thx "muslims" u fight
for the right zizou19844 1 year ago djhit112 1 year ago Seek the truth. Learn the truth.
There are dumb American's and there are dumb people from every country on the face of
the planet. That is irrelevant. Every individual is different!!in their belief(s). War is terror
there is no doubt about that. But something had to be done about evil dictatorship e.g.
Saddam Hussein and his killing of thousands of innocent people(s), the Americans
smoked him out of his hole and i hope they smoke them all out for the good of their
country and the world!!Dickhead djhit112 1 year ago generatrix999 1 year ago All
everyone has is corporate controlled news. They were fed a bunch of bullshit on 9/11 The
story was whatever the news channels were told to report, nothing more. generatrix999 1
year ago muslimgirl1986 1 year ago Whether it was an inside job or the work of crazy
terrorists only God know but its just horrible that innocent lives were lost. It hurt me a
lot because I am an American Muslim and I remember how tough it was on Muslims after
9/11!! We(Muslims) were hurting just as much as the rest of America was hurting but no
one seemed to notice! muslimgirl1986 1 year ago MegaSpiderMan 1 year ago 4 RIP to all
those involved in 9/11. God bless America. Note to all conspiracy theorists: Two
highjacked planes flew into the towers. No bomb, no government involvment, just two
highjacked airline planes. Once again, God bless America. MegaSpiderMan 1 year ago 4
LHOs911Lies 1 year ago 911 was an inside Job, the following videos prove it LOOSE
CHANGE 911 ZERO 9/11 911 MYSTERIES SEPTEMBER CLUES 911 TABOO 911
RIPPLE EFFECT LHOs911Lies 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago Simple Fruit
Cake Recipe 1 whole LHOs911Lies NO planer 'truther' ½ cup corn oil,½ cup corn syrup
¼ cup brown sugar, 3 eggs, beaten 1/3 teaspoon salt ,½ cup milk 1-¾ cups bread flour, 1
teaspoon soda ¼ cup Kingsford's Cornstarch 1 teaspn cinnamon, 1/3 teaspn nutmeg ½
teaspoon each clove and allspice ¾ cup halved, moist raisins ¼ cup chopped, candied
orange or grapefruit peel ¾ cup moist currants ½ cup finely sliced citron ¼ cup chopped,
candied pineapple BoomBoom2055 1 year ago Jdplaya47 1 year ago Well said Jdplaya47
1 year ago melikepuddingalot 1 year ago you know whats sad. bush said that they failed
on ruining the country. i hate to say that but thats wrong. because of this were realling
getting close to falling melikepuddingalot 1 year ago urtwilightbuddy11 1 year ago How
sad and terrifying it must have been to be experiencing this in front of you. I ways only 3
when this happened, and I ddin't know what had happened, but now, I do understand,
and everything is so terryifing and horrific that I was glad I didn't understand when I was
3. I would've been tramatized for life. urtwilightbuddy11 1 year ago jakerzz1234 1 year
ago holy shit u can c pple jumping out jakerzz1234 1 year ago jcsavestheday00 1 year
ago I don't know if anyone has said this amongst all of the conspiracy theories and such,
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but thank you. Thank you for filming this, thank you for posting it. jcsavestheday00 1
year ago richardmoores 1 year ago God damn muslims! Why are they all called
mohammed, or ali? And why are they so god damn hairy, and brown? I think it;s because
they're so ape like, snd because they're so religious, is because they habe small
brainwashed minds, and they don't think for themselves, rather as a collective.
richardmoores 1 year ago markiz12345678960937 1 year ago lol markiz12345678960937
1 year ago anthonyf51094 1 year ago why are you laughing? This is depressing! And you
laugh at people dying? anthonyf51094 1 year ago flanflinflan 1 year ago 13:40 no omg...
OH MY FUCKINGGGGG GOD!!! flanflinflan 1 year ago WeirdFaceProductions 1 year
ago RIP everyone that died in this and watch the u2 superbowl trubute i cried
WeirdFaceProductions 1 year ago RZK4Evr 1 year ago This is so depressing, it happened
when I was ten and I went to school, everyone was so sad, and I didn't even know why.
RZK4Evr 1 year ago ArroganceOfMan 1 year ago In my opinion cassie0z ur being racist
ur self. U see Adolf Hitler judged an entire religion on the choices of certain individiuls
who were not all jews, YOU are judging every last muslim on account of individuals so ur
in no place to accuse an entire community and call some a racist when ur doing it ur self.
ArroganceOfMan 1 year ago Ambrator93 1 year ago Shut the fuck up, Bush did this so
that he has the perfect reason to attack us and blame shit on us, its a set up and ur stupid
enough to fall for it asshole.. Ambrator93 1 year ago Cassie0z 1 year ago Shut up you
fucking racist muslim piece of shit! go back to Arabia and be fucking happy about being
as ugly as you muslims are.. wearing your ridiculous uniforms and skirts and praying to
allah, retarded fuckers. Cassie0z 1 year ago BokkieBoy 1 year ago There must be some
seriously retarded Muslims on this site to write such crap. Good luck America in your
quest to kill the terrorist scum. BokkieBoy 1 year ago Nuppums101 1 year ago Omg
Nuppums101 1 year ago ahmadatiah1 1 year ago its ur government who did this u
dummies they planted bombs in the tower ahmadatiah1 1 year ago mamproce 1 year ago
why this movie is not full? i mean the first tower colapse is not on tape ?????? mamproce
1 year ago mofficelica 1 year ago ahhahahahahahahhahahah 74875576 mofficelica 1 year
ago mofficelica 1 year ago fuck u shocks its bush that planned this u dickhead to get a
reason to kill arabian ppl mofficelica 1 year ago beelzebozotiiiiime 1 year ago dont be an
idiot all your life beelzebozotiiiiime 1 year ago Cassie0z 1 year ago u fuckin muslim, you
fuckers planned this to kill americans! Muslims are fuckers, who hate everyone and think
that everyone hates them (Tho we didn't) and then u plan a terrorist attack cause you
THINK that everyone hates you.. fuckers. Cassie0z 1 year ago xjv8 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam war crimes of the american assholes in the
last 25years 2003 iraq 2001 afghanistan 1999 yugoslavia 1998 afghanistan 1988 sudan
1993 somalia 1991 iraq 1989 panama 1987 iran 1986 lybia 1983 lebanon this is why
muslims hate u, they were the victims of you assholes many times just like other
countries, and u made the world belive that muslims are evil, that they kill because of
religion? and the stupid americans belive it. if it wasnt an inside job, thx "muslims" u fight
for the right xjv8 1 year ago ledzep126 1 year ago What a sad sad day! Thanks for your
video. ledzep126 1 year ago SirGameface 1 year ago Well planned, Jews. SirGameface 1
year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago SirGameface Jewish people didn't commit the
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attacks of 9/11. Islamic Extremists from the mideast did. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
ShoksD2 1 year ago I Cry ! Madness, I Hate Arabian!!! God bless the american!!!
ShoksD2 1 year ago 74875576 1 year ago I wish this year the american government plots
another attack in their own country like 9/11. i will celebrate big time :) 74875576 1 year
ago FIREHAWNK 1 year ago Mis sinceras condolencias, es duro pero me alegra pensar
que hay gente que llora por la desgracia de otras personas....si hubiese ocurrido en mi pais
las lamentaciones se hubierán perimetrado en los familiares y amigos.......Dios bendiga a la
gente buena como ustedes. FIREHAWNK 1 year ago slynwily 1 year ago Like most
people, at first I thought it was a terrorrist attack and that Osama Bim Laden did it. I
believed what they told me but if you look at the facts and do some research you see that
it was staged, an inside job. If you do not understand this, remove your blindfold.
slynwily 1 year ago LHOs911Lies 1 year ago yep you are correct also check out
SEPTEMBER CLUES 911 TABOO 911 RIPPLE EFFECT LHOs911Lies 1 year ago
slynwily 1 year ago I just watched the Zeitgeist movie, learned a lot. Corruption after
corruption after corruption. slynwily 1 year ago nokkiecookie90 1 year ago May God
give them all peace and blessings. nokkiecookie90 1 year ago LHOs911Lies 1 year ago
Watch the video here ZERO AN INVESTIGATION INTO 9/11 for the truth about 911
LHOs911Lies 1 year ago blackbird309 1 year ago I'm surprised they never dropped a
nuke considering what the Japanese did to pearl harbor. blackbird309 1 year ago
Iceygirl2323CP 1 year ago oh..... oh my god! Iceygirl2323CP 1 year ago GessicaMichaelJ
1 year ago 2 Oh God!This is so awful,so sad!! I feel this pain!I'am a brasilian girl,but i
feel your pain!='[ GessicaMichaelJ 1 year ago 2 SOFIANKIKHIA1199 1 year ago i
remember this sad day .. i hate to remember that .. oh my god SOFIANKIKHIA1199 1
year ago xbox628 1 year ago not god but people let it and did it xbox628 1 year ago
whiteoutgoalie 1 year ago you got that from I Am Legend... whiteoutgoalie 1 year ago
LHOs911Lies 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam " box
cutters" enabled the " hijackers' to take control of the planes and hit their targets with
pinpoint precision ? LOL HAHAHA how naive, how childish, how immature and utterly
Asinine ! US vs. THEM, they 'hate' us for our Freedom so they flew planes into our
bldgs , WE is GOOD, THEY is bad BUSH standing on a pile of smoking dust and rubble
with a Loud bullhorn with everyone shouting USA...USA...USA... in Tears the nation is
in shock... this was the ULTIMATE ' mind fuck ' LHOs911Lies 1 year ago sebastian844
1 year ago why did god let it happen..? ;( sebastian844 1 year ago chmrules 1 year ago Se
me han puesto los pelos de punta al ver un video como este. es increible a la vez q
extremecedor. chmrules 1 year ago Agentdoommachine08 1 year ago 2 i couldnt believe
what i was seeing wen i was goin to school that morning shuch a sad day u must of been
terrified i would of been iam from the uk so ill shall give my respect to all those people
who died that sad day rip we love u america :D:D:D Agentdoommachine08 1 year ago 2
awesomepivots 1 year ago wtf? ur vid like skips a frame and u guys freak and the building
splodes... awesomepivots 1 year ago LHOs911Lies 1 year ago for the answer to that just
watch vids on here SEPTEMBER CLUES 911 TABOO THEORY OF GHOSTPLANE
911 MYSTERIES LOOSE CHANGE 911 LHOs911Lies 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was an inside job
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Criminal Elements within the US Government staged a "False Flag" Terror Attack on its
own citizens,in order to manipulate public perception into supporting its agenda. WTC7
collapse was controlled demolition! 911 was an Inside Job . please watch "9/11
coincidences part 7" 911insidejob81 1 year ago modernclics 1 year ago 12:10 "It was a
military plane" modernclics 1 year ago puppynamedmoleson 1 year ago that "milatary
plane'' was united airlines flight 175 puppynamedmoleson 1 year ago LHOs911Lies 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam What i find HIGHLY
interesting and quite suspicious of actual planes being used is the FACT that out of all 4
'supposed' planes that were used on 911, we as regular citizens cant confirm that ANY
were used going by the Live On Air Media covg. that day. 2 WTC planes dissapear into
bldgs and then both collapse. Planes 77 and 93 we are told somehow just 'vaporized' and
disintigrated upon impact. LIVE on air videos Media Reports 911 of Shankville field and
Pentagon show NO plane parts LHOs911Lies 1 year ago barthagabor 1 year ago 5:40----that was an airplan barthagabor 1 year ago bluesfashion 1 year ago fuk!i remember that
day,,, so sad bluesfashion 1 year ago xjv8 1 year ago it was an inside jobs of the modern
nazis(americans) u are all brainwashed retards who deserve to die, there is no diffrence
between germany 70 years ago and america today xjv8 1 year ago 4AKanaal 1 year ago At
5:40 there is a ufo on the left of the building O_o 4AKanaal 1 year ago ViCkJhee 1 year
ago Well, maybe it was an AIRPLANE??? Omg... you really think those things excist,
right? ViCkJhee 1 year ago nikon005 1 year ago Amazing video , rip all those who
perished that day nikon005 1 year ago jujuman94 1 year ago my condolences to the many
lives lost jujuman94 1 year ago taloli200 1 year ago now u says omg... if u see wats ur gov
they did in iraq .afghanistan .plastine wat usay after taloli200 1 year ago Spherian7 1 year
ago All you friends need to go to YouTube "Comparison Vid - the Planned WTC
Demolition. That shows examples of strobe like flashes from a demo in Texas, then it
takes you to the North Tower. All you need to see is one, but don't worry - there are
very many. In Bob^Bri video u can start to see them as tiny silver flashes around 7: 42
one by one.. You can hear them go off - each like a distant gunshot. At 7:32.5 debris falls
from sbove jet hole. 1 sec later POW !!! Right for the distance.. Spherian7 1 year ago
Darkreaper9602 1 year ago how did you upload a 26min video????????? oO
Darkreaper9602 1 year ago OmgMelissaRoxUrSox 1 year ago i think mayb because its a
featured and special video, im not totally sure though OmgMelissaRoxUrSox 1 year ago
USERNAMEKLEMPTOR
1
year
ago
i
have
a
newspaper
still
USERNAMEKLEMPTOR 1 year ago herencia21 1 year ago whats up with the funny
music? sounds weird while the attacks are on. Like the orchestra on titanic or something
in resimbelence. herencia21 1 year ago Voiding 1 year ago Best 9/11 Footage I've ever
seen. R.I.P All who died that day and go to hell all you terrorists. Voiding 1 year ago
njgnjg03 1 year ago show hide LOL .. CIA got to this video too !!! Don't know y I
thought I would actually get to see the MILITARY PLANES that hit the towers. I pray
for you Bob and Bri cuz they know you know the truth.. Even more, I pray you made a
whole bunch of copies of this film before you made it public! It will b needed in the court
of law one day when the 9/11 cover up is finally brought to justice!!!!! njgnjg03 1 year
ago Peace2Love15 1 year ago 2 R.I.P All the people who got killed on 9/11 :( Osama Bin
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Laden should eat shit and die in hell! (No Lies) >:( Peace2Love15 1 year ago 2 YDude26
1 year ago 2 i can see a person falling around 7:14 and my mother was on the 2nd plane
R.I.P YDude26 1 year ago 2 brooklynboy93 1 year ago omg really was she really on the
plane brooklynboy93 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago Why real "terrorists" ( USA
elite, CIA) wanted 9/11 terroracts? to round constitutional rights with antiterrorist laws (
Homeland security, Patriot act, Real id) invade Iraq for oil invade Afganistan for oil and
pipelines big corporation interests in gun trade and chaos in Iraq and Afganistan. turn
USA in police state ( laws controlling "terrorists") terrorist in their thoughts are free US
citizens Real id coming to us! search youtube for "Real ID" and "Fema concentration
camps" 911insidejob81 1 year ago Ivansterrr 1 year ago iii hope everyone Goes tO a
better place ONE day ( ' : cause this wOlrdd is just full of war and racism ; god bless
yOuh All [[x -- Ivansterrr ( : TM Ivansterrr 1 year ago keepinitr3al 1 year ago wow, if
you weren't in the buildings you were on the ground and you would die by the smoke and
debris. shit, my friends cousin was in 105th floor, he jumped all the stairs and made it out
keepinitr3al 1 year ago AnimaSuperiore 1 year ago Non so chi capisce la mia lingua... 3.05
UFO 5.30 UFO AnimaSuperiore 1 year ago paulie21212121 1 year ago 20:20 i know you
guys were in shock, but you said it's just smoke, still, until TODAY, people are still
suffering from the fumes and the smoke, it caused cancer and killed many people. and the
government isn't doing ANYTHING about it. they won't cover the costs for medical care
because they don't believe it's been caused by 9/11 but they do know it and in my
opinion it WAS an inside job. check out my video of proof that is was an inside job.
paulie21212121 1 year ago mitchman394 1 year ago God didn't do this. We did.
mitchman394 1 year ago LiverpoolFC2oo9 1 year ago r.i.p all the victims
LiverpoolFC2oo9 1 year ago CHRISPORTS35 1 year ago Terrible thing that happened
CHRISPORTS35 1 year ago gust33v 1 year ago did anyone suffocated and died by the
smoke? gust33v 1 year ago KitteMissen 1 year ago Why is there so much evil in this
world... KitteMissen 1 year ago nudd0234 1 year ago I am English (that's good)
SEPTEMBER THE 11 IS NOT We as nations a a relationship should feel for the victoms
of SEPTEMBER 11TH and LONDON 7TH JULY IN WHICH MANY PEOPLE DIED
GOD SAVE THIER SOULS YE, AN COLOUR IS SPELT COLOUR NOT COLOR
GOD BLESS nudd0234 1 year ago jonpeter78 1 year ago 4 All terrorists must die!!
jonpeter78 1 year ago 4 vastylervas 1 year ago 22:00 is so true. we have to feel lucky.
over eight years the impact of all this started to wear off. watching it again reminded me
of how bad this was, and how lucky the families are whose relatives made it out.
vastylervas 1 year ago yasserdahleh25 1 year ago this day sucks so bad and my b-day is
9/11 and since then ive been having so much bad luck, its unbelievable yasserdahleh25 1
year ago tombradyfan7594 1 year ago I am so sorry u have to deal with this.
tombradyfan7594 1 year ago gothicevil13 1 year ago 4 God bless the families for being so
strong, and when we find Bin Laden, I personally want to kick him in his microscopic
balls! gothicevil13 1 year ago 4 gothicevil13 1 year ago Hockeyroks, your a sick, evil son
of a bitch. gothicevil13 1 year ago redskins8921 1 year ago i hope everyone who says
somthing bad about 9/11 will burn in hell alot of people died there if u think people that r
dieing is funny then ur possesed. in this acadent there were paerents husbands wifes lost
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redskins8921 1 year ago fjollornaz 1 year ago show hide It's sad but it was America's
stupidity that caused it. fjollornaz 1 year ago hockeyroks4ever 1 year ago at about 7:00
you almost can see somebody jumping off the building hockeyroks4ever 1 year ago
cardsnchipsplz 1 year ago siltopian7 i live savannah ga reply to this comment and i will
gladly meet u in the street. to make it easier for u i should be in kuwait by 5 /2009 come
look me up cardsnchipsplz 1 year ago redskins8921 1 year ago Comment removed
siltopian7 1 year ago Comment removed delismdances 1 year ago Dont talk like that
delismdances 1 year ago MiJrgens6302 1 year ago And i hope you are on the roof of that
building then. MiJrgens6302 1 year ago 110greef 1 year ago This is the kind of sad event
where every body remembers what he was doing during that time and how he learned it.
110greef 1 year ago alxzlat 1 year ago Those were the days. Everyone was partying in
Greece. Us the the muslims lol. I hope I dont sound too inconsiderate or anything. My
thoughts are with the families of the victims. May they all rest in peace alxzlat 1 year ago
bruinhoopsfan 1 year ago Evil. Just plain evil you are. bruinhoopsfan 1 year ago
wharfrat89 1 year ago 2 Half the people that believe in this conspiracy bullshit have
never even been to NYC.....I live 20 minutes from the city....15 people from my town
died in the attacks....I remember that day like it was yesterday.....They let us out of
school early so we could see our families.....We all thought my uncle was dead for a
while....You could smell the sulfur from NJ. wharfrat89 1 year ago 2 Sims2grl56 1 year
ago 2 i remember watching this happening when i was little. its horrifying just thinking
about it. alot of my friends' parents and relatives died. i cant imagine how those people
must have been reacting inside the building.. shudders Sims2grl56 1 year ago 2
damonshill1980 1 year ago 3 god bless all the inocent victims of that terrible day thanks
for sharing your footage you couldx hear from your voice that it was life changing and
horrendus to witness r i p victims damonshill1980 1 year ago 3 BABBY2423 1 year ago 2
that is so rude, selfish, and pitiful. as for the rest of the comments left about conspiracy
or whatever , that doesnt matter either. I cant believe ppl would watch this just to say
rude things about it! And if you are an american citzen and you have the balls to come on
here and degrade the country you llive in, you might as well pack and move the hell out of
this country. you dont deserve to benefit from anything this country has to offer, wealth,
protection, or rights. go across seas. BABBY2423 1 year ago 2 BABBY2423 1 year ago 3
truly people, this is not a place to express your feelings about why we had it coming or
how we did this to ourselves. this is a tribute. If you have nothing to say as in
condolences, then dont say anything at all. the siberia comment, thats stupid to come on
here and say something like that. This is not about siberia its about the horrors that the
ppl who filmed this witnessed and the effect it had on them. you are no better than
anyone who commits murder and other horrid acts. BABBY2423 1 year ago 3 leflaco69 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 11th september is
absolutley funny, because americans killed americans! Bin Laden??? hahaha. buildings
was mined... leflaco69 1 year ago korsakoff555 1 year ago haha funny your fucking face is
funny you fucking terrorist i wanna hit whit a plane your face korsakoff555 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 2 leflaco69 Why do you think it's funny that Americans
died? I've never done anything to you. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 2 mrsmile1987 1 year
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ago i grandi potenti sono solamente dei fiji di puttana mrsmile1987 1 year ago
lizlawford1906 1 year ago shut up fonsrbija. Im from the uk and i remember this well, its
shocking and awful! lizlawford1906 1 year ago FrederikIL 1 year ago God, im felling with
you! Rest In Pease! FrederikIL 1 year ago 0Miraluna0 1 year ago 4 Wow, amazing video.
It goes on for so long too! R.I.P To everyone who died in the WTC. You shall not be
forgotten... 0Miraluna0 1 year ago 4 iamkillermonkey 1 year ago how could one person
have so much evil inside of him to do something like this? iamkillermonkey 1 year ago
fonsrbija 1 year ago I will something asck you,how could some country have so much evil
inside to kill children and other people because they just Serbian and because they defend
their country. 11 september is just panished for what you do to Serbia. Baut this is a
litle! You killd children! fonsrbija 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 3 fonsrbija Did
you see that user do something to Serbia? NO. Did you see any of the 3000 victims do
anything wrong to Serbia? NO. Pull your head out of your ass.YOUR sorry ass is NO
better than those you accuse. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 3 fonsrbija 1 year ago Did you
see any of the 300 children do something wrong to USA? NO,and you kill them,because
ther father defend his country. Suck my dick stupide americans! fonsrbija 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago fonsrbija NO, I didn't. You're not getting the point. You've
no right to blame all the people for what their govt might have done. Wishing death on
Americans makes you NO better than thos eyou accuse. The Serb govt was committing
mass homicide, which was thought to be genocide. THAT needed to be stopped. It was
the United Nations that launched the assault to stop it. There was MORE than just
America involved. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago fonsrbija 1 year ago Boom Boom 2055
Your govt represent American people,and Serb govt didn't mass homicide.KLA make
genocide on Kosovo and Serbian army defend all Kosovo people,and Albanian. KLA killd
everyone hou don't think like them. UN did not say YES for bombing Serbia but USA do
thet. Thet is crimes! I not wish death Americans but you must pay for mistaces. God see
evrything! fonsrbija 1 year ago theohtherworld 1 year ago the states has a lot of control
over other countries. Some people would do anything to destroy that. There have been
other threats on the world trade center, but they were ignored. It was a warning for the
States. I think the sad part really is how it happened in 8 in the morning when everyone
is at work. If there had been no one in the building, then that's one thing, but the goal was
for the building to be full. In their opinion, it's a good thing it happened. To us, it's just
crazy. theohtherworld 1 year ago adenex 1 year ago please!! read thest Revelation 18: 8 to
21 is awesome!! God bless you!!! adenex 1 year ago hooks4e 1 year ago this is horriable
:( hooks4e 1 year ago Reecekennedy1995 1 year ago show hide yous had it coming
Reecekennedy1995 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago Reecekennedy1995 Why do
you think we, "had it coming"? BoomBoom2055 1 year ago LesFloyd 1 year ago It was
horrible just to see this... I can't imagine what it would have been like to witness this.
LesFloyd 1 year ago angelx1694 1 year ago This video sent a chill down my spine.
angelx1694 1 year ago aabbklll101 1 year ago ok hold up how did hulk hogan get in
conversation with the 9/11 attack ??? aabbklll101 1 year ago NinjaKiwi911 1 year ago 3
anyone who says hulk hogan is/was a terrorist needs to go die! you don't know anything!
and you believe anything that you hear on t.v. or the internet! NinjaKiwi911 1 year ago 3
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CfOme 1 year ago I cant believe that some people are actually blaming the jews for 9/11
everyone knows that it was an inside job but not by the jews no probably most likely
due to the involvement from the WWE especially Hulk Hogan who was believed to be the
mastermind behind this ingenious scheme for him to reap the obvious benefits ...Hogan
was actually paid $5,000,000 for every death on 9/11 theres an amazing film that will
open your eyes to this conspiracy I think it was called jaws. CfOme 1 year ago nrb6304
1 year ago I think that your smoking crack, because that's the biggest load of bullshit I've
ever fucking heard in my entire life. For a loads of different reasons. For one: Hulk Hogan
a terroist?! The man almost ran for president and now you want to call him a terroist?
Second (and most importantly) You said blame the WWE? On 9/11/01 Hulk Hogan
wasn't working for the WWE, he wasn't under contract with them until late January of
2002. Your sad nrb6304 1 year ago CfOme 1 year ago I think youll find that my
assumptions are entirely factual and if you watch the film jaws it will open your eyes to
the mother of all conspiracies behind 9/11 CfOme 1 year ago banknote98765 1 year ago
Look buddy, you're the one smoking shit. Hulk Hogan is a terrorist! What a better
disguise than calling yourself "The real American"! No one would ever expect him!
Except of course, for me and the other guy, the only people who aren't deluded by the
WWE and Vince McMahon. banknote98765 1 year ago nygrafite1 1 year ago wtf wat the
hell r u smokin nygrafite1 1 year ago nrb6304 1 year ago Ok buddy, if you truley say so.
I think that you and your buddy cfOme have seen a couple of fucking fake ass photos of
Hogan hitting the towers with a chair. You and your buddy are truley sad and hopeless,
and if you two are living here in America ya'll are truley the epitome of a dumbass. It's
people like ya'll two that make other countries think that America is full of ignorant fucks
nrb6304 1 year ago HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam 9/11 was the best thing that ever happened. Gosh I loved that shit.
Hilarious. HAHAHAHAHA HungLikeSaddam 1 year ago DynamicScherzo 1 year ago
Fuck you HungLikeSaddam. DynamicScherzo 1 year ago banem55 1 year ago maj gad,maj
gad !Sta maj gad? Pa vi to radite celom svetu godinama. banem55 1 year ago denilson200 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam As a black man. the white
people on that plane were COWARDS. White people - How the FUCK can you allow 7
or 8 Arabs armed ONLY with knives and boxcutters, hijack a plane full of 100's of white
men and take it down ? Do you think if that plane was full of blk men they would have
got away with this ? They would have been crushed !! White people are brave when they
have a gun or in a jet plane or a tank, but in 1 on 1 combat ? Basically white people are
brave ONLY when the odds are in their favor. denilson200 1 year ago javoracnemanja93 1
year ago the american army did almost the same thing to serbia when they attacked
Belgrade march 24 , 1999 and they killed more than 3.500 inocent people !!! they invaded
us 2.300 times with bomber planes and distroyed about 300 hospitals and schools !!!
javoracnemanja93 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam "Operation Northwoods" in 1962 was a plan by governament to
stage acts of real terrorism on US soil and against U.S. interests and then put the blame of
these acts on Cuba in order to generate U.S. public support for military action against the
Cuban government of Fidel Castro.Kennedy did not approve it in 1962.Bush did in 2001.
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9/11 inside job. It is in wikipedia!!! google "Operation Northwoods" 911insidejob81 1
year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
9/11 was an inside job Criminal Elements within the US Government staged a "False
Flag" Terror Attack on its own citizens,in order to manipulate public perception into
supporting its agenda. WTC7 collapse was controlled demolition! 911 was an Inside Job .
please watch "9/11 coincidences part 7" 911insidejob81 1 year ago franarez 1 year ago 2
For all those people who hate america?!? Get out of planet earth!!1 move to UR
ANUS!!!!!! franarez 1 year ago 2 schmeebauer 1 year ago jedas des scheene haus und
flugzeig.... =( schmeebauer 1 year ago respec2Brespected 1 year ago if i ever met u, i
would shoot u in the face respec2Brespected 1 year ago mikeoxhuge 1 year ago 12:17 "It
was A Military Plane" 12:27 "We just saw IT happen... Their attacking the World Trade
Center not us"??? 13:04 "IT was A HUGE plane"??? Dont forget the A.W.A.C. at abot
5:31 left of tower below dark band as she pans out. this is no chopper. mikeoxhuge 1 year
ago ploarice 1 year ago show hide HAHA Fuck America you see what you get Americans
for getting evolved in Hitlers Plans now i hope the middle east finishes you fucks off
FUCK AMERICA! ploarice 1 year ago westminsterguys 1 year ago nice person !!
westminsterguys 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago ploarice Joined: July 11, 2008 Age:
20 Country: United States <<<<<<<<<< That makes no sense whatsover. Sharky2055 1
year ago Romanisk0m21 1 year ago I can't believe how it was like to be in all that smoke
and dust when the buildings collapsed Romanisk0m21 1 year ago ja737s 1 year ago this is
just crazy ja737s 1 year ago GTAlvs414 1 year ago pause at 11:52 and you will see a
UFO to the right. GTAlvs414 1 year ago cdmc16 1 year ago it's a news chopper u idiot.
cdmc16 1 year ago herpfreakuk 1 year ago Anyone else think a 9/11 edition of Jenga
would be a good idea? herpfreakuk 1 year ago zrogoszinski 1 year ago also if you hate
america so much, why are you trying to take credit for the foundation of america?
zrogoszinski 1 year ago zrogoszinski 1 year ago im not saying the irish didnt contribute
to america, im arguing that the irish didnt BUILD america. the british did. the founding
fathers were british. almost every president was british decent. until after the civil war,
most famous americans were british decent. im taking all of this information from british
and USA textbooks. give me proof that from day one, the irish had a greater role in
american history than the british. zrogoszinski 1 year ago zrogoszinski 1 year ago
actually my statements came straight from a history textbook, and a handful of primary
documents. look it up. im not saying that you are wrong, I just want proof before I make
that claim. when did ireland want to become an american state? who proposed it? who
discarded it? any documents pertaining to that event? again, the irish didnt make an
impact until after the 1850's-1870's because nobody liked them then. they were lower
than a slave. zrogoszinski 1 year ago zrogoszinski 1 year ago every country was created
and built on some form of corruption. and ill be damned if slavery had no impact to USA
history. the slaves' presence created decades of conflicts until the civil war, which began
because of slavery. plus there are quite a handful of great african americans. its not a great
history, but you have to look at the zeitgeist as well. zrogoszinski 1 year ago
zrogoszinski 1 year ago if you dont know the factual side, then how can you make that
claim? why dont you research American history, trace every famous american's roots, or
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every american who influenced the USA greatly, and if most of them were irish then you
win. But for at least 100 years after the usa was created, the irish contributed almost
nothing. which is a fact because the irish immigration was between 1840-1850, and again,
for a while the irish were considered lower than a slave. they were seen as scum.
zrogoszinski 1 year ago Rgjrunner 1 year ago Ireland did Not Make America Rgjrunner 1
year ago zrogoszinski 1 year ago i know that, but there are over 300 million people living
in the USA. Most Irish people lived in the north and as we all know, the USA was built
by southern farmers, northern merchants, black slaves, and mostly british decent
presidents. So again, how did Ireland build america? zrogoszinski 1 year ago zrogoszinski
1 year ago besides the black slaves, all of the categories I mentioned were mostly
populated by british decent. Plus the irish were considered lower than a slave for a few
decades. by the progressive era the irish became more accepted into society. But still the
irish population was overshadowed by british decent americans. also most to all irish are
catholics, and catholics are a minority. zrogoszinski 1 year ago zrogoszinski 1 year ago so
again, how did the irish build america? there were famous irish americans who contributed
to the usa greatly, but they didnt BUILD america. Plus the irish immigrated to the USA
in the 1850's, which is almost 100 years after the birth of the usa. give me proof
zrogoszinski 1 year ago Rgjrunner 1 year ago my fuckin ass, the irish did nothin but try
to rip off America and now they try to claim Barack Obama is Irsih Rgjrunner 1 year ago
zrogoszinski 1 year ago ireland? zrogoszinski 1 year ago WKaliberr 1 year ago That was a
good day. WKaliberr 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago WKaliberr Why do you say
this was a good day? BoomBoom2055 1 year ago almostemokid 1 year ago thier is a face
in the smoke at the time of 19:41 almostemokid 1 year ago sugarnutter 1 year ago Oh my
god there is! Wow. I remember, my mum rushing home when I was 8. sugarnutter 1 year
ago damardan86 1 year ago yeaaahhh its beutiful its greaaaatttt damardan86 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago damardan86 Why do you say this was a great, beautiful day?
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago loveshockey1 1 year ago It was certainly a inside job for the
US Government! loveshockey1 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago loveshockey1
NO, it was no inside job and there's NO evidence of it. There's nothing to even base an
intelligent speculation on. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago ninjaguy14159 1 year ago that was
the most tragick terrist thing that ever happend =( ninjaguy14159 1 year ago 52687asssss
1 year ago almazing it stood so long even iut was hit 52687asssss 1 year ago
tstrongmets20 1 year ago 2 wow i cant imagine wat it was like being there tstrongmets20
1 year ago 2 cdneh 1 year ago 2 Watching this video made every part of me shake in
shock.. I was 17 years old living in Vancouver Canada at the time and my Mom dragged
me out of bed at 6am Pacific time to watch what was happening. It put the fear of god in
me then and it still does today. Utterly devistating... cdneh 1 year ago 2 JJMC24 1 year
ago the truth?watch my video JJMC24 1 year ago norwegiangangsta 1 year ago 17:20
ohh.. what is this? agree with funnyman117 norwegiangangsta 1 year ago alexrm82 1 year
ago It was the helycopter of NYPD... alexrm82 1 year ago toons123 1 year ago Terrible
thing that happened. People, please google "Operation Northwoods" for some pretty
interesting information. I think you will be quite surprised. toons123 1 year ago
70LucyBug 1 year ago We will never forget. Love from California...... 70LucyBug 1 year
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ago cybershot102 1 year ago 9:13 theres someone at the corner of the building
cybershot102 1 year ago funnyman117 1 year ago All I have to say to this is: Fuck, this
is depressing. I still remember that day like it was yesterday. funnyman117 1 year ago
Swordsh 1 year ago i think the wtc should have been gaurded with swordslayers Swordsh
1 year ago Greeceeig 1 year ago I totally agree with you its not funny at all. Greeceeig 1
year ago holasweety 1 year ago what's with the happy music? holasweety 1 year ago
JJMC24 1 year ago the truth?watch my video JJMC24 1 year ago 246mitch 1 year ago
awsome video where the second tower? 246mitch 1 year ago tstrongmets20 1 year ago
ITS BEHIND THE 1ST tstrongmets20 1 year ago DynamicScherzo 1 year ago Its gone
you asshole! DynamicScherzo 1 year ago fidelbernabemolina 1 year ago Realmente
impresionante e inadmisible, fidelbernabemolina 1 year ago Reecekennedy1995 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam that was so fuckin funny
Reecekennedy1995 1 year ago slad0425 1 year ago fuck u slad0425 1 year ago bygdrew 1
year ago fuck you and go too hell you dump cock sucker!!! anyone else ever notice when
one of these cowards post stupid shit like that,they never have a pic of them self???
bygdrew 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago Reecekennedy Why do you think its
funny? BoomBoom2055 1 year ago proudcroatian95 1 year ago wtf? where is the second
plane? hmm but i think it's an inside job... proudcroatian95 1 year ago dannyir 1 year ago
show hide lololololololoolololol that was the funniest thing that ever happened in history
hopefully black people died dannyir 1 year ago 01276609329 1 year ago 5 9/11is not
fucking funny you racist cunt. 01276609329 1 year ago 5 BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 2
dannyir Why do think that's funny? Why do you hope black people died?
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 2 hulkbatman112 1 year ago 4 the hell nine eleven was not
funny you rasist bastard hulkbatman112 1 year ago 4 holasweety 1 year ago 2 if you
think that a devastating event like this is funny, then they're something seriously wrong
with you. How would you like it if YOU were trapped up in that building or someone
you loved died because of a stupid terrorist attack? And besides, black people are exactly
like white people. If you took a white man and dyed his skin black, he'd still be that same
man underneath the skin, so stop judging people because of they're race! We're all human,
for heavens sake. There's enough war already. holasweety 1 year ago 2 shadow89675 1
year ago 2 I guess dannyir is too pussy to reply. just like I excpected. why is it funny?
pussy shadow89675 1 year ago 2 Gerardfreekinrockz 1 year ago there was steel
supporters in the tower that held it up and the fire and explosions melted it which made it
collapse and it was NOT bush that planned the 9/11 that is just bullshit, as in WHY and
then why is he still going after that osama dude. I learnt that in Modern studies.
Gerardfreekinrockz 1 year ago billabongindustries 1 year ago omg so sad...
billabongindustries 1 year ago mellyann013 1 year ago Im at a loss for words. it is the
best recording of 911 i have seen cause its just pure honest and raw with emotion. i
remember this day sooo clearly and i live in pennsylvannia and was in 8th grade at the
time. it just leaves me at a lost for words and makes me question if the government knew
about this and how long before hand...it really opens up alot of things..any everyone
points their finger at G.W.Bush, imagineif you were the president what and how would
you handle the situation. mellyann013 1 year ago neeraj111666666 1 year ago how can
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people do this kind of crime long live america neeraj111666666 1 year ago ohnzee 1 year
ago just cant imagine how the hell did both towers collapsed.... ohnzee 1 year ago
TruthSeekingWoman 1 year ago in the words of one survivor..."who would have known
world trade center made out of sheet rock" TruthSeekingWoman 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055
1
year
ago
ohnzee Like
this:
sciam. com/article.
cfm?articleID=000B7FEB-A88C-1C-75-9B81809EC588EF21
news.
bbc.
co.
uk/2/hi/science/nature/6987965-. stm Accounts of Tower Structural Instability and
Expected
Collapse
911stories.
googlepages.
com/accountsoftowerstructurali-nstabilityande BoomBoom2055 1 year ago ohnzee 1 year
ago thanks man ill look this up ohnzee 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago ohnzee
You're very welcome. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago ohnzee 1 year ago Okay if ever 911
was not an inside job,, theres only one thing I can see, it was a terrorist attack, the
difference is.. the government had no idea who did it... so they fabricated some evidences,
they saw an opportunity and grabbed it, and chose to attack Afghanistan and Iraq
(Former Allies/Pets and So fucking rich in OIL btw). and next plan is to go with the
FLOW... i wont be surprised if IRAN is next.. attaacing IRAN would be the end of your
quiet lives in the US.. new mujahideens will arise ohnzee 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1
year ago Ohnzee You've no clue what you're babbling about. ldeo. columbia.
edu/LCSN/Eq/20010911_wtc.
html
rcfp.
org/moussaoui/
firehouse.
com/terrorist/911/magazine/gz/
september11news.
com/OsamaBinLaden.
htm
september11news. com/OsamaEvidence. htm infoplease. com/spot/al-qaeda-terrorism.
html BoomBoom2055 1 year ago hilllpvg2009 1 year ago you're such a fake hilllpvg2009
1 year ago youtubr4p 1 year ago you guys seem real calm... youtubr4p 1 year ago
xboxpirates2000 1 year ago do u want to no why this happended and how did the
buildings calapsed.....well first they probably attack that building cuz they wanted the
record of it and second the building calapsed because of the fire on top was burning 1/4 of
it and some how the 1/4 of building couldnt hold it and started to fall each floor on by on
and then faster.... and did u say it was a millitary plain cuz i could think that they ran out
of gas and crashed. for more imformation amail me xboxpirates2000 1 year ago skat3r430
1 year ago You see how they fall by rows? fast? i think its because they planted bombs.
only possible way skat3r430 1 year ago tatinum2 1 year ago i think it was - i saw this
documentary about 9/11 at in slow motion u can see that the tower explodes before the
plane hits tatinum2 1 year ago 17rhino17 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam then you should go kill yourself 17rhino17 1 year ago 3034893118 1 year
ago I had a fire fighter friend that would of been there at the world trade center if he
would of not left new york city two days before 9/11/2001 3034893118 1 year ago
emac012345 1 year ago Stupid towelheads. This is on my birthday. emac012345 1 year
ago liquidsnakexxxxxx 1 year ago 1 star YA CUT THE GOOD PARTS OUT YOU
DUMB BITCH liquidsnakexxxxxx 1 year ago 94svenni 1 year ago 5 m father was on that
biulding i love him i wil miss him 94svenni 1 year ago 5 szlamx 1 year ago 12:11 - why
did you cut the plane coming towards the tower??? From what I see you had the camera
running all the time. What prohibits you from publishing the whole footage? szlamx 1
year ago majkelo26 1 year ago Show us a full video! Where's the second plane???
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majkelo26 1 year ago majkelo26 1 year ago Comment removed slotsmanden2 1 year ago
how can people DO THAT SHIT.. slotsmanden2 1 year ago carefree1989 1 year ago
wats with the music in the backgorund that nursery rhyme shit i think it goes well with
the video feature. carefree1989 1 year ago miryface 1 year ago what exactly was the world
trade center and why did they atack it necessarilly ? sry i ask a lot of questions miryface
1 year ago bevinrocks 1 year ago das so sad i swear down der r fukin sikk people in diz
world bevinrocks 1 year ago rawrimkat 1 year ago Oh my, Lilly's in daycare there.
rawrimkat 1 year ago DkzMarie 1 year ago it was so awful, terrifying horrible :'O i am SO
sorry! I'm sitting here crying, the world is so awful :'( DkzMarie 1 year ago VanJen89 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam omg, that's just awful :'(
heartbreaking when the woman starts crying after the 1st tower fell.. must have been an
awful thing for all new yorkers and others to witness that day.. VanJen89 1 year ago
VanJen89 1 year ago Comment removed Blackholedudeman 1 year ago omg
Blackholedudeman 1 year ago olalolilelai 1 year ago Hy. My name is Luka and I"m from
Croatia in Europe...thanks god we don"t have a terorist yet.... I don" know what feeling is
see something like that... Bože molim te da se takvo nešto ne dogodi u našoj lijepoj
Hrvatskoj. olalolilelai 1 year ago CRACKERS9000 1 year ago oh shit u must have bin
scared CRACKERS9000 1 year ago overtheclovers 1 year ago First of all, in the first part
I can hear in your voice that you were perfectly calm and that you didn't CARE. Then,
when you start "crying", the guy sounds like he's laughing. This is obviously fake. This
didn't fool me. overtheclovers 1 year ago wookiee420 1 year ago Most people were calm
at 1st dumb ass! Then when the 2nd plan hit, thats when people started to
panic/worry/etc. terrble for saying its fake and such. wookiee420 1 year ago
xANTIxHUMANx 1 year ago like your first instinct was a "terrorist attack". Fake. Not
9/11, of course. xANTIxHUMANx 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago xANTIxHUMANx
There's nothing fake about 9/11 Sharky2055 1 year ago xANTIxHUMANx 1 year ago 2 I
didn't say that. I just attempted to call out the zombiness of the society we live in... The
news says "terrorist attack", we say the term nonstop; the news says "bad economic
crisis", we say the term.... NONSTOP Congratulations, America... You are "free", but
don't express your freedom. xANTIxHUMANx 1 year ago 2 HopeforGod 1 year ago My
aunt had to run for her life. She actually fell and people were running over her. She tried
to go back to get her friend. But, there was no use. A Terrible day it was. But that God
blesses them. HopeforGod 1 year ago uplings 1 year ago 3 over 2.7 thousand people died.
and i was 15 yers when he died. :`\ but now for over 20 minutes ago i seen this video i
know my dad died when the first plane hit, and i cried. i just want him back. uplings 1
year ago 3 Gigglinggrape 1 year ago Im sorry for your loss Gigglinggrape 1 year ago
be3mina 1 year ago i'm sorry be3mina 1 year ago lillemeg12 1 year ago Comment removed
uplings 1 year ago oh my god whats happening. oh my god oh my god oh my god i just
saw it hapen xD Awfull day. my dad died. when the first plane hit. uplings 1 year ago
KL30000 1 year ago So sad, men... but if your dad died on it, you should not be using
XD smiley's because thats not funny, even if the other women is saying oh my god oh
my god oh my god... so, i'm sorry by your dad, and all the other people that died in this
stupid terrorist atack... and i'm a portuguese (azorean)! This it was the day when the
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world stoped... I was 6 years old when this happened, I think it was a movie... When my
mom sad me it was real, i din't want to believe! (how much people dead?) KL30000 1
year ago morana0909 1 year ago that was not terrorist attack.... cant be... morana0909 1
year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago morana0909 How can't it be a terrorist atttack? Please
explain in detail? Sharky2055 1 year ago morana0909 1 year ago watch movie on youtube
about inside job...this is job by gov. nothing alse..and you are naive if you trust bush and
bullshit around him! morana0909 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago morana0909 Those
movies are bullshit. This was NOT done by the US govt. They're too collectively inept,
ineffective and unorganized to do anything like this. I didn't trust Bush. That doesn't
preclude me from knowing that 9/11 was done by the terrorist network known as
AlQaeda. That's been proven in a US court of law. Sharky2055 1 year ago ramslak 1 year
ago It looks so beautifull but it is so awfull ramslak 1 year ago SouLinF1re 1 year ago
even americans believe this is a ''Inside Job'' But only one thing I want to say ; God bless
those people who died in wtc.. SouLinF1re 1 year ago NUpro234 1 year ago the music
doesn't exactly match... NUpro234 1 year ago cuteladycute 1 year ago its so sad :(
cuteladycute 1 year ago Sl1pknot47 1 year ago 2 New York is different without the
towers Sl1pknot47 1 year ago 2 ozzycity 1 year ago Amerika'ya yazık oldu.Ama bunu
El-KAİDE değil Amerika'nın kendisi yaptı diyenler var.Halbuki yalan.Amerika hiçbir
zaman böyle bişiy yapmaz.O'nun hakkında bir çok yalan atılıyor.Adam hiç bir şeye
yaranamıyor. ozzycity 1 year ago okjk74 1 year ago 3 This is how the bush family
justify war against other countries. You see they just can't go bomb other countries for no
reason, so they create a plot like this to justify their actions.THIS LOOKS GOOD TO
THE PUBLIC EYE AND GIVE BUSH ALL THE SUPPORT HE NEEDS FOR WAR.
okjk74 1 year ago 3 poparozi 1 year ago Questions must be answered "truthfully" before
our country can begin its healing process. 9-11 will always play a huge role into why our
economy has failed. But no need to worry, the perpetrators will reveal each other without
us nor them having to do so. Truth Will weigh down til it erodes false speculations sooner
or later.......In time, some pressure, mixed with gravity..... poparozi 1 year ago rorsh2008
1 year ago im english and it gets me diwn tht we spend billiions !!! on war and f all on
caring for the sick and needy !! ya average bloke/girl wants care and love not war!!!
rorsh2008 1 year ago ploppercon 1 year ago sob sob is this dangerous sob sob of corse its
dangerous stupid bitch! oh,and btw lol :P ROFLMAO!!!! ploppercon 1 year ago
ploppercon 1 year ago lol :P ploppercon 1 year ago PaschenBack 1 year ago
Statistically... 9/11 Americans won't get this joke. PaschenBack 1 year ago PatOBrien 1
year ago New World Order PatOBrien 1 year ago Susieshepherd 1 year ago Cute how the
chick in the background just so happens to be from the "middle east" (although she
neglects to say exactly where she's from) & really cute how she treats the destruction of
one of our greatest cities as if it was just an everyday occurance in the "middle east"
...anyone else see a problem w/ this picture? Susieshepherd 1 year ago PaulieMac77 1
year ago it sure dont seem like it was 8 years ago seems like it was only yesterday
PaulieMac77 1 year ago Anonymous2289 1 year ago I hear you, Paulie. Anonymous2289
1 year ago roccopruden420 1 year ago a big hellacopter. roccopruden420 1 year ago
kindsey01 1 year ago 2 now it seems like america has FORGOTTEN about this!!!! this is
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the reason why we have a war!!!!! kindsey01 1 year ago 2 Undine54 1 year ago I
appreciate that nations forget every evils have been done to them.... I was really scared
when I heared how the greeks hated England because they have taken away some of their
most fabolouse THINGS some hundred years ago... I really think England should give
that back to Greece - but I hate such hate between nations. I also think it is something
odd in this video. Why do we not see the moments before the towers collapse.? Its
almost like someone have fun of teasing the questionary ! Undine54 1 year ago
dozamen125 1 year ago september 11 2001hell rose as many sufferd and lives ruind
dozamen125 1 year ago ahsaniahmed 1 year ago at 10:18 you can c a dude standin there
confused god bless there souls ahsaniahmed 1 year ago pulle10 1 year ago obama hade
nothing to do with this cant we have peace in this world pulle10 1 year ago ShmexiHolz 1
year ago if u look closely from 7:00 onwards, objects are falling, i duno if its people or
debris, but im hoping its debris becuz i dont think the camera wud pick of the ppl cus its
too far away ShmexiHolz 1 year ago caleb879 1 year ago nah ppl are jumping. caleb879 1
year ago snizzle515151 1 year ago just after the 2nd plane hits at 11:50 , you can see a
plane top right, the unknown plane which have been mentioned in other videos
snizzle515151 1 year ago kylearcher1234 1 year ago those were people. kylearcher1234 1
year ago merrickv2028 1 year ago must of been a helicopter merrickv2028 1 year ago
bearclawmoto 1 year ago has to be the sun bearclawmoto 1 year ago bearclawmoto 1 year
ago at 1.43 look down about 200 floors from the bottom. and at 205 on the corner of the
building looks like smoke ,but could be the sun but looks real smokey at 3.16
bearclawmoto 1 year ago hotdrumchick 1 year ago We as a people, as a country must
make sure that this NEVER happens again---by any means necessary. Thanks to those
who recorded. hotdrumchick 1 year ago RamboFirefilms 1 year ago at 14:08 why was the
part of wich one of the towers fell down skipped?. RamboFirefilms 1 year ago
Daywalkeralex 1 year ago look closely at about 09:9 to about 09:11 a man is falling out
the window right next to where the two faces of the building meet (on the right hand side)
Daywalkeralex 1 year ago DawgTycoon 1 year ago it could be furniture or a desk or
something DawgTycoon 1 year ago MalaMucika 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam ˇˇT-I will make those who are in Satan's synagogue come and
bow at your feet and realize that I have loved you. They claim that they are Jewish, but
they are lying.-Tˇˇ MalaMucika 1 year ago opypoopy 1 year ago aliens... sorry dont call
me a freak i actul saw the saucer realy opypoopy 1 year ago MolokoPlus1980 1 year ago
RIP to everyone that died that day from the UK. MolokoPlus1980 1 year ago
longviewcomputers 1 year ago that was awful so many sould were lost that day :'(
longviewcomputers 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago Hey Aussie, got a match? cornskid 1
year ago bundypolkhigh 1 year ago The lady is really annoying in this video. Not to say I
don't think it was a major tragedy. bundypolkhigh 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago We
should have let the Japs have your worthless country in WW2. I trained with ANZAC
forces in the early 80s, they were smart tough guys, how in hell could they have spawned
a worthless piece of shit such as yourself? cornskid 1 year ago Dule007008 1 year ago oh
Great masons plan... Dule007008 1 year ago stundenplan36 1 year ago fuck you iraner
stundenplan36 1 year ago opypoopy 1 year ago it was aliens it was proven realy thats
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how it happend a saucer i was actuly witnessing it i even took a picture of it the saucer
was right near the building right 2 planes were heading to battle for an iraq possible airal
atack then they saw the saucer so they wanted to see what that was... and right when it
happend the saucer literly ZOOMED out of the way probly beacuce it thought it was
under atack but the 2 planes actuly ran into the building cauce they couldent stop and
they both blew up!! opypoopy 1 year ago stundenplan36 1 year ago what thissssssssss
iranerrrrrrrrrrr yuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu i´m from germany stundenplan36 1 year
ago xXBurnmyeyesXx 1 year ago 4 don't ever fucking think of this as america desevered
this yeh america was attacked but this about the thousands of people who died including
british and italian and from all countrys. people die and all you stupid people can say is "
its a goverment conspiracy" oh fucking get a life its bullshit to think this is a conspiracy,
theres so much proof this was a terrorist attack its stupid to think its a conspriacy, its
not them that desevere it's stupid people like you who should of died not them
xXBurnmyeyesXx 1 year ago 4 MolokoPlus1980 1 year ago Well said mate.
MolokoPlus1980 1 year ago italioguy 1 year ago i swear the people/woman video taping
this , is a complete stupid shit american - even worse, they have the window open to get
a better view to video tape, while holding a new born baby - great - the baby will have
cancer and be dying by the time he/she is 5 or 9 years old - and good ol mom and dad are
to blame this video and those filming it are your typical americans - i hope u never travel,
cause u are the open book of how stupid usa and its people truly are! by the way, usa
deserved it italioguy 1 year ago italioguy 1 year ago this is bull shit - how come this video
is allowed a 16 minute film -but others only max of 10 mins bull shit italioguy 1 year ago
italioguy 1 year ago get your pop corn et sprites!!! :0) italioguy 1 year ago itaxit 1 year
ago i beleive that people knew that this was going to happend like in the movie indepents
day the sentors birthday was september the 11 and it was made in 1998 or 99 so
somebody knew about this itaxit 1 year ago HyperMist17 1 year ago the 9 11 conspiracy
is a government conspiracy HyperMist17 1 year ago BluntAnim 1 year ago "I hope there
was nobody at work." Chilling. Very upsetting. BluntAnim 1 year ago sillenthilladdict 1
year ago 2 im fed up people keep callin me terrorist scince im muslim and i want to settle
it but im underage i canst sue dont call me terrorist for being muslim not everyone is bad
those r the assholes who say they going to give them paradise for killing usa people
{shiites}im sunni sometin better no i dont kill but my islamic family from dad and
christian family mom both served in militaryand if you call me a terrorist ill be pissd not
every muslim is extremist sillenthilladdict 1 year ago 2 DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year
ago i never called u a terrorist wtf i dont even hate muslims DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1
year ago orbodotws 1 year ago Inside Job. orbodotws 1 year ago Tr3vaSL3R 1 year ago I
don't get why they deleted the part when the "military" plane hits the other tower.
Tr3vaSL3R 1 year ago domtheman51 1 year ago dam =( domtheman51 1 year ago
Makasbolton 1 year ago cool...lol Makasbolton 1 year ago Ranchchick7 1 year ago Cool
Lol?! People died in that crash you do know right? Please don't make light of this. That
was a horrible event that I will always be bitter about!! Please show some respect!
Ranchchick7 1 year ago Sonic343 1 year ago You're sick. Sonic343 1 year ago
Makasbolton 1 year ago Anything terrible. People all over the world perish. Natural
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selection sometimes requires in cleanings. Makasbolton 1 year ago shitbeus 1 year ago
shut the hell up commi lollolololol shitbeus 1 year ago targetrich 1 year ago it's a 'where
were you when you heard about JFK' type moment. Very distressing. But I wonder why
they video'd it? targetrich 1 year ago AMMAARAH1 1 year ago ppl will video it becus
that has just becum part of history the day the towers fell its sad i knw and it shudnt
have happened but i am glad ppl did video it so that future generations can see what racial
hatred can lead ppl to AMMAARAH1 1 year ago windatekili 1 year ago why in this
video there arent the most important moments like the crush of the second plane and the
collapse of first tower ? it was censored by the US goverment ? windatekili 1 year ago
windatekili 1 year ago 12.16 windatekili 1 year ago Aceassassin99 1 year ago i bet you
every person knows where they were wen the trade centre was attacked. Aceassassin99 1
year ago lilillbill 1 year ago 2 I say it again..like so many times.. THE BIGEST
TERRORIST OF THIS FUCKED UP WORLD IS THE DAMN FUCKING
GOVERMENT OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE PEOPLE WICH
CONTROLLS THEM...LIKE THE CENTRAL BANK!!!!...How the FUCK can you
people do this to your own people....????????...fucking unbeliveble.. lilillbill 1 year ago 2
cokekiing 1 year ago Exactly the government, george bush came into the white house 8
months ago and this happend, you know why? cuz GEORGE BUSH IS A FUCKING
RETARD he is the worst man on the PLANET he is so stupid he has a lower fucking iq
then a COW! and i laughed when the building fell cuz usa had it coming! so FUCK you
anyone who replies to me saying anything to defend their white trash mother fucking shit
that was just to scare them and anger them next were gonna wipe texas off the fucking
MAP! cokekiing 1 year ago ante851 1 year ago I fel sad to se this its sick that they can do
somthing like that =( ante851 1 year ago saphirax123 1 year ago There are no terrorists. It
is the government itself saphirax123 1 year ago iloveyousomuchkissxx 1 year ago that is
so sad :( iloveyousomuchkissxx 1 year ago cooshtube 1 year ago 14:41 cooshtube 1 year
ago Ymril 1 year ago Fuckin talibans assholes... Band of cowards Ymril 1 year ago Ymril 1
year ago even 8 years later it's really horrible to see that... Ymril 1 year ago DennisFors 1
year ago It will allways be horrible..... DennisFors 1 year ago Ymril 1 year ago That is
sure... This is something unforgetable... Ymril 1 year ago BAMBOOTHEWALK 1 year
ago PLEASE CHECK OUT MY UTUBE CHANNEL,(BAMBOOTHEWALK)UTUBE
IM WALKING ACROSS AMERICA HELPING THE HOMELESS for every life lost
in 911 2001 and our soldiers lost, lets change some ones life im calling all
millionaires/billionaires/all celebs/HUMAN BEINGS to walk a mile with me and in that
mile help some one so for every life lost is a life gained ARMAND
YOUNG(BAMBOOTHEWALK)UTUBE OR MAN WALKS AGROSS AMERICA
GOD BLESS R TROOPS IM CALLING ALL ANGELS BAMBOOTHEWALK 1 year
ago BAMBOOTHEWALK 1 year ago this is armand young if u have a patch and u
would love to ad it to the 911 flag that im delivering to ground zero please call me at 641351-1082 so i can tell u where to send them, i now have over 100 patches from police/fire
departments/ millatery vets boy scouts girl scouts/state police/city pins/i also have over
77.000 signatures on the pole n flags i now have 89 flags on the pole also,i will b
restarting my walk from plymouth indiana at the end of summer thank u armand
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young(bamboothewalk) BAMBOOTHEWALK 1 year ago fengwei8880 1 year ago
fengwei8880 1 year ago DangerousSociopath 1 year ago LOL! I
like the bit when the plane hits the building. DangerousSociopath 1 year ago LordAkira 1
year ago God i hope that doesn't happen here in Australia. We're very 'multicultural', and
if there was a terrorist attack, it would be riots and fights everywhere. LordAkira 1 year
ago royalnash 1 year ago the best thing i learned from this incident is i would never work
in a historic landmark building and good luck to those who work in the empire state
building royalnash 1 year ago royalnash 1 year ago dont get me wrong i am not racist but
if i had to think who were the worst race in history and did the most evil things it would
be the caucasian white people royalnash 1 year ago DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year ago
yao bruh big ups to what you just wrote i dont like to stereo type either but the
caucasian people have done the worst in history and yet racism still goes on today no lie
before it was the slave master now its the police even when a brother is decent and is no
thug he under racial prejudice just look at the recent shootings of police officers at blacks.
DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year ago royalnash 1 year ago fuck you obama is the man my
president is black the greedy horrible white man is going down little by little the
minoritys are taking over this country this is what you cockasians get for killing the
indians in this country royalnash 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago Actually there were a
high percentage of black soldiers that contributed to the wiping out of native american
culture. They were called buffalo soldiers, go on look it up. cornskid 1 year ago cooshtube
1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam just after the video
jumps at 11:45 - above the pyramid a little to the right something appears, shines brightly
then moves off screen. cooshtube 1 year ago apm1291 1 year ago and you say white
people are racist look at what you wrote it dont bother you because it was just a bunch
of rich white people those people did there jobs and worked for a living earning that
money they didnt earn there fate im not racist but a dumb ass comment like that pisses
me off you are basically just like those people who hijacked the pplan because they didnt
care about the lifes they were killing just like you dont care about the lives that were lost
you piece of shit apm1291 1 year ago DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year ago dude you
think if my fuckin home town in harlem was bombed you think those wall street white
cats who died in the towers would give a shit I THINK NOT DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1
year ago cooshtube 1 year ago Comment removed AddictingSoundSquad0 1 year ago
Comment removed styggemannensatan 1 year ago He is saying it is awful, not awesome,
you moron!! styggemannensatan 1 year ago Gravanec 1 year ago Lesen to this on 20:02
the idiot is seing this is osam Gravanec 1 year ago allahfuckamerica 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ALLLLAH allah akbar allah akbar allah akbar
allah akbar THIS WAS AN ACT FOR ALLAH! all of these terorist are in heaven. act of
kindness fuck amerika allahfuckamerica 1 year ago bwherl 1 year ago we workin u guys!
shut ur dirty mouth ur juss mad we are better bwherl 1 year ago mtatkinson79 1 year ago
I'll fuck your muslim ass with a smart bomb you mohammed cock-sucking piece of shit.
Why don't you blow yourself up and go to meet Mohammed in hell. He's probably
sucking Jesus' cock right now. Ahahahahahahaha mtatkinson79 1 year ago
DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year ago shut da hell up u white boy u ppl are an cowards an
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an embarrasment to ure own race hey theres a niggar RUN LMAO white boyz so pussy
DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year ago topwaterrocks 1 year ago Hey man, SHUT UP
DUMB FART!!!!!!!!!!!!! topwaterrocks 1 year ago DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year ago
Hey watch your mouth there laddy your the dumb fart DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year
ago topwaterrocks 1 year ago Man you have got some problems...I think you should go
in the kitchen and find ur happy pills...do you even care what happend on September 11,
2001? topwaterrocks 1 year ago DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year ago I do off course im
black b4 obama became president i didnt give a shit no black person did because they
were rich white ppl but now i look at things differently I was bitching because another
person was being racist against muslims of course i feel for the victims
DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year ago topwaterrocks 1 year ago Obama is just going to
make things worse... No offence but i really thought he was going to get shot at the
inauguration... topwaterrocks 1 year ago DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year ago to be
honest i really dont care being a black because it was just a bunch of rich white ppl who
died dont matter to me there the biggest racists just because my president is black dont
mean shit DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year ago topwaterrocks 1 year ago Comment
removed topwaterrocks 1 year ago i think you need to find the Lord... topwaterrocks 1
year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago DUTTy Your statement in of itself was racist &
very ignorant. There were people from all races,religions,financial stats that died or were
wounded that day, which includes black people. You've no idea who is a racist until you
meet them in person. White doesn't equal racist. Rich doesn't equal racist. Don't
sterotype them. NO matter what skin color they are, no matter what financial background
they are, & regardless of your skin color these were humanbeings with lives,families that
perished. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year ago yes i know it
was a racist comment and i just watched another video where a man jumped to his death i
remembered seeing that in 2001 and was like omg and im sorry r.i.p all who have fallen to
the September 11th tragedy may Jesus bless your souls DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year
ago tilbet2810 1 year ago sorry to burst your white hating bubble but i think you will find
that people from a diverse group of races were killed that day! tilbet2810 1 year ago
DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year ago Look man off course i feel for the victims of
september 11 but at that time not anymore how could you still think about this it was
like 8 yrs ago DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year ago Brouzk 1 year ago So your not
haunted not only by men and women falling to their deaths but by the active terrorist
pressence? Why are you here watching this if you don't think about it, are you just
watching for fun now? Obviously not, I hope. But as you keep pointing out, you are
Black. Your attitude from above seems to be "If you have more money than me, you
deserve to be dead, not only dead, but put to death" Brouzk 1 year ago Acoustic0026 1
year ago You go fuck yourself, jerkoff. ANYone that believes in dying and killing others
while doing it, and being blessed with virgins, are absolutely fucked in the head.
Hopefully, the only virgins that these cumbuckets met when they died were male virgins
who wanted to fuck them in the ass. Fuck your god and remember asshole...don't FUCK
with the United States. I'm even embarrassed FOR you for even existing. And if you were
on my doorstep, you would have a size 11 military boot up your ass. Acoustic0026 1
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year ago alonzo4208 1 year ago mtatkinson79: "Those there planes can't fly as fast at
lower levels. Those terrirists were smart and they kept it well hidden until the last
moment. Those devious muzlyms!!" enough said... dude, check your facts before talking
shit alonzo4208 1 year ago Niklas1313wert 1 year ago boring Niklas1313wert 1 year ago
mtatkinson79 1 year ago All you conspiracy theorists are just terryrist simpathyers. You
shuould be locked away and tortured to see if you have any connecthions to that Osama
Bin Ladin. I hope the Pentagon gets Hussein Obama to nuke Iran. Jesus said in the bible
that all non-beliebvers should be killed to make way for the glory of god and the second
coming. God bless Israel! God Bless christhians!! mtatkinson79 1 year ago alonzo4208 1
year ago Sicko.. People like you should be locked up. Its people like you who screw up
the world. alonzo4208 1 year ago mtatkinson79 1 year ago It's people like me, Cheney,
Rumsfeld and Bush who protect the pathetic likes of you from some sick terrorist slitting
your throat. You hate the very people who provide you with the blanket of security that
allows you to have the freedom of speech that you now have. If you don't like the West,
piss off to paki land and wait for those B-52s to come over the horizon and whoop yer
ass! I love the smell of dead terrorists in the morning!! mtatkinson79 1 year ago
alonzo4208 1 year ago "It's people like me, Cheney, Rumsfeld and Bush who protect the
pathetic likes of you from some sick terrorist slitting your throat." Huh? What did they
protect on 9/11? It was done by terrorists yes, but the terrorists are those you just
mentioned and these idiots are supported by one-braincelled people. Like you, yep. Got
me? alonzo4208 1 year ago mtatkinson79 1 year ago 9-11 was completely unforeseen
apart from a general threat to the US. When it happened they went after the evil-doers
and smoked em out of their caves. It's because of these American patriots that there
hasn't been a repeat attack in the last seven years. mtatkinson79 1 year ago alonzo4208 1
year ago omfg you really are not that smart uh! where were the jets to intercept the
hijacked planes? if someone told you their batteries were empty you would probably
believe it also. well go ahead believing these fairytales.. you brave man. its clear you're too
retarded to check up on the real facts so i can't blame you.. did you knew youtube has a
search function? alonzo4208 1 year ago mtatkinson79 1 year ago Those there planes can't
fly as fast at lower levels. Those terrirists were smart and they kept it well hidden until
the last moment. Those devious muzlyms!! mtatkinson79 1 year ago moonhead661 1
year ago 3 the real american hero's of this whole thing were the people trying to take back
over the planes. the people who fought the terrorists, i give them all my respect. look up
the song pilot to base by the morning of. moonhead661 1 year ago 3 nadroj53 1 year ago
where was the other tower? nadroj53 1 year ago sk8erninja 1 year ago This was the WTC
sk8erninja 1 year ago nadroj53 1 year ago ya i know i was just asking if u or the other
person was recording the other tower of the world trade centre also nadroj53 1 year ago
deylon87 1 year ago 2 when the second plane crash to the tower she said: "it was a
MILITARY plane" deylon87 1 year ago 2 killpurpledinosaur 1 year ago 530-537 on the
left hand side of the screen you can see a plane flying in the distance away from the
towers. Between 753 and 756 you can see explosions of light several stories below the
impact. killpurpledinosaur 1 year ago namiz93 1 year ago americans and their warcrimes.
namiz93 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago namiz93 There were/are no warcimes. I
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didn't commit any. My neighbors didn't commit any, nor did hundreds of others that I
know of. Lumping all Americans together like that is stupid. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
ILikeToSkii 1 year ago Research it and you'll find out that it was a planned event.
ILikeToSkii 1 year ago HonorRespectMarine 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam no shit you moron. HonorRespectMarine 1 year ago Laughing1212
1 year ago for an entire moment the world held its breath as the greatest tragedy
unfolded.....the horror....the horror Laughing1212 1 year ago XtremeWWEWrestler 1 year
ago Fuck Bush He want war than take your ass to war! USA!!!!! USA!!!!! USA!!!!!
USA!!!!! USA!!!!! USA!!!! USA!!!!! We remember bitches i was in kindergarten when
this happen . Fuck u Atta suck God's dick XtremeWWEWrestler 1 year ago SnIpEd428 1
year ago lol then im just one year younger than you i was 4 when this happend
SnIpEd428 1 year ago SovjetPhoenix 1 year ago Where were the Jets from the Airforce to
shot the Planes down?? It's a little bit weird, the World Trade Center Maneger said that
the buildings couldn't be destroyed by only one plane for each building. There had to be
over 5 Planes and then could one of the buildings be destroyed. There are videos wich
shows that the Buildings were blown up. SovjetPhoenix 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year
ago SovjetPhoenix Where were the Jets from the Airforce to shot the Planes down??
>>>>>>>>>> Flying over the Antlantic in the opposite direction because of a
miscommunication. Sharky2055 1 year ago SovjetPhoenix 1 year ago What kind of
miscommunication? I think some one ordered them to do this so that they couldn't stop
this "operation". Ever heard something about Rockefeller brothers? you should check 'em
up ;-) peace SovjetPhoenix 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago SovjetPhoenix What about
not being knocked down? The engineer's themselves have said they couldn't comphensate
for all the jetfuel. Sharky2055 1 year ago mtatkinson79 1 year ago What the hell are you
talking about? Those buildings had just been hit by a passenger jet at 500mph laden with
fuel. Stop trying to guess when you don't have a clue. mtatkinson79 1 year ago
SovjetPhoenix 1 year ago Well one Boing 737 or 747 is not enough to destroy a building
like this. You can believe what ever you want, if this shit would happen in Europe the
Airforces would shot the planes down no mather what it costs. on the other side, if this
was done by terrorists it shows that America can't fight on their own teretory...they
could lauch some SAM rockets to shot the planes down but the didn't funny how stupid
the airforce is. SovjetPhoenix 1 year ago mtatkinson79 1 year ago What are you talking
about?! A 757 is one of the heavier planes and it sliced the building in half. The weight of
the building above caused it to collapse after the fire had weakened the steel. SAM
rockets being launched?!! This is Baghdad in the 90s. Firstly, no one knew where the
planes were until it was too late and the standard operating procedure was for fighters to
scramble flying east. mtatkinson79 1 year ago SovjetPhoenix 1 year ago i still don't
believe that this was done by Terrorists. I don't think that the fire could be so hot in this
Height that the Steel could be weakened. i mean theres not enough Oxygen. And why did
it collapsed just like buildings wich been blown up by Firedepartments or professional
Demolition companies?? It's a weird story and only the Government know the truth! I'll
never believe in that what Medias say. SovjetPhoenix 1 year ago mtatkinson79 1 year ago
That's because you don't love the Anglo-Saxon Christian way of life and you would
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rather believe a goddamn rag head in a cave than your flesh and blood. Jesus knows that
those towers were attacked by muslim scum and he will avenge the victims on judgement
day. Amen. mtatkinson79 1 year ago SovjetPhoenix 1 year ago 2 You mean i don't love
BUSH'S way of life...thats true! I'm against Bush, his corrupt Partners and all the
Organisations like Bilderbergs, Rockefeller Brothers, Skull and Bones and the rest of these
useless jewish guys. Oh well and Jesus told you that he know that, right? A Muslim
could say the same things the same way. What kind of religion do you believe in?
SovjetPhoenix 1 year ago 2 mtatkinson79 1 year ago Bilder, Skull and what? What are
you babbling on about? Bush isn't corrupt. He's a Christian like myself who believes that
Jesus Christ is lord. I feel like reporting you to the Anti-Defamation League for your
vulgar anti-Semitic comment
you
pagan. mtatkinson79 1
year ago
DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year ago lol i clicked on your profile ure not even American
get da fuck outta here we run ure asses thats right cuz my president is the leader of the
world and he looks just like me hahaha DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year ago mtatkinson79
1 year ago That's right, he's a nigger just like you. And guess what - you think you rule
the world? You don't know your history pal. The City of London tells Washington what
to do as they are still connected by the secret society network. But then you wouldn't
know that seeing as you're just a dumb rubber-lipped rice picker. Pull up your pants, take
that stupid comb out your hair, take out those gold teeth and stop fucking your big
mama! lol mtatkinson79 1 year ago DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year ago HAHA sure
london my ass the americans defeated the british when o yah the american revolution nice
history DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year ago mtatkinson79 1 year ago And you think that
was the end of British domination? Haha you fuckwit. No wonder we enslaved your
black asses for thousands of years you'll believe anything you hear. Every Founding
Father except one was a Freemason from the British lodges. Ever wondered why the
American President always meets the British PM before any other leader? mtatkinson79
1 year ago DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year ago and for all ure stereo types about us
niggaz you can stereotype as much as you want but how bout u go tell that nigger to pull
his pull up his pants, take that stupid comb out of his hair, take out those gold teeth and
stop fucking your big mama and end up on the 6 o clock news tmr LMAO
DUTTYWINE1TIME69 1 year ago mtatkinson79 1 year ago Why because he'd pull out
his little knife like a typical cowardly nigger. Yes, I'd be on the six o clock news because I
would have wiped the floor with his ass. It's only a matter of time before your Nigger In
Chief gets the bullet. mtatkinson79 1 year ago sillenthilladdict 1 year ago hey man you
know i was reading ur comments and im fed up people keep callin me terrorist scince im
muslim and i want to settle it but im underage i canst sue but you can sue mtatkinson79
for racial slurs emotional scars andplz dont call me terrorist for being muslim not
everyone is bad those r the assholes who say they going to give them paradise for killing
usa people {shiites}im sunni sometin better no i dont kill but my islamic family from dad
and christian family mom both served in military sillenthilladdict 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago SovjetPhoenix Jetfuel burns 800-1500F. "Steel loses about
50 percent of its strength at 1100°F," notes senior engineer Farid Alfawak-hiri of the
American Institute of Steel Construction. It didn't collapse like that. Fire depts generally
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oversee demolitions, not do them. Did U believe the medi when they told U about
Blackwater,AbuGharib,EXSenLarr-yCRaigs gaysex trolling,NO link between AlQaeda
and SHussein, or that Obama s seat was put up for bid by the Gov of Illmois?
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago SovjetPhoenix 1 year ago watch?v=PWgSaBT9hNU
watch?v=7nD7dbkkBIA watch?v=w-0Ms7mId34 Why did Buildung No.7 collapsed??
SovjetPhoenix 1 year ago nangirly 1 year ago i was only 8 years old when this happend
and i felt so scared and so sad.. i couldnt believe what was happening.. nangirly 1 year ago
amythesenior 1 year ago God Bless America! We will never forget. amythesenior 1 year
ago alexatb 1 year ago How the fuk can u ppl be so ignorant..?U have to be either
semiretardet or blind and deaft to believe that this is not an "inside job".U are
ruled,fooled,brainwashed by the media and u'r world domination planning rulers, they are
using u'r patriotism (blindlingly fatatic for most) to blame some ppl that haven't got
running water for 90% of their inhabitants.Blame u'r rulers,blame yourselves for letting
others making u'r believs.INVESTIGATE!!!! alexatb 1 year ago mtatkinson79 1 year ago
You call us ignorant but you seem to be ignoring all the crazy shit that these fucking
muslims are doing all over the world. If it was left to people like you, we'd be run by Shia
law right now. Go UK! Go USA! mtatkinson79 1 year ago youssif4life 1 year ago
Comment removed youssif4life 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam are u fucking stupied its not shia that are the bombers u dick head do some damn
research and ur stupied ass will find out all of them are sunni and if GO USA then why
cant the USA pay for there fucking companies and dont say anything about muslims
when u have no clue u bitch ur just a little ass boy who is scared to say this to someone
until ur white ass gets pissed and goes shooting up ur school the the colombine fags dick
head ass white people youssif4life 1 year ago rambaseball45 1 year ago just askin, but
what about the 3 gitmo detainees (sp?) that just admitted to being behind the whole thing
and how it was an honor for those men to fly into those buildings to die for their religion
or w/e? rambaseball45 1 year ago libvarsitycheer15 1 year ago Oh n im an american. I
don't like war but I'm glad we got rid of bin Laden.... We shouldn't have started this war.
I'm glad we got rid of Bush.. libvarsitycheer15 1 year ago bmx6string 1 year ago all of you
who think that 9/11 was fake, go burn in hell. give me one good reason why the fuck the
government would kill 3000 innocent people. bmx6string 1 year ago libvarsitycheer15 1
year ago That Day was real! It is heart braking to see it. I was in the 2nd grade when it
happened. It hurt all of the Americans. People get over yourselves! libvarsitycheer15 1
year ago ddi392 1 year ago it is probably fake cuz if it was real call the cops dumb assess
ddi392 1 year ago bluediamond1994 1 year ago 2 dumb shit that was a real day you
stupid fucktard bluediamond1994 1 year ago 2 mop6wewe 1 year ago that yutziy guy is
a douche bag i want to kill him with my bear hand those people were inesent mop6wewe
1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 3 DinMama94 There was nothing fake about that
day. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 3 youssif4life 1 year ago dude i love it when people like
u reply to my comments ur the kind of people that dont go crazy and start cursing like
there posesed or something you think before you speak or in this case type you are a
logical person and i respect that and i ment by everyone there is a percentage of us that
think that way youssif4life 1 year ago cuteamyn 1 year ago o wow illitrate terrorist have
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brain to do that so perfectly... cuteamyn 1 year ago bionys 1 year ago ten atak byl
ukartowany przez te wasze amerykanskie tajne sluzby poto by miec pretekst do wojny
z irakiem i afganistanem bionys 1 year ago Dimosthenis20 1 year ago 2 yutziy you are
the one who deserves to die. Fucking animal. Dimosthenis20 1 year ago 2 CosmoZorzi 1
year ago see at 1405 a few frames of smoke at the base of the buildings...so much steel, so
little fire CosmoZorzi 1 year ago j0danner 1 year ago This is so tragic. So many people
died in this, it doesn't even seem like something that terrible actually happened! But it
did, and thousands of people lost family members and friends and coworkers in this.
j0danner 1 year ago mattrudeproject 1 year ago SNAKES ON A PLANEEEEEEEEE
mattrudeproject 1 year ago leo874life 1 year ago God will punish those who knowing ly
commit harmful acts , but my he have mercy on those people that harm others with out
knowing what they are doing. leo874life 1 year ago Undine54 1 year ago what does that
means ?? Stupid talk of a religious idiot? Undine54 1 year ago Glebushka78 1 year ago
terrorizm bed. Glebushka78 1 year ago ffa09 1 year ago show hide HOORAY FOR
ALLAH! allah akbar allah akbar allah akbar allah akbar allah akbar this was the happiest
day of my life ffa09 1 year ago Undine54 1 year ago Shame on you ! Stupid human
being.. Did you like the consequenses of that "happening" too.... Stupid human being !
Undine54 1 year ago BlazenBrian 1 year ago you should be shot but your not worth the
bullet BlazenBrian 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago 2 I'll pay for the bullet, hell I'll pay for
two if you shoot him in the foot first so he'll be hopping around on one foot saying ouch
when you shoot him in the back of the head. cornskid 1 year ago 2 markshere161 1 year
ago Mr Green/Yellow You are just an idiot covering your pathetic mantra behind the
respectability of the koran markshere161 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago This
iz my favuurite. Praise be to Allah MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1
year ago MrGreenMrYellow Show me the passge in the quron that specifically states
Allah would condone this mass murder and suicide of his followers. BoomBoom2055 1
year ago MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago The "passge" says that everyone is willing to die
in the name of Allah whether they know it or not. MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow To engage in an act of will, one MUST
have a choice, therefore KNOW when enacting their will. You've contradicted yourself.
Tell me please, do you follow the ideology of wahabbi? BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago Yes I do. I am a firm believer in Allah and te true way.
MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow Then tell
me what it is, in your own words please. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow
1 year ago I am a Sunni muslim. I believe that the words in the Quran are true and
beautiful. Every person should follow the way of Allah and until that day we shall fight
in whatever way we can. MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
MrGreenMrYellow Then tell me in your own words what wahabbi is, please. Explain to
me as if I'm a person you wish to convert to Islam, please. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago You are wanting to learn about Islam? I have Imam friend I
could put you in contact with? Islam is a great religion, it is the only moral way to live
my friend. Sunni Muslims are the only true Muslims. MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow NO, I want you to explain the idealogy
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of wahabbi to me. Obviously for some strange reason you're overtly avoiding doing so.
Curious. Perhaps you're not who you say you are, wouldn't be the first time I've
encountered that. Also fascinating.... BoomBoom2055 1 year ago Undine54 1 year ago
Wahabbi ? Do learn about real democracy first. Look to the scandinavian countries...
Undine54 1 year ago Undine54 1 year ago hmmm - why do your countries and the people
there doing so BAD ? Immigrants from the muslim countries is overflowing Europe. And
a very few of them are doing well. Most families (often with 5-10 children) are feeded of
the taxpayers in Europe.. Is THAT what you call "the good moralic life "??? Undine54 1
year ago yutziy 1 year ago Praise Allah they people deserved to die yutziy 1 year ago
MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago Allah will put judgement on these people they will be
burning in hell now. MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago richkingb01 1 year ago "Praise Allah
they people deserved to die" ok two can play that sick childish game. lets see.... i know
hows this. praise the airforce those terrorists deserve to die. yes that should do nicely.
richkingb01 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago yutziy Why do 3000 people from all
over the world, that you don't know and have done nothing to you deserve to die?
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow That was
not amusing at all, nor appropriate. Show some respect to the 3000 that perished.
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago The three thousand chilean
people that America murdered less that ten years before this? MrGreenMrYellow 1 year
ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow I didn't do that. Those 3000 people
that perished on 9/1/2001 didn't do it. NOT all the people of America did it. America as a
whole can't be blamed for it. That's enormously ignorant & ahugely asinine of you to do
so. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago They perished because
they are murderers. Not like muslims, we are peaceful. MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow NO, they perished because they were
MURDERED by Islamic extremist TERRORISTS. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago They are more murderers than any in Islam. We are
peaceful. You have killed one million Iraqis. Praise be to Allah Mr Yellow X
MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow NO, they
are NOT. Terrorism IS NOT peaceful. Either way, why are you blaming an entire
country? I've never killed anyone in my life. Are you blaming an entire natcion for what
its government does? BoomBoom2055 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago The
government represents it's people. Mr Yellow. Praise be to ALLAH MrGreenMrYellow
1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow They represent yet doesn't
mean all the people took part in the accused actions. Doesn't mean the people agree with
the actions either. So either way, how can you judge them all as 1 and lay blame on them
all as one? That's unconscienatble, again very ignorant & asinine. BoomBoom2055 1 year
ago youssif4life 1 year ago boomboom2055 i think ur right we cant blame all the
americans just like u cant blame all the muslims for what happend on 9/11 its not all of us
and in the begining everyone know this all started for our oil (by our iraqs oil) so its really
all the bush familys fault for 9/11 and everything the happend in iraq or somewhere else
that involeved the iraq war youssif4life 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
youssif4life You're right. I don't blame all Muslims for 9/11. But saying "everyone
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knows" is very ignorant since you don't really know what everyone believes. Also,
saying it was for oil is ignorant since the US govt doesn't procure oil on a regular basis,
private companies do. And buying oil is extremely cheaper than spending nearly a trillion
$'s on a war. 9/11 is AlQaeda's fault, not Bush's. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago DinMama94 It's was very real, especially to the 3000 that
perished that day. It's YOU that are dumb and heartless to make a remark like that.
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago gigglepie1234 1 year ago shut the hell up you motherfucker
gigglepie1234 1 year ago blueghosty 1 year ago Man, what the hell is wrong with you?
Those people died terribly, and you say they were asking for it. Did the six million Jews
who died during the Holocaust ask for it? Hell no! It was, like 9/11, due to the acts of an
insane man who believes that just because other people believe differently, or live in a
different country, they deserve to die. blueghosty 1 year ago blueghosty 1 year ago You
anti-americans think that just because the government does something questionable, it's
the whole countries fault. Blame the goverment, but don't take it out on innocent people.
blueghosty 1 year ago michaelxjo 1 year ago hahaha I not only was I the ringleader of
9/11... I was also the second gunman on the grassy knoll when Kennedy took one to the
dome. michaelxjo 1 year ago B13davis 1 year ago I hope ur soul never finds a home.........
B13davis 1 year ago edc0006 1 year ago nice muzak lol edc0006 1 year ago
AiRSoFtGoD27 1 year ago may god let there souls rest in peace .R.I.P. AiRSoFtGoD27
1 year ago WoWjOeY1994 1 year ago What kind of retarted 8 year old would laugh at
this? Yutziy would that fuckin retard WoWjOeY1994 1 year ago Arwynn0121 1 year ago
yutziy u better shut the hell up this isnt funny! how would u like it if ur faimly just died
in an attack? Arwynn0121 1 year ago hazeleyesgirl17 1 year ago U guys that think this is
funny u all need to grow up and get a life..So many people died that day u think deaths
funny wait till it happens to someone u love and care about. hazeleyesgirl17 1 year ago
Prev 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help
About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising
Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon
Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your
Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next
Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists...
YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My
Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3
years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters
remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036)
TheFreakyOMG 1 year ago now thats america (sorry for everyones losses and god bless
us for still being alive TheFreakyOMG 1 year ago Nostrades 1 year ago Why is this
video cut? whenever it is interesting! Nostrades 1 year ago freedomfan0801 1 year ago
Yea I know what you mean. Simon Shack would have a field day with this one....
freedomfan0801 1 year ago yutziy 1 year ago haha she cried yutziy 1 year ago yutziy 1
year ago Haha this video is funny, lol people died yutziy 1 year ago Hoganforever 1 year
ago 2 karma will come round and kill you too I just hope its more painful for you
Hoganforever 1 year ago 2 ChristoPadFTW 1 year ago due u wanna say that FUCKING
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AGAIN ChristoPadFTW 1 year ago 1xxsmxx1 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow. think for
yourself. do you have a personality? 1xxsmxx1 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago
YES I IZ A WELL ROUNDED CHARIKTAR MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago breale19 1
year ago i get chills watching this. such a sad day and a reminder what happened. god
bless the usa! breale19 1 year ago Undine54 1 year ago I am not sure who is responsible
for this horror. But I AM sure that they will have a hell of a time in hell. About this
video; why is the last minutes before the collapse not distribuated ? That is the seconds
were we really could have seen the explosion near ! Distribuated 5 years after - and
sensured for the most essesential pictures ! What can a thinking, human being think about
it ??? I really hope your new president gives you adequate answers to all question about
9/11(hope he can) Undine54 1 year ago Outpost007 1 year ago An Inside Job?
Outpost007 1 year ago killpurpledinosaur 1 year ago between 753 and 756 you can see
explosions of light several stories below the impact. killpurpledinosaur 1 year ago
moneybad8 1 year ago the worst day of 2001 moneybad8 1 year ago efly11 1 year ago
how about the worst day of all time. R.I.P. to the victims efly11 1 year ago auxgt 1 year
ago 19:30 auxgt 1 year ago ISMHEG 1 year ago this is what usa gets for attacking iraq in
1991, for selling weapons to israel and more. i hope more and more will happen to usa
until its off the world map or until it stops getting itself involved in everything. and i
hope all terrorist americans die. death to america, to the jews and to israel. ISMHEG 1
year ago ILuvMarilynManson27 1 year ago Maybe you should keep your comments to
yourself DUMBFUCK ILuvMarilynManson27 1 year ago drsimi776 1 year ago Well
said bro, I couldn´t have said it better. Motherfucking americans were asking for it and it
seems they just want MORE!!! drsimi776 1 year ago fliplip99 1 year ago PLS READ
NetworkLive!!! oh no.... im shocked really shocked of this video!! i was crying at home,
like you..... i can fell with you, what a horror....but you can pray to the lord, only say
thanks.....that you are living now! thx for uploading!!! fliplip99 1 year ago 33200 1 year
ago 4 9/11 is the most researched topic in the world.... Why was the World Trade Center
so important anyways? 33200 1 year ago 4 dagodfarsha 1 year ago It was like an oil
dispatching place "trading stuff" hence the name world trade cetere lol tht what made it so
important dagodfarsha 1 year ago CommunistNewZealand 1 year ago will you blame this
on communism too, you hypocrites lol CommunistNewZealand 1 year ago
MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago Does this make anyone else fancy a game of Jenga?
MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago thereISnoRELIGION 1 year ago you think that's funny?
thereISnoRELIGION 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago No I just fancy a game of
twin jenga. Except you shout jihad when they fall down. MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago
thereISnoRELIGION 1 year ago you must not even know what jihad means cos that
attack was on American soil thereISnoRELIGION 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow 1 year
ago Of course I do. I am a strict muslim. Syria is a serious place. It is my place of birth.
It's just that Jihad sounds better as it also begins with 'J'. I am trying to lighten the
atmosphere. Essentially we muslims don't think the same as this we are peaceful.
MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago thereISnoRELIGION 1 year ago you actually think you
are peaceful your cult is the only in the world to advocate murder thereISnoRELIGION 1
year ago MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago No in the bible it says to stone people to death.
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"By cultism we mean the adherence to doctrines which are pointedly contradictory to
orthodox Christianity and which yet claim the distinction of either tracing their origin to
orthodox sources or of being in essential harmony with those sources. Cultism, in short,
is any major deviation from orthodox Christianity relative to the cardinal doctrines of the
Christian faith." MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago thereISnoRELIGION 1 year ago btw anti
christian sites are not credible thou shalt not kill simple thereISnoRELIGION 1 year ago
MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago Thou shalt not kill. Otherwise you will be stoned to
death. MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago This our son is
stubborn and rebellious, he will not obey our voice; he is a glutton, and a drunkart. 21
And all the men of his city shall stone him with stones, that he die: so shalt thou put evil.
He that is wounded in the stones, or hath his privy member cut off, shall not enter into
the congregation of the LORD. Exodus35:2 For six days work may be done, but on the
seventh day you shall have a holy day, a sabbath of complete rest to the LORD; whoever
does any work on it shall be put to death MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago
thereISnoRELIGION 1 year ago why are you quoting exodus???? that doesn't apply to
today and you have a nerve since all your Muslims stone thier own daughters to death if
they have been raped. thereISnoRELIGION 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago
Because you said ours is the only religion that advocates violence. We would not stone
our own daughters if they were raped. It would not be seen in the wisdom of Allah to be
a sin. MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago thereISnoRELIGION 1 year ago stop replying i
couldn't care what you have to say you will feel the full brunt of gods wrath like the
others who share your sinful life thereISnoRELIGION 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow 1
year ago No YOU will feel the brunt of Allah's wrath like the others who share YOUR
sinful life. MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago thereISnoRELIGION 1 year ago lol sure
thereISnoRELIGION 1 year ago canongl2fsheye 1 year ago go read the quran and get off
youtube canongl2fsheye 1 year ago MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago TITS OR GTFO
MrGreenMrYellow 1 year ago xomox212 1 year ago "innocently working"??? guess how
many scumbag financial / wall street subhumans dies DESERVEDLY! I feel bad for the
minority cleaning people! Not Goldman sachs scum! BTW... it was a controlled
demolition! xomox212 1 year ago tubub 1 year ago wow, i posted that like a year or two
ago LOL and are you joking? WTC was home to several offices, and to say that people
on wall street deserve to die is disgusting. and no, it wasn't a controlled demolition
nimwit... and the cleaning people are working too dumbass. If Wallstreet didn't exist,
you'd be living in a toilet right now. You don't like it? Move to Mexico, or better yet,
move to North Korea. I garuntee you that they don't have a stock market there fuckhead,
tubub 1 year ago xomox212 1 year ago I really like how these Jews "Bob and Brie" edited
out the collapse so that we could not see the squib detonating in this CONTROLLED
DEMOLITION of a false flag operation! xomox212 1 year ago kennyjr1995 1 year ago i
hated this day s many people died that day i was in tears when i found out kennyjr1995
1 year ago Overtheedgevideos 1 year ago i remember i was was 6 when this happened. i
was done w/ kindergarten for the day. my mom was watching the tv and i was watching
mister rogers on another tv. i freaked out so bad when this happened and i didnt
understand what was going on Overtheedgevideos 1 year ago emilorocks 1 year ago so sad
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emilorocks 1 year ago surfing1993 1 year ago i wish i wasnt in school when this
happened would have liked to take photos surfing1993 1 year ago w3npnk 1 year ago
this video makes me wanna cry =( w3npnk 1 year ago supergunz2 1 year ago show hide
lol ur dad died supergunz2 1 year ago Abrams999 1 year ago lol? Abrams999 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago supergunz2 lol ur dad died >>>>>>>>>>>> That's
heartless. Bet no one ever mistakes you for a humanbeing. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
Freddymaus94 1 year ago 2 realy Horror... :-( Freddymaus94 1 year ago 2 DarlinGracey
1 year ago 4 In England it was all over the news and programmes were interupted to
broadcast it. I had just come home from school. I was about 9/ 10. Its was terrible.
Devastating! Just watching this video does actually make me quite upset. Absolutely
awful. RIP x DarlinGracey 1 year ago 4 blobcatuk 1 year ago Christ, the bit when she
opens the window and you can hear the sirens brings the horror of seeing the events on
the tv when it happened. I remember that day well. I was 16 and out with my sister who
was getting her bellybutton pierced (against my mums wishes which i freaked about).
When we got home I went straight on the internet for about 3 seconds, seeing what I
thought were 2 cooling towers on the NTL news page when my sister called me to the tv
and thats when I saw from just before they fell blobcatuk 1 year ago michael2B 1 year
ago wella thankyou very much for your patronage michael2B 1 year ago ViAnnij 1 year
ago Horror :( ViAnnij 1 year ago video666video 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam BURN MOTHERFUCKERS BURN death makes me happy :]
video666video 1 year ago CeesKC 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam Fuck you bitch. CeesKC 1 year ago speedbird1123 1 year ago Are you
FUCKING crazy!? Do you know how many people died!!!?? Including my dad!
speedbird1123 1 year ago maxkranen1998 1 year ago Are you crazy? Wanna be in that
towers when they collapse yourself? maxkranen1998 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year
ago video666video Why does it make you happy? BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
goomba427 1 year ago It gives me comfort that a bunch of liberal pukes died that day.
Where are the new buildings??? It's been nearly a decade!! Y'all need another hit. NYC is
infested with vermin anyway. We'll be watching. Good luck. You're gonna need it.
goomba427 1 year ago aabbklll101 1 year ago 9/11 was tragic it was the most emotional
day in united states history nothing can beat this people jumped to death,burned to
death,crushed to death when towers fell and possibly blown to death if u were near a car i
feel sry for everyone who died and we all should feel real sry for the people who were at
the window where the plane came in thats no wake up call this is murder and insane
thanks to a idiot over there in iraq 9/11 will never be forgotten aabbklll101 1 year ago
jasonwill2 1 year ago i cried a little at 10:01 jasonwill2 1 year ago jasonwill2 1 year ago
sorry ment 11:01 jasonwill2 1 year ago colgado123654 1 year ago death ,yankees (From
argentina) colgado123654 1 year ago JHOffSuit 1 year ago this video gives me the chills
JHOffSuit 1 year ago StephenOBrien43 1 year ago Omg! I remember the day well! I was
6, too young to understand, but still! I never forgot it! StephenOBrien43 1 year ago
SoddenEye 1 year ago To all the people that say it's a conspiresy.......no it wasn't. Do
you think anyone within this country would do this? No this is one of the saddest days
in Americas history and you have the guts to say that they pull this and they disrecorded
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that. PFFFT to all of you SoddenEye 1 year ago Kubiak04 1 year ago Yes, and
CONSPIRACY!!!Open your closed eyes and see the truth! Kubiak04 1 year ago
tanathoxxx 1 year ago jajajajajajajajajajajajajajaja-jajajajajajajajajajajajajajaja-jajajajajaja death
fucker bastards, yankees sucks tanathoxxx 1 year ago SnIpEd428 1 year ago YANKEES
RULE! SnIpEd428 1 year ago Maryangel24 1 year ago oh my god, this just really made
me cry and i'm not even american. i remember the day so clearly, i was 12 years old and
went home for lunch and exactly before i went to school again, they broadcasted the news
on tv about what had happened. back then i didn't really understand it cause i was too
young. this is so so bad. Maryangel24 1 year ago tuts333 1 year ago and guess what???
ellen g white predicted this! w.ow tuts333 1 year ago deadmonkey1987 1 year ago dat
was they sadiest thing i have ever seen!!! love for americans deadmonkey1987 1 year ago
AirCrashInvestigator 1 year ago 20:14 she said "Is it Dangerous?" AirCrashInvestigator 1
year ago AirCrashInvestigator 1 year ago 19:40 its collapsing AirCrashInvestigator 1 year
ago officeuyo 1 year ago around 2:42 2:43 any one else see that explosion officeuyo 1
year ago StealthAngel 1 year ago It is more terrible than I thought. (I'm from ru)
StealthAngel 1 year ago michael2B 1 year ago it was an inside job and most still don't get
it the world economy is in a state of controlled demolition and people still don't get that it
was set a up to cover up the NeoCon trail and spare Bush from WAR CRIMES TRIALS
michael2B 1 year ago goomba427 1 year ago you are a complete and utter fool. If you
actually believe this, how can you stand to live in this country? People like you should be
killed. goomba427 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago michael2B Get a grip. There
were no war crimes. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago michael2B 1 year ago W Bush is a
war criminal How else do you define a person that has his forces kill over a million
Iraquis for no apparent reason michael2B 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
michael2B NO 1 million Irqis have been killed. If anyone were to see War Crimes against
him it would be Iraq's self voted democratic government, and they haven't. Nor will they
because none happened. You might believe what you're ignorantly spewing however
there's no truth to the 1 million and Bush committed no war crimes. Don't tell me I
support Bush because I'm giving you what you'll percieve as bad news. I didN't support
him. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago goomba427 1 year ago I hope you are not an
American citizen. If you aren't , you are forgiven for your ignorance. goomba427 1 year
ago lukeh56789 1 year ago hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha your all sooooooooooo
serious idc aboot america.fukin communists lukeh56789 1 year ago tnttntowny 1 year ago
lukeh- yaw one sick teenager. tnttntowny 1 year ago AlphaGhettoStyle 1 year ago traurig
sowas zu sehen...unvergesslich dieser tag <´3.... AlphaGhettoStyle 1 year ago devon520 1
year ago After watching this video maybe you liberals will understand why we can't pull
out of Iraq devon520 1 year ago goomba427 1 year ago Thank God Almighty that there
are still some sane people out there who are able to comprehend the big picture. These
inside job people really disturb me. The History channel or Discovery channel did an
excellent job of debunking every accusation. These people will not debate us. God help us
all. goomba427 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago goomba427 All the inaccurate
information & misconceptions they base their beliefs on never ceases to amaze me.
Especially the lie they believe that the hijackers are alive (Star Trek Dr.McCoy voice)
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They're all dead, Jim! QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago Mastif666 1 year ago Never
Forget... Mastif666 1 year ago xmheaven145 1 year ago I'm from belgium and I was 7 i
think and i came home from school and my mom en dad were looking at the tv when it all
happened. I started crying when i saw my mom crying. Right now i'm crying too by
seeing this movie :'( RIP to all the people who didn't survived it. xmheaven145 1 year ago
policefan2007 1 year ago i was only 6 when this happned i remember sitting on the couch
seeing it on the news and seeing my parents cry. damn those terrorists damn them to hell!
policefan2007 1 year ago nirvgardengod 1 year ago Its strange how much this video was
edited. nirvgardengod 1 year ago U14JamesRyan 1 year ago WOOOOOW what a chaos
U14JamesRyan 1 year ago bradus060 1 year ago i was only 4 when im am sooooooooooo
sorry sob bradus060 1 year ago Raond11 1 year ago I was 4 to, I didnt even knowed that
this happend. Raond11 1 year ago frankm1719 1 year ago yeah i was only three so i had
noooo idea at all what happened. I only heard my mom saying "Oh nooooooooo!!! This
can't be" frankm1719 1 year ago NintendoX5 1 year ago booom headshottt NintendoX5 1
year ago NintendoX5 1 year ago llol owned at 0:30 NintendoX5 1 year ago Jenzo101 1
year ago i was only 6 when this happened =/ god bless for those who died. Jenzo101 1
year ago arg238 1 year ago i was 6 almost 7 my birthay is 15 septemeber =/ i remeber i
was notticed about 2 days after my birthday =o arg238 1 year ago Lothan83 1 year ago
All those lives gone, it's horrible. Lothan83 1 year ago tiny667 1 year ago Fuck
communism. communism is a failure. tiny667 1 year ago CommunistNewZealand 1 year
ago Long Live COMMUNISM! CommunistNewZealand 1 year ago michael2B 1 year
ago You sat and watched and watched and sounded so concerned and so emo and yet did
nothing to save/assist yourself or any body else. TV it was not not and yet you could not
change the channel. You are a truly degenerate generation of citizens. michael2B 1 year
ago cornskid 1 year ago I changed the channel a lot, but it was on every station and it was
a little early in the day to break out the porn. cornskid 1 year ago OneWithTheAnimals 1
year ago muslim extremeists went to kill the "infidel" thats americans because they blieve
we are evil and the koran says that is their mission in life i think...GOD bless those who
died that day, R.I.P OneWithTheAnimals 1 year ago snukasian21 1 year ago woah whats
the clicking sound at 11:33?? snukasian21 1 year ago raNzig148 1 year ago 2 @
HorstAction : word thumbs up fuck religion, its the biggest lie in human history wake up
and recognize that it was an inside job -.- raNzig148 1 year ago 2 dani66zaragoza 1 year
ago its a pity dani66zaragoza 1 year ago princeshewi 1 year ago may there souls rest in
peace! Madona, what is going on in this world? princeshewi 1 year ago HorstAction 1
year ago 2 its obvious that the guys who planned this day are in high posititions in
politics in usa why are you people talking about this christian/islam stuff?? begin to think
about who pushes you in talking about it and throw away your tv. you dont want these
unfree medias. please try to get to the bottom of things HorstAction 1 year ago 2 ericfai 1
year ago i wonder how many people excaped.. alot of people dies STUPID person who
killed thosands of lifes ericfai 1 year ago mesroy 1 year ago fuck all musilm or islam
terrorists and advisre all your commente about here fuck you..bitchs mesroy 1 year ago
fifa09andothervideos 1 year ago this is sad, why would any one be so mean
fifa09andothervideos 1 year ago BoboVicus 1 year ago I think we got the point after we
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heard the siren though. The fire truck honking it's horn twenty five hours a day got
everybodys' attention thanks BoboVicus 1 year ago McWiggels 1 year ago FUck you
radical islam. I guarentee if i ever meet a member of the Jihod somone is going to die. YOu
preach america is evil and against all good and peace to justify what you are doing. YOu
will not prevail islam is wrong I will killl you and you will burn in hell. Fuck muslems
McWiggels 1 year ago johnh23 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam 911 was an inside job ... johnh23 1 year ago J03Nightingale 1 year ago this was
truly a sad day for the world but islam cannot be blamed for this. it is a peaceful religion
and condemns violence of any nature. those who commit acts like this arent true muslims.
just like how un-christian it is to send thousands of guys to iraqi to bomb innocent
people with intent on finding nuclear weapons there, then later admitting they knew they
werent there in the first place. r.i.p to everyone in those buildings that day, r.i.p to the
innocent familys killed in iraq too. J03Nightingale 1 year ago strykersux 1 year ago Not
all Muslims are terrorists, but all terrorists are Muslim. ANd no, not "just like" Iraq.
Please... strykersux 1 year ago vandemm 1 year ago 2 Dont u see this is WhatAmeirca is
all bout? all is bad exceptYOU!! YOU fckin shitheads! im happy And im not muslim!
There are NO terrorists,the conspiracies are mostly true IT was a setup =First Setup in
history of manking at TVfor confusion s they now are watching our opinions vandemm 1
year ago 2 strykersux 1 year ago Pretty tough talk for a guy named McWiggels. :)
strykersux 1 year ago aliensandgore 1 year ago What the heck was that sound at the
end...the siren, not the police siren the loud siren that sounded almost like a smoke
detector aliensandgore 1 year ago ben98124 1 year ago its sad what happened on that day
ben98124 1 year ago spelqueka 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 It doesn't matter how it is
dressed up, and I know there are millions of decent American citizens, but the fact of the
matter is Many American Dollars were collected and helped kill British Troops and
cilivians,Irish civilians too including children. One could argue that the Americans that
gave money, didn't know what they were giving money for, but the donations to Noraid
dropped significantly and have almost stopped since 9/11 and I think that speaks for
itself. spelqueka 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago spelqueka NO, it doesn't matter who
it's dressed up. I never once said it did or that I support it. I just wanted to make you
aware of how your posts were coming across as if you blamed ALL Americans, and NOT
the ones responsible for it. I never once said I supported it. So please keep it specific.
NOT all Americans are responsible, as they've NOT all donated to that organization.
Sharky2055 1 year ago spelqueka 1 year ago I didn't mean to make it look as if I meant all
Americans funded Noraid, and I'm sorry if it came across that way. Talking of how
postings look, you have used the words ludicrous, absurd, ignorant , stupid and inane in
my direction and accused me of spreading hurtful ignorance. I wouldn't dream of using
words like this just because someone did not agree with my point of view. We need to
agree to disagree on a few things, but look, we both seem to be anti violence, that's all that
matters. spelqueka 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago spelqueka That's all that I was after
was your understanding of the way it comes across. I don't use those words just because
some disagrees with me. That's how you came across using the all inclusive approach.
Many people do it and are serious about it. That irks me becuz it's obvious that not all
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people are responsible & not all Americans do, think, feel nor believe the ways. YOU
wouldn't believe how many write about us as if we do or accuse us as if we're all
responsible for this or that Sharky2055 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago spelqueka
cont'd Suffice to say it's gets aggravating and frustrating. Now that I understand your
view I apologize for my words that upset you. Yes, we can agree to disagree. Sharky2055
1 year ago spelqueka 1 year ago I had assumed that everyone would know that I didn't
mean that every single person (approx. 340.000,000) in America had given money. It
would be impossible for everyone to. Pehaps I didn't spell it out clearly enough? Peace
and Love x spelqueka 1 year ago Jauly 1 year ago this is so horrible, I have to cry every
time i see this! so sad... unbelievable... Jauly 1 year ago ronnieknotts 1 year ago A sad
day. May we never have to witness the likes again. God bless the American Joe. R
ronnieknotts 1 year ago nadroj53 1 year ago i remember this back when i was like 4 years
old and my mom was talking on the news about this nadroj53 1 year ago chetasaurous 1
year ago SO alll u people that think it was a bad idea to go into the war ur idiots i woulda
just been a matter of time b4 they did this again!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! chetasaurous 1 year ago
chetasaurous 1 year ago GO to 19:40 chetasaurous 1 year ago tupon91 1 year ago Wy do
you think it was planned by Bush ? It was Terrorists: tupon91 1 year ago Cora452 1
year ago there are videos on youtube that are said to prove it was planned from the
begining of the construction of the towers ... i wonder if it's really ture Cora452 1 year
ago thegame100gunzandcli 1 year ago i love my country but i dont trust the government
for shit.. im an natral born american and i do believe 911 was planned by bush
thegame100gunzandcli 1 year ago bokkenknuser 1 year ago Agree bokkenknuser 1 year
ago Xxali91xX 1 year ago it is weird how she misses the 2 planes crashing into the towers
and the the 1st tower collasping we can only see the building after it had falling when the
2nd tower is hit we can see a plane to the right of the tower just above the building with
the green top at 11:52 to 11:58 then it disappeares from view just my opinion i still think
it was al qaeda but this is a bit weird seeming she got everything else this still makes me
sad it doesnt feel nearly 8 years ago Xxali91xX 1 year ago Lenasupersonic 1 year ago im
from germany, but it makes me so sad to see videos about the September 11 2001 ..
Lenasupersonic 1 year ago BirTekOglan 1 year ago Exactly 11:46 Take a look at how the
part where the second plane hit is missing. I do not know why! And after that, she says
it was a military plane. I doubt though she could tell the the difference between types of
planes coming so fast, but this seems a little suspicious. BirTekOglan 1 year ago
FlyinRyans35 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam wORST
THING TO EVER HAPPEN.... FlyinRyans35 1 year ago BAMman45 1 year ago 3141
Devildog you are a complete and total idiot! There is no way that 9-11 was comitted by
the American government. The evidense overwhelmingly shows that this was a terrorist
act commited by al-qaeda. I find it utterly disgusting that people like you post your
disrespectful anti-american opinions as comments to these kinds of viedoes. You should
be honoring the sacrifices made by the brave heroes who died on 9-11. Please do us all a
favor and jump off a skysrapper! BAMman45 1 year ago 3141Devildog 1 year ago Look
man. Im just not going to argue with you anymore. You might even be one of those
"enlightened" ones working with the govt. You can put all your science terms in there but
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one thing I do tell you: You can never fool any American Citizen's common sense with
your fancy terms. Who ever watches this video will always know that its a perfectly
done job! It was well organized and done! But we will continue to fight you Govt freaks!
Oh yeah one more thing: FUK THE NEW WORLD ORDER!!!! JAJAJAJAJA!!!
3141Devildog 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 2 3141Devildog There's no
arguement. I'm telling you what happened. It's not complicated. I am an American citizen
with ggood commonsense. You're a fool to think the govt is interested in what 'truthers'
and fruticakes are saying online. They don't. There is no all evil New World Order. That's
a paranoia tale. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 2 kokury2 1 year ago dude im a mexican guy
and i just want to say that the wtc attack was a plan for the goverment for to many
reason when the towers was falling down you can see beside the towers litltes explotions
and the type og gas that the airplane use burn more faster and people say that below wtc
was a explotions and those two airplane dont fly that day and one of those was obsolet
and was all ready retire was a piece of crap fuck boom is blind and was a govt thanks
kokury2 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago kokury2 9/11/2001 was not done by the US
government. Sharky2055 1 year ago sdbpp 1 year ago Couple tons of jet plane fuel +
explosive OFFICE EQUIPMENT like oh say just a random pick of the numerous
flamable office materials here, computers. Computers can make pretty big booms when
they explode in fires. Bout a hundred floors of computers chain exploding will make
anything look like a setup. Go back to science class. :/ sdbpp 1 year ago bokkenknuser 1
year ago Computers do not blow up like bombs... bokkenknuser 1 year ago blazetek212 1
year ago yes the moniters do fuckin moron ever watch die hard???? blazetek212 1 year
ago 3141Devildog 1 year ago Lets just say that you are correct and they co- ordinated
flights and they all had college degrees! Lets just say that they all won an Oscar for being
the most intelligent guys in the world...explain to me somthing though...how do you
explain that a well constructed tower like the WTC collapses like a deck of cards,
perfectly in a downwards direction without hitting no other buildings??? Now, what did
TWC 7 had to do with all this?? Go do some research dude!!!! 3141Devildog 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 3141Devildog I just did, but it wasn't perfectly downard as
WTC's 3, 4, 5, 6 sustained damaged from moderate to destroyed. WTC had part of WTc2
fall into it causing damage & starting fires on several floors that went unaabted for several
hours. WTC 7's collapse has been explained by NIST. It's you that needs to go research.
And I'm NOT a "dude". BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 3141Devildog 1 year ago Well how
do you explain that a Tower like the WTC collapses in a couple of hours?? You guys just
need to wake up and smell the coffee!! Your lives are being controlled without you even
realizing...so let me ask you..where is your proof that Osama Bin Laden did this?? Have
they trapped him? No because the Government cannot put themselved in jail for what
they did!! 3141Devildog 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago Devildog Not that hard
to explain. Temps up to 1800F according to NIST. Steel is saggable at 1100F losing 50%
of its strength then. The trusses holding the concrete floors sagged bowing the supports
inwards, which exaggerated it as time went on & the trusses sagged more & more. The
bolts holding the trusses couldn't hold anymore & the trusses tore away from the
supports. Suddenly released gave it momentum & w/ the mass kinetic energy the force
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above was too much was too much for lower floors BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
3141Devildog 1 year ago This was an inside job! There is no way Osama Bin Laden's
poor azz could've planned an attack like this! They could never do that if they wanted to!
Thank the Bush Family, New World Order, Black Pope, International Bankers and the so
called "Illuminati"!!! 3141Devildog 1 year ago nodramareturns 1 year ago 2 where is your
proof that this was inside job? you truthers make claims but fail to provide facts
nodramareturns 1 year ago 2 BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 3141Devildog How hard is it to
co-ordinate flights, buy flight tickets and board the planes after taking flight school
lessons and flight simulator lessons then crash a 767/757? NOT hard. Why do you say
they couldn't? 3 of the hijackers had college degrees, 1 a college degree & working on a
PHd in Civil Engineering. Don't simply AlQaeda because they've been sucessfully
attacking us on US soil & abroad since 1993 during the Clinton presidential
administration, BoomBoom2055 1 year ago spelqueka 1 year ago Oh you're admitting
Americans did it now, I rest my case! Don't get picky with 'You said every single person
in America gave money for weapons' cos that isn't what I said. Open your eyes, look
around you, don't believe everything at face value. People are worth more than
patriotism. Over and out spelqueka 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago spelqueka I
am picky. Say what you meant. Don't presume everyone knows. I don't know for sure if
a small group of Americans did. I'm saying it was a small group of them that made up that
org. OPEN YOUR EYES. Stop accusing ALL Americans of what some may have done.
Also, are you going to make the ones that you accuse carry the balme of their
grandparents and parents for generations to come? You'd be no better than the IRA was
in that regard. Don't lump all the US together U2 v=kBB0x3DHALs BoomBoom2055 1
year ago spelqueka 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 If you read my last posting you would
see that I have already said that that I do not blame all Americans for funding the IRA. I
hate the fact that it was done for a twisted sense of a belonging to Ireland just because
their forefathers hailed from there. You say yourself you can't take on board the actions
of differerent generations, so these funders shouldn't have. You are making up what I
think. spelqueka 1 year ago Sharky2055 1 year ago spelqueka Your previous posts read
as if you were accusing all Americans. I'm not making up anything. I don't support the
funding of the IRA. I don't care who did it. I don't and wouldn't support it. I cried when
Bono brought the two sides together onstage one night. Sharky2055 1 year ago
DavidNikolich 1 year ago show hide september 11th two thousand fun!!! fuck the
states!!! DavidNikolich 1 year ago OsamaBinladen 1 year ago hahahah hahahaha ! Osama
Bin Laden. OsamaBinladen 1 year ago spelqueka 1 year ago America's cash and weapons
killed Irish and British people. There is no dispute about this. It is not a conspiracy
theory, but well documented and accepted fact. Britain contributes to innocent lives being
lost in Iraq and I disagree with that just as strongly. You have to admit when wrongs are
done, or nothing in the future will ever change. spelqueka 1 year ago spelqueka 1 year ago
I'm not going to get into a slanging match, I'm a lover not a hater. I didn't actually accuse
the USA government, but the American people. I am against all terrorist acts, whether it
be 9/11 or by the IRA or the innocents in Iraq. I criticize my own country if I feel they
are being unjust and violent I say so. I am not so blatently patriotic that I am blind to the
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injustices going on around me. Violence is wrong, and it is carried out by a lot of
countries, and the biggest culprit - America spelqueka 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year
ago spelqueka "Slanging match"? It was NOT the American people. It was a handful of
Americans. But it was NOT and should never EVER be spoken of as all inclusive. That
not only paints you as extremely ignorant. It makes you appear stupid for making such
inane all inclusive statements when it's clear that's just nOT the case. Stop accusing all
Americans of what few Americans, private citizens did. You are the biggest culprit of
spreading hurtful ignorance. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago spelqueka 1 year ago Just google
'What do Noraid do?' and see what you come up with!!! spelqueka 1 year ago
SAPPHiiRExo 1 year ago how did u get it 26 mins :O SAPPHiiRExo 1 year ago
defshop11 1 year ago i will kill the damn terrorists but they are quite dead defshop11 1
year ago spelqueka 1 year ago It's true what was said in this video, acts of terrorism go on
every day, and in lots of places around the world. The USA haven't experienced many
attrocities compared to other countries. All acts of terrorism whoever by are evil and I
wish for all victims to eternally rest in peace. One thought,Ireland lost over 3000 people
in their troubles,47,000 injured. 3 people died this week. Who were the biggest funders of
the IRA and of this terrorism, yes you got it, America. spelqueka 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago Who were the biggest funders of the IRA and of this
terrorism, yes you got it, America. <<<<<<<<<<< Show some evidence to support that
ludicrous claim, spelqueka BoomBoom2055 1 year ago FirestarEspeon 1 year ago :( sobs
FirestarEspeon 1 year ago projectinfamous24 1 year ago u know wat yeah it might be
down but its still way better than all the other countries who dont have freedom
projectinfamous24 1 year ago Rayman0 1 year ago 911 was a huge hoax pulled off by our
own government! Dont you see?? We funded Saddam, Al-Qeada, The Taliban, and the
Zionsists. watch Zeitgeist for the love of christ... Rayman0 1 year ago
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago 2 Rayman0 We didn't fund ALQaeda nor the Taliban.
What Zionists? Zeitgiest isn't the truth. It's rubbish. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago 2
Rayman0 1 year ago Actually, yes we did fund the taliban when the soviets invaded
afganistan the christmas weekend 79'. not only that, but we gave al-qaeda 6 billion dollars
from 1989-1992. THE USA IS THE BIGGEST SPONSER OF TERRORISM IN THE
WORLD TODAY. Oh, and by the way, Zeitgeist is the truth. Maybe you're just scared
to realize that this "great" country is the center of most of the world's problems.
Rayman0 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago Rayman0 There was NO AlQaeda in
Afghanistan fighting the Soviets. That was the Mujh militant faction. AlQaeda was
formed after that war from different factions. Educate yourself please. ht tp : // w w w.
infoplease. com/spot/al-qaeda-terrorism. html BoomBoom2055 1 year ago crerarkid 1
year ago that is realy good qualty and i think tht they where planning it for years nt tnt
there where bombs on the plane crerarkid 1 year ago JohnR177 1 year ago Great video
quality. I have never seen a video like this JohnR177 1 year ago magicmii 1 year ago bush
is to blame he did this himself with the FBI and CIA magicmii 1 year ago stuntdavey 1
year ago this is crzy xD stuntdavey 1 year ago syoung1690 1 year ago if they american
cunts would stop poking their fucking noses in others affairs this wouldnt have
happened, this isnt terrorism, that is revenge syoung1690 1 year ago AILDdrums 1 year
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ago revenge for what? AILDdrums 1 year ago afghanzafer2 1 year ago 2 Shit bush
afghanzafer2 1 year ago 2 lynzgoth87 1 year ago Does anyone else notice that almost 20
mins after recording started, after the plane crashed, the build was still able to stand.
Almost 20 mins after recording started, it collapsed, isn't that strange? lynzgoth87 1 year
ago mrgreenbee 1 year ago read the paper today.. is not osama attack.. its arabian israel
mossad team attacked.. they deal with CIA, 7 mossad team were arrested on 9/11 but
they was released.. this conspiracy is stepping stone to blame osama and destroy the
afghan n taliban.. it make zionis more safer, open ur eyes mrgreenbee 1 year ago cornskid
1 year ago Somehow I don't think the Israeliis are afraid of the Taliban. The taliban can
terrorize people who have been beaten back to the stoneage but as soon as they stick it
out, it will get chopped off. cornskid 1 year ago richkingb01 1 year ago the taliban believe
that the world will bow before them and respect their mighty power which they get
through fear. the reality is however other countries such as israel find the taliban are about
as intimidating as a cheese sandwich. considering they can't even beat us on their own
ground it doesnt do well for their delusion of a world wide islamic state (ruled by them of
course) besides most muslims hate these pricks for making their religion a symbol of hate.
screw the taliban. richkingb01 1 year ago Rents66 1 year ago yes they are not like the
American Government who can bomb other countries into sumission and kill hundreds of
thousands of innocent people in the name of the War on Terror. 69 deaths in 2007 from
Terrioist attacks, how many soldiers and citizens died to protect us from this "threat"
more than have ever been killed by what we call terrorist. Rents66 1 year ago richkingb01
1 year ago yes the deaths of innocent civilians is unfortunate and i personaly wish it
wasnt a reality of war. but it is. if it were up to me i would target the taliban turds only
with snipers and not with artillary or air power in urban areas. but terrorist attacks must
have a response to not respond and let them get away with it would be stupid. i
understand going into afghanistan to fight al queda on their own ground as a response to
9/11. but why iraq? the attack didnt come from there. richkingb01 1 year ago cornskid 1
year ago To understand Iraq you must put your head in a bucket with only a narrow slit
to see out of. Then place a Tom Clancy book in front of you and get someone (we'll call
her Condi) to help with the big words. That's my summation of former president W, he
took a war my severely autistic second cousin could have won, turned it into a cluster
fuck and elevated AlQuada to superpower status. cornskid 1 year ago Rents66 1 year ago
3 Our government is the terriorist, they are the ones killing hundreds yes hundreds of
thousands of people in the name of this false war, a war that we started when we either
allowed or were involved in the attack, to believe that our government and "Bush" were
just so dumb that they could not prevent this is obsurd, even if you don't believe they did
it on purpose they had to allow it for it to take place, just like Pearl Harbor, look it up,
we knew and did nothing, we are the evil. Rents66 1 year ago 3 BoomBoom2055 1 year
ago Rents66 NO, the US is not a terrorist. There's no fake war. "We" are not evil. Your
statement is absurd. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago Rents66 1 year ago To say that our
government is justified in killing hundreds of thousands of innocent people for any reason
ANY reason is absurd to me. Even if you don't believe that we either allowed 9/11 to
happen or were directly envolved in the act you will have a tough time convincing me that
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this slaughter of innocent life is not evil. Rents66 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
Rents66 I believe we're justitife din stopping insurgents & terrorsists form taking over
Iraq. I believe were justified in taking out Hussein. I just wish we could take out more
filthy homicidal maniac leaders like him. Defending lives is never evil Our military forces
are not evil. If you don't care for it, then perhaps you should re-think you're staying in
America and being an American citizen. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago spelqueka 1 year ago
It has been well known in the UK for well over 30 years that NORAID was one of the
biggest contributers to the IRA. Just open your eyes, look around the internet, google a
few places, Wikipedia for a start, scroll down to who supported the IRA. This twisted
sense of belonging that some American's have to Ireland, when they probably couldn't
even point it out on a map is beyond me. America is a very very violent country.
spelqueka 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago NORAID Unionist politicians and the
British, Irish and U.S. governments have accused Noraid of being a front for the
Provisional Irish Republican Army (IRA)... Irish Northern Aid is an American based
membership organization that supports through peaceful means, the establishment of a
democratic 32-county Ireland. Our Strategy: No where does it say that it's the US govt
supported it. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago uncledevo 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Google video: 911 and the British Broadcasting Conspiracy watch to end before writing me Google: Patriots for 9/11 Truth - see the Generals, Col.s,
Ph.D.s? $2.3 Trillion missing from Pentagon (source Donald Rumsfeld) Short selling of
American & United Airlines Remember the anthrax attacks after 9/11? Justice for the
victims & their families! Press your elected representatives for a new, open & honest
investigation into 9/11 Put all who obstruct justice in jail and execute the perps!
uncledevo 1 year ago mrgreenbee 1 year ago all this happened bcoz US govt false.. they
always tryin to be wolrd police, always disturbing n bombing others country bcoz of
personal interest.. pls do respect others country, nowaday not like many decade ago.. all
country is independent.. mrgreenbee 1 year ago guitardoody 1 year ago why the fuck is
everyone saying; never forget them who gives a fuck its only 3000 people why the fuck
is everyone making such a big deal about 3000 americans dying when everyday thousands
of africans and people in other third world countries die from starvation, diarrhea and
other preventable diseases why does everyone think that american life is so valueable? its
not americans are stupid selfish and ignorant and theyr lives have very little value
guitardoody 1 year ago ousamadidndoit 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks AKA
BoomBoom2055 AKA SharkGodless AKA CUNT! do yourselves a favour people...and
don't waste your time debating with someone who has been paid to lie...they ain't paid to
debate with truth and facts...their purpose is to lie, mislead, and re direct the focus away
from the truth....read her previous posts...and see for yourselves....or you can ask her "
why isn't Binladen accused of 9/11 on the FBI,s most wanted site" and see what she
says. ousamadidndoit 1 year ago ousamadidndoit 1 year ago Or ask the ho...what
happened to the wings of the 757 that supposedly hit the pentagon....according to
her..."they wings folded back like a dragon fly and got sucked in by the vacuum...tail as
well" her words....lol...ask her and see for yourselves.. ousamadidndoit 1 year ago
midlothian911 1 year ago watch the truth: Midlothian 911 (video) midlothian911 1 year
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ago jcasaurus 1 year ago wait what happened on 9/11/01? jcasaurus 1 year ago 1ynnek 1
year ago The video is truly chilling. The hairs on my arms go up when ever i see things
related to the 9/11 event but this video shows it from a different tragic angle. Thanks for
sharing 1ynnek 1 year ago presbourg 1 year ago 9/11 Not chilling really , but USA grossly
overstated and exagigrate it bigger , the most chilling was the tsunami , and soon the
dooms day , the fear was made too much that a baby will come out from pregnant
woman, theblack hair turn white and the fear is too unbearable you die on the spot to see
the breaking of the sun, moon, earth and universe! Allah u akbar presbourg 1 year ago
MidNightT0k3r 1 year ago exaggerated..really?....3 Thousand people die, by the hands of
religous fanatics, The pentagon, And the crash in Pennsylvania, this changed history and
the way of life, was the cause of 2 wars, and countless other deaths in Iraq and
Afghanistan, And you propably think americans are fuckin Ignorant?, and for the rest of
you FUCKIN 12 YEAR OLD CLUELESS DOUCHEBAGS if it wasnt for America you
would most likely be typeing in German, have some respect and fuckin dignity for your
selves, ignorant fucks MidNightT0k3r 1 year ago suprapower420 1 year ago it looks like
this video is edited to hide the secondary explosions suprapower420 1 year ago
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago suprapower420 There were NO explosives used on
9/11/2001. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago LimeInTheCoconut12 1 year ago wow saying
that to a kid thats stupid! LimeInTheCoconut12 1 year ago StillGame96 1 year ago This
Video Is Very Good. It Expresses Peopels Emotions/Reactions. It Must Have Been
Horrible. StillGame96 1 year ago sharkeatsunicorn 1 year ago "ben laden is bush toy but
you American are so dumb to see that " Not as dumb as your poor spelling and grammar.
Go to school, retard. sharkeatsunicorn 1 year ago StillGame96 1 year ago LOL!
StillGame96 1 year ago shalaoui 1 year ago ben laden is bush toy but you American are so
dumb to see that shalaoui 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago shalaoui Wrong.
Islamic extremists are his toys. Bush didn't do this. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
Deven50 1 year ago nice inside job mr bush Deven50 1 year ago colmmernagh 1 year ago
"OMG, it was a military plane" But your not going to see it because its edited out og this
clip !! colmmernagh 1 year ago TheHoffmaster91 1 year ago That was my birthday i hate
this video TheHoffmaster91 1 year ago DSDars 1 year ago nice racurs DSDars 1 year ago
andyjhwelch 1 year ago i believe there was a cover-up but not that the us government was
involved in bringing the towers down. if you watch building demolitions you hear
multiple explosions and see lots of flashes, this just is not the case with 9/11. i do believe
the us government knew of an appending attack and failed to act, costing the lives of
thousands. andyjhwelch 1 year ago mrgreenbee 1 year ago thousands people died bcoz of
terrorist, the real terorist is US govt, then always blame muslim people, how dare u kill ur
own peoples just to get the oil at iraq, afghanistan.. and steeping stone to help the zionis..
this arab country is a big threaten to israel... this all conspiracy.. nowaday try to bomb
iran.. now the US became a NO 1 most hated country... sympathy fo that.. and who
died.. - how come the stolen plane can get perfect cordinat to hit the twin tower one by
one?.. mrgreenbee 1 year ago jonasnljunggren 1 year ago wauw thats hurt. jonasnljunggren
1 year ago SKMatoBB 1 year ago 14:08 boom SKMatoBB 1 year ago saat5 1 year ago
show hide im glad for this happend to fucking usa =) saat5 1 year ago Phil33hockey 1
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year ago 2 How can you say something like that?! Phil33hockey 1 year ago 2 saat5 1 year
ago fuck usa.. they killed thousands of people that day but usa kille milyons of peple
every where.. japan iraq afghanistan vietnam... what a fuck u deserv it.. i hope this will
happen more to usa. saat5 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago saat5 Why do I
deserve it? I've never killed anyone in my life. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago saat5 1 year
ago you i mean (usa) saat5 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago saat5 NO, I said
exactly what I mean to make a point. I am part of America. I've never killed anyone in my
life. You're blindly condemning millions of Americans for what past government officials
did. You are blindly condemming millions of Americans for what our government does.
THAT is WRONG. No matter what NO one deserves a 9/11. You're NO better than
those you blindly & inanely accuse. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago FireWhacker12124 1
year ago 3 saat5.... you can rot in hell you fucking bastard.. thousands of people died that
day and you post a comment like that!!! FUCK YOU FireWhacker12124 1 year ago 3
saat5 1 year ago show hide fuck usa.. they killed thousands of people that day but usa
kille milyons of peple every where.. japan iraq afghanistan vietnam... what a fuck u
deserv it.. i hope this will happen more to usa. saat5 1 year ago thebingaman 1 year ago
Just so you know, you sound like a fucking idiot. Then again, so does every other guy in
the Taliban with a computer. thebingaman 1 year ago RoxieandCoco 1 year ago My
cousins died in this whole thing and is was so hard....me and my father got the news...my
dad is a fire fighter too.....he was out of work that day when they called him in to help
but we wouldnt let him go...thank god! RoxieandCoco 1 year ago saat5 1 year ago did
your dather died there? saat5 1 year ago argadot 1 year ago Wow i live in Germany and I
was only in the first class when it happened but I show respect and my condolence to all
families who lost members of the family...I saw it on TV after i came from school...thanks
for the video! argadot 1 year ago LimeInTheCoconut12 1 year ago Wow u must of been
so scared! u guys are so brave also! when this happen i was only six! and i was in
school!...lol lol! then my mom picked me up! my dad was a police officer. 3 people in my
family were in there, they lived! LimeInTheCoconut12 1 year ago Bullottt 1 year ago
lime. i dont think your family was in there.. your just tryin to get attention.... your to
happy about this to have had family in there you keep doing lol!! and these things !
Bullottt 1 year ago Janetjacksongurl 1 year ago On 5:31 on the left side of the screen was
that the plane that hit the other tower or a news helicopter? I lived it Nj and I can see NY
clearly from my grandfather's house. He heard the BOOM from the first plane and picked
my brother up and ran. Then from his window he saw the second plane crash.
Janetjacksongurl 1 year ago Bullottt 1 year ago i think it was a helicopter cuz the plane
wouldnt have been able to get out threw the tower. i thnk it might have gotten stuck
Bullottt 1 year ago brian78045 1 year ago One of NORADs "air sovereignty" tasks
before 9/11 was watching foreign aircraft fly over American airspace. NORAD before
1997 said of such foreign aircraft, "Today NORAD, which monitors some 7,000
crossings of our airspace daily..." The quote above is contradicted by the following 2008
quote from NORAD, "Since the tragic events of 9/11, NORADs role which previously
was outward-looking now includes monitoring airspace within North America." See the 5
articles on NORAD at DNotice (org). brian78045 1 year ago bosoxyaz8 1 year ago Wow
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watching this video made me feel like i was there. very personal video. i`ll never forget
waking up that morning i was living in san francisco than i turned on the tv and the rest is
sad history. god bless the victims. bosoxyaz8 1 year ago poepoeske 1 year ago It must be
so scary if you see all this out of your window... poepoeske 1 year ago drenicak1 1 year
ago Allahu Akber Allahu Akber drenicak1 1 year ago PoisonDrakeAssassin 1 year ago
Bitch,shut the fuck up. PoisonDrakeAssassin 1 year ago banjotails 1 year ago Why is
your footage cut edited before the next plane hits??? you film for 11.33 str8 and then
stop before the plane hits.. Then edited again when the towers fall 14.12 hmmm what are
you or the Gov hiding?? banjotails 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago Hmmmm....what are
you hiding? It certainly isn't a brain. Or do you normally vomit weak sarcasm without
nthinking? This video was widely distributed a few years ago on DVD. Shows a lot more
than is here. It's what an upscale NYC woman saw out her living room window. It's not
about stupid twooftard crap. cornskid 1 year ago KingHotdog 1 year ago 2 for a country
full of church people WHERE WAS GOD THAT DAY. KingHotdog 1 year ago 2
GrooveVibes 1 year ago And who were the first white men who settled at Manhattan
Island? Dutch people... not the British... (search for New Netherland, New Amsterdam
on wikipedia) GrooveVibes 1 year ago KingHotdog 1 year ago Yeah but the dutch were
too stoned to do anything meaningfull or constructive KingHotdog 1 year ago
GrooveVibes 1 year ago no, the british fucked it all up when they came... GrooveVibes 1
year ago GrooveVibes 1 year ago uhm I don t think that s possible, it was around 3-4 pm
here when they attacked the towers, I live in belgium GMT +1, so how could it be 330
pm in australia? GrooveVibes 1 year ago GrooveVibes 1 year ago I really feel for you =(
GrooveVibes 1 year ago ousamadidndoit 1 year ago (pt2) firstly...according to
BoomBoom, there are no, and never have been any families who are unsatisfied with the
9/11 inquiry...according to her...there are no family members (who have lost loved ones
on 9/11) who are campaigning for a new 9/11 inquiry. (2a)According to BoomBitch....the
wings of the "so called 757" that allegedly hit the Pentagon folded back...like a dragon fly
and were sucked in (tail end as well) and that is why no wings were left outside of the
Pentagon. (pt3) ousamadidndoit 1 year ago ousamadidndoit 1 year ago (pt3) If you go to
the FBI,s most wanted site, you will find that Binladen is listed as a terror suspect....but
he is not accused of 9/11. The Guardian newspaper (British independent newspaper)
contacted the FBI and asked them "Why haven't you accused Binladen of 9/11" their
reply was..." Er...we..actually don't have any evidence whatsoever to suggest he was
involved in any aspect of 9/11" (look for yourselves people) According to
BoomBitch...the FBI didn't accuse Binladen because (pt4) ousamadidndoit 1 year ago
ousamadidndoit 1 year ago (pt4)..the FBI didn't accuse Binladen because " The FBI don't
deal with anyone who is not a US citizen and they don't deal with suspects who they
believe are no on American soil" These are her words..if you don't believe me...ASK THE
BITCH YOURSELVES! Or...for extra proof that she is a SHILL try asking her about all
the previous steel framed skyscrapers that have collapsed due to fire and plane
strikes....BEFORE AND AFTER 9/11 ...THERE HAVE BEEN NONE..NO
SKYSCRAPER HAS EVER FALLEN DUE TO FIRE! ousamadidndoit 1 year ago
ousamadidndoit 1 year ago Personally....my sympathies go to the families of the
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victims....many of whom are still to this day seeking answers to their questions...how sad
that after 8 years we are no closer to having them answered. This in my opinion is as soul
destroying as the actual attack, therefore in order to show the proper respect that the
victims and the families deserve...we need to make sure that the questions get answered
via a new fully independent, fully financed 9/11 inquiry. ousamadidndoit 1 year ago
ousamadidndoit 1 year ago Another thing that id like to say is that...there are so many
shills on youtube, the one that i feel deserves a mention is BoomBoom2055...the reason
ive picked her out, is because ive never conversed with someone who is so willing to lie,
misinform and use pathetic tactics in order to mislead those unaware of the truth. Let me
give you a few examples of how this cunt lies and deceives and stamps on the memory of
the victims and their families (pt2) ousamadidndoit 1 year ago rapper008 1 year ago
insidejob! a military plane? opend youre eyes!!! maked by cia and mossad. bilderberg and
aipac the financial partner!!!! rapper008 1 year ago KaciePotts 1 year ago Thank you for
sharing this personal video with us. It was a horrible experience in history but it needs to
be remembered. And to the immature comments left below, all of you need to be ashamed
of yourselves. You have no consideration or morality. This isn't about the economy or
how much America "sucks", it's about a brutal attack on our homeland KaciePotts 1 year
ago musicboi63 1 year ago you guys are fighting about the stupid economy when the
video was about one of the biggest tragedies in the world? This video shows that you
should never forget this horrific day because forgetting only lets it happen again. Show
your respect for the people that lost their lives or their loved ones that day. musicboi63 1
year ago FaunaLaNei 1 year ago All I can say is wow. I really feel at a loss for words.
Even after 7 and a half years this still chills me to the bone. It was dramatic to see things
from your perspective and I felt I was there as well. What a sad, sad day. I will always
remember. Thank you for sharing this with the world. You are very couragous. Fauna
FaunaLaNei 1 year ago poepoeske 1 year ago I'm feeling just the same way. poepoeske 1
year ago kerka2006 1 year ago where is the videos when usa kill civile ppl en irak? fking
american dramma! stop atack muslim countrys stupids and rassist! putin des rasciste.
kerka2006 1 year ago projectinfamous24 1 year ago that comment goes to hallonsylt
down there projectinfamous24 1 year ago Luk333 1 year ago Finally, a video of this
without sappy music. Luk333 1 year ago NintendoX5 1 year ago KABBBOOOOOOM
NintendoX5 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago NintendoX5 NO FUNNY!!! You
are a disgrace to your family, loved ones and community!! BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
Strutoni 1 year ago Trust Me people that Bulding No body did that except Mr.Bush dont
you guys be a stupid how fuckin come taliban people to come fly the plane wich there
dont know nothing is secure full noght bush did that have nice day. Strutoni 1 year ago
monstrcaps 1 year ago i think its special project 9/11Bush some hollywod and some jews
monstrcaps 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago monstrcaps i think its special project
9/11Bush some hollywod and some jews <<<<<<<< I think 'truthers' are 'special'.
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago mangeunscio 1 year ago Comment removed garlex134 1 year
ago >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> garlex134 1 year ago subwover7 1 year ago A
miliatairi plain?:O subwover7 1 year ago liessdasnicht 1 year ago this is very very bad nd
mad i hope the world never see something again. please its not funny liessdasnicht 1 year
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ago presbourg 1 year ago 9/11 is nothin for stupid americans that they brag everyday , for
Iraqi , it cost them thier nation , untill now , ppl die 1,000,000 due to the Bush invasions ,
drag Bush to Haque for war crimes ! presbourg 1 year ago Hallonsylt 1 year ago I hate
Bush and I hate that 1,000,000 people in Iraq have died in my name,but fuck you for
calling americans stupid. You are ignorant. Stop being so shallow, grow up and learn that
the US military is just a tool of the globalist, racist, satanic Illuminati based primarily in
that progenitor of two world wars, Europe. Hallonsylt 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1
year ago Hallonsylt I dislike Bush. BUt there was no 1 million Iraqis killed. That's a
bogus figure. There is no racist, satanic Illuminati. That's a dark fairytale.
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago Hallonsylt 1 year ago Yeah Boom Boom, suuuuuuuure.
Enjoy your false flag terrorist attacks, your bird flu virus contaminated vaccines, your
untold trillions of dollars openly stolen by the banks, your cops dressed in black Darth
Vador outfits terrorizing school children, etc etc. etc. Enjoy your Fema camps too,
mother f....ker. Hallonsylt 1 year ago projectinfamous24 1 year ago hey bitch SHUT
THE FUCK UP America is the greastest country in the world bitch and if you dont like
it Dont watch this vidoe dont go to america and SHUT THE FUCK UP fucker
projectinfamous24 1 year ago Ortega2Productions 1 year ago good joke man
Ortega2Productions 1 year ago Krow12345678910 1 year ago dude America sux. why do
you think so many people are losing there jobs and crap? why do you think the economy
is sooooooo low Krow12345678910 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
Krow12345678910 Just because the economy is bad doesn't mean it sucks. Grow up!
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago santidltp 1 year ago 2 Krow12345678910 i'm not american,
and the bad economy is around the world, not just america. santidltp 1 year ago 2
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago Hallonsylt YO FOOL, they're not MINE. There aren't false
flag terrorist attacks. Terrorism is very real and is being perpetuated by Islamic
Extremists Jihadists. As for the rest of what you're babbling on about, doesn't make
sense. It's just a bunch of paranoid mumbo jumbo. There are no FEMA concentration
camps. Time for you to wake up. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year
ago presbourg NO ONE deserves a 9/11. NOT ALL AMERICANS are alike. That 1
million figure is BS. There were no warcimes committed. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
BUYMETHAT 1 year ago Justice will come, those who are in the wrong,or are on the
wrong side,thinking they are right. Remmber htis,justice will come.And on that
day,you're going to regret it. God bless america. BUYMETHAT 1 year ago
bmwtransporter 1 year ago fuck bush it was his game . bmwtransporter 1 year ago
best1234567890 1 year ago asshole bitch its not a game you fagat best1234567890 1 year
ago drtpur16 1 year ago It's sad because thousands of people died when they didn't need
to. Humans are disgusting creatures that feel it's ok to kill people just to get a point
across. THOSE PEOPLE HAD NO REASON TO DIE! drtpur16 1 year ago mnvofvan 1
year ago Wow, very emotional video. You were so close too. Never Forget...... mnvofvan
1 year ago evensuralex 1 year ago perfect tower.... now down :( evensuralex 1 year ago
taylorluvshorses16 1 year ago my aunt worked eight around the corner from the WTC
and she said it was the most horrible thing she ever saw in her life. Her window faced the
buildings and she couldn't believe her i's. God Bless America! taylorluvshorses16 1 year
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ago pooonanton 1 year ago 2 Okey im not an american or so, im just thinking, the only
reason that i can think of that this is so sad is becuase its america and the twin towers. If
it would have been say iraq and its was 100 building and 10 000 people died would it be
this sad? or even sader? NO cuz its not USA. Most people would just read about it in the
paper and say ''ah, its not America so why care'' And here ''only'' 3000 people died. and
people still cry. i understand if you lost someone but its not that sad!! pooonanton 1
year ago 2 JoPoeproductions 1 year ago well that is true and i dont want to start a fite
cause im a midwestern man buti think that if iraq saw this they would say oh its no big
deal thats just my thought JoPoeproductions 1 year ago pwbpub 1 year ago Well you i
dont consider it to be THAT sad myself but its so shocking beacuse an attack on the usa
hasnt really happened in over 50 years....iraq, afghan, attacks happen everyday so your
rite its not considered to be so shocking and sad.i mean thats on our turf so it reakky
should be more(sad/shocking). pwbpub 1 year ago jimmyn89 1 year ago "but its so
shocking beacuse an attack on the usa hasnt really happened in over 50 years" There was
the world trade center bombing in 1993, 6 dead and 1,042 injured. jimmyn89 1 year ago
cornskid 1 year ago Yes it is that sad, you say 3000 people died.....they were murdered,
that's what makes it so sad. cornskid 1 year ago pooonanton 1 year ago Its not sad! not
for me anyway the only reason i have for saying this is sad is cuz it happend on my
birthday!..... People die every day! not from air planes flying into buildings. And people
get murdered probobly every day to! so if you think its sad when poeple you dont know
gets murdered you must be a sad, sad, sad person really, you must be crying all the time!
pooonanton 1 year ago liessdasnicht 1 year ago its funking not important if that was on
your birthday very ver ymuch people are died at one time! thats not funny its very mad
man!!! one of the badest days of worlds history!! liessdasnicht 1 year ago pooonanton 1
year ago No its not, the important thig is that its NOT THAT FREAKIN SAD THAT
EVERYONE THINKS, I understand if you lost somebody there then you can think its
sad, as i said PEOPLE DIE EVERY FUCKING DAY! they get murdered, raiped and
stuff like that, sure it was sad when it happend but now?? come on you need to move on
a really sad thing is child abuse thats like 10328641 time sader then this.....i never said it
was funny, pooonanton 1 year ago Hallonsylt 1 year ago What's sad is that it was an
inside job that announced the coming murderous, satanic New World Order. Enjoy your
bank crisis (engineered global depression) all you deniers. Then enjoy all the other
atrocities they have waiting for you while you sit around and mock people who tried to
warn you. Hallonsylt 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago the coming murderous,
satanic New World Order >>>>>>>>> Stop believing in dark fairy tales.
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago pooonanton 1 year ago Does that even have one thing related
to what i said?....i was just saying that the WTC attack isnt so sad as everbody believe.
Chocking? yes! Sad? no! pooonanton 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago No kid, I don't cry
much. When people are murdered it deminishes us all. From your post I can see that
you're very young and haven't reasoned it out much. I sincerely hope you develop an
informed social concious cornskid 1 year ago DeLaGhettoFans 1 year ago 11:54 Miren
Hay Un Ovni En El Cielo DeLaGhettoFans 1 year ago leicesterbhai14 1 year ago this
tape his bitch tape or video animated feature leicesterbhai14 1 year ago Slimologic 1 year
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ago Und was ist jetzt mit den "Terroristen" die man zu identifizieren glaubte. Wo sind
dann die "entführten Maschinen" geblieben ? Wieviele Menschen befanden sich
tatsächlich an dem Tag im Gebäude. Warum hatten so viele Menschen an dem Tag
ausgereichnet "frei", oder waren "krank" geschrieben. Damit war es auch aus mit dem
sogenannten NESARA Projekt das die Illumnis ja unbedingt verhindern wollten, und es ja
auch geschafft haben. ( NESARA ) mal googlen. Slimologic 1 year ago hamtetutu 1 year
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam FUCK YOU TERRORIST!!!!!!
hamtetutu 1 year ago mehradyos 1 year ago fuck mossad mehradyos 1 year ago uncledevo
1 year ago Google: Richard Gage AIA Patriots for 9/11 Truth Urban Moving Systems
Dancing Israelis Mad Max's Justice Department The scary post-9/11 thinking of the
Bush legal team Google Videos: Sibel Edmonds Kill the Messenger Dead in the Water
This was a joint CIA Mossad operation. uncledevo 1 year ago homiedogson 1 year ago
10:03, on the right side of the screen u see a person jump... homiedogson 1 year ago
nolatoolguy 1 year ago its a very good video not in the way its fun but it pays tribute to
some of those family members and new workers dont worry about the other coments i
remember it clearly were i was nolatoolguy 1 year ago hammerbau 1 year ago » 11
September attacks And 20 Dollars..." A Simple folding movement after the initial dollar
At The Pentagon on the surface of yanar, on the back of the World Trade Center's twin
Towers of smoke rise.. are seen -20 US dollar banknot World Trade center and the
pentagon attacks secret photographs possible to find.. hammerbau 1 year ago
axedproductions 1 year ago i feel sick when i watch videos like this... axedproductions 1
year ago x360z0cker 1 year ago why do they always have a cut when something is
happening??? in memory of 9/11 x360z0cker 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago 11:44 46 the tape was purposely EDITED to block out whatever caused the 2nd explosion
InsideJob4911 1 year ago DieTenkaichiMeister 1 year ago look at 11:53 ! At the right
side, there is another plane! Maybe that from the pentergon! DieTenkaichiMeister 1 year
ago zerolink123 1 year ago this is shit zerolink123 1 year ago Lenyiseg 1 year ago je to
hruza kdyz to vidim mrazi me v zadech Lenyiseg 1 year ago ToiletGreece 1 year ago So
scary... the sirens just sends shivers down my spine. Was the day the world, as we knew
it changed. RIP all who lost their lives. ToiletGreece 1 year ago AntiliaantjuH8002Boy 1
year ago yes and what happens with irak is not horrible aigt ? fokkin americans ;) good
for them fokkin incest fuckerzz :D AntiliaantjuH8002Boy 1 year ago oooshitman9 1 year
ago did they get paid for this vid.....thats sick. oooshitman9 1 year ago cornskid 1 year
ago no, they didn't get paid, look at the view, that's high dollar upscale living, they had
allready arrived cornskid 1 year ago HotDlCK 1 year ago Notice how most AIDS victims
are homosexuals. This is God speaking. God killed all those people in New Orleans for
their tolerance of homosexuality,God causes crime to increase for tolerance of
homosexuality,God lowered his shield of protections on that fateful day on 9/11 because
we were foolish enought to tolerate homosexuality. God is not happy and he speaks to us
through these disasters. HotDlCK 1 year ago Qdrum803 1 year ago You are a sick piece
of shit, im a NY firefighter and I was on duty on 9/11 I was able to get 4 people of of the
safely out of the buliding and on my last trip the the buliding began to come down and i
ran was a young women to safe spot. anyway i lost many close friends that day and they
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were not homosexuals (not that it matters) you better watch who you say this shit two
or your gonna get the shit beat out of you. Go fuck yourself prick. Qdrum803 1 year ago
taz0k2 1 year ago Are you a homo erectus? I did not know you still existed taz0k2 1 year
ago batgaz53 1 year ago what an absolutely ludicrous analogy,your homophobic
comments are extremely offensive to decent humankind! remember your bible ,"let those
without sin cast the first stone" can you cast that stone? i know i can't. the lord god loves
all his children.......dont be so judgemental....our lord jesus christ ,advocated tolerance....do
the same my friend....... batgaz53 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago HotDlCK
You're either 1 of Jerry Falwell's follwers or Pat Robertson's flock, or you're a troll. God's
word is all about tolerance, and love. Jesus walked among thieves, whores and
homosexuals AND LOVED THEM ALL, ACCEPTED THEM ALL. Jesus taught
Christians to do the same. By the way most victims of AIDS are hetrosexual....Your
ignorance and intolerance exposed you for the coldhearted utter moron you are, that's
pathetic. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago hello0787 1 year ago if fire was the reason for both
buildings to fall then why did the building that was hit second fall first? wouldn't they fall
in the order they were hit? hello0787 1 year ago elmoisk00l 1 year ago awesome vid man i
give it a 10+ good job!:) elmoisk00l 1 year ago lgliamlj 1 year ago edited at 11.44 and a
few other points check out explosive squib`s at 7.52 lgliamlj 1 year ago legoszormeny 1
year ago Very beautiful attacks !! Kamikaze really sucks !! legoszormeny 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 2 legoszormeny Why do you keep making such insidious and
coldhearted remarks like that? What did those 3000 people from 83 different nations do
to you? BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 2 Kirkwhisper 1 year ago legoszormeny: Please
purchase a one-way ticket to Antarctica as soon as possible. Kirkwhisper 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago Kirkwhisper Your last reply came to my message box.
Anartica's too good for him. I say send his sorry ass to North Korea. BoomBoom2055 1
year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago 11:45 - 46 , whatever caused or didnt cause the 2nd
explosion was Obviously PURPOSELY edited out of this video why ? InsideJob4911 1
year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago InsideJob4911 It's not obvious to me. Don't ask me
why. I'm not God. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago hello0787 1 year ago something else that
is interesting is that both ladies said it was a military airplane and the second building that
fell created 1000 times more smoke. hello0787 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago Hello
Ive been researching 911 for a few yrs now and trying to find the Truth , as i do not
Believe the Official Story, as Millions of Other people around the world dont either. But
recently ive run across whats called the NO PLANE theory, which is that the Images of
the 2nd plane hitting the Tower were fake and photo shopped. So i found this Amateur
Video hoping to settle this controversy and figure this out. And the Mystery only
deepens as this video was EDITED InsideJob4911 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago
Now its clear and obvious that at the PRECISE Moment in this video at 11:44 - 46, At
the time we would have seen a 2nd Plane, Whatever caused that 2nd explosion was Edited
out. up Until 11:46, She is shooting uninterrupted continuous smooth Film and WHAM,
a video 'splice' or 'skip' occurs RIGHT BEFORE the 2nd Explosion. and you can hear her
saying " uhhhhhhh' in mid stream. Its Obvious someone edited this video to NOT show
what happened Moment before 2nd explos InsideJob4911 1 year ago star232 1 year ago i
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think they stopped recording not thinking that a second plane was going to hit...I doubt
they did it on purpose...besides why would these people want to hid something?...
star232 1 year ago star232 1 year ago hide star232 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago
star what you are suggesting, which is that they hit STOP on the Recorder at that very
moment is IMPOSSIBLE. and heres why, How could they film the entire event and just
happen to STOP the camera the very SECOND before the plane hit ? that makes No
sense at all Also, how could they have filmed the Entire 2nd Explosion, yet totally miss
and not film the Object that preceeded it by a mere second ? You for whatever reason are
denying the obvious. Someone edited this video InsideJob4911 1 year ago InsideJob4911
1 year ago Logically what you are suggesting makes NO sense on any Level. They
continued filming this event for an continuous uninterrupted 11 minutes. 1. Why would
they suddenly stop ? Did you NOT notice the obvious 'skip' or 'splice' in the video from
frames 11: 44 - 46 ? Do you really think that this just happens to be an odd coincidence
that this splice in the video happens the very SECOND the supposed Plane would be in
the video ? IMPOSSIBLE, it was Edited obviously InsideJob4911 1 year ago star232 1
year ago Seriously why do you care?..Just because they edited or stopped the video isn't
going to solve anything!!! star232 1 year ago ssoonniiaaa 1 year ago Comment removed
sagaciousknight 1 year ago People! people! people! How can you not see that there are
two major things missing in this video that would give a lot of answers. 1. Video skips to
just after second plane was supposed to have hit. and 2. Video jumps at critical time just
when tower collapses. I suggest you visit Disclose TV and look for a video called 9/11
MEDIA MANIPULATIONS. It highlights something that is invaluable to everybody. I
will find link and post next. Thank You. sagaciousknight 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year
ago SAGA You are correct in what you say and im trying to get these thick skulls full of
mush that comment here to understand that, but many of them here are total Morons
who cant think Logically. 11:44 - 46 the Film "skips' or Jumps and was CLEARLY and
obviously edited. it just so 'happens' that this the Precise time that a plane would have
entered the picture. BRI filmed the Entire 2nd explosion, yet she missed the supposed
Object that caused it ? OBVIOUS EDIT InsideJob4911 1 year ago T3rm3nator 1 year
ago the biggest shock about 9/11 /watch?v=Ax8sLqc7vvU&feature=c-hannel_page
T3rm3nator 1 year ago T3rm3nator 1 year ago the biggest shock about 9/11
/watch?v=Ax8sLqc7vvU&feature=c-hannel_page T3rm3nator 1 year ago Xzero0093 1
year ago still remember that horrible day Xzero0093 1 year ago Bleuesoul89 1 year ago
law of the universe is attraction us americans act bad we attract bad things Bleuesoul89 1
year ago uncledevo 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Google: the twin towers gallery of evidence patriots for 9/11 truth dancing israelis 9/11
jim hoffman 9/11 rebuttal Think the US Government wouldn't cover up the murder of its
own by Israelis? Watch Google video "Dead in the Water" uncledevo 1 year ago kizzssss
1 year ago OMG i can´t say anything........ :'( kizzssss 1 year ago adambullock7J 1 year
ago how scary wiould thay have been when the smoke was coming in adambullock7J 1
year ago fangnclaw2 1 year ago 2 Friggen monsters. fangnclaw2 1 year ago 2
wakebrdrbandit 1 year ago are u serious there is footage of the plane how could u say that
it wasnt a plane wakebrdrbandit 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago Watch this video
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from 11 : 44 - 46 , wheres the Plane ? InsideJob4911 1 year ago royneil9 1 year ago the
camera was off look its obvious he saw it and reacted by hitting record after the fact
royneil9 1 year ago petermines 1 year ago If you look at the video carefully you can see
the frame change at 11:45 and half a second. It isn't camera movement. The camera was
only switched back on at this precise moment probably because a plane was about to hit
the tower. The pattern of the grey smoke changes completely and instantly. The event of
the plane was missed by the camera in the time frame petermines 1 year ago
InsideJob4911 1 year ago Peter Regarding the 11:44 - 46 Edit on this video, You are close
in your analysis but you didnt Logically 'close the deal' . Go watch it again. The Camera
was NOT turned 'on and off'. The reason why is you can hear in the Audio that they are
in 'mid sentence' in their exasperated Gasp of AGHHHHHH as they witness the 2nd
explosion. There is continuous footage UNINTERRUPTED, Right up until the Very
second the 'supposed' 2nd plane would have hit. it was EDITED InsideJob4911 1 year
ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago In fact i can prove what im saying quite easily with the
Audio, if you disagree with me. Just from the visual evidence ALONE this video was
clearly Edited at the 11 : 44 - 46 Mark from the Manner in how the Camera 'skips' or
'jumps' However for those that are still not convinced and Need More proof just listen to
the AUDIO at around 1 minute after 2nd explosion. A man says " was it a plane ? ' and
the woman says " Yes ill show you Right on here " SO WHERES THE PLANE ?
InsideJob4911 1 year ago BirmzBoii 1 year ago Truss me ! BirmzBoii 1 year ago
asmaragyal 1 year ago fuck bush and everyone who thinks this wasn't an inside job.They
did it themselves and tried 2 blame everyone for it.Open your eyes america!!! asmaragyal
1 year ago SouLinF1re 1 year ago cut the bullshit you idiots..Inside job or not..If you
dont respect to anything just try to respect the people who died in those towers.. I feel
sorry for them and for their lovely family even though I am muslim which is nobody likes
easily.. You dont have to like america or american people..But you have to respect.. God
Bless everyone ! SouLinF1re 1 year ago lukeh56789 1 year ago show hide
lololololololololololololololo-lololololololololol americans suck my balls lukeh56789 1
year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 2 lukeh56789 lololololololololololololololo
lololololololololol americans suck my balls <<<<<<<<<<<<< Why did you make such an
asinine remark? BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 2 JONthe13th 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Zeitgeist Addendum is a must view!!! WATCH
ZEITGEIST ADDENDUM =FREE to watch!! free your mind.... anybody who can
translate languages please translate and spread this documentary ...... ......... dont listen to
the puppets of the puppet masters ..... we are slaves of a elite...... and have been for
centurys...... no joke JONthe13th 1 year ago stimpyl 1 year ago The Project for a New
American Century released a report called 'Rebuilding America's Defenses: strategy,
forces and resources for a New Century'. it stated that in order to revolutionize the US
war machine, we needed another pearl harbor type of catastrophic event. 13 months later,
the twin towers fell. coincidence ? still believe tower 7 fell from a small fire, and just
happened to fall in a manner exactly like the twin towers ? controlled demolition, inside
job. stimpyl 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago stimpyl Did you watch Loose
Change? You're not accurate. There were no small fires in WTC 7. Ask the FDNY that
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were very concerned it would collapse. There was no demolition. Invisible, silent
explosives without concussions haven't been invented yet. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
davidhathaway1 1 year ago Comment removed TruthinFilm 1 year ago Important film.
Thanks To the 'Inside job' poster... please get some help, you need it. TruthinFilm 1 year
ago ihateskullking 1 year ago stupid dumbass and there was no third plane ihateskullking
1 year ago ihateskullking 1 year ago ya that would have been smart ihateskullking 1 year
ago keiblerbutt 1 year ago thank you bob and bri for the video. keiblerbutt 1 year ago
InsideJob4911 1 year ago Bob and Bri are Frauds InsideJob4911 1 year ago BeliVuk963 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Yessssssssss
yessssssssssss Die you american cowards.What is it like when someone kill your children
aaaaaaaaaa???????? What goes around ,comes around. Remember Serbia 1999 when
americans killed a lot of Serbian children during their terorist bombing of Serbia. Serbian
took down their F 117 . Sorry we didn t known it was invisible hahahahahahaa. Burn
bitch ,burn. BeliVuk963 1 year ago RavenSword2014 1 year ago Why didn't they drop
water on the towers? Honest question, I always wondered that myself. RavenSword2014
1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago Raven Maybe because they wanted to the Towers
to fall and the people to die , so that BUSH could get his 'catastrophe' to allow him to
Invade Iraq After all, the Govt. line that " we must get Revenge for the 3,000 that died in
the towers' was a Central reason for the so called 'war on terror' and every govt military
action since then. You ask why Water wasnt dropped on the Towers for the Air, thats a
very logical legitimate question which NO ONE will answer InsideJob4911 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago RavenSword2014 How were they supposed to get it 110
storrys up in the air? BoomBoom2055 1 year ago RavenSword2014 1 year ago You time
the water drop like a bomb drop. Drop it at the right time, it goes in the right place. It's
not that hard to figure out. RavenSword2014 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
RavenSword2014 The fires were INSIDE the towers. Dropping water on it would do no
good at all. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago RavenSword2014 1 year ago I know you're not
honestly going to start an arguement on such a stupid topic. It doesn't matter, they were
destroyed. What's done is done. RavenSword2014 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago
Bureau of Transportation Statistics records flight departure times and other details for
every domestic flight in the U.S. American Airlines flights 11 (WTC 1) and 77 (Pentagon)
had no data whatsoever. UA flights 93 (Shanksvilled) and 175 (WTC 2) had differing
serial numbers from previous dates. OBVIOUS INSIDE JOB InsideJob4911 1 year ago
freddymagick 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam you are a
retard freddymagick 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago InsideJob4911 Prove it.
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 2 RavenSword2014 NO, it's
NOT what's done is done. This was no average event in history to be passed over so
calloously as that. We must NEVER FORGET. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 2
RavenSword2014 1 year ago I realize we must never forget, I simply stated a fact. It's
done, no one's going to bring them back and drop water on them now. All we can do is
remember those who died that day. RavenSword2014 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year
ago RavenSword2014 What you're not understanding is that the fire was spread in
pockets over several floors, INSIDE. If water would've been dropped on it, it just
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would've went down the sides of the tower and into the street below. From that height ,
could've even hurt the people below. We can remember a we can preserve the truth of
what happened that day. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago Why was
this video edited from 11:44 - 46 ? InsideJob4911 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
InsideJob4911 HOW do you know it's edited? When they hit the towers live, that wasn't
edited. Thousands of people witnessed them live. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
InsideJob4911 1 year ago it was edited because from 11:44 - 46 the video 'skips' and
'jumps' as if the Camera was shut off and on . Have you never in your life made a home
recording of anything ? Its totally obvious and indisputable when a video frame has been
'cut' or spliced. Tell me how its possible to completely capture the entire 2nd explosion,
yet totally miss the Object that caused it ? Thats physically impossible to explain ,
except that it was clearly Edited out InsideJob4911 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year
ago InsideJob4911 Yes I have made some of my own recording. One can clearly see the
767 hitting the tower as it happened that day. Just tell me right now if you believe a
plane hit the tower or not. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago WE are
not talking about any other videos but this one. Since the topic of this discussion is THIS
video, tell me why the footage is clearly purposely visually EDITED from 11:44 - 46 ?
its a very simple direct question InsideJob4911 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
InsideJob4911 Then here's your answer. Since I'm not privy to the original footage, as
well as do not know the mind of the person who the footage belongs to nor who uploaded
there's no way I can properly asnwer that question since I'm not a psychic.
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago stimpyl 1 year ago WoW, apparently Boom Boom was
there. I guess the NYC firemen on the scene in my video aren't as smart as you, huh ? - he
thinks he's a demolition expert too, what a joke, you belong on youtube, dumbass.
stimpyl 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago stimpyl What are you babbling about?
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago Boom THIS IS THE ORIGINAL
FOOTAGE ! InsideJob4911 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago InsideJob4911 Well,
goody for you for recognizing it. My answer still stands since I didn't have any part of
gathering it nor uploading it. I cannot speak to your assertation. BoomBoom2055 1 year
ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago 11: 44 - 46 the 'supposed' plane that hit the 2nd tower was
edited out ! InsideJob4911 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago InsideJob4911 That's
your assertion. Your saying it was edited out means you are contending the plane was
there to begin with. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago We dont know
if there was a plane or not, NONE of us can say for sure, we only guess InsideJob4911 1
year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago InsideJob4 There's no "supposed" about it. Yes we
can say UNequivicably that it was a Boeing 767 because it had a flight crew, flight
attendants& passengers onboard, was seen by thousands, the 2nd impact being seen by
millions on LIVE feed and wreckage shrewn on the some roofs and on the streets below.
The hijackers were traced from the plane back to their rental cars & hotelrooms. ATC
heard the hijackers. There were 4 planes hijacked& used as WMDS that so 19 extremists
could become martys BoomBoom2055 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago INSIDE JOB
InsideJob4911 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago InsideJob4 Yes, it surely was an
inside job when 19 pissed off Islamic extremists seeking to martyrs themselves through a
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mass homicide via their suicides flew 767s & 757s right inside the WTC Twin Towers,
the Pentagon & the ground in Shanksville, Penn. Yes, it was an inside job brought to you
by those asolutely monsterously screwed up Islamic jihadist terrorists that are of one of
the largest terrorist organizations created by OBL & his Eye doctor partner, Zarhawi
called AlQaeda! BoomBoom2055 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago IN FACT Listen
to their " aughhhhh" voice sounds from 11: 44 - 46 as they witness the 2nd explosion.
You can clearly HEAR those sounds of their voice in MIDSTREAM. Once more,
WATCH the tape from 11: 44 - 46, its not even disputable , its clearly OBVIOUS
visually and by audio that the tape was Edited to BLOCK out whatever caused the 2nd
explosion. Also 1 minute after 11:44, when the Man asks 'was it a plane ? ' the woman
responds yes i have it on tape InsideJob4911 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
Here's something I wrote for you, InsideJob4911. Once upon a time there lived a princess
and a prince. They lived on a cloud high in in the sky in a big castle. They named their
castle Youareanidiotifyoubelieveitwas aninsidejob. The name of the land underneath it
was called twooferville. They believed anything anyone in twooferville told them no
matter how absurd, wrong or false. And they lived happily ever after. BoomBoom2055 1
year ago 1191957 1 year ago Wow. That is sad. I was onley in kinder garden when all of
this happened and like now that im older im starting to really understand what happened.
1191957 1 year ago NPRT2004 1 year ago Very emotional video. Thank you for sharing
this. A VERY SASD DAY INDEED, THAT WILL NEVER BE FORGOTTEN!
NPRT2004 1 year ago martita911 1 year ago Thank you so much for sharing this video! I
hope this make people not forget about what happened and also make us realize that life
is too short to be spent in silly things! martita911 1 year ago skdjfgsdkjvhsdkughsd 1
year ago das is das beste video was ich jeh über das world trait center gesehen habe:-( Es
is einfach nur schlimm was damals passiert ist:-( skdjfgsdkjvhsdkughsd 1 year ago
Insane0industry 1 year ago omg.. were living in 2009 people.. get ur life back on the
tracks, and don't trust the american gouvernment Insane0industry 1 year ago
waketheoblivious 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Below
are the 2 popular camps that typically debate this video: 1. Braindead camp, members
argue on behalf of government's deception & lies. Generally are either ignorant or
consciously choose to be oblivious pathetic Nazis who rationalize & justify any Evil act
committed. Hardly read, listen or watch 2. Humanity Camp, aka Truthers, members argue
on behalf of simple truths which the majority of mankind hold as self evident. Usually
read, listen and watch waketheoblivious 1 year ago BrookzBoi 1 year ago Who was that
crying in the background of the video??? Almost made me Tear up lol, nice video tho!
God Bless America an May the Lives Lost R.I.P!!! BrookzBoi 1 year ago KENZHATE
1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Fuck USA, you fucking
americans are a bunch of retarded cocksuckers, how could you let the sandniggers fuck
you in the ass like this, and you still fucking let all these stinky sandniggers, arabs into
the USA to live and that doesn't make any fucking sense, what a big fucking shame on
you. By the way, all i can say is "FUCK YOU" KENZHATE 1 year ago pepper1450 1
year ago Your mom goes to college, KENZHATE. pepper1450 1 year ago Djmann101 1
year ago its gone this made me cry and im saying this like its happend now Djmann101 1
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year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago someone clearly EDITED out the 2nd plane strike
from 11:44 - 46, you'll notice the film 'jumps' or Skips. We see the explosion, but the
Object that caused it is edited out. She also says "it was a Military Plane " 1 minute later
a man says "was it a plane ? " She responds ' YES ill show you it on here ' SO where is
the Plane ? InsideJob4911 1 year ago piszczeck 1 year ago Yes, where is the plane? I
watched that part several times with an open mind looking for the plane. Is it possible the
impact just made her jostle the camera? piszczeck 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago
Pisz Watch from 11:44- 46, its clear and Obvious the video was EDITED or 'spliced'
Whatever did or didnt strike the tower was on that Video Originally. In fact just listen to
the audio about 1 minute after 11:46 mark, you hear a man ask " was it a plane ? " and
the woman says ' YES i have ill show it to you on here ' So we know for a Fact something
was Edited out of this video for sure. The question is WHO edited it out and why ?
InsideJob4911 1 year ago piszczeck 1 year ago InsideJob4911, I think you're right, it was
probably edited. I don't see the point since there are videos that show the 2nd plane &
videos that don't show the 2nd plane. I've tried watching many of the videos, trying to get
to the bottom of the conspiricay, & I can't arrive at a sound conclusion one way or
another based on the videos. Some say the plane was edited in, others say it was edited
out. Also depends on what side of bldg they were on. The hole in 2nd bldg is the shape of
a plane. piszczeck 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago Pisz we can say with 100 percent
certainty it definitely WAS edited. Thats not a question or probable , its a definite for
sure. What you need to understand and the reason i bring all this is up , is that there is a
growing Number of people who study 911, that feel NO planes were used. In fact just
type in here on YT ' 911 no planes' and HUNDREDS of different videos will show up
that propose this theory. I have not yet made up my mind and am still weighing the
evidence InsideJob4911 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago Pisz YES you are correct
obviously there are other videos that the NEWS showed us that day that show Planes.
However, there are many that believe those planes werent real and they were
photoshopped by the Media to make us believe Planes were used. Dont yell back at me,
im simply sharing information that you are probably not aware of. They might be right or
wrong, everyone has to decide for themselves. HOWEVER, it is VERY suspicious that
the supposed 2nd plane was edited ! InsideJob4911 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago
I applaud and respect your Honesty, i am no different than you in that my only goal is to
figure out what happened. THATS IT, nothing else. I just would like to know and so far
the only definite determination i have made is that the Official Govt story is a massive
Lie. Remember, 911 was one of the most complex multifaceted events that has ever
happened in American history !! We dont yet know the TRUTH, however every year we
are learning more and more InsideJob4911 1 year ago piszczeck 1 year ago At 12:15 the
lady in the background says: "It looked like a military plane." & the lady holding the
camera says, "It was a military plane." Then the background lady says how the plane
came in low from the south. Then the camera lady says, "It was a HUGE plane." I can't
make out what she says just before "...show it to you on here." If they edited out the
plane, why not edit out their words talking about the plane? I don't get this video!
piszczeck 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago Why did BOB and BRI wait a full 6 yrs
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to release this tape to the public ? Do we know if the FBI or other Govt agency had this
tape before it was allowed to be publicly released ? Has anyone or any media tried to
contact and interview BOB and BRI about this video and ask them any ?s InsideJob4911
1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago Actually the woman says " it WAS a military plane"
One thing we can say for sure with 100 percent certainty , which is that IF a plane did
strike the 2nd tower, it DEFINITELY was not an American Airlines pssger Plane. This
video shows NO plane, but the ones that do show a plane, do not resemble an AA Plane
in any capacity. So we know for a fact that at least on this level, the Govt version of 911
is a Lie InsideJob4911 1 year ago roquefortfiles 1 year ago Yes a American Airlines plane
certainly did not hit the second tower. Thats because it was UNITED
175!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. And you can CLEARLY see the markings in
several videos. Even one that was freeze framed and slowed down on PBS. But if you
took the time to watch stuff like that you would know that and not spew inaccuracies
and bullshit like this. roquefortfiles 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago pisz Watch the
following vids here for your reference that will help to fill in alot of the gaps you might
have. 911 MYSTERIES 911 TABOO 4 parts SEPTEMBER CLUES 911 RIPPLE
EFFECT InsideJob4911 1 year ago piszczeck 1 year ago Thanks, I will do that. I have no
problem believing in a 911 NWO conspiracy, but I haven't seen videos that make sense of
it all. I do believe "they" would have killed 3,000 Americans in order to have an excuse to
take away more of our Constitutional rights & invade Iraq. Besides, those buildings were
insured, right? piszczeck 1 year ago OwainD86 1 year ago wow! dude that was deep!
ouch! y'know i dont really get wa u wer tryin to say ther but ouch! that "faggot" at the
end really hurt :L nice job dick! << see now im doing it! :L OwainD86 1 year ago
OwainD86 1 year ago thers so much crap here on youtube tryin to prove diff
conspiracies, even though i beleive some myself a lot of it on here is jus bullshit. like the
whole CGI it never even happened theory, wtf?! i think that it was an inside job but but
that they wer military planes and the planted bombs thing inside. look at all the evidence
not just video footage. youll find the answer! :P OwainD86 1 year ago stuiethekid 1 year
ago it was SO an inside job, any doubters out there... search on here and watch "LOOSE
CHANGE"!!!! you can see the "mystery white plane" on this video as the 2nd plane
hits, right hand side of the screen. stuiethekid 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
stuiethekid Loose Change is garbage, even Avery, its maker said it has many inaccuracies,
makes dubious claims and isn't 100% backed by facts. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
jasonlau19961110 1 year ago if i see a plane coming to the building, i will freak out
jasonlau19961110 1 year ago MiCH3L3707 1 year ago OMG you wore like writhe their
like front row seats sad MiCH3L3707 1 year ago fitchburgfireiscool 1 year ago This is
just sad all the lives taken. fitchburgfireiscool 1 year ago TOMTODD12 1 year ago thats
awsome TOMTODD12 1 year ago rousod 1 year ago So many lifes gone... so many
criminals out there... I have one question: Why all these? rousod 1 year ago scaffmasterus
1 year ago 2 The American government didn't do this, but they let it happen. It makes
them just as guilty as the terrorists. scaffmasterus 1 year ago 2 eddfir 1 year ago oh why
the fuck arnt comments disabled -.- eddfir 1 year ago Bilaltore 1 year ago it dont was
osama klick on youtube Looose Change its a big film !!! not fake Bilaltore 1 year ago
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BoomBoom2055 1 year ago Bilaltore infoplease. com/spot/al-qaeda-terrorism. html Never
forget. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago bluejessicagirl2 1 year ago Oh my god that must have
been really hard to see for u. I was like only 5 or 6 i didnt even know what the world
trade center was. But now i do...It was even hard for me to watch. Over youtube.
bluejessicagirl2 1 year ago legoszormeny 1 year ago How glad!! The Kamikaze really
sucks!! legoszormeny 1 year ago fuckthejanitor 1 year ago i masturbated to the towers
falling fuckthejanitor 1 year ago SlinkShady 1 year ago Well, you mustve used a dildo coz
you obviously have no dick. SlinkShady 1 year ago fuckthejanitor 1 year ago ok fuck off
im not going to say anything about what you just said because talking about dicks and
dildos on the internet is the most retarded thing anyone could do , faggot fuckthejanitor 1
year ago SlinkShady 1 year ago This is what you write and I replied to: fuckthejanitor (11
hours ago) i masturbated to the towers falling Now you want to pretend you're all moral?
You're folling no one retard. And again you show your bigotry with the faggot comment.
Way to go retard. SlinkShady 1 year ago killamob43 1 year ago wow very very shocking i
was around 6,7, or 8 years old wen this happend and i didnt really realize wat was
happening bt now im 15 and i realize wats had happend thanxs 4 the video nd r.i.p
everyone that had died in the world trade center nd thank u networklive for everything to
killamob43 1 year ago plmg211 1 year ago I just cried from revisiting this terrible, horrible
memory. =,( plmg211 1 year ago SlinkShady 1 year ago 2 When I watch these videos and
remember that day it makes me want to cry again too.I cried the day it happened. I will
NEVER forget. All those lives crushed because insane religious nuts want to rule the
world and fill it with hatred. We live in terrible times. Let's all work to remove the illness
that is religion from the world and maybe then it will be a better place for us all. Never
forget. SlinkShady 1 year ago 2 jonasbrothersfan1310 1 year ago dude u have a killer
zoom on that camera. wut kind is it? jonasbrothersfan1310 1 year ago ipodblendedfun 1
year ago 5 To all the conspiracy theorists out there, listen: What you're saying is that the
United States government, who protects the liberties and the people in this country, sent
out 3 planes on 9/11, cashed 2 of them in the WTC, imploded both buildings after the
fact, shot down the 3rd plane into a field, and placed a bomb in the PENTAGON, and
blew up one of it's walls, which all ended in 3022 deaths just so we can wage war. Is that
right? If so, then a big fuck you to all 9/11 conspiracy theorists ipodblendedfun 1 year
ago 5 donthr 1 year ago yep, human behaviour donthr 1 year ago 22Homo22 1 year ago
show hide if fucking americans never elicted bush all of this crap wouldent have
happened. y do think he was not crying 22Homo22 1 year ago skiman95 1 year ago you
fucking dumb mother fucker y werent you crying you didnt loose a love one this would
have happened with your little barrack Obama so shut the fuck up we dont need your
little fuckin ass you have no damn support for america all you do is bitch at him its just
as much your fault and mine as his skiman95 1 year ago InvisibleMonsters24 1 year ago
Why was this video EDITED from 11:44 - 46 ? The 2nd plane was cut from the video
why ? InvisibleMonsters24 1 year ago OwainD86 1 year ago maybe cause they like
paused the camera and by the time they switched it back on they like just missed it. or
maybe the whole conspiracy thing again cause she does say "ill show it to you on here"
but it doesnt show in the vid... hmmmm OwainD86 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago
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Owain 1. There would No legitimate reason to pause the camera at that time. 2. There are
NO other so called 'pauses' anywhere else on the video, so what are the odds it would
happen the VERY precise Moment the plane hits ? 3. Its IMPOSSIBLE to be a pause
for this reason. The entire 2nd explosion is captured. it wouldnt be possible to turn the
camera on that fast and Catch the entire 2nd explosion, yet miss whatever the object was
that caused it. InsideJob4911 1 year ago taylorswift676 1 year ago lol A guy said that
BaseBall saved his life, it was the day that happend, he was late for work in the World
Trade Center and then he was still watching baseball/football. taylorswift676 1 year ago
cornskid 1 year ago bs it was morning, baseball games don't start til afternoon. cornskid 1
year ago rizzy0203 1 year ago woah!!!! really!! rizzy0203 1 year ago taylorswift676 1
year ago WHO DID IT!?!?!? taylorswift676 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
taylorswift676 infoplease. com/spot/al-qaeda-terrorism. html BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
chulk607 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Looks more
like a concorde to me. I dunno what you guys are on about!!! IVE bene in the airforce
army for a few years, and its pretty obvious if you ask me!?!? chulk607 1 year ago
chulk607 1 year ago Comment removed rrtsdoom 1 year ago And the US shite themselves
in the war. rrtsdoom 1 year ago SlinkShady 1 year ago Whereas you probably shite
yourself crossing the road. SlinkShady 1 year ago rizzy0203 1 year ago 2 George Bush`s
Mum Farted && The Buildings Blew Up....Motherfukers Dont Blame Us Muslims For
This Shit OK!!!! America Sort Your Own Fucking Mess....Dont Involve Muslims....
rizzy0203 1 year ago 2 SlinkShady 1 year ago Islamic retards did this. Don't try and say
someone else did it. We know who the people were and they are Muslims. We know you
want to infect the world with your evil Sharia laws where if a woman is raped she gets
punished for being raped. Your evil religion deserves to die for what it makes people do in
the name of your fucked up god Allah the mass murderer. SlinkShady 1 year ago
rizzy0203 1 year ago lisen you fucking tit....dont give shit on youtube ye....go and say
that 2 a pakis face....ul get bangd the fuk out so much u wouldnt have time 2 scratch ur
worthless ball......now lisen....im gna ask u 1 simple question....WHY DID 30,000
AMERICANS CONVERT TO ISLAM DAYS AFTER THE SEPTEMBER 11 2001
ATTACKS??? Look it up You dum ass low life fuka!! rizzy0203 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago rizzy0203 Please show your source for that ludicrous claim
about 30,000 yada yada yada. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago rizzy0203 1 year ago ye sure
y not:) rizzy0203 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago rizzy0203 Great, glad you
agree! Smart move! BoomBoom2055 1 year ago MrAmerica1995 1 year ago You know
why? Thats what the terrorists were trying to get us to do, retard. They were trying to
make it look like they had some kind of superiority over us. The whole attack was trying
to scare us into doing what they want, i.e converting to Islam and surrender to terrorism.
The people that actually converted are low-life, paranoid cowards, who think something
like this will happen every day. So, instead of converting, we invaded Iraq and
Afghanistan, and there hasnt been another attack since. MrAmerica1995 1 year ago
SlinkShady 1 year ago Ah yes, what a stunning come back. Not. People converted during
the inquisition to Christianity too. So what? It doesn;t prove jack shit. The religion of
Islam is a thilthy death cult that wants to enslave the world to its evil Sharia law. We all
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know it was Muslims that did 911 and no amount of screaming from an internet retard
will change that. SlinkShady 1 year ago rizzy0203 1 year ago ok then....if u americans say
MUSLIMS did it......then thats wiked!! awesome!!1 now u white bastards no not 2 fuk
about muslims.....coz wer fuking leathal!! no motherfuker fuks with muslims!! We the
best u motherfukaa!!!! rizzy0203 1 year ago SlinkShady 1 year ago And now you show
your true colours. Yes, youre the best at murdering women and freedom. Without oil you
assholes would be nothing. And the oil will out and you will be nothing again. SlinkShady
1 year ago rizzy0203 1 year ago i didnt show our true colours!! i just dnt no have 2 shut
u up....i tried shuving a dogs dik in ya mouth that wasnt big eneuf so i shuvd ur mums dik
in ur gob that kept u quite.....no u assholw get the fuk of ma line!! very soon the USA and
the Uk will be invaded by asian!!! pakis!!! Fuk u white fukers are nuthing!! we fuking
treat u like shit.....fuking junkies rizzy0203 1 year ago rizzy0203 1 year ago gna fuk a
white bitch 2nite....white people love asian kebabz.....and asian cock....jhahaha il just sit
here all night cussing u motherfukers!!!! im going out in ma BMW gna role with bitches
so inabit motherfuker rizzy0203 1 year ago SlinkShady 1 year ago Keep it up Islam boy.
Look how many people are now looking at you and seeing what Islam does to people.
Thanks for playing idiot child of the murderer Allah. SlinkShady 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago rizzy0203 Radical Muslims DID do 9/11 and have
ADMITTED to doing it. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago manupee 1 year ago What the heck
is an INSIGHT job? Where'd you get your education? manupee 1 year ago manupee 1
year ago God bless your country,mramerica! I think that was part of a biiiig plan- oil
reigns the world! manupee 1 year ago SwanginNBanginENT 1 year ago r u fucked ur tellin
me a plane brought a solid metal structure that was designed to withstand that type of
impact u r a stupid fucking idiot. go ahead and belive everything the media tells you you
fool, how bout this try thinking for yourseld sumtime you stu[pid
mutherfucker..................-......... SwanginNBanginENT 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year
ago why was the video edited from 11:44 - 46 to remove showing if anything hit the 2nd
tower , and why did she say IT WAS A MILITARY PLANE ? and also listen from
13:02 - 07 the man asks ' where did the Plane fly into ? ' and the woman responds '
they're going to show you on here ' Ok so the obvious question is WHERE IS THE
PLANE ? InsideJob4911 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago 2 Why w3hen they edited the
video did they edit your brain as well? This video is not about the towers twooftard, it's
about what a woman saw out her living room window. It's not for twooftards, or
otherwise emotionally and mentally challenged people such as yourself. cornskid 1 year
ago 2 InsideJob4911 1 year ago 2 why did the woman edit out the supposed 2nd plane
strike ? InsideJob4911 1 year ago 2 MrAmerica1995 1 year ago Did you ever think that
watching hundreds of people die is too emotional to show on youtube? Maybe she just, i
don't know, didn't want to show the plane hitting the building because it was too sad. It's
not like the lady who taped this is a member of Al-Quaeda. Why would she want to edit
it? To be respectful to the families who lost loved ones on that plane. You need to come
up with possible reasons besides the ones you want to hear, "Inside Job". Stop using
youtube as a way to spread stupidity. MrAmerica1995 1 year ago Mahooak 1 year ago
the unsinkable sink, the unbreakable break, and towers that will not fall, fall. Mahooak 1
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year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago 11:44 - 11:46 This video was clearly edited !!!!
Wheres the 2nd plane ? InsideJob4911 1 year ago rspkk0 1 year ago It was the Us Gov.
Bush himself is too much of an idiot to have been involed. "Its physicaly impossible for a
plane to knock down a solid steel structure Sure the inside will catch fire, but it would
never collapse Americans are ignorant, instead of yelling out "look what you did Bush,
this happened on your watch, you're responsible for this"They turned around and said
"fuck'n arabs" wake up you dumb americans, the government couldn't give a shit about
you, unless you're a billionaire " rspkk0 1 year ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago If you
watch from 11:44 -46, you can see the video 'jump' or skip. Someone edited out what
happened ! why is there NO 2nd plane strike in the video ? InsideJob4911 1 year ago
minilama 1 year ago Well, you can see the poof from the plane at 11:46. minilama 1 year
ago InsideJob4911 1 year ago My question is a very simple and direct one. Why was the
Strike of the Tower, if it actually was a plane, clearly EDITED out of the video ? What
was it in that frame that someone didnt want us to see ? from 11:44 - 46, the video was
obviously Edited. So the natural obvious question is WHY InsideJob4911 1 year ago
MrAmerica1995 1 year ago Retard. Here's what happened: Al-Quaeda initiated a fwta, or
holy war, against America during CLINTONS presidency. Remember the first bombing
of the WTC? A car bomb. With the bodies of comfirmed pakistani terrorists. They were
intending to knock 1 tower into another, but it failed. Al-Quaeda must have realized they
needed more force, so they started planning 9-11. The day of attack happens to fall
during Bush's presidency, so people blame him, not Clinton or Bin Laden. It wasn't
Bush's fault. MrAmerica1995 1 year ago Prev 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 Next Reply
Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright
Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location:
Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as
a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different
playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to:
Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My
Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September
11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond
to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all
All Comments (47,036) rspkk0 1 year ago Thank the US Government for this. rspkk0 1
year ago xoxBaybeeDollxox 1 year ago God this is just heart wrenching. My step dad was
working in the building right next to the twin towers, and ran for his life. My mom had to
go into work early that day, but if she went in regular time, she would have been trapped
in the subway at the time the towers collapsed. I pray for every person who lost
someone that day. Rest in Peace, we will never forget. xoxBaybeeDollxox 1 year ago
ammygoesUSA 1 year ago Comment removed manupee 1 year ago R.I.P. innocent! That
was fake like the moonlanding! manupee 1 year ago MrAmerica1995 1 year ago 3
FUCK......YOU!!!! God damnit!!! why does everyone think 911 was an inside job?!?!?!
The moonlandings?!!? Jesus! R U American?! If not, your probably the citizen of some
communist dictatorship. If u are American, u should be ashamed. 3000 of your fellow
citizens die and u blame the government?!? I thought 911 ct's were bad, but the moon
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landings??!? Whats next, Pearl Harbour? The Lincoln assasination? The fucking
Hindenburg?! Instead of calling your country bad, u should be supporting it! Fuck u!
MrAmerica1995 1 year ago 3 swillyakita 1 year ago We are all in this world together no
one gets out alive! Listen to Border song by Elton John or Imagine by John Lennon.
Peace! swillyakita 1 year ago pptlapa 1 year ago mmm... como no entiendo porque mi
ingles es malo, mejor digo mi comentario en ingles... mmm... deberas que iba a decir.. ...
que feo estuvo eso del WTC. :-( pptlapa 1 year ago Isiknore 1 year ago awesome vid
Isiknore 1 year ago dave577hele 1 year ago just come back from a trip to nyc visited the
grounds of the world trade center. absolutly terrible what happened and sorry for all
those people lost but thanks for posting the vid. new york rules !!!! dave577hele 1 year
ago blueydbttrfli038 1 year ago Even after all this time its still a terrible thing to watch. I
remember very well because my grandfather died on September 12 of 2001 the day after
the attack on the trade center. I remember hearing it on the radio and wondering what was
going on. blueydbttrfli038 1 year ago C5L1 1 year ago The first plane to hit was on
purpose. The second was actually trying ti stear clear of the first one and accidently hit
the second C5L1 1 year ago slayer1944 1 year ago Isten áldja Amerikát = God Bless
America (Hungarian) slayer1944 1 year ago SwanginNBanginENT 1 year ago wow this a
crazy video theres no way the plane by it self took those towers down definatly
explosives planted inside. SwanginNBanginENT 1 year ago rizzy0203 1 year ago yep
thats ryt....and some people think muslim terrorists did it...its a inside job.....and even tho
if mislims have done this....then shame on them....but this is sik!! who ever has done
this...is sick!!! die in hell!! rizzy0203 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago rizzy0203
It was Muslims extremist terrorists that did this. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago ToxicCow
1 year ago you sir are dumb. take a class on material science and think it over ToxicCow 1
year ago SwanginNBanginENT 1 year ago i cant believe how calm u guys sounding i
would of been freaking out for sure SwanginNBanginENT 1 year ago NBAfreak12 1 year
ago öaaaaaaaaaaaa NBAfreak12 1 year ago uncledevo 1 year ago google: Why Lawyers for
9/11 Truth? uncledevo 1 year ago mapi2k 1 year ago hooo XD mapi2k 1 year ago
anarchomikey619 1 year ago fuck of the terrorists anarchomikey619 1 year ago pereirajoa
1 year ago 4 R.I.P. all the inocent people who lost their lifes in this horrible day.
pereirajoa 1 year ago 4 rizzy0203 1 year ago YES R.I.P rizzy0203 1 year ago atimholt 1
year ago Still the most powerful footage of the events I've seen, partly because of the
length and unsurety of the events. atimholt 1 year ago oZeroxoneo 1 year ago Comment
removed oZeroxoneo 1 year ago Comment removed buffonfan11 1 year ago 2 Once you
mature, you will realize that there is a time and a place to state your opinions. do not be a
fool and call Americans stupid on a video that shows thousands of innocent people dying
due to a terrorist attack. Open your eyes and dont be an ignorant punk. buffonfan11 1
year ago 2 locc2233 1 year ago moment a silence to the victims =( locc2233 1 year ago
yakky44 1 year ago -_-" i hate terroism soooooooooooooooooooo much! yakky44 1 year
ago KnightsOfLunanTV 1 year ago 19:40 - one plane can't do that. It just can't.
KnightsOfLunanTV 1 year ago bjj1987 1 year ago 2 if this dont make you angry then you
are not an american! bjj1987 1 year ago 2 mclovins 1 year ago I understand that this is
more controversy but look at the smoke at 19:49 ....tell me you do not see a face on the
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left... mclovins 1 year ago macca7172 1 year ago wow how r u not shocked macca7172 1
year ago miquelmah 1 year ago you need see my last video of 11 september.........is
incredible.......impressive miquelmah 1 year ago Thorbigoal 1 year ago omg Thorbigoal 1
year ago bdftnt 1 year ago show hide hahahahahahahahahahahah. bdftnt 1 year ago
hObByTuErKeNhAsSeR 1 year ago :'( hObByTuErKeNhAsSeR 1 year ago igor1133 1
year ago 2 fuck al-qaeda igor1133 1 year ago 2 pnisvgina 1 year ago This was retaliation
for the Clinton missle attacks just before he left office. pnisvgina 1 year ago ciaral7711 1
year ago one thing every person must do in life is die, its horrible 2think u cant escape it
that u urself will experience death.. these poor people had no choice in there fate its sad
to think of the poor people who were in this terrible situation bless them all ciaral7711 1
year ago bronsonbrooks 1 year ago inside job bronsonbrooks 1 year ago BoomBoom2055
1 year ago bronsonbrooks Yes, it surely was an inside job when 19 pissed off Islamic
extremists seeking to martyrs themselves through a mass homicide via their suicides flew
767s & 757s right inside the WTC Twin Towers, the Pentagon & the ground in
Shanksville, Penn. Yes, it was an inside job brought to you by those asolutely
monsterously screwed up Islamic jihadist terrorists that are of one of the largest terrorist
organizations created by OBL & his Eye doctor partner, Zarhawi called AlQaeda!
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago bronsonbrooks 1 year ago yea 4 of the hijackers are still alive
today...so something doesn't add up and there are questions that must be asked
bronsonbrooks 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago bronsonbrooks Where's your
source for that? Where's your evidenc rthey're alive? Let's see an interview with them
post 9/11/2002. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago bronsonbrooks 1 year ago it was reported
by the BBC...id say thats a legit source...google that up man, it proves that the FBI is
lying to us....and the attacks happened in 2001 bud bronsonbrooks 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago bronsonbrooks No, it doesn't prove anything. That's an
extremely old article which has since been corrected. The FBI didn't lie about who did
9/11. If you say they're lying then you're calling the flight attendants liars as well. They're
the ones that indentified the hijackers. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago moneyman237952 1
year ago i wouldn't be surprised if they did lie just add it to the thousands of others
moneyman237952 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago inside your pants, change your
underware cornskid 1 year ago ecco1324 1 year ago dear god. 21:20-22:00 ecco1324 1
year ago screwlebron 1 year ago worst thing dat happened in the us next to bush no joke
screwlebron 1 year ago ChandlerStinks 1 year ago i heare barney ChandlerStinks 1 year
ago 21IV13 1 year ago lol crash an bern mafukas 21IV13 1 year ago gullwing556 1 year
ago 2 can you imagine being one of the firefighters during this event??? wow they had
guts gullwing556 1 year ago 2 Ryanchopper12 1 year ago omg my aunt was at the world
trade center that day when' me and my mom whent a the hotel we saw the 9-11 attack up
close im like omg i was almost close too it weird Ryanchopper12 1 year ago rahattvaspun
1 year ago KobiandMadge u idiot rahattvaspun 1 year ago KobiandMadge 1 year ago
show hide Arabs destroy things so well :) dont u just love 'em KobiandMadge 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago KobiandMadge You mean Islamic EXTREMISTS. NOT all
Arabs are terrorists. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago Pobikk 1 year ago It was a horrible day.
If you interested look on: "Loose Change 2nd Edition (Full)" Here in youtube. . . It is a
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very nice documentary film. . . And maybe truth will out ! ! ! Pobikk 1 year ago cornskid
1 year ago What's the matter retard? Can't make a point yourself? Just direct people to
some nitwit bit of propaganda? You're a complete waste of space. cornskid 1 year ago
lordklo0 1 year ago Oh my god how could this happend?? lordklo0 1 year ago hollitz 1
year ago NEVAR FORGET hollitz 1 year ago nikamy03 1 year ago the government has
removed this shit for a reason!!!WAKE UP PEOPLE!!!!!!!!!!! nikamy03 1 year ago
cornskid 1 year ago it's a private video shot by a lady out her living room window you
stupid little worthless piece of shit. It has nothing to do with the government fuckface.
cornskid 1 year ago blacklespaul14 1 year ago wtf is she crying so damn hard like she just
lost her family?? damn yeah its a tragedy..but what an over-dramatic whore
blacklespaul14 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago She just watched thousands of people
murdered right outside her living room window and call her reaction "over dramatic"? Tell
me compassionate stranger what is the most disturbing thing you ever saw out your
window? It's that very setting that makes this video so compelling. I hope she got to see
the airbus land in the river out the same window, it would be a better memory; one where
everyone lived cornskid 1 year ago blacklespaul14 1 year ago yeah i know that a lot of
ppl died and all..and I feel bad for them..obviously wish it wouldn't have happened..but
I'm just saying..would YOU be crying your ass off just because you were witnessing it
happen?? Yeah, my adrenaline would be pumping, and I'd be in shock and probly saying
a lot of four-lettered words and all that mess, but c'mon nobody she KNEW was in that
mess..crying is a little over the top..do you CRY whenever u hear about some1 a
thousand miles away getting shot and killed? NO. blacklespaul14 1 year ago ecco1324 1
year ago no. you cry when thousands of people get killed and you know life will never be
the same. ecco1324 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago Look, I"m from Texas, I'm 51. No I
wouldn't cry but I sure as hell wouldn't fault anyone who did. Normally I prefer no
public displays on excessive emotion but if anything ever called for one, this is it.
cornskid 1 year ago blacklespaul14 1 year ago Look, I'm from Texas, and I'm 22...and I
say that you can suck my nuts blacklespaul14 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago I can whip
your ass any day, all day. cornskid 1 year ago blacklespaul14 1 year ago No...you
couldn't, promise you that blacklespaul14 1 year ago NYCX7 1 year ago Its physicaly
impossible for a plane to knock down a solid steel structure Sure the inside will catch fire,
but it would never collapse Americans are ignorant, instead of yelling out "look what you
did Bush, this happened on your watch, you're responsible for this" They turned around
and said "fuck'n arabs" wake up you dumb americans, the government couldn't give a shit
about you, unless you're a billionaire NYCX7 1 year ago demarspeed199 1 year ago thats
why this was a inside job..so not all of us Americans are fools so watch ur mouth
demarspeed199 1 year ago Demo9237 1 year ago no it wasn't you fucking idiot, fuck you
you're not an american if you think it was an inside job Demo9237 1 year ago Demo9237
1 year ago another ignorant asshole Demo9237 1 year ago demarspeed199 1 year ago im
not a ignoreant asshole..your just another corrupted fucktard who only listens to what
the tv and media says..get off ur ass and do some research..how dosnt any of this seem
fishy to you...im prolly more of an american than you are so stfu bitch demarspeed199 1
year ago axb975 1 year ago Its not that Im a retard. Its just that I dont see anything that
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says conspiracy. 4 planes were hijacked. 3 hit targets. 1 hit the dirt. The economy then
went into shitter. Its really as simple as that to fuck this country up. I mean some fucking
birds took down a huge jet in the hudson. Or is that a conspiracy to sell more anti bird
gadgets. axb975 1 year ago PhantomBlade75 1 year ago Just because a conspiracy
COULD HAVE happened, doesn't mean it did. Can you give me one LOGICAL reason
why ANY government would fly 2 planes into one of the most heavily populated areas
in their own country, 1 into the Department of Defense headquarters, and attempt to fly
one into their own capital city, killing almost 3,000 people? I know you're not trying to
being insensitive or anything, but you and other people should at least think before
jumping to wild conclusions. PhantomBlade75 1 year ago demarspeed199 1 year ago my
nigga, i know that its not 100%..im just sharing what i think could have happened..it all
seems to make sense..now i am not a complete conspirator b/c i really dont know.. im just
taking a wild guess like many others demarspeed199 1 year ago axb975 1 year ago
Ummm, I dont think a conspiracy happened. It was a terrorist attack. If the govt wanted
to do something, it just would have done it without going thru all this BS. axb975 1 year
ago ecco1324 1 year ago bush wouldnt be smart enough to do this anyway lol ecco1324 1
year ago PhantomBlade75 1 year ago Comment removed 7879185 1 year ago hahhahaah
7879185 1 year ago zebedee2023 1 year ago picardantwata is obviosly a paedo, all his
youtube friends are very young girls!! zebedee2023 1 year ago SouLinF1re 1 year ago I
posted them yesterday.And they were on the discussion board today but now I cant see
anything brother :/ And leave that loser alone.He has no respect for people lives.
SouLinF1re 1 year ago spotdathief 1 year ago Pcardanddata has no contience. He doesn't
care if people die. spotdathief 1 year ago SouLinF1re 1 year ago Why my messages have
been deleted ? What was wrong with them ? You deleted them because I am Muslim ? Is
this the reason ? SouLinF1re 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago SouLinF1re When
did you post them? Sometimes after they get pushed of the page they go into a que and
show up after a couple of hours if its busy on that video. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
DMoy2 1 year ago watching this makes me wanna vomit DMoy2 1 year ago
picardanddata 1 year ago its gay how shes like oh my goddddd oh my goddd oh my
godddd over and over. picardanddata 1 year ago mswenhold 1 year ago 2 yeah. gay.
because she just watched thousands of people die before her eyes, in the matter of 5
seconds. you're gay for typing that comment mswenhold 1 year ago 2 picardanddata 1
year ago ur gay for callin me gay and i saw it on tv. i wasnt like omg omg omg. i was like
ok thats nice, wat times fresh prince on picardanddata 1 year ago elbdapelb 1 year ago
You, good sir, are a complete moron. elbdapelb 1 year ago picardanddata 1 year ago you
good sir think your a knight in the middle ages picardanddata 1 year ago elbdapelb 1 year
ago righttttt, firstable im not even close to the middle ages, and on top of that im not quite
sure why you would comment my choice of languange, what does it have to do with the
subject? elbdapelb 1 year ago picardanddata 1 year ago im saying u talk like a knight from
midevil times. you ignoramus picardanddata 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
picardanddata im saying u talk like a knight from midevil times. >>>>>>>>>>>>>
Thanks for the compliment. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago picardanddata 1 year ago all i
know is, if i was in a building and a plane hit it, id put on my spiderman costume and
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websling out the window picardanddata 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
picardanddata Just as I said. No one would ever accuse you of being a human being.
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago picardanddata 1 year ago im not a human being. im from a far
away planet called omicron persia 8. quite a nice place we got here. everyones blue or
green. picardanddata 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago picardanddata NO you're
just filth fermenting in pondscum. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago picardanddata 1 year ago
hey even bacteria have to live. i have to ferment all day in the pond and then come home
to my bacteria wife and kids. picardanddata 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
picardanddata Stopping using it that way. Show you have a heart. That girl was watching
people die. Have you ever done that? Have you ever been right there, live when people
have died? NOT all people react the same way. Show some compassion.
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago picardanddata "It's gay"? How?
She's watching people die. She watched a 767 fly into a 110 storey tower with thousands
of people inside it. Show some respect. Don't use the word "gay" that way. It demeans
gay people when you do it. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago picardanddata 1 year ago so, not
like she knew anyone in there, wud u care if a bunch of random niggers in somalia died? if
gay people dont like bein called gay they shoudnt be gay picardanddata 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago picardanddata It doesn't matter if she knew them or not.
That's an asinine and heartless remark for you to spew. You really are heartless. Now
you use the N word in a derogotory manner which shows me you really are a dispicable
person. YES, I WOULD care if it was. People do NOT have a choice to be gay or not,
you ignorant fool. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago picardanddata 1 year ago my butler is
black picardanddata 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago picardanddata I don't care. I
bet no one's ever mistaken you for a human being.... BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
spotdathief 1 year ago omg your hateful and have no contience. go to hell. spotdathief 1
year ago jaimadman 1 year ago so sorry about last comment I got hacked again my
apologies jaimadman 1 year ago Ramel34 1 year ago This video should be in a library
somewhere. Whoever recorded this, I advise you let the right people know you have it.
Ramel34 1 year ago XainderLink 1 year ago das video is heftig... aber mal ehrlich jemand
sollte hier mal nen "oh my God" counter reinmachen...... XainderLink 1 year ago
milanooo159 1 year ago is dis a devil in 5:31 min milanooo159 1 year ago mswenhold 1
year ago a military plane huh....? mswenhold 1 year ago Ramel34 1 year ago I heard the
same thing. They both said Military plane. Why? Ramel34 1 year ago gabgab2002 1 year
ago If u see the UFO stop at 5:31 and you will see on the left side on it.... the UFO......
its a small line......... flying away from the tower......... gabgab2002 1 year ago Zaaggaa 1
year ago it's a plane! Zaaggaa 1 year ago Herzlos666 1 year ago did you ever hear the
word 'helicopter' ? If I got it straight they tried to get on the tower but it was just
impossible because of the smoke Herzlos666 1 year ago artuurs1 1 year ago 7 years ago...
but i still remember this day .. waht i did , wahat i said , waht others did ... just because of
this tragedy . R.I.P. all inocent people who lost their lifes in this sunny day :( artuurs1 1
year ago 1991goldcoast 1 year ago my heart still bloody pounds evry time i see this
horrific tragedy 1991goldcoast 1 year ago Oscuro1987 1 year ago I'll add : It's the same
for christian people, buddhist people, jewish people, etc etc, bad people are evrywhere
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(im not muslim btw, i'm atheist) Oscuro1987 1 year ago katrine932 1 year ago shit! When
I saw this video it feels like i was there al the long! sick! =| katrine932 1 year ago
ytake1024 1 year ago 2 The video will be important to the history of the world.
ytake1024 1 year ago 2 mhag18 1 year ago Comment removed mhag18 1 year ago ytake if
u from japan can u send me a some msgs have a info of japanes life. because i want to
travel to japan i want to learn in ur land. mhag18 1 year ago Ayyildizli 1 year ago What's
that music in the background??? Ayyildizli 1 year ago burnseysgurl 1 year ago why tha
omg did i say sumthin funny? burnseysgurl 1 year ago viplovem 1 year ago oh my
god..oh my god..oh my god..hahahahahaha viplovem 1 year ago burnseysgurl 1 year ago
oh don't get me wrong I think our men and woman should be home. and I also beleve that
Bush tried to finish wut his daddy started but really sucked at it. and now I hope obama
can fix it .even tho it isn't his mistake. burnseysgurl 1 year ago burnseysgurl 1 year ago I
remember what I was doing on this day this is one thing will never forget or fogive I think
that everyone from other countries should be blown to peices and lets thke there loved
ones away like they took ours burnseysgurl 1 year ago viplovem 1 year ago 2 well..dont
talk like america is d innocent one..u only lost 3000 ppl..d only reason ur getting
sympathy is bcoz u have ur tragedy on video..what about the lives that americans and d
american army took? what about d wars u started..What about HIROSHIMA AND
NAGASAKI..more than 180 MILLION died bcoz of america alone..in a flash....im trying
so hard not to curse u ..whoever u are... viplovem 1 year ago 2 sopreppyboy 1 year ago
that's right, but i hope u will agree on the fact that what happened the 9/11 was a real
tragedy. no one deserves to end like that and most of americans are good ppl.
sopreppyboy 1 year ago darthskull77 1 year ago go fuck yourself dunja13 sick mother
fucker id like to slice tour throat for that sick ass remark you cocksucker id like to see
you say that in front of the people that lost loved ones in that terrible event bitch >:(
then i bet youd change your sick tune then. darthskull77 1 year ago Dunja13 1 year ago
do you think you're the only ones who lost their loved ones!? HUH!??! I HAVE LOST
MY FAMILLY BACK IN 99!!!! so don't think you're a wictim, you have deserved this!!
Dunja13 1 year ago gretcher56 1 year ago Right on. These idiots don't care about anything
unless it is on video. They don't give a shit about other countries, just their precious
pampered lifestyles. America the superpower my fucking arse. gretcher56 1 year ago
travismoodymay1994 1 year ago i bet george bush planned this travismoodymay1994 1
year ago Dunja13 1 year ago United States crushed hundreds of our buildings, and Serbia
has lost thousands of innocent lives back in '99 so.. I'm glad this happened to you so you
morons could feel it. God pays everything back! KOSOVO I METOHIJA = SRBIJA
Dunja13 1 year ago McSm1th89 1 year ago These videos still make my stomach feel
weird. I don't care what you believe about what happened, but them two buildings, some
of the worlds icons, came right down to the ground with a lot of poeple inside.
McSm1th89 1 year ago rapperviet 1 year ago holyfucking ass T_T scary stuff FUCK
terrorists, Eminem rules rapperviet 1 year ago dancer2252 1 year ago our gov may be
screwed up but they woudent do that and isreal buys a lot of weapons from us so why
would we go to war with them it was one of it naboring countries bunch of ass holes who
think we killed our own people and the gold was in the basment maby thick concret wall
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saved it u know dancer2252 1 year ago exafy 1 year ago GOD BLESS NORTH
AMERICA!!!!!!!!!!! exafy 1 year ago buddymead 1 year ago This should make
Americans mad... Also why you should've listened to those conspiracy theorist. I knew
there was something up the day before. Tell me why in my City we had 3 FIghter jets
and 3 Army helicopters in our sky the entire day before..The helicopters had two men
posted on each side with THEIR GUNS OUT AND apparently prepared for
something.YES our Gov't knew, Don't doubt that. Stop arguing NO MATTER where in
this HELL you are from. SADLY WE ARE ALL VICTIMS.Think
positive~Peace&LOVE~NOW buddymead 1 year ago metsfan172 1 year ago 2 The work
of the Devil. metsfan172 1 year ago 2 jesusalfre 1 year ago Serbia, Do you thinks this has
been made by Al Qaeda? jesusalfre 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago 3 jesusalfre
It was done by AlQaeda. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago 3 MYSILVER4U 1 year ago
There is something not right here! a women say over and over oh my god,, or close the
A/C and the 1st was a Military plane just hit the 2nd tower, Like at her birds eve view
she could not tell what kind of plane it was, oh my god what has the government done
and all that gold that was recovered, but a dump truck gets out in time to save 230
million, more like 11 billion , Oh my lets start waving the flag, and take on who, How
about lets put a Nuke on the Israeli Gov. spy network MYSILVER4U 1 year ago
Serbia0211 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam good
pilotes... :D Serbia0211 1 year ago metsfan172 1 year ago Hey Serbia0211, When you die
and your at heavens gate then you'll regret saying that. You should think about it while
your falling to burn forever in a dark, hot place with who knows. It's called Hell.
metsfan172 1 year ago atnek123 1 year ago haha you're a weird motherfucker believing in
such fairy tales.. and they're not very well done neither.. atnek123 1 year ago metsfan172
1 year ago hey indiana jones i think i know wut im talking about. and ur mom is well done
when i'm in her bed. metsfan172 1 year ago Serbia0211 1 year ago show hide god blessed
Al-Qaeda!!! Serbia0211 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago Serbia0211 Why??
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago exafy 1 year ago Burn in hell exafy 1 year ago dragefyr 1
year ago sick mother fucker.... go kill yourself dragefyr 1 year ago SouLinF1re 1 year ago
You know I have seen many stupid people..But you are the one..Congrulations..
SouLinF1re 1 year ago MARKYASSWORSHIPER 1 year ago The view of the burning
tower with Barney's song "I love you" at back at 3:55 min makes the video even sadder .
MARKYASSWORSHIPER 1 year ago leparisrif 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam islam= DARFUR! genocide! islam= 9/11! islam= mumbai
india! islam=madrid sub way! islam=london attacks! islam=paris attacks! islam=glasgow
airport! islam=thailand attacks! islam= russia attacks! islam= indonesia attacks! islam=
philippine attacks! islam= pedophilia! iislam=polygamy!!! islam=ARAB slave traders!
islam=honor killing! islam=Taqiyya leparisrif 1 year ago jaimadman 1 year ago
islam=reason of death jaimadman 1 year ago rucuwacr9s 1 year ago islam = peace
rucuwacr9s 1 year ago SouLinF1re 1 year ago You can not generalize these things.. I am
Muslim , My religion is Islam..But I do respect for the people Who died in WTC.. Yes
we do have some bad people..I cant say no we are perfect..But we are not the same.. I
would like to see peace not a war ! So dont act like a 5 years old kid.. SouLinF1re 1 year
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ago Oscuro1987 1 year ago 2 agree don't put everyone in the same bag FFS please !
Muslims are NOT all bad ! only MINORITY is bad Oscuro1987 1 year ago 2
mswenhold 1 year ago 3 i agree. there are bad islamic terrorists and then you have the
timothy mcveigh, and the unabomber. there are fucking shitty people of every
background mswenhold 1 year ago 3 rayoku2 1 year ago y2k? rayoku2 1 year ago
vgk12345 1 year ago bush is a scum! vgk12345 1 year ago KENZHATE 1 year ago
Americans got to pay for what happened, due to the fact that they let all these
sandniggers, ragheads, camel jockeys into the country. KENZHATE 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago KENZHATE Joined: December 25, 2008 Age: 35 Country:
United States <<<<<<<< What the hell are you spewing? They're called people from the
mideast. There's NOTHING to pay for. America is open to all that want to come into the
country legally. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago huntergone 1 year ago good attack by cia
huntergone 1 year ago powerofslack1 1 year ago for the love of god, why are the two
most important parts of the video edited out or missing, namely the seconds before the
collapses started? at 19:40 the guy says "oh my god!" so you know it's collapsing, and
then a couple of seconds are missing! no one would have stopped filming at that point, so
it's clearly edited out. why? powerofslack1 1 year ago funda18 1 year ago Wat heeft Pearl
Harbor te maken met dit funda18 1 year ago lauren6616 1 year ago this is extrodinary, sad
sad day thanks for posting lauren6616 1 year ago CoolCatCorey99 1 year ago scary
CoolCatCorey99 1 year ago residentswat 1 year ago NİCE DAY, BEST OF BEST DAY
EVER because america kill the people with atom bombs fuck america fuck america people
BEST DAY FOR ME, EVER residentswat 1 year ago ShadyCrazy2009 1 year ago
Dammed Son Of a Bitch! I Hope your mother was in there! ShadyCrazy2009 1 year ago
residentswat 1 year ago shut the fuck up terorist. BEST DAYYYY SEPTEMBER 11 İM
LUCK NUMBER 11 YEAHH residentswat 1 year ago GrimReaper1123 1 year ago
Japan attacked our naval ships on our soil, be bombed them back with the atom bomb,
"little boy". Japan refused to surrender, so we droped "fat man" We would have dropped
the bombs if japan didnt attack us, thank japan for them, not us, we where just protecting
our country, just as we are now, with the war in iraq. GrimReaper1123 1 year ago
residentswat 1 year ago show hide biliyormusun o attığınız bombalarda 100.000lerce kişi
öldü ama 11 eylülde daha az kişi. fuck america fuck bush fuck america people
HAHAHAHAHAHAHA SEPTEMBER 11 MY BİRTHDAY residentswat 1 year ago
aLinaaxDD 1 year ago came that to your window? aLinaaxDD 1 year ago stapleincomp 1
year ago holy shit 14:23 stapleincomp 1 year ago rhskiddles 1 year ago Hold on a second.
Bri immediately believed it was a terrorist attack after the first plane hit, but Bush
assumed it was simple pilot error? Hmmm....maybe Bri should have been our Commander
in Chief :) rhskiddles 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago I could go for that, she sounds hot,
probably high maintenence though, that view don't come cheap. cornskid 1 year ago
Kubakpsv 1 year ago Shit happens. Kubakpsv 1 year ago docrichy 1 year ago World War
3 will kill us all. The earth will be scortched, the sky black. Then from the ashes
humanity will be reborn from the survivors, and peace will reign once more. Forget these
things over which you argue, they will exist no more. Repent and pray, for there will only
be shelter in God's kingdom docrichy 1 year ago YousufM24 1 year ago 2 I feel so sorry
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for the people who were killed in this 9/11 inside job. YousufM24 1 year ago 2
bothehobo 1 year ago fuckin lie weres the other tower bob and bri are fuckin retarted
bothehobo 1 year ago SouLinF1re 1 year ago show hide keep crying.. Your countr have
killed many people..Innocent people..Now you decided to try to convince us Kosova
was yours ? Damn ot..Kosova is now free.Leave them alone otherwise you will have to
face with NATO.God Bless Kosova !! SouLinF1re 1 year ago 03nj 1 year ago Of course
Kosovo was ours long before albanians ever existed as a nation, read Serbian History on
Wikipedia and you will see for yourself as for thise innocent people the only innocent
people were us, the CNN made you belive it is our fault, but we can't help if you
americans want to belive in lies of CNN and your Goverment, you are most brainwashed
people in the world and every nation knows that, and they laguh at you beacuse you are
so stupid that you belive in everything that goverment says 03nj 1 year ago SouLinF1re 1
year ago I dont give any damn about you or your country or your goverment..Tell me
how many people your military have killed for kosova ? Stop telling me bullshits!!
SouLinF1re 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago 03nj You didn't have the right to
start an ethnic cleansing campaign. Don't balme CNN< coward. CNN's footage didn't lie.
Your own people told the truth of that hideous period in your history, YOUR OWN
PEOPLE. We're not brainwashed. It's tupid that you lump all Americans together like
that when it's physiologically impossible for all of us Americans to be alike. I don't
believe everything my govt says. Stop trying to excuse and distance yourself from that
hideous genocide! QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago 03nj 1 year ago You lie those were not
our leaders, you made that up tell me their names and I will tell you, your goverment told
us that they set us up on purpose so they could take kosovo from us, and we also have a
right to do what we want in our lands we were fighting terorits like you fight today, do
you know who trained albanian terorists it was Al Queda officers that trained Albanian
Terorists and your goveremt supply them with weapons so they could attack serbian
civilians but when they lost you came in 03nj 1 year ago koolala 1 year ago Well said.
koolala 1 year ago koolala 1 year ago Izetbegovic employed thousands of mujahideen
from Afghanistan, courtesy of our CIA for this "Serbian cleansing". It's a disgrace that
more Americans don't know this. koolala 1 year ago 03nj 1 year ago Well I'am glad to see
there are still some good and smart americans in the world, thanks friend, USA and Serbia
were friends from WWI when Woodrow Wilson ordered that Serbian flag be raised along
USA flag on the White house, and also in WWII we saved over 1000 american pilots that
went to bomb german positons in Yugoslavia, Serbs and Americans were friends but USA
goverment and CNN wanted us to be enemy's so they could take kosovo from us and
then they turn american population against us 03nj 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year
ago 03nj I didn't make anything up. It's a matter of facts. Kosovo is NOT yours to keep.
And the Serbs DID GO ON A ETHNIC CLEANSING CAMPAIGN. That's why
NATO stepped in to begin with. NAT doesn't step in unless they believe there's a life
threatening problem. It's time you embraced your disgraceful truth instead of trying to
distance yourself from it.. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago koolala 1 year ago And
Croatians did go on an ethnic cleansing campaign against Serbs in Gospic and Krajina.
Why are you demonizing the Serbs? koolala 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago 2
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koolala The Serbs went on their own ethnic cleansing campaign. The Croats cleansed the
Serbs, Serbs wanted to clean out the Muslims, neither was right. en. wikipedia.
org/wiki/Ethnic_cleansing I only use wiki when it's well sourced, which this is. We're both
right. There was a whole lot of genocide going on. It really disgusts me.
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago 2 03nj 1 year ago Hey muslims rule over us for 500 years
they destroyed our empiere for those 500 years they had their etnihc cleansing over us,
and also those muslims in bosnia were all serbs and you can see that beacuse they have
ich (ic) in the end of their last name like all serbs do, they betryed our faith, Turks
converted them to islam, and here they teach you that muslims are guilty for all misery
that happend to serbian people, and since albanians are muslims we hate them all, we
always fougth them 03nj 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago That's the difference between
you and America. We don't hate anyone (I'm not talking about the nut jobs, there's not
many and they don't really count). We have no long standing "you raped my sister" fued
with anyone, that's why we win, if you guys want to win you need to leave all the hate
and other baggage behind, like we did at Ellis island. cornskid 1 year ago 03nj 1 year ago
The only problem with you is that you don't have your culture you don't have a 2000
years old history filled with bloody wars, we were defending europe from the Turkish
invasion before anyone knew for America, you were not 500 years under Turkish
ocuppation, we Serbs haved our Empire we were a great Nation, but the Turks destroyed
us, and after hundreds of yers we freed ourself from Turks and than we were in Eight
wars in 20th Century, and USA which was our ally always, betrayed us in 1999 03nj 1
year ago cornskid 1 year ago You call it a problem? We're saying the same thing genius.
I'm not saying we're racially or religeously better I'm saying we don't have the baggage, we
weren't oppressed for 500 years, we weren't oppressed at all and it's worked out great.
But you can't drop the hate can you? cornskid 1 year ago 03nj 1 year ago Of course If
someone ruled your country for 500 years and try to destroy your people and your
culture you would feel the same, and what you americans don't know is that all of our
improtant places are in kosovo are culture and churches and monasterys are there Kosovo
is a place where our people fougth and died to protect our nation from Turks, that place
is holy to us, and you don't understand that, what would be if mexicans would declare
New Mexico independant from USA, try to understande us... 03nj 1 year ago cornskid 1
year ago maybe we would feel the same, so what? It never happened to us so we don't.
America is huge, but I can meet another American anywhere in the world and we can
count on each other, I include the Canadians and Mexicans in the same group at least
we're trying to bring Mexico in (unbelievably strong people). I wish everyone could
experience the same thing but you've rapped your way into each others physche and it's
probably to late for your culture....pity. cornskid 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago Dr King
showed us the way, if you want to compete you need to get your shit together; it's a
continuing process. We're in the midst of a good spring cleaning right now. cornskid 1
year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago 03nj Get your head out of the past. They didn't
teach me anything. Someone does need to teach you. Drop your ignorance. Stop blaming
other countries for your problems. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago 03nj 1 year ago I can't
stop blaming other countries because they guilty for the problems my country has know,
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And I will tell you the main 3 countries which are guilty for that, Turkey, Germany and
USA 03nj 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 03nj Pull your head out of your ass.
Those countries aren' responsible for your country's problems. BoomBoom2055 1 year
ago 03nj 1 year ago Yes they are, Turks ruled us for 500 years and destroyed our empire,
Germans attacked us in two wars and in WW2 killed over 1 800 000 Serbs and today
USA has taken our soul from us by taking our Kosovo, and the people without soul is an
angry people, and I tell you that NATO will retreat from Kosovo and then we will be
back and then there will be no mercy 03nj 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 03nj Oh
yeah, that'll solve all your country's problems, NOT. Pull your head from your ass
ignorant buffoon! BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 03nj 1 year ago Just one more profe that
you americans have no culture, you only knows for swears and to be rude 03nj 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 03nj Wrong, guess you've never met a French man. (joking) I
wasn't doign either by the way. I was offering your some great advice. By the way, I'm
also QueenOfTheSharks. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 03nj 1 year ago Oh and you should
know that whole world hates you, and if you think you brougth good to Iraq by killing 1
000 000 milion people and destroying half of Iraq then you should quote you "Pull your
head from your ass ignorant buffoon" and take a look around you and stop living in a lie
and join true and good americans in revolution against your fasict Goverment 03nj 1 year
ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 03nj You should stop embarassing yourself with your
extreme ignorance. You stated it as a fact but you've got NO idea what the whole world
thinks about the USA & physically couldn't even gather all those opinions if you tried in
your lifetime. We didn't kill 1 million people in Iraq. That's a bogus number. Iraq wasn't
destroyed. It's tyrant,dictator a homicidal megalomaniac wasn't ousted from his throne.
Now Iraq is a democracy able to vote in their politicians. YOU're living a lie. Wake up!
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 03nj 1 year ago Haha ha that's funny you are living in a lie I
think only americans are that stupid to belive in everything they hear in TV, It seems you
don't really know what are you doing in Iraq, you kill people there do you really think
they live better know? Go to iraq and ask any man, woman or child do they live better
than before, All Iraqi people hate you, they just live in fear of your soldiers you are like
Nazi germany and your Ocuppation of Iraq has to stop, they fight for their freedom,
USA get out 03nj 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 03nj NO, YOU are the STUPID
one for believing all Americans think, do act, or believe the same. I've spoken to people
from Iraq. They're very greatful. Iraq IS free. Provinces are being turned over to Iraqi
official every week now. Yes, they're living much better now. Now put down the vodka.
You're so ignorant and foolish it's not even funny. In fact it's downright pathetic.
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 03nj 1 year ago You know what I don't even want to talk
with you beacuse for me you are a fool and and stupid, and since you are so brainwashed
there is no point of talking with you anymore, I will talk with some normal amercians
people like you is the reason why entire world hates USA 03nj 1 year ago SouLinF1re 1
year ago Did we Hurt you too much ? I dont understand why do you need to talk about
my Turkey all the time..Turkey Turkey Turkey.. You got what you deserved..So stop
crying.. If I tell you one name ''Milosevic'' What does it mean to you ? SouLinF1re 1 year
ago cornskid 1 year ago Slo-Bo-Dan Slo-Bo-Dan If he can't do it No one can cornskid 1
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year ago xStalkerxx 1 year ago that bitch voice....a friend of mine came by my house and
he thought i was watching a porn movie what a cock sucking slut voice xStalkerxx 1 year
ago face2eye 1 year ago  ﺝﻭﺭﺝ ﺏﻭﺵ ﺡﻕﻱﺭface2eye 1 year ago ISnoGOD12 1 year ﻭﺯﺏﺍﻝﺓ
ago BUSH FUCK THE WTC HIMSELF. ISnoGOD12 1 year ago Serhado94 1 year ago
wie viele menschen leben auf der welt 6000000000 der anschlag war gut weil menschen
sich schnell vermehren eigentlich sollte die hälfte der menschheit sterben sonst wär in 100
jahren kein platz mehr für tiere fur pflanzen bäume und alles natürliche wäre weg
Serhado94 1 year ago BASPERS 1 year ago image terriblement impressionnante !
BASPERS 1 year ago skippe13 1 year ago how can u find this funny if u do ur 1 twisted
sunava b£tc" skippe13 1 year ago sukhoisown 1 year ago 3 holy shit. Thats evil. This is
not funny, any asshole who thinks this is funny has something worng with him/her. Even
if they hate the USA sukhoisown 1 year ago 3 razord93 1 year ago What Awesome
explosion gief More! And don't sober ppl it, be happy they didnt bomb you hehe, You
still got your burgers and gettos. xD razord93 1 year ago BigMatt5290 1 year ago Fuck
off you asshole thats not funny! You can burn in hell! BigMatt5290 1 year ago menthol5
1 year ago AWESOME AND SOBERING menthol5 1 year ago blueshadow1996 1 year
ago KENZ ..I think you would be better off just hating your self.. blueshadow1996 1
year ago jaguar20000 1 year ago who hates USA and not feeling sorry for 9/11 should
burn in hell!!! jaguar20000 1 year ago 03nj 1 year ago And You americans don't feel sorry
for 2 milinons people you killed in Vitenam, you don't feel sorry for 1 milion people you
killed in Iraq, You don't feel sorry for 4,000 innocent people you killed im my country,
why should I feel sorry for you when your bombs killed my friends, 03nj 1 year ago
jaguar20000 1 year ago you are very sick person man,don't give me just fucking numbers
that even one of them isn't true,usa did good for iraq that now sadam is did and iraq can
be a normal country,you need help little boy if you watch 9/11 and enjoy it motherfucker
I wish you will die in a plan crash! jaguar20000 1 year ago 03nj 1 year ago 2 I'am 39 years
old and I was in war i saw mu friends and innocent people die when you bombed my
country I feel sorry for those innocent people that died in 9/11 but the truth is that is
nothing in comparison what your goverment has done to the world, you are killers you
throw atomic bombs on Japan kiling many innocent civilinas, and You are reall fool if you
think you did good for Iraq, who gives you right to mess in other country buissness, no
one asked you to be world's policeman... 03nj 1 year ago 2 BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
03nj What country was that, that you were "bombed" in? The dropping of the H bomb is
no comparison to what you're blabbering on about. Iraq is free, a democracy now. Yes,
that is GREAT. There was MORE THAN 1 country in Iraq. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
03nj 1 year ago 2 My country is Serbia (former Yugoslavia) which Nato bombed in 1999
for three monts you work togeather with albanian terorists and you took are land
(Kosovo from us, which was our land from 8 cenutury AD.) and I was shooting at your
planes I was waiting for your soldiers to come across our border so I can kill them, I was
also fighting albanian terorists, so I know about a war, and Your war in Iraq was a bad
thing you brougth nothing but misery to those people ask people there what they think..
03nj 1 year ago 2 SouLinF1re 1 year ago Kosova was never belong to you or your
country..Go read some history and came back kido SouLinF1re 1 year ago 03nj 1 year ago
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3 I know about history a lot more than you Turk, you see Kosovo was ours long before
you Turks came to Europe, We Slavs came in the balkans in during 6 and 7 century AD.
And Serbs were one of the Slavic Tribes, Our First state was founded in Kosovo, and we
rose up to become an Empire in 1345 AD. Serbian Empire controled entire Balkan, but
then you Turks came and after 150 years of fighting against you our empire fell and you
started to convert population to Islam, That is how albanians came to exi 03nj 1 year ago
3 BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 03nj Kosovo wasn't yours to begin with. It was the Serbs
that went on a ethnic cleansing campaign. So you've no right to point the finger at anyone.
Stop blaming America for your own country's faults. Stop being so bitter we helped stop
that heinous and hideous 'ethnic cleansing' campaign. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 03nj 1
year ago 3 That is a lie, the only ethnic cleansing was made by albanians on serbs, the
albanians killed our children they took their organs for black market and albanians are like
animals most of them are criminals come here in the Balkan, every country here in the
Balkans hate Albanians because they sell drugs across Balkan, and about that cleasing
well that is Lie your media Brainwashed you so you could hate us and so that you
support albanians I know more about this than any of you because I live here 03nj 1 year
ago 3 QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago 03nj Why do you keep denying it?
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago Chewbyy14 1 year ago HAhah wow you are retarded.
Your just jealous that our country is so great. Without us you would be speaking German
or something. And also we are very nice. What do you think a middle east country would
do if they had our power. Probably blow your shit country up. When we go to war we
fight for something good and when were done we help them out. And we bombed Japan
Because they bombed Pearl Harbor you idiot. So you need to be quiet Chewbyy14 1 year
ago 03nj 1 year ago Yeah but Japan bombed you military base kiling only your soldiers
they never attacked your civilinas, but you throm atomic bombs on Japanese civilians
babyes and old people woman and children you didn't bombed their army you bombed
their population Hiroshima had no military value, so only one who need to be queit is
you 03nj 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago 03nj You're not very smart. Japan
began the war against us with Pearl Harbor because of an embargo against oil.
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago 03nj 1 year ago I know that, but the point is that Japan
only attacked US military, while US attacked Japanese civilians and radiated our planet
with nuclear weapons 03nj 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago 03nj WRONG.
They attacked civilians as well. There were civilians living and working at Pearl Harbor.
NO, I didn't do that. It wasn't the entire planet that was irradiated. Stop being so inanely
ignorant. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago koolala 1 year ago Come on----Pearl Harbor was
a military target. To suggest otherwise, because some civilians worked there, is incredibly
disingenuous. koolala 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago koolala There were a high
number of civilians there in Pearl Harbor, and it was KNOWN to the Japanese. There's
no way they could've NOT known. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago koolala 1 year ago Of
course they knew civilians worked there. The point is that they attacked a MILITARY
target. Hiroshima was a CIVILIAN target. Your moral compass is seriously fucked up if
you think the two acts are even remotely similar. koolala 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1
year ago koolala They attacked a target they knew was mixed. I never said Hiroshima was
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right, did I? There 's no comparison. As horrible as it was it saved millions of lives
because of the way the Japanese culture was then. They would rather go down fighting to
the point of their all dying instead of surrendering & told us that. They would've kept
attacking & attacking until they were decimated, literally,It's NOT the way I would've
ended the conflict. But then the people of the US wereN'T consulted QueenOfTheSharks
1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago No, World War 2 was a world war, everyone was
involved, everyone who could be bombed was bombed, we just had the best and most
bombers, we still do, we didn't start the war but we finished it at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. cornskid 1 year ago fraghigh 1 year ago KENZHATE american don't suck but
you yes, who many innocent die the 11/09/2001? well, I hope you will die slowly
fraghigh 1 year ago KENZHATE 1 year ago show hide Fuck usa, osama bin laden is
laughing out loud with his sandnigger dick hanging out while watching this video. A big
fucking shame on you retarded american cocksuckers. KENZHATE 1 year ago AK90788
1 year ago man this is some deep shit about aliens? anyone belive in them AK90788 1
year ago BigMatt5290 1 year ago wait what? BigMatt5290 1 year ago clairebearwiththee
1 year ago 3 no 1 deserved to die that day except for the animals that planned
this!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! clairebearwiththee 1 year ago 3 Neby12345 1 year ago 2900 ppl died
that day. do you stupid fucking americans know how maney ppl died in iraq only?
Neby12345 1 year ago schiggy182 1 year ago alot more than 2900. but, not my fault. and
also, it wasn't all in just one building that's what makes it so tragic. schiggy182 1 year ago
cesarisaias95 1 year ago Comment removed 03nj 1 year ago Ok I'am sorry for those
innocent civilinas that died, but I feel only anger for americans beacuse they are evil
nation, what about milions of innocent people that were killed by USA Japan, Greece,
China, North Korea, Vietnam, Iraq, Yugoslavia, Afganisthan, Iraq, and many African
countries, you americans never said sorry to those people you always get away with
your crimes, You Greates EVIL of our World, only terorists in world are you USA,
DEATH TO THE USA! WORLD WOULD BE BETTER WITHOUT USA! 03nj 1 year
ago cesarisaias95 1 year ago Comment removed 03nj 1 year ago People like you is the
reason that so many people hate USA, you americans are all facists. DEATH TO USA,
PEOPLE OF THE WORLD RISE UP AGAINST AMERICAN TYRANTS! 03nj 1 year
ago cesarisaias95 1 year ago People like me??? Bitch I didn't do anything to cause the
attacks!!! Death to you!!! cesarisaias95 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 03nj It's
asininely ignorant & very stupid of you to group all Americans together like that. To
wish death on an entire nation of people doesn't make you any better than those you
accuse. Why are you blaming what a government does on ALL Americans? That's also
stupid and ignorant. Who are you to wish death on an entire nation? NO ONE.
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago jaguar20000 1 year ago I agree with you 100% 03nj stop
looking someone to blame and start living your life,I served in the army two and it belong
to the past I moved on and 9/11 just unhumen and who ever did it is just an animal .
jaguar20000 1 year ago fexxy2 1 year ago i love when thej go down but i hate that so
much peaple died but i love how thej fall down........... fexxy2 1 year ago MACN100 1
year ago Absolutely, the U.S. ( soon to be North American Union ) wanted Pearl Harbor
to happen. They cut off all trade with Japan and funded some countries at war with
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Japan at the time. Consequently, Japan bombed Pearl Harbor. The U.S. needed a reason
to enter the war and that did it. YES WE HAVE A FUCKED UP GOVERNMENT
(Excuse my language) MACN100 1 year ago Goobzor 1 year ago If you look at the past
wars (they where all started from what happened at the end of the last one) ww1 lead to
ww2 because we made Germany pay all the war bills, cold war started because we did
not help the soviet union in the war (they lost dumbly if not triply the amount of people
we did.) Vietnam was due to a power hungry US president who wanted war time powers
all new wars are called conflicts to keep power from the presidents (all wars started with
someone attacking us - 911 was inside job Goobzor 1 year ago marvelpwnsyou 1 year
ago I would prolly say something like "Wtf lol" marvelpwnsyou 1 year ago NRC993 1
year ago wow you seem awfully calm NRC993 1 year ago GrimReaper1123 1 year ago 2
You guys just dont see it, This was not done by our government, War is much different
that muder. sending armes forces (who join under their free will) to defend the country is
not the same. So pearl harbor, was that governemnt too? did they paint red fircles on
places and bomb themselfs for a reason for war? You guys need to view the ENTIRE
picture. the gas prices went down not long ago, and it was at $4 + in places, if we have all
the oil, then why arnt they down? GrimReaper1123 1 year ago 2 Chewbyy14 1 year ago
Good point:] Chewbyy14 1 year ago TiGarsRotatif 1 year ago STFU and cry on these
videos. TiGarsRotatif 1 year ago quart25 1 year ago how u poted a 26min vid?? quart25 1
year ago smokey3c 1 year ago fuck bush fuck cheny there an eberrastment to the white
house to america to all the ppl nd if any1 dissagreee u basically disrespected the innocent
ppl that died in 9.11 Fcuk You!! smokey3c 1 year ago 3kard 1 year ago This goes way
behond just america, elite groups that have no ties to religion or race; most likely the ones
that created this whole heaven and hell idea. are just showing you, we are not incontrol
3kard 1 year ago swedstar84 1 year ago Comment removed mrdreamsisasleep 1 year ago
Sorry America, the only terrorists involved in this attack are the corrupt U.S. politicians
who care more for their own personal gain than their own citizens.......and planned this
'attack' themselves. mrdreamsisasleep 1 year ago xKarro 1 year ago understand me right,
its a great clip but its a TERRIBLE thing happened. sorry about my bad english. xKarro 1
year ago galvanize123456789 1 year ago im british n this is disgutsuing to see y would
any1 want to do this im sry america u had to go through this cuz i was in 3rd grade when
i haaappend in america i was in cincinati ohio in indain elemertary skool n we got
evacuted from school i think galvanize123456789 1 year ago die5525 1 year ago I was in
the 3rd grade when this terrible happened. I am an american in Los Angeles and most of
the time I disagree with what our government does but the American people are the
greatest people in the world. we did not deserve this.. no one deserves this except for
George W. Bush, Cheny, and the fuckers who did this to us. Till this day, it kills me to
see the damage. That day was the beginning of the end for America, Before then, we were
the superpower and the american empire has since fallen die5525 1 year ago yay2895 1
year ago This Means WAR yay2895 1 year ago Fatalize222 1 year ago Quebec Newyork
sign , a little bit of canada Fatalize222 1 year ago Weaveuh 1 year ago 12:16 "It was a
military plane" Weaveuh 1 year ago dallasscowboys3 1 year ago this was a sad day for
anyone in the world when i saw the 2nd plane hit i threw up i was only 5 years old and
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that night i had to cry myself to sleep i asked my parents milions of questions mum are
we gonna be attacked again and so on and so on R.I.P those brave americans
dallasscowboys3 1 year ago GrimReaper1123 1 year ago The government didnt to that
you moron, A group of terrorist did... This is just like the moon consperencys, who say
we never landed on the moon, we did, we have a space station, is that hollywood too?
Our government would have no gain for killing 2000+ of its own people, you can thank
binladin for this. My god, we should have bombed them off the map. GrimReaper1123 1
year ago 31128 1 year ago "Our government would have no gain..." You're government
wanted to go to 'war' for the sake of corrupt and private profiting and control of
Afgahnistan and Iraq. This is modern imperialism at its definition. Sorry. As soon as the
us government says that a war is about freedom or justice or democracy, everyone says
YESSIR! because you are all taught that the us is the only and ultimate power of moral
authority in the world. 31128 1 year ago 31128 1 year ago "my god, we should have
bombed them off the map." What, like you did with Hiroshima and Nagasaki? Do you
know how many people died in those two cities? Over 400,000. No huge relief effort
from the Americans there, huh? So lets not forget what your government is capable of.
31128 1 year ago mrdreamsisasleep 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam Your government had 'no gain?' I'm sorry but this is the most naive thing i've
ever heard......Billions of gallons of oil....all the u.s. companies that have gotten stinking
rich from Afganistan and Iraq, not to mention the fact that the government can now
pretty much spy on everyone in the name of 'Freedom'. NO GAIN FOR KILLING
2000+ OF IT"S OWN PEOPLE!!!!!!? WHAT ABOUT EVERY WAR THE US EVER
FOUGHT, NOTHING STOPPED THEM SACRIFICING THEIR OWN IN ANY
PREVIOUS WAR SO WHAT MAKES THIS DIFFERENT? mrdreamsisasleep 1 year
ago johnnycakes8787 1 year ago 2 Burn in Hell! johnnycakes8787 1 year ago 2
mrdreamsisasleep 1 year ago You're already burning in ignorance mrdreamsisasleep 1 year
ago cornskid 1 year ago and completely unaware, maybe he should strap a smoke detector
to his ass cornskid 1 year ago xusterp 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam Open Microsoft Word and do the following: 1. Type in capitals Q33 NY.
This is the flight number of the first plane to hit one of the Twin Towers. 2. Highlight the
Q33 NY. 3. Change the font size to 48. 4. Change the actual font to WINGDINGS What
do you think now..?! xusterp 1 year ago actor41 1 year ago wow what an amazing video
such a powerful day actor41 1 year ago alexjones4president 1 year ago Zero: An
Investigation Into 9/11 WATCH THIS VIDEO ON YOUTUBE Our government did this
to us! alexjones4president 1 year ago rollerlifter 1 year ago FUCK YOU YOU
COMMUNIST BASTARD rollerlifter 1 year ago pepper1450 1 year ago The
government didn't do it, religion did. pepper1450 1 year ago Reettheman 1 year ago when
smoke went over the citizens did that smoke kill them as well or were they alive.
Reettheman 1 year ago MarlinMr 1 year ago I just wonder... this day 4400 died? I dont
know the nuber but I know that the same day, 50% more were killed in abortion. The
same amount were killed the day before, and the day after. worldwide, more than 1 billion
people have died in abortion... we would at least be 7 billion right now... But no one seem
to remember these days... well... the media wont tell about it eider... I wonder how it
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would be if no media told about 9/11... MarlinMr 1 year ago ImwithLFC 1 year ago its
2998 people ImwithLFC 1 year ago LRytas1 1 year ago OMG i saw this on TV in
lithuania then i was 6 yers old ;/ LRytas1 1 year ago 3424lauren 1 year ago my dads a
firefighter and i cant imagine what i would do if he had died in 9/11 i will kidnap bin ladin
lock him in a tower drive a plane right into his thick ugly skull kick him bury him alive
spit on his grave the evil sadistic bastard R.I.P ALL THOSE WHO DIED IN 9/11XXXX
3424lauren 1 year ago Didi140276 1 year ago Bin Laden hat Folter verdient !!! RIP den
Opfern des WTC :-( Didi140276 1 year ago alexjones4president 1 year ago Benazir
Bhutto: Bin Laden was Murdered Copy and paste the above link in your YouTube
search. The proof is in the pudding. Wake up America. alexjones4president 1 year ago
alexjones4president 1 year ago Anotone who still thinks Bin Laden did this is
SMOKING CRACK! We aren`t looking for him either. He`ss been dead for years and it
came out on foreign TV. Too bad our controlled media is owned by the same people who
support our corrupt government. 9/11 was in FACT and inside job. Just open your eyes.
Your "TV programming" will commence right after American Idol and CSI...
alexjones4president 1 year ago gangstaaSWE 1 year ago I hate Bill Laden gangstaaSWE 1
year ago jumpinshade 1 year ago Bush some months ago said oh there is simply no
chance of this happening we have an "umbrella shield" It seems that he didnt expect to
snow so hard The terrorists did outstanding job and then that pussy bush sended their
forces of idiots to fight the "ENEMIES OF FREEDOM" but the american people never
learned that their forces bombarded children jumpinshade 1 year ago callie38 1 year ago
wow..what a scary world with people like cardnialsnic in it. I bet he lives alone and plays
with dolls. Cornskid..don't let his insane views insult you..... What an idiot. callie38 1
year ago ashleybound 1 year ago cardnialsnlc is another would be conspiracy theorist
who happens to be extremly insensitive and is just looking for attention ashleybound 1
year ago cardinalsnlc2006 1 year ago cornskid you are an idiot! It's not like you are
getting paid to cover this shit up..... so why are you defending the political assholes that
paid for this mass murder....The Government has the military and media in their back
pocket and apparently little idiots like you too! cardinalsnlc2006 1 year ago
cardinalsnlc2006 1 year ago If releasing this video ment soooooooo much to you! Why
did you edit out the missile hitting the tower! People have a chance to actually show
what hit the tower and they always cut out the "MISSILE" ! I mean I know the big 5
networks CNN, NBC and SO ON... were paid off that day to lie and add haze to the
background and then paste an airplane in the fore ground.... MOST definately not an
"ALUMINUM" "PLANE" with fuel in it's wings! It would blow up immediately on
impact!! cardinalsnlc2006 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago It dfid blow up on impact. The
inertia carried the fuel into the building. Why do you say it was a missile? Eyewitnesses,
hundreds to the first hit and up to a million for the second hit agree that 767s were used.
That many eyewitnesses are hard to fool.....fool. cornskid 1 year ago XowntXihqX 1
year ago i dont get y ppl start crying over it XowntXihqX 1 year ago harrisonc30 1 year
ago maybe cuz lots of innoucent people just died harrisonc30 1 year ago ehcbwoefhbcn 1
year ago you thick or something? ehcbwoefhbcn 1 year ago Reqrezentin 1 year ago
Greatest moment in the history of civilisation. Reqrezentin 1 year ago kcin228 1 year ago
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Why? kcin228 1 year ago Reqrezentin 1 year ago First of all, your picture is freaky
(weirdo). Second, because the world saw through America and its real agendas.
Reqrezentin 1 year ago EccentricStudios 1 year ago My question(s) 1) Why do people
think the government did this ? Whyy fly a plane into their own building ? 2) People
were in that building? EccentricStudios 1 year ago bonspeeds 1 year ago hey, search for
zeitgeist movie and you will know bonspeeds 1 year ago shano64 1 year ago This was
different than watching the news videos we all watched that morning. This actually
brought up emotions I felt that morning. shano64 1 year ago AlexPawell 1 year ago YOU
SAW, NOTHING. AlexPawell 1 year ago azhd210 1 year ago "Operation Northwoods"
in 1962 was a plan by governament to stage acts of real terrorism on US soil and against
U.S. interests and then put the blame of these acts on Cuba in order to generate U.S.
public support for military action against the Cuban government of Fidel Castro.Kennedy
did not approve it in 1962.Bush did in 2001. 9/11 inside job. It is in wikipedia!!! google
"Operation Northwoods" azhd210 1 year ago strucklucky33 1 year ago Come on, man.
Look, I don't necessarily disagree with you, but you can't go around citing Wikipedia as
your source. I could go, right now, and write that I was on one of the planes that hit the
building. Doesn't make it true. strucklucky33 1 year ago StarC99 1 year ago The
American Technology Failed To Detect a Plan Flying Around in a Public Place and The
American Army Failed To Even Try to Destroy the Plan Before it crashes with the
Building . America Should have the latest Technology in the world , couldn't they destroy
it? also why no one in that building? its all set up when people started saying war in
Palestine and iraq are no fair , So Now More Lies ^ StarC99 1 year ago StarC99 1 year
ago no one was in that building that day for some reason .... I wonder why? did they
know that that would happen? StarC99 1 year ago StarC99 1 year ago and also you guys
imagine if this happens to you every day + Wanted in law and you didn't do any thing
you just had wife and children and praying for got and going to job ... StarC99 1 year ago
Invadork 1 year ago You don't know shit. My uncle died in that building. he worked there
.. Invadork 1 year ago Bubo25 1 year ago Pity they didn't get two of the most important
parts, the second plane going in and the actual collapse of WTC 2. And the sound broke
up badly a lot too. But other than that very interesting. Almost like being there! And no,
it's not horrible. The more things like this important historical event's documented the
better. Bubo25 1 year ago TheOutsider13 1 year ago 2 It's NOT horrible that she caught
this on film!!! She filmed a moment in history that all of us were affected by.Most of us
can remember where we were on this day. This is a document of her experience. She
didn't do it to be cruel. TheOutsider13 1 year ago 2 jahdns 1 year ago omg, 19:43 .....
jahdns 1 year ago 19Pakman93 1 year ago merci 19Pakman93 1 year ago PeskyDaMan 1
year ago wow thats to much how could some one do that PeskyDaMan 1 year ago
TheOutsider13 1 year ago In a little over a half an hour, a moment that rocked this entire
nation. One of the worst events in American history. The nightmare of that day will
always stay with me and the memories of those lost, we will never forget. TheOutsider13
1 year ago jeffreyklm 1 year ago not only in the USA.. In Europe too. we may never
forget what happened.. I was just 8 years old when it happened.. I'll never forget what I
saw on the news that day.. jeffreyklm 1 year ago Reqrezentin 1 year ago Europe too?
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Fuck off, speak for yourself... Reqrezentin 1 year ago kaltech19 1 year ago thank you for
posting this. kaltech19 1 year ago insidebeauty4 1 year ago how sad.... insidebeauty4 1
year ago thekidviciouz 1 year ago Me too i really feel sorry for all the innocent americans
that go along with the goverments lies and bullshit!I really thought somebody would have
the guts to assasinate bush,but unfortunatly it didnt happen.American goverment think
they are the police of the world,and they think they can do anything.... thekidviciouz 1
year ago MULESLAX 1 year ago you are wicked MULESLAX 1 year ago cornskid 1
year ago You think problems can be solved with assasination? You stupid little worthless
creep, why don't you do everyone a favor and cut your own idiotic throat. cornskid 1
year ago donjay2051 1 year ago I am a danish citizen i hate the ones who rule our
goverment (Capitalist), they supported the Bush administration. INSIDE JOB!!!!. you
americans have the most corrupt goverment i know, and i feel so sad for you. most of the
americans are good people i am convinced of that. but you have some terrible redneck´s
and tyrans who are destroying you, slowly. I hope that you will soon have your justice!
and people who think that this is some people from the middleeast who did this,please
investigate!!! donjay2051 1 year ago donjay2051 1 year ago Comment removed
DoubleGauss 1 year ago Thank God George W Bush won in 2000. Gore, at best, would
have pressed a few Global Warming emissions charges against Bin Laden for 9/11.
DoubleGauss 1 year ago silvaportugal 1 year ago 3 are you serious? what did george bush
do that was so great? did he catch bin laden? fuck no he didnt.. he just bombed a bunch of
innocent people. silvaportugal 1 year ago 3 DoubleGauss 1 year ago No, Bush didn't
bomb innocent people. He bombed a bunch of bad guys -- guys that long needed to be
bombed. Unfortunately a few innocents also got bombed but that was collateral damage.
It couldn't be helped. A little collateral damage is OK as long as long as the good far
outweighs the bad. DoubleGauss 1 year ago frankii7 1 year ago 3 i hope the terrorist
fucking rot in hell!!! they deserve shit!!! fucking bastards! frankii7 1 year ago 3 Bedienen
1 year ago very nice =) Bedienen 1 year ago obroome 1 year ago 19:43 obroome 1 year
ago RogerFedererTennis08 1 year ago Thats cool. RogerFedererTennis08 1 year ago
RogerFedererTennis08 1 year ago I saw a person jumping out of the buiding at 19:43.
RogerFedererTennis08 1 year ago Theshow540 1 year ago the world was not prepared
for this... Theshow540 1 year ago sErBXXL 1 year ago omg its so hard sErBXXL 1 year
ago SARUJAN5 1 year ago wow u saw it? did u take the vid? SARUJAN5 1 year ago
mattrocks11 1 year ago show hide we should nuke the whole of asia britain usa and russia
unite and destroy asia mattrocks11 1 year ago yoniforyoni 1 year ago DESTROYED
TALIBAN! DESTROY IRAQ! DESTROY IRAN! DESTROYED ARABS! holocust to
all the arabs! we all need to get united agaisnt those animals! yoniforyoni 1 year ago
deafbonnie 1 year ago best ,most personal footage ive seen,but i gotta wonder,why was
the second strike cut out? rip to all who lost their lives that day. deafbonnie 1 year ago
pjluj 1 year ago Please watch THE MONEY MASTERS on youtube. So that you may
understand why this happened. pjluj 1 year ago jordaie1234 1 year ago not being mean
but it a bit funny when the fire bragade come in liek a riot team not being mean or
offenceve to the ppl who died jordaie1234 1 year ago Fogslifted 1 year ago 4 What the
hell does wanting to know what happened have to do with disrespecting those that
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passed? Nothing! Thats what. I respect the families that lost someone. And it's sad all
those men and women we lost that day. As well as friends I to lost. I'm entitled to some
real answers we've never gotten. Just alot of bullshit from our government. And a joke
investigation report. 9-11 was an inside job. God bless those that passed and those who
lost someone. Fogslifted 1 year ago 4 pt1gard 1 year ago 2 i hear you fog, please someone
find me one surviving famlily member that doesnt want to know the truth and feels its
disrespectful to explore the facts,,,, the NJ housewives sure seek the truth pt1gard 1 year
ago 2 lukluk2112 1 year ago 2 +++ POLAND WITH USA Fucking killers !!!
ZWYRODNIALCY lukluk2112 1 year ago 2 lukluk2112 1 year ago ZWYRODNIALCY
! Fucking killers ! POLAND WITH USA +++ lukluk2112 1 year ago Fogslifted 1 year
ago 3 Missle attack!! BULLSHIT VIDEO!! At 11:46 seconds, a cut in the video!? A
beautiful shot, a beautiful day, filming the whole thing EXEPT for the second hit!? Thats
because it came from the right of the screen, and someone didn't want the public to see
the MISSLE that was probably recorded perfectly here. This is probably the best known
footage of the day and someone cut the most imprtant part out. Someone just happened
to take a break during the most important 1 second in history!? Yeah ok. Fogslifted 1
year ago 3 Kryssy128 1 year ago You know what? how DARE you, thousands of people
lost their lives during this day, and your too busy worrying about a missile!? WHO
CARES HOW IT HAPPENED, THE FACT IS THAT IT HAPPENED, SO SHOW
SOME DAMN RESPECT! Kryssy128 1 year ago pt1gard 1 year ago wxactly, this is
bogus shill shit, just a joke, like anyone with a brain would swallow this tripe ... yeah and
uss liberty and operation ajax were legit pt1gard 1 year ago bdk1234567 1 year ago
Absolutely horrible. Does anyone else find it troubling that the terrified woman in this
video cries, "oh god, oh god" over and over? Does it make you the least bit
uncomfortable? God didn't do anything because he isn't there, or because he's a sadistic
maniac. Tell me it's all part of God's plan, then watch the video again. You will feel the
emptyness of that claim, though you might call it something else. If he exists, I'm going to
dropkick God's head off. bdk1234567 1 year ago madhouse12k8 1 year ago hahahahaha
madhouse12k8 1 year ago jonasedwin 1 year ago i was there jonasedwin 1 year ago
Dark417 1 year ago How horrifying. I can't even imagine what that must have been like...
Dark417 1 year ago WTFhaveYouDoneLately 1 year ago this is fucking FAKE !!!
FRAMES ARE MISSING form the actual video!! why?? because they actually show
what really hit the 2 towers!! WTFhaveYouDoneLately 1 year ago xjustlikeux 1 year ago
i bet god said to himself "i went, i went on a ONE minute bloody tea break, ONE minute
and this has to happen!!" xjustlikeux 1 year ago CrAsHDoWn324 1 year ago hmm well
first off show some respect at least, you're not gonna prove your arguments by being a
jerk and second... i think that they turned off the camera at some point because THEY
DIDN'T EXPECT THE SECOND PLANE and they tried to turn the camera back on as
quick as they could... THINK next time BEFORE you open that big mouth of yours
thanks =) CrAsHDoWn324 1 year ago Burnoutkiller 1 year ago 2 Never forget...
Burnoutkiller 1 year ago 2 LittleMissSully 1 year ago thank you for posting this, it was a
horriable moment in our history just makes me sad to think of all the loved ones that were
lost LittleMissSully 1 year ago Cr250Bruno 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
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show hide Not Spam when it happened i smiled and thought..yes! more christians dead!!!
hahahaha yayayayaya Cr250Bruno 1 year ago aminnima93 1 year ago show hide lol
funny but not cool if it was ur mother in that plane... aminnima93 1 year ago
hawaiianwonder65 1 year ago do you think it was better for the wtc buildings to
collapse? im not saying that to be rude. its just that if they didnt collapse, could you
imagine how difficult and dangerous it would be for people to go back up into the
buildings to rebuild them and investigate the attacks. hawaiianwonder65 1 year ago
cornskid 1 year ago If they hadn't collapsed then aprox 2000 npeople would still be alive,
so no I don't think so. cornskid 1 year ago straightdozing 1 year ago how the heck did a
plane turn a building into dust straightdozing 1 year ago bdk1234567 1 year ago well it
took a few things: -a plane travelling very fast and with an enormous amount of energy
behind it. -nearly full fuel tanks (to help start a blazing fire, which can be seen above). skyscrapers without concrete cores (the kind that the WTC towers are wrongly
compared to) -religious maniacs who took the doctrine of their wacky beliefs literally.
That is the recipe. bdk1234567 1 year ago kromax338 1 year ago 2 This was one of the
most horrible american events since wwii kromax338 1 year ago 2 hitman748 1 year ago
Its truly sad to see how f'd up our country is since this event. I hope we all can get our
sh@t together, not for us, but FOR OUR KIDS! hitman748 1 year ago ronwell438 1 year
ago The day america changed for the worse. ronwell438 1 year ago SgtCheeseNOLS 1
year ago I think the benefit is that it woke us up to what has been going on in the world
for a long time. We had many other terrorist attacks and attempts, especially on the
WTC. This was finally the successful attack. We just never really heard about the
problems, or chose to not hear about them...but finally, we are awake. SgtCheeseNOLS 1
year ago garmo44 1 year ago Wow! One of the best 9/11 video shot. What a perspective.
garmo44 1 year ago XxDecora 1 year ago 2 whtas hapen i cry XxDecora 1 year ago 2
dm3867 1 year ago the first time i saw this... i was 6, i looked on the tv and saw the 2nd
plane dive straight into it on live television. im now 13 and i cant stop thinking about it
dm3867 1 year ago HotDlCK 1 year ago show hide God caused those planes to hit the
twin towers because of tolerance of homosexuality. HotDlCK 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago show hide HotDlCK That would be "intolerance" thereof,
TROLL BoomBoom2055 1 year ago LeonardJHarris 1 year ago hmmm thats umm....
where did you get your information some dream or vision... maybe? LeonardJHarris 1
year ago DJPhrased 1 year ago haha dude dont be a dick! haha. DJPhrased 1 year ago
baytown234 1 year ago you tha homosexaual baytown234 1 year ago kevinshijackey 1
year ago my friend was born on this day tahts sad that he was born on the day everyone
was crying kevinshijackey 1 year ago JFMJunkyFunkMusic 1 year ago what??realy???:O
JFMJunkyFunkMusic 1 year ago HotDlCK 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam 9/11 was God speaking. God killed all those people in New Orleans
for their tolerance of homosexuality,God causes crime to increase for tolerance of
homosexuality,God lowered his shield of protections on that fateful day on 9/11 because
we were foolish enought to tolerate homosexuality. God is not happy and he speaks to us
through these disasters. HotDlCK 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago HotDlCK
Cease and DESIST in posting that blatant garbage you heartless moron! BoomBoom2055
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1 year ago HeatShotMonsta 1 year ago actally that was very true wow HeatShotMonsta
1 year ago brennen1919 1 year ago reiß die hütte ab brennen1919 1 year ago
Okemaysim14 1 year ago just listen to all those sirens Okemaysim14 1 year ago wolliollie
1 year ago also people would of died in the white house if the passengers didn't stop the
plane early in new jersey making the fucking terrorist miss there target GOD BLESS THE
PASSENGERS OF FLIGHT 93 AND REST IN PEACE AND GOD BLESS THOSE
WHO TRIED TO HELP AND REST IN PEACE AND THOSE WHO DID HELP
AND LIVE GOD BLESS YOU ALSO GOD BLESS EVERYONE INVOLVED wolliollie
1 year ago wolliollie 1 year ago 2479 people died that day 343 were new york fire men 57
were port autority workers and out of that 27 were port autority police men and 27 new
york police man died too oly 20 people were pulled out of the ruble those who didn't die
but were trapped in the buildings could of been there for days and there were also deaths
from 87 different countries and don't forget that was just in the buildings 4 commercial
airlines went down killing all inside and killing alot in the pentagon wolliollie 1 year ago
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago wolliollie Thanks for that much needed reminder. NEVER
FORGET BoomBoom2055 1 year ago sibawi 1 year ago hahahaha funny like holywwod i
wish we can see morelike dat sibawi 1 year ago quirty1 1 year ago Get over it. quirty1 1
year ago turkomolotov 1 year ago allah'auakbar turkomolotov 1 year ago BoomBoom2055
1 year ago turkomolotov I wish I could wipe the bottom of my shoes on you. Just so you
know I've some prolifically pooping dogs too. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago KeyBissz 1
year ago R.I.P. tut mir leid was da passiert ist :( KeyBissz 1 year ago marcoatbuy 1 year
ago The USA should not be so arrogantly! They should have more respekt between other
nations in further east-europe... :-/ marcoatbuy 1 year ago MiekaDebo 1 year ago OH
yeah...and this behavior just gains SO much respect. Whatever. MiekaDebo 1 year ago
XxCutieHoneyxX 1 year ago ya ok and they say kill those who don't beleive their religion
too you POS XxCutieHoneyxX 1 year ago cnavaro88 1 year ago Why were the impacts
and collapses edited out? cnavaro88 1 year ago samkoi56 1 year ago The CCTV in Beijing
was on fire Feb. 09/09. It was an inferno burning for more than 8 hours and it still
standing compared with WTC on 9/11 only burning with black smoke for a few hours and
when down at free speed. Think about it! samkoi56 1 year ago 03cammd79 1 year ago it
was slightly weird for me cus i reaserched a lot about the 9/11 conspiracy and how the
buildings should not have collapsed. The next day there was the news about that hotel
which is just yet more evidence towards a controlled demolition of the WTC buildings...
03cammd79 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago 03cammd79 There's nothing
comparable to what happened on 9/11. There's nothing at all that suggests a controlled
demolition took place that day. It's not rocket science. It was a terrorist attack using 767's
as WMDS. BoomBoom2055 1 year ago BoomBoom2055 1 year ago samkoi56 Refer to
my reply to 03cammd79 . I'll add this, how much fireproofing was involved? Thw WTC's
fireproofing had been knocked off in the impacts of the 767's. The hotel was obviously
not impacted, therefore the fireproof stayed put. protecting the steel against the fire.
BoomBoom2055 1 year ago CRZYMAN89 1 year ago i cant imagine ppl jumping out of
the building its crazy CRZYMAN89 1 year ago CRZYMAN89 1 year ago can u believe i
was only 4 wen this happend omg crazy i h8 the ppl who did this they r so wrong and i
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just dont understand y they did this im just so heart broken by all the ppl who losted
loved ones and god bless the ones who lost sum 1 and i dont like your name jesus sucks
gay penis.horrible name CRZYMAN89 1 year ago MrCrow09 1 year ago show hide
HAHAHAHAHAHAHA STUPID FKING PEOPLE WRONG PLACE WRONG
TIME, + I THINK THE TERROISTS DID THE USA A FAVOR FROM KILLING
ALL THOSE PEOPLE IT WILL REDUCE THE NUMBERS OF FAT PEOPLE IN
AMERICA its a bit full rofl. + if all u fking dick head that dont like what i said then get
swcred its my opinion :P MrCrow09 1 year ago pupski76 1 year ago Comment removed
pupski76 1 year ago to mr Crow,i dont know if there is a hell,but if there is i hope you
end up there. pupski76 1 year ago comptonstatus 1 year ago they say the 2nd plane was
a military jet, yet the actual impact of the 2nd jet seems to be cut out on this video...odd
comptonstatus 1 year ago mickeymoo26 1 year ago hey has the other one already been
hit mickeymoo26 1 year ago jeysen8 1 year ago inside job WATCH ZEITGEIST jeysen8
1 year ago JesusSuckedGayPenis 1 year ago Anyone else think a 9/11 edition of Jenga
would be a good idea? JesusSuckedGayPenis 1 year ago rethman1 1 year ago Bush had
these towers blown up to start a war and used Osama as a scape goat. Why did we go to
Iraq, Osama was'nt there, he does'nt care about how many lives were killed in the towers
just like he does'nt care about the Soldiers deployed and being killed everyday, I should
know I have been deployed 3 times and we were'nt looking for shit. rethman1 1 year ago
BkzKinGgDoM519 1 year ago show hide werd up nigga!!!!! Usama bin ladin is NOTT a
terrorist!!!! Its all the usa's fult!!! N bushh couldd suckk my pillgrims!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
BkzKinGgDoM519 1 year ago ClockworkOwl 1 year ago Suck your pilgrims?
ClockworkOwl 1 year ago hak3omre 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam  ﺕﺱﺕﺍﻩﻝﻭﻥhak3omre 1 year ago BabyLikeConFuses 1 ﻱﺍﻝﻱﻩـــﻭﻭﻭﻭﻭﻭﻭﻭﻭﻭﺩ
year ago wow it makes me scared and to be sad oh no i cry a little bit=(
BabyLikeConFuses 1 year ago streetfighterstyler 1 year ago that video making me sad
streetfighterstyler 1 year ago Greenoisere 1 year ago 11:46 is when the 2nd plane hit the
world trade center 14:08 is when the 1st tower fell and 19:42 is when the 2nd tower fell
Greenoisere 1 year ago Greenoisere 1 year ago 9/11 wasen't funny it lost thousands of
lifes R.I.P all who lost they lifes that day Greenoisere 1 year ago dod4luce 1 year ago you
all sound really excited by it!! dod4luce 1 year ago chrislovehoney 1 year ago my aunt
lives in america in west virginia and works near the pentagon i will never forgett this
chrislovehoney 1 year ago 74miller 1 year ago FUCK YOU!!!!!!!!! 74miller 1 year ago
74miller 1 year ago SHUT THE FUCK UP palermo10518! You know nothing of 9/11. It
was no conspiracy, and please, let this be remembered to all the terrorist fucks out there
that if you mess with the U.S, you mess with the best and you'll go down like the rest. I
also agree with 9/11 WAS NOT FUNNY. 74miller 1 year ago palermo10518 1 year ago
Bin Laden was used by the CIA! palermo10518 1 year ago 74miller 1 year ago yea, and
how do you explain this? Shut the hell up, and please, dont go around spreading your
propaganda to others. 74miller 1 year ago palermo10518 1 year ago in 2001, CIA met
Oussama Bin Laden in a hospital! thats a fact! palermo10518 1 year ago 74miller 1 year
ago And how do you explain it? Give me some proof? Cause i seriously DO NOT believe
you. 74miller 1 year ago palermo10518 1 year ago in july 2001, Bin Laden was
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hospitalized in Dubai (UAE)! Several cia's agents met him for talking! Do some rersearch
you'll find good sources! palermo10518 1 year ago VICJR98 1 year ago wow this video is
26 minutes long. it must have been long to upload VICJR98 1 year ago palermo10518 1
year ago Ossama Bin laden's architectural demolition! lolll palermo10518 1 year ago
subwayeatfresh45 1 year ago how is that funny............if anyone at all thinks this is
funny then they are fucked up un american bin laden fucking terrorist..............who has no
reason to live anymore subwayeatfresh45 1 year ago palermo10518 1 year ago bush is the
terrorist! Oussama is the best friend of the us government! palermo10518 1 year ago
LMGameVideos 1 year ago haha you make me laugh LMGameVideos 1 year ago
clubmangomanga 1 year ago umm, i doubt bush would want to bomb the pentagon,
however bad a president he may be. i believe that bin laden personally sent curses to the
u.s, so i doubt he is the best friend of the u.s government. clubmangomanga 1 year ago
palermo10518 1 year ago you're right but Oussama has been used by the cia for many
years so the us government is part responsible for 9/11! palermo10518 1 year ago
liloneal15 1 year ago bush and some iraq govenment use to go to bushes house and drink
tea and talk about oil and they use to b friends with them liloneal15 1 year ago
MadeToLoveGod777 1 year ago 2 911 WAS NOT FUNNY MadeToLoveGod777 1 year
ago 2 darkwrath 1 year ago look at the minute 19:43 when de 2nd tower fall ithink
something explode inside the tower look carefully darkwrath 1 year ago apoctalyptoV 1
year ago a diesel generators in WTC 7 that were on fire + all the WTC building were built
shittly led to its demise. no there is no proof that a plane did not hit the Pentagon. get ur
head out of zeitgeists ass. apoctalyptoV 1 year ago sstyla87 1 year ago omg sstyla87 1
year ago chuckydog 1 year ago lol youtube terrorists, pathetic. chuckydog 1 year ago
MRSDAVIDARCHULETA55 1 year ago 9/11 was absolutly NOT funny .fuck you
spookyman2130 MRSDAVIDARCHULETA55 1 year ago spookyman2130 1 year ago
911wasrealyfunny go to hell u ass hole why would u say somthin like that 1000s of
people were killed! 911wasrealyfunny ur a terrorist spookyman2130 1 year ago
spookyman2130 1 year ago wtf it was not funny go to hell who ever said that
spookyman2130 1 year ago ZCCWproductions 1 year ago At least we have a country
where you can state an idea or thought without being prosecuted no matter how
distasteful or thoughtless the comment (goku, 911wasrealfunny) But it does shows the
little intelligence people really have ZCCWproductions 1 year ago MadeToLoveGod777
1 year ago shut the hell up 911wasreallyfunny! you suck MadeToLoveGod777 1 year
ago goku947 1 year ago we have kill many people on war in other coutries
women,children ,inocents,civilians nuclear bomb in hiroshima ,,,,im sure we deserve this
goku947 1 year ago ZCCWproductions 1 year ago 2 hey goku947 you sound like one of
those douchebags who took over the planes ZCCWproductions 1 year ago 2
clubmangomanga 1 year ago nuclear bomb in hiroshima! that resulted the end of the 2nd
WW! if there were no nuvlear bomb, how many other people would have been killed? and
we helped japan after the bombing too! clubmangomanga 1 year ago 911wasreallyfunny 1
year ago show hide Lol! I was laughing that day. That's what you yanks get for
oppressing us. 911wasreallyfunny 1 year ago iamme1600 1 year ago Dude even if you
dont like THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA! you still have no right to be so
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disrespectful and rude and offend the many people that this effected. I seriously hope
something as tragic as this happens in your life and no one will be there to help.
iamme1600 1 year ago spookyman2130 1 year ago Comment removed xjustlikeux 1 year
ago so im guessing you are one of those freaks who wears a nappy on their head and has
cartoons as gods ... omg i dont want to say anything to you, you disgust me =(
xjustlikeux 1 year ago lizzl85 1 year ago that's a piece of history! tanks for sharing!! i had
tears in my eyes.... it's still unbelievable... lizzl85 1 year ago Ancise123 1 year ago 7:34 Small Black Object. Ancise123 1 year ago Hunbun29 1 year ago thts probably a person
jumping because the elevators wouldnt work and they would probably die anyway
Hunbun29 1 year ago Xoij 1 year ago Called a helicoptor Xoij 1 year ago Xoij 1 year ago
Oh no, I beleive that is either a person or objects that people are throwing out of the
buildings Xoij 1 year ago youmsx 1 year ago Best live video I've seen .. youmsx 1 year
ago RafaPissicotico 1 year ago The World Trade Center formed a 11, spent a day 11 and
no one ascended the highest sails the world! :D RafaPissicotico 1 year ago sixtymetal 1
year ago the dead had one face- the dust sixtymetal 1 year ago Deathsupon 1 year ago
Just let the 9/11 Conspiracy theorists make up their stupid unrealistic stories, there fun
to read! xD Deathsupon 1 year ago blaze5196 1 year ago Comment removed renspecs 1
year ago The less a man makes declarative statements, the less apt he is to look foolish in
retrospect..... renspecs 1 year ago wolvesky 1 year ago Comment removed shortkid97 1
year ago this is why we have to bomb the fucking rag heads shortkid97 1 year ago
eoinphanrahan 1 year ago This has to b one of the most gut wrenching videos ive ever
seen... just imagine all those poor people... always wanted to see the twin towers... never
did... cried 4 days wen it happened... really wish dey wud rebuild dem... dey are much
more beautiful den d freedom tower!!!!!!! eoinphanrahan 1 year ago scaptzezem 1 year
ago 14:25 r u like laughing or crying? scaptzezem 1 year ago sammybofficial5 1 year ago
they were crying sammybofficial5 1 year ago sixtymetal 1 year ago thats histeric crying i
think sixtymetal 1 year ago lilQuaNickel 1 year ago dumbass at 1:30 of course theres
people at work lilQuaNickel 1 year ago hxcupcake08 1 year ago 3 RIP My uncle
Ferguson 1965-2001 hxcupcake08 1 year ago 3 blaze5196 1 year ago Im sorry man =\
May they all R.I.P blaze5196 1 year ago blackafrican11 1 year ago mohammed was a
black pimp fucking and sucking arab pussies in the dessert. you smelly disgusting human
reject. your mama was fucked with long fat black cock. i will fuck your sister till she holla
allah o allah. then she will re-convert. islam is shit-- you worshipping arab
fantasy...mohammad was fucking arab pussies when he plagiarized the bible...
blackafrican11 1 year ago hisimperialmajesty08 1 year ago such a stupid comment...
hisimperialmajesty08 1 year ago blackafrican11 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam go fuck your mother and sister before you stone them and put a
burqa to hide them. you hogass face backward cowards.. your ass is smoking..go in the
madrassa and fuck each other perverts then blow your self up. you will get 72 big long
cock virgins. YOU CANNOT FUCK YOUR WOMEN. WE OCCUPY YOUR LAND
AND FUCK THE BEST OF YOUR WOMEN. YOU WILL SE ALLOT OF BLACK
AND WHITE BABIES IN ALL THE MUSLIM COUNTRIES blackafrican11 1 year ago
xhellajeffx 1 year ago dude drop it you doont know anything. tower sevan was 500 feet
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away? nothing fell on it stupid shit look it up watch the videos of it.... fuck you. alex
jones is the man xhellajeffx 1 year ago masonmaxey 1 year ago i can understand fast
forwarding but why would you do it right before the collapse of each building. why not
fast forward on a part thats not of importance. i think the video has been 'edited' by
somene who doesnt want us to see something. masonmaxey 1 year ago cornskid 1 year
ago Listen nitwit, this video is about what a woman saw out her livingroom window. It's
not for twooftards, it's for real people. It is in many ways the most compelling of all 911
vids. We can all relate. I hope she saw the Airbus that crashed in the Hudson, everyone
lived. I can't tell from the angle if that event was visible out her window as well. Any help
from NYC there? cornskid 1 year ago dallasscowboys3 1 year ago i was in kindergarten
when the attacks happened i couldnt sleep or eat i was so sad and scared that something
like this could happen :( dallasscowboys3 1 year ago OroraMonroe 1 year ago I don't care
if you believe that terrorists did this or the U.S Government allowed it to happen.
WHOEVER did this to those innocent people needs to be flogged in the public square
then HANGED for all to see. Each time I see this that's all that comes to mind. Justice
has NOT been served no matter how you look at it. What do our taxes actually pay for?
Oh yeah that's right, for bankers to get rich... OroraMonroe 1 year ago nyar94 1 year ago
A nagyobb terrorcselekmények úgy látszik az Amerikai Egyesült Államokban vannak ...
xD nyar94 1 year ago noooooky 1 year ago Oh my gosh... This is so awful !! noooooky 1
year ago bbasher79 1 year ago "WHY DID WTC TOWER 7 DROP WHEN NO PLANE
HIT IT?? THEY ALL FELL THE SAME EXACT WAY" From the massive debris of
the WTC falling on top of it. As for the Pentagon comment, it is too dumb to address.
Guess the witnesses who saw planes are all lying, though. bbasher79 1 year ago mus4 1
year ago ich hoffe dass diejenigen die das geplant haben alle gliedmaßen durch nadelstiche
amputiert bekommen, radikale bastarde mus4 1 year ago hisimperialmajesty08 1 year ago
na dann fang mal bei george w. an... es war definitiv ein inside job!!! hisimperialmajesty08
1 year ago filmcruiser88 1 year ago where was this video taken from? filmcruiser88 1 year
ago jcnp24 1 year ago 500 yards from the north tower... jcnp24 1 year ago tommydira 1
year ago 2 i get scared looking at this video, it gives me the shivers tommydira 1 year ago
2 Prev 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help
About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising
Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon
Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your
Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next
Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists...
YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My
Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3
years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters
remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036)
SolidDreamz 1 year ago rolf im telling ya if i saw that happend i would be jumping in my
car and driving off cuz ur so close-.- SolidDreamz 1 year ago ilualexturner 1 year ago This
is repulsive to watch. How anybody couod do that its just messed up . ilualexturner 1
year ago janolefou5 1 year ago We Must Eliminate These Terrorists janolefou5 1 year ago
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weirdoscape 1 year ago 2 This video is so sad. I can hardly watch it. weirdoscape 1 year
ago 2 frodman600 1 year ago did u get when the second plane crashed on video
frodman600 1 year ago weirdoscape 1 year ago It's not on video, it skips to right after it
hit. Maybe they turned off the camera, then turned it back on after the second one hit? I
don't know..but this is really sad. weirdoscape 1 year ago bgg0071 1 year ago 2 Thanks
for sharing that video. It was very sad and very intense. bgg0071 1 year ago 2 Oreoreogirl
1 year ago That is sad. I was in Kindergarden when it happened. :( Stupid Terrorists. >:(
It sort of reminds me of Cloverfield, and the terrorists are Clover(the monster).
Oreoreogirl 1 year ago bbasher79 1 year ago It's a shame all these conspiracy NUTS serve
to only divide this nation, instead of what we should all be doing: Uniting against the
terrorists who really did this. Instead, they use this event as some kind of "politcal attack
platform" against politicians they dislike. They are truly human scum of the Earth.
bbasher79 1 year ago nuranalteir 1 year ago Lol or maybe they're trying to find out who
REALLY did it. Do you really believe everything the media and your government spoon
feeds you? nuranalteir 1 year ago shaka1221 1 year ago I like turtles shaka1221 1 year ago
blawae 1 year ago fack amirca blawae 1 year ago shayno18 1 year ago Did you hear her
say it was a military plane?!?!?! shayno18 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago 2 what is it
with you twooftards? Do you enjoy being bent over by some first year university
students at the University of Cairo or Islamabad? I mean at least I've got some respect for
them. You guys get as much respect as a hooker that doesn't get paid......and that aint
much. cornskid 1 year ago 2 masonmaxey 1 year ago strange how there are 'gliches' in the
video just before the collapse of each tower. masonmaxey 1 year ago nuranalteir 1 year
ago It's not a gliche, she's forwarding it or else it would be a LOT longer nuranalteir 1 year
ago kibblies96 1 year ago 3 people r sick who ever thinks this is funny joke i lost my
brother to this and he was only 28 and i was only 4 kibblies96 1 year ago 3
hypnotstcollector 1 year ago one of the oddities in theis video is for all its length we
never see any helicopters, etc. the sky is beautiful and clear. But on tv it allmost never
looks like this. but you see 'copters, etc. whats that?? hypnotstcollector 1 year ago
xDarkxVoidx 1 year ago show hide HORRAYYYYYYY LETS HAVE A PARTYYY
xDarkxVoidx 1 year ago NightingaleAva 1 year ago But Bin Laden hasn't done this. 9/11
was an inside job, it was planned by your gouvernment. It could have been blocked but
BUSH watched the poeple die. You've been just sucked again. IT IS DEFINITELY
PROOFED! NightingaleAva 1 year ago runescapeXsux 1 year ago thank you!! no one
beleives me!! 9/11 is a bunch of bull shit!!! when the plane "hits through" the building, u
can tell by the angle that it didnt crash in to it... how could it go through and come out a
full thing of steel! its impossible, the government set it up and wired the whole place with
bombs. because the guy who owned the towers, if they fell on him, he'd be granted with
billions of dollars. so they waited for somthing to cover up the bombs runescapeXsux 1
year ago todzillaa 1 year ago wow your a big fucking idiot!!!! i dont even need to put the
reason why. todzillaa 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago runescapeXsux The 767
didn't go all the way through. What's impossible? The people that engineered it disagree
with you. There were no bombs. The New York Port Authority OWNS the WTC
complex then and still as they own the property. The man that insured & leased them
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didn't get the $. His company did, $4.25 billion which is a few billion short of rebuilding
it, which he's obligated to do. For a man supposedly getting billions, he's sure in debt.
Part 1 QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago Part 2 query.
nytimes. com/gst/fullpage. html?res=9B0CE3DD123BF937A3575-1C0A9629C8B63
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago stormchaserwannabe 1 year ago Bin Laden will pay for
what he did. stormchaserwannabe 1 year ago xhellajeffx 1 year ago 9/11 WAS AN
INSIDE JOB... man people are fucking stupid bush was behind it all, IT IS PROVEN,
THE GOVERNMENT IS DOING THIS SHIT. god damn wake up people research it.
NEW WORLD ORDER IS HAPPENING FUCKING DISGUSTING xhellajeffx 1 year
ago trigger575707 1 year ago very true its called illuminati...its a scam the government
blows up his own building, blames it on terrorist, puts it on the news, now every1 fears
terrorist, now the government can microchip everybody leading to new world order
trigger575707 1 year ago bbasher79 1 year ago "man people are fucking stupid bush was
behind it all, IT IS PROVEN" Please provide this so called "proof" you wacko. Let me
guess...it's "top secret" and you can't release the "proof" yet, right? bbasher79 1 year ago
xhellajeffx 1 year ago answer me this then fuckers...WHY DID WTC TOWER 7 DROP
WHEN NO PLANE HIT IT?? THEY ALL FELL THE SAME EXACT WAY... NO
PLANE HIT THE PENTAGON EITHER, THAT IS PROVEN TOO.. xhellajeffx 1 year
ago whatshendrix 1 year ago Watch "Zeitgeist" and "Loose Change". Why would PROOF
be TOP SECRET?! Proof is all over the internet, yet you ignorant assholes think you
know everything... Are you like 10 years old or something?! whatshendrix 1 year ago
stormchaserwannabe 1 year ago 5 I will never forget this. Ever. stormchaserwannabe 1
year ago 5 minuacija 1 year ago omg :===========((((((((((((((((((- minuacija 1 year ago
japicuca 1 year ago It is amazing only few people have noticed the following: OSAMA
BEN LADEN in his first tape speaks about 80 years of suffering. Then, what happened,
exactly 80 years before September 11, 2001, that is to say, in September 11, 1921.? the
first moshav (Jewish settlement) in Israel, or Palestine is settled. Also in 1921 Chaim
Weizmann (1º President of Israel) and Einstein Together they travelled to the US in April
to collect money for the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. they went, where? yes. NYC
japicuca 1 year ago JakeAyano 1 year ago how sad.. :( JakeAyano 1 year ago
ladywolfandinuyasha1 1 year ago i remember watching it on the news as if it was
yesterday. my grandad came to pick me up and he dropped me off at home cause i was
still in first school anyway i walked through the door and my mum sat me down and said
some nasty men have crashed planes into a place called the world trade center. i sat there
and my mum put the news on and i sat there and watched what had happened. i have
watched the movie of this and i cried my heart out i pay my respects to those who lost
someone ladywolfandinuyasha1 1 year ago 12505351223 1 year ago 3 rip dad........ :(
12505351223 1 year ago 3 ladywolfandinuyasha1 1 year ago i am so sorry for your and
other peoples loss that fay ladywolfandinuyasha1 1 year ago 37361811 1 year ago 2 I
hope Obama will protect us!!! 37361811 1 year ago 2 magghriby 1 year ago obama will
fuck ur economy stop the war in the muslim lands if u wanna livin in peace magghriby 1
year ago GrimmIII 1 year ago Why are the key moments of this cut... GrimmIII 1 year
ago WATINTHEWORLD88 1 year ago God Bless America! WATINTHEWORLD88 1
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year ago gaeeet 1 year ago Amazing video!!! Just a shame we can't see the second plane...
When the second tour collapses it's very impressive from this sight. gaeeet 1 year ago
PolskaChick 1 year ago omg, that's a really good recording, but omg, i'm speackless, no
words can explain what happened that day, no one deserves that PolskaChick 1 year ago
PolskaChick 1 year ago 2 speechless PolskaChick 1 year ago 2 lilpunkrockerdude 1 year
ago sad lilpunkrockerdude 1 year ago Ekokemi 1 year ago : ( Ekokemi 1 year ago
BrownBoi14 1 year ago On that day i was on a trip to NY for a weeding, and when i saw
that happening in ma hotel. I was ready to go to war, and KILL those fukin muslims.
BrownBoi14 1 year ago mutnenkij 1 year ago show hide You're just doof and idiot.Enjoy
the Politik of America and see how your Soldiers will Die for the Freedom Iraqis and
against Terrorism)) you're just blind, do you know why? because it's a reason for you
country to making money with Oil, you don't have to be a Great Politaic to know it,you
must think a little logical)) Islam and Moslems have nothing to do with 9/11 i want, that
you know until your Die,everybody we've to die. Islam is the Truth!! learn it your self))
be not Zombie of Medias!! mutnenkij 1 year ago 225573275 1 year ago oh my god...good
video....oh my god...so much smoke...wow.... 225573275 1 year ago NightingaleAva 1
year ago 9/11 was an INSIDE JOB! >And if u don't believe this , you should watch the
movie "Zeitgeist" it tells you all u have to know. Poor American poeple. Your
gouvernment is laughin about u and the rest of the world, too. NightingaleAva 1 year ago
xJMACORONIX 1 year ago wat is a inside job?? xJMACORONIX 1 year ago
coinageman 1 year ago Some1 from the cia or sumthing helped with the attack coinageman
1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago coinageman Some1 from the cia or sumthing
helped with the attack >>>>> Prove it. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago sASkIasCHwEr 1
year ago an diesem tag war ich fast elf jahre alt und sah die bilder im fernsehen vor der
schule und konnte bzw kann immer noch nicht fassen was in diesen menschen vorgeht,
die sowas verursachen all die kinder, frauen und männer ... es ist einfach schrecklich
sASkIasCHwEr 1 year ago greenbolt1 1 year ago IT LOOKED LIKE A NUKE WENT
OFF!!!!!!!!! but it is actually a plane greenbolt1 1 year ago pekigmaz 1 year ago show
hide Why does America deserve that? Answer: Sk your presedent (Bush). Obama is ok.
Russia the BEST !!! pekigmaz 1 year ago koolala 1 year ago This is the video where the
woman stated that "it looked like a military plane", no? Why was it edited? koolala 1 year
ago koolala 1 year ago 'The American people should remember that they pay taxes to
their government, they elect their president, their government manufactures arms and
gives them to Israel and Israel uses them to massacre Palestinians. The American
Congress endorses all government measures and this proves that the entire America is
responsible for the atrocities perpetrated against Muslims. The entire America, because
they elect the Congress' (bin Laden quoted in Dawn, 10 November 2001). koolala 1 year
ago ahmedzahir12345 1 year ago this was alll the plaining of W.BUSh i as ka question
@:WHY ALL THE ISRIALI PPL WERE ABSENT ON THAT DAY ? WHYYYyy
ALL THE OTHER WORKERS WERE ON THE BIULDING BUT ALL THE ISRIELI
WORKERS WERE NOT THERE WERE ON HOLIDAY WHyyyyy .........ITS PROVE
THAT IT WAS ALLL PLAINING OF AMERICA ITSSELF TO DESTROY
MUSLIMS ahmedzahir12345 1 year ago StalinhoOo 1 year ago ok kewl,go fuck with ur
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teory.. i bet u voted for that redneck mcCain StalinhoOo 1 year ago miniproductions19 1
year ago 2 you little naieve children this was a government cover-up thier were detanators
up their.Flight 11 and flught 175 were remote controlled planes by the government they
were crashed by the government.flight 77 was a remote controlled plane as well that was
shot over the Alantic, a fighter jet crashed into the Pentagon. Flight 93 landed in
Cleveland, Ohio, everybody alive. The plane that a few eyewitnesses saw in Shanksville
was a small white commuter plane that crashed into the field. miniproductions19 1 year
ago 2 njjroberts 1 year ago y does this footage get cut at most crucial moment, fox news
and cnn both blacked out for 2 seconds at same bit, y? njjroberts 1 year ago
testnumberone1 1 year ago maybethere was a large gust of radiation at that oment or
something? testnumberone1 1 year ago laydreamz112 1 year ago but the thing bout the
9/11 is tht america had it coming cause alot of countries have a grudge against america frm
way bk , nd don't get me wrong with this bk america is kinda a selfish country cause a lot
of poor countries r poor cause of a lot of crap america has like prada , macds nd cause of
alot of resources ya take frm africa , india nd china but don't give bk at a gud prices
laydreamz112 1 year ago MadeToLoveGod777 1 year ago :( why!!!
MadeToLoveGod777 1 year ago Merleperleschatz 1 year ago R.I.P. Merleperleschatz 1
year ago leaderfox11 1 year ago 2 R.I.P. ´=( leaderfox11 1 year ago 2 pekigmaz 1 year ago
america deserve that... bush is son of a bitch pekigmaz 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1
year ago pekigmaz Why does America deserve that? QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
Bigb1114 1 year ago ur saying that because of are president we deserve to be attacked by
terrorists? Bigb1114 1 year ago suttinhott 1 year ago 3 I remember seeing this video
uncut. y did you edit it? In the original, you filmed the "plane" and your reaction said it
all. It was a military plane like craft that hit because you can clearly see that in your
uncut version. I was there when 9/11happened, and your video was one of the first i came
upon back then when i did my research on the web. show the public the truth. Your video
was one of the best i ever researched, but now i wonder who got into your minds to edit
it. suttinhott 1 year ago 3 cornskid 1 year ago You're lying there Ahab. cornskid 1 year
ago IdidURmom2 1 year ago crazy... IdidURmom2 1 year ago kyledominy123 1 year ago
fucking iraqi scum bags all burn in hell you fucking bastards!!! kyledominy123 1 year ago
StalinhoOo 1 year ago 2 iraq? what does iraq have to do with this?? u just prove how
retarded americans are...u deserve 1000 times worse thing than this...seeing how much evil
america did...so FUCK YOU AMERICAN RETARD StalinhoOo 1 year ago 2 ncaldarera
1 year ago fuck ussr ncaldarera 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago You're just pissed off
because we put an end to your rapping spree back in the 90s, we should build a fence
around your turd of a country and turn it into a giant sewege treatment facility. cornskid
1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago StalinhoOo Not all Americans are alike. Why
do you say America deserves this? QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago StalinhoOo 1 year ago
it all peace and quiet in america while your army blow things up and kill so many
civilians..for what..? OIL? and its not just iraq, america loves to be a world COP ...so
what im trying to say...maybe u needed this..this 9/11 attack...too see how its like out
there,where inocent people die every day...maybe this was needed to open people eyes
up there..god i hope OBAMA will get things right..thats the best thing it happened to
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america last 100 years StalinhoOo 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago StalinhoOo
It's not for oil fool. If we wanted more oil we could get it from Canada which has much
more than Iraq. They'd have used Iraqis as the terrorists. Besides that I nor did millions of
my fellow civilians do anything to deserve this. Innocent? Our soliders R dying, other
citizen there are dying because of insurgents & terrorists. Our soliders R after them,not
innocents. You're NO better for saying anyone deserves this. Do you think we Americans
can control our goverment? NO,we can't QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago Geojaguar 1 year
ago :O 11:04 to 11:11 aww he/she jumped :( Geojaguar 1 year ago Hatchwork 1 year ago
so sad Hatchwork 1 year ago bollycao23 1 year ago paz e amor pra todos.. bollycao23 1
year ago alexalexlive 1 year ago it was! an inside job! alexalexlive 1 year ago
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago Yes, Alex ,it surely was an inside job when 19 pissed off
Islamic extremists seeking to martyrs themselves through a mass homicide via their
suicides flew 767s & 757s right inside the WTC Twin Towers, the Pentagon & the
ground in Shanksville, Penn. Yes, it was an inside job brought to you by those asolutely
monsterously screwed up Islamic jihadist terrorists that are of one of the largest terrorist
organizations created by OBL & his Eye doctor partner, Zarhawi called AlQaeda aka The
Base! QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago alexalexlive 1 year ago look closely to 11:52 there is
on the right side of the vid a little Light? or somethink? alexalexlive 1 year ago cornskid 1
year ago It's called adulthood, no one respects whinning brats. Maybe we feel sorry for
you and pity you. Is that what you want? cornskid 1 year ago femr2 1 year ago
watch?v=2F5Tw2ITMF8 A short clip which shows the TRUE FREEFALL speed of the
demolition wave. Impossible without demolition. femr2 1 year ago Robert215741 1 year
ago pissed off angry SAND NIGGERS Robert215741 1 year ago laydreamz112 1 year
ago wat does black ppl got to with this man!! laydreamz112 1 year ago
RikkiAndResbusha 1 year ago i cant stop thinking about all those poor people who were
too high up to have a chance to make it RikkiAndResbusha 1 year ago chocalatecocoloco2
1 year ago Fuck osama bin laden nuff ' said... chocalatecocoloco2 1 year ago Gerchekdost
1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam watch this
/watch?v=bXb0J8IH6DI&feature=r-elated Gerchekdost 1 year ago Gerchekdost 1 year
ago September 11, 2001 Director: J.W.Bush main character: Osama b.Laden side effects:
It´s sad that so much people must die It´s sad, that the name of Islam (unmerited) will
pollute! It´s sad that so much people think muslims are the offender! Gerchekdost 1 year
ago cornskid 1 year ago We're a bit more sophisticated than you perceive. Trying to deny
extremeist Muslim responsibility by lying about it only weakens your position. We
know what happened and who did it. If you truly want to win all you have to do is step
up, take responsibility for youyr own houses and countries, use your resources for
schools instead of tanks, search for truth instead of dogma and above all stop blamming
others for your problems when by definition they're "Your Problems" cornskid 1 year
ago Gerchekdost 1 year ago Comment removed Gerchekdost 1 year ago Huh? I´m sry,
but...
What´re
you
talking
about?
Watch
this
video
/watch?v=bXb0J8IH6DI&feature=r-elated It will help you to see the right light of truth
and not the light of shining moon at evening, which go away when the sun shining!
Gerchekdost 1 year ago babySuperStar2 1 year ago Oh my god!!! babySuperStar2 1 year
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ago lolaheart6 1 year ago i cant beleive this happened... i saw the movie that they made
for this, the ones that the two french brothers made, they were ganna do a documentary
on a firefighter, and ended up doing a documentary on this... lolaheart6 1 year ago
VietnamNOW 1 year ago Ha. no inside job. Islamic pigs were responsible. The war is still
going because of their JIHAD against freedom. VietnamNOW 1 year ago B0ssDD 1 year
ago show hide 1. why do you cry? 2. inside job 3. its look cool B0ssDD 1 year ago
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago Firehouse Magazine presents the extraordinary stories of
the FDNY firefighters at Ground Zero firehouse. com/terrorist/911/magazine/gz/
firehouse.
com/terrorist/911/magazine/gz/hayden.
ht
ml
firehouse.
com/terrorist/911/magazine/gz/ norman. ht ml QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
Antoliaprincesse 1 year ago 2 its so hard to see that all thoose poor dead people...
Antoliaprincesse 1 year ago 2 tyler7878 1 year ago inside job tyler7878 1 year ago
lexuswoo 1 year ago All we tried to do was to help those people. Instead they just want
to do this to us. lexuswoo 1 year ago skybluearmy1883 1 year ago i can hear nik nak
paddywhack in the background skybluearmy1883 1 year ago halogodinvincible 1 year ago
even after watching loads of 9/11 videos, this still shocks me. halogodinvincible 1 year ago
VietnamNOW 1 year ago Islamic pigs were responsible. The war is still going because of
their JIHAD against freedom. VietnamNOW 1 year ago Triton355 1 year ago Vietnam,
Shut the hell up. All you spout is anti Islamic bullshit and you have no clue what Islam
is. Jihad against freedom huh? You're the problem with America. To many Nationalistic
Americans refuse to see that Muslims are Humans. And sorry to say. "Islamic Pigs" were
not responsible. USA was responsible. We and others have helped kill in the middle east
for atleast 60 years now. Its tragic what happened on 9/11. But don't place all the blame
on terrorist. There's a reason for their terror. Triton355 1 year ago angryniggah 1 year ago
why was my last comment censored? made too much sense, what? angryniggah 1 year
ago KRU78 1 year ago Good view point of a true tragity! :( KRU78 1 year ago
iamveryangery777 1 year ago cia thats all i have to say iamveryangery777 1 year ago
krost86 1 year ago Comment removed devOreex 1 year ago guau!! o.O asO ´ches weyes
saltrOn del edificiO devOreex 1 year ago chizzuck9 1 year ago Interesting edits... watch
the debris clouds ('pyroclastic flows') advancing from the collapse of Towers 1 & 2. only
two phenomena cause this: volcanoes and controlled demolitions. That's not "ash", folks.
wake up ae911truth (dot) org chizzuck9 1 year ago JayJay258 1 year ago 2 my stomach
churns when i see this :( JayJay258 1 year ago 2 dualmaster5 1 year ago you think
terrorists did this? dualmaster5 1 year ago machinimarocks 1 year ago oh jesus christ.....
machinimarocks 1 year ago swalief82 1 year ago at 7:33 a man falls out of the building
right after that watch closely and you start to see flashes in the building stops at 7:45
swalief82 1 year ago And19BOS 1 year ago guys i found somthin out on youtube put
creepy math problem it explains everyhting And19BOS 1 year ago NikitaEremeev 1 year
ago The Day That Chaged The World NikitaEremeev 1 year ago Wazzupbitches 1 year
ago DAMN you live high, my stomach would go upside down just watching down
Wazzupbitches 1 year ago row34 1 year ago hahahaha row34 1 year ago ensturlii 1 year
ago american terrorist no.1 ensturlii 1 year ago Battlemaster7 1 year ago Oh, and I forgot
to add that it's incredibly obvious that the freaking debris go flying OUTWARD. No
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collapse has debris flying outward in all directions. That's probably more damning than
anything. Battlemaster7 1 year ago Battlemaster7 1 year ago 19:44 you can CLEARLY
see an explosion...The debris are white whereas the falling debris are dark and black.
Those terrorists where domestic... Battlemaster7 1 year ago xXsickwitit23xX 1 year ago
licky it didnt hit your house! xXsickwitit23xX 1 year ago cachimadrid 1 year ago So
lucky you weren¨t closer...and so true it is nothing compared to Middle East
events...Thanks for sharing this video. cachimadrid 1 year ago naisonmlk 1 year ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 19:42 usa gets owned AHAHA and the
bitch wailing like in a porn video AHAHA naisonmlk 1 year ago
xXTHEWHITE50CENTXx 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam hahahahahahahahaha die america xXTHEWHITE50CENTXx 1 year ago
hellraiserl33t 1 year ago - hahahahahaha FUCK YOU! hellraiserl33t 1 year ago
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago xXTHEWHITE50CENTXx hahahahahahahahaha die
america >>>>>>> Why did you make that crappy remark? QueenOfTheSharks 1 year
ago confederatefan 1 year ago if i was the president id jus send a nuclear bomb to iraq n be
done with it fuck them afgans confederatefan 1 year ago misdirx 1 year ago 3 you'd send a
bomb to iraq to be done with afghans? hmmm.... misdirx 1 year ago 3 jam342 1 year ago
skrew osamabinladen i hope the find him and kill him and put him in a fire! jam342 1 year
ago maxkaussen 1 year ago waht is that 5:31 ?? UFO ?? maxkaussen 1 year ago rn437 1
year ago It's just a plane. You can see that it is a plane on another vid. here at utube ;)
rn437 1 year ago hypnotstcollector 1 year ago Sorry, bob and bri is edited. and at places
it shouldnt be. why? hypnotstcollector 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam wtc7 collapsed in 11.september at 5:20 pm.
It looked like controlled demolition! And it was!!!! If it was controlled demolition than
they knew about 9/11 before it took place. It takes days to plan and prepare for
controlled demolition. ( not 8 hours) 911insidejob81 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam "Operation Northwoods" in 1962
was a plan by governament to stage acts of real terrorism on US soil and against U.S.
interests and then put the blame of these acts on Cuba in order to generate U.S. public
support for military action against the Cuban government of Fidel Castro.Kennedy did
not approve it in 1962.Bush did in 2001. 9/11 inside job. It is in wikipedia!!! google
"Operation Northwoods" 911insidejob81 1 year ago 911insidejob81 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Why real "terrorists" ( USA elite, CIA)
wanted 9/11 terroracts? to round constitutional rights with antiterrorist laws ( Homeland
security, Patriot act, Real id) invade Iraq for oil invade Afganistan for oil and pipelines
big corporation interests in gun trade and chaos in Iraq and Afganistan. turn USA in
police state ( laws controlling "terrorists") terrorist in their thoughts are free US citizens
Real id coming to us! search youtube for "Real ID" and "Fema concentration camps"
911insidejob81 1 year ago eristars 1 year ago i wish there would be other attacks
soon....very soon this is a wish of an african to whites eristars 1 year ago Pretison 1 year
ago HEY.....Germans are nice. We do something for you. The americans are . Pretison 1
year ago stopmanbearpig 1 year ago What the hell is your problem? You want there to be
MORE attacks? You want MORE people to die? You're fucked up. stopmanbearpig 1
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year ago goguda1 1 year ago i dont hate islam.......... i fuckin hate terrorism goguda1 1 year
ago SerbianHools29 1 year ago only in America a man can kill hole family becose he lost a
job..... If this Americans have respect for their dead they will not post comment here......
SerbianHools29 1 year ago SerbianHools29 1 year ago America dont want peace they
want to rule the World...... FUCK OF AMERICA AND YOUR NEW WORLD
ORDER!!!! SerbianHools29 1 year ago berusjamban90 1 year ago allahhu
akbarrr....allahhu akhbarr..lailahaillalah berusjamban90 1 year ago SerbianHools29 1 year
ago Fuck of America!!!! Long live Al'qaeda!! i m not muslim but i love them!!! xDDDD
SerbianHools29 1 year ago FutbolKid90 1 year ago You think Americans are retarded?
Iraq isn't any better. You don't hear about suicide bombing in America every day, now do
you? They're messed up in the head over there. FutbolKid90 1 year ago petresko14 1
year ago pritty evil look 20:50 petresko14 1 year ago kushphog 1 year ago brb i need to
go the bathroom and take an allah and wipe my koran well so i dont leave muslim marks
in my undies. kushphog 1 year ago m88dobo 1 year ago in 8:55 Something is moving in
the building m88dobo 1 year ago kushphog 1 year ago this video should be titled why
muslims should die. kushphog 1 year ago calibre9mm 1 year ago fuck u racist. u need to
know the difference between Radical Islam & Muslims. Mohammad Ali, Ice Cube, Dave
Chappele are muslims. Top cities like Singapore, Manila, Jakarta have a huge muslim
populations and they have some of the best culture & nightlife that tops the west. before
u say? im a christian. somethings definitely wrong with you, racist prick calibre9mm 1
year ago angryniggah 1 year ago why the fuck do we need to know the difference. it
should be incumbent upon non-radical muslims to take care of this shit. i could give a shit
what the tenets of islam are and how some muslims have become radicalized. no one gives
a shit if a handful of u.s. celebrities became muslim. if nightclubs are a reason to judge a
city favorably, you're pretty screwed up. "some of the best culture"--only a douche
would write that. angryniggah 1 year ago calibre9mm 1 year ago u talk like someone whos
never been outside his borders. what is western culture? u prefer the Paris Hiltons & the
Lindsay Lohans? and i said nightclubs & culture because dumbasses like u dont realize
Radical Islam exists in the Middle East, and most far eastern muslim countries are similar
to the west. Do u think every1 who goes to church believes in the bible? same thing here.
u should actually experience it rather than keyboard gangster ur little kid racist rants on
the net. pathetic calibre9mm 1 year ago angryniggah 1 year ago your first 2 sentences
make no sense whatever...much like the koran. 2nd paragraph: i know full well radical
islam exists in the middle east. it exists throughout the world. islam and radical islam are
both virulent strains of fanaticism that need a better press agent than yourself.
angryniggah 1 year ago angryniggah 1 year ago why would i want to experience such a
thing as the islamic-world? if, as you say, muslim countries are similar to the west, i'll
stay safely within my borders and watch your countries and peoples burn on tv in the
name of allah, douche. enjoy your jihad-lite. pitiable angryniggah 1 year ago calibre9mm 1
year ago sad then. u should stop crying calibre9mm 1 year ago Triton355 1 year ago
There's nothing wrong with the Islamic world. Parts of it are messed up but not because
of Islam. But because of the leaders of the countries. Islam means Peace and Submission.
There's a verse in the Quaran : [Chapter 5, verse 32], that "anyone who saves one life, it
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is as if he has saved the whole of mankind and anyone who has killed another person it is
as if he has killed the whole of mankind." Islam wants peace among everyone, And does
not promote violence. Triton355 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago Yes, Islam, true Islam has
evolved beyond war. Having said that it is incumbent on Islamic nations to keep their
own house in order. On 911 they allowed ntheir extremeist to do a terrible thing. Now we
have to clean up their house for them because they won't or can't do it themselves. If we
rearrange the furniture a bit then they rteally don't have an excuse to bitch. cornskid 1
year ago angryniggah 1 year ago 2 "there's nothing wrong with the islamic world... islam
wants peace among everyone. And does not promote violence." anyone who agrees with
these statements has not read the koran and does not understand the term, jihad. why, in
every pocket of the world where islam exists, is there violence and terrorism? angryniggah
1 year ago 2 Triton355 1 year ago The reason violence and terrorism exists in those places
is because they've been colonized for hundreds of years and Finally they have their own
country. Colonization of any country slows down the progress in a country. Look at
Africa. The reason it hasn't developed as far as the western world, is because of
colonization and oppression of the people by their own leaders. Same with India. It has
nothing to do with religion, I'm sorry to say. America has never had any kind of
oppression. Triton355 1 year ago angryniggah 1 year ago colonization has dragged the
turd-world, backwater countries into present-day. africa would be decimated if it wasn't
for the west, and our resources. example: bush's outrageous billion(s) dollars care package.
our tsunami relief to indonesia. your pronouncements are so ludicrous, i can't begin to
answer such drivel. the reason africa (sub-sahran africa) hasn't developed in step with the
western world owes largely to the fact they were 1000s of yrs behind the west before
they were colonized. angryniggah 1 year ago Triton355 1 year ago Well i can see that
your a nationalist. And the reason Africa is many years behind is because they could not
use the resources for themselves. They had to give all of it to England, Portugal, Spain,
Germany, The Dutch. So their country could not develop as fast or at all compared to
countries that had not been Colonized, such as England or America. And yes, America
was colonized, but we broke off ties with England very early. So they were not able to
claim our resources or Industry. Triton355 1 year ago angryniggah 1 year ago riiiiiiiight...if
we had stayed away from sub-saharan africa, they would be doing just fine now: modern
cities would be thriving, malaria, cholera, and smallpox would be eradicated; famine would
be neglible and africa would be rife with peaceful democratic societies; resources would be
utilized for industry ....and obama would be the next king of kenya....and the united states
would be receiving billions in aid from idi amin...oh, and bob geldolf would be out of
work...and aids.... angryniggah 1 year ago angryniggah 1 year ago you think there is a
difference between muslims and "radical" islam, but there is only one koran and it is a
hate-filled book. if you can't control radical islam, how can radical islam be considered a
minority amongst muslims? they're in control of the fanatical religion called islam. they
will shape its destiny and die because of their fatalistic ignorance. angryniggah 1 year ago
nobodiesofastera 1 year ago I dont know and NO ONE knows if the usa had anything to
do with this, but either way it was wrong. fucking wrong. People say random shit on here
because they think that their badass on the computer or think "the man is putting us
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down, we are against them!" stuff. Not blaming movies either but people have seen this
before so most kids think, wow this is cool or this isnt bad or shit like that. Just bomb
iraq, and move on with other wars if we need to. No emotions left for them at least on
myside nobodiesofastera 1 year ago guitarscreamo 1 year ago iwas at school that day, i
remember watching that at the window of school :'( guitarscreamo 1 year ago aaroncoates
1 year ago 2 FUCK THE JHIHAD!!!!!!! YOU STUPID ISLAMIC EXTREMISTS....
thousands of innocent people were killed were gonna get you guys!!.!.!.!.....we nstay
strong because were bigger its not over you """""INFIDELS""""""" ----FAGGOTS
aaroncoates 1 year ago 2 aaroncoates 1 year ago The most emotional film of 9/11 i have
ever seen R.I.P victims of 9/11 .....Bush will be punished aaroncoates 1 year ago
chinesevietguy 1 year ago Lots of poor innocent people died everyday ,most because of
US involvement around the world. Why should one show more sympathy to fat spoiled
rich corrupted ones that died more the poor innocents ones? I say FUCK IT!
chinesevietguy 1 year ago chinesevietguy 1 year ago Shit man an average person with
brain will make a final decision and come up with the conclusion that this 9/11 was an
inside job done by mafia jews or out of desperation to save the US economy. If Bin
Laden is a terrorist then Bush and US government much worst then 1000000 Bin Laden
combined. chinesevietguy 1 year ago sirprizeme 1 year ago Comment removed
estefanfrancescostef 1 year ago Osama must died estefanfrancescostef 1 year ago Kihzal 1
year ago Honor to the true Muslim brothers! Death to the criminal infidels! You hit us
and we will strike! Long live the Jihad! Kihzal 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
Kihzal Where in the quran does it say that murder is permissible for Muslims? Where
doe1s it say it's permissble for Muslims to commit suicide? What's a "criminal infidel"?
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago Triton355 1 year ago Great point Queen. The Koran
states that its a huge sin to kill anyone. Same with the bible. And a Jihad is just a personal
struggle, not a holy war. Triton355 1 year ago oblivion292 1 year ago Where did you get
your fallacious education from? The Quaran clearly states that Jihad is an ever lasting war
against all non muslims. The Islamic mullahs (sp?) can't even justify Jihad. My point is
that all you people who try to convince others that Jihad really means an "inner struggle"
are just full of shit. SHIT. STOP DRINKING THE KOOL AID. oblivion292 1 year ago
Triton355 1 year ago Actually, It never says in the Quaran to kill anyone. A Jihad is
simply a struggle to be closer to god or act as god would want you too. Now, a Mujahid,
is a person in in struggle. It could be a personal struggle or a war. Even one of the six
pillars of Islam is to be charitable. Its also states in the Quaran that murder of anyone is a
sin. No where does it say killing is right in any way. The people who say Jihad is a holy
war are just extremist. They misunderstand the meaning. Triton355 1 year ago
TreeHandThing 1 year ago 3 Oh fuck you you piece of shit 911 killed thousands of lives
You laugh at it? Fuck you and your dick worshiping religion TreeHandThing 1 year ago 3
seattlesk8r94 1 year ago ugh... this always makes me furious/upset after i watch it ='[
seattlesk8r94 1 year ago SerbianHools29 1 year ago American propaganda.......
SerbianHools29 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago What propaganda? It's what a woman saw
out of her living room window....fucktard. cornskid 1 year ago SerbianHools29 1 year ago
Cornskid i dont say about this video you retard!!!! SerbianHools29 1 year ago
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QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago SerbianHools29 = TROLL QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
SerbianHools29 1 year ago Your country is based on lies propaganda........ Becose your
country inocent die....not only from your country.... Fucking Satanic goverment of
USA...... People of USA are ok....but your goverment is shit...... you think that Obama is
diferent than George Bush....hahaha..... He is just pion like George.... SerbianHools29 1
year ago DJChris300 1 year ago i was about four floors below these people visiting my
uncle that morning i remember waking up to the roar of the first plane and the ball of fire
that followed DJChris300 1 year ago EarthBoundGame 1 year ago This has been flagged
as
spam
show
hide
Not
Spam
ObamaSucks>ObamaSucks>ObamaSuc-ks>ObamaSucks>ObamaSucks>Obama-Sucks>O
bamaSucks>ObamaSucks>Ob-amaSucks>ObamaSucks>ObamaSucks->ObamaSucks>Ob
amaSucks>ObamaSu-cks>ObamaSucks>ObamaSucks>Obam-aSucks>ObamaSucks>Oba
maSucks>O-bamaSucks>ObamaSucks>ObamaSuck-s>ObamaSucks>ObamaSucks>Obam
aS-ucks>ObamaSucks>ObamaSucks>Oba-maSucks>ObamaSucks>ObamaSucks>-Obama
Sucks>ObamaSucks>ObamaSuc-ks>ObamaSucks>ObamaSucks>Obama-Sucks>
EarthBoundGame 1 year ago SerbianHools29 1 year ago Obama is one more pion of
american goverment..... SerbianHools29 1 year ago judenihal 1 year ago on 22:38 what did
you do when you said something about ashes? judenihal 1 year ago traviesoldier 1 year
ago check-out the ovnis in the sky traviesoldier 1 year ago DMXhomie 1 year ago it was
osama bin laten that bitch sent in his friends to do this DMXhomie 1 year ago
kylethecrackhead06 1 year ago settle down there home slice, what are you like 12. Who
told this information and I'm they are all buddies too sending there friends to go kill
themselves, I dont like the idea of the kind of kids you hangout with but they are not a
good example for you if the promote killing eachother. Oh wait the elite of the world do
arent they are friends dont the care about us all. kylethecrackhead06 1 year ago Jackehr 1
year ago i remember this day so clearly. my uncle worked in the towers, he survived. but
for hours we didn't know what was happening. i remember being picked up early from
school, i was in the 5th grade. i knew i wasn't suppose to be going home early and when i
got into the hallway all the teachers were crying and my dad was too. he told me then
what was going on...the towers hadn't even collapsed yet, the second plane had only just
hit. rip to the dead. and my condolences go out to everyone else. Jackehr 1 year ago
sczurek93 1 year ago I'm reminded of this every year... On my birthday. I remember my
8th birthday like it was yesterday. The image of the tower falling is burned in my mind.
sczurek93 1 year ago Gwendolineabuser 1 year ago omfg! this really shows me the
atmosphere of the 11.September 2001! no time before i had that creepy feeling on this
day... incredible what happened... everybody knows the truth but no one knows what the
truth is... one thing is for sure, those responsible will burn in hell forever!!! the most
creepy clause in this video is at 12:16... it was a military plain... Gwendolineabuser 1 year
ago ItchyGonzalles 1 year ago The news did have alot of coverage on this... but they
never showed anything like this, at least where i am, they didn't. althought the length of
this really sends a big impact... since you can hear the news in the background as
everything is happening. I suppose it's kind of different when you see it from a different
point of view... thank you for uploading this. ItchyGonzalles 1 year ago Zack20008 1
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year ago So just imagine what it would feel like to live in a place like Iraq or Palestine
with things like this happening everyday, but deliberately by America and Israel! How
come we don't call the Americans and especially those Israeli pieces of shits "Terrorists".
I feel bad for the middle east and poor places like Africa who has lost not only buildings
and innocent people but their right to live a free and peaceful life like you and I.
Zack20008 1 year ago BernardB89 1 year ago I'm giving this a 1 not because it's awesome
or the emotions I feel towards the 911 attack, but because it's simply too hard to relieve
that moment of history again. I'm sure many of us appreciate seeing this video as I am
sure many of us don't. BernardB89 1 year ago Robert215741 1 year ago anyone who
thinks america did this to itself is a fucking retard, osama bin laden admited to doing it
fucking retards Robert215741 1 year ago kylethecrackhead06 1 year ago Where did you
learn this from your television? Didnt your mother ever say dont believe everything you
see on tv little robby. Of course it was an inside job, you honestly think a jet plane could
knock down STEEL framed towers it may put some dents init but it's no bring it down
but a few bombs carefully placed throughout the towers could. Both towers fell at 9-10
seconds each. The empire state building was hit by a plane and it did not fall. Both
towers fell at 9-10 kylethecrackhead06 1 year ago Alantheawesomeee 1 year ago hahaha..
nic nac patty wack give a dog a bone is in the background! hahahaha.. not the fact that its
a funny time.. i pray for those who died in the 911. i hate it. Alantheawesomeee 1 year
ago JennyMauricioEddy 1 year ago Fue muy dificil para ti grabar ese momento.. pero
gracias por quedarte y mostrar al mundo lo que paso ese tragico dia. JennyMauricioEddy
1 year ago Silberwoelfin89 1 year ago 2 damn... terrible day. My best friends mother died
in the first collapsed tower. god bless the victims of 9/11 Silberwoelfin89 1 year ago 2
jonttu687 1 year ago My Dad's brother's wife died umm 2 years ago? I dont remember
when it was.. Well for some other reasons.. They had kids too.. I just mean, it must be
hard for kids because the mom died... I cant even think about world without my mother...
jonttu687 1 year ago FelixMarshall 1 year ago i got scared watching this video
FelixMarshall 1 year ago zatr55 1 year ago I don't know what to say... .__. zatr55 1 year
ago eklipzer 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 911 was an
inside job eklipzer 1 year ago perezynkrs 1 year ago and what makes me sick to my
stomach is president bush thinks that he can just hide what happend and walk away
knowing that thousands of lives was lost i hope he burns in hell he knew what was going
on it's not that stupid to figure out i hope the bastards that did this pay for what they did
i hope they all burn in hell perezynkrs 1 year ago perezynkrs 1 year ago no i am not a
firefighter due to my disablilties i can not do such a thing but if i was a firefighter i would
have given my life to save those innocent people in there for my own life on the line for
those people in there i'll tell you something i would have been one of them i was going to
visit my high school teacher that day until something told me to eat a bowl of cereal first
before i go anywhere i turned on the tv and i said holy shit what the hell perezynkrs 1
year ago perezynkrs 1 year ago yeah thanks for doing this video i sadly lost my high
school teacher on 911 he is gone but not forgoten his name was paul m fiori perezynkrs 1
year ago Heatherinthebuff 1 year ago On 9/11 three buildings were demolished in New
York City by members of our own government. The attacks were blamed on Muslim
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terrorists so the US could invade and exploit other countries using the "War on Terrorism
as an excuse. Spread the word. Heatherinthebuff 1 year ago blueshadow1996 1 year ago I
was certain it was jihadists..Definately need a war back then..Imagine how much money
they would save by bringing their service members home,, blueshadow1996 1 year ago
halfpound92 1 year ago 911= inside job halfpound92 1 year ago StarTurk1977 1 year ago
muhahahahaha amerika fuck year moslem´sssss StarTurk1977 1 year ago xeonff 1 year
ago 2 Thanks for posting this video. God Bless xeonff 1 year ago 2 snowshredder777 1
year ago 2 It was a set-up, there is no way these planes could so so much damage on their
own. Plus it was a little too convenient for the president, at a perfect time, it was a scare
tactic from the government to get people to voluntarily sacrifice their freedom for a false
cause. snowshredder777 1 year ago 2 xeonff 1 year ago By the way when Mt St Helens
blew they also said it will take hundreds of years for everything to come back. Well The
whole area is growing again a new forest is already there. They were wrong then and you
are wrong now. xeonff 1 year ago kighrule 1 year ago omg i woz five wen diz happened
and every time i hear about it i start cryin i stiil remember it its so sad dat so many lives
hav been lost :( kighrule 1 year ago nhoverhaulinfan2 1 year ago Thank you for the post,
it shows the NYFD and NYPD doing all they could and more. They are all Hero's. God
bless them and there families. nhoverhaulinfan2 1 year ago simmorey33 1 year ago thank
you for the support, but it's FDNY not NYFD God bless America God bless our Troops
God bless our Firefighters simmorey33 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago 2 Just curious,
why is it FDNY and not NYFD? I realize that its not germain to the discussion but I've
wondered about it since 911. cornskid 1 year ago 2 blueshadow1996 1 year ago ..Thank
you for being a documentarian..I know how hard the first responders tried to save
evryone they could.We should always remeber.. blueshadow1996 1 year ago simmorey33
1 year ago 343 of my Brothers died that day simmorey33 1 year ago blueshadow1996 1
year ago Your a firefighter..They gave up so much to try and rescue everyone..My
condolences. blueshadow1996 1 year ago avenza90 1 year ago c'è sicuramente una
cospirazione avenza90 1 year ago HNGUGN2009 1 year ago God Bless America. We did
the right thing! HNGUGN2009 1 year ago flylance19 1 year ago Whatever you believe, I
hope you support FDNY for running into buildings after knowing what could happen.
Thank you FDNY!!!! flylance19 1 year ago Crazyprincessx3 1 year ago Is it real , that
Bush have do that`? Crazyprincessx3 1 year ago yoyoyoyo9567 1 year ago pointless
video yoyoyoyo9567 1 year ago blueshadow1996 1 year ago way to go
queenofthesharks...there is a vid on utube called "Shermans Neckties." It show a civil war
reenactment of Union Soldiers destroying rairoad ties by hheatibg them over a woodfire
then wrapping it around a tree.. blueshadow1996 1 year ago AndrewShaddy 1 year ago
9/11 for the win! AndrewShaddy 1 year ago AsparksSHOW 1 year ago :( :( :(
AsparksSHOW 1 year ago Serge808 1 year ago for every video like this there are
thousands more, why does youtube only allow several to stay available for public
viewing, this video doesnt even show the first tower implosion Serge808 1 year ago
crissangelrox4ever 1 year ago OMG I WANNA CRYYYYYY ! :( crissangelrox4ever 1
year ago KJT922010T 1 year ago I was just a 3rd grader I was scared shitless that day
God Bless America KJT922010T 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago it will take the path of
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least resistance....more or less straight down. cornskid 1 year ago alisztar13 1 year ago
HaHaHaHa Suffer Assholesssss alisztar13 1 year ago IGDIRLI1977 1 year ago thanks
usama bin laden IGDIRLI1977 1 year ago Buddahead2009 1 year ago There is a lot of
attention given to what happened that day, how it happened, why it happened, was their
conspiracy, and all that. just as much attention should be given to the global aftershock.
Buddahead2009's End Religion video at least tries. Buddahead2009 1 year ago pomfret27
1 year ago when does the second plane hit in the video pomfret27 1 year ago dirksonline
1 year ago awesome argument, bros dirksonline 1 year ago supahebrew 1 year ago Shows
how much you know. BOOKS have been written about it. The best was The New Pearl
Harbor. You should read it. Because of people like you, so many people hate Americans.
Just listen to yourself. Get an education. Learn how to be a proper human being. Then
talk to me. supahebrew 1 year ago supahebrew 1 year ago ok please check your
comments for spelling before you post. Second, I have a bachelors in engineering. A
redneck like you probably didn't go to high school. There are countless sources of
empirical evidence that prove 9/11 was a conspiracy by our government. Once again, sit
down, and read a book. Thank you. supahebrew 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year
ago supahebrew There's no evidence of the kind. It wasn't a conspiracy by our govt. It
was Islamic extremists from AlQaeda that have been attacking in America & outside it
since 1993 during the Clinton years QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago supahebrew 1 year
ago sigh again all the laws of natural science prove that the "official" theory is wrong.
There are mountains of evidence. The WTC bombing was also by the govt. This has all
been a ploy to further agenda. And i can prove it supahebrew 1 year ago
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago supahebrew NO, the natural laws of science are that when
steel reaches 1100F it loses half its strength. They also say once the trusses holding the
floors tore away from the supports there was nothing that could resist them below.
Gravity, kinetic energy velocity and mass all combined was too much for the WTC
Twins towers once the trusses tore away from the supports. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year
ago supahebrew 1 year ago Ah i am impressed. Most people i talk to about this do not
even know the official theory. You obviously know it. And what you just said proves
my point. Yes, the steel would weaken, thats it. If the steel JUST weakened there is no
way for the building to fall at free fall speed. Then there's you pancake affect you stated.
If that was true then we would have seen a tall tower of support beams. Also, the
strongest pieces of evidence are the pentagon and WTC building 7 supahebrew 1 year ago
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago supahebrew I have looked into it. Most 'truthers'
misinterpret findings to suit their own needs. The steel weakens. The trusses sag! They
bring the supports inwards. They sag more because of it. The support bow inwards even
more because of that. Finally, the trusses TEAR AWAY FROM THE SUPPORTS. This
means kinetic energy, gravity, mass & velocity create am incredidble force that blasts the
floors as it comes down. There's NO pancaking. The force generated obliterates the floors
as it goes. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago supahebrew 1 year ago ok we can go on and on
about towers 1 and 2. That is the argument that takes the longest. The better points are
WTC building 7 and the pentagon. How do you explain them? supahebrew 1 year ago
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago supahebrew In other words I know what I'm talking about
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in regards to WTC 1-2 and you'd rather not look like a fool. I understand. I've shown you
WTC7. If you have any doubts, I'd like you to remember the 343 New York firefighters
that perished horribly that day. Why? Becuz THAT's who was around when ti collapsed
before during and afterwards. The man in charge of the WTC 7 that day has spoken:
911guide. googlepages. com/danielnigro QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago supahebrew 1 year
ago and there's eyewitnesses of the subasement explosions. That explained nothing on
WTC building 7. The government saw all those people as expendable. THE OWNERS
OF THOSE BUILDINGS WERE ALL IN ON IT. supahebrew 1 year ago
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago supahebrew When jetfuel is set ablaze & exploding in an
impacting 767 it doesn't all stay in 1 place. A ball of explosion with jetfuel when down
one of the elevator shafts. That's a heinous accusation! The New York &New Jersey)
Port Authority OWNS the WTCs. 41 of their colleagues perished alongside the FDNY,
NYPD & the New York Port Authority's Police who were 24/7 security for all the WTC
buildings. Where they all in on it?? QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago supahebrew 1 year ago
heinous? i think not considering the owner got a 7 billion dollar settlement for the terrorist
insurance he acquired WEEKS before the attack. JET FUEL DOES NOT VAPORIZE
TWO 6 TON TITANIUM ALLOY ENGINES supahebrew 1 year ago
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago supahebrew You "think"? That's your problem. Did you
ever confirm with a source other than on one of those 'truther' sites? Here's the main link
in the industry telling you that you're wrong. And more. insurancejournal.
com/news/national/2006/10/19/7-3411
.
htm
usatoday.
com/money/industries/insurance-/2004-12-07-wtc-insurance_x.
htm
forbes
.
com/2003/09/11/cx_da_0911silve-rstein_print . html Vaporize? Source please.
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago supahebrew 1 year ago source? you of all people should
know no pieces of an engine were found at the pentagon and Shanksviille. I do not use
what you call "truther sites" you on the other hand post sites that are easily filtered by
the government. USAToday? please... Your problem is that you are naive to the fact that
mainstream media is twisted to no end. supahebrew 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year
ago supahebrew Me of all people? What planet do you live on? I want a source for that
claim. NOW before I embarass you furthur. There were 2 other links that weren't media
used, jerk. Who else are you going to so foolishly accuse now? I've debunked everything
you've claimed WITH PROOF. Was the mediatwisted when it exposed Nixon? Was it
twisted when it exposed Ollie North,Clinton &Lewinsky's cigar sexcapades? Was it
twisted when it exposed frGovSpitzers HO,FrSenCraig's arrest for gaysex trolling?
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago supahebrew What's
twisted is what the soon to be Former Gov of Illinois did in trying to SELL, literally, &
so dmaned arrogantly, OBama's former seat in the senate. Were they twisted in exposing
that? How about Whitewater, Blackwater, Abu Garhib, or that the our highly &relied on
for protection FBI & CIA weren't even sharing intel/info nor working together pre9/11?
Are you gewtting the point now? The media's not twisted. They make their $ off of the
high ratings/$ those exposures brought. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago supahebrew You're truly the naive and ignorant one. So far
I've debunked 12 year olds with better arguments. I do believe I've given you enough of
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my time and effort. Hopefully you can see that you indeed have been debunked and the
9/11 CTs are just theories entirely lacking substance or evidence. QueenOfTheSharks 1
year
ago
QueenOfTheSharks
1
year
ago
panynj.
com/AboutthePortAuthority/Pres-sCenter/PressReleases/index. php?year=2001 Apr 26,
2001 PORT AUTHORITY TO LEASE WORLD TRADE CENTER TO SILVERSTEIN
PROPERTIES, INC. AND WESTFIELD AMERICA, INC. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year
ago QueenOfTheSharks 1
year ago WTC 7 Nigro- fireengineering.
com/articles/article_display.
html?id=158400
firehouse
com/terrorist/911/magazine/gz/-boyle.
html
firehouse.
com/terrorist/911/magazine/gz/-hayden.
html
firehouse.
com/terrorist/911/magazine/gz/-norman.
html
firehouse.
com/terrorist/911/magazine/gz/-visconti. html All FDNY Chiefs....NONE mention
anything about explosives, demolitions or any horseshit like that. QueenOfTheSharks 1
year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago supahebrew How do you know it couldn't come
down in I believe it's 17 seconds for 1 of the towers? True freefall, didn't occur because
there were major debris field OUTPACING the collapsing portions of the towers. Please
show me your source for that claim. There is NO evidence for you. A 757 was plowed
into
the
Pentagon.
WTC
7
has
been
explained:
nist.
gov/public_affairs/releases/wt-c082108. html QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago Kbonefan 1
year ago Stop kiddin yourself. Do your research on 911 and study the evidence, then ask
yourself why there are still so many questions unanswered. Kbonefan 1 year ago
VietnamNOW 1 year ago So very sad that those Islamic terrorists hate us just because
America loves Israel. VietnamNOW 1 year ago supahebrew 1 year ago thank you. but i
am about to prove how she just proved my point supahebrew 1 year ago
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago Kbonefan I've done much more research than you I can
guarantee you that. In any major disaster/attack there will always be a few lingering
questions. That doesn't mean it was an inside job. The pertinent questions have indeed
been addressed and answer to major questions were given by some of the people that
perished like Betty Ong (Flt attendant), Madeline Sweeny(Flt attendant), Todd
Beamer(Passenger) or Frank De Martini (Top man for the WTC Construction Mangt
Dept) for example. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago supahebrew 1 year ago in short this
kid from Canada has a better education than you will ever have. All the laws of natural
science prove it was a demolition job. supahebrew 1 year ago vvztube 1 year ago Steel
buildings have never fell straight down symetrically like that before unlesss it was a
demolition job, and three in one day. 9/11 was an obvious demolituion job. vvztube 1
year ago JRTerrier14 1 year ago Oh, you think the whole thing will fall flat on it's side
because of the damage done to the top of the building? For it to fall flat on it's side, you'd
need to damage the base of the building. These things are WIDE. They AREN'T going to
fall flat over. JRTerrier14 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago It couldn't fall on it's side
....ever. When it gets out of vertical more than 5 degrees, the collumns which have
enormous compressive strength will fail bvecause they have very little perpendicular
strength. It could never fall like a tree, the only structures that can are very light ones ie
tankage or incenerator stacks no skyscrapper can topple, just consider the energy
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necessary to laterally displace 10,000 tons 1500 feet cornskid 1 year ago Serge808 1 year
ago it shouldnt have fallen at all Serge808 1 year ago bluelabrat 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was an inside job. bluelabrat 1 year ago
JRTerrier14 1 year ago Lol. No it wasn't. JRTerrier14 1 year ago cecilep61280 1 year ago
the guy below me is a phony...everything he says is crap...none of it makes sense...he just
needs attention....he's mad his mom is getting ass from the dog next door while he's all
alone stuck in the closet...like the true fag he is cecilep61280 1 year ago OsamaIsTheGod
1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam hahahaha
OsamaIsTheGod 1 year ago OsamaIsTheGod 1 year ago HaHaHahaHAH! THE
AMERICANS DESERVED THIS! FUCK AMERICA!! THESE PASSENGERS ARE
PROBABLY BURNING IN HELL RIGHT NOW FOR BEING AMERICAN!!!
OSAMA IS OUR SAVIOR! OsamaIsTheGod 1 year ago JRTerrier14 1 year ago We did
not deserve this. You're a very ignorant, cruel, sick person. Jesus is our savior. Osama is a
worthless coward. JRTerrier14 1 year ago OsamaIsTheGod 1 year ago Jesus? A fake idol,
that you dirty americans use to pretend you won't go to hell? ALL AMERICANS WILL
GO TO HELL, NO MATTER HOW MUCH THEY WORSHIP THEIR FAKE IDOLS!
AMERICA HAS NO SAVIOR! OsamaIsTheGod 1 year ago MuhammadIsAFake 1 year
ago I love how you say Americans are dirty when we can bath everyday. You roll around
in your own filfth and rape eachother. Your nation is getting nowhere you pid.
MuhammadIsAFake 1 year ago OsamaIsTheGod 1 year ago It seems you haven't been
paying attention to anything recently. America is the country that is getting worse and
worse. Soon, it will be the filthy americans that will be jumping the mexican border to get
into a better country! OsamaIsTheGod 1 year ago MuhammadIsAFake 1 year ago Keep
saying that. We may be in dept, but we still have it better than anyone else and we're
loving it. All the other nations hate us because they work for pennies an hour while we
have it great. And I don't feel bad about a thing. MuhammadIsAFake 1 year ago
JRTerrier14 1 year ago Why should all Americans go to hell? That makes no sense.
Everything we do, God is kept in mind. There isn't a speech by the president that doesn't
end with "And God bless America." All of our currencies have "In God we trust".. the
only way we can go to hell is if we sin, and/or don't believe in God. Not because we're
Americans. And no.. Jesus is not a fake idol. He's as real as the oxygen you breath. We're
dirty? You all wallow in dust everyday. JRTerrier14 1 year ago sniks71 1 year ago
unfortunately not all of you think this way sniks71 1 year ago lakersrdabest 1 year ago
no country on earth not even iraq deserves something like this, especially when they did
nothing to provoke them not even nazi germany would deserve this lakersrdabest 1 year
ago playboy7992 1 year ago Is there falling down a people from 7:35 to 7:45
playboy7992 1 year ago OmahaTom 1 year ago Ugh. Thank you for sharing your unique
perspective. OmahaTom 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago If you were going to use
explosives you would simply cut the collumns once, for maximum damage as low as
possible, why don't twoofers claim trhis? Because they had to make up something more
palatable. cornskid 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago oh i got this video for u to
watch and keep in mind it came before obama got elected!!! if its conspiracy video then
why watever he saying is coming out true so far copy paste this ....The men behind
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Barack Obama part 1...watch all parts and tell me wat u think about it?? INDIAkaBAAP
1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP No thanks.
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago and where are ur so called
alqaida or should i call them alCIAda?? INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1
year ago well i give u credit for all those websites, cuz mostly i convince people but i call
it even debate but one more point wat do u think about twin towers coming down at free
fall speed while the plane were crashed at the top of the building wat made them demolish
like it was nothing there?? so lets see wat u have to say about it? INDIAkaBAAP 1 year
ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP The steel became softened in the
extrem heat of the fires. The trusses holding the floors sagged, taking the supports
inwards. From there they worked against each other as time progressed until the trusses
finally couldn't take the stress anymore and snapped. They tore away from the supports.
All the weight of the floors above came crashing down, gaining momentum, & gravity
generating force & kinetic energy. The kientic energy created meant what was below
couldn't resist it. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago haha steel
melts at 26000 degrees and plane burns at 19000 degrees farenheit so its either u r correct
and physics is wrong or vice versa. INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1
year ago INDIAkaBAAP That's incorreect. Steel melts at 2500F. It loses 50% at 1100F.
"Steel loses about 50 percent of its strength at 1100°F," notes senior engineer Farid
Alfawak-hiri of the American Institute of Steel Construction. " engineershandbook.
com/Tables/meltingpoints. htm QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year
ago and trust me on that its not easy to knock down steel buildings in 10 seconds. thas
something you have to think about before u answer my question! and that theory i heard
of it the one u r saying but they have taken the pics and it proves how they have cut the
steele from every corner and its impossible to steele to get mold from that heat. gotta
think before u answer this one. if u r smart i m not dumb either! INDIAkaBAAP 1 year
ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP WHAT??? QueenOfTheSharks 1
year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago seem like u did master on 911 investigation r u
related to bush administration since u have proof to everything?? and ur kinetic energy
theory u r talking about why it couldn't resist cuz the bottom of the steel is still in good
shape and those planes were almost out of fuel since they were about to land. wat
explanation u have for that? INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
INDIAkaBAAP I've done alot of research into this. I already told you I didn't support
the Busn administration. It's no theory. Cambridge University & others can explain it
better than I can. The planes had taken off and flown to 30000 ft and the seatbelt sign
turned off when the hijackings began. The pilots turmed them around. So they were at the
BEGINNING of their journey & had about 10,000 gallons of fuel in each of them. news.
bbc. co. uk/2/hi/science/nature/6987965-. stm QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago i m sorry to say that but i don't believe BBC, CNN, FAUX,
NBC, almost all channels BBC aka british brain washing corporation and i want to stay
awake so in future something happens to i'll know who did it. give me some other link
which is not related to US and UK based websites. INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP Those links below are new media outlets.
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The media's not brainwashing us. I've supported what I've said. So far you've been wrong
about everything. You haven't supported anything you've claimed. You didn't even
asnwer the questions about why you claimed I must be a Jew or married to one. You're
still eluding it. I'm heading off now. Thanks for the civil discussion. QueenOfTheSharks 1
year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago i said u must be a jew or u married to one because in
some US theories they believe ISRAEL was behind these attack to start false flag
operation and if u look at it who gained out of these attacks and who lost? muslim world
got fwked up..US went down to drain but who gained?? isn't it israel? and i said that cuz
if u israeli or jew u'll obiously defend it cuz its not only muslims they are doubting on its
jews as well. type 5 jews dancing at 911 and watch the video INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago
INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago also watch...copy paste.. ISRAEL spies on US part 1
INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago i haven't been wrong about
everything. i told u steel burns at 26000 F and i wasn't wrong in some places it says
25000 F so wat do u want me to do about it?? even some books its says 29000 F so wat
then who is right and who is wrong u can't decide that but for sure plane burns 19000 F
so how could it melt the steel when it melts at 26000 F?? research and find out i can get
all sources together and have a debate with u but i m speakin' my knowledge u have ur
resources from BBC and etc. INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago cornskid 1 year ago Get a
goddamn education. Most steel does burn circa 25000F, it melts at aprox 2800F, it
softens appreciably at 1100F. There are many types of steel. One more thing if
explosives were used as twooftards claim then why did anyone show up for work that
day? It couldn't be hid, it would be obvious to all with miles of detchord running between
the packages, which would have to be attached to the collumns, over 200 on every 3rd
floor.....prop open an elevator shaft with trash can and run chord....... cornskid 1 year ago
INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago even i proved u wrong about silverstein deal he had insurance
for 3.4 billion dollar per ocurance and he got 4.55 billion dollars which is more than wat
he asked for. and u were saying he got under debt which was totally WRONG!! wiki it
and u'll see there wat happened. u thought he got 4.55 billion but its actually for per
ocurance. DUH!! AND ITS MORE THAN WAT HE SOUGHT FOR. INDIAkaBAAP
1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago also watch this video...copy paste...censored 9-11
Police Radio Transmissions INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago For
example, according to 911research.wtc7(dot)net, steel melts at a temperature of 2,777
degrees Fahrenheit, but jet fuel burns at only 1,517 degrees F. No melted steel, no
collapsed towers. site: sciam(dot)com This was apparently the first mainstream
publication to mention 9-11 Research. The website subsequently published a critique of
Shermer's attack piece: NOTE: most recent website came after 911. INDIAkaBAAP 1
year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago civil. usyd. edu. au/wtc. shtml tms.
org/pubs/journals/JOM/0112/Eag-ar/Eagar-0112.
html
icivilengineer.
com/News/WTC/structure. php architectureweek. com/2002/0515/news_1-1. html nae.
edu/nae/bridgecom. nsf/weblinks/CGOZ-58NLCB (National Academy of Engineering)
Explains the collapse QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago and
these links u r giving me are few years after 911 haven't u noticed that?? the best news is
while its fresh after that government can make changes so i don't buy any links u r
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sending to me cuz they are all after 2003 and probably edited. i have my reason to believe
it was an inside job and u have ur reason to believe it was not an inside job! and u don't
want to watch that video came before obama got elected may i know the reason?
INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago its impossible to steele to get
mold from that heat. >>>>>>>>>> MOLD 1: crumbling soft friable earth suited to plant
growth : soil ; especially : soil rich in humus — compare leaf mold 2dialect British a: the
surface of the earth : ground b: the earth of the burying ground 3archaic : earth that is the
substance of the human body QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago
bin ladin don't have enough balls to attack US he doesn't have resources. someone big was
behind 911 for shoooooooooo! INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year
ago INDIAkaBAAP So far you haven't been right about anything. Frankly, I'd think
you'd be embrassed about your reply to the temps it takes to melt/weaken steel.
Anyways, yes, he has more than what he needs. AlQaeda is not just a gang of terrorists.
It's an entire network of factions of people, support, resources. Let's say you want to do
a terrorist attack & don't know what to do. If you went to an AlQaeda cell they'd help
you train,get funded,resources & whatever you needed for it. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year
ago gmarine22 1 year ago i was in the Marines on that day doing training , my wife and 7
month old daughter were at base housing, ill never forget that day gmarine22 1 year ago
INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago u'll never forget that day then u should research more for that
day and ask ur government why they only spent 4 million dollars on twin tower
investigation whereas they sepdn above 30 million dollars on clinton and monica
lewinsky case? which is more important this which fwked up our economy or a blow job
scene? INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago sergiukalashu 1 year ago Hey "JRTerrier14" you son
of the beatch who the fuck you think is Afuckingmerica???? What the fuck you think
Afuckingmerican's people.....You think Afuckingmerica is the king of the world!!!!! Come
in dracula country and saw me your looser face!!!! O I'm sory dracula dosen't exist....this
is anounder invetion by Afuckingmerica....World trade center is a controlated
demolation!!! Europe and Asia have the most best and big army in this
world....Afuckingmerica is lik Zimbabue:))) sergiukalashu 1 year ago dazmondo69 1 year
ago still shocking to this day. dazmondo69 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago u
should see a doctor u are at shock! INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago JRTerrier14 1 year ago
Artysm, they collapsed because the floors and wallwork on the inside burned and
crumbled. The amount of weight pressing down made them collapse. 9/11 was not an
inside job. JRTerrier14 1 year ago WorldTradeCenter119 1 year ago God Bless America!
Never Forget September 11. 2001 WorldTradeCenter119 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1
year ago worldtradecenter119 and god bless for thinking 911 WAS NOT AN INSIDE
JOB! INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago hardcoreshadow11 1 year ago Fuck the terrorists. All
people that died. Rest in heaven! Its stupid george bush. Obama will make a change!!!
hardcoreshadow11 1 year ago artysm7 1 year ago 11:46-why does it cut out just as the
2nd plane hits....fuckin so obv inside job, why the big coverup? why the demolition.
explain how they collapsed if you don't believe me. artysm7 1 year ago daxter801 1 year
ago how is it 26min.s?? daxter801 1 year ago filth86 1 year ago and to think this could all
have been prevented filth86 1 year ago H83tr3d 1 year ago This is so painful to watch ...
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I feel sorry for every person that died H83tr3d 1 year ago fathercrilly 1 year ago if you
look really carefully you can see some one jump out of the building fathercrilly 1 year ago
scar3crow1 1 year ago This video is real... But the audio is fake... It was on the news that
the audio to this video was fake.. scar3crow1 1 year ago artysm7 1 year ago why does it
cut out as the building collapses, i bet they had to edit any incriminating footage of the
event to protect the government. artysm7 1 year ago exlyou 1 year ago Long life to
United States of America and United States of Albania Fuck the terrorists. exlyou 1 year
ago pomfret27 1 year ago at what time does the second plane hit pomfret27 1 year ago
atvpolice 1 year ago like maybe 8:00 am or something atvpolice 1 year ago sergiukalashu
1 year ago This is made by Afuckingmerica!!!!!! He need the people suport for start this
war becouse Afuckingmeria dosen't have oill resorses!!!!Whay the withe house is up
whay!!!I'm from Romania I'm sorry my eanghlish is fucking bad!!! But not Osama
Binladen is in the front of this acction!!!Afuckingmerica guvern is start this war!!wakeup
you loosers!!Sorry for may english!!!!PACE Let the Irak alone the problem is in
Afuckingamerica!!!! sergiukalashu 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
sergiukalashu You're incorrect. The USA has plenty of oil in its reserves. If it needed
more all we'd have to do is buy more from Canada, Saudi Arabia or even Russia. Or we
could drill inland. Now we can even drill more offshore. Yes, Osama bin Laden is the
leader of the terrororist network that committed these attacks and more on America plus
many other countries. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago JRTerrier14 1 year ago America is
the best place in the world you could live. I'm sorry that you don't believe that. Of course
you'll hide behind your computer and call our country that. But I can assure you that if
you said that in front of me, I'd kick your sorry ass. Seriously, don't mess with
Americans. Damn Romaniac. JRTerrier14 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago oh yea
america is best place with man made economy collapse and fake war on terrorism. sure
bud i see where u coming from. so u saying steel was burnt from inside and made it look
like free fall speed. is that right? INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago sergiukalashu 1 year ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Hey "JRTerrier14" you son of the beatch
who the fuck you think is Afuckingmerica???? What the fuck you think
Afuckingmerican's people.....You think Afuckingmerica is the king of the world!!!!! Come
in dracula country and saw me your looser face!!!! O I'm sory dracula dosen't exist....this
is anounder invetion by Afuckingmerica....World trade center is a controlated
demolation!!! Europe and Asia have the most best and big army in this
world....Afuckingmerica is lik Zimbabue:))) sergiukalashu 1 year ago JRTerrier14 1 year
ago America basically is the best. We have the most freedom, and the best jobs. Why do
you think other people are immigrating from other countries to come to AMERICA? Yes,
Dracula was an "invention" for our enertainment on tv. EVERYONE knows Dracula is
NOT real. The World Trade Center was not a controlled demolition. Over 3000 innocent
Americans would not be killed in a "controlled demolition." It was a terrorist attack..
JRTerrier14 1 year ago spardaking 1 year ago 2 we also (in Ireland) have too many
immigrants, we are not overweight, we have a better economy than you, less overweight,
better education, loved by most countries (including America) survived worse than 9/11
Dracula wasn't invented for tv, it was a book less than 3000 died, not all innocent the fire
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of a plane explosion would not be enough to melt steel and melted steel was found,
explosions have much higher temperatures spardaking 1 year ago 2 JRTerrier14 1 year
ago I was rounding up. The death count was very near 3000. Dracula was still invented
for our enertainment. And eventually made into a movie. JRTerrier14 1 year ago
JRTerrier14 1 year ago Also, there was an explosion. When the fire ignited the fuel from
the jets. And now I'll stop flooding. JRTerrier14 1 year ago JRTerrier14 1 year ago Also,
sergiukalashu, other countries may have larger armies... but there's a reason we're not
longer part of Europe. We got the hell out of there, and won our independence. We may
not have the largest army, but we sure as hell have the best. JRTerrier14 1 year ago
spittingimage4005 1 year ago Your an idiot spittingimage4005 1 year ago 2pac4life300 1
year ago pause at 9:28 and u can see a person waving a flag 4 help RIP 2 all the ppl who
died in 9/11 2pac4life300 1 year ago Mussuy 1 year ago 9/11 was an inside job. It's
IMPOSSIBLE for a building to collapse symmetrically due to random damage and fire.
Think! A symmetric collapse need symmetric oposing forces, that mean that all the steel
columns must been destroyed at the same time. If some columns are not destroyed, the
building will collapse in one direction, or simply half-collapse. Look at your own house.
Find the columns and think how can all the columns be broken at the same time. WTC7
was a controlled demolition. Mussuy 1 year ago ziggibyte 1 year ago fuck u god damn
terrorists. we will beat you. and it will not be pretty ziggibyte 1 year ago kkaa60 1 year
ago bush set up this rass ah him do it cause 2 plane cant manage fi tek down that big
building dont let dem trick uno bout terrorist attack lie bush ah tell uno him plan
explosives and kill offa him own ppl dem fucking wicked kkaa60 1 year ago 3li0n 1 year
ago this is not porno :( .... 3li0n 1 year ago karnkraftverk 1 year ago are you pervert? do
you even care about what happend there?? karnkraftverk 1 year ago calderonie 1 year ago
Why is the film cut just when the second plane hits? Only thing I can hear is "oh my
God" and I can see the end of the explosion. calderonie 1 year ago 7thaigers 1 year ago
wow 7thaigers 1 year ago mohammad119 1 year ago America, what happened will
happen again, and you will see it. only a matter of time mohammad119 1 year ago
shefsub83 1 year ago The scum who claim the american government set this up have alot
to answer to.Now Obama is closing guantanamo bay and withdrawing the troops it will
happen again before long. shefsub83 1 year ago Childrenofpwnom 1 year ago I hate him
so much. What is wrong with him? Childrenofpwnom 1 year ago bigrocker7119 1 year
ago i really hope barack obama keeps the troops in iraq. i mean i know its hard for them
to not see there familes. but seding them there in the first place and taking down iraq is
one of the few things that i think bush did right. if we pull out we could have something
like this happen again bigrocker7119 1 year ago xSpectatoronex 1 year ago why? they had
nothing to do with this. xSpectatoronex 1 year ago jesusfuckcunt 1 year ago actually if
you guys stay in there it will only make more people hate you if thats even
possible(wich will obviously make it more likely for another 911 to happen), it will also
kill innocent civillians in iraq but you dont care because your comment clearly stated that
only american lives have value and iraqis deserve to die, well your extremely wrong
americans do (not all of them just the ones like you) jesusfuckcunt 1 year ago
bigrocker7119 1 year ago i love how u jude americans cause of a comment. in which u
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took the comments wayy out of contacts. no where did i say anyone deserved to die.
bigrocker7119 1 year ago kolthas 1 year ago because its not the most powerful country in
the world. kolthas 1 year ago Fransisi 1 year ago I recently read a book on Afganistan and
the various powers that have ruled the country in the past. it was confirmed that prior to
taliban rule, bin laden was a CIA asset before turning on the northern alliences. Why
would america, the most powerful country in the world, inflict such terrible wound on its
own nation? Fransisi 1 year ago thisischavez 1 year ago Amazing video. It pisses me off
all over again. The US better stay vigilant or this could all happen again in some fashion.
thisischavez 1 year ago Xendrius 1 year ago There was and will never be a threat of this
happening again unless the us government stages this again, I guess you are new on this
subject and believe whatever you see on cnn, watch Zero; investigation into 911 or
Zeitgeist part 2, there is an entire 911 truth movement with people that were there when
it happened, and it is not for no reason, if these terrorists were real you would expect
them to try something in other countries with less defense. Wake up already... seriosly
folks. Xendrius 1 year ago Zilinski5 1 year ago 15:25 thesres a motherfuckin face
Zilinski5 1 year ago Toomz2 1 year ago Which then is best? He that layeth his
foundation on piety to Allah and His Good Pleasure? Or he that layeth his foundation on
an undermined sand cliff ready to crumble to pieces? And it doth crumble to pieces with
him, into the fire of Hell. And Allah guideth not people that do wrong. Toomz2 1 year
ago Dr3istens 1 year ago Why did you cut the final parts out? These would be the most
interesting parts.. Dr3istens 1 year ago h8meatspin 1 year ago @donjose12345 What an
retarded piece of spunk of course its not fake Wanker show some respect h8meatspin 1
year ago Donjose12345 1 year ago FAKE VIDEO!! Donjose12345 1 year ago kegmonkey
1 year ago lol, music in the background adds a nice touch kegmonkey 1 year ago avenist2
1 year ago well this waxs pretty boring but it happened on my birthday so i guess i care
avenist2 1 year ago PinkCheeto 1 year ago i really like the "turn down the lights." option.
PinkCheeto 1 year ago wetehpain 1 year ago wow this is like serios shit you cant blame
them for crieing its just all the pople who say she is a wuss for it are heartless assholes
wetehpain 1 year ago hockeyguyrs 1 year ago the who is crying??wtf is wrong with
you?!?!this was a horrible day. if you saw this in real life you would know how the girl
who was crying felt hockeyguyrs 1 year ago cpl2929 1 year ago the bitch who is crying is
annoying as fuck cpl2929 1 year ago Gam3control 1 year ago I'll attack your nearby
skyscraper, let's see whose crying by then. Gam3control 1 year ago blackflagvom 1 year
ago alright mate, lets see your country being attacked a couple hundred feet from your
apartment, and seeing innocent people die right in your face, while you can't do a thing
about it. let's see if you'd cry. blackflagvom 1 year ago snipa6man 1 year ago ya i thought
this was good but then you said it was a military plane you uys are fucking dumb as
fuckin rocks! it wasnt a military plane dumbass snipa6man 1 year ago radubody 1 year
ago Down with illuminati radubody 1 year ago radubody 1 year ago 3 Wake up 911 false
flag Wake up radubody 1 year ago 3 radubody 1 year ago Shark,there are no terrorists
that infiltrated in USA,period. radubody 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
radubody There are & it wasn't the first time. These attacks against the US began in the
90's, during the Clinton administration. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago radubody 1 year
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ago My dear brother,as Bob Marley said ''you can fool some people sometimes but you
can`t fool all the people all the time'' however i won`t try to convince you that some facts
are real or not but i want you to make your own search and convince yourself.During the
Clinton Administration,also after Bush Senior,the NWO was officialy inaugurated.False
atack flags are part of their agenda ,as they also told,search illuminati,watch Fahrenheit
9/11,Esoteric Agenda and all that revolutionary stuff. radubody 1 year ago radubody 1
year ago For us to open the eyes it will be a long road but there are only too ways,either
we choose to live in fear,hate,pain or we take light and love by understanding that our
brain is made to be manipulated and when we will see the truth we will be awake.
radubody 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago radubody I'm not your brother, nor
am I your sister. Speak for yourself. Those films you mentioned have more in common
with cow fecal matter than the truth. They're junk, just like all the socalled 'evidence' is
for the 'truth movement'. It's call just fiction people that don't want to face the truth of
terrorism have created and parrot back and forth to each other. All of them need to wake
up, this includes you. You won't be free living in reality until you do. QueenOfTheSharks
1 year ago radubody 1 year ago My dear brother,you truly are my brother as we are all
one :) you may not feel this but it`s a fact.I speak for those who can hear,if you chose to
live in fear that is the way you want to take but i will warn you that the future will
change you.I`m awake,step to the next level. Namaste radubody 1 year ago
INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago QueenofTheSharks seems like watching or eating too much
fishes got u a brain the size of fish. if u don't believe 911 was an inside job then u r either
JEW or someone married to a JEW. INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1
year ago INDIAkaBAAP You're incorrect. Why do you assume I"m a Jew or married to
one?? What would be wrong with that anyways? I caution you to tread carefully because
I don't take kindly to hatespeech against any race,ethic group or religion.
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago hatespeech? u takin' it as a
hate speech as i said ur brain is size of a shark so stay in ur world meaning inside ocean
and don't bother waking up. wait till north american union then wat r u going to say? we
needed it cuz our economy was collapsing and we have no where to go? wat u mean by
caution me who u think u are? difference between you and me is that you are still asleep
and im wide awake so lets just fwk it. ''there's bin ladin and bush was a hero and he saved
us'' right? thas ur world? INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
INDIAkaBAAP Idiot, I didn't take anything as hatespeech. You mentioned I must be a
Jew or married to one, as if that made some big difference to you. I just cautioned you
about using hatespeech. There's not going to be a North American Union. I never said
Bush saved us. That's you asininely assuming I will. I didn't support Bush. You're still
fast asleep. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago and why
silverstein made 7 billion dollars off his 3 buildings collapse? so u saying as u saw the
video of planes hitting twin towers it went down in free fall speed wat u have to say
about buildling 7?? that was another plane right? or probably an alien? i assume both or
maybe it was bin lading on top of the building jumping and it came down right?
INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP Wrong.
Silverstein didn't make 7 billiom. His company was paid by the insurance companies after
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he had to fight them for it, $4.25 billion, leaving him in debt, & short of money to rebuild
the WTC Towers Insurance companies don't just payout when you make claims,
especially multi billion $ ones. They fight paying them. If they'd thought there was fraud
involved they'd have done their own investigation before they ever paid out a penny to
Silverstien. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago oh yea he was in
depth thas why he bought CN tower in chicago cuz he was in depth and God knows how
many temples in israel. research little more cuz it ain't helping me. INDIAkaBAAP 1 year
ago
QueenOfTheSharks
1
year
ago
INDIAkaBAAP
insurancejournal.
com/news/national/2006/10/19/7-3411. htm QueenOfTheSharks 1
year ago
INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago there were planes involve in terrorist attacks. building number
7 collapsed by 5th plane? pentagon hole proves the plane which hit it didn't have wings
right? and the last crash where they found only pieces cuz terrorists ate the rest of the
planes? and NORAD failed to shot down those planes cuz they were doing butt fwking
exercises in canada? 2.3 trillion dollars went missing on sept 10, 2001 cuz it went to
charity? INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP
WTC 7 nist. gov/public_affairs/releases/wt-c082108. html Why do you assume the wings
would make a hole after slamming into lamposts? They tore off upon entry & were
sucked it against body of the plane becuz of the extreme velocity. The FAA has to tell
NEADS they're needed to trail a commerical jet& give them pertitnent info to do so.
They happened within 20 mins of each other. The FAA only notified NEADS 1x &
didn't give correct infor to them. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year
ago so isn't every american citizen has a right to watch the live video of pentagon crash?
why FBI is hiding it even the gas station at the corner of the location FBI came after
attacks and took the videos form that gas station if it is wat u saying is since u probably
were there and saw the plane why can't we all see it? INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP Yes they do. NO, they're not hiding it.
fl0ight77. info/ There are hundreds of eyewitnesses that saw the 757, wreckage, including
the Arlinton, VA Fire Department's firefighters. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago well the links u providing i can provide u thousands of links
disproving ur info and it was sear towers i meant not CN tower he bought that after 911.
INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP NO, you
can't because those links contain factual information. It's what IS, not disprovable.
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago ok u r proven wrong about the
silverstein insurance policy. he had 3.4 billion per occurance but he got 4.55 billion dollars
which is more than wat he sough for go wiki it. and u r saying he didn't get enough so u r
WRONG in one statement u made. INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1
year ago INDIAkaBAAP That's in correct. You misunderstood it. He calimed there were
2 attacks, therefore he wanted the $3 billion dollar claim paid for 2 attacks. They fought
in court for a few years. He was awarded finally the $4 billion. This is from the insurance
industry's main site, where they go for information. insurancejournal.
com/news/national/2006/10/19/7 3411. htm QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago you probably have seen FAUX news aka fox i meant to say
but watever the guy was even addmiting there were no pieces of planes so would u like to
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watch that video again taped back from 911 when it happened or u saw it already or u
think that guy was terrorist? INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
INDIAkaBAAP I dislike Fox news. I have MANY sources. Where is this 1 person that
disagrees with the hundreds of other eyewitnesses? The rest of that reply I've no idea
what the hell you're saying. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year
ago INDIAkaBAAP Wrong. AlQeda's mission is to get the US military out of the
mideast, get the USgovt out of their mideastern conflicts & to stop the USgovt's support
of Israel. The CIA would never create an organization whose mission it was to take
them/the CIA OUT of where they the CIA need &want to be in order to fufil their
missions. IN other words, it contradicts their purpose. It's a fact Osama bin Laden & his
colleague, Zarhawi, joined their factions to become AlQaeda. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year
ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago 9/11 Video Clips Dan Rather Would Rather Not Show
You....copy paste this in you tube!! there's more to come this is just the begining. i'll give
u clips when 911 was actually happening INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks
1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP NO, because those "truther' videos are trash. I know what
happened on 9/11. It's clear 767s went into the towers. It's been proven AlQaeda
terrorists hijacked them. ldeo. columbia. edu/LCSN/Eq/20010911_wtc. html rcfp .
org/moussaoui/ firehouse. com/terrorist/911/magazine/gz/ QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago copy paste this.... NO PLANES ON 911 EXPOSED by
FOX NEWS Expert Interviewee INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year
ago INDIAkaBAAP There WERE planes. They had flight crews, flight attendants and
passengers who all had lives with families and friends. As of 8am that morning they were
alive and well. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago they sure didn't
look 767's haven't u seen the videos of those plane they don't even qualify for 747s and u
r callin' it 767s?? come on give it a break! INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks
1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP I know what 767-200 er's look like. My father used to
oversee parts that went into aircrafts, fighter jets & space shuttles. They were bought
caught on video as they happened as thousands watched. In the case of the 2nd impact,
millions of people were watching live TV as the 767 plunged into the WTC Tower. No,
you don't get a break. The 3000 that died didn't get one. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago why iraq? cuz they were bunch of iraqis? INDIAkaBAAP 1
year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP They felt Hussein was a threat
& wanted to take care of himbefore he invaded anymore countries or lobbed anymore
WMDS at his own people or countries becuz he claimed he still had them. If they'd set
up 9/11 to go into Iraq they'd have used Iraqi hijackers. 14 of them were Saudi Arabia,
Egyptian & other countries in the Mideast. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP Why did you say I must be Jewish or
married to one? QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago infoplease.
com/spot/al-qaeda-terrorism. html september11news. com/OsamaBinLaden. htm
september11news.
com/OsamaEvidence.
htm
english
.
aljazeera
.
net/NR/exeres/84CE92D4-6E53-46-75-B80E-67864757FC52 . htm QueenOfTheSharks 1
year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago we went to IRAQ cuz all of those pilots had iraqi
flags inside cockpit which didn't burn and thas how we knew they were from IRAQ?? we
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found Weapons of mass destruction from iraq after finding saddam from hole but can't
find bin ladin from a cave? (by the way we gave iraq WMD back in 80s). thas ur world
right? INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP
Hussein didn't have a few govts and a tens of thousands of Islamic extremists willing to
harbor and support him in a region a govt / Pakistan won't let us into. But Osama does.
NO, that's not my world. You ASSUMED that, and it was foolishly ignorant of you.
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago oh another smart comment
don't u think u r some genius but guess wat BUD i got answer to all ur so called smart
ASS comments! first of all i'll start with FBI list why FBI haven't charged bin ladin for
twin tower attacks not only that FBI is addmiting bin ladin has nothing to do with it?
how come?? he is only wanted for US embassy bombing in some arab country. why so?
INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago INDIAkaBAAP There is no
fake war on terrorism. It begain in the early 90's during the Clinton presidential era.
Anyone that believes the terrorist attacks done by alQaeda all over the world are fake is
an absolute moron. There's not a govt on Earth that doesn't recognize AlQaeda's a
terrorist network "so u saying steel was burnt from inside and made it look like free fall
speed. is that right?" WTF?? You're assuming again. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
INDIAkaBAAP 1 year ago you miss spelled there its alCIAda INDIAkaBAAP 1 year
ago Offeno1 1 year ago killiegayno1 your stupid fuck. this is not fake Offeno1 1 year ago
BAMBOOTHEWALK 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
PLEASE CHECK OUT MY UTUBE CHANNEL,(BAMBOOTHEWALK)UTUBE IM
WALKING ACROSS AMERICA HELPING THE HOMELESS for every life lost in
911 2001 and our soldiers lost, lets change some ones life im calling all
millionaires/billionaires/all celebs/HUMAN BEINGS to walk a mile with me and in that
mile help some one so for every life lost is a life gained ARMAND
YOUNG(BAMBOOTHEWALK)UTUBE OR MAN WALKS AGROSS AMERICA
GOD BLESS R TROOPS IM CALLING ALL ANGELS BAMBOOTHEWALK 1 year
ago Tacomadome24 1 year ago These girls do seem rather calm... Tacomadome24 1 year
ago cornskid 1 year ago certainly calmer than I was. I think she reacted magnificently.
Have you seen the entire video? I believe it is the most compelling of all. Imagine seeing
this happen out of your living room window. It's easy to determine what building she
was in with google earth. I wonder if she also had a vierw of the Airbus splashlanding.
That would have been great...if she got to see something where everyone lived. cornskid 1
year ago radubody 1 year ago zeitgeist esoteric agenda radubody 1 year ago
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago radubody zeitgeist = fecal matter QueenOfTheSharks 1
year ago JJR114 1 year ago wow all the people that died that day i was 10 when this
happend i never knew what was going on my mom was freaking out...i was scared and
after 8 years i've kept the newspaper its on its in my room...safe i will never forget that
day :[ i was looking out my window and i saw all of the towers collapse i cried too. R.I.P
everyone 4729 people exactly died in that attack.... JJR114 1 year ago russiansrcreepy 1
year ago 2 thank you for posting this video. I will never forget that awful day, and the
victims that died. God be with their families... russiansrcreepy 1 year ago 2 RimaSabaTV
1 year ago :( think of all the lives died that day , think of all the children that lost there
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parents , think of all the disruction and terror ! WE NEED TO GET THE TERRORIST
OUT ALL READY , there killing everyone and everything! :[ my country to of lebanon
:( xoxox Peace , for all, and RIP :[ for the ones that died in this painfull horror!
RimaSabaTV 1 year ago killieguyno1 1 year ago and with a nic nak scallywag give a dog a
bone this 911 jet came rollin home killieguyno1 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
killieguyno1 Tell that to one of the family members that lost a loved one. Make sure you
wear some industrial strength earplugs & dress to play a ice hockey game. You're going to
need it. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago 2pac4life300 1 year ago u think this is funny
don`t cha i dont find it funny u son of gun i was gonna call u something else but never
mind 2pac4life300 1 year ago killieguyno1 1 year ago FAKE killieguyno1 1 year ago
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago killieguyno1 = FAKE QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
Spongomatic 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Hier gibt's
eine interessante Website mit ner Menge Infos... kannnichtsein(.)com Schaut mal vorbei
wenn ihr den Medien ktitisch gegenübersteht und schaut noch dringender vorbei wenn ihr
ihnen nicht kritisch gegenübersteht... Spongomatic 1 year ago bojeera 1 year ago ??algum
BRASILEIRO? bojeera 1 year ago 000crazyTony000 1 year ago AL QUIDA
GAYS....BIG ASHOLE.... 000crazyTony000 1 year ago 3ricjohnson 1 year ago
grfkmhjugnadelms
hgmnfnpoikgtrfhnkoghfijmorisfm-yhkitrgonhgfskohikfnhjmkgfsmjn-ghclokgjhufhtgyhj,m
nhjgmv
3ricjohnson
1
year
ago
3ricjohnson
1
year
ago
wooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo-!!!!!!!!!!!1 yeah baby cock up the us bitches!!!!!!!
3ricjohnson 1 year ago YoshiPower65 1 year ago bitch! america suffered that day. People
died! so shut the fuck up man! you probably dont understand!!!!! cocksucking dipshit
fucken cunt YoshiPower65 1 year ago 3ricjohnson 1 year ago yoshi fetish? 3ricjohnson 1
year ago YoshiPower65 1 year ago very VERY extreme yoshi fan :| "Yoshi!"
YoshiPower65 1 year ago Buss142 1 year ago 3 This is so sad, how can people be so evil
and murder so many people? Buss142 1 year ago 3 vdasdny 1 year ago ARREST BUSH
vdasdny 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam vdasdny ARREST BUSH >>>>>>>>>>>> Why?? QueenOfTheSharks 1
year ago YoshiPower65 1 year ago of course its osama´s fault, Bush Father entered his
country to get OIL! thats why osama was pissed. YoshiPower65 1 year ago
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago YoshiPower65 That didn't make sense.
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago Xendrius 1 year ago Osama said himself he was suprised
of 911 saying that he didnt know anything prior to it, unlike bush. Bottom line is, 911
was an inside job, the alledged terrorists are still alive, see Zeitgeist part 2 or "Zero:
investigation into 911". Xendrius 1 year ago 1PAcouchpotato 1 year ago Inside job??
omg, people like you are so ignorant and RUDE. 1PAcouchpotato 1 year ago
blueshadow1996 1 year ago KSM has already confessed..Even in the court tribunal..Was
that an inside job too? blueshadow1996 1 year ago Xendrius 1 year ago KSM? That fat
guy? Dont you think they would use their various brainwashing technology or bribes or
any other means to get this guy to confess if it ment they would not kill him or most
likely give him just loads of money to shut up? First it was bin laden, now that the
majority knows that bin laden was a CIA asset, they needed a new dummy, preferably
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alive, do you know how silly it sounds that some guys that want to commit suicide hijack
4 planes on the same day, come on. Xendrius 1 year ago 2pac4life300 1 year ago so ur
saying Osama did not have apart in this? im just curious 2pac4life300 1 year ago
Xendrius 1 year ago Exacly, it is just a broad believed myth, he was a cia agent in the
80´s, so they could turn the blame on him, aslong as he shuts up and plays along,
unfortunatly for them, he popped up 2 days after 911 and said he had no idea about the
attacks, so they made some fake bin laden tapes shortly after so they dont look like
assholes, the CIA that is, they bombed the wtc before i think 93, and now they did it
with remote controlled planes and explosives, watch Zeitgeist part 2, you will see yoursel
Xendrius 1 year ago 2pac4life300 1 year ago thanks man i`ll be shure 2 Zeitgeist part 2
2pac4life300 1 year ago selondonerlad 1 year ago As I've said and wondered to myself
what kind of religion, asks of its followers to kill hundreds and thousands of innocent
people. Whether this was a geniune terrorist atrocity or government operation is irrelvant,
this should not of happened. selondonerlad 1 year ago YoshiPower65 1 year ago Islam
has a rule to continue the Holy War, and they have added a new rule to their religiion....
Hate the USA. They teach children to murder people in ISLAM. They are all killers, and
it´s clearly that stupid Osama bin laden´s fault. YoshiPower65 1 year ago vdasdny 1 year
ago its crazy how al-CIA-da where able to beat our 4 trillion dollar air defense system and
attack the worlds most guarded building.. "it´s clearly that stupid Osama bin laden´s
fault." How? wheres the evidence? Why doesnt Osama Bin Ladens FBI Most Wanted
poster say anything about 9/11? look it up vdasdny 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1
year ago vdasdny How couldn't they? The FAA has to tell the military they've got a
problem, what aircraft is involved & more. On 9/11 the FAA called NEADS 1 time &
didn't give pertinent information. It was an unprecedented. Mistakes were made. People
died horrifically. BUt there was no inside job. It was 19 terrorists that hijacked 4 Boeing
jets, turned off the transponders,turned the planes around & purposefully crashed them
within 20 minutes of each other to martyr themselves for radical Islam.
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago JarebearJ28 1 year ago its a good thing Christians have
never used their religion to enslave people, murder Jews, or state that its ok to kill gays.
thank God JarebearJ28 1 year ago airbornetoxiceffect3 1 year ago what! christians hate
gays airbornetoxiceffect3 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago JarebearJ28 It's NOT
the religion. It's the people. People do bad, wicked and evil things. Don't condemn entire
religions so ignorantly. Even within those religions not all people view their religions their
same way. I'm a Christian, I love gay people, never had a slave & have never murdered
anyone let along a Jewish person. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago vdasdny 1 year ago
HAHAHA penn and teller are todays laurel and hardy stop watching that shit.. have you
seen loose change "Final Cut"..just try to debunk that video! vdasdny 1 year ago
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago vdasdny Bring IT ON!!! QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
UnicornSteak22 1 year ago "It was a military plane" More proof that 9/11 was planned
by the government. UnicornSteak22 1 year ago youlmakeitoutalright 1 year ago This is
sick, But it's a conspiarcy. youlmakeitoutalright 1 year ago topmodelmexico 1 year ago
man, horrible... topmodelmexico 1 year ago brwhizz 1 year ago Those terrorists did all
that just so they could be end up with... eternal darkness brwhizz 1 year ago
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GoMunkNation 1 year ago Amazing. GoMunkNation 1 year ago Kargaron 1 year ago
hope they got theyre 72 virgins. good job from germany Kargaron 1 year ago
ConstantinIV 1 year ago Wie kannst du sowas gute arbeit nennen? Ich mag Amerika zwar
auch nicht, aber sowas ist doch übertrieben!!! ConstantinIV 1 year ago acdcguyforever 1
year ago Du bist ein assoziales Arschloch. Würde dich jetzt zu gerne in einem der Towers
sehen. acdcguyforever 1 year ago lazislam 1 year ago lazislam 1 year ago
Maggotmalcontent 1 year ago Get over it! Worse things have happened in the world.
Watching something happen in america is like watching a weak cunt take a dive in soccer.
Its melodramatic...and quite frankly just fuckin pathetic. I hope this shit happens again!
Maggotmalcontent 1 year ago bigpizza112 1 year ago god damn it. this video was also
edited! at 11:45 it was cut. the video and the womans voice lagged a bit. but the rescue
vehicles sound remained constant. WHY did they cur the airplane away from the movie? i
think that the answer is simple. bigpizza112 1 year ago LucaBeckenbauer 1 year ago
Well, you deserved it ;-) LucaBeckenbauer 1 year ago dudethecomic 1 year ago very good
footage of a horrable event in our lives dudethecomic 1 year ago TurkicTr 1 year ago well
i did care when people died there but i dotn make it a drama liek u guys did. peopel die
everyday. just 2000 peopel were killed by israel next way witht he support of your
government so this is more actual to be sad and care now. after a few months, i wotn care
about them too :) but my point is u guys only care when it happens to u, u are e careless
ignorant selfish who had to go to drama school. thank u TurkicTr 1 year ago iamme1600 1
year ago Are you fucking serious right now??? do you see what you type? If you had
someone you loved, and they were in a building, that collapsed because some bastards
attacked it, you're telling me you wouldn't be upset? Of course we hurt when that
happens but it has nothing to do with the fact we are Americans! besides Americans are
built upon the countries they come from! P.S.-Learn how to spell you ignorant prick!
iamme1600 1 year ago colieflower23 1 year ago Man everyone who watches this should
just be shocked, I noticed a lot of people saying different things, its odd how watching
that effects different people. I don't believe the "given story" either but, this is just heart
breaking! I hope that Bob and Bri's hearts mend at some point, however after watching
that, there will always be a scar! colieflower23 1 year ago Sunshine835 1 year ago 2
That's so horrible...How can someone do that?? .. Sunshine835 1 year ago 2 3ricjohnson 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam like this bitch
ghfjnjkgfvohgmfdmhjkoidgmjhmhj-ogmnghmnkghmknghmnjgh booooooooooooooom! 1 !
! ! ! ! ! ! ! 3ricjohnson 1 year ago cicicc 1 year ago fuck bush....... cicicc 1 year ago
LucaBeckenbauer 1 year ago No, fuck you Americans, you would be the first who want
to kill us! LucaBeckenbauer 1 year ago ausgeleiert 1 year ago I hope you´re not a nazi......
ausgeleiert 1 year ago colieflower23 1 year ago I dont get it? a nazi? colieflower23 1 year
ago LennysComet 1 year ago you show your intelligence by cussing you moron.
LennysComet 1 year ago blueshadow1996 1 year ago 2 Thank you for recording
this..Many first responders gave their lives trying to save as many people..Their sacrifice
should always be remeebered..The families who need them for their day to day
survival.,,I cann see the NYPD evacuating people.Those were tough days for the
American people and other people in the world.. blueshadow1996 1 year ago 2 cornskid 1
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year ago yeah, Bush probably can't spell satan. cornskid 1 year ago DevilzProductionsNL
1 year ago Why did you turn off the cam? bitch DevilzProductionsNL 1 year ago
DevilzProductionsNL 1 year ago lose the titles in the begin loser DevilzProductionsNL 1
year ago zolozan 1 year ago u just missed the whole thing zolozan 1 year ago rhondex 1
year ago 4 That was great footage of the 9/11 disaster. Better then any newscast footage
i've ever seen! rhondex 1 year ago 4 dalexispe 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam need ur help my fellow new yorkers watch my video plz, need
personal oopinion dalexispe 1 year ago stoninb1 1 year ago Fuck bush and fuck usa!!!das
ist doch alles inszeniert worden,dass der wichser seinen krieg rechtfertigen kann!!!
stoninb1 1 year ago HaloDude321 1 year ago 3 I will say it again. The entire thing has
been fully investigated and Bush is in no way responsible for what happened that day.
HaloDude321 1 year ago 3 besi245 1 year ago das stimmt das hat er alles selber getan...
aber schweisse gal selber schuld besi245 1 year ago AtlantiXYL 1 year ago 4 fuck
terroristis AtlantiXYL 1 year ago 4 besi245 1 year ago fuck jude besi245 1 year ago
5Firlama5 1 year ago fuck israel 5Firlama5 1 year ago QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago
Israel ? Why??? QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago stephanievanderhoef 1 year ago i agree
iamme1600 stephanievanderhoef 1 year ago Prev 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 Next Reply
Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright
Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location:
Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as
a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different
playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to:
Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My
Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September
11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond
to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all
All Comments (47,036) AtlantiXYL 1 year ago 4 fuck terroristis AtlantiXYL 1 year ago
45Firlama5 1 year ago fuck israel 5Firlama5 1 year agoCHC2P 1 year ago You guys have
a new presidint tommorow I hope he will be better than Bush. Good luck with Oboma I
hope he will end war and help canada. from a Canadian. CHC2P 1 year agoLisaKleypas 1
year ago 2 Wow, you guys lived on the 36th floor? Damn. Anyway, your reactions are
fairly tame compared to what mine would have been if I'd witnessed that live from my
window. Amazing video. LisaKleypas 1 year ago 2stephanievanderhoef 1 year ago ok
you people that don't live in our country have no right to bash americans or our country.
what happened on 9/11 was a terrible tragedy and if it happened to you and your people
i'm 100% positive that america would be the first to step up to help YOU! so shut up
with your judgments. Just because we may have a president that makes choices doesn't
mean that it is our choices. so don't hate americans. stephanievanderhoef 1 year
agoiamme1600 1 year ago you are my Idol! im an American as well! iamme1600 1 year
agoTurkicTr 1 year ago i tell ya 1 thing, fuck goverment and el qaide :) they both are
nasty asshole terrorists TurkicTr 1 year agoTurkicTr 1 year ago lol dont exeggrate this.
people die everyday, what if 1000 american died, nobody cares so stop crying, allmost 10
years passed guys. Who cares :) TurkicTr 1 year agoiamme1600 1 year ago Its not that
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fact that people die it is how they died and how awfull it was, and so what if it was ten
years ago it was horrible and you dont deserve to be on the computer you are you have
no heart asshole!!! iamme1600 1 year agostephanievanderhoef 1 year ago i agree
iamme1600 stephanievanderhoef 1 year agokavinda008 1 year ago RIP kavinda008 1 year
agodobi79 1 year ago USA is bad !!! (the system not all People) and everybody see that
!! dobi79 1 year agodemonhunter6302 1 year ago so sad :( makes me cry
demonhunter6302 1 year agominteko 1 year ago 12:17 "It was a military plane"
WTF???!! minteko 1 year agoeaglesfreak911 1 year ago i was totaly crapped out that the
smoke kept on coming nearer and neaer then u cood see nothin out ur window
eaglesfreak911 1 year agozboogynice 1 year ago gosh i remember the plane hitting it :(
this was the worst attack ever zboogynice 1 year agoizmodezmo 1 year ago 19:35 ohh
damn that looks awful izmodezmo 1 year agoxXxD3ATHWISHxXx 1 year ago All this
footage, yet no clear shots of a plane hitting either building.. BS! xXxD3ATHWISHxXx 1
year agobubyuki2003 1 year ago america has no right to rivennge. because,amerika is the
most dangerous country in the world.amerika has been killing large amount of civilians.we
must think why america is ataccked. bubyuki2003 1 year agozboogynice 1 year ago i
agree but we've been attacked so many times over stupid stuff like WWII pearl harbor,
What did we do? they attacked us for being there. zboogynice 1 year agoCAZADORXII
1 year ago esmuy triste mucha gente murio en las dos torresgemelas CAZADORXII 1
year agoTomosLeszno 1 year ago 5/5 TomosLeszno 1 year agojfhghghgh75655 1 year ago
blue street u a fukin arab oviously and pretend u h8 taliban like the rest .. taliban use kids
as bombs we cnt be sure if they are forced or not so 1 way on deciding...... nuke the lot of
the scum u luky usa and europe are kind if u were in our position iraq would of kiled us
ages ago if u had our wealth and good looks jfhghghgh75655 1 year agoIrateNEO 1 year
ago tell me wat happend post me IrateNEO 1 year agoHabatboy 1 year ago LOOL ^.^
Habatboy 1 year agoniki227red 1 year ago Congratulations, Bush! YOU killed these
people and said "It was Osama". Fuck republicans! niki227red 1 year agoshorehamsoo 1
year ago and we let these same fuckers that preach this crap walk our streets free as
americans but when the wtc got hit all of the muslims where running out in the streets
screaming death to america, i say we just start dropping the fuckers then see what really
happens shorehamsoo 1 year agoNedlles93 1 year ago This is sick!!! Nedlles93 1 year
agogedeon766 1 year ago And after this idiota american people vote again Buch
hahahahahahahaha retards BRAVO applaud and BRAVo again gedeon766 1 year
agoJaybird41095 1 year ago You don't even know how to spell Busch right!
Hahahahahahahaha fucktard! Jaybird41095 1 year agoJaybird41095 1 year ago Bush
Jaybird41095 1 year agot4p3t 1 year ago booring.. usa made that... t4p3t 1 year
agoLoRyStraffy 1 year ago 2 thank u 4 have been shared ur emotions during this tragedy
LoRyStraffy 1 year ago 2Kihzal 1 year ago American infidel bastards you had what you
deserve! Blood and violence to those who do not respect us! Kihzal 1 year agojoscof 1
year ago we dont respect you because your religion and beliefs do not respect the lives of
others. islams and muslims have no value for human life and believe that if you die in such
"honor" that you will go to heaven and meet 72 virgins and become martyrs. those
hijackers were condemned to burn and suffer in hell by god and jesus. jesus who is the
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messiah, not allah. if i were the president i wouldve just fuckin nuked your whole piece of
shit country. you have no value for life, so why not nuke it? joscof 1 year
agoBlueStreet21 1 year ago hey man muslims want to die for protecting their country and
for preserving their honor .. Terrorist attacks ain't Muslim attacks, put this fuckin' idea
outta your stupid mind ! Islam isn't for terrorism, so whatchoo call Israel attacks in
Gaza? Peace? So in matter of fact Palestinians can Kill Israelis !!! BlueStreet21 1 year
agocornskid 1 year ago "Palestinians can Kill Israelis"---NOT VERY WELL
OBVIOUSLY. cornskid 1 year agozoltkonred 1 year ago You're really pissing me off.
You want people to die, people who work for a living. They are innocent people. But
you want them to die because they're American. You're saying we deserve to die for
protecting the freedom for others. You need to go re-think about what you said.
zoltkonred 1 year agojanathishan 1 year ago kihzal u fuking arab basterd ur mom should
be fuked by allaha and osama u fuking cunt ! u and ur whole race should be dead ! but
anyway everybody knows who is gonna be punished in the judgment day now ! its u u
motherfukers! fuck allah! janathishan 1 year agobillysim77 1 year ago Blame yr fucking
president Bush..Even people throw him a shoe into his fucking satan face!... billysim77 1
year agoSlash3127 1 year ago without what Bush did we probably would have been
attacked again.. how narrowminded can you be Slash3127 1 year agobillysim77 1 year ago
Cant blame me,Slash3127..N my condolence for those victim involved in 911..But u can
see the whole world hate yr fucking satan american president..N we will see how's yr
Obama lead the America. billysim77 1 year agoSlash3127 1 year ago well.. honestly the
president doesn't have all the power... the power is in the senate really.. calling someone
satan is still pretty damn low.. Slash3127 1 year agoashboy87 1 year ago sorry but at
which point did the 2nd plane hit it? ashboy87 1 year agobabyrapor 1 year ago When the
hell did this happen. I must have forgot. Looks like good times though. babyrapor 1 year
agoFatShowComedy 1 year ago Guys this is fishy come on. They cut out the plane
hitting tower 2... why? NOT because its been seen enough, they wouldnt have a 25min
film but cut out the impact!!?? Its obviously being censored, this could SOOOO easily be
faked. AND CUT OUT COLAPSE???!!?! WTF. You would have to be dumb to think
thats normal. FatShowComedy 1 year agocornskid 1 year ago look nitwit. It's called
"What we Saw" you can still probably get the DVD with the entire thing on it. It came
out in 2005. I have it and it shows everything. BTW your dumb as dirt. cornskid 1 year
agoOOIEatte 1 year ago 9/11 was a Zionist/Neoconservative conspiracy aiming towards a
New World Order OOIEatte 1 year agojcaudill6921 1 year ago You missed everything in
this video. We didn't even see the plane hit or the building collapse. You didn't catch
anything but smoke and the surrounding area. jcaudill6921 1 year agovolcomatic 1 year
ago jcaudill6921, you are a total dumbass. they cutted the plane hits and the collapse,
cause it was shown way fuckin enough. Everybody in the world knows the pictures of
the crashes, and the towers going down. read what the movie says in the beginning! this is
realy one of the "best" videos I've seen because, it's more pure then everything else seen.
never forgett 9/11 volcomatic 1 year agovolcomatic 1 year ago and the collapse of the
second tower is on the video... volcomatic 1 year agopleiotropicaction 1 year ago Thanks
for uploading. This is one of the best i've seen on this topic. The falling scene where the
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woman cries is just so emotional and powerful as to think of it as a fiction. This historic
incident will be long regarded as the beggining of the end of american unilateralism.
pleiotropicaction 1 year agoza0000222 1 year ago 14:57 what was that wjite stuff?
za0000222 1 year agopepsi171 1 year ago this is terrible.but it was only metter of time
when something like this will hapend.you want to stick your nose everywhere.thing like
this was inevitable pepsi171 1 year agoStukadragon 1 year ago show hide fuck you
america die AMERICA IDIOT FUCKED HAMBURGER EATERS Stukadragon 1 year
agojustW353 1 year ago If it wasn't this event this video was of, I'd fight back. But not
here. It's disrepectful. justW353 1 year agoxroncasasboy 1 year ago turn the raido off...
xroncasasboy 1 year agomusicdude781 1 year ago thought utube only allowed 10min of
video lol musicdude781 1 year agoVikke95 1 year ago Sorry for this word but
motherfuckers... That guys that have done this deserve to die! The tears are in my eyes.
Vikke95 1 year agoWideSpreadPanic44 1 year ago everyone of those bastards deserve to
die! WideSpreadPanic44 1 year agoAcaiBerryMONAVIE 1 year ago 2 AL QAEDA and
bin laden WILL SUCK SATAN'S COCK n pussy AcaiBerryMONAVIE 1 year ago
2cornskid 1 year ago I remember the day of the attacks. People in Gaza were celebrating
the cold blooded murder of innocence. All the twooftards will claim that never happened
even though you can find vid after vid of Muslim apologist trying to explain and mitigate
it. I don't care if Israel lines up bulldozers and shoves the whole strip into the Med.
cornskid 1 year agobeththeboltonbabe 1 year ago Yeah but can you really blame the ppl
of Gaza. I mean look how much we have interfered with there area of the world. America
has to stop bombing other countries or this will happen again but this time it might be
even more extream. beththeboltonbabe 1 year agokpanther8u 1 year ago There was an
attack in Afganistan on the most HOLY DAY of there FAITH. A bombing, Mike
Meyers geatured it in Farenheit 9/11. He aslo showed copies of receipts of the PLANE
TICKETS , bought for Qsama's Wife & Daughter to leave...What's going on really?
kpanther8u 1 year agoQueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago kpanther8u It wasn't Michael
Meyers. It was Michael Moore, a pompous idiot. He showed lies and half truths. That
movie was nothing but a piece of anti-Bush garbage to get people to NOT vote for Bush.
He admitted it. He even rushed it to DVD in time for it to come out 2 months before the
election (the last one, not the McCain vs Obama obviously) Afghanistan was attacked
because they were harboring supporting AlQaeda. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year
agokpanther8u 1 year ago Thanks! Your right it was Michael Moore, but this is my
opinion, I believe his opinion, so this is not a DEBATE. BUSH was told last WEK that
he goes down as the WORST President in HISTORY, I agree. In a speech he gave he said
he did not know HOW we ended up in IRAQ...Go Figure. We are in a recession & what
is so funny is that (some) ppl defend him. So I hear what you are saying, but I don't
AGREE, THANKS kpanther8u 1 year agoQueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago kpanther8u
Unfounded opinions remain opinions. They're not facts. It's ignorant and asinine to rest
your belief on unfounded opinions of the overtly biased Moore. I used to like Moore's
work. Moore doesn't know because he's NOT trying to understand how to begin with.
THAT's a fact. I DON'T defend Bush. I DON'T support Bush. The financial crash aren't
entirely his fault. MANY are to blame. Bush was a bad president. THAT doesn't make
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him a murderer, doesn't mean that the US govt did 9/11. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year
agoravenluver23 1 year ago is that guy below you for real? ravenluver23 1 year
agokpanther8u 1 year ago I don't care! lmao This is not a DEBATE. My opinion. Now
you have posted yours, I am not gonna have a CAT fight about MY OPINION. We don't
get paid for this, but I'm sure someone else will play this GAME. So I thank you for the
attention...PEACE kpanther8u 1 year agoQueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago kpanther8u This
is no game. This is no cat fight. I'm not a cat! QueenOfTheSharks 1 year agokpanther8u 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Thanks! Your right it was
Michael Moore, but this is my opinion, I believe his opinion, so this is not a DEBATE.
BUSH was told last WEK that he goes down as the WORST President in HISTORY, I
agree. In a speech he gave he said he did not know HOW we ended up in IRAQ...Go
Figure. We are in a recession & what is so funny is that (some) ppl defend him. So I hear
what you are saying, but I don't AGREE, THANKS kpanther8u 1 year
agopalestinegirlforlife 1 year ago liar thats not true!!! thats israel !!!!!!! im not joking we
were NOT celebrating thats a lie palestinegirlforlife 1 year agoDarkISRbody 1 year ago
Oh stfu palestinegirlforlife go hide in the shellter our next air cavarly will come soon to
nuke your ass in gaza bitch! the whole world is fucking courrpted by muslims terror i am
at the border patrol you go pray ao allah that i won't catch you in gaza because i will
break your your fucking face rape you and kill you! yes israel are war criminals and
murders and we damn proud of it! hahahahahhahaha DarkISRbody 1 year agojanathishan
1 year ago i dnt think darkisrbody is a israel dude! i think its a fuking arab who wrote
that! cz arabs aint got morals! the fuking snitchs and only arab can write something like
tht cz theier so used to seen thier mom geting raped by other arabs! janathishan 1 year
agoBatistaR0X 1 year ago TONGJUN FROM CCHY (; BatistaR0X 1 year
agosucramnormark 1 year ago I cant imagine how I would react in this situation
sucramnormark 1 year agokalashnik7 1 year ago good kalashnik7 1 year agoffdarien123 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam god bless america (plz
watch my vid and comment ffdarien123 1 year agoFatalize222 1 year ago WTF!! you
forgot to put in the first tower falling down damn it:( Fatalize222 1 year
agopalestinegirlforlife 1 year ago its all stupid bushes fault, and to tell you when one of
the planes were going to crash on the white house, bush took troops and the shot at the
plane in the air BEFORE it hit on the white house. so we arab have nothing to do with
this and its all damn israel's fault! palestinegirlforlife 1 year agoQueenOfTheSharks 1 year
ago palestinegirlforlife AlQaeda did this. Muslim extremists did this. Israel didn't do it.
AlQaeda did it in part because the USA's government supports Israel.
QueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago98tharmorcav 1 year ago Are you Retarded? 98tharmorcav
1 year agopalestinegirlforlife 1 year ago you are dooshbag who you calling retarded?
(Pointing you) meanie palestinegirlforlife 1 year agoSixers2379 1 year ago okay, this is
like .... I don't know what to say, but wow. I just took a trip to NYC, and went to the
site. Right in the very center of the whole thing was an American Flag. I knew it was a
completely bizarre situation, but this 'bout made me cry Sixers2379 1 year
agoTheEliminator992 1 year ago how horrifying. i visited the North Tower shortly after
the Trade Center's first bombing. i went up all the way to story 107. no more spectacular
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views of the city for a very, very long time. May God be with all the families of the
victims yet. TheEliminator992 1 year agostu3para 1 year ago I'm not into all this
conspiracy theory shit, but thats anther person said bout it bein a military plane, 12.25 or
summit stu3para 1 year agosurfinaway10afly 1 year ago high five for theeliminator
surfinaway10afly 1 year agoTheEliminator992 1 year ago thanks alot surfinaway10afly.
TheEliminator992 1 year agoTheEliminator992 1 year ago who ever typed the caption
before the video about no soundtracks played in this video, thank you. cause no people
have damn respect about what happened. TheEliminator992 1 year agojackiepattinson22
1 year ago omg.. it must have been scary. my mom would have been screaming..and we
probably would have left..if that was possible.. & everyone is lucky it didnt fall straight
done....=] jackiepattinson22 1 year agoJacker565 1 year ago OMG at 20:51 u can see a
devil like figure in the smoke from the second tower falling! Jacker565 1 year
agojackiepattinson22 1 year ago i know right.. isn't that scary!!? jackiepattinson22 1 year
agoJacker565 1 year ago No, no, no, no my bad at 3:08 u can see the plane coming the
second one Jacker565 1 year agoJacker565 1 year ago at the begining u can see the second
plane that is like FAR away. It looks like an ant put it catch's your attention at 3:13.
Jacker565 1 year agomalwizfulbiz 1 year ago mein Gott! malwizfulbiz 1 year
agoMUSICizintheAIR 1 year ago wow..... I think that if you where there, that this would
follow you, whole your life..... This is terrible...... MUSICizintheAIR 1 year
agodogomota 1 year ago Congratulations Bush Jr. dogomota 1 year agoronaldo1277 1
year ago 2 i can't even believe this happened.its so sad. i was in first grade when this
happened and i can still remember the day quite vividly ronaldo1277 1 year ago
2SILENTxoAnGeL 1 year ago I haven't even seen the Twin Towers in person....
SILENTxoAnGeL 1 year agokpear59 1 year ago Gives me chills to see the second plane
kpear59 1 year agomdog2700 1 year ago 2 It was an act of war. an attack. please do not
cloud the facts with ignorance. DO NOT think for a second that our country would
chicken out and not defend our victims. mdog2700 1 year ago 2kiwel0l 1 year ago my dad
whas there kiwel0l 1 year agoNumsefisk25 1 year ago this is extremly sad, now im 14 i
was not very old when this happened, can i ask what was inside the world trade centers?
Numsefisk25 1 year agoElghast 1 year ago Offices, restaurants, banks, some shops
Elghast 1 year agoASDOOM77 1 year ago People ASDOOM77 1 year agoosurukof 1
year ago 2 FUCK YOU KILED YOUFUCK osurukof 1 year ago 2IloveMaryJBlige 1
year ago its so sad that it happened. I always hate when the second plane hits.
IloveMaryJBlige 1 year agobiggi1605 1 year ago einfach unbegreiflich biggi1605 1 year
agotimetravelerjohn 1 year ago It was all about the Jewish owned companies in the
towers. timetravelerjohn 1 year agodyllowery321 1 year ago This video is incredible. This
should be well documented for people to see in the future. dyllowery321 1 year
agoKillamonkey52 1 year ago in my mind the only think we learned is that the us army is
in the iraq and fights in a war that they cant win i also think that the united states are now
the most hated country in the world and that only because of George W. and the war.
Killamonkey52 1 year agocornskid 1 year ago What war? Peoples idea of a war has
changed. The war is over, all you have there now is lawlessness with some outside
agitation. cornskid 1 year agoh8meatspin 1 year ago If the first tower...just stayed like
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that only bellowing White smoke it wouldnt of fell because it would be starved of oxygen
meaning the people could exscape Cus the impact of the Plane hitting would Cause
damage and the Smoke would bellow out of the Damaged area So therefore people could
escape there is no fire in the building only bellowing smoke h8meatspin 1 year
agophotobrighton 1 year ago 3 You did the right thing to record and release this footage.
For all the images, still and moving, I have seen on 9/11, I have never seen one that gives
such a realistic experience of what happened on that day as does yours. It's an important
document. Thank you for sharing it. photobrighton 1 year ago 3happywoned 1 year ago
KonKoenig ....Too bad you didn't like President Bush. You know not of what you type.
happywoned 1 year agoBitterHappiness 1 year ago show hide Allah akhbar!! May those
19 brave souls who brought about this rest in peace! BitterHappiness 1 year
agosepiasilence 1 year ago brave? thats called pure cowardness, i hope some "brave soul"
gives you and your loved ones a equally as sickening death sepiasilence 1 year
agoBitterHappiness 1 year ago show hide Lol, yeah, I'd like to see you supposedly
"brave" Westerners go and sacrifice your lives in the defense of your family and people
from American and Israeli imperialism. Those brave men who hijacked those planes are
worthy of walking alongside Muhammed and Allah himself. But then again, an
Americans' definition of "courage" is cowering in the corner while the Nazis burns your
family and people alive like the Jew did. It's no wonder that the United States has the
moral decadence that it does. BitterHappiness 1 year agocmcbeam 1 year ago 3 Fuck you,
you little bitch. the hijackers are worthy of sucking my fucking dick and thats about it.
you can join them cunt!! cmcbeam 1 year ago 3sepiasilence 1 year ago yeah you are right,
walking alongside muhammed the pedo, couldnt agree with you more, pure scum, cunts
like you glorifying the targeting of women and children, way to take the moral high
ground! ...oh and im not american you silly prick...so kinda makes our post pointless,
enjoy being a spineless coward sepiasilence 1 year agosepiasilence 1 year ago oh you're
from the middle east, home of rape, stoning, beheading, throwing acid in young womens
faces and forced marriage, can see why you think you are brave over the internet now!
how about a supposeldy brave easterner such as yourself go sacrifice your life fighting
the west? so tell me, where did their sacrifice get them? brainwashed fools, just brought
death and destruction upon their own people and united the world against terrorists, good
one sepiasilence 1 year agoPeanut2288 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam yeah fuck u Peanut2288 1 year agoThePsychedelicMoose 1 year ago
You're a perfect example of why religion in general is pure bullshit.
ThePsychedelicMoose 1 year agolorand133 1 year ago i saw the zeitgeist documentary
not long ago. i'm from romania and it may not affect me that deep as it has the ones
involved in the tragic incident but i really think this was an inside job. how could tower 7
just colapse like that? did it got scared and said "hey, i gotta split!" ? i don't think so. i
really feel so sorry for what hapened over there. i do not want to offence anybody by
saying this but this is just a load of crap the american public was fed and they believed it
back then. lorand133 1 year agomardzio 1 year ago To najpodstatnejsie na celej tragedii,
tu nieje vobec zachytene.... Stoji za hovno mardzio 1 year agosaxoniano 1 year ago
happywoned so you would bless a country that allows islamic pigs to hit the pentagon
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and to destroy WTC in one single day ? your brain is as big as the pig you mentioned
saxoniano 1 year agohappywoned 1 year ago 2 God Bless America! 9-11 was NOT an
inside job. It was done by Islamic pigs. happywoned 1 year ago 2drpepper576 1 year ago
2 thank god someone understands my point of view other than those faggot liars that say
its all a conspiracy and our government did it or that its an inside job. fuck those people
drpepper576 1 year ago 216hypen3sp 1 year ago 2 drpepper..i hope that u realize that
massive corporations, banks, and government interests around the world COULD have
caused this. NOT saying that it did. But the U.S. government has interests...it also has
the resources needed to get them. An event of this magnitude is a publicly backed
declaration of war on countries that have ONE thing...OIL. What happens then...price of
oil goes up, oil companies get undescribably rich, more jobs are created, economy goes
up, so do interest rates. bush wins 16hypen3sp 1 year ago 2cornskid 1 year ago one thing
to consider while your trying to sound reasonable, AlQuada and BinLaden were lkinked
to Afganistan, there's virtually no oil there, and the occupation of it gains no tactical or
stratigic advantage (there's no infrastructure there)If it were a conspiracy the hijackers
would have been Iraqui's or Iranian. cornskid 1 year agohappywoned 1 year ago
drpepper576 ..... There are a lot of people you agree with you..... The fact is, they are all
President Bush Haters that think it was an inside job. People who were braindead at birth
and continue that way through life are the conspiracy idiots. They also go to sleep
believing in the Tooth Fairy -- that's why one hundred per cent of them voter for Obama.
happywoned 1 year agohappywoned 1 year ago drpepper576 ..... There are a lot of
people WHO AGREE WITH YOU..... The fact is, they are all President Bush Haters
that think it was an inside job. People who were braindead at birth and continue that way
through life are the conspiracy idiots. They also go to sleep believing in the Tooth Fairy - that's why one hundred per cent of them voter for Obama. God Bless President Bush.
happywoned 1 year agoKillamonkey52 1 year ago i actually dont believe that it was a
terrorist attack whatever you now think about me. how could a building collaps when
only the higher levels are damaged and the rest was ok so why it suddenly collapsed?and
how could the terrorist enter the planes with knifes or guns or didnt they had one?
Killamonkey52 1 year agoalexsalice 1 year ago of course the building will not collapse on
impact. the fire caused by the plane and its fuel weakened the strength of structural steel
in the building. After a while the fireproofing deteriorated and the steel melted causing the
entire building to collapse floor by floor alexsalice 1 year agoDeifux 1 year ago show hide
i remember i was in the tower when it happend.. it was the day i lost my life Deifux 1
year agoAdolf357 1 year ago А сосите ХУЙ пиндосы ебаные!!! Все американцы до
одного пидорасы и ебутся в жопу!!! Так вот сосите ХУЙ не нагибаясь и ебите друг
друга в жопу и не пиздите здесь суки ебаные а то придет время и вы получите по
вашему охуевшему ебальнику кирзовым сапогом!!! Adolf357 1 year agoda4guys 1
year ago 2 hey adolf are you a neo-nazi? da4guys 1 year ago 2Adolf357 1 year ago And
who will be responsible for that that you have dumped to Japan in 1945??? Has come it
is time to pay under accounts!!! Adolf357 1 year ago0371998 1 year ago woman and man
are in equality! in this New World..since 400 years! like in the Europe!! its one atack
...against us.....Dont ask stupid Theory...and attack! your ennemy! protect...your love
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values ..against the dark world who.wants. woman.for slavery .and all the shit..like thats!
0371998 1 year ago0371998 1 year ago remember!! in 450 after Jesus Christ...at
Rome..the.barbarian Invasion!!! the real fact..its not why or who...want to Kill Rome and
all his good Light...!dont think ...for nothing... Attack...all barbarian who want the death
of this real Good World! cause its the only place on eath..where the Woman and the man
are In Love equality really ! fuck all the fuck top...things about the rest ! 0371998 1 year
ago0371998 1 year ago why ..sometime youtube give this right to post....morre than... 11
min video!!... 0371998 1 year agoribsot 1 year ago director. ribsot 1 year agoda4guys 1
year ago oh yes our own government killed thousands of people, that's how retarded bush
is hey lets crash planes into towers so we have a reason to go after bin ladin and yes there
going to establish a new world order after we fought the British and made this nation
possibble da4guys 1 year agosaintsrowgamer07 1 year ago 9/11 was an inside job, our
own government was behind it. Their ultimate goal is to establish a "New World Order"
in which the world is to be of one government. The people protesting them will be sent to
FEMA camps, where we are to be secretly executed. They also plan on wiping out 80%
of humanity through chemtrails, vaccines, fluoridated water, and eugenics. We are living in
a police state. The whole "War on Terror" is a fraud. Food will be used as a weapon soon.
saintsrowgamer07 1 year agoxXMxExGxAxDxExTxHXx 1 year ago saintsrowgamer07, go
fuck yourself, i see you play video games so much your general thinking has dropped if
there was any at all, shut the fuck up you piece of worthless shit
xXMxExGxAxDxExTxHXx 1 year agosaintsrowgamer07 1 year ago Shut the fuck up you
MegaCockSucker Fucking bitch, I see you sucking Megadeth's lead singer's dick!stay off
of Youtube because you are a disgrace to Human kind, stick to fucking your cousin
dipshit! saintsrowgamer07 1 year agoskullreaper38 1 year ago very emotional event :( I
was listing to the background as the tv news reporter was telling the events as they
happend :( GOD BLESS YOU ALL!!! :( GOD BLESS AMERICA!!! skullreaper38 1
year agosabinasavinlotlikar 1 year ago omg thts scary it waz a day after i moved hear
sadddd ::(( sabinasavinlotlikar 1 year agoTheJonnyEnglish 1 year ago God Bless you and
your family. Couldn't even imagine what it must have been like. And God bless Bob and
Bri, whoever they were, god bless them. TheJonnyEnglish 1 year agoYewtail 1 year ago
Bless you :( Yewtail 1 year agothecassandrashow 1 year ago this is s sad... people dying
for NO REASON they didnt do anything.. my friends mother,father,brother,and
grandmother died there... its so sad she lives with her grandpa...and its still very sad..she
crys every day.. thecassandrashow 1 year agoyankeezboy2496 1 year ago They were
actually near the tower! yankeezboy2496 1 year agowabba301 1 year ago EXTREAM!
wabba301 1 year agohappywoned 1 year ago God Bless America! Terrorists are pigs!
happywoned 1 year agohjalmars2000 1 year ago you didnt get footege of the second one
hjalmars2000 1 year agotOk690 1 year ago thanks for the vid tOk690 1 year agoPillat07 1
year ago Think about it The Persian Empire takes out Baylon The Arabs take out the
World Trade Centresl. History repeats itself. Pillat07 1 year agoMasteRChieFx7 1 year
ago fucking arabian i hate you piece of shitt die all motherfucker MasteRChieFx7 1 year
agoseasharpdeflat 1 year ago Thanks for sharing this. seasharpdeflat 1 year agoAlfaraviS
1 year ago i was born that same day i am 7 years old now AlfaraviS 1 year agojcnp24 1
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year ago My Dad turned 42 that day... jcnp24 1 year agotheflavasava2 1 year ago delete!
theflavasava2 1 year agoSolidKennedy 1 year ago 2 Its just horrible to know that people
were unimaginably suffering in that building. SolidKennedy 1 year ago 2zuber147258369
1 year ago oh my gott :( :( :( zuber147258369 1 year agoeaheer 1 year ago 2 This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Just sad to see. eaheer 1 year ago 2Adolf357 1
year ago Ha-ha-ha!!! So also it is necessary to you mongrels American!!! Fuck you!!!
Adolf357 1 year agoJaclyn1604 1 year ago Du bist so erbärmlich!!! Jaclyn1604 1 year
agoMarie9875 1 year ago oh my gott :'( Marie9875 1 year agoJaclyn1604 1 year ago I am
so sorry. It's so terrible what happened and it is still terrible what followed. So many
people had to die by our own hands -> man against man. Why? I do not believe in a
terrorist attack from outside. Unfortunately, there are so many evidence: It was an Inside
Job: ( Thanks for the video. It must be hell been so close. I am very sorry! Jaclyn1604 1
year agoNOEXIT4U 1 year ago FUCK U PISS WEAK PUSSY! NOEXIT4U 1 year
agotheoutterspace 1 year ago Bush and Bin ladin deserve to be punished to death, both of
them who caused all these problems. can't watch the video...too scary. theoutterspace 1
year agoUruyagua 1 year ago What continues to baffle me is that with all of our modern
technology we have still not devised a quick way out of these high rise buildings incase of
any emergency. I hope that out of this, modern architects will look for solutions. I am so
sorry for the people who lost their lives and for the many family members, relatives and
friends who suffered their loss. Uruyagua 1 year agocornskid 1 year ago Zip lines are the
answer, some would die but most would make it. Use preset brakes. Modern lines are
unbelievably strong. I watched them tow a tanker off the beach here in Oregon using a line
about an inch in diameter, amazing cornskid 1 year agoManning713 1 year ago just
imagine if you have to make the call, jump or burn to death? Manning713 1 year
agofaladith 1 year ago not a big choice if the building collapses anyways faladith 1 year
agoDimSimToughBitch 1 year ago im speechless. completely speechless. im so sorry...
DimSimToughBitch 1 year agoDimSimToughBitch 1 year ago this would have been so
scary... DimSimToughBitch 1 year agoRango7000 1 year ago 20:00 Rango7000 1 year
agoLivewire2440 1 year ago at about 20 minutes with all the police officers and civilians
right underneath the building and then it just falling and killing them all, that was just
awful Livewire2440 1 year agojcnp24 1 year ago 2 Must have been pretty scary, seeing
this out of the window at home :( jcnp24 1 year ago 2sergiukalashu 1 year ago This is
made by Afuckingmerica!!!!!! He need the people suport for start this war becouse
Afuckingmeria dosen't have oill resorses!!!!Whay the withe house is up whay!!!I'm from
Romania I'm sorry my eanghlish is fucking bad!!! But not Osama Binladen is in the front
of this acction!!!Afuckingmerica guvern is start this war!!wakeup you loosers!!Sorry for
may english!!!!PACE Let the Irak alone the problem is in Afuckingamerica!!!!
sergiukalashu 1 year agojustclimb911 1 year ago Fake Plane´s VIDS show us that planes
do NOT need working engines to actually FLY. No smoking trail + nor vortex effect on
the dust coming from the explosions=NO PLANE Fuel carried into wings has to Xplode
on the building´s surface! Bombs and Missles were actually used by Gov to Kill New
Yorkers. NOTICE both Democrats & Republicans suspiciously fighting this reality so
badly, ask Yourself why You keep Trusting such Lying Pervs watch?v=-p9LU3EKGao
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watch?v=gRcg0h_9qgg justclimb911 1 year agobinnagi 1 year ago America did that to
itself no one attacked her, the president bush knew about it before it happened, and why
Israel took her money and everything from tower center before the explosive two days.
ARAB has did nothing with that there is one business man from Kwait lost 7000 000
000$ in spite of how much the other Arab business men lost, whatever happened in
America they say ARABS did that, even if there is an accident happened on the street
they say Arabs have something with that. binnagi 1 year agoterrorbait 1 year ago das war
der schlimmste anschlag auf der ganzen welt!!! der jemals passierte terrorbait 1 year
agocowgirlup1395 1 year ago I'm so sorry. I feel so bad just watching this. I can't even try
to imagine what you were going through. I would've litterally been shaking and passed
out! cowgirlup1395 1 year agovadersith514 1 year ago That "This Old Man" playing in
the background can really get annoying after awhile. That song easily gets in your head. I
understand that it's waaaaaaaay to late to do anything about it now. How's that for
stating the obvious? vadersith514 1 year agocomontaj 1 year ago Why does everyone here
hate America all we want is world-peace we are in Iraq right now to be Peace-Keepers
between the Shiatzi's and Sunni's bad remarks toward each other and fight's comontaj 1
year agoSuperPhazon 1 year ago im american btw, but we never should have stuck are
buisness in the middle east to begin with. let them fight there own battles. and why
bother anymore? it's not like we are getting anything out of it..what a month of safety?
not even that is true. oh but wait, we had got an economi....never mind! SuperPhazon 1
year agoOnuund 1 year ago lulz getin nutin outta it Except oil. You moron. Onuund 1
year agoUruyagua 1 year ago I have to dissagree, the bush empire began when prescott
bush alied himself with the germans and made money on the backs of the Jews in
Auswich. Sadly the war monger family continue with their murder because there is
money for them in war. Uruyagua 1 year agoOnuund 1 year ago well hey, I don't know
nor really care. Onuund 1 year agocomontaj 1 year ago Just to show it's been proven that
theres almost the same amount of Muslim terrorist's as Christian terrorist's comontaj 1
year agoSharky2055 1 year ago comontaj Please do show your source for that claim.
Sharky2055 1 year agoslobojko 1 year ago please good again do this. you can in april or
mey whatever.hello from srbia and angel of mersie slobojko 1 year agoduefancp 1 year
ago All you people who think that the american goverment was behind this are SO
retarded! duefancp 1 year agooblivion292 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam NEVER FORGET 9/11 oblivion292 1 year agoiioiio0oiioii 1 year
ago 2 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ﻥ ﺍﻝﺭﺡﻱﻡ ﺏﺱﻡ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺍﻝﺭﺡﻡ
ُ(ﺃَﻑَﻡَﻥْ ﺃَﺱَّﺱَ ﺏُﻥْﻱَﺍﻥَﻩُ ﻉَﻝَﻯ ﺕَﻕْﻭَﻯ ﻡِﻥَ ﺍﻝﻝَّﻩِ ﻭَﺭِﺽْﻭَﺍﻥٍ ﺥَﻱْﺭٌ ﺃَﻡ ﻡَّﻥْ ﺃَﺱَّﺱَ ﺏُﻥْﻱَﺍﻥَﻩ
ﻱَﻩْﺩِﻯ ﺍﻝْﻕَﻭْﻡَ ﺍﻝﻅَّﺍﻝِﻡِﻱﻥَ) ﻉَﻝَﻯ ﺵَﻑَﺍ ﺝُﺭُﻑٍ ﻩَﺍﺭٍ ﻑَﺍﻥْﻩَﺍﺭَ ﺏِﻩِ ﻑِﻯ ﻥَﺍﺭِ ﺝَﻩَﻥَّﻡَ ﻭَﺍﻝﻝَّﻩُ ﻝﺍ
iioiio0oiioii 1 y ﺹﺩﻕ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺍﻝﻉﻅﻱﻡear ago 2justclimb911 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Only FUCKTARDS can believe crap like this: A bunch of
muslims, with just few weeks of flight training, diving 3 planes into 3 buildings (WTC 12, PENTAGON) with 100% effectiveness on the world´s most secure Air Space Any
well trained pilot can tell U a couple of things: watch?v=70LtPOPzxvs NTSB data shows
an object at Mach1 (693mph) when a b767 can´t even xceed 560 mph at same altitude.
Plus 270mph sea level (WTC2 crash-595mph) v=gRcg0h_9qgg v=-p9LU3EKGao Look
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at it this v=eQVTO96hmEM justclimb911 1 year agohot88fudge 1 year ago I totally
agree... hot88fudge 1 year agoMaddelinsRaven 1 year ago Omg, soo sad. MaddelinsRaven
1 year agodiarylabe25 1 year ago evil!u think u did it to america,no u fuckin bastard of
taliban.haters diarylabe25 1 year agosaud101010 1 year ago ammmmmmm i like it .. its
bad but cooool saud101010 1 year agobornon091189 1 year ago teh root of evil is religion
bornon091189 1 year agoPayBackFor911 1 year ago Thanks to the Islamic IDIOTS who
followed Bin Laden and al Queda on the 9/11 mission, the United States will be IN the
Middle East for your lifetime. Just like after WWII....we are STILL in
Germany...Italy....Japan. Get it? Pay back is a bitch, isn't it? The US will levy revenge by
occupation for 100+ years. PayBackFor911 1 year agoAdolf357 1 year ago Ha-ha-ha!
Soon at you it will repeat mongrels!!! Adolf357 1 year agoSingact02 1 year ago You are a
stupid son of a bitch and I hope you burn in hell for all eternity. Only the biggest moron
on earth would choose a name like Adolf and post something like that on a 9/11 video. I
hope you burn in hell you white, inbred hill billy bastard. Singact02 1 year
agojihad110901 1 year ago 11-9 this is my day its a nice moment we fuck amerika in
amerika 19 mens make amerika 00000000000000000000 4500 to hell we well make u cry
every day this is very ssssssssoooooooooonnnnnn jihad110901 1 year agoSingact02 1
year ago Fuck off rag head. Singact02 1 year agoAdolf357 1 year ago fucking Your mum
and the daddy!!! The homosexual!!! Adolf357 1 year agomokowa1994 1 year ago
Fucking Bastard ! mokowa1994 1 year agodiarylabe25 1 year ago fuck u bastard.sorry ass
arab diarylabe25 1 year agoSports6578 1 year ago omg at 19:44 i nearly started
crying!!!!! Sports6578 1 year agojzmassive 1 year ago still gay and fake btw noobs
jzmassive 1 year agojzmassive 1 year ago First 19 minutes are boring, best bit is at 19:44
jzmassive 1 year agojzmassive 1 year ago Thats a sht load of dry ice you used, good job,
how did you get the bodies hitting the floor sounds so realistic? Still gay and fake.
jzmassive 1 year agojzmassive 1 year ago gay and fake, i can see the pixels, ive seen lots
of these, the reflections are wrong jzmassive 1 year agobowlingfan12 1 year ago I live in
IL, and the day before this happened I such a weird, strange feeling like something bad
was going happen. I had to 11 or 12 when this happened, and that feeling was still was
still with me when I woke up that morning. I just thought it was cause i had some dumb
test that day. bowlingfan12 1 year ago13WILK13 1 year ago Pierdolone jebane Taliby . . .
(Czy tam jakieś inne kurestwa) - Wyrywać takie chwasty. 13WILK13 1 year
agosammis8 1 year ago FCK you shut up stop jokingabout it my granny was in there
sammis8 1 year agoAppledude500 1 year ago cool Appledude500 1 year
agoNick19843333 1 year ago oh my god oh my god... that woman is so stupid... shut
up... Nick19843333 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago tometome77 NO, it's a privilege
you'll never be granted. Sharky2055 1 year agoAdolf357 1 year ago Fucking American
creatures it to you for war in Asia!!! Adolf357 1 year agoDeaTHTripper88 1 year ago
You don't have a goddamn clue do ya Hachi. Fuck you and your stupid bullshit!
DeaTHTripper88 1 year agoAdolf357 1 year ago Such beauty! I look again and again
America on fire and death it so it is beautiful! Adolf357 1 year ago735537 1 year ago i
dont like america too, but this is horrible and not beatifull 735537 1 year
agoDeaTHTripper88 1 year ago Suck a dick you little Bastard! I wish I could gather up
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all you little fuckers and smash your motherfucking heads in! DeaTHTripper88 1 year
agoDavidNikolich 1 year ago this shit lasts 30 min. why the fuck would i be disturbed
cause a plane crashed into a building?!fuck america! the us bombarded belgrade,and
nobody is talking about that,think about it!fuck,i'm so pissed! DavidNikolich 1 year
agoYaztory 1 year ago That's actually true. There's been similar "accidents" all over the
world, but it's the US that gets all the attention. Of course, this was a reaaally terrible
happening, but I don't know if it's been something worse that wasn't catched by a camera
at the right moment, or media tried not to speak so much about. So David, the reason
why people aren't talking about belgrade is only because we don't know about it. At least
I haven't heard of it. You should try to inform instead of cursing. Yaztory 1 year
agocornskid 1 year ago yes we did bomb Belgrade because you people can't get it together
and we didn't want another world war started by you pukes. Now shut the fuck up or
we'll bomb you again. cornskid 1 year agoSladojeviCCCC2 1 year ago He fuck off you
stupid motherfucker! I am a proud Serb I hate you but I will never forgive the Terrorits
what they did on this day! Against Terrorism! Kosovo is Serbia! SladojeviCCCC2 1 year
agoProtoType989 1 year ago You are accusing the serbs for starting a world war? Then
what are you americans doing showing of with your military in Iraq all day long? Not
saving the world, that's for sure ProtoType989 1 year agoJONTHEKILL 1 year ago
showing off??? harldy... people are dying...we arent showing 10% of our power
JONTHEKILL 1 year agoDeaTHTripper88 1 year ago Fuck You!! Adolf you don't
know what the fuck your even talking about, you're just another piece of shit that doesn't
deserve to live on this planet! Good people died on this day for no Goddamn reason,
you're part of the problem in this world so why don't YOU go to hell where you belong!
DeaTHTripper88 1 year agocheejn 1 year ago lots of people die each day of hunger and
war and other things too ya know, its noit always abiout you americans cheejn 1 year
agofunhouse1970 1 year ago Oh there was a good reason alright. The Military Industrial
complex, PNAC and the Neocons wanted to go to war. Read David Ray Griffin - educate
yourself on False Flag terrorism (it's THE prefered way to lead people to war throughout
history). funhouse1970 1 year agoAdolf357 1 year ago The American authorities burn in
a hell together with those who considers that this handwork of Arabs. You have made it
together with Bush and do not deserve pardons sympathy! Adolf357 1 year
agofunhouse1970 1 year ago I think your name may be counterintelligence designed to
make the 9/11 Truth and Justice movement look like antisemites. This is PSYWAR folks!
funhouse1970 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago funhouse1970 Justice movement?? What
a load! 9/11 Truth movement = bowel movement Sharky2055 1 year agoZalupoches 1
year ago It is very a pity that Americans I a little was lost so I would want that America
all was lost!!! Zalupoches 1 year agoash2857 1 year ago you know what fuck you. i was
just sayin i was a little kid when this happend and im thankful that this person posted it
you ass. cause i didnt know a lot about. FUCK YOU stop givin people shit. ash2857 1
year agoash2857 1 year ago it must have been a terrifying thing to see. but this video
shows us a lot of what happened. i was a little kid when this happened. ash2857 1 year
agovelvetolio 1 year ago ironic when u think about the music played in the background
and the things happening outside.. rip all u 9/11 people. velvetolio 1 year agodaxtriton 1
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year ago just a few seconds before 7:46 you can see someone falling from the buldind
daxtriton 1 year agovelvetolio 1 year ago omg velvetolio 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago
tometome77 Go back to the pile of fecal matter that made you and bury yourself.
Sharky2055 1 year agoroggeriocsouza 1 year ago OOPS: THIRD WORLD
roggeriocsouza 1 year agoroggeriocsouza 1 year ago We need peace and love! I don't
believe in this shit: number one, third word, etc. War, G. W. Bush, Bin laden, Sad(t)am,
Hittler, Mussolini, Mengale, pedofile, etc are satan (malignant) arrows. GOD IS OUR
FATHER (AMERICANS, EUROPEANS, ASIANS, AFRICANS, ETC)... WE ARE
BROTHERS! PEACE AND LOVE MY FRIENDS!!! roggeriocsouza 1 year agogsmsdg 1
year ago At 7:34 something which I think is a humuan fell off the world trade center.
gsmsdg 1 year agonasrramadan 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam please type((Five Dancing Israelis Arrested On 9/11))on youtube to see the most
hidden reality!! u have to see it! nasrramadan 1 year agonasrramadan 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam please type((Five Dancing Israelis Arrested
On 9/11))on youtube to see the most hidden reality!! u have to see it! nasrramadan 1 year
agosummerwinter87 1 year ago Forget the 9/11 summerwinter87 1 year agoSharky2055 1
year ago summerwinter87 Kiss my ass. Sharky2055 1 year agoAuntyTala 1 year ago now
why would you say something like that AuntyTala 1 year agoSchwimmbuxx 1 year ago
Zu dumm um ein loch in den schnee zu pissen ihr witzfiguren haha ausserdem wäre da
noch die atombombe die stammt auch von nem deutschen ihr habt keine ahnung von der
geschichte ihr meint warscheinlich noch amerika wäre der mittelpunkt der erde und die
erde wäre eine scheibe ihr spastis ich traue keiner amerikanischen technik amerika ist ein
mischmasch volk bestehend auss allen ländern der welt und wenn die amerikaner mal was
tolles erfunden haben dann auch noch von nem deutschstämmigen haha Schwimmbuxx 1
year agoSchwimmbuxx 1 year ago HAHAHAHA mrman26 du bist soo dumm die
deutschen haben alles erfunden den raketenantrieb denn ohne den wäre euer toller
armstrong gar nicht auf dem mond gewesen wenn er denn überhaupt dort war ausserdem
haben die deutschen noch erfunden : das erste auto,das erste telefon,die besten panzer, die
besten jets ach ja den düsenanteieb hatt auch der deutsche erfunden ,dann die erste
glühbirne,dann das tv,und vieles vieles mehr ihr amerikaner könnt gar nichts ihr seit
nämlich zum dumm !!! Schwimmbuxx 1 year agoGreenDayLanArmstrong 1 year ago
What a dumbass!!! Check vodeos on youtube of mythbusters and you'll see then ... You
ugly german nazi are another one who hate us! Fucker! Come here and we'll play an terror
game, I'm sure I'll win you nazi retard! GreenDayLanArmstrong 1 year agomrman26 1
year ago what ya know, its another ass-hole dutchman. Oh no, please don't make fun of
George Bush....oh wait, we don't care for him either. Never on the moon? Are you really
that retarded? You know America went there in 1969, but I don't remember your country
ever making it their. I don't have time for morons like you, so go study english some more
before you come on to these websites and make an ass out of yourself. mrman26 1 year
agoroadkillskate 1 year ago my dad died in 9-11 and i am not playing around roadkillskate
1 year agoZalupoches 1 year ago I hate your country I would like that at you it has
repeated!!! Zalupoches 1 year agoalexpwnerer 1 year ago I feel most bad for the
firefighters having to go in and die trying to save the people put in danger by their own
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government. destroying their own buildings an killing their own civilians. this just shows
how fcked up our world has become alexpwnerer 1 year agorebelious123 1 year ago
DAMN. That is soo messed up. I feel for the familys of the lost one's. The clouds when
the second building went down resembles a face (faces) when it goes down. Kinda scary.
rebelious123 1 year agoisolatedcrawford 1 year ago Kudos to the people who shot this
video. You have captured this horrific event, with sheer spontaneous, emotional, drama,
without all the idiotic mass media speculation, moronic commentary, and biased
accusations, that most Americans had to suffer through during this tragic day. I was
moved by watching this video, and all the thoughts I was able to meditate on as I was
reliving this day. God Bless you for posting this video. isolatedcrawford 1 year
agomrman26 1 year ago For all the America haters out there... How many times has your
country been to the moon? How many lives has your country saved during two world
wars? Do you know how much humanitarian aid the US has distributed around the
world? Have you or your country ever done a damn thing for Aids victims in Africa? The
Tsunami? What Great inventions have your countries produced? I'll bet they can't touch
the Car, the Airplane, the lightbulb, the TV, The PC, the Telephone, etc. Your ignorance
is clear. mrman26 1 year agoZalupoches 1 year ago ...eternal memory to pilots made this
heroic act! America burn in a hell!!! Fucking americanos DIE!!! Zalupoches 1 year
agoeavanwinkle 1 year ago Frusciante95--- You think this is funny?!? You're in the 8th
grade... so you probably don't even remember what it was like. Do some research, you
ignorant fool. Gain some respect for OUR country! And respect all of the people who
innocently lost their lives that day. Go ask your parents about it before you say this
again. eavanwinkle 1 year agoTRUTHisREAL4USA 1 year ago 19 Jihadist Flew 4 Jumbo
Jets. Proven 100%. Wake-Up LIEberal CONspiracy Loser Ass "O"
TRUTHisREAL4USA 1 year agoiioiio0oiioii 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam ْﻱَﺍﻥَﻩُ ﻉَﻝَﻯ ﺕَﻕْﻭَﻯ ﻡِﻥَ ﺱﻡ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺍﻝﺭﺡﻡﻥ ﺍﻝﺭﺡﻱﻡ (ﺃَﻑَﻡَﻥْ ﺃَﺱَّﺱَ ﺏُﻥ
ِﻑِﻯ ﻥَﺍﺭِ ﺍﻝﻝَّﻩِ ﻭَﺭِﺽْﻭَﺍﻥٍ ﺥَﻱْﺭٌ ﺃَﻡ ﻡَّﻥْ ﺃَﺱَّﺱَ ﺏُﻥْﻱَﺍﻥَﻩُ ﻉَﻝَﻯ ﺵَﻑَﺍ ﺝُﺭُﻑٍ ﻩَﺍﺭٍ ﻑَﺍﻥْﻩَﺍﺭَ ﺏِﻩ
iioiio0oiioii 1 year ﺝَﻩَﻥَّﻡَ ﻭَﺍﻝﻝَّﻩُ ﻝﺍ ﻱَﻩْﺩِﻯ ﺍﻝْﻕَﻭْﻡَ ﺍﻝﻅَّﺍﻝِﻡِﻱﻥَ) ﺹﺩﻕ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺍﻝﻉﻅﻱﻡ
agoConnorAdamFHS2010 1 year ago you suck you suck you suck
ConnorAdamFHS2010 1 year agoFrusciante95 1 year ago show hide lol. 9/11 is funny
fucking shit. Frusciante95 1 year agoEatBlueSausages 1 year ago could be a bigger d!ck?
EatBlueSausages 1 year agoConnorAdamFHS2010 1 year ago hey everyone in american
should beat you up my brother is in iraq i hope all miltary peopel should beat you up
ConnorAdamFHS2010 1 year agoabc123iloveyouxx 1 year ago this is the saddest thing
ever. abc123iloveyouxx 1 year agoparishboard41 1 year ago God bless america, and i hope
god gives mercy to all the people who joke of this. burn in hell you haters. parishboard41
1 year agoEveon10 1 year ago 8:57, we can see an arm that falls on the ledge of one of the
broken windows... this shit is creepy... Eveon10 1 year agocoachmark2 1 year ago The
story of United 93 is one of the most courageous of all american actions. coachmark2 1
year agoroggeriocsouza 1 year ago  ﺍﻝﻉﻡﺭ ﺍﻝﻁﻭﻱﻝroggeriocsouza 1 year !ﻝﺍﺱﺍﻡﺓ ﺏﻥ ﻝﺍﺩﻥ
agoConnorAdamFHS2010 1 year ago hey fuck you ConnorAdamFHS2010 1 year
agoMuscleCar4life 1 year ago Bush had nothing to do with the actaul event, other then
going to war over it afterwards but it wasnt his desicion alone guys. everyone thinks he
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has that much power but he doesnt, we have a goverment for a reason. so shut up about it
damn. I personally enjoyed this video, seeing a diffrent perspective when it happened. it
was truly a sad day, if you people really had hearts youd understand. people died that
day innocently muredered by terrorists. GOD BLESS AMERICA FOREVER!
MuscleCar4life 1 year agobanga786 1 year ago bush is a cunt banga786 1 year
agoalzndany 1 year ago by the way thanks for allah and we want live alzndany 1 year
agoBootsyBrootal 1 year ago fuck bush BootsyBrootal 1 year agohappywoned 1 year
ago 5 God Bless America. 9-11 was NOT an inside job! Terroirsts are stupid and ugly.
happywoned 1 year ago 5Deathsupon 1 year ago 2 Happywoned has sense, my view of
americans is beginning to turn. Deathsupon 1 year ago 2jelskiboy56 1 year ago everybody
shutt up!! 2 planes you are blind! jelskiboy56 1 year agolaitelanlanko 1 year ago it was
the bomb in the lobby that destroyed the towers laitelanlanko 1 year agovilliemack 1 year
ago poor americans, killed by their government, whut ta heck) villiemack 1 year
agoLaKabbr 1 year ago BUSH KNOCKED DOWN THE TOWERS LaKabbr 1 year
agoUnknownZerggling 1 year ago true true it was the damn bush guy UnknownZerggling
1 year agolilmarmar05 1 year ago 6 ..there was so many people in that those buildings
that couldnt get out in time...this is really sad man...it makes you look at the world
different...like seriously those people died for nothing...may they all rest in peace..and
god rest their souls...seriously...and hopefully nothing like this will happen again...cuz it
doesnt matter who did it...fukin lives were lost...for nothing.. lilmarmar05 1 year ago
6Zalupoches 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam It is a pity
that so few Americans were lost it would be desirable more!!! Die America die
Americans!!! Zalupoches 1 year agomexio55 1 year ago twat. mexio55 1 year agobokybad
1 year ago Did you think those dumb arabians that US claimed, can hijack three planes at
the same time?? Hellloo.....!! Please Think about that.That's not easy to get in to US
commercial plane with weapon in ur bra or underwear,we all know it.THInk about that.
bokybad 1 year agoHolySpringRolls 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam oh no, its all a conspiracy. the superferry 14 bombing happened on feb
27th. february, the second month. 14, the ship number. 14 minus 2, shit its 12. hm, 27
minus 14 minus 2 is 11! the word Philippines has 11 letters! the date 27/2. 2+7+2 is 11!
"President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo announced on October 11, 2004, that investi" - she
did it on 11th! conspiracies are true! yeah and the queen of england is a reptilian.
HolySpringRolls 1 year agojonnypat 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam check out this song/video on world issues today by an Australian Artist
very smart and true. Search;Surreal Feel Good Inc a must see jonnypat 1 year
agobokybad 1 year ago 9/11 tragedy is a zionist conspiracy. there is no jews comin to
work in WTC,because they had received alert from the zionist intel. My cousins working
in WTC,he had received the alert from e-mail. bokybad 1 year agoalzndany 1 year ago im
so sorry 4 wat happened,in our country evry day, evry time and evry mint so much
people died and they r like amrecan people. they have familys and kids and life we want
life like u and we want get marry and make a nice famliy, u cant say to amreca stop celling
the people and we cant say to our feeling stop celling the amrecan people we r in a big
problem if u want to say why open the TV and see wat amreca doing for iraq people and
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u ill get the answer. alzndany 1 year agoFreeIndividua 1 year ago This is pure
garbage.Nwo dis info.
Please,watch "September Clues"-all prove is there.
MISSILES.Planes are computer animation.Only few videos from "witnesses" and 5 tv
broadcast from diferent angle.Huge hoax. And please,wake up and trow away your
television,they are connected in lies. FreeIndividua 1 year ago5Firlama5 1 year ago FUCK
OF ISRAEL 5Firlama5 1 year agoFreeIndividua 1 year ago 11:45 "O my God","O"....
You give that someone else god damn it!!! Why is video cut there!!!?!!! I am fucking in
rage now! FreeIndividua 1 year agoFreeIndividua 1 year ago This video is cuted.
"Whitnesses". Blah FreeIndividua 1 year agooxcraftmine 1 year ago poor people stupid
terrorists..if anyone wants to see more of ground zero go to finaltouchproduction channel
oxcraftmine 1 year agosootykettel 1 year ago 3 Venezuela has just expelled the Israeli
ambassador. (((((Viva Chavez))))) sootykettel 1 year ago 3dandog34 1 year ago i am
venezuelan and hugo chaves is excellent dandog34 1 year agoEatBlueSausages 1 year ago
thank you so much for posting this! its so sad :'( EatBlueSausages 1 year
agoBOBSTAHL 1 year ago i am willing to share what i have found pertaining to the 9-11
sham. under the condition we enter into two agreements, one, if what i show you does
not interest you, you agree not to use info. two, should it interest you we agree to make a
documentary. this is true i am for real BOBSTAHL 1 year agofookyoo1111 1 year ago
still discussing about a 8 year old matter? fookyoo1111 1 year agotwdtyro 1 year ago
leads to the question why are you here and why did you leave a post on this 8 year old
matter? twdtyro 1 year agobokybad 1 year ago post this?? what USA gonna do?
punishing Israel? no way. i dont know what motives and conspiracy behind this? maybe
u can ask to CIA or Mossad? (i dont want to get killed by those dumb intelligent).
bokybad 1 year agobokybad 1 year ago 2 claimed can hijack three planes at the same
time?? Hellloo.....!! Please Think about that.That's not easy to get in to US commercial
plane with weapon in ur bra or underwear,we all know it.THInk about that. bokybad 1
year ago 2beastcloudmanchild 1 year ago The commentary at the end, "imagine in the
middle east where this happens everyday" think about it. beastcloudmanchild 1 year
agoBAMBOOTHEWALK 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam
PLEASE
CHECK
OUT
MY
UTUBE
CHANNEL,(BAMBOOTHEWALK)UTUBE IM WALKING ACROSS AMERICA
HELPING THE HOMELESS for every life lost in 911 2001 and our soldiers lost, lets
change some ones life im calling all millionaires/billionaires/all celebs to walk a mile with
me and in that mile help some one so for every life lost is a life gained ARMAND
YOUNG(BAMBOOTHEWALK)UTUBE OR MAN WALKS AGROSS AMERICA
CALL ME 641-351-1082 GOD BLESS BAMBOOTHEWALK 1 year agosmilexminimal
1 year ago laden you noob! smilexminimal 1 year agofritzguard 1 year ago The lady
talking over this video has the IQ of a peanut. fritzguard 1 year agocornskid 1 year ago I
think she did remarkably well. I was 2000 miles away and totally freaked out. If I had
seen what she saw out my living room window I probably would have climbed onto the
roof with a 6-pack and a shotgun. cornskid 1 year agoMpua24 1 year ago 2 I think 9/11
really showed how good humanity as a whole can be. People all over the world felt
remorse and sorrow for those lost that day. Even though something terrible had to
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happen, people still came together to help each other that day. Mpua24 1 year ago
2BOBSTAHL 1 year ago after years of studying every 9-11 video i could find, i think i
can show proof that 9-11 was an inside job. i'm looking for someone i can trust to share
my info. BOBSTAHL 1 year agoWaibelTime 1 year ago Which tower is #7? Is it visible
during the vid? WaibelTime 1 year agopalermo10518 1 year ago hahahahahaha america
deserved that attack! palermo10518 1 year agoE8F9G0 1 year ago 2 palermooooo....I
resent the fact that you breathe the same air that I do.... E8F9G0 1 year ago
2palermo10518 1 year ago show hide america paid for its crimes!!!!!!!!!!!! palermo10518
1 year agomathismynemesis 1 year ago 3 You're condoning murder? mathismynemesis 1
year ago 3OvillePope 1 year ago palermo10518, dont you realize what youre saying. you
obviously saying america has done something wrong, and that they deserved this, but this
by far one of the most treacherous attacks ever, and by saying they deserved this, you are
making yourself seem worse than any image of america you may have, or any terrorist for
that matter. OvillePope 1 year agoOvillePope 1 year ago so what do you deserve then,
palermo10518? OvillePope 1 year agobelga19 1 year ago What kind of sick Fu$%^&( are
you???? are u stupid!!???? No one deserves to die that way! or that terrorist attacks!
belga19 1 year agoMenelikSalomon 1 year ago Fuck the Bush politic - Obama vor
Victory!! Ohne den "Angriff" auf das WTC hätte Herr Bush keinen Anlass gehabt um in
den Irak einzuziehen um seine Rohstoffpläne zu verwirklichen die schon Jahre in der
Schublade lagen!! Warum durften nur 23 Angehörige der Bin Laden Familie, nach dem
"Anschlag" das Land verlassen und alle anderen Flüge wurden gestoppt?? Hä sehr
komisch!!! Fuck the Bush politic - piss of Mr. Bush!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! MenelikSalomon 1 year
agoSemperFiGrlFrnd 1 year ago Fuck them Dune coon sand niggers! I say we kill em all!
and to you foreigners that were saying fuck america! no fuck you america is the greatest
country in the world and im damn proud to call myself an american! i love this country
almost as much as my devil dog hes a marine fighting for our freedom no matter what it
takes GOD BLESS AMERICA AND OUR TROOPS and FUCK ALL YOU DUNE
COON ASSHOLES AMERICA WILL NEVER DIE! OORAH MOTHERFUCKERS!
SemperFiGrlFrnd 1 year agosteel54321 1 year ago hummm that gives you someing to
think about eh? steel54321 1 year agoOvillePope 1 year ago you remind me of someone i
read about, i can't seem too remember his..i think his name was...nooo....oh yea, his name
was Adolf Hitler. How can you say those things man, it makes me wonder the kind of
things they teach to you, or how you were raised to be so racist and wish such terrible
things on others. I understand this was a travesty, but who the fuck calls out an entire
ethnicity and wishes death to all of them. God help us if you ever get your hands on a
butter knife. OvillePope 1 year agokenpo9599 1 year ago norad can track santa...but they
can't track hijacked planes? kenpo9599 1 year agodenied6660 1 year ago it's pity Bush
decided to ruin it. I think it was a beautiful building. denied6660 1 year agoafrowonder91
1 year ago 2 you're stupid and heartless. why would you blame something like this
national tragedy on one american? don't say such dumb things. afrowonder91 1 year ago
2E8F9G0 1 year ago 2 denied...Bush can't even tie his own shoes. but was able to
committ 9/11, even a monkey wouldn't believe that..... E8F9G0 1 year ago 2boofcat101 1
year ago u guys were really close to it o.o i would run boofcat101 1 year agoSpaceCase34
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1 year ago I still find this fucking unreal. No matter how many times I have watched this I
still can't believe humans can do this to each other. The whole thing is just erie.
SpaceCase34 1 year agoBeebieDee 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam LIKE OMG ! A plane just hit a friggin building and that person in the vid is
playing that stupid music ? BeebieDee 1 year agoBeebieDee 1 year ago What the heck ,
like a plane just hit a building and that person in the vid is playing that stupid music ?
LIKE , WTF O_O BeebieDee 1 year agojacko39 1 year ago 2 good video. what a sad,
terrible day that was. may they all rest in peace. :( jacko39 1 year ago 2interested976 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam National burn your bible
day December 25th 2012 interested976 1 year agooksob1 1 year ago 2 Yes, time is to
change with Hilary Clinton, haha...stupid oksob1 1 year ago 2lally9308 1 year ago fukin
paki cunts i would love 2 kick 1 full on in the balls fukin wankers all shud die a painful
deth lally9308 1 year agoSprintM 1 year ago waddup fuckin cunt. lets c how u give us a
painful death. Before i die...i ll make sure each one of u pricks die a dogs death iite motha
fucker go fuck ya self SprintM 1 year agoShesharu 1 year ago 2 stupid fucking terrorist
pussy sons of bitches....they should lose their nuts Shesharu 1 year ago 2bennisv 1 year
ago the other building is behind this bennisv 1 year agoBobdaBuilder79 1 year ago All I
can say in response to this video is: HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA
HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA
HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA
HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA
HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA
HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA
HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA
HA HA HA HA, Mudkipz did 9/11 BobdaBuilder79 1 year agowesafrica 1 year ago im
sure u r arab thats y u guys die alot n death will continue to go on in the arab world
forever wesafrica 1 year agol33tt 1 year ago i only see one building l33tt 1 year agoOli985
1 year ago nun bleib mal locker.sowas wünscht man niemandem Oli985 1 year
agoSprintM 1 year ago nabsadsdjaskdh. This is FUCKIN AMERICA. sPEAK
AMERICAN fuckin immigrant lil shitt.. SprintM 1 year ago122099 1 year ago This is
not "FUCKIN AMERICA". The Internet is international. 122099 1 year
agoSchwimmbuxx 1 year ago Booom HaHa tja ihr scheiss amerikaner selber schuld wenn
mann sich überall einmischen muss mir selber ist es ja sowas von egal wieviele ammis
verrecken denn diese spastis killen ja im irak 9 jährige kinder und sämtliche andere
zivilsten diese dreckigen kriegsverbrecher alle trauern mit den drecks ammis und was in
den anderen ländern passiert da sieht jeder weg !!! Schwimmbuxx 1 year agoCreamyJack 1
year ago Very nice video.Amazing and shocking CreamyJack 1 year agononoV25 1 year
ago C'est des images impressionnantes. nonoV25 1 year agokNaB3nC0rE 1 year ago 2
honour to all fire fighters and policemen who died in performing their duty on 9/11.
kNaB3nC0rE 1 year ago 2aaLee87 1 year ago 2 this so horrible aaLee87 1 year ago
2Grenbarme 1 year ago It makes me so sad. and even more sad since I truly believe that it
has been an inside job. All these people - killed for money, by their own government.
Couldn't be worse. Grenbarme 1 year agowdvjt 1 year ago NICE terorist just fuck
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AMERICA and bush!!!! PEACE OBAMA!!!!!! wdvjt 1 year agotimberland1108 1 year
ago obama the same as bush. hes gonna get killed there aint gonna be peace. theres too
many people that dont like him. timberland1108 1 year agoMusikfanist 1 year ago 3
Then why he won the election? Just hut up Obama haters, Time for CHANGE! Not the
same thing over and over again, thats McCain. Musikfanist 1 year ago 3poochickenone 1
year ago they cut out the crash poochickenone 1 year agodoctorjay1976 1 year ago this is
unbelievable footage doctorjay1976 1 year agosc0per52 1 year ago that's sickening
sc0per52 1 year agomellihexi 1 year ago omg i never see this so ....makes me gry...
mellihexi 1 year agoKathysLaw 1 year ago omg i never seen this video you guys were so
closeee.... ho sad :( may all there souls rest in peace! KathysLaw 1 year
agotheultimateclown2009 1 year ago Its a very very tragic thing to happen and also the
world hasnt been the same since theultimateclown2009 1 year agodogionut 1 year ago sad
dogionut 1 year agokraker109 1 year ago thats powerful footage you guys were realy
close to it kraker109 1 year agonerdicales 1 year ago GOD BLESS AMERICA AND
AMERICAN PEOPLE nerdicales 1 year agowamasanes 1 year ago first of all it was bush
who planed all of this he is stupid i hate that president 2nd most say it was bush because
he just wanted to do a war and steal petrolium never trust president bushit is a hater
wamasanes 1 year agothefluteplayer896 1 year ago wow you are very uninformed
thefluteplayer896 1 year agogeorgeady 1 year ago .illuminati N.W.O georgeady 1 year
agolesbowillow 1 year ago MUSLIMS. DID. IT. lesbowillow 1 year agoghostarnel 1 year
ago Oh my god lilly is going to day kare over there. ghostarnel 1 year agolukajama 1 year
ago belive 9 11 was a cospiricy i belive it was set up by the american goverment because
they ordered weapons of mass destruction and the infomation of this would pass through
the trade center.i dont think that its a coincidence that the trade center was completley
destroyed but the pentagon and the white house were not.i could be wrong though.R.I.P
victims of 9/11 lukajama 1 year agoDeathsupon 1 year ago It was the IRA that did this,
everybody knows it now. Deathsupon 1 year agodemonsmom 1 year ago I am a true
american born here of Irish decent and even I know that Bush went to war to get back
some of the face his daddy lost. it was bin ladden that is responsible for 9 11 not husain.
What happened on 9 11 was a terrible tragedy but lets lay the blame for it at the proper
terrorists feet no? demonsmom 1 year agosebastiandobai 1 year ago how do u know that
Bush and Bin laden are friends ? ;) maybe they drink coffe sometimes together.. i'm
romanian ( Europe) and we were shock what we seen in 9/11 .. but we think that muslims
have nothing to do with this..it is an inside work ... shame ! ..RIP for all who die there ...
sebastiandobai 1 year agokraker109 1 year ago im only 15 and i know that we rushed into
an unnecessary war, killed many civilians & have made many mistakes out of fear & for
all of you that are saying Muslims did it on here bin laden did it and he misinterpreted the
Curran most Muslim people would never have done this its just like if someone like
Hitler was a christian im just using this as an example because everyone would persecute
Christians after this so just because someone says their a christian it may not reflect on
their actions kraker109 1 year agogolcynski 1 year ago Well I don't believe in any of the
official story. How are we supposed to believe the Intelligence that Bil Laden did it, they
told us that Iraq had weapons of Mass Destruction when in reality they had none. THEY
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LIE TO FURTHER THEIR AGENDA, that is the only thing that counts. Truth is that
Osama Bin Laden was a CIA operative, who instead of American interests in his country
turned on America and wanted the best interests of his own people. Its hard to blow up
things from a CAVE golcynski 1 year agocornskid 1 year ago Gee, maybe they were right
about BinLaden and wrong about Iraq. Millitary intelligence never thought Iraq had
WMD. What happened is Bush went looking for some fairly promonent Iraqi to tell him
what he wanted to hear because he figured Afganistan wasn't enough. He was childishly
hoping a wave of democracy would sweep the region and proclaim the mellinium secure
for evangelical bullshit. Who knows, it might have worked if followed up with Marshall
type plan, instead he subded it out to Cheney cornskid 1 year agomathproof 1 year ago
We didn't think that the Japanese could strike a devastating blow either, but they did.
mathproof 1 year agokraker109 1 year ago theres a video of bush getting a letter like a day
or two before that and it has warnings about bin laden and he did nothing two stop it so
he might as well have done it thats all im saying kraker109 1 year agokraker109 1 year ago
thats what i was trying to get across pretty much but i do think bin laden did it but bush
saw it as a way to get rid of his problems through war kraker109 1 year agohappywoned
1 year ago Oh,lesbowillow , I guess you are not a true American since you are from the
U.K. :) :) :) :) :) You see things correctly. God Bless you. happywoned 1 year
agolesbowillow 1 year ago People have been saying there's no evidence to suggest it was
Muslims who carried out the attack. Erm... hows about BIN FUCKING LADEN. Why
would he admit to leading the attacks and sending 19 mindless shitheads to perform
"Allah's will" in America if he wasn't behind it at all? Plus, if we hadn't gone to war,
Saddam Hussain would still be alive as well. Don't tell me you weren't glad to see that
bastard hang. lesbowillow 1 year agohappywoned 1 year ago You are 100% correct,
lesbowillow. You are a ture American. Oh, does anyone know if the President Elect has
every provided a TRUE birth certificate? happywoned 1 year agosnk07 1 year ago Take
your terrorist bullshit back to fucking raghead land. Allah was a homo sexual just like you
ya sad bastard snk07 1 year agoawo4255 1 year ago Hallo, weiß jemand, ob es sich bei
17:51 um den Van der 5 als Araber verkleidete Moslems handelt? awo4255 1 year
agocody3245678runescape 1 year ago aren't there suppose to be sirens? to get people out
of the area in case of bombers? lol GREAT JOB BUSH! cody3245678runescape 1 year
agohappywoned 1 year ago cody3245678runescape.......... President Bush is the one who
saved our country after it was attacked. Period. God Bless Pres. Bush. happywoned 1
year agohockeymaster2000 1 year ago he didn't save the country...he went to war and kill
the wrong man. hockeymaster2000 1 year agohappywoned 1 year ago hockeymaster2000
......... Perhaps you have gotten hit by a hockey puck too much as it has affected your
thinking. happywoned 1 year agohockeymaster2000 1 year ago perhaps you are really
not educated.if you are educated you would understand why bush went to war. he went
to war because hes afraid to lose oil from Iraqies.he blaimed osama for his mistake...so he
went to war and didn't find weapens of masdistrucktion. innocent soldgers died in war
leaving family love ones in tears because of bush mistake. hockeymaster2000 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago hockeymaster2000 You must be a joke account... Sharky2055
1 year agoDeadlyAsparagus 1 year ago HA! you're a joke man. Seriously, go shoot
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yourself in the kneecaps. It will help you think straight DeadlyAsparagus 1 year
agohockeymaster2000 1 year ago really,what kind of president is he when there are two
shoes aiming to his head in I raq two weeks ago. hockeymaster2000 1 year
agohappywoned 1 year ago ....really, what kind of president will the president elect make
when he has NEVER shown to anyone a TRUE birth certificate. Does the word mole
come to mind? It should...... happywoned 1 year agoalaiiinalan 1 year ago he cant do ne
worse than the last 8 yrs. i dont understand whats wrong with people. have u been asleep
since 2001???? alaiiinalan 1 year agohappywoned 1 year ago alaiiinalan ..... good thing
you were not president back on Dec 7, 1941. You would have been alseep! happywoned
1 year agoJrsSd619 1 year ago It makes me cry everytime i watch this :( JrsSd619 1 year
agoTVZombie3000 1 year ago why is this video edited? the parts where the second plane
hits and also when the towers collaps have been cut out. Why? TVZombie3000 1 year
agoaquisbier 1 year ago bush did it!!!!!!!!!! aquisbier 1 year agomolorolo 1 year ago
GREAT JOB. molorolo 1 year agobiokilla2121 1 year ago hey um i dont know if you
guys dont know but people wer jumping off the towers and fell to the ground
biokilla2121 1 year agocody3245678runescape 1 year ago people have jumped out of the
towers falling on police men, fire men, and people below killing them
cody3245678runescape 1 year agogiguu 1 year ago Bush knocked down the projects
giguu 1 year agohohenzollernbismarck 1 year ago bushorganisated the 9/11, not a man in
afghanstan! you´re right. hohenzollernbismarck 1 year agodookiepride 1 year ago FUCK
HAMAS! dookiepride 1 year agohohenzollernbismarck 1 year ago fuck bush! he made
this! hohenzollernbismarck 1 year agodookiepride 1 year ago FUCK HAMAS!
dookiepride 1 year agohohenzollernbismarck 1 year ago bush made this!
hohenzollernbismarck 1 year agoNoblewerts 1 year ago yo vagina-elis2681 how about
you come too America and talk crap like that, you wouldnt last 5 seconds, your parents
and sister deserved to die. you need to get life and some balls. Noblewerts 1 year
agosummerwinter87 1 year ago show hide FUCK AMERICA!!!!!!!!!!!!!
summerwinter87 1 year agoBlackrowuk 1 year ago You got balls, you prick
summerwinter87. Shit cunt without repentance. Blackrowuk 1 year agoskaterkid1001 1
year ago hey siberian veghead or what ever your name is i hope your parents and sister
died a slow horrible painful death FAGGOT skaterkid1001 1 year agoMrik991 1 year
ago vaggelis2681 can you tell me why i should feel pity for what happened to you after
everything serbia has done to albania and kosovo? Mrik991 1 year agoMrik991 1 year
ago cornskid: i made that comment coz the stupid US government said they managed to
find one of the terrorists passports on the floor but yet could not find aeroplane cockpits
etc coz the petrol fire melted it away now you ask your self who can you trust in the US
government? when they come up with ridicules like this. Because which is resilliant to
fire metal or paper?!! Mrik991 1 year agovaggelis2681 1 year ago Hi.I am Serbian and my
parents and my younger sister were killed in Belgrade during the american bombings in
1999.Can one american tell me why should i feel pity for your disaster? vaggelis2681 1
year agoLeBaNeZsOldiEr2200 1 year ago hahahahahaha lmfao, i feel no pity for these
people....just like americans felt no pity about what happen in Jenin , or all the innocent
that were killed in palastine---FUCK AMERICA-- LeBaNeZsOldiEr2200 1 year
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agokraker109 1 year ago i feel pitty for them many do but we have dicks in office who
dont those are the ones guilty of the crimes kraker109 1 year agoTroubleman0009 1 year
ago Do you know what I think? Someboda bombed the base of the building. but who?
maybe the government itself maybe not..... Troubleman0009 1 year agochookter1 1 year
ago Larry silverstein pulled the buildings chookter1 1 year agoAkkuetj 1 year ago
ZEITGEIST watch this movie, American people never seen the real war, they only can
accupate Iraq and that all. Akkuetj 1 year agovictor2cutube 1 year ago if u notice the fires
aren't burning that hot so it isn't hot enough to melt steel even if the beams were exposed.
there isn't enough oxygen to burn material completely. the jet fuel had burned away
quickly. victor2cutube 1 year agoromoki88 1 year ago I was only 6 years old when this
happened. my parents got so scared, they pulled me out of school. When we got home,
they turned on the news and watched. The part that scared me most was when the
towers collapesed. I was very scared. I could not go to sleep without imagining a plane
crashing into my house. romoki88 1 year agoBadflame101 1 year ago i was in 3rd grade
when this happened my teacher committed suicide because her son died that day
Badflame101 1 year agomekkiderboss 1 year ago when i stood in front of this building i
was shocked for long time...cant believe what happened. so i think granny would curses
how bad all this muslims are. but i think we shell not condemn all muslims or people
following the islam for the 11/9. only a few people thought it was the right are the real
motherfuckers make this building collapse! mekkiderboss 1 year ago94063i 1 year ago god
bless america. We're still standing and stronger than ever.... 94063i 1 year
agomatwardforst 1 year ago I like how people think America is behind it. Clearly if you
do a bit of research, obviously it isn't. matwardforst 1 year ago3meandyou3 1 year ago It
all can't be real. There happened something other than they all say. It's da good video to
show, what really happened. The planes and the explosion were all planned!!
3meandyou3 1 year agonikyoma 1 year ago ia m canadian and how did the fire start int he
first place? and if 2 planes crashed and then how did the top get on fire?? nikyoma 1 year
agopeapod8 1 year ago One moment in this video is worth a second look...that is, when
WTC-1 is just about halfway done with its collapse. Above much of the dust cloud you
can still see the faint outline of some of the central columns (there were 47 big, huge steel
vertical columns). Then, just as soon as they become visible to us, they disintegrate into
thin air. The official explanation: structural collapse due to fire. This video is final proof
the towers fell by controlled demolition, therefore an inside job. Thx. peapod8 1 year
agomrsxox08 1 year ago 2 Happy New Year America, from Australia. May yhe victims
reat in peace and may 2009 be good for all of us mrsxox08 1 year ago 2UnKnSoldier 1
year ago lmao sharky, i m impressed with the copy and paste skills. i dont even think
you could break down ur own sentence, shithead. clearly you dont know wats goin on
UnKnSoldier 1 year agocutefoxdemonshippo 1 year ago 2090? wow cutefoxdemonshippo
1 year agojonnypat 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam You
guys must watch this video clip and song about bush,by an australian mc..very smart
song and video Search;Surreal feel good in watch in high qulity a must see jonnypat 1 year
agoCOMECUCA16 1 year ago HAPPY NEW YEAR 2090 NEWYORK FOREVER.
COMECUCA16 1 year agoOdinGilgamesh 1 year ago those bastards! OdinGilgamesh 1
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year agoAirRaider57 1 year ago i say bastards also this: STUPID PUSSYS they think
they are so cool AirRaider57 1 year agochristianhjerm15 1 year ago are you a fucking
nazist you fucking nigger christianhjerm15 1 year agosomethingelse8999 1 year ago is the
other building behind this one or something? somethingelse8999 1 year
agokermitcintronsucks 1 year ago We must find out who is responsible!
kermitcintronsucks 1 year agofarcry2LFC 1 year ago very sad gorgeous buildings
farcry2LFC 1 year agogymnast0010 1 year ago how is this video 26 min?? gymnast0010
1 year agoweix62 1 year ago italy pianger le vittime dell'11 settemnbre weix62 1 year
agoMrik991 1 year ago If 9/11 is was a well organised terrorist by the taliban then why
have the US govwernment been so uncooperative towards it, why did they throw away
all the evidence why was the case closed within a week? and how did they know that it
was the taliban within days? thats a load of bullshit and how could they find one of the
terrorists passports when apparently the aeroplanes fuel was so intense and hot that it
melted metal but yet could not melt a passport! Mrik991 1 year agocornskid 1 year ago
gee I don't know. How about if one of those passpoprts was thrown several blocks as
was so much paper. In videos you can clearly see it raining down all over lower
Manhatten. But you already know this. So the point becomes why would you make the
comment you did? You even emphasized wit5h an exclamation point! What was the
point? I've been asking twoofers that one for 2 years and have yet to get an answer.
cornskid 1 year agotrasan17 1 year ago you can see at 07:36 - 07:38, that theres a man
jumping from the top trasan17 1 year agooogp 1 year ago look like debree to me? oogp 1
year agoOdinGilgamesh 1 year ago that was just a shadow OdinGilgamesh 1 year
agoNickMaytee 1 year ago dude the americans only blew up the twin towers because
they knew the plane had been high jacked by terrorist they were actually aiming for the
pentagon, they had no choice what would you have done? not knowing what to do when
your in a plane and its been run by terrorists? dude it was wrong we all no and i am way
upset abit it as we all are. NickMaytee 1 year agoNickMaytee 1 year ago about it
NickMaytee 1 year agojonnybravo21lol 1 year ago glad you se it from my view too
hfl2005, but you kinda admited your a asshole :S because last time i checked you were
swearing. now go back too nerdland and continue reahersing on your mile long comments
O.K? :) jonnybravo21lol 1 year agoTC6number1 1 year ago boohoo that was reely sad
when my small bro was fin born bam TC6number1 1 year agolizziesmydog22 1 year ago
wasn't it twin towers? i was 6 but i do rember it being two buildings! lizziesmydog22 1
year agocghin 1 year ago 2 it s america who destroy the tower cghin 1 year ago
2racquialeah 1 year ago prove it. racquialeah 1 year agoike9800 1 year ago look for it on a
video that says the truth about 911 there were misiles there and no planes there were no
rests of any kind of plane and on this video u can see the 2nd tower falls down ... but
oviusly for the way it falls u can tell there were explosives there ike9800 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago ike9800 There were 4 planes hijacked and used by 19 Islamic
extremist terrorists sent by AlQaeda. It's been proven in a court of law beyond a
reasonable doubt. Your assertion has no factual foundation at all and is purely fictional.
Please go do some real research: columbia. edu/cu/lweb/indiv/usgd/wtc. html rcfp.
org/moussaoui/ Sharky2055 1 year agojohnpaulromasanata 1 year ago this was really a
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terrible one..and it also feels like that I to join a war..Im not from America..but as i
watching this video it was a mixed emotion thinking of the people inside the building and
the people near there during that time..May the Lord forgive those people behind this
attack! johnpaulromasanata 1 year agojagkeum1212 1 year ago lol i hope nobody is at
word wtf is she thinking wooooooooooow jagkeum1212 1 year agoJuanCSJ 1 year ago Is
like if I were on a nightmare. Nobody deserves this. JuanCSJ 1 year
agohunterjumper1212 1 year ago wow u were right there! hunterjumper1212 1 year
agojonnybravo21lol 1 year ago hfl2005 no need to have an orgasm attack, we all know
your a smart arse nerd who probably spent hours reahersing your comments, but please
stfu you freaky deaky moter fucka, oh ye biatch i can use cuss wurds as well . ((btw fuck
you its 'wurds' bi-atch not 'words')) ohand congratz for calling some guy a nazi whore, im
not even gonna ask howyou know hes a whore ((you probaby had some fun i bet)) and
how the hell is he nazi? i dont belive there is anyore left.people who think like them but
w/e. jonnybravo21lol 1 year agohfl2005 1 year ago "we all know your a smart arse nerd
who probably spent hours reahersing your comments" Actually it was more like seconds
"i can use cuss wurds as well " Yes but when you do it you come across as an asshole
hfl2005 1 year agojonnybravo21lol 1 year ago inside that massive cloud of smoke after
the second builing collapsed was fleld with glass shards, abd the smoke/ ash destroyd
most peoples lungs, no onl the people inside died. the ones who ran backinside to help
wear brave, proaby 60% of them were ripped apart bythe glass shards or there lungs
bursted due too the ash filling there lungs. alas they are all hereos. jonnybravo21lol 1 year
agoelithium11 1 year ago Mohammed Atta feared his god so much he felt he had to kill
infidels to be accepted by him. As it turned out his god never accepted him at all.
Brainwashed people are rejected in the afterlife. elithium11 1 year agoDonjose12345 1
year ago show hide THIS IS FAKE!! FUNNY SHIT Donjose12345 1 year
agoWATINTHEWORLD88 1 year ago 3 Never forget 9-11-2001. Happy New Year
America! WATINTHEWORLD88 1 year ago 3hellboundpn1 1 year ago show hide haha
funny! :D hellboundpn1 1 year agojpk05 1 year ago what the hell is funny about this
video?! jpk05 1 year agoletterfromiwo 1 year ago 2 thats not funny letterfromiwo 1 year
ago 2xXxXStAyLaBoYXxXx 1 year ago du behindertes kind ey xXxXStAyLaBoYXxXx
1 year agodoucheshow 1 year ago I can't believe you would laugh at the worst tragedy in
US History! F U! doucheshow 1 year agoanil618 1 year ago Cry Babe Cry ahahahhaha i
know its sad anil618 1 year ago50etienne 1 year ago 7:30 0.o einer springt da runta oder
so es fällt was runta is ja hart ='( 50etienne 1 year agocornskid 1 year ago a squib is an
initiator for commercial fireworks, twoofers just liked the word and stole it for their
stupid made up shit. cornskid 1 year agohfl2005 1 year ago Oh yeah edit stuff out Sorry
there was no director of photography available to film everything just right for you Eat
shit asshole hfl2005 1 year agohfl2005 1 year ago You fucking moron those arent squibs
that is the pressure dropping down from the top floors crushing the bottom floors,
blowing out the windows as it goes down fucking tool hfl2005 1 year agohfl2005 1 year
ago I hope you and your family dies slowly from AIDs after being raped by a carrier
hfl2005 1 year agohfl2005 1 year ago Im proud of your mother and your wife for being
mediocre lays hfl2005 1 year agohotshotcandy 1 year ago wow!!thx for sharing.
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hotshotcandy 1 year agoEurekaTrustson42 1 year ago This moment made me want to
join the war. EurekaTrustson42 1 year agounterschichtTV 1 year ago I only can say what
everyone said: Oh my god! It must have been so terrible to see the buildings collapsing
and to see all the smoke coming up to the window...I got goosebumps when I saw this
because it was such a terrible feeling. unterschichtTV 1 year agoredsox3333333 1 year ago
2 CONSPIRACY.... i hate bushhhh. they planned it. i read a book on it. the 9/11
conspiracy. way good. it explains everything. the government did itttt. redsox3333333 1
year ago 2hfl2005 1 year ago fucking scum hfl2005 1 year agoscraem1995 1 year ago lol
this video isn't from new york xD but it very bad the day... she filmed from new jersey^^
scraem1995 1 year agojpmj93 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam were elasy would it be jpmj93 1 year agohfl2005 1 year ago "this video isn't from
new york xD but it very bad the day... she filmed from new jersey" Actually this was
filmed from NY because I live in New Jersey you stupid little kraut and if it was filmed
from NJ there would be a river separating NJ from NY and you would be seeing a
different side of the WTC Stupid nazi whore hfl2005 1 year agocornskid 1 year ago Hi,
can you tell me which building it was filmed from? I've been trying to figure it out from
google earth. I'ver only been there once and that was a long time ago. cornskid 1 year
agoghlover2001 1 year ago okay this comment is over a year ago, but i had to leave a
response because not only are you a MORON you're clearly an incompetent bastard
with no reasoning skills. i live in nyc. i was there that day. every fucking person close
enough to see that shit was like "oh my God." people were actually screaming "oh my
God" or "holy shit." and OBVIOUSLY the camera wasn't being held still because their
hands were SHAKING. i mean she said "my hands are shaking." idiot ghlover2001 1 year
agoPIZZAACHMED 1 year ago 911 never happed it was recarneited in arizona!!!!!!!!
PIZZAACHMED 1 year agoOstenkase 1 year ago what happend with anti-air?
Ostenkase 1 year agoMrik991 1 year ago this is all done by the american government how
can 3 terrorists go and load and aeroplane with 30tonnes or whatever with explosives you
go to the ariport and if you are 1kg above your limit they charge you like crazy. And the
aeroplanes that hit the pentagon and the one that landed on the wasteland thats all
bullshit evry1 can there were no aeroplanes an aeroplane that is 150m long does not
dissapear like salt in water but i dont understand why people believe that. Mrik991 1
year agolesbowillow 1 year ago You FUCK UP. Why would the American government
do this to their own people? An excuse to go to war? BOLLOCKS. It was terrorists
committing "Allah's will". You can try and cover it up whatever way you like, people
know exactly what happened. Plus, it just makes you SCUM for doing so. Since 9/11,
airport rules have changed because of this incident, you thick shit. They're a lot stricter
BECAUSE of what happened. Dumb ass. lesbowillow 1 year agohfl2005 1 year ago "this
is all done by the american government how can 3 terrorists" Actually there was 19 dumb
shit "go and load and aeroplane with 30tonnes or whatever with explosives " There were
no explosives just 4 commercial airliners with fuel tanks loaded to capacity dumbshit
"and if you are 1kg above your limit they charge you like crazy." What the fuck are you
talking about dumb shit? hfl2005 1 year agohfl2005 1 year ago "And the aeroplanes that
hit the pentagon and the one that landed on the wasteland thats all bullshit evry1 can
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there were no aeroplanes" Correction no one except you dumb shit because there is
evidence both video and physical along with eyewitness acounts that planes hit all 3
buildings but then again you are a dumb shit hfl2005 1 year agoguitarcrazydude 1 year
ago that was scary. when did the second plane hit, I didnt see it? guitarcrazydude 1 year
agoxtraman25 1 year ago like the mumbai,india attacks, their gov't knew the attacks were
coming but did nothing. b4 9-11-01, our gov't knew the attacks but did nothing as well.
funny world we live in, huh? xtraman25 1 year agoPunjabiking101 1 year ago see, a
reasonable mind Punjabiking101 1 year ago Prev 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 Next Reply
Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright
Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location:
Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as
a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different
playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to:
Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My
Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September
11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond
to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all
All Comments (47,036) abomarwan25 1 year ago thank u el qaeda nice attack
abomarwan25 1 year agoScmdx 1 year ago Look,There are way more worse disasters than
this and no one cares becouse it didnt happen to americans.One of the worlds worst
disasters is world war 1 and 2.Millions of people died and yet americans think a few
thousand people is a terrible tragedy!For example, Poland has helped america to fight
wars including the one in iraq to make it the strongest country in the world.Millions of
polish people die in iraq to help america and they dont even realize it. Scmdx 1 year
agorafiki54321 1 year ago one. you're a faggot, you can't compare war to single acts of
terror like september 11th. everyone knows WWI and WWII were horrific but those were
disasters in which two sides engaged in acknowledged ongoing conflict. two. millions of
polish people have not died in iraq so take whatever source you got that from and stick it
up your ass. your argument is insufficient & your intelligence is random, inaccurate, and
unaffecting. dont try and play the im smart card and say shit thats not even true.
rafiki54321 1 year agorafiki54321 1 year ago and that was to you scmdx rafiki54321 1
year agocareboy111 1 year ago Terriost, terriost think this is so funny, watching
thousands of people running just to stay alive. They think they are doing such a great job.
But all they're doing is taking away peoples opertunities to have a life unlike them. War is
no game, let us never forget... careboy111 1 year agolegendsofbatman 1 year ago I for one
am forever changed as a result of this evilness. Let us never forget. legendsofbatman 1
year agoCrazyIemon 1 year ago Holy shit. CrazyIemon 1 year agoSeashell62 1 year ago
Evil Evil Evie people people die die die die die die die die die die die die die die die die die
die die die die die go to hell hell hell hell hell hell hell hell hell hell hell hell hell hell hell hell
hell hell hell hell hell hell help Seashell62 1 year agoSeashell62 1 year ago I was 6 when
that happend that is just sad and i knew 2 people that died in the towers! :( Seashell62 1
year agosusubaybee 1 year ago becuz of wat some one done millions have to pay :( how
sad :( susubaybee 1 year agoTeufelNessi121 1 year ago i was 6 and wow this is very hard
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for me yesterday i was 13 and wow i think it was a horror for all people there
TeufelNessi121 1 year agoBRUCEALMIGHTYGG77 1 year ago are you proud of the
police, cia ,fbi, and reporters,and ther lying whores,!!! BRUCEALMIGHTYGG77 1 year
agoCpabbott 1 year ago What squibs go off? you never see an actual impact of the second
tower on here?! not sure where you guys are lookin. give me a actual time stamp in this
video to look at and i will be more than willing to look. Cpabbott 1 year
agoyomama000000000000 1 year ago crazy R.I.P. go usa fag iranians
yomama000000000000 1 year agofromyk1999 1 year ago Impressive...it brings back a lot
of memories of that scary time. I was living in Yellowknife, NWT at the time of the
attack. fromyk1999 1 year agoskirbyr 1 year ago when all rag heads die ill be happy!
cheers mate! skirbyr 1 year agoHugabearNo7 1 year ago I was 8 HugabearNo7 1 year
agoWTFbrownie 1 year ago thank thank thank WTFbrownie 1 year agobrightnessQQ 1
year ago i was 10 brightnessQQ 1 year agoislandkid670 1 year ago I was 2 when this
happened islandkid670 1 year agoKatekei01 1 year ago i was 4 Katekei01 1 year
agoJanTurelur 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Die fireliche Einweihung von Ground Zero am 12. September 2001, getätigt durch Bürgermeister
Quimbie, war über alle Zweifel erhaben. Geladen waren Gäste aus Funk und Fernsehen,
allen vorran der Exilbochumer Herbert Grönemeyer, der Punkt Null Uhr mit seinem Hit
"Flugzeuge im Bauch" die Masse zum beben brachte. JanTurelur 1 year
agoawesomepanda74 1 year ago OMG!! I ACTUALLY GET TO SEE THIS!! I LOVE
THKIS VID!q I FAVORITED IT!! U ACTUALLY GET TO SEE WHAT USUALLY
HAPPENED!!! awesomepanda74 1 year agoadio1x2x 1 year ago ok GO TO HELL
adio1x2x 1 year ago88Heinrich18 1 year ago show hide Hahahaha stupid Amerikan!! So
you see what happen..fuck off from Irak, Afghanistan!! Ihr seid selber schuld ihr
vollidioten!! HAHAHA 88Heinrich18 1 year agoawesomepanda74 1 year ago shut up!!!
awesomepanda74 1 year agosubiedriver1990 1 year ago I see we have another nazi
coward here who can't spell. Hey Hans, go fuck off ja? subiedriver1990 1 year
ago88Heinrich18 1 year ago Ey man i dont like your Language all people who say they be
a Nazi must learn German!! 88Heinrich18 1 year agoAboydebeat12 1 year ago real
nightmere Aboydebeat12 1 year agocornskid 1 year ago We didn't start it. How should
we react? Send them flowers? Iraq has setteled down somewhat, it was a stupid invasion
and yes we'll have to pay for it, we are paying for it. Afganistan is where they were and
we mostly broke them up and have their top leadership in the can in Guantinimo, I hope
Obama brings them to New York and tries them. WMD begits WMD, if they do it again
we'll probably react appropriately, especially if they take to the streets celebrating cold
blooded murder....again. cornskid 1 year agoTheImmortalFront 1 year ago Flying an
airliner into a building is as legit as using stealth bombers & fighter jets to bomb innocents
while they're sleeping. Get over it you whining americans. TheImmortalFront 1 year
agocornskid 1 year ago Maybe so, they started it. No matter, so call it a war and
skyscrappers are in play. Let's see them do it again. Meanwhile we have over 3000
bombers in our inventory and thousands more cruise missiles available. Many of them are
equipped with a Nuclear Bus, meaning a nuclear bomb can be delivered by them, we have
over 9,000 nukes. So far we have restrained ourselves remarkably, but if they take your
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attitude and want to make the war a total one, then well oblige them and all bets are off.
cornskid 1 year agoTheImmortalFront 1 year ago Yeah that's how you weak americans
react when told of the truth. "Imma bomb you with our nukes", lol!!. I bet you gained
your manhood stating all your arsenal & weaponry. It's funny that you threatened me
with those when you can't fucking solve anything in Iraq even after 5 years. Dumbfuck
americans. TheImmortalFront 1 year agoBravhrt79 1 year ago I've seen many videos of
the 9/11 attacks and this is by far the best one that I've seen so far. But, I don't know
why you cut out the second plane hitting the second WTC, and why you cut out the first
building falling. Because you filmed the second building hitting. And you you said that
their only attacking the WTC Building that's wrong, they hit us. Weather you believe it
was our government or terriorts, they hit us. But anyways, thanks for posting the video.
May all RIP!!! Bravhrt79 1 year agoJordaneX27 1 year ago Why did they edit stuff out?
U can clearly see smoke at the bottom of the building. really sloppy job. RIP Pops
JordaneX27 1 year agogolo1455 1 year ago I was i the building! golo1455 1 year
agostarzroxursox 1 year ago I was eleven when this happened...... So many people...... I
was there the other day, and I visited the church right in front of it....... It was sad.
starzroxursox 1 year agokcufvideos 1 year ago i was 7 when this happened kcufvideos 1
year agoislandkid670 1 year ago why? why the hell would you fricken terrorists kill
yourselves to kill over 20,000innocent people. do you know seniors and kids died
because of your damn stunt. I cant believe you people would do this. I hope who ever
planned it had or will have a really REALLY painful and horrible death I respect your
death who ever died on that day islandkid670 1 year agoPlayWithFireSixty9 1 year ago I
was 14 when this happened!. It's sad, i literally broke down watching this on T.V.
PlayWithFireSixty9 1 year agonabiron 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam i love this video fuck of america is sing to this video BURN
MOTHERFUCKER BURN! nabiron 1 year agoelevensmiles11 1 year ago this country
never burned, it was people... elevensmiles11 1 year agoCWCandMRSAFETYRULES 1
year ago 4 wow, are you really that ignorant... these were people just like you and me,
and you mocking there suffering. why cant people just stop hating on each other. whether
you are black white red, american, europian , asian. it doesnt matter. were all people and
we just need to join hands as people, and accept that the reason for all the chaos in the
world is just pure hate. the last thing we need in the world is hate and chaos. merry
christmas to all by the way =] CWCandMRSAFETYRULES 1 year ago
4subiedriver1990 1 year ago Fuck off you nazi muffin. adolf hitler was a coward and you
are too. you germans have alot of experience with burning things don't ya? your whole
country is disgusting. subiedriver1990 1 year agostarzroxursox 1 year ago You think
those people deserved that? Because of one little plane, "america" isn't going to burn.
Those people had no clue that was going to happen, and they didn't deserve it. And if
America would "burn" it'd take a lot more than that don't you think? starzroxursox 1 year
agopitadipshick 1 year ago are you even speaking english dickwipe? Where did u learn to
talk? In special ed? Well...Your obviously a kindergarten dropout.... reeeeeeaaaaaal mature
faggot! if u dont like this country then get the fuck out and take all of ur little communist
anti-american sped ass clowns with you! and maybe you can go to iraq so we can bomb
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ur asses and tell yall what america's all about...then see how well u support america
fucker! pitadipshick 1 year agoyankedup 1 year ago I was 6 when this happenned
yankedup 1 year agoConsoleStar 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam ahhhhhhhhhhh Jesus I'm going to cum so hard I want your dick so badly
ConsoleStar 1 year agosootykettel 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam 911: The end of the beginning Israel: An expansionist state whose aspirations
go far beyond its current borders From the Nile to the Euphrates Thats the meaning of
the Israeli flag Two blue stripes: The rivers Nile and Euphrates The star of David (The
Kingdom of David), ALL land in between the 2 rivers Only by asking difficult questions
will we arrive at truth Who is gaining and who is paying the price? Think. Wake Up.
sootykettel 1 year ago911insidejob81 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam "Operation Northwoods" in 1962 was a plan by governament to stage
acts of real terrorism on US soil and against U.S. interests and then put the blame of these
acts on Cuba in order to generate U.S. public support for military action against the
Cuban government of Fidel Castro.Kennedy did not approve it in 1962.Bush did in 2001.
9/11 inside job. It is in wikipedia!!! google "Operation Northwoods" 911insidejob81 1
year agoConsoleStar 1 year ago We should call the Jumpers. Splat people. ConsoleStar 1
year agocfro251 1 year ago 2 what a dick man, show some respect. ffs cfro251 1 year ago
2venkatreddyravu 1 year ago my deep condolences to those who died in this dirty attack
and especially to my beloved INDIANS venkatreddyravu 1 year agoAboydebeat12 1
year ago how much peaople die ¿¿¿ Aboydebeat12 1 year agoElProempie 1 year ago no
one knows for sure, but the count was 2,475. but believe me, there were more ElProempie
1 year agoAboydebeat12 1 year ago okè thanks for the info Aboydebeat12 1 year
agoflugratte123 1 year ago fuck bush flugratte123 1 year agoravenal2006 1 year ago
dude..i used to live in nyc near the world trade center. i was in taiwan when this
happened..it was horrible, EVERY news channel repeated the footage over and over again
24/7 for a whole week.. ravenal2006 1 year agocosmo1pug 1 year ago 2 I'm glad the US
finally grew a pair. The world needs democracy or it will be much worse next time.
cosmo1pug 1 year ago 2ecosse1982 1 year ago wow soryz from scotland this christmas
jesus lives thxz for uploading itz so tragic ecosse1982 1 year agobebigness 1 year ago
9/11, 2001? Moar like 9/11 2000-FUN! Amirite? :D bebigness 1 year ago05151823 1
year ago ''inside job'', shame on the us goverment who are the real '' terrorist'' 05151823 1
year agoMalakian0x 1 year ago good camera Malakian0x 1 year agozvengeanceisperfect 1
year ago words cant really even discribe it. just.. sickening. zvengeanceisperfect 1 year
agosootykettel 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 911: The
end of the beginning Israel: An expansionist state whose aspirations go far beyond its
current borders From the Nile to the Euphrates Thats the meaning of the Israeli flag Two
blue stripes: The rivers Nile and Euphrates The star of David (The Kingdom of David),
ALL land in between the 2 rivers Only by asking difficult questions will we arrive at
truth Who is gaining and who is paying the price? Think. Wake Up. sootykettel 1 year
agoCONNOR1912 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨ ¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨ ¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨o ¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨♥o ¨¨¨¨¨¨¨o ¨¨¨¨¨¨o♥o ¨¨¨¨¨♥oo ¨¨¨¨o♥♥o ¨¨¨♥oo ¨¨♥oo♥
¨o♥o o♥oo♥ ¨¨¨¨¨____!_!____ ¨¨¨¨¨\_________/¨¨¨lets do an act of human kindness for
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every life lost on 911 and r lost soldgiers GOD BLESS CONNOR1912 1 year
agoxxXNoctisXxx 1 year ago hello from turkey. god bless usa and whole world
xxXNoctisXxx 1 year agoBAMBOOTHEWALK 1 year ago 2 This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam ¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨ ¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨ ¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨o ¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨♥o ¨¨¨¨¨¨¨o ¨¨¨¨¨¨o♥o
¨¨¨¨¨♥oo ¨¨¨¨o♥♥o ¨¨¨♥oo ¨¨♥oo♥ ¨o♥o o♥oo♥ ¨¨¨¨¨____!_!____ ¨¨¨¨¨\_________/¨¨¨lets do
an act of human kindness for every life lost on 911 and r lost soldgiers GOD BLESS
BAMBOOTHEWALK 1 year ago 2googleog 1 year ago 2 This video is so sad. I cried
watching this. googleog 1 year ago 2FabianoDardano 1 year ago it was such a bull i was 5
years old so i can´t really saw it but now as i was 10 i saw it on youtube i was in a dream
i thougt it was terrible :O FabianoDardano 1 year agomike01147335 1 year ago delete this
video its too sad i cant watch mike01147335 1 year agoaramos385944 1 year ago 4 If it's
too sad, then don't watch it, maybe? Why should the poster delete it just because of you?
aramos385944 1 year ago 4AkuzedCycotic 1 year ago 4 I disagree. I realize that it is sad,
but this is not something that deserves, or should be deleted. Now or ever. Always
Remember. AkuzedCycotic 1 year ago 4lexo30 1 year ago If it's too sad for you to watch,
then don't watch it. It has historical importance. lexo30 1 year agoevergreentreez 1 year
ago 911 Mysteries - Part 1: Demolitions [2007] The official story is deconstructed before
our eyes in this both serious & artistic documentary replete with factual evidence,
graphics & witness testimonials. WATCH FOR FREE: video . google .
com/videoplay?docid=-817227195-5308136871 DVD Rip (torrent): Mininova .
org/tor/533849 WEB SITE: 911weknow . com Remove spaces from links evergreentreez
1 year agoevergreentreez 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
ZERO: Investigation Into 9/11 This 2008 documentary explores the latest scientific
evidence and dramatic witness testimony which directly disproves the US government's
account. The importance of this film cannot be overstated. WATCH FOR FREE: video .
google . com/videoplay?docid=2296490368-603788739&e DVD Rip (torrent): mininova .
org/tor/1946339 SITE: zero911movie . com/site/ Remove spaces from links
evergreentreez 1 year agokingofkingsbc 1 year ago everything that could have been done
was done. It could not stop them we will NEVER LOSE OR FORGET and when we
when we can know that the lost are looking down at us right kingofkingsbc 1 year
agoDemonicRider 1 year ago "He was a threat & we obliterated that threat."
LOLOLOLOLOLOLOL DemonicRider 1 year agolegionar1000 1 year ago hmmm where
can i see that buildings??xaxa nowhere cos Muslims did they job.... legionar1000 1 year
agodah69er 1 year ago The U.S.A got Owned thats what they gey 4 being greedy dah69er
1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago dah69er No one deserves 9/11. Greedy? Please, tell me
how the American people got greedy. Sharky2055 1 year agoHektik4Life 1 year ago
hiroshima =] Hektik4Life 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Hektik4Life Doesn't even
compare. That was done to END a war that the Japanese were going to continue until
they well all dead, literally because their societal beliefs regarding with "Honor", wouldn't
let them surrender. Sharky2055 1 year agoHektik4Life 1 year ago ok so why not bomb
the fuck out of another country, leading to another 150 years of babies born with no
skeleton, it was too uncalled for, stupid americans and their belief of WMD's in iraq. just
idiots Hektik4Life 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Hektik4Life Hussein had over 10 yrs
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to pull his head out of his megalomaniac homicidal loving ass to comply w/ the UN's
sanctions. He attacked 2 countries & murdered thousands of his own people which he
was tried, convicted & executed for. Hussein had several chances to either participate in
discussions for a settlement or to just leave Iraq to discuss the matter with the US/Allied
Coalition to save his own people. He did not. He was a threat & we obliterated that
threat. Sharky2055 1 year agoHektik4Life 1 year ago Yeah..its funny cause the country
was actually stable back then, until now, its pretty much fucked up....george bush only
did the war for oil..and for his dad..nice...at least Hussein was a man, not a bitch like most
of you americans..dying on the holiest hour of the holiest day..haha its the us government
whu funded al quadea wen u think bout it.. its your fault Hektik4Life 1 year
agoTheDrZoidberg 1 year ago well the us government didnt found al queada, al queada
actually is not even in iraq which makes the war there even more senseless! people
wanted revenge for 9/11 and bush and his people thought iraq would fit in the whole
thing, but noone deserves something like 9/11... i agree that the two bombs in ww2 were a
horrible crime that the us never really excepted as a crime... TheDrZoidberg 1 year
agoHektik4Life 1 year ago exactly, thats the thing i hate most about americans, not
accepting their own crimes, ignorance, sellfishness, yeah jews also wer a target ? why is it
that iraq got put into everything? without iraq der wudve been a war with iran and
america ages ago !! now that iraq is out of the equation, God knows what will happen
now Hektik4Life 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Hektik4Life TIy didn't make any
sense at all. Sharky2055 1 year agoWhhyyyy 1 year ago I will never forget this day. I
was 8 years old when that happened and I know every thing I did that day. In my eyes
it's the biggest terrorist attack in history and the world isn't the same since that day. It
was 4 o'clock when I came home from school and thought by brothers and sisters were
watching a film. When I asked what actors were playing in it, my mother told me that I
was watching the news.. So many people lost someone that day. Was it the government
or were it muslims We'll never know Whhyyyy 1 year agoTWOOFERSareRETARDED
1 year ago Thankyou so much for sharing this epic video with us. It's a shame the
memory of those who lost their lives is constantly being tarnished by the liars of the 9/11
'truth' movement. But their days are numbered. They are scum & everybody with half a
brain knows it. TWOOFERSareRETARDED 1 year agoggggggdkjskdj 1 year ago all this
peoples fucking terorists ggggggdkjskdj 1 year agoMine5555555 1 year ago oops I meant
11:45 Mine5555555 1 year agoMine5555555 1 year ago 1:46 started the second plane
Mine5555555 1 year agoharhainen 1 year ago there it is.. she said that it was a military
plain.. i bet the "insiders" robbed everything around there while that smoke was in the air!
harhainen 1 year agoairof117 1 year ago ........i wus 8 and oblivious to the dangers of
terrorism airof117 1 year agoblackshadow148 1 year ago wow I was only 7 when this
happened so I had no idea what was going on blackshadow148 1 year agoOrginalKork 1
year ago I was around 7 too. No idea OrginalKork 1 year agoorangeluva56 1 year ago
LOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOL STUPID CHRISTIAN Njutningen "people who doubt
authority doubt god and people who doubt god should be shoot!" lololololololl grow a
brain orangeluva56 1 year agoquickkiller55 1 year ago i wonder how people felt when
there homes where close to the towers ill be sacred as hell quickkiller55 1 year
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agoNjutningen 1 year ago there is no conspiracy idiots, bush would have told us if
someone was threatening the united states like this. you guys just like to make up stories
and complain, The same people who doubt authority doubt god and people who doubt
god should be shoot!. Njutningen 1 year agoWeaveuh 1 year ago Njut that makes zero
sense. Weaveuh 1 year agocomtearnau00 1 year ago God is only in the brain, like
everything. I think nothing really exists, only our brain makes inventions and models of
everything comtearnau00 1 year agojohannhamblin 1 year ago That's deep, and so true.
johannhamblin 1 year agoaqistoyyo 1 year ago Oh my God..Don´t you see people
jumping on minute 9:20 ??..ouuuf aqistoyyo 1 year agoWeaveuh 1 year ago by the way,
IT wanted me to tell everyone to please wake up. please wake up. don't let liars keep
lying. think about the plight of others for at least one minute per day. if you stop the
lying you stop the dying. Weaveuh 1 year ago2mad4peace 1 year ago Weaveuh, I do
believe that all the foolishness has been hogged up by your side! 9/11 an inside job?
Theories of such idiocies are a dime a dozen. I don't fully trust any government but I am
not going to take it upon myself to draw utterly stupid conclusions about catastrophic
events. I suppose Hurricane Katrina was brought on by the US government as well? You
may call me a sheep but at least I'm not chasing farts! 2mad4peace 1 year
agoDonkeyfan274 1 year ago Do you have any proof it wasn't an inside job?
Donkeyfan274 1 year agohamidmushtaq 1 year ago Do you have any proof that it was
done by muslims???? hamidmushtaq 1 year agoWritersCramp666 1 year ago Do they
have any proof it was? WritersCramp666 1 year agoDonkeyfan274 1 year ago Nope, but
that means that there is no real answer at this time. Both sides have valid points, but they
may not be correct. Donkeyfan274 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Donkeyfan274 Yes!
Used in a court of law beyond a reasonable doubt rendering a guilty verdict! ldeo.
columbia. edu/LCSN/Eq/20010911_wtc. html Sharky2055 1 year agoWeaveuh 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam if you want PROOF of 9/11 being
an inside job, all you have to do is look--IT IS EVERYWHERE!
watch?v=7E3oIbO0AWE if you cut & paste the video noted above, & watch WTC2
carefully at 34:38, you'll see a controlled demolition squib 4 seconds BEFORE IMPACT
it really isn't that hard to figure out. stop believing liars or get what's coming to you
START lighting a fire under the ass of your family, friends, churches, military, &
coworkers so we can give deliver swift JUSTICE to all involved. Weaveuh 1 year
agothewebmaster93 1 year ago anyone else thinks it's somewhat religion's fault?
thewebmaster93 1 year agoWeaveuh 1 year ago religion is a substitute for spirituality. if
they can keep you busy worshipping a spirit outside of yourself through religion, then
they can trick you into objectifying the spirit (and worshipping a spirit outside of you).
if you want to know God, you have to know you first. Weaveuh 1 year
agothewebmaster93 1 year ago no god or religion= all the wtc victims home with their
families. thewebmaster93 1 year agoWeaveuh 1 year ago c'mon dude think about it. OF
COURSE God exists. religion, however, has been put in place to keep you from actually
knowing it (God). you cannot know god unless you know yourself, but they've got you
busy WORSHIPPING Jesus instead of actually listening to what he had to say. those
who inevitably become frustrated with that concept fall victim, led to believe that this is
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all there is here on Earth (more easily controlled). it's one big mindfuck. just do what you
know is right. peace Weaveuh 1 year agothewebmaster93 1 year ago God's or supreme
beings DON'T exist they are just the creations of our minds.I don't belive in any god only
belive in SCIENCE.BTW if your going to ask me where do I get my morals from just
wanna say that I am alooooot more educated than even the most religious ppl (without
the bad parts like hating other religions etc.) thewebmaster93 1 year agoWeaveuh 1 year
ago i didn't say gods or beings, i said God. there can only be one. God is not a he or a she,
IT's an IT. IT is all that is good, and it gives meaning to all things, including science. you
don't worship IT, you just allow IT to help your spirit enjoy all that IT has to offer. it's
deep. don't doubt IT, just try IT. you'll see one day. peace webmaster! Weaveuh 1 year
agoorangeluva56 1 year ago religion was a BIG part in the 9/11 terrorist attacks
orangeluva56 1 year agoorionpk 1 year ago my skin chills orionpk 1 year
ago737800pilot4life 1 year ago It is a terrible thing what those evil people made them go
through. God bless america 737800pilot4life 1 year agoScotlandMaleGlasgow 1 year ago
That was frightening. very good that was caught on tape ScotlandMaleGlasgow 1 year
agonebby18 1 year ago is this fake? nebby18 1 year agoorielmano 1 year ago noo!!!!
orielmano 1 year agoJawa1717 1 year ago are u fucking serious? Jawa1717 1 year
ago1911criz 1 year ago watch?v=LQYFABSlCQ4 1911criz 1 year agosootykettel 1 year
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Another MOSSAD crime to
frame the usual suspects. Israel is a criminal expansionist state whose aspirations go far
beyond its current borders: From the Nile to the Euphrates. Thats the meaing of the
Israeli flag: Two blue stripes (Nile and Euphrates) and the star of David (The Kingdom of
David)in between Only by asking difficult questions will we arrive at truth and end this
criminal hate mongering. Who is gaining politically and who is paying the price? Think.
Wake Up. sootykettel 1 year agochinchas2 1 year ago God bless America!!!!and God
bless those people who lost thier love one! chinchas2 1 year agopalermo10518 1 year ago
2 lolllllllll! God is not with you!!!! God is not with America!!!! palermo10518 1 year ago
22mad4peace 1 year ago Must have been a terrible thing to witness so closely.
Everything I needed to know about islam happened on this day. 2mad4peace 1 year
agoMendiana1 1 year ago That is an awful, awful thing to say. Have you ever heard of
the Crusades? When a bunch of Christians senselessly and meaninglessly massacred
thousands of defenseless Muslims? Every religion has extremists, but blaming all
Muslims just for what a few insane, evil people did is wrong and judgmental. Mendiana1
1 year ago2mad4peace 1 year ago The qoran okays this holy war called "jihad" against
any infidel. It won't be long until people quit differentiating radical and peaceful islam. I
as well as millions of others stand firm that islam is a death cult! 2mad4peace 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago 2mad4peace Not all Muslims think, feel and believe the same
way. Sharky2055 1 year agodave55811 1 year ago Islam itself isn't a death cult. Islam is
one of the three Abrahamic religions, the other two being Judaism and Christianity.
Islam's reputation, however, has been greatly tarnished because of the terrorist networks
who claim to kill in God's name (or Allah, as they call Him). Because of them, more and
more people think that Islam is a terrible religion, and I'm certain that the terrorists use
this to their advantage to justify their "cause". dave55811 1 year agopalermo10518 1 year
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ago lol! usa deserved that! palermo10518 1 year agoDjembe93 1 year ago wow..u are
stupid! why did the usa desvered that?? nobody desver somethinq like that! and nobody
desver to be dead!! Djembe93 1 year agojupitydurity 1 year ago Zasraný
TERORISTI,aby chcípli zmrdi zasraný !!!! jupitydurity 1 year agohipeas93 1 year ago
did they have christmas lights up already? 4:47 hipeas93 1 year agoridwan111 1 year ago
2 this is very sad all those people died ridwan111 1 year ago 2AbusedMonkey12 1 year
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam This is the price you pay
America. Your infedel souls must accept Allah and only then will you be saved from
damnation. I support the terrorist who gave their lives to teach America a lesson.PRAISE
ALLAH ﺍﻥ ﻝﺍ ﺍﻝﻩ ﺍﻝﺍ ﺍﺍﺵﻩﺩBy the way responding to this  ﺇﺭﺱﺍﻝ.ﻝﻝﻩ ﻭﺍﺵﻩﺩ ﺍﻥ ﻡﺡﻡﺩ ﺭﺱﻭﻝ ﺭﺁﻥ
message makes you a faggot with no life. This goes for giving thumbs down or spaming
my channle AbusedMonkey12 1 year ago4lli792 1 year ago peace. 4lli792 1 year
agoSportsDawg89 1 year ago this happened on my b-day SportsDawg89 1 year
agoIIR3PL4YII 1 year ago wow that mustve sucked sorry bro IIR3PL4YII 1 year
agoelvirluis 1 year ago y pensar q yo hacia deliveries con mi amigo ivan mejia a esos
edificios oooooooooooooooooooooooooooohh-hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh ,my god elvirluis 1
year agopatel5557600 1 year ago this is just sick what kind of people would want to fly
planes in to the world trade center all thoes innocent people killed just sick....
patel5557600 1 year agoIIR3PL4YII 1 year ago ppl that hate us bro if u havent figured it
out IIR3PL4YII 1 year agoGoldentuskII 1 year ago oh it's not that bad, it actually shows
quite slot aboubt how america cares only for them selves. GoldentuskII 1 year
agobadboy4568 1 year ago goldentuskll u fucking coward!!!!!! badboy4568 1 year
agoT3rm3nator 1 year ago answer this! (after writing THEYOUTUBE adress)
/watch?v=8EGy9xp9lrk damn all terrorists T3rm3nator 1 year agoCpabbott 1 year ago
This is the best video I have found on YouTube of this day. I remember it well, but
nothing brings back the memories as vividly as seeing it without the tainted view of the
media. Seeing this made me that much happier of my decision to join the military all most
8 years ago. To all the people who think it was an "inside job", well, You might as well
have been the one who planned and executed the attack, and you well get yours in the
end, and it wont be want you want. Cpabbott 1 year agoAkuzedCycotic 1 year ago
Uhhh... want to explain that logic to me? AkuzedCycotic 1 year agoCpabbott 1 year ago
What logic do you need explained? Cpabbott 1 year agoAkuzedCycotic 1 year ago The
logic that if someone thinks that it was an inside job, that in your eyes, they are just as
guilty as those that did it. And that they will get what's coming to them. By all means,
explain that logic. Note that I do not agree(100% at least) with the inside job theory, but I
am not about to go calling them terrorists either. Big difference between someone that
questions their goverment and someone that attacks it. I would expect better of our
military. AkuzedCycotic 1 year agoWeaveuh 1 year ago if you want to see PROOF of
9/11 being an inside job, all you have to do is look--IT IS EVERYWHERE!!
watch?v=7E3oIbO0AWE if you cut & paste the video noted above, & watch WTC2
carefully at 34:38, you'll see a controlled demolition squib 4 seconds BEFORE IMPACT
it really isn't that hard to figure out. stop believing liars or get what's coming to you
START lighting a fire under the ass of your family, friends, churches, military, &
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coworkers so we can give deliver swift JUSTICE to all involved. Weaveuh 1 year
agodangerousd666 1 year ago yeah i saw a realy realy good vid on it. there are
sooooooooooooooo many things that make no sense. dangerousd666 1 year
ago2mad4peace 1 year ago Yeah, it was an inside job and it was orchestrated by Elvis
impersonating space aliens on acid. You want to see PROOF it's in the tabloids!
Conspiracy theorists.....Always good for a laugh! 2mad4peace 1 year agoCpabbott 1 year
ago Did you ever think that those "squibs" might actually be the nose impacting the
building prior to the actual combustion of the fuel? you figure the nose of the aircraft
impacting with the building is going to cause alot of shock and it might look like squibs
but i highly doubt it. Next thing i am gonna here is that the bombing of the marine
barracks in Beirut was done by the smurfs to steal all of the US radish supply. Cpabbott
1 year agoJordaneX27 1 year ago lmao. u can c the squibs 100's of feet away from the
where the plane actually crash. sigh people try so hard. it is what it is JordaneX27 1 year
agoMariahfan4eva 1 year ago OMG WOW!! Mariahfan4eva 1 year
agoAbusedMonkey12 1 year ago HAHAHAHA!!! Fool Infidels No one kills my people
and lives to tell abouts it I PISS ON YO GRAVE AND SHIT ON YOUR FAMILY
NAME... I HOPE THEIR FAMILIES COMMIT SUICIDE FROM THE PURE
SADNESS THAT I CAUSED." AbusedMonkey12 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago
AbusedMonkey12 Allah told me to gently wipe the bottom of my shoes on your face.
I've got 10 pairs of them, and two dogs that eat lot. Bet you're not laughing now!
Sharky2055 1 year agoiwontseeyourtube 1 year ago I really sorry what your
governments (Bush)like to do to keep you joined. I really sorry by all that people in the
towers. iwontseeyourtube 1 year agobugarmy666 1 year ago whats falling at 7;40
bugarmy666 1 year agoflyerfan1248 1 year ago honestly, i think it was a person jumping.
many of them did that rather than be burnt to death. flyerfan1248 1 year agobugarmy666
1 year ago it looks like sumthing big like a desk or sumthing bugarmy666 1 year
ago1911criz 1 year ago watch?v=LQYFABSlCQ4 spread around if you care 1911criz 1
year agotortugacorre 1 year ago Nada nuevo tortugacorre 1 year agoflyleafers 1 year ago
You people can say what you want and beleive what you think. This IS a terroist attack.
Get over the fact that you dont like Bush so you try to find another reason to blame on
him. flyleafers 1 year agoWeaveuh 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam watch at 34:38 on Loose Change (original full length)
watch?v=7E3oIbO0AWE watch the demolition squib project out of WTC2 BEFORE the
plane flies into it! controlled demolition proof positive. game-set-match. INSIDE JAY
OH BEE Weaveuh 1 year agosammysyrett 1 year ago 3.36 what is going on with the
building? as in the corner up a distance... looks like is slighlt buckled, if you know what i
mean?? sammysyrett 1 year agoswordthief24 1 year ago fuck you all its all a scam
swordthief24 1 year agoFlashPeltor 1 year ago huh? wtf? FlashPeltor 1 year
agoxjustlikeux 1 year ago i think this is the best video of the wtc attack that ive found on
youtube ... but very sad :( xjustlikeux 1 year agooriginalorol 1 year ago why we cant see
how the second plane hit the south tower? originalorol 1 year agopvandean 1 year ago @
19:50... sure doesn't look like a pancake collapse to me... bombs away pvandean 1 year
agoPricelessTVltd 1 year ago at 8:38 at the top left corner is tht the plane tht crashed into
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the south tower PricelessTVltd 1 year agoxxImMissHipHopxx 1 year ago shame
xxImMissHipHopxx 1 year agoscarehead4 1 year ago ya and scarehead4 1 year
agopolochon952 1 year ago this is not bin Laden who is behind all this but the U.S.
government for oil and to find a pretext to attack Iraq pfff but the problem with
Americans is that if you are told that your government you immediately become patriotic
why???!!!! the whole world saw and the whole world know that the American
government but you do what your head can stop a look at the documentary Loose
Change its very good documentary tssst really i think no I hope you change a day
american people polochon952 1 year agomrman26 1 year ago This is what extremism
does. Imagine a world without it. mrman26 1 year agobartinbozkurt 1 year ago haha their
poor it happens quite thank you seo ye are the best ooo many have died because 11 / 9
and that is what really good, I love you seo ye are the best makes it more American
classics, I fick hhuhuhuhuhuhhuhuu your mothers, your tlbn bartinbozkurt 1 year
agoTheImmortalFront 1 year ago It's just 3000+ people that died get over it stop whining
you dumb losers. That's nothing as compared to the hundreds of thousand innocents that
you killed up to now. And guess what you don't even have any remorse for that. In fact
some of you even cheered. Fucking imbecile bastard immoral americunts.
TheImmortalFront 1 year agoxxx1020 1 year ago 4 its just 3000 people huh?!?! but if you
were there if your friends and almost every one you know were there you wouldnt say
that its just 3000 xxx1020 1 year ago 4UniteHumanity 1 year ago u wonder why
americans are killing thousands in Iraq? USA wasnt at war before 9-11. you kill 3,000. we
kill 300,000. paybacks a bitch, isnt it? UniteHumanity 1 year agottpad08 1 year ago We
never killed that many people. We never did. You are talking out of your ass. We went to
Afghanistan to hunt the bastard who did this. We have not found him and is still there.
Now I don't know if your mixing that up with the Iraq war or not, but in the Iraq war
alone, only half the people were killed. We don't randomly kill civilians, 96% of them are
killed by their own people. And just to remind you, 5000 soliders were killed, too.
ttpad08 1 year agospecific14 1 year ago lol we so fucking killed more people then this.
we owned a lot more. even before this age we killed thousands more. specific14 1 year
agoUniteHumanity 1 year ago that is correct. but its just a figure of speech, of course we
didnt kill that many, although it would be nice UniteHumanity 1 year agoSharky2055 1
year ago UniteHumanity Why do you think it would be nice if you did so? Sharky2055 1
year agoSharky2055 1 year ago UniteHumanity You Tube isn't your toilet. Dispose of
your bullshit elsewhere, please. Sharky2055 1 year agoUniteHumanity 1 year ago and
who are you to say it isnt my toilet? are you youtubes lawyer? probably not, so shut the
fuck up ill do as i please until im banned. if you dont like it, good. that makes me happy.
UniteHumanity 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago UniteHumanity I am ME. Sharky2055,
THAT is WHO! I don't have to be You Tube's lawyer. It's not a matter of me liking it or
not. It's just plain heartlessly asininely ignorant of you for posting that crap. But if it
makes you happy to have made an asininely ignorant heartless asshole of yourself, by all
means, continue to do so till your banned. Sharky2055 1 year agoafnoporo21 1 year ago
Nice. afnoporo21 1 year agoTheImmortalFront 1 year ago I agree paybacks a bitch.
That's why you all whined like a 10 year old female slut when 9/11 happened. Fucking
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bunch of fags. TheImmortalFront 1 year agoUniteHumanity 1 year ago yea yea we can go
back and forth forever. in the end your threats are meaningless. whatever terrorists do to
the US, the US can give payback tenfold. UniteHumanity 1 year agoUniteHumanity 1
year ago you can hardly pull that card. muslims whine ALL DAY. they whine every time
1 person dies, civilian or military. islamaphobia campaigns like they are soo horribly
stigmatized hahaha. you are merely an ignorant thorn to be removed UniteHumanity 1
year agoTheImmortalFront 1 year ago I bet you gained your manhood or get sexual
pleasure replying all my comments. Everyone is saddened when their loved ones died,
fucking fag. But not to the extent of you faggot americunts that whined even after 7 years,
and it's just 3000 that died you bitches(far less than the 2004 tsunami). And guess what. I
see the countries affected by the tsunami hardly whined these days, in fact they are
already restoring their country back from the disaster. Get lost you whining americunt.
TheImmortalFront 1 year agojamiroquai435 1 year ago 9/11 was an inside job live with it
jamiroquai435 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago jamiroquai435 No, it wasn't. You've got
no evidence it was. Sharky2055 1 year agodangerousd666 1 year ago sadly, there is alot
more than to prove it was real it is a sad thing when a country kills somany people
recklessly just for money =/ dangerousd666 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago
dangerousd666 No, the US govt didn't do 9/11. AlQeada did and it's been proven beynd a
reasonable doubt in a court of law. Sharky2055 1 year agojamiroquai435 1 year ago
You've got no evidence it wasnt plz do ur own research just read a couple of articles on
the web talking about these stuff or watch (terror storm),(truth rising), loose change final
cut,fabled enemies,end game,and especially watch (zero: an investigation of 9/11) on
youtube jamiroquai435 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago jamiroquai435 No, you've got
no evidence. I've got evidence adding up to 100% proof that was used in a court of law
rendering a verdict beyond a reasonable doubt. Loose Change and the rest of those gloom
and doom moves are nothing but paranoid fiction. The truth is by far more frightening.
Sharky2055 1 year agoWeaveuh 1 year ago ...said the shill named Sharky2055=D what's
up booms? i like that username better, i wish it didn't get suspended like all your other
accounts. oh well. later! INSIDE JAY OH BEE Weaveuh 1 year agomrman26 1 year ago
Just 3000+ people? Hey bastard, if we have killed so many people, we can always kill
one more! And by the way, if we are so immoral, how come you are the one using vulgar
and immoral language. You hate America because you are jealous and will never amount to
even the lowest American. mrman26 1 year agomrman26 1 year ago (This was meant to
be a reply to an earlier post) mrman26 1 year agoTheImmortalFront 1 year ago Hey fag I
bet you gain sexual pleasure thinking that everyone on this Earth aspire to be an
americunt. "if we have killed so many people, we can always kill one more!". Yeah, I
know that "one more" is definitely you. TheImmortalFront 1 year agoTuba408Bass 1
year ago it was an estimated 3000 people were killed,but millions of americans believe
that there was 10,000+ people killed =/ Tuba408Bass 1 year agoKaspall 1 year ago And
millions more still believe it was a terrorism attack!! Kaspall 1 year agosaitek2k3 1 year
ago Do u fools think it was the middleeast guys? ur dumb.. it was The american
goverment.. bush had to do it to have a reason to go in iraq... stupid fools saitek2k3 1
year agoerykwelde 1 year ago hope they catch the guy who planed this erykwelde 1 year
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agopygame 1 year ago it wasnt the ARABS IN THE FIRST PLACE!!!! WAKE UP
pygame 1 year agoDarknGlory 1 year ago we shouldnt have mess with the arabs in the
1st place there never have peace over there not even a hunderd years form now there nuts
if we didnt mess with them this wouldnt have happen..... DarknGlory 1 year
agoemofrogmusic 1 year ago no that was mccains policy as the never surrender policy
obama plans to end the war but in all good conscience its basically bush's fault for
everything wrong with the primitive hell called america well glad im from canada! and im
still a citizen! emofrogmusic 1 year agoCpabbott 1 year ago Technically it started way
before Pres. Bush in the 60's and 70's, it wasnt till the late 70's early 80's that the Muslim
Extremists really started targeting Americans and the US. Cpabbott 1 year agojbw1294 1
year ago wasent it 2 guyz from packistan???? and why did president bush go to war with
iraq???? jbw1294 1 year agoExtraTerrestrials 1 year ago good job! american government
attacks its own buildings ... way to go! ExtraTerrestrials 1 year agoZackyV 1 year ago if u
believe this ur a fuckin ignorant moron looking for an excuse ZackyV 1 year
agomarksoutermusic 1 year ago LMAO!!! marksoutermusic 1 year agonogle123 1 year
ago just nuke the fucking muslims n be done with the scatty arseholes. nogle123 1 year
agokakashi0745 1 year ago not all muslims r bad... kakashi0745 1 year agorucsok15 1
year ago OH MY GOD They attacked the World trade Center, not us american xD
rucsok15 1 year agoAsterone 1 year ago HAHA the woman who thays OH MY
GOOD... in was für einer tonart altah xD hahaaaaaaaaaaa xDDDDD allah u akbar ihr
vögel Asterone 1 year agopieheavenly 1 year ago 2 those sirens are the cries of america,
alerting, mourning and watching this terrible sight. pieheavenly 1 year ago 2xXRhumXx 1
year ago i think you are an Republican and vote for Sarah Palin,who want save America
with wars xXRhumXx 1 year agoxXRhumXx 1 year ago Bronzia,you are a stupid white
human . IN 11.9 only 3000people die,in the Iraq war over a lot of million moslems die
because such motherfucker christians attack . damn USA xXRhumXx 1 year
agoBenjaminSakir 1 year ago I couldn't agree with u more, double standard loving
hypocrites!!! BenjaminSakir 1 year agoLifty4ever 1 year ago Tower coallapse at 19:41.
Lifty4ever 1 year agoBroznia 1 year ago God bless Christianity,not those stupid alah
moterfuckers!!! Broznia 1 year agomonaaproductions 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam fuck u mother fucker !Allahu akbar ﺍﻝﺇﺱﻝﺍﻡ ﺱﻭﻑ ﺕﺱﻱﻁﺭ
 ﺇﺭﺱﺍﻝ ﺝﻡﻱﻉ ﺍﻝﻕﻥﺍﺏﻝ ﻭﺍﻝﻁﺍﺉﺭﺍﺕﻉﻝﻯ ﺍﻝﻉﺍﻝﻡ ﻙﻡﺍ ﻩﻭ ﻡﺕﻭﻕﻉ.ﺍﻝﻯ ﻑﻱ ﺍﻝﻙﺕﺍﺏ ﺍﻝﻡﻕﺩﺱ ﻡﻥ ﺍﻝﻕﺭﺁﻥ
 ﻭﺱﺍﺉﺭ ﺍﻝﻙﻑﺍﺭ! ﺕﺥﻝﻱﺹ ﻙﻭﻙﺏ ﺍﻝﺃﺭﺽ ﻡﻥ ﺍﻝﻙﻑﺍﺭ ﻭﺍﻥﺕﺵﺍﺭ،  ﺃﻭﺭﻭﺏﺍ، ﺍﻝﻭﻝﺍﻱﺍﺕ ﺍﻝﻡﺕﺡﺩﺓ
monaaproductions 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago ﺍﻝﺇﺱﻝﺍﻡ! ﺱﺏﺡﺍﻥ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ! ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃﻙﺏﺭ
monaaproductions Allah wanted me to tell you that it's forbidden for Muslims to commit
suicide for any reason. He also wanted me to remind you that you've earn a 1 way ticket
to Hell when you die. Sharky2055 1 year agoabiquinn 1 year ago oh my god that must
have been so scary.I was just coming back from florida when all of this was happening
and we saw it on tv. I just cabt believe how many people died from the attack and how
scary it must of been. Do you know whats going to replace the towers? is there any
plans? x abiquinn 1 year agomonaaproductions 1 year ago Allahu akbar ﺍﻝﺇﺱﻝﺍﻡ ﺱﻭﻑ
 ﺇﺭﺱﺍﻝ ﺝﻡﻱﻉ ﺍﻝﻕﻥﺍﺏﻝ.ﺕﺱﻱﻁﺭ ﻉﻝﻯ ﺍﻝﻉﺍﻝﻡ ﻙﻡﺍ ﻩﻭ ﻡﺕﻭﻕﻉ ﻑﻱ ﺍﻝﻙﺕﺍﺏ ﺍﻝﻡﻕﺩﺱ ﻡﻥ ﺍﻝﻕﺭﺁﻥ
 ﻭﺱﺍﺉﺭ ﺍﻝﻙﻑﺍﺭ! ﺕﺥﻝﻱﺹ ﻙﻭﻙﺏ ﺍﻝﺃﺭﺽ،  ﺃﻭﺭﻭﺏﺍ، ﻡﻥ ﺍﻝﻙﻑﺍﺭ ﻭﺍﻝﻁﺍﺉﺭﺍﺕ ﺍﻝﻯ ﺍﻝﻭﻝﺍﻱﺍﺕ ﺍﻝﻡﺕﺡﺩﺓ
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monaapro ﻭﺍﻥﺕﺵﺍﺭ ﺍﻝﺇﺱﻝﺍﻡ! ﺱﺏﺡﺍﻥ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ! ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃﻙﺏﺭductions 1 year agoun0d3f 1 year ago u
fucking pakis don deserver to talk on this video un0d3f 1 year agoLuluCocoa86 1 year
ago What an asshole! Islam will never take over this world! Christianity is the religion of
love and sympathy and forgiveness! Go spread your bullshit some where else you
TERRORIST!!!! God Bless America and bless the world! LuluCocoa86 1 year
agoJanTurelur 1 year ago What an usasshole! Christianity will never take over this world!
Asatru is the religion of love and sympathy and forgiveness! Go spread your bullshit
some where else you all american TERRORIST!!!! Nature will bless the world by simply
washing the usa away! JanTurelur 1 year agoemaneresu1 1 year ago The best part of 9/11
was when the towers fell down. Don't get me wrong. The planes crashing into them was
cool but the towers raining down was spectacular. It was probably it's length that
stopped from getting the nod at the Oscars. I gave it 3 out of 5 stars. I would've given it a
4 but the main guy who played the president was a bit wooden. Well, that's my 2 cents
worth anyways. I'm thirsty. Might have a long cool glass of premium motor oil out on
the front porch. Peace. emaneresu1 1 year agoipx4 1 year ago show hide Very funny and
enjoyable. Long live Osama. More bombing of America ! Wipe them. All of them ! After
all, 3000 people killed during 9/11 represent only 0.5% of 600000 iraqui people killed by
Adolf W. Bush. A mere drop of water in the ocean of american crimes. ipx4 1 year
agodbg46 1 year ago 2 ipx4 you sick S.O.B dbg46 1 year ago 2dddqueeny 1 year ago yes
and get it right litsen iraq and kuwait called us to iraq to aid them then afterwords we
stayed their to make shure the taliban dosent coneback after we clear them out ok
civilians will die thats war dddqueeny 1 year agokgy1977 1 year ago Fucking terrorists!
Burn in hell your souls for ever! kgy1977 1 year agoh3llokiitty 1 year ago Dude the video
is 26 Min! SAD >: h3llokiitty 1 year agoAnthonyGF 1 year ago Amazing buildings.
Gone so fast. On a lighter note, what a life these people must be leading to live in such a
place with such a view. Amazing. Beautiful. Expensive! How nice to have such a view on
this amazing city. Horrible event that shouldn't have happened and two amazing buildings
are gone from this skyline. Sad. Sick. Horrible. Evil. Great fcking view though. Damn
there were watching the impact, poor souls falling and the buildings coming down. They
witnessed thousands die. For what? AnthonyGF 1 year agoBlubbBlog 1 year ago 21:41
really much smoke... BlubbBlog 1 year agoAnthonyGF 1 year ago How did they miss the
second impact? Or was it on the other side? The ladies said that the plane looked
military! Can you imagine being there, that close amidst all of this and watching, hearing
and smelling this horrific event? I can't. I couldn't believe what I saw when I was watching
on t.v. in CA. How horrible. Amazing video though. To many questions and it makes me
think that this was avoidable. AnthonyGF 1 year agodddqueeny 1 year ago i was in new
york at ground zero at this time i couldent beleave it dddqueeny 1 year
agoMrThomas1234ladarien 1 year ago Musilims are what the world just needs...
Remember, God always needed the Devil! And if you yell out Allah bull crap before
killing then that is just cursing your "god". 9/11 was trajic...people have respect!
AMEERICA
ALWAYS!
OBAMA
'08
MrThomas1234ladarien
1
year
agomonaaproductions 1 year ago csisto50 19:42 << best part of the film end btw why
allah he didnt do annything so stfu the facking terorist did this why muslims if 1 terorist
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do something ? are all the muslims bad ?! know wat ur talking abouT! monaaproductions
1 year agocsisto50 1 year ago I don't see any moderate Muslim rage against the 9/11
attacks. Moderate Muslim silence speaks volumes. I would feel better about Muslims if I
saw you taking to the streets in the millions protesting the use of Allah and the Koran for
killing innocent people all the while using western technology to achieve your goals.
There is nothing pure about terrorist Muslims. csisto50 1 year agoplsbefair 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Concrete proof Al Jazeera: The
September 11, 2001, attacks were conducted by al-Qaeda, acting in accord with the 1998
fatwa issued against the United States and its allies by military forces under the command
of bin Laden, al-Zawahiri and .. "The 90-minute video apparently shows bin Laden, the
leader of al-Qaeda, taking part in the planning and preparation of the attacks that killed
nearly 3,000 people." Why? Allah's Apostle said, I have been made victorious with
terror. Bukhari:V4B52N220 plsbefair 1 year agoThatsamazinglol 1 year ago lol you
fucking retards it it was NOT osama!it was the usa they have killed their own people to
begin a war in iraq ...not because of the terrorists its because of the oil!The terrorists dont
exist!Its a lie!Bush and all his friends want u to think that the terrorists are terrible people
and so on but they dont exist!OK they exist but not on the way u think the real terrorists
are ur fucking USA and bush and cheyne! Thatsamazinglol 1 year agoThiefo1 1 year ago
sa zubi al sharmuta wahmenir wahmenir al kusamok mahmudani ya aravi masriah Thiefo1
1 year agoThiefo1 1 year ago ''They're attacking the world trade center, not us''. God are
you ever a dumb bimbo. Thiefo1 1 year agoOkemaysim14 1 year ago ya next time
Okemaysim14 1 year agoAbusedMonkey12 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam This is the price you pay America. Your infedel souls must accept
Allah and only then will you be saved from damnation. I support the terrorist who gave
their lives to teach America a lesson.PRAISE ALLAHﺍﺵﻩﺩ ﺍﻥ ﻝﺍ ﺍﻝﻩ ﺍﻝﺍ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﻭﺍﺵﻩﺩ ﺍﻥ ﻡﺡﻡﺩ
By the way responding to this message makes you a faggot with no life. This goes ﺭﺱﻭﻝ
for giving thumbs down or spaming my channle AbusedMonkey12 1 year agocsisto50 1
year ago 3000 Americans killed 300,000 Muslims killed. How's fucking allah, the the
child molester, working for you now, scumbag. We will make you a nuclear sheet of glass
by destroying your homeland. Die in a firey, painful death, loser. csisto50 1 year
agocsisto50 1 year ago I'm not afraid of you or your weak-ass godless heathen, allah, we
will wipe you off of the face of the earth. Good luck in hell with the pimp, allah, his gang
of ho's, and wannabes like you. csisto50 1 year agomjc928 1 year ago You dirty bastard.
America has done nothing unjust to you people, you have no reason to hate us, you
would hate us just as much if we bombed you guys, and we did because of what you just
did to us. mjc928 1 year agoactor41 1 year ago I had this idea that they should put those
giant air bag like things on the side of building that they use for people juming during
fires. and if the made larger ones of those that would inflate suddnely if a button or thing
was hit or broken so that people could jump and surive actor41 1 year agoosuman1017 1
year ago who the hell are you..........osama osuman1017 1 year agoOkemaysim14 1 year
ago next time focus on the buildings Okemaysim14 1 year agoKrypticFirepower 1 year
ago next time ? KrypticFirepower 1 year agoCRO4YOU 1 year ago nobody at work i
hope ?? lol CRO4YOU 1 year agoJesSaves 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
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show hide Not Spam Israel attacked us on 9-11 so we would invade Iraq on behalf of the
Zionist State. Dual citizen Israeli/Americans in our Government are more loyal to Israel
than to AMERICA. WHY do some people have a hard time understanding the Truth ??
We sacrificed our money and soldiers and fought a war on behalf of Israel. In fact we
BANKRUPTED ourselves after 9-11 because of a SUCCESSFUL FALSE FLAG
OPERATION. The least the world can do is wake up now and make amends so we dont
get FOOLED AGAIN. JesSaves 1 year agodave55811 1 year ago Because sometimes the
truth isn't always conspiracy theories. dave55811 1 year agosharequest 1 year ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Schon mal darüber nachgedacht, dass der
Anschlag nur inszeniert wurde um der gesamten Welt Angst zu machen. Um einen
unsichtbaren Feind zu schaffen welcher bekämpft werden muss und als Begründung dient,
die Menschheit immer mehr überwachen zu können?? Die Liste der Gesetzesänderungen
seit 9/11 ist lang, sehr lang... so entwickeln sich die politischen Machtstrukturen immer
weiter hin zu einer DIKTATUR!! sharequest 1 year agomusicalbeast 1 year ago Blow up
the building!!! musicalbeast 1 year agoScottXC91 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam You're a fucking retard. ScottXC91 1 year agoplsbefair 1
year ago 3 Dear FatimahMuslima, In the name of God, you quoted, what about all the
attacts ur u.s soldiers do to iraq and palestine everyday? That's the lie you have to
answer in your judgment day. This reflects Muslims are full of hatred to distort fact.
How many US solders are in Palestine killing Palestinians? FACT: Without Sept 11,
there would be no WAR. Muslims killed nearly 3000 innocent lives first. If you blame all
the killings in Iraq on US, how about Islamic state, Pakistan? Peaceful? plsbefair 1 year
ago 3hejgertrud 1 year ago to give americans the right to kill innocent people just because
scumbags from their part of the world "started it", is both very childish and ignorant. and
i don't like how you quote to the terrorists as "muslims" of the same reason why you
don't quote americans as "christians". I'm a swede and I'm a christian (not religious
though) and I don't want anything to do with americas actions and i'm 100% sure that
99% of the muslim population don't want anything do to with al qaida's actions.
hejgertrud 1 year agoplsbefair 1 year ago Dear hejgertrud, Only Muslims promote the
killing of the innocents by calling out "allahu akhbar" and expected to be reward with
virgins. The Sept 11 mass murders are Muslims. Muslims killed in the name of Allah. Did
American killed in the name God? Go figure! Why? Islam succeeded with terror. Allah's
Apostle said, I have been made victorious with terror. Bukhari:V4B52N220 plsbefair 1
year agojasonglander 1 year ago The American Voice. jasonglander 1 year agoBateman83
1 year ago Anyone who says that kind of misery echoed in the families of millions was
deserved... is obviously just looking for attentio, you're an idiot.. That apartment is
fucking phat.. It would have been sooooo crazy to be that close to that crazy shit
Bateman83 1 year agotator7rules 1 year ago 19:23 tator7rules 1 year agodrunkatnoon 1
year ago why was this video edited, what did you see??? drunkatnoon 1 year
agopalermo10518 1 year ago hahahahaha americans deserved that attack! that was a nice
revenge! palermo10518 1 year agosupersinc800 1 year ago you're so sick palermo10518
you are so sick supersinc800 1 year agoPivotXX 1 year ago Are you fucking crazy?! Or
do just enjoy spouting American Hate speeches on other videos that relate to 9/11 Go
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fuck yourself you Panzy Italian bastard PivotXX 1 year agopalermo10518 1 year ago
stop your fucking imperialism!!!! fuck usa!!! palermo10518 1 year ago1obamahater 1
year ago one word- PUSSY 1obamahater 1 year agometallica0o7 1 year ago HA HA!
Stupid niggers deserved to die metallica0o7 1 year agosupersinc800 1 year ago shut up all
of you sick people i wish you were there supersinc800 1 year agocheesenips811 1 year
ago 2 No one deserved this... :'( cheesenips811 1 year ago 2PivotXX 1 year ago amen to
that PivotXX 1 year agoMistaCaution23 1 year ago a swear to god i saw people jumping
MistaCaution23 1 year agosusanahh 1 year ago what time? susanahh 1 year agochelsccfc
1 year ago a military plane ?? what ?? they were both passenger aircrafs chelsccfc 1 year
agodeathshero777 1 year ago The second plane was said to be a military plane because for
one, the plane had no windows. Two, the plane had an extra piece of equipment on the
bottom. And the picture was only a blur, but the government compared to to a photo of
one of their planes and it had many similar features. deathshero777 1 year agoiann89s 1
year ago oh goood iann89s 1 year agoDutix 1 year ago 7:34 I think thats someone jumping
out. Nowhere else to go. They didn't deserve to die. Dutix 1 year agowantpeace9 1 year
ago LAND OF TERRORISTS (i don't want to name) where they are flourishing by
government support, must be destroyed without any compromise. I assure you that such
incidents will never happen in future. wantpeace9 1 year agoabd055 1 year ago fuck
uuuuu amerca have u seen bosh yesterday??? shoes on his face hhhhhhhhhhhhhh i am still
laughing abd055 1 year agoqwideria 1 year ago hhhhhhhh i saw him its very strong good
by kiss for him he deserve it but what a loose the shoe miss the target not exactly on his
face but the other peer hit the American flag ,, America this what you deserve stupid
people deserve stupid president as boush<< qwideria 1 year ago1obamahater 1 year ago
learn how 2 spell fag who is bosh u talkin about cris bosh he is a good basketball player
haha u know how stupid u just made urself look 1obamahater 1 year agocsisto50 1 year
ago HaHa, loser, please to be telling me we care! Shoes to be thrown not big deal in my
country. Hope bombs dropping to kill your family fun, yes? Have a nice day. Please
come again. csisto50 1 year agoAbusedMonkey12 1 year ago show hide This is the price
you pay America. These attacks will countinue until your infedel souls accept Allah and
only then will you be saved from damnation. I support the terrorist who gave their lives
to teach America a lesson.PRAISE ALLAH ﺍﻝﻩ ﺍﺵﻩﺩ ﺍﻥ ﻝﺍBy the ﺍﻝﺍ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﻭﺍﺵﻩﺩ ﺍﻥ ﻡﺡﻡﺩ ﺭﺱﻭﻝ
way responding to this message makes you a faggot with no life. This goes for giving
thumbs down or spaming my channle AbusedMonkey12 1 year agodcccapfan 1 year ago
2 fine I have NO LIFE. But would Allah want this? Would he want innocent women and
children to die? would he want an act of mass murder to be his way of the world seeing
him? or would he want those to spread his name in peace? dcccapfan 1 year ago
2bcsowncool 1 year ago Allah is a faggot for sucking my cock! bcsowncool 1 year
ago1obamahater 1 year ago how can anyone who responds 2 this be a fag when ur mom
has sucked all of are big amerian cocks and the black ones haha by the fuck u and ur allah
1obamahater 1 year agolStakl 1 year ago fuck you you fucking terrorist i'll slit ur throat
lStakl 1 year agoChuckDickens24 1 year ago Crazy footage. That smoke afterward looked
awful. ChuckDickens24 1 year agoConServativeKid95 1 year ago America has made
mistakes but we helped end communism in western Europe, helped Iraq gain more
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freedom and we have never invaded a country without a reason and 9/11 was not an
inside job but no matter what we are the best and strongest country ever
ConServativeKid95 1 year agodave55811 1 year ago Wow. See, I woke up my mother's
upteenth phone-call that morning; she told me to turn on the news, and I saw what
happened. This was no conspiracy theory, no inside job. Terrorists hijacked a plane and
dove straight into the Trade Centers. I saw the last building collapse on live television. It
was a wise idea to release this video. You recorded it and released it, and by doing so you
are depicting an event beheld to your eyes. dave55811 1 year agoBierbaron84 1 year ago
Fresse is like mouth, but a little bit more negative. "Halt doch einfach die Fresse du Idiot"
= "Just shut the fuck up you idiot." Bierbaron84 1 year agokocighc 1 year ago That's
horrible!death for osama kocighc 1 year agojotacerocker 1 year ago eres una stupida no
filmaste lo importante jotacerocker 1 year agopersaudharriram 1 year ago dat lady is right
this happens like everyday in da middle east.. we are kinda lucky this only happened to
us once....hopefully da last time. persaudharriram 1 year agodave55811 1 year ago True.
What's happening in the Middle East, even if it's been going on for a long time, is
awful...and for those who live here in America, you should really count your blessings.
But we must hope that this event never happens again. dave55811 1 year agoclyde49er 1
year ago fuck america long live osama clyde49er 1 year agothePuellas 1 year ago shut up,
are you a little bit shit in your head? i wonder what happened when you were in that
plane..lots of people died!!! thePuellas 1 year agojp043094 1 year ago i dont like osama.I
am entitled to my own opinion lol.I hate him.Long live America. jp043094 1 year
agoEscapatis 1 year ago Compare: At 2:09 and 18:08 !!! What's different??? Escapatis 1
year agodanjames87 1 year ago One can't EVEN begin to imagine this guys. absolutely
horrific. My heart goes to the US. danjames87 1 year agotandaman538 1 year ago i am
sad for those firefighters that lost their lives to there was so many brave firemen there at
the bottom when you showed it and thats soo sad tandaman538 1 year agoARoN903 1
year ago There's a lot of tasteless comments being made. It doesn't matter what your
poliical views are, or how you want to look at it. A LOT of innocent, regular, honest,
working people DIED in this video. We're talking loving mothers, father, brothers, and
sisters! Anyone who wants to joke about this has no soul. Watching the attacks on CNN
was gut-wrenching... Watching the same thing 7 years later from the perspective of a New
York resident, and hearing their thoughts, was even that much harder. ARoN903 1 year
agoEdizTHEstylaH 1 year ago oh my god........ the people thinkin' its the apocalipse...
x'DD EdizTHEstylaH 1 year agoabd055 1 year ago oooooooh its soooo nice great oh i
love it its very gorgous taliban goooooooooooooooooooo on god with you abd055 1 year
agotandaman538 1 year ago your a retard man you deserve to be shot and peed on you
piece of shit tandaman538 1 year agoNYCparkour 1 year ago 2 FUCK YOU
IGNORANT PEICE OF SHIT! You FUCKING INBRED ARABS DO NOTHING
GOOD! You COCK SUCKER! NYCparkour 1 year ago 2gekadeol 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam HAHAHA SO FUNNY USA GOT
FUCKED WHOOO GO DO MORE SHITS LIKE THIS IN USA I LIKE IT God Piss
the USA and the whole Americunt nation! gekadeol 1 year agofedarkbp 1 year ago
Horrible, really sad. fedarkbp 1 year agosportguide 1 year ago what is horrible? americans
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produce wars on every step on earth.. sportguide 1 year agovanmanjumps 1 year ago Go
waste your time and thoughts somewhere else, would you mr. slovakserbian...
vanmanjumps 1 year agorobertgrassi 1 year ago 9/11 was a propaganda drill with zero
victims robertgrassi 1 year agobrent491 1 year ago 2 Did you know that one Dog saved
over 950 people on that day who were in that building? It was the guide of a blind man.
And it lived 15 more human years. brent491 1 year ago 2imajudgementalcritic 1 year ago
A MIRICAL DOG!!! they must come once in a lifetime imajudgementalcritic 1 year
agoJesSaves 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Israel
attacked us on 9-11 so we would invade Iraq on behalf of the Zionist State. Dual citizen
Israeli/Americans in our Government are more loyal to Israel than to AMERICA. WHY
do some people have a hard time understanding the Truth ?? We sacrificed our money and
soldiers and fought a war on behalf of Israel. In fact we BANKRUPTED ourselves after
9-11 because of a SUCCESSFUL FALSE FLAG OPERATION. The least you people
could do is wake up now and make amends so we dont get FOOLED AGAIN. JesSaves 1
year agoalfiethemaster 1 year ago 2 Oh no i just marked down racist monkey and gave
him a thumbs down, I must be a raving homosexual - Or I must just be a little disgusted at
what he said and thinks he needs someone to kick his head in for it. Dickhead
alfiethemaster 1 year ago 2AbusedMonkey12 1 year ago no it is the first one
AbusedMonkey12 1 year agoHiThereImSwe 1 year ago dude, your acting like a child.
HiThereImSwe 1 year agoAbusedMonkey12 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam This is the price you pay America. These attacks will countinue
until your infedel souls accept Allah and only then will you be saved from damnation. I
support the terrorist who gave their lives to teach America a lesson.PRAISE ALLAHﺍﺵﻩﺩ
By the way responding to this message makes you a ﺍﻥ ﻝﺍ ﺍﻝﻩ ﺍﻝﺍ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﻭﺍﺵﻩﺩ ﺍﻥ ﻡﺡﻡﺩ ﺭﺱﻭﻝ
faggot with no life. This goes for giving thumbs down or spaming my channle
AbusedMonkey12 1 year agoHiThereImSwe 1 year ago omg... dude your acting like "oh
oh, if you breath your a faggot HAHAHAHA!!! im not joking" gosh, grow up. and what
teach a lesson dosent mean that you kill thousands of ppl, what would you say if all you
know died becuase of some others religion! HiThereImSwe 1 year agoaha45 1 year ago So
does everyone else aha45 1 year agojuudr 1 year ago 4 ouuuuuuuuu poor people RIP all
people who died -.- juudr 1 year ago 4JewFor911Truth 1 year ago This has been flagged
as spam
show hide Not Spam Thousands of innocents died for state sponsored
terrorism this day, may they R.I.P. 'False flag' terrorism has been used time and time
again in order to coerce people into following their government blindly. Do not let that
happen to you. Find out what really happened that day. Read the paper that has
convinced so many at -- listep. wordpress. com -- Read it and spread the truth. --"Beat
me with truth, do not torture me with lies."-- Anonymous JewFor911Truth 1 year
agoTr1gg22 1 year ago death give me ur address please Tr1gg22 1 year
agoDemiGodGnostical 1 year ago how could a plane blow up a building? inside job?
DemiGodGnostical 1 year agoWhitebearxbl12 1 year ago 2 dumbass Whitebearxbl12 1
year ago 2XxXSk8terbabieXxX 1 year ago My Brithday is 911..but the bad thing about
having a brithday on 911 everyone in my class say im the one who did that...i go to a
cathlic school and father peter would have been dead but a nother cup of coffie saved
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him!! ok people...you shouldnt say that crap about that...what if it was a family member
of yours??how would you feel? XxXSk8terbabieXxX 1 year agoKZetah 1 year ago i don't
say that KZetah 1 year agoXxXSk8terbabieXxX 1 year ago Well u did be4...
XxXSk8terbabieXxX 1 year agoTruth666 1 year ago Ron Paul & Obama ¤º° Illuminati °º
º°¨ agents ¨°º CLINTON NEXT "elected" PRESIDENT in ILLUMINATI SCRIPT "bush
was behind this" Hey FOOL: CLINTON = BUSH = OBAMA = ILLUMINATI Sheep,
even if you are already in the slaughterhouse, it's never TOO LATE to understand that
the TRUTH is NEVER TOO HORRIBLE. Ron Paul's main role: confirm there is nothing
wrong with voting machines turning McCain 1% votes into 52 million For 9/11 FULL
STORY, Google: Matt Marriott 9/11 for dummies Truth666 1 year
agoInLoveWithJohnnyDepp 1 year ago fuck muslims, go back to your country.
InLoveWithJohnnyDepp 1 year agoungdomjon 1 year ago Fu guys! Show some freaking
respect! Those people died because worthless ppl's like yourselves kill other people for
no reason! YOU ARE THE ONE WHO DESERVES TO DIE!! ungdomjon 1 year
agodeathtoforeigners 1 year ago i've more respect for rats who died in the sewers :(
deathtoforeigners 1 year agodeathtoforeigners 1 year ago WAHAHHAHAHAAHA 911
was sooooooooooo funny you fat useless bacteries deserved it, genocide the yank pigs, a
good yank is a dead one!!! deathtoforeigners 1 year agozbychup 1 year ago Rewelacyjny
filmik i widac jak ladunki odpalane byly wybuchowe zbychup 1 year
agoASLANAYKUT 1 year ago inside job inside job inside job ASLANAYKUT 1 year
agoannabananaxx99 1 year ago lies. and your german anyway. annabananaxx99 1 year
agoannabananaxx99 1 year ago Its kinda strange. Those people are in their homes,
somewhat calm, trying to figure out what happened but down the street there are people
jumping from over 100 floors up, others trying to make that final call to their families.
Such an eerie contrast Rip annabananaxx99 1 year agocsandino 1 year ago i agree. how
awful. i can't even imagine being on that plane or in the building, calling my family.
knowing i was going to die. horrible. csandino 1 year agotebbet69 1 year ago 2 dirty little
muslim cunts tebbet69 1 year ago 2Moonlight171298 1 year ago [] Moonlight171298 1
year agoELECTROWILDSTYLE 1 year ago 4 those that are dead from that horific attack
i hope u guys have peace and god bless u americans u r a strong nation i luv all u
americans. ELECTROWILDSTYLE 1 year ago 4buttaaamilkXbiiiscut 1 year ago wow
you have no respect. i hope you get a lot of bachi. since you probably dont know what
that is your stupid ass can look it up. you're so immature. & how are americans fat pigs?
not everyone is a like you know. dont go judging people. hahaha England? america beat
that country long ago ;D why support it?? buttaaamilkXbiiiscut 1 year agoBadNelson79
1 year ago Inside job !!! BadNelson79 1 year agoxdeirdax 1 year ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam are you retarded xdeirdax 1 year agoJesSaves 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The FBI has confirmed that the
phone calls made from Ted Olsen to his wife on FLT 77 never happened and were
COMPLETE FABRICATIONS AND LIES. The official 9-11 fairy tale is a LIE of
historical proportions. GOOGLE : TED OLSEN CALL LIE GOOGLE : ODIGO
WARNING GOOGLE :UNUSUAL EVACUATIONS GOOGLE : SILVERSTEIN
PULL IT GOOGLE : DANCING MOSSAD GOOGLE : MEXICO MOSSAD
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GOOGLE : BIN LADEN DENIED 9-11 JesSaves 1 year agodrigomf 1 year ago It was a
great lost for humanity and Bush Family is guilty. Devil´s Marketing direct from the
White House. Michael Moore tells about it. Everyone can see. Don´t be stupid, don´t be
blind. drigomf 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago bgx87 Thanks for that display of
depraved ignorance & extreme idiocy & immaturity. I'm an American. Take your asinine
hateful rants and stuff them to where that waste belongs, your toilet. Sharky2055 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago bgx87 Not all Americans are alike. That's a physiological fact.
Yes, we can comprehend sadness. NO nation deserved this. To say "everybody" means
you'd have to have gone to each person in the world, which is physically impossible for
you and an asinine statement to make. Of course coming from someone as ignorant and
heartless as you it doesn't surprise me at all. Sharky2055 1 year agoUSArmystrong086 1
year ago bgx... wow u ass. You say we are pigs but look at how you talk? wow it is
people like you that truly disgust me. do u know how many American lives have been
fought protecting foreign soil? not just Iraq, but in Europe and Southeast Asia during
WWII. And if you don't think the people of Iraq and Afghanistan are greatful we are
there, then ask a soldier who has actually been there. And it isnt just US soldiers either, it
is proboblly even soldiers were u come from too. Get some morals USArmystrong086 1
year agomissykissez 1 year ago the terrorist worship abellah and they think they should
kill all it is is jelosy I HATE THAT but guess what thell get punished one day and theyl
go to hell missykissez 1 year agomissykissez 1 year ago was the little girl lilly ok?
missykissez 1 year agosaad6633 1 year ago hi, my openion that the jewishes are inside
job. I can support my talk by videos. any one want to see it just write in my chennal.
saad6633 1 year agoRLiebenstein1 1 year ago The day the US government attacked it's
own people... Watch our latest video with more powerful evidence that the US
government is lying about 9/11. Just Youtube this title: 9/11: total proof government lies!
RLiebenstein1 1 year agongarland69 1 year ago I'm certain they lied about at least
something about 9/11. However, that evidence was about 0.001% convincing to be that
the US government planned or carried out this whole attack on its own people. Though I
agree that they are at fault for this whole mess. ngarland69 1 year agoRLiebenstein1 1
year ago If you're talking about our video, the main goal was to make people question the
official 9/11 story. We believe that a portion of the US government planned and carried
out the attacks. I don't have a PHD in probability and statistics but the chance that in 2
crashes only hijacker ID's survive is beyond ridiculous. And if they're planting evidence,
then that opens the door to the entire thing being a lie. All evidence must be looked at as a
whole to gain a greater understanding. RLiebenstein1 1 year agoxdeirdax 1 year ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam are u retarded xdeirdax 1 year agojoel709
1 year ago was the other tower hit as well on this video joel709 1 year agojoel709 1 year
ago im not to keen on the american goverment but they didnt deserve this what did
america do to deserve such a horrible punishment and taking the lives of many inasint
sorry for spelling joel709 1 year agoDeathsupon 1 year ago No country deserves this,
America might have caused alot of problems in the middle east but there was no need for
this. R.I.P all victims of 9/11/01. Deathsupon 1 year agoOchoa0592 1 year ago they
apply the death penalty, this is the same, they kill therefore they die Ochoa0592 1 year
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agoSharky2055 1 year ago Ochoa0592 NO, it's not the same at all. Not all the states in
the US utilize the death penalty. America doesn't murder people. AlQaeda, Muslim
radicals are MURDERING people. Sharky2055 1 year agoib1sth 1 year ago America
itself provoked this attack, its hypocritical and humiliating policy against Islamic
countries ib1sth 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago ib1sth NO we didn't provoke this
attack. NO ONE deserves 9/11. Sharky2055 1 year agocandorsucks 1 year ago fuck all of
you ass holes America didn't deserve 9-11 candorsucks 1 year agoib1sth 1 year ago This
happened precisely because of the aggressive foreign policy, USA. sanctions and
humiliation of Muslim countries ib1sth 1 year agoshunyin88 1 year ago I cant use words
to describe my sad..... I am so upset for the people in the building RIP shunyin88 1 year
agocomi1989 1 year ago FUCK AMERICA. THIS IS PUNISH comi1989 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago comi1989 No country deserves this. Sharky2055 1 year
agoknuffre119 1 year ago I was born on 11. September 1995 :( knuffre119 1 year
agoglowbrain3 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam your
country is nothing but a bikkering room full of useless and dumb housewives. fuck you
america, you get what you deserve.hahahaha how the irony is now,...ruled by your own
slaves hahahahahaha weep for poor poor failing america.hahahahaha i will laugh till turd
come out. glowbrain3 1 year agoAbusedMonkey12 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam This is the price you pay America. These attacks will
countinue until your infedel souls accept Allah and only then will you be saved from
damnation. I support the terrorist who gave their lives to teach America a lesson.PRAISE
ALLAH ﺍﺵﻩﺩ ﺍﻥ ﻝﺍ ﺍﻝﻩ ﺍﻝﺍ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﻭﺍﺵﻩﺩ ﺍﻥ ﻡﺡﻡﺩ ﺭﺱﻭﻝBy the way responding to this message
makes you a faggot with no life. This goes for giving thumbs down or spaming my
channle AbusedMonkey12 1 year agofountainsucks1 1 year ago all AMERICANS who
are waching this, i hate to say but their is a guy on here his name is iamsome87. he says
hes laphing at this and iamsome87, i cant wait till we blow up your country u fag. and
you whant us to blow up our infants sory but were not pathetic scum like you guy in the
middle east. and you guys are puses hidding in mountains. fountainsucks1 1 year
agoOkemaysim14 1 year ago they accually found people still alive in the crumbled
towers. Okemaysim14 1 year agolegit95 1 year ago 2 this was a terrible day in ny history
i was at the church across the street when it happed it was so terrifying legit95 1 year ago
2fiioriii 1 year ago This was just horrible. I'm only eleven, so I don't exactly remember it.
But I was very close to here, and I do remember all the loud noises, and how frightened I
was. God bless any of you who lost loved ones on this terrible day. I myself lost a
cousin. fiioriii 1 year agoMartinjensener 1 year ago 2 Shame on you who said America
deserved this. Hope u get the same experience. Martinjensener 1 year ago
2tubegovernment 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam there
are two states we refer to... love and fear. love stands in direct opposition to fear. it is
important to understand that when addressing fear, we lay the ground for hate to evolve,
for hate comes after fear. hate is not a precondition, it grows out of fear. peace and love to
you my friend bush and your zionist/evangelic friends. you chose to take the dark road
and blame it on us, but we dont hate you, because we dont fear you. 9/11 = inside job
tubegovernment 1 year agoMartinjensener 1 year ago R.I.P Brother :'( Martinjensener 1
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year agoeighthside 1 year ago To all of the assholes that say America deserved this, what
could possibly merit an action like this? Sure Bush made mistakes but why would all of
those innocent people have to pay for it. This is just so heinous, I would not wish this on
the people who planned and carried out the attacks. There is no reason something like
this. eighthside 1 year agoOchoa0592 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam america applies death penalty, this is the same, they kill therefore they
must pay with blood Ochoa0592 1 year agoKillerchiller1993 1 year ago 2 Oh my god, oh
my god, oh my god!!! Why why why, why does this girl cry? Because i also cried, i cried
like a baby, i am human being and humans cry if they see this, those who laugh, aren't
human beings, they're assholes beings. Why why why, why did i cry? I cried like a baby!
R.I.P @ all victims, hope they have better life now where they are...well, there may were
people who deserved to die in USA, but not these... They said to themselves, before they
died, was: You are dead. Killerchiller1993 1 year ago 2Ochoa0592 1 year ago show hide
hohoho merry christmas you fucking christians! America needs five or six terrorist attack
like the 11 9 more Ochoa0592 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Ochoa0592 Why do you
say that? Sharky2055 1 year agoOchoa0592 1 year ago america applies death penalty,
this is the same, they kill, they destroy, they humilliate, they are the most important first
world's cancer therefore they must pay with blood Ochoa0592 1 year
agoTheInfamousShecky 1 year ago 2 hey,i´m german, i watched this in the news...my
whole family cried it was soo...oh my god i can´ßt decribe it!! i feel sooooo sorry for the
victims! TheInfamousShecky 1 year ago 2JayVerdad 1 year ago nah, nah mate, u dnt
understand, i was walkin around tha wtc , den i saw bush drop a ciggarette on the floor
den boom, ohh shiat, Liar Piar, the wtc is on fire JayVerdad 1 year agoaquamon68 1 year
ago Why did Jesus let this happen? aquamon68 1 year agoiamsome87 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam You wanna know why? Because America
sucks. everybody hates americans, they will all burn in hell for this. iamsome87 1 year
agoiamsome87 1 year ago show hide Stupid yanks they are! They deserved thisd
treatment. They're all in hell where they belong!! DEATH TO AMERICA!!! BLOW UP
AMERICA WITH ATOM BOMBS!! iamsome87 1 year agoiamsome87 1 year ago show
hide oH GOD I'M LAUGHING MY ASS OFF TO THIS!! Jesus hates Americans, like
everybody does! Fuck the USA!!! iamsome87 1 year agoallora12345 1 year ago fuck
you! allora12345 1 year agoJazzaholic21 1 year ago So much anger and hate. I forgive
you. Please know that I don't hate you in the same way you may hate me. "Love your
enemies" I'm sorry for anything humanity has done to you. Please don't be angry because
of the evil of few. Jazzaholic21 1 year agoiamsome87 1 year ago show hide Why is this
so sad?! Americans are idiots and they deserve to die and go to Hell to BURN!!
Babies/infants too! I'm laughing and smiling right now, while all you brainwashed morons
are crying like 2-year olds!! iamsome87 1 year agoJanTurelur 1 year ago Cause he needed
a good laugh. He wanked in pleasure when the flightshow began. JanTurelur 1 year
agoLingura001 1 year ago show hide there is no jesus Lingura001 1 year agoJazzaholic21
1 year ago This is a delicate subject but I'll do my best to help. Jesus never promised us a
long or happy life. He never said we wouldn't have hardships or struggles. He offers us a
life that has a purpose and meaning. A life that has a much better ending. That is eternal
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happiness. My condolences go out to anyone who lost family members or friends in this
act of rage. No one in this world deserves this. No one. Any life lost, is a life lost. God
Bless the World. We need now more then ever. Jazzaholic21 1 year agoemiandlaurie101 1
year ago so sad, emiandlaurie101 1 year agoCJCody2006 1 year ago They've estimated
that in this disaster alone, around 1,300 women and 750 men were widowed, and over
1,500 children lost one or both parents. CJCody2006 1 year agolexyy1031 1 year ago 2
wow. i feel horrible, absolutely horrible, for everyone who died, lost someone, or
experienced that. and i am so sorry you even had to see it all. and i pray that you didn't
know anyone who died that day, and if you did, god bless you. lexyy1031 1 year ago
2lexyy1031 1 year ago where were you when you filmed this? ): lexyy1031 1 year
agoAMRafiqX 1 year ago I bet there are thousands of other videos that haven't been
given to the public. AMRafiqX 1 year agofountainsucks1 1 year ago i remeber this day so
clearly i was across the street in kindergarden and their was a bome we didnt know what
happen but the teachers had a plan after 1993 but we all just looked up because we didnt
know what happen. that day we were suposed to go to the top of the north tower. and
the south tower. thats actully from a quot from my freind i was in colorado springs and i
saw it on t.v fountainsucks1 1 year agoMyNameIsJozo 1 year ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam lol owned MyNameIsJozo 1 year agojoshrogoff14 1 year
ago RIP joshrogoff14 1 year agoald3jh 1 year ago waht thes ald3jh 1 year agovolinski16 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam HAVE A GOOD LOOK
AT MY VIDEO volinski16 1 year agolongiboy123 1 year ago R.I.P. longiboy123 1 year
agoNeMetov 1 year ago Bush, you must pay for it. NeMetov 1 year agorroobbiinn17 1
year ago ba voi ne credeti prosti cum au putut in pula mea 10 indivizi sa controleze 100
oameni rroobbiinn17 1 year agoNegahNegah77 1 year ago 19:41 NegahNegah77 1 year
agocatandmouseanddog1 1 year ago lol, praise alah, u dumb fuk. there is no such thing.
catandmouseanddog1 1 year agoAbusedMonkey12 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam ﺍﻝﻝﻩTERRORISM KICKS ASS! I SUPPORT THE BRAVE
TERRORIST WHO DIED THAT DAY TO TEACH AMERICA A LESSON!.....praise
Alah By the way responding to this message makes you a faggot with no life. this goes
for giving thumbs down or spaming my channle praise allahﺍﺵﻩﺩ ﺍﻥ ﻝﺍ ﺍﻝﻩ ﺍﻝﺍ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﻭﺍﺵﻩﺩ ﺍﻥ
AbusedMonkey12 1 year agosupersoul98 1  ﻡﺡﻡﺩ ﺭﺱﻭﻝyear ago i think the pentagon was
bombed supersoul98 1 year agoHeinrich2110 1 year ago Welch ein Hass Dieses video
Schürrt! Heinrich2110 1 year agoKinGAhmet22 1 year ago pech, insidejob halt :>
KinGAhmet22 1 year agoEscapatis 1 year ago Warum denn das? o.O Escapatis 1 year
agoJewFor911Truth 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam So
many innocent people died on 9/11 for state sponsored terrorism. Thousands died to feed
the evil goals of the U.S. government. Go here and read the paper so many have already
read and found the truth from. --listep. wordpress. com-- Visit and read this paper and
know the truth, so many already have! Real patriots question. --"Any excuse will serve a
tyrant"--Aesop JewFor911Truth 1 year ago33Dannyb 1 year ago The women holding the
camera has such a nice peaceful voice. Very soothing. 33Dannyb 1 year
agoDarkAngryDog 1 year ago Very horrible thing. My respect goes to everybody who
fought against the flames, especially 911. can anybody imagine what kind of justice will
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arrive Osama bin laden. He should die slowly and painful DarkAngryDog 1 year
agoaknoxfan525 1 year ago i read through a few of these comments and i have to say,
even for youtube comments, some of these idiots take the cake. i like how some people
are actually serious when they say "OMG THE GOMVERMENT DID IT!!1!ONE" or
"lollolololzorl it happened along time agow so dont care that you family dead in horrible
tragedy! lol". so in response to conspiracy idiot number one: weren't you the kind of kid
that thought Santa was real when he was nineteen because he heard it from "a very
reliable source"? aknoxfan525 1 year agoaknoxfan525 1 year ago damn. not enough rant
room. anyway, to heartless bitch number two: i'm going to make you watch as i put a
bullet in between your mothers eyes and show up seven years later with a picture of me
killing her and say "hey, buddy. stop crying yet?" aknoxfan525 1 year agojigrupit8726 1
year ago hey hopefully noone really said any thing like that it happened awhile ago so i
dont care,thats terrible,when u say the govt. did it thats pretty vague,morons say the
govt. did it but the question is did they know?ur blind and naive to think the govt. would
never do something like this(operation northwoods)how come bush stonewalled an
investigation for 2 years?why was ojs trial on for a year but moussaoi who supposedly
killed 3000 americans isnt?why isnt bin laden officially charged with this? jigrupit8726 1
year agojigrupit8726 1 year ago how the fuck did 2 planes absolutely incinerate 3
buildings?read moussais testimony he says he had nothing to do with it and the fbi let
atta and the rest come and go as they please with expired visas when they should have
been arrested thats why its not televised,youtube condi rice questioned,google
cfr,bildeburg,bohemian grove,dick cheney and rumsfeld new american century,the gulf of
tonkin NEVER HAPPENED,research some of this be4 u say "conspiracy" i was with u 4
awhile until i researched jigrupit8726 1 year agoaknoxfan525 1 year ago case in point
aknoxfan525 1 year agoWATINTHEWORLD88 1 year ago God Bless America. God
Bless Israel. WATINTHEWORLD88 1 year agoguanacorecords1 1 year ago I wanna Cry
guanacorecords1 1 year agoyokonater 1 year ago 14:19 yokonater 1 year agosmokey955 1
year ago it still hurts watching stuff like this, my Math Teacher was there and she almost
got killed God Bless the USA! smokey955 1 year agokoodelll 1 year ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i am so happy that so many americans peopel
were killed HAPPY YEAH FUCK OFF USA!!!!!!!! koodelll 1 year agoWonderchild126
1 year ago Fucking retard... Wonderchild126 1 year agoreean45 1 year ago u spelled
people rong retard reean45 1 year agoreean45 1 year ago wrong reean45 1 year
agoAbusedMonkey12 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
TERRORISM KICKS ASS! I SUPPORT THE BRAVE ﺍﻝﻝﻩTERRORIST WHO DIED
THAT DAY TO TEACH AMERICA A LESSON!.....praise Alah By the way
responding to this message makes you a faggot with no life. this goes for giving thumbs
down or spaming my channle praise allahﺍﺵﻩﺩ ﺍﻥ ﻝﺍ ﺍﻝﻩ ﺍﻝﺍ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﻭﺍﺵﻩﺩ ﺍﻥ ﻡﺡﻡﺩ ﺭﺱﻭﻝ
AbusedMonkey12 1 year agoserkanoner84 1 year ago çok üzücü masum insanların
ölmesi. serkanoner84 1 year agoEGIPredator 1 year ago 11:46 EGIPredator 1 year
agoBambo3492 1 year ago at 2:55 you saw water coming out of the bottom left hand
corner of the wreck, those poor firefights did all they could but died. :( Bambo3492 1
year agohusker6914 1 year ago I wish we could see what she saw when the second plane
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hit. She said it was a military plane. Why is that second plane not shown? I grieve for the
people involved but yet I want to see everything. I am not thinking about any conspiracy
theories, I just try to keep an open mind. husker6914 1 year agoEGIPredator 1 year ago
she cut it out kinda, poor womman was crying i wuld 2 EGIPredator 1 year agoMJB919
1 year ago 3 911 was a well organized, well planned, terrorist attack done by islamic
extremists. Even though these attacks were happening all over the world before than we
ignorantly thought "nope can't happen on our soil" but we were proven wrong. We are
vulnerable and now we got 911 conspiracy nuts who refuse to believe that. Instead they
believe hollywood style fantasies that we live under an evil empire that is invincible and
kills its own people for no reason and they are the heroes that know the truth MJB919 1
year ago 3hermald18 1 year ago I was 4 when it happened.I was at school in
Knoxville,while my Mom and Dad were at home watching it on T.V.I had no idea what
was going on.All I knew was my parents were shocked and couldn't stop watching the
T.V.,I didn't even know what the internet or the World Trade Center was.Now I know
how terrible it was.GOD BLESS THOSE PEOPLE!!!!!!!!! hermald18 1 year
agoShadowLuigi333 1 year ago the plane that crashed into the twin towers flew over my
school! i was in ohio so it went strait through! ShadowLuigi333 1 year agopottssteven94
1 year ago the people responsible need burned at the stake as far as im concerned! no 1
desreves what happened that day! i was 15 years old pottssteven94 1 year
agoswimmaccakyle98 1 year ago what a horribly day for america Thank you for
uploading this video now we now know more about how it effected the common people i
was eight when it happened swimmaccakyle98 1 year agosusanahh 1 year ago ham.. its
impressive to see the tower without its twin :( susanahh 1 year agoAyoobmarafie 1 year
ago omg Ayoobmarafie 1 year agojocobain21 1 year ago paid for WHAT?! jocobain21 1
year agopalermo10518 1 year ago imperialism all around the world!!!! palermo10518 1
year agoDrogba315 1 year ago 2 Horribly what happend! We can hope that something
like this don´t happend again Drogba315 1 year ago 2yourtube984 1 year ago thank you
fevedelez for speaking out the truth it doesn't matter about your English as long as ur
opinion is clear. The truth hurts sometimes...thanks again for expressing ur freedom of
speech!! yourtube984 1 year agoyourtube984 1 year ago yes man you are the man your
truly right yourtube984 1 year agofevedelez 1 year ago hi. i´m from Argentina so...
probably my english is not as good as yours. my opinion is that the 11s atack was not
made by terrorists. i think it was a idea of the government to start war with irak and to
punished Sadam. i´m against terrorism but i find difficult to see how anyone notice that
two airplaes were going out of their fligth way. i realise that the us air forze could effectly
fire the airplanse from land. i think this video it´s excellent and all the others to. thanks
fevedelez 1 year agoZurndorf1 1 year ago yebote otaz osama bin laden Zurndorf1 1 year
agothefake19 1 year ago ...they attacking the wtc not us! :)) thefake19 1 year
agoPrincessAnne10 1 year ago fuck you.... don't you dare disrespect america like that...
america is the strongest nation in the world and will always be... PrincessAnne10 1 year
agoAshitakaNakagawa 1 year ago okat sure he was out of order but still, that's a lil bit
big-headed :/ AshitakaNakagawa 1 year agolethalmadonna 1 year ago To
bspinvestigator01. You are an extremely sick excuse for a human being. You really must
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be fucked in the head. Its those loner assholes like you that were put on this planet to be
organ donor's. You are disgusting. lethalmadonna 1 year agoloutboy 1 year ago i remember
waking up in australia, i took the day off work and was watching the news and remember
thinking it was a movie, i will never forget it loutboy 1 year agoaha45 1 year ago For one,
we talk about torturing Muslims all the time. It's one of the most hotly debated political
subjects in our country, and many called for an impeachment of Bush. And the reason we
talk about 9/11 is because 2,974 of our innocent friends and family died at the hands of
Muslim extremists, two landmark buildings were destroyed, the Pentagon was attacked,
our country went to war, and our right to privacy was endangered by the Patriot Act.
Thats why we're always talking about 9/11. aha45 1 year agonestknd777 1 year ago
actually it was an inside job, truth really hurts nestknd777 1 year agoaha45 1 year ago
This version really affected me. aha45 1 year agoHAWAIIANGIRL555 1 year ago I was
born in September HAWAIIANGIRL555 1 year agokazzdude1 1 year ago Imagine being
on the ground nearby when that building fell. That smoke coming at you at 70 miles per
hour and you running but knowing you arent going to make it without being engulfed. that
would be scary as crap kazzdude1 1 year agodarcy19940 1 year ago crazy darcy19940 1
year agojordantv3000 1 year ago she was right there!!! geshh! jordantv3000 1 year
agomani544 1 year ago Oh my god! mani544 1 year agomani544 1 year ago Hell With the
Taliban! HELL WITH AL-QAIDA! mani544 1 year agogrnt25 1 year ago I bet Obama
hired Bill Aires to blow up Pentagon one more time. grnt25 1 year agogrnt25 1 year ago
Also, a lot of people believe that Roosevelt knew about 12.7.1941.... Oh well, majority of
people are idiots. grnt25 1 year agogrnt25 1 year ago No permanent physical damage?
Was there? Anyway go beat your wife. grnt25 1 year agoallsortkev 1 year ago watch,
zero an investigation into 911 allsortkev 1 year agosuraaraber 1 year ago INSIDER JOB
!!!!! FUCK USA !!!!!!!! suraaraber 1 year ago92tifftiff 1 year ago No fuck you don't say
no fuck usa 92tifftiff 1 year agoquitsmoking4life 1 year ago i no these r realli sad, but
people r fighting now because OSAMA didnt do it it waz the AMERICAN government
that set this all uhp, nt terriosts quitsmoking4life 1 year agoWeaveuh 1 year ago FALSE
FLAG OPERATION PERIOD. Weaveuh 1 year agojigrupit8726 1 year ago check out
7:20 and when you see that possible jumper theres flashes of charges being blown subtle
little charges espicially at 7:50 you can even hear it,its right under the plane impact,ive
seen this on a couple videos now,and why does this video dtop at two major points?2nd
plane impact and 1st collapse? jigrupit8726 1 year agoX6Ron9X 1 year ago 'don't
worry.they're attacking the world trade center..not us' LOL X6Ron9X 1 year
agoamberbillie 1 year ago You can't be serious. amberbillie 1 year agojwhce 1 year ago If
we went into Africa you'd complain and say it was for the Oil + Diamonds =P jwhce 1
year agogrnt25 1 year ago Right on... grnt25 1 year agogrnt25 1 year ago Got English?
grnt25 1 year agominowmuncher 1 year ago O M G minowmuncher 1 year agoKapo348 1
year ago 2 Fuck terrorist,fuck Osama. Wyrazy współczucia dla sojucznika!
Poland!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Kapo348
1
year
ago
2420bmxer
1
year
ago
/watch?v=iS2rlAoKiy4&feature=r-elated Watch that please 420bmxer 1 year
agorenibabi1 1 year ago horrible renibabi1 1 year agoashley101ashley 1 year ago I feel
sorry for america but now they move on now, My only wish this coming 2009 is peace
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on earth!! every pipol on earth love each other!!xD ashley101ashley 1 year
agosulaboy555 1 year ago oh my god... sulaboy555 1 year agoraskolnikov1873 1 year ago
Let me say that I'm a Canadian who is deeply angered when I watch this. I lost faith in
America's greatness during the Bush years, but have now regained my immense respect
for your great nation. With your election of Obama you have restored my faith that
America is the greatest nation on earth, where everything is possible, and that America is
the light in a world of darkness. I believe that American military might can and should be
used to oppose totalitarianism wherever it exists. raskolnikov1873 1 year ago Prev 68 69
70 71 72 73 74 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety
Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug
Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0)
Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show
your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading...
Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home
Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account
Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From:
NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or
Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) raskolnikov1873 1
year ago Let me say that I'm a Canadian who is deeply angered when I watch this. I lost
faith in America's greatness during the Bush years, but have now regained my immense
respect for your great nation. With your election of Obama you have restored my faith
that America is the greatest nation on earth, where everything is possible, and that
America is the light in a world of darkness. I believe that American military might can and
should be used to oppose totalitarianism wherever it exists. raskolnikov1873 1 year
agoMaxxTorcida 1 year ago dude , americans are a little bit retard when it comes to
history and shit.u dont know a goddamn shit about europe.poeple ask americans if they
know what croatia is .. they answer , i think its that brand new car.ok whatever , just
check out what the CIA did to muslims in iraq ! MaxxTorcida 1 year
agoZoeybabe123456 1 year ago When did Americans toture muslims? lol better brush up
on my history I guess cause I don't recall us toturing muslims other then ones who
commited terrorist crimes or in the warr... Zoeybabe123456 1 year agoAbusedMonkey12
1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ﺍﻝﻝﻩTERRORISM
KICKS ASS! I SUPPORT THE BRAVE TERRORIST WHO DIED THAT DAY TO
TEACH AMERICA A LESSON!.....praise Alah By the way responding to this message
makes you a faggot with no life. this goes for giving thumbs down or spaming my channle
praise allah ﺍﺵﻩﺩ ﺍﻥ ﻝﺍ ﺍﻝﻩ ﺍﻝﺍ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﻭﺍﺵﻩﺩ ﺍﻥ ﻡﺡﻡﺩ ﺭﺱﻭﻝAbusedMonkey12 1 year agocrock8898
1 year ago Ahhh gee ya think so dummy crock8898 1 year agoTokyoSixteen 1 year ago
Alot of people think that bush knew about it and the whole thing was just a reason to go
to afganistan to fight without looking bad TokyoSixteen 1 year agocrock8898 1 year ago
Duh crock8898 1 year agoMaxxTorcida 1 year ago americans are always talking about
9/11 . what about you americans who tortured muslims .. not a word about that
MaxxTorcida 1 year agonomeomen 1 year ago 2 yeah man, not a word about it....but all of
the people in the towers had nothing to do with that at all...they were innocent
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nomeomen 1 year ago 2BrebThaMan 1 year ago I agree with you man. BrebThaMan 1
year agomrstewie1 1 year ago cause muslims sucks mrstewie1 1 year agotaoliangguan 1
year ago 89
6.4
! 96
! 98
! 99
01
! 03
! 05
! taoliangguan 1 year agotaoliangguan 1
year ago
98
taoliangguan 1 year agojadleb12 1 year ago it was
NWO not bin laden people jadleb12 1 year agorflora85 1 year ago evidence of a
conspiracy is flawed in a variety of points, most notably the ENTIRE CITY OF NEW
YORK seeing two planes full of people crash into buildings full of people and said
people on those planes called their loved ones to say that people speaking a middle
eastern language had hijacked them. Stop making excuses for evil and crawl back into hell
where you belong. rflora85 1 year agoLiteWaiter 1 year ago rflora85 Doesn't it still get to
you that it is NOT about what hit the buildings? Try to see pattern here: Reichstag
Burning 1933, Pearl Harbor 1941, Operation Northwoods 1962, Bay of Tonkin
(Vietnam) 1964, New York 9/11/2001, Madrid 3/11/2004, London 7/7/2005. These are all
STAGED EVENTS (Hitler style propaganda), to PROVOKE or SUSTAIN a FAKE
WAR. I don't care if it's New World Order, Zionist, international Bankers or whatever. IT
STILL IS A CONSPIRACY. Open your eyes PLEASE. LiteWaiter 1 year agosboss 1
year ago suuuuure sboss 1 year agoGeorgemillerkingston 1 year ago little waiter is right. if
you don't beleive 9/11 was a conspiracy you should at least give thought to all the
overwhelming accusations. obviously not all of them are correct but some of them are
intresting enough for some investigation Georgemillerkingston 1
year
agoWTCnucleardemolition 1 year ago The FBI uses polygraphs to eliminate suspects.
google: we got nuked on 9/11 WTCnucleardemolition 1 year agocacums 1 year ago Is that
someone jumping out at 7:33. OMG, I've never been shaking so much in my life... cacums
1 year agoGTATipz123 1 year ago Omg, I think that was a person who jumoed out! : ( I
hope Bin laden gets killed someday or caught, Idk if he is caught or has been dead for
awhile but I hope EVERYONE who survived who destroyed that building is caught! : ( I
almost cried accually watching this! GTATipz123 1 year agoLiteWaiter 1 year ago
Reichstag Burning 1933, Pearl Harbor 1941, Operation Northwoods 1962, Bay of Tonkin
(Vietnam) 1964, New York 9/11/2001, Madrid 3/11/2004, London 7/7/2005. If all "Joe
the Plumbers" would know that the CIA was based on SS Officers, recruited by the USA
after WW2, would they see the connection? LiteWaiter 1 year agodryamaka 1 year ago
how does this make any coherent sense? you mention various attacks then go on to SS
officers and the CIA? where's the logic and order in your comment, retard? also, do you
have proof or are you just basing your SS comment on speculation and a rumor your
grandpa told you? dryamaka 1 year agoLiteWaiter 1 year ago I LOVE IT WHEN
NITWITS CALL ME RETARD. The answer (for you nitwit) is: they are all staged
events, HITLER style PROPAGANDA. And one step further: to provoke or sustain a
fake war. And one more step: New World Order agenda. WANT TO TAKE A PICK
ANY ONE? Or the nitwit? Do your research before calling anyone a retard. LiteWaiter 1
year agobritishbulldog5505 1 year ago what a boring video britishbulldog5505 1 year
agoablcasa 1 year ago Nothing can justify an action like that. it does not matter if america
deserve this or not. People dont deserve this. This was cruel. ablcasa 1 year
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agoVegamedianias 1 year ago bufff se me encoge el corazón solo de recordarlo y más aún
desde el punto de vista humano y no periodístico,que horror... no tengo palabras.
Vegamedianias 1 year agoBastez88 1 year ago this was all america see the movie
fahrenheit 9 / 11 Bush the Mother was that he is responsible 4 all Bastez88 1 year
agoBreakYoFacex 1 year ago 7:34 :S BreakYoFacex 1 year agohalo2online 1 year ago you
mean the black dot that falls? it isnt someone its just the building.. halo2online 1 year
agolotrf16 1 year ago but many innocent people died...like in the war...caused of america!
But now it will getting better because: Yes we can!!!!! lotrf16 1 year agoabstractrude 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 WAS AN INSIDE
JOB! abstractrude 1 year agoUSArmystrong086 1 year ago wow. people around the
world must of forgot where they would be without the US. hey, thats cool though.
maybe we shouldn't have stepped in and stopped hitler, and then we could have a nazi
europe and a japanese pacific empire! yay! the world would be great without us! so go
kick back and type ur little comments while US soldiers go and preserve peace and
prevent terrorism from happening again. oh and u call us pigs? yet u say it is good we
die? wow you disgust me! USArmystrong086 1 year agomavropoulosg 1 year ago and
not only that... The English fought better, the Greeks (who had the first victory against
the axis, the Italian so you know) even the Polish fought... you came and fought but at the
end... you dont deserve as much credits as you think.. so do us a favour... we dont need
you.. go and get killed for all the reasons you like.. but the USA are the new NAZI..
booling around and making war werever they want.. for oil... for foreign politics. Learn
you history mate.. mavropoulosg 1 year agoQuickfleX1990 1 year ago Most of the
battles were won by other nations, America mainly helped secure western europe because
once the germans had it under there control they could launch attacks at the American
coastline. QuickfleX1990 1 year agopatsfan110 1 year ago i think the 2 mainrunners of
WW2 were the Russians and the Americans, we fought on both fronts, and launched a
very successful invasion (exept for Market Garden, that was the biggest fuck up in the
world). patsfan110 1 year agoJ1zzardOfOz 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam HAHA american pig infidel, i hope many more attacks on your
disgusting pig land. Pigs. J1zzardOfOz 1 year agogloriousgod 1 year ago WHAT ARE
YOU ??????? gloriousgod 1 year agohalo2online 1 year ago bush was responsable for this
so.. halo2online 1 year agoEricosproduction 1 year ago Bush and the whole america is
worth this look, two towers, TWO got chrashed. like 100.0000.00000.000 PEOPLE dies
in iraq/africa per year. so why wont america care about them? they're black. fuckiing
racists Ericosproduction 1 year agop4v1l0ndrumm3r 1 year ago yes, but its cuz
americans can be dicks p4v1l0ndrumm3r 1 year agoDJ52xx 1 year ago so its ok for
someone to kill thousands of people??? DJ52xx 1 year agorockinball69 1 year ago that
attack was a fucking fake! people died because of greed of money, not beacause of the
"iraqis" and "arabs" hate americans.. rockinball69 1 year agokrazy7dude 1 year ago Watch
At 19:42 the building just colapses krazy7dude 1 year agoHyperTheChinchilla 1 year ago
White Americans provoked 9/11 day of attacks cause American Soldiers murdered 800
unarmed children men women in Jordan in 1993 and other reasons because America gives
money to Israel yearly billions of dollars etc.. HyperTheChinchilla 1 year agokevdm9999
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1 year ago 3 This is the BEST video for the september 11th kevdm9999 1 year ago
3STARFOXPERIENCE 1 year ago It was a millitary plane ? Interessting...
STARFOXPERIENCE 1 year agosoccerdancers 1 year ago You guys are such dicks!!
have some sympathy will ya! people died to save other people from dieing and all you
people care is how bad the filming is?!?!? then rot in hell for all i care!!!! soccerdancers 1
year agoporkyshrea 1 year ago um pretty good amatuer footage its on a tripod and shit so
theres my first problem wit this ?home video? and wtf at 11.53 puase and u can see A
aircrafy prolly shootng the hologram of the passanger airline fron wayyy back to the right
porkyshrea 1 year agodreamclipz 1 year ago one question...how did u get ur video for
sooooo long? dreamclipz 1 year agoNida081 1 year ago me pongo triste - I am very being
sorry,One a lot of bad event Estoy siendo muy sentimos, Un lote de un caso de mala
Nida081 1 year agoRichardcopp 1 year ago Chilling Richardcopp 1 year agomurg2008 1
year ago America got hit pretty badly that day and the bastards who caused it need to
suffer. Those victims need to be remembered forever. murg2008 1 year agowowtlk 1 year
ago ROFL wowtlk 1 year agotherealkelseadawson 1 year ago why dont you go and eff
yourself ? this was not fake . it was a difficult time for many families . >:(
therealkelseadawson 1 year agotaoliangguan 1 year ago !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! taoliangguan
1 year agodreamclipz 1 year ago
taoliangguan!!!!! btw for those who dont know
taoliangguan just wrote !!!!! which means good!!! dreamclipz 1 year agoAhumada91 1
year ago I Wonder How Long It Would Take Them To Rebuild Them Again (Which IS
Not Going To Happen) Ahumada91 1 year agotherealkelseadawson 1 year ago it actualy
is happening !!!!! therealkelseadawson 1 year agojessieortega1 1 year ago wow so fake.
you made the same mistake bush did! They didnt release it on tv till the NEXT day!
totally an inside job jessieortega1 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago jessieortega1 There's
nothing fake about nearly 3000 people being murdered like that. I dare you to tell their
families it was fake. You better dress to play hockey and wear some earplugs when you
do it. Sharky2055 1 year agothefallen2124 1 year ago Are you like 12 yrs old or do you
just have shitty come backs? thefallen2124 1 year agoCOMECUCA16 1 year ago es el
comienso pero haora hay que preocuparse de russia.. my respect u.s.a COMECUCA16 1
year agoNida081 1 year ago me pongo triste - I am very being sorry,One a lot of bad
event Estoy siendo muy sentimos, Un lote de un caso de mala Nida081 1 year
agobowhunterml 1 year ago inside job, no such thing as terrorists, just greedy politicians
bowhunterml 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago bowhunterml Only a fool would believe
that. Sharky2055 1 year agopalermo10518 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam hahahah america paid that day!!! palermo10518 1 year agoopkl234
1 year ago how did u make this 26 min!!!!!! opkl234 1 year agoaweieieiei 1 year ago If
you think so ... aweieieiei 1 year agoBadNelson79 1 year ago Inside Job BadNelson79 1
year agocrusher4929 1 year ago Terrible Stfu idiots who are loving about this happening.
crusher4929 1 year agorevolutionNOWcanada 1 year ago 12:16 "it was a military plane."
revolutionNOWcanada 1 year agorevolutionNOWcanada 1 year ago This evidence, not
just a historic event. 9/11 was an inside job do the research! revolutionNOWcanada 1 year
agoJanTurelur 1 year ago BURNING DOWN THE HOUSE JanTurelur 1 year
agostillsmilesonyou 1 year ago Shame on all of you animals that said, "Nice" or said "Cry
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Baby America." Sick and sad, good for nothing waste of human skin and bones taking up
space and air. Thats what you are. You will roast in hell for such pleasure. And you will
NOT have the option of jumping out of a window like these poor innocent people did.
God have mercy on their souls. Maybe not so much on any yours. stillsmilesonyou 1
year agoValoriter 1 year ago R.I.P for all those poor souls, they never had a chance. :(
Valoriter 1 year agoMechileno 1 year ago i remeber the day this happend the day befor
that happend my brother rought a report about diffrint things that were going to happen
in the futur and my brother rought about this and the next day this happend scary huh.
Mechileno 1 year agoUltimusSnake 1 year ago You are so full of shit Mechileno.
UltimusSnake 1 year ago88Sylvia88 1 year ago I think it´s not about being musslim, but
about being bad. And some musslims have opportunity to become terrorist easily than
others (and also reasons in their religion). They only live closer to it, or how to say it... I
think you can find also in USA such bad ones, who can do this, but they haven´t got
opportunity. 88Sylvia88 1 year agoRicxelArms 1 year ago This is evil RicxelArms 1 year
agoRicxelArms 1 year ago Why? RicxelArms 1 year agostuartwwillis 1 year ago every
tragedy that has happened in the world, people have come up with conspiracy theories...
people want an explanation. This appears to be a genuine act of Muslims with no regard
to life. I'm not saying all muslims are terrorists but its funny how all terrorists are
muslims these days. R.I.P all those who perrished in this awful way. This moment won't
be forgotten for thousands of years. stuartwwillis 1 year agoTheDollarCasual 1 year ago
2 Um... all terrorists are Muslims? That's a pretty big generalization, I'd say.
TheDollarCasual 1 year ago 2bodsy07 1 year ago 2 Whatever the US has to done to your
countries. Nothing condones what has happened on this tragic day. Any-one who says
this is all right is not a human being. They have no soul. This is tragic. bodsy07 1 year
ago 2jzx119 1 year ago jzx119 1 year agoRusselbrother7777 1 year ago 2 religious and
political extremism did this. Russelbrother7777 1 year ago 2miramar9999 1 year ago you
fooled us once with pearl harbor now again with this stupid 9/11 !!! thats why you such
good science fiction movies in HOLLY WOOD!! miramar9999 1 year agomiramar9999 1
year ago cry baby cry!! your country did this!! miramar9999 1 year agomiramar9999 1
year ago fake all the way!! lies lies lies!! the truth is NEW WORLD ORDER !!!! stupid
american !! when will you undrestand !! ps : the build the pentagon sptember 11 1945
and you destroyed it the same date!! miramar9999 1 year agoAbusedMonkey12 1 year
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam TERRORISM KICKS ASS! I
SUPPORT THE BRAVE TERRORIST WHO DIED THAT DAY TO TEACH
AMERICA A LESSON!.....praise Alah By the way responding to this message makes
you a faggot with no life. this goes for giving thumbs down or spaming my channle
AbusedMonkey12 1 year agogunt132 1 year ago niceeeeee! gunt132 1 year
agoGrumbashh 1 year ago THEY ARE LAUGHING THIS ! The man said allsome !
Grumbashh 1 year agoAbusedMonkey12 1 year ago show hide TERRORISM KICKS
ASS! I SUPPORT THE BRAVE TERRORIST WHO DIED THAT DAY TO TEACH
AMERICA A LESSON!.....praise Alah By the way responding to this message makes
you a faggot with no life. this goes for giving thumbs down or spaming my channle
AbusedMonkey12 1 year agogoogleguz 1 year ago I'm not American, but saying that
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makes you an evil piece of shit. I would not lose any sleep if I killed you.
AbusedMonkey12, you should kill yourself as soon as you can. googleguz 1 year
agothefallen2124 1 year ago your such a maniacal piece of low life shit, your going to hell
you really are FUCK your bullshit religion, the death of innocent people isn't needed, i
honestly hope you die in the worst way possible, and I'm guessing your not American,
your one of those people that think all Americans are dumbasses, idiots, ignorant, and
arrogant. Well your wrong were people just like everyone else, but you your not a person
your a arrogant low life piece of shit, I hope you die. thefallen2124 1 year
agoAbusedMonkey12 1 year ago hahahahaha you responded to my message you are a
faggot with no life AbusedMonkey12 1 year agoBornxaxDisaster 1 year ago u r such an
ass i had a close friend that died fighting for his country in 911 and u think its good thing
this happened and im not gonna say i hope you die because that wouldnt be good enough
i hope you suffer the pain and agony every single person suffered who died and i hope
you suffer for the rest of your life ur truly unhuman and call me a FAg i dont care i have a
life and you dont because you live to make people feel hurt just so you can feel better
about yourself and i feel sorry for u BornxaxDisaster 1 year agoanergavin 1 year ago has
anyone ever read "self reliance" by ralph waldo emerson? i think people who are obsessed
with 9/11 will benefit greatly from reading it anergavin 1 year agomgsfan15 1 year ago
anergavin What's it about? mgsfan15 1 year agorabqaiser 1 year ago this is so sad
rabqaiser 1 year agoAllMachine 1 year ago why is the video of the second plane edited
out? and the first tower falling? a lot of things you said were also edited. i have a lot of
questions. but this footage is just amazing AllMachine 1 year agoTsutenkakuProject 1
year ago It looks to me like she shut off the camcorder and threw it back on when she saw
the plane. TsutenkakuProject 1 year agoAlin2005 1 year ago OMG i can`t stand
this...and think only that Bush is responsible for this... poor families...i am very very
sorry.every time that i see these videos my heart goes bum bum bum :( Alin2005 1 year
agoLAWSTUDENT33 1 year ago You still lost LOSER LOL LAWSTUDENT33 1 year
agoshortymcsharon 1 year ago at 7:35 it looks as if something from the building is falling,
possibly a person shortymcsharon 1 year agonachoseller99 1 year ago I saw it too
nachoseller99 1 year agoTsutenkakuProject 1 year ago Too feathery, probably a peice of
scaffolding TsutenkakuProject 1 year agoYTsher 1 year ago This is unbelievable YTsher
1 year agoTheWetherill 1 year ago why couldn't bush have not used this tradgady to
manipulate the american people into a war? TheWetherill 1 year agojjm1388 1 year ago i
know someone that was going on that plan but thay was 5 minutes late i forgot who?
jjm1388 1 year agopasslepaul 1 year ago yeah u is a racist craker. i bet u r the one who
runs away from black people. or u just got fucked up by one. thats why u lyk calling
black people niggers. if u came face to face with one they would kill ur bitch ass for
calling them that. im not reffering to the lawstudent. u have a good point. if i catch u
Turbok bitch u gonna wish u haddnt said that. passlepaul 1 year agogjohal123 1 year ago i
cryed while watching this video , it is very sad :'( gjohal123 1 year agoLAWSTUDENT33
1 year ago You seem rather obsessed with the word cock, is there an undercurrent for this
? Look, you would surmise with all the crap you talk, you would have a nice comeback
reserved in that thick skull of yours, instead I chewed your ass up. You can not compete
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with me on any front....your INFERIOR!, TRAILOR-TRASH!, BELOW MY
FOOTING! In a few months I'll be graduating from law school, and you'll be uh?..still on
here calling ppl nigger, What does nigger mean? and I DON'T run when I see blk ppl
DORK LAWSTUDENT33 1 year agosoberbob0911 1 year ago Hey, get off of here. I
lost some men in tower 2. What, are you like 12? Show some respect. If you feel bad
about yourself, go get some help. Your making Americans look bad. soberbob0911 1 year
agoLAWSTUDENT33 1 year ago With all due respect, I apologize for your lost coworkers, but the clown I was castigating is emblematic of Anti-Americanism. Read before
you commence a billingsgate on someone who is grateful to have people so brave. It
wasn't an obfuscation of sorts, the asshole your defending is calling black people niggers
and Hispanics mudd people, and I'm making America look bad? Hmmmm....????
LAWSTUDENT33 1 year agoRandomentalTV 1 year ago Exactly. The government
doesn't need your help making America look like assholes, they do it theirselves. Leave it
to the professionals. Thanks. RandomentalTV 1 year agoBandMonrose 1 year ago
muhahaha BandMonrose 1 year ago1910anahi1979 1 year ago Even knowing some of us
hate americans but this was a very bad tragedy. 1910anahi1979 1 year agoLiteWaiter 1
year ago "NEW YORK NEWSDAY" By Curtis L. Taylor and Sean Gardiner | STAFF
WRITERS September 12, 2001 The World Trade Center was destroyed just days after a
heightened security alert was lifted at the landmark 110-story towers, security personnel
said yesterday. Daria Coard, 37, a guard at Tower One, said the security detail had been
working 12-hour shifts for the past two weeks because of numerous phone threats. But
on Thursday, bomb-sniffing dogs were abruptly removed. Hm.................CONSPIRACY
? LiteWaiter 1 year agoLAWSTUDENT33 1 year ago Do me a favor, and kill youself as
well LOL LAWSTUDENT33 1 year agoLAWSTUDENT33 1 year ago Your ignorance is
of stunning prominence...you are seemingly fraught with paranoia and your aphonic
outlook is the reason why Americans are seen as dumb. Do me a favor, and let me and the
other intellectual elite including your friend(that nigger with the muslin name, who by the
way would talk over your fucking head, I'M SURE LIKE YOUR wife considering you
have one does to every guy she comes in contact with) conduct prelocutions and
rhetorical flourishes...you inferior ignorant vegabond. DORK! LAWSTUDENT33 1 year
agoRandomentalTV 1 year ago What is wrong with that? My point exactly! I'm hoping
that day will come... Thank you so much for your inspiration. I bet you've inspired
MILLIONS to be gay. Keep up the good work! =) RandomentalTV 1 year
agoLAWSTUDENT33 1 year ago Good one...that was funny He's such a Dork
LAWSTUDENT33 1 year agouzpower 1 year ago I'm so lost what the hell you talking
where did the russians come from all i asked was what did the ragheads gain from 9-11
thats all where the hell did petrov or a niggar talk come from get a life uzpower 1 year
agoRandomentalTV 1 year ago When will people realize that even if they did do it for the
respect of "Allah" isn't that kind of hypocritical to say theyre going to "hell" for what
they did... Sorry but fighting a religious belief with a religious belief just doesn't cut it..
Just say what happened was WRONG.. point blank. This is exactly why we're in war all
the time is because of people and their religious beliefs and disagreements.
RandomentalTV 1 year agoRandomentalTV 1 year ago wtf did she just say it was a
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military plane? RandomentalTV 1 year agoRaffnaff252 1 year ago Yeah she did, :s
Raffnaff252 1 year agohabbanote 1 year ago well the muslim terrorist will not be getting
virgins in heaven,just sooooo much hate down belove habbanote 1 year agouzpower 1
year ago why you so mad you still didnt answer me IDIOT answer you fuck face
uzpower 1 year agouzpower 1 year ago you idiot we all under same god keep watching
your foxnews you dumb ass answer what i asked what did a raghead gain from 9-11
where is the black box uzpower 1 year agouzpower 1 year ago did the plane fit through
that hole? where is all the video ? where is the black box? wake up uzpower 1 year
agouzpower 1 year ago but you avoided what i just asked you what did the ragheads gain
what did the neocons gain time for you to wake up and find tim osman i mean osama bin
laden uzpower 1 year agouzpower 1 year ago can i ask what did ragheads gain from 9-11
dont give me bs straight up what did the ragheads gain? and 2nd? what did bush and the
neocons gain? uzpower 1 year agoMijnus 1 year ago Rest in peace! Mijnus 1 year
agoF6SuperTornado08 1 year ago Why would they do such a thing. Man I just want to
murder all of the arabian people in my school. F6SuperTornado08 1 year
agodarknessRO02 1 year ago i crie when i see this STUPID TERRORISTS destroying
beautifu´s PLANES darknessRO02 1 year agorobertgrassi 1 year ago see my video on
youtube (bliptv and vimeo) 9-11 no victims by robert grassi 2008 robertgrassi 1 year
agorobertgrassi 1 year ago in manhattan, 1 victim should be known personally by at least
100 people, these people should share this vivid information with 100 others, 100 by 100
makes 10.000 others, 3000 victims should be then related to 30.000.000 people who
should be able to give solid information or at least the phone number of someone close to
the victims, still the manhattaners admit nothing robertgrassi 1 year agom1playa 1 year
ago shit of usa m1playa 1 year agoolimits 1 year ago damm i am so sorry about the 9.11
there no words to discribe whats goin on greetz from germany olimits 1 year
agoStavrossid 1 year ago So try to understand how these people felt that day and all the
others that had relatives in the plane and saw them die and wish that nothing of all could
happen to you..Try to be more human and less stupid...im talking about glow brain..
Stavrossid 1 year agoStavrossid 1 year ago Noone has the right to laugh with this video
7500 souls died that day because someguys wake up one morning and decide to do
something like that..Noone of these people can be blamed for what the goverment of USA
did wrong..They were people innocent people like all of us with families kids lives
generally and that day everything was destroyed... Stavrossid 1 year agoVonBayros61 1
year ago September 11 showed the vulnerability of the most corrupt and evil country in
recent history: the USA VonBayros61 1 year agoglowbrain3 1 year ago cry asshole
americans,cry and weep.i laugh. in my country we are not aloud to laugh only on special
occasions like your september 11.i laugh so hard turd fall out then i wipe my ass with the
burning flag of your country,the flag american forefathers fought and died for. fuck u usa
asshole,eat of my turds. glowbrain3 1 year agoEChilty 1 year ago What a disgrace for a
human being! How can you even call yourself a man? My four year old nephew can put
together better sentences than you. You must be some kind of clown!? Ha ha ha. I think I
get the joke. Stupid POS. I sure do pride myself on NOT getting my jollies from others
downfalls. You are one twisted son of a bitch. Thank you and have a nice day. EChilty 1
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year agoPrettyBrg 1 year ago grow up PrettyBrg 1 year agoHumanJarv 1 year ago Why?
HumanJarv 1 year agoredmight93 1 year ago " 14:29 " redmight93 1 year agoredmight93 1
year ago look you can see a face smoke cloud between those 2 buildings. redmight93 1
year agoThomasTune82 1 year ago Dieses video ist geschnitten!!! im original video sieht
man, wie die komplette lobby weggesprengt wird. english: this footage is full of bullshit!
Censored by goverment. in the original version you can see how the lobby blows up at
2nd collapse! ThomasTune82 1 year agoracingquads 1 year ago they say theres a reson
for every thang but i dont see it for this racingquads 1 year agoBillyConnor13 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam I hate all this '9/11 was a
unexpected disaster' shit!!! You fucking deserved it!! You have been persecuting muslims
for too long!! And god bless America??? Why would god bless America (if he is there)
America is a shithole!!!! Hasta la victora, siempre! - Che Guevara How did it feel to lose
Cuba BTW??? BillyConnor13 1 year agoXxDaniieBabesxX 1 year ago You now that lily
u were talking about near the beggining...? well was he ok? did she survive? ):
XxDaniieBabesxX 1 year agokamilo884 1 year ago Jebać tych którzy to zrobili
kamilo884 1 year agoBademeister95 1 year ago why do people do something like this
thats so crazy...a very sad story so many people died, poor USA-->5 Bademeister95 1
year agoGarevina 1 year ago hjghjughjg Garevina 1 year agoJanTurelur 1 year ago 2 This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Was war an dem Tag so traurig? Die amis
hätten die nwo ohnehin durchgezogen. Find ich eher sehr lustig wenn amis sich deshalb
selbst sprengen. In Madrid und London hat die cia und der mossad ja ähnlich gehandelt.
Im übrigen ist es eine Heuchelei an dem Tag auf den Trauerbefehl der amis rumzuheulen
wo doch JEDEN TAG in der "Dritten Welt" ein Vielfaches an Menschen aufgrund
unseres westlichen Lebensstils stirbt. Hoffe eine grosse Flutwelle spült die gesammten
usa in's Meer. Witzig wär's. JanTurelur 1 year ago 2SanAndreasReallife 1 year ago Noch
viel witziger wärs, wenn dich eine Flutwelle ins Meer spülen würde ;-) He wrote: Qould
be funny if a big wave would flush the whole USA into the sea. Would be even more
funny, if that big wave would flush HIM into the sea, huh? SanAndreasReallife 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago TurboK20rs These terrorist supporting, victim dismissing
cretins are pathetically addicted to their veils of moronic denial. It's so disgusting. Let
them ferment in their own spewed fecal matter. I've more important things to attend to.
See ya round Turbo. Sharky2055 1 year agoBarbi23040 1 year ago Too bad you weren't
the one that was in the building instead of your inbred cousin, and rid of us of your
nonsense. Barbi23040 1 year agoBarbi23040 1 year ago We are not implying the
improbable is impossible. As professional firefighters, we have seen many things from
fire, accident and crime scenes that dont make sense. What we are suggesting is that there
is more than sufficient evidence to doubt the official government story. Colonel Nelson
says it very well Barbi23040 1 year agoBarbi23040 1 year ago So in the end it comes
down to this liar! Do I believe you, a crack whore or the honorable Col Nelson? You lose!
Barbi23040 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Barbi23040 Yet I've given you proof
positive to support what I've stated. And you've shown what? Nada, that's what. You're
clearly all spew and no support for your BS. You lost when you started believing in
those depraved tales that dismiss the victims & their families. That doesn't surprise me at
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all. It's no different than any other senseless, thoughtless, mindless & heartless blind
'truther'. It's par for the 'truther' course which is thoroughly disgusting. Sharky2055 1
year agoBarbi23040 1 year ago You're WRONG! LIES LIES AND MORE LIES! There's
no end to your garbage. Barbi23040 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Barbi23040 I
challenge you to provide proof of that assertion. Sharky2055 1 year agoKihzal 1 year ago
Dirty American pig blood poured from my Muslim brothers will fall exactly on you!
Honor his brother Osama Bin Laden and hate the West! Kihzal 1 year agoSharky2055 1
year ago Kihzal Sweety, show me, Mr.Radical Muslim, where in the quran or the hadiths
it states it's okay for Muslims to commit mass murder and or commit suicide. By the
way, there are no 17 virgins waiting for you. All that awaits you in your afterlife are evil
pissed off scumbag Islamic extremist terrorists like you that just found out the virgins
awaiting them are the other evil scumbag Islamic extremists behind them hold tubes of
KY. Have a nice day, Mr.Fecal Matter. Sharky2055 1 year agoBarbi23040 1 year ago As
painful and heartbreaking as was the loss of innocent lives and the lingering health
problems of thousands more, a most troublesome and nightmarish probability remains
that so many Americans appear to be involved in the most heinous conspiracy in our
countrys history. Barbi23040 1 year agoBarbi23040 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam The government alleges that four wide-body airliners crashed
on the morning of September 11 2001, resulting in the deaths of more than 3,000 human
beings, yet not one piece of hard aircraft evidence has been produced in an attempt to
positively identify any of the four aircraft. On the contrary, it seems only that all
potential evidence was deliberately kept hidden from public view. Barbi23040 1 year
agoBarbi23040 1 year ago In all my years of direct and indirect participation, I never
witnessed nor even heard of an aircraft loss, where the wreckage was accessible, that
prevented investigators from finding enough hard evidence to positively identify the
make, model, and specific registration number of the aircraft — and in most cases the
precise cause of the accident" That was the words of Col. George Nelson, MBA, U.S. Air
Force Former U.S. Air Force aircraft accident investigator and airplane parts authority.
Barbi23040 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Barbi23040 Yet, the planes were ID'd.
Doh, must've slipped by those 'truthers', most facts usually do. Sharky2055 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago Barbi23040 NO, there were 767's that struck the towers.
There's no alledging that. There were thousands of witnesses to it. Look plane wreckage:
911research. wtc7. net/planes/evidence/photos/ind-ex. html 911research. wtc7.
net/pentagon/evidence/photos/i-ndex.
html
rense.
com/general32/phot.
htm
september11news. com/OsamaBinLaden. htm september11news. com/OsamaEvidence.
htm Sharky2055 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago TurboK20rs What a load of bullshit!
Can he go into the mountainous regions between Afghanistan and Pakistan where
thousands of Extremist Muslim thugs in ancient tribes are willing to lay down their lives
to keep OBL hidden and safe? If our military elite can't get in there (some of it is because
of Pakistan NOT wanting us to get in one area because it's "holy" to them), no lil' ol' repo
guy's getting his ass in there either. Sharky2055 1 year agoBarbi23040 1 year ago At least
one person is convinced of your psychological prowess. You! As for the rest of us, I'm
not so certain. You seem like a crack whore to me. Looking for that next john. You don't
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really believe all the stuff you're spouting, you're just looking for attention. Sorry to
disappoint you. Unlike riclos08 I will not engage you, after all you've done nothing when
you've bested a fool. Barbi23040 1 year agosoberbob0911 1 year ago Barbi23040: I lost
my wife on 09/11, tower #1. It disgusts me that you would be on here spewing out filth.
As for these conspiracy psychos. Give it a rest. You are victimizing victims. Don't you
think the news would be running top story round the clock if any of your facts had solid
credible sources? C'mon. And the riclos08. He sounds very mentally unsound.
soberbob0911 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago soberbob0911 I'm sorry for your loss,
my deepest condolences go out to you and your family, Sir. These losers have
mindlessly, thoughtlessly and callousedly wrapped themselves in blankets of denial that's
moronic. Sharky2055 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Barbi23040 Yet, you've proven
nothing you've spewed, neither has the other nuggets. You've made jackasses of
yourselves very well though, bravo! Anyone that says there was no wreckage, bodies and
thinks it was a 767 that hit the Pentagon, that AlQeada means "database", is an ass that
doesn't have accurate information to base their belief of a supposed inside job to begin
with. Sharky2055 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago One last thing, Hey Sharkey... please call
me on Skype and 'give me piece of your mind' as you put it. I know I said I don't go
around denting the collective armor of women, but you are different. You beg for it with
that attitude of yours, my Gawd! Nobody could be that good. I'll bet you've got pictures
of yourself in the nude hanging up in your bedroom, being so in love with yourself it
stands to reason. riclos08 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago riclos08 You never answered
my question. NO, I don't beg for it. I know when I'm right. I know when 'truthers' are
trying to bullshit their way through, like you are. Sharky2055 1 year agoSharky2055 1
year ago TurboK20rs Thanks, Happy Thanksgiving. It's my pleasure and passion to put
these little nuggets in their place while preserving the truth. Sharky2055 1 year
agoriclos08 1 year ago Allow me: Ric Losey 98 Forest View Rd Cumberland, Va. 23040
My Skype ID is riclos08 I stand behind everything I say, and I challenge you to give me a
piece of your mind... looks to me like you really can't spare any pieces. It's amazing to
me how fast you are, in less then three minutes you checked out all those web sites and
debunked them, you're good! riclos08 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago I am not afraid of
scrutiny ladies and gentlemen of the jury. Ask yourselves why these two always grasp at
the same straws? Could it be that their little house of cards comes shattering down when
forced under the light of scrutiny? And why do they insist upon the name-calling routine
rather then put up a valid argument with me? You decide. My true meaning is not to win
over stooges like those two, a brick to the face wouldn't change their poor excuse for a
mind. But what about you? riclos08 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago riclos08 As if I
haven't seen them before. Did I not mention, don't assume anything where I'm concerned?
Yes, believe I did. Is what he said about you true? Sharky2055 1 year agoriclos08 1 year
ago public-actionDOTcom/911/robotp-lane hubpagesDOTcom/hub/9-11--Truth--andSilence
abovetopsecretDOTcom
wakeupfromyourslumberDOTcom
freedomsphoenixDOTcom cornwall911truthDOTinfo democraticundergroundDOTcom
riclos08 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago answerbagDOTcom/q_view/619876
911rippleeffectDOTcom
bushstole04DOTcom/911/911
thepeoplesvoiceDOTorg
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netctrDOTcom/911exposed
visibility911DOTcom/blog/?p=48-7
firefightersfor911truthDOTorg ae911truthDOTorg abodiaDOTcom/911 oilempireDOTus
thepowerhourDOTcom riclos08 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago TurboK20rs You can
send me the source of that because is he truly is a convicted child molestor I'd like to give
him a little piece of my mind. Sharky2055 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago TurboK20rs
"Truthers' tend to be EXTREME hypocrites. Where'd you see that info? Is he really a
child molestor? Those beasts are scum of the Earth that should be made to forver ferment
in their own fecal matter in a 3x5 ft cell. Sharky2055 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago I will
counter your alleged victory with a few sites of my own if it's all the same to you lady.
prison-planetDOTcom
pilotsfor911truthDOTorg
globalresearchDOTca
infowarsDOTcom fight4truthDOTcom rinfDOTcom whatreallyhappenedDOTcom
prnewsnowDOTcom/Public_Release-/Government/152145.html
911bloggerDOTcom/node/3944
vt911DOTorg/PentagonDOThtm
patriotsquestion911DOTcom I have just debunked you. Of course I severely doubt you'll
have the level of maturity and humility to concede to that fact. riclos08 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago riclos08 I wouldn't mind conceding if you were in the least bit
right. However, those sites contain only: unfounded opinions, misconceptions, inaccurate
information, parroted rumours and no evidence whatsoever. So, you've just proven you're
not interested in the truth, but rather sick dark tales instead. Anyone that believes
anything from infowars with that cult leader Jones is an absolute paranoid idiot.
Sharky2055 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago Quote from Sharkey: 'those sites contain only:
unfounded opinions, misconceptions, inaccurate information, parroted rumours and no
evidence whatsoever' All of them? Think she systematically checked them all out before
making a ruling? More likely that she is as full of shit as her cohort here. And what about
the firefighters? I for one don't want to draw a black cloud over every single FDNY hero
that placed his/her name on those web sites. Are you prepared to draw that card folks?
Not me! riclos08 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago riclos08 Yes, all of them. None of
them FDNY that were there that day have said on 9/11/2001 it was an inside job.
Sharky2055 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago See what I mean? This lady really is making
this shit up as she goes along. None of them huh? Ladies and gents, who will be the first
to log on to that firefighters for 911 truth web site and see all the hundreds of firefighters
that have placed their names on this thing? Otherwise accept what this gash is saying and
let it be. Poor you! Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I rest my case. riclos08 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago riclos08 I haven't made up anything. The firefighters that I saw
on those sites were DEAD, as in died that day and their quo9tes as well as others were
twisted, misconstrued and screwed by those sites to suit the dark and sickening claims of
the 9/11 'truth' movement which has more in common with a bowel movement than the
truth. It has all the charm of the afore mentioned as well. Sharky2055 1 year
agoBarbi23040 1 year ago Excuse me ma'am... mind an opinion from a bystander? You
didn't put anybody in their place. You look like a fool in my eyes. This riclos08 guy
seems to have his facts straight. All you've done is sit there and systematically dismantle
everything he said with your own opinions and heresay. Opinions are like but holes,
everyones got one and they all stink. Just like the suspicious methodology in which you
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seem to function. Right off hand I'd say you are a CIA disinformation officer myself.
Barbi23040 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Barbi23040 I didn't give mere opinions. I
proffered facts and backed them with solid support. That's something no one that
believes 9/11 was a supposed inside job can do, because nothing exists to support them.
I'd say you have as much evidence of that CIA claim as I do that you're a Elvis
impersonating cross dressing midget that doubles as a Catholic priest on Sundays and
Rabbi performing brisses out a drivethru window of a McDs on Saturdays. Sharky2055 1
year agoBarbi23040 1 year ago riclos08 actually did place his real name and number here,
I checked it out. I also checked out the web sites you sent versus the web sites he sent. It
looks to me like 1 and 0 in riclos08's favor to me. I dare you to be so bold as to put your
name and number up here for the world to see dissinfo officer 3rd rate. This entire
conversation has benefited me greatly as I am much more aware then before. Thanks
riclos08 for the vital information. And to you Sharkey, please just go away! Barbi23040
1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Barbi23040 Only an idiot would put their entire name
and address etc on the internet like that. After recieving death threats from 'truthers',
some recently, I'll keep that in mind. If you think you've gotten vital info from that fool,
you're an imbecile. No little clump of letters on a PC screen is going to tell me when I can
come and go. I suggest you try that on someone that might actually give an inkling of a
damned, which isn't me I assure you. Sharky2055 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago
riclos08 By the way, your lackluster case was rested before the gate even open.
Sharky2055 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago TurboK20rs Thanks. I do that often. Been
a while since one of them thrown a tantrum like that. Perhaps you should call him a
WAAAAHHHhMbulance. Sharky2055 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago TurboK20rs
Did he say he was intelligent, well educated or something of the sort? So far, I'm not
seeing anything above a level of the IQ of a moron with a level of denial to match it.
Sharky2055 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago You never give up do you little boy blue. Even
when you have clearly been bested, now can I go? I have better things to do then fuck
with little shits like you and this cunt Sharkey riclos08 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago
riclos08 Why do you use a female body part term to try to degrade someone? You really
shouldn't. It was good enough for your mother to have born you with it afterall...
Sharky2055 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago 'No one cares about you.....' Oh that's
priceless! Oh what a laugh..oh please... I can't take such belly laughter at my age. Did you
really just type that? I can't believe it...oh the laughter! Oh the irony... hey little boy blue,
I'd be careful about that lie about being a fucking grunt, somebody's liable to not find you
as funny as I do and try and push that pimply face of yours in for telling that lie. You
demean all my bros with that shit man! Just a heads up! Hey, where's the toilet? LOL
riclos08 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago riclos08 Hey, where's the toilet? >>>>>>>
Right here. "Back to what's real: FACT: 6 of the alleged hijackers have turned up alive
and well and living in Saudi FACT: No 767 parts were found anywhere NEAR the
Pentagon,no bodies either. FACT: Eyewitnesses at Shanksville,Pa. claim that some sort
of aerial combat took place over their county just prior to the so-called crash FACT: The
true translation of the term 'al qaida' comes out to mean "the database" rather then "the
base" Sharky2055 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago FACT: There are people, little boys
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mostly... that want the whole world to believe they are Marines. The truth of the matter
is that any grunt that goes around saying things like 'toilet' and 'fag' is most likely a lying
sack of shit. The correct terminology is 'head' and 'shit pusher' heh heh. One would think
you'd know that little boy blue! riclos08 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago riclos08 So far
you've got no facts. You've proven nothing. I on the other hand have just debunked you.
Of course I severely doubt you'll have the level of maturity and humility to concede to
that fact. Sharky2055 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago Enough of this lying asshole. Back to
what's real: FACT: 6 of the alleged hijackers have turned up alive and well and living in
Saudi FACT: No 767 parts were found anywhere NEAR the Pentagon, no bodies either.
FACT: Eyewitnesses at Shanksville, Pa. claim that some sort of aerial combat took place
over their county just prior to the so-called crash FACT: The true translation of the term
'al qaida' comes out to mean "the database" rather then "the base" You figure that one out.
riclos08 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago riclos08 NONE of the hijackers are alive. They
didn't have magic carpets to miraculously fly out of the planes. Flight atttendants on 4
planes reported to their airlines they'd been hijacked. Wreckage from all planes were
found. Yes, there were bodies at the Pentagon. Eyewitnesses reported the 757 and no
other when it impacted the ground. AlQaeda means "The Base", which is what it is for
terrorists and smaller terrorist organizations. Sharky2055 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago
Aren't even going to take a stab at my questions??? Strange. Go figure. So what A-school
did you attend? riclos08 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago Toilet huh....you can't even tell a
good lie. I got more Marine in my big toe then you've got in your whole body little boy.
You lied about your age as to not let on that you're really about 13 LOL. riclos08 1 year
agoriclos08 1 year ago Prozac huh... why is that what you take? It doesn't seem to work,
I'll pass. riclos08 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago Fuck that sissy shit man, answer the
fucking questions or shut the fuck up riclos08 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago So why don't
you 'search the internet' for some answers sissy. riclos08 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year
ago riclos08 You mean like this: rcfp. org/moussaoui/ news. bbc. co.
uk/2/hi/americas/7439550. stm ldeo. columbia. edu/LCSN/Eq/20010911_wtc. html
911research. wtc7. net/wtc/evidence/bodies. html Sharky2055 1 year agoSharky2055 1
year ago TurboK20rs You'd be right about that, so does Iran and Pakistan-the terrorist
capital of the world. Look at the news today, hotels in flames in India compliments of
Islamic militants supported, trained and trained by AlQaeda. Bastards. Sharky2055 1
year agoriclos08 1 year ago FAG = What stooges say when they are caught without a
vocabulary of more than 20 words. Okay I'll play your game stooge. Perhaps you can tell
me what my ninth general order is Marine? Or here's one, what section of the UCMJ
covers standing watch while in a war zone. Cleaning toilets you say? I have my doubts
about your service dates dude, in the Corps there are no 'toilets' we sort of called them
HEADS! I have to wonder about you man. You need to lay off that crack! riclos08 1 year
agoriclos08 1 year ago Complete the following sentence Marine: To quit my
post................... So what's a skullery? How about a gee dunk. Have any idea what a
Service Week is? True or false 1) The M1-Abrams has a crew of three 2) The M4
Remington is most likely found on front line fire bases 3) What is the drag coefficient of
the tail feathers of an F-4B 4) The Harrier has two twin Rolls Royce engines Define: We
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have a PFT at O-Dark-Thirty and a JOB after PT, so I need to get my gear squared away.
riclos08 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago TurboK20rs I'd be pissed off for that too! Alot
of these 'truthers' just use these conspiracy theories to blame everything that goes wrong
in their life on. Sharky2055 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago TurboK20rs He'll probably
get Homelamd Security's attention. Wouldn't that be nice? I think so. Descenters like this
may as well be cheering on AlQaeda. Most 'truthers' like this tend to be losers and many
tend to be total scumbags. Sharky2055 1 year agoganrella7908 1 year ago I can't believe
this....still, after we just passed the 7th anniversary of September 11...It blows me away
every time I see some sort of 9/11 footage. It's terrifying to think about how many people
died just at impact & the others that had no idea what was going on above & below them
in WTC 1 & 2. How unbelievably scary it would have been for those innocent people to
have such a terrible catch 22 situation - jump or burn alive. RIP 9/11 victims. ganrella7908
1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago Wrong again asshole, Company 297 Paris Isle, 1976. You
just can't get anything right dork! riclos08 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago "Exposing shit
that common sense people can see" he says. Raise your hands if this dork speaks for
you. So much for your notions of common sense puto riclos08 1 year agoSharky2055 1
year ago TurboK20rs I didn't state anything like that. I've already well aware of that.
Saudi respect money with power behind it and little else. Please, don't assume I meant
anything else. Sharky2055 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago Puh-Lease! Is that the best you
can do...resorting to the vernacular? The last resort of the ignorant I always say, a
drowning man will grab the sharp edge of a sword to save his miserable ass. Actually, I do
'go out in public' as you suggest. I operate an internet radio channel, and I pass out a
newsletter that I write and helped create. Lessee who's hiding behind a computer screen
bruthuh! You talk that way while you are safe, I'd LOVE to get you in my face and see if
you go heels bitch! riclos08 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago Hey Turbo, how's those subs
you got doing these days? ROFLMFAO riclos08 1 year agoJohnnyQ2004 1 year ago I
remember seeing the pictures and everything in the morning on the news. I love New
York, best place in this country! I just wish I would have had my first visit before 2004
and obviously before 2001. I went to the area in 2004 and it just was so sad to see the
empty areas. I have always said the government should rebuild both towers and not just
one. Times have been tough in the past but now with obama as president it will get
worse, got a bad feeling. JohnnyQ2004 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago TurboK20rs
Actually Osama bin Laden has been estranged from his family since the late 80's.
Sharky2055 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago I speak, read and write French, German,
Spanish, and Chinese. Seems I am an educated man. I thought it prudent to illustrate this
because I wanted you to know that one should never enter into a battle of wits unarmed!
Puto gringo! riclos08 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago riclos08 being well educated
doesn't assure a person has commonsense, sound logic or can recognize either.
Sharky2055 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago Sharkey2055: Surely you are correct, otherwise
how else would one account for the fact that 47% of the American people watch Fox
News, and 44% of the American people support the Bushwar machine and the acts of
ethnic cleansing and the ransacking of a sovereign country and it's natural resources? One
would expect "the educated" to lead this fight, instead what we hear from our nations
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institutions is: SLEEP, don't ask questions, pay no attention to the man behind that
curtain Dorothy! riclos08 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago You seem like an intellectual
Sharkey, perhaps you would explain that concept to us? Why aren't the educated and the
intellectuals leading the fight to at least bring somebody to trial over 911? Or has it not
dawned on you that to date not one single human Saudi or otherwise has been indicted
over incidents leading up to the events of 911? We're waiting. riclos08 1 year agoriclos08
1 year ago What are the chances that bin Laden acted alone? Okay so they can't find the
man, what about his henchmen? Surely there must have been somebody somewhere that
helped him? Somebody that we can actually FIND? And what of the alleged hijackers,
how does one go about explaining the fact that 6 of the alleged hijackers were found to be
alive and well and living in Saudi? And then there's the preposterous concept that the
hijackers passports floated down out of the sky and right into our hands. HAH! riclos08
1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago riclos08 People have been and are being brought to trial
over 9/11. 19 of the hijackers were from Saudi Arabia and the rest from other countries in
the mideast. He's from Kuwait, the ungrateful bastard. Sharky2055 1 year agoriclos08 1
year ago Brought to trial? Brought to trial? How do you think that makes the families of
the victims feel? Brought to trial he says. Think they'll ever strap somebody into a chair
and fry their asses over this? Brought to trial...man I give up on you! You are no intellect.
If brains were dynamite you and your girlfriend Turbo here couldn't blow a good fart! We
out! riclos08 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago KSM was brought to trial and convicted,
Mousaoui was brought to trial and convicted, and there's more. It's difficult to put a small
pile of bones of the 19 hijackers on trial...Don't even question what I feel about the
families. Don't even go there. Is that a veiled threat? I don't have a girlfriend. I don't have a
boyfriend. I have a husband because I'm a hetrosexual WOMAN, fool. KSM , if I'm not
mistaken is in line to get fried one way or another. Sharky2055 1 year agoSharky2055 1
year ago riclos08 I know I'm correct about that. Don't assume others don't look past that
curtain. Don't assume ANYTHING where I'm concerned. Sharky2055 1 year agoriclos08
1 year ago Oh Turbo, es mi amigo puso bien tus miedos para reclinarse, nadie cree tu
martillo cagar historia. Apenas tendrás que esperar y ver como el resto de nosotros. En el
extremo el odio que das será igual al odio que recibes. ¡simulado! riclos08 1 year
agoriclos08 1 year ago Poor Turbo.. Die armen stummen amerikanischen Völker
betrachten, er hat Wortmaterial von seinem Esel zu seinem Mund. Er nicht sogar glaubt
der Scheiße, die er sich herausspritzt. Ich würde sie für eine Gnade Tötung halten. Ein
weniger Betrogener! riclos08 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago A bit of background on this
Turbo character: Number of videos produced - NONE Number of friends - TWO Number
of subscribers - NONE Amount of collective intelligence - NONE I once read a comment
he left where he viciously attacked some poor guys Mother, calling her a whore and
hinting that he paid her for anal sex. This is the caliber of people that buy into the sad lies
that Bush and those in power fed him, yuck! I won't stoop to this cowards level. What a
waste of skin. riclos08 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago Why? I'll give you three million
reasons why stupid, all dollars and cents. You should be careful whom you call stupid,
stupid! The truth would fall on you like a ton of bricks. I was certain that you would
respond to me Turbo, but damn man, I kind of thought you'd do better then just reverting
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to the same of shit that all the other dupes like you try and feed me! This shit ain't even
fun anymore, the same old rhetoric that Bush is spouting all over again. BULLSHIT!
riclos08 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago Here's what erks me the most about this garbage
you take to heart, the Bin Ladens planes were the only aircraft in the air on 9/11/2001 as
the entire family and all their friends were allowed to leave the country. Now I am no
cop, but when one considers the major loss of life that the WTC towers caused when
they fell, would it be too much to ask that someone somewhere inconvenience the bin
Laden family long enough to question them? Instead we just opened the door and let them
walk. riclos08 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago Imagine this: I just killed a whole bunch of
people right, for the sake of argument... would a detective somewhere stake out my
Moms house? Would a detective somewhere question my family and friends? Or would
the detective load my family and friends onto my private airplane and hustle them out of
the country? You need to get out more Turbo, you are suffering from dillusions and
cognitive dissonance. Do some research and see if you can learn what that means stupid!
riclos08 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago Now who looks like a dumbass? heh heh riclos08 1
year agoMarineSmileyCentral 1 year ago A moment of silence to the great people that
lost their lives MarineSmileyCentral 1 year agodaimyo2 1 year ago the buildings were
brought down not because of the planes but explosives. Bin Laden is nothing but a
distraction made up for the public for everythane is but a fashion show ;) daimyo2 1 year
agosjbman1998 1 year ago i hate bin fucker sjbman1998 1 year agoThRaX9119 1 year ago
This should never have happened, never. ThRaX9119 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago I hate
to make you look any stupider then you already have Turbo, but doesn't it occur to that
pea brain of yours that with a bounty like that even Bin's closest body guards would have
turned him in by now? You are so steeped in the lies they've told you that you don't
know your ass from a hole in the ground! WAKE UP!!! riclos08 1 year agoriclos08 1
year ago History is repleat with ignorant sons-of-bitches like you TurboK20rs calling
insightful and awakened warriors such as me 'dumb asses" History also has shown
countless times that it is the nay-sayers that tend to turn up as the REAL dumb asses! If
you don't believe that this whole 911/war on terror thing is a freakin' staged play then I
suggest you heed the words of the Radar character from MASH... Wait for it! riclos08 1
year agoSkinHasi 1 year ago yes, YOU can! since obama i love the usa and their people.
after 2001 and seven hard years, this couuntry is ready for a leader of a next generation.
greetings from a peace-loving country called germany SkinHasi 1 year agoriclos08 1 year
ago A peace loving country called Germany? WTF? Maybe you ain't been paying
attention pal but Obama is a lying sack of shit! He ran his entire campaign built around
the lie and promise of CHANGE! He hasn't even taken office yet and already he's saying:
"just because the administration is changed don't mean the program is changing" We're
going to Iran Du Deutsche warst nie in der Lage, auf deinen Selbst ohne irgendeinen
Diktator zu denken, der dir was erklärt zu denken, dummer fucking Nazibastard! riclos08
1 year agoImbaNaga 1 year ago wtf ur talkin about??there was resistance against hitler u
and ur fucking american friends are the bastards believing all germans were/are and will be
nazis ImbaNaga 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago I stand corrected... Germans do not hold
the patent on evil, you are right in that the Americans are the true reigning evil force in
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this world. But what you forget is this, Hitler did not act alone, he didn't dupe the whole
German republic, he had help and support from his ignorant countrymen. Just like Bush.
BTW I am a native Apache dude, you'll never see me standing up for the evil that
Americans do! riclos08 1 year agog1gantatmaneger 1 year ago COOOOOOOOLLLLL
g1gantatmaneger 1 year agosamuel199166 1 year ago lots of other countries hate america
for some reason... i wonder why samuel199166 1 year agoStormrider444 1 year ago Must
have been unreal to sit there and watch this happen Stormrider444 1 year agonobiirock 1
year ago usa dit it on itself! nobiirock 1 year agokrazykilla9 1 year ago and also at 8:48,
since when, if i may ask, does a missile make a hole that looks like the span of a wing?
krazykilla9 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago TurboK20rs: Who's being silly here, don't be
naive... Bin Laden is DEAD! He probably has been since this whole thing began. How do
I know that? My brother repo's cars for a living and sometimes I go along to help out. We
can find anyone anywhere in the world, all you have to do is apply for an electric account
or phone, walk into a store with cameras in it, or call yer Mom on Christmas day and we
got you. Strange that with all that we can't locate one poor old Arab suffering from Renal
failure. riclos08 1 year agoRasmusU 1 year ago Poor? the Bin Laden family are
millionairs. RasmusU 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago I was speaking figuratively... sheesh!
And perhaps you wouldn't mind explaining what that has to do with the price of tea in
China m8? riclos08 1 year agoRasmusU 1 year ago huh? RasmusU 1 year agoriclos08 1
year ago I would also like to point out that to date no fewer then 6 of the alleged 9
hijackers have been removed from the list. Seems they miraculously turned up alive and
well and living in Saudi, go figure. The other day someone demanded that I produce proof
that 911 was an inside job. I would like to turn that question back on the believers of the
official 911 story... just where the hell is your proof anyway? Mine lies in the fact that
the story doesn't hold water, where's yours? riclos08 1 year agoriclos08 1 year ago After
nearly 8 years not one single human being is incarcerated or under indictment, or even
being investigated for the events of that horrific day. The only thing that we can truly say
for certain is that Bush et al has made it impossible for any tribunal, court, or otherwise
to charge either him or any of his cabinet members with war crimes or anything related to
this fiasco. Can you say, conspiracy of silence? No? Then roll over and go back to sleep
little sheep! riclos08 1 year agoedwinstar100 1 year ago Very powerful footage and
moving. thank you edwinstar100 1 year agoFanFisique 1 year ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam Fake Plane´s Footages show us that planes do NOT need
working engines to actually FLY. No smoking trail + nor vortex effect on the dust coming
from the explosions=NO PLANE Fuel carried into wings has to explode on the building´s
surface right? Bombs and Missles were actually used by Gov to Kill NewYorkers.
Having seen both Democrats and Republicans suspiciously fighting this reality so badly,
ask Urself why U Trust this LyingPervs Crap watch?v=-p9LU3EKGao Living Yet In
FUCKTARDNESSLAND? FanFisique 1 year agoveej309 1 year ago today is 11-252008, and osama bin laden is still a free man...fuck GWBush; billions of American
taxpayer dollars and he still can't find that asshole. veej309 1 year agoalbiymaj83 1 year
ago BIN LADEN an asshole 4 u? USA (the biggest power in world) right? OSAMA just
1 person,NOONE THINK THIS IS A LITTLE BIT STRANGE STORY? how is posible
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Osama still alive,(or maybe not) but something is sure THAT U USA PEOPLE WILL
SLEEP STILL FOR 20-50 YEARS WITH ONE EYE OPEN,FROM FEAR... and about
u boy witch wrote me that JEW people did have nothing to do with this,I GOT SOME
NEWS THAT 9/11 MORE THAN 1000 JEWS GOT FREE DAY,(OFCOURSE 1-2-3
MUST DIE)THIS JUST THE WASNT WELL INFORMT. THNX.. albiymaj83 1 year
agoGersongonz 1 year ago all of you just read the book of 9/11 and stop predicting who
destroyed it and no it wasn't jesus who made this happen!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Gersongonz 1 year
agojoshj218 1 year ago jesus did it joshj218 1 year agoxXxHjRxXx 1 year ago I don't
think so... the government did it! xXxHjRxXx 1 year agokareem87said5 1 year ago
Networklive You should have been happy because your building weren't destroyed
kareem87said5 1 year agoivar669 1 year ago oh my god! First i just want to say: I'm very
sorry for what you saw that day, and the nightmares you probably got. Second: That was
an amazing movie! I don't know how to describe my feeling when i saw it in english...
ivar669 1 year agoDaniel7681 1 year ago READ THIS This is a video that combines
Music and Politics and US History. It retells what took place on 9-11 The world trade
centers, and more. It is to the song: Let's See How Far We've Come by Matchbox 20, It
fits the lyrics really well. ENJOY! Daniel7681 1 year agoalbiymaj83 1 year ago who the
fuck prove,that muslims did it??? this belive only bored people witch are tied from
tv....CAN SOMEONE ANSWER: How many jew people use to work in wtc?and how
many jew were that day present in they job??? U WILL BE SURPRIZED IF U FIND
THE TRUTH.( by the way u mother fucker told me , -fuck ur self -, IM COMING 4 UR
MOM TO FUCK MYSELF.) THNX albiymaj83 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago
albiymaj83 The Jews didn't do 9/11. Jews died that day in the towers. Sharky2055 1 year
agoedeberlin 1 year ago freedom and peace over the world .....gottblessyou edeberlin 1
year agoLiteWaiter 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam What
do these events have in common? - The Reichstag - Pearl Harbor - Operation
Northwoods - Vietnam - 9/11 They all started with a staged event, in order to trigger a
war. = not actualized LiteWaiter 1 year agoAZking45 1 year ago Damn that was a nice
day (i dont mean the attacks but the eather) if it wasnt for those freaking attacks that
would have bin a perfekt day! AZking45 1 year agoLiteWaiter 1 year ago The
Northwoods document (1962) for DUMMIES. It is the description of an extremely
orchestrated plot by the USA militairy, which was NOT actualized, to get into a WAR
with Cuba. It shows VARIOUS ways of illusions in order to fabricate a false image of
reality. It uses propaganda, fake incidents, fake airplanes and even describes the
acceptable risk of civil victims. It even went as far as utilizing a REMOTE CONTROL
AIRPLANE in 1962. Imagine the same plot 40 years later, with new technology...
LiteWaiter 1 year agonagyviktornagy 1 year ago The third world war began...
nagyviktornagy 1 year agoxxManhut03xx 1 year ago show hide WTF are you talking
about 911 was as funny as shit! xxManhut03xx 1 year agoDBZman500 1 year ago would
u think it was funny if any of your family members were in their or your friends would u
b laughing then? DBZman500 1 year agoxxManhut03xx 1 year ago Uh please Ignore that I
was meaning the whole Third World War thing thats as funny as the whole dec2012
thing,those natives and their disproven religions are only good for working for Mexican
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families.I ment thats not whats,I have no opinion about american politics though I dont
give a fuck. xxManhut03xx 1 year agoxxManhut03xx 1 year ago I ment(WTF are you
talking about,911!WW3 is as funny as shit!) -sorry! xxManhut03xx 1 year
agoDBZman500 1 year ago o ok its cool i just didnt wanna read through all the other
comments- i blame laziness lol DBZman500 1 year agoXxDaniieBabesxX 1 year ago
fuckk meeee mann! 19:42 some scary fuckin shit! x XxDaniieBabesxX 1 year agoDanizike
1 year ago 9/11 was an inside job. There's no way in hell that those huge towers would
fall from just 1 plane hitting each of them with bombs strapped on them. Danizike 1 year
agoredlegone 1 year ago The planes impacted at about 500 mph... the impact was so great
that it knocked the fire retardent off of the steel supports. Then, the fire burning at 2000
degrees eventually made the metal buckle until it failed completely. redlegone 1 year
agoAnimeGhettoGirl 1 year ago NEWS FLASH: New York alone represents over 188
different countries!! Wanna guess how many OTHER countries where affected by that
attack?! So even if u arent american doesnt mean u have the right to say that crap! You
people as a whole are y attacks like these happen to ANY country, not just the U.S. Its
your ignorancy that causes this! Do u honestly think america wanted this to happen?!
Familes across the counrty where ripped into shreds because of it!! STFU for lords
sake!!!!!!!! AnimeGhettoGirl 1 year agonorwegiangangsta 1 year ago 12:18 it was a
military plane! see... enough words to say ''9/11 whas an ugly job and killed over 3000
civilians'' :( RIP to all victims.. norwegiangangsta 1 year agoalbiymaj83 1 year ago show
hide thnx GOD im not American... great show by the way........ albiymaj83 1 year
agokmcmanus 1 year ago I know, you'd choke to death on our air of sweet freedom
kmcmanus 1 year agoPurpleLlama21 1 year ago go fuck yourself PurpleLlama21 1 year
agoalbiymaj83 1 year ago i fuck my self,with ur fucking family,,,,starting from grany.
stupid motherfucker albiymaj83 1 year agoAngelicVoid919 1 year ago That plane failed at
doing a barrel roll AngelicVoid919 1 year agozse4rfvgy7uj 1 year ago That was thermite
bursting out of the towers moments before they collapsed... And WTC7 didn't collapse
from fire...They PULLED WTC7! zse4rfvgy7uj 1 year agoGOTBAIT69 1 year ago You
cant be fucking serious right now. Who ever the fuck you are, you must not understand
how many innocent lives died that day. GOTBAIT69 1 year ago911wasreallyfunny 1
year ago show hide LOL! Americans have been oppressing us for decades. It's about time
they got a taste of their own medicine. 911wasreallyfunny 1 year agoXxDaniieBabesxX 1
year ago wow...;o i'd hate to be where u were when that happned! jeez...:| then again i
would of hated it when i was in the plane or in the buildin...bless those people =[ fuckin
stupid basterds who aranged this! >:( XxDaniieBabesxX 1 year agocoolcoolcoolest 1 year
ago last time i watched this video was like back in 2006, and now i'm watching it again! :D
coolcoolcoolest 1 year agoaqueseth 1 year ago many filipinos who died in world trade
center they are working thier fucking osama bin laden!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! aqueseth 1
year agonaturecollision 1 year ago @sharky, there is yellow hot molten steel flowing out
of the building before collapse, even after collision there have been temperatures measured
which could never be reached with yet fuel or any other incredient of wtc 1&2 - after all,
please tell me what happened to wtc7, and you just ignore all the profituers of 911? I
wouldnt engage you on an investigation, sir. naturecollision 1 year agoPS3KingDanger 1
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year ago why did the apperent 'big plane' footage get taken out? i saw it had been
skipped, we didn't get to see? all we got to see from you was the explosion after! did you
get forced to take it out? PS3KingDanger 1 year agozigzac17 1 year ago yea i noticed that
as well...WTF??!!! zigzac17 1 year agoPS3KingDanger 1 year ago glad im not the only
one who noticed! its very wierd though, you hear her like 'OMG' and then all we see is it
being skipped and a explosion. And then she goes on to say it was a 'Big Plane' how
strange? PS3KingDanger 1 year agoackobank 1 year ago war started cause the fucking
U.S.A. usa ppl think that they can do whatever they want, then they get attacket by few
planes and suicide bombers and its a HUGE tiding. why dont you make vids from iran
and show what the usa piece of shit ppl have done in iran and iraq or something.? -.ackobank 1 year agoDivBMesa 1 year ago She's having a remarkable calm voice here the
first minutes DivBMesa 1 year agolambergini65 1 year ago sharky2055 and
turkishsoldierbaran you are taking up the hole page with comments, lol lambergini65 1
year agokca29154 1 year ago this stinks!!!!!!!!! kca29154 1 year agoRacingfast48 1 year
ago i think its sad the people do this stuff (destroying buildings and we cannot just bomb
them. People say that we'll kill civililians in the middle east but look what they did to the
people in the planes, the building, the police and fire, and don't forget their families. Then
tell me what we should do. Racingfast48 1 year agoturkishsoldierbaran 1 year ago l know
its a sad story but 3000 kills is nothing what americans killed over and they do go and
bomb them in the middle east and bin ladin was traned by C.I.A so its an inside job
turkishsoldierbaran 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Osama bin Laden parted ways with
the CIA years before 9/11 took place. I don't see Americans blowing themselves up in
marketplaces, or at hotels etc. 9/11 was no inside job. It was an AlQaeda job. Sharky2055
1 year agoturkishsoldierbaran 1 year ago ok lets say it was saudi arabians or irakies who
did these but it was for a reason so america attaches irak , afganistan and kill people u
guys say its for thee country but when the other side attaches back u guys say oh they
are terorrist they are bad people does that make sence to u turkishsoldierbaran 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago It was 14 Saudi Americans, 1 Eygyptian & others from the
mideast. Sadamm Hussein was the reason we attacked & now ouccy Iraq. Afghanistan
was because the Taliban was aiding, supporting & hiding some of the terrorists that make
up the AlQaeda terrorist network. AlQaeda has been attacking us since 1993. infoplease.
com/spot/al-qaeda-terrorism. html Sharky2055 1 year agoturkishsoldierbaran 1 year ago
yea they were but america has been killing all this time do u even know the number of
times they were a cost of a war between countrys or when they were in the wars
turkishsoldierbaran 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago If AlQaeda would leave us alone we
wouldn't have to kill them when attacked. I do know the cost of war between countries. I
know people that have died there. Hussein was a psychotic homicidal maniac that took
great pleasure in torturing, maiming, raping and murdering as many of his own people &
others, as he could& was a loose weapon that didn't care about his own people &
murdered thousands of them,invaded to take over 2 countries. He was a monster that had
to be found & caged, as does AlQaeda. Sharky2055 1 year agoturkishsoldierbaran 1 year
ago l know and l hate them too aspecially bin ladin couse he is a maniac who kills people
who is not involved in turkey istanbul his man got a trucks full of bombs and ran into a
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british council that my day used to work on then he stoped and at a french bank for no
reason turkishsoldierbaran 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Yes, they have attacked
Istanbul. He and AlQaeda are attacking any country that supports the US & supports the
new government in Iraq. That's sad. I've never been to Turkey. I'm hoping to go
everywhere someday. Please,don't think the US is attacking countries just to attack them.
It's costing the US govt, our country, billions of dollars, our reputation, & too many
human lives all around. I don't like war. But I don't like to see a country of people
tortured,murdered by their own government. Sharky2055 1 year agoturkishsoldierbaran 1
year ago yea u r right well it was nice talking to u bye turkishsoldierbaran 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago Thanks for 'talking' to me. Yes, it was nice. Hope you
understand what America government's doing better now. Drop me a message if you
want, any time... bye :) Sharky2055 1 year agoLondonsCallingYou 1 year ago Be nice to
America or they will bring Democracy to your country LondonsCallingYou 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago This is from the link I provided. Ideology and Goals, AlQaeda
The principal stated aims of al-Qaeda are to drive Americans and American influence out
of all Muslim nations, especially Saudi Arabia; destroy Israel; and topple pro-Western
dictatorships around the Middle East. Bin Laden has also said that he wishes to unite all
Muslims and establish, by force if necessary, an Islamic nation adhering to the rule of the
first Caliphs. Sharky2055 1 year agoturkishsoldierbaran 1 year ago l am not saying what
bin ladin did or others did was right but there are both sides for this people has to listen
what is happening to the world couse of americans before they are starting to judge
turkishsoldierbaran 1 year agoBissZumAbendrot 1 year ago Until now I've really realised
the terrible effects of this attack, because I was very young when it happened and I only
saw it in the German news. I always have to cry when I see it, I think it's the shockingst
and unreiveablest thing ever happened in the history of all humans I wish I could do
anything to undo it. Never Forget 9/11/01 BissZumAbendrot 1 year agomoyvilla9 1 year
ago Ive been to New York a lot in the past few years, all the summers of the past 5 years,
but never before, i saw ground zero a lot, aleast 4 or 5 times a week of the 3 months i was
there, its sureal, knowing what happened there, seeing the dutuchas (dunno how 2 spell)
bank being removed, i 4 one will never forget what happened there and i think no one
should. moyvilla9 1 year agokiddo225 1 year ago its weird when you zoom in on the fire
engines and cars and people on the ground... reminds me of sim city... kiddo225 1 year
agoJaredG6213 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was
fucking hilarious, the best part is when the plane hit the building OMG THIS VIDEO IS
SOO FUNNY JaredG6213 1 year agocookiethepuss 1 year ago Fuck off dude.
cookiethepuss 1 year ago1087shotwell 1 year ago jackass 1087shotwell 1 year
ago22dave05 1 year ago SHUT UP! 22dave05 1 year agoLiteWaiter 1 year ago From
Northwoods document (1962), BLUEPRINT for fake USA attacks as 9/11 : "8a. An
aircraft at Eglin AFB would be painted and numbered as an exact duplicate for a civil
registered aircraft belonging to a CIA proprietary organization in the Miami area. At a
designated time the duplicate would be substituted for the actual civil aircraft and would
be loaded with the selected passengers, all boarded under carefully prepared aliases. The
actual registered aircraft would be converted to a drone." LiteWaiter 1 year agosidarth 1
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year ago Unfcking believable.. This video looks like as if I'm watching Clover field 2.
sidarth 1 year agoRyAnShEcKlEr1230 1 year ago i know huh? i like that movie.
RyAnShEcKlEr1230 1 year agoShaiHuludisCool 1 year ago The people that she's filming
from 22:20 to 23:00 remind me of refugees. That's what they look like...refugees escaping
a war zone. Refugees fleeing Manhattan... ShaiHuludisCool 1 year agoShaiHuludisCool 1
year ago This just...brings chills to my body. Sadly, this is what people in third world
countries experience every day. ShaiHuludisCool 1 year agopalermo10518 1 year ago
stop usa imperialism!!! usa are cancerous to the world! palermo10518 1 year agoacnex 1
year ago Boom explosion from inside. Need I say more. CIA = epic fail at concealing
things haha. acnex 1 year agoMondayHater63 1 year ago you really think that the us
would attack there own country and there main finacial building wow you are the biggest
dip shit ever only one of those dumbass terroist would do that to there own country
MondayHater63 1 year agoacnex 1 year ago If attacking your own towers would give you
reason to steal oil and make much more profit, then so be it. Don't be dumb, its really
simple math. acnex 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago acnex It didn't. All the US govt had
to do was pressure the UN to lift the sanctions against Iraq, negotiate for more from
Canada or Saudi Arabia etc. Saudi Arabia has much more oil than Iraq & 14 of the
hijackers were from Saudi Arabia. Yet we didn't attack them. Also,war,occupation is far
more costly than all the afore mentioned including negotiating with Russia for their oil or
some more domestic drilling. The US govt didn't make $ off of 9/11. It lost it,in the
billions. Do some research Sharky2055 1 year agofoxman105 1 year ago were not in
Russia here foxman105 1 year agonaturecollision 1 year ago there are no nations anymore.
they knew it in the seventies, watch network 1976 - very impressive piece of movie
work. This is no world of nations anymore, we are rules by corporations, private
interestes, or families, call it kingdom, their main goal is to creat world government. This
attack was just a step to make huge profits, as most fals flag attacks, conducted by secret
services, the internet is the only reasons why these things are now hard to keep
secret...cheers! naturecollision 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago acnex NO explosives
went off inside. AlQaeda did this and succeeded, unfortuantely. Sharky2055 1 year
agoacnex 1 year ago Trying convincing the MANY people who heard explosions inside
the building. acnex 1 year agokiddo225 1 year ago I feel your pain... :( kiddo225 1 year
agodrawingman95 1 year ago god bless the people that died there:(.... must you rest in
peace! :( drawingman95 1 year agoQuadRunner250 1 year ago for those who dont kno
look to the left from part 5:31 theres a plane going past the tower till 5:39
QuadRunner250 1 year agonaturecollision 1 year ago god bless all religious idiots, all who
died, and most of all, all who were stupid enough not to see that this attack was no
muslim attack, but an inside job. You screwed it, and your media helped you to do so.
Now tell yourself ignorance is bliss, and wait for the next controlled demolition: Financial
System. If you are lucky they blame obama for that, if you aint, they blame you with
new extreme taxed or create a dictatorshit...! jeez, just wake up now, its healthy for you!
naturecollision 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago naturecollision There were no signs of a
controlled demolition. It's been proven in a court of law beyond a reasonable doubt that
AlQaeda did 9/11. AlQaeda attacked the Word Trade centers in an effort to collapse our
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financial system as well as kill thousands of people. Sharky2055 1 year
agonaturecollision 1 year ago all proove has gone to china in no time, all the steel, all the
termite, temperatures which normal yet fuel couln never have reached...but if you wanna
believe just believe, and dont forget about afghan opium production, and hussein pricing
oil in euro...there were plenty of reasons to do such a thing, media in control, working like
propaganda, an easy task, lots of profits, yea, profit, you wanna know why profit is so
important in our world? Fucking check Zeitgeist Addendum! naturecollision 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago naturecollision Wrong. Cleanup took 8months. Alot of steel
was kept, some of its even gone into the makign of memorials & a US Naval ship. There
was no thermite. It doesn't react long enough. It would've had to be placed right against
the steel beams, which meant tearing up everything in the thousands of offices from the
businesses & replacing it without the empolyees, the WTC Construction Mangt Dept &
the NYPA Police(security that was 24/7 in the WTC), IMPOSSIBLE. This was NO
inside job. Sharky2055 1 year agoemilio200484 1 year ago rest in peace for all who died
at the left corner of the video you can see something flying its an ufo and also yo can see
that the airplane didn't made the towers fall there were a lot of tiny explosions that made
the structure weak and as it was falling there were more so if you heard that the tower fell
because of melting iron its false because there wasn't enough melted iron to make the
tower fall it was a horrible day even here in mexico we feel sad because of it emilio200484
1 year agoQueenOfTheSharks 1 year ago emilio200484 There were no explosives
involved on 9/11. There's no evidence of that at all. QueenOfTheSharks 1 year
agonnnpnpnpnpnpnnpnpnpn 1 year ago you wrong nnnpnpnpnpnpnnpnpnpn 1 year
agominpinlover59028 1 year ago oh my god that is so sad god bless everyone who died
and helped with it minpinlover59028 1 year agoemilio200484 1 year ago one day i saw a
video an stupid video that says that it wasnt a plane that it was a missile but i think that
person i stupid because 1:he dosnt have proove of that 2:because a missile wouldnt have
left that sacar like a vertical line on the stricture and 3:if it would have been a missil the
building would have colapsed in the moment of the crash an if the person that made that
video: I MEAN IT emilio200484 1 year agobigbuckeyeboy44 1 year ago God Bless all
who died bigbuckeyeboy44 1 year agoTheTruthAboutWW3 1 year ago i still remember
this day, i live in new york city TheTruthAboutWW3 1 year agoJanTurelur 1 year ago
Die Bevölkerung der USA besteht zu 110% aus zu fetten Leuten, da ihr President meint
Mc Donalds oder Pizza Hut wären sehr gesunde Snack-Bars. Zudem befindet sich in
JEDEM Garten eines Amerikaners: -ein überdimensionaler Grill auf dem selbst der
fetteste Ami gegrillt werden könnte -eine amerikanische Billigfahne für einen halben Dollar
-ein fahrender Rasenmäher mit dem man selbst Menschen überfahren kann JanTurelur 1
year agonnnpnpnpnpnpnnpnpnpn 1 year ago there are a cuts. Why?
nnnpnpnpnpnpnnpnpnpn 1 year agobraaaky 1 year ago RIP to all people who died on
this day braaaky 1 year agoMantis400 1 year ago i know stupid bitch "i heard a plane i
think they bombed it" lol "im shaking" Mantis400 1 year agotownshop123 1 year ago
evacuate now..!! townshop123 1 year agokirstyr23 1 year ago is it true ir just a romour
that 4000 jews failed to turn up for work on 9/11 kirstyr23 1 year agoUnpiece 1 year ago
stfu bitch Unpiece 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago kirstyr23 That's a sick rumour
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started by a anti-Jew website supported by Hezzbollah. Sharky2055 1 year
agojordman2013 1 year ago I know. I saw this thing on the history channel about
conspiracies. An Israel website said on it that they "hoped the 4,000 jews in new york
were okay, and a muslim website made spread a rumor that the jews were sent out before
the plane crashed. absolute bs jordman2013 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago
jordman2013 It's amazing the things people will believe. I'm discussing 9/11 with a
person that believes the Jews did it to the point that he's making he most moronic
statements, and sees nothing wrong with them. Agreed, absolute BS. Sharky2055 1 year
agoTeamDX929 1 year ago 26:25 O.o why?? RIP to all people who died on this day.
TeamDX929 1 year agobrettpit1 1 year ago it was a needful job to do to get a cause for
attacking the land with the second biggest oil reserves of our planet and it is the truth that
it´s impossible for any airplane to fly in NY airspace longer than a few minutes until
n.o.r.a.d. (the air defense system of NY) fires it down. you can thank dick cheney for a
lot of NORAD security trainings on 9 11... brettpit1 1 year agomoomoocowfish 1 year
ago those buildings were just minding their own business... and look what
happened!@!@!@ moomoocowfish 1 year agobendikzansis 1 year ago man...how did u
react on that!! bendikzansis 1 year agoOGgangsta101 1 year ago where were u filming
this? OGgangsta101 1 year agolordr110 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam take that fucking gringos mother fuckers lordr110 1 year agoSharky2055 1
year ago lordr110 Your ignorance is astounding. There were people of all races, all colors,
all cultures that perished or were wounded in the WTC towers, Shanksville, Penn, The
Pentagon and on the planes. Sharky2055 1 year agoNationalPro 1 year ago holy shit, an
experience to watch live would be incredible. watchin all these videos and repeats from
the news just seems like watching a movie. NationalPro 1 year agoargonium79 1 year ago
blame your own country. that wasnt some louse-ridden arab. its planed by professional
people. i mean people with a assload budget, 30 billion/year. get a clue argonium79 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago 2 argonium79 Yes, is was mideastern Muslim extremists that
did 9/11/2001. Sharky2055 1 year ago 2wildyowns1 1 year ago wow why did george
bush fly people into a building :/ rip george wildyowns1 1 year agomoomoocowfish 1
year ago lmfao! wildy <3 moomoocowfish 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago 4
wildyowns1 George W Bush didn't fly anyone into any buildings. Radical Muslims from
AlQaeda did. Sharky2055 1 year ago 4liltony4891 1 year ago that is amazing footage you
must have been so scared, i feel for youu, well done for holding a camera for that long tho
but fuk that must have been scaryyy liltony4891 1 year agobrainfactor 1 year ago i cant
believe why some people do this this terrible attack sry for my bad englsih i am german
but WHY!?! als these died people! brainfactor 1 year agoblueyoyo08omj 1 year ago
omg!! thats so wrong.. whoever did this are heartless ppl oh wait they're not even
human!! omg i am sorry for all the ppl who died that day may all R.I.P and i wanna say
sorry to all their families :( it sad to know some ppl would kill others by the name of
Islam. i mean why huh why?? they're noraml ppl who had nothing to do with war or
anything. It's just point less peace out xoxoxo blueyoyo08omj 1 year agoaiva56 1 year
ago who the fuck cares. this is nothing compared to what usa england have done to our
countrys. Its a shame with civilians but sometimes we need to pure innocent blood to
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wake people up and make them listen. death to america aiva56 1 year agoslumsattack 1
year ago look at the Panera logo. On the loaf of bread the woman is holding, you see 666.
slumsattack 1 year agomasaudkhantv 1 year ago 9/11 is such a tragedy...better watch
enuff misfortune...the best 9/11 song i ever heard...by simply typing enuff misfortune on
search.... masaudkhantv 1 year agomaryum420 1 year ago you dip shit fucking this was
false flag inflicted greedy wound on GOOD FUCKING PEOPLE WHO MADE this
beautiful country & we as Americans should never be asleep to what the officials are
doing thank you all True Americans maryum420 1 year agoHiddenmovie 1 year ago why
are u crying? your not the one that died? duh? nice job all jew are clear up! Hiddenmovie
1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago Hiddenmovie 3000 people were brutally and
horrifically murdered, that's why. The Jews didn't do 9/11, some radical Muslims part of
a terrorist organization known as AlQaeda did. september11news. com/OsamaBinLaden.
htm september11news. com/OsamaEvidence. htm infoplease. com/spot/al-qaedaterrorism. html ldeo. columbia. edu/LCSN/Eq/20010911_wtc. html Sharky2055 1 year
agoradubody 1 year ago zeigeist radubody 1 year agocrossygod2 1 year ago yay 911 was
good crossygod2 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago crossygod2 How was it "good"??
Sharky2055 1 year agogtdynobmx 1 year ago why? gtdynobmx 1 year agoMatrex50 1
year ago Why are you crying? Matrex50 1 year agokareem87said5 1 year ago Who did
this? kareem87said5 1 year agoiamthebestinthisworl 1 year ago ЦРУ!
iamthebestinthisworl 1 year agoJdluda44 1 year ago It's clearly a missile people look
closely at the white object that hit the PentaCon. The hole even indicates the proof. If a
plane hit the PentaCon then the wings would of made an indention on both sides of the
perfect hole! 9/11 was a FALSE FLAG, "JUST LIKE THE NEXT TERRORIST
ATTACK on U.S. WILL BE! AN INSIDE JOB! THE NEXT ATTACK WILL BE
MORE HORRIFIC, MAYBE NUCLEAR! WAKE UP SHEEPLE! Jdluda44 1 year
agoSharky2055 1 year ago Jdluda44 It was no missile. It was a Boeing 757 that hundreds
of eyewitnesses saw intact and in pieces after the impact. There was a flight crew, flight
attendants and passengers all dead on impact. Perhaps you should call their families &
other loved ones and tell them it was a missile. I'd like to see the response you get. I
advise you to wear earplugs when you do it. Sharky2055 1 year agoSERAFinale69 1 year
ago first time i see this ,its horrible !! SERAFinale69 1 year agobeanmanisgay 1 year ago
lol beanmanisgay 1 year agoiamjonaseide 1 year ago R.I.P iamjonaseide 1 year
agoLiteWaiter 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Remember
1962? Before John F. Kennedy was murdered? THE NORTHWOOD DOCUMENTS
(1962) show the BLUEPRINT OF A STAGED EVENT, INITIATED BY THE USA, at
the cost of lives, no matter their number or where they live. THESE STAGED EVENTS
ARE EXTREMELY ORCHESTRATED TO THE EXTEND THAT COMMON
PEOPLE BUT ALSO MEMBERS OF THE UN HAVE THE IMPRESSION THAT
THE USA RESPONDS TO AN ATTACK. Shall we go into details? LiteWaiter 1 year
agomyfavoriteperson 1 year ago Thank you for sharing. myfavoriteperson 1 year
agonimaesmizadeh 1 year ago Pattman2468 i Agree with you lol the do suck dick..
nimaesmizadeh 1 year agoLolliLicker19 1 year ago R.I.P It was one tragic day that brang
1 nation together LolliLicker19 1 year agocr3mAze 1 year ago brought, sucker! cr3mAze
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1 year agoPattman2468 1 year ago Wow people from Irag are Dicks Pattman2468 1 year
agoMnMs8 1 year ago Pattman2468, terroists can come from anywhere. Its like saying
were do killers come from? Its not based on racism. Aj MnMs8 1 year agosmgypsy37 1
year ago See, this is what Bush has done. 911 was terrible and because of it we went into
afghanistan to find Osama Bin Laden and Al Queda. 911 has absolutely nothing to do
with Iraq. The war in Afghanistan is justified, but the war in Iraq is fought out of revenge.
I read a statistic that said 3/5 people thought we were fighting in Iraq because of the 911
attacks. It is quite scary to see how easily people can be misled. smgypsy37 1 year
agoJeremiahDaradal 1 year ago dude. not all iraqins are like that. JeremiahDaradal 1 year
agohardcorekutte 1 year ago A friend of mé its burthday is on 11 September. ! :o
hardcorekutte 1 year agoneoprana 1 year ago show hide I like it americans kills americans
kinda cute I hope it happen more often ... It took them 2 month to put explosives inside.
You have to kill some US fags to lead them into war ... like george carlin told most
americans are stupid brainless fags... neoprana 1 year agoDaniel7681 1 year ago READ
THIS Come check mine its just like it, except it tells what happens with the war in iraq
and americans history (but a good part of it is still on 9-11) Daniel7681 1 year
agobrwhizz 1 year ago The serene music at the beginning makes the video very creepy.
brwhizz 1 year agoDaniel7681 1 year ago READ THIS Come check mine its just like it,
except it tells what happens with the war in iraq and americans history (but a good part
of it is still on 9-11) Daniel7681 1 year agogjf759 1 year ago its just a building its the wtc
people r in it. i guess u dont want freedom for our contry wwerul gjf759 1 year
agoWWERULEZ1213 1 year ago i was jokeing WWERULEZ1213 1 year
agoWWERULEZ1213 1 year ago cry baby its just a bulding WWERULEZ1213 1 year
agoanimehotspot 1 year ago Hmm im not supprised that a WWE fan would post a
comment like that because only complete idiots watch that shows as it is obviously fake.
Jeez your stupidity amazes me, dont you realize that thousands of people were murdered
that day??? animehotspot 1 year agorodrigoaguiar07 1 year ago filmando e rindo, que
beleza... rodrigoaguiar07 1 year agoDaniel7681 1 year ago READ THIS, READ THIS,
READ THIS, IMPORTENT Come check mine its just like it, except it tells what
happens with the war in iraq and americans history (but a good part of it is still on 9-11)
Make sure you subscribe, and leave a comment. (for the song Let's see how far we've
come) Daniel7681 1 year agoIsabelleZiesler 1 year ago als ich das in den nachrichen sah
war ich 6 und iich war trotzdem soo geschockt IsabelleZiesler 1 year agodrucker11 1 year
ago Diesen Tag vergesse ich nicht, ich sah fern und dann... Diese schreckliche tat .....
drucker11 1 year agoJanTurelur 1 year ago Stinknormale cia-Operation. JanTurelur 1 year
agodrucker11 1 year ago ja schon. drucker11 1 year agofuckhead6699 1 year ago show
hide lol fuckhead6699 1 year agoZauberer67 1 year ago Hat die frau einen org. während
die da filmt ? Zauberer67 1 year agoadvancespuser 1 year ago 2 Nein, sie zeigt Gefühle...
advancespuser 1 year ago 2Zauberer67 1 year ago ja reg dich ab Zauberer67 1 year
agoaiva56 1 year ago Kisinkona: Dear profet Mohammad what kind of world is this?
(praying to Mohammad) salala oälek ja aba abdullah! Allah what for a thing is it you
created? what is this? Punish them all first the women and then gay people then men and
even if you want to be very serious also punish the children to make the women suffer.
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Allahooo mohmmad va salee mohmmad va aleeee mohammad. Kisinkona: I hope you die
in your bed screming cause thats the only way I can jerk on you you whore aiva56 1 year
agoaiva56 1 year ago Kisinkona: I hopre Iran wipe you people of the map too. You think
I let a owmen take my children away? hehehe I spit on you and every woman and men
who support that thouht. A women were not put on this earth to live by herself and take
the children from the man she suppose to emty her husbands balls and fill his stomach
thats your job and only thing you are good at. And if i have a child of course I own him to
a limit age. Death to america! aiva56 1 year agoaiva56 1 year ago Kisinkona: Your son will
go to his father after he rowns up who made you the parent the court? yeah in usa they
have special treatment of women who said thats fare? a woman who choose a dog isntead
for animals... hehe probably you like when the dog lick your hairy pussy and your
husband didnt like? I know it must be thats why. If it were to me I hang women everyday
jusyt for fun. You are all whores. Only those who are loyal to their husband are normal
women aiva56 1 year agoaiva56 1 year ago Kisinkona: You are nothing but a smelly
whore who deowsnt shave her pussy. Who gave you the right to raise your son alone
without your husbands permission I mean you didnt get pregnant with your dog? A
women who choose a do instead for a humanbeen have a bad jugdement in swedish we got
many of your kind too, thats very bad a woman like that should not even live on this
planet she should be hanged. Thats your way of thinking nin usa we dont want that in
our country Iran aiva56 1 year agoblisto323 1 year ago w in the wrold did u cut off parts
from the video so every one could see how w.g.bush is doing to the wrold his stupid
blisto323 1 year agohiraa2008 1 year ago i was a baby then i wish it was some place other
then that so i coud see it now i wish and i wish and i cry i miss school every 911
hiraa2008 1 year agoxsoftballxchickxx3 1 year ago this is sad:( xsoftballxchickxx3 1 year
agoSgtpowell53813 1 year ago what happened at 11:33 ?...why is there some missing at
11:44?? this is so weird Sgtpowell53813 1 year agoGoForTruth911 1 year ago please,
please investigate self in 9/11. GoForTruth911 1 year agobLueberryCore 1 year ago we
live in an very evil world. this world sucks. it SUCKS. bLueberryCore 1 year
agoHyperbolicFlash 1 year ago Agreed HyperbolicFlash 1 year agoringostarr123456 1
year ago soo many civilans dided!!!!! and people wonder why WE r at war!!!!!!!!! and u
know what the worst part is?????? it was a "regular" plane!!! that just gets me soo pissed
off!! 2 see how much evil is in this world!!!! ringostarr123456 1 year agoKisinkona 1
year ago They cut out the part where the second plane hit.... Kisinkona 1 year
agoKisinkona 1 year ago The lady says OMG it was a Military Plane...but they cut out
that part of the tape...that shows us that it was a military plane... Kisinkona 1 year
agoaiva56 1 year ago Sharky2055: Your american women is whores all we dont want that
shit here. A woman should listen to her husband not living by herself and pretend she can
handle everything by herself. Its wrong and women who steal their husbands children
should be hanged not rewarded like usa. You mean in usa the woman has the same right as
their husbands or more? come on! thats not fare aiva56 1 year agoKisinkona 1 year ago
You sound like a caveman....Women don't need men and men don't own women or
children...are you insane? That would be slavery....you shouldn't talk about killing women
because they are free to do whatever they want...I am a single woman and I make my own
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money and raised my own son. I love not having a man around....they are messy and
smell bad, I will take my wonderful dog over a husband anyday...Freedom is a wonderful
thing...for all people men women and children... Kisinkona 1 year agoaiva56 1 year ago
Sharky2055: Its all just a game my naive friend, and once again us is the satan who start
it. I mean us was belonged to indians and have just existed for 200 years. Many things is
bad in iran I care about children who dont have any food and have to work on the streets
for just making enough money to eat. Its your fault your countrys has done this thing to
ours and us and england are not coming along because they want iran for themselfes
aiva56 1 year agoaiva56 1 year ago Sharky2055: Iran is islamic 100% that means that
they dont want Mcdonalds or other jewish crap in their countrys or any us shit. Dont
you think they should decide for themselfes? execution is very good people must learn to
not commit crimes. iran is not perfect hey I will share a secret with you now. All the
thing you see in iran now is a scenario build by the us and spec england. They put mullah
their to take the oil and blame Islam for the regime aiva56 1 year agoEleessar 1 year ago
you were thinking that war is PC game...this was the whisper of war to u to remınd
itself...u just see a small part of war and act lıke this...im so cirrious what would happen
if u were living in iraq... smile to the war u created : ),smile to the people died in
hıroshima...smile to the people in vietnam,ıraq,afganisthan....an d all the people died just
because of your dirty finger... Eleessar 1 year agoEleessar 1 year ago smile to the war u
created : ),smile to the people diet in hıroshima...smile to the people in
vietnam,ıraq,afganisthan....an-d all the people diet just because of your dirty finger...
Eleessar 1 year agoaiva56 1 year ago Sharky2055: haha thats truth bout Iran but dont you
think a country who doent have any agreement with other countrys should do whatever
they want? hang people? oki so in us you dont have executiobs? come on is that all you
can bring with you? If my wife in Iran were unfaithful with someone else I'd with
pleasure have her hanged in public. If you dont like it then probably you should not live
their? aiva56 1 year agoaiva56 1 year ago its when you come to my house and throw out
my children out and live their by your self thats a zonist exatcly what usa did to
palestine. they throw out arabic people and let jewish live their and west world didnt care
they said " fuck the arabs" that I am agaisnt. look at albanien, pristina is inside serbia who
is that albaniens country? again usa is involved and decides whats the best and collects
whats théirs aiva56 1 year agoaiva56 1 year ago I dont hate all people england- people
Israel-people and usa-people I love but. You know what a zionist is? aiva56 1 year
agoaiva56 1 year ago I dont mean bush I mean people behing scenes those who doesnt
show themself. Not cave man like bin ladin I mean what do they know about hiting
buildings with planes? aiva56 1 year agoaiva56 1 year ago Sharky2055 : Omg you are like
those naive swedish people who read the letters and then goes on after it. Hello hello!
terrirists are those whom sit down with custome and decides whats the best for the
country, aiva56 1 year agoaiva56 1 year ago Sharky2055 : Once again you ddnt
understand me I said people who wish us bad I hate them I love thr real american people,
ahha wait wait you mean usa is innocent? who the fuck told you guys that you can do or
will do whatever you whant or make sanctions to which country? about the women issue
is that if the women were in charge then the whole world would end in 3 days of shoping
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and being gay. A woman is suppose to represent their man not themself thats not why
god put her ass here on Earth aiva56 1 year agoEleessar 1 year ago you were thinking that
war is PC game...this was the whisper of war to u to remınd itself...u just see a small part
of war and act lıke this...im so cirrious what would happen if u were living in iraq...
Eleessar 1 year agomontykill 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam lol lol lol lol montykill 1 year agomontykill 1 year ago ur fucking argument is gay
shut up u 2 montykill 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago montykill What about the
argument is homosexual in nature? Homosexuality hasn't been mentioned that I can see.
How old are you? Sharky2055 1 year agoaiva56 1 year ago conner19957 : Fuck your
mother I say whatever I want, what the truth hurts? I love real american people those
whom are innocent not thr one who loves bush and war agaisnt middle east. America is
not the leader of the world only the country america. Iran has been on the map much
longer than usa and can develop whatever they want. Iran=Land of arier and also Islamic
republic of Iran. Dont mess with us, if you do then hospitals and everything else will
blow up aiva56 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago aiva56 Iran is the 2nd highest in
executions. The Iranian govt hangs gay people, drug smugglers and people that have sex
outside of marriage. They imprison their own as young as 9 in actual prison for breaking
their "Moral Laws". There are men that wear no discernible uniforms that walk amongst
the Iranians enforcing them. Under its present regime, I'd never want to live under a
'government' ruled by religious leaders that swim in the cesspool of wahabbism.
Sharky2055 1 year agoaiva56 1 year ago You americans are making Islam filthy, Islam is
the light. What you americans want us to sell our women like yours? porn stars like alexis
texas? shame on you usa nothing but zionist pigs that want to destroy the Earth death to
america( the goverment) death to Israel and england. A world would be better without
usa. Our countrys could live in peace. Stop sending your brothers and sisters in war, this
is between politics who doesnt come along. aiva56 1 year agoconner19957 1 year ago
Dont come onto here saying America sucks r u frekin serious i hope the goverment gets ur
ass on big brother or somethoin conner19957 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago aiva56
Wrong. It's radical Islamic terrorists that are making Islaim filthy. We Americans don't sell
our women. Women in America are in control of their lives. What's wrong with being a
Zionist? It's idiotic to say we want to destroy the planet we live on. How are you any
better when you wished death on 3 entire nations of people? You aren't. There won't be
peace as long as radical Islam exists. They're incompatible. Sharky2055 1 year
agopalermo10518 1 year ago that was a nice revenge! lol palermo10518 1 year
agostardappledgreen 1 year ago It was mass murder. Not revenge. stardappledgreen 1
year agoaiva56 1 year ago Bin ladin is a former cia agent? You americans are so stupid. I
feel pity for you all. Your country america is responsible for 99% of all terror-attacks the
big problem is you people. hunting oil and all did you know that Saddam hussein was put
in iraq , and usa put him there to control the oil and when he didnt follow orders... war
aiva56 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago aiva56 People that lump all Americans together
as if we're all alike are stupid. The US isn't responsible for 9/11. The Iraqi is in control of
its oil as it has been, selling it through OPEC. The Iraqi Minister of Oil is very pleased
with their profits which you can view online at their site. The US didn't invade Iraq for
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oil. For that, all we'd had to do was bully the UN to lift the sanctions, or get more from
our other sources,lift the ban on offshore drilling or negotiate with Russia. Sharky2055 1
year agoaiva56 1 year ago wh4tever84 : You dumb american, did you know that that day
only bin ladins family could fly away from an airport in america? did you know that al
qauida's founder were CIA? aiva56 1 year ago911wasreallyfunny 1 year ago lol! We
Muslims got our revenge! 911wasreallyfunny 1 year agostardappledgreen 1 year ago
"Revenge" was the term used by supporters of the Iraq War when the U.S. invaded Iraq.
You are as ignorant as they are. stardappledgreen 1 year agodaviedoff 1 year ago Hello
guys, Im from Holland and I think that this is just the beginning of the relation between
western and arabic religion. It's not only in New York or London or in Spain or whatever.
It's also very bad in Holland. People have to make a big fist and fight against it, because if
we can let this happen, (9/11) what will the future bring? daviedoff 1 year agoNAYARAx
1 year ago fuck Osama Bin Ladin NAYARAx 1 year agoaiva56 1 year ago You are all
idiots. 911 was a conspiracy from jewish and american administration. Not arabic world.
Even iran didnt like this because innocent people is not supposed to be harm. Americans
did this cause the world should concontrate to another thing not the economy and even
start a war. This is nothing compared what west world have done to our countrys for
years. Its good not that even west wakes up little. aiva56 1 year agowh4tever84 1 year
ago Oh give me a break! Islam dont giva a SHIT about people, civil or not. The pilots
were muslims. And all the other terrorist attacks around the world then, not just this
against WTC. ??!! wh4tever84 1 year agokaiser0soze 1 year ago Bush telling PART of
the truth for a change: watch?v=f_A77N5WKWM kaiser0soze 1 year agoLiteWaiter 1
year ago MEANS - MOTIVE - OPPORTUNITY Billions go to Larry Sliverstein, no
matter how the facts are presented. Even more billions go to Halliburton, Exxon, Carlyle,
Warburg etc. That's SOME of the MOTIVE(s). 25% of the Pentagons budget is
unaccounted for. That's SOME of the MEANS. The weekend before 9/11 there was a
shut down where workmen prepared "new internet wiring". In the months before that
there was a lot of "construction" noise from the empty floors. That's SOME of the
OPPORTINITY(IES). . LiteWaiter 1 year agowowsucksbad12 1 year ago lol
wildyowns1? your joking? funny thing is that you live in america too. lol you have alot of
subscribers. wowsucksbad12 1 year agoLTBL88 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was an inside job. LTBL88 1 year agowildyowns1 1
year ago was george bush in that plane? wildyowns1 1 year agoPhyrePhenix 1 year ago
way to reach the highest level of douchery PhyrePhenix 1 year agoMinkMink999 1 year
ago Someone told me to check out - 911missingLinks. com - MinkMink999 1 year
agokimiso159 1 year ago I strongly feel for what happened at 9/11 what i didnt expect
was the way each person was stereo typed just bcause of their religion/race. I was
shocked of the reaction pple there panicking and began shooting dead innocent pple just
because they were stereo typed according to the info the media given out. Another is how
much divided each of us become since that. Even though years later after incident pple r
still the same. I just feel for both sides of such idiotic remarks postered in this site.
kimiso159 1 year agoxoxocandice17xoxo 1 year ago 2 oh my god. chills were sent all
OVER my body when i was this gosh, you had a serious view of this tragedy! i don't
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know what the hell i would do if i woke up out of bed and saw that shit happening right
in front of my face! that was a VERRRY sad day. i was in 7th grade when this happened
and i was petrified! everytime i see footage of 9/11 i get really shaken up (i guess i need to
stop watching them) xoxocandice17xoxo 1 year ago 2JuventusfanPopo 1 year ago
Fuckings terrorist.. JuventusfanPopo 1 year agostagmar1 1 year ago IT WAS BUSH.
WACTH close. on another video the building blows first there was a little spark before
the plane crashed. there was a bomb planted in the bulding. HE wanted the enconamy or
something like that to raise or fall stagmar1 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago stagmar1
What video are you watching? There were no bombs. Bush wouldn't do it to crash the
economy, because it would hurt his presidential adminstration's success, or lack thereof
which translates to losing votes when it comes time to elect either a Republican or
democratic party into office. When we vote for a president we're really voting for the
entire political party. It's a package deal. Sharky2055 1 year agoMEGAFATBOY 1 year
ago No. MEGAFATBOY 1 year agostustigel 1 year ago this is the nic day fuck amerika
fuck amys stustigel 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago stustigel Why do you say, "fuck
America"? What have the American citizens done to you? Sharky2055 1 year
agostagmar1 1 year ago I know STUPID al queda. PEOPLE are saying that bish did this
stagmar1 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago stagmar1 Do you really think AlQaeda are
stupid? The lead hijacker, Atta, was working on a PHd in Civil Engineering when he left
to pursue radical Islam on a fulltime basis. The 2nd in command of AlQaeda is an eye
surgeon. They range from highly educated to moderately educated from all walks of life,
all over the world, literally. Sharky2055 1 year agobrwhizz 1 year ago 2 MOST of the
killers however are nobodies with nothing to lose. brwhizz 1 year ago 2cHiVVaa 1 year
ago omfg at 7:33 u can see a guy jumping out.. this is so fucking sad.. cHiVVaa 1 year
agostagmar1 1 year ago are u sure that was a guy. or was it like a object. stagmar1 1 year
agocHiVVaa 1 year ago yes because there were so many jumpers at WTC... i think it was
a jumper not an object :( cHiVVaa 1 year agoNikolaiPT 1 year ago schuss weg? ;)
NikolaiPT 1 year agojjay75 1 year ago Iraq isn't democratic, it's ruled by a puppet
government installed by the American regime. jjay75 1 year ago Prev 69 70 71 72 73
74 75 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy
Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language:
English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more
Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue
Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon
close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) jjay75 1 year ago haha thats awesome.
jjay75 1 year agoJanTurelur 1 year ago Die fire-liche Einweihung von Ground Zero am
12. September 2001, getätigt durch Bürgermeister Quimbie, war über alle Zweifel erhaben.
Geladen waren Gäste aus Funk und Fernsehen, allen vorran der Exilbochumer Herbert
Grönemeyer, der Punkt Null Uhr mit seinem Hit "Flugzeuge im Bauch" die Masse zum
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beben brachte. JanTurelur 1 year agofunkypunkno2 1 year ago I'm not sure if this is true,
but I heard that the government changed Osama's name from Usama, because they didn't
want public enemy number one starting with 'usa'. funkypunkno2 1 year agooldJeebsy 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Google Operation
Northwoods oldJeebsy 1 year agoLiteWaiter 1 year ago DIVIDE AND RULE If this is
what's happening here, the "government" won AGAIN over the people. So, everyone
"defending" the government (I'd prefer to call it propaganda) might give it a second
thought to what they're actually doing. Of course some of them already know quite well...
Unite, respect and live. THINK. Please? LiteWaiter 1 year agostegastech 1 year ago AH
Just think recycling...die on the moon, and walla! from one solid///er, soul to another on
earth...hence recycling light...and ya fuckin let grays die in earth...ggggggggggreat,
hybrids...stronger attributes...ya happy...gov...lol...to the aliens...DAMN KIDS!!!...lol
stegastech 1 year agostegastech 1 year ago 1 cell in the galaxy...this planet is so easy to
grasp...just think...next the neural net...or a puzzle never solved...right eye...artifical
light...called telepathy...contact anyone with just the name...light is forever...so its at a
point in 1 eye to the last eye...and back...greys use it...M.I.B..knows what im
saying...black ops...hello...this cell is so small compared to saturn...thx for the bible
guys!!! stegastech 1 year agoslipknot7533 1 year ago im sorry, but most of this video
sounded fake. like at 14:10 when the guy said the buildings collasping. also at 12:04 when
they explained it was a military plane and how she said oh my god. Im not saying 9/11
was a inside job or it was fake, its just that this video SOUNDED fake. slipknot7533 1
year agodoctaword 1 year ago reminded me of cloverfield doctaword 1 year
agoPrettyinPUNKk77 1 year ago why would americans do this to ourselves? .. i dont
understand that part.. i dont think we did it to ourselves PrettyinPUNKk77 1 year
agopedar94 1 year ago wtc 4ever in my heart pedar94 1 year agoBrutalPenguins 1 year
ago i believe that this was done by americans...considering that bombs went off from
inside the WTC and that there is proof of at least 6 of the hijackers still being alive
today...there is alot of proof showing that this wasnt done by terrorists BrutalPenguins 1
year agoSharky2055 1 year ago BrutalPenguins You can believe it all you like, but it's
been proven Americans didn't do this. There were no bombs going off that day. There's
no proof that 6 hijackers are alive. How would they survive, magic parachutes that
rendered them invisible? There's 100% proof it was done by terrorists. It's been proven in
a court of law beyond a reasonable doubt. Sharky2055 1 year agobobbyduddle 1 year ago
R.I.P bobbyduddle 1 year agolouloudigdig 1 year ago WHAT THE HELL KIND OF
NAME IS -911wasreallyfunny- AND YOU ARE FROM THE US??? OBVIOUSLY
YOU DIDNT LIVE IN NEW YORK, I WISH YOU DID, THEN YOU WOULDNT BE
SAYING STUPID SHIT LIKE THAT YOU LOSER MOVE OUT OF THE STATES
louloudigdig 1 year agoatghsauioghs 1 year ago well u can try beeing in iraq or palestine
and experience ur self of what u c there done by ur people and in palestine whats done by
the fucking jews ?? atghsauioghs 1 year ago911wasreallyfunny 1 year ago LOL!
911wasreallyfunny 1 year agopsherman95 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam what is wrong with you? psherman95 1 year agolouloudigdig 1 year
ago ILYAnuclear --WHAT THE FUCK IS UP WITH YOU FUCK AND YOUR
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STUPIS ASS COMMENTS???? FUCKING STUPID AS HELL. PERHAPS IF ANY
OF YOU GUYS FROM THE UK OR WHEREVER THE FUCK ELSE YOU WERE
WHEN THIS HAPPENED HAVE NO IDEA WHAT WE WENT THROUGH... SO
FUCK OFF louloudigdig 1 year agoatghsauioghs 1 year ago well u can try beeing in iraq
or palestine and experience ur self of what u c there done by ur people and in palestine
whats done by the fucking jews ?? atghsauioghs 1 year agoSharky2055 1 year ago
atghsauioghs What are you prattling on about? Sharky2055 1 year agosamec19 1 year ago
hohohohohohohohh 9/11 was an inside job.... This is a true............. samec19 1 year
agolouloudigdig 1 year ago palermo10518---AGAIN--SOME PEOPLE ARE FUCKING
STUPID AS HELL. louloudigdig 1 year agopalermo10518 1 year ago you deserved that
usa! your country killed too many people for decades! palermo10518 1 year agoKMnnA
1 year ago NO WE DIDNT FUCKING DESERVE THAT i hope you got blown up you
motherfucking pig KMnnA 1 year agoILYAnuclear 1 year ago Yes, yes all of you will die
fucking american pigs. Here in what results your arrogance and scarcity of mind. You
childrens of hamburgers and doughnuts, your thick asses, prevent to think normally to
you.Вы consider yourself as the higher race, but it is silly... ILYAnuclear 1 year
agopikaun 1 year ago ohhh my fucking god. fucking all dem muslim cunts we got to
fucking kill them all. fucken hell we should all do lyk the fucking aussies did and go bash
all the fucking lebo's, muslims and asian cunts aye!! fucking kill them all aye the fucking
peices of shit pikaun 1 year agoleanRAVEN 1 year ago u can fuck ur salf and fuck ur
mom ass hol leanRAVEN 1 year agoadroitR656 1 year ago "theyre gonna have to have
planes fly over and drop water on it" 1. how would they ever get planes out there after
they grounded flights 2. do u know how long it would take to get water in a plane, and fly
out to new york? too long adroitR656 1 year agoHajjRidvan 1 year ago 9/11 = did by
ZIONIST BU$H COMPANY F you Bu§H!!! HajjRidvan 1 year agoBoomBoom2055 1
year ago HajjRidvan No, it wasn't. Bush's dogs are more intelligent and have more
common sense than he does. BoomBoom2055 1 year agosdhar3 1 year ago Or the Bush
Crime Family. sdhar3 1 year agoJ0HN91 1 year ago This is absolutely gut wrenching, I
hope no one ever ever forgets this day, we as Americans need a daily reminder. J0HN91 1
year agojjay75 1 year ago I'd as sooner remember the thousands of Iraqi freedom fighters
and civilians murdered in Iraq each month in the "war on terror"... jjay75 1 year
agoBoomBoom2055 1 year ago jjay75 They're not freedom fighters. Iraq is already free.
It's a democratic country. BoomBoom2055 1 year agorobertrolazo 1 year ago que bueno,
cuantos yankis de mierda se murieron, jajajajajaaja robertrolazo 1 year agowildyowns1 1
year ago it wasnt a plane it was a rocket wildyowns1 1 year agoiiRecordz 1 year ago wat
are u smokin its a plane! iiRecordz 1 year agoSAVID2 1 year ago Guau, es impresionante
la vista panoramica SAVID2 1 year agoknox457 1 year ago 2 for the last fucking time it
was not a military plane! knox457 1 year ago 2Anae420 1 year ago wow this is the best
footage iv seen of the 911 day. you guys have front row view. but what happened with
the second plane hit and when the first tower collapsed? you guys stopped recording at
that part? Anae420 1 year agoHouzeFreak13 1 year ago Die arme Frau die weint :(
HouzeFreak13 1 year agostylezzSheila 1 year ago ohh mein gott wie krass ist das den in
im negativem sinne ya....echt heftig wen man das so sieht stylezzSheila 1 year
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agostylezzSheila 1 year ago ohh mein gott wie krass ist das den in im negativem sinne
ya....echt heftig wen man das so sieht stylezzSheila 1 year agogoktan321 1 year ago Die
US amerikaner reden immer über Religionen. Aber denen sind alle Religionen egal.
Hauptsache bei Ihnen füllen sich die Kassen. Niemand hatte mit den religionen anderer ein
problem bis die Terroristen von USA kamen. Genau das Gleiche in Dresden bombadieren
die doch Dresden obwohl alles schon kaputt war. Sie sind angeblich immer das Volk dass
leidtragend ist, aber sind die Wahrhaftigen terroristen. Wenn nicht das volk zumindestens
die US regierung. goktan321 1 year agogoktan321 1 year ago Ihr die hier schreibt, verfolgt
bitte die Geschichte. Wieviel Länder wurden von den USA bis jetzt terrorisiert? Japan,
Korea, Vietnam, Irak, Afghanistan usw. Und in diesen Ländern starben nicht nur 3000
Menschen denn hier reden wir von Millionen. Dem Amerikaner ist es egal wieviele
menschen sterben. Die versuchen die leute in anderen Ländern mit ihren religions
erklärungen nur die menschen auf ihre seite zuziehen. goktan321 1 year agooyeahjoh 1
year ago why didn they fuckin sprayed those towers with 10 helicopters....they plenty
of fuckin time oyeahjoh 1 year agoC18Matze 1 year ago :-) C18Matze 1 year
agoLiteWaiter 1 year ago MEANS - MOTIVE - OPPORTUNITY Billions go to Larry
Sliverstein, no matter how the facts are presented. Even more billions go to Halliburton,
Exxon, Carlyle, Warburg etc. There's SOME of the MOTIVE(s). 25% of the Pentagons
budget is unaccounted for. There's SOME of the MEANS. The weekend before 9/11
there was a shut down where workmen installed "new internet wiring". In the months
before that there was a lot of "construction" noise from empty floors. There's SOME of
the OPPORTINITY(IES). . LiteWaiter 1 year agokooziejr 1 year ago :-( kooziejr 1 year
agomesodum87 1 year ago OUR TECHNOLOGIEs? jesus how can u say that? we
protect our people and our way of life! and now its starting to crumble, from beneath our
feet! no matter what happens theres always someone that wants us gone... I can't speak
for everyone but we need to hold fast. mesodum87 1 year ago19rocky71 1 year ago
Amazing footage Bri and Bob. Thank you for sharing. 19rocky71 1 year agoHiddenmovie
1 year ago looks like you technologies... eat up ur own country.. Hiddenmovie 1 year
agosnodd11 1 year ago Its acctuly true but bad. :-((( snodd11 1 year agoEtube223 1 year
ago Even I'm Canadian I fell bad for the people in the city because some stupid people
detroyed them with 2 planes. Etube223 1 year agopicoloco321 1 year ago man i just wish
they caught osama bin laden and killed his stupid fucking sorry muslim ass the same way
as sudan or question him picoloco321 1 year agocheefpoker 1 year ago As long as the
Bush family is around, the Bin Ladens will be protected and safe....they're oil buddies and
all. cheefpoker 1 year agoBoomBoom2055 1 year ago cheefpoker Have you bought your
Loose Change 'truther' shirt yet? BoomBoom2055 1 year agodaneeB79 1 year ago I'm
amazed you Americans don't protest more against these attacks that are clearly an inside
job. Are you really going to let this pass? If this was in France the streets would be
burning by now. Bush & co needs to be trialed and sent to jail. If you don't think this is
an inside job you clearly haven't done any research. I suggest you do. Start with "ZERO :
An Investigation Into 9/11" its an italian documentary presented to the europeen
parlament. daneeB79 1 year agoybebelove 1 year ago 2 im a american and this stupid
shits came from another country and came and hit the world trade center look what
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happen 7 years old later im sad because my uncle was there and he die why god but they
arenot with god they are some where else having a disaster. ybebelove 1 year ago
2bear1000 1 year ago do u also think that the bombing of the uss cole was an inside job,
what about the Madrid and London bombings, jesus christ, what u people have to realize
is that there are people in this world that want to hurt and kill us and would do anything
to accomplish it. bear1000 1 year agodaneeB79 1 year ago Listen, I'm not going to say
that I know evrything, but the more you look into CIA's history, the more disgusted you
get by their way of operating. They have have used fals flag attacks to overtrhow leaders,
create terrorist attacks, they put saddam hussein to power, trained and armed Bin laden
etc... Search operation Gladio, op northwoods, Operation Ajax just to name some. PNAC
(look it up) needed a new pearl harbor and they got it. simply believing 19 box cutter
arabs did it is to naiv. daneeB79 1 year agoEagleAfterLife 1 year ago I am proud to be an
American. May God continue to bless America. EagleAfterLife 1 year agonaxif 1 year ago
4 All Bush's foult! Why is he mooking the terrorist. Good to have Obama now.. naxif 1
year ago 4dorismann 1 year ago rest in peace dorismann 1 year agoWarCrime911 1 year
ago Why do the beams and dust explode out the sides BEFORE the top half of the
building starts falling? These buildings were clearly blown up! Do you know how big
they were? Do you understand the scale of the magnitude of what you are seeing? How
can you possibly rationalize this and agree with a Government of PROVEN LIARS?
LOOK WITH YOUR OWN EYES! These towers DISINTEGRATE symmetrically! It
would be an anomoly for it to happen once! But it happened 3 times in NYC on 9/11???
WHY? WarCrime911 1 year agoTaquanMohammed12121 1 year ago notice how we cant
see the plane!!! lol wow TaquanMohammed12121 1 year agoTaquanMohammed12121 1
year ago Terrorist??? there is no greater terrorist then the USA Government. it was
founded by the FreeMasons a Devil Worshiping Cult!!!! They Use the Word Terrorist to
Decribe One Who will not Submit to their Ideas ...911 was an inside job used to rage war
against Islam A True Religon Of GOD !!! in the end GOD will Have Retribution!!!!
TaquanMohammed12121 1 year agoAlexH09 1 year ago did u hear that at 12.20? its a
military plane AlexH09 1 year ago08CJ09 1 year ago this is why i hate pakis 08CJ09 1
year agoharman108 1 year ago 08CJ09 plz dont be racist im not pakis but i just dont like
racists comments cuase it will offend others harman108 1 year agobear1000 1 year ago do
u also think that the bombing of the uss cole was an inside job, what about the Madrid
and London bombings, jesus christ, what u people have to realize is that there are people
in this world that want to hurt and kill us and would do anything to accomplish it.
bear1000 1 year agosuckerpunchd 1 year ago seriously i know its a big deal but there is
no fucking reason for you to cry like that... suckerpunchd 1 year agoboiade89 1 year ago
terrible... R.I.P. all the victims and heroes of the 9/11... boiade89 1 year agopwned2ice 1
year ago You conspiracy maniacs are the biggest bunch of retards I've seen in my life. Get
a life a STFU. pwned2ice 1 year agoProstoj25 1 year ago 2 I see flashes, and I believe,
that then someone watching for 9/11 presses buttons to blow up small thermit bombs in
building what to weaken structure of a building and to prepare collapse. Besides when
crash has begun these people begin additional blasting of a everyone storey strictly from
top up to the basis synchronously with collapse, what to exclude a stop of collapse. I do
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not know who they. But I think they were Prostoj25 1 year ago 2Syltelabber 1 year ago
Things are gona be much better whit OBAMA !!! Syltelabber 1 year agoConPerdon08 1
year ago I doubt that ConPerdon08 1 year agocaldi414 1 year ago i bet your right- i
honestly dont think the Planes Knocked the Towers down-it fell Like a Casino with
explosives-but i really dont know-Whoever did it thats Just Why would u do that to that
many people--Itz Kinda Sad actually- caldi414 1 year agoTheMasterChief2 1 year ago 2
9/11 was a cover up so that the American people relay Bush to protect them but its
wrong he betrayed them by making false excuses to invade foreign country for OIL.
Probably in my life time I'll read history books illustrates Bush as the Hitler of the 21st
century. Period TheMasterChief2 1 year ago 2palermo10518 1 year ago 3 Fuck Bush!
Fuck us army! palermo10518 1 year ago 3birenp89 1 year ago Fucking assholes birenp89
1 year agobirenp89 1 year ago Sorry to hear that soldier birenp89 1 year agosoilder3210 1
year ago 2 R.I.P my FATHER DIED IN THE NORTH TOWER :'(:(:( yup 7:33 theres a
small dot:( soilder3210 1 year ago 2therock1a 1 year ago r u fuckin serious that ur dad
thrown from the building r u serious therock1a 1 year agoT11m1 1 year ago so sorry to
hear that :/ T11m1 1 year agoILYAnuclear 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Osama,we love you!!! ILYAnuclear 1 year agokikpik1 1 year ago ill
fuckin kill u, dam terrorist kikpik1 1 year agoLolypop554 1 year ago he is right at 7:33 u
can see a small dot Lolypop554 1 year agoFunkys35 1 year ago At 7:33 look closely u
can see a guy jump out!!! Funkys35 1 year agosoilder3210 1 year ago 5:31 what IS
THAT ON THE LEFT SCREEN IS IS A PLANE OR UFO??? soilder3210 1 year
agoUKNOWTHEIROUTTHEIR 1 year ago this is way I do not live in the city
UKNOWTHEIROUTTHEIR 1 year agoUKNOWTHEIROUTTHEIR 1 year ago thats a
lot of views UKNOWTHEIROUTTHEIR 1 year agoUKNOWTHEIROUTTHEIR 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ——--|´¯|)——--------(|¯`|
——--|—|————---|—| ——--|—|————---|—| —-/´¯/—/´¯\———/¯`\—\¯`\ -/-/-/—/—/-|_—-_|-\---\—\—\-\- - (-(—(—(—/-)--)--(--(-\—)—)—)-) -\————\/--/—\—\/—
———/ --\———— /——\-————/ —\-———-(———)———-/ —-\———-\——-/———--/ —--\———-\—---/———--/ fuk osama bin laden he needs fuckin hell to pay
UKNOWTHEIROUTTHEIR 1 year agomartin131994 1 year ago 100% fake world trade
ist fake menn martin131994 1 year agowunderkindone 1 year ago fuck bush.
wunderkindone 1 year agokikpik1 1 year ago dis is wat happen when u get a retart to run
this country kikpik1 1 year agogunsnstef 1 year ago fuck you 911was reallyfunny you
dickhead fuck you mother fucker gunsnstef 1 year agopalermo10518 1 year ago Fuck
america! fucking americans living in ignorance and patriotical blindness! fuck you all!
palermo10518 1 year ago911wasreallyfunny 1 year ago I LOLd that day.
911wasreallyfunny 1 year agogunsnstef 1 year ago fuck you gunsnstef 1 year
ago911wasreallyfunny 1 year ago 9/11 was a punishment from God.
watch?v=OveU2eLuO9c 911wasreallyfunny 1 year agojustiniscoolohyea 1 year ago they
edited out the 2nd plane and the collapse? justiniscoolohyea 1 year agodoogienpack 1
year ago and we are trying to help the people who did this, why are there so few of us
who don't remember the pain of seeing our own people die by the hand of the terrorist, i
remember, and i still feel the pain of who we lost, i never knew any of them, personally,
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but i know that there were Americans, and that is all i need to know to want to nuke that
damn country.any one who lost some one in the world trade center that day i feel for
you. doogienpack 1 year agomithat87 1 year ago "omg... omg... omg whats happening...
willy i think its all about the WTC, omg it was a military plane"?? mithat87 1 year
agoCROldon 1 year ago FUCK MOSSAD, FUCK ZIONISTS, FUCK FREEMASONS,
FUCK ILLUMINATI, FUCK CIA AND FUCK THEM VIACOM/YOUTUBE
UNDERCOVER AGENTS READING WHAT IM WRITING RIGHT NOW! i DONT
GIVE A FUK NO MORE! PEOPLE SAY BUSH KNOCKED DOWN THE
TOWERS!? MOSSAD KNOCKED DOWN THE TOWERS.FUK MOSSAD CROldon
1 year agowaketheoblivious 1 year ago Exactly, not talking some runaway politicians
accepting bribes. This is not your typical corruption. This is a calculated terrorist
infiltration of government to execute a diabolical agenda. These Nazi Pigs ain't just about
greed they're about power and they playing a game that is pure Evil, make Hitler look like
an choir boy. They play the anti-semitic card cause they can, fact is they hate
humanity..... US Naval Ship Liberty attacked by Israelis & President Lyndon Johnson
waketheoblivious 1 year agoTrekker5211 1 year ago Watching this again really helps you
to remember why we pay respect every September 11th. Trekker5211 1 year
agopattyricks18 1 year ago revelation 20.7 "and when the thousand years are over, satan
will be released from his prison." pattyricks18 1 year agopatriotsrule777 1 year ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ——--|´¯|)——--------(|¯`| ——--|—|——
——---|—| ——--|—|————---|—| —-/´¯/—/´¯\———/¯`\—\¯`\ -/-/--/—/—/-|_—-_|-\--\—\—\-\ - (-(—(—(—/-)--)--(--(-\—)—)—)-) -\————\/--/—\—\/————/ --\———
— /——\-————/ —\-———-(———)———-/ —-\———-\——--/———--/ —-\———-\—---/———--/ fuk osama bin laden he needs fuckin hell to pay patriotsrule777
1 year agopatriotsrule777 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam ——--|´¯|)——--------(|¯`| ——--|—|————---|—| ——--|—|————---|—| —/´¯/—/´¯\———/¯`\—\¯`\ -/-/--/—/—/-|_—-_|-\---\—\—\-\ - (-(—(—(—/-)--)--(--(-\—)—
)—)-) -\————\/--/—\—\/————/ --\———— /——\-————/ —\-———-(——
—)———-/ —-\———-\——--/———--/ —--\———-\—---/———--/ fuck osama bin
laden! he deserves to go to fuckin hell! patriotsrule777 1 year agosteiwher 1 year ago how
the fuck are you able to upload those big videos? steiwher 1 year agopattyricks18 1 year
ago have to be a youtube director pattyricks18 1 year agokikpik1 1 year ago by uploading
dem kikpik1 1 year agosteiwher 1 year ago ok thanks lol steiwher 1 year
agoKieLsTerDeYz 1 year ago blablabla KieLsTerDeYz 1 year agodillpill00123 1 year ago
AT 5:35 look to the left of the screen dillpill00123 1 year agoSharkeologist 1 year ago
yeah its like there's something flying! Sharkeologist 1 year agosaxoniano 1 year ago and
from 26 minutes of video I can barely see fire...I can only see smoke..... doesn´t it tell You
something..... where is the fire that melt down 47 massive steel columns ? black smoke
means the temperature is not that high... saxoniano 1 year agosaxoniano 1 year ago one
more thing: please pay attention to the sound of explosives when the tower is
collapsing....when Bob and Mary are closing the window because of the smoke/dust
coming ...please listen....and ask yourself if those sounds are from a building coming down
or from explosions...listen saxoniano 1 year agosaxoniano 1 year ago in this video all the
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most important moments have been cut. nevertheless they were not precise enough,
infact you can see flashes on the side of the tower from multiple floors..clear indication of
a controlled demolition about to happen......I would love to talk to Mary....she knows
what really happened that day....she saw a military plane...probably a missile with
wings...from that distance is plausible to mistake a flying objects with wings... saxoniano
1 year agogangsta4life1256 1 year ago from 11:51-11:59 you can see a weird flying object
on the right side of the tower gangsta4life1256 1 year agoUKNOWTHEIROUTTHEIR 1
year ago some people say that a UFO. UKNOWTHEIROUTTHEIR 1 year
agoRockStarAmilia 1 year ago omg.... that video... is undescribable just like all of the
other 9/11 videos. I am usually joyful and very very rarely do i cry but when i see these
videos a tear comes rolling down my cheek. i can't stand to know that people,
INOCCENT people had judement day that day. RockStarAmilia 1 year agokierstenhoyle
1 year ago Oh my god. You can see the second plane at 3:08 (like 1993minitrucker said)
kierstenhoyle 1 year ago1993minitrucker 1 year ago at 3:08 you can see the second plane
circling ..... wow 1993minitrucker 1 year agoPlawranc 1 year ago This is not a conspiracy
all u nutters saying that if u look at the folders he sued for two acts of terror to get money
and all things like that its BS Maybe the CIA and all them had somthing to do with it but
if they did we aint gonna catch them. The explosives theroy is the Best 1 which is saying
somthing because that means the entire thing must be Government. So in short it might be
a conspiracy but most of us say it aint so silence and EOS Plawranc 1 year
agoMinkMink999 1 year ago Check out on Youtube - 9/11 Free Bees MinkMink999 1
year agoskypies 1 year ago 3 This is incredibly moving. Thanks for sharing this with us.
skypies 1 year ago 3Zilinski5 1 year ago crazy vid Zilinski5 1 year agodirthpool 1 year
ago Why was it that everyone's first reaction that day was to reach for the fucking video
camera? dirthpool 1 year agoKingTpuff 1 year ago well what the fuck else could they do
call the police becuase im pretty sure they saw it or other thousands of poeple called so
what else to sit there and watch? KingTpuff 1 year agoCS1723 1 year ago What a
perspective, the woman sobbing after the first tower collasped says it all. I think the
country collectively sobbed during this event. CS1723 1 year agoiamthemonsterman8908
1 year ago omg! at 7:45 you can see people jumpin from the windows!!
iamthemonsterman8908 1 year agokenn0255 1 year ago its really spooky when all the
smoke is coming near the camera kenn0255 1 year agomerged 1 year ago google,
"september clues" "911 taboo" and " 911 missing links" merged 1 year agowolfbusa 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam FUCK YOU
AMERICA!!! wolfbusa 1 year agonikefootball5 1 year ago FUCK YOU nikefootball5 1
year agoLifeIsLife1984 1 year ago the evidence for inside job is everywhere but as long as
it's hidden from mass media you will beleive terrorists are your enemy watch 9/11
coincidences it's full of facts LifeIsLife1984 1 year agoPumpgun1989 1 year ago Can
some1 write down in English what the song sing in 3:00 to 3:08 (ps iam not english) or
does som1 know the song?? thx Pumpgun1989 1 year agoschmarcie 1 year ago Pumpgun,
The song at 3:00-3:08 is a children's song. This Old Man This old man he played one He
played knick-knack on my thumb With a knick-knack paddywhack give a dog a bone
This old man came rolling home This old man he played two He played knick-knack on
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my shoe With a knick-knack paddywhack give a dog a bone This old man came rolling
home Peace be with you and yours in Germany. schmarcie 1 year agoPumpgun1989 1
year ago hey thnx alot dude do u know where i can hear it like the women is singing i just
can find where males are singing ? Thx alot & Peace to America Pumpgun1989 1 year
agoLiteWaiter 1 year ago The cost of removing the asbestos from WTC was too high.
When the Twin Towers came down the city of New York was covered in cement AND
ASBESTOS. The planes were "only" for distraction. Expect many more victims in the
next years. Didn't Larry Silverstein say "Pull it...."? He bought it for 15,000,000.= and
got it declared a double terrorist attack, meaning he got 7,000,000,000.= out of it. WITH
A SMILE ON HIS FACE. Find the weakest link, which at this moment probably is
Larry Silverstein. LiteWaiter 1 year agoAnnoyingDirector 1 year ago what the hell is
this?!?! 9/11 was a big hoax, it was set up on a universal stage to trick ppl into hating
terrorists... no one was hamred in the making of this AnnoyingDirector 1 year agoGobotu
1 year ago Yyyyyyyyes, sure. Care to provide evidence that this was a hoax? Gobotu 1
year agoiamthemonsterman8908 1 year ago how the hell is it a hoax?? your so fucking
ignorant... how do you explain the fact that THERE'S NO FUCKING WORLD TRADE
CENTER?? it's just ground zero now, you're such a fucking idiot... go and tell that to the
NYPD and the NYFD and all the families and people who lost it all on that day... you
fucking retard!! I hate ignorant people like you! shut the fuck up you damn towelhead
iamthemonsterman8908 1 year agoOsmanreich 1 year ago 3 the terror organisation al
kaida killed 5.000 peoble in his history.... the americans over 120.000 civilian people in
the irak.... who is an terror organisation ? yes not only al kaida....... Osmanreich 1 year
ago 3xoxMixedBeautyxox 1 year ago FYI, NOT ALL AMERICANS. you motherfucker.
al qaeda started all thsi shit. they have k illed more. xoxMixedBeautyxox 1 year agojarm80
1 year ago asombroso.. realmente asombroso.!!! cuante gente inocente murio ese dia..
jarm80 1 year agoMagicalNinjaSamurai 1 year ago 2 Yeh, there will be another terrorist
attack, because everyone knows Obama wont know wat to do. He doesnt agree with war,
so he wont defend our country. I dont think Obama is experienced enough. Too bad,
McCain/Palin didnt win... MagicalNinjaSamurai 1 year ago 2metalfucker82 1 year ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam EVERYONE: You have to see
"bringing the truth home"!!! 9/11 was a inside job!!! metalfucker82 1 year
agomilkymoo93 1 year ago i agree with you. milkymoo93 1 year agoghostarnel 1 year ago
omg this is so sad to watch never forget 9/11/01 ghostarnel 1 year agopurgerT30T 1 year
ago a nlo is in the video purgerT30T 1 year agojlxh08 1 year ago no body in that building
deserved what happeneed. however, america more than deserved it for their imperialism.
jlxh08 1 year agoidunno009 1 year ago go shit and die you ignorant grabasstic piece of
amphibious shit idunno009 1 year agojonread12 1 year ago 2 sorry but wtf is that music
these lesbians are listening to? jonread12 1 year ago 2palermo10518 1 year ago show hide
that was what you deserved usa! palermo10518 1 year agoDeviousperson 1 year ago You
deserve to die and burn in hell with the rest of your family. Deviousperson 1 year
agosaxoniano 1 year ago palermo ma allora sei l´unico a non aver capito che l´attacco fu
condotto dagli USA stessi... ma allora non hai capito che Osama Bin Laden non ha niente
a che fare con l´11 Settembre ? saxoniano 1 year agoDjstewarty 1 year ago NO 1
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DESERVERED IT U FUCKING INBRED Djstewarty 1 year agoMagicalNinjaSamurai 1
year ago OMGoodness! That was the saddest day of my life! I knew two people in the
north tower. they both got out and took da ferry 2 Jersey. This is why we r in this war!
Why we shud stay in the war. I'll bet u there will b another one of these, Pres-Elect
Obama is gonna cause it MagicalNinjaSamurai 1 year agoHalofan034 1 year ago Thank
Goodness for your friends, and I believe that there will be another terrorist attack just to
test what Obaba will do in response. The only question is when will it happen.
Halofan034 1 year agoSMMSkid33 1 year ago NETWORK LIVE at 5:31 please look
near the bottom left of the screen. there is a small black object flying and that might be the
2nd plane. SMMSkid33 1 year agoASHERDREW 1 year ago guywasreallyfunny, You
fuckin piece of shit, i'd fuckin make some new way of fucking you up real bad,that would
last for days you lil "bitch" FUCK YOU!!!!!!It would make most people think you were
hit and dragged under a train. Fuckin scum bag. ASHERDREW 1 year agoSirVenom 1
year ago 2 It is people like the jerks commenting here (one of them is Japanese and still
holds a grudge from the Atomic Bombings, which our military actually warned them
about ahead of time, unlike the Pearl Harbor attack) that makes me realize how special
America is. Now, I don't mean to generalize, but hatemongering seems to be very common
outside of our borders. We actually care for others' wellbeing. I AM PROUD TO BE AN
AMERICAN! SirVenom 1 year ago 2leftynick8 1 year ago Ok yeah I noticed that too.
Thats why I added another comment saying who I was talking to so people didn't get the
wrong message. And I agree with what you said about BIGMANDING. leftynick8 1
year agokraniumguy 1 year ago A very tragic event, only to be very mishandled by
bush... 3000 people died, and bush had a big grudge on Iraq, so a million more people
died, yet they still have not caught bin ladin... They were in afghanistan, and they went to
Iraq for a completely different reason!! kraniumguy 1 year agocatdofira 1 year ago how
could you say that?? the 911 was horrific thats horrable!!! catdofira 1 year
ago911wasreallyfunny 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
LOL! Those people deserved to die. 911wasreallyfunny 1 year agoleftynick8 1 year ago
You are a worthless piece of shit. You are the scum of the earth that deserves to die.
Every person in those buildings were innocent US citizens who deserved a chance. I can't
beleive you would actually have the nerve to say something like you just did. leftynick8 1
year agoleftynick8 1 year ago I am talking to the YouTube member "911wasreallyfunny"
It was most certainly not funny. Read my other comment. leftynick8 1 year
agoBIGMANDING 1 year ago wanna know whats sad. is all the people who keep going
on about america done this done that etc. This shouldnt happen to innocent people
especially on fucking transport. This is what happens when we let Muslims and Fanatics
into our countries. started off with a few in the uk. Now there are Far too many. Ask
yourself this - How many Pakistani's are there per single family? at least 3 boys and 2 or
3 girls. Its a disease. Get them out!!!! BIGMANDING 1 year agoSirVenom 1 year ago
You're just as bad as that racist Japanese that posted before you, and the ignorant jerk
that posted after you. 9/11 was terrible, along with the Pearl Harbor attack, the Atomic
Bombings, etc... but that does not make any excuse for racism. Not all Muslims are like
Osama and his brainless minions. SirVenom 1 year agoleftynick8 1 year ago SirVenom are
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you talking to me? I was responding to the person "911wasreallyfunny". Are you Calling
me an ignorant jerk? leftynick8 1 year agoSirVenom 1 year ago No, of course not. I was
replying to BIGMANDING. For some reason, I guess our comments don't appear under
the people we are replying to anymore. SirVenom 1 year agoMastermindPrime 1 year ago
show hide HAHAHAHAHA! That is what every civilian murdering warmongers
deserve! America killed hundreds of thousands of man, woman and child all over the
world for centuries. It feels good to know that they were given the taste of their own
medicine. I suggest people who lost their relatives in this Glorious Event to give the
world a favor and kill themselves. At least theyll be together again.. In Hell!
Hahahahahahaha MastermindPrime 1 year agochidorikill 1 year ago what on earth is
wrong with you!?!?!?! If somebody you cared about was murdered, it wouldnt be so
funny would it? I think I would laugh my guts out if I knew one of your relatives died
mastermindprime. chidorikill 1 year agojcurls0926 1 year ago You are a coward.
jcurls0926 1 year agojcurls0926 1 year ago that was a comment to 911wasfunny not to
the victims. jcurls0926 1 year agogaurdianofsakura 1 year ago 2 man all those people
gone. this has got to be the second most saddest thing i have ever witnessed
gaurdianofsakura 1 year ago 2SPANNES2008 1 year ago ist doch längst vergessen! ôô
SPANNES2008 1 year agosm3i 1 year ago allh akber allh akber sm3i 1 year
agoseriousman8888 1 year ago wow u mustve been horrified seriousman8888 1 year
agoCosby1969 1 year ago I'm not American, I'm Australian and I too was horrified by
this event/attack, I'm not sure what I would do in your shoe's, the urge to help people
would be overwhelming I would think, however there really isn't much you could have
done and recording this terrible event is a good thing, it is amazing how easily people tend
to forget just how awful this day was and only through this type of recording can we
remind our selves of the truth and horror of this dreadful day. Cosby1969 1 year
agoPhilvill36 1 year ago This Lady and Gentalman are not sick. They ended up recording
history, a very horrifying part of history. Both must have felt so much pain, for they
actually lived this. I respect them, and ask fellow viewers to show them the same respect
I do. These two people have played a part, no matter what size, in my life by showing
me history. Thank you, and God Bless- P.J. Philvill36 1 year agocdick6978 1 year ago
This Video is A nice remider and a alot of peole taped this this video is history.
September 11, 2001 was the worstday in history of america. however if you dont belive
that then same on you. please do not cuss this has nothing todo with poltics leave
McCain And OBAMA out of this thanks. cdick6978 1 year agowallcrawler50 1 year ago
I don't believe this was the worst day in American history. Why is this worse then
March 14 1794, May 23 1838, May 13 1846, March 6 1857, Sept 18 1862, Oct 29,
1928, Dec 7 1941, April 30th 1975, March 20, 2003. This was the worst foreign yes, but
far from the worst day in American History. wallcrawler50 1 year agowrestlingbrain 1
year ago if that was me lookin out my house at that, id probably faint, and this bitch is
filming it, obv has no real heart, is she saving it for viewing after?? i cant get over the fact
they filmed this, soooo fkn stupid wrestlingbrain 1 year agowrestlingbrain 1 year ago
what a disrespectful bitch she is for carrying on filming that video, some people are just
sick!!! wrestlingbrain 1 year agopetresko14 1 year ago what the fuck are u laughing at?Do
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you think this is funny???DO YOU?????U MOTHER FUCKING HATERS!!!!I CANT
BELEAVE THAT U LAUGH AT THIS HORROR!!!CURSE YOU IRAC IDIOTS!!!
petresko14 1 year agoabedabedabednatsheh 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam looooooooooooooooooooooooooooo-l abedabedabednatsheh 1 year
agoabedabedabednatsheh 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
hhhhhhhhhhhhh wooooow very very nice abedabedabednatsheh 1 year agoNKE272 1
year ago Please america wake up Bush and the gov. set this up the war has nothing to do
with 9/11 I mean have they even caught anyone for this crime yet besides trying to take
oil and send all the money to Iraq...let me know please NKE272 1 year
agothepiratecowboy 1 year ago 9 God bless Americans... rest in peace... and
congratulations your new president, Obama. thepiratecowboy 1 year ago 9goblue2120 1
year ago You should also take note that three buildings came down in NY world trade
towers 1 and 2 and trade building 7 which looks like a small building next to the twin
towers, but would be a very very large building in other major cities, came down the same
way can watch it falling at the rate of gravity, and the thing is it barley had damage done
to it, clearly not enough for the mother fucker to fall at the rate of gravity. There is a
govenment within a govenment, plain and simple. goblue2120 1 year agogoblue2120 1
year ago Examples of buildings being hit by planes are The empire state building in the
70's and another would be a giant building in spain in 2006 ,and guess what they didnt
fuckin fall down at the rate of gravity, matter of fact they stayed standing, feel free to
you tube it or google it. goblue2120 1 year agogoblue2120 1 year ago Buildings do not fall
at the rate of gravity, unless certain explosives are placed in certain areas e.g. a controlled
demolition. Another very important thing is that jet fuel burns at the same heat level of
kerosene, not nearly enough to melt steele. You can believe what ya like but buildings
have been hit buy planes before and never came down at the rate of gravity. goblue2120 1
year agoWATINTHEWORLD88 1 year ago I sincerely hope Obama does half as good as
Bush if there is another attack on our country during the next four years.
WATINTHEWORLD88 1 year agoWASEEMWASEEMWASEEM 1 year ago u jew
fucks dont worry about it ,stay away from it and everything will be just fine...lets just
call it a jew backstabing,cuz its u jew who actually set for all this and every smart person
knows that... WASEEMWASEEMWASEEM 1 year agoBoomBoom2055 1 year ago
WASEEMWASEEMWASEEM The Jews didn't do 9/11. Blind hatred played a big role
in it. BoomBoom2055 1 year agoWESERADELUXE 1 year ago my mum is die on this
fuckig day!!!! WESERADELUXE 1 year agopalermo10518 1 year ago fuck USA! fuck
americans! palermo10518 1 year agobw3029 1 year ago fuck you bw3029 1 year
agoprofessordickweed101 1 year ago i saw 2 ufo type things in this video....
professordickweed101 1 year agopeanutfarmerUSA 1 year ago
-

peanutfarmerUSA 1 year ago1TomiToma 1 year ago jea ufo 1TomiToma 1 year
agoBigProof4eva 1 year ago I can't imagen what it must have been like seeing it first hand.
It was immidiatly on the news across the world. I live in England, and I remember sitting
down to watch the evening news to see that, for the first few minutes, I couldn't believe
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it, I even had to double check it was in fact the news, not some movie which I was hoping
it was, as my cousin worked there, and he died that day. It was a terrible thing what
happened. BigProof4eva 1 year agoCoinMageProdutions 1 year ago fil445 is a douchebag
CoinMageProdutions 1 year agoMcone7710 1 year ago was das denn für ein huso da
unten der meint fuck moslems halt ma die fresse du vogel Mcone7710 1 year
agocemalettinyanik 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
america is imperialist country one... want suck to all world economy... america is liar...
where is the saddam's bomb in iraq?... america is killer... by atom bombed 1945 japan
hiroshima killing a lot of innocent peoples.. vietnam... afghanistan.. iraq.. and next
IRAN???... if america attackt to iran then USA can see to grandmother's pussy.. iran has
nuclear energy=yes.. america has nuclear BOMB for killing to innocent peoples.. fuck
capitalist liar killer cheater america.. america deserved that cemalettinyanik 1 year
agoAndeeele 1 year ago ihr habt keine ahnung man... das waren keine terroristen die die
flugzeuge in die wtc's geflogen haben das war der staat inklusiva bush Andeeele 1 year
agoCrisPolishGerman 1 year ago show hide Fuck Moslems CrisPolishGerman 1 year
agoholitsuba 1 year ago it really.. oh my god holitsuba 1 year agoDaHarlekin666 1 year
ago Todesstrafe für alle die ihren teil dazu bei getragen haben! Und ich meine nicht diese
15 männer aus der höhle! .... warum hat die CIA alle videos die das pentagon filmten
beschlagnamt? weil kein flugzeug zu sehen ist!!!... DaHarlekin666 1 year agoS5314 1 year
ago Why? S5314 1 year agoBredlon 1 year ago ohh mein gott =( Bredlon 1 year
agodocdaly 1 year ago R.I.P All those inisint people that lost there lives i feal so sorry for
all the familys who have lost there loved ones WORLD PEACE docdaly 1 year
agothagoodfella8 1 year ago inside job thagoodfella8 1 year agoElectroaap 1 year ago
Definetly!! Electroaap 1 year agodjb414 1 year ago I hadn't seen such an extensive,
personal video like this. Even more shocking from this perspective. Absolutely
unbelievable. Thank you for capturing a moment that needs to be remembered. We will
never forget. djb414 1 year agoxx687xx 1 year ago Penso di parlare a nome di tutti nel dire
che ricordiamo quel triste giorno con il vostro stesso dolore... Quel giorno tutto il mondo
era li, e tutto il mondo ha perso qualcosa di importante... L'Italia piange ancora questa
vostra disgrazia... xx687xx 1 year agoMcCAINpalinWINS08 1 year ago please VOTE
FOR JOHN SYDNEY MCCAIN SARA PALIN ON NOV 4TH 2008 TUESDAY USA
AMERICA AMERICANS FIRST ! :) FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT oBAMA'S ILLEAGAL
AUNT GOT DEPORTED AND HIS GRANDMOTHER DIE ! McCAINpalinWINS08
1 year agoMiniDharma 1 year ago fuck u MiniDharma 1 year agoMcCAINpalinWINS08
1 year ago mccain is winning the popular vote ! :) more people are voting for mccain ! :)
McCAINpalinWINS08 1 year agolobitoloco69 1 year ago McCain Just Lost Buddy.
Sorry that you didn't get the memo. It's all about OBAMA baby!!!!!!!!!!!!! lobitoloco69
1 year agoMcCAINpalinWINS08 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam fuck you nigger lover McCAINpalinWINS08 1 year agoheironeus86 1 year ago
Now it seems to have been there to me too, that day. How many innocent people died in
that nightmare and in what horrible way... ...and for what? I have no words, and too
words have been pronounced. May the 9/11, the blood of the american heroes of that
day, the tragic death of thousands of USA's soldiers and iraqui civilians make us all more
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wise. heironeus86 1 year agomaxchaser9 1 year ago This all kind of a company...don't be
cheated by the world news.. maxchaser9 1 year agoRUFFYausmBLOCK 1 year ago 2
Osama is a CIA Agent.he is a agent from america.he is not a terrorist
RUFFYausmBLOCK 1 year ago 2lucamanvier 1 year ago ey ihr hiens ihr schreibt doch
nur scheiße das war osama binladen ihr hhhiiieeennnsss!!! rrrrrr lucamanvier 1 year
agolucamanvier 1 year ago ey ihr hhhiiieeennnsss!!! ihr schreibt doch alle nur scheiße man
bdiketanga manniööää hhiieenn rrrrrrr!!! lucamanvier 1 year agogtsls2 1 year ago the
middle east blame the U.S for everything that happens to there country..why cant the
world just live in peace and not have to worry about getting bombed or racial slurs..the
world is fuked nowadays.. r.i.p all the people that lost there lives that day :( gtsls2 1 year
agocemalettinyanik 1 year ago 3 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
america is imperialist country one... want suck to all world economy... america is liar...
where is the saddam's bomb in iraq?... america is killer.... by atom bombed 1945 japan
hiroshima killing a lot of peoples.... vietnam.... afghanistan... iraq... and next IRAN???... if
amerika attackt to iran then usa can see to it's grandmother pussy cemalettinyanik 1 year
ago 3Jcabartlett 1 year ago why are these people listening to crazy kids songs at the
beginning? did they have kids? Jcabartlett 1 year agoWallytheAussie 1 year ago Why is
the video cut/edited before the 2nd plane hit? and just in general? There are heaps of
cuts/edits that dont make sense. WallytheAussie 1 year agobabymonkey100 1 year ago
well now 7 year almost 8 lol babymonkey100 1 year agomonzieeeee 1 year ago amen
monzieeeee 1 year agopanicphil 1 year ago metalrocks- go fuck yourself! panicphil 1 year
agometalrocks21rapsucks 1 year ago Americans are actually the true terrorists.
metalrocks21rapsucks 1 year agoguitarplyr2255 1 year ago 2 this is a good video that
gives people a look at the incident that they didn't get before. brings it a little closer to
home and makes it real. i think some people needed that. i'm sorry you had to watch this
tradgedy so close up. guitarplyr2255 1 year ago 2palermo10518 1 year ago show hide
fuck usa america: world terrorist number one! palermo10518 1 year
agoFRANCEsucxPARISblows 1 year ago bill clinton 911 ! stronzo babo io sono italiano
siciliano americano ! FRANCEsucxPARISblows 1 year agopeguiyosa 1 year ago ES
INCREIBLE TODO LO KE PASO!!!! peguiyosa 1 year agoscienceidea 1 year ago omg i
seen a person jump of the building scienceidea 1 year agoromansa65 1 year ago This has
been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam haha fuck america romansa65 1 year
agoFortuneHenry 1 year ago you son of a motherfucking fucked up bitch let me guess
what you look like you're probably some ugly ass arabian guy with a black tulban your
mother used to catch goats and a fucked up afro jack 5000 haircut and now your hidding
behind your 20 dollar wal-mart computer. you must be some ugly terrorist with a fake
beard now you can enjoy this as much as you want but if you were in that building they
would kill you too you fucked up son of a bitch FortuneHenry 1 year
agoFRANCEsucxPARISblows 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam barack hussein obama will bring riots hate crimes wars ww3 another 911 we are all
doomed in america usa us americans 2009 will be a scary year and 2012 the end is near ! :(
FRANCEsucxPARISblows 1 year agooyasumibonjoursprech 1 year ago No he just won't
be able to perform the miracles most of the world seems to suffer the delusion that he will
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bring about just because he uses the word change an awful lot oyasumibonjoursprech 1
year agoFortuneHenry 1 year ago superstitious bastard FortuneHenry 1 year agodehno12
1 year ago wow im british but really.. i never knew it caused so much devastation god
bless america, to the heart. And to you terrorists i hope ur happy fucking assholes.
dehno12 1 year agoJaystinian 1 year ago haha. lulzy terrorists Jaystinian 1 year
agoejens10 1 year ago wow that was just...... wow i guess i cant find the words but i cant
belive i sat there and watched the whole thing but i was very interesting cause my neibors
where born on 9 11 so it kinda sucks for them but i just wanted to say RIp ejens10 1 year
agovickyandnikki 1 year ago this is all thanks to osama!!! fuck that bastard!
vickyandnikki 1 year agosebnl95 1 year ago osama?? lol sebnl95 1 year agopalermo10518
1 year ago 2 BoomBoom2055 the main difference between Bin Laden's terrorism and
America's terrorism is that americans justify their terrorism acts with democracy and Bin
Laden with Islam! Both are wrong! the illegal invasion of Irak caused thousand and
thousand more death than the attack of 9/11 caused...remember it during the one minute
of silence of the 9/11... palermo10518 1 year ago 2shoobang20X 1 year ago damn
shoobang20X 1 year agoJJTNWEST 1 year ago Hello, really I sit(feel) very much the
happened in his(her,your) country. Leave me to say to them that if here the same thing
should happen(pass) we themselves and all our families of the fallen matariamos to the
same president bush. The North American is a conformist, I do not believe that it(he,she)
fights very much for the ideal ones, here there was a terrorist clear act of his(her,your)
president with his(her,your) people(village) himself. JJTNWEST 1 year agosverio12345
1 year ago Nice video ...you could had filmed the planes fly into the towers if Bush
would had let you know that he was going to do it... sverio12345 1 year
agohorsesrockrockrock 1 year ago 3 r.i.p horsesrockrockrock 1 year ago 3Lukaz1989 1
year ago imagine the consequences of 9/11..the USA started a war (which is a legitimate
war from my point of view..and i'm not an American)..no w consider what would happen
if they used a small nuke? Right..there wouldnt be any remainings of ANY muslim
country left becuz the USA would literaly bomb the shit out of them.. And in my
opinion..if this is the only way to fight them..well.. Lukaz1989 1 year ago679hustler 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ur pathetic man ur jst an
asshole man wtf im also a muslim n i lost my 2 sisters that day fuck osama fuck sadaam
fuck al qadea fuck tabliban n most of all fuck u trobbs 679hustler 1 year agorpm32488 1
year ago torbbs...ur a piece of shit...no matter what color or race u r, u deserve to die a
fiery death just like the poor people in that building...i know it sounds stupid, but i dare
ur ass to come where i live n tell me that bullshit u just stated because ill beat ur ass till u
feel what those poor vitctims felt rpm32488 1 year agoTorbbs 1 year ago ahahahah
dumbass "innocent victims" die every day - congo, iraq, afghanistan, iran, west africa, etc
etc. as long as there are wars, there will be victims "the death of an individual is a tragedy,
the death of millions is just a statistic." lol youll beat me up (u wish)... you got
insecurities, you know that? but oh well, they come from electing a redneck retard twice
(TWICE FOR FUCKS SAKES). everyone who voted for bush should be shot in the
nuts/ have her breasts cut off. Torbbs 1 year agoTorbbs 1 year ago btw kosovo je srbia
Torbbs 1 year agoTorbbs 1 year ago ALLAH AKBAR!! XDXDXDXD serves u right
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american bastards... frm russia wit love XOXO Torbbs 1 year agoBoomBoom2055 1 year
ago Torbbs Why does it? BoomBoom2055 1 year agoChezyBacn 1 year ago my brother
died in their. I LOVE U, i will miss u forever R I P ChezyBacn 1 year
agoGERmanDirtysouth 1 year ago miss you mom R.I.P mother i love you forever
GERmanDirtysouth 1 year agopalermo10518 1 year ago instead of crying and asking
yourselves "why, why" americans should change their foreign policy! The world is tired
of your hypocrite actions and political terrorism! STOP DOING ILLEGAL
INVASIONS AND THERE WON'T BE CONSEQUENCES!!! palermo10518 1 year
agoBoomBoom2055 1 year ago palermo10518 There is NEVER an excuse for terrorism.
BoomBoom2055 1 year agomeowmix9300 1 year ago i stopped watching this video very
early. it brings back emotional feelings for me. my parents were killed in the building...
meowmix9300 1 year agofallenpedalz 1 year ago ♥ i'm so soory. fallenpedalz 1 year
ago4Chicago4 1 year ago 4 God, bless America. 4Chicago4 1 year ago 4wyzard214 1 year
ago 2 This was a sad and historic day. Thank you so much for recording this footage. It's
a hard day to relive but we should never forget the lives Bin Laden took.President Bush
was wrong, Bin Laden should never be marginalized. He has the blood of thousands of
innocent people on his hands. We should never rest,and we should deny him any rest
until he answers for what he has done. This was a crime against the world. Once again
thank you for posting this footage. wyzard214 1 year ago 2BoomBoom2055 1 year ago
wyzard214 You're correct. OBL should've never been marginalized. But remember, it was
Clinton that put him on a black burner so he could lie about having an affair with an
intern. Anyways, there's lots of blame since Clinton to lay on the presidential
adminstrations after. BoomBoom2055 1 year agowyzard214 1 year ago You hit the nail
on the head. Look our country is not perfect but I'll always be proud that I'm
American,just the same when others feel proud of their own countries. It's just a shame
when others feel it's more important to die for their country than LIVE. wyzard214 1
year agoBoomBoom2055 1 year ago wyzard214 Damned right. I feel the same way.
BoomBoom2055 1 year agopalermo10518 1 year ago show hide americans love to watch
this video because they love action and pictures with fire and explosions! lol! they watch
9/11 videos with popcorn and coca cola...just as if it would be a Hollywood film!lol
palermo10518 1 year agoBoomBoom2055 1 year ago palermo10518 Why are you
referring to Americans as if we all do the same things when we don't? Your post was
asinine. It's completely false. BoomBoom2055 1 year agokensho3 1 year ago notice the
perfectly square angles on the "entry" point. Obviously a controlled/shaped blast. God
Help Us. kensho3 1 year agokurianchandy 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam i hope america gets another 9/11! that was a cool explosion! and i
luv seeing ppl die! i hope they attack the sears tower in chicago. or the john hancock in
pennsylvania! PS:i live in texas kurianchandy 1 year agoBoomBoom2055 1 year ago
kurianchandy I'll be happy to pass your sentiments on to Homeland Security! YouTube
& Google can keep personal information from law enforcement. That helps them track
down sick scumbags like you. BoomBoom2055 1 year agoblueyglowinggoop 1 year ago 4
:( i feel bad for all those people who worked there and there families who had to watch
this happen to them. blueyglowinggoop 1 year ago 4WiggerGirl 1 year ago This has been
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flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Don't like conspiracy theories? The economic
collapse was predicted months ago -- May 19, 2008, to be exact -- right here on
YouTube. Go to watch?v=jy7urlWLP84. It'll blow your mind. WiggerGirl 1 year
agoiRaNiAnBoY46 1 year ago very,very well vdeo!!!!!!! but the 2th plain I can´t see:(:(
iRaNiAnBoY46 1 year agorecalien 1 year ago im sad....sigh.. Fock you Bin Laden!
recalien 1 year agointiatebaziku99 1 year ago let the souls who have departed rest in
peace p.s did you notice a figure in the smoke its really disturbing intiatebaziku99 1 year
agoxWolfxTMx 1 year ago wat time? xWolfxTMx 1 year agowaketheoblivious 1 year ago
Animal Farm was written as an animated story where the majority of the animals are
represented to be innately good. A reader can fall victim to the same problem that lead to
the farms failure. The unsuspecting animals, failed to consider the possibility of a member
of the farm having the ability to plan, organize, implement and control a diabolical agenda.
The animals by blindly followed, failing to properly question and enforce existing rules,
allowed the Nazi Pigs to destroy the farm. waketheoblivious 1 year agobillycorn78 1 year
ago 9/11 was an inside job. billycorn78 1 year agoheusilein 1 year ago to terrible!!!
heusilein 1 year agograce6767 1 year ago crazy grace6767 1 year agopalermo10518 1 year
ago this event was the result of years of american imperialism and political terrorism! usa
cannot steal and kill people in other countries during decades without experience
consequences one day... hopefully america will wake up! palermo10518 1 year
agoJHGilmer 1 year ago Italy, thats where your from? Yea, Mussolini he had all the
answers. We saved your asses to. Your welcome. The USA JHGilmer 1 year
agodallasscowboys3 1 year ago this was the most tragic terroist attak evr :( R.I.P all of
the pple hu died. dallasscowboys3 1 year agoricloar 1 year ago The hand of justice will
fall on the human being and it will not have mercy; it will not distinguish to the right one
of the unjust one The human race needs, deserves a hard lesson! ricloar 1 year
agoGaara101GOD 1 year ago the smoke at 20.08 looks like a skull Gaara101GOD 1 year
agoTAx2XD 1 year ago that is your own imagination. TAx2XD 1 year agoHfddrp 1 year
ago Hearing that sirens at 18:49 - 19:20 is just scary, like it's the only sign of life...
Hfddrp 1 year agoGtaKillaXJonas 1 year ago muahahahaha looooossssseeeeeeeeeeer all
dead hahahahaahh im happy hahaahah!!!!! fucking niggers heil!!!!!! GtaKillaXJonas 1
year agoranduriel 1 year ago 4 let´s kill theese terrorists!!!!! fuck islam! greetings from
germany! randuriel 1 year ago 4Waterflame76 1 year ago 3 19:56 face of the devil...
Waterflame76 1 year ago 3Waterflame76 1 year ago 3 i heard their thinking about building
them again.. but i dont know if this is true? :/ Waterflame76 1 year ago 3MuhammadFdily
1 year ago why the amiricans don't opposed from the amirican terror in iraq and the other
islam places?? the amirican media display the muslims like terror MuhammadFdily 1 year
agoWendel922 1 year ago Islam is just a violent religion that is based on terror and death..
Burn in hell. Wendel922 1 year agomajistrate06 1 year ago 2 It's the same as christianity.
majistrate06 1 year ago 2MuhammadFdily 1 year ago God has spoken the truth when he
said that Jews and Christians will not be satisfied with anything in the religion of
Mohammed ... With the belief that the staff believes that the safest in the Muslim religion
from what came before ... However, because of the greed of some of the claim that
Christian or Jew because of a betrayal of the "kings" of the people and also due to leave
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the Muslim prayer. MuhammadFdily 1 year agowyzard214 1 year ago 3 I'll tell you
what's wrong with the middle east. Islam is not the problem, the people are. How much
money do you think gose into tring to destroy Israel? How many beautiful Arab children
lost their lives to suicide bombs. The U.S did not take those lives. They were killed by
their own people. Dose the Arab media cover that?! Hell no! Stop blaming the U.S for
your own failings. Build up your own countries and be proud of what they represent.The
Middle east is a beautiful region. Life not death. wyzard214 1 year ago 3gokugyerek 1
year ago it was an ufo!! gokugyerek 1 year agoJanTurelur 1 year ago 2 Die fire-liche
Einweihung von Ground Zero am 12. September 2001, getätigt durch Bürgermeister
Quimbie, war über alle Zweifel erhaben. Geladen waren Gäste aus Funk und Fernsehen,
allen vorran der Exilbochumer Herbert Grönemeyer, der Punkt Null Uhr mit seinem Hit
"Flugzeuge im Bauch" die Masse zum beben brachte. JanTurelur 1 year ago
2NyGangBX1 1 year ago Inside Job Shame On American gov NyGangBX1 1 year
agoBoomBoom2055 1 year ago NyGangBX1 Prove it. BoomBoom2055 1 year agodtall77
1 year ago you smug son of a bitch. period. dtall77 1 year agodtall77 1 year ago that was
to NyGangBX1 dtall77 1 year agoFarbeagle 1 year ago What an evil plan - i mean take
this - you hijach 5 planes and take two of them for just on target, simply because the
target is two towers..omg Farbeagle 1 year agobluepheonex1989 1 year ago I think this
board.. and the disgracefull comments by the American, German, and - ashamed as I am to
say it - British mindless idiots has proven that Western society is on the brink of
colapsing. How can anybody dare accuse G.Bush of doing this.. and others TEASE
Americans about this day?? You are just.. disgusting human beings - no better than the
cowards who did this. again: my deepest sympathy to every American afected by
September 11th, I hope we bring this filth to justice. bluepheonex1989 1 year
agoimreallydumb123 1 year ago "it was a military plane".... imreallydumb123 1 year
agokyfuneraldirector 1 year ago 12:41 "They're attacking the World Trade Center, not
us". Networklive, I hope that as a New Yorker, you didn't really believe that. Most
people realized, at that same moment, that it was an attack on America and its values and
status. kyfuneraldirector 1 year agomeowmix9300 1 year ago amen meowmix9300 1 year
agomeowmix9300 1 year ago jeez i was trying to reply to someones comment. i am very
sorry for any one else who had someone they loved killed. i know what its like
meowmix9300 1 year agorockloc666 1 year ago thankyou for posting this. it gives great
insight viewing this event from a different Angle. I'm glad you were at home on this day.
rockloc666 1 year agolittlenaismith 1 year ago hmm, they even said it was a military
plane. no person should eva have to wach such a thing. sorry..... littlenaismith 1 year
agoJanTurelur 1 year ago Die fire-liche Einweihung von Ground Zero am 12. September
2001, getätigt durch Bürgermeister Quimbie, war über alle Zweifel erhaben. Geladen
waren Gäste aus Funk und Fernsehen, allen vorran der Exilbochumer Herbert
Grönemeyer, der Punkt Null Uhr mit seinem Hit "Flugzeuge im Bauch" die Masse zum
beben brachte. JanTurelur 1 year agoj2v2j2v2 1 year ago convenient cut out for the
second explosion, if you just saw it, why didn't you record it? This is also a propaganda
film. The mainstream media,which is run by the same puppet-master oligarchy that
controls the political system,will rarely talk about subjects that are common knowledge
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among people who have done their research into the new-world-order.The corporate
mainstream media is nothing more than the propaganda wing of the ruling
elite.911eyewitness/Hoboken If You Want The Real Truth j2v2j2v2 1 year agored12512
1 year ago deep down I'm still trying to make sense of 9/11. red12512 1 year
agoORKOBERST 1 year ago whats the music in the background?? ORKOBERST 1 year
agoev1ln1nj4 1 year ago 2 anybody know who did it ev1ln1nj4 1 year ago 2foresthallboy
1 year ago i cant believe nobody has sussed it was the eskimos that done this.
foresthallboy 1 year agoGoMunkNation 1 year ago It's people like you who need to die.
How disrespectful to the victims of that fateful morning. All you people who wish or
joke about 9/11 being something that it's not, go kill yourselves. What happened
happened, and if you can't accept it, then you really, really need to get it straight.
Disrespectful bastards. GoMunkNation 1 year agoimreallydumb123 1 year ago go suck a
dick imreallydumb123 1 year agoGoMunkNation 1 year ago Further proving my point.
GoMunkNation 1 year agoKnin2 1 year ago The JEWS let the arab muslims terrorist to
do that ! Knin2 1 year agobamvivala 1 year ago i agree. bamvivala 1 year
agoTheWindAndSeaObeyHim 1 year ago 93 crash had first-hand eye-witnesses stating
they saw a plane falling from the sky. There were a group of very large trees broken in
half and completely burnt (so much that the limbs were gone), the crater does have debri
and a lot of it...look closer and compare to people at the scene. Missle could NOT have
done this type of damage...if it exploded when hitting the trees the crater would have been
made at that location...not completely separate location 40-50 feet away.
TheWindAndSeaObeyHim 1 year agobunnyluv41 1 year ago Y'know what people? I feel
sorry for the person or people who created this video. I guess those of you who have
nothing better to do than to post messages of a political nature forgot to read the opening
disclosure statement!! Why can't we just stop making political and partisan statements
and just watch the video! I for one am so sick and tired of seeing "Vote for this guy, don't
vote for this guy, etc .. PALEEZE .. give it a rest already and remember those who lost
their lives!! bunnyluv41 1 year agosweatintotheoldies 1 year ago Why are you so calm in
this video?????? sweatintotheoldies 1 year agofish97826 1 year ago so sad dam muslims
fish97826 1 year agoMinkMink999 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam DO NOT visit: 911missingLinks. com MinkMink999 1 year agoTruth666 1
year ago Fool writes "Anyone Who Is Really Smart They Would Know That Pres. Bush
Is Behind All This." Hey FOOL: Anyone Who Is NOT totally brainwashed would know
that CLINTON = BUSH = OBAMA = ILLUMINATI CLINTON NEXT "elected"
PRESIDENT in ILLUMINATI SCRIPT Sheep, even if you are already in the
slaughterhouse, it's never TOO LATE to understand that the TRUTH is NEVER TOO
HORRIBLE. GOOGLE = FREE SPEECH = Path to the TRUTH. Google: Matt
Marriott 9/11 for dummies Truth666 1 year agoshakaponk00 1 year ago was that english
or german ?? i can't understand oO war das auf englisch oder auf deutsch ?? ich hab das
nicht verstanden oO shakaponk00 1 year agowaketheoblivious 1 year ago show hide Vote
for a President who: 1. Is not a member of a secret society 2. Declares secret societies
Terrorists/Traitors 3. Has trusted independent body guards 4. Vows to dismantle our
corrupt intelligence agencies 5. Never calls AMERICA "the Homeland" 6. Upholds the
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US Constitution & Bill of Rights 7. Appropriately, labels World Bankers Terrorists 8.
Seizes their Wealth to pay National debt 9. Publicly denounces Satan 10.Denounces Nazi
"New World Order" waketheoblivious 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago lolage in its
most basic form. :) :) foresthallboy 1 year agoTermininja 1 year ago Why this video is
not the whole? Just on 2nd explosion (11:45) the video is cut and I cant see what exactly
"hit" the building... Termininja 1 year agobrian78045 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Theres an interesting article on Flight 93 at DNotice (org)
titled "One Of Our Aircraft Isn't Missing". It has some new research. brian78045 1 year
agoJanTurelur 1 year ago Die fire-liche Einweihung von Ground Zero am 12. September
2001, getätigt durch Bürgermeister Quimbie, war über alle Zweifel erhaben. Geladen
waren Gäste aus Funk und Fernsehen, allen vorran der Exilbochumer Herbert
Grönemeyer, der Punkt Null Uhr mit seinem Hit "Flugzeuge im Bauch" die Masse zum
beben brachte. JanTurelur 1 year agoSerg1o63 1 year ago The Threat for the world this
USA! Under Hussein in Iraq people of the vein peacefully, on street did not shoot, but
that now thousand killed from american bombs amongst peace inhabitants! You name that
who will attack the american invader Iraq terrorist, but this guerrillas! You are an american
speak that пренесли in Iraq democracy, but you have brought there death and suffering of
the plain folks! Serg1o63 1 year agodmelkumo 1 year ago people who think that this was
US inside job are nuts. There is no way without u guys! dmelkumo 1 year
agosammartinez93 1 year ago It was a terrible thing to happen but imsorry to tell you
this but this was planned and was no Jihad. For years America the UK and other
superpowers have been comforted by the fact they are not enslaved when in fact our
minds are gone beyond cure. This was planned so America could invade the middle east
for Oil Saddam is dead and a whole army isnt going to catch Osma so why send a whole
army and why care about the middle east all of a sudden to anyone who says to help the
people? sammartinez93 1 year agoBoomBoom2055 1 year ago sammartinez93 You're
absolutely wrong. It doesn't even make sense. It'll be almost a trillion dollars spent on
Iraq since the invasion & now rebuilding of it. Iraq sells its oil through OPEC & always
has. All we had to do was buy it like anyone else. BUt there were sanctions against
people buying. All the US govt had to do was get the UN to lift the sanctions against
selling oil. Or we could've waited for offshore drilling, or negotiate with Russia oil. Or we
could buy more from Canada. BoomBoom2055 1 year agoBoomBoom2055 1 year ago
sammartinez93 cont'd There were many other options far less costly & we wouldn't had
to go to war. We went to war to get Hussein out of Iraq because he was a threat to the
world. It's not just Osama we're after. It's anyone connected to AlQaeda, because
AlQaeda's responsible for 9/11 and many more deadly terrorist attacks against Americans
& more in MANY countries. BoomBoom2055 1 year agoMagicalNinjaSamurai 1 year ago
This was truly THE saddest day in American history!!! I knew someone in the North
Tower! He was on the 41st floor. He got out in time, and took a ferry to New Jersey.
This is why we are in the war!!! THIS IS WHY THE WAR IS NECASSARY!!! If we
were to pull all the troops out, the terrorists will attack, and attack HARD!!! Obama
doesnt understand that, if you pull all the troops out gradually, that will put the ones still
there in an extreme disadvantage! Mccain/Palin 08! Some1 who knows war!!!!!!!
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MagicalNinjaSamurai 1 year agobrian78045 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Theres an interesting article on Flight 93 at DNotice (org) titled
"One Of Our Aircraft Isn't Missing". It has some new research. brian78045 1 year
agocassandra121314 1 year ago she was acting so calm and its like man its close to ur
house i would be fliping scared and i would be calling full of ppl i would be worried
thinking if i had ppl in that bulding or something thats crazy tho... my class is like doing a
big project on this and i am like OMG cassandra121314 1 year agoTunguskaja 1 year ago
Just go on like we did and blame the jihadis and annihilate them. Better live under the
constitution of 1776 than under the sharia. And dont feel challenged and answer negative
if U live in US or Europe or somewhere else in the western world - if so U are a
opportunist hypocrit and go back. Tunguskaja 1 year agoErosSin 1 year ago Capitalism
won't be over. There will just be another world war between capitalism and communism.
When war comes it will be over oil and cash, not this stupid game of jenga ErosSin 1 year
agobrian78045 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Theres an
interesting article on Flight 93 at DNotice (org) titled "One Of Our Aircraft Isn't
Missing". It has some new research. brian78045 1 year agogudstuff14 1 year ago at 11.50
on this clip you can see something white in the sky to the right over the building. What is
this? Anyone? gudstuff14 1 year agodeadsac7 1 year ago i think it was a helicopter if
were looking at the same thing but if your looking at the thing directly of the tower it's
most likly smoke deadsac7 1 year agoWuwk1000 1 year ago Probably A News
Helicopter Flying away Wuwk1000 1 year agoWuwk1000 1 year ago My comment
below was to gudstuff14 Wuwk1000 1 year agoStephaldinho 1 year ago the Canadian
dollar is only worth 80 cents now!!! OMG WHY DID AMERICA DO THIS, WHY
DID THEY HAVE TO BRING US DOWN TOO! Stephaldinho 1 year
agocemalettinyanik 1 year ago america deserved that.... because it is the big imperialist
country... want suck to all world economy.... and helping ISRAEL.... usa is making
wrong... attackt afghanistan... attackt iraq... and usa is still help to in NORTH IRAQ
PKK TERRORIST group... and now it has money crisus so 1929.... this mean= """the
capitalism will be OVER"""".... hey america = you deserved that shit... eat now !!
cemalettinyanik 1 year agoBlack474Angel 1 year ago Foresthallboy your just sick.Even if
a persons not nice to other people you don't juz kill him or her?!nobody should pay with
their life for mistakes they made.What would you think if you'd get attacked and your
family killed? would you be happy? juz because some dumbass idiots kill people it
doesn't mean that its good... Black474Angel 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago i dont
dislike ur country, i just hate the cocky gobshites that live there.yous had it coming for a
long time foresthallboy 1 year agonicegal9819 1 year ago God judges all. When the day
comes and you die (hopefully soon)---you will go straight to hell where you belong.
nicegal9819 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago 2 lol me go to hell? all americans are the
product of satan.i live a good decent life.maybe 911 was gods way of telling america
something.... foresthallboy 1 year ago 2brian78045 1 year ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Theres an interesting article on Flight 93 at DNotice (org)
titled "One Of Our Aircraft Isn't Missing". It has some new research. brian78045 1 year
agoLIGHTNINGLEVIS 1 year ago KNOCKS YOU BACK WHAT A CRAZY DAY
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LIGHTNINGLEVIS 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago osama bin-laden is my all time
hero.i hope he attacks america again in the near future....i need a giggle :) foresthallboy 1
year agoninkasdinkasbinkas 1 year ago The background music went perfect with the
destruction of the WTC buildings ninkasdinkasbinkas 1 year agopsycka91 1 year ago
look september clues!!! the true face!! psycka91 1 year agoSerg1o63 1 year ago
Regrettably this deal of the hands cynical politicians to administrations of the Bush! This
monstrous and without humane crime has uncorded the hands imperial pride washington!
This tragedy simple american has allowed the Bush and his(its) administrations to uncord
the all-out war for oil! But why for crimes of the administrations of the Bush and cheap
oil for corporation must pay the simple american their own life ? WHY ? Serg1o63 1 year
agoSerg1o63 1 year ago Not already meet the people which in earnest believe that this
deal of the hands of the small circle terrorist? Not one special service of the world unapt
to organize such action in heart scattered and strong state! Serg1o63 1 year
agothimpthons 1 year ago PW3ND! thimpthons 1 year agovomitandpiss 1 year ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam this shit is gay vomitandpiss 1 year
agoninkasdinkasbinkas 1 year ago your moms gay ninkasdinkasbinkas 1 year
agokamellam84 1 year ago alah akbar vive alqaida kamellam84 1 year agoOurBestLife 1
year ago @02joseph02 yes brother so true;) OurBestLife 1 year agoSh4rkSt4r 1 year ago
stfu stupid Sh4rkSt4r 1 year agoOurBestLife 1 year ago 11/09 is a bush and jews made
OurBestLife 1 year agoOurBestLife 1 year ago the person who uploaded this video look
like someone who was happy to see this! a tragedy video+music+how the girl talk in the
video BG(she is happy to see what happened like if she alrady that this will happen)
11/09 is a bush and jews mad peace OurBestLife 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago if u
pussy crybaby yanks wanna see how we deal with terrorists look up "john smeatoncome to glasgow and we'll set about you" foresthallboy 1 year agoSh4rkSt4r 1 year ago
Haha obviously your jealous of the fact that my Country is stronger(in every single
aspect)than your dying nation.The Uk is complete garbage compared to the most
powerful/influential nation on Earth. Heyy! if you don't like America than GET OFF OF
YOUTUBE!,While your at it GET OFF OF YOUR MICROSOFT COMPUTER,and
while your at it..GET OFF OF ANYTHING THAT HAS ELECTRICITY IN IT
BECAUSE WITHOUT AMERICA YOU WOULDNT HAVE ANY OF IT!Tell me if
America is so hated than why does everyone on Earth copy us? Sh4rkSt4r 1 year
agosycoj0ker 1 year ago "Tell me if America is so hated than why does everyone on Earth
copy us?" ...copy what? your gay pride parades? Your shitty gun laws that leave, what,
11,000 people killed in gun related deaths each year? fuck you, your country cant even
run a stable economy "I'm a fuckhead, I'm going to let companies run the country" G.W.Bush DO IT FAGGOT sycoj0ker 1 year agoSh4rkSt4r 1 year ago -Movies -Music
-Fashion -System of Government -Youtube -Movies -Sports Organizations -Fast Food
Culture -Shopping Malls Need I go on, EVERYONE already knows that USA>the rest of
the world. Sh4rkSt4r 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago listen kid i dont want to argue
with a child, but brits invented everything u have in ur house.we are 95% brits unlike ur
inbred mixed race shithole.all yank films 2000+ SHIT,ur music is shit,its all nigger
music,three quart shorts look gay,ur goverment is run by a retarded cowboy,youtube is
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ok,you already said movies,you have a handfull of sports they are shit and gay,only fat
fucks live on burgers,shopping malls?lol every country has shops. foresthallboy 1 year
agoSh4rkSt4r 1 year ago so far youve consistlenty demonstrated to me that your either
A-joking, or B-Extremely Jealous of the Greatest nation that has EVER existed...and
BTW don't give me that BS, Ive been to other countries and in every place Ive been
people are always trying to mimic us or "Act American", Everywhere ive been
EVERYONE is JEalous Of America....Why because were the richest,most powerful and
most influentiual nation EVER ! And BTW stop fuckin annoyin me I gota go to class...so
just suck a Paki COCK !! Sh4rkSt4r 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago ok u mean
everywhere apart from the UK.we aint really bothered about america tbh.you know..fuck
america, the only real american things i see in the UK are mcdonalds and burger
king...........???? foresthallboy 1 year agoSh4rkSt4r 1 year ago I guess you've never seen a
person walking around in blue jeans either ? Sh4rkSt4r 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago
oooooooooh jeans, ffs who cares..ok fast food and jeans....happy now? foresthallboy 1
year agoSh4rkSt4r 1 year ago ...ever heard of a little thing called "Democracy" ? Sh4rkSt4r
1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago ever heard about a little thing called "we invented
you"? and "you are all immigrants"? and "justifying yourselves CONSTANTLY to the
rest of the world, when the rest of the world hates you and dos,nt really give 2 shits"?
foresthallboy 1 year agoSh4rkSt4r 1 year ago Ever heard a thing called "we DEFEATED
you"? Yes we are all immigrants, But we all believe in complete and utter freedom. We
don't need to justify ourselves to the rest of the world, the world needs to justify itself to
US. We are the ONLY Superpower in existence. BTW if the world "hates us" and
"doesnt really give 2 shits" dont you think that those 2 statements contradict
eachother.FACE IT...America is here to stay!...We run the world!...And we are
admired/copied/envied BY EVERY SINGLE PERSON Sh4rkSt4r 1 year agoforesthallboy
1 year ago nobody cares lol..leave me alone foresthallboy 1 year agoSh4rkSt4r 1 year ago
ya thats what I thought,you bit off more than you can chew...well suck my healthy
American balls, and Good day. Sh4rkSt4r 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago 3000
innocent americans wasnt really enough for my liking, 10/15000 would be much more
sufficient foresthallboy 1 year agoSh4rkSt4r 1 year ago Why so you want Americans to
die ? Jealousy. Sh4rkSt4r 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago no dumbass..cant u read? for
a giggle foresthallboy 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago plus he done a favour to all the
orphans....now they dont have to grow up listening to theyre parents america this usa
that bullshit. foresthallboy 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago yer you got me told ok, im
so jealous of americas nigger culture. foresthallboy 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago
when i think of america all i can picture is black street gangs and hip hop....are there
actually any white people in america?if so what do they look like and what is their thing?
foresthallboy 1 year agoSh4rkSt4r 1 year ago haha I thought that "nobody cares". Theres
between 225,000,000-227,000,000 white people in this country. You truly are mentally
retarted arent you?,Is everyone in your rainy,little,rickety-rack,ince-stuous,eurotrash,
Village as stupid/uneducated/ignorant/JEA-LOUS of the USA as you are ???????
Sh4rkSt4r 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago yes but all ur youth pretend to be black,
wearing baggy clothes and talking like eminem lol, nobody cares bout america, you should
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take ur head out of the clouds and go around ur own business like the rest of the planet.ur
country has absolutely zero meaning in my day to day life. oh by the way....my dad
could beat up ur dad lol :) foresthallboy 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago oh and
michael farrady was the first man to generate electricity and guess what HE WAS
BRITISH foresthallboy 1 year agoSh4rkSt4r 1 year ago First of all, it's spelled
"Faraday"...Second of all,Michael Faraday studied magnetism and in no way shape or
form was he "the first man to generate electricity"...Third of all, Benjamin Franklin, is the
father of electricity...and Fourth of all, just shut your filthy British mouth and If you hate
America, don't use YouTube(unless you like indirectly supporting American
influence).Go brush your fucking gross teeth with some sugar you inbred fucking crown
licking,Queen humping Fauckhead. Fuck You Sh4rkSt4r 1 year agoBeeswax80 1 year ago
Whoever taped this is a shill, "oh my god, oh my god...". Magically zoomed out at the
right time to capture 2nd plane hit. Magically the tape stopped then started before the
hit. A cheap forgery and you are the laughing stock on you tube you shill fraud!
Beeswax80 1 year agotonycomitto1 1 year ago 911insidejob8. noone gives a fuck about
your conspiracy theories. noone gives a fuck about america. september 11 was funny as
fuck lets leave it at that u crackhead nerd piece of shit tonycomitto1 1 year
agoforesthallboy 1 year ago we have been getting bombed by the IRA, for years but we
dont bitch on about like you lot, thats how they havent got a step further in the last 40
years.also some of my friends are muslims, yet in america you lot see muslims as satans
servants.ive watched videos on here about the way they are treated in america and its
disgusting. foresthallboy 1 year agoJanTurelur 1 year ago Die fire-liche Einweihung von
Ground Zero am 12. September 2001, getätigt durch Bürgermeister Quimbie, war über alle
Zweifel erhaben. Geladen waren Gäste aus Funk und Fernsehen, allen vorran der
Exilbochumer Herbert Grönemeyer, der Punkt Null Uhr mit seinem Hit "Flugzeuge im
Bauch" die Masse zum beben brachte. JanTurelur 1 year agoagsmallticket 1 year ago I bet
all the Europeans loved this bullshit. Nothing they would love then see Americans burn
and die. Fuck Europeans man. They are just Evil Pigs. GO to hell you son of a bitch
Muslims too agsmallticket 1 year agoCameronDude 1 year ago aww, this is sad:( poor
families. CameronDude 1 year agokibio 1 year ago I dont get how anyone can laugh at
this.... I lost my uncle to the this...... kibio 1 year agoafrancezado 1 year ago Very funny,
always a histerical woman around! Very well done job. afrancezado 1 year
agoyourmom4284 1 year ago at the Jefferson Mall in Louisville, Kentucky, there was
these muslims [or however you spell it] there, after the planes crashed, they were
cheering. and these black people beat the shit out of them. the muslims got arrested ^^
yourmom4284 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago shark...FUCK YOU AND UR
INBRED NIGGER/SPIK/WETBACK/CHINK INFESTED COUNTRY.....THE
WORLD HATES YOU ALL,WE LOLLED AT THIS..YOU BOW DOWN TO ME
AND CLEAN MY ENGLISH FEET foresthallboy 1 year ago0o0garcia0o0 1 year ago
........... 0o0garcia0o0 1 year agoslashyoass 1 year ago 26 minutes? slashyoass 1 year
agoColzer316 1 year ago Was thinking that 26 minutes, thought the limit was 10.
Colzer316 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago timbEEEEEEERRRRRRRRRRRRRRR lol
foresthallboy 1 year agoSh4rkSt4r 1 year ago stfu you cock sucking ass licking piece of
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shit...you fucking brits should be licking the bottom of our American shoes..Without the
USA as your ally your stupid,rainy,smelly little incest island of a country would have
been over-run and destroyed by now.. so just shut your fucking filthy crooked teeth
britih mouth, and except that the USA is the GREATEST COUNTRY ON EARTH !
GOD BLESS AMERICA ! Sh4rkSt4r 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago 5 lol yous
wernt
so
great
that
day
hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha-hahahahahahahahahahhahahahahah-ahahahahahahahah
ahahahahahahah-ahahahahahahahahahahahahahahah-ahahahhahahahhahahahahahahha you
see
where
ur
patriotic
bullshit
gets
you
lololololololololololololololo-lololololololololololololololo-lololololololololololololololo-lol
olol im church of england but get this........GOD BLESS OSAMA BIN LADEN AND
AL-QUADA ALLY ACKBAR..... foresthallboy 1 year ago 5foresthallboy 1 year ago 5
the funniest bit was watching people jump from 100 floors up, it was so funny i nearly
choked on my tea and crumpets foresthallboy 1 year ago 5Sh4rkSt4r 1 year ago shut your
fucking mouth full of crooked,yellow teeth.I could sink to ur level(low) and talk shit
about the 7/7 London bombings...but why?,I have no need.Ur country pales in
comparison to the Undefeatable,Unbreakable EMPIRE that is the United States of
America!We r the best at basically everything!We are all powerful!Oh and by the way
Mr.ForestFag,U would be typing explicitly in GERMAN if it wasnt for the American
people,and I do find It quite funny that your dissing the US on an AMERICAN
WEBSITE Sh4rkSt4r 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago lol unbreakable yer..how come
you fags are still crying bout this, they broke you basically.whats ur reply go to middle
east and kill lots of innocents.we got over 7/7 np cos england dosnt bow to terrorists like
the us.why did yous let this happen..the lastest terrorist atrocity in the UK was thwarted
by an airport baggage handler.... foresthallboy 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago lol u
aint an empire lololol you dont own shit apart from ur own STUPID country.i swear on
my mother if u offered me £50m to come live in ur STUPID country i would refuse it flat
foresthallboy 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago hahahaha unbreakable, a handful of pakis
have CHANGED ur country FOREVER.white americans are scumbags,you think ur great
but western europe lols at u dumb cunts.yous had this coming for a long time
foresthallboy 1 year agoSh4rkSt4r 1 year ago Are you kidding me, if anything 9/11
proves that we are unbreakable, Nothing changed except for the fact that patriotism
increased even more.9/11 was 7 years ago.We lost less than 3,000 people and since then
we have taken at least quadruple the amount of middle-eastern lives. I wouldnt be talking
about Paki's your crappy little faggot island of a country is COMPLETELY overrun by
fucking pakis.The British like to argue becaus ther angry that the British race is dying
out.YOU ARE LOSING UR COUNTRY Sh4rkSt4r 1 year agoforesthallboy 1 year ago
lol you little boy,the thousands you kill are innocent people and as for our "over-run
counrty" on %3 of the uk are asians. foresthallboy 1 year agohowlandalo 1 year ago thats
not fucking funny at all. y the fuck do you think that is funny howlandalo 1 year
agosweetishear101 1 year ago fuck those terrorists this is so sad sweetishear101 1 year
agoTwixTwox 1 year ago It was so awful.. TwixTwox 1 year agoAschenmann 1 year ago
Oh... my... god... :'-( Aschenmann 1 year agoPlawranc 1 year ago this is one of the most
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tragic events that has happened in recent times however i agree on the fact that all is not
what it seems my opioin is that Yes Arabs did smash planes into the towers and yes the
force isnt enough to bring the tower down I believe that the CIA knew about the attack
through their spies in Alquada and tried to stop it when they failed they decided to assist
in the destruction of the towers and use that as a force to secure funding and oil in iraq
Plawranc 1 year agoEbonyInTheDarkness 1 year ago :(... EbonyInTheDarkness 1 year
agoKinoTime1995 1 year ago :'( KinoTime1995 1 year agoAJtheRivethead 1 year ago
scary view from that building!! And one more thing !! Fuck Allah!! AJtheRivethead 1
year agoabdullazi 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
hhhhhhhhhhh iam saudi good
BIN LADEN hhhhhhhhhh abdullazi 1 year
agoBoomBoom2055 1 year ago abdullazi Why? BoomBoom2055 1 year
agoBoomBoom2055 1 year ago abdullazi Please show me where in the quran & the
Hadiths it says it's okay for Muslims to commit mass murder. Please show me where in
the quran & the Hadiths it says it's okay for Muslims to commit suicide.
BoomBoom2055 1 year agosusannal1 1 year ago 2 my heart stopped at 19:45. and yes
people were jumping out of the buildings..so tragic and unnecessary susannal1 1 year ago
2bradley0777 1 year ago they were gunna be burnt to death or collapsed on by massive
bits of rock and items bradley0777 1 year agoousamadidndoit 1 year ago All my
comments are to the dude who smokes far too much crack...aka REDEYE!
ousamadidndoit 1 year agoHuMc8869 1 year ago PRAISE ALLAH! HuMc8869 1 year
agoBoomBoom2055 1 year ago HuMc8869 PRAISE ALLAH! >>>>>>>>>>> Please
show me where in the quran & the Hadiths it says it's okay for Muslims to commit mass
murder. Please show me where in the quran & the Hadiths it says it's okay for Muslims
to commit suicide. BoomBoom2055 1 year agolanekiaakaneenee 1 year ago fuck allah!!
lanekiaakaneenee 1 year agolanekiaakaneenee 1 year ago FUCK U AND ALLAH!!!1
lanekiaakaneenee 1 year agohb2npb 1 year ago I just finished watching the movie about
flight 93! It breaks my heart to see all of this happen. Wow watching the tower fall from
your point of view was amazing. What is must have been like to live there at that time
and to be a witness to all of that!!!! so much life lost and for what? hb2npb 1 year
agoousamadidndoit 1 year ago "so much life lost and for what"? Do a little research and
the answer to your question becomes apparent. Then again that would depend on your
capacity to be able to think for yourself.If you can do that..your half way there! But if
you prefer to let the government do your thinking for you then..you might aswell believe
that Binladen did it,and forget about bringing the real criminals to justice..Oh and then
you wont have to care too much for the 120,000 + innocent Iraqis who have been
murdered ousamadidndoit 1 year agorockygirl6 1 year ago that must have been scary to
be that close an to actually be in the building...i was only 5 and i wached on tv when i was
little i woke up and every one was in front of the tv at like 7:00 or something very scary
and sad...R.i.p rockygirl6 1 year agoelucidative 1 year ago If you believe the official lie
you must have been the Stupidest Person in your class. I can hear this lady but I Kant
hear you RETARD! elucidative 1 year agoAutheria 1 year ago WHY is this film edited so
you don't see the first seconds of each collaspe??? Autheria 1 year agojonasedwin 1 year
ago i was by the twin tower went it was going down. I was running as fast as i can but the
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smoke got me. i was going back to get something then the north tower was falling but i
went was safe jonasedwin 1 year agoluckyhoops25 1 year ago thank you so much for
posting this video...i remember not being able to tear myself away from watching it on
tv...it's almost like reliving it again, but in a way that reminds us why we are still fighting.
luckyhoops25 1 year agotonycomitto1 1 year ago luckyhoops25. "this reminds us why
we are still fighting" hahaha like fuck. your not fighting your slaughtering thousands upon
thousands of innocent people. but whats new for america? fuck you murdering bastards u
deserve this and a whole lot more. tonycomitto1 1 year agoluckyhoops25 1 year ago 2 i
am mearly commenting on the video and how it made me feel. i understand that many of
you have other opinions. this is not a website to fight over if the war was right or not, it
is to comment on the horrible morning of september 11, 2001...take your fighting words
to the thousands of websites dedicated to it. luckyhoops25 1 year ago 2redeye545 1 year
ago PS to all, pardon the rant and that aside - thank you to those who posted this. It was
well worth seeing footage that, as stated, wasn't overrun with cliched "on the spot"
reporters, endless micro-analysis, and the like. What a horrible day and my sympathies to
anyone who lost someone they cared about during these horrific attacks. redeye545 1
year agoousamadidndoit 1 year ago (pt2) some of us are able to think for ourselves and
dont need or rely on the government to think for us, and how fucking dare you bitch..call
any of us pathetic! Cunts like you are the downfall of America, you support a Bastard
(Bush)who has been in buisness with the Binladen family for over 20yrs..but an inbred
like you probably see,s nothing wrong with that! Your own tax dollars paid for 9/11, and
you call us stupid and pathetic..lol, YOUR JUST A COWARD, TOO SCARED TO
LOOK OR LISTEN! ousamadidndoit 1 year agoredeye545 1 year ago I guess I shouldn't
be surprised at the numerous idiocies spewed here, since the internet is like the toilet of
our society and mental sewage abounds. God forbid you should just express sympathies
for those who lost their lives and move on. What, there aren't enough conspiracy, Bushhate, and other brilliant internet chitty-chat sites out there for you kids already? How
pathetic. redeye545 1 year agoousamadidndoit 1 year ago Wow you sound just like
Bush!...so what your saying is .."Is that we should ignore the fact that 70% of questions
asked , were left unanswered in the 9/11 inquiry...we should ignore the fact that Binladen
isnt even accused of 9/11 on the FBI,s most wanted site, we should ignore the fact that 12
of the so called hijackers have turned up alive and well, and we should ignore the grieving
families of the victims who are screaming out for a new 9/11 investigation.Some of us are
able to (pt2) ousamadidndoit 1 year agomeliss794 1 year ago what should we rate it?
awesome because the qaulity of the vidoe...or poor because its a horrible thing. meliss794
1 year agosignboys 1 year ago GOD bless america HAHAHAHAH, stupid people, god
bless them who are poor and sad, broke and hungry, those in war, and not them who
started a war (AMERICA) fu ck you alll. some one wrote don't fuck with the United
states of america, hahaha you think you rule the world, The world is not yours and this
video proofs it. as long as america stays in other countrys, there wil be blood and war,
Special thanks to BIN LADEN. signboys 1 year agosignboys 1 year ago Don't judge if
you don't know, you only see this, but you didn't see what america has done to those
who blowed up the WTC, you think its funny and cool to into a building, try to
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understand why they did this,m Don't judge if you don't know, Freedom fighters. R.I.P
to all who died no one deserve to die, But the price of freedom is dead, what do you
expect there gonna ask for freedom, YOU FIGHT FOR FREEDOM ANDS YOU KILL
FOR FREEDOM, signboys 1 year agopigeonshouse 1 year ago Could it possibly be
because you keep posting things like "Youtube is censoring my account"? People seem to
think youtube is some public service that has no commercial interests. Lol. pigeonshouse
1 year agoreconaissanceequip 1 year ago whats the music in 0:10-4:30 ? (sorry for my
english) reconaissanceequip 1 year agoDraviits15 1 year ago Bless Bless America Iraq
Binladen Sucks Draviits15 1 year agofeetman911 1 year ago Terrorists, YOUR FUCKEN
WHORES, THAT'S FUCKEN RIGHT, DO YOU FUCKEN HEAR ME MOTHERFUCKERS. YOU FUCKED YOUR OWN FUCKEN DEPARTMENT. YOU READ
MOBEY DICK AND DIDN'T FIND DICK IN IT AND SUCKED THE BOOK.
FUCK THE TERRORISTS!!! feetman911 1 year agoTimmy7733 1 year ago The
americans are the terrorists. The americans created this 9/11 attack in attempt to go to
war and take over Iraq's oil supply. Timmy7733 1 year agoafgbonzo 1 year ago U
MOTHERFUCKER AMERICA IS TERRORIST AMERICA PAID TALIBANS IN
80s BIN LADEN IS A CIA AGENT U FUCKED UP IDIOT afgbonzo 1 year
agofeetman911 1 year ago NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO! I don't
mean the one's from hear! I mean the ones from iraq, or iran, or the places we are in war
with right now! Like Ziad Jarrah, Saeed Al Ghamdi, Ahmed Al Haznawi, and Ahmed alNami! Googl eThese People, wikipeedia will say they died in the 9/11 attacks by
hijacking and crashing the planes! DUH! feetman911 1 year agoDanceDiva112 1 year ago
that was so sad....all those poor people DanceDiva112 1 year agoEsco 1 year ago fall
america fall....the empire must see an end...if you ever want to see a country build on
freedom and true equal rights for every man and woman colour and creed... Esco 1 year
agoRoxas531 1 year ago I don't believe in the conspierist stuff like over 43% of americans
do (F$#%ing idiots!!!) but sompart of me belives that this attack was justified. After all
we only lost less than 3k lives, when we've killed hundreds of thousands in petty wars
and because of Bush thats why this happened... please reply if you disagree =/ Roxas531
1 year agoaqquinodj 1 year ago George Bush is killing America , can you see it? lets see
where USA is going to end if the people alow ignorant, evil and selfish politics as
presidents... Everytime we are worst and worst... I am not talking just about US people ,
I am talking about all the nations involved in this buildings doing America as itself.
aqquinodj 1 year agoaqquinodj 1 year ago Wake up people, this allthis was planned by
the US Gobverment. Was that easy really? come on, We know was the same strategy
than in the II wolrd war and the I world war as well. they sacrifice people and 5 minutes
later they have a very good explanation and rights to send more people to fight for the
interest of one family. That is very sad. God bless to the complete world from that ones
that use his name as a shield to defend their own interests. aqquinodj 1 year
agoWisconsinRight 1 year ago he day this happened America should have nuked the
Middle East and whoever else wanted some. We should have sent a strong message to all
people who wish America harm. Dont fuck with the United States of America!
WisconsinRight 1 year agoGodBlessAzerbaijan 1 year ago after watching all these videos
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about 9/11 I am convinced that it was an inside job. It is so sad that Bush administration
tailored 9/11 just for oil, and to justify the war in iraq and afqanistan. I dont like arabs,
but I dont think it is write to sacrifice 3500 americans in WTC, 4000-5000 american
soldiers in iraq and afganistan for oil and for power. it is so wrong! Everyone who had
witnessed 9/11 says they were military planes like in this video:( GOD Bless America!
GodBlessAzerbaijan 1 year agosweenz2623 1 year ago wow i cant watch this
video......my cousin was firfighter and he died on 9/11 trying to save other peoples
lives...i cant stop crying sweenz2623 1 year agoIrishchild75 1 year ago Thank you for
posting this.I also thank you for not posting this until now.(5 years later).I was a first
hand witness of this event, as I work 5 blocks away, about the same distance as where
the video was shot. This brought tears to my eyes thinking about the # of people lost due
to this event (WTC,Pentagon,Afganastan,Iraq)-.It reminds me of the thoughts that ran
through my head that day, unrealistic hope. Bar far the saddest day that the modern
America ever witnessed. God, please bless the USA Irishchild75 1 year agonaruto00042 1
year ago 2 iraq sucks eggs naruto00042 1 year ago 2topdawg567 1 year ago 2 Thanks for
the video. I'm sorry you had to witness this. topdawg567 1 year ago
2theDaRkEstBLACK96 1 year ago this made me cry, its so sad... wasnt there 2
buildings? theDaRkEstBLACK96 1 year agonaruto00042 1 year ago yes naruto00042 1
year agoPOLO11220 1 year ago that is that Bush and capitalism make the power makes
you corrupt this was a "necesary sacrifice" for usa POLO11220 1 year agomickawawa 1
year ago 2 r.i.p all the people that have been killed from this incodent mickawawa 1 year
ago 2wagnercriciuma 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Death to the Americans Death to the Americans Death to the Americans Death to the
Americans wagnercriciuma 1 year agomasonR32 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam go fuck urself masonR32 1 year agoENKOSHAHA 1 year ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam America did this and Bin Laden doest't
even exist ENKOSHAHA 1 year agoturbocountry 1 year ago Actually Bin Laden does
exist because he has sent hundreds of Videos to the United States stating that he will
attack us again if he gets the chance. If your not American quit saying crap. Our
government never did this and if they did then we would be at war with our own country
and thats never going to happen. Your just jelious because this is a free country. Not even
Osama can change this country because it will always be free and stronger then anyone
else. turbocountry 1 year agoENKOSHAHA 1 year ago bin laden is a reason to invade
iraq and afghanistan.That man is a ficktion.He doesnt exist.If you dont realize that there
is somethin seriously wrong with you.This war in Iraq is for oil, and money.Someone is
making a lot of money while people are dying.I m sorry for people that died on 9/11 I
really am but the whole world knows what is behind that.America did the same thing in
Spanish-American war when us army destroyed their own ship and blaimed spaniards for
that. ENKOSHAHA 1 year agoinnominekurtis2 1 year ago United states bombard to
many countries and they were never sorry about the deaths that I cause his(her,your)
country, and because there is an attempt in united states there are done taxes, follow-ups
and all that? I am sorry about the victims of ALL the countries, enclosedly of the
innocent people that dead in the world trade center, but I believe that somehow you
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deserve it. innominekurtis2 1 year agoturbocountry 1 year ago Ok did you know that
Citizens from I believe 72 countries were killed on 9/11/2001. What if it was someone
from your country? I guess they deserve to die right? Thats kind of what you just said
there. Nobody deserved to die that day. Apparently I seem like the only one defending
this country is there anyone out there who can help me. Maybe not, but the fact is our
President didn't do this end of story get your head out of your ass. This video was Memo
for Americans only. Mind your own business. turbocountry 1 year agoinnominekurtis2 1
year ago I'm totally agree with you, but, don't call "america", because I'm american but
south america, you should call "usa" innominekurtis2 1 year agomackopusik15 1 year ago
..well I am not american I am only normal person living in the slovakia but i reaLY LIKE
TO DO A COMENT ABOUT THIS.I am realy soory for this day this,it so terible
looking at those all poor people whcih cant do enything only wait for they death.Also
want a leave coment for asshole which only coment a stupid comentars about america and
other coutries.I dont think so the america did a mnistake or auganistan make a
nmistake..its all about people,govermant,terorism mackopusik15 1 year agoteamsound12
1 year ago 4 R.I.P :`( teamsound12 1 year ago 4shakeri840813 1 year ago 3 do you "
R.I.P :`( " to the victims of iraq too.. shakeri840813 1 year ago 3LouLou2u2 1 year ago
Thanks for your comment on my channell. I have only said that to get your attention.I
would not have said that comment usually, but obviously I hit a sore point with your
comeback on my channell. The truth hurts ay? What is your problem with America?? So
it's ok for you to say shit like you did about America, but when people come back at you
you dont like it.. Oh boo fkn hoo!! You were probably still in nappys when it happened.
LouLou2u2 1 year agoLouLou2u2 1 year ago Tony, I bet you are a fkn wog, yes, you
heard me.. Committo sounds like an I tie word..(Italian in case you didn't know u
asswipe). Pretending to be an Aussie but you aint.Let me guess, you also live in
Melbourne right??Me get out of your country? I dont think so. Grow a brain you dick!
LouLou2u2 1 year agoLouLou2u2 1 year ago you were still a baby when this happened
you shithead tonycomitto. Fucken put a plug up your ass Tony, or maybe it's too tight.
LouLou2u2 1 year agotonycomitto1 1 year ago sayenshin, you wont find shit. your too
busy eating tim tams and watching daytime tv. tonycomitto1 1 year ago Prev 70 71 72
73 74 75 76 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety
Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug
Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0)
Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show
your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading...
Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home
Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account
Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From:
NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or
Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) HardcorePornTV 1
year ago fuck you america your sad of 3,000 death i live in dresden where you bombed
and killed 30,000 innocent ppl in the 2nd ww2 30,000 ppl you kill and you are not
terorist stfu HardcorePornTV 1 year agosayenshin 1 year ago I swear to all of you that if
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nobody find Ben Laden, then I will whatever it takes to catch him... sayenshin 1 year
agotonycomitto1 1 year ago sayenshin, you wont find shit. your too busy eating tim
tams and watching daytime tv. tonycomitto1 1 year agoFFDmh2223 1 year ago wow,
just brings you back. so sad, so many lives ended in just seconds. I wish people would
remember how they felt on this day, because if we continue to act like we are acting
today we will all unfortunately remember exactly how we felt on this day. FFDmh2223 1
year agoLouLou2u2 1 year ago tonycommito, pull your head out of your fkn ass. Down
Under may be next you dick fuck!! People in this forum, not all Aussies are like this
green festering turd. Go fuck yourself Tony!! LouLou2u2 1 year agotonycomitto1 1 year
ago HAHAHA fuck you dumb slut get the fuck out of my country tonycomitto1 1 year
agoLouLou2u2 1 year ago tonycommito, pull your head out of your fkn ass. Down
Under may be next you dick fuck!! People in this forum, not all Aussies are like this
green festering turd. Go fuck yourself Tony!! LouLou2u2 1 year agobrightnessQQ 1 year
ago yes! brightnessQQ 1 year agotofu488 1 year ago At my school, the 8th graders go on
a trip to Virginia every year. In 2001, they didn't go because the parents didn't want them
to travel. tofu488 1 year agopetr4ever 1 year ago yea it's good video petr4ever 1 year
agokenn0255 1 year ago this is really so sad. i can cry just thinking about it. it was so
horrible. this is so fucking sad for the families who lost a member. kenn0255 1 year
agoFtm1990 1 year ago 2 It's so horrible :o( Good Video!!! Stars: Ftm1990 1 year ago
2tomxi1123 1 year ago Years ago Kara Mustafa declared Once we have conquered Vienna
entire Christian Europe will fall at our feet. First Vienna, then it will be time for Rome,
and we shall end our holy war once the standard of the Prophet has been hung over the
Vatican, forerunning eternal peace end today WTC ? tomxi1123 1 year agomrkingdeal 1
year ago omg the music in the backgruond xD mrkingdeal 1 year agokillboi789 1 year ago
The stupidest thing I have ever heard of was the idea that our government plotted all this
!!!! FUCK ALL YOU BITCHES!!!!!! What happened, happened because of some allah
worshiping raghead motherfucker that decided to do this to america. why the fuck would
our own government do this to us !!!!1 think bitches killboi789 1 year agotonycomitto1 1
year ago show hide HAHAHAHAHA fucking funny video! whens the next one gonna
happen? this was dope! i guess gods just punishing your fucked up country for killing so
many innocent people over the years. "oops we accidentally destroyed a vietnamese
village with napalm, raped and tortured all the women and children" suck shit fuckheads!
keep that raghead word to yourself you cum guzzling inbred redneck piece of shit i hope
u die next time tonycomitto1 1 year agosundre6 1 year ago go eat a dick tonycomitto1.
sundre6 1 year agoantastic1001 1 year ago Lick a dick and die low life scum! Hope a
terrorist captures you and arse rapes you. Mind you would probebly like that wouldnt
you?....Lets just hope the fucker blows you to bits! People like you deseve it, not the
people who suffered in this video. antastic1001 1 year agotearitup324 1 year ago i hope
your dick gets cut off and burned while your whatching cum bag tearitup324 1 year
agoMinkMink999 1 year ago Why am I being told to Youtube: "9/11 Missing Links"
MinkMink999 1 year agoDonnieBoi90 1 year ago 2 How about you do us a favor, and
blow your own fucking head off. Americans have a few things that your pitiful, useless,
insignificant country doesn't have... We have COURAGE, STRENGTH, HOPE, and
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most of all...FREEDOM!! So, Stick that in your pipe and smoke it...bitch. DonnieBoi90
1 year ago 2MaNiaXxl 1 year ago There is a government within the government of the
US. Their interests are in Islam and not the United States. I saw that in a quote by Osama
Bin Ladin. Not sure if its true or what it means. But he never took responsibility for the
attack. MaNiaXxl 1 year agoturbocountry 1 year ago Also I was in a building class in
college and I talked to a guy when I was in New York and he said that if the building
collapsed from the bottom there would have been a domino effect. Usually when a plane
flies into a building it blows up and the buildings were made out of steel which got
tempered. The second tower that got hit collapsed first cause it was hit lower so there
was more weight on top to come down first. When the towers came down debree flew
outward cause top caved in center. turbocountry 1 year agoturbocountry 1 year ago I
would like to say that people believe that the building exploded from the bottom as a
result of government demolition. Before the second tower collapsed the camera is focused
on the bottom of the tower. Tell me if you see any explosion and the just the top falling
and bringing the rest of the building with it. The only bomb that went off was a plane that
happened to run into the buildings you retards. The government had nothing to do with
this. turbocountry 1 year agoomargibril 1 year ago lanekiaakaneenee Fuck you and your
family you son of a bitch omargibril 1 year agoDoctorLecterReturns 1 year ago
Wonderful stuff!! Thank you so much for making the beautiful images available!!
DoctorLecterReturns 1 year agofenerbahceclub1907 1 year ago you that bush and bin
laden whose freinds and bin laden have been in american traning this haves nothin to do
with islam fenerbahceclub1907 1 year agoDannyLindeholt 1 year ago annoying smoke
alarm haha DannyLindeholt 1 year agoitsrevolutiontime223 1 year ago people running
away - its horrible :'( itsrevolutiontime223 1 year agoPMcPooperson 1 year ago Whoa
did you see when that plane hit the building! That was awesome! BWWOOOOOM!!!
PMcPooperson 1 year agoHematoma 1 year ago The only reason I actually came across
this video, is I was earlier watching "Loose Change" Which is the second "9/11
conspiracy" film I've seen as of late and completely without a doubt cemented in my
mind what I thought was true since 2001.. The evidence is undeniable! I urge you if you
have any doubts at all to watch it now... You will be sicked to your core as I was I'm
sure.. But I am more confident that I do believe the truth. Search "Loose Change" on
Youtube right now~!!! Hematoma 1 year agoreelectjfk64 1 year ago LOOSE change more
like "we've got a few screws loose" they debunk their on theories in that cheap piece of
trash. reelectjfk64 1 year agoHematoma 1 year ago A truly great video of what we've all
seen a thousand times.. but from what seems to be the perfect perspective... The only
problem I see is the Weird editing at the Worst possible times.. We're these things
missed? Or taken out on purpose?.. I can't really tell.. There has to be many more people
like Bob and Bri that live in similar places, with similar videos... I'd love to see those
videos too... Maybe even w/o the blippy blurp edits, err.. w/e fucked this still thoughtful
gift of evidence. Hematoma 1 year agoTobibrocki 1 year ago 2 Watched the whole video
... there is no words for this, no words. I´m german and seeing this, hits me like a wave! I
watched this at tv in 2001 and still, I have no words for this! I hope they get Bin Laden
and his companions, those idiots whithout brains! Those guys are still stuck in the 15th
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century and their god is everything for them, they should throw some of their traditions
away and live more modern, this "holy" war thing is just plain stupid! Tobibrocki 1 year
ago 2acidshark13 1 year ago "9/11 TRUTH OMGZ BUSH DID IT!" acidshark13 1 year
agoChrisGarciaX 1 year ago i seen this video like 100 times..cuz its good hidden footage
but at 12 after the plane hits again i can see a ufo on the right.lol...does ufos tryin 2 get
info on us..geez ChrisGarciaX 1 year agobluepheonex1989 1 year ago shut your mouth
motherfucker! the USA is the shittest country to have existed and is hated by most of the
world, go die of cancer! ______________________________-__________- Good God
have you no bloody respect?? I am English and damm proud to be.. and id like to offer
my deepest sypathy to every American who was affected by this. You have been our
great allies for many years and I hope together we can rid the earth of the scum that did
this to your great country.. bluepheonex1989 1 year agoxhandinminex 1 year ago Thank
you! xhandinminex 1 year agojlax0x0 1 year ago thank you for supporting me. I live in the
USA and I am a proud American! As you are a proud jlax0x0 1 year agoklavierapollo 1
year ago This happens when big countries try to rule the world! CIA did this!
klavierapollo 1 year agojlax0x0 1 year ago 9/11/01 a date we will never forget. God bless
the USA. It is the best country the world has ever had. jlax0x0 1 year agosarahjunk 1 year
ago shut your mouth motherfucker! the USA is the shittest country to have existed and is
hated by most of the world, go die of cancer! sarahjunk 1 year agojlax0x0 1 year ago you
are just jealous! USA is the best country. we are on top of everyone with peace! its a free
country where i live (USA) and in our country we have FREEDOM OF SPEECH!
BEAT THAT BITCH jlax0x0 1 year agoTogorama 1 year ago Hey bitch u go to ur piece
of melted shit country u terroist.Go fucking get aid you dipshit Togorama 1 year
agochinnipple 1 year ago ALLAH! chinnipple 1 year agolanekiaakaneenee 1 year ago
FUCK ALLAH!!!!!!!!!1 lanekiaakaneenee 1 year agoprettylittleroslyn 1 year ago lol
prettylittleroslyn 1 year agojacklafane 1 year ago 3 i hate those fucking fuckers and they
say why we invade their country jacklafane 1 year ago 3Undertaker3150 1 year ago how
the fuck can people who organised doing such a cruel thing sleep at night knowing they
killed so many people, what the fuck is wrong with them?? Undertaker3150 1 year
ago300695kzk 1 year ago tel me bout it 300695kzk 1 year agoUndertaker3150 1 year ago
3 well i have nothing much to do with america since i come from the United Kingdom, but
what the fuck is wrong with u!? insulting the victims of this tragic day, have some fuckin
respect! Undertaker3150 1 year ago 3jacobkidd119 1 year ago Completely agree
jacobkidd119 1 year agolewis493 1 year ago most shocking video out there made me as
sad as the day itself =( lewis493 1 year agoduceesane 1 year ago wtf is this??? american
soldiers killing civilians for fun.. /watch?v=7FD1jHueZZc duceesane 1 year
agoantonio22edu 1 year ago How did you put a 26min video on youtube when others
have just 10 minute max.? antonio22edu 1 year agoscottishcello27 1 year ago youtube
recently expanded the limit i think. scottishcello27 1 year agoantonio22edu 1 year ago
you are messing with me.damn i just separeted a documentary in 12 parts to put it online.
antonio22edu 1 year agoAndyHurleysChicklet7 1 year ago as you were filming this,
people were dying every second. how were you so calm? AndyHurleysChicklet7 1 year
ago35mutter 1 year ago =(=(=( 35mutter 1 year agoEnoleon 1 year ago In nomine Patris
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et fillii et Spiritus Sancti... R.I.P... Enoleon 1 year agoicewoman972 1 year ago this is
really shocking....i never saw something REAL like that... icewoman972 1 year
agoRoseywellian 1 year ago "Omg it was a millitary plane" - ummm, no. But I can
understand how a girl in a scary situation might make a legit mistake like that. America's
fault, inside job, blah blah blah...typical conspiracy theory liberals...man I hope you tards
arent old enough to vote. lol And every single person who has gotten killed in
Iraq/Afganistan since can say thanks to Osama - he should left us alone, that dummy.
Roseywellian 1 year agoaftershockvibez 1 year ago how come u left out the 2nd plane
and than the collapse u only posted the aftermath of it aftershockvibez 1 year
agoschefzik20 1 year ago that's called respect in front of the victims! schefzik20 1 year
agoGregorius23 1 year ago and where is the gold from the inside. Oh, what a wonder its
gone!! its the biggest lay in this world. Gregorius23 1 year agoamericanroute66 1 year ago
kill bush. Usa used to "attack" as a reason to go to war with Iraq. greetings from
argentina. americanroute66 1 year agoCelsius06 1 year ago "It was a military plane"...
inside job. Celsius06 1 year agoBoomBoom2055 1 year ago Celsius06 Where's your
source for that claim? BoomBoom2055 1 year agoxXxAya1991xXx 1 year ago He's
commenting on what the lady on the recording said. She said "Oh my god! It was a
military plane!" at 12:12. xXxAya1991xXx 1 year ago34975837453472356423 1 year ago
jak to możliwe że 20 min ??????????? 34975837453472356423 1 year ago3aarby 1 year
ago show hide good job osama bin ladin I LOVE YOU 3aarby 1 year agoDennispager 1
year ago What? Are you a terrorist? Dennispager 1 year agoTommyboiuk1992 1 year ago
you stupid son of a bitch Tommyboiuk1992 1 year agososoffm 1 year ago woow
sosoffm 1 year agowaketheoblivious 1 year ago World Bankers, as members of evil secret
societies, under the guise of bankers corrupt World Governments. They are Terrorists
responsible for instigating treason, inciting wars, manipulating currency and economies.
Appropriately label them World Terrorists, bring them to justice, seize their wealth,
forgive all debts owed them and disband any organizations which they use to execute
their satanic diabolical agenda. waketheoblivious 1 year agoXxalhysxX 1 year ago it has
nothing to do with terrorists, government is convincing u that it is so they can stay in
control, they want you to be scared. through the media they achieve this. XxalhysxX 1
year agoalova 1 year ago After seeing the United State's reaction to this incident... I guess
you deserved it. alova 1 year agoschef99 1 year ago God help us if the Lliberal muslim
male gets elected schef99 1 year agotubelev 1 year ago 2 may whoever did it rest in hell
tubelev 1 year ago 2Snowman374th 1 year ago were placed in the buildings on the day
they were falsely attacked in 1993. They would be placed in all the buildings that were
damaged or destroyed. Made to look as if the planes starting it all. Snowman374th 1 year
agoHeartBreakKid1987 1 year ago BUSH IS GOD HeartBreakKid1987 1 year
agoanorak64 1 year ago At least those who actually did it perished along with their
victims. Thank you for this non-sensational, from-the-ground view of that morning,
praying for those who died. anorak64 1 year agoThePoonHandler 1 year ago hey
paulpottsfatbastard. NOBODY WANTS TO GO TO UR GAY CUNT LINK U
FUCKING QUEER. U HAVE NO LIFE ThePoonHandler 1 year
agoPaulPottsFatBastard 1 year ago watch?v=gmTW9D68HX8 MUST WATCH,
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SHOCKING 9/11 EVIDENCE PaulPottsFatBastard 1 year agoPaulPottsFatBastard 1
year ago watch?v=gmTW9D68HX8 MUST WATCH, SHOCKING 9/11 EVIDENCE
PaulPottsFatBastard 1 year agocablatore 1 year ago im so sorry...we are near to usa
yesterday,today and tomorrow...from italy cablatore 1 year agorsbandbtaggerung 1 year
ago 2 Dont hate anyone but the terrorist groups who did this. rsbandbtaggerung 1 year
ago 2PaulPottsFatBastard 1 year ago You are wrong sir, well you are correct if you are
referring to the Bush Administration and his planners and conspirators as terorrists, if not
then leave this site or alternatively watch this disturbing 9/11 video, which will tell
otherwise. Here is the link for the disturbing video watch?v=gmTW9D68HX8 MUST
WATCH, SHOCKING 9/11 EVIDENCE PaulPottsFatBastard 1 year agoquicksilver5057
1 year ago what the hell clean up your self you quicksilver5057 1 year agosithlord1012 1
year ago MUSLIM CUNTS sithlord1012 1 year agovveellvveett 1 year ago 3 It has
NOTHING to do with muslims! vveellvveett 1 year ago 3freak123h 1 year ago look at
19:42 horrible part freak123h 1 year agoKhmerBoi122 1 year ago that sucks fuck iraqys
KhmerBoi122 1 year agoSusieshepherd 1 year ago 2 I am crying so hard- Love to those
we lost and love to their loved ones. We WILL never forget Susieshepherd 1 year ago
2HeroOfMapleStory 1 year ago 2 Ill never forget the people on Flight 93 who gave there
lives to save another big place of the us. Also to the people who died today god bless you
guys. For all of you who died you had now right to die that die. To me your all my
heroes HeroOfMapleStory 1 year ago 2XQlusiveProductions 1 year ago Watch Zeitgeist,
the only real explanation for this. XQlusiveProductions 1 year agoXQlusiveProductions 1
year ago Watch Zeitgeist, the only real explanation for this. XQlusiveProductions 1 year
agowithworth911 1 year ago i tell you what, when I made it happen to stop these kind of
thinks going on in the world with my brothers, you bitches will be the firt ones to be
welcome to my new state, and you will be the best people to have in that world, cause it
will all be about loving, fuc+king and having a good life without bitches in blacksuits
killing thousands however,.... controlling it from a "famous" white building ! Peace ! viva
la Revolution Bros and Sis withworth911 1 year agowithworth911 1 year ago i really ask
myself if this "US Patr-Idiots" who post here do this cause they think there are Middleeastern Terrorist able to do this, oder if they just make fun of it, cause they think they
still have god in heaven to safe them !??! withworth911 1 year agou2sucks95 1 year ago
any stupid ass mother fucker out there that thinks the us planned this u dont know shgit
okay why would our country kill our own citizens u dumb asses i admit bush is fucking
retarded and didnt handle the situation well but that dosent mean he planned it u2sucks95
1 year agoimaznsmallcock 1 year ago show hide LOL PWNED AMERICA
imaznsmallcock 1 year agomedallion90 1 year ago you must realy be one retarted
dummbas,dont you...have funn inn hell! medallion90 1 year agozarajuanmartin 1 year ago
pobre jente ...dios los tenga con ellos a todas las personas que murieron en los atakes del
9/11 exect a los secuestradores que estreyaron los aviones con el world trace center dios
los bendiga zarajuanmartin 1 year agoArchon2301 1 year ago Yep, USA is responsible for
that...USA "hired" Bin Laden to do this and to say he is guilty...Al keada is an American
masterpiece...an excuse to invade Iraq for the petrol...Economic and money reasons gonna
destroy the Earth...Now remember in 2012---> 3rd World War...which will grow into
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NUCLEAR WAR...!!! I am sorry for Earth but human beings are already beasts
Archon2301 1 year agoTNT27767 1 year ago Has the People forgotten this tradgy? Here
we are at election time, and NEITHER canadate has mentioned a word about 9/11. Did all
the American citizen's die in vein?? Investigate the person that thought this herindeous
act was funny. TNT27767 1 year agoTNT27767 1 year ago The comment by
xArtanBoyx needs to be followed up by the F.B.I., C.I.A. or some other FEDERAL
agency. If he finds America's people being killed, in his word's "haha funny", then one of
these agencies need to investigate him and see exactly which side he stands on.
INVESTIGATE this moron!!!! As for this video. I can feel the lady's emotion and true
feelings as this unfolds before her eye's. Now with a new President fixing to go into
office. I've not heard one word from either on this,WHY? TNT27767 1 year agojay10106
1 year ago gotta love the retards that think the U.S. government did this hilarious you
morons TERRORISTS hello!!!! jay10106 1 year agoDeineMuddi89 1 year ago It is very
bad what is happen! In minut 22.10 she said that all people ran away!! But they do not
run. They going! No, it was a bad joke. I know! We all have this day in our memorie!! It
was a day, we can not forget as soon as we want do forget!! 5 DeineMuddi89 1 year
agowekwafe 1 year ago what the fruck is wrong with you? you sadistic fuck
ARGGHH.... wekwafe 1 year agofranticraver 1 year ago 2791 people lost their lives 200
people jumped from the upper level franticraver 1 year agoJeesus353 1 year ago And
How Much People Died There? Sry For My Bad English, I'm Estonian :) Jeesus353 1
year agokrullondom 1 year ago my dad died there... krullondom 1 year
agoreemdabulldogzfan 1 year ago i'm sorry 4 ur loss may he r.i.p reemdabulldogzfan 1
year agojonasbrothers970 1 year ago im so sorry!!! jonasbrothers970 1 year
agojamesdgolding 1 year ago see 9/11 Rare Footage AND PART NUMBER 3:35-4:18
HE WHISPERED INTO HIS EAR DO YOU KNOW WHATS GOING ON IN NEW
YORK? HE SAID HE DID! HOW INTERESTING IS THAT HOW THE HELL
WOULD BUSH KNOWN WHATS TAKING PLACE IF HE WASN'T TOLD ABOUT
IT? IS IT JUST ME OR WAS THE REASON BUSH WAS IN FLORIDA BECAUSE
HE ALREADY KNEW ABOUT THE ATTACKS AND USED THIS SCHOOL AS A
HIDEOUT? LISTEN TO HIM SAY HE WAS WAITING OUTSIDE THE
CLASSROOM TO GO IN THE T.V WAS ON HE SAW THE AIR PLANE HIT THE
TOWER HA BUSH YOU ARE BUSTED jamesdgolding 1 year agodoeboyfresssh18 1
year ago the saddest thing is Barack Obama wants to forgive the people that did this and
wants to pull the troops out of Iraq. doeboyfresssh18 1 year ago1993diego 1 year ago u
dont understand politics then john f kennedy also forgave vietnam ppl 1993diego 1 year
agovillafan81 1 year ago Watching this video is sad to watch, people with no care for the
lives of others, one word sums it up, evil, villafan81 1 year agojkear2004 1 year ago crazy
to think that it's our country's government that's so evil isn't it. jkear2004 1 year
agoSoutherngurl4life 1 year ago this is just terrifing Southerngurl4life 1 year agogrupohebi
1 year ago and where is the UFO? grupohebi 1 year agoLintyLandbeauty 1 year ago god
this is soo distressing :( LintyLandbeauty 1 year agoPlayawilson 1 year ago fucking
terrosists Playawilson 1 year agoersguterjunge9693 1 year ago at 7:34 was the falling
man... :-( ersguterjunge9693 1 year agogasgassss 1 year ago :-( gasgassss 1 year agotjheu 1
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year ago °° tjheu 1 year agoWWEBorusse 1 year ago why the plane fly into the house?
WWEBorusse 1 year agoEnterANamePlease 1 year ago 2 At about 7:33 - 7:40 you can
see someone jumping down, so sad. R.I.P all! My heart goes out to their family and
friends. EnterANamePlease 1 year ago 2mamypokopants 1 year ago 2 u didnt capture the
impact. mamypokopants 1 year ago 2SIZINGPENYRHEOL 1 year ago 2 how could two
buildings so huge and massive fold like a cheap tent? not by a plane or fire or smoke. the
very foundations of the buidling were taken down. these buildings collapsed from the
bottom up. Not from the top up as the planes impact was supposed to make you believe.
SIZINGPENYRHEOL 1 year ago 2SIZINGPENYRHEOL 1 year ago looking at this
again through this video - there is no way that the planes impact at the top of the towers
made the buildings collapse so suddenly. this was a controlled expolosion. the planes
crashing was just for show. the real destruction wa the controlled explosion to bring the
towers down. this is not some mad conspiracy - its just fucking common sense - look at
the towers collapse so suddenly - that was not caused by the planes impact or any fire or
smoke. SIZINGPENYRHEOL 1 year agobeentown1985 1 year ago whoever says this
was an inside job is mentally retarded, beentown1985 1 year agosodakandy 1 year ago
SHIIIIIIIIIIIIIT! sodakandy 1 year agoXxXfearowXxX 1 year ago Anarchy Owned
XxXfearowXxX 1 year agoXxXfearowXxX 1 year ago OSama Bin laden Rocks! xD =P
im kidding! XxXfearowXxX 1 year agomudaphucker 1 year ago wow you got a good cam
lol but people i think you all should drop this wtc thing, it going to far now, come on 7
yrs and you still make vids bout some buildings falling and call it a "tribute video" (cool
lets watch two planes crash into two buildings and 1000'S of people die) and blame the
middle east witch so happeneds to have oil "you need". mudaphucker 1 year
agoIlovepancakes3737 1 year ago Actually the middle east planed this attack on us for 10
years.... And you said we blamed them? They admitted to doing it.. They thought taking
down this building would stop America... Wrong... Honestly even if Canada did this i bet
America would react just the same. Ilovepancakes3737 1 year agomudaphucker 1 year
ago ever heard of dress up have you seen any of theres people apart from tv
mudaphucker 1 year agomamypokopants 1 year ago lol mamypokopants 1 year
agoREALLRAPMUSIC 1 year ago osama obama! REALLRAPMUSIC 1 year
agoMastaRagga 1 year ago Bush or not Bush there is no evidence who it was so far as we
all know. The only thing i want to see is the video recording of the nearby hotel, where
the camera was faced towards the pentagon. Why is the US-goverment not making it
public. If the US-goverment is so confident that it was a plane which had been vaporised
by the impact, i would like to see that 2 engines each with the weight of 6 tons vaporising
by an airplain crash into a building. MastaRagga 1 year agoEnglishBull08 1 year ago 2 It
wasn't an inside job, Bush isnt smart enough to plan something like this and not blow it.
All evil leaders are smart, look at Hitler - he was briliant, he made Germany go from poor
to rich in a few years, almost took the world over. Joeseph Stallin also smart, and Osama
Bin Laden. I hate it when people say it was a Bush job, maybe someone in the
government knew about it, but it obviously wasn't the President - do you think the
Pentagon, or CIA would approve this, ofcourse not. EnglishBull08 1 year ago
2moonscam 1 year ago Who approved of marching thousands of US service men towards
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exploding Atomic Bombs in 1955? Operation Teapot, approximately 7,700 Army
personnel and 1,300 Marines. moonscam 1 year agoEnglishBull08 1 year ago Well first of
all buddy. no atomic bombs were ever dropped in direct warfare in the Cold War, only
test, so I don't know where you came up with your conclusions there. Only two bombs
were ever used in direct warfare - and that was on Japan in 1945. The bombs were
approved by British, Canadian and the American government to be dropped. The
elimination of the Axis had to be done and done quick. The Allies estimated 2 million
more casualties if they didn't use the Atomic Bombs on Japan. EnglishBull08 1 year
agomoonscam 1 year ago EnglishBull08. I think you need a history lesson or two, I'm
talking about 1955 when the USA tested Atomic Bombs in the Marshall Islands, South
Pacific. They exploded Atomic Bombs then ORDERED thousands of service men to
march towards the test site with no protection. Radioactive fallout also affected
thousands of men, women and children on neighbouring Islands. moonscam 1 year
agoEnglishBull08 1 year ago And another thing buddy - this was in the planning for
nearly a decade. During the Clinton Administration. You can't tell me that President
Clinton, highest steady approval rating ever, even that of Ronald Reagan's new about
9/11. EnglishBull08 1 year agomoonscam 1 year ago Sharkie626 "If I remember correctly,
they had edited out certain small parts of the video because they felt it was just too
hurtful to show". Certain small parts! Are you joking? They've edited out everything
they don't want you to see because they don't want you to know the truth. moonscam 1
year agoSharkie626 1 year ago If you say so... Sharkie626 1 year agosexybitch0077 1
year ago 2 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i dnt understand how
people can be sooo blind and not see that it was an inside job carried out by bush family
and his zionist jew friends. sexybitch0077 1 year ago 2EvilMaxxx94 1 year ago osama du
missgeburt EvilMaxxx94 1 year agobrian78045 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam There are four interesting articles on NORAD at DNotice (org).
They are "The NORAD Papers", "The NORAD Papers II", "The NORAD Papers III"
and The NORAD Papers IV. The last article (for the first time!) explains the mechanics
of how NORAD radar operators monitored and identified aircraft flying over American
airspace. brian78045 1 year agogalosdan04 1 year ago yeah really rich, galosdan04 1 year
agoGyllenhorn 1 year ago they must be really loaded to live in that apartment. really rich
people. Gyllenhorn 1 year agodeathbytoilet 1 year ago 2 U wooow im naked right now!
G deathbytoilet 1 year ago 2mcwinker 1 year ago Hail Allah hail allah death to the west !
mcwinker 1 year agoAyeshaWasRaped 1 year ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam Mohammed was a filthy child rapist ﺍﻝﻁﻑﻝ ﺍﻝﻡﻍﺕﺹﺏ ﺩ ﺍﻝﻕﺫﺭﺓﻭﻙﺍﻥ ﻡﺡﻡ
AyeshaWasRaped 1 year agoTarcotti 1 year ago Do you really think anyone is stupid
enough to think 9/11 happened 2000 years ago? I was talking about HOW MANY
people died. Not what year it was. wow... Tarcotti 1 year agofagfacecj 1 year ago Tragic.
:( Goosebumps. fagfacecj 1 year agoWATINTHEWORLD88 1 year ago God Bless
America. God Bless President Bush. WATINTHEWORLD88 1 year agoSharkie626 1
year ago I wish the video owners were on this site. Sharkie626 1 year agoxoCOOKIE 1
year ago I got goosebumps watching this video :[ god bless. xoCOOKIE 1 year
agoKringelbulle 1 year ago Omg something hit the tower! yeah i know ill get a camera and
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film it! lol XD Kringelbulle 1 year agomartinboett 1 year ago WHY is there a CUT?
martinboett 1 year agoFreddy2403 1 year ago wtf ?! OWNED !!!! :D:D:D Freddy2403 1
year agomoonscam 1 year ago A bit more...Two seconds later At 11:47 you see the first
flash of light from a plane just above the triangular shaped roof to the right of the WTC.
This looks like a fast moving fighter jet, he turns sharply to his left. Either the sun is
reflecting off the plane or he's doing a fast re-heat getaway. He's in the shot for a few
seconds before disappearing off to the right. moonscam 1 year agomoonscam 1 year ago
At 05:31 a plane appears on the left side of the WTC, why did she not zoom in and
follow it to see what he was doing? Why the break in the video just before the second hit
at 11:45? At 11:45 she makes a gasp as the second building explodes. She saw a large
plane clear enough to give a good description but it doesn't appear on the video.
moonscam 1 year agoSharkie626 1 year ago If I remember correctly, they had edited out
certain small parts of the video because they felt it was just too hurtful to show.
Sharkie626 1 year agoWhoot18 1 year ago RIP This video is one of the most disturbing
9/11-vids I've seen so far. Was hard to watch...but still...thanks for sharing. Whoot18 1
year agoruraggin 1 year ago The Bush family and Osama Bin Ladens family have been
friends for years. He often vacations with them. Did you know that after the attacks
Bush paid for over 200 of Osamas family members to fly them out of the country. When
Bush and cheney got into office their primary objective was to start a war. When asked
for thoughts on how, Bush said "lets blow up the twin towers. ruraggin 1 year
agomasonbnntt 1 year ago haha you cant be serious masonbnntt 1 year agousdstew06 1
year ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Disclosure Project nsa,
oss, nro, cia, fbi, all brances of military (army intell, air force, etc) officials who testify
that our govts have been hiding the existence of extra terrestrial presence/energy from us,
in order to control us with OIl/WAR - the ets are practicing non intervention, but time is
running out, that is what 2012 is, a new beginning, not the end. the mayans depicted a
new beginning, the GOLDEN AGE, age of aquarius (WHEN ALL SHALL BE
REVEALED) usdstew06 1 year agojamesdgolding 1 year ago If anyone needs a true
insight of the events of 9/11 and needs questions answered you gotta watch 9/11
Coincidences (Part One) and all the way through to 9/11 Coincidences (nineteen) I
watched everyone and OMG...... It made sense you may not believe what you see or hear
but it's an explination that makes the most sense to me No doubt it was an inside job!
you can't just watch one part watch them all and do so before you make any comments in
reply to this one thanks jamesdgolding 1 year agomadinina971 1 year ago of cours it was
an inside job! us govnerment sucks madinina971 1 year ago1350walton 1 year ago ever
thought that it might not have been a terrorist attack? 1350walton 1 year
agoAlanadoredor 1 year ago I am getting a goosbump each time that I watch 9/11 clips
and for those people who make rude comments; I just wish that your relative or someone
close to u was in that building and then I would see if u would say the things that u r
saying now....no body desreves that wheather american or non-american. I feel so sorry
for those people...I just hope that they lived a happy life before this tragedy...man I can't
watch this anymore...and I'm not even American Alanadoredor 1 year agoNardiPaffon 1
year ago Guess that after the 9/11 attacks, there has been a massive increase on the
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number of people joining the army. NardiPaffon 1 year agoidgottberg 1 year ago For you:
snizzlebizzlemizzle. Did your mother brought you by her ass to life?. It is the only way
you can say this idgottberg 1 year agothomast1985 1 year ago To u stupid Bush haters!
He is the ONLY one who did anything about the attacks. The godam stupid democraps
and liberals did NOTHING but point fingers and sympathize with the terrorist. Thanks
to slick willie clinton the terrorist saw our weaknesses. thomast1985 1 year
agospititoutjjl 1 year ago Um, he invaded the wrong country genius, even the idiotic Bush
administration has finally admitted that Ira and Al Quaeda have NO links at all.
spititoutjjl 1 year agorumalo 1 year ago holy crap!!! rumalo 1 year agoabz247 1 year ago
Middle east is the scum of the earth yet America buys oil from them. Have you even
been to middle east? Forget Iraq, im talking about places like Dubai have you ever been
there? Then dont judge the whole of middle east as scum just because u see Iraq on the tv
with all the voilence going on. You have no intellect and your children will also be
retarded like you. Very sad indeed. abz247 1 year agoabz247 1 year ago Listen up you
fucking american retards (not all of you but most of you). Watch the fucking clip again
and see how they have CUT OUT the video JUST BEFORE IMPACT of whatever hit
the tower. That is why I said it is fake, and why did she say it was a military plane when
you cant even see anything from the video. Your all motherfucking retards, its so fucking
sad that you americans have no fucking intellect at all. Fucking sad. abz247 1 year
agothomast1985 1 year ago you are the stupid conspiracy fucker. you probably are a
terrorist urself. go kill ur fucking slef so we can have one less democrap liberal piece of
shit to deal with in this country!!!!!!!!! thomast1985 1 year ago19Flori91 1 year ago omg
best video ever this film is fantastic. thanks for this I´am very sad when I see this about
the fucking terotist 19Flori91 1 year agosnizzlebizzlemizzle 1 year ago show hide yeaa
fukin die americans u all think ur the best country in the world im glad this happens n
hope it happens again snizzlebizzlemizzle 1 year agoidgottberg 1 year ago For you:
snizzlebizzlemizzle. Did your mother brought you by her ass to life?. It is the only way
you can say this idgottberg 1 year agoNugentt24 1 year ago abz247 you sir, ar an idiot
Nugentt24 1 year agojosto11 1 year ago I think its no fake josto11 1 year agoabz247 1
year ago This video is a fake. abz247 1 year agonorwegiangangsta 1 year ago u are a fat
dumb.. this isnt a fake!!! this is real! RIP to all victims.. damn murderer! go to hell georg
w bush norwegiangangsta 1 year agoBuilderofWTC88 1 year ago asshole why do you
think it's fake...in New York there are things called appartments...people live in it...and
the appartments got windows...and people can take a cam...and film erverything they
want-...man you are crazy go and cry but don't write comment like this one under Videos
which shows a tragedy like this..bitch BuilderofWTC88 1 year agoheloise10 1 year ago
Oh my god, that's so horrible to watch the whole tragedy :s But we have to watch it to
remind us that such thing shouldn't happen again. RIP heloise10 1 year agocalfpizza 1
year ago Why aren't most people pointing out that the impact was edited out of this
video? CNN and other major news network had no problem replaying that huge 'plane'
hitting the 2nd tower yet the person who took this video decided to edit out the approach
and impact of the so called plane. Perhaps it's easier than manipulating the tape....
calfpizza 1 year agoBexxlovezmovies 1 year ago ... R.I.P. Bexxlovezmovies 1 year
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agofirstbikesprinter 1 year ago :|:|:|:|:| firstbikesprinter 1 year agoTigerzBlue 1 year ago
That´s the prove... Look, there wasn´t any things, that seems like an "inside job!!"
TigerzBlue 1 year agoTigerzBlue 1 year ago It´s so horrible to see this again... TigerzBlue
1 year agokareem87said5 1 year ago 2 Al Quaida doesn't exsist Bush's administration did
this.They needed a good reason to agitate the military action in Iraq because of the oil.
kareem87said5 1 year ago 2samec19 1 year ago Watch, time 12:17 this video and
listen....She says that was a military plane... Inside job samec19 1 year agoKaspall 1 year
ago 2 This is the BEST video of the 9/11 I've ever seen! Kaspall 1 year ago 2chromesally
1 year ago TY, sufismisthetrueislam! There are people saying that the Qur'ahn encourages
killing people who don't follow Islam,(infidels). That can't be true. Please tell me it's not!
I do not 'follow' any religion, but I respect all of them, and there will always be wars
because of beliefs that certain people choose to twist to their own agenda. I agree w/you,
about the religion of Islam, but I don't find it weird or scary...just different. As is
Judaism, Buddhaism, Taoism, Christianity... chromesally 1 year agosufismisthetrueislam
1 year ago This is not approved by the Holy Qur'ahn! Islam is based on peace! Islam is a
very exotic religion and in the West it may seem strange or even weird or scary. After
9/11 more than 1 million people converted to Islam, they read the Qur'ahn and accepted
Islam. They came to realize that those who commited these horrible actions are not
following what the Qur'ahn says. sufismisthetrueislam 1 year agochromesally 1 year ago I
think many of us have forgotten how we felt on this tragic day, and how our thoughts
have since been dissuaded by individuals thinking that this was an 'inside job', or that the
religion of Islam is to blame. Islam is a peaceful religion--as is Christianity--but there are
those who take the teachings to an extreme, and twist them to suit their own purpose.
(Not taken to the extreme of 9-11, but do you recall David Koresh, Jim Jones, and that
'Hale-Bop comet' guy)? All in the name of Christ. chromesally 1 year agoCengisturk 1
year ago he film mean ar jewis je now thet come haeping. fuck jeewish terorist Cengisturk
1 year agostellamilanese 1 year ago shuva123 six kindly begged to write in English
language so you/they can understand you all thanks stellamilanese 1 year
agodevilshelper222 1 year ago Unfortunately, Americans who want such a Stop No War
on Iraq, so what was to become And the religion of Islam a great religion, we can not say
that the religion of terrorism We Alammerikyun terrorism but what we have done with
Iraq, Palestine and Lebanon:) this guy those owt he wrote ok i translated on google
devilshelper222 1 year agoFdmeister 1 year ago Why is there a cut at the second impact?
Fdmeister 1 year agoHugoHodenHorst 1 year ago omg...that´s sooooo unbelieveble...
HugoHodenHorst 1 year agoshuva123 1 year ago ﺍﻭﻕﻑﻭﺍ ﺍﺡﺭﺏ ﻉﻝﻯ ﺍﻝﻉﺭﺍﻕ ﻝﻡﺍ ﺹﺍﺭ ﻩﻙﺫﺍ
ﻭﺩﻱﻥ ﺍﻝﺍﺱﻝﺍﻡ ﺩﻱﻥ ﻉﻅﻱﻡ ﻭﻝﺍ ﻱﺝﻭﺯ ﻝﻥﺍ ﺏﺍﻥ ﻥﻕﻭﻝ ﺩﻱﻥ ﺍﺭﻩﺍﺏ ﺏﻝ ﻥﺡﻥ ﺍﻝﺍﻡﺭﻱﻙﻱﻱﻭﻥ ﺍﺭﻩﺍﺏ ﻝﻡﺍ
 ﻑﻉﻝﻥﺍﻩ ﻡﻉ ﺍﻝﻉﺭﺍﻕ ﻭﻑﻝﺱﻁﻱﻥ ﻭﻝﺏﻥﺍﻥ:) shuva123 1 year agoCurupiru360 1 year ago holy
shit Curupiru360 1 year agoanwerq8 1 year ago ﻝﻝﺍﺱﻑ ﺍﻝﺍﻡﺭﻱﻙﺍﻥ ﻩﻡ ﺍﻝﺫﻱﻥ ﻱﺭﻱﺩﻭﻥ ﻡﺙﻝ ﻩﺫﺍ
ﺍﻭﻕﻑﻭﺍ ﺍﺡﺭﺏ ﻉﻝﻯ ﺍﻝﻉﺭﺍﻕ ﻝﻡﺍ ﺹﺍﺭ ﻩﻙﺫﺍ ﻭﺩﻱﻥ ﺍﻝﺍﺱﻝﺍﻡ ﺩﻱﻥ ﻉﻅﻱﻡ ﻭﻝﺍ ﻱﺝﻭﺯ ﻝﻥﺍ ﺏﺍﻥ ﻥﻕﻭﻝ ﺩﻱﻥ
 ﺍﺭﻩﺍﺏ ﺏﻝ ﻥﺡﻥ ﺍﻝﺍﻡﺭﻱﻙﻱﻱﻭﻥ ﺍﺭﻩﺍﺏ ﻝﻡﺍanwerq8 1 year ): ﻑﻉﻝﻥﺍﻩ ﻡﻉ ﺍﻝﻉﺭﺍﻕ ﻭﻑﻝﺱﻁﻱﻥ ﻭﻝﺏﻥﺍﻥ
ago011n3wn3w 1 year ago WATZ WAT YU WROTE TRANSLATE PLEASE!
011n3wn3w 1 year ago1993diego 1 year ago dude that is not 500yds u may want to
correct that 500 yds is 5 football/soccer fields its like 3 or 2 Red Bulls or Giants stadiums
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1993diego 1 year agoFightForDC 1 year ago there maybe speculation that this could have
been an inside job, but what is that gonna prove, people still died. It doesn't change
anything to point the finger at the govt. let us not forget that Islam is a religion of
submission, hate, and terror. I'm not saying all muslims are that way, but the ones that are
the most dedicated are the most likely to commit an act as horrific as this to please the
man they call Muhammad and his alter ego, allah. FightForDC 1 year agoAngelxoxKisses
1 year ago 2 u fucking racist piece of shit. you dont know shit about being muslim so shut
the fuck up and dont judge people that you dont even know abou. stop being so fucking
ignorant you dumb fuck. AngelxoxKisses 1 year ago 2Lyndehouse 1 year ago Inside job.
Lyndehouse 1 year agosamec19 1 year ago Watch, time 12:17 this video and listen....She
says that was a military plane... Inside job samec19 1 year agoXmchenneX 1 year ago i
hate muslims. they do so silly things for their religious..but some moslems are friendly
XmchenneX 1 year agoMQA17993 1 year ago Why do every human don't like muslims ,
and why do every human blame muslims .. islam like christian and chewish they don't
teach us to kill and to do that .. MQA17993 1 year agosamec19 1 year ago Watch, time
12:17 this video and listen....She says that was a military plane... Inside job samec19 1
year agoxoxMixedBeautyxox 1 year ago many muslims died in these attacks as well. but
many ppl are too ignorant and say that its all the muslims fault. it is the muslims fault,
but NOT ALL OF THEM xoxMixedBeautyxox 1 year agoKrisnShell69 1 year ago 2 Not
only does she say it was a military plane but if you pay close enough attention to the
buildings you can see explosives going off. They look like little flashes of light.
KrisnShell69 1 year ago 2kfj1971 1 year ago 2 Why do you americans ALWAYS have to
mix in GOD in everything you say..youre not better than muslim fundamentalists.
kfj1971 1 year ago 2iceblonde 1 year ago 2 Its not every American, or just Americans, but
most people need to believe there is a higher force at work in their lives than just their
own will. iceblonde 1 year ago 2kfj1971 1 year ago I don´t. And here in Sweden a large
majority of the people do not want to have anything to do with religion. kfj1971 1 year
agoRsflixs 2 years ago I remember that day. Not a soul would for give the muslims. but
remember, not all muslim are bad. took me a while to know that. Rsflixs 2 years
agoredzer06 2 years ago nobody would have really cared if it was a building full of
muslims redzer06 2 years agoMayuniko 2 years ago 4 stop blamin us muslims for Bin
Ladens bullshit..and Allah doesn't teach us to kill, so stop saying its our fault!im sure
Acyren agree's with me when i say if you wanna blame someone dont blame us
muslims!!! We aint just go "Oh lets go to America and play silly Americans" NO! we had
no idea of this attack neither did any of you bastards!!! So don't blame Allah and us for
your mistakes!!! THATS RIGHT!!! IM POINTING IT TOWARD BUSH!!!!!!!
Mayuniko 2 years ago 4psybox12 2 years ago thats not from Terrorist Thats a reason
For americans to go in Irak I dont thing its from terrorists... psybox12 2 years
agosamec19 2 years ago Watch, time 12:17 this video and listen....She says that was a
military plane... Inside job... samec19 2 years agoTitanic141912 2 years ago Who would
even think of crashing into the World Trade Center?!? Idiots that's who! The innocent
workers were killed and the innocent firemen were killed! R.I.P to everyone who died that
horrible morning! Titanic141912 2 years agoXIMrLongIX 2 years ago 1 thing: 26 min.
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O_o XIMrLongIX 2 years agosaradomin89898 2 years ago yeah lol saradomin89898 2
years agoMinkMink999 2 years ago 911missingLinks(Dot)com Why is everyone talking
about this website? Someone explain me? MinkMink999 2 years agoKeepFallingForU 2
years ago @7r3D4tOr KeepFallingForU 2 years agoKeepFallingForU 2 years ago the
worst thing about KeepFallingForU 2 years agoKeepFallingForU 2 years ago this is sooo
sad... once again we can see how terrible humans can be... but the worst thing on this is
that all these people in the buildings had nothing to do with the war... all these innocent
people.... just horrible... KeepFallingForU 2 years agom3shiatheeb 2 years ago Greed and
hostility make the human with little value The victims of all these attacks are
innocents,and since the war on terrorism series started, more than three million person
around the world from different religions and countries had been killed, but the heroes of
this bloody series still alive ( Bush, BenLaden and others unknown) Allah Only knows
how many people will die before the end of this series. May Allah help innocents, they
at the mercy of criminals. m3shiatheeb 2 years agomusadude 2 years ago still remember
"the hiroshima", Americans? -.- musadude 2 years agosamec19 2 years ago Watch, time
12:17 this video and listen....She says that was a military plane... Inside job... samec19 2
years agoiLoveNewYork9 2 years ago incredible iLoveNewYork9 2 years
agoVoteObamaBiden08 2 years ago We come in peace to shoot and kill, you cant win a
war on terror. the single sentence is stupid. think about it "WAR ON TERROR" its
insinuating you feel terror. Dictionary "Terror" - Intense, overpowering fear. Are you
scared? how can you have a war on being scared?. terror is a feeling.. how can you have a
war on a feeling? e.g. a war on happiness. a war on sadness? its stupid. McCain didnt
bring up the Ayers thing in the debate because he knows its false.. unlike you by the
sounds of things.. VoteObamaBiden08 2 years agoAsiancomedian 2 years ago It's called a
war on terror since in the Quran it says "And bring terror upon your enemies", that's why
these people are called Terrorists, and instead of saying "War on the Terrorists", which
would be unpractical, you simply say 'War on Terror' instead, it's much shorter and
means the same thing, Hope I cleared it up for you! Asiancomedian 2 years
agounvergesslich1 2 years ago hey ad all: stop the film at 8.48 an look. what kind of hole
ist that? is that a hole from a plane?,. really? stop at 10.20 again,.. look at the left
hole,...you can yet would depend here see the Outside facade from above unvergesslich1
2 years agomikepetersingapore 2 years ago Thank you for posting and sharing, Network
mikepetersingapore 2 years agoMinkMink999 2 years ago 911missingLinks. com Why is
everyone talking about this website? Can someone please explain me? MinkMink999 2
years agoTawnyAnthony 2 years ago what are the chances of one of my relatives bein in
there, im british!!!!! TawnyAnthony 2 years agoDeAndRe187 2 years ago Every time i
look at this video, i tell myself that even though i dont like Bush ? I agree that we should
fight back and i hate war but come on...There's no way you just look at the terrorist
killing innocent ppl and just say " war is wrong so lets not do nothing" DeAndRe187 2
years agoDeAndRe187 2 years ago Though i agree that war is wrong, are we just suppost
to do nothing against terrorism ? Just let them come here and attacked us ? Im for peace
but we know terrorist arent and they wont stop untill we are dead. So what are we
suppost to do ? If they do another 9/11 ? Nothing DeAndRe187 2 years
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agodanybriereisnumber1 2 years ago That was the most saddest day of my life my
brother died in that crash danybriereisnumber1 2 years agofreejellybeans 2 years ago wow
that was awful. that really suked that many people died freejellybeans 2 years
agoLexxxicide 2 years ago Despite any theories and my feelings for the United States this
will allways remain a horrific memory. I am Scottish by nationality. I remember that day
I was in English class when the first plane hit. We then moved to history with Ms Munro
(who instantly tunred on the television). Sitting in history class that day we witnessed
the second plane hit the world trade centeres. It had to be one of the most incredible and
devastating moments in western history. To this day I dont know how to take it.
Lexxxicide 2 years agophyschohead24 2 years ago damn those terrorists all of those poor
people died that day never forget them physchohead24 2 years agoFrenchTendance 2
years ago Everybody know that 09/11 is a conspirancy by usa and israel like the war
between georgia and russia, the attentats in madrid and uk and so on. Stop watching your
manipulated TVs. Anyway, usa, and europe will collapse. I hope so! and will stop
fashist! An agnostic European FrenchTendance 2 years agoscoodieownz 2 years ago
show hide serves you whores right, i hate you so much. death to america scoodieownz 2
years agoGageCombs 2 years ago wow thanks my dad was in there and died and do you
know what it is like to recieve news at 6 yrs old that you dad died in 9/11 GageCombs 2
years agomatorlando 2 years ago thats nice give some respect for the ones who lost
someone or there family if u like reading read the book we all fall down its not a true
story but it shows u what they went thourght matorlando 2 years agobradyson66 2 years
ago how does she immediately asume it was a military plane???? bradyson66 2 years
agourf3tish 2 years ago i cant even watch the rest ok few things.....no tawny to buildings
didnt just fall its the shock factor and the care of another humans life!!! and all 4 planes
were accounted for they were all passenger planes and idk about fuck the usa but fuck
bush tho i do agree with that!!!! urf3tish 2 years agoleoncloud8 2 years ago again,it
doesnt matter,because even if it was a military plane bro,it wasnt one of ours. leoncloud8
2 years agosamec19 2 years ago Inside job, listen on this video,, the woman she says that
was a military plane (time:12:17)..... Inside job, inside job, inside job, inside job..........
samec19 2 years ago66mert66yozgat66 2 years ago izzie06 shut up im the king not you
you are the pkk 66mert66yozgat66 2 years ago66mert66yozgat66 2 years ago haha yes
yes yes fuck the usa hahahahahahahahahahahhahaha fuck bush fuch usa usa usa
66mert66yozgat66 2 years agoizzieo6 2 years ago u go to hell dam bastard ! izzieo6 2
years agoleoncloud8 2 years ago "haha yes yes yes fuck the usa
hahahahahahahahahahahhahaha fuck bush fuch usa usa usa" bitchj get the fuck outta here
wit that shit,ill fuck ur ass up then bomb ur country into hell bitch. get the fuck off this
vid. dont u sit here sayin fuck the usa hoe,america is the best country on the face of this
planet and no1 can deny that. if you wanna sit here and say fuck the usa do it
somewheres else,not where a million of americans will see it and fuck over ur sorry ass
and ur country too u bitch. leoncloud8 2 years agoFrenchTendance 2 years ago fuck the
usa and israel and uk. Please type on google Aaron rosso rockfeller and i all suggest you
to watch his videos. He is an American cineaste mysteriously dead. FrenchTendance 2
years agoBoomBoom2055 2 years ago 66mert66yozgat66 Wrong? BoomBoom2055 2
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years agobladeezguy 2 years ago 2 Do you know how many people died? bladeezguy 2
years ago 2acqueprofonde86 2 years ago Respect for those people. acqueprofonde86 2
years agoTawnyAnthony 2 years ago wtf why the hell were u cryin, 2 buildins collapsed
big wow! god ur so fukin childish TawnyAnthony 2 years agobladeezguy 2 years ago 2
Are you fucking seriousy, I would like to see you have one of your relatives there.
SHUTUP bladeezguy 2 years ago 2RadioMetallica 2 years ago 2 I hate it when you can
see that Marwan al shehhi the tower is hitting (south tower) It is so awful to see! R.I.P
To everyone who's killed at this horrible day! RadioMetallica 2 years ago 2younadim123
2 years ago uhh escuse me dont say fuck middle eastern i can be rasist to the people that
did this wasnt iraqis and btw im assyrian and iraqi and i felt sorry for them! u no we
kinda have hearts to ! younadim123 2 years agoluckymach 2 years ago 2 shut up
FerdiTurk >:( how would you like it if one of your parents were in that buildingg!! you
wouldnt like it would youu, loads of people have lost they're family in there soo shutt up
andd stopp being soo fucking childish!!!!! luckymach 2 years ago 2Beeeeny 2 years ago
bush is an asshole Beeeeny 2 years agoFerdiTurk 2 years ago show hide its the fucking
work of jesus!!! FerdiTurk 2 years agoImN0oB 2 years ago all the arabs are fucking
Terrorists ImN0oB 2 years agoFerdiTurk 2 years ago show hide hahahahahhaa this is
fucking funny dude:D i like it when ppls going die :P FerdiTurk 2 years agodaaaaaami 2
years ago oooooooooo my god . i sou sorry , i are crain =( daaaaaami 2 years agostar5crue
2 years ago RIP star5crue 2 years agoSPLITSHANX 2 years ago Fuck you middle
easterns! SPLITSHANX 2 years agoderkas13 2 years ago rip derkas13 2 years
agoAbusedMonkey12 2 years ago show hide this is the price you pay america you haved
shuned Allah for the last time until u accept Allah we will not stop fightig for Allah
PRAISE ALLAH AbusedMonkey12 2 years agojeroentje125 2 years ago lol allah is gay
dude jeroentje125 2 years agoAcyren 2 years ago Don't talk about allah like that you
fuckin' Whore... -.- Acyren 2 years agolanekiaakaneenee 1 year ago fuck ALLAH
lanekiaakaneenee 1 year agoMQA17993 1 year ago Fuck U .. u don't know the truth just
say fu fu fu .. MQA17993 1 year agokhaled0823 1 year ago see this video 911 Loose
Change (full-length) khaled0823 1 year agokhaled0823 1 year ago fu fu fu khaled0823 1
year agokhaled0823 1 year ago Fuck U .. u don't know the truth just say fu fu fu ..
lanekiaakaneenee khaled0823 1 year agoboredtodeath55 2 years ago How come wen it
says the twin towers collapsed in this video it's just 1 tower? wut happened to the other
half? Or is it the twin tower isn't the world trade center? boredtodeath55 2 years
agojoshnic 2 years ago RIP poor people... joshnic 2 years agokingcidsz1 2 years ago damn
911 was bad i wish it had never happend kingcidsz1 2 years agoLeanyB 2 years ago No
matter who is to blame for this, thousands of innocent people died. So many have lost
sight of that fact. LeanyB 2 years agoalbedo139 2 years ago there were two towers going
down...FREEDOM and DEMOCRACY. albedo139 2 years agosarahelizabeth05 2 years
ago -9/11 an inside job.. man a lot of wacked out people here with a lot of time on thier
hands... -americas army killed other people, yeah so has other countries armies. -people
talk shit about america.. ooo wow, on the internet too! can't say it in public can you?
come over hear and say it on live TV. excatly a bunch of pussys that use the internet as a
security blanket. -i know Im going to get a bunch of shit from this. but guess what, could
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care less what the fucking idiots have to say. sarahelizabeth05 2 years agoSpermCannon 2
years ago Fuckin bitchass terrorist. Bush will rot in hell for this. SpermCannon 2 years
agobeackhamlove 2 years ago will screw u if u want al qaidah then preper for some
shocking things but its shocking for u as signboys said it s only shoocking for u lool nice
target beackhamlove 2 years agololitoAncelle 2 years ago no comment@ lolitoAncelle 2
years agodevidsen 2 years ago You damn brainwashed americans. 9/11 was homemade.
Greed and arrogance will take you to your knees. You will all raise in hell. devidsen 2
years agosignboys 2 years ago I saw a video on youtube about Bush, He told his people,
I have one message for the people of Iraq : GO HOME AND DIE. If I was from Iraq I
would hate America and would killed every american on my path, So please realize You
make the enemy, you wanna destroy there food water and houses ''thats ok'' but They
have the right to fight back no mather what and thats what they are doing so don't blame
them you brainwashed americans, figure out how to solve the problem in PEACE, WAR
ISNT THE ANSWER. signboys 2 years agosignboys 2 years ago Thank god for 9/11, its
terrible for the innocent but it proofs your not untouchable and thats a good thing to
know. LOL they think they rule the world, Lets take out Afghanistan, no no lets take out
Iraq and after Iraq lets take out Iran or South Korea, ARE YOU STUPID ????? America
is the terrorist, 9/11 is done by real freedom fighters. LIKE MALCOM X SAID : the
price of freedom is dead. signboys 2 years agobillkushandfriends 2 years ago whats the
bigger conspiracy theory : 19 hijacker from caves overwhealming NORAD 4 times for
about 8 hrs, trick out the best air defense of this fucking planet, hitting 3 buildings,
bringing 4 down, or that the bush regime did it themselves ?! 911 is the best example of
stupid naive manipulated brainwashed americans ... and will always be LOL
billkushandfriends 2 years agosignboys 2 years ago and thats your problem, you don't
care what others have to say ???? and dude I will never shut up !!!!!! Who do you think
you are telling me to shut up, are you stupid ? I don't give a damn about the worldtrade
center, what' now have to care because its America, shit happends everyday by hands of
american soldiers in other countrys hahahaha, stupid asshole, Don't you get it, your
gouverment brought this up on you and you still don't realize, btw shit is not over yet,
THE PICE OF FREEDOM IS DEAD. signboys 2 years agofarhadcarl619 2 years ago 2
things heart of amrica have came down the second thing is rip to the people farhadcarl619
2 years agosignboys 2 years ago 2 this happends evryday in Iraq, Palestina, Afghanistan,
this doesn't shock me, I mean really it did'nt shock me at all (it is terrible), Im not
suprised, only your are, and by the way you brought this upon yourself, WAR brings
PAIN, signboys 2 years ago 2farhadcarl619 2 years ago we dont care whut u say just
shut up farhadcarl619 2 years agosignboys 2 years ago and thats your problem, you don't
care what others have to say ???? and dude I will never shut up !!!!!! Who do you think
you are telling me to shut up, are you stupid ? I don't give a damn about the worldtrade
center, what' now have to care because its America, shit happends everyday by hands of
american soldiers in other countrys hahahaha, stupid asshole, Don't you get it, your
gouverment brought this up on you and you still don't realize, btw shit is not over yet,
THE PRICE OF FREEDOM IS DEAD signboys 2 years agojonttu687 2 years ago 2
mm.. World is crazy.. :( jonttu687 2 years ago 2KAIKATIEKURVA 2 years ago For
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20.5 secund running down (sorry for my english) OMG RIP all death people!
KAIKATIEKURVA 2 years agosignboys 2 years ago Don't judge if you don't know.
They are fighting for there property like you would fought property. But you can't blow
yourself up because your scared and thats good cause you got thinks to live for but they
DON'T, STOP THE WAR !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! So that people get things to live for and will
be scared to die, YOU MAKE THE ENEMY, PEACE AND LOVE, FREE PALESTINA
AND IRAQ AND DON"T EVEN THINK ABOUT IRAN. signboys 2 years
agosignboys 2 years ago Can't you americans understand?Don't you wonder why those
guys flyed in to the towers, Because america killed there parents and children,they were
hopeless,everything they lived for is taken from them by americans soldiers,THE
WORLD AINT YOURS and people will die to proof that and ofcourse its sad for all the
innocent people but that doesn't mather cause you already killed there innocent
people.Don't destroy there lands oil, houses and familys,FREE PALESTINA,FREE
IRAQ and Don'teventhinkaboutIRAN signboys 2 years agoHungary999 2 years ago Ez
szörnyü!!!Öszinte részvétem az amerikai nemzetnek! Hungary999 2 years agomerged 2
years ago fucking idiots do some research..... that bastard (bushit) killed the people in NY
merged 2 years agopnp2k6 2 years ago It was such a beautiful day, then this. I remember
how quiet it was outside. No Planes in the air. I remember calling my friends in NY (some
who worked in those buildings). I remember hearing their Voice Mail messages, but not
thier reassuring voice. I remember my sorrow. I remember! I will never forget! pnp2k6 2
years agoOsamaBinLadenEmpire 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam FUCK MAN I know. But hey, do u want to watch TV on ur PC You'll get all
the SKY CHANNELS there is AND from any country IN THE WORLD, on your pc
screen!!!! Go to this website... frexis.com/PCTV2.html (DELETE the ) check it
out................its cool, i've got it myself. OsamaBinLadenEmpire 2 years agobrian78045 2
years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam There are four interesting
articles on NORAD at DNotice (org). They are "The NORAD Papers", "The NORAD
Papers II", "The NORAD Papers III" and The NORAD Papers IV. The last article (for
the first time!) explains the mechanics of how NORAD radar operators monitored and
identified aircraft flying over American airspace. brian78045 2 years agoPITTA212 2
years ago oh my god oh my god the worst video i saw EVER god bless you that was
teribble. i am from Cyrpus and i love america what ever happens i still want to come and i
will live out there... but this make me cry... i can't imagine the fear of people who live in
new york... god bless u... PITTA212 2 years agoDelaldo7 2 years ago 2 i'm from Ireland
but i got a cousin thats livin in Queens..he said that there was nothing only the smell of
burnt flesh around the city for weeks. i'll never forget 9 11 01..it was my 13th birthday.
New York is like a 2nd home to us Irish...we still pray for all who suffered on that day.
Delaldo7 2 years ago 2Miggles805 2 years ago did they purposely edit out the buildings
collapsing? Miggles805 2 years agocysiEEx 2 years ago inside job nothing else bush is a
murder ! kill him !! WE WANT BUSH HEAD ~! cysiEEx 2 years agoSetronik 2 years
ago Hodně smutný ale krásná náhoda!!! Setronik 2 years agocaseyhop2001 2 years ago
call me stoopid here, but HUH???? caseyhop2001 2 years agocrazynoodle15 2 years ago
itz bull shit y would they kill so many people my momz clients uncle died in 9 11
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crazynoodle15 2 years agoCaparajo 2 years ago 7:34 so sad... :( Caparajo 2 years
agowrathofgod8668 2 years ago they had this comming to them,i call it pay back
wrathofgod8668 2 years agothepoliticalmind 2 years ago Get a life conspiracy theorist.
thepoliticalmind 2 years agoMetin2gam 2 years ago I'm sorry .. I do not know whether
you had related to have worked there. it must be terrible for such a terrorist attack is to
have been .. ask for a private mail Cheers Metin2gam 2 years agoArianeHills 2 years ago I
saw a report on french TV. They said the french elite troops (the COS) could have killed
Ben Laden. In 2003 and 2004, they had him in their viewfinder but they were waiting for
an american order that never arrived. ArianeHills 2 years agoarsenevich1 2 years ago show
hide come on people stop crying like littl;e bitches go watch some porn arsenevich1 2
years agoHidekiRevan 2 years ago ...u're such a retard... HidekiRevan 2 years
agoFrozenaaa 2 years ago 24. march 1999. Small country named Serbia was bombed over
3 mounth constantly, every hour, every day...Was someone care about it??? NO! Fool
americans, you deserve that.J don't care, die all of you. Are children die because of you
and your stupid opinion that you can rule the world! You can't!!! remember that next
time someone bombed you! Frozenaaa 2 years agofishaman411 2 years ago i respect the
ppl who died, may they rest in peace regardless of race or religion.. Unless they are dumb
ignorant uneducated fucks who follow the masses and do not look and listen and form an
opinion of their own. As much as it pisses u off to hear it, You brought that on ur selves
America... IF INDEED it was done by a bunch of arabs coordinated by sum lanky
bearded caveman in the desert. Seriously... take a good hard look at ur selves... I mean
REALLY. fishaman411 2 years agojenjennyjj11 2 years ago Oh, so we deserved this,
didn't we? We deserved to have hundreds die and thousands injured. To have our entire
nation afraid and unsure. To terrorize children and break hearts. To lose the innocent.
Yes, we deserved that, didn't we? Because we're Americans. Even though the people in
that building did nothing to deserve this and probably had nothing to do with these
terrorists and their beliefs. jenjennyjj11 2 years agocrikkyy 2 years ago What about the
people that America killed? crikkyy 2 years agog0dlike99 2 years ago i dont think u
should make that question the ppl that were in those towers didnt killed anyone..
g0dlike99 2 years agocrikkyy 2 years ago They didn't kill anyone I know, but the soldiers
over in Iraq killed lots of people before and after the twin towers crashed. crikkyy 2
years agojenjennyjj11 2 years ago No country is innocent. Is it really that fair to pick out
America? No. Just because SOME Americans have killed people over in Iraq doesn't
mean THESE people deserved to die in such a horrible way. Don't be a hypocrite.
jenjennyjj11 2 years agocrikkyy 2 years ago These people didn't deserve to die I know
but, The Iraq's want revenge for what you have done to them. I am totally against Osama
Bin Laden but I amjust saying the Iraq's didn't do this out over randomness. crikkyy 2
years agosarahelizabeth05 2 years ago what about the other countries armies and the
people they killed? huh? it wasn't just america. everyones hands are dirty. so if u wanna
point fingers, look at what your country has done too. sarahelizabeth05 2 years
agomasterzack 2 years ago there is still some parts of this video that is missing I would
love to see the un edited version of this video masterzack 2 years agopotter651 2 years
ago If it wasn't government led, then tell me how two steel framed structures, who were
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constructed with the intent of direct plane crashes at any point in the buildings fell
because of a fire that never could of generated the heat necessary to melt steel, & bought
it down almost at freefall speed collapsing inward towards the path of most resistance?
Theres just too much evidence to deny. And as for there memory, it's an atrocity that we
dismiss their deaths and not get to the bottom of things. potter651 2 years ago7r3D4tOr
2 years ago AH YESSSSSSSSSS. Fuckin american. BEST DAY all over. love oussama Ben
Laden, good joob. stupic american, and stupid bush. u re all stupid hahahaha. im french,
and nobody can destroy Effel Tower or Notre-Dame. But like u re stupid, u can to lost ur
tower hahahaha. u must death. 7r3D4tOr 2 years agoJkash506 2 years ago Shut the Fuck
up U fucking little pussy as bitch!!! U sound stupid as fuck!!! I will smack the fuck out
of you're faggit ass. go say that shit to an american in person u fucking coward and see if
u dont take the best ass whooping u had in ur life bitch Jkash506 2 years
agoIvanGrosny86 2 years ago Nobody will destroy the Eiffel Tower because nobody
gives a fuck about it. Plus that shit's too ugly to waste a good ass plane! IvanGrosny86 2
years agoKeepFallingForU 2 years ago maybe someday someone else will destroy your
stupid effel tower... you can never know whats going to happen next... i also didnt know
that there was a conflict between france and america...-.- where is your problem? you
may affront all those politicians out there who are responsible for all this shit but NOT
ALL THESE INNOCENT PEOPLE IN THE BUILDINGS or lets say uninvolved
people!!!!!!! idiot... KeepFallingForU 2 years agoturbocountry 2 years ago If any of you
seen the movie The Happening then you need to watch it. When the stock market crashed
the first time people were killing themselves. Jumping off of buildings and shit cause they
couldn't pay bills. The Happening will happen when the stock market crashes again. The
WTC is gone and there is nothing we can do to bring it back. This country was strong
that day and we need to be strong now because the Dow Jones doesn't look too good.
turbocountry 2 years agoturbocountry 2 years ago First of all you have no proof that
Bush did the attacks and if you think that your an idiot. Second of all a lot of brave
people died and who ever is responsible for the attacks is going to die. Now listen we
need to quit concentrating on how bad the U.S. is because right now we have a bigger
crisis that every country is feeling which makes them no better the us and that is the
stock markets. Why can't we all get together and help each other for once. Get your heads
out of your ass ok. turbocountry 2 years agoCokaCaliss 2 years ago couple of special
effect added in the video 19:55 big face on the top smoke 20:49 the devil rising up.
CokaCaliss 2 years agohayley672 2 years ago 3 anyone who blames this on bush is the
most idiotic person ever. its over. stop blaming and respect the people who died.
hayley672 2 years ago 3chicagobuilt 2 years ago wtf!!!! why was the footage cut (11:52)
chicagobuilt 2 years agotheliverpoolneger 2 years ago Fcuk of usa theliverpoolneger 2
years agobytesize0801 2 years ago yeah really how the hell could this NOT be real its
just a video from an apartment bulding that was close to the WTC, there were many of
them, alright? bytesize0801 2 years agojohncerasi 2 years ago saddest day i can remember
damn fucking muslims johncerasi 2 years agopotter651 2 years ago It was a terrorist
attack, led by the biggest terrorist of them all, George W. Bush. And he used his puppet
Osama Bin Laden as a scapegoat. potter651 2 years agojohncerasi 2 years ago fuck you
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johncerasi 2 years agopotter651 2 years ago Why, do I scare you with the truth, get
educated you stupid fuck, that's exactly why this country is so messed up, it's filled with
ignorant pricks like dude here. potter651 2 years agopzsmcrew 2 years ago FUCK YOU
BUSH pzsmcrew 2 years agocoffeeking2 2 years ago the scariest day of my life i was
about 15 blocks away to the north... i seriously thought it was like a movie people yelling
and screaming.... fyi: their has been 4,200 cases of post tramatic stress disorder from this
day and many more will continue to be revealed...this day still reminds me of the movie
independence day even though their was no aliens that invaded coffeeking2 2 years
ago66mert66yozgat66 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
fuck
usa
hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha-hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha-hahahahahahahaha
hahahahahahaha-hahahahahahahhahahahahahahahha-hhahahhahhahhahahhahhahahhahha-h
ahhahahhahahhahahhahahahhahah-hahahhahhahahhahahhahahhahahha-hhahahhahahhahha
hahhahahhahhah-hahhahhahhaahaahhahahhahahhahh-ahhahhahhahahahhahahhahhahhahhahhahhahahhahhahahhahhahhahaha-hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha-ahahahahaahaahah
ahahahahahhaha-hahhahahhahahhahahhahahhahahha-hhahahhahahhahhahahhahhahahahh-a
hhahahhahhahhahahhahhahhahhah-ahhahahhahh
66mert66yozgat66
2
years
agoFritzHohlstein 2 years ago by the way... where are the missing parts of the video?
FritzHohlstein 2 years agoroomundastood2 2 years ago this is so obviously not the real
thing roomundastood2 2 years agoShaynaRain 2 years ago are you an idiot? Of course
this is real. ShaynaRain 2 years agoBOZZEHH 2 years ago man, dusty BOZZEHH 2
years agolglimited 2 years ago hahahahahahahhahahahahahaha "OH MY GOD OH MY
GOD ALL THESE PEOPLE!" LOL THATS WHAT YOU GET YOU FAT
AMERICANS! BRITAIN RULES!! lglimited 2 years agobiri1127 2 years ago your
country is way to easy to insult so im not even guna get into it...Britain is probably one
of the worst countries in the world. you guys dont even have proper healthcare... your a
disgrace to humanity and need you need to be exterminated immediately like the rat that
you are you jerk. your country is so stupid your people can't even insult us properly. i
hope a fat american kicks your ass one day you piece of shit. Anyway i dont wanna keep
you... i know tea time is gonna be soon. biri1127 2 years agoFritzHohlstein 2 years ago
lol. although, britian sucks, it is thousand times better than the state of the united
murderers of america. you guys are such assholes! you invade other countrys without a
reason, and the un cant punish you because you have a special seat in the un. your lying,
corrupt and self-aggrandizing governement sucks, your state is ruled by the big concerns,
not by the people (which is better... cause american people tend to be idiots)
FritzHohlstein 2 years agoFritzHohlstein 2 years ago you know, weapons of mass
destrucion haha. loosers, fucking liars. the only reason you startet an invasion was the oil!
and i even think that the governemend had a finger in the pie... just look at the attack on
the pentagon... missile? global hawk? or even the attack on the wtc itself... it goes down
just like a building that is blasted. and this 3000 people... 3000 people against billions of
renovation costs, billions of defraudation the tax and other crimes... FritzHohlstein 2
years agojayc2469 2 years ago Hmm I couldn't help but notice these scathing comments.
I'm annoyed at your stereotype of people in the UK If you are going to get annoyed, get
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fucking annoyed at the person and don't bring nationality into it Its at this point that both
parties would revert to school-yard tactics and give it the 'He started id','She started it'
bullshit. I for one don't share the views of a minority of people in the UK who feel that
The USA deserve everything that they get and everything that is coming to them
jayc2469 2 years agobiri1127 2 years ago ur a fuckin asshole man how can you say
something like that u jerk... 3000 people died for absolutely no reason that day... and its
because of pricks like you that this shit happens... and when a counter-strike is launched
we're the bad guys You're a disgrace and so is those pieces of shit that raised you to be
and igornant asshole... I hope those american soldiers come and kill you and your family
tonight in your sleep you disrespectful jerk biri1127 2 years agorasco1818 2 years ago
and btw im not even arab,im african! rasco1818 2 years agorasco1818 2 years ago u
ediot!im not even in america and i dont wanna be there u piece of shit and what r u talkin
about sucker?!!! ur people r here everywhere stealing our gold and begging for oi! shit :p
now iran got the nuclear shit haha! so SHUT UP! rasco1818 2 years agosurowapaczka 2
years ago Join the US-Army now. Have some fun with your new comrades, visit strange
and beautiful countries, meet interesting people...........and kill them. surowapaczka 2
years agoLILWANYEISDABEST 2 years ago i just come on this vid to post the exact
same thing props to u,yanks r fucking hypocrites pay back for My Lai Massacre,do u
here the uk going on about 7/7 no we shut the fuck up and get on with it
LILWANYEISDABEST 2 years agoiliketo9 2 years ago 2 AGREED>stupid pricks need
to stop complaining iliketo9 2 years ago 2rasco1818 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam what about the people dying in iraq and afghanistan,u
deserve this and even more u sonofabitches,ur gonna see death with ur naked fuckin eyes!
just wait and seee! rasco1818 2 years agoWe4kstr 2 years ago i might not be american but
i agree fuck yea!!! We4kstr 2 years agoFELIKS2121 2 years ago you morons, coming
here to america, live freely, getting paid, use all the services, and talk shiit after all u
fucking idiots, next time i will see arab i will embarrass him in front of everybody!!!
FELIKS2121 2 years agorasco1818 2 years ago :p niceeeeeeee rasco1818 2 years
agoXuntouchable03 2 years ago andreal fuk u niggga go suk a fukin ik u stupid lttle bitch
come to fukin america nd say that shit to my face so i can kik ur ass Xuntouchable03 2
years agoAndrael666 2 years ago show hide AMERICA fuck you,ZIEG HEILL
Andrael666 2 years agoWe4kstr 2 years ago fuck u u fucking arab peice of shit go die
We4kstr 2 years agowibbbe23 2 years ago SAD :'( wibbbe23 2 years
agosandrogatobolado 2 years ago Sou brasileiro, e quero lamentar a tragédia. As imagens
são impresionantes! sandrogatobolado 2 years agosipowitz77 2 years ago I read other
comments on videos today and condemed stupid comments from Americans that seemed
oblivious to the outside world and the impact this had outside the US. Your video has
given me an insight into the horror of that day for New Yorkers. It doesn't take away
from the inane comments small minded people make. It does however make me glad there
are people like you who stay & record this moment for all to experience. Good luck to
you & I hope your days are not filled with any more fear. sipowitz77 2 years
agojapantoine 2 years ago is it true that the goverment planned all of this? is it true that
inside the buildings bombs were inside include on wtc7? is it true that the USAF were on
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training that day? is it true the pentagon wasnt hit by a plane but by a rocket? is it true
that the terrorist got inside the planes without being checked by the airport security? I
know its hard for all of us to understand these questions but it seems truth isnt enough
for us. we also have to say WHY THIS HAPPENED? i feel very sorry and sad
japantoine 2 years agoAndrzej019211 2 years ago wow!! Andrzej019211 2 years
agobarrett21skins 2 years ago Wikedluva, keep your opinion in your tiny brain. No one
cares what you think, America is the best country in the world. RIP all those who died on
September 11th 2001 , GOD be with you. barrett21skins 2 years agowbarynard 2 years
ago wikedluva.....just grow up and show some respect. A nonsense comment, from an
incredibly stupid person. wbarynard 2 years agoarkanus07 2 years ago The Other
September 11 / Victory at Vienna arkanus07 2 years agomerged 2 years ago guys google
and watch these videos..... "september clues" and "911 taboo" merged 2 years
agoMisterMilow 2 years ago Hey dear, thank you for this pictures. I'm sure it was the
most horrible day in your life. I hope that you souls are healing. I'm beeing with you. If I
could help something i would do. I send you an Video - Played for you and all the people
who died on September, 11th on 2001. God bless you all, Sinverly Tom O'Hara /
Germany MisterMilow 2 years agowikedluva 2 years ago rip the 67 brits who died. god
bless them. if theyd stayed in england they would have been protected by the government
and the air force. shame on you america. wikedluva 2 years agocoltsfanca 2 years ago So
while you cry over your 67 brits, you think that we are not crying over the 2,500
americans that died. Nothing against those 67 brits and may they RIP but come on dude.
How can you blame our government for this??? We had no warning and these were expert
hijackers not fucking gas station robbers. coltsfanca 2 years agomoneyturd 2 years ago
wat WAT? MOTHER FUCKER DONT START SOME MOTHER FUCKING SHIT
LIKE DAT SHAME ON US WE HAD NO KNOWING DAT COULD HAVE
HAPPENED TO ENGLAND AT ANY TIME AND ALL U CARE ABOUT IS
THOSE POOR PEOPLE NOT ALL THE OTHERS DAT LOST THERE LIFES FUCK
U moneyturd 2 years agoBeatlesSixtyFour 2 years ago How is it shame on us? It's not
our fault some crazy terrorists decided to run two planes into the World Trade Centers. I
do feel for the British people who lost their lives, but come on. It's not like we forced
them to get on the plane. It's a tragic event and none of it is America's fault. I guarantee it.
BeatlesSixtyFour 2 years agocreAtive9292 2 years ago We shouldn't look at this as
"Brits" or "Americans" but as "humans". Doesn't matter what nationality people are,
they are still people. RIP everyone who died. creAtive9292 2 years agowikedluva 2 years
ago i agree with u, but i was just paying homage to the people from the best nation on the
earth wikedluva 2 years agocreAtive9292 2 years ago You're sounding like an American
now. creAtive9292 2 years agowikedluva 2 years ago really? i didnt know i sounded like a
cocky fat twat wikedluva 2 years agocreAtive9292 2 years ago Well you do.
creAtive9292 2 years agowikedluva 2 years ago ok lol wikedluva 2 years
agoThePhantomProwler 2 years ago This is mankinds fault, we were built for this, some
die, some survive. Its just the way things are. ThePhantomProwler 2 years agoSudovodka
2 years ago ... жалко обычные люди попали в такое хоть и прошло столько лет
просто нет слов! Sudovodka 2 years agowbarynard 2 years ago Oh my goodness Merged
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thinks that the government actually changed the direction of peoples shadows. How
pathetic. ELBORI74 I think answered "merged" ridiculous theory. Anyhow the real
problem is that anyone could post something so insulting on a video clip of something
horrific. Layoff the cursing and mindless comments. God Bless the victims of this mass
murder. wbarynard 2 years agomerged 2 years ago ELBORI, then you SHOULD know
that the military has at least 1000 DIFFERENT explosives and "they" CAN
manipulate'em ANYWAY "they" want. merged 2 years agomerged 2 years ago james I
agree with you 1st. why we don't hear the "noise" on the backgroud for several
minutes...... 2nd. listen en look the shadows when the woman says "people are running
from the building" (supposedly they are rolling the tape "live") are pointing NORTH at
22:00 min. but when people are where the boat is. their shadows are pointing to THE
WEST. merged 2 years agoPhygar1 2 years ago Her window's closed mergred Phygar1 2
years agonikyoma 2 years ago now been 7 years nikyoma 2 years agonikyoma 2 years
ago wait there were 2 towers of the world trade centre nikyoma 2 years agodixiegirl5454 2
years ago have u been living under a rock? dixiegirl5454 2 years agonikyoma 2 years ago k
seriousily i am candain and this is sort of sad and cool to watch nikyoma 2 years
agocoltsfanca 2 years ago You call 2,500 people dying cool? Your a fucking retard.
coltsfanca 2 years agonikyoma 2 years ago no i meant the explosion and we canadains
wwe fans are the best nikyoma 2 years agoLeg3ndKilla687 2 years ago is it me or is the
music in the backround of this vid witht he lady with the camera added withthe cituation
pretty fucking freaky???? Leg3ndKilla687 2 years agoatatozee 2 years ago very emotional
911 song on youtube. "Christian Anders the day" atatozee 2 years agosamec19 2 years
ago 2 LOOK at Time 12:17 she says that was a military plane, this video.... I belive that
all was an inside job. bye samec19 2 years ago 2Jkash506 2 years ago At 3:37 she said
"They're gonna have to get plane's to drop water on to it" LMFAO!!!!!!! Don't mean to
laugh about anything that has to do with 9/11 but that is funny... R.I.P to all the victims
Jkash506 2 years agoattackonheart 2 years ago is that bitch crying or lau9hing on what
type of leaders they got........ attackonheart 2 years agomerged 2 years ago why they
don't show the airplane when it crashes into the south tower? merged 2 years
agojamesdgolding 2 years ago They edited this video and I will assume that they did that
to not show the viewers the type of jet that hit the tower this would have been a vary
clear angle to see it notice the music stopped half way? jamesdgolding 2 years
ago2slow2survive 2 years ago Because of course they started to film this when they saw
that the North tower is burning 2slow2survive 2 years agobeachrock 2 years ago
extremely good footage, but very little empathy,especially from your female voice in ths
background.Why are childrens rhymes in the background to this horror?.Awful dreadful
day. R.I.P. beachrock 2 years agojamesdgolding 2 years ago I want you to watch these
videos k this was the point I was trying to prove to you you can still say im wrong but I
know what i c and hear I don't confuse facts these building were filled with explosives
prior to 911 these building came down the same way demolitioned buildings come down I
done my research now do yours 9/11 Coincidences (Part One) 9/11 Coincidences (Part
two) and keep watching you might be educated jamesdgolding 2 years agoELBORI74 2
years ago James i'm a 15 yr vet in the U.S. Marines and i know all about explosives trust
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me when i tell you if there was explosives in the wtc once the planes hit at that speed the
explosives would of went off right on the spot. Those buildings came down from top to
bottom not bottom to top, the above section of the impact zone was leaning over then
came down. Go watch 102 mins that changed america and u would see..... ELBORI74 2
years agoMississaugaKid 2 years ago Whats that music in the Background?
MississaugaKid 2 years agoEvtmyassxD 2 years ago Is so Wild , :'( Rip :'\ <3
EvtmyassxD 2 years agokonsyguy 2 years ago r.i.p. konsyguy 2 years agosanti1145 2
years ago thank you so MUCH Bob and Bri for filming this...i was only in 1st grade
when this happened i barely remembered thta incident! R.I.P 9/11 Victims santi1145 2
years agoyasziigurl 2 years ago ohemgee, me too. I wish I was a lil' older to remebr this.
Even though this is so sad, I'd still love to have memories of this day, I had ALWAYS
wanted to go to the wtc's, but now I can't. =[ MAY EVERY ONE REST IN PEACE. !!
yasziigurl 2 years agotehflamer777 2 years ago show hide HAHA DEAD PEOPLE
tehflamer777 2 years agococainemuffin 2 years ago everyone knows the truth! every
human knows the fuckin trutz but people only talk!!! they just talk and don't act! people
should start acting otherwise we will end in a totaly controll-comunity without privacy!
cocainemuffin 2 years agococainemuffin 2 years ago whatch "zeitgeist" cocainemuffin 2
years agosexyturke069 2 years ago the attack of the twinni tower was america himself
sexyturke069 2 years agonpa316 2 years ago this is some of the best footage of that sad
day!!! RIP everyone that died that day npa316 2 years agosamec19 2 years ago Inside
job. Listen at time 12:17 when the second plane crash in the tower 2. She tell that was a
military plane. Remember time 12:17 - this video..... Inside job samec19 2 years
agohardsofty123 2 years ago u n00b, this was NOT an inside job, that conspiracy has
been debunked. hardsofty123 2 years agoshuflemah 2 years ago dude its still going on
shuflemah 2 years agohardsofty123 2 years ago Wow, your channel is full of conspiracy
shit, you believe in aliens as well? i find it quite amusing that ppl. who forward such
retarded conspiracies believe in other things that have absolutly NO EVIDENCE. Are
you a creationist as well? hardsofty123 2 years ago21777mmm 2 years ago al qaeda job.
21777mmm 2 years agoTyAnkerholm 2 years ago 2 This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam good video, Fuck you Osama Bin Laden. TyAnkerholm 2 years ago
2Miguel298 2 years ago Inside job ! Miguel298 2 years agoBlueDaw 2 years ago
horrible.. BlueDaw 2 years agoSudano66 2 years ago 3 Amazing footage. Rest in peace
everyone. Screw those people who say it was the government or our other enemies.
Sudano66 2 years ago 3ipod13891 2 years ago rip ipod13891 2 years agoheathey2 2
years ago merged you dont watch a video like this, to watch people falling over half a
kilometer and hitting the ground you watch it to gain a greater understanding of the
horrible day itself and to look at it from somebody elses perspective. Rest in peace to all
the innocent lives lost this horrible day. heathey2 2 years ago42ray 2 years ago omg that
is
sooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo-oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo-oooooooooo
oooooooooooooooooooo-oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo-oooooooooooooooooooo
ooosaddddd-ddd 42ray 2 years agomerged 2 years ago DID I miss when people are
falling?? If I did I need to watch it again. merged 2 years agoApolloHRO 2 years ago Pearl
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Habor Nr.2 ApolloHRO 2 years agodabbudynasty 2 years ago Isn't terrible that such
things must be done in order to convince the masses to warrant actions that lead to
progress and ensure continued liberty. Noone should have to die in this age when we have
given you the tools to educate yourselves to the point where our guidance is no longer
needed. A new world order should be obvious as the only solution to the next step
toward peace. see the Illuminati Rising series on youtube for answers to conspiracy
questions provided by the illuminati dabbudynasty 2 years agoplaylandprod 2 years ago
lets be sure that osama bin laden doesnt run free for 8 more years obama biden 08
playlandprod 2 years agomattvoyager 2 years ago zoom in...zoom out...zooom in...zoom
out...zoom in slowly...zoom out slowly...in....out....in...out-...3 seconds befor anything
happens go make coffee...zoom in...zoom out...film nothing... zoom in mattvoyager 2
years agopwnagenuss 2 years ago i cant belive that the americae people let the owners of
the america do things like this. but there is a few pwnagenuss 2 years agopaulsail 2 years
ago who's "america"? the peoplee? paulsail 2 years agomjukis90 2 years ago show hide
allah ahkbar, kill all jews and americans!!! heil Htler mjukis90 2 years agopaulsail 2 years
ago any idea of what you're really talking about? idiot... paulsail 2 years
agoBoomBoom2055 2 years ago mjukis90 Why? BoomBoom2055 2 years agocutie2709
2 years ago can someone tell me wat wtc means curious? cutie2709 2 years
agoxwelshbaybeex 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
'World Trade Center'. xwelshbaybeex 2 years agoAtlien3 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam world trade center Atlien3 2 years
agoellomynameisalex 2 years ago WORLD TRADE CENTER. ellomynameisalex 2 years
agoyasziigurl 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam WORLD
TRADE CENTER. !! =] yasziigurl 2 years agokaputtnixkamenz 2 years ago scheiß amisschad euch recht kaputtnixkamenz 2 years agoGunsNRosesNo1 2 years ago recht hasch
GunsNRosesNo1 2 years agohiroshimadeux1 2 years ago Will mal sehen wie du reagierst
wenn dir mal ein Flugzeug in die wohnung fliegt! hiroshimadeux1 2 years
agoMusicAndDrawings 2 years ago around 15.00, was that the smoke of te second
building? MusicAndDrawings 2 years agoMusicAndDrawings 2 years ago what
happened to the guy on the roof? the we saw in the beginning MusicAndDrawings 2
years agoWWEchamp1995 2 years ago its over u should not be cryinng WWEchamp1995
2 years agoWWEchamp1995 2 years ago dumbasses dont realize how long it took em to
build it god WWEchamp1995 2 years agobassamota 2 years ago To understand what
happened in September 11 , you have to look at the history of US and Israel in the 20th
century from 1948 up to now. Not only that , but wait , you will discover many things
new after the collapse of the US economy. bassamota 2 years agosaleen715 2 years ago
what was she supposed to do, you stupid fucker?? She's not wonder woman. Even the
people in the streets stood around in shock and couldn't do anything. saleen715 2 years
agoTheAngryChipmonk 2 years ago this must have been completely shocking to watch
and know you couldn't do anything about it..:\ i feel sorry for the people who filmed this
and my heart goes to the 9/11 victims. TheAngryChipmonk 2 years agoundertheroder 2
years ago Oh mein gott, diese ansicht dieses Anschlags ist so teifgründig, Furchtbar omg
ich hab geweint eben wo die frau anfing, die ganzen sirenen, was haben die menschen da
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nur durch gemacht,schrecklich kann das nicht glaube was ich da sehe!schrecklich echt, und
das ist 7 jahre her,omg krass ich fasse es nicht.ich bin sprachlos siese bilder die sich da frei
machen unfassbar.unfassbar=(...einfac-h nur traurig..=(könnte schon wieder weinen..=(
undertheroder 2 years agoKingXJoey 2 years ago You people know that Hitler burnt
down his own building and blamed it on "Communists"? Bush and Dick Cheney did this
to the World Trade Center with their buddy Larry Silverstein and then they blamed it on
"Terrorists"! Same shit different ASSHOLE! 9/11 Was an Inside Job! KingXJoey 2 years
agoBoomBoom2055 2 years ago KingXJoey Bush and Cheney can't even tie their own
shoes or find their way to the Oval office on their own! BoomBoom2055 2 years
agoKingXJoey 2 years ago HAHA that is a damn good point,but iv watched alot of shit
who knows stil A sad sad loss for america i still feel bad about the innocent lifes that
were taken for no fucking reason KingXJoey 2 years agoorangeluva56 2 years ago when
did this happen?????? hahahahahaha (yes i know im going to hell lol) orangeluva56 2
years ago1993diego 2 years ago ppl you see how north tower is gettin darker???? its the
steel burning 9-11 WASNT A CONSPIRACY! 1993diego 2 years ago1993diego 2 years
ago 500yds awar from north tower??? wtf 500yds is like 3 giants/red bull stadiums
1993diego 2 years agovictorrrrrrrr22 2 years ago if u think that this was an insider job u
are a complete retard. this is all on the ragheads... victorrrrrrrr22 2 years agoTruth666 2
years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ¨°º¤ø„ Ron Paul & Obama
„ø¤º°¨ ¸„ø¤º°¨ Illuminati `°º¤ø„¸ ¸„ø¤º°¨ agents ¨°º¤ø„¸ ¸ CLINTON NEXT "elected"
PRESIDENT in ILLUMINATI SXCRIPT "bush was behind this" Hey FOOL:
CLINTON = BUSH = OBAMA = ILLUMINATI Sheep, even if you are already in the
slaughterhouse, it's never TOO LATE to understand that the TRUTH is NEVER TOO
HORRIBLE. GOOGLE = FREE SPEECH = Path to the TRUTH. Google: Matt
Marriott 9/11 for dummies Truth666 2 years agoorbsa 2 years ago how the hell do u
know that it was even terrorist?? there is no proof!! it could been u!! thats right dont
blame the other countries! for u dont have fuckin clue who did this so shut up and get a
life!! orbsa 2 years agoRottenCore69 2 years ago Huh.... turns out they were right lol
RottenCore69 2 years agoBoomBoom2055 2 years ago orbsa Because there's hard
evidence they did, including confessions, their warnings more attacks will come. If we
weren't on top of it now there would've been 3 more attempts. There's been more attacks
all
over
the
world.
Morocco,Yemen,Tunisia,Tanzania-,Turkey,Istanbul,SaudiArabia,S-pain,England,Indonesi
a,Somalia-,Jordan,Algeria & Pakistan. Are the governments in all those countries lying
about AlQaeda? BoomBoom2055 2 years agoLameKate 2 years ago This is horrible, it
hurts to watch this. LameKate 2 years agogerry20009 2 years ago AMERICANS ARE
TAKIN THE WORLD TO HELL gerry20009 2 years agogerry20009 2 years ago BAD
CAM- MAN gerry20009 2 years agololalerraine 2 years ago I can't actually bring myself
to watch the whole thing. lolalerraine 2 years agosamec19 2 years ago Time: 12:17 she
say that was a military plane :))) I think all was an inside job :))) samec19 2 years
agoTombothebomb 2 years ago and how come osama is still alive? that bitches corpse
should have already been rotten by now Tombothebomb 2 years agoSapphireMiloticWeb
2 years ago That was sad ;-; I would not want to breathe that air in, all the small shards of
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glass. May they all rest in peace. ;o; SapphireMiloticWeb 2 years agolittlesuzdevil67 2
years ago 2 guyes have some respect. This was 9:11. amigine if this happeed to you.
waht would you have done sit there?? DIDnt think so!! this is really serious. 911 is a call
for help. This is really sad it brought tears to many peoples eyes.. Not a day of laughfter.
Hundreds of lives wore lost that day. littlesuzdevil67 2 years ago 2Zata01 2 years ago
hey..this video is gretter from youtube... and what cam do you use to film...??? Zata01 2
years agotaoaman1 2 years ago George W. BUSH is guilty of high treason and in the
MURDER of almost 3000 of our citizens! taoaman1 2 years agoEizikDarvish 2 years ago
Oh My God ! EizikDarvish 2 years agoxxcandyheartxx 2 years ago 2 I just think that it's
absolutely awful, the WTC crash and also the comments left here! Have some respect,
people! If this ever happend in your country, or whatever, you'd react exactly the same
way! This was a tragic accident, and the saddest part was...it wasn't even an accident!
Some say Goerge Bush was in on it all, others say he's innocent. I don't think the second
answer is correct. Good luck building the new WTC. xxcandyheartxx 2 years ago
21993diego 2 years ago what's the whisteling like at the end of the vid? i've heard it before
in other vids 1993diego 2 years agoKcKommunistisch 2 years ago 2 This day will bring
up tears till the day i die, it never ceases to horrify. How can anybody after watching
this, not be emotional and feel the need to do something about it? Its amazing how
quickly people have forgotten the horror, and are so ready to give into terrorism. Only a
cold, inhuman soul can support any political action to allow terrorists to do this again.
Fight terrorism, fight anti-Americanism. Mccain 08 KcKommunistisch 2 years ago
2Tombothebomb 2 years ago yea if u wanna do something about go and look for osama
binladern that basterd was responsable for this id love for one daty a festivle to be held
where everyone kicks that fucking cunts ass and shuve his face in the fucking dirt and get
payback for all the lives hes destroyed Tombothebomb 2 years agoGreenoisere 2 years
ago 2 hows you guys made this video is incredible Greenoisere 2 years ago 2 Prev 71 72
73 74 75 76 77 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety
Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug
Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0)
Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show
your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading...
Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home
Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account
Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From:
NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or
Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) 1993diego 2 years ago
thats not 500 yds 500 yds is like 2 or 3 soccer/football stadiums 1993diego 2 years
agoyessiebebii08 2 years ago 2 to horni guy u are a fuckung bastard how can u say
somthing like that are u mentaly ill or what u have a problem hope more peol agree u
fucknig pig!!!! america dint seserv that no one deservs that love from norway
yessiebebii08 2 years ago 2daveaustin5 2 years ago What kind of human stands watching
with a camera when shit like that is happening? Run and fucking help you stupid bitch.
daveaustin5 2 years agoRegnfuld 2 years ago I dont understand some of these comments.
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show copassion for all the lives lost. It's so terrible. Regnfuld 2 years agoHORNIIGUY08
2 years ago show hide lol. america got wat they deserved HORNIIGUY08 2 years
agomilehigh587 2 years ago show hide lol wimp ass UK got what they deserved when
you lost 52 on a subway. hahahahahaha ... more to come. milehigh587 2 years
agoMyseasonProductions 2 years ago Ure some sny bastard. Get a Life. If you think that
was not bad. Then watch again. London Bombings were terrible. I remember coming home
and hearing about them. And by saying More to Come you sound like a terrioist
MyseasonProductions 2 years agoMyseasonProductions 2 years ago Ure a sny bastard.
Get a Life. That was bad! London bombings were dreafull. If you think that was good
then I think you should go to Hell MyseasonProductions 2 years agoncaatrackstar 2
years ago ...and we are going after the wrong damn people!!! ncaatrackstar 2 years
agoschefzik20 2 years ago oh my god i've seen so many vid about 9/11 but this is so
realistic and first person really shocked me! must have been a shock to watch at it live
schefzik20 2 years agoTruth666 2 years ago Google How the MegaMillions and
EuroMillions Jackpot is rigged Now what does that have to do 9/11 and you being
incaple to react until YOU will be slaughtered? Google: Matt Marriott 9/11 for dummies
Wikipedia = free speech staged, in fact repetition of the ILLUMINATI mass media LIES.
GOOGLE = FREE SPEECH = Path to the TRUTH. Sheep, even if you are already in the
slaughterhouse, it's never TOO LATE to understand that the TRUTH is NEVER TOO
HORRIBLE. Google Matt Marriott Wikipedia Truth666 2 years agododorose96 2 years
ago 2 im an american and im 12 years old and i think this world is messed up everythings
messed up with what we do in wars in what we do in music now i just think if we dont
make peace with everything the world is going to end sadly dodorose96 2 years ago
2gaylo900 2 years ago no shit gaylo900 2 years ago195477 2 years ago On Youtube type
in..Elvis@NBC If I can Dream.. This song from an American fits 9/11 perfect. Sung 2
months after the death of Martin Luther King. 195477 2 years agosamec19 2 years ago
That was inside job, evidently. Time 12:17 she says that was a military plane. American
people wake up :) samec19 2 years agoHORRO01 2 years ago i was in 2nd grade and got
up early in the morning to go and watch cartoons before i went to school that day (i live
in australia so it happened around 11pm our time) and i was wondering why they were'nt
on. i asked my mum why arent their any cartoons on their meant to be on at this time she
said a disasters happened in america. and i didnt quite get what she meant. but it took me
a while to really realise what had happened and i was scared really scared... it was scary
HORRO01 2 years agoampthilluk 2 years ago HORRO01- my story is similiar to yours,
except im in england. I was only 7 and just watched cartoons, but when my mum told me
what had happened as soon as got back from school I saw the same pictures on almost
every single channel, of the 2 towers billowing smoke and on fire, i remember that day so
well because it was so scary. ampthilluk 2 years agomounabibi 2 years ago Now,
America, you feel what youre doing every day in other country's (Vietnam, Iraq,...)...
making war with bullshit excuses. God will NOT bless America mounabibi 2 years
agosamec19 2 years ago That was inside job, evidently. Time 12:17 she says that was a
military plane. American people wake up :) samec19 2 years agoBigBeautifulBut 2 years
ago All this just makes me want to cry...one of the worst terrorist i'v ever seen.Long Live
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America!!! BigBeautifulBut 2 years agoeasy1355 2 years ago One of the most haunting
video's on Youtube........... easy1355 2 years agoiampooflinger 2 years ago American
people, wise up!Your government is lying to us.There is no way those buildings came
strait down from jet air planes.Syncronised explosives were to blame for the inner
supports giving way.I do it for a living.I was forbidden to explain at a confrence on how
the building structure failed.The government threatened me with execution for
treason.You ever see video of the old casinos that were demolished by sychronised
explosives?Looks pretty much the same,dont you think?! iampooflinger 2 years
agoDarmesis 2 years ago Since your an expert "poofinger," why don't you describe what
a collapsing building should look like if no explosives were used. Also, why don't you tell
us how many tons of explosives would be needed and how long it would take to rig a
building of this size (esp. if you have to do it with nobody knowing). I suggest a
structural failure collapse looks exactly like it did. Also, I know some peeps in gov, so
please give me the name of the person who threatened to kill you and we'll have him fired.
Darmesis 2 years agomoldaris 2 years ago show hide The Bush administration did this,
not some guy in a cave. Watch zeitgeist if you dont believe it. moldaris 2 years
agoDarmesis 2 years ago We'll get by this. That's what we do. We're Americans.
Darmesis 2 years agoadorableaddiction91 2 years ago 2 This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam You're a true American. adorableaddiction91 2 years ago
2jackg12121212 2 years ago 4 whene i heard that women cry at 14.00 of the viedo, it
brought tears to my eyes. NEVER FORGET- NEVER FORGET. GOD BLESS
AMERICA. jackg12121212 2 years ago 4danmarino1970 2 years ago 2 This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam unfortunately brother we let it happen. i have
family that lives in France/Italy and believe me if something smells funny.. the people
take to the streets and protest immediately. Here if you protest the cops arrest you
(under strict orders of the corrupt government officials who are lining their pockets with
blood money), assault you, and sometimes worse. The only way to stop corruption is
through numbers.. take to the streets and begin to take our lives back.. before it gets
worse. danmarino1970 2 years ago 2Jonasbrotherslovr202 2 years ago i was born on 9/11
and whent out to eat for dinner and was the only person there Jonasbrotherslovr202 2
years agoFranziLovesSosua 2 years ago its very hard.......... im so sorry for america.... i
cant understand it... FranziLovesSosua 2 years agoDrailligNoremac 2 years ago i was in
third grade, on the way to see a surgeon about my broken arm. my stepdad called my
mom and i heard her say "the world trade center?" i didnt fully understand it. when we
got in the doctor's office the news was on the TV and they were replaying the videos. i
remember thinking o look a plane! mommy a plane! i went to ground zero on my 8th
grade class trip in '06. i felt sick standing there at the spot where all this happened
thinking about the videos i remembered watching. God bless yall. DrailligNoremac 2 years
agodefinemark 2 years ago I've got a similar memory...I was in second grade and my
teacher passed out a notice saying that the world trade center in new york city had been
hit by a plane...at the time i thought it was like a normal sized building and not a beast
like this...now that I understand it really sucks... definemark 2 years agoCowToungue 2
years ago i watch it to watch them fall, just i dunno CowToungue 2 years agoAbstraqtArt
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2 years ago this was a bit better to be honest then the other videos i've seen. There is not
this stressed sence over it, you can rly se how the panic grows on the street and so on.
well, this was a nice uppload and i wanna thank you for upploading it, cheers
AbstraqtArt 2 years agotrickyfocus 2 years ago letterabitch you are posting in all the
9/11 video's are you after a reaction.... well here's one for ya .. YOU TWAT ...
trickyfocus 2 years agomilleniumman100 2 years ago en they fink they make allah proud i
hope he punishes these fuckers, allah a good god like the lord. milleniumman100 2 years
agoinu142007 2 years ago thank you so much for saying that ! cuz of those ppl who
commited such unforgivable crime we've been categorised but ppl need to know that is
not islam!! we don't ever want that to happen!this tragedie has caused as much wrong to
the arab community as well =( may they all rest in peace and those who've made that be
punish! inu142007 2 years agoRSmith1777 2 years ago he is the same god RSmith1777 2
years agokadourit 2 years ago now : eiffel tower ! kadourit 2 years agoGigaShotStudios 2
years ago Dude that's sick, are you somehow entertained by this? I remember this day, it
was terrible to watch it all unfold live. So either your some child that wasn't even born
yet or was too young, or some insane fellow. Either way you suck. GigaShotStudios 2
years agoadorableaddiction91 2 years ago fuck you yu dumbass. hope yu fxckin die yu
dumb ass bitch.!!! adorableaddiction91 2 years agothisismadness26 2 years ago this is
very cool thisismadness26 2 years agohotblonde1987 2 years ago oh my god!! that must
have been absolutely terrifying!!! my heart goes out to everyone that was hurt or worse
:(. to all those that helped out in those most scary hours!! well done to all x
hotblonde1987 2 years agoLetterAbitch 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam I love 9 11,I love the people who crashed through the wtc. LetterAbitch 2
years agohotblonde1987 2 years ago your a bit of a wanker aren't you? hotblonde1987 2
years agobabykins83 2 years ago i cantt beleive that the woman holding the camera
MISSED the second plan hit the other tower...stupid!!!!! babykins83 2 years
agodollarbear1 2 years ago 911 HIJACKERS ARE STILL ALIVE! WHY DOESN'T
BUSH GO AFTER THEM? watch?v=f7ixuf236Dk EVIDENCE NO PLANE HIT THE
PENTAGON watch?v=_0eC3uns3pA dollarbear1 2 years agoDutchways 2 years ago
Allah don't wan't this to happen! They use him them dusty hypocrites. Dutchways 2
years agoAlexXx05 2 years ago yes ofc =O AlexXx05 2 years agorabbitface002 2 years
ago Whyy didnt it rain that day whyyy??? couldve saved so much lives.. rabbitface002 2
years agochesin173 2 years ago damm all the people runnin for their live shit chesin173 2
years agobasslinefishehh 2 years ago watch : watch?v=gens6s19zSM Video footage &
Sept 11th Official Song basslinefishehh 2 years agoulkroulkro 2 years ago first time i saw
it in 2001 i thought it was some action movie, lol))) ulkroulkro 2 years agoevedachick 2
years ago Yeahh Thats What Happened With Me evedachick 2 years agoEdHater111 2
years ago show hide 911 Had to be one of the greatest days in World History it will be
the day of Satans rising and the souls forming an army to destroy the infadels of
America.I praise Al Queda and AllAH EdHater111 2 years agotimbosite 2 years ago
well... as long as your the one in with satan and not me... i'm good timbosite 2 years
agoGaryDFilmMaker 2 years ago ok, but you still have a small penis. lol. you dork.
GaryDFilmMaker 2 years agoadorableaddiction91 2 years ago LMAO.!!!!!
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hahahahahaha. Al Queda and Allah must be the biggest jokes in the world. lol. juss like yu
haha adorableaddiction91 2 years agosixxbassist90 2 years ago is this from 41 river
terrace? sixxbassist90 2 years agoAurongel 2 years ago show hide this makes me LOL :D
Aurongel 2 years agox3Supernannyfreakx3 2 years ago That is exactly how I was.
Sobbing oh my God over and over. I feel for you people. This was a terrible day in
American history. x3Supernannyfreakx3 2 years agoSchmerzensschreie 2 years ago Do
NOT use the Lord's name in vain, he will send you to burn and suffer for eternity in hell!
Schmerzensschreie 2 years agoGaryDFilmMaker 2 years ago hells not real...get a clue
GaryDFilmMaker 2 years agoulysses2053 2 years ago why build an office block so
bloody high? i think it is called hubris. dumb bastards. you think you rule the world, but
you are destroying it. ulysses2053 2 years agonnelsonpendejo 2 years ago
misswhteva1234 you are a piece of shit and i hope you die. I know thats pretty mean of
me to say but what you said is just fucked up. Die some time soon and do the world a
favor one less piece of shit scum on this earth! nnelsonpendejo 2 years agoFLIRTY919 2
years ago dang...that dust cloud alone killed like 100 people or more...a day we will never
forget FLIRTY919 2 years agoFLIRTY919 2 years ago misswhteva1234 u are a sick sick
bastard for even saying that FLIRTY919 2 years agoMauraTierneyAddicted 2 years ago
I've been there at that time too. I started crying. MauraTierneyAddicted 2 years
agoHoebia 2 years ago OMG!!!!! Hoebia 2 years agoAndyBoomRoX 2 years ago When
she opens the window, you just hear the sound of chaos.. Horrible AndyBoomRoX 2
years agohustlfromiraq 2 years ago watch Loose Change´ mayby you learn something No
justice no peace Fuck America ! hustlfromiraq 2 years agomgsfan15 2 years ago Loose
change is a bunch of crap. Those idiots who made it don't know anything. mgsfan15 2
years agohurley60183 2 years ago fuck u hustlfromiraq irags suck cock hurley60183 2
years agomisswhteva1234 2 years ago show hide that was the best day in my life seeing
ppl die and u know what it was raining see ppl coming on sky from no where
hehehehe.hahahaha.hohohoh misswhteva1234 2 years agomgsfan15 2 years ago
misswhteva1234, You are a sick son of a bitch. And I would like to beat you up.
mgsfan15 2 years agodreza71 2 years ago what the fuck is ur problem? u cant be serious...
dreza71 2 years agobloodyxgrins 2 years ago lol bloodyxgrins 2 years agofunfun06 2
years ago what the fuck are u saying? funfun06 2 years agoparlachenko 2 years ago 2 i
LOST FAMILY AND FRIENDS IN THAT BUILDING..... ALL THE WEEK I CAME
TO SEE PHOTOS...VIDEOS..ETC BUT I DONT AGREE WITH THE WAR... YOU
CAN´T FIGHT RELIGION WITH WAR....ITS ALL INTERESTS!! BUT THATS
OK...BUSH WILL PAY SOME DAY YOU WILL SEE! parlachenko 2 years ago
2Thomilli 2 years ago Thanks man !!! bush will burn in hell !! Thomilli 2 years
agoHurtinBoyz 2 years ago do u guys know tom cruise would've died tht day cuz he was
on tht flight but he cancelled HurtinBoyz 2 years agoPolskaUrban 2 years ago
ohhhh...just shut the fuck up PolskaUrban 2 years agocrow1349 2 years ago Innocent
people didn´t diserve to die...This is god´s war,ala whatever the god´s name is...screw the
religons,politics and guns!!!By the way, it was terrible saw that in front of your home...it
was a shock to me saw this again...Much respect for you and your family!!Greetings
from Portugal. crow1349 2 years agosamec19 2 years ago 911 was a inside job, inside job,
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insde job inside job, inside job. You whant sea the true. I tell you the true 911 was inside
job. Pople wake up, All is a big club and we are in that club. Wake up people. And
remember -coincidences 9/11-on youtube.... samec19 2 years agothisismadness26 2 years
ago cool thisismadness26 2 years agosweetramonaaa 2 years ago You think it was kewl?
Stupid Its sad How would you like to be in that building? Think about it that way?
sweetramonaaa 2 years agoKENA429 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam 911 was a horrible day. We need a real investigation on 911. You tube
WTC 7 COLLAPSE, it only takes 1 minute. It looks exactly like a controlled
demolition.Also there were many reporters reporting explosions inside the buildings. 19
Arabs with boxcutters? Oh please! No steel stuctured building has ever in history
collapsed due to fire until 911.I dont believe the goverments story.You tube WTC 7
collapse KENA429 2 years agokooldude619rey 2 years ago There was a guy in the other
lane at 22:17 walking toward the smoke. kooldude619rey 2 years agojpts1974 2 years ago
I hope some FUCKING AMERICAN SPAMMERS died in the 9-11 attack against
WTC! To bad BIN LADIN and his friends did not target "THE SPAM CAPITAL OF
USA" - BOCA RATON, Florida!! AMERICANS are the worlds worsest FUCKING
CYBERTERRORISTS (SPAMMERS ETC)!! I will now STOP BUYING AMERICAN
PRODUCTS!! jpts1974 2 years agoKillaFromErzurum 2 years ago Inside job
KillaFromErzurum 2 years agoiLoveNewYork9 2 years ago I was in my apartment in
front of the Marriott hotel, and your images are familiar to me cool video
iLoveNewYork9 2 years agobaymister 2 years ago this may seem a silly question but
where is the second world trade center?? if any1 knows plz let me know. because
obviosly the towers havnt fallin down at this point because there were alot more fire,
police and ambulance crew's around at the time they fell...cheers and respect this video
kyle2point, its not fake and alot of innocent people died unlawfully that day baymister 2
years agokyle2point 2 years ago sooooooo fake kyle2point 2 years agoGPErik94 2 years
ago dude, where have you been for the last 7 years. How have you not heard of 9/11. Do
some damn research. GPErik94 2 years agorilyice 2 years ago the video was made in
2006..its old..look at the description date once in a while. rilyice 2 years
agoWATINTHEWORLD88 2 years ago rilyice..... The events are from the dreadful day
of 9/11 2001! Even if it is recopied this year, it is still from 9/11 2001!
WATINTHEWORLD88 2 years agoGPErik94 2 years ago why does that matter, 9/11
was in 2001 GPErik94 2 years agomianmara987 2 years ago nekenciu teroristu (Lithuania
hate
terorist)
mianmara987 2
years
agoKonfuzius121 2
years ago
mülmümlümlümlümlümlümlümlüm hahahahahahahahahahahahahah Konfuzius121 2 years
agoTruth666 2 years ago 2 „ø¤º°¨ Wikipedia =Illuminati ° ¸„ø¤º°¨ CENSORSHIP ¨°º
Wikipedia = free speech staged, in fact repetition of the ILLUMINATI mass media LIES.
GOOGLE = FREE SPEECH = Path to the TRUTH. Google: How Wikipedia handles the
TWO basic layers of illuminati core lies, from Nicolaus Copernicus to 9/11 Sheep, even if
you are already in the slaughterhouse, it's never TOO LATE to understand that the
TRUTH is NEVER TOO HORRIBLE. Google: Matt Marriott 9/11 for dummies
Truth666 2 years ago 2samec19 2 years ago All people dont` belive in conspiracy teory
like Taraalclar. She or he think is a very inteligent peorsen. First you must watch the
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argument of this conspiracy teory, and then come here and write what is true :)People
what wrong with you. That is the secret of your goverment, they abuse your thinking,
kind-heartedness. They now if 911 will be inside job, you will never belive in this shit.
That is the point. Frstly watch coincidences 9/11 and then with your brain serch for the
true. :))) samec19 2 years agosamec19 2 years ago She saing that was a military plane
(time:12:17). I belive that all was inside job.... More you can see coincidences 9/11...
samec19 2 years agoTaraalcar 2 years ago It is nothing short of insulting to those who
lost their lives to suggest this was a government conspiracy. Taraalcar 2 years
agoDeeDee1973White 2 years ago So sad about all those ppl who died there under
WTC...All they not deserve it. No one peacefull ppl not deserve the same...not american
and not arabian...Its bad politics only i think. DeeDee1973White 2 years agochutch1122
2 years ago Wikipedia is not a reputable source. Anyone can edit it and put in their own
information. I could say "Operation Northwoods was a plan by the Canadian government
to take over North America. The operation was never put into place because the
Canadians realized that if they attacked, it was a death wish." and it would be up there no
questions asked. Then, someone like you comes along and believes whatever is on there
and uses my false information as a source. Isn't the internet amazing? chutch1122 2 years
agopresbourg 2 years ago Satanic American going to collapse look at AIG , ML and
Lehman bros , the centre of US economy & business had went bankrupt! , its the tip of
ice berg ,worse more to come! it no need , 9/11 , terrorists and muslims army to fight back
US for the bad things happen in muslims world , Allah sent only stupid Bush to make a
great mess and the Us will collapsed ! presbourg 2 years agojorgovani 2 years ago thats
amarican politic. nothing happand wizhout a reason. your own people done this to you.
people died for oil .. that sad .. fuck america jorgovani 2 years agoraguv2000 2 years ago
why is the plane crash cut out? raguv2000 2 years agoraguv2000 2 years ago nvrmind
raguv2000 2 years agoThePhantomProwler 2 years ago Serves America right, snobbish
bastards rekoning they're the dominant superpower of the world, serves mankind right
too, if we never created weapons of mass destruction, we wouldnt be in this pain. If
America focused on cleaning up they're own country and not everyone elses this wouldnt
of happened, it is they're own fault. ThePhantomProwler 2 years agoalex88889 2 years
ago I'm assuming you're making generalizations about the whole of America. You think
we can control what our government does to foreign countries? Our government delves
into secret wars and crimes around the world, but the citizens have nothing to do with it.
They are innocent. I am an American, but I don't think I'm any better or any more
superior than a European. I'm not a violent person and I don't condone murder but don't
blame innocent people for actions they couldn't have prevented. alex88889 2 years
agopresbourg 2 years ago to alex88889 hi american ! next time choose world frdly leader
and that have a heart ! dont choose blindly that will be disasterous! presbourg 2 years
agoGoBlue208 2 years ago 2 America does NOT deserve this. No1 deserves to die like
that. GoBlue208 2 years ago 2GURBAB 2 years ago comen comennnnn yeah
yeahhhhhhhh yeeeeeeee weri goooddddddddddddddddddddd....!- !! l am TO BECOME
orgazm :) :) :) fuck usa GURBAB 2 years agoGoBlue208 2 years ago There is nothing
funny about death GoBlue208 2 years agoGoBlue208 2 years ago No1 deserves to die
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like that GoBlue208 2 years agoJpurser1 2 years ago Man that was some emotional stuff
going on there. I would be speachless if i saw that going on. Its a weird emontion, your
extreamly sad you want to help you cant and your speachless Jpurser1 2 years
ago911insidejob9117 2 years ago Why real "terrorists" ( USA elite, CIA) wanted 9/11
terroracts? to round constitutional rights with antiterrorist laws ( Homeland security,
Patriot act, Real id) invade Iraq for oil invade Afganistan for oil and pipelines big
corporation interests in gun trade and chaos in Iraq and Afganistan. turn USA in police
state ( laws controlling "terrorists") terrorist in their thoughts are free US citizens Real id
coming to us! search youtube for "Real ID" and "Fema concentration camps"
911insidejob9117 2 years agoBrianRabil 2 years ago If it's a Truther 9/11 documentry, it's
probably full of shit. BrianRabil 2 years agoBrianRabil 2 years ago Wow, that smoke
after tower 2 fell was wild. I would be fucking freaked out if I saw that smoke commin' at
me. BrianRabil 2 years ago911insidejob9117 2 years ago Youtube is CENSORING!!
Youtube have permanently disabled my profile many times and I can now officially tell
YOUTUBE CENSORSHIP is begun. WTC7 collapse was controlled demolition. 9/11
inside job! Please protest or they will continue to CENSOR and soon they will atack
anyone who will say 9/11 was an inside job or object government!! 911insidejob9117 2
years agotailsuvfury 2 years ago U.F.O. at 5:35-5:43 tailsuvfury 2 years agohampe7 2
years ago I saw it too, but i dont think it´s an ufo hampe7 2 years agoprojundertax 2
years ago lol yeah projundertax 2 years agomerged 2 years ago this bitch is heard in
another video taken from ACROSS the river. merged 2 years agoNikkoda1 2 years ago i
watched the whole thing on the history channel but it still suprises me to see this thing v
Nikkoda1 2 years agoWeisseSocke 2 years ago The sounds and noises of 5:09 and in
advance so terrifying. WeisseSocke 2 years agosamec19 2 years ago All people dont`
belive in conspiracy teory like Taraalclar. She or he think is a very inteligent peorsen.
First you must watch the argument of this conspiracy teory, and then come here and
write what is true :)People what wrong with you. That is the secret of your goverment,
they abuse your thinking, kind-heartedness. They now if 911 will be inside job, you will
never belive in this shit. That is the point. Frstly watch coincidences 9/11 and then with
your brain serch for the true. :))) samec19 2 years agoBommerlunder123 2 years ago I
also think there are so many things in the "official" story that do not fit.I watched to the
film "loose change"(also here on youtube)and it changed my view on this.Before watching
I've never heard about those "conspiracy theories" but now I'm not able to decide which
theroie is true. But I also think a lot of people don't believe in the conspiracy because
they don't want to.Because the imagination,that it was an inside job is too scary!
Bommerlunder123 2 years agoghandi2009 2 years ago scheiß teroristen ghandi2009 2
years agoTruth666 2 years ago Google How the MegaMillions and EuroMillions Jackpot
is riggedNow what does that have to do 9/11 and you being incaple to react until YOU
will be slaughtered? Google: Matt Marriott 9/11 for dummiesWikipedia = free speech
staged, in fact repetition of the ILLUMINATI mass media LIES. GOOGLE = FREE
SPEECH = Path to the TRUTH. Sheep, even if you are already in the slaughterhouse, it's
never TOO LATE to understand that the TRUTH is NEVER TOO HORRIBLE. Google:
Matt Marriott Wikipedia Truth666 2 years agoTaraalcar 2 years ago Those who say it
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was a conspiracy can suck my massive more intelligent cock Taraalcar 2 years
agoNinos159 2 years ago in a record Bin ladin sais that He didnt now that the atack
would be that big and he smiled bin ladin is a sick motherfucker, Ninos159 2 years
agosamec19 2 years ago She saing that was a military plane (time:12:17). I belive that all
was inside job.... More you can see coincidences 9/11... samec19 2 years agoshadowa911
2 years ago Did anyone die when there was alot of smoke? shadowa911 2 years
agoFASSY524 2 years ago That is so bad, those people didnt deserve to die! I lived in
basking ridge NJ at that time. dose anyone know how many people died? My guess
50,000 people. Why weren't your guys crying that much? If i had seen that I would be
scared of NYC and crying for hours. The sadist is when the towers fall!!!! OMG. I love
living in Seattle now! I wonder what it was like to experience being in that. Write back
your idea. ASAP. Lets trust that the Empire state building won't be next to die like that!
FASSY524 2 years ago911insidejob9117 2 years ago 9/11 was an inside job Criminal
Elements within the US Government staged a "False Flag" Terror Attack on its own
citizens,in order to manipulate public perception into supporting its agenda. WTC7
collapse was controlled demolition! 911 was an Inside Job . please watch "9/11
coincidences part 7" 911insidejob9117 2 years agoTaraalcar 2 years ago No, no, and no
Taraalcar 2 years agomamie68 2 years ago what is that at 11:52? mamie68 2 years
agoofarevolution441 2 years ago jaw. drops. ofarevolution441 2 years
agohillarymmmgold 2 years ago So ehr verdammtnige verfeggtnige Hueresöhn! Gohds üch
etz besser he??? etz woner die tusigi vo Mönsche ombrocht hend? Wow, send ehr toll!!!
ehr send die geilschte! be rechtig fan vo üch! chanech ned au i üchem club der Talibanen
teilnäh??? Ech be guet im Morde, im Töte, im Ombrenge, chorz: alles was mer moss ha
zom so Spenner wie ehr z'si!! Ond die ganz ziit met dem Gschessnige Gott ond Religion
ond son Shit!!! Hebed üchi verdammte Frässene! Ehr elei send gschold dra ehr
verdammtnige hillarymmmgold 2 years agoMATYU8787 2 years ago BUSH FUCK mr
genocide MATYU8787 2 years agojohnnyponny4 2 years ago Awesome !! I wish I could
do something like this and make world history johnnyponny4 2 years agoxklit 2 years
ago yor fucking sick xklit 2 years agoLSDCracker 2 years ago hijack a plane, and crush it
to your house, u will make history definetly ;) LSDCracker 2 years agoFurrfoot 2 years
ago YO STOP CALLIN EVERONE WHITE TRASH>>U CALL ANYONE THAT
AGAIN IM SHOW U HOW WHITE IMA MAKE U ...MOTHER FUCER--jrmonarch11 Furrfoot 2 years agohev1949 2 years ago 2 whatever you believe...
remember the people who lost thier lives.. RIP. This footage is amazing and i can only
imagine how scared you were filming it at the time, you made the right decision to show
it, we must make sure we never forget and educate those who didnt whitness these events
to also never forget. RIP hev1949 2 years ago 2shugo957 2 years ago I lost a very dear
friend that day...thank you for showing the truth of it all in such a respectful manner.
shugo957 2 years agoslingblade65 2 years ago It's amazing with all the footage out there,
idiotic "truthers" still deny planes ever hit the towers. slingblade65 2 years
agoTakeover82 2 years ago 2 to all that lost their lives in this tradegy rest in peace. This
video is very intense and shocking...Many innocent people lost their life on that very sad
day! Takeover82 2 years ago 2Tamala707 2 years ago God please save their souls, and let
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us all pray for the victims. Rip Tamala707 2 years ago18blades89 2 years ago Everybody
can remember what they were doing this day when they found out. This footage is
amazing!! RIP 18blades89 2 years agoclinkercontrol 2 years ago im irish i also think the
twin towers was a set up by the american government, realy what it all revolves around is
money and power , thers a video everybody is talking about were a fake plane hit the
towers everybody else has seen it why havent i ? clinkercontrol 2 years agoclinkercontrol
2 years ago 2 this is amazing footage ive never seen before clinkercontrol 2 years ago
2midgitere 2 years ago everyone go onto microsoft word and put the font wingdings and
type this Q33 NY the flight was called Q33 NY and if you type this in word you will see
a sign. The building had explosive planted all over it and the plane was a fake it had no
windows and logos. i think it was the American government sorry to all you americans.
but it was all set up by the american government anyway message me back midgitere 2
years agoTirfing88 2 years ago that is an urban legend and it's not true, no flight was
named like that Tirfing88 2 years agojrmonarch11 2 years ago fuck u u piece of fuckin
white for trash ur a fuckin waste of fuckin space u fuckin white trash asshole hope bad
things happen to u for the rest of ur fuckin white trash life you fuckin piece of fuckin shit
jrmonarch11 2 years agojrmonarch11 2 years ago that was towards all the people that say
it did not happen jrmonarch11 2 years agoLSDCracker 2 years ago wtf? LSDCracker 2
years agoFASSY524 2 years ago This moment will never be forgotten! Its a shame it even
happened FASSY524 2 years agoVegetassj202 2 years ago hvor ondt at gøre
Vegetassj202 2 years agoDeadlyTactics 2 years ago You would think the person would
use the tv :) right away man! DeadlyTactics 2 years agoliloumeg29 2 years ago I'm a
french woman, I live in France.I don't speak french english very well, but I want to tell
you all french people have been hurts by this terrible act. GOD BLESS AMERICA!!!
liloumeg29 2 years agoJkash506 2 years ago chookvsjason learn some fucking english and
then type the stupid shit u have to say.... better yet, go kill yourself!!!! Jkash506 2 years
agocrazyandbeautiful2 2 years ago omg:| crazyandbeautiful2 2 years agochookvsjason 2
years ago lol thast fucken plane awsum, chookvsjason 2 years agoconstapated123 2 years
ago FUCK YOU constapated123 2 years agodozerbrake 2 years ago thanks for this video
its important for the world to see wats happen at the 11/9 and never forget. togheter we
can make a change for the world.................. dozerbrake 2 years agoyankeesbaseball10 2
years ago it hurts to watch yankeesbaseball10 2 years agojorgecoco27 2 years ago estuvo
horrible esto qe dios tenga en su gloria a todas las victimas jorgecoco27 2 years
agoTagsLures 2 years ago OMG!! TagsLures 2 years agoOmman91 2 years ago thats
plain amazing :] Omman91 2 years agosuperdan529 2 years ago PICKLE SURPRISE!!
superdan529 2 years agoSaraaprilClubPenguin 2 years ago It is so sad this happened to
you I hope you dident get hurt SaraaprilClubPenguin 2 years agocbuffone93 2 years ago I
also have respect for the people who made this video and posted it on Youtube. It must
have been a hard decision to post a video of people being killed on such an immense scale.
It must have been a hard decision but I think it was the right one cbuffone93 2 years
agocbuffone93 2 years ago 3 I have no respect for all of you who say this is not true. I
live in near NY and on that day I saw the smoke, staged my ass there is no way
something on this scale could be staged. It is so disrespectful to say that u believe this to
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not be true. Thousands of people lost their lives that day, and for you to come along and
claim that it was staged is a disgrase. I have immense respect for the people who walked
into the buildings when they knew they could come down upon them. cbuffone93 2 years
ago 3cliffburton12345 2 years ago no need for that for shit bin laden you fucking cunt i
hate you so fucking much dick head and i hate you americans to think your the best cuz
Your in the riched place in the world think your better than everyone else your all fat
twats cliffburton12345 2 years agoantosabarbonio 2 years ago como foi possível terem
feito isto??? antosabarbonio 2 years agosplicer623 2 years ago you fucking whore get a
little respect, people died that day and all you do is insult them. Hope you die like
Osama and the rest of the assholes. splicer623 2 years agomisswhteva1234 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i am with bin laden i like that party
where those ppl died ..hehehe.its so good to be so bad. fuck u america ass holes let them
go to hell and burn ass holes misswhteva1234 2 years agodrummerkid71 2 years ago then
you're a murdering peice of shit ... drummerkid71 2 years agoxp3rth4x0r 2 years ago ur a
fuken dumbass xp3rth4x0r 2 years agoDreamerwithoutalk 2 years ago verdammt was ne
scheiße die armen menschen die haben das nicht verdient! wer lacht der hat kein Gehirn &
ist sollte selbst dadrin verrecken ehrlich mal Dreamerwithoutalk 2 years agossalexde 2
years ago wirklich schreklich wenn es in berlin pasieren würde wäre ich söfort sauer auf
die das verursacht haben!!!!!! ssalexde 2 years agoSupporterCrewEssen 2 years ago oô
die lachen sich da kapuut SupporterCrewEssen 2 years agoVegetassj202 2 years ago lol
26:25 Vegetassj202 2 years agojoeyfarlinger 2 years ago how can you say that you
fucking douche? omg have a little respect for your fellow man and get your head out of
your ass fuckhead joeyfarlinger 2 years agoBlarney4Life 2 years ago ya get planes to
drop water on it,shes smart Blarney4Life 2 years agoTheDarkKnight03 2 years ago show
hide go ahead Osama we all with u TheDarkKnight03 2 years agodrummerkid71 2 years
ago I'm certainly not with that ass bandit peice of shit Osama that you worship! You're a
waste of air! Murderers! drummerkid71 2 years agodavevedder 2 years ago Osama didn't
do it you idiot, grow up a little before you talk about shit you can't comprehend
davevedder 2 years ago1erossore1 2 years ago 4 fuuuuuuuuuuuckkkkkkkk binladen
1erossore1 2 years ago 4davevedder 2 years ago Wow, what a crock of shit, where's the
"plane" hitting the second building?!? Or at least why did it cut out just before? This tape
is edited for their convenience. davevedder 2 years agoRUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago
show hide thats one of the funniest videos ever cause americans died haha
paaaaaaaaaaaaaaaarty RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years agomddowning82 2 years ago wow
you are a fucking douche mddowning82 2 years agoskateboardblind 2 years ago fuck
skateboardblind 2 years agoGreenDayLanArmstrong 2 years ago Impossible! Bush is not
destroy twins cuz watch better and you'll see where tower start collapse. Where was 1st
and 2nd plain crashed in the tower are destroy all "bombs of Bush" to start make
collapsed twins! Some ppl say that was Bush, but is impossible! I hate George Bush! We
need
back
BILL
CLINTON!
GreenDayLanArmstrong
2
years
agoGreenDayLanArmstrong
2
years
ago
ALLAH
IS
TERRORIST!!!!!
GreenDayLanArmstrong 2 years agoxxxRussian666xxx 2 years ago George Bush Destroy
This Buildings! Bush-Terrorist Number ONE! xxxRussian666xxx 2 years agoNICKPO89
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2 years ago this day really hurts everyone in AMERICA and we will always remember
it....GOD BLESS AMERICA!! NICKPO89 2 years agolizlt 2 years ago omg this is so
sad i was so scare when this was happening R.I.P all who died in this attack lizlt 2 years
agomarcguitargod 2 years ago this was fucking horrible marcguitargod 2 years
agoChristianBmX209 2 years ago 2 swimgurlie shut up that was the worst day in america
it was so sad ChristianBmX209 2 years ago 2Bitofsmackforthelads 2 years ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam god damn america Bitofsmackforthelads 2
years agobooboobay1 2 years ago seing that always makes me feel so sad. :( booboobay1
2 years agolouiehyper86 2 years ago It's sad that things like this happens but u make
these home videos educational help because i was 15-16 when it happened. so thank you
louiehyper86 2 years agotzhr 2 years ago if you look under the smoke on the left side
you see someone jumps i had to watch it but it looks like some one jumped tzhr 2 years
agoaceOForanges 2 years ago at what time? like 20 or something? aceOForanges 2 years
agoLemmons2 2 years ago u c ppl jump from windows. ='( Lemmons2 2 years
agofunkybrain 2 years ago No planes hit the wtc!!! fake videos were shown... like the
moonlanding back in the 60's!!! all FAKE ! Wake up ppl!!! it's time !!! funkybrain 2
years agoYoYoMa500 2 years ago thats why people who home filmed can see the plane
go into it or did it disapear like magic . YOU NEED A FUCKING LIFE. over 3000
people died. What happened to their lives, did they disapear like magic? YoYoMa500 2
years agoSuperDuperSonicSpeed 2 years ago Sir...are u a retard? What happened to the
planes? Dissapeared into thin air? what a dumb ass. SuperDuperSonicSpeed 2 years
agoSashaCranberra 2 years ago i don't care if is all fake,i care about all the people who
died that day SashaCranberra 2 years agofunkybrain 2 years ago at 7:44 u c a bright flash
from am bomb inside in lower dark ring of the tower to the right side.and just before he
first controlled demolition u can c smoke rising up from the ground and below..
Controlled Demoliton inc did this job and wtc building 7 funkybrain 2 years agoNuffPus
2 years ago i'm only 13 yrs, and i come from norway, but i still rmember this .... NuffPus
2 years agobethanykp 2 years ago I remember this like it was yesterday and I was only 8
at the time. I was at school and a teacher came into the lesson, told the teacher to turn the
telly on, went to the news and the entire room went silent (amazing how much 8 year
olds are aware of), ended up sitting there in school doing nothing until the end of the day
except watching the news. RIP.. B from England bethanykp 2 years agoJimjemael777 2
years ago shut up mehnos2 do you know anything about bin laden??? i sumhow dout that
you do were you even effected by the incident? dont just post retared dsumbass
comments like "fuck you bin laden" because chances are your an idiot who knows almost
nothing about this so shut up and learn the facts then post comments like that. this also
goes for all the other americans who know nothing about it because to be honest its five
years later and your still complaining. and the rest of the world's sick of it. Jimjemael777
2 years agoSuperDuperSonicSpeed 2 years ago 2 ... SuperDuperSonicSpeed 2 years ago
2mehnos2 2 years ago 2 fuck you bin laden mehnos2 2 years ago 2Kihzal 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam 11 september
2001...KABOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!
American's
victims...PRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR! Honour to BIN LADEN! Long live for the JIHAD
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and
ISLAM!
Kihzal
2
years
agomikeandterry2
2
years
ago
LOOOOOOOOSSSSSSEEEEERRRRRR mikeandterry2 2 years agopottsy1493 2 years
ago you fucking prik saying that go and die u filthy bastard! pottsy1493 2 years agojee57
2 years ago "loose change" the movies .... reality ..... jee57 2 years ago3caxmom46 2 years
ago does someone know why they crash two planes into WTC excuse my english. i am
from sweden so i dont speak so good english 3caxmom46 2 years
agobrittmoniproductions 2 years ago yes it was a terrorist attack and they hit the
pentagon it was planned because they were also heading 4 washington dc it was a well
thought out plan as from what people had figured out so far brittmoniproductions 2 years
ago3caxmom46 2 years ago ok thanks 3caxmom46 2 years agovotzenlegga 2 years ago
yeeaah fuck the amis...ggg gunit votzenlegga 2 years agoBierbaron84 2 years ago 2 Halt
doch einfach die Fresse du Idiot... Bierbaron84 2 years ago 2tzhr 2 years ago Dosis
Fresse, was bedeutet, tzhr 2 years agortom30 2 years ago I saw many videos about this
cruel day,but for sure this video ist the most horrible at all. Just very sick peoples can do
that,and i hope the terrorists braise in the hell. rtom30 2 years agoomeko123 2 years ago
The United States plot? omeko123 2 years agohonidlo 2 years ago hehehhe to je sranda to
sem se zase dneska nasmáál :DD nej je jak ty lidi čumněji nahoru a slitne to ne ně
haaaaaaaaaaaa XDDDD honidlo 2 years agojim35gr 2 years ago gys i amnot from america
i am from greece i am sooooo SORRY !!!!!!!! AND I LOVE AMERICA!!! I DONT
FORGET IT :{ jim35gr 2 years agowaruhn 2 years ago Its terrible but you Americans
talk about muslims, terrorists and Iran too much. Get real for once and look at yourselves,
you cause war around the globe with millions of innocent deaths, not surprising that the
whole world dislike Americans.. waruhn 2 years agostrengthinthecurrent 2 years ago mark
my words- you will die horrible and lonely. almost 3000 innocent persons or more
people perished as a result of this, i hope you rot in hell you cocksucker.
strengthinthecurrent 2 years agoSoonerNation94 2 years ago show hide i don't care what
anyone says about the USA without us the world would be in more ruin and war than it
is now honestly i think it was a good idea to go to war at the time , but we shouldn't still
be over there and that's what causes disasters like this SoonerNation94 2 years
agorancid18 2 years ago GreenDayLanArmstrong, you fucking racist! rancid18 2 years
agorainbowpeace189 2 years ago my question is u know how the building collasped why
did it just fall directly down instead of leaning towards the side or something
rainbowpeace189 2 years agoSoonerNation94 2 years ago because of how high up it was
hit when the beams gave out it fell down floor by floor, one on another until it was gone
SoonerNation94 2 years agomartin13dr010 2 years ago I remember 911 like it was
yesterday - it´s too hard to think about all the victims who died that day in that horrible
way... may those who are responsible for that attack breed in hell! I live only 100km
away from the terrorists home - Hamburg. It´s a shame! 911 is a sin! God bless our
friends in America! martin13dr010 2 years agolannijolie 2 years ago watch just seconds
before 8 minutes and you will see flashes on the building. lannijolie 2 years agoTcH9ine 2
years ago wow i dont think i knew at the time that a)it was a plane(sorta) b)it was a
terriorist act either she's really smart or it just something else..... TcH9ine 2 years
agoKihzal 2 years ago show hide GreenDayLanArmstrong not dare offend my Muslim
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brothers or come to cut the throat with the knife that I take the first between my hands!
Pig ugly American terrorists is you! Long live for JIHAD! ALLAH AUHKBAR ! Kihzal
2 years agoxMaNxUniTedx 2 years ago 2 You are a complete ignorant bastard. A Jihad is
a holy war. When you watch this video what evidence of war do you see? Those are
civilian airliners crashing into civilian buildings. Thats not war you dumb prick. How can
you believe that when i man blows himself up in a crowded area that he dies with honor?
Thats cowardice not honor. If you believe in that then you should be ashamed to call
yourself a human being. xMaNxUniTedx 2 years ago 2koolkid145 2 years ago i think
bush is stupid..he sat in a class room reading to kids and heard about this tragady and still
sat there...bush is a retarded BTH...i feel sorry for the people who died. koolkid145 2
years agoallideas2 2 years ago 3 Its so sad so many people died that day. Those people
never did anything wrong. Why did they deserve to die? They didn't. We should have
turned around and nuclear bombed those terrorist bastards. I would have if I were
president ..I would have for the United States of America, and for those who lost their
lives for no reason. R.I.P. everyone who died on 9-11, R.I.P. allideas2 2 years ago
3Liecakes 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Interior
Crocodile Alligator I drive a Chevrolet movie theater Interior Crocodile Alligator I drive a
Chevrolet movie theater Interior Crocodile Alligator I drive a Chevrolet movie theater
Interior Crocodile Alligator I drive a Chevrolet movie theater Interior Crocodile Alligator I
drive a Chevrolet movie theater Liecakes 2 years agomoonshine6901 2 years ago there is
no way that jet fuel drown those building......no way moonshine6901 2 years
agojamesdgolding 2 years ago WTF are you blind and dumb bush had the intellagece
report in his fucking hands he knew when and where the attack was to take place and
what he do? Come on tell me what he done. I will tell you what he did NOTHING! so
shut the fuck up jamesdgolding 2 years agoKihzal 2 years ago show hide We will destroy
American bastards! Long life to Islam and jihad! Kihzal 2 years agoccinnervisions 2 years
ago 3 you are not a real muslim ccinnervisions 2 years ago 3GreenDayLanArmstrong 2
years ago You fu cking motherfu cker! Knoc it off! Listen to me ... We could end your ass
right now and nobody would even miss your shit! You and Islam are TERRORISTS!!!
GreenDayLanArmstrong 2 years agoGladiater420 2 years ago bush blew up towers
explosion was controlled Gladiater420 2 years agotherunningman09 2 years ago nazis are
just the craziest peoples ever! therunningman09 2 years agoKihzal 2 years ago This is the
response that the Islamic brothers have given your arrogance pigs stars and stripes on!
We washing with your blood all the wrongs that you did to my brothers in Iraq and
Afhganistan! Kihzal 2 years agoKoNGZ49 2 years ago Fuck off and die. KoNGZ49 2
years agomypupyweed 2 years ago Yeah!! every one has the right to support their
contry!!! Mine's .u.s.a.! Right now i support every state in the world OK!!!
mypupyweed 2 years agoBitofsmackforthelads 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Reminds me of the Foo Fighters Song...Learn to Fly..lol;)
Bitofsmackforthelads 2 years agodleelasarmoti 2 years ago That was a sad day
dleelasarmoti 2 years agojamesdgolding 2 years ago 9/11 greatest American tragedy
BLAME BUSH! jamesdgolding 2 years agoMostCreativeName 2 years ago Blame bush
for what? Not being able to read minds and tell that people were going to hijack a plane
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and run it into a building? For not being able to stop time and fly into the plane? What
next? You're going to say Bush caused Katrina, a natural disaster? MostCreativeName 2
years agoKihzal 2 years ago As I enjoyed that day! Who is that bitch American who
speaks? They have done well my Muslim brothers to make you jump in the air bastards
Americans my Muslim brothers have been vindicated! Kihzal 2 years agohecks27 2 years
ago 3 kihzal you obviously have no brain, no intelligence, and are a complete utter goof.
people like u are brainwashed because you have no free thought. you use religion with
murder? u waste of skin, pull the trigger on yourself! hecks27 2 years ago 3springfeild45
2 years ago how about FUCK YOU you cocky little dick sucking fuck! fuck you, fuck
your muslim brothers! your muslim brothers you speak of are pussy little bitches. the
only thing they have done or ever will do is run around with diapers on their heads
screaming 'death to america' and then get shot or blow themselves up cause their too big
of pussies to fight. you little fuckers dont have a chance against us, so just do all us a
favor and wash your mouth out with buck shot! or an ak-47 in your case! springfeild45 2
years agocpwdavis 2 years ago woa man thats a little heave don't you think? muzzlims
don't know much about our country so there is no need to be that rude to them. lighten
up dude lol cpwdavis 2 years agoswimgurlie6 2 years ago U no what!? FUCK U!!!!
WHAT IS YOUR PROBLEM!! U ENJOY SEEING AMERICAN BUILDINGS BLOW
UP B CUZ OF U DUMB ASS MUSLIMS??? WELL FUCK U JACK ASS GO TO
HELL... I HOPE YOU DIE .... AND SOMEONE HANGS YOU.... I WOULD ENJOY
THAT DAY JUST LIKE YOU ENJOYED SEEING THE TRADE CENTER BLOW
UP! Exscuse my french everyone, but god bless america! I will always remember that day
=( swimgurlie6 2 years agomarcguitargod 2 years ago ur a perfect example of an american
man. fuck yea. proud of u. marcguitargod 2 years agoCurry4King 2 years ago The only
true heros were the New York Fire Fighters... And all of the rescue workers and
voluntiers... Without them everything would have been even more (Can't find a word of
this happening)... I'm wirting this with tears in my eyes... This is the saddest day in
world history... And to all the victims and their families... God bless you... Rest in
peace... In loving memories of the Victims of 9/11. Curry4King 2 years agoZafit0 2 years
ago omggggg whow u say tath?!?!?! i must be in thath plane mother fucker Zafit0 2 years
agoShevchenzebo2 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam oh
yeah mmemrmmmemrmhh oh my god oh yeah.. FUCK USA Shevchenzebo2 2 years
agocalzaghe1989 2 years ago 4 Those were innocent people you fucking idiot! Not all of
them were american either, your logic is fucking stupid! Fuck terrorists! calzaghe1989 2
years ago 4dastardlydave45 2 years ago Yeah, and fuck whatever godforsaken shithole
you are from...Thank God I live in the good ol' USA...we should have nuked the entire
middle east after this...the middle east, the asshole of the world. dastardlydave45 2 years
agotheTosh 2 years ago 3 There are innocent people there too you know. Not every
single person in the middle east wanted this. The people responsible should pay for their
crimes. Not more innocents. Indiscriminant killing is just as evil. theTosh 2 years ago
3WrechedEm 2 years ago Everyone, who says words like this, are just silly and don't
have any kind of intelligence... ok, you can hate the gouvernment of the USA, because
maybe your mumi told you that the russians are much friendlier... But then just hate the
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gouvernment, not the people livin over there! They just don't have ANY responsability
for what their government does...(except choosing.) So I, not we would be very pleased, if
you just stfu!!! WrechedEm 2 years agorichbabe65 2 years ago WOOHOO TOTALY
AGREE SHEV!!! richbabe65 2 years agoredwingsfanintexas 2 years ago the horror those
people felt brings disgust to my soul. the leaders of this country will go straight to hell
but deposit huge amounts of money in their banks before doing so. the bush, cocksucking
administration should be ashamed of themselves. arabs? give me a break!!!
redwingsfanintexas 2 years agomuco38 2 years ago show hide haha fuck usa muco38 2
years agoJohnRamboman 2 years ago What is this for a Song in the backround ?
JohnRamboman 2 years agojayc2469 2 years ago It was the end of the kids show Barney
& Friends and is called 'This old man'. jayc2469 2 years agoGraffityBMX 2 years ago is
or was there any windows on that building? GraffityBMX 2 years agojayc2469 2 years
ago There have been attempts to debunk the claim that the impact of the planes and the
aviation fuel were enough to take ALL 3(!) WTC buildings down but there is irrefutable
video proof that molten steel was pouring from the side of the towers and also pools of
molten metal were under the debris for weeks afterwards. There is also proof that the
core columns that are the backbone of the WTC's were melted by something, thereby
debunking the debunkers claims. None of this is consolation for the dead. jayc2469 2
years agoReikiH 2 years ago Why did you cut all the important parts: impact of planes,
collapse of buildings? ReikiH 2 years agoAakawolf 2 years ago I saw this, and it was like
it was happening all over again. All I can ever think, when I see those towers on fire, is
"get out, get out you have to get out"... but they never do, and it still tears a hole in me
every time. Generations preceding me always spoke of December 7th with a hallowed
fear and reverence. To an extent, this is my generation's Pearl harbor. What makes this
worse is that the targets WERE the civilians... rather than the collateral. Thank you. You
honor them with this. Aakawolf 2 years agocabanaboi29 2 years ago Networklive, Until I
saw your video, 9-11 never struck me. I am shaking as I type this.. Thanks for posting,
and I hope you and your family are doing well. Oh my gosh, I could never imagine being
there seeing it unfold, but as for all of us, it did struck us the same in ways we'll never
forget. cabanaboi29 2 years agoPeaceOut0016 2 years ago Omg, you saw that?!
PeaceOut0016 2 years agosparco2008 2 years ago NO... in our language "a
wééééééééé"="oooo mmmmm gggg" sparco2008 2 years agotomsdz 2 years ago a wé
wéééééééééééééééé tomsdz 2 years agojayc2469 2 years ago I was working in as a tv
repair engineer and when it happened, everyone in the workshop stopped and joined to
watch the one single 14" tv that I had just repaired and the events that unfolded on that
fateful day. I'm British but I was still horrified at what was happening. Without knowing
who the perpetrators could be, it was still in disbelief to see 3 of the most important
buildings in the US fall like they had been demolished with explosives. I never believed
that planes alone could do this. jayc2469 2 years agoostrozac87 2 years ago sad
ostrozac87 2 years agoEmilytheOmnievoor 2 years ago The woman crying in the
background just breaks my heart when I watch it. :[ EmilytheOmnievoor 2 years
agoEmilytheOmnievoor 2 years ago So you didn't show the second plane hit? I couldn't
tell because of the lapse in the video. I was nine when this happened. I remember it
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vividly. I knew someone on the plane. Not very well, mind you, but enough to shake me.
I watched the other plane hit it live and we all understood what was happening. We were
surprisingly aware. We knew we'd been attacked, not an accident, but we were all saying
the word "attacked". EmilytheOmnievoor 2 years ago007JaMeS0BoNd007 2 years ago
wow. did u know, the 3rd plane hit the Pentagon? if u knew, u can call me a dumbass. but
i was just wondoring. 007JaMeS0BoNd007 2 years agocpwdavis 2 years ago nobody is
calling you a dumbass but are you from the united states? if not i can understand why cuz
i have no clue of what happens out of the united states so you can call me a dumbass lol
cpwdavis 2 years ago007JaMeS0BoNd007 2 years ago no ur not a dumbass. and yes i am
from USA. but my teacher told me that the 3rd plane hit the Pentagon. u can prove me
wrong if i am but i think shes right. 007JaMeS0BoNd007 2 years agojayc2469 2 years
ago 'Something' hit the pentagon on 9/11 but the plane or whatever it was, was virtually
vaporized on impact and allegedly the fuel (which burns at between 800° to 1500°F)
melted the entire fuselage made of alloy, stainless steel and TITANIUM Alloy (which
melts between (1668 °C, 3034 °F) virtually without trace yet 'they' claim that the
majority of the passengers were found and identified(??!). There were no confirmed
recognizable proof that a Boeing 757 hit. Things just don't add up jayc2469 2 years
ago007JaMeS0BoNd007 2 years ago Well. ill do some research and see "what" hit the
pentagon. 007JaMeS0BoNd007 2 years agofallprey21 2 years ago That is just so messed
up, i can't believe people would do this to people all because of religious beliefs....
USA...... fallprey21 2 years agojayc2469 2 years ago Human beings are intrinsically tribal
and animalistic with added corruption with some more civilised than others. Forget about
religion, creed, colour or race because there will always be a minority of bigoted and
ignorant people who want to attack 'outsiders' because they are different or don't conform
to their beliefs or whatever reason they can find. jayc2469 2 years agokashanna001 2
years ago fucking terorist kashanna001 2 years agojayc2469 2 years ago You must be
preg2692's other retarded sister jayc2469 2 years agosparco2008 2 years ago not terorist
but your gouvernement sparco2008 2 years agocpwdavis 2 years ago if you think our
government would do something like this then obviously you have no brain. even though i
hate george bush, our government would never kill innocent people like this. cpwdavis 2
years agosparco2008 2 years ago u need to watch"loose change" or "911 myster" on the
net... poor people who were caught in the WTC :( sparco2008 2 years agosparco2008 2
years ago But I think ur gov is already killing massively hundreds of thousants people
around the world at least 50 a day so please don't be so dumb and stupid otherwise I may
think u're a friend of "W"... sparco2008 2 years agoeaglesfreak911 2 years ago u have
made history wiht this viedo' eaglesfreak911 2 years agomaryum420 2 years ago Yep the
west coast does not want nothing to do with Pig bush rapping the planet on a continuos
effort fuck him maryum420 2 years agopreg2692 2 years ago fucking terorist preg2692 2
years agojayc2469 2 years ago Learn to spell it before you say it in public otherwise you
will appear dumb as well as lacking vocabulary. Oops sorry, too late you already did!
jayc2469 2 years agoslipperyslug123 2 years ago people said that out of 2000 people
hardly 5 showed up for work slipperyslug123 2 years agopreg2692 2 years ago we
remember preg2692 2 years agotoshiromaru 2 years ago i was six when that happend i
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remember coming back from school and my mom was crying up infrount of the tv when i
heard about it i cryed so hard toshiromaru 2 years agoKakasan383 2 years ago I wouldnt
take my fucking chances in that building that close, i'd be out like a fucking bullet
Kakasan383 2 years agoHardcorekurde 2 years ago nice background music where i can
download this?? Hardcorekurde 2 years agoTreestompa1986 2 years ago they said on the
new it was 184 people that dead really. i guess your goin to need to call them up an tell
them there number was not true good luck Treestompa1986 2 years
agoWATINTHEWORLD88 2 years ago Yes, God Bless America. God Bless President
Bush. God Bless Sen. McCain. God Bless Gov. Palin. WATINTHEWORLD88 2 years
agoworriesovernothing 2 years ago Yes, God Bless America. God Bless President Bush.
God Bless Sen. McCain. God Bless Gov. Palin. worriesovernothing 2 years
agoELBORI74 2 years ago Bush can't even eat a pretzel right without choking how can he
plan such an attack on U.S. soil. This gov't had plenty of reason to attack Iraq they didn't
have to kill 3,000 innocent people, and harm our financial status just to go into Iraq.
ELBORI74 2 years agoELBORI74 2 years ago WOW!!!! Now people saying the video is
fake..... LMAO!!!!!! Stupid ass people... ELBORI74 2 years agoELBORI74 2 years ago
2 First i hear it was a missile, then a military plane, then after that poor excuse loose
change idiots said there was a missile under the plane that caused the spark, oh can't
forget the smoke coming out the windows when the towers collapsed. What other poor
excuse you conspiracy idiots will come up with next. ELBORI74 2 years ago
2911insidejob9117 2 years ago 9/11 was an inside job Criminal Elements within the US
Government staged a "False Flag" Terror Attack on its own citizens,in order to
manipulate public perception into supporting its agenda. WTC7 collapse was controlled
demolition! 911 was an Inside Job . please watch "9/11 coincidences part 7"
911insidejob9117 2 years ago7600692 2 years ago stop wining bitch its americas fault
7600692 2 years agoTurkeybozz2000 2 years ago my teacher say she thing Bush do it
with bombs ( the towers are perfect go in middel dead??) Turkeybozz2000 2 years
agoWATINTHEWORLD88 2 years ago THE History Channel on Sept 8, 2008 had a
story that debunked the "Loose Change" video. 9/11 was NOT an inside job. Period. God
Bless America and President Bush. WATINTHEWORLD88 2 years agojayc2469 2 years
ago Which bit of Loose Change was debunked on The History Channel? I wonder what
financial connections there were with the media in that case. Just as a lot of the 'fantastic'
internet born conspiracy theories would be extremely hard to prove (and hard to believe
in a lot of cases!),can I ask a question? How can it be said with confidence that the people
in power had no sinister or clandestine involvement in the events of 9/11? And if that can
be said,can it be proven? ps what's with the 88? :p jayc2469 2 years
agomarkkproductions 2 years ago KK MOSLIMS (niet alle) MAAR DEZE WEL
markkproductions 2 years agoTrlykovo 2 years ago 5 I think it was CIA + Bush job.
Trlykovo 2 years ago 5SwaggLykeMine 2 years ago woww.. heartbreaking video.. i
remeber i was in gr 1 when this happened. SwaggLykeMine 2 years agoZach3930 2 years
ago i was in 1st grade too was 7 years old... Zach3930 2 years agosafedred 2 years ago I
once saw a pic of the WTC with a massive McDonalds sign at the top sayin 'Fly Thru!'
safedred 2 years agoZach3930 2 years ago not funny scumbag Zach3930 2 years
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ago7600692 2 years ago yes funny, cocksucker 7600692 2 years
agoPumpkinThePleasantEn 2 years ago just wondering, y is barney playing in the
background? what a tragic event. NEVER FORGET. PumpkinThePleasantEn 2 years
agoSurgemeisterstube 2 years ago I never said this footage was fake, just the people who
are filming it.. you can tell by their voices that they are acting. horrible at that! they dont
even show the building collapse..why is that edited? well maybe because thes epeople are
close enough to film what really set off the collapse. jet fuel my ass! Surgemeisterstube 2
years agoinfoRse1 2 years ago fairy enough.. but if you really want to support this teory
why dont you go to find out who really are this people and their background? after this
videos they are popular enough for allow you gather informations about them. so do it, or
your sayings will remain just bullshit infoRse1 2 years agojayc2469 2 years ago When I
first watched this I didn't think much of the fact that the people supposedly documenting
the event sounded unusual. I also very difficult to believe that they were unable to film
the final destruction of not one -but BOTH towers. Batteries failing? -I think not.
Running out of recording space? -not on both occasions surely. Looks like a good camera
too that COULD have filmed proof of foul play. It amounts to putting your hands over
your eyes so you don't see the horror -or the truth? jayc2469 2 years
agoWATINTHEWORLD88 2 years ago jayc2469............THE History Channel on Sept
8, 2008 had a story that debunked the "Loose Change" video. 9/11 was NOT an inside
job. Period. WATINTHEWORLD88 2 years agoDanielaVideoProducti 2 years ago 9/11
haunts me everday. everytime i hear a low flying plane i close my eyes and pray it
doesn't crash. i've made a few tributes to 9/11...but watching this make my skin crawl
DanielaVideoProducti 2 years agozohzn 2 years ago shit dude this aint cool zohzn 2
years agoTreestompa1986 2 years ago yopu should not hate the us. you should hate the
people in iraq cuz there the one that did it. we didnt. Treestompa1986 2 years
agoSurgemeisterstube 2 years ago show us proof that iraq did it.. didnt they try to blame
al quida? that is a whole seperate thing than iraq. the governemtn of the u.s funded al
quida in the 80's and the bushes have met with osama on many occasions and have made
deals. osama has been used as a scapegoat many times. do your research! if it was osama
who did it..then why go to iraq? pointless..of course they want control of the oil. osama
is still losse (supposedly) they will never find him until they complete their evil mission.
Surgemeisterstube 2 years agoZach3930 2 years ago oh my god surge... you are
completely right... the u.s. gives these people things... knowing they will do such n such...
then the u.s. benefits from it iraq had no part in this and the us isnt weak they can get
osama if they want... its just they want the oil and stuff. there is no need to still be there
just get osama and cut back troops little by little... you know we can. its just a game to
the government Zach3930 2 years agoguiddrums 2 years ago I hate US for what they did
to Iraq but rip to those who died on 9/11. [2] guiddrums 2 years agoamerex362001 2
years ago GOD BLESS AMERICA amerex362001 2 years agodimaro816 2 years ago The
u.s. government knew it. What do they do? dimaro816 2 years agoMursilia 2 years ago
this is so unreal... but it happens.. i'am spechless rip all who died that day Mursilia 2
years agoBitofsmackforthelads 2 years ago show hide Is there anything on the internet I
won't masturbate to? lol ;) Bitofsmackforthelads 2 years agoSteven123789 2 years ago i
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cannot believe that ur making jokes on a video about 9/11. Steven123789 2 years
agolacrosseXX3 2 years ago im so sorry. lacrosseXX3 2 years agofifa10ale 2 years ago
this is the most horrible thing ive ever seen . this is exactly like if i was there ! omg . i
seriously cried a bucket of tears. i remember that same day i was thinking of seeing those
twin towers .. and when i got home i saw the whole footage on Tv. it was repeating and
reapeating non stop the whole day. fifa10ale 2 years agoapocalypsefreefall 2 years ago
11:49-11:58 small shiny object to the right of the tower. apocalypsefreefall 2 years
agogsp1179 2 years ago Looks like a helicopter to me capt'n gsp1179 2 years
agodimaro816 2 years ago Is it a helicopter? isn't? dimaro816 2 years agoESCrules 2 years
ago motherfucking bush. He is the head of this fucking shit. Damn son of a bitch ESCrules
2 years agoarus0000 2 years ago motherfuing terrorist!!! arus0000 2 years
agosakuraharuno134 2 years ago I was about 8 when that happened! it was horrible!thats
my dad b-day too. terrorist I hate them! sakuraharuno134 2 years agoWorldRebooter 2
years ago well as a not american, i think i got a more objective way to judge about that
day. do not be offended. it's just an opinion, but i still think, it was no damn terrorists. it
was the US regime to have reasons for changings into the direction of "the new world
order". peace to all humans on earth, may the tyrants who try too fool us die soon.
WorldRebooter 2 years agoseanfunk 2 years ago All people seem to do is argue on these
comments doesnt this video open your eyes to the fact that we need to be together and
not racially or religiously apart we are all humans and to those who commit these terrible
atrocities you are killing out planet. the time for peace needs to come soon otherwise 9/11
will just be one of many attacks that will occur. Peace out seanfunk 2 years
agoxXanneeXx 2 years ago 3 Bush should have been in the tower xXanneeXx 2 years ago
3IHaveMyLifeAgain 2 years ago haha and if that happened now..i would wish McCain
would be in there somehow IHaveMyLifeAgain 2 years agomauthaug 2 years ago ffyfaen
mauthaug 2 years agovidy95 2 years ago I think that was a conspirantion: i saw that at
geographic channel and the pentagon was all conspiraction vidy95 2 years agoMixmaisteri
2 years ago the worse thing that can happen is innocent civilians dying:(RIP those who
died there. Mixmaisteri 2 years agoStopandthink69 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam 9/11 was an inside job Stopandthink69 2 years
agoSamFisher77067 2 years ago damn you osama SamFisher77067 2 years
agothesearevideos152 2 years ago That was amazing... I've never really seen good footage
of it before. I still can't believe that happened... thesearevideos152 2 years
agobakerskater36 2 years ago Flight 21.sigh R.I.P bakerskater36 2 years agoalienspy12 2
years ago damn it god you love doing this crap for your own amusement i just wish we
could have prevent this alienspy12 2 years agoelskerisengroed 2 years ago You all looking
on a lie! A black blanket is being take'd over your eyes to start a war. Many big mens
getting millions (Plus President Bush) box on this. You may think The towers was falling
together of natural cause, but no. A danish Architect has maked a prove that the towers
want fall. Unless there's bombs in the infrastructure... It's the system... elskerisengroed 2
years agoPaperLanterns003 2 years ago now,i m German,maybe a few of you will call me
a nazi,because I write these things against too much american patriotism and your damn
war and stuff,but I dont care thats my opinion,I was entering the 1st grade when it
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happened,I ve just seen it on tv,now I exactely know the situation,america has asked for
it,but I already wrote that its very sad that so much people had to die R.I.P. and wishes
for a better government of yours from Germany PaperLanterns003 2 years agobk5612 2
years ago 2 Thanks paper lanterns...We can't help what our government does,the
government of a nation doesn't always represent the views of the citizens.Americans
believe in freedom and brothership.The people who died that day were simply going to
work to support their families.They were humans just like you and I.You are right about
the government,we have some serious issues to work out.The wars are not a mission of
god, they're a mission of oil ,power,and wealth bk5612 2 years ago 2jayc2469 2 years ago
Well said. You do your country proud, not by saying Heil Bush and 'God' bless stuff and
all that but by exercising freedom of speech -while you still can! jayc2469 2 years
agobk5612 2 years ago To Jayc:We don't go around saying Heil Bush,and if you think we
do you are very stereotypical and being fed incorrect information.Almost everyone in the
U.S. hates Bush because he has been pathetic and has miserably failed.He has a 30%
approval rating compared to 95% after 9/11.There are Bush/anti-war protests that go on
here all the time.We're not a bunch of war pigs and evangelists like foreign media likes to
portray us.Just keep in mind that hardly anyone supports Bush over here. bk5612 2
years agojayc2469 2 years ago Oh and I know that you and the American General Public
are not all war waging evangelical kentucky fried chicken eating people! (lol) For the
record, I am British but I have also lived and worked in PA so I can speak with conviction
when I say that the American people are nothing like the stereotypical image that the
media portrays.. Trouble is bk5612, Even though the majority might be against bush and
his policies, he can fall in shit and still come up smelling of roses jayc2469 2 years
agobk5612 2 years ago I apologize for misunderstanding your pun.I can get a little
defensive sometimes when it comes to stereotypes about the U.S...Movies such as "Jesus
Camp"(posted on You Tube) can give people really bad stereoypes about America
bk5612 2 years agojayc2469 2 years ago No problem at all. Its only the ignorant and the
narrow minded fortunately that have the sorts of stereotypes we talked about. Its also
disturbing to be called a 'terorist' by the idiot(s) that don't have anything constructive to
say because they are so blinkered that they have to try and attack anyone who doesn't
conform -another sinister sign of the times. Its that bad that you don't even have to
condone terrorism to be attacked -by little bitches with a combined mental age of 8 in this
case jayc2469 2 years agojayc2469 2 years ago I made up the Heil Bush just there as a
'pun'. It was also a sarcastic comment directed towards the ones that actually support
him. There ain't anything stereotypical about me pal ;) jayc2469 2 years
agoPaperLanterns003 2 years ago 2 Its very sad that so many people had to die,BUT
America asked for it,maybe i m only 14,but these stupid wars which are called mission of
god(from stupid McCain and even more stupid Bush)have to be ended,ESPECIALLY in
Iraq, WHY? why killing all these poeple?what for? I believe in god,and killing people in
Iraq and afghanistan is not a mission,I hope that Obama will win and also hope that he
will end this war,not like mcCain,if he wins,it ll be even worse..., PaperLanterns003 2
years ago 2yanxiaoyan 2 years ago That unbelievable moment is sculpted in the book of
history forever. yanxiaoyan 2 years agostoich1021 2 years ago brings me to tears!!!
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stoich1021 2 years agostoich1021 2 years ago very sad... stoich1021 2 years agoHBG07
2 years ago Amazing video!! HBG07 2 years agok7skater 2 years ago 2
"MastermindPrime (1 hour ago) Show Hide 0 Marked as spam Reply | Spam All
Americans deserved what happened to them in this Glorious Event! They are now
Burning in Hell! I wish more attacks will come and more Americans must get be killed,
especially their children. There shall be whaling and gnashing of teeth. " You sir, are one
fucked up individual. k7skater 2 years ago 2xxkariexxmusicxx 2 years ago i was in 3rd
grade when this happened and i remeber we had just gone into computer class and the
teacher turned off the tv real quick, and i just caught a glimps of the towers. then the
office kept calling in and saying that parents were here to pick up thier kids and none of
my friends knew why they were going home then they called me to the office because my
mom was picking me up, i had no clue what was going on xxkariexxmusicxx 2 years
agoxxkariexxmusicxx 2 years ago then we went to the highschool to pic up my bro and it
was crazy, the office was packed and kids were just walking out of school and going
home and then my mom explained what happened and i was scared so i wanted to get my
mind off of it so i went to watch cartoons and it was even on there and i was just so
scared!! xxkariexxmusicxx 2 years agoMastermindPrime 2 years ago show hide All
Americans deserved what happened to them in this Glorious Event! They are now
Burning in Hell! I wish more attacks will come and more Americans must get be killed,
especially their children. There shall be whaling and gnashing of teeth. MastermindPrime
2 years agoxxkariexxmusicxx 2 years ago you fucker, do you not have anything better to
do at what almost 6 in the afternoon but bash fucking 9/11 videos this is like the 5 video i
have been on and on everysingle one there you are, just die already! xxkariexxmusicxx 2
years agoRaffi8dsch 2 years ago you are a sick bastard ! Raffi8dsch 2 years agonoyzQu 2
years ago how sad noyzQu 2 years agoRazorHog56 2 years ago I got off work that
mornin @ 730am went to my mom & dads to mow there yard cuase they were in
California at the time ended up fallin asleep on the couch when mom called me and said to
turn on the t.v. and i was speechless i didn't no what 2 say just sittin there i ended up
watchin the news 4 the rest of the day and goin back to work that night we didn't do
anything just sat out in the breakroom watchin the news. RIP to ALL RazorHog56 2
years agoHoneymouu 2 years ago and i was at home with an ankle bracelet on house
arrest for 15 months a 9th grade drop out. Honeymouu 2 years agoJeeHadJoe 2 years ago
inside job JeeHadJoe 2 years agobonehead129 2 years ago dude i was in kindergarden and
i thought it was out of some movie back then i didnt really no wat wuz happening but
now i do man that was the suckiest day ever bonehead129 2 years agodjax4mvp 2 years
ago i was in third grade djax4mvp 2 years agoK80blogfan 2 years ago i forgot what gradei
was in but we had aradio and we were just listening....i remeber i was really young so i
was like wtf man ..this is boring...so when i got home, i wanted to watch carttons and the
same things were on i was like ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh...but now im 14 and i see this
video and im like dewmmmm.....i feel really bad K80blogfan 2 years agobutthade 2 years
ago i was in 5th grade and my class all wached as the towers fell i cant belive at how close
this is and it sounds so real becas on the tv when the news did the bradcast all you heard
was there vocie and now you can here the sirins and stuff butthade 2 years
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agoNatalie21215 2 years ago i was in 1st grade when that happened and we all made a
huge tower out of a million loose leaf papers to remember the lifes that were lost and the
fear and the scars it left on peoples lifes RIP anyone who lost there friends, family, ETC
Natalie21215 2 years agoBrian3219 2 years ago Is Barney in the background? Brian3219
2 years agoMagicalNinjaSamurai 2 years ago I was in my 2nd grade classroom that
terrible day. My teacher kept trying to call her brother who was on the 41st floor of the
South Tower. She had the T.V. on and my class just sat there quietly watching the
devasting images on the news. Then, the South Tower collased, and my teacher began
screamn and crying. Then, she wearily began teaching Math, but she was cryng the whole
way. Thn, she got a phone call..from her brother, he had evacuated when the first plane
hit, and was safe in New Jersey. MagicalNinjaSamurai 2 years agoDavidLafnear 2 years
ago I was in 6th grade when the 9/11 incident happened. There was a big clamor amongst
the teachers and when we finally got hold of a TV and watched the explosions, we
ourselves exploded in laughter and cheers. There were many, "YEA, FUCK AMERICA!"
from my friends and myself. DavidLafnear 2 years agoKobainkrazyforeverz 2 years ago
why would you laufh at that? we should bomb the shit outta you snuff chewing assholes.
Just cause we are ignorant, doest mean that u can disrespect us like that. I hope u enjoy
rotting in hell u fucking canadian asshole. MUch love, EH BITCH? Kobainkrazyforeverz
2 years agoseanty575 2 years ago Kobain your a fuckin asshole dude just cause 1
dickhead you turn it around to attack all Canadians why don't you rot in hell you fuckin
moron that type of thinking is the reason America was attacked that day... seanty575 2
years agoKobainkrazyforeverz 2 years ago i know very well why were attacked, and i
know for a fact that u dont like us, and we dont like u. we pretend to like each other. We
were attacked for our ignorance. some of the things we said made some of the followers of
the religon of islam want to attack us. PRETTY MUCH WHAT JACKHOLE over there
just did...he knew what he was doing, and i got pissed. I apologize. The comment i posted
made me look ignorant, which truly, i am not Kobainkrazyforeverz 2 years agolpmac07 2
years ago Thanks for doing that. We were in gym class in the middle of our swimming
unit on 9/11 and we had a moment of silence, but our teacher (whe is a huge anti-war
freak) told us to keep swimming. Even though I was in the middle of a race, I stopped
swimming. Soon, the other guys in my heat stopped and we observed that moment of
silence. Even though we got a 0 for participation that day, I felt like a proud American all
the same. lpmac07 2 years agojamesdgolding 2 years ago nice but i think you should do
research and do it good k jamesdgolding 2 years agoHORNIIGUY08 2 years ago haha
america, this wou;ld NEVER happen in britain so hahahahahahahahaha HORNIIGUY08
2 years agoNightDawn5 2 years ago oh really? NightDawn5 2 years agoWillemims 2
years ago More seriously, you have not yet overthrown the same monarchy that we
tossed out 231 years ago. Whatcha waiting for? :) haha, douche. Britain sucks. Willemims
2 years agoDavidLafnear 2 years ago British monarchy is a figurehead, you retard. British
kings and queens have absolutely no power now. DavidLafnear 2 years agousakid214 2
years ago HORNIIGUY08, are you not the same motherfucker who just told me that 67
people died in Bitain from terrorists... disregarding the fact tht you yourself speak as if
you support the terorists. 2,999 people died that tragic day, and all I have left to say to
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you is that you're lucky that you don't live in America or you'd get fucking lynched. If
there wasn't ever a hell, it has now been created for your future tormet, you sick fuck!
usakid214 2 years agojamesdgolding 2 years ago actually if you seach videos of 9/11 you
will come accross one that clearly shows as the building comes down bomb blasts why
don't you watch this video and then you can tell me k untill then keep your empty stupid
head a little more open to the facts that are real THIS BUILDING WAS RIGGED have a
good day DUMBASS jamesdgolding 2 years agoELBORI74 2 years ago Bomb Blast!!!!
Are you for real!!!! Do you know anything about control demo? The explosions in the
towers was from gas pipes, and the elevator shaft exploding, the smoke coming out the
windows of course was air, it had to come out some how. So i believe the dumbass is
you.... ELBORI74 2 years agoELBORI74 2 years ago I guess you're to blind to see... So
whatever!!! ELBORI74 2 years agoELBORI74 2 years ago Why is it that everytime
something happens in this country some of you people think it's a conspiracy. Was the
WTC bombing in 93 a conspiracy 2 yeah i bet Bush was behind those attacks huh, or
how about the bombing on the U.S.S. Cole, or the Embassy bombing. ELBORI74 2 years
agoyohrdzayr 2 years ago if you're as lazy as it seems to research those facts in a deeper
sense... i think you should watch to zeitgeist the movie to learn about and/or understand a
little bit more about how those things actualy work, huh?! yohrdzayr 2 years
agolostshowfanatic 2 years ago genuinely shocking...this is one of the most terrifying
things ive ever seen...just hearing this poor woman cry as she witnesses this..its terrible
lostshowfanatic 2 years agoniravdoshi83 2 years ago Bob and Pri...You have done the
right thing by uploading this video here..People will get a glimpse of what exactly that
happened..The Govt was involved..If it was, why there is nothing that has been done as
yet against them? This is a weird world..How could someone destroy the tallest buildings
like this..People from the US were involved in making this happen..No terroists would
have the balls to come in and destroy something like this..This is bloody unbeleivable..
niravdoshi83 2 years agomilleniumman100 2 years ago mohammed atta's mother sucks
dick milleniumman100 2 years agokEWlkiDd018 2 years ago damn , i didn't know how
much 9/11 sucked. kEWlkiDd018 2 years agorealistromeo 2 years ago anomaly in filming
6:59-7:00 WIERD skip, i thank the people for filming this but it was not shown in it's
entirety to be "FAIR" And why would you not turn your T.V to the News directly at
that time? i mean realy? i know your there and all but my reaction would be to see what
the news agencies had to say! BREAKING NEWS! And one could simply upload this
video to youtube.. no need to get a company to "DISTRUBUTE THIS". I apreciate the
footage, but thats all. realistromeo 2 years agoMagicalNinjaSamurai 2 years ago
Ksc4evacheisstsg that is really unnessary, and right back at you from America, and
jamesdgolding, if bush, went to the Trade Center, it would just draw more terrorists there,
and morepeople, along with Bush would have been killed. I spoke without emotion so
America wouldn't go into panic. If he spoke crying, America would freak out and Hell
would have broken loose. He was and is doing what is best for this country.
MagicalNinjaSamurai 2 years agoMacBeth1994 2 years ago neprijemnee :/ MacBeth1994
2 years agojamesdgolding 2 years ago I am not so sure about that why then would bush
sit there without emotion why didn't he get up and leave ( safe haven ) he knew Im sorry
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if you don't believe it but he knew and he hid and he let it happen jamesdgolding 2 years
agoksc4evascheisstsg 2 years ago FUCKING BUSH BASTARD RIP From GERMANY
ksc4evascheisstsg 2 years agoMagicalNinjaSamurai 2 years ago Jamesdgolding STOP
PUTTING DOWN BUSH! He is the greatest president of my lifetime! Besides, It was
the dumb Democrat Congress that suggested the war, Bush just approved it. This! This is
why were in the war, 9/11!!! Oh and at 9:19 you can see a white figure walking running
past the hole, I hope he/she made it out alive! :( MagicalNinjaSamurai 2 years agoproxy79
2 years ago 7:34-7:44 u could see something falling down..i hope it wasnt one of those
people who jumped :[ proxy79 2 years agojamesdgolding 2 years ago Think your smart
eh? I am a Canadian and even I fucking know and see what goes on behind closed doors
jamesdgolding 2 years agojamesdgolding 2 years ago your tired of everyone blaming bush!
Well learn some history on bush and you will no doubt know the truth. btw when bush
was told about the plane hitting the world trade center while he was in the classroom with
all them children did you happen to see he had NO FUCKING EMOTION ON HIS
FACE? He is just as evil as the cowards who attacked the WTC Explian 2 me smart ass
how it was that bush while at a school was able 2 see and know what building was
attacked when no coverage on it was released? jamesdgolding 2 years agokrammitAll 2
years ago I think Cheney was just remotely giving him a firmware upgrade and it took a
while for bush to reboot. I don't think he is purposely evil... he's just a pawn. krammitAll
2 years agoMBurg2007 2 years ago Tired of everybody blaming bush MBurg2007 2
years agojamesdgolding 2 years ago Bush had the intellagence report that this attack was
to take place in his fucking hands oh he fucking read it we all know that but he let it
happen he wanted this to happen he and osama were business partners they each got the
chance to fuck eachother osama fucked bush bush fucked osama osama and bush fuck the
united states of America! Oh btw this building fell str8 why didn't it tip on either side? it
was rigged with dynomite demolishioners use this method for proper collaps of buildings
jamesdgolding 2 years agoMBurg2007 2 years ago this wouldnt of happened if bill clinton
could of killed Osama Bin Laden when he had the papers IN HIS HAND telling him
where he was! :) MBurg2007 2 years agoELBORI74 2 years ago If you watch the
program 102 minutes it would clearly show the upper section of the impact zone leaning
on it's side, that's the part that came crashing down first. If it was a demolition the
explosion would of started from below going up. DYNOMITE DEMO!!!!! Don't you
think if it was dynomite once the planes made impact it would of went off... ELBORI74
2 years agoAroundTheBlock135 2 years ago 20:43 that was when my best friend died
AroundTheBlock135 2 years ago127CaseySinger127 2 years ago Bush did this i know
wat a mother fucker he plained this wil the army, and the police, fireman every body. me
my dad was there video taping it and thn like a rock or something fell on it
127CaseySinger127 2 years agojamesdgolding 2 years ago BUSH YOU BASTARD! This
could have been stopped you knew you fucker you fucked your own country and to this
day your still fucking them and they don't even know it! jamesdgolding 2 years
agoAroundTheBlock135 2 years ago this is the day that america o fucked cause of bush
AroundTheBlock135 2 years agoTwilighterLovesEsme 2 years ago I was only 6 or 7
when this happened...and for all you people who think this was done by OUR
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Government you are wrong! This was planned by Osama. lol some people are just so
dumb these days. make up funny stupid things to say, just becuz they don't have a voice
in government lol. its funny just watching people say it was planned by the US cuz you
just point at them and say "what idiots! haha" dont thing it was done by our goven.
because it was not. TwilighterLovesEsme 2 years agoTwilighterLovesEsme 2 years ago
my dad...also said that...on that dad all the Iraqi enemies were cheering and holding their
guns up in celebration...they need to all go to hell....it is soooo sad...disturbing just to
watch TwilighterLovesEsme 2 years agoTwilighterLovesEsme 2 years ago Omg...my dad
was at Pentagon when the plane entered...he was only 100 feet away from the crash...I
cried the whole day..thinking he was dead becuz he had a meeting RIGHT where the
plane entered...but we got his call, and by God's miracle..they had cancelled the meeting,
and he was alive! I felt so bad for all the other kids who lost their parents...this truly was
an act done by a cowardess enemy TwilighterLovesEsme 2 years
agoMagicalNinjaSamurai 2 years ago 2 Hey everyone, This was a terrible day, go to 9:19,
she zooms in on the hole in the building and if you watch closely you'll see a white figure
walk across the hole, it is freaky and sad because that person probably died, or jumped!
This was a horrible day, but God saved so many lives that day! THANK YOU JESUS!!
God Bless America! MagicalNinjaSamurai 2 years ago 2DANxAIR 2 years ago
nevermind... DANxAIR 2 years agoquabot 2 years ago all the crucial footage is missing
quabot 2 years agoSchwertfisch1993 2 years ago very emotional .another vew of the
crime . Schwertfisch1993 2 years agoervinsabic 2 years ago holly shit!!!! ervinsabic 2
years agoLiciaWong 2 years ago I swaer this breaks my heart I was only like 11 when this
happeend ppl lives are still runined by all the pain and stuff I can't blieve it..... LiciaWong
2 years agoBlackhawk688 2 years ago Cant say anything Im not from America but I cant
believe it until today If I see this Video and pictures....fucking terrorist out there
Blackhawk688 2 years agosongoten786 2 years ago WTF that was Bush that was all
Bush!!!!!! America planned that on there own songoten786 2 years
agoMagicalNinjaSamurai 2 years ago Ruffyausmblock!!!! HOW COULD YOU! THIS IS
NOT A HAPPY DAY! 3,000 innocent people were brutally murdered, crusjed by 110
stories falling on top of them, getting smothered by a plane, being crashed into buildings
and fields! THIS WAS NOT A HAPPY DAY YOU JERK! MagicalNinjaSamurai 2 years
agoaqueseth 2 years ago thats fuck osama bin ladden there are filipinos there who died!!!!
aqueseth 2 years agorockexz 2 years ago 2 I can shoot terrorrists if i want to. they need a
lesson rockexz 2 years ago 2zanev 2 years ago show hide This video is over 10minutes
long, I'm going to report it. zanev 2 years agoUnitedPacciEuro 2 years ago 4 If your mum
was their you will never say 'funny' UnitedPacciEuro 2 years ago 4JanTurelur 2 years ago
show hide Funny. JanTurelur 2 years agoViktoriusIII 2 years ago No DarknessRader that
wasn`t Osama that was Bush or any other! ViktoriusIII 2 years agoDarknessRader 2
years ago This was lead by Retard Osama Bin Laden! He should die! I will kill Osama!
DarknessRader 2 years agoEijhfrd 2 years ago i have a good rsponse to this we should
make helicopters with loads of water and like fire trucks instead of dumping water which
would mainly miss but have it spray water Eijhfrd 2 years agojordenjj 2 years ago For
everyone who died in the WTC god bless you For the Police oficers For the firefighters
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For every one GOD BLESS YOU we will never forget This was the most Tragic day of
our lives we wil stand up and fight the terrorists!!! -G.Bush jordenjj 2 years
agoOvertheedgevideos 2 years ago yeah thats the only good thing bush has ever said
Overtheedgevideos 2 years agoplumplumtralalaclo 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam fuuuck islamiste plumplumtralalaclo 2 years agomeonchen 2
years ago als der anschlag verübt wurde war ich garde mal 7 und ich konnte damals nicht
damit anfangen aba immer wenn ich jetzt die videos davon sehe muss ich weinen D:
meonchen 2 years agoAntiplozza 2 years ago hallo Antiplozza 2 years agomeonchen 2
years ago hi? meonchen 2 years agokleinetala 2 years ago Gebäde 7 lügt nicht. kleinetala 2
years agoRUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago HAPPY DAY OH HAPPY DAY
RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years agomdcoolieo 2 years ago you fucking dick were do you
live. mdcoolieo 2 years agomixerjman211 2 years ago Im 16, i live in Minnesota, and this
is thee most sadest video i have ever seen.. It almost made me cry when the towers feel
and the lasy started to cry :[ mixerjman211 2 years agoMagicalNinjaSamurai 2 years ago
THIS IS WHY WERE IN THIS WAR! I hate it when people discredit Bush because of
the war. OPEN UP YOUR EYES ! This is the reason! And when you make fun of the
military, your being very disrespectful! Their out there working their butts off to keep
our country safe, and then some people, go and make fun of them. And
Surgemeidterstube, the people filming this ddnt know WHAT was going to happen,
because it was just happening which explains why they ddnt show the south tower
collapse! Be more rspectful MagicalNinjaSamurai 2 years agomagrillmagrill 2 years ago
On The Film: Quote " They are attacking the world trade center, Not Us" Another
Obama Voter for sure magrillmagrill 2 years agotommycarter20 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam this is old news what are we going to do fight the
300 members of the nwo that have more money than god. martial law will be declared in
the next couple years everything we no including religion has all been a lie do your
research... ALEX COLLIER... tommycarter20 2 years agolexbug07 2 years ago my
birthday lexbug07 2 years agowweboi67 2 years ago u fuger go suck a big one and die.
wweboi67 2 years agoJohnEffingsworth 2 years ago What's the last thing to go through
the minds of the people who jumped from the Twin Towers? Their ankles. Heil Hitler
And also Taliban Al Quaeda KKK IRA NF Robert Mugabe Che Guevara Stalin Mao and
some next fucked up geezas. JohnEffingsworth 2 years agohsiaofonglinkane 2 years ago 2
I am so sorry, no words can explaned how I feel. hsiaofonglinkane 2 years ago
2AssduckTheScientist 2 years ago Osama bin laden is a sick twisted fuck!!
AssduckTheScientist 2 years agoSurgemeisterstube 2 years ago odd how they do not
show the building when it collapses. at first the lady sounds very calm for someone who
is witnessing the fires at first..then after the video skips the collapse..you can hear a fake
cry that she gives out. this seems staged. like actors. Also funny that there is not much
footage other than media footage that appears for the public. any few others taken from
so called public citizens are like these.. they have little emotion. Surgemeisterstube 2
years agosupamodel09 2 years ago are you demented...? how does this even look fake to
you..? =/ supamodel09 2 years agoIknowwhathappend 2 years ago You hate Iraq? Good,
than get the fuck out of their country you stupid asses!... If most of you had some sense
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of intelligence, you would understand that the pan-cake theory doesn't apply to this
because the towers collapsed in the matter of 10 SECONDS!... , ALMOST GOD
DAMN FREE-FALL you DONKEYS!... ahaha.. America is doing a damn good job at
mind-washing donkeys into thinking that the planes knocked down the towers. Doesn't
anyone stop to think wtf happend to NORAD? 100 PERCENT ACCURATE!
Iknowwhathappend 2 years agoitsme4lifeandever 2 years ago i hate the iraq, afghanistan
and so on !!! itsme4lifeandever 2 years agobillykidrock 2 years ago george bush is a
murdering little bastard billykidrock 2 years agosomeguy988 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam what a great day someguy988 2 years
agoitsme4lifeandever 2 years ago stupid bitch, hope your Family was also in there
!!!!!!!!!!!!! itsme4lifeandever 2 years agotrekovsmc 2 years ago u sick fucker =[
trekovsmc 2 years agoserinasiri 2 years ago that day was my b day serinasiri 2 years
agojasicherdaschansdoch 2 years ago fucking inside job man!!!!!!9 11 was an inside
job!!!!!!! jasicherdaschansdoch 2 years agoipodtouchhugger 2 years ago wtf do know
what just happened ipodtouchhugger 2 years agokentangtomat 2 years ago 2 i saw the
9/11 in my local tv station..and it's horrible. and this video you made, i can feel the
stressed and fear when i saw it.. let this video be a tribute to those in memorial..God bless
you kentangtomat 2 years ago 2paintbrush911 2 years ago 2 i remember this day so
much, but i dont live in the US. It was about this at every channel at the Tv. i was only 8
years old:p paintbrush911 2 years ago 2TRKaide 2 years ago Bu$h is a Zionist Jew 9/11
was a Zionist false flag operation USA IS BORN TO DIE FOR ISRAEL ('S
EXISTENCE) The Al-Qaidah group had nothing to do with the 11 September attacks on
the USA, according to Usama bin Ladin in an interview with the Pakistani newspaper
Ummat. TRKaide 2 years agoCristja 2 years ago I agree Cristja 2 years
agoMontyDJBerlin 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
9/11 was an inside job! MontyDJBerlin 2 years agoprozzezion 2 years ago lamento
decrlo, pero todo esto esta arreglado para poder controlarnos por medio del terror, lo mas
probable es que los que nos dicen que fue, sean quienes lo hicieron, todo esta arreglado,
nada sucede sin que ellos lo sepan, se los aseguro, menos catastrofes de esta magnitud.
prozzezion 2 years agoIWDNOLDS 2 years ago :( thats so sad :( IWDNOLDS 2 years
agoTheCool170 2 years ago they just sittin there watching that happen.....why aint they
do somtehintg or somthin like that........it happened all slow ans stuff TheCool170 2
years agoinnocenthazel 2 years ago excuse me MYBESTPRESIDENT but i suggest u take
back what ujust sed!!!!!!1 it isnt ryt n im sure u dnt knw SHIT bout islam!!!!!! so plz
keep ur comments n beliefs 2 urself innocenthazel 2 years agowshene23 2 years ago
innocenthazel LEARN HOW TO SPELL wshene23 2 years agoalPachino85 2 years ago
The US cause thousands of 9/11 in Iraq and Afghanistan. The USA support murderers
and terrorist such as the Israeli government. I do really hate Bush and America in general.
God bless victims in Afghanistan and Iraq, may god punish us troops. alPachino85 2
years agomilovan93 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
yeah man fuck america. The troubles of todays world are caused by capitalism and jews
milovan93 2 years agomybestpresident 2 years ago Fuck Mohammad ! And I Fuck Your
Bull Shit Islam !!!!!!!!! mybestpresident 2 years agokngalex 2 years ago dude ur
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awesome, go america and fuck islam kngalex 2 years agosabujeff619 2 years ago wow
sabujeff619 2 years ago Prev 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 Next Reply Block User Unblock
User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners
Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode:
Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear
all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active
list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading
playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions
Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27
Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video...
characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments
(47,036) milovan93 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
yeah man fuck america. The troubles of todays world are caused by capitalism and jews
milovan93 2 years agosabujeff619 2 years ago wow sabujeff619 2 years agofatjap204 2
years ago fukn serious fatjap204 2 years agomybuddy64 2 years ago 2 All we needed to
prevent 9/11 were strong cockpit doors instead of doors like a port-a-pod, its that simple
from the start. If you cant get to the captains you dont get big Islamic prize of
destruction. England's plane doors cant be penetrated ever, not even with a box
cutter....go Cubs... mybuddy64 2 years ago 2Islander255 2 years ago 2 Thank you for
posting this. Islander255 2 years ago 2LaurenHelene 2 years ago we went & saw ground
zero about a month ago. its hard to believe to buildings that size stood there. ill never
forget that day. i was in the 3rd grade & it was picture day at school. & my mom & dad
had the tv on & i saw the 2nd plane hit. :( its so sad what happened to those people.
LaurenHelene 2 years agoJoeTube27 2 years ago How can all that mass be moved out of
the way at those speeds? JoeTube27 2 years ago2tart 2 years ago you littel niga the last
one i have my cusin 2tart 2 years agojamesdgolding 2 years ago you talking to me?
jamesdgolding 2 years agojamesdgolding 2 years ago George W Bush this comment is for
u U fucking son of a bitch where do u get ur balls big enough u fucker U had the
intercepted attack plot from intellagence in your damn hands U did nothing about it so u
had prior knowledge and what did u do? I will tell you what u did you sick fucker u sat
on ur ass in a classroom which btw u probably schedualed to be there just so u could be
in hiding anything to protect ur ass but not ur country yea u and Bin Laden have a
history this was YOUR fault. jamesdgolding 2 years agosniperkillzzzzzzzzzz 2 years
ago its weird how 19 man with boxcutters can dissert a nation sniperkillzzzzzzzzzz 2
years agocheduepallet 2 years ago inside job cheduepallet 2 years agoTheCruizer 2 years
ago Moving... TheCruizer 2 years agodarthsinri94 2 years ago damn thats fucked up
darthsinri94 2 years agoMiNdSpiin 2 years ago zeitgeistmovie - It was the most
important 2 hours of my life - will it be yours? MiNdSpiin 2 years agoJdith135 2 years
ago fuck off with that dumbass movie. Jdith135 2 years agoaristotleuk 2 years ago No
plane ever came into view of this camera before the explosion/implosion on/in the
2nd/South Tower but she was saying "it was a huge plane". Besides, just before the
explosion/implosion in the 2nd Tower, a frame or two of the movie seem to have been
removed. aristotleuk 2 years agoquebecmanation 2 years ago OMG...you guys were so
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close!!! Nice video but not a nice day! quebecmanation 2 years agoCHPioneer 2 years ago
my hole body is shaking after watching this i never forget this day CHPioneer 2 years
agoQUIKSILVER0LOL 2 years ago this is very bad view a can't see QUIKSILVER0LOL
2 years agoACRE1971 2 years ago Valeu a pena matar por causa de religião ? Por "Deus"
? Worth killed to a religion ? To "GOD"? ACRE1971 2 years agoEdinja123 2 years ago
someone died of the smoke? Edinja123 2 years agoreddwarfski 2 years ago New laws
being passed now against anti-American vids on youtube. That means this one. Good
news: there's a Russian youtube. Type in 'Ru' then 'Tube' then 'dot' then 'ru'. Hurray for
free speech!!! reddwarfski 2 years agojogeryjogo 2 years ago JEWS CAUSED 9/11
INVADE DENMARK jogeryjogo 2 years agobaydte 2 years ago fuckk you bastard what
do you know about arabss!!!!!! baydte 2 years agoButterfly2751 2 years ago its so
shocking and the last minutes are just scary rip Butterfly2751 2 years agofairxlovely 2
years ago it's not muslims who did that, DUMBASSES -.- I hate US for what they did to
Iraq but rip to those who died on 9/11. fairxlovely 2 years agoalxcandra 2 years ago
gabayosh , don't fuck muslims fuck you.. alxcandra 2 years agoChigo0 2 years ago oh my
fucking good. Chigo0 2 years agogabayosh 2 years ago fuck all the arab and all the muslim
gabayosh 2 years agobacaca88 2 years ago gabayosh - where are you from?? Are most
people from your place stupid, ignorant twats like you?? Wish I can meet you to punch
you in the nose. But, I think you are big fat coward with small penis and low IQ.
bacaca88 2 years agoEdinja123 2 years ago suck my dick fagget bush did it for oil and
money and reason to start war u racist white pussy Edinja123 2 years agoakingma37 2
years ago you gotta be one of the dumbest fucking people walking the planet You don't
like it hear - leave this country!! FUCKING MORON akingma37 2 years agoJoeTube27
2 years ago How about you leave. Certain people want change in this country. You want
more of the same. So you are the type of person who is helping destroy this country so
YOU LEAVE. And let the ones who want change stay and Kick some Common sense
into Congress and get back to the Constitution. SO again YOU LEAVE cause you want
more of the same. JoeTube27 2 years agopoorlaggedman 2 years ago one thing that
always bugs me about 9/11 is people's self censorship. theres a wealth of footage and
pictures from 9/11 that are never seen because they're deemed distasteful. Without this
stuff being released raw to the public domain, they'll eventually be lost forever.
poorlaggedman 2 years agochenger76 2 years ago When youre seeing it live, you just dont
believe it. You would think everyone should be freaking out and screaming but thats not
the case. I was watching from my office in Midtown and everyone was just staring, with
mouths agape. Nobody said a word. chenger76 2 years agoILUVPANCAKEZ 2 years
ago wow how could that girl not freack out when she is watching it right in fromt of her
ILUVPANCAKEZ 2 years agoholdeity 2 years ago if you dont feel any knid of sadness
or feel sorry for thos who died your a heartless bastard holdeity 2 years
agoInlineskater72 2 years ago r.i.p to all who died and gave there lifes who will not be
missed Inlineskater72 2 years agomrjking 2 years ago Thank you for sharing this. It is so
personal and really gives us an idea of just what it was like to be there. mrjking 2 years
agotreycarl110 2 years ago 3 that is very sad..... treycarl110 2 years ago 3Philly1416 2
years ago some people from iraq are crazy. R.I.P.:( Philly1416 2 years agocharchaolan 2
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years ago yeah!!!... AMERICANS ARE CRAZY... charchaolan 2 years agomariex91 2
years ago R.I.P :'( mariex91 2 years agoSonyChick35 2 years ago thank you for making
this video. i had no idea.....this should be like shown to the world i dont think people
understand its soo crazzy SonyChick35 2 years agofgfuyfyuiuyf 2 years ago How did a
26 minute video get uploaded on YouTube? fgfuyfyuiuyf 2 years agoGAZArts 2 years
ago i think its because network live is a director's acount and this vid was added back in
2006, i think back then there wasent a length limit for directors. GAZArts 2 years
agofgfuyfyuiuyf 2 years ago Ahhh, makes sense. fgfuyfyuiuyf 2 years agoredwolf745 2
years ago We will never forget! redwolf745 2 years agoColsjediknight 2 years ago My
mother was killed during the attack. Colsjediknight 2 years agolillydoggie 2 years ago I am
so sorry!!!! lillydoggie 2 years agoalexanderjs11 2 years ago but R.I.P to those people on
that faithful morning. :( alexanderjs11 2 years agoalexanderjs11 2 years ago OMG!!! this
is too sad. but i have to do an article on it right now. alexanderjs11 2 years agorobodog14
2 years ago i cant... watch this robodog14 2 years agomanwholikecow 2 years ago This
Video makes me want to throw over a tree manwholikecow 2 years agoMc4zVibe 2 years
ago Proponents of Islam never really care what people think of the religion bcuz they
never intend anyone to be given a choice. If some people convert by choice that is fine
but the real goal is not to let people ever have that choice or freedom which is why jihad
is mandated, why apostates must die, why critics must be killed and why Islam must be
part of every aspect of life from identity, law, economy, the family, personal, religious,
education and politics. Islam's not part of life, IT IS LIFE. Mc4zVibe 2 years
agoMc4zVibe 2 years ago Islam is the final and ultimate completion of totalitarianism. An
aptly named ideology called Submission (Islam). Islam = Nazism. Different name, same
thing, same process, same goal: WORLD CONQUEST. Muhammad was a selfproclaimed prophet and tyrant. Hitler was a self-proclaimed dictator and tyrant. The
similarity b/w them is that they both understood their (greedy/dumb) followers to
perfection. Saying there are good muslims (The New Nazis) is like saying their were good
nazis. Think about it! Mc4zVibe 2 years agoPikachuDaniel98 2 years ago YEah right
you're OWN militaires have do this...I don't know if you know that this a attack was
from Afghanistan or Pakistan! PikachuDaniel98 2 years agopleximold 2 years ago "Please
be respectful of this account" It's in the preamble of this video. pleximold 2 years
agozachoriento 2 years ago 12:18 : "it looks like a military plane !" 12:20 : "it was a
military plane" So ? zachoriento 2 years agoBizzyBumpyWilson 2 years ago this whole
video wuznt worth a daaamn!!! BizzyBumpyWilson 2 years agomandyschulz 2 years
ago am 11 sept.2008 sah ich viele glückliche muslimische gesichter am steindamm in
hamburg st georg vor der moschee mandyschulz 2 years agoouidass501 2 years ago 2 still
cnt 4get this terrorist attack....im soO sad.... ouidass501 2 years ago 2e4phil 2 years ago
are muslims still cheering 9/11 now? how's al qeada doing? oh yeah we have wipped al
qeada and the taliban... fuk radical islam, it's been tough but america is winning now and
you cave dwelling, wiping your arse with your left hand radical jihadists days are
numbered.. e4phil 2 years agoinnocenthazel 2 years ago oi u idiot muslims did not nomb d
twin towers dat ws dun by d jews who planned it all 2 mak eit luk as if d muslims wre d
1s 2 atack! innocenthazel 2 years agoSenfglasleerlecker 2 years ago One day , the whole
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free world will take revenge on this bastards. Nuke Mekka and Medina now and destroy
the islamic tumor Senfglasleerlecker 2 years agoFinCups 2 years ago 3 thank-you for
sharing this video. . we share your grief and loss in your city. . God Bless America . .
FinCups 2 years ago 3rider4343 2 years ago Im sorry but im not willing to risk my
famalies future i say we extermanate all Islamic folowers and be done with it. rider4343 2
years agoCilicianAri 2 years ago muslims didnt carry out 9/11 as much as crazy muslims
are i agree there religion and people as a whole are crazy, but 9/11 was done by our own
gov. CilicianAri 2 years agoAmericanmanthefirst 2 years ago yeah another Russian
Armenian sympathizer so shut up and go home you bastard Americanmanthefirst 2 years
agoCilicianAri 2 years ago ur country is run by jews GET A BRAIN and support RON
PAUL! CilicianAri 2 years agoAmericanmanthefirst 2 years ago 2 your get a brain how
could Jews do this you anti Semite your a scumbag and just shut the fuck up you a idiot
Americanmanthefirst 2 years ago 2CilicianAri 2 years ago fool JEWS ARENT EVEN
SEMITES, HOW CAN I BE AN ANTI SEMITE IF I HAVE LEBANESE FREINDS
THEY ARE SEMITES!!!! jews did do it! JEWS RULE AMERICA, now dont get me
wrong i know muslims are crazy and nutts as it is, BUT THEY DIDNT DO IT it was
the jews they are even worse just about the same ALL CHRISTIANS STAY UNITED
fuck the rest! CilicianAri 2 years agoinnocenthazel 2 years ago yo muslims r NOT crazy
n der religion is NOT crazy either they are more sane ppl dan many other religions!!!!!
but ur ryt about ur gv doin 9/11 innocenthazel 2 years agowesthighgoalie 2 years ago I
remember where I was, I had just gotten out of my 6th grade math class. I remember it
was Joey Nealon who said to everyone in the hall, "terrorists just attacked the twin
towers" 7 years later I still cry when I see these videos. Im in college now. westhighgoalie
2 years agopatriotsman2854 2 years ago i was only in 2nd grade nd i remeber going inot
our art room and hearing a big bang even though i live on long island patriotsman2854 2
years agojsrcamp 2 years ago if you look closley at 12:02 and 12:12 you can see what
appears as faces if you pause it and look at those spots you can see them. if not you
wont see them jsrcamp 2 years agogamers15 2 years ago when i look at other videos i see
the same smoke but in a different angle... gamers15 2 years agosniperkillzzzzzzzzzz 2
years ago its weird how 19 arabs with box cutters can dissert a nation
sniperkillzzzzzzzzzz 2 years agoGAZArts 2 years ago 2 oh my god you guys were
practically IN ground zero. 7 years on and its still hard to take in. Its funny when they
say everyone remembers where they were when a tragedy of that scale happens and its
so true. I got home early from college that day and found all my house mates glued to Sky
news. Which was a bizarre channel for students to be watching. GAZArts 2 years ago
2Truth666 2 years ago "bush was behind this" Hey FOOL: CLINTON = BUSH =
OBAMA = ILLUMINATI Sheep, even if you are already in the slaughterhouse, it's
never TOO LATE to understand that the TRUTH is NEVER TOO HORRIBLE. 9/11
FULL STORY was exposed worldwide first long ago. From TV Fakery (no planes) to
mini H bombs upwards directed, how Barbara Olson was murdered immediately after
Massood, how Lisa Beamer was fooled, why the Pentagon and WTC7 were in the script,
etc. Google: 9/11 for dummies Matt Marriott Truth666 2 years agoRussia71 2 years ago
that comment below was meant as a reply Russia71 2 years agomeggafritz 2 years ago
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wow you must have been scared! thats crazy meggafritz 2 years agoRussia71 2 years ago
f u krauts Russia71 2 years agoMississaugaKid 2 years ago What happened in the towers
basements? MississaugaKid 2 years agoAngRebandKatLoveJB 2 years ago thats horrible.
:( AngRebandKatLoveJB 2 years agovlado7777 2 years ago lol xDDDDD vlado7777 2
years agomuslimKurdistan 2 years ago cry america cry muslimKurdistan 2 years
agomoney6199 2 years ago fuck u stupid German muslim money6199 2 years
agoRussia71 2 years ago Hell yes Russia71 2 years agoklingergary 2 years ago Fuck you
Sand Nigger, Ala ack bock bock, Camel screwing low lifes. piss poor retards klingergary 2
years agoJOHNNYCFC18 2 years ago 7 years agholy fuck like time flys an i rember iwas
siting i kool and my techer mobile went of and we all new smfin ws rong den she and sh
said dr has een an acidntn new york ad dis is wat it was JOHNNYCFC18 2 years
agoStra2casterAtHotmail 2 years ago craziness, wow. Stra2casterAtHotmail 2 years
agoloafpork 2 years ago Also interesting how it cuts at 14:09 when the building goes
down. What's up with that? loafpork 2 years agoloafpork 2 years ago Interesting how it
cuts before the explosion on the second tower at 11.46. What's up with that? loafpork 2
years agodevilof2121 2 years ago y do you only see ont tower devilof2121 2 years
agonick95playa 2 years ago at 20:50 its looks like new york is in the clouds up in the
sky! nick95playa 2 years agopredatorvsal 2 years ago (poor people, I can't imagine bush
planned all this but I think it could be possible because human interests can be so
strong).....its all true bush.... predatorvsal 2 years agopokiebo 2 years ago poor people, I
can't imagine bush planned all this but I think it could be possible because human
interests can be so strong pokiebo 2 years agonoxlepgm 2 years ago OH MY GOD OH
MY GOD XD That's terrible but beautiful when the towers fall down noxlepgm 2 years
agoJustAnEfffigy 2 years ago you're a fucking freak noxlepgm. Do you know how many
people died in those buildings? There is NOTHING beautiful about that. Dumbshit. Get
some fucking counseling. JustAnEfffigy 2 years agonoxlepgm 2 years ago That's terrible .
noxlepgm 2 years agocanabeans08 2 years ago Thank you so much for posting. god bless
the USA canabeans08 2 years agoweltwunder44 2 years ago show hide i love al qaidaaa
weltwunder44 2 years agowagnercriciuma 2 years ago proved's own poison
wagnercriciuma 2 years agobeyazkurtclan 2 years ago the attack to the towers was
planned by jews my friend. i know you are a jew, but do you know everything what your
goverment do ? i think not. you can trust me, there are many evidences who shows, that
only jews can plan an attack like this. beyazkurtclan 2 years agorobbyswifey08 2 years
ago wuts wrong wit u yo? robbyswifey08 2 years agowirginka 2 years ago 3 tragedy for
all over the world, I was crinig a few days after that wirginka 2 years ago 3bkcalirican07 2
years ago you bastards you bastards i can't stop crying man great vid but you muslim
bastards bkcalirican07 2 years agobeyazkurtclan 2 years ago you really think terrorists
did it, cause Mr. Georg ( devil ) W. Bush said so ? oh men beyazkurtclan 2 years
agobeyazkurtclan 2 years ago the attack to the towers was planned by jews my friend. i
know you are a jew, but do you know everything what your goverment do ? i think not.
you can trust me, there are many evidences who shows, that only jews can plan an attack
like this. beyazkurtclan 2 years agobeyazkurtclan 2 years ago to destroy the islam, to
begin a world war. in your own jewish bible is written that the jews don´t deserve an own
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land. but they build israel. the islam cant be stopped. look at the iraq today after 7 years.
nobody can defeat allah. beyazkurtclan 2 years agobetawarior 2 years ago ar you a
muslim ? betawarior 2 years agobeyazkurtclan 2 years ago the Jews did it ! to begin a
world war. think about it. not 1 jew was working that day at the tower´s. beyazkurtclan 2
years agow0bbl3r 2 years ago there were no aliens there, either! think about it!!! they
want us to kill each other so they can come and take over the earth. why do you have to
make something so simple into something ridiculously complicated? w0bbl3r 2 years
agoGoodCap 2 years ago hey common not every muslim is a terrorist but fuck the al
qaida GoodCap 2 years agostrikeout1991 2 years ago great footage! of course its sad :(
but very great footage peace ps:fuck all muslims strikeout1991 2 years agomijalocax3 2
years ago to every 1 that belives that the government is involed let ask u this why woulkd
the government want to hurt and kill those millions of people and waste money on
something like that when they could use it on something better? write me back and tell me
ur answers GOD BLESS AMERICA mijalocax3 2 years agoranger793 2 years ago Very
good video, I am of Mexico and the truth gives to much rage when seeing this me are
words no to say I pass that us to all in the world, that God punishes to which mounted
these attacks to a great nation like is the USA even though that many see us with United
States racism is a great country. attention(or attn): Edgar Sanchez ranger793 2 years
agodylansmall 2 years ago i feel bad for all thos people so vary sad dylansmall 2 years
agoProphecyA 2 years ago our government is the only one to blame for these malicious
murders plotted for the new world order. the thought that bin laden and company plotted
a terrorist attack is a conspiracy theory in itself. please i beg everyone to youtube videos
on illuminati and new world order conspiracies ProphecyA 2 years agogoodhope460 2
years ago our government is the only one to blame for these malicious murders plotted for
the new world order. the thought that bin laden and company plotted a terrorist attack is
a conspiracy theory in itself. please i beg everyone to youtube videos on illuminati and
new world order conspiracies goodhope460 2 years agopatrickmcclatchey 2 years ago
Why are humans so goddamn evil patrickmcclatchey 2 years agostrikeout1991 2 years
ago no why are these motherfucking muslims so goddamn evil hope they all die a painfull
death strikeout1991 2 years agojuanzito20 2 years ago the truth that is not what I want
anyone but are screwed hdp juanzito20 2 years agoferret6677 2 years ago I was there that
day and I didn't hear any bombs going off. It would have been at least 20 bombs on every
floor. ferret6677 2 years agochrisschef 2 years ago maybe it was your fault chrisschef 2
years agoMrDarnell1 2 years ago that whole day was just FUCKED UP!!!!!!!!!
MrDarnell1 2 years agoneonagasaki 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam -------—-----/´¯'|)FUCK U STUPID AMERICAN ————---|—-|We
Don't like dumbass americans ———--—-|—-|We Don't like your propaganda ————--|—-|We Don't like your voices ————---|—-|Please shut the fuck up ———--—-|—|America stick their nose in every foreign affair.Murdering millions of innocent
Iraqs,troublemaker and hyporcrites of the world ————---|—-| ———--/´¯/'--'/´¯`·_ —
—--('(———- ¯~/'--') neonagasaki 2 years agokatazzofromhalo3 2 years ago Why don't
you get that finger and shove it up your fucking ass! katazzofromhalo3 2 years
agorider4343 2 years ago you conspiracy theory idiots are just crazy. rider4343 2 years
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agoAlmostGotSome 2 years ago i feel terrible i wish i could have given my life to save
even one of the americans killed by the terrorism of that day. AlmostGotSome 2 years
agochrisschef 2 years ago donate a kidney or join the army that would show something
dont forget the the people dying daily because ofhuman stupidity and greed inc muslims
jews chistians ect we all disrespect each other and we will pay the price semon over!
chrisschef 2 years agoAlmostGotSome 2 years ago youre disgusting AlmostGotSome 2
years agoPakistanPride4Eva 2 years ago 1.America ignore the millions of innocent lives in
iraq and invading it's nation for oil using bullshit reasons. 2.Lying about the deathtole in
iraq and hiding important facts. 3.Broadcasting fake news and bias media to it's public. 4
Exaggerating and degrading other's people ethnicity and religion to make themselves better
5.Not acknowlegding that there are 100 thousands of children living their lives without a
future.Some are without legs and arms,some are blind and deaf PakistanPride4Eva 2 years
agoz8it 2 years ago "deathtole" brilliant. Yeah, Thank's for sharing Habib. z8it 2 years
agoz8it 2 years ago Why did you edit every KEY moment of the collapses?!? No audio
prior to the collapse?! no explanation of the smoke at the base prior to the collapse?!? We
are all still trying to figure out what happened on that horrible day and all We get is this
edited BULLSHIT! You should get a job working for THE (re-writing) HISTORY
CHANNEL! z8it 2 years agoz8it 2 years ago What is that smoke at the base of WTC @
14:07? And why the edit just prior? Could it be to remove the sound evidence of an
explosion? z8it 2 years agoferret6677 2 years ago How could smoke remove sound?
ferret6677 2 years agoz8it 2 years ago Why the EDIT?!? z8it 2 years agoflyinghindu42 2
years ago my question is y didn't u show the 2nd plane hit or the building collapse?
flyinghindu42 2 years agoPettMB 2 years ago Devastating. God Bless America! PettMB
2 years ago521182 2 years ago R.I.P. 521182 2 years ago1oooVooo1 2 years ago I hate
terrorists as a Muslim we should as Muslim's fight the terrorists. because terrorists do
not belong to us. we hate them more then you do Americas. 1oooVooo1 2 years
agojachippylife 2 years ago fuckingg terrorists jachippylife 2 years agoHaileyyy24 2
years ago i would of cryed just seeing that my teacher made us do a report on that and i
coulnt share mine becuz it wass sooooo sad. im sorry to all those whos family members
or friends were lost. Haileyyy24 2 years agocharmedsp 2 years ago oh i'm sorry to hear
that xxrawrx202 charmedsp 2 years ago7HOLIDAYTREATS 2 years ago can't imagine
being there. people jumping off the building. 7HOLIDAYTREATS 2 years
agoSupercheets 2 years ago Fuck off mexorhomo we had enough of your shit...
Supercheets 2 years agoErikPhantommask 2 years ago I'm sure the people who lost loved
ones in this event appreciate seeing it over and over. ErikPhantommask 2 years
agoIICEWOLFF 2 years ago USA invented this attack in order to obtain petrol in
Afghanistan and Irak. USA is having a economic and petrol crisis. And this terrorism
thing in order to do anything that can save them from sinking. I´m sorry for the innocent
that died that day. R.I.P (From Argentina) IICEWOLFF 2 years agojs11324 2 years ago
That was sad...... js11324 2 years agoHoratioHumboldt 2 years ago My heart goes out to
all of you. My tears are real. HoratioHumboldt 2 years agoBizzyBumpyWilson 2 years
ago this video iz no good!...u can tell that the elite got 2 it b4 the people!...so
sad,,,another video showing exposion and no plane!...so sad. BizzyBumpyWilson 2 years
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agoskeetrosauce 2 years ago WTF. I agree. Why is it cut? Who cut it? RIP innocent WTC
workers who died on 9/11. skeetrosauce 2 years agochincanca 2 years ago lets tink 4 a
minuts wat rason have osama to do this,wat rason have sadam to do this r rich now,nobut
4 a minuts tink a litle,san one get rich with the insurance ray ,bush,san clear,anijaho the
have to do the asvesto again in yhe twin towers so its chiper tordown the towers in blame
san one else tankyou in sorry 4 my ingles chincanca 2 years agomskuljan 2 years ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Obamas ppl attacked us on sep 11th
mskuljan 2 years agoCaptHowdy999 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam Dude, you really, really suck CaptHowdy999 2 years agomskuljan 2
years ago Obamas ppl attacked us on 9/11 mskuljan 2 years ago01Blackhawk01 2 years
ago Scheiß Bush fuck Bush scheiß Sicherheitsdienst fuck security -.- alles geplant all
planed ... 01Blackhawk01 2 years agoJQRDAN23 2 years ago HOW'BOUT THEM
COWBOYS JQRDAN23 2 years agobetawarior 2 years ago i hate them so much osama
binladen theye have made an 7 year hunt on him for wat he did on 9/11 and stil he is more
phusing for terrorist attacking that he hef the currige to show his ugly face ont tv i curse
alla and his damn profeet stupid moslims bastards betawarior 2 years agoKajoober 2
years ago @#@$ terrorists.....and bees Kajoober 2 years agoSethColton 2 years ago its
really terrible. if you look how grey the bottom is you believe how terrible it was
SethColton 2 years agomumpettluver411 2 years ago o my god...... such a haunting thing.
it will stay in our minds forever. stupid demicrats (not all)think it was all fake and bombs
were put into the building? i dont think so. it was alllllll real. planes crashing....
everything. just unbeilievible mumpettluver411 2 years agoConTonkTen 2 years ago
crybaby ConTonkTen 2 years agoilmicil 2 years ago Heart goes for those who died,and
there family members,god bless you. ilmicil 2 years agoMellyxTH 2 years ago the 9/11 is
so sad and so terrible :'( MellyxTH 2 years agotrief95 2 years ago 2 ...echt traurig.wenn
man da drin sitzt und nich raus kommt... :( :'( :'( SCHEIß terorristen...>:-( trief95 2 years
ago 2amylovesneyo 2 years ago The 9/11 is sooo terrible!! Its so sad. ;( amylovesneyo 2
years agobolarsen1968 2 years ago Yes RIP indeed to all these people, playing no part in
the conflict whatsoever, civilian casualties victims of terror, using an airplane. 9/11 is
truly a day to remember, just as 8/6 and 8/9. RIP to those people too. bolarsen1968 2
years agovillarrealCF93 2 years ago R..I..P villarrealCF93 2 years agoandymac3 2 years
ago very very haunting video. wonder if any of the crew from the first firetruck survived.
You would imagine all of them would be so far up the building having been the first there.
RIP from Glasgow, Scotland andymac3 2 years agoBrokenSoulAngel 2 years ago If they
paid a litel bit more money that thing wouldent had fallen, BrokenSoulAngel 2 years
agocfenn2010 2 years ago I heard that the only way that those towers could've gone
down like they did is if something messed with the bottom of its structure. Like, I dunno,
set a bomb off in the basement? Look into it. I'm suspicious. cfenn2010 2 years
agoDasolution22 2 years ago ok this is what realy happened, bush planned this shit, first
3 weeks b4 this binladen had dinner at the white house, and it makes sense, we were
supposed to have war with bin laden after this, but instead we go after sadam, cuz bush
wants his precious oil.... next buildings dont just collapse like that compared to the size
and width of that building that hole is small, witht he steel structure it shuld be fine,
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THIS SHIT WAS DETONATED it wuldnt just collapse on itself like that Dasolution22
2 years agometeorito4 2 years ago how u upload a v id qith 26 mins? stupid bin laden
meteorito4 2 years agoSpokeRock 2 years ago I think so she's DIRECTOR. SpokeRock 2
years agolaguera038554 2 years ago 3 that was just sad... laguera038554 2 years ago
3Badsellcut 2 years ago That is heavy. Kind of makes you feel sick.. Badsellcut 2 years
agoKingKamu309 2 years ago how can you just such a stupid thing? these sick people
have even dementia in the head KingKamu309 2 years agochai185 2 years ago how the
fuuck did you upload a 26 minute video but i cant uload a 6 minute video? chai185 2
years agoCorrupt140 2 years ago cheese and deceit Corrupt140 2 years
agodramaticteaspoon 2 years ago wow. that's a really unique perspective. thank you for
that - i mean, i've seen the footage of the second plane heaps of times, but this is pretty
cool. dramaticteaspoon 2 years agojacsivreju 2 years ago În zilele de 3 si 4 aprilie 1944 au
fost bombardate masiv orasele Ploiesti si Bucuresti,cu 2 valuri de bombardiere B-52.
Dupã unele surse,se estimeazã peste 4900 de români morti si rãniti grav,majoritatea
populatie civilã si personal CFR. jacsivreju 2 years agoJkash506 2 years ago whats that
suppose to mean djsmokeface??? Jkash506 2 years agoJkash506 2 years ago Evil face in
the smoke at 20:35, 20:36, 20:37 Jkash506 2 years agoordmfmood 2 years ago Did this
idiot at 3:35 say " they're gonna have to get plane to drop water on to it"??? ordmfmood
2 years agocornskid 2 years ago Why call her an idiot? How would you propose to put
out the fire? If they had some sort of vertical lift aircraft that could station keep and
shoot water horizontally they might have been able to prevent or delay collapse
(probably not though) cornskid 2 years agobrian78045 2 years ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam There are four interesting articles on NORAD at DNotice
(org). They are "The NORAD Papers", "The NORAD Papers II", "The NORAD Papers
III" and The NORAD Papers IV. The last article (for the first time!) explains the
mechanics of how NORAD radar operators monitored and identified aircraft flying over
American airspace. brian78045 2 years agotwinkeeWoW 2 years ago 2 i was in the north
tower on the 3rd floor twinkeeWoW 2 years ago 2wasim6900 2 years ago no one cares
wasim6900 2 years agodjsmokeface 2 years ago Had you fear of death djsmokeface 2
years agoTRUTHisREAL4USA 2 years ago STUDY Fatcs-Stats-Locations-Numbers-Word-History... =======> w THEreligionOFpeace c--o--m 1000+ Years of Brutal
Violence & Attacks. Facts-Dates-Locations-Stats-St-udies-Reality: GOT SUM FACTS ?
Peace & Hope & Intelligence TRUTHisREAL4USA 2 years agosonic81524 2 years ago
tysywafa31, WTF you shouldn't yell at this person! they were probably turning their
camera on when the planes hit ya probably thought that through for about, hmm ten
seconds? five? tell me if I'm wrong! sonic81524 2 years agotysywafa31 2 years ago you
video didn't show either of the planes hit or the callapse! whats the deal?? tysywafa31 2
years agodevymon 2 years ago 2 Wow you guys Terrorest this just makes me want to
grab a gun and shoot them all in the head whos with me devymon 2 years ago 2skokaa 2
years ago fucking hell them fucking terriosts and they thought its gonna be good for them
fuck them basterds god bless those u died can i get an amen skokaa 2 years
agoDavidArchuletarox34 2 years ago 4 WOAH You Acctualy Saw It?? Wow!
DavidArchuletarox34 2 years ago 4JustflyitKMVL1901 2 years ago dude shut up
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JustflyitKMVL1901 2 years agoWEERCK 2 years ago ??? WHAT WEERCK 2 years
agoglubberer84 2 years ago fuck no! these weren`t al kaida terrorist! this attack was
planed and made by the cia and the mossad to have a reason to kill thousands of innocent
people in afgahnistan and the irak! everybody, who still thinks that this was an attack by
osama bin laden is fucking blind and doesn`t want to hear and see the truth! fuck bush and
all the jewish power! glubberer84 2 years agoJustflyitKMVL1901 2 years ago i am gona
fucking kill you JustflyitKMVL1901 2 years agoWEERCK 2 years ago ??? WEERCK 2
years agoPissedoffteengamer 2 years ago I haven't seen it the attack before just heard of it
and when I finally saw it on this video then read your comment I died almost as much as
the people witnessing it. Pissedoffteengamer 2 years agosonic81524 2 years ago theres a
q in iraq, not a k, just thought i'd point that out, not to be a jerk sonic81524 2 years
agoTmCmolyneaux 2 years ago Holy Fukk! @ 7:42 was that someone fallig out of the
building? shytt mann fuckin shyts sadd mann, RIP To people who lost their
livess&Family Members. TmCmolyneaux 2 years agoadynava 2 years ago thats f
seriously! adynava 2 years agocheduepallet 2 years ago INSIDE JOB cheduepallet 2
years
agoscclarinet2012
2
years
ago
how?
scclarinet2012
2
years
agoThAtSwHaTsHeSaId218 2 years ago THE GOD DAM TERRORISTS!!!!!
ThAtSwHaTsHeSaId218 2 years agoSaoMir1 2 years ago may the innocent people who
died in the attack RIP SaoMir1 2 years agoKENA429 2 years ago This has been flagged
as spam
show hide Not Spam 911 was a terrible day. We need an independent
investigation into 911. There were many reporters saying there were explosions in and
around the buildings. Also You Tube WTC 7 Collapse and it looks like a controlled
demolition! What an awful day. KENA429 2 years agoredflarex99 2 years ago my sister
was there 8 days before that happened and she was devastated to see them collapse and
with all the faces she saw that day and knowing that they might are gone. also a teacher at
my school had a friend that had an art studio there 9/10 and he was suppose to sleep over
that day and died. rip redflarex99 2 years agodococt1363 2 years ago 3 listenn my moms
freind his parents died in 911 so whoever thinks it funny like the peaple who did it can
burn in HELL FOR ALL INTERNITY dococt1363 2 years ago 3maxxramman 2 years
ago thats ETernity maxxramman 2 years agorafa27375731 2 years ago Hmm.. Strange.?
What about children.? Did any die.? rafa27375731 2 years agoFluffmister14 2 years ago
of course children died, children were in the planes Fluffmister14 2 years
agorafa27375731 2 years ago But was there children in the twin towers or in schools near
by.? rafa27375731 2 years agoFluffmister14 2 years ago yes unfortunetly pieces of
falling debris fell on children and adults and killed them and i believe there were children
inside the buildings(not that many) but still quite sad, my cousin was gonna go to the
trade centre on the 11th while passing through new york but instead went to the statue of
liberty Fluffmister14 2 years agorafa27375731 2 years ago Thats sad. Do you live in
NY.? rafa27375731 2 years agoFluffmister14 2 years ago no, i live in canada but alot of
my family lives around that area like uncles aunts and stuff Fluffmister14 2 years
agorafa27375731 2 years ago I live in Arizona.. No offense, But nothing exciting happens
over here, rafa27375731 2 years agoFluffmister14 2 years ago o ya, my friend moved to
arizona a few years ago and he says all it is is desserts and the pheonix suns, he watchs
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baseball lol and my family went by arizona, nothing really exciting over there
Fluffmister14 2 years agorafa27375731 2 years ago Yeah, No hurricanes or earthquakes
occur much over here, I wish we can experience that once Its kinda crazy but since Ive
never seen that, I dont know what its like. I know it dangerous but still.. rafa27375731 2
years agoFluffmister14 2 years ago man the town where i live in is a tourist mountain
town, real nice place but real small and boring, whenever we have the chance we leave
here and go to the big city an hour away but the only exciting thing that happens here is
that it will be 20 degrees celcius one day and next day snowing in august or july
Fluffmister14 2 years agorafa27375731 2 years ago Well we go to parties. Mexican
parties.! With our boots.. and banda and we dance all Night.. Its cool rafa27375731 2
years agoRestlessi 2 years ago children and pets. for those who had their pets in the plane
they are at least now together reunited in heaven. RIP that 9/11 should never have
happened. It is too sad whoever is the guilty. Restlessi 2 years agoshipsthatsink 2 years
ago children and pets? shipsthatsink 2 years ago04cham 2 years ago do u see another
plane hit cus cba watchin 04cham 2 years agogrigg2k8 2 years ago i went up those
buildings 2 months before 9/11,the view was great from the top. ashame they werent still
there =/ rip grigg2k8 2 years agomisscrookedlife90 2 years ago sigh misscrookedlife90 2
years agoPineappleexspress 2 years ago yea dude its easy to get down 150 floors
Pineappleexspress 2 years agopatyxinha20 2 years ago R.I.P. all the victims of the world
trade center... patyxinha20 2 years agoTiconderRoga 2 years ago Did anyone die in dat
building? Cuz it was up for a pretty long time, it seems like it'd be easy to get out of the
building. TiconderRoga 2 years agoiliketoplaygames 2 years ago Thousands of people
died. iliketoplaygames 2 years agoDannyMeagz 2 years ago They didn't let them leave.
DannyMeagz 2 years agoJaeda890 2 years ago OMG THATS SOO SAD!! Jaeda890 2
years agoCRaddict 2 years ago 2 + R.I.P. CRaddict 2 years ago 2rsosa92 2 years ago
quienes son los boludos q estan filmando eeso ... en ves de irse a la mierda se quedan
filmando como boludos rsosa92 2 years agomijalocax3 2 years ago that was a sad day in
america and to any 1 who doesn't like america go fuck urselves because america and
americans are strong and we'[ll fuck up any1 who mess's with are country so if u don't
like us then go fuck urselves and get out of our country GOD BLESS AMERICA I
LOVE AMERICA AND IF U DONT AGREE WITH ME THEN FUCK U mijalocax3 2
years agoFBFdressageriderFBF 2 years ago I agree, but swears aren't needed, but still
GOD BLESS AMERICA FBFdressageriderFBF 2 years agoSharc88 2 years ago Whether
there was or wasn't a U.S. Govt. involvement in these attacks does not take away the fact
that many people lost their lives that day. So, I think its reprehensible that anyone would
say "Down with America". To all those that cheered these attacks on or who hate
America because she is beautuful, should Burn In Hell! Sharc88 2 years agoSurfinQ00 2
years ago @ Damnfx, SCREW YOU DOUCHEBAG THIS WAS A TRAGEDY why are
you even online if you are gonna suck, this was a horrible day for America SurfinQ00 2
years agorayzor6457 2 years ago why didn't they get any of the people on top of the
buildings? theres plenty of time to get them with helos. rayzor6457 2 years
agoLoveMy Mojo95 2 years ago yea i know, it stood like 40 mins before it finally came
down LoveMy Mojo95 2 years agoJakurda 2 years ago Who the fuck is 09/11???? Can
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you Vukovar 1991 in Croatia? This is a tragedy!!!!! Jakurda 2 years agoDamnfx 2 years
ago man, americans are so stupid. the whole world hates you, you go to Iraq to try and
help. When you get your city, pretty much all of the gangs there have killed each other,
and americans think that they did it on there own. Americas only ally is China so, if
theres going to be a world war 3 anytime soon, america my friend, you are screwed.
Damnfx 2 years agoRoYaLxTequila 2 years ago Who the fuck gave me that -?!!? THAT´S
TRUE IDIOT!!! Bush shot at some country, becaus he said sadam was there, but he
wasn´t and bush knew that! He just did that because he owned a part of a weapon
factoty and so he gets money. but sadam is also a part of that factory so he gets money
too!!! RoYaLxTequila 2 years agoGWno1 2 years ago ur ABSOLUTLY RIGHT GWno1
2 years agoGWno1 2 years ago That was the best day of my LIFE ! GWno1 2 years
agoguillaumepl 2 years ago go to hell guillaumepl 2 years agomijalocax3 2 years ago who
me mijalocax3 2 years agow0dis 2 years ago 3 R.I.P :( w0dis 2 years ago 3jogeryjogo 2
years ago JEWS CAUSED 9/11 ZIONISM IS RACISM jogeryjogo 2 years
agoFameForMe123 2 years ago I was 7 when this happend. I was only 20 minutes from
the city. I remember they closed school early, because I was in elementry, and everyone
thought that the country was under attack. My mom took me home, and we turned on
the TV and watched what happend. A few hours later... or maybe a few days later, there
was the news, then they showed the names, and ages of pretty much everyone tht died. I
almost lost my parents that day... and I will never forget it. RIP efor everyone who died
=[ FameForMe123 2 years agoluppiepoo 2 years ago I think I was about eleven when
this happened. I remember all the teachers crying, and then my mom coming to get us.
She made us hide in the basement, because she thought the whole country was under
attack. RIP. luppiepoo 2 years agoBSANDCSJOINIG94 2 years ago i saw the whole
thing from trafic on the triboro bridge i was seven so i didnt really know wat was going on
but this memmories i remember clearly BSANDCSJOINIG94 2 years agoJPEGSTEVE 2
years ago R.I.P to all those tht died tht day JPEGSTEVE 2 years agoGenericTacoMan 2
years ago i remember i was 7 when this happen my mom toke me out of school and this
was the only thing on television GenericTacoMan 2 years agoinfinity4life 2 years ago
RIP to all the people in the planes and the buildings. Fucking Terrorists! My dad and
grandpa almost died! infinity4life 2 years agoHORNIIGUY08 2 years ago unlucky, it
would have been good if they did, in place of two english people HORNIIGUY08 2 years
agoRoYaLxTequila 2 years ago Bush payed them for that, after it happened!
RoYaLxTequila 2 years agonickyrocks12 2 years ago wow i cryed as much as you gaped
,this is hurribel ,y could someone do that to us becuz we live a sertain way :(
nickyrocks12 2 years agonickyrocks12 2 years ago wow i cryed as much as you gaped
this is hurribel , y could someone do that to us becuz we live a sertain way nickyrocks12
2 years agoVinjakbgd 2 years ago ako ako i treba mamicu im jebem u pichku. Vinjakbgd 2
years agokingofkings1959 2 years ago 2 what the hell is wrong with you. i hope u die
bitch kingofkings1959 2 years ago 2Sullivan2k8 2 years ago YouDeserveitBitch you are
as sick as the arseholes who did this attack, Sick fuck R.I.P to those who lost there lives!
Sullivan2k8 2 years agohorthy222 2 years ago Is it true, all the jewish where there
work,(about 3000 person) didn't go to work on the day of september 11? horthy222 2
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years ago619matty619 2 years ago lots of people say it wasnt terriorsts that did it it was
the goverment their were bombs planted inside the building anfd the only people that died
in the planes were the piolets. 619matty619 2 years agoJonasBrothersROCK152 2 years
ago I heard that true do u know if its true? JonasBrothersROCK152 2 years
agoweeimcrazy 2 years ago omg what them people did acctually makes me sick, to think
this is what people want to do with their lifes its absolutly outragous and makes me
really angry. i dont have a clue what i woul do if i was in there and feel so bad for
everyone who was there and their family members who didn't have a clue what to do. and
to the comment below: you have a sick and twisted mind seriously get some help. R.I.P
everyone who died in this ridiculous plot. xx weeimcrazy 2 years ago260830107 2 years
ago y do i hear the barney song at 3:02 ? o.O 260830107 2 years agosinchenzo 2 years
ago i think it is terrible i dont know how somebody could do this sure they are terorists
(someone says that it was the goverment :( that would be even more sad how could a
goverment do that to their people) but that dosent mather every person whit a soul could
not do this :( how many people hawe sufferd :( sinchenzo 2 years agomarcostok 2 years
ago hi im from italy i watch all video it 5 star! take me at heart my god bush sucks
marcostok 2 years agoJonasBrothersROCK152 2 years ago Im not for Bush but hes not
to bad but i agree he does suck JonasBrothersROCK152 2 years agoHoBoMoBob 2
years ago Wow. Its hard for me to watch. Rest in peace all of the brave firefighters and
police officers and medical officers and everyday citizens who lost their lives in that
tragic day. God Bless America! HoBoMoBob 2 years agoAlex200809101112 2 years ago
This was so terrible. I remember watching a life travel show from NY on german TV and
then it happend. At first I thought it was a bad action movie but minutes later I saw the
news a realised that I was fucking real. That really shocked me and I still feel bad
watching it. God bless the people who died that day and their families!
Alex200809101112 2 years agoJojogirl002 2 years ago das ist voll schrecklich :O
Jojogirl002 2 years agodannnii2k8 2 years ago R.I.P People that died... =[ my dad was
injured in the london bombs.. =[ dannnii2k8 2 years agojohnykonta57 2 years ago fuck u
osmama bin laden johnykonta57 2 years agoshadmehr99 2 years ago and don't forget his
boss. to whom you pay taxes, and want to enslave you(and all human being) at the end.
shadmehr99 2 years agoSizinho 2 years ago crazy video...god bless you... Sizinho 2 years
agoSirlie08 2 years ago :( Ich muss heulen! :( Sirlie08 2 years agoElGeorgio21 2 years ago
2 Please, it's obvious it was an inside job don't you see the boms impact, on the plane or
on the building it was an inside job. Nasty goverment makes me fuckin' puke.
Pigs!!!!!!!!!! ElGeorgio21 2 years ago 2JanTurelur 2 years ago Die fire-liche Einweihung
von Ground Zero am 12. September 2001, getätigt durch Bürgermeister Quimbie, war
über alle Zweifel erhaben. Geladen waren Gäste aus Funk und Fernsehen, allen vorran der
Exilbochumer Herbert Grönemeyer, der Punkt Null Uhr mit seinem Hit "Flugzeuge im
Bauch" die Masse zum beben brachte. JanTurelur 2 years agojabbadu431 2 years ago Kill
terrorists. jabbadu431 2 years agosaintfan76 2 years ago 3 it wasnt a military plane
saintfan76 2 years ago 3masterzack 2 years ago listen to what she said in the video when
the 2nd plane hit " it was a military plane" we all know now that the government did this
to our people and it is sad to have lost somany people because of political ideas
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masterzack 2 years agoenuamelish 2 years ago THx for the video...it was really sad...if im
not wrong....i heard at 12:16,that that was a military plane,did you see it flying into the
building?? so...was it really a military plane,not a plane like we used to see at the
airports?? enuamelish 2 years agoHardstylePsycho 2 years ago nik nak paddy wak
HardstylePsycho 2 years ago2Winty22 2 years ago 12:18 and I quote "It was a military
plane" I'm not making it up folks. That's what they said 2Winty22 2 years
agoASHERDREW 2 years ago This is such a SAD SAD DAY!!!!!!! Remember this day,
9/11/01, "neverforget" the people and rescue personal who went to work and didnt come
home. ASHERDREW 2 years agouza3 2 years ago 3 I Hate Terrorists!!!!!!!!!!! If see
quasama benladin ill kill him uza3 2 years ago 3BillyMoviesWithPeter 2 years ago 2 I am
going to favouite this but not because I like what the video is about
BillyMoviesWithPeter 2 years ago 2sexybitch83400 2 years ago thats horrible, i am from
france but i live in us, thats terrible what happened.. i have still a lot of pain seeing that.
its not fair what happened to them... go is still here no worry sexybitch83400 2 years
agopunkedge1 2 years ago this is one of my favorite 911 vids punkedge1 2 years
agotwittybird13 2 years ago 4 so sad. twittybird13 2 years ago 4skatergirl3211 2 years
ago 2 RIP WTC vitims skatergirl3211 2 years ago 2BenStilller 2 years ago 2 Thank you!
BenStilller 2 years ago 2blastardinc 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam 9/11 was an inside job. blastardinc 2 years agogetherdone101 2 years ago
FUCKEN terrorists do hate beauce we are beter getherdone101 2 years agoelmorox1855 2
years ago this is terriblee.....stupid peples!! sheesh. elmorox1855 2 years agofnlfntsy247
2 years ago 2 i was just wondering, why didnt they send planes with water to take out
the fire and rescue people above the crash site? fnlfntsy247 2 years ago 2elmorox1855 2
years ago thats a good point...wow peoples dont think much these days...hence the
plane...in the building... elmorox1855 2 years agoflirtybb 2 years ago waz there smoke in
the bulding before the plane crashed in it? flirtybb 2 years agojr9595 2 years ago they
should hav ran out of ther home not just styand there jr9595 2 years agopanicmcr14 2
years ago 3 i hate people who say this was an inside job. panicmcr14 2 years ago
3THECHOSEN1IMGOD 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam I hate ignorant people like yourself, who, because they don't want to believe it,
can't see all the facts that have been put before you for years. THECHOSEN1IMGOD 2
years agohaelucynogenna 2 years ago 5:29 - 5:39 (left side) and 11:49 - 11:59 (right side)
haelucynogenna 2 years agoeggorox 2 years ago the thing in the sky? eggorox 2 years
agolpmac07 2 years ago Listen to me all you anti-war, anti-Bush, or anti-security
protesters, people, animals, or whatever. If you are one of those people who says that
the U.S. troops (may God be with them) are "terrorists in Iraq," then you are dead wrong.
THIS IS TERRORISM! This is why our troops are bravely fighting in Iraq, Afganistan,
Pakistan, and other centers of terrorism. Our troops are fighting in these places of
terrorism to secure our future. To make sure this doesn't happen again in your town, TO
YOU. lpmac07 2 years agoeggorox 2 years ago thnk u! eggorox 2 years agoteedotter 2
years ago Exactly! And it's very interesting that it was Bush and his pals that
orchestrated this entire sequence of events.. leading to the invasion of other countries in
the guise of "anti-terrorism", all the time fooling the masses by making them think the
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'terrorists' where behind all of this. teedotter 2 years agoPrincessElyonBrown 2 years ago
yeah. I agree with you Ipmac07, our troops are fighting so it doesn't happen in America
again.WE HATE YOU TERRORISTS!So whoever thinks that our troops are invading
Iraq, screw you. And anti-Bush people, sure he's made some bad choices, but he's still the
President. Well, not for long anyway PrincessElyonBrown 2 years agolpmac07 2 years
ago Thank you very much lpmac07 2 years agoronnin79 2 years ago Your troops fighting
for oil, no for democracy or against terrorism. Because of that you helping to Georgia,
because of that you are against Russia... America is huge, and you need natural resource
from siberia, avganistan, iraq... I am sorry because of this tragedy 9.11 and i thing that
should kill all that assholes terrorist, but you should admit somethings... But you are just
kid, and you are not more then 20 years old... You will understand much more when you
grown up. ronnin79 2 years agoa69a59b 2 years ago fuuck i regret making that comment
a69a59b 2 years agoDareybabes 2 years ago lol Dareybabes 2 years agoa69a59b 2 years
ago good guys : 0 bad guys: 1 a69a59b 2 years agolissa895 2 years ago omg wat is wrong
wt dis mother fuckers...how cn they agree to do diss i wish dat in da future dat dey invent
a time machine so dey cn tell pp; not to go to work dat day i just cnt believe wat is wrong
wit dis fucking shitty world when da plane crashed do u ever sit nd think wat were those
ppl thinking. is just so fucking sad lissa895 2 years agoSuperman8137 2 years ago Bush
wanted "terrorism attack" 11th september 2001. He knew it and wanted it! USA are the
most powerful manipulator of the world. Superman8137 2 years agosobo321 2 years ago
What is with the profanity and disrespect towards the victims? This is a touching video,
show some respect. sobo321 2 years agolpmac07 2 years ago Thank you so much.
lpmac07 2 years agojogeryjogo 2 years ago show hide jews caused 9/11 this was all an
inside job by jews ZIONISM IS RACISM jogeryjogo 2 years agobutmunch69 2 years
ago your absolutley supid butmunch69 2 years agoprincessmariathe1st 2 years ago
OMGAQSUCKS you are a fucking asshole princessmariathe1st 2 years
agoJustAnEfffigy 2 years ago 2 Those inhuman little fuckers.. My heart goes out to the
many people who died that day, along with their family and loved ones. JustAnEfffigy 2
years ago 2longikongi 2 years ago hey ....after this attack ...fucking bush attaked on
Afghanistan ....without knowing ...that who the fuck who was that man ,...that attacked
on WTc. AFTER 3 years ...they find out. who was that man . Zekriya . from fucking
america... i will kill u bush ...motha fuck a americaaaaaaaa longikongi 2 years
agocoreythegangsta0901 2 years ago DONT DELETE THIS BECUASE IM CRYING
BUT I SAW PEOPLE JUMPING AND ONE OF THE PEOPLE THAT JUMPED IS
MY UNCLE Jonathan Briley he is "the falling man" coreythegangsta0901 2 years
agolongikongi 2 years ago nice.....do it again. kill the fucking america longikongi 2 years
agoBlist34 2 years ago Kill innocents? Fuck off please Blist34 2 years agostfuhoe1212 2
years ago ill fucking murder you in ur sleep u fucking bitch ass mother fucking faggot dont
let me fucking find ur punk ass stfuhoe1212 2 years agoswaydizzle8569 2 years ago does
it make you feel good to support a terrorist attack you heartless piece of shit
swaydizzle8569 2 years agoBlist34 2 years ago This video really open my eyes Blist34 2
years agox33anjax33 2 years ago but there is a video with osama bin laden right? he said
that it was his work. so i did understand that.. x33anjax33 2 years agowilliam08000 2
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years ago bonne vidéo william08000 2 years agosadiebella13 2 years ago fuck those damn
terrorists how could someone do this they r just messed messed up fu osama bin laden
bless all our troops sadiebella13 2 years agoCandlesInADaze 2 years ago fuck those
americans how could someone invade countless countrys, kill countless civilions they are
just messed messed up. CandlesInADaze 2 years ago031729126 2 years ago what is
wrong with this ill terrotist?! 031729126 2 years agocikaro85 2 years ago actually I did a
research and all of this wasn't muslim plan. Actually all of this was israel plan because
two days or days before the attack all jewish workers that work at world trade center was
gone. They've all missing before the attack. And i dont know where the hell workers go.
And then president george w.bush tell that all this was plan by muslim especially osama
bin laden. At was not muslim plan but it is israel plan. Thats the information that i got
after my research. cikaro85 2 years agorodrigo415 2 years ago i love you rodrigo415 2
years agohwame 2 years ago I watched this live,(I'm English and saw this on British TV)
little commentary, not sure what was happening, total disbelief, I couldn't comprehend
what I was seeing. It never ceases to shock me, no matter how many times I see it. The
horror or it all. It is extremely difficult to watch, but you were right to post this. I can
understand the anger expressed but all I feel is a profound sorrow for those that were
killed and that their families had to witness it as it was happening. hwame 2 years
agoDarkZux 2 years ago that collapsing freaked me out...that bush can't do anything right
for america...and if i was the president of that country...first i would build new world
trade center...and then other stuff!!! DarkZux 2 years agoericndens 2 years ago Yeah they
are but they are going to call it the Freedom Tower. ericndens 2 years agomallikahd 2
years ago must be hard when u live there and ur reminded everyday mallikahd 2 years
agoHasotweb 2 years ago hmm it's so interesting to watch this in real time. im sorry for
the people who had to experience this though... Hasotweb 2 years agoelchito86 2 years
ago Bush=Hitler CIA=SS elchito86 2 years agobrothertarikh 2 years ago The woman
holding the camera said that one of the planes looked like a MILITARY plane. hmmm
brothertarikh 2 years agoMaster666555 2 years ago 4 God bless the victims.We`ll never
forget you. Master666555 2 years ago 4ThaissaMoreiraBraga 2 years ago Yes i know this
is very sad for me too.I just wish them good luck and i'll never forbet this.
ThaissaMoreiraBraga 2 years agoXdarkelveX 2 years ago 3 ofmg 7:42 theres a guy
throwing himself XdarkelveX 2 years ago 3inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago omg wat
happened is it a vid on you tube if it is is it called tht inlovwitedwardc13 2 years
agoinlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago 2 im not supportn bush but no hes not hes not killen
religons people he hasnt killed over half the world inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago
2inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago 2 omg no its not were actually country thts togethr even
though our pres suck dnt tlk bout mii country like tht were actuallyFREE unlike u
inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago 2MikeT54 2 years ago Israel is way better than any of U
mofo's. The US would gladly help Isreal. Bin Ladin is this time's Hitler and like the real
Hitler the good guys will own him so much he'll kill him self MikeT54 2 years
agosuckmycockyanks 2 years ago no.. bush is this times hitler suckmycockyanks 2 years
agolucienne05 2 years ago i dont like this!! its scary and bad!! lucienne05 2 years
agoJanTurelur 2 years ago Wo damals das World Trade Center stand, ist nun eine riesige
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Fläche, bezeichnet als Ground Zero, in ehrenhaftem Gedenken an den ersten Ground Zero
der Menschheitsgeschichte, den die Amerikaner Mitte der 40er Jahre des vergangenen
Jahrhunderts in einer unbedeutenden japanischen Stadt angelegt hatten. Nun gibt es Pläne
der US Regierung, auf dem Ground Zero einen 400 Meter hohen Geldspeicher nach
Plänen des Entenhausener Architekten Duck van der Rohe zu errichten. JanTurelur 2
years agoGoDslilangel6896 2 years ago thats horrifiin GoDslilangel6896 2 years
agoxgrawxhu 2 years ago No this isnt his vid tho xgrawxhu 2 years agohanspring15 2
years ago There are a few parts that really get to me. First, the part where you can hear
all of the fire engines and emergency vehicles and comotion. That is just horrible.
Secondly, when the towers colapse. It is so devistating my heart just drops. And thirdly
when you can see all of the smoke. I knew there was a lot but this close up version is like
actually being there. It is amazing how much your point of view changes when you get a
closer view. hanspring15 2 years agodiamondmm11 2 years ago 2 omfg they were so
close!!!!!!! what in the woorldd!??? the smoke was coming to their window and
everything.. wow thats just crazy.. r.i.p to everyone who died due to 9/11 :[ and by the
way; uhm not all muslims are terrorists im a muslim myself;so please watch what you
say because not everyone is the same diamondmm11 2 years ago 2hanspring15 2 years
ago I agree. hanspring15 2 years agobombbeat2 2 years ago when he said that was
awesome dang him bombbeat2 2 years agoFuckYourAssIdiot 2 years ago .....
FuckYourAssIdiot 2 years agoOnionKnight887 2 years ago 3 The thing that got me most
about this video was the vaguely cheerful music playing in the background at the
beginning... Scary. OnionKnight887 2 years ago 3ryry627 2 years ago I'm so sorry. God
bless America. ryry627 2 years agoAntares1884 2 years ago God bless America,
Greetings from Venezuela Antares1884 2 years agoLadyTimpani12 2 years ago I broke
down as soon as I heard that person crying, Those damn Terrorists, curse them all for
killing innocent lives!!! LadyTimpani12 2 years agocheduepallet 2 years ago INSIDE
JOB cheduepallet 2 years agohockeytown045 2 years ago is it bad that i don't feel
anything? hockeytown045 2 years agosteel12boy 2 years ago in 26 min you have time to
run.....but there was lots of people...GOD Bless them.....7 years....incredible....
steel12boy 2 years agoXdarkelveX 2 years ago wtf its not 5 years ago its 7 years ago,
retard XdarkelveX 2 years agohockeytown045 2 years ago well. were you there to
videotape it? hockeytown045 2 years agoaZn0vvNz56 2 years ago you are an idiot. Look
at when he posted this video... "retard" aZn0vvNz56 2 years agoTLZ101 2 years ago this
video was posted 2 years ago not last week TLZ101 2 years agovinceyk189 2 years ago
remember our fallen brothers. thanks for this tribute vinceyk189 2 years agogandza666 2
years ago watch the details?? what s flying between 5:30- 5:39 at left side of your screen
,and 11:49 - 12:00 at right area ? is it a plane? part of crashed building flying limply ? or
just a bird ? gandza666 2 years agotruescool 2 years ago dude ..26 mins truescool 2 years
agoxboy2655 2 years ago i kinda feel bad that i really dont care bout 9/11 dont get me
wrong i love this country but i was in mexico when this happend and it really didnt
impact me so much cuz i just thought that they whould get over it but now 7 years later
it still tears at the souls of countless americans..... xboy2655 2 years agolilMushii 2 years
ago 26 fucking minutes!! holy crap!! lilMushii 2 years agoFuel187 2 years ago
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Remembering our Fallen Rrothers that were Innocent Victims Of the Internationally
Known World Tragedy September 11th Attacks of Terror, close to 3,000 lives Viciously
taken with no Clear Justification but hate and anger deceptions and cold heartless human
beings destroying Peace that our Mankind has long wished for,Rest In Peace to all the
Innocent,As day Comes And Night Falls, For The Rest Of Our lives we'll Miss ya'll and
even though life must go on we still mourn while wishing ya'll were home Fuel187 2 years
agoaklemer15 2 years ago wow............... aklemer15 2 years agoElifusumbobobis37 2
years ago R.I.P I think i saw someone jump!?! Elifusumbobobis37 2 years agoakxx30 2
years ago amazing video akxx30 2 years agoBiGPiMPiN591 2 years ago im russian i feel
sorry for all who died , Iraq is suffering now for what they did, but i think everything was
a fake to give USA a reason to impound Iraq and steal oil. BiGPiMPiN591 2 years
agoblackoutGMan 2 years ago R.I.P blackoutGMan 2 years agoMichoacanGangsta 2
years ago fuck bush MichoacanGangsta 2 years agopatsfan7500 2 years ago bombs were
not planted in the bulding the beams didnt have enough fire proofing on them so the
temperature caused the beams to bend nd caused the collapse patsfan7500 2 years
agoaklemer15 2 years ago bullshit there were explosives in the buildings aklemer15 2
years agogandza666 2 years ago watch the details?? what s flying between 5:30- 5:39 at
left side of your screen ,and 11:49 - 12:00 at right area ? is it a plane? part of crashed
building flying limply ? or just a bird ? gandza666 2 years agoFaridosS 2 years ago U
deserve it ;) FUCK USA ! FaridosS 2 years agoMarstal95 2 years ago Shut the fuck up
you fucking idiot Marstal95 2 years agoRoughRay2212 2 years ago Your a fucking cunt
that needs to go commit suicide. RoughRay2212 2 years agoFaridosS 2 years ago And
that comes from a fatty American that have nothing to life for !!! GO eat at mcdonalds u
fat ass bitch !!! Maybee it will make u fell better ! FaridosS 2 years agoMikeT54 2 years
ago If I had to choose wether to save a dog and FaridosS from a burning building I would
save the dog and kill FaridosS my self. MikeT54 2 years agoDaSoulSlasher 2 years ago its
actually alquada but i dont think u care DaSoulSlasher 2 years agoGriphus88 2 years ago
i'm italian...i was watching tv when it's happened..Till now I feel the sadness in my
hearth...Last november I went to ground zero and I cried like an american... Griphus88 2
years agoManfat20009 2 years ago 2 R.I.P for all those ppl that died why all those ppl!!
Fuck U ALCAIDA!!!!!! BURN IN HELL!! Manfat20009 2 years ago 2DJOrfaRulzz 2
years ago 3 R.I.P DJOrfaRulzz 2 years ago 3EminhoBHF 2 years ago bush knocked
down the towers EminhoBHF 2 years agoBillyZ95 2 years ago 2 i was 6 or 7 when this
happened i will never forget the pictures i seen BillyZ95 2 years ago 2VS24AT 2 years
ago Thanks for putting the vid out there VS24AT 2 years agoKittyCatOHara 2 years ago
We don't expect or what your pity. We simply hope that everyone can remember this
day and never let yourselves forget the horrible reality of terriorism and hate.
KittyCatOHara 2 years agozipmatt 2 years ago murder cases hinge on motive, the 911
truth movement and fabled enemies vid (over an hour long) present several possible. But
they are the only people working properly on a conviction for the 'real' evil murderers
responsible,, not only for this ! zipmatt 2 years agosibirc7 2 years ago 3 Omg poor
people......Those Bastards hwo did this ....Hope they burn in hell forever sibirc7 2 years
ago 3BcozWeGotHigh69 2 years ago but wtf why would the goverment do this to their
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own country!? im sure they wouldnt.. would they? someone explain this is so fucked!
BcozWeGotHigh69 2 years agozipmatt 2 years ago It could be because God gave them
the idea in the first place, checkat Revelation 17;17 and the rest of the Revelation, esp.18
in the online bible or on my channel. Watch fabled enemies vid if u want to know why, its
very interesting indeed zipmatt 2 years ago1293i 2 years ago I feel sorry americans, but i
don't feel sorry american goverment... 1293i 2 years agoxxKelseyKinsxx 2 years ago 2 I
can't quite get my head around the enormous tragedy this was, and still is. I'm 16 now so
it's taken 7 years for it to sink in. Anyone who can make a joke out of this is sick in the
head, and you should be burning in hell aswell as those who made this happen. God Bless
America and all those who died that day x xxKelseyKinsxx 2 years ago 2Vabapaase 2
years ago Omfg. Very good video! Vabapaase 2 years agoFreethinker33rd 2 years ago
Operation Northwoods Freethinker33rd 2 years agocarloscm316 2 years ago min. 11:52
to 11:58 u can see a UFO flying by the towers...can barely see the object flashing because
of the sunlight reflex.....amazing...if u are with my reply this coment.. carloscm316 2
years agozipmatt 2 years ago yeah i can see it - it may be the american special operations
plane, i saw it in the new [fabled enemies][] vid, is favourate on m y channel. Have u
looked at the unusual image at 14.05 - 14.08 zipmatt 2 years agoMainstreamSmasher 2
years ago yeah. two steelframe buildings collapsed at the same kind a way and to this the
best joke: the wtc7 building. hey, peoples: what about a big applaud for this fuckung
great show from the cia and the think tank who stand behind this? MainstreamSmasher 2
years agoNoobass2oooo 2 years ago the heat of the jet fuel melted the metal and
weakened the supports the top fell which capsized the rest of building floor by floor.
Noobass2oooo 2 years agomimicrobZ 2 years ago my god t-t mimicrobZ 2 years
agopauluks117 2 years ago OMG !!!! pauluks117 2 years agoiOwnANigger 2 years ago
Who are the fastest readers in the world? ~Americans, they went through 500 stories in 5
seconds iOwnANigger 2 years agohugodominguez9 2 years ago 2 the footage is truly
amazing, this is one of the saddest days of my life. School was cancelled that day because
our teachers were unable to teach due to the trajedy. I was only 11 and I knew that in the
future something catastrophic was going to happen. (war). I hope the war ends soon and
they bring back my cousin. hugodominguez9 2 years ago 2agsmallticket 2 years ago
Nothing i hate more than the fucking muslims and osama bin laden. They are scum to this
earth. This is all they do. Man God I pray that those guys rest in peace and al queda and
the muslims die. That guy is a piece of shit for a life so he can go jump off a bridge and
burn with the devil. USA USA USA agsmallticket 2 years agoMainstreamSmasher 2
years ago You stupid asshole!!!!!!!! Bush government has engineered 9/11 you full-bum!
Planned by the cia(al-qaida) or bilderberg group. what the hell are you a unknowable
stupid fool??? MainstreamSmasher 2 years agoThatdude64 2 years ago Muslims did not
do this ya own government did this so they can go to war and take the oil from the middle
east Thatdude64 2 years agomrps3fan 2 years ago no they didnt u fucking retard
mrps3fan 2 years agoThatdude64 2 years ago 3 so the same Muslims who had
relationship with the bush family did this. and from their we went into Iraq and
Afghanistan with was based on a lie next is Iran witch is based on another lie. its just one
lie after the other if you look at the evidence their is no way the Muslims could have
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pulled this off. and all the countries were going into all have oil and oil = money. and
these countries dont even have the military strength to beat us and we know this and the
Muslims know this Thatdude64 2 years ago 3xxKelseyKinsxx 2 years ago I agree with all
my heart. I'm not from the USA but I back it 100% because it's a beautiful country with
beautiful people. I hope the people who made this happen burn forever. xxKelseyKinsxx
2 years agoKimmiko 2 years ago Oh my God. I was only 11 when that happened. I
remember my teacher turning on the news in class. Oh God. I can't help but cry.
Kimmiko 2 years agoSomethingpower 2 years ago the music? Somethingpower 2 years
agomarimba101 2 years ago my god, just to hear those sirens brings tears to my eyes...
marimba101 2 years agolessergod001 2 years ago THANK YOU JUST THANK YOU
lessergod001 2 years agoamangonecrazy 2 years ago did both towers get hit bya plane?
amangonecrazy 2 years agoaustrailianpirate 2 years ago I knew a guy.... he jumped. : ( rip
austrailianpirate 2 years agowowdude999 2 years ago that stinks man :( wowdude999 2
years agoOMGAQSUCKS 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam god sucks toenail. terrorists! now they are cool! OSAMA BIN LADEN! YOU
ARE THE FUCKING BEST!!! OMGAQSUCKS 2 years agohockeykingr 2 years ago
kill yourself chode licker hockeykingr 2 years agoCloudmasterblast 2 years ago wat the
fuck u asshole do u know WAT THESE PEOPLE FILMING AND THE POEPLE
THERE HAD TO GO THROUGH WAT THE FUCKING SHIT U ROYAL
ASSHOLE DO U EVEN KNOW THEIR PAIN I SWEAR TO FUCKING GOD I
HOPE U KNOW THEIR PAIN AND I PRAY I FUCKING PRAY THAT U BURN IN
HELL! Cloudmasterblast 2 years agohockeykingr 2 years ago wat the fuck are u replying
to me for wat did i even say. and if you think that i dont know what everyone in the
U.S.A went through that day than go kill yourself you fucking dick licking assfuck. my
mom is a flight attendent and she was working that day and she works a Logan Airport
how do u think i felt along with many other people wondering if the parents were still
fucking alive so dont tell me i dont know wat people went through you douche bag
hockeykingr 2 years agosandraAskim 2 years ago wtf???!!! sandraAskim 2 years
agoMikeT54 2 years ago If u love him so much go fuck him in the ass. If I were president
I would Nuke the entire middle east. There are to many supporters of terorism. Kill em
all at once MikeT54 2 years agohebiluver13 2 years ago i am crying rite now, how can
anyone be so heartless and kill hundreds od ppl and dont even care!? no one is that evil.
9/11 and pearl harbor r the worst things 2 happen 2 us, its already been 7 years and i still
cant believe it happened and that we lived through such a tradgedy that generations 2
come will never 4get. damn that freakin osama! hebiluver13 2 years agoannie46664 2
years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Most don't know that the
TOWERS were completely SHUT DOWN for 'MAINTENANCE' under the PORT
AUTHORITY on the weekend of 8th/9th SEPT! NO ELECTRICITY! No surveilance
cameras, no security staff nor dogs! ZILCH! The buildings were teaming with
WORKMEN wearing overalls & carrying toolboxes & rolls of cables! WHO WERE
THESE FOREIGN WORKERS & WHAT WERE THEY DOING GOING FROM
FLOOR TO FLOOR WITH ACCESS TO EVERY INCH OF THE BUILDINGS? Now!
WHY DOES THE PORT AUTHORITY DENY THAT 8/9 SEPT W/END SHUT
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DOWN? annie46664 2 years agoJismyheart 2 years ago 2 I remember this day clearly... I
cried then and I cried now. May all those lost RIP and let us never forget 9/11.
Jismyheart 2 years ago 2LAUGhxiTx0Ff 2 years ago wow. this video made me cry, i
remember this day seven years ago. sitting my 1st grade classroom, it was a beautiful
morning. a great fall day about to start. until, we get an early dismissal because there
"bees outside all over the place" but once i got home, i see my mom on the phone, tears in
her eyes, the t.v. on. she's praying that my cousin wasnt hurt at all (she was on the
subway underneath the WTC). that day, i will never forget. its a scar that will never heal
in all of our hearts. LAUGhxiTx0Ff 2 years agoteeje37 2 years ago 5 RIP for all those ppl
that died god bless america hopefully somethin else dosent happend RIP to ppl who died
on 9/11 god bless america teeje37 2 years ago 5lnk12494 2 years ago 3 drtbyher123sucks u should really go to hell. they shouldnt let terrorists like you on youtube. what if
your mom was in that building, she would of died. do u even care about anyone but
yourself and your stupid country?? honestly u should really go to hell. i feel bad saying
this but i hope something makes u realize how horribe this was! lnk12494 2 years ago
3number1hickchick 2 years ago 5 I didn't know anyone who died in 9/11,but for the first
time in a long time I cried for the sake of someone else instead of crying over my own
needs,I think I needed to cry for that kind of reason we all do,R.I.P to the heros of 9/11<3
number1hickchick 2 years ago 5davebc666 2 years ago 5 im from Canada and thats so
sad... thats the problem about the terrorists!!! they destroy civilans lifes... Brothers...
sisters... friends... fathers... mothers... everyone and for people who dont know why they
are in pakistants u got a reason... R.I.P everybody and R.I.P fallen sodiers davebc666 2
years ago 5MikeT54 2 years ago they know they would get crushed if the took us head
on, so They attack by suprise and on civilians. U terrorist... I hope ur watchin cause U all
are pussies. U can't when by faighting like men so u sneak attack and use each other as
wepons. MikeT54 2 years agoBloodyMilfordCubicle 2 years ago 5 excuse me for the
language but these FUCKING TERRORISTS should BURN IN HELL! they should be
ASHAMED of themselfs bring ILLEGAL weapons on a plane a using it for mischief and
killing INNOCENT people FUKING ASSHOLE terrorists BURN IN HELL!!!!!!
BloodyMilfordCubicle 2 years ago 5masonbowen 2 years ago acually, there were alot of
verry imortant ppl in that particular spot the first plane hit. 1 of witch i knew. we were
on phone talking about taking a vacation with our families next day.huh who whould have
known. we shoulda skiped work togeather that week like we said...R.I.P. masonbowen 2
years agoz3r0MaNc3r26 2 years ago Our own government murder our own people. Sad
to say, but true. We need to know the turth... z3r0MaNc3r26 2 years
agoBloodyMilfordCubicle 2 years ago hello people!!!!! BloodyMilfordCubicle 2 years
agoMikeT54 2 years ago we can't forget the people who died in the pentogon and the
field in PA. May they rest in Piece as well MikeT54 2 years agobedhead111 2 years ago
oo god i cant even watch 1 minute of it w/out crying bedhead111 2 years agodrtbyker123
2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam typical american shit
right here fuck america drtbyker123 2 years agoMikeT54 2 years ago 2 Fuck u ass hole if
u don't like america don't watch the fucking video. U are probably a fucking terrorist
supporter, and I hope u burn in hell. U know what I hope u go to an even worse place
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then hell because U burning for eternity wouldn't satisfy me. USA USA USA. MikeT54
2 years ago 2MikeT54 2 years ago My last comment was ment for drtbyker123
MikeT54 2 years agobedhead111 2 years ago if you hate america so much why don't you
fucking leave the country then! bedhead111 2 years agoAshtinblink184 2 years ago :'[ so
sad. Ashtinblink184 2 years agoKindww 2 years ago Que impresionantes imágenes, Dios
bendiga a los estados Unidos y America. Kindww 2 years agotrident68 2 years ago What
happened at 11:45-46? Editing of the film? trident68 2 years agowolfloverforevr 2 years
ago My dad died on the 9/11 plane wolfloverforevr 2 years agogunsnroses0000 2 years
ago I'm sorry to hear that, wolfloverforevr. Which plane was he on, if you don't mind me
asking? gunsnroses0000 2 years agowolfloverforevr 2 years ago flight 93 wolfloverforevr
2 years agorandomjuff 2 years ago you can't just get over the murders of almost 3000
people... how would you feel if someone you knew died there? randomjuff 2 years
agoabarre6 2 years ago wwerockscooby, u r so right, with that,they should care about 911
abarre6 2 years agoDevinsChristmas 2 years ago How dare you all get on here and use
such language. This is a video to remember that horrible day. You all should be ashamed!
DevinsChristmas 2 years agomelody98791 2 years ago Juliandlt, you're just a STUPID
BITCH. This was a HORRIBLE thing, but you're just to FUKING stupid to understand
that! I hope you BURN IN HELL. melody98791 2 years agowwerockscooby 2 years ago
thats DAMN right all of those fucking people who lost there lives cause of the acts of the
bigest assholes in the world is horrible and for u to say that we deserved that then fuck
you 911 is a horrible day in my live and all the americans who had to watch the buildings
burn and fall so screw anybody who says they dont care bout 911. wwerockscooby 2
years agoBrandonAndJacobfilms 2 years ago you're abosutely right about that!!
BrandonAndJacobfilms 2 years agoBrandonAndJacobfilms 2 years ago god bless america
BrandonAndJacobfilms 2 years agoHansenet 2 years ago I mean after the Iran Revolution
the USA must have seen that it would be only a matter of time until more and more
islamic states would adapt the iranic attitude against the USA. So why did the help the
Taliban or Saddam Hussein or other Warlords, ist just senseless and stupid. Its
nearsighted actings, like so often in politics. And a result of the aim of every state to
reach to a rapid advance for own good. This always results in superficial overview of the
whole situation. Hansenet 2 years agowwerockscooby 2 years ago 2 OMg this is one of
the most sadest moments of my life and every year till we all die we will remember this
or until bin ladin is died and who ever thinks this should have happened then we should
knock them out!!!! i also fell very sad for BOB and ERI for having to watch those people
fly planes into the WTC and watc them collaspe and then have the guts to put this on
youtube you no how hard that is to do.!! wwerockscooby 2 years ago
2lepape74374374374 2 years ago "Nick Nack Padiwak, give the dog a booone"... And
then she opens the window. lepape74374374374 2 years agokoko0358 2 years ago 5 we
can never 4get this day because if we do this will happen again koko0358 2 years ago
5a69a59b 2 years ago bush is a terrist and not only from 9 / 11 a69a59b 2 years
agodanpmabc123 2 years ago Learn to spell you uneducated piece of shit, and show some
damn respect. But R.I.P to all. danpmabc123 2 years agoThaShowtyme 2 years ago fuck
you u muslim/arab cunts u all deserve to die. OSAMA UR A DEAD CUNT
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ThaShowtyme 2 years agoNATHANNARCISSIST1 2 years ago juliandlt shut the fuck
up the only reason why your saying all that shit is because its not your country im not
being racist but i bet if your fuckin family got deported you would be all crying you
would cry if your parents got shot to death by border patrol and you guys are fucking
hypocrites it was on news that cuban immagrants are treated like shit and you guys give
them death penalty and life sentences when you guys say oh you guys should let us stay
these poeple are losing family you shutup NATHANNARCISSIST1 2 years
agocheduepallet 2 years ago INSIDE JOB cheduepallet 2 years agoddini500 2 years ago I
can't believe the disrespect of all those who take the time to insult and laugh at a national
tragedy.. You people probably deserve worse than those who actually died in those
buildings. How can humans have no respect for life. That makes me deathly sick to my
stomach. Laughing? OMFG how could that be possible. You don't need to give a "fck" to
be respectful just shut up and keep it to yourself. I dare you to say that to one of the
victims families. ddini500 2 years agoalimcd2011 2 years ago i love how fuck bags who
comment mean things on here actually take the time to look up 9/11 videos lol
alimcd2011 2 years ago77Hornet77 2 years ago jesus christ lady it was the f-ing trade
center of course there were people at work..........retard 77Hornet77 2 years
agowvuthebest08 2 years ago You people have no respect, noheart. Millions of lives were
lost that day. wvuthebest08 2 years agopedrohissa2 2 years ago Millions? pedrohissa2 2
years agoPivotDude51895 2 years ago He has no heart... get it? PivotDude51895 2 years
agojuliandlt 2 years ago show hide ah fuck all haters i still don;t give a fuck viva la raza de
mexico juliandlt 2 years agojuliandlt 2 years ago show hide who ever recorded this vid is a
pussy shes all crying like a bitch man shut the fuck up slut juliandlt 2 years agoddini500
2 years ago You're the bitch for commenting a lame as response to something so serious.
Go to hell you piece of shit. ddini500 2 years agoHansenet 2 years ago 3 You prick
would have cried the same way, these pictures would have overwhelmend everyone who
saw them live. Hansenet 2 years ago 3Hansenet 2 years ago Except probably those who
expected this happenings to come up. Like Osama the old motherfucker who listened
radio that day waiting for the attacks to arise. How ironic the Americans fight now the
friend of yesterday. Lern your lesson: Never support your enemys enemy, because it can
turn into your enemy. Its like building a house that collapses every again after you built
it. Hansenet 2 years agophilliesMVP616 2 years ago 2 what, are you upset the rest of
your family jumped the boarder into the greatest country in the world and you got left
behind? philliesMVP616 2 years ago 2zok888 2 years ago haha zok888 2 years
agohicitronella 2 years ago whats so funny about that thousands of people died..Thats
not funny at all...God that was terrible. hicitronella 2 years agobsurocker10 2 years ago
fuck u itsossama bsurocker10 2 years agoTHEGEACH 2 years ago fuck you muslim
bastards!! allah is a fucking retard...ill shit on your muslim graves!! THEGEACH 2 years
agopshizz 2 years ago 2 NEVER FORGET 9/11/01 pshizz 2 years ago 2itisosama8 2
years ago worse shit happens all over the world, fck it itisosama8 2 years
agoraddaradda01 2 years ago THIS WAS A VERY SAD DAY FOR US AND WILL BE
FOREVER REMEMBERED NOW A MOMENT OF SILENCE ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... .....
TO ALL THE THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE THAT HAVE DIED IN AND OUT OF
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THE WORLD TRADE CENTER! YOU MAY BE GONE BUT SURELY NOT
FORGOTTEN. T_T DAMN THOSE TERRORISTS!!!! sorry for my harsh language.
raddaradda01 2 years ago Prev 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 Next Reply Block User Unblock
User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners
Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode:
Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear
all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active
list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading
playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions
Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27
Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video...
characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments
(47,036) Nonfatspartan86 2 years ago i think and this my opion but is it me or are people
starting to forget Nonfatspartan86 2 years ago RAHAproductions 2 years ago oh that's
fucked up you can see people falling at like 10:40 and she doesn't notice holy shit
RAHAproductions 2 years ago zakaslamuk 2 years ago if you saw this attack with your
own eyes then you know how civillians in 60 countries felt like when you drop bombs on
them. join the anti war and speak out zakaslamuk 2 years ago zakaslamuk 2 years ago
show hide so what whats the big deal, iraqi civilians go through this every day
zakaslamuk 2 years ago krystaltips1 2 years ago I felt shaky and sick watching this video
im english and this still makes me feel sick to this day! The worst day for me i cant
imagine what you americans were feeling :( xxxxxxxxxx krystaltips1 2 years ago
zakaslamuk 2 years ago you never forget how the japanese civilian roasted to death
including new born babies, and the bombs dropped on iraq in 3 wars against a country
with no defence to fight back zakaslamuk 2 years ago juliandlt 2 years ago show hide who
gives a fuck all who died fuck em i dont give ahit im glad there dead hahahahahahaha
juliandlt 2 years ago meandmycuz13 2 years ago you no what juliandlt you can just go
and make your stupid comments but just remember the ones who don't make rude
comments won't go to hell like you will meandmycuz13 2 years ago
AmericanHistoryLover 2 years ago You must enjoy abuse if you make a comment like
that. AmericanHistoryLover 2 years ago linkfan160 2 years ago my school had a moment
of silence yesterday at 911. i felt sad...... linkfan160 2 years ago DeidaraIsCute 2 years
ago you to? DeidaraIsCute 2 years ago Hardcoresnake247 2 years ago 4 Mine did too
linkfan160...but 2 girls behind me continued to talk holding their cell phones. After the
moment of silence in front of the whole class i took their cell phones and i tossed it in the
trash cans in front of everyone. They flipped out and the teacher didn't say anything
about it. Disrespect like that.....i have no tolerance for. Hardcoresnake247 2 years ago 4
xJordinSparksfanx 2 years ago 4 is it true that this is a conspiracy and that American
Government planned all of this because to stay rich you need to be in war so we needed a
big excuse to go to war ... I DONT BELIEVE THIS WAS A CONSPIRACy i am just
wondering who actually thinks that .. and i guess you can say yes or no .. but i want a
thought out answer because i just want to know WHy people think its a conspiracy God
Bless Everyone Who Died & May God Have Mercy On WHOEVER Did This
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xJordinSparksfanx 2 years ago 4 alexjones4president 2 years ago Zero: An Investigation
Into 9/11 This is the most important movie of our time. Please watch part 1-10 and god
bless America. We will never forget. alexjones4president 2 years ago mileyrocks2 2 years
ago 2 now i understand it was not towers,it WAS THE USA, IT WAS THE HEART. its
hard 2 watch,thanks for putting it up,we needed 2 really know wat happened. sorry 2 all
the loved 1s who lost someone or died. mileyrocks2 2 years ago 2 mileyrocks2 2 years
ago 2 omg.you guys acually had to watch it fall,im so sorry.i remember being in
kindergarden when this happened,my mom and grandma found out by my moms friend
banging on the door and telling them 2 turn on the news.i remember it was just an
ordaniery day,having fun with my friends i was 6,then the princble come on and told the
teachers 2 turn on the news,all i could understand was that some kind of towers fell, then
kids leaving.3rd grade i understood. mileyrocks2 2 years ago 2 TrinityBloodRox 2 years
ago i was also in kindergarden...i didnt find out what happened till i went home and my
parents were watching the news...we had a moment of scielence the nest day
TrinityBloodRox 2 years ago ADC417 2 years ago alifeva 1 fuck you! can't you be
respectful? ADC417 2 years ago DeadCedric 2 years ago INSIDE JOB PEOPLE COM
ON DeadCedric 2 years ago 209bubbles209 2 years ago i cried forever..... cuz my grandpa
was murdered by the terrorists on the plane and i know now that he died for history...
my brothers and i knownthat the day would come but momma says hes in a safer place
now... GODBLESS! 209bubbles209 2 years ago NARproductions 2 years ago R.I.P
NARproductions 2 years ago frreshprincessz 2 years ago It doesn't take the brightest
person to truly KNOW that 9/11 wasn't planned by this al qaeda . I mean its common
sense, nothing made sense since September 11 itself, so why live in such denial. People of
America deserve the truth. & i guarantee you that until something WORST than 9/11
happens people will still believe the government. I must admit, they've done a pretty
good job though at hiding things, because I know that there are many souls out there
searching for the truth. frreshprincessz 2 years ago alifeva1 2 years ago Osama said it
right...he wanted us to taste the innocent bloodshed that his people and other countries
have been tasting for years. Sooo, how does it taste??? alifeva1 2 years ago
fabulositygirl95 2 years ago weres the south yower and omg that is so sad rip everybody
god bless u fabulositygirl95 2 years ago mrsshrimpcookie 2 years ago 1 My friends
birthday is 9-11 and 2 why were you laughing!!!! thats so mean you could have died and
someone that was o inasent died! you should be happy that you didnt! mrsshrimpcookie
2 years ago Onjache 2 years ago Oh my God :-( :-( :-( Onjache 2 years ago
ImaFancyDiamond68 2 years ago wow this is heart wrentching even today. r.i.p.
everyone who died we remember you even 7 years later ImaFancyDiamond68 2 years ago
BahamadogMCJBpop 2 years ago yo dude y didnt u run when the smoke came like an
inch away from ur building!! BahamadogMCJBpop 2 years ago Bvista9 2 years ago Yeah
I agree You could of been hurt! Bvista9 2 years ago alyakimcuttie 2 years ago wat the hell
ur a reatard why would u make fun of it like that???why would u b like ooo was that a
plane obvisly it was alyakimcuttie 2 years ago SunnyHeroine 2 years ago yeah i was 8
years...but i didn't see it so close...I live in Latvia , and see it at news...omg waching this
video i svear i was crying...omg...so many people die.. SunnyHeroine 2 years ago Bvista9
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2 years ago WERE U OK? Omgah.. God bless. How did u get all this? Bvista9 2 years
ago Bvista9 2 years ago Your lucky it wasn't that bad then!!!! Bvista9 2 years ago
Hebaxoxo 2 years ago My brother was 14 when this happened nd got caught on the plane
at that time, R.I.P to my brother Adam Hebaxoxo 2 years ago piolin1165 2 years ago
dude we know its not true so shut the fuck up! piolin1165 2 years ago littleman98712 2
years ago was your brother on the plane that hit the WTC? littleman98712 2 years ago
Bvista9 2 years ago Umm I think he was right next to her Bvista9 2 years ago
littleman98712 2 years ago what littleman98712 2 years ago Chocsii 2 years ago 2 It
makes me feel sick :( Chocsii 2 years ago 2 kxdancerxox 2 years ago yess i was in New
york when this happend. i was in 3rd gradee... the teachers made up and said there was a
hurricane. my mom picked me up. because teachers had to go on the busses and stay with
people who didnt have any1 to come home to...9/11 never forget the people who died
their families and friends<3 kxdancerxox 2 years ago Imcoolwiththis 2 years ago so sad
when people jump. How could that be a resort? omg so sad and tragic Imcoolwiththis 2
years ago chickenqual 2 years ago i remember i was in 1st grade and was fooling around
and turned on the tv and the news was on and this was up and we all watched as america
was under attack chickenqual 2 years ago undas90 2 years ago i fell bad!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
undas90 2 years ago thunderbolt1003 2 years ago I was 11 when this happened, I was
able to understand what was going on to a certain degree. I understood that two towers
collapsed. I didn't understand the magnitude though. At the time, I only thought it was a
large business area. Heck, 9/11/01 was the first time I ever heard of the WTC. But now,
when I look back, I understand it was more than just towers. It was the heart of the U.S.
thunderbolt1003 2 years ago thewolf6623 2 years ago oh man i was 10 when this
happened, ummm this is just so hard to watch this i will never forget this day ever :(
thewolf6623 2 years ago rodriguez140 2 years ago my goodness you were sooo close
rodriguez140 2 years ago techdeckroka 2 years ago dude... holy crap... u lived right by it!!
techdeckroka 2 years ago Kittykat5452 2 years ago i was 8 when this happened
Kittykat5452 2 years ago Angelaaax3x3 2 years ago My kindergarten teacher was reading
us a book and she started crying after another teacher visited. I was confused. My mom
and uncle were in NY during that time. It's amazing how calm you sound while you were
filming out the window... Angelaaax3x3 2 years ago spittyss 2 years ago watch this
ZEITGEIST THE MOVIE...PLEASE WATCH THIS MOVIE YOU WILL BE
SHOCKED.... INSIDE JOB...DON'T BE FOOLED..WATCH THIS MOVIE spittyss 2
years ago mikeatheman 2 years ago Al Qaeda will pay the price, killing our innocent
civilians was a low blow. mikeatheman 2 years ago PhilHuzzah 2 years ago My first
comment didn't post? Ah well. It's been seven years, get over it! PhilHuzzah 2 years ago
rockinfordgirl2009 2 years ago 2 i remember this day. i was sittin in my 5th grade
classroom. and now im a graduating senor. wow. you dont realize how fast time goes till
you see something then and see it again and remember. they say major events in your life
are basically like pins in a map. they are rememberence points in your life. youll
remember where you were, when, and what you were doing during something like this,
better than what you had for supper the other day. PRAY FOR FALLEN!!!! and god
bless! rockinfordgirl2009 2 years ago 2 hakonbm 2 years ago I can't believe that anything
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like that ever could have happened. This is so terrible. respect hakonbm 2 years ago
jblazer123 2 years ago man that sucks, i would have hated to be there. jblazer123 2 years
ago xSpheal26x 2 years ago I pray for the terriorists, for a change of heart. I was assigned
a "Spiritual Pen Pal". A person who died. Name- Matthew Rogan Died at Age- 37 JobFireman I pray for him everynight. :( i was only 4 or 5 when 9-11 happened :(
xSpheal26x 2 years ago 3h4ever 2 years ago Respect to 9-11 From Belgium en greece
3h4ever 2 years ago rickygomz94 2 years ago of my that is really said rickygomz94 2
years ago frreshprincessz 2 years ago i live in NY. i had to go through this. this day was
terrible i was in the 3rd grade, and i didn't understand, only that a building fell, but now
its all clear, frreshprincessz 2 years ago nerdsarekool7 2 years ago i was only 4 or 5 when
this happened so i was too little to understand what happened but now i know what
happened and i cryed because 3 years l8er they where still cleaning up how sad but the
bad thing is that theese people hate us so much that they would do this. they dont agree
with all the freedom we have and think that we are doing the wsorng thing but they stone
weman and all that crap. Thats the part that I don't understand nerdsarekool7 2 years ago
greedypoe2008 2 years ago its the poor iraqis i feel sorry for greedypoe2008 2 years ago
xXLavaManXxX 2 years ago how did you get your vid 26mins long? xXLavaManXxX 2
years ago ttms20 2 years ago 3 this isnt a conspircy, to say that the planes were animated
is retarded.. i know someone who as in the towers who passed....it really mkaes me upse
when ppl say it was setup and a bomb blew it away not a plane...THEY SAW IT FOR
THEMSELVES!!!!! THE PLANE OUTLINES ARE IN THE BULDING!!!!! GOD
BLESS ALL WHO LOst THEIR LIVES ttms20 2 years ago 3 pepper1450 2 years ago I
agree with you, they're all damned idiots. pepper1450 2 years ago syrupluver14 2 years
ago I remember when this happened. I was in like, the 3rd grade and home with the
chicken pox and my grandma called my house screaming for me to wake my mom up and
turn on the tv. at the time, i didn't really understand what it was, i thought it was a movie.
and my mom was crying and calling everyone and screaming, it was horrible. i couldn't
figure out why she was freaking out so bad. but now that i look back, it gives me the
creeps. i feel awful for everyone who has suffered. syrupluver14 2 years ago
MishaChan05 2 years ago I am so sorry for all of those who lost their loved ones. I'm
glad I watched this video in your perspective.. I was in 2nd grade when this happened- so
I didn't know any of this very well. I found out that there are still terrorists out there; in
hiding. They haven't done anything yet. They're planning on their terrorist attack as we
speak. MishaChan05 2 years ago TeneoVestriHostilis 2 years ago History repeats itself...
False flag op. People, get educated, read the signs, and see the pattern! It's not too late
yet... TeneoVestriHostilis 2 years ago asainboysadnesstear 2 years ago so wat really wat
happen asainboysadnesstear 2 years ago chaff123123 2 years ago 2 she has a kick ass
camera chaff123123 2 years ago 2 Truth666 2 years ago "bush was behind this" Hey
FOOL: CLINTON = BUSH = OBAMA = ILLUMINATI Sheep, even if you are already
in the slaughterhouse, it's never TOO LATE to understand that the TRUTH is NEVER
TOO HORRIBLE. 9/11 FULL STORY was exposed worldwide first long ago. From TV
Fakery (no planes) to mini H bombs upwards directed, how Barbara Olson was murdered
immediately after Massood, how Lisa Beamer was fooled, why the Pentagon and WTC7
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were in the script, etc. Google: 9/11 for dummies Matt Marriott Truth666 2 years ago
andoanafta 2 years ago yo creo q cada pueblo recibe lo q se merece eeuu son un estado de
xenofobicos y asesinos con licencia para matar apoyados por las naciones unidas de
cascos blancos pero por dentro son de sangre cubiertas de sangre de gente inocente y las
victimas de irak? y las victimas de iran? y las victimas de hirosima?y las de vietnam ? esto
es pura xenofobia LA REVOLUCION SE ESTA ARMANDO EN SUDAMERICA
PRONTO LA SANGRE DEL INOCENTE RECLAMARA JUSTICIA ...PRONTO
VIVA LA REVOLUCION!!! andoanafta 2 years ago beboo11b 2 years ago they were
from iran and the terist tried to plan it out to kill people and the hit pennsylivina and the
pentagon beboo11b 2 years ago ariaeee 2 years ago Yaa they were from iran,
iraq,Afghanistan, Syria..etc. who cares to your idea.... If these countries are able to do
such a attack.. YOU WOULDN'T BE ALIVE NOW... ariaeee 2 years ago dancee567 2
years ago george busch didnt plan it dancee567 2 years ago GhostShadow860 2 years ago
i think we shud seriously keep trying to fight iraq...if we dont act quickly, terrorist can do
the same thing over and over GhostShadow860 2 years ago alexChase187 2 years ago
that's exactly what the government want you to believe.9\11 was setup by George Bush
so he could have a reason to start war to get oil alexChase187 2 years ago aykaymusic 2
years ago ghost it may have escaped your attention, but the terrorists weren't from Iraq
aykaymusic 2 years ago ChihuahuaRules123 2 years ago Why is everybody saying that
the US government attacked the World Trade Center? people seriously need to stop
making lies. we all know the terriosts did it. Okay? :) ChihuahuaRules123 2 years ago
GeneralDrizzle 2 years ago Because life isn't exciting enough for the media with just a few
terrorists, they need a government conspiracy to spice it up. GeneralDrizzle 2 years ago
aykaymusic 2 years ago you misunderstand terrorists did it, the government stood back
and let it happen aykaymusic 2 years ago gillianlovesjrb 2 years ago 2 there is far too
much cursing and arguing on this video. i think its disrespectful to the people that lost
their lives and their families and friends. lets focus on remembering and praying for the
families effected rather than being racist and ignorant. rest in peace. gillianlovesjrb 2 years
ago 2 zipmatt 2 years ago I give a shit about this video, its very special, there is a sight of
something very strange and rare at 14.05 -14.08 and the sound of something very unusual
at 11.37 exactly. Now the comments have calmed down again can anyone tell me what
these things strike them to be please? zipmatt 2 years ago TeneoVestriHostilis 2 years
ago People, please look things up! America and the world have been manipulated into
war. You have to think outside the box for this one. This was a false flag op of the most
disgusting kind. If you don't believe me, check it out for yourselves! Google 9/11 truth, or
check out Architects and Engineers for 9/11 truth, or Pilots for 9/11 truth, or Scholars for
9/11 truth. Where was the plane that hit the Pentagon, and why was there no hole after
it? And where was flight 93? And how did WTC7 fall? TeneoVestriHostilis 2 years ago
stillsaveusall 2 years ago that is the most self important intoriduciton to a video ive ever
read. if you hadnt released this video someone else would have released one. noone gives a
shit about your video, its nothing special stillsaveusall 2 years ago bliksniukas 2 years ago
I fink, america have a good lesson - STOP WAR. bliksniukas 2 years ago Inferno299 2
years ago Terrorism can not be fought in a war. It is not an army versus another army, it
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is, however, trying to be fought against. Terrorists act to undermine our society and strike
fear in civilians. Inferno299 2 years ago luiz210983 2 years ago aburrido luiz210983 2
years ago DEAD69maget 2 years ago amerika the bully what goes araund comes araund
DEAD69maget 2 years ago anythingacoustic1 2 years ago "today we see what humanity
is capable of- and the best anythingacoustic1 2 years ago bliksniukas 2 years ago Fucking
fire truck siren sound is hight omg.. bliksniukas 2 years ago ooXDooP 2 years ago i hate
america but this can make me cry.. ooXDooP 2 years ago nappyboy76 2 years ago after
like 8 min. i think i saw someone jump and 9 min. you can see someone waving a white
shirt :[ nappyboy76 2 years ago shawn1660 2 years ago 2 God bless America!!!!!!!
shawn1660 2 years ago 2 Frauenarztrules 2 years ago mohammed ata in a plane thats a
deadly combination Frauenarztrules 2 years ago yoto5951 2 years ago holy shit the
smoke yoto5951 2 years ago nicholasaishk 2 years ago This is a reminder to show us all
how deadly terrorists can be nicholasaishk 2 years ago sandraAskim 2 years ago show
hide fucking moslems! i hate moslems!!!!!!!!!!!!! sandraAskim 2 years ago cjnitro 2 years
ago 2 muslims not moslems lol! it's the US governement who did this to manipulate the
world! cjnitro 2 years ago 2 acmilan80ronaldinho 2 years ago wtf not all muslims r
terrirost stupid acmilan80ronaldinho 2 years ago visiongirl2 2 years ago such a shame
nobody listened to The Psychic Twins when they predicted the World Trade Center
attacks on Coast to Coast radio back in 1999. this tragedy could have been prevented
visiongirl2 2 years ago seanaudi13 2 years ago This makes Pearl Harbor, which was
horrible, look like a fist fight between a Japanese guy and an American. At least those
cowards attacked a military base. NONE of the these people could defend themselves at
all. Good job catching Osama GW. I wonder what the American/World consensus is
about how well the U.S. Gov't handled the aftermath of this. The people who did this are
such worthless cowards. Their just mad that our country kicks the shit out of theirs in
EVERY way. seanaudi13 2 years ago seanaudi13 2 years ago Meant "they're". Sorry.
seanaudi13 2 years ago love4ferrets 2 years ago the people in the tower, so
scared,trapped, but the people in the planes going so fast knowing they were going to
die...its so sad. love4ferrets 2 years ago veronicachic 2 years ago this video gives me the
chills. veronicachic 2 years ago dmusics 2 years ago american government is the
responsible number 1 of 11 sep dmusics 2 years ago friends4ever312 2 years ago aw i
started to cry thinking about allt heose people who died in the building omg thank you for
putting this up i never saw the 9/11 and i realy wanted to see how bad it was now i see it
i dont want to see it again friends4ever312 2 years ago jbiloa 2 years ago go go boooooom
wow jbiloa 2 years ago toolboxafun69 2 years ago 2 maybie if the USA had listened to
George Washington when he said "do not mess with other country's affairs" this wouldn't
have happened. all the USA does is interfere with countries all over the world. nobody
hated the usa back when we were isolationist. maybie if we minded our own business for
once, the rest of the world wouldn't hate us toolboxafun69 2 years ago 2 aykaymusic 2
years ago toolbox wise words aykaymusic 2 years ago packets1 2 years ago Yeah, and
following that policy, you would have let the Nazis run rampant all over the world while
you sat in your happy isolationist bubble, until oneday they came knocking on your
doorstep. packets1 2 years ago vinylcollector08 2 years ago If you ever seen the movie
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"Cloverfeild", That movie took every single element what happened on September 11,
2001 vinylcollector08 2 years ago stopterrorismnow21 2 years ago omfg god that is so
ficking sad why hell would somone do that stopterrorismnow21 2 years ago
californiansteven 2 years ago Oh my God, I can't say enough about this video. It's so
powerful when you start crying around 14:30. And I couldnt hold in my tears right after
19:40 into the video. This is some of the most amazing footage I have seen on youtube.
californiansteven 2 years ago ziugian 2 years ago Vorrei sapere chi é quella persona col
bimbo che compare nel video. ziugian 2 years ago ziugian 2 years ago Vorrei sapere chi é
quella persona col bimbo che compare nel video. ziugian 2 years ago mydemolitionlover 2
years ago the sounds of the sirens in the beginning just makes you want to puke.. its so
sad.. mydemolitionlover 2 years ago SkittleDayFittle 2 years ago Oh man.. that was so
painful to watch. Thank you for posting it though. SkittleDayFittle 2 years ago
freedomfighter84 2 years ago Sooner or later the truth will be out. Israeli Mosad and CIA
are directly responsible for these Attacks. how could those people hijack 3 planes at the
same time, and why didnt they attack from the ground. what mathmethical and phisical
knowledge bin laden had to insure this attack will eliminate this buildings. Americans
wake up, you are surrounded by multi petrol dollar who did this attack to controll the
energy resources in the world. freedomfighter84 2 years ago RINGO4LIFE 2 years ago
WAKE UP PEOPLE! 9/11 was an inside job. Do your research and stop being gullible to
believe the crap the news media tell you. RINGO4LIFE 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years
ago ringo sadly there are too many idiots in the USA who shout anti CT slogans, but once
you ask them why they can't answer aykaymusic 2 years ago JohnRamboman 2 years
ago thanks for this Video JohnRamboman 2 years ago sharondamedia 2 years ago It's
really different when seeing through a real personal perspective then what I saw on the
tv.I never saw all that after it collapsed like that, all that smoke and fumes..It's really,
truly devastating. sharondamedia 2 years ago 19andreas55 2 years ago God bless you,
that experience must of been traumatic, for you and everone of america and NY, I still
cant believe what we saw was real, i cant come to terms with it all, thankyou once again
for this video, its another view of this chapter in our lifetime. also i am so interested to
know your thoughts on the day, what you believe happened? kind regards, Andreas.
19andreas55 2 years ago polishotti21 2 years ago stupid terrorits,ima whip yo ass
polishotti21 2 years ago Blackbelt1549 2 years ago God Bless! Blackbelt1549 2 years ago
kingdark7monkeys 2 years ago i watched this yesterday.... horrable.... i hate thoes tarrest
that were in that plane. i bet osma bin laden sent them.. kingdark7monkeys 2 years ago
GillespieB15 2 years ago thank you for sharing your video. GillespieB15 2 years ago
TeneoVestriHostilis 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Voice or no voice, the people can always be brought to the bidding of the leaders. That is
easy. All you have to do is TELL THEM THEY ARE BEING ATTACKED, and
denounce the peacemakers for lack of patriotism and exposing the country to danger. IT
WORKS THE SAME IN ANY COUNTRY." --Goering at the Nuremberg Trials
TeneoVestriHostilis 2 years ago SunshineSmily 2 years ago this must be a very sad day
in the USA... It's soo horrible..:( SunshineSmily 2 years ago mrfresh1989 2 years ago
wow thanks so much for this u have a piece of history, this is horrible it truly changed
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the world and i swear it was the most quite day ever even here in georgia it was quite, so
sad, R.I.P for those who risk their last seconds of their lives to save others.. mrfresh1989
2 years ago GeeksRus95 2 years ago 3 This Just realy touthed me, this video, all those
people running for there lives! Teroists are nothing but pure evil!!!! GeeksRus95 2 years
ago 3 aysii94 2 years ago 4 this is so sad aysii94 2 years ago 4 Enmessara666 2 years ago
Just remember if U where there,,no terrorists ,,only planes people,,and a lot's of bombs in
WTC,,i know i hear it.!! Enmessara666 2 years ago karaokecoffee 2 years ago this is so
sad. and when she opened the window so that you can hear all the emergency cars.. it is
just soo horrible! karaokecoffee 2 years ago Frente1982Atletico 2 years ago R.I.P
Frente1982Atletico 2 years ago davidshep45 2 years ago Sounds like you need an
education my friend. Save your anger for someone who cares. The United States is a
wonderful country compared to others. Why do you think immigrants come here. To
escape poverty, starvation and persecution from their own countries. We've been kind to
those in need and now the world has turned a deaf ear. America has always stood for
justice and freedom and will continue to do so. If you want to place blame direct it
towards the large world corporations and their greed. davidshep45 2 years ago
aykaymusic 2 years ago 3 davidshep "America has always stood for justice and freedom
and will continue to do so." Tell that to the 2 million innocent Iraqis who have died
thanks to American foreign policy. Tell that to the Palestinians who have suffered for the
last 60 years and continue to suffer on a daily basis thanks to USA's blind support for
the terrorist state of Israel. aykaymusic 2 years ago 3 runescapecall 2 years ago 2 its
terrible, this must be the saddest day ever god bless all our heroes in that wtc
runescapecall 2 years ago 2 cordasco1 2 years ago r.i.p cordasco1 2 years ago berreta85 2
years ago this day change things forever berreta85 2 years ago javierhpfreak 2 years ago 2
gay terriosts i just wanna snap all there necks javierhpfreak 2 years ago 2 khmel123 2
years ago i wish that i can go back in time and let the ppl know that they r going to die
khmel123 2 years ago lubpenguin123 2 years ago 4 I am going to cry for those all poeple
who die lubpenguin123 2 years ago 4 FUSER2K07 2 years ago thank you for shareing
this with us NetworkLive FUSER2K07 2 years ago Habboplayer2 2 years ago Just
curious now this was in 2001 but the video added in 2006. Wouldnt you want to share
the video with others? Habboplayer2 2 years ago BeauTTFAFrocker 2 years ago 2 some
of your clips went to the "102 Minutes that Changed America" documentary on the
History Channel Never Forget 9-11-01 BeauTTFAFrocker 2 years ago 2
CuteWereWolf112 2 years ago 4 I watched that! It was really sad! When that cloud of
smoke came it must'eve been a living nightmare! CuteWereWolf112 2 years ago 4
hannahschneider 2 years ago i think whoever posted this video should disable comments.
i'm not american, but some of these remarks are really unacceptable. please be respectful
to people who lost and gave their lives. hannahschneider 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years
ago just trying to get at the truth aykaymusic 2 years ago JimmyHendrix21 2 years ago 2
the truth is people died. and thats bad. JimmyHendrix21 2 years ago 2 aykaymusic 2
years ago 2 Yes of course it's bad that over 1 million people have died as a direct result of
Bush not doing his job. aykaymusic 2 years ago 2 FilipeD 2 years ago Conspiracy
whack-jobs all around! FilipeD 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago filipe explain Frasca's
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actions aykaymusic 2 years ago FilipeD 2 years ago He did it for the lulz, obviously.
FilipeD 2 years ago EmznSoph 2 years ago R.I.P. to all those who died in the towers n
planes that video woz horrible 2 watch but i respect the people who have filmed it 2
show everyone wot happened september 11th 2001 a day not to be 4 gotton x
EmznSoph 2 years ago deaththeatre 2 years ago to all consiracy theorists and
incompetant twats out there. if you know nothing about it keep your mouth shut. bottom
line is 2974 innocent lives were lost. this is a tragic event and heart breaking to watch. our
lives will never be the same again. i hope that one day all families and friends that lost a
love one will find peace and that hate in the name of religion will once and for all banish
deaththeatre 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Why did Bush not stop it? aykaymusic
2 years ago deaththeatre 2 years ago how can he stop something he doesnt know about?
deaththeatre 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago he knew on Aug 6th that attacks were
imminent. CIA and FBI both sent him reports aykaymusic 2 years ago deaththeatre 2
years ago he knew they were imminent? according to who? im sure he recieved reports all
day every day. im sure he acted with due care with all of them also. george bush does not
condone what happened on this day and anyone that disruputes this fact i plead with
them to produce the evidence that suggests otherwise deaththeatre 2 years ago
aykaymusic 2 years ago His presidential daily briefing of Aug 6th 2001, which they were
forced to make public in 2004, made it quite clear that the attacks were being planned.
Bush never acted on this report, at least not in a positive way. aykaymusic 2 years ago
deaththeatre 2 years ago does this mean he condones the attacks or that he didnt act
accordingly? deaththeatre 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago deaththeatre He didn't act
accordingly precisely because he condoned the attacks. Who stopped the FBI
investigating? aykaymusic 2 years ago deaththeatre 2 years ago he did not condone the
attacks at all. he was truely horified but what had occured as were any person with an
ounce of compassion. what occured was wrong and i hope nothing alike ever happens
again. it is senseless deaththeatre 2 years ago StiffyMagnum 2 years ago Zionist Israel
and Bush did it. Bush and the United States "Office of Special Plans" Google "FALSE
FLAG ATTACK" There is TONS more evidence. message me and i will point you in the
right direction. StiffyMagnum 2 years ago xXd6y8j4Xx 2 years ago This was a great
Awakening, Fear God where ever you are, he can take you out in any way, shape, or
form. Lose the dillusion and come to God's reality or if he wills he can take you out as
well. After this I became a devout Muslim. I fear God and what he can do to me. This
was a punishment indeed. I seek God's refuge, not his punishment. Take that you atheists
and don't take Gods name in vain you person recording the video. God knew this was
going to happen anyways, we are all doing to die. xXd6y8j4Xx 2 years ago redpedroish 2
years ago Muppet, religion is the cause of this, and so many other tragedies around the
world, it's time you idiots woke up, RELIGION IS THE ROOT OF ALL EVIL stop
wasting your time with it's nonsense and live your life, you only have the one.
redpedroish 2 years ago xXd6y8j4Xx 2 years ago Fuck you atheist fuck, God will smite
you if he wills your sleep dumb atheist American. xXd6y8j4Xx 2 years ago redpedroish 2
years ago Just showing your true colours there retard? I'm not American, why would you
make a comment like that without checking first, go and find a window to lick.
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redpedroish 2 years ago vizion49 2 years ago oh my God I'm a hard ass fucking G and i'm
crying like a bitch. this video is ridiculous vizion49 2 years ago such1968 2 years ago
Sorry for all this people ......... But it was all made by the USA Goverment ! So fuck
Clinton , bush and mc cain ! It was a organize by the JEWS ! such1968 2 years ago
maddeyrussy 2 years ago Its a shame how america let such a thing happen.What a terrible
thing.The arabs caused the whole thing.This has nothing to do with israel.Its just stupid
arabs & there terrism. maddeyrussy 2 years ago maddeyrussy 2 years ago Bush was
president than.But it wasnt so much clintons fault it was the bush senior that did
nothing.He never got rid of Hussain.I think Mccain would probably be better than
obama.Obama is scary maddeyrussy 2 years ago albytube82 2 years ago First time that I
see this video..oh my gosh! albytube82 2 years ago Christina6277 2 years ago Yes i know
this happend in 2001 when BUSH was president if u read i said ALSO when CLINTON
was president. Clinton said he knew Bin Laden did this and he would be punished for it
and was he NO Clinton was to busy getting oral in the oval! Christina6277 2 years ago
djbargr 2 years ago I'll feel safer with McCain in office than with Obama. Who wouldn't?
djbargr 2 years ago StiffyMagnum 2 years ago Israel and Bush's (and McCain's) regime
blow up World Trade Center. They tell people it was Muslims. Stupid, ignorant people
attack Muslims. Americans and Muslims die. Israel is happy because their country is
safer. Did I leave anything out? StiffyMagnum 2 years ago Jaymoe21 2 years ago yes,
yes ... Bush did it blah blah blah. not hard to believe that a bunch of extremists did when
you think about it. don't be foolish. Jaymoe21 2 years ago deaththeatre 2 years ago yeah
you're a twat, thats what you left out. stick your religious crap up your ass. why would
bush blow up the world trade centre and kill 2974 american lives? deaththeatre 2 years
ago StiffyMagnum 2 years ago Zionist Israel and Bush did it. Bush and the United States
"Office of Special Plans" Google "FALSE FLAG ATTACK" There is TONS more
evidence. message me and i will point you in the right direction. StiffyMagnum 2 years
ago aykaymusic 2 years ago 2 Vote for McCain and USA will be wiped off the map
within months aykaymusic 2 years ago 2 Launuali 2 years ago Why would people argue
on this? It's horrible. Feel sorry for the victims who died and sorry for those who had
family members that died. Launuali 2 years ago Snoink 2 years ago Thanks for posting
this. Snoink 2 years ago Christina6277 2 years ago No your wrong this crap happend
back in 93 also when CLINTON was president and he did NOTHING so you idiots who
keep blmaing bush need to go back and read your history! Christina6277 2 years ago
Launuali 2 years ago o_O It happened in 2001. Bush was President then. Launuali 2
years ago djbargr 2 years ago Quit blaming Bush for everything that went on on during
9/11. That attack was planned way ahead of President Bush. We, as a nation, must be
prepared for these type of events at all times. And we need a warrior like McCarin and
not a softy like Obama. djbargr 2 years ago supasteve013 2 years ago no, he was
obviously in a tornado like he said.. not to mention he said 2007 .. so it was greensburg ka
supasteve013 2 years ago yoskima 2 years ago good point mate yoskima 2 years ago
yoskima 2 years ago Well it is obvious that Otacon122 was in Hurricane Katrina. I do
understand that you feel some remorse also since the Katrina Victims did not get much
help. I myself donated money and goods to the Katrina Victims as well 9/11. I'm deeply
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sorry for the way you feel otacon122. But I do remember the Katrina Hurricane but I do
also remember the 9/11. Keep this in mind 9/11 affected the whole United States of
America and now we are fighting to protect it! yoskima 2 years ago inlovwitedwardc13 2
years ago ok HAVE YALL NOTICE ALL THESE BAD THINGS STRTED TO
HAPPEN TO U S INCLUDIN NATURAL DISASTR HAPPENED WEN BUSH WAS
ELECTED PRESIDENT THE FIRST TYME AND STILL HAPPENING
inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago gerkinfetus 2 years ago ur a fukin dumb cunt. pretty sure
bush doesnt plan natural disasters. wake up to yaself ya spastic gerkinfetus 2 years ago
claudeandash 2 years ago i'm so sorry about your dad i hope you have some pease now
and can move on but it is nice to people still remeber we will always remeber with you
claudeandash 2 years ago XxYUMTASTiCxX 2 years ago 2 My daddy was a firefighter.
He didnt make it but Im happy to say that he was a hero in my book and always will be.
I visited his station today I couldnt believe its been seven years. it hardly feels like its
been one year. XxYUMTASTiCxX 2 years ago 2 APONGSTER 2 years ago i was only
in first grade when this happened my mom got off of work early and picked me up from
school, the thing that i've always remebered is that i was in lunch and my sister was in
history. that day has changed my life, whenever i go to new york i ask my mom where
the WTC and the twin towers were. i'll never forget that day. but back then i was just
happy i got out of school. now i look at all these stuff it really makes you think. would
you die in fire or flying out a window, i chose a win. APONGSTER 2 years ago
tnks4thevenom 2 years ago a disaster is a disaster. no matter how big or how small. 9/11
just impacted our lives as americans in a huge way. if you cried or not doesn't matter.
what matters is those innocents who lost their lives just doing their daily routine, be it
emergency workers or those that worked in the towers. R.I.P to them all. they deserve it
<3 tnks4thevenom 2 years ago alexjones4president 2 years ago Zero: An Investigation
Into 9/11 This is the most important movie of our time. Please watch part 1-10 and god
bless America. We will never forget. alexjones4president 2 years ago chickenlittle28200 2
years ago Otacon122... i understand how you feel, i do and natural disasters should be
remembered as well. Have a heart for the people who have lost anyone to any dister,
natural or terrorist. I lost an uncle because he was a firefighter in New York and there isn't
a day that goes by that i don't think about him. We all remember natural disaters, and if
you care that much about them, then go make a video remembering it yourself
chickenlittle28200 2 years ago inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago yea u wanna kno y love
mebers were in 911 ok katrina hit us bad but this day tore this country apar more than
3ooo died u kno tht thts all they found some were biurnt to death some were smushed to
deathy yes we katrina was really bad but this is worse thete is no tiny holiday 4 katrina
cuz 911 was bigger inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago docsmilitarywife 2 years ago i can't
believe how calm this woman is who is speaking. I'd be flippin' the hell out.
docsmilitarywife 2 years ago hanspring15 2 years ago Otacon122, It isn't the point of
losing loved ones it is losing part of our country. A symbol of our country was
destroyed. And it was a horrifying day in our history and we were here to witness it to
describe to our future families. I know things happen all the time but this was one never
to forget. And the fact that this doesn't happen all the time is the point. We shall be
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proud to be Americans and let others know that we aren't going to tollerate such a thing
to our beloved people. hanspring15 2 years ago otacon122 2 years ago New Orleans and
Mardi Gras was just as much a part of America as New York City and The Twin
Towers. I do not understand why we are so obsessed with terrorist attacks when we
should be trying to protect America from devastating natural disasters like Katrina and
Andrew. America is only as safe as its own soil, so I feel we are wasting our time in Iraq
when we should be trying to stop natural disasters otacon122 2 years ago NiGGaHBIC 2
years ago i hate to break it to you, but we can't "stop natural disasters"...we can do our
best to evacuate people and raise awareness...which is exactly what we've been doing now
with the most recent hurricanes to hit the gulf coast. I think we've learned a lot from our
mistakes with katrina. However, terrorism is something that we can work on preventing
and hopefully stopping. the hurricane was not an act of evil like 9/11. hurricanes are not
preventable. they happen no matter what you do. NiGGaHBIC 2 years ago hanspring15
2 years ago I totally agree hanspring15 2 years ago otacon122 2 years ago You guys are
nothing more than babies, crying over something that is a speck of dust compared to the
combined damage to human lives that Hurricanes Andrew, Katrina, Rita, The Perfect
Storm and tornadoes caused. Unlike the rest of you idiots, I at least remember the victims
of natural disasters. The rest of you don't care about people like myself who lived
through natural disasters, and it is obvious from the comments I am getting. otacon122 2
years ago otacon122 2 years ago You never cried this much when Katrina hit, you never
built memorials to those who risked their lives in The Perfect Storm and other natural
disasters, you gave us formaldehyde-contaminated trailers, and you swept us under the
carpet and hoped that we would just go away if you ignored us. Why don't victims of
Gaia's terror get remembered? otacon122 2 years ago eckohour 2 years ago tell you what
Otacon, nothing ever gets accomplished by sitting behind a computer and complaining
about it. You feel that these others events should be remembered and memorialized?
Excellent, that is a noble cause. Now do something about it. Dont talk, get out there and
campaign or fundraise or something other than just talk. eckohour 2 years ago
hanspring15 2 years ago otacon122, Natural disasters we cannot control. We are
defending and fighting for our country because we CAN controll that part. We want
peace. We want to feel safe again. We want to defeat those who did this to us. It isn't the
important part to be remembered. I know it is hard too, but you just try to do defend
yourself and that is the best you can do. And that is what America is doing. It is what we
need to do. It is the reason why we have been at war for 7 years. hanspring15 2 years ago
otacon122 2 years ago Feel safe? I never feel safe. Ever since May 4, 2007 I have feared
even a simple thunderstorm. I live in fear every time I see lightning and hear thunder, and
it is something I never want to go through again in my life. When it storms, I get so scared
I run to the basement and hide under a mattress until its over, even if the storm is too
weak to do anything. I will forever live with this fear of storms because of that tornado.
otacon122 2 years ago yoskima 2 years ago I understand that you don't feel safe. I lived
through Hurricane Andrew I in the eye of the Hurricane. Yes it was a horrible experience.
But, I was prepared for it. We got advance warning about the Hurricane. As far as 9/11
goes..... no one got warning about it really....... except for the government which pretty
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much brushed it to the side. yoskima 2 years ago StiffyMagnum 2 years ago The bastards
in our government did this. It is horrible that you don't feel safe. When you vote, do not
vote for McCain OR Obama. That is the first step to feeling safer. StiffyMagnum 2 years
ago DamnYoohLoser 2 years ago there was a day care D: which tower is this one????
would it of hurt ya to look up? honestly DamnYoohLoser 2 years ago dnb200 2 years
ago im not even close to new york and this brings tears to my eyes, i couldnt imagine
seeing this up close dnb200 2 years ago hippogriffkeeper 2 years ago I have no words-none at all, except that I cried. Throughout this whole video, I bawled, and I don't think I
can cry anymore...I am glad this was posted, for I was in third grade on this day seven
years ago, and I did not understand what happened, besides that a building fell down. I
wish peace to those whom still grieve for the ones lost, for not only do they grieve alone,
the entire country grieves this day. RIP to all of the emergency people killed also--we
would have lost more without them. hippogriffkeeper 2 years ago Shauing 2 years ago
19:40 the second tower goes down, and people we're there...i think some people who run
from of the destruction of the first one, back, and then get trapped or saved again when
second tower collapses...RIP At Seven Years Of This very painful loss over 3,000 of
people. Shauing 2 years ago otacon122 2 years ago You guys are crazy if you think there
is nothing worse than 9/11. The Perfect Storm, Hurricane Andrew, Hurricane Katrina, and
even the Greensburg Kansas tornado...If you combine all of those, the damage from not
just the devastation but the number of lives destroyed far exceed the damage caused by
9/11. 9/11 was a one-time deal, but hurricanes and tornadoes happen almost all the time.
otacon122 2 years ago inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago ok otacon122 i c ur point but wat
if there was some1 u kno and loved dearly weve came to be stronger but now were loser
and everytime we get attacked it unexpected and it couuld be u me or other peolpe
inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago DontBlameThePianist 2 years ago Don't pay attention to
him. He obvsiouly doesn't value human life. DontBlameThePianist 2 years ago
clairebear45 2 years ago its crazy how tiny that one fire truck is compared to the fire
clairebear45 2 years ago inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago otacon122 bull da fck shiz i
woulve hurd bout tht on the news so ohh inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago
TheMainMan318 2 years ago Oh my God look at all that smoke. RIP everyone that died
from this A day we will never EVER forget TheMainMan318 2 years ago otacon122 2
years ago May 4 is a day I fear more than September 11, but the scariest part isn't living
through the tornado itself, it is the very real possibility of an equally-devastating tornado
smashing through the heart of a major population center. You all think 9/11 was bad, well,
what would you all be saying if a 2-mile-wide 10 megaton tornado sliced right through the
core of NYC in the middle of rush hour? otacon122 2 years ago otacon122 2 years ago
The effects of such a disaster would make the 9/11 attacks look like the aftermath of a
child's temper tantrum. All those people caught in rush hour with no warning and no way
to save them, all the hazardous chemicals and radiological waste moving through the rail
yards, and the mere fact the firefighters and hospitals are not equipped for a disaster of
that magnitude. otacon122 2 years ago dontforgeturlunch 2 years ago nobody cares about
some stupid wind breeze in the middle of may. dontforgeturlunch 2 years ago johnny042
2 years ago you've been watching too much national geographic. get out some more,
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socialize and make friends. johnny042 2 years ago Kelseyp00 2 years ago 2 Those people
and their families didnt deserve this. This wasnt political, this was just murder. It pains
me to think of all the families whose hearts were absolutely destroyed that day.
Kelseyp00 2 years ago 2 inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago me bac it would hurt me having
a friend killed by a tornado but 3000 people with a whole bunch of friends would hurt
morre inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago otacon122 2 years ago It only hurts of you lose
friends or relatives. Since I did not know anyone in those towers that day, I have no tears
to shed. Complete strangers who didn't even know I exist don't need my tears nor my
prayers. My thoughts, prayers, and tears go to the victims of Katrina, Rita, Andrew, The
Perfect Storm, my friends and family in Greensburg, and everyone else affected by Gaia's
wrath. otacon122 2 years ago OriaOreo 2 years ago :( im so sad now OriaOreo 2 years
ago whit984 2 years ago sept 11 makes me so sad just watching these videos in school
and people crying cuz they lost some one and bad thing is people where i live take things
for granted and my dad was supposed to go there for work on that day and i just cant
stop thinking about how i wouldnt have him if he did go... im so srry for everyone that
lost some1 r.i.p<3 whit984 2 years ago Raphy013 2 years ago 4 RIP to those brave and
innocent souls In memory of 7 years - they will never be forgotten. Raphy013 2 years
ago 4 kowalczyk33 2 years ago fuckin arab cowards kowalczyk33 2 years ago
FinalFantasy52 2 years ago a friend killed by a tornado is horrible and sickening to
imagine FinalFantasy52 2 years ago FinalFantasy52 2 years ago my uncle was a NYPD
officer and having a friend killed by a tornado but this event was a devastating blow to the
world not just the united states FinalFantasy52 2 years ago dethcorpse 2 years ago holy
shit dethcorpse 2 years ago XxTHUGLUV1390xX 2 years ago even tho im in chicago.
this gives me chills every time i watch this happen. XxTHUGLUV1390xX 2 years ago
inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago otacon122 sayn a tornado goin by his house wit no
basement and seeyn ur friend bein sucked up bby a tornado is more scarier then tht
inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago FinalFantasy52 2 years ago what tornado are you talking
about tornados have nothing to do with this video FinalFantasy52 2 years ago
inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago omg im so sry final fantasy but rember he did bein a hero
was he a fire fight er or po po or wrked there??? inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago
inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago wat do u think the people were in there sayn almost half
of them didnt kno wat was goin on the just thought it was the new subway or smtn like
tht people watched as boulders fell on them some survived tht with boulders on them but
not alot o and if i get out of the conversation 4 a lil bit illbe back inlovwitedwardc13 2
years ago FinalFantasy52 2 years ago yes he did leaving 3 kids and a wife he wasnt even
40 years old he could have saved himself but he went to go help more people get out
FinalFantasy52 2 years ago inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago ok im strtn to think ur makin
up stories otacon122 inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago 2SEXY4U87108 2 years ago u no
there was 3 daycares in there im so sad i saw it 2SEXY4U87108 2 years ago
inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago omg did u r uncle die FinalFantasy52 ???
inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago excuse me i mean did 3000
people die oin tht tornado adn lose alot of their family lil kid li kids were there seriously
im cryn not bein weak but upset cuz u thinl ur more important then those families and
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people who died inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago otacon122 2 years ago Its not the deaths
from a tornado that are scary, and its not losing family and little kids that's scary. What is
scary is watching everything you took years acquiring all get taken away from you in a
matter of seconds and seeing your whole life just get taken away from you that quickly.
What is scary is living with the knowledge that neither God nor Gaia like you and bad
luck follows you wherever you go. otacon122 2 years ago FinalFantasy52 2 years ago i
was in the 2nd grade and i remember an aid telling the teacher my mom was here and i
wondered why and when i got to her she was nearly dragging me o the car saying the
world trade center collapsed this morning and your uncle was in them when i got home i
saw it on tv and cried when ever i saw those videos and i still do and im 14
FinalFantasy52 2 years ago inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago did 3000 in tht tornado
otacon122 inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago Smiley230630 2 years ago OMG THIS IS
SOOOO SCARRY I FEEL SO BAD!!!!i am making this out to all the people who died i
am very sorry and i hope you live good in heven Smiley230630 2 years ago gookica 2
years ago 7 years later and the pain is still so fresh. God bless us all. Thanks ofr sharing
even though it is painful. I had the same reactions as it happened. gookica 2 years ago
khyree1688 2 years ago i was in 5th grade when this happend and i remember i was in
Mrs.Browns class doin math when tha teacher next door told us to come see. khyree1688
2 years ago inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago hey wat school were u in khyree1688
inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago bio311 2 years ago May their souls rest in peace. bio311
2 years ago juliax1000 2 years ago i saw on video ppl js falling.. falling of the building and
taht horrble sound that firmen would here every minute.. knowing another human has just
died.. and this woman in the building blessed herslef looked up into the sky spread her
arms and jumped.. we will NEVER forget we will remember those who died and god bless
america juliax1000 2 years ago cheri12929 2 years ago omg this is soo sad! u can hear all
the people yelling and screaming for their lives!!! i am soo sad cheri12929 2 years ago
RcT567 2 years ago im ravena and im 13 i was in 1st grade when this happened and one
of my close family died.. RcT567 2 years ago Livenet90 2 years ago I'm sorry ravena
Livenet90 2 years ago rabaflaba 2 years ago wen i wuz young, i wuz told..this happene
cuz Hell had more souls than heavan did. so God let this hapen so he cude rest more
soulz in heavan...MESSAGE ME if u think this is right rabaflaba 2 years ago
inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago ok i dnt agree but i cnt deny it at all i think it was a wake
up kall 4 us to believe in him because u can die any day and ull never noe and im scared
its gonnahappen again cuz the same thing is happening b4 it happened but i think it may
envolve the president bcuz i think obama is an undercover 1 like the others and everytime
we get a republican smtn very bad happens inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago
inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago it started aroud 930 dnt kno wat tyme it eneded
inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago prithvishm 2 years ago hope some American bombs al
bhurj so that the Muslims know how it feels to be in a world of terror! prithvishm 2
years ago greenjk101 2 years ago what time did this happen exactly greenjk101 2 years
ago Livenet90 2 years ago greenjk101, the first plane crashed around 8:45am, the 2nd
crashed at about 9:05am. The two towers collapsed over the next 1 1/2 hours. Livenet90
2 years ago khyree1688 2 years ago it all seemed to be plained to me because the camera
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person or who ever made this video was already lookin at tha buildin b4 it got hit? but idk
khyree1688 2 years ago inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago omg ur so rite FenderStratDave i
have respect unlike him i8 would be shakin to bu atleat we have smtn instead of pix
inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago smush122 2 years ago octacon122: Be glad this was
recorded from this distance... your pathetic to say something like that. smush122 2 years
ago inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago ok this involvs terriost well some people thinl obama
is a terriost so tht started tht disscusin and shut up about the vid the video was goood
they e=wer lik next to the towers inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago otacon122 2 years ago I
have seen some pretty scary events myself - Until you've lived through an EF5 tornado
in a house with no basement, don't ever tell me that you know what fear is. Until you've
watched your best friend get sucked out of your hands by the same tornado, don't tell me
you know what fear is. I honestly think the pictures and videos of Greensburg Kansas
after the EF5 tornado are far more scary and emotional than the 9/11 attacks. otacon122 2
years ago t3v0n 2 years ago hey dont u think that happend to these ppl to friends
worked in this building together to u kno so shutup we no what fear is everyone does i
live in wpb fl hurricane central not a fast as tornadoes f4 and up but far more destructive
so sit in ur corner and be quiet t3v0n 2 years ago otacon122 2 years ago Watching an
event like this from a distance and actually living through one are two totally different
things. Those many thousands of people watching that day, and the many of you
watching this video, none of you know the fear and sadness of actually living through the
destruction, terror, and horror of an EF5 tornado destroying the very house you are
seeking shelter in and taking your best friend right out of your protective arms and
knowing that you will never see them alive again. otacon122 2 years ago lavid2006 2
years ago Dont belittle other peoples trajities just because u lived through one. With that
kind of attitude the only trajedy is that you didnt get sucked up into that tornado.....dick.
lavid2006 2 years ago otacon122 2 years ago Lavid, I am not belittling 9/11 itself. I am
belittling the people watching this video and the many thousands in NYC that day who
were watching and who claim to know what fear is. They know nothing of fear. I was a
wee lad on my family's deep-sea fishing boat when The Perfect Storm hit the US east
coast. otacon122 2 years ago gpsiiriirm 2 years ago shut the fuck up nobody cares about
that seriously stop preaching about what fear is on a fucking youtube video gpsiiriirm 2
years ago FenderStratDave 2 years ago You people know nothing about respect, do you.
People died on 911, and you have stupid fucks like Otacan complaining about the camera
not being steady. For many people, this is one of the most traumatizing events in U.S.
history, because it happened in their lifetime. Learn some respect, and grow up. This isn't
a joke. FenderStratDave 2 years ago vilisoni 2 years ago omg wat a terrible event. this
vidoe gave me chills vilisoni 2 years ago otacon122 2 years ago Chustin, I know that day
was sad, and I know many people were killed, but I mean come on, why do people have
to make that day so much worse by ruining such a great historic video and why do the
idiots responding to this video have to hate on each other simply for who they are voting
for? Obama vs McCain doesn't need to be anywhere near this video, and everyone who
spreads hatred over politics is just as bad as the terrorists who attacked us on that day.
otacon122 2 years ago inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago 2 ok otacon122 tht is wrg they wer
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prob shakin i would dayum tht would scare the hell out of me wat would happen if the
thing hit ur buildin wen tht stuff hapens u really r thinkin and shakin to death people
were fricken jumpin out of the buildin planes fire the twin towers were fallin wouldnt be
shakin? inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago 2 inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago i did mean
obama r y all supportin him and rapped up wit wat opera sayn[no offense to her] but hes
got u un dersmtn he lived ur life and fi=ound ur weakneses and now yall r OBAMA!! but
i thionk were screwed either way everytime we get a republican wat happens? we get
fcked up and in trouble wit other countries like bush and china had a fight i think hes
gonna leave us screwed and close to theend of the world inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago
otacon122 2 years ago Oh my fing God. Doesn't anyone know how to hold a fing camera
steady? And what's the obsession with the ground during this video? Its really upsetting
to see what could have been a great historical video be ruined by some idiot who can't
hold the camera still. otacon122 2 years ago chust1n 2 years ago still... just as long as we
can understand it chust1n 2 years ago srgak47 2 years ago RIP FELLOW CITIZENS
srgak47 2 years ago inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago hello ,undercover> obama could be a
terroist still and of we bvac out of iraq quickly wat do u thinkthere gonna do there gonna
folloow us bac dnt tlk about bush cuz goverment can find u and accuse u of attempt
assinnation inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago pls dnt jinx us
laxerfry inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago zahidic 2 years ago RIP zahidic 2 years ago
laxerfry 2 years ago Chill and just be grateful we havent been attacked or whatever sense
then. laxerfry 2 years ago Nalaniluvr95 2 years ago OMG! I can not believe how much it
must have hurt to see something like this happen! How could this happen to us? Why
did this have to happen?! To take the lives of innocent people! What has this world come
to? To hate so much that a terrorist would do something like this to seek what, some kind
of revenge?! It's not fair to all those innocent people! words can't describe how I feel
about 9-11! Very touching footage! It really lets people see what happened on that day!
:( Nalaniluvr95 2 years ago inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago kk i hve smtn to say about
obama here wat if hes a under cover terriost wat r we gonna do then inlovwitedwardc13 2
years ago bossboy78 2 years ago hahhhahahah what America product? what ever you
wear or you have it is made in China why don't you read on the product were is made
you dum ass bossboy78 2 years ago SharpayEvansFan21 2 years ago cheetobug 9/11 is a
holiday its called Patriots Day SharpayEvansFan21 2 years ago fngrsk8r105 2 years ago
fucking sand niggers like osama that heartless bitch this day will never be forgotten
fngrsk8r105 2 years ago hcn9 2 years ago heartless? how da fuck is obama heartless? hes
tellin u dumbass americans to go and hunt the very terrorists who attack u instead of
wastin ur time killin innocent iraqis. its u who is heartless u dumb fuck hcn9 2 years ago
hcn9 2 years ago oops my bad i thought u meant obama hcn9 2 years ago laxerfry 2 years
ago He Deserves to be shot in the knee caps and the elbows and left in a feild to die...
laxerfry 2 years ago hcn9 2 years ago RIP to those 3000 dead americans. and RIP to those
1,000,000 dead iraqis. bush should be executed as a war criminal hcn9 2 years ago
inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago we could impeach him but its to late now omg mii bro is
goin over to iraq and mi godfather tht i tlked bout it he already left pls cross ur fingers 4
me i cnt loose nobdy now not now not at this time if i loose my bro ill prob kill myself
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wait no my nieces need me and if i loose mi god father well idk inlovwitedwardc13 2
years ago inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago omg comments like every second im in 8thy
grade and we didnt even have two min silence today and channel1 didnt say ntn bout it in
1st grade i lived a crooss the strreet 4m skool and mii dad watched the schol the whol day
but the teacher didnt tell us wat hapened but there wasnt all those other people tht noem
walk aroud werent and i didnt kno wat was happening mi god father was suppose to be in
their and i love him so much and im glad he was off but sad bout who died
inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago cheetobug 2 years ago TERRIBLE! how could ppl b this
cruel. I hate it. i feel that 9/11 should be a holiday to remeber all the lives lost and the
stupid idiots who did it! cheetobug 2 years ago wayne76541 2 years ago it kinda is. we
just still have to go to school and work and stuff wayne76541 2 years ago laxerfry 2
years ago Shnarf123Shnarf thats fucked up. i feel for u laxerfry 2 years ago joe00pimp 2
years ago nigga???????? cuz your names metallica if you is black you aint no nigga
joe00pimp 2 years ago inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago how dare u say this about this
place a hole i think this video had got it all im cryn this gives me a beter understaning
since i was in 1st grade wen this happened inlovwitedwardc13 2 years ago jackandjill45 2
years ago me 2 i was 9 years old when this happend jackandjill45 2 years ago lalagurl4eva
2 years ago =[ so sad. lalagurl4eva 2 years ago laxerfry 2 years ago Mscherrie, Very
nice....i remeber telling my mom i didnt want to live during a war and being all upset but
in the months that followed i heard all the grownups talking about what hapened and now
like you said, i can now understand what had happened and they will not be forgoteen
laxerfry 2 years ago 2CatchAPredatorOnXBL 2 years ago 13 osama is one sick mother
fucker. We MUST find his ass!!!!! 2CatchAPredatorOnXBL 2 years ago 13 bossboy78 2
years ago Bush killed more then 1 milion people in Iraq why don't we all get his ass?
bossboy78 2 years ago monkeyfrogs106 2 years ago i know monkeyfrogs106 2 years ago
mscherri 2 years ago i agree with laxerfry i was in the fifth grade when this happen and
now that im a senior i can now go back and fully understand becuz then i didnt and i was
so afraid to all tho lose their loved ones my heart goes out to u they will never b forgotten
mscherri 2 years ago wayne76541 2 years ago 4 Today, 9/11/08, 7 years after one of
America's biggest tragedies, I want to salute all the rescue workers that helped in
recovering the survivors of America's darkest day. I also want to tell all the people that
died that day, R.I.P. We all know that your families are suffering and crying, and so are
we. We will give justice to the terrorists. God bless the victims, God bless the people
who donated money to the victims' families', and GOD BLESS AMERICA! wayne76541
2 years ago 4 lalagurl4eva 2 years ago i agree =] lalagurl4eva 2 years ago laxerfry 2 years
ago 2 Fucking Pro Terrorist cocksucking nazi craught i hope you choke on your next lager
you heartless fuck like zevchek siad pay your fuckig respects laxerfry 2 years ago 2
DressyJessy32 2 years ago i was in 1st grade when this happened...7 years ago. this is so
sad to think about. my health teacher said his friend was on the first floor of the building
and lived. no kiddinng!! ps: you spam people are so selfish. don't you think you should
be thinking about the sadness of this event then tell people to see your profile???
DressyJessy32 2 years ago megann21489 2 years ago 2 Can you imagine watching this
from your living room? it was hard enough seeing it on tv i cant imagine it being that close
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to you megann21489 2 years ago 2 DressyJessy32 2 years ago oh my gosh i don't know
what i would do if that happend, megann21489! DressyJessy32 2 years ago
Shnarf123Shnarf 2 years ago i was close enough i can imagine what it was like. i was
ganna get on a plane and they cancelled the flights they turned on the news but we could
look out the window and see everything. it was horrible ...i was only 7 ,my like second
day in the u.s. im from Ireland it was rlly horrible all i did was watch and didnt say a
thing Shnarf123Shnarf 2 years ago CeLtIcS07Champz 2 years ago sad a little? 3000
people died that day not including the hijackers cause dey aint considered human. go fuck
yourself u heartless bitch. CeLtIcS07Champz 2 years ago mahmelz 2 years ago i am
crying so much right now. mahmelz 2 years ago marjem87 2 years ago =/ So sad..
marjem87 2 years ago laxerfry 2 years ago 2 I was in Fifth grade and my grandfather had
past away the year b4 so my mom let me stay home so i turned the tv on and saw it and i
thought it was a movie so i wathed it for like half an hour and then my mom came running
up stairs and saw that i was already wathing it and she explained to me that it was real.
Im a senior now and still i remember how effected everyone and everything. laxerfry 2
years ago 2 BRiiTTNEYx 2 years ago 7 years from today. :( BRiiTTNEYx 2 years ago
JoBroandMileyLoverr 2 years ago To all those who lost their lives on 9-11-01...you will
NEVER be forgotten..and for those who are greiving the loss of a love one..my prayers
are with you... 9-11-01 We will never forget JoBroandMileyLoverr 2 years ago
AustinJohnson07 2 years ago Fuck you I hope it happens to youre country you German
bastard. AustinJohnson07 2 years ago Zooheck 2 years ago We mourned over this in
school today. I almost cried. Zooheck 2 years ago pussiecyatdoll 2 years ago 9/11. 7
years ago! pussiecyatdoll 2 years ago xXxDeathBySpamXxX 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ——|—-|———|—-| ——|—-|———|—-| 9-11 —
—|—-|———|—-| ——|—-|———|—-| was ——|—-|———|—-| ——|—-|———|—-|
an ——|—-|———|—-| ——|—-|———|—-| inside ——|—-|———|—-| ——|—-|——
—|—-| job ——|—-|———|—-| ——|—-|———|—-| ——|—-|———|—-| ——|—-|——
—|—-| xXxDeathBySpamXxX 2 years ago memos234 2 years ago z z z z z zz z z z z z z
z z z memos234 2 years ago mike50333 2 years ago I suppose that if your father or
mother or family were a victim of these attacks, you'd still brush it off like it were
nothing? mike50333 2 years ago Zevchek 2 years ago fuckin bastard people died this day
is a day of victims and heros pay ur fuckin respects Zevchek 2 years ago
RatedREntertainment 2 years ago never forget <33 RIP all RatedREntertainment 2 years
ago toorlooo 2 years ago Never forget 9/11 toorlooo 2 years ago AIRampage 2 years ago
haha y does it cut to right after the second explosion fucking missles man AIRampage 2
years ago mike50333 2 years ago Shut up. mike50333 2 years ago shiru95 2 years ago N
LOVING MEMORY 9/11 GOD BLESS THEIR FAMILIES GOD BLESS THOSE
WHO SURVIVED GOD BLESS THOSE WHO DIED IN A TRAGIC DEATH GOD
BLESS EVERYBODY copy and paste for everybody who died and who was loved. also
for the families who suffered a tragic loss shiru95 2 years ago TheVision200 2 years ago it
was everything planned... why only so a few were in this meet in work? why it was
concluded high versicherung? amis have looked grund like one best of all cost can save
around the WTC to break off and how one can immigrate to Afganistan around to this
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OIL to come;) The WTC became insured. after him strike they have 14 billion win made!
Then had to immigrate bush grund after afganistan! Shit Amy! Everything one LIE! sorry
for my bad one in English am just German TheVision200 2 years ago myblueeyes311 2
years ago We will never forget! myblueeyes311 2 years ago weinstein888 2 years ago
Never forget-9/11/01. weinstein888 2 years ago Tukata3 2 years ago Sometimes we forget
how vulnerable we are...This brought the country to its kneesand I hope that never again
will we have to witness something as terrible as what happened on 9/11. God Bless
America. Tukata3 2 years ago kasea150jim 2 years ago that wosnt the only person that
jumped we watched a video a t school to day and six people jumped kasea150jim 2 years
ago kikio26909 2 years ago sniff my boyfriend was in that! kikio26909 2 years ago
101mcrluver101 2 years ago did he make it out ok? 101mcrluver101 2 years ago
mike50333 2 years ago ...Oh man... mike50333 2 years ago Dramax333 2 years ago Fuck
yourself. if america is go gay, then why the fuck u here. grow up stupid kid Dramax333 2
years ago letseewhathappens101 2 years ago thanks for sharing. you have some rare
footage there. do you still work/live in the same place as when you took this video
letseewhathappens101 2 years ago hobokken817 2 years ago Is it a Plane?? of course its
not a plane.. its a giant plane shaped rock.. what are you thinking.. hobokken817 2 years
ago darlo22 2 years ago seriously all ye mc cain lovers fuck off with ur crap bout barack
being anything other than american he was born in america ya dopes! he is the one who
will sort america out, open ur eyes ya fairy u want bush again pick mc cain if u do your
brains are up ur ass! darlo22 2 years ago 170792 2 years ago R.I.P from Portugal. :(
170792 2 years ago xerocorrupt 2 years ago wtf are they listening to int he background?
knick knack paddy whack give a dog a bone? .. around 3:30 xerocorrupt 2 years ago
Dramax333 2 years ago Your just saying thaT cause u ugly as fuck, idc what the hell
country ur from. Grow the fuck up. Get plastics. Dramax333 2 years ago cglasby1 2
years ago Obama is Osama? I bet if he wins in November Osama will be cought or killed
in his first year because he does not fuck around. cglasby1 2 years ago xoTossTossxo 2
years ago 2 fucking terrorists RIP to anyone who died we miss you terribly
xoTossTossxo 2 years ago 2 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxwww2 2 years ago thats definatly a person
at 7:34 and i agree obama is osoma xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxwww2 2 years ago PanicatheSalsa 2
years ago and to all arabs, muslims, and anyone else who has been tormented and blamed
for this when you had no part in it, i feel for you. PanicatheSalsa 2 years ago
imamadpenguin 2 years ago is that someone falling at 7:34? right below the crash?
imamadpenguin 2 years ago whenbikesattack 2 years ago yeh someone jumped from the
building whenbikesattack 2 years ago OmgItsYoustube 2 years ago ya they jumped
OmgItsYoustube 2 years ago ElliotJohnNovak 2 years ago Thank you for sharing.
ElliotJohnNovak 2 years ago PanicatheSalsa 2 years ago 2 all i have to say is so many
people under me need to grow up. no matter what country you're from or what religion
you are, you're still human. this affected so many people worldwide and especially if
your a kid or teenager, we are the next generation and this was part of our lives. anyone
who passed in 911, bless your soal, anyone who lived through it, bless your health,
anyone who lost someone, god bless you and your family. i feel empathy for you.<3
PanicatheSalsa 2 years ago 2 xFaintx125 2 years ago y cant every 1 just except the fact
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that those cowardly terrorists attacked the u.s. world trade centers and not bush. u must
be really retarded/fucked up in the head if u believe that shit xFaintx125 2 years ago
cjzquagmire 2 years ago your a piece of shit cjzquagmire 2 years ago yipyip121 2 years
ago rest in peace to all that died. 9/11 "freedom was atacked by a faceless coward today" george w. bush yipyip121 2 years ago thunderbolt1003 2 years ago 3 I hope our soldiers
find and capture Osama. He's a coward who deserves to burn in hell. thunderbolt1003 2
years ago 3 Turtles0 2 years ago That was amazing. . . how could. . . thank god you were
inside it is so sad to watch this horible video but thank you for recording it I was 8 at the
time and I didn't know what it really looked like, it, its horrafying thank you for posting
now I understand this much more Turtles0 2 years ago RukiaHanazono 2 years ago
NOOOO!!!!!!!!!!Some people even jumped off the cliff cause it was burnin hot!
RukiaHanazono 2 years ago gizigizi2 2 years ago i was 4 when this happened and i knew
what happened b/c mi family and i went to NYC a lot and mi grandma was there the day
before this happened gizigizi2 2 years ago phantombeast97 2 years ago :'( i cry on this
day sniff and i am not joking phantombeast97 2 years ago SimplyEntertainment8 2 years
ago everybody should take a moment at 9:11 to remember all the poor people who lost
their lives because of the evil terrorists SimplyEntertainment8 2 years ago cytlover03 2
years ago What's up with you? Seriously? You're acting like this is some joke. Thousands
of people are dead, b/ of a stupid terrorist, and your watching from your apartment or
whatever and you're acting like it's some fake movie IT'S VERY REAL i'm sorry to
whoever lost someone in 9-11 cytlover03 2 years ago brownsugar4 2 years ago dude.. she
was taping the on the actual day.. she prob didnt know anything... they thought it was a
rocket..she couldnt have known at that time it was a terroist attack...she was in shock
from it.. so of course we all would have went into the same denial stage that something
like this couldnt happen in todays society..... RIP those who died. brownsugar4 2 years
ago GVAPhotography 2 years ago An excellent tribute! To all the patriots who've
commented with such sympathy for those who've lost their loved ones! A boy at my
school's father was on the floor the plane hit, and as you can imagine he's going through
hard times. I ask for all of your prayers for him. God Bless America! GVAPhotography 2
years ago hothunk987 2 years ago i hope every 1 of those muzlim bastards BURN IN
HELL!!!!!!!!!! hothunk987 2 years ago killarocks33 2 years ago damn right those
bastereds took my grandma killarocks33 2 years ago lfraser44 2 years ago 3 this is
incredible footage. Thank you for sharing this. lfraser44 2 years ago 3 DeNi3L 2 years ago
Good view, of this very horrible tragedy. :( I hope to those innocents that died are in a
better place. They didnt deserve to die, by those twisted terrorists. :( I just wathced
Flight 97 and I cried and cried. R.I.P. all who died on this day. DeNi3L 2 years ago
gymmfreak2 2 years ago a day i remember like it was yesterdayy...i thank those who gave
us their lives...daddy, stay safe. gymmfreak2 2 years ago sanders924 2 years ago RIP to
the 2,999 people who lost their lives that day. right now its 9:11 pm here on long island
sanders924 2 years ago Oscarsproductionsx21 2 years ago .....ty for all the people that
put there lives on the line to help us in this event.. Oscarsproductionsx21 2 years ago
iCrystalx 2 years ago My father died in 9/11. I will never forget. iCrystalx 2 years ago
anythingnew 2 years ago i believed this was a whole conspiracy by bush and his gang.
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thanks for posting this video, the second building's collapse was the most haunting.
anythingnew 2 years ago ress1757 2 years ago Yeah right man. ress1757 2 years ago
anythingnew 2 years ago check out the illuminati anythingnew 2 years ago
mastersports10 2 years ago 2 Salute to all of those who helped that day, salute to all of
those who just wanted to go through another day of life and salute to those who died.
Never forget September 11th. NYPD, FDNY, NYC Paramedic. mastersports10 2 years
ago 2 anythingnew 2 years ago so was i anythingnew 2 years ago nWo24life 2 years ago 3
The image of the smoke engulfing the city and rapidly approaching the window is one of
the most horrifying images I've ever seen. This, more than any other account, I think
shows just how devastating that day was. nWo24life 2 years ago 3 zano316 2 years ago 3
Salute to all the people who have died in this tragic incident. R.I.P to all rescuers who
didnt make it, trying to help people in need. Never forget this day.... =( zano316 2 years
ago 3 Jedatay 2 years ago you think this is funni. People lost there lives and your
laughing! gosh you need help. I love this country... I guess you don't Jedatay 2 years ago
illiese1910 2 years ago no mattter what no 1 will ever feel the pain that those ppl who
lost there loved 1s in this tragic day i swearr its 7 years and styll this makes me sad its so
sad i mean being trapped like that and having no way but to jump soo sad but god took all
those people and there all safe in heaven and watching over there loved 1s what i love
about you americans are you guys go threw alot but always stick togeather love ya new
york and fuck you din laden you sick bastard illiese1910 2 years ago Solderboy007 2
years ago R.I.P )= Solderboy007 2 years ago Jedatay 2 years ago 2 this is so sad. People
lost there lives in this. Yal shouldn't be agrueing about what happened. THe point is
inicent[i don't think i spelled that right]people lost there lives. Kids lost there parents and
love ones. I am PROUD to be an american and I will never forget what happened. Jedatay
2 years ago 2 SwiftFire1396 2 years ago I cried and cried on this day. I will never forget
it! RIP to anyone who died in this tragedy! SwiftFire1396 2 years ago FillAMako 2 years
ago omg this is so sad =[ did u see that person jump at 7:35 =[ so sad =[ oh and how
come there waz a plane flying on the left side i though they grounded all planes after the
first hit? =[ OMG IT WAS A MILITARY PLANE??!?!?!?!!?!? NO WAY! wait why did
the news say there was no explosion around 17:30 somin OMG second one when it
colapesed made my draw drop!!! ALL THAT SMOKE ALL THOUGHS ASHES ALL
THOUGS PEOPLE!so sad =[ FillAMako 2 years ago boratvanilaface 2 years ago show
hide HAPPY 9/11 EVERYBODY!!! boratvanilaface 2 years ago MIZTAICE 2 years ago
show hide hahahahahahahaha MIZTAICE 2 years ago VinnyT73 2 years ago It isn't
happy jackass. VinnyT73 2 years ago emokiwi543 2 years ago wtf its not happy at all!!
emokiwi543 2 years ago smileyfan16 2 years ago GOD BLESS we will never forget!!!!
smileyfan16 2 years ago agentmichaelscarn007 2 years ago then what's the explanation for
flight 93? let's get educated before we speak, okay? agentmichaelscarn007 2 years ago
DarkNaomi 2 years ago I was 13 at the time when that happened. I was home getting
ready for school when my dad turned on the t.v. and the BREAKING NEWS came on :(.
Never forget, yes we will never forget that day. Oh how I wish that day never happened.
DarkNaomi 2 years ago JsLady42 2 years ago damn....fucked up... JsLady42 2 years ago
thenoobwar 2 years ago 2 R.I.P...so touching. Thank you. thenoobwar 2 years ago 2
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roflbiscuit 2 years ago 2 RIP for all those who died that day and God bless all of the
firemen and policemen who helped save those who they could. RIP. roflbiscuit 2 years
ago 2 ReksCheck1 2 years ago i was there i know what happened i was at bulmintons
bakery, there was a loud bang following the first plane crash explain what made that loud
noise? all of you can say whatever you want, but you weren't there to witness it case
closed now stop replying ReksCheck1 2 years ago theoutsidersluver14 2 years ago
almost in tears omfg.... r.i.p to all those who died on 9/11 :( <333 theoutsidersluver14 2
years ago prismaticmarcus 2 years ago to answer your question dood (make sure you hit
the reply link nex time), yes, when the buildings collapsed but also beforehand. think
about it. it was getting hotter and hotter, the smoke was getting thicker and thicker, the air
was getting blacker and blacker. people couldn't breathe. it was agony for them. that's
torture. prismaticmarcus 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago its forgotten out of
memory harown0008 2 years ago nkosa12 2 years ago i cried when i saw this at school it
showed pp; jumpin off buildings and dieing nkosa12 2 years ago DAMIANWHS 2 years
ago wow this is a goood video but so sad to watch! this day will never bee forgoten! <3
DAMIANWHS 2 years ago Fearless2005 2 years ago I was supposed to be at the WTC
that morning for a Job interview, but I over slept. Fearless2005 2 years ago sandersidle 2
years ago horrific video. but one of the best 9/11 ones i've seen. RIP to everyone who lost
their lives on this day 7 years ago. <3 sandersidle 2 years ago jabb012 2 years ago
rekscheck that is not true how could the government do it i think we would have realized
it by 7 years later, some people can be offended by your answer jabb012 2 years ago
harown0008 2 years ago sad day nla harown0008 2 years ago agentmichaelscarn007 2
years ago Oh, really? I seem to recall a particular war held, oh i don't no, roughly 70 years
ago in which the United States Military wrecked the Germans but my memory is a bit
fuzzy. agentmichaelscarn007 2 years ago ReksCheck1 2 years ago show hide The
government knocked down the towers and none of you "patriotic" ass holes get that,
knocked them both down to higher taxes, it was an inside job. RIP to all of the victims,
and a praise to all of the lost souls that have been brainwashed by the media ReksCheck1
2 years ago ejb812 2 years ago If they wanted to raise taxes why would they knock down
buildings. they could just raise them without killing ppl. Your logic is awful. ejb812 2
years ago tommyjgunn 2 years ago ReksCheck1 get you head out of your ass and I hope
whatever little education that you have was free because it aint worth a shit. tommyjgunn
2 years ago TheCoolDude187 2 years ago never forget never R.I.P to all that died on
september 11th R.I.P al ways remeber TheCoolDude187 2 years ago drumbumbtingey 2
years ago the smoke looks really cool i hope that isnt bad it just looks cool this is really
really sad to drumbumbtingey 2 years ago AznBoyNotSoSweet 2 years ago 3 R.I.P All
that have died, Sorry fer the ones that lost beloveds AznBoyNotSoSweet 2 years ago 3
2socccer4life0 2 years ago i cry for all the men and women who died in this i was only 7
when it happened dam people glad we killed most off them those ass holes 2socccer4life0
2 years ago yomommmmas 2 years ago for some dumb reason when i c this vidoe i thing
"cloverfield" yomommmmas 2 years ago TalonShredder 2 years ago Amazing Video,Best
Ive Seen.. Sorry To Everyone Whom Have Lost thier beloved ones TalonShredder 2 years
ago kendall191995 2 years ago i was only 8 when this happened so i didnt realize how
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serious this was. this is so sad people jumped from the building, they would have rather
fallen then died from burning..... everytime i see this kinda of stuff i cry i cant bealive
what the families must have expierenced kendall191995 2 years ago drawertogether 2
years ago 3 god bless thou who hath died on this day 7 years ago drawertogether 2 years
ago 3 Rebelchikaa 2 years ago 4 I hope each and everyone of us realizes how fortunate
and blessed we are to live in this Country and to be alive and have the ability to enjoy our
families. God Bless those who died on that day, and everyone who has no compassion.
Rebelchikaa 2 years ago 4 Rebelchikaa 2 years ago 3 This event changed my life forever, I
was 15 years old when this happened, in class, totally unaware. There has not been one
day that I haven't thought about 9/11, I've covered every angle possible and I wish I could
just return the lives of all of those people. Everyone who has no respect for those who
died on that day and do not care about this tragic event will one day realize how horrible
this was when they experience their own tragic. Rebelchikaa 2 years ago 3
crazywaterdemon 2 years ago 5 I dont understand why people have to be so damn
spiteful and racist. This is a very emotional video and many have died. All you people
can say is "I'm glad you Americans died" or "fuck you America"?! You emotionless and
selfish bastards make me sick. RIP everyone who died and bravely gave their lives.
crazywaterdemon 2 years ago 5 harown0008 2 years ago u should feel horrible cuz it was
all ur fault. harown0008 2 years ago dxhundred 2 years ago what does this got to mean 911 and 911????? dxhundred 2 years ago Sligo1219 2 years ago 2 god bless america
Sligo1219 2 years ago 2 KrzStv1408 2 years ago amen to that! KrzStv1408 2 years ago
Krazakyle99 2 years ago very scary and a sad day Krazakyle99 2 years ago Truong132 2
years ago I feel horrible Truong132 2 years ago campmcdowell123 2 years ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam sad sad sad sad:( campmcdowell123 2 years
ago harown0008 2 years ago ur a towel harown0008 2 years ago wonderfulskirt 2 years
ago come on people, there are millions of victims of various attacks and genocides. why is
the whole world worshipping usa on 11th sept. and doing nothing on other dates? is there
even a darfur day? are 3000 americans more important than 300.000 africans? what were
you doing on 7th july? how about 27th february? can you remember? I'll give you a hint:
superferry 14. the earth rotates around its axis. wonderfulskirt 2 years ago Cypherus21 2
years ago And above all that you said, 9/11 was an inside job (see "Loose Change") by
the US government to leverage military action overseas. Cypherus21 2 years ago
Conz470 2 years ago stop leaving the same comments on every 9/11 video Conz470 2
years ago shawtykisslove 2 years ago ohhh myy qod 19;40 is crazyyyy loud im so
shocked and sad =[ shawtykisslove 2 years ago RonaldoGOTM 2 years ago a dark day in
history 9/11 showed the absolutly worst, but also best in people RonaldoGOTM 2 years
ago Avatarmind 2 years ago to PrisonerOfTheCube: i think so. what I heard was that all
the metal supports holding the building together got overheated from the fire and gave
out- they were all getting hot, so that's probably why they all fell at the same time
Avatarmind 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago ur a towel harown0008 2 years ago
jazzyisamofo 2 years ago 2008 NOW D: jazzyisamofo 2 years ago adami45490 2 years
ago every time i watch it makes me want to go to war and kill every bad arab over there,
this is why the US keeps fighting over there, because of this... adami45490 2 years ago
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h4rl3y99 2 years ago Very very sad such royal special things to destroy those suicide
bomers must be heart less!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!because they are VERY MEAN. EMILY JADE
AUSTRALIA/OZ h4rl3y99 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam i give my tribute in honor of those terrosts who gave there
lives to kill you damn americans. harown0008 2 years ago vjclownthug93 2 years ago hey
FUCK U PRICK vjclownthug93 2 years ago aablayze 2 years ago dont worry kid you'll
be in hell soon=] aablayze 2 years ago DODMG 2 years ago OMG i just saw a fast ass
plane go by my house and its not up to good DODMG 2 years ago mbm4627 2 years ago
this is tragedy mbm4627 2 years ago Obedientrebel 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Watch my videos Obedientrebel 2 years ago Luigi759 2
years ago Seven years ago... why is the world like this? Luigi759 2 years ago
iLOVEjoeJONASx10 2 years ago I would like to say this act was not Gods fault. People
think God did this too us but he saved us. Thought people may not relize he did save
lives. 3 planes crashed thay day. the terrorists destinations were the trade cener, the
white house, and the pentagon. as u kno the 2 hit the trade center and 1 plane made it. but
if the 2 others had made it all the way the united states would have gone under seige bc
the government and the president would have been gone. and to those who died that
day,RIP iLOVEjoeJONASx10 2 years ago eilberon 2 years ago fuck islam fuck terorist
eilberon 2 years ago thegirlwithmanyusers 2 years ago islam shouldnt be blamed. Just
those frikin retarded terrorist. Dont blame islam. thegirlwithmanyusers 2 years ago
316dean 2 years ago this was done by the same US Goverment..thanks Bush 316dean 2
years ago futurefashionista101 2 years ago 19:40 hardest thing to watch
futurefashionista101 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago show hide i give my tribute in
honor of those terrosts who gave there lives to kill you damn americans. harown0008 2
years ago jennesssigman 2 years ago your reatarded jennesssigman 2 years ago
momijitheCUTEbunny 2 years ago no her dad worked there but he had the day off. she
probaly was thinking of if he was in there. Her friend louis was put in an orphanage. she
saw people screaming and crying over loved ones. She even saw people running into the
tower to save others. the police where screaming for others to get back . I got a call from
her mom when it happened. i was just in kindergarten , I had no clue what was going on. I
left school early . we drove all the way to ny and waited for the plane to be open again.
momijitheCUTEbunny 2 years ago cuttibutti101 2 years ago 7 years today rip evry1
especially u tio i miz u u didnt die in vein cuttibutti101 2 years ago farzinb2003 2 years
ago i cried so hard. god save us farzinb2003 2 years ago polkadots1031 2 years ago This
was so depressing!! I'm so sorry for anyone who has lost a loved one in this tragic
terrorist attack. And I'm sorry for all the ones who did die. Or had to watch this. God
bless you and screw those pilots!! Poor people....so effing sad. polkadots1031 2 years
ago mexthere 2 years ago Mexico will never forget this americans!!:D Youre not alone! :)
We r with u!! God Bless america! P and L mexthere 2 years ago killarocks33 2 years ago
my g-ma was in 1 of the planes killarocks33 2 years ago valeriasanchez123 2 years ago
omg! im so sorry! valeriasanchez123 2 years ago haleyroo242 2 years ago o my gosh that
is so sad I am sorry!!!!!!!! haleyroo242 2 years ago iLOVEjoeJONASx10 2 years ago i
am so sorry :( iLOVEjoeJONASx10 2 years ago Abrucard1 2 years ago My school had a
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moment of siclence and a fire drill to remeber 9/11 its so sad!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Abrucard1 2
years ago assman1 2 years ago i cannit believe this. I HATE YOU TEORRISTS!!
AMERICA WILL BOMB YOUR COUNTRY AND SEE HOW YOU LIKE IT!!!!!
assman1 2 years ago balletshoes008 2 years ago thats not a good way to hadle it
balletshoes008 2 years ago besanesa 2 years ago I found out about this the day it
happened but AFTER SCHOOL. I think it was really fucked up of the teacher and the
school not to talk about. and the truth is it really pisses me off, because it was such a
tragic moment and we students had the right to know. I still feel really bad everyday i
remember this day. R.I.P. besanesa 2 years ago justjoshinn 2 years ago ='{{ my uncle
died in the pentagon i still remember that day... justjoshinn 2 years ago
JonasSeleneDemiMCR18 2 years ago OMG. I cryed in the middle of class just watching
videos about 9/11 this is even harder 4 me!!!!! JonasSeleneDemiMCR18 2 years ago
12121212fk 2 years ago mine did 12121212fk 2 years ago dmxhtp 2 years ago dam its
been 7 years and today my new high school didn't mention this dmxhtp 2 years ago
Bman12321177 2 years ago Oh my god... This is the first time I've actually seen it all.
I've only before seen fragments of this. I've also been told that the event was from just the
planes. There's no way after just the plane crashes. at 19:40... That is so hard to watch.
They need to have this day a day off to remember the lives lost. All they make people do
is take just a small moment of silence. Bman12321177 2 years ago californiansteven 2
years ago I did not say his name in vain. Its an exclamation. please dont think of me that
way, I was crying after i saw the collapse. californiansteven 2 years ago lilshortcake1231
2 years ago OMG i just cannot belvie it i mean how could anyone one do this we didntt
do anything thing to them! R.I.P god bless all trops i will remember lilshortcake1231 2
years ago Oberst543 2 years ago this is a very sad day all over america i pay my respect
to all those people who died on the day and their familys. Oberst543 2 years ago
KadelZ1239 2 years ago Oh my God! I must cry when i see that! All these people
running away .. cryed.. and DIED! .. And for what !? .. For NOTHiNG!!! .. Why that
must happen :(.. And you're right, we can't even emagine what it was like to sad! but i
hope i must never see it again! KadelZ1239 2 years ago lizzy1x2x3 2 years ago R.I.P
THATS TERRIBLE this is sad to watch lizzy1x2x3 2 years ago KENA429 2 years ago
what a terribe day it was and a horrible waste of life. We need a full independent
investigation into that awful day. There are many questions. You tube WTC 7 collapse
and it looks like a controlled demolition. Also may on TV were reporting many
explosions in and around the buildings. You tube WTC 7 collapse. NOW! KENA429 2
years ago momijitheCUTEbunny 2 years ago My cousin was on her way to school that
day and she saw the towers burning. she ran home . It scarred her for life. she no longer
talks. momijitheCUTEbunny 2 years ago dmxhtp 2 years ago did she know someone in
there cause if yea dam that's scary dmxhtp 2 years ago yammaster 2 years ago In memory
of these fallen heroes: WE WILL NEVER FORGET peace from italy yammaster 2 years
ago mjbhv 2 years ago i was visiting new york when this happened. we were on our way
to the airport and listening to the radio when they said everything about this. we didn't
leave till like 4 days later. it was so sad to be there in those days. sad as can be, new york
had never been so close with its people then the days following 9/11 mjbhv 2 years ago
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eliz563 2 years ago R.i.P TO ALL THOSE PEOPLE WHO LOST THEIR LIFES; AND
THOSE TRYIN TO SAVE OTHERS eliz563 2 years ago KagomeSakuraChan 2 years
ago I live in America Elkhart Indiana, I'm very lucky that these past 7 years I have been
safe, I thank the lord and I pray for everyone to be safe too ): I can't believe this
happened and its horrific to see. Today is 9/11 and we will always remember. In school
they said something happened today? Like buildings got hit again on the news they
showed the video or something. KagomeSakuraChan 2 years ago lexis95671 2 years ago
=[ Veryy sad to watch. lexis95671 2 years ago baradofevil 2 years ago i'm italian, but
when i saw your video... i cried ....it's not possible to think that human being can do
something so horrible... all this poor people... inacceptable baradofevil 2 years ago
jaylenclan 2 years ago im sad 2 c wat hapen but god bless every one that lost there lives
and there loves ones let god be with you GOD BLESS AMERICA!!!!!!!!!!! jaylenclan 2
years ago SuperDude570 2 years ago very intresting SuperDude570 2 years ago
ChaseSTFU 2 years ago BUT, Now they are building a "Freedom Tower." Which at first
I thought was a terrible idea. THEN, I was told, we were giving terrorist the message,
"You can go ahead and knock our buildings down, but we will just rebuild them, bigger,
and better." ChaseSTFU 2 years ago popcornrocksdude 2 years ago It's horrible that
someone would even think of doing this. R.I.P To all the innocent casualties and brave
firefighters. We miss you. popcornrocksdude 2 years ago Minddork 2 years ago i almost
started crying. god bless american and everyone there that day. thank you Minddork 2
years ago lasallerocker421 2 years ago i was only 3 years o;d and i didnt care or know
what was goinf on. but now it means alot and i watch about 3-4 hours on computer
watching 911 clips! we remember! lasallerocker421 2 years ago alnemer3 2 years ago u r a
blind alnemer3 2 years ago thunderstruck91 2 years ago there was no conspiarcy i hate
people that think that. they have no respect thunderstruck91 2 years ago gunshotblazer 2
years ago i saw the movie and only hispanics went inside the building to help people only
like 3 white guys where there gunshotblazer 2 years ago idkwebshowproduction 2 years
ago =[ sad idkwebshowproduction 2 years ago tapatia94 2 years ago a professor told my
sister that he was in the army and that the army planes are always around the big
buildings, so there was no way they couldnt have seen that coming! :( tapatia94 2 years
ago FunnyExplosion25 2 years ago ive heard about it but wahcing it makes me sick
FunnyExplosion25 2 years ago Prev 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 Next Reply Block User
Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders &
Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety
mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist
Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to
active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue
Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel
Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001
Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this
video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All
Comments (47,036) idkwebshowproduction 2 years ago =[ sad idkwebshowproduction 2
years ago tapatia94 2 years ago a professor told my sister that he was in the army and
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that the army planes are always around the big buildings, so there was no way they
couldnt have seen that coming! :( tapatia94 2 years ago FunnyExplosion25 2 years ago
ive heard about it but wahcing it makes me sick FunnyExplosion25 2 years ago
skatercollin11 2 years ago For all the fallen heros, Rest in peace skatercollin11 2 years ago
bluemafia2 2 years ago im not trying to be disrespectful,but when did the second plane
hit p.s. this vid is sad bluemafia2 2 years ago yammaster 2 years ago In memory of these
fallen heroes: WE WILL NEVER FORGET peace from italy yammaster 2 years ago
NicoleandLeannashow 2 years ago im crying becaus ei know someone who died in this=(
NicoleandLeannashow 2 years ago 1229667 2 years ago im feel sorry for you =( 1229667
2 years ago thunderstruck91 2 years ago your an idiot thunderstruck91 2 years ago
thunderstruck91 2 years ago never forget this day RIP to all those that died.
thunderstruck91 2 years ago AmericanHistoryLover 2 years ago Those people who say
that are brainwashed and are only repeating what the public school and liberal media are
teaching them. The liberals think Clinton could do no wrong, and they run the public
school so the kids are taught that. And they don't have a valid answer when you and I ask
them what Clinton did that was great because there wasn't any!!!! Clinton did little or
nothing good for the country as president, but the liberals don't tell them THAT.
AmericanHistoryLover 2 years ago ugetasskicked 2 years ago I agree. ugetasskicked 2
years ago AmericanHistoryLover 2 years ago American soldiers are only doing what they
have to do to protect our country, the only people getting killed are the terrorists.
AmericanHistoryLover 2 years ago ugetasskicked 2 years ago Yeah, but they are still
killing the wrong people. ugetasskicked 2 years ago SRGTBAKER 2 years ago wow this
is just horrible how the lost of people their were SRGTBAKER 2 years ago
gangstabunnyrox 2 years ago =( im crying gangstabunnyrox 2 years ago J12Productions 2
years ago Wow, that smoke just looked like one big cloud covering the city.
J12Productions 2 years ago californiansteven 2 years ago oh my God, thats so hard to
watch at 19:40 ='[ californiansteven 2 years ago SpongeBobluva300 2 years ago dont say
Gods name in vain after you just have watched a video of people that have been killed :-(
SpongeBobluva300 2 years ago charpoorott 2 years ago Thank you for this. Those of us
who were not there can't even imagine what it was like to be there. The noise is incredible.
Very sad. charpoorott 2 years ago SpongeBobluva300 2 years ago i do know what it must
of been like. those people that were on the plane didnt know what was coming at them.
and when they didnt know it their plane had been struck and the next thing that they
knew was they were falling from the sky crashing into a tower getting killed =( very sad
SpongeBobluva300 2 years ago jackieJonas101 2 years ago this is so so so sad.
jackieJonas101 2 years ago breakmeX610 2 years ago oh my god. my prayers go out to
all of those people who were lost and lost someone on that tragic day. the world will
always think of you <3 breakmeX610 2 years ago BlakSpade420 2 years ago RIP to
those who died on 9/11/2001! God Bless You! BlakSpade420 2 years ago lizzieodonnell 2
years ago I am crying so bad right now... Thinking of all the brave men that died... Of all
the families.... Thank you for giving us this look into what the average person's experience
was, living so closely to the WTC. This was so devastating for people all over America. I
really wish I was there to help. I just wish i were on that plane, I wouldn't have cared if
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they threatened me with blowing up a bomb in the plane I would've done whatever I
could to stop those dirty bastards. God bless America lizzieodonnell 2 years ago
Surf4U33 2 years ago By the time they knew they were being hijacked it was too late :/
Surf4U33 2 years ago TeamAlpha68 2 years ago In memory of the deceased to the
September 11 TeamAlpha68 2 years ago ajs819890 2 years ago 3 i better not hear any
disrespectful comments about this video. tons of innnocent people died on this day.
show some fucking respect. oh and this shows how scared everyone is of us, they cant
fight like men they have to resort to weak stuff like this....when have u ever heard of an
american terrorist attack......think about it... ajs819890 2 years ago 3 Godsgirl41 2 years
ago Yes he did, he went right after the terrorists like ANY president should do.
Godsgirl41 2 years ago altoids79762 2 years ago y do the terroist do that too so very
innocint peaple altoids79762 2 years ago jonasgal112 2 years ago i almost lost my aunt
i'm happy i didn't Sorry to anyone who had lost friends and family in 9/11 jonasgal112 2
years ago pliesforlife 2 years ago 2 yall kiddy 4real ppl lost dere life n yall tlkin bout
lookin at profiles dis aint no stuff 2 b commentin denu mustdnt understand or feel how
dose family members feel 2 relive dis day every year no i didnt lose anyone but i
understand how dose ppl feel i was happy dat no1 i new was dere but sad 2 4 dose ppl
who didnt do anything n died 4 nothin so if u dnt have nothin sweet or nice 2 say please
leave pliesforlife 2 years ago 2 toys178 2 years ago fuucking teorist i'm going to kill them
toys178 2 years ago MissJoeJonas2 2 years ago 2 i was 8, but i remember everything so
clearly, it was nothing to me when i was younger, now, it means so much. MissJoeJonas2
2 years ago 2 Godsgirl41 2 years ago Same here, I was 9 when that happened. Godsgirl41
2 years ago lefteyeinmyheart2002 2 years ago omgg thats devistateing my mouth is
suddenly unable to close this looks soooo terrible...well it is omgg thats so sooo
heartbreaking lefteyeinmyheart2002 2 years ago bossboy78 2 years ago it is very sad and
so terrible almost 3 thousend people killed,what makes me even more sad and angry that
all americans support war in Iraq 3 thousend people are killed every day overthere and
you all support it.For more then 5 years this same is happenning to them 1 million
people already killed by Americans under llidership of Bush and every one supports the
war Shame on all of youuuuuuuuuuuu bossboy78 2 years ago shortygirlGO 2 years ago i
was 6,7,8 tht time dont remember how old but 9/11 is so sad ppl diee and loose homes
and family shortygirlGO 2 years ago maxrockzz 2 years ago God, i really hope you get
killed right now, you're a stupid fuck. maxrockzz 2 years ago Cookies131993 2 years ago
dont say that =// Cookies131993 2 years ago RyAnShEcKlEr1230 2 years ago this is so
sad..... 9-11 RyAnShEcKlEr1230 2 years ago NoggleNasher 2 years ago 2 I was 9 but i
still remember NoggleNasher 2 years ago 2 shawn39275 2 years ago I remember that day,
I was so scared and sad, it happend 2001 shawn39275 2 years ago cute5555 2 years ago
omg wow a lot pf ppl died from that cute5555 2 years ago californiansteven 2 years ago I
came here to pay homage. So sad this happened, and amazing that it was 7 years ago
today. californiansteven 2 years ago BreakBenj01x01 2 years ago check out my video of
Angels and Airwaves Breathe, its about 9/11. BreakBenj01x01 2 years ago Rapman033 2
years ago I NEVER SEE THIS BEFORE.. Rapman033 2 years ago cimerax 2 years ago
:'("""""", sad cimerax 2 years ago Lphixdj 2 years ago I will never forget this shocking day
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in the history of our world. I was in spain on holiday at the time...in a bar watching this
horror unfold,it was very hard to take something of that magnitude in then....I still look
on in disbelief at what happened. R.I.P to each and every innocent soul that was taken
that day,and hart felt sympathy to all the families of the innocent people...................
Lphixdj 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago haha fuck america! harown0008 2 years ago
Godsgirl41 2 years ago And its people like you whose countries are going to pot.
Godsgirl41 2 years ago JonasBrothersRQL 2 years ago We should all take a moment of
silence in honor of those who were killed. JonasBrothersRQL 2 years ago DarkSonic386
2 years ago oh my god its been so long and we re still scared DarkSonic386 2 years ago
airbear13 2 years ago omg this was so depressing! yeah i remember that morning... we
usually turn on the news in the morning to see whats going on. i was in my pjs and my
mom was in her robe. we turned the tv on and i dont quite remember but my mom went
to the news and we saw all this. i didnt really know what happened at the time since i
was really confused. my mom did not let me go to school that day and looked up at the
skies for weeks. i was only 6 and looking back, its just so scary. i cry every year.
airbear13 2 years ago mikedjmix 2 years ago sad day in history mikedjmix 2 years ago
hello19286 2 years ago sad........ hello19286 2 years ago AceRoyalTV 2 years ago show
hide fuck 9/11 wat 5 people died? wat bout katrina? Many people drowned and and died
from that blacks and some whites. But people get emotional about 5 deaths. this is fuckin
unbelievable man real talk AceRoyalTV 2 years ago Znonos 2 years ago Hurricane
Katrina deaths: 1,836 confirmed, 705 missing September 11 2001 deaths: 2,999 (excluding
the 19 hijackers) Those are the facts, hon. Znonos 2 years ago AceRoyalTV 2 years ago
wat did you do google it? AceRoyalTV 2 years ago Tarcotti 2 years ago Wow, 5??? More
like a couple thousand and then some. Tarcotti 2 years ago cute5555 2 years ago no 9/11
happend on septemeber 9/11/2001 thats when 9/11 happend not a couple of thousand
today its happend 7 years ago cute5555 2 years ago wentz0is0whack 2 years ago please
tell me you arent serious. :| wentz0is0whack 2 years ago XxCeriseChanxX 2 years ago
@AceRoyalTV : Fuck you. More then 2,000 People died on 9/11. IT WAS A
TERRORIST ATTACK NOT A NATURAL CAUSE THAT WHAT MAKES IT
MORE SAD YOU DUMBSHIT. XxCeriseChanxX 2 years ago Znonos 2 years ago Hey
hon, im just trying to give you the facts so you don't live your life saying ignorant things
like that. Znonos 2 years ago AceRoyalTV 2 years ago yea keep using google bitch
AceRoyalTV 2 years ago Znonos 2 years ago haha yes sir have fun living in darkness
Znonos 2 years ago cossack77 2 years ago Hahaha this is pretty funny...You know why?
because we brought this upon ourselves you stupid dumb asses. If you hadnt supplied
Osama Bin-laden with weapons and training during the Soviet-Afghan War. This wouldnt
have happened, so you no one to blame but YOURSELF for 9/11. But it wasnt the
planes that brought down the towers. See the WTC was designed to withstand 4 airplane
crashes yet only 2 crashed into it. It was the government placed explosives that brought
the WTC down. cossack77 2 years ago stuwiitube 2 years ago dude they didnt place
exsposives in the buildings stuwiitube 2 years ago wentz0is0whack 2 years ago in 1993 i
believe wentz0is0whack 2 years ago Ashli108 2 years ago R.I.P all of you....and you too
Grandpa. Ashli108 2 years ago Luigiforbrawl765 2 years ago im so sad :( :( :( :( :(
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waaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa haaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa Luigiforbrawl765 2 years ago Tenki11 2
years ago Sure most of the people in the North Tower Escaped. By the looks of it, only
the top was damaged for quite a while. Tenki11 2 years ago Daniel5232 2 years ago wow
this is really sad millions of people would die if those mother fucking terrorist stay out
Daniel5232 2 years ago hadi098 2 years ago wow sad hadi098 2 years ago xee00 2 years
ago 2 9-11, a day we shall never forget xee00 2 years ago 2 MissAwesome86 2 years ago
God bless all the families who lost their loved ones in this attack, God bless the troops
who are fighting for the country we all love. God bless America. MissAwesome86 2
years ago tooolmaniac 2 years ago After 9 11 goes like this..The more powerful people in
this world in tha more powerful country..1 White Americans. 2 Mexicans. 3 Black
Africans Americans tooolmaniac 2 years ago wizbucket800 2 years ago this is the last
time when i thought i had lost my father tht was there in new york sept. 11 2001 and he
is a pilot sooo... we thought we had lost a member of the family and......this vid shows
the apercation of 9.1.1.01. wizbucket800 2 years ago aznandprd 2 years ago R.I.P. all the
innocent people who died in the 9/11 tragedy. It's impossible to know how those poor
people felt inside the plane. aznandprd 2 years ago chudy512 2 years ago I am so glad
that you shared this video. It has been only 7 years and it feels like so many people have
already forgotten. Your video reminds me of the way I felt the moments these events
were taking place and I can't help but cry. I think that it is a fair tribute to those who lost
their loved ones that we all take a moment to appreciate what we have and that we are
safer now because so many gave their lives. Thank you and God Bless. chudy512 2 years
ago mac3747 2 years ago this such a sad event you can see the people jumping out its so
sad although it dosnet make me sad but pissed of and seeking revenge mac3747 2 years
ago savturtles17 2 years ago only one word.. "wow" savturtles17 2 years ago redbutt222
2 years ago that was four buddy redbutt222 2 years ago banaaanss 2 years ago That was
sad day for all world! :( I wont forget that day too! The best greetings and support for all
Americans from Latvia! banaaanss 2 years ago Gothshadow125 2 years ago Omg we had
a moment of silence for those who died during 9/11 at my school today,i almost started
bursting out in tears,its so unbelieveably sad=( Gothshadow125 2 years ago granola1995
2 years ago OMG.. this ppl just give their lives 7 years ago and know ppl is like nothing
happend.. this is so freaking sad! granola1995 2 years ago shuri91 2 years ago i agree this
is sooo sad i feel so bad for the families who lost their relatives and friends... i wish that
this neve happend! shuri91 2 years ago CalienteQuacker 2 years ago I cant belive its
already deen 7 years, it seems like yesterday...god bless america CalienteQuacker 2 years
ago Anthonymcqueen21 2 years ago i was a freshmen just starting highschool when this
happend. osama your going down you alquida basterd you son of a bitch you dont fuck
with america Anthonymcqueen21 2 years ago spartanassain 2 years ago A girl in my
history class today said that American troops are just power hunry thugs who kill
innocents for fun. My neighbor died fighting terrorists. Our troops are keeping us safe
from the monsters that caused this. So to you, nazi girl, I say go fuck yourself. GOD
BLESS AMERICA spartanassain 2 years ago lexicotton 2 years ago i meant 7 years ago
tdayy thats soo frekain sadd lexicotton 2 years ago HyperDuDette14 2 years ago shaking
oh my god oh my god.. i never actually watched it until today.. oh god its so much worse
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when u see a video imagine being there.. :'( HyperDuDette14 2 years ago lexicotton 2
years ago 8 years ago todayy lexicotton 2 years ago downysasa 2 years ago :( :( i cryed
downysasa 2 years ago Bronwin1231231231232 2 years ago I was 3.... this makes me cry
Bronwin1231231231232 2 years ago blacksquidward12345 2 years ago 7 YEARS AGO
TODAY blacksquidward12345 2 years ago IloveConverse12 2 years ago God bless all
the people who risked their lifes IloveConverse12 2 years ago Godsgirl41 2 years ago
Amen! Godsgirl41 2 years ago jpbb96 2 years ago it's been 7 years of misery my dad died
in 911 attack jpbb96 2 years ago clubpenguinnews204 2 years ago 2 fuck YOU OSAMA,
thanks for this video guys :) clubpenguinnews204 2 years ago 2 luigirammos 2 years ago
You mean bush :) luigirammos 2 years ago Godsgirl41 2 years ago 2 Tell me, luigirammos,
could Bush be responsible for attacks or prevent them if he only was in office for 7
months? Could he have prevented this disaster when he was busy selecting his members
for his presidental cabinat, and waiting for them to be approved? Sir, he was in no way
responsible for this attack and all you believe is what you hear from Liberals wanting to
blame him for this attack. Instead of spewing hatred at Bush use your brain and learn the
real facts. Godsgirl41 2 years ago 2 gasemg 2 years ago dude its the total opposite. if bush
didn't give bin laden so many weapons a and shit without giving him credit with helping
out in the war non of this shit would happen(don't get me wrong i feel realy bad about
this and i mourn for everyone) gasemg 2 years ago dreamingdespair 2 years ago can't
believe it's been 7 years dreamingdespair 2 years ago OverYou4Good 2 years ago omg i
still cant believe this happened i was in nyc when it happend n i was crushed but to me it
like pisses me off that they did this..i feel sad about the familes tht lost someone in this
tragidty...but again it rly pisses me off it rly does and i was 8! tht makes me sad GOD
BLESS AMERICA OverYou4Good 2 years ago soccermanda94 2 years ago this is
incredible i was in 2nd grade but still we watched videos today of a guy who jumped out
of the building it was so sad always remember soccermanda94 2 years ago
alexjones4president 2 years ago Get mad and seek the truth. Join the families who lost
loved ones and help them find justice. Watch these movies if you want more evidence our
government was behind these attacks. 9/11 Coincidences 911 Ripple Effect 9/11 Press for
Truth 9/11 Truth Rising We will not stop until the truth gets told and the American
people realize what our government is capable of. They underestimated the power of the
internet. Spread truth...9/11 was an inside job! alexjones4president 2 years ago w8erv 2
years ago May God Bless The United States of America...and those who protect her-here
AND abroad! w8erv 2 years ago austinwinkler23 2 years ago This was bad.. But i dont
think the Iraq war is worth going this long.. we wont find osama.. we've gotten rid of
hussein.. i believe that this is enough.. and is it really right to remember those with the
blood of others? austinwinkler23 2 years ago Menohomo 2 years ago thankyou for
showing tht video..i feel for evryone who lost someone tht day and nyone who helped
thnkyou..and rip evry victim....the people who did this have no soul or heart..
Menohomo 2 years ago ewactiondq 2 years ago :'(our whole school did it ewactiondq 2
years ago SVUluver525 2 years ago thanx u for being brave to show this to us. i cud never
imagine wat u guys were feeling at that moment. i look up to your courage. i lost a family
friend on that day and all the fallen firefighters, police officers and civilains will never be
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4gotten. i wil always keep them in my prayer and their names close to my heart. may
you do the same SVUluver525 2 years ago 911insidejob9117 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was an inside job Criminal Elements within
the US Government staged a "False Flag" Terror Attack on its own citizens,in order to
manipulate public perception into supporting its agenda. WTC7 collapse was controlled
demolition! 911 was an Inside Job . please watch "9/11 coincidences part 7"
911insidejob9117 2 years ago Ashe2342 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Search online and click the muslim videos for 9-11...i searched them
and found them talking shit about america...i swear..i hope we kill their children
Ashe2342 2 years ago HulkWWE123 2 years ago were you like realy there
HulkWWE123 2 years ago crazydog209 2 years ago GOD BLESS AMERICA
crazydog209 2 years ago dontletithappen 2 years ago Muslim islamic al-Qaeda hi-jackers,
cowardly murderers. dontletithappen 2 years ago marklee1988 2 years ago i was 13 when
this happen. I am 20. I will never forget. If you think the war in iraq was a mistake, you
have already forgotten. If you dont think this was a terrist attack, your just an idiot
marklee1988 2 years ago iLoveFreakyGirls 2 years ago i was 12 damn it's still sad
iLoveFreakyGirls 2 years ago cre919 2 years ago I applaud you for your courage to share
what must have been an extremely emotional time for you and your family. Thank you
for letting us share in your shock, pain and awe. Even as a Canadian, I know that I will
never forget that day. It is etched in all of our memories forever. cre919 2 years ago
Koivu321 2 years ago lol and if you look closely in the video at a point u can see a banner
with QuebecNewyork written on it !!! QC FTW ! Koivu321 2 years ago bcbarry72 2
years ago wow!!!!this is my first time ever seeing this from this point of view. shocking
and sad. May God bless the souls of all those who loast their lives and love ones from
this. R.I.P. bcbarry72 2 years ago Koivu321 2 years ago wow when this shit happened
>>> all the fucking tv station in the world was showing this , and i remember that like it
was yesterday . Well sympathie to everyone and innocent people who got owned by
this. Kinda sad and got to be way sick to do somehting like that well i live in the Province
of Quebec in CAnada and peace is here with the freehealthcare and lots of fresh water to
drink :P Enjoy your life the best you can cause u have No idea when Egocentric people
can do sick shit like that Koivu321 2 years ago avril00000000000 2 years ago Cry Cry
Cry avril00000000000 2 years ago sanadabri 2 years ago thats...thats just horrible. rest in
peace. sanadabri 2 years ago njklover 2 years ago Out of everyone in my school me and
my freind Rebecca are the only two in the WHOLE school that actually did our 2 minutes
silence at 11:00 am!! njklover 2 years ago dds317 2 years ago i was 6 but i remeber
watching it dds317 2 years ago Camila627 2 years ago the people that crashed them down
were people that were in war with us and they thought they could sneak up on us and
just crash them down.I cant belive they would do that. :( Camila627 2 years ago
charmedsp 2 years ago my science teacher said that two of his friends worked there and
they would have lived but some guards said to go back to work because it was just
nothing charmedsp 2 years ago XxRawrxX202 2 years ago 2 Wow are you serious!?:o
Thats just missed up ;-; My friend died in there XxRawrxX202 2 years ago 2
OhEmGeeItzDawn 2 years ago 2 this is sad, my father died in Ny there from the plane
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crash. ill never forget him and those who died. OhEmGeeItzDawn 2 years ago 2
DeathAngel1700 2 years ago I'm sorry. DeathAngel1700 2 years ago Fakeitaway 2 years
ago I'm sorry...We won't forget too. Fakeitaway 2 years ago DeathAngel1700 2 years ago
I remember I was in 3rd grade when this happened. I was in the libary and looked in the
room with the tv in it. I thought it was a movie or something. Of course I was young and
stupid. But when I got home that day I saw my parents facees staring at the tv with their
mounths wide open. Then from that moment I knew it was all real. DeathAngel1700 2
years ago cheetahlicous2008 2 years ago Thats just crazy how the plane went!! RIP
cheetahlicous2008 2 years ago Eurogirl01 2 years ago this is the worst that happened to
us. I ca tc i believe that over 3,000 people died and all some of you can think is all that
crap there talking about.Some of you actuelly feel bad about it.But all you other bastards
can think of is bush lies.I dont care about bush,i care that more than 3,000 innocent
people died that day.I fuckin hate those mother fuckin terrorists.I hope they die and go to
hell.They were probably happy that the twin towers got destroyed.see now everybody
hates you. Eurogirl01 2 years ago samsamsamlynn 2 years ago 30,000, not 3,000. So,
terrible... samsamsamlynn 2 years ago bigwnfan 2 years ago thanks for posting. important
not to ever forget. bigwnfan 2 years ago MurphOil45 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam This is so depressing :( MurphOil45 2 years ago solareyt 2
years ago I've never seen before a shock video than this! I'm absolutely shocked!
TERRIBLE VIDEO!!! Thank you for your courage shown during recording video. I
THINK 9/11 WAS AN INSIDE JOB... too many proofs supporting it! solareyt 2 years
ago siltopian7 2 years ago i have respect for the victims of 11 september R.I.P but this
was not terrorists this was american government LOOK zeitgeist siltopian7 2 years ago
preg2692 2 years ago we remember preg2692 2 years ago vote4vogt 2 years ago i was 4
when this happened.i came home from preschool and eveeryone was crying and i had no
idea what was going on let the ones who dies R.I.P. vote4vogt 2 years ago spb2009msk 2
years ago ужас spb2009msk 2 years ago lightsaberfighters 2 years ago i have been
traumatized by this 2 i have never gone on a plane since cause of this..... lightsaberfighters
2 years ago xoxMixedBeautyxox 2 years ago RIP KACCY CHO AND INNOCENT
VICTIMS!! i miss u my aunt<3! xoxMixedBeautyxox 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years
ago rip to those who died... we wont forget p.s.- a conpiracy here to all those who think
it isn't aykaymusic 2 years ago Fakeitaway 2 years ago That's horrible...I was 14 when
this happened and I've been traumatized by this Fakeitaway 2 years ago tagzline 2 years
ago omg, look at right around 11:46, after the 2nd plane hits and she says "OMG" look to
the right, u can see another plane tagzline 2 years ago Deja031 2 years ago This is so
said... Deja031 2 years ago lordhelmit3 2 years ago why do people have to ruin this video
with insensitive comments include all the swearing? come on guys, have a little respect
and maturity. :| lordhelmit3 2 years ago hubictt112 2 years ago omg ; ( hubictt112 2 years
ago livetocheer09 2 years ago thats sad :(. was this like on that day and when u were
videoing it was this happening? livetocheer09 2 years ago Thedreamradiokilla05 2 years
ago i wish that never happen so sad :( Thedreamradiokilla05 2 years ago emile500 2 years
ago You can see a person jump out of the building at 7:45 emile500 2 years ago echo4760
2 years ago rip to those who died... we wont forget p.s.- no conpiracy here to all those
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who think it is echo4760 2 years ago greypandatic 2 years ago i was 9 when this
happened. i wish i could remember. greypandatic 2 years ago DMB44182 2 years ago i
was 8 DMB44182 2 years ago 22coolness22 2 years ago i remember this day like it was
yesterday. my thoughts are with all those affected on 9/11, may peace and love touch
everyone. 22coolness22 2 years ago dragongrrl3 2 years ago agreed dragongrrl3 2 years
ago thefunnyguy21 2 years ago 2 how can you find over 3000 people dieing funny?
stupid asshole rip from uk thefunnyguy21 2 years ago 2 sophiehoney92 2 years ago to all
the people that had to die: you are not forgotten. rest in peace. sophiehoney92 2 years
ago commander1013 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
AlIAH AKBAR DEATH TO THE INFIDELS.. ALALALALAL BOOM!
commander1013
2
years
ago
averiballerboy
2
years
ago
yooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo-o dis was not osama's work mane dis was bushes
brothers work so could put it all on osama averiballerboy 2 years ago
mileydemitoontown123 2 years ago so sad =( cry mileydemitoontown123 2 years ago
lambodude3000 2 years ago damn terrorists lambodude3000 2 years ago rororotimi 2
years ago BUSH LIES rororotimi 2 years ago rororotimi 2 years ago WTF rororotimi 2
years ago dawgphatmama 2 years ago RIP all who died, god rest your souls,FUCK THE
MIDDLE EAST they are all dick heads and need to die, u should know better than to
fuck with america u insinsitive pricks, we already found saddam were a' commin osama
were gunna fuck you up REAL bad u mother fucker AMERICA ROCKS u can go pick
the sand outta ur vajina osama, this was the biggest mistake of ur life dawgphatmama 2
years ago Godsgirl41 2 years ago Dude dude, not ALL people in the middle east are evil.
It is the terorists that are evil, its the anti-freedom groups that are evil. Not all people
there are respnsible for this. Watch yourself. Godsgirl41 2 years ago BrianBellForLife 2
years ago terrorist fuck the world will never be perfect but life would be better with damn
cowards like the arabs BrianBellForLife 2 years ago knjprincess 2 years ago pottre15 you
are so right knjprincess 2 years ago EJBaze 2 years ago It doesn't matter if we brought it
on ourselves or not. The fact is, thousands of innocent lives were lost. Not because of a
natural disaster or disease but because of a group of hateful people. People created this
atrocity. EJBaze 2 years ago el1111111 2 years ago once she opened the window and i
heard all the sirens it really hit home it kinda of represented like a major panic its so sad
R.I.P el1111111 2 years ago cossack77 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam Hahaha this is pretty funny...You know why? because we brought this
upon ourselves you stupid dumb asses. If you hadnt supplied Osama Bin-laden with
weapons and training during the Soviet-Afghan War. This wouldnt have happened, so
you no one to blame but YOURSELF for 9/11. But it wasnt the planes that brought
down the towers. See the WTC was designed to withstand 4 airplane crashes yet only 2
crashed into it. It was the government placed explosives that brought the WTC down.
cossack77 2 years ago dannylauj 2 years ago you know what? bush didnt do anytihng
aoub this till 2003! dannylauj 2 years ago xoxForever31xox 2 years ago u think ppl closer
to bottom floor would get outrlly fast omg this is so freaking sad xoxForever31xox 2
years ago EsquireJo 2 years ago RIP everyone who lost their lives, will never be forgotten
Joseph EsquireJo 2 years ago taylor2037 2 years ago why are people bashing on the
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islam religion? wtf? its not like those terrorists were representing muslims, they were
representing their terrorist group. just cause a few muslims did something as horrible as
that doesnt mean that the millions of muslims around the world are the same you ignorant
fools. taylor2037 2 years ago iamaudreyandur 2 years ago but some said they were doing
it for their god allah...which made ppl not like the religion cause they thought what kind
of god would want their ppl to murder the innocent? iamaudreyandur 2 years ago
romanali1 2 years ago watch?v=Odp1FO0Vmuw romanali1 2 years ago ARI3LL 2 years
ago rofl ppl calm down> jus watch the vid u dumbasses ARI3LL 2 years ago
christian1600 2 years ago islam will be wiped from this earth christian1600 2 years ago
grimlair436 2 years ago fak u faking retarded basted this wasn't bin ladin's work this was
george bushes work bin ladin shits in a fucking bucket he cant do this shit man it was
george bushes set up! look at his faking interviews. grimlair436 2 years ago Godsgirl41 2
years ago Learn the facts, you ignoramous. The men who hijacked the planes were radical
muslims who hate everyone who's not a muslim. They are given a command in their
islamic "religion" to kill all those who are not muslim. President Bush had nothing to do
with this attack, he was barely in office 7 months! He couldn't have prevented this attack
either, he was still moving into the white basically! You are just a petty, brainwashed fool
who can't stop spewing hatred long enough to know the truth. Godsgirl41 2 years ago
taylor2037 2 years ago this made me bawl. taylor2037 2 years ago cossack77 2 years ago
show hide Hahaha this is pretty funny...You know why? because we brought this upon
ourselves you stupid dumb asses. If you hadnt supplied Osama Bin-laden with weapons
and training during the Soviet-Afghan War. This wouldnt have happened, so you no one
to blame but YOURSELF for 9/11. But it wasnt the planes that brought down the
towers. See the WTC was designed to withstand 4 airplane crashes yet only 2 crashed
into it. It was the government placed explosives that brought the WTC down. cossack77
2 years ago livinxforxthexmoment 2 years ago wow. you heartless son of a bitch. what
about all those people who died? this video isn't about what the government supposedly
did, it's about the innocent people who died on that day so you can just go fuck yourself.
livinxforxthexmoment 2 years ago RobochaoXX 2 years ago If we brought this upon
ourselves, it would've been for what our corrupt political leaders did and not us.
RobochaoXX 2 years ago chris145799 2 years ago jesus your a fucking moron
chris145799 2 years ago Andreazeolo 2 years ago certe cose sono inpensabili..anche nel
più brutto film di paura..il mi pensiero và a tutta la gente che da quel giorno non rvedono
più il sorriso di un proprio caro scomparso..non ci sono parole per commentare certe cose
ce solo lo sdegno per come possono accadere certe cose Andreazeolo 2 years ago beemool
2 years ago :< all It's very SAD but i think it was a sabotage...I watched many films and I
saw that there were only military planes...The rocket crashed pentagon... FUCK G.Bush!
u need new president . beemool from poland bb beemool 2 years ago Godsgirl41 2 years
ago Give one single shred of evidence that he did this. Go on, show it! Godsgirl41 2 years
ago gerozz75 2 years ago che tristezza,un momento di silenzio per quelle povere vittime
gerozz75 2 years ago nocliper101 2 years ago south even though the north got hit first,
north was hit towards the top and south near the middle nocliper101 2 years ago Misty3
2 years ago what about the tsunamis? they have nothing to do with today Misty3 2 years
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ago pottre15 2 years ago they have, cause everybody watches videos about 9/11 on this
day, but hardly anyone cares about the hundred thousands of victims that died after and
during the tsunami. at school we hold minutes of silence always on 9 11. but on 26th
december we wont have silences minutes... like the last two years. pottre15 2 years ago
love2manyamvs 2 years ago 2 I was in first grade when this happened, they let school
out early and I was looking for cartoons on TV but I was like "Gah!! Where are the
cartoons?! Its the same dumb news on every channel!!" If only I had a clue back then...
love2manyamvs 2 years ago 2 timgarston 2 years ago funny how these strange people
don't even have the News on, like basically every other person in the world did. and
they're about a mile away from the actual scene. instead, they're playing music.
unbelievable. timgarston 2 years ago PraiseDivineMercy 2 years ago It does seem strange,
but after listening a moment you'll realize it's a children's tape. They were probably
trying to keep the kids calm. PraiseDivineMercy 2 years ago nocliper101 2 years ago I'm
not a new yorker, but if they ever catch Osama bin Laden, they should put him in the
middle of the the ground zero and let every new yorker have of piece of him nocliper101
2 years ago Misty3 2 years ago omg makaylahhh thats a bunch of bs. the gov. didn't plan
it >~>; Misty3 2 years ago Ed324Cp 2 years ago fuck you makaylahhh Ed324Cp 2 years
ago blueheart1616 2 years ago Omg, I am close to crying. I was only in like 2 or 3 grade
when it happend, soooo sad. God bless the families and/or survivors! blueheart1616 2
years ago UltraSamFisher 2 years ago its so shit :'(:'( UltraSamFisher 2 years ago
SexiiMexxy 2 years ago sad how nobody seemed to remember this day today SexiiMexxy
2 years ago pottre15 2 years ago Fuck you... who remebers the Tsunamis, who remebers
the victims of all the wars, started by the USA ??? pottre15 2 years ago zanessaUSA 2
years ago OMG!What that muslims did?!They wanted to attack USA'S WHITE
HOUSE,but they attacked USA'S biggest memory!You know that my dad was there
when it faild?he's a cop,i lost my uncle there!And everytime he's watching this he's
swearing on muslims!I am just saying they ruind something huge and beutyful,we
supposed to ruin theiir beutyfull thing! zanessaUSA 2 years ago swordmaster373 2 years
ago Get a clue. swordmaster373 2 years ago makaylahhh 2 years ago show hide this is
very sad but i think you all should know that 9/11 is fake it was all the goverments idea
they planned for the twin towers to do this there was noone in the planes just people in
the buildings :( goverment should be dead this is killing millions of people and now
goverment is making a beam type thing thats going to kill the whole world in 2012 so live
your life now cause in 2012 december were all going to die :( its true
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-!!!!!!!!!!!!! makaylahhh 2 years ago firestarsfan 2 years ago
why dont you go and kill yourself now then! bastard! firestarsfan 2 years ago SciToxic 2
years ago dude shut the fuck up you dumb ass !!! what the helll r u talkin about !!
SciToxic 2 years ago swordmaster373 2 years ago I can't tell if you're joking or not?
swordmaster373 2 years ago mccl1979 2 years ago Thank you for posting this video. You
captured very unique perspectives of sights and sounds. We will never forget! mccl1979
2 years ago lilogclip 2 years ago Thank you so much for posting, may God bless
America! lilogclip 2 years ago jassyglma9876 2 years ago dis waz a very sad daiii.....and
its on my b-day jassyglma9876 2 years ago bazbeast94 2 years ago Horrible tragidy
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bazbeast94 2 years ago HanaaKProductions23 2 years ago Take a moment of silence to
bless. sad day. HanaaKProductions23 2 years ago jimmythuan1 2 years ago So Sad For
America. It was the worst day ever. jimmythuan1 2 years ago Doomsdaytroop 2 years
ago i was there in the middle o' that hell... tryin' ta save people... i survived only due ta
my courage an' will... i will never forgive an' never forget that day... saddest day o' my
life... never forgive the horror. God be with ya all. Doomsdaytroop 2 years ago
flak88studios 2 years ago ya ur another one of those no lives who make fun of things
worse than what happens to them selves flak88studios 2 years ago shelbylynne12 2
years ago shit happens? wtf, you are messed up. shelbylynne12 2 years ago
dextermikey2 2 years ago in memory for all those who died on sep. 11 2001. they are in
my prayers. dextermikey2 2 years ago busterkid25 2 years ago im proud of our men
fighting for our freedon damn thm terroists busterkid25 2 years ago carjoy11 2 years ago
Please pray for everyone and there families that were harmed on this tragic day 8 years
ago. carjoy11 2 years ago Wasserkaktus 2 years ago It was actually seven years ago, but
that's not too important. My thoughts are with those affected, Wasserkaktus 2 years ago
WarmGunx 2 years ago Seven years, you dingbat. WarmGunx 2 years ago BeriiEve 2
years ago God Bless America Im crying as Im typing this :( God Bless America! BeriiEve
2 years ago xd099 2 years ago omg its september the 11th today xd099 2 years ago
ssbsniper 2 years ago yup ssbsniper 2 years ago ttylgirls10 2 years ago That is so sad I
will never forget this!! ttylgirls10 ttylgirls10 2 years ago 11me09 2 years ago it happened
on my 7th birthday. i still remember i watched it on tv in news. stupid day for a birthday
=((( 11me09 2 years ago ducksrulzgrl 2 years ago OMG I'm sooooooo sorry for
you!!!!!!! That was the WORST DAY EVER I'm sorry for you that you had it happen
on your birthday!!! ducksrulzgrl 2 years ago LaurenSexy08 2 years ago Who Cares That
It Happened On Ur Birthday? Stop Thinking About Urself And How It Affected You
And Think About The People Who Died! LaurenSexy08 2 years ago Woodeh06 2 years
ago do you have to type using capitals every word? Woodeh06 2 years ago LaurenSexy08
2 years ago Why Not Think About The More Important Things In Life Instead Of How i
Choose 2 Type? LaurenSexy08 2 years ago Zoli1234589 2 years ago shit happens:P
Zoli1234589 2 years ago lllove55 2 years ago You're a pathetic person, you know that?
lllove55 2 years ago lidspa 2 years ago Thank you so much for posting this video, I'm
sure it was difficult to witness this horror, let alone videotape it. We as Americans need
to always remember the people that lost their lives that day, and always band together to
keep America Free!!! lidspa 2 years ago freedomfrankie 2 years ago Thank you for
posting this video. This is the first day I have viewed the sad moment of the towers being
struck. It is devastaing. And the thought that those people were so heartless, they would
kill thousands of people. My mother said that they wanted to get all the files and such
erased. They took everything. People and all. :( freedomfrankie 2 years ago lientje130 2
years ago It's impossible... it's zo terrible! I never forget it! :S lientje130 2 years ago
irishgolscorer8 2 years ago copy and paste this to every video u can.... R.I.P. to all of
those who lost their lives in this horrific incident irishgolscorer8 2 years ago
metalbass3016 2 years ago 3 i dont think i will ever forget that day....god bless America
metalbass3016 2 years ago 3 missersuperman 2 years ago man i remember this day like it
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was yesterday. i was in 4th grade then, all the teachers were freaking out, some parents
were taking their kids home, i was confused as to what was happening. When i went
home, my parents told me, this was one of those days that will be with me the rest of my
life. R.I.P. to all of those who lost their lives in this horrific incident missersuperman 2
years ago wbarynard 2 years ago what a truly moving and innocent video account of a
horrible day. Thank you for posting and I wish you well. God Bless America. RIP all the
victims....a terrible shame... wbarynard 2 years ago Bassachusetts 2 years ago it's terrible
that everybody has school on this day. this day should be taken off the schools schedule
because we all should remember this day Bassachusetts 2 years ago Lespaulrocker011 2
years ago i'm sorry, but i hate it when people say this. just because its a day of tragedy
and sorrow, doesn't give you the right to get off school. my father died in the 9/11
attacks, and i find school really helps me get my mind of this. if people are so desperate
to get out of school that they have to use a terrible, sad, and horrific event to get them
out, well fuck them. Lespaulrocker011 2 years ago BratanMF 2 years ago 3 R.I.P.:((
BratanMF 2 years ago 3 kittyli956 2 years ago 2 We will never forget! kittyli956 2 years
ago 2 tigrita17 2 years ago Nuestro sentido pésame a todos desde venezuela tigrita17 2
years ago jake8344 2 years ago on september 11 evey year i fell bad for the whole day.
jake8344 2 years ago joeman22611 2 years ago 2 God Bless America joeman22611 2
years ago 2 veggiesforwolves 2 years ago Thank you to the people who decided to share
this video. It was a tradegy indeed and today especially I mourn and rember those who
lost their lives. And I celebrate those who died saving others. May they find peace after
death veggiesforwolves 2 years ago czechstop 2 years ago Thank you for posting a
personal account of such a sad event in history. czechstop 2 years ago farrello255 2 years
ago spamming on a vid is one this but on a vid like this, get a life :@ farrello255 2 years
ago JLTCHSHP 2 years ago ur gay JLTCHSHP 2 years ago Kr00sZ 2 years ago your
sister and friend? Sorry man :( Kr00sZ 2 years ago sangui12345 2 years ago i feel so
sorry for those people who lost their lives or someone close to them and respect the
people who were in it or watched it i was not there but can not begin imagene what it
must have been like to be there sangui12345 2 years ago wazzzup1992 2 years ago
mmmmmm 7 years ago. doesnt seem so. seems like yesterday. wazzzup1992 2 years ago
smikules 2 years ago so true friend smikules 2 years ago caleblover22 2 years ago wow.
seven years ago today. caleblover22 2 years ago memento5821 2 years ago Hello people
of the world, I'm a 17 years old boy from Estonia and now it has passed 7 years from this
terrible & shocking event. My condolences for all the family's who lost someone. Rest in
peace. :( Fck all the haters!!! memento5821 2 years ago moniczqa16 2 years ago I will
never forget ! I lost in the right tower my sister and a lot of frinds ! I make cryy !
moniczqa16 2 years ago LaurenSexy08 2 years ago What An Amazing Video, It Must
Hav Been Awfull 2 Actually Film It, Remember 09/11/01 LaurenSexy08 2 years ago
Tanzhia 2 years ago omg... I would never be myself if i was in your situation there
Tanzhia 2 years ago hipdog13373 2 years ago i know it doesnt feel like 7 years
hipdog13373 2 years ago mnmz2 2 years ago Thank you for sharing this video mnmz2 2
years ago ElChino855 2 years ago I cant belive this was seven years ago. ElChino855 2
years ago coloradolady2222 2 years ago God Bless America!!! Every year on this day all
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I want to do is cry. I was a senior in High School and on my way to school when I heard
the news. One of the most tragic days in history :( God Bless all of the families that lost
loved ones. You are in my thoughts and prayers today, and always! coloradolady2222 2
years ago smitten24 2 years ago RIP smitten24 2 years ago hilaryellis 2 years ago
Beautifully documented, when she started crying...i starteed crying. We can forget, but
we also should remember. hilaryellis 2 years ago deedlebagfan 2 years ago bless all people
who suffered because of that deedlebagfan 2 years ago EAVERIX 2 years ago I come
from Germany, and i was shocks as i saw that the WTC collapse. Its really hard! Doch
dafür war die aufnahme sehr gut und ich denke auch sehr wichtig! WE WILL NEVER
FORGET! EAVERIX 2 years ago urmom2691 2 years ago This is very disturbing...so
much death. Cowards are what they are. urmom2691 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago
im so hornie right now harown0008 2 years ago TWiiCKS 2 years ago Amazing..Just
amazing.. RIP to all that have died .. and I'm very sorry for your loss. TWiiCKS 2 years
ago drake1321 2 years ago omg that video quality is amazing... funny how all the people
who believe it was a conspiracy dont have any videos with this quality... drake1321 2
years ago peacebwithu97 2 years ago WOW! Nice footage of the entire event. I never saw
it that close before. peacebwithu97 2 years ago sexesi222 2 years ago harown0008 tlkn
bout sex here is jst fuckn innappropriote!! R.I.P every1 xxx such a sad thing 2 happen,
willn neva b 4gotton <3 xx sexesi222 2 years ago Rollembaby 2 years ago Wow, great
picture quality. What kind of camcorder is that. The zoom feature is awesome. May we
never forget what was done to us that day. God bless America Rollembaby 2 years ago
hatred123456789 2 years ago 2 show love to all those who have families still alive today
hatred123456789 2 years ago 2 wikedluva 2 years ago RIP the 67 brits who died, god
bless them, being failed by an allied nation.... wikedluva 2 years ago jessicaharris27 2
years ago Very well said Bonnie4rabbit. I agree 100% jessicaharris27 2 years ago
NoLiFeFr 2 years ago RIP everyone We will never forget that NoLiFeFr 2 years ago
bonnie4rabbit 2 years ago The pain weighs on me as i remember too that day though my
head is bowed my back is straight. We are stronger than anything they throw at us.
Nothing will EVER break this nations will so long as we remain true to what this
beautiful nation was founded on. The right to be free. bonnie4rabbit 2 years ago
jessicaharris27 2 years ago I would't let you touch me, look at me or have the honor of
having sex with me. Im happily married and will remain that way. Dont you have a
cousin, sister or brother you should be asking that? jessicaharris27 2 years ago
lethalninja99 2 years ago real mature you fuck we're watching a video of 9/11 and all those
people who lost their lives and this retard goes on about sex...very inappropriate...
lethalninja99 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago i bet sum of you would be surprized if
i told u im rlly 13 becuz i am harown0008 2 years ago phair 2 years ago When people die
in american, is significant. When people die in Iraq and Israel doens't matter. Alllllright
phair 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago yes harown0008 2 years ago jessicaharris27 2
years ago You asking me harown008 if I want to have sex? jessicaharris27 2 years ago
kabjkm7 2 years ago The four jets are the four horsemen of the Apocolypse. Obama is
the One. The rapture is soon to come. kabjkm7 2 years ago phair 2 years ago Obama is
the Comunism rising in United States. Read Antonio Gramsci and understand the quiet
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revolution. phair 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago so u do wanna have sex
harown0008 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago ALRITE U GODDAMN
AMERICAN! fuck you fuck jesus fuck you niggers fuck you jew fuck you spics fuck
you rednecks bitch ass mother fucker.the first thing that comes to your peoples mind
when you hear terrost is muslims not all muslims are bad you bitches! harown0008 2
years ago JWB9666 2 years ago Not all think Muslims when someone says terrorist. And
you saying they do makes you no better then the people you are talking about, JWB9666
2 years ago mcdaniel1357 2 years ago fuck u u goddamn muslim bastard ur the reason
why we hate muslims in the first place mcdaniel1357 2 years ago jessicaharris27 2 years
ago You say that wasn't nice what I said harown0008? I don't give a sht about you and
are you seriously kidding? ( hey! THATS NOT NICE JESSICA) Wasn't meant to be
nice. jessicaharris27 2 years ago CheeseGeneration 2 years ago I agree with uberstane,
Why did those stupid fucking moslims ( sorry for that, no offense, just against these
damn suiciders ) do this? I'm from belgium, but when this came on the news, i swear you,
everyone was shocked! R.I.P for the people who died out there. And fuck those damn
idiots who did this, even trough they are dead. I hope this'll never happen again.
CheeseGeneration 2 years ago wbarynard 2 years ago dopey harron. wbarynard 2 years
ago harown0008 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
jessicaharris27 wanna have sex??? harown0008 2 years ago uberstane 2 years ago 4 You
guys who hate us. Have a heart would you? People died here, this isn't the place to be
throwing around insults to about America. We're all just people, aren't we? We just
happen to live in different places and have different beliefs. It's this kind of bickering that
will eventually bring us all down. uberstane 2 years ago 4 HelvetiaDamnation666 2 years
ago Posting 11/09/08 = 7 years on. This was an awful event. My respects for those who
died and for those families torn by the deaths. HelvetiaDamnation666 2 years ago
harown0008 2 years ago hey!THATS NOT NICE! harown0008 2 years ago djalians 2
years ago R.I.P. for all the people who die the 11 September 2001 ... djalians 2 years ago
jessicaharris27 2 years ago Too bad your not one of them harown0008 who die every 21
seconds. But we can always hope jessicaharris27 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago
thats not nice jessica! harown0008 2 years ago hatred123456789 2 years ago Everyone
ignore this moron who can't tell the truth as to who he is and what country he is in, must
be ashamed or one of those sick people who don't work, go to school or have respect for
fellow human beings. Too the families to lost loved ones I feel pain for you and pray for
you on this day of tragedy I agree hatred123456789 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago
i pray that your families r burning in hell harown0008 2 years ago jessicaharris27 2 years
ago Everyone ignore this moron who can't tell the truth as to who he is and what country
he is in, must be ashamed or one of those sick people who don't work, go to school or
have respect for fellow human beings. Too the families to lost loved ones I feel pain for
you and pray for you on this day of tragedy. jessicaharris27 2 years ago harown0008 2
years ago so wat every 21 seconds someone dies harown0008 2 years ago
Showjumper1808 2 years ago get freakin alone, 7 years ago today thousands of people
died damn Showjumper1808 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago im not 17 i put a
random age slut. harown0008 2 years ago alexalexalexalex22 2 years ago Boa man. das
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esch z schlemm. RIP de lüt wos nid überläbt hend! alexalexalexalex22 2 years ago
Hottestboy88 2 years ago Dieser Tag veränderte die Welt von da an lebten,leben und
werden wir mit der angst vor terrorismus leben Hottestboy88 2 years ago jessicaharris27
2 years ago And it said you are 17yrs old. Not in school today or did you drop out? My
guess is you dropped out and thats the reason for the poor spelling and childish name
calling. So go find mommy and daddy and get help Im done wasting my time or the risk of
chipping a nail typing on your sorry a. jessicaharris27 2 years ago Stees17 2 years ago
omg, sooo terrible. :( Stees17 2 years ago JennyEvanss 2 years ago ok scottishdude...that
was horrible for what u said, u have no respect JennyEvanss 2 years ago lonelytaru 2
years ago thank you EVERYONE FOR not forgoting this day!! even tho many have
forgotten they shouldnt! r.i.p lonelytaru 2 years ago KORGxxSTYLE 2 years ago us
amerika hat denn anschlag selber verübt ! KORGxxSTYLE 2 years ago skinner050 2 years
ago harown008 can die skinner050 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago no shit u stpid
sht harown0008 2 years ago hifromnyc 2 years ago TODAY IS 7 YEARS AGO...
hifromnyc 2 years ago StefanR10 2 years ago it was terrible StefanR10 2 years ago
harown0008 2 years ago u know whats funny i just put the first thing on the list of the
countrys you stupid bitch harown0008 2 years ago jessicaharris27 2 years ago You know
what funny, I just clicked on your name harown0008 and i says your in the USA. By all
means feel free to leave anytime, I'll even get you the plane ticket over there.
jessicaharris27 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago i would rather die than stick up for
america harown0008 2 years ago meangirl02812 2 years ago I bet you're stupid with shit
in the head.. that is looking to call attention with all the things that you said.. Buy you
Know.. You're only an asshole who has no mercy for others .. Find something interesting
to do .. if this does not interest you .. who are still doing here ..?? meangirl02812 2 years
ago scottishcaledonia 2 years ago Today being september the 11th, I would like to extned
my warmest congratulations to my american cousins. On this day 7 years ago two planes
accidently collided into the twin toweres rsulting in the largest game of jenga the world
has ever seen, and the biggest freefall diving contest in history. Happy september the
11th scottishcaledonia 2 years ago jessicaharris27 2 years ago Well said Meangirl
jessicaharris27 2 years ago meangirl02812 2 years ago What Kind of human are you?
(harown0008) Even we don't speak the same language or live in the same country.. People
died that day.. and like HUMAN you should be respect for them.. You don't have
family?? meangirl02812 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago thank you i am mature slut.
harown0008 2 years ago titti1506 2 years ago the best video on 9/11 that I've ever been
watched... It was right to show this video to the world. R.I.P to the people who never
turn back home that day. titti1506 2 years ago jdudeJmusicAforlifeC 2 years ago
harown0008 you're really mature. You're making yourself look really stupid.
jdudeJmusicAforlifeC 2 years ago Tenset9507 2 years ago 3 BUSH's responsible for all
of this sht.. Tenset9507 2 years ago 3 jessicaharris27 2 years ago Medication? Very true
wbarnard. But I think that dumba is on some serious drugs, I suspect crack or meth or
maybe just simply mentally insane. jessicaharris27 2 years ago NRodovsky 2 years ago
Thank you for documenting this, and thank you for having the courage to share it with us.
And to other posters: honestly, this really isn't the place to show so much disrespect,
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especially today. ENOUGH with the language, show some respect! Go somewhere else
and debate. NRodovsky 2 years ago Zeroshin 2 years ago This is madness. So much
destruction. So much chaos... this is horrible... over 2,000 dead. The fact that something
like this actually happened is hard to fathom. This should have never happened. Yet it
did... 7 years ago... Zeroshin 2 years ago fernandesilyt 2 years ago Isto foi horrivel, sinto
muito por todas as vítimas. fernandesilyt 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago we will see
who is going to be the person or people who will die in november so i suggest dont use
the planes or anything that runs on electricity oh yeah and stay in your homes but that
still wont help death will be coming soon for all of you. harown0008 2 years ago
wbarynard 2 years ago its time for your medication dear. wbarynard 2 years ago
NRodovsky 2 years ago Oh, really. Share some more details. NRodovsky 2 years ago
somusicdude 2 years ago HOLY ST 7:40 i think i saw some 1 falling!!!!!!! somusicdude 2
years ago jessicaharris27 2 years ago November huh, we'll be sure to watch your being
caught and hung on the internet like we did your hero Saddam. jessicaharris27 2 years ago
harown0008 2 years ago screw you guyz im outta here but hey i asure you withing the
next 3 months something big is gonna happen that will ingrave in the american history
something that will kill millions of people and i will give you a hint its gonna be in
november. harown0008 2 years ago wbarynard 2 years ago thank you for the heads up
moron. Now go and look for the rest of your brain. I suggest starting by looking up your
own backside. wbarynard 2 years ago Vooyu92 2 years ago Yes, and people like you will
feel the pain of those people in hell Vooyu92 2 years ago sflauss 2 years ago God Bless
America. We all blame the responsible of such an inhuman act. Thanks for your video, it
will help us remember those who died for our freedom and democracies. September 11th
was an attack against our world! sflauss 2 years ago alexjones4president 2 years ago It`s
time to face the real enemies behind 9/11. "9/11-Press for Truth" Watch this movie and
hear it from the families who lost loved ones on 9/11. They are screaming inside job and
demand a re-investigation. Our government has turned its back on anyone who threatens
their cover up. alexjones4president 2 years ago msirene86 2 years ago i was in my AP
english class watchin queens of comedy because we had a sub and somebody came in and
told us to turn on the news and there it was :( msirene86 2 years ago harown0008 2 years
ago if there is 1 thing in thing in this world that is true and always be true is that there is
only 1 god there always was 1 god and always will be and there are good and bad people
from everywere i am 1 of the good i suggest to the terrosts that 1 day they can attack
america again and fucking blow you all up just like how you americans blow each other if
ya know what i mean. harown0008 2 years ago ostmanj121274 2 years ago go the hell
harown eres marica you mother go the hell...god bless america ostmanj121274 2 years ago
eule7777 2 years ago heilige scheiße!->holyshit eule7777 2 years ago kevnar 2 years ago
All haters will burn in hell. The god you supposedly worship created and loves your
enemies too. Don't use religion as an excuse to hate, because you'll burn even deeper in
hell than the atheists. And any god that teaches his followers to hate other people is false.
The real God created all mankind. kevnar 2 years ago Lostangelzz 2 years ago R.I.P all...
Lostangelzz 2 years ago carloselcoco 2 years ago This is the best video released so far of
9/11 I have ever watched! Great job there guys. RIP to those who lost their lives.
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carloselcoco 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago that last messege of mine is to all of
goddamn america! harown0008 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago wbarynard:suck my
dick you goddamn motherfucker bring your asses and mess with us people and we will
kik your ass weather its in iraq we will kik ur ass,weather its in iran we will kik your
asses,or weather its in afghanistan we kik your asses o w8 wat happened last time u.s
came to afghanistan o yeahh we KICKED YOUR ASSES! harown0008 2 years ago
wbarynard 2 years ago LOL. I would if it wasn't the size of a pea. wbarynard 2 years ago
jessicaharris27 2 years ago HA HA HA harown0008 my husband is not part of my
comments I was stating a fact he is miltary and Im very proud of him cause of people like
you being born on this earth, we need protection. Im curious what country are you in?
No doubt poor and uneducated and WAY to much time on your hands to go to these
people site and curse us who are supporters. Roast in hell jessicaharris27 2 years ago
TheGhostWhisperer197 2 years ago wow, it's strange thinking that people would have
woken up this day 7 years ago and thought it was going to be a normal day. Or that
people would have looked at the World Trade Centre the night before 9/11, only to be
looking at this the next. R.I.P TheGhostWhisperer197 2 years ago harown0008 2 years
ago i defend that statement. harown0008 2 years ago grant8567 2 years ago all this anti
american crap? seriously? wtf people? get over it. go ahead and mess with us and we will
kick your sorry asses. to all of you americans that say this shit? get the fuck out or we
will throw you out. grant8567 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago jessicaharris27:i hope
your husband dies bitch. harown0008 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago who said were
in america you stupid son of a bitch 1 wont u catch a 1 way plane ticket to hell you bitch.
harown0008 2 years ago ostmanj121274 2 years ago go the hell fuckin arabians dead aall
arabians..god bless america ostmanj121274 2 years ago jessicaharris27 2 years ago Can I
ask you mindless heartless ignorant morons a question? WHY ARE YOU IN THE USA
if you hate it and cuss it this much? It's a shame you weren't the ones on one of those
planes instead of those innocent people. But the Lord has a plan for you and it will be
way more harsh... Peace and GOD BLESS AMERICA!!!! jessicaharris27 2 years ago
wbarynard 2 years ago well said. Harown0008 is a moron. God Bless America.
wbarynard 2 years ago grado32 2 years ago jebeš ameriku i te bolesne ljude koji zive
tamo. dabog da ih talibani sve pobili i nabili na kolac grado32 2 years ago dackeprozivka 2
years ago so what? Fuck off American people..my house in Bosnia fire,war in
Kosovo,why? America world terrorist No1. much pain all world... dackeprozivka 2 years
ago harown0008 2 years ago like i said i hope all of your fucking parents died there u
bitches burn in hell! harown0008 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago
enjoymydick:THANK YOU! harown0008 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago show
hide FUCK AMERICA!!MARG MARG AMERICA MARG MARG AMERICA!u
assholes fuck you jesus im gonna shit jesus's face that bitch long live terrosts!u god damn
jews/spics/niggers/FUCK YOU! harown0008 2 years ago enjoymydick 2 years ago
Funny video... God bless Bin laden enjoymydick 2 years ago mannysavy 2 years ago this
makes me cry so bad.... I miss him. :( mannysavy 2 years ago wingmaster13 2 years ago
Americans do that, Americans died in it. And all it only to have a reason to invade in Iraq
and capture Arabian oil. Western Democracy in action and nothing more. wingmaster13 2
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years ago ceasar366 2 years ago FUCK OSAMA... FUCK IRAQ ceasar366 2 years ago
YellowBamba 2 years ago Fucking terrorist... Rest in peace all these people...
YellowBamba 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago fuck you america,fuck you
americans,fuck you jesus,long live terrosts! harown0008 2 years ago jessicaharris27 2
years ago I see my comment got deleted, that goes to show me that for standing up for
the lives we lost on 9/11 was for nothing. But Im still proud to be an American born and
raised and this is and always will be a day of grief. You know what it wasn't for nothing,
it came from my heart cause I'm a wife of someone who goes to Iraq to fight for our
freedom and not a coward who sits behind their computer cussing the USA.
jessicaharris27 2 years ago harown0008 2 years ago haha burn in hell you mother
fuckers.i honor those terrosts who gave there live to kill those fuckers.long live
terrosts.burn bitch burn i fucking hope every single one of your parents died there
muhahahahha.long live terrosts long live terrosts. harown0008 2 years ago kkmongool1 2
years ago harown0008 do you whant to die? 12mm blown in ya head? if you don't whant
it then just stfu to bad you weren't in that plane... fuckin respectless dicksucker go fuck
you mom kkmongool1 2 years ago mikoraul 2 years ago R.I.P mikoraul 2 years ago
Drumlinebaby08 2 years ago i was in the 6th grade when this happened science class
when i watched this i didnt know what to do or think back then it was such a tragedy i
feel for these ppl Drumlinebaby08 2 years ago dackeprozivka 2 years ago show hide so
what... my house fire too,Bosnia,fuck off American people,much pain all world...
dackeprozivka 2 years ago Drumlinebaby08 2 years ago hey u shut the fuck u werenteven
there dude how can u say some shit like that u cunt ur house is nothing compared to the
lives that were taken in this attack stupid eurofucktard Drumlinebaby08 2 years ago
Godsgirl41 2 years ago It is so sad to see you think that way, dude. Aren't these people
human like you? Are you not of the same race as they were? We may be from different
countries sir, and have different goverments but that dosen't make us any less human.
Godsgirl41 2 years ago KMnnA 2 years ago 2 oh my god. i was in 4th grade when this
happened, i lived in queens, new york city, we all got dismissed early from school that
day, that day was so scary, i remember it like it was this morning. it's so sad and shocking
to this day. KMnnA 2 years ago 2 danielam08 2 years ago 2 this is seriously NOT the
video for stupid comments like the one left below. this happend. and no one deserves to
die that way. these people are dead and they deserve respect. :( i will never forget this
danielam08 2 years ago 2 jenjrock 2 years ago Wow, I don't even know what to say. I'm
balling right now. I remember I was in Choir Class 2nd Hour, my freshman year of high
school. I had no idea what was going on until my teacher said the second building fell.
jenjrock 2 years ago core2quadman 2 years ago do you remember core2quadman 2 years
ago elpantera45 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam lol dis
shit's funny elpantera45 2 years ago ceasar366 2 years ago you fucking idiot, fucking
nigger ceasar366 2 years ago Drumlinebaby08 2 years ago fuck you go back to ur fuckin
trailor u piece of shit Drumlinebaby08 2 years ago 0mfganyname 2 years ago 4 To all
those ignorant people that think America is gay.... Why are you watching this then? Are
you jealous? Or just plain stupid... This video is to remember that day not to say "oh
america is dumb and gay".... most of the people that say that most likely live in
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America... so STFU and leave if you don't like us.... keep your comments to yourselves.
Oh yea i was in 5th grade when this happened didn't really know what was going on but
now i understand will never forget that day.. :'( 0mfganyname 2 years ago 4
boricuatodabone 2 years ago RESPECT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! boricuatodabone 2 years ago
ASHERDREW 2 years ago REMEMBER!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ASHERDREW 2 years ago
boricuatodabone 2 years ago its not just because its been 7 years its that it not easy to
just move on but never forgeting it (in my opinion) makes a person realize that there are
evil person in the world but by being united maybe we can make a diference 9/11 the day
that mark the entire world boricuatodabone 2 years ago PrisonerOfTheCube 2 years ago
Did you notice her zooming in at the base of the tower and picking up all that smoke just
prior to the collapse. That was a bomb going off. PrisonerOfTheCube 2 years ago
ecbsykes 2 years ago If the top of the building was collapsing, a huge rush of air would go
down the stairwells and would have rushed out of the base of the tower, through the
lobby etc, at very fast speeds. There is your "bomb". ecbsykes 2 years ago
PrisonerOfTheCube 2 years ago The smoke would of followed the path of least
resistance.. That would be the big hole in the building. Don't you find it amazing that all
four corners of the building failed at the same time? Could this be possible from a fire
caused by a plane crash? PrisonerOfTheCube 2 years ago Raphaela1218 2 years ago 2 It's
very sad!It has been 7 years and everytime i watch it still shocks me. :( Raphaela1218 2
years ago 2 QuoVadisVale 2 years ago 3 In Italy (I'm Italian)It was 3 pm. I was watching
tv and I didn't understand the reason why every channel had the same images. Then my
mama told me what had happened. I fealt and I feel really really sorry. Nobody deservs
to die in such a horrible way. R.I.P Really touching video QuoVadisVale 2 years ago 3
boricuatodabone 2 years ago amen at least someone understands boricuatodabone 2 years
ago ecbsykes 2 years ago Amazing video. I hate seeing all the dumb comments on
YouTube. This video is not here for people to debate viewpoints or anything. Just watch
the video, and remember 9/11/2001. ecbsykes 2 years ago boricuatodabone 2 years ago
will this argument ever end boricuatodabone 2 years ago Dulferdeventer 2 years ago I
come from the Netherlands and i was on Holiday in NY, That was the most schokked
moment of my live, Americans you're strong! Dulferdeventer 2 years ago
lunchboxonwheels 2 years ago thank goodness someoneno568 is gone ahaha not
lunchboxonwheels 2 years ago boricuatodabone 2 years ago want to say something else or
did i just shut you up boricuatodabone 2 years ago boricuatodabone 2 years ago papi no
te pongas pendejo i may not type english good at least im no ignorant son of a bitch get a
life cabron puerto rico papi nunca lo olvidare 9/11 boricuatodabone 2 years ago Naddel65
2 years ago Heute vor 7 jahren ist das passiert mein beileid an alle die das betrifft oder die
ihre familie verloren hat oder so..+schniff In gedanken an die leute die wegen den
terroristen sterben mussten! Naddel65 2 years ago someoneno568 2 years ago lol god
damn luchbox, were such assholes today someoneno568 2 years ago someoneno568 2
years ago im not in english class in in RR class with no homework someoneno568 2 years
ago charlesf1987 2 years ago that explains why your so fucking dumb. get off the
computer and pay attention. learn some more ENGLISH!!!! charlesf1987 2 years ago
boricuatodabone 2 years ago ASHERDREW take it easy dont listen to what the idiot
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says he dosent respect anything not even himself frikin moron boricuatodabone 2 years
ago lunchboxonwheels 2 years ago well there is another bored person in here and i agree
with someoneno568 lunchboxonwheels 2 years ago someoneno568 2 years ago I have
nothing to do in class so I had to come here today cause its september 11 and now im
here with people who think this is sad someoneno568 2 years ago boricuatodabone 2
years ago i agree with charlesf1987.you dont like it why are you doing here in this page?
boricuatodabone 2 years ago someoneno568 2 years ago I don't like america and you
better darn respect that assholes someoneno568 2 years ago ASHERDREW 2 years ago
Serioussatheist, You fuckin piece of shit, It would make me very happy to meet you. i'd
do the unthinkable to you(AND I WOULD). your a fuckin cocksucker,you would wish
you were never born, you shouldnt have been BORN,your mother should have not had
"you" ,a piece of shit like youself, Fuck you!!!!!!! NEVERFORGET 9/11/01
REMEMBER!!!!!!!!!!RESPECT!!!!!-!!!!!!!! ASHERDREW 2 years ago charlesf1987 2
years ago show some respect. you dont like america. what are you doin at this page? rip
charlesf1987 2 years ago boricuatodabone 2 years ago someoneno568 if you came here
juged us than get da fuck out no one cares what you think am i right or am i wrong
boricuatodabone 2 years ago DJstartled 2 years ago ur NOT wrong ur 100% RIGHT
DJstartled 2 years ago charlesf1987 2 years ago someoneno568. that makes no sense at all
charlesf1987 2 years ago someoneno568 2 years ago violence is better someoneno568 2
years ago someoneno568 2 years ago niether is talking peacfully someoneno568 2 years
ago boricuatodabone 2 years ago people we need stop and realize that if keep this up its
not gonna solve anything!!!!!! boricuatodabone 2 years ago someoneno568 2 years ago
wa7ash charlesf1987 im an indian what'd ya expect? fuckin damn american, and I am
canadian all the way bitch someoneno568 2 years ago Kungcocos111 2 years ago u
fucking idiot loads of innocent civilians died in this attack normal people firemen polices
familys just because soem stupid terrorists.... LEARN SOME MORALS.. RIP ALL
WHO DIED IN 9/11 MAY GOD BLESS YOU Kungcocos111 2 years ago charlesf1987
2 years ago someoneno568 you idiot they are rebuiding it. your comparing 2 buildings to
PIZZA. what are you 10 years old? you think they can rebuild this overnight? think
before you type! charlesf1987 2 years ago boricuatodabone 2 years ago dude you got
major issues yeah its been 7 year hello its was THE biggest terrorist attack in history lots
of people died and you dont care about it in the least i will always pay tribute to the men
and women that lost there lives on 9/11 boricuatodabone 2 years ago DJstartled 2 years
ago i am half english half pakistan nd half muslim nd half christian but people call me paki
and i stand up 4 myself nd 4 my mum, basically saying u americans need to stand up 4
urselves dnt let these people put u down 4 who u r dnt let them say its usa folt stand up
4 ur country, and the people dat think dis is funny den u r fucked up get some respect
DJstartled 2 years ago HoggerTheHedgehog 2 years ago i remeber it...darn memories, it's
just so sad and horrible:( HoggerTheHedgehog 2 years ago someoneno568 2 years ago If
people miss the towers so much, why dont they just build another one? god dman, its
like ordering a pizza then dropping it and crying about it for seven years, not ordering
another one, fucken retarded americans someoneno568 2 years ago GangPatt 2 years ago
More respect PLS .... Thats not a funny video :( R.I.P GangPatt 2 years ago
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prinzpeters92 2 years ago mir kommen tränen prinzpeters92 2 years ago boricuatodabone
2 years ago ok lets stop and think for a second this tribute video for every one that lost
there life not just inside the towers but also that risk there on lifes saving the ones that
were traped there all heroes in my mind(que dios los bendiga) ill never forget that day
peace UNITED WE STAND!! boricuatodabone 2 years ago phair 2 years ago Americans
don't deserve it. Americans are good people but american government indirectly kill them
enforcing their interests to control the whole world. phair 2 years ago phair 2 years ago
Sad for innocent people just living their lives, working and enjoying theis lives. I know lot
of people in US that hate Bush and foreign policy. I think americans paid for arrogance of
United States involving theirselves in Middle East. Why? For Petroleum? Why support
Israel? Why declaring war against Iraq, invade their territory and killing millions of
innocent people? And the most important, why BUT WHY USA fueled Al Quaeda in
1988 against USSR? phair 2 years ago DjKrymol 2 years ago at 5.33 i see an UFO on the
left side... DjKrymol 2 years ago NYGIANTPRIDE 2 years ago Those responsible will
rot in hell, no matter who they are. NYGIANTPRIDE 2 years ago dintunz 2 years ago
R.I.P...=( dintunz 2 years ago loquendoonoloquendo 2 years ago fue un dia caotico...
loquendoonoloquendo 2 years ago BestMates94 2 years ago OMg this is so so so sad
makes me cry i live in england and i can remeber being in year 2 and watching this after
school but i can still meba this day like it was yesturday i was like 7 years old innacent
people dies that day Rest in Peace xxxxxx BestMates94 2 years ago bigfreakum1 2 years
ago you guys are fucked up, who cares if you hate the United States, in the end we are all
human beings, its fucking sick if you enjoy innocent humans being killed bigfreakum1 2
years ago Trigarner 2 years ago I can't imagine how terrified you all must have been being
so close. Im eight hours away and was terrified--we are near Norfolk, Va--military
everywhere--yah it was horrible Trigarner 2 years ago isabelamarina 2 years ago how
come noone claimed the attack but few mins after it happend they already said it's an
terrorist atttack and it was bin laden?hao come u need other nationalitys to tell u the truth
behind this?authoritys knew this was gonna happen still they let it happen therefor the
reason of invading irak isabelamarina 2 years ago bigfreakum1 2 years ago uhmm well
when 3 planes crash into our buildings what the fuck else could it be? bigfreakum1 2
years ago BigEggad 2 years ago I am also from Germany and I am disgusted about the
fact, that I live in the same country with persons like "dadacore01"!!! Stupid little Idiot!!!
R.I.P heroes of the 9/11 We will never forget you all over the world! BigEggad 2 years ago
anniegrl00 2 years ago Everyone's who's cursing out Americans or anyone else on this
needs to stop right now. This is a memorial video of a tragic event that many people
witnessed. I myself lost someone and this isn't the place to be talking like that. So grow
up right now. DO it on another video, but not something like this. Have some respect!
anniegrl00 2 years ago boricuatodabone 2 years ago i agree i may not be born in the US
jessicaharris27 but i know that to lose love ones it's the worts feelings ever and i almost
lost one of my unts and to almost know that she almost died it hurts my heart you know
boricuatodabone 2 years ago charlesf1987 2 years ago jessicaharris27 is totally right! you
dont like america get the fuck out! charlesf1987 2 years ago GangPatt 2 years ago omg
wtf ... Fuck of the country ! Peoples are Peoples ....!!! Rest in Peace all victims ... im
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from germany and I Hate the Comments "GERMAN GAY " "I HATE USA" i dont
understand this .... That was not a happy day ... :( i never forget that World Peace ...
GangPatt 2 years ago jessicaharris27 2 years ago You ignorant stupid dumb ass people
leaving those FCKED UP comments need to shut the FCK UP!!!! It's people like you
that make me sick and go ahead and comment back calling me names I don't give a SHT
because Im proud to be an American born and raised. People lost their loved ones that
awful day, so have some respect dumb ass. "enjoymydick" If you hate the USA, GET
THE FCK OUT, move to Iraq because your clearly disturb! and whoever else feels the
same way "IT" does GO TO HLL WITH IT!! jessicaharris27 2 years ago DJstartled 2
years ago i like u well said, i am english bt i care about the innocent people dat died dat
died, people should atleast 3 mins of silence 2day 2 remember the innocent people dat
died DJstartled 2 years ago boricuatodabone 2 years ago alleluyaaaaaaaaaa thank you god
terrorist out i hope they all rot in hell boricuatodabone 2 years ago DJstartled 2 years ago
they dis is funny den u r fucking, i am english bt i care about wt happened think about the
innocent people dat died dat day DJstartled 2 years ago someoneno568 2 years ago we do
not allow terrorists watching this video, so get out of here enjoymydick someoneno568 2
years ago ShakeMe90 2 years ago My college professor told us today that his dad's
business partner was killed by a falling body as he came out of the subway on
9/11....crazy shit! ShakeMe90 2 years ago boricuatodabone 2 years ago what da fuck is
wrong with you enjoymydick go to heelllll you ass hole boricuatodabone 2 years ago
boricuatodabone 2 years ago spotdathief and charles1987 god blees you two on da real d
corazon i almost lost a family member on 9/11 and its not easy to feel that you almost
lost them boricuatodabone 2 years ago enjoymydick 2 years ago lol enjoymydick 2 years
ago enjoymydick 2 years ago 9/11 = Funny day enjoymydick 2 years ago dwhvader 2
years ago I hope you contract Genital Warts and you Dick Falls OFF!!! dwhvader 2
years ago charlesf1987 2 years ago The two mayors of the largest German cities, Berlin
and Hamburg, are openly gay. THATS FUCKING GAY!!!! charlesf1987 2 years ago
spotdathief 2 years ago It would make my day if "enjoymydick" got killed or got ran over
by a bus. Go to hell. spotdathief 2 years ago rusmoochy 2 years ago Lord, forgive Ruffy,
he has a few screws missing. rusmoochy 2 years ago charlesf1987 2 years ago The two
mayors of the largest German cities, Berlin and Hamburg, are openly gay. THATS
FUCKING GAY!!!! charlesf1987 2 years ago spotdathief 2 years ago OMG RUFFY get
a life! We dont need your stupid, non-helpful comments, ok? Your the one who had that
evil man Hitler in your country so i wouldnt be talking. GO TO HELL. spotdathief 2
years ago boricuatodabone 2 years ago everybody hates germany bunch of fags who sait a
latino no thinks the same idiot german faggot boricuatodabone 2 years ago enjoymydick 2
years ago Irak are so fucking genius, that day i laugh so hard...people jumping from the
top of the building, hahaha made my day enjoymydick 2 years ago RUFFYausmBLOCK
2 years ago oh say can you suck By the dawns gay light what so ugly we hailed At the
gaymans last gleaming RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago spotdathief 2 years ago so
gay,Germany,everybody hate spotdathief 2 years ago enjoymydick 2 years ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I hate U.S.A fucking stupid country piece of
shit hahaha enjoymydick 2 years ago RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago so
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gay,USA,everybody hate,USA RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago melrichard08 2 years
ago 2 I was a college sophomore on 9/11, and within a couple of months afterward, I
dropped out and enlisted in the Navy. I served for four years, and every year since I
watch videos, and show videos to my children, on 9/11...to remind me why I served and
to remind my children. My husband is still active duty. Your video is chilling b/c our
youngest has the same lullaby CD as was playing at the beginning of your video, and it
truly makes me count my blessings. Thank you for sharing, and God bless. melrichard08
2 years ago 2 chudy512 2 years ago Thank you for serving our country. You and your
husband are truly heroes for standing up and protecting all of us. chudy512 2 years ago
Purplepowergirl2 2 years ago my cusin is over there riht now. i miss him A LOT
Purplepowergirl2 2 years ago boricuatodabone 2 years ago listen you german mother
fuker not every one has the thinks the same as you you ass hole im latino d corazon papi
so maricon that was a day that i all most lost a family member you make me sick oh and
germany can go suck my dick maldito puerco boricuatodabone 2 years ago spotdathief 2
years ago pray the gay germany away spotdathief 2 years ago charlesf1987 2 years ago
YOUTUBE IS AMERICAN. YOU LOVE YOUTUBE!!!!! RUFFYausmBLOCK YOU
LOVE AMERICA!!!!!!!! charlesf1987 2 years ago spotdathief 2 years ago Prsy the gay
germany away spotdathief 2 years ago RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam and american peoples are gay and ugly
RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago Godsgirl41 2 years ago And you're better? Ha! Your
logic is so cracked I can't began to laugh at you. Godsgirl41 2 years ago charlesf1987 2
years ago 2 RUFFYausmBLOCK. IF AMERICA IS SO GAY...WHAT THE FUCK
ARE YOU DOIN ON YOUTUBE. AMERICANS CREATED THIS. YOU
OBVIUOSLY LOVE YOUTUBE VERY MUCH, SO YOU LOVE AN AMERICA
PRODUCT, YOU LOVE AMERICA. WHAT THE FUCK? YOU HATE
AMERICA...YOU HATE YOUTUBE. GET THE FUCK OFF YOUTUBE!
YOUTUBE IS AMERICAN FUCKFACE! charlesf1987 2 years ago 2
RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
pray the gay USA away RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago doodywoodpekker 2 years
ago turtured how and when?When the building was collapsing??? doodywoodpekker 2
years ago RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam why you talking about germany.the FACT is that america is gay and the
people who died at this attacking are the biggest gays hahaha RUFFYausmBLOCK 2
years ago lesli194 2 years ago You say that because you are gay mother fu...... lesli194 2
years ago lllove55 2 years ago The people that DIED, had no fucking chance whatsoever.
So who are you to say ANYTHING!? Get a life and a heart, or go to hell. lllove55 2
years ago flak88studios 2 years ago wow you can only rant on this b/c ur to much of a
spik to say it in the real world....if i heard you say that i would break your jaw...you are
an example of an aragant dumbass flak88studios 2 years ago RUFFYausmBLOCK 2
years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam who want to live in your
fucking country.only stupid,ugly and gay people want to live in your fucking crapshit
RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago augustoflorianopolis 2 years ago SILÊNCIO
augustoflorianopolis 2 years ago charlesf1987 2 years ago RUFFYausmBLOCK if thats
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true, how come everyone of those fucks want to live here. charlesf1987 2 years ago
maxrockzz 2 years ago i wouldnt even bother with him he's just an idiot, cause yano
everyone wants to live in the Nazi Country. Dumb fuck. maxrockzz 2 years ago
RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago germans are much better than gay stupid and ugly
americans RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago lesli194 2 years ago you are such an asshole
lesli194 2 years ago LucasNL 2 years ago i was there 2 weeks ago and it was so strange to
feel there were 2 huge buildings, unbelievable that the smoke even reached the water!
LucasNL 2 years ago RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago asians,europeans,africans,sout-h
americans,latinos,muslims,chri-stians,jewish people,budhist and hindus.everybody hate
your fucking country RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago CrimsonsDeath12 2 years ago
How can u say that? Germany is in Europe man CrimsonsDeath12 2 years ago Prev 75
76 77 78 79 80 81 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About
Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a
bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0)
Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show
your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading...
Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home
Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account
Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From:
NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or
Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) charlesf1987 2 years
ago dadacore0i it kinda sounds like you live in america. charlesf1987 2 years ago
spotdathief 2 years ago You shouldnt be proud if people died. Thats horrible. What if
you died? I'm sure i'll be proud. FUCK GERMANS. spotdathief 2 years ago
RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago fucking USA.GERMANY fuck your little stupid ass
bitch country.pray the gay away RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago spotdathief 2 years
ago FUCKING GAY GERMANS. spotdathief 2 years ago WoofyTheJuggalette 2 years
ago COme on, people, don't fight in the comments section in this video! This was a
horrible thing that happened! R.I.P. to all the people that died. we will remember
9/11/2001. WoofyTheJuggalette 2 years ago CrimsonsDeath12 2 years ago I agree you
and me seems to be the only smart persons on this "chat" CrimsonsDeath12 2 years ago
dadacore0i 2 years ago F AMERICA THIS COUNTRY IS COMPLETLY CRAP ! I am
from Germany and proud of it ! No i am no Nazi but i didnt like amerika because They
try to controlle the world like Germany 65 Yearhs ago ! FUCK AMRICA FUCK BUSH
! s+!# H^L ! dadacore0i 2 years ago CrimsonsDeath12 2 years ago I do agree to some
extent, but I think that all nations should forgive eachother. We are in a new generation.
The 60s and 80s wars should be forgotten. CrimsonsDeath12 2 years ago
RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago fucking GAY AMERICA RUFFYausmBLOCK 2
years ago augustoflorianopolis 2 years ago bom pessoal, gostaria de deixar meus pesames
a todos as pessoas que moram nos estados unidos, pois foi uma caso na qual na época eu
chorei demais, chorei muito no dia, Pois é um sofrimento na pele indescutivel,coisa que só
DEUS pode explicar, quero deixar aqui a minha condolência a todos os americanos e todas
os familiares das pessoas envolvidas nessa tragédia que foi o 11 de setembro..
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augustoflorianopolis 2 years ago spotdathief 2 years ago SHUT UP
RUFFYausmBLOCK! Your just jealous because americans are more better than stupid
nerdy germans. Go to hell RuffyausmBlock. It would be sooooo funny if you died.
HHAHAHA. Stupid germans can go to hell spotdathief 2 years ago
RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago ich bin kein kanacke ich bin arischer deustcher fucking
USA go to hell hahaha america fuck america RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago usmcbrat2
2 years ago Are you from one of the countries in Europe whos butt we constantly save or
whos butt we constantly kick? usmcbrat2 2 years ago charlesf1987 2 years ago pearl
harbor??????? does anyone remember that? charlesf1987 2 years ago CrimsonsDeath12 2
years ago I do know about it CrimsonsDeath12 2 years ago spotdathief 2 years ago This
is for RUFFYausmBLOCK- Fuck germans! STUPID GAY GERMANS. THEY CAN
GO TO HELL. FUCK THEM! FUCK YOU RUFFYausmBLOCK. The world will be
better without you. GERMANS SUCK! spotdathief 2 years ago CrimsonsDeath12 2
years ago stfu everyone stop. All nations are equal! All nations have suffered. Some more
than others. CrimsonsDeath12 2 years ago blaenavonboy 2 years ago Thanks for sharing
this video blaenavonboy 2 years ago charlesf1987 2 years ago your pretty sick
RUFFYausmBLOCK. i bet your some sick child that wears your mamas panties. i hate
the government but innocent people died that day. i bet your some 15 year old boy that
has no life but this........conrats!!!!your life=youtube trashtalker. i hope you die!!!
sincerely, the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA! bitch charlesf1987 2 years ago
RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago fuck america hahahahaha so many gay americans died I
must make a PARTY RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago CrimsonsDeath12 2 years ago
Dude please, stop talking about gay americans. I know americans are kinda crybabys
sometimes but dude, get a life. Why can't you also pray for the lifes lost. Amen
CrimsonsDeath12 2 years ago braunschweig1895 2 years ago Go fuck yourself osama
!!!!!!!!! braunschweig1895 2 years ago Kidentity 2 years ago I live in England, i am
moving there when im older for remembarence Kidentity 2 years ago 123Playboygirl123
2 years ago O..M..G.. 123Playboygirl123 2 years ago spotdathief 2 years ago
RUFFYausmBlock is a stupid evil GERMAN with no life. He thinks that 9/11 was
funny? Thats horrible. What if thar happened to him in germany? Then all the americans
will laugh at him. Go to hell RUFFYausmBlock. F u! spotdathief 2 years ago
augustoflorianopolis 2 years ago bom pessoal, gostaria de deixar meus pesames a todos as
pessoas que moram nos estados unidos, pois foi uma caso na qual na época eu chorei
demais, chorei muito no dia, Pois é um sofrimento na pele indescutivel,coisa que só DEUS
pode explicar, quero deixar aqui a minha condolência a todos os americanos e todas os
familiares das pessoas envolvidas nessa tragédia que foi o 11 de setembro..
augustoflorianopolis 2 years ago Malena53944 2 years ago it dosent matter if you are
american or any other nationalityy what natter is te familias left with ot the housban
without daddy mithout a mamy tose kid and people is the ones the matters im Mexican
and i fell for all who daid on sep 11!!!! Malena53944 2 years ago RUFFYausmBLOCK 2
years ago pray the gay america away RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago TashaMirage 2
years ago Don't wait for someone to talk about it, open your own mouth and yell it out.
TashaMirage 2 years ago RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago america go to hell and 9/11 is
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funny hahahaha americans died soooooooooooooo funny hahahahahahahahahahaha
RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago spotdathief 2 years ago SHUT UP RUFFYausmBlock!
Those were young teens in that plane who died! It isnt funny! FUCK YOU! GO TO
HELL YOU SON OF A BITCH! Your nobody. The world will be better without
ruffyAUSMblock spotdathief 2 years ago braunschweig1895 2 years ago was bist du
denn für ein assi ? auch so ein kanacke ? kommt doch mal ohne bomben ihr lutscher !
braunschweig1895 2 years ago TashaMirage 2 years ago It doesn't matter how much time
has passed, or if people say it out loud. All you need to do is look into a strangers eyes.
We are all thinking the same thing. It is something that no one will ever forget. It rocked
the entire country to the very core of our souls. It is a painful memory for so many, but
none more than those who lost their loved ones. Instead of trying to make this day about
yourself, give thanks to what and who you have in your life. TashaMirage 2 years ago
CrimsonsDeath12 2 years ago I know its tough for u guys, but think about it. Its nothing
compared to the things u did to japan. Just think about it u got 3 buildings destroyed in
Japan u wiped out 2 citys. Next time u think about 9/11, please also think about how it
was for the Japanese. Amen CrimsonsDeath12 2 years ago spotdathief 2 years ago I just
wanna say that RuffyausmBLOCK is a hateful, evil person with no life. Those people
who died were very scared and it wasn't there fault. Your the one who is gay. Go to hell
spotdathief 2 years ago RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago fucking gay americans
RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago Fanni555 2 years ago This is very rough! Everything is
my condolence for his dead relative! I do not live in America,but I never forget this
day,NEVER! I rode it before the TV on 6 year ones and I looked at this. :'( Fanni555 2
years ago IssyBellao 2 years ago My prayers go out to all the families that lost loved
ones that day... I still remember coming home from school and finsing out. Love from the
UK. ;) IssyBellao 2 years ago ibbgurly16 2 years ago ruffy you have problems and no
heart! we will never forget...I love america and proud to be a part of it! ibbgurly16 2 years
ago RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago we make PARTY cause fucking ugly gay americans
died RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago 11.september is
a day to make PARTY RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago spotdathief 2 years ago You
know what ruffyausmblock? You are an evil, evil person who is going to hell. I'd laugh if
you were in the twin towers that day. You evil jerk! Get a life! spotdathief 2 years ago
motherfucker89zuna 2 years ago ohh my god motherfucker89zuna 2 years ago
RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
haha the gay americans died RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago magicaspi 2 years ago
STFU you fucking stupid arab son of a bitch go to hell and GTFO!!! magicaspi 2 years
ago RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago USA=piece of shit RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years
ago uptown1133 2 years ago If that is honestly your opinion, then keep it to your
fucking self!!! uptown1133 2 years ago RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago haha osama
fucked your fucking country go to hell USA RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago
RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago 9/11 is so funny cause americans died
RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago asianpersuasion08 2 years ago i certainly wonder
would it be funny if your nation died. would things then be so fine and dandy. and would
it be a time to rejoice. asianpersuasion08 2 years ago RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago
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fuck america RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago Duchamp360 2 years ago The Day that
changed the World! An Amazing Video! Thank You! The Horror of it! It made me ill &
Cry in remembrance of the Day! Duchamp360 2 years ago CheetosForDoritos 2 years
ago he lives in costa rica CheetosForDoritos 2 years ago Zoli1234589 2 years ago this is
boring... Zoli1234589 2 years ago Zoli1234589 2 years ago god bless usa??!?! wtf?!?! usa
sucks!! Zoli1234589 2 years ago Sharif483 2 years ago your Dad sucks Sharif483 2 years
ago usmcbrat2 2 years ago The lamenting of the woman at about 14 minutes into the
video, in response to the first tower falling, makes mem want to grow you up! usmcbrat2
2 years ago CheetosForDoritos 2 years ago 9/11 is one of the most worst things that
happened...remember wht happened and always do...eventually go to new york on this
date to honor all th firemen, police officers, and everybody on the planes and buildings at
the site where IT happened =[ i wish it never did tho CheetosForDoritos 2 years ago
CheetosForDoritos 2 years ago go fuck urself asshole!! what if u were in 1 one those
building or those planes?!?!?!? CheetosForDoritos 2 years ago 14jdog 2 years ago 2 My
heart breaks for everyone who lost a family member in this horrible attack. Republican,
Democrat, i don't care, just realize the situation of terrorism. GOD BLESS USA!!!!!!
14jdog 2 years ago 2 mrspeacock07 2 years ago Don't get mad people. They're just trying
to get a rise out of us. We will never forget the many people that lost their lives this
awful day 7 yrs ago. God bless them and their families. mrspeacock07 2 years ago
fdude1234 2 years ago 3 I just got out of my Criminal Justice class, and my professor
said nothing about 9/11, on this 7th Anniversary of the attacks. How could he forget? He
lectures about patriotism and stuff, yet he forgets...I will NEVER forget! fdude1234 2
years ago 3 14jdog 2 years ago I am not gonna get mad cuz you are probably some moron
who just wants to see how "funny" they could be. You are a loser. enough said. oh wait...
you are lower than the crap on my shoe. 14jdog 2 years ago makeoutkids319 2 years ago
if you dont speak english you do a wonderful job of saying a whole lot of BULLSHIT
with it. as of right now yes i do belive that USA people are more important than iraq
people simply because it is really LOW for a country to bomb another, and the USA is a
piece of shit? look at how far it has taken other countries to come along, it has only taken
the USA 2 hundred and some odd years to be where we are today, and I think that is
DAMN GOOD. so you can go kiss my AMERICAN ass. makeoutkids319 2 years ago
MaestroFire 2 years ago Fuck you all, go died, go to the fucking hell and fuck allah and
mohhamed and saddam hoesein. i go haijacking a plane and fly with it into that black
stone in mekka. go to bin laden cave, your fucking gays god bless the usa, greetz from
europe (we alway remember 9/11 here too...) MaestroFire 2 years ago Edvinioka 2 years
ago to macabrus965: I would kill you if i could Edvinioka 2 years ago bbudacious 2 years
ago 3 It's to bad you were not in one of those building. bbudacious 2 years ago 3
CrimsonGhost0489 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
people don't care about 9/11 anymore. XD CrimsonGhost0489 2 years ago byu1234 2
years ago thats a bunch bs!!! ppl do care!!!!!!!!! byu1234 2 years ago urbanchix 2 years
ago OMG! Go die! urbanchix 2 years ago PierreKEV 2 years ago krass PierreKEV 2 years
ago gabyuza 2 years ago it's ok people. let the ignorant teen talk. i bet his mom and dad
are so proud of him. he/she/it will realize what he/she/it has just said once maturity
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reaches his brain. God bless the USA. gabyuza 2 years ago paulm381 2 years ago 6
macabrus965 May you burn in hell along with Bin Laden for you comments! God Bless
the USA!!! paulm381 2 years ago 6 gabyuza 2 years ago i'd be careful, there are ways of
tracking your IP. you're speaking like a terrorist. God bless you gabyuza 2 years ago
makavelifighter7 2 years ago you must be there with your family in the building on 11th
september 2001. you stupid punk! makavelifighter7 2 years ago ASHERDREW 2 years
ago 6 NEVERFORGET 9/11, REMEMBER THIS DAY. ASHERDREW 2 years ago 6
motherfucker89zuna 2 years ago i hate bush motherfucker89zuna 2 years ago
motherfucker89zuna 2 years ago respect motherfucker89zuna 2 years ago HipHop101Tv
2 years ago WE NEED BUUSH 4 MORE YEARS! HipHop101Tv 2 years ago
Twenty7andahalfpiece 2 years ago 2 =(=(=(=(=(=(=( Twenty7andahalfpiece 2 years ago
2 LtDjOwns 2 years ago yeah i didnt think it was a big deal to when i was 6 but now i
realise it was LtDjOwns 2 years ago paranoyka 2 years ago 2 i remember, i was only 8
and didn't realize that it was such a big tragedy. r.i.p. america, we remember. paranoyka 2
years ago 2 DaschaSchadzx3 2 years ago hard =( DaschaSchadzx3 2 years ago LtDjOwns
2 years ago 2 well im 13, and i think usa needs to rely on other countries for other things
still LtDjOwns 2 years ago 2 WhiteEuropeNow 2 years ago 2 Sorry but u deserve it! I
mean USA-Bush is doing that kind of shit every fuckin single day!The biggest army
doesn't make u owner of world!I'm Caucasian and I hate ur politics!stop believe in fox!u
american r real terrorist! leave us alone u dumb fucks! WhiteEuropeNow 2 years ago 2
HamburchBorusse 2 years ago Can´t describe what I felt in the last moments, when I saw
that... :-( R.I.P HamburchBorusse 2 years ago XpLoeRe 2 years ago its so sad :( it feels
like it was today =[ XpLoeRe 2 years ago lessor 2 years ago Thank you so much for
putting this up. Its an important reminder. God bless all those affected by this atrocity.
Nik Sept. 11 2008 lessor 2 years ago bboyvyrusfullfx 2 years ago 7 Years later and it still
feels like yesterday. bboyvyrusfullfx 2 years ago LtDjOwns 2 years ago i was only 6
years old when that happened, i remember them announcing it over the speakers that the
planes crashed into it, over 1k miles such a disaster.... LtDjOwns 2 years ago sinus47ab 2
years ago Yes, 7 years... sinus47ab 2 years ago LtDjOwns 2 years ago That must have
been scary, well i hope nun of that crap happens again LtDjOwns 2 years ago LtDjOwns
2 years ago 7 Years Ago... Really Horrible, LtDjOwns 2 years ago makeoutkids319 2
years ago would ANY innocent children die in iraq if iraq didnt run planes into buildings
here? NO? so before you want to talk about the USA being and hypocritical country,
maybe you should go to your local airport, hijack a small plane, and crash it into a
building somewhere in iraq. then you will die and we wont have to hear you be so
ignorant, HOW many fucking innocent children died in all 3 of these buildings here?
HOW MANY INNOCENT ADULTS DIED!? you are a complete dumb ass.
makeoutkids319 2 years ago LtDjOwns 2 years ago Tiss Tiss No fighting LtDjOwns 2
years ago mGlcub 2 years ago yes 7 years....remember the lost people mGlcub 2 years
ago cujen88 2 years ago I'm from germany and I was in school when it happened. We
heard in the redio in our break between the lessons and after that evan I couldn't sit still
anymore. I was so glad after school had finnished and I went home and the first thing i did
was turning the radio on. (We didn't had a TV back then) They didn't played any music
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for dasy... (understandable)I feel sorry for you american guys who had to see this over
and over again... Thank you very much for posting it. Jen cujen88 2 years ago cujen88 2
years ago 3 Word: God bless america cujen88 2 years ago Ridola68 2 years ago Per non
dimenticare... Mai più mai più! Riposino in pace. Ridola68 2 years ago blablabla9876 2
years ago lol OWNED blablabla9876 2 years ago d243is4me 2 years ago i still remember
waking to the live news report it was just unbelievable i heard about the first plane and
started watching and then tthe second plane hit i am so sad for everyone that lost people
they loved its very hard to understand that people can hate so much that they need to
hurt others that are just trying to go on with life, there is so many ways to anilize it be
none of them make it right , if someone does you wrong take it out on them and not
others d243is4me 2 years ago 5guitarz 2 years ago I am angry all over again. Not just for
the loss of life and the attack itself, but over reading the hateful comments from a few
who have posted here. Thank you for posting this and reminding me that there really is
evil in the world that must be defeated! 5guitarz 2 years ago livetk 2 years ago recently\
livetk 2 years ago Vsimfan 2 years ago Now it's 7 years ago. Vsimfan 2 years ago
Metal1864 2 years ago I didnt understand it..... Metal1864 2 years ago michigander43 2
years ago We can all recount where we were and what we felt that tragic day. But after
watching and feeling this first hand account video, I am speechless. So heart wrenching.
michigander43 2 years ago DeutscherFatboy 2 years ago :( :( :( DeutscherFatboy 2 years
ago BooCasey 2 years ago This video breaks my heart thousands of times over,seeing the
raw video and tho panicked sounds, the woman crying in the background,i never seen
anything like it..... BooCasey 2 years ago paramore14194 2 years ago wow today
paramore14194 2 years ago AZsnakeguy1 2 years ago Thank you for the post. It is
important to remember why our troops in Afganistan choose to enlist and serve here and
abroad. I was not in New York that day. I grew-up in Chicago and was there when the
planes hit. I took it lightly. Never again. God Bless everyone that tried to help oneanother
that day. I won't forget the horror or bravery I saw that day. AZsnakeguy1 2 years ago
demongal107 2 years ago omg..... demongal107 2 years ago viSia95 2 years ago o Boże :(
viSia95 2 years ago bbudacious 2 years ago macabrus965, What do you think would have
happened if we did not help? The problem is we help countries out to much. Maybe we
should just stop. This is the best place to leave. How many people were saved.
bbudacious 2 years ago mihkon 2 years ago jeziwo... mihkon 2 years ago Free12324 2
years ago Discusting Video and Music in the background Free12324 2 years ago
nycgirl7206 2 years ago my uncle died here.and even though i wasnt close to manhattan at
the time,i was so traumatized i couldnt sleep for months and if i did i'd wake up shaking.
being from new york city its something i'll never forget.i'm about 3 minutes in. i cant
watch anymore. nycgirl7206 2 years ago chrisvap17 2 years ago 7 years ago..wow I was
in 6th grade when this happened and it makes me feel sick to my stomach when ever I see
or hear about what happened. R.I.P All that were lost chrisvap17 2 years ago shell2422 2
years ago You people that take this lightly are digusting pigs. I hope you lose a family
member or good friend to Middle-Eastern ignorance & stupidity. shell2422 2 years ago
wbarynard 2 years ago thank you shell2422, I cannot begin to imagine the mental
problems that some of these people have to write comments like they do on here... God
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bless America and God bless the innocent victims of this attack and may their families
heartache lessen... wbarynard 2 years ago POLATALEMDAR0123 2 years ago No Dude
it was ALQAEIDA OSSAMA BIN LADEN POLATALEMDAR0123 2 years ago
SkiCrosser1 2 years ago R.I.P from sweden we talked about it when i go to the low grade
school :(((((((((( SkiCrosser1 2 years ago pingaferoz88 2 years ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam hehehehhe thanks bin laden, god bless you forever, please
do it again!!! pingaferoz88 2 years ago johnmac1285 2 years ago Wow.. thats not cool..
johnmac1285 2 years ago amarie494 2 years ago Chills run through my body everytime I
see this & it reminds me of that day all over again. I think that is the affect we're all
supposed to have so we never forget. I certainly will not. The ppl whose lives were lost
& their families are in my thoughts and prayers continuously. If this isn't incentive
enough to vote than I don't know what is. I'm not saying for who either, just placing your
vote means we ALL agree on one thing: there needs to be a CHANGE. The ppl who died
9/11 - may you RIP <3 amarie494 2 years ago badrichmanxxx 2 years ago MAY THIER
SOULS REST IN PEACE........ badrichmanxxx 2 years ago chelseina 2 years ago RIP from
Albania... Do you know the reason WHY these terrorists did that? ENVY? TERROR?
POLITICS? OTHERS...? chelseina 2 years ago XaviAds4 2 years ago Who should have
died in this tragedy should not be those thousands of people but only one who should die
and should be the BUSH! XaviAds4 2 years ago TXcharger 2 years ago 2 screw you
TXcharger 2 years ago 2 DarkShadowCarnage 2 years ago this was crazy fucking iraq
DarkShadowCarnage 2 years ago DonNegro86 2 years ago 2 Rest in peace to all the
victims! DonNegro86 2 years ago 2 momjersey 2 years ago God Bless America. In
memeory of Todd Beamer and Susan Gerity. My thoughts and prayers. A hug Thank
you to those who looked thru the rubble for days and nights on end. You are thought of
always. Pittsburgh. momjersey 2 years ago Zaidarkvader 2 years ago
HHAAHAHAHAAHAHAHAAHAHAAHAHAAHA-HAHAAHA I pity you guys.
what a whimp Zaidarkvader 2 years ago VanKristina0815 2 years ago solche wixxer....
ey... lauter Unschuldige die Sterben mussten VanKristina0815 2 years ago StrikerXnoob 2
years ago oh my god ! i know much about this horrible attack....but....oh my god.... ;-(
everybody who died R.I.P. StrikerXnoob 2 years ago GUtoNBG 2 years ago fuck the
CIA GUtoNBG 2 years ago calumgil 2 years ago 3 cant beleave that its 7 years ago. RIP
:( calumgil 2 years ago 3 BurgersProductions 2 years ago 2 R.I.P from england.
BurgersProductions 2 years ago 2 loOvE0freAQs 2 years ago 3 rest in peace for ever
loOvE0freAQs 2 years ago 3 king190766 2 years ago fuck YOUU BUSHHH
MOTHERFUCKER king190766 2 years ago MiwiTheNerd 2 years ago 2 May everyone
who died in this horrible tragedy rest in peace. MiwiTheNerd 2 years ago 2 habiha 2
years ago Rest in peace Fuck U Bin Laden u a son of a bitsh!!! i never forgott this habiha
2 years ago kalim11 2 years ago thaks for filming this tragedy an being mart of the history
kalim11 2 years ago networksony 2 years ago 911 2000fun networksony 2 years ago
kentuckychickinMEM 2 years ago 3 Never forget. kentuckychickinMEM 2 years ago 3
yrynage 2 years ago Rest in peace from Romania. yrynage 2 years ago neochroms 2 years
ago 2 ben laden on va te niker salle fdp neochroms 2 years ago 2 goblinfing 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was inside job goblinfing 2
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years ago FairytalePwincess19 2 years ago to earn some. wich is a pitty we have such
monster as a leader in america... FairytalePwincess19 2 years ago FairytalePwincess19 2
years ago RIP to dose who died in such tragedy. i fink its awfull wat George has done...n i
don't kow if nyone else has seen the documentary that shows a bit of the truth. where
exploxive in the tower and how they exploded right after one of the planes crashed...and
the tape that was apparently sent by osama bin laden...it was fake... and the reason y the
president hasnt done nyfing about it...is because they were really good mates...and
america was having trouble with money n that was just the best way
FairytalePwincess19 2 years ago samasoku 2 years ago ruffy du hast keine ahnung was da
abging.. du kind... stirb in der hölle du asoziales ding, was sich über das leben von
dreitausend menschen lustig macht... lach wenn über 500 menschen in den tod stürzen..
lach nur.. stirb in der hölle man... samasoku 2 years ago FixingWhatsBroken 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam To gullible believers of Official
Gov. 911 Fantasy, here r the ?s U should want answered: What has America become
since the attacks of 91101? What Freedoms have been hijacked from us in the name of
911? What nations have WE attacked in the name of 911? How many have WE killed in
the name of 911? How many have WE imprisoned n tortured in the name of 911? who
has profited from the 911 attacks? Who controls the heroin leaving Afghanistan? Had
enough 911-blood-for-profit yet? FixingWhatsBroken 2 years ago RUFFYausmBLOCK
2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam die in hell america
RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago pipikara 2 years ago 3 RIp from those who where into
the world trade centre ..'greece' pipikara 2 years ago 3 lgvelani 2 years ago And I ask you,
my American fellows, why your proud government did not find Osama Bin Laden yet.
You have all the resources to do it... It seems like your government has some deal with
him, doesn't it? it reminds me of the movie The Hunting Party. It´s so sad you keep been
deluded over and over... lgvelani 2 years ago mlafon25 2 years ago 2 Please do not show
disrespect to American people it not our fault if fbi and cia know and did nothing to stop
it. mlafon25 2 years ago 2 lgvelani 2 years ago Sorry, I did not meant to be disrespectful,
at all. But what I said is, unfortunately, the truth. You should pay more attention to what
government say to you people. Remember, it's the 21th century, we mustn't allow them
to fool us with their little white lies. lgvelani 2 years ago MugsyEM 2 years ago
Everyone has their own opinion on the government after 7 years. Why don't you stop
being disrespectful and go on a forum or something. This is a video mourning the death of
Americans and today 9/11/01 will be on the minds of all americans today. Today we
aren't worried about obama or mccain... we just pray with the other women, men, and
children who lost their world 7 years ago today. MugsyEM 2 years ago lgvelani 2 years
ago Sorry, I did not meant to be disrespectful. And I did not mention obama or mccain. I
really don't care about them, because it's all the same. The difference is on people's
behavior. U can ask the government to stop their stupid wars, but U are just afraid... As
said Thom Yorke: "You have not been paying attention".... lgvelani 2 years ago
Ebelator89 2 years ago Rest in peace from Germany... Ebelator89 2 years ago zouparos 2
years ago tween towers...τα µόνα κτήρια στην παγκόσµια ιστορία που έκαναν ελεύθερη
πρώση επειδή έπεσαν πάνω τους 2 αεροπλάνα. αχαχαχα προτιµώ να διαβάζω την
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χιονάτη και τους 7 νάνους!! zouparos 2 years ago zouparos 2 years ago 11 september
2001, η µέρα που έδωσε το πλήρες άλλοθι στους φονιάδες των λαών να συνεχίζουν να
βιάζουν ψυχές παιδιών. ΔΕΝ ΞΕΧΝΩ κ για να το κτλβ κ εσεις αµερικανόπαιδα των µκ
ντοναλντς κ του σι εν εν... FUCK USA ! σιγά µην σας µιλήσω κ αγγλικά όταν είµαι
ΕΛΛΗΝΑΣ! zouparos 2 years ago mantia2323 2 years ago I was there close when the
first airplane beat. . . I went down running the stairways of the 12nd floor when I
tripped, it falls and I woke up like this! mantia2323 2 years ago kingthommmy 2 years
ago Cant believe its 7 years ago now ! I hope Bin Laden gets fuckin torchered by a really
slow death when he gets caught kingthommmy 2 years ago trinity78855 2 years ago 1a
logenplatz trinity78855 2 years ago Questionable23 2 years ago the satans face in the
smoke isnt real -_- u can do that with effects. Questionable23 2 years ago clipguy100 2
years ago 4 i h8 terrorists why did they do this 2 us. scums. clipguy100 2 years ago 4
yu9595 2 years ago ke disgrazia.. yu9595 2 years ago linmac12 2 years ago 2 did you see
the video with satans faces i think that means that the fucking teroist are going to HELL
linmac12 2 years ago 2 sylarkila 2 years ago LOL they are already in it xD sylarkila 2
years ago crackwhorebaby 2 years ago show hide hahhaha lets have it happen again but
this time let you be in it crackwhorebaby 2 years ago alionamois 2 years ago 3 innocent
people don't deserve that!so who accuses American nation is a stupid! alionamois 2 years
ago 3 KillingKillz 2 years ago 6 Friken Bastard Terrorist No One Ever Deserve That Kind
of Death KillingKillz 2 years ago 6 skokaa 2 years ago fucking shit terroists there fuckin
bitches i hope they fuckin burn in hell and im the newphwes of one of the ppl were killed
skokaa 2 years ago alionamois 2 years ago oh my God!this is terrible!i look at this video
and i'm crying for the people who died that day!God save us! alionamois 2 years ago
19Tamal92 2 years ago Es han UNSCHULDIGE Leid gstoam! De Arbeiter, de Helfer!
Leid de a Familie dahoam hom! De scheiss Amerikanische Regierung scheisst se an
scheissdreck um de Hinterbliebenen Angehörigen! Zum glück werd der scheiss Bush
endlich obgsetzt! 8 Joor President Bush hod greicht endlich griang de Amerikaner a
"richtige" fürhung!!! Mia dern de Familien und de Leid oafoch leid de des miterlem hom
miassn!!! 19Tamal92 2 years ago 19Tamal92 2 years ago de arma leid 19Tamal92 2 years
ago 19Tamal92 2 years ago Krass 19Tamal92 2 years ago abcbeatle 2 years ago i was in
year 1 when this happened and didn't understand but now its rellly schocking abcbeatle 2
years ago 19Tamal92 2 years ago Es is krass aba des wahr koa Anschlag! 1. de Flugzeuge
wahren MENSCHENLOS de han gsteuert woan 2. wenn de Türme zammstürtzn weil
Flugzeuge eine fliang dann miassadn de zua seitn umfoin und ned nach innen
zammadklappen! -> De Türme han gesprengt woan!!! 3. des wahr ois der verfickte
Bush!!! 4. hälfte der Arbeiter der Zwillings-türme wahrn garned in der Arbeit de han olle
vorgwarnt woan! Alles a plan vo der scheiss regierung und fia wos..damit se an griag
ohfanga kinnan! (text 1) 19Tamal92 2 years ago Daaaemonslayer 2 years ago Hier sieht
man was Drogen mit Menschen anrichten können.Deshalb liebe Kinder lasst die Finger
von den Drogen! Daaaemonslayer 2 years ago kevrowi2 2 years ago damn terrorist.
kevrowi2 2 years ago cdddraffsman 2 years ago inside job. cdddraffsman 2 years ago
MTPippin 2 years ago 2 As a survivor myself, I thank you for posting such a straight
forward video.... It does matter... MTPippin 2 years ago 2 llevijr 2 years ago Early
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morning (2am) Sep.11, before sunrise in New Zealand, I remember a dark shift in the
atmophere..I did not know what it was but it was dark & evil. until... I woke up later in
the morning to discover... this. llevijr 2 years ago suntemcampioni 2 years ago incredibil
!!! suntemcampioni 2 years ago WhiteEuropeNow 2 years ago show hide All u americans
u not wonder why people r hate ur country so much?!there has to be some reason-doesn't
it?!As a European I dont feel sorry for 11/9 to be honest-I think u deserve it-cause u
making much worse things on whole world to other nations! WhiteEuropeNow 2 years
ago aykaymusic 2 years ago whiteeurope I agree, but please show some respect on the
anniversary aykaymusic 2 years ago JimmyGetCrunk 2 years ago 2 you don't have to feel
bad, but what is your problem?! honestly, you think all those people in those towers
deserved to die? you are a horrible person, no one deserves a death like that, and you are
one disgusting euorpean for thinking that they do. it's the aniversary of when thousands
of people lost their life to disgusting people like yourself. i pray that some day you will
feel a pain far worse than death JimmyGetCrunk 2 years ago 2 samec19 2 years ago She
saing that was a military plane (time:12:17). I belive that all was inside job.... More you
can see coincidences 9/11... samec19 2 years ago Eroll9713 2 years ago very nice vid, but
how did u managed to post a video with 26 min ?? cool dude! nice quality! Eroll9713 2
years ago meeganxox 2 years ago being in australia the avents of september 11 have never
seem so real untill i saw this video. i cant imagine how it would have felt seeing this
happening. my deepest sympathy goes out to all those families who were effected by
this 8 years ago. meeganxox 2 years ago lovemehatemedontcare 2 years ago wow thanks
for posting this you had a really good camera with increadable zoom for a really close
look im glad you were inside and not outside in the danger. lovemehatemedontcare 2 years
ago haimiao 2 years ago After 5 or 10 years you've to break the old buildings & make
new. But US break the building & capture 2 countries.1 is full of Oil & other one is
gateway. For few Americans US destroyed 2 countries. Is this justice?Stop killing US
before the day comes when you'll be broken like USSR who was out of control in 80s.
Peace Peace,,,,Stop War US haimiao 2 years ago jedidi69 2 years ago as a brit, can i just
say to america on behalf of the uk, were thinkin of you guys today to. usa will be around
a lot longer after these scum who done this are. jedidi69 2 years ago tinoistocool 2 years
ago Peace to all this morning. Everyone...Keep and Remember...9/11...in your Hearts and
Minds... tinoistocool 2 years ago diorio83 2 years ago it was terrific excuse to start a
war.I wonder if there still people who believe in teroristic theory. diorio83 2 years ago
Katie081990 2 years ago wow. this is so sad. i can't even imagine being there on the day
that it happened. i was 12 and was four hours away (boston). i just moved here for
college and now that i know the area of where the buildings used to be... it's seems more
tangible than it ever has been. i can't believe it's already been seven years. i can't really say
anything to the families of victims that hasn't already been said. i hope you're healing at
least just a little bit. "so it goes." Katie081990 2 years ago duduschick 2 years ago O my
gosh,you can hear all the horns honking.....wow,all my respect goes to the people who
lost their lives. duduschick 2 years ago mvvnf 2 years ago ma al minuto 19.43 quella che
crolla è la prima o la seconda torre??? mvvnf 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Respect
and condolences to all the families, rescuers and first responders affected by this sad and
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evil event 7 years ago today. My thoughts and prayers are with you. Justice will prevail,
the American people will one day open their eyes to who the real perpetrators are. God
bless you all. aykaymusic 2 years ago angelponscreus 2 years ago Oh, my God!!! Thanks
for this video, so we can remember the tragedy not only for NY and America but for the
whole world. God bless all the victims and their families. angelponscreus 2 years ago
Kainanderer 2 years ago Das war alles so unwirklich! An diesem Tag wusste niemand was
noch geschieht.....selbst so viele Jahre danach kann man es nicht begreifen. Kainanderer 2
years ago blackeyes18ro 2 years ago Why you dont have the start of colaps ?? Security
take it? blackeyes18ro 2 years ago jjelder06 2 years ago probably didnt have enough
battery power or tape jjelder06 2 years ago cornskid 2 years ago it wasnt about the
collapse stupid cornskid 2 years ago mommaof3angels 2 years ago I was in the 5th grade
when this happened. I had no idea wat was going on till i got home from school which i
believe they canceled. God Bless all the families and all the innocent people who lost their
lives on this tragic day in 2001. mommaof3angels 2 years ago OBAMACHICK3 2 years
ago rest in peace to all of those who lost thier lifes on 9/11...my prayers to your famliys,
friends and may god be with them~ God Bless America! OBAMACHICK3 2 years ago
kittenconference 2 years ago
kittenconference
2 years ago ktrose14 2 years ago this is incredible... your heart must have been beating a
million beats per second. no words to descibe how unreal this was. especially from this
perspective. ktrose14 2 years ago alexjones4president 2 years ago 9/11 was an inside job.
Bush lied...again. Want more proof? Watch "Zeitgeist" the movie. Google it. Or drink the
piss and go about your business. alexjones4president 2 years ago Mitnik32 2 years ago
Looking this video on the skin shivers go ... 7 years have passed since that terrible day.
We mourn with you America (Ukraine) Mitnik32 2 years ago iceewicc 2 years ago That
day was a big gear change in the erosion of the freedoms that made this country great.
God bless the families who's loved ones were taken in this tragedy. Sorry that the
movement for truth is tiring and bothering to some. This is practically the only time in
history that the citizenry of a land have been so trusting of the people that seek the
power of authority. My belief is that it is naive to put blind trust in any government.
History tells us these methods are used to advance agendas. iceewicc 2 years ago
Marcm26 2 years ago I think we should thank these people for posting such a personal
video instead of criticizing their language at a moment of complete trauma. Most of us
wouldn't have been able to even hold a video camera let alone put together a coherent
thought. Marcm26 2 years ago jdominican17 2 years ago 2 it's been 7 years :( God Bless
them all i'll never forget. jdominican17 2 years ago 2 bboyoredai 2 years ago hey... let
today be a day of mourning... tomorrow you can go back to conspiracy theories
tomorrow... just pay tribute today... bboyoredai 2 years ago brassgirl1 2 years ago thank
you for reminding me of what happened on this day, 2001. I remember I was in 7th grade
and didn't understand what was happening at the time. I soon realized what was going on
and will always remember. I will never forget that day, ever. brassgirl1 2 years ago
seanpersi 2 years ago God bless them all. seanpersi 2 years ago SuperShiblon 2 years ago
To remind any who want to know why we are at war, may this serve as a reminder to
what we fight for. For LIFE, LIBERTY and the security of a nation. Justify withdrawing
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our troops in anyway you will, but if you had a loved one killed in this terrorist attack,
your opinion would be very different. SuperShiblon 2 years ago lilmizzbabyk 2 years ago
R.i.P!!! fUCC BUSH! lilmizzbabyk 2 years ago 61assem36 2 years ago oh my today is
9/11 ö.ö 61assem36 2 years ago psycho4life91 2 years ago This was all part of
Obama,Bush,and Mccains plan psycho4life91 2 years ago alexjones4president 2 years
ago I love the speech when Bush said "We could never envision hijacked airplanes being
flown into buildings on such a large scale", when it was the exact same simulated drills our
military was rehearsing. Even on the morning of 9/11!! Weapons of mass destruction is a
good one too. More lies for the sheep to feed on. Wake up zombies. alexjones4president
2 years ago stalkerjuventus 2 years ago fuck bush and fuck all iraq and iran!
stalkerjuventus 2 years ago 61assem36 2 years ago fuck you! the guilt is not to the states
the guilt goes to the HUMAN who did this! he is NOT the whole nation! iraq or iran!
idiot! 61assem36 2 years ago RowieFan 2 years ago I love the way people have to use
curse words just to express themselves - they thing they're being descriptive and
expressive, but all they are really doing is displaying their ignorance and poor intelligence,
how it makes me laugh! RowieFan 2 years ago NiceCoins 2 years ago Anyone who thinks
9/11 was an iside job is a faggot who doesn't know anything about how the government
works and has been manipulated by bias youtube videos. this was a terrible day in our
history and always will be. God bless America. NiceCoins 2 years ago sisiwillow5 2
years ago 'til this day, it's almost unbelievable what happened. I know it happened, but
it's like it's happening all over again whenever I watch one of these videos. I was 18 when
this happened. I live in California, and I was awaken after the first plane hit by my
Mother.... I woke up and got to the tv just in time to see the second plane hit. sisiwillow5
2 years ago LoudCitizen 2 years ago Amazing video. Thanks for posting, and God bless
all the families who lost loved ones. LoudCitizen 2 years ago quakertownjackass 2 years
ago Its not fair them firemen died b/c of what bush wanted it just ant fair
quakertownjackass 2 years ago RowieFan 2 years ago Lfe is not fair, who ever promised
you it would be? That is the greatness myth in our western society, that life "owes" us
fairness and religion is primarily to blame for spreading such a myth - like the whole "DO
the right thing and God will smile on you" rubbish - PLEASE let's STOP the mindless
indoctrination of our children with CRAP that is NOT going to prepare them for the
world! RowieFan 2 years ago Egfrow 2 years ago Enough with the Bush inside Job
attacks it's tasteless and tiring. Only the completely insane or naive would believe our
own president would order the killing of our own citizens. Stick with your fake moon
landing and JFK conspiracies. Egfrow 2 years ago alexjones4president 2 years ago 9/11
was an inside job. Unfortunately. Our government staged these attacks to get America on
board for the false flag war in Iraq. If you`re not pissed off, you`re not paying attention!
Want more proof? Watch "9/11-Press for Truth" and hear it from the families who lost
loved ones on this horrific day. God bless. alexjones4president 2 years ago
AmberFABBB 2 years ago i was in 4th grade when this happened ]: now im in 11th and
it still feels like yesterday! RIP to all lives lost.]: && i will for sure be praying tonight
and tomorrow. AmberFABBB 2 years ago greatgatsb90210 2 years ago 12:18 "military
plane" greatgatsb90210 2 years ago luigi82pe 2 years ago to day 11 september american
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fok from italy luigi82pe 2 years ago snoopy17232 2 years ago Tomorrow is september
11 and every day that it is semptember 11 i get a pain in my heart because of what
terrorist did.....we didnt do anything to them and they killed innocent people in the most
horrific way....and seeing the plane crash into it makes me cry. because thats how
disturbing it is snoopy17232 2 years ago PSPgamer27 2 years ago this is the reason why
we should blow up all of iraq unless you want this to be apart of our daily lfe people
blowing up cause of these cazy people tho not all muslims are bad just the crazy ones
thats why we need to vote for mcCain and support the war on terror PSPgamer27 2 years
ago turbocountry 2 years ago PSPgamer your exactly right and for those who blame bush
for this your dumb and don't know anything. Considering the president is never alone and
has secret service by his side all times. There is no way he could plan anything like this.
We have our proof and that is Bin Laden is responsible because he trained the suicide
bombers for this day. This isn't the first time WTC has been attacked it was also attacked
in 93. Now you won't say that bush was behind that to now will you? turbocountry 2
years ago gazfree69 2 years ago Doesn't matter how long it was...I can remember every
detail like it was yesterday!! RIP all those innocents who died!!! x gazfree69 2 years ago
gorillagangst420 2 years ago watch zeitgeist ur sick piece of shit president did this and
killed 3000 people to start a war so he could go get saddam. where the fucks osama? hm
no where to be seen gorillagangst420 2 years ago Starwind18020 2 years ago Whoops, it's
only been seven years. So that's 2,555 days. Starwind18020 2 years ago Starwind18020 2
years ago EIGHT YEARS TO THE DAY. In about eight hours, it will have been 2,920
days since the first plane hit. September 11, 2001-September 11, 2008. Expect to see lots
of stuff in the paper and on the radio and TV in the morning. Starwind18020 2 years ago
AKMCGRATH 2 years ago I SAW THIS VID a LONG TIME AGO ON HERE.
WATCHING IT AGAIN ON THE EVE OF 9/11, AND HEARING THE
COMMENTARY... WATCHING IT ON TV WAS SHOCKING ENUF, YET BEING
IN THE VACINITY, UNINMAGINABLE 9/11 IS NOW NAMED PATRIOT DAY.
WE MUST ALWAYS REMEMBER, ALTHOUGH THIS HORRIFIC TRAGEDY
HAPPENED IN THE U.S. IT WAS NOT AMERICANS ALONE THAT WERE
KILLED, AND IT IS NOT AMERICANS ALONE THAT STILL GRIEVE OVER
THE LOSS OF A LOVED ONE OR TRY TO MAKE IT THROUGH ANOTHER
DAY, SCARRED FOREVER. PEACE. AKMCGRATH 2 years ago MasterMindz4041
2 years ago R.I.P MasterMindz4041 2 years ago hyphyjews 2 years ago lol
buttholeman10-- i REALLY hope you're kidding..... hyphyjews 2 years ago cjohns85 2
years ago it seems like a lot of us have the same idea. with it being 7 years later it still
hurts to watch anything like this. there has only been two attacks ever made against the
U.S. that is pearl harbor, and 9/11. i feel that people need to gain more patriotism. we live
in the best country in the world, but we take advantage of that. we need to appreciate
living here, and we all need to stand together, like we once have... and not care what
political party we all are a part of. cjohns85 2 years ago metalbladexxx 2 years ago its
scary you can see the people running then u see the shadow of smoke folowing behind
them :( metalbladexxx 2 years ago TallyMom0803 2 years ago I hope people take time to
view this, to remember. We are at war still because of this.. and our country will never be
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the same. We should all say a prayer for strong enough leadership that will keep this from
happening to our coutry ever again. God Bless America. You will see this on my websites
to remind everyone I know to remember what and who we lost 7 years ago.
TallyMom0803 2 years ago WSLAOK3 2 years ago FUCK BUSH!!! WSLAOK3 2
years ago christianisgay00 2 years ago Because Bush obviously did this.. christianisgay00
2 years ago AmericanHistoryLover 2 years ago In what way is he responsible?
AmericanHistoryLover 2 years ago gravedigger2784 2 years ago please,grow up
gravedigger2784 2 years ago christianisgay00 2 years ago I was replying to WSLAOK
christianisgay00 2 years ago AmericanHistoryLover 2 years ago Oh brother! What are
you 10 years old? Do you even know your history? He is in no way responsible, it was
Clinton who failed to go after the dang terorrists when he had the chance. They attacked
our towers once before in 1990's, they tried to bomb it down from the bottom. Instead of
going after each and every terrorist and making sure this never happened again, Clinton
just let it slide. Stop spewing all that hatred for Bush you ignorent moron, and learn the
facts. AmericanHistoryLover 2 years ago cjohns85 2 years ago thank you! i have told
people that also, and they don't believe me. all they say is that "Clinton was amazing"
and i ask them.. what has he done that in your opinion was amazing? and no one can
answer that. also to add what you said, in the atlantic ocean 4 of or naval ships were
sunk, and Clinton didn't do anything about it. cjohns85 2 years ago xscrltnite 2 years ago
I'm glad to see some of us have not forgotten what happened this day...I personally will
never forget. This day changed everything about the American way of life. xscrltnite 2
years ago GangPatt 2 years ago REST IN PEACE all dead people :( GangPatt 2 years ago
LinkinGuitar 2 years ago FUCK THE DEVIL! >:O LinkinGuitar 2 years ago Babsieloo 2
years ago Looks like I'm not the only one watching videos of 9/11 as I remember 7 years
ago. Time hasn't diminished the horror of it all. Babsieloo 2 years ago bunsnbeans 2 years
ago I am so sorry for ALL the victims of this whole thing ! Because this is has led to
millions of deaths all around the world . bunsnbeans 2 years ago james757 2 years ago 2
Tomorrow is September 11 and someone fine Osama Bin Laden? Because he killed too
many people. I know we all want him dead!!! james757 2 years ago 2 bunsnbeans 2 years
ago Not dead ! Death is a way for him to flee .He must be delivered to justice so he can
face his victims ! bunsnbeans 2 years ago buttholeman10 2 years ago osama bin laden is
dead you retard its sadam huesein is the one who is still out their u dumbass
buttholeman10 2 years ago cellorocker14 2 years ago I watch these every year. I guess it's
cathartic. cellorocker14 2 years ago alltheginjoints 2 years ago I do, too. But like you said,
it's not in a morbid way...it's just cathartic for me, for some god-knows-what reason.
alltheginjoints 2 years ago CierraR09 2 years ago damn im bout to cry CierraR09 2 years
ago katrinalexinayla 2 years ago wasn't there a daycare in there katrinalexinayla 2 years
ago Cyph1 2 years ago i went to school in the brown building you have on the left side
during most of the footage, i saw one building fall as i was running from my school.. i still
remember everything Cyph1 2 years ago WannabeMuso 2 years ago Cairns - Australia I
was home sick on a Tuesday morning when this happened. I still remember it so vividly.
I still cannot comprehend the inhumanity. There is no justification for an act such as this.
People who write this off as a conspiracy or because of a religious belief are all as sick
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and insane as the people who organised and committed these acts. I only hope all who
were touched by this tragedy can find some measure of peace... WannabeMuso 2 years
ago amanda18g 2 years ago 2 wow i was in the 6th grade when this sad event took place!!
so sad and im soo sorry for the families who lost loved ones. i will be prayin all night and
tomorrow!! god bless usa!!! amanda18g 2 years ago 2 bdmsboy08 2 years ago it still
hurts the same seven years later bdmsboy08 2 years ago looosoo 2 years ago As usual,
the Arabs have been accusing without any real justification Islam prohibits killing
innocent people looosoo 2 years ago iamcynt 2 years ago I was very pregnant at this
time. I was thinking, what am I bringing my baby into? iamcynt 2 years ago
jessenolanbrown 2 years ago Good video and sad viedo jessenolanbrown 2 years ago
qtpie181810 2 years ago Dear Bobb and Bri< thank you for having the courage to put
this on the web and i agree with sillythekid101 qtpie181810 2 years ago sillythekid101 2
years ago what terrible things humans do. :( sillythekid101 2 years ago roxygurl08 2 years
ago Was Lilly okay? roxygurl08 2 years ago swingingstrawberry 2 years ago considering
they r filming the most horrific scene, they sen very laid back, voice over is pants
swingingstrawberry 2 years ago ransdell2 2 years ago metallica0o7 - Haha??! How
fucking ignorant are you? Almost 3,000 people died that day, from innocent secretaries
and businesspeople to the rescue workers who made the ultimate sacrifice so they help
another person. You're a shallow and pathetic excuse for a human being. Maybe someday
you'll realize that, but something tells me you're too stupid to. ransdell2 2 years ago
swingingstrawberry 2 years ago even 7 years on its hard to believe swingingstrawberry 2
years ago evanescence870 2 years ago 7 years later, devestating evanescence870 2 years
ago BarcaGirlNY 2 years ago The way they fell......I also stay in shock but and I'll never
forget...I was in 3rd grade i think. The smell and images are still vivid. Time as gone by
fast but it seems like yesterday =( BarcaGirlNY 2 years ago evanescence870 2 years ago
Absolutely sad. Horrible. People have sick minds. Never forget. evanescence870 2 years
ago lostgirl95 2 years ago which tower fell first, north or south? and which one is in this
video? im sorry if i might sound like an idiot, but i was only 6 when this happened and i
could never figure out which one fell first... lostgirl95 2 years ago skateboardingking 2
years ago south...north got hit first but south fell first... skateboardingking 2 years ago
lostgirl95 2 years ago oh ok thanks lostgirl95 2 years ago metallica0o7 2 years ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam HA HA! metallica0o7 2 years ago
BoyOfDestiny83 2 years ago 5 ha ha?? do you realize how significant and how sad this
event was? BoyOfDestiny83 2 years ago 5 metallica0o7 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Nigga think i care metallica0o7 2 years ago
BoyOfDestiny83 2 years ago 3 so im assuming your just another ignorant person living
in America BoyOfDestiny83 2 years ago 3 patriotUSA2007 2 years ago 4 I was here in
NYC that day. Never forget. patriotUSA2007 2 years ago 4 djdrok5 2 years ago 3 this is
so sad djdrok5 2 years ago 3 XxGreenDayzxX 2 years ago its tomorrow. im gunna cry all
day.. XxGreenDayzxX 2 years ago LuckyMe90 2 years ago I am still in shock that the
workers in the building were told nothing happened and to get back to work... That was
unbelievable thinking! who would ever tell them it was nothing... horrible. LuckyMe90 2
years ago Kiradoll 2 years ago I was 12. Kiradoll 2 years ago bearpuncher21 2 years ago i
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can't believe that was already 7 years ago tomorrow :( bearpuncher21 2 years ago
princessofhesse 2 years ago one of my best friends died in the South Tower, they found
very little of her, just a purse and maybe a few other little things...horrible...God bless
them all. princessofhesse 2 years ago santie15 2 years ago THE FUCKIN PROBLEM
OUTIDE THE US ITS THAT PPL BLAME IT ON US FOR HAVING SUCH AS
DUMFUCKS POLITICS....PLEASE!! think a lil bit more motherfuckin world!!! bah
santie15 2 years ago irishpride030 2 years ago at about 7:30- 7:45, you can see a shadow
moving downward on the face of the tower...... RIP irishpride030 2 years ago
tigoldbittys361 2 years ago from 8:26- 8:30 it looks like an angel or a person leaving the
right under the smoke to the left tigoldbittys361 2 years ago curly940 2 years ago oh my
God i know i saw that curly940 2 years ago MovieKidX3 2 years ago I was in 3rd grade
and our class was like "whatever" but the teacher made us pay attention. R.I.P =[
MovieKidX3 2 years ago playdough94 2 years ago this is so horrible eventhough im
australian you just cant help but cry its september 11 today it reali sad :( my thorts are
with those who lost loved ones playdough94 2 years ago SpermCannon 2 years ago 3 I
dont think there was one person thinking those buildings would fall. SpermCannon 2
years ago 3 Dan4hockey99 2 years ago i didnt think so Dan4hockey99 2 years ago
slapshot68 2 years ago this should be a national holidai, how cud u go to work in a time
like this?? slapshot68 2 years ago maskdirectors 2 years ago I was 6 when this happened,
I remember the day. This was horrible. maskdirectors 2 years ago CRAZIEx247 2 years
ago wow. this is so sad. i was on 5 on 9 11 & i dont remember much but seeing all these
videos really get to me. i didntknow anyone that died that die but i still cry when i see all
this. i will truely remember this for the rest of my life. CRAZIEx247 2 years ago
boscowilliams 2 years ago I think someone ordered 2 PLANE pizzas.... boscowilliams 2
years ago zipmatt 2 years ago Did they spam me ? Thats an angel at 14.05 , or else what
else is it? If you're so bothered about innocent lives, ye'd better let people talk about this
ya spastics! zipmatt 2 years ago boscowilliams 2 years ago what was the last thing to go
through the jumpers minds?????? Their ankles...... boscowilliams 2 years ago Pepitos4Eva
2 years ago America will never forget this day this was one of the largest terrorist attacks
on the US in history the families of the people who were in that building mourn for there
husbands and wifes and children and parents that is why it is not fun to make fun of this
but to respect what these families have had to go thourgh.God Bless America
Pepitos4Eva 2 years ago boscowilliams 2 years ago hear about American Airlines new
deal??????????? The'll fly you from the airport straight to your office...... boscowilliams 2
years ago mccleery0203 2 years ago fucking terrorists mccleery0203 2 years ago bmx3773
2 years ago make osama read the catholic bible throw holy water at him torture him hang
him on global telivision bmx3773 2 years ago shecklerboishott33 2 years ago this video
was very well... i cant believe tomorrow is already the 7th anniversary shecklerboishott33
2 years ago slapshot68 2 years ago i kno, im getting sick just thinking bout it, i hope i
dont get a panic attack reflecting the tragedy. slapshot68 2 years ago boscowilliams 2
years ago someone in the tower must of ordered 2 PLANE pizzas......... boscowilliams 2
years ago nninja28 2 years ago This video is excellent. It really shows how horrible it was
and made me feel a lot of sad emotions. Those innocent people didnt deserve to finish like
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that! nninja28 2 years ago boscowilliams 2 years ago I think that this was a great day for
all mankind......... boscowilliams 2 years ago shecklerboishott33 2 years ago wtf r u
talking about? shecklerboishott33 2 years ago OGgangsta101 2 years ago I'll never forget
that horrible day OGgangsta101 2 years ago JillStrif 2 years ago They shouldn't let stupid
fucking animals comment on videos like these. The only thing that matters is the innocent
lives lost. Oh and to anyone who thinks that 9/11 and the war in Iraq have anything to do
with each other: you are an idiot. JillStrif 2 years ago kdl1993 2 years ago i cannot believe
dat it's gonna be 7 years 2 morrow 2 me itz lik it just happend lik last month. i cannot
believe dat i wuz actually going 2 ney york,new york that day until that happend. i dnt
even feel safe in virginia any more since they attacking here 2 kdl1993 2 years ago
Kalypsosara 2 years ago GOD!I cry every year when i remember and this sad day
come.....KILL THE TERRORISTS!!! Kalypsosara 2 years ago elreydelmundo3 2 years
ago this happend then 2 days later it was my B-day elreydelmundo3 2 years ago
sylvanha 2 years ago Well, the big thing about 9/11 wasn't the lives lost, it was simply
that america was attacked on it's own continental soil for the first time in it's history.
This created a wave of patriotism in which some founding principles of the US, such as
freedom of speech, were completely banned. Journalists lost their jobs for daring to speak
freely. And now, your country spits on freedom and equality by taking people to prisons
such as Guantanamo where torture is used to gather information... sylvanha 2 years ago
JillStrif 2 years ago You are a terrible person. I just hope one day you realize it. JillStrif 2
years ago hotvamp222 2 years ago were learning about this in school hotvamp222 2 years
ago nick87265 2 years ago that was my 4th birthday and tomorrow is that day 7 years
ago that all of america was brought closer together. nick87265 2 years ago mamie68 2
years ago This is so so sad! I can't believe its 7 years tomorrow! mamie68 2 years ago
evanw2192 2 years ago A day i'll never forget... RIP evanw2192 2 years ago
LenzieRamirez260 2 years ago I can't believe this was seven years ago tommorrow. I
don't know about everyone else, but I look at this and I definately think "This is why we
are in Iraq right now.." LenzieRamirez260 2 years ago Monossombis 2 years ago thats
my birthday Monossombis 2 years ago ohmyrbd 2 years ago thats so sad that happen
after i turned 5 ohmyrbd 2 years ago linmac12 2 years ago 9/11 i dont know any one who
worked there but i was SIX when it happend and when you are six you dont really know
what is happenng so 1 year later 2002 we where there and we saw all the memoris but
there was one that really was sad it said peace hope we stand strong TOGETHER on a
american flag i did not know what was happening but today i know and it makes me cry i
dont know why maybe bcs my dad is american i dont know i feel sorry for everyone who
lost someone they LOVED linmac12 2 years ago DoubleMarkez 2 years ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9\11 was an inside job DoubleMarkez 2
years ago zipmatt 2 years ago At 14.05 THAT looks like an ANGEL! zipmatt 2 years
ago Brun0Zer0 2 years ago In memory of those who lost their lives on 2001/09/11, peace
(yn) Brun0Zer0 2 years ago rachi3boo 2 years ago i've watched videos of this day in
school and i started crying because now i know the story better =[ rachi3boo 2 years ago
jamiedude88 2 years ago sure u do kiddo. jamiedude88 2 years ago BigMatt5290 2 years
ago another wierd thing is i learned that they the Alcaidas planned to do this on this date
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because the Pentagon and i Think The World Trade center were being constructed on
September 11th 1941 BigMatt5290 2 years ago ElmoMulder 2 years ago Filming how
their city is going under... ElmoMulder 2 years ago Kingoftheland75 2 years ago Damn
my favorite part is when the second plane comes and crashes in, but it doesnt show it! :(
Kingoftheland75 2 years ago RNCGlitchProductions 2 years ago hey man would it be
your favorite part if you were in the building no i dont think so so you better think twice
about how those ppl felt RNCGlitchProductions 2 years ago thinkgood 2 years ago
That's plain sick. thinkgood 2 years ago BigMatt5290 2 years ago I honor these people
tommorow the best i can 9/11 was terrible for my family hoping they were safe i Honor
the bravery and courage of these people and thier families BigMatt5290 2 years ago
1485YearOld 2 years ago When I watched this viedeo it reminded me of the courage the
bravery and the excellence of are country. I will never forget... I hope that goes for all of
you. 1485YearOld 2 years ago jkilla100 2 years ago 3 i wish those towers where still up
jkilla100 2 years ago 3 andreasmartin85 2 years ago сегодня 7 лет тому назад было
такое уже как время летит мусульманине мудаки сука что бы всех сжечь нахуй
уроды andreasmartin85 2 years ago christinexx7 2 years ago tomorrows 9/11/08, 7 years
since this happened. as i watched this video it made me remember how frightened and
shocked everyone was. not going to lie but a few tears came down my face as i watched
this.... christinexx7 2 years ago BlueTobi25 2 years ago I cant beleave what happened this
was so horrible that was the most messed up thing that proboly happened ever
BlueTobi25 2 years ago 19inchflatscreendell 2 years ago this just pissed me off. those
stupid foreign fagits doing that to our countrys pride and bush wont fight back worth
shit. I hope obama wins and sends every bomb we have on that shit of a bitch country
19inchflatscreendell 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago 19inch Duh!!!! Bush let it
happen aykaymusic 2 years ago oldben242 2 years ago Thank you for never forgetting
oldben242 2 years ago bigwillylandis 2 years ago wow this is the best documentary of
september the 11 ever. this should be in a museum some where bigwillylandis 2 years ago
Sinvudyo 2 years ago It happened 7 years ago, but I still got the newspaper and feelings
like it happened yesterday when I see these movies... Sinvudyo 2 years ago flattoptyce 2
years ago Is the 2nd tower behind it? flattoptyce 2 years ago swissbird101 2 years ago
for the people arguing about obama and mccain, the whole reason this happened in the
first place is cause of people like you espically the ones that think its bad hes gonna try
to negotiate, now i dont support obama or mccain but "shooting first asking questions
later" the policy weve been using for a while is the resaon 2998 civillians died on that day
swissbird101 2 years ago valenticute1 2 years ago oh my god. The ashes. omg.
valenticute1 2 years ago andy555andy 2 years ago yeh if im scared or worried i try and
laugh it off.... andy555andy 2 years ago nikki10111 2 years ago when did the second
plane crash? i didnt see it?....what a horrible day :`( nikki10111 2 years ago ferrariboi98 2
years ago wtf is laughing y the hell are you laughing are you on drugs? ferrariboi98 2
years ago Shelleyfg87 2 years ago May be nervous laughter? People obviously didn't
know what to do or how to react to the situation. Shelleyfg87 2 years ago yaktr12 2
years ago thank god i wasnt in usa when this happened yaktr12 2 years ago
xxxkiomaraxxx 2 years ago RIP to all on 9/11 &+ to all those brave firefighters
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xxxkiomaraxxx 2 years ago generalfalco 2 years ago We will never forget.. generalfalco 2
years ago 5amura19r33n 2 years ago i forgot. thats why im watching. 5amura19r33n 2
years ago M3K3yM3K3y 2 years ago RIP to all on 9/11 &+ to all those brave
firefighters M3K3yM3K3y 2 years ago wbarynard 2 years ago Thank you for posting
this video. God Bless the victims and God Bless America. Please fellow watchers stop
with the vile language and disrespectful comments. This was a terrible sad day for the
world... wbarynard 2 years ago whosurdaddy452 2 years ago sad whosurdaddy452 2
years ago evrne432 2 years ago thank you very much for putting this video on. evrne432
2 years ago krirre 2 years ago Why the hell didnt they DROP FUCKING WATER
WITH PLANES ON IT?`??!????!?! krirre 2 years ago gboy8746 2 years ago Because if u
drop water it could crush people and push more debre down the building also shatter
more of the main structure gboy8746 2 years ago krirre 2 years ago yeah, thats true, but
they could have stopped it from collapsing. krirre 2 years ago gboy8746 2 years ago Not
without getting un close and personal with the building and when its about to fall down u
dont really want to do that gboy8746 2 years ago bostonwolf 2 years ago Don't be any
more of idiot than God already intended you to be. bostonwolf 2 years ago
tannenzapfen13 2 years ago that was a tragidy :'( tannenzapfen13 2 years ago
WeAreLegend6 2 years ago that is not fair we are all human why do we av to go through
this WeAreLegend6 2 years ago BollywoodLoverGirl 2 years ago I just have to cry...i
hate that! BollywoodLoverGirl 2 years ago Psalm23YHVH 2 years ago Zila Mir Pur
Khas, Pakistan Islamic extremists gun down a doctor for worshipping the wrong god,
Zabul. Afghanistan Taliban kill 6 civillians with landmines and injure 2. In Mogadishu,
Somalia Childrean are among those killed when Islamic militia stage a terror atack along a
public street 4 killed 2 wounded. ITS TIME MUSLIMS REPENT OF THE SATAN
THEY PRACTISE AND TURN TO JESUS CHRIST FOR REPENTANCE OR GO TO
HELL FOR ETERNITY Psalm23YHVH 2 years ago pedromotafafe 2 years ago For the
people who died in 9/11, specially in manhattan in that day, Rest in Peace. USA! God
bless AMERICA! pedromotafafe 2 years ago krirre 2 years ago what do you mean
"specially in manhattan"? ALL that died, Rest in Peace, those in the planes too. RIP.
krirre 2 years ago GreyFromSPb 2 years ago Why do you not show HOW the first tower
is pull down? I think that it is tremendous video! Very, VERY Beautiful!!! I want one
more!!! GreyFromSPb 2 years ago Kurdi85 2 years ago you must thinl why they have
done this?? BECAUSE THE AMERICANS ARE IDIOTS THEY ARENT PEOPLE
THEY KILL EVERY DAY PEOPLE IN IRAQ::THEY HAVE DONE
NOTHHING::WHY THEY ARE DEAD?? Kurdi85 2 years ago BeritButz 2 years ago
omg it's so unbelievable what happened :((( i can't believe it, although it is 7 years ago :(
BeritButz 2 years ago doodywoodpekker 2 years ago stop crying honestly if like 1000
peeps die elsewhere you would'nt care you maybe wouldn't even know
doodywoodpekker 2 years ago prismaticmarcus 2 years ago we cry not because people
died but because they were tortured to death. prismaticmarcus 2 years ago pikestank 2
years ago i don't think so. pikestank 2 years ago hypnotstcollector 2 years ago HAS
ANYONE NOTICED THE 2nd HIT IS EDITED OUT?? THE Sound is continuous but
the strike is edited out. Odd thing is, "Network" video from this angle shows the "plane"
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going in. But maybe the network video is fake. Most of it is fake. Also, this video shows
BLUE SKY!. Something NO "Live-Feed" shows. ALL live feed is absurd colors that
change at odd moments. Only for a second or so is any Blue Sky shown. The WTC is
tilted ALL the time. It is on my first two hrs video. Explosions heard at 19:55 etc.
hypnotstcollector 2 years ago atomtudos 2 years ago omg:S thats terrible..:( atomtudos 2
years ago azgilbertboi 2 years ago everyone who says the world trade center was
detonated by bombs is dumb. they forget that many people in new york watched the
planes hit. upon impact the plane ignited floors above and below it causing the fire
proofing on the steel to reach of 1800 farenheit, making it fail and causing the other
support beams to carry extra weight until the main beam on the roof connecting all sides
of the building carried more weight than it could and slightly leaned and collapes inwards.
azgilbertboi 2 years ago arnepelzer 2 years ago this so sad:( tomorrow!!:( arnepelzer 2
years ago RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam thats funny,fucking gay americans are DEAD thats the best day ever,DIE
AMERICA DIE RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago IwinaHa 2 years ago go fk yourself
IwinaHa 2 years ago zippyspeed 2 years ago Great work, Islam. That's an amazing
"religion" you have going there. very slow clapping zippyspeed 2 years ago Gulli1000 2
years ago Its the best WTC video. Gulli1000 2 years ago Killzone626 2 years ago It's so
terrible, when you hear people crying and what happened Killzone626 2 years ago
SummerBaybee93 2 years ago oh my god. thats terrible! im going there in 9 days... its
especially terrible how some people are celebrating it. motherfuckers SummerBaybee93 2
years ago o0wnd13ymE77 2 years ago wenns einer verdient hat dann die amis drecks
kriegstreiber es is wie ein bomerang und kommt wieder zurück wer wind seht erntet sturm
trotzdem rip o0wnd13ymE77 2 years ago curlgirl1986 2 years ago wie kannst du sowas
sagen... du kannst doch nicht die schuld den zivilisten zuschieben... weisst du wieviele da
gestorben sind die nichts mit dem krieg zu tun haben wollten... curlgirl1986 2 years ago
79543618865 2 years ago einfach nur schrecklich. Hoffentlich wiederholt sich das
NICHT. 79543618865 2 years ago AxlRoseloverGNR 2 years ago I really think it will
repeat itself. AxlRoseloverGNR 2 years ago chazrc23 2 years ago They're such beautiful
towers - what a shame and what a waste of life. RIP chazrc23 2 years ago vidro2 2 years
ago Unfourtunatly, Americans are just as bad as the ones who did this. (Not Saying all
Americans are bad) Sure they may have started the war, But your definatly not ending it.
They kill over 2,000 people on that day. But Americans (& Canadians) have killed over
80,000 in Iraq. This is pretty bad on what this world is coming to. vidro2 2 years ago
eprn1n2 2 years ago You're a complete ass. eprn1n2 2 years ago drillbitz03 2 years ago
Ah, of course. And you're suddenly better than us for utilizing the graphic display of a
cataclysmic event to forward your own personal agenda? Dismissed. drillbitz03 2 years
ago vidro2 2 years ago ^Fail. Im just stating a fact. Not Asking for your approval. vidro2
2 years ago peppo11111 2 years ago domani saranno 7 gli anni che sono passati
dall'attacco alle torri gemelle...io avevo solo 13 anni e quel giorno vedendo le immagini
delle torri in fiamme mi sono sentito impotente davanti a tutto ciò che stava accadendo...
non credevo a ciò che vedevo...il mio pensiero vola verso quelle persone che quel giorno
hanno perso la vita....addio angeli delle World Trade Center buildings...l'italia ed il mondo
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intero non vi dimenticherà mai...un caloroso abbraccio dall'italia...go America peppo11111
2 years ago Greendayx4590 2 years ago This was planned, if you think about it he who
controls the stock market controls the world. It's all about the almight dollar, reply with
your negitive comments but the sad part is you know it's true. Greendayx4590 2 years
ago snoski 2 years ago no kidding...people have every right to theorize about
conspiracies, but to blatantly and despicably disrespect the victims? What HAS the
world come to? snoski 2 years ago henkeshhenkesh 2 years ago Death to america the
greatest devil.Death to america the civilinas,guiltless & children murder,Death to america
mother fucker,,hahahahahaha bye bye twins building henkeshhenkesh 2 years ago
diggeauswob123 2 years ago thanks for this video. i'm from germany .. and my mom
worked in the WTC.. she is dead .. it's a good help to watch videos like this.. (sorry my
english is bad,i know) diggeauswob123 2 years ago chiefsmokempot 2 years ago Bush is
fuckin retarted chiefsmokempot 2 years ago moviedan 2 years ago What an incredible
video. Thanks for sharing. moviedan 2 years ago canadianeh39 2 years ago Wow just
watching this almost makes me cry. I cant imagine watching it out my window like you
did. Thank you for sharing this. May all of the victims RIP canadianeh39 2 years ago
themirv5 2 years ago u guys are retarded as fuck. bush planned it all themirv5 2 years ago
WATINTHEWORLD88 2 years ago Only a moron would think Bush was involved.
There was no inside job. God Bless President Bush. WATINTHEWORLD88 2 years ago
aykaymusic 2 years ago WATINTHEWORLD88 Monkey boy let it happen aykaymusic
2 years ago WATINTHEWORLD88 2 years ago Pres. Bush saved the USA with
everything he did aftr 9/11. God bless Pres. Bush and America. PS:Most democrats don't
know who their fathers are. WATINTHEWORLD88 2 years ago 1989NCCU 2 years ago
how dare you make a comment like that... it is ashame that there is people in this country
like you... 1989NCCU 2 years ago SuperShiblon 2 years ago people who are patriotic?
People that care for mankind as a whole, and not for the fiscal benefit of our country? Yes
it is a shame that the country is filled with people willing to fight for your liberty and
freedom. To bad we don't have more people like you. SuperShiblon 2 years ago
TuRKiYe0FoR0eVeR 2 years ago show hide this day was a success for bush and for the
USA we all know that TuRKiYe0FoR0eVeR 2 years ago TIMMF65 2 years ago you
fucking retard TIMMF65 2 years ago moviesSJ 2 years ago that must have been really
depressing moviesSJ 2 years ago camelbackmountain 2 years ago Al-Coward did this.
Bunch of fckin towel heads who take human form. camelbackmountain 2 years ago
matthewhamm 2 years ago Hi, I live in NYC and just want to say this footage is amazing.
I worked in a corporate office on 38th & Madison that day and watched out a window.
The commentary in this video reminded me of that day and the confusion. I actually had a
job interview at Cantor Fitzgerald a few weeks before 9/11 but my contact (Brian) never
called me back. 105th Fl. North Tower. We as Americans (or New Yorkers) can never
forget that day. Hope you are well. Thank you. Matthew Hamm NYC matthewhamm 2
years ago racemachine77 2 years ago :'( racemachine77 2 years ago hujo9000 2 years ago
Why was the "military plane" footage edited? hujo9000 2 years ago nightwisher33 2
years ago thx 4 sharing. nightwisher33 2 years ago Prawfetik 2 years ago RIP, sad day thx
4 sharing. Prawfetik 2 years ago Prawfetik 2 years ago Idiot, 23/3 = 7.67 Prawfetik 2
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years ago GeorginaMayP89 2 years ago This is the best thing i have ever watched in my
whole life! I cried the whole way through! RIP to all the lives lost in this tradegy!my love
goes out to families, friends etc of all those that died on that dreadful day that will never
be forgotten!! GeorginaMayP89 2 years ago tomboy1123 2 years ago EVERYONE
STAY HOME FROM SCHOOL ON SEPT 11TH NO MATTER WHAT SCHOOL
YOU GO TO WHAT STATE YOU LIVE IN THINK ABOUT IT TEACHERS SHOW
UP AND NOBODY IS IN CLASS THEN THEYLL TELL ALOT OF PEOPLE AND
LETS SEE IF WE CAN MAKE IT ON THE NEWS CAUSE ITS A DAY WE
SHOULDNT GO!!!! WE GET SCHOOL OFF OF SCHOOL 4 A BUNCH OF DEAD
PRESIDENTS BUT WE DONT GET OFF FOR A MASS MURDER OF PPL WE
PROBABLY KNEW AND ALL THE AMAZING FIRE FIGHTERS THAT DIED
FOR THIS COUNTRY KEEP REPOSTING AND TELL EVERYONE NO SCHOOL
SEPT 11th!!!! tomboy1123 2 years ago schank111222 2 years ago This is hard to watch
:( Thank you for this video schank111222 2 years ago peaceNpot420 2 years ago google
video Loose Change for the truth behind 911 peaceNpot420 2 years ago RaWeEhC 2
years ago FUCK AMIS RaWeEhC 2 years ago izzysykopth 2 years ago Only 500 yards
away but they didnt say anything about hearing a plane.I didnt hear the second plane
either.But you can hear the chopper no prob.Note that the plane would have come past
their window to strike the alleged impact area. Clearest video I've seen. Even clearer that
the networks $100,000 cameras! WTF? Window machine NW corner of North
Tower.Note the dust cloud at the base BEFORE the collapse. izzysykopth 2 years ago
big93scott 2 years ago um... watch again... they said that one of them heard the first plane
big93scott 2 years ago NeverTooLate1x3dg 2 years ago because the windows were closed
before that. NeverTooLate1x3dg 2 years ago JUSTSARAH5 2 years ago wow. but why
would you sta there soo long and tape it i woulda ran away JUSTSARAH5 2 years ago
izzysykopth 2 years ago Sarah, The people that taped this have been proven to be liars.
See the 3 part series 911 Ametuer. izzysykopth 2 years ago IronHarryKidd 2 years ago
Omg at 5:30, look to the mid left sky, what the hell is that??! I have seen it before on
news things, I wonder if anyone else have seen it. It looks like a UFO. I am not saying
this for a thumbs up rating or whatever, but I freaking saw it. IronHarryKidd 2 years ago
lilkasper54 2 years ago word man wth is that shyt lilkasper54 2 years ago trauzzi 2 years
ago its a plane not a ufo trauzzi 2 years ago BZCAPMOOR 2 years ago looks lite its
rotating, thats why those ufos seem to skip, its an optical illusion, its weird this one,
BZCAPMOOR 2 years ago farfar91 2 years ago a HELICOPTER DUMBASS farfar91 2
years ago oliviabensonfanatic 2 years ago it wasnt a helicopter you retard
oliviabensonfanatic 2 years ago lilkasper54 2 years ago omg let the police see this shyt
mutha fuka, watch u get arrested lilkasper54 2 years ago lilkasper54 2 years ago lol
lilkasper54 2 years ago skatergurl605 2 years ago omg u guys r so calm!!!! i would be like
OH MY GODD!!! AHHHHHHHHHHH!!! seriously..wow. skatergurl605 2 years ago
wweboi67 2 years ago i think its barney or something wweboi67 2 years ago wweboi67 2
years ago i know exlactly where i was i had just got into the school caf`e to eat breakfast
it was right before the first plane hit i was right behind a group of teachers i was in first
grade so i didn't understand what was happening. now ever since i understand what
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happend i have benn fastenated.(i live in indiana) wweboi67 2 years ago izzysykopth 2
years ago Former Hoosier Daddy resident.Dyer Ind right across the border from Chicago
izzysykopth 2 years ago mercdamadmax 2 years ago For the ones that lost their innocent
lives, rest in peace. mercdamadmax 2 years ago JillStrif 2 years ago This is what every
comment should say, and nothing else. "For the ones that lost their innocent lives, rest in
peace." JillStrif 2 years ago noseycozy 2 years ago Thank you to Bob and Bri for posting
this perspective :( noseycozy 2 years ago laryssa112 2 years ago ce fac unii pentru a
obtine mai multa putere... au omorat atatea persoane... ca sa intre in razboi cu o tara care
detine mult petrol...si atunci mai depui juramant ca aperi tara? cand defapt o distrugi?ma
intreb cum au putut terece cei care stiau ca pun bombe in turnuri pe langa oamenii care
lucrau acolo fara nici un sentiment de mila...ca-i v-a omora?!?!?!?! laryssa112 2 years ago
TwinkieTwinFilms 2 years ago the background music ruins the effect TwinkieTwinFilms
2 years ago rockgeezer666 2 years ago Almost like being there, can any have a guess at
what that line was coming out of the hole at about 5.20 min can't think what it was.My
heart goes out to them people sat at home with an empty chair around the table, to them
that lost someone. rockgeezer666 2 years ago sp0filmer0remia53 2 years ago toilet paper
or something... sp0filmer0remia53 2 years ago Chloooooex 2 years ago I remember when i
came home from school i was like in year 2 when this happend. I live in the uk so yeh.
And i came home from school and i remember my Dad watching it. I can remember it so
clearly i think the second tower fell. It was so scary, r.i.p all the people:(. x Chloooooex 2
years ago anonymousguy2007 2 years ago i remember when it happened i just arrived at
home from school (i live in the uk) anonymousguy2007 2 years ago LouisMusic2007 2
years ago 2 Yea, I was only young but I still remember my mum going when we were in
the car from the way back from school "Something very bad has happened". RIP
LouisMusic2007 2 years ago 2 Americaesunamaravill 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam All of you conspiracy theory loonies remind me of the
lunatics in the movie "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest". Poor, wretched souls...get a
life. You're free to leave the asylum, just as those characters were. Right.
Americaesunamaravill 2 years ago sosoffm 2 years ago omg o may gooood!!!!!!!!!!!11
sosoffm 2 years ago Godsgirl41 2 years ago And you people vote for Obama knowing
he's planning to negociate with some of the same kind of people who did this? Have you
forgotten what the terrorists did that day? They didn't care about killing all those poor
people then, do you think negociating is going to make them change NOW???? John
McCain for President! Godsgirl41 2 years ago hhcboj 2 years ago show hide OMG MC
CAIN SUCKS! hhcboj 2 years ago Godsgirl41 2 years ago Tell me, are you saying that
only from what you learned in school? Obama is planning to raise taxes(and when you
raise taxes it takes more money away from the working people) and he plans to negociate
with terorrists who attacked us!( he said so)You deceieved, ignorent liberal. Can't you see
how dangerous Obama is? Obama will ruin us all. Godsgirl41 2 years ago Godsgirl41 2
years ago OMG! Can't you come up with a reason why you think that? FYI, one that's
not from the liberals. I find little reason of how McCain could suck. Unless, you mean by
the Liberals standards, yeah he sucks. Godsgirl41 2 years ago GWARCUM 2 years ago
show hide Over 6000 Russian civilians died each day for 5 years in WW2, its been 7
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years since 911,get over it! GWARCUM 2 years ago Godsgirl41 2 years ago Does the
fact that so many Russians died justify their killing? No, sir, it dosen't. Kill the terorrists!
Remember the Torld Trade Center! Godsgirl41 2 years ago thinkgood 2 years ago That
doesn't count all the civilians that Stalin killed, does it? The Russians should have their
own memorial day; these sorts of things are not things that you should, "get over."
thinkgood 2 years ago jef1500 2 years ago Rip all people how died in the WTC and
pentagon jef1500 2 years ago IkBenCathy 2 years ago so much smoke! IkBenCathy 2
years ago WATINTHEWORLD88 2 years ago History channel on Sept 8, 2008 had a
story that debunked the "Loose Change" video. It was NOT an inside job.
WATINTHEWORLD88 2 years ago rasjahjah 2 years ago google H-Bomb and WTC
rasjahjah 2 years ago atatozee 2 years ago very emotional 911 song Christian Anders The
day just type it in youtube........ atatozee 2 years ago MustangBaller44 2 years ago i
gonna hurt them damn terrorists, fool. hurt them bad!!! MustangBaller44 2 years ago
JanTurelur 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Die fire-liche
Einweihung von Ground Zero am 12. September 2001, getätigt durch Bürgermeister
Quimbie, war über alle Zweifel erhaben. Geladen waren Gäste aus Funk und Fernsehen,
allen vorran der Exilbochumer Herbert Grönemeyer, der Punkt Null Uhr mit seinem Hit
"Flugzeuge im Bauch" die Masse zum beben brachte. JanTurelur 2 years ago
noodlesRawsome24 2 years ago this would never would have happened if it wasn't for
those terrorists. I will make them PAY!!!!!! I will kill them all!!!!!! those
BASTARDS!!!!!!! noodlesRawsome24 2 years ago stuwiitube 2 years ago you guys are
stupid this is sad stop saying dum stuff stuwiitube 2 years ago fredy75011 2 years ago
bush and ben laden are terrorists!!!it was so sad like the war in irak! fredy75011 2 years
ago xxswimchick97 2 years ago thankyou for posting this video my uncle died in
9.11.01<3 xxswimchick97 2 years ago JHsoxfan11 2 years ago my condolonce to you and
your uncle. God Bless USA! JHsoxfan11 2 years ago lilkasper54 2 years ago im srry that
happend 2 u, i coulda been in ny that day, but jesus and his father gave me a chance
lilkasper54 2 years ago TuneForWhile 2 years ago dont talk shit about jesus and his dad
fool TuneForWhile 2 years ago biketonycrashlol2 2 years ago the day b4 my bday :(
biketonycrashlol2 2 years ago animesweetheart07 2 years ago 2 i cant belive those muslim
terroists did this to our country,bin laden said that muslims like daeth and america loves
life,well since he said that y cant they just die and leave america alone,and in peace, they
have cost a lot of damage to our country and they should stop,look at all the innocent
lives they took and they think we need a reality check and we need a taste of crueltiy that
supposely we gave them, they should wake up,and god bless america animesweetheart07
2 years ago 2 zomadness 2 years ago your country loves life but kill children for wars
without winners?is not a contraddiction???open your eyes and try to undarstand: in war
there's not good or bad you can say "they started" but this is not a great point of view.
god bless innocents people americans or not zomadness 2 years ago noah0725 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam everyone who wants to know the
truth about 9/11 watch FABLED ENEMIES on you tube and you'll see that there's more
to 9/11 than you think, and our own government along with Israel helped. Google deletes
this movie everytime it gets re posted. Don't be blind to the truth. noah0725 2 years ago
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yankees5001 2 years ago my dad and my bffs dad died in 911 thank you o much for
makking this video you r just one more person who cares yankees5001 2 years ago
karlssonkim87 2 years ago sweden was cryaing that day, i went to highschool 9th grade,
and we saw this on the news all day. everyone felt a shame on thereselfs for not beeing
able to do anything. just sat there quiatly. karlssonkim87 2 years ago revived0103 2 years
ago thank you revived0103 2 years ago mharkonnen 2 years ago all this time, yet little
awnsers from the government about it, whats all this hidden footage about? this video
rules, its as though you are there. thank god someone made a video from a propper real
persons perspective. mharkonnen 2 years ago oworm 2 years ago I was ten when this
happened and everyone Pre-K to 7th grade went in to the assembly room and we prayed
for everyone and then we sang a few hymns like Amazing Grace. When I arrived to
school when the second plane hit, I was late and my mom turned on the radio and that is
when we heard the first plane hit. I told my 4th grade teacher that the WTCs were hit.
She thought I was making an excuse to why I was late. She said sorry for not believing
you. God Bless America. Up yours terrorists you suck! oworm 2 years ago
Kenshin11212 2 years ago I was in 5th grade when that happened, I believe. I had a clear
view of it from the window I sat next to. I saw it all happen from the beginning. I saw
when the first tower fell. I cant remember if I was still there when the 2nd fell because
one by one, the students' parents came up pick us up. It was really scary. Especially
because we were so young and we saw it all happen with our own eyes. Kenshin11212 2
years ago GodzWrath35 2 years ago A 9/11 video would go great with the song, "The
Dance". GodzWrath35 2 years ago BlameSuSpEct 2 years ago R.I.P USA FO LIFE
BlameSuSpEct 2 years ago bacchus81 2 years ago An amazing video saw it with tears in
my eyes, god bless America, my Sweden and the world. bacchus81 2 years ago Prev 76
77 78 79 80 81 82 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About
Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a
bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0)
Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show
your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading...
Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home
Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account
Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From:
NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or
Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) bacchus81 2 years ago
An amazing video saw it with tears in my eyes, god bless America, my Sweden and the
world. bacchus81 2 years ago zportvalez 2 years ago 5 Fuck usa? These are innocent
people dying. This is not an attack on The USA its an attack on mankind. zportvalez 2
years ago 5 kingmarciii 2 years ago 2 R.I.P kingmarciii 2 years ago 2 HalfGreatSheep 2
years ago Zatvoriti određeni član jebati settle , glup dete. Te imati nijedan ideja šta te biti
govorenje okolo. Srbija & Rusija > svi Turska sisanje Slučaj zatvoren God bless RIP to all
dead in 9/11 Turkey sucks HalfGreatSheep 2 years ago mamasmann 2 years ago this was
truely a sad happening. I remebered that day, i came home from school and i saw mom sit
in the sofa and watch tv, i didnt understand what hapened untill next day at school, this
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episode affected all in the western world. god bless you, greets Norway mamasmann 2
years ago NAZI1889HITLER 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam this day was the best day in my life Fuck OF USA NAZI1889HITLER 2 years
ago deluxcornbread 2 years ago dude fuck u. god bless america ill kick ur all u little pussie
nazi. go rable on about hitler u fake! deluxcornbread 2 years ago loggy49 2 years ago how
dare you say that about the usa, think of all them people the lost on that day loggy49 2
years ago davidp899 2 years ago best day of my life is still coming. its when you die
davidp899 2 years ago AndrewKarrrrrr888882 2 years ago i remember watching this
when it happened i saw the second plane hit i stayed home from school in the morning to
finish home work and the tv was on and my mom was freaking out
AndrewKarrrrrr888882 2 years ago czajka18 2 years ago how dare you say that the
attack was suberb, you evil sick person. That was innocent people who died and u r
mocking them, disrespecting them. czajka18 2 years ago sicily91palermo3 2 years ago
this is strange da building stood up for a long time y couldn't people just run instead of
sterring. r.i.p to all da people that died sicily91palermo3 2 years ago jensalvsvag 2 years
ago i will cry this day my cousin that i never saw alive got buried this day.. God bless
you fredrik and all the people who was in there jensalvsvag 2 years ago romaniaab 2 years
ago i am from romania...my mom come back from amerika when this attack....(sry my
english:)) romaniaab 2 years ago Mopolumpu 2 years ago Isin't today 7 years ago of the
9/11.? Mopolumpu 2 years ago JackieMagenta 2 years ago Umm, no lol. 9/11 was 9/11. 3
more days. Thursday. JackieMagenta 2 years ago deluxcornbread 2 years ago look when
this was made. deluxcornbread 2 years ago anjingmakananjing 2 years ago show hide The
attack was superb, but was never enough to compensate what Amerikkka had being doing
to the rest of the world. That's the only thing that I feel sorry for. anjingmakananjing 2
years ago 11324674 2 years ago You are really SICK. My cousin died that day as a hero a member of the FDNY. Don't you ever say the attack was superb, you moron. God help
you and forgive you. 11324674 2 years ago serialmom63 2 years ago if you choose not to
be respectful then I suggest you keep to yourself. serialmom63 2 years ago aykaymusic 2
years ago Sorry time's moved on. make that 25 years. aykaymusic 2 years ago
Chancellor43 2 years ago All those people below the tower and first floor. All those
firefighters running into the building to save lives, damn... Chancellor43 2 years ago
Oilific88 2 years ago True. Couldent say t better Oilific88 2 years ago Dustysgirl34 2
years ago 5 Keep your disrespectful comments to yourself. Mother, Fathers, Sister,
Brothers, etc died that day. Have some respect. One day you'll be dead. Do you want
people celebrating your misfortune? Dustysgirl34 2 years ago 5 Lenn173 2 years ago
poor people -.- Lenn173 2 years ago hotwinguk 2 years ago bob and bri. this has realy
brought it home to me what happened that tragic day. these people that think this was
great and those who are responcable will pay there depts in a long afterlife. we are on this
planit for a very short time there suffering will be worse than the survivers or fatilitys of
this day hotwinguk 2 years ago bbrs89 2 years ago I'm sry for those people,kids died
there...in 1999 when usa bombarded my country with no reason(btw we have 8 mil
people) my best friend's sister died(she was 3)...she burned alive,the door was locked and
they couldn't reach her...but what i wanna say is american people how many
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kids,man,woman u killed?How many natoions u're terorising...MANY...I hate
terorist(those are sick people),but i'm glad this happend so u can see what your politick
is doind!More then 70% world hate you!Think of that!!!! bbrs89 2 years ago
aykaymusic 2 years ago bbrs89 yes you are right, but unfortunately most Americans are
too ignorant of the facts about them terrorising countless countries over many years.
Americans just see one side and are too arrogant to care about anyone else. How many
times do you hear them mention the 2 million innocents who have died in Iraq over the
last 20 years thanks to their policies? aykaymusic 2 years ago kosamk17 2 years ago
show hide Fuck u USA !! kosamk17 2 years ago cici86uk 2 years ago It still seems so
unreal!!! What a horrible day! I hope to go to America one day to formally pay my
respects. Can't imagine how everybody got through all the loss and devisation. cici86uk 2
years ago ediz1000 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam it
iss good that the people fromm irka and ohter stattes made thiss because usa are attacking
irakk and then irak atacking amerika it is normal fucking bush and it is good too see taht
american people dead ediz1000 2 years ago ediz1000 2 years ago it iss good that the
people fromm irka and ohter stattes made thiss because usa are attacking irakk and then
irak atacking amerika it is normal fucking bush and it is good too see taht american people
dead ediz1000 2 years ago jdity2001 2 years ago FUCK YOU ediz1000, i'll slit you're
fuckin throat! jdity2001 2 years ago DrunkOnWKDS 2 years ago I'm British from
Manchester, England and i've always wanted to travel to America and maybe one day live
there but then tragic events like the 9-11 happen and i just feel so sad for the victims and
their families. Rest In Peace to all of the victims of the 9-11. DrunkOnWKDS 2 years ago
bmchoszen15 2 years ago the people in this video why they still inside get the hell out of
there it seems like when the building collapsed smoke was comin through there window...
WOW, 9/11/01 never forget! bmchoszen15 2 years ago gettofork 2 years ago And to
think that people still take our country for granted. I'll always have sorrow for those
victims on 9-11. both the dead and survivors gettofork 2 years ago evillaw4eva 2 years
ago still think about this all the time... i remember exactly where i was and everything like
it was yesterday.... still cant believe we as the human race can do horrible things like this
to each other everyday.. never forget september 11th 2001. evillaw4eva 2 years ago
zoukparty 2 years ago omg zoukparty 2 years ago eyeofra69 2 years ago NEVER
FORGET! eyeofra69 2 years ago Gina97xls 2 years ago Our military and our government
had NOTHING to do with what happened this horrible day. It was 100% Al Qaeda,
100% responsibility of Osama Bin Laden and his psychotic network. To say that it was
a military plane hitting the WTC is completely false. God Bless America, God Bless our
Military. Semper FI! Gina97xls 2 years ago BirdWoman4evr 2 years ago we all knew this
was going to happen and we cant stop this, yes we are at war, but is it really going to
stop these terrorists from trying to destroy the United States? They will strike again, we
just dont know when. We have to be strong for the troops and be strong to the country
and ourselves. God Bless America. BirdWoman4evr 2 years ago lomaxrobert 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam "It's very good...will generate
sympathy for Israel" -former Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu reacts to 9/11. Several
Mossad agents are arrested cheering the WTC attack in New York. "Why would Iraq
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attack the US? The real threat is to Israel."-Philip Zelikow, Jewish American, Director
9/11 Commission. "The Iraq War was conceived by 25 neoconservative intellectuals,
most of them Jewish."-Haaretz Israel News. Jewish Americans as % of US troops killed
in Iraq = seven tenths of 1% (29/4000) lomaxrobert 2 years ago flyingzamboniman 2
years ago i want to fucking kill a terrorist right now flyingzamboniman 2 years ago
Jigpikchu 2 years ago 2 those damn bastards! how dare they pollute the air Jigpikchu 2
years ago 2 sokolsokol27 2 years ago they show no emotion... sokolsokol27 2 years ago
mbranum17 2 years ago there possibly too shocked... mbranum17 2 years ago
mbranum17 2 years ago she started rolling video right after it hit, i know, cause when the
first fire truck got there was at around 4 minutes, thats the average response time for any
fire department.. mbranum17 2 years ago football3773 2 years ago too long football3773
2 years ago eliasrg18 2 years ago JA! increible, lastima por tantas perdidas humanas y
materiales, pero aun asi el video es increible O_O. eliasrg18 2 years ago malarkey13 2
years ago A thing that is so amazing about this video is in the early minutes before she
opens the window there is just a relative eery quiet, with Knick Knack paddy wack give a
dog a bone playing, but you know in the towers people are scrambling down the stairs
and running for their lives. It seems so disconnected from the tower. malarkey13 2 years
ago bobbytodamax 2 years ago 26 mins? bobbytodamax 2 years ago jamielynnhero 2
years ago These people must be tramatized from being so close jamielynnhero 2 years ago
Truth666 2 years agoDid not get the Pentagon chapter in the 911 script? That's why:
Obama's main role is to confirm that voting machines count Clinton's 5 pct votes
correctly. Ron Paul's main role is to confirm that voting machines count McCain 1 pct
votes correctly. Main Role of senile McCain as alternative to next "elected" president
Clinton is to prove that the illuminati can sell ANYTHING to the "human cattle".
Google: 9/11 for dummies Matt Marriott Truth666 2 years ago raymaster56 2 years ago
well it wasent iraq....it was bush....HE IS THE REASON Y MOST AMERICANS DIED
THAT DAY NOW U MIGHT ASK Y....Y? BUSH DOSENT CARE ABOUT US HE
CARES ABOUT THE OIL MONEY AND THE POWER THATS Y WE HAD TO
SEE OUR LOVE ONES DIE THAT DAY HIM! THINK A ABOUT IT! dont believe
me? research it google it wach videos about it and then tell me wat u think tell me if u
believe me or not because i am right my friends and u kno wat thats yyalmost every
peron hates bush too! raymaster56 2 years ago turbocountry 2 years ago We never said it
was Iraq, Saddam Hussein was part of al queda. Thats why we went after him. Bin Laden
was actually the leader of this attack. Bush had nothing to do with it. Second of all we
don't need Iraq's oil because we have plenty ok. We don't need oil for energy because
states like California are passing laws to where big industrial buildings must have Solar
power by 2010. Congress is also passing laws to make half of this countries electricity
powered by wind by 2015. turbocountry 2 years ago Mascofootball75 2 years ago
Because he cares about oil thats why they crashed into the twin towers........wow. you
might say that they were angry at us for getting oil but....it doesnt matter they are crazy
nutjob terrorists who were gonna attack us anyway. remember the 1st attack on the twin
towers back in '93? was that cuz of Bush?? Mascofootball75 2 years ago turbocountry 2
years ago Exactly, the World Trade Center has been the center of terrorist attacks for
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years. Whats so lame about this attack is the terrorists killed themselves. It was just a
terrible day and I do feel bad for the people filming this. Most of us saw it on T.V., but
these people were 500 yards away watching everything. That had to be painful to watch.
turbocountry 2 years ago mutanator 2 years ago Hey NetworkLive did you shoot this
footage, or did you get it from somewhere else? mutanator 2 years ago Nicklacruz 2 years
ago Hello i come from holland and allmost everyday i think about this, about this act of
Terror on our western world! i never forget this.god bless the victims god bless america.
so sad.... never forget never forget... Nicklacruz 2 years ago AlexMadsen87 2 years ago
Americans do not deserve this. if you are a true patriotic american i suggest that you look
at the TRUE TERRORISTS- The Council on Foriegn Relations, based in New York,NY
youtube the council on foriegn relations, please AlexMadsen87 2 years ago Nicklacruz 2
years ago ? what do you mean to say i dont understand? Nicklacruz 2 years ago
Americaesunamaravill 2 years ago Nick, it was the same people who killed Theo Van
Gogh. Americaesunamaravill 2 years ago Nicklacruz 2 years ago Yes we know and
London and madrid.... Nicklacruz 2 years ago Israellllllll 2 years ago The most amazing
video, u see this but your brain can't perceive the whole meaning of that is just
happening. Israellllllll 2 years ago 00clouds00 2 years ago show hide We have to pass this
terrorist act from generation to generation "or" IT WILL HAPPEN AGAIN. WATCH
WALID SHOEBAT. learn why this happened GOD'S WAR ON TERROR. America's
God is the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. 00clouds00 2 years ago LG15Fan 2 years
ago 2 umm.. at that point where she is saying "omg it was a military plane" was she
talking about the 2nd plane hitting the other building? If so, why the HELL was it cut
out?? That's the kind of crap that leads to conspiracy theories. LG15Fan 2 years ago 2
kguitar765 2 years ago 3 get over the bullshit millions of people saw 2 dam giant aircraft
fly into the the trade centers periodddddddd...dork wad... are you guys mentaly
retarded?? there was no secret bombs going off by the government..what a bunch of air
heads. kguitar765 2 years ago 3 CecilyCms 2 years ago ground zero looks so much
smaller CecilyCms 2 years ago njdevilincali 2 years ago why are there parts cut out of
this video? If you wanted to share what you saw, why were the most compelling parts
cut out? njdevilincali 2 years ago rodrigobarcelonafc 2 years ago show hide this voice is
michael jackson rodrigobarcelonafc 2 years ago maldenboy612 2 years ago r u saying its
rite about wat they did because if u r ur one messed up human maldenboy612 2 years ago
TuRKiYe0FoR0eVeR 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I
hate USA they are fucking their country TuRKiYe0FoR0eVeR 2 years ago kardennis666
2 years ago Mother of the more languages. THE GREEK kardennis666 2 years ago
TuRKiYe0FoR0eVeR 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
FUCK OF USA they destroyed their countryfor destroying OUR COUNTRY
TuRKiYe0FoR0eVeR 2 years ago maldenboy612 2 years ago 5 yo u motha fucka u say
one more this thing about usa i will find where u live and fly a plane rite up ur ass
maldenboy612 2 years ago 5 soko203 2 years ago show hide yes fuck you usa kosovo is
serbia blody americans soko203 2 years ago kardennis666 2 years ago kosovo je srbija. Η
Μακεδονια ειναι ελληνικη γαµω την αµερικη Θανατος στα σκουλικια kardennis666 2
years ago Cooooool1990 2 years ago wtf? what language do u speak Cooooool1990 2
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years ago HalfGreatSheep 2 years ago Serbia > All HalfGreatSheep 2 years ago
kardennis666 2 years ago UBIJ, ZAKOLJI DA SIPTAR NE POSTOJI! KOSOVO JE
SRCE SRBIJE! KOSOVO WAS, IS AND ALWAYS WILL BE SERBIAN! Fuck those
shiptars bitches!!! All Albanian kardennis666 2 years ago sharteelPL 2 years ago what do
you know about Serbia, american boy? ..wow.. sharteelPL 2 years ago Supercheets 2
years ago I know they are shit like you bitch... Now, go fucking kill your self you sick
fuck! Supercheets 2 years ago xxshotgunmanxx 2 years ago I'm not even American And I
think your a sick piece of shit for supporting the assholes who did this.. Shame on you,
and shame on all people like you.. I hope you have a vaery horrible life.. And die a very
very grusome death, you stupid sick fuck!!! xxshotgunmanxx 2 years ago 21Leo7 2 years
ago hahaha. serbia is like the size of NJ and has the amount of people in the army equal to
the number of poeple in my high school. dnt make me laugh. 21Leo7 2 years ago
juandiankianna 2 years ago 2 i am shocked. and not just cuz of the video (which is
shocking, too, ofcourse)- how can people EVER think, just cuz america's bad, the people
who died there deserved that?! none does. people with such an opinion digust me. HOW
ON EARTH CAN YOU BE GLAD SUCH A HORRIBLE THING HAPPENED?
FUCK YOU! R.i.P. juandiankianna 2 years ago 2 HORNIIGUY08 2 years ago LMAO.
lol, 7 yrs ago all them dead ppl were alive, then BANG hahahaa HORNIIGUY08 2 years
ago jauke12345 2 years ago bbrs89 keybord hero.... jauke12345 2 years ago patsfan7500
2 years ago 2 fuck u people who say america isnt great u can suck it patsfan7500 2 years
ago 2 boratmoviescenes 2 years ago the terrorest are trying to find a way to end amarica
those fuckface terrast when they die it will be funny fuck the terroist!!! boratmoviescenes
2 years ago adilsynhooo 2 years ago My God... adilsynhooo 2 years ago ysivyboi 2 years
ago 2 Americans may have few principles, but nobody deserves to be killed like that.
R.I.P Fatalities ysivyboi 2 years ago 2 bbrs89 2 years ago Ok people died in this
video,and my friend's sister died 99 when nato bombarded us(she was 3 years),and how
many milion children and people died all over the world cos of americans?!At least half
world hate you!!I hate muslims and terorists,but this is something that would happend
sooner or later!I'm glad that u died on this day,and i hope it will be more att like this if u
continue your world concuring politics! bbrs89 2 years ago cornskid 2 years ago And if
you people hadn't been a bunch of murdering rapist that already started one world war
your friends sister might still be alive. As ye sew so shall ye reap. I'm not a christian but
it's appropriate. Seriously I don't like seeing kids killed or anyone else for that matter, and
you say your glad americans were killed. Fortunatuly you're not in charge, we are.
cornskid 2 years ago xxphoebegirlxx 2 years ago after all these years i still cant believe
what happened there. i would never have the courage to film that. they didnt deserve that
and nobody has the right to do this to someone. xxphoebegirlxx 2 years ago xnarutofan2x
2 years ago A FEW Americans died? THOUSANDS of Americans died and if we don't
get off of our butts and do something, its going to happen again!Islamic terrorists are
attacking us because we don't accept Islam!All I have to say is death to the terrorists!
xnarutofan2x 2 years ago PxFxC 2 years ago fuck usa PxFxC 2 years ago smorgasen 2
years ago i dont really care about this, if some americans die there is no problem for me, i
mean there is so many americans and none of em have done anything great for the world.
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smorgasen 2 years ago Katez1990 2 years ago You fucking bastard. People have died in
this video. Whilst all of that smoke is coming out, there are people inside that building
who are dead and dying and terrified for their lives. You are a spoilt, cowardly excuse for
a human being and you should be ashamed that you have to act like this to get some
attention. Katez1990 2 years ago smorgasen 2 years ago iv never asked for any attention
and i really dont care if i get attention from an american fag or not, i dont care about
americans cuz none of you will never learn how to think you stupid fuckers. all your
bullshit about god and freedome, FUCK YOU! america thinks they are the world but the
world is looking down at you. smorgasen 2 years ago AKDAS1945 2 years ago das ist
spiel von israel um irak rein u gehen das war schon alle vorgeplan 1987 haben die geplannt
irak reinzugehen AKDAS1945 2 years ago kennedyucla 2 years ago Death to terrorists.
Enjoy hell you sorry coward bastards. kennedyucla 2 years ago FRESNO777 2 years ago
"OMG" must have been the phrase of the rich in 2001. Living in this district these people
aren't suffering! Anyway, "OMG" wouldn't have been my comments, having seen what
they saw!! FRESNO777 2 years ago worldpeaz 2 years ago You're so very brave to have
caught all this ~ many blessings and thank you. worldpeaz 2 years ago ValerieBarlow 2
years ago ...collapsed, my foot! ValerieBarlow 2 years ago TuRKiYe0FoR0eVeR 2 years
ago you have destroyed our country and your country USA IS SILLY
TuRKiYe0FoR0eVeR 2 years ago TuRKiYe0FoR0eVeR 2 years ago that was BUSH so
you must be LUCKY TuRKiYe0FoR0eVeR 2 years ago oceanablue90 2 years ago
listening to that woman crying was so saddening and poignant... I think it really sums up
the devastation of that day. Terrible memories, but still a valuable record of what
occurred that day. oceanablue90 2 years ago haello14 2 years ago aniversery soon :(. yea
ur right just like a dream but its not its the real thing u dont kno whats happening.
haello14 2 years ago BwagBnaT 2 years ago gangster Osama did it BwagBnaT 2 years ago
gounc93 2 years ago not funny gounc93 2 years ago soccer4eva18 2 years ago i still can't
believe that its not a dream that we didnt wake up and nuttin was wrong....if i could i
would replace one of the victims life for a day or two so they could say goodbye to their
familys and kiss them one last time.....it is making me cry to think that i was only in
second grade when this happens.......all the people that helped this happen can go to
hell..well not even the devil would slope that low.. remeber september 11/2001
soccer4eva18 2 years ago drone8888 2 years ago Wow,... even after watching her video,
and hearing her say "a military plane".... you still don't have doubts. Not to mention all of
the other evidence and un-addressed issues. In a court of law, so much evidence would
prove much more than reasonable doubt. So don't ask questions, and hold onto those
you've lost.... because the most important thing is to be able to say "i knew someone in
there" and "kill the terrorists". What a shame that you are so cowardly, that you would
not defend the fallen drone8888 2 years ago MastaGio 2 years ago i remember it was 8:00
and on the news sooo sad MastaGio 2 years ago phil2345456 2 years ago :( why?????
Alot of things should NOT happen on that deadly day 9/11/01 I can't imagine how
George Bush handled so many disasters, and now i think the next president will handle
more than George, Don't you all think I'm right? phil2345456 2 years ago caltable 2 years
ago absolutley caltable 2 years ago burgerworld1994 2 years ago why does my birth day
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have 2 b on this day 5 more days man until i turn 14 crap ssoooo sad i agree with this guy
burgerworld1994 2 years ago Scarface80295 2 years ago soooo sad Scarface80295 2 years
ago marioalfonso94 2 years ago did any body notice the Cross in the smoke at 14:46. its
near the small building near the bottom left corner marioalfonso94 2 years ago Krispea86
2 years ago I was living in DC at the time, and was a freshman in school. We were all
completly clueless, but the second the Pentagon, got hit we all freaked and so many of
my friends had parents that worked there, and it was just scary! The plane that hit the
Pentagon...the airport it came from was only 7 minutes away from my school and the
planes would still be in take-off mode when flying by..Thanks for filming and posting
this! Krispea86 2 years ago inflames2233 2 years ago I was only 6 years old going on 7 at
the time. my aunt and uncle were on that plane ='[ now i'm 14 and its still kind of hard,
but god bless you two for filming this. inflames2233 2 years ago turbocountry 2 years
ago I'm very sorry to hear about the lose of your aunt and uncle. This day was a horrific
day for the whole country. I was in 8th grade and all the teachers had a T.V. in the
classroom. They were told to shut off the T.V.'s. They never canceled school here. I
really think they should have though. turbocountry 2 years ago WhiteSandJack 2 years
ago check out September11,tv WhiteSandJack 2 years ago DimeLivesInUs 2 years ago 4
I'm going to kill three terrorists for every man, woman, and child killed on 9/11. Period.
You just don't fuck with America. DimeLivesInUs 2 years ago 4 Neis13 2 years ago hola ,
soy de peru .. nose si dan cuanta k en otros videos ... dicen k hay ovnis .... y a partir de
los 5 min con 30 seg ..... hay un objeto no identificado a la mano izquierda lo notan..? ,,,,
Neis13 2 years ago DXHardyBoyzBatista 2 years ago fuck you you damn mexican go
back to mexico u have no relation to sept 11 DXHardyBoyzBatista 2 years ago
marioalfonso94 2 years ago who r u saying that to? marioalfonso94 2 years ago
noblerthenyou 2 years ago this happened the day after my birthday i have not celebrated
sence it's just so sad noblerthenyou 2 years ago alyssal11 2 years ago Hello, I just want
to thank you for posting this, now i have an understand of what happen on 9/11 since i
was only seven so thank you very much alyssal11 2 years ago sarahelizabeth05 2 years
ago wow hearing the women cry in the background. its just horrible. sarahelizabeth05 2
years ago sarahelizabeth05 2 years ago 2 ill never forget what happen that day. RIP
victims god bless america. sarahelizabeth05 2 years ago 2 JBR33ZY101 2 years ago
wow... JBR33ZY101 2 years ago eisenfuss61 2 years ago "nette" Dokumentation vom
FBI/CIA die filmen das, als wären sie im Urlaub.. alles ruhig, keine Panik bei
denen...komisch ich wäre gelaufen...was das Zeug hält... aber die wussten wohl, das es sie
nicht treffen würde eisenfuss61 2 years ago cherrypiebannana 2 years ago 2 ONG i will
never forget that day even though I was in Poland at the time it happened I was
scared...and i have a question since you guys live or lived so close to it werent u scared
that more of those planes might come but next time they will end up hitting your
building? and also i wanna say sorry to all of the familys that lost someone close on that
horrible day...I'M SORRY! cherrypiebannana 2 years ago 2 peenpijp 2 years ago 3 :(
never forget it peenpijp 2 years ago 3 sobo321 2 years ago those sirens... sobo321 2 years
ago magicmattkelly 2 years ago My math is perfectly fine. I was referring to the size of
the jenga block itself, not the footprint of the tower. Evidently I'm going to need a half
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dozen posts to explain that to you as well. And yes, having to correcting this counts as
two. magicmattkelly 2 years ago helinochka 2 years ago it was not Ben Laden !!! it was
amderican government!!! search the movie Zeitgeist u will see what was happened!!!
helinochka 2 years ago Zelvanax 2 years ago ya it was Zelvanax 2 years ago Jaspervdk 2
years ago movies are fake u idiot Jaspervdk 2 years ago BigJay28542 2 years ago The
movie cant be fake, but the audio probably is!! Hard to fake a plane hitting a building that
everyone seen on national tv BigJay28542 2 years ago alexjones4president 2 years ago
Benazir Bhutto: Bin Laden was Murdered Watch this clip on YouTube. Bush Laden is
dead. Our government wants the sheep to think we are still looking for him when we
never were. The FBI does not list 9/11 as one of the crimes Bin Laden was wanted for.
Google "FBI - Most Wanted". It`s all a HOAX!! alexjones4president 2 years ago
magicmattkelly 2 years ago So to see your point, what I need to do is build a 1000 foot
tower out of Jenga blocks - each out of solid wood, one city block long, and 1/3 of a city
block wide - to keep the size ratio the same - and then take out some blocks until the
tower falls over. And I'll be completely amazed when it doesn't fall within it's own
footprint. Because after all - they are solid Jenga blocks. Which is exactly the same as a
voluminous steel skeletal structure, according to you. I quit, you win. Bye.
magicmattkelly 2 years ago sarbearscm5991 2 years ago oh my god that was amazing
thank you magicmattkelly sarbearscm5991 2 years ago 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago If that is
what you want to do with your time, sure go ahead :) Message me when its done.
1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago Oh and by the way, its either 1/3 of a
city block long, and 1/3 of a city block wide, OR one city block long and one city block
wide, because if you want to keep proportion, you will have to make it square. Sorry to
see your math isnt as good as I thought it was. 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago magicmattkelly
2 years ago My math is perfectly fine. I was referring to the size of the jenga block itself,
footprint of the tower. Evidently I'm going to need a half dozen posts to explian that to
you as well. magicmattkelly 2 years ago 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago I also advice all you
telling me that I am wrong, and telling me I dont know what I'm tlaking about, to look at
this movie: watch?v=8n-nT-luFIw&feature=re-lated 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago
sarbearscm5991 2 years ago the top of the building colapsed on itself therefore making
the rest of it drumble underneath it sarbearscm5991 2 years ago 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago
2 Ah yeah ofcourse it did, just like WTC7 huh ? 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago 2 jwhce 2
years ago 1337h4xx0rz The world trade center is not a jenga tower it is not going to act at
all like a jenga tower so wtf is your point. A huge plane was flown into the top stories of
a huge structure, melted the steel and destroyed the concrete, its obvious why the
building fell so shut up. The floors collapsed on themselves cousing the ones underneath
to do the same. jwhce 2 years ago supergirl1118 2 years ago were you acually there
supergirl1118 2 years ago missy200008 2 years ago so what lots of people have bdays on
this day, the sad part is people lost so many friends and family members in this
disgusting act of terrorism, my heart goes out to all the people who lost someone on this
tragic day may they rest in peace. missy200008 2 years ago sarbearscm5991 2 years ago i
really don't know what to say at this point to you... other than: you know nothing about
what you are saying. Bush had nothing to do with this, none of us did. and if you ever
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watch any other building colapse it's very similar sarbearscm5991 2 years ago
1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago By the way, you know what it means when a building is being
"pulled"? (term for making it fall exactly in its footprint). Lets take a look at WTC7 shall
we now. the building was quite some feet away from WTC buildings 1 and 2, but yet it
happened to catch on fire. Now you tell me that some flying debree made this building
fall to the ground aswell? I'd like to hear what you have to say to this question :)
1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago swe3tmax0 2 years ago this makes my heart hurt ... just
thinking of all the people that had families and were no different from me and you and
had no idea.... its so sad. this day will forever be remembered. god bless america and the
people who have lost friends and family members due to this... :( swe3tmax0 2 years ago
assklaus 2 years ago wow, nice appartment with very good view. you are an evidence of a
very important thing in worlds history.... assklaus 2 years ago BlackOwl96 2 years ago
You know what's shocking? That happened on my b-day. BlackOwl96 2 years ago
1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago U know what I dont get. Is why people are whining about the
environment, and bad gasses and global warming. And than this happens, which produced
like .. more dust than I have ever seen, and act like nothing happened to the environment.
1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago docsava 2 years ago All those people dead and you worry
about the dust? Dust is nothing, if you were going to gripe about the enviroment it should
be about the plane fuel and everything burning that's going into the air. People were dying
while others were trying to save lives.......let me guess you would've been on the street
with a broom and dustpan........ docsava 2 years ago 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago No, its just
the fact that we all pay extra money (read: increased taxes and stuff) to "help the
environment" while America blows up 2 buildings in broad daylight. Which produced an
excessive ammount of non-biological stuff (and therefor is bad for the environment) which
was thrusted into the environment. Now dont come with the shit saying that fuel for
airplanes is biological or something, I'm just talking about the pollution. 1337h4xx0rZ 2
years ago sarbearscm5991 2 years ago are you trying to say that "America blew up two
buildings"?? reality check, America had nothing to do with this sarbearscm5991 2 years
ago 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago erm, reality check, yeah America did have something to do
with this. I can recall reading articles about buildings, which were way older than these 2
which were burning for about, 16 to 24 hours and not collapsing ? And if I may
technicians who built and designed these buildings they both had been designed to
withstand a blow of about 3 of those Boeings which flew in that day. So they were a lot
stronger than you and I thought. Also the way they collapse is very unnatural.
1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago I dont know if you everp layed this
game called Jenga? I know that isnt really relevant, but if you take out 4 of 5 blocks from
1 side, you will see the Jenga will fall to 1 side, and not just disappear in its basement.
Seeing the building was made with a steel center containing some steel beams, in fact a lot
of steel beams, they would have still been standing if our friend Bush didnt use some kind
of technique to destroy them. This has to do with something called "Science" and
"Physics". :) 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago sarbearscm5991 2 years ago that's just rediculous
sarbearscm5991 2 years ago magicmattkelly 2 years ago Yes you are correct. The
buildings were not made from Jenga blocks. Therefore it's not really relevant. In fact, it's
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completely irrelevant whatsoever. magicmattkelly 2 years ago 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago
The effect is somehow the same. Here's something you can do to see it for yourself, take
any object, doesnt matter what, and cut, or burn, or melt, or "whatever" out a piece on
one side of the boject, and if this piece you take out is big enough for your object to
become instable, it will most likely fall to the side yout ook the piece out, and not just fall
down in a straight line. Try it, and let me know what you find :) 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago
magicmattkelly 2 years ago You're comparing a piece of solid matter or an assembly made
of a finite number of pieces to a building made up of millions of individual pieces of
material in a nearly infinite number of stress points. So no, the effect is not the same, not
even REMOTELY the same. magicmattkelly 2 years ago 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago Ok,
glue the pieces together, and than blow out 4 or 5 blocks on 1 side. You will still see I am
right. 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago magicmattkelly 2 years ago No no no, you are still wrong.
You have ZERO understanding of how engineering works whatsoever. I said MILLIONS.
Not 4 or 5. The WTC was not made of 4 or 5 chunks of objects. If they were - then yes,
they would have fallen over like your damn Jenga tower. And fireheliel is right - Bush is
far too incompetent to pull something like this off. Even with help. He can't even
pronounce the word "nuclear" correctly. magicmattkelly 2 years ago 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years
ago Obviously you havent learned to read texts in school, I said compare the WTC 1 or 2
to a Jenga tower. If you take out 4 or 5 blocks from a Jenga tower, and measure the hole
created/material taken out, calculate back to the size of WTC 1 or 2, and take out as much
material as you did compared to a Jenga tower, there is a chance it will fall over. But no
way it will fall exactly in its footprint. Thats what I meant. 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago
sarbearscm5991 2 years ago okay, for one, the plane didn't just take out one side of the
tower like your little jenga tower, it damageed the building all the way through.
sarbearscm5991 2 years ago firedheliel 2 years ago see, the problem is, you are giving
bush waaaay too much credit. have you actually seen the way he operates? somewhat
similar to a poorly trained monkey. i am pretty sure that this whole conspiracy theory is
way out of his league. if he had, say, a measurable level of iq, it might be possible. sadly,
this is not the case. sounds like you've been watching too many episodes of southpark.
firedheliel 2 years ago 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago Seems like you went to the circus too
much, with your trained monkeys. 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago magicmattkelly 2 years ago
Those other buildings burned 16 to 24 hours after being struck by jumbo jets carrying full
payloads of jet fuel? magicmattkelly 2 years ago 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago No, but the
buildings were way smaller also. 1337h4xx0rZ 2 years ago seed2harvest 2 years ago wow
it got loud when u opened the window.... seed2harvest 2 years ago ariel958 2 years ago I
will never forget that day!! By the way was lily okay? ariel958 2 years ago Jennelle79 2
years ago this really saddened my heart...this a day that i will never forget. Jennelle79 2
years ago LyingSquawkBuzards 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam 250,000,000 armed Civilians would provide one helluva deterrent from this
shit ever happening. Even if you don't like guns, buy several. You'll feel differently about
them when you can defend your Home, Family and Constitution from NWO Neo-Nazis.
And do it soon. HELL HATH NO FURY LIKE A WOMAN SCORNED 125,000,000
pissed off hungry women along with 125,000,000 men with guns out their front doors
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and windows ready to greet some NAZIS. and put those responsible in their own FEMA
CAMPS LyingSquawkBuzards 2 years ago GokuFan13 2 years ago Seeing the terrible
saw of 9/11 with the 2 towers of the WTC when they collised gives me the creeps again. I
never forget the day when I saw this for the first time on tv =( I feel so sorry for the
people who died there ='( GokuFan13 2 years ago gymnast0010 2 years ago how is that
video 26 mins??? gymnast0010 2 years ago Quinoky 2 years ago This may be the worst
terrorist attack ever and you go complain about the video lenght. Dude, you really have
no feelings. Go find some help. Quinoky 2 years ago ronnin79 2 years ago I don't like
Americans politic and "Petroleum democracy" but this is really terrible! I am sorry for all
that innocent people. I am sorry and for all innocent people around world who been killed
from american soldiers... ronnin79 2 years ago comfortmother 2 years ago Pres. Bush
saved our country after Sept 11, 2001. comfortmother 2 years ago mcbasstardfan 2 years
ago show hide haha mcbasstardfan 2 years ago gothstrial 2 years ago Police officers and
fire fighters are climbing up those stairs trying too help right now. I'm sick to my stomach
whe people ridiculase this. gothstrial 2 years ago deadnlive 2 years ago well.. there go our
world trade centre... lol deadnlive 2 years ago jckool95 2 years ago i cant believe u think
that is funny, im british, i dont like americans. but that is just sick jckool95 2 years ago
SonicGeneration 2 years ago 2 So sad, and i can't believe i saw a video of some body who
lived so close, damn, if i was you i'd be shit scared o much i'd die, the girl in the
background screamings so much, i don't blame her SonicGeneration 2 years ago 2
GokuFan13 2 years ago Your right. If I was there I would go running as shit as hard as I
can to save my own life! When I saw this, Ive got the creeps! Seriously =\ GokuFan13 2
years ago lokkojorge 2 years ago 2 so sad lokkojorge 2 years ago 2 pappasgirl283 2 years
ago Anybody else find it ironic that around 3-4 minutes into it, the music playing in the
background is Barney's "I Love You, You Love Me", when one of the most hateful acts
ever perpetrated against our nation was being filmed? pappasgirl283 2 years ago
gailed1992 2 years ago Thank you for letting me see this God Bless R.I.P gailed1992 2
years
ago ruppel1968 2
years ago
Hard...and senseless...so many
warnings...again...yeah...USA the Country of Hope and Glory!!! And go on...send your
Sons and Daughters to Countries where they die...a lot of greetz to the FBI...the
CIA...National Security and all of the other bitches who change the world...your fault and
i'm ashamed about it!!! By the way...i was in the USA...and i know a lot of people
there...some friends...i trust in them...but not in your System...you loose!!! ruppel1968 2
years ago sumgayit6 2 years ago wy american soldierd kill more than 250 every day in
asia? sumgayit6 2 years ago dkdesignstv 2 years ago This is a great video. Been
researching on the 9/11 attacks for some time now. I can't really explain how I felt when I
watched this video. dkdesignstv 2 years ago bkrare 2 years ago i lived in new york wen
this happened nd it wus mi 6th birthday yea i know it is sad mi birthday is on 9/11 but i
start 2 cry every time i see this video cuz ny is mi home state like tht wus our symbol for
ny nd 2 have it all taken away in 2 minutes...its so sad bkrare 2 years ago
tobiasduesterdick 2 years ago who is the people in the backround? tobiasduesterdick 2
years ago 333jas 2 years ago You people are right there watching this and you seem
totally clueless as to what was happening. Unbelieveable. We knew more about it in
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Texas from watching the news than you did sitting right in front of it. 333jas 2 years ago
kungfoo19 2 years ago lol.... kungfoo19 2 years ago 2a7e2l91x 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was inside job. Watch "LOOSE CHANGE"
2a7e2l91x 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago In the months prior to 11 September, we
alerted policymakers that operations that al-Qa'ida had in motion were likely to cause
large-scale loss of life and be spectacular in nature. From the CIA website aykaymusic 2
years ago chives123456 2 years ago aykaymusic we didn't no when or where they were
going to attack chives123456 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago chives yes agreed, but
neither did you know in 1995 when they were planning to hit the CIA headquarters with
a plane, but that was stopped. They knew who the terrorists were and they knew what
they were planning. Somebody stopped the FBI investigating them. aykaymusic 2 years
ago Breakdowncon 2 years ago The ignorance, and harshness of these comments burdens
my heart. You people don't see how the heart of man has become bitter, twisted and evil.
And this is coming from a non-American! One thing I have to say to the people who go
on about the demolition controversy: The building was hit at the top! It imploded from
the top! Not the bottom. All of the controversies are so rubbish. Breakdowncon 2 years
ago Breakdowncon 2 years ago The US may have known it was going to happen, and
Bush may have made some mistakes, but you need to go beyond this. Stop feeding your
minds this bullshit of media speculation, and look into the heart of the problem. It has
always been there, down thought the centuries. The reason for the War in Iraq, 9/11, the
struggle for power oil etc...is all because of religion, and the difference of man's opinions.
Breakdowncon 2 years ago Breakdowncon 2 years ago 4 It's so sad how degraded, and
utterly stupid humanity has become. RIP 9/11 Victims and Families. God Bless America.
Breakdowncon 2 years ago 4 glen1ster 2 years ago People who want holy war should
show a sign of God for it or shut up. There wasn't and won't be a sign of God for that
attack, only that the supporters of it prove that being 'centric is selfish as they bend all
the truth out of shape around themselves. See Wikipedia > Responsibility for the
September 11 attacks glen1ster 2 years ago Charnelbone 2 years ago 2 The 9-11
commission Report is complete fucking bullshit. Read it. The bitch looks like a poorly
written suspense novel. It doesn't include ANY provable facts. As far as I can tell the
government hired monkeys (the kind that smoke) to write up an imaginary story on old
typewriters. People need to grow up and revolt against the status quo. Until you stop
being so apathetic you're going to be spoon-fed bullshit from crazed war-mongering
politicians and "officials." 9/11 was an inside job. Charnelbone 2 years ago 2 Charnelbone
2 years ago Buildings having collapsed from explosions did not even collapse at the speed
the WTC's did. Our government told us that the floors pancaked at nearly terminal
velocity for a free falling object? Bullshit. Build yourself a scale model steel and concrete
WTC, light some coals and tell me how long it takes for it to collapse. It won't. Then try
collapsing it with demolition explosives. Charnelbone 2 years ago Charnelbone 2 years
ago The first plane hit one of the towers directly in the center, and went all the way
through the other side. The second tower was nicked in the corner, yet the tower with the
least impact zone still collapsed first after having fires burning for 18 minutes less. Before
or after the WTC's collapsing, steel and concrete skyscrapers have NEVER once been
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recorded to collapse from fire. Charnelbone 2 years ago Charnelbone 2 years ago Voice
recordings of witnesses on site at the time the planes collided with the buildings have
people saying the planes did NOT have windows on the sides. Besides, constructiongrade NON fire proofed steel I-frames don't even melt until reaching temperatures
exceeding 3,000 degrees F. The steel I-frames in the WTC's WERE fire-proofed.
Charnelbone 2 years ago THE0N3FR33MAN 2 years ago maybe the government isnt
100% responsible but as i said before the terrorists couldnt have done this on their own.
besides i dont think the plane was a standard commercial plane so security had to have
been a lot tighter. THE0N3FR33MAN 2 years ago jksmith1523 2 years ago You are
crazy to think the government did this. Security isn't great in airports..obviously and it
still is real Crappy. I know a few people who have had guns on planes, got through our
wonderful airport security with them. God bless the victims and their families.
jksmith1523 2 years ago Jazaaam 2 years ago i was just in first grade. i had no idea what
had happened. i remember coming home from school thinking what happened not aware
of the disaster Jazaaam 2 years ago Tacky8523 2 years ago imagine how i felt when i was
actually IN the building but i got out and seconds later it collapsed and it was loke
running from a giant wavr of dust. we couldnt go anyware but run. i was only 3 or 4 in
my moms arms =C Tacky8523 2 years ago guitarman2233 2 years ago ummm.... wow
even hear, you hear them say it was a military plane...... guitarman2233 2 years ago
THE0N3FR33MAN 2 years ago loserman243. think about it. one or two terrorists could
never be able to pull this off on their own. the government was definitely involved in
some way. they either allowed it to happen or they even helped carry it out for some sick
and greedy reason. fuckin pigs. THE0N3FR33MAN 2 years ago loserman243 2 years ago
all the people saying that they hate America and what not are either liberals or europeans
(both lame-ass, hippy-loving, gun control dicks). loserman243 2 years ago gdr8 2 years
ago 20:54 gdr8 2 years ago dukester362002 2 years ago Hey there MorningManiac.... If it
werent for us "cancerous Americans" you would be speaking German right now. Hail
freaking dictator to you. dukester362002 2 years ago CalieProductions 2 years ago R.I.P
everyone eccept the terriosit CalieProductions 2 years ago legennd3 2 years ago I think
you should release this video unedited, so we can see your and your family's reactions
when that happens. Or maybe its unedited, but it cuts at some points and looks like it is.
legennd3 2 years ago cornskid 2 years ago I've seen this vid unedited. It's freely available
or was, just look around some. cornskid 2 years ago MorningManiac 2 years ago I don't
really hate people from any country but everyone knows that American
people/government are the cancer of the human kind and this is what you deserve. I'm
from Europe and have been to U.S. and I know how ignorant and brainwashed most of
the folks there are. And on the top of it all, since you´ve killed so so many innocent
civilians in Iraq, Afghanistan and Lord knows where, I'd be ready to kill any American I
could if I was there even though I´m a peace-loving fellow with a tolerant mind.
MorningManiac 2 years ago wriddler 2 years ago peace loving yet you say they deserve
to die? you sound very bright. wriddler 2 years ago allie1394 2 years ago why would u
wish terrorists to attack any country? r u really that cold hearted ? even if u think amerca
is the "cancer of human kind" thats not something anyone deserves. do u know how much
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grief people go through ever day because they lost fathers, mothers, daughters,sons, etc?
wow. just really wow. allie1394 2 years ago cornskid 2 years ago Bring it on dude. We
saved your continent (unless your a Nazi) twice last century. You should be more polite
to your betters or we might not do it again. cornskid 2 years ago sumgayit6 2 years ago
American oil companies are glad :) sumgayit6 2 years ago Edgey1988 2 years ago I love
how they shut the window after the second tower collapses haha. Edgey1988 2 years ago
Smlosh99 2 years ago ha ha good job bin ladin Smlosh99 2 years ago WAZindustries 2
years ago fuck you WAZindustries 2 years ago NESTYLEPKR 2 years ago Obama
wouldn't do such a thing....but MCCAIN can NESTYLEPKR 2 years ago Gunsmoke8 2
years ago Fuck that monkey Gunsmoke8 2 years ago NESTYLEPKR 2 years ago
Wrestling and Rap has corrupted all American people.... NESTYLEPKR 2 years ago
Gunsmoke8 2 years ago I believe you are retarded... Gunsmoke8 2 years ago
NESTYLEPKR 2 years ago i believe you are an american faggot who will suffer from
AIDS and you will not have the medication to help it cause your fucked up country
doesn't have health care and you won't be able to afford it cause your a white piece of shit
NESTYLEPKR 2 years ago Gunsmoke8 2 years ago Oh yeah? Your nigger ass should be
back in Africa running around like monkeys at the zoo, or maybe picking cotton in South
Carolina? Both Excellent places. Gunsmoke8 2 years ago imbored104 2 years ago hey
you guys stop fighting nethier of you should be fighting its stupid! gunsmoke8 stop being
raciest it makes you sound bitter and face it its wrong and nestylepkr dont be mean
please people dont you understand this attack was based on people that were racist and
what your doing is no better than wat they did!!! imbored104 2 years ago WAZindustries
2 years ago oh shut up WAZindustries 2 years ago NESTYLEPKR 2 years ago i ain't
talking to you....you fuckin white faggot NESTYLEPKR 2 years ago cybersunday07 2
years ago haha america sucks 9/11 was funny cybersunday07 2 years ago Gunsmoke8 2
years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Fuck you Motherfucker
Gunsmoke8 2 years ago Gunsmoke8 2 years ago I hope more people blow up in ur
fucking train system, including ur fucking ass Gunsmoke8 2 years ago redcomic619 2
years ago hey you fucking gay shitlicking fucked up lied to americant! u can thank ur gov.
for this redcomic619 2 years ago accordingtoexperts 2 years ago What I don't get about
this vid is why of all things they edited out the approaching second plane and only
showed the explosion. Minutes and minutes of smoke but they cut out the maybe 5
seconds that showed the plane? I'm not a no-planer, but this is very strange.
accordingtoexperts 2 years ago alexjones4president 2 years ago Agm-158 JASSM Air
Force Navy Missile Test Video Here`s your culprit! alexjones4president 2 years ago
gamekillanyc 2 years ago hey question notice at 11:45 it seems that they took out footage
from the video. What happen to the rest of the footage!!!! fykin morons i fykn hate this
fkn country!!!!! thanks to bush!!! gamekillanyc 2 years ago loserman243 2 years ago
wow... all i can say to an american who thinks that an entire government would agree to
something like that... loserman243 2 years ago AshleesAngel 2 years ago "debfan27a"
FUCK U!!!! heartless idiot! AshleesAngel 2 years ago Zabek2006 2 years ago did you
said : "it was a military plane" damn! Zabek2006 2 years ago Zabek2006 2 years ago are
u sure this is real ? Zabek2006 2 years ago TRUTHisREAL4USA 2 years ago 19 Men +
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4 Jumbo-Big Jets. YEARS in planning. Maybe Bush-Cheney ===> HYPNOTIZED
them? lol w w THEreligionOFpeace c--o--m ( FACTS-STATS ) Get REAL LIEberal
DEMONcrat Nuts See my favorites, for simple-clear video truths.
TRUTHisREAL4USA 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Bush-Cheney helped them
by standing the FBI down aykaymusic 2 years ago Drummin555 2 years ago your a
moron Drummin555 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago I think you'll find that is
YOU'RE a moron aykaymusic 2 years ago kareem87said5 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Al Quaida rules  ﻥﻱﻝﺓ- ﺹﺏﻍ ﺍﻝﻥﻱﻝ ﺡﺵﺍﺵﻱﻥ
 ﺍﻝﺏﺡﺭﺩﻕﻝ ﺏﺽﺍﻉﺓ ﺍﺹﺍﺏﻩﺍ ﻉﻁﺏ ﻑﻱ- kareem87said5 2 years ago tilbis1 2 years !!!! ﺏﻝﺡ
ago Land of the free, Home of the slave. America's Reichstag fire! tilbis1 2 years ago
aykaymusic 2 years ago R.I.P. Land of the free aykaymusic 2 years ago Miradurix 2
years ago 3 R.I.P All the people who died. Miradurix 2 years ago 3 D1FF3R3NC3 2
years ago 2 I am sorry you had to witness such a tragity. RIP everyone who died in the
crash. D1FF3R3NC3 2 years ago 2 storepik 2 years ago tjeck this site out now
drjudywood at com/articles/a/bio/Wood_Bio.ht-ml storepik 2 years ago mongyaj 2 years
ago Its a Malitary plane??? so not a Boeing ### and its been cut on that part... mongyaj 2
years ago xxRoXyHeArTxx 2 years ago This video is so scary to watch again, my dad
was only recently at the WTC a couple of days before, it's so upsetting to think that
everyone thinks this is about terrorism or the government. This video shows the 3000
people who were killed. Take a minute to think of what you say, because families are left
without their loved ones. This video is about them, not us! xxRoXyHeArTxx 2 years ago
kistianna 2 years ago I first posted to this. And now I am so disgusted at everyone's
posts that demean everything that happened this day. Why does stupidly blame Bush
like he is a Dictator. Did any take political science? Um. Congress? Why is everyone an
idiot here. DO you think Bush has that power? Crap as if the new election is messed up
guys alone???? Why does everyone give Bush that much power? THIS DISTURBS ME
and worries me about our nation in recession. I am honestly scared as a fellow American
now. kistianna 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago It's a fact that Bush knew in advance
about the attacks and let them happen. aykaymusic 2 years ago dasselchief 2 years ago
Thank you for allowing us to see this. And thank you for sharing it. dasselchief 2 years
ago Andyrvb 2 years ago i hope my dad kills osama. i hate that fucking terrorist bastard.
Andyrvb 2 years ago marvelmanhunter 2 years ago For every moron that believes 9/11
was just an "attack", please im begging you tell me how building 7 fell. Oh I forgot
cornkid,grumpyguts, and bga, you never new about building seven. Do me a favor and
graduate middle school before you type! marvelmanhunter 2 years ago
robespierrebeauregar 2 years ago May I direct your attention to pages 22-24 of the NIST
"Final Report on World Trade Center Building 7?" Please, I'm begging you, tell me how
explosive charges, sufficient to sever the necessary support columns, could have
detonated without blowing out more windows? "The actual window breakage pattern on
the visible floors on September 11, 2001 was not at all like that expected from a blast that
was even 20 percent of that needed to damage a critical column in WTC 7."
robespierrebeauregar 2 years ago Master123O 2 years ago i hate that :( Master123O 2
years ago misteriosoalmando 2 years ago original winner 5 stars misteriosoalmando 2
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years ago Sirmau 2 years ago Land of dreams? Yea, land of death to many millions of
Americans. Wake up!!!!!!!!! Sirmau 2 years ago emre4000 2 years ago bush to this self
fucking fackerd.. AMERICA&ISRAEL= TERRORISM emre4000 2 years ago flipttpo33
2 years ago nooosa flipttpo33 2 years ago Sirmau 2 years ago Hope one day "True
Americans" GWB will be taken into justice for the crimes done to the American people.
Sirmau 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago GWB has already pardoned himself and his
cronies for any war crimes arising from Guantanamo aykaymusic 2 years ago Sirmau 2
years ago Guantanamo? not even close to what many Americans don't know. If you "R"
American, tell me what it is to be an American? And what does the American
Constitution is all about!!! Americans have lost their rights over the current President and
will loose over the next President!!! Sirmau 2 years ago Sirmau 2 years ago It was a
terrorist attack...thanks to GWB for having done so. Sirmau 2 years ago Dert005 2 years
ago it is good :-D we will again do it :-D izvini :-( arrat hetorat onda fuda es korkot
muhahahahahaha AGAIN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Dert005 2 years ago GrandGuignologist 2
years ago 2 If 9/11 was planned it would have had to have been planned during the
Clinton administration. GrandGuignologist 2 years ago 2 beyazkurtclan 2 years ago why
you fake american delete my opinion ?!!! on this day not 1 jew was in the building ! think
about it.America has many enemys maybe this was not an attack by terrorists. maybe it
was russia ??! or the jews ?!! to let kill innocent moslems ??" think about it !
beyazkurtclan 2 years ago dimondiva99 2 years ago this makes me cry... dimondiva99 2
years ago yazboyy 2 years ago btw ppl i guess u all know about the plane that hit the
pentagon and every one belives the news that said "arab terrorists" with pics but the
thing that u all dont know that at 1st the press distributed news paper that had the real
terrorists with their pics dead and they were americaan and the arabs dead too but these
arabs were hostages as soon as the goverment saw this it ordered the press to take it back
and announce that thre were the wrng news and they put other fake article so u decide
yazboyy 2 years ago yazboyy 2 years ago like always u ppl never think just listen to
wat ur goverments say and just go with it if u are smart like u claim u should look for
answers and do some research or even get educated if u study ur own goverment u will
find solutions to alot of terrorist acts and u will find out they did it come on just try and
b smart for once in ur life yazboyy 2 years ago jera3 2 years ago 2 cant we just stop the
war. We are at war for nothing. Bush did it himself. well, I dont want to say anything
more after: FUCK YOU FUCKING TERRORISTS! jera3 2 years ago 2
kylecrocodile1234 2 years ago Buddy, if you had any brains you would know that we
cant just stop fighting the war. 1- you cant just withdraw all those troops, right away, its
not possible.. And if we pull out of iraq, all that we built for them there government and
all would go back to the hell hole it was once we leave. The war on terror is never going to
end, as long as we live. most likely not going to be in iraq forever but theres always going
to be hatred and killings of americans. kylecrocodile1234 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years
ago What's Iraq got to do with the war on terror? aykaymusic 2 years ago kcronaldo 2
years ago the people living in iraq are mostly victims. saddam hussein still had all the
weapons (not wmds) the us had given him years ago to invade iran, so he was a risk,
because he didnt do what the us wanted anymore. (or did you mean that question
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rethorically?) kcronaldo 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Yeah I did aykaymusic 2
years ago NESTYLEPKR 2 years ago There is no war on terror....it's a war of greed and
genocide by the Americans.... NESTYLEPKR 2 years ago Jessyy0fcourse 2 years ago
cuz they're the ones who hate the U.S. Jessyy0fcourse 2 years ago afcajaxhuntelaar 2
years ago horrible when North collapsed But why there was not when the plane crashed
in South?Was it really a millitaire plane? afcajaxhuntelaar 2 years ago chelseafc17222 2
years ago how can they do this to the own country who are the bigger terrorists alka-ida
or the cia yeah rigt!!! the cia because alka-ida not exist chelseafc17222 2 years ago
HanaS97 2 years ago Im not even going to try and understand what you guys are talking
about. All I know is that this was terrible and its so upsettingto see video's like this, but I
still do watch them. HanaS97 2 years ago danieric33 2 years ago OMG its uuunbelievable
I nearly got to cry... danieric33 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago rainxbox you are so
naive aykaymusic 2 years ago manitee260 2 years ago wow. thank you for posting this.
unbelievable. manitee260 2 years ago cisco2992 2 years ago lady in the backround. what
is the matter with you. cisco2992 2 years ago ali5315413 2 years ago i agree with u
yazzboyy Bush funded ALQA'DA and now he blames the MUSLIMS religion i mean do
u think OSAMA can do all these shit its so sad ali5315413 2 years ago aykaymusic 2
years ago Osama didn't do it aykaymusic 2 years ago dougiegord 2 years ago why is the
second plane crash edited? most of you other people posting comments should learn how
to spell dougiegord 2 years ago yazboyy 2 years ago u wanna know who did this it was
ur fucking presidents GEORGE FUCKING CUNT BUSH cuz he needed to find a way
to demolish these towers without paying a pence and to avoid being illegal yazboyy 2
years ago ericndens 2 years ago He didnt do it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ericndens 2 years ago
ali5315413 2 years ago r u calling Arabs terrorist u s are terrorist look wht r u doing in
iraq u ali5315413 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Americans are too dumb to realise
what you said is true. The CIA are the world's biggest terrorists and always have been
since they were founded by Nazi war criminals. aykaymusic 2 years ago Zweiland 2
years ago Funny how yet again the 2nd impact has been edited out of a home video.They
really must think people are stupid.Incidently,the US government funded the Nazis into
starting the 2ndWW.If anything,the US started the 2ndWW Zweiland 2 years ago shizoot
2 years ago that is the dumbest thing i have ever heard someone say shizoot 2 years ago
ali5315413 2 years ago wht do u know ali5315413 2 years ago ali5315413 2 years ago
yazboyy thats all true ali5315413 2 years ago alexjones4president 2 years ago On several
occasions the Port Authority attemped to get permits to demolish the WTC for liability
reasons, but was turned down due the known asbestos problem. Further, the WTC was
still standing until 9-11 because it was too costly to disassemble the twin towers floor by
floor, since the Port Authority was prohibited legally from demolishing the WTC. The
projected cost to disassemble the towers, 15 Billion. Hmm... alexjones4president 2 years
ago postchevelle 2 years ago Your stupidity reaches new heights! Do you know how
much the real estate was worth having that much office space in such a small footprint? If
your theory holds water, wouldn't the overall objective be to reconstruct new towers in
place of the old ones without having to incur the 15 Billion in demo fees? As it stands
today, that area will never be reused as commercial property again. At least an x-billion
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dollar remodeling cost can always be paid back in x-number of years through leases.
postchevelle 2 years ago GeroBocal0 2 years ago dat is messed up GeroBocal0 2 years
ago Rachel83197 2 years ago so sad Rachel83197 2 years ago Hellraisa8818 2 years ago 2
omfg....the noise of the firetrucks is terrible...O.O.... Hellraisa8818 2 years ago 2 Juniorain
2 years ago Time to meet your maker bitches lol Juniorain 2 years ago googleme2u 2
years ago Check CNN coverage of the two towers overlapped diagonally.The plane
banked right not left. googleme2u 2 years ago Supercheets 2 years ago Just thinking of
much smoke was in the penthouse. Like the place at the top. I was on the roof in 1999. I
can picture what the top must have been like inside. Supercheets 2 years ago RainXbox 2
years ago no 1 desearves that except the scum who is behind it if u dont agree with iraq
and afanastain watch this,this is y our brave troops are over there now and may they
come home safe, remember 9/11,7/7 god bless america,rule britannia we stand beside u
then,now and always RainXbox 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Brave brave troops
killing innocent women & children with their wmd's. Don't they make you proud?
aykaymusic 2 years ago RainXbox 2 years ago do u think the terriosts tough about the
innocent lives they were goin to take? when they bombed the twin towers in new york or
blew up buses in london kill innocent wemon and childern NO THEY DIDANT and u
call our troops bad there is no such thing as a war were civalians ant hurt and if u have
seen the video of the british troops beating thoese rioters whos fault was that it was there
own they threw rocks at the troops they have to deal with the troops if there caught.
RainXbox 2 years ago yazboyy 2 years ago ass hole did ur troops think of all the
innocent kids and men and women that they rape and kill for no reason.... i dont think so
thts why if u think deeper you are the terrorists look how many u killed in a month u
killed 51000 ppl thts how much death was there in vietnamese war in 4 years but u kill
them in a month i guess u assholes and fags broke the terrorism and torture record
yazboyy 2 years ago RainXbox 2 years ago so aykaymusic pull the stick out of ur ass
and wise up there fighting for ur rights and freedom if terriost armies invaded our
countreys do u think they would be frendley to u give u water food and protection. NO
THEY WOULD BLOW U UP KILL EVERY INNOCENT PERSON THEY COULD
FIND HOW DARE U INSAULT OUR TROOPS WHEN THERE ARE FIGHTING
TO PERVENT THESE THINGS HAPPENING AGAIN FIGHTING FOR U IF U
DONT LIKE IT FUCK OFF OVER THERE AND LIVE WITH THEM THEN U
ASSHOLE!!!!!!!!!! RainXbox 2 years ago networksony 2 years ago 9/11 2000fun
networksony 2 years ago beyazkurtclan 2 years ago Vote Obama Bring PEace to the
World ! beyazkurtclan 2 years ago beyazkurtclan 2 years ago Not 1 Jew was working on
this day. why ? think about it. beyazkurtclan 2 years ago darkbkid 2 years ago you think
jew did it? man your stupid.. it was terrorists,muslims terrorists. jews wont do that,they
have culture,unlike the muslims..which in arabians countries every 6 years old boy got a
gun. darkbkid 2 years ago Truth666 2 years ago Did not get the Pentagon chapter in the
911 script? That's why: Obama's main role is to confirm that voting machines count
Clinton's 5 pct votes correctly. Ron Paul's main role is to confirm that voting machines
count McCain 1 pct votes correctly. Main Role of senile McCain as alternative to next
"elected" president Clinton is to prove that the illuminati can sell ANYTHING to the
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"human cattle". Google: 9/11 for dummies Matt Marriott Google ABM Hoax Matt
Marriott Truth666 2 years ago UltimateHagen 2 years ago Hi Simon,Raphael der Rest
wie versprochen,hier die Nachricht PS.Das is ne Privat Message,die muss keinen sinn
haben UltimateHagen 2 years ago tahhy86 2 years ago aykaymusic i cant belive u said
that, noone should die like that people and kids lost there familys. i hope somethings
happens to your family so u know whats its like to lose a loved on tahhy86 2 years ago
aykaymusic 2 years ago What I mean is, America is creating problems for itself by being
needlessly aggressive in places it should keep out of. I wasn't referring to 9/11, which
Bush allowed to happen by ignoring intelligence telling him it was due to happen.
aykaymusic 2 years ago biiriciqq 2 years ago man man....scheisse....langsam tut mir
amerika richtig leid man...was haben die allee...=( biiriciqq 2 years ago eagles1177 2 years
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam What an Un-American bastard
HUSSEIN OBAMA is!!!!!!.....All I have to say is Rev Wright(GODDAMN
AMERICA).....good luck with that in November!!!!!! eagles1177 2 years ago
Britnaygirl93 2 years ago oh my God. If I see get I to water in the eyes... Britnaygirl93 2
years ago Britnaygirl93 2 years ago oh my God. If I see get I to water in the eyes...
Britnaygirl93 2 years ago weski38 2 years ago I want to fuck all the arab... weski38 2
years ago eagles1177 2 years ago Lets see....They wanna talk about Sarah Palin's 17 yearold daughter having a baby out of wedlock huh?????....Well their "savior" OBAMA was
born to a teenage mom and dead-beat Muslim dad out of wedlock.....Do they REALLY
want to use that argument?????? Remember An OBAMA Nation == An
ABOMINATION eagles1177 2 years ago cornskid 2 years ago sins of thy fathers? I
don't care if he's a muslim (actually church of christ). Your bigotry and srupidity leaks
through the page cornskid 2 years ago murphball7 2 years ago why was the second hit
edited out? murphball7 2 years ago gloriousrebirth 2 years ago GOOD question.
gloriousrebirth 2 years ago iansayfol 2 years ago stupid USA!!!! iraq rules!!!!!!!! if only
the US left them alone this wouldnt have happened iansayfol 2 years ago aykaymusic 2
years ago USA deserves all it's got coming to it aykaymusic 2 years ago shizoot 2 years
ago iraq didn't do this attack you knucklehead shizoot 2 years ago shizoot 2 years ago
that was @ iansayfol shizoot 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Osama didn't do it
either aykaymusic 2 years ago shizoot 2 years ago i never said he did, but he did claim
responsibility for it, or are you trying to be facetious and say that the people who did it
were on the planes shizoot 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago No I know you didn't
claim that, I was just taking the opportunity to point out a common mistake that people
make. OBL didn't claim responsibility, that video was fake. aykaymusic 2 years ago
ali6viphe 2 years ago good ali6viphe 2 years ago runninaway1 2 years ago If you feel
your perspective has important historical value, stay true to what really happened! I can
uderstand reasons for editing some of this films contenet, but the reality is no matter
what was taken out for what ever purposes it happened. runninaway1 2 years ago sflab 2
years ago BOOM! sflab 2 years ago bikerpoo 2 years ago Great video guys.... I didn't
realize that it was suck an impact since I was at work when this happened. bikerpoo 2
years ago MyOtherBeaver 2 years ago Hey wheres that second crash gone It was filmed
but we didnt see Has this video been censored ?????? Im not being a conspiracy buff but
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its weird that it doesnt show it I send my prayers for the families left behind in this god
forsaken tragedy You guys so need to get a consortium going and kill that bastard He
might lose his presidency but hell still be f@ckin evil and it will look good for the
american people if ya kill him Conspiracy is to Conspire Shoot that bastard Be a hero.
MyOtherBeaver 2 years ago yuchoobstalker 2 years ago 11.46 the second strike was cut
out. WHY? yuchoobstalker 2 years ago lasahagun 2 years ago probably she turn off
camera and wen she see plane she quickly got it back on lasahagun 2 years ago
oltlrexandgigi4eva 2 years ago heathey2 is so rite oltlrexandgigi4eva 2 years ago goma3 2
years ago The world sure has changed since then... these were truly remarkable times.
goma3 2 years ago altair9867 2 years ago horniguy08 i hope a plane hits you altair9867 2
years ago limak122 2 years ago It was military plane... limak122 2 years ago heathey2 2
years ago horniguy08 I would take great pleasure in tieing you up and throwing you off a
tall structure. Mocking innocent people and thinking jumping out of the towers is funny.
You are clearly too sick to have any feelings and compassion. What goes around comes
around lets hope one day you encounter overwelming fear that you cant handle and hope
you suffer miserably. R.I.P to all the innocent mums, dads, brothers, sisters, aunties,
uncles and so on who were lost on this horrific day. heathey2 2 years ago chrissyx14 2
years ago HOLYYY CRAAPPP. chrissyx14 2 years ago fancysht 2 years ago thank you
fancysht
2
years
ago
HORNIIGUY08
2
years
ago
hahahahah\ahhahaahahaaaaahhhhh-hhhaaaaaaaaa
jumpy
jumpy
looooooooooool
HORNIIGUY08 2 years ago WhutIsLife 2 years ago 2 dude gok ill urself ur prolly a 12
yr old who wants to prove his imaginary gf hes strong and not crying, whichu prolyl are.
WhutIsLife 2 years ago 2 seniorieta 2 years ago oh my god seniorieta 2 years ago
suraaraber 2 years ago USA are the only real terrorists !! suraaraber 2 years ago
trashdog24 2 years ago true trashdog24 2 years ago TheMovieManiac47 2 years ago fuck
u, u stupid (watever country your from) dick head TheMovieManiac47 2 years ago
STmarks626 2 years ago I am proud of you for posting this video. It is an amazing
emotional account of the attacks. Everyone that was not there should see this video. I
know it was hard for you to release, but I'm glad you did. Thank you so much.
STmarks626 2 years ago croquetimafou 2 years ago loll i hate the little background music
in this video croquetimafou 2 years ago booshpower 2 years ago these videos shouldn't be
posted. the comments sections are always filled with crap about someone supposedly
calling someone a terrorist. booshpower 2 years ago MorrisWales 2 years ago wow, i
always thought of 9/11 as just another terrorist act. But now i realise it was more than
that. Thnx for posting this, its really made me realise. Apparently the dust could be seen
from space, now i can c y. MorrisWales 2 years ago vonTresckow 2 years ago Listen
12:18......... "It was a military plane". Does anyone still have any question? America was
it for itself. They trained the terrorists to do that, but they didn't expect that dimension.
Bush just needed a reason for a war in the middle east to get the oil of there. Because your
country is helpless without oil... vonTresckow 2 years ago kingsinger 2 years ago are you
fuckign retarded. america has so much oil that we can make it last over 80 years with teh
consumption of oil now. bush is teh best thing that ever happened to america. our
economy is at its best. the american dollar is going up euro going down and price of oil
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going down. bush is teh ebst. so shut the fuck up. kingsinger 2 years ago vonTresckow 2
years ago Wow. I don't know what news you are watching, but the Dollar is as cheap for
us Europeans as never before. For Germans, for example, it's cheaper to travel to the US
and buy things there (IT. cars etc..) than to buy it in eatern Europe. Yeah, even Czech
Republic is more expensiv than your country (now). 8 years ago, US was sth. to look up,
but now the whole world looks down to you. And it would last a long time to chance
this. Just imagine how long Germany needed after WW2... vonTresckow 2 years ago
JonnySchretz 2 years ago the smoke from the second tower was significantly bigger then
the first. weird JonnySchretz 2 years ago willthethrilldhs 2 years ago Yeah, I think that
might be because the 2nd collapse was A LOT closer to these people.. not to mention the
1st collapse had the other World Trade Center in its way; therefore, all the smoke was
probably blocked.. willthethrilldhs 2 years ago booshpower 2 years ago the second tower
had jet fuel in it I think. Which made an explosion. booshpower 2 years ago
AllahisaChristian 2 years ago LOL stupid comment. AllahisaChristian 2 years ago
bichon1992 2 years ago I'm really chocking ... bichon1992 2 years ago sofaking29 2 years
ago It's hard to watch. sofaking29 2 years ago MookiesMomma 2 years ago Continued:
Not trying to be harsh, but it was like you knew exactly what happened there and you
were saying we're lucky it doesn't happen all the time mere minutes after it happened,
that is just cold and odd. More like we're unfortunate and devastated that it did.
MookiesMomma 2 years ago MookiesMomma 2 years ago This is an amazing video, and
parts of it devastate me, I think the images of September 11th devastate anyone with any
decency. But whoever that was that said we're lucky that we don't see this every
day...How can you say that after what just happened? 2,000 plus people killed isn't
lucky. Just want you to understand that. We can say that now I guess, if you don't have
much of a heart but we're not lucky, the people who lost loved ones aren't lucky...This
was a tragedy. MookiesMomma 2 years ago SMGsez 2 years ago Fake. SMGsez 2 years
ago MorrisWales 2 years ago Oh fuck off will u, and have some decency. MorrisWales 2
years ago kistianna 2 years ago DO you know how utterly devasted I was from innocent
comments here for my posts. We should properly post this feed. This is completely
misled all over the web!!!! Can't you guys understand this!?! You Tube has many views
screwing this up that are false in the editing, AND for the hundreds of posts stated I am
not American, you should all be ashamed!!!!!!! F you guys!!! Much Respect to everyone
lost and their families~ kistianna 2 years ago tweetybird234 2 years ago 2 this is really
sad. especially for all the people who were at the top of the building and couldn't get
out....like they couldn't make it down the stairs because of all the smoke and everything,
and then when the second plane crashed it made it so much worse. and when it actually
collapsed that was so sad, I cried. this was all on my birthday too tweetybird234 2 years
ago 2 pawlik91 2 years ago im sorry about these people, and you americans, because the
truth is, that US government has destroyed WTC by explosives, watch "zeitgeist" movie.
pawlik91 2 years ago afghanmdance 2 years ago fuck arab plz as wellll god blesss all
those pplz who dieds im crying for them poor thoses pplz why what is the faoult of
those pplz afghanmdance 2 years ago afghanmdance 2 years ago fuck america but god
blesss pplzzzzzzz afghanmdance 2 years ago emersondavis 2 years ago 3 God Bless
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America Never forget 9/11. emersondavis 2 years ago 3 educatedforonce 2 years ago 2 1.If
you blame the President you have some waking up to do. You can say that he's a bad
President, and I won't argue against you for that, but you cannot dare say that he is the
reason for this attack. Think about it, how could a man who has been made fun of for his
idiocy stage something like this? Even if he was that evil, which he is not, then Americans
are even worst for voting for him, twice. educatedforonce 2 years ago 2 aykaymusic 2
years ago He didn't stage it, he knew it was about to happen and didn't do anything.
aykaymusic 2 years ago gelluper 2 years ago What ever happened to loving our
neighbors? gelluper 2 years ago alibma91 2 years ago haha you americans deserve it good
fuck america live to middle east that will happend u if u are american jajaj czej abbdile am
rathi alibma91 2 years ago kpedd245 2 years ago your time will come... karma is a bitch
kpedd245 2 years ago wowdude999 2 years ago fuck the Netherlands. wowdude999 2
years ago WATINTHEWORLD88 2 years ago God Bless America. Never forget 9/11.
WATINTHEWORLD88 2 years ago bigbadosker 2 years ago 2 GOD BLESS THE
WORLD. Even Iraq and that one country that starts with an A. bigbadosker 2 years ago 2
Atraitus 2 years ago When I heard about the attacks, I must have cried for an hour, and
for 3 or 4 anniversaries after that. God bless America, please wake up before you all end
with a similar fate. --- The BBC has been caught in another 9/11 faux pas on the
anniversary of the attacks, lending credence to a study that validates the pancake theory
as the cause of the twin towers' collapse, despite the fact that this explanation was
dismissed by NIST itself years ago and it violates the fundamental laws of physics.
Atraitus 2 years ago Kezey1209 2 years ago every one who died died for a reason, it's no
big deal Kezey1209 2 years ago jordanwendle 2 years ago that's a lie jordanwendle 2
years ago Kezey1209 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
every one died for a reason, just like you will die because you suck Kezey1209 2 years
ago adamperedo 2 years ago And the walls came crumbling down. . . I honestly don't see
the difference between this or dropping a couple atom bombs on a densely populated
island. And don't say 'war' because that is simply an excuse, not a reason. So what's the
difference? adamperedo 2 years ago wharfrat89 2 years ago ladies and gentlemen this
video displays the reaction of a stupid person to one of the most significant events in the
modern era. wharfrat89 2 years ago xXwhitexshadowXx 2 years ago stop with the "oh
you americans deserved it", innocent people died, show some respect for them!!!
xXwhitexshadowXx 2 years ago ipodblendedfun 2 years ago Obama's middle name is
Hussein which means good, small, handsome one. It is unfortunate however, that he
shares it with Iraq's former dictator, but it does not mean his a muslim or a terrorist
ipodblendedfun 2 years ago Dylan4Cole 2 years ago Hey one from 3000 died people was
my dad and i hope in your house fly a jet and then i film that and post this in youtube :( i
hate you your mistake!! Dylan4Cole 2 years ago Spaceclown911 2 years ago
hahhahahhahahaha or should i say lol Spaceclown911 2 years ago spurs105 2 years ago 2
that thing is the biggest god damn thing in the world you fucker why the hell do you think
we're crying? 3000 people died there 3000!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! show some fucking respect bitch
spurs105 2 years ago 2 Iturramako 2 years ago that´s what u get when u attack other
countries for money. don´t complain motherfuckers! Iturramako 2 years ago litosxrs 2
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years ago there were inocent people.. thats complainable, idiot! litosxrs 2 years ago
hallje13 2 years ago 2 We aren't in the middle east, vinolcos. We are in American, and this
is the first and only attack on our mainland. It was painful and unusual. hallje13 2 years
ago 2 vinolocos 2 years ago u r a mongol i never said middle east! i said east and seeming u
dont care what happens to them in the east. then why should anyone else give a crap
about your precious amerika wich is the blame for most wars in the first place. and u
thionk that the wtc was bad! like i said: in the east thats their daily lives. but u dont hear
about that,like this wtc bull shit. and they aint complaining like u sorry fucks do. and
whats with the UNUSUAL? it was a too high building waiting to get hit vinolocos 2
years ago vinolocos 2 years ago aww poor america they finally got back what they
created vinolocos 2 years ago chevyman2482 2 years ago WE'll be saying the same thing
when your on a plane and it flies str8 into hell.....burn motherfucker....BURN
chevyman2482 2 years ago vinolocos 2 years ago why the crying and drama its just a
terrorist attack it happens all the time in the east so whats the big bloody deal vinolocos 2
years ago RCHAVEZ1205 2 years ago what do u mean its just a terrorist attack. what if
me and ur family members died, ur mom or dad, or brothers or sisters. RCHAVEZ1205 2
years ago walkerskyzzz 2 years ago die deutschen haben die rechnung für den 1 und 2
weltkrieg bekommen, das war nur ein kostenvoranschlag für. walkerskyzzz 2 years ago
walkerskyzzz 2 years ago die amys, die rechnmung kommt noch bestimmt walkerskyzzz
2 years ago runler 2 years ago Rofl runler 2 years ago pusat1991 2 years ago hahahahah
thats a good viedeo pusat1991 2 years ago WATINTHEWORLD88 2 years ago
President Bush saved our country on 9/11. WATINTHEWORLD88 2 years ago
TheMovieManiac47 2 years ago he started a war on 9/11. hes a dick TheMovieManiac47
2 years ago omranabbas 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
fuck Amarika HAHAHA omranabbas 2 years ago brxazilian 2 years ago fuck your
mother and that rat hole you crawled out of... brxazilian 2 years ago WTCOrigami 2 years
ago I feel like vomiting this is disturbing the most horrid thing that has happned in the
history of the United States of America. WTCOrigami 2 years ago WTCOrigami 2 years
ago EVERYBODY! YOU NEED TO SEE THIS 9/11 WAS AN INSIDE JOB!It really
was,because you see the World Trade Center had a NO FLY zone.Where an airplane
could not get into 12 miles from the WTC if you were in a plane,if so,you would be
warned to back off.5miles they would threaten to shoot you down.3miles and they would
shoot you down.Why did they let that happen?I would get it if they couldn't help WTC
1,but THEY COULD'VE HELPED TOWER 2 AND BUILDING 7! Why did Bush let
this happen?I HATE HIM&THE GOVT! WTCOrigami 2 years ago Q8BritneyFan 2
years ago it's like a movie !!! what a day !!!! Q8BritneyFan 2 years ago ItaliansRamazing
2 years ago OBAMA SUCKS! ItaliansRamazing 2 years ago spurs105 2 years ago 4
those firefighters are so brave... they ran willingly into a battle they knew they couldn't
win and yet they fought on spurs105 2 years ago 4 bebo9103 2 years ago hussein
bebo9103 2 years ago BeatsteaksOli 2 years ago George W. Bush I HATE YOU!!!
BeatsteaksOli 2 years ago JTtafoya 2 years ago u suck JTtafoya 2 years ago 50cent7589
2 years ago fuck terrorist 50cent7589 2 years ago wardy66united 2 years ago Terrorist
attack, my AE! Its all bollocks. Wake up, you dumb yanks. Bush is causing the war, and
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dragging out Country into it. Innocent lives lost because of that tard. wardy66united 2
years ago JTtafoya 2 years ago it was terrorests responsibel, not GW. GW does nothing
but help our nation win the war! JTtafoya 2 years ago jimihendrixhof 2 years ago GW
sucks motherfucker jimihendrixhof 2 years ago Endza50 2 years ago Why on earth we
don't see many speak about building number 7! The one that went without being hit by a
plane! I have thought alot about that building and I think that building didn't went down
for nothing. It went down to send us a big message. It was designed to go down to let the
world know that what happens right now is a plot! Endza50 2 years ago cornskid 2 years
ago 3 interesting theory. You imply that GB and the NWO went to all the trouble and
risk of an unprecedented conspiracy and then told everyone about it? I find your train of
thought.....unrealistic. cornskid 2 years ago 3 Benjua13 2 years ago If nobody died... and
it was just smoke, that would be fucking SWEET! Benjua13 2 years ago
gramophoneshane 2 years ago Such a tragic & senseless loss of innocent lives. I've never
felt so upset, angry & scared as I did watching the live coverage of the second plane here
in Australia at 4am.I feel so sorry for anyone who witnessed this live or lost loved ones.I
pray to God this never happens again. And I'm so disgusted at some of the comments
below, who feel the need to turn this into political and racial rant. Shame on you hateful
heartless people.INNOCENT PEOPLE DIED! I'm 43, & this STILL brings me to tears.
gramophoneshane 2 years ago start2liejoe 2 years ago At 12:18 you can hear her say it
was a military plane...can you say conspiracy? start2liejoe 2 years ago Indiancreek15 2
years ago thanyou for posting this because my cousin died in it and my whole family
thanks you for posting this.. we are from ihio so we couldn't see a point of view
Indiancreek15 2 years ago bga102754 2 years ago 3 This is the video I've been looking for
for 7 years...thank you for sharing your horror, thank God you got thru it alright, I'm
sorry for all the idiots who respond to it. I think this is the definitive 9/11 video. Thank
you for sharing this. bga102754 2 years ago 3 marvelmanhunter 2 years ago You people
are ignorant. 9/11 was planned. People always say tht we wouldn't do that because we're
"America", yet we murder on average 5000 babys a day! 9/11 was a planned demolition
to get us over seas to make us a global power. Without 9/11 we could not justfully be
over there. 9/11 ws our excuse! marvelmanhunter 2 years ago bga102754 2 years ago
Man, u are an idiot. bga102754 2 years ago grumpyguts1967 2 years ago
marvelmanhunter do you believe the Apollo Moon landings were fake? Aliens living in
Area 51? the Holocaust was made up? Elvis is alive and kicking?..just accept the fact
america got caught with its pants down , no inside job , no bombs planted, just some
deluded muslim fanatics who believed in slaughtering thousands for their pathetic
cause....but i agree it gave bush the green light to indulge his passion of subduing small
countries. grumpyguts1967 2 years ago cornskid 2 years ago Hey genius we already were
a global power and we had many basses in the Mid-East. We didn't need 911 to be there.
That's where the energy is(we need to change that)so as the only superpower left we had
to be there, without the US Navy the flow of oil would have been....eratic at best
resulting in global chaos. Everyone in the real world (excluding twooferdom and small
children) knows this. you should learn to think(its hard but possible) before you learn to
type cornskid 2 years ago omgpix 2 years ago 2 The music in the background. Geez, only
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adds to the surreality of it. omgpix 2 years ago 2 iLoveNewYork9 2 years ago wow,
incredible incredible iLoveNewYork9 2 years ago danthomas1111 2 years ago
woooooohhhh how good was that. cant wait for another danthomas1111 2 years ago
leftyfeb 2 years ago america rules all you mexicans and communests can go fuck your self
GO AMERICA!!!!!!! leftyfeb 2 years ago oneshot128 2 years ago Yeah Fuack america
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! bush an asshole ... go to the hell america.. shit eaters cock SUCKERs
yeahhhhhhhhhhh fuck u alll !!!!!!! oneshot128 2 years ago zwinky334 2 years ago 2 hey
im mexican and i still care about 911 zwinky334 2 years ago 2 chikimookis 2 years ago lol
9.1.1 was funny why becuase im mexican so fuk u america !!!!! chikimookis 2 years ago
Patt995 2 years ago asshole Patt995 2 years ago lolm10 2 years ago 2 how can you even
write this kind of thing? so many innocent people died in that day. dont you have a litle
of compassion? shame you. lolm10 2 years ago 2 TheMovieManiac47 2 years ago u no, u
really shouldnt say that, cuz that gives the border patrol an even bigger reason to not let u
and your family in TheMovieManiac47 2 years ago BOZZEHH 2 years ago
ALLAH!!!!!!!!!!!! BOZZEHH 2 years ago xjoeman123 2 years ago ALLAH is a cock
sucking fagget xjoeman123 2 years ago Justgetout 2 years ago well xjoe you'd better not
be a christian or jew, because if you are, then you are insulting your god. Justgetout 2
years ago hotfuzz459 2 years ago holy shit u open the window and its ten times louder
damn hotfuzz459 2 years ago SummerOlympics2012 2 years ago Fucken A look a 5:30
to the left middle theres the other plane coming SummerOlympics2012 2 years ago
devang88 2 years ago u can see a plain at some point into the vid. devang88 2 years ago
espinacafuorescente 2 years ago por cierto el avión que se estrello en el pentágono nunca
apareció... y la turbina encontrada muy pequeña para ser avión comercial?
espinacafuorescente 2 years ago espinacafuorescente 2 years ago Ja gringos de mierda, eso
no fué un ataque terrorista como tal, sino un burdo complot de la CIA para justificar la
invasión a Irak, la mayoria de muertos son latinos y negros, por cierto fué idea de su
presidente borracho (Bush). espinacafuorescente 2 years ago hotfuzz459 2 years ago i
dont know wat u just said, but if it says "hope those terrorists burn in hell", then yeah i
agree with u hotfuzz459 2 years ago ericndens 2 years ago That was so much horror
when the tower collapsed! ericndens 2 years ago brandon18888 2 years ago show hide
this video is fake! oh havent you heard the news! there is no more world trade certer so
please, think before commenting. I MEAN IT brandon18888 2 years ago RanetkiFan 2
years ago Your ass is fake. Why do people want to everyone a hard time. Accept it
asshole RanetkiFan 2 years ago eagles1177 2 years ago show hide Mccain/Palin
08.......REAL change we can believe in!!!!!!!! eagles1177 2 years ago TheMovieManiac47
2 years ago 2 Mccain will keep the war going. GO OBAMA, FUCK MCCAIN!!
TheMovieManiac47 2 years ago 2 metallicafan78 2 years ago why are you crying its
okay metallicafan78 2 years ago ScandinaviaNorth4ver 2 years ago why should we watch
total proof videos, when you say yourself its easy to manipulate human minds?....hint:
the video you told us to watch could be like a brainwash ScandinaviaNorth4ver 2 years
ago murcielago9999 2 years ago es una pena que haya pasado este desastre por muy
EE.UU que sea lo que se tiene que valorar es la vida humana murcielago9999 2 years ago
KingRamses1017 2 years ago 2 We lost alot of people when his happend so lets please
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be respectful KingRamses1017 2 years ago 2 alkafx 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam By the way, this video is fake. alkafx 2 years ago phoosc25
2 years ago your an idiot phoosc25 2 years ago alkafx 2 years ago Never forget what our
government has done to their own people. 9-11 was an inside job. alkafx 2 years ago
phoosc25 2 years ago your an idiot phoosc25 2 years ago alkafx 2 years ago That's my
line you hypocrite. Go watch the real videos of 9-11 where it shows people going nuts
while the whole thing was happening. Once you do that, watch this video and watch the
streets filled with calm civilians and vehicles. Quit being stupid, mmk? alkafx 2 years ago
mahmoudahmadinajad 2 years ago Too bad...hahahahahhahaha mahmoudahmadinajad 2
years ago Pitbullpunk8 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
type in "9/11 conspiracy theories debunked" and click on the one(should be near the
top)thats info text starts with "would fail- structurally" and listen to this expert.Dont let
these heroes and victims names be dragged in the mud, the truth is there for you.Fight
back and attain information against these tin foil hat wearin crazies ....btw the explosions
you heared were gas mains being destroyed.How do you think the buildings near that
werent hit started catching fire, by osmosis??? Pitbullpunk8 2 years ago alkafx 2 years
ago I can't believe you actually believe in that BS video. You can't even get your facts
straight and blindly believe what you want to believe. Your comment is so naive and
idiotic, I'm literally speechless. Wake up you idiot. 9-11 was an inside job. alkafx 2 years
ago KritKratt87 2 years ago thank you for posting this... it was very interesting to see
someones reaction that was there.i was really affected by this and i wasnt there or knew
anyone that was, so i cant imagine what you must have gone through, i know it was hard
but thank you for posting it and to all the people who leave negative comments..... wow,
thats all i can say.....show some respect and if you cant do that. leave the country, you
dont deserve to be an american. KritKratt87 2 years ago moooonja 2 years ago it was
very awful what happend there and i'm really feeling with you. big respect that you
posted this video...that's very strong! moooonja 2 years ago ezilmisfener 2 years ago This
has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam who cares american bastards ?
ezilmisfener 2 years ago cornskid 2 years ago 2 your just pissed because we won't let you
kill the kueds cornskid 2 years ago 2 Exal93 2 years ago 3 Yes it was Horrible i cryed too
here in Germany... We Humans are the Stupidest Race on the Whole World , we Kill us
Self... Exal93 2 years ago 3 simosandri 2 years ago governi bastardi simosandri 2 years ago
grits2hot 2 years ago kiding but we do know people who were about on madison and
something i dont know. they called us and told us all about it so... grits2hot 2 years ago
grits2hot 2 years ago i was therer when it happened we were like 10 blocks away and
after the 1st tower fell we got ALOT of smoke by us. grits2hot 2 years ago Kyocus 2
years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam The repeated explosions
in the buildings are evidence of the US government taking down the buildings. They found
pools of molten metal in the tower wreckage, thats proof of industrial thermite which is
used to cut huge support beams "such as the ones in the world trade center" No Large
aircraft ever touched the pentagon. This was all staged to trick the people into wanting a
war. Our President and his staff are the true terrorists responsible for 9-11 look up Barry
Jennings uncut POST THIS INFO Kyocus 2 years ago kistianna 2 years ago Perhaps
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these guys do not realize that the footage is misled all over the web? We should inform
them? Yes? kistianna 2 years ago kistianna 2 years ago WHAT IS WRONG HERE? For
me in saying I respect all LOST, but that this is edited all over the web in various phases,
the same voice saying it is a missile plane that hit the towers which is not shown here,
that are not flattering, not realistic. I will direct you to the site if you want. I am not a
fake individual. I watched this live with my brother. I mean no DISRESPECT. Why is all
the comments saying I think 9/11 was fake? I never said that! Why are you all saying
that???? CURIOUS???? kistianna 2 years ago cornskid 2 years ago Yes it is edited all over
the web. Twoofers claim this video is somehow fake. (it's not btw). It's one of the most
compelling of all 911 vids because it happened right outside her living room window and
it takes you through it with her. It's not about who faked what twoofer stupidity. It
connects you with and takes you back to that terrible day. Everyone should watch in its
entirety (freely available many sites) and remember. Some comments by you indicate an
injection of twoof. Explains reaction cornskid 2 years ago RanetkiFan 2 years ago Do you
think youtube execs would have given permission for a 26 min video if it was fake or
edited? The girl is in shock and disbelif. She is also living in kind of a yuppie world ( not
her fault) thats why she says stuff like pour water on it with plans. This does not make
her bad, just a yuppie, with no clue about the real world. Most of Americans are like this
girl, just accept the fact we are dumb ass fuks that act stupid. RanetkiFan 2 years ago
rtsallaway 2 years ago What are all you morons saying?? That this video is somehow
doctored or that, in reality, the whole attack was something cooked up with special
effects and that the building are actually still standing??? rtsallaway 2 years ago kistianna
2 years ago Are you guys unaware that this footage is shown in the same voice saying
that a missile hit the towers? kistianna 2 years ago kistianna 2 years ago That 9/11?? was
in response to someone who said I thought it was fake, like Elvis and now Tupac. I do
not. kistianna 2 years ago Prev 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 Next Reply Block User Unblock
User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners
Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode:
Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear
all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active
list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading
playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions
Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27
Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video...
characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments
(47,036) kistianna 2 years ago My comment is misunderstood. Much Respect~ kistianna
2 years ago kistianna 2 years ago 9/11 was real!!! I have no intentions to say different.
Guys..... I am HAVE BEEN TRYING to post this kistianna 2 years ago kistianna 2 years
ago I think 9/11 WAS FAKE???? Stop Messaging ME IN HATE thinking I am stupid!!!
THIS WAS 100% REAL!!!!! I WATCHED IT LIVE!!!! This is unemotional, unrealistic
to all the videos posted, LIVES WERE LOST HERE PEOPLE!!!! She suggests planes to
drop water? AND LILY IS IN DAYCARE THERE!!!! SO Calm... WHAT THE... I have
seen this edited on scam videos here about missiles hitting and UFOs. And to compare
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this to Elvis~ IGNORANT!!!! NO RESPECT TO THOSE LOST HERE AND TO
THEIR FAMILIES!!!! kistianna 2 years ago snowman69696 2 years ago I fucking lost
my parents to this so you better pay some fucking respect!!!!!!!!!!!!!! oh and for
"Ranetkifan"- WTF YOU THINK THIS IS FUCKING FAKE I FUCKING
WITNESSED IT AND YOU FUCKING DIDN'T SO DON'T BE TERRORIST AND
BE AN ASS TO HUMANITY. TO ALL THOSE OUT THERE WHO HATE
AMERICA.......................-.... FUCK YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-!!!! snowman69696 2
years ago RanetkiFan 2 years ago Glad u posted this, it must have been hard. To the
ignorant people that left nasty messages, grow up. RanetkiFan 2 years ago psbyowner 2
years ago "it was a military plane" psbyowner 2 years ago merged 2 years ago idiots did
you see the airplane crashing into the 2nd tower? merged 2 years ago merged 2 years ago
WATCH THIS VIDEO THERE'S no shadow of "the smog" COMIN' OUT FROM THE
BUILDING....... caDOTyoutubeDOTcom/watch?v=sps-b5_hUrXs merged 2 years ago
HILARYFAN06 2 years ago thanks for shareing this ! ((and for the ppl saying its fake
well its not! so stop))...it was an amazing video.. HILARYFAN06 2 years ago
roquefortfiles 2 years ago False video????. Are you the same idiots who claimed the
planes going into the buildings was a 3d hologram? done in 2d animation. FUCK!!! sign
those dudes up for mensa. Unbelievable the ineptitude surrounding this event.
roquefortfiles 2 years ago DoctorMeatDic 2 years ago How could you people be so blasé
about your people dying? "Is the air-conditioning on?" I mean, what the fuck is that
about? You yanks have no idea about real life...you get your 10 days off a year and think
you know it all. You are a disgrace to the human race. DoctorMeatDic 2 years ago
b3b3babiixoox3 2 years ago Please be RESPECTFUL b3b3babiixoox3 2 years ago
DavyJones1120 2 years ago seriously do you think the terrorist can do this soo easily..it
was a inside job by the goverment DavyJones1120 2 years ago PerryDubya 2 years ago
because that makes sence. go play in traffic. PerryDubya 2 years ago demisous 2 years
ago 7 39 some thing was flashing does anyone know what that was? demisous 2 years ago
NickyAmerica 2 years ago dont know, cant see it NickyAmerica 2 years ago
johnjohnawesome1 2 years ago i dont even remember this i wuz lyk 5 the only thing i do
remember wuz me askong my parents did that plane just hit the building?
johnjohnawesome1 2 years ago orangeoctober23 2 years ago this video is so fake.
orangeoctober23 2 years ago NickyAmerica 2 years ago shut your fucking face uncle
fucker, your a cock sucking ass licking uncle fucker, FUCK YOU! NickyAmerica 2 years
ago ezilmisfener 2 years ago show hide fuck all americans ezilmisfener 2 years ago
starcraftguy1 2 years ago hey im not american, but u shouldnt say things like that. so....
FUCK U!!! starcraftguy1 2 years ago loudLEE420 2 years ago eh FUCK YOU
BUDDY!!! loudLEE420 2 years ago Bobbymoyela 2 years ago you guys are sick this is
not fake thousends of people died this day and you are making theorys about this if this
video is real or not.. Bobbymoyela 2 years ago DaaNNii91 2 years ago This was a
shocking day... I still remember the day when I was watching children's television home in
Norway and suddenly they stop the sending and they started sending live pictures from
USA. It was so unbelievable and this event touched everyone all over the world. And
sorry for my bad English. Rest In Peace! DaaNNii91 2 years ago alqaeda333 2 years ago
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yeahhhhh!!!!! fuck us!!!!! alqaeda333 2 years ago KaRohOzZe 2 years ago fuck YOU!
KaRohOzZe 2 years ago Tr3vaSL3R 2 years ago There is a movie called "World Trade
Center" that movie tells about 9/11 I dont know if anyone saw it but, its really, sad, a
little cool. Tr3vaSL3R 2 years ago xXFirFirXx 2 years ago there is no such thing as
cawincadiences so how do two planes crash on the same day by two buildings next to
each other wow it just happened no it was set up by our so called leader bushhhhhhh!!!
watch farenheit 911 it tells u everthing and the way the buildinggs came down is by there
were a gruop of men that came in befor this happened and evrybody had to get out and
they installed bomb to blow it down and to get the billions of dollars worth of gold
xXFirFirXx 2 years ago xXFirFirXx 2 years ago did you ever watch ferheit 911 its a
movie to tell you all about how this whole thing is a set up and how bush and the
govermnet did this to get gold under those building becs it was worth a mili xXFirFirXx 2
years ago varseg 2 years ago stop crying its becose your fucking bush and Americans ppl
dieng becose of bush is a Terrorist killing iraq ppl by hands of stupid americans varseg 2
years ago cornskid 2 years ago The sound at the end of the video is the rescue alarms of
the firemen; they were allready dead, the alarms go off automatically, this video is the
most compelling of all 911 vids. Watch the entire thing it's easily available from many
sources. Forget conspiracies and park your Ax...just take the whole thing in and
remember. cornskid 2 years ago cornskid 2 years ago I remember when they were built.
Everyone thought they were unattractive then as well. They did grow on you though. In
1975 we figured thier strength in physics class as compared to the Empire State Building
and were surprissed how much stronger ESB was. Our Professor told us it was because
computers were used model loads and stresses that couldn't be done in the 30s. ESB
engineers/Archetechs had to over engineer. cornskid 2 years ago Ronny24194 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Fuck u fucking idot
muslem's!!!!!!!!!! Did u see u guys in the miror? All the muslem pepole r black and ugly
wtih a much hair!!! Need to kill all muslem pepole!! Ronny24194 2 years ago tomsega 2
years ago Not to sound disrespectful, but purely on an architectural basis the Twin
Towers were cold, unattractive buildings - more like 60s tower blocks enlarged many
times over. It would have been nice for New York if a park were left in their place, but
I'm sure the new building will be more aesthetically pleasing. tomsega 2 years ago
rtsallaway 2 years ago How is this fake??? rtsallaway 2 years ago Scorpac 2 years ago its
no fake Scorpac 2 years ago kistianna 2 years ago You do realize this is all computer
generated right(!?!) People...!! That you are all fighting over this, over a false video....
look at the first background and the calmness... Crap live footage as I was, everyone is
hysterical and crying as we are HUMANS!!!!!... I am really disappointed in everyone.
COME ON PEOPLE!!!! GUYS!!!! STOP.. LOVE LIFE~ kistianna 2 years ago kistianna
2 years ago You do realize this is a false video everyone? Right? kistianna 2 years ago
kistianna 2 years ago Can I find what movie this is from? It is somewhat realistic, but I
know is a fake. I watched footage like this of the attacks here, every which way. Never
mind the Negative Comments, although deserved, I agree to all of them as an American. I
know this is not a real video clip, seeing some fake this evening. Reminded me of a cheap
jab at Cloverfield or Blair Witch. For all that saw this first hand and know who saw it
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raw, this footage is NOT REAL. RESPECT THOSE LOST AND THE FAMILIES!!!
kistianna 2 years ago RanetkiFan 2 years ago Yup, its not real, just like Elvis is still living
too. Get with it, you're just looking at real vidie Kistanna, please accept it RanetkiFan 2
years ago kistianna 2 years ago I think 9/11 WAS FAKE???? Stop Messaging ME IN
HATE thinking I am stupid!!! THIS WAS 100% REAL!!!!! I WATCHED IT LIVE!!!!
This is unemotional, unrealistic to all the videos posted, LIVES WERE LOST HERE
PEOPLE!!!! She suggests planes to drop water? AND LILY IS IN DAYCARE
THERE!!!! SO Calm... WHAT THE... I have seen this edited on scam videos here about
missiles hitting and UFOs. And to compare this to Elvis~ IGNORANT!!!! NO
RESPECT TO THOSE LOST HERE AND TO THEIR FAMILIES!!!! kistianna 2 years
ago Rathalos013183 2 years ago yah and tupac is also still living Rathalos013183 2 years
ago superdaan12 2 years ago Al-QuiDa superdaan12 2 years ago tonycomitto1 2 years
ago i can only hope it happens again! you filthy murdering american cunts need to be rid
of! stop killing innocent people u stupid fucks i hope the forces of good(anyone who
fucks up your country) will destroy your evil people. im aussie and they have our
support! tonycomitto1 2 years ago nefe 2 years ago im aussie, and you're the worst
example of one. i could safely bet that nobody inside those buildings have ever killed one
person nefe 2 years ago beebopdinosaur 2 years ago jews did wtc beebopdinosaur 2 years
ago inmydarkenedshrine 2 years ago technically, ya. inmydarkenedshrine 2 years ago
wildcardlx 2 years ago To all the loonies out there that believe 9.11 was an inside job:
Explain to me how bombs were snuck into the Twin Towers, holes were cut into the
walls (wouldn't someone hear it), and obviously the largest number of explosives ever
was secretly planted into this building. Who is this construction company? How did no
one find out? How did no bomb sniffing dogs, which were brought in there frequently by
several different police agencies not smell these thousands and thousands of bombs?
wildcardlx 2 years ago wildcardlx 2 years ago No, wrong. Type "LOLINFORWARS" into
Google and please read the document by Mark Iradian. Bush didn't do it and the official
story is right. Sorry buddy, Loose Change is wrong and so is all the other conspiracy bs
that's out there on the internet. wildcardlx 2 years ago number1Beyblader 2 years ago
yeah it was planned by the government, watch lose change its a good documentary
number1Beyblader 2 years ago wildcardlx 2 years ago Please type "lolinfowars" into
google and read the document by Mark Iradian. It refutes every point in Loose Change
and shows the "documentary" to be nothing more than garbage. I'm sure it's really nice to
believe you're some kind of freedom fighter against the government, but you're not: the
official story involving Islamic jihadists is correct and our government wasn't behind 9/11.
Take a look and take the time to read it because you'll be brought back to reality rather
quickly. wildcardlx 2 years ago xalien16081988 2 years ago i think This is not the last
attacke to usa. xalien16081988 2 years ago chet280 2 years ago laza u better hope i don't
find out where u live chet280 2 years ago heathey2 2 years ago Death to AlQueda the
bastards I hate to swear on such a video it is disrespectfull but I am angry that these guys
did such a cowardly thing on such an alarming scale and it was an awful day that every
year on this day the whole world thinks about it even 7 years on. It affected so many
people even if you didnt lose a loved one just to see such total suffering and the choices
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some of them innocent people had to make at the top of them towers. heathey2 2 years
ago CRAiiZY03 2 years ago Laza313 : what the fck do you have that remplaced your
heart ? cant u think how many people suffered that day ? plus, INNOCENT PEOPLES !
you are allowd to hate americains if you want , its your opignion ... i dont give a damn
about it but maan , i swear dontchu dare talking about the twin towers that way again !!
CRAiiZY03 2 years ago SomeRandomGuy123 2 years ago Why did the poster edit out
the shots of the second plane hitting? SomeRandomGuy123 2 years ago montanadone 2
years ago y are u so calm montanadone 2 years ago Laza313 2 years ago show hide We
from Serbia (You dont even know what country thath is) HATE AMERICA... You
BASTARD AMERICANS CAN SUCK MY DICK (ima glad thath the terrorists) did
thath to the "twin towers" Laza313 2 years ago luckydog308 2 years ago shut the fuck
up u serbian piece of shit. u dont kno what the fuck ur talking about 6,000 people died
tht day. mostly peolple with wives and children. i swear to fucking god u need to shut the
fuck up. U R SHIT!! u live in a shit hole country so go be a fucking farmer and fuck a
goat with ur hairy ass wife. dont fuck with the usa or well fucking kill you. U R A
WEAK FAGGOT ASS BITCH. u stupid piece of shit. dont talk shit about this its no
joke. FUCK SERBIA!! luckydog308 2 years ago laura21345 2 years ago oh fuck off laza
be respectful towards others..RIP everyone who lost their lives.. laura21345 2 years ago
sanfranciscobay 2 years ago Aroung 21 mins, when the dust cloud approaches their
building, they are right on the edge of the dust and clear area and then the wind blows it in
the other direction. Reminds me of being on the edge of the fog line in San Francisco.
sanfranciscobay 2 years ago WATINTHEWORLD88 2 years ago Terrorists have a
family history of mating with camels. WATINTHEWORLD88 2 years ago davelfc7 2
years ago fuck all you stupid american cunts u fucking deserved it you idiots davelfc7 2
years ago luckydog308 2 years ago u r a fucking wrestling faggot. u need to shut the fuck
up. how the fuck did we deserve it? did the fathers and mothers who were going to work
to do there job deserve to get killed?? for what?? ur a piece of shit tht can go fucking die.
you think ur a hard ass by saying tht u think ur a rebel ur a lonely faggot ass emo. so go
fuck urself u piece of shit and i hope u get fucking killed in a terrorist attack u weak ass
bitch luckydog308 2 years ago clautrice07 2 years ago Then republicans go after Saddam
instead of Bin Laden for 9/11. In fact, Bush said he wasnt concerned with Bin Laden or
Al Qaeda when he took office. He even fired Richard Clark, the best man he had to fight
terrorism... GOD DAMN REPUBLICANS! Plus, Bush has told the American people
over 1,000 lies to get us into an illegal war the whole entire world is against. Damn
Republicans. McCain = Bush. Vote Democrat. I am. clautrice07 2 years ago
PhantomxTheifxDark 2 years ago " wow look at all the ash it looks like its snowing!"
Gawd You dib-shit. You also talked to the people down on ground like they were dogs
"You People better run." OMJ! PhantomxTheifxDark 2 years ago paoleciccia1 2 years
ago ceess paoleciccia1 2 years ago AnDrEjS1111 2 years ago lol AnDrEjS1111 2 years
ago GankityGank 2 years ago why the fuck is the second crash cut out? what is this antiliberal bullshit. show me the god damn REAL plane you conspiring bastards
GankityGank 2 years ago cornskid 2 years ago 2 Hey fuck-wad this video isn't about
your goddamn nitwit stupid-shit conspiracy crap; idiot. It's about the personal response
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of the woman watching this outside her living room window then sharing it with all of us.
Why don't you take your twoofer crap, fold it till it's all corners, and stick it where the
sun don't shine cornskid 2 years ago 2 MVelli 2 years ago Well-fucking-said. MVelli 2
years ago kimmydrinx 2 years ago 3 omg you are all dumb asses, this was in the planning
LONG before bush was elected. this shit was in the works LONG ago. IF YOU
remember 93. that was only the beginning. looking at your comments leads me to believe
this country is full of retards. kimmydrinx 2 years ago 3 glen1ster 2 years ago You Tube
Penn & Teller - 9/11 Conspiracy Theories glen1ster 2 years ago UrAllGays 2 years ago
Hope it hits a school next time UrAllGays 2 years ago jeuxpclol101 2 years ago sorry for
my english jeuxpclol101 2 years ago jeuxpclol101 2 years ago the terrorist surely chose
the 9/11/01 becuase they knew we would need to call 911. No seriously its very sad . its
not in my countrie but its still sad. When you think that during afghanistan and iraq war
there have been almost the same number or more civils that died during these wars. just
yesterday 90 civils died in iraq or afghanistan idont remember. Its almost the same .
jeuxpclol101 2 years ago DavyJones1120 2 years ago 9/11 was a inside job by the
goverment plain and simple DavyJones1120 2 years ago wildcardlx 2 years ago NO.
There is ample amount of information on the internet refusing such theories. Try typing
"lolinforwars" into google and read the document by Mark Iradian. Please, by all means
though: call me a sheep, a neocon, or some other ridiculous name to prove you're right. I
love how no engineering firm in the world has backed up your theories but you all go
bumbling on believing you know why the buildings really fell. Have fun in loonyland.
wildcardlx 2 years ago 2JOHNNYT 2 years ago She says "IT WAS A MILITARY
PLANE" That is why the TV FOOTAGE WAS FAKED - to cover the type of plane
used. The faked footage does not support the NO PLANERS THEORY - its is a cover
for the fact that the actual planes used were not the passenger planes - but military
Military planes that were built specifically for that purpose makes more sense than
takeing a chance with passenger jets. That y they werent flown directly 2 target. They
passenger jets were scuttled, military subsitituted 2JOHNNYT 2 years ago
patsfan4ever22 2 years ago hornuiiguy does that to every 9/11 video so i think he is from
iraq or its a spam patsfan4ever22 2 years ago HORNIIGUY08 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam hahahahahahahhahahahahahahahah-ahahahaha
they are all DEAD. i bet the police fucked there dead bodys HORNIIGUY08 2 years ago
pimpolischus 2 years ago 2 HORNIIGUY08 you are not funny, not one bit so if you
think you are then think agian like 1189 people where in the buildings and only 20 where
pulled out alive have a heart you dirty fuck pimpolischus 2 years ago 2 onpushi 2 years
ago yo wtf is wrong with you pepole want to see what happend like i live in canada and i
never saw it before dude get a fucking grip onpushi 2 years ago HeAvYMeTaL0473 2
years ago dude i know your kidding but please this isn't the type of video that you would
joke like that. HeAvYMeTaL0473 2 years ago HORNIIGUY08 2 years ago This has
been
flagged
as
spam
show
hide
Not
Spam
hahahahahahahhahahahahahahahah-ahahahaha they are all DEAD. i bet the police fucked
there dead bodys HORNIIGUY08 2 years ago iluvgcsomuch 2 years ago dont you have
any respect for the passed? you horrible HORRIBLE person, peoples' lives were ruined
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that day and families lost loved ones! doesnt it click in your mind that this is an
emotional video? iluvgcsomuch 2 years ago heathey2 2 years ago Crazy how even 7 years
on how this subject still stirs much talk everywhere. That is only understandable it was
the worst day I have ever had in my life such a depressing day and a day the world
changed. This video always gets me when you hear that cute tune in the background and
you think of innocence and then you look at that tower and all that smoke. heathey2 2
years ago pokerlvr19 2 years ago 2 rip to all the people who lost thier lives that day...god
bless them all! pokerlvr19 2 years ago 2 50cent50dollar 2 years ago y'all need to listen
ok? first of all americans are not that bad racist sure..self centred? duh..rude? hell
yeah..goes to war for every little thing? YUP!! but if the talibans got anything against
america at least attack the white house not kill 3000 innocent ppl including women and
children.. also if they retreated from asian country they won't get bombed.. that goes for
you too british ppl and that is tha truth cos 50cent50dollar said so! 50cent50dollar 2
years ago Vinalhaven88 2 years ago you shode do a vidieo of what it looks like now in
2008 Vinalhaven88 2 years ago mylo5630 2 years ago it's in ruines mylo5630 2 years ago
WorldindustreisFan 2 years ago theres like nothing there if you go to ground zero its what
you wouild exspect it to be WorldindustreisFan 2 years ago OpeaaProductions 2 years
ago That was amazing. Wow. Great camera angles. OpeaaProductions 2 years ago
gamefreak185 2 years ago this vid realy hit me...i live in the uk bu i remember it
happening it was all over our news i realy felt for it but you know who brought this
on...bush tht fukin asswipe he brought this on terroists kill more and more people every
time the goverment introduces new plans and rules that they dont like and i fear sooon
the whole world wwill be in threat...and terroists arnt dumb far from it takes a fuking
good plan to hyjakk a plane and get it to the wtc and scrape down two skyscrapers what
next! gamefreak185 2 years ago barnsl3ylad 2 years ago what a video. but you missed the
best bits. missed the plane hitin the building and it fallin down barnsl3ylad 2 years ago
LindsyyFo 2 years ago Wow, that's so sad.. I hope those fags that crashed into the
building go to hell and stay in hell!! Those stupid freaking jerks! LindsyyFo 2 years ago
Joseph88keyz 2 years ago You have to be one pathetic and hate filled individual to
terrorize people like this.(OR to cheer for them and hope they do more)I am glad we are
at war with the terrorists that did this and with those that cheer for things like this to
happen.Terrorists had attempted this in 1993 and failed. they killed our Marines in their
own barraks.They blew up the USS Cole.They had hoped to collapse the WORLD
economy through this(and did cripple it) Thank you for posting Joseph88keyz 2 years
ago mrleo8694 2 years ago they sure did try to attemt this nack in '93! they tried to bomb
a car in the basement of the World Trade Center mrleo8694 2 years ago BakerTarabein 2
years ago I really feel sorry for the ones who died! but its bullshit .. i mean USA is the
1st country in the world and its radars couldnt catch the plane ??? or their rockets cant
take the plane down???i think it has something to do with the american government (
bush of course) BakerTarabein 2 years ago BreracingTeam 2 years ago OH MY GOD
BreracingTeam 2 years ago ADSTGREY 2 years ago explosion from the inside going out,
set up? nwo maybe ADSTGREY 2 years ago captainfsx 2 years ago i remember this day.i
was watching that on the tv.i hate usa and this fucking president, bush, but it is a pitty
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that many innocent people were killed. captainfsx 2 years ago JanTurelur 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Die fire-liche Einweihung von
Ground Zero am 12. September 2001, getätigt durch Bürgermeister Quimbie, war über alle
Zweifel erhaben. Geladen waren Gäste aus Funk und Fernsehen, allen vorran der
Exilbochumer Herbert Grönemeyer, der Punkt Null Uhr mit seinem Hit "Flugzeuge im
Bauch" die Masse zum beben brachte. JanTurelur 2 years ago dapik5 2 years ago show
hide i hope the empire state building is next dapik5 2 years ago Antwy17000 2 years ago
Stupid guy u_U Antwy17000 2 years ago trippendale742 2 years ago cant the Muslims
just be peaceful for once??? trippendale742 2 years ago oatmeaI 2 years ago
haaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa i hate this this iso kinda scay oatmeaI 2 years ago humana2007 2
years ago there are over 100 verses in the Koran commanding violence to be assured
entrance in heaven...dont give us this garbage about peaceful muslims..the koran dictates
otherwise !!! humana2007 2 years ago yogonu 2 years ago why did the video cut at the
second plane? yogonu 2 years ago chavesx03 2 years ago it probably cut out for 2
reasons. one, since the apartment is only five hundred yards away, the sound might have
been really loud, and the shock would have also been of a high magnitude. second, if the
camcorder was running off a cord to the power, it could have tricked off a problem in the
circuit. chavesx03 2 years ago zaokid300 2 years ago im watching this on discovery
channel zaokid300 2 years ago RoflCopter9001 2 years ago Muslims are not to blame,
they are peaceful people once you get to know them, and take away their bombs in Iraq.
It is Bush's fault! He needed a reason to waste money to invade Iraq. Never before in
history, ever, ever! has a building collapsed due to fire, yet both towers and WTC
Building 7 collapsed from what the 911 commission says was fire... RoflCopter9001 2
years ago kolddk 2 years ago 2 I agree with you but lets not forget that the towers
suffered huge structurel damage from the impact of the planes. Steel melts at high
temperatures and thereby weakening the existing construction that was already crippled
by the plane impacts. kolddk 2 years ago 2 mrleo8694 2 years ago i agree with u and the
material was confirmed weak anyway mrleo8694 2 years ago Vinalhaven88 2 years ago
The tower would of stay up if the steel was protecded. Vinalhaven88 2 years ago
dink156 2 years ago funny how the video was edited so u couldnt see the plane
hit.....complete bullshit if u ask me dink156 2 years ago JTtafoya 2 years ago u idiot... if
you had any brain at all, you would know that the muslums attacked the twin towers in
the 90's, it wasn't succesfu;, so they attacked in 2001 JTtafoya 2 years ago weldchenta 2
years ago 2 im muslim and im not agree with what did bel laden,,but this is happen every
day in palestine,,why people didn't say that israeel is terrorist??every day child are killed
by israeel,,women... weldchenta 2 years ago 2 metropolis1927 2 years ago I FORGOT
PRAISE ALLAH metropolis1927 2 years ago joshman783 2 years ago eat my weiner
joshman783 2 years ago metropolis1927 2 years ago oh isn't that very intelligent of you,
insult me for having a differnt opinion. and you wonder why everyone thinks americans
are idiots? metropolis1927 2 years ago JTtafoya 2 years ago show hide i hate muslums.
they can all just go die JTtafoya 2 years ago trippendale742 2 years ago i agree!
trippendale742 2 years ago joshhome74 2 years ago Die USA-Regierung und die AlQuaida sind beides Terroristen!!!Die armen unschuldigen Opfer! joshhome74 2 years ago
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tokarevtt3 2 years ago oh mein goddd thiss ist a schockes videoo in my laiff and am wery
soryy for your states and your pipell in NYC erenik:kosovo tokarevtt3 2 years ago
ABS7891 2 years ago pfff lig er niet wakker van ...je weet niet wat er in afghanistan zich
afspeelt ABS7891 2 years ago XanaXaquilinaX 2 years ago this terrorist people can't be
normal :/ dying for a god and putting other people's life in risk, killing them! that's just
not right...! i'd never kill anyone for something i believe! haven't they merci? who do they
think they are?? i feel really sorry for those who lost their life... it's so awful to see all
those people jumping out of the building... it's like.. they just didn't have choice! they'd
die anyway.. this is so awful... x( XanaXaquilinaX 2 years ago KingGPD92 2 years ago
oh my god...fuck all terrorists !!! sons of bitches !!! how can they do something like that
?! i hope they will all burn in hell !!!!! i just can't belive it...I'm so sorry for everyone who
died or who lost somebody... KingGPD92 2 years ago shnush 2 years ago 8 really sad i
give respect to everyone who died shnush 2 years ago 8 you2ube2008 2 years ago 6
Yesterday Watched documentry on Geographic Ch, about how those terrorists got
training In America.They thought they r protecting their religion.Ok,Those terrorists
booked hotel,ordered for hookers,went to cAsino. Got speeding ticket few nights ago. No
religion asks for blood. Those terrorists dont even deserve another birth not even in
HELL. you2ube2008 2 years ago 6 you2ube2008 2 years ago 2 Can't believe it
happended.I remember playing badminton in India around 8:00 pm when 1 of r friend
came out of his house and said terrorists attacked America.r u stupid.Americans can track
a bird flying in India on their RADARS. This sad news was talk of da town for
months.Most of us thought its US domestic political reason behind this attack. This
video is really disturbin took me 7 yrs back to India from Canada. you2ube2008 2 years
ago 2 1A7v 2 years ago thats hard -.- 1A7v 2 years ago kai12107 2 years ago 2 poor
people they dont desurve to die kai12107 2 years ago 2 MikeNeij 2 years ago jaja dat was
heftig he MikeNeij 2 years ago jnadskajj 2 years ago Avesome jnadskajj 2 years ago
thebobster1998 2 years ago how did you get your video to be 26 minutes long, i thought
youtube only allows 10 minute videos thebobster1998 2 years ago Hfddrp 2 years ago
I've seen this vid once at google video's. I think it shows the best how it all went. Hfddrp
2 years ago Speednugget2000 2 years ago 3 respect the dead please Speednugget2000 2
years ago 3 sum1towriteabout 2 years ago I can't believe that almost 7 years has gone
by... I can't believe how quickly people forget. Last year I actually didn't even realize it
was Sept. 11. I guess its good we moved on but that has shaped that future of our
civilization. Such a waste of life. People are so consumed with hate that they could do
this amazes me. The thing that is so eerie about this is just the quiet about place after the
planes hit and then you hear one sole fire engine. The sky has never been that blue since.
sum1towriteabout 2 years ago yaboydeuce 2 years ago I've watched this video at least 10
times since it's been posted, and every time is like the first... yaboydeuce 2 years ago
chelsangel120 2 years ago wow!!! its crazy. ppl r so evil. chelsangel120 2 years ago
hezzyboi14 2 years ago 26 minutes long?!?! hezzyboi14 2 years ago poohpoohgj88 2
years ago Thanks for posting the video. It's kind of hard to believe that its been several
years since this tragedy. I was a junior high school student and horrified when I first saw
this on the news. It's really messed up that people could be so evil. A lot of innocent
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people died and for what??? poohpoohgj88 2 years ago Vikezupa 2 years ago One things
for certain. If you're an American, these guys are now actively seeking ways to kill me,
you, your kids & family. They hate us as much now as they ever did. They will strike
again. Vikezupa 2 years ago Darkassasain66 2 years ago show hide Why Would A Man
With All That Power Bring Down The Towers, And Blame It On A Fuckin Coward It
Jus Dont Make Any Sense, We All Know It Was Him No Matter What He Fuckin Says,
Or What He Fuckin Does, Even The Fuckin Retards Know Who The Fuck It Was Bush
Is Insane, He Thinks Everyone Likes The Fuckin Pain, This Aint A Fuckin Game, We
Aint Fuckin Playin Not One Of Us Hope That Fucker Is Fuckin Stayin, Personally I
Hope Ya Get Hit By A Fuckin Train Darkassasain66 2 years ago rfgstl 2 years ago It was
hate that caused this awful tragedy. Even more sad to see hate right here in the comment
section of this page...you should be ashamed of yourselves. rfgstl 2 years ago
JamieA2006 2 years ago Thank you for posting. JamieA2006 2 years ago
RomanWarriorGuy 2 years ago how did u get more than 10 minutes RomanWarriorGuy 2
years ago BDtomason 2 years ago ;( its very sad video BDtomason 2 years ago
DoggyBand 2 years ago fucking american only 3 word in vocabulary : oh my god oh my
god oh my god -,- change disk DoggyBand 2 years ago bigc29732 2 years ago man u dont
have to like your goverment to be a good american. bigc29732 2 years ago churrer 2 years
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam fuck america churrer 2 years ago
kotyoppewal1 2 years ago fuck u asshole u should be ashamed kotyoppewal1 2 years
ago mswaggard 2 years ago fuck spain you ass. mswaggard 2 years ago sharnika7 2 years
ago i swear down bush is a freemaSON sold his soul to the devil ! r.i.p to all hu lost thier
lives for real sharnika7 2 years ago adamperedo 2 years ago only in america adamperedo 2
years ago PLSTitanium 2 years ago uhh... and the UK and Spain. PLSTitanium 2 years
ago adamperedo 2 years ago It's an expression. adamperedo 2 years ago mexicanflatface 2
years ago osama bin laden wtf his name is hes gonna get hung and cut his balls off and
stick them up his nose mexicanflatface 2 years ago monkofdark123 2 years ago 2 really?
when the bush and the bin la'den family, are close friends, when bush did this to his own
people, so that he could pay off the debt created by manurfacturing US dollors by using
this by blameing it on terrorist so that he cud go to war. monkofdark123 2 years ago 2
springman22 2 years ago u should post all video not edited on rapidshare or something
like that and then pls send me link for that... we should never forget..... springman22 2
years ago strangebump 2 years ago i feel sorry for Americans. :( strangebump 2 years ago
mattblackproductions 2 years ago hey british people died that day to.
mattblackproductions 2 years ago jarrett2005x 2 years ago It's just smoke. lmao, moron.
jarrett2005x 2 years ago 100pila878 2 years ago good job... --" 100pila878 2 years ago
wryonlife 2 years ago theyre attacking the wtc, not us. that casual comment says
everything about our culture. wryonlife 2 years ago Dengy90 2 years ago As It Is Coming
Up To The 7th Anniversary Of 9/11 This September. We Would Like Everyone Has Has
Images Or Videos Of This Day To Put Them Up And Show People Just How Horrible It
Was :( Thank-You! R.I.P 9/11 Dengy90 2 years ago hogobogo 2 years ago "I hope there's
nobody at work" haha hogobogo 2 years ago kce222 2 years ago there was 100,000 in
taht builiding at work kce222 2 years ago ceetboy 2 years ago i know huh ceetboy 2 years
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ago WATINTHEWORLD88 2 years ago show hide Bush saved our country.
WATINTHEWORLD88 2 years ago thewhitestripes93 2 years ago uh thts y americans r
split apart and were so fucking poor! thewhitestripes93 2 years ago prestonsik 2 years
ago I dont hate America but ill tell you one reason why most of the world does. Your
country gets hit with an attack as devastating as this and instead of uniting, you guys
think you are experts in every field and blame it on your own fucking Government. I bet
many of you would kill Bush before you kill Osama, the man who continues to celebrate
the success that this attack has had on you guys not only economicly, but emotionally.
prestonsik 2 years ago donlucido 2 years ago there needs to be some techno remix of the
planes going back and forth into the world trade centers. donlucido 2 years ago
7BIG0VATO2 2 years ago LOL LMAO!!! OMFG LOL! 7BIG0VATO2 2 years ago
DjPyro2010 2 years ago although this is good footage you seem to enjoy skipping a few
good parts (175 crashing, south tower collapsing) DjPyro2010 2 years ago ATLien333 2
years ago Can't believe it's been 7 years already. I remember being in my 10th grade math
class, I think it was around 9 to 10 am.. the principal shortly came on the intercom to tell
everyone to cut the tv to the news & it showed the whole 9/11 disaster.They advised
everyone to call their parents and let school out early.... Suck a sad day!! RIP to those
who perished in this crash! ATLien333 2 years ago filinairt 2 years ago WHY? I know
USA is false about the war. But do you have hearth OSAMA cs? This is terrible, the
black moment of the USA. I have plan to you USA. Build anti-airplane in the top of the
tall building, so if terrorist attack, we can use that! filinairt 2 years ago metaneon 2 years
ago i appreciate you sharing your video with the rest of the world. i too was in soho that
day, very close to the whole event. horrible event. metaneon 2 years ago bradpitre34 2
years ago i'll never forget this tragedy for all my life, already 7 years ago, in memories of
all of our dies bradpitre34 2 years ago wellgosuckadick 2 years ago the sound of the sirens
gives me goosebumps..... <:( wellgosuckadick 2 years ago crash21244 2 years ago when i
saw, that airplanes crashed into the world trade centers, i felt like the 3rd world war will
start! this was the worst time in my life. i think you had the same crash21244 2 years ago
wellgosuckadick 2 years ago buddy, it has started read revelations, "the war to end all
wars begins in the middle east" wellgosuckadick 2 years ago crash21244 2 years ago mate,
i didnt see that because i just wachted that video!!! crash21244 2 years ago xXxLoDd10 2
years ago This is sad. this is very sad. many people had to watch as others had to die
xXxLoDd10 2 years ago dogfin100 2 years ago OMG they seem so calm ok I would be
freaking out I if I was that close! dogfin100 2 years ago tornado909 2 years ago just the
sound is chilling tornado909 2 years ago DeadLethal666 2 years ago roflcopters BOOOM
:) DeadLethal666 2 years ago shaun2985 2 years ago 3 Powerful. Thanks for sharing
shaun2985 2 years ago 3 MaRie87m 2 years ago biggest lie EVER MaRie87m 2 years ago
asanzzzzzz 2 years ago dude,shut up,this is true asanzzzzzz 2 years ago arto1221 2
years ago 2 horrible... arto1221 2 years ago 2 mastrat91 2 years ago incredible!!!!!
mastrat91 2 years ago AgentSephiroth 2 years ago the world these days are fucked up
RIP People who died AgentSephiroth 2 years ago XXZtormentorZXX 2 years ago sigh
ok, instead of making up some stupid little fucking conspiracy. Why don't you look at
the truths. Why did this happen? Well, for one thing, the poor in the east were jealous of
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the major success in the west. Why did they pick the US? Because they viewed them as
the head power of the world. From my point of view, there is no good or evil in this war.
It is nothing more than a stupid and arrogant power struggle. Stop reading all that
propaganda bullshit and read "raw material"! XXZtormentorZXX 2 years ago
BGPOND30 2 years ago I live in Utah out in the wide open space, I could not even
fathom what it must of been like there on that day, I fill so sad that total innocent people
died at the hands of such cold evil men, Im just a farm boy but i fill so sad that people
died it was a day i will never forget and hope never happens aging. BGPOND30 2 years
ago megacool4ever 2 years ago he doesn't have to be a muslim to hate, i am a muslim and i
think this is a big tragedy, innocent people who has nothing to do with politics died..and
Islam is against terror.. just open your mind and you people should stop being
brainwashed.. whoever did this on 9/11 isnt muslim megacool4ever 2 years ago bigc29732
2 years ago The goverment did it for trillions off dollars, they killed over 2 thousand
people, and afte the towers were demolished toxi airs went in the lung system off over
ten other thousand. most off them died. it is th white houses and he presidents fault that
this happend it is the goverment that did this. bigc29732 2 years ago XXZtormentorZXX
2 years ago Seriously...where have you been? XXZtormentorZXX 2 years ago
MouseLicentia 2 years ago That day, that year, I was only 11 years of age and had just
arrived from High School (Britain) and saw everything from the first tower being hit to it
collapsing (sp?). It was a great shock. Truely was a traumatic experience to the world.
This video was a glimpse from what it would have felt like living so close to the WTC at
that time. God Bless them who lost their lives to this. + MouseLicentia 2 years ago
merged 2 years ago why this bitch doesn't show "the crash of the 2nd. plane" google
"september clues" and "911 taboo" merged 2 years ago Gordanfreeman456 2 years ago i
waz like 7 when this happened and I lived in new york Gordanfreeman456 2 years ago
bigc29732 2 years ago so u know this is a conspericy. bigc29732 2 years ago
MutatedLove 2 years ago If it is or not that doesn't mean that innoccent people didn't die
right? Honor the people who died that day and remember them forever, don't just focus
on a stupid consipracy theory. MutatedLove 2 years ago bigc29732 2 years ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam if u read my toher comment you will
understand bigc29732 2 years ago XXZtormentorZXX 2 years ago There is no
conspiracy, there is no reason or meaning to this attack. All I see here is chaos and
sadness. Why don't you drop the "faction" or "sides" idea and look at this from your own
perspective. What would you see then? Just take your nose out of propaganda from both
sides and think. Especially the conspiracy propaganda. Yes thats right, the conspiracy
theory is propaganda. I don't know about you people, but I trust zero people.
XXZtormentorZXX 2 years ago tucker568 2 years ago 2001 was a tragic year in
American history. First there was Dale Earnhardt passing away at the Daytona 500 that
seemed like it couldn't be topped by anything else but I was wrong. No offense to the
people who died that day. tucker568 2 years ago crazyloc187123 2 years ago Earnhardt?
i didnt even know he died that year..no dissrespect to his family, but i think that dosent
compare to 9/11 by a LONG shot crazyloc187123 2 years ago FueledByGunz 2 years
ago what would have happened if it was raining and thundering that day would anything
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have changed? FueledByGunz 2 years ago ArThUrDaGaViOeS 2 years ago show hide
11/09 THE BEST DAY OF MY LIFE.(HEHEHEHE)burn in the hell,americans!osama
bin laden the warrior of "third world". =BRAZIL AND ARABIA RULES=
ArThUrDaGaViOeS 2 years ago crazyloc187123 2 years ago 2 sir...more then 3,000
people died that day! peoples wifes,dads,brothers, and sisters just wish karma is not real.
and hope your not im America saying that crap or i will personally crack your head
open!! crazyloc187123 2 years ago 2 MouseLicentia 2 years ago May god forgive you...
MouseLicentia 2 years ago Richard11111 2 years ago This video is surely the rawest
video account of 9/11. It's numbing experience to watch. I highly respect 'Bob and Bri' for
the timely and sensitive way that they released this it. Richard11111 2 years ago
dagodfarsha 2 years ago It Could Do With Some Music. but i do think they were very
brave coz if it was me i would have ran and not stopped dagodfarsha 2 years ago
knotbuzz 2 years ago even thou im from australia i remember this as if it just happend i
was 13 and we had all just woken up to it and i remember sitting at school and everyone
watching the t.v and when they collapsed the look on everyones face is somthing you
cannot describe knotbuzz 2 years ago urangel121 2 years ago just imagine what else they
could have hit like what if it was the statue of liberty the fcked up Sht the people do for
power is insane urangel121 2 years ago osamabienladen 2 years ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam funniest video ever :-) osamabienladen 2 years ago
BenniCovers 2 years ago idiot, funny little bastard-.- BenniCovers 2 years ago
JBfan4lifeily 2 years ago i remember that day like it was yesterday...my dad had to go
find people...he came home crying.that was the saddest day of my life...and i think that is
the worst thing that has ever happoned in US JBfan4lifeily 2 years ago kmksoldier88 2
years ago ive done more homework than ive got sleep in the past 3 years and guess what?
Your right the US would not directly benifit from this tragedy its true. Its the banks who
fund wars and the people of our government who are afillated with thease banks that plan
attacks or to allow them too occur that are resposible. We have been manipulated into
war by thease powerful people since WWI. Econmic workings are irrelivant too the big
picture of greed by few and death by many. We are controlled by fear. kmksoldier88 2
years ago kmksoldier88 2 years ago osama is fake kmksoldier88 2 years ago Batflapers 2
years ago imagine what goes through your mind, knowing your going to kill thousands of
people, what malicious intent drives you to do such a thing, its bloody religion thats what
it is, people being so confused and commiting such atrosities, that no man could commit
without the aid of false beleifs and gods that dont even exist. Batflapers 2 years ago
oilcountry2006 2 years ago Bin Laden accused Bush of misleading Americans by saying
the attack was carried out because Al Qaeda "hates freedom." The terrorist leader said his
followers have left alone countries that do not threaten Muslims. "We fought you because
we are free ... and want to regain freedom for our nation. As you undermine our security
we undermine yours," bin Laden said. He said he was first inspired to attack the United
States by the 1982 Israeli invasion of Lebanon SOURCE: FOXNEWS, October 30, 2004.
oilcountry2006 2 years ago Batflapers 2 years ago not being harsh or anything, but the
russians have never shown much leniancy for there poeple, but yes all very sad, but
theres nothing we can do, whats done is done Batflapers 2 years ago
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SHERIFF1974STAFFORD 2 years ago A very sad day for the whole of humankind
those who instigated such an horrific attack will be judged for what they have done, To
tear the hearts out of a million or more people these people will never sit at the right hand
of Allah, I am an English Christian but I have respect for all faiths the holy book of Islam
the Koran says no where that those who commit such acts will be praised it is a sickening
twist of the beliefs and no one can use their faith to justify such horror Rest In Peace
SHERIFF1974STAFFORD 2 years ago coco123579 2 years ago o my god that was
sooooooo sad. i couldnt belive what happened. but i was in second grade when the phone
rang and my teacher went to get it and they told her to turn on the tv and she saw the
building collapse. later our moms and dads were told to come and pick us up because we
were sooo confused what was happening and i only figured out what happend till 5th
grade when i really could understand. coco123579 2 years ago maeszz 2 years ago In
Russia too broke off houses, and not the fact that it not Russian special services, for our
heads стрна, the life of the simple person has no value. maeszz 2 years ago maeszz 2
years ago The image of the enemy is created to rally the nation and to begin war against
innocent people. And all from for oil and gas maeszz 2 years ago maeszz 2 years ago This
your government has blown up houses! For this purpose that ыоправдать in the opinion
of Americans the subsequent wars. The terrorism is thought up by the American
government. maeszz 2 years ago Kiki4live 2 years ago Where is the plain? O.o Kiki4live 2
years ago habizabiusa 2 years ago George Tenet, CIA Chief who is a Jews, Who gave
false intelligent about WMD in Iraq. William Cohen Secretary of Defense, who is also a
Jews secret plan to invade Iraq because Iraq oppose Israel. Now they plan to invade Iran
because is Iran is the only country in the world who actively oppose killing innocent
millions palastanian muslims Children,women,old people . This jews CIA Chief will give
again false intelligent information about Iran. Be careful US people. habizabiusa 2 years
ago andrerochertek 2 years ago devastating... sad, the wtc,... is no more :S so sad ... we'll
never forget :( andrerochertek 2 years ago nancynickeson 2 years ago when this happend i
was in school and a teacher was screaming oh my god they were killed in elamentry
school wat a stupid teacher nancynickeson 2 years ago okward25 2 years ago those
mother fucking towel batards okward25 2 years ago JulieTaylor1995 2 years ago out
JulieTaylor1995 2 years ago JulieTaylor1995 2 years ago It just so sad i feel badf for the
people i wisd i could get every one one JulieTaylor1995 2 years ago 11rockbottom 2
years ago At 11:35-11:37 the woman starts crying, what she was unaware of was that the
sounds she heard was our freedoms dying, not just the 3,793 poor souls who perished.
God Bless their souls and ours, we're in for a some bad time fighting those responsible.
Whether you believe GW & freinds did this or not, they were totally asleep at the switch.
Therefore are responsible by negligence or colusion take your pick. 11rockbottom 2 years
ago Robbekeirse 2 years ago omg thit is ... Robbekeirse 2 years ago 00waSSouf00 2 years
ago show hide hehehe i love it :D :P:P:P 00waSSouf00 2 years ago BrosaJarlen 2 years
ago whitetigerninja2007 (1 year ago) Damn this is pure and unedited. The news should
play this. I do not see any conspiracy shit here. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Didn't you
hear her saying it was a military plane? She's not the only one saying that. BrosaJarlen 2
years ago stevenstreets3 2 years ago the difference between delusions and perception
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under duress is quite evident in that the lady says "they are attacking the world trade
center not us", unlike the invisible enemy out to get us as all the conspiracy nut cases in
safe calm reflection are so prolific in offering their own case studys on the web.
stevenstreets3 2 years ago 11rockbottom 2 years ago at 11:50 the tape jumps and all you
see is the smoke plume. At 11:38 there is some jumpy vid and what sounds like digital
distortion. So no plane is visible. This is disturbing because the real conspiracy nuts say
there was no second plane. 11rockbottom 2 years ago BrosaJarlen 2 years ago
super80sfan (1 year ago) i dont know why those stupid fireman went up into a building
that was about to fall. talk about stupid! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ The buildings were constructed
to be able to withstand air-planes hitting them. They would not have fallen if it wern't for
explosives having been placed from top to bottom. The fire-men didn't know this untill
later. BrosaJarlen 2 years ago jokeraceking123 2 years ago god bless jokeraceking123 2
years ago BrosaJarlen 2 years ago Anyone that still believes the official CT, should have
their head examined. BrosaJarlen 2 years ago procommenter 2 years ago This is our
century's Pearl Harbor... procommenter 2 years ago Thomasi18 2 years ago 2 FUCK
OSAMA!! // :(:( [] Thomasi18 2 years ago 2 ERNESERNES 2 years ago :(:(:(
ERNESERNES 2 years ago JCMotif 2 years ago I remember it well. I worked in heavy
steel and concrete during 9/11. Looked like a demo job back then. I'm a person that
believes in first instincts. Your comment at 12:17 into the footage says it all. They were
military! Don't forget that. JCMotif 2 years ago Bartolowmeus 2 years ago ich werde
obama umbrigen er hat da meine mudda umgebracht Bartolowmeus 2 years ago
leftysergeant 2 years ago Isst was fuer Gift, Schwein. Was Du hier geschrieben hast ist
ungesetztlich. Hoffentlich stirbst Du bald. leftysergeant 2 years ago BrianS47 2 years ago
So sad. BrianS47 2 years ago InternetsEvilSpirit 2 years ago where wur you when they
build the ladder to heaven ....wer wur you on 9/11 InternetsEvilSpirit 2 years ago
stevenstreets3 2 years ago By the way I love the nursery rhyme playing in the
background "nic nak paddywhack" stevenstreets3 2 years ago stevenstreets3 2 years ago
Thanks for sharing LUV NYC forever stevenstreets3 2 years ago StarletDancer01 2 years
ago M friends aunty and uncle were taking photos of the towers before it happened and
NYPD took them off them StarletDancer01 2 years ago StarletDancer01 2 years ago My
heart goes out to you having to witness that StarletDancer01 2 years ago StarletDancer01
2 years ago Cant believe somebody would say that it never happened! Do they think
people would make it up? StarletDancer01 2 years ago alexjones4president 2 years ago
Ben Fountain and Scott Forbes, who worked at the WTC, are both on the record as
saying that there were several evacuations and power-downs of the twin towers in the
weeks leading up to the attack. "Over the past few weeks we'd been evacuated a number
of times, which is unusual. I think they had an inkling something was going on," Fountain
told People Magazine. Forbes claims to have witnessed men in maintenance suits entering
the building the weekend before the attacks. alexjones4president 2 years ago ryste85 2
years ago i used to live in new york and still do part of the year i was in la at the time
with my mother but my dad lives in new york so that explains that anyway i remember
vividly seeing this on the news and my mom repeatedly telling my sister and i that he
was ok my place in manhattan was about 6 miles away from the world trade center, on
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the anniversary i say a little prayer for the families of the victims i of course did not go to
school that day and lit candles that night bless the victims of 9/11 ryste85 2 years ago
Gator12597 2 years ago wow that was crazy was it in xmas Gator12597 2 years ago
MarkTheMagnificent 2 years ago show hide 9.11 never happened. get over yourselves.
MarkTheMagnificent 2 years ago dustfey 2 years ago yes it fucking did bitch dustfey 2
years ago desparaux564ty 2 years ago what the fuck is wrong with you? my ass it didnt
happen you probably didnt know bucause youre a 30 year old dissapontmint that lives in
your familys basement cut off from the news desparaux564ty 2 years ago
MarkTheMagnificent 2 years ago what's a "dissapontmint"? is that some kind of
refreshing breath-mint? or can you just not spell? MarkTheMagnificent 2 years ago
desparaux564ty 2 years ago sorry im eleven years old im not tops at spelling arsehole
desparaux564ty 2 years ago MarkTheMagnificent 2 years ago 1) eleven years old? get off
my youtube as well as your dad's computer. 2)if you're eleven years old, you don't
remember a damn thing about September 11th. MarkTheMagnificent 2 years ago
desparaux564ty 2 years ago how would i not remember? my grandma was in the world
trade center the day before 911... desparaux564ty 2 years ago S0NYSUX 2 years ago 2
how can you say that 9.11 never happened as a comment on an amateur video of 9.11?
S0NYSUX 2 years ago 2 manbigus 2 years ago YOU ARE A LOSER MARK manbigus 2
years ago AlexLOVESUMMER08 2 years ago 2 The people who are just stating thier
oppinion on the matter need to show some respect and stop saying rude stuff Becayse
you don't know who's relative you could be talking about!!!!! Some people like me have
had relatives that have died and we don't care for people saying that we had it coming
OKAY!!!!!!!! AlexLOVESUMMER08 2 years ago 2 xXGoDxiSxdEaDx666Xx 2 years
ago 2 fucking horrible man at 7:30 one could see a man falling =[ . . . the first one i caught .
. . the only one im willing to keep looking for . . . xXGoDxiSxdEaDx666Xx 2 years ago 2
Painfully69 2 years ago This happened on my 6th birthday =( Painfully69 2 years ago
belvedere106 2 years ago it was a milatary plane! OMG! They are not lie-ing!
belvedere106 2 years ago kareem87said5 2 years ago Terrorists made an excellent job At
lesat they didn't use the nuclear weapon like Americans in the secound world war
kareem87said5 2 years ago xXGoDxiSxdEaDx666Xx 2 years ago wat was so intriguingly
excellent about that day man? think before you post, cause ur bound to piss someone
off... xXGoDxiSxdEaDx666Xx 2 years ago theblackirish86 2 years ago I remember what
happened on 9/11, and even today I still have trouble wrapping my mind around the sick
scum that felt innocent people had to die in such a barbaric way. theblackirish86 2 years
ago wwemotion 2 years ago mmahal magandi wwemotion 2 years ago JEPTZvideoz 2
years ago if i go into the army when i grow up, im going straight to iraq and beating the
fucking shit out of these pricks JEPTZvideoz 2 years ago S0NYSUX 2 years ago are you
a redneck? S0NYSUX 2 years ago Topstarspin99 2 years ago listen to yours words, im
not christian or something else, if its true that el queida were that you can´t answer on
terror WITH terror.... bush did the same, thats wrong and maybe its part of a perfide
capitalism act, sry for my english im german and im not compare?(the same mind) with
the german gouverment today, there is no more real democratic state and the media is also
full of nonsense and dumb becoming program. Topstarspin99 2 years ago theblackirish86
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2 years ago Those pricks in Iraq didn't do shit to us. If you want to know who did you
should look at the Saudi Royal family and the Pakistani military. theblackirish86 2 years
ago ruxer224 2 years ago great video ruxer224 2 years ago inmyarms99 2 years ago jeder
der witze darüber gemacht is echt behindert! der vater von dem mann meiner tante die
dort lebt is gestorben! Hunter Grieson-RIP inmyarms99 2 years ago T1PTHEK0 2 years
ago NOT FAKE OMFG T1PTHEK0 2 years ago mathan14 2 years ago 3 FUCK OF
OSAMA AND ALL THE TERRORISTS mathan14 2 years ago 3 CptIncaino 2 years
ago you're a brainwashed idiot. shut up and quit wasting valuable finger muscle
CptIncaino 2 years ago SetsunaAngel99 2 years ago bush did it retard, america is losing
there rights wake up god dammit SetsunaAngel99 2 years ago S0NYSUX 2 years ago how
do you know? S0NYSUX 2 years ago PerSempre88 2 years ago from article in
newspaper PerSempre88 2 years ago jovanminovic 2 years ago there are evidence that
this was made by americans... go ask your president bush...have you ever heard of
masonry "Skull and Bones"?? well he is in it...there is a clip on youtube... Nicholas
Rockefeller ordered his man to do this crap... next thing that americans are going to do is
go to Venezuela and get ridd of Chavez(after Iraq)...dont think you are so innocent in this
shit cuz you are not... you presidents make all this shit..how many innocent people died
in Iraq for nothing... jovanminovic 2 years ago ducky1103 2 years ago 2 People in Iraq
died so you can sit here and have the freedom run your mouth. Just the fact tht you
would even think to believe this tragedy was done by an American is a disgrace to all the
innocent people killed on this day. Enjoy your freedom, while some one else fights for it,
and you sit on your ass and exploit it. ducky1103 2 years ago 2 sompit38 2 years ago
fuck gW fuck chenay RIP AMERICAN PEOPLE DIE IN THIS POLITICS SHIT
sompit38 2 years ago sompit38 2 years ago this silence is so freakin fuckkkkkkkkkkk
sompit38 2 years ago JanTurelur 2 years ago Die fire-liche Einweihung von Ground Zero
am 12. September 2001, getätigt durch Bürgermeister Quimbie, war über alle Zweifel
erhaben. Geladen waren Gäste aus Funk und Fernsehen, allen vorran der Exilbochumer
Herbert Grönemeyer, der Punkt Null Uhr mit seinem Hit "Flugzeuge im Bauch" die
Masse zum beben brachte. JanTurelur 2 years ago faeces26997 2 years ago are you telling
them to die or what ever your saying german boy and im not american by the way
faeces26997 2 years ago JanTurelur 2 years ago I just made a joke about 911. JanTurelur
2 years ago nbbfreak4ever 2 years ago fuck you nbbfreak4ever 2 years ago
OperationPeePoop 2 years ago Damn was this on the news? It looks like part of a
movie.Well maybe a made for tv movie. The effects are kind of cheesy.
OperationPeePoop 2 years ago seriesdetv 2 years ago 2 That was absolutely insane GOD
BLESS AMERICA!! tierra que me dio la oprtunidad de vida y progreso seriesdetv 2
years ago 2 l33thax0rzover9000 2 years ago does anyone else think its wierd that these
people were out with thier video camera right when it happened............almost like they
knew :o l33thax0rzover9000 2 years ago johndamelio39 2 years ago or beca
johndamelio39 2 years ago johndamelio39 2 years ago or because its nyc and it has
millions of tourists daily and almost every tourist carries a camera or camcorder?
johndamelio39 2 years ago Agonar81 2 years ago not millions Agonar81 2 years ago
johndamelio39 2 years ago close to it, over 50 million tourists a year, which is almost 1
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million a week, and most tourists go for more than a day, plus the may-september is
tourism season, so probably a million tourist were there johndamelio39 2 years ago
orphan4life 2 years ago no they didn't they said they heard a loud boom and they just
looked and saw the building on fire. they din't have a clue what was going on. if you
notice, there's only one video of the first plane and that was incidental. orphan4life 2
years ago ILoveGoodFellas 2 years ago "I hope there was nobody at work" T~T!!!!
ILoveGoodFellas 2 years ago WATINTHEWORLD88 2 years ago 4 GOD BLESS
AMERICA. WATINTHEWORLD88 2 years ago 4 IAmmyself1234 2 years ago Yeah,
its terrible. But not anymore. It already happened dummies IAmmyself1234 2 years ago
ggabbilla 2 years ago HORRIBLE¡¡¡ DIOS NOS AYUDE. ggabbilla 2 years ago nikisami
2 years ago OMG!! this is horrible!!! nikisami 2 years ago PerSempre88 2 years ago
Every day 30 % people from NY think about 11 September... PerSempre88 2 years ago
seriesdetv 2 years ago my too seriesdetv 2 years ago ducky1103 2 years ago It should be
a 100% of America that thinks about these events every day. ducky1103 2 years ago
YamahaRacer21 2 years ago wow. :[ YamahaRacer21 2 years ago bogdiiii 2 years ago I
think I would have cried too bogdiiii 2 years ago supercork 2 years ago I remember when
this happened. It was so difficult trying to get out of Manhattan. supercork 2 years ago
2PacOnSky 2 years ago this is the saddest video ive ever seen... bin laden u must die
2PacOnSky 2 years ago knitedboy123456 2 years ago 2 god damn terroist and bin laden u
will DIE knitedboy123456 2 years ago 2 cycimian 2 years ago Fools like you knite lad<?
should stay in youtube and go to Binladin was Murdered< do that before beliveing this
shit by Zion. cycimian 2 years ago PwnedBySkater 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam bin laden is dead.. if you dont know that PwnedBySkater 2
years ago daSpacken 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
9/11 WAS AN INSIDE JOB! daSpacken 2 years ago lasdances 2 years ago oh my gosh
this is the saddest footage ever! its also so amazing its so close, the smoke covers
absolutely everything! its soo sad just knowing how devestating it was and still is.
lasdances 2 years ago rjtyyi2 2 years ago My birthday is on september 8th so that`s 3
days after my uncle died rjtyyi2 2 years ago TheRealAkarnael 2 years ago whats
happening with the video at 11:45... TheRealAkarnael 2 years ago Tschanini 2 years ago
what the hell... wholy shit! i'm happy that I dont were there in one of the WTC's-but the
other people...its so terrible..its not fair...never Tschanini 2 years ago TamaSlamma 2
years ago btw... thanks for posting this... it is indeed an intimate and surreal perspective.
The feeling of early autumn will never be joyous for me ever again. I'll always think of
that bright beautiful Tuesday morning when our whole world turned upside down.
TamaSlamma 2 years ago navtel 2 years ago this video has been edited.. at 11:48 - 11:55
you can see the film has been cut out.. otherwise it would have revealed the cruise missle
shown in other videos as a hologram. navtel 2 years ago leitrimboy 2 years ago I saw this
video before it was edited and it didn't show any plane or missile at all. leitrimboy 2 years
ago navtel 2 years ago so why did they cut that section out then.. ? the single most
important section of the film and it is missing.. i hate to say i don't believe you however i
don't believe you.. navtel 2 years ago gbmatt2t2t987 2 years ago how can u not believe
that? its not like they knew there was gonna be another plane or that the building would
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collapse. i would have stopped filming 2. asshole gbmatt2t2t987 2 years ago navtel 2
years ago if you get a chance to fck off, take it. navtel 2 years ago birdforgreatness 2 years
ago "i hate to say i don't believe you however i don't believe you.." nice come back, its
called high school. u should go to one. birdforgreatness 2 years ago leitrimboy 2 years ago
When this video was first posted on youtube it was around 55 minutes long, if my
memory serves me correctly. You would have to ask the folks who posted it why they
edited it. What I can tell you is, it didn't show any plane or missile, just a lot more
footage of fire engines arriving and people running away from the buildings. The collapse
of the two towers was exactly as you see it on this version. leitrimboy 2 years ago
at1212b 2 years ago Wow, pretty eerie with the music in the background. at1212b 2
years ago MeghanProductions 2 years ago ahhh. =[[[ MeghanProductions 2 years ago
sonicfan23 2 years ago as the 2nd building is falling i can see puffs of smoke coming out
of the sides too which makes me wonder.. sonicfan23 2 years ago TamaSlamma 2 years
ago It's called forced air pressure. As the floors started pancaking the rush of air below
them was forced down and outward. TamaSlamma 2 years ago kazziibbz 2 years ago If it
was a planned demolition, wouldn't they have evacuated the building? Hmmm. kazziibbz
2 years ago sonicfan23 2 years ago because they were willing to kill all of the people in
the building (according to some theories) sonicfan23 2 years ago DWTX 2 years ago
What a horrible footage, now that's really a unique perspective, it's very shocking!
DWTX 2 years ago mre2pac 2 years ago Fucking Illuminati Did This.... Fuck United
Nations...... Kill Illuminati Fuck New World Order mre2pac 2 years ago mutedmajority 2
years ago Watch bush's face in the classroom when they whisper in his ear that two
planes defected. LOL. BUSTED GEORGE!!! Ready to get waterboarded? mutedmajority
2 years ago mutedmajority 2 years ago 911 is like one of those 3D pictures. It looks like a
bunch of stupid dots to some. This 3D picture tells a story and fills it's own blanks. The
dots connect in 3D. There's something in law called "circumstantial" evidence, and it is as
powerful as physical evidence. Just use logic, physics, and look closely at videos and
interviews with survivors, eliminate the impossible, and you have the truth. 3 planes into
3 buildings was their plan. FAILED HORRIBLY that's why so much strangeness here.
mutedmajority 2 years ago 911insidejob9116 2 years ago Why real "terrorists" ( USA
elite, CIA) wanted 9/11 terroracts? to round constitutional rights with antiterrorist laws (
Homeland security, Patriot act, Real id) invade Iraq for oil invade Afganistan for oil and
pipelines big corporation interests in gun trade and chaos in Iraq and Afganistan. turn
USA in police state ( laws controlling "terrorists") terrorist in their thoughts are free US
citizens Real id coming to us! search youtube for "Real ID" and "Fema concentration
camps" 911insidejob9116 2 years ago 911insidejob9116 2 years ago 9/11 was an inside
job Criminal Elements within the US Government staged a "False Flag" Terror Attack on
its own citizens,in order to manipulate public perception into supporting its agenda.
WTC7 collapse was controlled demolition! 911 was an Inside Job . please watch "9/11
coincidences part 7" 911insidejob9116 2 years ago elizabethX3 2 years ago the second
plane wasnt real. so i heard. elizabethX3 2 years ago crayzeefool 2 years ago And if you
believed that you are as dumb as the person who told you. crayzeefool 2 years ago
NiKeElemEnTx25 2 years ago oh yeah it was fake,, retard it was real NiKeElemEnTx25 2
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years ago b3d4xw95ro 2 years ago what the hell! where is the 2nd strike...this video was
supposed to be unedited, this isn't even close to a good edit...it's just cut out, shame on
the people who did this, we just want answers that's it! b3d4xw95ro 2 years ago rjwrjh 2
years ago That woman has such a sweet voice rjwrjh 2 years ago DaniDGBoY 2 years
ago omg in 9:18 u can see someone runig along the fire... DaniDGBoY 2 years ago
squiggyjew 2 years ago why didnt we see the second plane enter?? squiggyjew 2 years
ago ABurrowingBug 2 years ago Wasps with no windows bore through building little
squibbs poke earholes to breathe termite mound now look like ant hill cockroaches steal
yellow crumbs grubs hide in green pheromones and dung beetles hide balls of shit
ABurrowingBug 2 years ago bantalan1 2 years ago this is only bush's plan to figth
moslem country...not terorist..., where were thousands jews who work at both building at
that day ? bantalan1 2 years ago tigress3000 2 years ago month after aaliyah died
tigress3000 2 years ago jerryreeds44 2 years ago di someone jump off at 7:35
jerryreeds44 2 years ago mrshitlips 2 years ago no it was a piece of the building
mrshitlips 2 years ago squiggyjew 2 years ago thts what i thought too squiggyjew 2 years
ago thisbejerome 2 years ago This doesn't happen because the USA bosses people
around, it happens because the USA is a symbol of freedom. Other nations hate that, and
they hate that USA supports Israel. There you go, KoltWP45, so stop speaking
ignorance. Whoever says this was a hoax, is a sick, sick person. thisbejerome 2 years ago
wilcaca 2 years ago Nihilusion wilcaca 2 years ago wilcaca 2 years ago Ouais your
reason, my Bush has raport also I believe? wilcaca 2 years ago fontescompany 2 years
ago 19:40 ouch... fontescompany 2 years ago Fansjalv 2 years ago How the fuck could
the fucking cameraman miss United 175 and the South Tower collapsing?! God damnit.
Fansjalv 2 years ago Yuzu81777 2 years ago at 5:30, you can see a UFO!!! Yuzu81777 2
years ago PittNick95 2 years ago that is so true KoltWP45. PittNick95 2 years ago
Nihilusion 2 years ago SHUT UP ALL OF YOU. osama bin laden was jealous because
we helped afganistan get the russians out of the country. then osama bin laden was
jealous because afganistan didnt let him help them so he attacked us. Nihilusion 2 years
ago KoltWP45 2 years ago maybe if the USA didnt boss the world around this tragity
would never have happened R.I.P KoltWP45 2 years ago LoneStarJesse 2 years ago ...the
pain just doesn't go away... LoneStarJesse 2 years ago DR30061992 2 years ago 2 i'm
from germany and i am so sorry for all the people who lost familymembers in one of the
saddest days in the history ofthe world. i will always remember. DR30061992 2 years
ago 2 bertybobs 2 years ago 3 OMG! im sat here with tear's! i rember this from when i
was 13. i was watching TV all the british channels just focused on the WTC. this is so
bad. lets hope that nothing liek this happens again. ever since 9/11 theres been more
terroist attacks around the world! i dont understand why poeople would do things like
this! RIP sleep tight people! bertybobs 2 years ago 3 SoccerSwede7 2 years ago more
terrorist attacks. this was a false flag operation. SoccerSwede7 2 years ago Dimis86 2
years ago =(((((( Dimis86 2 years ago awesomesteve 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam
show hide Not Spam Thanks George Bush awesomesteve 2 years ago
JoBros1FanY0uTuber 2 years ago oh my gosh i never saw the footage because on the day
it happened my mother wouldnt let me see it JoBros1FanY0uTuber 2 years ago
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xxxxmarinesxxxx 2 years ago my friend's dad died in this xxxxmarinesxxxx 2 years ago
RnJulo 2 years ago show hide heheheheheh RnJulo 2 years ago Victoire3333 2 years ago
wtf? Victoire3333 2 years ago lifewithsanna 2 years ago 4 i'm sitting here with tears in
my eyes. it's so sad , even though i was little when it happend and live in Sweden it's still
something i remember and gonna remember for the rest of my life. rest in peace
lifewithsanna 2 years ago 4 bartcra 2 years ago 2 lets hope obhama doesnt allow this to
happen to any americans ever ever again -- im british and this is so sad god bless USA !
bartcra 2 years ago 2 bartcra 2 years ago yup nasty thing to happen to such a nice nation
! bartcra 2 years ago nenersr 2 years ago this was the scariest day of my life. i have not
seen any footage since 2001. this just reminds me how precious life is and how important
we are to one another as Americans and as Humans. nenersr 2 years ago rjwrjh 2 years
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam This video is shocking. rjwrjh 2
years ago andrewbarrett42 2 years ago 3 I was in tears when I first saw this on the news.
andrewbarrett42 2 years ago 3 Youngrealnigga 2 years ago 4 this looks anoyin fuckin
terrorist did that there was a reason or not why they did that wtf !!!!! Youngrealnigga 2
years ago 4 ishmaiden 2 years ago As mad as I was after this, I am seething and foaming
at the mouth upon seeing this footage. Part of that stems form teh fact that it's been 7
years later and we never got Bin Laden and are stuck in Iraq. BUSH FAILED US AND
THE PEOPLE WHO DIED ON 9/11! He dropped the ball and basically involved us in a
needless war in Iraq, all while Bin Laden and his 9/11 planners are still alive and have
never gotten justice for what they've done to so many innocents. I feel like we wasted 7
years. ishmaiden 2 years ago MikeNietomertz 2 years ago You're going to reap just what
you sow MikeNietomertz 2 years ago Dardan3 2 years ago o my god.. it's horrible.. i
rember when it came on the news in sweden just about to out.. and then i here it on the
news... it's a disaster!! Dardan3 2 years ago louisevale 2 years ago WHOEVER the
bastard's are that did this, need to be stung upside down by their balls, then immersed
VERY SLOWLY in a vat of highly corrosive acid. louisevale 2 years ago CapnBooBoo 2
years ago Yeah it was as horrible as the children in WW2 in german camps, US camps,
Israeli camps, your all sick to take sides with anyone who kills people. including Bush
CapnBooBoo 2 years ago goe5 2 years ago 9-11 rhymes with seven eleven, maybe that's
where the terrorists will strike next. jk but It's sad that some kids lost both of their
parents in the attack. They should become Batman. jk but I am just making this comment
to make those children laugh again. It's bad enough that they have to be reminded about
the event everyday. So lets make them smile again. goe5 2 years ago NFDboy 2 years ago
I would never have been able to handle myself if i were filming/seeing that shit live.
NEVER FORGET THE FDNY 343 AND ALL THOSE WHO PASSED AWAY THAT
TRADGIC DAY. NFDboy 2 years ago RayneLikePoision 2 years ago This is one of the
worst things to have ever happened in the history of America. That day, when I was on
the way to school, I was confused about everything. I didn't know what was happening.
Then, when I got home and my mom flipped on the news, I just sat there with tears
streaming down my face. It's heartbreaking to know that there's people out there that
would actually resort to violence to try and get their point across. RayneLikePoision 2
years ago DrzBraveheart 2 years ago th3 worse thing about it my b-day is on sept 12 so
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ppl insult called me the devil & stuff about this shit & i alwayz got emotional wh3n ic
stuff lik3 diz DrzBraveheart 2 years ago edde799 2 years ago The terroist just owned
some people?????? mark my comment down if you like terroists mark my comment up if
u hate terroist :D edde799 2 years ago etiennechamo 2 years ago Never ever. This makes
me so sad, men are so stupids in this world. Help, we need sos to save us. All this mad
men are so dangerous. etiennechamo 2 years ago rev4life03 2 years ago ilve2sk8 - from
some angles you can only see 1 tower. I guess this is one of those angles. Hope that
answers your question rev4life03 2 years ago ilve2sk8 2 years ago wait isnt there two
towers tho i only see one ilve2sk8 2 years ago Keksdose007 2 years ago 2 What a fucking
day . Everyone in this world will remember this day as long as we live Keksdose007 2
years ago 2 hermione12 2 years ago i agree wit u...my bday is on october 11 exactly a
month away from it...and instead of another b-day its like a funeral...so Never Forget 9/11
hermione12 2 years ago djcapo01 2 years ago the devil was there that night. no one on
this earth can do that purposely, and not regret it. i had no idea that some people can
bring out enough anger in themselves to kill millions of innoccent people because of one
mans doings. i dont care who you are, where your from, whether you like americans or
not, you cant sit here and tell us that you were glad that this happened. who ever sits
there and says that, must have no soul, because this was a tragidy. djcapo01 2 years ago
Giovani100000 2 years ago i my good Giovani100000 2 years ago Samsy4747 2 years
ago I am so sorry you had to witness that terrible day.... Never Forget 9/11. Samsy4747 2
years ago mustangman622 2 years ago haveing tall ass buildings like that is just dumb if
there was a fire on the top floor or something it would spread before any fireman could
even get to it so i dont know what they were thinking when they built that
mustangman622 2 years ago mustangman622 2 years ago i hate our stupid ass
government if they would have listened to all the warnings they were givin people
wouldnt have died all that wouldnt have happend and no one would have to remember it
and alot of families would still have their loved ones mustangman622 2 years ago
ObamaTheSleeperCell 2 years ago agreed. When they caught that blind Imam shiek in '93
during the first failed attempt to destroy the WTC under then President Slick Willy, he
cryptically said that his "freedom fighters" will not stop until the WTC is destroyed. It's
sickening that we get hit like this. We counter it by attacking an islamic country to show
"THEM" that their jihad is not tolerated in the civilized world since THEY dont
represent a country. Yet we're blamed today for Bush's actions. This world is upside
down ObamaTheSleeperCell 2 years ago gurugerus 2 years ago ...dafuer haben amerikaner
in irak und afganistan erde mit uran verseucht... in Serbien, davor,auch...die wut kann
wieder bald ausbrechen!ich werde sowas nie verzeihen-amischweine! gurugerus 2 years
ago bayernmadl 2 years ago I'm sorry you had to witness this tragedy. I will never forget
:-( bayernmadl 2 years ago Srbijajejace 2 years ago tell it to japanese not ot me i dont like
what you did, i am a serb and you attacked us! So, why should i like you? I CAN only
hate you Srbijajejace 2 years ago Srbijajejace 2 years ago ha ha^^ you know what: you
american killed nearly my whole family in 1993... in bosnia and herzegowina! I have to
hate you, I cant like you! We Serbs will never forget this what you have done to us
Srbijajejace 2 years ago hotshotw09 2 years ago man u people need to have some respect
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1st off USA has the strongest navy, army, and air force 2nt. we could wipe out all the
TERRORIST like we did japan 3rd. if u are British making fun of 9-11 have u forgot we
saved your ass in WW1 and WW2 4th. if u are a TERRORIST making fun of 9-11 cuz if
u die u will get 100 virgin will i got news only virgin u will get is the other dumb ass
TERRORIST that did the same thing any ways thanx for posting this video hotshotw09
2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Fuck you aykaymusic 2 years ago 0tbag0 2 years ago
lol youar crasi i am not french sh pls 0tbag0 2 years ago inuchan67 2 years ago
@SturmAdler1988 ur f'in out of your mind. how can you watch people die and laugh
about it. genius inuchan67 2 years ago SturmAdler1988 2 years ago I enjoy watching this
muhahahaha LOL you can`t defend youre country from a stupid old man or a
TERRORIST without an ARmy lool without Army he kicked ya ASS!!!
SturmAdler1988 2 years ago Srbijajejace 2 years ago cry you bitch cry Srbijajejace 2 years
ago Srbijajejace 2 years ago no they want stay in hell forever... americans will... That
bastards who bombed hiroshima and nagasaki in 1945 will stay in hell forever...
Srbijajejace 2 years ago Michael326 2 years ago They don't WANT to stay in hell
forever. They're Martyrs where they come from. In their extremist religious views, these
horrible people believe the ones who died to kill thousands more will go celebrate in the
afterlife that isn't hell. And as for the bombings, don't forget Japan DID side with Adolf
Hitler, whom which committed a crime MORE SEVERE than any other in history by
killing 6 million Jewish people, my great-grandfather being one of the victims.
Michael326 2 years ago hotshotw09 2 years ago no first off what we did to japan was
wrong but u guys attacked us first we wasn't even going to get involved in the war and u
guys attack us so bottom line u guys got what u deserved hotshotw09 2 years ago
mystreetgang 2 years ago Srbijajejace, get over it ! The japs deserved everything they got.
Dont start a war unless you can finish it. They could have asked for peace, and they woul
have gotten it...but the were fascist morons who believed they were better than
us......guess what, they were wrong. mystreetgang 2 years ago 19MaFiOsO 2 years ago 2
fuucking terrorist.. fuucking osama fuucking moslem mentality!!! guys... GOD BLESS
THE USA 19MaFiOsO 2 years ago 2 Sandriiix33 2 years ago @19mafioso fucking
moslem????? are you crazy???? Fucking terrorists... if one people you know died in it..:(
im sorry buuuuuut so many peole killes b bush -.- and Buuuush he kill people too but the
people cant do anything against it okay??? Bush is a asshole... and osama and the
terrorists too.... Poor peple poor familypeople...:( good bless america... Sandriiix33 2
years ago Homolessjunkie 2 years ago yes man USA still forever Homolessjunkie 2 years
ago hinatarulez14 2 years ago The Japanese government planned this. hinatarulez14 2
years ago 1976BariESalerno1976 2 years ago Usa And Italy 4 Ever...
1976BariESalerno1976 2 years ago STRSpotter 2 years ago A very very very sad video,
very impressive... R.I.P all victims of this day... Never forget :'( STRSpotter 2 years ago
EngelClaudia1 2 years ago 3 the bastards who did that will stay in hell forever
EngelClaudia1 2 years ago 3 ZachxZero88 2 years ago Some people in the tower survived
right? Like the ones at the bottom of it? ZachxZero88 2 years ago ZachxZero88 2 years
ago Where is the second tower? Did it already fall? ZachxZero88 2 years ago kirapjcoya 2
years ago oh it hurts kirapjcoya 2 years ago memea3 2 years ago WOW!! Impresionante
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video!! de lo ocurrido el 11 de Septiembre del 2001 en el WTC de Nueva York,
MUCHAS FELICIDADES A LAS PERSONAS QUE GRABARON ESTO, y pues que
pena lo ocurrido ni hablar... De verdad THX por el Amazing Video!!! Gracias memea3 2
years ago treetrunkfour 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
OOOOOOOOO YEAAAAAAAAH FUCK AMERICA treetrunkfour 2 years ago
sonicfan23 2 years ago how do people have it in them to say stuff like that. how cruel can
a person be. sonicfan23 2 years ago Greenbunny45 2 years ago I remember when this
happened. I was in school and we weren't able to go out for recess. The whole class was
bummed and the teachers seemed distracted. When I got home I watched it on the news...
emotionless and unbelieving. It was a horrible thing that happened... but how does going
into Iraq help? It just makes them hate us more... Greenbunny45 2 years ago unahtrelook
2 years ago omg that made me cry really bad that was a good video! unahtrelook 2 years
ago Sandriiix33 2 years ago 2 what a terrible day :O I know the story bu still shout OH
MY GOOOOOD:( liiiike the first day..... i cry and cry... cause a familyfreind was
inside..:( and i cant tlk about it Sandriiix33 2 years ago 2 koolkidz83 2 years ago u can talk
about it wit me i wont b mean about it koolkidz83 2 years ago kareem87said5 2 years ago
And what about USA's terrorist attack on Hiroshima? What about American crimes in
Yugoslavia,Iraq,Avganistan,Vie-tnam... kareem87said5 2 years ago ObamaTheSleeperCell
2 years ago Japan attacked first. Hiroshima was a munitions city that produced arms for
the Japanese military. It had LESS population than did Tokyo. But it was such a
laughable attempt by your kind to pit a once enemy now ally just to gain some stupid
sympathy. I also liked the fact that when the WTC was attacked the whole Muslim
world kept pointing out that it was the attempt by former Japanese pilots seeking
revenge. Fucking dolards like you make this world a pitiful place to live you Islamic
BITCH ObamaTheSleeperCell 2 years ago KENA429 2 years ago 911 was a terrible
day.We need an independent investigation in to 911. You tube WTC 7 collapse and it
looks like a controlled demolition. Also there were many reports on that day of huge
explosions inside the building. 19 Arabs with boxcutters didnt do that. We want anwsers.
KENA429 2 years ago cortmusic13 2 years ago WHy would you laugh at this.. this is not
a joke is its serious so many people lost there lives nd america did not have this coming!!!
cortmusic13 2 years ago GnosticNinja 2 years ago Don't waste your time! Watch
September Clues 1-9 & A-H instead. GnosticNinja 2 years ago kareem87said5 2 years
ago show hide What goes around comes around... America deserved that.. kareem87said5
2 years ago 7hollister7 2 years ago your a pig to say that! thousands of people lost their
lives that day!!! people like you make me sick. . . 7hollister7 2 years ago FootyVids11 2
years ago 4 Fuck You Asshole. It doesnt matter what the yanks did but 2,800 innocent
people did not need to or deserve to die. You are a heartless fuckhead. FootyVids11 2
years ago 4 hothotheat3000 2 years ago This is the most terrifying video I've seen of all
the 9/11 videos. I couldn't imagine having that smoke coming at me like this.
hothotheat3000 2 years ago runescapetrainerftw 2 years ago lol runescapetrainerftw 2
years ago levo5656 2 years ago 3 iv never new what really happened =( its so sad
levo5656 2 years ago 3 BUNNYBOTE 2 years ago show hide i know this is very sad but
i couldnt help but laugh when she looks down after the 2nd one collapsed and she says
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what are you doing? You have to run away!! Im sorry... You have to try and find humer
in things like this... BUNNYBOTE 2 years ago lifetaker46 2 years ago 4 your a fucking
dumbass, how the fuck do you find humor in this?? lifetaker46 2 years ago 4 0tbag0 2
years ago merci pour la video moi jsuis franais c dommage jcomprend pas ce que di la
personne qui filme appart que elle pleure quand la tour 1 se casse la gueule. 0tbag0 2
years ago 911insidejob9116 2 years ago CIA executed 9/11 teroracts government and
maisnream media coverup is still standing today. just as they wanted to execute
"operation Northwoods" search in google world trade center 7 (WTC7) collapsed in
11.september at 5:20 pm. WTC7 collapse was controlled demolition. watch "9/11
coincidences part 7" 911insidejob9116 2 years ago cazza4445 2 years ago 2 no-one will
ever forget this day in the rest of time. the muslims hit america where it hurt most.
cazza4445 2 years ago 2 cazza4445 2 years ago wat a bunch of bastards who did that,
how could any1 be so fucking cruel? cazza4445 2 years ago kelscri 2 years ago 3 poor
lady feel sorry for see that on that day if was ther i will be scary like hell kelscri 2 years
ago 3 0tbag0 2 years ago hi i am french its horrible 0tbag0 2 years ago loserhead619 2
years ago type in on youtube browser twin towers on 20 dollar bill if u really want to be
scared loserhead619 2 years ago TheMajorWorks1324 2 years ago show hide I was at
school. I asked to be excused then I went to the toilets and masturbated with joy. I really
hate American pig dogs......blowback in your faces TheMajorWorks1324 2 years ago
xX9CHiNiTO5Xx 2 years ago i was at school when this happend i was looking at the
towers when i saw da plane chrash into the north tower so i told my teacher and she told
the principle and we all went home early from school oh and another thing this was on
the first week of school when the attaks went so i was runnuing home then i heard that
another plane hit so i was mad scared i will never forget 9/11 xX9CHiNiTO5Xx 2 years
ago Hopscottch 2 years ago So many innocent people had died. :[ Hopscottch 2 years ago
sevencoolcomedians 2 years ago I remember that i was 6 and my parents where talking
about the devil in the towers and i was like WTF are they talking about and now i just
find out about the devil in the towers and i was like holly sht sevencoolcomedians 2 years
ago mstamper 2 years ago i saw the destroyed airplane in there mstamper 2 years ago
sonicfan23 2 years ago like were you near the towers? sonicfan23 2 years ago babytk08 2
years ago this hurts...it ain't right...i was only 7 when this happen babytk08 2 years ago
JesusFollowers777 2 years ago why was 9/11 such a beautiful day? not a cloud in the sky
all over america that day. JesusFollowers777 2 years ago wfu864 2 years ago No matter
who you are or where you are from no one should die! And god says love all your
brothers and sisters regardless of skin color and when people say this is what god did to
punish the U.S.A than they need to burn in HELL because you are not a christin! But I
will pray for thoes who think like that because they need help! Oh and I am proud to be
an american where atleast I know I am FREE!!!!!!! wfu864 2 years ago
DoNtBeEfWiThEeF 2 years ago i will never forget that day for the rest of my life!! i can't
imagine the fear that was in the ppls minds before they fell to there death... and the ppl of
new york!! thank you soo... much for postin' the real verdict of that day!! i've watched
others but none compared to yours. may all the innocent ppl that got caught up in this
conflict R.I.P!! DoNtBeEfWiThEeF 2 years ago TheMajorWorks1324 2 years ago show
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hide innocent!!! rubbish!!!!!!. They got what they deserved and i hope it happens again.
Looks like God really hates America. TheMajorWorks1324 2 years ago RyanDUDE10 2
years ago wait wait were the fuck are you from? RyanDUDE10 2 years ago 12yep3412 2
years ago everyone watch JAPAN FIGHTS N.W.O.OTHER COUNTRIES ARE
FOLLOWING. recomended viewing!! the truth is moving people!!! 12yep3412 2 years
ago domephones 2 years ago Praise it be Allah, death to America & it's devils. This was
gods will, humble Americans, but Americans are to spoiled to heed god. domephones 2
years ago TheMajorWorks1324 2 years ago high five dawg TheMajorWorks1324 2 years
ago FMPastorTodd 2 years ago When you stand before Jesus Christ you will wish you
had not said this. Jesus Christ is God, not your allah! FMPastorTodd 2 years ago
Cracksmokinscumbag 2 years ago This is why all of the middle east including women and
children (they hate us too) should be put to death. If you do not think so you should be
given the same choice the people in the world trade center had to make. That choice was
burn to death or try to learn how to fly and jump to your death. Those people were
lucky. They got to make that choice. There were others who were not so lucky and just
died. Thank all of the filthy religions in this world and thank The Koran for the twin
tower mess. Cracksmokinscumbag 2 years ago hamersmashdface1 2 years ago Israel is the
reason many Muslims hate America. Search up AIPAC and "5 dancing Israeli's". These
guys had knowledge of the 9 11 attacks before they happened. hamersmashdface1 2 years
ago kenjill50 2 years ago I think the second plane that hit WTC can be seen on 5:30.. But
I'm not sure if that is the second plane.. kenjill50 2 years ago FamousBaller08 2 years ago
OMG 19:45 and are u in an apartment or a hotel? FamousBaller08 2 years ago
PrinceTimothV 2 years ago R.I.P PrinceTimothV 2 years ago tooolmaniac 2 years ago
motorola, oils companys,weapons manufactories, tv comercials, for the tv news and
more..rise their sales thanks to this tragedy.. The coran got cross for a hispanic guy and
he cross the blue american shield..that way he cross the 11 level geting to 12 level. the
main seed ran as hell then in to the human creation speeding peoples mind so a lot of
people now is left behind an a lot of them had to die tooolmaniac 2 years ago njbhk 2
years ago 19:43 is horrible!! njbhk 2 years ago njbhk 2 years ago Great video..so sad
though. And TheMajorWorks1324, seriously what is wrong with you?! How could you
say that you ignorant sick fuck!!! Maybe you shoulda been one to die asshole!! njbhk 2
years ago Ritzbitz87 2 years ago 3 What a horrible way to set off the new millenium...
Ritzbitz87 2 years ago 3 sk8rgirl12jayne 2 years ago JumpStyleR4ever, I believe he said
"urgh, it's awful", not "ouch.. it's awesome". Somehow, I refuse to believe an American
would say the Twin Towers being attacked was "awesome". To whoever filmed this; well
done for being able to film this - just the noise of the sirens below is completely gutwrenching. I certainly wouldn't of been able to stand and watch, camera in hand. Sleep
well, all victims of 9/11. sk8rgirl12jayne 2 years ago ninja09372 2 years ago hahahaa fuck
amys ninja09372 2 years ago pokm40 2 years ago 2 ¤ø„¸¨°º¤ø„¸¸„ø¤º°¨ ¸„ø¤º°¨ º¤ø„¸
Never ¸„ø¤º°¨ ø¤º°¨ Forget! ``°º¤ø„¸ ¸„ø¤¸„ø¤º°¨¨°º¤ø„¸¨°º¤ø The whole world wont forget
pokm40 2 years ago 2 hijacker520 2 years ago so sad R.I.P hijacker520 2 years ago
hijacker520 2 years ago history wow nice job on filming now everyone knows wat
terrorist can do hijacker520 2 years ago hijacker520 2 years ago wow this is crazy never
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saw real footage SRRY FOR THESE PEOPLE hijacker520 2 years ago renoir160 2 years
ago ¤ø„¸¨°º¤ø„¸¸„ø¤º°¨ ¸„ø¤º°¨ º¤ø„¸ Never ¸„ø¤º°¨ ø¤º°¨ Forget! ``°º¤ø„¸
¸„ø¤¸„ø¤º°¨¨°º¤ø„¸¨°º¤ø The whole world wont forget renoir160 2 years ago
TheMajorWorks1324 2 years ago show hide it is a shame that more ppl were not killed.
lol ;) TheMajorWorks1324 2 years ago liamfitz90 2 years ago 2 what the fucks wrong
with you? liamfitz90 2 years ago 2 TheMajorWorks1324 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam nothing i just think it is a shame that more ppl
were not killed. it would be really funny. these ppl deserved it. TheMajorWorks1324 2
years ago poopielover810 2 years ago wtf is wrong with u? human is human a life is a life
doesnt matter if its american or jewish or arab ... poopielover810 2 years ago
musicfanatic490 2 years ago ur sick musicfanatic490 2 years ago Amiry101 2 years ago
fuck u how about that Amiry101 2 years ago paultmyers 2 years ago Who do you think
you are? paultmyers 2 years ago iqwest77 2 years ago this is an awesome video! thank
you! but why do you say on the secound planeattack "its an military plane"? iqwest77 2
years ago JumpStyleR4ever 2 years ago 20:09 i heard its awesome omfg are this ppl
crazy this is like what ive just heared omfg? crazy americans :\ JumpStyleR4ever 2 years
ago JumpStyleR4ever 2 years ago well 20:00 =| he just said ouch.. its awesome WHAT
THE HACK? JumpStyleR4ever 2 years ago holliey1313 2 years ago it is so sad
holliey1313 2 years ago Prev 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 Next Reply Block User Unblock
User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners
Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode:
Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear
all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active
list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading
playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions
Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27
Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video...
characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments
(47,036) JumpStyleR4ever 2 years ago 20:09 i heard its awesome omfg are this ppl crazy
this is like what ive just heared omfg? crazy americans :\ JumpStyleR4ever 2 years ago
holliey1313 2 years ago it is so sad holliey1313 2 years ago GreenDayLanArmstrong 2
years ago ¤ø„¸¨°º¤ø„¸¸„ø¤º°¨ ¸„ø¤º°¨ º¤ø„¸ Never ¸„ø¤º°¨ ø¤º°¨ Forget! ``°º¤ø„¸
¸„ø¤¸„ø¤º°¨¨°º¤ø„¸¨°º¤ø GreenDayLanArmstrong 2 years ago NuthinLikeAMuffin 2 years
ago R.I.P to all the people who died that day... that is so sad :'[ NuthinLikeAMuffin 2
years ago legomonky 2 years ago they act like nuthing happend theyre like o ya terrorist
attack wut ev im gunna go play halo legomonky 2 years ago b1r9u9c4e 2 years ago Whats
the deal of the flashing light on tower 1 at 7.50 b1r9u9c4e 2 years ago EVHrox456 2 years
ago R.I.P. to all the people who died but not to the jackass's who crashed the plane into
the wtc EVHrox456 2 years ago yowzakid1 2 years ago the wierd thing is they never
found ONE body part of a dead person...all turned into dust...still remember the day. i
was 6 years old in my class room watching it on tv live yowzakid1 2 years ago Ninelon 2
years ago Very sad. Ninelon 2 years ago Jokerz138 2 years ago thats say thousands of
innacent people died that day but think about it 9-11 Jokerz138 2 years ago
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nealblanchard 2 years ago What people need to know about the losers who did this is that
they aren't doing jack shit right now. They're in a dark world of nothingness with no
virgins or whatever the fuck they think they would get. nealblanchard 2 years ago
wootwoot78 2 years ago penis wrinkle wootwoot78 2 years ago RiotRanger 2 years ago
wow that smoke futage near the end was amazing, it would have been interesting to see it
hit the window though, but i guess that would have terrified the woman with her kid
RiotRanger 2 years ago landau100170 2 years ago good ameture coverage landau100170 2
years ago landau100170 2 years ago 2 this is no lie my brother worked on the 40th floor
in tower number 2 he was getting off the subway when the first plane hit he ran all the to
the 59th st bridge looking back watching every thing unfold. landau100170 2 years ago 2
lyle14141414 2 years ago I remeber that day like it was yesterday very sad day for us
Americans lyle14141414 2 years ago darkneji7 2 years ago The fact is THOUSANDS of
people died. Not all of them perhaps were Americans. MAybe there was someone from
the Middle East in that building, or maybe someone from Asia there. The attack may
have served to be a threat to America, but it has affected the families and lives of people
everywhere, not just Americans. Nobody deserved to die that day for that reason.
darkneji7 2 years ago minnie481 2 years ago Al i hear in sirens and OH MY GOD!
minnie481 2 years ago GenericWheaties 2 years ago Americans deserved this it was
justice brought to them in a much larger scale even though i am sorry for those who died I
am not sorry for America because America is a terrorist country them selves because they
bring terror to many country's like Afghanistan. IT was time that America got what they
deserved, other than the innocent people who died. GenericWheaties 2 years ago
MOSKII58 2 years ago "they're attacking the world trade center, not us"... interesting
statement..not correct, but interesting.. MOSKII58 2 years ago lintysheep 2 years ago
wat a glorious day for the iraqi empire lintysheep 2 years ago Marercarer1 2 years ago
Wow... Im soo sorry americans... I remember watching on the news what happend... I
was like WTH happend... Marercarer1 2 years ago pat525b 2 years ago omg R.I.P
pat525b 2 years ago NarutoYugiohEpisodes 2 years ago ya, people say that this was
rigged. The goverment blew it up by putting bombs in the building, think im lying well
how in world would a plane blow 2 buildings. And if u saw the building collapse in fell
inward not all over the place. NarutoYugiohEpisodes 2 years ago BoomBoom2055 2
years
ago
NarutoYugiohEpisodes
This
is
how:
web.
mit.
edu/civenv/wtc/PDFfiles/Chapte-r%20VI%20Materials%20&%20Struc-tures. pdf tms.
org/pubs/journals/JOM/0112/Eag-ar/Eagar-0112.
html
icivilengineer.
com/News/WTC/structure. php BoomBoom2055 2 years ago NathanFornshell 2 years
ago there was more then 1 plane NathanFornshell 2 years ago TheDogRibs 2 years ago
The main girl's commentary sounds like its from The Blair Witch. TheDogRibs 2 years
ago gonzoelrichman 2 years ago !!!BOJ TSINOIZ A SAW 11-9 gonzoelrichman 2 years
ago wwechampion1994 2 years ago Bad World trade center was there only 3 years:(
wwechampion1994 2 years ago GhettoRapper89 2 years ago nah it#s not the longest
vid..the rapper The Game has a vid thats 52 minutes long..type The Game - The
Documentary and u will find it ;) and this video is amazing...nice tribute GhettoRapper89
2 years ago jirooo 2 years ago this is the longest video 27 minuets wow! jirooo 2 years
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ago brian78045 2 years ago Anyone interested in the World Trade Center buildings and
their unexpected collapses go to DNotice (org) and read "Not So Deep Impact" and "If
You Can't Take The Heat, Get Out Of The Kitchen". brian78045 2 years ago hulk43224
2 years ago Oh my god. R.I.P hulk43224 2 years ago sarathkk007 2 years ago This is so
sad.. killing innnocent people for stupid "so called" reasons. Those who died on 9/11
WTC incident, may your soul rest in peace! This is a shocking incident! sarathkk007 2
years ago ontonheinrich 2 years ago 2 i was 9 years old when that happened. I didnt
realize what this meant to the USA, to the world. I didnt even know what the WTC is. I
thought it was the George Washington Monument. Now I am 16 and I understand what
happened that day. Its a strange experience to understand something what happened
when you weren't able to understand it. ontonheinrich 2 years ago 2 Clivef213 2 years
ago Yes it does seem like yesterday this happened but Long live the U.S.A,
PAPD,NYFD and all that good stuff, I am planning to visit the City soon and will visit
Ground Zero!! GOD BLESS AMERICA Clivef213 2 years ago JjOoNnNnYyBb 2 years
ago cant believe this was nearly 7 years ago dont seem like yesterday JjOoNnNnYyBb 2
years ago HUMAED 2 years ago Thank god I was a kid that day :'( HUMAED 2 years
ago cookielee105 2 years ago 3 thank you for poasting this video. cookielee105 2 years
ago 3 Childrenwithguns5000 2 years ago i was at work in the docks in dover when i used
to live in folkstone, england and then one of my colluges walked up to me and said "have
you heard the news!" and i said "what the fuck? you never talk about the news" then he
said two airplanes have hit the trade center Childrenwithguns5000 2 years ago zorak238 2
years ago 3 I remember I was in kindagraten when this happend.I was young and didnt
understand what was happening.I remember drawing a picture the same day of the Wtc
on fire and handing it to my teacher and she almost started to cry. Everyone who dided
on 9/11 may your souls rest in peice. -Alex zorak238 2 years ago 3 chargerguy18 2 years
ago 3 i remember this day like it was yesterday,but it was 7 years ago chargerguy18 2
years ago 3 tomboyluvsyanni9876 2 years ago this is my worst memory from childhood.
i was nine and we weren't allowed to go outside for recess. school didn't tell us anything
and it was so frustrating. i never even saw this much footage. we were so guarded from all
of it. thank you for putting this up. tomboyluvsyanni9876 2 years ago colinlfc 2 years
ago shocking video colinlfc 2 years ago princessxofxangels 2 years ago i remeber this day i
saw this attacks the people was crying and horrible screaming it was horrific and horror
smoke,smog,smithereens tower..:(( some people bleed and faint everywhere was going
ambulance and runnig fire brigade everywhere was lie the rubble princessxofxangels 2
years ago Tobiw94 2 years ago das haben sich die amerikaner sich selbst zuzuschreiben !
Tobiw94 2 years ago kkkeeekkk 2 years ago god kkkeeekkk 2 years ago olympicsaregreat
2 years ago I remember that day really well too. Like it was yesterday. Greatly
appreciate this video tribute. Let no one forget 9/11/01. olympicsaregreat 2 years ago
JustinXXXMcCulleyXXX 2 years ago 2 i remember when this happened i was in 2nd
grade and i got to go home for no reason and i was hyped up cause i didnt know what
happened until my friend told me and i didnt believe him and then my dad told me and i
was watchin it on tv all day Fuck Osoma bin fucking Ladin! JustinXXXMcCulleyXXX 2
years ago 2 tomboyluvsyanni9876 2 years ago the language is not necessary.
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tomboyluvsyanni9876 2 years ago starbrighter 2 years ago It looks like a white christmas
starbrighter 2 years ago KevinThornDarkFan 2 years ago Holy Shit KevinThornDarkFan
2 years ago YoUstuben 2 years ago BRAVO!! But not juish... NEO-ZIONIST
YoUstuben 2 years ago YoUstuben 2 years ago Bush=Sion Bush=guilty YoUstuben 2
years ago filipeq5 2 years ago i´m portuguese. eu estava la dentro filipeq5 2 years ago
wajero 2 years ago 2 l remember this day very well. l was a sophomore in high school and
i was sitting in my first period class when we got the news over the intercom. This day is
something i will share to my children and grandchildren because this day will never be
forgotten!!! wajero 2 years ago 2 CountYourBlessings5 2 years ago WHICH PERSON
HAD FILMED THE MOVIE WITH THE FIREMEN?? I MEAN THE FAMOUS
VIDEO WHEN THE FIRST CRASH HAD BEEN!! AN TERRORIST HAD FILMED
IT OR NOT? WELL... THIS PERSON FILMED DIRECT WHEN THE FIRST CRASH
HAD BEEN THERE!! BUT... whence did he know that? that this had happened? do you
understand what i mean?^^ can anybody give me the answer please...!?
CountYourBlessings5 2 years ago olympicsaregreat 2 years ago 3 Greatly appreciate this
video tribute. Let no one forget 9/11/01. olympicsaregreat 2 years ago 3
XxrememberxmexX 2 years ago Omg, this is just mind blowing.. All of you out there that
just HATE us! UGH...This isn;t about racist acts now >:O This is about life and death
humanity losing families rights and LIVES HERE! THERES NOTHING FREAKING
FUNNY GOING ON HERE! XxrememberxmexX 2 years ago shaunfleury 2 years ago
effin ragheads what did we do to them shaunfleury 2 years ago TheGreyDaisy 2 years
ago show hide im jealous.. i wanted to be there when it happened... :/ TheGreyDaisy 2
years ago accersitusmaximus 2 years ago 9/11 was a staged war pretext no different then
the sinking of the Lusitania, the provoking of Pearl Harbor and the Gulf of Tonkin Lie. It
has been used to launch two unprovoked illegal wars. One against Iraq and one against
Afghanistan. watch?v=YeYn82j8Ycw accersitusmaximus 2 years ago yargh123 2 years
ago finaly one who agrees with me... yargh123 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago there's
lots of us who do, in fact it's growing all the time aykaymusic 2 years ago
sunshineanddinosaurs 2 years ago Don't quote a movie word for word. Watch both sides
of the story and then formulate your opinion. You're no better than the people who claim
it was all the doing of Islamic terrorists. sunshineanddinosaurs 2 years ago
accersitusmaximus 2 years ago Pointless reply. Sense when can't you quote a video? Then
what can you quote? I also referenced the video that was quoted. But to be correct, I
quoted Peter Joseph and not the video in itself. accersitusmaximus 2 years ago m3llym00
2 years ago I CAME m3llym00 2 years ago Lelex29 2 years ago it's a helicopter Lelex29 2
years ago jumpingjacker1 2 years ago at 11:50-11:58 -20:33 whats in the air?
jumpingjacker1 2 years ago Goldegold 2 years ago exactly! Goldegold 2 years ago
aykaymusic 2 years ago It's a FACT that FBI field agents knew about the planned attack
It's a FACT that Bush knew about the planned attack It's a FACT that Dave Frasca
obstructed investigations So where's the conspiracy? aykaymusic 2 years ago JanTurelur
2 years ago Was war an dem Tag so traurig? Die amis hätten die nwo ohnehin
durchgezogen. Find ich eher sehr lustig wenn amis sich deshalb selbst sprengen. In
Madrid und London hat die cia und der mossad ja ähnlich gehandelt. Im übrigen ist es eine
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Heuchelei an dem Tag auf den Trauerbefehl der amis rumzuheulen wo doch JEDEN TAG
in der "Dritten Welt" ein Vielfaches an Menschen stirbt und das aufgrund unseres
westlichen Lebensstils. Hoffe eine grosse Flutwelle spült die gesammten usa in's Meer.
Witzig wär's. JanTurelur 2 years ago ontonheinrich 2 years ago Kollege... Wenn die
gesamte USA "in's Meer gespült" werden würde, wäre das 10mal schlimmer als ne
Weltwirtschaftskrise (siehe 1920er Jahre) Die ganze Wirtschaft würde zusammenbrechen
wie son Kartenhaus, keiner würde verschont bleiben Und ob Menschen durch natürliche
Gegebenheiten sterben oder ERMORDET werden is ein gewaltiger Unterschied!!
ontonheinrich 2 years ago JanTurelur 2 years ago "Gehts der Wirtschaft gut gehts uns
allen gut." Gell? Was Blödsinn! Im übrigen ERMORDET unser westlicher Lebensstil
täglich Abertausende aber das siehst du wohl nicht in den offiziellen Medien. Ich wünsche
den amis jedenfalls weiterhin ein paar hübsche Überschwemmungen und so. JanTurelur 2
years ago ontonheinrich 2 years ago Wann gehts dir dann gut? Ob's dir gut geht is immer
von der Wirtschaft abhängig irgendwann. Und wir "ermorden" die Afrikaner z.B. indem
wir hunderte Hilfprojekte am Laufen haben, indem wir finanzielle Hilfe leisten? Wenn du
so denkst dann müsstest du die Chinesen hassen wie die Pest. Bei denen is der Gegensatz
USA-Afrika in ein und dem selben Land Oo Ohne die USA und Europa würde es den
Entwicklungsländern noch viel schlechter gehen... ontonheinrich 2 years ago JanTurelur 2
years ago 2 Du redest Wirres! Bist du n ami? JanTurelur 2 years ago 2 Kay1988SN 2
years ago Cool n Deutscher! Kay1988SN 2 years ago JanTurelur 2 years ago Fast. Ich
kann in Schluchten scheissen. JanTurelur 2 years ago fordeye2 2 years ago why did you
cry? did some of your friends die? awesome video. who believes ''evil faces''? they don't
even look like faces. fordeye2 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Guys, Bush thought it
was funny. He had 3,000 people murdered and got away with it. Now he has all kinds of
idiots on here defending him because they can't believe a government could ever kill it's
own people. Look at Cheney wanting to kill Navy personnel last week, Operation
Northwoods in '62, Operation Tonkin. Open your eyes. aykaymusic 2 years ago
BlackReporter 2 years ago that music in the background is so erie. BlackReporter 2 years
ago lourg 2 years ago 21 year old Candis was on that plane, the first one. RIP lourg 2
years ago hollydrew010690 2 years ago i want to know why yousuk222 thinks this is
funny it isnt! tounsands of people died from this terrible crash! me and my motghr
wached this and my mother started to cry because her friends dad was in the building!!!
IT ISNT FUNNY! hollydrew010690 2 years ago MisterMicool 2 years ago i was at the
basement of the tower.. man i was scared.. MisterMicool 2 years ago mattd333 2 years
ago bullshit mattd333 2 years ago yousuk222 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam LOL THAT WAS FUNNY yousuk222 2 years ago Cobraxx117 2
years ago How the HELL was that funny? Cobraxx117 2 years ago 9phoenix7 2 years ago
this is serious we lost alot of people that day its not funny at all! 9phoenix7 2 years ago
9phoenix7 2 years ago hows is that funny? this is serious!and god bless america
9phoenix7 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago No wreckage on lawn at Pentagon
watch?v=mcWT2lQszEE&feature=re-lated
No
plane
at
Pentagon
watch?v=paWiZ2Y8fRg&feature=re-lated FBI blocked investigations into suspected
terrorists before 9/11 watch?v=pGAiyJ_l2a8&feature=re-lated Plenty more info available
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aykaymusic 2 years ago pigeonshouse 2 years ago Your orig comment was 'Bush stopped
the FBI investigating 9/11 in Aug 2001' which is what I was getting at. Looking at the last
video, I'm really not surprised the FBI didn't take seriously a translator who apparently
privately interviewed someone where they told them they were going to fly planes in to a
building. It's be like me telling my local policeman that the sky is falling. My assertion
still stands that the FBI don't have power to investigate such things in any case. Not
'blocked'. pigeonshouse 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Have a look at the FBI
website and they list their priorities. Our Priorities In executing the following priorities,
we will produce and use intelligence to protect the nation from threats and to bring to
justice those who violate the law. 1. Protect the United States from terrorist attack.
'Produce and use intelligence' aykaymusic 2 years ago pigeonshouse 2 years ago and I'm
well aware that there's evidence that people in various FBI agencies across the US raised
suspicions that this was going to happen but I suspect it didn't seem like a credible threat
at the time, crazy people often make threats that aren't carried out. It's horrible, but it's a
fact of life - government departments have finite resources and unfortunately human error
can go both ways. Imagine if they'd been arrested though - they'd be released straight
away by the bleeding hearts crowd. pigeonshouse 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago
The Presidential Daily Briefing on Aug 6th told Bush that Bin Laden was determined to
attack, and that the FBI had their eyes on extremists in flying schools who were talking
about hijackings, and were surveilling 'Federal buildings in New York' aykaymusic 2 years
ago nitrojohnny25 2 years ago 3 thats horrible nitrojohnny25 2 years ago 3 nitrojohnny25
2 years ago what does she mean buy military plane nitrojohnny25 2 years ago
Supercheets 2 years ago She thought it looked like a military plane. Supercheets 2 years
ago madmick080808 2 years ago how are the people so calm watching it...they are just
just doing calm commentry on people been killed in front of them .sick fuckers
madmick080808 2 years ago madmick080808 2 years ago all this happened because of
bush madmick080808 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Bush stopped the FBI
investigating aykaymusic 2 years ago sammysyrett 2 years ago 3.35 into the film ,whats
on the courner collom of the trade center? like park is buckled, do you know what i
mean?? sammysyrett 2 years ago xbabyj5678x 2 years ago i remember 9/11 watching it on
tv it was pretty scary xbabyj5678x 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Thick bastard
aykaymusic 2 years ago pigeonshouse 2 years ago Please respond coherently.
pigeonshouse 2 years ago pigeonshouse 2 years ago Please respond coherently within 0
seconds otherwise you're an idiot by your own logic..... pigeonshouse 2 years ago
aykaymusic 2 years ago The FBI knew in August it was going to happen Bush knew in
August it was going to happen The FBI were blocked from investigating Who can tell me
why? aykaymusic 2 years ago pigeonshouse 2 years ago The FBI don't investigate things
like that. They weren't 'blocked'. The FBI investigate things that have happened.
Investigations in to things that might happen at some point or 'could have happened' are
the job of intelligence services. Stop watching the 'X-Files'. This was the point I was
trying to make in the first place but you were so caught up in your CT-er's cloak that you
failed to acknowledge that... didn't you? I gave you 0 seconds to reply therefore you're a
liar by CT'ers logic. pigeonshouse 2 years ago appldknwldge 2 years ago What were those
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flashes of light a 7:53-8:00. Looked like small explosions. appldknwldge 2 years ago
phoosc25 2 years ago does anyone here know that there was ELECTRICITY in the
WTC? those explosions could be circuits burning or breaking or anything electrical. to say
its an inside job is a dis-service to our country and the people that died. it will NEVER be
proven and people that arent loons will NEVER believe it. GIVE IT UP. phoosc25 2
years ago appldknwldge 2 years ago You are probably one of the Patriots who voted for
Bush. I am surprised you people are still willing to come out.... You're calling someone
loon? You sheeple need to GIVE IT UP! appldknwldge 2 years ago BoomBoom2055 2
years ago Nope, I sure didn't vote for that dunce. Yes, I'm calling someone a loon.
BoomBoom2055 2 years ago appldknwldge 2 years ago A loon is a person who doesn't
ask questions and accepts authority. appldknwldge 2 years ago BoomBoom2055 2 years
ago appldknwldge Well then, that means I'm NO LOON. But a loon is a person that
believes in the fairytale there are people, shills, here hired by the govt to spread disinfo.
THAT's looney. BoomBoom2055 2 years ago appldknwldge 2 years ago I don't believe
in any of these theories but I'm not bothered by them either. So all of you are a bit loony
from my perspective. Every body is trying to shut everybody else up. Freedom of
Speech is the most powerful of our Rights. The second most important is the 2nd
Amendment. The first is protected by the second! appldknwldge 2 years ago
BoomBoom2055 2 years ago BY the way a loon is also an inside job Cter that repeatedly
posts music videos as supposed evidence then denies doing it. BoomBoom2055 2 years
ago appldknwldge 2 years ago I don't get it? What's your beef? You want to censor these
people? Do you have a better theory or idea? Then share it, instead of pissing on
everyone with whom you think you disagree. BTW, calling people loons, only speaks to
your character and disposition. It says nothing about them. Loon Loon Loony loon.... So
what. appldknwldge 2 years ago BoomBoom2055 2 years ago appldknwldge It's called
preserving the truth and correcting inaccuracies. I don't want to censor people. I know
what happened, and I've shared it many times here. Please don't assume I haven't. Some
of these people I've dealt with on an ongoing basis are fruitloops in search of a bowl of
milk. BoomBoom2055 2 years ago phoosc25 2 years ago just because I condemn people
that do not believe terrorists committed this act does not mean I am a Bush supporter. I
did not vote for Bush, no, and I do not support him. How does this have to do with
supporting or not supporting Bush. LOON liberals like to take something else to explain
another thing. kinda sad bro. phoosc25 2 years ago appldknwldge 2 years ago No, It
doesn't have to mean that you support Bush. But I know you do/did. The 9/11
movement is not a liberal movement. I was an Obama supporter now I support Ron Paul.
I only support the Constitution. The fact that you use the term "Liberal" tells me you are
clearly not a conservative but a Bush Supporter. appldknwldge 2 years ago appldknwldge
2 years ago Who said terrorists didn't commit the act?????????? We only disagree about
who these terrorist could have been. appldknwldge 2 years ago appldknwldge 2 years ago
BTW, I'm not a liberal or a conservative. This slave has no master. :) I am in the same
party with any free thinking individual who wants less fed government, more privacy, no
fed taxes, no fed reserve.. Less corporate media. What party is that???? I guess in the
context of what we have today that fucking makes me a loon. :) I'm glad to be one.
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appldknwldge 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago The previous attempt by Al Qaeda to
fly a plane into a US building aykaymusic 2 years ago pigeonshouse 2 years ago Well, if
they investigated that crime that was going to happen (even though it didn't), then surely
they would be in a position to be able to investigate this crime that was 'about to
happen'..? Oh, and the FBI have nothing to do with the US government. They are the
equivalent of our 'New Scotland Yard' - they have nothing to do with the government.
Stop posting things here that you want people to believe are fact that have nothing to do
with anything. You've shot yourself in the foot here. pigeonshouse 2 years ago
aykaymusic 2 years ago Are you fucking thick or just pretending to be? aykaymusic 2
years ago pigeonshouse 2 years ago I gave you 0 seconds to reply, by your own
patheticness that determines me to be right, doesn't it? pigeonshouse 2 years ago
aykaymusic 2 years ago Look up the word research aykaymusic 2 years ago pur3pk3s 2
years ago one word:manbearpig pur3pk3s 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Prick
aykaymusic 2 years ago pigeonshouse 2 years ago What is it with you truthers? I've only
just received your reply. I'm sorry I didn't constantly monitor my e-mail every second
like the sad twat that you obviously are... The FBI has nothing to do with it. What the
hell are you going on about? The F....B...I... doesn't... investigate.... things.... that...
haven't..... happened.... end.... of..... pigeonshouse 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago
Do some research shit for brains and don't comment on things you know fuck all about
aykaymusic 2 years ago pigeonshouse 2 years ago I'm sorry, but viewing stupid
documentaries such as 'loose change' made by children 'Zeitgeist' made my a religious nut
and 'in plane sight' which was made by an absolute lunatic and has been discredited (by all
but the most lunatic of conspiracy theorists) does not constitute as 'research'.
pigeonshouse 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago You don't half make a lot of
assumptions, if that's not the sign of childishness I don't know what is. You have made
the most stupid comment I've ever seen on here- The F....B...I... doesn't... investigate....
things.... that... haven't..... happened.... end.... of..... Come back when you grow up sonny
aykaymusic 2 years ago pigeonshouse 2 years ago Please give me an example where the
FBI have investigated something that hasn't even happened yet. The handicap is that you
cannot come up with something that came from the plot of the film 'Minority Report'.
pigeonshouse 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Can't answer can you? aykaymusic 2
years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago I don't support murderers whatever guise they come
in. aykaymusic 2 years ago backlikevertabrae 2 years ago 2 America has killed more
civilians in Iraq than the total number of deaths from 9/11. And by civilians I mean
innocent women and children. backlikevertabrae 2 years ago 2 InnateFlame 2 years ago
stfu u haven't been to iraqi all u do is watch TV i have been there. There is kids with ak's
under there clothes and there is women who where c4 charges on them... Instead of calling
us killers just think if they attacked again... wat will we do just sit there and not do
nothing... uhhh wise my brothers are dying i support the troops i have doubts but i do
my job to the best of my abality?? u can call me a killer... but in the long run i'm NOT!!
InnateFlame 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago 2 I love American people I hate the
Nazis who are running it and it'll get worse if McCain gets in Bush & Cheney are corrupt
Bush stopped the FBI investigating 9/11 in Aug 2001 Cheney wants Navy Seals to kill
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US Navy personnel It stinks aykaymusic 2 years ago 2 pigeonshouse 2 years ago Err..
slight anachronism there (look up the word 'Anachronism') How can anyone stop an
investigation in to the event before the event happened? Please truthers - stop talking
nonsense. Please... I have no idea what mind altering drugs you are all on but it seems that
you are all illiterate as well, stop talking BS and seek help!!!!! pigeonshouse 2 years ago
aykaymusic 2 years ago Cheeky twat The FBI knew it was planned The FBI weren't
allowed to investigate Who do you think stopped them? Dickhead aykaymusic 2 years
ago vdasdny 2 years ago In politics, nothing happens by accident. If it happened, you can
bet it was planned that way. Franklin D. Roosevelt 9/11 WAS A INSIDE JOB vdasdny 2
years ago EwkRocks 2 years ago I"m giving these people who filmed this credit. It was a
day that's hard to watch, but they show it to us. Five Stars, but no matter what, R.I.P
World Trade Center and it's victims, we will never forget you! EwkRocks 2 years ago
apex157x 2 years ago yea the god dame police did what bin laden wonted them to do god
dam jewel kilcher god dam nancy gracy god dam pink god dam tom cruise god dam amy
lee god dam britney speers god dam kelly clarkson amen amen 9/11 = lying whores.
apex157x 2 years ago EwkRocks 2 years ago OK! THAT TEARS IT! IF you hate the
USA, this IS NOT THE VIDEO TO SAY IT ON! Around 3000 people died and all some
of you say is: AMERICA SUCKS! WELL AMERICA ROCKS! USA FORVER!
EwkRocks 2 years ago Yanksfan540 2 years ago you people really disgust me.. It's one
thing to hate a country, but another to say go terrorist after you watch thousands of
people die. I don't care what your religion is, innate moral judgment would tell anyone
that those acts were wrong. I feel bad for whatever area you were raised in because it
really fucked you up. Yanksfan540 2 years ago SoccerSwede7 2 years ago BOOM!
bombs planted in the building by the us government. and this is coming from a patriot
himself. Watch Loose change. that building could not have come down like that from jet
fuel. SoccerSwede7 2 years ago herolll22 2 years ago goo terrorist!! herolll22 2 years ago
gabbadboy 2 years ago FUCK USA! gabbadboy 2 years ago phoosc25 2 years ago better
be careful. We Americans might push your shit in if you say that too loud. Fuckin
asshole. Go ahead and say it on a message board where its safe. Coward phoosc25 2
years ago bruttomesso 2 years ago You didn't filmed nothing bruttomesso 2 years ago
SoccerSwede7 2 years ago and you cant speed english SoccerSwede7 2 years ago
bruttomesso 2 years ago I know a little, I'm brazilian bruttomesso 2 years ago 0aggaga0 2
years ago AAAAHAHAHAHAHA!!! Now that's my favorite show!! NOW BOW TO
YOUR SCALY GREEN SUPERIOR AND SUCK HIS FAT GREEN COCK YOU
DUMB HAPHAZARDLY EVOLVED DUNG APES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0aggaga0 2 years ago
Turkeltun 2 years ago wtf ur a human too dumbass Turkeltun 2 years ago slimjunks 2
years ago has anybody counted how many times that chicks said "oh my god!!!"? like
god is gonna come save the day, wtf... and why is EVERYTHING edited? slimjunks 2
years ago JanTurelur 2 years ago Am 11. September ist das WTC umgefallen, weil George
W. Bush dagegen getreten hat. Seitdem steht es nichtmehr. JanTurelur 2 years ago
truffers2012 2 years ago if the NASA can't even edit the strings on the moon astronauts
properly, ...and they feed us these stupid red images of mars, telling us mars has no blue
sky... . ... you better believe it.... this transmission is coming for you. . i'll take it to my
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grave... they fucked my virginity on 9/11. truffers2012 2 years ago fuzzytrick 2 years ago
dute fa dracu si te culca... fuzzytrick 2 years ago airwolf619 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Now you can see how real it was! airwolf619 2
years
ago
dnadsz000
2
years
ago
stupid
fulls
RRRRRRRRRUUUUUUUUUUNNNNNNNNNNN-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! dnadsz000 2
years ago sunshineanddinosaurs 2 years ago All I can say for myself is go watch
Zeitgeist. Maybe not all of it's true. But it does point out major flaws in the governments
explanation for the "pancake effect". sunshineanddinosaurs 2 years ago BoomBoom2055
2 years ago Zeitgeist? If I want to see a fictional disaster movie I'll watch, "WaterWorld".
BoomBoom2055 2 years ago sunshineanddinosaurs 2 years ago Yet you watch CNN.
Ignorance at it's best. sunshineanddinosaurs 2 years ago BoomBoom2055 2 years ago 2
Whats wrong with CNN? I get my info from a myriad of sources. When it comes to me, I
urge you not to assume ANYTHING. I'm full of surprises. NOt by design, but just by
being me. BoomBoom2055 2 years ago 2 moparmonster1965 2 years ago Agreed. I watch
CNN, MSNBC, HLN, and sometimes BBC. moparmonster1965 2 years ago
sunshineanddinosaurs 2 years ago CNN is the most biased media outlet in north america.
They cover one side of the story and one side only. Not to mention the blatent
censorship. All you hear about is the heroes that are the american soldiers. Patriotism
does not belong in news reports. Remembrance sure, if no problem with. But glorifying a
self generating war is state run media at it's best. sunshineanddinosaurs 2 years ago
sunshineanddinosaurs 2 years ago I have no problem with. sunshineanddinosaurs 2 years
ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Including Fox? aykaymusic 2 years ago
sunshineanddinosaurs 2 years ago I've only seen local stuff from seattle. But it's all the
same when it comes to "the war on terror". sunshineanddinosaurs 2 years ago
aykaymusic 2 years ago Has anybody ever exposed the FBI cover up? aykaymusic 2
years ago BoomBoom2055 2 years ago aykaymusic Has anybody ever exposed the FBI
cover up? <<<<<<<<< What music video will you post for that? BoomBoom2055 2
years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago your lies won't wear me down. I don't care what part
of the government you're from I've got all the evidence I need. aykaymusic 2 years ago
BoomBoom2055 2 years ago aykaymusic What lies? Prove it. Evidence? You've got
music videos, Court Jester. BoomBoom2055 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Haha
you're just acting like a spoilt schoolgirl who can't get her way. 5 people have seen that
video and confirmed it wasn't a music vid. Get your pc looked at or stop lying.
aykaymusic 2 years ago BoomBoom2055 2 years ago aykaymusic You're the one posting
music videos as supposed evidence. YOU are the one lying. MY PC"s fine.
BoomBoom2055 2 years ago BoomBoom2055 2 years ago sunshineanddinosaurs You're
assuming, again. Truffiies are excellent at that. We hear about more than that. We hear
about the the good, the bad and the ugly aspects of it. And I happen to watch BBC when
I can catch it. BoomBoom2055 2 years ago sunshineanddinosaurs 2 years ago I don't
know about you. But I feel Nancy Greene is a huge waste of air time. An hour and half
about some little girl that went missing? Tragic, but do you honestly think it's worth the
time it's getting? Kind of blinding no? They're distracting you from what's actually
important. There are obviously acceptions. But you cannot deny the bias, or censorship
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for that matter. sunshineanddinosaurs 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago I'm in the UK,
you've probably got a wider choice of crap tv than us. Ours is bad enough. aykaymusic 2
years ago BoomBoom2055 2 years ago WTC 7 implosionworld. com/ArticleWTC%20STUDY%208-06-%20w%20clarif%20as%20of%209-8--06%20.
pdf
structuremag.
org/Archives/2007-11/SF-WTC7-G-ilsanz-Nov07.
pdf
Nigrofireengineering. com/articles/article_display. html?id=158400 911guide. googlepages.
com/danielnigro BoomBoom2055 2 years ago sunshineanddinosaurs 2 years ago Jet fuel
burns at 1500 farenheit. The temperature for the support spine of the building to fail
would have to reach 2500. How about building seven? Open your fucking eyes. Do you
honestly think a man in the mountains of afghanistan could plot the most spohisticated
attack on american soil ever seen? sunshineanddinosaurs 2 years ago chemromance99 2
years ago Are u saying that because he was from afghanistan he wasnt smart enought to
come up with that type of plan. Where u are from doesnt affect how smart u are. By the
way u spelled sophisticated wrong. chemromance99 2 years ago sunshineanddinosaurs 2
years ago Not at all. He's actually a civil engineer. The fact is, 911 is full of deception and
lies. How come no one is talking about WTC 7? This is when the shit truly hits the fan.
The 911 commision report left it out entirely. Strange don't you think? I'm not crying
conspiracy, however do you honestly think your government is telling you the whole
truth? And I apologive for mixing up my 'o' with a 'p'. sunshineanddinosaurs 2 years ago
BoomBoom2055 2 years ago MOhammad Atta was a civil engineer working on a PHd
when he left to pursue a life of radical Islam. The 9/11 Commission exposed there was no
link from 9/11 to then Iraq. They also exposed that the FBI and CIA (and other
interagentcies) weren't working together or sharing intel. But then the US govt excels at
incompetence. BoomBoom2055 2 years ago sunshineanddinosaurs 2 years ago Fuck me.
Did you also know that not one of the highjacked planes was intercepted by NORAD.
The government just happened to be 9 highjacking exercises on the same day! NORAD
has a 100% accuracy rate yet on september 11th 4 planes slipped through. They were so
confused they couldn't tell which one was real! Are you telling me this is all a
couincidence? sunshineanddinosaurs 2 years ago BoomBoom2055 2 years ago That;s not
surprising since they have to have the FAA notify them they need an intercept. Boston
aircontroller was delayed in telling their super, who has to call the FAA super who in
turn calls the military contact & it goes on from there. The Payne incident took 90min so
I've read. Besides there were 4000 aircraft in the iar in that region at the time. They had
no idea how many had been taken. It's the job for the FAA to notify the military to beign
with. BoomBoom2055 2 years ago BoomBoom2055 2 years ago As for the offer. Fuck
NO. I'm taken and celebrating my 21st anniversary tomorrow, thanks! BoomBoom2055 2
years ago chemromance99 2 years ago I agree, I know they arent telling the whole truth. It
sucks that we cant trust our own government chemromance99 2 years ago
BoomBoom2055 2 years ago sunshineanddinosaurs "Steel loses about 50 percent of its
strength at 1100°F," notes senior engineer Farid Alfawak-hiri of the American Institute of
Steel Construction. "And at 1800° it is probably at less than 10 percent."
BoomBoom2055 2 years ago BoomBoom2055 2 years ago "I have never seen melted steel
in a building fire," says retired New York deputy fire chief Vincent Dunn, author of The
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Collapse Of Burning Buildings: A Guide To Fireground Safety. "But I've seen a lot of
twisted, warped, bent and sagging steel. What happens is that the steel tries to expand at
both ends, but when it can no longer expand, it sags and the surrounding concrete cracks."
BoomBoom2055 2 years ago moparmonster1965 2 years ago Yes, because he took credit
for it. moparmonster1965 2 years ago truffers2012 2 years ago @moparmonster1965
...no evidence. just like 9/11. let's make evidence, and compare it to nist. put it on the
table. truffers2012 2 years ago moparmonster1965 2 years ago Let's see it then. If it's
true, I'll agree and call him a war criminal. You don't know me, but be well aware that I'm
no apologist for Israel. moparmonster1965 2 years ago Truth666 2 years ago How
completely do they fool you? Just Google any of these and Matt Marriott Lottery ISS
BECAUSE the TRUTH is NEVER TOO HORRIBLE, even if YOU, the sheep, realize it
only INSIDE the slaughterhouse. 9/11 FULL STORY was exposed worldwide first long
ago. From TV Fakery (no planes) to mini H bombs upwards directed, how Barbara Olson
was murdered immediately after Massood, how Lisa Beamer was fooled, why the
Pentagon and WTC7 were in the script, etc. Google: 9/11 for dummies Matt Marriott
Truth666 2 years ago moparmonster1965 2 years ago YAWN Another conspiracy
theorist screaming for attention. moparmonster1965 2 years ago breaknshatter 2 years
ago Bin Laden attacked America killing 3,000 and is demonized yet Truman the president
who dropped the A bombs in Hiroshima and Nagasaki killed hundreds of thousands of
innocent Japanese had no charges or Ariel Sharon "The Butcher of Beirut" who killed
thousands of Palestinians/Lebansese has not been charged of crimes against humanity.
Justice is all a lot of people are looking for be it a Muslim, Jew, Christian or whatever.
breaknshatter 2 years ago moparmonster1965 2 years ago Your comparisons hold no
water because they are all completely different. The attack on the WTC by terrorist
forces was unprovoked. They attacked a purely civilian target, killing only to kill. The
military warned the Japanese to give up several times before Hiroshima was bombed,
didn't they? When they continued to fight, Nagasaki was bombed and hostilities ceased,
didn't they? moparmonster1965 2 years ago breaknshatter 2 years ago Not provoked,
you call 500,000+ deaths no reason to stand up to someone. Muslims do not see things
according to nationality but rather they feel for other Muslims so Palestine is definitely a
reason to stand up to oppressors. How bout the fact that America shot cruise missiles in
Sudan and Afghanistan in 1998. America in those cruise missile attacks hit a
pharamaceutical plant killing innocent Sudanese citizens. They knew they were at war
then, they just took Bin Laden's threats lightly. breaknshatter 2 years ago
moparmonster1965 2 years ago I still see no citations for the alleged 500,000 dead. As far
as missles in 1998, I would assume those were to enforce the no-fly zone that Iraq was
determined to defy. moparmonster1965 2 years ago moparmonster1965 2 years ago
There's no evidence that Sharon ordered the Phalanges to kill the 3,500 Palestinian
civilians, but if it's proved that he did, he most certainly should stand trial. That civilians
die in war in unavoidable, but when it's intentional, it's reprehensible, be it by a Jew,
Christian, or Muslim. moparmonster1965 2 years ago breaknshatter 2 years ago That's
my point, when i say collateral damage i do it to get the attention of some to see how it
feels to have a father, mother, brother, sister etc. to be called collateral damage to see how
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Americans feel when they are the ones who get to be called collateral damage. Collateral
damage should not exist, one collateral damage death is too many. There is also no
evidence linking Bin Laden to 9/11. That is why on the FBI list he is not indicted for
9/11. breaknshatter 2 years ago moparmonster1965 2 years ago In one post, you say
there's no proof of Bin Laden's involvement in 9/11 (he took credit for it, remember?), and
then in another, you say that we took his threats lightly. Which is it? I agree about
collateral damage, but you're also saying that two wrongs make a right.
moparmonster1965 2 years ago breaknshatter 2 years ago My point is that Bin Laden
probably was behind 9/11 just as Sharon was behind killing Palestinians but there is no
clear cut evidence linking Bin Laden to 9/11. As far as the video, the CIA could easily
have remade a video just look at the December 2001 video its all distorted, Bin Laden
looks like he got a lot darker and fatter. breaknshatter 2 years ago moparmonster1965 2
years ago He denied it for months and then admitted it in either December or January, I
believe. He wouldn't have taken credit for it if he hadn't done it, would he?
moparmonster1965 2 years ago vlakamalaka93 2 years ago right you are, my friend. in
pontus, hundreds of thousands of pontic greeks were massacred by turks. so were
armenians. the turks still do not admit to their atrocities vlakamalaka93 2 years ago
fross21 2 years ago This is so sad, i was 15 yrs old when it happen and i was getting
registered into high school. It all seems like yesterday very sad :-( for everyone but
mainly i think it was bad for those who were on the Planes even the little kids Jesus b
with us all. We want to live in Peace!!!!! fross21 2 years ago Cerberus664 2 years ago I
dont really give a shit how big a monster the US is, they had no right to crash jets full of
innocent people into buildings full of more innocent people. We dont go into the middle
east and start mowing down anything that moves. We went into Iraq to get Saddam, we
GOT him. All we want is the assholes that made this happen, end of story. Iraq was a
sideorder. You wanna know who's killing more M. Eastern civilians? Terrorists. They do
nothing but hide and use roadside bombs and suicide tactics. Cerberus664 2 years ago
shadynature 2 years ago i hate to diss but .. shes in new york and asks her friend "what
building is that?" footage would have been alot better if it had the planes hitting.
shadynature 2 years ago jayceontaylor7 2 years ago i was in it jayceontaylor7 2 years ago
aykaymusic 2 years ago What are your feelings about the fact your President could have
stopped it? aykaymusic 2 years ago butterflybabyangel 2 years ago I think we all
remember where we were that day, where we were standing as those planes hit..I was
only 18 and I was soo fearfull of life after that..The pain that gives me everytime I watch
it..Its horrible and theres nothing we could do to stop it..just stand there looking
helpless..My they all rest in peace.. butterflybabyangel 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years
ago Your President could have stopped it but the FBI were blocked from investigating
People are still dying because of 9/11 May they all R.I.P. aykaymusic 2 years ago
alphasmokey 2 years ago i remember that i was celebrating, shortly after this event with
my muslim brothers. alphasmokey 2 years ago moparmonster1965 2 years ago And that's
why you'll go to hell when you die. moparmonster1965 2 years ago dracknlrrd 2 years
ago i was at home playing games :/ im just looking for video to use in a you tube poop =D
dracknlrrd 2 years ago Coventrey 2 years ago what the fuck music is playing in the
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background in the beginning???????? "this old man"?? little child or not, that's creepy as
hell.. Coventrey 2 years ago somerandomdude11 2 years ago i remember that day it was
on the news so much it sucked somerandomdude11 2 years ago ilomilo24 2 years ago oh
my god ilomilo24 2 years ago bunnygirl7251995 2 years ago Yeah, I'm Christain and i
only crave blood occationally, usually i just want apple juice. Im mean dont get me
wrong, i love blood... bunnygirl7251995 2 years ago sEtt87 2 years ago Estoy
tremendamente afectado despues de ver este video...es increible como se vive todo desde
ese ventana.Nosotros aqui en madrid (España) tambien sufrimos el atentado mas fuerte en
nuetro pais con 200 muertos en 11 de Marzo por los terroristas de Alcaeda asi que me
solidarizo con todas las personas que se vieron afectadas en ese atentado y a todo nueva
york...KISSES FROM MADRID sEtt87 2 years ago breaknshatter 2 years ago The
innocent people killed were collateral damage as U.S. and Israel put it when they wipe
out innocent civilians. The 9/11 military operation targeted militants (U.S. govt officials)
and financers (corporations) who sponsored terrorism. Also b/c America is a
"democracy" the people are just as responsible as the govt. The people pay taxes which
fund the U.S. war machine. We the people need to change our policies and administration
otherwise more 9/11's will occur with justification. breaknshatter 2 years ago
breaknshatter 2 years ago 9/11 was a military operation not a terrorist attack as Bin
Laden issued a fatwa declaring war on America in 1996. If U.S. administrators were
unaware they were at war or just took Bin Laden's threats lightly then shame on them.
This was Al Qaeda expressing their foreign policy on state sponsored terrorism. Ex. U.S.
supporting Israel with arms and money which they use to oppress Palestinians and U.S.
spearheading sanctions on Iraq which lead to 500,000+ innocent Iraqi deaths
breaknshatter 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago 9/11 was Al Qaeda attacking American
targets as you point out, but it was also about Bush helping them to do it. aykaymusic 2
years ago moparmonster1965 2 years ago Al Qaeda doesn't have a home country or a
standing military which, by definition, makes them a terrorist group. They can't sustain a
true war, which reduces them to cowardly acts like attacking civilian targets when they
can't reach a military one. And this can't be classified as a military mission for the above
reasons. moparmonster1965 2 years ago breaknshatter 2 years ago So if you are a country
and have a military you get the green light to do horrible acts such as the U.S. illegally
invading Iraq in 03, putting sanctions on Iraq after the Gulf War which lead to 500,000+
innocent civilian deaths, and supporting Israel in their apartheid and with arms in order to
oppress Palestinians? Al Qaeda stood up against those atrocities and are one-sidely
labeled as terrorists. There is such thing as state sponsors of terrorism which the U.S. is
guilty of. breaknshatter 2 years ago moparmonster1965 2 years ago Do you not
remember that Saddam invaded Kuwait? They most certainly deserved the sanctions they
had levied against them. I want to see your documentation of the civilian deaths caused
by said sanctions. As far as invading them, Bush already acknowledged that the
intelligence was flawed. Given what we were told at the time, I still didn't support an
invasion. I also don't support Israel; if they're God's chosen people, I say the West
withdraws support and we see for ourselves. moparmonster1965 2 years ago
breaknshatter 2 years ago The Iraqi govt. deserved sanctions but unfortunately the
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civilians suffered from the sanctions, Saddam had billions of dollars so the sanctions did
not effect him but the people were severly affected. Madeline Albright, the secretary of
state under Clinton was asked in 1996 if she thought the sanctions which had killed
500,000 innocent Iraqis and she replied with "I think the price was worth it"
breaknshatter 2 years ago moparmonster1965 2 years ago First of all, that's what a
dictator does; he takes all of the wealth for himself and leaves his subjects with nothing.
What about the tons of food that the US donated to the flood victims in Myranmar that
were ultimately turned away? Or the famine relief supplies that we sent to Ethiopia that
rotted in warehouses or was looted by warlords? I know nothing about the Albright
quote, but still have yet to see any documentation about the 500,000 people you cited.
moparmonster1965 2 years ago sunshineanddinosaurs 2 years ago Do you remember
invading Iraq? Under what pretense?! He had weapons of mass destruction? Where are
they? Oh yeah, it was a lie! Slightly hypocritical don't you think. sunshineanddinosaurs 2
years ago moparmonster1965 2 years ago I've already addressed that. Keep up.
moparmonster1965 2 years ago moparmonster1965 2 years ago As far as the Palestinians
go, hasn't there been progress toward a Palestinian State? I'm fine with that. As far as I
can tell, the land that Israel now sits on was annexed and turned into a country, globally
illegal if I'm not mistaken. Now Al Qaeda are the good guys, eh? The Taliban, too? AQ is
indeed a terrorist organization dedicated to destroying America. After all, Bin Laden
ultimately took credit for 9/11, didn't he? You make erroneous assumptions about what I
believe so be very careful. moparmonster1965 2 years ago BallerinaMeghan 2 years ago
Dont u dare say anything rude about 9/11, so many lives were taken, you are truly evil if
you are happy about this. I give my respect to those who were lost. I wish world peace
so no lives could never be taken. Thank you god that there was more then there was and i
pray for the terriost that they get better in their minds to see wat they have done.
BallerinaMeghan 2 years ago LilPrico3 2 years ago u see all u talk about me but every 1
here is some how trying to say was bush and bush is in our goverment shoo i think the
citezens are our real leaders yo keep speaking up =] sorry for my bad spelling RIP every
1 we miss u all dearly maybe soon you'll be avenged LilPrico3 2 years ago
JoPoeproductions 2 years ago me too man me too JoPoeproductions 2 years ago
Shortcake2569 2 years ago My uncle Alex Filipov was on flight 11 the first plane to hit
the WTC and I wanted to say thankyou to anyone and everyone for these tribute videos.
Thank you for continuing to remind people of the horrors of that day and not letting it
fade in to the backs of peoples minds. May I also say that even if you do not support the
war in Iraq, PLEASE SUPPORT OUR TROOPS!!!! Shortcake2569 2 years ago
PSPhacker30 2 years ago i feel so sad PSPhacker30 2 years ago Raevyn101 2 years ago
my friends dad helpe ppl get out Raevyn101 2 years ago alphasmokey 2 years ago
DEATH TO AMERICA AND ISRAEL alphasmokey 2 years ago moparmonster1965 2
years ago You're next, motherfucker. moparmonster1965 2 years ago nuclearforge3 2
years ago read the discription it says near the Twin Towers. It happend in the twin
towers!!!!!!!! duh nuclearforge3 2 years ago Jahjjj 2 years ago This is very important
footage, that will be invaluable for analysis of the event in addition to social commentary.
I strongly urge you to include the sections that were edited out. Jahjjj 2 years ago
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joedawg9 2 years ago I could not have imagined being where you were on the day. It was
tough going there even 6 1/2 years after the fact. God bless all of the victims of that
dreadful day, and those they left behind. joedawg9 2 years ago LilPrico3 2 years ago lmao
u ppl r funny wiki pedia is a bunch of bull and all these theories and bull shit u ppl call it
is facts it was on the news idk when but i saw it last year my ex girl friends mom
recorded it so dont fuking judge me u dont know what the fuck i bin threw i seen shit u
cnt imagine and i aint blaming us as a whole im blaming our wak ass goverment and and
people who aint use common sense checking the whole grid instead of looking strait sorry
if i came out strong LilPrico3 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago If you feel strong, let it
come out strong. aykaymusic 2 years ago LilPrico3 2 years ago im a real patriot u other
cowards learn to speak up please damit LilPrico3 2 years ago LilPrico3 2 years ago home
yet dammit bring them home already we miss them and need them hear they have low
ammo by this freaking tym probably tired of eating worms and cheap food i bet they
dont take care of them like they say dey do rip all our real heros snd leaders come on
home LilPrico3 2 years ago BoomBoom2055 2 years ago LilPrico3 The soldiers eat better
than that. I've seen it. I've spoken to them. We can't bring them home yet. A mess needs
to be cleanedup, a nation readied to stand on her own, or the terrorists, Islamic radicals
will move in. That would be bad, very bad. BoomBoom2055 2 years ago LilPrico3 2
years ago fuck all ya'll my home boi sis died dere and fucking idiots who searched the
planes that went missing didnt search off track they thought it would go strait to it
dstination fucking idiots look around if u dont c it going strait maybe it going around use
yahead please dam we have country that is awsome yet filled with idiots im not gonna
say im not when im known to loose it wen some 1 say some thing slick but it aint nearly
as much dumb as letting us be run by idiots our troops still are'nt even LilPrico3 2 years
ago BoomBoom2055 2 years ago LilPrico3 Sorry about your homeboy, but what the hell
is the rest about? BoomBoom2055 2 years ago bunnygirl7251995 2 years ago Geez,
Michael326, id get that cough checked if i were you, sounds rather hoarse
bunnygirl7251995 2 years ago Michael326 2 years ago Yeah, it's gotten worse ever since I
was at the rescue site after 9/11...... Michael326 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago How
does it feel knowing your President could have stopped it? aykaymusic 2 years ago
Michael326 2 years ago Why does that make it America's fault as a whole then? All you
have is the comment that says that "Osaman" was an agent. Where the hell did you get
that from? Where's your evidence, your sources, your proof? Don't even dare show me a
wikipedia site. How dare you make conspiracies out of this tragedy and dishonoring the
victims like that. Sad thing is people actually believe your bile. Michael326 2 years ago
mhubohyeah 2 years ago Can you please stop making things worse. I'm sorry. But this is
horrible. No one not even our stupid president could have stopped stupid fucking idiots
from doing this! mhubohyeah 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago He had the information
to stop them. He didn't do anything. Why? aykaymusic 2 years ago Michael326 2 years
ago Even with so much proof of the people who hijacked, crashed the planes, and
murdered the innocent people, and even made VIDEO TAPES saying they did it
coughOSAMABINLADENcough, you retards STILL to this day blame our government.
Good job. Not only do the terrorists get what they wanted, but you guys ensure that the
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faggotry never ends by making the greatest country in the world look like assholes. Good
job conspiracy theorists and Rest In Peace those who died at the hands of the
TERRORISTS. Michael326 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Planes flown by : Al
Qaeda Recruited by : Agent Osman (Bin Laden) 9/11 by : CIA Helped by : Bush/Cheney
Don't believe me? aykaymusic 2 years ago BoomBoom2055 2 years ago NO, I don't.
Where are your sources?? BoomBoom2055 2 years ago Arceus63629 2 years ago i was
ACTUALLY there when that happened.I was in Liberty State Park.. Arceus63629 2
years ago zooaalnandyami671 2 years ago 2 i feel bad for those poor people that died that
died :( zooaalnandyami671 2 years ago 2 aykaymusic 2 years ago Yes, Bush should hang
his head in shame aykaymusic 2 years ago waaatsmuts 2 years ago 3 great vid guys but
that must hav bn so shockin and very very sad to watch,,i believe it was terrorists,,and i
love nyc and the good ole usa,,and im from bonnie scotland waaatsmuts 2 years ago 3
littlebestard 2 years ago bunch of gay ass mother fucking terrorists hope we kill all the
terrosists in iraq littlebestard 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago It was Bush who let it
happen. H aykaymusic 2 years ago 10st 2 years ago fk bush 10st 2 years ago aykaymusic
2 years ago It was the CIA aka Cocaine Importation Agency who did 9/11 aykaymusic 2
years ago diecrewdeluks 2 years ago nasa never a straight answer dumb deep underground
millitary bases fbi frequently babbaling idiots haha 9/11 2001 remember that it was your
government !! diecrewdeluks 2 years ago alphasmokey 2 years ago show hide ha ha ha ha.
Good on you my muslim brothers; The iraqis are doing well in killing your stupid
american soliders. alphasmokey 2 years ago omoibile 2 years ago Death to you
alphasmokey, I'm a muslim but totally against extremist terrorist like you. Your type are
damaging what our religion stand for (Peace) Saalam! My condolence to all that died that
day. I might be against American policy on various issues but not withstanding death is
not the answer. omoibile 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago There are idiots on both
sides who say death to all the opposing views. We know the extremists are a minority,
just as with Christians are too. Just because Bush is a bloodthirsty maniac doesn't mean
all Christians are. aykaymusic 2 years ago LilPrico3 2 years ago ok man thats a lil to far i
mean we cant judge by religion u kno im open to all customs i dont think any religion
should be bad tlked i mean it not all our fault we have a retaded red neck who dont kno
his ass from his nut sak but its all changing =] that isiot probably wanted us to fight
againts each other remember a nation devided againts iself cannot stand all of us make a
difference every day LilPrico3 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago What are you on
about? aykaymusic 2 years ago LilPrico3 2 years ago what im ''om about'' is that we cant
only blame it on religion and for now just go on with what we all know even if it was u
muslim ass holes no offense lmao LilPrico3 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago What we
all know is that your President blocked the FBI from stopping 9/11. I'm not Muslim by
the way, what you on about? aykaymusic 2 years ago lynchmary 2 years ago 3 I will
never forget lynchmary 2 years ago 3 alancraig123 2 years ago Captain Karin Deshore sees and hear's explosions minutes before the building collapsed- "Somewhere around the
middle of the Trade Center, there was this orange and fed flash coming out. Initially it
was just one flash, then this flash just kept popping all the way around the building and
that building started to explode. alancraig123 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Land
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Of The Free Rest In Peace since 9-11-2001 aykaymusic 2 years ago culombiana85 2
years ago well i seriously doubt ppl are still looking for loved ones since 9-11. Just ignore
these dumb idiots that are on here talking smack about how great this attack was and all
the other nonsense they say...they are ignorant souls Rest In Peace 9-11-2001
culombiana85 2 years ago emopuppy2007 2 years ago for goodless sake think about all
the families that have lost members or still seaching for them emopuppy2007 2 years ago
saelaird 2 years ago still searching??? Wasting their time I reckon. saelaird 2 years ago
komikal12 2 years ago yo what the fucks your problem man? some people dont want to
think that there family members are gone, so why you being a douche. i lost a family
member in those towers saving everyone they could because he was a new york city
fireman! komikal12 2 years ago saelaird 2 years ago I'm British, so the douche thing goes
over my head. Look mate. It was terrible, catastophic, horrendous and if you lost
someone... well I'm sorry for you. But denial is a bad bad thing. Don't keep searching
man, no point. saelaird 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago I'm sorry for your loss, but
don't you want the truth? Bush knew about these attacks on Aug 6th and failed to stop
them. aykaymusic 2 years ago 10st 2 years ago then we should failed on him 10st 2 years
ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Bush stopped the investigation into the suspects
aykaymusic 2 years ago SydToKKKTTT 2 years ago when will they ever learn
SydToKKKTTT 2 years ago rorreyle 2 years ago ich verstehe das video nicht. von
welchem gebäude filmen die? rorreyle 2 years ago samone1978 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃﻙﺏﺭsamone1978 2 year  ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃﻙﺏﺭ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺃﻙﺏﺭs
ago blacksheep169 2 years ago bracero hast wirklich recht.. blacksheep169 2 years ago
bracero1985 2 years ago 3 es ist echt ein wahnsinn, egal wer diese scheiße gemacht hat,
oder wer dafür verantworlich ist, es ist einfach nur schlimm, dass dafür unschuldige
menschen sterben mussten. schande über amerika, schande über bush, schande über al
kaida, schande über alle mensch, die es einfach nicht verstanden haben, frieden auf erden
zu schießen und nicht ihre sucht nach geld und macht an unschuldigen auszuleben. es lebe
der fieden..... bracero1985 2 years ago 3 WhatisRight2430 2 years ago Wie kannst du
sagen schande ueber America? Mein Vater und ich sind Americaner...und wenn ich so was
lese tuts mir echt weh....es war nicht America die sich das selbst angetan hatte es waren
die Al kaida! Un America hat das recht zureuck zu kaempfen! Un was interesiert dich
unseren President? Wir wissen alle in America das der ein Versager ist! Das musst du uns
nicht klar machen! Das geht dich mal garnichts an weil das nicht dein President ist!
WhatisRight2430 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Präsident Bush wusste über die
Angriffe im August, er ließ sie geschehen. Das FBI wurde angehalten, 10 Verdächtige in
fliegenden Schulen untersuchend. Wer hörte sie auf? aykaymusic 2 years ago
alexjones4president 2 years ago prescott bush, who had a jewish father, made big money
in auschwitz, the most deadly of the german concentration camps in wwII. at the same
time he was the biggest non german money washer for hitler, done through the union
banking corporation, new york. . his son, bush sen. then really took it on. they made
friends with bin laden family. he and his son g. bush jun. together with the mossad and
arab terrorists, the bush clan gave a grand show, by staging a false flag terrorist act on
9/11. alexjones4president 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago America was a safe haven
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for 100s of Nazi war criminals after WW2, (an insult to the victims of the holocaust).
Plus the fact Hitler pinched the idea for a master race from America. They'd been putting
it into practice in 27 states for decades. aykaymusic 2 years ago PanzerSoldier 2 years
ago ufo or plane at 5:38 PanzerSoldier 2 years ago LAGDOW 2 years ago the people who
dead 9/11 day they could be die one day i believe .so why others regret what happen i
don't understand that LAGDOW 2 years ago coolgang1234567 2 years ago this is the
world if we did not have jorgewbush we would be happy coolgang1234567 2 years ago
naminekhlover 2 years ago omg was that a ufo????? @11:50-11:58 naminekhlover 2 years
ago FanSite4KevinJonas 2 years ago that was so sad!!! FanSite4KevinJonas 2 years ago
krakatoa95 2 years ago lol i figured that one out wen i watched the little rascals 2 years
later krakatoa95 2 years ago AceSatellite 2 years ago i dont kno if this has anything to do
with the 9/11 planning, but isnt it werd that if u remove the dash, the timing becomes
911... ive been thinkin about it, probebly not a coincidence AceSatellite 2 years ago
nickjrSUCKS 2 years ago my dad was just leaving when that happened... nickjrSUCKS 2
years ago elksfootball07 2 years ago "Some say we're just out looking for a fight, after
9/11 man i'd have to say that's right" elksfootball07 2 years ago dbz88997 2 years ago
OMG!!!!not lyin i saw what they where all saying!!!the UFO sighted at 9/11!!!look @
11:50-11:58!!!!!omg i finally see it....there after us...THIS IS NOT SPAM IM JUST
SAYING WHAT I THINK! dbz88997 2 years ago Takeovermars 2 years ago I was in
school the day this happened. It was really scary 'cause the teachers wouldn't tell us what
was going on. They were just randomly called out to the hallway and when my teacher
came back in she was pratically crying. They let us out early and when i got home my
mom told me. I was watching everything on the news. I cried that day and i still cry when
ever i see videos about it. I didn't loose anyone in 9/11 and i don't even live in new york.
But the thought of all those who died. Is sad.. Takeovermars 2 years ago aykaymusic 2
years ago Never forget your President could have stopped it aykaymusic 2 years ago
brakingnews 2 years ago Yes President Clinton could have. brakingnews 2 years ago
aykaymusic 2 years ago Bush knew the attack was coming aykaymusic 2 years ago
CegMister 2 years ago i was in 2nd grade our teacher wouldn't tell us either CegMister 2
years ago Hopelessvideo 2 years ago all crap and bullshit on the front! make it intereating
Hopelessvideo 2 years ago Gromitdog1 2 years ago Zionists suck, throw rocks at them.
Gromitdog1 2 years ago flawlessxxxx 2 years ago The terrorists got the idea from the
Columbine kids... and that ugly Dylan kids birthday was on 9/11. So those fags got what
they wanted. I could be wrong, but if you do your research, it makes sense. Either way,
this was a truly horrific day in American history. And will never be forgotten, this is a
really fucked up country to live in. And you don't realize it until something happens to
you or your family, it's terrible. (none of my family member were harmed during 9/11) i
still love America! flawlessxxxx 2 years ago IwillAlwaysWuvYouXD 2 years ago
Sooooooo SEXY!!!!! MY FINGERS ARE IN MY HOLES!!!! XD
IwillAlwaysWuvYouXD 2 years ago youxi183 2 years ago 2 This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam fuck terrorist, fuck your mom youxi183 2 years ago 2
terryfio60 2 years ago 2 To the people who lost loved ones, may you find peace. And to
the person who laughed at the young lady who lost her Dad that day, I will pray for
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you....cause you need all the help and prayers you can get. I feel sorry for you. terryfio60
2 years ago 2 sexyipods22 2 years ago yeah the teachers were all telling us it would be
okay and we were all like what the hecks going on. sexyipods22 2 years ago drcoupdeta 2
years ago also learn how to spell its spelt anyway, not enyway drcoupdeta 2 years ago
drcoupdeta 2 years ago dont say that this was a inside job because bin laden allready
admitted that he planned the attacks.....also we didnt go into iraq for the oil because if
that were true, gas prices would have gone done....but have they? drcoupdeta 2 years ago
aykaymusic 2 years ago Who is going to own the oil? aykaymusic 2 years ago drcoupdeta
2 years ago F%^& you all people who think this was a conspirice, bin laden allresdy
admitted that he planned the attacks.....assholes drcoupdeta 2 years ago delicious329 2
years ago o m g you live right next to those towers it must have been really scary for you
delicious329 2 years ago dunnomyname17 2 years ago I'll never forget this day. RIP from
Essex, England. dunnomyname17 2 years ago radsy1 2 years ago I'll never forget where I
was on that day. My heart is with you my American friends. radsy1 2 years ago
KuriVaiM 2 years ago too sad to watch this even if its happend over 7 year ago, but
enyways fact is that 9/11 was an inside job KuriVaiM 2 years ago
XTheUndertaker1994X 2 years ago i rembered i watched it on tv and i can't believe what
i saw XTheUndertaker1994X 2 years ago Ailanisa 2 years ago I really can't remember
ANY of this happening. I can't even really remember September '01 Ailanisa 2 years ago
thethethes101 2 years ago what, no conspiracy theory?? 1/10. thethethes101 2 years ago
campary 2 years ago R.I.P. from Portugal campary 2 years ago xXShadowKittyXx 2
years ago I live in germany and was only 8 years old in 9/ 11 I still remember that day and
I still remember me sitting in front of the TV in the evening, watching the news and I just
cried... xXShadowKittyXx 2 years ago dashnl 2 years ago Where you living next to the
towers :O o my god .. i just cant forget that day .. horrible dashnl 2 years ago
D0ctorKnockout 2 years ago JoeColeCZ, i hope you know that terrorists was almost
successful on crashing another plane to the clock tower in london and since your from
united kingdom i wouldnt be kissing the terrorists ass cuz they dont give a shit about you
D0ctorKnockout 2 years ago JoeColeCZ 2 years ago show hide Terrorist Forever
JoeColeCZ 2 years ago terrymanning1 2 years ago joecolecz You're scum. And you're an
idiot. terrymanning1 2 years ago JoeColeCZ 2 years ago Terrorist greate attack USA
JoeColeCZ 2 years ago chicanaM 2 years ago what the fuck do you mean great attack on
America chicanaM 2 years ago americanillusionist 2 years ago please check out "loose
change" on youtube americanillusionist 2 years ago hipcron 2 years ago i hate muslims. f'
you and f' your allah- hipcron 2 years ago D0ctorKnockout 2 years ago fucking terrorists,
i know a young girl who had an uncle in one of those buildings, its just fucked up
D0ctorKnockout 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Bush could have stopped them but
chose not to. aykaymusic 2 years ago dingaan99 2 years ago This is heart wrenching
dingaan99 2 years ago dylcom 2 years ago god that is just awful that mustve been so
scary for you i was 6 when this happened and i live in australia so i didnt really know
what was going on like i do now every channel was taling about this horrible thing but my
question is who would do this? and why? Dylan dylcom 2 years ago WTFreakout 2
years ago terrorist are people who are sent to kill 4 hi jackers hi jacked a plane and flew it
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into the twin towers and basically started a war thats why aj WTFreakout 2 years ago
alexjones4president 2 years ago President Bush has people behind the scenes pulling the
strings. Wanna know why I feel the way I do? Watch these movies and come back with a
response. w w w . 911rippleeffect . c o m w w w . zeitgeist . c o m alexjones4president 2
years ago alexjones4president 2 years ago The Nazi Bush administration had a hand in the
9/11 attacks. Period. This was a failure on every level yet nobody has been held
accountable. The NeoCons are after oil, money and power. Not necessarily in that order.
Humans lives are being lost for this bogus unprovoked war. 9/11 was the "New Pearl
Harbor" the Zionist Jews were hoping for. alexjones4president 2 years ago
followhisfootprints 2 years ago You are truly ignorant if you think Bush organized the
attacks. Wow...lets not blame the horrible terrorists who committed and planned the
attacks...instead we will blame our president...jeez even if you don't like Bush give the
guy a break. How can you honestly say that Bush planned it? Idiot. followhisfootprints
2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years ago Bush did not plan it, he couldn't plan breakfast. He
allowed it to happen by ordering the FBI to stop investigating the planned attacks.
aykaymusic 2 years ago airsofterpro123 2 years ago Bush is a nazi. airsofterpro123 2
years ago larsonmiki 2 years ago and I really sorry for you american people I hope we can
remember this for the rest of the history but I have to said that the world is gonna forget
about this but you usa,you have to live with this inside for the rest of your life and more
the people that have made all this desaster.peace 4u larsonmiki 2 years ago Desmus55 2
years ago 20:37 aparently its a demond Desmus55 2 years ago Omgtheykilledme 2 years
ago kinda shocking with the sounds :< Omgtheykilledme 2 years ago aykaymusic 2 years
ago Dave Frasca Marion Bowman Michael Maltbie are the 3 senior FBI officials who
UNDER ORDERS FROM THE WHITE HOUSE blocked the investigations into a
planned attack on America in August 2001. Within a year they had done such a good job,
they were all promoted. Frasca was the head of theFBI's Radical Fundamentalist Unit in
Washington D.C. Anybody wanna argue against this? aykaymusic 2 years ago
rockingout1018 2 years ago i understand why conspiracies arise in cases like the moon
landing and kennedy, BUT in this case when we actually see 2 freakin planes crash into
buildings to say it was a demolition? Theres just too much evidence against u 9/11
conspiracy pple. i recommend psychiatrict treaatment becuz u r lonely and want
attention rockingout1018 2 years ago caseylove19 2 years ago actually there is a lot of
evidence against the origenal story on 9/11. i dont deny people where killed. but it was an
inside job. caseylove19 2 years ago followhisfootprints 2 years ago ignorant. period.
followhisfootprints 2 years ago happyjanuary 2 years ago Why is the part where the
building falls gone??? cough DEMOLITION HJ. happyjanuary 2 years ago bahrest 2
years ago 20:37 looks like a face bahrest 2 years ago bahrest 2 years ago second plane
11:46 bahrest 2 years ago adogay 2 years ago TERRIBLE !!! I'm french and very shocked
!!! adogay 2 years ago bahrest 2 years ago cia video bahrest 2 years ago larsonmiki 2
years ago y el video que muy bien hecho esta para recordar tal espantoso suceso en el que
se recuerda a todas las victimas que ya no estan entre lo usen para peliarse entre
ustedes.lo hecho hecho esta pero me parece que es una falta de respeto,mandense mails al
menos si se qieren peliar en otra parte larsonmiki 2 years ago bahrest 2 years ago
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hmmm,why they did not leave ? bahrest 2 years ago 911adamboy911 2 years ago They
did. Lots of people under the part of the building that wasn't hit came outside. As you
can probably realize, within 30 minutes, it's going to be hard for that many people to exit
the building at once. 911adamboy911 2 years ago newcal4 2 years ago where would they
go? they would get cought in the smoke. newcal4 2 years ago larsonmiki 2 years ago miles
de personas ahi no tendrian q haber muerto,pero hay algo en la vida q tengo bien en
claro,todo vuelve lo que hace uno sea bueno o malo luego vuelve.eso obviamente paso por
problemas politicos que no influia en la gente q estaba ahi adentro,el resto del mundo se
va a olvidar de lo que sucedio el 11 de septiembre pero los americanos lamentablemente
van a tener q cargar con eso siempre,mas alla de los americanos la gente que ocasiono q la
historia de los estados unidos cambiara para siempre larsonmiki 2 years ago rafez32 2
years ago Nothing got squashes, can you not see there were tiny little pieces everywhere?
no large blocks falling? and loads of dust? this is due to the explosions blowing up. If it
was just the weight of the top floors going there would prob be less dust and larger pieces
falling, we dont see any of this. rafez32 2 years ago 911adamboy911 2 years ago Dude,
look for an aftermath video. There were destroyed rescue vehicles. 911adamboy911 2
years ago LSARAMS12 2 years ago hey ings466 how bout u go kill urself huh
LSARAMS12 2 years ago GermanSTUKA 2 years ago I feel so sorry for u americans...
where u can see the flashes? GermanSTUKA 2 years ago ings466 2 years ago all i can say
is what goes around comes around what you did to the vietnams is far worse than that
bullshit ings466 2 years ago uyoudecide 2 years ago does noone see the flashes damit !
uyoudecide 2 years ago Mintillaa 2 years ago people see the flashes; but at the very
second they wouldnt care about flashes. they'd care more about the people who are
suffering and what the hell is going on with the FXCKED UP WORLD! but anyway;
them flashes could of came from electricals; gas; or anything. people are like; if the wtc's
collapsed there would be computers and shxt left; thats not really true considering that its
like a 100? story building and it's just gone crumbling ontop of each other squashing
everything in its way! Mintillaa 2 years ago 995208323 2 years ago This should never
happen again 995208323 2 years ago egarneau2 2 years ago très touchant egarneau2 2
years ago curlie777 2 years ago This is the most incredible video about sept 11 i have ever
seen! RIP curlie777 2 years ago 201533 2 years ago this day was so hurtful! 201533 2
years ago rhswlsc 2 years ago Why didnt we see the other plane hit? rhswlsc 2 years ago
pipwe1 2 years ago Hearing you cry during this is so sad.. god bless you and all who
died. pipwe1 2 years ago omg577 2 years ago god bless and rip every1 hu died that day!
omg577 2 years ago BoomBoom2055 2 years ago PLEASE DON'T FEED THE
JACKASS TROLLS. BoomBoom2055 2 years ago thephenomproductions 2 years ago
thats scaryy and terible the people who did that are freakin sick thephenomproductions 2
years ago dorado90 2 years ago don't compare drive bye's and roits to this. the US Bank
Tower has never been attacked. and god helps us that it will never happen. i was shiting it
when i was in a building in Downtown LA. some nigga was couldn't stop saying, quote "
I think i hear a plane" but 9/11 has was horrible and it scared the me that it will happen in
LA or Chicago, New York City, Los Angeles, and Chicago have the biggest Building.
dorado90 2 years ago willietx 2 years ago Thank you so so much for uploading this video.
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It must have been quite unreal for you. God bless. willietx 2 years ago exittonyc 2 years
ago that was such a sad day . the video is so sad you guys must have been terrified.
exittonyc 2 years ago exittonyc 2 years ago that was such a sad day . the video is so sad
you guys must have terrified. exittonyc 2 years ago 911insidejob9116 2 years ago CIA
executed 9/11 teroracts government and maisnream media coverup is still standing today.
just as they wanted to execute "operation Northwoods" search in google world trade
center 7 (WTC7) collapsed in 11.september at 5:20 pm. WTC7 collapse was controlled
demolition. watch "9/11 coincidences part 7" 911insidejob9116 2 years ago
911insidejob9116 2 years ago 9/11 was an inside job Criminal Elements within the US
Government staged a "False Flag" Terror Attack on its own citizens,in order to
manipulate public perception into supporting its agenda. WTC7 collapse was controlled
demolition! 911 was an Inside Job . please watch "9/11 coincidences part 7"
911insidejob9116 2 years ago man295 2 years ago didn't they make a dvd about that? i
think we watched it in my history class. and it discussed what happened to the pentagon
man295 2 years ago 57skeletonz 2 years ago they made one called the world trade center,
it had nicolas cage in it. 57skeletonz 2 years ago sexyipods22 2 years ago i remember that.
i was in kindergarten and the teachers were all crying and all of us were like whats going
on. it was so sad sexyipods22 2 years ago man295 2 years ago show hide i was in the
fifth grade but i didn't really care and i still don't. in the end it was just another building
man295 2 years ago Krstyn99 2 years ago 2 It doesn't matter what grade you were in, it's
a tragedy no matter how old or young you are. And I'm sure if you had family inside that
were killed during this attack you wouldn't think it was just another building. Men,
women, and children died in that building and it's sad that you are so coldhearted and
unaffected by what happened that day. Krstyn99 2 years ago 2 Michael326 2 years ago 2
You should consider yourself lucky you didn't have a relative, friend, or a close
acquaintance die in that "building". It may have been just another building, but TWO
THOUSAND, SIX HUNDRED AND THREE people DIED in that building. How dare
you say it like that. How can you be so insensitive. My mom almost DIED in that
building. It may be just a building to you, but the rest of America doesn't, not anymore at
least. Michael326 2 years ago 2 man295 2 years ago okay. i am happy that no one i know
wasn't in there but i still have my opinion. i was in the fifth grade when this happened
and i didn't even know that the building existed until they were destroyed. it's not like it
was an american symbol. thet were buildings. it's pointless that our government wants to
building a 'freedom tower' in the wreckage. it's just going to be another building. there was
nothing special about it then and there still isn't now man295 2 years ago sadxloner 2
years ago How could you not know they existed?! I was in 1st grade and this was 2
weeks before my 7th birthday and I knew about it and i lived on a small small town in
oregon until that year but about freedom tower i do agree on you about that, nothing
special about it sadxloner 2 years ago 57skeletonz 2 years ago yeah me too, i was in first
grade, but i had no idea what was happening, all i knew was it was bad because all the
teachers were crying. 57skeletonz 2 years ago Michael326 2 years ago I was in the third
grade when it happened. I had to leave School early that day. I didn't find out until later
when my mom came back from the city (and escaped from the WTC). I thank god
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everyday for bringing her home. Michael326 2 years ago apaulor 2 years ago What did
happened on sept 11th, specially with the no plane crash on pentagon (but missile or van
bomb. Where is flight 77 ?!? Where are passengers ???), ...& the destruction by an
explosion of the CIA building near the Twins ??? Only the US government knows, or... a
"secret governement" which really leads USA. I know the reason , & it's terrific !!!
apaulor 2 years ago wembley1966 2 years ago one two three killng all muslims in the
world never forget for eleven i hope al qaida and muslims will all died i am british i like
usa they are our half people and new york has name of york york is english york town is
hostory town in england greeting for our brothers about atlantic never surrender
wembley1966 2 years ago aj75929 2 years ago i remembered i was in kinder and the
teachers were called to the lounge then they came back crying so school was cancelled for
that day so when i went home my family was there and there was crying to.they told me
what happend. back then i didnt under stad it beacuse i was little but know that so sad all
those people died and got injured .GOD BLESS AMERICA!!!!!!!!!!!!! U.S.A. aj75929 2
years ago Verooo777 2 years ago i was in the second grade and i remember i was in the
livingroom watching TV. my dad was super angry and yelling and my mom was scared
and then when i went to school the teacher put us all in a class and told us what was
going on. i didnt know anything back then i was only 7 but now that i know i feel bad
because i wasnt that upset about it back then, i am now. Verooo777 2 years ago mattj899
2 years ago and sick people like you truly are ill in the head and i hope u get yours in the
end mattj899 2 years ago mattj899 2 years ago i remember in 7th grade when this
happened. the school told us that there were terrorist attacks on the us, nothing more.
kids one by one were getting pulled out of class if their parents worked in the towers
coming home i saw my older brother crying, and ill never forget the look on my moms
face i realized what was really going on that day. my uncle was a port authority cop at
the towers, and we didnt hear from him until the next day, it was one of the most
depressing, scariest days of my life mattj899 2 years ago GGGRRR 2 years ago I
remember this. I was 9 years old in the 3rd grade. They pulled us out of class and put all
of us in one room to watch this on the news. It was horrible. I'll never forget. GGGRRR 2
years ago passionpiano 2 years ago you are so stupid passionpiano 2 years ago mattj899
2 years ago youre fucking scum to even joke about that mattj899 2 years ago dorado90 2
years ago holy shit. i'll also be crying like that lady if something ever like that ever
happens in LA. those ppl in ground after the North tower collapse had a decision to do.
stay there and get lost in the smoke or jump in the water. i fucken jump, even though i
can't swim. i remember waking up to the news that day. i watch most of this in my class
and i was walking to my second period when the second tower collaspe dorado90 2 years
ago dorsavoroojak 2 years ago that wuz so sad i wuz 6 when this happend soo sad all ppl
who r dead dorsavoroojak 2 years ago asiapress 2
years ago
asiapress 2 years ago majood95 2 years ago wow what
makes u think it was a terrorists may be a pilot couldn't drive and he hit the buldings.
majood95 2 years ago Ruslansati 2 years ago Nice work muslims )))))))) Ruslansati 2
years ago majood95 2 years ago wtf makes u say it was muslims huh?? majood95 2 years
ago brookshire29 2 years ago I was in tears watching this video I can't believe you where
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able to capture all that! I still remember the day, where I was, and what was going on in
my life. RIP all those that lost there lives, and may God bless those families.
brookshire29 2 years ago steveclean15 2 years ago HOLY SHIT!!!!!! steveclean15 2
years ago 911insidejob81 2 years ago CIA executed 9/11 teroracts government and
maisnream media coverup is still standing today. just as they wanted to execute
"operation Northwoods" search in google world trade center 7 (WTC7) collapsed in
11.september at 5:20 pm. WTC7 collapse was controlled demolition. watch "9/11
coincidences part 7" 911insidejob81 2 years ago Roseh77 2 years ago Hulk Hogan did
WTC. Fact. Roseh77 2 years ago pnross16 2 years ago has anyone had the terroist
dream. where you were there at this attack. it is frightening. pnross16 2 years ago
willworkforboobs 2 years ago 1/4 of the country believe in conspiracy, 1/4 of the nation
is mentally ill... coincidence? NEVER FORGET... willworkforboobs 2 years ago
droptozro 2 years ago no, people believe conspiracy, because what else are you
supposed to believe? obviously everything you were told by your gov't is a lie...no
terrorists, no WMD, high gas prices, failing economy....these things don't just happen and
are left to be forgotten, they're implented for reasons, gas is just something people are
complaining about...it's only going to get worse, see the big picture. droptozro 2 years ago
BoomBoom2055 2 years ago droptzro The govt has lied in the past. However there's
hard evidenc ethat AlQaida exists all over the world. They've been attacking us here and
around the world since '93! There WERE WMDS at one time. Hussein WAS AWMD all
by his homicidal maniac monster self! High gas prices and the failing economy have
nothing to do with any supposed coverup alledged inside job for 9/11. If you want to
complain about it then navigate right now to your state rep, governor, congressperson etc
and DO IT!! BoomBoom2055 2 years ago droptozro 2 years ago k, with your first
commment, you completely defiled the entire rest of your mesg you wrote to me. "the
gov't has lied in the past"...they're lying NOW! what makes you think they aren't?
attacking us since '93...yes, terrorists bs, neverending war, money money money...rich get
richer, poor get poorer and eventually drawn into a draft...it's coming, just wait and
watch, unless you'd like to REALLY do something about it. I'm not here to complain,
revolution needs to begin...reps do nothing. droptozro 2 years ago BoomBoom2055 2
years ago droptozro NO, it didn't. Not everything the govt says is a lie. Did you get one
of those special tax rebate checks? Was that a lie? The USgovt is NOT making money off
the war on terror. They DIDN'T make money off of 9/1. THEY IN FACT,HAVE PAID
OUT BILLIONS FOR BOTH. In fact,it's cost over 1 TRILLION $'s. AlQaida has been
attacking
the
US
&its
interests
on
US
soil
&abroad
since
1993.Morocco,Yemen,Tunisia,Tan-zania,Turkey,Istanbul,SaudiA,S-pain,England,Indone
sia,Somalia-,Jordan,Algeria & Paki. BoomBoom2055 2 years ago droptozro 2 years ago
yes it did, liars arent trusted for reason. ..LOL! a tax rebate? a full $600? I'm supposed to
be happy about that?..honestly, that's a ploy to make people think they're getting a little
bit back, WTF are you kidding? they took $8 grand from me, I could BUY A NEW CAR
WITH THAT RIGHT NOW!$600...gas money they're spending MY MONEY ON A
WAR I DON'T AGREE WITH! IT'S NOT THE GOV'T WHO IS MAKING MONEY,
IT'S THE BANKS! there's a reason the fed. reserve is in debt, and the dollar is
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depreciating... droptozro 2 years ago BoomBoom2055 2 years ago droptozro So that's
why you're pissed off at them. They took taxes from you. Waahhh waaahhh, wait there
and I'll call you a WAAAHMbulance. The point was they didn't lie about that, did they?
NO. They don't lie about everything. There's nothing that supports those 9/11 CT
fairytales. Just because they're spending money on a war YOU don't agree with doesn't
mean they did 9/11. It's NOT the war that's putting us in debt. It's the govts pork barrel
spending & $ spent on programs that don't work. BoomBoom2055 2 years ago droptozro
2 years ago lol...I'm not mad about taxes, though I don't agree with them, you just made
the argument that $600 a year was supposed to be a good thing, when in reality, they
owe me a lot more...that $600 was gone in a matter of months due to gas money, guess
the gov't got their money back huh? I'm not here to complain, I'm here to do something.
lol...look up how much wars cost the govt...then come back and tell me war's not putting
us in debt, banks are raking in billions off of these wars. droptozro 2 years ago
BoomBoom2055 2 years ago droptozro NO, I made the point with that, that the govt
doesn't always lie. Raising gas prices aren't their fault. NOT stopping them from rising IS.
If you want to do something about it then email the people that represent you in the
govt, and VOTE. Blaming them for 9/11 doesn't do that, doesn't help it either. Banks
aren't making alot of money right now. Or haven't you noticed they're dropping like flies
lately? Banks are in trouble because of the all the foreclosures,defaults right now.
BoomBoom2055 2 years ago droptozro 2 years ago and you're right, I can't prove they
were behind 9/11, but they can't prove they aren't behind it either. what I look at, is the
aftermath, what I see...is a never-ending war, because the "war on terror" that's thrown
into your face daily thru news channels is not a winnnable war. It's a tactic to piss off
ppl, ppl that want retaliation, used to invade countries, because somehow it's taken 7
years to NOT find 1 man, and 6 to NOT find WMD, murder a leader, and occupy
countries in the east. droptozro 2 years ago BoomBoom2055 2 years ago droptozro Yes,
it CAN and HAS been been proven in a court, beyond a reasonable doubt. There is a
neverending war on terror as long as AlQaida& all terrorist groups of scumbags like them
that want to kill infidels exists now. The The War in Iraq was over long ago. We've been
defending it and need to stay defending it till Iraq can stand on its own. That or the puke
scumbag terrorists or radical Muslims that want a secular govt move in and take over. NO
thanks! BoomBoom2055 2 years ago BoomBoom2055 2 years ago droptozro 1 man that
has thousands willing to fight, kill & die for him can hide in the big wide world, where a
govt won't let us search, for years. There WERE WNDS in Iraq intact at one time. They
were used by Hussein on his own people. He told everyone he still had them, wouldn't be
a good boy & let UN inspectors in,& comply with the UN sanctions. Instead he kept
growling & howling like he was still the big man that would attack another country again.
He'd already tried to invade 3 of them BoomBoom2055 2 years ago BoomBoom2055 2
years ago droptozro Hussein was NOT murdered. He was put on trial, and found guilty
by the new Iraqi govt. We're defending Iraq. Any other mideast country we're in now
we're there because the govt has welcomed us into it. BoomBoom2055 2 years ago
droptozro 2 years ago put on trial by a new govt? yes, murdered, do you know the laws
of that new govt? why if that gov't is/was in place 2 years ago when we "tried" him, why
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are we still there? we're defending them?...okay, so when a country invades us and tells us
they're defending us from our evil leader...you be the first to go welcome them with open
arms. or would you be pretty pissed they're here? sorry, I think you listen to too much
of what you're told instead of talking to soldiers...we're not wanted. droptozro 2 years
ago jolt1100 2 years ago R.I.P jolt1100 2 years ago leftitinurmom 2 years ago If you are a
conspiracy fucking loser I hope you die a slow death at the hand of terrorists!!!! Find a
job, quit smoking weed day/night and join society!! It is amazing how your mind works
when you think with reason. leftitinurmom 2 years ago slipKoRnsouR14 2 years ago
whenever i see a 9/11 vid, i barely see comments like "never forget" instead just gay cumhungry nerds that wont STFU about their stupid conspiracy theories slipKoRnsouR14 2
years ago carlpoisson 2 years ago I hear you about all your facts about the fire. But there
were no significant fire in the holes. There are a lot o pictures showing people in the
«impact burning holes». All the kerosene burned during the fireball of the crash. When i'm
looking at 911 pictures, I see a lot of black smoke from the first hit, but no fire. The black
smoke only means that there were no important fire. I know its all sound silly, I've been
trough that.. Think about WTC 7 carlpoisson 2 years ago Wittmann73 2 years ago hmm,
she missed the 2nd impact Wittmann73 2 years ago osanama11 2 years ago all done by us
ppl and us goverment...!! well done nice job :D osanama11 2 years ago 92794x3 2 years
ago This video is so incredibly sad just think of all those firefighters around 5:45 going
there not knowing it is a terrorist attack and also the cops. The people inside the building
must be so afraid. It brakes my heart to see this ♥92794x3 92794x3 2 years ago
jensmom604 2 years ago Watching it again brings back all the horror of that day. The
whole office just stopped. So many people were online that the internet crashed, so
someone brought in a big-screen TV from the conference room and we just sat there in
horror. People started breaking away to call their families and make sure they were ok
even though we were hundreds of miles from New York City. The work stopped, the
phones went unanswered, finally my boss told us we could go home if we wanted.
jensmom604 2 years ago gussy120195 2 years ago holy shit look at all the smoke when
the second buuilding collapsed. this is scary. gussy120195 2 years ago trtte 2 years ago
Watch the movie called loose change.. You will see that the goverment planned 911..
Theres no way them Building shouldve collapsed like that... It was More like an
demolition.. you can actually see the explosion going down each floor.. The towers were
built to sturdy, even an hurricane wouldnt been able to take them down.. The bombs were
in the elevators.. So you Ask Why? The insurance money was worth billions.. tower two
had gold underneath it, and no one knows what happend it...its Sad trtte 2 years ago
brassdog89 2 years ago I can't believe someone like you would say something like that.
I'm studying engineering and watched a whole documentary on this the FLAMES FROM
THE FUEL OF THE JET DESTROYED THE FRAMEWORK OF THE BUILDINGS,
which caused the top of the buildings to collapse on the rest of themselves. My uncle
was almost killed on 9/11 had he not been late to work he would have never gotten out.
So unless you are willing to commit TREASON against what we stand for then stop
talking. brassdog89 2 years ago carlpoisson 2 years ago Mr engineer, before posting crap
like that why wouldn't you search for the facts. All WTC was full of asbestos on its steel
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culumns.. Never before in the history a steel frame building ever collapsed because of fire.
A kerosene fire that was mainly consummed in the initial fireball. The WTC was designed
to survive to 2 plane crashes, planes of the size of a boeing 767. Please, i'm serious, if you
proclame yourself educated and aware, look for yourself man. Look closely to the
Collapse. carlpoisson 2 years ago leftitinurmom 2 years ago fuck off terrorist
loser!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! leftitinurmom 2 years ago 911insidejob81 2 years ago 9/11 was an
inside job Criminal Elements within the US Government staged a "False Flag" Terror
Attack on its own citizens,in order to manipulate public perception into supporting its
agenda. WTC7 collapse was controlled demolition! 911 was an Inside Job . please watch
"9/11 coincidences part 7" 911insidejob81 2 years ago 911insidejob81 2 years ago Why
real "terrorists" ( USA elite, CIA) wanted 9/11 terroracts? to round constitutional rights
with antiterrorist laws ( Homeland security, Patriot act, Real id) invade Iraq for oil invade
Afganistan for oil and pipelines big corporation interests in gun trade and chaos in Iraq
and Afganistan. turn USA in police state ( laws controlling "terrorists") terrorist in their
thoughts are free US citizens Real id coming to us! search youtube for "Real ID" and
"Fema concentration camps" 911insidejob81 2 years ago 911insidejob81 2 years ago Why
real "terrorists" ( USA elite, CIA) wanted 9/11 terroracts? to round constitutional rights
with antiterrorist laws ( Homeland security, Patriot act, Real id) invade Iraq for oil invade
Afganistan for oil and pipelines big corporation interests in gun trade and chaos in Iraq
and Afganistan. turn USA in police state ( laws controlling "terrorists") terrorist in their
thoughts are free US citizens Real id coming to us! search youtube for "Real ID" and
"Fema concentration camps" 911insidejob81 2 years ago Heavnick7 2 years ago In this
video u can see several cuts when the 2nd plane hits!! Why don't they show us all the
entire video, why they cut the "best" part? we cannot see the 2nd plane... there is NO
PLANE in the 2nd tower?? WATCH SEPTEMBER CLUES... Heavnick7 2 years ago
Heavnick7 2 years ago They cut the plane but the audio in background is the same, the
NYPD siren it's not interrupted!! Explain that to me... Why? Heavnick7 2 years ago
PrO0f3R 2 years ago how much ppls died? PrO0f3R 2 years ago EvanescenceFreaky 2
years ago about 2000 people! I can't believe it... EvanescenceFreaky 2 years ago
peykeiran 2 years ago even though im from iran i feel heaps sad. curse u osuma binladin
americans didnt do anything 2 u did they? peykeiran 2 years ago peykeiran 2 years ago
ppls i was osuma binladin that fucking cunt peykeiran 2 years ago c0mpshades45 2 years
ago Those bastards are going to pay. I say, Nuke the entire middle-east. Shove radiation
up their asses. c0mpshades45 2 years ago tyrusthadon 2 years ago 2 whatever we did we
didnt do shit to deserve that man,you feel me tyrusthadon 2 years ago 2
Stickfigurecartoon 2 years ago ok dude these things are very easy to explain but i have
explained to so many of your little buddies that 1. um just like a human cripple a spine
take down the human to kill a human break the back to send it crashing down cipple it
you don't need to saw through the buildings spine you just need to morph it a little and
gravity does the rest. 2.and WTC7 it was on fire and in the building was propain tanks
that um caught fire and um simple idea fire/gas doesent mix Stickfigurecartoon 2 years ago
TheMovieManiac47 2 years ago all those people...just...gone. its hard 2 believe
TheMovieManiac47 2 years ago alhimaralkabir 2 years ago much luv to the lost ones may
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u rest in peace and who ever drove those planes may u burn in hell and suffer
alhimaralkabir 2 years ago Supercheets 2 years ago 2 Those basturds are gona pay for
this. Supercheets 2 years ago 2 balancegraphics 2 years ago Super Sad balancegraphics 2
years ago leroyvang24 2 years ago holyshit.......sad...sad leroyvang24 2 years ago
smMizu 2 years ago 2 ... :'( Impossible... I'm still crying, when I see this Movie...
smMizu 2 years ago 2 vipfan 2 years ago where is the lady at recording the video vipfan
2 years ago vipfan 2 years ago my friends birthday is 9/11 im serious he was freaked and
im sorry about all you people that died then god be with them im sorry i hope they went
to heavon vipfan 2 years ago cesareduardo90 2 years ago Wow SHOK SHOK SHOK u.u
one second silend ='(! cesareduardo90 2 years ago sy2pie 2 years ago sigh, such a terrible
terrible thing to happen, the government should pay for what they done. sy2pie 2 years
ago romanblood 2 years ago I remember getting out of school, aged 11, and hearing about
this. Shocking. My respects and regards to all those affected by 9/11. romanblood 2 years
ago awwwshucks 2 years ago wow. awwwshucks 2 years ago cheekymonkey3np 2 years
ago Well that was just unbelieveable. You were so close to all the action. I'm from the UK
and at the time I didn't have a clue what was going on because I was only 6 years old at
the time. The amount of smoke was incrediable. I didn't realise there was so much. I think
it was a brave deceision to upload this. RIP xx cheekymonkey3np 2 years ago dietweed 2
years ago ugh... i cringe when i see those towers collapsing... all those people! dietweed 2
years ago miguelusamex 2 years ago 9/11 was like any other day, a very insignificant
amount of people died, the worst happened after this day. I care about the million Iraqi
civilians killed That's what I care about!!!! not just 3000 people. Somehow Americans
proyect themselves as superior human beins who have a higher value....nonsenses!!! we
are not special!! miguelusamex 2 years ago adelanteman 2 years ago U wouldn't find it
insignificant if your mum were there u prick. adelanteman 2 years ago josephkennith 2
years ago lets stop fighting you poussies and rember all who DIED GOD BLESS
AMERCIA NYPD AND FDNY AND ALL FIRST RESPONDERS OF NEW YORK
NEW YORK josephkennith 2 years ago Laceyshea110 2 years ago God bless :( I wish
sometimes we could rewind time but. . . Laceyshea110 2 years ago Trevorlursdude 2
years ago ..Unfortunatley we can't. Trevorlursdude 2 years ago irakees8 2 years ago
muslim meens no steel no kill pipole eye come forom iraq end i know it buch your ugly
stupid pressidantthat taxis cow boy freek dansing more one ok lets stardit buch want 2
let the towre fal et was no exident hi want 2 let it fal thanks for reed it .end dont say
moslims dit that i'm kome frome iraq end the efganistans basterds osama blindladen
wantid 2 cras the plane hi is no moslim :::::::::::::::> (-_-)> irakees8 2 years ago irakees8 2
years ago mybe it wasint the muslime why suld muslim do that thinh he? by the way i,m
a muslim end hirt from others that the taxis baster your pressident wanted to let the wtc
fal you know wat muslim is now i know. muslim meens no eat pig end no steel oh yea no
steel irakees8 2 years ago ONEamWALKAH 2 years ago FUCK our government for
letting this happen and not being better prepared to protect us, damn them.
ONEamWALKAH 2 years ago Hundskerl 2 years ago Ohh mein Gott! Dieses Video vom
11 September ist echt hart! Möge Gott ihren Seelen gnädig sein! Hundskerl 2 years ago
anemozen 2 years ago haha Fucking Rasist you al say it was The muslims it was the
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Fucking GOVERNMENT anemozen 2 years ago historyguru151 2 years ago what the
fuck! it was not the government! it was them damn towelheads! historyguru151 2 years
ago desichicken 2 years ago Firstly we are not towel heads because we wear a veil, and
secondly it is wrong and racist to judge everyone based on the actions of a few extremists
who do not portray the majority of Muslim beliefs... Nobody hates Christians because of
the Klu Klutz Klan and their violent ways and Jews don't hate Germans because of Hitler
so why should this be any different. desichicken 2 years ago monytaha13 2 years ago its
bad thing to watch these moments monytaha13 2 years ago brille12345 2 years ago
OmFG brille12345 2 years ago uanaidu 2 years ago that bloody muslim baastaards
uanaidu 2 years ago MastermindPrime 2 years ago show hide Everyone inside those
towers deserved to die horribly. I would like to congratulate the American government for
killing its own people. very soon the entire United States will be Obliterated
MastermindPrime 2 years ago ThRaX9119 2 years ago would you stop posting your
shitty comments on all the 9/11 videos, what is wrong with you ThRaX9119 2 years ago
erickroman555 2 years ago how can u say that u motherfucking bitch many people died
this day and u think that they deserved it. only a heartless backstabing bastard
unamerican asshole would say that.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! erickroman555 2 years ago
Im0nlidreaming 2 years ago @LAGDOW ....They were stupid then! Im0nlidreaming 2
years ago imhotnow1 2 years ago but RIP to all those tht died Respects imhotnow1 2
years ago Laceyshea110 2 years ago God bless :( Laceyshea110 2 years ago
Contradictions20 2 years ago MUSLIMS, Sura 6:115 The words of thy Lord ; NONE
can change His words: For He is d one who Heareth and Knoweth ALL. Sura 6:34 NONE
tt can alter d words of Allah. Sura 10:64 NO CHANGING d words of Allah; tt is d
SUPREME TRIUMPH. Muslims, do u believe tt NONE can change allah's words? In
Sura 3:3 & others, allahs CONFIRMS tt Torah & Gospels r ALSO his words. So, every
time muslims say Torah/Gospels has been changed, they r confirming tt allah has lied &
quran can't b believed. Contradictions20 2 years ago jangove 2 years ago Bob and Bri Can
you definitively say that it was not a passenger plane? If so You need to make noise
about it. I'm on the fense about the inside job theory but everytime I research it becomes
more and more plausible. If it is even just plausible it must be explored. Have you given
this to any officials? Please answer. Yours truly lost in info jangove 2 years ago
Honeymouu 2 years ago must be nice to live in new york city Honeymouu 2 years ago
BEANERxKILLER 2 years ago show hide Hitler was the greatest Austrian.
BEANERxKILLER 2 years ago JanTurelur 2 years ago Nope. He became a typical
german "Piefke". JanTurelur 2 years ago Dramagurl55 2 years ago is that crying or
laughing that i hear in the backround after the first tower fall Dramagurl55 2 years ago
BEANERxKILLER 2 years ago Depends... if they were Jews, then they were laughing at
how they just slaughtered 3,000 goyim and pulled the wool over the eyes of the entire
world. BEANERxKILLER 2 years ago Marshallsg 2 years ago Man you're such a sheep.
Marshallsg 2 years ago Dramagurl55 2 years ago you know they should have had planes
drop water on it... that may have helped... Dramagurl55 2 years ago Marshallsg 2 years
ago My god as soon as I seen the first part of this video where it shows the tower
smoking, tears just filled my eyes. I respect you guys for distributing this video, you're
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good people. My god what a sad sad day. RIP to all the victims, and good wishes to their
families. Marshallsg 2 years ago zygis18 2 years ago damn damn zygis18 2 years ago
Prev 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help
About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising
Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon
Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your
Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next
Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists...
YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My
Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3
years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters
remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036)
Slashhh222 2 years ago amazing how the smoke from the collapsed buildings travels so
far and fast....i wonder how havoc and crazy it woulda been in there. Slashhh222 2 years
ago JanTurelur 2 years ago Wo damals das World Trade Center stand, ist nun eine riesige
Fläche, bezeichnet als Ground Zero, oder auch einfach: "Tod der Freiheit
Gedenkdrehplatz" genannt. Nun gibt es Pläne der US Regierung, auf dem Ground Zero
eine 400 Meter große Statue von ihrem kurzpenisigen Diktator George Bush (alias
Saddam Hussein) aufzustellen. Da die USA aber lieber ihr Geld für noch mehr Unsinn
(Krieg, Folter etc.) ausgeben wollen, ist dort, wo was hin soll (Potthässliches Irgendwas),
immer noch ein Loch. JanTurelur 2 years ago KleinSaraBaby 2 years ago Oh nein dieser
tag war so schlimm... selbst für mich als deutsche... naja halb amerikanerin... sehr
schlimmmm... :'( KleinSaraBaby 2 years ago JanTurelur 2 years ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was hilarious. So what if a bunch of people died, I
don't give a shit. Once I saw people jumping out of the world trade center I couldn't stop
laughing. Must of been fun burning to death in the towers, only to die an agonizing death.
Comical. All the people who may have lost family in the twin tower attack, I laugh at
your pain. Better them than me. -I do not read replies to my comments, if you reply to
my comments your wasting your time. If you want to comment do it in my profile.
JanTurelur 2 years ago DontFlatterUrselfSon 2 years ago Then U Jen Turelur, should of
been cooking in them buildings as well. Just by this comment alone, U will be awaken
with a horrific 4am knock on ur door soon. DontFlatterUrselfSon 2 years ago
TheCondor24 2 years ago Go fuck yourself, you cunt. TheCondor24 2 years ago
RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago 7 terrorists kill 2000 americans,USA kills 100.000
inocent people RUFFYausmBLOCK 2 years ago 7 buttpoopcrapbutt 2 years ago show
hide haha buttpoopcrapbutt 2 years ago renspecs 2 years ago however it that most likely
will not happen..where did you hear these rumors? renspecs 2 years ago ATLien333 2
years ago This was a sad day! I remember it like it was yesterday. Rumor has it that there
will be another terrorist attack REAL soon & it will be much worst than 9/11... I hope it's
not true... ATLien333 2 years ago renspecs 2 years ago Well if it DOES happen..Sen.
McCain will be behind it bet your ass to present himself as a "hero" or "saviour" to "go
after these villians" as a scheme to assure himself the popular votes neccesary to win the
upcoming election this November..but I HOPE I'M WRONG renspecs 2 years ago
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umbrellagirls135 2 years ago well i was watching this i just dont understand waht our
world ahs turend into wat did these people want wat was there aim i just i het it like
theyc all all these people for waht to prove sumin hard to prove sumin when u kill your
self. i wounder i really wounder..... umbrellagirls135 2 years ago Ariannabby 2 years ago
Want to know something scary? I started watching this video at 9:11 PM. Anyway, that
is discusting. I can't believe someone would even do that. This video makes me bawl.
Ariannabby 2 years ago KillaBeKiR 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam YES THE 9 11 IS AN INSIDE JOB. KillaBeKiR 2 years ago Bucca131 2
years ago I hate people like you. Bucca131 2 years ago brasonfan 2 years ago
911insidejob. please do NOT contact me with your rubbish. If what you say is true, it
will destroy this country. Keep your theories to yourselves. brasonfan 2 years ago
silenceiseasy85 2 years ago It's never any easier to watch this. My stomach is just in
these awful knots... only 11:17 in and I can't take anymore. silenceiseasy85 2 years ago
xwaffles54 2 years ago How much jet fuel? And what source tells you this? xwaffles54 2
years ago 911insidejob81 2 years ago CIA executed 9/11 teroracts government and
maisnream media coverup is still standing today. just as they wanted to execute
"operation Northwoods" search in google world trade center 7 (WTC7) collapsed in
11.september at 5:20 pm. WTC7 collapse was controlled demolition. watch "9/11
coincidences part 7" 911insidejob81 2 years ago 911insidejob81 2 years ago 9/11 was an
inside job Criminal Elements within the US Government staged a "False Flag" Terror
Attack on its own citizens,in order to manipulate public perception into supporting its
agenda. WTC7 collapse was controlled demolition! 911 was an Inside Job . please watch
"9/11 coincidences part 7" 911insidejob81 2 years ago webkinz333 2 years ago 2 omg its
like u were there! webkinz333 2 years ago 2 troydboy1976 2 years ago im an australian,
who lost 2 friends in the attack............. The BASTARDS need to DIE!!!!!!!!! It totally
changed my life...........and not only because im and australian.................NYC is the
bestest palace for LIFE, Energy and LIFE.......... and San Fran is the next best palvce.....
troydboy1976 2 years ago renspecs 2 years ago by the way..xwaffles54..thank you..we're
behind you 100% brother renspecs 2 years ago renspecs 2 years ago This IS my
business..the business of the very fabrications that this great nation stands for...that being
Freedom of Speech..the right to disagree..and the freedom to express..and to defend the
lives and futures of our fellow Americans renspecs 2 years ago xwaffles54 2 years ago
Can you please explain building 7 to me then? xwaffles54 2 years ago renspecs 2 years
ago who gives a fuck who's at blame?..thousands of innocent lives were taken that tragic
day..why don't you seep into the true meaning of Americana and learn to live in peace
with one another versus debating the un-debatable. Can YOU change what happened that
day? No. Than what contribution do you present to the American people coming to war
within yourselves arguing over nothing you can not control? renspecs 2 years ago
xwaffles54 2 years ago well the van was the closest thing to the explosion, so definitely
nothing was left. and the thermite was placed at the edges of the building so it was in
position to have an effect. it was seen pouring out the side of the building. xwaffles54 2
years ago xwaffles54 2 years ago i will take a look at those sources. but understand that
19 men with box cutters cannot pull that off. The people who planned it are the elites of
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this world and control about everything. xwaffles54 2 years ago renspecs 2 years ago the
both of you need to shut the fuck up and get on with your sad pathetic lives renspecs 2
years ago xwaffles54 2 years ago Yea the reason that happened is because of 2 reasons,
there was Thermite in the building to melt the supports. and there was a van inside the
building that everyone was asking questions about, that van had explosives in it.
xwaffles54 2 years ago xwaffles54 2 years ago 800-1500F isn't 1800F.. xwaffles54 2
years ago xwaffles54 2 years ago I checked your source, and their souce was themselves,
and the NFPA. Not as reliable as my source. The government..(FEMA). FIRST, your
chemistry lesson. Irons melting point is 2795F and the steel used in the WTC IS fortified,
it's construction grade steel(only the best). and you are wrong. Jet fuel burns at 410F.
Not even CLOSE to 2795F... xwaffles54 2 years ago xwaffles54 2 years ago they don't
agree with me that the building burning on the 90th floor would be impossible to take the
tower down? xwaffles54 2 years ago xwaffles54 2 years ago Yea losing 50% of it's
strength is nothing, that has been proven so long ago. First of all the WTC's supports
were FORTIFIED steel, not just normal steel. It can withstand MUCH higher
temperatures. AND if it SOMEHOW burned through the steel, the fire was at the 90th
floor and it would be impossible for the building to collapse. AND the greatest fact of all
is that BUILDING 7 WASN'T EVEN HIT BY A PLANE AND IT COLLAPSED...
xwaffles54 2 years ago xwaffles54 2 years ago Jet fuel CANNOT exceed the temperature
that it requires to burn even ONE of the floors of the WTC. COME ONE WAKE UP.
YOU CANNOT JUST SAY THAT, WITHOUT KNOWING WHAT YOU ARE
TALKING ABOUT. DON'T BE IGNORANT, PLEASE!!! xwaffles54 2 years ago
E8F9G0 2 years ago xwaffles54..you're a bad bad boy...you tree hanger.... E8F9G0 2
years ago xwaffles54 2 years ago tree hanger? xwaffles54 2 years ago OoOMeEgZOoO 2
years ago I live in Australia, And this just brings me to tears!! Bless All the lives lost in
9/11 OoOMeEgZOoO 2 years ago squeakkysqueakky 2 years ago yeah whyd the bring
truck to transport survivors or what the fires where to high up so youd need helis or
something squeakkysqueakky 2 years ago MCLOVIN50 2 years ago My dad was right
across the street when the building collapsed. MCLOVIN50 2 years ago iwasherenotyou
2 years ago hey endlessxdespair your racist iwasherenotyou 2 years ago Luke491 2 years
ago fair enough but its proven that solely the impact of the plane crash and fire is no
where near enough to bring down a steel-framed building of that magnitude. and even if it
somehow was, the entire building would never have collapsed at free fall speed as it did,
only fragments would have come off..everything that happened there defies the laws of
science. Luke491 2 years ago E8F9G0 2 years ago Luke491..you know nothing about
science..stop making a fool of yourself bad bad boy...... E8F9G0 2 years ago Luke491 2
years ago actually i know a hell of a lot about science...and anyone with logic should see
that an airplane cannot make a steel-framed building of that magnitude collapse at freefall
speed..there should at least be resistance..and what happened to to spine of the building?
even somehow that crash caused over a 100 floors of steel to warp and cave(impossible)
some of the spine should remain...but the entire building just got completely
demolished...by a plane.. how do you explain the collapse of wtc7? Luke491 2 years ago
hishamarif 2 years ago i strongly agreed , there are conspiracy behind this attack . where
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is the plane tail , actually that is not a plane , that is the rocket modified like the actual
plane . hishamarif 2 years ago yootie123456 2 years ago this has NOTHING to do with
science... it just people that has no respect for themselves or others take out what little
respect they have on americas greatest places... and don't even say oh science includes its
impossible for this to happen... ok blah blah yootie123456 2 years ago Hennes1971 2
years ago Work of Bush-Pilots Hennes1971 2 years ago 42887137 2 years ago Of course
it was planned, but planned by US goverment... 42887137 2 years ago
brandondavid60901 2 years ago how can u say that brandondavid60901 2 years ago
RLiebenstein1 2 years ago The Rockefellers helped plan 9/11. How else can their
decisions effect you? See the most terrifying video on youtube! Youtube search this
video: ROCKEFELLER EVIL RLiebenstein1 2 years ago o0hyphy0o 2 years ago i was
there dude o0hyphy0o 2 years ago waxanimalparts 2 years ago all those people...
waxanimalparts 2 years ago RON9463 2 years ago 911 is a fraud. You tube WTC 7
COLLAPSE and its an obvious controlled demolition. 19 ARABS with boxcutters didnt
cause those buildings to collapse. Explosives inside did. Wake up people! RON9463 2
years ago smithchris92 2 years ago energyismass are you shitting me, that looks like a
new van you fucking idiot smithchris92 2 years ago JoJoPri 2 years ago I think I liked the
people talking. This was an incredible record of people watching 9-11, real human
reactions, etc. As for it being a military plane, shoot, I mean, they were just watching that
as it was happening, they probably just mistook what they saw:) Thanks for posting.
JoJoPri 2 years ago energyismass 2 years ago Watch closely at 17:25. Notice the man
winding up a cable, as a cop approaches, he throws the cable to the ground and stands
over it as he talks to the cop, fbi walks up and distracts the cop. Man winding cable
points then starts to act like he is going with the crowd when its a play to get the cop to
walk away with the fbi. Very suspicious, just watch the guy winding the cable and his
actions and demeanor. Is this the guy that hit the switch to demo the tower? This vid on
DVD this scene cut. energyismass 2 years ago moparmonster1965 2 years ago I wonder if
these people still live there. moparmonster1965 2 years ago Bishop228 2 years ago
Amazing video. I would love to know how many "military planes" these people saw in
their lifetimes to be able to recognize a plane moving so fast as military. But the woman
talking in the video is VERY annoying, I wish they could have shut off the microphone.
Still some amazing video though. Bishop228 2 years ago renspecs 2 years ago any claim
to be "bogus" is only interpreted to those whom choose not to believe so...I never claimed
to have proof...but truthfully..as many people out there who testify on YOUR
behalf...there's just as many out there who would testify against you. As much "proof" as
you try to get out me show me the "proof" on your behalf that will prove me wrong. Ask
yourself..as many people who believe in my opinion why has the Supreme Court rejected
this case to go to trial...What do WE have to hide huh? renspecs 2 years ago patsymtl 2
years ago answer to raa555 don t answer like a politician we expect a real answer
patsymtl 2 years ago submit2godnow 2 years ago owned submit2godnow 2 years ago
renspecs 2 years ago Where's your proof that I'm wrong??? What your government would
have you to believe??? Did you know these so called terrorists who c supposedly crashed
those planes were found alive and well shortly after 911 in different parts of the
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world...once again..where's my proof?..well that's up to you to research..I've done mine
renspecs 2 years ago renspecs 2 years ago Well what do you want the phone #&#39;s
and addresses of these hijackers? Pictures of family picnics and three legged races?
Where's anybody's REAL proof? Any opinions we have on the "FACTS" of these events
is based strictly on our own personal conclusions due to the evidence and arguments we
have researched..you want proof? Talk to God renspecs 2 years ago RAA555 2 years ago
so are you saying those hijackers were fake RAA555 2 years ago renspecs 2 years ago
look we all have our beliefs and are entitled to them...no more no less..We're all Americans
here..let's not forget who we are fighting over there and deviate from fighting amongst
ourselves here simply because one guy has a different story to tell than the next...I'm
done talking about it...God Bless you and I wish you the best renspecs 2 years ago
alexovechkin95 2 years ago If i was there, i would run out and help the people!! And was
does the bitch?? she watch it!! WHAT A BITCH!!!!!!!!! alexovechkin95 2 years ago
fling7ball 2 years ago 3 theres nothing she could do asshole fling7ball 2 years ago 3
renspecs 2 years ago What's SHE supposed to do? Jump in a phone booth..turn into
Superman,leap tall buildings and put out the fire? NO BODY knew what the fuck to do
much less what the hell was going on renspecs 2 years ago gabbamiranda 2 years ago
OMG! gabbamiranda 2 years ago fogle6 2 years ago damnet we need to win this war the
same thing is going to happen if we don't win fogle6 2 years ago fogle6 2 years ago 3 rip
all u people who died fogle6 2 years ago 3 Wanaverbecq 2 years ago Ufo at 11:52, on the
right ? Wanaverbecq 2 years ago miniminx101 2 years ago This was such a terrible
tragedy.. RIP to the people who lost their lives x miniminx101 2 years ago
davygons19900 2 years ago 2 usama ben laden is a discrys to the aribce name. god shell
gured us ,as long as we do not sin we well be save. davygons19900 2 years ago 2
JadedTrojan 2 years ago The lady in the video actually sounded like she was enjoying the
view... what a bitch. JadedTrojan 2 years ago shaun2794 2 years ago sorry its 7:35
shaun2794 2 years ago shaun2794 2 years ago 2 if u go on 7 45 u can see someone jump
of the tower shaun2794 2 years ago 2 renspecs 2 years ago 2 My point was...there never
WERE highjackers with folding blades in the first place...that was just what we were told
because THAT was more "believable" and "acceptable" than what really happened...but
I'm sure we've all sides of this argument...but let's all face facts, what's done is done and
we as Americans should pull together and bond as ONE instead of trying to convince
ourselves what the truth really is...including myself. I'm no better than you or the next
person.. renspecs 2 years ago 2 galaxystrider 2 years ago i dont believe it was a military
plane it cant be galaxystrider 2 years ago alexjones4president 2 years ago Well how can
there be 19 supposed hijackers when atleast 6 of the named are still alive living in their
respective countries?? 9/11 was an inside job. Great cover up after the fact too! Google
"Prescott Bush". We have a Nazi running our economy into the ground.
alexjones4president 2 years ago Poushdoyeros 2 years ago how could it have been an
inside job when osama binladen admited it you fucking gronk.. Learn some facts b4 trying
to act like a sick cunt and say it was an inside job. You tool. Poushdoyeros 2 years ago
sabbellita 2 years ago American government caused all this sabbellita 2 years ago renspecs
2 years ago Before you conclude to some illusion of who's "retarded" here...ask yourself
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this..Who do you think CAUSED these attacks? A couple guys with boxcutters? yeah
sure I'm convinced...and why ARE we in this WAR? is it for their freedom...or for our's?
This was a very well thought out plan...but by whom..them..or US? renspecs 2 years ago
madelinec14 2 years ago u guys are all retarded for leaving stupid comments about bush
and evereything else what were we gonna do just sit there and let them bomb us
obviously were gonna go to war wow madelinec14 2 years ago HeX76 2 years ago +1
reste assis et ta gueule HeX76 2 years ago CHC2P 2 years ago I REALLY Hate BUSH!
All he did is make Canada go to war. CHC2P 2 years ago LAGDOW 2 years ago the
people who dead in this building they could be die one day i believe ,thousands of
Americans converted to Islam after this .because they thought this attack is miracle from
God . LAGDOW 2 years ago TJae1 2 years ago coz-d by the G.W.... needs 2 learn to
turn off the lights... the bastard... TJae1 2 years ago TJae1 2 years ago Bush kills all the
innocent! Stupid bitch; it was an electrical fire... TJae1 2 years ago honouredbitch 2 years
ago Just listen to what she has to say on minute 12:18 "It was a military plane!" Could it
be that an outside military plane evade US by all means, that easy? honouredbitch 2 years
ago honouredbitch 2 years ago Bush kills all the innocent! R.I.P. those who've worked in
that building on that date. honouredbitch 2 years ago honouredbitch 2 years ago Fuck
Bush! Let him pay for the thousands of death that he caused in this world. honouredbitch
2 years ago dihloretan 2 years ago Say thank you to the pridurku to Bush. For you even
formation of specialno is bad for that that you less than thought about problemmakh.....
all that you uvidete in a television set consider for a true. you it is sorry me. if an
automat will be given in hands me and will say to go against the USA, with pleasure will
do it as well as the whole world against you. I am glad that for you a crisis begins in a
country ( it to me ba'zam on wounds ) dihloretan 2 years ago JoelTheGreat011 2 years
ago May All ppl who died R.I.P Forever Lol.Ilove the music in da background its soo
peacfull.but watching what happing to thoses towers aint!!! JoelTheGreat011 2 years ago
Marz2483 2 years ago I'm right there with ya'! Marz2483 2 years ago demona1987 2
years ago R.I.P demona1987 2 years ago anonymous1710 2 years ago Does somebody
see what i see at 7:54 right after somebody whistles, there r 2 flashes visible in the center
floors of the building ... what's that ??? anonymous1710 2 years ago LoganInLlanview 2
years ago Saddest thing ever to happen in America. Just awful... LoganInLlanview 2 years
ago alsr0011 2 years ago im sorry for the innocent people killed that day, but us
goverment had it coming.. always interfering with other countries, stealing land, oil and
lifes. Thinking that they own the world and even calling their president "the leader of the
free world". US is a great country.. but you have to change.. before its too late. alsr0011 2
years ago drunkinlee14 2 years ago this is verry sad.. god bless those people ..bless there
harts and there familys drunkinlee14 2 years ago Xeretza 2 years ago "the bigger the lie,
the easier the sell." -Adolf Hitler there are evil people out there who do evil things.
people just refuse to believe people could do that on purpose. but it happens. 9/11 =
Inside job. Xeretza 2 years ago lesliejeanne 2 years ago thank you for sharing. we will
never forget lesliejeanne 2 years ago xEVILxSANTAx 2 years ago notice around 12:15
they say it is a military plane and those people fliming did not even show that plane
hitting the tower xEVILxSANTAx 2 years ago xxMissHxx 2 years ago at 9 20 is it a
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person that fell through the smoke xxMissHxx 2 years ago TillNRW 2 years ago it was an
inside job! the woman even says "it was a military plane" TillNRW 2 years ago
911insidejob9117 2 years ago CIA executed 9/11 teroracts government and maisnream
media coverup is still standing today. just as they wanted to execute "operation
Northwoods" search in google world trade center 7 (WTC7) collapsed in 11.september at
5:20 pm. WTC7 collapse was controlled demolition. watch "9/11 coincidences part 7"
911insidejob9117 2 years ago NoBodyEVERLovedU 2 years ago show hide I can't wait
to go piss on the site of the towers this september. I jerked off for hours that day
watching the news =D NoBodyEVERLovedU 2 years ago Hiravir 2 years ago show hide
Oh yeah? Well me and my friends video taped it and staarted laughing at the people that
jumped out. Rofl. Did they think they'd SURVIVE? xD Hiravir 2 years ago
NoBodyEVERLovedU 2 years ago I hope not ,that was one of the main things that got
me off. =P NoBodyEVERLovedU 2 years ago bigal5193 2 years ago no u asshole they
were trying to die and faster and not get burned to death bigal5193 2 years ago Hiravir 2
years ago What pussies, it sure did seem like they were trying to survive. =D I lol'd still.
Hiravir 2 years ago bigal5193 2 years ago ur a faggot bigal5193 2 years ago
NoBodyEVERLovedU 2 years ago How about you tell me something I don't know
muther fucker lol NoBodyEVERLovedU 2 years ago sleepy1238 2 years ago
NobodyEVERLovedU, I cant wait to piss on your grave after I kill you... U fuckin EMO
sleepy1238 2 years ago LAGDOW 2 years ago show hide this is the miracle of Allah lol.
do you think, i think so. LAGDOW 2 years ago punkomagiccc 2 years ago fuck alah and
all the other mother fckers punkomagiccc 2 years ago 74PontiacGTO 2 years ago i laugh
at how fucked up your life is motherfucker 74PontiacGTO 2 years ago 74PontiacGTO 2
years ago i know the water would get pushed away by the wind 74PontiacGTO 2 years
ago XxXMcBlAcKGXxX 2 years ago oohhaa XxXMcBlAcKGXxX 2 years ago
manomanoman99 2 years ago 2 That was just horrible. I mean thousands of people lost
their lives just because some mentally distured fuck heads were pissed of at America. I
don't like the way some things are run in America too (I live in Australia so you know),
but you don't see me hijacking a plane and killing myself and thousands more!
manomanoman99 2 years ago 2 domjamtechno 2 years ago 1 of the worst things that eva
hapened in the world domjamtechno 2 years ago Tram1k 2 years ago Пидары терористы
Tram1k 2 years ago aceman008 2 years ago It's time for America to come into a national
day of repentance. Am really serious about that! England and other Commonwealth
nations alike too!These are times of the Gentiles!Read your Bible.God Bless America!
aceman008 2 years ago Justus2000cf 2 years ago It is dificult to look back Justus2000cf 2
years ago alexsudder 2 years ago Who has Barney on TV at a time like this? alexsudder 2
years ago CtrlBotCentral 2 years ago someone who has a kid? this happened in the
morning, what do kids do in the mornings? watch educational telivision... CtrlBotCentral
2 years ago alexsudder 2 years ago You obviously never watched educational television,
dickhead! Learn to spell before leaving stupid comments!! alexsudder 2 years ago
CtrlBotCentral 2 years ago you can hear a baby coo at 22:30 CtrlBotCentral 2 years ago
CheddarCutie66 2 years ago Who the hell cares about that? We all have ears, you dope.
Nobody needs to hear your completely random comments about babies when a building
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just collapsed. CheddarCutie66 2 years ago CtrlBotCentral 2 years ago someone asked
why they had barney on i was giving them an answer as to WHY barney was on and
'nobody needs to read' CtrlBotCentral 2 years ago CheddarCutie66 2 years ago Ahh. I
see. O_o CheddarCutie66 2 years ago godot23 2 years ago comments on 9/11 stuff should
generally be banned. only conspiracy hippie losers and islamo-fascist pigs are spreading
their bullshit. this war is carried out by the remainings of the free world against islamofascist-nazi tyranny. that simple. get over it, damn hippies. godot23 2 years ago
Amtiskau 2 years ago 2 I agree, Youtube comments are generally terrible. Youtube
comments re: 9/11 are worse. I take issue with "this war". Which war? There have been
two. Al-Qaeda and their Taleban allies could reasonably be described as "IslamoFascists". However, Saddam Hussein's Iraq was more of a secular tyranny. Amtiskau 2
years ago 2 rocksolidz 2 years ago ha ha one day your family will get killed u crying ur
ass of then we will lagh at u so shut the fuck up yo faggit rocksolidz 2 years ago
killwill07 2 years ago 2 wow..... burn in hell you lifeless bastard EndlessxDespair.
killwill07 2 years ago 2 gaggOLF 2 years ago The best thing about this video is the song
in the background. gaggOLF 2 years ago 123Emir 2 years ago show hide hahahahaha
123Emir 2 years ago stunt9600 2 years ago wit all due respect. this video is kinda long
and boring. and i did say wit all do respect. stunt9600 2 years ago Faith3943 2 years ago
im trying not to cry but its hard when inocent ppl died and kis suffer for their parents :(
Faith3943 2 years ago BKNOWLEZ5 2 years ago WHERE IS THE LOVE YA'LL???
BKNOWLEZ5 2 years ago dergutemann68 2 years ago its weird how calm she was when
she said she thought it was a terrorist attack dergutemann68 2 years ago dergutemann68 2
years ago you are an inconsiderate asshole dergutemann68 2 years ago wrathoftheravens 2
years ago UFO--->11:51 wrathoftheravens 2 years ago superbad1247 2 years ago Looks
like a helicopter superbad1247 2 years ago MACHINIMA4 2 years ago no ther wasent
MACHINIMA4 2 years ago FiveStarsBR 2 years ago ¬¬ bobo mesmo hein!!!
FiveStarsBR 2 years ago Faith3943 2 years ago if u look close near 5 40 u can see a plane
or etc flying away starting from building Faith3943 2 years ago Judahlegge19 2 years ago
that was a us fighter plane. They had a ton of them patrolling the new york city sky line
in case something else happened. They were sent to protect the city. What, did the plane
fly right through the building and hover for 5 minutes. You should think about the the
comment you make before you type it down. Judahlegge19 2 years ago TaGu94 2 years
ago a big confederacy TaGu94 2 years ago spiderman13 2 years ago i actually cant believe
you saw all this from your window, i dont really remember seeing it on the news because
i was quite young but watching this made my mouth literally drop. x spiderman13 2
years ago WolfDogPup19 2 years ago We will never forget..... WolfDogPup19 2 years
ago submit2godnow 2 years ago owned submit2godnow 2 years ago
psychoticmaniacpwnsu 2 years ago nice camera. =) psychoticmaniacpwnsu 2 years ago
chaos76522 2 years ago watching this makes me realize what it must have been like for a
New Yorker to see this in person...it's so surreal and unbelievable that a atrocity like this
can happen right in front of your eyes...thanks for posting chaos76522 2 years ago
RLiebenstein1 2 years ago We released our shocking video on 9/11 Flight 93. Check it out
and tell us what you think. add this extension to your youtube address bar:
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watch?v=ojKuZt7taHE RLiebenstein1 2 years ago speed366 2 years ago how could the
building collaps from one second to the other? I think the government has placed there
explosives weeks before speed366 2 years ago bbuullddoogg20 2 years ago my aunt
vickie walked out 30 seconds before the first plane hit no J-O-K-E she said that what if
she was in the tower at that moment.. bbuullddoogg20 2 years ago messanger777 2 years
ago 2 Some of those supporters are in the western world. When a person, muslim or not,
does not stand up against those terrorists but insteads cries out agaisnt their government
they are one of those supporters. The media has blinded you with lies. I encoruage
everyone to do some research on what is really happening over in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Look at what those brave men and women are doing to help the victims of those former
tyrants and regimes. God bless America and God bless the troops. messanger777 2 years
ago 2 dihloretan 2 years ago why did Americans blow up pentagon? dihloretan 2 years
ago ilovemokona2 2 years ago Amercian citizens are innocence,however a government like
that will harm their future or even kill them one day ilovemokona2 2 years ago
messanger777 2 years ago You have taken on the big assumption that the American gov
wants to inflict harm on its citiziens. However there is no evidence of it. How about all of
you wake up to the simple fact that until the American Soldiers starts killing little kids in
the street under direct orders from the American President they are the good guys. When
innocent pple died during WW2 as a result of bombs being dropped on Berlin no one
cried out in protest, yet look at us now. Hitler and The terrorist are the same.
messanger777 2 years ago duck1dodger 2 years ago 5 i wish all these idiots would quit
saying our own government did this. Its such a disgrace to all who died and those who
lost loved ones. duck1dodger 2 years ago 5 s11bklyn11s 2 years ago You dumb fuck!
now i have a reason not to trust americans because there own goverment crashed planes
into there own towers to blame it on someone else. dont let americans fool you by saying
they dont beleive in violence. They lie. s11bklyn11s 2 years ago alexjones4president 2
years ago Osama Bush Laden isn`t even wanted by the FBI for the events that took place
on 9/11. The Nazi Bush administration is responsible. Premeditaed murder leading to a
false flag war in Iraq. More lies being gobbled up by the unsuspecting public. Wake up
people or take the bait. Bush is driving our country into the ground. Google "North
American Union". alexjones4president 2 years ago brownns83 2 years ago This is such a
shame. Tell me why Bin Laden isn't 6 feet under yet? brownns83 2 years ago twister1654
2 years ago he is hes beeen dead for 3 years twister1654 2 years ago epkinge 2 years ago
sadam has. not bin laden epkinge 2 years ago shanegentry2 2 years ago I can't bring
myself to make any political statements. Tragic. Hatred is terrible. shanegentry2 2 years
ago ShiningStar210 2 years ago Osama Bin Laden WAS muslim you dumb fuckofnature!
he was no american and he is owner of the terrorist organization Al Queeda...review ur
american history dumbass ShiningStar210 2 years ago s11bklyn11s 2 years ago first of all
fuck of nature is three words. and that doesnt even make sense. the us government created
al queda. review your american history dumbass! s11bklyn11s 2 years ago messanger777
2 years ago The American Goverment did not create the terrorist organisation. They
helped the afghanistan warlords fight off the communist russians. The American
Government was trying to do some good in this world by helping create a stable political
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system (same as in VIetnam). However it didnt work as once the Russians were defeated
the tribes fought each other. One of these tribes was the Taliban. The only crime America
has commited is not learning its lesson that the world doesnt want its help. messanger777
2 years ago jaybassbox 2 years ago im british and i still remember how horrible this day
was. dont let ignorant people like the guy below make you think all british people are
inconsiderate idiots. R.I.P. x jaybassbox 2 years ago ShiningStar210 2 years ago i feel
horrible that this happened. i was 9 then so i didn't understand it much, but now that i'm
older it has a great impact. and to those that think america deserved this..fuck u if
something as devestating as this happens to u watch me laugh in ur face... ShiningStar210
2 years ago billybhoy73 2 years ago Without doubt the most iconic images since the
Kennedy assassiation footage. Regardless of peoples' feelings about America, a dreadful
act of horror perpetrated against innocents. billybhoy73 2 years ago spArTAN669 2
years ago America diserved verything it got that day you have no idea spArTAN669 2
years ago 2hornz 2 years ago and you'll deserve everything bad that will happen to you
for saying and wishing bad acts on people who where just tryna make a living that day.
when something really, really bad happens to you, or your family, remeber the things
you did and said ok? 2hornz 2 years ago chris2d2539returns 2 years ago You only say
that because you are from UK you fucking bastard!Damn why does UK have to be so
racist against America! chris2d2539returns 2 years ago ShiningStar210 2 years ago no one
deserved anything that happened that day. if this event killed half your family you
wouldn't be laughing now would you ShiningStar210 2 years ago IAmSweetTooth 2 years
ago 3 god bless the people that died that day, god bless their family and friends, god bless
america. IAmSweetTooth 2 years ago 3 xJesus666x 2 years ago it was a military plane !
the real killer is BUSH!! you see THE TRAGEDIE..I'M SORRY FOR YOU xJesus666x
2 years ago susiebluefly 2 years ago 2 That was shocking. Thank you for sharing. God
Bless Everyone involved. God Bless America. susiebluefly 2 years ago 2 LadyPLo12 2
years ago FUCKING OF BUSH!!!!!! er ist der größte opfer der welt er soll STErben
LadyPLo12 2 years ago KuroiOkami31 2 years ago ...thats soooo terrible!!
KuroiOkami31 2 years ago Salmannarli 2 years ago show hide The Killer is BUSCH....
Salmannarli 2 years ago omnitrix5555 2 years ago 4 no its osma bein ladin you idoit!
omnitrix5555 2 years ago 4 Salmannarli 2 years ago Hey ihr fuckers ihr habt keine ahnung
was auf der welt los ist....der anschlag wahr wahr ein plan von U.S.A ihr penners...
Salmannarli 2 years ago etre3 2 years ago "oh my god, it was a military plane...." etre3 2
years ago MichelleKoenders 2 years ago That is not lol you basterd! My sister died
because of that! I hate you Childrenwithguns5000! MichelleKoenders 2 years ago
sianimitch 2 years ago Don't waste your energy, please don't, I'm very sad about it and
I'm sorry about your sister. Take no notice xx sianimitch 2 years ago hiwhatsup200 2
years ago I say we strap a bomb on buhointelectual and see what happens when it
explodes. :) hiwhatsup200 2 years ago katekakes 2 years ago wheres the other tower
?????? did it collaps already in this vid or something katekakes 2 years ago
martinfletcher1987 2 years ago It's just the angle of the camera. martinfletcher1987 2
years ago emoacid 2 years ago ...I always cry if i see those pics or videos... my uncle died
there..he was in that tower wich is shown in this video...can't imagine what was happen...
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R.I.P. darling!!!! emoacid 2 years ago martinfletcher1987 2 years ago My post was
directed at that retard, buhointelectual. I quoted the wrong person. x martinfletcher1987 2
years ago diamondmiri1 2 years ago 3 i will never forget that day. I remeber that i was 9
years old...OMG...and now i have 16. diamondmiri1 2 years ago 3 jdghuighdfu 2 years
ago 2 oh gott jdghuighdfu 2 years ago 2 iluvgcsomuch 2 years ago WOW I applaud that
camera lady... that was some amazing footage. It was such a horrible day and her bravery
to record that was truely amazing. iluvgcsomuch 2 years ago devang88 2 years ago ikr she
experienced it i wish i could of devang88 2 years ago Fish1nCapeProduction 2 years ago
Wow, My Best Friends Dad Had To Work There That Day And He Left The Building
About 15 Minuted Before The Attack To Go Back To Canada (Ontario) Where He
Lived, He Is Lucky That He Left When He Did. R.I.P. Victims <33
Fish1nCapeProduction 2 years ago devang88 2 years ago my sister's friend friend or some
thing like that ad an interview that day he for got his tie so he went back in his car to get
is tie then i think he was walking to it n herd a big boom sound and ev1 screaming he ran
back to his car n didnt look back know he lives in illinios like me ppl that died in 9/11 not
tarriststs r.i.p. devang88 2 years ago plep02 2 years ago hahahaha fuck america plep02 2
years ago Childrenwithguns5000 2 years ago show hide lol Childrenwithguns5000 2 years
ago juanturon123 2 years ago ur a fucking piece of shit u dumb asshole how can u say
thats funny u prick i would kick ur ass u cum swapping bastard, i really hope u go to hell
and choke on suddam husseins dick, bitch ass! juanturon123 2 years ago
martinfletcher1987 2 years ago My ressponse was for buhointelectual, not you
GoddessOfTheSharks. x martinfletcher1987 2 years ago martinfletcher1987 2 years ago
All that is needed to have devastating events like this is shit bags like you gain a bit of
power. Please, do not have children, I don't want you spawning anymore fucking tools.
martinfletcher1987 2 years ago yenrap 2 years ago 2 9/11 = conspiracy. check out 9/11
coincidents. theres too much proof to assume otherwise. Bless those poor souls that were
cought up in this incident yenrap 2 years ago 2 alexjones4president 2 years ago 9/11 was
an inside job. Want proof? Watch this movie and then you decide. Scooby Doo could
solve this case. w w w . 911rippleeffect . c o m alexjones4president 2 years ago
Flashing24 2 years ago Amen, where do all the idiots come from Flashing24 2 years ago
BobbieGarcia 2 years ago iraq, iran , morocco, syria, lybia , and all other shit ass countries
like dat exept dubai tunisia algeria kuwait saudi arabia BobbieGarcia 2 years ago Corocco1
2 years ago 2 BobbieGarci Dubai is a not a country. It's a city in the United Arab
Emirates. Corocco1 2 years ago 2 BobbieGarcia 2 years ago 2 yeah wuteva u just
understood wat i wuz sayin ... BobbieGarcia 2 years ago 2 siobabeyyy 2 years ago
buhointelectual WTF! is your problem siobabeyyy 2 years ago benmiddlemost 2 years
ago
show
hide
i
agree
with
buhointelectual
hahahahahah
LOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOL benmiddlemost 2 years ago buhointelectual
2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Thank God something
like that happen to that Fuckin Country, Yankees Motherfuckers!! You own government
set you up!!! You fuckin racists, and slavish bastards, that's what you deserved for
beeing so cruel with other people and what you do to latin america, africa, europe and
everybody on the world. I HOPE MORE TERRORISTS GO TO US TO PUT BOMBS
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ALL OVER THE COUNTRY. FUCK UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
buhointelectual 2 years ago Flashing24 2 years ago And when Guatemala goes to hell,
don't ask for help. I checked your bio page before responding. Don't be rude on a
remeberance sight. Conspiracy nuts I guess exist everywhere. U.S. caused my country's
hardship, boo-hoo, change things yourself and don't be disrepectful of the dead. Get a life
Flashing24 2 years ago billigerfusel 2 years ago nice vid, but didnt touch me at all.
billigerfusel 2 years ago mudafuk2008 2 years ago i am english and was here for the 7/7
bombings which did not have a bigger body count but still equally bad, and yet still we
refuge these muslims so's they can fucking plot against us bin laden probably lives in a
flat paid for by the government under a different alias next door to you! whoever
condones this madness deserves a life time of hurt...... death to all muslim extremists and
death to the people that sold them the weapons ...oh wait that was america an england
wasnt it !! stupid cunts mudafuk2008 2 years ago Hamburgan 2 years ago this is
wonderful i love this smoke i see kreatures and more fantasy pictures wow nice
Hamburgan 2 years ago parkourkidey 2 years ago , i am to sad that this happened, there
will be many angels to greet the ones that left us parkourkidey 2 years ago hasahnee 2
years ago i wish condolences to all affected. hasahnee 2 years ago Kingofhell1989 2 years
ago 3 schrecklich...als alles zusammenkracht...´sniff´ Kingofhell1989 2 years ago 3 HeX76
2 years ago Just got pwned HeX76 2 years ago ACDCROCKS995 2 years ago wow, i
didnt really get emotional until i heard the fire trucks and the screams. i was young when
that happned, i can still remember that day. i hope that everyone who leaves
disrespectful comments gets banned. God Bless America. ACDCROCKS995 2 years ago
ChromeGuitar1 2 years ago how much they gave you for this video??? million
ChromeGuitar1 2 years ago vlakamalaka93 2 years ago dareybabes ur like eleven, watch
your mouth little kid! hahaha vlakamalaka93 2 years ago ColtFourtyFive69 2 years ago 3
thank you so much for posting this video. ColtFourtyFive69 2 years ago 3 JCaudy 2
years ago 3 I was thirteen then and I have no clue how to feel in July of 2008. Its hard. i
know George Bush fucked up A LOT but reflecting upon this day makes me undertsnad
some of his blindness. This world is beautiful, and was created by something beautiful; no
terrorist can crash into that. JCaudy 2 years ago 3 JCaudy 2 years ago 2 THank you for
sharing this deeply personal and painful video. It means a lot. Pay no attention to the
taunters, when Earth's final day passes they shall undertsnad why they are evil while
their souls are subjected to... JCaudy 2 years ago 2 Dareybabes 2 years ago endless ur a
heartless person i should hunt u down and kill you would you pefer me throwing you off
a building =] or burning you alive ? =] have a nice day bitch Dareybabes 2 years ago
Dareybabes 2 years ago i was 4 wen this happend Dareybabes 2 years ago murphnj123 2
years ago i member wen i was 9 years like 9 years old and i was in yr 2 i think. it was
sooo scary even watching it. imagine the ppl who were there. i am so so sorry. all the was
from australia murphnj123 2 years ago backfrom44 2 years ago wow backfrom44 2 years
ago sk8liferock 2 years ago 2 Yea i remember this I was there when it happened becasue i
live in NY. It was a sad day =( sk8liferock 2 years ago 2 EarthToTwilight 2 years ago
omg i bet it was soo sad EarthToTwilight 2 years ago Erwinvii 2 years ago Damn it was
beautifull day for all world when WTC legs in ruin. Erwinvii 2 years ago 13137507 2
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years ago comparto el dolor del pueblo americano, solo unas palabras, NUNCA MAS .carlos de argentina.- 13137507 2 years ago Russ1anKid 2 years ago Americans.. Bush just
propagand u... U think that is a terorism.. NO!! its War.. which beggining the Bush..
those muslims fight for freedom.. U teaching that.. Russ1anKid 2 years ago dmitryfriga 2
years ago better shut up dmitryfriga 2 years ago Vashtibucket 2 years ago I remember I
was 9 years old when this happened. I couldnt understand what was going on. I was
watching the news in my classroom all the way from arizona... Vashtibucket 2 years ago
alexjones4president 2 years ago 9/11 Ten reasons why the hijackers were fake Watch this
clip on YouTube! A must see. alexjones4president 2 years ago HungKiet 2 years ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Lord Jesus Christ, Son of the Father,
send now Your Spirit over the earth. Let the Holy Spirit live in the hearts of all nations
that they may be preserved from degeneration, disaster and war. May The Lady of All
Nations, who once was Mary, be our advocate. Amen. HungKiet 2 years ago Applextr 2
years ago I can't believe it's been 7 years. Anyways, I'm glad the Bush era is almost over!
Applextr 2 years ago milleniumman100 2 years ago black history. milleniumman100 2
years ago alexjones4president 2 years ago Google "North American Union". See what
Bush is doing to our Country. His Nazi bred ass is ambushing the United States without
any consent from congress or the majority. His fascist dictatorship role is mimicking
Hitler and what he was trying to do during World War II. Google "Prescott Bush" while
you`re at it and see what pops up! Debunk that you Bush loving shills.
alexjones4president 2 years ago danijel0609 2 years ago 2 sad moment its just sad
danijel0609 2 years ago 2 Lopper12 2 years ago if i was the pilot i woulda drove it into
the ground Lopper12 2 years ago udogenta 2 years ago estupidas todo ese rato grabando
y se les fue el segundo avion udogenta 2 years ago bardock160 2 years ago Who cares
about 9/11 these days. We just go on with our lives and learn from this and improve our
national security is all we need to do. bardock160 2 years ago runescaper0ck5 2 years ago
how dare you how would you feel if your dad was in there mine was you would feel like
me jerk!!!!! runescaper0ck5 2 years ago HeX76 2 years ago Welcome on our server !
"Terrorists Win" :') (ADMIN): Usama Ben Laden kicked player World Trade Center #1
(ADMIN) : Usama Ben Laden kicked player World Trade Center #2 HeX76 2 years ago
Supercheets 2 years ago You are a retarded piece of shit, binladin is a fucking ugly assed
coward "much like you" So go fucking kill your self dumb pussy ass bitch! Supercheets 2
years ago iwantpsp995 2 years ago bush suck bush suk
caasue u suc
balls bush
LOL iwantpsp995 2
years ago runescaper0ck5 2 years ago it was dumb bill clinton that was te prez there he
cazed that runescaper0ck5 2 years ago natbabey123 2 years ago gerard way was there
when this tragady accured,and this influenced him to start his band , my chemical
romance(the best band ever)x natbabey123 2 years ago ploarice 2 years ago show hide
fuck americans ha ha filthy fuckin americans die die die demons burn burn burn WHITE
AMERICA peace be with Allah..... ploarice 2 years ago Krypticflask 2 years ago Lol!!
awesome Krypticflask 2 years ago BoomBoom2055 2 years ago ploar Bet you don't say
that to an American's face you fucked up coward!! That Allah wouldn't like what you're
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saying here. You've got a one way trip to hell, ass! BoomBoom2055 2 years ago
peoplegettingbusted 2 years ago fuckin muslims jelous us americans r the best and they
cant afford a skyscarper lmao so they hit us wat faggots peoplegettingbusted 2 years ago
JCaudy 2 years ago WRONG you may want to head to the library, get a crad if you dont
have one yet and read about the religion of Islam. please discontinue being part of the
problem, thank you. JCaudy 2 years ago Krypticflask 2 years ago Who said it was a
terrorist attack I know this sound crazy but couldn't it have been a set up by they're own
people? to cause a conflict with another country for something hahaha I can't act like a
crazy person but anyways thanks for the upload Krypticflask 2 years ago barracuda246
2 years ago Go die! These are the freakin muslims. barracuda246 2 years ago Tasa22035 2
years ago shut the fuck up show me proof anywere that a muslim did it ok Tasa22035 2
years ago marksixtyone 2 years ago If this not tear your heart out nothing will!
marksixtyone 2 years ago ltgrandmaps3 2 years ago very good video...screw people who
think this is a "inside job" ltgrandmaps3 2 years ago babyboi213909 2 years ago this is
some of the best footage of this horrible event there is..... babyboi213909 2 years ago
bonvie2716 2 years ago This is this the wrost thing I've ever seen. I was really little going
to day care. They closed it. I was right aacross from NY in NJ looking at all the smoking
from the Towers. I didn't know what was going on. I makes me sick. bonvie2716 2 years
ago D0mI17 2 years ago thanks for this video. it's one of the best videos i've ever seen
about the wtc and i find it good that you published it here. i didn't know that there was so
much of smog. the people who died there were very helpless. sry D0mI17 2 years ago
fiftycba 2 years ago sorry mouther fuckers fiftycba 2 years ago enfieldpolice 2 years ago
There is nothing more sickening to me than to see video od this day . enfieldpolice 2 years
ago DarknessRader 2 years ago Sorry about that one comment about it being cool Sean
hacked into my accont.That was sad what happended DarknessRader 2 years ago
musikdiggaren84 2 years ago :( oh my god! poor people... what a world! musikdiggaren84
2 years ago mrGbang 2 years ago blev du lessen nu haha mrGbang 2 years ago
MewCheshireCat 2 years ago Pretty cool, 26 minutes, awesome! MewCheshireCat 2
years ago AllOutInsanity 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam
€€€€€€€€_€€€___€€€___€€€€€€__€-€€___€€€
€€€______€€€___€€€__€€€___€€_€-€€__€€€
€€€______€€€___€€€_€€€_______€-€€_€€€
€€€€€€€__€€€___€€€_€€€_______€-€€€€€
€€€______€€€___€€€_€€€_______€-€€_€€€
€€€______€€€___€€€__€€€___€€_€-€€__€€€
€€€______€€€€€€€€€___€€€€€€__€-€€___€€€
€€€___€€€__€€€€€€€€€__€€€€€€€
€€€___€€€__€€€___€€€_€€€___€€€
€€€___€€€__€€€_______€€€___€€€
€€€___€€€__€€€€€€€€__€€€€€€€€€
€€€___€€€_______€€€__€€€___€€€
€€€___€€€_€€€___€€€__€€€___€€€
€€€€€€€€€_€€€€€€€€€__€€€___€€€AllOutInsanity 2 years ago peoplegettingbusted 2 years ago stupid muslims
peoplegettingbusted 2 years ago ignaciomarley 2 years ago wow YOUR COUNTRY? so
now you are saying if i dont change my ways then i will have to leave. what if i dont
want to leave? are you going to make me? this country is shit right now. we have our
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priorities all screwed up. we need to focus on our own country before we try to save the
whole damn world ignaciomarley 2 years ago ignaciomarley 2 years ago my fellow
citizens dont matter to me. all that matters in my life are ,GOD,my family,myfriends,and
myself ignaciomarley 2 years ago jaguarbassist9 2 years ago sorry dude god doesnt exist
=/ jaguarbassist9 2 years ago ibelogan08 2 years ago i was in 3rd grade when this
happened and i was at school and all my teachers were fucking panicking ibelogan08 2
years ago 28PaulS 2 years ago very sad and moving video.. RIP 9/11 victims! God bless
you.. 28PaulS 2 years ago vietgirl97 2 years ago so is that why the police number is 911
because of 9 month and the 11 day vietgirl97 2 years ago CullenCast 2 years ago I respect
you both for recording this and documenting such an important and dark time in history
that will forever have an imact on the future. whether yoy respect america/hate is support
the war/ dont we all agree this was evil staring at us in the face and the only way we can
even begin to start paying back our troops is to at least support them thanks again
CullenCast 2 years ago Erwinvii 2 years ago Damn,you are not humans. You are gods if
you can built that great buildings. Erwinvii 2 years ago Erwinvii 2 years ago Respect for
USA! Erwinvii 2 years ago lrobher817 2 years ago you had great courage to record this
day in history.i will never forget i was in los angeles at the time and due to the 3 hour
time difference when i woke up that morning the planes had already hit and i was really
confused of what was happening i did manage to catch the collapse of the towers and it is
something that still makes me cry.thank you for deciding to share tis video with us and
gives a first person view of what you saw that horrific day. and dont pay attention to the
ignorantcomments lrobher817 2 years ago rep0eagle 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was an inside job. rep0eagle 2 years ago ignaciomarley 2
years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam that shit was badass when
the plane crashed into the building. HAHAHAHA just imagine all the poor losers that
died that day ignaciomarley 2 years ago icezool 2 years ago go up i couldn,t see icezool 2
years ago icezool 2 years ago go up icezool 2 years ago lombada13 2 years ago America
attacked itself. 11th September, Pentagon is inside job... lombada13 2 years ago
sponges05 2 years ago shut up u dont know crap sponges05 2 years ago
911insidejob9116 2 years ago 9/11 was an inside job Criminal Elements within the US
Government staged a "False Flag" Terror Attack on its own citizens,in order to
manipulate public perception into supporting its agenda. WTC7 collapse was controlled
demolition! 911 was an Inside Job . please watch "9/11 coincidences part 7"
911insidejob9116 2 years ago GoCubs3425 2 years ago Have we forgotten how that day
felt? Have we forgotten what the death of thousands of people was like.. because some
Muslim radical terrorists decided they didnt like us? I cant watch this withouut feeling
like theres a hole in my heart... where those towers should be.. where those people should
be. GoCubs3425 2 years ago littlenemo5 2 years ago how could this happen..we take
each others lives and for what..land, oil, religion,power..no hope is there in this world no
one wants to just live there own lives everyone wants a part of someone elses...
littlenemo5 2 years ago DarknessRader 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam this moment was cool haha buildings falling cool DarknessRader 2 years
ago g7unit77 2 years ago thats not cool, thats sad g7unit77 2 years ago existenceisrelative
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2 years ago Still too soon for crap like this to be said. Try again in another seven years.
existenceisrelative 2 years ago 21119df 2 years ago Oh my gosh!! You sound like my 6th
grade teacher Mrs.Tipton!! Can you please tell me your name! It's ok if you choose not
to, your voice just sounds like her. Thank you!! 21119df 2 years ago
IwantUandUwantME 2 years ago Do you go to Countryside? Because theres a teacher
there named mrs.tipton IwantUandUwantME 2 years ago jetrabbiz 2 years ago the best
vid on 9/11 yet. EMPIRE OF THE CITY - Ring of Power jetrabbiz 2 years ago
christinaaaxx 2 years ago devostatinggg christinaaaxx 2 years ago dolphinsboy 2 years ago
ok bufskater1275 maybe your the retarded one. what would you have done if you just
saw a plane hit a building. im sure you would have freaked out and ran somewhere. at
least this person had enough control to think logically and tape this event. i thank
whoever taped this. dolphinsboy 2 years ago pudgeman007 2 years ago
BUFskater1275... Seriously , Are u a retard. Where u there and all proud the buildings got
hit. Like wtf. This person had the balls to tape it and not freak out. U would shit in your
pants if u seen that shit. 2 planes hit 1 building.. What would u first instink be dick.
Would it be.. there attack here first and i live here. pudgeman007 2 years ago ruesius 2
years ago i giant tentacruel ruesius 2 years ago BUFskater1275 2 years ago the person
taping this is a dumbass BUFskater1275 2 years ago L5k0 2 years ago I'' never forget that
horrible day. L5k0 2 years ago dolphinsboy 2 years ago i agree with you and i also admit
that the usa doesnt always head warnings but still we have done way more good in this
world then people give us credit for. i just hate seeing people who say that were pussys
and dumb shit like that every time we talk about 911 and also how our country reacted to
911. i will ask this, if something as bad as 911 happend to your country, how would you
have reacted??? dolphinsboy 2 years ago WhateverTeenager 2 years ago dolphinsboy..
erm you did help us in the war but you was the ones at war with japan, english
intelligence told america pearl harbour was going to happen, america didn't listen, if you
did ii guess it wouldn't have happened WhateverTeenager 2 years ago aangrox8 2 years
ago fuck u grey911 u suck balls I hope you burn in hell and die painfully lying on the
ground bending to death. aangrox8 2 years ago dolphinsboy 2 years ago ok if it wasnt for
the usa in ww1 and 2 im pretty sure europe would just be called germany. when we
entered the war you guys were getting your ass kicked, when we arrived for one we were
fighting the japanese and the germans at the same time and we still had enough to take
down both. so where were we well germany started the wars and we finished the wars.
dolphinsboy 2 years ago vlakamalaka93 2 years ago I do not know what is with the
population of evil Muslims and the date September 11. I am from Greece and a horrible
genocide was commited against our people by Turkey and on September 11, 1922, the
turks burnt an entire city to the ground. The city was about the size of your city called
Little Rock vlakamalaka93 2 years ago BabyV03 2 years ago OMJ thats my first time
ever seeing this BabyV03 2 years ago HenryandStacey 2 years ago 2 This has been
flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam WE MUST NEVER FORGET !!!!!!!!!!!!
HenryandStacey 2 years ago 2 dolphinsboy 2 years ago u canadians are a joke, your only
in afganistan because the un asked for some support. during ww1 and ww2 where the
fuck were you guys, lets see two battalions in ww1 and 2, wtf. thats like sending 2
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people to stop a gang war. ohh and if your solving our problems and bin laden is in
afganistan then why the fuck have you not found him, god some people make no sense
and are complete dumb asses. dolphinsboy 2 years ago diabola 2 years ago my god what
an ass you are, if you have study your history correctly, Canada has being in more then 1
battle during WW1 and WW2, where were the americans? During the great wars, the
americans only helped out near the end of the war (only because the american's ship weas
attacked that why they joined.....=.=) diabola 2 years ago edward727 2 years ago lol wat
if sum kid left thre sandwhich up in the building n decided 2 go get it edward727 2 years
ago conebone91 2 years ago jumper at 10:35 conebone91 2 years ago NewLeatherface 2
years ago This comment was meant for MexysFTW. NewLeatherface 2 years ago timv94
2 years ago Why do people only care about the trade center. My Best friend died in the
crash in the pentagon. timv94 2 years ago History Major7 2 years ago I don't think they
don't care, it is just that the structures in New York were so massive that people are
astounded that they collapsed, it is similar to the Titanic the "unsinkable" ship. Sorry to
hear about your friend HistoryMajor7 2 years ago hommie1988oner 2 years ago those
arabians are soo stupid my mom and mee were goin to go there after sk00l but i ended up
goin out of sk00l early i was only 4 yrs old. the black smoke went all over long island......
:( hommie1988oner 2 years ago stevejackasssteve 2 years ago hey mexysFTW u are a
fukin sicko u wouldnt like it if ure family died like that would ya u fukin prik
stevejackasssteve 2 years ago MexysFTW 2 years ago show hide ha this is funny. u
americans make me sick. OMG 2000 ppl die. thats just pathetic. i mean millions of ppl
world wild r dying just because u guys dont wont to interfear and call it a homascide
because all u guys wont to do is get fat off of mc donalds MexysFTW 2 years ago
aangrox8 2 years ago fuck off bitch it waz almost 3000 u dumbass and plus it waz a
fucking terriost attack and how in the hell is this funny. U know wut when u die i hope ur
family laughs becuz this is not funny death isnt funny u ass hole. aangrox8 2 years ago
freakinRATMfan 2 years ago ah ha, he don't even know how to spell, just leave the dumb
fucker alone freakinRATMfan 2 years ago NewLeatherface 2 years ago You can tell this
kid is only joking. If not, then go back to where you came from. You're a disgrace to this
country! NewLeatherface 2 years ago cutecarrieunderwood 2 years ago oh that stupid Bin
Laden he doesn't even deserve to live!!!!!And those plane drivers were stupid iraquians
asnd im so glad their dead because if they mess with america we'll have payback on
them!!!!!Stupid Bin Laden cutecarrieunderwood 2 years ago conebone91 2 years ago us
canadians have to solve your americans problems, bin laden is afghanistan not iraqi, u
americans are i iraq after saddam, us canadians are in afghanistan after bin laden.
conebone91 2 years ago JAMEZBadwolf 2 years ago Actually Bin laden is a saudi. Just
thought you might want to know. JAMEZBadwolf 2 years ago Supercheets 2 years ago
Fuck off spamming mutherfucker!! Supercheets 2 years ago BillieGuitar91 2 years ago
that´s comic.. BillieGuitar91 2 years ago Langroten 2 years ago I remember that day...It
was horrible...but I were very young and didn't really care.. some years after you're
thinking of what really happened. and then you begin crying! Langroten 2 years ago
theavant 2 years ago That's the main problem, people continue to believe "Bin Laden" did
it. Some old man, living in a cave, commited the greatest terrorist attack in history? Open
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your eyes, the WTC was only a strategic move. Go to gooogle video, search for
"Zeitgeist". Btw, have you ever seen a building being purposely demolished. If your
answer is "no", think again. You just saw a demolition. theavant 2 years ago Briggie07 2
years ago yeah you're right Briggie07 2 years ago l00twi 2 years ago rofl dumbass "go to
google video" lmao wow... RETARD l00twi 2 years ago elitedonk 2 years ago I hope
they find bin laden and give him HDQ THE MUTHER FUCKER elitedonk 2 years ago
princeoftorreon 2 years ago man all those people that died horribble man horrible
princeoftorreon 2 years ago KornFan10 2 years ago Oh My God KornFan10 2 years ago
alexjones4president 2 years ago In the event of a hijackings, all U.S. airline pilots are
trained to key in an emergency "HJCK" code to alert air traffic controllers. Why is it that
not 1 of the 4 airplane pilot`s entered this code?? alexjones4president 2 years ago ual175
2 years ago this video is fakery. ual175 2 years ago deadkhc 2 years ago sjhit i remember,
people died for nothing, i was in croatian war and saw... shit deadkhc 2 years ago deadkhc
2 years ago shit deadkhc 2 years ago justfunky95 2 years ago Faaaaake justfunky95 2
years ago mac10suicide88 2 years ago fuck you fake or not it happened and people died
whether bush set it up or not mac10suicide88 2 years ago justfunky95 2 years ago i did
not say people did not die in such a horible way wa´hat i think is that this vid is fake.
justfunky95 2 years ago bezorr 2 years ago what an idiot bezorr 2 years ago bezorr 2
years ago what an idiot is meant for justfunky95 bezorr 2 years ago justfunky95 2 years
ago me? justfunky95 2 years ago Pepsidoomh 2 years ago How is it fake? They rigged up
a massive tower, and dressed up ants as people and then threw a plastic plane with C4
strapped to it into a building? Asshole, I have no love for America, but something that
catastrophic and emotional for such a patriotic nation is something to not make fun of.
Like I said, I harbour no love for America or its people, but the second tower collapsing is
truly scary. I hope it woke you Americans up that you're not invincible either. Not
intended to offend. Pepsidoomh 2 years ago justfunky95 2 years ago plz don't get mad at
me you did not understand me. What i mean is that that i think they have faked THIS vid
with computer stuff. i know that this realy happened. And i have read very much about
this i spen't like 2 yrs just reading about this. PS: this was an inside job. justfunky95 2
years ago ewd76 2 years ago It has the ring of having the commentary added later. I don't
know if this is so, but that was the impression I got after watching the whole video.
ewd76 2 years ago batica4tose 2 years ago 911sharethetruth com/images/WTC-7.gif
batica4tose 2 years ago HouseroDeIbiza 2 years ago GOOOOOOOOD ITS JUST SO
IMPRESSIVE !! Imagine u are havin' a coffee and u see an airplaine crashin' into da tower
its..just...like all americans [people that i love] say OW MY GOD :-) HouseroDeIbiza 2
years ago Trilly182 2 years ago I have no words.after this video i just can say that the
world's still bad and there are still a lot of victims everyday. I'm tired of that. We all must
stop it. Trilly182 2 years ago Novaessrussia 2 years ago 2 Thanks to Bush, we haven't
had anything like this since then. With McCain, we will maintain the safety of our
country. Novaessrussia 2 years ago 2 scousechick87 2 years ago 2 a devestating time in
history, those who died in this tragedy will live on forever scousechick87 2 years ago 2
mysolarspace 2 years ago thank you so much for sharing this with us! mysolarspace 2
years ago erikos8 2 years ago seeing all these men my heart is breaking how many people
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were in there????how many killed???or better MURDERED???????what did you think
laden????you are such a fucking bastard!!!!!a cruel motherfucker!!!!!YOU PIECE OF
SHIT erikos8 2 years ago arek3200 2 years ago where is a second tower? arek3200 2
years ago cramerg2000 2 years ago It's directly behind Tower 1. This video was filmed
from the northwest, in a building adjacent to Stuyvesant High School, at the corner of
Chambers St. and River Terrace. On Google Maps satellite view, it's the narrow, tall
building right near the water. cramerg2000 2 years ago CK3890 2 years ago Btw,
defending Iraq my ass. Our country pledges LIBERTY AND JUSTICE for all, do you
know what liberty means? In the first months of invasion, we relentlessly bombed their
cities and military defenses, and killed their leader. Every shard of economic growth and
government structure was shattered after our invasion. Had we not done this, do you
really think Iraq would be in the situation of needing to be defended?! You know damn
well it wouldn't, and either way, once we leave, it's up to Iraq. CK3890 2 years ago
manicsurge 2 years ago 2 WhAT the Fuck is are ur people problems!!! people fucking
died ass holes. show some respect and shud up with ur retarted 1/2wited theories and try
and feel 1/16th of the pain they felt. i doubt you could........ manicsurge 2 years ago 2
sarahsbackagain 2 years ago manicsurge,i agree with you. it disrepetful to the victims to
me too. sarahsbackagain 2 years ago batica4tose 2 years ago was batica4tose 2 years ago
batica4tose 2 years ago 9/11 wan an insade job ! batica4tose 2 years ago mduthe07 2
years ago god bless all these souls a french guy mduthe07 2 years ago hiroshimadeux1 2
years ago Moah -.- Who has cut the film materials??? MAD! But awesome how fast the
firedepartment arrived at this time. God bless all the people who died... hiroshimadeux1 2
years ago BagofSmell 2 years ago If it was a military plane, show us the damn plane,
unedited! 5years , almost perfect view , & you edit out the second hit WHY??
BagofSmell 2 years ago flapjaques 2 years ago 2 They're obviously in on it. We all are.
Why aren't you. One of us...one of us... flapjaques 2 years ago 2 klossa 2 years ago How
ignorant can you Americans be?? in every video you go like: "I think it was a terrorist
attack" or similar. Go and watch Loose Change! klossa 2 years ago vlakamalaka93 2 years
ago Greeting from Greece, Americans. I remember the news of the atrocity commited
against your people coming to Greece and my family wept along with my relatives in the
states. I will never forget the evil attacks on your country. Peace be with you all. Amen
vlakamalaka93 2 years ago treemx 2 years ago Please watch "September Clues part 2" on
Live Video or here on Youtube. treemx 2 years ago CK3890 2 years ago Although we
may never know if it was terrorists or part of the Bush plan for invasion, we must be
adults. Invading another country for this, just sparks more tension and war. For
Humanity's sake, stop this horrible occupation, and march to Washington. "Forgiveness
is an attribute of the strong." - Mahatma Ghandi CK3890 2 years ago Lemmeseeyou 2
years ago I agree, voilance starts more voilance, but you cant ignore an attack of this
magnitude, or else it will encourage future attacks from these people Lemmeseeyou 2
years ago S0u1JaH 2 years ago This move is great, though I don't understand how you
made it so long, 25 min?? S0u1JaH 2 years ago MyDestinationUnknown 2 years ago
Thank you for posting this. It is pure and true. This is truly a rare thing to behold. As
clear as a bell and free of the clutter that American pop media adds onto any and all
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events. It is emotional to watch this because the reactions are genuine and it is as if we the
viewers are right there seeing it for the first time. MyDestinationUnknown 2 years ago
0098G 2 years ago 2 u know what they should do? or what they shouldve done? is to
thank the architects who designed these buildings man.. if they werent properly designed,
instead of the buildings sort of droping down they would fuckin fall like trees and fuck up
everythin around them.. god bless all the innocent people that lost their lifes there. 0098G
2 years ago 2 abelman911 2 years ago This is a controlled demolition and flights were
merely promoted and added thanks to the Bush Family .. abelman911 2 years ago
DrewEl2 2 years ago whats with the bkground music? DrewEl2 2 years ago
ETownPlaya1 2 years ago god bless u ppl in America ETownPlaya1 2 years ago
stewiestalented 2 years ago i was at home in another country back then. i came back from
school and everyone at home was glued to the TV. my mom...breathless...told me about
the twin towers, the pentagon...i was stunned. i thought, is this the end of the world?
stewiestalented 2 years ago secretarul 2 years ago This movies has CUTS all over !
FRAMES MISSING son ! This movie doesnt prove anything ! secretarul 2 years ago
danielkenner 2 years ago Am 11.September sind mehr Menschen verhungert als beim
Anschlag ums leben gekommen sind!!! Davon steht nichts in der Zeitung davon gibt es
keine Videos... Die Menschen diskutieren lieber darüber ob es ein Anschlag war oder von
Amerika inszeniert... Ist das nicht i-wo Ironie? danielkenner 2 years ago forzainter72 2
years ago smash went the second plane, thats when we all realised that it wasnt an
accident. complimenti, and extrodinary video, its hard to believe this is amature.
forzainter72 2 years ago HEYBUNNi 2 years ago BANZAI HEYBUNNi 2 years ago
tiker22 2 years ago see fuckin every body who fuckin thinks that we should not be in war
fuck you this is one reson in this war and just so u guys no that my dad was in the army
and my step dad was in the marines my real dad fuckin died for u all and u all say breing
them back yes i think they should but then again we should not and i hope u all no this
war is over this war lasted 30 days and u all fuckin stuped people think that it's still goin
on will u all do not no now do u so fuck you guys tiker22 2 years ago JNash72288 2
years ago Well said. God bless you and your family and thank them for their service.
May your dad rest in peace. True hero. JNash72288 2 years ago RRH25 2 years ago
Mate I agree, but Iraq ia about oil not 9/11 simple as... RRH25 2 years ago dawood1351 2
years ago ne;en dawood1351 2 years ago dawood1351 2 years ago can anyone say why
the buiding exploded from the butom? id say there was a bomb placed in the first floor, i
cant say wether it was done by bin loden or bush himself. bush kills poeple just becuase
he neds oill and loden doesent like him to be in the midle east. now we can see how
wicked religios and polititions are, i hate both of them. 99% of problems we face is from
religios and polititions.its exteremely sad to see all those people lost their lives im realy
sorry for them dawood1351 2 years ago dontpressanything 2 years ago this video is soo
WOW its long but worht it ive never seen anything like it i was 5 when this happend so
its kinda of a blur in my memory but every year at school we say the pledge evryday but
on 9/11 we say the pledge and stand up and look at the flag for about 5 or 10 min. and
after the announcement evry1 is always bawling there eyes out and i remeber wen i ws 5
and itws tht day we were singing happy Birthday to my dad at our house and then we
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got a call from my brother sayin to turn on the TV dontpressanything 2 years ago
RON9463 2 years ago 911 is a LIE. You tube WTC 7 COLLAPSE and you will see an
obvious controlled demolition by elements within our own goverment. The govt says 19
ARABS with boxcutters collapsed those buildings. oh please. Its a classic FALSE FLAG
attack to have an excuse to invade IRAQ and soon IRAN.911 succeeded in getting us into
a WAR that has bankrupted us. how do you like $4 gas? RON9463 2 years ago
Swimmybluie 2 years ago ahhhhh sssssscccarrrryyyy! theese deade ppl DONT
DESERVE TO GET KILLED! Swimmybluie 2 years ago 30041535 2 years ago No
doubt that this was self inflicted, but by whom is something i think everyone would like
to know. Just an excuse for the USA to do whatever it wants. 30041535 2 years ago
3AM001 2 years ago It's SO obvious the buildings came down with explosives...How
could it have been hit practically at the TOP, and the whole structure comes down so
evenly, so quickly?? It defies logical thinking. 3AM001 2 years ago lukanne 2 years ago
It's so painful too see.. :( All those innocent people.. it's like a nightmare, something like
this can't excist, why are we doing this to each other??? God bless all the victems and
their families. lukanne 2 years ago xxcherrypiexx 2 years ago at 9:28 u can see someone
near the far right top corner waving something out of the window..how horrible :(
xxcherrypiexx 2 years ago DONTWATCHDIS 2 years ago why has it been edited, bits
being left out? DONTWATCHDIS 2 years ago strom09 2 years ago I'm under the choc
!!!!!! strom09 2 years ago nevrest 2 years ago ...man nevrest 2 years ago divarocks989 2
years ago that is amazing historical footage divarocks989 2 years ago jma1273 2 years ago
Nightmare jma1273 2 years ago VanDub 2 years ago theres another alien at 11:54 far
right, thats a bit weird, VanDub 2 years ago masterj345 2 years ago wow that ssome
amazing footage. fucking terrorist bastards. masterj345 2 years ago a74642 2 years ago
Lest we forget.... a74642 2 years ago gaarasgirlXD 2 years ago wow big deal gaarasgirlXD
2 years ago LilkaiD90 2 years ago 2 siejar123, y do u want to kill america, go fuck ur self
u cant talk cuz ur a terrorist think of the word, terrorist! terror? dats wot ur face is so go
kill ya self b4ikill u LilkaiD90 2 years ago 2 zordlex 2 years ago and all of this what you
watching ...did you worry about your bedroom from the smoke...hhhhhhaaaaaaaaaa im die
laughting zordlex 2 years ago charles1307 2 years ago shit !! look at the left 5:19 the is
something left the building like a light charles1307 2 years ago weehutchie007 2 years ago
at 11.02 you can see someone fall down weehutchie007 2 years ago assassinator07 2
years ago yea... hate to see what it looked like on the floor ;/ assassinator07 2 years ago
zordlex 2 years ago on the time 5:30 i saw a alien from the left zordlex 2 years ago
VanDub 2 years ago there is another alien at 11:54 far right, check it out VanDub 2 years
ago 1000jws 2 years ago FUCK BUSH AND THE TERRORIST 1000jws 2 years ago
66996996 2 years ago siejar 123, ur a fukin wanka maybe u just had sex with osama
binladen 66996996 2 years ago siejar123 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam HAHAH TERRORISTS 4 LIFE HAHAHAH 9/11 4 life yeah big
explotion i hope amerika liked it hahahhahaha! siejar123 2 years ago jakob0815 2 years
ago : ) jakob0815 2 years ago kacha90 2 years ago omg- it was a millitary plane... you all
heard that about 12.20 min... kacha90 2 years ago slogan08 2 years ago that was truly just
a terrible thing that happened that day. Seeing this video gave me goosebumps. Even
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though I was only 8 when this happened, I will never forget it. slogan08 2 years ago
vacilek 2 years ago did she say there attacking the trade center and not us? wtf?? vacilek 2
years ago derekj28 2 years ago she meant we're safe here for now there attackin the wtc
derekj28 2 years ago quazety 2 years ago God bless all the poor innocent people who's
lives were taken from them this day. We Will Never Forget!! quazety 2 years ago mg2804
2 years ago im from australia and when the first attack happened it was aired straight
away @ like 10pm and my parents woke me up to watch it. we were all in total disbelief
like everyone was. we all felt sorrow for the families that lost loved ones and we were
happy to know that some of our family that lives in america was safe, but that day was
one bad day for World history as it was unexpected. this video actually shows wat
happens and it was just unbelievable! mg2804 2 years ago alexjones4president 2 years
ago In its recent reply to family members Bill Doyle and Bob McIlvaine, scientists
Steven Jones and Kevin Ryan, architect Richard Gage and the group Scholars for 9/11
Truth and Justice, NIST states: "We are unable to provide a full explanation of the total
collapse." alexjones4president 2 years ago alexjones4president 2 years ago In an amazing
about-face, the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) has implicitly
admitted that its 10,000-page report on the destruction of the Twin Towers is a fraud,
and that the buildings were destroyed by controlled demolition. alexjones4president 2
years ago alexjones4president 2 years ago Is Love2DebunkFunk lying again?? There is all
the evidence in the world supporting that the towers 1,2 and 7 fell by controlled
demolition. Hundreds of Ground Zero Firefighters, EMT`s and Police Officers have
written statements complaining that there were secondary devices going off like the 4th of
July on 9/11. Pools of molten metal were seen 5 weeks after the buildings had collapsed.
Hard evidence that Thermite was used as well as explosives to help bring them down.
alexjones4president 2 years ago alexjones4president 2 years ago Google 'Prescott Bush'.
This is president Bush`s grandfather. He was a full blown NAZI wanted for treason and
laundering money for Hitler and his minions during World War II. The apple doesn`t fall
far from the tree folks. alexjones4president 2 years ago brettorrmusic 2 years ago check
out zeitgeist the movie (all 13 parts) before you say there were no controlled demolitions.
get your facts straight, this was a hoaz and it's already been proven. brettorrmusic 2 years
ago ZaoLuYang 2 years ago LOL OWNDED HA HA HA HA HA! Americans got
fucked! Listen you dipshits you better start crying for mercy cuz in WW3 well fuck you
up. You fucktards should look at tibet as an example. I can prove we will win WW3 cuz
we are prepared! But you ARE NOT! You wasted your time and money with middle
east. Theres only ONE WORLD ONE DREAM. And that means one truth. Face it dip
shits we will conquor you in 2013 and rape your women infront of their kids cuz your
men dated our women and sex with them. U R FUCK ZaoLuYang 2 years ago
girlmagnet12 2 years ago i remember it coming doun like a pancake it was horibale
girlmagnet12 2 years ago SBernardoni1991 2 years ago Controlled Demolition was
involved in the WTC Take-down. I'm not saying Government involved, but "someone"
did put bombs in there. there is proof. Such a shame eh? SBernardoni1991 2 years ago
xFR3SHxSHAWTii3x 2 years ago =\ pro xFR3SHxSHAWTii3x 2 years ago SmokyChip
2 years ago but still quite sad reminds me of 'the day after tomorrow' SmokyChip 2 years
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ago SmokyChip 2 years ago show hide this is called entertainment. SmokyChip 2 years
ago Evanescence092 2 years ago i live thousends of miles away, but I was in chock that
day. How can anyone do that thing. It wasn't just an attac against america, it was an attac
against mankind! Evanescence092 2 years ago BellENDwanKer 2 years ago I remember
when I was in 1st grade and our teachers turned on the tv and this showed up. My class
mates didn't think it was a big deal, but now I realize how bad it was. BellENDwanKer 2
years ago Monkeysonbread 2 years ago 11:48 you can see the ufo apear out of know
where lol. Suposely its a ufp ! lol on the right side! Monkeysonbread 2 years ago
alexjones4president 2 years ago Watch ZEITGEIST the movie. This is by far the most
important movie of our time. A must see. Google it. alexjones4president 2 years ago
KSweetShine142 2 years ago I am glad you decided to put it on. On 9/11 I remember that
my neighbors and I were leaving to school when we heard the news. It wasn't until I was
at school when I heard that planes actually hit the buildings. I live near Chicago, so I
thought they were going to hit here too. It was quite terrifying, to me as a 9 year old-- and
to this nation as well. Every day I try to remember how strong we were to get through
this... How little problems seem like nothing compared to this...God bless the USA
KSweetShine142 2 years ago MRRUBBY 2 years ago 2 my god what has this world
become........... MRRUBBY 2 years ago 2 stumantheman 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam be in peace World Trade Center stumantheman 2
years ago GuitarHeroDuudE 2 years ago man i was acutally near there i fucking heard the
crash non of you know what its like to see everyone running and screaming it was the
worst day of my life GuitarHeroDuudE 2 years ago emilyabbie 2 years ago shock
sometimes hides peoples feelings. anyway did any one see anyones face in the entire
video? ..... NO. SO HOW CAN YOU JUDGE HER REACTION? at that time i was
watching this in england and to be honest i was confused as to what was going on. it
wasn`t until afterwards when the replays of this tragic event were being played did i
realise what a true massive scale this was.please dont say bad things aboy this lady. she
was there and you wasn`t. RIP to all those who lost there lives. emilyabbie 2 years ago
LittleTasha99 2 years ago i no ur right shes just acting very calm. =S LittleTasha99 2
years ago GerardWayLuvr19 2 years ago okay, in the beginning she was too calm... she
reacted normally when the building collapsed... GerardWayLuvr19 2 years ago
Carolinagirls88 2 years ago Is that the second plane coming in at 3:08? Carolinagirls88 2
years ago rudigermorkelbusdorf 2 years ago thats sad rudigermorkelbusdorf 2 years ago
Escapatis 2 years ago sad, it was NOT an inside job Escapatis 2 years ago
GerardWayLuvr19 2 years ago the person video taping is way too calm "my hand is
shaking..." they seem so... bored... this is a serious situation lady! GerardWayLuvr19 2
years ago FreeYourHate 2 years ago What the fuck. "CALM" Fuck you, you're ignorant.
FreeYourHate 2 years ago GerardWayLuvr19 2 years ago Im ignorant? please, tell me
how? GerardWayLuvr19 2 years ago someone11232 2 years ago just dont comment to
things like this. your comments just stupid thats why someone11232 2 years ago
CarlitosDK 2 years ago what do you want? for them to start screaming left and right? not
everyone had the same reaction you did (im assuming). many people react differently
CarlitosDK 2 years ago GerardWayLuvr19 2 years ago yes, I know and respect that. But
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she is just too calm (in my opinion) I mean, thats like saying "oh look, a drive-by
shooting oops, they just got shot..." once again, this is my personal opinion. But 9/11
was and is a huge deal, people should be a little concerned! I cried at this I don't want
people to be freaking out! I just want people to at least act concerned! But she's just "oh
look..." I just don't respect her reaction! That's all I don't think I'm ignorant I am just
speaking my mind. GerardWayLuvr19 2 years ago CarlitosDK 2 years ago nah youre not
ignorant. its all cool, i remember that i was just shocked while watching the live footage
on tv. if i was there i would of probably been a little more paranoid CarlitosDK 2 years
ago GerardWayLuvr19 2 years ago thank you. according to FreeYourHate, I am
ignorant... yea, me too... I wasn't there, but still, I had to watch a bunch of videos on 9/11
for a school project (i have to finish it over summer) and there are videos of people
jumping out of the windows! it's just very tragic for me because a loved one of mine was
in NewYork at the time... but thanks for understanding... GerardWayLuvr19 2 years ago
CarlitosDK 2 years ago good luck with that project. Cheers :) CarlitosDK 2 years ago
GerardWayLuvr19 2 years ago thanks. ^_^ GerardWayLuvr19 2 years ago isnipeinstyle
2 years ago looks like a horror movie!! but so sad...................
booooooooooooooooooooooooooooo-oom isnipeinstyle 2 years ago maxareo 2 years ago
nothing but a kamar. --- Sharon Stone maxareo 2 years ago staling1 2 years ago hahaha
excelent video thanks miss staling1 2 years ago DJQuiChi 2 years ago Schockierende
Zeitgeschichte. Es ist sagenhaft wie ich mich noch Heute erinnern kann was ich gerade in
diesen Augenblick gemacht habe als die Türme einstürzten. An diesem Tag kam in unserer
Firma die komplette Arbeit zum erliegen und sogar unser Boss der immer schaut das alle
am arbeiten sind, hat TV geschaut und war schockiert. Wahnsinn um das viele Leid die
vielen Toten und der Krieg der darauf folgte. Mein Mitleid an alle Familien die durch
diesen Wahnsinn ihre lieben verloren haben. DJQuiChi 2 years ago STDORTMUND 2
years ago eure eigene scheiß regierunf hat euch genazt STDORTMUND 2 years ago
maraisaboy 2 years ago damn... so many innocent people died... and the one person who
deserved it wasn't there...you see: George W Bush is never where he has to be...
maraisaboy 2 years ago bigawp 2 years ago what a dork. Terrorist did this, not Bush
bigawp 2 years ago golds079 2 years ago like answer wht you give, han must you see the
docter golds079 2 years ago batica4tose 2 years ago wtc 7 WTC 7 came down at free fall
speed perfectly into it own footprint. The only process that exists that can create this
effect is with the use of timed explosives placed at critical central support columns. This
NEVER occurs in nature in the form of a structural failure. There is no building in history
that has collapsed like this without the use of explosives and there never will be.
batica4tose 2 years ago breaknshatter 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam The innocent people killed were collateral damage as U.S. and Israel put it
when they wipe out innocent civilians. The 9/11 military operation targeted militants
(U.S. govt officials) and financers (corporations) who sponsored terrorism. Also b/c
America is a "democracy" the people are just as responsible as the govt. The people pay
taxes which fund the U.S. war machine. We the people need to change our policies and
administration otherwise more 9/11's will occur with justification. breaknshatter 2 years
ago breaknshatter 2 years ago 9/11 was a military operation not a terrorist attack as Bin
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Laden issued a fatwa declaring war on America in 1996. If U.S. administrators were
unaware they were at war or just took Bin Laden's threats lightly then shame on them.
This was Al Qaeda expressing their foreign policy on state sponsored terrorism. Ex. U.S.
supporting Israel with arms and money which they use to oppress Palestinians and U.S.
spearheading sanctions on Iraq which lead to 500,000+ innocent Iraqi deaths.
breaknshatter 2 years ago moreaccountsplz 2 years ago oh if thats how it is then those
500000+ arnt innocent its a milatary operation pleease this is a tribute video so just pay
your respects and continue mindlesly browsing your conspiracy videos moreaccountsplz
2 years ago firewhisky999 2 years ago God justice was made firewhisky999 2 years ago
batica4tose 2 years ago 2 USA Government do not want to you think too much... You
have better wake up and understand to there are people who are guiding your life and you
do not know that. 9/11 wan an isnade job !!! batica4tose 2 years ago 2 tjbayliss 2 years
ago that isnt why i said it. even though its graphic, this wouldve been the most up-close
camera angle of the 2nd impact from literally only a block away. we wouldve been able to
see EXACTLY what it was to put all of the arguments to bed. tjbayliss 2 years ago
tjbayliss 2 years ago 2 "Don't blame Bush for this. He had no idea this would happen"
THE ENTIRE WORLD HAD BEEN TELLING PRESIDENT BUSH FOR OVER A
YEAR THAT THE THREAT OF A TERRORIST ATTACK IN AMERICA WAS
"_SEVERE_" and you say he didnt know wake the fuck up and do RESEARCH Condi
knew AGES before and she did FUCK ALL "i believe the title of the document was 'Bin
Laden determined to strike, in the US'" - Condi WAKE UP FROM YOUR AMERICAN
DREAM tjbayliss 2 years ago 2 nazis93 2 years ago in 11:53 can see the UFO!!!!
nazis93 2 years ago batica4tose 2 years ago USA Government do not want to you think
too much... You have better wake up and understand to there are people who are guiding
your life and you do not know that. 9/11 wan an isnade job !!! batica4tose 2 years ago
batica4tose 2 years ago Nearly all terror suspected detanied are released without
charges...but that`s after they make it to the front page for you to see. TERRORISAM
THREAT - BULL SHIT ... terrorisam is american`s government ! ! ! batica4tose 2 years
ago batica4tose 2 years ago Oh... I did I mention the sub-basement explosion ? THAT
OCCURED SECONDS BEFORE THE FIRST PLANE HIT ?!?!? batica4tose 2 years
ago batica4tose 2 years ago The Goverment`s explantion for all trhree (wtc 1,wtc 2,wtc 7
) WAS FIRE !!! NEVER , before or after 9/11, has any building collapsed from fire !!!
Collapse Characteristics of World T.Center 1,2 & 7,fit the CONTROLLED
DEMOLATION model EXACTLY. batica4tose 2 years ago batica4tose 2 years ago At
least 6 of "Hijacker" are still alive. The FBI has not this thay not revised their list. NO
EVIDENCE HAS EVER LINKED ANY ALIVE O DEAD "HIJACKERS" TO OSAMA
BIN LADEN !!!! OSAMA VIDEO IS FAKE !!! batica4tose 2 years ago batica4tose 2
years ago btw. The 911 Commission declared the financing of attacks was "of LITLLE
signaficance in their report. Doesn`t marrow who payed for 9/11 ? batica4tose 2 years
ago batica4tose 2 years ago NORAD ( North American Aerospace Defesne Command)
they must stop thats airplanes but they didn`t! In 2000,norad had 67 Intercepts with
100% Accuracy. On 9/11 they failed 4 times in ONE DAY. why ? On the morning of
9/11 Dick Cheney was in charge of all Norad orders from the command bunker under the
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White House. batica4tose 2 years ago batica4tose 2 years ago the 9/11 Truth : Criminal
Elements within the US Government staged a "False Flag" Terror Attack on its own
citizens,in order o manipulate public perception into supporting its agenda. They have
been doing these for years. 9/11 was an insade job batica4tose 2 years ago k8tiekat43 2
years ago while i was watching this at 4:58 when she opened the window was when i
started crying soooooo hard beacause all the fireman and policeman that were going
in...werent coming out. k8tiekat43 2 years ago jointvenus 2 years ago I have goose
bumbs,, just waiting for the other plane to crash.. I can't never imagine how it was to
actually experience this. jointvenus 2 years ago metricfan33 2 years ago woulda sucked to
be there,but the USA didnt have it so bad, china just had 55,000 die, so this isnt really to
compare to that. the thing that sucks would be that the towers were symbolic to new
york, the death count was high though metricfan33 2 years ago Wharding85 2 years ago
Thank you thank you so so much for uploading this video, its really touched me and i feel
ur emotion when you are filming this. The best video about 9 11 because its not got a
music score to it, it isnt sick and its not over the top. Thank you so much Wharding85 2
years ago tjbayliss 2 years ago "just repeating what they told you bin lauden said...only
hes been dead for almost 8years. " no. hes in pakistan or saudia arabia somewhere.
tjbayliss 2 years ago k8tiekat43 2 years ago Ive been going to NYC every summer since i
was 3 & the towers had always been there...but in summer of 2000 we noticed the
observation deck on the towers,we didnt have enough time to go up that day so my dad
promised that we would go to the deck the next year,but there was no next year because
we didnt know on September 11 that they would gone forever,im now 14 & i will never
forget the day that crushed my heart because the great towers that i admired were gone
and i couldnt help but cry k8tiekat43 2 years ago xblueyedbabex3 2 years ago OH MY
GOD. thanks for uploading this, i was just in 4th grade when this happened. i still get
horrible chills. ugh. and idk if anyone else noticed, when all the smoke can rushing at the
apartment & streets, the smoke made faces, im not even kidding, like it made face figures
several times. xblueyedbabex3 2 years ago bigc29731 2 years ago 2 everything started
fucking up after bush got office hmmm bigc29731 2 years ago 2 bretmichaels54 2 years
ago no i got mixed up because i had the same teacher for 2nd and 3rd!!!! yeah I did know
that!! :) bretmichaels54 2 years ago stupidamericanz 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam you americanz are stupid, everyone in the world knows
your gov. did 9/11. they did it for oil, money, power and to control you foolish sheep.
you americans better wake up b4 they do it again stupidamericanz 2 years ago coolmoe97
2 years ago 2 7:50 into the video you will hear a whistle and see some flashes and hear
pops.This happens above the top grey line. Any Idea what that could be? I have heard
people say stuff about possible explosions. Strange. coolmoe97 2 years ago 2
coolchicknot 2 years ago i cant imagine being in that building when that happened. Scary.
coolchicknot 2 years ago coolchicknot 2 years ago so was i... i never really understood
this situation but as i got older its become more clear. Im sure ground zero was sad. I
wanna visit that place one day. coolchicknot 2 years ago bretmichaels54 2 years ago Its
cool bretmichaels54 2 years ago Tropikalkulors3 2 years ago Sometimes it just doesn't
seem real, but it is. Is really is. Tropikalkulors3 2 years ago eze912 2 years ago nd my
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birthday is sept. 12th i kid you not tht i did not nd have not celebrated my birthday since
sept. 11th 2001.. It was a moment tht strenghtened americans nd will never fade in our
minds.. even though i was like 10 or 11.. it hit me hard.. because later on i found out tht
my fathers cousin was an employee in the south tower nd he did not make it out..nd still
to this day tht day.. gives me goose bumps nd it is very hard to forget.. nd i will never
Forget.. eze912 2 years ago eze912 2 years ago i was in 5th grade when this happened..
the whole school stopped and we all sat quite in front of the television screens.. nd my
teacher was balling her eyes out because it was also her birthday.. eze912 2 years ago
Prev 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help
About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising
Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon
Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your
Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next
Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists...
YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My
Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3
years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters
remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036)
JeffHardyRules3 2 years ago im not being mean but thats why we shouldnt have big
buldings JeffHardyRules3 2 years ago ttpad07 2 years ago yea but this stuff rarely
happens. now we don't have to worry cause no planes can ever get hijakced like this in
the u.s. ever again. ttpad07 2 years ago bretmichaels54 2 years ago Yeah, I was in the 3rd
grade when it happened. and now I am going to be a freshman this fall. I have been to
ground zeo this past May and its pretty sad! :( bretmichaels54 2 years ago ttpad07 2
years ago Yea, I'm going to be a Freshman too. But I was in 2nd when this happened...
Did you get held back? And I saw Ground Zero too. But you know they're building the
Freedom Tower? ttpad07 2 years ago 39325dlee 2 years ago So glad this was released. I
was watching it on TV along with other classmates in 8th grade and this brave lady was
watching it through her camera and windows. 39325dlee 2 years ago coolmoe97 2 years
ago At 7:50 into the video someone whistles, then there appears to be some small pops
and flashes right above the top grey line that goes around the building. I have heard stuff
about explosions or bombs, could this be possible? Strange???? coolmoe97 2 years ago
39325dlee 2 years ago you know the buildings did have electricity. The building's electric
wires were mangled. Perhaps (i may be the crazy one) it was electrical equipment
shorting out. Im not even shore that was flashes. It may have been falling glass and that
little click was her moving the camera 39325dlee 2 years ago coolmoe97 2 years ago
Maybe it is electrical wiring or windows. On full screen mode, I now see many more
flashes, some below the top grey line on the left side.They happen after the two with the
whistles. Who knows, I just wanted to see what others thought. coolmoe97 2 years ago
tjbayliss 2 years ago this is horrifying. the womans reaction made me shed a tear. but how
come you cut the impacts? she says "it was a military plane" why did she say this, and
can we see the impact please. tjbayliss 2 years ago someone11232 2 years ago dude, with
all the confusion no one was quite sure what type of plane it was. and they cut the inpact
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because the nature of it, thats why they usually dont show it on tv much now. and it you
want to see the impact look it up here on other videos. someone11232 2 years ago
Supercheets 2 years ago Wow that had to be scary as hell man. Supercheets 2 years ago
tobasco123456 2 years ago Wow. Amazing video. It really gives you an appreciation for
the extent of the dust cloud. tobasco123456 2 years ago DeathRow555 2 years ago 2
Bush that fucking asshole. He blamed it on the goverments! DeathRow555 2 years ago 2
hanswuschtn 2 years ago Were they laughing? hanswuschtn 2 years ago LmaoGuys 2
years ago the terrorist didnt do this. LmaoGuys 2 years ago projectionn 2 years ago 2
REST IN PEACE,EVERY SINGLE PERSON WHO DIED THE 11th
SEPTEMBER,2001... projectionn 2 years ago 2 alexjones4president 2 years ago 9/11 Ten
reasons why the hijackers were fake. You have to watch this clip. 9/11 was an inside job!
alexjones4president 2 years ago EmuhleeMurderr 2 years ago omfg there all so calm about
it EmuhleeMurderr 2 years ago EmuhleeMurderr 2 years ago nvm i meant in the begining
EmuhleeMurderr 2 years ago LmaoGuys 2 years ago fucken white people LmaoGuys 2
years ago DjHopies07 2 years ago i agree with you below, It Was Bush What Did It, but
whats with the (fucking white people)?? DjHopies07 2 years ago TheSkippyJonJones 2
years ago Don't blame Bush for this. He had no idea this would happen. This may have
been a disaster, but it brought the American people closer together and made us a stronger
country. R.I.P to the people who died during this, and thank you to the ones who risked
their own lives to save them. Thank you for putting this on youtube, because people
need to see what truely happened. God Bless America. TheSkippyJonJones 2 years ago
YM0ntana 2 years ago Bye Bye WTC .... It was Bush Everyone know it . The Plane
Must go to the white house where that kakarots is h..ding YM0ntana 2 years ago
alexjones4president 2 years ago Actually. The process can be sped-up, but only with a
much higher temperature -- such as Thermite -- approximately 5,400 degrees (F). That's
almost twice the needed heat. All the pooled jet fuel in the world won't burn hot enough
to produce molten steel - under any conditions. Molten steel was found in the basements
under the debris piles of the twin towers and WTC 7. Hence the deliberate placement of
Thermite = controlled demolition. alexjones4president 2 years ago alexjones4president 2
years ago "Prescott Bush"...President Bush`s grandfather was a Nazi. Google it.
alexjones4president 2 years ago paddy07brentford 2 years ago 2 Even today, the cunts
from Al-Qaeda don't know what they're fighting for. They are a disgrace to the human
race. paddy07brentford 2 years ago 2 911insidejob94 2 years ago Why real "terrorists" (
USA elite, CIA) wanted 9/11 terroracts? to round constitutional rights with antiterrorist
laws ( Homeland security, Patriot act, Real id) invade Iraq for oil invade Afganistan for oil
and pipelines big corporation interests in gun trade and chaos in Iraq and Afganistan.
turn USA in police state ( laws controlling "terrorists") terrorist in their thoughts are free
US citizens Real id coming to us! search youtube for "Real ID" and "Fema concentration
camps" 911insidejob94 2 years ago mikhailesmith 2 years ago go fuck yourself,you cunt
mikhailesmith 2 years ago hmcs2 2 years ago redprojet. Your an arse, dumb. Or both.
Gov Agency Involved. You arse hmcs2 2 years ago VenomTheHedgehog 2 years ago at
07:43 you can see some people jumping off the building... so sad VenomTheHedgehog 2
years ago alexjones4president 2 years ago Jet fuel burns at 800-1500 degrees fahrenheit
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not hot enough to melt steel, which would need to be 2750 fahrenheit. Office furniture
cannot burn hot enough to melt steel either. The steel was also protected by fireproof
asbestos which would not allow for temperatures above 500 degrees fahrenheit, which
could not compromise the steel. This fireproof coating does not just fall off.
alexjones4president 2 years ago cityisonfire 2 years ago go fuck yourself because your
wrong cityisonfire 2 years ago someone11232 2 years ago fucking idiot it was hotter then
1500 degrees in there. someone11232 2 years ago lorenz121990 2 years ago OH - MY GOD lorenz121990 2 years ago June28July 2 years ago Fuck all conspiracy-theorists!
June28July 2 years ago doabaudio 2 years ago 2 At 10:45 and 10:56 it looks like 2 people
standing on the roof ledge, one of them looks like they are waving their arms. It's hard to
see, could be something else, though. What a horrible day that was. doabaudio 2 years
ago 2 alexjones4president 2 years ago But on Thursday [September 6], bomb-sniffing
dogs were abruptly removed. On the weekend of 9/8, 9/9 there was a 'power down'
condition in WTC tower 2, the south tower. This power down condition meant there was
no electrical supply for approx 36 hrs from floor 50 up... "Of course without power there
were no security cameras, no security locks on doors and many, many 'engineers' coming
in and out of the tower." alexjones4president 2 years ago alexjones4president 2 years ago
NYFD Firefighters say they heard explosions and believe the towers were brought down
by high-explosives. Radio recordings show the NYFD Firefighters say they heard
explosions and believe the towers were brought down by high-explosives. Radio
recordings show the firefighters in the towers saying there were only two small pockets
of fire and should be able to knock it out with two lines. But then the buildings came
down. alexjones4president 2 years ago kir4110 2 years ago Even if that were true, which I
can't say because you don't cite any sources for this information, the bombs were planted
by terrorists, either the exact same people or people associated with the terrorists that
took over those planes and flew them into the Towers and Pentagon and would have hit
someplace else too if it weren't for the brave passengers of Flight 93. I just wish people
would stop with all the conspiracy theories (keyword: theories) and mourn the innocents
lost. kir4110 2 years ago kir4110 2 years ago Sorry, that comment was mainly responding
to redproject, but also to anyone believing that bombs were planted. They may have
been, but where's your proof that the US government took part in it? kir4110 2 years ago
korte1975 2 years ago i dont get it terrorists attack us why dont we actually do
something about it instead of going to war with Iraq qe could just drop bombs on Iraq it
would be much simpler i mean they attacked the WTC Penatgon and Twin Tower.... it's
just sad see- this is the problem with stupid americans-you dont really see the truth-this
has nothing to do with any other countries korte1975 2 years ago T13Scott 2 years ago "i
dont get it terrorists attack us why dont we actually do something about it instead of
going to war with Iraq qe could just drop bombs on Iraq it would be much simpler i mean
they attacked the WTC Penatgon and Twin Tower.... it's just sad" Stupid people who
don't know what they are talking about. 'Twin Towers' is the WTC. We went to War "in"
Iraq to take care of the Al-Queda...not to fight Iraq. "Cause bombing a whole country
would be the smart thing to do..." T13Scott 2 years ago dyady8 2 years ago I hope to
read this carefully Islam religion is sinless from that, our prophet taught us the
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mercifulness and you can't find anything bad in his history and we shouldn't attack
anyone even if he comes to attack us this is drama from america government to come to
iraq to take the petroleum dyady8 2 years ago batica4tose 2 years ago Fuck bush family
!!! americans...how you can bellive in this ? 911 was insade job ! that is truth batica4tose
2 years ago T13Scott 2 years ago "Fuck bush family !!! americans...how you can bellive
in this ? 911 was insade job ! that is truth" Cause I'm going to believe a person that can't
even spell 'believe' or 'inside', or that doesn't supply any evidence of their theory...If you
think you can do a better job as president, go for it... You think it is so easy to sit on
your fat ass on your couch saying "Wow, our president sucks so bad. he's a retard, we
should just go bomb a whole country and kill millions of innocent people"... T13Scott 2
years ago redprojet 2 years ago It is the truth. People just don't know it. The planes
didn't make the towers fall, Bombs did. There is video evidence that there was bombs that
went off at the bass of the towers after the planes hit. There was a government agency
involved somehow. redprojet 2 years ago Joshshua2008 2 years ago No you are wrong.
Joshshua2008 2 years ago redprojet 2 years ago Look up explosions on 9/11. redprojet 2
years ago Joshshua2008 2 years ago no. Joshshua2008 2 years ago redprojet 2 years ago
Fine have it you're way redprojet 2 years ago mittudomen15 2 years ago 26 minutes???
How could you do??? mittudomen15 2 years ago cdilln 2 years ago 2 i dont get it
terrorists attack us why dont we actually do something about it instead of going to war
with Iraq qe could just drop bombs on Iraq it would be much simpler i mean they
attacked the WTC Penatgon and Twin Tower.... it's just sad cdilln 2 years ago 2
Manger492 2 years ago That's what I thought, cdilln. But there are all those innocent
people there, and if we were to bomb there, we would be killing the innocent people too.
Manger492 2 years ago batica4tose 2 years ago Terrorisam - Bull shit batica4tose 2 years
ago rodjo15807 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 911 was
an inside Job rodjo15807 2 years ago Artegr4 2 years ago How the hell you made vid 26
mins? it dont give me upload even 10 mins Artegr4 2 years ago thekillersfan4ever 2 years
ago It is horrible what these people did to us. When this all happened i was only 8 years
old. And its sad to the people who arent American say haha to us when they have no
fucking clue how much this day changed our lives.I personally think people who arent
american dont have any say in the 9/11 attack because they dont live here,& they call us
Americans stupid, when they dont got a fucking clue.Fuck people who call us americans
stupid,..people that did this to us, shall go to Hell. thekillersfan4ever 2 years ago
johan861 2 years ago But thing like this happens in iraq every day and its the americans
fault! Usa is a bad country, people are killing more there than anywere in the world.
johan861 2 years ago lukituchi 2 years ago AGREE! lukituchi 2 years ago MerkavahmkIV
2 years ago G-d damn the Muslims. G-d bless America. G-d save Israel. MerkavahmkIV
2 years ago DannyHun 2 years ago did you believe that you fool MerkavahmkIV ,
DannyHun 2 years ago MerkavahmkIV 2 years ago Venezuelans... lol. MerkavahmkIV 2
years ago OsamaBinLadenEmpire 2 years ago greetings OsamaBinLadenEmpire 2 years
ago cDSTheBlackRose 2 years ago Everybody, welcome to the New World Order.
cDSTheBlackRose 2 years ago CopyriteInfringement 2 years ago "omg..whats
happening?...it was a military plane." turn on the news next time....nah but seriously
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FKN terrorist pricks. rest in peace people who died. CopyriteInfringement 2 years ago
NilsJenkins 2 years ago 2 Everytime I see those pictures I could start crying... it's
horrible... all those people died... NilsJenkins 2 years ago 2 rigo000000 2 years ago me 2
rigo000000 2 years ago OsomaBenLaden 2 years ago show hide DETH 2 USA
OsomaBenLaden 2 years ago felix1405 2 years ago i think it was the right desicion put it
on internet...! felix1405 2 years ago Prikaatinkenraali 2 years ago Thats a one HUGE
tower!!!!! And HUUUUUGE cloud of smoke!!! And HUUUUUUUUUGEEE crash.
Whoa, this is so HUGE that im going to eat kebab. Btw, it was HUGE! PS: HUUUGE!!!
Prikaatinkenraali 2 years ago LMCDRC 2 years ago at 11:33 did hear that noise? You can
also see what looks like a skull! LMCDRC 2 years ago MicroCompactSyst3m 2 years
ago 2 Got goose bumps when she opened the window at 04:57. Horrible.
MicroCompactSyst3m 2 years ago 2 royroy95 2 years ago no puedo creér es
teríbleeeeeee dios mio!! cada ves que lo veo de nuevo no puedo aceptar que haya sucedido
semejante barbaridad! royroy95 2 years ago bheea 2 years ago it was not a Terrorisam
Threat, thats just bullshit it wasa planed , because the man that have this twin towers
wanted money .. wm.. bheea 2 years ago bheea 2 years ago 3 it was that started
everything, the only thing george bush wanted was power and more war, hello!! how can
you americans vote for a old man like this,.. and this "accident" ore what i could say, it's
your fault, this thing that happend was just a revenge you get,.. //from a sweidish girl.
bheea 2 years ago 3 evilrooster47 2 years ago 2 You americans seem so inocent,but your
country fucked with the terorist country and now they counter-atack you.If your people
just left them be,none of this wont ever happened. evilrooster47 2 years ago 2 batica4tose
2 years ago the 911 truth : Criminal Elements within he US Government staged a "False
Flag" Terror Attack on its own citizens, in oreder to manipulate public perception into
supporting its agenda. They have been doing these or years. 911 was an inside Job !!!
batica4tose 2 years ago batica4tose 2 years ago btw. Nearly all terror suspects detained
are released without charges...but that`s after they make it to the front page for you to
see. batica4tose 2 years ago batica4tose 2 years ago Why real "terrorists" ( USA elite,
CIA) wanted 9/11 terroracts? to round constitutional rights with antiterrorist laws (
Homeland security, Patriot act, Real id) invade Iraq for oil invade Afganistan for oil and
pipelines big corporation interests in gun trade and chaos in Iraq and Afganistan. turn
USA in police state ( laws controlling "terrorists") terrorist in their thoughts are free US
citizens Real id coming to us! search youtube for "Real ID" and"Fema concentration
camp batica4tose 2 years ago batica4tose 2 years ago Svim amerima se pisam u oci i
serem usta !!! batica4tose 2 years ago batica4tose 2 years ago "TAKO VAM I TREBA
GLUPI AMERI! ZASLUZILI STE MNOGO GORE kad podrzavate glupe siptarcine!!!!
Daj Boze da vas opet stigne ista kazna! KOSOVO JE SRBIJA!!!!" KOSOVO IS
SERBIA batica4tose 2 years ago batica4tose 2 years ago Terrorisam Threat - BULL
SHIT 911 was an insade job ! batica4tose 2 years ago doitdeviant 2 years ago Still heartwrenching 7 years later. God rest the souls of all those who perished on that day.
doitdeviant 2 years ago impalaman17 2 years ago 11:50 is a very scary moment i got
chills when I saw it impalaman17 2 years ago krizzibrh 2 years ago I was only 7 years old
when this happend but 2day I'm 14 and I can't even be-leave this happend :'( krizzibrh 2
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years ago 2008devilsbb 2 years ago at around 7:40 if u look closely u can see some jump
its like a little spec 2008devilsbb 2 years ago 2008devilsbb 2 years ago i was so young
when it happended so i watched these vids to see what happend and know i wish i never
saw these vids becaouse of how sad it is. 2008devilsbb 2 years ago nicod0711 2 years ago
pieces of shit terroists nicod0711 2 years ago 1992kimmy119 2 years ago i am sorry i
meant the 11 th september 1992kimmy119 2 years ago 1992kimmy119 2 years ago the
1th september is my birthday and for me it is not e day of celebrading for me it is a day
of sadness 1992kimmy119 2 years ago Heinz91203 2 years ago God Bless the USA!
Heinz91203 2 years ago arpeggioh 2 years ago OMG--still SO powerful even all these
years later; I can't imagine actually witnessing this... Thank you for posting such a
personal account, without the politics and the preaching and the soundtrack and voiceovers... Visuals like this are just seared into our national memory; I'm sorry you had to
see it so close to your home. arpeggioh 2 years ago sappetooth 2 years ago i was just
eleven years old when this happened. I remember, how much this thing was on the news.
sappetooth 2 years ago Buggyy34 2 years ago If american did not do war everywhere, I
guess september 11 would not have happened. Today americans are in irak and tomorrow
where they will be ?? They did war in others country so it had to happen in usa. so
september 11 is nothing (haha) compared what they did in the past! (vietnam, irak etc)
Buggyy34 2 years ago NinaLina9 2 years ago TAKO VAM I TREBA GLUPI AMERI!
ZASLUZILI STE MNOGO GORE kad podrzavate glupe siptarcine!!!! Daj Boze da vas
opet stigne ista kazna! KOSOVO JE SRBIJA!!!! NinaLina9 2 years ago ShredWithMe 2
years ago okay. how can people say that bush masterminded this entire thing. when at
the same time they say he's to fucking stupid to tie his shoes? doesnt make any sence to
me... r.i.p. victims of 9-11. ShredWithMe 2 years ago ratchet780 2 years ago 2 thank you
for this video my uncle god pluss his family was at work during this time we never heard
from him again i cry every time i watch anything about9-11 and u fuckers who think this
was a plan to do this with george bush go kill ur selfs ratchet780 2 years ago 2
COOLZGOON 2 years ago It´s doesnt give a god COOLZGOON 2 years ago zodwik 2
years ago 2 you people and your conspiracy Theories ..you dont fucking know
everything. All you know is that you hate Bush..he may not be the best president but he
didn't do this ..thats just stupid. Shut up. And for all you fuckers who had a big party
..singing and dancing and chanting "death to america " ..how did those bombs feel??? This
pisses me off all over again . zodwik 2 years ago 2 Raggy443 2 years ago Don't be so one
minded bush may be our president but he has no real power, your right he most likely
had no real role in this inside job but he knew what was about to happen and he
capitalized on this tragedy by introducing fear tactics to buy him 4 more years in office.
Raggy443 2 years ago Thegumpsta 2 years ago False flags are so common for the US...
Hitler, 1930s USA, Cuba, 1960s USA, New York, World Trade Center, September 11
2001, 8:15 AM Thegumpsta 2 years ago wybraniec007 2 years ago I can only say HOLY
CRAP !! wybraniec007 2 years ago s11bklyn11s 2 years ago wow! first of all that was
probably the stupidest most in humaine comment i have read. i am muslim myself but i
dont think that you are a human. what if someone said that about your family. for
example : your family and you will rot in hell. how would that feel. HO TO HELL
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BITCH! s11bklyn11s 2 years ago s11bklyn11s 2 years ago WOW! you are a self
centered bitch! GO to hell and then you're dog can g owith you!! s11bklyn11s 2 years
ago rlinnenbur 2 years ago I watched it and it is all crap. rlinnenbur 2 years ago
brandonsdfan 2 years ago this is an amazing video, thanx 4 posting. but i have a question,
did the plane go through the building, or get stuck in the building, or did it just shatter into
pieces once it hit? this is probably a dumb question, but im just curious cuz idk if it
would completely shatter. i know they found a tire, but thats all i know brandonsdfan 2
years ago reimonZzito 2 years ago i can not believe that the USA goverment attacked
their own country for just have an excuse to invade the asian countries. . i hope that god
punish at those people. ! i hate USA. and . . i am american. ! reimonZzito 2 years ago
x1337FEET 2 years ago go fuck yourself if u hate the usa then move if u hate it so much
have fun living in a mud house in iraq thinking about possibly never seeing your family
again fucker x1337FEET 2 years ago s11bklyn11s 2 years ago wow...these reply's are so
fucked up. first of all. for you x133FEET the only reason you wouldnt be able to see
you're family if you lived in Iraq is because of Bush. He's the one who tore down the
twin towers. You guys are saying all of this shit and you dont even have any proof. if
you're thinking that i dont. think again. ive done my homework, and i can give you tons of
evidence why it was the U.S. government! s11bklyn11s 2 years ago brandonsdfan 2 years
ago u can say that u hate the government, thats understandable, but fuck you for sayin u
hate the U.S. go fucking move then u bitch brandonsdfan 2 years ago xsomeguyx101 2
years ago your mother conceived you through anal sex... that is why you are such a
shithead. dork. xsomeguyx101 2 years ago RLiebenstein1 2 years ago 9/11, The day U.S.
government agents attacked their own people. It was a false flag event. Google
tshirtfaction and click the first link. RLiebenstein1 2 years ago xsomeguyx101 2 years ago
Google, hey, your a douche bag... Im sure your picture is there. xsomeguyx101 2 years
ago wokingmansblues 2 years ago A quite amazing document. Thank you for sharing, it
must have been a difficult decision to put it out here. wokingmansblues 2 years ago
hellblazer14dmn 2 years ago omg i got so amazed at this vid,poort people :(
hellblazer14dmn 2 years ago 15pure1 2 years ago if you stop it at 7:30 it looks like
someone just out of the buildind...so sad this almost mad me cry 15pure1 2 years ago
itzmetony66 2 years ago Im so amazed at this video its an all time best. considering the
circumstances thankyou itzmetony66 2 years ago rlinnenbur 2 years ago Bin Laden is a
terrorist. Period. It was a terrorist attack. It can't be called military because there was no
military from any country since Al Qaeda is NOT a country. To be classified as military
that refers to a word linking it to a country so you are completly and totally wrong.
Militia refers to a state for example of a similiar meaning word. Wiki this and learn basic
words...people learn the basics of the english language before you speak. rlinnenbur 2
years ago s11bklyn11s 2 years ago first of all, english language has nothing to do with
this. You are so wrong. If you ask ANYONE in New York who did this their gonna say
americans. and does it look like i care that im ignorant? The only reason i use curse words
is because people like you wont listen. And what do you mean i dont have the right to
comment. you have NO right to comment because EVERYTHING you say is wrong and
you think that you are so smart when you make yourself look stupid. s11bklyn11s 2
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years ago rlinnenbur 2 years ago I looked at your profile, what are you a little 16 year old
muslim punk? Why am I wasting my time even talking to your little boy brain. What a
complete and total loser. rlinnenbur 2 years ago s11bklyn11s 2 years ago What are you
and old 44 year old american who does nothing but look at himself and has no life but to
insult others. You know, if you tell yourself a lie long enough, you'll beleive it. kinda like
the lies you say in these comments of yours. how about you think of that! and yeah i am
a muslim, but you know what im not the one who tore down the twin towers. Your smart
ass president Mr. monkey bush did. so you should be fighting with him instead of me.
And theres tons of proof!!!! s11bklyn11s 2 years ago iwantpsp995 2 years ago you
american blame muslim only shit fuck you american it is very good that next year bush
will get kick out of the white house iwantpsp995 2 years ago s11bklyn11s 2 years ago
THANK YOU! THATS EXACTLY RIGHT! s11bklyn11s 2 years ago
IRSFRAUDEXPOSED 2 years ago the terrorist to begin with were patsies following isi
double agents who when on the plane conducting there hijacking during operation vigelant
guardian when the planes were taken over electronically . they didnt fly any airliner and
no airliner was used on any buildings .. IRSFRAUDEXPOSED 2 years ago breaknshatter
2 years ago 2 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was a military
operation not a terrorist attack as Bin Laden issued a fatwa declaring war on America in
1996. If U.S. administrators were unaware they were at war or just took Bin Laden's
threats lightly then shame on them. This was Al Qaeda expressing their foreign policy on
state sponsored terrorism. Ex. U.S. supporting Israel with arms and money which they
use to oppress Palestinians and U.S. spearheading sanctions on Iraq which lead to
500,000+ innocent Iraqi deaths breaknshatter 2 years ago 2 breaknshatter 2 years ago The
innocent people killed were collateral damage as U.S. and Israel put it when they wipe
out innocent civilians. The 9/11 military operation targeted militants (U.S. govt officials)
and financers (corporations) who sponsored terrorism. Also b/c America is a
"democracy" the people are just as responsible as the govt. The people pay taxes which
fund the U.S. war machine. We the people need to change our policies and administration
otherwise more 9/11's will occur with justification. breaknshatter 2 years ago
IRSFRAUDEXPOSED 2 years ago uh america isnt a democracy "for the republic for
which it stands..." your just repeating what they told you bin lauden said...only hes been
dead for almost 8years. IRSFRAUDEXPOSED 2 years ago EwkRocks 2 years ago Some
people need to SHUT UP! THAT MEANS U, "AmericansAreCowards!" WE are Brave!
Come on PEOPLE, almost 4000 PEOPLE DIED! I SEND MY condolences to the
families who lost someone from 9-11! EwkRocks 2 years ago rlinnenbur 2 years ago
Thank you and bless you EwkRocks! rlinnenbur 2 years ago brookepenner10 2 years ago
I totally agree, if u can't have any respect at all for these innocent people who lost their
lives, u should not be commenting on these horribly sad videos. Americans have done
NOTHING wrong..."AmericansAreCowards", shut ur fuckin mouth because we
Americans are ready to fight to make sure things like this never happen again, once
again...RIP INNOCENT 9/11 VICTIMS, YOU WILL BE REMEMBERED!!!
brookepenner10 2 years ago belewscreekfiredept 2 years ago I'm so glad you posted this.
Good job. belewscreekfiredept 2 years ago rlinnenbur 2 years ago This was not a
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conspiracy, this was terrorism, plane (mispelled on purpose) and simple. Anyone
backing this has a bullet with their name on it. I am American, and the bastards that did
this are still paying and will continue to pay for a long long time. Go die and be with your
virgin's, I get paradise or heaven, it's a whole lot better. It is not rooted in this world the
same way. In fact your muslim martar heaven sounds like hell. rlinnenbur 2 years ago
s11bklyn11s 2 years ago you're so fucking stupid! American people did this to
themselves. Fucking Bush planned this whole shit. They did this so muslims (who didnt
do anything) would get blamed. You need to stop sounding like a smart ass and get your
fucking facts straight! s11bklyn11s 2 years ago s11bklyn11s 2 years ago For those of
you who dont know who im talking to is the fag who said terrorist did this! s11bklyn11s
2 years ago rlinnenbur 2 years ago People like you who resort to crude words, cussing
missing the obvious as well only show how ignorant they really are. Obviously, I have
my facts straight and obviously to any AMERICAN you are WRONG. You are not
American and you think you have a right to comment on this subject. You don't. Now,
Thank you for proving my point perfecty! Bye Bye! hehe rlinnenbur 2 years ago
LMS96GSR 2 years ago just wondering how american peeps done this to themselves? i'm
not trying to get in a fuss about this, just wondering what u mean. LMS96GSR 2 years
ago IRSFRAUDEXPOSED 2 years ago you wish our government has traitors fare more
evil than you . your PEOPLE didnt do shit , your so called hijackers were hijacked
electronicaly and taken out to sea to there deaths . dont flatter yourself
IRSFRAUDEXPOSED 2 years ago xsobia 2 years ago oh my god. :-( We are people that
cruel to eachother? xsobia 2 years ago L0B0GRIS 2 years ago theres a reason, and its
called business, its very sad to hear this, but its the truth,all the wars and fighyts betwen
countries is pure business, and the sadest thing is that most of the people is brainwashed
and dont know anything that is happening outside your country, you live in a complete
state of ignorance. your country has killed a lot more millions of people,im not criticising
anybody and im very sorry for those people who died,but you americans have nothing to
be proud of your country L0B0GRIS 2 years ago brookepenner10 2 years ago u r a sorry
excuse 4 a human being! it is ridiculous that there are people such as you who feel this
way about these innocent people who lost their lives on this catastrophic day in history!
there was no reason 4 the terrorist attacks that happened and its pathetic that
ANYBODY can feel that way about those people that lost their lives and relatives that
also lost family members. i'm only 14 years old, but i know whats right and whats wrong
and YOU are a fuckin jackass...may u rot in HELL!!!!! brookepenner10 2 years ago
EwkRocks 2 years ago 2 I agree with you man. And I want to say that these people who
filmed it are the bravest people EVER! BOB and BRI, YOU GUYS ROCK! EwkRocks 2
years ago 2 EwkRocks 2 years ago 3 I KNOW! AMERICANS AREN'T COWARDS!!
EwkRocks 2 years ago 3 MsMikeJackson 2 years ago Been there 2 Ground Zero
twice.and im goin back in Aug.Its so sad 2 c tha names of tha victims on tha fence.
MsMikeJackson 2 years ago mariju2509 2 years ago 4 Unbelievable... Terrible.... God
Bless all that Souls. mariju2509 2 years ago 4 britamerican 2 years ago Jesus thats right,
you can see and hear small explosions lower around the tower at 7.46 and 7.53. They
look like demo charges. britamerican 2 years ago alandis4lif 2 years ago 3 man i dont like
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to watch the vid becuz i always cry...god bless all the soulls that died alandis4lif 2 years
ago 3 rtjonz101 2 years ago f u cwr2k6 rtjonz101 2 years ago cwr2K6 2 years ago show
hide
HAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHhAHHAH-AHAHAHAHAAHAHAHAH
AHHAHAHAHHAHA-HAHAHAHAHHAHAHHHHAHAHHAHAHAHAH-AHAH
AHAH cwr2K6 2 years ago rtjonz101 2 years ago f you rtjonz101 2 years ago
pelotuditos 2 years ago what´s so funny you dickhead??? pelotuditos 2 years ago
Dulcet20 2 years ago 2 The difference is that THIS IS IN REAL LIFE!! Actors don't
actually die in movies! REAL INNOCENT PEOPLE DIED!! It's ignorant people like
you that make me want to rip the hair out of my head! God Bless all of those families
who lost relatives that day. Dulcet20 2 years ago 2 b198lky 2 years ago did u notice them
bangs going off at 7:46 - 7:53.. b198lky 2 years ago americanpitbull04 2 years ago i didnt ,
just one bang ... americanpitbull04 2 years ago TheSamsMan 2 years ago Damn.... Im
from Denmark.... and it still hurts to see..... The world truely changed that day....
TheSamsMan 2 years ago tonycomitto1 2 years ago show hide hahaha when i saw this on
tv it was the BEST moment of my life i couldnt stop laughing! fuck i hate u american
pieces of shit and i cant wait til next time! hopefully its a whole city gone! tonycomitto1
2 years ago Achileas101010 2 years ago 2 Fuck you tonycommito you little parasite, you
fuckface, dirtbag, scum of the earth pathetic looser, low life, jobless, teethless, dickless,
motherfucker. Do you know how many innocent people died that day? How many
orphans left, without their parents. You stupid looser. You are not to be feared, but
rather fought. People will always leave you for last, you got nothing going for yourself.
Achileas101010 2 years ago 2 Achileas101010 2 years ago 2 Tonnycomito - Long live
America, Long live Freedom, Long live Democracy. Long Live America. Amaerica is the
world put together, multicultural, multireligious, you can start from nothing and you can
be a somebody. America is the world in a small scale. You are obviously an ignorant idiot.
Your name is not Tony, obviously because you are not Itallian you fuck. Put your real
name Achileas101010 2 years ago 2 Loddol21 2 years ago i am not american. but what
you have sed is purely sick. you are sick. goodness knws how you can be so so... wel i
cnt describe you and to be honest it mite be just as well. u are a sick evil person Loddol21
2 years ago 121789 2 years ago fucking scum 121789 2 years ago amidejv 2 years ago
wow, those 26½ minutes were truly horrifying, disturbing and heartbreaking :( long live
new york and the us! amidejv 2 years ago nobberjr 2 years ago i wouldn't be in a fuckin
tower after that jesus. i'd get the fuck outa there! nobberjr 2 years ago nikko244 2 years
ago what is the thing on the north tower nikko244 2 years ago MyImmortalSpirit 2 years
ago R.I.P MyImmortalSpirit 2 years ago Stapude 2 years ago Respect to everyone who
this see.. horrible is this. RESPECT!! Stapude 2 years ago Vargot1488 2 years ago show
hide Stupid Americans, all world hates you, at us in France all of you держут for idiots,
because you really stupid!!!!! Vargot1488 2 years ago ajones6611 2 years ago fuck u
ajones6611 2 years ago gazillionandone19 2 years ago go fuck urself gazillionandone19 2
years ago DorianGabriello 2 years ago I was visiting my aunts from Italy that week.. I
remember everything we were all crying and running down the streets. :( my hears just
start beating soo hardddd again and tears.. DorianGabriello 2 years ago KaoticLycan 2
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years ago is that barney in the back ground? lolol KaoticLycan 2 years ago hammered346
2 years ago I heard the Jews brought down the towers? hammered346 2 years ago
TheLash18 2 years ago 3 Hey, look @15:52 min... I see in the smoke two faces!!! R.I.P.
TheLash18 2 years ago 3 bizou154 2 years ago it is horrible to see bizou154 2 years ago
QueerSwede 2 years ago 2 It´s still very unreal to watch, it´s still extremely
heartbreaking. QueerSwede 2 years ago 2 trajan231 2 years ago 2 Nearly seven years later
and I agree with you. It is unreal and UNBELIEVABLE! trajan231 2 years ago 2 roloale 2
years ago Los Estados Unidos se merece eso y mas por ser tan metidos hijos de la gran
puta... malditos perros mal nacidos... me alegra que uno de sus aliados los halla golpeado
tanto...hoy que buscan... Guerra o el petroleo que le estan robando al medio
oriente...ustedes hablan de Paz... como lo denuestran...dejen de estarse sampando en la
politica de los paises...cada ves que puedo...me masturbo y pienso en la mamá de BUSH
y en toda la familia QUENNEDY... y les echo mi semen de maldiciòn...JA JA JA JA
roloale 2 years ago gazillionandone19 2 years ago Pero eso es el gobierno.....no la gente. en
ese edificio habian gente de muchas nacionalidades. esto no se lo meresia la gente, sino el
pinche gobierno. ten mas respeto. yo perdi a mi familia ahi, y ellos eran inmigrantes.......
gazillionandone19 2 years ago ash913 2 years ago It breaks my heart to see this...I lost
my aunt that day :( This world is crazy.... ash913 2 years ago batica4tose 2 years ago
When the power of love overcomes the love of power,the world will know peace.
batica4tose 2 years ago batica4tose 2 years ago zeitgeist com part 2 batica4tose 2 years
ago marsaxod 2 years ago How Israeli terrorism and American treason caused the
September 11 Attacks: davidduke com marsaxod 2 years ago batica4tose 2 years ago btw.
Nearly all terror suspects detained are released without charges...but that`s after they
make it to the front page for you to see. batica4tose 2 years ago batica4tose 2 years ago
Why real "terrorists" ( USA elite, CIA) wanted 9/11 terroracts? to round constitutional
rights with antiterrorist laws ( Homeland security, Patriot act, Real id) invade Iraq for oil
invade Afganistan for oil and pipelines big corporation interests in gun trade and chaos in
Iraq and Afganistan. turn USA in police state ( laws controlling "terrorists") terrorist in
their thoughts are free US citizens Real id coming to us! search youtube for "Real ID" and
"Fema concentration camps batica4tose 2 years ago BubbaB97 2 years ago why does war
have to happen at all i wish the world could get along i live in the U.S. and this is
shocking BubbaB97 2 years ago nickster88524 2 years ago wow, that is truely historic
footage........its absolutely devestating to watch, but thats by far the most compelling first
hand footage ive ever seen... nickster88524 2 years ago Dawn321975 2 years ago I cousin
was in the first tower. I live in Vancouver Canada...... My cousin had just moved to New
York because he was a corporate manager.... Very high up in his field..... Not like me.......
Just a house wife....... And everytime i see this video I think about my Cousin. He was
from England and I am from England too and I do not wish this on anyone.......
Dawn321975 2 years ago adrianoDRACUL 2 years ago :(( adrianoDRACUL 2 years ago
huntera123 2 years ago "truthers" pollute everything, like roach droppings in a bowl of
rice. huntera123 2 years ago batica4tose 2 years ago the 911 truth : Criminal Elements
within he US Government staged a "False Flag" Terror Attack on its own citizens, in
oreder to manipulate public perception into supporting its agenda. They have been doing
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these or years. 911 was an inside Job !!! batica4tose 2 years ago thatfunny0stuff 2 years
ago uhh, no it was not. thatfunny0stuff 2 years ago Nosdormu 2 years ago please provide
solid proof that the government would murder several thousand US civilians for a reason
to waste even more money on war when the country was already in debt. Nosdormu 2
years ago eliudeliasMX 2 years ago sorry for that is just this world become more shity
every second, so forget that, i must stop thinking about a best place for everyone thats
never gonna happen PROMISE eliudeliasMX 2 years ago eliudeliasMX 2 years ago its
more terrible the war in irak and the extremely racist you people are so i dont understand
you feel the "victim" here, first change yourself an then the world!!!!! eliudeliasMX 2
years ago scootdiggity54 2 years ago "You people"? Who is the racist here?
scootdiggity54 2 years ago valiisyoursefu 2 years ago :(( valiisyoursefu 2 years ago
carlton7876 2 years ago what a bad day. carlton7876 2 years ago soccer4eva1515 2 years
ago it's horrible soccer4eva1515 2 years ago BRIANxdrift 2 years ago im cry that horrible
;( my bad english im from poland BRIANxdrift 2 years ago ffm20zaheri 2 years ago a
terrible day ffm20zaheri 2 years ago RJL1116 2 years ago 9/11 was a shitty fucking day
RJL1116 2 years ago britamerican 2 years ago NwDQ1xIm1Fk youtube the above film
made by 911 families britamerican 2 years ago cruelcomments 2 years ago i wish people
would stop talkin about a conspiricy can't we just bloody respect the dead
cruelcomments 2 years ago fiddl3r09 2 years ago long vid fiddl3r09 2 years ago
GrazioTech 2 years ago what is that thing on the north tower GrazioTech 2 years ago
bratrat 2 years ago I believe it's a guide pole with a light to let planes during the evening
know where the tower is bratrat 2 years ago twisterdude21 2 years ago 9.11.01 we will
never forget..... twisterdude21 2 years ago smithdaoy 2 years ago ZaoLuYang IS A
SUPER ASSHOLE , SHAME ON U BITCH!~ smithdaoy 2 years ago MaggotMuch 2
years ago and im not trying to cause distress, but sometimes you can see white dots, not
on the buildings, in the sky, so i reckon the whole thing about a Ufo being there is true.
MaggotMuch 2 years ago evilfroggie 2 years ago Then why do these women say at
12.17-12.18 that 'it was a military plane', after we somehow very unfortunately failed to
see any plane at all. evilfroggie 2 years ago captainspine1 2 years ago skro the terist
captainspine1 2 years ago sanyo51 2 years ago thanks for posting... sanyo51 2 years ago
TheFuturePirate 2 years ago inside job? god you people are fucking ignorant. you dont
deserve to live in this country TheFuturePirate 2 years ago GaZaKeogh92 2 years ago
R.I.P GaZaKeogh92 2 years ago evilfroggie 2 years ago "It was a military plane" ??
Wasn't it comercial airlines that crashed into the buildings? And why did the camera go of
exactly when the plane was supposed to be nearing? evilfroggie 2 years ago
fullermedia622 2 years ago Watch Zeitgeist it explains so much!!! fullermedia622 2 years
ago MaggotMuch 2 years ago Did, look in the middle of the building, if i can see it im
pretty sure other people can. MaggotMuch 2 years ago MaggotMuch 2 years ago This
video has proof there could be a conspiracy behind it, take a look at 7:53 you see small
white flashes in the window and hear some bangs. MaggotMuch 2 years ago
godzillaislarge 2 years ago i see it too. bush is the real terrorist godzillaislarge 2 years ago
fueldbycoffie 2 years ago show hide im going to kill you and your entire family
fueldbycoffie 2 years ago ilokin90 2 years ago F..cking Bush, and Brother of Bush!!!
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ilokin90 2 years ago ilokin90 2 years ago F..cking Bush, and Brother of Bush!!! ilokin90 2
years ago fifii93 2 years ago 2 very upsettin video =( fifii93 2 years ago 2
TheWiseWisdom 2 years ago Pssht, Can't belive people are being racist.. Even over the
internet, Lol, that's pretty low. What's done is done, the people are dead now and most
people have great respect for there shortened lives. TheWiseWisdom 2 years ago
Buckeye1860 2 years ago ZaoLuYang u fucking chink, go back to ur communist hell hole
u fuck. U stupid chinks cant even save ur own worthless people in natural disasters and u
think u will defeat us. I'll be the one laughing when u communist fucks are in rail cars
heading to camps. U are the most worthless people on the face of the earth. Buckeye1860
2 years ago titchytam07 2 years ago OMG Thats bad :'( So upsetting. So many people
died :( titchytam07 2 years ago Guriri 2 years ago 11+09+2+0+0+1 = 23 Go ahead tell
yourself it's just a number... Guriri 2 years ago vladiscute999 2 years ago i dont get it,
whats the number mean? vladiscute999 2 years ago EzBrSHOT 2 years ago it think the
movie 23 not sure EzBrSHOT 2 years ago captainspine1 2 years ago shut up
captainspine1 2 years ago ZaoLuYang 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam LOL OWNDEDDDDD!!!! AMERICANS GOT FUCKED! LOL
Americans look at tibet as an example, cuz we ll be fucking you in WW3 just like we
fucked tibet. Also I can prove we will beat your ass in ww3 cuz we are prepared, you
ARE NOT!!!!!! Bitches! U wasted your time with the middle east and now ur
unprepared! in 2013 ur fucked! get ready to be raped. Ur white men fucked our women?
well now well be raping your mothers in front of their children. Just watch bitches
ZaoLuYang 2 years ago kentrie16 2 years ago Fuck You Wait Till I Rape You kentrie16 2
years ago lctrout 2 years ago George W Bush absolutely positively knew 9/11 was going
to happen. He also knew how much he would benefit by it. If you know it is going to
happen and do nothing to stop it, that is the same as orchestrating the attack yourself.
Bush must rot in a prison cell for this. lctrout 2 years ago IRSFRAUDEXPOSED 2 years
ago sorry but he is a fucken idiot and letting him know shit is a liability. even rumsfield
slipped and said the pentagone was hit by a missle and 93 was shot down.
IRSFRAUDEXPOSED 2 years ago captainspine1 2 years ago shut up captainspine1 2
years ago athlete705 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Thanks to all the heroes including Mohamed Atta and the rest who killed over 3000 fat
american cowards on 9/11/2001.We are fighting and killing american cowards day and
night and thanks to all our brothers who are fighting and killing american cowards. Death
to all americans who are the biggest cowards in the world. Be ready weak americans it's
only a matter of time before the world gets another victory on you again next time it shall
be bigger than 9/11 god willing.Prepare your coffins cowards. athlete705 2 years ago
Fleischmahn 2 years ago Wheres the other tower? Allready collapsed? Fleischmahn 2
years ago GoRavens95 2 years ago Yeah GoRavens95 2 years ago
IRSFRAUDEXPOSED 2 years ago no as in most videos the angle is impoartant so as to
block the view of the impact of the second tower that is in question becouse the only
video of it looks fake as hell. IRSFRAUDEXPOSED 2 years ago MAk334 2 years ago
kiya ish bin tot MAk334 2 years ago MAk334 2 years ago how could be this person soo
relax hallo is she stupid or what MAk334 2 years ago coltssbxli 2 years ago google or
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youtube search: illuminati, new world order, skull & bones, bohemian grove, bilderberg
group, trilateral commission, council on foreign relations, project for a new american
century. Learn the truth about the federal reserve and how it operates. Find out who was
really behind 9/11. Do the research....the truth is out there. All I can do is guide you in the
right direction. Call me crazy or do the research. The only thing crazy is to ignore me.
coltssbxli 2 years ago LandCruisers4Life 2 years ago 2 While this should never be
forgotten, we should remember that we are losing several thousand more lives in
Afghanistan and Iraq. (Yes we still have troops in Afghanistan). LandCruisers4Life 2
years ago 2 LandCruisers4Life 2 years ago Instead of toying around with these people,
we should just wipe them all out and take their land and establish ourselves in the middle
east. Our oil prices would be down because then we would own oil in the middle east. It's
time to stop PLAYING, and start wiping people out that do these sort of things.
LandCruisers4Life 2 years ago buffy675 2 years ago Oh...When I heard "OH MY GOD".
My heart flipped.I'm scared to death sitting right here,I can't even imagine what you felt
like. buffy675 2 years ago zork824 2 years ago 2 oh my goooooooooooooooooth!!!!!
zork824 2 years ago 2 Donnizl3 2 years ago OMG i cant watch this i lost my dad in this
=...[ he was in the floor the second pane hit =[ he was there for a new job a shouldnt of
went that day i miss him april 3 1971 - september 11 2001 i love you dad =[ Donnizl3 2
years ago mcjohner 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam fuck
your all mcjohner 2 years ago nurselondon 2 years ago this is the reality of it its very
very sad to think ppl were trapped up ther nurselondon 2 years ago alienspacecentereast
2 years ago Yeah, welcome to the Rockefeller show! Sad to have these kind of fuck-faces
around us who can´t accept other people than them selfes... "There will be an event"... Nicholas Rockefeller alienspacecentereast 2 years ago xcountryxboyx 2 years ago They
weren't terrorist, they were US Airforce planes... how could terrorist hijack government
planes? This was just plot to go to war against the middle east for oil. And we all know
how that worked out xcountryxboyx 2 years ago piecesofwinter 2 years ago 2 Don't
disrespect those who died in this catastrophe with your silly theories. They were
commercial planes, people are dead. Please show me some solid proof to your claim.
Please. You disrespectful git. piecesofwinter 2 years ago 2 dullsville 2 years ago As we
join these people on their balcony, we know our world will never be the same. dullsville 2
years ago Thiemus 2 years ago Amerika hatt selbst das Worldtratecenter gesprengt dafür
giebt es beweiße! Thiemus 2 years ago Djpapadogg 2 years ago Bist du hol im kopf oder
hats dir in die birne gekakt bist du auch einder der sagt er weiss alles aber weis nicht mal
die hintergründe ???? pfff verzapf nicht so einen scheiss !!! Djpapadogg 2 years ago
anarkislo1 2 years ago jeste the trorist of alkaida are guilty for this. and for that kids
abuse drogs to. AND FOR GROWING PRICE OF OIL TO. oh o/c for tornados to. i like
bush and usa. they help me grow inside. thank u america I HATE U anarkislo1 2 years
ago CSIxxTwee 2 years ago What a horrible day in our nation's history. That was the day
I realized that there are truly sick people in this world who don't care about the innocent
lives they take. CSIxxTwee 2 years ago Kchrysler 2 years ago Very scary..... Kchrysler 2
years ago jimihendrixhof 2 years ago 3 that is so sad jimihendrixhof 2 years ago 3 Kalo467
2 years ago They were like the two biggest brothers of New York City man. Kalo467 2
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years ago TF4Word101 2 years ago this is soo deep...its soo sad how so many peole lost
their lives and loved ones...it makes me appreciate life every single day TF4Word101 2
years ago scizzy23 2 years ago Oh my gosh how disturbing those people saw that
firsthand accounts. Let's pray something like this or worse does not happen again!!!
scizzy23 2 years ago bayarpatriottube 2 years ago GOD BLESS AMERICA!!!
bayarpatriottube 2 years ago Yanetta17 2 years ago so sad:( Yanetta17 2 years ago grilan
2 years ago I was in my way to WTC when this happned grilan 2 years ago Yanetta17 2
years ago wow. Yanetta17 2 years ago IRSFRAUDEXPOSED 2 years ago Captain
Sherlock Solves 911 google video you tube video 9-11 in about a minute
IRSFRAUDEXPOSED 2 years ago Kriso27 2 years ago why can't you just except that
your defence system was flawed that day? i mean come on! at the trade centre, 2 fully
loaded, near enough fully fueled jets gutted the central core of those buildings, why is that
not a good enough reason for collapse for you? i'm 18 & from the uk, i have no bias, but i
reckon i could provide a common sense answer to all your "conspiracy" theories Kriso27
2 years ago RainyDay1023 2 years ago holy crap! Thats so bad! RainyDay1023 2 years
ago poliorkitis 2 years ago what a tragedy! and even more if you think the more horrible
tragedies at Afghanistan and Iraq... poliorkitis 2 years ago captainspine1 2 years ago wr u
thar captainspine1 2 years ago MitchellGranovsky 2 years ago speechless
MitchellGranovsky 2 years ago guiddrums 2 years ago show hide Terrorists win.
guiddrums 2 years ago Fulis88 2 years ago My brother worked in the first tower:'( we
miss him. Btw iam from sweden so its a long way to go and work Fulis88 2 years ago
rpg37 2 years ago So sorry for loss. rpg37 2 years ago Sinatran01 2 years ago If it was a
controlled demolition don't you think they would have either had closed down the
surrounding area and/or gotten the people out of the builiding first? Seriously, think
before you say things. Sinatran01 2 years ago Caroline2711 2 years ago it gives me chills
all over my body every time I see it.. Caroline2711 2 years ago 9TKyuubi 2 years ago I
remeber when I had seen this, I was comming home from school and my parents were
watching the new of this happening, then I realized just how horrible people can be,
thank you for this video. 9TKyuubi 2 years ago Momone5 2 years ago thats the reason
america's at war, cos of the bastards that did this..yeah everyone thinks war is wrong..but
look what they bloody did!!!!!!!! Momone5 2 years ago namedlorenna 2 years ago And
what has the war solved so far? namedlorenna 2 years ago conman2317 2 years ago look
what america did, if they did nothing to the middle east before this, this wouldn't have
happened, bastards invading countries killin millions for oil, no wonder they blew up the
towers. conman2317 2 years ago aXdeadXpanda 2 years ago ... We are at war in Iraq...
The guy who planned this is in Afghanistan. So, How does the war have anything to do
with this? aXdeadXpanda 2 years ago clamb147 2 years ago No, what the hell are you
talking about.. We have peace with Afghanistan at the moment. We use them for oil and
natural gasses. It's Iraq that is taking a shit on us, so now we kicked their asses. clamb147
2 years ago aXdeadXpanda 2 years ago But Iraq didnt plan 9/11, So I dont see how the
war has anything to do with the attack. aXdeadXpanda 2 years ago piecesofwinter 2
years ago The attack from September 11th has really nothing to do with Iraq. That is
different. Afghanistan was the one we went after because they harbored Al-Qaida. We
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went into Iraq because of the Shi'a. piecesofwinter 2 years ago rockertillmydeath 2 years
ago well that's cause there r alqaeda forces in iraq too....but i think there's something else
going on rockertillmydeath 2 years ago Momone5 2 years ago OMG! The woman was so
brave! I'd be shitting myself if I was that close!! I'd be running away! I feel so sorry for
the people that were inside and also the peoiple outside that had to see it :( Momone5 2
years ago lunakiller30 2 years ago OMG o.o lunakiller30 2 years ago dazjavu 2 years ago
why is this funny dumb ass dazjavu 2 years ago dazjavu 2 years ago why is this
funny...dumb asss dazjavu 2 years ago lyndsay4756 2 years ago Who eva thinks its funni
is a right twat coz i lost half of my family because of this........... lyndsay4756 2 years ago
ltvl10 2 years ago that was so scary the girl wasnt even able to capture any real footage..
even still, i somehow sat here for 19 minutes waiting to see a the mistle strapped plane
but FINALLY I see this amazing site.. wow made me feel scared.. OK SOMEBODY
SAID LORD PUNISH THOSE WHO DID THIS.. BUT IT WASNT TERRORIST..
what world or hole are you living in that you didnt know your OWN government allowed
this to happen 911 LOOSE CHANGE, LOOK IT UP.. AMERICA= WAKE UP. ltvl10
2 years ago dchang11 2 years ago wow dchang11 2 years ago jordanrazolove 2 years ago
oh mi god i am in california and that looks so scary jordanrazolove 2 years ago
katieliciousG 2 years ago that must be scary i was scared infront of tv so imagine living
next to it and seeing it with your own eyes - i couldn't Shall they all rest in peace
katieliciousG 2 years ago Escapatis 2 years ago Kill Osama bin Laden Kill Ayman al
Zawahiri Kill Mahmudh Ahmadinedschad Kill Bachar al Assad Escapatis 2 years ago
JerrimeWilliams30 2 years ago And you forgot to mention: kill Pres. Bush!
JerrimeWilliams30 2 years ago commandokidnick 2 years ago lord, please punish the men
that caused the horrible harm to all the innicont that perished,please help the family's that
lost loved ones,and send those evil terrorists to hell! amen. commandokidnick 2 years ago
PaulFromOzz 2 years ago I lol'd when the tower fell. PaulFromOzz 2 years ago
dougieluver77 2 years ago You r a fuking sick bastard and are as bad as the people who
done this!!!!! dougieluver77 2 years ago Supercheets 2 years ago Hey FUCK YOU!
stupid ass punk this shit aint funny fucking stupid bitch! Supercheets 2 years ago
ZappaGolf 2 years ago WHAT'S WRONG WITH YOU????? ZappaGolf 2 years ago
ahmetdemir83 2 years ago htt p://rapid share. com/files/90106696/11.pdf ahmetdemir83 2
years ago ahmetdemir83 2 years ago htt p://rapid share. com/files/90106696/11.pdf put
the link together ahmetdemir83 2 years ago garycalgary 2 years ago That morning a freind
woke me and told me to come look. I thought he did something on his computer and
didn't believe that it was real until i saw his wife crying. it's a unique perspective you
have filmed but sadly i have seen worse and more graphic videos than this one
garycalgary 2 years ago hemlock68 2 years ago This video would have been better if it
would have shown the second impact comin in,a new angle(not seen b4) but the tape is
off at impact.Never forget 911 but also never underestimate your enemy,this is what
america forgets...... hemlock68 2 years ago rogerkeays 2 years ago Thank you for sharing
this rogerkeays 2 years ago xoxohelenxx 2 years ago omg omg omg Did you friend sally
live? And i feel so sry for the people. They tried to jump but didn't live. I hope the
people that lived have a good life up there. xoxohelenxx 2 years ago IAmMrsLovett 2
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years ago 2 I'm from Italy. This is one of the event that I can't never forgot. Whenever I
see something about this, tears coming in my eyes and I start to cry... IAmMrsLovett 2
years ago 2 tomtheskatebum 2 years ago 2 why are there segments missing? the Illuminati
did this tomtheskatebum 2 years ago 2 avrrojas84 2 years ago show hide THIS IS WHY
WE ARE IN IRAQ AND AFGANISTAN...WAKE UP BLEEDING HEART
LIBERALS, THIS WAS NOT THE FIRST OR LAST FROM THOSE FING PPL IN
THE MIDDLE EAST. IRAN WILL NOT STOP UNTIL ISREAL IS WIPED OFF THE
MAP. WE MUST ANSWER TO THAT THREAT! McCAIN 08! REAL
LEADERSHIP! REAL EXPERIENCE! A TRUE AMERICAN! WE OWE IT TO OUR
CHILDREN TO FIGHT THIS IDEOLOGY AT ITS HEART AND NEVER ALLOW
THIS TO HAPPEN ON OUR WATCH AGAIN! avrrojas84 2 years ago ghalusha 2
years ago Your government and satanists are the masterminds Al qaida are the stupid
executers You wak up ghalusha 2 years ago CSIxxTwee 2 years ago Satanists had
NOTHING to do with 9/11. Your misconceptions about a philosophy are horrible.
Satanists don't even worship the devil...devil worshippers do. CSIxxTwee 2 years ago
ghalusha 2 years ago "Satanists had NOTHING to do with 9/11. Your misconceptions
about a philosophy are horrible. Satanists don't even worship the devil...devil
worshippers do" Hopeless ghalusha 2 years ago CSIxxTwee 2 years ago What do you
mean by that? I'm a non-thestic satanist and I've actually read the Satanic Bible...we do
not condone harm to people who haven't harmed us personally (everyone who died that
day were INNOCENT), we do not condone harming children, and we do not believe in
worshipping others when we should be, to put it simply, trying to find ourselves. You
were just continuing the cycle of misconceptions, and I'm just trying to defend my
beliefs. CSIxxTwee 2 years ago ghalusha 2 years ago Obviously i dont mean you
Generally Bush, Cheny and the rest of the gang are called Satanists and Bohemians
together with their Illuminati groups. They have depiction of Satan in their bohemian
grove and they have rituals and idols. You can find more informations if you search
illuminati ghalusha 2 years ago theguy1991 2 years ago Hey you moron. Satan does all of
those things. theguy1991 2 years ago CSIxxTwee 2 years ago Where did you find this
"information"? CSIxxTwee 2 years ago desperategirl932 2 years ago this "war" has killed
and destroyed so many innocent people, and a country is being terrorized.Wake up and
really think.understand that it was only one day that killed 2 to 3 thousand people in the
US, but its been 5 years of destruction the US has brought to another country.there are
better ways than the Bush way or the McCain way.I hope that Obama's way can fix the
mess Bush has made.think of the entire picture and try not to think war is the
way.recognize that it only causes more pain. desperategirl932 2 years ago xxxcharloxxx 2
years ago 2 i`m from england and i remmeber that i came home from school to watch tv
and it was all over the channles i never thought that it was a big as it was because i was
about 10 and did`nt real undersatnd. xxxcharloxxx 2 years ago 2 Amberlina231 2 years ago
I still can not belive what happen... it is so sad...... This happen when i was 7..... alll i
remeber was that me and my brother and my mom were whatching..... so horrible.... my
mom started to cry... Amberlina231 2 years ago marcosmartin01 2 years ago un miedo
para la humanidad marcosmartin01 2 years ago zombie111roblox 2 years ago somone seid
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tthis->wow did u hear that boom there was fucking bombs in the building...
zombie111roblox 2 years ago sjafrancis 2 years ago show hide i think that the woman
who filmed this was in on the attacks. think about it people sjafrancis 2 years ago
Acoustic0026 2 years ago Are you FLIPPING kidding me?! God, you're an idiot!
Acoustic0026 2 years ago elenahart1 2 years ago 2 a day we should always remember,
my daddy was called down for there and im proud to say he was one of the millions of
fire fighters that helped. elenahart1 2 years ago 2 Magicman500123 2 years ago ='( dam
terrorist Magicman500123 2 years ago sjafrancis 2 years ago show hide when did this
happen sjafrancis 2 years ago chimteam 2 years ago are you fucking kidding me?!!!!!!
maybe i would know better since i was right there when it happened but unless you're
from another country(which if you are disregard this) or you weren't alive when this
hapened(which is unlikely)you are retated if you don't know this happened!! chimteam 2
years ago xxlfctilidiexx 2 years ago 2 im from england i remember it was all over the news,
uv gota b from another planet 2 of not heard about it. horrible day :( xxlfctilidiexx 2 years
ago 2 InfamousDominion 2 years ago Sadness beyond expression. The sounds are
haunting and at about 20:53, an an image on the left that resembles satan, made by the
cloud dust. :( InfamousDominion 2 years ago skatepunk795 2 years ago bentheman your
a fuckhead! and if your truly from spain your a dumbass. b/c they had osama and let him
go when clinton was in office so stfu you spainard bitch skatepunk795 2 years ago
CarolineSkov 2 years ago It was awful. All of us in Denmark was in chok. I'll never forget
that day :( CarolineSkov 2 years ago kikit39 2 years ago I hope this country never forgets
this tragic day our country was attacked. kikit39 2 years ago bentheman9 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam hahahaha fuck you americans!!!
september 11 2001 was the happiest day in my life!! i really hope there is another
terrorist attack soon :P bentheman9 2 years ago xxxcharloxxx 2 years ago go fuck urself u
don`t understand wat poeple went thou that day . but nowin poeple like u could`nt give
to shits . how would u fell being that building the day it was attacted i hope u burn in hell
xxxcharloxxx 2 years ago RioRieseneinlauf 2 years ago Who knows what realy
happened.... RioRieseneinlauf 2 years ago KFCPatriot 2 years ago wow she even said it
was a military plane interesting. KFCPatriot 2 years ago Jelledk 2 years ago bush is a
terrorist Jelledk 2 years ago guiddrums 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam I laught a lot in September 11 >:) guiddrums 2 years ago
AmericanKnowItAll 2 years ago Hey quiddrums... Hey greaseball fuckhead The CIA has
identified your IP and are coming to get you. I hope you like Guantanimo yo stupid ass.
AmericanKnowItAll 2 years ago bmibaby20056 2 years ago i was terrified for ages when
this happened cause i was only 5 but i live in england and saw it on tv. it was horrible
bmibaby20056 2 years ago therealMarcoman 2 years ago At 9/11 the U.S. helicopter
pilots in their apaches sayed in our german helicopter base they want to shoot at our anti
tank helicopters, in the case that we are too close to them! It was the first nato collective
defend case in history, and our allied wanted to kill us, because they had no matter what´s
going on! We sayed we stand by you! But it´s all shit! I tell you something: The nato
sucks! We don´t want to be cannon fodder in iraq, afghanistan and later in iran for the
U.S. gouvernment! therealMarcoman 2 years ago BRUTUSbyFORCE 2 years ago
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Saddam was trying to connect with terrorists groups who could inflict damage on the U.S.
It wouldn't have been the Iraqi army, just like it wasn't the military of Afghanistan that
attacked us on 9-11, it was a grouped trained there and financed by a group from there.
Iraq had terrorists training camps and the oil profits Saddam was supposed to use for
food and medical supplies of his people under the UN resolutions he was keeping to buy
himself palaces and God knows what else. Bless the victims! BRUTUSbyFORCE 2
years ago therealMarcoman 2 years ago Saddam Hussein & Bin Laden didn´t work
together. Both hates the U.S. but they had no connection to each other. Pakistan &
Afghanistan supporting Bin Laden. therealMarcoman 2 years ago colfatihi 2 years ago
Idiotic motherfucker colfatihi 2 years ago uaintgothebollocks 2 years ago truly ? shite
camera work , u stop filming when the second plane hit and the 1st tower collapses ?
uaintgothebollocks 2 years ago BRUTUSbyFORCE 2 years ago Shut up! They didn't
know the 2nd plane was going to hit and the tower was going to collapse. They were right
there, they were terrified. It doen't take a country's military any more to inflict damage on
another country. It just takes a group of well financed or determined individuals.
Everybody needs to stop thinking of war the old way. Saddam was funding terrorists,
maybe not Al qaeda, but after this you know he probably really stepped up his attempts
to finance a network that could infiltrate BRUTUSbyFORCE 2 years ago sjafrancis 2
years ago its not a military plane twathead sjafrancis 2 years ago gqjohn1122 2 years ago
This chicks kinda loopy. Don't get too excited or emotional there lady. gqjohn1122 2
years ago kshirbtf 2 years ago What has this world gone to?I mean,WTF?Are you
serious?I mean,MY GOD!All of you DEMOCRATS need to get a hold of yourself
because the democrats want to go to Iraq or whatever the hell it is and be like "hey
homies,lets make peace!"You know what the terriosts are going to do.."Aye BITCH WE
DONT PLAY LIKE THAT."There going to kill us,THATS ALL THEY WANT TO
DO!LET THE WAR GO ON!If we dont,this will accur everyday!Brace yourself
America..this world is coming to an end.. kshirbtf 2 years ago TwilightPug 2 years ago If
Barrack Obama becomes president, stuff like this will happen everyday. TwilightPug 2
years ago wizzel07 2 years ago I am glad I am no the only one who feels this way.... I
was starting to feel like I was. wizzel07 2 years ago leafssuk24 2 years ago President
Bush Doesnt CAre About U Americans any more. He Doesnt Care about your country
even the economy. and he is dumb enough to belive tht there is no global warming. But At
This Sight Im sick of this guy Always at war and invading country's wen he doesnt mind
his on business. This War in Iraq has done enough to the citizens there. And the result
will be that the Americans WILL NOT win the war. they are just wasting there time. So
Far Im from Canada.and Bush and his army are cowards leafssuk24 2 years ago pickle645
2 years ago sjafrancis you are such a little prick y would u be saying when they should
have attacked you america hater. non patriotic son of a bitch pickle645 2 years ago
sjafrancis 2 years ago the planes should have waited about another hour. They could have
killed a load more people then because there would have been a lot more people in the
twin towers sjafrancis 2 years ago packdat4 2 years ago what you son of a bitch god i
hope karma is a bitch to you packdat4 2 years ago gihlaine 2 years ago Oh my god is al i
can say right know! i live in holland and i wase at te day is happend 7 so i dont realy
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remember any. I tought i wanna know more and i found your video!! i have so mutch
repect for the makers of this video and everyone els!! i cant stand that people that we are
living whit EVERY day do this kind of stuf!! Please! never let this happen EVER again!
naomi gihlaine 2 years ago Tammylita 2 years ago But didn't the Al Quaeda admit they
were responsible? Or am I misremembering? I don't know... Tammylita 2 years ago
merged 2 years ago here's some information about " the airplanes and passengers" of ALL
4 flights pass it on. philjayhanDOTwordpressDOTcom/c-ategory/flight-175/ what is
seen in this video is a missile, not an airplane. merged 2 years ago Reindoria 2 years ago
No its a plane. And also we did land on the moon end there are no aliens in area 51. :P
Reindoria 2 years ago EinsteinApril 2 years ago 2 I hate thinking that so many people
died that day, its terrible. EinsteinApril 2 years ago 2 Sicaroo 2 years ago At 6:49 you
hear a bang, sounds like someone who jumped. Sickening, but I appreciate this video
Sicaroo 2 years ago youguystube 2 years ago US government did too many dirty things in
other countries. Why those terrorists were willing to give up their lives to kill americans?
It must not be without reasons. 911 was the perfect example of karma. youguystube 2
years ago youguystube 2 years ago 911 was a perfect example of karma. youguystube 2
years ago sjafrancis 2 years ago show hide did this really happen or is it a movie. i think
its a movie because i have never heard of this happening in real life. cool special effects
what is the film called sjafrancis 2 years ago BrokenPromises93 2 years ago :/ seriously.. ?
where have you been? under a rock? 9/11 really happened... BrokenPromises93 2 years
ago farfelus32 2 years ago une triste date .. gravée dans notre mémoire et j'espere que nos
enfants s'en souviendront eux qui auront pris conscience du danger qui mene le monde ...
le capitalisme .. les religions et les médias et surtout la politique .. tragédie inutile .. paix a
leurs ames . farfelus32 2 years ago portuuuu 2 years ago dios mioooo desde luego...el
mundo va cada vez a peor.... :`( paz! paz ace falta joder portuuuu 2 years ago narasimah 2
years ago In fact Godzilla has destroyed the tower, but your government lies cause it is a
lizard who has eaten Monsanto's products narasimah 2 years ago dackjaniels555 2 years
ago i thought this was someone filming a video that was playing on there monitor, then it
hit me that they are filming the real thing... creeped me out. big mind fuck there 0_o i shat
brix. dackjaniels555 2 years ago NatzReid10 2 years ago omg u do see a figure at 20:50!!
holy shit! it just looks like a face with horns ... scary! NatzReid10 2 years ago rtyoufree
2 years ago At 7:50 you hear a guy whistle.Then within seconds,you will see little flashes
of light with small explosions starting in the center of the building going down and off to
the left side. What does that tell you? rtyoufree 2 years ago kenster1111 2 years ago very
sad,, funny when u can see people jumping out of tower kenster1111 2 years ago
brettc2727 2 years ago wtf why would u say that brettc2727 2 years ago
benjaminantonifry 2 years ago This was an appalling act and a horrendous loss of
innocent life.We should never forget those who died.this video does make you wonder
what made them collapse,the damage was only the top section and they came down very
quickly. We will never know he truth, we just have to remember the dead and their poor
loved ones,so many children lost their parents, so many will never be able to bury their
dead. our hearts should be with them.Please try to understand it was not only America
who suffered on 911 benjaminantonifry 2 years ago nvp94 2 years ago holy you right
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nvp94 2 years ago MetallicOpeth 2 years ago holy shit, take a look at 20:50 the smoke
that builds up on the left hand side and covers the tower on the left...looks like the figure
of the devil, i'm not being a stupid idiot or anything, it looks like a horned figure on
shoulders, TAKE A LOOK MetallicOpeth 2 years ago MetallicOpeth 2 years ago sooo
much smoke, unbelievable MetallicOpeth 2 years ago sjafrancis 2 years ago did this really
happen or is it a movie sjafrancis 2 years ago nshorty3951 2 years ago dip shit its real
nshorty3951 2 years ago kenster1111 2 years ago really happend............. terroirst
hijacked planes and flew them into the tower 9,1,1 ........ kenster1111 2 years ago
brettc2727 2 years ago true very terrorist attack septemmber 11 2001 known as 9/11
brettc2727 2 years ago glen1ster 2 years ago They also find the time for flame war spam
on message boards and, by championing murder with nothing better than gossip, prove
the point unwittingly. glen1ster 2 years ago messihardaway35 2 years ago GOD FUCK
AMERICA! YEAH! messihardaway35 2 years ago Antagonist43770 2 years ago
Congratulations to all the Freedom Fighters who fought the American Terrorists in 9/11. I
hope that everyone inside those Towers died a very Agonizing Death. May their souls
Rot in Hell! There shall be wailing and gnashing of teeth Antagonist43770 2 years ago
lexusdominus 2 years ago fucking sick.. whats wrong with you? lexusdominus 2 years ago
Sokeriskool1 2 years ago so many of these videos of september 11 are also similar to
those of cloverfield...ive noticed Sokeriskool1 2 years ago chug26 2 years ago jesus this is
scary shit u sound pretty calm though but god bless all those people chug26 2 years ago
glen1ster 2 years ago The political/religious stance that the 9/11 attack was defense and
good is part of the last big dangerous religious stupidity. It claims God's prerogative with
no sign of God for it. It's like any other overly-'centric view, unsubstantiated, but also
dangerous, like any overly-'centric stance with a big ugly history behind it. Compared to a
less racial 'centric 2008 US, it's like an 1840 US. glen1ster 2 years ago khazelzalam 2
years ago Ben said Islamic sister! These pigs Americans must understand that put us
against Islamic could cost them very much blood! khazelzalam 2 years ago crickey7301 2
years ago The ancient Arabic word "Jorgbushii" translates roughly to "evil one who
comes disguised in peace to drink Earth's black blood". crickey7301 2 years ago slayerbbk
2 years ago they died... for what cause? slayerbbk 2 years ago Daphnedragonquill 2 years
ago Amazing and horrifying footage. God Bless. Daphnedragonquill 2 years ago
moonsafari4 2 years ago It's so sad that fanatical ideology, abstract and in the mind, is
used to implement REAL suffering of REAL people. Rest in peace.... moonsafari4 2
years ago crcrulez 2 years ago U.S.A is not the owner of the world! Hail Asian crcrulez 2
years ago luvmy4re 2 years ago show hide You are a FUCKING ASSHOLE that needs to
be taken out and set on fire just like those victims of 9/11 luvmy4re 2 years ago crcrulez 2
years ago fuck the victims... god bless the world and not only the U.S! no blood for oil!!
us soldier is die like cocoroach in Iraq :P crcrulez 2 years ago junky96706 2 years ago
why do ppl say the goverment lies about 9/11? junky96706 2 years ago PennyTraition 2
years ago I sincerely apologise for my stupid comment and to those I upset. I don't really
know what I was trying to say but I have no idea for what it must've been like to live
through this ineffability. PennyTraition 2 years ago sleepyperres 2 years ago what the
fuck is up with this lady, shes all calm acting like nothing happend sleepyperres 2 years
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ago slimmdogg2968 2 years ago 3 some people have very calm demeanors during
tragedies, its thanks to them that people dont get out of control scared and crazy, they
try to keep others calm. slimmdogg2968 2 years ago 3 dackjaniels555 2 years ago ..they
sounded rational to me. screaming and flailing your arms would be irational, it doesn't
help anyone. heros don't do it.. think of what would have happened if all the firemen did
that.. anyone that over reacts like that deserves a good hard slap imo. fucking wake up
and do somthing instead of make yourself look retarded. dackjaniels555 2 years ago
pearl8812 2 years ago Thanks. I think you were very respectful in the time aloud for
families to grieve before releasing this tape. You shouldn't feel guilty at all for the nasty
comments. pearl8812 2 years ago dalhau 2 years ago poore lady:( dalhau 2 years ago
PennyTraition 2 years ago Conspiracy? Fundamentalists? What the fuck;MURDER!I
wish the lost of lives and minds are allowed by the Gods and Goddesses to judge those
who commited this ineffability I wish somehow they could be comforted.If this what "
humanity " is about I do not question my solace in addiction, the Little Sleep.My sins are
myriad. This is ineffable.I really hope Gods exist that the responsible be judged and the
victims are in PARADISE.Imagine... PEACE X And hope for our beautiful world... X
PennyTraition 2 years ago Tannerislegend 2 years ago weirdo Tannerislegend 2 years ago
sabal159 2 years ago wtf it wasnt a terirest attack it was actually george bush who
planned this attack and he got a person to do it im not sure who so ppl can think its a
trirst atack when its not sabal159 2 years ago trainz10 2 years ago show hide Was that in
america? trainz10 2 years ago runningswimqueen 2 years ago YES!!!! HOW CAN YOU
NOT KNOW!!! runningswimqueen 2 years ago Dharoks83 2 years ago no duh it was in
america!!!!! Dharoks83 2 years ago trainz10 2 years ago hey you just replied to me
trainz10 2 years ago chelseakidz 2 years ago 2 thats really sad what happened that day i
hope nothing like that happens again chelseakidz 2 years ago 2 spiritking911 2 years ago
Okay This video IS thE best one iv' ever sEen in my life I LOVE IT But it said FUCK
YOU yansen777 YOUR FUCKIN GAY family was in ther bitch slut whore cunt
spiritking911 2 years ago terraliken 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam jessica alba did it! terraliken 2 years ago yansen777 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam yeah terrorist rocks!!!! yansen777 2 years ago
kailali2 2 years ago there trying to kill people wtf? kailali2 2 years ago danielobrien1 2
years ago Hepititis B is fun to have! :) ANARCHY FOREVER!!!!!!! danielobrien1 2
years ago ukwhite 2 years ago fuck iraq . ukwhite 2 years ago Childrenwithguns5000 2
years ago fuck me.... that is awful for them to experience that Childrenwithguns5000 2
years ago dave27101980 2 years ago god save america ;( i hope this won't happen
anytime in the future again... dave27101980 2 years ago raiyah3 2 years ago 3 I come
from arabic background but was born in the UK and as 4 the comments I've seen on here
im disgusted. This comment is in no way racist, but as of what ive seen, muslims are in
total denial. 4 once get a grip and c what you are doing to the bloody world!!! my uncle
died in such an event and there is no excuse whatsoever. i hope all terrorists get whats
coming to them cos its an absolute disgraceful excuse saying that god orders us to do so. i
hope one day u have to endure losing some1 u love raiyah3 2 years ago 3 deedubbyeah 2
years ago Got a "this video is no longer available"... but now, it's playing. Gotta tell you,
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that's a little confusing. But whatever! Thanks for sharing! deedubbyeah 2 years ago
deedubbyeah 2 years ago What happened? This was the single most effective unedited
video I'd ever seen of this event. It was raw, realtime, hypeless. I hope it was deemed
saleable, and it wasn't the ridiculous bantering comments that made whoever had
NetworkLive post it, take it offline. Thanks for sharing, whoever you were. deedubbyeah
2 years ago blackpker124 2 years ago 3 dissection552 ur such a asswhole!my dad was in
that building u fucking dick!!how would it feel if someone u love was close to u and died!
blackpker124 2 years ago 3 tennisballs9 2 years ago im sorry about your dad tennisballs9
2 years ago Ullygirldk 2 years ago I am so sorry about your dad! I really am! I can't
imagen how it must have fellt. But know that my feelings are with you, and that I hope
that there will be the most horrible punishment to the people behind this! God bless your
father. And for you wtites disrespecting comment. Be ashamed! People died! People
suffert! you are so disgusting to say thos things! R.I.P from Denmark, and me. Ullygirldk
2 years ago RBCHM 2 years ago 3 Thank U for sharing! Let us never forget and fight
evil! God Bless USA! RBCHM 2 years ago 3 IRSFRAUDEXPOSED 2 years ago this is
fucken fake ass cointell ! the cut at the explosion point is becouse there was no plane
NONE. I BELIEVED IT OR WANTED TO BUT NO. where is the tail
wind...?..watch,.WTC Fake Planes & Vortex Effect=9/11 Missile Strike
IRSFRAUDEXPOSED 2 years ago cremington10 2 years ago thanks for posting
cremington10 2 years ago Dissection552 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam how about you guys just Shut the fuck up, no one cares that you
lost a few thousand people, its happens, you guys lost more people in WW1 and WW2.
besides its not going to make a diffrence to the world, and it never will a few people gone
is nothing, if they took out mabey a few million people, then mabey id say sorry.
Dissection552 2 years ago GrammarJudge 2 years ago Are you stupid? GrammarJudge 2
years ago LanceTheBlueKnight 2 years ago I'm embarrassed for you. How dare you
trivialize an event like this. "A few people gone is nothing" What the hell is wrong with
you! LanceTheBlueKnight 2 years ago theboss3453 2 years ago same thing that is wrong
with u for saying some shit like this. wat if it was yo scary ass up there in that situation.
pussy. theboss3453 2 years ago LanceTheBlueKnight 2 years ago I think you
misunderstood my comment. September 11th was a tragedy, I was just pointing out that
Dissection552 was being a complete piece of shit. Sorry about the confusion.
LanceTheBlueKnight 2 years ago theboss3453 2 years ago 2 fuk u. got yo nerve. how the
hell u gone say some shit like this. bet yo ass hella soft. lil pussy. come to america and
say that shit. bytch. theboss3453 2 years ago 2 cupsandstuff 2 years ago i hope your
family dies so i can say "oh just 8 people? pff that's nothing shut the fuck up about it"
you're a fucking idiot Dissection552 cupsandstuff 2 years ago tennisballs9 2 years ago
NEVER SAY THAT AGAIN I AM BEING TOTALLY SERIOUS THIS WAS A
TRAGEDY AND PEOPLE LIKE YOU ARE JUST AS BAD AS THE PIGS WHO
COMMITED THIS COWARDLY ACT OF TERROR. THOUSANDS OF
INNOCENT LIVES WERE TAKEN FOR NO REASON AND YOU SAY NOBODY
CARES? WORRY ABOUT YOUR OWN COUNTRY FROM NOW ON BECAUSE
YOU OBVIOUSLY DONT KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT OURS OR THE PEOPLE
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IN OUR COUNTRY. Never forget 9/11, God bless America!!! tennisballs9 2 years ago
AJJ619 2 years ago dude you have no respect for the HELL that we all went through u
fucking dumbass burning hell if I see u in a fire I would throw gass on u AJJ619 2 years
ago loppezjo 2 years ago 2 what makes u say shiet about the people that protect this
countrie if it wasent fo them what would be of the world know. u probably would be a
nazys sex toy so if u dont know shiet just shut the hell up and get a life loppezjo 2 years
ago 2 ali921812 2 years ago the first amendment or has that gone with the freedom of
religion and the freedom to bear arms ali921812 2 years ago loppezjo 2 years ago 2 well
the people that join the military are the people that die fo ur ass idiot and the freadoms
they protect y dont u shut the hell up and look up at real man u pussy loppezjo 2 years
ago 2 ali921812 2 years ago loppez it figures ali921812 2 years ago loppezjo 2 years ago
wer u talking to me? loppezjo 2 years ago ali921812 2 years ago who the fuck brought
you in to this ali921812 2 years ago loppezjo 2 years ago ur religion khazelzalam is a lie
made by some sycopath witch in my point of view was the anti christ u dont have a
religion because it was not created by god but by a pitiful and sad puppy loppezjo 2
years ago bccuse 2 years ago this is awesome for putting this up. you must of been scared
out of your mind. thanks for sharing this thouhg. bccuse 2 years ago qwewertqw 2 years
ago IAM JOING In US ARMY TO KILL TALIBAN . FUCK TERRORIST FUCK
OSAMA FUCK IS.... I THINK A H²O BOMB IS THE BEST FOR THEIR
COUNTRIES . FUCK THEIR LAND. IAM HAPPY WHEN I KILL A TERRORIST
IN IRAQ. @ khazelzalam iam waiting for u . you have a chance to run then i shoot in
your head or i cut your head whats better for u? qwewertqw 2 years ago ali921812 2
years ago shut the fuck up the only people who join the army are people who dont
succeed in school and are illiterate and by this comment your proving both go suck some
dick acting like your some really brave patriot u low life skum even the soldiers know
that being in a war is shit so either your 7 years old or ur a fucking bum ali921812 2 years
ago qwewertqw 2 years ago IAM JOING In US ARMY TO KILL TALIBAN . FUCK
TERRORIST FUCK OSAMA FUCK IS.... I THINK A H²O BOMB IS THE BEST
FOR THEIR COUNTRIES . FUCK THEIR LAND. IAM HAPPY WHEN I KILL A
TERRORIST IN IRAQ. @ khazelzalam iam waiting for u . you have a chance to run then
i shoot in your head or i cut your head whats better for u? qwewertqw 2 years ago
coiscarraig1234 2 years ago U tell him untornjarhead all terreiost are fucking scum and
should burn in hell coiscarraig1234 2 years ago untornjarhed 2 years ago khazelzalam. i
am a soldier. you want to kill me. bring it, id fuck your world up. this is because of
people like you. you better pray to your god that i never cross you in person, kuz i will
personally fuck you up. thanks. and have a nice day bitch. p.s.-the U.S. rules. get over it.
untornjarhed 2 years ago ali921812 2 years ago "id fuck your world up" shut the fuck up
mother fucker u aint doing shit cuz if u went to high school ud know that ur fuken bluff
now go back to your mothers basement you thirty year old fuker. dispicable ali921812 2
years ago carino2007 2 years ago Hello I am Italian when it happened this fact we have
also made cry do not worry so much saddam is dead then ... I offer you my greetings
hello! carino2007 2 years ago Childrenwithguns5000 2 years ago 3 DETAH TO OSMA!
Childrenwithguns5000 2 years ago 3 ali921812 2 years ago lern ow oto speil you fucking
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illiterate fuck ali921812 2 years ago khazelzalam 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Bastards pigs Americans wind Islamic sweep you away! We
command the Islamic world! bush is the real terrorist! Each time a U.S. soldier is killed I
will open the champagne! khazelzalam 2 years ago mimshad 2 years ago this looks like a
inside job.. im more sure now than before. mimshad 2 years ago peanutmania 2 years ago
shit! were you freaking out when you taped that>>>??? i would be scared as hell.!.!.!.!.
peanutmania 2 years ago IRSFRAUDEXPOSED 2 years ago they speak of a rocket
sound then a military plane and cut out the second tower scene? it is of little impotance if
it was a military plane or no plane at all. it was an inside job that has been in the works
for a very long time. look up... Context of '1981-1992:Cheney and Rumsfeld Practice
Secret Continuity of Government Plan, Later Activated on 9/11'...or The Armageddon
Plan, the only thing that failed? taking out the capital building IRSFRAUDEXPOSED 2
years ago Dissection552 2 years ago show hide i love watching this over and over and
over again Dissection552 2 years ago sophiebean 2 years ago me too,do you think they
had it coming?? sophiebean 2 years ago toiletduck252 2 years ago I hope you get yours.
toiletduck252 2 years ago annakarenina38 2 years ago well, i understand,don't worry.
annakarenina38 2 years ago westboy48 2 years ago All terriosts must die!!!!!!!!
westboy48 2 years ago annakarenina38 2 years ago God bless America annakarenina38 2
years ago annakarenina38 2 years ago what about jihad? Doesn't your book talk about
killing jews and christians for being non muslims. your profile contradicts with your
comment. you also contradict yourself. yuo started cersing Americans , then at the end
you claim that not allmuslims are like this person. Lol annakarenina38 2 years ago
xlaurax03 2 years ago if i was there that day i would've been in therapy for the est of my
life. i cannot contain my disgust for these terrorists. xlaurax03 2 years ago LAGDOW 2
years ago i feel sorry 4 the ones who lost their lives on september 11 LAGDOW 2 years
ago BASSASP 2 years ago Fucking racist ass muslims! BASSASP 2 years ago
coiscarraig1234 2 years ago All terriosts are fucking scum coiscarraig1234 2 years ago
righeee 2 years ago all fondamentalist muslims must die! by italian guy:) righeee 2 years
ago breaknshatter 2 years ago 9/11 was a military operation not a terrorist attack as Bin
Laden issued a fatwa declaring war on America in 1996. If U.S. administrators were
unaware they were at war or just took Bin Laden's threats lightly then shame on them.
This was Al Qaeda expressing their foreign policy on state sponsored terrorism. Ex. U.S.
supporting Israel with arms and money which they use to oppress Palestinians and U.S.
spearheading sanctions on Iraq which lead to 500,000+ innocent Iraqi deaths
breaknshatter 2 years ago breaknshatter 2 years ago The innocent people killed were
collateral damage as U.S. and Israel put it when they wipe out innocent civilians. The
9/11 military operation targeted militants (U.S. govt officials) and financers
(corporations) who sponsored terrorism. Also b/c America is a "democracy" the people
are just as responsible as the govt. The people pay taxes which fund the U.S. war
machine. We the people need to change our policies and administration otherwise more
9/11's will occur with justification. breaknshatter 2 years ago Aljazeera47 2 years ago
fock bush and his people he did this Allah Akbar Aljazeera47 2 years ago khazelzalam 2
years ago ALLAH will punish American pigs! This is just the beginning of your end!
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khazelzalam 2 years ago ThosWmDormanIIIesq 2 years ago is it not forbidden by Islamic
religious rule to kill? the US government are aethists hidiing behind the safety of the
Bible, but if you are a true muslim and have read teh Qu'ran, you would know, as well as i
do, that the events of 9/11 are not holy acts! those who caused this have shamed the
Islamic peoples and have disobeyed Allah! ThosWmDormanIIIesq 2 years ago mimshad
2 years ago i agree with you any one who kills innocents or support the killing of
innocent doesnt belive in god. I hope one day we can all live in peace and harmony.
mimshad 2 years ago evo1137 2 years ago Too bad the U.S. military (the most powerful
military to ever exist) kills radical muslims like yourself everyday, and they enjoy doing
it. Christianity will prevail, don't worry. I send my condolences to the victims of 9/11, I
remember it like it was yesterday. evo1137 2 years ago stayinclassy247 2 years ago this
is why the entire middle east should not exist because of these people who worship the
allah devil stayinclassy247 2 years ago TheScam5 2 years ago My goodness. What a
horrible day. Was only eleven at the time, didn't understand the whole situation. This
really is terrible. God bless you America! Greets for Norway TheScam5 2 years ago
GoldenAvenger50 2 years ago 911 WAS A INSIDE JOB GoldenAvenger50 2 years ago
GoldenAvenger50 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
§§§_____§§§§§§§§§§§§§§
§§§_____§§§§§§§§§§§§§§
§§§_____§§§§__________
§§§_____§§§§__________
§§§_____§§§§__________
§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§
§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§
________§§§§______§§§§
________§§§§______§§§§
________§§§§______§§§§
§§§§§§§§§§§§______§§§§
§§§§§§§§§§§§______§§§§
GoldenAvenger50 2 years ago TheDaysleepers 2 years ago It's just nice to have proof
that someone closer (up their on the higher floor) could easily see it was a military plane.
It was an inside job. Well done, NetworkLive, you're a true patriot. Only by exposing
this bastards who are still ruling you will you be able to get true democracy in the US one
day. TheDaysleepers 2 years ago manka6 2 years ago "They're gonna have to get planes
and drop water on it" Fail logic is fail. manka6 2 years ago morella86 2 years ago U.S.A
HAVE HUMANITY WHEN KILL CHILDREN,WOMEN,OLD PEOPLE????
PLEASE!!! American deserve it!!! morella86 2 years ago llamas0000 2 years ago
FAGGOT llamas0000 2 years ago l337m0x 2 years ago 2 This is very intense. Do not
joke around with this. l337m0x 2 years ago 2 DetectiveConan25 2 years ago Nice!!!!
Thousands of people died on that day and that's all you have to say????!!!!!
DetectiveConan25 2 years ago morella86 2 years ago neuby56: what's is wrong with me??
nothing..i hate all u.s.a people..only that! ----------------------------------------------RolledTacos4Five:Why? Would it be still so wonderful if your mother, father sister,
brother etc were in those planes or tower? YES,BECAUSE THAT WAS THE MOST
WONDERFUL DAY OF MY LIFE!! morella86 2 years ago grazio15 2 years ago what is
that thing on top of the north tower grazio15 2 years ago farzanyt 2 years ago instead of
silly fighting you should notice between elapse time 19:40-19:55 how the building comes
down suddenly after burning for some time. Do you understand now that it was planned
by themselves. it was dynamited. if u show an expert he will point out that it has been
dynamited. this was done to prevent loss to the structures around it. it is clearly
dynamite which is used to bring down stryctures. watch very carefully. farzanyt 2 years
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ago neuby56 2 years ago morella86 needs to burn! WTF is wrong with u!? neuby56 2
years ago morella86 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i
love this video!!! that day was the most wonderful day of my life!! thanks Allah !!!!
morella86 2 years ago nicozlid 2 years ago C'est vraiment un commentaire de merde :
Honte à toi et à toute ta descendance ! Son of bitch ! nicozlid 2 years ago
DetectiveConan25 2 years ago 2 WTF is wrong with you?!?! Don't you have the slightest
bit of humanity?!?!?!?! What if one of your loved ones died on that day???!!!! Would
you still be praising "Allah?????!!!!" What kind of cynnical and inhumane person are
you????!!!!!!!!!! DetectiveConan25 2 years ago 2 KarVaster 2 years ago Oh and salps3,
yes i agree with you, so many Muslims die all the time and you hear nothing of it, just
shows how much censorship is used by the bush administration... KarVaster 2 years ago
KarVaster 2 years ago No, your missing my point, im saying no innocent people should
be killed this way, be it American, Muslim any nationality! And, no I'm not some
American that thinks Americans shouldn't die and other's should. In fact, I'm a
Newfoundlander KarVaster 2 years ago morella86 2 years ago innocent people die???
were collateral damage !!! only that!!! ''oh,my god..oh,my god..oh,my god'' lol.. god bless
america !!! morella86 2 years ago 11crazysophie11 2 years ago 9/11 was on my 7 th
birthday. i am now 13 but i can still remember coming home from school and watching the
footage on the tv. only sick twisted people can fly a plane right into a building, killing
load of innocent people. how can anyoneone do that? fuck you scum! 11crazysophie11 2
years ago ODERFLA1985 2 years ago And please understand, AMERICA is a continent,
not only a country (from Canada to Argentina!!!) ODERFLA1985 2 years ago
ODERFLA1985 2 years ago 2 Of course they were innocente people, but what about
YOU against Iraq Iran Vietnam Hiroshima Mexico Cuba Puerto Rico ehhh? and you cry
for two shitty towers? please, i know it wasn't right but dont cry like gay please!!
ODERFLA1985 2 years ago 2 Prev 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 Next Reply Block User
Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders &
Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety
mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist
Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to
active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue
Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel
Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001
Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this
video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All
Comments (47,036) homerolopez075 2 years ago my God, i feel so bad watcjing this
video. homerolopez075 2 years agoplamsitybg 2 years ago I can't believe that this
happen, it was so tragic ! So many people death there . that is the biggest tragic in the
american history plamsitybg 2 years agosalps3 2 years ago show hide i am extreamly
happy this happened to the twin towers they deserve every bit of it for killing inercent
muslims in iraq i am happy to all of those who died in the sept 11 they deserved it from
my heart god destroy america salps3 2 years agoKarVaster 2 years ago Wow No matter
what your beliefs are, they were all innocent citizens and they did not deserve this at all.
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Has warfare come to this now? Killing innocent people who did nothing but try to live a
life? No, no one deserves this... KarVaster 2 years agosalps3 2 years ago they did deserve
it you are telling me innocent muslim die every day in iraq bye bush and no 1 cares but
when they do it to america the whole world has to stop and bow salps3 2 years
agoDeucex1 2 years ago that was the most heart wrenching, most sad moment of my life i
was in 3rd grade at the time but i will never forget it Deucex1 2 years
agoMiracleFruitClock 2 years ago show hide cool MiracleFruitClock 2 years agoCentley
2 years ago that would be so scary! Centley 2 years agofullahaity 2 years ago show hide
hahahahaha fuck new york fullahaity 2 years agoPEDRO1033 2 years ago hey fuck you
you faget ass bitch PEDRO1033 2 years agosalps3 2 years ago the kafirs say i dont
beleive in god but when a calamity hits them they beleive in god i mean why wont u just
beleive and this does have some sort of spiritual thing to it salps3 2 years agofullahaity 2
years ago show hide fuck amerika fuck bush fuck isreal fullahaity 2 years agograzio15 2
years ago what tower is that the north tower or thee south tower grazio15 2 years
agocmusic333 2 years ago you sound ignorant. cmusic333 2 years agochowdah07 2 years
ago this is awful, but very moibng chowdah07 2 years agoevilkittyproductions 2 years
ago I can't get over the fact that when I was going to primary school and having a normal
day, 3,000 people were meeting their end. I came home and all i saw was the news
coverage and my blood ran cold but I couldn't believe it was terrorists mot then and not
now evilkittyproductions 2 years agoGoldenAvenger50 2 years ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam Fuck you America! GoldenAvenger50 2 years agojafromo
2 years ago 2 Mm, sorry but who edited this? This person croped all the important parts
like the collitions and the collapse jafromo 2 years ago 2Holly005 2 years ago This was
amazing to see if from your guys perspective, so very very sad to watch, i cant even
imagine what it must have been like to have been there being that close to it. Thanks for
sharing this. Holly005 2 years agoJ3NN31616 2 years ago i was 8 when this happened i
remember watching this on t.v its so awful... J3NN31616 2 years agokatierosean 2 years
ago i might have not been from the city i only lived on longisland i was 11 when this
happened and i didnt find out till i got home what happened. my cousin worked there.
and luckley my cousin had a day off but i dont know about any of my family who also
work there but my sisters friend husband worked there and died that day . they never
found his body so they haad to bury an empty casket. katierosean 2 years agoxeonff 2
years ago You know what any one that says that all Muslims need to be destroyed and
all people that say that the world laughs at you. I will pray for you all. you need. God let
this happen for a reason. I pray that some will come into your lives and show you his
love and show the good that comes out of it. I SAY GOD BLESS AMERICA AND THE
REST OF THE WORLD!!!! John Kirkland xeonff 2 years agodjfiness69 2 years ago all
muslims need to be destroyed djfiness69 2 years agoSaddamHussein88 2 years ago
america is the terrorist not the islamists...why? who began the war in irak? who began the
war in afghanistan? america was not interested to exempt the people from afghanistan or
irak, america was interested on a war, because only the resouces there, america is the
rogue! SaddamHussein88 2 years agosjs2011 2 years ago Kill yourself. sjs2011 2 years
agocoasterfreak100 2 years ago What resources are in Afganistan? coasterfreak100 2
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years agodaleeauk 2 years ago instead of destroying the world y dont u help the world. im
not a fan of america but dont u understand the difference between rite and wrong. if 9/11
was a inside job or not. i still believe the people who did this should be punished and
shoot been there eyes. daleeauk 2 years agodaleeauk 2 years ago fucking innocent people
died that day!!!! for no reason!. normal men and women going to work and then minutes
later thousands die! because of a fake cause, a muslim law to kill america and its allies.
people on youtube say praise allah and thankgod binladen??? for the people who agree to
this i hope you die and burn in the fire that the people had burned in the day of 9/11. for
the muslims who hate us for having this freedom Y kill us innocent people!. leave the
innocent alone!. PLEASE daleeauk 2 years agojennah101 2 years ago that voice.....it
sounds familiar...who is that?Its sounds like my Aunt Cathy. jennah101 2 years
agoGoRavens95 2 years ago At 11:04, if you look really closely you can see a guy
jumping out and flying downwards. GoRavens95 2 years agokhazelzalam 2 years ago
show hide OSAMA AND ALLAH HAVE DONE JUSTICE! Brother Saddam this is for
you too! khazelzalam 2 years agopurplenugget11 2 years ago fuck you terriost!!
purplenugget11 2 years agoCokeLaRoke 2 years ago What!!What!!Keep your fuckin dick
in your ass stupid mother fucker son ov a bitch!!And shot in your head fuckin terrorist
and when you are die pass the gun to allah to do the same thing!!the atomic on your
fuckin nation,this is JUSTICE CokeLaRoke 2 years agoShortTube 2 years ago show hide
American dick heads deserved it, the world laughs at you. ShortTube 2 years
agoTheGame717 2 years ago Theres no way that a man living in a cave could have pulled
9/11 of. It would take so much intelligance to do such a job. Either the goverment helped
or it was an inside job. It gave Bush the wright to start his wars. TheGame717 2 years
agoFlightSimXYZ 2 years ago I hate Iraq and i hate America. FlightSimXYZ 2 years
agoLandD0wnUnd3r 2 years ago 5:30 what the hell is that buzzing sound? My guess is
that its the planes engines. LandD0wnUnd3r 2 years agothemainevent350 2 years ago
thats what she said themainevent350 2 years agotharivol266 2 years ago my proof of this
being an inside job that has lasted me through all of the "evidence" otherwise that the
government has put forth is the fact that if this was terrorism they would have to be
fairly smart to pull this off. Would any intelligent person launch an attack then wait 6.5
years and counting to launch a follow up attack? tactically speaking it makes no sense
tharivol266 2 years agobreaknshatter 2 years ago 2 The innocent people killed were
collateral damage as U.S. and Israel put it when they wipe out innocent civilians. The
9/11 military operation targeted militants (U.S. govt officials) and financers
(corporations) who sponsored terrorism. Also b/c America is a "democracy" the people
are just as responsible as the govt. The people pay taxes which fund the U.S. war
machine. We the people need to change our policies and administration otherwise more
9/11's will occur with justification. breaknshatter 2 years ago 2breaknshatter 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was a military operation not a
terrorist attack as Bin Laden issued a fatwa declaring war on America in 1996. If U.S.
administrators were unaware they were at war or just took Bin Laden's threats lightly
then shame on them. This was Al Qaeda expressing their foreign policy on state
sponsored terrorism. Ex. U.S. supporting Israel with arms and money which they use to
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oppress Palestinians and U.S. spearheading sanctions on Iraq which lead to 500,000+
innocent Iraqi deaths breaknshatter 2 years agokhazelzalam 2 years ago bastards
Americans do not worry that the Muslim brothers will kill again and clean with your
blood all your wrongs including torture you inflicted to my brothers in Iraq! khazelzalam
2 years agocrystaltipps04 2 years ago Another brainwashed twisted fuckin
animal....jihaaaaaa....fuck jihaaaa bring back the crusades....in the name of jesus we will cut
the throught of every non believer. crystaltipps04 2 years agosatanchrist666 2 years ago
If you believe that cavemen attacked the most advanced system in the world with cheap
box cutters and succeeded you need to get ready for this question because you will never
find the answer to prove me wrong! Why do they never show videos of all 19 so called
hijackers? They will only show 2 guys in an airport video, but you will never see video of
the others, because you have been duped by the very people you blindly put your trust
into. That is a very foolish thing to do! They lied! satanchrist666 2 years agojxk2790 2
years ago fuck you and your fucking country of iraq. your probably some al qaeda cock
sucker. i hope one day i get to wipe saddams blood all over your fucking face and blow
your fucking head off terrorist. we are killing innocent soldiers of our country all because
of you and your country. fuck you mother fucking facist shit. how can you not feel
somber from watching this? jxk2790 2 years agosexymommatobe 2 years ago lets all laugh
at them because thay stupid and died alqieda your legends i love you sexymommatobe 2
years agoIRSFRAUDEXPOSED 2 years ago go to 12 min and listen they cut it out why i
dont know matbe to post this and keep them alive but they say it was a HUGE
MILITARY PLANE ...now look up a video called"it was a militey plane" another
witness saw a HUGE GREY TWINE ENGINE PLANE THAT WAS NOT AN
AIRLINER" IRSFRAUDEXPOSED 2 years agotheboyie 2 years ago nypaoecp you
don't deserve to live, you fucking animal! theboyie 2 years agoOFCFan4Ever 2 years ago
is this a fake and planed from Bush i kill him i go in the wihte house and kill everybody
OFCFan4Ever 2 years agoTerrorLicher 2 years ago Don't stick your nose in the business
of other nations and this shit wouldn't have happened. You deserved it, plain and simple.
A wake up call is what it was. TerrorLicher 2 years agonypaoecp 2 years ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i feel very happy because american ppl died
and i wish arabs keep it up and make alot of this because arab r not terrarist americans are
=) nypaoecp 2 years agoLindseyMStevens 2 years ago Is Lily okay? LindseyMStevens 2
years agobeast8866 2 years ago freaddy3times you suck even if I didnt understand the
half you said(if you talk like that it must be really funny-redneck scum).And the only one
who is going to get killed is you so shut up and die a slow death like the people in the
world trade center. beast8866 2 years agoFREADDY3TIMES 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam wat ya mean fuk mislim scum its not all of us you
son of a bitch if ya was in fornt of me i would have fuked you up ya bitch you nt man enf
to fase me ill rip ya heart out you bitch fuking asshole ohh man oh fuking fuk you
FREADDY3TIMES 2 years agoPoshMon 2 years ago 4 God Bless all the people that
died there, and bless all their families. Mexico with you People PoshMon 2 years ago
4coasterfreak100 2 years ago You ca here the firefighters distress alarms. coasterfreak100
2 years agostillshotprod 2 years ago thanks for posting this. i understand why you edited
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parts out but i really wish you hadn't. stillshotprod 2 years agoscrawneystick 2 years ago
Such a sad day and yet I can't stop coming back to watch videos about it. Must of been
horrible and yet compelling to have been in New York on that day. I thank the makers of
this film for sharing it with us. I for one believe the mainstream account about what
happened on that day. Yes, there are inconsistencies between the accounts of
eyewitnesses and officials but most of those incosistencies occur about 5-10 mins after
the first plane hit, when no-one knew what was happening. scrawneystick 2 years
agojesusisdogshit 2 years ago This is not moslem act. Fuck this so much, I hate terrorist.
FUCK TERRORIST!!!!! Islam is peacefull religion. jesusisdogshit 2 years
agoFREADDY3TIMES 2 years ago it was not the muslims i am a muslim it was the man
you call presedent FREADDY3TIMES 2 years agosjm8000 2 years ago 3 crazy fuck.
sjm8000 2 years ago 3okinawa65 2 years ago The President is not a Muslim. Muslims
who just happened to be terrorists did this. okinawa65 2 years agoelm64 2 years ago idk
why, but when the sirens start sounding, it really hits home.. elm64 2 years
agodanngamber0 2 years ago 2 this makes me cryy...espcially seeing people jumping off
the building =l danngamber0 2 years ago 2minaddy 2 years ago not the moslems make this
minaddy 2 years agoarthagon1234 2 years ago This is really sad. Is 9/11 a conspiracy?
arthagon1234 2 years agoTacoNASCAR 2 years ago This is very sad. TacoNASCAR 2
years agopropascotta 2 years ago the most scary part is when you open the window to
the noise...that is creepy...wot a video..well dun for sharing and stayin so calm
throughout!!! RIP all those who died propascotta 2 years agoGoRavens95 2 years ago
Yeah, thats what I was thinking. GoRavens95 2 years agomichaelm815 2 years ago 5 Jeez
this is so emotional, respect for releasing this video, thank you for sharing michaelm815 2
years ago 50239512057steve 2 years ago 3 you see the pictures all over the place and you
dont really care, but then you see the video and think "wow. this actually happened."
0239512057steve 2 years ago 3squirrlmonster 2 years ago 3 i think we should all make
peace and make the world a safer place for us sweet children of god......plz....love
eachother.. squirrlmonster 2 years ago 3luveverything1 2 years ago it amazes me how
some people can be so mean to the point of killing inocent people for no reason. it is
really sad luveverything1 2 years agothecociodrinker 2 years ago Okay? This is to much..
Look at it ! Look how many people who died ! Oh my god ! Think about it. They
waren't fare away, they where just filming, because something bad was happent to the
Building. But think how it might have been to wacht this happent! Live! With that
camera! Oh my god! This is totally something there will end up in history-books at
schools or something. This is a world known story ! Oh my ! thecociodrinker 2 years
agoseanwheldon 2 years ago then dont bloody watch it then bias n00b seanwheldon 2
years agolegacykidz 2 years ago Military Plane! legacykidz 2 years agoitalibello 2 years
ago kinda sucks@ all the good parts are edited out whats up wit that shit! italibello 2
years agoJulieTaylor1995 2 years ago we help meany contrys where were they on 9 11
JulieTaylor1995 2 years agopantelerya 2 years ago when u drunk,dont drive plane ;)
pantelerya 2 years agosquirrlmonster 2 years ago uhhh.they werent drunk k...this was da
real deal....people actuallt ACTUALLY dying...:-( squirrlmonster 2 years agokillabot2 2
years ago I saw a ram standing in front of the channel, this mutton had 2 horns and the
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horn checked later, was larger than the first one, this mutton gave gores towards East.
Daniel 8,1-27 .... ..... In the sky appeared then a great sign: a woman clothed with the sun,
a ten-point star under her feet and on her head a seven-point tiara. she was pregnant and
cried because of the labour pains. She will give birth to a male child who is intended to
'govern' all 'nations with iron sceptre' killabot2 2 years agokillabot2 2 years ago vidi un
montone in piedi di fronte al canale, questo montone aveva 2 corna e quello spuntato
dopo, era più grande del primo corno, questo montone dava cornate verso oriente. Daniele
8,1-27 killabot2 2 years agoFullstar38 2 years ago that wasnt the muslim you fucking
motherfucker i am a muslim...we are all humans and that was your mother shes flying
with that jet in the WTC Fullstar38 2 years agoFREADDY3TIMES 2 years ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam im baking ya to bro im 1 too fuk all you
bitches ill fuk ya all up (RIP all people who died) motherfukers ill show ya fuking muslim
scum if ya wanted you can nt get clean and pure and we are you basterd so fuk u and ya
family who brought ya up and made ya hate on us muslim i dnt giv a shit wat ya say i dnt
care if ya 2 or 1000 years old ill fuking do ya if ya lived near me you pussy bitch u think
ya soo ruff okay people died some of you white people have dun much wrse u dnt see
me swearing at ya FREADDY3TIMES 2 years agozzleiden111 2 years ago those fucking
muslims!!!! zzleiden111 2 years agojoethetim1916 2 years ago muslim scum
joethetim1916 2 years agosolitudefromwithin 2 years ago 4 god bless and RIP from
australia solitudefromwithin 2 years ago 4nobodysperfect06 2 years ago In the 90's there
was an excuse for that, we didn't have September 11th happening to us nobodysperfect06
2 years agongodza22 2 years ago 2 oh man it's sad... i pay tribute 2 any1 who lost his o
her life... RIP ngodza22 2 years ago 2kstewy79 2 years ago pockets08 you r so stupid
over 12,000 people died in 9/11 kstewy79 2 years agoRespectMuhAthority 2 years ago
Actually.. 2,998 (excluding the 19 hijackers) died on 9/11... over 6,291+ people were
injured though.. RespectMuhAthority 2 years agopockets08 2 years ago show hide
weeee!!! caboom!! boom boom boom!! weee! im flying out of the plan and ima dead body
wee!! lol pockets08 2 years agocallofdutymastersy 2 years ago 2 DONT MAKE FUN
YOU BASTURD! callofdutymastersy 2 years ago 2JesseSuprey 2 years ago god... i don't
even know what to say to that.. you're sick. you need some help JesseSuprey 2 years
agobasssungwoo 2 years ago tell that bitch to shut up!!!!!! basssungwoo 2 years
agoPCBROS2 2 years ago 2 cant belive someone would do this PCBROS2 2 years ago
2Kingtunice 2 years ago 2 reminds me of cloverfield Kingtunice 2 years ago 2Spanguolle 2
years ago 5 all of this was planned and bush knew 30 min before it happened Spanguolle
2 years ago 5kostic163 2 years ago America is terrorist! whatch that video:
Bombardovanje Srbije 1999 - Nikad ne zaboravi! kostic163 2 years agokostic163 2 years
ago i, kakav je osecaj? Pozdrav iz srije! kostic163 2 years agomewmewaddict 2 years ago
in the beging how are they so calm? mewmewaddict 2 years agohandsomearab 2 years ago
Worse things are happening now in the middle east . handsomearab 2 years agomikethern
2 years ago First collapse at 14:08. Second collapse at 19:40 mikethern 2 years
agoInferEast345 2 years ago even though the satan smoke face happened after that 2
years later me and my friend went and at that sight there was a cross InferEast345 2
years agoTBlake34 2 years ago What do you see in Faluja? TBlake34 2 years agoEugay12
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2 years ago RIP Eugay12 2 years agoswanscoe 2 years ago thank you for posting this,
very noble and depicts the initial ambiguity that you obviously felt as to the cause of the
explosion RIP all swanscoe 2 years agoImperialElite1 2 years ago Satan's smoke face
really puts a symbollic meaning behind the attacks, curse you Satan! ImperialElite1 2
years ago2hornz 2 years ago my cousin lives in ny, her apartment was close to the wtc
just like that. thats pretty close to the scene. 2hornz 2 years agoadamlake9696 2 years
ago 2 i live in england i was coming home from school when my dad told me about the
first plane i got home and imediantly the second plane hit.i honestly felt sorry for all of
you that day adamlake9696 2 years ago 2alamoghost 2 years ago 4 Wow...as real as it
gets. Amazing seeing a different perspective than that of the media. Confirms for me that
our troops need to be overseas to preserve our way of life. Parts were edited like 2nd
plane coming in... but thanks for sharing what you wanted. alamoghost 2 years ago
4jcchef2009 2 years ago Whoever video taped this sucked at it. it much shaking and
moving around jcchef2009 2 years agolayla009 2 years ago well look at what their
watching have a little compassion for F sake layla009 2 years agomalkavianxx 2 years ago
this is an amazing video... and the 9/11 attacks were truly a sadistic work of art.
malkavianxx 2 years agoshaolin1994 2 years ago show hide SATAN is strong smile
shaolin1994 2 years agojamin337 2 years ago it's the muslims no offence but watch
september 11 creepy facts satan is in all the smoke pictures jamin337 2 years
agomistameanor420 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam --RESEARCH "OPERATION NORTHWOODS" ---- for the government to even
CONSIDER this shit is evidence of how cold and cruel this government is. IT CLEARLY
DEMONSTRATES HOW THE GOVERNMENT IS WILLIN TO KILL ITS OWN
PEOPLE TO FURTHER THEIR CRUSADE FOR POWER AND MONEY. This is
truely a sad time for America. Its funny how people that want to know the truth get
portrayed by the media as Unpatriotic extremists, when all they ask for is the truth, or at
the VERY LEAST an investigation. mistameanor420 2 years agodaeskilove 2 years ago
America must understand why they've been attacked!! USA must be more neutral and if
it's a democratic country as they're saying, they must be logical and try to stop wars
against Irak, Afghanistan,... and do a pressure against Israel for stealing palestinian land!
daeskilove 2 years agomachfron 2 years ago 911 was an inside job.There were no
planes.Watch 911 Taboo,September Clues,911 Mathematics and other truth classics.
machfron 2 years agowarboundandmichael 2 years ago I swear i saw faces in that smoke
of inoccents i saw a couple... this is terrable warboundandmichael 2 years agodianaak123
2 years ago arabs and muslims are fucked up. fucking psychotic, sick, demented people.
they're just taking up space in america. fucking stupid fucks. dianaak123 2 years
agolusitanoemdublin07 2 years ago 3 Yes, 9-11 was terrible. Of course it was. But it was
terrible because terror hit the doorstep. Think of peoples who live with the mindless
killing & terror of death on a daily basis - Iraq, Darfur, North Korea, Burma, Zimbabwe,
Congo, Sri Lanka,... lusitanoemdublin07 2 years ago 3rysnyper50002 2 years ago My god
be with the ones lost on that one faithful day. rysnyper50002 2 years
agolusitanoemdublin07 2 years ago AMAZING shots. But... I don't understand why you
guys seemed so detached. It was clear that a major assault was taking place in your city.
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What the hell? lusitanoemdublin07 2 years agoILoveTheJoBros4everz 2 years ago I was
in like 1st grade and i remember this day so much, I was in class a normal day than i
looked out the window and saw smoke. Everyone raced to the window thinking it was a
house cuz it looked small from where we were then parents rushed in picking up their
kids and i was one of them. I had no clue. Me and my cousins and sis were looking
confused til we got home and saw it on tv then we knew that the smoke we saw earlier
was really the WTC ILoveTheJoBros4everz 2 years agotnasim 2 years ago watching this
now still gives me goose bumps. thank you for sharing this video. tnasim 2 years
agomarblesmonkey 2 years ago 2 i was in the third grade i didn't know what was going on
marblesmonkey 2 years ago 2peitterox 2 years ago a horrible act of hate. i was in 5th
grade.we talked about it all day..from the moment i got in there to when i got home
peitterox 2 years agoeXoSammy 2 years ago i was only in Kindergarten eXoSammy 2
years agofldhkygoalie13 2 years ago i was in 1st grade and my dad was in the building
when it got hit. thankfully, he made it out alive fldhkygoalie13 2 years agoPrincess8190 2
years ago 2 I was in 2nd grade, i didnt understand what was going on at the time. This is
terrible. Princess8190 2 years ago 2mpre53 2 years ago There were 1300 people on or
above the fire floors of that building. Not a single one got out alive. Many were
incinerated or died from choking on smoke. Others jumped to avoid what must have
seemed a worse fate. The few left alive when the building fell were pulverized beynd
reovery--leaving their loved ones only with memories. There is something incredibly
poignant about watching this with a child's lullaby tape playing, and the raw emotions of
the poeple watching. Thanks for sharing. mpre53 2 years agoTheodoros2310 2 years ago
iraqi bastards Theodoros2310 2 years agoNBASUPASTAR313 2 years ago i was 7 years
old coming home from school and when i walked in the door i turned the tv on and saw a
plane hit a building.... I was angered upset. i felt remorse, i wanted to take revenge on the
people that did this. But all i could do at age 7 was drop to the ground and cry. Muslims
wouldnt like it if we drop bombs on their buildings so why would they do it to us. Well,
now they are paying for their actions. GO AMERICA NBASUPASTAR313 2 years
agoTheodoros2310 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
amerika..........fuck
themmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm-mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
mmm!!!!!!!!!-!!!!!!!!!! Theodoros2310 2 years agofldhkygoalie13 2 years ago fuck your
terrorist ass! how would yall like it if we killed thousands of your ppl and destroyed
your home?! SO SHUT THE FUCK UP YOU BASTARD fldhkygoalie13 2 years
agoJanTurelur 2 years ago Wo damals das World Trade Center stand, ist nun eine riesige
Fläche, bezeichnet als Ground Zero, oder auch einfach: "Tod der Freiheit
Gedenkdrehplatz" genannt. Nun gibt es Pläne der US Regierung, auf dem Ground Zero
eine 400 Meter große Statue von ihrem kurzpenisigen Diktator George Bush (alias
Saddam Hussein) aufzustellen. Da die USA aber lieber ihr Geld für noch mehr Unsinn
(Krieg, Folter etc.) ausgeben wollen, ist dort, wo Ground Zero ist, aber was hin soll
immer noch ein Loch. JanTurelur 2 years agoWolflink7 2 years ago 3 Im sorry. I trusted
muslims and appreciated them. Then some of you decide to hijack our planes and fly
them into buildings in the name of your god. Is it just me, or is something wrong with this
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picture? Im sorry, but that religion is complete crap. If when we kill bin laden, i wish he
gets put ina place where you get to kick his body.What a douche. I dont trust muslims
anymore, and now, I have a pretty good reason. Dont let muslims fool you by saying
they dont belive in violence. They lie. Wolflink7 2 years ago 3Gulminaaa 2 years ago i'm a
muslim and i would never dream of doing anything like this or supporting what
happened. fyi there are terrorists/extremists of every religion and race. so dont judge all
muslims bc of the actions of a few Gulminaaa 2 years agookinawa65 2 years ago Well
said. okinawa65 2 years agocarnalmalignancy 2 years ago 4 I was like 6 years old when
this happened im like 13 (using my brothers account) carnalmalignancy 2 years ago
4sjg13777 2 years ago by the way, this video was cut or video-edited, I saw it once and
something is missing... The hysteric woman (she doesn't stop yelling during the video,
which is completely natural, I'd do the same if I livd just there with those 2 H-U-G-E
neighbouring towers). So the 2nd plane hits & she says:'It was a huge plane! it was a
military plane.' Either she is daltonic and sees white (commercial plane) as black, or she
has really seen a military one (I can't doubt her,I saw it too... umm,weird _-_') sjg13777 2
years agosluggo080 2 years ago 7 muslims suck. All u fucking ass holes our troops will
kick your ass sluggo080 2 years ago 7iluvmarisamiller 2 years ago i am a litle muslim but i
dont beleave in blowin up people i think we should have peace like muhamed wanted we
didnt have to invade and find the people who planed it the war was between soonies ans
shiad not them and america that just killed my other uncle im proud to be democrat for i
dont have to be brain washed by republicans not even knowing shit i am the only
democrat in my class that is in my gender and i get a plus as a resault in my classes
becouse i have knolage iluvmarisamiller 2 years agoSmacked980 2 years ago You are a
midget? Smacked980 2 years agoiluvmarisamiller 2 years ago that was a living hell 1 my
uncle dies 2 my formal home state is there and t the time i was a happy 5 year old in an
arib country the seconed that plane hit it was like the aribs kew i almost got killed and i
wasnt even near the towers at the time i was young but i rember it like yester day when
the government called and said my uncle was dead let all the people who were not
terorest live i never thought they would fall i thought it was just going to stand and get
the fire tooken out but bush iluvmarisamiller 2 years agosjg13777 2 years ago (continue)
Or maybe Bin Laden was smart enough to attack his old bosses? His bosses (=US
business partners at the weapon market, military and millionaires getting big bucks with
the biggest industry in the US after WWII, oh that they learnt well the lesson!!). Now
Bin was wronged with their dirty business, now poor American civilians (=innocents, as
usual) pay. Stuff not crazy enough? Bin L. was taught by FBI,CIA & Pentagon, is still
free...you can still hide under your chair, we all... sjg13777 2 years agosjg13777 2 years
ago Many more than 3,000 people die in the world of hunger everyday, all the year
round... only they don't wear ties, don't have dollars in their pockets (well, actually
nothing). 11/9 terror attacks opened the door to the US to new campaigns (well, actually
everyone told them not to go to Iraq, but...), get military bases, more oil... which will
make the world eventually more horrible than ever... I really wonder if Bin Laden was so
smart at all this, he should have thought twice -__-... sjg13777 2 years agoeazySs 2 years
ago America = power. They own everything. 9/11 happened as a result of the new world
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order. Their aim is to get into Iraq & Afghanistan due to 9/11 as Rockefeller mentioned
resulting in this "so called" war on terrorism. There is no war on terror. Its obviously a
houx. Rockefeller JOKED "there is gonna be a war on terror in which there is no real
enemy".... Like why would he say this...its bugging me. This is expopsing America !!
Therefore its Americas fault according to this. eazySs 2 years agoahmed200055 2 years
ago 2 muslim not like that we r not like that we r good ppl and this grop of ppl is bad ppl
Islam is a religion peace ahmed200055 2 years ago 2eazySs 2 years ago Very True...Islam
didnt do this...America did eazySs 2 years ago908910 2 years ago fuck your whole family
you mother fucking mohammid worshiping bitch. AMERICA FOR LIFE 908910 2 years
agoeXoSammy 2 years ago Your kind of people were the ones who crashed the plane and
killed everyone! You belonged on tat plane eXoSammy 2 years agozartanbuddah 2 years
ago The truth on this is that this demolition would have been very exspensive to do.First
you must evacuate 1000s of people from there homes/jobs as well as causing a halt to
many buisnesses.And then even if that did happen clean up alone cost in the millions.A
perfect plan of timing and cover ups along with the help of higher powers(Goverment) is
the recipe for a devilish plan. God take those souls who died this day straight to the
comfort of heaven. zartanbuddah 2 years agoblackfootnawaho 2 years ago i dont believe
the us government did this. what i think is really sad though is if u look where we are now
7 years later. this tragedy did not cause 3000 people, its hundreds of thousands lifes that
have been lost because president bush believes that terror has to be fought by the military
instead of police and small special force units. blackfootnawaho 2 years
agoblackfootnawaho 2 years ago also never forget how the iraq war started and what
arguments were used to do so! peace be with all american people with the afghanis and
iraqis and everybody else!! blackfootnawaho 2 years agoTorresandBoruc 2 years ago
mother fuckers. what a stupid idiot would crash in a fucking bulding to kill
people...WTF! TorresandBoruc 2 years agoTheReapingAngel303 2 years ago If I had a
choice i'd never fly again but I need to to go to college. TheReapingAngel303 2 years
agoeazySs 2 years ago what who the f r u !! my problem ?? oohhh..ummmmm...my
problem is....i need a root !! eazySs 2 years agoHuaHua010 2 years ago ohh sorry :(
HuaHua010 2 years agoHuaHua010 2 years ago show hide lol hahahahahah muhahahahha
very nice very good lol.... HuaHua010 2 years agoiuliaaiuliaa 2 years ago 4 I am crying..
they didn`t deserve that u stupid bastards there were hundred of inocent people..
iuliaaiuliaa 2 years ago 4Bonininja 2 years ago show hide Funniest video ever! My cock is
hard! Bonininja 2 years agodhouston09 2 years ago r u fucking serious ppl died and u let
urfucking hormones. U R IGNORANT dhouston09 2 years agovalmiermuca 2 years ago
show hide america iz PIG valmiermuca 2 years ago1jamiroquai 2 years ago it's the babel
tower, not a good thing to build to high building, far too dangerous 1jamiroquai 2 years
agoJDBlessin 2 years ago 3 Great footage JDBlessin 2 years ago 3lenin3lenin 2 years ago
show hide they deserved it lenin3lenin 2 years agoyasziigurl 2 years ago genius, if they
would of put a huge trampoline around all the sides of the uilding and got peopel to jump
out. yasziigurl 2 years agoeazySs 2 years ago Jews = power. They own everything. 9/11
happened as a result of the new world order. Their aim is to get into Iraq & Afghanistan
due to 9/11 as Rockefeller mentioned resulting in this "so called" war on terrorism. There
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is no war on terror. Its obviously a houx. Rockefeller JOKED "there is gonna be a war on
terror in which there is no real enemy".... Like why would he say this...its bugging me.
This is expopsing America !! Therefore its Americas fault according to this. eazySs 2
years agoeazySs 2 years ago Its funny why Rockefeller mentions this...like why on earth
is he saying this...but why??? This is obviously not defending America..What does it
mean....it means FUCK THE JEWS!!!!! forever hahahahaahah eazySs 2 years agoeazySs
2 years ago Nicholas Rockefeller stated, 11 months before this happened, that there was
going to be an event. He stated: "and out of that event we're gonna invade Afghanistan so
we can run pipelines through the Caspian sea, we can go into Iraq to take the oil and
establish bases in the middle east and to make the middle east part of the new world order
and we're going to go after Venezuela - that's what's going to come out of this event."
eazySs 2 years agoyasziigurl 2 years ago imagine how long it took, the search and rescue,
to find all these people. Some say, in the bbuildings neighboring the WTC's fell out,
passed out just from looking at the sight of the plane killing millions of innocent people.
yasziigurl 2 years agoyasziigurl 2 years ago 2 there's a time when everyone has to die.
But God, why's it have to be this way?! Why!?, why?!, whY!?? ALL THAT SMOKE!!!
filling up higher then the skyscapers. oh my god! :[ yasziigurl 2 years ago 2LPfever2 2
years ago amen LPfever2 2 years agoyasziigurl 2 years ago 2 everytime i see this, i cry.
i've seen it a million times, but this isn't anything you can get used to. :[ yasziigurl 2 years
ago 2zartanbuddah 2 years ago Its ok to cry means your a good person with a good
heart.Every time i see it i wish i could run in the building and save some of those
people.Hell wish i could have saved all of them. zartanbuddah 2 years agostevensw 2
years ago Wow, why wait so long to post it? stevensw 2 years agoStr8Goon260 2 years
ago I Agree With You EazySs.. But what would Osama Bin Laden benefit from this if he
really did it? After this happend couple months later America started the war on terror
with Iraq. Why would America go into Iraq before they did Afghanistan which was 3
motnhs later. They gave Osama Bin Laden a 3 month head start to go hiding. America
said they went to Iraq for Nuclear Bombs which they didnt find any. They already found
and killed Saddam. So what are they still doing in Iraq? Its all for Oil and $ Str8Goon260
2 years agoeazySs 2 years ago The jews are definately to blame for this... eazySs 2 years
agoHarryNRubin 2 years ago FUCK U CUNT HarryNRubin 2 years ago6174366951 2
years ago I never will believe that a plain crashes into on the top of a tower, and the
whole building collapses. For me there were bombs placed in the foundations of the
World Trade Center. Pay attention to the way the building sank... 6174366951 2 years
agoHarryNRubin 2 years ago A plane hit, thats it, it is possible, but i dont really care
what you think, i think if we had a smaller government we wouldnt have people who
think that way anyway, dont u? HarryNRubin 2 years agoeazySs 2 years ago Nicholas
Rockefeller stated, 11 months before this happened, that there was going to be an event.
He stated: "and out of that event we're gonna invade Afghanistan so we can run pipelines
through the Caspian sea, we can go into Iraq to take the oil and establish bases in the
middle east and to make the middle east part of the new world order and we're going to go
after Venezuela - that's what's going to come out of this event." eazySs 2 years
agochainsawtexas1981 2 years ago Well done Ausama bin ladin . wish ya more fucking
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america !!!!!!!!!!! chainsawtexas1981 2 years agoffbug 2 years ago its wierd she was
talking so calm though...wierd... ffbug 2 years agoan2get 2 years ago he is not an american,
that's it! an2get 2 years agokorea902 2 years ago lol, the women is saying "is the air
conditioning on?" lol korea902 2 years agojustmecoop 2 years ago 5 Fuck the terroists
justmecoop 2 years ago 5antraxant 2 years ago how to jews are fucking related to that ?
stupid assholes antraxant 2 years agobrawler417 2 years ago i dont want to change the
subject but the camera used in this video has pretty good resolution when it zooms in &
out brawler417 2 years agoVekta2 2 years ago for one, she's at her home so she probably
just picked up her camera, and second don't think thAT the terorist filmed this because
we can only see one of the tower normaly the will probably taked both Vekta2 2 years
agoadi1933re 2 years ago show hide Big Brother is watching you! Fight the System, fight
the jew! adi1933re 2 years agoPaRtYcHiCs 2 years ago du spinnst doch!!! PaRtYcHiCs 2
years agoAnimeLuvr05 2 years ago 3 omg i happy i did not live there AnimeLuvr05 2
years ago 3eazySs 2 years ago show hide fuck jews for life...theyre gonna get it one day...
eazySs 2 years agoRoCkErX285 2 years ago wtf is ur problem?! RoCkErX285 2 years
agoeazySs 2 years ago show hide fuck the jews...fuck Nicholas Rockefeller...this is
definetely all conspiracy and 100% it wasnt a terrorist attack. Refer to Nicholas
Rockefeller and see what he has to say. He predicted 9/11 11 months before it actually
happened. He stated 11 months before that this would be an excuse to invade
Afghanistan and Iraq taking all the oil and foretold the fact that the 'War on Terror' would
be a hoax wherein soldiers would be looking in caves for non-existant enemies. eazySs 2
years agorofvr 2 years ago the WWII last 5 years....the US....vs...Afganistan and Iraq over
7 years rofvr 2 years agoMusicalWonder23 2 years ago 2 This makes me think about how
greatful i am to have life. Those people in the world trade center had no idea that this was
going to happen. I know that the people who committed this crime are going to pay for it
very soon. I pray for all the families who have had a love one taken away from them. It is
so scary to think that people would do this to other people and aren't scared to die while
doing it. My prayers go to all the victims and family members!!! MusicalWonder23 2
years ago 2njluvpets 2 years ago Starting at 17:40 you can hear the P.A.S.S. alarms of the
firefighters that went down in the first collapse. Scary sound as a firefighter. njluvpets 2
years agoTombRaiderGoddess 2 years ago 2 UNREAL i couldn't imagine being this close
to the trade center when this happened... these people must be traumatized
TombRaiderGoddess 2 years ago 2cas10882000 2 years ago sion cherry what the fuck u
mean fuck uk we nva did this cas10882000 2 years agoTombRaiderGoddess 2 years ago
ok people ENOUGH with the conspiracy theories and the fuck this race fuck that
country... you people need to GROW UP... this isn't funy people died here in a horrible
way if you have something nasty to say SAVE IT way tragic TombRaiderGoddess 2
years agoSandra014FBI 2 years ago 2 fuck BIN LADEN Sandra014FBI 2 years ago
2shioncherry 2 years ago fuck bush, fuck hillary, fuck obama, fuck israel, fuck UK, fuck
neonazi spain shioncherry 2 years agoSupercheets 2 years ago anarchy Supercheets 2
years agoshioncherry 2 years ago yeah! shioncherry 2 years agoGrooveVibes 2 years ago
Oh a newspaper here put it on their site a few years ago... It was fascinating watching it!
I still remember that day, I just got 17, and came home from school at 05 pm (10 am at
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NY). I switched on the television and I saw the attack in NY on the non-stop news
broadcasting of that day. I couldn't believe what I saw in the first time. I got a bit afraid
they were going to attack Brussels too because of the NATO and EU headquarters...
GrooveVibes 2 years agocbwife81 2 years ago Fuck you! I hope your back ass country
wipes your race of the map, then maybe no one will have to worry about trigger happy
fucking morons! cbwife81 2 years agoJanTurelur 2 years ago Am 11. September ist das
WTC umgefallen, weil George W. Bush dagegen getreten hat. Seitdem steht es nichtmehr.
JanTurelur 2 years agomadopat 2 years ago fick dich madopat 2 years agoRashardLewis9
2 years ago It wasnt Iraq's fault. RashardLewis9 2 years agoarraste1 2 years ago iraq as a
whole country is innocent. arraste1 2 years agoeazySs 2 years ago thank you arraste1 !!!
atlast someone said something that made sense !! eazySs 2 years agojkiene 2 years ago 3
Terrorist are getting whats coming to them... jkiene 2 years ago 3emopenguin647 2 years
ago wish i could have been there to see it lol emopenguin647 2 years agoslakker8000 2
years ago Wow very good video I watched all of that. Everyone you ever ask can always
remember where they we're when they first heard about it. I was bunking off college and
went home and got to see it all happen live. slakker8000 2 years agohausjos09 2 years ago
Iraq had nothing to do with that, this is bush's fault. don't believe me go read about it. but
i never seen this kind of footage. Its like Clover field the movie. and in a way this was
cool footage, u know with the smoke and stuff. i don't want to make anyone mad but if
you watch it, just remember there is no special effects, so yeah. What a tragedies
hausjos09 2 years agotwisterdude21 2 years ago yeah sorry they think it is Afghanistan
sorry Laxben30... but still Fuck Iraq!!!!!!!!!! twisterdude21 2 years agotwisterdude21 2
years ago That was america's saddest day in history im a boy in kansas this was the
worst day in history Fuck Iraq!!!!!!!!! twisterdude21 2 years agoLaxben03 2 years ago
iraq had nothing to do with it Laxben03 2 years agobaryam11 2 years ago this records are
so gefaked you motherfucking snitch you put the material and then you talk bullshit
bakcground die with you PS:Sorry for the people who lost her life and there
families..OSAMA IS DEAD baryam11 2 years agoIthyas 2 years ago 2 @ jamzal:
LOL??? is this all you can say about this??? it's one of the most tragedies ever and all you
say is LOL.... shame on you!!! Ithyas 2 years ago 2aussiegal10 2 years ago 3 I think that
september 11 didnt just affect New york, but the whole world. Australia sends there
regards to those peple who lost there familys, friends or life. aussiegal10 2 years ago
3ptitrobin35 2 years ago 2 OMG !! it's so horible all the france are so sorry!! ptitrobin35
2 years ago 2sherriann666 2 years ago 2 I'm so sorry you were so close to this MAJOR
TERRIBLE TRAGEDY!!!! but thanks for this video It's intense! thanks for putting this
on! I feel sorry you had see so much turmoil from so close up! sherriann666 2 years ago
2kittylover62 2 years ago 2 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i hope
osama bin laden rots in hell! kittylover62 2 years ago 2dyllybob2 2 years ago ASOMA!!!
I KILL YOU!! dyllybob2 2 years agolabandagrifa100 2 years ago sorry from: mexico
labandagrifa100 2 years agojamzal 2 years ago show hide LOL jamzal 2 years
agotoyaizsexy 2 years ago 3 mii b-day was on september 11 its a sad azz day toyaizsexy
2 years ago 3rumsteackdetamere 2 years ago je t'excuse mais c'est pas d'aujourd'hui ce que
tu nous dis la et c'est pas sur du tout meme si je pense comme toi rumsteackdetamere 2
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years agohenryandarsenal14 2 years ago fake henryandarsenal14 2 years agotiploum59 2
years ago ah ce qu'il parait , c'est bush qui aurait comandité l'attentat , dsl pour les anglais
ou les amériquain qui comprennent rien tiploum59 2 years agoHorridFroth 2 years ago
This vid has been edited. Where's the actual plane impact? 11:45, cuts straight to the
explosion - she says "...a military plane" - where???!!! HorridFroth 2 years agonigupileh
2 years ago "Its very good, well, not good but it will generate sympathy for Israel" Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu reacting to 9/11. "Why would Iraq attack the US? The
real threat is to Israel." Philip Zelikow, Jewish American, director of the 9/11
Commission. "The war in Iraq was conceived by 25 neoconservative intellectuals, most of
them Jewish." - Haaretz Israel News Jewish-Americans as % of US troops killed in Iraq:
0.00375% (approx 15/4000) America fighting wars for Israel-priceless nigupileh 2 years
agojuliane2727 2 years ago 2 rip akk the people who died and for my uncle who is
fighting in the war in iraq we pray for those who lost there lives on 09/11/01 NEVER
FORGET juliane2727 2 years ago 2smiley359 2 years ago where's a damn time machine
when you need one? smiley359 2 years agoManulifee 2 years ago 3 The lady said at last:
"Oh my God there's no more world trade center". I said the same to myself when i
watched the collapse of the towers from the TV news.... Manulifee 2 years ago
3BridgetDancer 2 years ago To everyone who lost someone this day: my heart goes out
to you. To the people justifying all this: stop. There is no justification in killing that
many innocent people...no matter who did it. BridgetDancer 2 years agoIrridvxLazio 2
years ago facking Busch, and don't cancel my true messages! IrridvxLazio 2 years
agowhat733 2 years ago hey guys do you still belive muslim did that? well i just wanna
ask you a question could you please tell me that in world trade center there were working
morethen 1000 isrealy people and on 9/11 there was,t even a single isrealy? what a
fucking joke what733 2 years agoRINxKASHIN 2 years ago just stick your head in the
sand and you keep on believing that propaganda they keep feedng you. my neighbor, a
jew died that day. He had a wife and a 4 year old disabled son. That you are so gullible is
a fucking joke. RINxKASHIN 2 years agosevan61 2 years ago 3 my best friend was there
and he dead sevan61 2 years ago 3juliane2727 2 years ago ru serious juliane2727 2 years
agokittylover62 2 years ago 5 i'm so sorry :( kittylover62 2 years ago 5bluecipo91 2
years ago 5 i will NEVER forget this bluecipo91 2 years ago 5breaknshatter 2 years ago 2
9/11 was a military operation not a terrorist attack as Bin Laden issued a fatwa declaring
war on America in 1996. If U.S. administrators were unaware they were at war or just
took Bin Laden's threats lightly then shame on them. This was Al Qaeda expressing their
foreign policy on state sponsored terrorism. Ex. U.S. supporting Israel with arms and
money which they use to oppress Palestinians and U.S. spearheading sanctions on Iraq
which lead to 500,000+ innocent Iraqi deaths breaknshatter 2 years ago 2breaknshatter 2
years ago The "innocent" people killed were collateral damage as U.S. and Israel put it
when they wipe out civilians. The 9/11 military operation targeted militants (U.S. govt
officials) and financers (corporations) who sponsored terrorism. Also b/c America is a
"democracy" the people are just as responsible as the govt. The people pay taxes which
fund the U.S. war machine. We the people need to change our policies and administration
otherwise more 9/11's will occur with justification. breaknshatter 2 years agofeodor24 2
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years ago R.I.P. from Russia. Fuck, how dare some people to justify this shit? feodor24 2
years agoasktay 2 years ago Compassion dead. Reason alive. To stop a vicious circle of
violence. To stop III World War. Otherwise soon we shall be lost our lives in the present
nuclear Apocalypse... 6.000.000.000 victims... My God, give reason to America to leave
Iraq and give her reason to stop her War with all world! asktay 2 years agojimshady06 2
years ago she said it was a military plane???? huh??? jimshady06 2 years agoIrridvxLazio
2 years ago 2 Fucking Busch! IrridvxLazio 2 years ago 2IrridvxLazio 2 years ago R.I.P.
from italy! It's no possible. . . IrridvxLazio 2 years agoaussiestuff 2 years ago R.I.P From
Australia aussiestuff 2 years agomrbeanaswell 2 years ago 2 why? Why? mrbeanaswell 2
years ago 2daswert3 2 years ago 3 Rest in peace for all these poor people daswert3 2
years ago 3SkidRoses98 2 years ago 4 Rest in Peace. SkidRoses98 2 years ago
4caution337 2 years ago i will bom bom caution337 2 years agodeutschland07 2 years ago
show hide hey, youguystube, this is america, bitch, LOVE IT OR LEAVE IT! think
before u talk. terrorism, gun murders and even tornadoes happen in other countries too!
its called tragedy, and it happens, not cuz God hates us, just cuz SHIT HAPPENS! so
think, bitch! deutschland07 2 years agoyouguystube 2 years ago 2 I admitted I'm a bitch,
it doesn't matter. But i just expressed my thought about the continuous tragedy in US. I
personally don't hate american people, but just don't like what their government has been
doing. Sorry. youguystube 2 years ago 2starwarsronaldo 2 years ago the world is a lie!...
starwarsronaldo 2 years agoyouguystube 2 years ago Obviously america has now been
cursed by God these years. Best examples including 911, non-stop gun murder cases,
repeated happening of tornados damage all other the country every year..etc. Americans
just are unwilling to recognise that their government is the biggest devil of the world, poor
people, indeed. They thought they are the center of the world but in fact they are just
shit. youguystube 2 years agocbwife81 2 years ago 2 I just want say I can't imagen how
hard this must have been for you to post this but I wanna thank you for the only reason
of to show my daughter when she gets older to show her this is one of the reasons why
daddy had to leave us to go to war.. to protect us and every one in this country to make
sure something like this never happends again. So thank you true , A Proud Navy C.B.
Wife cbwife81 2 years ago 2Manulifee 2 years ago 2 FIrst, i wish your husband can
return home safe. Secondly, I don't think Bush's policy to send troops to start some other
wars is a solution to the problem, it only creates more wars. Manulifee 2 years ago
2cbwife81 2 years ago I'm with you on that call :) cbwife81 2 years agolgirl7 2 years ago
correction , next life lgirl7 2 years agolgirl7 2 years ago for the people that commit these
horrific acts , u will pay a great debt in the next like , u can count on that , from the black
and white lgirl7 2 years agolgirl7 2 years ago 3 may CHRIST be with u , the innocent
victims , from the black and white , SAD , SO SAD , RIP , for the people whom passed
away lgirl7 2 years ago 3lgirl7 2 years ago 3 my compassion for the victims, what a
nightmare , from the black and white lgirl7 2 years ago 3rockANDshok 2 years ago
intelligence booming of course, i cant believe muslims have do it, i feel more her own
tyranne group with smart plan...! to make america more proud NO More... to be the gig
one!! WE ARE AMERICA no another country should trust them, because they try to
manipulated us.... but nobody feel it!!!!!! i dont like war, much love peaceeeee
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rockANDshok 2 years agoMamadakota 2 years ago Ffs people... its a damn conspiracy,
and america did this! i cant say if any other country is in on it.. But it was the states!
Mamadakota 2 years agoHalo1ap 2 years ago 4 Fuck those mother fuckin terrorists for
killing those innocent people who didn't do anything bad. Halo1ap 2 years ago
4pakistan4ever 2 years ago 5 please listen. i am a muslim and we dont say that what
osama bin laden did was good. i am a sunnie and we sunnie's dont say that osama bin
laden is good. he give's us muslims shame. pakistan4ever 2 years ago 5queggy1 2 years
ago 3 Yeah, i know! Most of the muslims are peaceful because their religion is a peaceful
one. The peaceful muslims have to suffer because there are devils like Bin Laden. I think
everyone should know that! queggy1 2 years ago 3pakistan4ever 2 years ago some peaple
say thet they are muslim and commit big sins. and then do we real muslims have to suffer
pakistan4ever 2 years agoyouguystube 2 years ago Of course all the people are not alike,
just like american governement is totally unlike all others in the world, being disgustingly
arrogant, selfish and immoral but yet always judging & interfering with affairs outside
their territories which they actually don't have rights to judge & interfere with. I feel
terribly sick everytime when I see the face of ppl from your governement in the TV
judging this and criticising that ! youguystube 2 years agoGeraldo1101 2 years ago 2 Well
I'm spam marking the guy right now.. Geraldo1101 2 years ago 2Geraldo1101 2 years ago
I'll do and I have done that, it just dosn't always work.. Geraldo1101 2 years
agoGeraldo1101 2 years ago 911insidejob91 you are an annoying spamming bastard, I've
seen all your loose change videos and I've seen all of them getting debunked. A question
for all you idiots; with all the trouble the US government went through to explain that
Iraq was hiding/developing weapons of mass destruction, why didn't they plant the
evidence once they got there?, it would seem 10000 times more easier than plotting 9/11...
You guys aren't thinking straight... Geraldo1101 2 years agoseandirectorofvids 2 years
ago 2 wow i can even believe it when i watch it almost 7 years later... seandirectorofvids 2
years ago 2pinksgirl555 2 years ago 2 wow pinksgirl555 2 years ago 2Supercheets 2
years ago himoffensive your stupid! Supercheets 2 years agoHiimoffensive42 2 years ago
show hide This Was a Great Day I Loved that it happened Hiimoffensive42 2 years
agoariadarabi 2 years ago Why wouldn't they run their planes into the middle of the
building? That way the building will fall easier...lol stupid planning? Or conspiracy?
Whoever did this sux. ariadarabi 2 years agoFidelCastro15 2 years ago IT IS
NOTHINK... Watch my video The Best of American Imperialism FidelCastro15 2 years
agoaSwissLion 2 years ago ... c'est monstrueux... Paix aux victimes aSwissLion 2 years
agosup2040 2 years ago nooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo- sup2040 2 years
agoBiggestgangstaever 2 years ago Omg that is like sserious shit i thought it was like
alittle thing but ...wow :( the people talking in the backround sounded sorta selfish like
you didn't really care what happens to other people as long as your safe thats all that
matters basically what you said but it was a really heart touching video xx
Biggestgangstaever 2 years agomuysfsu 2 years ago didnt think it was serious???....where
the fuck are you from you brainless twat? muysfsu 2 years agoheathey2 2 years ago
Geraldo1101 I admire you and your intelligenc I get sick of hearing the nonesense these
"TRUTHERS" come up with it just causes the families victims more pain when they see
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all them stupid theories so just leave the victims to rest in peace and leave the families
alone. heathey2 2 years agolatinojeb 2 years ago my birthday is on sept 11 latinojeb 2
years agoGeraldo1101 2 years ago 2 To the conspiracy nuts, fuck off.. You are all
supporting profit makers that doesn't do anything good other than asking questions..
Here's some revealing facts that might shock you: JFK was assassinated by Le Harvey
Oswald.. The moon landings did actually occur.. 9/11 was a terrorist attack planed and
carried out by the radical muslim terrorist organisation Al Qaeda... Geraldo1101 2 years
ago 2cubeguru30 2 years ago 2 Im Crying!!! Its so sad cubeguru30 2 years ago
2breaknshatter 2 years ago The "innocent" people killed were collateral damage as U.S.
and Israel put it when they wipe out civilians. The 9/11 military operation targeted
militants (U.S. govt officials) and financers (corporations) who sponsored terrorism. Also
b/c America is a "democracy" the people are just as responsible as the govt. The people
pay taxes which fund the U.S. war machine. We the people need to change our policies
and administration otherwise more 9/11's will occur with justification. breaknshatter 2
years agobreaknshatter 2 years ago 9/11 was a military operation not a terrorist attack as
Bin Laden issued a fatwa declaring war on America in 1996. If U.S. administrators were
unaware they were at war or just took Bin Laden's threats lightly then shame on them.
This was Al Qaeda expressing their foreign policy on state sponsored terrorism. Ex. U.S.
supporting Israel with arms and money which they use to oppress Palestinians and U.S.
spearheading sanctions on Iraq which lead to 500,000+ innocent Iraqi deaths
breaknshatter 2 years agopeppermintsugar 2 years ago 3 thank your for sharing this with
us... peppermintsugar 2 years ago 3veyronNYC 2 years ago WHAT THE HELL R U
TALKING ABOUT! veyronNYC 2 years agoveyronNYC 2 years ago can't wait until
the Americans find osama bin FUCKING laden and kill his skinny ass! R.I.P all those
Americans who died on 9/11 but I'm so happy those fucking terrorists died which was
the only thing about 9/11 veyronNYC 2 years agoBigWillies101 2 years ago hahahah
owned!!! BigWillies101 2 years agoglen1ster 2 years ago See wikipedia Osama bin Laden
Fatwa If someone like Osama claims God wants people to die, most of us of all kinds
would like them to show us a miracle to prove to or shut up--they're just a murderer with
a phoney reason. glen1ster 2 years agohakkar02 2 years ago if the americans play´s with
death and death will they get back. hakkar02 2 years agouvaboy2011 2 years ago 3 to:
simandlradek what the hell is the matter with u? thousands of people died that day
families are going without fathers, mothers, sons, daughters and countless friends... i hope
to god that u think about what u just said and how many people u just disregarded like u
are the only person who matters!!! get some morals and maybe a conscious!!!
uvaboy2011 2 years ago 3LauriiTally 2 years ago @ simandlradek: how can a person be
that "ugly"..... how can you like, to see 1000s of people dying...?!.... think about your
family was inside...?!... LauriiTally 2 years agosimandlradek 2 years ago show hide
Ooo,Bravoo,bravooo,I like this.Dead to AMerica!!!! simandlradek 2 years
agosuzannefromrotterdam 2 years ago Fuck you!!!!!!!!!!!! suzannefromrotterdam 2 years
agoredcup23 2 years ago dude wow.. are you an idoit go die redcup23 2 years
agoGMAmelya 2 years ago I really have no words for all this happened :(... i am from
romania... i was very sad for that... God Bless You All GMAmelya 2 years
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agoLauriiTally 2 years ago Oh my god!... This video is the best one and to the same time
the most shocking one. It is so sad to see this big building with thousand of people inside
break down. i dont think that one of us can say that one of the women sounds arrogant...
we have to know that they were shocked... LauriiTally 2 years agoskylarkio 2 years ago
"yeah they're attacking the WTC not us" she says--DON'T KID YOURSELF ...i'd get
the hell out of the states if i were you/P.A.T.R.I.O.T act 2...can you lot not see the
writing on the wall? the georgia stones? your very own george green on depop? skylarkio
2 years agoRunescapeDeiligedani 2 years ago show hide osama did a good job there =p
RunescapeDeiligedani 2 years agoHicEtNunc441 2 years ago Oh please... those
passangers were unreal for example the stewardess calling her ..I think it was father? Ora
real good friend? I dont remember The stewardess said her full name When did you ever
call your dad saying hello here is ..lets say.. martin smith? Be realistic also, she is
repeating herself Why? and then she just hangs up´.. The this video of bin laden
Definitely not him History has shown, that osama always stood his man for what he has
done...Probably even was proud.. HicEtNunc441 2 years agoseiphanx 2 years ago show
hide it`s my pleature to see the falling of sympole of usa it was nice to see huge bulding
seiphanx 2 years agoseiphanx 2 years ago it`s my pleature to see the falling of sympole of
usa it was nice to see huge bulding get dwon hahahah seiphanx 2 years
agonavigator012007 2 years ago Yeah! I'm sure it's your pleasure to watch thousands of
people die and lose family members. Sure, it's your pleasure to watch people suffer and
families destroyed. I sure it will be Satan's pleasure to set you ablaze when you get to
Hell also. navigator012007 2 years agoBlueChallengeAdidas 2 years ago germounk6 shut
the fuck up PUNK it was IN SIDE JOB ... fool BlueChallengeAdidas 2 years
agoSandiByrd 2 years ago anyone know what we're looking at at 14.06? SandiByrd 2
years agokuverta 2 years ago it is called consecutiveness or KARMA that you, people of
america are paying for your government and in the end if things are going to continue like
they do - we all - people of earth are going to pay ! so love your self and not you
government kuverta 2 years agogermpunk6 2 years ago SHUT THE FUCK UP! Stop
being one of those gullible idiots that believes everything they hear. This wasn't staged. It
happened and was an act of terrorism, dunce! germpunk6 2 years agoyouguystube 2
years ago germpunk6,American government is the biggest terrorist in the eyes of most
people outside america. Are you guys fucking americans saying that your lives are more
precious while those lives in mid east and the rest of the world are less important and can
be sacrificed? You idiot don't know that your government initiated various wars again and
again in other countries and killed much much more people than that in your 911 incident.
US has no right at all to interfere with other countries'affairs. youguystube 2 years
agotangaflirtgirl 2 years ago its soo sad.. I cant believe that this really happend.. its just
terrible.. when i watched this video i was crying :( .. R.I.P. for all the people that died
tangaflirtgirl 2 years agoyouguystube 2 years ago Americans are the most selfish racists.
They only treasure their lives and their own country's benefit. Their government seizing
all the crops to make fuel and to worsen the global starvation and lacking of food, it is
totally immoral. Why God let 911 happen?? Obviously it is God's curse to america.
America is to collapse like WTC. youguystube 2 years agoEMUmonster 2 years ago and
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a huge boot will collapse and crush your face. EMUmonster 2 years agoXdrefrainX 2
years ago September 11 was known as 9/11 which is what the number you type to call
the cops.... XdrefrainX 2 years agobilstonjay 2 years ago 2 Still shocking, even after all of
these years. This footage is unbelievable. bilstonjay 2 years ago 2XdrefrainX 2 years ago
2 I remember this happening when i was a little kid...this was on the news for
months....sept. 11 left a permanent cut on america on this day.... XdrefrainX 2 years ago
2MarleaX3 2 years ago 2 At five minutes when you can hear all the siruns i got chills
MarleaX3 2 years ago 2IloveSPIDERZ 2 years ago 4 Holy SHIT. You see people
jumping at 11:00 minutes!!! If I had one wish, I wish this day has never happened.
IloveSPIDERZ 2 years ago 4BeiNei 2 years ago Ugh, god bless all those people <3
BeiNei 2 years agokarbyk62 2 years ago did u hear what she said " it was a MILITARY
PLANE".... karbyk62 2 years agoyouguystube 2 years ago God cursed america, amen ! !
The more thumb down this comment is given, the more effective this curse will be.
youguystube 2 years agoyouguystube 2 years ago God curses america, amen ! The more
thumb down this comment is given, the more effective this curse will be. youguystube 2
years agomrjohnavery 2 years ago get a life mrjohnavery 2 years agomrjohnavery 2 years
ago get a life mrjohnavery 2 years agobreaknshatter 2 years ago The "innocent" people
killed were collateral damage as U.S. and Israel put it when they wipe out civilians. The
9/11 military operation targeted militants (U.S. govt officials) and financers
(corporations) who sponsored terrorism. Also b/c America is a "democracy" the people
are just as responsible as the govt. The people pay taxes which fund the U.S. war
machine. We the people need to change our policies and administration otherwise more
9/11's will occur with justification. breaknshatter 2 years agobreaknshatter 2 years ago
9/11 was a military operation not a terrorist attack as Bin Laden issued a fatwa declaring
war on America in 1996. If U.S. administrators were unaware they were at war or just
took Bin Laden's threats lightly then shame on them. This was Al Qaeda expressing their
foreign policy on state sponsored terrorism. Ex. U.S. supporting Israel with arms and
money which they use to oppress Palestinians and U.S. spearheading sanctions on Iraq
which lead to 500,000+ innocent Iraqi deaths breaknshatter 2 years agoCalkins88 2 years
ago 2 This is the best version i've ever seen of this. Great view. I wish this never
happened, and watching it makes me want to cry... I feel soo bad for the families and
friends of the people that past away in 9/11. Calkins88 2 years ago
2BlueChallengeAdidas 2 years ago 3 The 911 Truth: Criminal Elements within the US
Government staged a "False Flag" Terror Attack on its own citizens,in order to
manipulate public perception into supporting its agenda. They have been doing these for
years 911 was an Inside Job . BlueChallengeAdidas 2 years ago 3bertel1987 2 years ago
You didn't get my message. I completely agree with you. Please read again. I said that just
because a scared woman yelled "military plane" doesn't prove the "inside job fiction".
You should rather adress "cadabraa" with your message. bertel1987 2 years agobertel1987
2 years ago So I agree that the government is not telling us the whole story. But I don't
believe in this rubbish about the inside job. I think it is similar to a moderate critical view
on Pearl Harbour: The Government knew to a certain degree that they were going to be
attacked (not where and how), but they didn't really want to prevent it. Name it
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carelessness or negligence. That, other than the inside-job crap, is no conspiracy but goes
along well with common sense. bertel1987 2 years agoyffliam 2 years ago 3 rip to all the
people that died yffliam 2 years ago 3GenBanks 2 years ago the woman with the British
accent in the background of the video sounds really irritating. She sounds pretty
unconcerned and lofty and quite arrogant. GenBanks 2 years agobertel1987 2 years ago
[irony] Good idea. Keep the faith. Thats why I still believe in Santa Claus :) [/irony]
bertel1987 2 years agobreaknshatter 2 years ago The 'innocent" people killed were
collateral damage as U.S. and Israel put it when they wipe out innocent civilians. The
9/11 military operation targeted militants (U.S. govt officials) and financers
(corporations) who sponsored terrorism. b/c america is a "democracy" the people are just
as responsible as the govt. We pay taxes which fund the u.s. war machine. We the people
need to change our policies and administration otherwise more 9/11's will occur with
justification. breaknshatter 2 years agobreaknshatter 2 years ago 9/11 was a military
operation not a terrorist attack as Bin Laden issued a fatwa declaring war on America in
1996. If U.S. administrators were unaware they were at war or just took Bin Laden's
threats lightly then shame on them. This was Al Qaeda expressing their foreign policy on
state sponsored terrorism. Ex. U.S. supporting Israel with arms and money which they
use to oppress Palestinians and U.S. spearheading sanctions on Iraq which lead to
500,000+ innocent Iraqi deaths breaknshatter 2 years agoyouguystube 2 years ago God is
fair, that's why God let US government started wars outside their territories resulting in
mass loss of lives, and also let ppl in your own country be killed in return. youguystube
2 years agobertel1987 2 years ago easy thing to say. I'd say you missed the definition of
the term "argument". bertel1987 2 years agobertel1987 2 years ago No excuse. God could
have created people so that they would have free will AND would always do the right
thing. Thats not impossible. But it proves that god is either not almighty or not infinitely
good. bertel1987 2 years agominusjae 2 years ago I have been studying this video for a
paper I am writing. This may be the most significant video of the attacks I have seen ever.
I wonder though if anyone else has noticed what I have noticed at about 11 minutes. I
think the people unknowing have videotaped perhaps the first jumped from the tower.
At about 11 minutes you can see seomthing falling from the tower to the right of the
video while they are zoomed in it. minusjae 2 years agoohgee1 2 years ago The person
videotaping and the girl in BG clearly screamed, "It was a military plane!" ohgee1 2 years
agochubas41 2 years ago thanks for posting this chubas41 2 years agoverdauung 2 years
ago unbelivebel verdauung 2 years agoamericanpitbull04 2 years ago SO SAD!!!
americanpitbull04 2 years agoJanTurelur 2 years ago Auch der Spruch: "Als die
Flugzeuge ins WC flogen." ist weit verbreitet, besonders in den Nachrichten weil sie das T
auslassen wollten, da es ihnen Scheißegal war ob dort gehandelt wurde (T=Trade).
JanTurelur 2 years agoAnzaldua3012 2 years ago Wow, verytime I see this scares me a
lot. I'm from Mexico, and a love EE.UU. I've never been there, but I admire EE.UU. A
LOT, and I feel bad for this because you dont deserve stuff like that. Its just unfair. I
hope you guys have a good concept of foreign people, specially Mexican people.
Anyway, have a good time xD Anzaldua3012 2 years agobreaknshatter 2 years ago It was
a military operation executed by Al qaeda not a terrorist attack. breaknshatter 2 years
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agochubas41 2 years ago care to explain better? that makes no sense... chubas41 2 years
agoGTAownez 2 years ago 2 cant wait till they get done with the freedom tower
GTAownez 2 years ago 2breaknshatter 2 years ago Also b/c America is a "democracy"
the people are just as responsible as the govt. The people pay taxes which fund the U.S.
war machine. We the people need to change our policies and administration otherwise
more 9/11's will occur with justification. breaknshatter 2 years agobreaknshatter 2 years
ago The innocent people killed were collateral damage as U.S. and Israel put it when they
wipe out innocent civilians. The 9/11 military operation targeted militants (U.S. govt
officials) and financers (corporations) who sponsored terrorism breaknshatter 2 years
agobreaknshatter 2 years ago 9/11 was a military operation not a terrorist attack as Bin
Laden issued a fatwa declaring war on America in 1996. If U.S. administrators were
unaware they were at war or just took Bin Laden's threats lightly then shame on them.
This was Al Qaeda expressing their foreign policy on state sponsored terrorism. Ex. U.S.
supporting Israel with arms and money which they use to oppress Palestinians and U.S.
spearheading sanctions on Iraq which lead to 500,000+ innocent Iraqi deaths
breaknshatter 2 years agoGTAownez 2 years ago breaknshatter you stupid it wasent the
military GTAownez 2 years agoKispioss 2 years ago Oh, Kispioss 2 years
agoxxbreeze15xx 2 years ago fuck dem terrorists xxbreeze15xx 2 years agocadabraa 2
years ago "Ohh, it's aweful!!!" ... and yet they keep filming. Pretty typical for Americans
I guess, so naive. Then again I'm glad this was filmed as they probably are the best
witnesses for what kind of plane it was. cadabraa 2 years agocadabraa 2 years ago "It was
a military plane". By people who were constantly watching AND filming. The part with
the military plane has been removed I suppose, as it's evidence. cadabraa 2 years
agobertel1987 2 years ago Evidence? lmao, they were shocked and speculated. Would you
be so kind to tell the rest of the world where flight 11 and 175 and all its passengers
vanished that day? Please, I don't go with the official version, too. But there is a wide gap
between an critical view and a naive conspirational view. bertel1987 2 years agoBairamon
2 years ago 2 im sorry for the thousand of peoples then died there Bairamon 2 years ago
2JanTurelur 2 years ago Am 11. September ist das WTC umgefallen, weil George W.
Bush dagegen getreten hat. Seitdem steht es nichtmehr. JanTurelur 2 years agosoilder3210
2 years ago 2 GOD BLESS all places threatend by terrisom its a sad sad sad sad day
soilder3210 2 years ago 2NymphoAngel22 2 years ago OMG it was not funny at all this
wasn't or when it happend in London it is sickening GOD BLESS AMERICA GOD
BLESS ENGLAND infact GOD BLESS THE WORLD...ITS A FUCKED UP PLACE
NymphoAngel22 2 years agocadabraa 2 years ago I think on 9/11/01 your God actively
'blessed' America and look what it brought you... Why didn't your God prevent this from
happening? Why o why. cadabraa 2 years agoherpunkgrrl 2 years ago because if God was
able to take away pain and suffering that would mean also taking away happiness and
contentment. it's all about free will and the choices that humans make. herpunkgrrl 2
years ago13Yanks 2 years ago 2 R.I.P from Maryland 13Yanks 2 years ago
2imalejandro117 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam funny
shit man imalejandro117 2 years agosbird1030 2 years ago 5 You know whats even
worse... that someone can laugh about that...theres nothing funny about it. I really feel for
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you. Do you not understand that someones mom, dad, brother, sister, loved one, died?
By hatred? and yet you laugh..or tell Americans to die? I hope u are not living in the
United States. oh, but wait...thanks to the ones that are fighting for our freedom...you
have the right to post something ignorant like that. How dare you. sbird1030 2 years ago
5BlockN 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam FUCKING
americans DIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE BlockN 2 years agomonkeypoo6 2 years
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam lolol that was soo funny i cant
stop laughing monkeypoo6 2 years agowilk8121 2 years ago YOU ARE FUCKING
DUMB wilk8121 2 years agoMyNameIssMud 2 years ago its so sad that us psycopath
americans sit back and believe the BS that has been fed to us. it's sickening to pin all of
this on one form of people. an unfortunate loss, but i do not think that slaying millions of
people for an inside job is right. I also think that in the heighth of the situation everyone
was quick to jump the band wagon, post a flag up on everydoorstep and call ourselves,
american. mark my words, there will be an uprising. a millitia will form from under our
own feet, end. MyNameIssMud 2 years agoiCandy323x 2 years ago September 11th was
one of the scariest things I'd ever seen in my entire life. I'm only 14, but I was about 8
when this happened. The image of a woman jumping out of the tower will never leave my
mind. R.I.P. America is one of the most hated countries in the world. I can't really speak
much about the argument below me vvvv , but I really think that people should be mad at
Bush, not the American people for the decisions he's made. iCandy323x 2 years
ago5kPRINCE5k 2 years ago same 5kPRINCE5k 2 years agowilk8121 2 years ago YOU
ARE DUMB wilk8121 2 years agonickoshie13 2 years ago Holy crap at 5:30 you can see
something in the left side of the tower it looks like either a plane or a ufo??? nickoshie13
2 years agoByyn 2 years ago It's so sad that those psychopath terrorists did this. They
hate us for our freedoms. They find new ways to strike fear into the hearts of the
American people. They want us to cower and submit to their rule. They are evil men.
They attacked us on that day for their political and financial reasons. And those bastards
have just renewed the contract for Black Water to stay in Iraq for another year. Why do
we have terrorists running our foriegn policy? Byyn 2 years agodevidsen 2 years ago I
agree, your so called freedom stinks devidsen 2 years agocukeeanna 2 years ago When this
happened, i was just 6 years old, and i don't understand what's happened... 2 years after i
cryed when i saw in the TV this horrible thing. Rest in peace all people who died that
day. cukeeanna 2 years agoHannah020992 2 years ago its so horrible what happend on
the 11 september.... Hannah020992 2 years agoalireza20082008 2 years ago ask your
goverment alireza20082008 2 years agoJanTurelur 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam
show
hide
Not
Spam
Wuahahahööööööööahahaaaaaahuhu-huhihihihihohoheheheheharharha
rharharohohohohohhähähähöhöhöh-öhn! Zu geil! JanTurelur 2 years agolilarosapink 2
years ago findest du das etwa lusitg? lilarosapink 2 years agoJanTurelur 2 years ago Ob
ich das "lusitg" find? Nö. Aber lustig. Hahahahahahhuhuhuahahöhööööhöh-öhn!
JanTurelur 2 years agoMarleaX3 2 years ago go to hell MarleaX3 2 years
agoDiarioddiounsuicida 2 years ago kamikaze Diarioddiounsuicida 2 years ago82mariofan
2 years ago david icke 82mariofan 2 years agoathlete705 2 years ago This has been flagged
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as spam show hide Not Spam Thanks to all the heroes including Mohamed Atta and the
rest who killed over 3000 american cowards on 9/11/1001... We are fighting and killing
american cowards day and night and thanks to all our brothers who are fighting and killing
american cowards.. Death to all americans who are the biggest cowards in the world. Be
ready weak americans it's only a matter of time before the world gets another victory on
you again next time it shall be bigger than 9/11 god willing.Prepare your coffins cowards
athlete705 2 years agocncfan 2 years ago 2 sad thats all i have to say cncfan 2 years ago
2MarleaX3 2 years ago 5 How can people be saying we shouldnt be in war against
terrorists after watching this. what a terrible thing. MarleaX3 2 years ago 5youguystube 2
years ago American ppl are innocent, but what their government did was no difference
from terrorists. Why they hated you guys to such extents that they were willing to
sacrifice their own lives to fight back?? WOuld it be without reasons? Apparently US
Governmetn is the biggest terrorist in the eyes of many ppl of the rest of the world.
youguystube 2 years agokevy06 2 years ago Who's that dying under the towers who's
that lying in the ground It's George w Bush and his boys making all the f ucking noise cuz
they can't get out of the stairs kevy06 2 years agomynameisaram818 2 years ago i think
shes recording it from the computer mynameisaram818 2 years agorussiangamer111 2
years ago oh, and America is the "brightest beacon for freedom"? That's why it invaded
two countries in less than 3 years? and refues to remove it's military presence from
either? Haha russiangamer111 2 years agofallout2029 2 years ago 2 This is coming from a
Russian? Have you ever heard a chechneya? You know truthfully I can't think of another
country that has taken more lives. fallout2029 2 years ago 2russiangamer111 2 years ago
Chechnya was attempting to secede from the Russian Federation. I'm sure if one of your
American states did the same you would try to suppress the secession. Have you
forgotten your civil war already? russiangamer111 2 years agodougiesstargrll 2 years ago
u wudnt know wat its like new yorkers lost their biggest thing the twin towers ment like
way more than what they looked like and after them bombing them people got in fuckin
deep depression so fuck off dougiesstargrll 2 years agorussiangamer111 2 years ago So
you're basically saying, only glorious new york Americans could possibly understand
what it's like to lose infrastructure? You're right. When America bombed Korea, Vietnam,
Afghanistan, Iraq the bombs just left all of the homes, buildings, and businesses intact.
You sure should me, man. russiangamer111 2 years agodougiesstargrll 2 years ago huh? im
just saying why bomb the twin towers god its no like im saying that only new yorkers
know wat its lyk im saying they know what it like to loose fuking pride dougiesstargrll 2
years agorussiangamer111 2 years ago You know, millions of people that have died
through America's, usually unprovoked, war campaigns were also normal people. But I
don't hear Americans bitching or mourning them. I don't rejoice over 9/11, but the
hypocrisy of the American people disgusts me. But I guess if you kill civilians from an
American military bomber aircraft it's ok, right? Cunts. russiangamer111 2 years
agoGazmasta87 2 years ago oh my god it hard to believe people can do this sort of
thing....R.I.P all those who died it those towers Gazmasta87 2 years agolouisdooney 2
years ago i am so glad you were okay because you were so close. this year, well sept. 11,
2007 i figured out what had really happened and how devestating. (i am now in the 8th
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grade). louisdooney 2 years agogalvanize007 2 years ago AMERİKA SEN BUNU HAK
ETTIN !!!!!! galvanize007 2 years agoDorime94 2 years ago 2 Oh, it's so sad...I'm
hungarian and I don't know the meaning of real tragedy, but the americans lived it
through...:( R.I.P. Dorime94 2 years ago 2sacrumimperium 2 years ago incredibile
esperienza... sacrumimperium 2 years agoremack40 2 years ago Hell is to good of a place
for the Bush Crime Family. remack40 2 years agoTheRealX9 2 years ago wow, you're a
fucking retard. TheRealX9 2 years agoJanTurelur 2 years ago Wo damals das World
Trade Center stand, ist nun eine riesige Fläche, bezeichnet als Ground Zero, oder auch
einfach: "Tod der Freiheit Gedenkdrehplatz" genannt. Nun gibt es Pläne der US
Regierung, auf dem Ground Zero eine 400 Meter große Statue von ihrem kurzpenisigen
Diktator George Bush (alias Saddam Hussein) aufzustellen. JanTurelur 2 years
agoLostShotFilms 2 years ago RIP Brother LostShotFilms 2 years
agoblessedwithoutmeasur 2 years ago weird but I will never forget that day
blessedwithoutmeasur 2 years agoLostShotFilms 2 years ago whats sad is when she saw
those fire trucks almost all of the fire men in that fire truck may have died! RIP
LostShotFilms 2 years ago12itube34 2 years ago R.I.P, admiration to all the couragous
workers out to save the lives of many. 12itube34 2 years agoLostShotFilms 2 years ago
RIP LostShotFilms 2 years agoMarleaX3 2 years ago RIP you will never be forgotten
MarleaX3 2 years agomerrimanpatrick 2 years ago reminds me of pearl harbor....WAR!!!
merrimanpatrick 2 years agoNikkafan 2 years ago most Americans believe we are trying
to rid the world of terrorism...for us it's not a holy war or against Muslim's per se.....it's
the radical factions we are after...it's not genocide.... Nikkafan 2 years agod11525 2 years
ago other than already knowing that this was a devastating event..... i can know say that
J.J. Abrams was inspired by this video when making Cloverfield d11525 2 years
agoCathysfan 2 years ago 3 As shocking as it is sad,Thank you for posting,RIP all the
victims and admire the courage of the Emergency Services Men and Women who were as
quick to enter The Towers as most were to leave. Cathysfan 2 years ago 3Demitjuhhh 2
years ago 19:40 :O Demitjuhhh 2 years agohkpoctb 2 years ago show hide What's with
that bitch crying in the video? She is very pretentious, considering she probably never
shed a tear for Rwanda or Bosnia... hkpoctb 2 years agomadskilz156 2 years ago 2 He
watch yourself a true American would realize the severity of this event. madskilz156 2
years ago 2LostShotFilms 2 years ago what the fuck is wrong with you! tousands of
people just dieded and she saw it happen in a matter of seconds! what would you do!?!
LostShotFilms 2 years agoNikkafan 2 years ago can you enlighten us that don't know....
Nikkafan 2 years agolenin3lenin 2 years ago show hide they deserved it lenin3lenin 2
years agodallasglt1 2 years ago 2 WHAT DOES AN IGNORANT RUSSIAN KNOW?
dallasglt1 2 years ago 2seamusjager 2 years ago 5 lenin3lenin: Not an ignorant russian,
probably some spoiled american c#%t. When you lose those cose to you, you may reflect
on your comments. If not, it makes no difference to me. May a curse haunt your family
for 1000 years you piece of s&t. Rot in Hell!!!! seamusjager 2 years ago 5Lisa8786 2
years ago 2 you're sick Lisa8786 2 years ago 23toothedvamp 2 years ago this is the worst
thing that probably ever happened in america...i just can't believe people would jump out
of the building i mean either way their dead... 3toothedvamp 2 years agoNikkafan 2 years
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ago are you serious... Nikkafan 2 years agoLuvLouisV 2 years ago 3 Let us never forget
this very sad, and very horrific event, nor the victims and their families. I found this clip
to be better than most news footage of the actual day. Thank you very much Bob and
Bri, for a job well done. LuvLouisV 2 years ago 3luv4COGIC 2 years ago 2 Watching this
video brings back horrible memories from 9/11/01. I was heavily affected by this tragic
event. I had 2 family members who were killed in the north tower. I was also living in the
financial district at that time....so i had a head on experience as well. But I say to
everyone who was affected by this event, and even those who weren't I'm praying for
you, and ask that you do the same in return. God Bless... luv4COGIC 2 years ago
2garagerockermadrid 2 years ago to the documentarian in you (Bri?): good work. Amazing
video of a horrible event. Why not get rid of this senseless violence? garagerockermadrid 2
years agotomaluta 2 years ago y killing people tomaluta 2 years agomogo79 2 years ago
es la poletica de bush que trallo esto,estupido mogo79 2 years ago4yall 2 years ago
como??? que tiene que ver bush con esto? es solamente un presidente anormal y estupido
que no ha hecho nada mas en el pais que estar en la caa bloanca tomando sol y coca cola,
gente como tu e parece demasiado ignorantes... 4yall 2 years agoEHE5E8E9 2 years ago
no seriously im from the UK and the USA is the most powerfull everything in de world
yet they let a couple asian highjack a plain wid pen knifes wtf i belive they did but they
let it happen in order to have a war its not an iside job but the people on top knew wen
nd wher it was gonna happened nd jus simply closed their eyes very sad ill never forget
cing dat on de TV forget de towers fallin its more all the people who died which is very
sad mass murder but im suprised how NYC seems normal today EHE5E8E9 2 years
agosoco13466 2 years ago oh you are so full of it. Sure. Bush let it happen. Conspiracy
theorists are idiots. Read some history. Learn that no govt is without its incomptents If
America were so all knowing and powerful, the world would really fear us. Sometimes, I
wish we'd just go ahead and create an all powerful empire, as did other countries with
lesser consciences. So screw all of you America haters. Next time your craphole country
starves, don't come crying to us. soco13466 2 years agoyouguystube 2 years ago America
is the main country which has been worsening the lack of food and starvation in third
world countries as their fucking government's been seizing all the crops to make fuel. It is
totally immoral. If I were an american, i would have been feeling shameful to be one of
them. youguystube 2 years agodigijap 2 years ago omg... digijap 2 years agoyozgatliufuk
2 years ago 2 2.792 people 343 firefighters and 60 police officers died R.I.P all
yozgatliufuk 2 years ago 2piie123 2 years ago Everyone has their own beliefs and
religious rights everyone has their right to free speech but not this if americans did this to
the muslims they would not go after it haha die all muslims the world is fucked up enough
as it is, with out dickheads saying that shit! yes i agree america should back out of iraq its
no of their business. in this world no1 deserves this if you catholic cristian jewish muslim
or any other religion no country or people should deserve this. R.I.P those who fell
piie123 2 years agoVawawawa 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam It's so horrible! :S Vawawawa 2 years agodfd321 2 years ago U R nothing but
a big pusy who only wishes you were born here! You know what? Your parents knew
you were worthless & you should do the world a favor& drown your communist lifestyle
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dfd321 2 years agodfd321 2 years ago You're nothing but a big ass pussy who only
wishes you were born here!!! You know what! your parents knew you were worthless,
and you should do the world a favor and drown your communist ass so the rest of us can
enjoy a world of peace w/out your worthless piece of existiness, get out of our country
b4 we blow you out of existience you piece of shit fag!!!!!!! dfd321 2 years agoNikkafan
2 years ago the world is full egotistical bastards that want to rule the world with their
religious bullshit...all in the name of greed...that will never change...hence there will
always be war... Nikkafan 2 years agoNikkafan 2 years ago democracy...although not
perfect...is a million times better than any other form of government... Nikkafan 2 years
agoNikkafan 2 years ago all fanatics should be brought to justice by the whole
world....keep your religion to yourself..... Nikkafan 2 years agoathlete705 2 years ago
Thanks to all the heroes including Mohamed Atta and the rest who killed over 3000
american cowards on 9/11/1001... We are fighting and killing american cowards day and
night and thanks to all our brothers who are fighting and killing american cowards.. Death
to all americans who are the biggest cowards in the world. Be ready weak americans it's
only a matter of time before the world gets another victory on you again next time it shall
be bigger than 9/11 god willing. athlete705 2 years agoUKArmy08 2 years ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Your life must be miserable UKArmy08 2
years agoNikkafan 2 years ago you are raised with death all around you...it's nothing to
bomb your own children in your streets...there is no justification for that....life is
beautiful..it's people that believe in death and distruction that makes it ugly.. Nikkafan 2
years agonikkirocks16 2 years ago athlete705, what the fuck is wrong with you.
INNOCENT people died on that day, THOUSANDS, and you think we're cowards?
Whoever believes in this as a truth is a coward, and we all feel bad for you. You have
ISSUES that needed to be sorted out, give your head a shake. What happened was
WRONG. Americans are brave, beautiful, and STRONG. They are fighting day and night
to give another country FREEDOM, to give woman self respect and children safety. I'm
CANADIAN myself and I am proud of America. nikkirocks16 2 years agodfd321 2 years
ago You're nothing but a big ass pussy who only wishes you were born here!!! You know
what! your parents knew you were worthless, and you should do the world a favor and
drown your communist ass so the rest of us can enjoy a world of peace w/out your
worthless piece of existiness, get out of our country b4 we blow you out of existience
you piece of shit fag!!!!!!! dfd321 2 years agoJvPaVp 2 years ago athlete705 fuck u ur
retarded they arnt cowards u fucking stupid fuck u shud die ur the coward fucking piece
of shit and wat " 9/11/1001 " hello it 2001 wat are u still in the stone age no wonder ur
retarded JvPaVp 2 years agoNikkafan 2 years ago 3 at least we got rid of that monster
Sadam Hussien and his crazy ass brothers before they raped and tortured your family...if
your people were smart they would take the money from the oil and build thriving cities
for your children.... Nikkafan 2 years ago 3spokeshole 2 years ago breaknshatter........ go
back to the sewer you crawled out of. spokeshole 2 years agobreaknshatter 2 years ago
Your labeling of terrorists is based on Point of view. When you put soldiers on others
lands and put sanctions on others that lead to 500,000+ innocent Iraqi children deaths i
would consider that terrorism. Guess who did that the U.S./ Secretary of State Madeleine
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Albrighe when asked whether U.S. sanctions which lead to 500,000+ iraqi children deaths
under 5 was worth it she said i believe the price is worth it. America needs to learn about
morality and to mind their own business. breaknshatter 2 years agowumintag 2 years ago
3 Your commentary, breaknshatter, plus being wrongful and evil, is an alibi for the
terrorists. 3000 civilians died in NY, 200 in Bali, 200 in Madrid and 50 in London. Your
hate and loath for the liberty is clear, all these people died because this is a struggle
between freedom & tirany. If you think civilians are responsible just because the pay
taxes, you'd better go to school o to a library and learn a little about politics, freedom or
philosophy. wumintag 2 years ago 3breaknshatter 2 years ago The civilians killed were
collateral damage as U.S. and Israel put it when they wipe out civilians. The 9/11 military
operation targeted militants (U.S. govt. officials) and financers (corporations) who
supported terrorism. Also since U.S. is a "democracy" civilians are just as responsible as
the U.S. govt b/c their taxes fund the U.S. war machine. We the people need to change the
policies and administration or more 9/11's will happen with justification. breaknshatter 2
years agoPastorofmuppets84 2 years ago Actually. The U.S. was intended to be a
constitutional republic (this was the intent of the constitution and its creators). The U.S.
is not a democracy. Atleast, it isn't supposed to be. In a constitutional republic 99
percent majority does not rule over 1 percent minority. In a democracy 51 percent rule 49
percent. This is not the way our founding fathers intended the U.S. to be.
Pastorofmuppets84 2 years agobreaknshatter 2 years ago America did have this coming.
THeir foreign policy in the middle east was/is terrible. The sanctions they spearheaded in
Iraq lead to 500,000+ Iraqi children deaths. I think 9/11 was done so that America would
taste what the people in the Middle East tasted and stop killing. Instead the U.S. did the
opposite and is now globally demonized. breaknshatter 2 years agoKastiljos 2 years ago
__§§§§§__§§§§__§§§§§__
_____§§__§§§§__§§_____
_____§§__§§§§__§§_____
__§§§§§__§§§§__§§§§§__
_________§§§§_________
§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§
§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§
_________§§§§_________
__§§§§§__§§§§__§§§§§__
_____§§__§§§§__§§_____
_____§§__§§§§__§§_____
__§§§§§__§§§§__§§§§§__
_________§§§§_________ Kastiljos 2 years agospokeshole 2 years ago 3 People who
said we deserved this are a disgrace to the human race.If you are in this country get the
fck out. spokeshole 2 years ago 3brantastick 2 years ago 2 How can anyone say we
deserve it?! To me if you live in this country you are stupid douche bags!!!! Whenever
we try to help a country into the 21st century it blows up in our face. People Freedom is
always going to ask for the cost of BLOOD!!! I say we Kill all the terrorists and Finish
what we started otherwise we will just end up going back to Iraq. We should have stayed
there in the nineties! If we pull out now, all the soldiers that laid down their lives will
have died for nothing! GROW UP! brantastick 2 years ago 2PokerPlum 2 years ago
Nobody deserves this. But seriously, brantastick, get your head out of the clouds. This
"freedom" and "helping other countries" thing is not why people fly planes into
buildings. Just for once, stop pretending America is an angel in the world and look around
at its foreign policy. PokerPlum 2 years agobrantastick 2 years ago OK...Nobody's
perfect and How many other countries do you know of that help people. No we're not
perfect but we are the ones that damn well help the people. I don't have my head in the
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clouds I'm pissed that nobody believes in our troops. Think about the ones that Died!!!!
My cousin is in Iraq and He BELIEVES in PROTECTING AMERICANS. I want him
home more than ever but I don't want anyone to lose FAITH in our troops. STAY THE
COURSE! Finish what we started. brantastick 2 years agoJanTurelur 2 years ago Wo
damals das World Trade Center stand, ist nun eine riesige Fläche, bezeichnet als Ground
Zero, oder auch einfach: "Tod der Freiheit Gedenkdrehplatz" genannt. Nun gibt es Pläne
der US Regierung, auf dem Ground Zero eine 400 Meter große Statue von ihrem
kurzpenisigen Diktator George Bush (alias Saddam Hussein) aufzustellen. JanTurelur 2
years agomistamanic 2 years ago in my day you fought like a man...get in the ring with
some boxing gloves! not like a coward with a bomb strapped to you....i do not condone
usa or the uk policy on war on terror but then again it is only a matter of time before
world war 3...the clock is ticking. mistamanic 2 years agomistamanic 2 years ago you are
an idiot...do not shout too loud both your braincells will get confused!!! finish high school
first, grow up then come back. Doubt you will do that because you have a memory of a
goldfish with an IQ to match... mistamanic 2 years agoneed4see 2 years ago Jack Bauer
had a day off on september 11 2001!! need4see 2 years agovivalaryan54 2 years ago how
could you say that. you have no respect for the innocent lives that were lost that day
vivalaryan54 2 years agoChrisOnThisSite 2 years ago its like cloverfeild ChrisOnThisSite
2 years agoneel35 2 years ago is was an inside job there was bombers inside and most
people are thinkin that bush set it all up neel35 2 years agosquirkypants 2 years ago
Inside job? Nothing to do with two planes crashing into the towers then? Why on earth
would you need bombers inside you fool! squirkypants 2 years agogandalfxxx 2 years ago
It is so Horrible Oh my good my dad was there!! gandalfxxx 2 years agogandalfxxx 2 years
ago OMG!!!!!!!!!! gandalfxxx 2 years agoKing3047 2 years ago all i can say thats sad :(
King3047 2 years agolenin3lenin 2 years ago cause they were a bitch lenin3lenin 2 years
agoZiekheid 2 years ago Are you kidding me? Fitna the movie is far from an objective
movie about Muslims. It's more like a power point presentation made by a 5 year old
(infact by Geert Wilders, a Muslim hater). I'm not a Muslim but I get very angry when I
see someone attack Muslims or anyone from any other religion with the arguments you
use. A movie like Fitna could be made about Christians too without a problem, just read
the whole bible and pick out some very bad lines that are completely inappropriate in our
time. Ziekheid 2 years agomistamanic 2 years ago 4 How many christians chop peoples
heads off on TV? How many christians do you know strap bombs to themselves? How
many christians do you know who fly planes into buildings? How many christians do
you know blow up underground trains such as london? NONE !!!!!! mistamanic 2 years
ago 4Sasuke4ever666 2 years ago Man, I am partially paralyised after watching that, I am
sorry you had to be the ones to film it, but it was a huge wake up call for America, and I
pray for everyone of the victims as well as you Bob and Bri, You are in my heart. Those
lost will be remembered. R.I.P, Those lost in WTC Crash, you are in a better place.
Sasuke4ever666 2 years agobreaknshatter 2 years ago The innocent people killed were
collateral damage as U.S. and Israel Put it when they wipe out civilians. The 9/11 military
operation targets were militants (U.S. govt. officials) and Financers (corporations) who
support terrorism. The U.S. people are just as guilty as the U.S. govt. as we pay taxes
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which fund the U.S. war machine. We the people need to change the policy otherwise
more 9/11's will happen with justification. breaknshatter 2 years agocokaineeeeee 2 years
ago God Bless America. See the face yourself,at time line 13:41, notice the face showing
in the building, Judge yourself cokaineeeeee 2 years agosergio041189 2 years ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam hahaha very funny very funny , die all
americans sergio041189 2 years agoTajony02 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam fuck you you should die Tajony02 2 years agoDiAmOnDz21 2
years ago Do you realize how ignorant and stupid you sound? DiAmOnDz21 2 years
agoBlissfullbeast 2 years ago bob bri i am so sorry you had to watch that... and that was
such a bad day for everybody in america and if you dont care then dude... you need to get
hit in the face! Blissfullbeast 2 years agobeardz22 2 years ago such a sad day,And
killninja666 you dont want to wish this on any bodys country. beardz22 2 years
agolordgandorf 2 years ago how could u say something like that u gay shit eating
bitch,that was a horrible day,u shut the fuck up, lordgandorf 2 years agolenin3lenin 2
years ago i hope this time it will be the white house that'll be smashed! that would be
very symbolic. lenin3lenin 2 years agoTSanli10 2 years ago no lets just hope that they
crash into your house TSanli10 2 years agolbarfett 2 years ago Lenin3lenin..another Lenin
freak who hidedsbehind his screen in mommies basement. It's ok though Leninist, I'll
excuse you, cause you know, you've got personal problems. I mean, you were the fat,
nosepicking kid turned highschool pastey faced Goth with erectile dysfunction. Do us a
fucking favor an OD on your acne medication. lbarfett 2 years ago Prev 82 83 84 85 86
87 88 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy
Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language:
English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more
Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue
Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon
close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) suziia07 2 years ago 3 Omfg flyingdonkey
you better shut your mouth! It must have been really traumatic for Bob and Bri just
having to watch it happen! No One done anything to deserve it and your being biased!
I'm grateful that Bob and Brie arent allowing a thing like this to be lost and I pray for
them and the victims suziia07 2 years ago 3yaysocks 2 years ago 2 We deserved it
flyingdonkey?! how did we deserve this? And besides, the jewish people in the holocaust
didn't do anything to be killed...Someday you'll be sorry....someday terrorists will come
and destroy something you love and think is beautiful and then....then we'll see who's
laughing. yaysocks 2 years ago 2cansux3 2 years ago 2 poor america.. cansux3 2 years ago
2AIFB696 2 years ago 2 Bob and Bri? I thank you 4 your courage, your compassion, and
simply because you couldn't and DIDN'T allow such a piece of history, however dubious
and painful, to be lost. You are in my prayers. Sincerely, Frank Black The Game
AIFB696 2 years ago 2flyingdonkey2009 2 years ago show hide you faggot americans
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deserved it. SUCK IT UP flyingdonkey2009 2 years agorickjames7890 2 years ago i will
beat ur ass rickjames7890 2 years agokillninja666 2 years ago your a piece of shit. i hope
someday a horrible tragedy like this happens to your country. Then we will see who is
the faggot. And i can gaurntee tha us faggot americans will come to your countrys aid.
Cause we have honor. killninja666 2 years agoAIFB696 2 years ago Thanx 4 your 2 cents
Lenin3Lenin, you big piece o' crap!! I, Sir or Madam, AM an American, an AfricanAmerican no less, and take serious offence to your so-called 'opinion'. Right now the
American people have, as they had at the time, MORE than enough on our collective
plates!! Do you even know any Americans? If you did, then you'd know that opinions
are like assholes; we all have 'em, they all stink, and they all sound like shit! If ya
smell...what Frank Black......is cookin'. AIFB696 2 years agoAIFB696 2 years ago Thanx
4 your 2 cents Lenin3Lenin, you big piece o' crap!! I, Sir or Madam, AM an American, an
African-American no less, and take serious offence to your so-called 'opinion'. Right now
the American people have, as they had at the time, MORE than enough on our collective
plates!! Do you even know any Americans? If you did, then you'd know that opinions
are like assholes; we all have 'em, they all stink, and they all sound like shit! If ya
smell...what Frank Black......is cookin'. AIFB696 2 years agolenin3lenin 2 years ago show
hide The USA got what they truely deserved. Oh I hope their country gets even worse!
lenin3lenin 2 years agoobione738 2 years ago What did the USA ever do to you? jut leave
the dang americans alone obione738 2 years agogreenjellybob 2 years ago You are a joke,
your just jelous of a great country, im British and whilst i admit Americans have their
faults, so does our country and SO DOES YOURS, in fact i think your track record of
human rights and democracy is completley vile thus would explain your stupid attitude
to the death of many innocent civilians. greenjellybob 2 years agogreenjellybob 2 years
ago That was in reply to lenin3lenin by the way greenjellybob 2 years agoAIFB696 2
years ago Whoever you are, I want you to know that YOU, SIR OR MADAM, ARE
AN ENORMOUS PIECE O' CRAP!!!! I hope one day, while talking shit, you choke on
your own opinion! THE GAME AIFB696 2 years agoFegooFegoo2008 2 years ago
ﻡﺱﻙﻱﻥﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩﻩFegooFegoo2008 2 years agokoolala 2 years ago If you ﻑﻅﺡﻭ ﻉﺭﻅﻩﻡ
buy into bin Laden's theory of US democracy---that US civilians have demonstrated their
support for US policy---then his attacks upon such obvious examples of US imperialist
might---the Pentagon and WTC (containing a secret CIA office)---are also legitimate.
koolala 2 years agokoolala 2 years ago The same applies to Israeli civilians, of course,
who proudly point out that they are the only 'democracy' in the Middle East; if this is so,
the civilians are culpable for the policies of their murderous government; thus legitimate
targets for Palestinian resistance. koolala 2 years agokoolala 2 years ago Following this
train of thought (which renders the term 'terrorism inapplicable), the US' war against the
Taliban, incurring as it did thousands of civilian casualties, was qualitatively more
'morally' reprehensive than the 9-11 attacks---because those civilians, unlike the US
civilians killed on 9-11, did NOT live in a democracy, therefore were not necessarily
endorsing the policies of the Taliban which permitted bin Laden sanctuary. koolala 2
years agokoolala 2 years ago "Professor Marc Herold of the University of New
Hampshire said his research of news agencies, major newspapers and first hand accounts
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had yielded a death toll of almost 4,000 people. Even in January, he described the
estimated as "very, very conservative"' (BBC, 21 July 2002, 'US condemned for Afghan
blunders'). koolala 2 years agojacobkreitzer3 2 years ago flyingdonkey2009, ur just
jealous u dont live in the strongest country in the world. so fuck off. jacobkreitzer3 2
years agoflyingdonkey2009 2 years ago oh booohoooooooooooo wahh wahh wahh, all
you americans know is whine whine whine and bitch about this and that. wheres the
WAAAAAHAMbulance. SUCK IT UP you american FAGS, YOU DESERVE TO
DIE!!! HAHAHAHHAAHA FUCK YOU!!!! flyingdonkey2009 2 years agoDrumboy27
2 years ago Up yours canadian ass bitch. I bet you are like a 1 billion year old bitch still
livin with your mommy in her apartment. Pieces of shit like u deserve to be nailed to the
ground with the American flag up your ass. Drumboy27 2 years agogerfall 2 years ago the
usa deserved to have a building bombed? lenin get a fucking life u fagget ill come bomb ur
house and say "lenin deserved it" would u like that u worthless bitch? gerfall 2 years
agolenin3lenin 2 years ago show hide the usa deserved it lenin3lenin 2 years
agoflyingdonkey2009 2 years ago I agree, the usa deserved it. flyingdonkey2009 2 years
agoBernzz7 2 years ago Well, as jacobkreitzer3 shows, Americans can be really arrogant
and think that they're the best in the world, but seriously, no one deserves this kinda shit.
Unless they're the terrorists, who deserve it 'cos they did it themselves. Bernzz7 2 years
agocupicai 2 years ago You can't blame a whole country for what happened, i understand,
i lost my brother there, but it was a groupof terrorist who decided this, now their wole
country is in danger,and us, the difference is we're more protected than they are. cupicai 2
years agojosevanreyes 2 years ago A september 11th happens everyday in Iraq. It was an
evil act but something the American goverment did to find an excuse in order to govern
the middle east there way josevanreyes 2 years agotheprodigyrocks 2 years ago Everyone
who is watching this video, google "Fitna" /the movie about Muslim/ and you will
understand the danger of Muslim and Muslim world to the rest of the world. Fitna is a
movie that will truly help you understand what it means when Muslim followers get into
world of terrorism. Unfortunately Muslim world sees the killing and fighting as a
solution, obviously Muslim is a danger. America had to respond to the attack, America
had to show defense for its country, so please don't blame war. theprodigyrocks 2 years
agotheprodigyrocks 2 years ago Obviously from BelfastBornNBred's comments, Islam
and Muslim as well as Koran itself is a very sick poorly developed religion that some
Muslims get too much into and eventually become killers and terrorists. Muslims are
pretty clearly brain washed Koran followers who hate everyone who is different. Sept 11
was the way Muslim world tried to stop the way we live in western world. But my
honest believe is that western world and its people will never give up on treat of Muslim
to the world. theprodigyrocks 2 years agoBelfastBornNBred 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam This happened due to the West raping Muslim
women, killing their men, wiping out whole families, not leaving Saudi Arabia, for Iraq,
for the Palestinians, for the Afghans, for the Iranians, for Lebanese,! Fuck america and
fuck your president! Die America Die! BelfastBornNBred 2 years ago1UpForUSMC 2
years ago 2 Fuck you! I hope someone shoves an IED up ur butt! 1UpForUSMC 2 years
ago 2punkedge1 2 years ago RIGHT? FUCK THE GOVERNMENT!!!! punkedge1 2
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years agovalerieanna 2 years ago Donkey may need psychological testing because he/she
may decide to kill innocent people! Yikes! valerieanna 2 years agoflyingdonkey2009 2
years ago show hide you americans all deserved it. osama had every right to do this, and
he should. quit whining and complaining and just suck it up, SUCK IT UP. the only
problem with 9/11 is that NOT ENOUGH PEOPLE died. don't like planes getting
hijacked? then dont go on a plane. if you do, you've got NO RIGHT to complain about
getting hijacked and killed. its YOUR OWN fault. and you DESERVE to be killed.
flyingdonkey2009 2 years agohiscrawford07 2 years ago i hope yo ass roo in hell with
osama stupid ass bastard hiscrawford07 2 years agovideogeek32 2 years ago 2 Listen
here, you cock sucking son-of-a bitch,If I could just get my hands on you, I would string
you up, and Hang your ass Just like they did that fucker, "SADAM Hussein" But not
before I chopped of your ballsack, and made you eat it. (PUT THAT IN YOUR
FUCKIN RECORDS, YOUTUBE) videogeek32 2 years ago 2tausendstein 2 years ago
...very emotional...very emotional...a very special 'perspective'... tausendstein 2 years
agotausendstein 2 years ago 2 God cries for every died human being. May he be killed in
the USA, may he be starved in Africa, may he be bombed in Palestine, may he be blasted
in Israel, may he be shot in Tibet, may he be annihilated in Iraq. tausendstein 2 years ago
2Donkeyluv42 2 years ago allahu akbar Donkeyluv42 2 years agoPsychoBSB 2 years ago
The mass population is just a puppet of a maybe won war, the capitalism and comunism
war. So go on spending, the world might end, we will change for sure, but the universe is
much bigger and every trouble in here mean something but not that much. So let`s keep on
living cause we still are evolvin. The river gets stronger on it`s falls. PsychoBSB 2 years
agoPsychoBSB 2 years ago For every action is a reaction with oposite strength and
direction... Well, there are many ways to interpretate that in this ocasion, so there are
many reasons to what hapenned and what US made after that. Can we come with a
conspiration idea? Maybe. Was it made by US? Maybe. We will never have the real
informations? The midia and politics let it. The mass population is just a puppet of won
war PsychoBSB 2 years agodavidkakn 2 years ago where s the 2nd tower davidkakn 2
years agowezzyT1 2 years ago If you listen closely you can hear a final explosion, most
likely c4. Just before the North Tower collapses. This would be the explosives the
government planted to make the tower collapse. wezzyT1 2 years agobreaknshatter 2
years ago 9/11 was a military operation not a terrorist attack. Bin Laden issued a fatwa
declaring war on America in 1996. If U.S. administrators were unaware they were at war
or took Bin Laden's threats lightly then shame on them. This was Al Qaeda expressing
their foreign policy on state sponsored terroristm. Ex. U.S supporting Israel with arms
and money which they use to oppress Palestinians and U.S. spearheading sanctions
which lead to 500,000+ innocent Iraqi children deaths. breaknshatter 2 years
agomspcentro 2 years ago I´m really sorry, it wasnt my personal opinion. My brother,
stupid brother used my profile, cause I let the computer on...I think we allways pay for
what our goverment do, but no one on earth deserves to die, cause some terrorists dont
apreciate their lifes. I hate the terrorist, I want to remark that. In Argentina we suffered
that in 90´s too. And I hope that some day the guilty appears. God luck to u. Sorry again.
mspcentro 2 years agovideogeek32 2 years ago In my honest opinion god would smite
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"MSPCENTRO" Where he stood if he heard such hateful, prejudice nonsense. What has
Argentina done to help mankind? (besides causing WW1 that really helped us a lot)
videogeek32 2 years agomspcentro 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam It was my brother using my profile. I dont think that. Sorry for the comment. I
apologize to you and also to all who could hurt the comment. The 9/11 was terrible to all
the world. Not just US. It shows the decadency of humanity we're suffering. grettings
brother.. And god bless USA too.. mspcentro 2 years agomspcentro 2 years ago It was
my brother using my profile. I dont think that. Sorry for the comment. I apologize to you
and also to all who could hurt the comment. The 9/11 was terrible to all the world. Not
just US. It shows the decadency of humanity we're suffering. grettings brother.. And god
bless USA too.. mspcentro 2 years agovideogeek32 2 years ago thank you... videogeek32
2 years agomspcentro 2 years ago when i saw this comment I felt really sad, because of
my brother's opinion. But its not the mine. SOrry again. mspcentro 2 years
agoacaticlopez 2 years ago people died, every soul counts, if you feel good for what
happened, you are sick, evil and in general a bad person acaticlopez 2 years
agowonderfulltimes 2 years ago VIVA MEXICO CABRONES GUEROS!!
wonderfulltimes 2 years agokimimaro1983 2 years ago 3 Thank you for the video.
kimimaro1983 2 years ago 3mspcentro 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam USA deserves everything that happenned; God Bless Argentina
mspcentro 2 years agomspcentro 2 years ago It was my brother using my profile. I dont
think that. Sorry for the comment. I apologize to you and also to all who could hurt the
comment. The 9/11 was terrible to all the world. Not just US. It shows the decadency of
humanity we're suffering. grettings people.. And God bless USA too.. mspcentro 2 years
agoxrdude 2 years ago fuck them jews fuck wall street.Cons crooks die I'll piss on your
fucking grave! xrdude 2 years agochoezkevin 2 years ago Ey!! in 11:52 it appears and
ufo!! :P choezkevin 2 years agodeswerlid 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam jeah its funny to see how the fucking americans die FUCK
AMERICAN !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! jeah its funny to see how the fucking americans die FUCK
AMERICAN !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! jeah its funny to see how the fucking americans die FUCK
AMERICAN !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! deswerlid 2 years agoXxERIKSENxX 2 years ago 3 R.I.P
from Denmark XxERIKSENxX 2 years ago 3cdick6978 2 years ago 4 Thank You
cdick6978 2 years ago 4Emirjoni 2 years ago hahahah vojslav texas is the usa haha
Emirjoni 2 years agoXanith83 2 years ago show hide Bush planned this... Xanith83 2
years agovojislavriq 2 years ago show hide texas is mexico,we want indenpendece NOW
vojislavriq 2 years agoXxXIrishPwnXxX 2 years ago Wow the comments are turning into
Racist fights.All countries and Religions are good. XxXIrishPwnXxX 2 years
agoXxXIrishPwnXxX 2 years ago K i take that back some countries and religions aren't
good. XxXIrishPwnXxX 2 years agoXxXIrishPwnXxX 2 years ago U.S.A. U.S.A.!!!!
Fuck you Racist Mexican. (BTW im not racist againt anyone, except racist people.)
XxXIrishPwnXxX 2 years agovojislavriq 2 years ago i im not mexican but...texas is
mexico,we want indenpendece NOW vojislavriq 2 years agovojislavriq 2 years ago show
hide cry litle american beach cry.haahahhahh vojislavriq 2 years agovojislavriq 2 years ago
show hide He who lives by the sword shall die by the sword vojislavriq 2 years
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agowonderfulltimes 2 years ago thats true buddy wonderfulltimes 2 years
agoCuTeBaCuTEaKo 2 years ago what? CuTeBaCuTEaKo 2 years agowonderfulltimes 2
years ago hey dld40 im not saying im glad for it im just saying that is all the blind and
power hungry peoples fault. wonderfulltimes 2 years agoCuTeBaCuTEaKo 2 years ago
nice view! yeauhi knoe how yew feel... i cied too...god bless you! :) CuTeBaCuTEaKo 2
years agokatewalls86 2 years ago fucking hell katewalls86 2 years agovigiamarino 2 years
ago 3 I´m not an american, actully I´m from Mexico... but the pain and the suffering from
that day for the americans, is the same for all the people in the world. That was one of
the days that I saw how the human kind can be to destructive with his own specie... :(
vigiamarino 2 years ago 3katewalls86 2 years ago fucking hell katewalls86 2 years
agotm4646 2 years ago 2 great video guys, im damn proud to be an american tm4646 2
years ago 2Crazyguy32 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
BUSH DID THIS HE IS A TERRORIST Crazyguy32 2 years agoMXRomO96 2 years
ago god bless all that has lost someone in this tragic episode rip to all that has died i fell
so sorry for anyone who lost someone in this bad terrorist attack =[ rip MXRomO96 2
years agobvillar2007 2 years ago 2 Dear Bob and Bri: This is the one of the best videos
i've seen on the tragedy of 911, thank you for sharing this with us. bvillar2007 2 years
ago 2911insidejob9 2 years ago 9/11 inside job Outrageous conspiracy or horrifying
TRUTH.You decide... Watch "9/11 coincidences part 7" You won`t believe until you see
it. 911insidejob9 2 years ago911insidejob9 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam 9/11 was an inside job EVIDENCE:In 11.September collapsed not
only twin towers, but World trade center 7(WTC7) building too, even it was not
impacted by airplanes. 9/11 was planned earlier.WTC7 collapsed in 11.september 17:20.
In the same day you can not plan and put bombs. It proves 9/11 was planned by USA
officials, CIA. watch?v=EZ9BofDUXv0 REASON:round constitutional rights with
antiterrorist laws(it is way to militar dictatorship),invade Iraq, gain control over huge oil
reserves. 911insidejob9 2 years agoohyeh6969 2 years ago 110 story building can't be
brought down by a plane. ohyeh6969 2 years agoganjo4d 2 years ago =( still so sad...
ganjo4d 2 years agoJasonERAU 2 years ago I'll Tell you, God himself wouldn't forgive
Bin Laden for what he did. JasonERAU 2 years agoJasonERAU 2 years ago Nobody
does this to the U.S. and gets away with it. What we ought to do is find Bin Laden and
torture him until he wishes he was never born, then end his miserable little life nice and
slow. Anyone who says Bin Laden doesnt deserve this is nuts. He killed 3000 people on
one day, what else does he deserve? JasonERAU 2 years agocadhamjer 2 years ago "Over
one million children were killed in Iraq. The killing is continuing" (bin Laden quoted in
BBC, 3 November 2001). cadhamjer 2 years agocadhamjer 2 years ago "The children of
Iraq are our children" (bin Laden, Declaration of war against the Americans occupying the
land of the two Holy Places, 1996). cadhamjer 2 years agocadhamjer 2 years ago "The
American people should remember that they pay taxes to their government, they elect
their president, their government manufactures arms and gives them to Israel and Israel
uses them to massacre Palestinians. The American Congress endorses all government
measures and this proves that the entire America is responsible for the atrocities
perpetrated against Muslims. The entire America, because they elect the Congress" (bin
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Laden quoted in Dawn, 10 November 2001). cadhamjer 2 years agokimsue9035 2 years
ago it was an inside job people by the bush goverment bin laden has nothing to do with it
kimsue9035 2 years agolaplaptop 2 years ago 9/11= 911 laplaptop 2 years agoScauldy 2
years ago is the woman commentating on this video the female equivalent of Forest
Gump? Scauldy 2 years agovapi20 2 years ago i live in new york...when i got out of
school that day the sky was pitch black my mom came to pick me up and she was
crying=[ rip- 9-11-01 vapi20 2 years agochoezkevin 2 years ago ey! in 11min and 51 sec
it appears and ufo!! choezkevin 2 years agochoezkevin 2 years ago i hope god bless them
and resucite them from the death afther armageddon choezkevin 2 years
agobemorecarefull 2 years ago God this still sends shivers down my spine even now. Rip
all those who died and strength out to all those left behind. We will remember.
bemorecarefull 2 years agoAlmahdiou 2 years ago Every muslim hate ossama benladen!!
Almahdiou 2 years agoccg1171 2 years ago Sergio & deswerlid are 2 faggots who probally
rape each other in the ass, watching the plane go in the building looks like his cock going
in the other ones rectum queers go to hell homos ccg1171 2 years agoaardvark1917 2
years ago Stop and start the vid during the foreground tower collapse noticing how the
center core and elevator shafts remain standing for a time before collapsing themselves.
aardvark1917 2 years agosergio041189 2 years ago show hide hahaha why that airplane
didn`t kill more american haha all of you deserved that and more sergio041189 2 years
agolb040 2 years ago comments by dld040 not intended 4 author god bless them.intended
4 the people tht are saying bad things about america and loved tht this happend!!! lb040
2 years agowonderfulltimes 2 years ago eew wonderfulltimes 2 years agowonderfulltimes
2 years ago this isnt right at all but the fault came just from the ego and selfisness of the
american people and specially goverment. wonderfulltimes 2 years agoDixieDevil 2 years
ago deswerlid you must be a towelhead, cuz you ingnorance shows. AryanaAfghaner the
day we attacked Afghanistan well that was a hell of a day. We celebrated with a keg party
and burned the flag of Afghanistan. Haha DixieDevil 2 years agoPietek88 2 years ago Shut
the fuck up deswerlid you ugly MOTHERFUCKER!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Pietek88 2 years
agodeswerlid 2 years ago show hide jeah its funny to see how the fucking americans die
FUCK AMERICAN !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! deswerlid 2 years agodld040 2 years ago screw u!!U
should be hung and tortured!! dld040 2 years agoeuropeanredneck 2 years ago how the
hell is this possibly funny? it wouldnt be funny if you were in one of those buildings or
loved someone who was. europeanredneck 2 years agoSgrtTWINKIE 2 years ago I really
don't want to see the second plane hit... (At 7:20) SgrtTWINKIE 2 years
agoLINUXXXXXXXXXX 2 years ago 3 This is a result of the government of bush
couple to have the support of the public in the wa of irak war for oil
LINUXXXXXXXXXX 2 years ago 3AryanaAfghaner 2 years ago hahah that was a day
:) watch my videos too on my nick ZINDABAD ISLAMI WATANE AFGHANISTAN
.... AryanaAfghaner 2 years agoSgrtTWINKIE 2 years ago 3 You can burn in hell. How
can you laugh at this? Innocient people died all over the US on the day. Many many kids
lost their moms and dads. Kids even died on the planes, and you can laugh at that? How
sick. SgrtTWINKIE 2 years ago 3dld040 2 years ago Go to hell!!!!!You are lucky i dont
know your name.I would track you down and kill you or have the government do it!!!
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dld040 2 years agodarren885 2 years ago you talk shit you americans had it coming you
soo fucking full of yourselves sometimes argoant cunts you all are thinking you run the
place you need to wise up the lot of you darren885 2 years agoGary39115 2 years ago
FUCK YOU! I hope that you and all Satan worshiping Muslims burn in hell for what
they did. God bless America! Gary39115 2 years agosugarpopdemon 2 years ago I know
that 9/11 was TERRIBLE but you saying All Muslims burn in hell doesn't make you
better. It's not all muslim's fault. Lets just hope nothing like this will ever happan again.
sugarpopdemon 2 years agoandymac3 2 years ago horrible horrible day. may the innocent
who perished that day rest in peace. I am from Scotland and we never thought terrorism
would come to Glasgow but it did, maybe nowhere near the scale of 9/11 but we must
stop these bastards. Only wish New York had a few John Smeatons on 9/11. (John
Smeaton was the airport worker in Glasgow who tackled the terrorists....hero, simply)
andymac3 2 years agotnuocca7 2 years ago I am muslim I know that!! Don't trust any
Muslim and stop islamization in USA! tnuocca7 2 years agotnuocca7 2 years ago Can't
be muslim?? READ QURAN THEN!!.. Full of racist commands!! It says "kill", "don't be
friend", "we will fry their skin in such a way..." Watch the movie "fitna" you will hear
some examples.. tnuocca7 2 years agoneicki31 2 years ago where's superman when you
need him neicki31 2 years agoanthlocal 2 years ago I dont think that humour is required
especially for this video, do you? anthlocal 2 years agowhisper669 2 years ago all for oil,
here u can see americans kill there people for oil whisper669 2 years agoXxERIKSENxX
2 years ago go to hell osama! XxERIKSENxX 2 years ago911insidejob9 2 years ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was an inside job EVIDENCE:In
11.September collapsed not only twin towers, but World trade center 7(WTC7) building
too, even it was not impacted by airplanes. 9/11 was planned earlier.WTC7 collapsed in
11.september 17:20. In the same day you can not plan and put bombs. It proves 9/11
was planned by USA officials, CIA. watch?v=EZ9BofDUXv0 REASON:round
constitutional rights with antiterrorist laws(it is way to militar dictatorship),invade Iraq,
gain control over huge oil reserves. 911insidejob9 2 years agoRugbyHead128 2 years ago
RIP all the innocent people that died that day RugbyHead128 2 years ago3dancers 2
years ago The people who made this video ask for some respect in commenting on it.
Please. 3dancers 2 years agoCumhuriyetcilerr 2 years ago totally agreed amistad...this
people cant be muslims..I am muslim too and in my qura it doesnt say annything about
killing any1... Cumhuriyetcilerr 2 years agololingoutloud123 2 years ago terrosists want
us to turn on each other, to over turn our governments and become weak. we will fall into
their hands if we dont stand united. george bush isnt a great man, but hes got style. hes a
figure for America we desperately need. look at tony blair or gordon brown, theyre not
great leaders either but they dont look the part. a presidency is greater than any one man.
plaese dont waste your time thinking about conspiricies that dont exist, but the brave
who died that day. lolingoutloud123 2 years agoamistad1804 2 years ago 2 islam dont
agee with kiling inocent people,persons who made this attack are terorist not muslem...
amistad1804 2 years ago 2ayberk4 2 years ago i know its so bad and so sad . i hate terror.
but when u remmeber 9/ 11 u should also remmeber that ur country made millions of child
and ppl in iraq cry with bombs, like that women crying in that video with saying ''omg''....
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ayberk4 2 years ago911insidejob9 2 years ago 9/11 inside job Outrageous conspiracy or
horrifying TRUTH.You decide... Watch "9/11 coincidences part 7" You won`t believe
until you see it. 911insidejob9 2 years agoINSUWEHICIJOKIBERO 2 years ago How
could
you be
so come/ easy!? INSUWEHICIJOKIBERO 2
years
agoINSUWEHICIJOKIBERO 2 years ago How could you be so come/ easy!?
INSUWEHICIJOKIBERO 2 years agojuan5021 2 years ago i saw it happen juan5021 2
years agoGooNleGone 2 years ago we know but we don't forget. how can we forget ? tell
me how ?? why this fucking bin laden done it ??? why ??? God bless america
GooNleGone 2 years agonoodleman778 2 years ago Poor Amerika noodleman778 2 years
agoborn2kiII 2 years ago I would give my life so justice would be done and americans
stick to their home and fu king not starting wars.You will stay around 10 years in iraq
then get back with youre tail between legs.You can not exterminate a whole nation.There
will always be some remained that will teach you a lesson.I feel srry for those in that
buildings but you think of thousands of deaths in iraq each day caus of youre nation.
born2kiII 2 years agocounterstrkegmodoneh 2 years ago This is amazing footage should
be released nation wide #2 did lilly die how olds she What a tragedy never forget this
counterstrkegmodoneh 2 years agoheelys9094 2 years ago show hide death to all muslims
heelys9094 2 years agoTheEggKing777 2 years ago How can you possibly say that?
That makes you as short-sighted as the terrorists. It wasn't all Muslims that flew planes
into the World Trade Centers, it was a few extremists. It's like saying all Christians agree
with antigay violence. Most don't, but a few extremists do, and they're arrested for it. Its
the same thing on a smaller scale. TheEggKing777 2 years agodeebo484 2 years ago
horrible its absolutley horrible deebo484 2 years agoantc0124 2 years ago flying donkey
fuck u go to hell u fuckin bitch u deserve to get one of those planes to fly up ur ass u
fuckin dickface homo. I lost my family and frineds there so go get a dick up ur ass u
fuckin dike. antc0124 2 years agoJulieBrownsGuitar 2 years ago AntcO124 says: I lost
my family and frineds there so go get a dick up ur ass u fuckin dike. I say: Aaaaand
talking like a dumbass bigot is gonna bring em' back? At least have some logic there. Why
would a dyke (slang for lesbian) want a dick up her ass? Think McFly think...
JulieBrownsGuitar 2 years agoborn2kiII 2 years ago RollingAlone ill tell you why!Caus
you start the fu cking wars.Youre a big piece of sh1t nation who deservs to be punished
like this. Youre moto is Freedom and Justice but you go and atack otehr countrys just for
suosely terorism .Leave them deal their problems and don't interfier you fuc kers.You
deserv it and you will get more of this until you stay at youre place. born2kiII 2 years
agobeeogee2 2 years ago who deserves to be punished? wtf's wrong with your crazy ass?
beeogee2 2 years agobeeogee2 2 years ago flyingdonkey, LMFAO! get some help
beeogee2 2 years agoTheEggKing777 2 years ago "Leave them deal their problems and
don't interfier" I don't know born2kill, you tell me. If someone flew a plane into your
work or house and killed friends and family, would you be pissed enough to want to
"interfier"? We only started the war BECAUSE of 9/11, not the other way around. Try
thinking about some of the victims of this event. TheEggKing777 2 years agoborn2kiII 2
years ago I am amazed how american nation is so blind and brain erazed.You started war
for no reason just to get overpowered and reacher that's why you got atacked with plains
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and sh1t.You started war first so small nations will reply with this kind of atacks since
they don;t have enought power to a full atack born2kiII 2 years agoflyingdonkey2009 2
years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam you fuckin americans
deserved every bit of this. HA HA HA kiss my ass fuckers! flyingdonkey2009 2 years
agolinkinp360 2 years ago why then? linkinp360 2 years agoxraptor10 2 years ago
watch?v=YxgCXAPkAEg watch?v=K9UW-5oW4Lc xraptor10 2 years agofrolicus 2
years ago Babbling fools. Have respect, awe...have fear. The end for each of us is near: in
a car, in our home, in our sleep...Are you ready to die? Would you run to save yourself to
have another day to live- would you run to risk your life to save another? Would so many
people care if you died- would you want them to laugh or curse. This is our end, our
destiny: one moment we're with our loved ones, the next moment death comes.... Wake
up sleepers frolicus 2 years agoBABYGIRLNWA 2 years ago come on...nobody saw the
zeitgheist?...they r showing proof that were bombs inside the towers and pentagon,there
was no plane which striked the pentagon,they couldn't find any rest of pentagon's
plane...bush f....ed u up coz he had to start the war in irak and to get to their oil..did he
found any mass destr. weapon???? BABYGIRLNWA 2 years agopweddy71 2 years ago
At 12:17 she says "Did you see that? It was a military plane!" More proof that no
commercial airlines hit the WTC. This was an inside job! pweddy71 2 years
agotoomuchockey 2 years ago wow are you retarded, if it was a fucking millitary plane
where the fuck are united airlines flight 93, and 175??? and why were there calls from
people on both of those flgiht that called home and said to there familys that the planes
were high-jacked? toomuchockey 2 years agoJanTurelur 2 years ago Amis verrecket! Ihr
verdammten Bastarde sollt endlich sterben für das was ihr dem Kosovo, Vietnam, Irak,
Korea und vielen anderen Staaten angetan habt. Wenn es nach mir ginge gäbe es schon
keine Amis mehr. Und achja bevor mir einer so kommt: Ich bin kein Nazi die Amis sind
die einzigen die ich nicht leiden kann. Und das aus gutem Grund wegen ihren ganzen
verdammten Kriegen. Gruß auch von mir! JanTurelur 2 years agomladjo23 2 years ago "it
was a military plane"......enough said mladjo23 2 years agoskilaborith 2 years ago how is
this video 26 minits long I though it could only be a max of 10:00 minits long SOMEONE
PLEASE ANSWER MY QUESTION! skilaborith 2 years agoCaarlitoBrigante 2 years
ago Thats what you get when you choose an president with evil intentions. Not only
this, he actually managed to fool you guys, war against terrorism so you can vote for him
a second time. Imagine if Bush never was the president, the dollar would have a higher
value, there wouldnt be no war in Iraq, Afghanistan etc. If you screw this time, then you
deserve whats coming to you bastards, choose wisely (obama). Love from Sweden.
CaarlitoBrigante 2 years agoLinealJibe 2 years ago totally agree LinealJibe 2 years
agoaciggy 2 years ago 3 i'm so glad you guys posted it because i especially know where
your coming from. my dad and i took the subway from nj to manhattan that same
morning so i was also there running awway with everyone covered in ashes running not
knowing what was happening and if another plane would crash that second. i remember
that day like it was yestreday and i never will forget it. 9.11 will always be in our hearts
<3 aciggy 2 years ago 3flyingdonkey2009 2 years ago show hide it was funny how all
those people died LOL flyingdonkey2009 2 years agoforestfc9 2 years ago dude...
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forestfc9 2 years agoCanadianChronic2121 2 years ago that would be way to trippy.. all
the smoke coming at you like that CanadianChronic2121 2 years agoHeinz91203 2 years
ago President Bush might have made alot of mistakes in the war, but we all would have
made similar mistakes. Bin Laden and Bush did NOT organise 9/11. God would not have
put the Bush in a position of power knowing he would conspire against the USA. Bin
Laden and Bush are enemies and would therefore not cooperate, because both parties
would lose lives. Bin Laden is bad, but he wouldn't betray Al Qaeda and Taliban just to
attack us, neither would Bush kill 3000 of us!! In God We Trust. Heinz91203 2 years
agomladjo23 2 years ago WTF ARE YOU SMOKING???? bush and bin laden are the
BEST of pals...those business connections are too strong, and how the fuck do you go 7
yrs w/o catching a guy like him hahhh..."we would all make similar mistakes" man i cant
even believe there are idiots that think like you .......GOD HELP US mladjo23 2 years
agoartandshow 2 years ago terrible artandshow 2 years agoAlmahdiou 2 years ago show
hide ooppps,to day jesus is not here for you. Almahdiou 2 years agoAlmahdiou 2 years
ago Thats true! Almahdiou 2 years agogamerhign 2 years ago show hide American people
could be die. God Hate America and want to destroy America gamerhign 2 years
ago4tNoxProductions 2 years ago Does anyone remember how long it to clean all of this
up? 4tNoxProductions 2 years agoTravdachav 2 years ago i like the way this tape has
been edited and its obvious why listen to the two girls say "ITS A MILITARY PLANE"
FFS sake america WAKE UP!!!!!!!!!!!! Travdachav 2 years agosweetkitkat302 2 years
ago BUSH BLEW UP THE TOWERS NOT BIN LADEN sweetkitkat302 2 years
agoimdamaster 2 years ago i'm um...guessing ur a democrat..... imdamaster 2 years
agosweetkitkat302 2 years ago BUSH BLEW UP THE TOWERS NOT BIN LADEN
sweetkitkat302 2 years agoyammaster 2 years ago go die bitch yammaster 2 years
agohorse476505046 2 years ago 2 fuck the terrorist!!!!!!!!!!!!!! horse476505046 2 years
ago 2xjohndeere52x 2 years ago i feel so bad. this was such a horrible day and for people
to be in it was just even worse. what ever happened to that lily girl? xjohndeere52x 2
years agosprtsgrl92 2 years ago Thanks for showing this video, I'm doing a project on it
in school, and it's nice to see it on camera again. Thank you for sharing your story. You
made the right decision to post it sprtsgrl92 2 years agokkk7hh 2 years ago if i see that
like u brit damn i cant sleep for months bless u so hurts to hear u cry kkk7hh 2 years
agoJetBoy34 2 years ago show hide I hate muslims JetBoy34 2 years agogeorgeazan 2
years ago 3 you are an idiot they are extremists in every religion georgeazan 2 years ago
3flyingdonkey2009 2 years ago it is because of fucktards like you in american that caused
this 9/11 to happen. fuckin piece of shit flyingdonkey2009 2 years agogeorgeazan 2 years
ago You are an idiot too georgeazan 2 years agoSNITZLE91 2 years ago how long after
the first did the second hit SNITZLE91 2 years agomijbenieuwen 2 years ago the are
atacking the hole world!!!! americans suck big time mother f....ers. mijbenieuwen 2 years
agolcsssss 2 years ago show hide @Tourettes91: FUCK YOU SON OF A
BITCH!!!!!!!!!!I HOPE I THEN I WILL SHOOT YOUR BRAIN OUT AND GIVE IT
TO YOUR FAMILY TO EAT!!! THEYRE GOIONG TO BE PLEASED THAT ONE
OF THEIR SONS IS DEAD!!!!!!!!!! FUCK YOU AND YOU FUCKING
FAMILY!!!!!!! lcsssss 2 years agogeorgeazan 2 years ago You are sick georgeazan 2
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years agoTourettes91 2 years ago My Brother is an SAS trooper for the Australian Army
and next week he is going back over to afghan to serve his third term to fight in the war
against terrorism and he keeps saying he cant wait to go back over to eliminate more
Afganies.... lol ha ha ha u stupid Moslem's!! die!!! lol. In honer of all the American and
Australian troops that have died in Iraq and Afghanistan i'm sorry for their families.
Tourettes91 2 years agokrazy0712 2 years ago havent you heard of karma?? dont cry if
youre gay brother gets fucked up the ass..you fuckin pussy krazy0712 2 years
agoyrutrqi69 2 years ago show hide thata funny all those people that got killed LOL
yrutrqi69 2 years agoKomajippi 2 years ago ¨What kind of person are you? How can you
think like that? It's the worst thing that have happend in 20th sentury. Komajippi 2 years
agoflyingdonkey2009 2 years ago show hide yeah because 6 million jews dying in the
holocaust was nothing compared to the deaths of a couple of AMERICANS, we all know
how special those american bitches are right? flyingdonkey2009 2 years agoKomajippi 2
years ago ¨What kind of person are you? How can you think like that? It's the worst
thing that have happend in 20th sentury. Komajippi 2 years agoAnnhilator1338 2 years
ago Yeah, the holocaust was pale in comparison and Hiroshima was but a pin prick.
Annhilator1338 2 years agoDaBomNeil 2 years ago 3 Allah would be very dissapointed
in them, anyways... First of all, it's the WORLD TRADE CENTER, not the AMERICA
TRADE CENTER, and secondly, I'm sure there were many other fellow Muslims in
there at the time! How pathetic.. DaBomNeil 2 years ago 3sargeant99 2 years ago dude.
SHUT THE FUCK UP. you dont know shit. sargeant99 2 years agocrappy1 2 years ago
you are the one that doesn't know shit. the OP there were other muslims in this building
when it got hit many of them died. a long with people from the UK China USA Mexico
etc...it was the WORLD TRADE CENTER crappy1 2 years agogeorgeazan 2 years ago
Man did you see which people I was talking to. I agree with what your saying.
georgeazan 2 years agoMiekaDebo 2 years ago We will bomb these animals back to the
stone age where they belong. God bless the USA MiekaDebo 2 years agomiss86DK 2
years ago Oh yes! Because more death is such a great thing right? That wouldn't make
you exactley like them? That has to be the stupidest thing I've ever heard! A couple of
guys goes nuts and decides to kill 3000 people and your response is: lets kill some more?!
What happend to the wtc is horrible and I cry every time i see this, but killing more
people is not the answer! Two wrongs does NOT make a right! miss86DK 2 years
agograndauto 2 years ago crazy i saw dat at 7.34 hope it wasnet sum1 grandauto 2 years
agowaxingpoetic 2 years ago Thanks for posting this. I'm sure it was a tough decision, but
it really is a one of a kind video of that day's events. waxingpoetic 2 years
agometallica1010101 2 years ago damn... right around 7:34 u could see someone or
something falling from the tower metallica1010101 2 years agometallica1010101 2 years
ago damn... right around 7:34 u could see someone or something falling from the tower
metallica1010101 2 years agolewlew123m 2 years ago they was no god dam pont to day
it lewlew123m 2 years agojqj2 2 years ago This is weird (and even more at the end) : 1.
New York City has 11 letters 2. Afghanistan has 11 letters 3. Ramsin Yuesb ( the
terrorist who threaten ruining Twin Towers in 1993) has 11 letters 4 . George W Bush
has 11 letters jqj2 2 years agodtmosh 2 years ago can you elaborate all this to me? dtmosh
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2 years agojqj2 2 years ago Hejj. . . No i cant sorry, dont know anymore but those faq s .
jqj2 2 years agojqj2 2 years ago This could be accidental but it gets even more wierd: 1 .
New York is number 11th state 2 . Flight 11th had 92 passengers (9 + 2 = 11) 3 . Flight
number 77th which hid Twin Towers too, had 65 passengers (6+ 5 = 11) 4 . The Tragedie
happend 11th september , also known as 9/11 (9 + 1 + 1 = 11) 5 . The date is same as
"US emergency services" phonenumber 911 (9 + 1 + 1 = 11) jqj2 2 years
agometallica1010101 2 years ago get a fucking life metallica1010101 2 years agojqj2 2
years ago Ohhh good idea, do that my friend, follow your clever advice ;) jqj2 2 years
agojqj2 2 years ago Continued accidental? read on... 1 . Total number of victims on the
flights which crashed down 254 (2 + 5 + 4 = 11) 2 . 11th september is the 254th day in
the year (2 + 5 + 4 = 11) 3 . The bombing in Madrid happend 3.11.2004 ( 3 + 1 + 1 + 2 +
0 + 0 + 4 = 11 4 . The tragedie in Madrid happend 911 days after Twin Towers tragedie
jqj2 2 years agometallica1010101 2 years ago the police number 911 was established
wayyyy before this happened fag metallica1010101 2 years agojqj2 2 years ago Now
something even more strange... Open Microsoft Word and do this: 1 . Write in big letters:
Q33 NY. Its the flight number for the first flight which hid Twin Towers 2 . Mark Q33
NY 3 . Change size to 48 4 . Change script to WINGDINGS jqj2 2 years
agohockeyknight20 2 years ago mw stfu pay your respect i dont see u running into the
building trying to save ppl....any way good vid anyone notice the bodys fall there black
dots those were alive ppl falling to there death :( hockeyknight20 2 years
agoMarioAndrettiFan 2 years ago The Sirens make it real...God Bless Everyone
MarioAndrettiFan 2 years agoCjn1717 2 years ago On the morning of September 11th I
was a young 18 year old, and all I remember was my father yelling. "We are being
attacked" Screaming. Almost 7 years later I just completed a 6 year enlistmnet in the
military. And that day We Were Being Attacked. As far away as New York seems I
remember being in New Orleans that day, and everyone felt like they were right there,
everyone was united. This video shook me up and God Bless all the families that lost
someone that day. Cjn1717 2 years agocheer11princess 2 years ago this makes me wanna
start crying my eyes out cuz i think of what would have happened if that had been my
mom in there. dang terrorists cheer11princess 2 years agoGOD719 2 years ago when i
saw this i was in school and i thought the y2k bug thing did this until i saw the second
plane then i wondered who was going to get there ass kicked GOD719 2 years
agotipapoute31 2 years ago show hide lol tipapoute31 2 years agoCynicalPillow 2 years
ago For everyone saying typical america and i don't care if they die thats like us just
bombing all of iraq jus the "typical" iran is a terrorist but we dont and saying all french
people are assholes or all british people have bad teeth 2% of america are rednecks so
what if there are ppl like flyingdonkey in your country im glad im in america instead of
living with people that stereotype everyone in one country. CynicalPillow 2 years
agobloopatroopa 2 years ago omg it was a mad house when she opened the window ill
never forget this day please show respect for the innocent lives lost bloopatroopa 2 years
agopalmpoint 2 years ago my dad was thare as a police man dect.james maher all u
fucking hoges i dont give a fuck about u i will caputer u a nd chane u up and feed u assid
without u knowing and watch it eat u inside out bitch ijut kidin but i will kill u palmpoint
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2 years agomw99mw 2 years ago you, are fucking retarded mw99mw 2 years
agofckdupgovt 2 years ago Now thats a very naughty bush for doing that, would'nt you
say fckdupgovt 2 years agobutter750 2 years ago about these terrible things we should
not do arguments like that we are all alike and we all lost! bye from Florence! butter750 2
years agodans420allday 2 years ago flying donkey is afagot ass canadian queer
dans420allday 2 years agoatonsaje 2 years ago fuck bush, fuck Evangelist! atonsaje 2
years agolcsssss 2 years ago @flyingdonkey2009: hey ure right! well im not amrican i´m
from europe! but youre right about that they always blame it on someone else! lcsssss 2
years agoSUPE145 2 years ago fuck bush SUPE145 2 years agolcsssss 2 years ago
FUCK BUSH!! ALWAYS FIGHT FOR PEACE!!!NEVER STOP fighting for it!!do
everything 4 it!! lcsssss 2 years agogurlracer07 2 years ago where was the other tower??
had it already collapsed by the time you started filming??? gurlracer07 2 years
agoricky8541 2 years ago whctch the whole clip the tower is in the other side damm man
think. ricky8541 2 years agogurlracer07 2 years ago maybe i'm blind.. (hey i do wear
glasses after all) and i've watched over n over i just couldn't see it... gurlracer07 2 years
agocrappy1 2 years ago its on the other side if you were looking at the towers from the
side of one of them like this you really couldn't see the other one. crappy1 2 years
agogurlracer07 2 years ago yeah .. my sister freeze framed it and tried to circle the edge of
the other building.. thanx :) gurlracer07 2 years agoRizwanQatar 2 years ago A MUST ,
MUST SEE PLEASE SEE AND SPREAD IT A CLIP FROM AARON RUSSO'S
INTERVIEW PLEASE SEE: watch?v=7nD7dbkkBIA RizwanQatar 2 years
agomoocow123456 2 years ago becasue of this day is why im join the army in a month
when i turn 17 god bless all the family affected by this and i cant wait untill these sick
bastard are brought to justice i cant wait to take my place in the war on terror
moocow123456 2 years agoAndylong99 2 years ago RIp people in the towers and on the
planes that perished and god bless america we will make it through these hard and dark
times Andylong99 2 years agowebb4807 2 years ago We will be fighting terrorism long
after Bushy is gone. Stand up and fight...the terrorists will be around for your lifetime.
webb4807 2 years agowebb4807 2 years ago I'll never forget that day. This is powerful
footage here, thanks for sharing it all. God bless the souls lost that day. webb4807 2
years agohotkid357 2 years ago RIP to all the people that were in the building and on the
plane. To the people that drived the plane in there your a shame to the living. I hope you
burn in hell for what you have caused. RIP from Australia hotkid357 2 years
agoCrowrocker71 2 years ago Thanks for sharing this video, you get to see it from a
whole new perspective. Crowrocker71 2 years agommmm10210 2 years ago faut
vraiment etre supie pour se crasher dans un builiding mmmm10210 2 years
agosexybecky1992 2 years ago hello wat r u trying to say hear it called english
sexybecky1992 2 years agoflyingdonkey2009 2 years ago show hide typical american..
speaking only english and everytime they dont understand something they blame it on
someone else. typical ignorant fuckin americans flyingdonkey2009 2 years agocrappy1 2
years ago considering most of north america speaks english im not sure i see the problem.
crappy1 2 years agoRatedRKORandyOrton 2 years ago this is sad...... at 7"35 u can see
sombody on the left side jump out of the building.... this is really sad....
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RatedRKORandyOrton 2 years agosusan2410k 2 years ago Now that IS a point-why
didn't they get those planes that are used when there are forest fires? susan2410k 2 years
agolcsssss 2 years ago and i dont understand iraq neither!! they are just like ETA in
spain! they think they have to be soo important 4 the history...i mean..why send am.
soldiers to iraq when EVERYBODY gets killed there??are they stupid as hell? my
conclusion is that america and iraq are sooo dumb and stupid!they think that this war is
usefull..WTF???well..ive said enough...i hope this will better in a few years.. greeting!
lcsssss lcsssss 2 years agolcsssss 2 years ago i dont understand fucking america and iraq!
nothing against americans but i hate george fucking bush!!!hes an idiot who came out of
his ``mothers´´ ass if it really was his mother...maybe it was his sister oder cousin or even
his father!!id like to see him die! ive already got this idea 2 put a nuclear bomb in the
fucking white house and blow everything up!!!!!!! fuck president!!!!! to geprge w bush: I
HATE YOU!!!!!!!!!!!! YOU SON OF A BITCH!!!!!! lcsssss 2 years
agoflyingdonkey2009 2 years ago im just lashing out the comments in the 9/11 videos to
piss people off, i really dont find the video funny or dont think the people deserve them.
but i am pissed off at the world and i put comments like those on touchy videos like 9/11,
and i love getting the thumbs down and the flaming is awesome. that's the only way I
know of releasing some hatred build up in me. flyingdonkey2009 2 years agobadharvz 2
years ago buy a punch bag,that usualy helps badharvz 2 years agoCrowrocker71 2 years
ago You fucking retard! Crowrocker71 2 years agoflyingdonkey2009 2 years ago show
hide actually i was joking with that too, cause i really dont give a shit about america and
americans and i think 9/11 was a gooood day, take that fucking faggot LOL!
flyingdonkey2009 2 years agohunbunn 2 years ago i understand that you dont agree with
america and its actions that it has taken, but thats still pretty heartless of you to be
happy that so many innocent people lost their lives. just be thankful that nothing like
this has affected you. that you havent lost any of your friends or family. just because
some americans are selfish pig asswholes doesnt mean that everyone here is like that.
most people didnt have any direct connection to 9/11, but we are all sad because we feel
sad for those who did hunbunn 2 years agoalphasmokey 2 years ago show hide America
for once, having a taste of its own medicine. alphasmokey 2 years agoDEUHDCEwh 2
years ago Shut your damn mouth. You're happy this happened? I hope you burn in hell.
This was a horrible time for America and you're happy it happened? Go fuck yourself
asswipe. DEUHDCEwh 2 years agogamerhign 2 years ago I Hate WAR US army was
send to Irag.America was ourpose to takeover oil in Irag.many people in Irag was killed
by American army.woman was raped. I think American people could to be accountable
the war gamerhign 2 years agolcsssss 2 years ago FUCK AMERIKA AND FUCK
IRAQ! i mean...G.W.Bush is a son of a bitch who attacks iraq without reason...well now
he got sth in his ass!!i hope he dies soon!!!and fuck al kaida!!! FUCK WAR, FUCK
POLITICS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!FUCK GEORGE W BUSH AND FUCK AL KAIDA!!! tell
me,whats the good thung in taking other peoples life?? whats the good thing in having war
all the time?? and why didnt u vote Al Gore??with him you wouldnt have a fucking
war!!!!!only cuz bushs´father was pres. now he has 2 b pres.DIE BUSH lcsssss 2 years
agonikkiandrebecca 2 years ago 2 Omg!!! That is so awful.. all the children on the planes
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anol? And any one who says american people deserved this... you have no heart, no
morals, u should be ashamed of yourselves! nikkiandrebecca 2 years ago 2collinslfc 2
years ago 3 Flyingdonkey, yes u have freedom of speech! But SHUT UP!! If this
happened to someone in your family would you be like, "who cares? I have freedom of
speech, I like people dying?" NO, you wouldn't! So just grow up, yeah? Good! collinslfc
2 years ago 3flyingdonkey2009 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam ahahahahahah I have freedom of expression so i can say whatever the fuck i
waaaananana!!!! hahahahahahah!!!! this video is FUNNNY!! LOL people die die die!!! i
think its funny!!!! HAHAHAHAHHA!!! flyingdonkey2009 2 years agoChriszilla13 2
years ago flying donkeys a douche this was one of the sadest moments in the us history
and if this happened to you would you say that huh would you!!!!!!!!! Chriszilla13 2
years agoatta500 2 years ago youre sick atta500 2 years agoatta500 2 years ago 2
America was planned to attack so iraq can toke USAs freedom,but they were wrong USA
is strong. atta500 2 years ago 2gamerhign 2 years ago show hide US army are weak.They
was supported by technology.If US army are strong so Germany Russia Canada are so
greater than USA. USA was stolen data about technology from German after World war2
is ends.Are they clever?????? gamerhign 2 years agoatta500 2 years ago You fucking
bastard! atta500 2 years agobreaknshatter 2 years ago The innocent people killed were
collateral damage as U.S. and Israel put it when they wipe out innocent civilians. The
9/11 military operation targeted militants (U.S. govt officials) and financers
(corporations) who sponsored terrorism. breaknshatter 2 years agobreaknshatter 2 years
ago 9/11 was a military operation not a terrorist attack as Bin Laden issued a fatwa
declaring war on America in 1996. If U.S. administrators were unaware they were at war
or just took Bin Laden's threats lightly then shame on them. This was Al Qaeda
expressing their foreign policy on state sponsored terrorism. Ex. U.S. supporting Israel
with arms and money which they use to oppress Palestinians and U.S. spearheading
sanctions on Iraq which lead to 500,000+ innocent Iraqi deaths breaknshatter 2 years
agoPianoKeysPlease 2 years ago It's september take your Christmas lights down.
PianoKeysPlease 2 years agodawg383 2 years ago 5 GOD BLESS AMERICA dawg383 2
years ago 5Nero6281 2 years ago 4 How dare any of you say anything hateful about
america. The people who did this were cowardly sick motherfuckers and you are no
different. I wish I could fuck up anyone who says the people of the WTC deserved this. I
hope the poeple who did this and anyone who sympathizes with them burn in hell.
Nero6281 2 years ago 4oyguvaltshappy 2 years ago 3 there's something about the Twin
Towers that makes this look twice as powerful in my opinion. There's a reason why we
pretty much only think of NYC when we think of 9/11, and it's because that image of
two immense towers being destroyed is just incredible. oyguvaltshappy 2 years ago
303cammd79 2 years ago 4 i cant beleive this was over 7 years ago! i remember watchinn
the whole thing live on BBC at school. I had never heard my teacher swear so much.... sad
day. Its the noise of all those fire engines that creeps me out... 03cammd79 2 years ago
4christoffer501 2 years ago was that bin ladin ? christoffer501 2 years agoschnuki17 2
years ago oh gott this is hammer this is so sad and I am sorry something like that thus
mine vather and I we were also present mine vather lives in new york and me in germany
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and as woman this cries is sorry me thus him meet I will never forget I want to be built
sometimes get to know whether there new ones bolts are they anew built? schnuki17 2
years agobadharvz 2 years ago rip fom england yet thetrue terrorists are the goverments
of the usa and uk we know ur behind this george bush and tony blair instead of spending
millions on fighting our fellow human beings we shud b spending on the people who are
starving which our goverments could do,feedings everyone on this planet without missing
one person which u could do many times over,and explore space together ther is chaos in
korea,africa and asia and u havnt sent soldiers ti make sure ther ok,why?? no oil!!
badharvz 2 years agochipmunkfool 2 years ago u dont even sound f'n shocked or sad r u
even american chipmunkfool 2 years agoChriszilla13 2 years ago 5 the SADEST moment
in USA HISTORY Chriszilla13 2 years ago 5flyingdonkey2009 2 years ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam oh booooo hooo BOOO HOOOOOO! =(
americans sad sad sad, sum precious americans got hurt wah wah waah.. somebody please
call the waaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahambulance flyingdonkey2009 2 years agofamilyguyplanet 2
years ago FUCK YOU HEARTLESS ASSHOLE familyguyplanet 2 years
agoMiekaDebo 2 years ago familyguyplanet: heartless? Hey, what's the difference
between an Arab and a stinking, steaming bucket of worthless shit? The bucket. Death to
all of you. MiekaDebo 2 years agomlb9663 2 years ago flyingdonkey-u have been
reported.u have a hatred mentality.your comments are baseless and nonsensible.new york
is 80% black.half the ppl that lost lives were of other non white races.people like YOUR
IGNORANT ASS is the sole reason this act was done.IDIOTS who just want to
hate.shame on you to live here and reap all the rewards of a great country and then bash
it-7 years later,by the way.way to go..........douchebag. mlb9663 2 years agobahramOG 2
years ago i think this was some shit from bin laden .. what do you think guys??
bahramOG 2 years agoflyingdonkey2009 2 years ago show hide americans are racist,
arrogant/cocky, selfish, self centered, and treat all non-whites like shit. they had it coming
on 9-11, they deserve every bit of it. all of them, they all deserved it. you think 9-11 is
bad? what about the thousands of arabs in america who has to suffer the racism from you
dumb white fucks afterwards? why does it matter right? they arent white. but turn the
tables and WHITE people gets targetted, then all of a sudden BOO HOOOOO!!!!!! wahh
wahhh wahhhhh!!!!!! flyingdonkey2009 2 years agobreaknshatter 2 years ago Americans
did have it coming because every tax paying American contributes to the American war
machine which put sanctions on Iraq which lead to 500,000+ deaths, continues
supporting apartheid Israel, and putting U.S. troops in Saudi Arabia and other middle east
areas. Since America is a "democracy" then the people are held responsible for what the
govt. does. People can change the govt. You think after 9/11 they would be smart enough
to change their foreign policy and stop killing. Point missed breaknshatter 2 years
agocoronadoNICK 2 years ago Not one single human on earth deserves what happened
that day you insensitive asshole! american or not, what happened that day was a tragedy!
May God have mercy on your soul, just like I hope he has mercy on these guys that did
this. We live in a cruel world and you as-well as the terrorists are living proof! listen
closely to when she says that a little girl goes to daycare there... Have a heart!
coronadoNICK 2 years agoflyingdonkey2009 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam
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show hide Not Spam americans are racist, arrogant/cocky, selfish, self centered, and treat
all non-whites like shit. they had it coming on 9-11, they deserve every bit of it. all of
them, they all deserved it. you think 9-11 is bad? what about the thousands of arabs in
america who has to suffer the racism from you dumb white fucks afterwards? why does it
matter right? they arent white. but turn the tables and WHITE people gets targetted, then
all of a sudden BOO HOOOOO!!!!!! wahh wahhh wahhhhh!!!!!! flyingdonkey2009 2
years agox0xJayLeex0x 2 years ago YOU KNOW WHAT! I bet you dont even know a
fukin american! All you probably do is watch tv! and half of it isnt even right they over
do it! AND ALL THOSE PEOPLE THAT THINK AMERICANS ARE RACIST..
WELL HALF OF YOU ARE JUST AS RACIST YOURSELF! im not even fukin
american but I'm gonna stick up for them coz no INNOCENT human being deserves to be
torchered in there last 1 hour of life but people threatening them with knifes and
WATCHING THEM FUKIN SUFFER! BTW YOUR A FUKIN DIKHEAD SOOO
PISS flyingdonkey x0xJayLeex0x 2 years agoKrishna963258 2 years ago 2 i can belive
what the bastards did Krishna963258 2 years ago 2Gam3t3 2 years ago I would like to
thank Bob and Bri for releasing this video. It gives us a unique family perspective of the
terrible events that occured that infamous day. No nation on earth, NO non of the
PEOPLE on this planet should have to suffer any form of terrorism. There is no
justification for acts like these, no matter what race, colour or creed you may represent.
Again thank you to Bob and Bri, for sharing their personal pain with us, and allowing to
see what you saw that day. Gam3t3 2 years agoMCHSfieldcommander 2 years ago what
ever happened to lily that went to daycare there? MCHSfieldcommander 2 years
agoalphasmokey 2 years ago Why does america expect everyone to sympathy with them
because they for once have been victims of terrorism. America is/was the biggest sponsers
of terrorists activities. Arming Israel to terrorise the Palestinans. Allowing irish americans
to sponser the IRA, Iraq to name a few. i would have hoped, this event would have made
americans to realise what it was like to be at receiving end of terrorism. alphasmokey 2
years agoChriszilla13 2 years ago hey chk out my vid of 9/11 Chriszilla13 2 years
agoChriszilla13 2 years ago sad Chriszilla13 2 years agoFloe239 2 years ago 2 I think you
are seriously wrong flyingmonkey. I am African American and even though African
Americans aren't treated the best and some of us throw away our education, NO ONE
DESERVES TO DIE! I thinnk some people need a wake up call. I will pray that you
make no more heartless and cruel accusations EVER AGAIN!! I WILL PRAY!! Floe239
2 years ago 2TalkingPixiesHeads 2 years ago such a tragic event and RIP all the victims.
but with no disrespects when that gigatic plume of smoke is rising at around 20 minutes
its an amazing sight. TalkingPixiesHeads 2 years agoflyingdonkey2009 2 years ago show
hide sept 11 is long overdue. americans should just suck it up, you did it to yourself. you
deserve it. for all the racism in this country caused by whites, this is just a little taste of
your own medicine. SUCK IT UP, you deserve it. SUCK IT UP flyingdonkey2009 2
years agoVerminator632 2 years ago Do you mean to say that only white people lost
their lives in the 9/11 attack? Because if so I want to infom you that hundreds of African
Americans had to lose their lives in 9/11 Verminator632 2 years agoreelprincess2608 2
years ago how can you say something like that? not everyone in america is racist (and, as
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Verminator632 stated, not everyone who died was white). no one deserves to be the
victim of a terrorist attack and no one has the right to judge who deserves to die.
reelprincess2608 2 years agorepub21 2 years ago I agree. repub21 2 years agowhykillbill
2 years ago i agree with you, after all the shit they did, they had it coming. whykillbill 2
years agoPEARLDRUMMERROCKSTAR 2 years ago I Live in london ontario canada
and i give you thanks for showing me this dramatic viteo i was in grade 1 when this
happened and now i am in grade 8 thank you, truly this is amazing i cant imagine all the
great people that lost there lives. all i can say is wow PEARLDRUMMERROCKSTAR
2 years agomutantchrist6 2 years ago o snap can hear her heart beat mutantchrist6 2 years
agobibilina85 2 years ago jimmyW12..you'r fucking sick!!!! bibilina85 2 years
agoJanTurelur 2 years ago Was war an dem Tag so traurig? Die amis hätten die nwo
ohnehin durchgezogen. Find ich eher sehr lustig wenn amis sich deshalb selbst sprengen.
In Madrid und London hat die cia und der mossad ja ähnlich gehandelt. Im übrigen ist es
eine Heuchelei an dem Tag auf den Trauerbefehl der amis rumzuheulen wo doch JEDEN
TAG in der "Dritten Welt" ein Vielfaches an Menschen stirbt und das aufgrund unseres
westlichen Lebensstils. Hoffe eine grosse Flutwelle spült die gesammten usa in's Meer.
Witzig wär's. JanTurelur 2 years agojanlucsof 2 years ago jeder mensch ist gleich wichtig
ob er in der dritten welt stirbt oder im WTC! Ich finde dass mit dem WTC schrecklich
und dass in der dritten welt auch. Und 100000 Menschen und noch mehr auf einmal zu
töten ist eine schreckliche sache, die nicht zu verzeihen ist! PS: Den menschen in der 3.
welt kann man helfen, denen hhier nicht! janlucsof 2 years agojimmyW12 2 years ago
show hide i fuckin hate muslims but the guys that did this r fuckin legends. i hate
americans and everyone in that building got what they deserved and are now burning in
hell. fuck the usa jimmyW12 2 years agolasicnotemo 2 years ago 2 What the fuck? this
was a disaster and all you can say is good, now they are burning in hell? Why did they
deserver it you racist prick? Fuck you, im a brit and im sad that this happened because
just because theyre from somewhere else, doesnt mean that they arent caring and loving
people lasicnotemo 2 years ago 2thuglife6161971 2 years ago i remmber i was in 2nd
grade when this happend so i was about 7 years old... id give up anything to take back
what happend that day. i wish there was soemthign we could do. this always scares me
even now... R.I.P. we will never forget thuglife6161971 2 years agoLittleMusicKid 2
years ago i was in 3rd grade but im in high school now... LittleMusicKid 2 years
agobak4summo 2 years ago I'd like to quote "ok open a notepa on the comp. change the
font to Wingdings. go back to the notepad, and type this. Q33 NY that was the name of
one of the planes that crashed ito the towers. go benladen you are very smart sorry
americane peuple .... stop kill iraquiane child and palestinien child we stoping .... this is
the poletic of bush ." And yet using wingding as a font is intellegent, yea talk about us
being dumb....YOU'RE A FUCKING IDIOT! bak4summo 2 years agovejtasjo 2 years
ago that was a rumor...do a little research, q33 was NOT one of the flight numbers
vejtasjo 2 years agohaaleyy 2 years ago 19:41... the only thing I can say is what the girl is
saying. Oh my GOD. haaleyy 2 years agodoom3jocky 2 years ago well duh what can u
imagine seeing hundreds of people die in ur face doom3jocky 2 years agoasilverl10 2
years ago this video is incredible, great footage asilverl10 2 years agobreaknshatter 2 years
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ago The innocent people killed were collateral damage as U.S. and Israel put it when they
wipe out innocent civilians. The 9/11 military operation targeted militants (U.S. govt
officials) and financers (corporations) who sponsored terrorism. breaknshatter 2 years
agobreaknshatter 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11
was a military operation not a terrorist attack as Bin Laden issued a fatwa declaring war
on America in 1996. If U.S. administrators were unaware they were at war or just took
Bin Laden's threats lightly then shame on them. This was Al Qaeda expressing their
foreign policy on state sponsored terrorism. Ex. U.S. supporting Israel with arms and
money which they use to oppress Palestinians and U.S. spearheading sanctions on Iraq
which lead to 500,000+ innocent Iraqi deaths breaknshatter 2 years agowhykillbill 2 years
ago show hide americans. always feeling sorry for themselves, yet I dont see many tribute
videos for the thousands of vietnamese and iraqi civilians that were killed by american.
whykillbill 2 years agorepub21 2 years ago Funny the Vietnamese were not exactly
innocent. For that matter not all of the Iraqis were either. Im not saying it was right for
them to all die but you would have to realize that the North Vietnamese, like the some of
the people in Iraq, would pose as civilians then put a couple rounds in your back. How
about a tribute for those in the Ha Noi Hilton. How about a tribute for the innocent
camera men who had their heads sawed off on TV... repub21 2 years agowhykillbill 2
years ago BIG LULZ TO the camera men. any, im pretty sure MORE innocent iraqis and
vietnamese were killed than innocent americans. none of these people have so far dropped
nukes on people. whykillbill 2 years agowhykillbill 2 years ago BIG LULZ TO the
camera men. any, im pretty sure MORE innocent iraqis and vietnamese were killed than
innocent americans. none of these people have so far dropped nukes on people.
whykillbill 2 years agoEdenRayn 2 years ago 3 That was during a war. On the morning of
9/11/01 The United States of America was not at war so therefore you can not even
compare. EdenRayn 2 years ago 3whykillbill 2 years ago just because it was a war, it
doesnt mean you can kill civilians: peasants and farmers and the like. and america WAS at
war with the terrorists, they just didnt know it yet. so here i am, comparing. as i said
before: the people in the towers may not have deserved to die, but the USA in general had
it coming. whykillbill 2 years agohardcourt84 2 years ago great footage hardcourt84 2
years agoDANxAIR 2 years ago Prove what? DANxAIR 2 years agoXxERIKSENxX 2
years ago 4 go to hell osama XxERIKSENxX 2 years ago 4scotlandkid08 2 years ago my
dad died in this tradic event shut the hell up bonininja where r u so i can kick the shit out
of u! scotlandkid08 2 years agovmk98 2 years ago 3 im sorry for all who lost a love one
in this tragic crash vmk98 2 years ago 3whykillbill 2 years ago wouldnt really call it a
crash. more like a flying bomb. whykillbill 2 years agolb5330 2 years ago all the JEWS are
taking a day off on that day. Nice planning lb5330 2 years agoAikaKimera 2 years ago I
remember that day all too well...my school did absolutely no work...we watched this all
day...not a plane in the sky.. even the roads seemed as silent for a while... AikaKimera 2
years agoapplejuiceluver 2 years ago tear applejuiceluver 2 years agorafiktemghari 2 years
ago tres impressionnant!!! rude experience! chapeau pour le sang froid! rafiktemghari 2
years agoBonininja 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam I'm
raising money to buy an airplane to be used in another terrorist attack, if you wanna help
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me whatch my last video, I'll give you all the needed instructions to kill as many american
pigs as possible. Bonininja 2 years agofamilyguyplanet 2 years ago FUCK YOU
ASSHOLE MOTHERFUCKIN SHITHEAD BASTARD DICK VAGINA SUCKIN
SON OF A BITCH Bonininja!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-!!!!!!!!!!!! familyguyplanet 2 years
agoFlexazz 2 years ago Allright that was stupid ima put thumbs down and spam on it but
damn make me laugh :P Flexazz 2 years agofamilyguyplanet 2 years ago IDC Bonininja is
thinking 9/11 is FUNNY THIS IS NOT FUNNY!!!! SO THAT IS WHY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
familyguyplanet 2 years agofamilyguyplanet 2 years ago IDC Bonininja is thinking 9/11
is FUNNY THIS IS NOT FUNNY!!!! SO THAT IS WHY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! familyguyplanet
2 years agocrappy1 2 years ago you have been reported. crappy1 2 years agoalgebra1wiz
2 years ago lol NIK NAK PATTYWAK GIVE A DOG A BONE!!! algebra1wiz 2 years
agohoneyd910 2 years ago 3 this is hard to watxh honeyd910 2 years ago 3Malony29 2
years ago That was extremely difficult to watch. There isn't much that bothers me, this
event would be one of them. Malony29 2 years agoUltimateEvil117 2 years ago that was
hard to watch even from my computer. UltimateEvil117 2 years agoPHPDoctor 2 years
ago oh man :(!Osama Bin Laden is aren't real Muslim...That's,that's massacre,really! But
do you believe Osama blow up the towers? I don't believe...Islam is Peace...Real Muslims
hate killin people!There is nothing to say it...ekrem PHPDoctor 2 years
agoxoxMixedBeautyxox 2 years ago um yeahh, osama bin laden did plan these attacks.
muslim terrorists did go into those towers. believe it, you`re religion isn`t so peaceful
afterall. xoxMixedBeautyxox 2 years agoPHPDoctor 2 years ago hey,idiot shut up and
listen me plz...Quran is holy and it didn't say "Kill all Christians and Jewish peoples!"Do
you understand?If you don't believe it just find and read,ok? mixedbeauty şerefsizin
tekidir..bu ibneye herkes sövsün! PHPDoctor 2 years agospitzbubezumquadrat 2 years
ago oh come on islam is a religion of peace spitzbubezumquadrat 2 years agoIdolmakercat
2 years ago Thank you for showing this. You give a real up close look at this horrible day.
Did you edit the part with the second plane hitting the WTC. The music in the
background is erie in a way. Idolmakercat 2 years agobreaknshatter 2 years ago The
innocent people killed were collateral damage as Israel and U.S. put it when they wipe
out innocent civilians. The targets for the 9/11 military operation was militants (U.S. govt
officials) and financers (corporations) who supported terrorism. breaknshatter 2 years
agobreaknshatter 2 years ago 9/11 was a military operation not a terrorist attack as Bin
Laden issued a fatwa declaring war on America in 1996. If U.S. administrators were
unaware they were at war or just took Bin Laden's threats lightly then shame on them.
This was Al Qaeda expressing their foreign policy on state sponsored terrorism. Ex. U.S.
supporting Israel with arms and money which they use to oppress Palestinians and U.S.
spearheading sanctions on Iraq which lead to 500,000+ innocent Iraqi deaths.
breaknshatter 2 years agoIneedhelp2811 2 years ago How insensitive some of you are,
youre watching a video about one of the most tragic events in United States history and a
world chaging moment and all you can do is insult people and spread rumors of
"conspiracies" and "hoaxs". Understand what this really was, crazy terrorists acting out
the will of a madman. God bless America, the victims, and God be with the people who
did this. Ineedhelp2811 2 years agogirrules6 2 years ago i love america its just dangerous
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girrules6 2 years agoRPGonline2 2 years ago 2 OMFG wow if I had a view of the Twin
Towers like that I'd freak out probably... RPGonline2 2 years ago 2t8pp3r 2 years ago i
think america set all this up t8pp3r 2 years agogh3rulz67 2 years ago are you from
america? gh3rulz67 2 years agot8pp3r 2 years ago no thank god :) t8pp3r 2 years
agogh3rulz67 2 years ago show hide i know i hate america gh3rulz67 2 years agot8pp3r 2
years ago show hide no i like americans dont get me wrong but im just glad i dont live
there because its very ruff place at night t8pp3r 2 years agoRPGonline2 2 years ago And
you're saying the UK is not? Where I live, NOTHING happens at night... RPGonline2 2
years agoFuzionrider 2 years ago Than do not comment on this video. Fuzionrider 2
years agojetskiJ 2 years ago WTC 6 had massive damage and still stood. WTC 7 had a
nick on the corner and collapsed. The Windsor Tower fire was massive. It still stood. The
fire in WTC was minor. It collapsed. jetskiJ 2 years agoMrsteddyz 2 years ago Thank
you for sharing this. I live in PA, and I can't imagine being so close. What a nightmare. So
sad. Mrsteddyz 2 years agoMarineMick01 2 years ago im a marine i love my country and
so did my brother thats why he died for it! but i belive that there could of been a better
way of getting them back instead of this look at how we ruined our country with all the
money going up in bullets and bombs MarineMick01 2 years ago911insidejob9 2 years
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 inside job EVIDENCE:In
11.September collapsed not only twin towers, but World trade center 7(WTC7) building
too, even it was not impacted by airplanes. 9/11 was planned earlier.WTC7 collapsed in
11.september 17:20. In the same day you can not plan and put bombs. It proves 9/11
was planned by USA officials, CIA. watch?v=EZ9BofDUXv0 REASON:round
constitutional rights with antiterrorist laws(it is way to militar dictatorship),invade Iraq,
gain control over oil reserves. 911insidejob9 2 years agoxxLaura15 2 years ago 2 omg,
OMG thats very scared! and all the smoke than comes right at you, thats terrifying :| and
al the dust it looks like snow. omg i've no words for this... xxLaura15 2 years ago
2breaknshatter 2 years ago The targets were militants (U.S. govt officals) and financers
(corporations) who supported terrorism. The others killed were collateral damage as U.S.
and Israel puts it when they wipe out innocent villages and civilians breaknshatter 2 years
agobreaknshatter 2 years ago 9/11 was a military operation not a terrorist attack as Bin
Laden issued a fatwa declaring war on America in 1996. If U.S. administrators were
unaware they were at war or just took Bin Laden's threats lightly then shame on them.
This was Al Qaeda expressing their foreign policy on state sponsored terrorism. Ex. U.S.
supporting Israel with arms and money which they use to oppress Palestinians and U.S.
spearheading sanctions on Iraq which lead to 500,000+ innocent Iraqi deaths
breaknshatter 2 years agobgfcyid1 2 years ago 2 sahtouche go fuck yourself u mug. u
misfits always coming over to england and america and expect the world. both countries
give it to people and then u blow us up? u people are thick. i hope bin laden dies after
they hang him by his testicles the wanker. bgfcyid1 2 years ago 2RawrRawrEmoGirl 2
years ago omg, my eyes was watering watching this, it should of never happened! all
those poor innocent people that should still be here, there is some sick minded people in
this world! i live in the uk, and i dont remember this...but omg! RawrRawrEmoGirl 2
years agojaysonno1 2 years ago 2 Sahtouche is sick!! Y did this happen 2 the twin
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tower's???? Terrorist fink go 2 heaven after doin some fing like tht 2 inocent ppl??
Saddam had 2 be removed from power the guy was insain! U cant start a war and walk
away from one! if there was no terrorist there wood be no war! Am scottish and they
tryed 2 bomb glasgow airport! no wonder theres so much h8 in this world its all fucked
up! jaysonno1 2 years ago 2sahtouche 2 years ago ok open a notepa on the comp. change
the font to Wingdings. go back to the notepad, and type this. Q33 NY that was the name
of one of the planes that crashed ito the towers. go benladen you are very smart sorry
americane peuple .... stop kill iraquiane child and palestinien child we stoping .... this is
the poletic of bush . sahtouche 2 years ago11frencb 2 years ago This is so sad. I do not
understand how people could do this. I started to ball when the towers collapsed. All
those poor people in the towers. And for those people who think we shouldnt go to war,
they can shove it up their ass because this should never be ignored. And for those in Iraq
crying about how we kill innocent people....what goes around comes goes around! God
Bless america and God be with those who lost family because of this terrible and horrible
event. Thank you to the NetworkLive. 11frencb 2 years agojesusfreaknovember 2 years
ago this is just stupid that this happened i do think that our governmaent knew i was in
the 2 grade when it happened but i can remember it all for all the people who say that the
government knew please try 2 do something jesusfreaknovember 2 years agobojieee 2
years ago ok open a notepa on the comp. change the font to Wingdings. go back to the
notepad, and type this. Q33 NY that was the name of one of the planes that crashed ito
the towers. bojieee 2 years agoDarkAngel4512 2 years ago i didn that a long time ago and
i was totally freaked out DarkAngel4512 2 years agoFrogPullingTeam 2 years ago This
whole thing should of never happened in the first place. They took and threw the whole
world into hell just because of some damn oil. ITS OIL PEOPLE GET OVER IT!!! >=(
FrogPullingTeam 2 years agoFrogPullingTeam 2 years ago This whole thing should of
never happened in the first place. They took and threw the whole world into hell just
because of some damn oil. ITS OIL PEOPLE GET OVER IT!!! >=( FrogPullingTeam 2
years agoDisposableKing 2 years ago i totally agree with you GO93 our government
planned this so we would have a reason to go over to the middle east cuz bush was scared
to lose some fucking oil and dont comment back ppl sayin "o your retared for beleiving
this" its my beleif so dont go and fucking attack and yes i do feel bad fer the victims
families they had no reason to die DisposableKing 2 years agoSweetiiePiie26 2 years ago
to da person whuz 4 comments below me...SHUT DA FUCK UP!!!..niggah please yur
dumb motha fuckin ass aint do shit...u need to sit fa fuck donw...dumb bitch..shut up..and
i dare yu to say sum shyt bak to me...dis shyt aint funny.... SweetiiePiie26 2 years
agokitkatbar14 2 years ago I remember when this happened, I was 8 years old I didn't
understand it then but know looking back I truly understand what happened and all i have
to say is GOD BLESS THE USA FOREVER!!! kitkatbar14 2 years agoschutzstaffelnSS
2 years ago I did this with Bush,Cheney,skull and bones,et al welcome to the New World
Order you are under MY contol,you WILL obey me! heh heh heh! schutzstaffelnSS 2
years agoG093 2 years ago 2 what I hate is why they had to kill so many innocent
people. god bless the victims and their families. G093 2 years ago 2born2kiII 2 years ago
god bless them.A small nation will always respond with this kind of acts..since tehy cant
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protect agains a overpowered nation born2kiII 2 years agoG093 2 years ago yeah sure,
was osama... I HATE THAT u americans try 2 ignore that your goverment is a liar, blame
on countries that suppose have NUCLEAR WEAPONS when they dont even have food,
dying of hungry. Yes,i know,muslims are terrorists but they wouldnt gain anything. do
you really think that only 4 planes can collapse those buildings ??? I DONT THINK SO,
there were explosives in those buildings, put by OSAMA ??? haha, i dont know why that
crazy man is your president... but well,U ELECTED HIM G093 2 years agoborn2kiII 2
years ago yeah sure, was osama... I HATE THAT u americans try 2 ignore that your
goverment is a liar, blame on countries that suppose have NUCLEAR WEAPONS when
they dont even have food, dying of hungry. I agree completely man.FUck us nation
born2kiII 2 years agoCincigal4 2 years ago You're an asshole! Cincigal4 2 years
agoDanzigmf777 2 years ago DID YOU SEE HOW BIG THESE PLANES WERE?!!!!
FREAKING MILITARY PLANES, YOU'RE SO RETARDED, God have mercy on
your soul, explosives? WHATEVER DUMBASS! Danzigmf777 2 years agoborn2kiII 2
years ago vietnam,iraq....I will tell you what will hapen you will stay 10 more years in
iraq then youll get the fuck out of there without resolving anything.On tV:yaaa americans
won!We are powr we are justice we are FREEDOM!!fu cking brain erazed with youre tv
posts and bush ass born2kiII 2 years agoborn2kiII 2 years ago Dude stfu.What is iraq war
for you? a child play?Freedom,justice you make all nation lauth.All american people are
brain erazed.Continue liek that and youll get a 3 mondial war.Fuck us you will get atacks
like this until you will fu ckign stick to you;re place.Look at american history. born2kiII 2
years agoborn2kiII 2 years ago srry to say it but american people deservs it.That's for
starting wars for no reason at all besides geting overpowered and reacher.Hope this
teaches the young generation about human morality.Continue like that and you will have
more atacks like this.Srry for my english born2kiII 2 years agodinocroc209 2 years ago
Fuck you. These people were innocent. The people in the WTC did not start any wars.
You should kill yourself for saying that. dinocroc209 2 years agohowat246 2 years ago
from 7:00 - 8:00 look at the faces in the smoke howat246 2 years agohowat246 2 years
ago from 7:00 - 8:00 look at the faces in the smoke howat246 2 years agomurfkaka 2
years ago Thank you for posting this. God bless the victims and their families. murfkaka
2 years agosherine11 2 years ago But god is with the just men and not the liars and the
manipulators! sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago Similar for the history the
French colonization in Africa ( algérie ) it is they pro-Zionist who(which) pushed France
colonized the Maghreb! (Mendès france etc.) sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago
And you want to make the same thing(matter) maintaining with the Muslims with your
nasty deceitful propaganda but us Muslims adds us united, we do not believe has your
lies, even if be supposed to be to you for diverse characters in the media and on internet!
sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago Brained you are a nasty small liar and a
manipulator, it is the Zionist Jews who muddled up the Christianity to scatter true
jesus's word, they rewrote the Bible wrongly to libel true words of the figure of Christ!!
sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago The only ones really Jewish who are not
Zionist and who follow their religion in the truth are naturei karta but they are also
demonized by the Zionists mainly atheist! sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago
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And the one who has to take advantage of the colonization of Turkey to make of the
resistance kemal ataturk was a Jew sépharade of salonique, he(it) betrayed the royal
family and made them avoid(flee,run away)!! All this to acceder in the power and to
destroy(annul) the Moslem monarchy(kingship)! The Zionists are professional liars they
make past for diverse character of miscellaneous confession to deceive the people and
reach the power! sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago Everywhere where Zionist
go, they do the confusion, which murdered the Russian imperial family?? It is them who
made the communist revolution bolchévique! sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago
it is a blashème for its true name, but they they have some power because infiltrated in
the media / politique sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago It is necessary to pay
attention they rewrite the history(story) has their way, in west in the books(pounds) of
history(story) they succeeded has to put in all the books of history(story) " mahomet "
which means in Arabic Jewish language "not blessed" except our prophet is called "
mohammed " which wants to say the "blessed", but as they have never recognized him(it)
they so called him(it), sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago While in the history we
are very close to Christians, we acknowledge jesus and moise as prophet come before
mohammed, while they recognize no prophet, they betrayed all the prohetes whom is
jesus (juda), moise (golden calf(veal)) or mohammed that they tempted of the poisoned
sherine11 2 years agobrainee67 2 years ago Jesus wasn't a prophet. HE was the SON of
GOD. Who came to take away sin from man, so they could be with God. Muhammed is a
goat herder, who married a widow, used her money to get HIGH on GANJA, then he
'saw' an angel. Later he married a 9 year old, raped her. THEN he raped, murdered any
who stood in his way. What a religion. 'CONVERT or DIE". brainee67 2 years
agosherine11 2 years ago the Zionists are pret has everything against us pr to divide the
Occident against the Orient because we are the only ones has to defend(forbid) the cause
Palestine and everything massacres them for 60 years which they made them undergo,
then pr they we are their enemy n°1 sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago Zionist
want to destroy the Islam and the Muslims with their propaganda as they made him with
the Christianity previously in Occident! But Muslims of the world show solidarity and
not we laisson not to make!!! God is with the just men! sherine11 2 years agobrainee67 2
years ago Muslims suck. WHY? they are poor, idiotic, and losers. ANY muslim country
is a piss hole. brainee67 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago brained kind of small bloody
idiot you are that a Zionist of shit hidden behind your pseudo!! sherine11 2 years
agorishiflow 2 years ago U own me 26:25 min. of my life now! rishiflow 2 years
agobiggicoc 2 years ago This is one of the most sad evnts eva. I remember we got told in
school and we had the news on. The whole of England was shocked but we the english
could neva know what it was like for Americans biggicoc 2 years agobiggicoc 2 years ago
This is one of the most sad evnts eva. I remember we got told in school and we had the
news on. The whole of England was shocked but we the english could neva know what it
was like for Americans biggicoc 2 years agosyati9 2 years ago what?? was that a planse?
what happend here, and where is this ?:S syati9 2 years agoozelot 2 years ago IF YOU
TELL A LIE LONG ENOUGH, LOUD ENOUGH AND OFTEN ENOUGH THE
PEOPLE WILL BELIEVE IT. (Adolf Hitler, 1938) PEOPLE ARE MORE LIKELY TO
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BELIEVE A BIG LIE THAN A SMALL LIE. (Adolf Hitler, 1938) ozelot 2 years
agobreaknshatter 2 years ago The targets were militants (U.S. govt officals) and financers
(corporations) who supported terrorism. The others killed were collateral damage as U.S.
and Israel puts it when they wipe out innocent villages and civilians. breaknshatter 2
years agobrainee67 2 years ago WRONG, MORON. I hope the FBI tracks you down.
MILITANTS are the nuts who flew the planes. THE ARAB MUSLIMS from AlQAEDA. ISRAEL deserves to wipe out Muslims. Muslims are garbage people who
infest and expand. JUST like Viruses. brainee67 2 years agoteawhy1970 2 years ago
looks to me we are the ones infesting and expanding,with our big war machine,pushing
fake freedom,on the smaller gov,we are the viruses.if the so called Muslims did it why are
some of the so called hijackers STILL ALIVE!!!!!! teawhy1970 2 years agobreaknshatter
2 years ago 9/11 was a military operation not a terrorist attack as Bin Laden issued a
fatwa declaring war on America in 1996. If U.S. administrators were unaware they were
at war or just took Bin Laden's threats lightly then shame on them. This was Al Qaeda
expressing their foreign policy on state sponsored terrorism. Ex. U.S. supporting Israel
with arms and money which they use to oppress Palestinians and U.S. spearheading
sanctions on Iraq which lead to 500,000+ innocent Iraqi deaths. breaknshatter 2 years
agobreaknshatter 2 years ago 9/11 was a military operation not a terrorist attack as Bin
Laden issued a fatwa declaring war on America in 1996. If U.S. administrators were
unaware they were at war or just took Bin Laden's threats lightly then shame on them.
This was Al Qaeda expressing their foreign policy on state sponsored terrorism. Ex. U.S.
supporting Israel with arms and money which they use to oppress Palestinians and U.S.
spearheading sanctions on Iraq which lead to 500,000+ innocent Iraqi deaths.
breaknshatter 2 years agoejb812 2 years ago BUSH didn't orchestrate 9/11 you idiots!
Jesus christ you ppl are crazy! God bless those who lost their lives. ejb812 2 years
agoschutzstaffelnSS 2 years ago IT WAS ME THAT DID IT!! schutzstaffelnSS 2 years
agoimtheman920 2 years ago heyy fuckin asshole that isnt even funny....u dont mess
aroundlike that fuckin asshole yu should drop dead imtheman920 2 years agoquysweat 2
years ago You're fake.. emjprincess. I suspect you are no smarter than my 5 yo nephew.
What a dumb comment and what a way to hummiliate yourself on Youtube. quysweat 2
years agoquysweat 2 years ago Stop blaming Bush... He didn't do this. quysweat 2 years
agoquysweat 2 years ago "I hope there was nobody at work"... :( I hoped so too..!
quysweat 2 years agocrazykenny1991 2 years ago if 1 muslim is a idiot why everybody
thinks every muslim is bad? crazykenny1991 2 years agonetkongen 2 years ago Because
u read the same stupid book. The koran (Qur'an) is totally insane, no matter how u read
it. netkongen 2 years agobrainee67 2 years ago thats why we need to quit being nice.
NEXT time we need to NUKE them. NUKE MECCA. Nuke Pakistan. NUKE any
muslim country that pisses us off. NUKE their home countries. MAKE it more painful
for them. brainee67 2 years agoteawhy1970 2 years ago why? now if you believe that fire
makes concrete steel reinforced building fall at free fall speed and pulverize concrete and
glass.(TURN TO DUST)and planes that crash into the ground or the first floor of a
building,leave no wings,seats,luggage,body's,s,6 ton engines ,wreckage,is that what you
believe or DOES THAT SOUND IMPOSSIBLE!!!! teawhy1970 2 years
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agoElephantus17 2 years ago It wasn't freefall speed though, that has been proved
incorrect. Freefall speed would be just over 10 seconds, it took nearer to 15. Don't forget
a PLANE hit those buildings. Not a small one, a 737. it smacked at immense speed,
damaing the core of the building. Do I think they should have fallen? No, of course not.
But it's not impossible, as proven by the fact it happened. Elephantus17 2 years
agoteawhy1970 2 years ago how a bought building 7 no plane hit it,and yes it also fell at
free fall speed,no comment on plane wreckage,or pulverized concrete and glass
teawhy1970 2 years agobrainee67 2 years ago A PLANE, moving 250MPH, full of fuel,
HITTING a building along a SHEAR POINT, can do this. Popular mechanics proved
this. brainee67 2 years agoteawhy1970 2 years ago what about building 7 it was not hit
buy a plane,this has never happened before and will never happen again teawhy1970 2
years agobrainee67 2 years ago quit being an idiot. BLDG 7 was undermined by WTC 1
and 2 collapsing. PLEASE READ POPULAR MECHANICS take on the issue instead of
listening to High School drop outs. Additionally, the AMOUNT of explosive needed,
would be HUGE to take it down. SOMETHING that would be NOTICEABLE. YOU
conspiracy nuts, disregard the fact that OSAMA took credit. 20 Arab hijackers were on
there. SOMEHOW you think our own govt is to blame. STUPID. brainee67 2 years
agoNina550 2 years ago 2 omg Nina550 2 years ago 2Abrin19 2 years ago boss2myself
Iraq was not behind the attack. Iraq has never made an attack on the united states at all.
The bush administration uses this tragedy to promote war so they can get oil money. The
bastards behind 9/11 is still out there and bush hasnt done anything vital to try and catch
them. Abrin19 2 years agobrainee67 2 years ago Get real moron. IRAQ needed to go
down. THEY supported terrorism. BUSH never said anything about IRAQ having
anything to do with 9-11. Thats a fantasy you idiots made up. BUSH could cure
cancer/aids/diabities and you freaks would complain about him putting hospitals out of
business brainee67 2 years agoteawhy1970 2 years ago that only make since for one
reason he was in on it!!! teawhy1970 2 years agoboss2myself 2 years ago the towers
gone... we should make 3rd world war for this to IRAq... boss2myself 2 years agoBlothus
2 years ago Omfg, what happens in 19:40? Blothus 2 years agogigabyte94 2 years ago
terrible act... gigabyte94 2 years agoPlayerXT 2 years ago Basically the fire weakened the
steel enough for it to buckle and while the building is designed to hold the floors while
they are stationary, it couldn't hold the shock force of the floors falling on one another,
each floor that collapsed added to the total shock force exerted on the floor below. As for
Bush benefiting, just because someone benefits from something doesn't mean they
planned it it, they could've just taken advantage of the unexpected situation. PlayerXT 2
years agoAldy2007 2 years ago show hide if u talk about the 3000 people that died that
day? dont u also have to talk about the hundreds of thousends of people who were killed
gy american soldiers or blackwater or whoever?? 6000 people doe every month in iraq in
bushs war. every fuckin month the doubled number of people who died on 911 are
murdered by soldiers in iraq. of course thats no excuse for that attack but you proud
americans should think about that FACT ! Aldy2007 2 years agoNotaloner 2 years ago
lmfao stupid liberal fags. is it murder when somebody is shooting at you as well? i say we
just nuke afghan + iraq + iran + syria... i could care less if those people died. infact i
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would be delighted. hell, if we are they just to shoot em and jack their oil i'm happy.
Notaloner 2 years agoirishryan99 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam ALLAH ACKBAR irishryan99 2 years agoJOEPERD 2 years ago This has
been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam you fuckhead JOEPERD 2 years
agolilxdevilxnicki 2 years ago no i think it was just the shock lilxdevilxnicki 2 years
agoRabbayazzaa 2 years ago I Dont think George bush faked this Rabbayazzaa 2 years
agoianlondeo 2 years ago Me neither; I think he really did it. ianlondeo 2 years
agorangoo26 2 years ago Thanks for sharing this,you did the right thing. If we had a real
president it would never have happened. The people responsible are still out their. That
is the Bush administration for you. They have exploited this tragedy. Those people died
in vain because of Bush. Sorry for the angry tone (it is not directed at you).I love this
country to much to be satisfied with our response. But by reading some of the respones
you have gotten,I realize how easy it is to dupe the USA citizens. Thanks again rangoo26
2 years agoENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years ago show hide Man can u belive that americans
actually faked this? If u go to New york or whatever ull see that those towers are there lol
ENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years agoInvaliden92 2 years ago lol.. waht do u think Ground
Zero is? THey didnt fake this.. The whole city of New York saw this..! Invaliden92 2
years agoFattious 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Why
would you say that? What the fuck is wrong with you? Even as a joke. You're still a
fucking moron. Stupid cunt. Fattious 2 years agotub2prob 2 years ago You moron!
tub2prob 2 years agoWHplayboyWH 2 years ago why this people ? you fucking morons
WHplayboyWH 2 years agokurestejk 2 years ago 2 fucking usama kurestejk 2 years ago
2ENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years ago show hide FUCK AMERICA ENSZOPOK200GAY
2 years agoCoachwkr 2 years ago "We should invade their countries, kill their leaders and
convert them to Christianity." -- Ann Coulter Coachwkr 2 years agobreaknshatter 2
years ago The targets were militants (govt. officials) and financers (corporations) of
terrorism. The civilians killed were as Israel and U.S. put it when they kill innocents
"collateral damage". breaknshatter 2 years agobreaknshatter 2 years ago show hide 9/11
was a military operation not a terrorist attack. Bin Laden issued a fatwa declaring war
against America in 1996. If U.S. administrators were unaware they were at war of just
took Bin Laden's threats lightly shame on them. THis was Al Qaeda expressing their
foreign policy on state Sponsored terrorism. Ex. U.S. supporting Israel with arms and
money which they use to oppress Palestinians and U.S. spearheading sanctions on Iraq
which lead to 500,000 Iraqi children deaths. breaknshatter 2 years agosouthernpride5408
2 years ago fuck u edc southernpride5408 2 years agoqwerty222dgasdhafsdh 2 years ago
2 I'm from The Bronx and was 13 when this happened and was at school. 10 minutes
after the first plane hit everyone in school found out about it. Being young, dumb and
curious my friends and I ditched school to check out what was happening. We caught the
subway into Manhattan getting off at Soho about 15 minutes before both buildings
collapsed. I watched the twin towers collapse and was caught up in the dust cloud; it was
so overwhelming, i started crying; RIP all, I Luv New York. qwerty222dgasdhafsdh 2
years ago 2Hasstaboozia 2 years ago What the hell are you talking about sherine11? Poor
Bush haters. Get a frigging life!!You don't like the way the country's being run CHANGE
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IT!!! Either that or get the fuck out! Hasstaboozia 2 years agoirishryan99 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam hahahahahaha such a deadly day so
funny long live Al-Qaeda hopefully something like this happens again was so funny..
irishryan99 2 years agonelliebly14 2 years ago Go fuck yourself Irishrayan for sayin
sometin like that nelliebly14 2 years agololingoutloud123 2 years ago 2 lifes too short
without people ending them early. peace and i mean it! lolingoutloud123 2 years ago
2Alfred1489 2 years ago wow my bad i'm sorry if i missunderstood the comment....no
need to insult i guess.....so now i respect you guys if you knew some people...may the
rest in peace. My mistake Alfred1489 2 years agoAlfred1489 2 years ago whoever that
edc0006............it's literally messed up in the brain how the fuck can that be sweet....have
some respect and morality. Alfred1489 2 years agoedc0006 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i was 14 when this happened, it was sweet
edc0006 2 years agojamescotton99 2 years ago There was nothing 'sweet' about this!
many of us knew people in those buildings. jamescotton99 2 years agolilxdevilxnicki 2
years ago shut the fuk up do u have no respect twat lilxdevilxnicki 2 years agosherine11 2
years ago The price(prize) of the barrel of oil in the USA reached(affected) records!!
Made a link, it is not accidentally because the oil peak was reached(affected) at the same
time as the war announced in Iraq by bush! sherine11 2 years agowildalldatime 2 years
ago y do those muslims have to do that to our contry go bomb and burn do buildings in
there own buildings wildalldatime 2 years agoquysweat 2 years ago wildalldatime... not all
muslims but those that did this, they dont worship allah but they suck satan's dick for a
living! quysweat 2 years agoG093 2 years ago it wasnt osama idiot , was the government
, IF U DONT BELIEVE ME, WATCH 9/11 COINCIDENCES HERE ON YOUTUBE
G093 2 years agotokillagopher 2 years ago dude you are truly a retard. tokillagopher 2
years agoCoolYellowShoes 2 years ago Dumb ass. CoolYellowShoes 2 years
agoilomaffiastar 2 years ago 3 fuck osama ilomaffiastar 2 years ago 3ilomaffiastar 2 years
ago fuck osama ilomaffiastar 2 years agoMyHayaL53 2 years ago TURKISH: Bu
videolari izleyince aglamak geliyor icimden resmen,okadar sucsuz insan öldü bir hic
ugruna hemde...öteki taraftan düsünmek gerekirse abd´ cok iyi oldu, bush iraktaki savasi
baslatirken okadar müslüman kardeslerimiz öldü onlarda sucsuzlardi...yapma etme
dünyasi...!!! [1] MyHayaL53 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago the " weapon of mass
destructions " a FALSE PRETENCE was to attack the Iraq, the intéret only one of bush
was oil because the oil peak of the United States was attained sherine11 2 years
agokamikazeattack001 2 years ago show hide HAHAHAHAHA
stupid
American^^ kamikazeattack001 2 years agoG093 2 years ago R.I.P all innocent people
that suffered this horrible succes. What can you have in your head to do this things ???
G093 2 years agoBonininja 2 years ago show hide This video makes me proud to be a
muslim! Bonininja 2 years agofighterdorico 2 years ago what?you are lucky that i'm
italian if i was american i would kill you fighterdorico 2 years agofighterdorico 2 years ago
what?you are lucky that i'm italian if i was american i would kill you fighterdorico 2 years
agoabduulah 2 years ago U pik its ppl like u who give muslims a bad name, fukin prik.
wots islam hav anything to do with this, it was a wasteman who planned it, not the
whole of the islamic community FUKIN DIKHEAD BRUV. DNT POST COMMENTS
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LIKE DAT AGEN abduulah 2 years agotsui921 2 years ago it would have been great
living so close to those beautiful towers tsui921 2 years agocdick6978 2 years ago how
dare you cdick6978 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago je ne sais pas si vous le saviez, mais
lorsque bush a fait la guerre en irak, ils ont BOMBARDER la chaine AL JAZIRA a deux
reprises!! et ils ont egalement CAPTURER un JOURNALISTE de cette chaine qui croule
toujours en prison de GUENTANAMO depuis 6 ANS!!! Où est la LIBERTE
D'EXPRESSION Mr Bush????? sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago Où est la
DEMOCRATIE??? AL JAZIRA genait les USA car c'est une chaine arabe qui disait la
vérité, c'est pour ça que les USA l'ont bombardé et capturé le JOURNALISTE SAMI AL
HAJ depuis 6 ANS!! FREE JOURNALIST MR BUSH! sherine11 2 years agosherine11
2 years ago et tellement que les USA voulait censuré la LIBERTE D'EXPRESSION dans
les pays arabes, le gouvernement US a CREER une nouvelle chaine arabe financé par les
US pour faire leur propagande "AL HURA" mais les pauvres, cette chaine n'a pas fait
beaucoup de succès car les arabes ne croivent pas a leur PROPAGANDE! sherine11 2
years agosherine11 2 years ago et al jazira pour répondre aux USA a leur provocation a
créer elle aussi après une chaine arabe....en angais!! MDRRRRRRRRRRRR (._.)
sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago ceux qui dirigent les
USA(néoconservateurs+sionistes-) savent que beaucoup de gens se posent des questions
dans le monde maintenant sur le 911, guerre en afganistan, guerre en irak...c'est pour ça
qu'ils vous ont mis le PATRIOT ACT qui restreint les libertés des citoyens américains,
ils ont légitimé avec la peur du 911 le droit de vous SURVEILLER mais en réalité ce qui
se cache derrière le patriot act, c'est la surveillance des opposants politiques! sherine11 2
years agosherine11 2 years ago en europe aussi on a eu droit aussi a une nouvelle loi de
surveillance, la LCN (Loi sur la Confiance Numérique) hors c'est un titre qui sonne faux,
car ce n'est pas une confiance mais une surveillance, on a restreint aussi nos libertés sur le
net pour que l'INFORMATION INDEPENDANTE ne passe plus a nous ou très peu!!!!
sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago les sionistes veulent nous donner accès a
moins d'informations VRAI sur le net, ils veulent nous abrutir avec leur médias officielles
corrompu CNN ou TF1 and CO pr la france...tous les sites ou blog qui révélerons une
information qui va a l'opposé de ce qu'ils veulent nous faire rentrer dans la tête seront
censuré sous pretexte de "terrorisme", c'est le PATRIOT ACT ou la LCN!! sherine11 2
years ago Prev 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading...
Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers
Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading...
Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from
your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous
Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists...
YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My
Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3
years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters
remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036)
sherine11 2 years ago le président sarkozy dont les médias ses amis ont réussi a mettre au
pouvoir avec la propagande en france, est pro-bush, dans le discour de l'ONU il a
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clairement dit et répéter que le monde allait subir un NOUVEAU ORDRE MONDIAL,
NEW ORDER MONDIAL il l'a même dit en anglais! sherine11 2 years
agoWhichWayTheWindBlows 2 years ago nice beginning for the 21 century, something
like "West you are going to be fucked up", shame, we lost our true values, Liberalistic
traitors destroyed our civilization, Hitler knew what to do, Stop the Multi-Culti bullshit
WhichWayTheWindBlows 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago Je pense que ce nouveau
odre mondial veut dire remplacer tous les présidents dans le monde par des corrompu a
leur services financiers et je pense aussi a une exploitation de la population: restriction de
nos libertés individuelles, travailler plus pour moins d'argent, moins de sociale etc...
sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago faites une recherche sur ben laden et sa famille
et vous trouverez des intérets commun entre bush et la famille de ben laden pr le pétrole,
la famille de bush a construit sa richesse sur l'OIL de père en fils sur des génération, la
guerre en irak n'a AUCUN rapport avec les armes massives mais bien pour les intérets
financier de Bush, c'est un voleur et manipulateur sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years
ago les sionistes criminels pousse ceux qui dirige les USA de faire la guerre dans les pays
arabes (seulement ceux qui résistent au sionisme) pour mettre dans ces pays là des
nouveaux président corrompu qui appauvriront le peuple et soutiendront le sionisme et
leur massacres! sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago il y a plusieurs groupe en irak
maintenant avec le bordel des USA: 1.les Résistants qui défendent leur pays contre
l'envahisseur américain et font des attentats contre les soldats; 2.les groupes armés secret
et privés américains qui font de faux attentats contre la populations irakiennes; 3.les
différentes communautés qui se disputent le pouvoir!! sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2
years ago le gouvernement US sont des menteurs! ils ont mis des groupes de sécurité
privés en irak qui font de faux attentats contre la population pr pouvoir se justifier au
gouvernement US et rester le plus longtemps possible en irak, le temps de mettre en place
une nouvelle politique corrompu pr faire du bussness de pétrole avec le prochain
président corrompu!! sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago mais l'histoire de l'iran
est tourné de façon propagande US pour masquer leur crime et retomber la faute sur tout
ceux qui ne sont pas d'accord avec leur politique, et ça arrange aussi bien les sionistes qui
ne peuvent pas piffré le monde arabe car nous ouvrons notre bouche pr défendre les
injustice commise par leur politique! sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago les USA
n'ont jamais digéré la révolution des iraniens car ils voulaient que leur président corrompu
le shah d'iran qu'ils avaient mis en place reste, hors le shah d'iran caché sous une fausse
démocratie avait sa propre milice qui tué les opposants politiques iranien: la SAVAK!
l'élite autour du chah était très riche alors que le peuple crevait de faim!! c'est pr ça qu'ils
ont fait la révolution et virer ce lèche cul des USA! sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2
years ago saddam était un dictateur mis en place et soutenu par les USA pour faire la
guerre en iran pendant 8 ANS et ils l'ont armé!! une fois qu'ils n'ont plus eu besoin de lui,
ils l'ont déchu pour voler le pétrole des irakiens! sherine11 2 years agokgehrks89 2 years
ago ok here it is straight up...if you dont speak english you dont get to talk about America
because you obviously dont know shit about it kgehrks89 2 years agoremllik 2 years ago
boy this is some amazing footage remllik 2 years agotacomanfan344 2 years ago Fuck
You MSPR! Fuck YOU! tacomanfan344 2 years agoggggggggggg222222 2 years ago
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fucking pakis ggggggggggg222222 2 years agonitharsan345 2 years ago thx for psoting this
i liked how it was the person prospetiive view not the media's nitharsan345 2 years
agosherine11 2 years ago depuis le 911 les sionistes diabolisent les musulman partout
dans le monde parce que les musumans sont les seuls a défendre la cause palestine, depuis
60 ans les sionistes KILL AND COLONIZE THE PALESTINIANS et sont protégé par
les néoconservateur US hors nous musulmans nous sommes contre la violence, contre le
911, c'est eux qui ont TOUT manigancé pr servir leur propre intéret OIL!! sherine11 2
years agoMPSRR 2 years ago english noob MPSRR 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago il y
a une preuve que c'est eux qui ont tout manigancé pr leur intéret: comment se fait-il que
des caméras étaient là au bon moment alors que rien ne présager qu'il y aurai un
attentat??? ils ont tout filmé depuis le début jusqu'à la fin pr préparer les esprits a aller
faire la guerre en irak pr le PETROLE! qu'est-ce que 3000 morts parmis leur propre
citoyens pour le sacrifice de leur économie alors qu'ils ont pu facilement tuer des millions
d'irakiens innocents pour du PETROLE???? sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago
ben laden a travaillé pr la CIA avec les talibans soutenu par les USA pour repousser les
soviétiques, al-quaida n'est pas un groupe musulman comme veut le faire croire la
propagande US et Sioniste, il travail pour eux tout comme sa famille a des intérets avec
bush! sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago Bush est un terroriste, il a tué des
millions d'irakiens (on a dépassé largement les 3000 morts du 911 en irak) pour du
PETROLE! Quand sera t-il jugé pour ses crimes??? sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2
years ago les votes étaient trafiqués, ceux qui gouvernent les USA sont une oligarchie faite
entre une alliance entre les néoconservateurs évangéliques et les juifs sionistes(AIPAC),
les candidats qu'ils soient républicains ou démocrates ne sont que des pions au service de
ce groupe, ils les changent a chaque élection selon les situations du pays mais en réalité ils
obéissent a cette oligarchie! sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago ils font croire aux
américains qui sont dans une démocratie hors c'est faux, les américains n'ont pas le
pouvoir de gouverner leur pays, ceux qui gouverne ce pays sont dans l'ombre caché
derrière de gros groupe d'intéret et dirige les USA depuis la colonisation et les massacres
des indiens d'amériques qui peuplé cette terre, ils ne vivent que dans le mensonge et la
propagande (CNN) sherine11 2 years agosherine11 2 years ago vous n'avez jamais
remarqué que ceux qui dirige les USA (néoconservateur+sioniste) diabolise les pays qui ne
veulent pas se plier a leur règle, ils ont fait couler l'argentine car l'argentine avait suivi a la
lettre ce que lui avait dit de faire pr son économie washington et le FMI (belle merde
inventé par les USA pr couler leur pays voisins), alors que avant l'argentine était 5
puissance mondiale! sherine11 2 years agoChris19740113 2 years ago very dramatic
video. thank you so much for posting. never forget 9/11 Chris19740113 2 years
agoIauruth 2 years ago Why is the clip of the second plane cut? Iauruth 2 years
agoachapfoxy 2 years ago BUSH SUX! to hell BUSH! achapfoxy 2 years
agoIrateGamerIsGod 2 years ago Fuck America,they deserve it! Next time kill more
people bicth,go Osama! 3.000 is not enough u nigga kill more. i wished i would be theree
to see the peple splat fujck nigga. IrateGamerIsGod 2 years agoitisnti 2 years ago I'll pray
for you. itisnti 2 years agoforniasjr 2 years ago i can hate some americans, but think that
some of'em, were fathers and mothers, and those u died in the planes. If u hate USA cuz
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of his political stuffs is one thing. May God be with u. forniasjr 2 years agoRuGolani 2
years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Warning >Islam may
cause suicidal tendencies. You will feel the urge to kill many other humans along with
yourself as if you will always have death on your mind. The sudden side effects are
yelling Allaho Akbar looking like barbarians and attacking other fellow humans just
because they do not follow your stupid religion. Beheadings and stoning may become
ordinary. Ossma Bin laden was effected by above symptoms, Read Koran and the rest of
the stupid holy books of Islam at your own risk! RuGolani 2 years agoCraiG10021 2
years ago Did the woman in the background loose someone? She seems really upset as if
she lost someone. CraiG10021 2 years agoIrateGamerIsGod 2 years ago Thank God she
did i wanna rape that nigga IrateGamerIsGod 2 years agoCraiG10021 2 years ago Did the
woman in the background loose someone? She seems really upset as if she lost someone.
CraiG10021 2 years agoyannos78 2 years ago show hide Not so horrible. Its part of life.
Those towers were too old anyway. Now new ones will be built! God bless George Bush
and america yannos78 2 years agogabyigo 2 years ago thats orible gabyigo 2 years
agofilthynumber1 2 years ago I think if i was 500 yards away as u stated i would have ran
down there to get better footage...good thing i wasnt there that day cuz i may not be here
right now filthynumber1 2 years ago14593649274658m 2 years ago god bless you
americans 14593649274658m 2 years agoheyyoyohihi 2 years ago That was so scary. I
never really realized just how horrible 9/11 was until I watched this video. heyyoyohihi 2
years agoCraiG10021 2 years ago alicia8050 Some people that are stupid, and insane
think Bush not him planted bomb's in the Twin Towers, and blame Bin Laden so then
Bush has an exsuse to go to war in Iraq. CraiG10021 2 years agoBillBraskysDad 2 years
ago Steve Forbes did not describe "Bush" planting the bombs...He reported Many men
working during the power outage the entire weekend preceeding 9/11. He said they were
carrying huge spools of cable. Other occupants of the towers complained of the Dust that
collected all over the place in the weeks preceeding 9/11. Bush is not the only profiteer of
9/11, there is Larry Silverstein, Cheney (Halliburton) the Insiders that traded on United,
and American Airlines stock. ect... BillBraskysDad 2 years agocdick6978 2 years ago
God Bless America. Never Forget 9-11-01. cdick6978 2 years agoBillBraskysDad 2 years
ago Yes, Never forget 9/11....and the FACT that it was an Inside Job. BillBraskysDad 2
years agoforniasjr 2 years ago not just america... all the world would be better, isn't?
forniasjr 2 years agosixbuildingz 2 years ago if i was the one it the cam i would of ran out
sixbuildingz 2 years agoalicia8050 2 years ago wow lots of dust alicia8050 2 years
agoemjprincess 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam the
planes are fake,the whole thing smells like bush shit! emjprincess 2 years agoalicia8050 2
years ago WTF are you talking about the planes arent fake. 9\11 actually happened.
BUCH DIDNT PLAN IT y the hell would he do that? y would he attack his own
country? THINK A LITTLE alicia8050 2 years agoemjprincess 2 years ago this country
was built on lies! emjprincess 2 years agoBillBraskysDad 2 years ago You cant prove the
planes are fake...but there are so many other indicators about 9/11 that Implicate Bush,
Cheney, Silverstein, Rumsfeld, Jeb Bush, Marvin Bush. For example...How the Fux did a
plane hit our Military Head Quarters??? We can shoot down missiles, and Satellites, but
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not a passenger Jet? Anyone who believes our military is that incompetant is unpatriotic, and should be sent to one of Bush's torture chambers. BillBraskysDad 2 years
agoBillBraskysDad 2 years ago Lots of dust indeed!, How would it be possible for a
tower made of steel, and concrete to PULVERIZE into dust in 10-13 seconds without the
use of explosives? BillBraskysDad 2 years agoelvis839 2 years ago HMFDGGGGGG
elvis839 2 years agoanonimniL 2 years ago cool i hope i see more anonimniL 2 years
agofabby000 2 years ago thats really sad thank you for putting this on youtube fabby000
2 years agoIrateGamerIsGod 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam America sucks reply bicth. IrateGamerIsGod 2 years agothestonesrock 2 years ago
type infowars into a search engine. great website, 9/11 was an inside job. wake up people.
thestonesrock 2 years agoYoungman055 2 years ago before that day, i didn't know about
the world trade center, i was at home too... Youngman055 2 years agomaleman131 2
years ago 2 i'll never forget that day. i was in 5th grade. that day i stayed home sick with
my dad. we watched the footage all day. i'll never forget it. -luke. maleman131 2 years ago
2kcguitfidle 2 years ago (who ever hates America) how would u like it if we bombed ur
countries ass? and KILLED THOUSANDS OF INNOCENT PEOPLE! kcguitfidle 2
years agocharmedfover 2 years ago America should to see there reaction charmedfover 2
years agothestonesrock 2 years ago you have bombed 38 countries since the second world
war and killed not thousands but millions. also 9/11 was an inside job. visit infowars for
more infomation. thestonesrock 2 years agojulistyle 2 years ago oh my god! this is an
point of view i´ve never seen before! why must this happen? i remember the moment,
when i saw this in tv! i couldn´t believe it!!! julistyle 2 years agoelevatedkid 2 years ago 2
I wish people would stop trying to play science investigator and accept it for what it
was.. on september 11th 19 terrorist hijacked American planes and flew two of them into
the world trade center... were seitting here "jet fuel burns at 1500 steel melts at 927822"
stop just stop so many people died that day becus a few fuck heads think their gunna get
20 in heaven... fuck them, and fuck every non american posting shit on here ... if you dont
like this country then dont fuckin come here..simple elevatedkid 2 years ago 2elevatedkid
2 years ago 20 virgins elevatedkid 2 years agopogo14022002 2 years ago lol yeah , sum
idiots are even saying that there were NO planes even there lol pogo14022002 2 years
agoJaNiintendo 2 years ago Terrible, why it had to happen? JaNiintendo 2 years
agoIrateGamerIsGod 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Let me tell u why,nigga...You stupid fucking Americans think that u are the only country
in the world u bicthes belong in europe u killed off the shamans and u can suck on my
balls.Stop making deals with aliens for high tech nukes to kill us u bicth.Reply plz fuck
america. IrateGamerIsGod 2 years agomakem9999 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam ya man america think they fuckin world police and selln
weapons to mad fuckn crazy mutherfuckers fuck bush 2 makem9999 2 years
agomakem9999 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam ya man
america think they fuckin world police and selln weapons to mad fuckn crazy
mutherfuckers fuck bush 2 makem9999 2 years agoDezmoberg 2 years ago LOL omfg
your stupid :-D Dezmoberg 2 years agoJaNiintendo 2 years ago im not american, and im
not a "nigga" JaNiintendo 2 years agoIrateGamerIsGod 2 years ago Yo nigga shut ur
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fuckin cracker ass mouth bicth! IrateGamerIsGod 2 years agoIrateGamerIsGod 2 years
ago hopmmmmmmmm IrateGamerIsGod 2 years agomuchfaster1 2 years ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam America finally getting back some of what it
gives. God Less America. muchfaster1 2 years agocrazysox 2 years ago wow. You're kind
of a douche. crazysox 2 years agooggzy 2 years ago RICH GARLOCK: Going below, it
was smoky and really hot. We had rescue teams with meters for oxygen and carbon
dioxide. They also had temperature monitors. Here WTC 6 is over my head. The debris
past the columns was red-hot, molten, running. PBS, September 2002 oggzy 2 years
agooggzy 2 years ago RA there LOADS of accounts of MOLTEN steel: - Recovery
worker reflects on months spent at Ground Zero Knight Ridder/Tribune News Service
May 29, 2002 ... Underground fires raged for months. O'Toole remembers in February
seeing a crane lift a steel beam vertically from deep within the catacombs of Ground Zero.
"It was dripping from the molten steel," he said. oggzy 2 years agoamatha 2 years ago 6
thank you so much for sharing. It touched my heart in more ways then one. I pray for
you and your family. amatha 2 years ago 6Srbendija01 2 years ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam America`s chicken are coming home to roost. Srbendija01
2 years agoXanaxRu 2 years ago 2 so scary... XanaxRu 2 years ago 2guy209 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam This is what hapens when c.i.a.
bothers the world. Its just sweet revenge on u.s.a. guy209 2 years agostlbabygirl14 2
years ago What the hell? why don't you go hind a heart tin man. Jerk stlbabygirl14 2
years agoPivotXX 2 years ago 7 to all the ppl who were killed, injured and affected by
9/11 u have my sympathies. Im sorry... PivotXX 2 years ago 7BOERDRUM 2 years ago
2 Amen to that BOERDRUM 2 years ago 2gymwannabeboy 2 years ago 3 That calm,
serene music set against the nightmare that occurred that day just makes this video more
creepy.... gymwannabeboy 2 years ago 3pissbucket2 2 years ago "With a knick knack
paddy whack, give a dog a bone. This old man came rolling home." God bless america
pissbucket2 2 years agomurrayg 2 years ago 3 thanks for posting this, a far more moving
recording of the event than all these cheesy mawkish 'tributes' elsewhere on youtube. As
if this atrocity needs a sickening pop song played over the top of it murrayg 2 years ago
3Maddiekinsxo 2 years ago Ohh!!! what happened to lilly????? sniff i alws cry when i
see these type of vids RIP Lilly..??? Maddiekinsxo 2 years agoPollenB 2 years ago Oh
dear I missed that airplane hitting the towers silly me, put the kettle on dear! Is Barney
nearly over? PollenB 2 years agospazzz012 2 years ago this was a scary day! im a new
yorker too, i live right outside of the city and whenever i even think about that day i burst
into tears! spazzz012 2 years agoPollenB 2 years ago show hide Fake as fuck. PollenB 2
years agooggzy 2 years ago Rollingalong there are PICTURES of molten steel in the
remains and numerous accounts from firefighters. Jet fuel doesnt burn hot enough to melt
steel im afraid. oggzy 2 years agonipponicfree 2 years ago never more;nevver moooore!
nipponicfree 2 years agoheathey2 2 years ago Very sad day but al queda will get what
they deserve for this. God bless the innocent victims. heathey2 2 years
agoBelgianGeneral 2 years ago what will that blessing do? They're already dead.
BelgianGeneral 2 years agogokudog123 2 years ago Why did the North Tower, which was
hit first, last more then a hour longer then the South Tower which was hit second?
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gokudog123 2 years agoZainR 2 years ago well I'll say this based on my opinion. the
second tower fell before the North Tower because the plane crashed into the lower side of
the South Tower and there would be more weight from above coupled with the plane
hitting it in the corner would've caused it to fall first. the North Tower was like hit
straight on by the plane. ZainR 2 years agoshiverstin02 2 years ago Please don't forget
about the laws of physics. watch?v=-VfvqO4wVLM shiverstin02 2 years agoACR8407
2 years ago due to the mass vibrations and the total weight of the building the windows
shattered and the floors imploded one on top of another causing the plumes of smoke you
see on the way down. ACR8407 2 years agoskatamasta 2 years ago This whole thing is
very confusing. With the radars and everything, we would have evacuated the WTC's.
And, after the 1st tower was hit, the fire alarms in all of the surrounding buildings would
have been pulled to evacuate the people. Then, maybe people in the second building
wouldn't have died. skatamasta 2 years agodoglovergurl36 2 years ago wow; i remember
tat day i went to skool like a normal day then we had a big all call school assembly in the
gym. they told us wat was happening and gawd tears and tears doglovergurl36 2 years
agoBillBraskysDad 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11
was an inside job. Watch "Loose Change" BillBraskysDad 2 years agoEmmabug411 2
years ago 2 To all who perished and to all who knew and loved them, our heartfelt
prayers. We must not let them be forgotten. Regardless of personal politics drive with
your headlights on every Sept. 11. Emmabug411 2 years ago 2BillBraskysDad 2 years
ago I agree, I am a member of the SanDiego 9/11 truth meetup group. 9/11 is part of our
lives. We are pushing for a REAL investigation. We want the real terrorists charged for
treason, murder, conspiracy, ect...The truth will be known mainstream...its just a matter
of "when" BillBraskysDad 2 years agosmiggy1100 2 years ago Also he gets shot of
something else at 14:20 smiggy1100 2 years agosmiggy1100 2 years ago Wow Watch
from 5:20 nwards SEE to the left of the tower there is either a plane or a ufo. is this a
scheduled plane ? smiggy1100 2 years agoskatamasta 2 years ago Thats what I was
wondering about. I thought it was the 2nd plane. But maybe (if this was a conspiracy) it
was a government plane just "checking everything out." skatamasta 2 years
agogodzilla1234567890 2 years ago for u all motherfuckers saying there was flashes,
explosions and shit wtf is wrong with u, jet fuel spread throughout the building causing
other fires, there were no bombs in there if there were we could still blame it on terrorists
why use planes um thats cuz the plane was the bomb end of sotry give it a rest stop
trying to prove something that never happened. godzilla1234567890 2 years
agodrummerjonathanp 2 years ago Steel melts at 2750F, and jet fuel cant burn higher than
1500F, there was molten steel at ground zero for weeks after they fell. drummerjonathanp
2 years agogodzilla1234567890 2 years ago well incase u were wondering that site was
also burning 4 weeks, do u have any idea how much material was in the basement, how
much chemicals and supplies needed to run the building, all of that caught fire once the
buildings fell increasing the temperature, a temp hot enough to melt steel, the jet fuel
obviously burned out once the towers fell so the site just caught fire and burned whatever
was flammable. godzilla1234567890 2 years agoBillBraskysDad 2 years ago Yeah, for all
you Eye witnesses...How Dare you say you saw something that conflicts with Bush's
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Terrorist version! All those Dozens of witnesses must be lying. Especially that janitor,
who said the bomb went off in the lobby before the first plane hit. Shame on him, right?
WTF would the witnesses have to gain from lying about what they saw you fucktard?
They're not politicians. I will trust the eyewitnesses over the liars and crooks in DC
ANYDAY! BillBraskysDad 2 years agogodzilla1234567890 2 years ago first of all who
the fuck said they were lying they obviously mis-interpreted what they heard or saw
most ppl said "like" or "as" using similes not using facts ppl said it was "like an
explosion" jet fuel was exploding all over the building and ppl were in shock they dont
know what the fuck was going on so u cant always rely on witnesses. this truth u speak
of, truth that u say will come out i dont think ur gonna get the truth ur hoping 4 cuz these
accusations u make never actually happened. godzilla1234567890 2 years
agoonlywhenpissed 2 years ago Why no helicopter rescue for the trapped people?
onlywhenpissed 2 years agoDaniii000 2 years ago fucking terrosists. september 11th was
one of the worst days ever. and your fucking saying that evacuating your school was
fun?! you seriously need to grow up. thousands of people were fucking dieingg.
Daniii000 2 years agoFairyFay1113 2 years ago And this is why the United States of
America is in Iraq.... It's sad to know that half of the US thinks the war on terror is a
worthless cause and that they have already forgotten about this horrific event in our
history. Or that's what I seem to make out of all the damn protests. I have an uncle in the
Air Force and a friend who is in the Marines and he has been over there for about a year
now. Yes, I want him home, but I don't want it to seem like the US is surrendering...
FairyFay1113 2 years agoBillBraskysDad 2 years ago The war in Iraq is not a worthless
cause. It is serving Bush, Exxon, Mobile, ect...very nicely! It has killed more americans
than 9/11, and over 1 million Iraqi's. I will never forget 9/11...was an inside job! It was the
catalyst in a business plan. Now bush can get away with Torture, Nuclear chemical
warfare, Spying on Americans...ect Cheneys company Halliburton made out like theives
from all the contracts to rebuild Afganistan. BillBraskysDad 2 years
agogodzilla1234567890 2 years ago also not to mention the damaged structure, the plane
hit the building at nearly 500 mph 4 tower 1 and 600 mph 4 tower 2. the fire may have
not been the whole cause but it does contribute also not to mention most of the columns
were damaged. those were built to keep the building in place along with the trusses
without those the building will terminate itself so u clearly need to do some more research
and stop taking blame away from bin laden he aint innocent hes a fucking terrorist realize
it. godzilla1234567890 2 years agoiwilldoitquick 2 years ago my wife died in that
iwilldoitquick 2 years agokucheto 2 years ago Sorry to hear that, iwilldoitquick. kucheto 2
years agostifette3 2 years ago Yeah.. sure =) Evidence is there.. Think what you what!
everything is under control, not only in America.. We just have to be aware of this, by
asking ourselves questions.. Just think a bit! stifette3 2 years agobreaknshatter 2 years
ago The fact that a 200,000+ lb plane striking a building at 450-500mph and resting on
top of a damaged structure just might of contributed to the tower collapsing.
breaknshatter 2 years agoxyerrhawtx 2 years ago god bless america <3 xyerrhawtx 2 years
agopukavikcrew 2 years ago god bless america... pukavikcrew 2 years agoBriCLOL112 2
years ago omg was dat scary BriCLOL112 2 years agostifette3 2 years ago How do you
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explain the whole building fell to its roots while only the top of the towers were on fire?
Oh and be polite, I'm just trying to enlighten your mind (and I'm not american ;)) stifette3
2 years agom28692 2 years ago The heat of the kerosin (airplane fuel) damaged the
structure of the building, making the top of the buidling coming down and destroying the
whole buidling with it's weight. m28692 2 years agoBillBraskysDad 2 years ago the
collapse is referred to as a "progressive collapse" each floor should have slowed the
progress of the collapse. But it didn't. WHY? Could that have anything to do with the
DOZENS of eyewitnesses reporting explosions, crackling sounds, flashes, ect?
BillBraskysDad 2 years agogodzilla1234567890 2 years ago um i know ur wrong about
that why? lemme tell u this there were 30-40 floors coming down onto one floor at a time
so the building couldnt stop itself from collapsing. secondly why u think bush is the
murderer, what has it gained him nothing. Bush only went to iraq becuase of the weapons
but now we re there 4 other reasons probably cuz of oil and to stabilize iraq but why
bother the iraqis are dumb fucks who will never take care of themselves.9/11 being an
inside job is clearly in ur imagination godzilla1234567890 2 years agoBillBraskysDad 2
years ago You say that 9/11 has gained him nothing? He has "Godlike" Status. All he has
to do is say terror, terrorist, and terrorism, a few times in each speech, and boom! He gets
what he wants. He wants to spy on the American people, He gets the patriot act. He
wants to torture people, You got it bushie! He wanted to use Nuclear chemical weapons
on Iraq, Poof! Depleted Uranium it is. Hell, we are in entering the 6th yr of an Illegal,
unconstitutional war....for bush's god damn oil! How sheepish are you? BillBraskysDad 2
years agoImpact0115 2 years ago The top collapsed, then the weight of that caused the
lower few floors to collapse, then the weight kept on crushing the proceeding floors one
by one quickly. It's not rocket science. Impact0115 2 years agojolt1100 2 years ago
watch at 7:30 somone i think was falling from the tower!!! jolt1100 2 years
agoTaishanpandaXD 2 years ago A lot of people did jump...faling to their deathes.
TaishanpandaXD 2 years agoSkullboy264 2 years ago R.I.P Skullboy264 2 years
agostifette3 2 years ago It's the US Government that sponsored the September 11
"terrorist attacks", open your eyes! Buildings like that don't just fall like castles of
cards... there are enormous steel structures! It was organised, a pretext to launch war in
Irak (so called war "against terrorism") for President Bush to increase his power and
profit and everyone supported him because of FEAR. Check "Zeitgeist" movie on the
internet to know more about.. It's very interesting =) stifette3 2 years agocokeuberalles 2
years ago Ignorant idiot yank. Bush is clearly a retard, but the American people are even
more stupid to think that fire can't bring down steel buildings. cokeuberalles 2 years
agowookey121 2 years ago This is very sad. wookey121 2 years agoomgitsmwah123 2
years ago f'n terrorists omgitsmwah123 2 years agohenkeshhenkesh 2 years ago Ok ,can u
answer me there were 3000 jwidesh mae didnt go to work ay this day.?the problem that u
dont beleive what the whole world beleive,stop listen to yr media to not be more stupid,
henkeshhenkesh 2 years agoBonininja 2 years ago Those towers were old, saving
demolition money is always good. My saudi cousin was on the plane and never came
back, I hope he's still alive. He said Allah told him to "complete the mission", but I don't
know what he was talking about. Any clues? Bonininja 2 years agozipfreesty 2 years ago
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Уже доказано, что это устроил БУШ, для поодержания массами его на выборах.
Здание было взорвано динамитом ТЕРМИТ, доказательство этого - много пыли и
плавленая сталь на сваях. Это используецо для промышленого сноса здания. Именно
поэтому здание упало не набок и ровно вниз, чтоб незадеть окружающие. Также
было взорвано здание номер 7, за близнецами. Но туда не падал самолёт. ВСЁ ЭТО
ПОДСТРОЕНО БУШОМ zipfreesty 2 years agoADAM154 2 years ago :( RIP
ADAM154 2 years agokingarthur20 2 years ago WTF, hauien? kingarthur20 2 years
agomisael831 2 years ago i was at skool i was watching this in the school tv we all had to
evacuate that was the cooloest part lol misael831 2 years agoromoxbox360 2 years ago are
u fucking retarded! you think its awesome u got to evacuate school because people died!
Think b4 u open ur mouth next time! romoxbox360 2 years agobordgrl13 2 years ago Oh
wow, you guys are lucky you werent down there, or in the world trade center...I
remember that day, when the planes hit the buildings, i was at a funeral. bordgrl13 2 years
agogemmell 2 years ago u were at a funeral....hmm i funeral wouldnt be in fucking NYC
moron....so how did you see retard gemmell 2 years agohawaiianwonder65 2 years ago oh
my gosh! you guys witnessed it all. im so sorry! i would have never been the same if i
witnessed it. i have respect for you. hawaiianwonder65 2 years agodoriandeep 2 years
ago i think you should feel sorry for the people IN the buildings and on the planes . . . not
the spectators standing around filming doriandeep 2 years agolapinskiz 2 years ago show
hide when did this happen? lapinskiz 2 years agogemmell 2 years ago OMG! gemmell 2
years agothe5wakeupdonutman 2 years ago Sending our troops to iraq was good for
america, we want revenge. This is a great nation, but with stupid citizens who want their
troops back, THE SOLDIERS SIGNED UP TO GO TO WAR, THEY WERENT
LISTED, THEY DECIDEd TO FIGHT for our GREAT COUNTRY. Bush made a great
idea to go to war. If kerry was president, we would probably hav mor terorist ataks,
keeping our troops here. Wuts better, 3,000 dead troops who SIGNED UP, or 300,000 or
more dead americans from terrorist attacks the5wakeupdonutman 2 years agoGatlinburg 2
years ago Thank you for this footage. Don't let this 16 year old pseudo-hippies get you
down with their conspiracy theories, they were young, and don't feel the events like us.
Take care. Greg - USN Gatlinburg 2 years agoxmolzere07x 2 years ago i was in 2nd grade
and remember everything it is so sad and all you people arguing you need to get some
respect its disgusting that your all acting like this on here R.I.P Everyone =[ xmolzere07x
2 years agovoterebuplican 2 years ago show hide okay penis breath, i have a better one
did you hear about american airlines new service? they fly you directly from the airport
into your office lol 9/11 funniest day in the history of the universe. i;m going to
COLLAPSE with laughter hahahahahah voterebuplican 2 years agozono1234567890 2
years ago 2 my god im fell so sorry for those people. zono1234567890 2 years ago
2Vegettorocks101 2 years ago from 40 miles away in suffern new york you could see all
that smoke clearly and could tell when what happened. i was at the firehouse and i was
too young to go down but i could here the radio calls and trust me listening to that was far
worse then anything that i see on here. Vegettorocks101 2 years agoxSisiStar 2 years ago
19:41 ... omg... xSisiStar 2 years agocuthbertallbad 2 years ago The horrors of that day
will never be forgotten. cuthbertallbad 2 years agobreaknshatter 2 years ago show hide
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9/11 was a military attack not a terrorist attack. Bin Laden issued a fatwa declaring war
against America in 1996. If U.S. Administrators took his threats lightly or were unaware
they were at war then shame on them. This is Al Qaeda expressing their foreign policy on
state sponsored terrorism. Ex. U.S. supporting Israel with arms and money which they
use to oppress Palestinians. Stop supporting Israel and AIPAC (Jewish Lobby)
breaknshatter 2 years agomitttig 2 years ago it's a perfect demolishion because other it fall
on other buildings sorry for my english mitttig 2 years agoHardFreeKill 2 years ago 2 any
way we are sorry for all what happen in usa & all the wars in the world. i aplogize for all
the bad things that i say to the americans.. we are waiting for the days when the wars
stop in the world HardFreeKill 2 years ago 2HardFreeKill 2 years ago but why they kill
the children in irak & in afghanistan ? that's infaire HardFreeKill 2 years
agoSlaveLabourSociety 2 years ago 2 poor Americans, i feel sorry for all those who died, i
was in yar 5 at the time, and all the jihad supporters kept laughing, while i cried hearing
about it and watching the footage, it still breaks my heart thinking about it
SlaveLabourSociety 2 years ago 2SlaveLabourSociety 2 years ago well for those who
claim that America deserved it, you are totally wrong, I cant help but feel remorse and
depressed for 3000 innocent lives that just completely vanished in an instant. You desert
donkeys say they got what they deserved, well your totally wrong seeing as these people
were innocent, and your people blown up in market places arent, Suicide bombers, car
bombs going off in crowded market places?, by your own people designed to kill your
own people.. its cleal your uncivillised fags! SlaveLabourSociety 2 years agosoundninja0
2 years ago 3 its been 7 years since this happened, and it still makes me emotional
thinking about it soundninja0 2 years ago 3granger456 2 years ago same with me, our
government needs to step up to the plate if we want to prevent another attack!
granger456 2 years agoHardFreeKill 2 years ago show hide fuck bush & all americans
HardFreeKill 2 years agolivelovelaughx345 2 years ago TOO SAD livelovelaughx345 2
years agogeorgebushtexas 2 years ago September 11 2001 - Al Qaeda (Celebration)
watch?v=EO9BOPUZ0Uw georgebushtexas 2 years agoNtKFiR3ArM 2 years ago for all
the people asking how the WTC collapsed though it was hit at the top, i was told that
like when the plane hit, it brought down a floor. that floor fell to the floor bellow which
caused the weight to make every floor colapse like you get what im sayin? NtKFiR3ArM
2 years agomjrajer 2 years ago i think that is will knowed and alqaada boys wont do the
mission unless that they are sure to do it right. mjrajer 2 years agogunit97 2 years ago
what you say is correct, but not the whole reason why. the force of the plane crashing
into the building weakened the structure, and a floor did collapse, while the buildings were
still standing the foundation continued to weaken, until it couldnt take it anymore, and
unfortunatly, it collapsed. gunit97 2 years agoNtKFiR3ArM 2 years ago for all the
people asking how the WTC collapsed though it was hit at the top, i was told that like
when the plane hit, it brought down a floor. that floor fell to the floor bellow which
caused the weight to make every floor colapse like you get what im sayin? NtKFiR3ArM
2 years agoAb3rCr0mBi3L0vE 2 years ago The Lady said"it was a military plane"
Ab3rCr0mBi3L0vE 2 years agoAb3rCr0mBi3L0vE 2 years ago I was in 1st grade and i
was living in NYC i was in skool and i could acually hear the planes crashing I heard
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people screaming. Emidietly My dad was there to pick me up.. Ab3rCr0mBi3L0vE 2
years agodarkroseM 2 years ago listen to what the woman says at 12:17 into this video!
darkroseM 2 years agoZandrox0 2 years ago Luckily the 4th plane's passengers tried to
take over the plane, and the plane did not manage to hit its target. Zandrox0 2 years
ago96078713 2 years ago what building are you in when you took that video? 96078713
2 years agonaturevalleysteve 2 years ago i was in kindergarden and over the school
anucements we herd there was a terroist attack on the wtc and evryone had to get out of
there my teacher now told me that a priest was giving people thier last words and
someone fell out of the building and landed on him killing him. i couldt belive what
happend i was guled to the tv and right then and there was when i figured out that there
was no peace in this world that we live in. naturevalleysteve 2 years agoryan4lozz 2
years ago imagine the poor ppl in the planes that hit both towers scarey stuff ryan4lozz
2 years agomonarchist07 2 years ago All this handwork CIA.George W. Bush-fascist, the
murderer. Without the help of CIA, arabs could not arrange such grandiose Act of
terrorism. An islam it angrily. And буш is even worse than an islam. But all of them the
end will sometime come.Goods defeats evil!!! monarchist07 2 years agoalleyhoop62 2
years ago vidéo exceptionnelle qui permet de faire comprendre au monde entier la cruauté
de terroristes extrémistes. Des gens sans scrupules qui se revendiquent d'un Dieu qui ne
peut autoriser de tels actes. Cette tragédie n'aboutira d'ailleurs que sur un déchainement de
violences dans le monde entier. Mes pensées les plus sincères aux familles des victimes de
cette catastrophe. alleyhoop62 2 years agoGrooveVibes 2 years ago Oh a newspaper here
put it on their site a few years ago... It was fascinating watching it! I still remember that
day, I just got 17, and came home from school at 05 pm (10 am at NY). I switched on the
television and I saw the attack in NY on the non-stop news broadcasting of that day. I
couldn't believe what I saw in the first time. I got a bit afraid they were going to attack
Brussels too because of the NATO and EU headquarters... GrooveVibes 2 years
agohenkeshhenkesh 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Death to America henkeshhenkesh 2 years agohenkeshhenkesh 2 years ago show hide Did
any body feel sory when america did kill one million iraqi child in iraq when america
forbid the food and medecin about the,did any body got sad when americ akeeps kiil the
mislems in iraq,afhanistan & the palistinian children,,did any bod said NO to america & to
stop kill the muslems children & civilians,look at the horrible history of america in the
whole world,DEATH TO AMERICA. henkeshhenkesh 2 years agojaimejstarr 2 years
ago i am american and i did feel sorry for the innocent people and families in iraq,
palestine, afghanistan. i think that you should know in fact that the majority of the
population of the USA does not support the war in iraq...it is not so black and white or
good vs evil as you think it is. i think the scariest thing is when people radically say death
to all americans or death to all muslims..can you explain why ny and the united states
was attacked first? jaimejstarr 2 years agojaimejstarr 2 years ago also...that is bizarre
cause the lady did say in fact that it was a military plane jaimejstarr 2 years
agoeminemlovexx 2 years ago america had been invading iraq for years and trying to do
things our way, this was bound to happen but bcuz bush is an idiot he didn't try to stop
it and just let it happen eminemlovexx 2 years agoSchwarzAngel4Ever 2 years ago yes i'm
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agree with u. not all the americans are with the wars against iraq but the american
government who gives the orders to kill people in irak not the citizens
SchwarzAngel4Ever 2 years agohenkeshhenkesh 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam did any body think about the guiltless children who getting
killed in iraq & palastine by america? did any body think why america keeps kill the
muslems without guilt or reason? henkeshhenkesh 2 years agohenkeshhenkesh 2 years
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam did any body feel sorry for the
guiltless civilians in iraq who getting killed by america? did any body feel sorry for the
palastinian children who lost thier parants in israel by american weapons & america keeps
defending isralian crims?did any body feel sorry when america bomb iraq? did u feel sorry
for the american solders who involved to that dirt war because od the wanker
henkeshhenkesh 2 years agoBloodMilitia 2 years ago I was 7 and getting ready to go to
school when I looked at my dad and he was glued to the tv I looked and learned y back
then i was to young for it to bother me alot but now it really does make my wanna put a
whole in the wall BloodMilitia 2 years agobbcolts88 2 years ago i was supposed to go to
the yankees game that day, but my parents said i couldn't go and i didnt understand why.
bbcolts88 2 years agorocksville08 2 years ago i cant believe i was only 12 when this
happened, i didnt even know what happened until i came home and my mom told me
rocksville08 2 years agohazeleyedfreak93 2 years ago i was in the second grade and my
mom got me from skool hazeleyedfreak93 2 years agobretzalboy99 2 years ago i'ts very
scared but it's true if you starting up word or paint and than you must typ in q33ny the
flight that day and put it on to windings than ou see a plane and two buildings an skeleton
and a jodisch star bretzalboy99 2 years agoMamue88 2 years ago I saw the attack on tv at home in germany. I would have never expected that something like this could ever
happen. I cannot express my feelings about that horrible day. My country and I, we will
never forget those who died that day. I hope that the wifes, husbands, daughters, sons ,...
who lost a relative that day will be strong enough... I offer them my condolences and I
hope that they will find peace. We will never forget! M. Mamue88 2 years agodarkroseM
2 years ago 2 user Hardfreekill has made a threat for 11/9/08 Please report!!! darkroseM 2
years ago 2HardFreeKill 2 years ago hhh r u afraid fuck u chiken HardFreeKill 2 years
agobreaknshatter 2 years ago It was horrible but at the same time U.S. put sanctions on
Iraq which killed 500,000 innocent children and continue supporting Israel with arms and
money which they use to oppress Palestinians. breaknshatter 2 years agoEBSpurlin 2
years ago 9/11 was a horrible day. I don't see how people think all of those innocent
people deserve to die. This country is full of different cultures. How would you like it if
your family and friends were up there suffering? My friend Keri and her mom and dad
were in the towers when the plane crashed. Ever since that day she hasn't been the same.
Also, what happen at 6:57? EBSpurlin 2 years agobreaknshatter 2 years ago 9/11 was a
military operation as Bin laden had issued a fatwa in 1996 declaring war on America. If
the U.S. administrators were unaware they were at war or just took Bin Laden's threats
lightly then shame on them. This is Al Qaeda expressing their foreign policy on state
sponsored terrorism. Ex. U.S. supporting Israel with arms and money to oppress
Palestinians. Stop supporting Israel and AIPAC. breaknshatter 2 years agoSothavarin 2
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years ago this comment is to all u funken idoits who think that the people in the wtc
should or the U.S. those people didnt do any thing to deserve to die. so fuck u and ur
comments. Sothavarin 2 years agosuqaqirL92 2 years ago Oh man it's so sad, many
People's are died :( it was a horroble day for all. When i see this Video i crying it's just so
sad. I come from Germany and I'm 15 year's old and I have seen this in the Tv in the
News at 9/11. It was really wicked. Rest in Peace for the People's which at the time in the
World Trade Centre were and which at the Aircraft and first of all for the brave Fire
Fighters and Victims. suqaqirL92 2 years agolexamericangirlfan 2 years ago Why would
anyone do anything like that!!!!!!!!! Its terrible! lexamericangirlfan 2 years agoturkiyedd 2
years ago show hide yeaa babyy !! fuck your UNITED STATE !! i fuck you wife too
turkiyedd 2 years agoLimper31 2 years ago you're from turkey. That's embarassing.
Limper31 2 years agoturkiyedd 2 years ago show hide yes babyy turkiyedd 2 years
agoHardFreeKill 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
oohhhh yehhhhhh fuck usa we wanna see more attacks. 11/09/08 its the date of the next
attack...fuck u all HardFreeKill 2 years agoButschersine 2 years ago 2 it was a horroble
day for everybody...god bless the victems... Butschersine 2 years ago 2podbomb1331 2
years ago i agree with the comment below ur a fucken retarted dumbass thelastlover
podbomb1331 2 years agourachiger11 2 years ago 2 This comment is to "TheLastLover",
youre an idiot. The Americans did NOT deserve the attack. they may have done some
bad things to other countries but does that mean retaliate? Although Im Canadian, I did
know people who were killed in the attack on the WTC, and I STILL feel like shit, to this
day. If you were in the Americans shoes, would you want your people to be killed
because others dont like your country? 9/11 will NEVER be considered a "bright day" for
anyone. Screw you about your comment urachiger11 2 years ago 2darkroseM 2 years ago
woman said it was a MILITARY plane at 12:17 on this video darkroseM 2 years
agoxAngelofMusic130x 2 years ago i was in 3rd grade when this happened. in my
classroom. i rememeber my teacher turned on the TV. the nturned it off. i didnt
understand at the time. now i do. i cant believe. thanx for sharing the video. so sad
xAngelofMusic130x 2 years agodannothemanno15 2 years ago yanks!!!
dannothemanno15 2 years agoxtina1618 2 years ago 2 People shouldnt have a go at
america about this and they sure as hell didnt deserve it. People from all over the world
died, it was an attack on western civillisation and i think it kind of cruel when ppl say it
was the u.s. governments fault or that they deseved it. xtina1618 2 years ago
2TheLastLover 2 years ago september 11 is a response for thousands of people who
killed by US military around the world.. unfortunately, USA government does not
understand the lesson correctly. and they keep killing the peoole every where. So they
should expect some more attacks in the future.. 9/11 will be a happy day comparing to
the up coming attacks.. :( TheLastLover 2 years agoKillalaz 2 years ago Some of you
people are just sick. And others are just dumb. Appreciate the video for what it is, it is
one person's account of that terrible days events. It wasn't filmed by a professional or
anything so don't insult her for not filming it the way you wanted it to be filmed. Killalaz
2 years agoTiMbRo76 2 years ago how could you miss the second plane? too busy
panning and blabbing. TiMbRo76 2 years agojwc7215 2 years ago 2 perhaps they didnt
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know it was coming? jwc7215 2 years ago 2PhuleSmither 2 years ago oh my this really
sunk into my heart. my hands still shaking after watching this video. Thank you for
sharing this video. As a Canadian, my prayers are for New Yorkers Always. And
America. PhuleSmither 2 years agoHardFreeKill 2 years ago show hide yehhhh i luv it we
wanna see more like this .. fuckk bush & usa ...héhéhé HardFreeKill 2 years
agoL0vEliiLiZx33 2 years ago what the hell?? do you know how many people died? and
your laughing?!!? i knew someone who died in those towers and a couple who got out. as
an american and a new yorker, i am offended. L0vEliiLiZx33 2 years agobreaknshatter 2
years ago 9/11 was a military operation not a terrorist attack. Bin Laden issued a fatwa
declaring war against the U.S. in 1996. If U.S. administrators did not take his threats
seriously or were unaware they were at war then shame on them. 9/11 was Al Qaeda
expressing their foreign policy against State sponsored terrorism. Ex. U.S. supporting
Israel with arms and money which they use to oppress Palestinians. Stop supporting
Israel and AIPAC. breaknshatter 2 years agov00d00o 2 years ago u idiots stop fighting
each other! the goverments dont care bout us neither swedish german american we dont
matter to them, citizens of the world must be united, its time for personal revolution!
wake up people stop fighting each other v00d00o 2 years agofourmanfilms 2 years ago
THe long term bussiness partners of the Bush Family the Bin Laden's flew planes into
the world trade centre. THen the Bin Laden Family was evacuated on the orders of Bush.
THis started a war and another all funded by the American Tax PAyer which led to
massive profits and contracts for Halliburton and the Carlyle Group. Who suprise
suprise have Bush and cHeeny on thier board of directors. Just great Talk about a
massive conflict of interest. Wake up america you are bing robbed. fourmanfilms 2 years
agofourmanfilms 2 years ago THe long term bussiness partners of the Bush Family the
Bin Laden's flew planes into the world trade centre. THen the Bin Laden Family was
evacuated on the orders of Bush. THis started a war and another all funded by the
American Tax PAyer which led to massive profits and contracts for Halliburton and the
Carlyle Group. Who suprise suprise have Bush and cHeeny on thier board of directors.
Just great Talk about a massive conflict of interest. Wake up america you are bing robbed.
fourmanfilms 2 years agoYPLee88 2 years ago Anyways i think 11 September should
become a worldwide celebration, i cant deny it wasn't the best even in world history. Well
lets just hope more even like that keep coming to teach you Yankee trash how the rest of
the world feels about all of you subhuman trash. YPLee88 2 years agodeke76 2 years ago
Yeah, as a Swede you seem to enjoy our "Yankee trash" music well enough. I wonder,
also, if you enjoy the neutrality your country enjoyed while others fought to keep the
Nazis from invading you. If Hitler had won, you would be part of the Reich. Get over
yourself, and go back to your position of not having to make real decisions in the world.
deke76 2 years agoYPLee88 2 years ago That would be the greatest thing that ever
happened to Sweden, most people in Europe would rather have that happen than being
run by Zionist kike whores. I no It's kind of weired cause I hate all niggas, but they do
make very good music cant deny it. YPLee88 2 years agoYPLee88 2 years ago LOL
yanks for you, but i can deny something seen the twin towers collapse was probably one
of the most enjoyable moments in recent time specially when yanks were jumping from
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the top of the building to not be burned alive. lol YPLee88 2 years agoLimper31 2 years
ago haha, being a swede. That's embarassing. You guys are some of the wimpiest human
beings in the world. Go back to your guy on guy porn. Oh and I bet you there were many
swedish people who died in this attack. It's a WORLD TRADE CENTER. Limper31 2
years agoaman43i 2 years ago ohhhh ur a swede your sooooo coool. go fuck a goat.
aman43i 2 years agoYPLee88 2 years ago Anyways i think 11 September should become
a worldwide celebration, i cant deny it wasn't the best even in world history. Well lets
just hope more even like that keep coming to teach you Yankee trash how the rest of the
world feels about all of you subhuman trash. YPLee88 2 years agokimmmmiex3 2 years
ago it most of took years for them to clean up looking from that angle =( kimmmmiex3 2
years agojwc7215 2 years ago it did jwc7215 2 years agoOLLZ1234 2 years ago ever
noticied the date of it... 911 america police service? OLLZ1234 2 years
agopipmymaster55 2 years ago Bob and Bri i am thankful of what you did because i am a
New Yorker and saw it with my own eyes. pipmymaster55 2 years agobreaknshatter 2
years ago 9/11 was a military operation not a terrorist attack. In 1996 Bin Laden issued a
fatwa declaring war against the U.S. and in 1998 had an interview with John Miller from
ABC aired during primetime explaining the reason for his fatwa. If U.S. administrators
were unaware that they were at war or just ignored Bin Laden's threats then shame on
them. breaknshatter 2 years agoYami8877 2 years ago 4 Rest In Peace, all the brave fire
fighters and victims Yami8877 2 years ago 4psdamfitch 2 years ago 2 Your video is
incredible. Thank you for sharing it. I think it is important not to forget what happened
that day, or to forget the lives lost. God Bless. psdamfitch 2 years ago 26890speed 2
years ago i remember when this happened i was in school and the principal ran in and told
us to turn on the T.V. We did and just then the second plane crashed. It was awful.
6890speed 2 years agoconbudgie 2 years ago that was grate thank you very much
conbudgie 2 years agoezzcueladelee 2 years ago crazy muslims! ezzcueladelee 2 years
agopinkzhuttz 2 years ago 4 scariest ever! go to hell terrorist! pinkzhuttz 2 years ago
4supersonic2115 2 years ago flight 175 wouldnt have made it in the second tower if it
wouldnt have made its turn.rip supersonic2115 2 years agolennonlives1980 2 years ago 2
omg :( i remember i came home early from school that day because they attacked. The
planes flew right over my school & home in ohio. lennonlives1980 2 years ago
2swaGa1nRz 2 years ago same here i was in 2nd grade when i heard the news my teacher
was like u all gotta go home and worst of all that same day was my moms b-day :( worst
birthday ever swaGa1nRz 2 years agojge365 2 years ago wth is up with the background
music in the begging well any way like the dude in the botton r.i.p to all the ones that died
up there and the hell withthe guy who planned all of this i dont remember his name.
jge365 2 years agojge365 2 years ago wth is up with the background music in the begging
well any way like the dude in the botton r.i.p to all the ones that died up there and the
hell withthe guy who planned all of this i dont remember his name. jge365 2 years
agoillyflippo 2 years ago I cannot believe How horrible it is from up close. I never really
got upset about it, but now I relise how horrible it was. R.I.P everyone who was killed in
the 9/11... illyflippo 2 years agoilliese1910 2 years ago how low can you be to do this to
people wow and thoise stupid terrosites think there going to heaven lmao its funny cuz
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right now there burining in hell im canadien and i gotta say that this day is the sadest day
but what i like about you americans is that you guys get up and show that were not re
treating but you re build love ya america illiese1910 2 years agoAZDACKS 2 years ago 5
This is Very Sad!! God Bless all americans who lost their lives because of
stupid,dumb,terriost who will burn in Hell!!!! AZDACKS 2 years ago 5windnoob 2
years ago the person who filmed this is rich like hell now.. windnoob 2 years
agoTourettes91 2 years ago Take this sinking boat and point it home We've still got time
Raise your hopeful voice you have a choice You've made it now Tourettes91 2 years
agofkoffbush 2 years ago He was an innocent man who was set up by YOUR
Government. BUSH why not send your daughters into the war? YOU ARE A
HIPPACRIT GO FUCKNIG DIE YOU SICK SON OF A BITCH I PERSONALLY
HOPE YOU ADN YOUR FAMILY GETS EXICUTED FOR YOUR ACTIONS FUCK
YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! fkoffbush 2 years agouberwidow 2 years ago You liberals are all
the same, all you do is use profanity to express your retarded points of view. uberwidow
2 years agofkoffbush 2 years ago ROFL ROFL ROFL CAN YOU NOT SEE THE VID
CUTS?!?! 12:41 tHE VID CUTS BECAUSE THEY GOT A SHOT OF THE BOMB
GOING OFF. There was about 4 vid cuts.. I must Say you people are responsible for
voting a dipshit like bush in, 3000+ americans died hundreds of thousands Innocent iraqis
died. Would You kill 3000 of your own friends for 500billion dollars. Now We know
Bush Would WHY VOTE HIM IN A SECOND TIME! there was even a pic of a
"terrorist" which he wasnt . He was never on the plane fkoffbush 2 years agosekorb 2
years ago i hope ther's a justice after death sekorb 2 years agokornflakes3 2 years ago
bush most die kornflakes3 2 years agooshermos123 2 years ago did u stupid dont see the
diferents?????? oshermos123 2 years agoBrendonsChickxo 2 years ago 9-11 was very
traggic... the terrorists should dtop.. it was a terible thing..those iragies should be killed
BrendonsChickxo 2 years agoPlommen 2 years ago Why the hell should the Iraqies be
killed, they had NOTHING to do with this..! Terrorists in AFGHANISTAN did this,
and Bush reluctantly went to war against them. But then soon after he went to war
against Iraq to get rid of Saddam as he supposedly had WMD and to "free the people".
Don't get things mixed up here. Afghanistan is a retaliation war, to get back at the
bastards. Iraq is Bush's personal war, and has nothing to do with this. Plommen 2 years
agohenkeshhenkesh 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Death to America because america killed one million iraqi child when it forbid the food &
medicin about them.because americe bomb iraq wityohu reason ,just to steel the
gaz,because america is the muslem's murder & it is the greates devil.\death to america for
ever henkeshhenkesh 2 years agowolfman0145 2 years ago u kidding? america is in iraq
right now saving iraq's ass right now and how the hell can u say that right after watching
this. btw spell right wolfman0145 2 years agoKimoo1982 2 years ago Oh realy ??? i think
u r living on Mars right ? Kimoo1982 2 years agoIlikepornyupthatsok 2 years ago That
dose'nt fucking mean you have to fucking do again. I think iraqi should stand up like the
men their think their are and fucking say fucking sorry to america do you know how that
got killed? well alot! and all thosse sure had familys their lifes are sure changed forever
now. You know what shut you don't know a shit of what your talking about....
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Ilikepornyupthatsok 2 years agoPlommen 2 years ago What the hell are you talking
about? First of all, check your grammar. If that comment was directed at my response to
"BrendonsChickxo", then you seriously need to get checked. Of course I know what
happened that day, I am just as disgusted as you are. But why the hell should the
IRAQIS say sorry? IRAQ had NOTHING to do with this. The war in Iraq and
Afghanistan are two different wars, and if you believe the war in Iraq is to revenge 9/11,
then you seriously need to get updated. Plommen 2 years agohenkeshhenkesh 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam did any body feel sorry for the
guiltless civilians in iraq who getting killed by america? did any body feel sorry for the
palastinian children who lost thier parants in israel by american weapons & america keeps
defending isralian crims?did any body feel sorry when america bomb iraq? did u feel sorry
for the american solders who involved to that dirt war because od the wanker bush?
henkeshhenkesh 2 years agohenkeshhenkesh 2 years ago did any body think about the
guiltless children who getting killed in iraq & palastine by america? did any body think
why america keeps kill the muslems without guilt or reason? henkeshhenkesh 2 years
agoavps11 2 years ago its so sad you dummies avps11 2 years agohenkeshhenkesh 2
years ago show hide death to maerica henkeshhenkesh 2 years agoheaphious 2 years ago
fag heaphious 2 years agoTourettes91 2 years ago lol im new at all this youtube stuff but
i sent u an invite hehehe woohoo im so smart. Tourettes91 2 years agoTourettes91 2
years ago lol... thanks for standing up for me supergirl13k... u really are super hehehehe.
Tourettes91 2 years agosupergirl13k 2 years ago hey so we dont disturb these people
again do u want to be youtube friends if so just send me an invite lol supergirl13k 2 years
agoTourettes91 2 years ago i dont know other people were talking about it so i wanted to
know what all the excitment was about. i dont know how soccer came up on a 9/11 video
either. weird. Tourettes91 2 years agosexymcme 2 years ago k why the fuck are you guys
talking about soccer on a september 11th video? grow the fuck up..honestly sexymcme 2
years agosalos23 2 years ago my father worked there. im from Norway and we lived in
one of the building beside of world trade senter i saw my father die... salos23 2 years
agoSerbProperty 2 years ago that sucks SerbProperty 2 years agoTourettes91 2 years ago
supergirl112 im a basket ball guy, ice hockey. and australian fooball rugby league, i also
like american football too. r u an american? well australia is a pretty cool place to live. we
are young and free lol as we sing in our nation anthem hehehe. Tourettes91 2 years
agostrski112 2 years ago fuck terrorist strski112 2 years agoTourettes91 2 years ago well
i imagin ur a girl... its ok for girls to play soccer.. but guys? hahahahaha im blinded. sorry
if im puting down ur sport but... hey are u australian? Tourettes91 2 years
agosupergirl13k 2 years ago no but i have always wanted to go there wats it like i bet its
beautiful. i was only like 8 when i played soccer i am 14now and i am not big on soccer
anymore i like hockey better oh and football. how bout u. supergirl13k 2 years
agoJDsgirl98 2 years ago 2 why don't u guys private message each other if u want to talk
about shit like soccer. JDsgirl98 2 years ago 2supergirl13k 2 years ago ok jeez come down
everyone look srry if we disturbed u really and we were just tring to get our minds off
this bad day is that so wrong i already made 2 videos about this so i do care about this
day. supergirl13k 2 years agosupergirl13k 2 years ago i mean calm down supergirl13k 2
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years agosupergirl13k 2 years ago 2 i hate this because alot of americans died. but i love
the fact that we killed ohsama binladen ( or how ever the hell u spell that bastards name)
he got what he deseverd actually i think that killing him was to good for him. supergirl13k
2 years ago 2LinneaMuus 2 years ago Is Osama B-L dead ? I had no clue.. LinneaMuus 2
years agosupergirl13k 2 years ago yeah he was hung supergirl13k 2 years agoKlowns666
2 years ago no that was saddam hussein or w/e Klowns666 2 years agosupergirl13k 2
years ago oh ok thankx supergirl13k 2 years agobarricadess 2 years ago he is still at large
barricadess 2 years agoTourettes91 2 years ago soccer soccer soccer. not everybody likes
soccer. we Australians hate soccer. soccer is for girls. it really is shameful to see that so
many pommie guys are into soccer. its a descrace to the male kingdom. grow some balls!!
u male soccer fagots! oh ouch! ouch! the other team member ran past me and slightly
touched my arm, oh fuck! ouch!. penalty! penalty! DESGRACE!! anyways what does
gay soccer got to do with 9/11? Tourettes91 2 years agoOlsenFanHSM 2 years ago R.I.P.
from germany OlsenFanHSM 2 years agoxboris11 2 years ago R.I.P. from danmark
xboris11 2 years agothijmen226 2 years ago R.I.P. From Holland thijmen226 2 years
agooohhoonn 2 years ago They want jihad? Lets give those Ragheaded, camel fucking
heathan bastards some God damn fucking Jihad! oohhoonn 2 years agoTourettes91 2
years ago You know what's really freaky... two weeks or so before September 11 I was
looking up tall buildings on the internet because I wanted to be an architect and when I
was reading about the world trade centre its status appeared destroyed and I thought to
my self that it was very odd because the WTC twin towers weren't destroyed. And that
was weeks before September 11. Tourettes91 2 years agonunor97 2 years ago theyare
messed up. nunor97 2 years agogtfan44 2 years ago i wanna kill all terrorists my friend
lost a cousin that day and has never been the same gtfan44 2 years agoDJTOPHAT1 2
years ago i was on a plane that day in new york DJTOPHAT1 2 years
agoCoreyLongmire 2 years ago i agree with you. i wiah i was there tha day. not close
enough to die. but to witness it.:) CoreyLongmire 2 years agoCoreyLongmire 2 years ago
i was in the 5th grade when it happnede. i remmeber like it was yesterday. they let us go
home eraly beacase eveyone by the tower was scared. my school was 10 blocks away. i
was sleeping in class, on the first bell. and a loud sound awaken me. everyone ran to the
eindow and seen the tower in smoke. ny teacher hysterically said he seen a plane crash
into the bulinding. CoreyLongmire 2 years agocrazymikeyx100 2 years ago ='0 ..
crazymikeyx100 2 years agoSandberg1972 2 years ago Some peculiar things here with
this video I think. They failed to capture the plane (flight 175 or whatever it was) hitting
WTC2. They failed to capture the beginning of the collapse of WTC2 (it was left out or
something). When this guy shouts "Oh my god!" (at 19.40) all of a sudden the camera
position is changed somewhat, to a more stable shout, while just a second before the
camera was shaking. So, what is this shit? Sandberg1972 2 years agoTourettes91 2 years
ago shadow the bible says that wars will be caused by money power and religion. its
what is meant to happen. the bible says it. what does dkpcoq mean about 6:58 and
"chhh"? Tourettes91 2 years agoshadowmace8687698 2 years ago This is why I dont
have a pictular Religion anyways,Religion is the whole reason for every really bad thing
that happens.Like 9/11.and War,sometimes War can be caused by Money but mostly
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Religion. shadowmace8687698 2 years agoshadowmace8687698 2 years ago Sorry to say
this guys but Jesus wont do Shit. shadowmace8687698 2 years agojoss14lillis 2 years ago
isit true dat al dis was planned by bush, if u type in on google da 20 doller twin towers, it
shows 20 doller note in2 a picture of the world trade centre burnin down joss14lillis 2
years agojoss14lillis 2 years ago isit true dat al dis was planned by bush, if u type in on
google da 20 doller twin towers, it shows 20 doller note in2 a picture of the world trade
centre burnin down joss14lillis 2 years agodkpcog 2 years ago what happens at 6:58
when there is a "chhh" sound and the smoke sortof pulls back? dkpcog 2 years
agoTheIglooMan88 2 years ago I just hope that the attackers find Jesus before they
die....:( TheIglooMan88 2 years agocrazymikeyx100 2 years ago same here! i really hope
they do. crazymikeyx100 2 years agoTourettes91 2 years ago well people seem to have
fun puting america down so i wanted to see what all the excitment was about puting
down france and german. Tourettes91 2 years agoTourettes91 2 years ago Im a proud
American. we are the thirteenth tribe of Israel. 9/11 was a coward act. the eifell tower has
been standing for over a century its about time terrorists fly a plane into that. and the
germans should be next. Tourettes91 2 years agojmsbigmikey 2 years ago Hey fuck the
people who attacked the us go fucking burn hell forever. Ur beliefs are wrong, your
culture is not a way of life. I no respect for you at all. The wrong way of life. Have I
made that clear. Ur women are fucking retards for puting with yall fucking bastards. fuck
you religion fuck your beliefs fuck your tin god allah(psh allah will for this attack) restate
wrong way of life wrong religion, wrong god) Anyone who was for these attacks you can
fucking burn in hell to. THANK YOU jmsbigmikey 2 years agoijamhamizam 2 years ago
show hide fuck all of u americans!!!U deserved it..haha..for bush,hope u get a heart attack
and die soon..i'll be the 1st one to celebrate.... ijamhamizam 2 years agoCoolYellowShoes
2 years ago I hope you die in your sleep. asshole. CoolYellowShoes 2 years
agoijamhamizam 2 years ago aww,so sad.u dispicable moron..stop backing up for
america..america sucks just like they play soccer..i will never ever stop condemning
america!!!!!!!!hahahaha ijamhamizam 2 years agobellhour234 2 years ago you are the
devil bellhour234 2 years agobellhour234 2 years ago soccer is a girly sport r u a
girlyman????????? bellhour234 2 years agooohhoonn 2 years ago You can suck my red
white and blue dick you soccor playing pussy! Why don't you man up and try a real
mans sport like football or racing? oohhoonn 2 years agogaergrimsrud 2 years ago You
americans are so ignorant. The whole world loves football except you americans, why is
that? Who cares if its not a "manly" sport? Its still the greatest sport ever. And stop
calling it soccer! gaergrimsrud 2 years agooohhoonn 2 years ago Because were the last real
men left! oohhoonn 2 years agosupergirl13k 2 years ago hey i used to play soccer and we
call it soccer because we already have a sport called football and its a damn good sport
too. supergirl13k 2 years agoOngar0303 2 years ago how about we fly some planes into
your house and see how you like it fag Ongar0303 2 years agoAcoustic0026 2 years ago
My last comment was in regards to TreyMadstone. Not about the video or the people
who recorded it. Acoustic0026 2 years agosacredgeometry 2 years ago This is what the
american government do to their own people, to justify the invation of the middle east,
by pretending "Terrorists" did this atrosity. If you listen to the women in this film you
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can see how the emotional responce to the attacks will be turned into hate for the middle
east and muslims etc, and the willingness for thier own freedoms to be taken away so
they feel "protected", Fuck the Government! WAKE UP AMERICA. sacredgeometry 2
years agosthomas3428 2 years ago You took two of our buildings, we took to of your
countries. Fair trade. sthomas3428 2 years agoBlackOctane955 2 years ago land is
nothing. its what u build and make of it that counts BlackOctane955 2 years
agoBlackOctane955 2 years ago land is nothing. its what u build and make of it that
counts BlackOctane955 2 years agoTreyMadstone 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam jajaja its good that all that people die, does are stupid
american people. I hope all of you burn in hell fucking americansssssss TreyMadstone 2
years agopsycokid4ever88 2 years ago TreyMadstone = terrorist nuthugger.
psycokid4ever88 2 years agoxdevilxofxblahx 2 years ago people from 47 nations died that
day xdevilxofxblahx 2 years agoAcoustic0026 2 years ago Hey, asswipe...bit of advice for
you...1...Learn how to speak the English language a little better. And 2...If you don't like
our country, and would like to leave, be our guest and get the fuck out! Acoustic0026 2
years agopfcsoldier 2 years ago 4 Its hard to read all the crap about USA comming from
ignorent people,did u all forget the sacrife the americans did fore the world during WW2. I
foreone will never forget what this great nation did fore us in europe. pfcsoldier 2 years
ago 4tobben7777777 2 years ago ure right we have it good because of the USA
tobben7777777 2 years agoxaxbxcx1x2x3x 2 years ago 2 i'm from england and to say that
america deerves it is horrible, i remember hearing about it when i overheard my mum and
dad talking about it, just think of all the innocent people that died and their families that
have been widowed, they didn't deserve it at all, nobody deserves anything like that
happening to them, especially if the reason is as stupid as just because their american, ive
just been to america on a school trip and it was great, the people were polite and fun and
it was enjoyable xaxbxcx1x2x3x 2 years ago 2rune4234 2 years ago the truth has been
told. rune4234 2 years agoroburator 2 years ago this is so stupid...ever seen that the
building is going down as if there would be dynamite in every stock?!? its like someone
posted bombs to take the building down...it wasn't the airplane that destroyed the
building!!! and why didnt we see any airplane puzzles from the pentagon? because
probably there wasnt any plane flying into the pentagon! THINK ABOUT IT! roburator
2 years agoNeejemoeder 2 years ago are the people still crying about 7 years aggo? jezus
get a life Neejemoeder 2 years agorichiebear1969 2 years ago Of all the YouTube videos
I've seen about September 11th. This one was the most memorable and compelling.
richiebear1969 2 years agoTigonOrLiger 2 years ago Fuck America!!! TigonOrLiger 2
years agojmo18799 2 years ago Im sick and tired of people blaming us and not these sick
bastards..Please don't blame america??Why would they blame us??I'ts about time we had
to do something we been taking a beatin for a long time..My buddy since i grew up in
brooklyn came from station 6..And hes dead now so your gonna make excuses???I'm not
that big of a bush fan..but atleast he had the balls to take it to them after all the people
who have been killed by there bombings.And people on a plane?Wake up! jmo18799 2
years agonirobob24 2 years ago You said why us ???? HAHAHAHA mabey because ur
fuking contry it all big talk acting and mighty saying o look at us were king of the wrold
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STFU. Learn form this THIS IS A MESSAGE DONT ACT COCKY!!!!!!!! nirobob24 2
years agostan3 2 years ago i really sorry for ur dad dudde stan3 2 years
agobillymanshinaver 2 years ago teh truth is and ill admit it, most of my fellow americans
are sheer idiots,they believe anything the media says, i personally do believe this was a n
attak by a group of RADICAL muslims, just as christians in early america at the salem
witch hunts, its like if omish people decided they wanted to start blowing stuff up
because of somthing in the bible,it doesnt mean all peopel who have beliefs based on the
bible will try to kill everyone,just dont hate all muslims, the majority of them are good
billymanshinaver 2 years agocymoncormier 2 years ago that was a good dat
cymoncormier 2 years agocymoncormier 2 years ago wasnt cymoncormier 2 years
agohummer978388 2 years ago watch at 20:50-20:54 in the lower left hand side u see the
devil take shape kind of scary hummer978388 2 years agolehdu 2 years ago wow yur
right,i saw the devil at the lower left hand side at 20:50-20:54!!! lehdu 2 years
agohenkeshhenkesh 2 years ago Im Egyptian muslem & im sad about this accident.but
what about the one million iraqi child who killed by america because america forbid the
medecin & food about them? what about the american crims againest muslems around the
world with gulit?what is the guilts of the muslem in afghanistan & iraq to getting killed by
america every day?why the west hates the muslems?if u came to the middle east or egypt
u will change your horrible idea about islam & muslems,the western media keeps telling
lies. henkeshhenkesh 2 years agochelle315 2 years ago Please don't blame America, it's
our government. We are just now beginning to wake up and understand what a farce our
government has been of late. There are few bad apples in the bunch as far as racist, but
for the most part we are a loving and peaceful people. chelle315 2 years agolehdu 2 years
ago As broppoli said,if you come here and hate our country,other countries do bad things
too,unnecessary comments as America should be destroyed or America is horrible and
does bad stuff. Everyone contributes to something horrible in the world such as
pollution,global warming,or hate. Every country has to at least done something bad,it
looks like its the Eastern's turn... "If we don't end war,war will end us..." -H.G.Wells
lehdu 2 years agoillusionmagician 2 years ago My aunt was coming back to the U.S from
Vietnam on this same day o.o illusionmagician 2 years ago34monkey1 2 years ago my dad
died in 9/11 i miss him so much i just want him back rest in peace dad love you so much.
34monkey1 2 years agozwall7 2 years ago i really sorry about your dad i really feel for
you you have all my gradudde zwall7 2 years agohenkeshhenkesh 2 years ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Death to America henkeshhenkesh 2 years
agohenkeshhenkesh 2 years ago you are a fucken dirty grand son of bigs & monkies.
henkeshhenkesh 2 years agomakienxhemmiktar 2 years ago Thank you for sharing.
makienxhemmiktar 2 years agoadidas198 2 years ago Only monsters can do that. R.I.P.
everyone that died that day. adidas198 2 years agoSeriousDBZ 2 years ago i dont
understand....how can ppl do such a thing SeriousDBZ 2 years agoDudeUrSistersHawt 2
years ago drop little boy on those iraqi bastards and all ur problems are solved.
DudeUrSistersHawt 2 years agopimpadaisy 2 years ago iraq did not do this it was Alquida a terroriste organization who did this iraq is actaully helping the americans in the
war america is actaully figh terrorists at the moment and bush actaully let osama get away
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with this. pimpadaisy 2 years ago2fast4uspartan 2 years ago well, that would destroy
innocent people there, just because a few people who are extremists did this doent mean
to bomb the whole damn place. that would affect pakistan, indian,maybe europe and
russia, because of nuclear radiation 2fast4uspartan 2 years agobroppoli 2 years ago
muhdatif.... you couldn't have said it better. I beleive they reported that approxomately
natives from 32 other countries were killed that horrific day. So when people come on
here and say shit... they should realize most likely one of their own from the same culture
was killed in these attacks. broppoli 2 years agobryanharricharan 2 years ago 2 This make
me so sad and angry bryanharricharan 2 years ago 2bryanharricharan 2 years ago The
same thing will happen with obama is stolen the election.. bryanharricharan 2 years
agofunnyman2012 2 years ago thats so sad i feel really bad for the people that died
funnyman2012 2 years agoukwarriorz 2 years ago ...scary! That one part with all the
dust...it looked like heaven. Good thing i was clear in London...but that did not last long
until 7/7 attacks... ukwarriorz 2 years agoTheAlienBros 2 years ago You sound like
Jennifer Aniston TheAlienBros 2 years agobyronjr1985 2 years ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam They need to destroy america byronjr1985 2 years
agoxxMegLovesYoux 2 years ago Wow. I cannot believe this video, it is amazing that you
caught this on tape, but I am heartbroken that something like this would happen to our
country. To those who have family members or who knew somebody who died in this
tragedy, I am extremely sorry for your loss. xxMegLovesYoux 2 years agomuhdatif 2
years ago i got sooo emotional when i watched 'world trade centre'...and now this... im
malaysian and i dont support those bloody terrorists at all!!!!!!!!! muhdatif 2 years
agostreltsovj 2 years ago why was that lady crying if it was family i feel her pain...
streltsovj 2 years agoBUSHSUCKS08 2 years ago never ceases to make me cringe, i
remember that day like it was yesterday BUSHSUCKS08 2 years agoalexhalflife 2 years
ago 4 we should never forget September 11th we should also honor those passengers who
tried to take back United 93. but also remember the 343 firefighter that risked their lives
to save others in the World Trade Center alexhalflife 2 years ago 4weccew 2 years ago
that day woz un-fukin-belevable more deaths were caused wen bush waged war on the
taliban weccew 2 years agohandgunmessages 2 years ago Its been so long.. yet the images
of it still make me cry.. RIP to all those lost that day. handgunmessages 2 years
agoHomeslice789 2 years ago 2 i would be so fricken scared Homeslice789 2 years ago
2Soundz911 2 years ago 2 ALAWYS REMEMBER 9-11 NEVER FORGET Soundz911
2 years ago 2illosion 2 years ago little children, the two factions are playing like little
children, who cares about religeon. your toying with lives here. illosion 2 years
agomuhdatif 2 years ago dats rite!!!! and not every1 in the world trade centre are all
americans and christians...there are people from all over the world with other religion
including muslims... muhdatif 2 years agoslashBslash3521 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Lol, pwnd america. slashBslash3521 2 years
agoDpDr13 2 years ago 2 List of people who found you funny: DpDr13 2 years ago
2Homeslice789 2 years ago shutup faggot Homeslice789 2 years agoelvis839 2 years ago
:( my dad whas there in that building elvis839 2 years agoblackkommando 2 years ago
R.I.P blackkommando 2 years agoozzylover411 2 years ago did he die ro did he survive?
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ozzylover411 2 years agoplafkuiken 2 years ago rlly ? hes stil alive? plafkuiken 2 years
agohenrybacho 2 years ago View the documental SEPTEMBER CLUES henrybacho 2
years agousnavysealboy911 2 years ago Damn what happened to that 10:00 minute limit
usnavysealboy911 2 years agojimbeam1239 2 years ago yeh they all had this comming
fool. so did that idiot bush! jimbeam1239 2 years agoBloodMilitia 2 years ago 2 STONY
MCDUMBASS is a DUMBASS BloodMilitia 2 years ago 2StonyMcDumbass 2 years
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam DEATH TO AMERICA!
StonyMcDumbass 2 years agoblackkommando 2 years ago 2 What are you on about, you
are sick, have respect blackkommando 2 years ago 2aboudpr 2 years ago very sad :(
aboudpr 2 years agomaxhopenbrookee 2 years ago i was at home snackin on cookies and
drinkin some O.J and i turned on the t.v and daymn it was like BOOM! i was oh snap!
maxhopenbrookee 2 years agoHomeslice789 2 years ago omg i would be soo scared
Homeslice789 2 years agoaudiohifi420 2 years ago Inside job. audiohifi420 2 years
agoAmericanPatriot134 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
you are stupid AmericanPatriot134 2 years agogorule 2 years ago Thanks to the
Rockefellers, Morgans, Rotshilds and other bank families, thanks for your moneygameswith people. gorule 2 years agonaomidsilva 2 years ago oh my gosh. omg. omg.
omg. omg. oommgg. naomidsilva 2 years agoKarenPonch 2 years ago 6 Hole World Was
Shocked No1 Expected That to happen That BIG. I was In russia (Moscow) when i
turned the TV on i thought it was another Hollywood Movie KarenPonch 2 years ago
6yrutrqi69 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa splat yrutrqi69 2 years agoallanshawn 2 years ago you are
the devil allanshawn 2 years agobellhour234 2 years ago how can u say that and not feel
bad?? bellhour234 2 years agoDangerousV1 2 years ago 3 This Shit is Crazy Like why
The World Trade Centres were fricken amazing n then boom this happens....USA is a
great country and no one deserves 2 see this cuz loads of ppl died in it...Im not
American..Im Canadian..but i have loads of Respect for my Americans that has lost
family Members in the tragedy DangerousV1 2 years ago 3bubbles3196 2 years ago you
know what you stupid assholes who think that the u.s. sucks you know what its not our
fualt that this happened so everybody who thinks that its the usa's fault that this
happened its not so up yours assholes bubbles3196 2 years agobellhour234 2 years ago 3
GOD BLESS AMERICA!!!!! bellhour234 2 years ago 3AtVdirtbyker21 2 years ago wat
is that everyones retaliation...to kill people wtf?do u even care that is scary shit u asshole
AtVdirtbyker21 2 years agojocker029 2 years ago USA FUCKED PEOPLE UP IN DA
MIDDLE EAST! jocker029 2 years agoSerbianowns 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Fuck usa! Serbianowns 2 years agobellhour234 2 years ago
my name is wolfgang and lived in germany FUCK YOU FUCK YOU Serbianowns you
suck donkey dicks!!!!!!!!!!!! bellhour234 2 years agobellhour234 2 years ago 5 I LOVED
THE USA 2 ameican soldiers saved my Mom and my grandmother lives on dec 10 2004
one of the americans jump on a bomb that was thrown to save my mom and grandmother
he lost his live i'm a mulism who loved america!!!!! bellhour234 2 years ago 5ydrjtt 2
years ago 3 god bless you ydrjtt 2 years ago 3allanshawn 2 years ago 2 god bless usa and
thank you!!!!!! allanshawn 2 years ago 2bellhour234 2 years ago I think you !!!!!!!!!
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bellhour234 2 years agomuhdatif 2 years ago im a muslim who loves americans too...i felt
horrible when this happened and get so emotional when i watch this... muhdatif 2 years
agoBenifijuuu 2 years ago Fuck you serbian bitch! Benifijuuu 2 years agoLouLou2u2 2
years ago Exqueeze me? Baking Powder? WTF did I say? If anything I was replying my
saying omfg! nasty LouLou2u2 2 years agoLouLou2u2 2 years ago omfg! nasty
LouLou2u2 2 years agojoebell585 2 years ago 21:00 - people are running away!!! their
running away!!!! ......realy? joebell585 2 years agoyasiel14 2 years ago it was so sad
what happened that day yasiel14 2 years agodannyfronteir 2 years ago 2 And to you,
who want to laugh, what kind of American are you, you sick fuck you dont deserve to
walk this land! dannyfronteir 2 years ago 2dannyfronteir 2 years ago You must be real
fucking stupid if you think there were bombs in the World Trade Center you stupid
prick! dannyfronteir 2 years agoSoundz911 2 years ago the truth is that the towers did
not fall by the planes. the government had bombs put in the WTC and the government
keeped it a serect for the citizens of the u.s. and if you don't believe me go to video search
and put in (9/11 total proof that bombs were put in the buildings.) WE HAVE BEEN
LIED TOO.... Soundz911 2 years agoskylinegtr31422 2 years ago ur a tard
skylinegtr31422 2 years agosupreme26 2 years ago 2 I agree with you. For even further
proof check out the dvd called Loose Change. supreme26 2 years ago 2Rubber290 2 years
ago what time did it all start Rubber290 2 years agodelkin118 2 years ago 8 45...im 20 and
i live in fla but i was 14 and in middle school on 9/11/01 and i remember it like it was
yesterday. i was in the car, on my way to school when the radio announced an aircraft of
some kind had hit the first tower.... delkin118 2 years agostigno89 2 years ago 4 fuck off
you sick bastard. your such a fucking piece of shit, you wouldn't wanna laugh if it was
your family you sick fuck stigno89 2 years ago 4Sundiwarrior 2 years ago I saw
everything... Sundiwarrior 2 years agomariokartapple 2 years ago freedom tower is a
waste of time mariokartapple 2 years agoDarkK1lla 2 years ago i would cry as well ;(
DarkK1lla 2 years agochamorru5464 2 years ago 5 to all those people that thinks that
your sooo funny posting up stupid comments on something so horrific like 9-11, you can
all GO TO HELL AND BURN FOR ALL ETERNITY, it shows what kind of a fucked
up person you are.. cause my friend, if you had a loved one there then i bet my life that
the comment all you people post up in here would be so different...so enjoy the freedom,
cause maby one day minus today....IT WILL ALL BE GONE, THEN WHAT?
chamorru5464 2 years ago 5RaceTraitor08 2 years ago show hide This shit is soooo
funny, im jerking off this shit!! RaceTraitor08 2 years agoskylinegtr31422 2 years ago u
need an ak put to ur head and i wud gladly pull the trigger. skylinegtr31422 2 years
agoyrutrqi69 2 years ago show hide I hope this happends to the freedom tower to (:
yrutrqi69 2 years agoskylinegtr31422 2 years ago u need an ak put to ur head and i wud
gladly pull the trigger. skylinegtr31422 2 years agobarbiehonduras 2 years ago OH MY
GOD!!!! I SO WANNA CRY!!!!! barbiehonduras 2 years agoRaceTraitor08 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam OH MY GOD!!!! I SO WANNA
LAUGH!!!! RaceTraitor08 2 years agobarbiehonduras 2 years ago 3 RACETRAITOR08
BIG LOSER!!!!!!!!! barbiehonduras 2 years ago 3skylinegtr31422 2 years ago u take it in
the ass. skylinegtr31422 2 years agoDissection552 2 years ago I see it as something that
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had to happen. Bloody Yanks. Dissection552 2 years agoleoelsal 2 years ago i know i will
never forget...RIP to all those who lost their lives. leoelsal 2 years agoTRISSHHY 2 years
ago im in tears, rip to my friends father who's life was taken rescuing thousands of
people. my grandfather almost was called in. i was heartbroken. this day will be
remembered forever. it broke every single american's heart. TRISSHHY 2 years
agohernanoli 2 years ago it was a GREAT day hernanoli 2 years agoth1ssux 2 years ago
you should be charged $1.00 for every breath you take you fuck.. th1ssux 2 years
agodapenguin2 2 years ago poor people! dapenguin2 2 years agogman23086 2 years ago 3
i was in 9/11 luckly i survived gman23086 2 years ago 3Yozert 2 years ago crying.. how
the fuck could thos terrosrist do such a thing long live the WAR! Yozert 2 years
agoexclu189sive 2 years ago war with who..nobody really knows who the fuck did this,
how the fuck they know who it was when they desintegrated (however you spell that)
with the plane?? exclu189sive 2 years agodjwbk 2 years ago To Bob and Bri who made
this film: This is astonishing! It really gives the human aspect of this tragedy. We can
only imagine how traumatising this must have been. To be so close to the drama...OMG...
This is much more humane than the cold unfeeling news broadcasts, you think of the
PEOPLE affected by the tragedy. THANK YOU for showing us what really happened
from a human point of view and not what is good for ratings. djwbk 2 years
agoPharohAmonKhan 2 years ago Blind patriotism out of fear and ignorance... Have you
ever thought about the Americans waring with their own countrymen? Look at the
Radical hatred against minorities! African, Hispanic, Asian... Look at "God Hates Fags"...
Surely as you say not ALL Arabic people (please don't lump all Arabic people as
"Muslim" that's a religion that just like in AMERICA people use to enforce the
justification of their actions). Everyone wants to be "Alexander The Great."- PAK
PharohAmonKhan 2 years agoBamFor07 2 years ago Youre an idiot. BamFor07 2 years
agoorban94 2 years ago páran állítják h az épületet a repülő üzemanyaga olvasztotta fel és
ezért rogyott össze az épület. De az üzemanyag nem égolyan maga hőfokon hogy
megolvassza az acélt, ebből következik hogy valaki más a felelős? de ki? Georg Bush?? a
terroristák?? esetleg Kyle??Ám a legmegdöbbentőbb bizonyitík egy képen van , látszólag
semmi nincs rajta, azonban ha ráközelítünk láthatjuk Kyle Brophlopsky képét.....
Majdnem megúszta ez a kis karrvaj zsidó!!! orban94 2 years agoBamFor07 2 years ago
translation? BamFor07 2 years agoLittleMissNawtay 2 years ago omg this is so horrible
LittleMissNawtay 2 years agomsdnvp 2 years ago show hide best film i ever saw ! when
will they make another one like this ? waiting for more movies like this in the neat future !
side note to you stupid Americans, few months later the metal scrapes are shipped to
china sold ! i wonder why hi from Serbifoe ! you must pay for everything cccc msdnvp 2
years agomandy197979 2 years ago 4 It is hard not to judge others when I read comments
like this, but I have to remember to brush this off as some ignorant person that is full of
anger, hate, and jeolousy. Our government may not be perfect, but Americans as a whole
are very caring people. I just dont care about myself and Americans as a whole, but I care
about all people everywhere. I will not let you spread your hate to me. I am thankful to
be an American, I am very blessed and extremely happy. God bless you mandy197979 2
years ago 4teamojd 2 years ago 2 THANK YOU! I'm of Mexican descent but I feel very
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lucky myself of being an American I couldn't be prouder. Thumbs up to you Mandy!
teamojd 2 years ago 2natyvas17 2 years ago i just think you don´t have heart...they are
people they are not animals...even if you do not like americans you have to think that
they are alive like you....think better your words!!!!! natyvas17 2 years
agoheavyd910791 2 years ago Wtf? They sound pretty American to me on this video;
which means, why would they hate themselves. Besides, this has nothing to do with the
posters of this video not having heart, because just posting this vid takes heart. It was the
fuckers who attacked us that didn't have heart. And I don't mean to sound rude, but I
disagree with your comment. Nothing personal, just reconsider your comment. Thanks
for posting this vid. It reminds us of what we still HAVE and to be grateful for it.
heavyd910791 2 years agonatyvas17 2 years ago ohh!!!! sorry i was just writing to
msdmvp...he did a comment out of this world .....but anyway i am not american and it
really hurts too much when you see things like this...i was younger when it happened
...like thirteen....and i felt really hurt about it as i am now...well take care so much...and i
do not reconsider my comment because msdmvp does not have heart..sorry about the
wrong comment...bye natyvas17 2 years agonatyvas17 2 years ago 2 ohh!!!! sorry i was
just writing to msdmvp...he did a comment out of this world .....but anyway i am not
american and it really hurts too much when you see things like this...i was younger when
it happened ...like thirteen....and i felt really hurt about it as i am now...well take care so
much...and i do not reconsider my comment because msdmvp does not have heart..sorry
about the wrong comment...bye natyvas17 2 years ago 2heavyd910791 2 years ago
totally understandable. keep your head up heavyd910791 2 years agoyounadim123 2
years ago 3 omg i feel so sorry for u demarspeed199 :( younadim123 2 years ago
3demarspeed199 2 years ago 4 i was in the city during this time..i was 14 and i wasnt tht
far from the towers. i was close enough where i had to kinda run away a little bit, but it
was scary as shit..i thought i was ganna die demarspeed199 2 years ago 4demarspeed199
2 years ago i was in the city during this time..i was 14 and i wasnt tht far from the
towers. i was close enough where i had to kinda run away a little bit, but it was scary as
shit..i thought i was ganna die demarspeed199 2 years agodaniellecarnevale 2 years ago
WOW my mom cared alot about the twin towers she collected every magazine describing
what happened and we all watched every movie that has the twin towers in that
background or is actually about 9/11 man Geore W. Bush i am glad this year we are
electing a new president because you were no help for anything golfing when you got the
job when you were suppose to take over the job of PRESIDENT!!! YOU AWFUL
MAN! daniellecarnevale 2 years agoBrckoMen 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam o please bush is the real terrosrist and not bin laden bin laden is a
good frend about bush and you know new york is the city of bin laden amerikans are so
stupid the reality is not in the news it is in internet or in dvds BrckoMen 2 years
ago00breezy00 2 years ago i cant explain.....its horable :( i feel so bad for all those inncent
peoples 00breezy00 2 years agosheikragirl43 2 years ago omg its so sad what bush did to
the us. rip the people who died that day we miss u :( sheikragirl43 2 years
agoKillerPlatinum 2 years ago holy shit i would be so scared if i was u zomg
KillerPlatinum 2 years agoKillerPlatinum 2 years ago =( i fell sorry 4 u xegobrainx36
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KillerPlatinum 2 years agoxegobrainx36 2 years ago 8 rip to my uncle in da south tower.
jus a regular day of work for him...nah nigga rip. rip to my aunt always tryin to put food
on da table. rip to my grandma jus in the elevator goin to visit her son. rip to my dad
rescue working. dam man dis shit is badd sen. lost all my famz in dis shit and im joining
da marines in like a month i got recruited. rip niggaz miss yall xegobrainx36 2 years ago
8AussiePiper1992 2 years ago 3 holy crap.... i would have been so terrified god i dunno
wot to say to that AussiePiper1992 2 years ago 3Bl0nd3Trubl3 2 years ago 4 G0d Bl3ss
Th0s3 wh0 w3r3 th3r3! w3 l0v3 y0u! Bl0nd3Trubl3 2 years ago 4liamkane1 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam learn how to hit the e key bitch !!!!
liamkane1 2 years agobyoparent 2 years ago JESUS! Emotional video, I was sad THAT
day, but seeing so close...I dont know that I'll see anything so horific for the rest of my
life. byoparent 2 years agobuffykidd1971 2 years ago its the uiet after the first tower falls
and the sound of the alarms of the firefighters just so upseting buffykidd1971 2 years
agosbowman1983 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam you'll
get your's mother fucker sbowman1983 2 years agothatsopertty 2 years ago wow you
guys are sooo close...you guys are very good for putting this out here. This was a very
sad event...thanks because now I got a better perspective of what happened thatsopertty
2 years agoemirdoganli 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Es ist ein Tatsache Bush Regime ist gleich wie der Hitler Regime grausam
u.mörderisch,keiner glaubt mehr die Anschläge vom 11 Sept.dass es der Binladen war
sondern Amerika selbst bzw.Bush Regierung.Verdammt sollen Sie sein solche
Verbrecher,ich freue mich sehr wenn jeden Tag nur ein Ami in Irak getötet wird es müsste
eigentlich viel mehr sterben damit diese Bastarde u. Mörder aus Irak verschwinden
emirdoganli 2 years agodorosiiii 2 years ago oh man :(((( dorosiiii 2 years agomirotrillian 2
years ago when they showed the dust-covered parking lot, all i could think about was
who was not going to be driving their cars home that night. mirotrillian 2 years
agoWosiewoo 2 years ago That has to be the most horrible video i have ever seen..that
actually made me cry. I dnt live in the US eitehr and i didn't really understand it when it
happened..but now..i mean i'm only 14. That really was awful..i agree with pastry1225..i
also feel guilty about 9/11. Wosiewoo 2 years agoRazaak13ad13oy 2 years ago Sorry...
I'm so sorry for all the people who died in the 9/11... FREAKING TERRORISTS! GO
FEAKING TERRORIZE YOUR OWN FRICKING COUNTRY... Sorry for all of you.
Again.. Razaak13ad13oy 2 years agoraptorenasni 2 years ago 2 why cant people just
stop with the 911 was an inside job, it really pisses me off because it just makes no
sense. there would have been enough reason 2 go 2 war if the building didnt collapse.
there still woulda been an extremly high casuality rate because people were trapped on
the upper floors and teh air woulda rain out. were not on the same side of the terrorist. its
a slap in the face to all the familys who lost loved ones that day. raptorenasni 2 years ago
2RiDnAhOnDa4LyF25 2 years ago its a helicopter yo RiDnAhOnDa4LyF25 2 years
agoRiDnAhOnDa4LyF25 2 years ago 2 19:43 GOOD GOD that aweful =[
RiDnAhOnDa4LyF25 2 years ago 2Barricade928 2 years ago 4 I dont live in US i live in
sweden and when i heard this i started to cry becuse it whas so so...... Barricade928 2
years ago 4ZacAttack87 2 years ago please delete the offensive comments on here. It's
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outragous what people will say. ZacAttack87 2 years agosega88 2 years ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam 9/11 was a Israeli job. Mossad, Israel's
Intelligence Agency carried out this terrorist attack. If you want more info then check
these websites out. prothink. org HugeQuestions. com iamthewitness. com sega88 2
years agopastry1225 2 years ago I still feel guilty for this... not responsible, but when i
first saw this, i was in 4th grade and i didn't realize how huge it was. I didnt laugh, but i
didnt think it was a big deal. that has seriously changed... I understand the full scope of
these attacks now and will never, never forget them. pastry1225 2 years agopastry1225 2
years ago dude, not all of them. only a few, insane arabs did this or enjo this... the others
are innocent of those thoughts. Axtually, they are very strong: Al queada was trying to
fill their geads with hate and get them to do this, but most resisted and said no. That takes
guts when you grow up in their situation. pastry1225 2 years agomelchyzedek 2 years
ago 4 Hey Okayimfine, are you from a terrorist family? you better pray hard to alah dog,
we are going to wipe your ass out of the world. Terrorist will never prevail, moron.
melchyzedek 2 years ago 4Nightninja3 2 years ago 4 I feel bad for them Nightninja3 2
years ago 4cowell6master 2 years ago 2 what the fuck man.. shut the fuck up.. if you are
from the US and saying that shit.. then you have no pride.. you need to die man.
cowell6master 2 years ago 2 Prev 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 Next Reply Block User
Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders &
Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety
mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist
Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to
active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue
Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel
Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001
Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this
video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All
Comments (47,036) leonardox77x 2 years ago i think that all that guys that committ
suicide to kill other innocent people are crazy motherfuckers!!!..there is no justification
to terrorism even if it's true that the american are arrogant and want to rule the world!!!
they only believe in one god: money and success... leonardox77x 2 years agopanda873 2
years ago 2 asshole. panda873 2 years ago 2Qualle1 2 years ago I will never forget this
horrific day in my entire life... :o( Qualle1 2 years agosolidiyanose 2 years ago This has
been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam lovely day solidiyanose 2 years
agosbowman1983 2 years ago when i find you, i'm going to rip your throat out and skull
fuck your mother and sister. then i'm going to eat your heart and shit on your granny's
grave you ape-fucked cunt waste. sbowman1983 2 years agoTonYAK53 2 years ago I
agree the USA suffered but i think people should stop releasing videos about the 9/11
attacks and let it rest. This is going on and on and i don't think it's fair on the fanilies if
they keep stumbling across this stuff. But that's only my opinion. TonYAK53 2 years
agoroopan1 2 years ago 2 hey even though i am an indian muslim in singapore, , i still feel
bad of hw many americans died n ya be strong americans n lets hope terorists will never
be again !!!!! roopan1 2 years ago 2roopan1 2 years ago 3 hey even though i am an indian
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muslim in singapore, , i still feel bad of hw many americans died n ya be strong americans
n lets hope terorists will never be again !!!!! roopan1 2 years ago 3CEPandSMA 2 years
ago 3 Gosh think about what it was like inside the plane.... CEPandSMA 2 years ago
3underriot 2 years ago Luckily relatively quick compared to what some of those people
in the trade center went through. underriot 2 years agoRustyTverdon 2 years ago I blame
allah and his wack job priest like people who make things up i pitty any one who laughs
at death of another country just because the us is awesome doesnt mean that dam
nomadics drunkies should make a living killing innocent americans just kill bush it might
save the world. You dam muslims go fuck yourself. oops thats alredy happening
RustyTverdon 2 years agojiggysaw1 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam FUCK SALT!!!!!!!!! jiggysaw1 2 years agosbowman1983 2 years ago
bob saget!!!! sbowman1983 2 years agolaurenrose28 2 years ago okimfine..your an
inconsiderate bastard n maybe our country was attacked but we are still standing nothing
is bringin us down bitch..try us.. cuz we will fuck you up twice as hard.. n your leader
bin laden is a pussy hes hiding like a lil bitch..n i hope saddam raped n fucked your
mother numerous times killed your father n made you his bitch before we went there n
killed his punk ass to..so fuck u n fuck off n if you got a fukkin problem then come see
me im from jersey bitch u fukkn cock suker laurenrose28 2 years
agoDiamondplatewallpape 2 years ago Fuck you Okay. Kiss our asses! That's all you're
good for you coldhearted bastard! If it were your country you'd be crying like a baby!
Diamondplatewallpape 2 years agoAlbo4life9 2 years ago u fucking bitch!!!!!! ur are the
son of the devil i swear u fucking pussy Albo4life9 2 years agowebkinz50fan 2 years ago
2 RETARDED MOTHER FUCKER BITCH ASSHOLE! IF YOU WHERE AN
AMERICAN U WOULD SEe-FEEL THE PAIN!!!! DONT EVER COME TO OUR
COUNTRY BITCH!!! AND DONT U EVER DISRESPECT THE U.S< OR
ESPECIALLY 9/11!!!!!!!!!!!!!! BITCHY RETARD!!!! webkinz50fan 2 years ago
2webkinz50fan 2 years ago that was to okayimfine webkinz50fan 2 years agorazzle27 2
years ago stop with the boring essays.R.I.P razzle27 2 years agocharacteractress88 2
years ago As for blaming religions, no, I would think that no religion would want to see
the pain of others.Enough pain for all countries, I think it's time. characteractress88 2
years agocharacteractress88 2 years ago 6 Killing is never right. White, Muslim, Jews,
African Americans, Native American, Hispanic, etc. So please don't disrespect those who
have died whether here or there or anywhere. We need to help teach each other that
hatred is not the answer and I know I sound like a hippy, but read over the posts and see
what I mean. It only causes more anger, words...words are what have caused so much
pain in the world, hasn't everybody had enough? characteractress88 2 years ago
6characteractress88 2 years ago Not all people want to see others die, not all judge a
person by their religion, or the color of their skin. Some of you condemn Americans, but
how many of them could have been supporters of stopping racism, how many of them
for stopping the war,how many innocent people died because of what we're doing right
now? We talk of changing the world and accepting others, but how can we do that when
all we do is condemn one another. No one deserves to die. characteractress88 2 years
agocharacteractress88 2 years ago Don't you see, how do you think all these wars got
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started? No one deserves to die...doesn't matter what country your in, or what religion, a
human life is a human life. September 11th was a sad day, and innocent people were
killed just as many were killed in other countries in different times in history. How is
cursing one another and fighting over whose life is worth more gonna stop it?
characteractress88 2 years agocharacteractress88 2 years ago I have read almost all the
comments from this video and I wish others would too. So You can see how we're just
bringing more hatred into the world. Fathers are dieing and mothers and children are dieing
and those related to them will always hold a hatred for those who caused it. I don't only
say this for America, but for all countries. Racism still exists and some here have
commented on others being racist and then making racist comments themselves.
characteractress88 2 years agokingqueenoff21 2 years ago wow some horrible posts.
anybody who enjoys seeing anything like this, I don't care where you are from that's just
disgusting and horrible. kingqueenoff21 2 years agolittomissmarry 2 years ago this
happened when i was in the 5th grade.I'm a junior now soooo sad littomissmarry 2 years
agosbowman1983 2 years ago 3 henhehehehejheehekeehe allah fuck whatever your
fucking name is. you think your dirty sandnig ger bullshit is going to fly in america
YOUR FUCKED. I'LL PERSONALLY BEHEAD YOUR FUCKING CHILDREN
AND RAPE YOUR WOMEN AND KILL YOUR INNOCENTS YOU DIRTY CUNT.
I FUCKING HATE ARABS AND WILL LIVE MY LAST BREATH CHOKING THE
EVER LOVING FUCK OUT OF ONE OF YOU COCKSUCKING MOTHER
FUCKERS. ALLAH BE FUCKED. GOD BLESS ISRAEL AND AMERICA AND I
HOPE WE WIPE THOSE DIRTY SAND EATING SHIT FUCKS OFF THE MAP.
sbowman1983 2 years ago 3LouLou2u2 2 years ago wash your mouth out with soap
little boy.. Spank you lol.. Man, even when I was your age I neva swore like you..Keep it
up..I find it amuzing LouLou2u2 2 years agojakemcclane 2 years ago i was in forth grade
and now im a spohmore and i never ever forgot about it. and i do feel saddened for them
jakemcclane 2 years agosouthernpride5408 2 years ago henkeshhenkesh just remember
God loves you and has a place for you in his kingdom southernpride5408 2 years
agoscoenen 2 years ago My first response when I see this video is anger, a feeling for
revenge and despair. I am saddened by the hate in the world, the lack of compassion and
unwillingness to understand. Radical Muslims are not the only ones' that needs to take a
look at their behavior. We can all do better and I remind myself everyday that good will
prevail. God bless us. scoenen 2 years agoPharohAmonKhan 2 years ago I hear what
Henkshhenkesh is saying, though most Americans don't want to hear it... They are too
busy wallowing in their own sorrow and fear... One must keep in mind that 9/11 is
NOTHING compared to what has been happening around the world in the name of
"America" and "Liberty"... Blinded by illusion of materialism and their "God given rights
and freedoms" as Americans... I would hope every time you watch this... that now you're
looking on the other side of the wall... PharohAmonKhan 2 years agoscoenen 2 years ago
In many of the middle eastern countries they fight and kill between fractions of their own
population. They had been fighting holy wars over nonsense for years. That is not the
Americans fault, that is theirs. scoenen 2 years agoscoenen 2 years ago I guess it is easy
to blame others for your own countries problems. scoenen 2 years agohenkeshhenkesh 2
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years ago show hide Lostnocgal DONT FORGET THAT YR COUNTRY STOLE
PALASTINE & GAVE IT TO ISRAEL.U OWE TO THE ALL ARABS,DONT
FORGET YR COLONIAL POLICY AGAINEST THE POOR COUNTRIES,LIKE
EGYPT,INDIA,IRAQ & REST OF YR BLACH HORRIBEL HISTORY,,ALL OF U R
MURDERS & DESRVE 11/9 & JULY 2005 POMPS.... henkeshhenkesh 2 years
agohenkeshhenkesh 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
lostnocgal dirty asshole ur.u have to behave when u talk with me im yr master.u
reminding me by me ex cheap english wiife with a horrible behave like u...fuck of america
fuck of england,fuck of israel,death to evry body kill the muslem..GOD SAVE
MUSLEMS & BEN LADEN..Terroists IS AN AMERICAN MADE FROM A TO Z.
ISLAM IS THE BEST & DEATH TO AMERICA,ﺩ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺍﻙﺏﺭ ﻝﻝﻩ ﺍﻝﺍﻡﺭ ﻡﻥ ﻕﺏﻝ ﻭﻡﻥ ﺏﻉ
??henkeshhenkesh 2 years agowebkinz50fan 2 years ago wow. r u ben laden ﻭﺍﻝﻉﺯﻩ ﻝﻝﻩ
cause u really sound like him right now. dont talk to us in that dirty language and ur dirty
country, and most of all, ur DIRTY RACIST MOUTH!!! i am yr master??? u r definitly
ben laden. and when u say that shit, god is not going to save you, he is going to KILL
U!!!! U R THE TERRORISTS!!! webkinz50fan 2 years agosouthernpride5408 2 years
ago dont let ppl like henkesh get to you.they are just trying to piss us true americans
off.even though it works we shouldnt let our anger get to us. southernpride5408 2 years
agoatta500 2 years ago look closely at 9:16 after the window gets broken you see a guy
falling from that broken window atta500 2 years agosbowman1983 2 years ago to this
day, i still burst into tears over this. sbowman1983 2 years agolostnocgal 2 years ago 2
henkeshhenkesh you heartless bastard i am not american i am english but america did not
diserve that i hope they blow all terroists to peices lostnocgal 2 years ago
2henkeshhenkesh 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
fulljag1994 AMERICA IS THE BEST.HAHAHAHAHA.U MEAN ISLAM IS THE
BEST & DEATH TO AMERICA COUNTRY OF MURDERS,THIEVES,CRIMINALS
& HORNY CHEAP WOMEN,AMERICA KILLED ONE MILLION IRAQI CHILE
WITHOUT GUILT,DO U KNOW WHT DOES IT MEAN IRAQ?OR U R STUPID
ASUSUAL,READ YR HORRIBLE HISTORT POOR WANKER TO KNOW THE
TRUTH,DONT TALK ABOUT FREE AMERICA. STUPID GAY,,GO WANK ON
YR CAT PUSSY.DEATH TO AMERICA.HAHAHAHAHAHAH AMERICA IS THE
BEST ,WHAT A SILLY JOKE. henkeshhenkesh 2 years agoThornten321 2 years ago
man, yo ass is on crack. Thornten321 2 years agohenkeshhenkesh 2 years ago This has
been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam roshithemaster U R
KIND?HAHAHAHAHAH U MAD ME LAUGH SO MUCH. U MEAN THAT U R
CRIMINALS,GET OUT OF IARQ DID U FORGOT YR HORRIBLE HISTORY
WITH THE APACHI--RED INDIAN--DID U FORGOT WHO WERE THE FIRST
AMERICAN READ THE HISTORY POOR roshithemaster TO REMEMMBER
THAT YR GRANDS WERE A GROUP CRIMINALS,THIEVES,MURDERS,&
CHEAP WOMEN.YR PROBLEM THAT U IGNORE WHAT U R & BELEIVE YR
STUPIED COUNTRIES.ALL THE WORLS HATES THE AMERICAN.I FEEL
SORRY FOR U BECAUSE U R STUPID LIKE ASS HOLE.G.W.BUSH
henkeshhenkesh 2 years agoy64u8f 2 years ago i wish i was there to save them its so sad
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made me cry.. but hatred is not going to help defeat this bad hardcore killing enemy you
huys know that y64u8f 2 years agomojo123 2 years ago chiggins54, Yes, "God" saved
you, and simply forgot about the rest of those poor people. Religion is a bloody joke and
is what caused this in the first place. gg mojo123 2 years agoshadowmace8687698 2 years
ago I can't imagine how scary it was to be there at that time. shadowmace8687698 2 years
agobadboyseco 2 years ago r.i.p from eeuu california los angeles god bless america q.e.p.d
desde guatemala city el mezquital 12 dios bendiga america badboyseco 2 years
agoProselyte2 2 years ago R.I.P from minnesota Proselyte2 2 years
agosouthernpride5408 2 years ago cant we all just get along southernpride5408 2 years
agousmc6891 2 years ago and other county's people don't ever? usmc6891 2 years
agoApplextr 2 years ago Someone has anger problems. Calm down fulljag1994. You are
an idiot, stop fucking yelling!!!!!!! Anyways, 9/11 was a bad tragedy created by some
middle eastern people or something. Some people always think they're right,or have anger
problems! This video is sad and tragic. Applextr 2 years agochiggins54 2 years ago Thank
you for this video and praise God that you lived. You are compassionate people and it is
a blessing God saved you. chiggins54 2 years agoshakubu 2 years ago WOW, Your So
luckey you werent in it you would be dead aren't you glad wow your luckey you saw it
wow! shakubu 2 years agoexclu189sive 2 years ago i thought there was no soundtrack
and i heard that dramatic barney soundtrack in the back..great video tho..i felt like i was
there exclu189sive 2 years agoexclu189sive 2 years ago no more nice view for these
people..ha exclu189sive 2 years agoJoppazilla 2 years ago 2 wow this is really good
footage. Joppazilla 2 years ago 2awiros19 2 years ago We can not fight violence with
violence people! We are running a very vicious cycle of hate. Gandhi's quote "an eye for
an eye makes the world blind" holds truth.This will never end if we continue to react to
violence with the same. It is shameful that so many hateful things are being posted, in
turn hurting innocent people. Bin Laden, Bush and all others in positions of power who
abuse such, will rot in hell. Those of us who wish ill will and death towards others will
join them. awiros19 2 years agogregothar 2 years ago u do realize that the iraqi are doing
this to themselves gregothar 2 years agoexclu189sive 2 years ago no the US are doing this
to everybody exclu189sive 2 years agocenasux12 2 years ago wow they thought that both
planes hit the same building cenasux12 2 years agomilltown14 2 years ago 2 what a day
that was horrible milltown14 2 years ago 2henkeshhenkesh 2 years ago fulljag1994 YOU
MADE ME LAUGH SO MUCH U R REALY FUNNY,,GET OUT OF IRAQ &
AFGHANISTAN U DISGOUESTING ME ASWELL...FO TO HELL henkeshhenkesh
2 years agohenkeshhenkesh 2 years ago show hide ﻝﻝﻩ ﺍﻙﺏﺭ ﻭﺍﻝﻉﺯﻩ ﻝﻝﻩ ﻭﻝﻝﻩ ﺍﻝﺍﻡﺭ ﻡﻥ ﻕﺏﻝ
henkeshhenkesh 2 years agohenkeshhenkesh 2 years ago this ﻭﻡﻥ ﺏﻉﺩﻭﺍﻝﻡﻭﺕ ﻝﺍﻡﺭﻱﻙﺍ
accidents written in Qurran in Surat "altoba 1090& 110""Is it then he, who laid the
foundation of his building on piety to Allah and His Good Pleasure, better, or he who laid
the foundation of his building on an undetermined brink of a precipice ready to crumble
down, so that it crumbled to pieces with him into the Fire of Hell. And Allah guides not
the people who are the Zalimun (cruel, violent, proud, polytheist and wrong-doer).
henkeshhenkesh 2 years agohenkeshhenkesh 2 years ago show hide For Evry body sad,
why dont you think about the one million Iraqi child who killed by america?About the
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palastinian who killed by american weapons in israel..this is a normal reaction againest the
americam crims againes muslems henkeshhenkesh 2 years agofulljag1994 2 years ago we
are there for every iraqi. w.e theres no reason talkin to you liberals fulljag1994 2 years
agoroshithemaster 2 years ago ya, the usa is in iraq for the sole purpose of helping out the
iraqi people. and why do we do this? because we are just so damn nice and kind?
roshithemaster 2 years agotopbunq 2 years ago 2 Y cant we juz live peacefully wif
others? we are same kind! topbunq 2 years ago 2southernpride5408 2 years ago tart cart i
agree with what you're saying but if you're gonna talk about God id appreciate it if u
didnt use profanity southernpride5408 2 years agoGOHUCK 2 years ago IM IM
SORRY FOR WHAT I said GOHUCK 2 years agoSunday2810 2 years ago 2 i am not a
new yorker, nor did i know any of the victims in the 911 attacks, however i cannot help
but feel a huge sense of grief that has plagued me ever since the attacks. this video is a real
new yorkers insight into that day. i am glad you released it. Sunday2810 2 years ago
2karen0892 2 years ago 2 some of you ,are really REALLY UNBELIEVABLE! people
died because of that accident ! just try to think about that for a second,even if you're not
intelligent enough to control the things you post here!!!!-.- karen0892 2 years ago
2Nupy05 2 years ago 2 I find it amusing when you say these people aren't intelligent
enough to be posting here.. Yet you refer to 9/11 as an "accident".. I hope you meant it in
the way I think you did.. If not, you're just another one of the "unintelligent" ones.
Nupy05 2 years ago 2thegreasytoothpick 2 years ago wow thats scary
thegreasytoothpick 2 years ago16unknown 2 years ago MOVE TO CANADA!!!!!!!!!!!!
16unknown 2 years agoamusme08 2 years ago 3 u guys are all idiots show some respect
!!!! PEOPLE DIED .... to watch that with your own eyes must have been heart breakin
amusme08 2 years ago 3kakarukl 2 years ago I agree with Nupy. kakarukl 2 years
agoZrich15and5 2 years ago the one thing september 11 did for the US was link the
country together. that we all were affected by this and showd freedom has costs
Zrich15and5 2 years agoRUFUSTEPH5 2 years ago I was holding my young nephew in
my arms while watching this on TV, from France. And I was crying,and saying to this
little guy who was 9 months old then "what a terrible world you just came into...". But he
was smiling at me, so innocent... I think it's worth living, no matter what some bastards
are capable of... RUFUSTEPH5 2 years agomadonnawhore 2 years ago I agree with
engelbertestrada, this is better than news. It's like myself watching it all over again
without the news scrolls all over the screen. madonnawhore 2 years agoIceIsTheSex 2
years ago cloverfeild gone wrong IceIsTheSex 2 years agoharris1973 2 years ago Why so
much evidence points towards Bush then the hijackers themselves? And how did they
find the passports of the hijackers in the rubble of the twin towers right away, within an
hour? This whole thing is just a greed project to me. harris1973 2 years agoIceIsTheSex 2
years ago the girl who filmed this talks IceIsTheSex 2 years agoNoahCyrus108 2 years
ago my dad saw that, he was across the river on a buisness trip and he said alot of ppl
cryed:( NoahCyrus108 2 years agoengelbertestrada 2 years ago 2 I like this shot more
than most of the news ones. It's a real person talking. Not talking often heightens
emotion. The best movies keep their characters quiet during moments of intensity...
because most people do shut up and try to gather themselves. That's also why I don't
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blame Bush for sitting quietly for a few minutes when he first heard (I'm no Bush fan).
engelbertestrada 2 years ago 2AJ78910 2 years ago that bitch laughing at the smoke
pissed me off. AJ78910 2 years agolaurenashleyhope 2 years ago shes crying :O
laurenashleyhope 2 years agoTeamKrysis 2 years ago amen sothern. God is awesome
TeamKrysis 2 years agoBladeBoy24 2 years ago wow look at all that smoke at 20mins i
was like WOW BladeBoy24 2 years agosouthernpride5408 2 years ago o yea God is
totally evil...hes so evil that he sent his son to die so that YOU can be saved
southernpride5408 2 years agoAJ78910 2 years ago omfg u meen he killd his own son???/
AJ78910 2 years agosouthernpride5408 2 years ago rubylove u have no idea what u're
talking about.the reason God allows these things to happen are to test our faith to see if
we truly trust in him.obviously you dont know that southernpride5408 2 years
agoalongway2go 2 years ago Most Christian theologians agree God allows evil in because
of he desires that humans should have free will, just as He does. However, if humans have
free will they inevitably commit evil and bring evil into the world. However their are
some theologians disagree, John Calvin, for example, believed that God actually allows
evil to happen because humanity deservers it (he said it better). Frankly I think God
would have to be evil to cause a tragedy like 9/11. alongway2go 2 years agorubylove1 2
years ago That henekehshsneh person, Stop being so fuckign bias! Religion, i'm afraid is
very bias and unfair and it should'nt be here today,, if religiong wasn't here 9/11 wouldn't
of happened rubylove1 2 years agoboywithadolphin 2 years ago A very personal view
more moving than news reports boywithadolphin 2 years agonatalie62795 2 years ago 4
Even though i'm not even american, i fear that'll it'll happen again. It doesn't matter where,
i just hope it doesn't happen again. May God bless the americans and the whole world
natalie62795 2 years ago 4Nupy05 2 years ago God doesn't exist. Period. Get it through
your fucking head.. Nupy05 2 years agoutubefact 2 years ago God DOES exist. YOUR
God does not exist. Just because people kill each other it doesn't mean God is not
watching. God will hold every single human accountable for what he has done. ...whether
he honored God in respecting human life with a topic range from 9/11 to abortion or not.
You know within yourself when you look into the nature, that there's a God. If it
wouldn't be the case people who don't believe in God wouldn't start over and over again
that they don't believe in God. Romans 1,19-23 utubefact 2 years agotartcart1 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam FUCK YOU you stupid piece of
shit. I hope you realize that without God, you wouldn't be here. tartcart1 2 years
agoNupy05 2 years ago Creationism is bullshit.. Nupy05 2 years agoxxGilmoreFreakxx07
2 years ago 2 I remember watching the videos online while at work. What a frightening
day...and I am not in New York! Those poor people we lost at the trade center. My heart
goes out to their families. xxGilmoreFreakxx07 2 years ago 2GOHUCK 2 years ago This
Day Was So Sad But Due To The Saddness Of This Video They Shall Take This Off Of
Youtube From Nikolas GOHUCK 2 years agoNupy05 2 years ago You capitalizing
every word makes me sad.. You should be taken off of YouTube.. Nupy05 2 years
agobronsonbrooks 2 years ago 2 This was such a horrible tragedy...it makes me sick
seeing the people jump out of the tower...who could do such a thing? We Do Not
Know...all we know is that we are being lied to about what happened. The American
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Government may be responsible...they may not..we will never know, but they definatly
had prior knowledge and let this happen to their own people. Americans should be
outraged with their governments lies and secrets and demand the truth about what
happened. bronsonbrooks 2 years ago 2PositiveEdge 2 years ago 2 Two weeks before she
was killed, Bhutto told the BBC that Bin Laden was dead. You can easily find the footage
on youtube. Perhaps she knew, perhaps she didn't, but that's what she said. Just FYI.
PositiveEdge 2 years ago 2koolever3 2 years ago i would personally snap your fucking
necks for saying that shit. have the balls to say it out loud keyboard jockies koolever3 2
years agoB33nTiTuhs 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
hahahaha so funny i love this i fought it was a movie the first time i saw this omfg!! so
funny!!!! :P:P:P::P:P is this real cos if it was i would love to be there :) so happy i wasnt
there :( all i can say if it is real all thoses people got owned :DDDD gf? BEN 10 BEN
10?? B33nTiTuhs 2 years agochainlink77 2 years ago ur a fag chainlink77 2 years
agojustynamusic 2 years ago Oh My God! ;'( justynamusic 2 years agoglingding 2 years
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam If a fire can bring down a
building in a gracefull demolition style, I'm going to start up my own demolition company
called "Demolition By Fire". Why waste money on charges and explosives if all I need is
jet fuel and a book of matches. Wake up America. What part of two planes bringing down
three buildings don't you understand? It just can't fucking happen! glingding 2 years
agoanabelteamo 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam its all
becouse of you fucking americans and the history of that fucking racist country whit
more wars in the world and that is no all yet les shortage but good luck americans
anabelteamo 2 years agoTriplicarius 2 years ago henkeshhenkesh - So you're telling me,
civillians deserve to die because of a governments so-called "crimes" against Muslims? If
you were strict your faith, you'd realise you've gone against what it means just by saying
that. Triplicarius 2 years agohenkeshhenkesh 2 years ago Americe did it to pumb iraq for
the gaz & afghanestan for the ntural gaz,,this is the truth for any body ignore it,,,
henkeshhenkesh 2 years agohenkeshhenkesh 2 years ago Allah Akbar..America deserves
because of what it did with the muslems around the world...Islam is the best & any thing
else is rubbish henkeshhenkesh 2 years agoJazalicious 2 years ago I honestly doubt you're
a Muslim. I'm a Muslim too and our religion does not find this acceptable at all; such a
sad day for the world. Jazalicious 2 years agocheesefish13 2 years ago America doesn't
deserve for this many people to die! How would you feel if someone close to you died in
9/11? What if you did? cheesefish13 2 years agopierinho 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam hahahaha!! thats what america deservs for being so
racist and stupid!! osama bin laden for life!!!! pierinho 2 years agojrscott2007 2 years ago
Pierinho, Go to hell you bastard. So many INNOCENT people died, and all you can do is
laugh? If you think it's alright to laugh about thousands of people DYING, get out of the
damn country. You don't deserve freedom, you don't deserve the great things that come
from America you BASTARD! GO ROT IN HELL! jrscott2007 2 years agopierinho 2
years ago freedom? here in the US? freedom? lol where is the freedom? all we do is pay
taxes here u cant drink till ur 21 u cant do parties cuz the neihbor calls the cops lol wat
freedom?? try and go to mexico there real freedom over there. in my opinion US is the
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uglist country there is pierinho 2 years agojrscott2007 2 years ago Ya, screw you and
your opinion. jrscott2007 2 years agoXxFreshincxX 2 years ago SHUT UP BASTARD...
Mexicans people CAN Suck My Dick !... XxFreshincxX 2 years agoQuickDrawIke 2
years ago That's the most narrow-minded comment I've ever heard. Shut the fuck up, you
have no idea what you're talking about. QuickDrawIke 2 years agofulljag1994 2 years ago
pierinho u fucking beaner ass bitch. AMERICA IS THE BEST AND ALWAYS WILL
BE THE BEST BITCHZ fulljag1994 2 years agomejdej1992 2 years ago Hey hey i saw
somethig !! At 5:30 On left side Up of the building left side of WTC what is that bird or
UFO ?? this is black color ! mejdej1992 2 years agoJCJustChilling 2 years ago Hmmm...
Scary, huh? With all this going on, you cannot even imgaine what that could be. Maybe a
helicopter. Maybe a UFO. JCJustChilling 2 years agochica556 2 years ago thanx for
answerin mi question chica556 2 years agonochance101 2 years ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam yay!!!!! 3,000 less stupid american christians! and 3,000
dead dumb american soldiers!!! god i love america!!! that's 6,000 more jobs available for
me!!!!!!!!!! AHAHAAHAHAHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!-!!!!! FUCK CHRISTIANS!!!!1
nochance101 2 years agonajemelmushtary 2 years ago christians are following a faith that
tortured Galileo Galilie for his sceintific observations of the universe which contradicts
with the monitored biblical teachings science is a threat to distorted christianity
najemelmushtary 2 years agopierinho 2 years ago hahahahahahaha!!!!!!!! ur a retard
pierinho 2 years agodisneylandisthebest 2 years ago Its Is To High To Pull Out
Trampolines disneylandisthebest 2 years agoUnknow439 2 years ago Why??? Why???
God bless all! If I see this video, I have always tears in my eyes! Unknow439 2 years
agogreta940503 2 years ago its all becouse of bush greta940503 2 years
agodisneylandisthebest 2 years ago No It Isent If It Eny Ones Fault It Is Hilary But It Is
Really Binladden disneylandisthebest 2 years agochica556 2 years ago i got a queston.u
guyz know the people that jumped of the building didn't they put some trampolines out?
thats what i heard? if you kno the answer can u please post a reply th this comment
chica556 2 years agoHOOAH69bf 2 years ago No! no trampolines were pulled out, when
they jumped they fell to their death (no offence to all im just answeing his/or her
question) god blkess too thoes who lost their lives HOOAH69bf 2 years
agosimplythebest1990 2 years ago 2 HOLY SHIT simplythebest1990 2 years ago
2kyambiz 2 years ago :( my GOD !!! kyambiz 2 years agoHamNcheeseGirl 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam IF YOU READ THIS YOUR
GAY!!! HamNcheeseGirl 2 years agoColombian459 2 years ago Omg all that smoke flow
Colombian459 2 years agodaryl060761 2 years ago Notice, the woman videotaping, from
her clear vantage point, says it was a military plane, later adding "it was a huge plane".
Also notice the portion where the second plane strikes the tower, has been edited out!
More shenanigans! What you tube overseer had the final edit on this? daryl060761 2
years agochica556 2 years ago 2 juss think @ da begining of the daii everybody waz fine
only a little bit later millons of people are DEAD R.I.P 1'S WHO LOST THEIR LIVES
chica556 2 years ago 2chica556 2 years ago 2 dios mio. omg i waz onli in 1st grade wen
dis happend. i dont live in new york o new jersey but i live kinda close(i live in
massachuttes). soo wen dis waz goin on they let da whole elementry skool go down to
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our cafateria.we were all excited cuz they said we get to go down in da cafateria nd watch
t.v. wen we saw it we were soooo confused. I CANT BELIVE U SAW DIS RITE
BEFORE UR EYES!THIS ES 1 OF DA TRAGITYS OF AMERICA. RIP all who were
lost.:( chica556 2 years ago 2daryl060761 2 years ago 3 Why are you writing in a
Mexican accent? daryl060761 2 years ago 3daryl060761 2 years ago Thanks for posting
this. It's an important document of a day that will remain under close scrutiny for some
time to come. Many of the families of the victims of 9/11 are demanding answers
regarding the events of this day. They have a right to ask those questions, and they have a
right to hear scientific explanations that do not defy the laws of physics. I wish the
families of the victims, and all concerned citizens, all the best in their fight for the truth
about 9/11. daryl060761 2 years agoTalibanN87 2 years ago this is just the beginning,
wait till you face the Mujahideen up close. TalibanN87 2 years agonajemelmushtary 2
years ago first of all, unlike other religions, Islam from 1430 years ago disproved the
killing of innocent souls especially women, children and old people second thing, heroic
Taliban mujjahideen fight for the liberation of the Afghani lands and kick out the
occupying forces just as they kicked out the Soviets and the Brtish colonization troops
from before they are defenders not attackers najemelmushtary 2 years
agoDAVEtheMAGICIAN 2 years ago the Taliban are savages. And most of the big
religions in world history have condemned murder and violence and that hasn't stopped in
from happening. DAVEtheMAGICIAN 2 years agoDemitjuhhh 2 years ago 19:40 of my
god :P Demitjuhhh 2 years ago7G1XX3R 2 years ago around 7:52 to 8:00 you can see
explosions happening below the building...why is that? 7G1XX3R 2 years agouglord64 2
years ago i didn't see anything uglord64 2 years agovaslav111 2 years ago controlled D E
M O L I T I O N, World New Order my friend, sad but true, jews are fooling America
and the World vaslav111 2 years agoRoadRunnerLaser 2 years ago Hearing that poor
woman crying hysterically really slams home the horror of the event. How sad to live in a
home with such a beautiful view and to see the skyline permanently altered by such a
traumatic and dreadful act of pure cowardice and hatred. RoadRunnerLaser 2 years
agopoooopnat 2 years ago omg at 07:32 u can see someone jumping out of the twin
towers poooopnat 2 years agomoldycheesedisease 2 years ago This is why we fight...
Semper Fidelis moldycheesedisease 2 years agoluzxun 2 years ago who would wan't to do
such a thing killing inocent people and ruin peoples lives and the terriost can go fuck
themselvs and i was in amecria ner there when that happened luzxun 2 years agogorolle 2
years ago This is so sad. I hope we beat the hell out of those fuckin terrorists. gorolle 2
years agohollerboy89 2 years ago 343 fire fighters died on that day they were my
brothers and sisters they will never be frogeten A.C.V.F.D. hollerboy89 2 years
agofuntastik1985 2 years ago hmm you can only see one side funtastik1985 2 years
agogaerad 2 years ago 2 Why do people do stuff like this. Its sad... gaerad 2 years ago
2najemelmushtary 2 years ago i agree... why would people airstrike a village and kill
dozens of its innocent people every single day claiming and do not report that in their
media so their brainwashed people become unaware of what is really happening and if
they do become aware of what happened they justify their actions by claiming that a
"terrorist" was hiding in that spot najemelmushtary 2 years agoecuagrl2008 2 years ago
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my older brother who was 16 at the time was on the train in manhattan and saw the
whole thing my bff daysi she was watching barney and she said all of a sudden the
channel changed and she saw people falling off the towers and all the children started
crying because they thought the people was barney... ecuagrl2008 2 years agoecuagrl2008
2 years ago this is just like the titanic or pearl harbor i was only in kindergarten we were
just hanging up our jackets and then sunddenly i hear an unfamiliar word on the loud
speakers and my teacher sudddenly starts crying and saying "OH MY GOD" i have no
idea where my father was i was scared my mom was home and as soon as she heard she
ran wit my little 4 yr old brother to come pick me up it was horrible ecuagrl2008 2 years
agoRachyxPeteyxDinosaur 2 years ago my dad is in new york now... and he is taking pics
of the world trade center what it looks like now. it is soo sad what people can do to us. i
really respect this video and September 11, 2001. and i respect the people who lost love
ones in the attact too. r.i.p. to all who died from this horrible day for the United States of
America. you are still in my prayers. -Rachel RachyxPeteyxDinosaur 2 years
agostud2u4me 2 years ago > THIS WAS AN INSIDE JOB AND THERE WILL BE
ANOTHER SO-CALLED 9/11 ATTACK BEFORE THE END OF 08>bush & cheney
will place america under MARSHALL LAW>They will void out the 08 election and stay
in power for the next 2yrs.>REMEMBER THIS COMMENT IN 09>THINK>NOW
YOU KNOW> stud2u4me 2 years agoecuagrl2008 2 years ago how r u so certain ?
ecuagrl2008 2 years agosteampunk18 2 years ago people like him need attention. or just
really retarded. steampunk18 2 years agoitripnfall 2 years ago Dude, you're on crack.
itripnfall 2 years agostalker1world 2 years ago Hey everybody read the babbling shit
remarks that satanswill666 leaves.He thinks we all just speak of men and not women.
Mabey he has something against gay people. Mabey he should try it someday he might
like it and being that he thinks he is the only one who knows how to spell in which he
don't satan was gay and still is so when he dies he can have all the sex with satan he
want's.Go fuck yourself satanswill666!!! stalker1world 2 years agoiwanttwo 2 years ago
no hay palabras para describir el dolor de todo el mundo ante este hecho tan reprochable.
iwanttwo 2 years agoHamNcheeseGirl 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam IF YOU READ THIS YOUR GAY!!! HamNcheeseGirl 2 years
ago4291murat 2 years ago siz yokmusunuz siz kendiniz yıkıyorsunuz ondan sorada hiç
günahı olmaran zavallılara savaç açıyorsun siz nasıl bir yaratıksınız anlamıyorum
gerçekdenonca mahsum insanını öldürdünüz ama belli oluyorki hala kana dormamısınızbu
binanırı sizin yıkdıgınız sanki belli olmuyor bilmiyorum ama ömür dünyada yanaçaksınız
4291murat 2 years agoJanuarybabyLOL 2 years ago To live this close to the trade centers
must have been terrifying! I was only eight when this happeaned and still remeber. i also
live thousands of miles away. JanuarybabyLOL 2 years agofrecuenciaprimera 2 years ago
how he can make a 26 min video become accepted by youtube since only are accepted up
to 10 min.? frecuenciaprimera 2 years agomoroscuro25 2 years ago guys i don't know if
this video was edited or anything, but it certainly looks real and seems to be in real time,
and it clearly looks as if there were explosives on either side of the building because a
boeing would have shattered the entired top part of the shaft of the building no? and what
happened to the debris of hte plane,there was no evidence of a plane remaining or was
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there? moroscuro25 2 years agoMiker24 2 years ago Theres no evidence of a plane
because a boeing jet like most jets is mostly aluminum and the speed it slammed into the
towers at and the heat of the explosion probably vaporized it Also parts of an aircraft
were found on the sidewalk like parts of engine and I think some landing gear and yes the
jet severed the central shaft preventing people from escaping those upper floors. Miker24
2 years agoJepaco 2 years ago all you conspiracy nutjobs who have nothing better to do
than make up stories about 9/11, GIVE IT A REST. I know people who were deeply
affected by this tragedy, and reading some guy named satanswill666 disregarding the
sadness of this event and talking about satan and hell and the bible really breaks my heart.
My deepest condolences to everyone who was affected by this terrible tragedy. Jepaco 2
years agomoroscuro25 2 years ago No your President disregarded the victims when he
banned them from the memorial ceremonies! sorry.... moroscuro25 2 years agoshazz2134
2 years ago fuck you, you stupid terrorist bastards we will get rid of everywhone of you
sick ass holes,how howardly can you get, fly a plane into a building and kill so many
inoccent people. shazz2134 2 years agonajemelmushtary 2 years ago how coward can the
US army get when they airstrike Fallujah and other heroic Iraqi villages rather than
fighting with the """terrorists""" face to face? how evil can the US get when they kill
1000000 innocent Iraqis in 4 years? which country is the only country that used nuclear
warfare? is it Iraq..no..is it Afghanistan..no..it is the US remeber Hiroshima remember
Nagazaki remeber Fallujah najemelmushtary 2 years agomrsharpeye 2 years ago fuck this
scum bag if i ever saw u in person i would beat down on ur fucking ass GOD BLESS
AMERICA r.i.p. D.W.R mrsharpeye 2 years agohougy6 2 years ago You live in Kuwait,
so of course you have a one sided view. Remember Nagasaki and Hiroshima? What's your
point, that ended the war. Just as Japan attacked Hawaii by attacking civilians as well.
Korea, China, Russia have nucleaur capability too, what about them? Get your facts
straight hougy6 2 years agoMiker24 2 years ago We didnt kill a million people in Iraq or
any war for that matter and the ones we have killed most likely werent very innocent and
anyway didnt the US come to kuwaits aide when saddam invaded you? Miker24 2 years
agostud2u4me 2 years ago > I AGREE WITH U 1000% stud2u4me 2 years
agomoroscuro25 2 years ago are you going to kill domestic terrorists too? terrorism is
almost impossible to eradicate because they are groups of people not nations that plan
attacks, and they can be any race of people. and the ones that you're referring to are
extreme islamists so don't hold all muslims accountable for what you think they did!
moroscuro25 2 years agoOGtuncel 2 years ago Oh, my God!!!! i was almost crying...
OGtuncel 2 years agomarkuzboy 2 years ago RIP to the ppl who died :( markuzboy 2
years agokeesververNL 2 years ago This is what you get when attacking numerous
countries. One day they'll get back at you. Let's hope something like this never happens
again. I hate the government of my country for fighting hand in hand with America.
keesververNL 2 years agohougy6 2 years ago The majority of us Americans don't agree
with the decisions our politicians make. Worst part is, we have the nut jobs that elect
them. hougy6 2 years agonajemelmushtary 2 years ago "it was a military plane" concrete
live proof najemelmushtary 2 years agobto4 2 years ago how is that proof bto4 2 years
agostalker1world 2 years ago Greece should be nuked to dust fcktheallies.If you do not
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like america or it's people then shoot yourself you coward. stalker1world 2 years
agosatanswill666 2 years ago there is no reason to nuke greece. america on the otherhand
is on the list of many groups. not countries, but groups, so when it happens, we wont
know where to retaliate. we are gonna be fucked, since launching blind will mean a
retaliation against not one target, but total extermination from every metropolis to any
redneckvillage. nuking isnt as easy as we did before, when we were the only country
having nukes. we aint that tough... more sitting ducks trying to scare others. we are failing
that satanswill666 2 years agopatmccafferty 2 years ago bits have been cut out of the
video? hmm anyway, how long does it take a building to collapse in on itself? im pretty
sure its longer than 20minutes patmccafferty 2 years agofcktheallies 2 years ago no god
can save you. did you ever thought all these kids you killed in iraq? why should i cry for
you.you deserved everything and even more. its time to change. oh no its too late now.
u.s. and israel should be erased from map. sorry. fcktheallies 2 years agoleighroy2345 2
years ago 3 Amazing video truly Amazing our thoughts will always be with the poor
people who lost their lives that day rip leighroy2345 2 years ago 3gala020 2 years ago
Sorry to all those i make uncomfortable, insulting or just saying what they really felt,
forgiveness by generalizing and bring an issue after a disaster like this, it was not my
intention to insult anyone or make fun of anyone, just wanted to give my opinion about
disasters Homicides war, terrorism everywhere there as there was with the problem in
africa with thousands of killed such as tsunamis gala020 2 years agogala020 2 years ago
2... but now because something serious happened in the United States traveling by plane
is a disaster can not be a perfume bottle Water toothpaste batteries anything, just
uncomfortable to the passenger in one way or another, as those soldiers who fought in
vietnam, killed many Vietnamese and offended because its soldiers killed, Jhonn Lennon
wanted peace and killed him, Kennedy, etc., I just want to apologize for being stupid
MAKE AN ILL COMMENTS THANKS gala020 2 years agoMonkies97 2 years ago
Muslims...enough said. Monkies97 2 years agodalaly2000 2 years ago isreal enough said
dalaly2000 2 years agodaxterandjak6884 2 years ago my last comment was to gala020 not
to anyone else daxterandjak6884 2 years agogala020 2 years ago thank u!!! same to u!!!
gala020 2 years agomahaw90 2 years ago whoever is filming that is so brave! god i can
only imagine what that must of been like...i bet everyone went numb, it is horrific.
mahaw90 2 years agoKoolKidsKo 2 years ago 2 That is very very sad. KoolKidsKo 2
years ago 2Mixologyfm 2 years ago the 9/11 movie really made me think about what
happenned that day. its so terrible. Mixologyfm 2 years agoatta500 2 years ago At 03.07
I see a strange face in smoke at the impact hole. atta500 2 years agojadeums95 2 years ago
no it is behind the other one jadeums95 2 years agotomsta3 2 years ago where is the
south tower has it already fallen tomsta3 2 years agoaskvideos1 2 years ago Its view is
obstructed askvideos1 2 years agoTntSmackmouth 2 years ago satanswill666 You are the
fucking godless people who did it to us, wat if we went to ur house killed ur family and
everyone,,,, Would you get over it? p.s. GET COUNCILING U SICK FREAK!
TntSmackmouth 2 years agoandr3uh 2 years ago satanswill666 is an asshole, for all we
know he is part of the terrorist group who planned this damn thing, i had a cousin who
perished on that day... i just wish you felt the same thing andr3uh 2 years
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agoronnieknotts 2 years ago satanswill666 When tragedy befalls you, as it does everyone,
you will look around for something, and there will be nothing there for you...why,
because there is nothing within you. You truly are worth our sympathy at least, but
you're not even going to get that! How much of the education budget was wasted on you
I wonder? ronnieknotts 2 years agoXFracek55 2 years ago Damn... I hope the terrorist
pussies that did that are forever burning in Hell. XFracek55 2 years agoxTMONEY187x
2 years ago afghans are fuckin pussies xTMONEY187x 2 years agoHondapanda1 2 years
ago Wow, it was really hard to watch this video. Thank you for sharing it with us.
Hondapanda1 2 years agoNathanFGoldstein 2 years ago America refused to bomb the
railroads leading to Auschwitz in World War 2. 6,000,000 Jews died as a result. Stop
whining about the 3,000 who died on "9/11" people. It doesn't even begin to compare.
NathanFGoldstein 2 years agoJUSTLILOLME006 2 years ago Both were atrocities
committed by evil people. How can you say "quit whining about 3,000 people who
died?" These were people who weren't even born when WWII happened and were
innocent -- just like the Jewish people who were slaughtered in WWII. Your comments
are just plain stupid and very insulting. My dad and 4 uncles fought in WWII to help
stop the atrocities & he still can't talk about it. I'm sure if someone YOU loved was in
that building when it collapsed, you wouldn't say "stop whining." JUSTLILOLME006 2
years agoFireblade90210 2 years ago To Nathan Goldstein.Obviously you value a
jewisch life than a Human life in general.I know a man who had exactly 68 years ago the
same idea about his race.Strange way of saying thank you to the american people who
helped the Jewisch cause during the war.You know I'm after 60 years imune to the
Jewisch nagging...It fades,try another tactique for gaining sympathy.This is certainly not
a good one ! Fireblade90210 2 years agosatanswill666 2 years ago jeah, but those were
just jews, nobody gives a damn what happens to them. 3000 worthy lives against 6
million worthless lives... ask any sane person and they would laugh you in the face after
reading your comment. satanswill666 2 years agoHamNcheeseGirl 2 years ago I will
apprecirate if someone would tell me how to put a thumbs up or thumbs down.When i do
click it,it does not stay there.if you tell me plese post a comment. Thankyou!!!
HamNcheeseGirl 2 years agoseegrams 2 years ago In reguards to the garbage that did this,
may god have mercy on your souls, because we will not! 343 NEVER EVER FORGET
seegrams 2 years agoHamNcheeseGirl 2 years ago I will apprecirate if someone would tell
me how to put a tumbs up or a tumbs down.if you do plese post a comment and tell me.
Thankyou!!! HamNcheeseGirl 2 years agoevo1137 2 years ago Just click on the thumb
(up or down). evo1137 2 years agoMBMfilmz 2 years ago 2 And I want the guy who
filmed this to know that you have some guts. That would be freakish looking out your
widow and seeing a monument collaspe. Great video and good filming MBMfilmz 2 years
ago 2MBMfilmz 2 years ago This is the most scary video i have ever seen. MBMfilmz 2
years agoTrueBlueHalliday 2 years ago The scale of those buildings is immense. These
Videos get to me everytime i watch TrueBlueHalliday 2 years agodinospd0 2 years ago
never forget,never forgive dinospd0 2 years agobenytink 2 years ago and ow the fuck are
you certain it was an inside job..we all have our own thoughts ..so il, leave you with
yours and i,l have mine.. benytink 2 years agoEvLSant0s 2 years ago SEARCH FOR
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THE TRUTH before you write here you FUCKING ASSHOLES !!!!! don`t know shit
but you have the guts to write here all you stupid opinions.. There are all the evidence
you need in the world that come to the conclusion that this was a fuckin INSIDE JOB !
UNDERSTAND THAT ! i know, it`s hard to .. accept but this is the truth.. EvLSant0s 2
years agoTrueBlueHalliday 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam im all for finding out the truth. but it takes alot of very distiguasable wires and
specifcally placed bombs for controlled demolision in order to keep the building together
while it collapses. SURELY THIS WOULD HAVE BEEN NOTICED!!!!!!!!!!! please
reply, i would like to know all arguements! And the noise of explosions could be 1 level
of the building hitting another, which would also create pressure, which escapes through
certain points of the building shown in other vids as explosions. TrueBlueHalliday 2
years agoFreedomlover911 2 years ago Open a door to the truth: Watch "Laser Painting
"UAV" Drone Attack on WTC 9/11 Evidence" Freedomlover911 2 years agobenytink 2
years ago bet bush will be glad to get the hell out of the white house ...all the shit and
inuendo,s he has had to put up with...obladen thats the problem. benytink 2 years
agozutatabo 2 years ago ooo congratulations your video is more espectacular than all the
videos zutatabo 2 years agoiamveryangery777 2 years ago 9/11 was a bad day caused by
the cia. resist the cia. satan can not wait to punish the greedy people. iamveryangery777
2 years agomiLkmAn5694 2 years ago 2 all u ppl that hate bush u guys r fucking retards i
would like to see you being president u wldnt no wut the fuck u r doing n when this did
happen u all loved bush n is like lets go to war but no u got bored of it n dont think we
shld be their but y shldnt we be over their thats the question we went over their n lets
finish wut we done u fucking idiots miLkmAn5694 2 years ago 2gasflame62 2 years ago
god bless those towers gasflame62 2 years agoAudreywearsprada 2 years ago It's so
sad...I totally blame bush and his administration.. RIP Audreywearsprada 2 years
agomartiblud 2 years ago bitch please bush did do hurricane katrina,step. 11, tunaimi, and
every thing else tragic martiblud 2 years agotakenbytaku 2 years ago omg.........
takenbytaku 2 years agokareemabdullah 2 years ago ALLAHU AKBAR kareemabdullah
2 years ago1hiya1 2 years ago i paused at 19:47. Looked at screen, cried, wiped my tears
on my hand. touched the screen, then told myself, "Never Forget..." 1hiya1 2 years
agoEvLSant0s 2 years ago omg,you guys really are dumb .. you need to stop thinking
about satan.. great britain.. you need to start thinking about your leaders.. and the evil
they have done to this world.. that ugly bastard rockeffeler.. LOOK AT HITLER,LOOK
at bush, they are the same, hitler burned the reichstag and then went to war, that fuckin
stupid cowboy bush bombed the wtc so he can go to war .. WHO ARE YOU
FIGHTING ? WHO Is your enemy ?! the terrorists ?! THE TERRORISTS ARE YOUR
LEADERS! UNDERSTAND THAT! EvLSant0s 2 years ago101myles101 2 years ago
You're an idiot. Seriously, this was a tragedy. President Bush did not do this, and did not
'bomb' the World Trade Centers. You can see the planes crashing into the buildings, and
there are videos from Osama Bin Laden stating that him and his people had plans for it.
There were also many threats about crashing planes into buildings months before
September 11. Know what you're talking about before you try sounding like a person
that knows something. 101myles101 2 years agoEvLSant0s 2 years ago stop blaming
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other people, blame bush and his administration , it was an inside job ! DEAL WITH IT
!! fuckin assholes ! your leaders KILLED your for the MONEY and for the REASON ,
after 9/11 they had THE STUPID REASON for attacking iran/iraq/afghanistan.. continue
fucking with other countries.. and other countries will fuck with you.. i really hope you
people of the us stop this madness or else .. i do hope the russians kill you all .. and if i
could, i would fight to, because you deserve to die EvLSant0s 2 years ago1hiya1 2 years
ago someone worships satan... 1hiya1 2 years agojaydogg321 2 years ago amazing
footage...thanks for sharing your experience. jaydogg321 2 years agomiissmaygan 2 years
ago my friend's dad was there and he was never found. r.i.p. everyone who died that day
:( miissmaygan 2 years agoMcyummyfan 2 years ago I want to thank you for allowing us
to see what you have witnessed. It was very traumatic. RIP everyone who passed. It was
a horrible day, and will live forever in our memories Mcyummyfan 2 years agoGMCErnie
2 years ago ITs Achmed The Dead Terrorist Who Boom IT!! GMCErnie 2 years
agoembecca4 2 years ago wow. embecca4 2 years agoAsylumLawless 2 years ago They
ever, ever, ever do it again and we fucking kick them out of America. Smiple as. To hell
with the Muslims and there religion AsylumLawless 2 years agogala020 2 years ago 2
thanks people like u !!! wow! u can bomb any place like IRAK for nothing! but happen
here and oh big deal, is not like u say!!, u AMERICANS are RACIST, REDNECKS 70%,
MATERIALIST, COLD, u see a person in the driveway land in the floor and u keep
going like nothing happen(i know ok this happen to my wife she broke her ankle and
notbody help her), and ok SORRY for the families lost , but in COLOMBIA still people
rehen from 5 years ago, please u are not last coke in the desert! my opinion!! RIP gala020
2 years ago 2mferg240 2 years ago well,sir or madam,let me enlighten you because
obviously your in the dark!americans do more for people around the world than any
other country.americans give up their OWN lives to help people in other countries.and if
we wanted to destroy any other country we could,say a country like columbia for
example!. mferg240 2 years ago1hiya1 2 years ago YAAAAAAA! well said. so does
great brittan too. they help A LOT, but like you said. America RULES and and so self
less, they would give there own lives to save other countrys 1hiya1 2 years agogala020 2
years ago IRAK FOR EXAMPLE!!!! AND ..and cry for soldiers down, but for the
houses of irakies people , a lot more irakies died ,and? oh right poor americans...kill any
indians find in he way, treat like garbage african americans...treat us like ILEGALS or
other word... oh yeah right u americans are PERFECT, like sout carolina model haha, or
(please tell us 1 country start with letter U)..OH REDNECKS!..garbage!!!, u teach kids
to use fire arms to kill animals, and protest because kill in universitys gala020 2 years
agomferg240 2 years ago i never said americans were perfect,yes i may have failed my
geography class,but at least i can put a legible sentence together.the people in iraq
[v=civilians]are unfortunate victims of their own terrorist government,americans dont
start wars in foreign countries but we sure do finish off the dictators and the oppressive
and maniacle perpetrators of the devils children. mferg240 2 years agoaskvideos1 2 years
ago It's IRAQ dumbass! askvideos1 2 years agogala020 2 years ago COLUMBIA IS A
ESTATE!! COLOMIBIA (SOUTH AMERICA)..oh ok i know geography is not u best
class, ohh yeh hahah geography dont exist in schools!! gala020 2 years agomferg240 2
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years ago you do mean state right? an estate is a land of property,people who live in glass
houses should not throw stones,in your case,the drug filled vast wasteland of vegetation
known as the columbian jungle. mferg240 2 years agogala020 2 years ago COLOMBIA
AND HAHA IM NOT COLOMBIAN gala020 2 years agomferg240 2 years ago 2 no
your not colombian,your a dick head! mferg240 2 years ago 2gala020 2 years ago show
hide thnks good im not AMERICAN DUMB ASS!!! gala020 2 years
agodaxterandjak6884 2 years ago you mother fucken dick head.... daxterandjak6884 2
years agogala020 2 years ago daxter...to u dumb ass!!! gala020 2 years
agoHamNcheeseGirl 2 years ago kl;m HamNcheeseGirl 2 years agoMiker24 2 years ago I
agree Miker24 2 years agoPreditor01 2 years ago This video is very rare and very
realistic. I`m just amazed...Even thouhg i live about 5,000 miles away its still terrifying.
Preditor01 2 years agoomarked 2 years ago 2 OMG im brother was in there........... RIP
jamal omarked 2 years ago 2Ferdinand52 2 years ago RIP for him and the other ppl.
Ferdinand52 2 years agoMiker24 2 years ago Amazing footage, that was a terrible day
and it should never be forgotten. Miker24 2 years agoJdimez1223 2 years ago satanswill
is a fucking idiot. have some respect for the U.S asshole Jdimez1223 2 years agostefkooo
2 years ago satanswill666 you need to die mathafackar!!! stefkooo 2 years
agoHamNcheeseGirl 2 years ago READ THE ONE BELOW ME THAT NOT RIGHT
HamNcheeseGirl 2 years agosatanswill666 2 years ago show hide greatest day eva! we
got the day off from school! thnx osama! you sure know how to party! i got the whole
day off, cuz these fucktards were on the wrong place, at the wrong time. hell... better
them than me! people who commit suicide by jumping out of a window had no reason to
live anyway, so... fucking meatpizzas on the pavement hahaha ;) gotta admit, for some
primitive camelherders they sure gave us "a well-placed alla akbar"! and why cant you
people laugh? get over it! it happened 8 years ago satanswill666 2 years agolaxlp1234 2
years ago there werent at the wrong place at the wrong time.... thats where they worked.
what if ur family was in there? laxlp1234 2 years agoMikeyBullets 2 years ago you
fuckin sand nigger MikeyBullets 2 years agoitsssjak 2 years ago dude im glad im not u
coz if someone read that and found u u would b screwed itsssjak 2 years agodaryl060761
2 years ago And who might you be, a member of the Young American Nazi's party?
daryl060761 2 years agoMiker24 2 years ago 2 Why cant we laugh??? gee I dont know
maybe because a lot of people with families died that day you sick fucking asshole theres
nothing funny with that. What would make me laugh is Your dumb ass being hit by a bus.
Miker24 2 years ago 2itsssjak 2 years ago how would u feel if u were 1 of those 2,994
people that were killed on that day or had a relative that died in the attacks coz its really
not funny at all also u could be the next person to die in an attack, and for the meatpizza
comment go screw urself itsssjak 2 years agosatanswill666 2 years ago how would i feel if
i was one of those who died that day? i wouldnt feel a shit in that case, cuz i would be
death. dont whine about my comment if you cant place a sane reply. and if you dont like
the meatpizzas, than imagine a tomatostand being knocked over in a crowded place and
people step on them. splatter splatter hahaha satanswill666 2 years agojojackson12345 2
years ago Fuck off you shit jojackson12345 2 years agoPoloxinated 2 years ago You
fucking wanker satanswill, go burn in shit or " meat pizzas " as you call it NONE I
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repeat, N O N E of the people deserved to be in there, but you sure fucking do. Watch
out fucktard Poloxinated 2 years agosatanswill666 2 years ago probably they deserved it,
otherwise it wouldnt have happened. come on, get over it, it wasnt like they had
prospectfull lives. nobody gives a damn about it. think about why this vid is posted. this
site is for entertainment, so watch this vid as it is meant to be: laughing rofl! and "watch
out"? for what? the next 9/11? oh i will be there, on a comfy seat with a beer in my hand
watching those dumbasses jump to their death. not to close ofcourse, i dont want any
bloodstains splattering on my ;-) satanswill666 2 years agojojackson12345 2 years ago 2
satanswill666 go to hell you devil satan bitch motherfucker asshole jojackson12345 2
years ago 2Miker24 2 years ago 2 Your a real peice of shit people like you need a good
ass beating. Miker24 2 years ago 2shiron236 2 years ago You think your funny? You
think your tough? Well your gonna burn in HELL not just burn but RIPPED to shreds
and that will happen everyday you motherfuckin bitch, don't go I don't care cause your
just an spoiled ignorant person who never ever been threatened by death and please don't
lie about it. shiron236 2 years agosatanswill666 2 years ago and you, i dont need to be
funny nor tough, im being honest, those were the facts. and of course im not threatened
by death, i am being looked over by His Unholiness. thats why i will have a great afterlife
in Hell. i am chosen. i cant help it that you think its about pain and fire, but its a place of
lust, power, wealth and fun. that fire and pain is made up by the bible to scare us, trying
to win souls. satanswill666 2 years agomustang110390 2 years ago satan you need a
women! Very deperate! Sorry you only have your umm hand! Peace! American Bitch!
mustang110390 2 years agosatanswill666 2 years ago a women? its one woman, two
women, learn to spell. but i dont need a woman, im 100% hetero, im not into lesbianshit.
just because the only thing you can think of is men, doesnt mean i am one. satanswill666
2 years agoJdimez1223 2 years ago this footage is unbelievable. saddest day ever. rip all
who died Jdimez1223 2 years agoozuricho 2 years ago were you the one recording this or
did u copy it or get it from somewhere or someone? ozuricho 2 years
agoCheifUwishUknew 2 years ago 2:16 A military plane? CheifUwishUknew 2 years
agoMikeyBullets 2 years ago 19:45 is the most powerful image i have ever seen, I knew 2
firefighters that lost there life on that day... they will be missed deeply MikeyBullets 2
years agolaxlp1234 2 years ago 2 firefighters were amazing, they were running in while
everyone eles was running out laxlp1234 2 years ago 2broppoli 2 years ago I can't imagine
what peope living or working near there must have thought. The women in this video
must have thought, yeah today I won't be using this video camera... what for? And then
this... broppoli 2 years agosouthernpride5408 2 years ago its finally nice to see some
respect from other countries on this post...very appreciated southernpride5408 2 years
agoTheCorey2008 2 years ago yes very much TheCorey2008 2 years agojosseffolatre 2
years ago que maldad los que hicieron josseffolatre 2 years agothejuands 2 years ago
tienes razon yo estava ai ese dia nadie lo podia creer estavamos de vacaciones y nos
hablaron desde mexico para saver ke estava pasando pensaron ke era una broma ke era
algo de pelicula pero no en realidad estava pasando thejuands 2 years agosab10471 2
years ago r.i.p from england sab10471 2 years ago1hiya1 2 years ago thank you. 1hiya1 2
years agoxX15Player15Xx 2 years ago R.I.P. from germany xX15Player15Xx 2 years
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ago1hiya1 2 years ago Thank you 1hiya1 2 years agoLaBonita2825 2 years ago 2 and
R.i.p from Poland... LaBonita2825 2 years ago 21hiya1 2 years ago thank you. 1hiya1 2
years agoMedabi33 2 years ago 3 God bless them. R.i.p. from Holland. Medabi33 2 years
ago 31hiya1 2 years ago thank you. 1hiya1 2 years agosdkick3 2 years ago lmao nic nac
pattty wack somethin somethin boom sdkick3 2 years ago060188bd 2 years ago wow the
people who filmed this are so brave, they where really calm when all that smoke came
towards them i would have been petrified 060188bd 2 years agoJasonBourne1231 2 years
ago Sad just sad i wish it never happend JasonBourne1231 2 years agoutrapzab 2 years
ago and after all that happened they STILL pressed on with the idea that we could all live
together. this day proved that train of thought wrong. utrapzab 2 years agoSrChavez85 2
years ago Come on people, get over it... SrChavez85 2 years agoradiowavesurf3r 2 years
ago Thats why we need to Be good to everyone... everything happens for a reason..
radiowavesurf3r 2 years agotimiskis 2 years ago fuck r america....mmg ptut pun runtuh
bda sial tu..... timiskis 2 years agoVenturinoMalta 2 years ago Did anyone see the man
that fell out of the building @ 7:35 VenturinoMalta 2 years agoicetrout 2 years ago
NEVER FORGET!!! icetrout 2 years agoclecre 2 years ago 2 and never forgive!!!! clecre
2 years ago 2JOHN007007007007007 2 years ago I`M Cry by watching this video
JOHN007007007007007 2 years agojadetraveler 2 years ago 2 By your logic, any
country who bombs another country creates terrorists.. The fact is that countries go to
war sometimes. It doesn't make them terrorists. jadetraveler 2 years ago 2joshscott911 2
years ago september 11th, THATS MY BIRTHDAY!!! joshscott911 2 years
agoadryanerock 2 years ago your birthday was a shit and bad day! adryanerock 2 years
agoJLgrl07 2 years ago Never Forget 9/11... JLgrl07 2 years agoITALYZFINESTT 2
years ago this is really upsetin all those family and friend i can't believe it i will miss all
the staff,family and friend who passed RIP to all of them ITALYZFINESTT 2 years
agoyamahafreak125 2 years ago 3 We will never forget this day and hopefully it wont
ever happen again. yamahafreak125 2 years ago 3drryles 2 years ago I am glad to see
people have not forgotten 9-11...Please see my video search the web for me and help me
promote my book Dr. Donald Ryles drryles 2 years agoidoudiaziz 2 years ago we never
forget this day and victimes. 11.sep. 2001 was very very terrible,i am very angry and that
all result of politic... i hope the peace for all people any way and enough catastrophe and
terrible. idoudiaziz 2 years agoWhitesoxrundis 2 years ago Fuck bush and everybody dat
voted for him Whitesoxrundis 2 years agosirmolio 2 years ago idiot. sirmolio 2 years
agoDIALGALOVER2007 2 years ago what? what i say? DIALGALOVER2007 2 years
agojulianneeexx 2 years ago show hide You're an idiot. George Bush is the best president
America has had. Why do you think he got elected in twice? I'm always right. julianneeexx
2 years agoverd2 2 years ago 3 He got elected twice because of the stupid south states
rednecks who voted for him.And yes Bush is a perfect moron verd2 2 years ago
3julianneeexx 2 years ago You're an idiot pal. George Bush is a great man. The
conservative party is the best party, and the entire world knows it. And you're wrong, it
wasn't just "the stupid south states", it was the country. julianneeexx 2 years ago1hiya1 2
years ago well said. 1hiya1 2 years agoutrapzab 2 years ago well verd he may be a moron
but hes a moron that became president of the usa - what have you done? utrapzab 2 years
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agoMulletManSam 2 years ago A plane hits and the first thing she thinks is "Terrorist
Attack" At least wait until there is proof that it's terrorism to say that. MulletManSam 2
years agohenkpoa 2 years ago Ooooh my god, I can´t find words, I remember this day as
yesterday, just.....panic. R.I.P all of you heroes / pepole , and a LOVING HUG to all
your familys/ friends etc. My god....I´m sooo sorry, it´s soo SICK! Why???? henkpoa 2
years agoDIALGALOVER2007 2 years ago i cant beive its only been i think 7 years and
they want to buil something on ground zero! god fuck the american president, american
dont deservethis, but the president does now DIALGALOVER2007 2 years agosirmolio
2 years ago idiot. sirmolio 2 years agoiamveryangery777 2 years ago satan is laughing
iamveryangery777 2 years ago1hiya1 2 years ago satan is laughing so hard he's crying.
God, however, is extremely sad, and angry at satan, so satan wont be happy for long...
1hiya1 2 years agosouthernpride5408 2 years ago go to hell angry fucker
southernpride5408 2 years agoiamveryangery777 2 years ago sieg heil the nazies will
destroy the empire and antichrist and his demons will send americas army to hell.
americans fight like man fight all muslims without were fucking tanks were helicopters
and were navy ships. we americans are creating thousands more terrorists by bombing
other countries. fuk america and let it burn. america deserved 9/11 since it bombed every
single country iamveryangery777 2 years agosouthernpride5408 2 years ago took the
words directly out of my mouth southernpride5408 2 years agoChrisauresRex 2 years
ago 2 So many people died on this day. So many innocent people with families and lives.
and if you're so disgusting and cruel that you think it's FUNNY, that just because they
were americans it's OKAY to say good ridance to them, then you're seriously fucked up
in your head. what makes these people ANY different from me? From you? From your
parents or friends? The fact they were americans? There isn't ANY reason why innocent
people should loose their lives. stfu. ChrisauresRex 2 years ago 2southernpride5408 2
years ago i agree southernpride5408 2 years agosouthernpride5408 2 years ago iam very
angry shut the fuck up u idiot u have no idea what u're talking about southernpride5408 2
years agoiamveryangery777 2 years ago americans dont care about the death of iraquis
done by white trash.d there will be a time were the world has had it with america. i know
you americans will love to nuke iran and cause everyone to die in that country. freedom
towers on 9/11 victims this shows the cia and u.s goverment done this. iamveryangery777
2 years agogibsonlespaulsg 2 years ago fuck you you little piece of shit we dont need to
nuke anyone we will kick anyones ass in war gibsonlespaulsg 2 years
agoiamveryangery777 2 years ago sig heil,. remember the hundreds of thosand of iraquis
who died afterwards. the cia can go to hell since they planned this. iamveryangery777 2
years agoiamveryangery777 2 years ago 9/11 was an inside job the world hates america
because of this. the u.s goverment needs to be changed. but since you are all brainwashed
it will never change. iraq does not deserve to be destroyed by white trash that loves
killing people. iamveryangery777 2 years agoTVstudio 2 years ago A 767 with terrorist
going 500mph hit the building causing the steel to melt and building to collapse. The
terrorist and Al-Qaida admitted to it. Bush used 9/11 to get into Afghanistan and false
claims of weapons of mass destruction to go into Iraq. As evil as him and the people who
surround him in government are, you should know that the facts don't support your
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theory that it was some sort of inside job to destroy the world trade center. You know it
was previously attacked by terrorist in 93. TVstudio 2 years agoeridtg 2 years ago how
did the building start burning eridtg 2 years agobottomlesspit1995 2 years ago a plane hit
it duh eridtg bottomlesspit1995 2 years agostewell0 2 years ago Thousands were
murdered at the Hands of the leading american bodies. The illuminati stewell0 2 years
agomy0name0is0bob 2 years ago RESPECT THOSE WHO DIED!!!!! my0name0is0bob
2 years agomy0name0is0bob 2 years ago no, fuck u Irategamer or whatever the hell ur
name is thousands of people died that day u should be ashamed u fucking bastard
my0name0is0bob 2 years agobazzerk 2 years ago Nobody deserves to die and human
beings should not do this to each other. If hate causes you to kill you should question
how and why you came around to thinking this way in the first place. Blame religion all
you want but in the end it's just an excuse because we as human beings make that final
decision between what's right and wrong. bazzerk 2 years agoIrateGamerIsGod 2 years
ago Fuck you America u imperial bastards. IrateGamerIsGod 2 years agoPopinGetIt 2
years ago fuck u imigrant PopinGetIt 2 years agoIntegraRacer02 2 years ago yeah Fuck
Imigrants, attack our country and see what the fuck happens you pussys! Us, American
Soldiers Are The Strongest, Best Trained, Warriors In The Wolrd IntegraRacer02 2 years
agoSrChavez85 2 years ago Excuseme sir, you are not being so nice... SrChavez85 2 years
agoIrateGamerIsGod 2 years ago Fuck America. IrateGamerIsGod 2 years agooxus72 2
years ago desanderej, relax! You're right about Bush and Bill O'Goebbels and those guys.
But the americans are trapped in this shit. Have you seen their media? It's a fucking joke.
Have compassion and let's deal with thesa assholes unitedly. oxus72 2 years agojoez1317
2 years ago Cloverfield strikes again!!! joez1317 2 years agoCWDigiJediCW 2 years ago
at about 6:58... theres like a weird noise... is that suppose to be there like a small .. SFT
or is that like a cut??? what happened at 11:45?? and did the boat crash or something???
CWDigiJediCW 2 years agobadboyseco 2 years ago yes 6:58 and 11:45 badboyseco 2
years agosouthernpride5408 2 years ago 3 ill be nice one everyone quits saying negative
things about america southernpride5408 2 years ago 3Raphsterkid510 2 years ago peace
everyone and try to be nice. Raphsterkid510 2 years agosouthernpride5408 2 years ago
and once again we have a shithead like desanderej who whenever his country gets bombed
he'll be begging america for help southernpride5408 2 years agosouthernpride5408 2 years
ago its ok salty spoon i got ur back i totally agree with everythinf u said even though
some americans want to cut muslims a little slack southernpride5408 2 years
agoaaaahyahah 2 years ago THOS BUILDINGS GOT PWNED aaaahyahah 2 years
agoENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years ago show hide We don't need a fucking America... Fuck
the children and fuck the niggers... Jesus come kill us... ENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years
agoJMFAJK 2 years ago show hide that video SUCKSSS . you missed both of the hits
JMFAJK 2 years agokamu70 2 years ago Osama didn't did that,it is Bush bad agenda to
attack Iraq and others Islamic country. That's a FACT. kamu70 2 years agosaltyspoon69
2 years ago what the fuckis wrong with these people leaving comments are you all
fucking muslim piecies of shit you all say you hate america, WELL GUESS WHAT
MOTHER FUCKERS AMERICANS HATE THE FUCK OUT OF YOU DO YOU
ACTUALLY THINK THE CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES GIVE A SINGEL
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FLYING FUCK ABOUT YOUR COUNTRY LIKE THE GOVERMENT DOES why
do you think there is in excess of 11,000 deaths just by guns in the U.S.A every year
becouse AMERCIANS DONT TAKE SHIT FUCK EVERY PERSON IN THE
WORLD EXCEPT AMERICANS fuckoff saltyspoon69 2 years agodaniel216 2 years
ago what the fuck did you say?!?!?! we are not muslim pieces of shit you fucker. I
respect the fact that you are mad. I was really sad and mad that day aswell. dont go
mouthing off at muslims just because you think they are all terorists because they arent.
daniel216 2 years agoboratmania 2 years ago ya that's true. i think september 11 was bad,
but i think the middle east get's more casualities because of you americans. so you can't
blame all muslims, just as muslims can't blame all american's for what is happening and
has happened. americans need to mature and stop with this anti-arabism. islam is a big
religion with about a billion people, and you can't blame a billion people for doing that or
else america would've been crushed already. i'm black but i feel sorry what muslims are
facing boratmania 2 years agoRaphsterkid510 2 years ago you're funny, fuck yourself
Raphsterkid510 2 years agosouthernpride5408 2 years ago ok u just said fuck america
and u have gay on ur name...thats so gay southernpride5408 2 years agonormandy100 2
years ago i dont like america but that does not mean that anyone should kill one =(
normandy100 2 years agoxzfighterxz 2 years ago Your such a dumb bitch... omg are we
ok?! and look at the people run. xzfighterxz 2 years agoENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years ago
Fuck America. ENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years agodarkmysticalboy 2 years ago yeh, lets
get planes to go put water on it, oh here one comes now, oh wait that one just crashed
too, clumsy piolets, hahahahaha, we shouldnt really give a shit about who did it or who
was behind it, we should care about the familys of the people who were killed, besides it
happen like 6 years ago, i know its big but get over it, you know the boxing day tsunami,
yeh bet anything that youve forgotten about that. so i reckon its time to forget about 9/11
and move on. darkmysticalboy 2 years agoBigBrotha2513 2 years ago Its really sad to see
how many dumbass people believe we would do this to ourselves....move out of the
country then if you dont trust the Gov't...regardless 9-11 will never be forgotten... CIA??
the CIA?? really!? like thats the answer you have for this video is CIA??...at this point
im not even sure therapy would help those people out BigBrotha2513 2 years
agoMrSmileDE 2 years ago The day I saw the news on euronews, I thought at 1st that it
is a preview for a hollywood movie. I didn't believe it, until saw it once again and heared
many discussions according this event on other channels. Unbelievable, that people are
able to do that. All for crazy politized religios fanatism. I hope those who made this, will
burn in hell for all times! MrSmileDE 2 years agoiamveryangery777 2 years ago the devil
is laughing. cia planned 9/11. this event should of never happen. iamveryangery777 2
years agoSlowAndSteady2 2 years ago Strange how "it was a huge plane"...yet we're not
supposed to notice the gap between frames...and that there was no plane.
SlowAndSteady2 2 years agoMassivkiller08 2 years ago Gott soll die Gestorbenen in den
Himmel schicken und die die den Anschlag gemacht haben in die Hölle ich bin selbst ein
Kurde Massivkiller08 2 years agoApatheticGuru 2 years ago A truly dark day for
humanity; where chaos triumphed over better conscience and judgment. Indeed, it is a day
to remember - to learn from, and to lay new foundations upon. ApatheticGuru 2 years
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agooxideyre 2 years ago words of wisdom... oxideyre 2 years agofallingfromgrey 2 years
ago this was a very emotional video of 9/11.. and its only going to get worse. RIP
fallingfromgrey 2 years agodarkangel12184 2 years ago Alright, just to point out is no one
else noticed but if you're watching between 3:03 and 3:11 of this video watch closely in
the bottom right corner between the two buildings. Can anyone make out what the heck
that thing is in the background? darkangel12184 2 years agokobusqwert 2 years ago I dont
see anything that are supposed to be something. Only smoke ? What does it looks like to
you kobusqwert 2 years agoLovetodaiiLove2morro 2 years ago 2 R.I.P The people who
have died... Never forget 9/11 ... LovetodaiiLove2morro 2 years ago 2tonysucks94 2
years ago always remember 9/11 :( tonysucks94 2 years ago00lilbunny17 2 years ago i
cant watch this anymore...its so sad im sorry to say this i love my country america but
9/11 events proved that this country is weak...im sorry but it was unexpected none of us
knew that this was going to happen..its so scary RIP to those brave ppl in those
bulidings & the firefighters 00lilbunny17 2 years agosouthernpride5408 2 years ago yea u
can say fuck usa all u want but it seems funny to me that whenver some country that
doesnt like u bombs ur country th first thing yall do is call 4 help from america
southernpride5408 2 years agoendywendy722 2 years ago -------------fuck USA!!!-------------- endywendy722 2 years agofight141 2 years ago if the germans invade you guys
again lets hear you say that. mmmkay asshole fight141 2 years agoAaBFreak 2 years ago
It must have been a terrible experince. And it was a terrible day for not just americans,
but many other people all over the world. Also here in Denmark :( R.I.P. the victims
AaBFreak 2 years agoopinionated55 2 years ago my name is michael. i will never forget
that day. i work at the new york stock exchange and i was running for my life that day. i
was standing by brooks brothers while this was happening. the second plane came in and
hit the other building and we were running for our lives. i seen people jumping out of
windows. the people were landing on the roof of the marriot. very very very sad. like i
said, i will never forget that day. opinionated55 2 years agoPocodotSocks 2 years ago
What the hell is with all the racism?? Bunch of twats... PocodotSocks 2 years
agosouthernpride5408 2 years ago ok i apologized for freaking out..even though u guys in
other countries hate us it just pisses me off when people say fuck america when we do
nothing to you guys...again im sorry for freaking out it was wrong on my part
southernpride5408 2 years agoIrateGamerIsGod 2 years ago Fuck America.
IrateGamerIsGod 2 years agoray8888888888 2 years ago im sorry about those who died
only if america had a better goverment and if they new how to pick fights ray8888888888
2 years agosouthernpride5408 2 years ago fuck america really?...spain has nothing but a
bunch of dumb stupid bastards like u who should be fuckin hung and america should
bomb the fuck out of yall cause noone gives a fuck about you guys southernpride5408 2
years agoLouLou2u2 2 years ago southernpride my arse, I wasn't going to reply to yours
but I just couldn't help myself.. you know something? If I was American, I would be
totally ashaimed to say I was from the same country as you. What you just said was
absolutely pathetic. Yeah yeah, I know, your sticking up for your country. Good on ya.
So you should, it shows pride.Pride is a good thing to have. But to reply with what you
said... pffft, dont be surprised if ppl say nasty comments to you. IDIOT!! LouLou2u2 2
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years agoneilzep 2 years ago now you know what happened to the ppl of Japan in
Nagasaki and Hiroshima,what about the millions killed in Vietnam in the late 60's and
early seventies. Take up the sword and you will perish with the sword neilzep 2 years
agoChrisGarciaX 2 years ago indians smell liek shit man..ur ugly ass hair and skin and
eyez..fucking peice of shit indians ChrisGarciaX 2 years agoneilzep 2 years ago really
mexican??? mongrel blood scum...half indian half spanish...stfu and go read a book. LA
raza my ass neilzep 2 years agoIrateGamerIsGod 2 years ago Jesus will fuck
America.God bless the indians.Fuck America,Reply nigga bicth. IrateGamerIsGod 2 years
agobrockelly07 2 years ago Let's not use this video for political propaganda. That was
not the videographer's intent, I don't believe. She was documenting a part of history
because she happened to be there. What happened after this moment is debatable, but
please don't desecrate the lives of the innocent to push or announce your agenda.
brockelly07 2 years agolizzy513 2 years ago I know right. I am so sick of people useing
this event as a political weapon. Liberals trying to say Bush's administration planned
it...God thats a little desperate don't ya think??? I mean, are you so low that you have to
disrespect the first MASS MURDER on American soil since pearl harbor, just to get the
oval office?!?!?! YOU people are not patriotic. Thats like blaming your own country for
its injury, or murder. You have disrespected over 3,000 lives lost. You should be
proud..NOT!!! lizzy513 2 years agokidkong584 2 years ago of course bush is probally
behind this. my opinion is that he set this up so he could have and excuse to go to war
with iraq kidkong584 2 years agoBigBrotha2513 2 years ago thats the most uneducated
statement I have EVER read...I sincerely hope you dont live in the land of the free cause
if you do, its really shaking to think your opinion is valued anywhere here..
BigBrotha2513 2 years agoLiLi230484 2 years ago Do you know what to all you stupid
heartless pricks who have got nothing better to do than slag off america and Britain why
dont you's stop and have a think about all the F..king lifes that were lost that day!!!!
Thousands of innocent people wiped out in the space of a few hours and no it didnt stop
there....what about July 7th 2005!!! All those people killed on the underground!! Its not
f..king funny that people women and children should die because of people aposing
countries&ReligionViews!! LiLi230484 2 years agolizzy513 2 years ago exactly. People
getting on here, who don't even live in America or Britain, and feel like they have the right
to judge us because we are still hurting about the fact we actually lost a great portion of
innocent people that were mass murdered. And that we actually want to fight for them.
Screw those hypocrites. If any other country had this happen, the first two countries
they would call upon would be America and Britain. RIP those who have not died in vain.
lizzy513 2 years agoIrateGamerIsGod 2 years ago Fuck America. IrateGamerIsGod 2
years agosomebeach911 2 years ago Fuck Spainn, where is Spainn anyways? anyone
know? somebeach911 2 years agorlwsccur13 2 years ago was ur whole family in the
building during this??? rlwsccur13 2 years agorlwsccur13 2 years ago but there was a
plane and it did crash into the bulding and they did discover the bodies of iraqies in the
planes that flew into the towers. All the evidence points to iraq... our original thought...
sorry buddy. but i think your wrong. and im not mad, everyone is intittled to their own
opinion rlwsccur13 2 years agoIrateGamerIsGod 2 years ago That was great.What movie
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was that? It looked fake do... IrateGamerIsGod 2 years agopierrefromfrence 2 years ago
the people inside this tower was civilans from 87 origins and they was only financials
workers! they didn't do anything and they day in a horrible way! :( R.I.P. for the
american people, loose the trade center is like to loose the Eiffel tower for a french!
unimaginable! But of course then it has been the war in Iraq which made a lot of iraqians
dead...when all that shit is going to stop?! pierrefromfrence 2 years agoIranbozz 2 years
ago show hide nice vid! u guys should make one in palestine, too or in vietnam or in iraq
or in....... fuck bush and the american government!! :-) Iranbozz 2 years agobmicky 2
years ago Thanks bmicky 2 years agohunkgoldenballs 2 years ago When theres a new
president with a brain in their head I hope he or she bombs the living fuck out of every
muslim country on earth. We can make hockey pucks out of the charred remains.
(something usefull) hunkgoldenballs 2 years agospliffty21 2 years ago Not only did that
horrible day take many lives but alot of people who breathed in all that dust and debris
got sick or even cancer. never forget 9/11/01 spliffty21 2 years agosouthernpride5408 2
years ago hot master cheif go to hell ur a piece of shit southernpride5408 2 years
agodannylovesamerica123 2 years ago 3 shut the fuck u fuckin retard it wasent bush it
was terrosit i wisht all those iraq pplz die they took my mom from me in 9-11 its thier
fualt cuz my mom is dead dannylovesamerica123 2 years ago 3wrestlingmaniac15 2 years
ago 3 holy crap i know i saw an ufo. oh and IrateGamerIsGod fuck you
wrestlingmaniac15 2 years ago 3HotMastercheif 2 years ago Dude 9/11 wasnt a terrerist
attack it was bushs plan to make it explode so he can say theres terrerist and become
presedent HotMastercheif 2 years agodakalt 2 years ago 2 fyi bush became president long
before 9/11. dakalt 2 years ago 2CrazyKilla113 2 years ago fuck the terriost
CrazyKilla113 2 years agoIrateGamerIsGod 2 years ago God bless 911.And bless the
people who used that plane to kill the people inside those buildings.Fuck the American
people now I ask Jesus to kill them. IrateGamerIsGod 2 years agostilwellx 2 years ago 2
Fuck you you little cunt rag head! Anyone who blesses these terrorists deserves to die. it
was a crime not just against America, but against all of mankind. And any other
douchebag Muslim who says otherwise deserves to have his home country invaded and
his head blown off. So if you're against America, fine, you have the right to your opinion,
but if you say that 9/11 was a good thing, you deserve to burn. stilwellx 2 years ago
2IrateGamerIsGod 2 years ago Ha ha ha.I got a penis in ma mouth fucking a two year old
baby with ghost rider and predator while hooker there is. IrateGamerIsGod 2 years
agostilwellx 2 years ago wow, the raghead can't even write in understanable english, and
he's a pedophile, why am i not suprised. In fact, they should put assholes like you in a
zoo, as "the most infectious disease" because that's all you do, parade in the streets
pissing off good people until someone either kills you or chases you away, just like a
disease. stilwellx 2 years agoIrateGamerIsGod 2 years ago Did I say I fucked your mother
and u were born? IrateGamerIsGod 2 years agolilpimp234 2 years ago You guys may just
see demolition and smoke..but behind that I see thousands of people killed,even more
families in PAIN && DEPRESSION,and terriosts fault..why oh why? lilpimp234 2
years ago7ener5ahce 2 years ago show hide obviosly everyone sees what u see u idiot
7ener5ahce 2 years agomarky1333 2 years ago Left click and zoom in. marky1333 2 years
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agomarky1333 2 years ago Look at the two EXPLOSIONS just above the dark grey band
in the middle of the tower at 7:52 marky1333 2 years agoTseqqi 2 years ago show hide
Can't the woman say anything else than oh my god... Tseqqi 2 years agoMGR1900 2
years ago ACGravity, get the hell out of our country. Seriously. Leave. MGR1900 2
years agoYogaNate79 2 years ago December 7, 1941 and September 11, 2001 are two
fateful days that will be remembered in this country. YogaNate79 2 years
agobravemoon84 2 years ago 12:17 SHE SAID IT WAS A MILITARY PLANE
bravemoon84 2 years agoendywendy722 2 years ago that´s true endywendy722 2 years
agowingmand 2 years ago 4 Wtf.. i don't get it.. so the airplane crashed into the building?
why the fuck u skipped that part, and im very sure its all bush's fault terriost.. man i feel
sorry for those ppl on the ground and the building collapsed wingmand 2 years ago
4mikeymike1960 2 years ago 4 like they had the fucking camera ready for the plane to hit
? okayyy. mikeymike1960 2 years ago 4MGR1900 2 years ago mikey, are you part of
the gullible idiots who are entertained by the idea of a conspiracy? Get a life, loser!
MGR1900 2 years agojinglescocoa 2 years ago Yeah, why was the plane crashing into the
building not shown? And she said it "was a military plane". What the hell is that about, I
thought that this was supposed to be just raw video, but its not. jinglescocoa 2 years
agoENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years ago show hide FUCK AMERICA.
ENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years agosniperwolf818 2 years ago 3 Bush is the fucken biggest
coward ever! Its all his fucken fault! FUCK HIM! They should bomb his office!
sniperwolf818 2 years ago 3sondre523 2 years ago they tried that but missed due to a
passanger who managed to get it out of the line to hit the white house sondre523 2 years
agoronnieknotts 2 years ago Nickyhighpockets People are relying on YT users to find the
truth...whatever that truth is. You are not alone on this one, but we must continue to ask
questions. Keep it real folks and don't get personal. Keep asking questions. ronnieknotts
2 years agocondellb04 2 years ago This is a very big tradgedy in new york and america,
R.I.P all the victims that died and deepest sympathy to those who's loved ones died. I
feel sorry for the people who died and their families but i also feel sorry for the people
who witnessed this it must have been a really horrible experience. why do some people
bother posting a comment if they cant give respect they dont deserve to be on earth.
condellb04 2 years agokenersej 2 years ago the twin towers collapsed because of the heat
from the fires and because the jet liner knoked out the piles that was holding the buildings
up. the fire basicly meltet the trusses. kenersej 2 years agohideousdwarf1 2 years ago
This was a terrible tragedy. I've said it before at others, but this was a terrible loss of
human life, that should be the focus. I was 12 in Poway California, second day of the
second week of school. I tell you this, had we reacted from the gut, millions more would
have died. Is there controversy? yes. I remember the reaction at Balboa Hospital with my
dad. Think of this. The military personell said "Nuke 'em. Nuke 'em into a glass lot" In
Memoriam and in my thoughts and prayers hideousdwarf1 2 years
agoanimalsrock384748 2 years ago i was only 6 when this happened and i cant even
remember one thing exceppt 4 watching the news and this little boy and his dad where
sitting at the edge of the stairs and he said when is mom coming home? and he said shes
not.. and he just bursted and fell into his dads lap it was soo horrible =[
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animalsrock384748 2 years agoiKrriiss 2 years ago I agree, It is an insult to ALL of the
people who lost there lives in this event, as well as their families too. Who cares who did
it, whats important is caring for families and remembering each and everyone who lost
their lives. I, as you should too, will remember these people, and these families. iKrriiss 2
years agoNickyhighpockets 2 years ago How can anybody dare say that this was an
inside job? Its an embarrassment to say such a terrible thing. Pay respect to those who
died at the hands of Islamic terrorists. Who do you people think you are kidding? Do you
really honestly think that an entire government can keep one big secret?
Nickyhighpockets 2 years agoXxZeeroxX 2 years ago dude she says OMG too much and
in the end she says "OMG there is no more WTC" who gives a fuck about WTC... what
about the people? Thousands that died and burnt alive and crushed by concrete and steel
and choked to death cause of the smoke? Oh no that didnt matter to them. As long as she
said OMG THEY ARE RUNNING AWAY and OMG THERE IS NO MORE WTC tsk
tsk. XxZeeroxX 2 years agosrogers08 2 years ago The terrorist had an inside man in
America.. Possibly somebody that worked in the trade center. The towers are eqquipped
with a water sprinkler system. The system was turned off just minutes before the first
plane hit. srogers08 2 years agoschnizelcreep 2 years ago show hide man, fuckin new
york deserve this usa keep on saying theyre world power keep on bragging and shit
saying how nothing can destroy wtc but now, its destroyed schnizelcreep 2 years
agojewelrox 2 years ago no one deserves this you dumb fuck.you have just proved
yourself the dumbest person in the world...dumber than george bush..congratulations
jewelrox 2 years agored2seata 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam you're going to hell red2seata 2 years agosurfbum1151 2 years ago yeah and they
keep saying a plane couldnt make it fall did they not see how big that hole was
surfbum1151 2 years agohispanic925 2 years ago i no i can somewat agree with those two
but that was my birthday that day and i was 10 wen this happended so y abut u guys
dont be saying fuck u or ur a retard and i hope the buzzards eat u i mean its no joke its
just a terible tragety and ya im mad too but i learned to let it go hispanic925 2 years
agoadam64897 2 years ago so you were 10 when this happened that makes you 15 or
possibly 16 now. You have to know, you can't just "let it go." This is not your typical
high school sophomore/junior prank, this actually matters today and has profound effects
on our lives still. adam64897 2 years agohispanic925 2 years ago i no all im saying is its
sad but those two shouldn't be arguing cause it was harder on me then it was on those
two who were arguing hispanic925 2 years agosurfbum1151 2 years ago axactly there is
no way and two every one keeps saying bush did it so he could take us to war and realy
dick channey is the one who begged bush over and over intil he said yes surfbum1151 2
years agoadam64897 2 years ago good night, learn how to spell. adam64897 2 years
agosurfbum1151 2 years ago i realy dont care how i spell when i am on here so get over it
surfbum1151 2 years agotimothyABCDEF 2 years ago CFOme Fuk u> u fuking twat i
know where u live and im comeing timothyABCDEF 2 years agoPlasticBagOnMyHead 2
years ago Cfome omg you effine jerk! You can go rott in a hole a dumbutt! OMG! i hope
U die and ur mom two. YOU STUPID BITCH! My teachers daughter died there and ur
effin jokin around! You stupid numbnoted effer! Go kill urself i h8 U. plus its september
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11th u retard. Were serious and ur saying all these gay jokes!! F U!!!!! I SO AGREE
WITH KODACHROME4ever! Go rott in a hole and let the buzzerds eat you! I HATE
YOU! SUM1 I KNEW WAS IN THAT BUILDING! F U! F U! PlasticBagOnMyHead
2 years agoStockholm4ever 2 years ago we shuld blast out the entire muslim world!
Stockholm4ever 2 years agoStarcrossed06 2 years ago I am so sorry for us all. Now let's
make it right. Starcrossed06 2 years agolilmiszlindax33 2 years ago i went to school a few
blocks away from that. not stuyvesant, an elementary school. lilmiszlindax33 2 years
agodestiny27860 2 years ago why the heck did it make you laugh. do you think that it is
funny that tons of people died? wat is wrong with u CfOme? destiny27860 2 years
agoSavi0rxFF 2 years ago this day was so sad it made us all cry. Savi0rxFF 2 years
agoCfOme 2 years ago show hide made me laugh :D CfOme 2 years agoKodachrome945
2 years ago FUCK YOU CfOme I hop your mom gets AIDS and you get anal cancer
Kodachrome945 2 years agoMonkeypaintball64 2 years ago Fuck u ASSHOLE!
Monkeypaintball64 2 years agoMonkeypaintball64 2 years ago i miss the world trade
center, My friends dad died in it R.I.P to all the victims of 9/11/01 Monkeypaintball64 2
years agoCfOme 2 years ago show hide Lol i like the people that thought they could fly
and jumped from there....When did this take place? CfOme 2 years agoweissgrrl 2 years
ago No, they just didn't feel like burning to death, asshole. weissgrrl 2 years
agosurfbum1151 2 years ago it wasnt bush i am with u surfbum1151 2 years
agoxoxMixedBeautyxox 2 years ago 2 18:24 everything is like covered in debris... RIP to
those innocent victims of 9/11 and any other terrorist act xoxMixedBeautyxox 2 years ago
2eddy2ricky 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam wow wow
wow!! best!!!! best video!! eddy2ricky 2 years agocphase28 2 years ago the day that
busch made america suck!!!!!!!!!!!! cphase28 2 years agoDevery2008 2 years ago 3 ...the
day america cried. Devery2008 2 years ago 3underriot 2 years ago 4 I was in the east
village when this happened... and I have to say, I felt the same way as she did when it
fell... you just knew all those people had died. It was very very sad... underriot 2 years
ago 4neilsmith1337 2 years ago "This is what it's like for Muslims everyday" Best quote
of the video. Your country is 9 trillion dollars in debt now and no closer to forcing
democracy on a bunch of nutters who worship a child rapist, well done. neilsmith1337 2
years agounderriot 2 years ago 4 Bad American foreign policy or not... this was an
atrocity, please be respectful to the people who died. underriot 2 years ago 4rudeboyjohn
2 years ago sad to say, but the US govt really doesnt give a shit about democracy in the
mid east, rather material possesion and gain. the govt. doesnt give a shit about Iraqi
children because if they did the USA would occupy Africa too. rudeboyjohn 2 years
agoErix7810 2 years ago "i just heard a large boom..." greatest intro line ever Erix7810 2
years agoacdcrules97 2 years ago mental intstitioution= terriorists acdcrules97 2 years
agoUSAF96 2 years ago wtf USAF96 2 years agoHeLLSSoldi3r 2 years ago 5 R.I.P
EVERYBODY SOLDI3R HeLLSSoldi3r 2 years ago 5 Prev 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms
Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English
Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your
Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a
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different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close
Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) srt4nigguh 2 years ago wars need to be
fought. even i say that. and im 21 and able to get drafted if they have a draft. i would be
more than happy to fight for my country. especially after something like this. the soldiers
dying are the ones that signed up. i dont mean that in an offensive way. but they knew
there was the chance of them gettin killed. there not the ones complaining its the fuckin
liberals. srt4nigguh 2 years agoAudiomuse 2 years ago 2 Not to offend you, but if I was
there, I would be rushing outside to help people. God Bless America and remember the
victims! Audiomuse 2 years ago 2zinfandel66 2 years ago liberals = terroists zinfandel66
2 years agoMUNEYMAKEUH 2 years ago 5 R.I.P TO EVERYWUN 9/11
MUNEYMAKEUH 2 years ago 5windtrix3d 2 years ago show hide ....so im sorry that u
must read this..but i must let the truth out...only a few knows the real cause of the
problem,i hope ull all understand...i stil cant belive US can do this to their own country...
windtrix3d 2 years agowindtrix3d 2 years ago show hide i dont noe if ull like wat im goin
to say...here it goes...i dont think that Osama is responsible for the crash...tis is hard to
believe but sources tells me tat our very own US government did it...they planned the
whole thing..i know u dont want to read tis but actually if u can notice clearly,no plane
can make that kind of crash...actually they planted bombs in the building windtrix3d 2
years agobob1qaz 2 years ago You my friend are an idiot bob1qaz 2 years agoAudiomuse
2 years ago I cried as I watched this video, GOD BLESS AMERICA AND NEVER
FORGET THE VICTIMS. Audiomuse 2 years agoLuvAnimalShows 2 years ago Osama
attacked us along with his Saudi Arabian gangsters than we attack Iraq which had nothing
to do with this ? That makes no sense. We used an evil to justify another evil
LuvAnimalShows 2 years agobob1qaz 2 years ago Search nineteen eighty-four on google
videos and watch that movie. Evil justifies evil and sometimes 2 and 2 make 5. bob1qaz 2
years agokempstud21 2 years ago i can hear your heart beating. kempstud21 2 years
ago4331b 2 years ago go fuck your goat you ass 4331b 2 years agoANG3L0FH3LL 2
years ago L0L!!!!!!!LMA0!!!!! ANG3L0FH3LL 2 years ago4331b 2 years ago meccas
next you fuck 4331b 2 years agostevenstreets2 2 years ago im still pissed. i love newyork
too much.i was stationed there in 78 performed at carnagy hall just 5 months before
911.dont need to lie to me mr bush,,, just get it done right.i dont really care if we fix the
problem wrong as long as it gets done effectivly.thanks for reeminding me folks ,its all
about US the people.Hope you folks are coping well with your experience.
stevenstreets2 2 years agoMarkyboy28 2 years ago Thankyou for sharing this video with
us, it must have been difficult. RIP all those who died 11/09/2001 Markyboy28 2 years
agosrt4nigguh 2 years ago after watching this how can anyone say this war is
irellevant?bin laden needs to suffer the consequences.i never want my kids to feel the fear
that these people and everyone in US felt that day.and how can you say our
PRESIDENT,had anything to do with the killing of thousands of innocent people?the
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war needs to be fought. FREEDOM IS NOT FREE! if we didnt fight wars and end
peoles terror like hitler,believe you would have alot more to complain about,this country
would be a whole lot different! srt4nigguh 2 years agoowler75 2 years ago srt im with
you i live in britain and who knows it could be us next on a larger scale than in july 2005 .
it still makes me feel sick seeing those planes hit the towers COWARDS thats all they are
evil BASTARDS who think they will go to paradise for the cause hope they are rotting in
hell hope they get bin laden one day owler75 2 years agojmer0113 2 years ago srt4nigger
jmer0113 2 years agoTakuraLove 2 years ago OMG!!!!!!!!!!!! R.I.P!!! I CRIED.
TakuraLove 2 years agogigigirl23 2 years ago omg, wasn't it unbelieveble to see? it looks
so unreal.... thanks for the video, really impressing to see. it make's me very sad. gigigirl23
2 years agolozzi8 2 years ago Bless lozzi8 2 years agolabmastersteve 2 years ago I wish
you'd have kept taping, I was captured by the reality your video offered. An incredible
day in our history, words cannot do it justice... Let us pray... labmastersteve 2 years
agolabmastersteve 2 years ago That was incredible, I've never seen anything that allows
the perspective YOUR video does. Just amazing, sickening..... I cried.... labmastersteve 2
years agoxxilikepotatoesx 2 years ago fucking persian terroriest all can burn in hell r.i.p.
for the people who died <3 xxilikepotatoesx 2 years agorachael8998 2 years ago omg that
must have been so shocking to see It makes me wanna cry.. R.I.P rachael8998 2 years
agoSweigy08 2 years ago so your saying that there is no natural gas or any explosive gas
or liquid in that building that was ignitied and caused those tiny explosions. you know
those explosions were so huge to bring down two of the biggest buildings in the world.
good call though you unamerican trailor trash. Sweigy08 2 years agocuttersnimrod 2 years
ago wwefanatic 474 your a twat up yours cuttersnimrod 2 years agoWWEfanatic474 2
years ago God bless all who lost a loved one or lost their own lives.... R.I.P Christian
From Illinois WWEfanatic474 2 years agosatanistious 2 years ago oh yeah, welcome to
"police state: 911" satanistious 2 years agoloderbro787 2 years ago damn i would of
freaked the fuck out this girl seams all calm. id go get rifle and run i thought it was aliens
at first cuz i was readin war of the worlds loderbro787 2 years agosatanistious 2 years
ago 19:40: tower colapses, youcan se small explosion s underneath the wave of dust on
the builidng. 07:50: small flashes and small bang-like noices the planes did not bring the
towers done. it was a carefully designed and controled demolition triggered with military
precision, did afghanistan nor iraw have that resource? satanistious 2 years
agorudysmilano 2 years ago i'm so sad rudysmilano 2 years agocatalog343 2 years ago
wow! this gotta be ww3 ( for mingebags: ww3=world war 3) crazy asses catalog343 2
years ago831lalo831 2 years ago fuck anyone who died in septeber 11 2001 lmfao
831lalo831 2 years agoianrewel 2 years ago fucking asshole ianrewel 2 years
agocatalog343 2 years ago i was just 7 years that day dont wanna remember those
terrorist beeches all i can say is wtf made them to do this bullsheet?!well its over
anyways catalog343 2 years agoemieINSANE 2 years ago I remember watching this on
the news. I was 9 at the time. Watching it back now makes me want to cry. I didn't know
anyone in this but its sad to think that children my age at this time lost their fathers,
mothers, brothers, sisters, friends, grandparents, uncles aunties. It shows life is too
precious, my heart goes out to all the people who lost someone in 9/11. emieINSANE 2
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years agoBeatlesgirl13 2 years ago Sad ;(((((((((((((((((((((((( Beatlesgirl13 2 years
agonobbinara 2 years ago I can't see how taking the lives of innocent people in general can
be justified? nobbinara 2 years ago03cammd79 2 years ago could say the same about
hiroshima and nagasaki! (sorry bout my spelling) 03cammd79 2 years agoELEtrickHeaT
2 years ago i remember that morning just b4 i went to school, my dad was watching this
on the news,of course being the kid i was back then it didnt catch my attention but now
when i think about it and watch this stuff it just scares me inside ELEtrickHeaT 2 years
agogelluper 2 years ago You were getting ready to go to school at 10:13????? gelluper 2
years agoELEtrickHeaT 2 years ago i was in i different timezone it was 7 or 8am
ELEtrickHeaT 2 years agogelluper 2 years ago Ahhhhhh... Okay gelluper 2 years
agodrake10987 2 years ago oh yeah, and flame on like clueless emos if you feel like it,
ignorance is bliss after all. drake10987 2 years agodrake10987 2 years ago as crazy as it
may seems, i think these attacks were (almost) justified. all i thought at first was hunting
down those terrorists and kill them with my bare hands, just like most of you. but, after
educating myself on the "why!?", i realized the US basically shot itself in the foot with
its foreign policy. so instead of sticking to your emotional, uninformed and therefore
stupid opinion, i suggest you read about bin laden's motivations and related subjects.
drake10987 2 years agochesterwood1 2 years ago the government is involved with the
devil...you better recognize it chesterwood1 2 years agodavetokes93 2 years ago HEY
STOP THE WAR MAN! WOOOO! davetokes93 2 years agopeturx 2 years ago poor
people they didnt see it comming.....that shit all hppened in 26 fucking minutes thats
fucking sad guys.....my dad died in that shit....i i i worried about him when i herd people
were crashing into the WTC....i wanted to go to IRAQ and take em all by myself R.I.P
DAD I THINK ABOUT U EVERY DAY!!!!! peturx 2 years agogothicadudu 2 years ago
who is trey?!?! gothicadudu 2 years agoandytho32 2 years ago Trey is the brainless
wanker (actually I called him a c nt which is probably more accurate) who claims to be a
terrorist and thinks the people who died deserved it (see a few messages ago). There's
another brainless wanker here called ENSZOPOK200GAY (see below) andytho32 2
years agoGeorgeBushTheHero 2 years ago Great Video! God bless America and George
W. Bush United we stand proud and for ever free! FUCK TERRORISTS AND FUCK
ISLAM GeorgeBushTheHero 2 years agoENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years ago show hide
Fuck america! ENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years agoandytho32 2 years ago If I met you
shithead I'd break your face - that's to you ENSZOPOK200GAY andytho32 2 years
agoENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years ago Fuck america ENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years
agoandytho32 2 years ago Good to see you're so articulate - ct andytho32 2 years
agocasper6667 2 years ago fuck u dick head bith slut asshole wat are a fuckinidoit i hope
u diee a slow pain ful death thats 2 u enszopok200gay casper6667 2 years
agoAmericanluau197 2 years ago What I don't get is that policemen are around the area,
blaring their sirens, when they could've dispatched some planes to shoot them down, and
that still would've cost lives, but less than this. Americanluau197 2 years
agoPublicsafetydude 2 years ago your are a fucking moron Publicsafetydude 2 years
agoBeatlesgirl13 2 years ago 4 I HATE ALL FUCKING TERROIsts(my english is not
good) Beatlesgirl13 2 years ago 4dyonker 2 years ago In hindsight, the previous weekend
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had a really weird vibe to it and on the night before, everything seemed calm dyonker 2
years agoTreyMadstone 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam good all of the american people die is good i am a terorist and i hope that ol of you
fucking rednecks die !!!! TreyMadstone 2 years agovrlobo88 2 years ago 3 quit trying to
pose as an arab...you fucking redneck piece of shit...you are just trying to brew
hate....fuck you vrlobo88 2 years ago 3andytho32 2 years ago 3 Trey, if you're trying to
be 'funny/clever', you're not - you're a brainless ct if you're being 'serious' - you're a
brainless ct Either way, you're a brainless ct andytho32 2 years ago 3smirnoffnaddy 2
years ago hey trey HOW THE FUK YOU WOULD REACT IF YOUR WHOLE
GODDAMM FAMILY WAS IN THE BUILDING DURING 9/11HUH? YOU FUKIN
PIECE OF SHIT smirnoffnaddy 2 years agoandytho32 2 years ago Hi Trey, just wanted
to jump on again and say what a brainless ct you are. andytho32 2 years
agoEmperorAntiChrist 2 years ago 1 and 2 Seems logical EmperorAntiChrist 2 years
agowhitetigerninja2007 2 years ago So if you think our government was behind this type
1, if you think it was all al qeada by themself type 2 whitetigerninja2007 2 years
agomyview999 2 years ago Americans are killing Muslims for jews and getting paid back
like this. Why americans became slaves of jews myview999 2 years agoConz470 2 years
ago show hide i still remember this day, but still, we must remember, they did this so that
america would be crushed, so, its time to forget about it Conz470 2 years
agodontblackmailme 2 years ago did any one here lose some one like a friend mom or dad
etc dontblackmailme 2 years agohiphoptt10 2 years ago my friends mom was one of the
peopel that got saved from this building and his dad jump out of the building and died
instently now-a days shes really depressed hiphoptt10 2 years agohairie80 2 years ago
there was a fuckin plane morons.R u guys fuckin retard or wat.Guess ur daddy wasn't
there too wen ur mom got fucked to have u.Guess George Bush was behind dat too!
hairie80 2 years agoLutscherficker 2 years ago 5 i lost my parents and my little brother at
(9/11) and its sooo hard sometimes i thin i have to stop my life but than i think waht my
father would seid : i love you and you have to think of good sites of life!! So i lost my
family and some people write such stupid things! god bless all you people Lutscherficker
2 years ago 5LiisRoos 2 years ago 4 dont be sad. they are in better place now :) LiisRoos
2 years ago 4Angelwngs 2 years ago 2 I rated this with 5 stars, not because I thought it
was awesome but because I think you did a really good job documenting it. Though i'm
not going to lie, you have a really annoying voice you know...regardless we will never
forget September 11th, 2001. Angelwngs 2 years ago 2angelincal 2 years ago 3 we shall
never forget 9/11/2001 angelincal 2 years ago 3jwhittred 2 years ago whoever was behind
this doesn't change the fact that this was a terrible day in which hopefully the world will
never see again. Thousands of innocent people lost their lives. I'm British and personally
don't believe this was a government act as i'm pretty sure the Bush administration didn't
cause 7/7 in London. It all comes down to religion, the likes of Osama Bin Laden and his
followers are scum of the earth and deserve to die a much much worse death than anyone
could imagine jwhittred 2 years agonepeanbob 2 years ago wow this was not a terroist
attack people, if it was where the hell is the plane have u eber heard of one being found???
this is all government stuff with bush behind it!!! nepeanbob 2 years agocreed200569 2
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years ago R u really that fucking stupid??? I believe bush could be behind it,but to say
there was no plane when clearly there was is arrogant. creed200569 2 years
agoWWEfanatic474 2 years ago im real fucking sure bush arranged this just to teach us all
a lesson....do u think anyone would let him kill THOUSAND of innocent people you
mother fucker? WWEfanatic474 2 years agooosk1 2 years ago i'm with you on the 9\11
bush had something to do with it oosk1 2 years agoderek1012 2 years ago i am vary sorry
to tell you lady but there where thousands pf people at work which makes me feel
horrible. derek1012 2 years agothefletch888 2 years ago 2 is someone jumping out at
7:34? thefletch888 2 years ago 2FunkySeeFunkyDo22 2 years ago How can anyone
possibly confirm that? FunkySeeFunkyDo22 2 years agothefletch888 2 years ago it was
more like thinking out loud... thefletch888 2 years agothedudeofclaus 2 years ago please,
no. thedudeofclaus 2 years agosocomhiter 2 years ago Yes socomhiter 2 years
agofabrizio2956 2 years ago Oh... I hadn't imagined that it was... like this... All that
dust.... And that people running away... It's terrible.... fabrizio2956 2 years
agoADZ01982 2 years ago A sad day. Never forgotten or forgiven. ADZ01982 2 years
agoDNATrom 2 years ago 2 "They need to get planes and drop water on it" I know 9/11
isn't exactly the right thing to make a joke out of, and believe me, I pray for everyone
who's died that day, but don't you think that sentence is a bit ironic? DNATrom 2 years
ago 2FunkySeeFunkyDo22 2 years ago Ironic or moronic? FunkySeeFunkyDo22 2 years
agokuhne 2 years ago 3 I just laugh at how she is, ARE WE GONA BE OK?!?!? Get the
fuck out of the building! kuhne 2 years ago 3maniosa82 2 years ago VERY SAD, THESE
ARABS NEED TO DIE maniosa82 2 years agokuhne 2 years ago show hide WAR.... It's
FANTASTIC "smiles at cammera" kuhne 2 years agoFunkySeeFunkyDo22 2 years ago
dumb MTV generation fuck FunkySeeFunkyDo22 2 years agokuhne 2 years ago man
you didn't see hot shots 2 part deux? when that guy is crying and tells charly sheen
"Thank you topper, I can kill again!" then kills a bunch of people and says "WAR, ITS
FANTASTIC" then smiles at the cammera.... jesus christ people lighten the FUCK UP
kuhne 2 years agohebrewhammer010 2 years ago 3 Rational arguments don't work on
religious people, if they did, there would be no religious people. hebrewhammer010 2
years ago 3Lee16England 2 years ago 4 just looking at this video still sends shivers down
my spine. One of the sadest days in history, R.I.P to all those who died Lee16England 2
years ago 4hairie80 2 years ago Bush & Osama r both the same to me.Both shud burn in
hell!!!So many innocent people hav died by their direct orders. hairie80 2 years
ago8900aba 2 years ago show hide fuck you 8900aba 2 years agoXxKahhxX 2 years ago 5
OMG!! This is soo damn horrible!!! I'm from Brazil, and watching this.. it's really sad.. I
don't even have a word to discribe what happened..=( XxKahhxX 2 years ago 5sofronijev
2 years ago show hide I was sooooo happy on this day... :) Nice video :D sofronijev 2
years ago8900aba 2 years ago 4 fuck you too 8900aba 2 years ago 4sofronijev 2 years ago
show hide hahahahahhhhahahahahhahahhahah-hahh fuck your mother !! sofronijev 2
years agoloveme45565 2 years ago 2 idk really to say...this changed my life forever..thnxs
to everyone who risked their lives to save the ones in the buildin..rip..and whoever said
this was fun to shoulld burn in hell! loveme45565 2 years ago 2whsacastel 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam This was an act of terrorism but
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they got the wrong terrorists, this was an attack by the terrorists known as George W.
Bush , Dick Cheney , and every other person involved in 9/11. Don't believe me?? Go
watch the movie Zeitgeist it tells the truth about everything. whsacastel 2 years
agomlex169 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Just a quick
question for all the 9/11 conspiracy people that live in the US. Let's say you are right and
the US Government was completely behind the attacks. Question: Why are you still
living in the US? It would seem to me that this would be the LAST place on earth you
would choose to live. Unless you sympathize with the attackers....if that's the case, well,
that's just sick. mlex169 2 years agopadi948 2 years ago 4 I feel they did the right thing to
post this video.RIP padi948 2 years ago 4moosehands 2 years ago show hide bush is
doing the right thing moosehands 2 years agoHippyy123 2 years ago right and wrong
good and bad are points of view, it can be argued that the terrorists believed that they
were doing the right thing to. there is no right or wrong, only different views. Hippyy123
2 years agoDILOWASERE 2 years ago 2 they got money for wars but can't feed the pour
RIP to all those we have lost DILOWASERE 2 years ago 2Edinja123 2 years ago show
hide haha so fun to watch Edinja123 2 years agoverob16 2 years ago 3 do you have a fkn
mental problem!!! r u normal?? go see a fkn psy!!! you got real mental prpblems to think
thats fun to watch I would have want to see you there you fkn moron! verob16 2 years
ago 3HungKiet 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam O Lord
please forgive our sins and lift us up from temptations of this world lure our faith please
give us hope and faith be never seperated from You. Please establish peace in American
and around the world. Especially on the leaders to follow Your will for love and peace.
Please guide them and help them in crisis of war today.Holy Spirit please give them
wisdom and courage to defend your Churches. Amen HungKiet 2 years agoxXxvolzaxXx
2 years ago me_nU_nTenDer_iNGlEs_ buuu ._.' xXxvolzaxXx 2 years agovxrobby 2
years ago 3 Its been over 6 years since its happened and it still sends a shiver down my
spine its going to be something that is going to live in my memory forever as the day
where inocent people lost there lives for fucking no reason. May all the people who lost
there lives R.I.P. Rob from Melbourne Australia vxrobby 2 years ago 3wrong12playwit 2
years ago Go to Pastor Rodney Burns and comment wrong12playwit 2 years
ago1981kerr 2 years ago It will be a day remember for the rest of my life. So many lives
were changed and lost on that day. R.I.P. to all those that died and my thoughts go the
relatives. 1981kerr 2 years agosavie0930 2 years ago Well plep02...unfortunately those
innocent people died and we are left with ignorant idiots such as yourself. I'm sure you
will get yours some day...GOD BLESS AMERICA, THE BEST COUNTRY IN THE
WORLD!!! savie0930 2 years agoRoly702 2 years ago Not to be blunt, but saying that
makes you look like a tool... South Korea is more digitally advanced then America too!
South Korea > America! Roly702 2 years agoKieron3108 2 years ago 2 It's unthinkable
what the people must have went through. Leave home for work and be faced with such
terrifyingly horrific circumstances, in some cases jumping to their deaths as the best way
out. Best wishes to the families of those lost, Kieron, Liverpool, England Kieron3108 2
years ago 22244242 2 years ago 3 Human life is so precious and for anyone to take joy in
watching so many valuable lives be snatched speaks volumes about their sick, sick
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character. My heart goes out to all Americans and especially those who lost loved ones in
this horrible act of evilness. May God continue to comfort you and be with you all.
2244242 2 years ago 3plep02 2 years ago show hide so if human life is so valuable and
killing ppl is so bad.. then why do you think this act of terrorism is bad? americans are
killing since they exist.. and even before that they did.. they killed millions of innocents
and are still doing nothing else.. why isnt that bad?? you must be an american right?
plep02 2 years agoFunkySeeFunkyDo22 2 years ago Im not jumping on the America
bashing bandwagon - but its a fair point. This comment is getting the thumbs down - but
americans should try to understand more about their country's foreign policies, why they
are disliked around the world. FunkySeeFunkyDo22 2 years agoidapeppp 2 years ago 5
I'm crying...:( nice video. IST JUST SO SAD:'( i can immagine how it was like being
inside the building.. it must have been terrible idapeppp 2 years ago 55Intel5 2 years ago
Plep02 your so stupid... That is real and there were many people who died.... it just
makes me crying 5Intel5 2 years agoitsHannaHwhoelse 2 years ago plep02 you stupid
son of a bitch you will die and go to hell for what you said itsHannaHwhoelse 2 years
agobasketcheerbabe 2 years ago i know basketcheerbabe 2 years agobasketcheerbabe 2
years ago umm are you sure u have ur head screwed on properly? basketcheerbabe 2
years agoDIALGALOVER2007 2 years ago 2 curse u all people this is no funny matter
this is real life DIALGALOVER2007 2 years ago 2plep02 2 years ago was it a plane?
was it a cow? no it was superladen!! plep02 2 years agoverob16 2 years ago if your
trying to be funny well your not wierdo verob16 2 years agobasketcheerbabe 2 years ago
3 great footage i would have been freaking out...i would not have watched it...ur brave.
basketcheerbabe 2 years ago 3plep02 2 years ago indeed great footage of those ugly
towers finaly disapearing out of my eyes, i hope americans had a lot of pain!! heil osama
bin laden!! fuck the united states bunch of motherfuckers, americans DIE!!!!!!!! plep02 2
years agoZeljeznicarFan 2 years ago 2 ohhh my mather .......... 11.09.2001 never forget Hi
from Sarajevo ( Bosnia and Herzegovina) ZeljeznicarFan 2 years ago 2WetMetalPole 2
years ago amazing footage thanks :) WetMetalPole 2 years agoKos97 2 years ago 3 I can't
believe it was so long ago!! I remember this like a moment ago...makes me cry to see this,
such a very sad day! If there is a GOD, God bless these souls!! Kos97 2 years ago
3elitereel 2 years ago if there is a god, why the fuck would he/she do this? elitereel 2 years
agoplep02 2 years ago because god created ppl and the americans make war with them..
god doesnt like that.. binladen is a god! plep02 2 years ago02Buckley 2 years ago they
should have lefted their house to a safe place... FAR AWAY especially having a baby
with them. 02Buckley 2 years agoclone5troper 2 years ago I wanted to see the plane
impact, but it look like I didn't make in time. clone5troper 2 years agobenjarni92 2 years
ago show hide lol all them people died benjarni92 2 years agopeachey18 2 years ago 6
you're an asshole peachey18 2 years ago 6flabnotrehab 2 years ago 2 that's realllly mean u
must not be from the u.s benjarn92 flabnotrehab 2 years ago 2baltusd 2 years ago we
arent she leaving the building meny in the towers didnt leave because they were told not
to...how stupid can u bee baltusd 2 years agoelitereel 2 years ago 2 is that someone
jumping at 7:34? elitereel 2 years ago 2clone5troper 2 years ago I don't think so, its too
big to be a person. clone5troper 2 years ago02Buckley 2 years ago yes it was. 02Buckley
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2 years agotatgirl7 2 years ago i hate iraq there bustus tatgirl7 2 years
agogittianimeluver07 2 years ago 2 u idiot its terrorists not iraq gittianimeluver07 2 years
ago 207vettec6 2 years ago that was 10 days before my 7th b-day and exactly 1 month
after my parents got married i woke up that morning and i sh@my self 07vettec6 2 years
agoowntje 2 years ago FK FK OMG :"( owntje 2 years agokomododrago 2 years ago Bin
Laden is just jealous to America that's why he uses dirty tactics religion to encourage
fellow muslims to commit suicide mission.But the question is WHEN WILL BIN
LADEN COMMIT SUICIDE? His answer.... ! " NO WAY ! I'm NOT fool to do that! I
will just HIDE!" komododrago 2 years agomtswingband 2 years ago it was not j/ him
mtswingband 2 years agobacklikevertabrae 2 years ago Do some research and you will
find that it was not Bin Laden. He was just a scapegoat. backlikevertabrae 2 years
agokomododrago 2 years ago bin laden declared jihad to america and praise those who
commit suicide mission there.remember that bin laden business was over taken by
americans in saudi arabia that's why he hates saudi and america. komododrago 2 years
agonewbeatxox 2 years ago im from canada=] newbeatxox 2 years agobertzie95 2 years
ago doesnt that just give you nightmares after watching a something like that jus fall down
into peices? bertzie95 2 years agostrykn18 2 years ago It sure does... strykn18 2 years
agoKos97 2 years ago and makes me cry too... Kos97 2 years agosingingloud365 2 years
ago May God bless you, and everyone on this great country of ours. singingloud365 2
years agozezima0014 2 years ago wich one is collapsed at 14:25 ? zezima0014 2 years
agozizulinho 2 years ago God bless America. zizulinho 2 years agosusiccu 2 years ago 2
Thank you for your precious contribute to the History. susiccu 2 years ago 2thescifichic
2 years ago I guess this was a sad reminder that no one is safe.....RIP all those taken by
this tragedy...and the condolences of those that lost loved ones. thescifichic 2 years
agopsymon208 2 years ago Where are the frames that were supposed to be between
11:44 - 11:45? psymon208 2 years agozezima0014 2 years ago I think they stopped the
camera because it was to long filming zezima0014 2 years agoENSZOPOK200GAY 2
years ago show hide FUCK AMERICA! GOD HATES AMERICA!
ENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years agojoshyguitarman 2 years ago so god hates america
huh?... do you have a reason to why our god would hate america, god hates nobody.. he
has one enemy and that is satan. america is not satan america is a country that will help
out anybody when they are in need. we helped russia and the jews in ww2. we helped
vietnam fight the vietkong and wher helping iraqi sittizones fight extremist... pleas write
back on y god hates america joshyguitarman 2 years agogolive4 2 years ago God does not
hate, people hate you mentioned all the help America has given to the Jews in WW2 have
you ever asked yourself what about the Indians slaughtered in America and the African
Slaves this country has mistreated for houndres of years. 9/11 was the worst day of
disaster this country has ever seen God doesnt hate America people do for lots of
reasons, personally I love this counrty and will defend it with all my might but I will
never forget the past. golive4 2 years agojoshyguitarman 2 years ago yes yes i know this i
was replying to a comment some punk made... he said "fuck america< god hates america"
. i was putting him in his place... i love this counrty very very musch and next year i am
leagal age for the army and i plan to join. joshyguitarman 2 years agodefiant8385 2 years
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ago R.I.P defiant8385 2 years agodeanzx 2 years ago OMFG!!!! i just cant believe it
R.I.P. on their souls deanzx 2 years agoTheFalseMirror 2 years ago I was 7 at the time
this happened... Just watching the entire story through visual instead of narration is what
shows me : This was scarier than what the news made it look. I found out what happened
in 2002, a year later. The day after 9/11/01, the teachers at school gave a memorial on all
this, and saying that they hope the catch the "bad guys"... TheFalseMirror 2 years
agoebonemckine 2 years ago i would have dived in the water a 20:15! ebonemckine 2
years agoMarisaShorty 2 years ago OMG 19:43 IS SO SCARY! RIP ALL THE SOULS
TAKEN DURING 9/11 xoxox MarisaShorty 2 years agoD3R3IN3 2 years ago On
Microsoft Word you must write Q33 NY (the name of the plain) and changes to
wingdings D3R3IN3 2 years agoStra2casterAtHotmail 2 years ago that some crazy shit...
Stra2casterAtHotmail 2 years agoCaseyFan5 2 years ago Why are you people thinking so
sick on this topic? 9/11 was a TERRORIST ATTACK by bin Laden. Even the US gov't
couldn't hide something of this calibur. Look up the ATC reports online, and you'll see
that the Air Traffic Control towers received transmissions from COMMERCIAL aircraft
that had been hijacked. CaseyFan5 2 years agoDemitjuhhh 2 years ago OH MY
GOD!!!!!!!! 19:43!!!!!!!!! Demitjuhhh 2 years agojackd166 2 years ago I watched a video
and the building exploded before the plane hit. America needs to look closer at their
goverment and why? Why would they do this? jackd166 2 years agogudeljb 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Google: Zeitgeist the Movie gudeljb
2 years agobeka1511 2 years ago 2 Rip for the peopel who lost there lives that day Rip
to the brave people that faced the tragic event Rip you will always be in our hearts xxx
beka1511 2 years ago 2kingjesus69 2 years ago why it doesnt show the second plane
crashing!?!?! is that from an office or a residential apartment kingjesus69 2 years
agoSonicobbsessed 2 years ago ANOTHER UFO AT 11:51!!! Sonicobbsessed 2 years
agoSonicobbsessed 2 years ago OMG! UFO AT 5:30!!! Sonicobbsessed 2 years
agoHightemplarl 2 years ago How can there be so much smoke?!!?!? Hightemplarl 2 years
agojoeavery66 2 years ago 911 was an inside job. A self-inflicted wound. The evidence
clearly shows it. Wake up America. The enemy is running our government. joeavery66 2
years agobucketx 2 years ago the enemy "is" our government. if you look closely at the
planes... they were US Airforce plane.. only someone that was in government could have
even came close to those kind of planes bucketx 2 years agoboyer365709 2 years ago if
you don't know what you are talking about, then you really shouldn't comment... making
people think anything but the truth is just wrong, especially on this topic. I am Active
Duty U.S. Air Force and we don't even make planes like that except for C-130's and they
don't even come close to resembling a Boeing 767 or 757... good call though...
boyer365709 2 years agojoeavery66 2 years ago What about NORAD standing down? 4
Planes, allegedly hijacked for hours, and the Air force did nothing. Dick Cheney was in
charge of NORAD and gave the stand down order. There was no plane wreckage at the
pentagon, and finally, Buildings of concrete and steel do not turn to dust without
explosives. 911 was the biggest LIE ever told to America. joeavery66 2 years
agohoneysparkles 2 years ago 7 years ago.. amd i still get chills. rip. honeysparkles 2
years agoHightemplarl 2 years ago It's been seven already?... Wow, time flies by. I
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wonder how far they are in rebuilding the towers. Hightemplarl 2 years agobucketx 2
years ago i dont think they are going to bucketx 2 years agoWWEfanatic474 2 years ago
they arent rebuilding the towers you dumbass WWEfanatic474 2 years agosuperfreakzz 2
years ago I can't imagine what horror the people went through. My history teacher was
working for PBS at the time, and he was ordered to interview people who were coming
off of a plane that witnessed the attack on NYC. superfreakzz 2 years agoNocturnal36 2
years ago that has got to be the most insane angle i have seen yet out of all the footage
from 9/11.. if that was me in that room!! wwooww!! thats intense right there yo.. those
ppl really kept there calm.. 9/11 was an inside job... peace!! Nocturnal36 2 years
agoCsybor 2 years ago This is horrible! Csybor 2 years agoitalo36 2 years ago I was
watching live from my house in Montreal and we all thought this was the third world
war. Even downtown Montreal skyscrapers were evacuated, we thought we were next.
italo36 2 years agoWarrenX1 2 years ago show hide ROFL, america got its face owned!
WarrenX1 2 years agoWantmyserver 2 years ago wow you have got to be the biggest ass
hole ever. so many people died. i dont know what race you are and i hate you. i dont care
what your race is. you are just a bastard who likes to see other people suffer. you
wouldnt say "ROFL (Name of your Country) got its face owned!" ass hole.
Wantmyserver 2 years agoWWEfanatic474 2 years ago im gonna "own" your fucking face
if u say another smart ass move again WWEfanatic474 2 years agoxpo920 2 years ago I
saw the second plane fly over my head while i was eating breakfast. It was an image that
would be burned into my mind forever. Never forget. 9/11/2001 xpo920 2 years
agoitalo36 2 years ago I just can't imagine how you must has felt seeing the whole tragedy
live. I was in my living room in Montreal and all canadians were panicking, we thought
we were next, like an attack against all western nations. god bless you italo36 2 years
agosiltopian7 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam cry
america cry cry bush cry fuck amerika siltopian7 2 years agoredassasain18 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam fuck you bitchass redassasain18 2
years agocnincanada 2 years ago cry you cry cry siltopian7 cry fuck sitopian7 cnincanada
2 years agoKachukeland 2 years ago 2 I tired of seeing videos of 9/11 where people add
music and words indicating the 'conspiracy'. thanks for posting Kachukeland 2 years ago
2ENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years ago show hide Fuck America.Jeez dipes jos pocach?
ENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years agosospi94 2 years ago I never forget this moment. Bin
Laden is going to die! I hope he does! and all the AL-Qaeda fuckers! sospi94 2 years
agovoodoohamsterdoll 2 years ago you're forgetting that bin laden was trained by the cia,
is a member of the saudi royal family who have a terrible record for human rights
violations, but who are considered close allies by the u.s. government because of their
vast reserves of oil... should i go on? voodoohamsterdoll 2 years agoagram282 2 years ago
it's not funny, eh ?? well... I KNOW THAT !! american's motherfucker's !! (but i realy
sorry about ppl's inside building) agram282 2 years agowheresmymaid 2 years ago This
was a terrible, heart-wrenching event which will never be forgotten, but the people who
are taping this dont seem quite as concerned as they should be... wheresmymaid 2 years
agowheresmymaid 2 years ago my mistake. i hadnt watched all of it. wheresmymaid 2
years agombcasa404 2 years ago 2 I cant believe you lunatics would think that our
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government would do something like this to our city.. it hurts enough as it is but to blame
it on the government?...to blame it on bush is just pure ignorance. I dont know who came
up with all this madnessand put these ideas into your heads but the last organization i
would hope to blame for this would be our own government. Rediculous. mbcasa404 2
years ago 2PowerExpress 2 years ago mbcasa404: I fully understand that it hurts and that
it was a terrifying experience. I think that almost all of us thinks so. But I think it's wrong
to ignore speculation and facts just because it hurts to think about it. I don't believe all
speculation, but if only one of them is right it's bad enough. PowerExpress 2 years
agovoodoohamsterdoll 2 years ago i agree that the idea of the government itself being
responsible is ludicrous, but the idea that they might have had intelligence and ignored it
is still feasible. having a nation living in fear is the best way to stir up nationalism and so
gave the bush administration an excuse to invade iraq and afghanistan. its been done many
times before throughout history. voodoohamsterdoll 2 years agotoastyplatters 2 years
ago Here we are almost a decade later. It almost seems like it happend only a week ago...
toastyplatters 2 years agoilovedallascowboys 2 years ago even if it was an inside job its
just incredibly sad that a government would do that when that wat we supposedly went
to iraq to stop, but governments attack their own people to have moral backing and
support and the government totally had all the support in the world after 9/11, i just feel
bad for all those people who were just going to work, even if it was 6 yrs ago, time goes
by fast but pain stays forever ilovedallascowboys 2 years agokakashilover899 2 years
ago will someone give me a really REALLY good reason why this is so funny....i wonder
if youd be laughing if you were actually inside it when the plane crashed....
kakashilover899 2 years agoilovedallascowboys 2 years ago 3 some people laugh when
they get nervous and others cry its just someones way of dealing with nerves, you laugh
so you dont break down ilovedallascowboys 2 years ago 3aimseystrange 2 years ago iv
watched alot of videos now on the 9/11 incident all disturbing all shocking and all
upsetting.Iv been told to do a essay on it in english exam i wondered if you cud answer a
question if many people think it was an inside job then what was the point in the planes?
please get back x aimseystrange 2 years agocaraluvszacefron 2 years ago i am literally
crying. caraluvszacefron 2 years agoplep02 2 years ago so am i.. of laughing, i love to see
americans die because of all what they did.. finaly some towelhead had the balls, money,
and the plan to fuck the us, i love it!! great day that was plep02 2 years agoGnosticNinja
2 years ago Please be sure to watch: September Clues & 9/11 Taboo. Channels: Genghis
6199, SimonShack, socialservice, bsregistration. GnosticNinja 2 years agomarky1333 2
years ago "Inside Job" its so fucking obvious ! marky1333 2 years agoJungleBorys 2
years ago but i wonder why there is not any helicopters from fire department, huh? bush
sez dont send'em or WHAT? of course it was a big BOOM but they could save more
lives. JungleBorys 2 years agoWantmyserver 2 years ago well bush wasnt even in new
york. he didnt know about it until the next day. so you cant blame him for not sending
people. i dont like bush but you cant blame him for not knowing. Wantmyserver 2 years
agoCampavoda 2 years ago damn arabs Campavoda 2 years agowonderwall5 2 years ago
youre ignorant. there is no proof it was arabs. it was our damn government. dont you see
that? all this is their fault. and its sad innocent americans have to suffer. wonderwall5 2
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years agosmellymel1987 2 years ago that must have been so terrifying for you. bless u for
being so brave to post this vid. my heart goes out to you and all the people who were
thee that fateful day. smellymel1987 2 years agoadeilleine 2 years ago 2 ++I respect the
people who decided to share this video. But it's amazing to see how many people are
actually proud of 911. It's even more amazing to see how many people are heartless
assholes. If you're sitting there posting hate spam, what the hell is running through your
head? War's inevitable because people like YOU just provoke & encourage it. Good day.
adeilleine 2 years ago 2adeilleine 2 years ago Grow up. I can't believe how many people
are actually finding this funny. Most of you who watched it and are making jokes
probably don't even realize how many REAL people just died before your eyes. Stop
placing blame on ethnicity/race and take responsibility for yourself. People make shitty
decisions at their own will, not by their color or religion. & yes, death is a natural part of
life, but mass homicide isn't, so you fail. adeilleine 2 years agoBoSoxStunna99 2 years ago
every one of you idiots that think this is funny and can make a joke of this video are
absolutely ridiculous. the giant hammer of the american military will come down and
show the world that we wont take shit from anyone and will protect our homeland at any
cost. god be with all those families who lost someone BoSoxStunna99 2 years
agostompouthateorg 2 years ago yawn.... stompouthateorg 2 years agoJungleBorys 2
years ago u r fucking looser because shitholes useless cocksuckers like u world hate US..
anf after all we r all human beings JungleBorys 2 years agoMickeyLove01 2 years ago I
wanted to count how many "Oh my gods" but I lost count at 147 MickeyLove01 2 years
agorlacrl 2 years ago Americans... WAKE UP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! rlacrl 2 years
agoihatetrash2007 2 years ago at one point the women say's thier attacking the WTC not
us, thats the American attitude, it's ok, it's not us, even sfter it's done she talks with a
sorta detachment, as though it were a movie. speaking of which, you couldn't write better
fiction. ihatetrash2007 2 years agoihatetrash2007 2 years ago your Gov't was responsible
and until they actually have a Bin Laden he does not exist. And you people who,live in a
high-rise in downtown Manhattan high above all the working poor, and homeless and
destitute, you had nothing better to do. than look out your window. ihatetrash2007 2
years agoknightofavalon86 2 years ago Why in the world would the United States
government kill 3,000 of its own people? Seriously, it isn't always the government's fault.
Blame the right people knightofavalon86 2 years agostompouthateorg 2 years ago we'd
have to ask the people in history who've done it in the past, for instance just about any
president that started a war, the civil war comes to mind, of cousrse there was a good
reason,there's always a good reason. stompouthateorg 2 years agoknightofavalon86 2
years ago What? Have you watched this video? We Didn't Start THIS! Just like we didn't
start WWI or WWII. In both cases, the United States was threatened by and outside force
(The Zimmerman Note for WWI and both Nazi Germany and Imperial Japen for WWII).
In both we didn't want war, but had it thrust upon us. And in both we won.
knightofavalon86 2 years agoihatetrash2007 2 years ago the civil war ? i think we have
refer to the domestic wars more so than the global wars. ihatetrash2007 2 years
agoknightofavalon86 2 years ago How did the United States start that? the states that
suceeded fired on Fr. Sumpter, in case you haven't read your history book lately.
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knightofavalon86 2 years agomjkr1988 2 years ago 3 this video will be one for the
historical archive. commendable work. bt very very sad at the loss of life. mjkr1988 2
years ago 3assclapalapa 2 years ago way to miss the second plane assclapalapa 2 years
agoSoulReaperGizmo 2 years ago if you listen at 10:15 to 10:23 you can hear the other
plane coming than its boom on the other building. SoulReaperGizmo 2 years agoVooba 2
years ago your timing is way off Vooba 2 years agostarshockey1012 2 years ago i
thought i actually saw people jumping but you have to look closely starshockey1012 2
years agogangstagirl90210 2 years ago that is soooo fuckin scary...i give ya props for
stayin concious gangstagirl90210 2 years agoHipptothephrall 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam You had it coming. Hipptothephrall 2 years
agokookedude11 2 years ago FUCK YOU kookedude11 2 years agoHipptothephrall 2
years ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam Smart answer.
Hipptothephrall 2 years agoihatetrash2007 2 years ago and the family who took this,
notice how they were able to just stand there and watch, because it wasn't them.
ihatetrash2007 2 years agoTotalitarianHeart 2 years ago 3 Yep, they sure did. The
american government should start taking care of its citizens and make sure the depression
in the country goes away before invading and raping other countries. TotalitarianHeart 2
years ago 3betyerdid 2 years ago Fuck you. Their crime was going to work. betyerdid 2
years agoSoulReaperGizmo 2 years ago people remeber.its now over.its gone.god will be
with the people who died.god bless america. SoulReaperGizmo 2 years
agoTotalitarianHeart 2 years ago No, because I killed god with an ak-47. TotalitarianHeart
2 years agoSoulReaperGizmo 2 years ago ... SoulReaperGizmo 2 years agonural33 2
years ago fucking terroriest nural33 2 years agodumbassman455 2 years ago not my falt
some poons dicided to go weeeeeeeeeeeeee boom dumbassman455 2 years agocabage1 2
years ago 6 Innocent people died and it was a tragic event. And no matter what opinions
you write on here thats the fact of the matter. "get over it"? no. Get over that. cabage1 2
years ago 6royalman33 2 years ago 3 :( sad face WHY WHYYYYYYY :( royalman33 2
years ago 3tickle155 2 years ago thats a clean picture(and sound)for a camcorder?
tickle155 2 years agomichaelheikkilae 2 years ago Thats the usual picture/sound quality
for a DV camera. michaelheikkilae 2 years agokismit1 2 years ago 4 bushes time is up you
know kismit1 2 years ago 4afrohorse101 2 years ago pedtorox u are the biggest retard ive
ever heard that was a WORLD WAR you do what u need to get done u fuckin retard
afrohorse101 2 years agopedtorox 2 years ago so you would kill thousands of innocents,
for a war. Thats how you kill humanity pedtorox 2 years agopedtorox 2 years ago On
September 11, 2001 2,974 innocent people died by terroist attacks. By 1945 140,000
innocent people in Hiroshima and 80,000 in Nagasaki died at the hands of the U.S.
goverment. Who exactly are the terroists? pedtorox 2 years agoBlitzkriegBK 2 years ago
2 Its sad the the U.S. used nuclear weapons to end World World II pedtorox. But look at
what the nukes accomplished: they ended a war. Imagine the countless American soldiers
that would have died during an invasion of Japan, not the mention the Japanese casalties
that would have died defending their country. President Truman had a very difficult
decision bro. What would u have done instead, let hundreds of thousands more die in
battle? BlitzkriegBK 2 years ago 2pedtorox 2 years ago 2 War is never the answer, you
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cant really justify that the war would have been worse if they did not drop the bomb.
pedtorox 2 years ago 2nygiantsfan6 2 years ago You're horrible...I wish you were in
Windows on the World at 8:46am then. You have some problems. nygiantsfan6 2 years
agoGaith93 2 years ago show hide tskyes2005 i think ur mom fall down that day or it
was ur dead i dont rly know but i looks like u mom heheh she thinks she's an angel she
can fly dream on sweety :) Gaith93 2 years agoMinorthreatislife 2 years ago You are
fucking terrible saying that. Learn how to spell to. Minorthreatislife 2 years
agoplastikfear 2 years ago show hide this video sucks. First of all. Beginning of the video:
Pleasant music in the background while the video tapers trade their thoughts on what may
be happening. No one bothers to maybe hmmm turn on the news on the tv perhaps?
@nd: The video focuses on the building for a good 10 minutes and nothing else.
Pandemonium os obviously broken ou in the streets, as is audible, but you can't SEE it
because the taper doesn't show you this very often. Then the 2nd building attack is
glitched! Ugh plastikfear 2 years agojuleskersey 2 years ago I agree 100% with jakeass157
for real how many Iraqi's have died since 2001-to 2008 easy a million vs 3000 americans
do the math people that's the real reality!! juleskersey 2 years agoCombat211 2 years ago
show hide A million? go count again buddy.. Combat211 2 years agoCaseySmith23 2
years ago really! this was the wost day. we lost a ton of lives and we will never forgot
9\11 CaseySmith23 2 years agojakeass157 2 years ago 4 people die every day. the only
reason this is so "important" is because it happened to americans. jakeass157 2 years ago
4Spike1015 2 years ago but not in this magnitude. Spike1015 2 years agojakeass157 2
years ago 4000 people die of hunger a day. jakeass157 2 years agoWantmyserver 2 years
ago oh...ok. lets just call the people who did this to get more planes to crash into us. OR
BETTER YET. lets all commit suicide. jesus. just because alot of people die every day its
not important that so many people died in this building? your terrible. Wantmyserver 2
years agotsykes2005 2 years ago i don't fuck what you are from but i really want to get
my passport and whoop your ass. fuck other coutries. all iraqis, asians, indies, come here
to get away to your country, god bless america and fuck you hateful bitch tsykes2005 2
years agojakeass157 2 years ago i am an american like you, asshole jakeass157 2 years
agomoonsprays2bestFans 2 years ago We both lost 3 people very mutch
moonsprays2bestFans 2 years agolykblah 2 years ago How can you watch this video and
even pretend to think that it's funny? You can't be a real American. I'm sure if your loved
ones were in the building, you wouldn't be laughing. You sicken me. Go to hell, Idavoll!
lykblah 2 years agojustcallmelola 2 years ago 2 Do You Have A Heart? justcallmelola 2
years ago 2DannxO 2 years ago wtf is wrong with you. DannxO 2 years
agopatrick112590 2 years ago 3 I don't see how an event like this anywhere in the world
could be viewed as funny by anyone. patrick112590 2 years ago 3justir7 2 years ago It
was a sad event that day. Thousands were killed. Not funny. justir7 2 years
agopunkoblivius65 2 years ago 2 Why the hell did this make you laugh idiot. Thousands
of people were killed. You are disgusting punkoblivius65 2 years ago 2Katonski22 2
years ago wish you were in north tower at 8:46:30 at the 95th floor that fuckin'
morning...you're leaving stupid comments in all videos about 9/11...DON'T YOU FEEL
UGLY??!! SCREW YOU!!!!!!! Katonski22 2 years agosazfraz18 2 years ago 2 'they're
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attacing the world trade centre, not us' omg wot a ridiculous thing to say, it was an attack
on the whole world, this is wot i hate about Americans, how dare you b so self-centred!!
sazfraz18 2 years ago 2HvatKondrat 2 years ago show hide :))) HvatKondrat 2 years
agodogguy96 2 years ago 2 thats an oxymoron "there attacking the world trade tower not
us" we are the world dogguy96 2 years ago 2gypsydaniels 2 years ago 2 perhaps you
should have been on the roof at the time. arsehole! gypsydaniels 2 years ago
2redneck5564 2 years ago may all though who died may god let them rest in
peace!!!!!!!!!!!!!! redneck5564 2 years agohonkytonktrainblues 2 years ago Stand alone
and we are weak Stand together, we are strong Untied, we will not lose We will not forget
honkytonktrainblues 2 years agoskiingmad101 2 years ago 3 may the inocent people that
died then rest in peace skiingmad101 2 years ago 3ENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam America is a piece of shit country.
God curse America. ENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years agojoshyguitarman 2 years ago ya r u
looking for the ass kicking of your life...... watch your mouth u fucking shit packer or ill
fucking break it... whats so great about your sountry tell me are you a spic or a gook...
either way im american and i can kick your commi ass bitch joshyguitarman 2 years
agoENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years ago Suck my balls you stupid gay faggot.
ENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years agojoshyguitarman 2 years ago america is the greates
country ther is you cock suckin commi.... what country u from anway... r u a spic... or a
big nossed cheap ass jew... or maybe just a gook. tell m e couse i faill to c what makes
you better than me or what makes your country better than america.. im sure pleanty of
people hear agree with me..... you need to shut the fuck up couse this was our nations
greates tragedy in history. joshyguitarman 2 years agoWantmyserver 2 years ago wow.
im american but its sad when our makers of the land said we are all created equal. and the
penny and dollar says in god we trust. god wouldnt be racist. and neither should you. i
know america is a great place. but really. theres crime, rape, and all sorts of things... so i
dont know if america is as great as it used to be if people are still racist to people they
dont know. unless you know someone personally your not allowed to judge.
Wantmyserver 2 years agojoshyguitarman 2 years ago idk what comment of yours was
the reply to mine but i think its this one... just to be clear im not racist i dont belive im
better than anyone else judging by color.. blacks asaines muslims jews are the same as i
am im in no possition to say im better couse im not better.. however this guy that i called
a racial slure.... said that 911 was funny. He deserves it if he said something that terrible.
sorry if i offended you joshyguitarman 2 years agoWantmyserver 2 years ago its ok. im
just pissed. im just glad some people still respect others. Wantmyserver 2 years
agodondopa 2 years ago WHY? dondopa 2 years agoIrishkid2727 2 years ago 6 Nice vid.
And for all the people who say tragedy, get over, and screw america, who sends aid when
a natural disaster hits, who helps fight to protect your freedom and your ability to say
"screw america" And if you were in a war fighting for your life who would you probably
want on your side THE AMERICAN Military! You could at least respect the people
who died in 9/11 who from all ethnicities. Irishkid2727 2 years ago 6special18 2 years ago
Actually the netherlands send a frigate to america to support the people from irane
horicane. The netherlands is in iraq protection a province as big as our country and
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actually getting better results then the americans. So really you provoke war then
eradicate it. Your not solving it so no thanxs america. special18 2 years
agoENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years ago show hide Fuck America God hates America. Fuck
America. ENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years agomatty420369 2 years ago 2 Respect to all
those brave enough on that day, kudos goes to the NY fire dpt. matty420369 2 years ago
203cammd79 2 years ago thats the best footage ive seen of 9/11! you've got very good
windows to stop that fire-engine noise... 03cammd79 2 years agogypsydaniels 2 years
ago amazing quality. what camera did you use. one hell of a zoom gypsydaniels 2 years
agotickle155 2 years ago it looks fake ,sorry ,smoke in slow motion camera movement
fast and picture/sound too clear tickle155 2 years agovulcaneer1953 2 years ago freeze the
picture at 03.16 and 03.36 whats going on at the lower corner of the tower? look again at
around 13.49 ish and whatever it was has gone, vulcaneer1953 2 years agolostinlove03 2
years ago you're right what is that ??? OMG lostinlove03 2 years agovulcaneer1953 2
years ago hard to say other than, to me, it looks like smoke coming from the
windows...but why would smoke be coming from the lower windows?,.....unless of
course, as someone claimed, a bomb went of UNDER the tower before the plane hit,
vulcaneer1953 2 years agotomtomthebear 2 years ago show hide Fucking americans,you
kill millions of innocent people each year,and nothing is said. This happens and its a
fucking tragedy,get over yourselfs. We dont need no water let the mother fuckers burn,
BURN MOTHER FUCKERS tomtomthebear 2 years agojessec522 2 years ago u suck
bit# jessec522 2 years agolildanny1992 2 years ago 2 this is so terrible. and not only so
called 'yankees' were jumping down. those buildings were the: WORLD trade centers. it
means that there were alot of different people there. thousands of people died. (forgot
how many) and some of u think its funny? u really should get a life then. i mean what
would u do if u were in the building? i know 100% sure u would cry like a baby for ur
mommy even if u were a fully grown macho. so stop making joke's, if u cant comment
normal then shut the fuck up. lildanny1992 2 years ago 2juniorloz 2 years ago Check out
my 911 VIDEO!!! juniorloz 2 years agolord0nelson 2 years ago America is the greatest
nation on Earth. It is as simple as that. Like millions of Americans, my ancestry is 100%
British and even my family back there in the United Kingdom believes this! Maybe the
British (mainly the English) are the only people who love us, but what does it matter?
lord0nelson 2 years agoreptilejake 2 years ago show hide Hands down......THE
GREATEST DAY OF ALL TIME! I love watching those building go down,also i love
the videos of fat yanks splatting on the floor...anyone seen those yet?? Super cool.
reptilejake 2 years agoMyLifeRules76 2 years ago 3 If I ever saw you on he street, YOU
WOULD BE DEAD MOTHER FUCKER. Let's hope you die pretty soon.
MyLifeRules76 2 years ago 3reptilejake 2 years ago show hide Hahaha i love hitting
nerves...... reptilejake 2 years agohighscoolstud 2 years ago were u kidding with the first
comment? highscoolstud 2 years agomstheroff 2 years ago So gay. mstheroff 2 years
agodensefawg 2 years ago WATCH AMER0 densefawg 2 years agofenomeno1975 2
years ago i dont'have a words...no words i will remember this day for the rest of my life
fenomeno1975 2 years agofoefje01 2 years ago i heard the lady in the film say at one
point: I'm trying to see people. But I really believe she missed seeing someone. It's
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somewhere in the ninth minute, where i think I see someone waving a white cloth of some
kind... on the top right side of the builing where the plane entered. foefje01 2 years
agonichlsonstu 2 years ago you will remember this day for as long as you live.
nichlsonstu 2 years agoLukos2 2 years ago i think they should do this n the white
tower... Lukos2 2 years agomalinos 2 years ago I think this is America's own work. Bush
is a wacko! malinos 2 years agowww23www 2 years ago 2 This is a good video, how can
the towers collaspe so soon after they were hit.....what you said around 22 minutes into
the video,'this happenes every day in the Middle East!!!'.... yet the great USA cant take
one day of suffering.... read between the lines. mind you they were big building, cant
argue with that. www23www 2 years ago 2BurnAtlantaDown 2 years ago show hide
That's right. We cant take one day of it. We're spoiled. YOure even more spoiled. Go put
on your stupid little red suit and have some tea and crumpets, you british piece of crap!
BurnAtlantaDown 2 years agonotsuperstitous1 2 years ago 2 911 was bad but dropping
bombs on Iraqi civilians is just as bad,worse even. notsuperstitous1 2 years ago
2Parkour250 2 years ago Before I make my point, can I just say to the people who sent
this in: Well done. Thanks for adding your own personal and emotion aspect to my view
of 9/11. You've really changed my view of the whole tragedy. This would not have
happened without religion. Without Christianity or Islam, stupid events like this can be
prevented. I am being ironic when I say thank God for atheism. Parkour250 2 years
agoLOSGUERREROS619 2 years ago nice LOSGUERREROS619 2 years
agomrandmrsgnash 2 years ago This still pisses me off to this day watching this!!!
mrandmrsgnash 2 years agosyedanwarhassan 2 years ago RESPECT with a capital R to
ENSZOPOK200GAY syedanwarhassan 2 years agoENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years ago
Thank you friend ENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years agoENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years ago
3.000? That's how many died? ONLY 3.000? Man if it were up to me I would have killed
more than 100.000 people. ENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years agoBurnAtlantaDown 2 years
ago Quit looking for attention. Nobody gives a fuck about you or what you think.
BurnAtlantaDown 2 years agoMaexle2 2 years ago 4 you cannot destroy freedom with
airplanes you cannot defeat terrorism with bombs Maexle2 2 years ago 4goofychix 2
years ago them bastards...fuk a perminant memory.R.I.P.AUNTIE goofychix 2 years
agoKelsoby 2 years ago I had no idea that this video existed, and I don't know what
possessed me to look this up, but every time I see footage of 9/11 I cry. Regardless of
"who dunnit", it doesn't matter -- people died and it was completely horrifying. I will
never forget that day. It is amazing to me that in the very first few seconds of the video,
the woman filming mentions terrorism -- it is eerie. Kelsoby 2 years agofromthe60s 2
years ago I remember being in my third grade class and a teacher came in and told my
teacher to turn the news on, and I saw it. I didn't undestand at the time what was
happening or what it ment, I was little. But I finaly realized what it was later that day.
Wow. fromthe60s 2 years agostringtheoryrules 2 years ago it's kind of ironic that you can
hear the barney song stringtheoryrules 2 years agoH1perR1kku 2 years ago omg at 18:41
thats really sad no the whole thing is sad =( H1perR1kku 2 years agolewa95 2 years ago
Terrorists are cowards! george bush probably beat up the retards driving the planes. god
bless america lewa95 2 years agolewa95 2 years ago man if the U.S. and muslims and
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terroists were face to face we would show them the real meaning of pain! die ben ladin!
god bless the USA lewa95 2 years agoSilverVampire02 2 years ago It's retarted how the
plane secruity was back in 9/11.I bet that if we had the plane secruity we have today,on
9/11....Well, 9/11 would just be another day of the year.The ones who take the risks of
letting that kind of thing happen need to get some commen sense.They took the
chance,and thousands of people lost their lives SilverVampire02 2 years
agoWILLIAMS0832 2 years ago my comment b4 continued how its gona happen dont let
anyone scare you enjoy life as it is dont let those people who blow them slefs up ruin
lifes enjoyment live life as is peace WILLIAMS0832 2 years agoWILLIAMS0832 2
years ago Hi wen i was coming home from school about 330pm australian time i turned
on my tv and seen the news on about the world trade center attacked /america bombed
well i felt very sorry for those people and to everyone in the usa and since 2001 we feel
all worried now like from the bali bombings and other stuff the past 6 years since 911 i
think if thats WILLIAMS0832 2 years agobenv23 2 years ago It's left me beathless.
benv23 2 years agoEugenie1996 2 years ago Even though the buildings look like tall
blocks of cement, they really are beautiful buildings. Good video. Eugenie1996 2 years
agogayjay38 2 years ago fuck the buildings wot about the poeple that died gayjay38 2
years agoENSZOPOK295GAY 2 years ago show hide Black people suck and they
should die come see my videos if you wanna know why and fuck America...
ENSZOPOK295GAY 2 years agoAshPe 2 years ago 4 what a fucking gay you are -.AshPe 2 years ago 4gaara504060 2 years ago Dude...what the fuck is your problem? If
you say fuck America, go to Europe and do your fucking seig hail. As they always say,
"See you in Hell, asshole!" gaara504060 2 years agopartyhatdude 2 years ago FUCK
YOU FUCKIN FUCKER!! partyhatdude 2 years agodondopa 2 years ago OK I WILL
BITCH dondopa 2 years agoENSZOPOK295GAY 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam Black people suck and they should die come see my videos
if you wanna know why and fuck America... ENSZOPOK295GAY 2 years
agoENSZOPOK295GAY 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam Black people suck and they should die come see my videos if you wanna know
why and fuck America... ENSZOPOK295GAY 2 years agoENSZOPOK295GAY 2
years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Black people suck and
they should die come see my videos if you wanna know why and fuck America...
ENSZOPOK295GAY 2 years agolordofdarkness19 2 years ago 4 that was so sad! GOD
bless all the people that died on 09/11 THE TWIN TOWERS WAS PERFECT, AND IT
WLL BE FOREVER IN MY MIND! lordofdarkness19 2 years ago 4gaara504060 2 years
ago 4 Still...God this fucking sucks. I was in school and we were watching some news in
the Weather class when the attacks popped up. The teacher turned the TV off. When I
read the news later, I was fucking aghast. My Law teacher's brother died when the second
plane hit. He was right on the floor where the plane struck. REMEMBER
AMERICANS, NEVER FORGET 9/11! gaara504060 2 years ago 4suttaya 2 years ago
i'm not an american, but i have this true love for the country. it's just the perfect place,
god bless it. however, i think that bush as a president is NOT a good idea. he sucks so
bad! i begg you not to elect him again, for god's sake, or your country will go down the
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pipe! and that's something i don't want to see FOR SURE. suttaya 2 years
agogaara504060 2 years ago Umm, thank God we can't elect him agan as this is his final
year AND last time to be president. gaara504060 2 years agosuttaya 2 years ago oh,
realy? thank god. he just sucks so bad. looks like i'm not that informed, lmao. suttaya 2
years agobillynasty1 2 years ago Sure Bush is bad but I think its clear that there is a lot
more going on behind the scenes & Bush is just a puppet, albeit a puppet who is very
willing to commit very bad deeds. JFK was not so willing to commit such deeds & tried
to warn the American people but got taken out because of it. Also, I'm afraid America
will be the cause of WW3 because they will piss of too many people, people who will
use nuclear weapons & ruin the world for the rest of us. Does anybody agree?
billynasty1 2 years agosuttaya 2 years ago totally agree. suttaya 2 years
agoBeatleslvr4ever 2 years ago very mind blowing its a real tragedy reallllll sad... : (
Beatleslvr4ever 2 years agoTyofiz 2 years ago 2 A great tragedy that prompt us to war,
as a former soldier with the 10th Mountain Div in Fort Drum,I fought both in Iraq an
Afghanistan, but a sense of failure haunts me that justice has yet to be served for this
atrocity caused by closed minded idiots, Always remember, Never Forget Tyofiz 2 years
ago 2manologav 2 years ago impresionante realmente impresionante incredible really
incredible manologav 2 years agoLqrDrnkr757 2 years ago I saw faces in the smoke.
LqrDrnkr757 2 years agoLoveTheBeatlesSoMuch 2 years ago you know, some things get
so scary to the ponit you think they aren't real. When my family and i saw this on tv, we
thought it was a movie or something...it was reality. LoveTheBeatlesSoMuch 2 years
agomylesmadrid 2 years ago jesus mylesmadrid 2 years agoTheBeatlesSTL 2 years ago
This is The First Plane Right At 00:54 She Says Thought It Was A Terrorist Attack
Would You Think Accident First I Watched From The Time Of The First Plane And
Never Thought That Till The Seconed Plane Hit Plus The Pentagon TheBeatlesSTL 2
years agolukeshelton20 2 years ago This is some amazing footage. lukeshelton20 2 years
agoTommyAndJulianna21 2 years ago long ass video but it is soo good 5 stars!!!!
TommyAndJulianna21 2 years agoclem211177 2 years ago ALLUCINANTE
clem211177 2 years agogengrant3 2 years ago 4 Fucking terrorist gengrant3 2 years ago
4moonfish28 2 years ago can't believe you live in this beautiful apartment and are a
friendly and normal person instead of a rich brag. Thanx for sharing and believe in
yourself in 2008 moonfish28 2 years agoTheicemonkeyjr 2 years ago god
Theicemonkeyjr 2 years agoGhengasKron 2 years ago were in bed with these guys pretty
bad huh. GhengasKron 2 years agoRAIN8900 2 years ago 3 GOD BLESS THE USA
RAIN8900 2 years ago 3fawkes1113 2 years ago 2 thank you for sharing this video. It
hurts so very much to watch it....but I am glad you released it unedited. never forget,
America...never forget this day. fawkes1113 2 years ago 2demliars 2 years ago 2 NEVER
forget America! NEVER! demliars 2 years ago 2gengrant3 2 years ago sadly alot have
already forgotten gengrant3 2 years agodemliars 2 years ago Yes, but you can't blame
many. The media and the democrats don't want us to remember. demliars 2 years
agogengrant3 2 years ago Tat's right the lib media put a moratorium on the attack and
collapse of the towers.They really make me sick. gengrant3 2 years agopureage 2 years
ago Thank you for sharing this video. I feel sorry for all victims who were in the WTC.
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God rest their soul and revenge from who were behind it! Amen! pureage 2 years
agoRunningWithRum 2 years ago Thank you for sharing this. I remember the horror of
that day and I know it could not have been easy for you to have been there.
RunningWithRum 2 years agozakhi1985 2 years ago belief it guys..the us govt is behind
all these atacks..i saw the dvd loose change..go see it..and maybe u'll belief... zakhi1985 2
years agodanielepelligra 2 years ago incredible video! R.I.P from italy danielepelligra 2
years agoLinkinParkKris666 2 years ago My friend worked in the bottom floor of the
wtc luckily he got out but for anyone who died ♥♥♥RIP♥♥♥ LinkinParkKris666 2 years
agopobmetal 2 years ago destroying extremist will do nothing. there will always be one
idiot who honestly belives his god is better than some elses. everyone just needs to grow
up nd respect each others religions pobmetal 2 years agomartyrdtwice 2 years ago what I
wonder is why they went to OMG!!, the lady crying to after the towers fell, it was more
of a perspective on "oh, they running away, its all smoke....."..wtf...it went to wtf to ,
ohhh, the smoke is gone...now we can get footage...do I hear a AMEN! martyrdtwice 2
years agosonicstep 2 years ago Smoke? That is what the authorities would have you
believe. Construction of the Twin Towers took place during the 60s and was completed
in 1970. sonicstep 2 years agosonicstep 2 years ago That 'consistent' dense light grey
stuff that was surging toward the apartment and other surrounding areas had tons of
particulates the worst of which is 'asbestos' (most probably concrete composite
reinforing chrysotile not the ultra dangerous nedle like crocidolite). It got whipped up and
blown all over the place. NY City is going to be a cancerous hazard zone for many years
to come! sonicstep 2 years agoaristeomiguel 2 years ago rest in peace aristeomiguel 2
years agotheparmor 2 years ago kind of cool theparmor 2 years agogaara504060 2 years
ago Dude, shut the fuck up! This isn't a movie, it's reality!! Do you think it's cool to
watch people fall to their deaths from a 100+floor tower?! It's not cool! It's upsetting, so
just shut the fuck up if you don't have a heart! gaara504060 2 years agodronehello 2 years
ago look closely at 7:34!!! u will see the dude dronehello 2 years agodronehello 2 years
ago i think i saw a dude jump out of the bulding, i noticed that i thought i seen a black
sorta dot and then i looked at another vid and they caught the dude soaring through the
air! dronehello 2 years agomojavedude250 2 years ago what about wtc 7? nothing hit it, it
just fell down! mojavedude250 2 years agoDILOWASERE 2 years ago who knows what
tomorrow brings in a world where everybody lies DILOWASERE 2 years agoJ0EH3AD
2 years ago This video is clearly edited!! The building very undermined. This was
controled demolition....Responsible for all this is government! Buildings dont fall is such
fashion! This is controled demolition... J0EH3AD 2 years agosonicstep 2 years ago I like
the rational of the woman who speaks at 22:00. Tragic though this twin tower attack was
she helps to bring this event into some kind of perspective. Dresden, Stuttgart, East
London, Coventry and of course Japan experienced hot air fire balls in their streets. There
were few places to run to when those places got hit. And in terms of the U.K. more
recently the IRA terrorist attacks. This is just a taste on the bigger scale of things.
sonicstep 2 years agobossman380 2 years ago R.I.P MY BROTHERS! bossman380 2
years agoFrancie333 2 years ago Oh my God! That is so sad! Since I have the same cry
again! Even though I do not live on your continent, always frightens me again! That does
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it hurt very many people there to see! Since you feel so useless! I hope you can read this!
Francie333 2 years agogodandaa 2 years ago i agree, not just extremests, but a
international geniside of all muslims. men women and children burn all there temples and
all karans. this should end the thousand year war between muslims and make sure that no
more silly pegans and there silly pegan god ala go on a killing spree killing themselfs along
with every other inocent by stander. by rights we should make them denounce ala one
finger at a time, then put one between there eyes godandaa 2 years agothaliiiaa 2 years ago
dont dramatize it.that's enough.where were you when our people die?you were living in
dream thaliiiaa 2 years agowizboy1777 2 years ago Its sad becuase my bet friends parents
worked there :( they died then she was taken away to a camp :( wizboy1777 2 years
agoFdoochinSide 2 years ago This was terract or ... FdoochinSide 2 years agoLovMachine
2 years ago Maybe so, but you need to remember, the only way these Extremisms came
to be, is from there parents, it's the youth of today who should be informed they are
being taught wrongly, it's not there fault that they have sick minded parents. LovMachine
2 years agoLovMachine 2 years ago No, Sorry Fida2001! With All Due Respect,
although im not Muslim, I'm Christian, but although i think the people who did it WILL
ROT in HELL, You got to Remember, America is the one who trained Osama to do
things like this. LovMachine 2 years agoDanaDorkie 2 years ago why is the portion of
the 2nd plane edited out? not a skeptic but theres some obvious video editing.
DanaDorkie 2 years agoLovMachine 2 years ago (cont..) What people should do is stop
being stuck up ass holes, and live in peace, instead of saying, "Oh, they are black so lets
kill them" instead "we all have red blood, no matter where we're from, we're humans with
feelings, and killing some one else' child is like killing our own" Once People can say that,
then the world will be a billion times better! LovMachine 2 years agoohboy90039 2 years
ago AMAZING VIDEO!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ohboy90039 2 years agoaan1610 2 years ago thx for
the vid.. that's really devastating.. i hope the one who masterminded behind this attack
shud be sent straight to hell!!.. have u guys watched the consipiracy about 9/11..
apparently.. lotsa question have been asked about the tragedy!..and lotsa coincidences
have been found and yet..none of the questions been answered! pray to God for our
safety.. aan1610 2 years agojayvonmsb 2 years ago This so sad. 9/11 is the hugest terror
attack on Us soil.I am not suprise. I'll never forget. jayvonmsb 2 years
agoseasonfosqeezin 2 years ago 9/11.. the largest government "false-flag" operation ever
carried out.. seasonfosqeezin 2 years agojoebell585 2 years ago o my god... joebell585 2
years agoIrshaad1337 2 years ago 9/11 The day where the muslims pwnd america
Irshaad1337 2 years agoSkullkid2244 2 years ago And should have been the day all
people who support muslims die (YOU) Skullkid2244 2 years agoDILOWASERE 2
years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam am a hindu its in our
blood to hate muslims DILOWASERE 2 years agosteveandbertha2 2 years ago so sad.
really sad. steveandbertha2 2 years agoDILOWASERE 2 years ago how do you report?
DILOWASERE 2 years agoDILOWASERE 2 years ago show hide shit happens life goes
on DILOWASERE 2 years agoDarthPaul111222333 2 years ago 2 ok, 1. You are really
brave to be able to film all of this 2. Much aprecated for cutting out the collisions 3. I
hope your familys alrite DarthPaul111222333 2 years ago 2MileyWorldFanDuh 2 years
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ago omg that must've been horrifing to film. I dont understand why people have to be
mean to each other it is not right. MileyWorldFanDuh 2 years agoeoin1916 2 years ago
What happened? eoin1916 2 years agoBigfishwhatabigfish 2 years ago The posters of
this video did the right thing uploading it to the public. It's important the world sees just
how horrific these acts were in the eyes of those closest to it. Let us never forget that we
are all human beings. Nous sommes tous les Americans. Bigfishwhatabigfish 2 years
agoIrshaad1337 2 years ago show hide ahaha what a shitty country, the americans dont
even trust their own goverment. USA is good for nothing Irshaad1337 2 years
agoprocpuarie 2 years ago fuck you aswel procpuarie 2 years agoprocpuarie 2 years ago
sorry this was directed to the people who said "fuck America" procpuarie 2 years
agolewisdream 2 years ago no planes hit wtc 1 or 2 funny how these fkin bastards edited
out what ever the second strike was. lewisdream 2 years agoterrymanning1 2 years ago
No planes hit the WTC 1 or 2 ??? Really? These people may have edited the impact out,
but theres plenty of other footage out there that does show it. Most 'truthers' believe
planes hit the WTC. Its only a small minority that dont. You're in that minority, so lets
hear your theory lewiswetdream. Missiles? Drones? Heat ray from the Star Wars
program? Second thoughts, dont bother. terrymanning1 2 years agoLochsley 2 years ago
Being in Australia, this video really put what happened into perspective. How you
recorded everything, documented all your thoughts and phone calls. It just shows what
mayhem New York was put under. Great video, I'm in the middles of watching it still, but
great so far. Lochsley 2 years agoDILOWASERE 2 years ago the queen dont have much
as power as bush DILOWASERE 2 years agoGelibolu07 2 years ago show hide || Fuck
you America All You Mother Fuckers! || Ya Bismillah Allahü Ekber!! Gelibolu07 2 years
agoprocpuarie 2 years ago fuck you you terrorist son of a bitch. go put a missile up your
mother and blow up your own building! i bet your country loves you!!!! bitch.
procpuarie 2 years agoprocpuarie 2 years ago sorry this was directed to the people who
said "fuck America" procpuarie 2 years agoppy2222 2 years ago
ppy2222 2
years agokatara103 2 years ago u know someone refresh my mind how did this idiotic
war get started? katara103 2 years agoDILOWASERE 2 years ago i think bush wanted
more land and oil from iraq DILOWASERE 2 years agoyogranny09 2 years ago i think
people like you are dumb, i'm sorry but i don't what extreme anti-american liberal planted
the idea of oil and LAND?! as a motive for the war..HOW!? gas was never a problem
until after the war started so that can't be it, and land?! are you serious? wow yogranny09
2 years agoDILOWASERE 2 years ago i said 'i think' so that means am not sure how it
started DILOWASERE 2 years agogreektube10 2 years ago DILOWASERE is right
except one thing. Ιt was not the Bush that wanted the energy resources but all the
Americans. It was not the oil quantity the problem but the possession. USA is the first
country in oil consumption. You think that you doing a war on terrorism but the
650,000+ Iraqi weren't terrorists , they were was innocent citizens. greektube10 2 years
agoBigfishwhatabigfish 2 years ago It's all about terrifying the public in such a way that
they feel like it's in their best interest to surrend all their rights and freedoms to a world
police state, aka New World Order. Bigfishwhatabigfish 2 years agoFromDenmark89 2
years ago oh....my....god.... I will never get used to watch things like this. And i haven´t
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even ever been in usa FromDenmark89 2 years agoguiidoo123 2 years ago at 5.30, in the
left you see a dark spot. second plane? guiidoo123 2 years agoJoecoolio777 2 years ago 5
America Rocks no doubt, But George Bush fucking sucks Hopefully will get a president
in 08 that's NOT from the south. Joecoolio777 2 years ago 5WarmSnowAngel 2 years
ago 2 FIND BIN LADEN!!!!!!! WarmSnowAngel 2 years ago 2158023 2 years ago 4
fuckn gearge bush 158023 2 years ago 4Bonininja 2 years ago show hide That day I could
have been in NY, if only I hadn't missed my plane...damn...I would have seen the 2
towers collapsing, and those planes crashing into them...what a pity!! Bonininja 2 years
agoProcyenn 2 years ago do you honestly believe if the government was behind this they
would use a military plane? honestly... get real people. Procyenn 2 years
agoSaveOurSovereignty 2 years ago 12:15 of this video says enough SaveOurSovereignty
2 years agostarshockey1012 2 years ago man it looked like a tiny spec fell out of the sky
at 7 minutes in it looked like a body starshockey1012 2 years agoIrshaad1337 2 years ago
show hide fuck bush,america and israel. Irshaad1337 2 years agocrazydog209 2 years ago
2 fuck amarica? why? i understand bush...but america? crazydog209 2 years ago
2Irshaad1337 2 years ago America is a democratic country right? Means those americans
voted on Bush, fuck them all freaking warhungry faggots. Irshaad1337 2 years
agocrazydog209 2 years ago well not everyone voted for bush. the polls in the election
were really close i heard. crazydog209 2 years agoIrshaad1337 2 years ago even so, after
the 9/11 atacks, all americans where positive to give war a chanse. Warhungry country!
Want worldpeace? Destroy USA. Irshaad1337 2 years agocrazydog209 2 years ago 2
again, not all people wanted war. most people hate it. crazydog209 2 years ago
2Irshaad1337 2 years ago Yeah... thats why the USA citizens re-elected Bush. Faggot
country Irshaad1337 2 years agoBigfishwhatabigfish 2 years ago I think it's pretty
obvious by now the American ppl DIDN'T vote for Bush... the elections were rigged in
his favour both in 2000 and 2004. The American ppl aren't "warhungry faggots," they're
victims of a budding fascist dictatorship and they don't even know it. Bigfishwhatabigfish
2 years agokatara103 2 years ago first of all u dont fucking live here so fuck ur ass,bitch.
katara103 2 years agoCanjode 2 years ago Wow, tough words coming from a 13 year old.
Canjode 2 years agoAtoK47 2 years ago This is so sad...but probably the best job ever
done in controlled demolition including the salomon building. Awesome footage..do you
know where can i find the original video? AtoK47 2 years agoreddead187 2 years ago 4
They say "No more world trade centers" yeah sure , but what with the people! Theres no
more people! FUckin shit! shit! reddead187 2 years ago 4Ktechno 2 years ago yes WTF i
also thought about that:S so fucking stupid Ktechno 2 years agocoka123 2 years ago
ALLAHU EKBER tekbiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir !!! fuck bush,america and israel. coka123 2 years
agohenkel46 2 years ago show hide America kinda deservs it. to bad bush is profiting
from this whole shit!! and you americans just watch him making profit sending you to
fight against the terrorist (who by the way don"t really exist, at least not in iraq) and
acclaim him for protecting your country! what protection? we really laugh here in europe
about how stupid of a nation americans are! henkel46 2 years agosomethingaboutdh 2
years ago 2 you obviously don't know much about the way Americans feel about the
state of the country and the war...don't comment unless you have facts...we laugh at your
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ignorance somethingaboutdh 2 years ago 2BorganDerSchlimme 2 years ago You obviously
don't know much about your own government..USA became victims of theire own
government, wich is taken over by criminals like the bush family and cooperations. Fight
the New World Order! Be informed, be free! BorganDerSchlimme 2 years agohenkel46 2
years ago You obviously don't know much about how you are being seen in the world and
you don't care...now way is ignorance. henkel46 2 years agoPiglatinsuperstar 2 years ago
you know republicans never do nothing right cept-only foreign policy but not domestic.
Another f'up Christine Todd Whitman saying the air was fine for NY'rs to breathe only
to drop dead from lung infections. Who's electing these retards? Piglatinsuperstar 2 years
agocjlucca555 2 years ago No man died in service that died in vain cjlucca555 2 years
agoSjefnr1 2 years ago TEsting Sjefnr1 2 years agoATLien007 2 years ago 4 When are
people going to get it together?? The world would be a much peaceful place if we can look
past all are differences regarding religion,race,sexuality whatever.Stop fighting over
pettiness! People died over something so senseless! We all need to come together but
human beings are too ignorant and dumb for that to ever happen :(. ATLien007 2 years
ago 4guss957 2 years ago i hope you fucking go to hell you terrorist piece of shit!
guss957 2 years agoBonininja 2 years ago I'm not a terrorist, you moron! it seems you're
too lazy to check out my channel and see who I am. Fat whore Bonininja 2 years
agoguss957 2 years ago fat whore? sorry. im not your mom guss957 2 years
agokaminskyfilms 2 years ago Why would they do that to us we didnt do anything that
just shows how fucked up they are. kaminskyfilms 2 years agoSonejag 2 years ago 3 I
watched that on tv when I woke up that morning (in sweden) I just thought " ok, they are
just showin sum buildings that they are blowing up to get sumtin else built there. But
when I came to school we had a quiet moment for everyone I I thought ooh I should have
watched that it was probably something important, and then I got to know that my dad's
cousin's mother's son had died :( So I tell ya watch the news there are important things on
Sonejag 2 years ago 3Sonejag 2 years ago 5 May all of the people on the ground and in the
tower all of the passengers on the plane and all of the firemen and police forces who
would have been heroes today Rest In Peace. Many hugs n kisses to their friends family
loved ones and close ones hope that they are happy today but still remembering the
victims that died that horrible day. //Sonia. Sonejag 2 years ago 5axxohacker 2 years ago 3
wowziz dude its weird how taliban wanks come from poor state places and america has
everything possible latest in technology but they were taken down by dudes like the
talibans? like dude what the hell is bush doing? axxohacker 2 years ago 3bv14drgslc 2
years ago 3 who the fuck thinks that is joke!your fuckin' president dosen't give a shit he
only thinks about he's oil and money.tell me something m88marc88m: why the CNN was
exactly in tn that place when the airliner hit the building.u only take decisions when
something bad goes on.but guess what mothefucker:now is to late!!!!!!!!!! bv14drgslc 2
years ago 3maxichunder 2 years ago Its sad how people only really understand how
devastating an attack is only when it happens to them. People in war torn countries get
attacked (maybe not this extreme) every day. Many Many Many lives have been taken,
but for what? Oil? Money? Power? Or just a message... A sad day... maxichunder 2 years
agom88marc88m 2 years ago 3 9/11 fucked our country up an who ever thinks this is a
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joke or jokes about it should go to hell, so many people died so many people got effected
by this itz just...WOW!!! m88marc88m 2 years ago 3plep02 2 years ago man there are
tons of dust so you wont even see a drup of blood you dumbass and what so funny
about seeing ppl dieing? they were americans and americans always make war.. so finnaly
someone got the fucking us back:D waiting for more attacks plep02 2 years
agobv14drgslc 2 years ago those big whiteass mothefuckers.i mean new york is the most
incredible city of the world;how can u do something like that.i am from europe.and my
greatest wish was to go to the world trade center.but now a gang of assholes have
destroyd this city.and burn in hell bush.u are the most important son of a bitch in
america. bv14drgslc 2 years agoneoprower777 2 years ago not your allah neoprower777 2
years agoneoprower777 2 years ago 6 words can not describe how fucked up you are
neoprower777 2 years ago 6 Prev 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 Next Reply Block User
Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders &
Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety
mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist
Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to
active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue
Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel
Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001
Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this
video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All
Comments (47,036) dsadfasdfs 2 years ago where is spiderman? dsadfasdfs 2 years
agojoesnewyork 2 years ago 2 I just saw this video today 12-21-07. It gives me goose
bumps every time I see this. A interesting comment was made by someone in the house
when the second plane hit. "IT LOOKS LIKE A MILITARY PLANE". Who ever was
responsible for 9/11, will burn in HELL!! joesnewyork 2 years ago 2Weezil666 2 years
ago show hide man, i dont remember this at all. where did this happen? Weezil666 2
years agosavage1408 2 years ago 2 dont u love america someone kills alot of people and
we go for the wrong guy savage1408 2 years ago 2savage1408 2 years ago
lolololololololololololool bush f'ed us and instead of going for bin laden we went for
saddam lol lol lol lol lol lol !!!!!!!!!! 911 can suck me savage1408 2 years agolaurax1300x
2 years ago I live in england and watching this is realy interesting .. All i have ever seen of
america and the attak are photos, Thanx for making this video i have so much respect for
the people killed in this Disaster and its realy sad how the terrorist killed so many people
:/ God bless america :( laurax1300x 2 years agoBonininja 2 years ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam Wow, this is funny! But the music sucks, I prefer
Rhianna's Sos. Think about it... Bonininja 2 years agoneoprower777 2 years ago 2 i fail to
see how people dieing is funny... neoprower777 2 years ago 232deej 2 years ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam My Birthday is 9/11. Nowadays, it is hard
to have a Happy Birthday while people are telling me how bad of a day it is. Please do
not refer to this attack as "9/11" "September 11". This day didnt just happen 6 years ago.
It happens every year and it has been for a long period of time. Refer to this as the
Attack of 2001, or Terrorist Attack of 2001. Make the Difference. 32deej 2 years
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agoalan464 2 years ago 2 u tosser,y dont the queen of england let any body sleep over in
buck palace,she got lots of rooms,get a job tosser.. alan464 2 years ago 2DILOWASERE
2 years ago 4 answer this everyone: if the president cares so much about the homeless
then why does he live in the white house which has loads of rooms by himself ??
DILOWASERE 2 years ago 4Canjode 2 years ago 4 Probably because he's a wanker and a
retard? Canjode 2 years ago 4plep02 2 years ago man this is watching those towers
smoking like candles.. those motherfuckers cut away the cool parts plep02 2 years
agoneoprower777 2 years ago whats so fucking cool about people dieing asshole
neoprower777 2 years agoAbbysmom303 2 years ago RIP to those lost. Abbysmom303
2 years agochocogirl212 2 years ago 4 omg i like really hate the terrorists for this. :(
chocogirl212 2 years ago 4ambicus 2 years ago "terroist" like who?? Saddam?? Osama??
Bush?? ambicus 2 years agoravenwolf789 2 years ago Isaiah 30:25 In the day of great
slaughter when the towers go down streams of water will flow form the highest
mountains in the world, then the moon will shine like the Sun and the Sun will become
seven times brighter, my people will be completly healed: this will happen exactly seven
years from the fall of the Twin Towers. ravenwolf789 2 years agotimewize1 2 years ago
lol i was in 2nd grade i came home and saw a dude in a yellow jacket picking wood up
fucking terrorist timewize1 2 years agosega88 2 years ago Israel and the Zionist
Terrorists were responsible for 9/11 and other False Flag operations like the King David
Hotel bombing, The Lavon Affair and the attack on the USS Liberty. If you do the
research you will see that there is a patten where Israel/Zionists commit a terrorist act
and then try to blame another group/country for their crimes. This is called a False Flag
and 9/11 was one of these crimes. Learn about Zionism and their terrorist activities here
erichufschmid. net/TFC/Zion-Summary sega88 2 years agoambicus 2 years ago But tell
me my friend who's behind Zionist in US gov.?? maybe Bush take care of their bussines??
ambicus 2 years agoLouLou2u2 2 years ago "OMG OMG OMG OMG!" bloody hell,
say something else ffs.. LouLou2u2 2 years agomonkieeluv93 2 years ago omg how were
u sooo calm through all of this??? i would have been crying and panicking it would be soo
scary. i couldn't imagine monkieeluv93 2 years agokyoxtohru112 2 years ago i hate that
day but my mom said i shouldn't cause it's my birthday cries i still hate it kyoxtohru112
2 years agoLouLou2u2 2 years ago My bday fell on Sept 11th Kyox. Dont beat yourself
up about it. I had just been out on the piss when it happened,(getting drunk ie)
celebrating my 32nd bday.Our time zones are different coz Im in Australia. It totally
freakd me out when I saw it on T.V. Twas like a horror movie. LouLou2u2 2 years
agobarbaro8derby132 2 years ago yeah. i was only in 2nd grade when this happend.
remember it clear as day. i went into the classroom and the teacher actually had the news
on. but of course we had to turn it off. it was scary. we didn't know what was going on.
that day was filled with hatrid and horriableness. nobody will ever forget it. not even as
7yo's we were. i member it as clear as day RIP 9/11 barbaro8derby132 2 years
agobrokendreamer25 2 years ago aw that was sad when she said all the ashes it looks like
it snowing. It reminded me of Schindlers list (cant spell sorry) when they burned
everyone. Even thought it wasnt people burning it was the death of many.
brokendreamer25 2 years agobulldingle 2 years ago omg 19:30 was soooo crazy bulldingle
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2 years agocepulameavreisascriu 2 years ago very touching video but you shouldn't have
cut off when the 1st tower collapsed cepulameavreisascriu 2 years agobenjarni92 2 years
ago show hide lol benjarni92 2 years agoMrRedman 2 years ago 2 And what makes things
a 'little worse for the people filming is they can see exactly what's happening live before
many others and when the South tower collapesed, about a minute later, the panicky
news guy was shouting something along the lines of "the south tower has just collapsed"!
Thanks for filming (whoever did) and this day is never forgotten..God Bless MrRedman
(London) MrRedman 2 years ago 2MrRedman 2 years ago I don't understand why they
cut when the South tower got hit. I can't think of any other reasons other than it was too
much too put on the internet. MrRedman 2 years agoMephistopheIes 2 years ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam God bless the terroists of 9/11 teach
those pigs a fuckin lesson MephistopheIes 2 years agotheblitz07 2 years ago this was an
act of terror. movies like "loose change" try and brainwash you by taking advantage of the
chaos of the moment. theblitz07 2 years agojadeafinaruto111 2 years ago i was only in
3rd grade when this happened my teacher came in after lunch n told us n i gotten scared
when i gotten home i started cryin with my mom. people wont us to die soo they r doin
this it is to sad to even think of this i feel very bad for u guys u had to watch the World
Trade Center buildins go down jadeafinaruto111 2 years agosonic2277 2 years ago show
hide snow!!!!! sonic2277 2 years agozolezzito 2 years ago its in fall so ¡¡¡rain!!!
zolezzito 2 years agoKyzersawsay 2 years ago All you anti-american bitches need to
shut the fuck up, Especially around something like this, We are the most ethnically
diverse nation on earth with people from every country. so when you say fuck America!
You actually saying it to your own people if you dont know that. Get it straight. The
goverment sucks but what the fuck do you want me to do about it? Kyzersawsay 2 years
agoBillyG800 2 years ago HELL YEAH BROTHER BillyG800 2 years
agoDILOWASERE 2 years ago 3 when people say fuck americans they mean the
americans that are control freaks e.g. bush DILOWASERE 2 years ago 3konjfuzed 2
years ago 3 Imagine the damage to the surrounding area, if the towers had actually
collapsed because of structural failure and not of a planned implosion. konjfuzed 2 years
ago 3BillyG800 2 years ago planned implosion my ass. Organized by who. and if u say
"the govenment" then ur a lying dickhead who fucks his mom BillyG800 2 years
agokonjfuzed 2 years ago 5 BillyG800. Obviously, telling by the hostility and vulgarity,
along with the terrible grammar of your post; I can tell you are a very scared, incompetent
and generally mislead individual. There are those that feel sorry for, and pity people like
you, I am not one of them. konjfuzed 2 years ago 5BillyG800 2 years ago Excuse me,
konjfuzed. In no manner am I incompetent, nor am I a mislead individual. Pardon my
poor grammar, but I happened to be quite angered by the post to which I was responding.
My uncle died. He was a passenger of United Airlines Flight 175. I attended his funeral,
and at no point did I fathom that this attack could have been carried out by our
government, nor did i consider the middle east - they did this to us. We never did
anything like this to them. BillyG800 2 years agoDILOWASERE 2 years ago Lmao your
one funny guy. DILOWASERE 2 years agobiellajaneth 2 years ago uh huh. wtc7 wasn't
touched but fell. biellajaneth 2 years agoinfiwu 2 years ago Shock!!! Thank you for the
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video... Seems we see the whole thing in NYC. infiwu 2 years agoDooont 2 years ago
This is what the middle east goes through every single day. Dooont 2 years agoBillyG800
2 years ago like hell it does. when you have 747's flying into the gaza strip, you let me
know. BillyG800 2 years agoiCesynz 2 years ago America is too institutionalised!!.
Those people who have physical evidence of such an event to be a conspiracy are told to
be commiting treason or eternally silenced. Yes it was an inside job and yes your
government did know of such an event. I know that you are more loyal to yer country
then the truth. iCesynz 2 years agoadrian825 2 years ago your an idiot adrian825 2 years
agoEmirofShmo 2 years ago This should not happen to innocent people. Damn US
foreign policy! EmirofShmo 2 years agoEmirofShmo 2 years ago It's sad, but in a lot of
ways the USA brought this upon themselves. This is the consequence of USA
imperialism toward the Middle East. EmirofShmo 2 years agoAmericaAgainstIsrael 2
years ago It's a consequence of its complete submission of foreign policy to AIPAC.
AmericaAgainstIsrael 2 years agoColtsOwlsRockies 2 years ago 6 Why the hell are
people so cruel? Damn you, Osama Bin Laden! ColtsOwlsRockies 2 years ago
6wdgann111 2 years ago these people knew more than cnn what was going on
wdgann111 2 years agoflowergirls100 2 years ago im sad for the people in new york city.
they learn there leson to not make tallest buildings. PS im from atlanta. flowergirls100 2
years agoValmont1968 2 years ago incredibly impressive - more impressive than any
coverage of CNN! Thank you for posting and all the best for NY, the world's capital!
Best wishes from Germany. Valmont1968 2 years agoLouLou2u2 2 years ago 2 Hi Blitz.
God Bless Australia too! :-) LouLou2u2 2 years ago 2jonasbrotherspro 2 years ago 3 that
is so sad if i was in there i would be on the 1st floor than run out the building but i did
saw front row seat by the building. i wish that this would never happen to anywhere. just
the world to be in peace. jonasbrotherspro 2 years ago 3bigscolari 2 years ago I am
English and proud of what my tiny, little nation has achieved. Proud of what we have
given the world. However, I believe that the USA is the greatest nation on Earth. You
started off with just a few million, really poor English guys and now you are the best and
help all the foreign people in poverty with billions of dollars every single year. bigscolari
2 years agoLouLou2u2 2 years ago show hide lmao . what a crock of shit. the U.S.A the
greatest nation in the world?? Get real man, saying that sorta shit gives them bigger heads
than they have. And as for all the help in the foreign ppl in poverty with billions and
billions of $ each year.. um, yer right. Dream on.. LouLou2u2 2 years agoBlitzkriegBK 2
years ago 2 LOL, LouLou2u2 y are you commenting so negatively on so many 911
videos. It really wrong and honestly its just not respectful. And America does give many
billions of dollars of foriegn aid to help nations around the world. Its a fact, and if you
don't think so, keep dreaming. But your entitled to your own opinion, even if it's proven
false. God Bless America ... and your country Australia too i guess, its a very wonderful
nation also! :D BlitzkriegBK 2 years ago 2biellajaneth 2 years ago lol nice. biellajaneth 2
years agobiellajaneth 2 years ago lol nice <---replying to someone elses comment. i wasn't
talking about the 9/11 tragedy. biellajaneth 2 years agomoe96699669 2 years ago true,
true moe96699669 2 years agomoe96699669 2 years ago if u belive that then u must go
suck balls moe96699669 2 years agoLouLou2u2 2 years ago Gday Moe :-) How ya doin
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mate? LouLou2u2 2 years agojbat100A 2 years ago Just a few facts for you, the US gives
0.1 percent of their GDP as aid (as opposed to 0.7 and 1.1 for France and Denmark). And
most of that is for Israel to get weapons. Richest nation yes, that's where US greatness
stops. jbat100A 2 years agofilmcruiser88 2 years ago ps sorry for the typos before I was
typing quickly filmcruiser88 2 years agofilmcruiser88 2 years ago 2 where the fuck were
helicopters? that's what pisses me off. I'm sorry, but there were how many minutes
between the planes crashes the the towers collapsing? filmcruiser88 2 years ago
2coreylahey1985 2 years ago Unlike the movies, its not possible to fly helipcopters in
close enough because of the updrafting smoke and strength of it.the fact the building was
completly vertical at its face didnt help though coreylahey1985 2 years agohorntrolly 2
years ago show hide Funniest horntrolly 2 years agohorntrolly 2 years ago show hide
Wake up America, the worlds funnest animals is on! See 9/11 Coincidences (Part Five)
horntrolly 2 years agoRoverchris405 2 years ago Incredible video God bless america
Roverchris405 2 years agoAandWRootbeer1234 2 years ago 5 I can't believe any one
would actually say we deserve this. AandWRootbeer1234 2 years ago 5shopman0062 2
years ago 3 A very touching video, that is so sad, our country didnt deserve this and no
other countrie does either. This is so sad just think of all the people who lost their lives
and the brave fireman as well. It is even worse that those people never got to go home to
their family and see them. Im glad that we are fighting for the countrie because the us is a
fighting countrie,and we are'nt gonna just back down we have never lose a fight,and we
never will. God Bless All shopman0062 2 years ago 3garretwilliams 2 years ago 6 oh i
hate this. i mean,i cry every time i hear or see this. i know my moms sister died in it. i
hate the people who did this,they are getting what they deserve now,but so are innocent
people who died. I like how Bush said it. "Freedom itslef was attacked today,and
freedom will be defended" garretwilliams 2 years ago 6537semigod 2 years ago 2 osama
bin laden is still free to post videos every other week and our president says he doesnt
think much of him anymore,the saudis who funded him are alive and well .. whos getting
what they deserve? iraquis? 537semigod 2 years ago 2garretwilliams 2 years ago show
hide oh. the people who listened to the jerk and hijacked the 757's. they are getting what
they deserve. i dunno,i just get upset about this. its a sad thing to see 3000 people get
killed in that way garretwilliams 2 years agoscouser691 2 years ago 2 You are a bunch of
sicko's, no human beings deserve to die like this. NO-ONE. Everytime you say things like
that just remember one thing - your hate becomes you. scouser691 2 years ago
2cupcakes777 2 years ago show hide for some reason i think those attacks were made by
americans as well lots of reason why:Sbut wont point them out,ever since bush became
president things have gone pretty weird hasnt it?,maybe... maybe not,who really knows
cupcakes777 2 years agoxoxMixedBeautyxox 2 years ago 5 I hate it when people start
looking further into the attacks. Osama confessed he planned the attacks. AMERICA
DID NOT PLAN THE ATTACKS! The planes where hijacked by muslim terrorists.
xoxMixedBeautyxox 2 years ago 5cupcakes777 2 years ago at the end of my comment i
typed/wrote this "maybe... maybe not,who really knows" and if you hated fuck it,i dont
care,we believe what we believe we think w/e is that we think,people are full of
sh&t,thats what i think=] cupcakes777 2 years ago537semigod 2 years ago 3 god forbid
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anyone should question their government...especially when they have been so
forthcoming with all the evidence.. 537semigod 2 years ago 3AmericaAgainstIsrael 2
years ago "god forbid anyone should question their government" < thats something
someone in a dictatorship would say. This is a democracy, everyone SHOULD be
questioning their government to make sure that it is accountable to its citizens and that its
motives are transparent at all times. AmericaAgainstIsrael 2 years ago537semigod 2 years
ago your sarcasm button is switched to the off position 537semigod 2 years
agoAmericaAgainstIsrael 2 years ago There was no sarcasm there. AmericaAgainstIsrael 2
years agoxoxMixedBeautyxox 2 years ago Why does America deserve this, huh? First
came 9/11 attacks then Bush invaded Iraq. xoxMixedBeautyxox 2 years agoCanjode 2
years ago Y does America deserve this? Look at all the shit America has done to other
countries all over the world...that's y they probably deserved it Canjode 2 years
agomirzakoksoy 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
AMERICA has earned it ... America actually deserves more mirzakoksoy 2 years
agoENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years ago show hide Yes. ENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years
agoLouLou2u2 2 years ago show hide I agree 100% LouLou2u2 2 years agoPrincessIno92
2 years ago what the hell if wrong with you doesnt matter where a person is a human is a
human no matter where there born what if your family was in that building i cant belive
your just said that. As Gandhi said, "An eye for an eye makes the whoel world blind yes
amarica isnt the best country but no one has the right to kill anyone else. PrincessIno92 2
years agopugluva112 2 years ago why the heck would u say that!! pugluva112 2 years
agoENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years ago show hide America deserved this you know,now I
wanna see those damn stupid americans dead,where are the bodies of those who died?
Thank god for 9/11. ENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years agocj397 2 years ago why did it cut
off when the second plane hit? i'd really love to know. Really. conspiracy theorists are
gonna love when they see that cj397 2 years agocharbiebaby 2 years ago 3 This makes me
sick to my stomach. My father in law is a firefighter, my fiance said that that day his dad
showed up to his college classes, pulled him aside, said he loved him and then left to wait
at the airport for his posting. He didn't end up going but this video is a reminder of how
quick things can happen and lives can be takes from us. I give the Americans so much
love and respect for all the patriotism and loyalty shown. Never forget... charbiebaby 2
years ago 3Mikey7889 2 years ago 3 I'm gonna nuke Bin Laden for dis Mikey7889 2
years ago 3bobbio122 2 years ago NEVAR FORGET!!!11 bobbio122 2 years agoedjs378
2 years ago I hope that who ever sent this,lily is alright. They said that she was going to
day care there. Please say she's ok. edjs378 2 years agotwistmymelons 2 years ago show
hide omg omg lol twistmymelons 2 years agoENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years ago show
hide FUCK AMERICA ENSZOPOK200GAY 2 years agoprussboy1 2 years ago
Dumbass prussboy1 2 years agoinstinto35 2 years ago how can you keep your calm at
100 meters from the collapses in a high building when its chaos everywhere ??? instinto35
2 years agozorbijussudas 2 years ago terrible zorbijussudas 2 years agoacdcguyforever 2
years ago god save the deaths!!! acdcguyforever 2 years ago1o2M 2 years ago oh my. at
7.34 you can actually see something flying down from the tower - might be a person? :'(
shocking! 1o2M 2 years agoskeetereze 2 years ago Wonder why the second plane was
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not shown??? If it was a military plane as they immediately said it was it would have
been great to have that PROOF on camera! skeetereze 2 years agoFewstanator 2 years
ago omfg she has the most annoying voice EVER!!! Fewstanator 2 years agojaret2217 2
years ago why cant we call erth america so no one would say "you stupid iracs"and say
hey friend.................T_T jaret2217 2 years agojaret2217 2 years ago why cant we call
erth america so no one would say "you stupid iracs"and say hey friend.................T_T
jaret2217 2 years agofullblownstudios 2 years ago show hide this video sucks ass, doesnt
even show the real raw footage of the plane hitting, i can understanding them not getting
the first one but wtf on the second, i never turn my camera off....shit fullblownstudios 2
years agoatkinson43 2 years ago show hide gay atkinson43 2 years agoThireau 2 years
ago I'm french i was 13 when it happened .....and i can just say.. its not really difficult
...NOUS SOMMES AVEC VOUS LES USA!!!!! we are with you..... Thireau 2 years
agocastlemad5 2 years ago wow my friend was killed in that explodion those fuckin
terrorists castlemad5 2 years agojkoo51 2 years ago WELL PUT jkoo51 2 years
agoEscobarcolombia98210 2 years ago idiot Escobarcolombia98210 2 years
agotristanbrink 2 years ago show hide Just think of all the lives lost while you have that
stupid discussion. next time turn the fucking mic off. jesus. tristanbrink 2 years
agohisworld8 2 years ago 2 Thanks for the courage to release this footage. But, what
about the second plane. Was that cut out?? At the point of impact it skipped a few
frames.?? hisworld8 2 years ago 2LouLou2u2 2 years ago Everyone is entitled to a
comment FFS!!!,Dont Americans have a "So called Freedom of Speech?" Or is that only
on America's turf..or is it a policy unless you live there your opinions mean jackshit. let
ppl have their say ffs.. man, this really pisses of off. LouLou2u2 2 years agozach071591
2 years ago This should be a reminder how strong we are! UNITED WE STAND
zach071591 2 years agojkoo51 2 years ago 911 wasnt setup jkoo51 2 years
agoBigButtWendy 2 years ago Thank you for sharing this incredible footage. ~We
Remember~ BigButtWendy 2 years agoTimeforthaunted 2 years ago it wasn't a terorists
attack, the governemtn staged the attack Timeforthaunted 2 years agoahowell71 2 years
ago another dumb ass right here folks. ahowell71 2 years agoTimeforthaunted 2 years ago
that's what they want you to think Timeforthaunted 2 years agojkoo51 2 years ago yepp
i hope he chokes on his boy freinds dick jkoo51 2 years agoadrian825 2 years ago your an
idiot. so those people in the plane, the pictures and families are fake too?? adrian825 2
years agoNegerone12 2 years ago manche sagen das das absicht der amerikanischen
regierung war!also das diese diesen anschlag plante! aber warum sollte amerika das tun?
ich sage dazu das das nicht sein kann, denn keine regierung möchte seine eigenen
menschen töten, und am ende sind wir doch alle gleich! oder etwa nicht? wir sollten
aufhören uns so zubekämpfen, ich hasse menschen die so etwas machen. Negerone12 2
years agoMagnus1400 2 years ago What the hell is wrong with some of you? How in the
hell can you be insulting the people who took the video? They were scared, and
everything was happening so quickly that no one knew what to think. And for you
fuckers who say it was an inside job, just shut the hell up and think about it. How would
that benefit the government at all? Oil? If we were there for oil, you would think that gas
prices would've down. And fuck you guys who say we deserved this. Magnus1400 2
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years agoBoudiicca 2 years ago 5 Bob and Bri...Thank you for sharing this footage. All
footage from 9/11 is scary, but yours is particularly haunting. It must have been a very
scary experience, and my heart goes out to all the victims and their families. Boudiicca 2
years ago 5shinksey1601 2 years ago show hide u lot are soft cunts, me mate dave caused
9/11 , i saw him do it, he gave some puma trakky (paki) a magic mushroom, a plane and a
bottle of vodka, told him he was really adopted, his real parents were white an that thy
were in the world trade centre, and heres your result! shinksey1601 2 years
agoJayUisNOT 2 years ago show hide They should have hit lower on the tower,
therefore providing less time for the honkys to flee. JayUisNOT 2 years agopinkcaitlyn 2
years ago 3 U R a cruel man This was a terrible disaster pinkcaitlyn 2 years ago
3neoprower777 2 years ago 6 words can not describe how fucked up you are
neoprower777 2 years ago 6treyflipper 2 years ago HAHAHAH, a missile attack?? i was
there! i saw the planes, the blood, the carnage. unless the missiles were exactly like
airplanes, planes hit the FUCKING TOWERS! your stupid as hell if you think it was a
missile attack. iraq threw us on our asses but we got up, dusted ourselfs off and beat the
fuck outta iraq and all the terrorists! treyflipper 2 years agocarlitoshello 2 years ago shut
the fuck up you where there, iraq had nothing to do with 9/11 you stupid liar....bin ladens
from afganistan, you ignorant fuck ..if you saw planes then explain how the second plane
went through the tower, without leaving a hole, go check it out smartguy, you can clearly
see the nose come out, then in other videos and pics theres no hole ...so shut up you bad
liar carlitoshello 2 years agoBoudiicca 2 years ago Osama Bin Laden is not an Iraqi...
Boudiicca 2 years ago019654321 2 years ago this was terrible, but you are just an
ignorant. 019654321 2 years agokanistor22 2 years ago 2 I cant belive some fucked up
"cave mens" (muslims) could do such a horrible thing! They KILL for something that's
not even real (allah) - their all fucked up, and insane! kanistor22 2 years ago 2Afonsos91
2 years ago Allah is the greatest he has witness this Afonsos91 2 years agochibangin007 2
years ago you people are fucking stupid as fuck. your people didnt cause 9/11. you guys
were blamed for it. 9/11 was an inside job you stupid fuck. and those planes that we saw
on tv were fake. 9/11 was a missile attack. th story about planes hitting the towers is just
a cover up chibangin007 2 years agoKibblezandbittz 2 years ago why dont YOU shut the
fuck up because YOU have NO FUCKING CLUE what happened. and uhh... just
curious, when did missiles begin to look exactly like airplanes? Kibblezandbittz 2 years
agopungkininaber 2 years ago show hide "Allah is the Greatest." pungkininaber 2 years
agojohnnyduxford 2 years ago Yawn...thats what i think to your pointless
comment...anything interesting to say? Like many people on here I am not religious so i
couldnt care less about how great your fictional god is. I have many moslem friends, but
unlike you they never think to cram their religion down my throat. johnnyduxford 2 years
agochibangin007 2 years ago are you fucking stupid? your people didnt even do this, and
u sit and praise the attacks. you stupid fucking idiots. allah fucked yall over. those planes
werent real. no planes were hijacked. chibangin007 2 years agoGABYLUVPETE101 2
years ago Omg Who Goes To Daycare There? GABYLUVPETE101 2 years agocmanxxx
2 years ago I know I thought the same thing... cmanxxx 2 years ago03bondbird 2 years ago
The other crime is that this horrible incident was used by a corrupt administration with
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dubious motives and an incompetent intelligently challenged President as a reason to
invade Iraq. We look like fools to the rest of the world. 03bondbird 2 years
agoUnusualWinn 2 years ago This is pretty scary.... Man, I live so far away, but is scares
me a lot:O UnusualWinn 2 years agoinfacer2 2 years ago Im prety scared, although I dont
live in new youk, im scared. There are plans to rebuild soon. One tower a momrial, one a
working office building. What if something like this happens again and so many more
lives are lost? If it does happen againg i wouldnt try and make another. infacer2 2 years
agothementalteen 2 years ago It's even more terrifying with footage like this that was
filmed by actual people who were close rather than news-reporters who were at a safe
distance. I can tell you guys were terrified from this. Hope you guys were able to recover
after seeing that. thementalteen 2 years agoBadLuckShadow 2 years ago Interesting and
heartbreaking to hear the anguish of someone who witnessed it directly. We need to all
remember: Iraq had nothing to do with this. Ron Paul 2008 BadLuckShadow 2 years
agoveronesedissident 2 years ago Also, the biggest financiers of international terrorism by
far is Saudi Arabia. Bush let the Bin Laden family leave the country during a massive
murder investigation. Osama Bin Laden's family was the ONLY plane allowed in the sky
by the Bush administration! They were never even questioned as to his possible
whereabouts. veronesedissident 2 years ago02powerstroke350 2 years ago You're
probably a left-wing liberal who hates the U.S. and wants every one to think like you do
and you're willing to do anything to make it that way. Oh...wait, what's the definition of
"Terrorist" again? GET A LIFE 02powerstroke350 2 years agoaltagoodnamesrtaken7 2
years ago ur absolutely right man the fuckin democrats r anti american shitheads who
think this was fake well theyre on crack god i hate those pieces of shit
altagoodnamesrtaken7 2 years agoveronesedissident 2 years ago It's already proven
shithead. If it wasn't true, they could sue Michael Ruppert's pants off. Leo Strauss is
your idea of "Conservatism." Trotsky was their patron saint. Dickhead.
veronesedissident 2 years ago02powerstroke350 2 years ago thank you for the mature
response and all the false accusations. 02powerstroke350 2 years agoveronesedissident 2
years ago You adhere to an ideology that mass murdered 65 MILLION innocent people
in Russia and the Ukraine between 1919 and 1940, and how you fucking DARE to try to
worm your way out of your Leo Strauss worship by calling someone else names that
apply to YOU. Stauss, the founder of "Neo-Conservatism," and his circle called
themselves "Trotskyites" and now with the NAU right at our doorstep, we can see what
your sewer is creating. Yes, it probably is immature to call you what you are, a piece of
SHIT!!! veronesedissident 2 years ago02powerstroke350 2 years ago Oh thats right all
terrorists want is peace. How could i be so stupid? if you hate this country....THEN
GET THE HELL OUT! 02powerstroke350 2 years agoveronesedissident 2 years ago
Typical neo-con trotskyite. You completely fuck up our country, then if someone
doesn't like the 180 degree changes, THEY are the problem. You dumb fuck!
veronesedissident 2 years ago02powerstroke350 2 years ago Please, tell me the way I
messed up our country. I am eager to know. Notice I don't need to swear all the time.
Probably because I'm not an unintelligent ape who wants everything to be his way. At
least I'm willing to listen to the opposition. People like you are the ones who mess up
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this country. Which, by the way....has nothing to complain about 02powerstroke350 2
years agoveronesedissident 2 years ago Just the fact that you know know who Leo
Strauss is, is enough for me. So you support NEO-Conservatives who place up at their
patron saint Leon Trotsky, who mass murdered 65 million innocent Christians in Russia
and the Ukraine. Now they want a North American Union, with a new money system, no
border whatsoever, a new capitol (they've talked about Miami or Atlanta), a new
constitution, the NAFTA Superhighway nightmare. This is what you support, the worst
form of sedition. veronesedissident 2 years agowillietx 2 years ago 5 I can't believe I just
spent half an hour watching that, it didn't seem that long, anyways i think the best thing
to do now is just to focus on getting that freedom tower built and remember everybody
that way. willietx 2 years ago 5skateboarddude10 2 years ago to bad for all the people
who had died in the attack some people wrist there lives to save there family members
and friends and passengers so sad for all the people who had died in the 911 attack
skateboarddude10 2 years agoskateboarddude10 2 years ago i was so sad for all the
people who had died and wrist there lives for other people like police family members
and friends and passengers and other people so it was so sad for those people who had
died in 911 attack. skateboarddude10 2 years agoLouLou2u2 2 years ago show hide
Australia and Canada are the BEST countries in the world. The rest of ya's SUCK!
LouLou2u2 2 years agoTylorS6 2 years ago 2 yeah they came through the canadian
border when i when up there securtity was tight TylorS6 2 years ago 2LouLou2u2 2
years ago Fuk this for a joke..hey cyman (K) LouLou2u2 2 years agohollycowbatman 2
years ago I am starting to believe the theory that the planes were holograms. The whole in
the towers don't quite resemlbe an entrance wound. If one comes across the film the
french were makingabout fire fighters when the first plane hit, watch it; the camera is on
the tower before any sighn of explosion and there was no sight of a jet. Sight is the speed
of light, there was no jet in that film shot on the first tower. Look for yourself. stop the
film and go frame by frame. hollycowbatman 2 years agoZezima333 2 years ago KK, do
you think the flight victims were flying in a hologram? Zezima333 2 years agopoppieseed
2 years ago It's obvious that it was edited. However, the news in the background said that
the 2nd plane hit 25 minutes after the first. They couldn't have known that it was going
to be hit again. At first it was just more of the same. As non professionals this was a
great video from people in a building near by. Just fine first reactions. poppieseed 2 years
agoachiver911 2 years ago 11;48 a jump cut at the moment of second impact , this is
bullshit achiver911 2 years agoAmericanResolves 2 years ago 2 Terrorist came throw the
Canadian border not the Mexican. AmericanResolves 2 years ago 2karmatryp 2 years ago
thank you karmatryp 2 years agoulanbator72 2 years ago bush is terrorist number one
ulanbator72 2 years agokevinloll 2 years ago fuck Osama hes fucking fagget fucking
distroy our bilding that nigga is a suck a douchbag rofl lmafo kevinloll 2 years agokolla123
2 years ago thank you for posting this. kolla123 2 years agoKatieRNBSN 2 years ago I
meant thank you to the people showing the video to all people, not just Americans.
KatieRNBSN 2 years agoATLien007 2 years ago 2 Sadly I really feel 9/11 was only a
TASTE of whats to come.. God help us all! ATLien007 2 years ago 2LouLou2u2 2 years
ago Go the Chasers!! U rock man!! LouLou2u2 2 years agoalessiomilano83 2 years ago
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YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE. alessiomilano83 2 years agoLouLou2u2 2 years ago
Acceptance is In the Eightfold Path of Buddhism..In otherwords, you cant move on until
you accept what's happened.Easier said than done I know. LouLou2u2 2 years
agoStevieBhoy75 2 years ago Scumbag, I take it you've got this atrocity on your page
with your other bigoted bile purely beacuse it was an attack on a synonymously Jewish
part of New York? You dirty racist rats bastard. Remember Enniskillen...with any luck
some old relative of yours was there. ERIN GO BRAGH!! StevieBhoy75 2 years
agobushtalk 2 years ago The Assassination Code "No --One has to direct an assassination
it happens. The active role is played secretly by permitting it to happen.This is the
greatest single clue who has the power to call off or reduce the usual security
precautions" L. Fletcher PROUTY ... AGAIN,AGAIN AND AGAIN it happed with JF
Kenney, Robert Kenney, Martin Luther King, Prince Diana at the key time the security
was withdrawn why because if it haven't been the assassination would not of possible!
bushtalk 2 years agoKatieRNBSN 2 years ago True Americans in this video showing their
candid emotions at the time. It's obvious to me the worry they felt for their fellow New
Yorkers. You did the right thing by posting the video. Thank you for giving a Connecticut
resident who visits the city occasionally a NYC perspective. KatieRNBSN 2 years
agoLouLou2u2 2 years ago It is an excellent video, Ill grant u that one, but Not every
person in that building was an american. People from other countries were in those
buildings also. LouLou2u2 2 years agocmanxxx 2 years ago I think that she meant the
people filming the video... cmanxxx 2 years agocmanxxx 2 years ago LouLou2u2: You
make an excellent point. There were MANY people from other countries in the towers
that day. cmanxxx 2 years agoRanmaaaaaa 2 years ago stupid operator... Ranmaaaaaa 2
years agotwilightxHPxlove 2 years ago it was wonderful the people who came to help. i
know a few fire men in kansas city who went up there to help out. this video is so sad, it
makes me sob. god bless those who lost their lives twilightxHPxlove 2 years
agoSegaJackNL 2 years ago I wouldnt be able to just sit there watching that, counting
firetrucks.... id wanna do soemthing SegaJackNL 2 years agobrowny118 2 years ago show
hide And on the 7th day God rested but before he did he shat on the earth . what that shit
turned out to be was the middle east and their islamic messiah bullshitters. browny118 2
years agoSegaJackNL 2 years ago show hide grow the fuck up SegaJackNL 2 years
agotsdrive1 2 years ago Is this the world we created? tsdrive1 2 years agoC0nsc13nc3 2
years ago I'm sorry, but this is nothing compared to the millions of lives lost due to CIA
operations, and U.S. foreign policy around the world. C0nsc13nc3 2 years agorufushound
2 years ago 2 When you put your age did you put your IQ instead? rufushound 2 years
ago 2LouLou2u2 2 years ago I knew Id get a bite from you.WHOOOHOO, if the person
wishes to be a racist bully let them.have you eva thought they may be doing it to piss
you off? Lol.Everyone is entitled to opinion.Not everyone likes everyone.I see I have
struck another person that needs to take a chill pill or smoke some weed. Cya's have a
nice evenin ya'll :-) LouLou2u2 2 years agoamber105978 2 years ago 2 This was sad.
Evertime I watch this I cry. amber105978 2 years ago 2MeLuversTigers 2 years ago 2
what happened on sept 11 2001 was a horrible tragedy...thousands of people lost their
lives... and others lost their loved ones... and you guys are being insensitive jerks insulting
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each other under that date...you guys need to grow up and be respectful...
MeLuversTigers 2 years ago 2LouLou2u2 2 years ago Surveyer.. alot of people here
would agree with me, but you ARE full of shit my friend. Another know it all, just what
the world needs.u r 1 of those people who gets on the net & likes 2 have a dig at other
people 2 give u a bigger ego,I bet u stink at face to face confrontations,sorry mate, but
you are looking stupid. LouLou2u2 2 years agosurveillance89101 2 years ago Its amazing
that you attack me....if you would read the comments in order you'll see that I was
communicating to someone that is racist, read the comments, Oh wait you didn't see
them? or you approve of racism? FUCK YOU and the racist pigs ruining this nation that
many of my family fought for & support!! Someone put this DOG on it's leash!
surveillance89101 2 years agoLouLou2u2 2 years ago i miss 1966..where are you sweety?
And where is Sharkgoddess? Have a good one ya'll. LouLou2u2 2 years
agoSLOB187CKRAB187 2 years ago i'd be so scared i'd propably jump off my balcony
SLOB187CKRAB187 2 years agogzim89 2 years ago allahu ekber!!! gzim89 2 years
agoMikey7889 2 years ago are u muslim Mikey7889 2 years agoZipperhedd 2 years ago
That one was meant for you runnerrk, whatever you are...... Zipperhedd 2 years
agojonnysilver312 2 years ago This is one more eye witness who...saw. that it was a
MILITARY plane..yes 757 but not commercial jonnysilver312 2 years agoLouLou2u2 2
years ago Where is Sharkgoddess? Is he here? Or maybe under a different name lol.. come
out come out whereeva ya are mate... LouLou2u2 2 years agopoopzoophoop 2 years ago
smoke would have scared the shit out of me poopzoophoop 2 years agoomnia989 2 years
ago i like tom & jerry cartoon. omnia989 2 years agosurveillance89101 2 years ago
HAHA! LOL! & you think that you have to put on your best sunday go to meeting & go
to a building to get close to God & put a smile on your face & then you feel superior
because "YOU WENT TO CHURCH!" What a joke! So many dumb people like you in
this country which is why the government does what it does, because you people are too
ignorant to really see what is going on here! surveillance89101 2 years
agosurveillance89101 2 years ago the above message is a "REPLY" to the ignorant
message that was submitted by "robby27s" eight months ago, however "Utube" placed it
as a general messeage even though I replied to the said identified submitter.
surveillance89101 2 years agosurveillance89101 2 years ago 3 YOUTUBE is a
FRAUD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! just trying to get people to wrtie horrible things & then report
them to the officials!! FUCK YOU YOUTUBE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! surveillance89101 2
years ago 3LouLou2u2 2 years ago This is a reply to your msg here "YOUTUBE is a
FRAUD!!!,just trying to get people to write horrible things etc etc etc (is what you
stated)" mate, read some of what you have writen here, you aint exactly the nicest person
on earth.. LouLou2u2 2 years agosomberreality 2 years ago 2 Thank you for posting this.
I've been interested in what happened on 9/11 from the New Yorker's point of view. God
bless you and all those who survived this horrible event. somberreality 2 years ago
2runnerrk 2 years ago 1966......you flatter yourself to think more than a small fraction of
one percent of America buys into this whacko conspiracy theory....you're a mere handful
of gullible nitwits who have watched too many episodes of X Files....get a grip, clown...
the "inside job" schtick won't even be a footnote in history...bet you believe there're dead
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aliens at roswell too...snicker runnerrk 2 years agosurveillance89101 2 years ago ...you
probably have one of those 'new' diseases that's on tv & are taking the "FDA" approved
drugs so you can get "better". HAHA! Out of respect for "ALL" people that lost their
lives on 9/11, Including the one's that continue to die today for profit...Do yourself a
favor & jump into your ridiculously overpriced Gm "Hummer" that you are obviously so
very proud of & drive over a cliff, but leave the blinders on, god knows you can't handle
the truth! surveillance89101 2 years agorunnerrk 2 years ago wow...you single digit IQ
types better get a grip....to suggest the Bush admin. was behind this attack is absurd and
reckless...where is your evidence?...and what was Bush's purpose? gawd, I'd be
embarrassed for you all...if you weren't so freakin' pathetic... runnerrk 2 years
agoZipperhedd 2 years ago 2 What evidence is there that this was a terrorist plot? I think
a true definition of pathetic would include all those who believe the mainstream media's
representation of 9/11. GWB wasn't directly responsible for the attacks, any more than
he could have been elected to president without the support of international finance and
the oil cartels. Zipperhedd 2 years ago 2surveillance89101 2 years ago Zipperhedd, I love
you! surveillance89101 2 years agojunkradio 2 years ago Have you watched Loose
Change or any of Alex Jones' work? That might answer some of your questions.
junkradio 2 years agorunnerrk 2 years ago alex jones is a half baked nitwit.....as are his
followers... runnerrk 2 years agosurveillance89101 2 years ago HAHA! the term "WOW"
is only used by individuals with single digit IQ's. EVIDENCE...Why don't you follow the
money trail & find out for yourself...probably afraid of the truth!!! You are a fool & will
die a fool. You should respect the views & opinions of other instead of respecting the lies
that you see and hear on the controlled news & media...you are a joke!!!!!!! The proof is
on the video above....Where's your proof that is isn't an inside job?!!!!! surveillance89101
2 years agorunnerrk 2 years ago sorry...I respect no view or opinion put forth by
fools....that'd be you and the other babbling nitwits here... what money trail? I need no
proof of the obvious...islam brought down the towers.....now they are paying the
price....death to sandniggers! runnerrk 2 years agosurveillance89101 2 years ago I agree,
YOU are SORRY, Your terminology speaks for itself and clearly identifies your shallow
mind. "Sandnigger?" now that's eloquent. I happen to hold an official capacity with this
government, & like me, many are pissed at if for what we've discovered. You are racist,
ignorant and blind, you've been deliberately misled like many of us! You wouldn't last 30
seconds in a debate. It's people like you that are ruining this great nation!
surveillance89101 2 years agosurveillance89101 2 years ago Furthermore, your
acquiescence on the most important question is ironically strident....again...Where's your
proof that it isn't an inside job? surveillance89101 2 years agorunnerrk 2 years ago
proof??...We don't need no stinkin' proof!!! :) What's to prove?...All I believe is in
overwhelming evidence....you, on the other hand, have offered not one iota of evidence to
back your reckless and absurd claim.....put up or shut up... runnerrk 2 years
agosurveillance89101 2 years ago HAHA! All YOU offer is blatant racism & that's all
you believe!..oh how proud you must be HAHA!!OOH!! HAHAHA!!.... Ignorance at its
very best! It's quite evident that you are person of "LIMITED" intelligence. What is
absurd & reckless is your racist comment..your choice term was "Sandnigger" I'm not
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wasting time on you any longer because you are, (here's a term you can digest) DUMB!
surveillance89101 2 years agorunnerrk 2 years ago 2 so you don't have any evidence?
k...that's what I thought... runnerrk 2 years ago 2surveillance89101 2 years ago runnerrk, I
can't spend much time here, but I would like to ask you a series of questions & hope you
answer honestly. I will respond as soon as I can. Here are the 1st two..."Do you believe
that the United States Government to be the "Super Power"? & "Do you believe that in
order to be a super power that you must conquer & monitor all forms of communications
from initial transmissions to intended ending destinations?" surveillance89101 2 years
agorunnerrk 2 years ago America is the sole super power, presently.....moreover, She is
the benevolent super power...where America goes, good things follow... the answer to
your second question is no... runnerrk 2 years agoZipperhedd 2 years ago Ah, I get it
now. You're a moron. Apologies, didn't mean to try speaking on peer level with someone
so clearly morally and mentally deficient. It won't happen again there Dougie.
Zipperhedd 2 years agosurveillance89101 2 years ago Zipperhedd, I'm confused, Not
sure if you're replying to me? I was just reading your comments is all & liked your
thinking. surveillance89101 2 years agosurveillance89101 2 years ago Just ask yourself
one question........Who truly benefited from this tragedy? surveillance89101 2 years
agorunnerrk 2 years ago 3 surveillance...let me guess... you pathetic conspiracy theorists
with overactive imaginations and no life? why yes...yes...I think that's it exactly....
runnerrk 2 years ago 3Zipperhedd 2 years ago 2 Big money and big oil will defend their
wealth and power by manipulating the blind and the weak of mind into believing what
you really want to believe in the first place: the bad guys are animals, we are the victims.
So eat your Whopper, drink your Budweiser and dream of that SUV you want to buy.
Your president loves you and your military is off defending your way of life. By the
way, have you seen your constitutional rights or your civil liberties lately? I heard they
were missing? Zipperhedd 2 years ago 2runnerrk 2 years ago 3 zipperhedd....your
constitution and civil rights are intact, your conjecture laden ramblings notwithstanding...
Bush is one of the good guys.....his passion for freedom and American sovereignty makes
him the stout hearted leader he is....history will record him as one of our very best chief
executives... I already own an SUV...a Hummer, in fact...life is good!...:) runnerrk 2 years
ago 3surveillance89101 2 years ago You're a fool. Bush is not capable of this much
damage on his own, he's too dumb! Bush is just a figure-head, a puppet...and you
probably think that your vote for presidency means anything! The jokes on you. Do
your self a favor and wake up!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! surveillance89101 2 years agoLouLou2u2 2
years ago Hey 1966! If you didn't live so far away, id invite you around for a Barbie
(BBQ ie) and some beers.. Your top value my friend :-) LouLou2u2 2 years
agoLouLou2u2 2 years ago That's correct 1966.They are mates.if something bad
happened here,G Wanker Bush wouldn't give a shit. Coz he's a stuck up American,like
alot of americans are, I didn't say ALL,90% of Aussies dont like him.We neva have &
prob neva will.Like K.Rudd said last night "Aust is the best country in the world,& we
are the best ppl in the world" lol :-P I laughed when he said that, becoz I thought of
Sharkgoddess.. LouLou2u2 2 years agoLouLou2u2 2 years ago Yes 1966,John Howward
is outYES! Now Kevin Rudd can get this country up and running.Everytime Bush came
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to Aus,our country had to just about bow to the short arse little prick.Our new Prime
Minister is a great man.Ty 1966,at ur interest in other countries.Unlike Shark,who seems
obsessed with U.S.A. Sharkgoddess,Im not the only 1 that thinks u'r full of shit,read the
other comments LouLou2u2 2 years agothatsthebeech 2 years ago 2 Although I was only
in 4th grade when this happened, I remember seeing it on our tv and thinking it was just
an everyday tragedy. It wasn't until I realized that my uncle would probably go to fight in
the war that I saw the severity of this horrible occurrence. Right now my uncle is serving
for another 3 months in a location that he is not allowed to name until his return. R.I.P.
9/11 victims and those who lost their lives fighting for our country. thatsthebeech 2 years
ago 2DeReK1637 2 years ago well at 5:34 i think that is just a plane takeingoff from jfk
they dident ground all planes untill the second polane hit DeReK1637 2 years
agozeppelin48390 2 years ago wow these clips make very sad. Ive become kinda
obsessed with this. Ive read up on it and found out about the events before, the terrorist
flying lessons, quite a bit of stuff. Look at 5:34, you can see the second plane fly by. I
know that the second plane passed the tower and then turned back around and struck the
tower. zeppelin48390 2 years agobcanha 2 years ago Seven CIA veterans have severely
criticized the official account of 9/11 and have called for a new investigation. "I think at
simplest terms, there's a cover-up. The 9/11 Report is a joke," said Raymond McGovern,
27-year veteran of the CIA. William Christison, a 29-year CIA veteran, former National
Intelligence Officer (NIO) and former Director of the CIA's Office of Regional and
Political Analysis also describes the 9/11 Commission Report as a "joke" and offers even
more outspoken criticism. bcanha 2 years agocphase28 2 years ago ok sharkgodess chill
just chill get high reel quick then calm down its ok. (im not on drugs) But everybody
knows busch could hav just as easily died in in the twintowers and u know wat nobody
would care if he died cuz all he caused was mother fuckin caos man we dont even need
him we would do better off havin a monkey running the country!!!!!!!!! cphase28 2 years
agoBMXingGuitarist4152 2 years ago watching this made me remember exactly where i
was and when everything happened..how as soon as my teacher in 3rd grade turned on
the tv the second plane crashed into the sencond tower and right after seeing that i was so
sad at thinking that all those people died even though i was only 7. Burn In Hell to all the
terrorist! R.I.P to all who were in the building and in the planes. BMXingGuitarist4152 2
years agonavyguyace19 2 years ago and people ask why did you join the military? this is
one day i will always remember why i'm here , AM(C-SAR), U.S. Navy navyguyace19 2
years agoLouLou2u2 2 years ago Sharkgoddess, you should go smoke some weed,You
need to chill..You seem quite uptite.Dont you agree 1966? :-) LouLou2u2 2 years
agoLouLou2u2 2 years ago SharkGoddess,I couldn't give a fuk about your government
bcoz I dont live there.Your government & the Aust government are different,But we do
have one thing in common,Both our leaders are dickheads.I believe what 1966 has
said.Every American I have come across has said they believe it was at inside job.I dont
get my info from urban sites like u said.I just dont believe everything I see & hear like
you do.U should do comic. LouLou2u2 2 years agoSaintWicked721 2 years ago 9/11 was
an inside job SaintWicked721 2 years agoTremblettA 2 years ago Emotional, amazing, I'll
certanly never forget! TremblettA 2 years agoCandy8candy 2 years ago I'm sure
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everyone was scared on this day. After seeing the building collapse, I cried. Did you cry
too? Candy8candy 2 years agoPolskaUrban 2 years ago Never Forget PolskaUrban 2
years agoCandy8candy 2 years ago kills grey911 man, you're just the meanest person
Candy8candy 2 years agoCandy8candy 2 years ago That was the worst day of my life.
T_T let the people who died that day rest in peace. Candy8candy 2 years agoLouLou2u2
2 years ago Me work for Al Qaeda? lol Thats funny I get paid alot, more than the average
Aus citizen but I dont work for the government.How do you know that your information
is correct? Just because you read it in some book or magazine?? Or saw it on the T.V?
Pfft, what a load of crap..The media get it wrong too, dont 4get.. ps Hi 1966GA :-)
LouLou2u2 2 years agochinawht123 2 years ago it was all plan fold your 20 dollor bill
like a plane you can see the trade center blowing up in the money. The new 20 dollor bill
was made in 1996 that happen in 2001 hummmm strange they did that to take away our
rights and freedom chinawht123 2 years agoGabbymadd22 2 years ago 3 My dad's bus
was supposed to stop there that morning while I was in school. I was in second grade and
when my teacher told us, i just thought it was an ordinary announcement. When I got
home, my dad was home watching it on tv, but since i didn't understand, i went flipping
to a cartoon. Now I understand that it was tragic and how everyone feels. Gabbymadd22
2 years ago 3gedlongbow 2 years ago i was in first grade. i was all like ooooooo its gonna
blow up! cool! but now i know that its now cool. P.S. my cousin (whos your age) says
the same thing as you, shes right next to me gedlongbow 2 years agoMovieKidX3 2 years
ago lol i did that too, except i was in 3rd grade and my teacher was like "Did anyone kno
wat happend this morining?" and this kid was like "Oh yeah, this building went BOOM!"
and 3/4 of the class started laffing while the 1/4 didnt comment cuz they knew he wasnt
joking. Man, i feel stupid. MovieKidX3 2 years agoCandy8candy 2 years ago man, that
happened at my school too. Candy8candy 2 years agoMovieKidX3 2 years ago candy,
your comments are everywher O_o MovieKidX3 2 years agoMatthewteacey 2 years ago
2 i hope the sick minded people that carried out that attack rot in hell for the rest of
eternity. i remember watching this live when i was 10. it was very disturbing.
Matthewteacey 2 years ago 2Candy8candy 2 years ago I was 6 years old when this
happened. I was so scared. Candy8candy 2 years agojunkradio 2 years ago The kids
music playing in the background makes the video even more eery. junkradio 2 years
agohads4 2 years ago what a terrible and depressing video. may all of those who did not
make it, rest in peace. hads4 2 years agolennieth 2 years ago Thanks for sharing this sad
video. I admire you were able to stay calm to record it lennieth 2 years agoLouLou2u2 2
years ago PASS...... LouLou2u2 2 years agoblackmagick9886 2 years ago holy shit that
would scare the shit out of me if i was in that building beside the wtc blackmagick9886 2
years agoATLien007 2 years ago Wow I was in 9th grade when this happened. I
remember being in my 2nd period class and they kept us in class all day. All we did was
watch the news and look in horror. ATLien007 2 years agoLouLou2u2 2 years ago Hey
1966GA!.. You may be right my fine friend. SharkGoddess may very well be on the
government pay roll. Is it good pay over there? lol Because Down Under Im pretty sure
it sux.. GO KEVIN RUDD!! Im not even American, but I know alot who are and they've
all said it was an inside job..Glad to know your got my little msg 1966GA, its your turn
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to reply lol..Have a nice day y'all.. Im off to Bedfordshire :-P LouLou2u2 2 years
agobeem1974 2 years ago 2 thats gotta be soooo scary to see this!!!!!!!!! but think of it as
witnessing a big piece of history. beem1974 2 years ago 2LouLou2u2 2 years ago Now im
really pissed off lol (nah not at all).. I just wrote a huge reply to you Sharkgoddess and it
didn't get posted. Never mind, it wasn't offensive..You must be a smart person to know
all this lol. But research isn't always correct, remember that my friend.Your turn to write
now 196GGA lol.. Let's here your thoughts :-) LouLou2u2 2 years agoLouLou2u2 2
years ago Wateva Trevor, You know it all.But seriously, does research cover the thoughts
of the ppl that DID know?? Im just curious..Oh sharkgoddess,please call me Lou.. (saves
you from typing more letters than needed ) LouLou2u2 2 years agoalloun22 2 years ago
soo saddd:(:( alloun22 2 years agowojtek0000 2 years ago Bitch stop cryin. you wanted
to record this shit! OMG! They destroyed my penthouse view boo-hoo-hoo. "they're
attacking the WTC, not us". what a ditz! they did attack 'us'. stupid americans.
wojtek0000 2 years agoLouLou2u2 2 years ago LMAO Wojtek.. thumbs up from me for
your reply...:-) LouLou2u2 2 years agowojtek0000 2 years ago wake up/ wojtek0000 2
years agoLouLou2u2 2 years ago Im curious..How do u know Sharkgoddess? How do
YOU know? How do YOU know that Bush didn't know and he wasn't expecting this and
no-one knew 4 sure what if anything was going to happen let alone where..and how do
YOU yourself know that no one expected planes to plow into the WTC towers. Some
people must have known, but do you?? Personally?? LouLou2u2 2 years agoVincol123 2
years ago 3 Fuck Terrorisme.. Fuck Terrorisme.. Fuck Terrorisme.. Vincol123 2 years ago
3astrojeet 2 years ago 2 bush knew this wud happen.news reports said tht he was
expecting this y did he let this happen. astrojeet 2 years ago 2astrojeet 2 years ago there
were news reports tht bush was expecting this.i hate tht guy i think he had a deal wid al
qaeda astrojeet 2 years agomigueluspa 2 years ago l remember that day, i was soo dope
sick and watching this. migueluspa 2 years agoUSMCbrit 2 years ago 3 God Bless and
Semper Fi America!!!! USMCbrit 2 years ago 3wojtek0000 2 years ago semper fuck you!
wojtek0000 2 years agoUSMCbrit 2 years ago Fuck you Bitch. USMCbrit 2 years
agomalimoot 2 years ago so sad! malimoot 2 years agocuteambros15 2 years ago 2 I will
never 4 get that day. GOD Bless America! cuteambros15 2 years ago 2cheekyegg 2 years
ago impossible to know what to do in that situation. its insane to think that people in
certain parts of the world were cheering when that happened. fuckers cheekyegg 2 years
agoeazy562 2 years ago HOLY SHIT that was the most depressing day of my life im
sorry everyone had to go threw that it ....it was just sad eazy562 2 years agopichila79 2
years ago Insted of trying to blame anybody (though im sure it was bush) i rather thank
you for sharing this video with us, as i shared the tears and sadness that morning with my
brothers and sisters in america. i still crying. pichila79 2 years agomoe96699669 2 years
ago no, i still don't think you got it;it was bush moe96699669 2 years agomoe96699669 2
years ago 100% agreed with moe96699669 2 years agoxmichellex810 2 years ago I can't
even imagine how terrified you must've been. It's so hard to beleive that it's real, When it
came on the news I got so upset and I threw up. I remember crying for at least three days
straight. xmichellex810 2 years agohirich1 2 years ago Imagine how it was for people on
Windows On The World. hirich1 2 years agoamiro1989 2 years ago Military plane!!! I
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KNEW IT WAS AN MILITARY PLANE! I think you're absolutely right... It looks like
they're not commercial planes!!!! amiro1989 2 years agoSteppinNZ 2 years ago hahah
makes me laugh everytym SteppinNZ 2 years agoGhostyBoy13 2 years ago Anybody
who doesn't think this was an inside job is either a) in denial b) naive c) hasn't done any
research d) Just goes along with the crowd The investigation was a joke and a cover up
and everybody knows it. Not investigating this crime is an insult to the families who died
that day. You can watch them tell you that in their own words if you want. See the movie
"911:press for truth." GhostyBoy13 2 years agoimatejaq7 2 years ago Take some
medication imatejaq7 2 years agoMarkyboy28 2 years ago What an amazing video,
thanks very much for choosing to share this with us. I heart goes out to all the victims
and thier families. Markyboy28 2 years agoMariedd1 2 years ago That was an terreible
day!RIP to all of the 2000 peaple who died that day! Mariedd1 2 years
agoHeartOfPureDarkness 2 years ago wow.....i dunno why but it doesnt seem real. Like
the 7/7 attack ovr here in london doesnt seem like it happened. So weird.....but yeah Bush
didnt do it- america isnt stupid and person below- shut up u are very disrespectful!
HeartOfPureDarkness 2 years agoR3gor 2 years ago show hide LOLOLOLOL BOOM
BOOM BOOM CRASH LOLOL DID U SEE THE 1 JUMPING OFF THE
BUILDING? Btw, Did you take this video? If you did, that must be scary. o.o R3gor 2
years agozaohad1 2 years ago 3 With a comment like that i wish it would have been you
jumping r3gor. Show some respect man. zaohad1 2 years ago 3beaver1345 2 years ago
what zaohad said. why don't you go jump off a collapsing tower for a change rather than
laugh at them on youtube? what the hell are you doing on youtube in the first place, mr.
i'm-so-brave? beaver1345 2 years agoentermyrealm 2 years ago lo0l awesome wasn't it
entermyrealm 2 years agoKLCizzle 2 years ago 2 Experiencing from it several blocks
away changed my life as I imagined what my close friends were thinking....wondering if
their dad's would be coming home from work that night. If anyone dare sit back there and
make fun of this video, or mock it any way, you should know that you're the problem in
America....so shut the fuck up and think about all of the families who will never be the
same ever again because their loved ones were in those buildings. For them, please.
KLCizzle 2 years ago 2KLCizzle 2 years ago What these people fail to recognize is that
what happened on 911 is not something that we as Americans (or other people) need to
fight about, it's a time that should have brought us together. KLCizzle 2 years
agoKLCizzle 2 years ago It's a shame that so many people will look at this video and
decide to address their fucking opinions on how everything is "his fault" or "Bush's fault"
or how America is stupid. KLCizzle 2 years agoStrat1992 2 years ago omg .. Strat1992 2
years agoddawg557 2 years ago Ron, you've been suckerd. If you look at videos of actual
demolishions, they all go from the ground up. The towers feel from the top down. It
wasn't an inside job. Get over yourself ddawg557 2 years agomackamanny 2 years ago
and u talk shit, uve jst been brainwashed fella mackamanny 2 years agoLLBellyLint 2
years ago 4 I have great restpect for this video, it is pure emotions, no bullshit
propagenda which was added in many other videos. This was very much a human story,
not political story nor a patriotic stories for dead bodies have no flags, they are just basic
fathers and mothers and daughters and sons. LLBellyLint 2 years ago 4ZZZtravisZZZ 2
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years ago doesnt seem like you are afraid ZZZtravisZZZ 2 years agoentermyrealm 2
years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam lol cryyyyyy bitch cry
entermyrealm 2 years agomarcof2192 2 years ago 3 shut up dumb idiot! marcof2192 2
years ago 3compound32 2 years ago hmm,u must enter my realm, of darkness sadness,
and anger, you must reveal THE DARKSIDE, and see if you can handle hard-stress,
without suicide or having to have no problem, u must enjoy stress compound32 2 years
agoentermyrealm 2 years ago stress andpain are my two favorite things i enjoy being in
pain almost as much as i enjoy inflicting it on someone else entermyrealm 2 years
agocompound32 2 years ago hmmm, thats seems rather acceptable, sometimes i rather
strey away from stress and pain. compound32 2 years agoentermyrealm 2 years ago
suicide is for the weak if someone cvant handle life they need to die entermyrealm 2 years
agocompound32 2 years ago a fighter, eh, hmmm, thats quite the good stuff to have in life
to fight back and never quit, i personally think that suicide will only make the problem
worse, but oftenly suicide is an option for me and sometimes its something i try to stay
away from. compound32 2 years agoFr33co 2 years ago 2 hahaha Fr33co 2 years ago
2toml71 2 years ago I've seen alot of footage of the towers collapsing but this one has to
be the most intense! I can't even imagin what was going threw your minds while video
taping this. ATB1903...go fuck yourself! Posting such a comment is fucked up! toml71 2
years agoAngreyAmerican 2 years ago Well said tom. i have to agree with everything you
said. especaily that last bit.. hehe. AngreyAmerican 2 years agospicymaniac 2 years ago 6
I cried watching this. spicymaniac 2 years ago 6ATB1903 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Fuck USA ATB1903 2 years agoLSUsuperBuick
2 years ago Do you even realize how great of a country we live in. You're ignorant. Flat
out ignorant. LSUsuperBuick 2 years agodjdiverse 2 years ago It's not the government
behind it. It's the freemasons. Rockerfeller, the Bush's, the Clintons, Osama, Guilliani,
Saddam, JP Morgan all Masons. Youtube search the NAU and CFR. There is no money
to be made during peace time. Also search Jordan Maxwell Who Controls the World. Not
crazy. The signs and facts are there! djdiverse 2 years agodeee1979 2 years ago you
wanker. the freemasons? you wanker deee1979 2 years agodjdiverse 2 years ago No?
Then why does U.S. money have masonic symbols all over it. It is FACT the U.S.
money is designed by masons. The Federal Reserve is a priivate entity and is owned by
private world bankers. Again, another FACT. Can you show me some facts to prove me
wrong? I am open to all arguements as long as they have facts to go with them... djdiverse
2 years agodeee1979 2 years ago so the u.s. dollar has masomic symbols on it. does that
prove they flew planes into building. no. you have no proof that they were involved. its
all in your head. deee1979 2 years agocoquitolindo 2 years ago 3 I feel sorry for the
people who' died in this tragedy , but I insist there are only one , big and cruel terrorist
is you President, your leader your God, BUSH everithing is happening because of him..
coquitolindo 2 years ago 3William4865 2 years ago 3 actually bin laden was already
pissed off at us before this bush took office William4865 2 years ago 3mjmoto72 2 years
ago 5 man i cant even think about this , all i remember was standing 15 blocks away and
watching the first building come down. my heart my mind my soul stoped . i couldnt
watch the second building come down all i could do was listen. oh god , is there a god?
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mjmoto72 2 years ago 5AshokanStrings 2 years ago The only reason why people hate
President Bush is because they don't remember how they felt on 9/11... AshokanStrings 2
years agobfish420 2 years ago moe's fuckin right dude, where the hell do you get off
posting a comment on the video that these people filmed and released to the public,
spewing your conspiracy theorist bullshit all over the page? go kill yourself. and as for
"bob and bri", im truely sorry you had to witness such a catastrophe. that day was
devastating for all of us. not that this relevant to anything in any way, but my dad has an
apt in TriBeCa and im going there in a few days. ill be sure to check out ground 0.
bfish420 2 years agoEmilianoXY 2 years ago Goddamn bush. I hate you motherfucker.
EmilianoXY 2 years agovia1961 2 years ago this is so terrible. I don't want to know how
many families destroit via1961 2 years agomrwright31061 2 years ago 9/11 WAS AN
INSIDE JOB!! mrwright31061 2 years ago3x0rcyst3m 2 years ago thats amazing footage
3x0rcyst3m 2 years agojackfender24 2 years ago OMFG! its just so horrible! peace and
love toeveryone and everyone please try to spread it! jackfender24 2 years
agotokyoronin 2 years ago "It was a millitary plane" tokyoronin 2 years
agomoe96699669 2 years ago sharkgoddess, who do you think you are??? go
fuckyourself, dickhead. moe96699669 2 years agomoe96699669 2 years ago i agree, coke,
sorry for your loss. if bush haden't done this nothing would of happened moe96699669
2 years agoBreakDancer1973 2 years ago You brave girls... BreakDancer1973 2 years
agodjwright44 2 years ago Thanks for recording that: it must have been so difficult to do,
but we need to alwasys remember what happened. djwright44 2 years agouglybetty49 2
years ago when did the second plane hit? uglybetty49 2 years agowhichnametotake 2
years ago Ya know they murdered X And tried to blame it on Islam... Rage Against The
Machine whichnametotake 2 years agodurayclear 2 years ago how was that video made
coincident? it just seemed like it's all planned...iono durayclear 2 years agolrritation 2
years ago When that woman starts to cry.. I have to cry too. lrritation 2 years
agoWhinestee 2 years ago "I hope there's nobody at work." I wish that was true.......
Whinestee 2 years agojeromehauerisevil 2 years ago Inside Job - Arabs can't even crap
without messing themselves. jeromehauerisevil 2 years agomoe96699669 2 years ago 2
go, fuck your self dickhead moe96699669 2 years ago 28ballboy8 2 years ago 2 god, i
cried when i watched this video. i remember that day like it was yesterday. 8ballboy8 2
years ago 2xXiCokeXx 2 years ago i kno and i think of him evry day xXiCokeXx 2 years
agomoe96699669 2 years ago ohhhhhh, fuck peru, yes fuck peru, that fuckin uglyy
country. fuck peru. yeah!!! moe96699669 2 years agomoe96699669 2 years ago show
hide mate, get this into your fuck head, the US goverment did 9/11, bush is the main
person who planned it moe96699669 2 years agoxXiCokeXx 2 years ago its very sad my
brother died on this day in the trade center and my grandpa was on that first plane that
crashed into it xXiCokeXx 2 years agogreatxu2 2 years ago dam that was not funny, esp.
living in NYC for me greatxu2 2 years agospiritlakemassacre 2 years ago 2 You know that
if we all wore porkchops around our neck. All Muslim terrorists would not even board
the same plane, train, bus or boat as us. spiritlakemassacre 2 years ago 2colton7823 2
years ago its really tragic for me because my mom and dad were at the trade center that
day they left in the morning and said goodby i never saw them agian now i live with my
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uncle colton7823 2 years agoFerultra 2 years ago i wont accept you call me trash Ferultra
2 years agoFerultra 2 years ago really??? what drove you to that enlightning conclusion?
Ferultra 2 years agoFerultra 2 years ago kill em all. im not peruvian Ferultra 2 years
agoFerultra 2 years ago I do not live in a cave.. you'll be surprised.. where i live.. it can
more closer than you think.. Ferultra 2 years agoFerultra 2 years ago how do you know?..
i see you've met him.. ohhh no, i remember now.. he was humping you yesterday night.
he told me what an aesy bitch you were.. Ferultra 2 years agopiper1800 2 years ago 7
fuck the terrorists, the should burn in hell piper1800 2 years ago 7golds079 2 years ago
you have right 100% golds079 2 years agomoe96699669 2 years ago fuck piper1800, and
his family, they should burn in hell moe96699669 2 years agoFerultra 2 years ago
you=US nation Ferultra 2 years agoalorotom1234 2 years ago poeple september 11 ıs all
a mystery not 1 jew was workıng ın the trade centers that day alorotom1234 2 years
agokorgboy98 2 years ago don't you have a democrat to vote for? korgboy98 2 years
agoFerultra 2 years ago maybe it is time to stop bothering your neighbors and start
minding your own businesses Ferultra 2 years agoFerultra 2 years ago Where`s OSAMA
BIN LADEN.. thousands looking for him, al the technology, billions spent.. and still cant
find a single towelhead? you got to admit it.. that motherfucker brought you guys to your
knees whith a couple men and a bunch of knifes... speaking of effectiveness.. i do not
agree with that towelhead, nor with his ideals and beliefs... but every 40 years... there are
a bunch of thirdworldlers that makes you bite the dust, reminding that you are not so
invincibles... Ferultra 2 years agoAKULA381 2 years ago show hide Death to all
americans starting with Bush! AKULA381 2 years agoCHAMESlover 2 years ago It
sickens me how ignorant a person can be. 9/11 was a tragic day. r.i.p all the people and
heroes that died. you guys ask why all afganistan people were mistreated after this..its
because of people like you. your dsgusting, you obviously have no clue whats going on. i
hope you get a fucking clue be4 your little country gets bombed. dont hate cuz we got
money to feed ourselve while you guys are all up on bin ladden asshole and croach
following the most ignorant leader alive. CHAMESlover 2 years agoFerultra 2 years ago
death to all of them Ferultra 2 years agoFerultra 2 years ago well said Ferultra 2 years
ago2Cloud5 2 years ago Thankyou! lol 2Cloud5 2 years agoFerultra 2 years ago That
dust/smoke Cloud must have smelled like the clouds of the napalm you dropped in
vietnam... how about a taste of your own medicine? Ferultra 2 years ago2Cloud5 2 years
ago Man your so fucking dumb! your talking about Medicine!? why dont you remind all
of us whos winning the War! everyone that died in 9/11 is getting ther revenge, Your bitch
ass daddy Osama is still running! why the fuck he running!? I thought he wanted to War!
Hes nowhere to be found while yall assholes are dieing! Remember bitch!! what go's
around comes around! and whats going around is yall lives one at a time! lol sleep with
the fishes nigga! 2Cloud5 2 years agoFerultra 2 years ago you writing looks inferes that
you are an afro?.. are you, uncle tom? are you done tossing the salad? mop the floor slave
Ferultra 2 years agoirish375 2 years ago ill give you a taste of your own medicine if you
will take it like a man you jack ass irish375 2 years agoFerultra 2 years ago i`ll give you
mine, if you take it like american white trash. bending over bitch Ferultra 2 years
agoFerultra 2 years ago and you americans, sure are saints... die motherfuckers. burn in
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the hell you hve created.. Ferultra 2 years agocatfacee 2 years ago i bet it was scary!
catfacee 2 years agodidds07 2 years ago 9/11 was an inside job!!! But never the less you
think about all the shit america as given out such as the Hiroshima bombings they brought
it upon themselves!!! didds07 2 years agoTevye2194 2 years ago omg stfuu im so sick of
imbeciles like u... Tevye2194 2 years agoPenguinRapPhysco 2 years ago well u sir are a
complete tosser obviously... PenguinRapPhysco 2 years agoKelferMookie 2 years ago
show hide fuck osama! im and american that loves america!! but i just dont give a fuck
about the people who died because i am rich... KelferMookie 2 years ago2Cloud5 2 years
ago All come on homie dont be like that.. 2Cloud5 2 years agomoe96699669 2 years ago
sorry 2 hear that bush killed ur dad peturx moe96699669 2 years agospyjake 2 years ago i
bet you culdent rebuild the world trade center with all that money so fuck off spyjake 2
years agoFerultra 2 years ago of course.not, you jerk, but surely is the president you
deserve. Ferultra 2 years agoMatt9207 2 years ago Man all that smoke covered most of
lower manhattan. Matt9207 2 years agobrett7hull 2 years ago 3 u fag, u like bin ladin
brett7hull 2 years ago 3AKULA381 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam Long live Bin laden! AKULA381 2 years agoFerultra 2 years ago LONG
LIVE KING OSAMA! Ferultra 2 years ago2Cloud5 2 years ago Yeah yo daddy bitch!
tell yo hoe ass daddy to quit runnin and fight head up bitch!! 2Cloud5 2 years
ago2Cloud5 2 years ago You say you in love with Bin Ladin lol you fag! 2Cloud5 2 years
agobeaver1345 2 years ago Wow... wow. beaver1345 2 years agosssaarrraahhhutube8 2
years ago helo sssaarrraahhhutube8 2 years agoKelferMookie 2 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam september 11 2001 was the best day of my life!
because i won 6.7 million dollars that day on the state lotto so fuck the twin towers
because im rich bitch! haha KelferMookie 2 years agopeturx 2 years ago fuck u u fag my
fucking dad died in tht so shut the fuck up u bichass cock suck peturx 2 years agoFerultra
2 years ago DIE MOTHERFUCKER Ferultra 2 years agoshade6982 2 years ago hey
your a fucking little bitch how dare you say that! you fucking faggot i would beat your
ass if I knew who the fuck you were shade6982 2 years agoFerultra 2 years ago PISS
OFF Ferultra 2 years agoTevye2194 2 years ago way to be an asshole Tevye2194 2
years agowjmoore17 2 years ago 2 Wow... You take one look at this video... That's all I
can say.. Wow. 19:46. Why are we in Iraq? That's why. wjmoore17 2 years ago
2rosttercel 2 years ago Thank you for showing this video. I feel that forgetting the horror
of this day is a diservice to all who died on 9/11. rosttercel 2 years agoterrymanning1 2
years ago AngeAzreal Spouting your BS again. Eric Hufschmid is a liar & a fraud. His
claims about the WTC collapse have been totally debunked. AngeAzrael is one of
Hufschmid's deluded puppets. Don't listen to him. If you're going to reply AngeAzrael
try saying something intelligent instead of calling me names. terrymanning1 2 years
agoJaakko2007 2 years ago show hide They are assholes who think G. Bush is behind
this. Jaakko2007 2 years agoTevye2194 2 years ago ik right!!! bush didnt do this....
everyone is so stupid!!!! Tevye2194 2 years agoheno71 2 years ago Gearge W asshoel
was in it all!! heno71 2 years agoFerultra 2 years ago not only this gvmt.. besides.. you
people voted bush.. Ferultra 2 years agomkdelta69 2 years ago idiot why doesn't reply
link with comment responded to? You slimy neocons suck. mkdelta69 2 years
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agoterrymanning1 2 years ago AngeAzrael Your infants school teachers were wrong.
Either that or you're just talking crap again like most 12 year olds. Of course the number
of people agreeing with your BS will be a minority. Anyone with the intellect of a five
year old will see through your lies. You & the rest of the conspiracy theorists are wrong,
& when someone disagrees with you all you can do is throw your toys out the pram &
call them names. Grow up. terrymanning1 2 years agoFerultra 2 years ago so you can
taste some of the medicine you have been spreading around the world for the last 100
years... Ferultra 2 years agoTevye2194 2 years ago fuck u! u people are just jealous of
america Tevye2194 2 years agoFerultra 2 years ago hahahaha, yeah sure... jealous of a
nation of 200 million ignorants Ferultra 2 years agoFerultra 2 years ago BURN all of you
Gringos. BURN Ferultra 2 years agoJacada123 2 years ago Highly emotional. Brought a
few tears to my eyes. I admire your bravery. The attacks were cruel and cowardly.
Jacada123 2 years agoterrymanning1 2 years ago AngeAzrael (promoter of BS with no
idea what he's talking about) Of course free fall is an expression you prat. I told you that!
You say 'free fall in physics applies to things with no air resistance' RUBBISH! Where
did you learn that? Sesame Street? Where did I say the towers collapsed in 6 seconds? I
didnt. Dont put words in my mouth. Its YOU that knows nothing. All you want to do is
lambast anyone who disagrees with your lies by calling them names. YOU are the waste
of time. Grow up terrymanning1 2 years agon0nnb 2 years ago show some respect in
your comments. they shouldn't be riddled with the 'f' word and racist comments. watch
the video if you want. if you want to leave a comment, make it respectful to those who
lost their lives. I appreciate them releasing this video though, with hopes that it won't be
misused. God Bless. n0nnb 2 years agomkdelta69 2 years ago Eintein are you on drugs.
Who is charged with defending our airspace? There are specific rules governing hijacked
jets. AND THEY WERE NOT FOLLOWED. THEY WERE DISREGARDED.
MINETA TESTIFIED THAT CHENEY WAS ASKED ABOUT THE JET HEADED
FOR PENTAGON AND SAID HIS ORDERS STOOD. DO NOT INTERCEPT.
THATS IN THE CONGRESIONAL RECORD. mkdelta69 2 years agoLouLou2u2 2
years ago Scarey .. If i had been down near the buildings, i sure as hell wouldn't be
standing around watching. Im so sorry for all that were killed and their families. The
following year, October 12, Alot of AUstralians (and Americans) were killed by terrorists
in Bali with a huge bomb..This world sux LouLou2u2 2 years agoterrymanning1 2 years
ago AngeAzrael Just picked up on this comment you made : "free fall speed is impossible
on Earth because you have to consider the air resistance" What??!! Since when has "free
fall" been a definitive scientific measurement? What next? Oh don't tell me, free fall
parachuting is impossible on Earth because of the air resistance! IDIOT! terrymanning1 2
years agoterraliken 2 years ago 3 Oh..my god i can see why the lady is so scared
terraliken 2 years ago 3gonepishing 2 years ago 3 well done. I understand you fear of
misuse. conspiracy theorists make me sick gonepishing 2 years ago 3mkdelta69 2 years
ago shit for brains. the theory that 19 arabs defeated the most advanced military the
world has ever known so easily Now thats a stupid conspiracy theory shit for brains.
mkdelta69 2 years agomkdelta69 2 years ago Your so stupid,you don't understand what
conspiracy theory is. Look it up in Websters before you make a fool of yourself again.
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mkdelta69 2 years agogonepishing 2 years ago omfg will you people stop spamming
youtube videos with your mindless conspiracy theory shit I DONT CARE WHAT YOU
THINK. I'm fucking Canadian. how about I block both of you and you stop insulting
people. gonepishing 2 years agomkdelta69 2 years ago how is it spam? What is definition
of conspiracy? So your Canadian, do I salute? And what does that have to do with
anything? mkdelta69 2 years agoSongsofInnocence 2 years ago Poor people at the bottom
of the towers at the time of the north collapse SongsofInnocence 2 years agoYolioxox 2
years ago ok MegaMegaBilly u rock! lets get our riffles and kill these America
haters!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Yolioxox 2 years agomkdelta69 2 years ago suck my nuts pussy
mkdelta69 2 years agoSAMIR19891989 2 years ago in 2000 I wanted to visit new york
and see the Twin Tower :( R.I.P to the people in USA SAMIR19891989 2 years
agoYolioxox 2 years ago 2 hell yea! i agree America is strong! and all u haters can suck
dick! Yolioxox 2 years ago 2MegaMegaBilly 2 years ago Terrorist will die all! US will
win this war for the freedom of our way of life and for those people who died that day.
MegaMegaBilly 2 years agogodzilla1234567890 2 years ago fuck yeah MegaMegaBilly
the US will tear those pussy terrorists apart r.i.p victims of 9/11 godzilla1234567890 2
years agoWraithGod 2 years ago Shit, I was in the seventh grade and live in Toronto, and
it made my eyes tear up. Especially watching people waving cloths out the windows, and
jumping when they realized there was no help coming. Also, at like 8:55 something white
falls from the hole towards the left hand side. Is it just a piece of building? WraithGod 2
years agoAJBond916 2 years ago Terrorists suck nuts. AJBond916 2 years agoxrtsoulkid
2 years ago on 20:06 if you look up in the air you can see a face! and 666 wich i hate
xrtsoulkid 2 years agorockerlemus 2 years ago The lady who was crying I can feel your
pain. It's hard to watch. I started to cry myself. My dad was in the same buiding that you
were in. But he wasactaully driving by before. he was in a resturuant close by though.
rockerlemus 2 years agopatrickwyliekelly 2 years ago fascinating wealthy persons views
and observations from a safe distance. patrickwyliekelly 2 years agosammykaye18 2
years ago christ - you live near some offices then cos you are directly across the same
square where gerard way was looking out of a window watching this nightmare unfold.
sammykaye18 2 years agomastephens1 2 years ago This video is full of shit. For some
reason they cut out all the major events that occured like a plane flying into the building
and the initial collapes of the buildings. Her emotions shut on and off like a light switch.
ridiculous! mastephens1 2 years agoterrymanning1 2 years ago mastephens1 What video
were you watching? They missed the first plane & even if the camera had been recording
at the time of the second impact they would not have had a good view from where they
were. This video & the shock of the people filming it is both obvious & genuine.
terrymanning1 2 years agoaawqqw 2 years ago after the second hit there is a white object
flying away, u guys were talking about. There is also a plane flying by after the first hit,
at like 5:35. its on the left side of the screen, moving left. just a thought. and the women
who shot this almost ruined it with some stupid comments. aawqqw 2 years
agoxrtsoulkid 2 years ago im crying mysefelf to death!!!i cant stand it!!! its to sad!!!
xrtsoulkid 2 years agoFarn1234 2 years ago Everytime i see the second tower being hit
theres always this wierd thing flying away from it.11:51-11:58 on the right. it always
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appears out of no where. Farn1234 2 years agoyamagoof 2 years ago the object at about
11:51 is a helicopter. There is another video from live news footage where you see, right
after the second tower is hit, which is when that object flies past, is when a helicopter
flies in that same direction behind the buildings... yamagoof 2 years agoHoosyerdady 2
years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Where is the proof that it
was the Bush administration that was responsible for planting these bombs in the WTC?
Hoosyerdady 2 years agokbron25 2 years ago o.m.f.g. kbron25 2 years
agoRussiaNHAL0GameR 2 years ago bush is trying his best...i no he has made mistakes
before but he is only human please american citizens do not be afraid of these people, if u
give in to fear, u let them win. support our troops and pray for those who were lost.
Good Night and good Luck America. RussiaNHAL0GameR 2 years agopsu002 2 years
ago ok not to be off subject but that is a really nice apt great view nd everyhting psu002 2
years agopadima 2 years ago show hide Haha... stupid Americans.INSIDE JOB. THis is
what you get for voting on Jew puppet George Bush. Soon they will detonate a nuclear
bomb in America and blame it on Iran. padima 2 years agomiami360 2 years ago dis is one
of the best vids here its very real...n sad miami360 2 years agolizzypooh1969 2 years ago
I can see why you held on to this video for awhile. Very clear, and a sad sad shot/video of
the 9/11 attacks. I had a highschool friend die that day & I still miss him dearly. I still
pray to this day that all those lost souls are at peace now...No more pain. I know what
those families went thru. It's horrible. Still I cry over it but I know I will NEVER forget....
:( lizzypooh1969 2 years agopappachappa 2 years ago may god have mercy on the all
people living and passed away that have been affected by 911 pappachappa 2 years
agododgy80 2 years ago I swear, EVERY Video has people posting pathetic arguments,
Yes, America do run the World quite badly, but there's NO point arguing about it. I'm not
even gonna bother reading comments from anyone if it's just gonna be a load of turtle shit
coming out of ya mouth but feel free if it helps you cope better with yourself dodgy80 2
years agochunky1621 2 years ago 4 all you american haters can go to hell. your saying its
funny that thousands of people died. say that happened in your country and you lost
family members. not so funny. so shut the hell up. chunky1621 2 years ago 4methinks27
2 years ago Someone needs to nuke the entire middle east. Problem solved. methinks27 2
years agofuuckFUCKER 2 years ago show hide Americans are the funniest
CREATURES IN THE WORLD! Hope another 9/11 happens. These Savages need to be
shot in the head. LoL This has got to be the funniest video on youtube. Did you see a
woman jumping from those towers in other videos? She must have farted the McDonald's
snack she ate that morning. BURRRRRRRRRR!!! hahah LoL The ground must have been
nasty when she died. Of course, American Shit is nasty. LoL fuuckFUCKER 2 years
agoterrymanning1 2 years ago More absurd, abusive & mindless drivel. Try growing up.
terrymanning1 2 years agoterrymanning1 2 years ago fuuckFUCKER's account has been
closed....thankyou Youtube from stopping this mindless idiot spouting anymore drivel.
terrymanning1 2 years agoalexrm82 2 years ago guy you are sick, cure yourself alexrm82
2 years agomidya007 2 years ago 2 i agree with terrymanning1, angeAzrael is an idiot i
give him thumbs down... midya007 2 years ago 2terrymanning1 2 years ago Thankyou
midya007! I get sick of these conspiracy theorists spouting their lies. They never
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research the subject, if they did they would see that 99% of their ideas can be explained.
When you point that out to them though they just get abusive as they cant argue what
they have no idea about!! AngeAzrael take note. terrymanning1 2 years agoShadowfie 2
years ago It is a fact that the 9/11 incident is made by the US government itself. So the
US have a justification to attack Afghan & Iraq and control their oil. Only ignorant people
who reject this fact. Shadowfie 2 years agoterrymanning1 2 years ago The US government
did not instigate 9/11 or allow it to happen. Its true that the Bush administration made
the most of 9/11. George Bush Senior's failure to dislodge Saddam in 1991 obviously still
hurt, so Dubya finished the job! If controlling oil is the motivation for invading Iraq, why
haven't the US invaded all the main oil producing countries, like Saudi Arabia? Or Russia?
Or Iran? And Afghanistan has no oil! Sorry, I reject your argument. Guess I'm ignorant.
terrymanning1 2 years agofuuckFUCKER 2 years ago TerryManning1, Why should the
US kill SADDAM? What did he do? He just killed 146 Shiite Civilians, that's all. The
Current Shiite Al Maliki killed Saddam for his crimes against Shiites. Saudi Arabia will
constantly provide the USA with oil. And RUSSIAN AND IRAN? Are you retarded,
woman? You keep your foot inside RUSSIA & IRAN, you are dead. fuuckFUCKER 2
years agoterrymanning1 2 years ago fuuckFUCKER showing his ignorance yet again.
"Saddam only killed 146 Shiites". You really are an IDIOT! Saddam was a despot & mass
murderer. The US made it possible for the Iraqi people to decide Saddams fate. They
tried & executed him! He'd still be in power murdering people now if the US hadn't
intervened. You're last paragraph is just muddled words that mean nothing. I'm not female
or retarded, but YOU are certainly the latter. terrymanning1 2 years agofuuckFUCKER 2
years ago IRAQ has the second largest OIL reserves after Saudi ARABIA! Anyway, the
US has no doubt to invade other countries. Do you know how many civilians are getting
killed each minute? Your Soldiers are the real Terrorists! fuuckFUCKER 2 years
agoterrymanning1 2 years ago They're not my soldiers! As you're so knowledgeable, who
are the US going to invade next then? Do YOU know how many civilians are being killed
each minute? The US soldiers would all have been home long ago if it wasn't for the
Iranian & Syrian governments harbouring terrorists & allowing them to cross into Iraq.
terrymanning1 2 years agodetraubuynv 2 years ago to all hope will come on a cloud...dont
despair..smile with joy until that day comes...i cant help but wait... detraubuynv 2 years
agodetraubuynv 2 years ago your video is the most amazing i have ever seen. if anyone
doesnt understand 9/11 they shld see this video it shows the human side of what
happened not just 2 bldgs were destroyed humanity was also greatly impacted this video
will make us not fail to forget..great vid inspite of circumstances-so up close
and...personal detraubuynv 2 years agodetraubuynv 2 years ago who is he to take a life?
egomaniac detraubuynv 2 years agoterrymanning1 2 years ago 4 fuuckFUCKER
obviously can't handle criticism as he blocked me from sending him a message! He is
nothing more than a sad abusive idiot. Ignore his lies & abusive comments. If you look
back you will see the same rubbish posted by 'Chriscrockerbasher'. His site was cancelled
by Youtube for being abusive. fuuckFUCKER is the same person with a different name.
Ignore this deluded moron. terrymanning1 2 years ago 4fuuckFUCKER 2 years ago
TerryManning1, you are the first American who actually had a BRAIN. Congratulations!
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Yes, I'm ChRiScRoCkErBaShEr. And I closed that account, YOUTUBE didn't suspend
it. There is a difference between Suspended accounts and Closed accounts.
fuuckFUCKER 2 years agoterrymanning1 2 years ago Firstly, I'm not American.
Secondly, it was obvious from the mindless drivel you continue to post that you were
chriscrockerbasher using another name. Why bother to suspend your account, then open
another under another name? Sounds like more BS to me. Something to hide perhaps? So
what are you trying to achieve by continually posting absurd & abusive comments?
terrymanning1 2 years agofuuckFUCKER 2 years ago terrymanning1, I have nothing to
hide. I'm pretty busy during the weekdays, so I don't use YOUTUBE so I delete the
account. I create new accounts whenever I wast them. You haven't answered my
question. Read the messages below and answer. You prove that you are one ignorant Brit
who sucks up to Americans for everything. Your country needs the US's permission to
do anything, right? How stupid are you? fuuckFUCKER 2 years agoterrymanning1 2
years ago I'm busy too but I dont delete my account! You're not making sense as usual!
Want is not spelt with an S by the way! Its you thats ignorant fuuckFUCKER. Im not
the Prime Minister, that much should be obvious to you, so I dont make the decisions
that the British Government make, so what's your point? So, how stupid are YOU?
terrymanning1 2 years agoterrymanning1 2 years ago Anyone reading the posts between
us will very quickly ascertain your childish lack of intelligence & common sense.
terrymanning1 2 years agoterrymanning1 2 years ago AngeAzrael, you really are a retard!
The WTC was not designed to withstand the consequences of those plane impacts. The
structure was compromised beyond it's design by the heat from the fires weakening the
floor tresses. When they gave way around the impact sites this led to the collapse from
floor to floor. This is well known fact. I feel sorry for you if you can't see the truth of
this. terrymanning1 2 years agoterrymanning1 2 years ago With all the hatred you have
inside of you I'm sure you do feel very miserable. terrymanning1 2 years
agoterrymanning1 2 years ago You're the 'shame' to the human species. I feel sorry for
you. The facts about 9/11 are out there. The steel didn't melt, the heat just weakened the
floor tresses to the point where they couldn't support the weight above. This is
recognised fact that you choose to ignore. terrymanning1 2 years agoterrymanning1 2
years ago I rest my case. If all you can say is 'Hahahahaha' everyone will see that you
have no answer to common sense. terrymanning1 2 years agoterrymanning1 2 years ago
Its YOU with the obsession about Jews, NOT me. YOU are the one who keeps
mentioning them. Fuel 'weighs'...NOT 'weights' so much! Do you speak English? No,
didn't think so. You learnt your grammar in the 'Durr Brain High School for Retards' for
sure! If you researched the subject you would know that no calculation had been made for
the effect of burning fuel on the structure. Whether you like it or not, this is fact. Try
looking it up. terrymanning1 2 years agoterrymanning1 2 years ago It would seem that
my commom sense & obvious arguments against your bullshit are getting to you
AngeAzrael. Your hobby is clearly to spout lies & BS to deceive the ignorant. You dont
fool me with your hatred & lies. Go to hell. terrymanning1 2 years agoterrymanning1 2
years ago Genetic disorder? Just what the Nazis said about Jews. Guess you really are 70
years too late for your particular brand of evil hatred. The towers collapsed due to the
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plane impacts. FACT...oh, sorry AngeAzrael you don't like the word FACT...how about
truth? No? No, you don't like truth either do you, just BS. If you researched your subject
you would know the Towers were designed to withstand a hit by a Boeing 707. No
calculation had been made for the fuel though. THIS IS FACT! terrymanning1 2 years
agosportzchick72496 2 years ago It is sooo sad but clearly there just jelous of us
or............ me sportzchick72496 2 years agoterrymanning1 2 years ago The concrete was
pulverised during the collapse. The collapse was due to two planes hitting the towers, not
explosions caused by bombs. Israel was not responsible for 9/11. FACT! Seems like
AngeAzrael has some kind of axe to grind with Jews. Perhaps you're a Nazi? Sorry,
you're 70 years too late for your type of crime against humanity. It's YOU that's stupid.
terrymanning1 2 years agoda50centlover 2 years ago THATZ R3ALLY SAiD AND 2
TH3 P3RS0N THAT THiNK iTS FUNNi U N33D 2 CONSiD3R DAT L0TZ 0F
P30PL3 Di3D AND iF U W3R3 TH3R3 U C0ULD HAV3 B33N 0N3 0F TH3M S0
SHUT DA FUCK UP! da50centlover 2 years agoterrymanning1 2 years ago Dont tell me
AngeAzrael....you took your mechanics class at infants school right?. The dust cloud is
an obvious by product of a collapsing building. Any large structure falling to earth will
make a dust cloud regardless of the reason for its demise. Oh & stick your Zionist crap
where the Sun dont shine ok. terrymanning1 2 years agoterrymanning1 2 years ago Sorry,
AngeAzrael its YOU that knows nothing about physics. You need to research your
subject then you might have some idea what you're talking about. There is proof of how
& why the Towers collapsed, you just choose to ignore it. terrymanning1 2 years
agoterrymanning1 2 years ago fuuckFUCKER is no doubt Chriscrockerbasher under
another name. Ignore this prick. It won't be long before youtube delete his profile again
anyway. GROW UP YOU IDIOT> terrymanning1 2 years ago Prev 87 88 89 90 91
92 93 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy
Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language:
English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more
Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue
Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon
close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) terrymanning1 2 years ago AngeAzrael, I'm
going to respond to you in the same abusive manner you dish out. YOU ARE A
FUCKING IDIOT LIKE HUFSCHMID. I didnt say the Towers fell at free fall speed,
Hufschmid did. The towers took approx 15 secs to fall. Free fall would have been half
that. The Towers didnt explode, they collapsed. YOU ARE THE STUPID ASS!
terrymanning1 2 years agofuuckFUCKER 2 years ago Americans are the funniest
CREATURES IN THE WORLD! Hope another 9/11 happens. These Savages need to be
shot in the head. LoL This has got to be the funniest video on youtube. Did you see a
woman jumping from those towers in other videos? She must have farted the McDonald's
snack she ate that morning. BURRRRRRRRRR!!! hahah LoL The ground must have been
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nasty when she died. Of course, American Shit is nasty. LoL fuuckFUCKER 2 years
agoterrymanning1 2 years ago Is that right AngeAzrael? I've listened to Hufschmid's
claims about the WTC being demolished by bombs & buildings dont fall at free fall
speeds & fire has never caused another building to collapse etc. EVERY claim he's made
re The Twin Towers collapse has been debunked. He's an idiot. terrymanning1 2 years
agosuperhot340 2 years ago anyonae catch the ufo? it is going left of the camera at 5:30
till 5:38 superhot340 2 years agoterrymanning1 2 years ago Its just a passenger jet,
probably en route to JFK of La Guardia. The Government hadn't ordered all planes to
land at this point. terrymanning1 2 years agoterrymanning1 2 years ago Hufschmid is a
liar & a fraud. His ideas are bogus. DO NOT pay this moron the attention he craves.
terrymanning1 2 years agoMossi126 2 years ago just 3000 died, that's nothing, if you
look at Irak and other countries, so stopp talking about that! Mossi126 2 years
agogardlinesurveyor 2 years ago I suppose this is what's known as "Shock and Awe". For
too long, Americans have just seen war as something that happens in someone else's
backyard. A game in which only America can shoot! Shocking scenes like this have to
wake up the American people to see that war is an awful business to be avoided at all
costs. Diplomacy,diplomacy,diplomacy please. gardlinesurveyor 2 years agodinoo93 2
years ago o my good... dinoo93 2 years agoDed0099 2 years ago Jesus, come and take
control of my life. Help me to live for you. Thank you for hearing me and for saving me. I
accept the precious gift of eternal life and repent of my sins. In the name of Jesus I pray.Amen- Ded0099 2 years agoiidaaberg 2 years ago this is so terrible. iidaaberg 2 years
agokanalaki 2 years ago USA is the only country that used their nuclear power against
civilians, Nagasaki Hiroshima.. great freedom fighters you are , stay out of Iran. kanalaki 2
years agoUnchainedpsyco 2 years ago thank u for posting this video. I always wanted to
know what really was going thru the minds of those people who what watching that
attack. Unchainedpsyco 2 years agoInTheSticks1881 2 years ago I had been a Republican
for 30 years. I will change to Independent. We are now looking at Iran. Gingrich says we
are faced with a possible WWIII. We need to pull out now, close 130 of our foreign bases,
use the money saved to strengthen our defenses at home and revitalize the military, and
take a non interventionist stance. The world would immediately understand and cool off.
It would change everything. Do a You Tube search on Ron Paul. He is the only candidate
who would do just this. InTheSticks1881 2 years agoATLien007 2 years ago This is so
sad!! Sadly I feel 9/11 was just a taste of what's to come! I really feel like something even
worst than this event is going to happen soon! Everything is too quiet now. I hate to say
it but we human beings are too ignorant and hateful! When are we just going to let go of
the violence and hatred and have world peace... sigh that will never happen :(. ATLien007
2 years agoIpetratz 2 years ago September 11 was a day which tested the limits of every
American. We remain United and no amount acts of terriorism will divide our great
nation. Ipetratz 2 years agoBellyButton3004 2 years ago So sad to watch ...particularly
as the viewer now knows exactly what is coming next. Thank you for your sensitive
handling of this issue. BellyButton3004 2 years agosshaks9 2 years ago Thank you for
sharing this with the world. So many seem to have forgotten so soon, sshaks9 2 years
agocrakbot 2 years ago Were these people high? Sounds like it. But the video has
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historical significance. Thanks for posting as it really shows how it must of felt to
witness it first hand crakbot 2 years agodr13bc1 2 years ago "911 was caused by Bush
type in 911 coincidences! " Fucking Idiots. dr13bc1 2 years agodr13bc1 2 years ago
Democrats should be forced to watch this everyday before they enter Congress chambers.
dr13bc1 2 years agotiniteFilms 2 years ago idiot. tiniteFilms 2 years agobegoldalways 2
years ago that is such bull how any president of the usa could be in on such an act or have
done somthing to prevoke it is stupid. Muslims hated america long before george bush
came into power begoldalways 2 years agotiniteFilms 2 years ago bush made it worse.
tiniteFilms 2 years agoGliese581yt 2 years ago 9/11 was not an idea from bush, but he
sure did agree to it. Gliese581yt 2 years agojsteeber 2 years ago NetworkLive: please help
remove NeoconsRock as violating the Code of Conduct: "We encourage free speech and
defend everyone's right to express unpopular points of view. But we don't permit hate
speech which contains slurs or the malicious use of stereotypes intended to attack or
demean a particular gender, sexual orientation, race, religion, or nationality." jsteeber 2
years agoJamesRideout123 2 years ago 911 was caused by Bush type in 911
coincidences! JamesRideout123 2 years agoemer1991 2 years ago i am from europe,if a
have to choose for america or the muslims i choose for america.why,the muslims kill
innicent people in america and europe too.i hope that europe and america get revenge for
your terrible attacks.america and europe must fight together. emer1991 2 years
agorockme900 2 years ago 9/11 is just a reminder that the us isn't invincible to attack.
Just think, if this is just a wakeup call for all who think were invincible to attack what is a
real threat? will we have a real threat? will God allow it? and will the next attack be
worse? think about those questions and what will happen to those who appose us when
we ask for guidance from God rockme900 2 years agostelth94 2 years ago uriel0333 is a
cock shiner !!!!!!!!! ha ha stelth94 2 years agouriel0333 2 years ago show hide this day is
a great victory for all muslims !!! USA SUCKS!!! uriel0333 2 years agoafghunz4life 2
years ago yes USA suck for sure im with u on that one uriel0333 afghunz4life 2 years
agoigiveit2u 2 years ago watch my wtc vid its truly the best all based on the truth never
ever seen before footage igiveit2u 2 years agoZacharyWDS17 2 years ago never got to see
the towers, from what ive seen on videos its really nice inside. Im afraid of heights though
lol. oh, and has anyone seen the "freedom tower"? god...what a peice of shit.
ZacharyWDS17 2 years agoLeahzebelle 2 years ago thanks for sharing this hugs :,)
Leahzebelle 2 years agoRUDUTIS 2 years ago yeah that 9/11 shocks every time i look at
those videos.. but thats foult of us millitary they should control the airways and before
second plane got into wtc they should bring f-22 and knoked him away.. but they didint..
RUDUTIS 2 years agocathyzz 2 years ago it ay av been bad but i gt a day off school!
cathyzz 2 years agoDTOWNJU5T 2 years ago i was there in newyork dat shit was scary
my homeboy almost cryed DTOWNJU5T 2 years agobeezay123 2 years ago that day is
my mom's and dads wedding anniversary.....XD beezay123 2 years agobigIslesfan 2 years
ago you guys are talking like she`s was the only one there a lot of other poeple sound it
look calm the poeple on cnn and ohter news shows sounde look calm to maybe she was
in shock a lot of people where on september 11 2001 bigIslesfan 2 years
agoREALLRAPMUSIC 2 years ago why that stupid woman stop taping when the
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second air plane crashed into the second building?! AND WHY SHE SAID THAT WAS
A MILATERY plane! it wasnt REALLRAPMUSIC 2 years agoneverfallx3 2 years ago
lMAO! XD u truly don't have a life. ROTFLMAO! neverfallx3 2 years
agoChRiScRoCkErBaShEr 2 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam tiffany716shawn, I will fuck your mom with a knife and hang her on top of the
lightning Rod on the Empire State Building. She will get struck by a lightning and die.
HAHAHA. And so will all the Americans in the EMPIRE STATE BUILDING(when it
collapses in the future). And I will slice the US Marine's dick and make a hot dog outa it
and feed you. LoL. HSHSH STUPID AMERICAN FOOLS. YOU GOT PWNED BY
THOSE TERRORISTS! ChRiScRoCkErBaShEr 2 years agoChRiScRoCkErBaShEr 2
years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam tiffany716shawn, hahaha
bitch, I'm in your country and I mock Americans whenever I can. I have made fun of you
Americans and you couldn't do anything. Freedom of Speech! I wanna see the SEARS
towers in Chicago go down like this, with many people jumping out(especially women),
farting their McDonald's snack they had for Breakfast. Hahaha. Stupid American bitches.
I'm in your trashy country, and kick your ass. What are you gonna do?
ChRiScRoCkErBaShEr 2 years agoneverfallx3 2 years ago ChRiScRoCkErBaShEr, why
are u hating on america? Thats the reason you calling us dumb bitches right? Cuz you're
hating. Is it cuz we are more advanced then any other country in the world (well after
japan)? and for your information...We actually have an education. I don't care what the
fuck you say about Bush cuz he could suck dick for all i care but don't be saying we
deserved what happened on 9/11 cuz alot of innocent lives were lost on that day and the
least you can do is show some respect. neverfallx3 2 years agoChRiScRoCkErBaShEr 2
years ago LoL 55% of Engineers in the USA are immigrants. More than 55% of all
Science and Engineering Phds in the USA are held by immigrants(mostly from Asia).
Windows Vista was designed by immigrant at Microsoft. LoL USA has more tech.? ya
sure, because we built the whole nation. Fuck you AMerican bitches. GO suck cock in
hell. This must be the funniest event of the 21st century: 9/11 hahahaha
ChRiScRoCkErBaShEr 2 years agomskilj 2 years ago You only said this to get attention.
You are an attention whore like Chris Crocker.. mskilj 2 years agojaykay72001 2 years
ago its so eerie how its so calm and tanquil in her appartment(?) and yet outside there is
such chaos going on (out of sight mind) even the smoke seems so calm like jaykay72001 2
years agoRaspberryxo 2 years ago jaykay it wa calm and all that because they thought if
might be an accident that the plan hit the tower by accident everyone thought that but
when the 2nd hit they knew it was some sort of planned thing and i remember this day i
dont think i'l lever forget it xx R.i.P everyone that died in 9/11 may God be with you.
God bless America Raspberryxo 2 years agoalexandermogg 2 years ago That must've been
freaky viewing it from that perspective. alexandermogg 2 years agoalexbproductions 2
years ago i am so sorry for your loss. that was probably the most emotional video ive
ever seen, and u chrisrockerbasher, if i ever see you i will fuckin rip your balls of u
asswipe ur prob so poor u piss in a cup u sack of horseshit fuckass alexbproductions 2
years agomileytomar 2 years ago you stupid asses what the hell were you thinking? how
could they blow up the biggest (scond) bilding in the world!? its so sad how these people
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killed themselves to give them a pice of their shity minds!!!!!!!!!!!! its so horrible just to
see it happen. i go every year to the celeb. and i cry every time! these jackasses don't
know who their messin with! mileytomar 2 years agotiffany716shawn 2 years ago Let me
tell you something you sonm of a bitch chris rocker what the fuck ever you talk alot of
shit on the computer but I'd like to see you say some shit like that to a true american he'll
string you up by your titties you worthless sack of dog shit. Try it, I dare you.
tiffany716shawn 2 years agoChRiScRoCkErBaShEr 2 years ago This has been flagged as
spam show hide Not Spam tiffany716shawn, hahaha bitch, I'm in your country and I
mock Americans whenever I can. I have made fun of you Americans and you couldn't do
anything. Freedom of Speech! I wanna see the SEARS towers in Chicago go down like
this, with many people jumping out(especially women), farting their McDonald's snack
they had for Breakfast. Hahaha. Stupid American bitches. I'm in your trashy country, and
kick your ass. What are you gonna do? ChRiScRoCkErBaShEr 2 years
agoXxMusashiYamatoxX 2 years ago omg you sick son-of-a-bitch. FUCK YOU!!!
XxMusashiYamatoxX 2 years agoterrymanning1 2 years ago chriscrockerbasher's
comments are abusive and very childish. Thankyou Youtube for cancelling his profile and
stopping him from spouting anymore drivel. terrymanning1 2 years agoterrymanning1 2
years ago Bye bye chriscrockerbasher your profile has been deleted!! terrymanning1 2
years agomskilj 2 years ago You are still saying this for attention. mskilj 2 years
agoSuperJustin151 2 years ago fuck terrorists. SuperJustin151 2 years
agoChRiScRoCkErBaShEr 2 years ago Americans(US versions) are the dumbest creatures
in the world. I see them act stupid everyday. Hahaha. I'm in the USA bitches. Your
country needs me because you Americans are so stupid that you study only Business
Administration. I comment about Americans daily - that's my hobby. I wanna see some
terrorist(or George bush) hit the Empire State. Will be cool! ChRiScRoCkErBaShEr 2
years agotiffany716shawn 2 years ago I would like for a United States Marine who has
risked his life so that you can spew forth ignorant bullshit like that to come to your house
and fucking hang you by your goddamn dick you worthless sack of shit. tiffany716shawn
2 years agoChRiScRoCkErBaShEr 2 years ago Cool video! Hope this happens everday!
yee haaaaaaa it is more real than the movies. Americans deserved this for their crimes
against humanity. I'm in the USA to steal their jobs hahah. I'm in your country and talk
trash about you everyday. Stupid Americans! Stupid Americans, they can't study Science
so they suck up to Asian countries for people. You shit ass country doesn't have enough
skilled people. Hahahah Poor White Trash. ChRiScRoCkErBaShEr 2 years
agoSteVincenzo1234 2 years ago your fairly sick SteVincenzo1234 2 years
agoChRiScRoCkErBaShEr 2 years ago Cool video! Hope this happens everday! yee
haaaaaaa it is more real than the movies. Americans deserved this for their crimes against
humanity. I'm in the USA to steal their jobs hahah. I'm in your country and talk trash
about you everyday. Stupid Americans! Stupid Americans, they can't study Science so
they suck up to Asian countries for people. You shit ass country doesn't have enough
skilled people. Hahahah Poor White Trash. ChRiScRoCkErBaShEr 2 years
agotiffany716shawn 2 years ago If I ever find you I will murder you slowly and painfully
I promise. tiffany716shawn 2 years agoChRiScRoCkErBaShEr 2 years ago
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tiffany716shawn, I will fuck your mom with a knife and hang her on top of the lightning
Rod on the Empire State Building. She will get struck by a lightning and die. HAHAHA.
And so will all the Americans in the EMPIRE STATE BUILDING(when it collapses in
the future). And I will slice the US Marine's dick and make a hot dog outa it and feed you.
LoL. HSHSH STUPID AMERICAN FOOLS. YOU GOT PWNED BY THOSE
TERRORISTS! ChRiScRoCkErBaShEr 2 years agocappellettisRwitches 2 years ago
Wow, I have seen this crap footage on other videos. These witches are lying. You are
lying millionmillions, you work for Witch Ann Cappelletti, GWB's now powerless witch
aunt. John's witch powers were taken away 9 30 07. Witch Ann's were taken away 7 15
07, joyce's taken away 5 30 07. The masters witch powers were weakened on 7 04 07,
maybe taken away. None of the witches in the gov have witch powers. Time to stand up
to them they can't hurt anyone. cappellettisRwitches 2 years agoajc1006 2 years ago I
cant belive teroriste suiced bomb bulidings like that. ajc1006 2 years agonockspitze 2
years ago really awful and impressive video,thanks for that... don't want to participate
with an political discussion with no sense and no empathie here. nockspitze 2 years
agochunky1621 2 years ago ok lets review here. 2 planes HIJACKED BY TERRORISTS
hit the building. there was no conspiracy and there was no damn UFO's. you people who
think this was fake are dumbasses. its called war people cmon. goddamn. RIP all those
3,000 somethin people who died. chunky1621 2 years agoMe4678 2 years ago You're a
dumb ass bikemech121, that's a helicopter Me4678 2 years agobikemech121 2 years ago
UFO is seen clearly high up at 11.51 to 11.57. Look above the pyramid roof of the
building to the right. bikemech121 2 years agojesse5350 2 years ago I lost 4 family
members my mom my dad and my uncel and my other uncel that worked at the WTC and
just watching this made me cry cause we where moving and staying in a hotel near by and
I had the same expereance as you did with my grandma and three aunts. I was 11 when
this happend. jesse5350 2 years ago2001fraud 2 years ago This is absolute bullshit. i saw
this exact same video posted on several other video much earlier than 2006. You are all
filty liars, I hope you die in your sleep for putting out these lies. You are totally evil.
2001fraud 2 years ago074August 2 years ago NO PLANES HIT ANYTHING ON 911.
John Cappelletti's demolition company planted explosive in the WTC blgs for Silverstein
to collect $7 billion insurance, FRAUD. NO PLANES HIT ANYTHING ON 911. NO
PLANES HIT ANYTHING ON 911. NO PLANES HIT ANYTHING ON 911. NO
PLANES HIT ANYTHING ON 911. 074August 2 years agotphottie 3 years ago y r u
guys so calm? theyres people dying!! tphottie 3 years agoANTONIOAMADO 3 years
ago We will never forget the Arab insanity!!! ANTONIOAMADO 3 years
agoDOUGLASBICKFORD99 3 years ago T IS ALL OVER FOX NEWS THAT BUSH
IS GOING TO NUKE IRAN. THIS IS THE PLAN BY THE NEW WORLD ORDER
TO KILL 5.5 BILLION OF US. It is HERE WORLD WAR 3 unless we RISE TO STOP
THIS! DOUGLASBICKFORD99 3 years agoTakosrule 2 years ago u do realize that
bush, secretary of defence, and the general of the army or someone like that have to all
shoot off the nuke at the same time so not just bush can do it Takosrule 2 years
agoOriginalMissTee 3 years ago Why are they so calm? OriginalMissTee 3 years
agorelix001 3 years ago we will never forget :[[[ relix001 3 years agogoldencowboy748 3
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years ago to think our own government caused this attack goldencowboy748 3 years
agoJangofett511 3 years ago Never forget! I lost a few people up there. Jangofett511 3
years agodp24fps 3 years ago Your editing is horrible. dp24fps 3 years agoFat918 3
years ago Great documentary. 10/10 Never Surrender, Never Forget. 9/11/2001 Fat918 3
years agooboulangr 3 years ago shut up be nice fagots oboulangr 3 years
agoTopShotta10904 3 years ago and 2 the idiots arguing about whether this is fake or not
the music is nursery rhymes stuff u play for your kids. U probably wouldn't think to cut
it off if u were c'ing that 2.... TopShotta10904 3 years agoTopShotta10904 3 years ago
yeah, some people didn't want 2 burn 2 death so they just jumped. TopShotta10904 3
years agoxiximmani114 3 years ago All of those people!! GOD! xiximmani114 3 years
agojimbob150555 3 years ago v.good documentation jimbob150555 3 years
agohaciosman77 3 years ago god hates america haciosman77 3 years agoTopShotta10904
3 years ago u have a small penis TopShotta10904 3 years agosupermanpaki 3 years ago
9/11 done by brilliant Mossad. supermanpaki 3 years agobigmall95 3 years ago yeh thats
fake, and sad impressing people by saying u were there bigmall95 3 years agotslbuttons 3
years ago thank you for not putting songs in it tslbuttons 3 years agoXxSianBairstowxX
3 years ago I think it is really brave of you to post this video. Im not watching it for
pleasure but i have to watch it for homework, i no its real footage but its hard to believe
and really sad to watch.Those poor people!, Im not going to rate it because its too hard
and i cannot imagine waht it was like for you being there near it all my respect Sian xx
XxSianBairstowxX 3 years agoizatzapin 3 years ago all this is lie izatzapin 3 years
agospogee 3 years ago If this was real, you wouldn't be so damn calm. spogee 3 years
agohillsweeroxursox 3 years ago I went to the memorial thing in New York and there was
this book where people wrote little short stories of what happened that and like who died
and stuff but, what really made my hear ache was this eight year old print saying stuff
like "daddy, me and mommy miss you so much" or "I wish you could come back because
mommy is really sad. sometimes I see her crying." or "Mommy said you were in a beter
place and one day we'll see you there." hillsweeroxursox 3 years
agowwwPNACATTACKcom
3
years
ago
What
we
saw...in
TV
wwwPNACATTACKcom 3 years ago2007smoker 3 years ago ok i got to say 2
things,this sucks massive balls, they are glad to make it with thier lives. 2 off WHAT
THE HELL IS A MATTER WITH YOU GUYS "SOUNDTRACK IS FAKE" "YOU
WOULDN'T BE LISTENING TO MUSIC, FILMING IT AND SAYING
WHATEVER!!" BIG FUCKING DEAL DUMB SHITS!!!. 2007smoker 3 years
agowwwPNACATTACKcom 3 years ago this is poor disinformation, even 9/11 was
inside job = PNAC wwwPNACATTACKcom 3 years agobcanha 3 years ago Seven CIA
veterans have severely criticized the official account of 9/11 and have called for a new
investigation. "I think at simplest terms, there's a cover-up. The 9/11 Report is a joke,"
said Raymond McGovern, 27-year veteran of the CIA bcanha 3 years agoNRcreations 3
years ago If a plane just went into a building less than a quarter a mile away from you,
you woulden't be listening to music, filming it and saying 'I heard a bang, love!' You
woulden't be that carm >.> NRcreations 3 years agotherealyassa 3 years ago The picture
is not fake, even though they stopped it and all that, but, the soundtrack is fake, if you
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had lived acroos the street from the place, the first thing after you got the camera would
be to put the tv on and listen to the news, no tele in the background, fake audio. And i do
believe the Government did it themselves but the 'it was a millitary plane' in this video is
not proof. therealyassa 3 years agossacrew 3 years ago I would like to thank you for
deciding to release this. ssacrew 3 years agosurfinthetube 3 years ago Thank you for
recording this. I am so sorry you had to watch. But I am glad you caught this all on video.
Bless you. surfinthetube 3 years agogmaa90 3 years ago Interesting story littleme17.
Don't worry about mattsev2012. Sounds like he has a severe case of sandy vaginitis.
gmaa90 3 years agoxrandomerx 3 years ago i think people thought it was fake because it
kept cutting. they probably left the camera to rest, and only started recording from the
last point again when something major happened. i cant imagine someone trying to hold
the camera for a long period of time watching the same thing. xrandomerx 3 years
agomattsev2012 3 years ago show hide littleme, you are a fucking idiot, go kill yourself
mattsev2012 3 years agolittleme17 3 years ago 3 wooow, it's horrible, i just got out of
school i live in Holland and then my mom was watching news, but i thought it was a
film, i was very young. i said to my mom, woow mom, what's the name of this movie!? it
really is horrible, i still cry inside when i see some short clips from it, i mean,, there where
actually people in there,, it's just so,, unreal,, you know? respect for the people who
made this clip,, littleme17 3 years ago 3hfoded 3 years ago 13:57- lots of people and
firetrucks... 14:03- You can see the back of the St. Nicholas Greek Orthodox Church. And
the smoke you see is NOT thermite. There is a parking lot surrounding the church and i
read some firefighters saying that the cars were on fire. To see an angle from the opposite
side where you can the church and the fires watch this. watch?v=qraALi7Flnc hfoded 3
years agohfoded 3 years ago 6:31- There are lots of people on every little sidewalk with
some crossing west street, some running across. The group of people on the balcony of 6
wtc are gone. 8:05- Lots of people are now all over the sidewalks, you can not miss them.
12:36-12:46 - You can clearly see the people on every sidewalk walking fast AWAY from
the wtc. hfoded 3 years agohfoded 3 years ago 2:02- Someone on the corner of vesey and
west street next to the brown art deco Verizon Building. 3:22-A firetruck driving from
vesey street to west street on the wrong side of the road going to the "VIP" driveway on
the north tower. 3:23-A person looking at the same firetruck and the same police car is
now parked next to 6 wtc. hfoded 3 years agohfoded 3 years ago lovefitch - I believe you
saw the planes. This video is not fake 1:56- You can see group of people on the balcony
of 6 wtc. 1:58- A person crossing west street next to the taxi. At the same time another
person running across west street. At the same time another person walking on the
sidewalk of 6 wtc walking towards the north tower. A police car driving on the
southbound lane. hfoded 3 years agobeconlove 3 years ago when i first saw this film, i
was very young! but now i saw once this events, i really bored and cryed beconlove 3
years agolovefitch 3 years ago i was there! i was young at the time but my mom and i
were visiting new york. we arrived that saturday and we were gonna leave friday. but
then this fucking 9/11. i was standing like RIGHT there. we saw the planes go in the
buildings! lovefitch 3 years agodevdtm 3 years ago who cares about high powered lenses.
people died who cares if this is fake. devdtm 3 years agoxrandomerx 3 years ago i can't
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see why some people are saying this is fake. how do you fake videos like this? I dont
understand. xrandomerx 3 years agoSmoogy977 3 years ago so many ppl died..i cant
belive some1 can willingly kill themselfs to kill thousands of others Smoogy977 3 years
agodevdtm 3 years ago 2 At 14:23 she's crying,and to all of you who thinks this is fake it
is not. the video maybe but the events no! GOD BLESS AMERICA! I LOVE OUR
COUNTRY! devdtm 3 years ago 2074August 3 years ago So tell me what the make of
your camera is and what is the multiplication of your lens. I didn't see one person run in
this video. I saw several dissolve, so this is fake footage. You have not even recorded
what hit the building. I suppose that is what exposes this as being totally FAKE>
074August 3 years agoenclosedfury 3 years ago You're an idiot. You can't fake this shit.
This was filmed with a normal video camara... not some expensive movie equipment. I've
seen many vids of 9/11 and this is actual footage. You see everything happening. The
person who posted this vid probably edited out the plane crashing into the building... just
out of courtesy in case people who lost family in this incident view it. Idiot!
enclosedfury 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago I agree this video is not fake, in fact
there is alot of evidence that is inconclusive to the official report. One thing I disagree
with is the fact that the second planes impact was edited for respect of the victims
family, if that is the case then why did they record the buildings falling?? KrisnShell69 3
years ago074August 2 years ago This video was posted a long time ago, you will see it in
the posts which point out TV and audio FAKERY. This audio is a total lie and it is not
across any street. The lens is too high power to be an amateur camera. You lie.
074August 2 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago I mean they was alot more life loss
during that then there was with the planes crashing into the building. So I highly doubt
that the reason, I think a whole lot of it has to do with the fact they said it was a military
plane. I maen who usually mixes up a commercial airliner with a military plane??
KrisnShell69 3 years agoterrymanning1 3 years ago What is it with you & the military
plane crap Krisnshell69? Why do you continually blow out of proportion a spur of the
moment comment made before they realised what had actually happened? If you keep
posting this kind of crap, I'll keep debunking you. terrymanning1 3 years agoenclosedfury
3 years ago You don't believe it was a militaty plane? Well, I can't say it was... What I do
know is that it was NOT an "America Airlines" And there WERE bombs in the building.
The truth is in the videos and there are pleanty of them. Watch them all and tell me it isn't
true. enclosedfury 3 years agoterrymanning1 3 years ago How do you know? If they
weren't American Airlines planes what were they then? A mirage? What happened to all
the people on those planes that didn't return? What about the calls to loved ones made
from the planes hijacked? All lies? I don't think so. What makes you believe there were
bombs in WTC 1 & 2? I've watched all the evidence & the CT stuff is crap.
terrymanning1 3 years ago074August 2 years ago NO PLANES HIT ANYTHING ON
911. John Cappelletti's demolition company planted explosive in the WTC blgs for
Silverstein to collect $7 billion insurance, FRAUD. NO PLANES HIT ANYTHING ON
911. NO PLANES HIT ANYTHING ON 911. NO PLANES HIT ANYTHING ON
911. NO PLANES HIT ANYTHING ON 911. you people are filthy liars. 074August 2
years agoenclosedfury 2 years ago Calls to loved ones? Right... "Hi mom. This is Mark
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Bingham. You do believe me?". No videos show an American Arlines. Out of all the
videos, none of them show that it was American Arlines. And Watch the buildings as
they collapse. Clear evidence of bombs. Don't even get me started on the collapse itself.
They all fell due to fire? The same way on the same day? Get Real! enclosedfury 2 years
agomillionsmillions 2 years ago You are the dumbest mf in the history of the world.
millionsmillions 2 years ago074August 2 years ago Project for New American Century
planned 911 with Strategic Communication Laboratories, London. Google PNAC. Then
google their hero and mentor LEO STRAUSS. Find Leo Strauss' Philosophy of Deception
074August 2 years agomillionsmillions 2 years ago ...and then the tooth fairy took it all
away. Jackass. millionsmillions 2 years agogirlsrbetter1997 3 years ago omg.. (stiffle)
girlsrbetter1997 3 years ago074August 3 years ago This is a pitiful excuse of truth. How
does the high powered lens get on a non-professional camera. Clearly, this was not taped
by an amateur. Audio is definitely editted. Morons only say. "OMG." 074August 3
years ago3xaustin3x 3 years ago so noobs you fuck you 3xaustin3x 3 years
agoPawnedClanArwin 3 years ago was she laughing or crying at 14:23???
PawnedClanArwin 3 years agokling25333 3 years ago it sooo sad to watch diz nd to hear
her cry kling25333 3 years agosouthparkboy119 3 years ago ...holy shit
southparkboy119 3 years agopixielove1992 3 years ago Thank you for sharing this. And
to those people that think that Bush is behind it. GROW UP!!! You stupid Democrats
need to stop blaming Bush for every thing that happens especially this. These people
didn't edit it. How could everyone edit it, and still yet it all looks the same. Face the fact
that we were under attack. I suppost Bush! I only wish that we would have blown those
Iraq people to smitherins like they did to us. pixielove1992 3 years agobcanha 3 years ago
Seven CIA veterans have severely criticized the official account of 9/11 and have called
for a new investigation. "I think at simplest terms, there's a cover-up. The 9/11 Report is
a joke," said Raymond McGovern, 27-year veteran of the CIA bcanha 3 years
agojuliomustang 3 years ago That amazing, thats a really good video..and im really sorry
for what happend..im from Nicaragua and God bless America... juliomustang 3 years
agoleciamybuddie 3 years ago WOW!AMAZING, I am so sorry if u have lost a loved
one on this treacherous day. leciamybuddie 3 years agoanafowl 3 years ago sooooooooo
terrible it's unbelievable were all fuckin human wots the point!!!!!!!!!!! were not going to
acheive anything amazing. god bless every1 xx anafowl 3 years agoRachelRjR 3 years ago
Total inside job. You want real answers google and watch Terrorstorm by Aaron Russo
RachelRjR 3 years agoPYTHAGORAS101 3 years ago notice deleted frames at the magic
moment,NO PLANES, INSIDE JOB. PYTHAGORAS101 3 years agoshoshococo 3
years ago This hurts so bad to see I can't even hold back tears to know that so many
people had to die in such a horrible way and none of them deserved it shoshococo 3 years
agopcman22594 3 years ago god damn...I hate the fucking people who attacked the
towers SO much. one of the best people I know might've been living in NY while this was
happening...thank god he didnt die there. pcman22594 3 years ago18lorenz18 3 years ago
i think at 9.40 there jumped sb..... HORRIBLE!!!!! 18lorenz18 3 years
agozaneshaishhottas 3 years ago my birthday was on that day and everyone pays me out
it is sad zaneshaishhottas 3 years agoZqazi123 3 years ago I heard the other plane but
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how long after did the second plane crash>??? Zqazi123 3 years agoTreyy84 3 years ago
2 I was only 16 when this happened and i lost both of parents in the south tower while i
was on my way to school and its chilling to see this video it was like it was yesterday.
RIP to everyone who was lost and stay strong to those who survived as for me im 23
now and have moved on to be the man my parents wanted me to be. Treyy84 3 years ago
2terrymanning1 3 years ago Good luck to you & my deepest sympathies on the loss of
your parents. I live in the UK but have been to America many times. I've visited New
York many times including the WTC & ground zero. September 11th broke my heart as it
did for so many. One day justice will be served on Bin Laden & his evil conspirators.
terrymanning1 3 years agodearmalika 3 years ago OMG, that is so terribel! i have no
words! dearmalika 3 years agosemprevsc 3 years ago she say a militar plane hit the
building ?? semprevsc 3 years agojesmalu 3 years ago wow! hugs jesmalu 3 years
agoterrymanning1 3 years ago Thankyou Bob & Bri for sharing these incredible pictures
with us. terrymanning1 3 years agomandito1900 3 years ago Filthy Mexican?? how is
that??? your white kind are the filthy ones sleeping with family members and shit!! I bet
you cant sleep at night becuz all the ppl that hate you might come and kill you and your
family!!! i really hope that happens to you putting ppl down like that such an
embarassment!!!! mandito1900 3 years agorepub21 3 years ago Your not Mexican are
you? repub21 3 years agomandito1900 3 years ago yes mandito1900 3 years agorepub21
3 years ago But you don't live there do you? repub21 3 years agoGreektank69 3 years
ago i remember hearing a story about 9/11... a guy was suspose 2 goto work that day...
but his kids were messing with his alarm clock and thus making it go off later...and when
he was getting rdy 2 goto work the attacked happened... what r the odds of that
Greektank69 3 years agobry517 3 years ago god dang for a 10 year old thats to much
bry517 3 years agoeros20V 3 years ago no comment.. eros20V 3 years agoDKGonzo86 3
years ago how do you write a comment that says no comment? Why wouldn't you just
not comment? DKGonzo86 3 years agoxDEMENTExD 3 years ago MUY SILENCIOSO
AFUERA VERDAD! xDEMENTExD 3 years agoclosebloc 3 years ago Still one of the
most intriguing and at the same time frightening events that I have ever and will ever
witness. I couldn't imagine how it felt to be there. actually closebloc 3 years
agoflamingVids 3 years ago "i hope nobody was at work?"....... flamingVids 3 years
ago1sina2 3 years ago Its All Fake,It Was Planed All By Bush! 1sina2 3 years
agopixielove1992 3 years ago oh shut up!!! pixielove1992 3 years agookodorifuto 3 years
ago The background song it really freaks me out. okodorifuto 3 years agoOgameBluejay27
3 years ago I was wondering why there was a "time lapse" and you missed the second
impact, but I'm guessing you stopped filming (I would too after 10 mins. of just smoke).
Thank you for the video and R.I.P to everyone who died that day. OgameBluejay27 3
years agocashmoneyandwomen 3 years ago they see pretty come for a terriost attack
cashmoneyandwomen 3 years agoSaintWicked721 3 years ago 9/11 = inside job
SaintWicked721 3 years agoDillon0Moore 3 years ago yep go to w w w. 911truth. o r g
Dillon0Moore 3 years agonativepower1982 3 years ago give me abreak nativepower1982
3 years ago8frogmaster8 3 years ago 4 lets just pray that war wont come home
8frogmaster8 3 years ago 4Darkknight7853 3 years ago sooner or later it will
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Darkknight7853 3 years agobluemukaki 3 years ago 2 because right in the middle of New
York is so very far from america... bluemukaki 3 years ago 2shorty962 3 years ago 2 how
many people got out of the building be4 they fell? shorty962 3 years ago 213szalor 3
years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam usa had what they
deserve 13szalor 3 years ago80srockrock 3 years ago r u iraki??? 80srockrock 3 years
agombensell 3 years ago thats soo mean usa dident do anything .. people dieing for no
reason family memebrs gone . i cant even thik about that it makes me cry . ! mbensell 3
years ago94145960 3 years ago When this video was posted, it was 5 years after 9/11
probably fetsen1!!! 94145960 3 years agofetsen1 3 years ago it is 6 years ago and i whas
5 years now i am 11 :P fetsen1 3 years agohailbop75 3 years ago me too!! I don't
remember anything!!! But it was so terrible!! hailbop75 3 years agoThemagicturkey 3
years ago same lols im 11 Themagicturkey 3 years agopixielove1992 3 years ago I'm 15...I
remember it well...since I was 9. I remember where I was, and who was sitting next to me.
It was aweful. pixielove1992 3 years agonu2life80 3 years ago 5 Creepy! nu2life80 3
years ago 5milambertj 3 years ago Where is the video of the second plane crashing into
the building in the back. The lady made the comment it looked like a military plane but
where is that short piece of film? milambertj 3 years agoxxkathyy 3 years ago I was 10 or
9 years old when this happened. I saw the whole thing and I have never been so scared
before in my whole life.I was in school in hoboken you can see the towers from across
the pier and all my teachers where acting out of control.People in the streets where acting
crazy.I saw a man about to attempt suicide on a roof.Children where crying and
screaming because they didnt know what was going on.I was 9 and I had never seen
anything like that in my entire life. xxkathyy 3 years agomaureenOWW 3 years ago Why
not a big nuke? Stop watching 24 you muppet. maureenOWW 3 years agoCRAT0S 3
years ago muppet? sod off. like id watch some propagandic neocon drivel on Faux like 24.
I like how you Europeans must assume we all have our heads in the sand. How about you
stop generalizing and making assumptions. Jackass. CRAT0S 3 years
agoShamefulProductions 3 years ago I urge all you idiots to read this:
htt,,,p://wtc.nist.g,,,ov/pubs-/factsheets/faqs_8_2006.h,,,tm Remove the commas.
ShamefulProductions 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago I urge you to learn more about
steel frame buildings collapsing from structural fires and if you find the information let me
know cause I have a bridge to sell you. Further more since when have you been able two
use two planes to destroy two buildings in a controlled demolition manner?? Werent you
like 10 when this happen do you even have a clue about whats going on around you little
boy you sure are a shameful production KrisnShell69 3 years agoShamefulProductions 3
years ago htt,,,p://wtc.nist.g,,,ov/pubs-/factsheets/faqs_8_2006.h,,,tm Scroll down to
number 7. ShamefulProductions 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago Beside the fact for
one at 22min 26 sec and 22min and 30 sec. they werent even looking at the building .. and
for two the so called dust particles and glitches were the reflection off their glass window
cause if you notice they went from being outside to being inside when the SECOND
TOWER that got hit collapsed. So try to further debunk my claims of seeing flashes
between 7min 40 sec right after a whistle and 8 min KrisnShell69 3 years
agoterrymanning1 3 years ago The most likely explaination for the flashes is reflected
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sunlight from falling debris, most likely glass. terrymanning1 3 years agoRacingRoy 3
years ago IMPEACHMENT NOW !!! its no longer just for blowjobs!!! RacingRoy 3
years agoahburns337 3 years ago OMG i was almost crying when the tower collapsed
ahburns337 3 years agosaartje15 3 years ago omg!! like dashingbabe1234 said the whole
world felt americans pain even here in belgium where i live. it was a horable day!! i'll
never forget !! saartje15 3 years agodashingbabe1234 3 years ago 5 I am from italy..but i
would like to say that all of the world felt americans pain. but u must now think that all
of the men and women died r in a better place!! lord bless them! and yes as u americans
say. God bless America! dashingbabe1234 3 years ago 5PeArLgUrL 3 years ago My
littlest sister was born on this day...... So sad PeArLgUrL 3 years agoeagle7932 3 years
ago i think Krisn is saying the Government blew up the two towers. but no one would
ever kill 3000 people just for a gay reason eagle7932 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago
I just dont understand why you people take my words out of context. I did not say
anything about who did this i just merely pointed out the FACTS in the video pea brain,
and if you cant see that then you are not mature enough to indulge in an adult
conversation.. KrisnShell69 3 years agostovicini822 3 years ago theres barney in the
backround sound i love u !! stovicini822 3 years agospikkel70 3 years ago shocking but
very good footage, thanks I saw it all happening on a big screen like in a cinema, also very
shocking What I do not get is that it is apperently not possible to safe people from such
buildings. What about water canons or shooting cables with harpoons etc? spikkel70 3
years agoacaballeiro23 3 years ago Immortal Technique acaballeiro23 3 years
agoFalseFlagAmerican 3 years ago 1.history of the federal reserve 2.ameriKKKa:from
freedom to fascism 3.zeitgeist watch these 3 films: ) FalseFlagAmerican 3 years
agowildrde32 3 years ago Prove you wrong about the US Government? How about you
prove the whole world wrong about Al Queda. And these flashes of light you people
speak of, what do you think they are? This is a steal building, and where those flashes are
occuring has nothing to do with the structure itself or it falling wildrde32 3 years
agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago What are you like 10 nothing you said made any sense!! and
further more my proof that it wasnt AL Queda is, last time I check they were not from
Iraq and since you seem to be such a guiness you explain to me then what the flashes of
light are and also exlain to me why the two women that are shooting this video said it was
a military plane that hit the building!!!! KrisnShell69 3 years agoshep1555 3 years ago
OMG IT WAS A MILITARY PLANE! THE WOMAN SAID SO SO IT MUST BE
TRUE! IT'S THE ALIENS I TELL YOU! ALIENS! THEY'RE EVERYWHERE!
Seriously, STFU with your conspiracy bullshit. shep1555 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3
years ago To you, you dumb,deaf,and blind individual I was only making a point that the
two ladies both said it was a military plane. As for the cospiracy last time I checked
wanting to know the truth is not a conspiracy so please dont insult me with your jibber
jabber!! All Im clearly doing is pointing out the FACTS in this video and if you cant see
that then go hang with the rest of the WALKING DEAD!! KrisnShell69 3 years
agoterrymanning1 3 years ago They didn't see the first plane & would not have had a
clear view of the other from where they were filming. They were only guessing at a
military plane at THAT moment, then they turned the tv on & saw the truth.
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terrymanning1 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago whatever your explanations blow!!
There is NO WAY those flashes were falling glass and if they were just speculating about
the plane why would they say military??? I think you should reanalyze and come up
with a better conclusion... KrisnShell69 3 years agoterrymanning1 3 years ago Ok know it
all, what were the flashes? You have no idea either so what do you do? You jump on the
bandwagon with the rest of the sad conspiracy theorists & shout 'It was a bomb' or 'The
towers were being primed for demolishment' RUBBISH! They did NOT see the first
plane & from where they were they would NOT have had a clear view of the second. It
was a spur of the moment comment made before seeing the tv footage that youve blown
out of all proportion. They were NOT military planes. FACT! terrymanning1 3 years
agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago Sorry but Im not into conspiracy I just like knowing the
truth and I know for a fact the official report is not true do you have a grill or fireplace or
better yet a stove?? have either of them ever melted from being exposed to fire for a long
period of time?? I you ever seen a building actually collapse?? If so did it fall to one side
or the other or did it fall in its own foot print?? KrisnShell69 3 years agoterrymanning1 3
years ago I'm entitled to my opinion as are you. How do you know for a fact the report is
untrue? Yes, I have a grill, an oven & a fire & I'm sure all would melt if a plane were flown
into them at 500 mph with 50 or 60 tons of aviation fuel on board. No I haven't. Have
you? That's irrelevant anyway. Buildings fall downward, it's called gravity.
terrymanning1 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago Your so right terry you must have
taken physics on sesame street but your right. Im surprised you know enough that
gravity exist but this building fell at free fall speeds. By the way do you realize jet fuel is
equivalent to kerosene and also the planes impact had nothing to do with the steel melting
so your your comment holds know water. further more the only side Im on is the truth
which one are you on?? KrisnShell69 3 years agoterrymanning1 3 years ago Its you
KrisnShell69 who must have learnt all you know from Sesame Street. Of course the
buildings fell at free fall speed, its called gravity, clearly a concept too great for your
puny mind. Kerosene, jet fuel, aviation fuel call it what you like its the same thing. The
planes had nothing to do with the steel melting? You really are a f wit! If they had no fuel
onboard & the impacts caused no fire then possibly. It's your pathetic arguments that
hold no water. terrymanning1 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago Prove me wrong then
champ. You think you are so intelligent but nothing you say makes any sense. When have
you ever know steel to melt in uncontrolled enviroment?? If it was that easy to melt steel
why would steel mills spend x amount of dollars on blast furnaces if you could just set a
fire and melt the steel with in a couple of hours?? KrisnShell69 3 years agoglittermeup757
3 years ago Your right it takes alot to burn steel but as steel heats and burn for 40min it is
no longer as strong as it should be there for the weight of the building made it fall.
Everyone should just remember what happen and see it for what it is. Over 3000 people
died Lets just remember them and be cautous of what will happen in the future. Also For
any american to thick the goverment had anything to do with this is out of their mind
God Bless American glittermeup757 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago so you mean to
tell me that the steel rack that holds wood in the fireplace should be deformed after being
in there for 12 hours or longer?? Cause after all that is made out of steel even a lower
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grade then what was used to construct the towers. KrisnShell69 3 years
agoterrymanning1 3 years ago Physics is not your strong point is it? Steel will melt if the
temperature is high enough. Your wood burning stove or fireplace obviously does NOT
heat to the same temperature as that inside the towers that day with the aftermath of two
jet impacts, a hundred tons of kerosene & everything else inside that could burn! I see
that I'm getting to, as your ignorance offers you no viable argument. terrymanning1 3
years agoterrymanning1 3 years ago Maybe steel only melts at blast furnace temperatures
dummy! Obviously similar to the temperatures inside WTC 1 & 2 on 9/11.
terrymanning1 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago I guess you never seen people burn
trash in steel barrels?? Well I have and till this day I have never seen one melt and I have
even seen the fires started with gasoline which is highly more flammable.. A steel drum is
no where near the thickness of those steel beams!! So try to come up with a more logical
reason behind the steel beams melting.. KrisnShell69 3 years agoterrymanning1 3 years
ago That figures Krisnshell69. You next to a burning barrel with the other drop outs,
wino's & losers. Let me explain to you the physics of fire & heat. The barrel would not
melt because the air around it would stop it from reaching the temperature required for it
to do so. Inside those towers the temperature would have been out of control. NO
fireproofing as it was blown away by the impacts, NO sprinkler system for the same
reason & NO outside air as the building was enclosed like an oven. terrymanning1 3 years
agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago Since you know so much you explain to me without the lame
excuse of falling glass fragments, of what the flashes of light are and also explain why the
second tower to get hit fell first since it was from fire melting the steel.. KrisnShell69 3
years agoterrymanning1 3 years ago I don't think it's a 'lame' explanation for the flashes. If
you watch the video closely, a few seconds before you can clearly see debris falling from
the impact site. To be honest it could be anything. What do you think it is then bright
spark? The second tower fell first for a very good reason. The plane hit lower down &
therefore more weight was pushing down on the damaged structure. Doesn't take a
genious to work that out. terrymanning1 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago explain to
me what happen to the core colums of the building.. explain to me how the concrete was
pulverized into dust fire does not even burn concrete so explain that , and while your at
genius explain to me why the had all the remains sent over to china, since this is a crime
scene and the suspect hasnt been caught or convicted and please explain to me if it was
Osama why are we in Iraq??? KrisnShell69 3 years agoterrymanning1 3 years ago The
main strength of the structure was the outside 'tube' of interlinking steel. The columns
inside helped for sure but were NOT designed to stand alone if the rest fell away. I don't
claim to be a genious and you're not for sure, but I expect China gave the best price for
reprocessing the steel. China are everywhere in cheap everything at the moment. Bin
Laden admitted on video that he masterminded the attacks, you tell me why the bastard
hasn't been caught & hung yet! As for USA in Iraq. terrymanning1 3 years
agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago Do you even know what exactly Osama looks like?? how do
you know if its even him in the video?? do you uderstand arabic???how do you know
what he even said in the video. and tell me why they havent released a full video of the
pentagon attack.. But simple minded individuals dont even think about these things. I live
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in a country that forces people to pay income tax but theres not even a law written that
says your liable to pay... Learn your history before you come and try to quiz me
KrisnShell69 3 years agoterrymanning1 3 years ago Yes I do thanks. No, I don't speak
arabic do you? The translation of Bin Laden's comments is accurate. Millions speak
Arabic & someone would have said if the translation was wrong. You really are a retard.
There is no video of the Pentagon attack that's why. Just who the f are you to lecture
about income tax? I pay it like any citizen. Do you? No, you're probably on the dole
being paid for by hard working people like me. Learn your facts before quizzing me.
terrymanning1 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago I must really get under your skin it
seems the more you respond the more frustrated you get when your logic is challenged.
Who are your unbiased sources that translated the video? Please tell me how the hell you
know what Osama looks like have you met him personally?? and know video of the
pentagon attack you really need to do your homework?? there are security videos that
have been edited just to show the impact. They released after sceptics claimed it was a
truck bomb. KrisnShell69 3 years agoterrymanning1 3 years ago If the official translation
of Bin Laden's admission that he masterminded 9/11 is wrong where are YOUR sources
that say he didn't say that? Have you met Bin Laden then? The world knows what he
looks like so what the hell are you talking about? How do you know security videos have
been edited? Perhaps the Pentagon was time lapse like the Govt said. What about
witnesses that saw the plane hit the Pentagon? Were they lying too? terrymanning1 3
years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago you must of seen this on PBS as a matter of fact the
main strength of the building was its 47 steel columns that were in the center of the
building were the elevators were located anybody that is in construction of high rise
buildings can tell you that. As far as my intelligence you will never have my mental
capacity your to basic.. Oh and by the way the jet fuel was consumed on impact what do
you think that large ball of fire was, a reflection??? KrisnShell69 3 years
agoterrymanning1 3 years ago The towers of the WTC were constructed differently to
most sky scrapers in that their strength was the 'tube' of steel encasing them. They were
built like this to maximise floor space. This is well known fact. It's YOU that has basic
mental capacity as you would know this if you had done any research whatsoever. Not
all the fuel was consumed on impact. What about the reports of it flowing down all the
elevator shafts? Talk to me again when you know what you're talking about you half wit.
terrymanning1 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago By the way I dont remember every
saying the flashes were a bomb nor did i ever say the buildings were primed for
demolition all i have done is pointed out the facts in this video and besides dont you live
in the U.K.?? the first country ready to join forces with America and its so called war on
terrorism. Like I was always told some people just cant handel the truth!!! KrisnShell69
3 years agoterrymanning1 3 years ago I didn't say you did, I was just echoing what many
CT's are jabbering on about. Yes I live in the UK so what? As a nation we've put up with
plenty of terrorism down the years from the IRA & Al Queda (7/7) so I support the
hunting down of all murdering cowards whoever they are & wherever they are. Don't
you? Or are you an Al Queda supporter? terrymanning1 3 years agodearmalika 3 years
ago es ist so furchtbar, so schrecklich, mir fehlen die worte! dearmalika 3 years
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agobagusyu 3 years ago to all that want the thruth, read iamthewitnessdotcom,
ziopediadotorg,
ifamericansknewdotcom,
jewwatchdotcom,
jewsagainstzionism,
thesynagougeofsatandotcom, radioislamdotorg. bagusyu 3 years agoShamefulProductions
3 years ago To all who want the REAL truth, not the conspiracy that some teenagers
made up, read htt,,,p://wtc.nist.g,,,ov/pubs-/factsheets/faqs_8_2006.h,,,tm Remove the
extra comas. ShamefulProductions 3 years agoXtheXXgentlemanX 3 years ago
conspiracy theorists make me giggle. XtheXXgentlemanX 3 years agojaffacake77 3 years
ago cool video but its sick becouse it is terrism jaffacake77 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3
years ago Why are people mad at Iraqi's I thought the official story was Bin Laden and
his network did this learn your history America has sponsered terrorism since the birth of
this so called country lets not forget there use to be NATIVE AMERICANS living free
on this land and today they are hardly anywhere to be found. That was the Begining of
the End on this continent. KrisnShell69 3 years agoorganicleakage 3 years ago dude
you've been brainwash by this video, whoever posted this has accomplish his objective
lol organicleakage 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago you are brainwashed if you cant
clearly see the flashes going off in the building. its obvious that you are so stuck on the
official report that you cant evenswallow the truth. I guess all the people that reported
hearing explosions that day are brainwashed to right? you tell that to the victims families
that dont believe the official story and are still till this day searching for the truth.
KrisnShell69 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago Im going to keep posting my comments
until more of us wake up and start noticing the facts that are right in our face!! 3,000
people 3 lies. Building 7 was never hit but yet it collasped in the same fashion as the
others. What really happened on this day? Im not a conspiracy theorist im a realist and
anybody that disagrees with my comments is scared of the truth!! KrisnShell69 3 years
agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago Its sad to see that so many people have viewed this video
and have not even noticed the obvious are 90% of us really so naive that we dont even
notice the flashes going off in the building pre collaspe and do we not notice that both of
the ladies stated that it was a military plane that hit the second tower. Do we not notice
the plane hitting the second tower was edited. Do we not find t odd that two buildings
collaspe the same way but were hit in two totally diffrent areas? KrisnShell69 3 years
agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago Four why was the remains of the world trade center sent
over to China?? I mean this is a murder scene and like any crime the evidence is stored
until the perpatrator is brought to trial.. Thats like a firemen getting rid of the evidence of
an arson!!! Five what in the world happen to building 7?? it was not hit but yet it fell in
the same fashion as the two towers did KrisnShell69 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago
Second question is why did the two ladies say it was a military planne when the second
tower was hit and why is that part of the video edited?? Third why are these buildings
the first modern steel structures up until this day the only buildings that have collasped
from a structural fire??? KrisnShell69 3 years agozez90 3 years ago This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam you little bitches trying to say that we blew are own
buildings up why dont you say that to some one that was there and could you imagine
being there waching so amy inocent die whiel you could do nothing to stop it zez90 3
years agoSgtAllen99 3 years ago I became extremely patriotic after this happened. I hope
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all of those terrorist bastards rot in hell. SgtAllen99 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago
Question who are the terroist really ?? I see alot of figer pointing but not enough question
asking. Like for one the FLASHES OF LIGHT that can be seen through out the building
again two flashes are clearly seen between 7min 40 sec and 8 min right after a whistle.
Once you see these and rewind the video and place close attention to other parts of the
building you will again see FLASHES of LIGHT KrisnShell69 3 years
agoeverythingzen666 3 years ago The Terrorist unfortunately is the US Government.
Prove me wrong... Show me with out a doubt that the US Government is not the
Terrorists behind these attacks. Until someone shows me that then we can talk about
what we see here in this video as being a conspiracy. everythingzen666 3 years
agoRoxy4944 3 years ago I think these flashes of light you are seeing are peices of falling
debris from the building; nothing more. Roxy4944 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago
Thats really funny then tell me why i only see the flashes for a split second. I think you
need to examine it more closely before you start making hypothesis. Anybody with a
brain can clearly see those are flashes of light and not falling debris come on are you
kidding me?? KrisnShell69 3 years agoShamefulProductions 3 years ago Between 22:26
and 22:30, four noticeable flashes are visible on different buildings, first two in the
bottom right corner of the picture, then in the upper left quarter, then in the upper right
corner. It's called a "glitch." Cheap cameras (like the one she's likely using) have them.
Using a scrambled pixel in a 240p YouTube video to attest a conspiracy is like calling an
out-of-focus dust particle an "orb" and saying the room is haunted, or using litmus paper
to find the Lock Ness Monster. ShamefulProductions 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years
ago Young man your input indeed is appreciated but yet it makes no sense. How was the
class of 2007 by the way did you just recently graduate from public school.. As far as I
know your are not a video expert because if you were you would of said something a
little more probable and made a little more sense. A dust particle?? how many low grade
cameras do you know of that can capture a dust particle at that far of a distant or that
fact not even the proper lighting. KrisnShell69 3 years agoShamefulProductions 3 years
ago I didn't say what you saw in the video was a dust particle, I was comparing it to a
dust particle. Have you ever heard that bullshit about "orbs" in "ghost photos"? People
see something in a photo or a video that's not supposed to be there and immediately start
lying to themselves about ghosts, aliens, or in this case, the government. No, I said the
"flash" was a scrambled pixel. It's either that, or light reflecting off of something falling
from the building. ShamefulProductions 3 years agoShamefulProductions 3 years ago
Now before you insult my intelligence again, next time, read what I wrote and
comprehend. Don't just pick out the certain keywords you like. And by the way, I'm
willing to bet my life that I know more about video than you. ShamefulProductions 3
years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
Why is it that the planes hit the buildings in two diffrent places and two diffrent times
but yet the second building hit fell first and both buildings fell in the same fashion??? We
cant forget that these people were murdered yet we still remain with these un answered
questions KrisnShell69 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago These are the first steel
frame buildings to ever colaspe from structural fire!!! why arent more people paying
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attention to this video you can clearly see FLASHES OF LIGHT going off in the
building. How in the world did the concrete get pulverized and steel frame disapear in the
matter of seconds KrisnShell69 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago we all need to
examine this videoo closely I know its hard because it was a tragedy. We also have to
realize that alot of innocent live were lost behind this in consistant event. KrisnShell69 3
years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago I urge everybody to pay attention to the building
between 7 min 40 sec and 8 min. Right after you hear a whistle you can see several
flashes below the planes impact also if you rewind the video and look at diffrent areas of
the building you will also see thes flashes through out the building KrisnShell69 3 years
agorepub21 3 years ago Watch 1:20. The fire is somewhat small. At 13:40 lord have
mercy.:( repub21 3 years agogunnyrunning 3 years ago karlrove4prez and rasberryxo r
right, stop defending the iraqis, this video was so sad, it made me cry, thanks for sharing,
gunnyrunning 3 years agogunnyrunning 3 years ago and dont tell me to forget it, as my
dads firedeparment said" there are some things we cant forget" gunnyrunning 3 years
agohj122506 3 years ago Thank You for posting this video. hj122506 3 years
agohj122506 3 years ago WTC collapsed from planted bombs. Could it be the Terrorists?
Maybe Bush regime? WHY Bush did not allow any investigation? Most of the evidence
were ordered to be removed from site and destroyed. We will never know or never prove
that Bush was behind this. "UNITED STATES OF AMERICA," I fear our nation will
fall from having intelligent corruption, and be traded for such a small amount of tenders. I
Pray for the revive of our constitution, and FREEDOM We once had. hj122506 3 years
agodeee1979 3 years ago you twat, shut up you sad twat, get a job deee1979 3 years
agorepub21 3 years ago While you look for reasons for it to be all Bush's fault, maybe,
because you are not supposed to be about politics, should look into why it CAN'T be
Bush... repub21 3 years agoFPSSpectre 3 years ago All those innocent
lives..Extinguished. Fuck everyone who caused/was part of this. That includes the govt.
for not providing air defense. What a fucked up world.. FPSSpectre 3 years
agoyankeehater1013 3 years ago wow thats so crazy when she opens the window and
you just hear the noise from all the emergency crews yankeehater1013 3 years
agorepub21 3 years ago I know that was exactly what I was thinking. repub21 3 years
agobroadwaydreamer1836 3 years ago were you stuck inside the building you were in
because you were so close to the world trade center? broadwaydreamer1836 3 years
agoAtreus21 3 years ago Conspiracy theorists are morons. Pass the word. Atreus21 3
years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago Atreus it takes a very high vocal to come up with the
very intelectual comment you made. Do you even know what a conspiracy is. Do you
know you ass hole from your mouth cause its obvious you have no common sense along
with the rest of the intelligent public that sides with you. KrisnShell69 3 years
agoterrymanning1 3 years ago This posting highlights Krisnshell69's lack of intelligence &
intollerance to other peoples views. Charming use of language. Sure hope you don't have
kids man, your a real winner. By the way, this prats an estate agent, need I say more.
terrymanning1 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago your are a lame that obviously likes
war cause clearly you are trying to start one.. Why didnt you put in the part of how you
called me a RETARD?? I see why you believe in lies cause you love telling them. Im
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through wasting my energy on you. I come with PEACE and all you want to do is slander
me and call me names you must be real proud of yourself!!! KrisnShell69 3 years
agoterrymanning1 3 years ago If the cap fits wear it mate. It's YOU that's telling lies pal.
Your ideas are bogus. What is it with you? Why are you so sure of yourself? Most of
your arguments fall apart when the subject is researched, yet you carry on spouting the
same old crap & slagging off anyone who disagrees with you. WHAT IS YOUR
PROBLEM? Like I said, know your subject before taking me on. terrymanning1 3 years
agotobymikle 3 years ago August 6th 2001 Presidental Daily Briefing Titled: Bin Laden
Determined to srike inside the US! Google aug 6th pdb tobymikle 3 years
agoJHargs50309 3 years ago The buildings were imploded -- they caved in at the base. It
was an internal attack! Years later how can we not see Bush's involvement. Currently
there's a religious war killing MORE innocent people, HE WILL NOT STOP A REIGN
OF TERROR! HOW MANY MUST DIE BEFORE WE GET RID OF THE
INCOMPETENT & INCAPEABLE MORON WHO IS NOT FIT TO RUN A PRESCHOOL LET ALONE A COUNTRY!?! WHEN WILL MURDERING INNOCENT
PEOPLE STOP! HOW CAN THE SUPREME COURT LOOK IN THE MIRROR IN
THE MORNING? IRAQ WAS/IS NOT THE PROBLEM! JHargs50309 3 years
agoshhtephyyy 3 years ago 3 yeah ok it was 6 years ago, but loads of innocent people
from all over the world died. you have no right to say "get over it" ... do you have any
idea how hard it is to fucking lose a member of your family because of this? and what the
people in the planes had to go through. well you obviously dont give a shit, but that
doesnt mean you can go tell people to "get over" the fact that hundreds of people died.
shhtephyyy 3 years ago 3Duur4Life 3 years ago show hide no one cares it was 6 years
ago GET OVER IT Duur4Life 3 years agostrucklucky33 3 years ago Get over it?
Duur4Life, you're an idiot. strucklucky33 3 years agoMysticskillz 3 years ago This
should not have happen! Where was our air force protection? Mysticskillz 3 years
agohailbop75 3 years ago Wow! This is such a sad day. I was just 5 when this happened
so i don't remember but it must have terrible. Just think how many people died. I was
crying through this whole video. Thanks for showing it on you tube. Now I know what it
must of been like( well actually probably not. it must have been terrible for you) Thanks
For sharing it with us. hailbop75 3 years agoXtheXXgentlemanX 3 years ago i was in 4th
grade when this happened. i was in school that day. i live in the suburb right north of
chicago, a bike ride away. i thought it would happen there, too. i kept getting up out of
my desk and looking out of the window for low flying planes, and kept listening for
explosions from somewhere. it still scares the hell out of me every time i hear a low flying
plane. XtheXXgentlemanX 3 years agobroadwaydreamer1836 3 years ago i was only in
the second grade when this happened. Just to see videos on it... its so sad.
broadwaydreamer1836 3 years agorikiki93 3 years ago Sadness... why did you added this
video 9 months ago? it was 6 years ago. rikiki93 3 years agosamaanman 3 years ago it's so
obvious...right after u hear the whistle there are 2 flashes. someone explain those because
otherwise i'm going to believe those were explosions. samaanman 3 years
agoTheMcManager 3 years ago very good point. thanks TheMcManager 3 years
agoRaspberryxo 3 years ago omg stop defending osama bin laden (some people a few
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pages behind.) he didnt intend to only chop the tops of the buildings of at all. he intended
to kill, and he damn well did that. if he thought the planes would just 'fly through' then im
sorry, he is completely dumb. remember that even if osama did only plan to 'chop the
topof the buildings', it still would have collapsed.. he's an evil man Raspberryxo 3 years
agoTheMcManager 3 years ago This is by far the best example I have seen that there
were "post explosions" on other floors. After the whistle at about 7:50 there are two very
distinct explosions on floors about 15-20 floors under the main impact point. I have been
a skeptic of the theory that there were such secondary explosions but the two sudden
pops and light flashes are very peculiar. TheMcManager 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years
ago There was alot of inocent people murdered behind this up to this day in America and
Iraq those civilans over there are just as innocent as the people that were in those
buildings. I think we need to start asking questions there are to many people dying
because of corprate greed on a International level and it has to stop I have a 9mo old and a
^yr old and I am very concerned about thier future and thier counter parts and Im worried
about the future of humanity as a whole.... KrisnShell69 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years
ago Has anybody ever wonder why they got rid of the evidence of this horrific crime
scene?? Why are when in Iraq if Bin Laden did it?? This country was built on mass
murder,enslavement,manipulatio-n,andgreed so why do we think anything has changed.
They can spend trillons on a war but when there own civilans need help they are no
where to be found(Hurricane Katrina). KrisnShell69 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago
I agree with everybody that this is terrible event whats even worse is everybody seems to
be missing the key factors of this video. One is that after the second plane collided with
the video not only is it edited but the two ladies both said it was a military plane!!!
Second there are flashes that can be seen and heard between 7min 40 sec and 8 min right
after you hear a whistle play close attention to the building well below the planes
impact!!! KrisnShell69 3 years agobelannaluvztom 3 years ago 2 I am greatful that you
came to the decision to show this video although I understand your hesitation at first. I
wonder did Lilly get out Ok? someone said she went to day care there. I am very
saddened to even think of someone being so evil and low enough to do such a thing! I was
in the 4th grade when it all happened so I didnt think about those who were effected by
wittnessing it firsthand so I am very mournful & this video did have me in tears the whole
time! belannaluvztom 3 years ago 2xoxchocolateTarxox 3 years ago i hate this it sucks i
cant believe it i am crying xoxchocolateTarxox 3 years agobluebabe45 3 years ago if u
taped this.. i bet this still haunts u, im intesterested in this.. and im 11.. i was 5 or 6 when
this happend bluebabe45 3 years agoATVuSa 3 years ago o m g.....shiiiit...im
shaking..omg...omg...terrible.-..fuck terrorists ATVuSa 3 years agoTrueTrini 3 years ago
you had the perfect view and timing to film this, why is it edited on the most questioning
parts, like the second plane hitting and the first building collapse. why??? TrueTrini 3
years agoNYskater12345 3 years ago why did you edit it NYskater12345 3 years
agobigbirdbigboy 3 years ago wow thats sad bigbirdbigboy 3 years agojumponthefloor 3
years ago Goddamned jumponthefloor 3 years agobettyshome123 3 years ago why would
the U.S goverment do such a thing, it was terrorists for god sake, why are people so sick
to look into the U.S goverment plotting such a sick attack on its own people. Christ can
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people not just remember those poor innocent people who were murdered by those sick
terrorists, and mourn them. bettyshome123 3 years agofeemeister 3 years ago Can
anyone figure out what that bliplike thing in the air is that floats away at 11:50? It's on
for several seconds, and looks very strange! It's on the right side, and just above the
shorter building next to the Trade Center. feemeister 3 years agoTheMcManager 3 years
ago thats called a helicopter TheMcManager 3 years agoknightdragor 3 years ago Really
sorry for all those who were there. This video is edited. Should not be edited. At 6:50 7:00 check its edited. Also after looking closely at 7:40 after whistle notice two flashes
like little blasts simultaneously on two floors. Like inside demolition blasts. Even can
hear a soound of it. But then u can say its something else. knightdragor 3 years
agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago so you see the flashes as well right after the whistle????
KrisnShell69 3 years agoknightdragor 3 years ago it can be a window reflection
knightdragor 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago people look at the building between
7min 40 sec and 8 min right after you hear a whistle so see two flashes on the building
well below the planes entry you not only can see it but you can hear it!!! I want to know
the truth!!!! KrisnShell69 3 years agoterrymanning1 3 years ago 5 seconds before the first
flash you can clearly see debris falling. There's a shadow that moves downward. These
flashes are probably sunlight reflecting from debris. There is a 'pop' like a fire cracker at
the exact same moment of the first flash but no sound for the second flash. The sound is
irrelevent though as sound would take a couple of seconds to travel from WTC to where
the videoers were so it cannot be linked to the flash. terrymanning1 3 years
agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago The falling debris was well past the flashes before they went
off so how could of the debris caused a reflection?? and I agree the sounds really mean
nothing and these flashes can see in other parts of the building at different times so the
reflection theory really is highly unlikely. KrisnShell69 3 years agoterrymanning1 3 years
ago Your right, the debris approx 10 seconds before those flashes was well past by then,
but it proves debris was falling!! I think it's unlikely we will ever know what those
flashes were. If they were bombs wouldn't they have been a bit more obvious? Not a
couple of little flashes? Rules that theory out for sure. terrymanning1 3 years
agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago For your info im in Real Estate know body pays for my
way through life but, me it would take a shallow individual to say that about somebody
you dont even know, but I can understand how it can be frustrating to you that you cant
persuade me into seeing things your way, man I hope you dont have kids a 40 something
yr. old using retard in his vocabulary you sure are a winner!!! KrisnShell69 3 years
agoterrymanning1 3 years ago Quite frankly Krisnshell69 I couldn't care less whether you
agree with me or not. I'm not trying to change your mind. However, you seem to post a
comment to just about everyone who disagrees with you, usually in a patronising &
sarcastic way. Your arguments don't stand up with regard to WTC 1 & 2 and most
people with a degree of intelligence will see through them. Anyway, if you can't handle a
little criticism don't dish it out. terrymanning1 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago well
explain to me why building seven fell the same way the two towers were hit and it was
not even hit by an airplane??? But I just want to know if we agree on the fire not being
able to melt steel in a uncontrolled atmosphere?? I mean honestly what are the racks that
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you place wood on in a fireplace made out of?? what are wood burning stoves made of??
you claim that I dont have a brain but yet I dont see you raising any questions about
these instances. KrisnShell69 3 years agoterrymanning1 3 years ago WTC 7 didnt fall the
same way. WTC 1 & 2 collapsed from the impact sites downward. WTC may have been
demolished as the collapse starts at ground level. The fire in the towers burned far hotter
than a wood burning stove! The impacts blew away much of the fireproofing that would
have protected during a normal fire AND the sprinkler system! This let the heat to build
to a point where the steel tressles lost their ability to support the weight above. Research
your subject before taking me on. terrymanning1 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago so
why didnt the Windsor building fall after being engulfed in flames for over 18 hours it
didnt have a sprinkler system and after the fire stop the building was still there.. You
need to do research and stop believing everything you see on T.V. this is my last
comment to you by the way so dont bother responding back!! YOU TRUTH HATER
KrisnShell69 3 years agoterrymanning1 3 years ago Who knows? Probably because it
wasn't built the same way as WTC 1 & 2 & hadn't had two huge airliners full of fuel
flown into it. It's YOU that needs to research more & then, maybe, you'll stop believing
all the conspiracy crap & repeating it like a dimented parrot. If you're so interested in the
truth, I'm surprised you haven't done more research. If you had you wouldn't be so
ignorant. terrymanning1 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago OH i almost forgot building
seven did fall the same way it fell into its own footprint just like tower one and two I
guess the next thing you will tell me that building 7 was prewired for demo when the
building was built right?? If it was demolished like you stated how did they wire the
building to do it in such little time??? KrisnShell69 3 years agoterrymanning1 3 years ago
Buildings that fall down usually do end up somewhere near where they were built. It's
called gravity. Basic physics is not your forte is it? To think that any building is prewired for demolition as it's being built is ludicrous. I don't believe that, do you
Krisnshell69? Seeing as you think you have all the answers & enjoy ramming them down
everyone else's throat every 5 minutes, why don't you tell me how WTC 7 fell down.
terrymanning1 3 years agoRaspberryxo 3 years ago and im shkaing after watching that i
cant stop shaking i mean i am in the uk and i saw it on the news ages ago but at the time it
was a terrible tradgery i mean dont get me wrong it still is but seeing it happen on ur
video made me cry its like seeing people get killed all at once but in all them bricks it
made me cry soo much thanks for sharing tho omg .x Raspberryxo 3 years
agoRaspberryxo 3 years ago i cry watching this . and i am so sorry that u had to see it all
.x Raspberryxo 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3 years ago and why when the other tower got
hit the two ladies said it was a miltary plane??? KrisnShell69 3 years agoKrisnShell69 3
years ago does anybody notice the flashes on the building before the collaspe???
KrisnShell69 3 years agoartisresistance92 3 years ago hahahahahahaha artisresistance92 3
years agoRaspberryxo 3 years ago HA Artisresistance92 u fink ur soo funny its so easy 2
write hahaha on a keyboard. well if u sed dat in real lyf i wud bang u up m8t cos dis is nt
funny it is serious, i hope u die young cos u dont deserve life if u go round laughing at
other ppl's death. sick person Raspberryxo 3 years agosexyjammy 3 years ago that must
have b really horrible have been there. sexyjammy 3 years agoJoridino 3 years ago I just
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have 1 question: Where are the remains of the plains??? Joridino 3 years
agobellacaritaazul 3 years ago man i feel sry 4 usas how sad bellacaritaazul 3 years
agoOkitabasuma 3 years ago damn ! Fuck ! Horrible ! ...... Okitabasuma 3 years
agofishsellerguy 3 years ago Coming from Australia, it didn't seem to affect me too
much.But watching your video has opened my eyes to just how horrific it was.
fishsellerguy 3 years agofearnunbut1 3 years ago God will take kare of all those inisint
who died dont you worry but honestly i can say america deserved that but all they can
think of is themselves still never mind that fact that they are the most powerful in the
world and to stop and help those 3rd world countries in need instead of picking wars
with little bitch ass countires but this time we see who became the bitch run run run away
from the smoke for one day does it hurt imagine going thru that everyday my point is.... i
hate america fearnunbut1 3 years agochaoscleaner 3 years ago darkhorse: No. And
besides, you didn't say "Please." chaoscleaner 3 years agoIPGAuto 3 years ago Boom
right there. "It was a military plane" Perfect, more evidence. IPGAuto 3 years
agochaoscleaner 3 years ago IPGAuto: You can't take a witness that says it's a miliary
plane, and ignore the MANY other witnesses (and videos) that said it was a Passenger Jet
"Evidence" doesn't work that way. Sorry. chaoscleaner 3 years agoTKBx182 3 years ago
Jajajaja que se jodan x pelotudos =) TKBx182 3 years agohotstuffatvolcano 3 years ago
why did you edit out where the second plane hit? you said it was a military plane and
then you couldnt see anything from your tape? hotstuffatvolcano 3 years agoXtralovely
3 years ago omg i remember this when i was in the fith grade everybody was talkin bout
it. wow so fast!!! and so sad. Xtralovely 3 years agocoquitolindo 3 years ago Did you see
the face after collapse the first tower? coquitolindo 3 years agocoquitolindo 3 years ago
Jus One BIGGER TERRORRIST ON THERE: BUSH and still killing people just for his
personal war crated in this mental sick men what a genocide coquitolindo 3 years
agosexyshelli87 3 years ago 2 the people who done this r scum total and utter peices of
worthless sht all those people who lost there life through no fault of there own. its
discusting they did not only kill them selves they killed thousands of other inercent
people they should of just all killed eachother if they wanted 2 die. i hope they rott in
hell....oh and thanks for sharing this with us it just goes to show how selfish and vile the
human race can be..... sexyshelli87 3 years ago 2ihave2nipples 3 years ago Thanks for
sharing this truly remarkable and historic video. Sean, Northern Ireland. ihave2nipples 3
years agohegemoniefr 3 years ago i hope the next one crash its on the white house lol .
Thats would be fun .Damn terrorist i lost 100 box for a third plane on those tower .
hegemoniefr 3 years agometsshadow 3 years ago vidro........ who says that we new
yorkers think that????? a lot of people think that new york is one big city!!! and please
dont blame all jews, im not a jew but please dont blame them all.... also....are some people
here trying to turn 9/11 and make it sound like a positive thing??? because it wasnt, dont
try to turn it into one metsshadow 3 years agosoniquefus 3 years ago yep, we're all
wrong and you're the only right one, that can be the only explaination soniquefus 3 years
agosoniquefus 3 years ago well... yeah I mean the terrorists new but it's not like they
informed the US... anywho, I'm done with you, I don't believe for a second that you're 26
years old. You've got to be some 8 year old kid who's quite possibly mentally retarded or
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something. I actually feel sorry for you soniquefus 3 years agonousername70 3 years ago
That had to be so difficult to watch. R.I.P All Those americans who died on 9/11
nousername70 3 years agosoniquefus 3 years ago the media didn't know about the event
either -_- NO ONE KNEW AHEAD OF TIME! soniquefus 3 years agosoniquefus 3
years ago For the last time, the hijackers locked themselves into the cock pit AND THE
PEOPLE ON THE PLANE DIDN'T KNOW IT WAS GOING TO CRASH INTO THE
BUILDING! NO ONE KNEW A HEAD OF TIME. when they showed up for the flight
no one said to them "BTW this place is going to crash into the Trade Towers, is that
okay?" and you can't just "tell" them to land the plane, you think they'd listen?
soniquefus 3 years agomagicstorm1 3 years ago who hated war raise ur hand!!!?? i really
wish...reallly really wish that american citezens and other nations will go together and
rally to stop the war! magicstorm1 3 years agosoniquefus 3 years ago they can't see the
plane coming from Maine -_- look outside now, can you see planes from other states?
soniquefus 3 years agovidro2 3 years ago Your not making much Sense. Sad thing is,
Some New Yorker's think we live in Igloos. I Pity the teacher's who don't teach their
students properly. vidro2 3 years agoAryaMetru 3 years ago that is a horrible sterotype.
I know a girl a my school who is Islamic, and she very nice! Ur a fucking asshole!
AryaMetru 3 years agoKILLEROWNSU 3 years ago HOLY FUCK!! OMG I FEEL
SRRY AND STOP TALKing BULL SHIT no 1 knew wat was happening I u think this
is funy go to Hell omg! u guys Make me sad even though its 6 years and 15 days late..... =( =.( KILLEROWNSU 3 years agocool2s5 3 years ago lots of money on the floor
money o money cool2s5 3 years agogrey911 3 years ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam after you, you american pig fuck grey911 3 years
agoPJRABBITOH 3 years ago I think they were still trying to knock one onto the other,
but it didn't work....again. They hit the right side to do it, but it didn't work.
PJRABBITOH 3 years agomarseille1984 3 years ago "There are things called windows
and you have eyes, so get out of the way"....How stupid are you for writing such
bullshit!! First, nobody knew they were gonna hit the twin towers (unless you're a
medium or sthg) and 2nd, How the hell did u expect them to react? They probably had 2
seconds from the moment they saw the plane and the crash!! They could do nothing!
marseille1984 3 years agomasterkrono 3 years ago No one in the building had time to
react. No one that was on the floors higher then where the plane crashed could have made
it out, no one. The planes severed stair ways and elevators, so there was no way to get
up to the upper floors, or down. Sadly they were doomed. masterkrono 3 years
agorepub21 3 years ago Exactly my point repub21 3 years agomarkwan2111 3 years ago
oh my god..i have never heard anyone talk so much nonsense..'there are things called
windows and you have eys so youcould have got out the way'. yes people with offices
facing the direction of the incoming aircraft would have possibly seen it before impact but
they wouldnt have had much time to move.plus they wouldnt have been able to hear it
coming-unleast untill it was too late.nice one. idiot markwan2111 3 years agopatsylou49
3 years ago good grief! this video was taken 6 years ago and just released. I would think
it's a pretty safe bet that the feelings and comments these people are sharing are what
anyone would be saying and doing while taping such a catastrophic event! I don't think
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they are thinking....hum, we'll release this in 6 years and fake it some now! patsylou49 3
years agoaxemur 3 years ago There not going to land the plane just because u ask them
too,IDIOT, u say that u would of never got on the plane in the first place...no shit but
NO ONE KNEW but the hijakers that they were going to be hijacked. Unless your
physchic. hey do the world a favor and don't have any children, the world has enough
IDIOTS karlrove4prez axemur 3 years agosmokeshay 3 years ago OMG smokeshay 3
years agoaxemur 3 years ago man u really r that stupid, do u realy think when they
hijaked the plane they said were going to fly this plane into the twin towers to the
passangers. Poeple in the towers probaly only seen the plane coming at them 4 about 5 or
10 secounds. axemur 3 years agoplasklejon 3 years ago i think that it`s a amazing plan
that bin laden in many years have been working on and that its really worked! plasklejon
3 years agotrackedout 3 years ago why is the 2nd plane edited out? trackedout 3 years
agoScandaali 3 years ago oh man... Scandaali 3 years agoshrouded60606 3 years ago Peace
to all americans and others who suffered at the hands of the atrocity I'm sorry you had to
go through this. truly I am sorry for you, I wish you a peaceful recovery and hope life
treats you well from here on out. The only thing god ever created was war.
shrouded60606 3 years agoshrouded60606 3 years ago Muslims hate you americans btw,
you DO know that right ? When did you last see a muslim dude walk down the street
with a white man. Oh wait thats because us whities are racist. No whities walk down the
street with blacks all the time. Islam tells muslims not to befriend the infidel, the non
believe (for the most part, the white man in their own country). shrouded60606 3 years
agoshrouded60606 3 years ago And political correctness freaks have balls to tell you to
be culturally sensetive. Not all muslims are like this. Not all are terrorists. They arent all
to blame, islam is a peaceful religion. Peaceful my 3rd asshole. Islam is VIOLENT to the
core. This wasnt carried out by extremists, it was carried out be activists, people who can
be bothered to and have the ability to carry out their wishes, other muslims just wish
they could. shrouded60606 3 years agoaxemur 3 years ago It is fair to call u stupid
because u are just think about your comments. Do u really think people would of just
stood there and watch a plane come at them and not do anthing, it happend so quick and
more than 4 floors were destroyed in the hit. I'm not even going to comment on your
other retarted comments axemur 3 years agolalala36026 3 years ago I agree completely
with pixiecherries. I truly am sorry as well you had to experience this. It's now sad to
imagine, that this event will probably come up in historical text books for children in
generations to come. lalala36026 3 years agorichiestar1 3 years ago And one day we'll
have to tell our children about this tragedy for a school project. Even though every detail
of that day is burned into my mind, today, over six years after this happened, it's still
difficult to talk about. richiestar1 3 years agolovechild1982 3 years ago I'm just
speechless.. lovechild1982 3 years agopixiecherries 3 years ago 3 I'm sorry you had to go
through all the trauma of being so close to this. Thank you for posting your video. It's
another important memorial to those who were lost that day. pixiecherries 3 years ago
3soniquefus 3 years ago oh i get it, you're like a 6 year old... someone looking for
attention, well Im sorry I gave you some ;_; soniquefus 3 years agorepub21 3 years ago I
am glad you agree. repub21 3 years agovidro2 3 years ago If you are reffering to me, No, I
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am not a 6 year old wanting attention. I am cleary stating that 9-11 was a planned event.
vidro2 3 years agosoniquefus 3 years ago -_- I made it very clear I was talking to
karlrove4prez, I don't even know who you are and youtube needs to find a better way to
show how someone replies to another person. soniquefus 3 years agosoniquefus 3 years
ago The terrorists went into the cockpit and locked the door. People are usually told that
if a plane is hijacked to do nothing because normally they'll just fly the plane somewhere
they want to go. They DIDN'T KNOW the plane was going to crash into the building.
NO ONE KNEW THAT EXCEPT THE TERRORISTS! NO ONE HAD TIME TO
STOP THEM! and if you see a plane approaching at top speed and you're in a building,
you won't be able to get very far on time. soniquefus 3 years agosoniquefus 3 years ago
they didn't know the plane was coming, they didn't have enough time to react. The pilots
were stabbed and the cockpit was TAKEN OVER. They weren't just sitting there.
soniquefus 3 years agojennapaul 3 years ago still breathtaking....our generations world
war i guess. amazin post jennapaul 3 years agorepub21 3 years ago Where is Irack? How
is it their fault for being killed by terrorist. Your telling me that they should have known
that 2 planes were going to hit the buildings they worked in? I'm the dumbass? Do you
even understand what your saying? repub21 3 years agosoniquefus 3 years ago YES he
does think that, he said above if he was in a building and he looked out side and saw a
plane coming, he would have "moved" and if he knew a plane was going to crash into a
tower, he wouldn't have shown up for the flight. soniquefus 3 years ago14851111 3 years
ago i hate terrorists 14851111 3 years agokunjuk 3 years ago btw nice video. kunjuk 3
years agofrickenfraken 3 years ago i heard bush is causing all the storms and floods in his
flying weather machine frickenfraken 3 years agofrickenfraken 3 years ago where is irack?
frickenfraken 3 years agokunjuk 3 years ago lol such an ignorant. kunjuk 3 years
agokoko56 3 years ago Iraq dumbass koko56 3 years agofrickenfraken 3 years ago i know
but kalrove4prez spelled it that way frickenfraken 3 years agokoko56 3 years ago oh :P
koko56 3 years agoSyphonaptera 3 years ago haha, so, what's new about your
comment?? We all know what you are stating here! Hhih. BORIIIING!! :) Syphonaptera
3 years agoaxemur 3 years ago Alright, i think i just found the most stupid person in the
world, karlrove4prez, not only can't he spell, he's got no brains what so ever.Just read his
comments. axemur 3 years agorepub21 3 years ago You liberals say Iraq is about oil.
Well, if we could drill for our own oil it wouldn't make difference would it? No cause you
say that that hurts the enviroment. repub21 3 years agokitana2k 3 years ago i´m so sorry
4 this !!!!! my heart 4 all the americans!!!!!!! i´m italien, but feel soooooooooo bad !!!!
i´m really sry 4 this !!!god ples u all kitana2k 3 years agorepub21 3 years ago Thank you
very much. I am glad that some support us. repub21 3 years ago61486SlimJim 3 years
ago Thank so so much for posting this. You can't see this kind of footage anywhere these
days because the stupid antiwar people want us to forget why we are fighting. And if
Exalt4KoRn doesn't like it then she/he shouldn't watch it. 61486SlimJim 3 years
agoseangh420 3 years ago i couldnt finish watching it. its so devastating seangh420 3
years agoSixu83 3 years ago Thankyou for posting this, I cried my eyes out and i'm not
even American. Sixu83 3 years agoContorce 3 years ago thanks for recording this. i mean,
with all the footage people took, no one will ever forget, even our children and
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grandchildren Contorce 3 years agoExalt4KoRn 3 years ago Why is it that people must
remember such a terrible tragedy. I think that if you want to go forward with whatever
plans you have in the future, you'll have to let go of all the bad things that have happened
in your past for real sucess later on in life. Whats the point in remembering such a horific
day if all it brings is hate and sadness for what some anti-american person did to one of
the most corrupted country in the world. Exalt4KoRn 3 years agoYorkTown95 3 years
ago i saw a person at 10:21 YorkTown95 3 years agoBABBiiGiiRLPAiiGE 3 years ago i
can understand why that ladey crys she has emotions for other people she feels for the
other people so dont dis her just cause she cryed! my heart goes out to all those people
lost and familes that lost people in the 9-11 attacks! BABBiiGiiRLPAiiGE 3 years
agorepub21 3 years ago Who are you talking about? repub21 3 years
agoBABBiiGiiRLPAiiGE 3 years ago the ladey in the video BABBiiGiiRLPAiiGE 3
years agosoniquefus 3 years ago yeah way to play around with numbers to get them to
do whatever you want soniquefus 3 years agosoniquefus 3 years ago if you were booked
on a flight that was flying into a building you wouldn't show up?... uhm.. MORON, they
didn't TELL people the planes were going to crash into the towers. Are you being
serious? are you that stupid or what's the deal here? and guess what? if you were at work
and saw a plane flying at you, you aren't going to HAVE enough time to "move" or "go
down a few floors" Planes fly fast, did you know that? I guess not. I can't believe how
freaking stupid you are. soniquefus 3 years agopachardos 3 years ago its really amazing
that you were able to catch this.... pachardos 3 years agoYesenia0000 3 years ago
Americans are so stupid blaming Bush for 9/11(The 9/11 Conspiracy) while Osama Bin
Laden is still out there probably planning another terrorist attack on America. Americans
will get more terrorist attacks for being pathetic! (I remember when Bill Clinton was
president Osama Bin Laden said he hated America) Yesenia0000 3 years
agoloveXOemxX3 3 years ago Are you serious? Really, are you actually serious? Do you
realize what you're saying? You're an idiot. A dumbass idiot. So what you're saying is
blaming Bush is wrong right? Well whose not going after Osama huh? Bush. Dumbass. Its
not like I can just go over there from Jersey and find him myself. loveXOemxX3 3 years
agorepub21 3 years ago How did that one women not know what the World Trade Center
looked like? repub21 3 years agohcesarespinosa 3 years ago Amazing video, I hope never
never happen this again! hcesarespinosa 3 years agobananhylsa 3 years ago i remember 9
- 11 2001 i was out with my class, some had a radio and they said it is war in USA. My
Teacher laugh and said that is impossible, but it wasnt bananhylsa 3 years
agopoisongod13 3 years ago i was in the streets neer it when the wtc collapsed i was
running for my life it scared my family because they thought i was dead poisongod13 3
years agorepub21 3 years ago Did you work in the towers? repub21 3 years agokyle7676
3 years ago this video is amazing. kyle7676 3 years agoptftulsa 3 years ago i remember i
saw the building fall i saw the plane hit it the first building but i never saw the second
plane hit i was so shocked my father had a heart atack and almost died my cousin was
killed in the smoke it was like a nightmare i couldnt imagine that those towers would ever
fall ptftulsa 3 years agomotdattan 3 years ago Im Dutch and when that happened i was in
the US motdattan 3 years agoOLIVIER59B 3 years ago C'est avec beaucoup d'émotion
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que je regarde ces images de la tragédie du 11 septembre. Ces teroristes auront des
comptes à rendre, si ce n'est devant les hommes cela sera devant Dieu, pour chacunes des
vies volées. OLIVIER59B 3 years agodanwilsoncomedy 3 years ago absolutely incredible
video. thanks for posting. danwilsoncomedy 3 years agopoisongod13 3 years ago i live
across from that building were you are i was in the street so u cant see me poisongod13 3
years agoXXkairiXX18 3 years ago hi i am 13 and i want to say thank you for this vid i
was in school when this happend and i was in 2nd grade,my farther who is in the army
thanks u for this vid XXkairiXX18 3 years agoTestGMwow 3 years ago I WAS 6 WEN
THIS HAPPENSD SO EMOTIONAL TestGMwow 3 years agoInsanePwnage1 3 years
ago ah so now ur 11, at the time i heard bout this i didnt care about it, but that was when i
was 9, but now im concerned bout it InsanePwnage1 3 years agobillyriley67 3 years ago
what the FUCK just miss evrything billyriley67 3 years agogordamas 3 years ago you are
some ignorant people to do this gordamas 3 years agogerald228 3 years ago man...im
twelve right now...and i remeber waking up one morning,6 years old waiting to watch
power rangers and the was one...i didnt no what it wuz at the time but now i do and its
horrible...i realize why my mom wuz almost crying,and had such a scared face...
gerald228 3 years agogab1234 3 years ago This is the strongest IED ever!!! gab1234 3
years agopurplepop16 3 years ago no they didnt they said on the tv in the middle of the
tape purplepop16 3 years agothugmotherfucker 3 years ago what the hell was at 11:46
??? they just cut the 2nd hit thugmotherfucker 3 years agomarrilyn200 3 years ago this
makes me.. omg.. my heart.. fuck off.. we need to kill all fuckin terrorists.. marrilyn200 3
years agoPeteWentzLUVA2 3 years ago omg God bless u and ur family. im soooo sorry
u guys had to go through that so close. thank u for sharing the video PeteWentzLUVA2 3
years agomarioman888 3 years ago fuck you bitch face you have no considiration
marioman888 3 years agoNoobslayer6464 3 years ago VERY boring Noobslayer6464 3
years agowager420 3 years ago I MEAN FROM 11:43-11:45 wager420 3 years
agoZingLoveKrisPhillips 3 years ago my heart so pain .. i hate this all happens !!!
ZingLoveKrisPhillips 3 years agoLannieBarbie 3 years ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam WOW! Cool video! Hope Another 9/11 happens. I mean,
Americans have bombed IRAQ from 1990 to 2007 on a weekly basis, did you all know
that? The Iraq death toll is 200 times more than that of 9/11. And what about Japan in
1945? Nukes? Was that why Einstein derived the Famous equation E = M(C)2? Einstein
had to apologize to the Japanese for your cowardly attacks. 150,000 people all civilians
died in less than a second! What about? Vietnam, Libya, Somalia. lol Americans deserved
this. LannieBarbie 3 years agoMikey2448 3 years ago In war there are bombings every
day. So what your saying is Americans should just let these cowards come in and attack
America, and we should do nothing about it? Please learn some common sense before
getting in a intelligent discussion. Mikey2448 3 years agoMikey2448 3 years ago I'm sure
you also will not mention how America has saved many lives in Iraq. I'm sure you won't
mention how we have rebuild many cities and homes for Iraqi's to have a peaceful life.
Lets look at the fact we have support from many other countries to rebuild Iraq and have
a safer life for Iraqi's to live. If we get Al-Qaeda and Osama Bin Laden out as soon as
possible, it will mean a safer country for us all, not just America. Get your facts straight
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please. Mikey2448 3 years agoInsanePwnage1 3 years ago they also didnt mention how
some u.s soldiers went into homes and killed innovent iraqi children eh? im against the
whole 9/11 thing even tho im from Iraq but come the fuck on the soldiers who did that are
PATHETIC! InsanePwnage1 3 years agopurplenugget11 3 years ago in sane you sick
basterd iraqi suck like you purplenugget11 3 years agoInsanePwnage1 3 years ago wtf!
FUCK YOU U STUPID SHIT! im AGAINST this whoel 911 war thing u stupid bitch! i
dont even live in the fucking u.s i hate it! u fuck face u need a life u stupid american suck a
fat one InsanePwnage1 3 years agopurplenugget11 3 years ago insane you sick basterd
you suck your moms dick i hope all the u.s find your card board house and burn your
asshole iraqi can just suck my dick bicth purplenugget11 3 years agoInsanePwnage1 3
years ago lol tats funny there u lik faggot. u such a big man for sayin that shit over the
comp. say it to an Iraqi in their face and u will fucking get shit kicked and maybe shot
InsanePwnage1 3 years agobwhite3024 3 years ago Oohhh hey now. What iraqis are the
gangsters of the middle east??? bwhite3024 3 years agoInsanePwnage1 3 years ago lol?
wtf? i dunno wat u thot meant but anyway, i mean if u do say tht we will shit kick you
=) InsanePwnage1 3 years agoInsanePwnage1 3 years ago kinda like, if u go up to some
white person and call em trailer trash dont u think they would fucking shit kick you or
atleast hurt u in some way? InsanePwnage1 3 years agogsingh5 3 years ago ye and lets
not get into the many times that america has supported an evil regime (eg, when you the
Americans shook hands with suddam hussein in the early 80's) gsingh5 3 years agolfclao
3 years ago show hide fuck iraq and fuck america.sand niggers and jew loving cunts full of
nigger slaves america are shite.liverpool till i die. lfclao 3 years agokamarul1812 3 years
ago boring.... kamarul1812 3 years agoMurdocKicksAss 3 years ago 2 This was truly a
video to see...even 50 years from now I will remember this video. Thank you for sharing
this with me. God Bless You and Your Family. It was disturbing but I feel watching it
makes me understand more about what really happened. MurdocKicksAss 3 years ago
2paraisokoto 3 years ago If we believe in good God let us not tolerate the tyrants (fat
pigs)to put the world in a situation like this. Let's us unite and put these evils to justice.
They used United Nation indeed, destroy the integrity. They kill, kill, kill, kill and we
work for them to feed our children. Oh, yes we help them murder innocent civilians.
Wake up my fellow Earthlings! paraisokoto 3 years agoLayLow66 3 years ago thank you
for sharing this and honest to god...god bless america and the new york residents, fire
fighters, and the brave people who didn't make it :( LayLow66 3 years
agopattycaker1508 3 years ago 2 OMG ='( i remeber that day like it was yesterday......i
was 10 years old and in music class ,lol we were learning about hole notes, and then we
heared a huge sound it sounded like a H bomb that just went off....... the teachers broke
into tears they just wouldent tell us why they stoped teaching... then they turned on the
TV and after that it hasent left my memories........ im joining the marines becaues of this
and what they did to our country, people, and memories............AMEN pattycaker1508
3 years ago 2sofistafunk 3 years ago pattycaker- we need more people like you! AMEN!
sofistafunk 3 years agogab1234 3 years ago Give my regards to Juba! He's a nice guy!!
gab1234 3 years agojgc647 3 years ago thank g-d for people like you... jgc647 3 years
agozen3051 3 years ago Bush is a dick. Alright He is a republic ok. It's Bush fought he
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sent the troops to go Iraq and thats what made the fuckin 9/11 alright. Bush just go to
Iraq for oil. That's why he's family is rich. zen3051 3 years agokatlynn10 3 years ago 2 I
HAte those people Who did this:( katlynn10 3 years ago 2gooner4eva91 3 years ago At
10:35 it looks like someone jumps out then it very disturbing i was shocked
gooner4eva91 3 years agobirdforgreatness 3 years ago i say some minority jokes alot, and
we ALL laugh. why is the 10% of america that doesnt have "think skin(bitchs)" running
this country. back to 9/11 belive what u want thats ur right. but r freedom also gives way
for a group to protest that. and makes ur habits against the law. if there is the one dick
head that onwece to do it. birdforgreatness 3 years agobirdforgreatness 3 years ago this is
how bad this country is because of lawayers or whoever. im in the navy. i cant yell at a
guy for not doing his job to defend our country. hes 1 hour late i write him up, this goes
on for for 1 year, damm near everyday. i finnaly yell at him and i pretty much lose rank
for it cause he felt bad. awesome aint it, the country is 1 sailor less cause a group said
yelling is bad. birdforgreatness 3 years agobirdforgreatness 3 years ago we can say what
we all want.terrorist attact, conspirisey, whatever. i belive freedom is what u make it. u
belive what happen here is caused by r goverment, i dont. i just want freedom. why cant i
curse in a restraunt in Virgina. why cant i blast my music, and so on. ur kids dont need to
hear it, dont take them out, hell in 5 years they will be doing the same anyway.
birdforgreatness 3 years agobirdforgreatness 3 years ago lol u guys r funny. invade iraq
for oil? really? it saved billons to invade iraq now, while we got r tanks over there. why
resend them in 2 years(when they do something stupid) when we can take sadam out
now(which was the plan all along if u look at it). birdforgreatness 3 years agolacika67 3
years ago Bush is just defending the democracy and the free world, he is like Charles
Martel, Jan Sobieski or all the other heroes who defended the west against the hordes of
the crescent. lacika67 3 years agojupiterscastle 3 years ago You really need help
jupiterscastle 3 years agolacika67 3 years ago The Quran preaches war against all nonmuslims and is full of hate against jews, christians and other non-muslims. Islam has
fought its surrounding world right from the start and has never stopped to expand
military. Those who fight against muslims are just defending themselves since 1400 years.
lacika67 3 years agojupiterscastle 3 years ago It doesn't say that, stop lieing jupiterscastle
3 years agolacika67 3 years ago The Quran is a 1400 year old book that says that all
muslims should wage war against the non-muslim world around them so the only thing
that really supports and calls for war is the muslims, they have done this from the start.
So everyone since 1400 years who fights muslims are just defending themselves. lacika67
3 years agojupiterscastle 3 years ago Again, if you don't know what you're talking about
then shut up, there is nothing in the koran which says that... jupiterscastle 3 years
agoExalt4KoRn 3 years ago It looks like three people jumped out at 9.14 when you here a
glass smashing sound and objects falling down. Exalt4KoRn 3 years agoExalt4KoRn 3
years ago You have to admit, Twin Towers go boom and Bush decides to go to war - but
not for justice (or revenge as some may call it), but for the oil over there in the middle
east. US of A would be a much better country if it wasn't full of war mongering cunts.
GB isn't the only one, John Howard is just as pathitic aswell. Down with Nuclear Power.
Down with Bush and Howard. Down with US of A. Down with TVNZ for not showing
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live coverage of the V8 Supercars. Exalt4KoRn 3 years agotrombonedude85 3 years ago
Terrorist? maybe so, but why the Oil? Fpr centerys the elite has used these type of tatics
(Like 9/11) in order to get madates, people support, and freedom to execute actions for
their own personal gain. Is that not true? What about the unclassified files stating the
exact execution of a plan to crash planes (like 9/11) in order gain support to invade Cuba?
trombonedude85 3 years agogodzillaislarge 3 years ago fuck george bush and the
government, he blew up the twin towers and the petagon with bombs. buildings dont
callapse like that because of fires, it takes blue fire to melt steal, and the fire in the
buildings werent blue fire. fuck you george bush, fuck the pope too. them and germany
and rome and usa are full of evil bullshit. they all can keep sucking the devils cock.
godzillaislarge 3 years agokrystled23 3 years ago I remember this day VERY WELL.. My
son was born on this actual day.. So many lives were taken yet so many lives were being
born.. Every 9-11 of every yr, I celebrate the birth of my son while people are mourning
the loss of their loved ones.. Its a very sad but special day for me.. My son will learn
about this day, the day he was born.. Such a sad day.. krystled23 3 years
agoCVetteMan1111 3 years ago 2 I remember that day very well. In 2nd period. Totally
quiet. Everyones eyes glued to the tv Praying for everyone. Everyones eyes were glazed.
All of us were amazed something like that could happen. CVetteMan1111 3 years ago
2japh8528 3 years ago i mean afghanistan srry guyz japh8528 3 years agojaph8528 3
years ago when i became president, i will launch a nuclear bomb at arabia!!!!! japh8528 3
years agoMikkalaTube 3 years ago I hope you never get near a nuclear bomb.
MikkalaTube 3 years agoCVetteMan1111 3 years ago Looks like the scene from a crazy
movie. Amazing photography. History on film. Tragic but still beautiful. Sad day in
history. People hate America. Maybe we should totally stop helping nations around the
world and cut them all off from us. ALL nations cut off... CVetteMan1111 3 years
agonattybattyroe 3 years ago Do you mean muslim? nattybattyroe 3 years
agoPrincessPea13 3 years ago i hate every1 who hit the world trade centers. I hope it
wasn;t any jews or christins but i think the jews did have something 2 do with this.
PrincessPea13 3 years agoPhilcov 3 years ago Thank you for sharing this. Philcov 3 years
agobigdudegman123 3 years ago because of that i hate iraqis and all the fuckin middle
easterns!!! bigdudegman123 3 years agostevo2779 3 years ago OMG at 11:03 you can
see someone jumping out of the window, this is so sad! stevo2779 3 years agoimbunzo 3
years ago Why did clark and peter parker or spiderman and superman didint appear there
so unfair maybe the airplane is not a bird not a plane but superman!!!! imbunzo 3 years
agoPoxell91 3 years ago Dude, that is so tasteless and wrong on so many levels. You
know that, right? If not, then gtfo, cause 9/11 jokes are not funny. Poxell91 3 years
agoPoxell91 3 years ago I was directing this towards imbunzo below. Sorry for the
confusion. Poxell91 3 years agomingemil 3 years ago clark was fcking louise at this time i
guess. mingemil 3 years agoDividedByTheLight 3 years ago Man this is great stuff i wish
i was there DividedByTheLight 3 years agoxfactoraddik 3 years ago freak xfactoraddik 3
years agoUnusualRini 3 years ago Because, y'know, they so wanted to be blessed for
dying a fiery, horrible death. :D UnusualRini 3 years agoWILLZ4LIFE 3 years ago
RESPECT Given Sign WILLZ4LIFE 3 years ago Prev 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 Next
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Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location:
Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as
a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different
playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to:
Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My
Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September
11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond
to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all
All Comments (47,036) WILLZ4LIFE 3 years ago RESPECT Given Sign WILLZ4LIFE 3
years agogenekudeu 3 years ago tl;dw genekudeu 3 years agolonelyheartache 3 years ago
how many would have been saved if they had parachutes that being the only way down,
what a tragic day in the life of humanity,we lost so much and all we gained was a new
way to hate.. lonelyheartache 3 years agofunkyflights 3 years ago This is amazing footage
of what happened .... This day can never be forgotten.... thank you for this video and
God bless everyone who lost there lives on this terrible day in our history.... funkyflights
3 years agoUnusualRini 3 years ago Because, y'know, they so wanted to be blessed for
dying a fiery, horrible death. :D UnusualRini 3 years agojedimastersupercat 3 years ago 2
Impressive! Specially when the north tower falls and the smoke darkens everything. God
bless the fallen and all their families. jedimastersupercat 3 years ago
2TheWorldProdutions 3 years ago Man it sucked for those people trapped in that
building, And don't get me wrong, I am not trying to be insensitive or anything but WHO
THE FUCK builts buildings that friking high up and thinks its going to be the safest place
in the world jor nothing is going to happen to it. Mannnn we were stupid to built
something that high up TheWorldProdutions 3 years agoslimerthy12 3 years ago u sick
fuck.lol slimerthy12 3 years agoleezer23 3 years ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam My favorite part is when they start jumping out of the windows
lol...Why dont they ever show the pics of the bodies after they splattered on the
sidewalk? Does anyone know where I can find them? leezer23 3 years
agoHockeyMetalRPG 3 years ago 6 your a heartless dick you know that!!!! I lost several
of my friends on that day on the FDNY so I hope you die!!!! HockeyMetalRPG 3 years
ago 6smeagolonfire 3 years ago alqieda fatherfucking disrespectful coward. smeagolonfire
3 years agoTihbialdunav 3 years ago Thank you for posting this video. It's really sad
what one man can do to another. Tihbialdunav 3 years agomanofrome87 3 years ago i
hope you rot and die you fucking piece of shit. How dare you say its fake, How about
you tell all those families that lost there loved ones that it was fake fucking idiot.
manofrome87 3 years agoassmanlarry 3 years ago 6 my father lost his life as a firefighter
trying to save the citizens of NYC RIP Dad 75-01 assmanlarry 3 years ago
6HockeyMetalRPG 3 years ago 5 God bless your Dad!!! He really was a hero. I lost 3
friends on Rescue 1 on that day. HockeyMetalRPG 3 years ago 5Dragsterf1 3 years ago
im relly sry guys for you guys who made this video when u said somthing about that one
guy bob in there. I really am sry and this is not fake one bit. R.I.P Dragsterf1 3 years
agokissthedevil85 3 years ago fake?? are u fucking serious u stupid sack of shit?? i lost
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my 2 friends on 9/11 this isn't fucking fake u dumb idiot god shud punish u for saying
shit like that. u cant fake this shit.. assholes have some fuckin respect kissthedevil85 3
years agoacxallstarzjags13 3 years ago ok people shut the fuck up. its not fake. that could
never be fake. u should freakin be sad for the people who lost there lives. who died from
that sad day. :/// acxallstarzjags13 3 years agoJakedudeiscool 3 years ago It was
Terrorists.... It was on national television by quouincedince... they were dioing like a
morning broadcast thing... and the planes happened to hit the world trade center that day
and time. It was probably planned that way. Jakedudeiscool 3 years agoinvisiblewaffles 3
years ago That Is Fucking Insane. invisiblewaffles 3 years agoDarthjimmy92 3 years ago
Oh my God! This is just tragic, Every time I remember this terrible day my heart just
beats faster. Darthjimmy92 3 years agoBfromhp 3 years ago 9/11 is so fake. you got to
be stupid if you believe terrorists did this. Bfromhp 3 years agoGeovannaUnit 3 years
ago wtf? you think this is fake? obviusly its not! and yeah i guess im stupid according to
you because i completley believe terrorists did this! GeovannaUnit 3 years
agotoolboxOfun69 3 years ago a military jet flies past the building right when the second
plane hits, but that was edited out for some reason. its visible in other 9/11 videos.
toolboxOfun69 3 years agophilipluver 3 years ago this is sooo sad between 7:40 and 7:45
u can see some 1 jumping.... its soo sad:'( philipluver 3 years agomarkus2185 3 years ago
ummm... i hate cheney just as much as the next guy but we only knew we were under
attack after the second plane hit. markus2185 3 years agorepub21 3 years ago 2 Sad but
good footage. repub21 3 years ago 2g0a1ieguy 3 years ago we shouldn't have been so
suprised this has been happening for a very 50 years g0a1ieguy 3 years agoBfromhp 3
years ago in the last sentence of the last post, i meant world instead of "year". Bfromhp 3
years agoBfromhp 3 years ago 3000 people were tragically killed that day, but many
many many times the civilians have been killed in Palestine, Iraq, and other parts of the
Middle East such as Lebanon. 9/11 has been happening to innocent civilians 100 times
over in that part of the year for more than 50 years now. Bfromhp 3 years agoBfromhp 3
years ago 9/11 was a very sad day indeed. But there are many questions that are
unanswered. Jet fuel does not burn at a high enough temperature to melt the frame of the
building. Also, there were explosions at the bottom of the tower. It wasn't a plane that hit
the pentagon, but some sort of projectile that left no plane wreckage or bodies. There is
convincing evidence that the towers were brought down by the US govt as a pretext for
invading Iraq and fighting "terror". Bfromhp 3 years agocowmoomoo99 3 years ago Even
today after seeing this makes me angry,very,very angry. To me all Osoma did was anger
200 million Americans. We will never forgive his actions, never. Perhaps it could be time
for the U.S. to hold its first public execution. I do not think there will be any shortage of
volunteers to throw the switch. Including myself. cowmoomoo99 3 years
agokaboom8111 3 years ago he didnt just anger all of us, he also brought our army to the
middle east where he could fight us on his own ground, where he has the weapons. if this
was a coincidence, i dont know. maybe he planned it to do that. and with us fighting
there, he inspired billions (not even all muslims) to turn against us for invading his
country and for invading iraq, which had (<- i said had) nothing to do with terrorism. but
now we have a created millions of extremists over there. think left, vote liberal!
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kaboom8111 3 years agophilipluver 3 years ago they already did it philipluver 3 years
agoGEORGiEWiLKiNS 3 years ago must of been realy hard watching that happen i
couldnt of hacket it! i dont know wat i would of done !!!! R.I.P TO EVREONE WHO
DIED!!! GEORGiEWiLKiNS 3 years agoinfovobis 3 years ago Search and watch "Stop
the Clash of Civilizations" a video against the war infovobis 3 years agojaydengee 3 years
ago u no dat vids on utube sood only b 11 mins ae? jaydengee 3 years agomooshman1986
3 years ago shut the fuck up did you even watch the video? who cares if its over 11
minutes long. you think all the people that died that day are not worth having a video
longer than 11 minutes long? mooshman1986 3 years agowade8895 3 years ago this
terrible event was no laughing matter so many people died because of stupid terrorists
that hijacked those planes! they should have never been allowed on the planes in the first
place! wade8895 3 years agomiztrueblue122 3 years ago omg...dis is very sad....hw can
ppl laugh...u have to b in ppls places and see how they feel...wat if it was ur family...now
laugh...:(...dis is one of da most sadest days ever...i cry... miztrueblue122 3 years
agofaridlalani 3 years ago I want to download this video.But "HOW" faridlalani 3 years
agoacms13 3 years ago wow, god help us !!! acms13 3 years agodannyjjs 3 years ago
There was a daycare at the WTC? Oh my lord, those poor children if there was a
daycare... dannyjjs 3 years agodannyjjs 3 years ago No it wasn't! dannyjjs 3 years
agocastellon30 3 years ago they should pay for that :@ castellon30 3 years agohrlh123 3
years ago Like I said, I DONiT care now who did it!! I refuse to get into the politics of it
all!! .. I just hope that the families are finding closure, and are coping with their grief as
well as they can!!.. My thoughts are with them all x hrlh123 3 years
agokookoobananas3shawna 3 years ago man if they do one more thing...i swear im going
to be a iraqi terrorist when i grow up... im serious i want to kill them i dont care what it
takes....they dont get to do that and get away with it kookoobananas3shawna 3 years
agoJerseysfinestchris 3 years ago omfg..i was watching waiting 2 see ur reactuion of teh
second tower n stuff..i liked ur vid..but i was really waitin 2 c wat happened when u saw
teh second 1..and u didnt put it..4/5..woudl have been 5/5..u can also c a ufo at 11:50..
Jerseysfinestchris 3 years agohrlh123 3 years ago Not one of us can ever imagine what
was going through the minds of the people in there!!! we can only assume !! hopefully,
we will never be in the situation to feel such terror!! My thoughts and prayers are with
the families who lost loved ones that day !! xx hrlh123 3 years agoSakura3455 3 years ago
You guys were in an 'I don't care' mood. WTH?! You should've been fucking screaming or
something! Sakura3455 3 years agoDavidDude96 3 years ago is lilly ok??????????
DavidDude96 3 years agoarthurmex 3 years ago Now, thousands or millions of Iraqis cry
same or more without owing it arthurmex 3 years agomarx7290 3 years ago kaboom ur a
fucking ignorant peice of shit and should fucking rot in hell for what u said. they jumped
because of the intense heat u fucking cunt. and how are pillows gonna fucking stop you
when ur hundreds of feet in the air. go fuck urself. if ur saying that comment for real then
that only means that ur a sad fucking dip shit who is a waste and failure at life. u should
be ashamed of urself for that comment. marx7290 3 years agoletsbeforeal 3 years ago 2
GOD BLESS! All families that were affected by this tragedy. This day will never be
forgotten. letsbeforeal 3 years ago 2kook2222 3 years ago well done for recording that for
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historical use. That was a bad day for USA, but Imo USA was too quick to revenge and I
dont believe for 1 second it was osama or Iraq. I think it was US Government arranged.
Look at Nam kennedy and diem killed within 2 weeks?? kook2222 3 years
agoClaySaysFuckYou 3 years ago show hide bitch dont talk like that about the u.s.
ClaySaysFuckYou 3 years agokook2222 3 years ago 2 So what are you going to do about
it 17teen yearold little boy? Are you going to attack me with ur Youtube Bat.?? I havent
Insulted my country to which I have lived in longer than you and served my country.
Little child Shut up. kook2222 3 years ago 2sponges05 3 years ago really good footage
great views sponges05 3 years agoanimekitten1988 3 years ago i now this sounds sad but
this too one day will be forgoten...it maybe writen down in the text books of history but
by the next few generations it will be forgoten just like the city of rome and the boming
rads on london in the 1940's...its sad but thats history... animekitten1988 3 years
agosponges05 3 years ago maybe but we atleast have a story to tell to our children some
day sponges05 3 years agoanimekitten1988 3 years ago true... will agree with u...at lest
will have the storys to pass down...but u never now they could asidently change it
animekitten1988 3 years agoanimekitten1988 3 years ago ...i think u need to get laid...but
i will agree with u on the hamster and family member thing...when u lose a hamster u cry
about it but after awhile u stop but u still feel sad its the same thing with famly when
they die u cry and u stop but u still feel sad at the same time animekitten1988 3 years
agoHackersSun 3 years ago who's up for a building a time machine and slaughtering the
bitch-ass extremists on the plane who did this? HackersSun 3 years agosponges05 3 years
ago hahahaha im with you lolol sponges05 3 years agogymnastmama 3 years ago yea that
was a very sad day i will keep these family in my prayers gymnastmama 3 years
agomarkus2185 3 years ago bunkerjamus, who stole your brain? is everybody in on
this??? how in the effing hell would such a massive conspiracy stay underground? You're
probably 13, right? Grow the fuck up. markus2185 3 years agomarkus2185 3 years ago 2
these people were in on the conspiracy!!! thousands of people are. fire fighters, college
professors, structural engineers, clear thinkers, and especially the victims. anybody who
disagrees with the 9/11 truthers. i know it makes you feel important. you're in on the
secret, right? get a life markus2185 3 years ago 2rolo1188 3 years ago Dude, thats cruel.
Some people lost all of their family members in 9/11.Think of what they went through 3
days ago. rolo1188 3 years agochavygeeza 3 years ago america did this to them self...
right??! chavygeeza 3 years agoHeartagram31 3 years ago Yeah. We had it coming.
heartless...People died! Who cares what happened or who did it..Cant we just honor the
deaths of our brothers and sisters? Heartagram31 3 years agokaboom8111 3 years ago
those who died, deserved to die! it was a test of God and His son Jesus Christ, a test of
faith. those who stood their ground like a true human being wouldnt feel fire. those who
jumped or tried to escape where turn in to torches like heretics by the cleansing fire or
jumped straight into satans open mouth. eternal brimstone under fiery whips is the price
they paid for being cowards kaboom8111 3 years ago3hittermages 3 years ago stfu dude u
think they wanted to die no they wanted to live didnt u see people jumping see they
wanted to say alive!! 3hittermages 3 years agokaboom8111 3 years ago show hide they
wanted to live so they jumped to from the 90th floor or higher? that makes sense! they
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jumped because they had nothing to live for, nobody loved them, not even God Almighty
and Jesus Christ, not even the firemen, otherwise they would have put pillows at the
bottom of the wtc, they where just useless fucks who deserved to go to hell because they
were wasting our oxygen. kaboom8111 3 years ago3hittermages 3 years ago fuck you
they only jumped because it was 500 degress in there because of the jet fuel of the
airplane 3hittermages 3 years agokaboom8111 3 years ago show hide thats not has hot as
where they are now... for eternity hahaha LOL kaboom8111 3 years ago3hittermages 3
years ago IDIOT GO TO HELL 3hittermages 3 years agokookoobananas3shawna 3 years
ago dude are u crazy??!!! like are u from iraq or something..are u brainwashed there?? cuz
thats how ur sounding rite about now go take ur opinion somewhere else cuz no one
wants to hear it kookoobananas3shawna 3 years agoKynell 3 years ago kaboom wat the
hell pillows wouldnt of helped at all dipshit Kynell 3 years agoAjntb2Sli 3 years ago
Hittermages, dont listen to Kaboom, he's really an atheists playing politics against the
Christians so they can get a bum rap. So much polititcs being played nowadays. Our
government didnt do this! Kaboom and his Conspiracy theory sicko's need to go get a real
education and get out of college. They are clearly not teaching you how to think for
yourself. Ajntb2Sli 3 years agoanimekitten1988 3 years ago stfu u relgouse bastared...god
this is why i hate over religouse people... animekitten1988 3 years
agoHopeDiamondSS16 3 years ago I just uploaded a ground-breaking video!! Please
watch. I hope it provokes thoughts. (9/11) HopeDiamondSS16 3 years agopazman2007 3
years ago Does it matter why it was edited out? there are loads of other shots of 175
hitting the south tower. Oh, and their view wasn't totally blocked, they are viewing the
incident from a NW position and would have seen the plane until the point of impact.
pazman2007 3 years agosponges05 3 years ago great view, sad story god bless america
sponges05 3 years agoJimmyMSP 3 years ago on my behalf....what else would put that
kind of a gaping hole in the side of that building??? JimmyMSP 3 years agozdizzle3 3
years ago 2 R.I.P those who died on 9/11 LONG LIVE OLD GLORY zdizzle3 3 years
ago 2pazman2007 3 years ago I posted this yesterday... "I'm from the UK and visit New
York 2/3 times a year. Someone correct me if I'm wrong but this video looks like it was
filmed near Chambers Street. I'm not that familiar with Manhattan but I visited Stuy
School there in 2000." does anyone know the answer? I've not been back to lower
Manhattan since this terrible day, pazman2007 3 years agoYouSuckAss00 3 years ago I
got goosebumps watching that first fire truck pull up to the building. That might have
been the last time any of those men were alive, it's really hard to watch. YouSuckAss00 3
years agogoblue809582 3 years ago whats wrong with the lady goblue809582 3 years
agoDavidDude96 3 years ago r u 8? DavidDude96 3 years ago3hittermages 3 years ago
are u like retarted shes crieing cause the towers are falling and she proplly lost someone
and people are dieing ok? 3hittermages 3 years ago02ellwoj 3 years ago '12:17-19' "it was
a military plane". im guessing that these people had a pretty good view of what they saw
from 500 yards away! thnkyou for posting this video ASK questions DEMAND
answers!! 02ellwoj 3 years ago9Troy9 3 years ago 9/11 isnt shit you bitch 9Troy9 3
years agoBfromhp 3 years ago why is it not shit. Bfromhp 3 years agoBfromhp 3 years
ago Way to fake. 9/11 is shit! Bfromhp 3 years agojoshmyangelofmusic 3 years ago you
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must be one inconsiderate person if you think 9/11 is crap. You obviously don't realize
how many innocent people died that day. It's not all about the people in the planes that
died, it's also about the people in the building and the fireman who tried to rescure others.
joshmyangelofmusic 3 years agoDavidDude96 3 years ago what d u mean fake
DavidDude96 3 years ago3hittermages 3 years ago is not shit cause 3000 people died in
there 3hittermages 3 years agoBfromhp 3 years ago true. but it wasn't a terrorist attack.
Bfromhp 3 years agocamoman12345 3 years ago it wasnt afghanistan or iraq but it was
Al Quaeda and saudi arabians. bush knows it was the saudi arabians but he did not start a
war with them because he has close ties with the saudi's. So i say fuck bush and fuck the
saudi's God Bless America and the victims of 9\11\01 camoman12345 3 years
agodaryl060761 3 years ago Yeah well God or somebody better do something for
America soon, because it's government doesn't give a rat's ass! daryl060761 3 years
agoshigsho 3 years ago This is must viewing. Watch this and then ask yourself if the
Patriot Act needs to be weakened? Watch this and ask yourself if we should surrender in
Iraq? Please Pres. Bush and whoever comes after him PLEASE keep on the offense and
fight back. The years of doing nothing caused this attack. This was the SECOND attack
on the World Trade Center. What was the U.S. response after the first? Radical Islam
wants to destroy the world. They must be stopped. shigsho 3 years agodaryl060761 3
years ago Hello? WTF did Iraq have to do with this...you brainwashed sap? daryl060761
3 years agoViddirect220 3 years ago 2 weirdo fking terrorist! Viddirect220 3 years ago
2theliverpoolneger 3 years ago show hide hahahahahahah i love this video. i love it to se
us go down hahahaha theliverpoolneger 3 years agomuscle1983 3 years ago The islamists
don't just want to destroy the USA. They also want to kill swedish people because they
are part of occident world. After the USA it will be your turn! muscle1983 3 years
agoAngel199346 3 years ago Do you have any idea how many lives were lost in this
tragic event and how many other lives were changed forever? I can't believe you would
say something like that. Angel199346 3 years agoBfromhp 3 years ago Nice comment. i
agree. Bfromhp 3 years agojoshmyangelofmusic 3 years ago 3 you are one sick person if
you think this is funny. People have no idea how much loss people feel because of what
other people did thinking that they'll have eternal life or whatever. try and be in the
persons point of view watching all of this happen or a family member of someone who
died on that day, see if its funny now joshmyangelofmusic 3 years ago 3pazman2007 3
years ago I see you support Liverpool FC. Was it also funny to see 96 fans crushed at
Hillsborough in 1989? pazman2007 3 years agodaryl060761 3 years ago 4 ...and by good,
I mean to watch this appalling event, and feel something. daryl060761 3 years ago
4daryl060761 3 years ago 3 ...having said that, my thanks to the people who kept the
camera rolling and posted this footage. There is something about the events of 9/11 that
has nothing to do with politics. It was good to watch this video and remember that we
lost almost 3,000 lives that day. God bless the victims and their families. daryl060761 3
years ago 3daryl060761 3 years ago So sad that all those police officer's and firefighters
had to die in a building that they planned to demolish anyway! If only the government
could have told the firefighters to stay away, it would have saved some more lives. But
that wouldn't have gone along with the official story, or the offical 9/11 report, which
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building engineers rightly refer to as a half-baked farce. Sad! God bless innocent American
citizens. daryl060761 3 years agoLaptopSHE 3 years ago erm....may i ask a qns?is
Osama Bin Laden responsble in this incident? LaptopSHE 3 years agoLeeH1989 3 years
ago Why has the plane bin cut out of the video !? LeeH1989 3 years agogracegraceybella
3 years ago 2 dont be sad but happy for the ppls that died cuz weather they sufferd or
died instantly god has paid them back.....there in a place that is 10000x's better then this
place could and will ever be there in heaven w/ god where they belong....god bless all just
cuz 9/11 is over dun forget about the victimes that died that day cuz there loved ones live
w/ it forever gracegraceybella 3 years ago 212sck 3 years ago Thank you for sharing this
video! It's important to share this so people can see what an individual witnessed that
day! 12sck 3 years agopazman2007 3 years ago I'm from the UK and visit New York 2/3
times a year. Someone correct me if I'm wrong but this video looks like it was filmed near
Chambers Street. I'm not that familiar with Manhattan but I visited Stuy School there in
2000. Sends a shiver down my spine. pazman2007 3 years agocuser08 3 years ago 2 this
is a great video..and a terrible day in american history..god bless all those who lost their
lives in these cowardly acts cuser08 3 years ago 2amradioguy4u 3 years ago Wow, what a
video. Thank you for sharing it. We must never forget those who lost their lives on that
day, and for those who have died fighting for our freedom. God Bless America!!!
amradioguy4u 3 years agolosermex 3 years ago um my respects go out for the people that
died at war but if you hear the news they arent fighting for our freedom they either
fighting because of oil or "give them a better life" losermex 3 years agoamradioguy4u 3
years ago We, as Americans should support our President. Whether we agree with his
decisions in Iraq or not, we must support our President and our troops. Oh, by the way,
I'm not a Republican. Bush is not stupid, people who don't support our elected officials
are not so intelligent. This is not meant to insult your intelligence, but I just don't agree
with your comments. amradioguy4u 3 years agomustafaopw 3 years ago I just lost my
will to live with this comment. 9/11 was a inside job for OIL and the NEW WORLD
ORDER. mustafaopw 3 years agolosermex 3 years ago who said this i havent read
anything about how 9-11 was in inside job... IF THIS WOULDNT HAVE HAPPENED
WE WOULDNT BE AT WAR RIGHT NOW losermex 3 years agolosermex 3 years ago
why arent they intelligent??..its not my fault im only 16 and cant vote losermex 3 years
agolosermex 3 years ago (PLANBskillz)your raciest...why do u want them to die?? not all
of them did that just the people with no hearts losermex 3 years agoKillamax2455 3 years
ago how could these idiots saying its funny think that this is anywhere close to being
meerly funny that had to be so scary, glad that you guys are okay, but alot others arent
so lucky Killamax2455 3 years agolosermex 3 years ago when this happened i was in my
5th grade class i my teacher said her parents where in or by the twin towers when it
happened...i never thought it was sooo bad...POOR PEOPLE THEY NEVER Hthey
went AD A CHANCE =[ ...but stupid bush i guess didnt think that many people were
killed that day he wanted... he sent people to war... oh the 2nd plane DOES LOOK LIKE
A MILITARY PLANE no windows or nothing seem odd?? losermex 3 years
agoHardcoresnake247 3 years ago To all those who are saying this is a funny video: keep
those comments to urself. For those who are making other accounts or using their real
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accounts to say this shit just to watch others flip, stop that shit right now. Oops my
aplogies for calling u people. My point being:The next time u open ur worthless excuse
for a mouth, make sure its sympathy for the people who lost their lives on this day.
Hardcoresnake247 3 years agokhm3rboi215 3 years ago had anybody ever thought about
y the twin towers? couldnt it had been another building? god bless america n all the
people who lost a loved one khm3rboi215 3 years agoPowerhitter0418 3 years ago Wow,
that was horrible day. Powerhitter0418 3 years agoSparks217 3 years ago omg go to
microsoft word and type in the plane flight number that hit the towers and the number is
Q33 then type in NY as new york so it looks like this Q33 NY then u make it size 48
then highlight it and change it to wingdings and then it show a plane crashing into the twin
towers and it says death to all jews sooo scary!!! no lie try it!!! Sparks217 3 years
agoguyverman 3 years ago u rlly think those terrorists got their "71 virgins"? i would have
liked it better if there was a mistranslation in the texts and it was "71 virginians".
guyverman 3 years agoZebrachicktori 3 years ago This is so sad. In my class, we are
studying this. It's so awesome just getting it UP CLOSE. Zebrachicktori 3 years
agoalyandajrox123 3 years ago Oh no! 19:40, I'm sry u had to see that! How long did it
take for the smoke to blow away? alyandajrox123 3 years agodhafjkdhskfahl 3 years ago
being canadian, im not a citizen of the united states, but i still feel really close. both
geographically and culturally. we were hit almost as hard as you were given our
proximity. wish i could offer nice things, but all i have is sympathy. god bless the people
in those towers, firefighters, passengers on the aircraft, and any others i left out
dhafjkdhskfahl 3 years agosoulranger 3 years ago there's nothing funny, entertaining or
hilarious about this whatsoever... people died that day... lieves were lost... persons that
had nothing to do with wht their goverment was up to during that time... who wanted
nothing else than to live their lives in an honest and hard working... sure, we could pull up
a dozen or more incidents that are just as horrible... Chile's 30 year long dictatorship that
started on september 11 1973 for example... soulranger 3 years agosoulranger 3 years ago
(continuing) Mourn for the lives lost, a silent prayer for those who died.... and for the
love of God... show some respect... i don't think that any of you who laugh at this would
enjoy it if any friends of family went through the same soulranger 3 years
agorandomlard101 3 years ago your a fucking bitch fucker with no life fuck you!!!!!!!!!!!
randomlard101 3 years agoaquababe62 3 years ago all of u who think this is funny SHUT
UP!!!! this si not funny this is horrible!! aquababe62 3 years agocrzycamy1 3 years ago
OMG if ill be you people i would be shiting bricks right there crzycamy1 3 years
agomanunited1221 3 years ago lmfao manunited1221 3 years agoleezer23 3 years ago
show hide Why dont they ever show the splattered bodies from people jumping...thats
what I want to see...dont you? Does anyonbe know where I can find those pics? leezer23
3 years agobefwwe555 3 years ago u sicken me befwwe555 3 years agojillgags23 3 years
ago you fucking asshole jillgags23 3 years agokhm3rboi215 3 years ago if u wanted to see
that how would u feel if ppl wanted to see ur body jump out a window n ur brain splatter
all over the road? khm3rboi215 3 years agoheyloves333 3 years ago 3 Wow. Being there
and seeing this all happen must have truly been traumatizing. I saw it when I was merely
in 4th grade, but I feel like I have some sort of attachment to the event. I feel compelled to
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crying whenever I see footage, even though I did not know anyone who died. This was
beyond tragic. Words can not even describe all of the emotion that Americans felt that
day. heyloves333 3 years ago 3BrendenFerguson 3 years ago I was in 4th grade also... i
remember i didn't know anything about it until i got to school. but then the teacher turned
on the tv and the whole class started crying...this was an unforgettable act of cruelty, but
instead of splitting us Americans apart, it brought us closer together. BrendenFerguson 3
years agoKillamax2455 3 years ago that had to be so scary just there and witnessing it let
alone actually being in it Killamax2455 3 years agotheliverpoolneger 3 years ago show
hide nice :D haahahhahaa theliverpoolneger 3 years ago911Neverforget911 3 years ago
why did you laugh thats not funny omg i cried so much and i only saw it on tv when i
was in 2nd grade omg im crying now this is the most realsictic video cuz all the news ones
no ones crying or anything but this is really real</3 911Neverforget911 3 years
agoBalrogOfMorgorth 3 years ago 2 theliverpoolneger = DUMBFUCKINGSHIT!!!
THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NOTHING FUNNY ABOUT WHAT HAPPEND ON
THAT DAY!!!! YOU ARE NO BETTER THAT THE TERRORISTS THAT
ATTACKED US THAT DAY!!!! BURN IN HELL!!!! BalrogOfMorgorth 3 years ago
2leezer23 3 years ago show hide I think the people jumping out of the windows was
hilarious. I just want to see what they looked like when they hit the ground. And the
people that were in the floors above the fire that had no chance of getting out...I bet they
were like...damn leezer23 3 years agodhafjkdhskfahl 3 years ago wtf is wrong with you
guy? do you have no morals? no sense of right or wrong? you need a reality check. i feel
sorry for you, i really do. dhafjkdhskfahl 3 years agonejnej83 3 years ago I can only
imagin what was going through your head when you saw this happend, espcially you
being a mom. GOD BLESS AMERICA! nejnej83 3 years agoborris89 3 years ago 2 i cant
even egin to imagine watching this from where u were. truly amazing footage. thanks.
borris89 3 years ago 2trasivijf 3 years ago 6 i hate terrorrism................. trasivijf 3 years
ago 6wacha2256 3 years ago show hide lmao owned wacha2256 3 years agowade8895 3
years ago MRX111 how can a video like this make u giggle u stupid idiot dont u realize
how many people died on this terrible day how could u! wade8895 3 years agoiandavison
3 years ago pwnt iandavison 3 years agopainmaker300 3 years ago stfu -.- thousands of
ppl died of it imagein that u where in the building fuck u painmaker300 3 years
agoMrx111 3 years ago show hide this video made me giggle Mrx111 3 years
agoZebrachicktori 3 years ago mrx111 how could u say it made u giggle? there were 2,948
people that died how cruel Zebrachicktori 3 years agojtsings 3 years ago mrx111 you
stupid ass how the hell can you even think this is funny what if someone you love was in
that building would it be funny thing. Use your head asshole! jtsings 3 years
agoSteve4laws 3 years ago Please post the uncut/unedited version. Thank you!!
Steve4laws 3 years agobrivanas 3 years ago This is extremely well focused and framed for
a "home" video.....hmmmmm brivanas 3 years agotenchu21 3 years ago at 8:55 is that a
person falling? tenchu21 3 years ago1313eseloco1313 3 years ago u know ppl are
ignorant they attck the goverment not the ppl they couleve killed more they went over a
power plant and all the airplane jackers were arabs and if the american goverment will
stop selling guns and airplanes to the arab king the arabs ppl wont be so pissed off
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1313eseloco1313 3 years agosillylittlestopper 3 years ago at 7 36 u can see someone
jumping out of the window sillylittlestopper 3 years agobrivanas 3 years ago Did you see
how long it took them to reach the ground?? What goes through your mind in those final
moments? brivanas 3 years agogracegraceybella 3 years ago dont be sad but happy for the
ones that died cuz weather they sufferd or died instantly there much better off there w/
god now they are in a placr that is 10000x's better then this place is and will ever be much
love for the ppl that lost loved ones..i keep posting this cuz lots of ppl feel "bad" for
what happe they died in pride not in vein -nicole gracegraceybella 3 years
agospongebobslushpants1 3 years ago gosh i member this. spongebobslushpants1 3 years
agoFalkning 3 years ago 3 If I ever find that ASS OF A DONKEY Osama Bin Laden, I
WILL FUCKING TEAR OUT HIS GODDAMN EYE'S OUT AND TEAR HIS
WHOLE PENIS OFF AND SHOVE IT DOWN HIS HAIRY THROAT!!! R.I.P To
everyone who died in the Pentagon, the Twin Towers and the Planes, we will all miss
you, except for Saddam and Osama Falkning 3 years ago 3gracegraceybella 3 years ago no
reason to bad just wait till he dies and he spends forever in hell god will take care of it =)
god bless all -nicole gracegraceybella 3 years agogracegraceybella 3 years ago meant to say
mad .lol and btw im not extreamly religioust like i do belive in god and stuff but..im not
like a freak over it and just after watching these videos i didnt relize how bad it was till
now i just feel shocked by what they did ....but these ppl died in pride and god has payed
them back which we all kno god bless them all -nicole gracegraceybella 3 years
agoMrx111 3 years ago B!TCH! Mrx111 3 years agoI900nUrDreams01 3 years ago The
Best 9-11 video i have ever seen! It really gives you a piont of view..as if you were there!
GOD BLESS all the people involved with deaths of 9-11! I hope the families and children
that lost their loved ones are at peace, and learn to deal with their loss. I900nUrDreams01
3 years ago12KingdomHearts12 3 years ago i would love to watch this video but my
computer is freezing the video every few seconds so i cant...... 12KingdomHearts12 3
years agodancerbabe1417 3 years ago 2 God bless all the people who went into those
towers to save the other people inside. they are great people who risked their lives for
others. We will never forget you and will always be in our hearts. REMEMBER
FOREVER 9/11/01. GOD BLESS dancerbabe1417 3 years ago 2BFSnumber1fan 3 years
ago God rest in peace all those who where killed, risked there lives and lost friends and
family members. May the people who caused this evil tragedie duffer in hell for what
they have caused to everyone... BFSnumber1fan 3 years agoRichardkazandzhidi 3 years
ago who would of knew this would of happend.those people that gave up their lives to
do this may they burn in hell who died may they rest in heaven in peace. its like coming
out of a movei.if any of you now nostodamouse he said in 1765 that 2 fingers will fall.and
it did Richardkazandzhidi 3 years agosilkmilk3 3 years ago did you know bush knew.
silkmilk3 3 years agoRodney348 3 years ago but with all the false leads he get everyday
about terrorist attacks and drug busts and all that junk the paperwork on this probly got
lost in all of it. Rodney348 3 years agosilkmilk3 3 years ago oh it's coming and we all
know it is. just not when silkmilk3 3 years agoPLANBskillz 3 years ago wtf i hate arabs
and you can't do anything about it they bombed are country for no reason all arabs should
die!!!!!1 PLANBskillz 3 years agolosermex 3 years ago what all of them thats just being
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raciest!!! i have a friend that arab and shes SMART AMAZING THE COOLEST
PERSON U CAN EVER MEET losermex 3 years agojewforfood 3 years ago arabs r cool
.. they didnt do this it was the us gov. most of u ppl who hate arabs dont even know how
they like.. they ppl too. they not all terrorist..blame bush... jewforfood 3 years
agomateoviejo09 3 years ago (jewforfood) i get what you're saying about the stereotypes
that have been placed on arabs after 9/11 but the hijackers were arabic and i think you
need to understand that in a time of crisis and confusion, it's comforting to have someone
to blame...the u.s. government has done some crazy shit in it's years but this was
definately the work of a terroristic group mateoviejo09 3 years agowassaup23 3 years ago
please don't say that you hate arabs and the iraqs because not all of them did that :/
wassaup23 3 years agokera2114 3 years ago i was in the 4th grade o my way to ft.worth
because i broke my akle and i was only 10 so i didnt know what the world trade ceter was
but ow every time i see a video of sept 11th i cry every time God bless the people who
lost there lives and God bless the families kera2114 3 years agoluisa0209 3 years ago i
was 10 livin in los angeles in 5th grade i remember waking up and watching the news. and
i saw when the 2 towers went down it was sooo sad i still remember :( R.I.P luisa0209 3
years agopopsyjazz 3 years ago what a perspective on this day. Very eery with knick
knack paddywhack playing in the background, very surreal. Thankyou for sharing
popsyjazz 3 years agodjrichi1973 3 years ago I want a copy this in for real djrichi1973 3
years agoDanDavM 3 years ago I remember this day so clearly... it was horrible. I was
just sitting and watching the tv in horror and shock. God Bless the USA and God Bless
the families of the victims! DanDavM 3 years agoohemgeeitscourt4 3 years ago Wow,
this day was so incredibly sad. This happened six years ago and it still makes me upset.
Good job taping. God bless everyone who lost a loved one in this attack. God bless
America. ohemgeeitscourt4 3 years agogracegraceybella 3 years ago 2 dont be sad but
happy for the ppls that died cuz weather they sufferd or died instantly god has paid
them back.....there in a place that is 10000x's better then this place could and will ever be
there in heaven w/ god where they belong....god bless all just cuz 9/11 is over dun forget
about the victimes that died that day cuz there loved ones live w/ it forever
gracegraceybella 3 years ago 2Pivotmastor 3 years ago Dam those Iraq bastards good
thing out soildiers got their m4s and shooting their heads off :P Pivotmastor 3 years
agoKandGBloggers 3 years ago I know this is kinda weird for me to say this, but, this
woman that is holding the camera is really good at holding it! XD But this is still just
horrible. 6 years have passed, and it still makes me sick. KandGBloggers 3 years
agopechinrules 3 years ago Why was the terrorists interested in crop dusters for? They
trained on them too. pechinrules 3 years agoAjayRaz 3 years ago I was 6 when this
happened.... I was so terrified.. AjayRaz 3 years agopechinrules 3 years ago Whoever
made this deserves a medal for documenting history. Do they still live there? pechinrules
3 years agoNeeAngelaBoyd 3 years ago This day was devestated. Lord have mercy on us
all. NeeAngelaBoyd 3 years agonecrorazer 3 years ago show hide 11/09/01 = A BIG LIE
necrorazer 3 years agomijitodan 3 years ago Anyone who believes that 9/11 was a
conspiracy or a day to be forgotten is as guilty as those that flew the planes. mijitodan 3
years agobigmachbk96 3 years ago even 6 years after those images are still creepy...peace
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to all mankind and dogs like bin laden should be torture until they die but please let it be a
slow death... bigmachbk96 3 years agoMark1379 3 years ago Why do you have to insult
dogs for? They are on a much higher pedestal than scum like Bin laden. Mark1379 3
years agozmvzmv 3 years ago This video just makes me hate Arabs. These people who
burned to death and were forced to jump had nothing to do with any war or arguement
with bin laden. They were innocent. Fuck iraq and all the Arabs. zmvzmv 3 years
agoAldon3 3 years ago Comments like this make me want to hate people who make
blanket statements condeming all Arabs. Aldon3 3 years agoKandGBloggers 3 years ago
Although you ARE right that Arabs and the Iraq's did this, that doesn't mean that all of
them are meant to be hated. :\ KandGBloggers 3 years agoblewvelvet 3 years ago I
wonder why she said..after the second plane hit that it looked like a "military" plane?
blewvelvet 3 years agoyodelpeeps 3 years ago Oooh boy another conspiracy
hopeful...757s and 767s are BIG if you didnt know...sort of like military planes...just
look at other shots its not like any military plane ive ever seen yodelpeeps 3 years
agoticnatz 3 years ago This is the kind of stuff that makes Islam look bad. And it should.
I don't want to be part of any religion that thinks that 9/11 was a positive step. Fuck
religion, and fuck bin Laden. I reject Islam on this basis only. ticnatz 3 years agoarnyxia 3
years ago Oh my god, this day - September 11th was a tragical day, friends, family,
relatives, neighbours died.This day I will never forget. All those peoples who died. . . R .
I . P arnyxia 3 years agoMilsteinOistrakh 3 years ago This video made me cry so much...
I was at school in the city when this happened... thank you so much for posting this;
God bless New York City.... MilsteinOistrakh 3 years agovgarcia230 3 years ago I give it
up to you for being so strong and being able to watch all of this go down. Thank you for a
different view of what happened. It feels so different seeing it from a person's point of
view...not the news. God bless NY. vgarcia230 3 years agopechinrules 3 years ago I agree
with this statement. If it werent for youtube we would never see such things. Thank you.
pechinrules 3 years agomanoreza 3 years ago Thank you for sharing this. This video
brings back the events of that day in a very real and personal way that almost no other
videos from the time capture. manoreza 3 years agozaharhymes 3 years ago show hide
you noe..i think america deserved this...after wat they did too afghanistan..oh come on for
1 bloody building??and few citizens compared too the muslims??..think again
americans..u suckk zaharhymes 3 years agomijitodan 3 years ago FUCK YOU! I look
forward to seeing the movie of your head exploding from a fucking 30-06 round going
through it. You better not live in America, because if you do I know that I am not the
only one that hopes you die. mijitodan 3 years agonorges1995 3 years ago god bless
america and or president george w.bush !!! norges1995 3 years agoPaakor 3 years ago I
haven't heard anyone crying like that for the lives of the iraqi people. How many children
died on that strike? And how many children has died in a war for oil... I mean in a war for
iraq Paakor 3 years agosaannacla12 3 years ago whatz happening kayo nag vivideo d nyu
alm baliw!! saannacla12 3 years agonldubish 3 years ago Why the fuck are u killing the
people then u BUSH why are u killing people in IRAQ OR AFGANISTAN WHY!!!!!
nldubish 3 years agoserhatogutur 3 years ago rıp ( TURKEY ) :( serhatogutur 3 years
agowkruse151 3 years ago we will never forget...RIP wkruse151 3 years agodyatel8 3
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years ago its not islam or bin laden,its our goverment and our favorite Mr.President f..ken
G.W.BUSH.its all about money and oil.God bless all vicims of 9/11. dyatel8 3 years
agoSongbirdMS 3 years ago u can´t write something like that in public SongbirdMS 3
years agodyatel8 3 years ago i dont f.ken care.its thruth.we lost almost 3000 ppl. dyatel8
3 years agoSongbirdMS 3 years ago i know....i lost like 4 relatives,too SongbirdMS 3
years agodyatel8 3 years ago R.I.P dyatel8 3 years agoSongbirdMS 3 years ago what´s
that?? I´m dumb...lool SongbirdMS 3 years agodyatel8 3 years ago icant say what i think?
dyatel8 3 years agoSongbirdMS 3 years ago sure u can....i just wish i could,too !!! But u
know...i´m always kinda afraid he might read it and my dad will be fired...i know i´m
crazy...:P SongbirdMS 3 years agodyatel8 3 years ago lol dyatel8 3 years
agoweasley12345 3 years ago i remember that day so well. weasley12345 3 years
agoLaptopSHE 3 years ago 2 Omg fcking Iraq and that lousy Osama!!!!! LaptopSHE 3
years ago 2speakmymind01 3 years ago show hide does Bob and Bri think they are the
only ones with 9/11 video? was it a difficult decision to release a video that we've seen a
thousand times? speakmymind01 3 years agodanni212 3 years ago omg I got chill's from
that danni212 3 years agowesogangsta 3 years ago it must have been horrific to be that
close to that expierience wesogangsta 3 years agosychomaniac 3 years ago I was in 1st
grade. I got home early and my neighbors mom was covered in dust(worked 3 blocks
away) and I asked her whats wrong and she just ran away:( my parents both told me that
this was gonna be the begining of the was of my age. And they were right. in two years i
will be one of those peple running in:::. this is the best document of the day i have seen.
best angle. best camera. your husband or whoever the guy was seemed very calm. i guess
he had to for you and "lily" sychomaniac 3 years agomagicfreak14 3 years ago undertaker
magicfreak14 3 years agoredrussia1988 3 years ago 7:40 you see people falling off 11:45
second plane hits the tower at 14:08 first tower collapses at 19:39 second tower collapses
This is such a horrorfying story GOD BLESS AMERICA redrussia1988 3 years
agodajona22 3 years ago We love you people.. GOD BLESS YOU ALL!!! dajona22 3
years agocorpsman2000 3 years ago that day i decided i would join the military and get
some selfjustified vengeance so i hope america still understands why we're in iraq God
bless America and all that protect this great nation!! corpsman2000 3 years
agomarkallen2706 3 years ago oh wow it felt like i was there o: but if i was there with
you guys i'd be screaming my butt off instead of saying omg over and over xD
markallen2706 3 years agooutlaw1120 3 years ago wow. god bless all lives lost and
affected by this tradegy. this is like reliving a bad dream all over. R.I.P. and God bless
your souls. outlaw1120 3 years agoawesomeamber211 3 years ago I'm California, and for
us, 9/11 was very hard, but very unreal for us... seeing as it pretty much happend while
most of were still sleeping in or getting ready to go to school or work for the day... It was
like 6am over here... anyways... I just want to thank you for the video, your video help
envoke a feeling that I was there, I felt what you felt and I cried with you. Thank you.
Never Forget... awesomeamber211 3 years agoubpunked2bad 3 years ago 3 You did an
excellent job..... I retired from NYPD in '05 and many of my friends were lost and several
now suffer from the contaminants. Your emotions were real and heart felt. Thank you for
showing what you saw and letting us (me) feel what you felt. The healing continues...
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each time I see it if feels like yesterday. Thank you Thank you Thank you ubpunked2bad
3 years ago 3Prinnybombdood 3 years ago So sad :( Prinnybombdood 3 years
agoartistvrd 3 years ago I've never seen a first hand account, this is breathtaking. Amazing
video, probably worth thousands in the future. The only first hand account I've ever
witnessed. artistvrd 3 years agoH4ppyn0w 3 years ago thats sooo sad Q.Q H4ppyn0w 3
years agokbizzle2009 3 years ago holy shit kbizzle2009 3 years agowildfiremare 3 years
ago I was sobbing by the time this ended. wildfiremare 3 years agoAna8589 3 years ago 3
god bless all of those who died innocently on 9/11 Ana8589 3 years ago 3sacba 3 years
ago hey anybody..have the both planes crash already in the towers??i didnt see none of
them sacba 3 years agorockstarjoe3 3 years ago so tragic..no words to describe how
horrible it all was. rockstarjoe3 3 years agoGategoddess66 3 years ago I am still crying six
years later. Thank you for sending this video in.....I appreciate watching your vantage
point. I was in Queens, and saw it, but didn't see so well. Gategoddess66 3 years
agoHappyDay20 3 years ago This is so heartbreaking.. makes me cry. HappyDay20 3
years agotuka234 3 years ago fuck all middle east ppl if i was george bush i woulda said
send 4 nukes to the middle east and fuck up each country then i would have the
hellicopters that dump water on wild fires and both buildings would still be there tuka234
3 years agoMomoSux 3 years ago oh, of course, because killing even more people solves
all of americas problems. Ignorant douche. MomoSux 3 years agosacba 3 years ago ignore
him dude.were not the all the same..well peace dude sacba 3 years agogracegraceybella 3
years ago do not be sad but happy for the ones that died cuz weather or after they
sufferd or instantly died god has payed them back......there in a much better place
10000x's better then this place could and ever will be we all hope to see them in heaven
godbless all and much love for the ones that had loved ones in 9/11 weather
flights/towers/pentagons gracegraceybella 3 years agoluvarooneylover 3 years ago The
day before, i was at the yankee game, i didn't get home until 11:00 and I was in third
grade, My parents let me sleep in. luvarooneylover 3 years agoacdc61 3 years ago i
remember i was in 6th grade, our principal cam down our hall and told the teachers to turn
on their tvs, it was just after the first plane hit, later we all saw the second plane hit, it
was the most devastating thing i have ever witnessed. I pray to god that nothing like this
ever happens again. and my heart goes out to all the loved ones lost on september 11th.
acdc61 3 years agodopey41 3 years ago knightelf stfu u dont know anything, but it is
really sad! dopey41 3 years ago44MagUpToYourAssFace 3 years ago In 14:17 sum
motherfucka is fuckin laughing. da fuck?! 44MagUpToYourAssFace 3 years
agoMomoSux 3 years ago she's CRYING not laughing. MomoSux 3 years
agoJustinB0716 3 years ago Hmm I think I saw somebody with a turban flying the plane.
JustinB0716 3 years agoBlahdiness 3 years ago RIP Uncle Joey and everyone that died
that day. Mary, Jessy, Laura, Nate, Mark, Matt, Mike, Mikey, Pat, Patric, Sean, Shaun,
Sarah, Marcus, Jason, Alliso, Amanda, Morgan, Trisha, James, Jimmy, baby jessica,
Frank. All Co-Workers (and child) and great wonderful friends of my family. Rest In
Peace Everyone. Blahdiness 3 years ago44MagUpToYourAssFace 3 years ago I
remember this I was in 4 grade. Me,my parents,grandparents we used to live in brooklyn.
My mom was so nervous. When she heard they attacked World Trade Center. they
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dissmissed us early in school. 44MagUpToYourAssFace 3 years agoBlahdiness 3 years
ago I remember i got pulled out of class...They told me that my dad was calling from NY
and that his brother was in that building, that he was on the phone with him when he
died. I cant believe this happened to anyone. It's so terrible. Blahdiness 3 years
agokatiegullickson 3 years ago omgosh! i was in 2nd grade when this all happen.and i
didn't no what was happening. today i got told and i kinda understadn adn felt real bad. i
got home and watched this and i understadn it all. this explains it all. 1,000's of people
died. and we all cared so much of it. we are american future. katiegullickson 3 years
agolordhelmit3 3 years ago 14:11 is just shocking lordhelmit3 3 years agoknightelf190 3
years ago this is so FUCKING GAY! WHY DID THE IRAQIE SON OF A BITCHES
HAVE TO GO AND PULL THIS BULLSHIT! ITS SO FUCKING SAD! I HATE
THEM SO FUCKING MUCH! FUCK! knightelf190 3 years agoeargh 3 years ago
IRAQIES? hahah, i think you'll find Iraq didn't have much to do with this my friend.
eargh 3 years agoOmgWtfCool 3 years ago I was crying all throughout this video. Thank
you for recording it. This is something I will never forget. OmgWtfCool 3 years
ago87crosbykid 3 years ago That was horrific...you all must have been scared...even being
that far away from ground zero. Thank you for sharing your important view of the
terrible events as they unfolded. It really gives people a reality check as to what those
poor people had to go through that lost their lives that day.... 87crosbykid 3 years
agopinkyjinky 3 years ago It seriously breaks my heart that those people died of that
misearble painful death!! We have all at least expected this to happen!! pinkyjinky 3
years agomatburn4 3 years ago it makes me angry tht the stupid terroritst got away with
it i hope they all burn in hell and i hope are troops can get out of the war and just nuke
the shit out of em like we did to japan matburn4 3 years agoferebeemichael 3 years ago I
will never ever forget this day I will always remember all the people that didn't make it.
My mother in law was there she made it and it took her about a year before she could
even talk about it, I think about this day every day. GOD BLESS AMERICA
ferebeemichael 3 years agoMeLikesSoda 3 years ago EVRYONE SEARCH: 9/11 weird
faqs MUST WATCH!! The ending is the best! MeLikesSoda 3 years agoNerdyAznKidd
3 years ago this is so sad. =[ NerdyAznKidd 3 years agomindlessmel 3 years ago no
matter how long ago it was, it still makes me cry. It's sad to know people lost their lives
over something like this. mindlessmel 3 years agochiken02 3 years ago i wish i could tell
the world that america is the stongest country after wathing this I LOVE AMERICA
chiken02 3 years ago3wonka 3 years ago no matter how long a go it was it's still hard and
sad to watch u get that weird feeling 3wonka 3 years agonarutofan45789 3 years ago God
Bless America. My prayers are with everyone who has lost thier family and friends on
this dreadful day. May the victims of 9/11 rest in peace. God bless out troops.
narutofan45789 3 years ago11HighSchoolMusical2 3 years ago all that ash when the
building collapsed was ash from papers, buildings, and PeOpLe. But i feel sorry for
them.;( 11HighSchoolMusical2 3 years agoambassador27 3 years ago One thing that has
me puzzled, why wasnt the 2nd tower evacuated immediately after the 1st one was hit?
Best evacuation system my ass, and if I happened to be as unlucky as those people there
on that day to be in the other building when the 1st one was hit, I would be getting out of
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there. Some people were told to go back up there and that its safe... ambassador27 3
years agopaniicxxattackk 3 years ago thats because the employees were being told to stay
calm and everything is going to be fine so they weren't allowed out of the building. i saw
it on a show today. i think it's rediculous paniicxxattackk 3 years agoMadameButterfly66
3 years ago Again, I sit here in tears sobbing as I watch your video. This is probably the
best footage I have seen yet and it was all as If I were right there with you as you were
taping it. NEVER FORGET NEVER EVER FORGET.... My promise to all those who
perished In the WTC, Pentagon and Shanksville, PA. Blessed Be! Ciao~
MadameButterfly66 3 years agoantk911 3 years ago y did the buildin just stand there for
like 10 minutes and then colapse the plane was like at the last story... some1 plz tell me?
antk911 3 years agoalskdjfhgqw 3 years ago its amazing how they dint know what it was
but they heard a plane then a boom then saw the second plane that must have been sad
alskdjfhgqw 3 years agoRedtooth45 3 years ago Read The Dude Below Me...What A
Fucking Dumb Iragi...Go Shoot Your Self And Do All Of Us Amercians A Favor You
Piece Of Shit....Tell That To Your Buddy Sadamn O Wait Hes Dead Already.
Redtooth45 3 years agoaarroxmysox22 3 years ago r u serious retards4fame??? this wasnt
them that did this, it was Al Queda, they're not even in fuckin iraq, they're stationed in
AFGANISTAN... the war in iraq is fuckin pointless aarroxmysox22 3 years agobenshki 3
years ago lol, President George Dubya Bush orchestrated the whole thing so your
country could go to war for Oil. Again, lol. benshki 3 years agoNeties 3 years ago this is
pointless why do you americans even bother with this, what's done is done, you killed
the main 2 guys responsible, but you still go on with the war. Neties 3 years
agoretards4fame 3 years ago Fukin Iraqies! Go bomb URSELF!!! retards4fame 3 years
agoktm678cc 3 years ago God bless America! We will win this war. ktm678cc 3 years
agoambassador27 3 years ago What constitutes winning the war? The war is already lost,
people died, and even more people will die. There is no such thing as winning a war,
those times are over and we as humanity must learn and move on united ambassador27 3
years agodmueller22 3 years ago This is absolutely amazing footage. It really captures the
horror of that day, and to hear the actual terror in the voices of the people recording is
very eerie. dmueller22 3 years agoRockergurlx 3 years ago this is so incredable to have
gotten on film. it makes me sick, it really does. RIP to everyone who was involved in
these horrible attacks. Rockergurlx 3 years agoms07052 3 years ago r.i.p=[ ms07052 3
years agoisaidthisok 3 years ago Erm....YOU BRAINWASHED FOOLS what has iraq or
bin laden got to do with this? fools fools fools isaidthisok 3 years agokakashilover899 3
years ago 3 my mom said it was bin laden if it was FUCK U BIN LADEN
kakashilover899 3 years ago 3joelonious 3 years ago 4 this is all just horrible R.I.P every
body who was involved in this incedent joelonious 3 years ago 4whitlow14 3 years ago 4
Rest in Peace to all the ppl that died in 9/11 whitlow14 3 years ago 4NamineHearts 3
years ago thats was sad it was so quite in your building then all of a sudden it was loud!
that is soooo sad adn scary!!! NamineHearts 3 years agococoman2121 3 years ago this is
so sad i they had knocked down the statue of liberty that would have been so sad
cocoman2121 3 years agobbheartsyouux3 3 years ago 3 i pretty much cried through the
whole thing,since i know a dad who got caought under the second fall. and i totally
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respect you who filmed this for staying there and watching this and not fleeing. thank
you so so sooo much. <3 it really means alot. bbheartsyouux3 3 years ago 3EngineerDano
3 years ago good speach god bless EngineerDano 3 years agoleahmae17 3 years ago it is
september 11 today god bless iasaclty 6 years leahmae17 3 years agolizzie547 3 years
ago RIP to all the people from September 11, 2001 lizzie547 3 years agojbread09 3 years
ago this happens to be the most DEVASTATING video of 9-11 I've ever seen, to just
imagine if i was there, where those people were.... jbread09 3 years agoEngineerDano 3
years ago yup i would have risked my life 4 them.....god bless EngineerDano 3 years
agoFalkning 3 years ago 3 just imagine if Osama bin Laden never existed, no war and the
Twin Towers would still be there. that mother fucker Osama is a goddamn bitch! God if I
ever find that ass of a donkey, I WILL FREAKING TEAR HIS GODDAMN EYES
OUT, BREAK HIS WHOLE PENIS OFF, AND SHOVE IT DOWN HIS HAIRY
THROAT!!! R.I.P to all the people who died in the 9/11 attack Falkning 3 years ago
3bbheartsyouux3 3 years ago Falkning, you are my hero<3 i would do the exact same to
him! <3333 i love you. and i don't know you. bbheartsyouux3 3 years agoKovenflash33 3
years ago Uhm... Blinded by your government. Cool, cool. Kovenflash33 3 years
agornbsingah09 3 years ago rip to da people who died it so sad. but omfg yall terrorist
mnotherfucker cuntz assholesz! rnbsingah09 3 years agovansupawall99 3 years ago u can
see one on the right at 11 58 vansupawall99 3 years agozerry0317 3 years ago 3 may all
the people died on this attack rest in peace!!.. how can anyone do such thing!!,, it's so
unreasonable!!.. never forget 9/11 attack!!.. zerry0317 3 years ago 3PIMPZ3 3 years ago
rip to the people that died PIMPZ3 3 years agoCynth1a94 3 years ago R.I.P. for those
who sacrafuced their lives thanx to osama bin laden and the others who killed in a coldhearted way. New York is never going to be the same as it was before sept. 11 2001.
Cynth1a94 3 years agoha187666 3 years ago you can see a ufo at 5:31 on the left side
ha187666 3 years agococoman2121 3 years ago u mean HELICOPTER! haha
cocoman2121 3 years agopclover 3 years ago Such a sad day for the us. God bless USA.
pclover 3 years agoRacso64 3 years ago this is just plain sad all because religion and
land??? Racso64 3 years agoqbanitoloco 3 years ago man i feel bad for the people that
died there my cuz died in the tower in the left the first plane crashed in his office he was
only 26 when he died qbanitoloco 3 years agoYaGuRlbRiNa06 3 years ago RIP to all da
fallen angels of 9/11!!! YaGuRlbRiNa06 3 years agomoodymami916 3 years ago rip who
everyone who died f u legendkiller52 moodymami916 3 years agocooljz01 3 years ago its
so heart breaking cooljz01 3 years agoKHproductions37 3 years ago that is wow.. i
cannot beleive i was in second grade when that happened.. that is so scary.. :(
KHproductions37 3 years agococoman2121 3 years ago i was to!! cocoman2121 3 years
agoRazorfangs 3 years ago show hide lol i was laughing when the twin towers hit lmfao!!!
owned!! u americans got pwned!! Razorfangs 3 years agoVERT531CA 3 years ago 3
Razorfangs: god damn dude go rot in hell camel jockey! VERT531CA 3 years ago
3HandsOnVermont 3 years ago May peace find each and every person on this earth.
Peace. HandsOnVermont 3 years agoheadbean8 3 years ago SHUT THE FUK UP
legendkiller52 headbean8 3 years agoheadbean8 3 years ago SHUT THE FUK UP
legendkiller52 headbean8 3 years agodawnboy44 3 years ago 2 r.i.p to everyone who died
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dawnboy44 3 years ago 2novaannbei 3 years ago This is horrible.... But thank God
millions of other lives weren't lost. GOD BLESS USA!!!!! novaannbei 3 years
agohannah30518 3 years ago 2 thats good to share it cause it makes me wana kill osmama
more and more. thats rely messed up wat he did he should go die in a hole hannah30518 3
years ago 2indhigi 3 years ago 2 Thank you for posting :( indhigi 3 years ago
2legendkiller52 3 years ago show hide bush did bush did it legendkiller52 3 years
agoyeertmodo 3 years ago 6 as much as i want to agree with that he didnt and its not
funny knowing all those innocent people died yeertmodo 3 years ago 6converse011 3
years ago 2 thank you for sharing this. god bless. converse011 3 years ago
2msmorbidduckie 3 years ago 3 thank you sooo much for sharing this. I still haven't
gotten over what happened 6 years ago.. But, I guess that's a good thing. I don't want to
forget. msmorbidduckie 3 years ago 3f0rg3tm3n0t59 3 years ago This video is amazing.
f0rg3tm3n0t59 3 years agomegabux22 3 years ago Still immensely disturbing and
upsetting six years later. Thank you so much for sharing. God bless America. megabux22
3 years agotdanielran 3 years ago I am scared of planes now =( tdanielran 3 years
agoflippyfrog1234 3 years ago yea i lived in new york at the time too. my mom was
supposed to have a meeting in one of the buildings. thank god she didnt. god bless. :[[
flippyfrog1234 3 years agoyoukickedmuhdog 3 years ago Thank God that an election
was going on that day and like all kinds of people were late for work. youkickedmuhdog 3
years agoprincev11 3 years ago i lived in new york at the time.. and i get so sad.. every
time i watch this OMG.. god bless princev11 3 years agokaatiieexo 3 years ago thank you
for sharing this video!...i can not believe that people would accually do such a horrible
thing!! god bless america! kaatiieexo 3 years agoheyusexybtchur2sexay 3 years ago hands
down the best video of 9/11 ive seen its so detailed and it shows all the aspects...the
people the building the police/fire trucks and the sounds all so real..
heyusexybtchur2sexay 3 years agoMelindaSimonds 3 years ago I watched this with
coworkers today -people I was working with on the day it happened. Thank you so
much for sharing this with us. MelindaSimonds 3 years agolovedoesntstink913 3 years
ago Thank you for posting! May god bless them all! lovedoesntstink913 3 years
agoSaraxo118 3 years ago i am so sorry. god bless<33 Saraxo118 3 years agoRadio41Star
3 years ago wow this is amazing fotage thank you for sharing. Radio41Star 3 years
agomaxim8724 3 years ago I remember that day i was at school we were coming back
from lunch and my teacher was crying she told us that amerika had been atacked and we
were all freaking out maxim8724 3 years agoSteeleClaw 3 years ago Yeah, six years... I
remember when this hapened also. I remember eating breakfast -an english muffin and
orange juice- and I saw this and thought that it was footage from a long time ago. I
thought that the world was invincilbe now and that something like that wouldn't happen
to us... Lord bless all the families who were cursed to have something like this happen to
one of their loved ones. SteeleClaw 3 years agosradley 3 years ago Thank You for sharing
your video sradley 3 years agobacklash01 3 years ago i was at my house when i saw the
news and getting ready to go to fourth grade..i went to school all the teacher were
crying...i was mad and so so so sad that day il never forget god bless america and
everyone else.. marine of 2010 backlash01 3 years agoforcemine4 3 years ago EVIL
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MIDDLE EAsterns!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!:( forcemine4 3 years agoscenexsluuuut 3 years ago
thanks so much for this video <3 god bless. rest in peace scenexsluuuut 3 years
agofuckthisss 3 years ago god bless fuckthisss 3 years agosillymom 3 years ago I think
the hardest part of watching this is seeing it from our perspective & knowing what's going
to happen. I found myself crying at abt. 5 minutes in as the fire fighters arrived. This was
much more emotional than I'd expected, again, the knowing what's going to happen aspect
of it. sillymom 3 years ago1jazzsinga 3 years ago Thank you for sharing this video of
what you saw on that horrible day. Most videos have media persons telling us what we
are seeing; not from a citizens point of view. RIP for those who lost their lives from the
attacks on 911. I am sorry for the loved ones of those who died that day in that senseless
act of terrorism. 1jazzsinga 3 years agoVERT531CA 3 years ago Get the fucking retards
that did this terrible act! VERT531CA 3 years agoyoukickedmuhdog 3 years ago They
kinda killed themselves when the drove a plane into a building...but other than that i agree
:) youkickedmuhdog 3 years agoAllenSullivan 3 years ago I can believe that this was
tradgic. But a retard ordering Arabs to attack? LOL! Who told you that, because it is
retarded. AllenSullivan 3 years agojacksparrowfreakx24 3 years ago this is amazing.
stupid terrorists =[ jacksparrowfreakx24 3 years agodyatel8 3 years ago they said that
was military plain,....damn bush dyatel8 3 years agonastypop 3 years ago sirens of chaos
nastypop 3 years agoxrpitbull 3 years ago Just so u ass hoel eupeans no..the name of
those towers r WORLD trade cent!!! not just American trade!! that was globel shit ass
holes xrpitbull 3 years agobitchimgordie 3 years ago wow..amazing to see it through a
regular persons view,and not the media...What a horrible day...I hope our government had
nothing to do with this !They are evil if they did! bitchimgordie 3 years
agosamthemanah64 3 years ago Get the muslims who did this!! samthemanah64 3 years
agoDennisback 3 years ago i like this video @candy its behind the tower u can see.
Dennisback 3 years agochiken02 3 years ago 3 i think it's sad but it proves how strong
america is and that i am proud to say i'm an amarican chiken02 3 years ago 3Khalsa111 3
years ago Its spelled "AMERICAN"! Khalsa111 3 years agochiken02 3 years ago sorry
about the spelling mistake chiken02 3 years agoshandar7 3 years ago 8 Remember those
who sacrificed their lives so that we could sit here and gawk at youtube. Peace to all
nations...peace with our brothers and sisters around the world. shandar7 3 years ago
8Giraffebabe 3 years ago Now it's 6 years already... Giraffebabe 3 years agoas321dsa 3
years ago 4 yeah fuck bin la den he is an asshual as321dsa 3 years ago 4dyatel8 3 years
ago its not bin laden,its our goverment and masons dyatel8 3 years agochiken02 3 years
ago wyh do u say that chiken02 3 years agottatiova 3 years ago 9/11, It was an inside job!
EXACTLY... 911sharethetruth[dot]com 9/11, It was an inside job! EXACTLY...
911sharethetruth[dot]com ttatiova 3 years agoSeekandDestroy123 3 years ago I
remember where I was when this happened. I had just gone to sign-up for basketball
tryouts and my teacher had put the TV on. Needless to say, I punched the guy who
thought it was funny. Lest We Forget 9.11.01 SeekandDestroy123 3 years
agoCouragegirl76 3 years ago I got in a fight on sept 11th, because some girls was
laughing, and said so what. I cannot belive its been 6 years Couragegirl76 3 years
agosashaysss 3 years ago omg did u really go on a plaine today sashaysss 3 years
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agoCouragegirl76 3 years ago who went on a plane now?? Couragegirl76 3 years
agoTony19C 3 years ago 6 years later and there's still a pit at Ground Zero!!!! FUCK
BIN LADEN!!! Tony19C 3 years agoas321dsa 3 years ago this is the sadest day ever my
friends grandfather was in the building when it crashed as321dsa 3 years agolilTink0189 3
years ago im aunt saw both of the towers she lived few miles her house was coverd in
dust ...i still remember were i was at... lilTink0189 3 years agozacXluverXhsm 3 years
ago I am very happy you put this on because i was only in second grade and had no idea
what was going on. i wasnt paying attention cause it wasnt something entertaining. my
grandfather was in those buildings. he saved alot of lives and i am glad he is still alive.now
i truely know what happened. God bless America zacXluverXhsm 3 years
agoMileyCyrusluv 3 years ago welll now its 6 years ago today MileyCyrusluv 3 years
agocandyflossruins 3 years ago where's the other tower?! candyflossruins 3 years
agoSpencer5992 3 years ago this is why i want to go into the army Spencer5992 3 years
agolucasisking 3 years ago Still heart rending, still shocking even 6 years later. I'm english
but i'll never forget that day. My heart goes out to the woman in the video- a normal,
decent, compassionate woman. Bless you. Thanks for sharing this. lucasisking 3 years
agooysterjelly565 3 years ago thanks oysterjelly565 3 years agothenexttwiggy 3 years
ago thanku for putting up this video. it is so sad what happened that day. thenexttwiggy
3 years agowhyme2nd 3 years ago wow! whyme2nd 3 years agolulula12 3 years ago
when u said " lily " was at daycare there.. did it ring a bell u should get her. Well anyways
i think this is just crazy and haha you were right it is a terrerist attack. I think it was great
you got it all on film and stuff but 9/11 is so sad to look back on lulula12 3 years
agopaperbackbook385 3 years ago wow im like crying here. this is all so said all the
innocent people that died its just so sad great video i loved it paperbackbook385 3 years
agoReaperGFX 3 years ago thank you for the video. now i can see how people felt during
that day. being scottish ive been away from all the attacks in america and london but there
are still way to many questions that dont have answers. im not trying to be offensive but
that is my view ReaperGFX 3 years ago40thStFilms 3 years ago 2 Saddest Day Of My
Life. We Have Rebounded Well, But Still Must never Forget. Good Bless USA. And To
All You Fools Saying Cool Or Good Or Ignorant Things Like That... Come Knockin On
My Door And See What Its Like To Get Murked By A Teenager. 40thStFilms 3 years
ago 2igor200793 3 years ago i realy feel sorry for those who suffered and i respect
them.but i believe there were other explosions than planes, was it set up frm the inside
too? igor200793 3 years agoUSAkicksbutt 3 years ago 2 MUofchina shut the hell up.
those people who died were heros to america.if your making fun of us look at your
country. China sucks. USAkicksbutt 3 years ago 2thenexttwiggy 3 years ago 2 i agree
with u thenexttwiggy 3 years ago 2prpete33 3 years ago to muofchina you must be the
biggest piece of in this world if you were in NJ I would fuck you up and i'm sure that
these other people would love to join me on kick en the shit out of you prpete33 3 years
agodb44gs 3 years ago Damn I get all choked up when I see those people jumping off the
buidling. I cannot fathom what it must have felt like to be inside the towers and realize
that your only option is suicide. Thanks for sharing this. I always like watching the first
hand account videos better. db44gs 3 years agoHardcoresnake247 3 years ago 2 yeah me
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too.....I cant stand watching people jump off.....its horrible...... Hardcoresnake247 3 years
ago 2db44gs 3 years ago I remember watching this with binoculars from the roof of my
building in Jersey City. When I saw the people jumping off I started hyperventilating.
db44gs 3 years agoxxduhsohardcorexx 3 years ago my spanish teacher also saw it in
jersey that day. it was so sad xxduhsohardcorexx 3 years agoMUofChina 3 years ago
show hide 9/11, the most wonderful day in history. Your god decided to clean up some
inferior race. God bless Osama! It is my b'day and my wish is for more 9/11s. Long Live
Osama!! Long Live China! MUofChina 3 years agor3yd3r1993 3 years ago 3 wtf u sun of
a bitch fuck you ugly piss of shit why u say this ppl died more then 2000 ppl u fucking
gay fuck you when you where there you wound say this fucker.. r3yd3r1993 3 years ago
317rhino17 3 years ago MUofChina, STFU, I hope you die today. I was just in china and
it was a complete shithole. You obviosly have no soul considering you think this was a
happy event. 17rhino17 3 years agoxxduhsohardcorexx 3 years ago how in the world can
you say that? xxduhsohardcorexx 3 years ago40thStFilms 3 years ago You Wanan Be
Racists? Good Then Eat Some Rice U Streched Eyed 5 Foot Tall Bitch. You Prolly
Wouldnt Have A China Right Now If USA Didnt Save Your Ass From Japan Back In
WWII. 40thStFilms 3 years agoHardcoresnake247 3 years ago MUofchina I hope a plane
lands where u live then u will understand that it isnt a glorious day u piece of mother
fucking shit. Hardcoresnake247 3 years agojacksparrowfreakx24 3 years ago omg u
thought that was GOOD. i cant believe u said that. why didnt u just not say anything? bc
i dont wanna hear what u have to say if uur gonna say that crap. im proud to be an
american because we're like the world's superpower and i feel so bad for everyone who
died in 9/11. =[ jacksparrowfreakx24 3 years agoMUofChina 3 years ago hahah. sure,
please come to Beijing Olympics. see u there and see whos foot go up whos ass. but i
give u chance since u inferior america pig. MUofChina 3 years agosephiroth2172 3 years
ago MUofChina I would love to see you try to escape the upper floor of a 52 storrie
building. I have no doubt you would wet your pants and be the biggest coward anyone
has ever seen. Shur you can talk...but it takes a true man to do. So shut up and go get a
life. God bless America!!!!!!!! sephiroth2172 3 years agobuttsonya 3 years ago God
Bless America. Thank you for this video. And fuck all of you who comment that "it's not
a big deal", and "it's just a game." Honestly we don't want you here or anywhere. Please
go die. That's what YOU assholes can do to make the world a better place. buttsonya 3
years agosasha99mike 3 years ago 2 THIS response is for YYYQQQHI....i wasnt sure
how to take your comment, but it seemed very shrude and unacceptable to me. Until you
go through what myself, my family and others went through, having to see this in person,
live, then can you honestly have no sympathy for this tragic event. I honestly feel as
though your comment is rude, yet and still, my prayers are with you. sasha99mike 3
years ago 2gaben025 3 years ago ez dúrva gaben025 3 years agoYYYQQQHI 3 years ago
show hide I don t feel sorry for USA, this is only a game from Israïl and Bush and
Europ......the real true nobady no, only sharon and bush they no the true but its for them
only a game. YYYQQQHI 3 years agoem2121 3 years ago I will honestly never forget
this day. I was 11 years old, in the 5th grade. We were sitting in class and our tv's turned
on. We sat and watched, I was so unsure of what was going on because I wasn't realizing
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what was going on... RIP To all of you. And prayers with the family still to this day.
em2121 3 years agochilipepperfleafan 3 years ago 3 this was so horrible, i was to young
to understand how bad this was when this happened, i was in first grade but after seeing
some footage like this i realized how terrible this event really was.. RIP chilipepperfleafan
3 years ago 3pinkchica2011 3 years ago 2 Thank you so much for doing this this really
shows your patriotism! i know that some people dont appreciate it now but they will in
the future!!! thanks again~~! pinkchica2011 3 years ago 2imgettinasupra 3 years ago 2 its
not a big deal? imgettinasupra 3 years ago 2achvoy 3 years ago Wonderful! Thank you for
sharing. achvoy 3 years agochagirl101 3 years ago all i can say is thank you and how uch
this touched me. This video brought tears to my eyes and i just wanna say that my heart
goes out to the families at this time. Peace and Love! USA chagirl101 3 years
agopoopyhead280 3 years ago amazing footage poopyhead280 3 years agorockingdude89
3 years ago show hide its not even a big deal rockingdude89 3 years agounclemat 3 years
ago go fuckin die u ass hole, this affected the fuckin USA in a million ways unclemat 3
years agoHardcoresnake247 3 years ago rockingdude89 how dare u Im appaled that u just
said that. I agree with unclemat go die. ur totally inhumane according to what u just said.
Hardcoresnake247 3 years agotearXdropXeyes 3 years ago RIP to all who died on
september 11 2001! we all miss you uncle alex!!! thank you for everything that you did
while you were here you will never be forgotten ever!!!! we all love and can not explain
how much we miss you! you will always be in my heart and never be forgotten!
tearXdropXeyes 3 years agochynaStar71 3 years ago We shed our tears in a common
bond of grief for those we loved and lost. We journeyed through a dark valley, but your
light has led us to a place of hope. You have turned our grief into determination. We are
resolved to do what is good, and right, and just. Help us to remember what it means to be
Americans—a people endowed with abundant blessings. chynaStar71 3 years
agoOuterghost 3 years ago show hide Man, this footage is better than any action movie
that exists. Where's my popcorn... Outerghost 3 years ago40thStFilms 3 years ago yer a
faggit 40thStFilms 3 years agograciek14 3 years ago Watching this gave me the chills.
graciek14 3 years agoalenabobana3013 3 years ago that must have been very emotional
for you. watching it from right outside your window! WOW, WOW, WOW.
alenabobana3013 3 years agomert000001 3 years ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam fuck usa fuck bush. KİLLERS americans deserve that mert000001 3
years agoxxtiggatigerxx 3 years ago fuck you if anybody deserved to be killed in that
horrible way its you xxtiggatigerxx 3 years agoafrokid53 3 years ago RIP afrokid53 3
years agojordaniac89 3 years ago man that music in the background makes this video
extremely creepy jordaniac89 3 years agotwilightlebeau 3 years ago thank you for sharing
this video. for me the grief is still fresh as six years ago. i needed a moment to reflect on
those events, and to remember why im proud to live in america. god bless. twilightlebeau
3 years agoscoolyd 3 years ago RIP...For all the disrespectful people who make the lame
comments about people dying for no cause can all rot in hell....I hope your countries get
put on the...To Do List ...cowards behind keyboards... scoolyd 3 years
agoGrungeyjesse94 3 years ago crazt,i was the 911th person rate this,woah!!!!!!
Grungeyjesse94 3 years agomert000001 3 years ago This has been flagged as spam show
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hide Not Spam fuck usa fuck bush. KİLLERS americans deserve that. mert000001 3
years agosirjimo 3 years ago Stop blaming people of america this is not their fault...Bush
yes of course is a terrorist and ben laden too but not all the americans... sirjimo 3 years
agoafrokid53 3 years ago sorry i clicked the wrong thumb afrokid53 3 years
agoG0NZALEz510 3
years ago that was LIKE so sad NEVER
4GET..............SEPTEMBER 11,2001 G0NZALEz510 3 years agocauldwell2k7 3 years
ago sound 4 showin us yor experience my uncle was tere in tat building nd i was watching
cauldwell2k7 3 years agomert000001 3 years ago show hide oooooo yesssss fuck usa
fuck bush. KİLLERS mert000001 3 years ago0Tray 3 years ago lolz god letter it rain
0Tray 3 years agometalgirl111 3 years ago Horrible day.!.really i find this video really
great.!.I can't imagine the stress that you had this september 11th 2001. metalgirl111 3
years agojmcquown 3 years ago I know this was a traumatic experience so thank you for
sharing your video. 6 years later the shock is still fresh. The company I worked for was
bought out in 1999 by Marsh & McClennon, which occupied the 99th-101st floor of the
North Tower. We lost 295 colleagues and friends that day. jmcquown 3 years
agojessmoorebitch 3 years ago wow, way to get attention you sickos (to the people
below me) this was such a tragedy. r.i.p. to all those who died that day x jessmoorebitch
3 years agoglobares 3 years ago show hide americans deserve that. globares 3 years
ago40thStFilms 3 years ago dont hate cus were the best country in the world. i pray to go
that u never go threw this ignorant bastard 40thStFilms 3 years agomert000001 3 years
ago show hide oooooo yesssss fuck usa fuck bush. KİLLERS mert000001 3 years
agocrazykittey2000 3 years ago 5 thank you so much for sharing your video. your
experience is one that few can explain. the images shown give me a better understanding
of those who were there. crazykittey2000 3 years ago 5wpeacock4257 3 years ago Lord
how come some time like this ever happen?.. Its been 6 years and yes, still hurt deep in
my soul.. wpeacock4257 3 years agochynaStar71 3 years ago 3 God Bless America and
God Bless us all! Amen!! chynaStar71 3 years ago 3slooke 3 years ago those people were
innocent people... slooke 3 years agoRubygore66 3 years ago I cry everytime, when I see
this. 9/11 is a horrible day, I'am very sad. Terrorist should go in hell. I must think about
the family from the victims. God bless amerika. Rubygore66 3 years agopimpinlonntay 3
years ago I still feel the pain 6 years later R.I.P. pimpinlonntay 3 years agoJazzari01 3
years ago GOD BLESS AMERICA!!! Jazzari01 3 years agoDenizzje 3 years ago But it
is all fear... Great job on the video! Denizzje 3 years agoDenizzje 3 years ago You posted
historical footage. Good job on that :). 11/9 or 9/11 in the USA was a sad day for the
world, except for terrorists ofcourse. Well, the terrorists their goal is achived, spread
terror. People live in fear and governments are limiting privacy everywhere with the
reason 'anti-terrorism'. The US itsself got crazy and invaded not only the terrorists (Al
Queda in Afghanistan and took a the Taliban with them) but Iraq as well. Last one was a
big mistake if you ask me. Denizzje 3 years agoswordmast46 3 years ago bickywubblet
(28 minutes ago) Show Hide Marked as spam 0 (Reply) (Spam) This video is so sad, to
watch all of those innocent people leave this world behind. Terrorist are sick bastards!
They care for no one but themselves. I hope they burn in hell! correction: they killed
themselves they are nothing but fucking scum who care for NOWEONE not themselves
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not anyone. go commit suicide in a way that doesnt affect thousands of people and
families!! swordmast46 3 years agostargem1 3 years ago Prayers to the victims family
xxxxx stargem1 3 years agocamopookie69 3 years ago im sorry that ou had to experiance
this....but im sure other people are greatful that you were there to record all this for
others to see.... camopookie69 3 years agoredneckmarine87 3 years ago Watching this
makes me want to go kill some terrorists right now! God Bless to all the famlies of the
victims who died! redneckmarine87 3 years agobickywubblet 3 years ago This video is so
sad, to watch all of those innocent people leave this world behind. Terrorist are sick
bastards! They care for no one but themselves. I hope they burn in hell! bickywubblet 3
years agobickywubblet 3 years ago the families of the lost loved ones will be forever in
our hearts, the ones that gave they're lives to help the victims will be forever in our hearts
and always remembered. God Bless bickywubblet 3 years agoyzon33 3 years ago
DAMN so sad cant believe its been 6 years today :( yzon33 3 years agoapaaccek 3 years
ago Can Americans say something else than "Oh, my God"? apaaccek 3 years
agophp1606 3 years ago what do you think should they do? run in the building for the
100% death? think before writing... php1606 3 years agoiffyp06 3 years ago What do
you expect them to say? iffyp06 3 years agoMeamoRamon 3 years ago There is one
tower. Hwo is the second? MeamoRamon 3 years agoapaaccek 3 years ago behind
apaaccek 3 years agoTrudragon88 3 years ago does anyone else hear a heartbeat
throughout the video? Trudragon88 3 years agokodyro 3 years ago look at 5:300 i see an
ufo kodyro 3 years agoBBalmasta1 3 years ago 9/11/01- "It's not how these Officers and
Fireman died that made them heroes; It's how they lived." Prayers are with the victims
and families BBalmasta1 3 years agoblondesrhotter22 3 years ago very sad.:(
blondesrhotter22 3 years agomsjohal86 3 years ago It's been 6 years today!!! but since
then this day made me cry.... msjohal86 3 years agoarchie670 3 years ago a lot of the
video comments are just heartbreaking .. archie670 3 years agoDanielLukic 3 years ago I
can't believe it's been six years. Thank you for posting this, it shows the actual event with
all of the media coverage. Never forget. DanielLukic 3 years agoHotForNumbers 3 years
ago September 11, 1973: Faceless coward terrorists take control over a whole country for
several years. What happened? (Declare Independence!) Remember: 11 de setembre 1714,
1977 11 de septiembre 1973 September 11, 2001 HotForNumbers 3 years
agoTubularMonkey 3 years ago Thank you for posting this. We must never ever forget it.
TubularMonkey 3 years agojoeyboots 3 years ago thanx for sharing your video of this
day.....i will never forget. joeyboots 3 years agoMindtide 3 years ago 6 years gone? Can't
believe it. Mindtide 3 years agoFlutterby413 3 years ago oh ohk Flutterby413 3 years
agoPrussianSunsets 3 years ago Honestly, thank you for posting this. Your account now
lives in history, and I truly mean that. It was such a terrible day. PrussianSunsets 3 years
agomull2mull 3 years ago i shook when i saw that and i am shaking now mull2mull 3
years agotobijumper51 3 years ago I Shock Very hard, i don't forget :s tobijumper51 3
years agojoey22345 3 years ago uRR tRUE mAN ThANKS:) joey22345 3 years
agorondo888 3 years ago a military plane? rondo888 3 years agoslunacourtier 3 years ago
Regardless of who is to blame or what the reason was for what happened on that day, the
fact is that so many innocent people still died, and so many people still lived to tell about
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it. Let us never forget how this changed our many hearts to never take one another for
granted again. If we do, then the deaths of those poor souls will be in vain. May God
bless those souls who never knew that that morning they would never see another day in
their life again... slunacourtier 3 years agobentracey1 3 years ago A terrorist is a terrorist
is a terrorist, it's that plain and simple. I am still heartbroken over these attacks. My heart
goes out to friends and families of those lost during these ATTACKS! You ARE NOT
forgotten! bentracey1 3 years ago Prev 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 Next Reply Block User
Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders &
Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety
mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist
Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a different playlist Return to
active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue
Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel
Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001
Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this
video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All
Comments (47,036) bentracey1 3 years ago Thanks for sharing that video. I lost a friend
in these attacks. There are some yahoo's on here who will go on and on about the middle
east etc. Who cares? What happened on 9/11 was one part of a larger plan to terrorize
Americans, if you don't believe that, then your welcome to leave my country, cause its
my country thats helping protect you! bentracey1 3 years agomcpeeepantss 3 years ago
praise ded soljaz mcpeeepantss 3 years agojlitt1979 3 years ago WOW. the power of
home videos. By the end of the video, I found a few tears rolling down my face. RIP
jlitt1979 3 years agokarlszumsky 3 years ago RIP karlszumsky 3 years
agoTearsDropsMN 3 years ago May God always be with us. For all the people that lost
there love one on this day all my prays and thoughts are with you and your family. When
I think about the world that we live in, it brings tears to my eyes....... TearsDropsMN 3
years agomudchair16 3 years ago Where was god that day? Watching from above ready to
provide as with cryptic philosophical advice the minute it was over? mudchair16 3 years
agokarloortega 3 years ago OMG great clip karloortega 3 years agoCaxton1942 3 years
ago OMG...I was in Rochester at the time. This cannot be real. But, as we watched it was
as if being on another planet. The first tower...then the second. Is this happening? Is this
some ploy? Oh, God... Caxton1942 3 years agohardcourt84 3 years ago wow great
footage ... very sad but something that needed to be taped.....R I P Sita, and Daivd..we
love you always hardcourt84 3 years agos3p2 3 years ago Yes. Fishcum is a retard!!!
s3p2 3 years agoslash1150 3 years ago greyy911 your a little dick slash1150 3 years
agoslash1150 3 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam you
mother fucking bitch slash1150 3 years agofishgum 3 years ago your just wrong no WE
DONT. we only try to help people hate us cause theyre haters are we just supposed to
let women die in other countries?? are we supposed to let children get raped and tortured
every single day of theyre lives. HELLS NO. we need ot make a change make things good.
they act like savages. the horrible things they cause. what retard he meant was we need to
make things better once and for all fishgum 3 years agos3p2 3 years ago I remember being
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at work watching this in Michigan. It was a strange feeling just knowing our country was
changing at that instant. We need to fight back against the terrorrists, I don't know if Iraq
is the right place, but we do need to fight back. To prevent future attacks we need to: 1.
Stop trying to run the whole world. That's why other counties hate the US. 2. Keep the
illegals out and immigration under control. s3p2 3 years agobulldogflyer04 3 years ago
14:12 is just shocking. bulldogflyer04 3 years agohilsville 3 years ago that was the best
video you were so close. On this day 6 years ago may we all remember the people who
lost their lives. may they all R.I.P GOD BLESS AMERICA hilsville 3 years
agoMimosaH15 3 years ago holy, i had never seen the whole footage of when the towers
collapsed, and i just got goosebumps. rip to all the victims. i cant imagine... MimosaH15
3 years agododge762 3 years ago 2 dang this is sooooo sad i remember being in like what
1st grade? asking my mom what was happening 3 of my uncles died in that tradgedie and
im going to ny today to see them in there grave GOD BLESS AMERICA!!!!A dodge762
3 years ago 2mastachief1000 3 years ago 5 Remember 9/11 RIP mastachief1000 3 years
ago 5jimdadrummer 3 years ago now im not saying that i dont support our troops, i do
100 %, but hopfully u know this when a man or joins the military, they know that if they
go to war there might be a chance they wont come home. for the ppl in the towers all
they do is trade , they never signed a peice of paper , when they woke up that day they
all my palns to be home after work , firefighting and police men that all have the chance of
not comming home, but all in all GOD BLESS AMERICA! jimdadrummer 3 years
agojimdadrummer 3 years ago this is the fuck bag below me.. first off JAPAN flew planes
into our ships . killing our men .. and so wt u are saying is that if we (America gets
bombed, we dont have the rite to retailet??? umm yea rite, we will and we have.. and for
the thousands of innocent ppl that died in war, guess wt when they put there name our
that dotted line they know they where taking a chance with there life, jimdadrummer 3
years agodistillednikki 3 years ago 9/11 IS ONE DAY, around 3,000 lives
lost....NOTHING COMPAIRED THE THE LOSS OF INNOCENT LIFE IN THE
MIDDLE EAST. WE DROPPED 2 A-BOMBS on JAPAN....KILLING WOMEN AND
CHILDEN WITHOUT REGARD....WHO ARE THE TERRORIST HERE? THEY FLY
PLANES INTO A BUILDING...and WE DESTROY 2 WHOLE CITIES. distillednikki 3
years agod2ahiddenkiller 3 years ago The majority of "the loss of life in the middle east"
IS CAUSED BY ISLAMIC MILITANTS. Now I will never condone the use of the
atomic bombs but I will say that was during war, and dealing with the fanatical behavior
of the Japanese at the Japanese at the time it probably saved more lives than it destroyed.
d2ahiddenkiller 3 years agoJennaMarie12345 3 years ago dude u really need to die and u r
a retard and a dissapointment to the USA JennaMarie12345 3 years agodistillednikki 3
years ago Honestly, yes I know it is sad....but ALL LOSS OF INNOCENT HUMAN
LIFE IS SAD. IT IS ALL A GAME THAT YOU PEOPLE PLAY INTO BECAUSE
YOU ARE TOO IGNORANT TO SEE THAT AMERICA COMMITS TERRORIST
ACTS EVERY DAY. distillednikki 3 years agobethanderson 3 years ago Show some
respect. You disgust me. All human life is sacred. 9/11 is a day to reflect and remember,
not to soap box about your own political opinions. God. People DIED. Get it?
bethanderson 3 years agoJennaMarie12345 3 years ago go die u retard JennaMarie12345
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3 years agokarmen6904 3 years ago Tomorrow is 6 years since this happened. I will
NEVER forget watching this whole thing unfold on TV in Alabama....I can't imagine
watching it from my home. What a tragedy. We must NEVER forget this day and we
must never surrender to the evil terrorists that continue to plan more attacks on this
nation. karmen6904 3 years agomylove36 3 years ago its so sad! it sweems like it was
only 1 yr ago.. mylove36 3 years agopazman2007 3 years ago 2 Hey, it's now Sept 11th
2007 here in the UK! 6 years on and I remember watching it as if it was yesterday! God
bless the families and friends of all who died. My thoughts are with you. pazman2007 3
years ago 2joey22345 3 years ago show hide o an at lease our women have ass o wate
thers more!boobs to ya prick!:) joey22345 3 years agojoey22345 3 years ago god im
pissed joey22345 3 years agojoey22345 3 years ago MUofChina your gana burn in
hell...An so is your country. joey22345 3 years agojoey22345 3 years ago O an an
another thing if u wont a good ole American ass woopin why dont u bring you goofy
lookin face on down hear maby we could re arage it for you so go catch some kitty kats
an cook thim for your pleshure u sick fuck o an another thing america would kick your
goofy faced countries ass...Fuck You... joey22345 3 years agopazman2007 3 years ago
Either that or they'll choke on the air quality first! lol pazman2007 3 years
agoMKMact315 3 years ago MUofChina how dare you ever say anything so negative
about our country. You do realize that the people in this video, on the streets of NYC, in
the World Trade Centers, and even in that apartment building were all feeling the same
thing. MKMact315 3 years agoMKMact315 3 years ago MUofChina how dare you ever
say anything so negative about our country. You do realize that the people in this video,
on the streets of NYC, in the World Trade Centers, and even in that apartment building
were all feeling the same thing. MKMact315 3 years agoMKMact315 3 years ago "Please
save us all." MUofChina we are all humans who do want the same thing in one way or
another, to live and enjoy life. So if you think that there was one person in this video who
said, "This is a great way to die. I don't want to live. Thankyou Iraq." then man, you have
another thing coming for you. I wouldn't be surprised if an attack came your way from
these people. MKMact315 3 years agoexpresspress 3 years ago This was very hard to
watch today expresspress 3 years agoexpresspress 3 years ago God bless the innocent
people who died on this fateful day. We will never forget and never forgive. expresspress
3 years agothejg904 3 years ago hey go fuck urself Muofchina go back to ur shithole
communist country in which ur a bunch of fucking retards. America would nuke the shit
out of ur sorry as country, go learn how to drive -donkey government, o ya thats right ur
a fucking communist country thejg904 3 years agoTonyD182011 3 years ago this is so
sad RIP. i cried. good thing u guys r ok. TonyD182011 3 years agoMUofChina 3 years
ago show hide 9/11 - today the annivesary of what a beautiful day. It is also my birthday!
My b'day wish is more attack on this crap country and so liberate these stupid,
brainwash poor excuse for human living under corrupt donkey govement. for those who
got brain to see the real america, u can come live in china and tend to the farms. cleaning
animal shit is what u all do best. MUofChina 3 years agoKerimK15 3 years ago 2 I dare
you to say that in public. I will personally come to China just to stick my foot up your
ass. KerimK15 3 years ago 2Menlog 3 years ago u got real porblems if u hate thios
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country y dont u leave the greastest country ever and live with u and ur other yellows
leave our country u chinck Menlog 3 years agolastofthewilds 3 years ago Thanks a lot for
the video, although I don't understand why there's no moment of South Tower impact
and of its collapse. Was it accidental or a special tape-cut not to show what really
happenned? And please say whether you saw the planes or not. Today we light canddles
for them all... The memory remains. Even though your Government is unfair and cruel
dictator, may please God bless you all - for you have no fault for what they've done.
lastofthewilds 3 years agoShredderFan1 3 years ago 4 Hello: i'm from Holland
(Amsterdam) yesterday my heart and soul whas with you people i feel so sorry for the
people in the WTC and you who making this video. I whas in tears. Im glad you guys are
okay. May all those people R.I.P and you guys my heart is with you. ShredderFan1 3
years ago 4PlayboyM1989 3 years ago OMG thats SO sad =( i`m soo sorry about this i
was so shocked as i heard about that tommorrow on the 11.9 i will light a candle for the
new york people and for the people they died in the wtc =(( PlayboyM1989 3 years
agoThanhcool 3 years ago God bless the families of those who fell on september 11th
2001 Thanhcool 3 years agonicolleo6 3 years ago omg i rmeember this i was in 3rd grade.
oy i was crying my eyes out. RIP THOSE WHO DIED OF THIS TERRIBLE
TERRORIST ATTACK nicolleo6 3 years agomelbacake 3 years ago Awesome video.
Shows how the horror was personal - shock, fear, terror, concern. Thank you for releasing
this for us. melbacake 3 years agoLonghorn400 3 years ago I was like 6 years old and I
was spending the night at my grandma, she woke me up at 8:30am and made me watch
this thing. I know understand it. Longhorn400 3 years agoCrazyScottyDude 3 years ago
shit man 6 years i was 16 rip to all those lost CrazyScottyDude 3 years
agoKayleeHuckaby 3 years ago wow. I can understand why it took so much for you to
post this video. Seeing it from someone elses perspective that was there is just
unbelievable. Wow... Im glad you guys are okay. KayleeHuckaby 3 years agomdizzlebby
3 years ago and all the arabs dot head whatever you wanna call them its funny isnt it! i
hope you feel that way not remeber carma comes back on EVERYONE a rabbs to! i dont
know i think this was paind not by g bush, becuase if you put it in the way 20 doller bill
thin you can see the two twin towers burning? it didnt just get discoverd by some lame
person with no life it was set up!! i dont care what anyone says mdizzlebby 3 years
agomdizzlebby 3 years ago stop fightin with eathother; grow up dont tell them to suck it
up how would you feel if your mom was in there or your dad sister borther family
member think about it the girl cryin in the backround you would to and it wouldnt be
awesome to see that cuhlaps would it be awesome if you mom or dad was in there?
mdizzlebby 3 years agorollikapolli 3 years ago damn......thats really tough.... rollikapolli 3
years agokimberlya231 3 years ago Around 8:35 or 8:36 it shows up to the sky and you
can see the next plane.How sad!!! kimberlya231 3 years agotheocrox1987 3 years ago 2 i
dont see how you could be so calm while filming this when bloddy planes crashed into
the world trade centres theocrox1987 3 years ago 2SirChadwic 3 years ago we didnt see
anything but a smokin' building. How convinient that you just hapen to stop filming right
at the moment of the plane coming in and hitting the tower. But then it started again...
Hmmmmmmmm SirChadwic 3 years agopjdoule 3 years ago conspirinoia is SICK. dont
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forget the bin laden took credit for these attacks. pjdoule 3 years agocollectionagency1 3
years ago Crap, at 5:29 I think you can see the 2nd plane circling before it turned to hit
the 2nd tower... :( collectionagency1 3 years agolukeisastalker 3 years ago i mean 20:36
lukeisastalker 3 years agolukeisastalker 3 years ago at 2:36, the smoke cloud kind of looks
like its in the shape of a face. an evil clown looking face. idk, it could be just me. this
video is sad. =[ lukeisastalker 3 years agoFlutterby413 3 years ago Is there someone
Australian in the background? Flutterby413 3 years agoEdElricBoy 3 years ago you
know what's weird? these attacks were on 9-11-01, and my maternal grandma passed
away 9-9-06. 9-9 9-11. coincidence? i think so. EdElricBoy 3 years agoFlutterby413 3
years ago how is that a coincidence? Flutterby413 3 years agoEdElricBoy 3 years ago so
it ISN'T a coincidince! i knew it! EdElricBoy 3 years agobodorizz 3 years ago 6 years.
hard to believe. i remember where i was and exactly what i was doing. i will never forget.
God bless. bodorizz 3 years agodanisuicide 3 years ago i have no idea if i even have
family that were in or working in both of those buildings. im adopted. and i if i were a
family member of somebody who died in the planes or the two towers. i would respect
them with my heart, i was in forth grade when this happened and had no idea of how bad
it was untill now. and its devasting... i respect the people how lost their lives. and those
terrorists will pay for the blood they spilt. danisuicide 3 years agosnowvirus568 3 years
ago what universal said snowvirus568 3 years agoUniverrsalmind 3 years ago Terrorists
will pay for their crimes in hell Univerrsalmind 3 years agodumbass153 3 years ago that
one person below i was only nine 2 but i remeber every thing about it and i get sick
everytime i watch things about 9/11 dumbass153 3 years agoGarrels4761 3 years ago i
feel so bad for the people who lost family cause the fuckin terrorists Garrels4761 3 years
agobakerlc 3 years ago thank you for sharing bakerlc 3 years agoLizelleIbns 3 years ago
Watching this gave me chills. I was only nine and I was looking for cartoons too,
Dinasaurrr. LizelleIbns 3 years agodinasaurrrr 3 years ago I remember this day like it was
yesterday... i was in 4th grade only 9 years old =/ and I was flipping through EVERY
channel looking for chartoons and I was mad I just turned it off! but now that I look back
its weird, cause I was so intrested in watching cartoons that I didnt even know what was
going on, I just thought it was any other fire you see on the everyday news =/ but now
looking back..its...scarry. dinasaurrrr 3 years agoRedtooth45 3 years ago I Was On A
Cruise Ship When This Day Happend..When We Got To Mexico We Were Surrounded
By Naval Ships And Police And Other Army...It Was Like The World Came To An End.
Redtooth45 3 years agovideowatcher2345 3 years ago OMG... I was only in 2nd grade
when this happened...to think that i was happy when my dad picked my sister and i up
from school right after the south tower collasped...God, that was so tragic...
videowatcher2345 3 years agonavtel 3 years ago what is really sad is that at 11:45
someone cut out a piece of film that would have shown the second plane or missle hitting
the building. gee i wonder who would have done that..?? navtel 3 years agopazman2007 3
years ago Missle?? lol.. were you on drugs at the time? or are you one of the "Elvis lives"
"The moon landings were fake" freaks. pazman2007 3 years agonavtel 3 years ago time to
take off the blinders or turn up the anthem.. being a patriot is more than just believing the
bullshit.. like you obviously have.. watch september clues.. on youtube.. then pop off.
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navtel 3 years agopazman2007 3 years ago I've seen 95% of the 9/11 conspiracy videos
thanks, If you wanna believe them thats fine. I don't. I Still can't understand why you
said 'missle' hitting the building? It was a plane. pazman2007 3 years agoHalaryoos 3
years ago wait a minute why is there perfect timeing videos its like they knew it was
going to happen poeple are not gonna randomly be on top of the building filming it
randomly it most likely fake cause why were poeple video tapeing it even tho no one
knew it was gonna happen! Halaryoos 3 years agovader911 3 years ago they probably
looked out their window and saw the tower smoking. i probably would have grabbed a
camera too. vader911 3 years agoRobbieRob66 3 years ago I would also lke 2 say dat at
7:30 sumbody really did fell off tha building which is even more sad RobbieRob66 3
years agovader911 3 years ago it kinda looks like just a peice of the building vader911 3
years agoRobbieRob66 3 years ago dis was really fuck up cuz wen it 1st happen i didn't
kno wat tha hell was goin on just dat only we didn't have skool 4 some reason so i was
glad but wen i got older and really found out wat happen i was lke damn dat was some
scary shit and it was on every channel 2 so i couldn't get 2 watch of my shows lol but
still now i kno wat really happen and its just fuck up iz all RobbieRob66 3 years
agobulldogflyer04 3 years ago Wow...you actually got this on tape. bulldogflyer04 3
years agon977ll 3 years ago This is from the "Religion of Peace"Fuck all moslem
cocksuckers. USA FOREVER, WE WILL CRUSH YOU! n977ll 3 years
agostarizzledizzle 3 years ago wow................... starizzledizzle 3 years agoBadBlue23 3
years ago oh my god... this is sooo tragic... The terrorsists were doing Satans work
BadBlue23 3 years agombproject21 3 years ago A terrible tragedy but more people got
killed in Rwanda dammit mbproject21 3 years agovirtuagirl 3 years ago wow...7:35 sec
you can see a person falling. virtuagirl 3 years agoCinecoleccion 3 years ago I just Cray
God Bless America Cinecoleccion 3 years agobrender1976 3 years ago Let´s never forget
this and the people that suffered that morning. brender1976 3 years agocubancuba 3 years
ago actually both towers were hit and both collapsed cubancuba 3 years agoDan95 3
years ago This was hard too watch.. I remeber where i was, n what i was doing when this
happened. I remeber i was at school in gr.6 and when i came in my teacher was crying n
some parents picked up their children, n when i asked one of my principle what happend
he replied "life happened" Dan95 3 years agoRussian8888 3 years ago That bush kill this
houses!!! Russian8888 3 years agoyoyoyoyoyooyoy 3 years ago this video was
edited..you can tell wen the south tower was hit yoyoyoyoyooyoy 3 years
agonienkeramaker 3 years ago You know what's really creepy, at one point the woman
filming says something about a military plane that flew in to the building, but the actual
video material is missing also is the part where you are supposed to see the tower
collapse. nienkeramaker 3 years agoTrissie123 3 years ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam There are 20 angels in this world 10 are sleeping 9 are playing 1 is
reading this put this on 4 video comments within 15 mins,if u do, sum one u love will
surprise u sum how!! If u don't , u will lose ur Trissie123 3 years agotwisted2006 3 years
ago hear the music in the background? it gives off such a creepy feeling as you watch the
tower on fire twisted2006 3 years agosbriannanoel 3 years ago You know what is creepy
about this video is that you hear nursery rhymes playing in the background... It is this old
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man... and in the rhyme you hear this old man is ROLLING home... and on flight 93' you
heard "Let's Roll" from one of the passengers... sbriannanoel 3 years agoKitKatHeather 3
years ago this is a fantastic conception of 9/11 it really shows the emotion of the day. 3
days until the 6th anniversary. R.I.P the lives that were lost. KitKatHeather 3 years
agovivalaloren 3 years ago 3 fuck you the person under me, to you know what they went
through?! huh? no so fuck you. fuck you , and fuck all you god damn arabs. ya'll aint
shittt. vivalaloren 3 years ago 3CommissarHolt 3 years ago the wold hates americans
because of their ignorance. Saying all arabs are bad and categorizing all of them as terrorist
make you the same as them CommissarHolt 3 years agodonixio 3 years ago show hide
fuck youalll americans all you do is cry on your own acctions, i could put all of you in
my ass hall, but waht, u will blow it up, yup ur the true terrorists.#1 ARAB'S donixio 3
years agoIAmMrPositive 3 years ago Durka durka IAmMrPositive 3 years agojewllia27 3
years ago u bitch ass mutha fucka do u noe how many ppl died cuz ur dumb azz ppl...ppl
like yall should burn in hell ur a bitch u dont deserve to live i hope u die soon!!! u ass
hole...because of ur ppl i dont have parents u fuckin azz i hate you!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1
jewllia27 3 years agocarlosbored78 3 years ago that shit was horrible, but what a view
you got that time! carlosbored78 3 years agochibolox3 3 years ago 2 GOD BLESS
AMERICA WE LOVE NEW YORK! chibolox3 3 years ago 2iNvlcTuS 3 years ago 2
Julio, you are a fag. Burn in hell iNvlcTuS 3 years ago 2IshotUrDarling 3 years ago damn
shit.. IshotUrDarling 3 years agoEdgeFace 3 years ago Umm..While there were planes
going into towers..why would you stand on a building right near there.. EdgeFace 3 years
agoShwintie 3 years ago awesome video. Shwintie 3 years agoZwikster 3 years ago @
19:20 the audio gimps out 19:40 "Oh my god" (as it starts to collapse) then BLANK
SPOT that is EDITED! then it starts to show it @ 19:42 why didnt they show the
BEGINNING of the collapse? why was it edited there? wake up, you cowards! Zwikster
3 years agogurena 3 years ago Regardless of one's Political views, this is was one tragic
day for all of humankind...Let us never forget. gurena 3 years agodevboxbev 3 years ago 2
Wow, innocent people went to work that day, leaving their familys not even knowing it
was the last time they were ever going to see them. FUCK you and your ignorance. No
one deserves this devboxbev 3 years ago 2CyberMen30 3 years ago God bless all the
victims. Fuck Bush! Fuck the terrorist who's kill innocent people CyberMen30 3 years
agogangb4life 3 years ago wow od dat was krazy gangb4life 3 years agoady1989 3 years
ago show hide Stop your bitching and enjoy the fireworks you fucking cunts, I would
have payed a lot to see that. Totse 1 - 0 America. Fucking win. ady1989 3 years
agoRICARDOCANDELARIO 3 years ago damn RICARDOCANDELARIO 3 years
agoBriant27 3 years ago its goin' down Briant27 3 years agoProphet3175 3 years ago God
is using this to chastise his people..... Prophet3175 3 years agost0n88 3 years ago
totse.ftw st0n88 3 years agodrumminkyd1212 3 years ago FUCK YEaH
drumminkyd1212 3 years agocombatwombat7 3 years ago no, dont tell everyone totse
exists. combatwombat7 3 years agoElecricoustic 3 years ago totse ftw. Elecricoustic 3
years agololeur1233 3 years ago That was week suck it up niggers loleur1233 3 years
agoTotseDotCum 3 years ago show hide Actually, Totse . com was resbonsible for the
attack. It's a terrorist training ground for utterly insane people, it's amazing that it haven't
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been closed yet. TotseDotCum 3 years agoTotseDotCum 3 years ago show hide What a
fucking crybaby. Her voice, when she is crying is annoying the shit out of me. Seriously,
it must've been SO FUCKING AWESOME to see that, to feel the ground shaking n'
stuff. TotseDotCum 3 years agobeidlgsicht 3 years ago AWESOME? wtf are you talking
about? i hate idiots like you. go fuck yourself! beidlgsicht 3 years agobcarns 3 years ago
so it would of been awsome to see thousands of people die? Seriously, what is wrong
with you? bcarns 3 years agoHGshortyy 3 years ago how the fuck is that awesome if u
knew someone in the building or cared about ppl u would cry too billions of ppl cryed on
that day how would u feel if u were in the tower when it collapsed.Dude i mean srrsly
wtf is wrong with u it wouldnt b awesome to see ppl dies or a tower collapse its sad to
see ppl die HGshortyy 3 years agodmbgolf0414 3 years ago are u fucking serious
dude...where are u from ..ill jump on my plane to fly wherever you are and beat the ever
loving shit out of you dmbgolf0414 3 years agolac73 3 years ago show hide GOOD
BLESS OSAMA BIN LADEM!!!! lac73 3 years agodmbgolf0414 3 years ago are u
fucking serious? id love to see that arab to kill his ass dmbgolf0414 3 years
agoxXBetteMidler4evaXx 3 years ago i cant believe its nearly 6 years ago since this tragic
event it seems lyk only yday R.I.P xXBetteMidler4evaXx 3 years agonunlover 3 years
ago nick nack paddywack give a dog a bone nunlover 3 years agototse1 3 years ago Lol,
run you ants! Run! =D totse1 3 years agodaweller 3 years ago 2 wtf, did anyone else hear
the guy in the background, at 13:15 , say something like " I don't understand, why they
don't get, like, jetpacks " ... lol dumbass. daweller 3 years ago 2thepunisher1783 3 years
ago 2 Never forget September 11th. People might say its bush's fault but god knows the
truth. People might say that Iraq is not worth it. God Knows. If we cannot defeat this
evil in EVERY place it hides why did we even go to afganistan? Iraq is a Terrorist Haven.
For Al Qaeda. If we do not defeat this evil it will never go away. thepunisher1783 3 years
ago 2TeamxROwnsYou 3 years ago Right on point. TeamxROwnsYou 3 years
agohobblesthepresident 3 years ago was that supposed to be motivational. you're
probably another one of those wack-job fundamentalist christianz. I'll tell you what, we
will defeat this evil scourge when we stop funding their god damned wars, stealing their
goddamned oil, and blowing up their god damn children, all in the name of, hmm let me
see, money. hobblesthepresident 3 years agofillybillyfob 3 years ago i can remember the
thing i was doing when this happened. even what i was eating. my mom and dad yelled
come here and i could not believe this.the damage was tremendous and how many people
died.i cant believe the world trade centers fell fillybillyfob 3 years agobeckscott 3 years
ago it was A TERRIBLE MEMORY. I COULD REMEMBER. THEY ANNOUNCED
IT AT SCHOOL beckscott 3 years agoJediMaster6788 3 years ago 4 Terrorists are
nothing!! They just like chunky1621 said, they sit around in some fucking holy place
deciding how to blow us up so they can fuck 40 virgins in there heaven. Give me a break.
Terrorists, go to fucking hell, worse than that. The USA will be victorious. Don't fight a
war you can't win. JediMaster6788 3 years ago 4Craigo89o 3 years ago 5 On Monday,
September 11th, 2007, an American flag should be displayed outside every home,
apartment, office, and store in the United States . Every individual should make it their
duty to display an American flag on this sixth anniversary of our country's worst
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tragedy. We do this in honor of those who lost their lives on 9/11, their families, friends
and loved ones who continue to endure the pain, and those who today are fighting at
home and abroad to preserve our cherished freedoms. Craigo89o 3 years ago 5mattsev16
3 years ago show hide now stfu once again corrector and lick my ass, because i win and
you lose, bye now bitch, i am not coming back to this video and commenting because you
suck bitch and i win so haha mattsev16 3 years agomattsev16 3 years ago show hide stfu
corrector, you cant gurantee anything, ill get some friends and well jump you and break
your body, you stupid piece of trash, no one likes you so leave and go kill yourslef
mattsev16 3 years agomattsev16 3 years ago show hide you have defeated nothing
corrector, i won, and u know it, and by the way im not fat im very much in shape, its
impossible for me to be fat, mattsev16 3 years agopeperiatas 3 years ago Dios bendiga
nuestras vidas.. peperiatas 3 years agopolding11 3 years ago god bless america and george
w. bush polding11 3 years agoAldon3 3 years ago 3 Wow. historical and emotional
footage. Aldon3 3 years ago 3chunky1621 3 years ago God bless those people. the
dumbass crazy terrorists are so upset so they come and decide to blow themselves up
and kill other people. thats pathetic and cowardly. no one that day deserved to die cept
them goddamn terrorists. chunky1621 3 years agosmabriel 3 years ago this is really
something... removes that glossy CNN crap... as though I had the opportunity to watch
from my balcony smabriel 3 years agosoxxgo2 3 years ago WOW...this is amazing
stuff...a part of history soxxgo2 3 years agoImpossibleSoul 3 years ago
9/11/2001=9+11+2+0+0+1=23, 23 is a number thought of terror because 2/3= .666 but
rounded it equals .7 =] ImpossibleSoul 3 years agoFame2Hollywood 3 years ago will u all
stop going at each other Fame2Hollywood 3 years agoGasparro18 3 years ago Stop
picking fights with other people you fucking punk ass bitch. Gasparro18 3 years
agoGasparro18 3 years ago Shut the fuck up. Your not hard you piece of fucking shit. All
I'd head but you and you'd fall down like a ton of fucking bricks. "oh, just because i'm half
way around the world and sitting behind a goddamn computer that makes really tough."
Your not tough your bitch ass just knows how to hide. Believe me if I say you in real life
I'd beat the shit out of and throw you in a dumpster where you belong. Gasparro18 3
years agoGasparro18 3 years ago Good move giving. Dosen't make a damn difference if
were still going to aruge with me I'd still win. Gasparro18 3 years agoGasparro18 3 years
ago No I believe your the lard ass with three, four chins is that right. Fuck you your a fat
depressed slob calling other people fat just to make your ass feel better. Gasparro18 3
years agomattsev16 3 years ago stfu cunt, get your head straight before i rock your jaw
with a left hook, you pussy, now stfu i win ans you lose, because i got the last word in
so stfu mattsev16 3 years agomattsev16 3 years ago LOL, we have much better weapon
power you fucking idiot, are you on drugs or something?, you idiots dont have tanks,
aircraft, ships,helicopters, explain to me how your insurgents have better firepower????,
please do because i dont think you can mattsev16 3 years agomattsev16 3 years ago you
say the U.S. can only attack weak countries, well first let say that you just proofed iraq
is weak, and the U.S. has already fought stronger nations and armies and beaten them, like
in ww2, so you know nothing about history so be quiet mattsev16 3 years agomattsev16
3 years ago i dont think you really understand corrector, there are many different ways
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the U.S. can fight this war, we can kill your people many ways bitch, we can drop some
bombs, send some fighter jets to blow up some of your buildings, destroy your shitty
cities with tanks, blow you up with helicopters or send missles from many miles away,
so stfu cunt mattsev16 3 years agoImpossibleSoul 3 years ago mat that would be unwise,
because we are not at war with helpless people, we are defending ourselves, we are not
that reckless and we must know who we're fighting. ImpossibleSoul 3 years
agomattsev16 3 years ago just stfu corrector, you cannot win, just surrender and get
fucked up by us Americans, we will always win, we are too powerful for your third
world shit country of iraq, your country is so weka it does not even have a functioning
government because you suck bitch mattsev16 3 years agoDDman465 3 years ago yea...it
could've went a little better, but the reason the insurgents kill more is because they have
no boundries, they can shoot whenever, wherever they want. While the American and
British forces ( I think) have to get clearance and all that shit. DDman465 3 years
agogunnersbabe 3 years ago omg that was just terrible. All those poor people, fucking
terrorists scum who then bombed the london underground! i can c why bush and blair
went 2 war in iraq, serves them muslim fuckers right 4 wot they dd 2 london and new
york! r.i.p to all those people who died gunnersbabe 3 years agomattsev16 3 years ago
hey bitch corrector, our Military can do whatever they want to iraq, we can kill all the
people in iraq we want, and iraq cannot do the same to us because they cant even get to
the other side of the world, becaus they have no air force or helicopters,hahahahah what a
joke iraq is, you pussy bitches, mattsev16 3 years agode5ignervoodoo 3 years ago Being
born and rasied in NYC I thought i could never watch this again. Todaqy I came acorss
your video. Thank you so much for posting this. de5ignervoodoo 3 years agomattsev16 3
years ago stfu corrector, u suck cock and you are a pussy bitch, mattsev16 3 years
agoGasparro18 3 years ago Oh you must be into old guys. So you would like it with
grandpa. Well your always on the bottom and your grandpa is always on the top. Your
always his bitch. Gasparro18 3 years agoGasparro18 3 years ago OK, and you are the
defination of a bitch. How the fuck would you know they're lieing dipshit? Yeah I'm
going to sit there and listen to shit when your half way around the world and behind a
computer. So let me define bitch for you. Bitch- corrector 78. Gasparro18 3 years
agoplojoe1086 3 years ago George W Bush is a fucking hypocrit, I hope the next
American President makes some good decisions for america and the rest of the World
plojoe1086 3 years agoplojoe1086 3 years ago theres so much hate in the world
plojoe1086 3 years agoBxKingCeaserBX 3 years ago Corrector what is wrong with
you.Go to hell you fucking bitch.YOU'RE PHYSCO!!Our soldiers will demolish your
country!Go to hell! BxKingCeaserBX 3 years agoGasparro18 3 years ago OK, you
should even support terrorist you dumb fuck. They bombed your buses and subways.
And on tuseday my country killed 100 taliban militants. THen the next day they killed
60. So you can shut the fuck up. And if you don't believe I watched it on Fox News.
Gasparro18 3 years agoGasparro18 3 years ago Go suck Prince Charles cock you fucking
british piece of shit. Then after hat go give him a reach around you faggot. And also you
can go fuck the queen you stupid ass cunt. Your such a fucker. Gasparro18 3 years
agomattsev16 3 years ago corrector78 is a bitch and he knows it, so stfu and go suck
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allahs tiny penis, and by the way allah is a pussy bitch also, so go fuck yourself, and go
blow yourself up like a cunt face bitch, mattsev16 3 years agomattsev16 3 years ago you
muslims are shit, and we control you, we invade ur pussy third world country and kill
and rape ur people and you cant do shit about it bitch, we own you. your insurgents are
pussies, and i know every1 who has commented on or viewed this video damn well
knows that American soldiers have killed much more insurgents in Iraq than u have killed
of our troops, so stfu bitch, if you think your that tough i dare you come to my house, i
will fuck you up and set you on fire and laugh mattsev16 3 years agomattsev16 3 years
ago corrector78 bitch, you could not be any more wrong, how the fuck do you think we
killed that zarqawii bitch, we blew him up with our air support you stupid cunt, our
military is the most powerful, and yes you dumb shit we kill far more insurgents in iraq
than you kill our troops just face the facts bitch, we pwn you no matter what, we will
always win, we have abraham tanks that can demolish ur cities, mattsev16 3 years
agomattsev16 3 years ago we are you fucking idiot, your insurgents are not soldiers, it is a
fact that our troops kill more insurgents, you muslims cant shoot a weaapon properly,
you suck you have no training mattsev16 3 years agomattsev16 3 years ago so stfu, we
are actually winning the war cause we kill more insurgents than u kill our troops, if you
think about it 3 thousand troops in 4 years is not a whole lot of casualties alothought it is
important, your insurgents dont stand a chance we are far more superior, we have an
airforce, which means if we were to pull out our troops we can fight u from the air and
win, and u lose cause u have no air force so stfu mattsev16 3 years agomattsev16 3 years
ago ok, well i have no control over what my countries military or governemtn has done
prior to 9/11, i dont think anyone should have been killed, i wish this all could have been
prevented mattsev16 3 years agomattsev16 3 years ago yes thats right but, we have killed
many more insurgents than ur insurgents have killed of our soldiers, because our troops
are more superior, better equiped and smartter than ur stupid insurgents, we also have an
airforce, and a navy, which u third world country pricks do not, so at any time the U.S.
can wipe ur country off the planet so stfu we win mattsev16 3 years agomattsev16 3
years ago STFU CORRETOR, i dont think killing people is alright, its very wrong and
our soldiers hould not be in iraq, there should be no more killing, but the terrorists striked
first and we responded, what the hell did u expect the U.S. to do when you destroyed our
World Trade Center and kill almost 3 thousand of our citizens for no reason? mattsev16 3
years agomattsev16 3 years ago America is great, 9/11 was a very sad day and, you
muslims are just jealous of us because we are the best country in the world and the most
powerful, you muslums would never come to newyork and say face to face what you
really think of us because you would be jumped and youd get ur ass kicked by us
mattsev16 3 years agowindHighlander 3 years ago Exactly because you always think
about ass kicking people when they don't agree with your way of thinking is that
somebody reacted and showed you they would not take it any longer. Now your country
felt for once how it feels being treated like you've been treating the rest of us for so long.
windHighlander 3 years agoDDman465 3 years ago they fucking kill 1500+ innocent
civs...why the fuck cant we nuke them? DDman465 3 years agowindHighlander 3 years
ago Oh, c'mon. Your country killed many many many many many many many many
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more people than that before that date. Or are you not aware how your country became a
superpower? And why it did? windHighlander 3 years agoDDman465 3 years ago
heheheeh......ok ok fine DDman465 3 years agoGasparro18 3 years ago Man, fuck you.
You know the same terrorist that attacked my country bombed your buses and subways.
These pricks had the same belives like any other sadistic bastard. Who the fuck are you
to support terrorism in my country when the same shit happend to you? tell me.
Gasparro18 3 years agoGasparro18 3 years ago Yeah then comes part when your
standing under and she takes her foot and steps on you like an ant! While your dragging
your lifeless bloody body she picks up, roasts you and eats you. Fuck you your a
fucking low life piece of 3rd world shit. Gasparro18 3 years agoHorseFreak14 3 years ago
omg wait one more thing... did u know that there was a search dog that DAY AFTER
DAY for WEEKS and WEEKS searched through rubbel and Saved HUNDREDS of
lives!!! this makes me cry most: the dog died shortly after because the germs and
chemicals from the rubbel. HorseFreak14 3 years agoHorseFreak14 3 years ago holy shit
that REALLY sucks i feel so bad for you! I was in third grade at the time and they
wouldnt tell us what had just happened... we were in the hallways with books over out
heads because one of the four crashing planes flew right over my school... it was aweful
and i didn't understand! my parents came and picked me up and i was watching these
buildings crash on TV and i didn't understand!!!!!! but now i do and i like CRY
HorseFreak14 3 years agosteelers0640 3 years ago at 7:33 u can see someone jump out
steelers0640 3 years agomattsev16 3 years ago corrector is a pussy mattsev16 3 years
agoGasparro18 3 years ago Hold on, he's a pussy whip bitch. He's jealous of us. Every
morning he wakes up from his piece of shit hut he has to go pump water and go boil it to
use it cook. Then he probably has a junky broken down car that a donkey pulls him
everywhere. He's a piece of shit. Gasparro18 3 years agoBlueHefner3 3 years ago Dang
this day was sad, and all of u ungratefull dissrespectfull bitch made ass bastards need to
shut the fuck up and be grtaefull ya living. BlueHefner3 3 years
agoAmericaSucksMyCock 3 years ago show hide stop the waste of america flags! check
out my channel to learn some more useful things that can be done with an america flag!
AmericaSucksMyCock 3 years agoHomie013 3 years ago Guess what, me and my
borthers Shawn Micheals and Triple H are gunnu teach you a lesson. And that lesson is
being shuved up big Shows ass as far as Big Show can take it! Homie013 3 years
agoGasparro18 3 years ago I know what can be done. I can break your legs and stick the
American flag in your chest and mame your ass. Gasparro18 3 years
agoAmericaSucksMyCock 3 years ago show hide stop the waste of america flags! check
out my channel to learn some more useful things that can be done with an america flag!
AmericaSucksMyCock 3 years agoAmericaSucksMyCock 3 years ago stop the waste of
america flags! check out my channel to learn some more useful things that can be done
with an america flag! AmericaSucksMyCock 3 years agoAmericaSucksMyCock 3 years
ago stop the waste of america flags! check out my channel to learn some more useful
things that can be done with an america flag! AmericaSucksMyCock 3 years agotan8268
3 years ago so sad tan8268 3 years agoheyheyhey850 3 years ago oh and the paragraph at
the beginning of the video was kind of cheesy. your perspective has historical value? but
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still a sad day 9/11 was. h heyheyhey850 3 years agoheyheyhey850 3 years ago don't
take this the wrong way. but what the hell did you guys say when flight 175 hit tower 2.
you sounded like ahh. heyheyhey850 3 years agojohannaag 3 years ago The Backstreet
Boys lost a very good friend that day :'( I'll never forget that day. I have seen the movie
World Trade Center and Flight 93, And the both is very sad johannaag 3 years
agoTigerWoods111111111 3 years ago stupid cunt face bitch, TigerWoods111111111 3
years agoobiwan521 3 years ago She sounds like its the most exciting thing thats ever
happened to her. A right fucking ambulance chaser. obiwan521 3 years agoobiwan521 3
years ago Actually, come to think of it. The woman on the video sounds like a right
selfish cunt. "Oh its ok - they are attacking the world trade centre - not us" Not an ounce
of pity for the victims in her voice. obiwan521 3 years agoobiwan521 3 years ago You
have made a good, honest video about 9/11. Please dont let the idiot conspiracy theorists
trash the thread as they have every other. obiwan521 3 years agosimpleboi1313 3 years
ago i was 8 at the time and was walking to school with my friends and we all saw this big
shadow fly fast as hell rite over us and then we saw a plane hit the world trade center i
had no idea atthe time it was like anything big but then my parents told me that i just lost
family memebers and friend it was the most horrible thing ever nobody should be hatered
about this i mean its so fucking stupid ppl would acually say negative things about wat
happened that day god bless simpleboi1313 3 years agogreatxu2 3 years ago moreover,
9/11 was the one time when at least I myself witnessed what horror truly is greatxu2 3
years agogreatxu2 3 years ago I don't think it was the deaths themselves that startled
people in NYC (I lived there during that year), but mostly the pictures, and realizing that
no one was safe anymore and that this could have easily happened to anyone of us
(innocent New Yorkers, not 100% solely americans). Of course the US has killed alot
more ppl in the Middle East for no reason, but 9/11 frightened many more ppl (8 million
at least) than the US ever meant to elsewhere. greatxu2 3 years agoKurosakiLuvar01 3
years ago i was in the fifth grade when this happend. now i'm a junior in high school. i
can't believe it's been that long. damn..... KurosakiLuvar01 3 years agoanemodura 3 years
ago 2 God bless america anemodura 3 years ago 2bowtech333 3 years ago well atleast
they were thare live and got to witness history in the makeing not many of us were able
to do that although i agree that lady is an idiot and made sum stupid comments !
bowtech333 3 years agodartus2bits 3 years ago i really dont know what to say. the lady
recording is an idiot. half the people that comment are idiots. its shit like this that kills
me, to hear and see people say blame it on this or blame it on that. its like people who
blame not being able to make a free throw caus the wind is too strong. shit i believe in
freedom of religion... ;asdlkfj;alskdjf;alksjdf;klajs-;dklfj dartus2bits 3 years agocupcakita 3
years ago Again, Corrector78. You have proved yourself to be a complete asshole. I
wouldn't want anything bad to happen to you, but I wish you would know what it is like
to have a family member or a friend that died in this terrible accident and I would want to
know if you had the same bitch ass thoughts as you do on it now. You are the complete
opposite of what an American should be. cupcakita 3 years agosylmar24 3 years ago
OMG!! That must've been devestating that you were like right there to see everything!
It's hard to believe that this happen only 6 years, it felt like it was just yesterday. 2589
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RAICH, Los Angeles, CA sylmar24 3 years agomeffej 3 years ago you dont smoke much
weed huh probably only several sigs a day i fealsorry for you your really really really sad
but baby jesus loves you meffej 3 years agonatashaflynn 3 years ago OMFG!!!! wen the
2nd building collapsed i never realised how much smoke was actully there and how close
it came to her apartment window you are so so brave i cud never stand there and watch
that i wud burst into tears there and then R.I.P EVERYONE WHO LOST THEIR LIVES
THAT DAY we will never forget you :( natashaflynn 3 years agostevegrfc 3 years ago
r.i.p stevegrfc 3 years agomandahill123 3 years ago how intimate. ive never seen footage
without the news media running it. how terrifying it must have been to live so close to the
towers as they were hit and collapsed. everytime i watch footage of those planes hitting
the building and the collapse, my heart aches knowing how many people died at those
very moments. thank you for sharing your video. im sorry that there are people posting
comments that are so unacceptable. mandahill123 3 years agocypresseert 3 years ago
interesting that the people filming this assumed it was a terrorist attact when there is only
smoke and fire from top of one tower; the second building had not yet exploded; and this
was filmed so completely but the plane hitting the second building is never shown from
any direction; very good film though; yes indeed cypresseert 3 years agoPAZITO6969 3
years ago i'm sorry for this tragedy rest in peace all the courageous people PAZITO6969
3 years agoCanadianPeamealBacon 3 years ago It IS hard to believe that it has been 6
years. I was in PA last month and realized that we were close to Shanksville and went to
pay our respects at the memorial there. It is something I will never forget.
CanadianPeamealBacon 3 years agoTyman103 3 years ago OMG at 7:34 was that a
person falling or debris?!?! God, can anyone believe it's been 6 years? I can remember it
like it happened this morning.... Tyman103 3 years agomirtica583 3 years ago wow,
amazing video. u where very brave to post this. very sad mirtica583 3 years agoalansitto
3 years ago this was terrible, i dont think ur stupid ur very brave to show this video
alansitto 3 years agodavidpainintheass 3 years ago Fuckin morons davidpainintheass 3
years agoThe5StarGeneral 3 years ago i was in the 61st floor. i evacuted as soon as my
mother called to my cellteling me that the world trade center was under attack i took like
10 minutes to evcuate.i took the stairs. the elevator wasnt working The5StarGeneral 3
years agorobocon2 3 years ago 3 This video touched me so much. My father was working
in the South Tower, and it collasped. My father died in that disaster. Good job on this
video. robocon2 3 years ago 3xbuix 3 years ago SHEEPLE wake up! Terrorist didn't
attack the WTC. it was a false flag operation! search "Loose Change" on youtube! xbuix 3
years agomoikyp 3 years ago Makes me wonder. Where is Osama? Yeah, no excuse.
moikyp 3 years agoDynamicdj 3 years ago Where was the second impact? why was it
edited out? fuck sakes. this would have been good proof that a plane DID the wtc, and
shut up these conspiracy nutz. Dynamicdj 3 years agoMadCaddie007 3 years ago What
the FUCK are you talking about? You're a dumbshit. MadCaddie007 3 years
agoDynamicdj 3 years ago what part of that didnt you understand dumbo ? the clip was
edited out yes? there a conspiracy nuts claiming no planes hit the wtc yes? so it would
have been some proof. yes? dumbshit Dynamicdj 3 years agocajunforce 3 years ago thank
you for sharing your unique perception with the rest of the world. cajunforce 3 years
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agoverytallone 3 years ago I began to say how I feel for you watching this before your
eyes. Ive been to New York and cried that day watching this on TV. God bless you both
and consider me a friend who thinks the world of you. Watching your video felt like it
was just yesterday. We will never forget. verytallone 3 years agoIzanksaHolly 3 years
ago OMG! IzanksaHolly 3 years agomandito1900 3 years ago fuck u buccaqueer43207
racist ass bitch your worse than those terrorist ppl like u make ppl do this type of shit
bitch! mandito1900 3 years agobuccaneer43207 3 years ago Mandito... is that like the
Frito Bandito, another filthy Mexican piece of shit. We'll ship our Ohio illegal Mexicans
down to you in "paradise." How about that, you man-bitch? buccaneer43207 3 years
agoLakeiaspissed 3 years ago That had to be a pretty sweet apartment! Lakeiaspissed 3
years agoJReyna02 3 years ago wtf were is the shot of the second plane hitting??? she
claimed it was a military plane?? were is the shot of the plane?? JReyna02 3 years
agobuccaneer43207 3 years ago Hey, Pazito6969, you Mexican piece of shit. Keep your
illegals home with you, you terrorist loving fucker. Or if you're so brave, put your ass
where your mouth is and come on up here. We'll have a nice "talk", bitch. buccaneer43207
3 years agoPAZITO6969 3 years ago yeah you say illegal when we stay in a part of our
old territory before you motherfuckers stole that territory and doing all the dirty job in
your fucking country to feed your fucking mouses pieces of shit so fuck up
PAZITO6969 3 years agobuccaneer43207 3 years ago Ahh... let's see. We won territory
in a war. You pussies lost. Then we bought land... ever heard of The Gadsden Purchase?
No, of course not. And Cinco de Mayo? You pansies celebrate your only military victory
in history... over THE FRENCH!! HA HA HA!! My company has a plant in Mexico
City. It does my heart good to see your dirty whores slaving away for us gringos!
buccaneer43207 3 years agoPAZITO6969 3 years ago first: the mexicans working in your
country are a great percent of your economy more than 50% second: you cannot harvest
even an apple without a mexican working. bitch PAZITO6969 3 years agokhendri3 3
years ago die and go to hell ass khendri3 3 years agocapitolio 3 years ago They ruined
your amazing view.. capitolio 3 years agoPAZITO6969 3 years ago all this stuff was
USA goverment fault it was all planed, all this lies for fucking oil FUCK YOU
BUSH!!!!!!!!!!!! PAZITO6969 3 years agobuccaneer43207 3 years ago I see you're from
Mexico, Pazito. You fuckers are invading our country every day, and here you are saying
it was an inside job. You fuckers down there love terrorists, you let them in to cross our
borders every day. Fuck you, Mexican trash! buccaneer43207 3 years agoPAZITO6969
3 years ago no you're wrong you let them cross idiot for have some money in your
fucking white asses don't you see your govermment is letting the mexicans cross
PAZITO6969 3 years agomikoba 3 years ago lo siento x las personas q murieron y sus
familiares pero s una mierda q su gobierno haga eso x petroleo mikoba 3 years
agoPAZITO6969 3 years ago coincido contigo PAZITO6969 3 years agokoighyt123 3
years ago The dust there was huge!!!! Kinda block the sunlight koighyt123 3 years
agomajesticmagnito44 3 years ago 2 same here R.I.P every1 we all loved u...
majesticmagnito44 3 years ago 2armoup007 3 years ago 2 i am canadian , and im touched ,
i dont get it how cant u be touched by this .. is so sad , sry for ppl dat died , R.I.P
armoup007 3 years ago 2EmoGirl2000 3 years ago 4 i am sorry you had to witness this.
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every year i think and pray about what happened that day. i lost someone very close to
me and i will not let any of the souls that died that day die in vain. i have made it my goal
to help people who lost friends, or family in this attack. no one should live in fear yet
people do. the lives on those planes and the lives that were in the trade center must not
be forgotten. i am angry but more sadness dwells inside me. i am sorry. truly i am
EmoGirl2000 3 years ago 4adrianna1324261 3 years ago i can't believe this happened
adrianna1324261 3 years agoKimberlyke 3 years ago this is happend on me b-day:'(
Kimberlyke 3 years agokhendri3 3 years ago oh boo hoo and your alive so shut up
khendri3 3 years agoClubland14 3 years ago I cant understand how some people can sign
on here & say 9/11 deserved 2 happen..it didnt..no one in those buildings deserved 2
die..watching it 2 this day sends me straight 2 tears..it touches a nerve..& as 4 u people
that say "9/11 was great people died yay"..fuck u..id love 2 see u screaming 4 ur life out
of a burning down building with the thought of never seeing ur family again..spare a
thoought 4 these people & there loved 1z...THATS HOW THEY FELT!! Clubland14 3
years agoplaytoy82 3 years ago That's bull shit..I am Canadian....and our country was
bothered by this...in fact our country let these terrorists in...I remember this day and
watching this video makes the hair stand up on my arms... playtoy82 3 years
agosuperjuvefan 3 years ago you fuckin traitor. the u.s did this not any terrorist group.
you should be ashamed of yourself. fuckin traitor. superjuvefan 3 years agoluger474 3
years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam NO FUCK YOU
BITCH! luger474 3 years agoxXD3VOXx 3 years ago lol... u really dont kno the story do
u... the us was warned about pearl harbor. the japanese told us when, where, how. the
pres knew this was our chance to enter WWII. he later said on broadcast tv the story and
it was proven. same shit for 9/11 we needed a way to invade the middle east. this was our
chance. xXD3VOXx 3 years agochewyyy420 3 years ago show hide im a canadain so this
dosent bother me much ehhhh chewyyy420 3 years agoDiverseLA 3 years ago you're
selfish. you're lucky the terrorists who planned to bomb buildings in toronto didnt get
caught. if you were intelligent, you'd realize this was an attack against the free world, not
just the u.s.... also, canada depends greatly on the u.s. economy. you're hateful scum.
DiverseLA 3 years agoPEIguy1969 3 years ago breaks my heart to hear that lady cry.
Love can get us further than hate people. No sense fighting about these things, we need to
understand one another and end all this senseless violence. PEIguy1969 3 years
agodannihappi 3 years ago U go Jakemobley! Woop woop! dannihappi 3 years agonem03
3 years ago 2 yeah 911 was deffinately fake? it was 100 percent real its like saying that
the holocaust was fake except a different concept nem03 3 years ago 2jakemobley 3 years
ago tbrookk, you are the sickest and most fucking retarded, ass fucking douchebag in the
world. go get gangraped you cocksucker. jakemobley 3 years agok8silverice7 3 years ago
its a ufo flying(left side) in the moment 5:30? k8silverice7 3 years agoxXD3VOXx 3
years ago 9/11... was obviously fake. either the terrorists were mercenaries, its was a way
for us to invade and executed by the gov. (pearl harbor), or the conspiricie theories r run
by the gov. to make them powerful.. respond plz. xXD3VOXx 3 years agoluger474 3
years ago "pearl harbor"?! Eat shit and fucking die luger474 3 years ago13aznanimegirl12
3 years ago my dad died in 9/11 13aznanimegirl12 3 years agodominarican01 3 years ago
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so sorry dominarican01 3 years agoroka2 3 years ago USA caused the death of more than
600.000 people in Iraq. What about them? roka2 3 years agoDiverseLA 3 years ago
actually it was mostly terrorists, shiite death squads, and sunnis that killed iraqis. not
americans. americans are trying to protect iraqis from terrorists. what about the hundreds
of thousands of deaths saddam caused? DiverseLA 3 years agodannihappi 3 years ago
Exactly dannihappi 3 years agodannihappi 3 years ago tbrookk. You're insane. i wasnt
talking about the government, just that i felt for all of the innocent people that were
killed! All i can say is, shame you were'nt in the building! dannihappi 3 years
agodannihappi 3 years ago 3 I still cant believe this actually happened. Watching this
brings tears to my eyes, all of those innocent people killed. How can a human being be
capable of doing this! I hope those terrorists burn in hell!!! dannihappi 3 years ago
3tbrookk 3 years ago show hide danni u need to catch a grip...american government is
responsible for millions starving n livin in poverty.9/11 was just a result of their
arrogance thinkin they can tell the world how to live...personally i found 1000s of
americans burning in that building fuckin hilarious u dumb fuck tbrookk 3 years
agoverbalcannon9 3 years ago lol terrorist 1 US 0 verbalcannon9 3 years agomeman24 3
years ago haha meman24 3 years agobobbywow1 3 years ago How could you guys blame
this on bush for one second. You have to be kidding me! I take no side in the democrat or
republican conflict, but its the government as a whole. You cannot blame an event this big
on one single person for all you dimwits that say its his fault. bobbywow1 3 years
agolune78 3 years ago 9/11 was a real tragedy, no doubt about it, and I really feel sorry
for those who lost a loved one that day, but you have to remember that the Americans are
guilty too. Bigger tragedies have occured in the history of mankind. lune78 3 years
agostation530 3 years ago when did u find out that bush did all this??? that sucker let it
happened, he knew he could do a real profit invading iraq latter on with all those lies..
station530 3 years agopaintba114life321 3 years ago i was in 2nd grade when this
happend i had no idea what was going on so i didnt think anything of it until 1 year later i
finally did.... paintba114life321 3 years agoACHKROFT 3 years ago the amiricans have
kill more than 8 million persone everywhere in the world and they causes the death of a
nembre more . am not with this acts but I see that their policy which causes these
malleures ACHKROFT 3 years agomeman24 3 years ago its not the americans, all the
bad shit that happens is because of a few families that are in controll, not becuase of all of
america or the entire american govt. meman24 3 years agoyzon33 3 years ago this is for
fuckamelickans what a mother fucker you are hope it was you the one that died asshole
making fun of 911 hundreds died and you making fun lowlife basterd go back to your cave
you sand monkey yzon33 3 years agoIlaria83 3 years ago it was almost 3 pm in italy, i
was 18 and i was doing an internship.Suddenly a guy from the office said that the twin
towers in new york were strucked by a plane, so we turn on the tv and saw it!every
channel was talking about it.Horrible! Ilaria83 3 years agodublintimmy 3 years ago Thank
you for putting up that video. It is a stark reminder to all of us about the evils of this
world and the bravery of many men and women. dublintimmy 3 years agoACHKROFT 3
years ago the evils of this world (buch )and the bravery of many men and women( +700
000 kelled by buch). ACHKROFT 3 years agoYanivZor 3 years ago that happen and
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america didnt even did somthing to revenge???? wtf are u guys crazy i dont get it i don't
get bush this horrible thing happend i just see it i get shock and he{ur leader or
wahtever{bush didnt do anything... and u still go with the arabien? YanivZor 3 years
agosdi82 3 years ago orribile! sdi82 3 years agosdi82 3 years ago e orribile!! sdi82 3 years
agoandurrani 3 years ago 911 was a preplane game while the Iraq ang Afghanistan is a real
story andurrani 3 years agobama79rolltide 3 years ago Who cares if there are no planes?
Thousands died in vain. Regardless of whom is responsibile. bama79rolltide 3 years
agomachfron 3 years ago Look at the video again.There were no planes. machfron 3 years
agosomeone11232 3 years ago nope..put it this way..your retarded..end of story =D.
someone11232 3 years agomachfron 3 years ago More likely you are blind or
brainwashed or a spook. machfron 3 years agobbanne9 3 years ago R.I.P Thats the
saddest thing ever ! bbanne9 3 years agoccampbell1976 3 years ago God I hate this time
of year because above this text is all I think about. The crying and roaring of jets and the
buildings coming down. I am just sick to my stomache now. 2 firefighters who may have
survied this, were killed in the line of duty right there this past Saturday. Now 345
firefighters gone as a result of this. I am just numb and sick and I know how this couple
feels in being helpless. What do we tell our children? ccampbell1976 3 years agotursko49
3 years ago good tursko49 3 years agoadvasta 3 years ago you guys were so brave and i
hated this when it happened, i was 9 and i didn't understand alot about what was going
on, all i knew was 2 big buildings had clapsed, i live in england i felt for each and every
one of those brave brave people inside those buildings advasta 3 years agoairybolery 3
years ago this footage gives a real inside view of what it was like to be nearby. frightening
as hell. airybolery 3 years agoConkerdeath 3 years ago All the people who actually
enjoyed watching the people die i can just say i hope u all die ganster fags. Conkerdeath 3
years agoTheNextNagareboshi 3 years ago to the dickhead called FuckAmerelickans2hell.
you are nothing but a dirty arab, it's people like you who need to be bombed not inocent
souls who did not a thing wrong what happened that day was a tragidy and one will will
never forget. you may be able to kill people but you cant kill our spirit, and i cant wait
for us to bomb the hell out of you and all your redneck dirty arab mates and country's
burn in hell you son of a bitch TheNextNagareboshi 3 years agorednech23 3 years ago im
so sorry for those who lost their lives but it could have been thousands more. rednech23
3 years agoFuckAmelickans2hell 3 years ago hahaha fuck AmeLicka bitchy gays im glad
to see so many of them died during 9/11 its so fucking funny those idiots jumped off the
building and gave up on their life and those emo punk arses goes crying over it! And the
firemans tries to save their fellow amelickans but they end up dead themselves hahaha
Death To AmeLicka! FuckAmelickans2hell 3 years agoHThoroe 3 years ago Are You
Crazy!?!?!!!!... Should We Also Standing And Laft, When Your Mother Or Father Die,
Beacuse Some Terrosrist bombing your house?? You are so not fun!!! and devil!!! You
should be in jell beacuse you are so devil!, you shall know that you NOT ARE FUN,
BUT DEVIL, HOW CAN YOU BE SO DEVIL OVER THAT OTHER PEPOLE ARE
DEAD, IT'S SO DEVIL!!! HThoroe 3 years agoTheNextNagareboshi 3 years ago you
fucking arab cunt burn in hell and take your mother with you TheNextNagareboshi 3
years agotakeoverlover 3 years ago what is wrong with you! you are so sick...im canadian
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and i dont care what country or religion or race anyone is. murdering 3000 ppl is
disgusting and horrible. go fuck yourself. takeoverlover 3 years agoGasparro18 3 years
ago Shut the fuck up. Ok if a plane crashed into your building and you had no other
choice but to jump. What would you do? jump right? And you can go to hell you camel
riding, 50 wife having, towel head son of a bitch. You know America can easily fuck your
country up. Just go ask Japan. Mother fucker believe me if I can enlist in the Marines
right now I'd kill your sand nigger ass. Gasparro18 3 years agoBZinMyPantalones 3
years ago FUCK U RACIST CRACKER! BZinMyPantalones 3 years agoHThoroe 3
years ago Oh My God, It's So Sad!. I Always Cry When I See Video's From That, Try
To Look At The FireMann When He Push All The Grey Thing Away From Hi's Car...
It's All So Sad, And If I Could Do All That I Want, I Will Have Help All From The
Biulds Out, And Also Them From The Plane Before It Eksploded !!!! ITS SO
SAD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! HThoroe 3 years agorednech23 3 years ago to think i was at the
top of that building a week before in the south tower.....my first thought "im on top of
the WTC" now its ground zero. but soon it will be the freedom tower standing at 541
metres rednech23 3 years agoOZMYMAN 3 years ago this country is run by evil
barbaric men like rumsfeld kissinger levy black pearl silverstein cheyney wolfowitz all
jewish and who control the press to tell you what to think.911 was supposed to have
been done by muslims with feelings for palestine?so why did they do it on a jewish
holiday?those above can murder 3000 of you and blame others and you sad evil yanks
vote for them.prozac burgers and democracy?lol WATCH COINCEDENCE 1-11 the real
terrorist are the ones mentioned above. OZMYMAN 3 years agoairsofttanker4 3 years
ago I'm not sure, but i think the attack was supposedly planned for a day earlier, when
more people were working. airsofttanker4 3 years agophyrorafa 3 years ago one thing,
why do you call him "misiter of defence"?? you should call him minister of ATTACK
dont you??? phyrorafa 3 years agoblurry69 3 years ago This never gets easier to watch.
blurry69 3 years agoranger6868 3 years ago Agreed. And yet some of us still watch.
Please pardon me if some of us pray for all who endured that horrible day. And for those
who watched in horror when... I apologize; what an absolutely horrible day, Yet, nothing
will deter our strength and of course our freedom. Osama, guess what, You'll eat
our...please fill in the rest. God bless America! ranger6868 3 years agoskyteam2012 3
years ago God bless all people passagers cabin's crews ( your friend's from American
Airline vlad who you flew two day befor) who a died they are flying withe angeles in the
sky now I mees you Vlad ... skyteam2012 3 years agobedula1 3 years ago Ask Mr. Larry
Silverstein <How much money his company put down on purchasing of this two
towers!!His down payment was only 175 milions USD ,and they collect 7 Bilion
USD,from fucking insurance companies for this shit!!!!Innocent people died for
Rotschild Family and Co.Thanks to Mosad and Cia!!!!???No wonder they have money
to create new building of century???Innocent people dying in Iraq and Afganistan For
opium and oil!!!! bedula1 3 years ago666RobD666 3 years ago it was going well till she
brought out the christian shit lol 666RobD666 3 years agoHomie013 3 years ago This
was a very sad and terrible day... And for gods sakes my18yolol, stop being a complete
fucking idiot! This was all real, this was not a so called "demolition"... Thiers no possible
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way that they could be in the CIA, NWO, FBI, or Secret fucking Service, get out thier
and watch this shit... You need a fucking life, 9/11 was the most worst disaster in
America! But, excuse that, This was the most saddest days that i've actually saw...
Unlike Virginia Tech... Homie013 3 years agolaunwatch 3 years ago Try to remember you
idiots that leave cheap messages here, this video is a memoriam put on Youtube by decent
people. Show some respect for the dead. launwatch 3 years agopapasuito 3 years ago she
sounds horny!! "i just ... heard a loud boom mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm" papasuito
3 years agoMY18YOLOL 3 years ago Now all you patriotic folk OPEN YOUR EYES
TO THE TRUTH YOUR GOVERNMENT IS PULLING THE WOOL OVER YOUR
EYES BENDING YOU OVER A TABLE AND FUCKING U STRAIGHT UP THE
ASS AND YOU DONT EVEN REALISE IT THEY'RE TAKING YOU FOR TWATS
AND YOU'RE FALLING STRAIGHT INTO IT!!! MY18YOLOL 3 years
agoHomie013 3 years ago Dude, wdf r u talking about! This was not staged or any of this
shit... Your the fucking blind person, of course the pentagon got hit, yes planes hit the
trade centers, yes this all happened! Why, in gods name, would Bush spend over millions
and billions building these places... What you think, Bush made them out of plastic or
cardboard, ur a fucking complete idiot... Homie013 3 years agoMY18YOLOL 3 years ago
And HOW do we know the two women and the man aren't CIA or NWO employees?
POSSIBLY FBI Most likely Secret Service if anything But im telling you now The Twin
Towers on the 9th of September 2001 DID NOT Happy with a terrorist attack And a
plane did not fly into the Pentagon either Bush made MILLIONS and the bush
administration BILLIONS out of that scam that is playing above this comment
MY18YOLOL 3 years agoMY18YOLOL 3 years ago Even THIS video cant prove that it
wasnt a control demolition BECAUSE YOU tell me this Where's the footage of the
building ACTUALLY coming down It goes from Watching the building on fire To JUST
after the building collapses MY18YOLOL 3 years agoMY18YOLOL 3 years ago Now
answer me this u BLIND mother fuckers!! IF it was two american airways planes
WHAT THE FUCK DID THAT WOMAN SAY American Military Plane I think u'll
find NOW SINCE WHEN DID THE MILITARY DO FLIGHTS FOR THE PUBLIC!!!
Erm...SINCE NEVER!!! Open Your eyes Do your own investigating MY18YOLOL 3
years agoMY18YOLOL 3 years ago All you idiots that STILL support bush after he's
killed THOUSANDS of your fellow country men Are like people who supported Hitler
before his reign of terror MY18YOLOL 3 years agoLOvele55XKuNx3 3 years ago I
know. Bush is just like another Hitler. LOvele55XKuNx3 3 years agoskovensalf 3 years
ago JEWS DID IT! skovensalf 3 years agopytko3 3 years ago Prove it. pytko3 3 years
agovanquished14 3 years ago I was living in Alaska when it happened so I missed all the
Live Press Coverage (Alaska is 5 Hours behind Eastern Time). When I woke up for
school, at about 6:00 am, my parents were both glued to the TV and my mom was crying.
I didn't understand the significance of it at the time... I was just glad school was cancelled.
BTW, everyone throwing out the: "Fuck Bush, Ass, Hell, Shit, Damn, Bitch, and any
other rude comments" ...get a life. You aren't making yourselves look good. vanquished14
3 years agovolleyballspike 3 years ago Bush isnt either! volleyballspike 3 years
agostudiopie 3 years ago anyone who says "go terrorists" or owt like that just wants to
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butt fuck bin laden then violate him with a wine bottle!! damn stupid inbred sheep
fucking terrorists studiopie 3 years ago4j4tt4r4 3 years ago fucking bush is himself
terrorist!!!! 4j4tt4r4 3 years agovolleyballspike 3 years ago I Agree! He is the terrorist for
killing millions of inocent ppl in wars volleyballspike 3 years agohiggle50 3 years ago all u
fuckers who say go terroridts and all that shit r going strait to hell higgle50 3 years
agoJangofett511 3 years ago Yeah I would keep the window shut... Jangofett511 3 years
agoFloraenchantixqueen 3 years ago This was a sad day for all of us! I pray for the
families who lost someone! Floraenchantixqueen 3 years agoAznKillaRay 3 years ago and
that was for kevincosgrove lol AznKillaRay 3 years agosmokeyb123 3 years ago you
would becuase your a self loathing, special ed, puke.. laughing at our countrymen being
murdered.. u make me sick smokeyb123 3 years agoAznKillaRay 3 years ago lol wtf dude
are you like fucking screwed up??? AznKillaRay 3 years agoronnieflores1987 3 years ago
FUCK BUSH THAT MUTHAFUCKER DID THIS! ronnieflores1987 3 years
agoFloraenchantixqueen 3 years ago He didn't do anything! Floraenchantixqueen 3 years
agoChaos6655 3 years ago Go terrorists!! Chaos6655 3 years agoPaulpunk19 3 years ago
the video has take up too long its sooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo-oooooo slow
Paulpunk19 3 years agogandyx 3 years ago omg i hate this day gandyx 3 years
agochinobballplaya 3 years ago lol what the fuck chinobballplaya 3 years
agochinobballplaya 3 years ago it was that bitch ass criminal bush that races stealing oil
bitch chinobballplaya 3 years agochris45785 3 years ago Well hes doing a really damn
good job of stealing it eh? $3 a gallon gas wooo!!! chris45785 3 years agolazja 3 years ago
the people had enought time to get the fuck outta there they were just to fat and lazy!
lazja 3 years agoiTubeQQQQQ 3 years ago Lazja I think thats a really sick comment. For
someone to say that means that you dont have a heart. 3000 people died and all you have
to say is they're fat and lazy? iTubeQQQQQ 3 years agohsj687 3 years ago your mother
was so lazy that she thaught she was taking it up the ass but it slipped and went up the
boot top that is her cunt, shame since u slipped out u sick fuck, waste of a SHIT!!!!
hsj687 3 years agoSilentHill112 3 years ago The people in the towers and the other
buildings were told to stay put. Learn you facts before you say something that sick. Too
bad you where not there... SilentHill112 3 years agovolleyballspike 3 years ago You
should never ever ever say that! that makes you just as bad as hsj687 if you say that,
volleyballspike 3 years agogentletouch1 3 years ago It's hard for me to watch what
happened. Everytime I see almost any video of that day, I begin to well up and cry.
Thank you for releasing this. gentletouch1 3 years agochris45785 3 years ago I was 16, a
Junior in High School. Like most others, ill never forget where I was when I hear about
this. As for the conspiracy theories such as "Bush did it" or "Mossad did it" what does it
matter? 3000 people died no matter who did it, and thats what people should be focused
on. chris45785 3 years agochinobballplaya 3 years ago it was bush man chinobballplaya 3
years agoSilentHill112 3 years ago Although I was young when this happend, I made me
relise how horribe it can be to live in this world. SilentHill112 3 years agoaces79 3 years
ago 9-11 WAS DONE BY ISRAELIS AKA MOSSAD aces79 3 years agopytko3 3 years
ago What is your evidence? pytko3 3 years agoaces79 3 years ago go to iamthewitness .
com aces79 3 years agoOnlyMyOpinion 3 years ago Then, my neighbor and coach for
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football told me practice was cancled. Im like "why" and he told me to turn on the TV. I
did, and I cried for 12 hrs straight thinking we were going to be bombed and die like in the
movies. I was speechless. OnlyMyOpinion 3 years agoOnlyMyOpinion 3 years ago
then when I got on my bus I heard on the radio "The Pentagon is still on fire." and I said
"a cook must have gone crazy" which was funny in 3rd grade. but of corse I regret it now.
Then we saw about 30 helicopters (army) fly over. Still not understanding anything. I got
home, my mom was talking to her friend she didnt say anything. OnlyMyOpinion 3
years agoOnlyMyOpinion 3 years ago I was in 3rd grade at the time of the attack. And I
remmember this day with great detail. It started with an announsment around 10 saying:
Playground has been cancled and we are in warrior alert(the name they gave to lock the
doors, shut the blinds and other things.) So I said to my teacher, who I was next to on the
ground at the time "I wonder why they cancled playground its a beautiful day" she said "I
dont know". She was as puzzled as us at the time. They never told us what happend.
OnlyMyOpinion 3 years agocicixanimeloverx 3 years ago I don't remember this then
again,I was only 4. cicixanimeloverx 3 years agoSOADafi 3 years ago never forget that
dreadful day SOADafi 3 years agojojoclubwebsite2007 3 years ago Hey guys visit
MariaOnlineTube channel, this girl is ABSOLUTLY amazing, Esmee Denters is also great
but it's time to see other singers on YouTube! Visit this channel and comment cause I
swear you won't regret! I know this girl and she's amazing! jojoclubwebsite2007 3 years
agoSpike20TRILLION 3 years ago That was fucked up what happened that day.
Spike20TRILLION 3 years agoiPodguy0 3 years ago i agree with Tubba22...but
anyways...looks more like a cheap recording off the 11PM news...just my thought tho :P
iPodguy0 3 years agoAangietehdeer 3 years ago WTF, go drown in a lake of fire, asshole,
and maybe fuck your puppy while your at it. Aangietehdeer 3 years agoixiSHAOLINixi 3
years ago Holy fuckin shit you're mind is corrupt. are you fuckin EMO, where the hell is
your mother at? ixiSHAOLINixi 3 years agojdred1 3 years ago AshkeNAZI jews need to
stop the warmongering. American taxpayers are tired of funding Israel's security.
Occupied Palestine is for the indigenous people of Palestine, muslime or jew;
Russian/Euro/US jews do not belong on that land. They are living on stolen land and
should be ashamed. If the holocaust happened, you need petition Germany to have them
"make" a "homeland" for you. You got kicked out of Europe by massacre or intimidation,
you shouldn't take it out on the Palestinians. jdred1 3 years agocowdestroyer69 3 years
ago put zeitgeistmovie in google and its a video that explains everything about 9/11 and
how it was an inside job and how the goverment is corrupt and if you care about being
free in the coming years then you should watch it cowdestroyer69 3 years agocollegeri 3
years ago does anyone know why she said "it was a military plane" right after the 2nd
plane hit? i emailed but didn't get a response yet. collegeri 3 years agoSilentHill112 3
years ago comment to collegri: in the terror they were in, do you really think they would
know what was happening or the exact plane? SilentHill112 3 years agotubba22 3 years
ago wow. you people are sick for posting comments like this. sick. tubba22 3 years
agochinobballplaya 3 years ago well wow 3,000 people died what happen in world war 2
huh U.S killed fucking like more than 100,000 of japenese with there hiroshima bomb
chinobballplaya 3 years agoroxydog13 3 years ago George Bush Did it. roxydog13 3
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years agoroxydog13 3 years ago wow Kevin wtf is rong with u alot of mother fucking
people died thats fucking sad how u were fucking happy and throwing a god dmn party.
roxydog13 3 years agotubba22 3 years ago where the hell do you get party from? They
didn't throw a party dumb ass, shame on you, loser. tubba22 3 years agoredbrian84 3
years ago Fuckin hell SiLuceatLux2- you need to get over your fear of Communism- wake
up the fuckin cold war is over!! "Red Army Money"? You fuckin tool. Christ almighty
yer bloody paranoid mate. redbrian84 3 years agoredbrian84 3 years ago Communism as
an ideal can never, ever work. Stands to reason- it is impossible to implement fairly. I
can't get over how the supposed strongest nation on the planet is still terrified of a social
way of life that fails in every department. Lose the paranoia and realise that not every
country in the world is out to get you. Just a thought. redbrian84 3 years agopapasuito 3
years ago lol papasuito 3 years agobigbofff 3 years ago UFO at 05:30!!! left side. bigbofff
3 years agoyorammo 3 years ago why they cant find osama bin laden if they use a camara
they can find him i think that thay just found him but dont let us it know yorammo 3
years agoNYGiantsfan123 3 years ago kevincosgrove, shut the fuck up! if this happend
to your country or your family you would be sad and hurt, i would know my dad was in
the towers...don't post negative comments about these videos and don't watch them if
you are going to be like this! NYGiantsfan123 3 years agocarlitoshello 3 years ago fuck
you, dam your mom didnt show you much love huh, and i bet your daddy was a drunk,
after a few drink he would get a little to playfull with your sister and afterwards he would
beat you with his belt for no reason then he would move on to your bitch cunt mother
and fuck her in the ass hurting her and making her bleed then he would make you
join..close to home right! carlitoshello 3 years agomayorofthenonsense 3 years ago please
dont ever have children.. mayorofthenonsense 3 years agotubba22 3 years ago you
discust me, whoever you are, shame on you, SHAME ON YOU. You make me
physically ill. tubba22 3 years agocarlitoshello 3 years ago you talking about me you
fuck? carlitoshello 3 years agoNathan1990000000000 3 years ago geez ure a sick fucka
man u need to grow up a bit i pity u man i hope your dead nan burnt in one of the towers
revived and then got slowly crushed when they fell Nathan1990000000000 3 years
agoRosco6767 3 years ago What a compelling video. Better than any news shot I can
find. Thank you for sharing this. Rosco6767 3 years agoggdavis 3 years ago I'm sorry you
had to witness this, but I'm glad you shared it. The bad thing is, I believe many people
have forgotten. People like you who were there first-hand can appreciate your lives.
ggdavis 3 years agoAangietehdeer 3 years ago I agree with you. :3 Aangietehdeer 3 years
agoalmarendon1 3 years ago 9/11 was an inside job.... almarendon1 3 years
agoNYGiantsfan123 3 years ago keisterbunny13, shut the fuck up! if this happend to
your country or your family you would be sad and hurt, i would know my dad was in the
towers...don't post negative comments about these videos and don't watch them if you
are going to be like this! NYGiantsfan123 3 years agosimplydabomb 3 years ago holy shit
did he come out alive simplydabomb 3 years agojdall2me 3 years ago ....dude.... jdall2me
3 years agoRaisinjeff 3 years ago I love how they automatically think it's a terrorist
attack. BS. Oh, and you skipped a scene after the second one hit. Raisinjeff 3 years
agoIsinthas6744 3 years ago SHUT THE FUCK UP! Respect the people who were
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actually there you dick Isinthas6744 3 years agokas122 3 years ago Well..it was a
terrorist attack smart one. kas122 3 years agoOnlyjasonhere 3 years ago man, all that
smoke coming at you at first musta seemed hella scary Onlyjasonhere 3 years
agoreddfactory 3 years ago Bush did it. reddfactory 3 years agoCRAZYANDSEXY21 3
years ago VERY sad ,,, thank you very much for sharing with us CRAZYANDSEXY21 3
years agoreddfactory 3 years ago Thank you for having the presence of mind to think
about the rest of us while all this is going on in your back yard. This video has more than
historical significance. At approximately 7:53 in to the video you will hear a whistle,
followed by two pops! If you look just above the second sky mall (grayish band) you
will see the flashes from two explosions that are at least 40 floors beneath the crash site.
Thank you for the awesome video. reddfactory 3 years agonatholding 3 years ago good
video guys well done what a sad day that was :(:(:( :'( natholding 3 years agohoover000 3
years ago wow i was in the skool 17 blocks away we were evacuated it sucked ass
hoover000 3 years agonatholding 3 years ago i hope your were ok and had no injuries
natholding 3 years agodanielmarchand 3 years ago Did you see the explosions in this one
danielmarchand 3 years agodanielmarchand 3 years ago you can even hear the pops
danielmarchand 3 years agoRaisinjeff 3 years ago How come they didn't bring a helicopter
and drop water or sand or whatever they dump on fires? That would've worked better
than a fucking fire engine. Raisinjeff 3 years agoSLASH570 3 years ago RIP 2 all those
who died SLASH570 3 years agoHankeePankeeYankee 3 years ago I'm still waiting to
hear from "the religion of peace" (supposedly Islam) any 'voice of reason'. Ann Coulter's
great question: "It's not are all Muslims terrorists, it's are nearly all terrorists Muslim?"
The silence is deafening from Muslims to denounce the 911 attacks. Maybe they all are
either terrorists or supporters of terrorism. So much for "the religion of peace".
HankeePankeeYankee 3 years agoVenoras 3 years ago Where is the towers? Oeo?
Venoras 3 years agoSnoety 3 years ago It is horrible, it makes me cry everytime i see
something of 9/11. My heart still goes out to all the people in the buildings and their
family. Snoety 3 years agomaxmayath 3 years ago this noise is the most terrible you have
ever hear! that's horrile! maxmayath 3 years agowozadelm 3 years ago 05:30 there is a ufo
on the left hand side wozadelm 3 years agowozadelm 3 years ago 05:30 there is a ufo on
the left hand side wozadelm 3 years agosavageUSA 3 years ago Bush strategy in a nut
shell: 1) Talk tough against Islamic terrorists while sucking up to the muslim lobby in
America. 2) Invade middle eastern countries that never attacked us and had NOTHING to
do with 9/11 but use 9/11 as pretext 3) Send our border guards to protect Iraq's border
while pushing for a North American Union at home with amnesty for Mexican criminals.
4) Become a dictator by slowly killing the Constitution. Only Globalist nut jobs want
this kind of America. RON PAUL REVOLUTION savageUSA 3 years agokurd3802 3
years ago didnt that sound like a demeltion to you kurd3802 3 years agoabdiel301 3 years
ago I laugh every time I watch this video! LOL abdiel301 3 years agodavid33743374 3
years ago abdiel.. ur an asswipe david33743374 3 years agotoddnc1972 3 years ago This
has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam You will get yours! toddnc1972 3 years
agoGTGTGTHEY 3 years ago omg!i bet that was shocking to see!?i feel bad for the
people in the buildings and people on the ground! GTGTGTHEY 3 years
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agoXTANKENGINEX 3 years ago WAKE UP! XTANKENGINEX 3 years
agowozadelm 3 years ago bush sed that there was highjacked but there wasent bush sed
four planes were highjacked but they were gust flone to pencivania then they got two
miltry planes loded whith bombs and drived them in to the world trade center then they
send a missle in to the penagon because there was no remans of a plane then shot down
all wicnesiss of flight 93 whith a anti aircraft gun. (sorry about the spelling) wozadelm 3
years agowozadelm 3 years ago 05:30 there is a ufo on the left hand side wozadelm 3
years agoLatteLiberal 3 years ago As a Republican and a Christian I am ashamed of the
actions of liberals who stand against a united nation under God. I am ashamed of my
fellow Americans who do not trust the President in times of national crisis. We need
morals in this country. To question the word of the PRESIDENT is not moral! We must
remain united. Corporations are working hard to see to it that we remain free. Profit is
only a byproduct of their actions to protect us. Let profit be. Oil companies have rights
too. LatteLiberal 3 years agoAlwaystuned 3 years ago I love America and our freedom of
speech. Now when you wrote this perhaps you were out of your med's or had forgotten
to take them that day.Whatever the case stay on your medication. Alwaystuned 3 years
agoMOFOLOLO 3 years ago damn you, bush... damn you to hell!! MOFOLOLO 3
years agowerehammer1 3 years ago bwaaahahahahahahaha so funny werehammer1 3
years agofayrouz123456 3 years ago bush and his sons juish did it and every one in the
world know that fayrouz123456 3 years agomichellecherry13 3 years ago Go Get facts!
9/11 as done by our OWN Government!! loosechange911 .c o m LOOK IN THE FILM
SECTION FOR LOOSE CHANGE 2ND EDITION DON'T IGNORE IT. STAND UP
AND SPREAD THE WORD. michellecherry13 3 years agoviral17 3 years ago bush did
it viral17 3 years agorichiecockburn 3 years ago in the words of queen is this the world
we created? my heart gos out to the familys what a sad day that was will never be
forgoten richiecockburn 3 years agojesbme 3 years ago This is so sad still brings many
tears to my eyes,more because I kept dreaming of airplanes falling and never wanted to
get on one cause the last one I dreamed I was on it and crashed into a building similiar to
this one, thats why did not want to visit my brother when he was there in NY. So sad,
god bless the families. jesbme 3 years agomkt1403hm1403kt 3 years ago it`s okay to be
sad but when we go on planes the best thing we can to is put our trust in god and hope it
doesn`t happen again. something is going to happen something bad the sign ao clear the
last thing standing was the cross and the last book was the bible. mkt1403hm1403kt 3
years agooaglugub 3 years ago bin ladin u son of a bitch you killed our people oaglugub 3
years agoaycharecife 3 years ago way to go bin laden....you killed 3000 ameicans..on 9-11
and alot soldiers in iraq too..but over 98,000 arabs dead because of you too after 911,,,,you wrote there death sentence too....way too go aycharecife 3 years agodalkavuk2 3
years ago @juiceroids and you are the sort of porson that faramir talks about. do you care
about uncles that died in vietnam or still dies in iraq? no? than you deserve 9/11
dalkavuk2 3 years agodalkavuk2 3 years ago an american telling people in middle east to
leave them alone?? lol!!! dalkavuk2 3 years agodalkavuk2 3 years ago roflmao dalkavuk2
3 years agomkt1403hm1403kt 3 years ago people think their in control one day
something bad is going to happen think about it the signs the cross last thing standing the
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bible the last book my uncle dog was hurt or something he did not go to the petagon he is
alive i was only three years old when it happened if i was older i would have cried
mkt1403hm1403kt 3 years agoDed0099 3 years ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam "For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that
whoever believes in him shall not perish but have eternal life." Ded0099 3 years
agoSulphuricRebel 3 years ago 07.33 the first person jumps SulphuricRebel 3 years
agoascgmail 3 years ago This video supports the claim that there was an explosion in the
basement before the towers fell. See time check at 14:05!!! The video shows smoke
coming up from the street level. ascgmail 3 years agodantt47449 3 years ago Yes, this was
probably an elevator shaft exploding or another fire caused by the debris falling from
above. dantt47449 3 years agoSouulboarder 3 years ago This is probably the most
graphic, detailed clip of the actual WTC out of all the clips on 9/11. It made me feel like I
was actually inside that building they were filming from. It doesn't get any real than this
folks. I can't even imagine how I would have felt if I was filming this. Souulboarder 3
years agovaultaddict205 3 years ago you know (im not responding ot you personally so
dont worry) this crap about conspiracies just hepls the terrorists even more!
vaultaddict205 3 years agovaultaddict205 3 years ago Yes people do die all the time! the
point is this was a massive attack and murder! fathers and mothers for example were
taken AWAY form children becuase of this! vaultaddict205 3 years agovaultaddict205 3
years ago hey i was also in @nd grade when it happened though i lived in Ri. I knew wat
happended! But when i came into school the next day...no one talked about it!
vaultaddict205 3 years agoRichdizzog 3 years ago Hey MAgic we will try to keep that in
mind the next time Germany invades your country ok. Richdizzog 3 years
agomagicnuttychocolate 3 years ago saleyuga! has a point. and us british were mourons
for helping usa. but saleyuga shouldnt say just two fucking buildings. innocent people
still died for no good reason. all terroists should be hung on national tv
magicnuttychocolate 3 years agoAmayaDusk 3 years ago about a month before this my
cousins were at the top of one of them. when they heard what happened they thought
they were so lucky....i just wish more people were luckier, so many needless deaths. its
really upsetting AmayaDusk 3 years agonick2007123 3 years ago omfg, Im just so pissed
at those terrorist bastards, I just wznt to get my hand on the person whoms responsible
for all of this, and punch him once for each person that died, and then snap his neck
nick2007123 3 years agoMansManBk 3 years ago Saleyuga Crawl back under the rock
you came out from under. Your a complete idiot! 911 was and is a tragedy for all who
died and were injured. Why is the world filled with such wackos and nutjobs? The real
enemy is hate! Period! MansManBk 3 years agosaleyuga 3 years ago the major terrorist
on this planet is usa ,you destroyed meny meny country and nothing,nobady thinking
about that.this shit is only two fucking building,you killed 150000 people in vietnam.fuck
usa ,freadom for all world saleyuga 3 years agoedonanarudone 3 years ago yes, america
has done some awful things to other countries but 9/11 is still a terrible tragedy regardless
edonanarudone 3 years agojustinloc187 3 years ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam 9/11 = INSIDE JOB - Wake up justinloc187 3 years agochris45785 3
years ago It's hard to believe this was 6 years ago, unreal how fast the time has gone by.
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FDNY 343. chris45785 3 years agopytko3 3 years ago By who? pytko3 3 years
agostewieg455 3 years ago you know what, fuck u you fuckin commie! go to hell!
stewieg455 3 years agogjkraemer 3 years ago Hey saleyuga! If you are going to talk shit
to us Americans at least fucking do it in English. For one you can't spell for shit and two
blow me! gjkraemer 3 years agokevinanarchy 3 years ago saleyuga you are a fucking idiot.
9/11 was a horrible incident for the US. yes i know, we have killed millions, but there is
no right for people to bomb and kill thousands of americans. they killed children mothers
fathers brothers sisters. dont you ever again say its only two fucking buildings. i cant
believe you had the NERVE to say that. imangine if your family was killed in this. i bet
you wouldnt say it was just two FUCKING buildings. ill see you in god damn hell you
idiot. kevinanarchy 3 years agorepublicanUSA 3 years ago My heart felt pain and tears
filled my eyes for all those innocent persons(Christians, faithful Americans, firefighters,
...) who were killed by this cowardly terror attack (fuck usama bin laden and al qaeda). we
must continue the war against the terror to defend our freedoms. we should never forget
this tragedy PRAY FOR THE VICTIMS and GOD BLESS AMERICA and George
Bush, the hero, who helped us to come back terrorists for hillary, friends don't let friends
vote democrat republicanUSA 3 years agosportc410 3 years ago thats so sad...my friends
uncle was lucky because he had day off and he worked there...and he went to vacation!!
sportc410 3 years agoNickthequcik415 3 years ago God Bless The N.Y.C fire department
for there courageous work... and God Bless everyone who was apart of 9/11. I hope your
not god blessing the terrorist who were also a part of 9/11 Nickthequcik415 3 years
agoairplanefreak95 3 years ago Seriously...do u hear the background music..barnie!.....no
offense but i would turn the TV off airplanefreak95 3 years agoSway0008 3 years ago
airplanefreak in a time like that i doubt the barney music in the back matters at all.
Sway0008 3 years agoMagicalMan687 3 years ago God Bless The N.Y.C fire department
for there courageous work... and God Bless everyone who was apart of 9/11.
MagicalMan687 3 years agodarthsal 3 years ago the terrorists were a part of 9/11 too...
darthsal 3 years agoforsaken3400 3 years ago FUCK why cudnt they just fukcing put
fucking something near the building that people coulD FUCKING JUMP ONTO OR
SOMETHING FUCKKK why cudnt they do anything .... forsaken3400 3 years
agofranknbarbie 3 years ago SAD HOW USA COVERED UP ITS OWN ACTIONS
franknbarbie 3 years agohibjib997 3 years ago It's deppressing what human's would do,
Bin Laden said it was "The Will Of God" Bullcrap hibjib997 3 years agoorchadork675 3
years ago GOD BLESS AMERICA orchadork675 3 years ago6465wg465wre4g 3 years
ago I'm angry. Why haven't I seen this video anywhere else? 6465wg465wre4g 3 years
agonoliberals123 3 years ago Thank you for sharing this powerful video. Nevermind the
conspiracy theorists. All they ever do is run their mouths--yet they NEVER offer any
indisputable proof. noliberals123 3 years agoTakeBushOut 3 years ago whats with all the
"oh my god, oh my gods"?? i mean damm, i had to mute it after awhile...gezz...nice vid
and all, appreiate it being here but damm...also, any reason you couldnt keep the camera
still? why all the shaking around? and obviously your more than 500 yards away, if you
were that close there would be alot more in screen....looks like your about a mile
TakeBushOut 3 years agoanticliche321 3 years ago you people are mentally ill. This was
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a terrorist attack you cultist retards. This was an atual attack. Thank you for uploading
this. I'm sorry that some people are being retarded anticliche321 3 years agoy3arz3ro 3
years ago the steel beams that were the main support system for both bldgs were reduced
to relatively small sections that were removed from the site illegally before any sort of
investigation happened. i guess someone had a rudimentary of covering shit up because
that what happened. y3arz3ro 3 years agoclw20061 3 years ago rip for all those lost
clw20061 3 years agoNetworkLive 3 years ago Actually that song at the beginning of the
video was an audio CD with songs for babies, because our daughter was crying due to the
sound of the explosion. NetworkLive 3 years agoklwewf 3 years ago I stand corrected.
and, I am very sorry you all had to experience this awful tregedy so closly. And, if you
lost anyone, my heart goes out to you. klwewf 3 years ago Prev 89 90 91 92 93 94 95
Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety Privacy Terms
Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug Language: English
Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0) Learn more Save your
Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show your Queue Load a
different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading... Saving... Alert icon close
Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home Browse Upload
blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account Favorites Sign Out
Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From: NetworkLive Views:
7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or Post Attach a video
Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) NetworkLive 3 years ago Please to
everybody try to don't discuss in this video, because it's a memorial for the 3000 innocent
people who lost their lives that horrible day. NetworkLive 3 years agod3fLex 3 years ago
wow it looked like it snowed... man shit thats sad. d3fLex 3 years agoZ1Z2Z5Z4 3 years
ago A rudimentary knowledge of engineering principles would tell you that there is no
way a building so designed could withstand such an impact and remain intact. Bin Laden,
who was educated as an engineer, knew this full well. It boils down to impetus,
momentum and kinetic engery. Z1Z2Z5Z4 3 years agotubub 3 years ago classic way of
persuading people. more uneducated people will believe someone who sounds intelligent
such as this users use of large words not used in public often and his greater knowledge.
sometimes theyll use a man with a british voice. do not let him trick u. of course there is a
way, many ways it could and did fall. if u asked a legitimate scientist they would tell u
how it happened not this bs scientists u probably see on diet commericials. tubub 3 years
agoImmortalTomorrow 3 years ago this is BULLSHIT! There is NO FUCKING WAY
that the towers could collapse like this! MAYBE if they hit somewhere in like the middle
of the buildings or further down.. But not this! there's just NO FUCKING WAY!
ImmortalTomorrow 3 years agoy3arz3ro 3 years ago If you still think two airplanes
caused these strucures to collapse, open your fucking eyes and visit 911revisited d ot c
om y3arz3ro 3 years agomajcm 3 years ago PEOPLE!! Stop answering this no-life
bastard rjs!!! He WANTS to get a rise out of you. Ignoring him will hurt him the most.
majcm 3 years agomajcm 3 years ago Oh?What did Geo.Bush do to provoke this? He was
in 9 MONTHS!Did they plan this in 9 months?? So many idiots believe this was Bush's
plan now that it is unbelievable.Internet is scary that way. Dumbasses believing what
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other dumbasses post. As scary as the terrorists! majcm 3 years agobobby53466 3 years
ago how can people even think abt joking abt this? ur scum on earth u deserve to rot in
hell, not honest hard working family people. u evil bastards!! sorry abt the bad language
folks. bobby53466 3 years agoGundamFanx101 3 years ago My comment below was
directed at rjs2086. GundamFanx101 3 years agoGundamFanx101 3 years ago If you die
today I hope your family throws your body to the dog and says "Well,at least we don`t
have to waste money feeding that thing anymore." GundamFanx101 3 years agoffems21 3
years ago to all the families and victims of the wtc rest in peace you will never be forgot
also 343 never forgotten ffems21 3 years agobryanatasha 3 years ago thank god we have
bush he did everything he could noone is perfect if it was honestly u in this situation
what would you have done?? think about it nomatter who was in office then people
would still be against the president we sit back and talk crap about are president but we
could do a better job remember ye who judge will be judged thats in the bibole weither
you believe in the bible its still there weither you believe or not bryanatasha 3 years
agomattcadders 3 years ago Tragedy doesn't even come close to describing that day! A
superb eyewitness video that truly shows the devestating effect that this had. I think it's
fair to say that anyone rejoicing in this doesn't belong on this planet. I truly wish them a
fate worse than shown in this video. A very sad world we live in. RIP mattcadders 3
years agococoman2121 3 years ago fuck you cocoman2121 3 years
agoRussianCherry0304 3 years ago How could you say something like that?! me and my
mother surived that day, I was with her on the 10th floor, we both ran down them stairs,
seeing people fall out the window, one of the men on your layout his name Jim Lee, a
Man that I grew up with his Son. He was a good man and I can't stand you laughing at
him. I Bid you good day sir, and you need to learn form this, but your going to be gone
sir. RussianCherry0304 3 years agosig522 3 years ago Your a piece of trash sig522 3
years agoorourkeda 3 years ago Still difficult to believe orourkeda 3 years agoxantmac1 3
years ago i will fucking murder you if you ever say that to my face xantmac1 3 years
agochrissbabygirlforeve 3 years ago its not funny alot of people died Jerk
chrissbabygirlforeve 3 years agoKSIxBloodyWar 3 years ago ....Well that was a dark and
very devastating day 9-11 KSIxBloodyWar 3 years agostewiegriff1 3 years ago there is
someone who uses the name kevincosgrove as his youtube name and his page is decorated
with sept. 11 death and i think some youtube person should ban him stewiegriff1 3 years
agofilipinodude24 3 years ago come to think of it. that kinda made me sick watching all of
those people dying up there. filipinodude24 3 years agofilipinodude24 3 years ago that
was horrible. at 7:35 you can see someone falling on the north side of the tower
filipinodude24 3 years agotomatski 3 years ago opps.. you cant see it here sorry, but
watch it on another video of wtc! im serious watch it, its kind of mystic (reply to me on
this video plz) tomatski 3 years agotomatski 3 years ago If you see very closley on the
buildings when they FALL, you'll see that there are some small explosions coming out of
the building. i think those explosions weakened the building so that it fell, but the
question is, who planted them there..? tomatski 3 years agotehsimo 3 years ago she only
missed one tehsimo 3 years agoLozXJohn 3 years ago I will never forget that day like it
was yesterday... Go d bless all who have loved and lost and also all who lostv their lives
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fighting to Save those they loved and new. Where ever u are god bless x LozXJohn 3
years agochicknchili 3 years ago We will all remember that day. chicknchili 3 years
agoasswipe213 3 years ago my cusin was in there but he never came out i miss him
asswipe213 3 years agoKISS4evr 3 years ago 7:38 is very disturbing, look very closely at
the right most part of the tower and you will see a person fall from the tower and slam
against the side of the building... this video is very sad, but thx for the post. KISS4evr 3
years agolibsta13 3 years ago it rly kills me 2 c this happen and if it ever happens agian i
just don't know libsta13 3 years agowarkiller61 3 years ago it wasnt a bomb you retard it
was i think 2 or 3 plane crashing into the world trade center warkiller61 3 years
agoTishapeters 3 years ago this was all bush he planted a bomb Tishapeters 3 years
agoevilmerchant1000 3 years ago shut the fuck up evilmerchant1000 3 years agoklwewf 3
years ago Between 14:14-15:25, when she's crying, it just breaks my heart, man (if you
listen the audio, she knows or is related to a child going to day care there). This whole
thing was really fucked. klwewf 3 years agowalace3 3 years ago fuck terrorists walace3 3
years agoabaaba09 3 years ago o'k thn i mite be wrong it jst luked like an airoplane to me
abaaba09 3 years agozososcape 3 years ago i wouldnt be so sure about that dot being an
airplain, take a look at them laying chemtrails. you'll see the same things, and most often
their not planes. zososcape 3 years agomsn1324 3 years ago abaaba09 you did not have
to say that atall just to let you know msn1324 3 years agoabaaba09 3 years ago tht so
called white dot is a fucking airoplane jst to let u kno vegetahero7 nothing else but a
airoplane and i kno tht coz wen u luk up in the sky on a bright sunshiny day and u see a
airoplane all u see if its very high is a little bright shining white dot abaaba09 3 years
agovegetahero7 3 years ago at 11:52 to 11:57 a little white dot on the right of the screen
goes by vegetahero7 3 years agoWhinestee 3 years ago Oh my god! This is so terrible.
This is just so fuckin' wrong!!!!!!!!!!!!!! My hands are shaking from the shock!!
Whinestee 3 years agoXxprincessgvillexX 3 years ago in the background you can hear
"nick nack paddywack give a dog a bone" o.o XxprincessgvillexX 3 years agoklwewf 3
years ago This is total reality. There is a child in the house with them, if you pay
attention to all the dialogue. They probably happen to have been watching Sesame Street
or some other children's show when the attacks occurred. Remember, it was 9:00am (the
time for most of those children's programs). klwewf 3 years agothetruth0THETRUTH 3
years ago Comments (10377) Post a text comment Undeniable evidence found at
"question911" then dot com; go to "Downloads" and scroll down to "911 Mysteries" (3
parts). Please educate yourself. thetruth0THETRUTH 3 years agoqwertiness04 3 years
ago i hope al qaida gets blown to pieces after this this is the WORST attack in american
history that had nothing to do with military qwertiness04 3 years agomsn1324 3 years
ago you should never wish wrong on sombody else say god bless and they will get whats
coming to them msn1324 3 years agoy2knoproblem 3 years ago It's too bad more
Americans now side with the terrorists by backing the Democratic Party. y2knoproblem
3 years agoTBoneTony 3 years ago You got the wrong idea. If you look at it closely, the
Democrats think that you should protect your own country instead of attacking others,
the Republicans think that you should attack any country that poses a threat to yours if
they harbor those sorts of people. I fear that there is no right or wrong between the
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Democrats and Republicans because no matter what, as long as there is hate in the world,
this will happen again. TBoneTony 3 years agoy2knoproblem 3 years ago WWII
Germany did not attack us. Looking back it was a good idea we invaded their country.
Don't ya think. y2knoproblem 3 years agoevilmerchant1000 3 years ago they were
thinking of invading iceland to bulid an airport to buld planes to bomb us but we got to
iceland first evilmerchant1000 3 years agochrissbabygirlforeve 3 years ago so stupid that
that lady said " I hope the bring planes and drop water on it chrissbabygirlforeve 3 years
agoTsutomu6 3 years ago Despite how sad this is, I still don't get why there is that cut
right where the second plane would have hit. The approching path would be clearly
visible. Tsutomu6 3 years agoxblondeinthecornerx 3 years ago I'm from England and i
remember being in school and realising what had happened. When we had the london
bombings, there was a bomb on a bus that killed 11 people and my best friends dad had
got off the bus SECONDS before it blew up - he saw it go. I just wish others that day
and septemer 11th had been more fortunate. xblondeinthecornerx 3 years
agocarpentersaddict 3 years ago I don't know how you could stand to tape this, we were
several states away, and I thought I was going to die, I think that I overreacted, but I was
11 years old, and so scared that I through up 3 times out of fear, those first few months
after that were hell, nothing to do but wait for something else to happen, I don't think
that we left our house for a week, I didn't leave my room, or turn on a tv, or turn off
music ( cd, not radio brocast, to scary ) for a complete 24 hours carpentersaddict 3 years
agomavsdawg9 3 years ago U SON OF A BITCH mavsdawg9 3 years agoperrie28 3
years ago Oh God ... so sad. perrie28 3 years agogusto11365 3 years ago This is why I
believe that these arabs and/or muslim animals have no place in the modern western
world. I dont like Bush but I was born and raised in NYC. I just want you Arab and/or
Muslims to leave my country if you cant lay down your caveman way of thinking. I
would rather have total seperation from your primitive culture. God Bless America.
gusto11365 3 years agortyo 3 years ago my dad was ON that building unfortunately he
didn't make it. rtyo 3 years agoYoursTruelyPJS 3 years ago bob and bri were probebly
scarde thay were not laghing YoursTruelyPJS 3 years agoYoursTruelyPJS 3 years ago i
was bloody half a mile away in down town YoursTruelyPJS 3 years agoYoursTruelyPJS
3 years ago you guys just shut up its a tribute of it i saw it happen with my own eyes.
YoursTruelyPJS 3 years agopotpottor 3 years ago scary, just there today and cant
believe it was like that, can now, what a crazy thing to see with proper, no tv etc. very
sad though. potpottor 3 years agokevinrhymeswithkill 3 years ago are you fuckin kidding
me?? we were attacked by our own country and this little faggot fruitcake laughs about it
wat a heartless little bitch kevinrhymeswithkill 3 years agosariasong 3 years ago i
remember being ready to go to school and then i just stayed at my house all day in shock
watching the coverage of these events, anyone who feels happy he or she has no shame
and no heart it was a really bad event even for people who were not near sariasong 3
years agoclocksdown 3 years ago sick motherfuckers. "it didnt effect me at all" - you
really are a lonely person, all you think about is yourself, hows STOP THINKING
ABOUT YOURSELF AND THINK ABOUT ALL THE PEOPLE WHO ARE MUCH
MORE IMPORTANT THAN YOU WHO IT DID AFFECT, WANK SHAFT. thats all
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i have to say, but seriously, it isnt very funny. cunts. clocksdown 3 years agoamd1974 3
years ago You are a sick bastard! Innocent people died that day, you were having a party!
What the heck was wrong with you! amd1974 3 years agoRennie00 3 years ago Don't let
these ignorant fools get to you. LOL! They're doing it because they know they'll get
under your skin. Rennie00 3 years agobobmarv 3 years ago you are son of a bitch this
was a very sad day you are stupid motherfucker bobmarv 3 years agoendroking2007 3
years ago you are a sick bastered fuck you .. there were so many inercent people in that
with families i hope karmar fucks you up endroking2007 3 years agoNeverAgain1985 3
years ago omg...I cant imagine what it was like to be over in New York when this
happened, im from Ireland. and seeing this now, If i was in that area, or watching it all
happen from an apartment window like this one, I can only guess that I would definitely
be scared out of my mind. I feel so bad for all those innocent people who died, and their
families who are STILL grieving for them. Rest in Peace NeverAgain1985 3 years
agoRennie00 3 years ago I have a friend who lives in Manhattan and she told me that it
was a sheer nightmare. The whole WTC plaza was filled with body parts and a few
disfigured bodies were found in different areas. For months, a terrible stench lingered in
the air and she described it as the smell of death. Mangled metal everywhere and you
couldn't really tell what you were stepping on or in because as you saw, there was dust
everywhere. Tragic and terrible. Rennie00 3 years agoontwikkelingsland 3 years ago you
see the building with the green top...? at 7:20 my dad works there ontwikkelingsland 3
years agoNeverAgain1985 3 years ago This is the best footage of the attacks, It shows
the true horror, very sad... NeverAgain1985 3 years agomoles4u435 3 years ago but why
do we miss out on the important edited moments it should be called "What the fuck did
Bob & bri edit,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,thinkafucki-boutit!!! moles4u435 3 years agokinglotinga 3 years
ago brandaman is right you guys who thinks this is funny and entertaining are sick in the
head that day changed millions of peoples live including my life there was thousand of
people that died and if you guys think thats funny. you should die in same way only you
kinglotinga 3 years agokinglotinga 3 years ago it was an terribel day it is really sad that all
those people died. i want to say that this woman is a good person its right that she caught
it on tape . day i think about that terribel day and the fact is that my moms cousin was in
south tower when the tower collapsed kinglotinga 3 years agoOneoftheImmortals 3 years
ago This is an excellent free movie from google which is a must see for people who
question and people (Ro and me) who should question (Elisabitch). It is called the 9/11
Mystery. videogooglecom/videoplay?doc-id=1921357139285191482 OneoftheImmortals
3 years agoiskandaru 3 years ago I guess that was just plane accident. iskandaru 3 years
agohb1014 3 years ago Oh yea it was a plane but it was no accident. hb1014 3 years
agonipsjaps 3 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Americans
are terrorist, they are evil , look at midle east.you wiil see the truth, Iraq has become
dangeruos,corrupt country. when american go somewhere, allways the things get worse.
Americans are ignorant. nobody needs help from The USA. useless nation. nipsjaps 3
years agoizzifashizzi 3 years ago why would you find watching a whole bunch of people
die entertaining? and it is devastating. nothing that involves someone dying should be
something to be laughing or smiling about, its something you should just be respectful
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about, and this isnt supposed to be funny or amusing. izzifashizzi 3 years
agoBrandaman717 3 years ago Let me tell you one thing... you should be ashamed to call
yourselves Americans... all of you who are mocking this woman and the things she saw
that day. Those are our countrymen that died in those towers... you are the pieces of shit
for saying the things you have said on here. I did not find it educational and
CERTAINLY not ENTERTAINING! Anyone who would find it so has their rightful
place in hell and is in fact a terrorist themselves. Brandaman717 3 years agosuper80sfan 3
years ago it MOST CERTAINLY IS ENTERTAINING! i love watching this. i could
watch it for hours, with a bowl of popcorn and some pop. if you dont think it is then
you have a rightful place in hell. fellow countrymen? screw them, it didnt affect me at all.
super80sfan 3 years agosuperfli024 3 years ago dude you are such a dick man over 1500
people died in matter of hours superfli024 3 years agoPowerlessLight 3 years ago Super,
I have an idea, howabout I stick you into a smoke filled enviroment, crash a plane into,
set it a light, and then laugh at you? This isn't funny at all, I wouldn't do that, but OVER
3000 American's lost there lives on that day for no reason, that isn't fair. PowerlessLight
3 years agoizzybiggs617 3 years ago this is horrible izzybiggs617 3 years
agoKH3FF101213 3 years ago wow u guys chill KH3FF101213 3 years agosooohot89 3
years ago wow ! i know that had to be devastating to watch . you never really know the
impact of it until you live it &nd go through it ... like yourself !! that had to be awful .
you made me feel like i was right there in manhatten watching the whole thing . thank you
for posting . sooohot89 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago why would it be devastating
to watch? i say she was lucky! she got to see it firsthand! no way was it devastating, i'm
sure it was educational and entertaining. super80sfan 3 years agosuperfli024 3 years ago
ur a traitor to this country superfli024 3 years agosooohot89 3 years ago i say itsz
devastating because you have to sit there &nd watch innocent people die because of a
cowardly act such as this one . from seeing people just from hundredsz of feet in the air
to seeing an ENORMOUS plane crash into a historical building . itsz SAD ... entertaining
is a [[poor]] adjective to use to describe this video . (my opionion) . i would be scared
&nd frightened if i had to be there . sooohot89 3 years agoclocksdown 3 years ago the
person taking the piss out of kevin cosgrove your a fucking cunt how the hell can you
bring yourself to say or even think those thoughts? i wanna shove some mouldy shit
down your throat you wooden splintery dildo loving pile of fucking shit. clocksdown 3
years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago lol shut up clocksdown, i find kevin cosgrove funny as
heck! i can't wait til he posts again. super80sfan 3 years agokahirah 3 years ago nursery
songs in the background is because they got a baby there, you can hear it several times.
thanks for posting this video. kahirah 3 years agoGus27uk 3 years ago an amazing film,
so terrible what happened. Gus27uk 3 years agoWitheredpoolboy 3 years ago
super80sfan is a douchbag Witheredpoolboy 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago i know
you are but what am i? super80sfan 3 years agokimsue9035 3 years ago super80sfan you
should have some respect for those innocent people who died that day. Have some
shame!!! kimsue9035 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago yo kimsue, what did any of
them ever do to earn my respect? hmmm??? super80sfan 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years
ago yeah i know, i wouldnt have helped him. if i was the operator i'd have hanged up on
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his butt. super80sfan 3 years agoDeliberd 3 years ago either that or pieces of the building
fallig off Deliberd 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago lol its probably some idiot jumping
to his death, moron! super80sfan 3 years agoDeliberd 3 years ago holy shit at about 7:33
thru this u can see what seems to be a person jumping out of the building you cant tell for
sure but its a black dot just falling Deliberd 3 years agoTLVspotter 3 years ago its too big
to be a person. its probably a piece of debris TLVspotter 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years
ago did you have a lot of hot chicks over at the party? super80sfan 3 years
agobigwilly711 3 years ago why is she so calm? bigwilly711 3 years agosuper80sfan 3
years ago why shouldnt she be calm? she wasnt in any danger. super80sfan 3 years
agorichardnozzle 3 years ago KevinCosgrove throws a party huh? that's pretty sick. Who
throws parties everyday for bombs exploding and killing everyday Iraqi soldiers and
citizens then? Oh yeah Fred Phelps and whatever opposing middle east faction who
planted the IED. Some role models and yeah fuck Shrub too. richardnozzle 3 years
agoTheWhiteBandana 3 years ago i hate bush. hes such a douce bag. if he really knew this
was ganna happen why didnt he do anything about it BEFORE this happened. sweet
mother of fuck i hate bush so bad :p TheWhiteBandana 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years
ago most people do. his approval rating is among the lowest in history. super80sfan 3
years agotonialbanianamerican 3 years ago Who is this stupid idiot making fun of Kevin
Cosgrove? tonialbanianamerican 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago lol pretty funny
huh? how do you know thats not his real name? super80sfan 3 years agodannymac55 3
years ago Why do people post stuff like this? Does it make you feel cool or something?
It's a pathetic attempt to get a rise out of people at the expense of an event that cost
thousands of innocent lives. How any sane person gets enjoyment out of that I'll never
know. dannymac55 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago it was only 2,000 and some lives.
way more people died in world war 2. super80sfan 3 years agoTheRepublic1907 3 years
ago Fuck you Bush -Fuck you Osama many people dyes everyday because of you Lady
in this video,,,,,i hear how you cry....but dont forget....in Iraq there are many mothers
they crying EVERYDAY.......ALLAH please stop the wars in the world
TheRepublic1907 3 years agodreidwaxhaw 3 years ago This is a sad moment for America.
Millions of people died because of Osama Bin Laden's stupid acts by allowing two illegal
immigrants from Saudi Arabia to fly these Goddamn planes in these two towers.
dreidwaxhaw 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago you've got president bush to thank for
that. he's the one who doesnt want to do anything about all the illegal immigrants coming
into the u.s. he's for an open border. super80sfan 3 years agoyodedawg 3 years ago hey
lollypoop....that bullshit was going on long before Bussh took the reigns yodedawg 3
years agoQuarterPounder4 3 years ago Fun to watch? It's fun to watch a video of one of
America's darkest days? QuarterPounder4 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago why is it a
dark day? its very entertaining. super80sfan 3 years agodreidwaxhaw 3 years ago It's not
very entertaining. 3000 people perished that day because of the evil forces that took
place in New York City. dreidwaxhaw 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago i find it
extremely entertaining, only evil humans with no brain or heart wouldnt find it
entertaining. super80sfan 3 years agoQuarterPounder4 3 years ago Oh my gosh. I've
never seen a video from this close. This video is amazing. Very frightening and emotional.
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QuarterPounder4 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago why would this video be scary? i
find it extremely entertaining and fun to watch. super80sfan 3 years
agosoundofretardsfighti 3 years ago Fun to wath huh? Some of you American's are
fucking stupid to take what you have for granted especially when it comes to tragedy. I
moved here from England you poof, to get away from fanatics and serve in YOUR
military. If you find any 'entertainment' in this mate you are no more human than those
who flew that jet soundofretardsfighti 3 years agorichardnozzle 3 years ago Maybe
super80 is just a troll, trying to start a flamewar or something. In either case he is
irrelevant and should probably see some real crisis in his life to understand something like
this. richardnozzle 3 years agosbLaZe412 3 years ago FUCK U OSAMA AND AL
QAEDA sbLaZe412 3 years ago2cingular1 3 years ago OMG, this video was
unremarkable. I never ever sat down to really watch the video myself because of the
distress. This was a tragedy that I wish on no one. God Bless America and the ppl may
rest in peace. 2cingular1 3 years agogecsot 3 years ago fuck you, iraq! gecsot 3 years
agodannymac55 3 years ago Thanks for posting this, shows the raw emotion of that
terrible day. dannymac55 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago why was it a terrible day?
super80sfan 3 years agodannymac55 3 years ago Oh I don't know, maybe because 3,000
innocent people were murdered. Where have you been? dannymac55 3 years
agosuper80sfan 3 years ago many of those people killed themselves, they were not
murdered. super80sfan 3 years agotomatski 3 years ago the firefighters didnt know that
the buildings was about to fall. i dont think the pople who did this knew that they were
going to fall either, it was just a bonus for them.. tomatski 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years
ago it was the strategically placed charges that caused the building to fall. no way can 1
plane knock down a massive building like that. super80sfan 3 years agolittleunpredictable
3 years ago The building was built so that if something like that attack happened, it
wouldn't fall sideways or something and hit other buildings. it was built for the floors to
pancake onto one another. That's true, some of the firefighters did not know it was going
to fall, but they knew that something was going on, and they still took the risk. and some
people have hearts bigger than everyone else, and would rather save someone than know
that they could have, and not do anything.. littleunpredictable 3 years agosuper80sfan 3
years ago its not worth saving anyone if you die in the process. super80sfan 3 years
agolittleunpredictable 3 years ago Some people think otherwise. that's all. it's not right to
belittle them for saving lives, or at least trying to. anyway, this is ridiculous to argue
about. i'm done if you're done :] littleunpredictable 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago
would you have went up into the building to try and save the people? super80sfan 3
years agolittleunpredictable 3 years ago I would have been so scared, I most likely would
have shit on myself lol. but if i had known somebody that was in there, i most likely
would have tried to get them. littleunpredictable 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago i'd
have been scared also, thats why i wouldnt be a fireman. super80sfan 3 years
agolittleunpredictable 3 years ago ~sigh~ same here. it's sad, really. I don't think I'd be
able to handle those types of life risking jobs. But it's good to know that some people
can. Makes me feel safe :] littleunpredictable 3 years agowhitetigerninja2007 3 years ago
Damn this is pure and unedited. The news should play this. I do not see any conspiracy
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shit here. whitetigerninja2007 3 years agoblue67ccm 3 years ago The Biblical truth of the
below comments needs to be responded to, because that view is absolutely false. The
poor people who were caught in the WTC did not "choose" to die! None of them wanted
to either burn to death or jump. So, the decision is not whether to take ones life, but to
determine which of the two unfathomable options placed before them they would select.
Their eternal destination? Only God knew their hearts that day; we have no business
assigning their fate anywhere. blue67ccm 3 years agoilovemcflyXD 3 years ago Thats
Krazyy! ilovemcflyXD 3 years agolittleunpredictable 3 years ago 3 Sadam had nothing to
do with 9/11..i don't understand how we were able to find him in a hole in the ground in
the middle of nowhere, but not the people that did this to us..the iraq war is a spat about
oil, nothing to do with 9/11. that's why it's so sick..and super80sfan please don't say
things like what you said about the people jumping..that's sick, and disrespectful. it's
hard to make a decision when you think "i can either burn to death here or jump.." my
heart rests with you, 9/11. <3 littleunpredictable 3 years ago 3grunt11b 3 years ago Hey,
you dumb bastard, this video is not about Saddam, take that shit somewhere else. Retard.
Thanks for posting this video, it is powerful. I lived this disaster from the Army side, and
watched it happen live on TV. It brought tears to my eyes. I thank you for posting it, it
reminds those among us of why we are fighting right now. And for those people, if they
need reminded, may god have mercy on there pathetic souls. grunt11b 3 years
agosuper80sfan 3 years ago tears to your eyes? are you crazy? why? that is ridiculous.
super80sfan 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago disrespectful to whom? i am so tired of
people saying that. it is not my job to show respect to people who have not earned it.
super80sfan 3 years agolittleunpredictable 3 years ago It doesn't matter if they earned it.
But people here have lot something. Listen, I wasn't trying to argue, I'm sorry. But so
many people died.. littleunpredictable 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago yes and you
have the people who didnt bother to rescue them to blame for it. super80sfan 3 years
agolittleunpredictable 3 years ago I know. It's really sad. But the people we have to blame
would be the people who did this to us, and those people are still on the run. It's sad that
so many people died, and a lot of people who tried to rescue them died, as well. It's really
sad. littleunpredictable 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago i dont know why those stupid
fireman went up into a building that was about to fall. talk about stupid! super80sfan 3
years agolittleunpredictable 3 years ago They were willing to do anything to save people.
That's the beauty of it. Even if it seems stupid, they were willing to risk everything, even
their lives, just to save someone else. that takes courage beyond belief. i know i wouldn't
have done it. call me a chicken, but like you, i wouldn't set a toe into a burning building
that was about to fall. but they did. it's pretty amazing. littleunpredictable 3 years
agosuper80sfan 3 years ago i would never have done it. why save someone else if it
means you're going to die? thats complete foolishness. super80sfan 3 years
agocretancooper 3 years ago Thanks for the vid. I'm glad the # of conspiracy theorists are
small, it only looks like big numbers. cretancooper 3 years agosoulsista06 3 years ago
Absolutely insane... as if this wasnt bad enough, the same group launch an attack on the
UK..this is just crazy and unbelievable... soulsista06 3 years agomerged 3 years ago that
motherfucker (bushit) is fixin' another false flag sayimg that it can be another "terrorist
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attack" If we spread the word that fucking asshole is gonna hold back......please do so.
merged 3 years agogrunt11b 3 years ago Shut up liberal, spew your trash to those of your
kind, retard. grunt11b 3 years agolittleunpredictable 3 years ago Erm..somebody
mentioned Sadam, and a lot of people in my classes think 9/11 was about him, so ya..and
if you were in the army you wouldn't be badmouthing somebody who's upset that 9/11
happened and that the people who died aren't being avenged..i wasn't trying to offend
anybody. and they aren't pathetic souls. if you respect them at all, you wouldn't have
said any of that.. littleunpredictable 3 years ago2sog 3 years ago If you want to see the
"truth" go to google dot com and click on videos at the top left corner and type: " 9/11
Mysteries (Full Length, High Quality)"and pick the first option 2sog 3 years
agobhgmmcof 3 years ago fuck that. that is crap the "detonater's" on each level were just
explosions from within everyday items of the building. they must have had a gas supply
in the building and other things that may cause explosions. just face it someone else hurt
america. its nothing to be ashamed of it was an evil thing why are people so paranoid.
bhgmmcof 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago there were special detonators placed on
each floor to make sure the floors pancaked on each other. super80sfan 3 years
agogrunt11b 3 years ago And your a dumbass. grunt11b 3 years agobhgmmcof 3 years
ago whos a dumbass? bhgmmcof 3 years agosashkabelkaio 3 years ago my heart bleeds
when I think of these people. They were scared before they died. sashkabelkaio 3 years
agoCycleAroundNC 3 years ago This video got to me -I just wished everyone got out and
no one got hurt. My heart still crys for victims,their families and friends. I know they are
in heaven now. Thanks for posting this footage. CycleAroundNC 3 years agosuper80sfan
3 years ago the people who jumped and killed themselves are in hell. it clearly states in
the bible if you kill yourself you will go to hell. super80sfan 3 years agogrunt11b 3 years
ago What relevence does that have to this video again? grunt11b 3 years
agoRockchickbabe 3 years ago thanks for sharing this... i dont know what to say...
everytime i see footage from this day i am just speechless. Rockchickbabe 3 years
agosuper80sfan 3 years ago not me, i have lots to say. super80sfan 3 years
agoJoseAndresHerrera 3 years ago we JoseAndresHerrera 3 years agodarkmortality 3
years ago omg in 7:38 a man falls out of that building. also pause it on 11:52 and look
from the center to the right and u can see something flying by. darkmortality 3 years
agosuper80sfan 3 years ago thats a missle shot at the wtc by a u.s. helicopter.
super80sfan 3 years agoPwalkr518 3 years ago sadly darkmortality hundreds of people
jumped that day Pwalkr518 3 years agoJohnWSurridge 3 years ago I dont expect people
to go along with what I believe in..peace and respect..none the less I wish you all health
and happiness to you and your families (on both sides of the Earth). John wind
JohnWSurridge 3 years agorossonero3052 3 years ago jjejejejeje malditos gringos!!!!! ojala
la proxima osama no falle hacia la casa blanca jajajajja rossonero3052 3 years
agoJohnWSurridge 3 years ago No good writing it in a language I do not understand.
JohnWSurridge 3 years agoJoseAndresHerrera 3 years ago he said "I hope osama won't
miss the next time he trys to attack the twin towers" JoseAndresHerrera 3 years
agoJohnWSurridge 3 years ago Thanks for letting me know what that guy said to me. I
hope one day he will find his heart. Good health and happiness to you and yr family.
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John JohnWSurridge 3 years agoJoseAndresHerrera 3 years ago yep, any time
JoseAndresHerrera 3 years agorossonero3052 3 years ago jajajaj las palabras se las lleva el
viento animal....jajaja las malditas vidas que murieron jamas regresararn jajajajaja eso es lo
que me divierte de ustedes, pinches putos marikones, ojala la proxima bomba yo mismo la
grabe y vea sus faces llorando como ratas.. rossonero3052 3 years agoJackREst 3 years
ago Pero que clase de hijo de la grandisima puta eres tu payaso?A ver si pronto te lleva
una enfermedad o algo asi a tomar por el culo,que sobra la gentuza como tu. JackREst 3
years agoberlin286 3 years ago los gringos malditos receben mexicanos para una vida
mejor.Sad that a stupid and jelous mexican say such a thing about the country that receive
many mexicans to a better life.Osama also killed many chicanos in the world trade center.
Wake up for life you stupid mexican berlin286 3 years agoJoseAndresHerrera 3 years ago
tas todo pendejo... me das pena ke seas de Mexico pinche pendejo mal violado.
Americans, Mexicans,Chinnese,watever, we are humans and he should work for peace
JoseAndresHerrera 3 years agooriolebirdrocks1 3 years ago if bush pulls our troops out
then we have been there for 3 yrs and we have a complised nothing if he pulls them out
then they are gonna come over here and do the same stuff and ruin our country even more
oriolebirdrocks1 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago we already have accomplished
nothing! and have lost thousands of troops in the process. what is he supposed to be
accomplishing? the slaughter of innocent men and women? super80sfan 3 years
agoRushFan4ever 3 years ago What the fuck are you trying to sound intelligent now
super80sfag??? Everybody - look at his other postings all over the wtc videos on this site
- he laughs at the victims, says they were drunk, says it was cool seeing them fall and die,
says they were stupid and are now in hell for jumping. He's a little kid with no respect,
and he needs to be put down. RushFan4ever 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago oh no!
not rushfan! the girl who wont stop hounding me trying to get sex out of me. super80sfan
3 years agorossonero3052 3 years ago bla, bla, bla... "JackREst", gracias por quererme
tanto, que si me voy a moriri por enfermedad como tu dices antes les caen 20 aviones mas
a los gringuitos marikones jajajajajjaja a ver que se oye mas verdadero ajjajajjajaja
rossonero3052 3 years agoJohnWSurridge 3 years ago It is the leaders on both sides of
the world who want war. the majority of the innocents do not want killing. High time we
let the leaders know that we are against killing on both sides. JohnWSurridge 3 years
agosuper80sfan 3 years ago president bush is the man who wants war, he refuses to pull
our troops out. super80sfan 3 years agoJohnWSurridge 3 years ago yes Bush does want
war and he is WRONG. But please do not take any side of war my friend. Step the path
of peace and dont allow hatred and people to get to you. It has to start with us refusing
to side with those who hate each other.Let it be known on BOTH SIDES that we are for
peace and communion..not war. Let both leaders and their followers know we refuse to
kill and hate. Good health and happiness kola. JohnWSurridge 3 years agoJohnWSurridge
3 years ago hatred is like a fishermans hook and we must be careful not to be caught by
it.If people were to concrentrate on our similarities instead of our differences then
perhaps respect would be born upon the sacred earth, where we should all be living in
communion with her and each other. JohnWSurridge 3 years agoJohnWSurridge 3 years
ago So sad...sad that so many innocent people died...sad that there is so much hatred and
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anger in the world. The innocent always suffer but the REAL offenders on both sides of
the world dont. What a world! JohnWSurridge 3 years agoD3VIL9281 3 years ago Super
you are retard that lives in your world. So be brave in the own little world of yours.
D3VIL9281 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago i live on earth, where do you live?
super80sfan 3 years agotinctcc 3 years ago there is something the government didnt tell
us,i heard there's a military cargo plane crash into it.was this part of the setup by the
government? tinctcc 3 years agobuck246810 3 years ago super you fuckin son of a bitch
you know what give us the location of your leader OSAMA BIN LADEN ok taliban
bastard buck246810 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago lol bin laden, i'm not in
afghanistan. super80sfan 3 years agobuck246810 3 years ago I'm sorry to hear that
buck246810 3 years agobaileyraine2301 3 years ago good lord.....i never thought id get to
see or hear what actually happend that day that took my fathers life. baileyraine2301 3
years agoJohnWSurridge 3 years ago Baileyraine2301...Tunkasila nici un mita kola
(Lakota prayer for you and your loved ones). John Wind JohnWSurridge 3 years
agojeff1441 3 years ago super ur such a stupid fucker...u have no respect for the 30,000
people that have died...u are LUCKY u were not there...if you were there you would
regret even seeing it hapen...that was one of the worst days in amercian history.. jeff1441
3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago why was it such a bad day? just because a few
people died? big deal, people die every day. nah, i think it would be fun to see it happen.
i wouldnt be like those stupid new yorkers screaming and crying like little bitches.
super80sfan 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago why was it such a bad day? 30,000? give
me a break, no way did 30,000 die that day. super80sfan 3 years agonikokk2 3 years ago
this was the most breathtaking video of 9/11 i ve ever seen...it s so REALISTIC...i loved
there was no music or comments...just the events as happened from common witnesses
point of view..amazing...it must be difficult to live in this house after that day and
compare the view every time u look out of the window.. nikokk2 3 years
agoweaverflytyer 3 years ago That is exactly what i would have commented
weaverflytyer 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago nah, i think it would have been fun to
be there that day. they were so lucky to have seen it in person. super80sfan 3 years
agohaggiesm 3 years ago super, that's what we call denial. you obviously don't live in the
real world and have no clue. if you don't know what your talking about, shut your trap.
haggiesm 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago i can say whatever i want, its a free
country. super80sfan 3 years agomajcm 3 years ago Yeah & when you grow up a little,
you might realize WHY it's a free country. Because REAL men & woman go fight for you
to say the evil, retarded things you are saying. That is, if one of the terrorist you love so
much doesn't slit your throat before then. majcm 3 years agonoonooi 3 years ago To
faramir..that poor country is there because AMERICA Helped the damn camel jockey
pansies out.. noonooi 3 years agodelightsnGod 3 years ago Thankyou for sharing thisWe will never forget. delightsnGod 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago i already forgot a
long time ago! super80sfan 3 years ago12235117657598502586 3 years ago Why did the
woman say it was a 'military' plane..I thought the hijackers took a civilian plane?
12235117657598502586 3 years agoJuiceroids 3 years ago I am SICK of people saying it
was a conspiracy!!!!!It was a cold hearted terrorist attack. Juiceroids 3 years
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agosuper80sfan 3 years ago it was a conspiracy, plain and simple. super80sfan 3 years
agoJuiceroids 3 years ago it's possible but not at all plausible. it wasnt a conspiracy and
its getting really annoying having to listen to people say that. al crazy warned clinton as
well as bush that they were gonna attack. they had also had other attacks as well on the
wtc before. Juiceroids 3 years agoXemnas3222 3 years ago god help us all Xemnas3222 3
years agoNetworkxxiii 3 years ago Thats what I thought Networkxxiii 3 years
agoNetworkxxiii 3 years ago 2 because she has feelings unlike you Networkxxiii 3 years
ago 2Devilknight6 3 years ago Oh my god dude.... So what really happened here? was it a
terrorist attack? or was it a conspiracy? Devilknight6 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago
i think a conspiracy. super80sfan 3 years agojointopsvet 3 years ago u r very uneducated
jointopsvet 3 years agoCHITown9210 3 years ago Are you stupid or something. IT
WAS A TERRORIST ATTACK!!!! sadly. CHITown9210 3 years agosuper80sfan 3
years ago and how did our government not know about it beforehand? they would have!
super80sfan 3 years agotylermanchesteruntd 3 years ago wow, its really amazing to
watch this from this perspective.... tylermanchesteruntd 3 years agothehollyfan 3 years
ago Unbelievable. I've seen videos from 911 before, but never like this. This is like, from a
whole nother perspectvie. And hearing that woman in the background crying and all the
people running on the streets is just so heartbreaking. I don't understand how a human
being could even think of doing a think like this. It's madness, complete and total
madness. thehollyfan 3 years agowithouteffort 3 years ago pause on 14:47, the smoke
appears as a face! withouteffort 3 years agowithouteffort 3 years ago omg the song is
missile man came falling down -.- how harsh withouteffort 3 years agoprojectt23 3 years
ago this is good, go watch and comment our 9/11 video :D projectt23 3 years
agoMeghanick 3 years ago This was a major tragedy. Meghanick 3 years agoIRunescapeI
3 years ago This is sad ='( but wtf do you have a song on thats funny.? IRunescapeI 3
years agoAndylong99 3 years ago Terrorists r cold hearted cause A we got Justice
Freedom Movement of Speech and right we got Peace and Equality and everything else
what do they got ??? NOTHING!!!!! Andylong99 3 years agoquantumdestructor 3 years
ago mustve been crazy being that close... quantumdestructor 3 years
agoZoeOvaTheRainbow 3 years ago Argueing over the internet is like racing in the special
olympics. Even if you do win, You are still retarded. ZoeOvaTheRainbow 3 years
agoYaBoyLilSexxy 3 years ago cold hearted terrorists YaBoyLilSexxy 3 years
agoblacknegrita 3 years ago a plane crashed on the top cant make a tower collapse in that
way !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1 blacknegrita 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago i agree. something isnt
right. 2 buildings are not going to collapse on themselves in the exact ways. the buildings
had bombs planted in them. super80sfan 3 years agoUnspokenSoldier 3 years ago .....
No.... wow man a plane hit it on the top.. Which made that little peice collapse on its
self.. No Explosiveswere used Except the 747 itself... UnspokenSoldier 3 years
agoespressogirl91 3 years ago Im so sorry that you had to go through this. Its horrible
how much hate there is in the world. espressogirl91 3 years agohyrule96 3 years ago it
souds as their laghing hyrule96 3 years agowimpie25 3 years ago Lady, thats a little
further than 500 yards... wimpie25 3 years agomaroe88 3 years ago why the fuk is she
crying like she made the damn buildings it was a inside jobbbbb biatch your own people
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did it yes that right your own gouverment did it maroe88 3 years agoFaramir190489 3
years ago lol i´m scared man ... Faramir190489 3 years agoFaramir190489 3 years ago
you americans are really funny ... you are just thinking about your own pride ... but what
YOU do with INNOCENT people in OTHER countrys don´t matter ? you are fucking
egoists ... and you are cowardly ... attacking poor countries is the thing you can do best I
HATE THE MOST AMERICAN FOREIGN POLITICS AND ALL THE PEOPLE
WHO ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THAT !!! btw. i know that my english sucks ...
Faramir190489 3 years agoJuiceroids 3 years ago You people are all disgusting...I
honestly cant wait until you all get attacked and are in our position. My uncle and aunt
DIED in the attacks, you pieces of ignorant shit. Better hope I never see you on the
battle field...USMC! Juiceroids 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago nobody cares about
your stupid uncle dude. super80sfan 3 years agomajcm 3 years ago Sorry dude, but about
40 million people care more for his aunt & uncle than for you. You're probably lucky if
your parents give a damn about you. You are making millions of enemies day.You're
lucky you have the 'net to hide behind. Juiceroids...bless you & your family and THANK
YOU for your service. Be safe. I personally know MANY who support the troops!!!
majcm 3 years agochrabbat 3 years ago was a insidejob!!!!!!! chrabbat 3 years
agoKnacky59 3 years ago These videos bring real facts and studies about 9/11, other than
the bullshit your media and government make you believe. You're the strongest nation on
Earth ? Right, so act like the strongest one and stop believing what Bush serves you on
TV. Earth deserves better than a lying government that pretends to be the "cop of the
world"... Knacky59 3 years agoKnacky59 3 years ago Why don't Americans make things
REALLY move and ask for answers ? What are you waiting for ? Go on Reopen911 and
download these videos : Loose Change 2nd Edition 911 Press For Truth 911 Eyewitness
911 A Closer Look 911 Painful Deceptions September 11 Revisited William Rodriguez :
Hero of 9/11 Knacky59 3 years agoNikolaAU 3 years ago Your US Dollar aint going last
a longer. NikolaAU 3 years agoirishpride518 3 years ago i,m sick of people tryin to say
that we should get over it and stop whineing about it. this country is extreamly
nationalistic and thats how we got to the superpower we are today. and its shit like this
video that fuels our troops, fuels our civilians, and fuels our government. if you dont like
it go live somewhere else, like canada they never have any fucking problems! but for us
REAL Americans, we'll watch these videos and remember the day our pride was attacked,
and we wont get over it. irishpride518 3 years agoTieClark 3 years ago Some of you
people are such ignorant pricks. How did the 2nd building fall first? How is that bullshit?
It's very simple, that building was hit in a worse spot than the first you dumbass.
Anyone bashing America on a terrorist attack video against them are morons TieClark 3
years agoMufuki 3 years ago i broke down too cuz my cuzin was in there wit her mum.
Mufuki 3 years agoFaramir190489 3 years ago i hate america ..... the 09/11 was a sad day
that`s right ... but who cares about the terror produced by the united states in this world ?
Fucking bullshit man ... America isn`t that innocent, and i think that this attacks are really
their own fault Faramir190489 3 years agoakinye 3 years ago i remember this on the news
when i was about to go to school in the morning and my mom was crying and i looked at
the screen and i see one of the buildings crashing down akinye 3 years agotalibanfan 3
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years ago i saw that to i was downstairs ready to go to school wen my mom screamed i
ran upstairs and saw the towers ingulfed in flames i didnt have to go to school that day
they shut down all my schools talibanfan 3 years agoyaoming54321 3 years ago whats up
with some of the music yaoming54321 3 years agoSpiCwiddaTeMpa 3 years ago there is
no fuckin way in hell that those buildings could of fell strait down like that .. how the
fuck the 2nd building hit fall before the 1st?? fuckin bullshit SpiCwiddaTeMpa 3 years
agoSpiCwiddaTeMpa 3 years ago DAMN AT 20:40 IS CRAZYYYY ! man i remember
seein dis shit and smellin all the smoke. fuckin bush i hope he gets assasinated
SpiCwiddaTeMpa 3 years agoSpectre100 3 years ago At 11:51 you can see a light in the
sky, east of the WTC:) Looks like an UFO:P Spectre100 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years
ago what makes you think our government didnt do this? they had every reason to!
super80sfan 3 years agoxxHogWildxx 3 years ago name a reason xxHogWildxx 3 years
agoGasparro18 3 years ago Thanks above777you. Finally someone agrees with me.
Gasparro18 3 years agopeterkim04 3 years ago R.I.P to the people who have died.
peterkim04 3 years agoivan1569 3 years ago it sucks our own government did this to us
on 9/11. search "zeitgeist" and watch the movies, it brings up really good points. open
your mind ivan1569 3 years agodkp212 3 years ago i dont know how you guys beleave
our goverment did this. Are you brain dead or something. dkp212 3 years agoforbes0654
3 years ago whoever made the comment about the baseball i really hope ur having a
fucking laugh cause thats well out of order. show some respect for all the people who lost
there lives. also the people who have lost family in this tragedy. i would love to meet u
and beat u to within a inch of ur life forbes0654 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago i
have no respect for the assholes who caused baseball to be cancelled that night, all the
idiots who jumped from the wtc. thanks alot pricks! what did they do to ever earn my
respect? not a damn thing! super80sfan 3 years agoforbes0654 3 years ago actually u
have a point i dont think they would want a small minded pricks respect. so tell u what
go back to touching urself over baseball and everything that goes with it and let the grown
up people show there respect and leave comments that come from the heart. forbes0654
3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago lol do you know how immature and anti american it is
to sit here whining about a few people who died 6 years ago? super80sfan 3 years
agoxxHogWildxx 3 years ago it wasnt a couple of people it was a couple thousand and its
not like it was the world series..1 game is not as important as 3000 lives..u can make up
that game u cant bring back their lives xxHogWildxx 3 years agoabove777you 3 years ago
Agreed. above777you 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago nobody misses those 3,000
airheads. i sure dont. it helped decrease the surplus population. now we have more food
and gas to ourselves! super80sfan 3 years agoGasparro18 3 years ago you mother fucker
I hope you burn hell for sayin' that. Those people lost they're lives in that crash. And go
to hell phlskl your and asshole for saying we're sick. Your sick you like innocent people
being decapitated on video by fuckin towel heads. Gasparro18 3 years agoabove777you 3
years ago props to you Gasparro18. above777you 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago no
screw 9/11! super80sfan 3 years agoabove777you 3 years ago I think your sick "dude"
super80sfan and if you love it so much then why dont you get your ass up and play the
god damn sport. Then just sitting here and trying to make people mad at you so you can
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feel good. above777you 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago lol what sport am i supposed
to play? super80sfan 3 years agoxxHogWildxx 3 years ago dude i dont give a shit who u
are or where ur from but u have no heart..wat if u or somebody u know died in that..i love
baseball and play it almost everyday but there are more important things than baseball
xxHogWildxx 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago well a couple of people dying is most
definately not as important as baseball. thats for dang sure. super80sfan 3 years
agodkp212 3 years ago go to hell. fucking prick dkp212 3 years agoabove777you 3 years
ago chill pill?? above777you 3 years agoqueenmob77 3 years ago hey super80sfan..you
gotta be the most wortless piece of shit on the fucking planet....go fuck yourself and
every fucking worthless baseball team...fuck baseball!!!!!!!!!! queenmob77 3 years
agosuper80sfan 3 years ago baseball is like 1,000 times more important then a couple of
stupid people dying. no one missed those idiots anyways. it definately wasnt worth
cancelling an important sport. super80sfan 3 years ago0xprincessxsophiex0 3 years ago
.i.p everybody who died in this accept for the dirty bombers u shud fuckin go to hell all
muslims get out of england n the usa we will kill the fuckin lot of u one day r.i.p my heart
really goes out to all the familys 0xprincessxsophiex0 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago
yeah it was pretty cool huh? super80sfan 3 years agoabove777you 3 years ago OK dude
i just saw you on another video complaining about how they cancelled the stupid baseball
game... Go fuck your mom and your dad. LMAO above777you 3 years
agoOperasyonBMD 3 years ago wonderfull crash... NıAhHAhA... ı m happy....very
happy :) OperasyonBMD 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago lol! i dont have a website
you dilhole! super80sfan 3 years agophlskl 3 years ago fuuckamerica... you are one sick
mother fucker phlskl 3 years agodukeof1999 3 years ago Only A Moron could not see
that this Video has been edited And key parts removed like the plane and the real
explosions recorded on other videos already seen on utube dukeof1999 3 years
agosuper80sfan 3 years ago you need some serious mental help! super80sfan 3 years
agosuper80sfan 3 years ago oh so you're an ugly gutter slut? thought so. and you have
small boobs. super80sfan 3 years agoKrovedc1 3 years ago superdumbass..your not even
popular on your own site! your ignorant and your mother dresses you funny...thats why
you got beat up all the time isnt it? your a whiner..go pound sand in your ass.. Krovedc1
3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago who's this shark dude talking to? can't be me, i never
told him he could talk to me. super80sfan 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago how is it
not funny? super80sfan 3 years agoGori555 3 years ago amateuer camerawoman!!!!!!
Gori555 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago lol 4,000 people did not die, thats ridiculous.
lol the towers falling down is the neat part. are you telling me you wouldnt want to see an
old house blown up? please, hundreds of people go to see those. super80sfan 3 years
agoCaliteen2007 3 years ago ur hella creapy how is this funny Caliteen2007 3 years
agocrazysongfanatic 3 years ago Anyone seeing this comment, look at the middle of the
screen at 14:23 and tell me if you see a cat face there crazysongfanatic 3 years
agosuper80sfan 3 years ago name 1 thing thats not funny about this video. super80sfan 3
years agomadpenguin1986 3 years ago I can name more than 1. 1. Tower 1 colapsed 2.
Tower 2 colapsed 3. Over 4,000 people died you want me to continue? madpenguin1986
3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago YES IT WAS YOU ANTI AMERICAN!
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super80sfan 3 years agomadpenguin1986 3 years ago NO...NO!!!! It ain't right! It can't
be funny, also if your american and you find this funny i'm suprised you aint been shot,
what i'm English i still got fucking fealings for what goes on in other countries, OK!
Funny to you, ok whatever sicko, funny to me no not at fucking all. madpenguin1986 3
years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago what the heck isnt exciting about 2 planes crashing into
buildings and stupid drunk idiots jumping out of the window? sounds like fun to watch to
me! super80sfan 3 years agomadpenguin1986 3 years ago STOP IT SUPER80SFAN...
This was NOT funny you prat! madpenguin1986 3 years agonygiantsfan6 3 years ago 2
Amen to that little dude. nygiantsfan6 3 years ago 2nygiantsfan6 3 years ago They were
in a building North West of the complex, so all you see is the North Tower. Near the
middle when there's something sort of like an explosion that's it. I live on Staten Island
near the ferry so I saw the whole thing. nygiantsfan6 3 years agoScalywag66 3 years ago
The international bankers that own the Federal Reserve, CIA, NSA etc(practially the
whole world) are the ones behind all these tragic events such as the World Wars, famous
assassinations like Lincoln, MLK Jr., Kennedys, Cold War, Gulf War, and 9-11. Idea to
"them" is to create these tragic events where they have to go liberate some country of
their tyrant terrorist ruler, all the while building US military presence in every other
country to later on promote one currency, one govt via globalism Scalywag66 3 years
agoKrYpTiC69 3 years ago SUDDAM IS GONE NOW FUCK THAT DIRTY PIECE
OF SHIT he deserved to die a slow and painful death R.I.P all those who lost their lives
in this tragic event. KrYpTiC69 3 years agoarunred20 3 years ago ameri"cans" deserve it,
assholes of the world,get and fuck your mothers the american bitches which let u into this
world,,,,fuck your president, blast that white house,,,,,,,,nasty niggards arunred20 3 years
agoallanamneupptagna 3 years ago You americans are just so selfabsorbed. Shame on you!
There are humans in the third world, starving to death, watching their own family die every singel day! And you think that the whole world should feel sorry for you and your
situation. A situation you've been putting yourself in. It's your own fault. Or at least
your fucking dickhead, aka. President. Wake up. You don't live in a extreme poverty, even
though this is a real tradgedy, no doubt. allanamneupptagna 3 years agosuper80sfan 3
years ago oh pearl harbor was awesome! 911 was one of the most entertaining and neatest
events of the past few years. i could sit back and watch that any day, its so cool and
exciting! super80sfan 3 years agonygiantsfan6 3 years ago Holy shit! What's wrong with
you? I watched thousands of people die out my window that day. What the fuck is
entertaining about it? I swear, you're either a stupid redneck, a clueless ten year old or
some Al Queda terrorist. nygiantsfan6 3 years agoFire1567 3 years ago fuck those damn
terrorist at least they died. It's all hussains fault that mother fucker it's a good thing
people at iraq hung him by the neck and killed him Fire1567 3 years agorapenessmonster
3 years ago No man. It was Osama. rapenessmonster 3 years agostring227 3 years ago
fuck the terroist,took over the plane,crashed into 9/11.all suddam hussains fult. string227
3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago i havent said 1 dumb thing. i have rights and i can say
whatever i want to. super80sfan 3 years agodebunkin 3 years ago Just because you can
say something doesnt mean you should. You just got finished saying that watching an
event that killed 3000 people in one day is entertaining. Thats a stupid comment and its
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not appreciated by anyone. Im sure you would have enjoyed watching pearl harbor
happen as well. debunkin 3 years agotgarry23 3 years ago Superfan is another child on
this thing whos parents never taught him any ethics or gave him any attention. So he
comes on youtube and says dumb shit so everyone will respond to him and give him the
attention he never got. Poor kid... tgarry23 3 years agosourangel0224 3 years ago they
dont sound sad at all sourangel0224 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago why were they
so innocent? super80sfan 3 years agothommypenrose 3 years ago RIP all those innocent
people who died that day thommypenrose 3 years agodieffenbach12jeff 3 years ago
conspiracy dieffenbach12jeff 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago lol make me prick. you
can't stop me. ha ha ha! super80sfan 3 years agoSchoolrejecT 3 years ago No, I cant, your
online.... Pathetic piece of shit. I still say swallow a knife.....I'd laugh. SchoolrejecT 3
years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago i dont find this sad, i find it entertaining! super80sfan 3
years agoSchoolrejecT 3 years ago God damn, shut the fuck up already. Your taking up
space. Or swallow a knife so we all have something entertaining to watch. SchoolrejecT 3
years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago lol i'm a disgrace just because you dont like what i had
to say? lol a typical nazi type view. go over to germany to worship hitler you racist
prick! super80sfan 3 years agomojoman998 3 years ago Very sad footage but historial, all
those people who died :( mojoman998 3 years agoholidayman91 3 years ago Super80sfan
you are a fucking disgrace to everyone in america, how dare you say those things.. You
should have been the only one in those buildings. YOUR ARE A DISGRACE!
holidayman91 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago how cool! i would have loved to have
been there to check out the neat action. that is so awesome! i'd grab some pop and chips
and sit back to enjoy the cool action. super80sfan 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago lol
respect? respect for what? name 1 thing those people ever did to earn my respect? hmm?
respect must be earned you moron. super80sfan 3 years agophlskl 3 years ago
super80sfan you fucking sick bastard why the fuck dont you show some respect you sad
twat phlskl 3 years agomidnight5888 3 years ago super im watching this right now and
after seeing your comment, that shit just made me sick, honestly what the fuck is wrong
with you. if you were there what would you say then midnight5888 3 years
agosuper80sfan 3 years ago how cool! if i saw it go down i'd be like yeah! awesome baby!
can we do it again? super80sfan 3 years agosostotheworld44 3 years ago You fuck face
whoever made this vid should remove this commenent sostotheworld44 3 years
agosostotheworld44 3 years ago superfan is commenting on all the nine eleven videos
FUCK HIM sostotheworld44 3 years agojoncrane37 3 years ago I was on a field trip
with some film students at New York during 9/11 and we were about as far as you where
from the building, but on the other side. It was really frightning seeing what happened and
later watching them go down. What a really sad day. joncrane37 3 years agosync380 3
years ago hey buddy dont complain about 911 when u nuked the japs ass fuck sync380 3
years agoGooner018 3 years ago Atleast they could justify it as they were at war.
Gooner018 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago i laugh at the morons who continue to cry
and whine about 9/11 and refuse to get over it. it happened over 6 years ago and they
continue to act like little whiney bitches about it. hey we were attacked at pearl harbor
and you dont see crybabies still whining about that do you? super80sfan 3 years
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agokimborampage 3 years ago it was al quaeda and they were muslims kimborampage 3
years agozakerace 3 years ago God bless everyone who was a victem in this, no matter
what some people say on here NO ONE DESERVES THIS!!! The U.S.A isnt bad I dont
care what you haters may say but the U.S is the land of the free. May God bless
everyone who was affected by 9/11 and to everyone who died in it be with the lord amen.
zakerace 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago lol i already forgot about stupid 9/11. it
wasnt that big of a deal. its a very trivial piece of american history. nobody cares about it.
super80sfan 3 years agoangels530 3 years ago For Americans and all civilized people of
the world, 9/11 was the worst and most painful tragedy in history. My heart broke as I
watched from my window as the Twin Towers fell. That was real proof in our lifetime of
the actual existence of evil in this world and brain dead jerks like you. angels530 3 years
agonickelbckluver12 3 years ago ITS NOT STUPID!! nickelbckluver12 3 years
agoPhillies100 3 years ago very sad video Phillies100 3 years agoyinjie1314 3 years ago
You can clearly hear planes engine sound on the 11.40 till 11.43... yinjie1314 3 years
agodsliteps3 3 years ago this was a SAD day 4 america no could guess this could have
happend this is sad a day. and all those people that say WE all american citiecins
deserved this we DIDNT NO ONE desereves to die no one and 4 all u people that think
the jumpers were stupid they wernt they were TRAPED they had a choice 1:burn to deat
which is alot of pain or 2:jump.and its realy not the impact that kills u its the shock on ur
body from the fall so ur already dead when u spalt so i hope WE ALL learned from this
dsliteps3 3 years agoNowhereMan1966 3 years ago Thanks for posting this. I'll never
forget the day it happened and it shows what we are up against and what we are fighting
for. God bless you and all the rest who have lost loved ones that day along with the first
responders and NYC residents. I know a 9/11 family myself although their loved one died
in the Pentagon attack. We must never forget. Also we are in the fight for our lives as
much as we were against the Nazis in World War II. NowhereMan1966 3 years
agosienna09 3 years ago super80fan, you're an asshole sienna09 3 years agosuper80sfan 3
years ago well white people are racist, you can't argue with that! super80sfan 3 years
agostargazed84 3 years ago you are a serious piece of shit...i hope you die a tragice
death...i wish i could see you face to face because you would be worth going to jail for.....
stargazed84 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago actually i couldnt give a rats ass about
9/11. it was a very insignificant day in american history. super80sfan 3 years agoDaveIrie
3 years ago Actually he died 5 years ago lol DaveIrie 3 years agoDaveIrie 3 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Yes the Zionists who control the
government could once again attack us & blame Muslims, as they did when they bombed
these buildings. DaveIrie 3 years agoDaveIrie 3 years ago Probably kids there, this is just
someone's home who was filming. DaveIrie 3 years agoTwan277 3 years ago super80'sfan
u are obsessed wit 9/11 deal wit it u cunt Twan277 3 years agoabuhajara 3 years ago but
you have to understand that you help israel. israel did not exist 50 years ago. the future
will show that america will lose its superpower becuase of its blind support to israel. Tell
me, why Bin Laden or alqaids or what ever attack only westren countries who support
israel blindly. I am middle eastren and we created religions. and that conflict is very i
mean very old. As american, you have no sense of 5000 years history. you are confused.
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abuhajara 3 years agoDaveIrie 3 years ago Israel attacked the U.S. on 9/11 w/the
cooperation of the Zionist controlled government. Bin Laden's just a patsie he's also dead.
DaveIrie 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago lol that coming from a guy who hates bush!
right on dude, bush sucks! super80sfan 3 years agobushruinedamerica 3 years ago is it
possible to get these retards that hate america to get their accounts susspended beause of
wut they say? someone plz send me a message telling me. bushruinedamerica 3 years
agosuper80sfan 3 years ago i can't think of anything more cool then watching cool
destruction like this! super80sfan 3 years agomochirama1 3 years ago u sick son of a
bitch whore people died! mochirama1 3 years agonldubish 3 years ago why did u not
show the military plane crashing? nldubish 3 years agopelotuditos 3 years ago god bless
u.s. pelotuditos 3 years agogodless666000 3 years ago Americans attacks other countries
but when we attack back you all acting like the victims. You deserved 9/11 and much
more for what you been doing to the would. godless666000 3 years agoCoDe316 3 years
ago Some sick people you are. Why should we deserve something like his. Nobody
deserves to die. Get some help. I hope you suffer such a painful death, just like the
victims of the attack. CoDe316 3 years agosaulo320 3 years ago OF COURSE OF usa
DOES.. THIS AND MORE. saulo320 3 years agosaulo320 3 years ago does really usa
deserve this? saulo320 3 years agoJaydey300 3 years ago I am really gobsmaked I have
never seen anything like and I havent seen a video thats shows it like this one does... I
think you done the right think by putting it on here.. It made me cry alot... Nobody
deserves this at all.. and noone deseves to be a witness of this ... Jaydey300 3 years
agojj956 3 years ago My Birthday was On this tradagdy day! jj956 3 years agoIdraelen 3
years ago This is not right, both 9/11 and Iraq war are not right. innocent people are
dying, this is all. Idraelen 3 years agoravens1432 3 years ago hey idiots we are in iraq to
prevent this from happening again. innocent iraqis? are you serious? theyd take your life
and mine faster then you can think. they dont like us. godless shut the hell up how would
you like it if your whole family got takin out by people like this? taste of their own
medicene? sorry for freeing countries maybe we should just let osama run the world, why
not? no1kissfan im from dc i feel ya. ravens1432 3 years agono1kissfan 3 years ago I bet
most of you aren't from NYC. I am and I lost friends and loved ones that day. If you
don't like the US, or you feel sorry for these middle east countries, fucking leave and go
live there. If not shut the fuck up!! no1kissfan 3 years agoGuitarxChick18 3 years ago
you cannot be serious. god forgive you. im praying for you. GuitarxChick18 3 years
agogodless666000 3 years ago Stop crying that what you people do in other countries.
What is America doing in Iraq? 9/11 was a taste of their own medicine! godless666000 3
years agosoccaluva94 3 years ago um DUH the freakin iraqis attacked the USA on
September 11 thats why were in iraq stupid soccaluva94 3 years agojuliaw1234 3 years
ago umm you do realise that there is no connection between Al Qaeda and Iraq, right? Al
Qaeda hated Saddam Hussein... so what you just said is pretty ignorant. juliaw1234 3
years agosoccaluva94 3 years ago sorry, i just meant that we were attacked by a foreign
country and that's why we are in iraq. i didn't mean to offend anybody soccaluva94 3
years agoDaveIrie 3 years ago We're in Iraq b/c Zionists blew up the towers & blamed it
on Muslims & said fire & damage brought the buildings down not explosives. From this
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they had the new Pearl Harbor they need to kick off the "War on Terror" which has
claimed the lives a million people in Iraq & is responsible for depleted uranium being
dumped all over there ruining lives for decades. DaveIrie 3 years agoMiric1 3 years ago
Before you think that the people who died in this event were "iconic americans", think of
how america supports tyranny, imperialism, capitalising on fear, and its support of
oppression in the middle east. Miric1 3 years agomerged 3 years ago these guys are full of
CRAP they have other videos from different location. merged 3 years agomerged 3 years
ago oh my god! didn't see the airplane??? I didn't. merged 3 years agoHotshot679 3 years
ago You're doing a good job of keeping the verbal flow going strong bozo. Keep it up.
Hotshot679 3 years agoHotshot679 3 years ago You tell him sharkGoddess! This guy is
a fucking moron. Hotshot679 3 years agoHotshot679 3 years ago You're a fing moron!!!
Hotshot679 3 years agoHotshot679 3 years ago I don't understand how anyone can post
a stupid or obscene message here. Hotshot679 3 years agoTubenuub 3 years ago Thanks
for posting this Tubenuub 3 years agojejderikjejdborg 3 years ago synd att inte detta är
Turning Torso! jejderikjejdborg 3 years agokrispiga 3 years ago Vadå synd din jävla
horunge? Om det skulle varit det så skulle jag hoppas att det var du som var där i. krispiga
3 years agojejderikjejdborg 3 years ago du sug kuk ditt jävla as! Du borde min själ
styckmördas. Du kan ju börja med att låta din mor suga av dig. jejderikjejdborg 3 years
ago099acs 3 years ago dude your a sick fuck i hope you burn in fucking hell 099acs 3
years agopimpmanw 3 years ago Remember September 11/2001 When many people died.
pimpmanw 3 years agobandgeekl6 3 years ago dude, you are a sick freak. go drink
bleach....now. bandgeekl6 3 years agomonadnockandcasey 3 years ago An important
piece of historical footage! As an aside, an incredible view from this condo!
monadnockandcasey 3 years agoPaulius1112 3 years ago get a life nerd and dotn scream
Paulius1112 3 years agorexis921 3 years ago this is sad... thanks for posting... rexis921 3
years agonotredame80 3 years ago I want every person who doesn't think that we should
be in Iraq right now to watch this video and tell me how they will let the people who
planned this to be out there free, able to kill more innocent people. They ended thousands
of lives and if you want them to be free, than you should get out of the country because
that makes you the real terrorist. notredame80 3 years agoDaveLoneRanger 3 years ago
Thank you for posting this, and for capturing it on video. Don't let the morons here get to
you; they just want attention. DaveLoneRanger 3 years agoJarrodDrover 3 years ago id
close my windows JarrodDrover 3 years agosk8er1069 3 years ago if u pause it at :47 or
:46 u can see a big frown face sk8er1069 3 years agoloveblot 3 years ago You're a
murderer in your heart. Disgusting fucking pig. loveblot 3 years agoacore4 3 years ago
Fuckin Terrorists acore4 3 years agobobowayney 3 years ago Thank you for this video,
because as terrifying as this is to re-watch, it seems to me too many Americans have
forgotten just how horrible Sept 11th 2001 really was bobowayney 3 years
agoJeffDunham3 3 years ago nothing funny bitch super80sfan JeffDunham3 3 years
agoMikeMaassen 3 years ago hah funny man... the he dies as well... he blood to death
MikeMaassen 3 years agoMikeMaassen 3 years ago then he is dead, dom person and btw
you are a moran MikeMaassen 3 years agomarines1881 3 years ago I'm going to Marines
June 5th for bootcamp. I will kill as many of those bastards as I fucking can! TY FOR
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VIDEO WAS GOOD MOTIVATER marines1881 3 years agoMikeMaassen 3 years ago
terrible day.. i can remeber it of it was yesterday i live on the oterside of the building but i
hade no camera... MikeMaassen 3 years agoatlasirs 3 years ago fuck those terroisdishdety
atlasirs 3 years agoStaticRockdrain 3 years ago duesseldorfkiller may u burn in hell for
even saying that, a joke or not StaticRockdrain 3 years agoduesseldorfkiller 3 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Muhahahahahahah fuck america say
yes to alkeida muhahaha fuck busch fuck americans fuck you !!!!! osama 4 live niggazz
duesseldorfkiller 3 years agoFalseFlagAmerican 3 years ago "today a young man on acid
realised that all matter is merely energy condensed to a slow vibration, that we are all one
consciousness experiencing itself subjectively, there is no such thing as death, life is only
a dream, and we are the imagination of ourselves. Here's Tom with the weather."
FalseFlagAmerican 3 years agoEEKLEMONKEY 3 years ago this has nothing to do with
anything but...my chemical romance formed on this day..just thought id say
EEKLEMONKEY 3 years agowillow254 3 years ago I love the sound and sight of pain,
agony, and destruction. thanks for posting this vid!! ah i fell so much better. willow254 3
years agobmcamaro73 3 years ago die amis sind selber schuld, sollten halt nicht überall
ihre nase rein stecken. bmcamaro73 3 years agonanners2886 3 years ago what is wrong
with you? nanners2886 3 years agothemasonator 3 years ago man fuck you guys. All this
did was make the united states even stronger! God bless America and those innocent and
brave people who lost their lives on this day. themasonator 3 years agosalisburysaint 3
years ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam ROFLMAO
salisburysaint 3 years agosalisburysaint 3 years ago 4 That has come out wrong, it was to
some guy talking about nukes. salisburysaint 3 years ago 4EUVALU 3 years ago es
increible. aun despues de varios años, no puedo evitar llorar. No se como no han dado un
premio periodìstico a este video. saludos desde spain. EUVALU 3 years agoPrincessnlc 3
years ago this is great im so sad Princessnlc 3 years agoar6557 3 years ago what in the
world is wrong with you......wouldnt be so neat if your relative was in there.....so i
suggest you think other wise.... ar6557 3 years agomustangridah 3 years ago I always
wondered what that scratchi nice ses were , you can hear them at 25:42, does anyone
know? mustangridah 3 years agoUberownager 3 years ago Fire alarm? Or something in the
TV Uberownager 3 years agokatzmeowstudio 3 years ago Look into the answers why
this 9/11 really happened. Question these lies Bush speaks of. It's "war profitering" at
the cost of 9-11 deaths and continues in Iraq (more deaths) via Bush lies. Then again~
VOTE Rudy Giuliani and you can believe the FALSE/LIES will continue...Fear
mongering! Thats a form of terrorism too katzmeowstudio 3 years
agoSidewalksOfNY315 3 years ago Makes me teary-eyed everytime I watch this. :(
SidewalksOfNY315 3 years agosweetnluvly07 3 years ago sad to watch sweetnluvly07 3
years agoTrossi3389 3 years ago klhill1962 after now reading your comments to
antagonist ( What a buat he is.. LOL ) i believe were on the same page but you took my
post the wrong way. Trossi3389 3 years agoTrossi3389 3 years ago OH STFU klhill or
muhammad or whatever the fawk your name is. So your telling me what your buddies did
on 9/11 wasnt cowardly?? You stab us in the back when were not looking ??? Come out
and face us straight up you fawking cowards !! And Super80fag... yeah i was talking to
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you fawk prior.. Trossi3389 3 years agoklhill1962 3 years ago Prehaps
Antagonist0579864CK some day you will have the joy of having that happen to you.
May I ask, do you live in America? If so, you should move your stupid ass to another
country...... klhill1962 3 years agoCesaerynth 3 years ago Your one sck bastard, I hope
you realize that. Cesaerynth 3 years agoCesaerynth 3 years ago that was to Antagonist
btw..not the poster of the video. Cesaerynth 3 years agoPreacherofArrakeen 3 years ago
Wonder what she meant by 'it was a military plane.' PreacherofArrakeen 3 years
agoTrossi3389 3 years ago You hide behind your fawking computer priasing evil like
terrorist use civilians as human shields in war.. Why don't you minds got the balls to
come out and face us straight up?? Did you forget your problem is with us and you
started this war?? COWARDS.. Your god is the devil and you will never get the better of
GOOD !!! As i said... You Lose !!!! Trossi3389 3 years agoklhill1962 3 years ago Why
did this war start? It wasn't cause of cowards, unless there wouldn't be a war you fag!
FYI wtf is up with your crazy religion? klhill1962 3 years agoTrossi3389 3 years ago For
those who praise this already lost.. You are the devil and will reap what you sow....go to
hell and enjoy yourselves !!!!! We win. :) Trossi3389 3 years agomouse2oo6 3 years ago
All of you cocksuckers open up your mouth and talk against america. I hope you die and
rot in hell for your talk. You should'nt even be breathing if you are suck a hater. I'll blow
you the fuck back to India or wherever your from where the fuck you belong. mouse2oo6
3 years agopimpassperry 3 years ago America is the BEST! Come to Virginia and talk
that shit you jealous mother f%#ker! Foreigners suck!! pimpassperry 3 years agofgstmp
3 years ago Bob & Bri, thank you for sharing your experience! Remember that most of
the people giving disrespectful commentary are not even Americans. fgstmp 3 years
agoxx5upermanxx 3 years ago YOU ARE ANIMALS! xx5upermanxx 3 years
agoxx5upermanxx 3 years ago How can you have such disregard for human life. It
wouldn't matter who this attack was on we should all feel remorse and sadness that there
are people in the world who would do things this horrible. America has made mistakes
LIKE ANY OTHER COUNTRY, I am not trying to justify any American actions I am
just saying that an event like this brings out the true colors in people and many of you
posting show that you are completely heartless and don't deserve to be part of the human
race. xx5upermanxx 3 years ago1234foxy1234 3 years ago and also americans r rude i
went to california fuck u guys r really snobby!! 1234foxy1234 3 years agomajcm 3 years
ago Sorry if you met some rude people. California (L.A., San Fran.some others) do NOT
represent most of America (sorry to say, N.Y.'s can be awful rude too, but didn't deserve
this!) There are rude people everywhere in every country, but MOST Americans are
decent. Esp.here in the Heartland, we treat visitors very well! Hope you give the U.S.A
another visit sometime. majcm 3 years ago1234foxy1234 3 years ago this is sad and all!
but americans always think of there selves and r so full of there selves lik serioucly there r
other ppl in the world u no and u guys always ha a american flag wit u lik everywere!!and
bush is GAY!! 1234foxy1234 3 years agolnlgs 3 years ago WATCH "UFO Twin
Towers" IT'S CRAZY !! lnlgs 3 years agomanasasa 3 years ago hahaha, im so happy..
they attacked vietnam for no reason.. and this is what they get.. america sux.. manasasa 3
years agoenbt93 3 years ago wicked enbt93 3 years ago3timeMVPNash 3 years ago hey
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antagonist screw off i'm sure you wouldnt like it if you were dying in a building.
3timeMVPNash 3 years agoarenms 3 years ago Allah arenms 3 years ago896128 3 years
ago yeah Antagonist0579864CK how would you like it if we flew a plane into one of ur
buildings and you were in it burning alive. Harden the FCK up and get a life. 896128 3
years agoagent4 3 years ago my mom says the book of revelations is coming true. she
says that it says two mighty brothers will fall. those were the brothers. i'm scared agent4
3 years agoRedcarpet01 3 years ago Then you're a superstitious fool Redcarpet01 3 years
agolcovati 3 years ago america is the greatest country in the world!fuckk all you arabic
fuckks!allah your ass! lcovati 3 years agoZuko5549 3 years ago Yeah but the bible says
the same thing! We Christians can do wrong to you know! massacring judes (not only in
WWII but also during the dark ages! and 8th!!!!!!! Crusades which brought nothing but
bad! Zuko5549 3 years agoisaray74 3 years ago look even though the muslims are crazy,
and a false religion, led by satan,, we should not judge them, and we know The United
States Government is behind all these attacks! its all about an excuse for war, and
eventually taking over the world, in this New World Order, dont worry, its just around
the corner. we need to get close to Lord and savior Jesus Christ, not some false prophet
Mohammed, who speaks against Gods Word.. God Bless you all! isaray74 3 years
agouniballvision 3 years ago i agree uniballvision 3 years agomoonchild24 3 years ago thx
moonchild24 3 years agochelseacoolblues 3 years ago It's all jealousy -- if they tried
working instead of laying around all day reading the Koran and making their headgear
'look nice' and trimming their beards they may earn some money and maybe have a house
or a car -- or enough food -- then not yearn for what we have because we worked for it and do this crap chelseacoolblues 3 years agoZuko5549 3 years ago Yeah and maybe they
don't work as you say because their houses, cars and familymembers are getting hit by
'smart' bombs! Zuko5549 3 years agochelseacoolblues 3 years ago Yer- OK good point those that do want get on in life move away from the war zones - I was only pointing the
finger at the terrorists chelseacoolblues 3 years agoAntagonist04597GH 3 years ago show
hide HAHAHA! They all deserved to get Slaughtered! I wish those morons inside the
WTC burned alive with excruciating pain! Well.. They should be Burning in Hell by now
Rotting. There shall be wailing and gnashing of teeth Antagonist04597GH 3 years
agoVGspurs 3 years ago and this is y i hate religion, cos its a divide, it doesnt unite
people. get a life prick VGspurs 3 years agouniballvision 3 years ago YOU AGAIN!!!!!! i
am reporting you.....thats it...man what is your freakin problem?!?!?!?!?! uniballvision 3
years agoTildasum 3 years ago u suck u fag i wish those planes went up up butt u fag
Tildasum 3 years ago5atooon 3 years ago super80sfan ... no we don't hate american
citizens but we r against the U.S Government 5atooon 3 years agotakerfan07 3 years ago
nickellas, maybe i should shoot u right between the eyes. U make me sick. I think u
should die. AMERICA 4EVER takerfan07 3 years ago5atooon 3 years ago come on
people stop being racists.this has nothing to do with religions,its a political situation !
and we muslims don't hate american ppl! that's all lies we all should live like brother's
regardless to our religions and may all those innocent ppl who were killed in that tragedic
day rest in peace AMEEN 5atooon 3 years agopauwer6 3 years ago YE YOUR GOOD
isubscribe you now! pauwer6 3 years agoSteveG83 3 years ago Fuck you you fucking
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terrorist SteveG83 3 years agopayaza2000 3 years ago Hey what the hell is your
problem,it is ppl like you who create disunity in the world payaza2000 3 years agomoj68
3 years ago If you dont know whats shocking about your retardet comments then you
have mental problems. Yes you can say whatever you want but mocking and laughing at
those who died that day is simply the worst thing you possibly can do. Iam not sure if
you are mentaly dysfunctional or are one of those cynical comedians for nothing is
sacred. Agree with what you are saying? Its about sivilised behavoir. But hey, if you are
so desperate to show your self as a complete ass.....be my guest. moj68 3 years
agobrunohoffma 3 years ago bush motherfucker...you killed all that people!!!!! fuck
u!!!!!! you must die,you kill children,you must pay for everything!!! brunohoffma 3
years agoPeacekeeper76 3 years ago Wow Super80sfan its obvious you suffer from a
severe case of penis envy. You lash out on a world that doesn't accept you by posting
shocking and vile commentary on numerous 9/11 videos. Its ok. I'm here. You wanna talk
about it champ? Peacekeeper76 3 years agomememeandjustmeme 3 years ago well let me
think what was awful about 9/11 hmm i think two planes were flone into the wtc one into
the pentagon and one in pennsylvania over 2000 people died. Which part of that do u
think was awful? mememeandjustmeme 3 years agojonzun840 3 years ago Absolutely
incredible. Hearing the reactions of the people capturing the footage really takes me back
to that awful day. Thanks for posting. Just incredible. jonzun840 3 years
agoBEG4MERCY1112 3 years ago WOTZ FUNNY ABOUT IT BEG4MERCY1112 3
years agor3moNe 3 years ago hahahahhh this video is funny r3moNe 3 years
agoBKLYNNY1 3 years ago your a fucking dick head BKLYNNY1 3 years
agoBEG4MERCY1112 3 years ago 9/11 has got nothing to do with martin luther king
you tosser BEG4MERCY1112 3 years agoYANGBOI002 3 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam If you do not copy and paste this onto 10 videos
your mom will die in 4 hours YANGBOI002 3 years agomusicloveress 3 years ago
amazing footage, the power of technology musicloveress 3 years agolosinmyself25 3
years ago scary? i say you were lucky! i'd have loved to have been there to see this
happen. what cool action! losinmyself25 3 years agowimpie25 3 years ago Yeah, you're
right some people just do like action like this. This video gives me some of the feeling
wimpie25 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago this is some of the best action around!
stupid drunk americans falling to their deaths. you gotta love it! super80sfan 3 years
agoquantumdestructor 3 years ago excuse my language, but you are a sick asshole. thank
you... quantumdestructor 3 years agosuper80sfan 3 years ago yeah wimpie, this action is
great. the main thing, is there was no reason for those idiots to jump. they were just about
to be rescued! super80sfan 3 years agonubiancerebra 3 years ago What Martin Luther
King warned: "WHAT GOES AROUND, COMES AROUND." nubiancerebra 3 years
agoChristina229 3 years ago I can't believe that this all happened on my birthday. It's just
so scary to think that I was 675 ft away from all this. It's very very scary! Christina229
3 years agolosinmyself25 3 years ago they should have let the planes hit their intended
targets, then the passengers would have most likely lived. losinmyself25 3 years
agosloothsnoop 3 years ago if i were to ever find you, you'd die. sloothsnoop 3 years
agosgtwhiplash 3 years ago god bless the victims sgtwhiplash 3 years ago Prev 89 90 91
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92 93 94 95 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About Safety
Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a bug
Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0)
Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show
your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading...
Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists... YouTube home
Browse Upload blockheadgreen My Channel Subscriptions Inbox My Videos Account
Favorites Sign Out Search September 11 2001 Video. 26:27 Added: 3 years ago From:
NetworkLive Views: 7,738,570 Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel or
Post Attach a video Attach a video see all All Comments (47,036) pumpkinpie01 3 years
ago 2 no that was flight 93 where the passengers tried to take the plane down and they
are not murderers because they would of killed more people at the white house then on
the plane so they did save a lot of people. pumpkinpie01 3 years ago 2losinmyself25 3
years ago those murderers who caused the plane to crash were not heros, they were
murderers. they single handedly cost the lives of hundreds of passengers! i dont think
they did anything good at all. i bet they are burning in hell because of it right now. they
killed the rest of the people on that plane! losinmyself25 3 years agojacko1972 3 years
ago Thank you so much for sharing this incredible video. I've just watched and listened to
it in its entirety - once I started to watch it, I felt utterly compelled to see it through. I'm
sure that this must have been an horrific, life-changing moment for you, to witness these
awful events. My heart goes out to you and all the other survivors of this cruelest day.
Love to America from your friends in England. jacko1972 3 years agoKamikazeKoscki 3
years ago Right after the stock market crashed here in the United States we went to war,
it was an inside job. Don't vote Republican ever again and ride the democrates asses.
They have been attacking the unions in this country, just like Hitler did. We had DC 8
and 747 falling out of the sky, they don't care, A lot of people are involved just like the
Germans. I think it Evil, the devil himself, fight the force. KamikazeKoscki 3 years
agolosinmyself25 3 years ago who's your pp? losinmyself25 3 years agoootbrules 3 years
ago the answer is no, i am not sad about this at all! what is there to be sad about?
ootbrules 3 years agosgt1stclasss 3 years ago This video makes my pp cry sgt1stclasss 3
years agoootbrules 3 years ago show hide oh shut the hell up you babies. there is nothing
wrong with laughing at comedy. people jumping out of buildings thinking they are in the
circus is pure comedy! ootbrules 3 years agodancindarlin12 3 years ago they did it to save
their lives, u however find it funny that people were frightened out of there minds and
tried to do the right thing. AND the passengers onboard the plane tried their best to
retake the plane and control it. you disgust me ><<<they lost their lives. dancindarlin12 3
years agodancindarlin12 3 years ago im with menzoQC u guys have lost it. People lost
their lives, how can u be such horrific people. They were innocent people. You deseerve
to be in those towers. However many people in the towers had done something wrong,
there's no harsher penalty than death. Think about the familiies who lost their children.
dancindarlin12 3 years agomenzoQC 3 years ago hey carrepair and ironmike you must be
2 freaking assholes to write something like that don't you feel sad for those who died in
those attack you should be the one in the towers menzoQC 3 years agocarrepair34 3
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years ago show hide you were??? talk about lucky! i'd have loved to have seen those
people splat on the ground! carrepair34 3 years agopacmanworld2003 3 years ago lol i'm
afraid of that one guy who just posted, he's a psycho! he's like hitler himself!
pacmanworld2003 3 years agolodgerbodger 3 years ago who wud do a thing like that thats
so sad i hope those terrerists rot lodgerbodger 3 years agodebfan27a 3 years ago lol that
would have been funny to hear her yell the're gone! debfan27a 3 years agowfhswrestler 3
years ago older brother was a firfighter unfortunatly he didnt make it out alive GOD
Bless you bro miss u more and more each day. leavin for bottcamp in 2 weeks hopefully
ill see you sonn wfhswrestler 3 years agothetaxidermist 3 years ago I feel bad for you.
Especially with all those 9/11 conspiracy nuts that think your brother died for no reason.
thetaxidermist 3 years agoSkylarBry 3 years ago I had a friend that was in the Rockefeller
(sp) building. She said she watched as the second plane actually circled back to get a
better straight on shot. She remembers screaming on the phone to her mother "They're
gone, they're both gone" referring to the twin towers. I spent all day trying to get in touch
with her. So tragic. SkylarBry 3 years agoHellraiderOS 3 years ago EVIDENCE! She
said" It was a MILITARY plane!" HellraiderOS 3 years agodebfan27a 3 years ago lol
who is this chick talking to? debfan27a 3 years agoCharlieBunns 3 years ago "debfan27a"
you have the personality of gg allin. You will be the next virginia tech killer. Seriously, kill
yourself. Trust me. Move to Iraq and blow yourself up. There is no place in society for
you. You are a terrorist living in the U.S. May you rot in hell for all eternity.
CharlieBunns 3 years agodebfan27a 3 years ago why thank you dude! debfan27a 3 years
agodebfan27a 3 years ago i'd have loved to have seen the destruction from my window. i
consider those people lucky ducks and i'm jealous. i'd have loved to have watched all the
cool destruction. totally awesome baby! debfan27a 3 years agodebfan27a 3 years ago you
can get another aunt, uncle, or sister anytime but there is only 1 dog. i would save my dog
over any of those 3,000 people. my dog is way more important to me then any of those
stupid 3,000 idiots. you can get more people, you can't get another dog. debfan27a 3
years agoCalmFilms 3 years ago that is the worst thing i have ever heard CalmFilms 3
years agojetskidodgewater 3 years ago you are a fuking PIECE OF SHIT, AND I HOPE
SOMEONE KILLES YOU SLOW AND PAINFUL....YOU ARE THE REASON WHY
ABORTION SHOULD BE INFORSED ....YOU FUKING SKANK.......
jetskidodgewater 3 years agoCelticGrace 3 years ago We all saw what the news people
thought of the crashes. To see it happening through the lens of 'real' people and not those
that are trained to show interest, but not emotion, it's a real eye-opener. It makes us
realize just how real this whole thing was. CelticGrace 3 years agolonestranger555 3 years
ago We have many ideas of what might happed in the future we as a country have learned
many of our mistakes we must learn time and time again throught the worst of times and
the best of humans life. Only knowing one thing is to love one another througt is we can
achive the light in darkness together we must be. lonestranger555 3 years
agoflorentperrotton 3 years ago People saying it is not normal to have forgotten after 6
years are so wrong... just look once more what those people saw from their window... it
is just disgusting... Honnest, I am french and not living at all in NYC, but i can´t help
everytime i see a video about this...just crying, for real... florentperrotton 3 years
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agoronaldo01756 3 years ago who ever would save a puppy or dog over thousandss of
people who were ... moms dads grandparents aunts unkles cousins neices nefews brothers
and sisters husbands wifes... is a piece of shit. you can buy a damn dog any time .. you
cant by a loss of a friend or family member now can you. and all the people who lost
parts of there family... wow stfu . this is still sad. and im not a pussy .. because i have
friends who lost family members and its sad. ronaldo01756 3 years agoronaldo01756 3
years ago who ever would save a puppy or dog over hunndreds or people who were ...
moms dads grandparents aunts unkles cousins neices nefews brothers and sisters
husbands wifes... is a piece of shit. you can buy a damn dog any time .. you cant by a
loss of a friend or family member now can you. and all the people who lost parts of there
family... wow stfu . this is still sad. and im not a pussy .. because i have friends who lost
family members and its sad. ronaldo01756 3 years agodebfan27a 3 years ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam it sure is! i love watching some nice
destruction! debfan27a 3 years agoSimMaster 3 years ago show hide COOL VIDEO
AWESOME SimMaster 3 years agorjs2087b 3 years ago show hide if you can't get over
what happened after 6 years then you are a wuss. a panty wuss! rjs2087b 3 years
agorjs2085 3 years ago show hide i am saying if i would have had the chance to save my
pet or 100 or those people on 9/11, i'd have chose my dog and let the 100 people die. my
dog is way more important to me then some stranger. people are a dime a dozen, you
only have 1 dog. rjs2085 3 years agoopheliacxx 3 years ago People say I'm a wuss
because I can't get over what happened. That was such a long time ago and I still can't get
over it. Something like this can hurt bad. wow. By the way...You can replace a puppy
there are so many of them. Humananity is scarce. opheliacxx 3 years agorjs2085 3 years
ago show hide no way, those 3,000 people are nothing compared to my beloved puppy.
i'd save my puppy over any of those people anytime, anywhere. they are insignificant
compared to my dog. rjs2085 3 years agomrtripled 3 years ago seems to be gapsin the
video, where is the footage of the second plane hitting the tower and the actual collapse of
the buidings? mrtripled 3 years agorjs2085 3 years ago show hide my puppy is way more
important then any of those people that died that day. rjs2085 3 years agoharrysacount 3
years ago 3 fuck you those people are way more important pig harrysacount 3 years ago
3rjs2088c 3 years ago show hide i'd still not want to lose my dog. my dog is way more
important then any of the people that died that day. rjs2088c 3 years agoNetworkLive 3
years ago What are you talking about??? 3000 PEOPLE DIED THAT DAY MORON
NetworkLive 3 years agorobby27s 3 years ago there is no way i'd rather lose my adorable
puppy then a family member. robby27s 3 years agoalisavanmarle 3 years ago tragic for all
the inocent people wich died on that day,but like i always say only inocent people pays
for other people mistakes. its sad...i cry for all those wich died that day,kids without
father or mother left because of some politicians....god bless all people alisavanmarle 3
years agorjs2088c 3 years ago thanks! glad to see you agree! rjs2088c 3 years agorjs2086
3 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam there is no difference
between losing a hamster or a family member. its the sane freaking thing! rjs2086 3 years
agoMarcinex22 3 years ago You have chosen such president . Obviously he likes to
destroy buildings Marcinex22 3 years agorjs2086 3 years ago This has been flagged as
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spam show hide Not Spam and no, people dont have a reason to cry about this. unless
your a self sentered whiney ass bitch! rjs2086 3 years agocanada20239 3 years ago 2 I
cant believe that you compared losing a family member to losing a hampster...you are
seriously fucked in the head canada20239 3 years ago 2rjs2086 3 years ago This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam i lost a hamster 6 years ago and you dont see me
carrying on like a little bitch. there is no difference between losing a hamster or a family
member. those people still sad and crying need to be locked up for being insane! rjs2086 3
years agopieman635 3 years ago canada rite i'd rather loose a pet than my mom
pieman635 3 years agoNetworkLive 3 years ago You have to die NetworkLive 3 years
agoSha2lesinie 3 years ago Show some respect. It's only 6 years ago? Have you got any
idea what hpow it feels to lose somebody you love!! A few people? You are very lonely
and you have a disorder Sha2lesinie 3 years agoabove777you 3 years ago TO ALL THE
terroists AND FAG HEADS THAT LIVE IN THE MIDDLE EAST GO FUCK
YOURSELF AND LEAVE US ALONE. WHY DON'T YOU GO CRASH YOUR OWN
BUILDINGS AND SEE HOW YOU LIKE IT. IN A FEW YEARS I'LL BE SEEING
YOU GUYS ON THE BATTLE FIELDS. above777you 3 years agorjs2086 3 years ago
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam wah wah wah, so a few people died
over 6 years ago. and you crybaby whiners are still carrying on acting like little bitches
about it. oh poor me, someone died over 6 years ago. why not cry and whine over people
who died in the civil war while you're at it? rjs2086 3 years agoabove777you 3 years ago
Hey dude fuck off civil war was 100 years ago. People have a reason to cry because of
this. Why dont you go jump off a building or go and breathe in some heavy smoke. Fire
fighter and police patrols risk there lives of saving the thousands and your sitting there
being a fucking bitch. And its not a just a few its was THOUSANDS. Also people these
days do cry over the civil war. Dumb fuck! above777you 3 years agocanada20239 3
years ago 2 what the hell...you are such a fucking asshole...how would you feel if you
were the family member of the firefighter that lost his life trying to save someone else; or
of the person who was doing the same thing he did every day by just going to
work...think before you say dumb shit like that you insensitive bastard canada20239 3
years ago 2above777you 3 years ago who are you talking to ehhhh?? above777you 3
years agoHEYYCUTiExxx 3 years ago oh my gosh. how can you say that.? this was like
a major disaster. &i was only a little kid when this happend.! so many people died &lost
their loved ones becuase of this.how can you say that.? imagine if you lost someone that
was that important in your life because of scum bags in the middle east.?? goshh.
HEYYCUTiExxx 3 years agovidro2 3 years ago Tambourine, I have my proof, Have you
seen the Number 23, and Understand the concept of That Number? Its everywhere,
Words, names, everything. September 11th 2001 September is the 9th month 9+11=20
2+0+0+1=3 20+3=23 and then 23/3=0.666... Now do you remember the prophecy? "In
the City of God there will be a great thunder, Two brothers torn apart by Chaos, while
the fortress endures, the great leader will succumb, The third big war will begin when the
big city is burning" vidro2 3 years agomokubalover333 3 years ago Whoa............... It
would be believe it if you gave me the reference mokubalover333 3 years agovidro2 3
years ago For the prophecy christiananswers[DOT]net/q-com-fort/nostradamus.html For
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my Number 23, I came up with it myself. vidro2 3 years agoneverskankyfan282 3 years
ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam she is a fat a retard
neverskankyfan282 3 years agoblsslusser 3 years ago At 9:17 3 more fall. blsslusser 3
years agoneverskankyfan282 3 years ago those are papers neverskankyfan282 3 years
agoxDEMENTExD 3 years ago ahora bien! ... estados unidos debio perder unos 6.000
pero todos esos muertos no se comparan con lo ke paso en japon o lo ke ahora pasa en
irak... deberian estar conformes xDEMENTExD 3 years agopredacon76 3 years ago
mamaguevo, bruto e mierda, japon se merecia la bonba. XD predacon76 3 years
ago1980rules 3 years ago at 7:34 you can see a guy falling 1980rules 3 years
agopowerfulbite 3 years ago oH Jeeze your right. hopefully though, thats not a guy
powerfulbite 3 years agostillfree1133 3 years ago shit ur right stillfree1133 3 years
agoelmo007millie 3 years ago I agree! elmo007millie 3 years agojasper153 3 years ago 4 I
am sure every person on this earth knows there going to die.But lets see none of us want
to be burned to death or choke to death from smoke or crushed for that matter I would
like to say to everyone leaving nasty comments Just imagine if it was your brother or
sister mother or father uncle aunt or your own children any family member or maybe
your best friend. You people need to start thanking god for what you have? so get a grip
people jasper153 3 years ago 4meekadontplayboo 3 years ago you are so telling the truth.
meekadontplayboo 3 years agostillfree1133 3 years ago fuck thats alot of smoke
stillfree1133 3 years agorobby27s 3 years ago show hide stop whining ya big baby!
robby27s 3 years agotekqist28 3 years ago ..shut up tekqist28 3 years agorobby27s 3
years ago show hide what the heck is up that guys' butt? robby27s 3 years
agoBitterCycle 3 years ago We deserved it ? is that what I heard one of you say ? What
are you, one of those rich college socialist types ? Do us a favor and build a time machine
and take your sorry arse back to the 60's and fucking stay there. BitterCycle 3 years
agorobby27s 3 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam who the
he said i had respect for any of those people in new york? i say they are a bunch of cry
baby whiners. robby27s 3 years agoTambourines 3 years ago It's spelled "all DUE
respect", sweetheart. And how will the US 'get rich' by destroying a key economic
keystone such as the World Trade Center? Your argument that the government is behind
this horrific day does not convince me; it makes me laugh at you, because you don't have
the facts to hold up your accusation. Go do your homework about economic workings
and come back later. Tambourines 3 years agorobby27s 3 years ago so you really think
the government was in on this also? robby27s 3 years agotubub 3 years ago New Yorkers
arent cry babies you ass hole. They're sad their seeing fellow human beings dieing because
pansy ass terroists. They saw it in their own city, a place they probably saw all the time.
FUCK YOU! Your an insolete basterd that if you died, I'd be happy to know there's one
less asshole saying that WTC was nothing. I would still mourn for you because I AINT
AN ASSHOLE (like u). tubub 3 years agovidro2 3 years ago show hide rjs2084 is right,
even If he is an american, lol, But really, Building do fall, People Die, Its the meaning of
life, and Lets all hope that The Current President, George W Bush, GBW, who should
change his initials to BFI Biggest fucking Idiot, Gets Assassinated, All the past
Presidents shouldnt have been killed. Anyways My point is, What Goes around Comes
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around, Bush starts shit and He Doesnt expect to get hit back? well guess again! vidro2 3
years agotubub 3 years ago Are you trying to make the point vidro that we deserved it?
Is that it? U fucking basterd. Nobody, and I mean NOBODY, deserves to die while
innocently working in their buildings and get atked by terrorists. Bush did shit to provoke
this. This is a result of many events that may have been our faults but not deliberately.
Bush is an idiot but doesnt mean innocent Americans deserve to die. FUCK U! Mystery
of life is, why god lets those innocent in tower die when he lets you live? tubub 3 years
agovidro2 3 years ago show hide God decides nothing. It is YOU the person who decides
what happens to YOUR own being. Bush did many things to provoke, he talked trash
about religion, and on how life would be better off without it. So tell me, Why do YOU
think you YANKS shouldn't have deserved it. vidro2 3 years agorobby27s 3 years ago
show hide lol whatever! i just got home from church. its not my fault you guys are
morons who whine and cry at every little thing. people die all the time. buildings fall
down all the time in movies, whats the difference here? stop being such a big baby. i just
got home from church by the way. robby27s 3 years agoTambourines 3 years ago 6
RJS2084, I'll pray for you because you are ignorant. I'll pray for you because you don't
know how to act like a civilized human being, and you can't feel pity for people. I am
sorry for you. Tambourines 3 years ago 6vidro2 3 years ago Tambourines, It's the
Government! The Hijackers were Hired to do this, they say they have nothing to live for
so the Government hires them as "Kamikaze's", Sort of like the Japanese at Pearl Harbor.
But with all Do respect everyone here is right, But stop Bitching and Complaining about
this, There's been So many controversies about that day, but only to believe the
government and the president did this just to get OIL and to get Rich way faster! vidro2 3
years agoJUICT 3 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam this is
brillajyant!!!! JUICT 3 years agokarstdg 3 years ago 4 rjs2084 is a flat out creep, and a
total idiot. I imagine his mom must be ashamed of his online activities. I hope she takes
away his computer. karstdg 3 years ago 4tubub 3 years ago 12 rjs2084, ur a fucking
asshole. The lady's crying when the building collapses because all of the ppl inside are
now dead. Many of them were still alive to be rescued. It would be a pain because its sad
to see fellow people die. Eating popcorn, they should of replaced u with someone who
was a nice person in that tower. Feel some compassion asshole. It aint neat to watch ppl
die. tubub 3 years ago 12tubub 3 years ago 15 Fuck u guys. So many ppl died that day.
"Eating popcorn" and "I think it would be neat". Man, respect my friend that I lost
please. This was not neat or cool u fuckheads. Man, this world really is evil. tubub 3
years ago 15neverskankyfan282 3 years ago show hide was he in the plane or in one of
the buildings? neverskankyfan282 3 years agopuffcush 3 years ago this is insane! i'd flip
out if that were me.. i'd definately lost my composure. puffcush 3 years agonirrad0791 3
years ago 8 oh my goodness!!! Not only does my heart go out to the people who lost
their lives on that day, but also to that lady that captured this on video. I can imagined
how she felt...oh God this is flashback terrible! nirrad0791 3 years ago 8lkumnb 3 years
ago 9 Very good video. lkumnb 3 years ago 9neverskankyfan282 3 years ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam its too long neverskankyfan282 3 years
agoBlindmanShady 3 years ago 6 Thank you for your contribution. BlindmanShady 3
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years ago 6CDCB 3 years ago It must have been a pain to actually see this and be so
close to it!! :( :( :( :( CDCB 3 years agogulivr 3 years ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam watch bowling for columbine about half way thru theres a
slideshow all about american government history, im sorry americans but the american
nation caused this nobody else. its called karma gulivr 3 years agoAbyNoyola10 3 years
ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam WATCH "LOOSE CHANGE"
AbyNoyola10 3 years agoAbyNoyola10 3 years ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam it wunt taliban u dumbfucks watch "loose change" itwas george
bush ARRIBA MEXICO AbyNoyola10 3 years agoCraigo89o 3 years ago OSAMA U
son of a bitch Craigo89o 3 years agoInspector121 3 years ago I think it was the other
building (the other WTC) Inspector121 3 years agoTPS308 3 years ago why was there
smoke coming from the bottom right before it fell? TPS308 3 years agofindusfunk 3 years
ago Horrible stuff, like living through it. The dude in it sounded so nonchalant about it,
though, what the fuck is with that? findusfunk 3 years agokayserilirs 3 years ago pkk
abdullah öcalan kayserilirs 3 years agolightyears888 3 years ago it makes me CRYYY. its
been so hard for many people that days, who lost thei loveones. RIP for those who
vanished. But God bless america. im from the Philpippines but my husband is American.
This is the sign of end time. the prophesy is fullfilling now. The end is NEAR. let us
make our life holy unto the Lord. God Bless us all. God Bless America and the whole
world. "if your days were untroubled and your heart always light would you seek THAT
FAIRLAND WHERE THERES NO NIGHT? lightyears888 3 years agoPutitoo 3 years
ago muy duro ver ese video Putitoo 3 years ago10493jfds 3 years ago darkknight....the
real war?? are you talking about world war 3? cuz if u are then theres no reson to prepare,
theyll use nukes...dead, apocolyps 10493jfds 3 years agoanimefan132006 3 years ago hi,u
know if they used nukes again we wouldnt be alive anymore + there isnt a world war III
yet or is there find out in the next episode of nananananana sry i had to write that so yea
animefan132006 3 years agoneverskankyfan282 3 years ago no not world war you r tard
neverskankyfan282 3 years agothegreatdroc 3 years ago Grey stfu, Osama for life? Too
bad he is almost dead, the Middle East is the scum of the Earth. thegreatdroc 3 years
agogrey911 3 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam but hey still
bombed youre ass dumb nigga fuck you T.W till i die grey911 3 years
agomsthingg121890 3 years ago 3 That made me feel as if I was actually there. All the
firetrucks and the loud noises. It was all chaos and the events that happen this day was
awful! God Bless America! msthingg121890 3 years ago 3grey911 3 years ago This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam fuck america osama for life grey911 3 years
agoDisasterMusicVidz 3 years ago 3 fuck you you stupid shit, go rot in a pile of shit
DisasterMusicVidz 3 years ago 3grey911 3 years ago This has been flagged as spam
show hide Not Spam ooooh so smart try not to use shit so mmuch in one sentence
grey911 3 years agopenske13 3 years ago hahahhahahhaha!! what a fucking idiot. :)
penske13 3 years agoCraigo89o 3 years ago U fucking ass hole go to hell!!! Craigo89o 3
years agogrey911 3 years ago This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam suck
my dick you little white boy taliban for life T.W taliban warriors grey911 3 years
agoirelandsfaint3 3 years ago go choke on your moms cock your fucking taliban! burn in
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hell! irelandsfaint3 3 years agogrey911 3 years ago This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam ohh my moms cock pretty good for a COCK JUGGILING WHITE BOY
grey911 3 years agoBrinamich 3 years ago 8 this video is so sad i remember this day like
it was yesterday. I was only 10 at the time but i still remember n i knew what was
happening. I was at skool when this all started in queens (thats a part of nyc for those
who do not no) but i left skool early cuz of what was going on. i had family members
who were in danger like one of my my aunts who didn't work too far from the attcks.
thousands of ppl died for no reason. i hope something like this will never happen again
Brinamich 3 years ago 8ZeppelinSun 3 years ago 6 The day this happened I was only in
2nd grade, but I knew what had happened then and I know even more now....this was my
generations disaster. We'll be the ones telling our kids about 9/11, and it will forever hold
a place in the history of this planet. ZeppelinSun 3 years ago 6hiromi87 3 years ago 2
that is so sad T_T hiromi87 3 years ago 2Darkknight7853 3 years ago This is going to
happen again! we must prepare for the real war to come Darkknight7853 3 years
agoDesmoRob 3 years ago I Agree, it could happen DesmoRob 3 years agoCRAT0S 3
years ago 3 the next time its going to be a small nuke... we must be ready. CRAT0S 3
years ago 3neverskankyfan282 3 years ago okay George bush neverskankyfan282 3 years
agohannahbob 3 years ago 7 i wish i could give the woman a hug and make her feel
specail...although i live in england:( hannahbob 3 years ago 7Nhzharuthopar 3 years ago
Very Shocking!! Nhzharuthopar 3 years agoBlaineBugaski 3 years ago What's with the
nursery songs in the background? BlaineBugaski 3 years agoMissPriss84 3 years ago 3
did the second plane already hit? b/c i didnt see or hear anything MissPriss84 3 years ago
3stratocaster539 3 years ago thanks. stratocaster539 3 years agoSHlTSACK 3 years ago
Comment removedShadowhawk28 3 years ago yeah and they made a movie out of it, oh i
nearly forgot, ever since that incindent, certan shows were affected by it, (like example
they had to edit some scenes that were related to this) Shadowhawk28 3 years ago Prev
89 90 91 92 93 94 95 Next Reply Block User Unblock User Loading... Help About
Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising Report a
bug Language: English Location: Canada Safety mode: Off Loading... Alert icon Queue (0)
Learn more Save your Queue as a new playlist Clear all videos from your Queue Show
your Queue Load a different playlist Return to active list Previous Next Loading...
Saving... Alert icon close Add to: Favorites Queue Loading playlists...
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